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Avausr 5, 1880.} FOREST AND STREAM. 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

PRAT T’S.,. 00s siscurts, 
P ATENT . DOG SOAP, 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, OF E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

OCOELAMPAGN ES, 

Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 
Ethine Wines, 

TO wD O IN 
Send for Circular and Price List, 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains, 

WHISKIES, IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

ishing Gackle. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Cen tennial Exbibition, 

= Z * oP : a = = a, 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut;Sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
hin Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

ae Teiars, Snood Artinoal Bait, Fly Books, — 
Cc. Cc. 

2-Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALS (a) 

** Krider’s’’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
mae Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eggs pr pial eusad Great Varieties 

i ranches. 
TE ate Patent Dog Biseuit. 

MANNS 
Trolling Spoons. 

EMANUFACTURE 59 eeepeas pein 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State ane Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
volving, has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured. Itiscoyered by two patents 
—Mann's patent, Noy. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854. _Be- 
ware of imitations. None genuine unless J. H. 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon. 
Wholesale Agents._Bradford & Anthony, 374 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be op. 
tained through mcst of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-tackle dealers: or write direct to the many. 
facturers for cataogue and price list. 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. 

w 3 Nf S0 0, 

SPLIT BAMBOO RO 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULE 

Dublications. 

CANCE AND CAMERA. 
A photographic tour of two hundred miles of 

of the Maine forests, 
BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE. 

With Sixty ILtusTrRAtTIONS. The most artistic 
book of the season. 

EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
“Tt is one of the handsomest books.of the sea- 

son, fully illustrated by drawings from the au- 
thor’s own pencil, and trom his photographs.”’— 
Charles Dudley Warner. ’ 
“The book is written in the best of temper, in 

a fresh and breezy style, and with a zest that 
marks a true sportsman.’’—Boston Journal. 
“A highly elegant book, whose author needs 

no introduction to the lovers of literature gener— 
ally .”’—Hartford Times. : ; 
“Written with a modesty which commends it- 

self to the reader at once, and with an enthusi- 
asm and intelligence that will doubiless serve to 
entice other loyers of the fishing rod into this 
beautiful region ''—Springfield Republican, 
“The word that describes this book by_an 

} Hartford author, is—charming.’'—Christian Sec- 
retary. , 
i“ No lover of out-of-door life will fail to appre- 
ciate it. It is issuedin better style than any 
other such book which we have seen.”—The 
Crepe eiamonaliet , 
““Itmakes one feel as if one must go over the 

marly | same route.”—The Religious Herald. 
“ The publication of the book is most oppor- 

tune.”—Bangor, Maine, Whig. __ 
“Tt furnishes as delightful reading as any tour- 

ist can desire.”’"—Boston Herald- 
‘The author holds a facile pen. The pages are 

fresh from the heart of nature, and the pleasures 
are the pure andsimple ones that never lose 
their charm for those who enjoy companionship 
with natural beauty.”’—Providence Journal. 
“Tt opens a new and attractive region and de- 

serves a place in every gentleman’s library.” 
Hartford Evening Post. 

Square 12mo., bound in cloth, black and gold,$L.a0. 

—FOR SALE AT THIJS OFFICH.— 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 

FIFTH EDITION. 
AN exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 

tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 
oetaray it. For sale at this office. Price, pest 
paid, $1.50. 

Field Cover, and Trap Shooting, 
BY A. H, BOGARDUS. 
rice, $2. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICH. 

Compicte 

Outfits. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

H. L. LEONARD’S 

DS, 
The former protecting the wood from moisture, and the later making it impossible for these rods 

SPECIDTIES- 
T AND BASS FLY RODS, HAND-MADE, POLISHED ASH BUTT, Lance- 

to break at the ferule. 

wood middle-joint, two Lancewood tips, brass mounted, $6.00, 
8,00. EB, 

) 

fly book, $13.06. 

German silyer mounted, 
ach equal to any $8.00 or $10.00 rod in the market. 

UTEIT, containing aboye German silver mounted rod, fine rubber click reel, 25 yds. 
Buper water-proof silk line, one dozen best reversed wing fies, one dozen hooks on gut, Lead er and 

Bine Hexagonal, Split Bamboo (equal to any Split Bamboo Rod made, except Leonard's), $18.00, 
a MIST COLOR D LEA DHRs, with or without loops, 3fv, léc,, 6ft. 30c., 9ft. 400, 

Colored gut, $1.25 per doz 
Our (NEW) INVISIBLE LEADERS, made of finest round gut, 6ft. 35c., 9ft. 50c. 

on invisible gut 

Best Black Bass Trolling flies .......2 

Any style or pattern of Trout, Black 
‘om stock, 

Send for Price List. 
a8 

$1.25 per dozen, 
. 174 per dozen, 

3.50 per dozen. 
Bass or Salmon flies tied to order, promptly, at same prices 

Sportsmen's Goosls. 

SS 

- - mM RvussER Goops or Every Drscrre- 
: TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

COODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’rg Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 492:B’ way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

25 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST, 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTIZC, 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Dublications. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to TY. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

_ THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for Rie 
ee ear; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—hboth papers for $2.00, 
A series of twelye 

g, ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sentfor 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

SUMMER ,MACATIONS 

Moosehead Lake 
AND VICINITY, 

By LUCIUS HUBBARD. 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE to the woods and 
waters of Northern Maine, combined witha 

thorough 
MANUAL FOR CAMPING OUT. 

mo. 150 pages, gilt, cloth. Price, with new and 
enlarged MAP of NORTHERN MAINE, $1.50, 
Paper, without map, 75cts. Map separate, 75cts, 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, by 

A. WILLIAMS & Co., Boston, | 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM L 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES, By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman's life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
4 trip to the Rangeley Lakes, 224 pages. 12 illus, 

pAHRAR ‘3 RICHARDSON AND . RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 50 illus., and a large map, 

Pan oes NOOSHEEEA. i D LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. A comprehensive hand-book of the 
pissin Lake region and sporting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pases. 14illus, Price 50 cents. 
FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers. 59 cents. 

FARKRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the head. 
waters of the Kcnnebec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send fur catalozue. 2) 
cone AO of the atove pubNcations mailed, 

+ On Teceipt of price. A idresg 
CARLES A.J £F 5 < ARRAR, Jamaica Plain. 
Mass, Dec31 — 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsmen’s Gazetteer 
PHRIcE, 3 00. 

EFOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Fine Arhery. 
——>—>_—. 

PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Bvery Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES, 

in Shootings Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior.§ ; 

Bows sent C. O. D, on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money;will be 
refunded, except express charges, 
Tlustrated circulars sent free, 

—- SSS eee 

SUTTON’& POND,#a 
Factory,124 and 126 Worth street, Newz York. 

TAR BEST | 
Cleaner and Ojler 

*Por Breecti-londioy 4s 
ie In mark 

|For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patch 
|. and full dirsetions sent tree of posts 
Tu ordering give calibre of gun, Send for c 

| Address Ts YARDLEY BROWN, Pa 
{ BEADIN 

HORWE- 
GIAN MOLLER’ COD-LIVER Ol 

Is perfectly pure. Pronounced the best by the hich- 
est medical authoritiesin the world. Given highest 
award at 1:2 World's Expositions, and at Paris, 1875. 
Sold by Droggists. W. H. Schieffelin & Co., N.Y. 

~ = 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, ——- 

WITil THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library, nya 
lid Chair, Child's Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, sim- 
plicity and comfort, 
Everything to an ex- 
act science Orders 
by mail promptly at- 

3 tended to. 
READING POSITION, Goods shipped to any 

address, C. ©. D, Send Stamp for Mlustrated 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
WilsonA jus. Chair M't'g Co.,tié1 Broadway,N ¥- 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS.: 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHIET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C6, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. | 
DUPONT’ 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

_ The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

t reputation for seventy-eight years. Maru- 
tare the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

d@er: * 
DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting.” 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
gud clean; great penetration; adapted for 

_ Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

rh DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
P grain for pistol shooting. . 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SHA SHOOTING,” 
F¥G and FEFG. The FG for long range rifle 
shooting .the FFG srd FFG for general use, 
ay purning strong and moist. 
P SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of all sizes_and_ descriptions. 
Special grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 

non, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U. 8. 
Government standard,. Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof. #A.gen- 
eles in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.S. Represented by é 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
N. B.—Use nove but DDPONT'S FG or FFG 

Powder for long range rifle shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s “Electric Powder,” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness, Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
6i1b. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Welladapted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Duck Shooting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 1b. canisters 
and 6} and 12} 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
enetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
+ ranks auy other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.” 

FFFG, PFG, and ‘Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
95, 124, and 61 1bs. and cansofi lbs. FFG is also 
packed inland +1b. canisters. Burns strong ani 

i The FEFGand FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DEE; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
gale at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
Mloccasins: 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, ete. ‘hey are 

easy to the feet,and very 
Je durable, Madeto order 

¥ in a variety of styles,and 

article.~ Send for tS circular. 

. HUTCHINGS, P. O. 
2 to Frank Good.) 

Boston Agents. 
(Successor PRADFORD. 

ANTHONY, 

c. F. A. HINRICHS 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc.; 

NEW YORK, 

warranted the genuine 
TIN 

Box 868, Dover, N. H. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Hiscellancous Advertisements. 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion. Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, 

CaptainBogardus, champion 

Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thea matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

1sS~ All our cans have seals over the screw-cap, with C, Ditimar’s signature, and 
none others are genuine. : 

Henry C, Squires, No. 1 Cortlandt street, New York, is not, and never has been an 
agent of this company. 

DITTMARPOWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York. 

JUST RHECHIV HD, 
AN INVOICE OF 

W.W. Greener’ sNewS85 Gun 
10 BORES, $5 EXTRA. 

THESE GUNS HAVE TOP LEVER, DOUBLE BOLT, BETENSION RIB, 

BAR REBOUNDINGYLOCKS,* PISTOL GRIP, PATE NT FORH END, FINE 

LAMINATED STBEBL BARRELS, HORN HHEEL-PLATE, CHOKE BORED, 

AND HANDSOMELY FINISHED, AND AND ARE REGULAR GRADE, BEAR- 

ING 
W. W. GREENER'’S FULL NAME AND ADDRESS. 

WE BELIEVE WE ARE THE ONLY HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES 

THAT CAN FILL ORDERS FOR THIS NEW GUN IMMEDIATELY ON RECEIPT 

OF ORDER. 

Sent C. O. D., with privilege of examination and trial, on receipt 

of a remittance to cover express charges, to your place and re- 

turn. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

HAW E'S PIGEON TRAP. 
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P 
Ress TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface, When 

the cord is pulled one-half of the lid revolves within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 

THEZATR. Sportsmen will at once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

TOBACCO 

VANITY FAIR centre. 
“ MILD "—Rare Old Virginia. “ HALVS"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, We KIMBALL&CO 

7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1S76; Paris, 1878; 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.‘ 

[Aveusr 5, 1880, 

Ammunition, Gtr. 

TATHAW'S 
Selected Standard 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 

TATHAM&BRO’S, 
& BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORK. - 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
he BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, ManurACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Rlisrellancous. 

TRADE "SS aw TAL 

CURFS BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA. 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotien, 

isa postitive cure; it has never falled. 
“Sapanule”’ has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and _all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using ‘ Sapanule. sed in sponge or foot bat 
removes all soreness of body, limba and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all Druggists. Price, S0c., and $1 per 
pottle. Send for illuminated circular and cards, 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY, 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 
see 

| FERGUSON’S PATENT 
i ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 

with 
Locomotive Reflectors. 

S New Moves. 
- HeAD JACKS, STAFF AND 

Boat JAcKs. CAMP LAMPs, 
Hanp, and Dark LAw- 

3 TERNS, Etc. IMPROVED 
2 DASH LAMPS, with Rever-- 

A i sible Attachments. 
= a THE BEST ON THE MARKED. 

Improved RUST PREVEN TOR, for firearms,&a 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
€5 Fulton street, N.Y. 

EE 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market, ¥. 
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Our MipsumMER New YxEAR.—The register at the 

héad of this page marks the first number of a new vol- 
mime, and this journal to-day onters upon the eighth year 
of its publication. 

We are duly gratified at attaining this maturity, and 
express our satisfaction in a substantial manner by a 

‘change for the better in make-up and the adoption of a 

‘Superior grade of paper, These improvements, with the 
others which have been introduced within the last six 
Muonths, now make the Forms? AnD STREAM a model in 
its mechanical execution. 

If we may credit the many kind words of our friends 
and the evidence afforded in the decided indorsement of 
& stanch patronage, the paper is also growing apace in 
he value of its contents, 
That the FOREST AND SrRmaM has succeeded in adapt- 
Ig itself to the wants of the gentlemen sportsmen of 
merica, and is in turn supported and indorsed by them, 
highly satisfactory, and is complimentary to all con- 
ned, for if is proof positive of two things—first, of the 
isdom of the management of the paper, and second, of 
good taste of the sportsmen, 

- 6 

VERTISEMENTS,—Advertisers are respectfully re- 
sted, in all cases where it is possible, to send in their 

verlisements by Saturday of each week before the issue 
which they wish them toappear. We cannot receive 
advertisements, nor make changes in those already 
ding, later than Tuesday morning. 
Ow 

The portrait of Greene Smith, which we had hoped 
publish this week, has been unfortunately delayed, 
We are, therefore, reluctantly compelled to defer it 
our next issue, 

‘marketmen that the game law is not a dead letter, 

THE NEW GAME AND FISH PROTEC- 
TORS. 
——$- __ 

EVERAL amendments tv the game law of the State 

of New York were proposed last winter, but only 

one act among them received the signature of the Goy- 

ernor and became a law. Asa rule, changesin our game 
laws are too frequent to be thoroughly learned by the 

people at Jarge before they are modified or entirely su- 
perseded by others, and in many cases this frequent tin- 
kering is a worse evil than no law at all, causing many 

people to despair of comprehending or remembering the 

ever-changing clauses of the laws, and almost rendering 
it necessary fora sportsman to carry a copy of the Re- 

vised Statutes with him into the fleld before he dare 

wet a line or pulla trigger, The practice of haying dif- 

ferent laws or different close seasons for fish and game 

iu adjoining counties, is often the cause of much unwit- 

ting violation of the law by those who are ignorant of 

such difference; but the main trouble has been not so 

much in the law itself as in its lack of enforcement, de- 

pendent, as it has been, upon clubs, societies and indi- 

viduals, who were either actuated by public spirit or a 

desire for gain, former laws having a provision allowing 

the informer or prosecutor to receive a portion of the 

penalty imposed upon the transgressor—a clause which 

rendered the complainant liable to the suspicion of mer- 

cenary motives, and often invested the offender with the 
aynipathy of his neighbors as a persecuted man, 

Tt isa fact well known to all who haye watched the 

workings of the game laws, that the local constables are 
not to be depended upon to prosecute their friends or 

townsmen for an offense which is to them a venial one, 

and in the eyes of too many others one to which no 

moral guilt is attached, 

It is to he hoped that the officers appointed under the 
new law will prove to the poachers and unprincipled 

This 
law, which was very carefully framed by Mr. John E. 

Devlin, of New York City, provides for the appointment 

of eight officers, to be known as Game and Fish Protect- 
ors, who are to have full power to enforce the laws and 

arrest all offenders, and in order to secure a good class of 

men in these positions, no share in the penalties is of- 

fered, but instead of this a salary is given. We under- 

stand that the appointments are made, but the list has not 
veached us yet, and with the right men, who will do their 

duty eae there is a prospect that the laws whick 

have been deffed so long will now be enforced,, 

These protectors will be charged with the duty of en- 
forcing all statutes for the preservation of moose, deer, 

birds and fish, or other game laws, and to bring, or cause 

to be brought, actions and proceedings in the name of the 

people of the State, against all offenders, They are to be 
appointed by the Governor, and will hold office for three 
years from the date of their appointnient, Section 1 
provides that the district attorney of any county in the 

State shall, upon the request of any one of such protec- 

tors, commence and prosecute to termination, action 

against ary person reported to him by such protector to 

have violated any of these laws, Section 2 provides that 
any net, pound, or other means or device for taking fish 
which is set in violation of existing laws, is declared a 

nuisance, which may be abated by any citizen, and the 

protectors, if applied to, must seize and removeit, Sec- 

tion 3 giyes the protectors authority to arrest persons 
violating any of the proyisions of any statute now or 

hereafter enacted for the protection of fish and game 
without the formality of a warrant. 

For these services the protectors are to receive & salary 
of $500 per year, and traveling expenses not to exceed 
$250, 

We hope for a better enforcement of the existing laws 
under this new regime, and shall watch it with great in- 

terest, and think that af least one of these protectors 
should be located in New York City, to watch the mar- 
kets, which are the great inducement to the market 
poacher to violate the law, Destroy his chance of profit 
and his desire to shoot or net illegally is gone, and we 

do not think that it would be an exaggeration to say 

that one-fourth of all fish and game whish is unlay- 

fully killed within the settled portions of the State finds 
its way to the markets of the great city. 
EE OO 

COL. BODINE’S IRISH VICTORY. 

TH return of Col. Bodine and his explanations of 
his work and the work of his team in Ireland 

adds the emphasis of an official sanction to what the 

Forrsr AND STREAM has already given in the regular re- 
ports of the match, With more details about the 
weather conditions, the effort of the six men who added 

another defeat to Irish rifle history only appears the more 

brilliant. Onsuch a day the score of the Irish team 

shows that the men have fully mastered the problem of 
wind judgment, while on behalf of the Americans it 
must besaid that they ara entitled to a credit fully up to 

that accorded any previous team. 

The Irish riflemen, more than at any of the preceding 

matches, had a clear anticipation of success; they hud, 
by their successive defeats, arrived at a very distincy un- 

derstanding of the strength of the American team shoot- 

evs. Every little incident and contributory elemoni of 
strength had been carefully gauged, and such sharp 

watchers as the Rigbys, Milner and Fenton had taken in 

the points which in their opinion helped to the line of 

victories which the Creedmoor men have enjoyed. The 

Americans have not been reticent at all in proclaiming 
the secrets of their victories. Everything has beon set 

out in the plainest of terms, so that American riflemen, 
while leading the world, have not made a mystery of 

their craft. Fora time the Irish riflemen did not heed 
the lesson, They did not seem to comprehend the propo- 

sition that the strength of a well organized team is far 

ahead of the mere total of the strength of its individu. 

als. The old muzzle-loaders, once the weapon beyond 

comparison at long range, was clung to in spite of the 

overwhelming proof of each match that the American 

makers had united accuracy with convenience in their 

breech-loaders. The proof of their error was too strong 

for the most conservative of Irishmen or Englishmen to 

withstand, and with a prospect of an unlimited series of 

annual whippings before them if they persisted in tei: 
antiquated methods, the Messrs. Rigby decided on a 
change. First came the change in the posit 
firing, in the adoption of the back-position, w'pich is now 
the universal position for long-range work. In the seve- 

ral years of quiet which have elapsed. since their last 
match at Creedmoor, the Irish have been hard at work, 
and when the invitation of this spring was sent oul 

they were prepared to reap ‘ihe victory they anticipated 
from irish labor and Aryerican listlessness. But while 
the shooters on this side the water had done little or 
nothing in the way of showing their skill, they had lost 
none of their cunning, and with a good reasoning of that 
indefinable element—luck—another leading score wag 
put on record, 

Col. Bodine may do a good service for riflemen or, this 
side by giving, in his written and formal report, a careful 
survey and estimate of the several points in which the 

Trish riflemen have added to their strength, anq wherein 
our chances of continued success now "jo, 
is certain, that from this time on rone put 

perfectly organized teams shou’; pe permitted to go 

forth as representative ones. Pyorn what Col. Bodine 

says, and from what he ~,oniticantly omits to say, it is 
pretty certain that he, nad much erude strength and much 
discordant matex\a] in his team; buthe had the back- 
bone and tiie good sense to determine, when it came to 
a choice between discipline and defeat, to choose the 
foymer. The best the discomfited ones can say is that 

on when 

One thing 
the most 

he might possibly have had a stronger team. Itis hardly 
probabie that he would. The good men of his squad did 
all that was expected of them, the wealcmen more, and 
und so the fight was won. <A priori, we should say that. 
the omission of Capt. Jackson from the shooting six 
was a mistake. There may have been some element of 
partiality and personal feeling entering into tlie omis- 
sion, 48 is claimed in some quarters; but itmust be con- 

ceded that the right of judgment was given to Col, Box 
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dine, and that this fact was known to all members of the 

team long before they began shooting for places on the 

team, The proper feeling among all the team men 
should have been a complete abnegation of self, They 

were sent to conduct a campaign on behalf of America 

generally, and this object having been gloriously accom- 
plished, it will he very difficult indesd to male the peo- 

ple of America believe that there was any very grievous 

error committed by Col, Bodine in making ap his team. 
Somebony’s corns may haye been stepped on, bub the 

public cannot be expected to cry ihorcior. The late 
American team leader may not be an immaculate Solon, 
but he certainly has been a creditable eoimander, and 
those for whom he fought and won will not be very cu- 
rious to go behind the returns, If any positive injus- 

tice has been done any one, the Forusr AnD STREAM will 

do all in its power to expose such ill-doing; but our col- 
umns cannot be made the vehicle of indefinite abuse, 
Until somebody can show us that Col, Bodine did not win 

the match at Dollymount, we must be excused in our be- 
lief that it was the men who shot and not the men on the 

reserve who carried the day. 

—--——___——=i E+ 0 fe 

THE ANTHRACITE DECLINES. 
a 

HE challenge tothe Anthracite by the Herreshoff 
Manufacturing Co., of Bristol, has been declined 

by the agents of the Perkins system on the grounds of 

‘the different size and power of the yachts,” We are 

not aware what claims Mr. Perkins’ agents have to being 

considered enwineers, nor that they make any such, but 

sre do know that the excuse offered for not meeting the 
challenge is a very frivolous one, Everybody knows by 
this time that there is nothing in America slow enough 
to make a race in speed with the Anthracite. The work- 

ing speed of the latter seems to be something like six 

miles, and eight miles is about the Lest she can do. 

steam barges do belter than that; consequently, a race 

between the English steamer and anything in America 

was out of the question. But in the test of economy the 

differene in hull of Leila and Anthracite has no infiu- 

ence whatever, as the engineers aboard the latter could 

probably haye informed the agents. It isa question of 
producing one horse power at the least consumption of 

fuel, apart altogether from what the resultant speed of 
For that matter, they might both the yessels may be, 

have been tied up to the dock during the trial without in 

the least vitiating the deductions, 

condition the Anthracite could have demanded would 
have been equality in the efficiency of propellers, so as to 

eliminate differences on that score, 

The best recorded performance of the Perkins system 

is 1.6 pounds, whatever else the originators of the 

fairy tales now floating about may assert, We have be- 

fore us the record of 1.9 pounds for a common collier, 
with ordinary cylindrical boiler and common engines and 

steam about 80. Given 150 pounds pressure instead, a 
well-designed engine, and the careful stoking and selec- 

ted fuel used in test trials, and there can be no question 

but that the collier would haye, equalled the Anthracite in 

economy, to say nothing of steaming around her in cir- 
The Babcock & Wil- 

cox, as well as many other sectional boilers, preduce 
steam inside of two pounds at comparatively moderate 
pressure, and we have good reason for stating that the 

cles, which is an irrelevant matter. 

Herreshoff coilis quite as economical as the Perkins 

boiler, besides being far better suited to stand the results 

of expansion and contraction, easier to repair, cheaper in 
first cost, lighter and under better control, the range of 
the gauge being less than a fifth of that even experi- 
enced hands aboard the Anthracite require, 

Tt is to be regretted that the Anthracite has refused an 

excellent opportunity of proving what has been crammed 

into the space writers of our esteemed daily contempora- 

ries, Her refusalis clearly a case of funk, The British 

government, in search of just such a boiler for torpedo 
and launch service, has given the Herreshoff coil the 
preference, and any one who knows how hard it is for a 
pody of Englishmen to accept an American idea will be 

able to appreciate this ab its full value, 
The United States government will probably appoint a 

poard to examine the claims of the Perkins system. We 

trust competent engineers will be put on the board, not 

rusty, old time skippers. Let the board be composed of men 
who know enough to detect the difference between clap- 
trap and facts, and we warrant the Perkins system will 

show up only a clumsy adaptation of ideas much better 

carried out by others. 

oS 
‘ 
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ANOTHER PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCTATIOS.— The cpovts- 

imen of Butler, Pa., have organized the Girler County 

Association for the Protection of Fish \\0 _ the 

officers for the ensuing year being as {iiuws: President, 

Alex. Russell; Vice-President, Clarence W. Coulter; 

Treasurer, EB. D, Colbert: Secretary, E. W. Vogeley. 

Directors—Chairman, John N. Muntza; Secretary, George 

W, Zeigler; John $. Campbell. This club, like others 

recently formed in Pennsylvania, has abundant oppor- 

tunity for systematic and definite work, 

ed 

vanimals, and all to little purpose, 

Our 

The only reasonable 

BAY SNIPE SHOOTING, 
eS 

1, NOMENCLATURE, 
——— 

‘tall our proudest lore, 
Ts but the alphabet of ignorance.” 

UCH has been written about the confusion which 

exists in the local names of our game birds and 

Notwithstanding 
the gallons of ink that have been spilled, and the quanti- 
ties of pens that have been spoiled in urging a general 

reform in local nomenclature, no steps have been taken 
looking toward the adoption of the simple and character- 
istic Hnglish names which ought to come into use 
throughout the whole shooting community, A ruffed 
grouse is still a ‘‘ pheasant” in the South and West, and 

a ‘‘partridge* in the North and Hast; and while the 
* eopher” of the South is a tortoise, the ‘‘ gopher” of 

the trans-Missouri region is a little rodent nearly allied 

to the squirrel, 

It is evident that we cannot hope in our day to have 
the language of science come into general use among 

sportsmen, and, on some accounts, it is not desirable, 

at present, that this change should take place ; for, in 

many departments of biology, the scientific nomencla- 
ture is only provisional and is constantly changing, and 

a name employed to-day is obsolete to-morrow, These 

changes, of course, are to be kept up with only by the 
specialist. It is not possible that the general reader 

should follow them. 

What we now need are simple English appellations 
for our game animals—names which shall recommend 

themselves to everyone, and shall thus force themselves 

into general fayor at once. The shore gunners haye 

such names for many of our bay birds and ducls, and 
the humble bayman has in many cases been most happy 

in his namings, as there has always been some reason 

for homely appellations. Ile seizes some salient and 

characteristic point about an animal, and names it from 

that peculiarity. If we are to instruct and raise a higher 

standard of sport—and this, as sporting writers, is an 
aim that we shall not lose sight of—we must dot down 

our experiences in a way that can be readily understood 
by all, and preach our sermons with ‘‘ simplicity ” for our 

text. Therefore, we shall begin by giving a list of the 

birds worth shooting commonly called ‘* Bay Snipe,” and, 

as far as possible, the names of each species used in the 

districts where they are shot. By this, the sportsmen of 

our coast, from New Hampshire to North Carolina, will be 

able to distinguish the same bird under its guise of many 
local aliases, and the list will act as a key for the subject 

on which we are about to write, The following is such 
a list of birds shot over decoys or stools, including the 

waders and plovers commonly called 
BAY SNIPE. 

Long-billed curlew (Numenius longirostris), sickle’ bill; sabre-bill, 

Sickle-bill is the name almost universally used. Itis simple and 

descriptive. 

Hudsonian curlew (Wurnenius hudsonicus), Jack; short-billed 

eurlew. The Long Island baymen term this bird the Jack, while 

to both the eastward and southward he is more often called the 

short-billed-curlew-. 

Esquimaux curlew (WVumenius borealis), fute; doe bird; little 

curlew. Inthe Eastern States itis called the doe bird; on Long 
Island the fute, andin parts of the South the little curlew. The 
origin of the first two names we have failed to ascertain; the third 
speaks for itself. 

Black-bellied ployer (Squatarola helvetica), black-breast; bull- 

head; beeile-head ; ox-eye; bottle-head ; pilot. On Long Island 

this bird is generally known as the black-breast, on account of 

the black markings of its plumage. The young in August are, 

however, gray on the belly and are often mistaxen for a distinct 

species, In New Jersey and Pennsylyania itis called both bull- 

head and beetle-head, and also, in the latter, ox-eye. On the coust 

of Virginia, about Cobb’s Island, the name of pilot bas been given, 
as it is always seen leading the large flights of birds which the 

rising tides drive from the shoals and oyster rocks, and it is sup- 

posed to direct the flocks "to pastures new." This, however, is 

nut the case. It is the fastest flying bird of allthe bay snipe, and 

it cannot fly slow enough for the other +pecies. 
Golden ployer (Charadrius fulvus var. virginicus), golden back; 

green back; frost bird; whistling ployer; bull-head. On Long 

Island and to the eastward it used to be Known as the frost bird, 

s0 called on account of its appearance at the time of the early 

frosts in autumn, but of late years it has renerally been called 
the golden back. On the New Jersey and Delaware coasts it is 
termed the green-back. 2 

Great marbled godwit (Limosa fedoa), marlin ; humility; brown- 

back; straight-billed curlew. Knownalong the seaboard, from 

Maine to Maryland, as the marlin, though occasionally called the 

humility or humilt, which name has also been given to the upland 

plover, On the coast of Maryland and Virginia itis known as the 

brown-back. In New Jersey itis sometimes called the straight- 

billed curleyw. 
Hudsonian godwit (Limosa hudsonica), ring-tailed marlin; 

white-tailed marlin; humility; Virginia woodsock. Generally 

known everywhere as the ring-tailed marlin, so called from the 

white band crossing the tail fenthers, In parts of New Jersey 
known as the Virginia woodeock. 

Semi-palmated snipe (Totunus semipalmatus), willet; marbled 

willet Usually known as the willet, on account of its cry, 

Tell-tale tattler, or snipe (Totantia melanoleuca) >; yelper: big 

yellow-legs; great yellow-shanks; tell-tale tattler ; stune-snipe; 

Jarge cucu; willet, Familiar to all sportsmen as the big yellow 
legs} in parts of New Jersey called the willet; on Long Island 
and the upper coast of New Jersey, the yelper, on account of its 

piercing notes. : 

Yellow-shanks tattler or snipé (Tolanus flavipes); yellow legs; 
little yellow lezs; lesser tell-tale. Known everywhere as the 

yellow-legs. 
Red-breasted-snipe Maorerhamphua griseus); dowiteh; dow- 

lteher; quail-snipe; brown-back; grey snipe; driver. On Long 
Island and the northern coast of New Jersey called the dgwiteh + 

| ling; chicaric; sand runner; horse-foot snipe; beach bird. 

South New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland Virginia and North Caro- 
lina, the brown-back, 

Turnstone (Strepsilas interpres) ; ealico-back ; brant bird ; chick- 

In 
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, Southern New Jersey, the calico- 

back, on account of its reddish brown mottled colored back; 
Northern New Jersey, the horse-foot; Long Island and to the 
eastward, the brent bird; the young on the New.Jersey const are 
called beach birds, 

Red-breasted sandpiper (Tringé ecanutus) robin snipe; knot; 

ash-colored sandpiper; grey-back; white robin snipe. Gener- 

ally known everywhere on Long Island and New J @rsey as the 

robin snipe, so called in the spring, as its brown plumage resem— 

bles the red-breasted thrush, or robin. In September in the 
South, itis valled both grey back and white robin snipe. 

Pectoral sandpiper (Zringa maculata); krieker ; meadow snipe; 
fat bird; short-neck; jack snipe; marsh plover; grass snipe: 

robin snipe; red-back. On account of its creaking, shrill ery, it 

is called the krieker on the Northern New Jersey coast, but fur- 
ther south it changes its mame to short-neck and fat bird. On the 
inland meadows of New Jersey it is known as the robin snipe and 

meadow snipe. On Long Island it assumes several of the aboye 

names. Itis sald to never stool, but we haye seen it do so occa- 
sionally. 

Red-backed saudpiper (Tringa alpina yar, Americana) : black- 

breast; black-breasted ployer; winter snipe; red-back. Known 
on the coast from Maine to Mlorida, its most common name being: 

the black-breast. : 

Long-legved sandpiper (Micropdliimea hirnantopus); stilt; bas- 

tard dowitch; bastard yellow leg; wood snipe; blind snipe ; frost 

snipe; peep; drum-stick, On Long Island it is called the bastard 

dowitch, and on the Jersey coast, the blind snipe. 

The above list conyprises the different yarielies of hay 

snipe that are worthy of the sportsman’s aim. In addi- 
tion to these there are the small plovers, called ring- 

necks, beach-snipe and surf-snipe, and the tiny sand 

Pipers, such as the ox-eyes, sand-snipe, shore birds and 

peeps, excellent when roasted, but only fit for little be- 
ginners to pop away at. 

uo _. 

THE Bucks Cotnty AssocraTion.—A game assovia 
tion has been organized in Bristol, Pa., under the name 

of the ‘‘ Bucks County Game Protective Association,” Its 

object is the rigid enforcement of the game law in the 
townships bordering on the Delaware River, comprising 

the section between Philadelphia and Trenton, John 
Burton, of Tullytown, is President; George A, Shoe- 

maker, of Bristol, Secretary; Cornwell Woolston, of 

Emilie, Treasurer; Arthur Dorrance, Charles E, Scott, 

W. D. Harned, Robert W. Rogers, G. W. Kirk, M. D,, 

Amos B, Headly, Edward §, Stackhouse, and Joseph 8. 
Hibbs, constitute a Board of Directors. The admission 

fae is fifty cents, each member pledging himself to pay 
such necessary assessments for police, etc., as may be 
levied from tims to time by the directors, Although the 

club was organized so lately as June 29th, the member- 
ship fees alone are ample to run it for the present season, 
Game constables were placed on woodcoek ground on 

July ist, and did gcod service up to the Sthinst, The 
reed and rail marshes and quail and rabbit grounds will 
be duly watched until the opening day, Much good has 
heretofore been done in the vicinity of Bristol by indi- 

vidual effort, and this organized action cannot fail of suc 
cess. Gunners and farmers freely tender their coépera- 
tion. The officers and directors of the new association 

are thorough business men, some of them very 

wealthy, and all energetic, We hope that they may 
capture and punish some of the pot-hunters and self- 

styled sportsmen from the adjacent cities. 
et ee 

CREDIT WHERE Crmpit 1s Due.—In our issue of May 
6th we published a description of Grand Falls, N, B., 

concerning which that accomplished author, Mr. Chas. 
Lanman, wriles to us as follows :— 
One of your correspondents prints some information about the 

Grand Falls of New Brunswick. 1 presume he tneans those of the 
river St, John, as he does notscem to know auything about the 

Falls of the Nepissiguit. If thatisso, let me inform him that he 

has not exactly made a discovery. The Falls of the St. John were 
described in one of my books asfar back as 1848; und in 187 1 
published large woodcuts of them in the London Tihustrated News, 
which Harper's Weekly copied, locating the scene in Maine and 

passing it off as original. 
T notice also that another of your correspondents thanks Mr, 

R. T, Greene for a copy of Washington's letter on bloodhounds. 
The original letter came into my possession Many years ago, and 

Tprinted a copy inthe London Athenwum, and also in the New 

York Hvening Post,.30 that I can testify to the accuracy of the 

copy printed by you. 

It was once, and it may be now, the rule of the London 

Times to consider all news unpublished which had not 
appeared in ifs own columns, and sometimes actmg on 
this principle with great arrogance, but with imperturb- 
able gravity, it would publish matter that had appeared 

in all the other papers a fortnight before, In its own 
special field, the Forust anp STREAM acts on the same 
rule, holding that no angling resort, no hunting ground, 

no curiosity of sporting literature has been published 
until contained Im its own columns, and this rule it acts 

upon, even in describing resorts which have already ha¢l 
a place in such widely circulated books as those of our 
accomplished correspondent. This new delving in the 
* old fieldes ” detracts nothing from the credit of those 

who have worked there before us. Indeed, we have on 

our desk now something that has three times beenjpub- 
lished to the world; first, three hundred years ago in 

Latin, then in English black letter, and again on a steam 
press in modern type, and this we propose to put into 

print for a fourth time, 
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We should add that the correspondent who sent us the 
Washington letter copied it from what he believed to be 
the original manuscript, bought in Washington by Mr, 
John Dale, and now in that gentlemian’s possession, 

Mr. Lanman’s very readable sketch, published in this 
issue, forms one of the chapters of a forthcoming book 

by that author. 
re 

Awmridaw ARMS ABROAD,—The recent continued de- 
pression in the Birmingham gun trade has caused great 

anxiety among English manufacturers, and they have 
memorialized the government for assistance, The result 

of their petition has been that fhe government has de- 
cided to issue Jaree orders for puns aud rifles within a 

short time, and thus to give substantial aid to the gun- 

making industry. 
The Boston Daily Advertiser makes use of this state of 

things as'a text for a very sensibla discourse on the im- 
portance of the arm-making industry in this country, 

from which we extract the following :— 
The principal reason for this depression in tho English run 

trade is that American manufacturers have been able to obtain 

the foreign customers that were formerly supplied by the Boy- 

lish. Tac Turkish government, although desirous of retaining 
the frieniship of Bugland, saw that the superivr arms and am- 

unition made in this country were essential in order to make 

the most effective resistance, ind therefore gaye to New Bogland 

the trade that formerly would have been given to old Wngland, 

To the Providence Tool Company contracts for 605,000 Peabady- 

Martini vifles were given—a contract which brought to the com- 

pany between nine and ten millions of dallars. The Winchester 
Arms Company, of New Haven, obtaincd large contracts for 

armaand cartridges, and millions of cartridges were also pur- 

ebased from the Union Metallic Cartridge Company of Bridge- 

port, The total amount expended in this country by the Turkish 

government for munitions of war for use in its recent struggle 

with Hussia is estimated af over $20,000,000, 

To case of great emergency the private workshops of this coun- 

iry could daily fabricate thoustinds of rifles and milllons of cart- 

yidzas; these articles could be supplied inuch faster than troops 

could be found to use them. 

The valuation of the national armory and arsenals and the goy- 

erninent property at those places amounted, iu 1877, to $60,000,000. 

Ad the Hock [sland arsenal there has been spent, up to December, 
1870, $5,369,785.42, and a further expenditure of $2,830,100, it is es- 

timated, will be required to coniplele this arsenal, exclusive of 
the necessary machinery and shop fixtures. Would it not be 

better to sell these government manufacturing establishments 

and apply the proceeds to the purchase of the needed armament 

tor sea-coast defense? 
et 

A Staenstion ror Krynen. Ciuns.—In the Bribish 
Islands are thousands of dog fanciers who breed dogs 
with the hope of producing animals of such superior 
merit as eventually, in one way or another, to bring in not 
only a return’ for the expense of their rearing, but a 
handsome profit beside, An English contemporary notes 
that only a very few of these breeders ever succeed. To 

establish a strain which shall show a distinct family type 
of excellence requires a large kennel and long continued 
care and expense. One-dog breeders cannot succeed in 

originating stvains. It is suggested that instead of so 

much misplaced and fruitless, because inadequate, effort 
in this direction, some of the larger kennel clubs provide 

themselyes with the requisite number of animals, and 

then, nuder the supervision of a select and competent 
committee, carry out the experiments which shall de- 

velop by long and judicious management the strains pos- 
sessing the approved qualities, In this way, also, many 
of the mooted points as to inter-breeding, etic., may be 

satistactorily set at rest. 
a 

SALMON IN CALEDONIA GREBK,—On account of the 
Goyernor’s veto to the annual appropriation bill for the 
New York Fish Commission, there was not money 
enough to do all the work, and to cut down expenses the 
ponds of quinnat, Atlantic and land-locked salmon,which 
had been raised at the State hatchery at Mumford, were 

turned loose in Caledonia Creel, where the fishermen are 

catching them, These fish were from one to three 
pounds in weight, and very valuable for breeders, and it 

is much to be regretted that such a course was rendered 

necessary, 
Surely the good work done by the New York Fish 

Commission is worthy of being continued, and it is to be 
hoped that the Goyernor will reconsider his veto at the 

earliest opportunity. 
SS SS SS 

—The Utica Game and Fish Protective Association hay- 
ing formed itself into a strong bedy of energetic work- 
ers, isnow endeayoring to secure the organization of 

local clubs’ in the adjacent towns of Camden, Rome, 
Paris, Sangerfield, Boonville and Trenton; and also to 
secure in other smaller towns a representation hy mem- 

bership. 
We are pleased to learn that the new association is in- 

creasing in numbers and iu strength. 

rr 

—The officers of the Blooming Grove Parl: Assoviation 

for the year ending July 5th, 1881, are; President and 
Director, John McGinnis, Jr; Vice-President, W. F. 

Wharton. Directors: F. lMaarmg, C. A, Grimes, L, 

‘Snyder, C, H. Read, T. C. Clarke, R. L. Ward, M. B. 
‘Brown, D. B, Mouzilly; Seerefary, T, W, B. Hughes, 

‘The trustees for the new issue of bonds are: P, M, 

Wilson, Hamilton Busby, John Avery, 

should be in politics and trade?” 
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Tie Spoytsman Couvist, 
THE THOUSAND ISLANDS AND DOWN THE ST. 

LAWRENCE. 

BY CHARLES LANMAN, 

O an old traveler, the idea of revisiting Lake On- 
tario, the Thousand Islands and the valley of 

the St, Lawrence is replete with pleasant anticipa- 
tions: and aside from their own peculiar attractions, 
Niagara and Montreal cannot but be affectionately re- 
membered, because of the world of beauty which lies be- 
tween them, Of the five great inland seas (which 
should belong exclusively to the United States), Ontario, 
although the smallest, is not one whit behind its fellows 
in its achievements and possessions, Superior may well 
be proud of its matchless proportions, of its copper mines, 
pictured rocks, Royal Island, Thunder Cape, beauti- 
ful tributaries and the Sault Ste Marie; Michigan may 
hoast of its Green Bay and great city of Chicago, and 
claim that no other waters on the glohe are hemmed in 
by amore mapiilicent domain; Huron, with its Geor- 
gian and Saginaw bays, the Island of Mackinaw, the 
daughter lake of the St, Clair, and the river and city of 
Detroit, well deserves to occupy its central and com- 
manding position; and Erie eam well afford to let ex- 
pressive silence muse its praise while pointing to the 
Falls of the Niagara; but of Ontario it may be said that 
within its bosom alone are iningled the waters of all toe 
great lakes, and that out of the depths comes forth the 
most truly magnificent river on the Continent, not even 
excepting the Columbia and Mississippi. 

The length of Lake Ontario, originally called Lake St, 
Louis is 172 miles; width 59 miles, its level below Lake 
Erie 334 feet; eleyation above the Atlantic 262 feet,and its 
greatest depth more than 50 fathoms. In the summer 
time a sail upon its waters, in either the Aimerican or 
British steamers, is delightful, the winds being generally 
cool and invigorating, and the sickening ground swell of 
the ocean simply an imaginary experience. The very 
clouds which hang over its sparkling waters seem to 
havea purity of their own, and its sunset and sunrise 
reyealings are enhanced in their beauty by the mystical 
lore of the aborigines who once peopled its shores. It is 
also noted for its beautiful illusions of the mirage, and 
for its occasional water spouts; and especially for the 
peculiarity ofthe tides—forit has been asserted that at 
intervals of about seven years its waters rise to an uno- 
usual height and then subside to their ordinary level— 
a phenomenon which has heyer been explained. It may 
also be stated in regard to this lake that, like its four 
great conlederates, itis never entirely frozen over during 
the winter months, and there: have been times when ice- 
boats have gone from Toronto to the mouth of the Niag- 
ara, a dishance of forty miles, in the incredible short 
space of less than anhour, One scene, experienced many 
years ago, with which itis associated in my mind, can 
never be forgotten. It was midnight, and we were near 
enough to the northern shore to Know that land was vis- 
ible in that quarter, and the picture consisted. of a sky 
lighted up by a burning forest, combined with a new 
moon shining inthe marvelous beauty, while directly in 
front, and half way up the zenith, a purple aurora was 
coquetting with aretinue of clouds. 
By those who travel for information, and not merely 

fo kill time, the two land routes from ihe western to the 
eastern extresiities of Ontario will be found full of inter 
est. The first attractive spot on the southern side is Fort 
Niagara, which was founded by La Salle in 1668, partly 
destroyed by the Seneca Indians in 1675, subsequently 
taken and rebuilt by the French, captured by the Hng- 
lish in 1759, acquired by the United States in 1796, recap- 
tured by the English in 1513, and restored to our flag in 
1815; and if its dungeons could recall what they once 
knew, we mightlearn many a sad and romatic story 
connected with deeds of heroism and suffering in the 
olden time. And then come, in their turn, as we travel 
eastward, the goodly towns of Oswego, Sackett's Harbor 
and Cape Vincent, all noted for theirspecial attractions. 
The railway which passes along the northern shore of 
Ontario makes us acquainted with the cities of Hamilton, 
Toronto and Kingston. 

The first hasan exceedingly fine location, and is a 
business rival of its older neighbor, Toronto. 

The second, founded by Simcoe in 1798, was formerly 
called York, and as the commercial and intellectual me- 
tropolis of Upper Canada commands universal respect. 
After the fatigues cf trayel I know not a better place 
than this goodly city in which can bé spent a more 
peaceful and restful Sabbath. Indeed, I was glad to 
learn that its inhabitants appreciated their blessmg in 
this respect, And in haying such a preacher among them 
as the Rev, William S. Rainsford, the curate of St. James’ 
Cathedral, they are fortunate beyond the conimon lot. In 
this connection, one of the sentiments I heard him utter 
in the pulpit was to this effect: That he believed there 
were more Christian people in Western Canda than in 
any part of the world he had visited, ‘* but,” he continued, 
‘can if be said with truth that they are all that they 

There are several 
handsome public buildings in Toronto. The drives in 
its immediate vicinity are not espevially interesting, but 
by going twenty, thirty or forty miles the sportsman will 
find beautiful lakes, where the fishing and wild fowl 
shooting are most enjoyable, especially at Lake Conchi- 
ching. With regard to Kingston,formerly called Cataraqui 
by the Indians and by the rench Frontenac, itis not only 
a place of some conimercial importance, bul ranks next 
to Quebec in the strength of its fortifications, And it is 
from this place chiefly that the tourist begins the pas- 
sage, by steamboat, through the Lake of the Thousand 
Islands and down the rapids of the St. Lawrence to Mon- 
treal. As to the scenery along the north shore of Ontario 
it is tame and uninteresting, 

That portion of the great river which now comes under 
our notice has a width of twelvemiles, and extends from 
Kingston a distance of about fifty miles. 'The total num- 
ber of islands here collected is said to be 1,300, Yauging in 
their area from a few feet to many acres, 
them bearing the name of Wolfe Island, 

bass and iaskalonge fishing. 
his boatman where he was in the habit of going to 
church, and the man told him ‘** Nowhere,” as there was 
no church in that region, 

fied all pursuit, 

the largest of 
: They are of 

every imaginable shape ; about equally divided between 
the two nationalities; some of them low and covered 
with woods, while others are skirted with rouky ledges 
and blufis, and ornamented with fantastic yinés; and 

where they haye not been despoiled and desecrated by 
the band of man are universally beautiful. As ihe 
steamer pursues her intricate course between them the 
traveler wonders how she can eyer escape the impend- 
ing dangers, and when he passes into what seems a beail- 
{iful Jake, he experiences a sense of relief, To describe 
theseislands minutely must always be as difficult or im- 
possible as to depict those of Lake George or the Thimble 
Islands of Long Island Sound, but while their charms are 
linked with the sea or a mountain land, those of the St, 
Lawrence seem to be the very children of the sky, In the 
level and far-reaching horizon which completely sur- 
rounds them, there is something marvelously impressive, 
and I haye fancied that after nature had finished her 
workin this particular region, she deemed it well to 
draw aside and put out of sight all the high mountains, 
and remove far hence the roar of the wayes on the shore 
of the ocean. Here, during the summer nights. no 
sounds fall upon the ear saye the soft music of the flow- 
ing waters, and the weird yoices of the owl and the loon, 
With the approach of dawn, birds without number, the 
kingfisher and bluebird, the blackbird and robin and 
flicker, the coot and the duck, come forth from their 
hiding places to resumie the duties of their happy lives, 
andat the sunset hour the islands, as you look upon 
them, appear like gems encircled in halos of crimson 
or gold, But alas! their virgin splendor is rapidly pass- 
ing away ; the simple hearted Indians, with their camp- 
fires and canoes, haye been superseded by the selfish and 
savage white men with their villas aud yachts and other 
modern abominations, 

li was among the multitudinous islands of this river 
thatthe poet Thomas Mvore eonveived the idea of his 
charming Canadian Boat Song, although the actual scene 
of the poem was at the mouth of the Ottawa, and with 
it are connected the foliowing particulars: As he was 
passing down the river in a canoe with his fellow- 
traveler, his boatman entertained him with a song, a 
portion of which he jotted down upon the fiy-leaf of a 
book he was then reading, Many yearsafterward, while 
visiting a friend in Dublin, he was informed that ayoung 
lady was then in the city who possessed the original of 
his Boat Song, and he was greatly surprised. Heremem- 
bered that the book in question had long before passed 
out of his hands, but it was news to him that his travel- 
ing companion had spirited it away, and subsequently 
given it toa friend in Dublin. The poet asked to see the 
volume, and it was shown him by the fortunate owner, 
who had receiyed it asa gift irom her father, who had 
received it from his friend, the poet’s traveling compan- 
ion. When his eyes fell on the well-+emembered lines, 
as the story goes, he gazed upon them so long and earn- 
estly that the lady said: ‘‘O, Mr. Moore, I hope you do 
not wish to take them from me; they are so precious!” 
“No, indeed,” he replied, ‘I do not, butif you knew what 
thrilling remembrances of a happy past the contempla- 
tion of this page provokes, you would not wonder at my 
feeling. Since I wrote these lines Lhave been going so 
fast down the rapids of life that I owe you much for en- 
abling me to hve, though but for a few minutes, in the 
past, and I shall long remember this pleasant meeting.” 
‘Ths poet then authenticated the lines, explained how and 
where they were written, that they were adapted toan air 
which the Canadian boatmen often sang, but that the 
music was as much his own as were the words and the 
plaintive imagery, 

But there is another name connected with these 
islands which no Amevican can mention without a thyill 
of pleasure and of pride—that of George W. Bethune. 
He was a genuine angler, after the type of dear old Izaak 
Walton, and was wont to visit the Thousand Islands for 

On one occasion he asked 

r On the yery next Sunday-he 
took steps to inaugurate a Sunday-school, and by his 
sagacily he induced a, non-professing’ but yery worthy 
lady to take charge of the school; but, during that va- 
cation, he did much by his own preaching and teaching 
to help the cause in which he had enlisted. His next 
step was to secure a missionary for that new field, who 
was supported there for three years at the expense of the 
doctor and his friends. Through his influence there were 
no less than ten other schools established among the 
islands, and after they had been supplied with books an 
enthusiastic old gentleman wrote to a friend that if Dr. 
Bethune could hear the children singing out of their new 
books he would think that angels had come from heaven, 
The final result was that a beautiful little church was 
erécted at Alexandria Bay, which the founder was wont 
to call ltis “* Pet child of the Thousand Islands,” and in 
which, after his death, was erected a beantiful tablet to 
his memory. And whata blessed memory ! 

These islands have alse been the scene of thrilling ro- 
mance, From their great number aud the many chan- 
nels among them, they afforded an admirable retreat for 
the insurgents in the last Canadian insurrection, as well 
as for the American sympathizers with them, who, under 
the questionable name of patriots, sought only to embar- 
rass the British Government. In 1838, a band of men, 
headed by one Jobnson, took refuge among these Islands, 
setting all authorities at defiance; and provided with 
boats of surprising lightness they committed the most 
audacious outrages both up and down the river, and baf- 

The story is told .6f one of them that, 
when he was obliged, from close pursuit, to separate 
from his band, his daughter, with a devotedness and 
courage that was inimitable, supplied him and herself 
with the necessaries of life in these solilary retreats, and 
took him in her canoe from one island to another under 
cover of the night. 
To enjoy Lake Ontario and the Thousand Islands in 

their perfection, the tourist should have one or two com- 
panions, be well supplied with books and fishing-tackle, 
aud remain among them for a month or more. Of 
course, when pressed for time, the steamboat trip must 
suffice ; but in that case the pleasure is nearly counter- 
balanged by the annoyances. In the first place the boats 
are generally crowded, and the yariely of people a little 
bit too promiscuous, and the Yankee-Canadian fashion 
of ‘including meals” in the passage ticket, makes any 
kind of comfort impossible. Even your stateroom is 
made common property, and you may havea cut-throat 
for your sleeping companion ; and unless you are willing 
to play the part of a Cincinnati quadruped you cannot 
get anything to eat, and, in any event, nothing that you 
can enjoy, 
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After leaying the Thousand Islands, on the route down 
the St. Lawrence, the leading alitractions are the Rapids. 
Within the space of about one hundred miles below 
Prescott and Ogdensburg, which are on opposite sides of 
the river, the fall of water is about one hundred and 
forty feet; but this descent occurs chiefly within two 
reaches, which measure ten and twelye miles. The 
names of the six principal rapids are the Long Sault, the 
Corteau du Sac. fhe Cedars, the Split Rock, the Cascades 
and the Lachine Rapids, The nayigation is, of course, mtri- 
cate, and the currents yery powerful ani fearful to con- 
tempkite, but the steamers are so well managed by experi- 
enced Canadian pilots that accidents have seldom hap- 
pened, The passage of all these rapids is something quite 
fearful lo the majority of people, but to those who have 
yun the rapids of the North, with Ingians to their birch 
canoes, the dangers are not so appalling, But should the 
steamer happen to run the rapids, atthe same time that 
two or three preat timber rafts, ornamented with sails and 
huts upon them, come booming down on either side of her 
own course, the excitement is greatly enhanced: and if 
accompanied by a thutiderstorm, there is then something 
truly fearful in the passage, Of the villages on this 
youte there are only three which possess any unusual 
characteristics, namely, the Indian yillages of St, Regis 
and Cauhnawauga and the hamlet of Lachine, which the 
French have so strangely mixed up with the Chinese Em- 
pire; and in all these places the inquisitive tourist can 
find many people and things of interest. With St, Regis 
is associated the following interesting bit of history : 
The tourist will observe from the deck of the steamer the 
old church, lifting its tin roof above the neighboring 
houses. The bell hanging in this church rings out this 
story of genuine Indian revenge. On its way from 
France. in the old time, it was captured by an English 
erniser, and taken into Salem, Mass., where it was sold 
to the church at Deerfield, in the same State. The In- 
dians, hearing of the destination of their bell, sex out for 

Deerfield, attacked the town, killed forty-seven of the 

inhabitants, and took one hundred and twelve captives, 
among whom was the pastor and his family, The bell 

wasthen taken down and conyeyed to St, Regis, where 

it now hangs. As to Cauhnawauga, it is said that its 
Tndian inhabitants were the inventors of the ball game 

of La Crosse. The shore scenery of the whole Upper 

St. Lawrence is very beautiful, especially along Lake St. 

Francis and Lake St. Louis, and the effects are charm- 

ingly humanized by the white spires of the Roman 

Catholic churches. And as the traveler approaches Mon- 

treal and looks upon the Victoria Bridge, and then re- 

ealls the two loyely suspension bridges which span the 

Niagara, he will conclude that the skill of man is in these 
parts on a par with the splendor and the beauty of the 
scenery. lt is indeed true, as some one has said, this 

Si, Lawrence never knewa freshev; its waters are al- 

ways pure, no matter how many streams may try to 

pollute it ; that, taking In its whole course, it is magnilfi- 

cent, noble and enchanting ; and although the property 

of pwo great nations, has always been neglected, and it 

js to-day without a respectable history. 

Before conceding this chapter, I must make a passing 

allusion to the cities of Montreal and Quebec, which are 

the natural resting places after descending the Upper 

di. Lawrence. They have always had for me a strange 

fascination. My first impressions of them were recorded 

more than thirty years ago, and since that time Ihave 

always entered them with pleasure and taken my de- 

arttre with zegret; but alas! the *‘ order and bloom of 

y-gone years” are tell nigh all departed. Montreal is 

still a most imposing and beautiful city, but the French 

population, with their simple ways, picturesque cos- 

fumes and old houses, funny vehicles and pleasant social 

meetings, are now in a sad minority. The educational 

institutions of the city have multiplied, and it now 

boasts of at least one hotel and a gallery of art, which do 

much to make the loca) atmosphere genial and sunny. 

There seems to be no abatement in the commercial 

enterprise of the people, but thet the city of Toronto has 

proved to bea thorn in its side, cannot be doubted. The 

great Roman Catholic Cathedral is outwardly unchanged, 

Dut the mterior has been completely renovated, and the 

criticisms which I made upon if many years ago, and for 

which IL was severely scolded by Joseph R. Chandler in 

his Philadelphia journal, and others, ought to be can- 

celled, In every way it is now a veal credit to the city, 

but, nevertheless, if is not to be compared wilh its more 

modern rival in the city of New York, now the finest 

church edifice in the Umited States. 

Of course I could not leave Montreal without calling 

to pay my respects to the most noted and most yenera- 

bie angler on the continent—Harrison Stephens. T found 

him in his elegant mansion, but living with his noble 

wife in the same unpretending manner that has always 

been his choice. His enchusiasm for angling seemed to 
be as greab a5 ever, and he recalled, with enthusiastic 

comments, our joint experiences in throwing the fly for 

bass under the Vietoria Bridge, and for salmon in other 
parts of Canada. He ajso told me that having heard of 

a certain lake in the valley of the St. Mannice, which 

was famous for its trout, he had purchased not less than 

14,000 acres of land which surrounded it, and that I 

must not fail to join him in a trouting expedition to that 

lake next summer, Mr. Stephens is now in the seventy- 

eighth year of his age, and, although a native of Ver- 

mont, he has been identified with Canada for fifty years, 

and is reputed to be the wealthiest man in the Do- 

qninion. 

TI was glad to learn that among the reading people of 

Montreal, the late Charles Heavysege was still held in af- 

fectionate remembrance, Although * nothing but a 

oet,” he was, at the time of his death, in 1876, the most 

gifted literary man in Canada. At the same time. I sup- 

‘ose that there are thousands who never heard his name, 

ut they axe the people who would wonder at the men- 

tion of the names of Milton and Bunyan and Goldsmith, 

‘As Lhave elsewhere recorded my opinion of this bril- 

liant poet of the North, I will resist the temptation to 

say more atthe present time, 
When about to continue our journey to Quebec, I was 

agreeably surprised to learn that the north shore of that 

part of the 5t. Lawrence could be seen and enjoyed !'vom 

arailway twain, and J was glad to avoid going down the 

river in a sleumer at night, or tuking the wind- 

ing route by railway through Richmond. This part of 

the Dominion is thickly settled, and although the scen- 

ery if not especially attractive, there was something 

French habitans. 

particularly charming to me in the population, the farms 
and in the numerous villages. The people are exclusively 

and the little ehurches with twin 
steeples, the wooden houses one story anda half high, 
with dormer windows and counartatle porches, and the 
long lines of rail fences. all reminded me of the Detroit 
and Raisin riyers—so pleasantly associated with my 
childhood, Indeed, the raval scenery of the St, Lawrence 
{vom Montreal, on both sides of the river as far as Mu 
ray Bay on the north and Metis on the south, is peculiar 
and full of interest, To use the lanjuage of a friend, 
the principal roads of each parish run parallel with the 
river, and are completely lined with these rural dwell- 
ings. Asaclass the inhabitants are devoted to agricul- 
ture; entirely destitute of enterprise, they tread in the 
steps of their fathers. There is, perhaps, no more cheer- 
ful, happy or contented being in existence than the 
habitwn ; his little farm supplies him with enough to 
live upon, and he never gives himself anxiety about to- 
motrow. The men, like the old French peasantry, wear 
the picturesque capot, and on their feet mocassins made 
of cowhide ; the women jackets of bright colors, and on 
their heads either a cap or straw hat, made in the gipsy 
fashion. They are fond of social intercourse, and spend 
a goodly portion of their time in visiting each other. 
Those wlio live in the vicinity of Quebec or Montreal 
partly supply those markets with vegetables, and it is not 
an unusual thing for the tourist in the remotest nooks to 
come suddenly upon one of this race, trudging slong 
staffin hand, and a bundle of baskets on his back, which 
he will shortly fill with berries, to be taken perhaps many 
a mile to market, and happy in his simplicity, humming 
to himself the burden of some old Norman song brought 
here by his forefathers centuries ago. In the habitans 
house the walls are always well whitewashed, the place 
scrupulously clean, with flowers in the window. You 
may speak execrable French and make mistakes, yet you 
never gee a smile on his face, nor on the faces of his chil 

dren, For generations their character has undergone no 
change, their cheerfulness and primitive siniplicity have 
been equally enduring. Truly it is pleasant to study the 
sunshine of the human heart, which beams out on there 
rugged spots of Nature’s handiwork. 
Among the streams which flow into the St, Lawrence 

from the north, between the rapids of that river and 
Quebec, the three most interesting are the Ottawa, the 
St. Maurice and the Jacques Cartier, and an account of 
them will be found in the two subsequent chapters of 
this paper. 1t only remains forme, in this place, to 
submit a few impressions of the ‘Citadel City” as it ap- 
pears ati the present time. And these impressions are by 
no means cheering. Of course its magnificent location 
and its many beautiful surroundings can neyer be 
changed, but the city is not now what it was in days of 
yore, 

Politically speaking, itis compelled to le subordimate 
to Ottawa, the new seat of government, which is with- 
out a history, and indebted for its prosperity to Ameri- 
can enterprise, This fact alone is a bitter pill to the peo- 
ple of Quebec; and the changes which have taken place 
in the city itself are universally regretted by those who 
have recently revisited it during their summer tours. 
The old French market, with its delightful vharacteris- 
tics, isa thing only of the past; the picturesque gate- 
ways in all directions, and hundreds of the historical and 
fantastic houses, haye been demolished; and the old 
caléche, with its obliging and polite habitan driver, have 
been superseded by an uncouth Yankee invention, and 
the most exasperating breed of English and Trish hack- 
men to be found on the face of the earth, 

The same ancient French is spoken to-day asin the 
olden time: social intimacy between the French and 
English people is quite as invisible as ib wasa century 
ago, atid the general desolation of the Roman Catholic 
institutions is about the same as ever. ‘lo please one of 
my companions, I stepped into the Convent of Gray 
Nuns fora few moments, only to see the wretvlied be- 
ings cooped up in desolaterooms within their prison bars, 
and to find the Father Confessor, in his far more cont 
fortable room, descanting on the skull of Montcalm, as 
if to exhibit the relic was a privilege of incalculable im- 
portance, 
Among the many sensible suggestions made by the late 

Governor General (Lord Defferin) was one that the walls 
and gateways of Quebec should be restored to their for- 
mer condition. and the work was cormmenced. but has 
now been suspended for want of sufficient means. But 
this suggestion about the walls of Quebec was eclipsed 

by that other proposition, from the same gifted man, 

that the entire country round the falls of Niagara should 
be transformed into an immense international park, and 
neutral ground for the people of all climes. 
But I rejoice to know that there has been no retro- 

grade movement in Quehec, so far as its intellectual 
Character ig exemplified by J. M. Le Moine, He is un- 
doubtedly the most interesting literary man in Canada, 
and his ‘Maple Leaves,” ‘History of Quebec,” “Chroni- 
cles of the St. Lawrence," and very numerous descrip- 
tions of the sceuvery and people of his natiye Province 
are distinguished for their merif and usefulness, And it 

may be said of this well-known author that, on the 
score of family pride, there is not another native of Can- 
ada who has a better vight to be satistied, During the 
last two hundred years not less than seven of his ances- 

tors have found a place in history by doing much to ad- 

vance French explorations, conquests and settlements in 
Canada and the United States, 
During astroll that we took through the grounds of 

the Citadel we met ‘‘Lorne and Lonise.” (Want of time 

and space prevents me from here giving all the prepos- 

terous titles which the poor Canadians are perpetually 

repeating.) The gentleman appeared to haye a fine and 

manly countenance, but the lady was so busy with her 

tivo dogs that we could not distinguish her features, ale 

though the portrait in Robert Buchanan's book represents 
her as quite handsome, Ifis presumed that these noted 
personages have many noble qualities of mind and heart, 

but there is something sickening to a Yankee to hear the 

folsome adulation that is constantly showered upon 

them by the English Canadians. The wretched minion 
of a soldier who tool us about the Citadel pointed out 
the plain building where the Queen's daughter does her 

eating aud sleeping alter the manner of ordinary human 

beings ; and he told ua that she was a *'great artist,” and 

was always painting; that she was fond of a morning 

walk, like common people, und that on a recent occasion, 
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when the rain beat through « window and wet the floor 
ot her chamber, she refused to let her servant wipe up 
the water, but went down upon her own knees and per- 
formed the necessary task. en the Queen's daughter 
can condescend to such service, should we nol tremble 
for the continued supremacy of England? 
At this present writing, it is Just thirty-two years since 

“mine host” of the good old St. Louis Hotel extended to 
me his right hand of hospitality, although then located 
in a different locality ; and hecause of all he has hitherto 
done in helping me to reach my fishing riyers in com- 
fort I cannot but cherish his name with affection. As 
sub chatting with him about the olden times, he told m: 
that his son was now the chief manager of the hotel, 
and also that this very agreeable gentleman was not born 
at the time I made my first visit to the river Saguenay, 
when my three-masted fidbitan smack, engaged for this 
expedition, was promised from the bountiful larder of 
Russell's Hotel. It was also with special satisfaction that 
my good friend informed me that a very large proportiot: 
of the summer travelers to Quebec regularly extend their 
tours to the Saguenay, and that I was the man who 
should be blamed for this annual exodus down the Si, 
Lawrence. This was tome a most gratifying compli- 
ment, and an appropriate sequel to_another which was 
paid to mein this very city by the Earl of Elgin, who, 
while I was enjoying a dinner at Spencer Wood, in 1850, 
exhibited to mea bool: just received, which was” the 
English edition of my ‘‘Tour to the River Saguenay.” 

ahatural History. 
—Address all communications to ‘ Forest dnd Sireca 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

DEER AND DEER’S HORNS, 

WN a former number of your valuable publication, and in 
_ answer to the question whether deer, when fighting, 

are apt to get entangled with their horns, you replied in 
the aflirmative. In reference tu this subject, I take the 
liberty of sending to you a couple of photographs taken 
from horns in my possession and forming part of a 
choice collection of more than three hundred pairs of 
horns collected by me during a residence of over thirty 
years in Texas. During this period I have hunted deer 
in preference to any other game, and in this manner 
have acquired some knowledge of the subject im question, 

In the rutting season fights among the bucks are of 
frequent occurrence, psrticularly where there are few 
does in proportion to the bucks. Their encounters ive 
inyariably desperate, and bueks shot in this season often 
bear the marks of these conflicts, either in the shape of 
open wounds or spots under the skin, evidently the result 
of blows received from theit antagonists. 

The horns are often injured and either single antlers 
broken off or even the entire beams. The bucks attack 
each other very much as do billy-goats, though with 
greater fury, and the clash of their horns is often heard 
to some distance. During this season the hunter fre- 
quently succeeds in killing a sly old buck which hail out- 
generalled him for years, Some of the handsomest 
trophies in my collection are horns of bucks shot during 
therntting season. Before that time, thatis to say, be- 
fore the month of November in Western Texas, the old ~ 

bucks are very rarely seen, They browse by night only, 
and with daybreak disappear in the thicket, not to leave 
it again until nightfall. _ The hunter, therefore, but 
seldom gets a shot at one of them. 

But occasionally, when spurred by lust; and jealousy, 
the old buck is tempted to leave the shelter of the woods, 
to which he is never to return. : 
Further West, toward the Rio Grande, the rnbting 

season commences later, and not until the middle of 
December, During an extensive tour which lmade in 
December last to the hunting grounds between the 
Nueces River and Rio Grande, in company with several 
friends, we saw but few bucks, owing to the fact that 
the rutting season had not. commenced as yet, the bucks 
meanwhile remaining concealed in the impenetrable 
thickets of mesquit brush and prickly pear so character- 
istic of that region. In January I again went over the 
same ground in the company of a single fellow sports- 
man, and we had the good luck to kill seventy-one deer 

inside of two weeks, of which fifty-three were bucks and 

only eighteen does, Hyerwhere the BaneY. soil showed 
traces of the desperate conflicts between the bucks, large 

patches of ground being turned up by the hoofs of the 

combatants. and in one place [ could distinctly perceive 

that the horns of two bucks had become entangled, and 

the traces on the ground showed where they had fallen 

and the stronger of the two had dragged the other some 

distance, Undoubtedly they were separated by some 
Jucky accident, as 1 could discoyer no further tracks of 
then, 

The deer, in the country between the Nueces and the 
Rio Grande, feed almost exclusively upon the ever- 

abundant prickly pear, as do the numerous flocks of 

sheep grazing in thatsection, They require only little 

water, in quest of which they go Jmt seldom. Their 

wolor is far darker than that of the deer found further 
East, which live on grass, acorns, ete.; these latter are 
generally larger in size, but the former have compara 
tively larger horns, The fact of their feeding exqlusively 
on prickly pear may account in some degree for their 
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beautiful, lustrous skins, with a very dark stripe on the 
back, It is also remarkable that their liver is not of the 
ordinary dark color, but on the contrary of a light buff. 

Both specimens of which I send photographs are 
curiosities in their way, for, as a general rule, when two 
deer engage in a fight they rush at each other face to 
face, and their heads remain in this position in case their 
horns become entangled. This is nearly always the case, 
but here is an instance where two bucks were found side 
by side, like a team of horses, firmly held together by 
their horns and still alive, The other couple were found 
with the back of their heads together. One of the deer 
was already dead when found and the other was speedily 
dispatched by a bullet, which saved him from a more 
miserable death by hunger. ; 
A third photograph which I likewise inclose for your 

use micht be of interest to sportsmen and perhaps 
deserving to appearin your columns in the shape of a 
wood cut. The deer was shot in the neighborhood of 
Austin and the horns are in my collection, which can 
boast of many other curious specimens. The left beam 
dias twenty-eight and the right beam twenty-fonr, in all 
fifty-two antlers. Such a deer is certainly something un- 
precedented, and, in Texas at least, not to be found 
again, HE. Doscu, 
San Antonio, Tenas, Muy 10th. 

A Fine Drer’s HeEAD.—Our correspondent, R. S. J., of 
Menominee, Wis., tells us of avemarkable pair of deer 
antlers now in his possession. He says -— 

*T have in my possession a fine buck’s head with large 
antlers; the left has five points, the right is nearly the 
same,only a large prong separates near the head on which 
are six points, some pointing and reaching nearly as far 
as the nose, while othersrun out nearly as far as the 
main horn,” 
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THE STING RAY. 

x Corpus Curist!, Texas, June 14th. 
Eilitor Forest and Stream :— 

Inclosed T hand you a product of our waters, which, 
although common enough here may be something of a 
curiosity with you. It is the sting or thorn taken from 
the tail of a sting ray, commonly called and spelled 
“sting-er-ee,” This fish is very plentiful in these wavers 
in the spring, summer and fall of the year, disappearing 
in the winter. 

The first cold weather which lasts long enough to put 
touch of a chill on the water sends them to their hiding 
place, and we see them no more until the warm days of 
spring have made the water more congenial to them, 
They either bury in the sand, or hunt deep water during 
the cold weather. 

Excluding the long whip-like tail, the sting ray meas- 
ures about one-sixth more in width than in length. ‘Phe 
one from which the inclosed sting was taken measured 
about two feet in length exclusive of the tail, and nearly 
two feet six inches across the back, The tail was nearly 
if not quite three feet in length. 

The sting was about six inches from the body, and lay 
fat on the tail. It is not, as many fancy, capable of being 
raised in an upright position for aggressive or defensive 
Purposes, but can only do harm by the fish working its 
tail from side to side, in which case any object in the way 
is liable to get pierced. This sting in its original condi- 
tion is covered with aslime which is very poisonous, and 
a@ iy one wounded by one of them is in great danger from 
lockjaw. There are several instances known here of 
death resulting from the wound, and there are many 
cases where the sufferer has been confined to his bed for 
months, This fish gives birth to from two to eight at a 
dime, It is covered with a thick, strong, smooth skin, 
outside of which is a coating of tough slime. Itis dark 
brown aboye, and white henegth. The twoeyes are on 
top, well sunk in the head and well protected frominjury. 
The mouth is underneath and about three or four inches 
back from the end of the nose. The gills are slits in the 
skin similar to those of the shark, and are situated on 
each side of the mouth, only further back, The cavity 
for the entrails extends the full length and is almost as 
well protected as that of a soft turtle. 

Tn fact, this fish looks more like a soft shell turtle, 
without feet and with a riding whip attached for a tail, 
than it does like a fish, Itis a bold and free biter, and is 
powertul, giving to the angler fine sport. 

It is very cunning when hooked, for as soon as it is 
tired and finds itself liable to be vanquished it lays itself 

. fiat on the bottom, and the stranger fancies his fish is 
gone and he has captured a snag instead. Nothing will 
move the sting ray after he locates himself except a long 
pole or a very strong line. The mouth is very tough, and 
a hook has always to be cut out. The flesh is very fine 
eating, and it is said before the introduction of steam the 
Yay was the only sea fish that was eaten fresh in Paris, 
aa if; will live long and keep well out of water, if placed 
in wet moss. Thereis a prejudice with many against 
eating rays on account of their hideous appearance. 
They grow to great size, half a fon or more; when of 

this size, the name changes and they are called devil fish, 
T haye seen these large fellows on a still morning jump 
out of the water twenty feet and come down flat, malc- 
ing a noise like a youlig cannon, These large ones are 
never captured in this vicinity, as they can break any 
tackle they choose to tackle. 

The largest one I ever captured was about 100 pounds 
weight, and was between four and five feet across the 
back. The thorn on the tail measured just nine inches 
itlength. It isnot uncommon for them to haye two 
and sometimes three thorns on the tail. They feed on 
sinall fish, crabs and siirimp. BEXAR. 

—— 

WINTER STORE OF 1HE GRAY SQuIRREL.—Long Pruirie, 
Minn. June 4th.—Editor forest and Stream :—Iin a re- 
cent issue of WOREST AND STRB@AM ‘* Sharp Hyes” states 
his belief that the gray squirrel does not lay up a store 
of food for winter, I am inclined to believe the gray 
squitrel isnot sucha fool as this would seem to make 
him, and will give my reasons for such belief, My 
fitiiier moyed into the State of Indiana forty years ago 
avd settled im. the timber, and was brought up among 
gly squirrels, and the same might almost be said of the 
writer, Many a time have I watched the gray squirrel 
ascend a jii¢kory tree, and taking a nut in his mouth 
cry if to some hiding place and return again for an- 
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other; but’ £ never followed one up to see where the 
hiding place for his store was situated, whether in the 

My father has seen them ground or im some hollow tree. 
keep this up for hours, and so have lI, In winter I have 
seen places where they have dug into the ground in per- 
haps a dozen places arouhd one tree, and the fact that 
these trees were not all fruit-bearing trees leads to 
the belief that the squirrel had buried something there 
and knew just where to die for it. Indeed, the most cf 
the trees around whieh I have seen these holes were 
hollow elmg, or soft maples, and many times far removed 
from any nut-bearing trees of any kind. My father and 
Tfelled a huge ash one winter in which two gray squir- 
rels had made their homes, and I found perhaps four or 
five dozen of good hickory nuts in the hollow, and it 
looks yery much as if they were placed there by these 
squirrels. With all these observations before me, you 
can count meinas one who believes the gray squirrel 
lays up his store of food for winter, SSeS 
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Foop ov tim GREAT BLUB HrRon.—This season I killed 
a large blue heyon which had two moccasin snakes in 
him, one of which was quite large, over two feet long, 
and fully an inch through; the other, a third smaller, 
IT am of the opinion that all of our large herons eat 
young snakes, and that this is one reason of the remarka- 
ble scarcity of snakes in Florida ; another is, that the 
alligators devour every snake they can catch. 

I have known the blue heron to swallow a grown 
mullet. This last season T killed a heron, and, while 
carrying him, I noticed that hewas unusually heavy, and, 
when I had got home and skinned him, I noticed that 
he was full from throat to’ stern and proceeded to ex- 
amine him. I founda fish, which was some four inches 
longer than the body of the bird, and fully half as 
heavy. How this bird captured the fish and raised him 
to swallow, I cannot conceive, But, since the foregoing 
experience, I. came suddenly on to a heron on the beach 
that was busily engaged with a catfish some nine inches 
long. I could have believed that he might have swal- 
lowed the cat, but for the great and formidable fins. 
He left the fish without ceremony, but [ pulled on him 
and took his skin. Since that time [found a fin in the 
throat of one, so I am satisfied that they eat both mullet 
and catfish. The pelican will also take in a full-grown 
mullet with ease. The cormorant will eat mors fish than 
a person, and it is astonishing what large fish they swal- 
low. 
Tampa Bay, Fla, July 20th. Wm, P, NEILD, | 
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A Waite K1ixc; Brep,---The following cutting is taken 

from the Norwich (Conn.) Bulletin of July 19th :-— 
An interesting lusus nature was discovered on Laurel 

Hilllast week. A king bird, or ‘*tyrant fly-catcher,” which, 
instead of being brown, like its kind, was pure white, ex- 
cept its wings and tail, which were of a creemy hue, 
stunned itself by some accident and fellin front or Judge 
Park's residence. It was picked up and placed in a cage, 
but alter three or four days it died, owing, doubtless, to 
the fact that these birds are insectiyorous, and its cap- 
tors, not knowing its predilections, furnished it with 
other food. Am ornithologist and taxidermist haying 
been requested to stuff the bird for preservation on Satur- 
day, readily identified its species by its head and other 
characteristics. It is a handsome but singular specimen. 

—>——_ 

A Noven Rav CatcHEerR.—Cool Spring, N. C., July 
27th. At my kennels to-day I killed a water snake, in 
which I found a full-grown barn rat. The snake meas- 
ured twenty-two inches in length; head, quarter of an 
inch across. and three-quarters of an inch long, The rat 
was in perfect condition, fat, healthy and strong look- 
ing. Ithad just been swallowed, I judge, as it was in 
perfect shape, coat, preservation, etc. No wounds were 
discovered on either reptile or rodent. A ratis * game” 
to the death, Query : How could so smadil a snake catch 
and swallow so large a rat, and not show signs of a con- 
flict? Again, with so small a ‘* jaw” (and necessarily 
weak, to hold the rodent) could the snake have killed it 
in any other way than by coiling around it, thereby 
rendering the rat powerless? What say our naturalists? 

B.S. WANNAMAKER, 

May not the snake have drowned his prey? 
——_<—— 

Deer Sea Drepcinc.—The United States survey 

steamer, Blake, came into Newport last Saturday, after a 

two months’ trip on the Atlantic coast, whereshe has been 

engaged in deep sea researches, under direction of Prof. 

A. Agassiz. The explorations were made between Cape 
Hatteras and George's Banks. Five lines of soundings 
were run at tight angles to the coast between these 

points, and a great quantity of zodlogical material ob- 

tained. With the exception of the groups to be worked 

up at Cambridge by Prof. Agassiz himself, assisted by 

Col, Lyman, the collection is to be turned over to the 

same zodlogists who have worked up the specimens ob- 

tained in former years by the United States Fish Com- 
mission on the eastern coast of North America, the crus- 

taceans going to Prof. S$, J. Smith ; the invertelwates to 

Prof, E, A. Vervill, and the fishes 10 Prof. G. Brown 

Goode and Dr, J. H. Bean. 
— 

A Canyipalistic SNaku.—Mr. 0, R. Shaw recently 
killed, at Sayville, L. 1, a black snake which was thirty- 

‘nine inches long and about as large as a man’s thumb, 

Tt appeared somewhat thicker than it should have been, 

and was more slugeish in its niovements than black snakes 
ordinarily are, On shaking the reptile by the tail, a 
striped snake, which measured nineteen inches in length, 
came fromits mouth. The smaller snake had been swal- 

lowed head first, and was stillalive. Neither snake was 

in a cundition to hiss, We do not remember even to 
have observed a case quite similar to the one aboye men- 

tioned, though if is not an uncommon thing to find snakes 

with partially devoured and still living frogs protruding 
from their mouths. 
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ANIMALS RECEIVED AT CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE FOR THB 

WEEK ENDING JULY 24th. 1880.—T'wo Arabian sheep (Ovis aries). 
presented by Capt. Gorringe, 8.8. Dessonge; one red fox (Vulpes 

fulvus), presented by Mr. Laweon Valentine, Mountainville, N. ¥.; 

one slug (Lima flavus), presented by Samuel W. I'rancis, Newport, 

R. 1.; one magpie, (Pica rustica), presented by Mr. Morris Loonie; 

one golden-naped Amazon (Chrysolis dturipillata), presented by 

Mrs. D. Lenihan; two Angora goats (Capra hirews), received in 

exchange; one mona monkey (Cercopithecis mona); four man- 

drils (Cynocephalus mormon); one red brockett (Cariqcus rufus) 

one Sallé’s Amazon (Ofirysotis sallcei)—all purchased. 
W. A, Conty, Direetor, 

Fish Culture. 
—Address all communications to‘ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York? 

A Big CALIFORNIA SALMON FROM GENEVA LAKE.—By 
fayor of Prof, Baird we are permitted to publish the fol- 
lowing telegram :— 

GENEVA LAKE, Wis., July 29th, 
PROF, SPENCER I’. BAIRD :—A California salmon weigh- 

ing twelve pounds and three-fourths was taken with a hook 
from Geneva Lake this morning. N, K, Fairbank. 

This is an exceedingly large salmon to have been grewn 

in fresh water, for it is not at all probable that the fish 

ever left the deep, cool waters of this lake to follow the 
small streams which finally lead into the Illinois River, 

and so down the Mississippi to the ocean—a glance at the 

map of Wisconsin and Tlinois will show this to be almost 
impossitle, You will find Geneva Lake in Walworth 

County, Wis,, and even if it had been possible for the 
fish to go down and{return it would only add greater inte- 
rest to its history, This lake isa fayorite summer resort, 
and has been stocked with many kinds of fishes by My, 
Fairbank at his own expense. 

We hope for more information as to the sex and de- 
velopment of ovaries, if any, in this fish, for a question 

yet unsolved is whether the California salmon will de- 
op spawn in fresh water or not. It is known that 

males ripen, but we do not think a case is on record 
where ripe eggs haye been found in this fish when con- 

fined in fresh water, 
sie SS <a 

WORK OF THE CONNECTICUT FISH CoMMISsroy,—Dr. 
W. M. Hudson, of Hartford, one of the Fish Commis- 
sioners, gives the following particulars concerning the 
recent operations of the Commission. During the spring 
8,000 young Penobscot salmon were placed in the trib- 
utaries of Warmington River. Of land-locked salmon 
eggs 91,000 were hatched and distributed. The demand 
for these young salmon to stock ponds and sfreams was 
very great, as it had become known that salmon weigh- 
ing from two and a half to four pounds each have been 
taken in Hog Pond in Lyme, in Snipsic Pond in Rock- 
ville, in long pond in Winchester, and in Twin Lakes in 
Salisbury, and in many others the young fish are known 
to be growing and thriving finely. 

The 110,000 brook trout hatched were widely distrib- 
uted and the supply was by no means equal to the de- 
mand, Arrangements have been made to secure 400,000 
young fry next spring. Dr. Hudson says that Connec- 
ticut has some of the finest trout brooks in the world, 
and with proper care and attention on the part of farm- 
ers, and a disposi tion on the part of anglers to save only 
those of six inches in length or over, our depleted streams 
may s00n be restocked, so that trout shall he as plenty 
and Jarge as thirty years since, 
A test has been made this epring of the practicability 

of hatching shad in the Connecticut waters. Heretofore 
ail the hatching has been done on the natural grounds 
at Holyoke Dam, but the committee on fisheries of the 
last Legislature expressed a desire that all the worl for 
the year be confined to this State. The commission em- 
pee Jas. Rankin—formerly fish commissioner—and R. 

. Chalker, to test the matter if a sufficient number of 
spawning shad could be procured. ‘The attempts were 
‘made at Wethersfield, Brockway’s reach on the Connec- 
ticut, and in the waters of Long Island Sound near the 
mouth of the river. The experiments were made under 
adverse circuinstances—a long, protracted drouth, low 
river and high temperature of the water. With the ex 
ception of a few thousand young shad hatched at 
Wethersfield the operation was a failure. The shad 
taken were found to be immature, and any attempt to 
preserve them until ripe in fresh water resulted in their 
speedy death. It was found, however, that shad taken 
in salt water in the pounds could be preserved alive and 
healthy in salt water pens for three or four werks, and 
that the females eventually ripen thoroughly, ‘Che 
sharks made sad havoc with this pen,and it was found 
that the male shad invariably escaped throuch the holes 
made by them, so that haying three or four ripe females 
no male could be obtained to test the experiment whether 
the eggs taken and impregnated under the circumstances 
would be hatched in salt water. The Gshermen are very 
sanguine that this can be done, but Dr. Hudson cannot 
agree with them, as too many actual observations prove 
that the eggs need fresh water for their development and 
the successful propagation of young fish. The fishermen 
claim that these pens can easily be protected azailist 
sharks by an outside netting a few feet fromthe pen, It 
may be a practical question whether the errs of a shad 
ripened in salt water in consequence of a forcible detey- 
tion there, can be extruded into fresh water, brought fur 
the purpose,imipregnated, and then taken up the river to 
hatch m the fresh water, and then develop healtliy 
young fish, s 

— 
A Recorp oF HAroninu Brook Trour.— Council 

Bluffs, Towa.—I send you hérewith a record of some 
brook trout hatched during the present season for my in- 
dividual use, thinking it may be of some interest to your 
humerous readers. It isas follows: Jan, 26th, 18380, T 
received of W. L. Gilbert, of Elymouth, Mass.. 5,000 
brook trout spawn, which arrived here in splendid con- 
dition, there being a loss of only sixty eges while in 
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transit. Iregret that 1 kept no record of the amount of 
loss during the process of hatching, but am safe in stat- 
ine thatitwas no greater than that sustained in the 
hatch, of which a record is herein given. On the 18th of 
February I received from the same place 10.000 brook 
trout ees, which were all hatched in twenty-seven days 
from the day of arrival; a record of which is as follows ; 
Received, Feb. 18th, 10,000 brook trout eggs; lempera- 
ture on receipt, 53°F.; temperature of water in which 
they were to be hatched, 54*°F.; amount of eggs picked, 
140. Feb, 19th, picked 25; Feb. 20th, 10; Feb, 21st, 10; 
Feb. 22d, 7; Feb. 28d, 74 Feb, 24th, 4; Feb. 2bth, 5: Feb, 
26th, 5; Feb, 27th, 2; Feb. 28th, 0; Feb. 20th, 3: March 
1st, 2; March 2d, 1; March 34,2; March 4th, 1; March 
Sth, 3; MarghG6th,2; March Tth,1; March Sth, 0; March 
th, 0; March 10th, 1; Mareh 11th, 2; March 12th, 1; 
March 13th, 0; March 14th, 0; March 15th,1; March 
15th, 0; total, 237. 

Tt will be seen that the above statement includes the 
Joss sustained in transportation, and the young fry that 
died in course of and immediately after hatching. I 
wil also state that no deductions are made for unimpreg- 
nated eegs ; notwithstanding all this, it will be observed 
that my hatch is something in excess of ninety-seven 
anda half percent, The temperature of the spring im 
which this hatch was made was 54°F, during the entire 
time. The water, although never roily, deposits a great 
deal of sediment in the form of a sandy loain, These 
eggs were hatched in the Shaw hatching-box, the en- 
tire pataphernalia of which, including the wire screens, 
are well painted with coal tar. The eggs were in differ- 
ent stages of development at the time of transporiation. 
The 5,000 eges aboye mentioned were packed in four lay- 
ers of about equal quantities; two of these were much 
further adyanced than the others, and bore transporta- 
tion much better, there being only three spoiled eggs and 
two dead fry. 

The young fry from all the above-mentioned eggs are 
now in a fine, healthy condition ; those from the first lot 
are beginning to feed quite freely, and have fed more or 
less for the last two weeks. Heretofore 1 have never 
given food until the umbilical sac was nuarly absorbed, 
but with the above-mentioned fish I began feeding at a 
much earlier period than is usually practiced. The 
young fry, very shortly after they were hateled, T took 
off the trays and placed in troughs, where the sediment, 
of which I haye made mention, was allowed to accumu- 
late, and I gave them for the first few days a slight 
sprinkling with common salt, and then gradually in- 
creased the quantity until now I give them sufficient to 
form a perfect bed on the bottom of the froughs. This 
had the effect of perfectly eradicating all signa of dropsy. 
or blue sac, a disease to which, I believe, all young fry, 
from eg#s that have been transported from a distance, 
are more or less liable, Wu. A. Mynster. 

Sa 

vy Harcuine THE “ ANGLER,” oR ‘* Fisuine FRoG.”*— 
Gloucester, Mass., Aug. 2d.—Some interesting experi- 
ments are being made in hatching the goose fish, monk 
fish, or fishing frog (Lophius piscaterius), ab the station 
of the United States Fish Commission in this place, 
by Mr. A. Howard Clurk, who has charge of the station, 
and much yaluable information concerning the embry- 
onic and early life of this natural angler has been ob- 
tained. One visiting the station can see the eggs in 
several stages of development, as well as the young fish 
that have been hatched. Inthe early stage the eggs are 
held together by a glutinous substance, which, floating 
in the water, looks like a thin sheet of jelly thickly dot- 
ted with small whitish beads. These sheets are from 
thirty to fifty feet long inftheir natural state, and float 
near the surface. The next period shows the embryo 
formed in the egg, and so on until we come to the fully 
formed fish taken from the hatching box. The micro- 
scope shows that the little wiggler has absorbed the 
umbilical bag, and also that there is a good development 
of mouth, which, in the full grown fish, is the most 
striking feature, and the extraordinary capacity of which 
mukes it possible for these creatures to take in their 
neighbors, the other fishes, in such a cold blooded man- 
ner. It would be interesting to know just how these 
“anglers” manage to procure their food trom early baby- 
hood until they arrive at that age when they can bury 
themselves in the mud and patiently wait for their prey 
to be attracted by their lures within easy reach. But 
this, together with much more concerning the lives and 
habits of the deep sea fishes, of which so little is now 
lnown, will undoubtedly be iiore fully understood in 
the future through the patient researches oi those en- 
gaged in this field of scientific investigation, J, W. ©. 
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INCREASE OF SALMON 1N McCroup Rrvur,—Salmon 
have never been so numerousinthe McCloud River, Cal,, 
since it has been known as they have been this summer, 
especially about the middle of July, a fact which may be 
attributed to the work of the United States Wish Comimis- 
sion, Recently Mr. Stone caught seven hundred salmon 
at one haul, in the open river, and in 1872 and 1973 10 was 
rara that fifty were so taken. The water m the river is 
higher and colder than it bas been since operations were 
first begun there, and it will be teresting to see how this 
willaffect the spawning of the salmon, 
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Eaas on Canirorsra Trowr.—The prospects for a fair 
supply of eggs for the rainbow trout, Salmo tridea, 1s 
yery good. Last month Mr, Stone fished night and day 
for breeders, in the McCloud River, and before the season 
closes may have two thousand of them, which will aver- 
age three poundseach, hese should yield, if no acci- 
dent occurs, about 500,000 eggs, Over 60.000 young treut 
were turned into the river this spring from the United 
States hatching station. 

se 
Sucvrss or YHE AvGus..a Fisiway.—A 1) pound sal- 

mon was captured at Waterville, Maine, Tuesday, July 6th, 
the first since the fishway was opened af Augusta, The 
Waterville Wail is happy over this capture, and says fur- 
ther :-—‘' [bree were seen last Sabbath, and several stur- 
geon are reported to have been seen jumping in the bay. 
This is evidence that the fishway at Augusta dam is a 
success; and the prospectis good that with fishways 1 all 
the dams above, and with proper rules and regulations, 
{he fish may be restored to their old haunts,” 

—_—_>—_—— 

Discovery Or Mennapen Orm.—According to United 
States Fish Commissioner Baird, the world is indebted to 

scum of oil upon the surface of the water. 
she bottled, and when on a visit to Boston soon after- 
wards she carried sumples to one of the leading vil mer- 

a woman for the discovery that the oil of the ‘“tmenhaden* 
has much commercial value, 
John Bartlett, of Blue Hill, near Mount Desert, Maine, 

About the year 1850 Mrs, 

while boiling some fish for her chickens, noticed a thick 
Some of this 

chants of that city, who encouraged her to bring ir ore. 
The following year the Bartlett family industriously plied 
their gill nets and sent to the market thirteen barrels of 
oil, forw hich they were paid atthe rate of $11 a barrel, 
in all $143, 

Sea and Liver Hishing. 
ee 

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST. 

FRESH WATER, 

Maskalonye, Bsox nobilior. 
Salmon, Salmo salar. Pike or Piokerel, Bsog luctus. 
Lake Trout, Salmo munayeush. | Yellow Perch, Perca fluviatilis. 
PaO ee Salmon, Salmo) Grayling, Tiymatlus tricolor. 

seelaurs 

Trout, Sulmo fontinalis. 

Black Bass, Mitroplerus salmoides; M. pallidus, 

SALT WATHR, 
Sea Bass, Centrom iatis atrarius. | Bluetish, Pomutonvits saitutriz, 
Sheepsuead, 4rchosargus proba- | Spanish Mackerel, Gybium mac- 

tocephalus. Ulaium, 
a ae Lass, Roccus linet, Cera, Cybiiwn regale. 
White Perch, Moroneamericvand. | Bonito, Sarda pelamys. 
Wealktish, Cynoecion regalis. Kingfish, Mentietrrus nebulosus, 
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SPAWNING OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER CHUB 
(Mylochilus lateralis—Richardson), 

\ San PEDRO, Cal,, Joly 18th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Dear Str :—The following extract from a private let- 

ter to me, from Mr, Charles J. Smith, of Astoria, Oregon, 
contains the first authentic account of the spawning 
habits of the chub, or ‘‘ sucker,” of the Columbia River, 
think it may interest other of your readers as it has 

interested me. Cordially yours, Davin & JORDAN. 

ASTORIA, Oregon, July oth, 
PRor. 8. JORDAN >— 
Drak Sir :—I returned last night, reaching Astoria at 

Ho'tlock, from my trip to Klaskanine, and, asa suckering 
expedition, it was aerand success, Ishallsay nothing 
of rinnding Smith Point on a misty night, with a brisk 
breeze and a roaring sea, in my little oge-shell of a boat, 
because that would have but little interest for you; but 
if the facts [ can give you in regard to these fishes area 
not already known, I expect to interest you thoroughly 
before I get through. 
They were found on the south fork of the Klaskanine, 

a quarter of a mile higher up the stream than in my last 
expedition. The first intimation [had of their proxim- 
ity was the sight of seyeral dead and partly eaten suck- 
ers in the stream—the work of some mink or ofter—then 
at some distance ahead I saw fhem leaping from a large 
pool, so many that there would be a dozen in the air all 
thetime, The pool was perhaps thirty feet by twelve, 
and five or six feet deep in the middle, with a long riffle 
at its upper end ; across the middle of the pool, on a line 
with the water, I found an old grass-grown log. I first 
walked on the log to where I could Jook into the middle 
of the pool, and I saw such a sight as I never saw before. 
To say that it was solid full of fish would be an exagger- 
ation; but I think there were more than a half dozen to 
every cubic foot of water in the pool. I now made my 
way to the head of the xife, and baiting my hook, al- 
lowed the current to drift it under the log. It was taken 
instantly, and with a vim that showed me that there was 
something besides suckers in the pool. After a short 
contest l landed a Salmo clarkii, upwards of a foot in 
length. Looking to the oppusite sire of the riffle, where 
the water was shallow, I saw a mass of suck rs com- 
pletely covering a spuce of six or eight square yards, and 
dropping the hook among them, in a few minutes one 
was caught, and in this way 1 captured a dozen more ; 
bat finding this too slow, I next allowed the hook to sink 
among them, then, by giving a sharp twitch, I would 
book them in the body, and in this way I got as many as 
Ithonght you would want. I now started up stream, 
intending to finish the day on trout, but found thatI was 
not so near done with the suckers as I had thought. 
hf had entire possession of the stream for a quarter of 
a mile. 

In one place where the stream spreads out into a broad 
shallow basin, with gravelly sides and bottom, they had 
collected on one side, ina mass ten yards long by one or 
two wide, piled upon each other so that at least one 
fourth were out of the water—a solid, squirming, quiv- 
ering mass of fishes, Stepping down beside them, I 
began with both hands to throw them upon the bank, 
and had I wished, I could have tbrown out bushels of 
them. In the quarter of a mile T saw many such musses, 
and supposed they were crowding out of the water to 
receive better the heat of the sun, which now slione 
bright ; but when I veturned at 4 o'clock the sun was 
below the tree-tops, and the air was chill, but eyen more 
of them were in this position, I found one place where 
several dead and partly eaten ones showerl that even the 
presence of an otter had failed to drive them away. It 
may be well to mention that the abdumens of those 
caught yesterday were much less distended than those of 
a week ago, I think the spawning is nearly completed. 
The spawn (milt) of all Tsaw was thin and white, look- 
ing like milk, with no eggs, unless they were of invisible 
amallness. Itisasingular fact—l do not know of its 
bein true of amy species of fish except on this coast— 
that so many of our migratory fishes should die immedi- 
ately after spawning. Of the sinelt or eulachon (Os- 
menus paciticus), a considerable part die before leaving 
the river, although they seldom ascend more than a hin- 
dred miles, Tsaw this morning Mr. W, 1. Gray, one of 
the best known men in the State, author of ‘ The His- 
tory of Orecon,” ete., the gentleman upon whose farm I 
saw these fishes, and beyond whose land it is doubtful 
if they penetrate, and he says that less than half, but a 
ereab many, crowd themselves ashore and die, the re- 
mainder going back after a week or two to the river. 
Those that lsaw struggling upon the hank, and that I 
think were on tle point of performing the last act m 
their tragedy, though through with spawning, were not 
by any means sick or diseased, but to all appearances 
were just as capable of returning to the river as any of 

their brethren, 
trout fishing was poor, but the few obtained were of 

As might have been anticipated, the 

good size, and were, I think, Salmo clarkii. I have tried 
to settle the question whether, as has been asserted, the 
salmon in the Columbia refuse the fly and spoon in the 
summer months only because of the discolored condition 
of the river water. To do this I haye fished in the upper 
tide waters of the Klaskanine and Young’s rivers, beyond 
the flow of the river water, but where [ have often seen 
salmon leaping. Ihave been entirely unsuccessful in at- 
tracting their attention, though I have used spoons that 
last September took four in an hour. I think the truth 
is, they will only rise to the fly or spoon in water that is 
clear and salt,* In the fall, when the river is low and 
the tides high, the salt water comes up as far as the city 
front of Astoria, and that is the highest point at which a 
salmon has been hooked within my knowledge, Last 
fall I tried them of Tongue Point, four miles above the 
city, and though they were leaping all around, they 
they would not touch my spoon, While speaking of 
suckers, [should haye said that no one knows whether 
they come from the sea, or whether they are a river fish, 
living on muddy bottoms and in tideland streams, 
though the latter is thought to be the case, Ihave no 
means of knowing whether they are found to any great 
distance inland, but have been told that they are as high 
as the Clarkamus, G, ALS, 

‘* Salmon certainly take the hook in the upper waters of the 
Sacramento, in the mountaia streams. D.8. J. 

FLY-FISHING FOR SHAD. 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., July 17th. 
Exlitor Forest and Stream :— 
WAt your request I have visited Holyoke in order to 
glean some information about fishitig for shad with a 
fly, and herewith submit my report, I arrived there 
about 3 P.M. yesterday, and procuring a boat I navigated 
it to the middle of the river and came to anchor 2 couple 
of boat lengths east of the old swing-ferry pier, and 
about the same distance from a boat that contained three 
pretty lively fishermen, while just beyond them waa still 
another boat, that contained nothing but a solitary hat, 
as I then thought, for this was all tliat 1 could see; but I 
soon found out that there was considerable life uncer 
that broad brim, as I shall describe at the proper time. 

Glancing at my surroundings I complacently sealed 
myself, and commenced preparing my rad, entirely sat- 
isfied with my position, for [ occupied the best place on 
the river, aud had Chalmer’s boat, which neyer was 
known, no matter what luck befel the others, to come in 
without full freight of glistening” captives ; my trusty, 
well-tried rod was in my hands, and—where in time is 
that tip. In vain I shook the hollow cane that shoulda 
have held it ; in vain I peered into the cavity with anx- 
ious eyes ; no delicately tapered tip didITsee, Alas! my 
beautiful tip, the pride of my heart and joy of my eyes, 
was not to be found, Some dastardly hand had removed 
jt, and rudely blasted my fondest hopes, for what possi- 
ble chance of saccess had Linan encounter with the 
monsters of the deep without the aid of my beloved tip? 
After a few moments of bitter grief, sacred to the mein- 
ory of that departed tip, and the sacrilegious hand that 
wrought my woe, 1 braced up my shattered nerves and 
prepared for thecoming struggle which, with a prophetic 
eye, 1 now foresaw was inevitable, for well 1 knew that 
in my crippled condition and fatal weakness in my most 
yulnerable point, that the bloodthirsty shad would im- 
prove the opportune moment to seize my outpost and try 
to break my line of battle, thus overwhelming me with 
inglorious defeat. But my loss had made me desperate, 
and although I could only raise my colors half mast high 
I defiantly flaunted them in the yery face of the enemy. 
Thad intended to ‘whip™ the stream and endeavor to 
punish the shad in a sportsmanlike manner, but owing 
to my misfortune I was obliged perforce to do as the 
noble Romans all around me were doing, and unrecling a 
hundred feet or so of line Tlet ib float down the swift 
current and calmly awaited the signal of battle. Glanc- 
ing around to see what was going on, I saw that solitary 
hat give a flop and suddenly shoot six feet or more into 
the air, as its owner sprang to his feet and started at full 
speed toward the stern of his boat, where a short, slim 
stick, to which his line was fast, was impatiently heck- 
oning him on. Neyer was the truth of the old saying, 
‘the more huste the less speed,” more forcibly exempli- 
fied, for no sooner was he up than down he went at full 
length upon the gunwale, with one Jeg in the river and 
the other wildly gesticulating inthe air. How he ever 
recovered his balance I failed to understand, but recover 
he did, and once moré essayed to reach the rapidly yi- 
brating stick ; bub the fates were not through with him 
yet, and before he was fairly under way he lurched to 
the starboard and brought up all sitting, I heard the 
crash of the splintered seat aboye the frantic yells of 
our three jolly fishermen in the next boat, and rather 
expected to see him ainsee ae through the bottom of the 
bout; but he soon righted up, and, apparently more eager 
for the fray, he made a grand effort, and succeeded in 
reaching the gual and grabbing the line, and with many 
inowing nods and satisfied flops of the huge straw hat 
ha landed his fish amid the tumultuous applause of the 
happy thrée, who at once, in honor of the event, opened 
svulue more beer; indeed, they had been dving this all the 
time, and T had come to the conclusion that they were 11 
mortal fear that the bottles would burst and swamp their 
boat and give them a taste of water; and to ayert the 
dire calamity they were getting rid of the stuff as fast as 
possible. Searcely were the bottles at a proper elevation 
when one of the trio dropped his, and with a solemn oath 
asseverated that he had ‘got him,” Isaw by the sway- 
ing of the vod that it was a heavy fish, and expected fo 
set hin break away, but | soon found out that no novice 
held the rod, and after a well-fought contest he was 
safely brougat to net. With pride in his heart and a 
joyful light in his eyes—for this was his first shad—the 
victor, with tha deafening cheers of his companions 
ringing in his ears, disentangled his captive from the 
hook, and as I yolunteered the remark that that was 4 
noble fish he carefully placed his hands under him, and 
tenderly, proudly raised him up for my inspection, This 
was a fatal mistake, for no sooner did this crafty Alosa 
again behold his native element than he doubled himself 
up and with a mighty effort tore himself from the fond. 
entbrace, and with a derisive wave of his caudal append- 
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age, that must have been peculiarly aggravating to the 
feelings of our hero, he disappeared beneath the cold, 
dark waves. At this instant—now mark the strategic 
cunning of this most subtle fish—when I was utterly 
eneryated, and entirely unprepared for the conflict, a 
huge five-pound monster seized my advanced enard. a 
favorite scarlet ibis, and at terrific speed bore down the 
rapid current, Bravely I rallied my forces to the rescue. 
but ere my nerveless hands had found their cunning and 
cheoked his headlong rush, he had forced from me full 
fifty feet of line, As soon as he felt the killing strain he 
leaped high in air to reconnoiter the battlefield, and when 
he discovered who was in command, and caught a 
glimpse of the vengeful firein my eye, he became de- 
moralized, and commenced a series) of wild rushes and 
towering leaps that nearly broke my heart; but allin 
vain were his frantic struggles, for,as I have said be- 
fore, I was a desperate man, that day. and although fear- 
ful odds were against me, ‘‘with an energy born of des- 
pair” I fought the battle to the bitter end, and at the end 
of forty-five minutes of agonizing pleasure, mingled 
with cruel doubts and fears. during which I would have 
given half my kingdom for my dainty tip, and the other 
half for the landing net which I had left at home, I saw 
his silvery side turn up, and unresistingly drew him 
within reach, and thrusting my finger into his wide open 
mouth safely landed the gallant fish, and with unspeal- 
able happiness in my heart bowed in acknowledgment to 
the vociferous cheers that greeted my success. 

The fish having now learned to their cost that, not- 
withstanding my crippled cendition, f was more than a 
match for the best of them, wisely abandoned the con- 
test. and let me alone, but ever and anon the music of the 
humming reel and the pleased ejaculations from the ad- 
joining boats proclaimed abundant sport, and kept me 
pleasantly occupied till nearly dark. I counted no less 
than twenty-seven noble fish taken hy my neighbors, not 
including many more that were under size, while many 
of the handliners lost quite a number of apparently 
heayy fish. The most taking fly is the scarlet ibis, al- 
though almost any of the common trout flies, particu- 
larly the different shades of brown and orange, have 
proved successful. 
The season opens as soon as the fish arrive, which is 

about the last of May, and closes Aug. ist, The present 
season has not been as successful as usual, owing to low 
water, yet many fine fish haye been captured, some of 
them turning the scales at upwards of six pounds. I 
shall try them arain in a few days, if I find that tip, and 
see if ther’ is any sport to be had in “casting,” and will 
report suceess. SHADOW. 

Another correspondent writes from Hartford, Conn., 
July 24th :— : 

In your issue of June 24th you published a few notes of 
mine on shad fishing, I have been trying it again, and 
this time with much more satisfactory results, I man- 
aged to land four ina couple of hours, and should have 
had more except for a broken hook, I took them with a 
very light trout rig, and right royal sport it was. My 
first one took me twenty minutes to land, and the others 
from ten to fifteen, While not quite so vigorous at the 
outset they last longer than the black bass; otherwise 
they reminded me nich of that fish in their wild rushes 
and their way of throwing themselves ont of the water. 
T hope some of your readers will pay a visit to Holyoke 
next season, as Lamsure they will like it, if they have the 
good luck to haul in a few of the beautiful blue and silvery 
fellows. They have all the good points of a true game 
fish,. They take a fly, fight hard, require considerable 
skill to bandle,and are gamy to the last, besidés being very 
handsome. <As to their table yaluel need say nothing. 
I found a red ibis anda coachman the only flies they 
would touch. M. D. 

eS 

Fish iy Marker.—The first whitefish (Coregonus) of 
the season made their appearance in Fulton market this 
week. They came from Erie, Pa, The week was also 
notable for the first appearance of salmon trout, from 
Buifalo, N, Y, Spanish mackerel made their appearance 
on the New Jersey coast last Sunday, about one month 
later than usual; the market is well supplied. Bluefish 
are scarce ; those in market mostly come from the Massa- 
chusetts coast, about Cape Cod, Sheepshead are not 
plenty, a few being taken off Barnegat. The following 
are the quotations : Salt water fish—Bass, 25 cents per 
pound; bluefish, $; salmon, 40; mackerel, large, 18, 
small, 10; weakfish, 10; Spanish mackerel, 25; green 
turtle, 124; halibut, 18; haddock, 6; kingfish, 25; cod- 
fish, 8; blacktfish, 124; flounders, 10; porgies, 10; sea- 
bass, 18; pompano, 75; eels, 15 ; lobsters, 10 ; sheepshead, 
25: soft clams, 40 to 75 cents per 100; soft crabs, $1 to 
$1.50 per 100, Fresh waver fish—Whitefish, 124; salmon 
trout, 18. 
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% Brack Bass Notes Prom “Aguapane.'—I rarely read 
a FOREST AND SiREAM without finding something inter- 
esting to note. The first point” in last week's issue 
which Inote isthe controversy about Southern trout, 
alias bass. Js not **St, Clair’ a little wild in the asser- 
tion that ‘there never was a black bass in any stream 
that empties into the Atlantic, south of Maryland, and 
there never will be?” I have in my black bass pond some 
fine specimens, which I myself brought from the Shen- 
andoah and the Potomac, and I also had some fine speci- 
mens on exhibition at the Centennial, which I brought 
from the Shenandoah. All authorities pronounced them 
black bass, I have been stocking lakes, ponds and 
streams with them, both inthe New England and the 
Middle States, supposing them the true black bass, or at 
least the Southern black bass. A friend of mine, who is 
an expert angler, has been spending more than a vear 
past in Florida, and writes that lie bas had fine sport 
catching what they there call trout. but which are iden- 
tical with my bass, 

Speaking of my bass pond reminds me of an incident 
which occurred afew evenings ago. There arein this 
pond perhaps 100 California, saluion, three years old, 
They appear to be about sixteen inches in length, per- 
haps some of them are longer, It was about dusic of the 
evening in question that a party of ladies and gentlemen 
were watcling the swallows taking their evening bath, 
There were barn swallows, bank swallows and ewifis, 
commonly called chimney swallows. One of the latter 
glided swiftly along the surface of the water, and had 
barely left it, when a large salmon sprang after it, com- 

ing entirely out of the water, but by the time the fish 
was out of the water the swift was fully three feet away. 
Iam frequently in receipt of inquiries as to the prepa- 

ration of lakes and ponds for brook trout, The last mal 
brought me such an inquiry from one of the prominent 
daily papers of your city, Iwish hereto repeat what I 
have for years past maintained, viz: that brook tront 
will not thrive in lakes or ponds. They only thrive well 
in water.which is undergoing constant aeration. They 
wili live in pure, cool water, like ponds, ditches, efe., 
but will not thrive without a constant supply of artifi- 
cial food. Time, labor and money spent in preparing 
ponds, etc., for brook trout or for stocking such prepared 
waters with them, willbe nearly a dead loss. Parties 
having suitable sites for such prepared waters should 
turn their attention to the black bass or the food carp. 

I have been interested in the various articles concern- 
ing “sights” of hunting rifles. Those of your readers 
who used to know me during and previous to the war 
can judge whether I am an “authority,” For several 
years I did most of the gun-repairing for many miles 
around the place where I then resided. I experimented 
extensively with rifle sights, and had many rifles brought 
to me to re-sight, My best success was with a high, 
level back sight, usually made of soft iron, colored a 
dead blue, and containing a narrow and sballow notch. 
My best front sights were of iyory, thin and high, and 
sha eo liked an inclined plane, the back end nearly ver- 
tical. 

Noticing in a late issue of the ForusT AND STREAM 
some queries in regard to fly-fishing for shad, I will say 
that a few weeks ago I saw several fishermen having fine 
sport just below the celebrated Holyoke Dam, on the 
Connecticut River. They were all fishing with light 
colored flies, and were taking shad running from two to 
three pounds and upward, Minton P. PImRCE. 
Aquadale Ponds, Wenonah, N. J. 
The black bags question may now be considered as set- 

tled, s0 far as their distributionin the South is concerned. 

The very able letter from Dr, Henshall, in our last issue, 

presented the facts on which all ichthyologists agree, so 
that even oux friend ‘St. Clair” must see that the bass of 
the South and those of the North are identical, and that 
there are but two species. ‘St. Clair’ has evidently been 

inisled by common names, as he mentions the ‘‘black bass 

of the North” as Centropristes atrarius, which is a sea 

fish, which never comes into fresh water. This fish has 
many local names, Gill giving black sea bass, sea bass 

(New York); black perch (Mass.); black bass, black fish 

(New Jersey); bluefish (Newport); black harry, hanna- 
hills (New York, DeKay); black will (Hastern shore of 
Virginia), 

Dr. Henshall will soon publish a book on the black 

basses, a group which this able ichthyologist has been 
studying for some time, 

k . 
“THe Bass QUESTION SETTLED.—Putnam, July 18th,— 
The correspondence of St. Clair, ‘Black Bass vs. Trout,” is 
rather laughable. He says he will stand or fall on evi- 
dence, etc., pertaining to black bass being found in 
Southern streams. Now he will surely have to tumble 
over this time. In Western Florida there is a stream 
called Mud River—why it shoud be called by that nameI 
cannot conceive—for it is beautifully clear, about three 
miles long, and starts from a large, round, deep spring, 
‘which, as is estimated, voids 100,000 cubic feet per min- 
ute, The water is clear and cold, and pleasant tasted; the 
river averages 5) yards wide and is swift, and from ten to 
twenty feet deep, emptying into the mouth of the Wicha- 
wacha River, near Bay Port, The river abounds in bass of 
two kinds. a kind of lead colored bass often called black 
bass, and the real black basa. Now I have caught the 
black bass in Central New York, and New England, for 
the past thirty years, and am very familar with the fish, 
and think I cannot be mistaken; am sure beyond a 
doubt in my own mind, as experience is one of the best 
of schoolmasters. Ascending this ‘‘Mud River,” so called, 
at about half way fromits mouth on the south side is a 
swilt stream twenty feet wide; ascending this some 200 
yards, you enter a large kind of pond of some ten acres 
of rocky andsandy bottom. Here the true, real, gamy 
black bass abound. One morning I caught about thirty 
there, of from oné to three pounds weight, the same 
beautifully proportioned, exactly like those I caught in 
Central New York, Mr. St. Clair says the ‘‘yexed ques- 
tion shall be forever set at rest.” A colored preacher in 
Florida said “‘forever was a mighty long word, reaching 
half way up the hill of eternity,” ‘That there neyer will 
be a black bass in any Southern streams emptying into 
the Atlantic,” is strong language for our able correspon- 
dent to use, and I think our good friend is mistaken, for 
tmany times while ascending the Oclawaha River, in 
Plorida, I have in trolling from: the little steamer caught 
the real black bass, and I doubt not that many Northern 
sportsmen haye seen or caught them while ascending 
that stream, G. F. W, 

See our remarks on the article by Milton P. Pierce, 
There are but few men who are capable of deciding on 
species—certainly those having no knowledge of syste- 

mnatic ichthyology are not—the fisherman and angler only 
knowing their fishes by their superficial appearance, color 

and shape. Few of them can tell how their fins are sit- 
uated or how they are composed, character and situation 

of teeth, or the many other important points which are of 

real yalue, The scientist often doubts his diapnosis, while 
the amateur never does, 
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‘Tan Line IN Montans.—Upper Maria River, Wl. 1., 
July 32.— bilitor Worest and Strewm :—Yesterday an In- 
dian boy brought me a fish which he killed with his bow 
and arrow, AndasI never saw or heard of anything 
like it, I will desrribe it, and perhaps some of your readers 
will be able to tell us. something about if. Length 164 
inches, one fin on each side just back of gills ; just back 
of throat-latch two long, feeler-like fins ; 54 inches from 
nose om back one small fin ; 7 inches from nose on back 
and belly afin commences and runs clear to tail; tail 
shape ofa flat spoon; general color,.a dirty white and 
black mottled, bright narrow green stripe on each side; 

no scales. Kipp, the Indian trader, says he has seen 
these fish in the Missouri River which would weigh 
twenty-five pounds; but knows no name forthem, The 
Blackfeet call them Peeksas-mah-meeks, which means 
snake-fish, and im trnth they look like a cross hetween 
a bullhend, a snake and an eel, 

The Piezans have been hunting about here for several 
months, consequently deer ani antelope are scarce, 
Wearé making preparitions to move tin the month ofthe 

Musceleshell River, al ont two hundred and fi ty miles he- 
low Fort Benton, where Kipp will start a trading-post 
with the Bloods, Blackfeet, Piezans and half-breeds. 
Buffalo are plenty down there, also all other rame to be 
found in Montana Territory, except Rocky Mountain 
goats and mouse. 

The fare from Chicago to Fort Benton is only about 
$60. Ishould he glad to see some Eastern sportsmen 
come up to our new post next August, and promise them 
a hearty reception, the best of hunting and lots of fresh, 
pure Montana, air. 

T notice a mention of old Liver-eating Johnson in one 
of your late issues, He is getting old, but is still “eame,” 
and is caraped somewhere between the Muscleshell and 
Judith rivers, hunting buffalo, I donot think he is diet- 
Ing on Sioux Indian livers late years. APWECUNNA. 

Your deseription agrees with the fish which bears the 
following names: ‘Hel-pont,” im Ohio: ‘‘ling,” in 

many parts; ‘‘losh,” among Canadian fishermen, and 
other names. Itis one of the family Giartidce, the cod- 

fishes, and has been called the ‘‘codfish of the lakes.” 

Its true name is Lota maculosa. Its livers are said to be 
a great delicacy. 
ib > 
PROBABLY A SUCKER. — Walton, Grand Traverse 

County, Mich.—Every spring and summer I have cauzht 
a few fish, the species of the sucker family. In shape 
they resemble the pike of our western ponds. Their nose 
is nearly on a right line of their backs, which is very 
nearly straight. They ara broad shouldered ; their fins — 
are of the color of gold, and tliey have a dark line run- 
ning from the point of their gill to the fork of their tail. 
They bite a fly as readily as a grayling : weight generally 
about three ponnds. The covering of their gills and their 
head proper are of a sundown tint, interspered with vio- 
let, and all the scales ave capable of exhibiting several 
bright tinted colors. Itook onein tha montli of April 
and thonght I would try his qualities in the pau, and was 
surprised to find his fesh a bright orange color when 
cooked, also to find his anatomy to contain only the sume 
number of bones as a brook trout, only smaller in propor- 
tion, and the best flavored fish that Il eyerate. I think 
he is the Roman mullet of Pliny. ¥. M8, 4 
Your fish is probably a male of some species of sucker 

inits breeding dress, but your description is too incom- 

plete te base even a suess upon. Agein and again we 
say, color counts forvery little in determining fishes, 
Give us the color last of all. 

I 
SALMO WILMOTI.-—Miatreal, Can., June.—Edifor For- 

est und Stream :-—Viving and stuffed specimens of a sal- 
mou bearing the ahova name were exhibited at the Grand 
Dominion Exhibition held at Ottawa in September, 1379. 
I have searvhed through several works on American 
fishes, but cannot find a species named Wilmoti. Tam led 
to make this inquiry because I asked Mr, Wilmnt’s as- 
sistant who named the salmon Wilmott, He informed 
me that Mr, Wilmot was the authority, he having named 
the fish in honor of himself! Iam not sware that Mr. 
Wilmot, of Newcastle, Canada, is a specific writer on 
fishes, and even if he is, it isnot good taste, or in acecord- 
ance with the views of true promoters of natural science 
that the usual etiquette should be violated to satisty any 
man’s vanity. If Mr. Wilmot’s salmonis a ood species, 
it should be described properly, and until this is done, 
the name is worthless, Wm. CouPEr, 

There is no fish known to naturalists by this name, 
neither has there been any description of a new salmon 
from that region published lately, The salmon found in 
Lake Ontario and its tributaries are Salmo sular. 

i Sa, 

MIcHIGAN FISHING RESoRTS.—Cheboygan, Mich., Juli) 
21st.—Nearly every week some person Js asking in your 
paper where they can spend the summer, and at the 
same time have some good fishing. If they will look at 
the map of Michigan, they will see that our county is the 
extreme northern county of the lower Peninsula, and I 
think were they to pay this county a visit they would be 
perfectly satisfied, as the weather during the suinmer 
months is cool and bracing, and the fishing is second to 
none. We have good hotels in the town, andat the head 
of Mullet Lake is one of the largest and best hotels in the 
State. It was built during the past winter and spring, by 
the Smith Bros., at a cost of thirty-five thousaud dollars. 
lt contains one-hundred and fifty rooms, and is furnished 
throughout in the very best style. It is managed by 
‘Win, Spencer, who has had several years’ experienve in 
toe hotel business in this county, and can post his guests 
about the best fishing srounds, and will spare no pains to 
make them comfortable and feel at home. There is a 
steam yacht and two sailing yachts, besides a fleeh of 
clinker boats for the use of guests. There is a daily line 
of steamers rinning from Petoskey, through Crooked, 
Burtand Mullet lakes, to Cheboygan, then across the 
straits to Mackinac. The boats meet at noon at the Mul- 
let Lake House, when the passengers get dinner. Pigeon 
and Indian rivers empty into the lake about one mile 
apart, and the hotel is situated about midway between 
the two vivers, on whatiscalled Pigeon River Bay. In 
Indian River and this bay there is good trolling for pick- 
evel, black bass and maskalonze, Pigeon River is one of 
the best gsrayling streams in the State. Vhe forest around 
the hotel is full of deer and bear, and Indian River is full 
of ducks of all kinds in the fall, so that the sportsman in 
the game season canspend his time very pleasantly wilh- 
out much exertion, ‘Pe Ae. 

‘ ae 
THR CHemone River anv Sopus Gav,—Minivo, N.Y. 

July 30th.—In response to your letter of inqniry of yos- 
terday, relating to the sort of fishing to be haul in this 
vicinity, I report as follows — 

Our river—the Chemung—was well stocked with black 
bass four or five years ago. As aresnultof that planting, 
we have had fair fishing for the past two years, Hass ale 
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taken in moderate numbers (upon ‘“dobson,” spoon and 
fly) of from one to four pounds weight. Some fine 
catches haye heen reported within the past few days. 
The fish are by no means abundant, but seem to be in 
sufficient numbers to afford fair sport, 

The best fishing grounds near us are at Sodus Point, 
on a bay communicating with Lake Ontario, Tt is a. 
five hours’ ride from here on the Northern Central Rail- 
way to Stanley, thence ona, branch road to Sodus Point, 
‘You leave Elmira ati 12:20 P.M., and reach the fishing 
grounds hy GPa, Black bass and enormous pickerel 
abundant, Am this day in receipt of a box of pickerel 
from there, caught by my son and a companion, contain- 
ing tiventy fish from two to four feet long. They were 
caught in one afternoon by trolling froma boat, with a 
spoon. Accommodations ample and good, at a neat 
hotel charging $7 a week. A boat can behired for $8 
aweek, Boat, and boatman to row you, $2.50 per day. | 
This is the best point for fishing near us. 

—— 

WEAKEISHING ON THE New JERSEY CoAsT,—Jorked 

BODINES, 

River, N, J,. July 31st.—The delightful time and good | 
sport [ had here last year induced me to come again, and 
IT have been here for the last two weeks, The fishing has 
been and is very fine, For one week I fished, averaging 
fifty or seventy-five fish aday with the rod, chiefly weak 
fish and sea bass, the largest day being 113 fish to two 
rods, with an occasional bluefish. which makes your reel 
spin around, The weakfish run from one to four pounds, 
with a great many two and three pounders. Yesterday, 
though fished out myself, I took a friend out who had 
just arrived, Ourcatch was 102, My friend got a small 
bag of snipe. I broke the lever of my breech-lnader on 
the way down the bay and could not fire a shot. Pro- 
voking, wasn’t it? Snipe are beginning to come, and we 
found several whisps '‘ trading,” as the baymen call it, 
along the surf, They were surf-snipe, robins and do- 
witchers, There are a few scattering yellow-legs, but 
they have not yet come in large numbers, I shot five 
dowitchers day before yesterday, which I saw from the 
piazza on the meadows opposite, in about twenty min- 
utes. The charge for boats, unlike most seaside resorts, 
13 yery moderate, D. W. L. 

oe 

TROUT IN THE FRENCH brROAD,—A Washington cor- 
respondent writes us: ‘I havespent some weeks in West- 
ern North Carolina about Asheville, the warm springs 
on the French Broad and ascending the mountains Black 
Dome, Craggy. etc. The scenery is magnificent. Not 
quite so rugged in some way as the White Mountains, or 
Adirondacks, owing to the higher timber level, due to the 
latitude, but the monntains are higher and in such pro- 
fusion—so many high peaks. As to the fish, I unfortu- 
nately made little inquiry, as I was too much occupied 
otherwise, I caught trout, though, in thesmall moun- 
tain streams. Most of the mountain streams, I think, 
have brook trout in them. Tha French Broad, a most 
beautiful stream, has probably bass. If no one answers 
your correspondent in the meantime, I can perhaps get 
him the information shortly.” 
w / > 

THE GREENBRIER Rivar.— Washington, D. C., July 
30/h.—I have heard from niy old place at Ronceveck, 
W. Va., that the Greenbrier River is affording good bass 
fishing this season. The Superintendent of our mill there 
wrote to me tosend him such axvig as he had seen me 
usé there, so that he might try the deceptive fly npon the 
fish. The latter, he says, run from a foot to as bigas you 
can manage to ret hold of, I notice one of your corres- 
pondents asks about tront taking a fly in West Virginia 
inJuly., Of course they take a fly, but I have found that 
(haying fished West Virginia streams every season 
from 1870 to last, year) in the latter half of July and early 
part of August the fly-fishing is not as good aslater. Late 
May and June, of course, are best, and then late August. 
The season expires Sept. 1st. CG. CLAY. 

———— 

Tue BRANDY WINDE.— West Chester, Pa., July Bist.— 
Bass fishing has been discouraging bere until since the 
recent heavy rains, but now that the waters are begin- 
ing to clear numerous instances of good catches are heard 
daily. Three and a half pounds appear to be the highest 
weight of any single fish so faras heard from, while the 
majority of the fish rum considerably below this figure. 
Young toads, minnows, crabs and helgramites are the 
most faking baits, yeb the bass, when hungry, seem wil- 
ling to accept anything that is eatable, Haye not heard 
of any being taken this season with the fly. bs) 
a he —_>— 

SALMON ON THE UPPER JACQUES CARTIER.—I should like 
to ask some of your correspondents in Quebec, who have 
fished the Jacqttes Cartier River, whether they have ever 
taken smolt in the upper reaches of the river, and if so, 
how they account for their presence there, as the river 
has never been stocked, and the salmon do not ascend 
above Sullivan’s Falls, At least, I have never heard of 
salmon haying been taken or even seen above this fall, 
For over ten years I have taken these smolt in the rapids, 
and have been much puzzled at finding them there. Can 
it be that during the heavy spring freshets some few 
salmon succeed in surim6unting this fall? It seems 
almost incredible, as there is a dam ten feet high right at 
the head of it. G. M, Farrcuimp, Jr. 

—— 

W A Bie Buack Bass FROM THE THOUSAND ISLANDS.— 
Isend you by express this morning a bass caught with 
hook and line, weighing six and a quarter pounds, which 
T think is the largest bass I haye ever known taken here. 
The fishing is goud ; as many as one hundred were taken 
ina day with asingle fly. ‘The small fish that were here 
in June have entirely disappeared, hence the fishing has 
improved. Very truly yours, 5. D, JOHNSTON, 

Clayton, N. Y, 
The bass weighed six pounds on arrival, and proved to 

he a big-mouth (Mieroplerus pallidua), in fine condition, 

Tt had a catfish eight inches long in its stomach, 
——_——— 

ORKGoN—Eugene City, July 22d.—Fishing on the Me- 

Kenzie River, twenty miles above here,is good,and nearly 
4ll of oux anglers ave camped on the grounds, _ Recent y 

tivo men fishing from a skiff caught ninety-five trout, 

which weighed over uinety-five pounds, in a day, and it 

is nothing unusual for asportsman who is well up to the 

business to land one hundyed and fifty mountain trout 

fall is flattering, 
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ina day's fishing. The prospect for good shooting this 
Numerons covies of young blue grouse 

have been seen, aud in the marsh below here, young 
mallards are by hundreds. Pigeons seem to have de- 
serted our county, as I have not heard of over a dozen be- 
ing killed this spring. The young of the ruffed grouse 
are half grown, and are feeding ou blackberries. 1.G.8. 
\ —_—>— 
Bass FIsHine iy THE PoTomMAc,—Leesburg, Wa., July 

30th,— Before this muddiness in the Potomac, I look at 
the head of Harrison’s Island, in the rapids, nine bass with 
the caledonian minnow and one bass with the fly, and 
next day seyen with caledonian and one with the fly, I 
swung the minnow up and across the current, and spun 
it obliquely down witha fly rod, Had I had a stiffer rod 
IT would have landed more. T, W. 

that given by the Nash powder, and the latter falling 
several thousand pounds below our standard powder, 
and below the hesti brands of American sporting powders, 
we can only ask, what cansed the accident ? 
_ We adopt the suggestion of your editorial in your 
issue of the 15th inst.,in which you say : “ We think the 
present company are bound to warn the public, by 
every means in their power, against the powder mann- 
factured by the old company or companies, since it is 
evident that this old powder is or may be dangerous,” 
We positively declare that the Nash powder was not of 
our manufacture, was not sold by us, and was never in 
our possession. So far as that is concerned, we are dis- 
interested parties, except insomuch as it bears the name 
of Dittmar powder, and we think that our tests have 
abundantly proved that even that was not dangerous, 
but fell below the powder which we put forward as our 
standard, 

Mx. Nash’s suggestion that the can of powder may 
have been tampered with is something which we haye 
nothing todo, If it was, it was not our powder that 
was tampered with. 
We shall, following your suggestion, advertise more 

fully to the world, that we haye neyer sold, nor will we 
ever sell without due notice to the public, any powder 
whatever, either unsealed, unstamped, or without all 
proper directions for its use; and we hereby caution the 
public against buying any unsealed so-called Dittmar 
Powder, Yours respectfully. 

DirTaak POWDER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 

We would willingly avail ourselves of the invitation 

of the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company, did we 
attach any importance to the test proposed as bearing on 
the point at issue. They by no means show that the ac- 

cident ‘*cannot haye been the faultof the powder,” nor 
do they prove anything, in fact, on the vital question of 
the safety or non-safety of Dittmar powder. Further 

than this we must reserve our comments on this letter to 
another time, and until we haye completed our own ex- 

periments with the powder, 
eS 

SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE HEAD oF THE NECK,—Ac- 
comac Co., Wa., July 16th.—Kditor Forest and Stream :— 
There was a great meeting of the ‘*‘ Neckers” at our store 
last Saturday night. After the boys had spun their 
yarns, in good order, some dropping quailim crossing a 
tour-toot path, resting their arms on fence rails, killing 
with their guns ‘ kicking up behind and before,” bag- 
ging coons, opossums, etc., etc., Uncle Mike Jones put 
in an appearance by stating that his father had often 
related to him the prowess of his grandfather in the use 
of a gun, which he had imported from Holland, known 
as “the old pewter piece,” and, amongst other things, 
described his wholesale destruction of blackbirds on one 
occasion, when he swung her around an oat stack, and 
killed all the way around, the charge terminating in tak- 
ing off the skirts of his long-tailed blue, whereupon, being 
all acon admirer of old ‘‘tangle-leg,” he proposed a 
drink, 

Jolin Bush, whose inclinations had turned, for several 
years, toward the *‘ biled owl” fraternity, having been a 
great listener, put in a word, which he said in no way 
was meant as disputing the flexibiliuxy, under curved 
pressure, of jie gun of Mike’s progenitor, stated that he, 
on one occasion, had made a shot somewhat alarming ta 
tell, yet, as there still walked two living witnesses, he 
would relate that the occasion did not arise by putting 
his piece in a circular attitude, but that he held it straight 
from the shoulder, and left dead on the sand 850 assorted 
birds, curlew, suipe, etc., and, in candor, believed that 
as many more fluttered off, wounded, on the water, 
Uncle Mike spoke up and asked: “If but one barrel?” 
“Only one.” ‘What size shot?” ‘* Fours.” “Tyo ounce 
charge?’ ‘‘About.” ‘* Will some gentleman be s0 good 
as to count if there are 700 pellets of fours in two 
ounces.” Nuw, you see that things began to look rather 
‘* cornerfied ” for John, and as the old * tangle-foot”’ was 
working upto the usual standard, it was plain that some- 
thing must be done, for the double purpose of staying off 
muscular action, and to drive the two heroes of-the eyen- 
ing to an alliance, and nothing short of the ‘* Western 
Farmer ” could accomplish that end, s0 Cousin Burton 
stated that on one occasion 4 Western farmer had done 
wonders without good results, and he would be glad to 
have their attention to hear it. Silence having been 
reached, this old coon hunter went on to say that this 
farmer had constructed a level floor for the purpose of 
baiting wild pigeons, and after alluring them to his place 
in great numbers concluded he had better secure sume 
profits for his outlay. Witha double charge im his old 
fusil he lashed it to two posts and lay in wait. When all 
things were ready, and pigeons had come in such num- 
bers as to lead him to anticipate the need of a wagon to 
carry off the dead, he gaye a grunt to start the birds on 
the wing, and pulled the cord, when lo! uot one bird 
was left prostrated on the field, haying pulled too late by 
one and three-quarter mnches, 

“ Well,” says Mike, ‘‘nothing very remarkable about 
that.” 

** But I was going to say thathe awept up nine and a 
half bushels of legs and feet.” 

——————— 

A Rare Fisa.—Mr, E. G. Blackford recently had a 
specimen of an African pompano, Vrachynotus goreensis, 
upon his slabs in Fulton Market, New York, It weighed 
sixteen pounds, and was served up on Coney Island. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
GAME IN SEASON IN AUGUST.* 

— ++ : 
Woodeouk, Phtlohela minor. Red-backed sandpiper, or ox- 
Black-bellied plover, ox-eye, bird, Tringa amerieana. 
Squatarola heinetica. Grent marbled pfodwit, Or mar- 

Ring ployer, 2gtalitis semiyal- lin, Limosea fedoa. 
mitts, Willet, Totazus semipalmatus. 

Stilt, or long-shanks, Himanto- | Tattler, Tota melanoleucius. 
pus nigriuollis, Yellow-shanks, Totus flavipes, 

Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Macrorhamphus griseus, 
*This enumeration is general, and fs in conflict with many of 

the State laws. 
“Bay birds” generally, including yarious species of ployer, 

sandpiper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf bird, phalaropes, 

avocets, eto., coming under the group Limacolw, or shore birds. 
Many States permit prairie fowl! (pinnated grouse) shooting after 

Aug. ith. 
oe 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
EP + oe 

THE DITTMAR POWDER ACCIDENT, 

New YOurK, July 26th. 
Dilitor Forest and Stream :— 
We transmit you herewith our Mr, Von Lengerle’s re- 

port upon the Nash powder, and we adopt his suggestion 
to invite you, orany representative whom you may name, 
to accompany him to Springfield, or any other place 
agreed upon, where the most reliable instruments can be 
found, or to witness his practical tests proposed in his 
letter, to verify the report, and we will bear the whole 
expense of the trial. 

July) 2th. 
DirrMaAR POWDER MANUFACTURING COMPANY :— 
GENTLEMEN :—In compliance with my understanding of your 

desire, Lleftfor Binghamton on the 12thinst. I arrived there 
on the morning of the 13th. ; 

T employed the day in testing the sample of powder which Lre- 
ceived from the Forks? AND BYREAM, sent to thom by Mr, Nash, 
und of which they retained one-half. 
lam glad to say that the powder has no exceptiye strength, and 
wire accident reported can not have. beon the lauult of the 
powder. 
My experiments were made with the greatest cure, tod the fol- 

lowing wus Lhe resnit:— ‘ 
I did not try to obtain eyen pressures, but experimented te find 

out whether this powder wight probably give an exceptional high 
pressure under certain conditions of Preure aud coniluement, 
but entirely failed to detect anything Luke it. 

First trial—The guuge showed a pressure of 28,500 pounds. 
Second trial—The gauge showed a pressure of 28,50() pounds. 
Treversed the testing block, twice presse, and the third showed 

23,400 pounds. 
T then shook the powder down as much as possible, and heaped 

the measure a littlé, and the fourth trial showed 37,000 pounds; 
the fifth trial, 35,000 pounds, 

T then filled the meagure rerularly, weighed the same, and also 
loaded another charge of the same weight, wiihout regard Lo 
Nt The result was: sixth, 24,500 pounds; seventh, 27,000 
ounds, 

® The average pressure of ali these charges is about 28,000 pounds, 
which is considerably less than strong, blick sporting powder, 
und also less than our standard, whieh is 32,000 to 39,000 pounds for 
breech-loading shot guns, and from 26,409 to 80,000 for rifles and 
muzzle-londers. A 5 
As I have said, Forrest AND STREAM is ia possession of the other 

balf of the sample sent, and { tank we should inyite them, in 
order tj conyince themselves and the public of the truth of our 
assertion, to meet us cither at Springtield, or any other reliable 
place that muy be agreed upon, to test the powder which they 
old, in order that there may beno question of the accuracy of 

mny tests, or Twill, in their presence, shoot trom the shouldér 
trom three lo six drachms of it in aw No.12 Claybrough gun, or in 
the cheapest No. 12 or No. 10 breech-louder they cun select in town, 
Weihing 8} pounds, the weight of Mr, Nash's guu. r 
On July 13th, Lalso tried some Curtis & Haryey’s powder, No, 

Tt registered 40,600 pounds, 
T also tried the best sporting powders of the leading companies, 

and found that they showed, on an average, about the same prés- 
sure us our standard. I think it unnecessary to nume the Special 
powders, abit might be deemed invidious. Nash’s powder, you 
will remember, showed about 28,000 pounds, thatis 12,000 pounds 
less than Curtis & Harvey's. 
On July 16th I again experimented with the Nash powder, and 

again had the same results, namely, 12,000 pounds less pressure 
than Curtis & Harvey's, and hayeshotd,4und 4) drachmsoutot ny 
yun, hammered down, without the least unpleasant result, The 
fun used was @ Claybrough, 7+ pounds, No, 1%, central fire, breech- 
loader. Yours respectfull yy 

5, 

. Von LENGEREE. 

We wish to make a personal explanation to Mr. Nash, 
We have never doubted the fact of an accident nor pnb- 
licly questioned his description of it. Tt is bus you, ee Pe bomb, slohn, petia is nostiwe Baye jushione pap 
Mr. Editor, have said, that no two persons ever describe: eat - ent ste heys : : 
an accident precisely alike, and we are willing to give all of a Cig Rioiow eral ped Bushs 1 shabep sare ta 
due latitude to anyone writing under the consequent ex- 
citement, 

Mr, Nash was wrong to think that we were in a ‘ ter- 
rible fever.” We had no fear about any powder of our 
manufacture, but to know the real cause of the acci- 
dent. Wenever doubted Mr, Nash’s statement of the 
accident, and we think it unnecessary to discuss the ques- 
tion of explosive force or cumulative force as given out 
by different explosive bodies. We hold it to be sinmply 
apparent to.every man who understands the difference be- 
tween the two exhibitions of forces, that the explosive 
could not have torn the barrels apart, as we understand 
the case to haye been in Mr. Nash's first letter, There 
must have been cumulative tearing forth theve, and that 
is the only doubt we had of the accuracy of Mr. Nashi’s 
description. We did not donbt the fact of the accident, 

Mr. Von Lengerke’s report is so clear and decided that 
every man may draw his own conclusions, Curtis & 
Harvey's powder, giving a force so much greater than 

a 

Tut GuN IN ENGLAND,—Myr. Richard Grant White has 
been discussing Hnglish social life, in a series of articles 
in the Allantic, and has this to say about English shoot- 
ing :— 
Next to the horse in England is the pun, Accustomed 

as we are lo see Buglishmen who haye crossed the Atlan- 
tic to visit America, and whose idea of thal tour of ob- 
servation seems to be to g6 2,000 miles to the Western 
plains to shoot, we yet have no adequate appreciation of 
the importance which shooting, as one of the oceupa- 
tions of life, has inthe minds of tens of thousands of 
Hoglishmen, Hunting and shooting in Kngland are not 
mere receations, forms of casual pleasure, to be enjoyed 
now and then, leisure and weather serving, In the hunt- 
ing season hunting Yen ave not content, as I found -on 
talking with some of them, to go out with the hounds 
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once or twice a week, They hunt threeor four times a 
week, and even every day, except Sunday, if possible, I 
wonder that they except Sunday, Forif a man in the 
country may work in his garden, and a woman in Lon; 
don may cry watereresses on Sunday out of church 
hours, I can see no reason why these gentlemen should 
refrain on that day from laboring in their vocation, 
Their vocation and callingit surely is. Its the business 
of theirlives, and to hear them talk about it one would 
imagine that it had the importance of an affair of State, 
Shooting is hardly less thought of, and is more genera 
because itis less costly, The pheasant, the partridge, 
and the woodcock are sacred birds provided for solemn 
sacrifice, ‘Does he preserve?” is a question that I have 
heard asked by one country gentlemen about another 
with as much interest and seriousness as if the inquiry 
were whether he had a seat in Parliament, An engage- 
ment to shoot is paramount to all others ; an invitation to 
shoot, like an invitation from the President at Washing- 
ton, sets aside all others, Englishmen will go from one 
end of the country toanothertor a few days’ shooting; 
and shooting means, nowadays at least, not a niorning’s 
walk with dog and gunin a fine country and the bring- 
ing home of a few well-earned birds and rabbits, but mere 
gun practice in a park at birds as flying marks. It has 
lost Its connection with the enjoyment 6f nature and in- 
vigorating exercise. The ‘* sportsmen” take their stands, 
and the birds are roused from the gorse by the gamekeep- 
ers’ helpers, and are shot down or missed as they come 
within range. As I was in Hogland during the shooting 
season, I had some invitations to take my chance at the 
pheasants. But Iaccepted none. I could use the little 
time I had to spend there in other ways, more to my ad- 
vantage, and also to my pleasure. As to shooting birds 
in that business-like fashion, I would as soon take trout 
outofatub, Andthat, I suppose, will be the way soon 
provided for the practice of the contemplative man’s re- 
creation, The next thing to it seems to be the going toa 
fishing hotel and angling from a boat in a mill-pond. 
Why not fish and shoot by telegraph as wellas in this 

way? The charm of field sport is the field—the early 
start, the sharp, clear morning air, the sunrise, the walk 
over hills and through meadows, the country through 
which the game leads the seeker, the mid-day rest and 
luncheon with a companion or two by a clear, sheltered 
spring, whose cool water is tempered by the contents of 
flasks which counteract the unmitigated effect of that 
dangerous fluid, the renewal of the search for game by 
wood-side or brook-side, and the pensive walk home to a 
hearty dinner, a pleasant evening’s languid chat and a 
well-earned, dreamless sleep. Compared with this, what 
are preserye-shooting and pond-fishing ? 

rs 

Woopcock Hasits,—Wawayanda, N, Y., July 25th. 
—While walking about sundown a few evenings since, 
in a neighboring swamp, giving the dog a little exercise 
aiter a long and tedious day on the chain, we found five 
fine, large woodcock, all of which seemed to be in splen- 
did condition, with the exception of one, which seemed 
to be moulting and scarcely able to fly at all. I could 
have caught him, had I wished. He flew about ten or 
fifteen paces and then settled down, and although we 
hunted for the bird some time, failed to find any trace of 
it, I was not aware that woodcock moulted so early and 
late, as I shot them last season during the months of Sep- 
tember and October that were miserably poor and about 
half pin-feathers, This is a favorite resort for this bird, 
and also the English snipe, The black dirt of Orange 
County, of which there are about eighteen or twenty 
thousand acres, furnishes abundance of food for them 
during the summer and fall. The woodcock, a little be- 
fore dusk, leave their retreat in an almost impenetrable 
Swamp close by the writer’s home, and seek the neigh- 
boring cornfield. It is a pleasing sight to those who ad- 
mire this noble bird to watch the big fellows in their 
flight to the cornfields. I bagged quite a number of birds 
in my cornfields last fall during their evening flight, but 
darlmess soon puis an end to the sport, and the wood- 
cock feeds on unmolested, and ere daylight dawns is safe 
in the dark and secluded away The past open winter 
and dry spring haye been excellent for game in this lo- 
cality, Quail bid fair to be very abundant. As I write 
this, two old males sit almost within gunshot of my win- 
dow, alternately whistling Bob White and guarding 
broods of young ones of fifteen or sixteen birds about the 
size of asparrow. They have not been as plenty for a 
number of years as they are at the present time. Pot- 
hunters are nut quite so thick in this I 
in some, and the farmers, as a rule, are not very expert 
with the shot gun. Once ina while, during the fall or 
winter, we hear of a whole beyy being shot on the 
ground, where they haye roosted through the night, by 
some who call themselves hunters. WAULLEILL, 

——»—_ 

Weoopmont Rop anp Guy Cuus.—Washington, D. C. 
July 2d,—Having just returned from a most delightful 
yisit tothe grounds of the ‘Woodmont Rod and Gun 
Club,” I beg: to report the result of my bass fishing and 
woodcock shooting during last week's heated term. The 
grounds of the club are in Washington County, Md., and 
include upward of two thousand acres; fronting for 
three-quarters ofa mile on Dam No. 6, the best fishing 
point on the Potomac River. The fish bit ravenously at 
liye minnows, and the sport was simply charming. In 
four TOTAL took seventy-five pounds of bass, the 
largest weighing three and one-half pounds, and the 
whole averaging about one pound each. Much larger 
fish were caught by others, some running as high as six 
and one-quarter pounds, but the*larger fish seemed to 
avoid my bait. On several occasions we cooked and eat 
our fish on the bank where caught, and no one who has 
not tried it can appreciate the difference in the flavor of 
fish cooked as soon as caught, and those which have 
been out of the water for hours. 

The rest of my sojourn at the park, when not pullivg 
out bass, was spent in sliooting woodcock, which | found 
in great abundance, and in prime condition. With the 
aid of my dog Sancho, just purchased of Mr, Chas. 8, 
Kent, of Binghamton, N. Y., I had no difficulty in bag- 
ging a couple of dozen birds during a forenoon. By the 
by, [beg here to say that I believe Sancho to be what 
Mr. Kent Gea him, *‘the best dog in America.” 
The Woodmont Park is beautifully situated among the 

mountains. On the Westrises the sideling Hills, some 
700 fet ; on the South, the Cacapon Mountain rises ab- 
ruptly from the Virginia shore, and on the Hast, the 

ocality as they are. 

Canoloway Mountains loom up, while Woodmont stretches 
away to the north, tonching the old Cumberland road, 
The woods are filled with deer, turkey and pheasants. 
Within ahnndred yards of the club-house [ counted 
three turkey hens, and thirty-five young turkeys, feed- 
ing as quistly one morning as if they owned the prem- 
ises. I noticed only three deer during my stay, and one 
of these was as white as snow, ‘The three moved off 
quietly into the dense forest, When the shooting season 
arrives, our club anticipate some rare sport. <A. H. E, 

—_<>_——_ 

Conn’s [suanp, Va., July 28th,—The season for sea- 
fowl shooting off the coast lias opened gloriously this 
summer, and promises to continue good until the fall, 
Oné hundred io a hundred and fifty curlew and snipe to 
a single gun on a tide is of frequent occurrence. Weare 
now shooting the first fight of the birds, About the 10th 
of August the second flight of birds will make their ap- 
pearance, and rare sport is anticipated. 
The duck and geese shooting begins here about the 

middle of November, and is, I think, the finest on the 
Atlantic coast. 
Sportsmen will find fine quarters on the island all dur- 

ing the winter, as well as honest, reliable guides, who 
furnish decoys, boats, ete., for $3 per day, The game can 
be easily expressed home three times a week. 

Those determining to visit the island can take the Old 
Dominion line of steamers at New York for Norfolk, Va., 
thence by steamer N. P. Banks to Cherrystone, where 
they can easily find transportation to the island—some 
fifteen miles away, 

T have shot over most of the ground in this State, and 
can conscientiously recommend Cobb's Island to gentle- 
men sportsmen, for they will find the Cobbs’ and Tom 
Spades kind hearted, thoroughly honest and reliable 
men, who will never seek to overcharge them a cent, and 
they will find enough ducks to keep them up to the 
warmest kind of work as long as the winter lasts. 
T have no axe to grind in writing this, but simply to 

point out the place for fellow sportsmen. I haye several 
times written full descriptions, in FOREST AND STREAM, 
of the island, and the immense’ stretch of flats known as 
the Broadwater region of Virginia, or else I would be 
tempted to let my pen run away with me, 

CHASSEUR, 
_ 

AccoMAc and Cobp's IsLAND.—<Accomeac, Va., June 
20¢h,—Curlew fly here from the ist te the 20th of May, 
and return for about the same length of time in Septem- 
ber, With them come all the variety of birds that we 
have, both transient and stationary, The willet, the 
American rail, the black head gull and striker breed here, 
and remain allsummer. The eggs of the latter varieties 
are very numerous, and can be found at the rate of 
(one man for a day’s work) about one bushel per day, 
Many of the long bill curlew stay here all summer, but? 
in not one instance have I known of their propagating 
here. 

At Cobb's Island there are in summer all the kinds of 
birds to be found anywhere, whose habits tend to a salt 
meadow ; curlew, long and short bills (the latter called 
marzlins), willet, plover, black breasts, reobins, snipe, 
brown backs, American rail (mud hen) and sand birds. 
The latter congregate in large flocks, and are down on 
the seashore following the breakers down and running 
up as the sea washes back, All the above birds are also 
to be found here in winter, but not in so large quantities, 

Cy Grp 
__—_— 

Powprr MEeAasures,—Ionigomery, Ala., July 28th.— 
In your last issue Inoticed a communication from **Mem- 
ber Manchester Shooting Club,” in reference to the 
weights of powder and shot as measured in Dixon’s mea- 
sure. I have used these measures for years, and have often 
weighed them for other sportsmen, and haye found them 
accurate, I think your correspondent has been misled by 
the difference between Troy and ayoirdupois weights. 
He says the smallest charge marked on the measure (3 
drachms) weighed 1 drachm 20 grains avoirdupois, Now, 
1 drachm 20 grains avoirdupois is 474 grains, which 
would make 1 drachm of the measure weigh 15 7-9 
grains. The largest charge of the measure (54 drachms) 
weighed 38 drachms. According to the above, 5} drachms 
ayoirdupois weighs 86 7-9 grains. But the 5} drachms 
of the measure weighed 3 drachms (avoirdupois?), which 
is 82 grains—a discrepancy in the two weights of nearly 
6 grains, 

Let ‘‘Member Manchester Shooting Club” take his mea- 
sure toa druggisb and have him weigh the charges in 
grains on a pair of accurate scales, and he will find them 
to be as foliows; The smallest (8 drachms ayoirdupois) 
will weigh 82 grains, equal to 1 drachm and 22 grains 
Troy. The largest (94 drachms avoirdupois) will weigh 
1504 grains, equal to 2 drachms and 304 grains Troy. Of 
course these weights will vary a little, as the powder is 
scant filled, heaped or packed, 

MEMBER MONTGOMERY SHOOTING CLUB. 
_—_—_———_ 

Massacuusrrrs—West Boylston, July 29th.—Game is 
more plenty in this vicinity this season than for 4 num- 
ber of years. Quail are very plenty; five broods haye 
hatched within ~ quarter of a mile from my house, and 
are doing finely ; expect fine sport when season opens, 
Last Thursday a friend and myself walked through a 
run of half a mile in length, and the two dogs with us 
found and made rise forty-two woodcock. If the so- 
called sportsmen will let them be until Sept. Ist there 
will be plenty of the long bills for all. Pawrtridges have 
multiplied wonderfully this year, as itis a good season 
here for them. Their enemies (skunks and foxes) have 
been pretty well thinned out here the past year or two, 
80 that there will be but avery small loss of the young 
chicks from that source, J.P, B, 

ee 

New Jersrey—Bloomsburg, July 26(h,.—Our game this 
season is quite plenty, and we expect a good time this 
fall, Quail, especially, seem yery numerous, and have 
hatched their broods quite early. The woodecock were 
yery numerous in June, but July has so far bean quite 
wet, and very few have been seen. Don't think from 
this that we have been shooting them. We oceasionally 
give our dogs a tun and take in the swamps and sloughs, 
or watch for some offending pot-hunter, §o far we have 
had no reports of any one violating the new law, and I 
think if we are ever to haye any birds for September, we 
toust see them this year. Very few of our sportsmen 

favor this new law, but they allrespectit, and are eagerly 
looking forward to September shooting at large, full- 
grown birds. We are in fear, though, of poti-hunters 
shooting our quail in mistake for w6odcock, But we 
havea few of the farmers interested, and they keep a 
good lookout, and will report to us if apy violation is 
known, Pie 

—«<>__. 

PRATRIU-CHICKHN SHOOTING ILLUSTRATED.—A corres- 
pondent in St. Louis writes us that the St, Louis Kennel 
Club has recently engaged Mr, Whitford as trainer. and 
that he has taken the dogs to Southern Minnesota to work 
them on chickens. Later on Mr, Tracy, the artist, will 
join him for the purpose of making sketches for some 
shooting scenes, which will illustrate the different phases 
of chicken shooting in a series of half a dozen pictures, 
introducing such noted dogs of which studies can be ob- 
tained, 

—__—~<_—— 

Missourt—Ironton, July 28th,—This has been a splen- 
did season for game of all kinds. The woods around 
here are full of deer and turkeys, and quail are plenty. 
The acorn and hickory nut crop will be good, which will 
bring large numbers of squirrels in the fall. This is just 
the place for sportsmen, as they can get good accommo- 
dations and haye plenty of good shooting. Cc. W. T. 

. —_>— 

DELAWARE Woopcock SHO0OTING,—My communica- 
tion concerning Delaware woodcock shooting in your 
last issue should haye been dated July 12th instead of 
July ist, and the sentence which reads, ‘‘ but none of 
them criticised,” etc., should read, * but some of them 
criticised, ” etc, EVERETT VON CURLIN, 
ee a 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

WORCESTER, Mess., Avy. 2d,—The Worcester Sportsmen's Club 

are going to “ pick their flints," in view of the gathering at Bos- 

ton, on the 19th and 20th, of teams from all oyer the State, be- 

longing to the Massachusetts Association. Special meetings have 

been called for trial shots at 20 balls, 

ASHBURNHAM, Mass., Aug. 2d.—The Ashburnham Rifle Club’ 

recently organized, haye their rangein working order. Ata dis- 

tance of 200 yards trom the target stands, a suitable building has 

been erected. This is proyided with shelyes, telescopes and 

conventences for the useof the members. The regular weekly 

practice of the club will take place on Wednesduy afternoons. 

This week it is expected that several members of the Gardner 

Club will be present and participate in the shooting. 

Wesrnoro', Mass., Aug, 2d.—The Natick Glass Ball Club, had 
a match with the Westboro’ Club, Saturday, on the grounds 

of the Natick Club near Lake Cochituate. The following is the 

score :— 
WESTROROS’. 

oh COAL cee oy as dae Feit te ale a 10. | J. JACKSON, .2 2.66 cece cece eens 8 
C. R. Winslow....... -....-.05 10 | GC. A. Harrington,.,._.- 8 
Gee Siralleya Soy ra 4 pe EN sees hatorp lec et 7 
OPED GATOS ate dce sean vncttines | JL Ch Morget is. t.22 220) iis). 7 
Weed SpAG tt see Set ares sa ee ies HT] 
Go El Goodrich. .2. 2.02... 0-2 8| ‘Total........ ot 
A.B. Maynard. ............... 8 | 

NATICKS, 
G. A. Leach. 10| J, WH. Weight 
C.W. Gile... 9| J. Mahard... 
Cc. 0. Wilson 9|J.L 
E. G. Bigelow mah 
PEE BrIE HAI ete te ot ot 
He yBentey tagsocl ipa es f 
Was WssOlgr. 2 ee andns: 

NAHANT, Mass., July Sist.—Nahbant Sporting Club gluss ball 
shoot ; handicap ; rotary trap ; 10 balls each -— 

9 
8 
8 
§ 

Gordon Abbot ....18 yards,... 4| W. L. Green -_.,,..20yards,... 8 
George Mixter .,..21 yards..,. 6)5. Hammond, Jv.. is yards.... 6 
BE. P. Motley.. ..... 18 yards.... 4| W. L. Jeffries ....20 yards ... 5 
Mixter won fie. 

Sweepstakes; handicap; stationary t'ap; 4 balls each :— 

W.L. Green --... +0 yards.... 1| E. P. Motley...... Wynrds ... 3 
G, Mixter......... 2lyards.... 5] W. L, Jeffries...,,.20 yards .., 2 
8. Hammond, Jr. ..18 yards... 1 

J. Gi M. 

RocHeEster, ly. ¥., Jilly 2tii,—Contest at smoke target balls, 
Card traps, between Monroe County and Rochester Gan Olubs, 
on Fall’s Field :— 

MONROE COUNTY SPORTSMEN’S CLUB: 

J. K. Beckwith .........., 0111111110110011111 1-16 
A, Brownell... .01110111011111111110—1% 
W. H. Richmond /10001071101111101111—-14 
W. J. Babcoek. ©1411111011111111111 0-18 
E, Redmond... (21021111117110101111-17 
J. H. Brown... £12110111111111111111-19 
M. M. Hollister... --11110111111111001111-1% 

. H. Andrews..... £11110111111101111101-17 
TAP Wd ate ere Race. yay 1010110111111111110 0—15 
G.D. Rice. vo. icec een 11110111111111111111—19 

MOotal..:.4:-: 445. tea eS eo diga, Talat sat eee aE Ra eM Nao eeS 168 
ROGHESTER GUN CLUE. 

; 101111111110111-1% 
1111711111111111-20 
110011712701111111-17 
1121101111101101-% 
OL11111101111111-17 
10000010100171110—9 
OLLOT1I1110 111011118 
1011110117111101—17 
1411311111111111-% 
1111111111111111~19 

ALGONQUIN GUN CLUB.—New York, Aug. 2d.—Mateli for gold 
badge to be won three times; 20 balls, three Borardus traps 10 
yards apart, 18 yards rise :— 

Mule 19 | Bennett, 224 .8.3q52-- 222247, 19 
Auld 0) H 
Louthery 15 | Keller 
Till... 17 | Griswold 
Eekstei 17 | Moylan 
Lundie, 19 | Cook 
Robertson +f 

Shoot off, 21 yards rise, 6 balls:— 

WSS iso todebieese: eerie eg © (Henmotty, uss. pees «bbeeiss.y 
nrg pee ec, ek een te ost ti iH. M. B. 

—The Bradford, Pa., Shooting Club will huld a tournament at 

that place, Aug. ith, 12th and 13th. For full information ad- 

dvess Mr. Frank Drake, Bradford, Pa. 

Jarnsey Cury Hara ars Gon CLuR—July 28th.—Reeular contest 
for 25 ball badge from three Borardus traps — 

Heritage.....--. 23 yards 111701117101111100101101110—18 
Burdett)......... 19 yards 1111011111110000111111101—19 
Woleomb........ 19 yards 1111011017101111011011111-20 
Hughes ..,-..... 19 yards 127117011111111100100111101—19 
Bind ele eater 18 yards 1110110111111101010001011—17 
Cuming ..,..,,..;.d8 yards 1011001100011110 withdrew.— 

PL W, 1, 
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The Henne. 
—_—_—_——- 

—Address all communications to “ Forestand Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

TREATMENT IN CASES OF POISONING. 

yee attention has recently been called to alarge num- 

ber of cases of dog-poisoning ; but we are pleased 

to state that the majority of them have besn caused by. 
accident and not the result of design, Believing, there- 

fore, that a brief reference to some of the more common 

and popularly known poisons which our dogs are most 
likely to suffer, and their antidotes, may be of use to our 

readers, we quote as follows from Mr, Dalziel’s excellent 
little book on *‘The Diseases of Dogs :”’— 

Perhaps none of our domestic animals are so liable to 
suffer from the effects of poisonous substances as the 
dog: his restless and inquisitive nature, and that invet- 
erate habit of routing into every avcessible hole and cor- 
ner, lays him open to it, while the sporting dog, on duty 
in places where unsportsmanlike practices prevail, is ex- 
posed to special danger, Dog-poisoning is either the re- 
sult of design—where some envious or malicious and 
cowardly person is the perpetrator—or it is the result of 
the ignorance of persons administering to the animal 
drugs of the nature and action of which they are igno- 
rant; or from accident, which, properly interpreted, in 
most cases means culpable negligence on the part of those 
having to use poisonous substalices for the destruction of 
vermin or other purposes. 

Against the malicious poisoner it is difficult to proyide ; 
being rarely forewarned we cannot be forearmed, and 
against accidental poisoning much can be done by using 
réasonable care when it is necessary to use poison, The 
following will cover the great majority of cases : Arsenic, 
corosive sublimate, phosphorous, strychnine. cantha- 
rides, carbolic acid, and what of late has caused serious 
trouble, Paris green. Asa general rule, for distinguish- 
ing between the evidence of poisoning and thesymptoms 
of disease, the suddenness of the attack must weigh 
largely ; and by tracing where the dog has been, and 
what he has or is likely to have picked up, a pretty accu- 
rate conclusion may be arrived at. 

The first step to be taken in most cases is to freely 
empty the stomach by means of emetics, as tartar emetiv, 
sulphate of zinc, ipecacuanla wine, or, if none of these 
are at hand, by drenching with lukewarm water, and 
afterwards giving the antidotes indicated, if procurable, 
but, under any circumstances, give demulcents, such as 
boiled flour and milk, starch, gruel, milk and eggs beaten 
up, olive oil, etc., in considerable quantities, A dose of 
castor oil may also be given, and, if the dog suffer much 
pain, a dose of opium or landanum every three hours. 
‘Where great depression and weakness follow, stimulants 
(as ether, wine, whiskey, brandy) should be given in small 
quantities at frequent intervals, ays 

ARSENIC,— Symptoms ; Great heat and pain in the 
stomach and bowels, sometimes accompanied with swell- 
ing, the belly being very tender to the touch; great 
thirst; frequent vomiting and retching; more or less 
discharges of frothy saliva: frequent evacuations of 
fiuid, dark colored matter often marked with blood, The 
animal soon loses muscular power, to a great extent, 
showing an indisposition to move; the tongne, lips, ete., 
become red and swollen, and the breathing more and 
more labored and painful. Antidotes: Ferrugo, or hy- 
drated sesqueoxyde of iron, twelve parts of which com- 
bine with one of arsenic, forming an insoluble compound ; 
also light magnesia, which will remove one-twenby-ttth 
its weight of arsenic from its solution in water. . 
STRYCHNINE,—Symptoms : Severe, acute pain, making 

the dog utter sharp cries ; frequent twitchings and jerk- 
ings of the head and limbs; the fore and hind legs are 
drawn toward each other, and the back is arched; the 
fits of cramp and twitching are intermittent, but are 
really brought on by a touch or even sudden noise ; 
foaming at the mouth is alsoa frequentsymptom. An- 
tidotes: An emetic, which should immediately be given, 
and afterwards butter, lard or other fat in considerable 
quantities. ‘ ‘ j 
PuHospHorous.—Antidote: Calcined magnesia, with di- 

luents and demulcents given im quantity. 
CanTHaRipEs.—Fréquently given by ignorant men for 

purposes, which are defeated, which produces dangerous 
results causing inflammation of the urinary organs. 
Symptoms: Violent thirst; copious discharge of bloody 
mucus from the stomach, mixed with which may be seen 
the shiny green particles of the flies. There is great pain 
in the loins, swelling and inflammation of the genital 
organs, pain in the bowels, and bloody stools and urine. 
Antidotes: An emetic should at once be given, and the 
dog should afterwards be drenched with demuleents 
(such as oil), and a duse of opium given every three or 
four hours. 
CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE is used for a variety of pnrposes 

about farms, It is also used for destroying vermin, 
Symptoms: Violent vomiting and purging of stringy 
and offensive matter : the belly distended and paint ul to 
the touch; the urine suppressed ; cramp and twitches in 
the limbs, and frequently paralysis ensues, lntidotes ; 
Tartar emetic, as an emetic ; white of egg, followed im- 

mediately by infusion of galls; milk or gluten of 
wheat. Of the chemical antidotes, the albumen of eggs 
is by far the best; the white of one egg is sufficient to 
neutralize or render insolube four grains of solid )i- 
chloride of mercury. 
Carpotio Acip.—This produces baneful effects even 

by absorption through the pores of the skin, when too 
freely used. It causes greab prostration with tremb- 
ling of the whole frame. Symptoms: Exwaordinary 
depression of the yital powers ; there is general shiyer- 
ing znd almost constant trembling of the limbs, and a 
palsied motion of the head; bleeding at the nose is a 
frequent symptom, and the discharges from the bowels 
are also often stained with blood, The countenance of the 
sufferer is expressive of a most helpless and painf ul state, 

PARIS GREEN.—The arsenite of copper; extensively 

used for destroying the ‘potato bug.” Symptoms anil 
antidote: Same as by arsenic poisoning. , 

Corrosive sublimate, phosphorous and strychnine each 

enter into the composition of paste and powder largely 

ger, mixed with suet or hara butter, 

sold for the destruction of yermin, and itis when so used, 
being placed on bread and butter, bits of meat, etc., that 
they are most likely to be picked up by the dog, 

——<»— 

DEATHS BY PARis Green.—West Boylston, Mass,, July 
20th.—Mr. Charles P. Smith’s (Waltham, Mass.) orange 
and white setter Ned died on July 4th, and also Mr. 
Jerome Marble's (Worcester, Mass.) black and tan setter 
Nelson. Grouse-St. Kilda, died on July 10th, from the ef- 
fects of Paris green. Both dogs were poisoned at same 
time by running through a potato field where Paris 
green had been sprinkled on the vines to destroy the 
Colorado beetle. Ma, Marble’s Nelson was a beauty, not 
a white hair on him, and the very picture of Grouse. 
Mr. Smith’s Ned was a year old and avery promising 
field dog. Jd; Ey BI 

ee 

HORSEHAIR FOR ‘DISTEMPER,”—In our issue of June 
14th we published a communication recommending 
horsehair as a sure cure for ‘‘distemper,” our editorial 
comment at the time being that horsehair cut fine would 
no doubt create local iritation and rid dogs, to some ex- 
tent, of worms, but how it would cure “distemper” we 
utterly failed to see, This, has canght the eye of our 
friend Mr, Dalziel, who, in his usual happy way, alludes 
to it in an English contemporary as follows :— 

“An American sage has discovered that horsehair is a 
cure for distemper in dogs. The hair must be taken 
from the tail of the horse, cut very fine, and a heaped-up 
teaspoonful given to the dog three times a day in his food 
until he is cured—the italics are mine, 

‘(Distemper 1s a term used for want of a better, and is in 
itself an admission of our ignorance of the disease or dis- 
eases it is applied to. Isay diseases; for with extended 
experience of distemper cases my conviction grows that 
under that name maladies distinct in character and in 
their symptoms are included. I am much disposed to 
think that faith in vaccination as a preventive of dis- 
temper is to be accepted as justified by results, if, as ap- 
pears to me probable, dog-pox (which is similar to smail- 
pox in man) is one of the diseases very often classed under 
the general term distemper. Iby no means wish to dog- 
matize. I admit this to be presumptive only, and I offer 
the hypothesis to thoughtful and observant breeders with 
the suggestion that they might greatly benefit themselves 
and others by carefully noting the symptoms in cases oc- 
curring in their own kennels, giving them in sequence of 
time, with the treatment adopted, and submitting them 
for comparison, The kennel columns of all papers de- 
voted to such subjects would be better filled with clear 
observation of symptoms, etc., of many cases, or an oc- 
casional digest of these, with inferences to be drawn 
from them, than such bald statements of cures with this, 
that, or the other, which like the case referred to at the 
opening of this letter, are generally as absurd to the in- 
telligent as they are misleading to the uninformed, 

‘Horsehair has long held a place, if not in the canine 
materia medica of the colleges, at least in that of kennel 
men. The hair from mane or tail is from its thickness 
most suitable ; for if very fine it would have no effect, 
and if very strong, like pigs’ bristles, or the label-wire- 
hair of Badger’s Scotch terriers, it would penetrate the 
gut; indeed, there is always more or less danger of it at 
least causing more intestinal irritation than is sought or 
needed for the expulsion of worms, for that is the purpose 
for which it is given. On that account I do not recom- 
miend it; but for those who wish to try it, the following will 
prove a suitable dose for a dog of fifty pounds or so: Cut 
the hair in lengths of about the 32d of an inch, and give 
half a drachm made into one or two balls, witha little 
linseed meal and lean meat well pounded together, 

“Cut horsehair belongs to the list of mechanical yvermi- 
fuges, olhers being cowhage, iron filings, granulated tin, 
and finely powdered glass, Youatt strongly recommends 
the latter; and against the popular belief in the danger 
attending its administration, he saye: ‘Nota particle of 
it penetrates through the mucous that lines the bowels, 
while it destroys every intestinal worm,’ 

“The dose for a pointer, greyhound, or dog of similar 
size, is i. small teaspoonful, with about ten grains of gin- 

tion if a St. Bernard without dew claws or a white- 
colored dog ever wins under yours fraternaliy, 

VERO SHAW, 
—s_—— ‘ 

OARROLIZED PAPER FOR KENNELS.—Stanley, Morris 
County, N. J., Tuly 19th.—Rditor Forest and Stream :— 
Permit me to call the attention of your many readers, 
who own dogs, to the best and simplest appliance for re- 
lieving both dogs and their kennels from fleas, Capt. 
John F, Rodgers, U. 5. A,, discovered that carbolic acid 
(which is naturally a volatile body and yery caustic when 
coming in contact with the skin) would unite readily 
with bitumen ; also that cloth or paper saturated in this 
sompound was uot caustic, and the virtues of the car- 
bolic acid would be perpetuated for several years. 
‘** Water Proofed Carbohzed Paper ” is now being manu- 
factured, and is known to most of the dealers in sparts- 
men's goods in New York. Tt costs but ten cents per 
yard and is clean and healthful. Kennels lined with 
this paper will always be free from fleas. This paper 
also affords absolute protection from moths, 

Y Gro, SHEPARD PAGE. 
The use of this paper would not be injurious, unless 

the odor from it is too strong, and the kennel small. 
a 

WITHDRAWAL OF FaustT,—St. Louis Kennel Club, St. 
Louis, July 2ith.—Lditor Foreat and Stream :—Please 
state in your paper that the St. Lowis Kennel Club has 
withdrawn '* Faust” from the public stud. 

Cuas. H. TURNER, Secretary, 
ro te 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NAMES CLATMED.—Rotia—Mr. C. M. Ogden, of Washington, D- 

C., claims the name of Rona for Gordon setter bitch out of Mr. 

C. H. Raymond's imported Juno, by Dr, H. F. Aten’'s field-trial 

winnerGlen. Glen—Mr. M. P. McKoon, of Franklin, N. Y., 

claims the name of Glen for a brown and white hare beagle hound 

bitch puppy, bred by Mr. N. Elmore, of Granby, Conn., out of hig 

Victor and Lucy. Mr. McKoon obtained the bitch in exchange 
for a fine cocker bitch puppy. Sue—Mr. N. Elmore, of Granby, 
Conn., dlaimsthe name of Sue for his blue-mottled foxhound 
hitch, presented to him by Mr. McCoon, of Franklin, N. ¥. Sam 

Weller—Mr. William Stanley, of Englewood, N. J., claims the 

name of Sam Weller for his black and tan puppy, out of chum- 

pion Gelle, by Toledo Kennel Ciub’s champion Grouse, 

SALES.—Victor-Venua, whelp—Mr. N. Elmore, of Granby, Conn,, 

has sold to Mr. Thos. Blyth, of Melutyre, Pa., a fine English hare 

beagle puppy, by Victor outof Venus. Mr, Elmore writes that 
the sale was made through his advertisement in our last issue. 

Wueups.—Jvellie—Mr. Chas. F. Mann's (Worcester, Mass.) black 

and tan setter bitch Nellie, formerly Mr. PF. A. Tuft’s, of Dedbam, 
Mass., whelped July 29th twelye puppies, seven dogs and tive 

bitebes, by Mr. F, A. Taft's Jerry. 

PRESENTATION.—Himira, N. ¥., Juhj 30th.—I have been pre- 
sented by Mr. N. Elmore, Granby, Conn., with a fine beagle puppy 
by Victor out of Lucy. Please acknowledye through. your ken- 
nel notes and oblige. FL H, WALBER. 

Che Zijle. 
—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company; New York.” 

COL. BODINE AT HOME. 

HE Inman steamer City of Chester arriyed in port on Sunday 

eyeninyg last, and aftera night spent at Quarantine anchor- 

age, Col. Bodine and Messrs. Clurk, Rathbone and Fisher, of the 
late American team in Ireland, reached the city. There was no 

demonstration on their arrival, and the four gentlemén were soon 

hurrying off to their families. They were all in excellent health, 
and spoke of their trip as a most enjoyable one from start to 
finish. ° 

Ool. Bodine, in conyersation with our representative, speaking 

of the workin Ireland said: “The day after we reached Dublin 

the men bevan to get ready for the match. J suppose our scores 
looked rather low,but we were not shooting as a team or forrevord. 

Many of the men had new villes and the ammunition had all to 
be tested and tried to retits best elfect. There were no flags on 
the range to show the direction of the wind, for the Irish Kifle 

Association had but Just taken possession of the spot, Qn the 

Friday before the uesday on which the match was shot, Lse- 
lected my six men out of the nine, and on that Saturday we bad 

a regular shoot with the men squadded as for a match, The Irish- 
men had been yery confident of winning, and the fecling oyer 

there was thal we were to be whipped. Ticy judged merely by 

the scores which we were making. When we rolled up that Sat- 
urday score the opinion chunged. I never had any doubts of the 

result. On the day of the match my men worked magnificently. 

Mr. Donaldson, the Secretary of the National Rifia Association 

here, kindly went down to the butts to see that the marking was 
allright. On one target were Clark, Scott and Fisher shooting 

in order, with Luird as spotter at the target, while on the other 
target Rathbone, Marrow aod Brown were the shooters, while I 

sat atthe glass and watched the shots. 
* We did not shoot our mitch as it is usually dome, each min 

following bis leader at his own leisure. In place of that we shot in 

sections. The plan wasto send in our shots as quickly as possi- 

ble; thatis, each three men would load and then us fast as one 
shot, the next would drop down and deliver his fire, taking, of 

course, ample time to aim, We fired each particular shot as 
though it was the deciding shot of the match, and T ueyer saw 

finer discipline. We had no usaccountable misses, and none of 

the men kicked over the traces. Clark and Rathbone were good 
leaders, and there are no two better ridemen for judgment in the 

world. ‘The light was good, butthe wind was fluctuating from 5 to 7 
o'clock on the dial, what we would call at Creedmoor a‘ bad rear 

fish-tail.’ The wind gauges were changed between every shot, and 

often would be moyed tromapoint or two foraleft windtoa 

point or more fora rizbt wind. It was a wind that needed no 
end of watchmy, and we were all keenly keeping track of ib, 
“Tn my oficial yeport I think I will give lithugraphed copies of 

Clurk’s record book, made on the range,so that it will enable 

riflemen to undérstand precisely the difficult conditions uuder 
which the match was shot, 
“We received the best of treatment during the match, hut to- 

ward the end of the match there was a rush of smoke across the 

“Before leaving the subject of worm medicines, let me 
point out how often disappointment follows from the use 
of inferior drugs, or such as from age or other cause have 
lost their efficacy. Areca nut is one of the most useful 
vermifures we have; but unless the nut is sound, it can- 
not be relied on. Last sammer I had to pass along one of 
the principal thoroughfares in the city of London several 
times a week, and, month after month, I saw exposed in 
a window a large heap of areca nuts, many—if not most 
of them—worm eaten. These were utterly useless as a 
yermifuge ; yet it is generally these that are ground up 
and sold as areca nut powder. Let the dog owner be- 
ware; and if he wishes to use arneca nut for worms, let 
him buy the whole nuts, select those that he sees are not 
worm eaten, and that weigh the heaviest. It will be a 
sufficiently tine powder to rub these down on a nutinee 
prater, although a further rub downin a mortar is to be 
preferred, especially if intended for puppies.” 

—_——>_—- 

Dew CLAws In Sr. BeRNaRDS.—La Belle Suuvage 
Yard, Lwilyate Hill, L, C,, London, Eng., July 19th.— 
Editor Forest and Stream :—1 have just read Mr. Dalziel’s 
letter to the Live Stovk Journal in your columns, and 
as my name appears in it [should like to beg space in 
which to state how much I disagree with him on the 
subject of dew claws in St. Bernards. Tt is all very well 
for our good friend to talk airily about accidental mon- 
strosilies, and to quote letiers from the author of the 
Descent of Man, but I only consider it a ruse to draw us 
away from the main point at issue, I have no hesitation 
in saying that 99 out of 100 St. Bernard breeders here and 
elsewhere hke dew claws when they can get them, and 
it is when they get a good dogs without them that they 
profess to beindifierent on the matter, People might 
just as well say that the trace on the back of a pug, the 
lines up a black and tan terrier’s feet, the shortness in 
face of a bulldog, or the beautiful features of a setter 
were matters of ho consequence, and I daresay Mr, Dar- 
win, or sombody élse, would back them up. I fail to see 
why, because Tell was blemished, other dogs similarly af- 
fected should be given prizes; and Tell, good dog as he 
was in his day, even if he had dew claws, could eats 
win now against our modern champions, One thing 
know is, that it will be very much against my inclina- 
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range from the furze bushes which had been set on fire. This 

stopped all firing for a time. My impression is that the stuil had 
been fired by some one who wan ited the Trish to win, and thought 

that the haze ofa smoky atmosphere would fayor them and 
baflleus. The smoke was too heavy, however, and all weae com- 

pelled to suspend for awhile. 
“When we shot on Saturday before the match and got an aver- 

of #11, T thought that would win and did not took for the biz 
record of the matech- 
“The New Rigby is very like ournuew Hepburn rifle, but heavier 

in ihe breesh mechanism. They have adopted our slow-burning 

powder in place of their quick Curtis & Harvey. They haye 

taken our eartridgea and our rifle in all essential points. They 

can do the very best of work with them, and we havo got to work 

very hard if we expect to hold our own any more, 

“The Lrishmen took their defeat ecourteously,and said they 

would geta team over here next year, either to compete for 
the Palma, which they have not given 1p, or for this same match 

again. 

“fT hear there has beon much ill feeling about Jackson being 
put on the reserve, but Jackson was ieft off on hisrecord. He 
had not been shooting well before he left, and he did not shoot 

stendily after we reached Ireland. He was left outon that ac- 
count only.” 
When the Hyde flasco was mentioned Col, Bodine said: ‘'T want 

to say as little as possible regarding that unfortunate Wimbledon 

affair. The matter is already pretty well understood by the 

public. Iendeayored by all the means in my power to prevent 
the match coming off, and told the refractory members of my 
team that I should leave before it would come off, together with 

those of my original six who might be ready tosailwithme. I 

did not want toindorse the match even by ny presence in Eng- 
land. However, Farrow and Jackson would not listen to my ad- 
vice, and finally left me, after which I had nothing further to do 

with them. 
“T yery much regret the Hydeaifair. I did not hold any com- 

jwunication with him while I was away,and carried out what 1 

considered to be the feeling of the Americun National Rifie As- 

sociation toward him and his match. I am glad I was present to 
let the Englishmen know just what was thought of Hyde and his 

doings on this side of the water. He and Haltord seemed to have 

an infatuation in pushing on that match. They had induced the 

N, R.A. of Great Britain to show it special honors by putting it 

on their programme as an ‘international match.’ I wrote to 
Earl Stanhope, who succeeded Lord Bicho as President of the 

British N. R. A., and received a very courteous reply, in which 

whatever of recognition the match had receiyed from the British 

W. R.A. was taken from it. I was anxious to avoid the breach 

which would havetaken place between the two associations if 

one had persisted in lending its countenance to a match which 
the other had repudiated, I think now it is pretty well 

understood that it waa nothing more than asecrub affair, and 

while the English team shot in fine shape the Hyde team were in 

no shape tomeetthem and invited the defeat which they suf- 

fered. I had left Wimbledon aud was on my way back when this 

scrateh match was fought, a3 I did not wish to give it even the 

countenance of niy presence. I am yery sorry that it should 

have happened, and think that the English riflemen and the as- 
sociation sill be more careful in future about associating with 

irresponsible marksmen who wish to get up matches to any pur- 

NOSE. 
hi Bodine hada bit of a trouble at the Custom House, and 
Col, Clark’s rifle was seized through some misunderstanding with 

the custome officers. 
oe 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Bosron, July 25th, —A fair number of riflemen appeared at Wal- 
nut Hill to-day to compete in the renewed competition at the 

long distance. The day wasa good one for the marksmen, Mr. 
Rabbeth was very unfortunate at the last distance. His miss was 
a bullseye on the wrong targot, causing him to lose first place. 

'The score stood :— 
Bc: Sebo 885 5588 tomlen 

Sh, wen 900... 545565555 =73 +2 
eS a J MOSS 25554555553 553 418 

soc: PEEESSSEELALEEE DL A cereey od 000. 45 5554555 70 +2 
Pt I Aa 1a 5555555454545 3 4-69 

800. eitear ete ec 
: tir eciaets 900... $3534455555555 

SF tee 188. §655565565543504-66 
8... 555595554545 855-60) 

8S cece veces eed 90055 45555554555 45.5 5-72-20 
orate J MOS £55555 54588458 5-H) 

|  SERSS ERLE ES LST EB om Wilder.... ..2 900....34553554555453 4-65 
palemeynider )idto 5439555554543 6508 

| "PEARL RREESESE ESL rene 900... 5 56505 5 5—63 $17 
pores? 11,000 12 53534424253333 0-491 
MeEpronp, July 28th.—There were 51 entries in the competition 

at Bellevue range to-day. The general prize was won by H. Kim- 

ball and W. Charles in the first class, A. C. Gould and J, R. Teel in 

the other classes. The best scores were :-— 

PS ry ees Bs ss 5 666 6 5 6 6 4 6-57 

Fe Erma a 6665 6 5 8 5 6 5-86 
W. Charles. ... 6655 5 5 6 6 6 6-85 

A. C. Gould. 65 66 46 6 5 6 6-5 

¥. Hollis ... 1665 6 5 5 6 4 5 6-54 
J, Hi Teel.:.,. 44655645 5 7) 

0, D, Harrison . sob satis 46455 44 6 5 5—48 

Be LOCKE. sig cee cee eee peepee eens ee 4395 5 5 4 3 3 5—39 

Yesterday the Medford Amateur Rifle Association openeda new 

match, designated as the “ Gold-badge series match, No.1.” This 
match will be shot ona Creedmoor target. The first prize will bea 

cold medal and the second prize a silver medal ; also cash prizes in 

first andsecond classes. The regular matches in the Medford count 

targets will be continued as usual on the same day. 

Boston, Mass., July 31st.—The attendance to-day at Walnut 

Till was not larze, The wind came from the west, gentle, indi- 

cating 9 o'clock, and meyer changed a point during the entire 
dny. In the early stages of tae shooting a slight haze prevailed, 

which profinced a most perfect light. The little 4-inch bull on the 

Mass. target looked prominent, and was easily found by Mr. G. 

M. Jewell, who made the score of 210 out ofa possible 220, fol- 

lowed closely by Mr. Richardson, who was reco rded 209, and Mr. 

Charles, with his military rifle, made 208. 
fn the trialon the Creedmoor targeta large number of entries 

were made. Mr.C. C. Wemyss, a member of the Roxbury City 

Guards, took the first place with a military rifle, making a good 

4G with no handicap added; Mr. R. Davis came next with 46, be- 

ing outranked by the former, and Mr, Richards was reeorded with 

45. The 4500 yard match did not fill, and only 2 few entries wera 

made in the amateur match. The best score made was by Mr, 
Richards, who made an elegant score of 47, which places him 

among the leaders in the struggle for the gold medal which is 

coveted by allthe marksmen, The following scores are the best 
made inall the contests :— 

THE MASSACHUSETTS TARGET MATOR. 
12 10 12 9 10 li 11 11 12—110 
1 J1 12 «9 «10 11 12 I 31-109 
4 = 12 11 11 10 1) VW 12-108 

8 8 7 12 1 il 10 10-9 
GQ Ttichaeds Pan state teats ae 10 3 912 °9 8) & @. 1% “8— pt 

THE CREEDMOOR MATCH NO. 2. 
GO. Wemyss (ih) ose 7 sion ete ee ee 444655 6 6 4 6—46 
BS DDS Vig ss tatite ts ad kis ees shaun 445545 6 5 6 4-46 
C. Hichards .. w45 545 46 4 4 545 
A.€. Gould ,.. .45 545 45 5 3 4-44 
ad. Borden) .......-... .5 446 4 3 4 5 5 4-43 
QC. OG. Foster. - 4455442835 4 3-41 
G. E, Field... .8535 43 5 4 3 5-40 

THE AMATEUR MATCH. 
GC, Richards..,.... ogee beeps ele oe sar 5 55545 45 5 5 447 

WAKEFIELD, Mass., July 3ist.—The attendance to-duy at Wake- 

field range was not large. although the riflemen present made 

many retotries. The wind gave no trouble, and the day proveda 

pertect one for the contest. The Medford target was used, Mr. 

Howard leading all the contestants with 54 out of the possible 60, 

Chandler and Rodgers following with 53 each. The summary 

shows how well the gentlemen held on to the 8-inch bullseys :-— 

Roe Sta wact. . 65 56 64 6 5 6 6 5-5 
. Ghandler.. 66544 060 6 4 6 6-53 

Ya. Rodgers .. 55 6466 5 6 5 6—&3 
G. Cheney... -..2. 656565 56 4 6 4-52 
8. B, Dearborn »f 66566 3 4 5 5-51 
A, Jackson..... +6 5 6 40 6 6 5 5 3-51 
Bert Perham +45 45 5 6 6 5 5 5—5) 
MMBSLIR TAG bie de re on leo Mice tetete. cron 5 64665 5 £ 4 5-80 

MAMMOTH RifLE GALLERY.—Boston, Aug. 24—The Any Rifle 

Match closed last Saturday night, and throughout the month 

good shooting has been shown, but it remaimed for Mr. E. F. 

Richardson, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, to lead all 

others in thisrespect. On the evening of the 3lst, after the Wal- 
nut Hill meeting of thatday, he visited the gallery and made the 

4 best consecutive scores ever made in the gallery; three 38s and 

two 39s, or 192 out of a possible 20), is a great accomplishment and 

worthy of especial mention. Mr. Frank Hollis, of the Medford 

Rifle Association, wins the second prize with 187 out of a possible 

200. The following are the prize winners with their scores in 

fietail; 5) yards; rounds8; possible 40; 5scores to win, or pos- 

sible 200 :<— 
K. FE. Richardgon.... . «...1-+20sser+ee+ Ss 38 38 38 39 39—192 
Frank Hollis........- 538 37 387 38 3H—IST 
U. A. Pollard.... . : 37 87 «37 «3s —146 
Geo. D, Edson...... Sieve av 37 37 387T—185 
Geo. F. Ellsyorth . -+. 36 36 37 37 38—IBt 
OP Gye th ye Sp eae See Dn eee 36 36 33 39—i82 
During the month of August no match will be bad or prizes 

giyen, except that the management will offer $10 to any one mak- 
ing a clean score of eight consecutive bullseyes. As the gallery 

will be closed on or about Aug. 15th, for repsirs, it is the inten- 

tion to refit and refurnish the gallery throughout with new rifles, 

new targets, and to reopen on or about Sept. 10th, of which due 

notice will be given. 

Sovre GARDNER, Muss., Jidy 3lat.—The following scores were 
made to-day at Hackmatack Range by members of Gardner Rifle 

Association; 2 scores of 10 shots each; distance 200 yards; off- 
hand, using theinch ring and Creedmoor targets combined :-— 

pa Creed. Ring. Cread. seen 
F, B. Niehols............ ag 46 86 45 169—91 
G, R. Prath... : 47 76 44 169—91 
J.N. Dodge.. 45 80 46 166—91 
8. Hildrith .. AT T 45 168—92 
FB, Knowlton...-. x 44 7O 44 144—85 
Wm. Austin....... a7 44 70 4h 134—88 
C. Shumway.... 40- 78 44 1A0—84 
A. Coleman. ... 41 aT 640 109—81 
iO) Reet... 2.2.92 - 24 ‘ 43 57 40 104—83 

Mowson, Mass., Jil 29th.—Practice shoot of the Sportsman 

Rifle Club; weather fair, but strong wind: 10) yards off hand :— 
J. Brockbank .......... Cherie 4445454465 5 
i Merrick 44445 8 5 5 5-44 
L. C, Flynt 333454 4 3 43 
AH. a ee ; 443 444 4 4 4-39 

ey 7 443344 4 4 4-36 
Tredaaye: 4434444 5 5 5-42 
F. Bradway..-..-scss--s 0s Fe 640424 5 4 5 6-85 

EnwaBeErH, N. J., July 3lst.—Trophy match; 200 yards. There 
were 44 entries made in this match :— 

(PSRs Calling. 28. eet -+65555 444 4 5-46 
E. M, Squier..... +3 455445 5 5 446 
PIP: White... 5 455 44 4 5 4 § 45 
A. Brown.. 6545 45 4 4 4 5-45 
Nits... 29% 4555445 44 5 4-45 

J. W, Todd... -£45 44545 5 4 4-44 
Dr. L. 8. Mars 64445 45 5 4 3-48 
Dr. A, Stub...... ge 4344233 4 5 4 5-39 
Fe LEH OTIEY velstome close Mees eka aS 33834442 4 4 4-35 

Sameday. Champion Marksman’s Badge Match :— 
Agzre- 

200 Yds 600 Yds. gate 
Capt,J.R.Denman....5 5 3 5 4-22 6 5 6 4 5-24 46 
Maj. A. J, Clark ..,-.... 5 4 4 4 4-81 5 6 3 8 5-21 42 
Col, D. Loder.. 4 4 4 5 4-21 3.3 4 5 4-19 40 
P. Bonnett....... 43 £ 6 3-19 45 2 5 3-19 38 
poe G.E.P.Howard..4 44442 43/4 4 3-18 38 

M. Crue Ane POPES $3 4418 +4503 2-14 ® 
W.s. Righter..........4 4 4 4 38-19 322 2 2 3-12 31 

New putamee” AMO Sept. Ist the Central Rifle Associa- 
tion, of Newark, N. J., will hold a meeting for the purpose of 

arranging for the fall tournament, which will be begun in Sep- 
tember. There are now 12 clubs in the association. 

—The August programme at Brinton range begins to-day as 

follows: Sharps’ match for military rifles, Thursday, Aug. 5th, at 

3 Ppa., Thursday, Aug. 19th, at3 p.a. Trophy match, Thursday, 

Aug. J2th, Thursday, Aug- 26th, 3:30 p.wt. Champion marksmen's 
badge of 1850, Saturday, Aug. 7th, Lith, 2Ist and 28th, at 3 P.M. 

Remington match, Saturday, Aug. 7th and 2ist, at 3:30 Pw. Kem- 

ington long range match, Tuesday, Aug. 10th and 24th, at 1:30 P.ar. 

Winchester repeating rifle match, Thursday, Aug. 12th and 26th, 
Whitney match, Saturday, Aug. 1ith and 28th, 

EuGENE City, Oregon, July 1ith—Herewith is the score made 

to-day on the occasion of the third and deciding rifle match be- 

tween the Creswell and Lane County sportsmen's clubs. Condi- 

tions; 100 yards; 5men on a side; 10 shots each; bullseye,3 
inch :— 

Eugene Team. 

J. Stevens, Gapt..  a<.--.-o. # 4 5 5 5 6 4-4 5 445 
Rodney Scott ........-- -4455 85 4 4 4 4-42 
B. Meeks.: .....-.. -~§/5 5444 4 5 £ 54 
Robert Campbell... -$385444 4 4 4-38 
John Anderson, ...,.--... wee ee eee 44445 5 4 4 5 544 

Aa yr AA eae eee sa aan se Pe! 2 eee 23 

Creswell Team, 
C Stevenson, Capt.. 844845 5 4 4 5-41 
W. FP. Jones, _- wt f 44 4 45 4 4 3-41 
5. Miller __.. ~f 448.4 8 4 4 2 4-88 
Frank Golden. +6656 4445 6 4 4-45 
Lod. Gay...__ Te Le. eter ee ~4t4 G44 44 4 § 4 3 440 

Rotel dar eee Se tas hat a ead sees BOB 
The majority used Winchester rifles, 

match at 200 yards range this fall, 
it is proposed to shoota 

Rreve S1GHTs.—Middlefield, Conn., Jwy 3ist—For the benefit 
ofthose who have ordered gun sights of me and haye not re- 

ceived them, please state that my orders for the gun sight have 

been 60 large for the past few months that I haye been unable to 

fill many of them promptly. Ina few weeks, with the aid of new 

tools, I shall be able to keep a stock of improved sights on hand 
Witnntam Lyman, ~ 

Atsherp, 
—EEE—E 

— Address all communications to *‘ Forest and Stream 
Pubiishing Company, New York.” 

ARCHERY IN TOH LiTcHrIELD Hinns—On Monday, July 26th, 
“an interesting match took place at the Beers House, Cornwall, 

Litchfield, Conn., between rival teams, E. I, Horsman. of the 
Brooklyn Archery Club, acting as Captain of the Blues, and 

Judge Rufus B. Cowing, of New York, acting as Captain of the 
Reds,” The return match took place Monday, Aug. 2d, as preyi- 

ously aunounced. Mrs. Col. Jos, G. Story, of Brooklyn, pre- 

sented the archers with elegant silk badges: blue for one team” 

and red for the other. Judge Cowing haying been summoned to 
New York, Mr. L. 8. Hallock, of Orange, N. J., acted as Captain 

for the reds. The Litchfield stage brought numerous spectators. 

The shooting was highly exciting and spirited throughout, and 

the match was closely contested,as the following score will 
show. Blues, E. I. Horsman, Captain :— 

Score. 
06 

ily 
108 
63 

118 
Mrs. Col. Jos. @. Stor 106 
Mrs, Judge Ouwing... 17 93 
Miss Calie Ricketts,. ial 88 
Mrs. Alex, Avar......... te lis 19 vi 
Mrs. Charles Caldwell outa ers hee saint e eee es pee 18 12 

A's) 221 AS Re ees AR mile Gta cbd ctr ahs Dog ala On cto setae 198 840 

Reds, L. 8. Hallock, Captain ;— 

Hits. Score. 
eee Calhoun........ ee oy betes beet bees 2 136 
Tree OK me ee ness ws zie 116 
ATEXVCAPET ICA Tae eee A 80 
Chas, Catdwell ....... 02.2. * B4 
Mrs, B. I. Horsman. 5 7 113 
Miss h. ane IROORGre send. et feats of bose 81 
Mrs. L. S. Hallock........... ene 98 
Mrs. Prof. Ricketts... --.27-- ae. 79 
Miss iu, Parithurst........... A 56 
Mors. Teh ep ee tiea ee a ok oaee Lots © 2 76 

ad ee ey Oe Pa 949 
Victory for the reds, 4 hits and 9 score. 

Gentlemen shot 30 arrows at 40 yards. Ladies shot 30 arrows at 

30 yards. Three arrows were shot at anend. Miss Wallach, of 
Rayenswood, L.1.,won the half dozen elegant prize arrows do- 
nated by H.I. Hursman. Mr. Henry Calhoun won tbe beautiful 

elub badge offered by Judge Cowing. Mr. Ghas, Caldwell, of 

Brooklyn Heights, awarded the prizes with an interesting speech, 

and, at the close, Mr. D. W. Mauyel, proprietor of the Beers 

House, served asplendid dinner, which was enjoyed by all. Mr. 

Willy Wallach, the well-known stationer, and President of the 

Stationers’ Board of Trade, of New York, filled the position of 

seorer with great credit. 

The Cornwall Toxopholites have archery feyer in anything but 

its mildest form; they practice daily, and intend to haye a match 

weekly. The Brooklyn Archery Club may expect numerous 

applications for mewbership from our Brooklyn friends, who are 

thus indulging in the healthful and fascinating game of archery 

while summering in the lovely hills of Litchtied County. 

—Mr. L. L, Peddinghaus, of Marietta, Ohio, who won the cham- 

pionship at the second grand annuel tournament of the National 

Archery Association, held at Buffalo last month, bas decided to 
make hishome atthe East. He has associated himself in busi- 

ness with Mr. E.I. Horaman, of New York, and at the monthly 

meeting of the Brooklyn Archery Club, held at Prospect Park 

Hotel on Saturday evening, July 3ist, Mr. Peddinghaus was 

proposed and duly elected a member of the Brooklyn Archery 
Club. Itis to be hoped that with so fine an archer as Mr. Ped— 

dinghaus in our midst, that the interest in archery will be 

greatly increased at the East, and, at the next grand annual 
tournament, to be held at Prospect Parkin 1851, may the scores 

of our Eastern Archers compare favorably with the toxopholites 
of the West. 

—Tke Oakland Bow Club, of California (F. C. Haren’s club), 

haye challenged the Crescent Bowmen, and they will shoot (by 

telegraph) the American Round on Aug, 11th. 1880. 

Yors, PA., July 2ith.—Following is practice score made at 40 
yards, § ends: 5, 7, 7, 3, 7, 7-26; 5, 4, 9, 5, 38, T-34¢ 9, 9, 5, 7, 9,342; 
7, 7, 8; 5, 8, I-32; 9, 7,7, 3, 9, 0-35; 9, 1, 9,5, 3, 1-28; 1,3, 9,5, 5, 8—26- 

5, 0, 7, 7, 7,0—35: 48 arrows, 46 hits, 10 golds, 14 reds, 10 blues, 9 
blacks, 3 whites ; total 263_ 

Cricket. 
—>———_ 

—Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 

August 6th—At Haledon, Paterson vs. New Vork. 
August Jith—At Hoboken, St. George vs. Manhattan. 

=e 

—A match between the Gentlemen of America and resident 
professionals has been arranged to take place in Philadelphia 
early in the autumn. The inaucuration of this fixture promises 

to be one of the most interesting events in the history of Ameri- 

can cricket, The professional team will be represented by the 
following players: George Wright, Lane, Tyres, Brooks, Norley 

Smith, Brewster, Giles, Bromhead, Mart and Oldham. 

—The Longwood Cricket Club, of Boston, has decided to make 

a week's cricketing tour thruugh Canada next week. The 

eleven will leave Boston on Saturday, and play at Montreal, Port 

Hope, Toronte and Hamilton. The team is as follows: Messrs 
Dutton, Farley, Fay, Bixby, Kimball, Hubbard, bickering, Mixer, 

Caton, Tylerand Peabody. Mr, Haughton, of the Staten Tsland 
Cricket Club, will act as umpire. 

—Canterbury week began on Monday last, 

—T. A. Fison scored 24 (retired) for Hendon vs. Highgate, Aug, 
2d, 1879. 

—Mr. J. B. Thayer, of Philadelphia, is spending the summer in 
Colorado. 

—Secretuvies of cricket clubs newly organized will please sea 
their addresses to this paper, 
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THE LAWS OF CRICKET IN THE PAST AND 
PRESENT, 

\ 7 & take pleasure in presenting to our readers au illustration 

showing how the game of cricket was played a century 
azo. This quaint picture is taken from a little paper-bound 

book of the Laws of Cricket, brought to this country in 1775 by 

Benjamin Iranklin, now in the possession of the Young America 

Crickét Club, of Philgdelphia. Through the kindness of Mr, 

Daniel 8. Newhall, we are enabled to reproduce the fac-simile, as 
the original appears in the frontispiece. Unfortunately the his- 

tory of this valuable little book is not as clear as we would wish, 

It was presented to the Young America C. 0., June 4th, 1887, by 

Miss Mary D. Fox, of Philadelphia, -who gaye, through a third 

party, something of its history, but not definite enough for pub- 

lication. That Franklin wasan admirer of outdoor sports there | 

can beno question, for in several letters of his written while in 
Lonion, the originals of which are now in the possession of the | 

editor of this column, he mentions having been a looker-on, ; 
while a series of matches of cricket wore being played, but 

whether he himself added the accomplishments of bowling 

*“erubbers ''and taking a few," to that of kite-flying he omits 

to state. Itmay not be generally known that two of the sayings 

of Poor Richard, most often quoted, wore forced from the lips of 

the philosopher typon witnessing the two days’ match, namely: 

“ Never leaye that till to-morrow which you can do to-day," and 

‘Dost thou love life, then do not squander time, for that is the 

stuff life is made of.” 
To enable those of our readers who are interested in the 

records of cricket to make a comparison between the laws of the 

frame of a hundred years age, and those supposed to govern the 

rulings of to-day, we reproduce below the contents of the little 

book, This will show with what obstinacy the Marylebone Club 

The Party which Goes from Home 

shall have the choice of the innings and the pitching of the 
wickets, which shall be pitehed within thirty yards of a center 
fixed by the adversaries. 

When the parties mect at a third place, the bowlers shall toss 
up for the pitching of the tirst wicket, and the choice of going in, 

The Bowler. 

Must deliver the ball with one foot behind the bowling crease, 

and within thereturn wrease; and shall bowl four balls before 

he change wickets, which he shall do but oncein the same in- 

nings. 

He may order the player at his wicket to stand on which side 

of it he pleases. 
The Striker Is Out, 

if the bail is bowled off, or the stump bowled out of the ground. 

Or, if the ball, from a stroke oyer or under his bat or upon his 

hands (but not wrists), is held before it touches the ground 
though it be hugged to the body of the catcher. ? 

Or, if in striking both his feet are oyer the popping-crease, and 

his wicket is put down, except his bat is grounded within it. 

Or, if he runs out of his ground to hindera catch, 

Or, if in running a noteh the wicket is struck down by a throw, 

or with the ballin hand, before his foor, hand or bat is grounded 

over the popping-crease, but if the ball is off, a stump must be 

struck ont of the ground by the ball, 

Or, if the striker touches or takes up the ball before it has been 

still, unless at the request of the opposite party. 
Or, if the striker puts his lex before the wicket with a design to 

stop the ball, and actually prevents the ball from hitting his 

wiuket by it. 

If the players have crossed each other, he that rutis for the 

wicket that is put down is oul; if they are not crossed, he that 

has left the wicket that is put down is out. 

FEIN 

have held to the traditions of the past, snd how, from year to 

year, rules have been added to this mass of incomprehensible 

patchwork, No beginner, outside ot a Ivnatic asylum, would 

take a copy of the laws of cricket,as revised by the Mary- 

Jebone C. C., in 1870, as a guide to play the game. As we 

have said hefore, excepting the accounts of the “ Adven- 

tures of Alice in Wonderland"’ and the “Hunting of the 

Snark,” the equal of the Marylebone laws for descriptive clear- 

ness have never been published. ‘Fancy a party of beginners,"' 

says a writer on this subject, ““who bad never seen the game 

played, attempting to learn the laws without other enlighten- 

ment. Por example, they would neyer run * byes’ or * leg-byes,’ 

for the former are not mentionedEin the laws, und the only pro— 
vision regarding the latter” (viz.,in Rule XIII—If the ball shall 

first touch any part of the striker’s dress or person, except his 

hands, the umpire shall eall* leg-bye’)“ does not suggest run- 

ning as an essuntial.” The fact is, that the Marylebone Club 

should put the laws of the game in such a shape that the lovers 

of cricket can introduce them intelligently inastrange land, 

They are too primitive, mysterious and incomplete at present. 

Nota week passes but we are petitioned by some far-away club 

to send them aset of rules for playing the game, that “they can- 

not make clear to some of the members that the umpire has got 

anything to do with the decisions, und that: some of the laws 

seem to bear a double interpretation; and although a few may be 

determined easily off-hand by the least erudite of umpires, there 

are others which puzzle the most astute.” 

THE LAWS OF CRICKET. 
The Ball. , 

Must weigh not less than five ounces and a half, nor more than 

five ounces and three quarters. 
It cannot be changed during the game, but with the consent of 

both parties. 

Cae emi ake ganieeee aa 
ee 

The Bat. 

Must not exceed four inches and one-quarter in the widest 

Ba The Stumps. 
Must be twenty-two inches; the bail six inches long.* 

The Bouiling Crease. 

Must be parallel with the stumps, three feut in length, witha 

return crease. ‘ 

The Popping Crease. 

Must be three feet ten inches from the wickets, and the wick— 

ets must be opposite to each other at the distance of twenty- 

two yurds, 

4 By a subsequent appointment, it is settled for to use three 

eeapipe instead of two to each wicket, the bail the same length 

as above, 

When the ball has been in the bowler’s ur wicket-keeper’s hands 
the strikers need not keep within their ground till the umpire hus 

¢jlled play; butif the player goes out of his ground with an in- 

tent to run before the ball is delivered, the bowler may put him 

out. 
When the ball is struck up in the running ground between the 

wickets itis lawful for thesirikers to hinder its being catched, 

but they must not neither strikéat nor touch the ball with their 

hands. 
Tf the ball is struck up the striker may guard his wicket either 

with his bat or his body. 
Insingle wicket matches, if the striker moves ont of the ground 

to strike at the ball he shall be allowed no notch for such stroke. 
The Wicket Keeper. 

Shall stand at a reasonable distance behind the wicket, and 

shall not move till the ball is out of the bowler'’s hand, and shall 

not by any noise incommode the striker, and if his hands, knees, 

foot or head be over or before the wicket, though the ball hit it, 

it shall not be out. 
The Umpires. 

Shall allow two minutes for each man to comein,and fifteen min- 

utes between each innings; when the umpire shall call play, the 

party refusing to play shall lose the match. 

They are the sole judges of fair and unfair play, and all disputes 

shall be determined by them. 

When a striker is hurt they are to allow another to come in, and 

the person hurtshall have his hands in any part of that innings. 
They are not to order a player out unless appesled to by the ad- 

versarics, 
Butif the bower’s foot is not behind the bowling-crease, and 

within the return crease, when he delivers the ball, the umpire, 

unasked, must call no ball. 
If the strikers run # short notch, the umpire must call no 

notch. Bits. 

Tt the notches of one player are laid against another, the bet de- 

pends on both innings, unless otherwise specified. 
TE one party beats the other in one innings, the notches in the 

first innings shall determine the bet. 
But if the other party goesin a second time, then the bet must 

be determined by the nunibers on the score, 
<<<“ eee 

Loynewoop vs. FALL Rryer.—Played at Boston July 19th, and 
resulted in the yictory of the former by 75 runs on first innings 

score :— 
LONGWOODS. 

First Innings Second Innings. 
Oaton, not out . 27 b Trayis..:.-..... of IES B 
Mixer, b Waters. sa 0 b Clark,..--.--.:- Halicasaeis 40 
Hubbard, stumped " 

Clark... .-- MT MAVIE | cece. - bine ne Py 13 
Wright, b Clark, DOG OU. «a lalate elehele ele = ve bt 
Tyler, e Clark, b e Hyde, b Sharpe... ..........+ 24 
Jones, b Waters. ¢ Pomtret, b Wiaters,.... - 3 
Dutton, b Nuttall ce Naden, b Trayis..... 2 
Stone, b Waters. bb Nuttall..-:....--.. 3 

hb Nuttall.-.-.-.- 8 
«sub, b Sharpe. 1 
WS hay dae RP Oten p23. 10 
Byes 16, leg-bye 1, wides 13.,, 30 

Wotal: :.c0.5:geperqrqesetseyy 200 

FALL RIVER. 

Nuttall, b Wright. ..... 6 | Waters, c Caton, b Dutton... 3 
Holt, c Stone, b Dutton (| Pravis, not out......... Seiopae I 
Nightingale, b Wright 5 | Bailes, ce Hubbard, b Wright. 0 
Bee NIE pe i phan ven b Durtam novi 

»¢ Young, on. yes. 3, leg-byes2, wides2.... 7 
Hyde, ¢ Tyler, b Dutton,.... z a : — 
Nuden, ¢ Cunton, b Dutta UL eee ee ae PS Bi) 

Boston vs. FALL RIVER.—Played on the common at Boston 

July 20th. Won fby former on first innings score. The Bostons 

commenced a second innings and bad contributed 23 runs for the 

loss of 8 wickets when rain stopped the play. Score — 

BOSTON—FIHST INNINGS. PALL RLVER—FIRST INNINGS. 
Ormiston, b Nuttall......... . 10| Nightingale, ¢ Furniss, b 
Rofle, b Nuttall... | so OMNI Lo enw oc ee 
Furnes, b Trayiss,... 0 | Hyde, b O'Hare....,...-...65 » lt 
O'Hare, b Nuttall.... 1| Nuttall, bw, b Shaw-.:..-. 5 
Lockart, b Trayis.... 6! Pomford, b Shaw 0 
Shaw, b Nuttall..... ..,--..-- 8) Holt, b O’Hare,...... & 
Learned, c Sayles, b Nuttall. 0} Clark, b Shaw-...,.-...-...... i 
Bate, c Sayle, bh Travis....... | Travis, c Edwards, b O'Hare. 3 
Edwards, ¢ Sayles, b Trayis.. 0| Naden, b O’Hare....... .,... 2 
Gatland, b Travis,._.....- ~- 1) Sharp, rumout..-.--....,..--. 0 
Pettit, not out-..... ...--.5,, 1| Styles, notout.......) ..0!. ( 
Byes 4, leg-byes 7, wides 4.... 14] Windle, ) O'Hare........ ...- 0 

—)} Leg-bye 1, wide l.. ..-- f 2 
Motale tsi sareis.2aa¢h ase. 46 = 

I SROCU Ie tale inde ee Oot ay 

Umpires—For Boston, Mr. Evans; for Fall River, Mv. Burgess. 

—The Millbrook cricketers liaye organized with the following 

officers: President, W. H. Sowden; First Vice-President, Mr. 
Kirchotfer; Second Vice-President, Mr. Howell; Captum, Mr. 

Clarey; Treasurer, Mr, Thomas Cosgroye; Secretary, Mr, Weller; 

Committee, Messrs. Grandy, Bealty and Hunter. 

MANHATTAN (2d) vs. APPLETON.—Flayed at Prospect Park, July 

1ith, and resulted in a victory for the Manhattans by one funings 

and 66 runs. Score :— 
APPLETON, 

Second Innings. 

b Jackson 
b Jackson .. 
b Hamilton. 

First Innings. 

Kelly, run out, 
Sail), b Jackson. . 

co 

pel Faokial hie es 5 he es es 

Hamilton 
Nelson. b Hamilton -, 
Fergurson, & Hamilton- 

ec Jackson, b Hamilton 
b Juekson ......5.. 
b Jaukson — 

it) 

5 
1 

38 
Woolenough, e« Lawl 
Jackson ..-. b Harmilron, h 

Veshlage, b. b. Hamilton 13 
Heursiull, b. Jackson 3 notout. 4 
Wise, not out......-.....-. 2 runout... 1 
Byes 3, leg-byes 2, wides 2.... 7 Byes2, wide 1..........-...4... Bs 

MOCALEddech ges oc Pe aradees ae Ode CROW aes 4-6 noni sees pee On 
MANHATTAN—FIRE! INNINGS, 

Vint, cand b W. Williams....25 | Lawlor, c Swanson, b W. Wil- 
Ames, b W. Williams. MELO S ey ete ey ‘ 
Woodhouse, b Swanson Coyne, uo out... . 
Hamilton, run out... Dellar, b W. William 
Mackenzie, run out, - Byes 4), leg-byes 2, wides 7 - 18 
Middleton, b Swanso 1 — 
Jackson, not out..... M2a|) Dota he ece scree accede elles 13h 
Mathews, b Swanson. .. 4 

HAURHTON va. MOERAN.—Return imateh. Played at Staten 

Island July 3ist, and resulted in favor of the home team by 8b 

runs. This was the tirst appearance of Mr. Edward Kessler, fresh 

from the cricket fields of Lanvashire, Eng. This new member, 
who has recently arrived from Manchester, at once showed that 

he was not only a great acquisition to the club, but to the crick- 

eting fraternity of New York. Six bowlers of the Hobokun team 

alternated before Mr. Moerain unearthed him. During his stay 

he gaye an exhibition of brilliant all-round cricket that is seldom 

shown by the local players in this vicinity. In his score of 13 he 
made 4 stupendous smites over the boundary fencu into the bay. 

His leg-hitting was certain and clean, and his cutting finished and 

well placed. Mr.J. J. Eyre assisted with 21, 1nd Mr. BR. Walier, 
Jr., a chip of the old block, with 19, not out; the Inuings closing 

for the unusually large total of 172, For the St. Georges Mr. 

Hosford and Mr. Moeran, by safe play, contributed 23 and 21 re- 
spectively, and Mr. Herrick 10, the side being disposed of for 91. 

Although 5 of the Islanders liandled the ball, the dissolution of 
the St. George's eleyen was due to Mr, Haughton's high and 
home deliveries, 6 wickets being credited to him Tor the expense 

of 2 runs. With 81 runs bebind, the St. Georges were obliged to 

follow, and when time was called, at 6:30 o'vlock, 3 wickets had 
fallen for 27 runs. The following js the score :— 

MH. HAUGHTON'S TEAM—FIRST L[NNINGS, 

J. R, Moore, b Moeran.... .. 36) W. M. Donald, hit wkt, b 
M. C, Byre, b Moeran SP) | Stalder 0 ae ane 
B, Kessler, b Moeran........- 49 | B.A, Woolston, eu Moerap, b 
A.D. Irving, 6 sub, b Rich- ,_ Sadler-...........-.-..,...-. 2 
ardson.....-... eerie tanta 0] R. Waller, Jr. not our. iW 

H. A. Webster, b Moeran.... 0° M.G. Haughton, bSadler.... 2 
J. “ Eyre, ¢ Richardson, b Byes 22, leg byes#, wide l ., 23 

Sadleri....22,...- yy “Pats aa 
J. Rankine, c Richardson, b | Wifi 32d BES Se Soc SSA aA ES Wz 

Moeranteoesetcs scsi. -er-ree 
MR. MOBRAN’S TEAM—EIRST INNINGS, 

8. Hosford, et. Moore, b 
Haughton......--...6+ .. 23 DM. CO. Eyre, A 

G. Giles, Jr.,b Donald ....... 0 b Webster: 5 

B. H. Moeran,cundb Kessler 21 st- Moore, b 4 
N. H. Tabot, b Haughton... ¢ 
T. O, Richardson, 1 b w, b 
Haughton... -...sssseeeseee DO 

W. C. Kutherfurd, « Kessler, 
b Haughton. ..........- babe NGG DObieteateee = che ee See 0 

E. W. Sudler, ¢ Waller, b 
Haughton MOP AMEE. te yees st ean, eee MEBs 12 

E, Herrick, b Haughton 
L. Guion, b Rankine 
B. Byre, not out... 
A. Byre, b Rankin 
Byes 4, wide 1..... BV Diye dh. + whet ese 

Ti we ee hea oh oar! 
THR AUSTRALIAN TEAM.—Mr. James Lilly white writes us fram 

Tunbridge Wells, July #4th,as follows: “ With regard to the 
Australian team, now in England, J cannot uive you any positive 
information at present. Mr. Alexander, their manager, will write 

you onthe subject. By what I hear, they nave not yet settled by 
which route they will go home, via India or America. ‘Dhey will 

be playing in this country till September, or perhapsa little luter,’ 
$$ eee 

An OuTSPOKEN Opryion.—Macon, Ga., July 17th.—t 
enjoy your paper very much. I find if greatly improyed. 
since I began taking ita second time. The peneral ex- 
cellence of all the articles is so much more elevated, In 
its editorial department it does my heart good to hearthe 
way in which you express your opinion on the subject of 
selections of international rifle teams, steam catamarans, 
etc. No “straddling the fence.” G. FF. P. 

——__ 

Lion CuLture,—The number of lions in Algeria is 
fast diminishing, and 1b is expected thatthe animal will 
soon be extirpated from the colony. As there is an in- 
creasing deniand for public exhibitions at fairs and 
zoological gardens, an establishment has been formed at 
Bona, by a private individual, for lion-breeding. 

{t+ 
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Hachting and Canoeing. 
——-~—————. 

—Address allecommunications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

——> rb 8 Se 

FIXTURES. 

Ane. 5—Canoe Conrress Kewitta, Lake George. 
Ang. G= Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Ane {—Revina Huterprise Mateh, Newport, 
Aug, 7—San Francisco ¥, G, Annual Revatta, 
Aus. 8—-Quaker City ¥, C. Harbor Oruise. 
Au. §—New York Bay Regatta, 
Aug. 1)/—N. ¥. ¥.C. Annial Cruise Eastward. 
Auw.jJ2—Qalocy Y. 0. Championship Kewatta. 
Aug. 14 or 2]—Beverly Y. 0. elie Kegatta, Swampscott, 
Aug. 14—Washington Village Y.C. Regatta. 
Aug. 16-29—Quaker City ¥..0. Annual Cruise, 
Ang. 17—Salem Bay Y. C. Pall Regatta, 
Au. 17—Capea May Regatta. 
Aug. 18—Provincetawn Y. 0. Rematta. 
Aug. — Buifalo Y, C0, Regatta, 
Aug. 2U-Quiney Y. CG. Regatta. 
Alig. 23—Beyerly YC. Championship Races, Beverly, 
rt 

YACHTING NEWS, 

Tae Sreaw CATAMARAN.—A correspondent recently wrote he 
liked FPOHEST AND STHEAM becauseit was not‘ on the fence” 
about current questions, but spoke iis mind about things, from 
@un-honuse rifle teams down to mythical steam catamarans. We 
never wavered on the steam catamaran question, but pro- 
nounced the expectation of high speed from such craft as vision- 
ry and not founded upon thesound principles of naval science. 
Now 70 llonest ** experiment" there can be no objection; itis the 
soul of progress: but we do pity the visionaries grasping at the 
ridiculous nod impossible, and hence our adyice to readers to 
take no stoal in steam Cataitarans. We are once more borne out 
by tacts. The catamaran, the Nyack catamaran, howruthblessly the 
vain, vague dreams of its projectors have been shattered | She was 
lnunched finally, at the third attempt, by being blocked up aft at 
The suggestion of some bystander, who witnessed the abortive at- 
temprs to launeb the iffair as she lay on the ways. She madea 
trial trip, and flew through the water at the dangerous speed of 
seven milés! Then half her blades were thrown aside, and the pitch 
increased from § to 12 feet—small difference. She started out 
once moce, and report eiyes her ten miles—probably ubout eight 
in fact. There is some difference between this und thirty miles; 
buta veasonable margin is necessary to work on in ¢xperiment- 
ing. In this case the margin was 200 per cent, OF course, every— 
body concerned is fully sutisfied that. with some slight changes, 
she will make thirty miles they are “ quite confident,” and all the 
blame ig put upon the propeller, ifa windmill contrivance can 
Jepitiinately be vearmed a propeller, There will be some more ex- 
pevimenting done with her, and very likely a few more miles 
made, and then the scrap heap of the Nyack cobble yard will be 
enriched by sundry tons of oldiron. Sad to think of the tyenty 
thousand dollars gone, and Forest AND STREAM only 10 cents a 
copy, or $1 a yeur. 

ARBSURDITINS OF MEASUREMENT—The strange tangle into which 
some peuple get when trying to unrayel time allowance and 
measurement by their own pet back-acting process is singularly 
well illustrated by urather comical attempt signed * Cyclone,” 
whichappears in a lesser publicutian. The announcement is 
mude at the outset that * size isthe only true basis, but subse- 
quently the inventor shows that by his own rule 6f sumination a 
yacht of 294 tons is made to suil on eyen terms with one of 120 
tous! Reduction ad absurdum with avengeance. Webster defines 
‘size’? we the extent of yolume, bulk or bigness, asthe size of a 
ship orroek., Itis well thut*'OCyclone’’ writes under cover, It 
would be better if he and others read more and rush inte print 
Jess, for their letters are full of the wildest assertions and the 
most {impossible unticgin lowic and mathomatics. 

ARRIVED.-—The little 15ft. dory Little Western arrived safely at 
Cowes, England, July 26th, after a passage of 44 days from Glou- 
cester, Mass. 

Exptre YAcar Crun.—The regular midsummer regatta was 
sailed in Flushing Buy, from Harry Hill’a Hotel to College Point, 
thence aronnd Riker'sIsland und home; sail twice oyer 20 miles. 
Open to all; no restrictions; timo allowance, 2m. pertoot, Wind 
fresh from south southwest. <A tying start was elected, Avalon, 
20ett., tools the lead, but Nameless, ditt, the only other entry, 
soon went by her, the former springing her spur and giving up 
ufter grounding. In second class Wxcelsior won from L. B. Prince 
and the O’Brien, after some close work with the Prince, In 
the catamaran class Tarantella, Mr, BH. Hughes, bad a sail 
over. The prizes, besides entrance feo’ of $5, included a allver 
cup, value $s0, presented by Harry Hill. 

NEwsurRyeorr Yacar CLuB.—The annual union regatta was 
sailed inthe harbor July 28th, Some 40 yachts went over the 
course, Many others being excluded by the rule limiting the 
length to # feet. . 
The course fur the first and second classes was down the river 

to the sea, around the outer buoy tou stakebont anchored off Salis- 
bury Beach and return—12 miles. The third class sailed over a 
portion of this course, a distance of abouts miles, and the fourth 
class ai distance of 6 miles. Wind from the north and light at 
the start, but soon freshened up, causing some lively work short- 
ening sail andl sending many of the pancuke fry bottom up, which 
seems to be their safest position and the one nature seeks but 
man ignores jn their construction, Idle Hour led the funeral 
squad by dumping her crew aud ignominiously capsizing for no 
other caust than an attempt to jibe! The Psyche scon followed 
suit. Dauntless carried away her sticks and cobweb rigging, Cly- 
tie’s balloon jib yantshed, Alliance lost her rudder, and so on 
through a Jong list,and these boats were built by men who would 
feel deeply insulted if they were told they were not mechanics 
and did not know their business. Yet that is just about the case, 
In first class, Mab 20ft. lin., C. Tappan, won $20; Bohemian, 24itt., 
Loeke and Piere, won $15, and Skylark, 23ft. lin., A. Andrews, won 
$7.40. The others in the eluss were Vidette, Abbie M., Planchatte, 
Dauntless, Parole, Lark. In the second class, 20ff, and under, 
Peri, ispt., T, H. Cabot, won $15; Hard Times, 18ft, lin., J. Q. 
Bennett, won $10, anid Carrie May, 18ft. 3in., C. Cobb, won 35. The 
others in the class were Clytie, Blanche, Myth, Rowena, Princess, 
Gypsey, Inka aud Idle Hour. Boat and skiff races !finished the 
dity's racing. 

YAcur Kacmye AssoctATron.—According to the London Field 
the Prince of Wales has been chosen President of the Y.K.A. No 
doubt this will aid in bringing in the Royal Yacht Squadron, 
with the Royal Thames and New Thames, whose mulish pro- 
Glivities have caused them so far to abstain from the Association. 

© New York Yacur Crun—tThe following order regarding the 
nnnual cruise of the New York Yacht Club bas been issued ;— 

FLAGSHIP RAMBLER, NEw YORK, July 27th. 
GENEKAL ORDER NO. L 

The squadron of the New York Yacht Club willassemble at Glen 
Cove on the 11th of August tor its annual cruise. Captains will 
report.ov board the flagship at 8:30 P.M. 
The Commodore would suggest that the usual ports, as far east 

as Onk Blutts, be visited during the cruise, their order to be de- 
termined ut the meetings on board the flagship. 
Certain ports will be entered in specified orders of eailing, and 

afavorable oecasion will be selected for squndron evolutions. 
The usual regattas will take place during the cruise. 

‘A special prize, offered by a member of the club, will be com- 
peted for by steam yachts, probably over the long course off New- 
ort. 

ithe time of each yacht, at start and finish of each day's run, 
will be taken by a member of the regatta committee on board a 
sted yacht, affording an opportunity for sweepstakes god 
Tnatehes. 

he commodore has much pleasure in stating that the Eastern 
Yacht Club has acvepted this club's inyitation to join the squad- 
ron and to participate in its regattas and races, { 
The commodore hopes thatall yachts of the clubin commission 

will join the squadron, and in view of the lateimportant addiuon 
to the list of steamers, earnestly desires their presence. By order 
of tho commodore, G. L. Hagar, Fleet Captain. 

AMERIOA—D 1oNTLESs,—The Herald says: There is aN 
bility of & muteh being made between_ Vice-Com, Waller's 
schooner yacht Dauntless, N. Y. ¥.C., and Gen. Butler's schooner 
yacht America, Bosion Y. 0., of Queen’s Cup memory, to be 
sailed of Cape Ann preyious to the August cruise of the New 
York Club,’ 

; 

Tran ConmmsiOn MANLA,—Sloup Mope, Com, W. J, Anderson, 
Providence ¥.C., was rin into and badly damaved by steamor 
Bay Queen, in Providence River, July 27th. 

New Steam YAKS —The steam yacht Orizaba, built at a vost 
ut 330,00 for Mr, Howard, of Bulfalo, is now afloat, She is W4tt. 
in length, 13}ft, beam, has au iroo hull, aud runs 16 milesan hour. 
Mr, Jobn Roach has also about finished a steamer for Mr. W. &. 
Dinsmore. She ja 6aft. long, lft, bewam, 4)ft. deep, compound 
surface condensing Gngine, cylinders 14 and Sin. by fin. stroke. 

Tae BAY REGATTA.—New Orleans is wide awake, Funcy send- 
ing a yacht 2,000 miles to sail in ihe New York Bay Regatta, yet 
that is what the Southern Yacht Glub has doue, ‘The Startle, of 
that club, is entered, and will appear at the line next Monday. 

5AN PHanoisco YAaont Crun.—The mafeh race between the 
Consuelo and O'Conner for $1,000 a sida, was sailed Saturday, July 
17th, in San Franetsco Bay. Consuelo had ler cabin built ont 
flush with the rail, and O'Conner had stepped a shorter bowwsprit. 
Hach had a crew of ninéteon hands, all told. From the stare, to 
Hunter's Poiat, it was an even sail; but, when the tacking com- 
menced slong the city front, after rounding the Oakland Bar 
murk, O'Conner seemed to hold the bestpwind and eat out on the 
other's weather. Later Consuelo lost her maintopmast, and the 
O'Conner continued to increase her lead, winning, after a hard 
sailed race, in the unequalled time of 3h. 32m, 26s, the other 
schooner following at 4h. Slm. 5s. Consuelo measures 56,70ft., 
ind O'Connor 66.5ft., the former allowing 30s. time, 

OREGON YACHTING.—The annual regatta given by the Portland 
(Oregon) Yachting Association was sailed July 27th. Wide Awake 
took first money and colors, Oregonian second, Pleetwing third 
ore Water Lily fourth, beating Dip, Mermaid, Glide and Ar- 
cadian. 

ATLANTA.—This schooner, flying the flag of Rear-Com, Vermi- 
lye, A. Y. C., arrived at Gaspé, July 28th. recently from Labrador, 
And was to sail next day for Sidney, C. B. 

duriog the oaruise of the N, ¥. ¥Y. C.,in Anguat, is announced; 
steam to be carried ata fixed pressure,a rule which, it is need- 
Jess to say,is impracticable in view of the different styles of 
boilers in use. - 

l Genter-buard schooner, 2 steamers, 13 keel sloops, 17 center— 
board sloops, 4 cutters and 20 center-bourd cats, uiaking 4 fleet of 
66 sail alltold. Among these we find the famous America, the 
Adrienne, the new Caroline, the Fleur de Lis, the pretty steamer 
Sappho, sloops Nimbus, Fairy, Egeria, Imperia, Shadow, Undine 
and many others well known as the pick of their kind in Boston 
waters. Thea membership includes 4 honorary and 112 regulars, 
A commendable feature of the book is the club roster from 1970) 
to date, showing at a glance the officers of the club, past and 
present. hus, Coolidge Barnard was commodore for 1871, 7% 
und ‘73; W, H. Bangs, Jr., for 1874, 75 and "Fi, and I. B. Peabody 
for 1877, '78, "79 and 'S0, with & probable long run in the future. 
Chas. E. Folsom was the firet commodore In 1870, 2nd has been 
trustee ever since, as ulgo Wim. T', Adams and W. H. L. Smith 
since 1872, Mr. Thos, Manning, 53 Beaver street, is the honorary 
agent of the club in New York, 

CLEVELAND Yacut Cron.—At the last speclil meeting, Com. 
Gurdner was presented with an elegant silk broad pendant, bear- 
ihg the device of the commodore in white on 4 biue fleld, The 
flag was presented by Clty Clerk Eckman in the name of the club 
ina very happily chosen speech whith brought forth appropriate 
remarks in return from the Commodore. The following aoim- 
mittee was Seeger to revise the conslitution of the club: 
Messrs, F. H. Merchant, C, P. Smith, 0. 0, Kettger, Wm. Gerlach 
and Conrad Crause. 

Macic—Cx10.—It was the intention of Mr, Maxwell to sailthe 
Clio for the Bennett challenge cup now held by the latter, but it 
appears that Mr. Weld, of the Magi, got in ahead, and has first 
cliznce. The winner will then be challenged by Crusader, and 
possibly roe by Clytie, if the season is uot too fur sdvanced, or 
possibly threa may startat the game time. 

JuctA—The old time Julia has been sold by Mr. Whitney to Mr. 
Ayer, of Lowell. Price said tobe $4,400, certainly low enuugh, as 
she was thoroughly overhauled by Lawlor lnet winter. She is oue 
ofthe famous Steers family, and asa sloop in New York was fast 
when in the hands of Mr. Waterbury. In model, she is, however, 
a long way behind the America. 
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THE ANTHRACITE ANSWERED, 

An article anent the refusal of Major George Deane, Secretary 
of the Perkins Steam Engine Company, tv meet the Leila in a test 

of economy, appears on our editorial page. It was written before 

the receipt of the following from the Herreshoff Manufacturing 

Company, whose opinion seems entirely in accord with our own. 

Bristow, KR. 1, August 2d. 
To MAJoR George DEANE, Secretary Perkins Engine Vo.:— 
Dea Sin:—Yours of July 28th is received. We regret your 

declination of a practical test between the Anthracite and Leila. 
Although we recognize and appreciate the dillerence betweon 
the two yessels in point of speed, we still fail tO see Why a satis- 
factory test at the dock, if preferred, of twelve hours or more, 
could not be made, and the results, so far as economy is concerned 
(it being a simple question of coal and horse power), be taken as 
reliable and convincing, 
With the earnest wish thata fair and satisfactory trial may still 

be arranged, we remain, Yours truly, 
THE HERKRESHOFF MANUFACTURING Co, 
te 

THE BAY REGATTA, AUG, OTH, 

SAILING RULES, 

Bntries.—Entrles to be made in writing, accompanied by the en- 
trance fee, and actual water line measurement of the yacht 
entered, to be filed with 4 member of the committee prior to 
Friday, Aug, 6th, 1880, at 9 o'clock P.x., when entries will be con- 
sidered closed, and no entries will be taken thereafter, except by 
unanimous yote of the committee, 
The judges reserve the right to remeasure any of the yachts, 
Olassijicution.—Class A, 26 to 30 feet, entrance fee $5; Class Li, 23 

to 26 feet, entrance fee gs; class QO, 20 to 23 feet, entrance fee $5; 
class D, under 20 feet, entrance fee $3; class H, catamarans, en- 
trance fée $3. 
Numbers.—Numbers will be asaigned to each yacht and must be 

placed in center of mainsail on both sides. Numbers can bé ob- 
tained by presenting an order from any of the committee, to 
John Frick, 23 Maiden Lane. 
Sails.—No morethan tyyo sails—jib and mainsail—will be allowed, 

and the tack of the jib must be kept down during the race. 
Prizes.—Class A—Virst prize, $100; second prize, $40; third prize, 

$10. Class B.—First prize, $80; second prize, £30; third prize, $10, 
Class O.—First prize, $70; second prize, $25; third prize, $10. Class 
D.—First prize, $50; second prize, $20; third prize, $9. Class B.— 
One prize, $25, to which is added $25 by Mr. ¥. Hughes, making a 
prize of $5l) for catamarans. 

Prizes to be paid by treasurer immediately after the decision of 
judges on day of the regatta. 
Slart,—The start shall be a flying one for all classes, All yachts 

must be prepared to cross the line at 10;30 a... sharp, and must 
cross within ten minutes after the second fan is tired. 
Guns.—Firet gun—prepare to start—iilve minutes interyal— 

second gun for ail classes to start. Any yacht passing the line 
aiter the expiration of ten minutes froni the firing of the starting 
gun apa be timed as though passed at the expiration of said ten 
minutes, 
Course.—The course will be, for classes A, H, Cand B, from im- 

aginary line between two stakeboxts anchored abovy Coney [s- 
land steamboat wharf, Bay Kidge, L.1.,thenoe ta and around 
Robbing’ Reef Buoy, thence to and ground stakebort in Graves- 
end Bay, anchored about half mile off the steamboat wharf on 
the west point of Coney Island, thenes to home stakeboat, and 
repeat, making 20 nautical miles. 

he course for the fourth clags will be 
liné toand around Robbins’ Keef Buoy, thence to und around 
stakeboat anchored about half mile aboye Fort Lifayette, 
thence to home stakebost, and repeat, waking 15 nautioal miles, 
7 Pe aga ane will leave wll turning points on the port 

Time Allowance—The time allowance wii] be 2 minutes ta 
ae ae for classes A, B and O, aud 1} minutes per foot for clusses 

Baillast,—No restrictions gg to ballast or pumber of men carried 

trom the same starting | 

No ian allowed to leave a yacht during tite ruce, 
ordaking in ballast will not be allowed. 
A yacht touching any boat, buey or fag used to ark our the 

course shall forfeit all claims to the prize, except a3 specified 
below.—Anchoring will be allowed during the race, but no means 
allowed to propel & yacht exceprsails—A competent person shall 
be placed by the regatta cominittee on board of ench stikeboatl 
to make observations, and in the event of any information beiny 
required he may be examined by the judges for that purpose.—- 
Any violation of these regulations shall be reported to the judges 
immediately after the rematta, and, if required, reduced to writ- 
ing.—'The judges, ifin their discretion the oharge shall not be 
frivolous, shall appoint on early day for hearing them, and upon 
such hekring may éxamine such witnesses us shall he produced 
before them,—Yauhbts on the port tack must Invariably give way 
to those on the starboard tavk, and in all esses wheren donbt of 
the possibility of the yucht on the povt tack weathermg the ond 
on the starboard tack shall exist, ie yueht on the port tack shall 
give way, Ifthe other yacht keep ber course and run into her, 
the owner of the ysehton the port tack shall furfeit all claim to 
the prize.—Any yacht beuwring away or altering her course to lee- 
wird, and thereby compelling another yacht to beae awity to 
avoid collision, shall forfeit ail claim to the prize, except when 
two yachts are approwching « windward ashore, bLuuy or stakeboat 
togethdr, with a tree wind, and so close to duel Other that the 
wealhermost cannot bearawny clear of the lecwardmost, and by 
standing on turther would be in danger of running ashore or 
tonwhing said buoy or stakeboat, such ly ewirdmost yacht, on be- 
ing yequested to bear away, is immediately to comply, and will 
forfeit all claim to the prize by notso duiney The wéeathermost 
yacht must, however, in this case, bear away wt tle sume time as 
the one she hails, if she can doso without 6oming in contact.— 
When two yachts, by the wind, are approushing shore, a buoy or 
stakeboat torether, and 50 close that the leewardmust cannot 
tack clear of the windwardmost, and by standing on further 
would be in danger of runniug ashore, or touching said buoy or 
Stukeboat, such weathermost yacht on being requested to put 

Boomiow oul 

a 4 aboutis immediately to comply, and will forfeit all claim to the 
Steam YaAcnT Raoe.—A race for steam yachtsat Newport, | prize by notso doing. Theleewardmost yacht must, in this case, 

however, tack at the same moment as the one she hails, it ehe can 
do so without coming in contact.—When rounding & mark, boat 
or bouy, the yacht nearest thereto shall be considered ihe head- 

| most boat, and should any other yacht that is in the regatta or 

Doxcuester YAcat Cnun.—The club book for 1880 shows a | 
healthy state of affairs. here are on the list 9 keel schooners, ° 

raeé compel a yacht newrer any tnark, boat or buoy, to touch the 
said mark, boat or buoy, the yacht so compelling her shall forteit 
all cluim to the prize. The yachtso compelled to toucha mark, 
boat or buoy, shall not sufferany penalty therelor—Yuachts go- 
teh must invariably give way to those by the wind on either 
tack, 

oo 

MEASUREMENT, 

Exlitor Forest and Stream :— 

Lobserye from your writings in Fonxsr ann Sraeaar iiat you 
ave a decided opponent of measurement by lenyth; and, as you 
see to attribute all the bad quatitles of your “sloop"™ type to 
the effeuts of that system, this is not to be wondered at. 1 quite 
agree with you in your characterization of American and English 
yachts. The latter haye certainly run into a grovye quite pecu- 
liar to thumsgelyes, but they have at least some most valudble re- 
deeming points, I confess I was not aware, when I wrote my let= 
ter to the London Field, that you bad such lon» and extensive 
experience of length meusurement in America, and I, of course, 
quite sccept the lésson tuught by that experience thata “ leneth 
rule," without any corrective or quulifieution whatever, will not 
work well. But perhaps it may still be permitted to doubt 
whether we are justified, on this evidence, in condemning alto- 
gether, length as the basis of classification, und whether it would 
not be well to inguire if other causes bave not contributed their 
Shire in producing the sloop" type, Among such causes might 
be mentioned: 1. No penalty attached 16 the use of the center 
board. The center-bourdis a mechiunicul contrivance, which, in 
smooth water, places a shullow, tat-bottomed yeasel on an equal- 
ity with a deep one for working to wine ward, aed Ieuves ber tar 
superior under wasy shacts, Such a mechanism belpy untaxed, it 
would be strange, indeed, if builders did not tuke advantage of it 
and build shallow bouts. 
2 No restriction as to number of crew, and, consequently, to 

syrend of canvas. You say your sloop requires ulmosr twice me 
hoist of a cutter te drive her. Large sails require a large evew to 
Work them to advantage. With a moderate crew, would not a 
thoderate sail area be 4 necessary cousequenuG?’ And would not 
excessive beam disappexr when enormous initial stitfness could 
no longer be utilized’ J see some of your clubs limit the crew ta 
oné man tor every 4 feet length. ‘his is about twice the comple- 
ment required to work a well-proportionéd and modecrawly 
rigged Gratt, I should suggest one in ten, mid for ‘+ Covrigthiuus,”? 
perhaps, the helmsman added. 

3. All or mest inatches being sailed in sheltered waters, Per- 
haps this cannot always be avoided from lJocal causes; hut the 
fact pives peciliar force to the two first mentioned causes. Giv- 
ing the yachts, whéneyer practicable, a taste of the “open, would 
no doubt have & salutary effect upon their model, 
These are some ot the causes which have suggested themselves 

to my minidas having done much toward the development of an 
unsatisfactory type which might not have guined the ascend- 
ancy had they been removed. 
We now come ty the remedy proposed by you;and with all 

deference to your extensive experience [ contcss that I have not 
been able to satisfy myself that the “eubival contents" rule 
would hive the desired effect, Your argument in the articles m 
FOREST AND STREAM of Feb, 19th seemed to we io lead up to 
a displacement or weight ruic. You use size and momentum 
a5 convertible terms. Now, we know thats hollow indiarubuer 
ball may have less momentum tlian a lead bullet 1-20 partits sive, 
Size in this sense is, in fact, no Measure of momentuni. | was, 
therefore, unprepared for the conclusion that the vessel’s bulle 
was to bemeasured, Letustuke one of your sloops, [ suppose 
d0x12x4 Are NotunusuaAl proporiions. Let ussyppose tinan tuilds 
3 vessels, each 60 per cent. larger than this sloop, ind this he ef- 
fects by alternately adding 5” per cent. \to cach of the S$ di- 
mensions in succession. We then have, No.1, 45x12x4, and No. 2 
30x18x4, and No. 3, 80x12x6. These ure all, by your proposed rule, 
of the same size, Assuming the center-board to be allowad, can 
there be any doubt which of these d would carry otf must prizes? 
Most men would, I think, chouse No, 1 for moderstely smuuib 
water. But would vot this yessel in every respech be u miure ob- 
jectionable yessel than the orizinal sloop? I believe she would 
be much faster, and also much more unsafe. The intluence of 
length, breadth and depth in enabling 4 ycssel to ver over the 
ground js yery differerit, not Only in degree but in kind, and suy 
formula in which the3 dimensions have the same function neees- 
sarily oilers a direct encouragement to extend that digension 
which is of most yalue tor increising the porentivlity of speud. 
TDyen on the assumption that a vessel's power shuula be taxed 
by measuring her 3 dimensions, I should be dignused to doubt 
that the Nova Scotia ¥. 3, rule would give saistuciury xvesults in 
the long run. 
But although the idea uo doubtis looked upon by most yachts- 

mien as heterodox and absurd, I have styong doubts as to the pra- 
priety of taxing a vessel's power to carry suilwtall. As faras wy 
experience goes nearly all rules huyine this object in view fand 
that includes most rules in use), tend to produce long vessels 
with iusulticient power for seagoing purposes. Vne Uhames rule 
isan exception, theonly onal know, It has lett a safety valve 
open, making it possible to combine length with power. In other 
words, it Js an exception simply because it dues net du whut it was 
intended to do—it does not utford a mgasure of power, 
As already stated, lam ready to concede,on the strength of 

your experiancs tn America, that a leugih yule, pure and simple, 
will notgive good results, without some check to the tendency 
to excessive sail areas, which is comiton to aliadst all rules >but 
ilis by no means clear tomy mind that leneth sliould not be tbe 
basis of classification for speed. It is possible (although T capnut 
look upon it as established) thatpowerin sume shape shonid be 
taken Intoaccount, butassuming this lo be astablished it mercy 
well baa question whether it would not be better WwW adopt Mr, 
Dixon Kemp's suggestion in the London Wield, and wessure the 
actual sail power carried rather than the power to oupry sail, 
Lawrvig, Nerway, duly Ath. CUULN GV GILEI, 

Tt alfords us great pleasure to publish the matuved thougnts of 

men by their qualifications fully able to deal intelligentty with 
the question they digeuss, whether they agree with ugornot. Mr. 
Colin Archer’s letter will be read with attention Dy dll on this 

side of the Atlantic, ys hisname is as Well laayn on this contin 

neéotasit abroad for his valuable contributions to inocu 
naval science. Incidentally we may also point to such ewuiius.t\- 

cations as evidence of thé universal circulation of Foress axa 

STREAM AN the esteem the journal is held o by the best authon— 

tes of theday, Qur correspondent residing at such a distunces 



we will jot take advantage of the factand enter upon an argu= 
ment a toub oulaice, hut indicate the line of thought by which 
we arrive at our conclusions. 

Two things by way of premise, however. We cannot blame Mr. 

Archer for taking usat our word and identifying * power” with 

“stability.” We used the word “ power” as it is generally under- 

stool among yachtsmen here, as synonymous with “momen- 
tum,” though in technical parlance there is no eonnec- 

tion between the two, “ power” among nayal architects meaviog 

“stabflity,” something altogether ditferent from “ momentum.” 

Like Mr. Archer, we are very far from counselling ‘stability ’’ as 

a basis of measurement. It is so clearly the outcome of model, 
and therefore something that should not be taxed, that we have 

always set our foot upon anything like measurement by sail area, 

by area of water line, or the Thames rule, all of which are indices 

Of a vessel's stabillty. We believe Mr. Kemp once publisheda 

table of sail areas showing how nearly the Thames rule measures 

stability, hence the abnormal tendency among the modern cut- 

tera to decrease their stability, and consequently their measire- 

ment, in proportion to size, by deducting from beam and adding 

more rapidly to untaxed size and momentum than to stability by 

increase of length. We believe with Mr, Archer that the modern 

cutter, though possessing undeniably good qualities in the most 

important direstions, is not the best type of vessel for the money 

inves‘ed, except when eafling under the rule of measurement 

which hus fayored their production so strongly, and that under a 

more equitable rule more moderate forms would come to the 

Tore, especially where speed js expected. In the three examples 

sivyen and in the following phrase Mr, Archer strikes the key note 

of the weakness of measurement by three dimensions pure and 

simple: ‘* The influence of length, breadth and depth in enabling 

a. vessel to get Over the ground is very different not only in de- 

gree, but in kind, and any formula in which the three dimensions 

have the same 1unction necessarily offers a direct encouragement 

to extend that dimension which is of most yalue for increasing 

the potentiality of speed.” This 1s incontrovertible and this 

danger we had foreseen all along. ‘To obviate it we desired to 

have the three dimension rule so modified as tu make it virtually 

ihe Thames rule minus the bad features. We proposed the adop- 

tion of “standard depths" for measurement purposes, such 

depths io depend upon a consideration of the other two chief di- 

mensions. Suchastep would at once remove the tendency to 

build shallow vessels on one hand, and on the other would de- 
prive the designer of any incentive to extravagantly narrow 

craft, asthe Y, R. A. or Thames rule now does by making what 

we may fairly call its “standard depth” dependent upon only 

one of the remaining two, thereby checking on ong and stretch- 

ing the other. But knowing the difficulty of moving great 

bodies, especially when disorganized, as the American yachting 

public still is, we deemed it advisable for the time to drop press- 

ing the point for fear of wrecking the whole scheme at the ont- 

set by complications which the general public is never fond of. 

On the principle that half aloaf is better than none atall, we 

hoped that after the three dimension rule had once become gen- 
erally adopted, it would have been an easy matter to induce the 

tinal step of substituting standard depth and ayoid the construc- 
tion of types which otfer no inducement to other phases of the 

sport than racing. Ce n'est que le premier pas qui coute. 

However, these are side issues. We will attempt to lay our 

eourse of reasoning in the matter before the reader in concise 

form. 

We take it for granted atthe outset that races are sailed as a 

test of model, and that the object of granting timeis to allow a 

fair test between yachts differing in some initialadvantage due to 

msiatural causes, and which are not the result of artifice or form. 

Wliminating extruneous, irrelevant disturbances, let us considera 

series of races between two yachts, A and B, inall their variations. 

_A and B are supposed to be built on exactly the same lines, but A 

the larger of the two. Ina fair race A will outsail B. The dis- 

tance between them at the finish represents the value of the dif- 

ference in size between A aud B, and is the amount which A 

should allow Bin order to bring about an equitable test of their 

models, Being exactly alike, they should at the end of our“ theo- 

wetical race’ be placed eyenat the finish, and this the time al- 

fowed Bshould exactly accomplish. The distance which A has 
outsailed Bis not due to the difference of lengthin her favor, for 

beam and depth have been increased in the same ratio and the | 

canvas as well. In other words, while the resistance may have 

been doubled, the propelling power has only been increased in 

exuctly the same ratio, and were it nobfor some virtue éntirely in- 

dependent of linear dimensions, per se, the yacht A would clearly 

sail no faster than her smaller sister B. Why, then, has A beaten 

her? 

This isthe answer. Upon the assumption that A js twice as 
Jong, twice as wide and twice as deep as B,she will experience 

your times the resistance of B, but her size, diplacement, and 

therefore momentum, will be cight times that of B, It isin this 

faster increase in size and momentum in proportion to resistance, 
that we have the reason of A's outsailing B,and in this only. 

Hence theoretically correct table of time allowance should be 
constructed upon the value found in practice to attach to yarious 

ditferences of momentum. The factof A'slength being greater 

than that of Bis purely incidental, and to italone none of the 

excess of speed oyer B is to be ascribed. Building time tables 

upon Jength is confounding cause and effect. 

Further, that Jengthis a deceptive criterion, will appear from 

the following: Instead of A being built on the lines of B, assume 

her to be shorter, but yct of greater sizo—a yery likely assump- 

tion. A length measurement would saddle B with a penalty, 
whereas from the foregoing it appears that the natural advantages 

flowing from greater size are in possession of A, and the latter is 
the subject fora justtax. Let them sail a race as a test of model. 
Avaio Jet us supposg A wins. Theamount by whivh she has won 

is certainly not an exhibit of the superiority of her shape, pure 
‘and simple, for she bas been aided to a certain degree by the mo- 
mentum due to her excess of size over B. To justly weigh the 

worth of their models, then, an allowance must be made by A to 
B. ‘This amount, subtracted from the total distance A has out- 
sailed &, will represent the superiority of the model A, 

Sbould nothing remain after the subtraction has been per- 

formed, it Indicates that the epeed of A and B is exactly alike, 
If ‘less than nothing ”* remains; in other words, if thesubtrac— 

dion cannot be performed, if proyes that after eliminating the 

natural advantage of superior size, and bringing the two down to 

one Jevel in that respect, A is not only not faster than B, but 
slower by just the amount by which the subtraction cannot he 

performed, or what in algebra would be known as a minus quan- 

tity. 
a each of the previous cases, allowances on length would haye 

brought.about exactly the wrong conelusion, and would haye 

handed the prize to the wrong vessel, that is to the slower model, 
or at least modified the verdict somuch as to rob it of its va'ue 

to naval architects. This is exactly what we see in Ameriva | 

eyery day, whore inferior modela win prizes time and again oe 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

ing to time allowance on length working just the wrong way, 
making a yessel of moderate form pay to one of greater tonnage 

but of less length, yel inferiorin all other desirable attributes of 
a good vessel. 

One thing more. Wemay have used the terms size and momen- 
tum a3 inter-conyertible. Aboye Mr, Archer points out the differ- 
eliee between the two, where he instances the rubber ball and bul- 

let. We have, in advocating a “ three dimension rule,” taken no 

notice of this difference, because a given size of vessel will ena- 

ble the desizner to settle upon a given displacement to produce 

momentum to the extent he prefers, large or small, and the re- 

sult he is prepared to abide by. Hence, if ona given size the dis- 

placement is too large or too small, itis an element of design in— 

tentionally executed upon the problem as a whole. Size is the 

original standard from which he works and which places within 
his grasp a certain possible speed. What he managestu produce 

drom that size ig model, and must sail on its own merits, varying 
displacements included. 

In order to meet the chief objection against bulk measurement 
made by those who in thelr haste condemn the seeming incon- 

gruity of tuxing it when perbaps actually retarding speed by 

faulty location, we offer the following for consideration. Bulk 

is taxed for its quantity in the rule, and not at all for its positivn. 

The objection urged does not hold good therefor. Its position 

always remains optional with the builder. If he putsit where it 

may actually be hurtful to speed, it isa matter of model, andif 
the boat is beaten she is beaten owing to her poor model, which 

is no reason at all why in equity the builder should beexempi trom 

paying for the greater momentum he has had the use of over the 

whole course, and which, a8 explained qboye, is at all times the ne- 

cessary accompaniment of an excess of bulk, irrespective alto- 

gether of itslecationin the model. To make this still plainer, 

let us apply it to an example. If A is largerand of poorer model 

than B, the latter may outsail A. To obtain atruthful estimate 

of the worth of their models for speed, itis certuinly clear that 

we must in equity eliminate the excess of momentum which A 

possesses, due to her excess of bulk. Only when this bas been 
done, when A bas been shorn of such vatural advantage, will the 
models baye been placed on an equal basis, and the actual supe- 

riority in shape of B laid bare. To effect thisin practice, an al- 

lowance of time deduced from practical observation must be 

given by Ato B. Thesum total of this allowance, added to the 

recorded victory of B, will represent the true gauge of B's supe- 
viority of shape or model, which wasthe aim of the racein ihe 

first place. This isthe rock that most split on, but we trust that 

after a thorough digestion of the foregoing it will be clear why a 
yessel should pay for excess of bulk, no matter where found, and 

why such paymentis in no wise taxing model, but simply the 

attainable momentum, the only natural adyantsge which is in- 

herent to and yaries with size, independent entirely of what form 

it may be put into. 
A bulk measurement is the only one devised which is correct in 

theory, ind which leayes the modeller absolutely unfettered in 

choice of such shapes as will be most conducive tothe aims he 

has in yiew. When itis deemed desirable to 50 frame the rule as 

to encourage 4 particular kind of model, it can be submitted to 

limitations as required, with lesa departure from equity and logic 

than any other, and with no liability to produce what is not 

wanted or what was not expected. 
Tax size and you reach the bottom, beyond which no one can 

ovtiin any natural inherent adyanutage not accounted and paid 

for at the start in the shape of time allowance. 

In practice you may then modify the rnle to the extent neces- 

sary to produce the most serviceable ty pe of yacht. 

oe 

OOBAN PASSAGES.—From our excellent French contemporary, 
Le Yacht, we clip the following concerning the ocean passages 
made by American yachts :— 

1851, America, schooner, 170 tons, New York to Hayre, 21 days- 
eee Sylvia, sloop, 105 tons, New York to Havre, 16 days 22 

1857, Charter Oak, sloop, 23tons, New York to Liverpool. 
eR ST Columbus, sloop, 45 tons, New York to Cowes, 

"Ista, Gipsy, schooner, 135 tons, New York to Queenstown, 19 
ays. 
1868, Alice, sloop, 27 tons, Boston to Cowes, 19 days. 
1866, Henrietta, schooner, 205 tons, Sandy Hook to Cowes, 13 

days 21 hours 45 minutes. 
1866. Fleetwing, schooner, 200 tons, Sandy Hook to Cowes, 14 

days 6 hours 10 minutes. 
Is6t, Vesta, schooner, 201 tons, Sandy Hook to Cowes, 14 days6 

hours 40 minutes. 
1868, Sappho, schooner, 274 tons, New York to Cowes, 14 days. 
1869, Sappho, schooner, 301 tons, New York to Queenstown, 12 

days 9 hours 386 minutes. 
7869, Dauntless, schooner, 208 tons, New York to Cowes, 12 days 

1f hours 6 minutes. 
139, Meteor, schooner, 293 tons, New York to Cowes. 
1871, Enchantress, schooner, 243 tons, New York to Gibraltar. 
1872, Sappho, schooner, 310 tons, New York to Cowes, 18 days. 
1872, Dauntless, schooner, 268 tons, New York to Cowes, 24 days- 

s 1872, Enchantress, schooner, 253 tons, New York to Cowes, 22 
ays. 
1873, Faustine, schooner, 95 tons, New York to Cowes, 18 days. 
1874, Viking, schooner, 157 tons, New York to Cowes, 3) duys. 
188), Intrepid, schooner, 270 tons, New York to Cowes, 24 days, 
Sappho mude the fastest run in 12 days hours and 3! minutes. 
The Charter Oak, Coluoibusand Gipsy were sold abroad, andthe 

Meteor was lost olf Tripoli. 

LANCASHIRE WitceH.—From the San Francisco Call; The English 
steam yacht Lancashire Witch, Sic Thomas Hesketh, owner, re- 
turned from her northern trip on July 10th, The Witch sailed 
trom Cowes, January 14th, 1870, arrived at this port March 138th 
last, and left on the 16thof April, proceeding to Victoria and Na- 
naimo, remaining in the latter pluce a day to coal. From Nanaimo 
she sailed and steamed to Kodiac, one of the numerous felands oif 
Alaska, where a week was spent, and then went North (to Cook's 
Inlet, where ice prevented further progress foraformight. The 
lime was spentin hunting. Leaving the inlet, Kodiue was again 
yisited, trout fishing being the principal amusement. Mr. Francis 
started out on a bear hunting expedition, with provisions for one 
day, and was ice-locked in the bay for fivedays. He nearly starved 
to death, and was finajly obliged to subsist on seaweed, which he 
emphutically declares is anything but a palatable dish. Chigmil k 
Bay was. reached on the 15th of May, and here seyeral reindeer 
and one large brown bear were shot. Sir Thomas Hesketh, Mr. 
Francis and Mr, Sadler penetrated wellinto the interior, and upon 
their return the yacht was beaded for Ungar, another of the 
amiutll isiunds, where fearful weather was encountered. At Port 
Muller, Bristol Bay, the party enjoyed some excellent sport cateh- 
ing bears, walruses and an enormous quantity of salmon, halibut 
andcodfish. The seal fisheries at St, Paul were then visited. Dhe 
relief ship Thomas Corwin bad left St. Paul on June 5th,a few 
days privr to the arrival of the Lancasbire Witch. Ounalaska 
was Lhe last point visited, from which portthe yacht sieamedto, 
San Francisco in the excellent time of 11 days, haying to contend 
against very bad weather. The Witch willin & few days pro- 
ceed to Monterey and other southern ports, and then return to 
San Francisco, where she will be refitted preparatory to heat 
cruise to ths South Beas and home. 
et 

—Sharks are unusually plenty in New York Bay this 
season, many of them even running up into Newark Bay, 
One measuring nine feet was recently caught at the foot 
of Bement uyenue, West Brighton. 

—_—s 

—Spearing sturgeon is one of the sports of San Fran- 
cisc Bay, A harpoon line is used, and the San Francisco 
Bulletin describes the sport as exciting, 
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Aiswers to Correspantenis, 

ES"No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 
d ——— 

Por Huster, New Bedford, Massi—Send us your name and we 
will be happy to publish your létter. 

HAnt, Syracuse, N. ¥,—You willtind the “Bull Frog ''song in 
the college song book, Carmina Coilegianu, we think. 

T. W,, Randolph, Mass.—Tloy passage to Florida on sailing ves- 

sels write to Warren Ray & Co., 62 Sour street, N.Y, Theyruna 
regular line of schooners to Jacksonville. 

ao B,., New Hampton, N. Y.—The open season for woodenuk in 

New York began Auy, Ist, with the exception of Oneida and 

Herkimer counties, where the season does notopen unt! Sept. 1st. 

MAss, R. A.—Will the person sending us a letter frum Boston 

dated July 27th and signed “ Mass, R. A.,” kindly send his proper 

nme, as the article is of too serous a nature to publish anony- 

mously? i 

M-W., Hoboken, N. J.—Ts there any law prohibiting rail shovt- 
ing in the State of New York, and especially on Long Island? 1 

Can {ind none mentioned, Ans. No mention of the birds igs made 
in thelaw. Nosorashooting to be had on Long Island. 

F.B.H., Elmira, N. Y.—Por government and railroad lands in 

Jowa and Minnesota, write to Chas. B.Simmons,Supt, Land Dept, 
Chicago and Northwestern Railway,415 Broadway, N. ¥., and to 

the Commissioners of Immigration of the respective States. 

PLuytEr, Boston, Mass.—How would you loud a medium choke 

10 gauge gun, giying size of shot, for fall plover, nt sixty yards ? 

How for coot? Ans. [tis impossible to answer such a question 

as yours. Give the weight of gun. For ployer use 8 shot; for 

coots, 3 or 4, 

W.5.5., Pottsville, Pa.—Your setter is out of condition, A 

mild course of sulphur, followed by 2¢rs. of quinine three times 

a day for a week, may do good. Write result. We make no 

charge for treatment of dogs through this column, and are pleased 

when we can be of service to our friends, 

A.M. 1{., Glearfield, Paa—l. To what point of the compass is It 
best to face a targetfor afternoon shooting? §. What substunce 

is used at Creedmoor for painting the targets and marking off tie 

bullet marks? Ans. 1. Have the sun behind the backs of the 

shooters, 2. Whiting fur white; lamb-black for blauk. Water or 
stale boer to mix. 

J. IL. B., Northumberland, Pa.—My setter bitoli has been sick, 

Her bludder must be alfected, as the water drops from her, Mer 
nose keeps hot and her tongueisan unnatural color, Please ad- 

vise me what to dofor her, Ans. Open her bowels freely with 
castor oil, and give herten drops of tincture of iron in a little 
water three times a day. 

E. G., Albany, N. ¥.—Nothing as yet has been definitely ar- 

ranged about sending an American cricketing team to England 

next yeur. But the matter is being seriously considered by the best 

exponents of the game, and we sincerely trust the yenture will 

be carried out while the Newhalls and men of their class are in 

their prime, 

W. 8. H., Lewisberry, Pa.—Can you tell me what to bait with 

to catch fall tish, and how to fish forthem? Also, howto‘ skitrer’’ 

with frog, minnow or pork balt? What isthe latter? Ans. For 

“fall fish” bait with worm or piece of fish, use Hoat and fish at 

middle depth; they taketly at ulltimes, To skitter well, the line 

should be buta trifle longer than the rod, the balt is eastand bya 

movement of the rod sideways itis made to skip or * skitter” like 

a fish trying to escape on the surface, A pork bait is simply a 
piece of salt pork, 

Ww. aA. K., Fort Hamilton—My red Trish setter puppy, seyen 
months, has a continuous jerking and twitthing of the muscles 

and joints. Her hind quartersare so weak from this that they 

frequently giye way under her. Sheis otherwise well, lively anid 

has a goodappetite. The neryous, jerking moyements followed 

what I supposed to be a severe attack of distemper. Ans. The 

chorea of distemper is yery ditticult to cure. Quinine and nux 

yomica seem to be ihe two best remedies. Two grains of the 

former and one-elghth to one-quarter of a grain of the latter 

three times a day. 

W., Unionville, Conn.—Will you inform me wher eé to find in- 
formation regarding the carp, what waters they thrive in, and 

where the young fish can be procured? Ans, The reports of the 

United States Fish Commission give the most complete informa- 
tion on the carp. They thriye in warm ponds, frog ponds, etc., 
where there are few other good fish. They are yezeturians to uw 

great extent. You can get young ones from Prof.8, F. Baird, 

United States Fish Commissioner, Washington, D, C. It would be 

best to make application to him through your meniber of Con- 

gress. 

P. C., Ruinébeck, N. ¥.—L havea foxhound, which I found on 

my arrival home the other day to be very badly off, The trouble 

seems to be contined to the head, which, as far us appearances go, 

Jooks ull sound, no swelling ov eruption of any kind, but there is 

a discharge from one nostril, which is quite offensiye. He also 
seenis to have some difficulty in breathing, and his appetite is 

gone. Can yuu tell me what to do? Ans. The dog has, very 

probably, what used to be called head distemper, and watch is of 
the epizootic form of the disease. Let him inhale the smoke of 
burning tar, and give him five grains of quinine night and morn- 

ing for four or fivedays. Open lis bowels with custor oil and 

seep him quiet; diet light and nutritious. 

W. H.N., Newark.—In a tifle match with rules of N, R, Assouia- 
tion to govern, A Band C compete for prizes at 800, 900, and 
1,000 yards. A used a breech-londer, B and C muzzie-loading rifles: 

During the 1,000 yard stage, A had a“ miss-fire,"’ by reason of nex 
lecting to put any powder in his shell, explading cap only. B fol- 
lowed next, and after firing, found he had neglected to puta bul- 
letin hig gun. A and & each claim another shot, while C ecluims 
each should be ecored a miss, A also claims B is not entitled to 
another shot on ground that the gun “went off." Whichisright? 
Ans. © igsright. A and B both are entirely wrong. A rifle going 
olf at firing point counts as. shot; if it go off not at firing-point, 
the careless fellow should ba barred from the ground, 

W..H. W., Philadelphia.—I have a setter dog, four years old. 
who hag always been troubled with a wheezing or asthmatic 

cough, Ofiate it has become aggravated considerably. When 
he starts to run, he coughs half a dozen times ; it then ceases. If 
tied, tugging at his collar will produce the barking or wheezing. 
He lives in the house, but gets a run of from four to six miles 

every day; isin good condition for work atall times; is fed from 

the table, and receives many alittle luxury. Will you please sug- 
gestaremedy? Ans. Remove the luxuries and give avery plain 
diet for atime, Medicine is notlikely to do any good unless it 
beamild purge. The condition you describe often follows an 
attack of distemper,, 
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G. F. H., Hartford.—I have @ setter bitch puppy ten months 

old, suffering from paralysis of her hind legs, caused by distem- 
per. Sheis unable to stand at all on account of the paralysis. No 

running from the eyes ornose: in fact, thadistemper has troubled 

her but little at any time, and I had supposed she had recovered 
from the disease entirely, when this trouble appeared. Tt did not 

come on from exposure or oyer feeding, as oat meal and milk has 

been her principal diet. Consideriog ber condition she has con- 

siderable strength and yery good appetite. Haye been giying 

quinine and strychnine, and occasional use of battery. ‘The pa- 

ralysis has been lasting about two weeks with a tendency of in- 

creasing. Can anything be done? Ans. Substitute one-quarter 
to one-eighth of nux yomica extract for strychnine, and youare 

doing all that can be done to advantage in such cases. 

F. P.D., Jr., Maryland.1. Can you inform me if dogs are sub- 
ject to gravel? I losta fine English setter several weeks ago; he 

was only sick two orthree days. After death, the examination 

showed that he had two large stones in his bladder, and both it 
and his kidneys had mortified and suppurated. I do not under- 

stand how he could haye been so afflicted. I baye owned him 

three years, and he has not been sick a day. Are dogs subject to 

this, and isthere any cure? 2. Please inform me of the most re- 
liable party from whom to purchase a good, young setter. Ans. 
1. Dogs are subject to gravel or stone, just as man is, and from 

similar causes. The annoyance can be allayed, but the chance of 

af radical cure is very slight. You have negiected to state the 

size of the stones; let us hear from you on this point. 2. We can- 

not recommend any special dog man. We call your attention to 

our kennel advertisements, 

Mopus.—Turpentine is a good vermifuge, but apt to inflame the 

kidneys. To prevent this an emulsion should be formed by mix- 

ing it with yolk of egg and olive oil; the dose fora medium sized 

dog isa teaspoonful. Venice turpentine is a milder remedy. It 

may begiven in doses of a drachm, made into pills with flour or 

with areca nut powder freshly grated. The dose of nut is two 

grains to eyery pound weight of the dog, but no dog should be 

given more than two drachms. A strong and mature dog should 

be kept without food for twenty-four hours before giving a 

vermifuge. Give a tablespoontul of olive oil the evening before 
giving the yermifuge ; and the worm medicine should always be 

followed by a purgative a few hours later. In the case of tape- 
worm the remedy cr remedies selected must be persevered with 

util the head of the worm is expelled, and in all cases the worms 

and all discharged feces should be either burned or mixed with 

some powertul disinfectant and deeply buried, to preyent propa- 
gation of the parasites by their ova, 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

A ScaGgtsriox to SuMMER Tourists.—A change of climate tis 
at all times more or less dangerous. There are elements in a new 
atmosphere which are injurious, especially when the system is 

exhausted by care and overwork, and which should be gnarded 

aguinst. «After careful observation we have come to the vonclu- 

gion that Warneér’s Safe Kidneyand Liver Cure is the best pre- 

yentiye for atmospheric evils, und that it will restore health and 

vigor sooner than any remedy which has ever been discovered. 
—_—_<_—_ 

All orders for my patent rough glass bails hereafter should be 

addressed to J, Palmer O'Neil & Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 
A. H. Bocarpws. 

BOGARDUs BaLwus.—All orders reesived by us for the Bogardus 

patent rough ball will receive prompt attention. Hereafter these 
balls will be packed in barrels containing 250 balls, and will be 

packed as securely as possible to prevent breakage in transporta- 

tion. The quality of the ball will be greatly improyed. Send for 

prices and sample ball. J. PALMER O'Nein & Co., 

Pittsburg, Pa, 
—s—_——_— 

Fine Guys.—For sale, second-hand W. &C. Scott & Son's breech, 
loader; 12 bore, 30 inch, §1 pounds weight, top action, double 

bolt, extension rib, half pistol grip, hora heel-plate, patent fore- 

end, large head strikers; cost new $175: good as new. I haye in 

stock a fine assortment of the celebrated W. & C. Scott & Son’s 

breeen-loaders, from the “‘ Premier Quality” (both with and 

without hammers) down to their lowest grade ; 16 and 20 bores of 

each grade onhand. Alsoof the world renowned makers, * West- 

ley Richards’ hammerless, 12, 16 and 20 bores. 

CHARLES L. RIvZMANN, 

943 Broadway, New YorE. 
—— 

To ‘‘Guys.”—The advertiser who made use of this 

pseudonym in these columns some months since is noti- 

fied that there are a number of letters awaiting him at 
this office, 

Tut HiaHEst Scorr.—A Southern correspondent inquires for 

highest team score, at birds, eight men to the team, ten birds 

gach. We are unable justat this moment to give this informa- 

tion. Can any of our readers give it? 

—A number of Newton, N. J., sportsmen have a club- 
house on Hamburg Mountain, at the Sand Pond. 
—In the article ‘‘ Haunts and Habits of Bears," July 

21st, for ‘‘ Hamilton, Maine,” read Houlton, Maine. 
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DEVOTED TO SHOOTING, THE KENNEL, THE RiFie, ANGLE 

AND OTHER FIELD AND AQUATIC SpoRTs, PRAcTICAL Nat- 
URAL History, FIsH CULTURE, THE PROTECTION OF GAME, 
AND THE INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OF A HEALTHY 
INTEREST IN OUTDOOR RECREATION AND STUDY. 
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Nos. 39 AnD 40 PARK Row (Times Building), New Yors, * 

Terms: 
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one dollar for three months. 
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Advertisements. 
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ences and obseryations, 
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Hliscellancous Advertisements. 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, the ee esl 
KEBP'S PAT, PARTLY-MADBE SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KEE?'S KID GLOVES, none better, 
KEEP'S UNDEKWEAR, the best, 
KBEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP's NECKWEAR, latest novelties. ) 
KEEP'S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, 6 for 510. 
KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
KEEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 

EP'S SHIRTS. 
EKEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEEP'S risk. 

KEEP'S GOODS ALWAYS] THE BEST AND 

OHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory _ 

Samples and Circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
31, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY,:N. ¥. 

Padron 

Ostrich Farming. 

CTIVE OR SILENT PARTNER 
wanted, with $20,000 to $50,000, to join a 

young man in the above business in San Joaquin 
Valley, California. Advertiser has had Jong ex- 
perience on ostrich farms in South Africa; 
thorourhly understands the business in allits 
branches, such as mating, care of breeding and 
feather birds, rearing of chicks, and sorting 
feathers for the London and Paris markets. 
Large profits gan be derived from the invest- 

ment; more money in it than sheep or cattle 
ranching. Any person answering this with in— 
tention of acting as active partner must he 
strictly temperate; none others need apply 
Best of references given and required. Address, 
giving full name, ete.,ete.. W. D., Occidental 

otel, San Francisco, Cal, Jy .29-4t. 

Dirks, ete. 

on 

Regular Superior. 

Padron 2d 

CHARLES L, RITZMANN, | 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Breech-Loadine (ns 
943 Broadway, near 32d St.,N. ¥, 

Fine 
FISHING TACKLE. 

The Celebrated 
in Stock. 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER, 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, 

Sent by mail on receipt of price. 

CUTLERY 

Finest Quality. 
The celebrated *‘ Le Coutre" razor, in stock. 

Razors with safety attachinents, 

Bowie Kniyes, Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, 

Spanish Silk Worm Gut. 

Per Thousand. 

HE GREAT REDUCTION in the quality of this article, and the increasing admixture of rough strands, has forced as to oo 
into the manufacture of it for our own account, e 

quality gut is made, 
Our Mr. Imbrie has just returned from Murcia, Spain, where all the hich 

While there he organized the most extensive and perfect factory for making this article in the world, h 
grades named below will run at least 25 per cent better than those of any other manufacturers. 

Per Thousand. 

The 

Per Thousand. 
mae beta. te gL OF Padron ist Superior ......... .. 7% 50 Regular Superior, 16 inches.... 12 0G 

Regular Ordinary....,......... 15 Maranisnde 966 or ee oe. 12 00 | Padron2d ‘ 15 inches.... 13 00 

ae st ae 2 50 Marana) Ist 6 - 14. ,.2...25... 20:00 Padronist 15 inches.... 15 00 

ang rage WAR i Imperial iether outs rare Mavrafia let ‘* 15 inches.... 50 00 

Se kt arevime ous. QD 

Discount to Manufacturers. 

ABBEY @IMIBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

Fine solid gold, $2; 
gold plate, $1. “Frankfort” Reels 

$i 00: Maska- 
longe, &1 25. 

OF THE 

of money, draftor P. 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 fulton street, New York. 
Designer, manufacturer and jobber in every kind of 

jewelry made. 
medals. Rowing, shooting, athletic, archery, collewe and 
school medals of every description. 
badges in gold and silver. 
nished free upon application. 
taining over 400 different designs. 
upon receipt of twenty-five cents. 
Norice.—_Two_ club campaign medals made in first- 

class style in solid gold, coin silver and heavy plate, with 
three colors of enamel—red, white and blue. 
center of Hancovk badge, representing the Third Corps, 
aud acorn in center of Garfield badge, representing the 
Fourteenth Corps, 

coin silyer, $1; heayy | 

My specialties are badges, emblems and 

All the army corps 
Special designs for same fur- 

T haye a catalogue con- 
Will send by mail 

Trefoil in 

Fine solid gold, $2: coin silver, 
roll plated, $1. 

31; heavy 

Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of price to any part of the United States, 
A liberal discount in quantities to the trade and clubs. 
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ALLEN’S DECOY FRAME. ALLEN’s DUCK UALLER. 
: ALLEN’S DECOY FRAME IS SIMPLY A DEVICE TO HOLD 

THE DEAD DUCK IN A NATURAL POSITION IN THE WATER, 
or on the ice asa decoy. 

Weclaim hat itbey wiil decoy better than any other device ever made. 
They cost leas than any «ther decoy ($4.00 per dozen.) 
You can carry two dozen in your hunting coat pockets, and in one minute 
after shooting your duck can set itin the water in a3 natural a position 4s 
when alive. We make three sizes: 
etc. No, 2 for widgeon, blue-hbills, gadwalls, etc.. and No. 

For sale by ai! gun dealers, or by F. A. 

They weigh less. 

No, 1for mallards, pin-tails, canvas-backs, 
43 tor teal, etc. 

ALLEN, Monmouth, Uk, Sent to any address on receipt 
O. Order, at $4 per dozen. 

WE MAKE THE MOST NATURAL-TONED AND EASIEST BLOWING DUCK CALLER IN 

x: eee 
Hiorsman’s Archery 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 
» Maurice Thampsem, Father of Archery in this country 5 

an Tl. Thompaon. Ney * Champinn Archer of the United States, 
Henry 0. Gereer, Bsy., Pres't of the National Archery Assoolation. 
A. & Browpell, Eoy., President of the Eastern Archery tion ¢ 

and other leading Archers. 
Special attention ts called to Homsman's SPaxise Yew-Backen 
jows and footet peacock feathered Arrows. 
ross stanip for Iuatrated Catuloeus of Archery & Lawn Tenuis, 

E. |. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York- 
=" Sole Agent for Brownell’s Archery? Seoya | Inquire of C. Z, MILEY, Lancaster, P 

Book and Score Cards } ties 

yi pe aa he SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF ONE DOLLAR. LIBERAL DISCOUNTTO: 
1 . 

Fire-Arms Of Evely Descriptio fh SEXP FOR NEW PRICE LIST OF SUP- YPE-WRITER TO EXCHANGE, =a 
PLIES for Willexchangé a neariy bran new TyrPre AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 

SHOOTING AND FISHING 
OUTFITS, ALSO, 

OYFrTICAL Goons. 
THLE-COPBs, MARINE GLASSES 
FIELD GLASSES, COMPASSES, Btc,* 
The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
(recommended by Forest anD STREAM) sent 
post-paid for $2. 
GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 

LOADED TO ORD#k. SEND STAMP FOR 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 
cS. SE Eee 

ANTED—A man to take charge of 
akenupel. One who thoroughly under- 

stands the rearing aud breaking of puppies. A 
single man preferred. Good references wanted, 

a. 
Sulyed, sty 

Taxidermists and Naturalists. 
Thave the largest and best stock of artificial 
eyes for birds and animals in the country, and 
have greatly reduced the prices. 

W.J. KNOWLTON, 

168 Tremont street, Boston, Mass, 

COUGHTRY’S PATENT 
“FOLDING BOAT.” 
JOHN D. COUGHTRY, P. O. Station L, N. ¥. 

fy TALE for Yatchs, Dingeys, Sports- 
men und family use. Folds up less than six 

fnches thick. Light, cheap. strong, portable; 
fine model. Send forcircular. The new pattern 
HUNTER’S BOAT—roomy, easy to row ; weight, 
complete, 251bs, Price, only $20. 

WRITER, in perfect condition, used but about 
four weeks, and cost $125 cash, for its equiva- 
lent in fine hunting-boat (folding canvas, or 
Bond iron seetional boat preferred) and tly-rod, 
or other sportsmen’s equipments, H. B. RUNEY, 
East Savinaw, Mich. Jualy.28 

Shooting Tournament, 
AT 

BRADFORD, PA., 
JT TNDER the auspices of the BRADFORD 
U SHOOTING CLUB. Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday, Aug, 11th, 12th and 13th, 1830,. Five 
thousand birds in coops. No fra Rita! No 
postponement! Nobody bsarred! And no fa- 
yorites! All purses guaranteed. No Stete rules 
to govern. 

ANTED,—A first class, second-hand breech- 
, loading Shot Gun. Address, with full 

particulars, ** B.,” P. O, Box, 2,475, New York. 
Aug.6,4. 
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for Sate. Ghe Henuel, 
| | Che Kennel. 

FOR SALE, 
An Marthiy Paradise. 

PLEASURE. HEALTH, HAPPINESS, 
Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayl3.ém 

Inaperial | Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Wield Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

elcill and judpment, 
- Dogs have daily access to salt 

4 water. 
, N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H, C. GLOVER,Tous River, N. J 

Hee SALE.—One Steven's single barrel Shot 
Gun, best quality, lot of shells, etc,, caeup, 

FP. H. PARKER, Ashburi' ham, Mass. July.29 

OR SALE—A W.& C. Scott & Sons breech- 
* joading Shot Gam, 28-inch Damascus barrels, 

]2-rauge, & pounds, pistol grip, rebounding locks, 
patent tore end, and all the Invest improye- 
ments. Bought new in May last; in perfect 
condition and a firat-class shooter. Will sell for 
$45, if taken soon. CHAS, F. KENT, Bingham- 
ton, Y Aug.5,1t 

OR SALE-—Three handsome red Irish setter 
yups, eight weeks old, large, srrong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by chanrpion York x 
Belle; and one brace of handsome Llewellyn 
pups out of Belle, she by Pride of the Border x 
Kirby and Warwick, both parents being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners. Prices reason- 
able. Wor particulars and full pedigrees, in- 
quire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 532 Bast 
Orange street, Lancaster. Pa. Jonely,tt 

if ORY O’MORE KENNEL,—Champion 
Rory O'More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the besttield and best bred red 
Irish dog's in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the wold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred pus. Address W. N, CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. Junez4, tf 

LAGHINE KENNELS. 
HAVE moved my kennel of cockers to 
the yielnity of New York. Will baveno pups 

before October. Cora, Flirt, Madcap, all to he 
bred to Bijou, this week, June 2ist. 
GEO, D. MACDOUGALL, P, 0. Drawer 4342, 
Junezt-tf. New York 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, | 
Custem House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, etc, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from xoraRe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Intormation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete- 

Avanted. 

}y ANTED—Cheap for Cash.—A double breech- 
loader, six pounds or _unier; must be in 

P. 0. BOX 1,928, Philadelphia, 
Aug.5,1t 

W ANTED.—A lot of Florida bird skins and 
i feueY, feathers. H. F, AHREWS, Jr., Clos- 

ter, N. J. 

Hod condition. 
‘a. 

Aug.5,26 

}/ ANTED.—A partner with a capital of $3,000, 
: to engage in the munufacture of a new 

and useful sporting rifle, Can be manufactured 
for less than $3, and sells readily for $10, Can 
change a breech-loading shot fun into a rifle in 
less than five seconds. Does all the execution of 
a wide-runge rifle. Weighs only 8 ounces, and is 
earried in the brenst pocket of the cout, Ad- 
dress JOHN ROWLES, Patentee, Washington, 
D.C. Aug.51t 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—I am pre- 
. pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months" work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application, Prices, $59 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgia. 

Get 2,if 

> ay 

Ghe Hennel. 

Bugs, Fleas, In- 

that is hurtful! to the human family or Domes- 

WARRANTED to THOROUGHLY and perfectly 

AC 

WN. B—Send etamp for our new Illustrated Cata- 

or 

IUBWELLY I SETTERS AND POINTERS ? 

swedish Insect Powder. 

sects or Vermin, 

lic animéls, Pot up in packages with our patent 

eradicate all rhe Vermine pests. (0 cents a pack- 

Great Western Gun Works, 169 Smithtield st., 

logue For 1881. 

OF THE 

Su BE Hy] FAT To Roaches, Bed- 

Contains no poison 

perfected screw top, requires no powder yun. 

are, post-paid. ldress J. H. JOHNSTON, 

Piltsburg, Pa. 

VALUABLE DRAFT 

CONESTOGA KENNELS, FOR SALE. 
OR SALE—A red setter dog puppy, ten 

months old, by Rake, out of Belle IT. 
Rake by Dr. Gautier's Dan and Layerack’s Ruby, 
Belle IL by Dr. Strachan's Dan IT., out of same 
owner's Belle. The puppy shows signs of being 
nm extra fine field dow, is yery handsome, and io 
good ee Address X. Y. Z., this office. 
junest a 

ANTED-—One or two dogs to train 
for Field Trials. M. VON CULIN, Del- 

Rack, a handsome red Irish setter; thoroughly 
broken; is ane of the best quail and woodvock 
dows that ever drew breath; price $100. 

Von, a handsome red Irish setter dog; thor- 
oughly brokeu; 4 good retriever {rom land and 
water; price 5100. 
Rrush, a lirge, hundsome, nearly pure white 

setter; thoroughly broken on quail, woodcock 
and snipe; « better snipe dog can’t be found 
anywhere; price $100. e City,Del. p2ATE 

Hobin Hooda perfect, blue, Belton sotter, by | UTM NINN 
champion Carlowit# ex True, brother to cham-~- 
ion Royal Duke; partiv broken; price $100, 

% Rtoyul Ben, ote Hise Boleons by K 9 K E N N E E Ss. 

Carlowitz ex Lucy; is winger of first and spe- REAKING,  breedin boarding. Large 

cial ab St. Louis, Mo., and at Detroit, Mich.; B AL eeata onthe sister find daily ee Beat 

partly broken ; price $100. feed and care. Terms easy. _Inclose stamp. 
Belle, 2 handsome orange and white, thor- 

oughly broken pointer bitch; price $75. 
Olyde, 2 liver und white pointer bitch ; is stanch 

in the fleld; in whelp to Rock; price $75. 
Tmported liver and white pointer bitch, Nell; 

in whelp to Biz; price $75. 
Tmported pure Laverack bitch, Victress, im-= 
orted by L. H. Smith, of Canada; in whelp to 
toyal Ben; price $100; a bargain. 
ituth,a handsome lemon Béeltan biteh by Belle 

ex Warwick; 2 beanty; price $75. 
Orphena, a liyerand white bitch, by champion 

Pride of the Border and ex-champion Neilie,with 
2 handsome dog pups, now 10 days old, by Royal 
Ben ; price $75, a bargain. 
Lady,a blue Belton, 1 year old, out of Blue 

Prince, 2 pure Layerack, ex Nettowitz; price 
65. 

2 Gypsie Queen, a handsome, large, blue Belton 
bitch, out of champion. Gladstone ex Clipp in 
whelp to Royal Ben; price $150. 
imported red Irish prize bitch Floss; price 375, 

cheap. 
Lady Beazconfield, a beautiful black and white 

hitch, out of Champion Leicester and Orphens ; 
rice $74. 
Belton bitch Belle, a handsome and extraordi- 

nary fast biteh; price 375, 
Loll, a handsomé white setter bitch, stanch 

in the field} price $74. ) ‘ 

Perl V..a bandsome lemon and white biteh,out 
of Kussia and chanipion France, a beauty; price 

By mail—K $9 Mange Cure, 50c.; K9 Worm Pow- 
ders, 60c.; K 9 Flea Powders, 50c,; K 9 Soap, 25c. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

rh. & €. VON CULIN, 
P.O.Box 218. Doyer, Del. 
| eee a a ee ee er 

EDIGREES.—For samples and prices 
send two three cent stamps to M. VON 

CULIN. (See above.) Junezdtr. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

HIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, ormoney 

returned. Itis put up in putent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, wiich preubly facilitates Its 
use. Simple and effiéacious. . 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 
Both the above are recommended by Rop AND 

Gun and Forgst and SvreAM, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

. HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
oct 2 1 Cortlandt Street, N.Y. 

ue 
Shot, 4 handsome red Trish setter, 15 months 

old; price $25, very cheap. 
One brace of handsome blue Belton pups out of 

Belle ex Warwick; price $20 each ; 3 months old. 
One brace of handsome red Irish pups, 4 

months old, out of Nora, she by champion York 
ex Belle (Thompsons, N. Y.); price $20 each. 
One liver and whitedog pup, 2 weeks old, out 

of Lady Beaconsfield, ex,Royal Ben; price $15, 
cheup. ; 
One brace bitch pups, 10 weeks old, outof Loll, 

ex Robin Hood; prive $4) each, 
Four handsome liver and white pups, out of 

Perl V. atid Brussle, full brother to charpion 
Paris, now 10 weeks old; price $20 each. 
Every dog will be sold to the first buyer that 

comes, and to five satistaction Iwill take every 
dog und meet the buyer half way to give triul, 
provided balf my expenses are paid, to be de- 
posited in the hands of this office, 
For pedigree and particulars ti quire of 

Jy Bas , 

ee a well-bred Cocker Spaniel, 
; thoroughly broken on woodcock and 

rulfed grouse and to retrieve. Owner must he 
willing to send dog on trial—expenses to be paid 
by me. I wish only a doy that is perfectly 
broken and understands his business. Address 
J.8.8., Southampton, L. 1. Aug.5,10 

Rete BLACK SETTER FORSALE. 
—Three years old, shot over last season. Ts 

thoroughly broken and a good worker; retriever 
from Jand or water, and must be sold for want 
of use. Can viye good pedigree. Price, $25. 
B, BLWELL, Lawrence, Mu-s. Aug.b 26 

1 hese SALE—A thoroughly broken Eng- 
lish setter, four years old; has been hunted 

by a market shooter. Address F.C: FOW LER, 
Moodus, Conn. Aug.i,1t. 

ANTED—A good rabbit dog, cheap, 
either beagle or mixed hound. Address, 

with particulars, H, WISE, Mt, Prospect ave. 
Newark, N. J, Aug.b,16, 

Lancaster, Pa. 

EAGLE PUPS—One fine dog 
three and one-half months old. by “Victor” 

(imp. Kattler, imp, Blue Bell) from “Venus,” 
$10, Four beautiful bitch pups, six weeks old, 
from" Luey” by “ Victor,” full pedigree, $10. 

Dog and bitch pupstrom “Bunny,” by “Victor,” 

ready to deliver Aug. 15th, $10. Also, tine two 

year old foxhound bitch, S10. Ten weeks old 

foxhound pup, $6, Safe deltvery warranted and 
salistuctory reterence given. Address N, EL- 
MORE, Granby, Coun, 

distances, <A, ! 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE*MEDAL. 

iC, CATHERY, = = - LONDON, 

FOR WASHING ALL KINDS OF DOGS 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and hair 

from Scurt and Smells, making the Coat fine! 
land glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least havin to the snimal, and safely and effec- 
tively curejthe Mange, 

PRICE, 50 CENTS, 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

Wholesale Agents, 
McKESSON & ROBBINS, 

NEW YORK. 

Sample Cake sent on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-186. 

FLEAS! 
SE DR, AL, WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a safe and efficacious remedy and preven- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them, 1t cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties, Itia impossible for fleas to live where it 
igused. Price, 25 cents por cake. Forsale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 16£ Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr, Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in América of dogs of all breeds. All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent touny address upon 
receipt of one dollar. The factthat Dr. Watts 
bas for four consecutive BA neld by appoint 
ment the position of Specitl Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs, is 
sufficient guarantee of reliability. All commu- 
nications und orders will receive pro aiten- 
tion. . Address DR. AL. WATTS, 
Mar 26-ti 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Maas. 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
E settera: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion Trance, 
but superior eyery way, $50; Moil,a very beauti— 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $15; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points ; Husa i, orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over. Three oranye white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, yery tine, full of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten. months old, Gordon 
and Layverack combined, Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $1) each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $20, A 
black white tan gyp, fiye months old, $10, Pup- 
pics two months old, out of Rusa IT, by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural teld qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want fine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. June24stf. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE,—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale seyeral magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, eee ete., addresa. 

z ROY Z, COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S.A. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 

“RUSH.” 
©In the Stud.” 

Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 
York. Boston, Philadeliphia, St. Lonis and Louis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 

1,096 Dean street, pastel 3s pages 
an. Fee $25. 

RISH RED SETTER PUPS.—Capt. T. 8. 
Trench, of Ireland, offers for sale three splen- 

did pups six months old the 11th of June, 1880. 
These pups took the first prize in Dublin, in 
May, 158), and are considered to be seeond to 
none of their kind, Wor prive, pedigree, etc., 
apply to O. 8. TRENCH, Chula Depot, Va. 

Julyl,2mos 

bere YOUR OWN DOGS, in the most artis- 
ti¢ manner. Forinformation send two three 

cent stamps to M. VON OULLN, Delaware City, 
Del. Jiulys tt 

LEN-B. and T.; by Celburn's Dash ex Mul- 
lin's Belle. Theaboye dog, wioner of first 

in brace stakes of the Bastern Field Trials; will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approyed 
form and blood, Stud fee $2), and $2 for 
groom. Address 

H. ¥, ATEN, M_D.,, 
#4 Hanson place, 

Brooklyu,N. ¥. 

MAN GE. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVERS IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure wl kinds aud conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually all thatis necessary. For SCRATCH 
in HORSES it bas no equal, H. GLOV 
Sole prop't’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J. 

ents: Conro 

Crookes, 
Louis, Price, 50 cents, 

Che Kennel. 

THE BLUR STAR KENNEL 
Of THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
TI sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and inte MEST dogs cannot be 
beaten for rutfed grouse and woodeock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
unt Bet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials ete. 

AISY-RANGER II, WHELPS, — 
Daisy, out of Belle, and half sister to Don— 

ner’s Bessie, winner at L. 1,; by Calhoon's Sam, 
an excellent tield dog ; whelped, June 10th, seven, 
three dogs and four bitches, to Ranger IT; four 
clenr white, three with orange spots; fine field 
stock. Forsale; apply to JOHN WHITE, 
Jy22-8t Bridgeport, Conn 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 43, 
Broadway, N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, °14 Fulton 
Street, N. ¥.; Smith, Kline & Co., 204 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley apse a 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.j W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Klcibacker, Baltimore, 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of 

25c., to L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa. 

INTERNATIONAL DOG SHOW 
TORONTO, OANADA, SEPT. 8th, 9th AND 10th, 

1880, 3450 IN PRIZES AND MEDATS, 
This bench show will be held in connection 

with Canada's grent Industrial Exhition, ot 
Toronto, on the above dates, and will be the 
finest ever held in tha Dominion. Entries close 
Aug, 218. 
Prize list snd rules free on application to 

H. J. HILL, Secretary, Toronto. 
Toronto, Duly 20th, 1880, July20,2t. 

HEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 

setters 
“Flirt,” colleys 

Besides puppies, I have 
for sale yard and field broken dogs. Write for 
full pedigres and nae aee to 

A. E, GODEFFROY, 
Giuymurd, Orange County, N. ¥. 

IN THE BTUD. 

eThe imported pure Laverack setter, 

‘© ALDERSHOTT.” 
Color, lemon Belton; whelped September 11th, 

1878, Thoroughly broken. 

For particulars, address 
ERDMAN A. HERZBERG, 

1404 Pacific street, 
Brooklyn, L, I. 

Post office address, BOX 3910, New York City. 
EE EEE 

| Ree MASTIFF PUPS recently 
advertisedsre all sold, Pupsfrom another 

litter will be ready for delivery in three weeks. 
WM, H. LEE, Boston, Mass. July20,2t. 

POR SALE—My red Iriah fog pup Mack, eight 
months old, all red with black nose. Maek 

ismy choice of a litter; well yard broken and 
minds promptly; sire, Bob, Plunket-Carrie ; dam, 
Kate, York-Maud; price, $25. Am about to 
change my residence, and offer all my fine dogs 
for sale without reserye. Parties who do not 
tmizan business need notreply, CHAS. F. KENT, 
Binghamton, N. Y. Sulyz9,tt 

ULEOU!T KENNELS,—For pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip II., liver and white, fiat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; Mttera guar 
anteed. Address ROBERT WALEER, Keeper 
Oulevout Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 

begs to inform Lad.es and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 

nels. decid tf. 

FOR SALE, 
When six weeks old, tvo dog and two bitch 
pointer puppics, by Mr. Edniuad Orgill's Cham- 
pion Rush, out of my Champion Dutchess, 
whelped July ad, lemon and white, all very strong 
and handsome. Price $50—dog or bitch, 

——ALS0— 
TWO BITCHES—4MAXIM"” AND “CHARM.” 
Same sire and dam, one year old, very handsome 
and perfect in eyery way; will be capital work- 
ers. [reserved them for my own use, but find 
T haye more dogs than I can bandle, and will part 
With them. Price $75 each, or $125 for the pair. 
GEO. VAN WAGENEN, 212 West street, New 
York City, Julyl5.t£ 

WO BRACES PURE BRED SETTERS.—One 
of dogs, worked on pareoe and snipe last 

eason ; one of gyps, partly house broken, for sale 
for cast of breaking, or exchange, having no place 
to keep them, for Winchester rifles, model of 
1873, and Express short magazine. For pedigree 
and any other information, apply to M. 5, 
MOORE, M. D., P, O. Lock Box 3, Fredonia. 

’ . wlyze,5t 
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KINSON & LENNON, 

BADGES 

212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

Spovtamen’s Routes. 

LNs ISLAND R.R,—SPRINGSCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P’T (Matbush Ave., B'klyn,6 min. 
earlier) Tor 
Babylon, 8.35.4.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 pa. Sundays, 
AM. 
Col. P't & Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A.m., 
ee £50, 3, 3.33, 6, 6.35, 7, 7,35, 9.15, 10.45 P.M, 

Mi 
Great Neem shaves 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6.35 P.M. 

Harbor, § A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and pao 8,10 a.m.. 4.35, 6285 

30 PM. 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 3.35, 11 A.M., 3.3, 4.85 

5,35, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundaya,9 a.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, §, 10 4.M., 1.35 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

neésdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HOUNTER’S P’'T & WALL 8ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8.20, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M. 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 P.M. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
apply at 229 Blway, cor, Barclay. 

W.M. LAFFAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Springs Fishing 
at the 

KANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE. 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale as soon as the ice is out 
Close connettions made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
Hagland. 

Tickets my be obtained at Boston City Oifice, 
28) WASHINGTON STREET, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS. T. FURBER, D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana B.R. 
Mackinaw.Gran pids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michican North Woods are unsurpassed, 
if equaled, in the abundance and great yaricty of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
enly o aves Waters. 

e ‘tT season begins May Land ends Sept.l. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June land SE 
ov.1, 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large epcoen the 
many Iskes and lakeleig of this termtory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or *cluly" at home, sice for 
pag ne sek can be had at many points. — 
TAKE YOUR PAMILY With Fo U. The sece- 

tery of the North Woods and Lakesis yery beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
ake is peculiarly beneticial to those suffering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections, 
ane motel accomodations are eood, far sur- 
assing theayeruge in countries new enough u 

afford the finest of fishing. ane 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates,und attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guosand Fishing Tackle Carried Frecat 

owner's risk. ~ 
It isoursaimtomakesportsmen feel “athome" 

wothisroute. F -rVourist's Guide (an attractive 
Wustrated book 4f &) pages), containing full in- 
formation an. scurate maps of the Fishing 
Frounds and Jim. Cards, address A,B. LEET. 

* Ger. Vass. Avent (rand Ranids. Mieh 
———eEEeEeEye——eEeEeE—EEE———————————Eeee 
N oORELLAR HOUSE, McKellar Falls. For good 
J _ deerand duck and partridge shooting and 
fishing. and all kinds of gume, go to the above 
named hotel, where they stre prepared to aecom- 
modate any numberof sports. Dogs, boats and 
ee kept constantly on hand. Address W. F 
HOMSON, McKellar Falls P.O., Oot. ~ 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsm 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROU G PARKS and RACE CO Sin the 
Middle States, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT PG 'S, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
céllent cars which run oyer the smooth steel 

enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pe ‘lvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS aresold at the offices of the Com ake 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU A. oa 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also.to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQU AN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

L, P, FARMER, Gen’ Pass. Agent. 

FRANK THOMSON, Gen'l Manager. febl7-tt 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Picdment Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbricr and New 
Riyers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, decr, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, enipe. wook- 
cock, mountsin trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc, 
Gains, fishing tackle, amd one dog for each 

sportsman carried iree, 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque ece- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most ta- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwestand Southwest ; at Gordonsyille 
with the North and Northeast; and st Richmond 
and Charlotteville with *he South, All modern 
improyements in equipment, 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

en. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
may ly Richmond ¥ 

Old Dominion Line. 
"HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
on the Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituek, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfulk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Vhursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.at3Pm. Pull 
information given ai office, 197 Greenwich st.,NY. 

septys-ly. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

ho 

The Pullman Car Company 

§ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars" DavyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which sre fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, siceping apartments, lavatories, ctc., also pro- 
Yided with racks and closete for guns and fishing 
teokle, and kennels for dogs. r 

jagrams, ratcs and other desired information 
Turnished on application to Gen'l Supt. Pr. l. C. 
Co., Chicazo, je26 Saws, 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY, 
JHE great pressure on Our advertising space 

obliges us to withdraw the Jist of books 
which We haye on sale to muke room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

viously asivertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy29-tf 

‘| CORDUR 
Miscellaneous Advertisenrents. 

ROM GOODS OF MY OWN 

Y Shi 
A SPECIALTY. 

IMPORTATION—DBAD 

JOTING SUIT, 
GRASS COLOR.— 

ALS), ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices, 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 
mo BEATS THE WORLD.” mx. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

== GY 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD J 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokersto Know. 

HE 'MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they hayebeen 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown «ff by all burning paper. 

"| namely : The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
‘|, G. BMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

DO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
dth, 1878, by which the Rice peneetbee 

igar= es wrappers for **OLD JUDGE” 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva (elt to prevent its break- 

TDGE” Cigarettes is owmg 
to the fact that this process has been uséd exclusively in their manutacture, no one else having the 
right to useil. The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “LD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. Try them and you will use no others, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO.,207 and 209 Water st” 
NEW YORTE. 

Fishing Pants, 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOOCK BAY,L. I. 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
baymman, 

ed wild-geese decoys on the coast, The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all yarteties. Specialattention given 
by himself to his guests, and satisfaction fuarin- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, Lf. 
Reters by permission to J,B. Shepherd, $01 Broad- 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadwar, N. ¥. 

Galke Etouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE, 

4 QOD Perch and Pickerel Fishing. On'y two 
J hours’ ride or sail fromy Grand Lake, so 
famous forits salmon andtrout. Passengers by 
the7 p.m. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at 6—only 23 hours. Giides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

HODGMAN & € 
425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

RUBBER FISHING OUTRTS 

Has always on hand the best of 
boats, batteries, ete., with the largestrig of train— 

COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
WIGHT, BLACK) WHITE 0h TAN COLOR GOATS, 

AND COMPLETE 

». RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS, 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.1 Send for Catalogue. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES, 

MANUFACTURED GNLY BY THE 

H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 
WARERooms 

78S Broadway, New Fork: 
SLand 86 State street, Chicago: 

LF South Fist st., St. Lawis. 

= ad" k 

HOROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

1% tha’s Vineyard, Mass.—Our waters at pres- 
ent are alive with bluefish, Sea bass are plenty ; 
general fishing good. Terms for room and bolrd, 
$7 (Oper week, Fishing Tackle of all kinds fur- 
nished gratis. Refer by permission to Col. Wm. 
S. Bowen, 816 Arch street; Phila: also to Geo. J. 
Geer, Jr.. 453 Broome street, N. Y. y 

WN. B. Leaye New York, via Fall River line, at 
5:30 p.m-, and reach here, Vineyard, at¥ o’elocle 
A.M. CHARLES L SCRANTON. Proprietor 
ES 

IVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
WN. J.; situated directly on the water, in 

the immediate vicinity of the Lest gunning and 
fishing ot Barnegat Bray, Fme weaktishing 
now. Terms, $1.50 per day; boats, with man, 
$3 per day. Send for cirenlurs to CHARLES A. 
SMITH, Forked River, N. J 

Ce en EEESETerinnETEEEIIEEEIEREIEESEIEREEEEEREER 

I CBTOs HOUSE, Cottage City, Mar- 

ulo r 
including Cancers, Uleers, and other sores, 

It is the best Blood Purifier, and stimn- 
lates every function to more healthful action, 

f and thus a benefitin all diseases, 
Dyspepsia, Weakness of the Stomach, 

§ Constipation, Dizziness, General Debil- 
f ity, etc., are cured by the Safe Bitters. It |s 

ubegnaled asan Appetizer and Regular Tonic. 
A 6oIt is & medicine Which should be in every 
Bm family, and which, wherever used, Will save 
HW paymeot of many doctors? bills. : 

7 6 -Botties of two sizes; prices 50 cemts and §1. 

FE Liv BeS"WARNER’S 
: ; Safe Remedies are 

eB sold by Druggists 
& Dealers in Med- 
icine everywhere. 

> H. H. Warner & Co., 
Proprietors, 

ROCHESTER, WN. Y. 
S37-Send for Pamphic{ 

and Testimonials. 



20 FOREST AND STREAM. 

Guns, Annnmition, tr, 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pat. 1865, 
Rels, 1880, 

Pat, 1880, 

[Aveust 5, 1880. 

Give, Sununition, Ete. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT GU, 

Guns, Ammunition, Ctr, Guns, Ammunition, Efe, 

E. H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn: 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker end Daly 

‘ Geis. 
{UN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter, Guns 

hored Full Choke, Moditied, ‘Taper, or tor 

Je STEVENS & CO,’S 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

THE ORIGINAL 
Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Pires con- y = | Twist. Laminated Extra. 
verted to Centrai Fires, New Barrels fitted, x AMERICAN HAMMERLESS, ) yy $235.00 $40.00 $45.00 
tension Rivs, New Lumps, ete. eG? gst SINGLE GUNS. 
Repairing of every description done in sn hon > at ae ee ~ feasha Plain Twist amannted 

est manner and at reasonable rates. GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP $12.50 ist, aminated. 
Madison’s Browning Mixture, Al,i0e. per bottle. | Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 50 $15.50 317.00 
eporreme ene eee Canaries Czas The barrels slide one side. HARES Ena ent RIFLES a 4 ; 

ells loade , and goods sent everywhere C. *. i; “ 24in, 2in. 28in. 
©. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Helfer. | ITS i= eC 7 eet moose Muzzle-Loaders Altered Pe COMOKS yrhallech pada 6a (Asas $20 $22 $24 
ences from al! the clubs of the city. deely tf rices rom $50 to $300, ele) 32, 38, 44 caliber.......6...0.082 20 21 22" 

§ nd stamp for circular, to o Breech-Loaders. |  fytra for globe sights and varnished stock, $3. 
AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY, Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire, 

103 Milk street, Boston, Muss. Stocks Bent to Any Crook, 1 

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 22, 32, 38 and 44 caliber.$18 $19 $20 $21 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. POCKET RIFLES. 

F. H, RAYMOND, Treas. 
SS 

.. WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. CLARK & SNEIDER, 2 Baltber SH 8 fn oP How 

Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight . ., 

is a great improveneént in rear sights. 214 W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD. ree : Beave : 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS acity of hele. Works, and tor several ‘Tmonths scription, Address 2 pacity Of thety westerns drton sever! anouths 
n CHEAPER THAN GLASS, Samples sent by | B&ve been obliged to run the factory at night to 

WILLIAM LYMAN, mail. 25 cents. Our Decoy Diving Apparatusis Sea eae rere Se eect 
Middiefield, Coun, | C°® 71 OP SEV DECOY GO., Rochester, N.y | THE WORLD, when sold at such moderate 

prices, will force their way into favor without 

: 

JOS: 6 GRUBBS. 22-Ss; 
the aid of elaborate puffing or paid shooters. 

712 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

HUNTER’'S PET RIFLES. 
Sin. 20in. 22in. 24in. Edwinson C.Creen’s 

WINNING GUNS. 
Send stamp for illustrated price list to 

C. & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, IiL., 

Sole Importers. 

WM.R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass.,' 

Send for circular containing full de- 

Send for illustrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
106 Chambers Street, N. Y., 

DEALER In, . 

Fire-Arms, Ammunition, and alt 

oP ORTSMENS EQUIEMENTS ee _. | Eee &Ca!s Celebrated Ams 
MADE BY PINE QUARTER, AMELIA 0,H., VA., Jan. 22d. 

W. W. GREENER, WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO.,W. & C. SCOTT & SON'S, | Gere ee iemorant of the fact until 
With all the latest improvements. Ireceived your letter that the gun I got from 

JAM ES P U R DEY & SO N S 
you was “choked,” and haying heen reading 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
To Order. 

Greener's “ Book on Choke Bores,” I concluded 
to use your gun and put my othersaway. Iam 

IFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 
ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Ciabrough* 
Moore, Bonebill, and other makes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI’S DOG FOOD, etc., etc. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner, 

ACs for the sale of the BALLARD 

NEW CHERAP PAPER SHELL®& 

order, 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST, 

Latest improved HAMMERLESS GUNS, and those of all London makers imported ro 

ALL STVES OF BREECH AND MUZZLE-LOADING GUNS, SPORTING GOODS 
AMMUNITION, Etc. 

happy to inform you Ihave made some capitai 
shooting with it, especially at long shots, and I 
find it kills the birds much cleaner than the gun 
Thad been using. To give you an instance: Vo- 
day I saw from my window two squirrels on the 
ground, abouta footapart. E put in a paper 
cartridge loaded with three and a quarter 
drachms of{powder and one ounce No. 4shot, and 
killed them both. One was dead before I got to 
it, and the other crawled about three yards and 
died. I measured the distance witha tape and 
found it forty-nine yardsone foot. This, I think, 
is a good test of the shooting powers of the gun, 
as I consider a squirrel tukes more killing than 
any game we have here. J shall be much obliged 
if you willinform me whether the gun isa “full’” 
or“ moderate choke.” 
Yours truly, 

Brands: Standard Silver Top, Howard Steel Head. 
Warranted for one shot as good as any shells made, Material used, only the best quality. They are not seconds. 

PRICE LOWER THAN ANY OTHER PAPER SHELLS. 
If your dealer has none ask him to get them for you, “At wholesale only, by 

SCHOVERLINC, DALY & CALES, 
84 Chambers street, NEW YORK CITY. |, 

Pup H. Gosser, 

1Sso. 

Card's Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice. 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS. |. <= 
J. B. CROOK & CO. 

ert 

* Fishing Tackle and Archery, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. | 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

i— THOMAS ALDRED, London, 
SS 
i MANUFACTURER OF 

The Finest ARCHERY inthe VVorld 
SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES, 

HUNTING HATCHETS, KRUG & CO’S 
complete set of implements, $55, Send for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other sporting goods. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 

No. 237 Broadway, Room 17, New York City 

All business vromptly attended te. 

——r 

HH 
i i 

nh il il 
LAVATT NN 

Every way (except at Shooter), <Any de- 

NO CHARGE FOR BOXING. 

V JATH PATENT COVERS ; a perfect STORM-DEFYING, 

protection to the edge; all sizes from one A 
ound to four sent by mail on receipt of price, 2 ih 

Three pound, with cover, without handles.. 2.25 ! , | | Received Silyer Medal at Paris in 1878. 

The Sportsman's Wine |! 
A. CROSBY & CO., Waterville, Me. Water, which can be pumped to any 

== ‘Mills for exporta specialty, Address BUBY (Members of the Anglo-American 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 
16 and 18 St. Louis St., New Orleans. 

FootbaJland General Athletic Sports Warehouse, 

Sent bymail, =]. schools provided with professional bowlers, 

merican team, may be had on applica- 

| | i 

TANT ATON rR ener Tear | ll a rc 
2 J a TAU TN a 4 

Patented May 7, 1875—April 22, 1879. 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary, 

sired direction, Allin one Trap 
and only one Spring used. 

Price $10 at Factory. 

Sole agent in the Tnited States for W. W. 
4 GREENGR’S SPECIAL GUN, with ail the im- 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULATING | provements. Price, in trunk gun-case, with 

W ind-Miall. 
6 r d 7 THE ONLY MILE EMBRACING ALL THE 
ne pound, with cover and handles 4 5 ee $1.7 wh 

Two pound, * ¢ nates anes 2.00 STANDARD AND DRY. i RECENT BO ate General Agent, Cazenovia, Madison Co., N. Y, 

Three and a half pound, with coyer, without Three hundred in operation in the vi- 

Handles . in... se phe sees eee e eee eveeetscweense cinity of New York. Every one war- x 
Send for a circular. ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of Gricket Goods. 

"The Canadian, atent for the above cover is | AA RO CHER E AU &CO. required jbeight, fea e0y aca 
' ess as above.” fhe cost is sun y now Cor sales eOg cae SOLE AGENTS, 3 other device now #1 use. LFRED SHAW & ARTHUR SHREWS- 

6 South William street, NewYork. No. 76 John Street, New York. eee and ahead ee ae pleasure 
4 jin informing their American ends that the 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, A BLE BINDER, have opened the Midland Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. sndi le by FOREST AND | Carrington Street Bridge, Nottingham, England 
HICH, WHEN FULL, makes 2 permanent binding ; for inane N.Y. %5 Cts. | The make unique and i ommprehensive establish: 
STREAM-;PUBLISHINGCOMPANY, 39 and 49 Park Row, ~ Times te ment of its kind in England. Clubs, colleres and 

L ee s ( (Hh F { ' ae olies wre oessenally know to 8.8) Sawelf 
f ored and of high characteronly,sent out, Price 

lists, With batting averages and bowling analysis FRANK H. ATKINSON, | Dogs of Great Britain, America and UINET LOUMINES: | eerie cE on 
tion to ik VE. Professional Cricketer, 

Book and General Job Printer, PRICE, $20 Staten Island Cricket Club. TJulyis, 
36 and 38 John Si., Rew York, FOR . 

oOo. 
SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 
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“SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
PATENT 

LON DOW. 
Send for Circular and Price List. 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other, 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses— Useful on the Plains, 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, 9 

WHISKIES, 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO. 
Clarets and Sauternes, 

Of A. deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

CHAMPAGNES, 

F E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
‘herry Wines, Burgundies, 

Rhine Wines, 
IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

8UPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
. Centennial Exhibition. 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N. E, Cor. Second and Walnut;8ts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books, 
Etc. Ete. 

= Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

‘Krider’s’’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Roads, t 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties 
dermy in all its branches. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

MANNS 

W EMANUFACTURES9 different kinds 
: of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
yolving, has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured. It iscovered by two paten te 
—Mann’s patent, Nov. 21, 187], No. 121,182, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,864.__Be- 
ware of te ne genuine unless J. H, 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon. » 
Wholesale Aponte. “Bradford & Anthony, otf 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be (p. 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale fi ,- 
ing-tackle dealers: or write direct to the mai y- S 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. facturers for catalogue and price list. 
Rensirine of all kinds. maraiy | JOHN H. MANN & CO., Syracuse, N. ¥, 

| 

Ne N (0) 1 | Complete 

® 4 Outfits. 

yor" 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

H. L. LEONARD’S 

LIT BAMBOO RODS, 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPUIT FERRULE 

The former protecting the wood from moisture, and the later making it npossible for these rods 
to break at the ferule. 

_ = 

SPECIALINES ae i a 
ROUT AND BASS FLY xODS, HAND-MADE, POLISHED ASH BUTT, Lance- 
wood middle-joint, two Lancewood tips, brass mounted, $6.00. German silver mounted, 
$8.00. Each equal to any $8.00 or $10.00 rod in the market. y . 

OUTFIT, containing aboye German silver mounted rod, fine rubber olick reel, 25 yds, 
FuBe ha ans silk line, one dozen best reversed wing flies, on¢ dozen hooks on gut, Leader and 
y book, AL, ‘ 

Fine Hexagonal, Split Bamboo (equal to any Split Bamboo Rod made, except Leonard's), $15.00. 
Our MIST COLORED LEADERs, with or without loops, 3ft. 15c., Gft. 30c., 9ft. 40c. 
Best reversed wing flies on Mist Colored gut, $1.25 per doz. 
Our(NEW) INVISIBLE LEADERS, made of finest round gut, 6ft. 35c., 9ft. 50e. 

™ TTD 
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Small reversed wing flies, on invisible Put....--.. 5. - eee cee es bp teen ee tee ete $1.25 per dozen. 
Best Black Bass Casting flies. 2... c.2. 2. eee cee cere 1.75 per dozen. 
Best Black Bass Trolling flies 11.2222. .csicecay sete teens 3.50 per dozen. 

Any style or pattern of Trout, Black Bass or Salmon files tied to order, promptly, at same prices 
_ as from stock. 

Send for Price List. 

COMPLETE FISHING OUTFITS. 
el ——— 

SANA eZ 

OUTEFIE No. 12.—A fine 3 jointed Mountain Trout Rod, brass mounted, 9 feet long; Rod Case, Fish- 
ing Basket with strap, fine Brass Click Reel, 1 doz. lest Trout Flies, Fly Book, 1 doz. Hooks on Snipe Gut, 28 
yards best Oil Silk Line, 1 yard Leader and Float Rod, Reel and Busket_as shown in cuts above. This Outht 
has had great sale and has proved satisfactory to all who purchased it. Regular price ofarticlesin this outfit if 
sold separetly amounts to $10.00. 1 offer all complete for $6.00, 

OUTFIT No, 13.—A fine 8 piece Fly Rod, with extra tip, second joint and tips Lancewood, brase 
mounted, wound butt, 12 feet long; brass Click Reel, 25 yards Oil Silk Line, 1 doz, best ‘rout Flies, Fly Book, 
Trout Pasket with strap, 1 doz. Hooks on Single Gut, 1 yard Leader and Flcat. Regular price $15.00. I offer 
all complete for $10.00. "7 

OUTFIT No. 14.—Three jointed Bass Rod brass mounted, dark polished Lancewood Tip, 10 feet 
Tong; 40 yard brass Multiplying Reel with stop. 100 feet Linen Line, 1 doz. Hooks on Double Gut, Bait Box 
and Float, Sinker and Float. Regular price $7.50. I offer all complete for $500, 

OUTEIUE No. 15 —A fine3 piece Bass Rod, hand made, dark polished, hollow butt, extra Lancewoou 
Tipin Butt. brass mounted, 10 feet long; 80 yard brass Multiplying Reel, balance handle, best quality Braided 
Linen Line, 1 doz. Hooks on Double Gut, 1 Vreble\Gur Leader Bait Box, Sinker and Float, Regular price of 
this Outfit $11.00. L offer all complete for $8.00, 

OUTFIT No. 16.—Ceneral Rod, hollow butt, can be used with three joints for Bass, or with fot 
joints for Trout, has two light Lancewood Tips and one heavy Tip, finely finished: 1 best Multiplying Rect with 
alance handle, 1 best Braided Linen Line, 1 doz. best Double Snell Hooks, 1 Double Gut Leader, Bait Box 

Swnker and Ploat. Regular price of this Qutfir $12.50. IL offer all complete for $4.00. 
All these Qutfits are just as represented or Money Refuniled. Senton receiptof price, or short distances 

C.0,D. Send for my New Catalogne ‘of Wishing ‘Packle, Base Ball, Archery_ 
and Sportsmen's Goods of every description. 2 

R. SIMPSON, 132 Nassau Strest, New York 

is 
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Sportsmen's Goods. 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 492 Bway, cor. Broomest., 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTI‘G. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Ruserr Goops of Hyrry DrEscrir- 
TION. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

COODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’ir’g Company 
AND 

Hublicatiors. Publications. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
‘(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD 
(WEEKLY) KL 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for ree 
Beh year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

= —both papers for $2.00. 
P A series of twelve mag- 

ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

SUMMER VACATIONS 

Moosehead Lake 
AND VICINITY. 

By LUCIUS L. HUBBARD. 

PRACTICAL GUIDE to the woods and 
waters of Northern Maine, combined witha 

thorough 

MANUAL FOR CAMPING OUT. 
12mo, 150 pages, gilt, cloth. Price, with new and 

enlarged MAP of NORTHERN MAINE, $1.50. 
Paper, without map, 75cts. Map separate, 7Scts. 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, by 

A. WILLIAMS & Co., Boston, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these & 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50, 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar, An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages. 12 illus. 

PAREARS RICHARDSON AE : F; AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 50 illus, and a large map. 

PARR ATS MOOSE ; ‘A! i HEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED, @ A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and B8porting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘Che tours 
of the Kennebee, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 

_treated. Es 14illus. Price 50 cents. 
FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Hangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers. _ 5f) cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and yicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of wWorthern Maine, also the head_ 
waters of the Ki nnehec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send four catalogue. 
— Any of the atove publications mailed, 
postpaid. on receipt of price. Aji 
DHARLES A, J FARRAR, Jamatea Plain, 

258. ~ T. Decal 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsmen’s Gazetteer 
RicEt, soo. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

CANOE AND CAMERA. 
A photographic tour of two hundred miles of 

of the Maine forests, 
BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STHELE. 

With Srxry IntustrRations. The most artistic 
book of the season, 

EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
“Tt is one of the handsomest books of the sea- 

son, fully illustrated by drawings from the au- 
thor’s own pencil, and from his photographs.’’— 
Charles Dudley Warner. 
“The book is written in the best of temper, in 

afresh and breezy style, and with a zest that 
marks a true sportsman. ’*—Boston Journal. 
‘A highly elegant book, whose author needs 

uo introduction to the lovers of literature gener— 
ally .”’—Hartford Times. 

“ Written with a modesty which commends it- 
self to the reader at once, and with an enthusi- 
asm and intelligence that will doubiless serve to 
entice other lovers of the fishing rod into this, 
beautiful region.”—Springfield Republican. 
“The word that describes this book by an 
acre author, is—charming.’’—Ohristian Sec- 
retary. 
dun“* No lover of out-of-door life will fail to appre- 
ciate it. It is issuedin better style than any 
other such book which we have seen.”—Zhe 
Congregationalist. 
“Tt makes one feel as if one must go over the- 

same route.”—The Religious Herald. 
“ The publication of the book is most oppor— 

tune.”’—Bangor, Maine, Whig. 
** Tt furnishes as delightful reading as apy tour- 

ist can desire.”—Boston Herald, 
‘“The author holds a facile pen. The pagesare 

fresh from the heart of nature, and the pleasures: 
are the pure andsimple ones that never lose 
their charm for those who enjoy companionship 
with natural beauty.”—-Providence Journal. 
*Tt opens a new and attractive region and-de- 

seryes @ place in every gentleman’s library.” 
Hartford Hvening Post. 

Square 12mo., bound in clath,black and gold,$1.50. * 
— FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICH.— 

WALEACE’S GUIDE ., 

To the Adirondacks, 

7 FIFTH EDITION. 

N exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

bewithoutit. For sale at this office. 
paid, $1.50. 

Field Cover, and Trap Shooting, 
Y A. H. BOGARDUTS., 

rice, $2. 

FOR SALEAT THIS OFFICE, 

— ee ee 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

Price, post 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 
WAREROOMS 

788 Broadway, New York : 
S4 and 86 State street, Uhicago : 

17 South Fifth st., St. Louis. 
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Ammunition, Gtr. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightnina. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Y., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powder in Use. 
| Dea GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 

tablished in i80°, haya maintained their 
great reputation for seventy-eight years. Man- 
ufacture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der; 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. i (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequaled in strength, 
ey and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

all and Pigeon Shooting. 
DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos, 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

* DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strony, and clean Powder, of yery fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 

DUPONT'S RIFLE FG, ** SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting. the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning stroug aud moist, 

Sporting. Mining, Shipping and Blasting 
Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the United States. Rep- 
resented by 
F, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 

WN. B._Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 
Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness, Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1lb. canisters and 
@i 1b. kegs. A finegraino, quick and clean, for up- 
Jand prairieshooting. Well adapted to shot guns. 

Hazard’s ** Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 Ib. canisters 
and 6 and 1231 2s, Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

metration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Riftie.”’ 

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FGin kegs of 
26, 124, and 6} 1bs. and cansofdlbs. FFFGis also 
packed inland }1Jb.cahisters. Burns strong,and 

The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
fer ordinary sporting, and the ‘‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale at our office. 

88 WALLSTREET, NEW YORK. 

EN GinisSs=Ex 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Now. =, 9, 4, 5. 6, 1, ana 4. Superior Rifle, En- 

field Rifie, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking, W. 
STITT, 61 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U.#, 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
Moccasins. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting,fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, ete, They are 

easy to the feet,and yery 
.durable. Madeto order 

. ina variety of styles,and 
warranted the genuine 

article.~ Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN 
8. HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H. 
(Successor to frank Good.) PRADFORD, 
AxntTsony, Boston Agents, 

Miscellaneous Advertisements, 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITIMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER inthe: matches. Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

[as~ AU our cans have seals over the screw-cap, with C, Dittmar's signature, and 
none others are genuine. 

Henry C, Squires, No. 1 Cortlandt street, New York, is not, and never has been an 
agent of this company. 

DITTMAR-POWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 8386. 24 Park Place, New York. 

FOS BiG BSV7 es, 
AN INVOICE OF 

W.W. Greener’ sNew$85 Gun 
10 BORES, $5 EXTRA. 

THESE GUNS HAVE TOP LEVSR, DOUBLE BOLT, EXTENSION RIB, 

BAR REBOUNDING] LOCKS, PISTOL GRIP, PATENT FORE END, FINE 

LAMINATED sTEEL BARRELS, HORN HHEL-PLATSH, CHOKS BORED, 

AND HANDSOMELY FINISHED, AND AND ARE REGULAR GRADE, BEAR- 

ING 
W. W. GREENER’S FULL NAME AND ADDRESS. 

WE BELIEVE WE ARE THE ONLY HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES 

THAT CAN FILL ORDERS FOR THIS NEW GUN IMMEDIATELY ON RECEIPT |. 

OF ORDER. 

Sent C O. D., with privilege of examination and trial, on receipt 
of a remittance to cover express charges, to your place and re- 

turn. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

HAW E’S PIGEON TRAP. 
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a KS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. When 

the cord is pulled one-half of the lid revolves within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 

THE;ATR, Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

VANITY FAIR eee: AND 

CIGARETTES 

“ MILD ”"—Rare Old Virginia. ““HALV#S"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and onsalein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, QJ S. KIMB ALL & CO 
ROCHESTER, NEW YURK. 

Ammunition, Gtr. 

TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 

TATHAM&BRO’S, 
8 BEEKMAN S8T., NEW YORK. 

Founded July 4, 1808. 

Ms 
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SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTUBER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Miscellaneous. 

TRADE ‘SS we 1A 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

isa postitive cure; it has never falled. 
* anule” has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Tame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis. 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b, 
using “Sapanule. Used in sponge or foot bat 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded, 
Sold by all Denesiates Price, 50¢c., and $1 per 

bottle. Send for illuminated circular and 
SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 
Eel 

> FERGUSON'S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 
with 

Locomotive Reflectors. 

New MODELS. 
Heap JAcKs, STAFF AND 
Boat JACKS. CAMP LAMPs, 
HanbD, and Dark Lan- 
TERNS, Ete. IMPROVED 
DASH LAMPS, with Rever- 

4A sible Attachments. 
F secs TAE BEST ON THE MARKET. 

Improyed RUST PREVENTOH, for firearms &c 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
€5 Fulton street, N.Y. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washingicn Market,N. ¥. 
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Witp Riok,—We are in receipt of numerous inquiries 
for wild ricz. At present none is in the market; it is 

too early. When the harvest is gathered, those who are 
collecting it will give due notice in the Forest anp 

Stream. Weshall then repeat full instructions for its 
sowing, 
EE Oo 

PaLAck Cars FOR SPORTSMEN.—The cars ‘ Davy 
Jrockett” and ** Izaak Walton ” are fitted up expressly 

for the convenience of sportsmen, As there will probably 
be a great demand, this autumn, for these comfortable 

moving hotels, we recommend our friends to apply early 
to the Pullman Palace Car Company, m order to secure 
their accommodations without fail. : 
SE ee 

—Those who read Porter's Spirit long before the 
FOREST AND SPREAM was published will recognize in 
“Rough Notes from the Woods,” published to-day, the 
same pleasant chat that ‘‘ Nessmuk ” used to contribute 
to that journal. We have further notes on hand, and 
shall publish them shortly. 
EE ee 

—The leader of the crew making the reprisal, related 

by ‘* Awahsoose,” is now a fish warden—evidently the 
right man in the right place. The moral of that tale, by 
the way, is not wholly for poachers ; it may well be ap- 
plied by organized or non-organized game protective so- 
cieties. Ifa net catches fish when fish should not be 
caught one remedy is to burn the net, 

——— 

THE MICHIGAN SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCI- 
ATION. 
ett SS 

HIS is one of the best organizations of sportsmen 

in America. It is what all such associations 
should be, a protector of fish and game; and its delib- 
erations are of the most interesting character, compris- 

ing essays upon all subjects which come within the scope 

of the organization and which are followed by discus- 
sions. We are in receipt of their third annual report of 
the fifth annual session of the association! which was 

held at Bay City, Feb. 3d to 5th, 1880, a neat: pamphlet of 

one hundred pages, to which is appended a synopsis of 
Michigan game, fish and allied laws. Instead of being a 
mere pigeon shooting club, it devotes its time to consid- 
ering the habits of fish and game, the laws for their pro- 
tection during such times as an increased knowledge of 

their habits requires, and even the introduction and ac- 

climatization of such species as may seem suitable to the 

climate of the State. At the last meeting President 

Holmes, in his address, while of the opinion that the mi- 

gratory quail, Coturnix vulgaris, was hardly suitable for 
their State on account of its habits, which might impel 

it to leave for a warmer clime as soon as the young were 

fit to travel, strongly recommended the introduction of 

the *‘ gray partridge ” of Asia and Africa, Perdix cineria, 
as an addition to the game birds, 

A paper by Mr. Fred Mather was read, appealing to the 

association to save the grayling from extermination, and 

citing cases where the spawn of this fish had been artifi- 

cially taken and the young reared in this country, not- 

withstanding there was an impression abroad that this 

had neyer been done. Mr. Geo. H. Jerome also wrote a 
brief note on the same subject, and Mr, McLean advo- 

cated the right of the settler to kill game to supply his 
wants, to which most of the members gave assent, Mr, 

Frank Clark gave his experience in bringing East and 

‘breeding the rainbow trout, Salmo iridea, with which 

he had been very successful. 

The Committee on Nomenclature made a report which 
was followed by that of Mr. BE. H, Gillman, chairman of 

the Committee on Sporting Dogs, in which he treated 

dog culture, management and field trials, in a very able 

manner, and to which we had occasion to alludeina 

former article. Mr. J. G, Portman, Superintendent of 

Michigan Fisheries, read a paper on fish culture in the 

State, in which he spoke of the attempt to introduce 
shad into the lakes, the land-locked salmon, the eel, the 

trout, the whitefish and the carp. The eel had been 

planted to the extent of about 700,000 in the years 1877-8, 
At the Pokagon hatchery Mr, Portman has hybrids of 

Salmo fontinalis and S. namayaush which are fertile, 

Following the report of the Committee on Laws for 

the Protection of Game, Mr, C, W. Higby read a paper 

upon the subject, in which he adyocated reducing the 
market value of game by preventing its shipment out of 
the State, or shortening the time in which it was allowed 

to be killed; also to passa law punishing persons who 

killed deer for the skins and left the carcasses to rot. 
The question of shortening the open season for deer by 

making it from Oct, 15th to Dec. Ist, instead of, as at pres- 
ent, from Sept. 15th to Dec. 15th, was, by general con- 
sent, allowed to lie over until another year. Mr. D, H. 

Fitzhugh, Jr,, then offered a resolution of regret at the 
death of Prof. James W. Milner, of the United States 
Fish Commission, and an obituary paper was read on the 
death of Dr. Thomas A. Brewer. Senator Palmer referred 
to the custom of shooting pigeons from a trap, and 

hoped that the association would discountenance it, 
whereupon Mr. Colburn showed that the association had 

neyer recognized the question of trap-shooting qs a legit- 
mate one for discussion in its deliberations ; that the as- 
sociation had more important business in hand than the 
agitation of a question which would only serve to bring 

discord into the convention and cripple its effectiveness 

for good, the opinions held by the members upon this 
subject differing widely ; and closed by quoting from 

Mr, Mather’s paper his sterling compliment to the asso- 

ciation, in which he pronounced it one of only three 

clubs in the United States whose meetings are for the 

protection of game instead of pigeon slaughter and 

shooting for prizes. 

The good that it is possible for the Michigan Sports- 
men’s association to do is almost unlimited, and we are 

glad to see that its work is meeting with appreciation, an 

evidence of which is the increased demand for its pub- 

lished reports, which in 1878 was only 1,000 copies; in 
1879, 1,500, while the present year witnesses an edition 

of 2,000 copies distributed gratuitously to Michigan 
sportsmen and to all others who are thoughtful enough 

toincloseastamp. This is doing excellent missionary 
work and is well worthy of consideration by all bodies 

of sportsmen who desire to eleyate not only their sport 

but themselves from the mere routine of slaughter, 

shooting and fishing for count and for brag, to the high- 

est leyel of sportsmanship which propagates and protects 

the game for the sake of healthful recreation in forest 
and by stream, and which never allows sport to degen- 

erate into slaughter nor approach extermination, 

———<—$ to ae 

SIXTEENTH CENTURY DOG LORE. 
EA ae ts 

HE ‘“foure good dysportes and honest gamys that is 

to wyte, of huntynge: hawkynge: fysshynge: and 

foulynge,” must have held a high place in Hngland in the 

Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries, for some of the first 

laborious and clumsy efforts in printing were deyoted to 

rehearsing their merits and to instructions for their pur- 
suit. English books of sport are almost as old as the 
English printing-press, The first press established in 

England was that of Westminster in 1477, after which 

came, two years later, that of Oxford, and the third at 

St. Albans in 1480. We do not know even the name of 
the first printer of St, Albans; we only know that he was 

a schoolmaster, for Wynken De Worde, who reissued 

one of his books, tells us that the original was printed by 

**one sometyme scolemayster of Saynt Albon,” and we 

could wish that more than these meager details had been 

left to us of one to whom, even at this late day, sports- 
men of antiquarian tastes owe somuch pleasure. For 

among the eight books—six of them devoted to educa- 

tion—printed during the six or seven years after 1480, 

and before the worthy man relinquished his new labor 
for the old work of tutoring, was ‘* The Book of Hunting 
aud Hawking, and of Cote Armour,” or what is better 
known as the “Boke of St. Albans.” This rare old 
work was printed in red and black, and its crude type 
filled twenty-eight pages, upon the last of which was 

the colophon : ‘‘ Translatyt and compylit togedyr at Scynt 
albons the yere from thincarmacion of oure lorde Jhu 
Crist. M,CCCCIxxxvi.” 

This old work has taken its place among the rarest of 

literary and antiquarian treasures. It has been esti- 
mated that probably not more than fifty copies of the 

original edition were printed, and of these, now after 
alapse of four centuries, those which have surviyed the 

destructive agencies of fire, damp, the worm and 

neglect, are extremely rare, and all but one of them 
almost inaccessible. Imperfect copies are in the Bod- 

leian, Oxford, and the University Library at Cambridge, 

and a fourth, haying been sold for old paper at a penny 

a pound, afterwards lingering on a kitchen shelf for 

many years, and passing neglected and unknown 

through a great many like vicissitudes, finally came into 

literary hands, and is now exhibited in a glass case in the 
King's Library of the British Museum. We are glad to 
jearn from the Antiquarian that a fac-simile reprint of 
the ‘‘ Boke“ isnow being prepared for publication, which 
will afford the curious reader an opportunity of studying 

over the quaint illustrations and the old-time spelling 

and dialect of the specimen of Fifteenth Century lite- 

rature. 

A part of the book, the charming “ Treatise of Fyssh- 
ynge withan Angle,” attributed to Dame Juliana Berners, 
was reprinted in London in 1827, and in 1875 an Ameri- 
can reprint of this edition was edited, with appreciative 

care, by that well-known and genial angler, Geo. W. 
Van Siclen, of the New York Bar, and is doubtless now 

to be found on the library shelves of many readers of 

the Forusr AND STREAM, 
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It was half a century or more later that Roger Ascham 
published his ‘‘ Toxophilus,” a book to archers what the 
** Pysshynge” is to anglers. It is somewhat curious at 
this day to readof the worthy ‘‘reader to Queen Eliza- 

beth and her seeretarie for the Latin tongue” as dis- 
tinguished for his classical attainments and much given 
to play and cock-fighting, Latin professorship chairs 

and cockpits is an association altogether too bizarre for 
the tastes of the present, but it was not so then, and 

of the two books which Ascham wrote, the ‘* Scholarca *: 
and the ‘*Toxophilus ; or, Schole of Shooting,” the lat- 

ter won for him the most distinction, and to it he ap- 
pears to have owed his church preferment, for he says ; 

**T once wrote a little booke of Shewtynge, which King 

Henry, her (Queen Elizabeth's) noble father did so well 
like ant allow, that he gave me a living for it.” 

Less known than either of these two books, but none 

the less quaint and charming tothe delver in ancient sport- 
ing lore, is the treatise ‘‘On Englishe Dogges,” by John 

Gaius, published in 1576, and the first book on dogs ever 
printed in the English language. Conrad Gesner, the 

preface to the well disposed reader tells us, ‘‘a man, 

while he lived, of uncomparable knowled,eand manyfold 

experience, being neuer satisfied with the sweete sappe 
of vnderstanding,” requested Jolin Caius, ‘a profound 
clarke and rauenous deuourer of learning,”to write a short 

treatise of such dogs ‘tas were engendered within the 

borders of England.” To the accomplishment of this 

task, we are assured, Caius spared no study, withdrew 

himself from no labor, repined at no pains, forsook no 

travails, refused no endeayor, pretermitted no opportu- 
nity or circumstance; and his friend adds: ‘‘ The sundry 
sortes of Englishe dogges he discouereth so euidently, 

their natures he rippeth vp so apparently, their manners 

he openeth so manifestly, their qualities he declareth so 

skillfully, their proportions he painteth out so perfectly, 

their colours he describeth so artificially, and knytteth 

all these in such shortnesse and breuity, that the mouth 

of th’ adversary must needes confesse and giue sentence 
that commendation ought to bee his rewarde, and praise 
hig deserued pension.” This is high praise, and if to our 

modern ears it sounds bombastic, we must remember 

that it was written in an age when such hyperbole was 

much in vogue, and we may well heed the apologetic re- 

marks of the translator: ‘‘.As for such as shall snarr and 

suatch at the Englishe abrydgement and teare the Trans- 

latour, being absent, with the teeth of spyhtfull enuy, I 

conclude in breuity there eloquence is but currishe, if I 

serue in their meat with wrong sawce, ascribe it not to 

viskilfulnesse in coquery, but to ignorance in their diet.” 

A copy of this old work is preserved in the British Mu- 
seum; this Mr, Hugh Dalziel carefully copied, and an 
edition has been recently published in England, preserv- 

ing the exact original line for line, and error for error. 
Looking through its pages we have found so much pleas- 

ure inthe homely diction, the antique instruction and the 

charming simplicity of the text, that we have thought it 

well worthy of a place in our columns, whereby, it may 
he, we shall help to erect for the author ‘the monument of 
immortality” which his translator three hundred years 

ago bespoke for him. ; 
re 

ANGLERS AND ANGLING. Saga 

cé ORTUNE,” says Machiayella, “likes an ardent 

wooer and turns the cold shoulder to one who de- 

lays.” ‘‘Allis fair in love and war.” In angling all is 

not fair, but activity, early rising, stealthy approaches 

and delicate casts come under the head of legitimate 

means of capture, The fish admire determined efforts, 

and reward them as fortune rewards the ardent wooer, yet 

let there be no unseemly haste, bustle or anxiety about 

your moyement, but be very quiet and apparently un- 

concerned, for by those tokens you manifest the instincts 

of the gentleman, and better, the gentle angler himself, 

The most successful anglers are the men who are fre- 

quently called slow-coaches, but their slow and careful 

movements are not incompatible with Machiavella’s for- 

{une hunters; the quick, nervous, impetuous men who 

act before thinking, rarely make goolanglers, Their lines 

are too frequently caught in branches overhead, or their 

hooks fasten to some submerged snags, accidents which 

will happen to any one, but the slow-coach has the ad- 

vantage in his method of extricating himself from the 

situation, One may perhaps indulge in a variety of 

sulphurous ejaculations which frighten the fish, while a 

few illtimed twitches fasten his tackle more securely,and 
the natural consequence follows—he loses his hooks as 
wellas his head. Slow-coach, when he gets into trouble, 

calmly surveys the situation, goes to work theright way, 

and in a few seconds has conquered the predicament and 

resumed his fishing, while the other fellow has waded 

ashore to repair the damage he has sustained. 

A queer compound is the angler—a bundle of contradic- 

tions! Heis the antipodes of himself. He delights in 

the protection of God’s creatures. He is a eruel deceiver, 
usizg the finest and most delicate implements in the care- 

fullest manner, unrelenting in the attainment of his ob- 

ject; but he is also kind-hearted, quiet, patient, gentle, 
with a cheerful word and a helping hand wherever it is 

deserved and needed, He handles the fish with womanly 

tenderness, but their struggles awaken nosympathy. See 

how skillfully he manages his tackle; not a kink in line 
or leader, but perfect harmony from reel 1o stretcher fiy; 
the tip of the rod never for an instant losing the feel of 

the line,which doubles and turns so gracefully, describing 
all the curves of beauty and never interfering with itself. 

How lightly, with perhaps the faintest splash, with “a 
sound so fine that nothing lies twixt it and silence,” does 

he place his feathery counterfeits on the water, the leader 

smooth and straight as a newly made candle, 

Placing the flies gently and noiselessly as fall the snow 

flakes, may indicate the acme of fly casting, but if they 
land like a drop of water, with the softest plash, they 

will not frighten the fish, and you will catch as many as 

the angler who preaches snow flakes and thistle-down. 

One can be more careless while fishing American waters 

—though carelessness in an angler is always inexcusable 

—than if he were angling in most of the trout streams of 
Great Britain, Our trout have not all as yet learned 

that curiosity sometimes leads to certain death, and it is 
this ability to capture them so comparatively easy that 
in many cases makes the American angler the inferior 

of his English and Irish brethren in all the minutiw at- 

tendant upon the gentle art. Had we been schooled as 

carefully as our transatlantic friends,we would not have 

sometimes to wonder at our ill-luck. Indifference to mi- 

nutiae willcounteract many admirable qualities, for the 

trout is himself an admivable sportsman in certain 
waters and seasons, and at times attains the highest pin- 

nacle of sagacity. 

Our best rod makers turn out work equal, if not supe- 

rior, in every respect to that of any foreign makers, Our 

flies are perfect in strength and beauty, and the variety 
is infinite. Every winged insect, from the creation of 
the world to the millennium, and perhaps earlier and 

later, is imitated close enough to deceive even the origi- 

nals, 

Year by year our anglers are improving their methods 

and implements, as the trout are growing wiser and wiser, 

until now it requires, on the more frequented streams, 

the utmost skill and delicacy to capture so wary a general, 
one so well versed in all the expedients that experience 

and natural cunning bring to him in his search for the 

morning and evening meal. There he is a sentient be- 
inf, cunning as Iago and thoroughly up to the ‘ tricks 

that are vain,” MILLARD, 
—————r > a 

BAY SNIPE SHOOTING. 
beet 

T1.—LOCALITIES, 
—$—$>——— 

“ Seek'st thou the plashy brink 

Of weedy lake, or marge of river wide, 
Or where the rocking billows rise and sink 
On the chafed ocean side?’* 

HO ean tell of the habits of our wild fowl and 
aquatic birds as well as the men who, day in and 

day out, in cold and heat, and in all kinds of weather, 
follow shooting for a livelihood? Unfortunately for the 
public, these men cannot, for the most part, spare the 
time to dot down their experience. Indeed, but few of 

them can write, and whatif recorded would be of real 

value to the shooting world, is lost. The educated sports- 

man is rarely of assistance in this matter, for he, as a 

general thing, leaves everything to his bayman, and with 

a profound ignorance as to the habits of the birds, learns 
little and remembers but little, after a week's shooting, 

save the number an@ quality of the fowl brought to bag 

during his holiday, If he has had good shooting, he is 

generally liberal to the caterer to his sport; but for the 

life of him he cannot tell why the stools were set to wind- 

ward, or why he had better or worse shooting than the 
guns in the other ‘frigs.” Our experience has taught 

us that too often the purely scientific man knows even 

less, and that many works on ornithology abound in ab- 

surd inaccuracies, which lead to ‘confusion worse con- 

founded.” True, the scientists tell 1s che measurements 

and weight, and the coloring and shading of each bird, 

but often these descriptions are of the faded plumage of 

the dead specimen, and not of the live fowl, When col- 
ored plates are introduced into their works, they are 
often so unlike the bird they are intended to represent 

that if it were not for the name underneath it would be 

impossible to identify them. In fact, we have seen sey- 
eral which resemble Egyptian hieroglyphics more than 

birds that have been seen to fly. It is from works of 
this kind that almost all our sporting book writers draw 

for their material, and not from real experience; hence 

errors and traditions are handed down to us, and contin- 

ued ignorance is the result, 

From the Bay of Fundy in the North, to the Florida 
Reefs in the South, there are miles of the Atlantic coast 

shielded by long sand bars and shoals, which, at every 
ebbing tide, abound with every variety of aquatic food, 
At one time or another throughout the year each locality 

is visited fora short or long period by the bay snipe, 

Leaying the South early in the spring, they seem drawn 
by some magnetic influence toward the North, passing 
this vicinity in May, the date being regulated according 
to an early or late season. Once in their home in the far 
North, they speedily set about nesting and the rearing of 
their young, This is soon accomplished, and then their 

return flight begins, the old birds preceding, followed by 
the young several weeks later. Butit is a mistaken idea to 

suppose that all the yaricties of bay snipe seek the North 
to pursue their matrimonial inclinations. Several kinds, 

and especially the willet and some of the plover, breed 
tothe south of New York. It is during the summer 
flight that the bay snipe run the gantlet of the thou- 
sand stands that dot the coast from Maine to Hastern 
Virginia. We shall not attempt to specify each locality, 

particularly those that are remote, but simply mention 

the places that are easy of access and well known to the 
sportsmen of this vicinity. 
Beginning at the north, we follow to the santh the line 

of coast of those States on tlie Atlantic seaboard, men- 

tioning the names of the counties:of each in their geo- 
graphical order, and the places where more or less shoot- 
ing can be had at this season. Of course, the shooting 
begins first at the North, but the rapidity with which the 

birds make their flight causes the first guns to be echoed 

along the coast, even to the far South, in quick succes_ 

sion. 
LIST OF PLACES WHERE BAY SNIPE ARE SHOT 

Matse— Washington County.—The Island of Grand 
Menan. The island and bars along the entire coast of 

Hancock, Waldo, Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahock, Cumber- 

land and York counties. 

Nmw IIAmMpsHire—fockingham County,—Rye Beach 

and Hampton. 

MASSACHUSETTS—Zssex County.—Plum Island, Ips- 
wich, Cape Ann, Gloucester, Beverly, Marblehead, Sa- 

lem and Lynn. Norfolk County,—Randolph and Co- 

hasset. Plymouth Cownly,—Marshfield, Duxbury, Clark's 

Island, Plymouth and Manomet Point. Barnstable 

County,—Sandwich, Chatham, Queshnet, Wood's Hole, 

and at almost all the towns along the coast, on Cape 

Cod and Buzzard’s bays, and the ocean side, Bristol 

County.—South Darthmouth and Quansett. 

RHopE IsLanp—Newport Oounly,—At all the islands. 
Wushington County.—Point Judith, Block Island, [vis- 
tol, Peacedale and Watch Hill, 

Long Isnanp.— Suffolk County.—Visher’s Island, Plum 
Island, Ram Island Shoals, Orient Point, Montauk Point, 

Bridgehampton, Southampton, Shinnecock Buy, Mori- 

ches and Great South Bay, and, indeed, all along the 

south shore, 
Sraven Istanp—Richmond County. —Great- Salt Ralls. 

New Jersey—Monmouth. County.—Manisquan Inlet, 
Ocean County.—Squan Beach, Barnegat Bay and Long 
Beach. Burlington Counly.—Tuckerton, Atlantic County. 

—Brigantine Beach, Absecom and Somer’s Point, Cupe 

May County.—Peek's Beach, Townsend Inlet and Leam- 

ing Beach, 
DELAWARE—Sussex Counly—Lewes, Rehoboth Bay, 

Indian River and Long Neck. 

Marynanp— Worcester County,—Hamimock Point, Ger- 

lin and Sinepuxet Beach. 

Virorsta— Accomae County. — Chincoteague Island, 

Wallop’s Beach, Gargathy Inlet, Assawman Island, Ma- 
tomkin, Cedar Island, Burton’s Bay, Trout Channel, Lit- 

tle Matchipongs Inlet, Revel’s Island and Matulikin, 
Northampton County.—Hog Island, Sand Shoal, Great 

Machipongo Inlet, Cobb’s Island and Smith’s Island, 

——<$<<———— a _—_—_ 

THE ANTHRACITE, 
= 

S far as we have been able to learn, the Messrs, 

Herresholf have not yet received any response tio 

their last letter for Major Geo. Deane, Secretary of the 

Perkins’ Engine Company, for the first communication 

of the Secretary can hardly be regarded in a serious light 
in view of the outspoken blunder therein made, As it has 
now been clearly pointed out to the agents of the Per- 
kins boiler that the grounds upon which they declined 
the very fair and reasonable challenge of ‘the Leila are 

not tenable, but conflict with the simplest truths of en- 
gineering science, it becomes all the more their duty to 
explain to the satisfaction of the public one of two 
things: either why the Anthracite dared not mect the 
coil boilers in a test of economy, or else, upon what 
grounds the remarkable statements of Major Deane are 

to be justified. It would be snap judgment to assume 
that no satisfactory explanation will be forthcoming, 

and consequently we prefer waiting another week to 

lear from the proper source. We are inclined to think 
that, in his first answer, Major Deane was acting upon 

the advice tendered by incompetent and unworthy 
counsel, and that he was induced to frame his answer in 

a hurry, whereas, upon second thought, he would not 
eare to indorse stutements which he now knows must 
haye raised asmile among the profession, It is hardly 

to be supposed that a gentleman, representing such large 

interests asthe Perkins Engine Company, should not be ac- 

quainted with the commonest of problems an engineer has 

to meet; nor does it seem likely that one who has shown 

such wonderful astuteness in obtaining a vast amount of 

free advertising for an old resurrected apparatus, fully 

known these last ten years to the profession ii America, 

should really be in total darkness concerning the line of 

business he represents. For these reasons, we prefer be; _ 

lieving that, a stranger in a strange land, the baleful in 
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uence of sundry seheming worthies was really at tbe 
hottom of the quéstionable- engineering talent now 
wrongfully credited to Major Deane, All the more rea- 
son why an explanation should be forthcoming, unless 
the Perkins boiler can afford to shoulder the charge of 

heing put forward by persons not competent to judge of 

its merits, 
Should the Perkins Engine Company contemplate es- 

tublishing a branch of their business in America, they 

Will probably thank us for conning them clear of certain 
individuals of unsavory reputation, who, unfortunately, 

appear to have ‘rung in” with the company’s gallant 

Secretary to the extént of placing tle latter's ability in a 
wrong light before the public, Connection of any sort 
wilh confidence nien can do the company no good, and 

the sooner they get a clear conception of the lay of the 

lund, the better, ' 
at i 

FISHERY EXHIBITIONS. 
ed 

HE success which attended the great exhibition at 

Berlin has set the fashion, and fishery exhibitions 
are, no doubt, destined to become more or less popular. 
Germany has had another one, at Wurtzburg, which was 
not international in its character, although we learn that 

Messrs. 8. Allcock & Co,, of Redditch, England, makers 

of hooks and fishing tackle generally, received a diploma, 
a. gold medal and a ‘* prize of honor” for their exhibit. 
This firm also received a gold medal at the Berlin Hxhbi- 
bition. / 

Tt is now proposed to hold a similar fishery fair in Eng- 
Jand, this fall, under the management of the Norfolk and 

Suffolk Fish Acclimatization Soviety, and Norwich has 

been selected as the place for it. This one is to be some- 
what international in its characetr, we infer, from the 

fact that the Fischerei Verein of Germany have signified 
their intention to ‘‘assist,” whatever that may mean, but 
it is certainly too soon after the splendid exhibition in 
Germany to hold an * international” one; surely a 
breathing spell of a few years is necessary before the 
United States would entertain the idea of being officially 

represented, if it ever does again. The United States 

Fish Commission not only has much other work to attend 
to, but there are many other reasons why there are ob- 
jections to a display by our government, besides the ex 
pense, the main one being the damage done to the collec- 

tion belonging to the National Museum, which will soon 
be get in position in the new building, many articles in 
it being impossible to duplicate. Of course such exhibi- 

tions are open to private exhibitors, but somehow very 

few of them had enterprise enough to take advantage of 
it as the Hoglish manufacturers did at Berlin, where al- 

most the entire display in the English department was 
made by indiyiduals, We imagine that it will be a long 
time before such a fishery exhibition as the one recently 
jield in Germany will be attempted, for the reason that 
we do not know of any fishery organization in the world 
which has the enterprise to conceive and the courage to 
attempt what was done by the Deutsche Fischerei 
Verein, The Norwich Exhibition has also the promise of 

support from Messrs. Buckland and Walpole, Inspectors 
of Fisheries of Great Britain, 

. a tte Ot 

THe TesM Caprain AND THE Custom HovusE,—Col, 
Bodine’s lot just now is not a particularly happy one. 
He made an error in gutting his personal effects past the 
scrutiny of the customs officers, and now every exchange 

from the country over has its little fling at the leader of 
the American riflemen in Iveland, Itis really to be re- 

‘gretted after such a brilliant run of luck and skill 
on the field of Dollymount that the record should be 
smirched by a misunderstanding with such an object as 
4 tide-waiter of the New York Custom House, But such 
qwas the fact, and rolls of silk and packages of kid gloves 
in the Colonel's gun case, without a corresponding notice 

oftheir presence on the passenger declaration of the late 

team captain, makes an annoying contradiction to be 
rectified. There was manifestly no intention at smug- 
fling, as there was no attempt at concealment. When 

the team of 1875 came home the display of baggage was 

somewhat enormous, and particularly excessive as com- 
pared with the amount taken out, -All of this miscella- 
neous collection of valuables were then passed by the 

customs officers without word or question, intending by 

the act to have a compliment shown the team, Relying 
on something of the sort again, the Colonel found, when 

too late, tliat he had miscalculated, hence the position of 
‘alfairs to-day. It is unfortunate that any such an occur- 
Yence should haye taken place, and it is only to meet in 

some measure the current misapprehension that we speak 

ofibat all. 
ee 

oe CANADIAN MarcH,—During the present week 
Creedmoor range has been occupied pretty constantly 
by the practicing of the Canadian team. The gentlemen 

‘who have crossed the border this time haye come to 
win, They are taking time, and proceeding along with a 

hhey are wooing the goddess Fortune, as the really suc- 
éssful rifle shot always does, by assiduous court, The 

en do not lack familiarity each with {the other, and 

stem and care which augurs well for their success. - 

with rifles all of a make, and these, too, American rifles, 
it will look like a breath of bad luck for them to be 
beaten. The probabilities of the record are, of course, 
in favor of the American, or Amateur Rille team ; but 

the gentlemen of the Amateur Club will not regret a de- 
feat at the hands of their kindly neighbors from across 
the lake, ‘To-day the team visit Manhattan Beach for 
a formal dinner, and the match on Saturday will be 
carefully noted by our special rifle contributor, and the 
whys and wherefores of victory or defeat duly set forth, 
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To Corner Suawnep.—Few objects of natural history 

are more interesting than the seaweeds and alge of our 

coasts when properly preserved, and a stroll on almost any 
beach will reyeal to the collector a number of beautiful 
forms, which are well worthy of the slight trouble in- 
volved in their collection and preservation. 
Seaweeds are such beautiful objects when fresh, and 

are so unsightly when shriveled and dried up, that it 

seems desirable to give full directions to those who may 
be interested iu this department of botany, but who are 

ignorant as to the best method to be employed to make 

these objects retain their colors, The present time, tco, 

when so many of our readers are at the seaside, seems 

peculiarly fitting for the publication of such directions, 

We publish elsewhere yery full directions for collecting 

alg, which we owe to the courtesy of Prof, Daniel C. 
Baton, Professor of Botany in Yale College. Prof, Eaton 

is one of the first authorities in the country on seaweeds, 

and we desire to express here our appreciation of his 

kindness, 

GREENE SMITH. 
—_<—_—__ 

EW men were better known to the sportsmen of 
America than was Greene Smith, a brief notice of 

whose death on the 23d ult. was given in our colunms a 

fortnight ago. ‘To-day we publish the accompanying 

portrait, which we have spared no pains to make faithful 

to the photograph from which it was engraved. Those 
who knew the original will at once recognize its fidelity. 
Greene Smith was born in Peterboro, N, Y., in the 

year 1842, and was therefore at the time of his death just 

in the prime of life. He was a son of the late Gerrit 
Smith, and was given a superior education. 
Atan early age he manifested the taste for natural 

history pursuits, the gratification of which, in later 

years, was his chief employment and pleasure. In his 
younger days, teo, he exhibited those qualities of char 

acter which made him so remarkably a friend of every 
one with whom he was associated, Greene Smith had 
a strong social disposition, and his affability drew friends 

about him at home and abroad. He enjoyed traveling, 
and spent much of his time away from home ; but, as 

has been happily said of him, ‘‘ he neyer got far enough 

away to find any enemy,” 
Although coniing of a family somewhat prominent in 

public life, and naturally possessed of those qualifications 
which might have given him like prominence, his incli- 

nation led him elsewhere, and his life was passed mainly 

on the familv estate, and without much that was note- 
worthy. He was at one time professor of ornithology 
in Cornell University, but his interests always centered 

closely in his wonderful collection of birds, to the per- 
fection of which his time and enthusiasm were devoted. 
Among the sportsmen of this State Greene Smith al- 

ways held a prominent and a very pleasant position. He 
was the president of the National Sportsmen’s Associa- 
tion, of Niagara Falls, in 1875, and in 1877 presided over |’ 
the Convention of the New York State Sportsmen's Asso- 
ciation for the Protection of Fish and Game, 

For many months preceding his, death it had been evi- 
dent to his friends that recovery from his pulmonary 

complaint was impossible, and for several weeks he had 
been perceptibly failing, 

These last weeks were spent in the “ Ornithon,” or 
bird-house, among the treasures he had been so long 

gathering together. Here, propped up in his sick bed 
and surrounded by all that love and wealth could supply 
for his comfort, he sought relief from pain by apply- 

ing himself toa final cataloguing and arranging of his 
ornithological collection ; and it was here that he passed 

away from earth, 
The following description of the ‘ Ornithon” was 

published in this journal (RoD and GUN) :— 

After walking some two or three hundred yards down 
a gravel walk, we came to a large building in Gothic 
rustic style, the sides covered with hemlock bark, On 
the rustic door is the word “Ornithon” in ivy, The build~ 
ing is in the form of the letter T, the main part being 
one and a half stories high and 56x30 feet; the L is one 
story, and 24x40 feet on the ground, The entrance is in 
the center of the L portion of the building. In the cer- 
ter of thisroom, immediately in front of the door, is a 
large double desk, surmounted by statuettes, and con- 
taining writing materials, with inkstands and study appli- 
ances, all rich, and in modern taste. On the timbers over 
the desk are carved an immense pair of elk antlers, from 
which depended Sharps and Spencer rifles, with game 
bag, riding whip, powder flasks, horns, rod, creel, and 
other sporting implements ; also a riding whip which Mr, 
smith said once belonged to a soldier in Stuart’s cavalry, 
The sides of the room are hidden by immense glass 
cases, the one on the right containing specimens of 
skins, duck, teal, snipe and other game birds; also a 
large varievy of song birds, herons, swans, etc., ina fine 
state of preservation. Behind this case is a gun-rack 
fitted with drawers, containing ammunition, shot, wads, 
shells and shooting fixings. The caseon the other side 
of the room is of the same size, and contains some of 
the finest mounted specimens we had seen. Among 
them were the English woodcock, European kingfisher, 
cuckoo, a whooping crane (of which there are very few 
specimens in this country), a pair of black swans from 
Australia, a roseate spoonbill, monster owls, hawks, 
pigeons and other birds, with sundry foxes and quadru- 
peds, many rare shells and curiosities of various kinds. 
Behind this case is a well-filled book-case,- containing a 
good collection of modern literature, in which are the 
best books and many rave works in sporting and natural 
his ory. 
The entrance to the main building is about fifteen ar 

twenty feet wide, and in the center stands a_beautifui 
fountain of cool water, with a few speckled beauties 
sporting in the crystal flood. A grand wide stairway 
leads to the upper part of the main building, and on 
either side are large rustic rooms inclosed with wire 
screens, The room on the right had a rocky bed, with a 
stream of water flowing through, and was exclusively 
for song birds, and would accommodate upward of a hun- 
dred without crowding their moyement. On the Jeft, 
in the main room, isa miniature pond, with rock work 
arranged especially for ducks and other aquatic birds. 
Beyond this is a large wire room used-as a kennel, 
We turn to the right, and there find a loading table for 

guns and ammunition, and in a cosy nook, neatly ar- 
ranged, are ground and plunge traps, and all the para- 
phernalia for trap shooting, according to the most im- 
proved plans of English and American rules. On the 
left side of this loft or large balcony we find the profes- 
sional tools of scientific draughtsman and civil engineer, 
all laid out im order, meant for use, not show, but a rich 
man’s, nevertheless, love for their use being shown by the 
perfection and finish of the tools. i 

In another case ave the appliances for taxidermy, <A. 
second collection of books is found in this department in 
keeping with this subject ; and here we found Wilson’s 
Ornithology, 9 vols., of 1808 ; Charles Lucien Bonaparte’s 
work of 1805, in4 vols, ; Audubon’s complete works of 
1856 ; also John Cassin’s Appendix; The birds of North 
America, by Spencer F. Baird, John Cassin and’ George 
N. Lawrence, of 1860; Baird, Brewer and Ridgway’s N, 
A. Birds, of i874, and all works of the best authors com- 
nlete, not forgetting flies of American Sportsman and 
Rop AND GUN, 

The walls throughout the building are covered with 
engravings and specimens, mostly fine illustrations of 
birds and sporting scenes, together with trophies of the 
chase, specimens of horns and other matter. Among the 
specimens are the spikes of ibex, hartbeest blessbok, 
eland, gnu, springbok of Africa, the gazelle and chamois 
of Switzerland, antelope and buffalo from the plains. 
Bird cages without number, containing song birds, hang 
from the timbers. Also a variety of trout and salmon 
rods, with flies attached, ready for a cast. Trailing ar- 
butus, clematis, wisteria and other creepers coyer the 
walls, draping all unoccupied spaces, Ba 
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CELEBRATED Suors,—Dr, and Mrs, John Ruth, the cel- 

ebrated California experts with rifle, shot gun and pistol, 

are now In this city, and itis to be hoped will before lone 
give a joint exhibition of their skill with the arms that 
they so well know how to handle, 

Dr, Ruth we find is well acquainted with our old friend 

Major Frank North, himself one of the best rifle and 

pistol shots that we haye eyer seen, whose name is so 
well known west of the Missouri River as Commander 

of the Invincible Battalion of Pawnee Scouts, Major 
North’s letter, recommending the Doctor to the public as 
one of the finest shots in the world, isa document to be 
proud of, 

Dr. Ruth has just received from William Read & Sons, 

of B ston, one of Scotts’ hammerless guns, of latest 
model, and will use it in all his exhibitions and matches, 
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—The Virginia mountain trip, of which we have al- 
realy made extended and vommendatory notice, will be- 
gin Sept. 9th, and not, as ib was ab firsf proposed, Sept, 

1st, -We haya reason to believe that those who join the 

expedition will find it a rarely enjoyable mode of pleas- 
ure trayel, 
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Che Sportsman Caurist. 

A MORAL TALE FOR POACHERS, 

T was in the days hetore there were any laws in our 
State for the protection of fish and game, or any State 

Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, or a 
. Sham Lake Plain ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto, with capital 

letters and capital dinners and—what else? Any one 
could shoot, trap, net and snare from one end of the year 
to the other without fear of man or act of legislature, 
and no fish, bind nor beast that swam, flew or yan wild, 
had any friends but the few sportsmen and anglers who 
preached and practiced and wore a law unto themselves. 

tn those happy times there were tiwo market fishermen 
“named Andre and Joe, who, in the exercise of their 
rights as free and newly naturalized citizens of the United 
States, saw fil to hedge Wonakakatuk with a fyke, and 
so prevent, to their own great profit, the passage up 
stream of all fish that sought to go thither in quest of 
food or spawning grounds. No one up stream could get 
afish, Anglers in the upper waters sat like Patience on 
a monument, ouly swearing more than smiling, at grief 
—and went down, with not a bite to brag of but those of 
mosquitos, wickedly cursing these honest fishermen, who 
had only taken what belonged to them—for were not all 
the fishes of our waters created especially for Canucks to 
catch and sel? But some were naughty enough to rebel 
against this heavenly decree, and took up the net of An- 
dré and Joe, who then prepared to defend their rights, 
Andre loaded his Queen's arm with a deadly charge of 
Bb, and sworea double-barrelled oath in bad French 
and worse English ‘dat if he ketch any Yankee ‘round 
hées net, he'd sting th worse as a nes’ of bumbly-bee !” 
und when be and,his companion had set their net at twi- 
light, they tied their seow to the head stake of the fyke 
and sat smoking and gibbering, alert for the foe. 

But eyen the tongue of a Canuck will tire in time, and 
his powers of suction will not endure foreyer—yet he 
never dies ; but, when his appointed time has come, “oes 
to Colchester Point and begins eternity—and as the shades 
of night grew thick, André and Joe lapsed into silence 
and knocired the ashes from their pipes, and for a change 
of position stretched themselves on the thwarts of their 
eraft, The bull-frogs bellowed in monotonous concert, 
the whippoorwill’s note steadily lashed the heayy air, 
and the rifles chuckled coutinuously under the broad 
bow of the scow; such sleepy sounds with such infre- 
quent breaks of splashing fish or diving muskrat that the 
watchers soon became sleepers. 
Then the spoilers came—Sed and Jack—in a light 

trapping skiff, paddling as silently as the ghostly canoes 
of Dismal Swamp. As they came alongside the scow, 
Sed, with his jack-knife, cut the thong that held her to 
the stake, and she with her unconscious crew went slowly 
drifting with the south wind toward the lake, André 
was a first-class snorer; and a belated fisherman who 
met them, took the craft for a tug making her way ont of 
the creek, yet wondered greatly that she made so little 
headway and showed no light, and at last concluded that 
it was some hew invention of Capt, Barnum and his 
cousin Hen, and that the illustrious inventors were 
making a trial trip by night preparatory to astonish- 
ing the world. An hour later she grounded among 
the willows of the sand bar, and her wazlike crew, 
haying had their nap out, awoke to find themselves 
they knew not where, till the growing day outlined the 
familiar horizon and silenced the marsh-hordered reaches 
of the Wonakakatuls, and they saw the trees of Gar- 
den Island looming darkly out of the misty bosom of 
the Bay of the Vessels and plimmering beyond the star 
of Split Rock lighthouse. Then, some say, the curses of 
the ** Bostonais” flew so thick and hot that they blasted 
the largest willow on the bar—but it is quite as likely 
that, in the frenzy of his rage, André ** played” the tree 
was a Yankee, and riddléd its body with his BB's. 
Hours before this theit net had reluctlantly sputtered 

into ashes on top of a blazing brush heap, 
AWAHSOOSE. 
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ROUGH NOTES FROM THE WOODS. 

A Moose River, July 2ist. 
HES all my fancy painted her, she’s lovely, she is 

light. She waltzes on the waves by day, aud rests 
with me atnight. But I had nothing todo with her 
painting, The man who built her did that. And I ¢com- 
neice with the canoe, because that is about the first 
thing you need on entering the Northern Wilderness, 
From the Forge House, foot of the Fulton Chain, on the 
west, to Paul Smith’s Lower St. Regis Lake, on the east, 
is ninety-two miles. About five miles of this distance is 
covered by carries ; the longest carry on this route is about 
one mile; the shortest, a fewrods, If you hire a guide 
he will furnish a boat and carry it himself. His boat 
will weigh from sixty toone hundred pounds, and will 
garry two heavy men, with all the dunnage you need. 
He will ‘‘take care” of you, as they express it here, and 
will work faithfully to forward your desires, whether 
you be artist, tourist, angler or hunter, His charges are 
$2.50 per day, and found, The tired, overworked man 
of business, who gets away from the hot, dusty city for 
a few days or weeks, cannot do better than come to this 
land of lake, river and mountain, and hire a guide. 
What the mule or mustang isto the plaitnsman, the 

boat or canoe is to guide, hunter or tourist, who proposes 
a sojourn in the Adirondacks, And this is why 1 propose 
to mention at some length this matter’ of canoemg and 
boating. Being a light weight and a good canoeman, 
haying the sunimer betore me, designing to haunt the 
nameless lakes and streams not down on the maps, and 
not caring to hire a guide, it stands to reason that my 
canoe should be of the lightest, and sheis, Perhaps she 
is the lightest cedar-built canoe in the United States, or 
anywhere else, Her stems and keel are oak, her ribs red 
elm, her gunwale spruce. and six pairs of strips, three- 
sixteenths of an inch thick, with copper fastening from 
stem to stem, leave her weight, when sandpapered ready 
for the paint, fifteen pounds nine and a half ounces. 
The paint adds about two pounds. She is ten feet long, 
twenty-six inch beam, with eight inches rise at center, 
and, propelled by alight double paddle, with a one fool 
power in the middle, gets over the water like a scared 
Joon. 1 propose to take her a rather extended trip be- 

fore snow flies, if she does not drown me. I reckon her 
carrying capacity, in ordinary weather, at 150 pounds. 
If she proyes reasonably safe on the larger lakes of the 
wilderness, she is an achievement in the boat-building line. 
She was built by J. H. Rushton, of Canton, N. Y., and is 
by several pounds the lightest canoe evermade by him. I 
will only add that she is too light and frail. I would rec- 
ommend ten and a half feet in length, with thirty inch 
beam, and ribs two inches apart instead of three. Such a 
canoe would be stanch and safe for one, and need not 
weigh more than twenty-two pounds. She can easily be 
carried on the head, in an inverted position, first placing 
a blanket or an old coat on the Healt by way of cushion, 
When I reached here, just one week ago, tired with a 

twelve mile ride on the corner of a trunk, while I hugged 
that frail boat like a faithful loyer, I only meant to stop 
until I could get my traps carried through to the Fulton 
Chain, which, in the case of the canoe, was not 80 easy. 
I was im no hurry—the hotel here is neat, well kept and 
prices yery reasonable. While waiting for the man to 
turn up who wanted to carry the little craft on his head 
to the Forge House, it dawned on me that I was well 
enough where I was fora few days, Parties were con- 
stantly coming and going, and all stop at Moose River, 
erie is the half-way house between Booneville and the 
akes, 
For interviewing gnides and taking notes of the region 

to the eastward, there could be no better point than this ; 
and I needed practice with the canoe hefore taking her 
over the larger lakes, Moreover. 1 came here for a su- 
perior quality of water, air and angling, with a little 
bunting thrown in at the proper season. 
What if these things were at my hand, right here, and 

parties hurrying through post haste to the Brown Tract 
or the Raquette waters were running away from that 
they sought? Those coming out of the woods do not, as 
arule, claim notable success with the trout, Many of 
them would eat salt pork oftener than broiled trout were 
it not for the guides, and one of the latter told me that 
‘“trouting” was poor on and around Big Moose, while he 
thought Little Moose and Panther lakes not worth a 
visit. ‘*‘I could catch all the trout I wanted right around 
here,” he added, 

So I overhauled my fishing gear and went in for brook 
trout, and, as I supposed, found all I wanted; found 
that I could, by angling just enough for recreation, catch 
more speckled trout by far than I need, while there is 
very pretty fly-fishing at the spring holes in the river. 
Many gentlemen who go far into the wilderness, at much 
expense of guides, etc., would be well content with just 
such fishing as I am enjoying at Moose River. Then 
there are, within an easy walk of the hotel, several 
small Jakes where deer “water” nightly, and may be 
‘‘floated” for with a fair prospect of success, 
But this is not camping out—not a genuine woods life. 

We seek the forest for adyenture, and a free, open air, 
hunter's life, for a time at least. Well, it may be a little 
tame, but it is very pleasant and healthful, all the same. 
As for camping for the benefit of open air, bright fires 
and beds of browse, fresh picked from hemlock and bal- 
sam, we have that right here, Just under my eyes as I 
write, there is an island in the river some twelve rods 
long by six wide. Itis well timbered with spruce, bal- 
sam, hemlock, cedar, pine, birch and maple. It is one of 
the pleasant spots that nature makes and man neglects. 
The island lies high, with roaring, rushing rapids on the 
left, and a broad rock dam on the right, which at low 
water becomes a cool, clean promenade, 10() feet long by 
forty feet broad. Near the center of this rock is a natu- 
ral depression, forming a basin into which the water 
slowly filters from the river. In this little dock I let the 
canoe rest at night; against the largest spruce on the 
island my light tent of oiled factory is erected, and there 
Irest o’ nights—for a few days only, and then for 
broader waters and deeper woods; perhaps to go further 
and fare worse. NESSMUK, 
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LONG POINT, 

‘““THE HAPPY HUNTING GROUND.” 

Y kind inyitation of my good friend, Sheriff Wood- 
ruff, and with but a few minutes to catch the train, 

1 hastily bundled what few things were necessary into 4 
bag and started to meet my host at the Hamilton Station. 
On my arrival I met Mr, R, A, Lucas and Mr, J, J. Me- 
Kenzie, both gentlemen trou: Hamilton, who with my- 
seli made a party of four for that * paradise of hunters,” 
Long Point, Wewentto fish for green bass and enjoy 
the pleasant breezes and beautiful scenery at all times bo 
be found upon the island. 
We arrived at about 7in the evening of the 21st of 

May, after a pleasant trip on the Annie Craig from Port 
Doyer. Approaching the dock we were greeted with 
handerkerchief salutations from friends on shore, yon- 
spicuously among whom was that dear old veteran Chiis- 
tian sportsman, Dr. Edgerton Ryerson, whose hale and 
hearty figure at seventy-seven shows how careful living 
and abundant exercise, Inentally and physically, do to keep 
age young. 

This charming island is situated on the east end of 
Lake Erie, and contains an area of about 20,000 acres of 
land, a large portion of which is marsh, and which af- 
fords fine feeding and nesting ground for all the varieties 
of ducks which breed in this neighborhood, such as mal- 
lard, teal and woodduck. Fish of all descriptions abound. 
The woodland is largely supplied with deer, wild tur- 
keys, partridges, woodcock and snipe, Hndless numbers 
of muskrats, when seasons are propitious for breeding 
and catching, yield quite a revenue to the company, trap- 
ping as they do from 10,000 to 25,000 annually, which 
tends insome degree to lessen the expense of supporting 
the four or five gamekeepers, The time of these keepers 
is spent in watching and protecting the grounds from the 
inroads of poachers. The caretakers consist of Wiliam 
Leary, steward; Helmer, head gamekeeper, and Jack- 
son, second gamekeeper, all of whom live upon the main 
island. Morris, Fitzmorris, or *‘ Monty,” by which cog- 
nomen he is better known, takes charge of the fifteen or 
sixteen cottages, which belong to individual members of 
the club, or are used by punters engaged during the 
shooting season, In addition to these is a club house, in 
which is the dining-room, a large apartment, finished 
in oiled chestnut and decorated with stuffed animals, 
maps and paintings, with an autograph register or tablet 
of celebrities who from time to time have been guests of 

the club. These buildings are all constructed upon piles, 
forming a wharf, and distant about two and a half tiles 
from the island proper, anc upon a spot known as the 
** Carrying Place Creek.” This is a most beautiful place 
for a summer resort ; free at all times from dust, smoke 
and noise, with generally .a refreshing breeze to make 
things pleasant. Hach cotlage has its cooling room—a 
sort of *- corn crib”—in which each night the birds shot 
during the dayare hungup, and arefrigerator contributes 
to the many creature comforts that are to he found here. 
There are a good many Celebrities connected with this 
place, and some few whom J met who have shot in the 
marsh and hunted the upland game for from sixty to 
seyenty years: among them Dr, Ryerson, who is perhaps 
one of the oldest, has spent some months here with his 
good wife this spying in‘ his jolly little hunting box. 
where in his quiet ease, he told me, much of his admirable 
book on Canada has been written, ‘hen there are the 
Messrs. Woodruti, of St. Catherines, and others whose 
names at present do hot suggest themselyes, Yes, old 
Peter Price, nearly ninety years old, still trolls about, 
and his son, Bill Price, asweet-scented old “‘geranium,” 
and Bill Woodward, too; and last. but not Jeast, comes 
the worthy Ayres, who has made the marsh ‘! hum™ over 
and over again with old Westly-Richards, and tells every 
time she goes off a tale of woe to anything that comes 
within his reach. There is a little history attached to all 
connected with the association, 

Our fishing party, which consisted of Sheriff Woodruif, 
Mr. Lucas, Mr, McKenzie and myself, upon our arrival, 
were coupled off together in cottages, each with two bed- 
rooms and asibting-voom, furnished with everything to 
conduce to the comfort and ease of the wearied hnoter 
after hard day’s sport. Now, this party was essentially 
a, pleasure-bent organization, secking rest and relaxatiou 
from the toilsand cares of business, from over-worked 
brains, tc, Our tine was chiefly spent in hooking fiye- 
pound green bass. The fish were most abundaiut, and 
had the water been more clear we should no doubt have 
doubled the catch, which, | believe, would average one 
every three minutes, and, in fact, with two hooks, as 
many as sixty or seventy an hour were taken, OF course - 
the more scientific disciples of **Isaae,” with delicate 
tackle, such as friend Harris usec, could not land as 
quickly as when “ yanked out” with a stilf rod and a 
strong line, but, be that as it may, the figh are most 
abundantand gammy, and only exceeded in size by some 
caught by My, George Dawson and myself when on a 
yisit to French River, on the Georgian Buy, m June, 1878, 
This, by the by, was one of the most pleasant trips I can 
recall, The bay abounds in the largest bass aud pickerel 
on the continent of America, 

On Sunday morning quite a number congregated in 
the dining-room for prayer (and [must here remark that, 
unlike similar places of resort, the Sabbath is most 
strictly observed), and Dr. Ryerson preached a most beau- 
tiful sermon, Among the congregation were Mr, Hd- 
ward Harris, of London, and Mr, Charles Ryerson, pro- 
fessional gentlemen of eminence, and their wives, who 
came over to spend Sunday and the Queen’s birthday. 
The hearty way in which the national anthem was 
sung left but littl doubt as to the loyally of the party 
present, 
As all pleastues have their end, so had ours, and on 

Tuesday morning, after a round of handshaking and re- 
grets at leaving, we tured our faces honieward, ere long, 
1 trust, to meet with similar scenes of enjoyment, 

No spring shooting is allowed at Long Point. Nesting 
birds have perfect quiet and find an undisturbed home 
during the summer season; consequently when the fall 
shouting commences birds are found in an abundance 
unequaled anywhere, By the laws of the club, no guns 
are fired between sunset and sunrise ; the result is Ivom 
100 to 200 birds a day to each shooter, and I trust that ere 
long the Munroe Marsh, which is now being ruined by 
pot hunters at all seasons, will fall into the hands of gen— 
tlemen now negotiating forits purchase, and with whom 
Long Point friends will be able ta shake hands and to 
congratulate each other upon haying brought the protec- 
tion of game to a successful issue. 

N. B.—I quite forgot to mention that last summer Dr, 
Ryerson, in his little skiff, rowed over to Port Ryerse, 
seventeen miles, preached two sermons and returned ; 
and this spring, when goose shouting, was overtaken by 
darkness and compelled tovemain all night in the marsh, 
Rolling himself in his blankets, he quietly went to 
sleep in his boat, and when hereturned the next morning 
was rewarded by capturing nine wild geese, 

St, Catherines, Ont. J. Bay Ans GILES, 
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A MIDSUMMER FOX CHASE. 

Gaston, N,C, 
OWEVER unhuntsmanhke it may seem for a prac- 

tical huntsman of full forty seasons to be engayed 
in the sport during midsummer, | must nevertheless give 
you an account of a ced fox chase I had July 23d, 1580, 

For several days previous the weather had been cool 
and damp, much like such spells in early autumn, and it 
occurred to me a good time tu reconnoiter to ascertain if 
the information received a few weeks before was correct, 
that a den of red foxes had been found on the Mt, Misery 
plantation on the Roanoke River, five miles above ie, 
The morning Was very damp, coo! and cloudy, with 
misty showers at intervals, but in other respects exactly 
suited fou the purposes had im view. The fermile red 
fox invariably prowls on such days, and ! calenlated on 
striking a trail or confronting one, if my information 
was correct, as soon as T entered the Mt, Misety plana- 
tion, 

After ordinary breakfast 1 mounted and moved up the 
Roanoke, keeping the Eaton Ferry road for several miles 
and turning south down a cartway tu the hills overlook- 
ing the Ruanoke, with some eight couple of hounds that 
Thad liberally mushed to take off their fire, soon came 
upon a moving fox, and some distance from the place I 
had expected to dose. The pack broke off in fll cry, 
and so loud and furiously that 1 was startled. [was ata 
loss to determine the character of the game, 1 could not 
yenture to hark or encouragé the hesilating pack, but 
keepiug my silence and hastening to head the pack soon 
discovered, as in the darkening wood they passed me, 
that the game was large and a race was before me, But 
whether deer, red or gray fox, was not se evident. The 
run was directly up the Roanoke, over its hills for more 
then a mile; then due south through a large body af 
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woods (sacred to the memory of Pious *‘ Jeems"), pass- 
ing through its entire length and then rounding and re- 
turning south to the Mt. Misery plantation, As soon as 
I heard the backward move I halted to see fox and 
hounds and to mark positions, Ina moment all were 
upon me, The mushed dogs, with tongues hanging out 
and tails dropped. were in earnest and doing their work 
like trained fellows, but sorrowfully. The fox seemed 
perfectly fresh,and at a bound moved off, closely 

. pursued by one of the hounds that had been left behind 
by the pack when it emerged from under the river hills, 
turning right back into the pursuing pack. Up to this 
point things looked discouragiug to her, and were so, but 
atemporary break, followed by only a minute's confu- 
sion, proved a fortunate respite and gave her time to widen 
the distance between her and her pursuers, She made 
judicious use of it, and down the Roanoke she flew, 
keeping close under the hills and in paths that skirted 
the low grounds until reaching the Roanoke Mills, some 
three miles from the break. She here turned due north 
out from the river a mile and kept wp east until parallel 
with Eaton Ferry road, for a while. 
A few hundred yards above the ‘scratch field "—a 

field sacred to the memory of Cols. Edmonds and Putney 
—she crossed the roac, returning to the Roanoke, Here 
I headed the pack and had a fair opportunity to enjoy 
the sport and note positions of each dog, Plunder, a full 
brother of Brodnax’s Ledrew, was in the lead, with little 
Mischief well contesting his position. The mush had 
gone, and the whole pack looked drawn for the race, 
And so they moved, As they passed me, with every in- 
dividual dog in his place, Lwas enthused with the scene, 
put spurs tomy horse and dashed through the woods 
with no feeling of the lagger about me, I had not gone 
over half a mile when I was abruptly thrown against a 
free, backwards from my horse, momentarily stunned, 
with the blood flowing from my forehead and nose and 
unable at first to get up. There | remained until the 
sweet music of my hounds had faded away in the dis- 
tance and I had sutiiciently recovered to move my limbs 
to ascertain if amy were broken. Finding all,sound, I 
quietly got up and remounted my horse, who all the 
while stood quietly and sympathetically by, awaiting my 
pleasure, and cantered home, anticipating something 
Serious after the excitement of the chase had passed 
off, The hunt was completely taken out of me, and it 
was no longer fun to see or hear the hounds. When I 
arrived at home [had my wounds carefully examined 
and cared for, There was a cut in the forehead, one on 
the nose, and the entire right side bruised, But I am 
again on my feet and ready when the season advances to 
try it again. 

The result of the chase I cannot give, If there was no 
interruption ofab, the fox soon was either put to earth or 
killed. It was impossible for him to stand up and escape 
under the press, Apart from this the pack soon returned 
home, and pretty much together. Logan was in the ad- 
vance, and Logan ‘* neyer surrenders.” 
How my collision against the tree occurred may be a 

matter of interest to all huntsmen. My horse is a thor- 
oughbred one—yery intelligent, easy and quiet in the 
chase, and perfectly under control of the rein. So he 
may be pronounced a perfect ** hunter,” more especially 
when you add that he is a fine leaper and no blunderer. 
In riding through woods I uswally look some distance in 
advance, marking the line of my motion. I did so on 
this oveasion, But the woods being very open and free 
from shrubs, I did not use my customary discretioti, and 
permitted my horse to haye his own way up to within a 
few yards of the tree. I discerned if he went to its right 
the space between it and another was too small to allow 
safe passage, [ consequently aitempted to pull him to its 
left, and succeeded ; but it brought the half of my body 
and face against the tree, and with a horrible crush of 
my whole frame, ‘The feeling cannot be described. If I 
had been a heayy mao the resulf might not have been so 
favorable. I weigh only 112 pounds in full dress, and the 
speed of my horse could not have added enough to my 
momentum to render such a condition fatal. At all 
eyents Lam still myself. sere alse 

dlatural Histarp. 

—Aildress all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publingish Company, New York.” 
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A CAPTIVE WOODCOCK, 

CAGED woodcock, now to be seen is this city, is at- 

tracting much attention, The bird, which is appar- 
ently a male, was captured Jilly 28th by the proprietors of 
an auction store on Sixth Avenue, into which it had 

flown, and was afterwards transferred to the hands of 

Mr. J, Morris, of Jefferson Market, where it is now to be 

seen, Its present owner, who was formerly 4 dealer in 
game, and has a. yery clear idea of the requirements of a 
woodcock, has fitted up for lis pet a very comforta- 
ble prison. This, which is an ordinary canary’s breeding 
Cage, is covered on the floor with dry moss, except atone 
end, where there is a box of mud three inches deep, ten 
wide and eight long. The bird is fed wholly on earth 

worms, of which he eats each day a great number. They 
are buried in the box of mud by Mr, Morris, who has 

great difficulty in keeping the bird away from that end 
of the cage until the food is covered up. When his mas- 

ter introduces his hand inte the cage the bird manifests 
great excitement, and declines to give up his place on the 

mud, so that he has to be pushed away to the other end 
of his quarters. As soon as he is permitted he returns to 

the box of mud and commenced to bore with the utmost 
yigor, 

Stalking over the damp earth with much deliberation, 

he introduces the extremity of the bill into the mud at an 
angle of about 80°, and by aseries of slow pushes, buries 
it to the base. While doing this his left foot ig advanced 
and his bady slightly inclined downward, When his bill 
is fairly buried the woodcock stands perfectly still, He 
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looks as if he were listening, and many of those who 

have seen him believe that this is what he is doing, but 

we think that there is no donbt that he waits to feel if 
there 1g any movementin the mud, The point of the 
bill of woodcock, snipe and some other waders, are ex- 

tremely sensitive, and they can no doubt detect any 
movement in the soft earth in which the bill is plunged. 

Tf the bied then feels no moyement he withdvaws his bill 

and repeats the same performance at a little distance, If 
a worm is felt, however, or the motion which indicates 
that one is near, he partly withdraws the bill, and chang- 
ing its direction slightly, plunges it in again, and with- 

draws the luckless worm, which he then devours, appar- 
ently with great satisfaction. This proceeding is re- 
peated mntil all the worms supplied have been extracted 

from the mud, He then with great deliberation cleanses 

his bill by means of his feet, rutfies up all his feathers 
and gives himself a shake or two, and then retiring to 

the dry moss at the other end of his cage, buries his long 
bill among his scapular feathers and prepares for a nap. 
Slowly his bright brown eyes close, and at last he drops 
off, to dream, no doubt, of the swamp where he was born, 
and where he passed his early days, 

One of the most remarkable things about the bird was 
the rapid way in which he sucked in the longest worms. 
His upper and lower mandibles came together very rap- 
idly, and almost before the worm was fairly drawn from 

his hole he disappeared down the woodccck’s throat. 

We understand that Mr. Morris is having a larger cage 

built for Dick, as he calls him, und we hope that in his 

more ample quarters the latter may live long and hap- 

pily. 
ee 

DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTING ALG Aj, 

EATON, PROFESSOR OF BOTANY IN YALK 

COLLEGE, 

BY DANIEL (, 

HE following notes are printed for the use of those 
persons in any part of the American Continent 

who are willing to help the cause of natural history by 
making collections of seaweeds and sea-mosses, but are 
e{ uninformed as to the modes of collecting and prepar- 

ing their specimens, 
WHERE, WHEN AND HOW TO COLLECT, 

After a heavy gale blowing on the coast, almost any 
beach of sea, gulf, or bay, will be covered with algz, 
often in great quantities, coarse and fine, black, red and 
green, in entangled masses, Such heaps should be care- 
fully examined as soon as possible after their formation, 
or else the niore delicate kinds will be quickly destroyed 
by decay, 
At extreme low water the sea will leave tide pools 

among rocks, or sometimes in the sand, and by wading 
in these pools many sorts may be obtained. The rock- 
pools with clear water and some shade from the rocks 
will generally yield the finest specimens. Old buoys, 
piles, wrecks, etc., afford good nesting places for sea- 
weeds. In quiet weather a small dredge worked from a 
boat, Im water from one to fifteen fathorns deep, will 
often bring up yarieties not to be obtained in any other 
way. A strong fishing line with coarse hooks will bring 
them up from the bottom also. A seine left a day or two 
in the sea. as a pound-net for instance, will catch many 
algee which were floating in the water, 

The collector ought always to havea light hand-net— 
a bag of mosquito netting stretched on a brass hoop of 
8-10 inches diameter, and secured to a good six-foot staff, 
is very conyenient-—a light basket containing several 
quart or pint preserying jars, a few smaller wide-mouth 
jars, and perhaps a pair of brass forceps and pocket 
magnitier. 

The coarser sorts may be put in the basket, and the 
finer ones in the jars, keeping’ the Jatter filled with clean 
sea water, It is well to wash each specimen clean when 
first obtained, so that the collection taken home may be 
in good order. Very rare or delicate specimens should 
be put separately into the smaller bottles. Care should 
be taken to get the whole plant if not too large, and if it 
be yery large, to cut out for preservation the root or 
“holdfast,” and portions of the stem and other parts of 
the plant. ; 
The most careful collector will note also the kind of 

place where the plant was obtained, whether on rocks, 
piles, floating. or growing on coarser varieties. 

OF PRESERVING THE COARSER SORTS, 
These should be shaken a little, loosened or spread out 

a little, but never washed in fresh water, and then dried’ 
in the air. The best way is to stretch a cord mm some 
windy, and if convenient, shady place, and to hang the 
specimens on the cord, The flat-leaved forms, however, 
dry to best advantage if spread out on coarse paper and 
laid on a board, They should he protected from thedew 
at night, or brought undercoyer. In this way a day or 
two will dry almost any sea-weeds, and, as the salt re- 
tains in them, they will keep for years, and may be 
easily soaked out and mounted on paper at any time, 
This rough-dried collection should be packed in boxes, 
and if the specimens pack too closely, twigs may be placed 
among them ; if not closely enough, a slight sprinkling 
will make them so pliable av to pack nicely. Such sea- 
weeds, however unsightly they may be in this condition, 
may eventually be made into excellent specimens. Cor- 
allines and other stony alge: may be wrapped up in paper, 
and will keep so indefinitely. 

OF MOUNTING THE MORE DELICATE SORTS ON PAPER. 
Dr. Harvey has so well described thie process, that the 

following description of it is taken from one of his works 
ou algz. “The collector should have at hand a couple of 
large flat white dishes, filled with [fresh] water, inone of 
which the specimens may be washed, pruned and freed 
from parasites, and singly introduced into the other when 
sufficiently cleaned. When the specimen is floated in 
the second dish, a piece af white paper of proportionate 
size is to be introduced under it, the branclies tinely dis- 
played with a pointed instrument, a porcupine’s quill or 
a small forceps, and the superfluous parts removed. The 
paper, with the specimen so displayed upon it, is then to 
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be carefully withdrawn from the water, placed between 
two sheets of soft paper, and subjected to pressure like 
other plants. Thin calico (white muslin) rags are useful 
to lay immediately over the specimens, between them 
and the soaked paper, as the cloth is less likely to adhere 
to their surface than paper, and if it does adhere, is more 
readily removed without injury, Atter the first six 
hours, and again once every day till the specimens are 
fully dry, the wet paper must be changed, and then it 
will be found, in most cases, that the specimen has ad- 
hered to the white paper on which it was displayed. 
The smaller kinds will be sufficiently dry in forty-eight 
hours. A very little practice will make the process easy, 
andthe trouble will be repaid by the beauty and interest 
of the collections which may soon be formed,” To the 
above it may be added that the firmer red varieties will 
improve in color forseyveral hours’ steeping in fresh water, 
but many of the most delicate must be mounted 
from salt water only, else the color, and sometimes even 
the structure of the plant, will be destroyed. The best, 
as well as the cheapest kind of press is two good pine 
boards, about twelve by eighten inches, and half a dozen 
bricks separately tied up in wrapping paper. Too great 
a pressure leaves a print of the cloth on the specimen, 
and renders it also more difficult to revive a fragment for 
microscopic examination. 

For ladies’ albums alge: are often mounted on fine 
bristol board or large wedding cards, and some very beau- 
tiful specimens are pressed between layers of white flan- 
nel—half cotton is best—without the use of either mus- 
lin rags or soaking paper, 
A solution of one part crystallized carbolic acid, ten 

parts pure glycerine, and forty partis of water, will pre- 
serve alg a long time, and such specimens are even 
better for study with the microscope than the specimens 
on paper. 

lt remains only to add that the writer of these notes 
will receive with thanks any collection, large or small, 
from all parts of the world, and will endeayor to name 
all American specimens sent to him, 
New Haven, Conn. 

—_— > 

A RAT witH A COLLAR.—Many of our readers willre- 

member that some years ago we published an account 

of a deer with a bracelet, and gaye a wood cut showing 

the manner in which the unlucky animal ‘‘had put his 

foot in it.” The bracelet in this case was a hard ring of 
wood, the outer portion of a pine knot, and it appeared 

that the deer while small had stepped into it, and had 
id . : , : 

never been able to free its foot from the incumbrance, 

A somewhat similar incident is noticed by the Wash- 

ington National Republicun, as follows :— 

Mr. J, Enthoffer, an employé of the United States 
Coast Survey, residing at No. 68 I street Northwest, has 
contributed a curiosity to the Smithsonian Institution, 
which, if it adds nothing to scientific knowledge, will be 
regarded with much interest by all persons interested in 
the habits, adventures, and misadventures ofrats. Mrs, 
Enthoffer had been annoyed for some time by a persis- 
tent rat. She occasionally caught a glinrpse of his ratship, 
and was surprised to see that he wore what appeared to 
be a yellow collar. This fact gave riseto much specula- 
tion in the family as to how the rat came into possession 
of the collar. The mystery was solved a few days ago, 
when the rat wearing the collar was caught in a trap. 
Unfortunately the rat was killed by a dog, but upon ex- 
amining the body it was found that the collar was a4 ring 
of bone, fitting tightly about the animal’s neck. The 
theory is that the rat when it was small had found a bone, 
and gnawing out the center, pushed his head through 
and was unable to extricate himself. As he grew larger 
the ring of bone tightened about his neck, and he wore 
it until deathas a badge of his enterprise in the search - 
for food, 

pe ane 

A Tame Rurrep Grousr.—Not long smce we pub- 
lished an account of a ruffed grouse in Massachussetts, 

which was so tamethatit would come at its master’s call 

and eat trom his hand. Subsequently we received brief 

accounts of other tame grouse, but most of them lacked 

definiteness, and were hence of little value, From the 

Dansville (N. Y.) Advertiser we take the following note, 
which is, if true, yery interesting. We give theitem in 

full :— 
Charley Sedgwick tells us of a tame partridge which 

he has seen and handled, the like of which we have 
never before heard, While in Mt. Morris last week Mry 
Sedgwiek heard about this bird, and was only too glad to 
accept an invitation of Capt. MeCarther to visit it, It is 
found on Mr. Sweet’s farm helow Mt. Morris, about a 
tnile, and lives alone in a brush pile near some farm 
buildings. To induce this bird to emerge from its hiding 
place, all that is necessary is to pound on the building, 
when it will cautiously come forth, and after a short 
time permit you ta pick it up and handle it, You can 
toss it into the air and it will fly in a circle about you 
and finally alight at your feet, It seems that sone work- 
men first discovered the bird while eating their dinners 
near its cover, When first seen if was not yet full-grown 
and apparently ‘alone in the world.” The workmen by 
feeding it day after day gradually overcame its extreme 
shyness and brought it to its present state of tameness, 
It is atfracting much attention, 

——-_ 

TEMPERATURE OF FRESH WATER LAKES.—Some inter- 
esting results haye recently been published in the 
Archives des Sciences by Prof. Forel bearing on the 
temperature of certain fresh water lakes. 
From experiments conducted at Lake Leman. it ap- 

pears that the hundred meters nearest the surface absorb 
the heat very rapidly, but it penetrates the lower depths 
much more slowly. Ata depth of 335 meters there was 
considerable variability in temperature, and it was evi- 
dent that the point where variation ceases was far below 
this depth. The investigator considersthat by January 
15th, 1880, Lake Leman had expended all the heat stored 
up in its waters during the 1revious summer, 

ee —s 

ENLIGHTENED LIBERALIiY.—1iviesum of 50,000 francs 
has been appropriated by the French Government to us- 
sist Mr, Pasteur in carrying out his investigation on tle 
contagious diseases of animals 
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—Address all communications to'* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EXHIBITION 
IN BERLIN. 

Kw, RUSSIA, ENGLAND AND AMERICA,* 

[¥rom Vol. IIL, No, 27, of the “ Deutsche Fischerei-Zeitung,” 
Stetiin, June Lith, 1880.] 

USSIA'S exhibit in the Berlin Fishery Exposition of 
1880 is by no means proportionate to the vast ex- 

tent of her system of watercourses, to the products of 
her enormous rivers and her colossal lakes. These water- 
courses have rendered the steppes habitable and have 
made them fertile by their moist atmosphere drawing 
immigrants to their shores. The wealth of fish called 
into existence a sort of primitive bartering trade extend- 
ing far inland; the nomads became farmers and fisher- 
mén, and in the course of centuries large cities sprung 
up along the banks of the rivers, whose existence is in 
part at least based on the fisheries. The Volga, the Don, 
the Dnieper, the Obi, contain nearly all our well-known 
species of fish, but especially an enormous supply of 
sturgeon, which in spite of persecutions yield « rich fish 
harvest year after year. Of all this, and especially of 
the immense economical importance of the Russian fish- 
eries, the exhibit gives a very faint idea, although it is 
interesting in itself, Caviar is, of course, represented by 
a large number of samples: there are dried fish, yarious 
articles made of fish skin and fish bladders, different 
kinds of fish oiland a number of fish in spirits of wine. 
Pisciculture seems of late years to attract more attention, 
for we find in the exposition specimens of Coregont, 
salmon and sterlet raised by the authorities and by pri- 
yate individuals. Mr. Constantine Muszynski, proprietor 
of the Metele estate in Poland, has sent a very interest- 
ing collection of fish, of which we shall give a descrip- 
tion in a future number, 
What has been said of Russia applies also to Hngland. 

The English fisheries, especially the salt water fisheries, 
are yery extensive, but the exhibit does not do them jus- 
tice. Whatis there is very beautiful, elegant and prac- 
tical, but relates almost exclusively to hook and line 
fishing. There are also on exhibition, nets, models of 
boats and very fine representations of fish in wood and 
plaster of Paris, bnt the main portion of the English ex- 
hibit is devoted to fly-fishing, etc. The handsome cases 
are filled with hooks, lines, etc., and the celebrated Red- 
ditch manufactures of 8, Allcock & Co, and Bartlett & 
Sons are well represented, It is well known how pas- 
sionately fond Englishmen are of salmon fishing. During 
summer large numbers of them may be found in Scot- 
land, Iveland, Sweden and Norway, often living in very 
primitive huts and paying large sums for their fishing 
privileges, in order to give away the fish which they haye 
caught. This, in their opinion, is true sport; the fish in 
itself is no object; they only seek the excitement con- 
nected with fishing. The relief representations of salnio- 
noides and their inner structure are yery fine; und of spe- 
cial interest is a representation of two equally large pike, 
one of which has half swallowed the other, 

The American exhibit is yery extensive and yaried ; 
broad and comprehensive views have eyidently guided 
irs arrangement: nothing has been left to the whims and 
fancies of individuals. and the result is therefore a very 
complete and admirably arranged exhibit, which could 
not possibly be more instructive, The arrangement has 
bee) in the hands of the United States Commission of 
Fish and Fisheries, which has displayed great energy 
and knowledge of the subject, At the head of this com- 
mission is Prof. Spencer F., Baird, the most prominent 
scientific and practical ichthyologist in America, His 
picture hangs in the exhibit, which occupies a large por- 
tion of the first story. 

The collection of American aquatic animals, stuffed, 
is very extensive, giving a good idea of the great variety 
of forms. At the end of the broad and beautiful marble 
staircase an enormous sea lion from Alaska shows his 
powerful teeth, while the surrounding seals only make 
him appear all the larger, This group is part of the 
very interesting and well-managed natural science es- 
tablishment of Prof. Henry A. Ward, of Rochester, N. 
Y., which has been in existence for about twenty years, 
and which annually sends out important expeditions for 
obtaining rare animals, and presents specimens of every 
Kind to schools, museums, ete, This collection contains 
many rare specimens, é. g., an enormous crampfish (Gym- 
notus electricus), measuring almost two meters, from the 
Orinoko, in Venzuela; they are in the tropical regions 
called *tremblers” (trembladores), and are much dreaded 
by the natives. In the inside of these fish there isa 
whitish, jelly-like organ, by means of which they deal 
powerful blows, which are often fatal, resembling in this 
respect the Torpedo marmorala found m our waters, 
whose electric battery, however, is nobsostrong, Thelarge 
collection exhibited by the United States Commission, 
embracing all the useful and hurtful aquatic animals of 
North America, is well arranged and exceedingly instruc- 
tive. The American fishes are brought before us partly 
in stuffed specimens, partly in colored engravings and 
photographs, giving the natural sizein each case, and 
partly in plaster of Paris casts which are true to nature, 

Of the many different kinds of vessels, the Indian 
poats differ most from anything we have. One of them 
is nyade of birch bark and ‘‘manned™ by a serious-looking 
Indian and his equaw ; another circular one is covered 
with buffalo skin, and can easily be transported oyer 
land, Such boats are called ‘bull boats,” or ‘‘coracles,” 
and are now also made in England, are used much by 
anglers, and occasionally carried by them to the fishing 
place. Portable folding canyas boats are often used in 
the United States, and several specimens of such boats 
are exhibited. The very pretty one buili by Osgood is 
arranged for two persons ; it is fifteen four long, goes four 
inches in the water, carries 850 pounds, and weighs only 
twenty pounds. The most elegant boat, which has been 
most admired, isa canoe for one man, which is so well 
built that one like it has made the voyage from the Gulf 

4“ Russland, England, Amerika,” translated by Herman Javob- 
BOD. a 

of St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico, a distance of 
2,500 miles, he 
We also find here models of all those vessels which are 

used for fishing on the high seas and for transporting live 
fish, Amongst the rest there is a model of the United 
States steamer Fish Hawk, which is exclusively devoted 
to the service of the United States Fish Commission; and 
is furnished with all the necessary apparatus for hatch- 
ing codfish and shad during the voyage, In this we also 
recognize the practical method of our transatlantic cous- 
ins, of whom it may besaid in the best sense of the term, 
“that they know how to do it,” To conceive a good idea 
and to carry it out, is with them one and the same thing, 
but what along distance does often separate the two 
with us! To give an idea of the care which has been 
taken to make every portion of the exhibit as complete 
as possible, we will mention that twenty-four different 
kinds of kniyes are exhibited, all serving some special 
purpose in connection with the fisheries, From the 
primitive implements used by the Indians down to the 
most modern and ingenious contrivances, no intermedi- 
ate stage is left unrepresented. Wesee whole walls coy- 
ered with every imaginable variety of hooks and of arti- 
ficial baits, mostly flies; there are about 400 kinds. In 
one word, everything we see combines solidity and ele- 
pance, isso well made and so advantageously exhibited, 
that even a perfect tyro in the noble art of fishing will 
soon understand the use to which each object is to be 
put. There is no gap in the representation of the vast field 
of the fisheries and of the history of pisciculture, and the 
impression which this exhibit makes on the visitor is 
therefore powerlul and lasting, Time forbids to mention 
more details, although the rich exhibit of works on the 
subject might well deserve it, and we leave the exposi- 
tion deeply impressed with the energetic, well-directed 
and successful avtivity of the United States Fish Com- 
mission, 

—_—_~+_—__ 

¥ HATCHING THE LopHius.—Last week onr Gloucester 
correspondent gave an account of the hatching of the 
“American angler,” or ‘‘goose fish” (Lophius ameri- 

canus), by Mr, A. H. Clark, and we naturally wanted 
more particulars concerning the obtaining uf the eggs, 

time of hatching, etc, He writes as follows :— 
GLOUCESTER, Mass., Aug. 4th. 

The egys were found floating near the surface in a 
string some thirty feet or more in length and several feet 
wide, held together by the glutinous or jelly-like sub- 
stance before mentioned, and not attached to any weeds 
or drift stuff, A part of them were placed in the ** Chester 
Hatching-box,” which was moored alongside the wharf, 
on the 1th of July. Onthe 1th the eggs were sepa- 
rated, and the embryo could be seen in them, Three 
days later fish were found alive, with the umbilical bag 
attached, and on the 27th the bag was found to be ab- 
sorbed on some of the yotng fish. Judging from this, if 
would be five days from the time af hatuhing till the fish 
were fully formed, We know how worthless the ‘‘ monk- 
fish” is in a ‘* practical point of view;” but still, not- 
withstanding he is principally noted for nothing better 
than a natural aptitude for * taking in” all he can, with 
@ Trapaciousness that might stamp himas a Jew among 
fishes, it cannot be denied that he has a fine open counte- 
nance, which is certainly a recommendation ; for, when 
he smiles, the uppe?' part of his head is on an island, and 
it is an invitation to all little fishes to come in out of the 
wet, J. W.G, 

—_—_—_——_ 

DEATH OF Mr. W, A. LiOyp.—We regret to announce 
the death of Mr, W, A, Lloyd, so lon and favorably 
known in connection with Huropean Aquaria, He died 
in England July 1dth, at the age of 56 years. He planned 
most of the public aquaria in England and on the Conti- 
nent, and was probably tho best informed man upon the 
management of them in the world, 

— 
THE “Fish HAwk.’—The United States fish-hatching 

steamer Fish Hawk arrived at Newport on the first of 
this month, and on the sixth made her first official trip 
with all the members of the lish Commission on board ex- 
cept Prof, Baird. 

— 
COpFISH Ly FRESH WaTER.—In a translation of Fort- 

eguels over de Danske Ferskyandsfiske, Ved Arthur Ped- 
dersen, Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift 3, R. 12, B. 1-2, H. 1879, 
by Dr. T. H, Bean, of Smithsonian, the following pas- 
sage occurs: The catalogue belcjw quoted includes 
strictly fresh water fishes only, and such marine fishes as 
are frequently found in fresh water, I have, however, 
been somewhat perplexed by a couple of species, which 
are stated by C. HE. Varming, a merchant of Kolding, to 
be caught now and then in Kolding rivulet, namely Torsk 
(Gadus morrhucd), which in September and October is 
caughtin abundance, and Tangsnarr (Spinachiavulgaris). 
Indeed, in the rivulet mentioned my countryman has 
eyen himself canght or seen caught the commen kul- 
mule (Merluceins vulgaris) and pighaien )Acunthias 1ul- 
garis) which are not found elsewhere on the coast. The 
Torsk is said of late years to go quite up to the basin at 
Odense ; in the rivulet, however, it ascends scarcely be- 
yond Korup.” Why not have the codfish in the great 
lakes? 

— 

} A New SpRCTES OF MACKEREL.—Gloucesler, Mass., Arty. 
9th.—A peculiar fish, somewhat resembling a mackerel, 
and about twelve inches long, was found among some 
mackerel that were caught in a seine seven miles south- 
east from this harbor on July 26th. Mr. John Conley 
presented it to Mr. A, Howard Clark, Agent of the Uni- 
ted States Fish Commission here. Old fishermen whosaw 
it thought ita hybrid. The fish was forwarded to the 
headquarters of the Commission at Newport, where if 
was examined by Profs, Spencer F. Baird and G, 
Browne Goode. At first it was thought to be a species 
of Auzxis, a fish said by Prof. Baird to resemble the tun- 
ny in form, and also haying a corslet of scales around the 
pectoral fin as the tunny has, The duais has been taken 
in large quantities on the coast, but they are worthless as 
food. A later and more thorough examination of the 
fish has been made by Prof. Goode, who now thinks it 
may be an entirely new species of the true mackerel fam- 
ily, heretofore unknown to science, The fish resembles 
the common mackerel (Scomher scombrus) in shape, be- 
ing, possibly, a little thicker, is blue on the sides and 
back, and without the transverse markings peculiar to 
the mackerel, iE ts ave 

4 ANOTHER NEW FISH on THE ATLANTIC CoAsT.—New- 
port, R, 1., Aug. 4th,—The United States Fish Cominis- 
sion has obtained numerous specimens of a fish, before 
entirely unknown in the Western Atlantic. This is the 
frigate mackerel, Auwis rochei, twenty-eight barrels 
of which were taken in a mackerel seine, ten miiles 
east of Block Island on the 3d of August by the schooner 
ee es Eagle,” Capt Josiah Chase, of Provincetown, 
Lass. 

The frigate mackerel resembles in some particulars 
the common mackerel; in others the bonito, the genus 
Aucis being intermediate in its character between the 
scomber, and the related genera Pelamys and Oreynus. 
It has the two dorsal fins remote from each other as in 
seomber, and the general form of the body isslender, like 
that of the mackerel. The body is, however, somewhat 
stouter, and instead of being covered with small seales wf 
uniform size, lias a corselet of larger scales under and be- 
hind the pectoral fins, Instead of the two small keels 
upon e.ch side of the tail whieh are so noticeable in the 
mackerel, ithas the single more prominent keel of the 
bonito andthe tumny. Its color is grayish-blue, some- 
thing lile that of the pollack, the belly being lighter than 
fhe back, Under the posterior part of the body, aboye 
the lateral line, are a few cloudings of maculations re- 
sembling those of thé mackerel. The occurrence of a 
large school of this beautiful species in our waters is 
yery noteworthy, for the fish now for the first time ob- 
served are very possibly the precursors of numerous 
schools yet to follow, It is not many years since the 
bonito became an inhabitant of our waters, and the dis- 
tribution and habits of the frigate mackerel are supposed 
to be very similar to those of the bonito and the little 
tunny, whiel also first came on the coast in 1571, and have 
since been found in considerable numbers, 

The frigate mackerel has been observed in the West 
Tndiesand other parts of the tropical Atlantio as well as 
on the coast of Europe. In Great Britain it is called the 
plain bonito. Tt is not unusuai in the Bernimudas, where 
it is called the‘frigate mackerel,” a name not inappropri- 
ate for adoption in this country since its general up- 
perance is more like that of the mackerel than the bonito, 
while in swiftness and strength it is nore like the large» 
members of this family. 
As afood fish, the frigate mackerel appears to be infe- 

rior to the boni:o. G, Brown Goopn, 
In a Jate note Mr. Goode tells us that the auxis ap- 

pear to he very plenty off Block Island, one vessel com- 

ing into Newport which had caught and thrown away 
four hundred barrels of them, Our Newport corre- 

spondent, ‘‘ Occasional,” sends us a specimen of the fish, 
which is so fat that we should think itwaluable for oil, 

if not for the table, We should have tested its merits as 
a, food fish, had the letter describing it come earlier, 

Sea and River Sishing. 
——————s 

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST, 

FRESH WATER, 

Trout, Salmo fontinatts. Maskalonge, Hsou nobilion, 
Salmon, Salmo satiir. Pike or Pickorel, Haox lucius. 
Lake Trout, Salmo namayeush, | Yellow Perch, Perea fluvialilia- 
Land-locked Saltion, Salma} Grayling, Thymellustrivelor. 

velar. 
Black Bass, Microplerus salmuides; M. poltidue. 

SALT WATER. 

Sen Bass, Centropristis atrarius. | Bluefish, Pomnatomis sattatyic, 
Sheepshead, Archosargus proba- | Spanish Mackerel, Cybtumn mag~ 

locephatus, . ulabum. 
Striped Bass, Rocous lincatis, Cero, Cybiin. negate. 
White Perch, Moroné amerivana. | Bonito, Sarde pelauiys. 
Weaktish, Cynusvton regalis. Kingfish, Mentictirrus nebulosus, 

ret 

TROUTING IN NORTHERN MICHIGAN.—Jackson, Mich., 
July 28th.—I haye pleasure in sending a memorandum 
of a recent éxperience away up in Northern Michigan. 
A party of four left Jackson June 15th ; lucket to 

Treverse City and return, fare $9.50; arrive ab Traverse 
City 6 a.M., 16th; a thriving little city at the foot of Tra- 
yerse Bay ; had an elegant breakfast at Park Hotel—lake 
trout, ete,, etc, At 8 o'clock left on board of the steamer 
City of Grand Rapids and made landings at Old Mission, 
Elk Rapids and Torch Lake, where we arrived at 2 
o'clock ; steamboat fare, $1. Went directly to the Lewis 
House, a large, pleasant hotel ; rooms for about fifty peo- 
ple, with all the accompaniments for hunting and fishing, 
boats, etc.; charges, $10 per week. A couple of ou 
party went out after a3 o'clock dinner and brought in 
seventy pigeons ; remained here one night and the next 
morning took a team for Cedar River in Gellair Township, 
the county seat of Antrim County ; distance by wagon 
road, eighteen miies, and by steamer across Torch Luke, 
twelve miles, The steamer was towing rafts and not to be 
depended upon that day, so we took the team around, ar- 
riying upon the Cedar River about 3 p.m; cost of team, 
$4. Hstablished our cump up the Cedar about half a 
mile from its junction with the intermediate river which 
ruus into Grass Lake, half a mile below the junction, 
and, having speedily pitched our tent, prepared our bunic 
of cedar boughs and lighted onr camp fire, our first 
meal was soon ready and disposed of ; our pipes of peace 
smoked. and we turned in for a snooze utter a few short 
yarns. Just at peep o’ day our men, whom we had previ- 
ously engaged for cook and camp keeper, reported for 
duty, he being a woodsman and liying m the neighbor- ~ 
hood. We were up, breakfast over, and off by 5 o’¢lock, 
and, remembering the legend of the early bird, two of 
us went down and two worked up stream, The Cedar js 
a splendid little river about éizhty feet; wide on an aver- 
age, and four feet deep, with the usual deep holes and 
shallow rapids; timber is very thick all alony, pine anél 
cedar trees are windfalled across and into the river from 
all directions, making it quite difficult io get.along, but 
convenient to cross. aS one can anywhere, on the logs. 
The wateris very clear and ice-culd, as a couple of our 
party can testify on our second days’ experience, having 
vot in, of course, in the very deepest place. Returned to 
camp, all hands as per agreement, about 3 o'clock, with 
$20 speckled tront and five grayling. 
On the Jast day, but two uf our party fished any ; the 

other two went un a voyage of discovery among the an- 
cients, for know you the great mound builders once in- 
habited hereabouts, and their remains we investigated 
somewhat ; but as thisis more to deal with the present 
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than the past I'shall let the Doctcr attend to that part 
and give his profound ideas of the 2,000 year ago subjects 
which we unearthed, in his communication to the 
literary... 

On the 24th, early morning, we struck tent, packed 
our traps, paid off our man §$Lladay, hired a team for 
#4, and at 6 p.m. were landed across the country on the 
Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad at Mancelona Sta- 
tion ; teok train at about 10 P.M.; arrived at Grand 
Rapids at 5 4,M,, and at Jackson at 9:30 a.M., with a 
nice lot of trout packed in sawdust, which we got ata 
mill af Grass Lake, and which were as nice and hard as 
though just from the water, almost, and no loss of flesh 
or appetite after our six days among the brook trout of 
Cedar River. 
We unanimously voted the trip a success, and that fu- 

ture years would find us, with row and Hy, trying for a 
bite. H. SouLE. 

—_ +. 

TrocT IN Norte CaroLina,—Sharon Hill, Aug. 3d,— 
In your paper of July 29th, your correspondent, ‘* A. PB. 
J.," inquires if there are any trout in the French Broad 
River in North Carolina ; and in continuation of the sub- 
ject. yon asl: for information about the distribution of 
trout in that State. There are very few trout in North 
Carolina, in the streams that flow east into the Atlantic 
Ocean ; bit nearly all the streams that flow west, into 
the Tennessee River, contain them, often in great abun- 
dance. I have never seen them there in waters less 
thun 3,000 feet above the sea, They are seldom found in 
Jarge rivers, such asthe French Broad. but they prefer 
the-tributaries, and" push up” well toward their sources. 
They like to revel in the cool, shady waters, fresh from 
the earth, above the settlements where the trees and 
bushes are cut from the margins of the streams, and 
pars foul waters are carried from plowed fields in times 
of rain, 

I will enumerate some of the streams in North Caro- 
lina where trout may be found, commencing in Watauga 
County and going southwest. When I mention a river, 
I mean its tributaries. ‘Trout are found in the Watauga 
River, in the county of the same naine; in Mitchel 
County, they exist in North and South Toe Rivers; in 
Cane River, in Yancey County ; in the headwaters of the 
French Broad, in Henderson and Transylvania counties ; 
and in its tributaries, such as the Swannanoa and Ivy 
rivers, in Buncombe County ; in the Big Pigeon River, 
in Haywood County ; in Tuckaseege River, in Jackson 
County ; in the Little Tennessee River, in Macon County, 
especially in Sugartown Creek, above the falls, where the 
good old Silas McDowel ‘planted’ them many years 
ayo, as he informed me, and where they may be caught 
amony the clouds, nearly 4,000 feet above the sea, proba- 
bly the highest habitat of the trout in the United States 
east of the Mississippi River, Probably the best fishing 
may be obtained in the Nantahaleh River, in Macon 
County, especially in Buck Creek, on ‘‘Chunkey Gal 
Mountain.” This river is 2,600 feet above the sea, near 
Alec, Monday’s house, on the main road from Asherville 
to Ducktown and Cleaveland, Tenn. Alec. can accom- 
mouate etrangers comfortably, and can give ther a bear 
hunt, also, as he is a fearless hunter and keeps good dogs, 
His address is Aquone, Macon County, N, C. 

I could never ascertain whether trout aré found in 
streams farther south than the Nantahaleh River, 
They are not found in the Hiwassee, and there are 

contradictory reports about their existence in the head- 
waters of the Oconee River, in the mountains of Georgia, 
There is a railroad now from Salisbury to Asheville, 
among the mountains of North Carolina, When going 
to Mitchel or Yancey counties, one should leave the rail- 
road at Marion, and go to Burnsville, or stop with Tsaac 
English on the way. Ton: Wulsun is the ‘* boss trout 
fisher” in Yancey County, and van entertain strangers. 
His address is ‘Big Tom Wilson,” Burnsyille, Yancey 
County, N.C. 

Do not neglect to put in the ‘' big,” as he says he does 
not wish another, but smaller Toni Wilson to get his let- 
ters. Tom says he can catch trout at alt times and sea- 
sons. I have seen him cateli them at night, when he 
made a large fire near the stream ‘to light em up.” He 
says the Ing fish bite best at might, The people among 

-the mountains of North Carolina are very kind and hos- 
jitable. I will mention the names of some other persons 
there who will give information about fishing localities 
At Asheville, Gen. Clingman and E. J, Aston. At 
Waynesville, Judge Gudger studies practical ichthyology 
as Well as law, andif not engaged on the Cironit, he 
might be disposed to exchange his gavel for the fly rod. 
At Franklin, in Macon County, Mr. Jackson Johnson and 
Rev. C. D. Smith will cheerfully giye information te 
strangers, No one who visits Mitehe! County should fail 
tu go to the top of Roan Mountain, where Mr. L. B. Searle 
enfertdins travelers at his house among the clouds 
6,370 lest aboye the sea, and where one may see a cheer- 
ful, blazing fire every morning and evening in summer, 
His address is Cloudland, Mitchel County, N. C. 

JOSEPH WILCOX. a 

Srroupssure, Pa,, Aug. 4th.—In answer to the inquiry 
of" A, F, J.” as to whether there are trout in the French 
Broad, I will say that I spent last summer between 
Hendersonville and Brevard, late county seat of Tran- 
sylvania County, and was repeatedly told there were 
no trout in the French Broad, that stream having only 
a few black bass and more * jack.” But in the upper 
waters of Mills River and Davidson River, and other trib- 
utaries of the Prench Broad, trout may be caught, though 
they aré not very plenty, as in the neighborhood in which 
Tstaicdl I was told that nets were used wherever it was 
posssible, In most of the small streams that empty into 
the upper French Broad, trout may be found in limited 
hiimiber's, but are only caught with the worm, No fy 
fishing on wccount of the lwurel. T tried the fly in Mills 
River—a beautiful stream—but had no rise; the trout 
took worms, however, revdily, This river can only be 
whipped by wading from ankle deep to waist, and I 
didn’t care to get frozen for the privilege. Twas with a 
party, two of whom were mountaineers and accustomed 
to wading in cold water, 'Phese two, on the last moru- 
ing of our trip to the headwaters of Mills River and Mf, 
Pisguh, one of the loftiest peaks in North Carolina, be- 
gan to ish down the river early in the morning, and be- 
fore they had gone a half mile were compelled to leaye 
the water and thaw out, their hands being so numb they 
sould not bait a hook, I did not want trout bad enough 

= (FP _—- 

for that. This was in late August, 

say, as [ haye neyer been there, 5, 
> 3 

W\ THe Lakes IN SouTHekN CAnapsA,—Canton, Sf. 

to reach some retired lakes in the southern part of Canada, 
like Charleston Lake, 

Your location of Charleston Lake is very accurate, You 
are also right about the chain of lakes north of it, but 
you fail to tell him how to reach them, 

For the benefit of sportsmen, I will supply the required 
data; having been there from three diiferent direc- 
tions, I perhaps ean give it as well as any, Jf aman kas 
a boat of his own and wishes to take it with him, tu reach 
there from New York City, or the central part of the 
State, his best plan will be to take cars to Cape Vincent, 
thence by steamer to Gananocqua, pul his boat in Gan- 
anocqua River and row up it about ten miles, when he 
will reach the first lake consisting of a chain of seven as 
beantiful lakes us a man would wish tosee, He will also 
find a number of ponds seatitered around among the 
hedges and mountains, consisting of what the inhab- 
itants call Lime Lake, Long Lake, South Lake, Higaly 
Lake, Kindrick Lake, anda number of others without 
names, with food lishing in all of them and excellent 
black bass fishing in most of them. I had the pleasure 
of spending a few days there last October, and found the 
fishing all that one could desire in the shape of small fish- 
ing; haye taken bass from Leadmine Lake that weighed 
eight pounds, and gamy enough to satisfy the desire of 
any sporlsman. 

If a man has no boat and wishes to go light, let him 
take cars to Ogdensburgh, cross oyer tu Prescott, take 
the Grand Trunk Railroad to Lansdown Station, hire a 
team to tuke him to Henry Slack’s, at Post Bay, and in- 
quire for John Slack, who has in his possession one of 
Kushton’s boats, and is an excellent guide, and will give 
you more fishing and fun in two weeks than aman can 
getat Saratogain two months, Thess lakes and ponds 
are all within easy access of one another, and a good 
strong mancan carry his boat from one to the other 
without any trouble, aud by carting his dufel four miles 
he can reach Charleston Lake, wliere he will find good 
salmon-trout fishing, and scenery which any lover of 
nature can not help but admire. J. C. 

Another correspondent writes from ‘Toronto, Aug, 4th: 
One of your correspondents asks where he can have 
someé goud black bass fishing. Send him to Lake Joseph, 
north of Toronto. He must take worms for bait, as al/ 
lund there is rack, and does not contain worms. 

Deacon DILL. 
( —>—. 
RECOVERED Hoors.—Janesville, Wis., July 28th,—In 

your issue of July 15th Lsee an article about a recovered 
hook, in which the writer says that he caught a fine 
trout weighing one pound, with his missing hook in its 
stomach. On July 22d, inst., two of our fishermen went 
to Indian Fork dam, ten miles up the river from here, 
and one of them caughta fine pike that weighed four 
pounds, and when caught it had a set of triple hooks 
and about two inches of silyer gimpin his mouth. He 
was hooked in both the upper and lower jaw, and one of 
the hooks was broken off at the beard of the third hook, 
He had a lively time with hin, asit was in very swift 
water and with a light rod. Elow long these’ hooks had 
been in his mouth he did not know. but he said they 
were very Trusty. J.C. "2. 

=—— 
y ANOTHER RECOVERED Hoox.—Franklin, Tenn., July 
3tth.—Your paper of July lath contains an account of a 
‘recovered hook,” after remaining in the mouth of a 
trout for nineteen days. A somewhat similar experience 
occurred to me in the month of May last, on the waters 
of Bedford Lake, In November, of last year, [ was fish- 
ing near Carpenter's Landing, and after a strike lost my_ 
hook (a No, 8 barbless) by the breaking of my line, and 
in May of the present year, while fishing near the same 
place, my son, who was fishing a few yards from me, 
caught a.black bass with a barbless No. 8 hook fastened 
through the lower jaw. Aboutaquarterof an inch of 
the point was lost, and in several places the rust had 
nearly destroyed the wire, so that in a short time the 
hook would have been released. The bass was in good 
condition, atid did not seem to have suffered from the 
presence of the foreign body, As I was the only person 
on the lake using the barbless hook, T presume tnere can 
be no question raised as to its identity, and consequently 
as to the time it was curried by the fish. 
Bedford Lake abounds in all the fish known to West- 

ern waters, and the number of logs, sunken stumps and 
characteristics of the bottom, make it impossible for 
those who fish for profit fo exterminate them or ever 
seriously diminish their numbers, D. B.C, 

al 

Vpass PIsHIneG IN SULLIVAN CountTy.—Narrowsburgh, 
Sullivan County, N, ¥., Aug. 4t.—To-day has been an 
eventful one in the histery of this place, for the visiting 
as well as the native resident fisherman, A Philadel- 
phian signified his intention, by telegram to the Messrs, 
C. H. & C. J. Murray, the proprietors vf the principal 
hotel, to visit them, coming prepared to catch buss, as, he 
had read a letter In your paper relative to the splendid bass 
fishing at this place, I will mention at this point that 
considerable surprise has been manifested at the circula- 
tion of your paper ; visitors from different sections of the 
country have visited us tatry our fishing grounds from 
the reading of the article referred to. 

Mr. Middleton was attended by the famous Delaware 
River fisherman, Deil Bedford, Hsq., a hercules in phys- 
ical proportion, and of agenial disposition. The different 
puints of fishing ground were patiently fished, the elip- 
per bait being used successfully ; to-night Mr, Middleton 
congratulates himself on being the possessor of forty- 
eight bass, few weighing less than two pounds, The 
Narrowburgiins also were fortunate in capturing bass ; 
eight boats with two or three occupants in each made 
up the fleet. This day has been a remarkable fishy day, 
My, J.B, Coe, of the Court of Common Pleas, is stopping 
here,and he has been considered heretofore the champion 
fisherman, but to-day his flag is lowered, he having sur- 
rendered. The gentlemen of the Graphic, Messrs. Goud- 
sells, have been with usand were successful; their pis- 
catorial outfit was magnilicent and it has been the chief 
topic of conversation; also the graceful mannerin whieh 

What the lower 
waters of the French Broad and tributaries afford I can't 

Lawrence County, N, Y,, Aug, 2d.—In your answers to 
correspondents, &, M., of New York, asks for directions 

they manipulated the red and line. both gentlemen stand- 
ing erect in the boat with fly rod in hand, stop reel, etc, 
Occasionally a fly as an experimenter would be cast to the 
game, then a grasshopper, next a pure fold spoon, troll- 
ing, last the ordinary slimy ground worm, The picture 
was fully up to the Graphie’s best. Fifty pounds of bass 
were taken by them, which were packed in grass and 
ice and sent away, So much for your article signed 
*‘‘Willoughby.” Come and seeus, and invite your friends, 
You will find it no hoax about our bass fishing. 

BUSSELL, 
t —— 

NortHern MicuicAn.—Boaftavia, Il., Aug. 3d,—A 
party ot Gatavians just home from an excursion to 
Northern Michigan, and a stay of two weeks at Charle- 
voix ; have not much to relate in way of adventure, 
though they have a great deal to say of their infatuation 
with that region, which is becoming every year more pop- 
ular asa summer resort, and of the fishing, which they 
enjoyed exceedingly, On their way from Chicago up the 
lake, by steamer, two or three of them disembarked and 
tried their luck in Black Lake, about ten miles south of 
Grand Haven. This lake stretchesfrom Holland, west- 
ward, to within a few rods of Lake Michigan. You can 
stand between the two and throw a stone in either. 
Their waters have been made to unite by an artificial 
channel, the work of the government, so that vessels 
nught run in there in times of storm and be sate. About 
fen years ago a lighthouse was erected at this point. 
Here they found excellent bass fishing. Now and then a 
Maskalonge is captured in this lake, This piece of good 
fortune, however, did not fall to our boys. Spending 
several days there they took the train North for 
Petoskey, on Little Traverse Bay, and thenve by boat to 
Charlevoix, on Pine Lake, into which ‘lhe Boyne” emp- 
ties, which is reckoned the best of all the many trout 
streams thereabout, They speakin glowing ternis of the 
sport they had there tronting, The trout averaged well; 
once in a while an unusually fine one would be taken, 
While they were there, Rev. Mr. Goodwin, of Chicago, 
took on a fly one that weighed two and a half pounds, 
the champion of the season, so far, Good for the cloth, 

In course of time I trust that I shall have some per 
sonal experience in this delightful region to tell about. 

rx, —— 
SALMON ANGLING IN CALIFORNIA.—The anglers of San 

Francisco have a new field open to them for salmon ang- 
ling. The Bulletin, of that city, says :— 

‘Por several years past the fishermen in Monterey Bay 
have taken afew salmon on their lines each summer, 
while trolling for barracouta and other surface fish. 
Within the past week, however, salmon have been so 
nunierous that a great many have been taken with troll- 
ing lines, and the guests of the Hotel del Monte, 2t Mon- 
terey, have had rare sport in supplementing the profes 
sional fishermen. Tlie fish faken have been in some 
instances of large size, and doubtless are a portion cf 
the late summer run of salmon en route to the spawr- 
irg grounds of the McCloud and other branches of the 
Sacramento River. 
“From a telegram received, if is ascertained there 

were four boats out yesterday, the united catch being 
fifty salmon, the largest weighing twenty pounds, 

*“As salmon do not frequent the coast streams in sum 
mer, it follows thatthe discovery of an abundance of 
them off Monterey at this season of the year is proof 
that they go south instead of north of this port, as has 
heretofore been believed, between their spawning sea- 
sons. From A, 0. Tubbs, who has returned to this city, 
if is ascertained that an examination of the stomachs 
of the salmon taken showed their food to he tomeud 
or frost fish, instead of smelts. sardines, anchovies and 
other surface small fish, as has hitherto been supposed, 

‘The discovery of salmon at Monterey opens a new 
fishing field to the people of this city, who will be ablé 
to indulge in the sport at less expense and discomfort 
than is the case with residents of Eastern cities, where 
the nearest salmon rivers aré in Canada, and quite diffi- 
cult of access,” 

ss 

x CRAPPIE AND CALIFORNIA SauMon.—Sé. Paul, Ifinn, 
—lI have been Jong wanting a paper that occupies the 
place that your journal does, ‘There are many men who 
are by nature sportsmen, but who from lack of means and 
time cannot from experience become posted, and to this 
Glass your paper becomes invaluable; men who now and 
then have opportunity for a few days’ fishing and shoot- 
ing and who do not like to go into the field entirely un- 
prepared, T have never cast a fly before this season, and 
though I cannot claim any degree of excellence or grace, 
still have managed to get several strings of very hand- 
some bass. Willsome of your readers kindly give ne 
information, as to what bait to use and how to fish f(r 
Jalifornia land-lovked salmon? ‘Vhere is a lake near my 
place in the central part of the State that was planted 
about five years ago, and the farmer living there hss 
caught five or six while bait fishing for bass, quite good 
sized. Lam going up there for a day or two and would 
like to try my luck, Will they bite on a tly? And will 
you also please give me information concerning the fish 
called i the Western States the ‘‘croppie.” I have 
never seen them elsewhere; they are shaped like a sun- 
fish, but different color, and excellent table fish, though 
not yery gatny, IL have never found any one who could 
tell me fo which class they belong, AMATEUR, 
The California salmon should be left to breed. 

The ‘‘croppie,” or ‘* crappie," is Pomowys nigromuacu- 

latus. ' 
——— 

Iiow To Pack A SALMON.—The best way, says Mr, 
Buckland, the well-known English naturalist, to pack a 
salmon to send away is to cover him completely with 
silver paper, giving him, as it were, a new skin. The 
silver paper will adhere by means of the natural slime, 
The fish should then be placed in a box and buried in 
clean sawdust. When the silver paper is washed off 
with a sponBe it will be found that the beautiful tints 
of the fish are better preserved hy this inode of packing 
than by any other. Salmon, as Mr. Buckland points out 
are without doubt at their hest when canght actually in 
the sea, They are then full of “curd.” This will dis- 
appear, and the fish become limp if placed in ice for a 
journey, ‘Those, therefore, who wish to send away a 
tresh-canght salmon in its prime, should put the &sh into 
water actually on the boil for five or ten minutes before 
packing it, oiling water instantly consolidates the 
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albumen—i. ¢., the curd. The boiling process must of 

course be completed when the fish is to be eaten, 

It has heen said SALMON IN MAINE TAKE THE FLY.— Q 2 

tihat. shile salmon in most other waters take the fly at 

some seasons, those in Maine streams have persistently 

refused it, It would be very gratifying to know why 

they have declined it, and still more so to learn their 

reasons for reconsidering the question and resolving to 

accept it, In proof that'they now take the manutac- 

tured insect, we publish the following dispatch which 

was received at Portland from Bangor one day last week ; 

“J. , Leavitt and H. L, Leonard, ‘the rod man,’ have 

just returned from a trip and have brought with them 

the first salmon taken with a fly in Penobscot waters. 

This they took in Wassattiquoik stream, which empties 

into the east branch of the Penobscot half a mile above 

the Hunt farm. They report that plenty more can be 

had in the same way.” 
— > 

Fisn in Markn?,.—New York has been poorly sup- 

plied with fish during the last week. There are a few 

very large sheepshead coming in from the south coast of 

New Jersey, which will weigh from ten to thirteen 

pounds, Bluefish and weakfish are small, many of the 

former being under two pounds ; kingfish very scarce. 

Fulton Market prices Aug. 10th, are: Salt water fish— 

ee 

GAME IN SEASON TIN AUGUST.* 
= 

Woodcock, Philohela minor. Red-baecked ssandpiper, or ox- 
Black-bellied hed ox-eye, bird, Tringa americana. 
Squatarota helvetica. Great marbled codwit, of mar- 

Long-billed curlew, Wumentus| lin, Limosa fedoa. 
longirostris, 2 let, Totanus semipalmetus. 

Turnstone, or calico back, Strep- | Tattler, Totanus melanoleweuy. 
Silas interpres. Yellow-shanks, Tofaniis fliiipes. 

Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Macrarhamphis griseus. 

‘This enumeration is general,and is in contlict with many of 
the State laws. 

“Bay birds” generally, including yarious species of plover, 

sandpiper, snipe, curlew. oyster-catcher, surf bird, phalaropes, 

ayocets, etc., coming under the group Limacole, or shore birds. 

Many States permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting after 

Aug, 15th. 
02 

MIGRATORY QUAIL IN MAINE. 

. PORTLAND, Aug 3d. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— Sere eae ee Bee co : 0; salmon me . ‘ ar et 

striped bass, 20 cts. per pound; bluefish, 10; salmon, |“ Of 5,100 quail (Coturnix communisy imported to Ainer- 
45; mackerel, 18 EF aah a ae Pv ica this year, 2.600 came to Maine aud arrived to my care 
halibut, 18; haddock, 6; codfish, 5; 1.) |i Portland June 9th. These birds were immediately 

sea bass, 18: eels, 18; sheeps- 
20, dry eod, 7; forwarded to the various parts of the State, where they flounders, 10): porgies, 10; 

smoked salmon, head, 253; pompano, 79 ; ! os a were liberated in lots varying from fifteen to seyenty- 
green turtle, 15; lobsters, 10 ; aoe sri 1 entre fan five each. For the information of your readers‘in Maine 
dozen, Fresh water fish—white sh, ley; take trou, 19+ 17 give a list of the cities and towns to which I for- 
frogs, 15; crawfish, 3. warded birds, 

; Oe Ee, = = Candpa.—The St. Stephen, N. B. (adjoining Calais, Maine), Bangor, 
SanMon AND Spa-TRouT ANGLING IN © ‘A | Winterport, Rockland, Wiscasset, Bath, Augusta, Rich: n yery poor on most rivers this season. 

ho spent some time on the Restigouche, 
d Miramichi riyersreports the season back- 

He spent sixteen days on the lat- 

ter river. by invitation of the lessee, and took many sea 

tront (Salmo fontinalis), some of them oyer seven 

pounds in weight. : 

A Fish Taat SwALLows BiccrrR Ones.—The Smith- 

gornian Institution has received a very curious specimen 

of the fish kind, recently found on the fishing-banks of 

Gloucester, Mass., by Mr. A. Howard Clarke. It rejoices 

in the name of Chusmodes niger, and its peculiar dis- 

tinguishing feature is the fact that its rapacity leads it 

to awailow fishes which are twice as large and weigh 

four times as much as itself. 

ing In NEW BRUNSWICK,—We are informed by 

De Cees of New York Uity, who has just returned 

from the salmon streams of that region, that he sayy yerit- 

able grayling taken from Loch Lomond, twelve miles wp 

the St. Johns, where the guides told him that he would 

find two kinds of trout, red and white - the ‘* white 

trout” were pronounced to be grayling (Thymallus) by 

the doctor, who is familiar with them. 
—_as—_ ’ 

T A GRAWFISH ON A Hoox.—aA_ sub- 

scriver writes : Can you obtain from some of your read- 

ers, who are black bass an glers, information as to the 

proper method of placing a crawfish on the hook to be 

used for bait? We therefore insert this to draw out all 

the knowledge on this subject that our bass fishers have, 

jn preference to giving pur own practice. 

We understand that 
o} or ROMANSKILL CREEK.— a 

Mee Fuller, of the Erie Railroad, and EB. Cahill 

have leased the fishing in three-quarters of the Romans- 

kill Greek, near Milford, Pike County, Pa,, for five years. 

The lessees propose to putin 3,000 trout this fall. 

A Boothbay, Maine 
JNHADEN FISHERIES FAIL AGATIN.—A bo! y, Maine, 

Rirganetene of the Lewiston Journal says: ‘‘Fish are 

yery plentiful along shore ; most every one who can man 

a dory is after them. The menhaden fishery 1s again a 

dead failure ; the steamers have all gone South and the 

factories closed up for the season.” 

sport has bee: 
gentleman w 
Nepissiguit an 
ward and fish scarce. 

mond, Bowdoinham, Brunswick, Lewiston, Auburn, 
Norway, Bridgton, Saco, Kennebunk and vicinity of 
Portland, 

I made a public request that reports be sent to me of 
their nesting, etc,, number of eggs or young observed, 
localities of nests, where last seen in autumn, and arriv- 
als here next season from their Southern migration, and 
any other items of interest. I haye received reports from 
yarious localities, and hope to receive more and fuller 
ones later in the season. 

The birds were observed to commence nesting within 
two days after liberation, and many nests with eges 
were reported before July lst. Two weeks or more later 
the young were hatched m those nests that had been un- 
disturbed. From ten to fifteen ergs is a usual number to 
a nest. and eighteen the highest number yet reported, 
Some nests, found early, containing only a portion of the 
number of eggs to he laid. were deserted after having been 
mowed over and left exposed, Had such nests been 
sereened by standing grass, or low bushes, probably the 
birds would not have deserted them. Afterthe full quota 
of eggs are laid and the birds are setting, there is less 
danger of desertion. Indeed, these quail have been so de- 
voted to their domestic duties as to permit the noisy 
mowing machines to kill them on the nests, the knives 
decapitating them, or the wheels crushing them. The 
birds that deserted their exposed nests are laying a full 
number of eggs, having probably nested again, and may 
bring forth late broods. Although the mowing ma- 
chines haye destroyed a few birds and nests, the worst 
enemy of the quail here is the domestic cat. I learn of 
very many quail having fallen a prey to cats. 

Tf our farmers appreciated the injury they suffer by the 
loss of the many hundreds of insect-eating birds killed by 
cats every summer, they would take steps to prevent it. 
All through the sprmg and summer puss is hunting in 
the fields and along the hedges; not for mice, but for 
its more delicate and favorite food, the birds. And asin- 
gle cat will kill scores of birds, old and young, in a sea- 
son, Woodcock are not infrequently caught by cats, and 
our new game, the quail. are suffering great decimation, 
along with our smaller birds, from this cause, 

The quail are very gentle, and not only nest within a 
few rods of houses and highways, but are observed feed- 
ing with the domestic chickens. The farmers take ynite 
as much interest in these quail as do the sportsmen, 
and many have already learned to know the ventriloquial 
notes, that can be heard so far away, 
Now, while writing of the quail (Coturnix communis), 

I wish to protest against subjecting this bird to the ap- 
plication of local names and misnomers. We have 
enough of confusion in the names of our birds without 
unnecessarily adding to it, This new bird is a Quam. It 
is nothing else. 
Sportsmen of the Northern States may call our native 

Virginia partridge, or colin (Ortyx virgiianus), a “quail” 
if it pleases them better than a more appropriate name, 
but do not apply a misnomer when there 1s no occasion 
whatever for it. 
Messina is the city from whence these quail were ship- 

ped, and the term is no more appropriate than would be 
New York, or Portland, as applied to quail. Do not use 
it, Tf the simple term “quail” is too short, call the bird 
a ‘migratory quail.’ Such a term is descriptive and 
Apropos. os 

In conclusion, I would say that my ppp a eae 80 
confidently made, have thus farbeen verified. Thequail 
commenced breeding where liberated, immediately after 
their release, and have brought forth their young, Birds 
killed accidentally were found to be fat, therefore they 
have found sufficient food. I await with equal conii- 
dence to hear of their migration South in the autumn, 
and return next year. Beyond that my expectations 
give precedence to hope. EVERETT SMITH, 

How bo you PU 

Mr. Hi Full f Biup FIsHinGg BXTRAORDINARY.—Mr. Harry Puller, 0 

the Brie Railroad, during seven days’ fishing at Great 

South Bay, near Bay Shore, L. L., caught with a rod and 

reel, no less than 671 bluefish. 

I 1 white b Tows.—Dubuque, Aug. 4th,—Black and white bass 

fishing is the beat known for years, but will not last long, 

as the river is going down and the sloughs drying ike 

—A “boom” in menhaden or mossbunker oil is repor- 

ted from New Bedford, The Standard of that city says: 

“The sales will aggrezate about 2,500 harrels, the greater 

part of which was at 46 cents, and the remainder upon 

terms not disclosed. 
—$ $$ oe ae _ 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

Tae Nurracy Bunverin.—Tbhe July ou mber of the Bulletin 

contains a great amount of valuable information from the pens 

of a number of our best known ornithologists. A notice of Dr, 

Shufeldt's memoir on the ‘* Osteology of Speotyto cuntevlaria hye 

pogea,”” by Dr. Coues, which opens the number, is 1 lustrated by 

three beautiful lithographic plates. Mr. Ridgway contributes to 

this number three articles of importance, one on “ Rallua longiros- 

tris and its Geographical Races,” another on “Macrorhamphus gri- 

vena and M, scolopaceus”’ andathirdona “New Alaskan Sandp
iper 

(Arquatelle couesi, Ridgway) Mr. Dalgleish continues his * List of 

Ocourrences of North American Birds in Burope,” and Mr, N. T. 

Lawrence contributes 4 paper on “The Greater Long-beak (Ma- 

erorhamphus scolopaceus)."' There are three papers by Mr. Allen 

inthe July Bwletin. ‘Destruction of Birds by Lighthouses’ 

gives the results of inquiries by Mr. Deane among the lighthouse 

keepers of the coast, a ulass of men who have rare gpportunities 

for observing the passage of birds during the migrations in 

spring and fall, Another important paper by the same writer 

treats of that much agitated question, the “ Origin of the Instinet 

of Migration in Birds," and contuing much that is new as applied 

to our birds. A“ List of the Birds of Santa Lucia, West Indies,” 

completes Mr, Allen's contributions to the last Bulletin. * ecert 

Literature" notices a number of valuable contributions to North 

American and European ornithological literature, and “ General 

Notes" contain a yast amount of news items which will Interest 

every ornithologist, 

Col. Wm, Rhodes, of Quebec, who is much interested 
in the success of the importation, has enlisted the aid 

of the local papers in securing for the birds immunity 

among the farmers, He writes the following to the Que- 
bec Morning Chronicle, under date of Aug, 1st-— 

The’ news I get of the migratory quail from the 
different parts of the country are very satisfactory’; the 
birds are doing well, laying eggs, and in some cases the 
eges haye been hatched; the birds do not appear to 
‘wander, and they keep well out of sight, but their pr s- 
ence is easily detected from *‘ dustings,” "! droppings ” 
and ‘‘ digs” into ants’ nests, also from *‘ calls” or '* pip- 

"ings which occur in the evenings. —e —— 

fAuvcusr 12, 1880, 

The inhabitants in the country take quite an interest 
0 the farmer's quail, One respectable lady told me they 
isang more beautifully than the ‘‘rossignol,” and when L 
questioned her as to their plumage, she said they were 
“blue,” so I concluded she was, politically speaking, in 
a state of error, Our legisiature, through the assistance 
of the Hon. Mr. Ross, M.P,P. for the County of Quebec, 
who got Mr, Watts, M.P.P,, to draft the following amend- 
ment to the game laws, and which has now become law, 
has given this quail question important assistance, and 
for which they deserve our thanks: ‘‘Any person who 
shoots or kills any migratory quail in this ae ee be- 
fore the 3ist day of December, 1882, shall be liable to a 
fine of not more than five dollars, or an imprisonment of 
not more than fifteen days.” 

It is not, however, by legislation the migratory quail 
can be protected, Land owners have to understand these 
birds belong to the farm, like the robins belong to the 
garden and the swallows to the house; that they are a 
delicious bird to eat, and worth 50 cents a brace in the 
market, besides being an object of sport for the young 
men, and above all, that the quail will return to their 
native farm, and when once there will live a quiet and 
retired life, The birds I haye turned ont on my land 
have not gone four acres from the spot they were let 
loose. Thedry season is very much in favor of the 
young birds getting strong and growingrapidly. Sw far, 
the experiment is quite a success. 
The Quebec game law has been amended ta provide a 

close for the migratory quail to Dec, 31sb, 1882. 
- ————_ 

MiegRarory Quatn,—The Rutland, Vt,, Herald ane 
Globe says that Judge Byerts is in ‘‘ receipt of unmistak- 
able proof that the migratory quail have returned to 
Rutland. They haye been heard in the surrounding woods 
for several days, and their peculiar note cannot be mis- 
taken. The judge was the pioneer in the movement for 
the introduction of migratory quail into this country, 
and has reason to feel gratified at the success of his pet 
project. The return of the birds in numbers to the spot 
where they first got their freedom in this country is proof 
enough of the practical success of Judge Everts’ theory. 
The judge is an enthusiast on the subject of game, and 
says that he would rather know of the success of his 
quail project than to leaye a fortune at his death. He 
predicts that the migratory quail will eventually become 
the most numerous of all the game birds of America.” 

Tt is also reported that ‘‘ several nests containing young 
Messina quail have been discoyered in the Lewiston and 
Auburn (Maine) suburbs. The largest number of birds 
found in one nest thus far is fifteen and the smallest 
number five, It was feared that many nests would he 
destroyed by the teeth of the mowing machines durin 
the haying season, but the hay-makers gladly tesecncted 
to the request to look out for the nests in mowing, and 
not a single case of loss from this cause has been reported 
in this county. One gentleman found that his cat had 
discovered a nest in his field and had killed two of the 
young birds just hatched. He protected the other little 
birds by putting a box with a small epening over the 
nest. The indications are promising for a large family 
of Messina quail in Maine next year.” 

es Sl 

ToRoNTO GAME AND FISH PROTECTION.—The Toronto 
Globe has this resumé of the game prospect in the vicin- 
ity of that city: ‘The patiently-awaited-for time of the 
sportsman has arrived, and the woodcock are now at his 
mercy. The fact of game being so searce that hunters 
of the day are forced to penetrate the woods hundreds 
of miles in quest thereof, will attest to the fact that the 
game laws cannot be too rigidly enforced. Had the gen 
eration past observed the economy in that direotion 
which we are forced to observe, our sportsmen could en- 
joy their ‘outings’ in the vicinity of their homes, reiuren- 
ing always with abundantly filled bags. The whivlesale 
destruction of our birds of passage has tended more to 
their extermination than the denuding of the forest. 
This destruction applies to fish also. Who does nof re- 
member when the supply in Lake Ontario was adequate 
to the demand of all the residents upon its banks? That 
day is past owing to the destructive means used in catch- 
ingthem. Fishermen must now secure a license for their 
net privileges, while setting for fish in the spawning time 
in streanilets is strictly prohibited. Nor do the laws re- 
main a dead letter on the statute hook. Scarcely three 
months ago no less a personage than the President of the 
Long Point Game Association was fined heavily in Wel- 
land for an infraction of the game laws by the County 
Inspector. If he shot four quail as alleged, each bird 
must have cost him $11.50—$46 being the amount of fine 
and costs. Inspector Kerr, too, has frequently given sig- 
nal proofs of his vigilance, to the sorrow of many refrac- 
tory fishermen. In the Twelve, the Fifteen, the Sixteen, 
and Twenty Mile Creeks, County of Lincoln, he made a 
raid on more than one occasion to advantage, securing 
in the shape of trophies the tackles hidden in the water 
for trapping the unfortunate ‘finny tribe. The Provin- 
cial Legislature is to be commended for extending pro- 
tection to game and fish, The result will be satisfactory 
to the sportsman, though, like all enactments at their 
origin, the laws have yet to receive some ulterations be- 
fore they attain perfection.” 

aE 

Mr. Squires oN Dittmar Powprr.—New York, Aug, 
5th.—Editor Forest and Stream:—Allow me through 
your columns to thank the Dittmar Powder Manufactur- 
ing Company for the insertion, in their advertisement, of 
the fact that I am not an agent for the sale of their pow- 
der. The Dittmar Powder Company, which built the 
works at Binghamton, and put in, I believe, all the 
testing apparatus which is now in operation, became 
afraid longer to continue the manufacture of this pow- 
der, and, about August, 1879, sold out the whole concern 
to what was called the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing 
Company, which company is now running the works. 
At the fima of this sale, all my connection with the 
company ceased, as is very generally known to my cus- 
tomers, Allow me further to say, that the manufacture 
of the powder now, as then, is entirely under the direc- 
tion of Mr. Carl Dittmar, and | believe no powder of this 
kind has ever been made in this country by any other 
man, and so the warnings against what is called old 
powder isa confession that Mr. Dittmar is afraid of his 

own compound, which he urged the people to buy last 
year, The changing of a name, and the putting a seal 



= 
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over the top of a can, does not change the character of 
the compound, and, I believe, no one has asserted that 
the ingredients used, or the process of manufacture, are 
any different now than one year ago, When it is ex- 
lained why it is that, from the same ean which shows 
y pressure gauge below the strength which is safe with 

black powder for all ordinary guns, one cartridge will 
explode with a force so terrific as to tear to pieces the 
very best gun, and the next cartridge, and perhaps all 
the others, loaded from that can, give satisfactory results : 
and not until this is explained, will those who regard 
life and limb worth anything, experiment with this com- 
peu After much consideration and some experiment, 
have arrived at my theory as to the cause of such re- 

sults ; and I believe no pressure gauge, or strip of paper 
pasted on the top of the can, will prove effective against 
results in the future similar to those so often recorded in 
the columns of your paper in the past. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
— 

Coxs's ISLAND PRICES.—Poughkeepsie, N, Y., Aug. 7th, 
—Hditor Forest and Stream :—In your last issue, a cor- 
respondent who signs himself ‘‘Chasseur,” writes in glow- 
ing terms of the splendid shooting to be. had at Cobl's 
Island, Va., both now and during the late fall and winter 
months. He refers, also, to the kind-heagted Cobbs and 
Spades, as being thoroughly honest, and who will never 
seek to overcharge their patrons to the amount of a sin- 
gle cent, Will ‘‘Mr, Chasseur” please inform your read- 
ers how long it is since the kind-hearted Cobbs and Spades 
ceased to charge during the ducking and goose shooting 
season, the modest little sum of $5 per day each for their 
services, and $3 per day for very ordinary board, besides 
half the geese and duck you may kill. 
The writer has done considerable shooting on the coast, 

from New England to Currituck, and of all the expensive 
places for accommodation offered, Cobb’s Island, with 
the kind-hearted Cobbs and Spades as guides, take the 
front. OnE WHO Has BEEN THERE, 

If this is the true state of affairs at Cobb's Island, there 

is reason to believe that the birds will fly in peace there. 

We hope “Chasseur” will inform us on this point, for 

the Forms? AND STREAM does not wish to act as a wreck- 
ers’ luring light. 

_——i———— 

TowA GAME ProsPECTS.—Dubuque, Aug. 4th.—Con- 
trary to all expectation, our woodcock shonting has been 
very poor. It looked very fayorable this spring and the 
birds got through nesting safely, but the extreme high 
water (the highest ever known) came along just at the 
time when they go on the islands and into the bottoms, 
and, of course, drove them out of their usual haunts, 
besides destroying all vegetation ; they scattered around 
the woods and on the steep sidehills, and it is impossible 
to make a good bag. One of our market hunters was 
out for three days and got forty-eight birds, but most of 
the boys come back empty handed. We will have more 
quail this year than for many seasons, as the netters and 
pot hunters have not been able to get them, still they are 
far from plenty, and a dozen is a big bag now where fifty 
would be a common occurrence six yearsago. We have 
very few pinnated grouse, but the ruffed are quite plenty 
in localities. We look for good duck shooting this fall 
on the river and woodduck are very plenty now, and 
although the young ones are hardly able ta fly, the pot- 
hunters are after them, heedless of the fact that the law 
protects them until Ang. 15th. JULIEN. 

a Pe 

CONNECTICUT Woopcock.—Windsor Loeks, Hurtford 
County, Conn.—There has been a great deal said through 
sporting journals about the shooting of game unlawfully 
in this section. We have been to considerable pains to 
learn the exact truth of the seyeral reports, and find that 
not a great deal is carried on. The towns of Windsor 
Locks. Windsor, East Windsor, Suffield, Enfield, Granby, 
Bast Granby, Simsbury and South Windsor represent a 
large number of genuine sportsmen, whose aim it is to 
protect the game until it can be killed lawfully. AIL 
agree in saying that the last open winter has saved a 
larger number of birds than has been seen herein a num- 
ber of years, Your correspondent was out a few days 
recently (without a gun), and in passing through five 
swamps roused thirty-three woedcock. We also came 
across over twenty-five gray squirrels. but did not see one 
partridge, Quail are plentiful, and rather tame. We 
cannot account for the absence of partridge, except that 
we did not go to the proper grounds for them. The 
towns named aforesaid comprise nearly the whole of the 
northern portion of Hartford County. G. BP. Co. 

a 
TENNESSEE Dove SHooTING—Nashville, Aug. 6th.—Our 

sportsmen are now enjoying the “dove season.” With 
the ripening of the millet and corn these birds come by 
the thousand, and as there is no prejudice in this coun- 
try against shooting them, large bags are daily made. Hi, C, 
Pritchett, one of our crack shots, bagged twenty-three one 
‘afternoon, and Messrs. Burgholz, Mitchell and two others 
brought home as their reward 125, The young doves, 
when, aS now, in good condition, make a most del- 
icate morsel, preferred by niany even to the quail, A 
few days agol was in the country, and noticed with 
pleasure the fine prospects for fall shooting. Quail are 
exceedingly abundant, while squirrelsand rabbits were 
never More numerous. J. D, H. 

a 

Syripe SHooring at Goop Grounp—Good Ground, 
Shinnecock Bay, L. f,, Aug. 2d.—Snipe shooting is im- 
proving as the season advances, and the young birds 
begin to fly. We have been getting good bags right 
along for the past week. and the birds have com- 
menced in earnest. Now, yesterday, Aug. 2d, we had 
a very good flight. Mr. A. Hass, New York City, killed 
107 large snipe, and, while I write, 1 hear gums contin- 
ually. I anticipate a big bag again to-day. The young 
birds are coming on now, and I look for a good season 
during August and September. WILLIAM N, Lane. 

ee 
Towa CHICKEN SHooTING—Creston, Jowa, July 30th.— 

There are more young prairie chickens this season than 
usual, Come out andhelpmenunt them, There will be 
fine shooting here in August—plenty of open prairie and 
room for all; no‘ beware of the dogs ~ and no “ trespass 
m these premises” staring one in the face—all is open 
d free. Come and enjoy the great blessings of nature 
spread out by the hand of God. N, D. M. 

MassacHusests—Springfield, Aug. 5th.—Quail seem 
to be very plenty this season, and we hope to have some 
good shooting this fall, BALSAM. 

hi 

MinnesoTa.—Mr. Charles Hallock writes from Hallock, 
Kittson County, Minn., that the prospects for grouse and 
mallard shooting there are very good, 

SE ied 
—The Canton Rod and Gun Club, Collinsville, Ct., have 

enlisted the aid of their local paper, the Farmington 
Valley Sentinel, to make public the game law, and to 
urge true sportsmanship, 
ll 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Capitan Cory Gun CLon—Washinglon, D. C., Aig. 3d.—The 

regular Saturday match of this club jvas deferred until yesterday 

(Monday) afternoon, when the members met at Nagle Park at the 

terminus of the Columbia Tramway, where the matches will be 

shotin future. The vrounds are perfectly suitable for shooting, 

and the club congratulates itself on the change. After the match 

was completed Mr, Mills shot twenty extra balls, breaking them 

all, making his score forty, straight, without a miss. Mr. McLeod 
also shot twenty balls for practice, breaking them all, but as he 

had shot the minimum number in the matches and was leading, 

he declined to shoot for record until bis lead is overcome. The 

series for the two gold medals is nearly closed, with three mem- 

bers, Messrs, McLeod, Woodbury and Mills, so close that either 

may win, ail the other members being out of the race. Mr. 

McLeod's average before yesterday's shoot was .$42 per cent., 

with the other two within one-half of one per cent.of him. He 

has shot at 260 balls, breaking 245. Mr. Mills, 260. breaking 243. 

Weconsider that good shooting for amateurs, Mr. Mills’ shooting 

yesterday will place him one-tenth of one per cent.in the lead, 

which Mr. MeLeod and Mr. Woodbury will no doubt try to oyer- 

come. The shooting yesterday resulted as follows—Card rotary 

trap, screened ; smcke target balls; handicap rise :— 

Yards. 
EB. L. Milig....5....-.-. 2... 11111111111111111111-4 
W, W, Eldridge.... ...20....01111111111111011111—-18 
C.J. Stoddard... .. ..2...11100110011111111111—16 
J. R. Morehaus....... 20... 11001011111 711001101-14 
E. L. Mills (re-entry).20,...211111111111111 A tr 

of Harrisburg, and the West Fairview Club, 15 balls each, 7] yards 

rise. F, P. Haehulen, of Harrisburg, and Mr. White, of Fairview, 
judges, and Mr. J. Bolton, of Hummelstown, referee. The Fair- 

view club have still another shoot on hand with a team from 

Harrisburg under Mr. James McKee :— 

HARRISBURG, 

S. Pease ....:.. 001111111101101—11 | Wm. Wade. ...100100010111111— 9 
J. May.......-- 11000111 1011111—11 = 
J. Koons... ...010111100111110—-10 | Total,,....- -....4¢-sssssees 41 

WEST FAIRVIEW. 

Wim. Allen... 101111110101111—12 | J. A, Oyster. .1000101000101000— 5 
11111011—12 = 

Hippensteel.. .111101001100010— 6 | Total 

TITUSVILL2, Pa., Aug. 6th.—Card’s revolving trap;30 yards, 

smoke bails :— 
PEL Mens. abe pecs fos probs g 8| J. Dheobold.........--...+5-+.5 9 
W.Dayidson.......-...- w--- Od. Grogley.; Ftp sauce aes 49 
AAO Eni (6) pense AeA SAAR Sa . §| 0. Hoeng........., : _49 
C. V. Boughton,.....- .. Pe BRede cy a. Bee ao 
QO. Hardenberg....-:........... 8 
Second Match :— 

HG ion ie oe iclcleme le A 
Davidson Ae.- eee 
IAT a ay ee es ee: 
Homghton. ios tire i< ea be 
Hardenberg. Pe ut 

Third maten :— 
Capt. Boughton............. 0) Gapieiteittie.., Fy) het: 10 

Hardenherg......... ors 
Theobold.._-....... pod 
Davidson,.......... ee 

Wigs pe ae Ree kes aCe ee - §&| Shattuck ......,.. . Ww 
SierriLiwee ee ten cll ee | EROGiter tle Semop: to! 
WOUB MAIN ig’ nye es are ee ee SA WV LISENITS pe ces beasts sfelcteltoacic tte et 

Genbee LOMALT, Cae -5 0) - =< . 61 

10 | Capt. Reide....-..,-......... 
.10| Hardenberg ... .... sai 

9| Theobold...._....... 8 
9) Davidson,,.,...:. .. F S44! 
4 | Siisetbiuricore 055 ee8 5). Peis. oes 10 

Poti See e0 os Fe | TOLD i 8 etter eae 5 aed 

Foun?rarn Gun ChuB.—The regular monthly shout of the Foun- 

tain Gun Club, Ang, 4th, 7 birds each, 4 ground traps, handicap- 

ted rise, 80 yards boundary, use of both barrels, resulted in the 

following score: G. Joppert, 23 yards, killed 14 straight; R. Van 

Staten, 22,13 straight; Dr. B. Talbot, 30,4; L. H. Smith, 30,6; W- 

Martin, 25, & ;,J, Fisher, 21,4; W. R. Hunter, 23,4; J. White, 25, 5; 
H. Hass, 26, 5; J. Kennedy, 21,5; W. Cherry, 25,4; E. Benson, 21, 

4; C. Lemken, 22,4; Captain Whitman, 71, 4; E. 4. Madison, 30, 

3; B. Cross, 21,3. 

HARRISBURG, Pa., Aug. 4th.—A well organized and genteelly 

couducted gun club is a good institution, eyenin this age. The 
busy cares of a business life must, now and then,be Inid aside 

for awhile for the indulgence if those pleasures which make our 

lives happy. 
To manipulate a gun or rife skillfully and accurately—to be “a 

#ood shot,” as the phrase is—is indeed an accomplishment, and I 

know of no means so well adapted to eleyate the standard of ac- 

curacy in shooting #s the friendly rivalry that obtains in a gun 
club where all the members want to become good shots. 

We have such an institution in Harrisburg, which is yet in its 

infaney, but which, judging from the keen interest its members 

appear to feel in its future, promises to be a success. 
Its membership numbers about thivty now, and out of these 

thirty a very cleyer shooting team can readily he selected. a3 

A real live pigeon shooting match, where all is good feeling and 

earnestness is, of all field sports, the most exciting and pleasant. 

Tt isareal champagney. A challenge came from the West Fair- 

view team and was accepted, and the match was shot at the Har- 

risburg Driving Park, last Saturday, the dist ult., witnessed by, 
probably, 240 spectators. Shoot at 15 birds apiece from a ground 
trap, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary :— 

HARRISBURG. WEST PAIRVIEW. 

Peace . 00111111114114-1—11 | Allen .........: 10111171010 11—12 
May. -110001111111111—12 | Dunbar ...... -110110111111011—12 
Roons . .0101111001111106—10 | Hippensteel.. .111101001100010— 8 
Wade ..100100010111111— 9); Oyster... - .. 10G010100010100— 4 

UW Ge PSs cee hoe ee oy | 4%) Totals, -2.. ct sesi5-ke vee seate aT 

+ Challenged for shot mark and ruled out. 
While it is manifest that the score is not first rate, about 40 per 

eent. of our birds having gene away or fell at the hands of scout- 

ers, it must be bo1n in mind that it is our first mateh and our 
teams On both sides are comparatively inexperienced. Yet the 

missing of birds on both sides was unaccountably frequent, for it 

was done by good marksmen, ANON. 

Che Zennel. 
—>_——_. 

—Address all communications to ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

OF ENGLISH DOGGES* 

The firft Section of this 

dtfcourfe. 

“| The Preamble or entraunce, into 

this treatise. 

Wrote unto you (well beloued friend Gesner) not many 
yeares past, a manyfolde historie, contayning the di- 

ners formes and figures of Beastes, Byrdes, and Fyshes, 
the sundry shapes of plantes, and the fashions of 
Hearbes, &c. 

I wrote moreouer, vnto you seuerally,a certaine 
abridgement of Dogges, which in your discourse vpon 
the fourmes of Beastes in the seconde order of mylde and 
tameable Beastes, where you make mencion of Scot- 
tishe Dogges, and in the wynding vp of your Letter writ- 
ten and directed to Doctour Turner, comprehending a 
Catalogue or rehersall of your bookes not yet extant, you 
promised to set forth in print, and openly to publishe in 
the face of the worlde among such your workes as are not 
yet come abroade to lyght and sight. But, because cer- 
taine circumstaunces were wanting in my breuary of 
Englishe Dogges (as seemed ynto mee), I stayed the pub- 
lication of the same, making promise to send another 
abroade, which myght be commytted to the handes, the 
eyes the eares, the mindes, and the iudgements of the 
Readers. Wherefore that I myght perfourme that pre- 
ciselye which I promised solempnly, accomplishe my de- 
termination, and satisfy your expectacion: which art a 
man desirous and capeable of all kinde of knowledge, 
and very earnest tc be acquainted with all experimentes ; 
I wyll expresse and declare in due order, the grand and 
generall kinde of English Dogges, thedifference of them, 
the vse, the propertyes, and the diuerse natures of the 
same, making a tripartite division in this sort and maner, 

r f A gentle kinde, seruing the | 
, | game. 

All English Dogges } A homely kind, apt for sun- 
be eyther of, | dry necessary vses. 

| A currishe kinde, meete for 
| many toyes. 

O€ these three surtes or kindes so meane I to entreate, 
that the first in the first place, the last in the last roome, 
and the myddle sort in the middle seate be handled. 1 
cal the vniuersally all by the name of Englishe dogges, 
as well because England only, as it hath in if English 
dogs, so it is not without Scottishe, as also for that 
wee are more inclined and delighted with the noble game 
of hunting, for we Englishmen areadicted and giuen to 
that exercise, and painefull pastime of pleasure, as well 
for the plenty of fleshe which our Parkes and Forests doe 
foster, as also for the opertunitie and convenient leisure 
which wee obtaine, both which, the Scottes want. 
Wherefore seeing that the whole estate of kindly hunt- 
ifig consisteth principally, 

In these two } In chasing the beast} that/hunting / 
pointes, (In taking the byrde \isin{\ fowleing { 

It is necessary and requisite to ynderstand, that there 
are two sortes of Dogges by whose meanes, the feates 
within specifyed are wrought, and these practyces of ac- 
tiuetie cunningly and curiously compassed. 

{ One which rouseth the beast and conti- ] 
Two kindes } nueth the chase, 
of Dogges {| Another which spryngeth the byrde | 

| and bewrayeth flight by pursuite, | 

Both which kyndes are tearmed of the Latines by one 
common name that is, Canes Venatici, hunting dogges. 
But because we Englishe men make a difference betweene 
hunting and fowleimg, for that they are called by these 
seurall wordes, Venatio & Aucupium, so they tearme 
the Dogges whom they vse in these sundry games by di- 
uers names, as those which seruefor the beast, are called 
Venatici, the other which are vsed for the fowle are 
called Aucupatori. 

{ The first in perfect smelling } 

| The second in quicke spying 

) 

| 

ae ee 

The first kind 
called Venatici 
I diuide into 
fiue sorts. | 

The thirde in swiftnesse 
and quicknesse 

The fourth in smeling & nym- 
blenesse 

The fifte in subtiltie and deceit- 
| fulnesse, j 

Of the Dogge called a Harrier, in 

Latin Leverarius, 

Teas kinde of dogge whom nature hath indued with 
the vertue of smelling, whose property it is to vsea 

lustines, a readines, and a courageousnes in hunting, and 
draweth into his nostrells the ayre or sent of the beast 
pursued and followed, we call by this word Sagaz:. the 
Grecians by,thys word ichneutin of tracing or chasing by y 
foote, or sinulatin of the nostrells, which be the instru- 
ments of smelling, Wee may knowe these kinde of Dogges 
by their long, large, and bagging lippes, by their hanging 
eares, reachyng downe both sydes of their chappes, and 
by the indifferent and measurable proportion of their 
making, This sortof Dogges we call Leuararios Hariers, 
that 1 may comprise the whole nuber of them in certaine 
specialties, and apply to them their proper and peculier 
names, for so much as they cannot all be reduced and 
brought vnder one sorte, considering hoth the sundrye 
uses of them, and the difference of their seruice whereto 
they be appointed. 

| The Hare | 

The Foxe 

The Wolfe 

The Harte 

The Bucke = . ie 2 
| Some for one thing an 

The Badger ; some for another. 
The Otter 

| The Polcat 

The Lobster | 

The Weasell 

The Conny, &c. 

Astor the Conny, whom we haue lastly set downe, wee 
use not to hunt, but rather to take it, somtime with the 
‘n ette sometime with the ferret, and thus euery seuerall 

- 

| 
{ leth. 

Some for 4 
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sort is notable and excellentin his naturall qualitie and 
appointed practice. Among these sundry sortes, there 
be some which ar2 apt to hunt two diuers beastes, as the 
Foxe otherw‘iles, and other whiles the Hare, but they 
hunt not with such towardnes and good luckeafter them, 
as they doe that whereunto nature hath formed and 
framed them, noponely in externall composition & mak- 
ing, but also inward faculties and conditions, for they 
swarlle sometimes, and doo otherwise than they should. 

Of the Dogge called Terrar, in 

Latine Terrarits, 

Nother sorte there is which hunteth the Foxe and 
the Badger or Greye onely, whom we call Ter- 

rars, because they (after the manner and custome of fer- 
rets in searching for Connyes) creepe in the grounde, and 
by that meanes make afrayde, nyppe, and byte the Foxe 
and the Badger in such sort, that eyther they teare them 
in pieces with theyr teeth beyng in the bosome of the 
earth, or else hayle and pull them perforce out of their 
lurking angles, darke dongeons, and close caues, or at the 
least throush coceued feare, drius them out of their hol- 
law barbours, in s0 much that they are compelled to pre- 
pare speedy flight, and being ¢lesirous of the next (albeit 
not the safest) refuge, are otherwise taken and intrapped 
with snares and nettes layde ouer holes to the same pur- 
pose. But these be the least in that kynde called Sagaw. 

Of the Dogge called a Bloudhounde in 
‘Latine Saiguinarius. 

6 F He greater sort which serue to hunt, hauing lippes 
of a large syze & eares of no small lenght, doo, not 

onely chase the beast whiles it liveth (as the ether doo of 
whom mencion aboue is made) bub beyng dead also by 
any maner of casualtie, make recourse to the place where 
it lyeth, hauing in this poynt an assured and infallible 
guyde, namely, the sent and sauour of the bloul 
sprinckled heere and there vpon the ground. For whether 
the beast beyng wounded, doth notwithstanding enioye 
life, and escapeth the handes of the huntesman, or 
whether the said beast beyng slayne is connayed clenly 
out of the parcke (so that there be some signification of 
bloud shed) these Dogges with no Jesse facilitie and easi- 
nesse, then auiditie and greedinesie, can disclose and Be- 
wray the same by smelling, applying to their pursuit. 
agilitie and nimblenesse, without tediousnesse, for which 
consideration, of a singuler specialtie, they deserued to 
bee called Sanguinarij bloudhounds. And albeit perad- 
uenture it may chaunce, (As whether it chaunceth seal- 
dome or sometime I am ignorant) thata peece of fleshe 

be subtily stolme and conningly conuayed away with such 
provisos and precaueats as thereby all apparaunce of 
bloud is eyther preuented, excluded, or concealed, yet 
these kinde of dogges by a certaine direcion of an inwarde 
assured notyce and priuy marcke, pursue the deede 
dooers, through long lanes, crooked reaches, and weary 
wayes, without wandring awry out of the limites of the 
land whereon those desperate purloyners prepared their 
speedy passage. Yea, the natures of these Dogges is such, 
and so effectuall is their foresight, that they ca bewray, 
seperate, and pycke them out from among an infinite 
multitude and an innumerable company, creepe they 
neuer so farre into the thickest thronge. they will finde 
him out notwithstandyng he lye hidden in wylde woods. 
in close and ouergrowen groues, and lurcke in hollow 
holesapte to harbour such yngracious guestes. More- 
ouer, although they should passe ouer the water, think- 
ing thereby to auayde the pursute of the houndes. yet 
will not these dogges gine ouer their attempt, but pre- 
suming toswym through the streame, persever in their 
pursute, and when they be arrived and gotten the fur- 
then bancke, they hunt vp and downe, to and fro runne 
they, from place to place shift they, vntil they haue at- 
tained to that plot of grounde where they passed ouer. And 
this is their practise, if perdie they canot at y’ first time 
smelling, finde out the way which the deede dooers tooke 
to escape. So at length get they that by arte, cunning, and 
dillizent endeuour, which by fortune and lucke they can 
not otherwyse ouercome. Ti so much that itseemeth wor- 
thely and wisely written by /#/ianuws in his tirste bool: 
and xxxiv, Chapter. Toenthumutichon chaidiat euchtich 
to bee as ib were naturally instilled and powered into these 
kinde of dogges, For they wyll not pause or breath from 
their pursute vntill such tymeas they bee apprehended and 
taken that committed the facte. The owners of such 
houndes vse to keepe them in close and darke channells 
in the day time, and let them lose at liberty in the night 
season, to th’intent that they myght with nore courage 
and boldnesse practise to follow the fellon in the euening 
and solitarie houres of darkenesse, when such yll disposed 
varlots are principally purposed to play theyr impudent 
pageants, and imprudent pranckes, There houndes (ypon 
whom this present portion of our treatise runneth) when 
they are to follow such fellowesas we haue before rehersed, 
yse not that liberty to raunge at wil, which they have 
otherwise when they are in game (except upon necessary 
occasion, whereon dependeth an urgent and effectual 
perswasion), when ates purloyners make speedy way 1) 

flight, but beyng restrained and drawne backe from run- 

ning at random with the leasse, the ende whereof the 

owner holding in his hand isled, guyded : nd directed with 

such swiftenesse and slownesse (whether he go on foote or 

whether he ryde on horsebacke), as he himselfe in harte 

would wishe for the more easie apprehension of these 

yenturous varlots. In the borders of England and Scot- 

land (the often and accustomed stealing of cattell so pro- 
outing) these kinde of Dogges are. very much ysed and. 
they are faught and trayned up first of all to hunt cattell 

as well of the smaller as of the greater grouth, and after- 
wardes (that qualitie relinquished anid lefte) they are 
learned to pursue such pestilent persons as plant theyr 

pleasure in such practises of purloyning as we have 
already declared. OF this kinde there is ene that taketh 
the water naturally, except it please you so to suppose 
of them whych follow the Otter, whych scmetimes haunte 

the lande, and sometime useth the water: And yet neu- 

erthelesse all the kind of them boyling and boyling with 
ereedy desire of the pray whych by swymiming passeth 
through river and flood, plung amyds the water, and 
passe the streame with their pawes. But this propertie 
proceedth from an earnest desire wherwith they be i- 
Hamed, rather from any inclination issuyng from the ord- 
inance and appoyntment of nature, And albeit some of 
this sorb in, English be called Brache, in Scottishe Rache, 
the cause hereof resteth in the shee sex and not in the 
generall kinde, for we English men call bytehes belong- 

ing to the hunting kinde of Dogges, by the tearme ahoue 
mencioned, To bee short it is proper to the nature of 
houndes, some to keepe silence in hunting untill such 
tyme as there is game offered, Other some so s00ne as 
they smell out the place where the beast luccketh, to be- 
wray it immediately by their importunate barcking, not- 
withstanding it be farre of many furlongs cowechyng 

ren, or setteth a course about a connyburrough, he huntes 
not after them, he frayes them not by barcking, he 
makes no countenance orshadow of hatred against them, 
but dissembling friendship, and pretending fauour, pas- 
seth by with silence and quietnesse, marking and noting 
their holes diligently, wherin (I warrant you) he will not 
be ouershot nor deceaued. When he commeth to the 

close in his cabbyn. 

reuoking or imboldening then: to serue the game, 

Of the Dogge called the Gasehounde, in 
Latine Agaseus 

His kinde of Doge which pursueth by the eye, pre- 
uayleth little, or neuer a whit, by any benefitte of 

the nose that is by smelling, but excelleth in perspicnitie 
and sharpenesse of sight altogether. by the vertue 
whereof. being singuler and notable, it hunteth the Foxe 
and the Hare. Tays Dogge will choose ani seperate any 
beast from among a great flocke or heardse, and such a 
one will it take by election as is not lancke, leane and 
hollow, but well spyed, snioothe, full, fatte, and round, 
it followes by the direction of the eyesight, which in 
deede is cleere constant, and not uncertaine, if a beast be 
wounded and gone astray this Dogge seeketh atter it by 
the steadfastnes of the eye, if it chaunce peraduenture 
to returne and be mingled with the residue of the flocke, 
this Dogge spyeth it out by the vertue of his eye, leaving 
the rest of the cattell vntouched, and after he*hath set 
sure sight upo it, he seperateth it from among the com- 
pany aud hauing so done neuer ceaseth untill he haue 
wearyed the Beast to death. Our countrey men Cull this 
dozze Agasweum. A gase¢hounde because the beames of 
his sight areso stedfastly setled and vnmoueably fastened. 
These Dogges are much and ysually occupyed in the 
Northern partes of England more then in the Southern 
parts, and in fealdy landes rather then in bushy and 
wooddy places, horsemen vse them more then footemen to 
th’intent that they might prouoke their horses to a swift 
valloppe (wherwith they are more delighted then with 
the pray itselfe), and that they might accustome theyr 
horse to léape ouer hedges and ditches, without stoppe 
orstumble, without harme or hassard, without doubt or 
daunger, and so escape with safegard of lyfe. And to 
the ende that the ryders themselues when necessitie so 
constrained, and the feare of further mischiefe inforced, 
myzht saue themselues vndamnifyed, and preuent each 
perilous tempest by preparing speedy flight, or else by 
swift pursute made vpon theyr enimyes, myght both 
ouertake them, encounter with them, and make a 
slaughter of them accordingly. But if it fortune 30 at 
any time that this Dogge take a wrong way, the master 
making some vsual signe and familiar token, he returneth 
forthwith, and taketh the right and ready trace, begin- 
ning his chase a fresh, é& with a cleare yoyce, anda swift 
foote followeth the game with as much courage and 
nimiblenesse as he did at the first. 

Of the Dogge called the Grehounde, in 
Latine Leporariis, 

Here is another kinde of Dogge which for lis 
incredible swiftnesse is called Leporarius a Gre- 

hounde because the principall seruice of them dependeth 
and consisteth in starting and hunting the hare, which 
Dogges likewyse are indued with no Jesse strength then 
lightnes in maintenance of the game, in seruing tiie chase, 
in taking the Bucke, the Harte, the Lowe, the Foxe, and 
other beastes of semblable kinde otdained for the game 
of hunting. But more or lesse, each one according to 
the measure and proportion of theyr desire, and as might 
and habilitie of theyr bodyes will permit and sulfer, For 
it isa spare and bare kinds of Dogge (of fleshe but not of 
bone) some are of a greater sorte, and some of a lesser, 
some are smoothskynned anil some are curled, the bigger 
therefore are appoynted to hunt the bigger beasts, and 
the smaller serue to hunt the smaller accordingly. The 
nature of these dogges I find to be wonderful by y’ testi- 
moniall of histories. For, as John Froisart the Historio- 
grapher in his 4 lib. reported. A Grehound of King 
Richard, the second y’ wore the Crowne and bare the 
Scepter of the Realme of England, neuer knowing any 
man, beside the Kings person, whe Henry Duke of Lunecas- 
ter came to the castle of Klinte to take King Richarde. The 
Doge forsaking his former Lord & master came to Duke 
Aenry, fawned upon him with such resemblaunces of 
goodwyll and conceaued affection, as he fanonred King 
Richarde before: he followed the Duke, and ytterly left 
the King. So that by these manifest circumstances a 
manmyght indge this Dogge to haue bene lightened wyth 
the lampe of foreknowledge & understading, touchyng 
his olde masters miseryes to come, and vnhappinesse nye 
at hand, which King Richarde himselfe euidently per- 
ceaued, accounting this deede of his Dogge a Prophecy 
of his ouerthrowe. 

OF the Dogge called the Leuiner, or Lyemmer 
in Latine Lorarius. 

Nother sort of dogges be there, in smelling singuler, 
and in swiftenesse incomparable, This is (as it were) 

auyddle kinde betwixt the Harier and the Grehounde, 
as well for his kinde, as for the frame of his body. And 
itis called in Jatine Lewtnaris, a Levitate, of lyghtnesse, 
and therefore may well be called a lyght hounde, ic is 
also called by this worde Lorarius, a Loro wherewith it 
isled. This Dozge for the excellency of his conditions, 
namely smelling and swift running, doth followe the 
game with more eagernes, and taketh the pray with a 
jolly quicknes, 

Of the Dogee called a Tumbler, in 
Latine Werlagus. 

His sorte of Dogges, which compasseth all by craftes, 
fraudes, subteles, and deceiptes, we Englishe men 

call Tymblers, because in hunting they turne and tumble, 
winding their bodyes about in circle wise, and then 
fearcely and violently venturing upo the beast, doth sod- 

ceptacles, or closets before they can recouer ieanes, to 
saue aud succour themselves, 
craft and subteltie, namely, when berunneth into a war- 

And these Dogges the younger they 
be, the more wantonly barcke they, and the more liber- 
ally, yet oftimes without necessitie, so that in them, by 
reason of theyr young yeares and want of practise, small 
certaintie is to be reposed. For continuance of tyme, 
and experience in game, ministreth to these houndes not 
onely cunning in running, but also (as in the rest) an 
assured foresight what is to. bee done, principally, being 
acquainted with their masters watchwordes, eyther in 

of this most celebrated dog. 
bred in 1869 by Mr. E. Laverack, at Broughall Cottage, 

Whitchurch Shropshire, England, 
pure Layerack Belle II, and his sire was his breeder's fa- 

mous old Blue Dash. 
the most useful and valuable sire of English setters known 

in modern times. 

denly gripeit, at the very entrance and mouth of their re- 

This dogge vyseth another 

placa where Connyes be, of a certaintie, he cowcheth 
downe close with his belly to the grond, Provided alwayes 
by his skill and polisie, that y’ the winde bee neuer with 
him but against him in such an enterprise. And that 
the Connyes spie him not where he lurcketh. By which 
meanes he obtaineth the sent and sauour of the Connyes, 
carryed towardes him with the wind & theayre, either 
going to their holes, or coming out, eyther passing this 
way, or running that way, and so prouideth by his cir- 
cumspection, that the selly simple Conny is debarred 
quite from his hole (which is the hauen of their hope and 
the harbour of-their health) and fraudulently circum- 
uented and taken, before they can get the aduantage of 
their hole, Thus hauing caught his pray he carryeth it 
speedily to his Master, wayting his Dogges returne in 
some conuenient lurcking corner. These Dogges are 
somewhat lesser than the houndes, and they be lancker 
and leaner, beside that they be somewhat prick eared. A 
man that shall marcke the forme and fashion of their 
bodyes, may well call them mungrell Grehoundes if they 
were somwhat bigger. But notwithstanding they coun- 
teruaile not the Grehounde in greatnes, yet will he take 
in one dayes space as ee Connyes as shall arise.to as 
bigge a burthen, and as heavy a loade as a horse can 
carry, for deceipt and guileis the instrument wherby he 
maketh this spoyle, which pernicious properties supply 
the places of moré commendable qualities. 

Of the Dogge called the theeuishe Dogge 
ia Latine Canis furum. 

Py He like to that whom we have rehearsed, is the 
4. theeuishe Dogge, which at the mandate and bydding 

of his master steereth and leereth abroade in the night, 
hunting Connyes by the ayre, whichis leuened with their 
sauer and conueyed to the sense of smelling by the 
meanes of the winde blowing towardes him. 
which space of his hunting he will not barcke, leash he 
should bee preuidiciall to his owne aduantage. 
thus watcheth and snaticheth wp in course as many Con- 
nyes as his Master will suffer him, and beareth them to 
his Masters standing. 
uplandishe dwellers, call this kinde of Doggea nyght 
curre, because he hunteth in the darke, 1 
much seeme sufficient for Dogges which serue the game, 
and disport of hunting, 

During all 

And 

The farmers of the countrey and 

But let thus 

“A Diall pertaining to the 

firft Section. 

{ Hariers 1 
Terrars 
Bloudbotnds 

) Gasehounds 
- Grehounds  - 
Leuiners or 
Lyemmers 
Tumblers 

| Stealers J 

Dogees setuing are 
y’pasGme of huntiig 4 divided 
beastes, mto 

In Latine 
ealled Ve- 
natiot 

*OF Englishe Dogyes, | the diuersities, the names, | the natures 
and the properties. | A Short | Treatise wri'ten in latiue! by Jo- 
hannes Cains of late memo | rie, Ductor of Phisicke | in the [ni- 
yersitie| of Cambridge | And newly drawne into Eng-| lishe by 
Abruham Fle- | ming Student. | Natura etiam in brutis yim | oxten- 
it suam. | Seen’ and allowed. | T/inprinted at London | by Riehurd 
Johnes, and are to be | solide oyer sguiost 8. Sepul- | chre’s Church 
without | Newgate | 167. 

——e > ae 

Pripr OF THE Borrek.—It was with deep regret that 
we were obliged to notice, ina recent issue, the death 

Pride of the Border was 

His dam was the 

This dog, Dash II, was probably 

His most famous son was Pride of the 

Border, from whose loins are descended the best known 

and most admired English setters of the day, both in 
England and America. 

Mr. Laverack offered Pride of the Border for sale in 
1874, and he was proimptly secured against a strong and 
widely spread competition, along with the far famed 

Fairy (Dash IL-Moll 11), through the efficient offices of 

Capt. John W. Taylor, at that time kennel and field 
editor of the Forust anp Stream, for the kennels of Mr. 
Charles H. Raymond at Fox Farm, Morris Plains, N. J 

Pride was handled on American game by Col. BE, M. 

Quimby, of Morristown, N..J., and being a dog of remark- 

ably high intelligence, soon developed into a very fine 
quail dog, He was up-headed, never seeking a ground 
scent, but always working for his birds on the wind, with 
a long, swinging, panther-like gallop, and a nose of such 

delicacy and keenness as to save his legs many and many 

a rod of ground in quartering, 
In England, Pride left behind him to perpetuate his 

line such splendid sons as Blue Prince, Bandit and others 

equally weli known, Dying in America, his mantle—so 
to speak—in the stud falls upon sons also famed as sires, 
Thunder, St. Elmo, Roderick Dhu, Guy Mannering, 
Brough, Pontiac, Promise, Ray and others will long live 
in canine history as claiming Pride of the Border for 
their sire, The grand setter, Dash TiI, is a grandson of 

Pride through Blue Prince, andin many features strongly 

veminds one of his grandsire. 
Worn out in service, feeble with age, completely 

blind and deaf, gallant old Pride of the Border tottered 
but recently to his honored graye at Fox Farm, leaving 
a rich legacy of pure setter blood and high intelligence 
to his posterity, It will be long before his vacant place 

is filled, ' 
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Toronto Dod SHow.—Since the issue of the original 
prize list of this show, which we published in our issue of 
July 22d, it has been decided by the management to still 
further enlarge it, We therefore take pleasure in giving 
a full copy of the classes and prizes, as amended :— 

Class 1—Setters (English), dugs—first, $10 ; second, $3. 
Class 2—Setters (English), bitehes—first, $10 ; second, $5, 
Class 3—Setters (English), puppies—first, $7; second, $4. 
Olass 4—Seiters (Irish), dogs—first, $10; second, $5. 
Class 5---Setters (Irish), bitches—first, $10; second, $9. 
Class 6—Setters (Irish), puppies—first, $7; second, $4. 
Class 7—Setters (black and tan), dogs—first, $10 ; second, 
$5. Glass 8—Setters (black and tan), bitches—first, $10 ; 
second, $5. Class 9—Setter (black and tan) puppies— 
first, $7; second, $4. Class 10—Pointers, dogs—first, $10; 
second, $5. Class 11—Pointers, bitches—first, $10; sec- 
ond, $5. Class 12—Pointers, puppies—first, $/; second, 
$4, Glass 13—Spaniels (Clumber)—first, $10 ; second, $3. 
Class 14—Spaniels (Sussex)—first, $10 ; second, $5, Class 
15—Spaniels (Irish water)—first, $10; second, $5. Class 
1f—Spaniels (cocker), dogs—first, $10; second, $5, Class 
17—Spaniels (cocker), bitches—first, $10; second, $6. 
Class 18—Retrievers (wavy and curly coated)—first, $10: 
second, $5, Class 19—Foxhounds—first, $7; second, $4. 
Glass 20—Beagles—first, $7; second. $4. Class 21—Grey- 
hounds—dogs—first, $10; second, $5. Class 22—Grey- 
hounds—bitches—first, $10; second, $5. Class 23—Mas- 
tiffs—first, $10; second, $5. Class 24—St. Bernards— 
first, $10; second, $5. Class 2)—Newfoundlands—first. 
$10; second, $5. Class 26—Colleys—first, $7; second, $4. 
Class 27—Bulldogs—first, $7 ; second, $4, Class 28—Bull- 
terriers—-first, $7; second, $4. Class 29—Foxterriers 
(dogs)—first, $7; second, $4, Class 30—VFoxterriers 
(bitches)—first, $7; second, $4. Class 31—Sky, Bedling- 
ton and Dandie Dinmont terriers—tirst, $7; second, $4. 
Class 32—Rough-oated terriers other than Yorkshire— 
for best dog or bitch, $7; for second best dog or_ hitch, 
$4. Class 88—Black and tan terriers—for best dug or 
hitch, $7; for second best dog or bitch, $4. Class 34— 
Pugs—for best dog or bitch, $7; for second best dog or 
bitch, $4. Class 35—Toys (any breed, five pounds and 
under)—for best dog or bitch, $7; for second best dog or 
hitch, $4, Class 36—Miscellaneous—for any breed not 
above specified, such as bloodhounds, daschshunde, deer- 
hounds, Italian greyhounds, boarhounds or great Danes, 
Siberian or Ulm, poodles, Pomeranians or spitz, Japan- 
ese, Chinese crested, trufiie, Maltese, otter hounds, Dal- 
matians, ete., etc.—for best dog or bitch, $7; for second 
best dog or bitch, $5; for third best dog or bitch, $3. 
Special prizes.—For best dog or bitch (in classes 1 to 22 
inciusive), silver medal, value, $20; For best dog or 
bitch (in classes 2 to 36 inclusive). silver medal, value 
$20; for best colley,dog or bitch, silver medal presented 
by F. W. Jarvis, Esq., Sheriff County of York. For 
best cocker spaniel, dag or bitch, special prize, presented 
by C. A. Brough, Esq. Several additional special prizes 
will be at the disposal of judges, to be awarded by them 
in such cases as in their opinion shall be deemed proper. 

The entries positively close on August 21st. Forms 
sent on application to H. J. Hill, Esq., or A. D. Stewart 
Ezq., Toronto, Canada. 

—_>— 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NAmEs CLArnED.—Cash—Mr, F, Pitcher, of Claremont, N. H., 
claims the name of Cash for doy puppy by imported Snip out of 
imported lh ather, whelped June 11th, 1580, Color, liver and white 
licked, Gem—Mr. F. Pitcher claimsthe name of Gem for bitch 
puppy, whelped June 11th, 1880, by Snip out of Weather. Color, 

liver and white ticked. Ru')—Me. F. Pitcher claims the name of 

Ruby for bitch puppy, whelped June 1ith, 1880, by Snip out of 

Feather, Color, liver and white’ ticked. Pearl—Mr. F- Pitcher 

claims the naaie of Pearl for liyerand white bitch puppy,whelped 

June 13th, 1880, by Snip ouf of Gracie. Jack and Jill—Mr. Geo, H 

Creed, of Jamaica, L. I, claims the names of Jack and Jill for his 

brace of black, white and tan puppies, whelped March, 1880, out 
of Mr. Chas. H. Raymond’s imported Juno, by Dr. Aten’s Glen. 
Snow Flake—Mr. Theodore Meyre, ot Jersey City, claims thename 

of Snow Flake for his lemon acd white pointer bitch puppy, 
whelped March 18th, out of Mr. R. T. Greene's Girl (Tell-Mary- 
Jand), by Mr, W. F. Steel’s Glenmark (Rush-Romp). Maude Maj 

—Mr,Dayid Shuster,of Philadelphia, Pa..claims the name of Maude 

May for Gordon setter bitch puppy, whelped June 4th, outoft W. 

Hi. Pierce’s Maggie May, by Dr, 8. Fleet Spier’s Romeo, 

DersrTHs.—Wellie-Mazy/—Suspension Bridge, N. ¥., Aug. 8th.— 

J had the misfortune to lose by fireon Sunday, the 1st inst,, im- 
ported cocker spaniel bitch Nellie and Layerack setter bitch Mazy-. 

Nellie was brought to this country May, 1876, by Mr. John Lane, 

of Decora, lowa.—E. 0. Lewis. Dido—Mr. C. H, Raymond's orange 
and jwhite setter bitch Dido, by Duke out of May IT. Dido was 

the dam of Champion Lark, Abby, and other good dogs, and her 

pedigree goes back oyer forty years. Flasi—Mr. 0. H. Raymond's 
imported orange and white setter bitch Flash, by Brierly's Fred 
out of Reid's Jess, 

WaHeEvrs.—Flirt—Mr, Albert Meredith's (Boston, Mass,) imported 

Trish setter bitch Flirt, whelped Juiy 29th, 1880, twelve puppies, 
five dogs and seyen bitches, by Mr. A.H. Moore's Berkley. Flirt 

won second at Dublin, Ireland, 1879. Fannie—Mr. W. H. Pierce's 

(Cortlandt Kennel, Peekskill, N. ¥.) Gordon setter bitch, Fannie 
(Champion Grouse out of Champion Hope), whelped July Sist, 
three puppies, two dogs and one bitch, all nicely marked black 

and tan, to Dr. Hf. i, Aten’s tield trial winner, Glen. Josie—Mr. 

Pennelt’s cocker spaniel bitch, Josie, whelped Aug. Ist., six pup 

pies, two dogs and four bitches, by Hollis* Wildair. 

SAues.— Belle—Hornellaville, NV. ¥., Aug. 10th.—l have just pur- 

chased of Mr, G, Waddell, Topeka, Kunsas, bis pure black and tan 
Thurdette Cocker spaniel biteh Belle, She arrived at my kennels 
July 29th, in fine condition. In making this purchase Mr. Wad- 

dell writes: “ By adding Belle to your kennels you have one of 

the finest cocker bitches Lever saw, and the only pure Burdette 

eocker bitch out of Hubbeli’s Blanche by his Bean (both im- 
ported) in Ainerica. By breeding her to your Wildair the produce 
must be grand, Bua Hous. 

PRESENTED.—St. Elmo-Madia, whelp—Mr. Jefferson Cooper, of 
-Blauvelteville, N. Y., has been presented by Dr. 8. Fleet Spier, of 

Brooklyn, N. Y., with a fine dog puppy, five months old, by St. 

Elmo out ot Madia. The puppy is white, black and tan ticked, 

‘Brep.—Queen Mab-Druid—Mr.Arnold Burges’ (Hillsdale, Mich.) 
champion English setter bitch Queen Mab to Druid, 

The Zifle. 

—Address all convmunications fo ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

FRAUD IN ScoRnNG.—The Wimbledon authorities are in trouble 
over the discovery that the records as signalled from the buttsdo 
not correspond with the scores made, and are etill further con- 

cerned that this ugly fact should have found its way into the 

newspapers. The London Globe, in Its issue of July 24th, speaks 

of the trouble :— 
With regard to the Olympie, though the hands of the execu- 

tive have been unnecessarily forced by what the council consider 
to have been a premature disclosure to the public, there is now 
no reason for withholding a statement of the facts. Sergeant 
Sage, Private Runtz and Priyate Humphry bhaye been acting in 
the matter with the best of objects and for sey seta ie of prov- 
ing whether collusion between competitors and markers, which 
the council have considered impossible, was or was not praetica- 
ble. Thefacts are these: Sergeant Sage, ofthe Tower Hamlets 
Rifle Volunteers, overbeard a conversation amongst some of the 
murkers which indicated that some improper transaction was on 
thetapis. On consulting friendly marksmen it was decided that 
negotiations should be opened through Mr, Sage on the one side 
with the markers, and Mr. Runta with the council on the other, 
in order to put the questivn of collusion to a practical test. The 
usual precautions to prevent collusion were adopted ly the ex- 
ecutive, but Mr. Runtzand Mr. Humphry, himself a member of 
the council, were allowed to fire at the target to which they were 
orizinally detailed, Mr. Runtz tiring the first shot. The council 
bad been informed beforehand that Private Runtz would win the 
Olympic Prize, and also that his score would be 46. Yesterday, 
when the competition took place, if was necessary toullow atleast 
7 feet for the wind. and a score of 46 ont of 40 at 600 yards on such 
a day with the Snider would be almost miraculous, if genuine. 
Nothing but bullseyes and inners were recorded, and the score 
totalled up to the exact figure agreed upon, 46 points, the next 
best score being only 40, an average of inners, which was made by 
Mr. Humphry, and no doubt registered genuinely. After the 
close of the firing an attempt was made to ssvertain whether the 
shota fired had actually struck the target, but the paper covering 
poe arece had been used on the previous day, and the attempt 
‘ailed, 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Aug. 5ti—The Rod and Gun Club, of 

Springfield, have returned to their long-range ground at Long 

Mealow and haye been putting the grounds in order, They meet 

onee a week for practice, I believe, and do some yery good shoot- 

ing. . 
SoutH GARDNER, Mass., Aug. 7/h.—The following scores were 

made at Hackmatack Range by membersof the Gardner Rifle 

Association ; 200 yards; off hand; using the ineh ring and Creed- 

moor target; two scores of 10 shots each per man ‘— 
Totals. 

R. Cd. i Cd. - 
J.N. Dodge..... Ot At 82 45 1i6 2 
EF. E, Nichols 89 7 86 4 17a #2 
L. S. Walker. vi) 45 30 47 159 92 
J. E. Newto' rire 4h (iis 43 145 89 
Wm. Austin... —- Gl 42 78 44 134 8G 
F. H. Knowlton 4 44 fia 42 135 88 
oO. K. Henry ., vi 41 02 42, 132 83 
G. Renben,.-- 7 2 GE 3 LL 85 
A. Coleman..... on 67 45 > Gt rp 13L 54 
COW Cao tee ene. ee 40 4i) 5 4L 115 B81 
@. Shumway,.;;.-:-.- --- 44 3o 48 40 93 79 

BALTIMORE, Mil., Aug. Tifi—The attendance at the Patapsco 

Range to-day was the smallest of the season, only 8 or 10 of the 

members being present. There was little or no Occasion for using 

wind gauges, being nearly a dead calm. The best scores in the 

200 yards subscription match are as follows :— 

ALR. Dreseliice foe -- ote ae: 
Te PUSTERC EUG ree Err lore il letriet ica 
Pee CU SE eaten ee BADR Ae 
Bybee ynehs «ing: ser tesn stant bese 

Messrs. Lynch and Coulson were the only onesto face the tar- 

gets at 600 yards, the foriner winning :— 

Lynch... FH GH HHH 5 4 Oe OATS 
COG WIROM: p- >. 8a s-- 94> 45455355455 5 45 4 6 5 4-74 

At the regular weekly match July 3lst the leading scores stood 

at 200 yards :-— 

Dr. Thomas Davy........--..---....- 4558545 45 4 4-45 
Ai. ee J PSE] Pe eee ae ~ --44 4445 5 4 4 5 5-4 
A’ Roeder.......--.2.. 4554446 3 4 4 4-43 
L. Dieirich,..,......--. 54444 4 4 4 4 4-41 
Vol. W. H, Burgwyn..-..--..._-- 4435445 4 4 4-41 
J. B.S. Armstrong...--..--.......... 43545 44 4 4 4-41 
The fourth competition for the rifle presented by Messrs. A, & 

A. G, Alford also took place, W. Scott winning it by coming to 

the fore for the third time. This closes the Alford match. 

Mr, Scott, as stated, won the match, haying, according to rules, 

won therifle three times; he therefore takes the Remington rifle, 
which was the first prize offered by Messrs. Alford. His complete 

score was 23 out of a possible 3.C, four trials. Mr. Coulson won 
the second prize—a silyer medal, also presented by A.G. Alford— 

making the highest score during the competition, having shot 

but three times and made 219 out of a possible 225. Mr, Canfield 

took third prize—$5 in gold presented by the club. His score 

Wes 217 outof a possible?25. The following is the complete score 
for July dist :— 

VSG Bie ae Sosa ce deeriare Aaa se 5f5545565555554—4 
W. Chambers....... 4545555555455 5 5-78 
A.V. Canfield, Jr 545554656545 65 5—74 
H. B. Coulson.... .. 6398354545555 45 5-2 
Col. Burnrwyn... --655585555544545 4-71 
TRIB SIV GH I. sig toi eak a + 5655605554564 5 5-69 
A. G. Alford..... RES EE Lp OR U4345364£654545 5-62 

EnizaABeta, J. J., At; oth.—Sharps match for military rifies 
200 yards :— 

OPAC 2 ae Sg is Vee eee 544544 4 5 4-44 
27. Bi Collingl thal. 44445 4 4 4 5-43 

A. Brown... 544444 4 4 5-43 
Capt. I. R. Denman 465444 4 4 5-45 
Slob GTS ele Pek et clea s, .the e 844545 4 4 4-41 
Maj, A. J, Clark 438444 4 4 5-39 

44445 3 4 3 4-89 
B43344 3 4 4-35 
ug. Tth — 

500 yards. Totals. 
55465 5-25 at 
45443-20 35 

Bonnett .. cs... ...0 5402 4-16 36 
Maj. A. J, Clark z 40238 5-14 36 
W.38. Righter,.......... 2 3363 2-16 28 

Boston, Mass., Avy. Tth—The attendance of riflemen at the 

Walnut Hill range, Saturday, was good. The dsy was a fine one 

for shooting, the wind blowing yery gently from the west, and 

the light gave but little trouble. 

CREEDMOOR TARGET MATCH. 

A.B. Archer ......:.. re 5565 45 5 4 5 45-47 
E. F. Richardson. .....:...... 45 5 4 6-5 6 6 5 4-47 
UC. C. Wemyss (mil) ....-........ 446565555 4 6 4-46 
[oY id fo (eee aes aoa pee ba » 65 5 5 44 65 4 5 446 
GC. Hichardssyy ss bet 4 - 15 £4545 45 4 5-45 
W. Charles (miil.).........0...,. ~4f4 4 5 65 5°65 4 4—45 
O. U. Meiggs.....4...; ert oer 54554 4 4 4 4 5-4 
a Davi Sian Setactes tee sya ee A ey Pk i Ro Sg 
ie BLOGES ee! eet, orl eh otela 4555445 44 4-44 
He. Be Sowther. . rete os ce «445554444 4-43 
H. H. Brann...... 3.058 Se gee oe bch ease ig 4-4l | 

344428 B49 £07 Ge WALKOD isi tobd ets thesivitereres 

MASSACHUSETTS MA'TOH. 

0. M. Jewell.......... fe gashrasay .-» 1212 1) 1112 11 11 11 9 10-110 
E. J. Cram... 3 Oh lkn ool aalee 72:11 10 10 10 J1 11: 11 12 #106 
EF. Brooks......-...........20:4-, LMI 8 9 9 113 10. 32—10t 
J, F. Rubbeth (mil), -....,........ 91111 91110 12 10 10 10—108 
Dsl eS eter) iveeh tees Port 11 81272 9 9 $1010 12-101 
£, 8, Souther........ AN Tee 11101030 12 8 T 9 12-08 

AMATEUR MATOR. 

Bi. FL Richardson... .--ss-r.seecsy ene 6 45 5,5 5.5 5 5 4-43 
1 7G3 [es 2) of 9 4: ee ene er eo Brera 655 5 4°4 45 5 4 546 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Ay. 6th—The Rod and Gun Club, of 

Springtield, opened a long-range match on their grounds to-day, 

firing off their second competition at 800 and 100 yards :— 

B. Moses.....-.. 48m eet shots 

{800 yards....5 4 
} 900 yards.... 

{800 yurds.... 
L. H. Mayott... 7900 yards... 

142 
5 5-7) 
5 3—68 { 

é 5-061 yor 

5 3—69\ 135 
L. H. Barrett... 

r RO 

Bostox, Mass.—The Magnolia Gallery—The July match has 

closed. Thesbooting of Mr. Rogers was particularly brilliant. 

Messrs, Price and Woods also did good work. This gallery is now 

closed for repa‘rs. New targets, of the latest pattern, will be 

fitted, The management will offer valuable prizes. both to the 
military and all comers. The following are the prize winners, in 

the order named, with their best total scores, out of the possible 
59, in the July match; conditions, five scores to win, or a total of 

- 
49 49 50 Al—2LT 
48 494) A215 
45 5004 s0—245 
a0 49 48 50-214 
494i Al) s5—-4t 
48 50 48 49—2by 

MEDFORD, Muas., Aj. 6th—The Raymond Sportsmen's Cluly 

b d their regular weekly shoot at Bellevue Range to-day, it being 

the opening meeting of a new series, with prizes of $i0 for the 

best score of 50 balls during the month of August. There were over 

80 entrics in the matches, but attention was mostly given to a new 

match opened atthis meeting—conditions, 50 balls, rotary trap.one 

prize ($10) for best score during August, the balls to be continus 

ous, no party being allowed to withdraw on a partly-finished poor 
score. The result shows good work, one 47 out of 50 balls: F, HW, 

Raymond, 47; C, A. Loud, 46; D. Kirkwood, 45; W. B. Witherell, 

45; L. E. Johnson, 44; C. Ellsworth, 39; J. CO. Smith, 37; J. I. 

Witherell, 33; F. D. Brackett, 33; M. A. Morris, 3!, There was also 

some excellent shooting at doubie balls, C. A. Loud breaking, out 

of 40 balls, 39; J.C. Smith, 36; F.H. Raymond, 35; L, E. Johnson, 
34; and J. F. Witberell, 30. Mr. Charles did good work with the 

rifle, as also did Mr, Kirkwood, as the summary indicates :— 

W. Charles... 2... -5 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 5 B57 
D. Kirkwood.. . 5 465 5 6 6 6 5 & H—At 
C. Richerds........ 55 45 6 5 6 G6 6 5-53 
¥F. H. Raymond... ele -65 444 445 4 4-44 
ifs Qesynithewe vy |e iter ep ee O88 6 Be # S gear 
—The Lynn Ventral Club open their big glass-ball tournament 

on Aug. 19th and 20th. 

—Mr. H. T. Rockwell sailed for home Aug. Sth. Brown and 
Gerrish are on the continent, and Jackson is in Paris. Their 

brother riflemen will giye them a hearty reception on their ar- 

rival home. 
——— et te 

THE CANADIAN RIFLEMEN, 

(* Sunday morning last, by the early morning train oyer the 

Erie Road, the team of Canadian riflemen from the Victo- 

ria Rifle Club, Hamilton, Ontario, arrived at Jersey City. They 

were met atthe Jersey City Perry by R, H. Keene, the President 

of the Amateur Rifle Club, and Capt. L. C. Bruce, who escorted 

them to the Union Square Hotel and thence to Creedmoor, where 

they willremain until the match is shot. The team comprises 
Col. Gibson, Maj. Frothergill, Dr. McLaughlin, James Adam, 

Joseph Mason, F.8chwarz, Altert Paine and William Mitchell. 

They are a remarkably fine body of men, Col. Gibson and Dr. 
McLaughlin being members of the Proyincial Parliament. 
six of the riflemen are to shootin the team, and the sthers are 
toactasa reserve. The selection was not to be made before 

Wednesday. 

The American team in Saturdasy’s match ayill comprise L. Web- 

ber, J. I. Alien, L. L, Hepburn, H. 8. Jewell, J. H. Waters and 

another, though the team will be chosen Jater in the week. The 

Canadians bave all abandoned the old-fashioned muzzle-loading 

gun, with which they shot the last match in this country, for 
American breech-loaders, 

Mr. Adam, speaking of his chances, said that he did not think 

that his team stood much show of success against the team that 
would be pitted against them, “Jn 1876,"’said he,‘ we came here 

to give the American riflemena lesson, and now we baye come 

over to receive one.” Mr. Adam is the gentleman who won the 

first gold medal ever shot for at Creedmoor at long distanco 

ranges. The other members of the visiting team do not hesitate 

to acknowledge the present superior shooting of the American 

murksmen. Messrs. John Harvey, Joseph Simpson, the son of 
Senator Hope, F. F. Dolly and Alderman John Crear haye ac- 

companied the Canadian team from Toronto. Jobn Haryey will 

captain the Canadian team, and Richard H. Keene the American 
team. 

The visitors have come down to win, and will shoot each day? 
taking only Thursday for a run to Coney Island fora dinner given 

by the Amateur Club. The match is the third of a series between 

the two clubs. The Canadians were beaten af Creedmoor, Sept 
Mth, 1875. Then, after the Centennial match,in which Canada 

also appeared, the Amateurs visited Toronto, and returned good 

for good by giving their hosts a good defeat after a hearty recep- 

tion. The present match is the sequence of the others, and a 

close tussle is looked for. 

On Monday, in accordance with previous arrangements, the 

Canadian rifle team went before the butts early for their first 

practice. They could not have desired more favorable weather 
for shooting. It was not intended that the seyerul members of 
the term would shoot ful! scores at each of the ranges, but rather 

that the men should commence the week's practice, which is to 

culminate in Saturday’s match, by getling the approximate ele- 

vations at the several distances und working themselves into 

form. The practice was, therefore, of a desultory nature, but it 
proved to be quite satisfactory. Lieut—Col, J. W. Gibson, of the 
Thirteenth battalion, who is the leading shooter of the team, 
made 33 out of a possible 35 at §00 yards, and at 900 yards he made 

7 consecutive bullseyes—that is, 35 points out of 45. Mr, 

William Mitchell recorded 35 out of 35ateach of the 800 and 900 

yardranges. Mr, Albert Paine perfoimed the creditable feat of 
putting up 72 out of 75 points at 1,000 yards. At the same range 

Mr. Frederick Schwarz made 67 points, Licut. J. Acam 47 and 

Mr, Mitehell 66, 
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THE HALFORD-HYDE MatcoH ABROAD.—A yery good 
notion of the current English opinion on the recent 
scrub match between English and American eights 

at Wimbledon, may be formed from the clippings from 

London journals given in our rifle columns. The timely 

action of the National Rifle Association on this side the 

water, and its consistent assertions that the American 

squad could not be recognized as a representative body, 
and had no authority to assume any such character, 
had a good effect in inducing the British National Rifle 
Association to take a similar attitude toward it. We 

haye failed to note that any special effort was made by 

the English papers to dwell on the merits of American 

rifles, and generally, in its only honest guise, as an ad- 

vertising scheme, the match was a flat failure. There is 

no evil, it is said, entirely unmixed with good, and we 

will wait patiently for the kernel of consolation from the 

midst of this olla podrida of mismanagement. If it will 

only lead to the utter stamping out of that pest of rifle 

shooting, the professional—as illustrated in the person of 

the American team manager in the disgrace of July 24th 

—the match would have been a grand and dazzling suc- 

cess, and nohe will regret to see a hyde tanned in its own 

pickle. 

——— —___—__- 

ENGLISH VIEWS OF THE HybE-Haurorp MatTca.—The Lon- 

don exchanges of the 26th ult. bring the comments of the English 

press on the fiasco of the 24th at Wimbledon, and it can hardly be 

said that Hyde's advertising intentions were yery fully realized 

on that side the ocean any more than on this side. 

Some of the papers comprehend the insignificant character of 

the match, while others persist in styling it aninternational af- 

fair. The Echo says: * On Saturday the great long-range match 

with any rifles between Sir H. Halford’s British team and Mr. P. 

Hyde's American team was contested. The contending teams 

were not recognized as national representative teams, but simply 

asthe teams of individuals. The best men, however, that the 

countries could produce competed, armed with the most highly 

finished and accurate weapons.” 
The Pail Mall Gazette devotes two lines to a report of the match, 

saying: ‘‘ The international match between the British and Amer- 

ican teams was shot earlier in the day, and was won by the British 

by 79 points.” 

The Times’ report of the match says of if: ‘The great long- 

range match with any rifles between Sir H. Halford’s British team 

and Mr. F, Hyde's American team was shot on Saturday. It has 

been specially announced that the contending teams are not 

recognized as nationalrepresentative teams, but merely as teams 

of individuals. Nosuch announcement, however, could deprive 

the match of its interesting character, it being shot by the best 

men that the respective countries can produce, armed with the 

most highly finished and accurate weapons that are made.” 

From an extended reportin the Daily Telegraph the following 

is taken: *', The most interesting event on Saturday was that be- 

tween the British and the American teams at long distances, 

though it was not officially recognized either here or across the 

Atlantic, the men shooting simply as individuals. During the 

meeting our American cousins had shown themselyes such adepts 

with thesmall-bore rifle that had there been any formal betting 

the odds would certainly have beenin their favor, notwithstand- 

ing the defection for private reasons of two of their best shots. 

Their Hounslow form when practicing for this mateh, and when 

they beat the top score for the Elcho Shield, did much to create 

this strong feeling of confidence, but as the sequel proved, their 

supporters had reckoned without their host. The weather, both as 

to light and wind, was unreservedly in favor of good shooting, 

and the British team—which, by the way, did notincludea Scotch- 

man—took full adyantage of it. At the termination of the match 

Sir H. Halford, the captain of the British team—to whose excel- 

lent judgmentin the selection of his men the victory is due— 

calledfor three cheers for the Americans, who, he mentioned, 

had neyer before been beaten. The demand was most heartily 

responded to; and Mr. Hyde, responding to the compliment, 

took credit for having taught the British how to beat the Ameri- 

cans, by inducing them to adopt the breech-loader in lieu of the 

old muzzleloader. He expressed his regret at the absence of Dr. 

Cjark and Mr, Farrow, whose desertion had contributed to their 

defeat.” 

The Standard comprehends the situation very clearly when it 

says: ‘‘ But for the first time in its history the closing day wit- 

nessed a greatrifie match between teams of eight men respec- 

tively, representing Great Britain and America, Although it was 

originally announced that this was to be considered as au inter- 

national contest, the Natiohal Rifle Association of America de- 

elined to consider the gentlemen visiting Hngland asa repre- 

sentative team, and it therefore simply resolved itself into a 

match between “ Hights”’ of America and the United Kingdom, 

selected by their elected captains, Gen. Hawley (?) and Col. Sir 

Henry Halford. The conditions were the same as for the Elecho 

Challenge Shield, viz., 15 shots each at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, 

Through some misunderstanding amoug the American riflemen 

Mr. Rockweil was substituted in the team for Mr. Farrow, and, 

owing to a breakdown with his rifle, which had to be changed at 

900 yards, this gentleman madea very low score.” 

The Wews, speaking of the contest, says; ‘‘ Of the two compe- 

titions to which all the shooting was on Saturday confined, chief 

interest naturally centered in the international mutch, There 

Was much curiosity to see whether the Americans would be able 

to rival the wonderful score they had made at Houndslow on 

Thursday, and great anxiety to insure accuracy of marking. To 

this end the Council had consented, on the requisition of the Brit- 
ish team, to allow the presence of two strangers in the butts, 

charged with the duty of watching and verifying every shot on 

behalf of the Americans, whose captain had, however, declared 

thathe considered such a precaution quite unnecessary. They 

commenced the match at 810 yards about 10:30, under 

perfectly favorable conditions of wind and light. At the very 

first round the British began to draw away, and were never after- 

wards caught, although the Americans struggled hard to reduce 

the lead. In justice to them it must be said that they were 

heavily handicapped by the defection of one of their team and 

the non-appearance of a famous marksman on whose presence 

they had relied, The reserves bad to be called up, and though 

one of them shot very steadily, the other yielded to the strain of 

a position that might try the nerves of manyagood man. The 

British, on the contrary, was probably the strongest teem ever 

brought together in thia country. Their shooting at the first 

Tange was simply superb. At the conclusion of the match Sir 

Henry Halford asked his team to give three cheers for the Ameri- 

cans, over whom they had never expected to gain such a victory. 

Tn reply, Mr. Hyde, who acted as captain in Gen. Hawley’s ab- 

sence, said he claimed the victory for the Américans, inasmuch 

as they had taught Englishmen to diseard the muzzleoader and 

take to the breech-loader, and also not to depend on individual 

merit, but to strive altogether with one objectin view. After a 

cordial interchange of cheering the teains separated.’’ 

Archery. 
= 

—Arldress all communications to “* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

BUFFALO VS. HIGHLAND PARK. 

Hi@nLanp PARK, IL.,; Auy. 2. 
Hditon Forest and Stream :— 

During the recent grand annual meeting, at Bulfalo, arranze- 

ments were made by the Buffalo Toxophilites and the Highland 

Park Archers to shoot a series of four matches, on the fol- 

lowing conditions, viz.: Hach club to shoot a team of six, pn its 

own ground, ‘i arrows at 0 yards, the Scores 10 be reported by 
inail, 

On the day set for the first match, Hizblund Park succeeded in 

getting out only four of the team, and on the date appointed for 

the second, Butfalo was one man short, Though the shoots on 

the first two days cannot be called matches, we give the scores. 

Tt will be seen that the Highland Park Archers won on days 

each club presented its full team. 

First match, July 20th :— 
BOFFALO TOXOPHILITES. 

Ist ee 2d 24. 3d 24. 4th 24. Totals. 
LCT SON CA RR AE RS bo Bc AAR OLE OAR Mans 84—402 
Hi. L. Parker:.. ... . 71-349 
WN Granger ERS $1—839 
He 2: Sill... Palle rt ee eye 738—303 
S. Spaulding. 65—802 

E ‘B. SIMGH TE eee er eae H2—264 

, 459—1,059 Gyvand total.. oAS oy ee 

“HIGHLAND 1 PARK ARORERS. 
W. 2B. Swartwout.. 21—105 23—119 22—]li 21—103 
Dr. E. B. Weston.. 16— &8 i— 57 18— 80 20— 76 
Mr. 0. W, Kyie,... 20— 7 12— 64 20— iG 20— 80 
H.C. Carver....... 16— 54 16— 6 Wt—t4 I18— 84 

Grand Rote 99, heey) ey tenn .. 295—1,209 
Second match, July 23d :— 

HIGHLAND PARK ARCHERS, 
C.G. Hammonda..... Wi-il 24-92 32-92 At eA T8879) 
N,E. Swartwout.... 14-52 20-48 20-102 ¥22—108 76—360 
OPW MIG #8 aes 19—87 li—i7 Ri, 19— 69 12—320 
Geo. C. Ball......... 16—64 20-80 J4— fH 22— BB 2 2-298 
Re Streetis ch iai ss 18—70 1i— 58 1b— 70 (3201 
Dr. E. B. Weston-___ 19—85 W— 65 W4— A2 68—260 

Grand Total.............. . 438—1,87 

BUFFALO TOXOPHILITES, 

BH, Sidway.:...2..:.4.3 19—#1 20—84 20— YB 78—3ab 
E. L,. Parker... 54-4 20—90, 15—65 20—104 T3349. 
Ww. N. Grange 18—88 1w—T0 = 19— 98 2—346 
H.S. Sill... 18-8 20-82 Ij— 87 T0—3L2 
B. B. Smith.. 18-80 8616-64 «= 19Y— BS 69 — 327 

Grand Total.. : cluats so. 862—1,720 
Third match, ine th: = bs - 

HIGHLAND PARK ARUHERS. 
U. G. Hammond... 24-— 95 23—121 22— BS 2218 U—432 
ys Halli 22116 Jti— 62 23-117 18— 92 ‘iia 387 
Dr. E, B. Weston... 23-103 22—116 19— 47 19— 81 : 
O. W. Kyle. ..0he. 14— 58 18— 48 1—101 18— [6 
WN. E. Swartwout.. 16— 74 18— 52 16— 80 16h— 70 
H. G, Carver,...... 183— 53 14— 62 Z1— ts 20— Th 68 --254 

Gran dete ts lea se. kee, cee eee the ees Cd fois 455—2,069 
BUFFALO TOXOPHILLITES 

HB. Sid Ways ...isecss ess 1b—V5 21—8I 21 83 21-107 78346 
W.N. Granger........ 21-73 18-80 19-79 «= 21-115 T7—3BiT 
Townsend Jarvis..... 13—55 12-48 15—61 [56 55—239 
.B.Smith..... .... 1b—55 = 15—fil 18—ii 19— 81 « 67—271 

E. L. Parker... -.._.. 10—4 14—t0 818-78 1-46 “~S4—224 
H.-S, Sl -.... Be IB 788 Is— 98 T1—3zl 

GrandMoral ss. *:fer ewe re 402—1,748 

Fourth match, July ‘0th : 
HIGHDAND PARK AKCGHERS, 

C.G. Hainmond... 21-95 22-126 22-120 4—130 9-8-4771 
PP. Halen tis Pe 2l—108 = 22-104 231209 PBR B47 
Dr. &. B. Weston.. 21 Ws 4-112 21—107 21— 67 S7—899 
N_E. Swartwout.. 20-8 20-10 20-102 18-88 79-317 
OW eves... 0.0. WT ii—% W—T i16—%2 66-306 
Geo. C. Ball.......- 1a— 44 19-— 98 21—I01 6— 28 59-277 

AFVANG LOLA 5 cee k-s 5 tech ext os tinck ar kha nia ame aes 469—2,297 

BUFFALO TOXOPHILUTES, 

H. Sidway,.-....... 24-186 28120 221520 2100S A497 
W. N. CED ReL “nde 2I—10i 28-120 1S— TO 2B— 95 BS AU 
E. L. Parker.. - 1-8 2-8 19-95 28—)21 81-385 
VAIS SIR a Ii— 9 8-86 20—St 18-92 [3—s57 
Townsend pane, -—51 =12—58" 13-59 Y - 47 45-217 
Mr. Gester...,,.... 13— 4h — 55 I3— 34 10— 42 4j—181 

Grand total.. Wyte? fas 422—2 038 

From the nOrneotce scores, ann the following inoofiplete analy- 

sis of them, it will be seen the shooting Was very food for Amer- 

ican archers :— 

Averagé per man of all scores.................,.-- 533. 

Average per man, Bulfalo Toxophilites ......_... 824.4 
Average per man, Highland Park Archers........ 342.5 

No. scores over 400, by Buffalo Toxophilites ...... ur] 

No. scores over 400, by Highland Park Archers.... 4 

The following analysis is made from the two complete matches, 

as we have not a full score of the first, and a different number of 
gentlemen took part in them, 

No, times 24 successive hits, by Buffalo.............. 1 

No. times 24 successive hits, by Highland Park.....- 2 

Highest score, by Mr. Sidway, of Butfalo........ §1—497 

2d highest score, Mr. Hammond, Highland Park §9—471 . 

Average for euch 24 arrows ..... 66. 6.4 eec tees scare 84.9 

No. scores with 24 arrows reaching 100, by H, P_..__. 20 

No. scores witb 24 arrows reaching 10), by B. T...,.. 9 
No. scores with 24 arrows reaching 120, by H. P_..... 7 

No. scores with 24 arrows réaching 120, by B. T....., a 
No. scores with 24 arrows reaching 130, by H. P 

No. scores with 24 arrows reaching 135, by B. T 

GRANGER SMITH’s SCORE.—Chitago :— 
York Hounds. 

100 Yards. 380 ees 69 Yards. ‘Totals. 
Tuly Uth..,......... 25—105 31-11 21113 Ti—329 
July 26th.....,....0,. 26— 4 81—I21 28-7 80—3a2 
July 29th. ..i........, 28—116 sI1—111 24—100 83-327 
July 30th. . ot 144 Nb—145 19— 83t 88—372 

Graud totals. ..... Pee wg sa a ery ters PyeEN irs i yet 328—1,360 

Average, 82 hits, 340 score. 

American Rounds. 
60 Yards, 50 Yards. 40 Yards. Totals. 

July 17th. ___ ¥ 27-145 30—162 85—455 
July 234... 25—145 30—172 Ti—A2 
July 24th. . 29—145 80—180 86—478 
July 28th 27-147 30—198 79—485. 

ARCA Ete See eee ete = A Pk 327—1,821 
Average, 82 hits, “456 score. 

*Darkness lessened my 60 yards score July 30th,otherwise Lhoped 
to have scored my first 400 point York Round. July 29th, after 

finishing my York Round, I continued at 60 yards and made 47 

consecutive hits at thet distance, Haye only shot about a dozen 
American Roundsin alj, and pay very little attention to same. 

Tae Sprein oF ARCHERY.—Hackensack, N. J.. July 30th—I 

think Mr. Walworth hits the nail on the head in his article Jast 

week on “Innovations in Archery,” und * Young-Man-Atraid,” 

etc., is wrong in comparing trebery with rifle shooting. Archery 

does not compete with rifle shooting in the way of accuracy. 

Archery is a splendid exercise, and in its present shape requires 

long and patient practice before any results are obtuined in the 

way of seores. The fact that it isso difficult lends certain charm 

to it. Ifall sorts of improvements are to be added to the long 

bow in the way of patent sights, triggers, arrow holders, etc. 

why not tuke up the cross bow or the rifleat onee? Even in rifle 

shooting there isa limit, and rests, hair trizgers and telescope 

sights are prohibited. W. HOLBERTON. 

HAWTHORNES vs. ORTTANIS.—Match at single York Round be- 

tween teams of 4 of the Hawthorne Archers, of Boston, Mass., 

and Oritani Archers, Hackensack, N. J.:— 

ORITANI TEAM, 
~ 100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards ‘Totals. 

D. de RK. Moore....,.... 54 ot 100 2AT 
Col. Frank Brandreth.. 62 5g 207 
Lieut. H, L. Green,..... 41 91 7 206 
W. Holberton .._...-,.. 24 41 3T 102 

Grand totals nese ie ctbu eens fet ted eee Se: eS 762 

* 

Grichet. 
——_——_—— 

— Address ull communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

ae ———= » ~ 2. 

FIXTURES. 

Aug. 18th, at Paterson, N. J.—New York vs. Paterson, 
‘Aug. 14th, at Syracuse,—Onundaga bs. Cana -tota. 
Aug. 16th, at Chicago.—Mouna City, of St, Louis, vs. Chieago- 
Aug, 16th, at Newark, N. J,—Trenton vs. Newark. 
Aug. 20th and 21st, at Frankford.—Girard vs. Young America. 
Aug. 2)st, at Longwood.—Staten Island ys. Longwood. 

———_—_—_ 

—The new Fox Chase Cricket Club played an amalgamated 
eleyen, composed of members of the Germantown, Relmont and 

Chestnut Hill, on July 3ist, and iwere defeated by 55 runs, 

—Landsdowne and Pennsylvania Hospital played on July 31st 
with scores 34 and 43 respectively. 

—The Germantown second defeated the Galbraith on July dist 

by an innings and 67runs. For the victors Brockie contributed 

top score of 67; Reed Morgan 15; H, Thurman 12 and B. Robinson, 

not out, 1L 

—The Lawrence, Mass., eleven haye played fiye matches this 

season, and haye won three, 

George Wright has received a very Hattering offer to manage 

the Cincinnati base ball nine next year, but the prospects are that 
cricket will engare his attention during 1881. 

Eron anD Harrow.—Played at Lord's, Englund, July 9th and 

10th. Won by Harrow by $5 runs. Seore:— 

HARROW, - ‘ 
First Innings. Second Innings, 

RK. C. Ramsay, c Newton, b 
eee GPE UHWe, tl veers 28 b Paravicini_...... ~ <8. Leth 
A. ¥, Kemp, b Paravicini..... 15 ¢ Curzon,b Throwley.. 7 te 18 
P. H. Martineau,¢ Parayici- ey 

ni, b Bainbridge. -. RL PAPAraNICiIEL Sn oy Dak 2 
J. Dunn, € Grenfell, b Bain- 
Ded PE so. Set atecre sea 6a: i) 

M.C. eenigs b Parayicini..... 4 
F.W. Stancomb,c and b Bain- 4 

bridge....... ; 
W.E. Tolitho, b Bainbridge. . 
F. W. Permber, cand b Pura 

lz aravicini DL ie 

vicini O TParavicitii. 2.5 85 nests a: PeRES 
, M. Hiadow, not out........ | 2B Speers b Bainbridge . 49 
¥. G.L. Lucas, b Parayicini. 10 b Puravicinj wae ha days i} 
R.J. MeNeill, cand b Jardine 656 b Paravicini...... eee) 
Bye 1, leg- bye 1, wide ball 1.. 3 Byes 2, wide balls 2....,...-. yy 

Wine ee Bove epee 2 Ph. 0 148 «= Total....-... Brees alee See 142 

BLON 
First Innings. Secoud [nnings. 

Lord Throwley,¢c M. C. Kemp, 
Ib Kean Biy Laos les. 14 Cas. 5. - bh eee 0 

Lord Curzon, cand b Lucas. # ¢@M.C. Kemp, b Lucas...... i 
eA ue Parayicini, b A. F. , 

KGiipe tec sssoe cert S5- TH Ascent piece oy ek 9 
P.. St. ah Grenfell, c A. F. Px" 
Kemp, b Ramsay. - ll cundb A. F. Remp.........., {) 

A.J. Polbilllurner, ¢ and b 
TUBS ae oy a aateiet aes aes A TGtoOuiby,-s4kay 2: fab-nee en. aay 
Hughes-Onslow, ¢ an 

ars SE oR ets iat < Sen ra Naha) CNP W st ut Ne PRS AAR Oe ESA OR 6 
W. F. Cave, 1 b w, b Lucas.. 0 ¢M.C. Kemp, b Ramsay. ,.. 10 
B Davenports © Bolitho, h 

ar FAS eS 1 e Hodow, b Ramsay....#..... 2 
H. Ww Bainbridge, 
Kemp, b Lucas. 5 b Ramsay 

A. E. Newton, not out........ 7 cM.U.,bA, 
I. Jardine, c Ramsay, b Lucas 0 run out...... .......... 

Byes 4, lex-bye 1, wide 

TPA ees a6 et ree as a Bryt LOT: WDotaliih Pac eae eee hast aes 8B 

ANALYSIS OF THE BOWLING. 

HARROW—FIRST INNINGS. 

: Overs. Maidens. Kuos. Wkts. Wides. 
PaArHyicitti.c: 2.522. 22.30.c08 5d 33 5 5 ii) 
Bainbridwe ... .-.....-,--- 51 2 60 4 0) 
Polbill-Turner Rea ti tf ah i} 0 
WeLOUe,.,, eave. sae eee ee 4 i a) 1 1 

Second Innings. 

Parayioini....i.-<.--+..-5- 5 18 42 “f ii) 
Bainbridge....... fa: 4 a4 2 0 
Polhill-Turner... 1 12 0 0 
Jardine........ . 1 2B 0 0 
Lord Throwley. a A z n 1 if) 

EEN TOSE Ie be, Sod SS eS RR pita 2 0 
Lueas .. 7 it} 
aS yey Kemp . . 0 
TLC ae RAS en” om a i] 

Second Innings, 
as) 16 rive 4 

= BE 19 wo ce 
see WR 6 16 3 
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LonGwoon is. LAwaunce.—Played at Lawrence, Mass., July 
3lst, wou by the visitors by aninnings and {runs. Score:— 

LONGWOOD. 
- Dutton, b Brice.,.. _........ 4| Winston, stumped Johnson, b 
Jones, b'Brice,..-. _....,.-... 14] ‘Brice.......1)-+5- ¥ 
Hubbard, ¢ Wood, | Brice... 28| Tanner, b Brice... 2 
G.Wrizht,¢ Holthain, ) Brice 10 | Carter, b J. Sh pe 
Peabody, b.J Scott............ 21| Kennedy. not out--.---- i 
Train, b Brice... 6 | Byeat, wides 9 ........... -- 
Pay, b Brice... 19 

AS tALe etl ett 

LAWHENCE. ~ 
First Innings, Second Innings. 

Hillis, b G, Wright .........-- 2 oc Jones, b Hubbard....... 
Johnson, b G. Wrich - 7 b Hubbard !..:2:-.- -.. 
Brice, b G. Wright... SOR Ho Wiriehity... a: 
Holtham, bG Wright, —.- UO arel a eee 
J. Scott, b G. Wright .. . § runout, Hubbard. ___- “feel 
Preston, b G. Wright ......... 0) ¢ Peabody, b Hubbard........ 0 
D. Seott,c Winston, tb Hui 

Dardis! : 7. wry Ste is feesel SC ake 5 
Blearse, ¢ Winston, b Hub- 

bard __., te --e-->-oy-- 

Wood, not out..... 
Gath, b G, Wright.... 
Emmett, b G. Wright aks 
Byes 7, lew-bye=3 .....-....... 

Taide ee ns eee 
BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
LAWRENCE—FIRST INNINGS, 

: Balls, Runs. Wickets, Muideus. Wides. 
Gr Wroripit: 2 24-0.35-., 08 44 8 5 0 
Dutton... reas 4 2 0 0 0 
nn bardes ee a 18 5 P) | 0 

Second Innings. 
Cha riggltty = 2,0 ae ay oS BI Bi 5 0 
Hubbard,,...... cir OF 35 7 2 0 

LONG WOOD—FIRST INNINGS 
46 2 1 4 
40 te) 3 4 
iW 0 1 0 

GENTLEMEN vs. PLAYERS.—Flayed at Kennington Oval in wet 

and unpleasant weathér July Ist and 2d, the Players winning by 

S7rans. We call attention to Shaw's bowling. Score:— 

PLAYERS. 
First Innings, bs Second Inuinis, 

Jupp, ¢ and b Lucas.....-.. 23 ceGruce, b Lucas. ...-......... 4 
Ulyett, ¢ Morton, b Inicas ~. 86 c Harris, b Morton........__.. 30 
Barnes, b Morton..........__- fi3 ¢ Blitgh,b Morton.,., .. ..... 5 
Lockwood, ¢ Bligh, b Stra- 
GUAIASE ee eee eh Be eee e¢ Vernon, b Morton. ....... ¢4 

Barlow, ¢ Tylecote,b Morton ti G@ Grave, b Lucas.....-........ 1 
Bates, ¢ Grace, b Morton .... 0 eG Strachan, b Morton... 2 
Emmett, ¢ Shuter, b) Morton.. 0 oot out.....0........__., es 
Scotion, b Morton... ,,...... 0 Gc Sauter, b Lueas..,.. 4 
Pilling, b.Lueéas .......0./51., 0 cTylecote, b Morton., 0 
Shaw, ¢ Lucas, b Morton ..... & ¢ Vernon, b Luvas .- wa Tt 
Morley, not out....-...,...... 2 eGracte,b Morton...... 0... 2 
Byes, o0 ball 1,,............. 4 Byes 8, log-bye Ll. ......--.-.. 9 

UME WP, eas bhee eee | bene SOS A eerap, 2 pnistca peesireck oe 

QUNTILEMEN, 
Virst Innings. 

W.G.Grsce,c Pilling, b Shaw 6 
A. P. Lucas, ¢ Cates. b Shaw. 7 
J. Shuter, ¢ Jupp, b Shaw... - 25 

Second Insioys. 
oand Db Merley. se, 3 
bavtorioy orev, tk ‘ 
co Hmmett, b Shaw,. 

TP. Peon, ¢ Pilling, b Bates... & ¢ Pilling, b Morley.... 0 
Lord Harris, ¢ Lockwood, 
Bhs is. cl ee ee 7 -¢ Bates, b Shaw... .-.......... 8 

A. N. Hornby, ec Barlow, bt 
STIR Site one oes de ete ADU ee ay at ft yh ace rt 

Hon. Ivo Bligh, notout. .... 12 ¢ Emmett, b Bates...... 2.2: 10 
G. F. Vernon, ¢ Morley, b 
puss Soe 2 Set! hs Sees 2 ee EO Tota ieee se 5 eee ene it 

G. Strachan, ec Shaw, b Mor- 
TOV SS Oe eae SOs 0 oy nepal 

B. FS. Tylecote, ¢ Jupp, b 
Mornleysckeesiretehpickewse 0h Bates b Barlow. .<iu1-:25--. 

P. H, Morton, ¢ Ulyett, b 
EA Weer ay) isso en. FS SP MOU DC ye eee 

TL@ge-Dy@S.- ce eee ee eee SY DE ae noone eee, he it 

Total mas: pea! $f ‘Total....,,.. 135 
ANALYSIS OF THE BOWLING. 

PLAYERS—FIRS’ INNINGS. 
Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets, Wides. 

GRYHOC) natsss Sees ewes ey LO 31 ag 0 iT) 
Morton. 5 Be lt 60 ti tt} 
Co Seer reese ere tee ai Ab 3 0 
Stracuhtne. .-—- 2s 222-4 16 6 2H 1 0 
Morton bowled 1 no ball, 

Second Innings. a 

iB ti 4 0 
1 ve 0 0 
y AL ti 0) 

QENTLEMEN— FIRST INNINGS. 
#1 17 7 it) 
13 49 rs 0) 
4s 26 1 {) 

Second Innings. . 

21 3H 4 0 
9 a2 3 0 
th 38 1 0 
u 3 0 0 
a 21 1 0 

Over Turrry ps. UNDER Taiwry,—The second meeting of the 
cricket talent of England, one side about the age of thirty, the 

other not haying yet reached three decades, was played at Lord’s, 

July 1fth and 20th. Score:— 
. UNDER THIRTY, 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
Barnes, b Grave. __-.--_--..___ 2 b Barlow 2 
Midwinter, ¢ Pinder, b Grace. 24 b Grace.- mt 
Co Studd. bGrace... .. 23. 33. bShaw.).2....., - aye 
Bates, cand b Gruce. --. 33 ¢ Pinder, b Emmet + It 
Scotton, b Emmett . 44 bEmmett,....:: . 
V~. Royle, run out... - 4 bShaw..... . 2 
G. V. Vernon, b Gr . 30 Gand b Shaw.. “pat 
Gunn, b Emmett.... ] tb Gt Oty ee oe re oG 
Flowers, not out....... .. § bShay, aa 
Pilling, ¢ Pinder, bShaw.,..,. 3 runout th ee 1 
Morley, ¢ Hearn, bShaw..... 4 c Wild, b Grace....-..,.... 0 
Byes 4, leg-byes @ ....-..,.... 9 Byes 12, lee-byes 3, w.1, 0.1, 17 

TOTAL, uk oko teehee ee Ur el He) +) MAS eae) ey ee 127 
OVER THIRTY, 

First Innings. %, Second Innings. 
Dr.W.G.Grace,c and b Studd. 61 .b Flowers.............0....--- 49 
Barlow, cand b Vernon...... 3 ¢ Pilling. b Morley — eli) 
Uscroft, c Pilling, b Studd... 6 Cindb Flowers....,.. > 
Lockwood, b Burnes.......... (4 b Blowers....,,..-,. : ae! 
W. Hearn,e¢ Pilling.b Morley. 9 b Flowers. . iT] 
Emmett, b Midwinter........ 2 Rn OU on eee ee eS 2 
LS. Russel, c Scotton, b Mor- 

0 c Vernon,b Morley._........ % 
2 not out,....0,.7-.,, 40 

Wty by Mw Berd So ete TILT OLE: 13) oe kee 5 
Pinder, ¢ Royle, b Momey.... 18 ¢ Pilling, b Morley. 10 
Shaw, not out .... Rote ee ee MOG ys...) bas oe et 
Byes ), lez-byes 5. - 13 Byes 7, lee-byes 3....--.-.._.. 10 

PCOTAD [ioe ee ere cep Meee sree tiple; cane beta 

ANALYSIS OF THE BOWLING. 

UNDER THIRTY—FIRST INNINGS, 

Overs. Maidens. Runs, Witkets, Wides. 
PIA oy eet eee nee BG 21 44 2 0 

ij 2 a* 0 
Ww ay 0 
= RT 2 2 

Second Innings. 

Siw. tp (ota. uel! 26 ser. ay 19 20 4 0 
Grace... .. Snes 128 { 25 2 0 
Emmett. -.....-. 2a 1 5u 2 1 
Barlow... did 1p 9 i 1 0 

OVER THIRY FIRST INNINGS. 
ieee. 2 6 l a 0 0 
r age) 0] 69 5 0 

29 ij af 2 0 
17 ) 15 1 0 

. BO 17 20 2 0 
Second Tnnines. 

Pettey ARAB SF DARA DS Abe & 3 17 if] 0 
Morley Sed Pe STAN I: “wy a 0 
Studd... ee. sees ‘a! 8 A 0 0 
Barnes . e u 2 i] 0 
Flowers 3 M4 40) 0 
Widwin etal) 7 i) 0 0 

Hachting and Canoeing. 

— Address all communicati 
Publishing Company, New 

ons to ‘* Forest and Stream 
York, * 

———— ale + ae 

ATLANTIC YACHT CLUB. 

ANNUAL CRUISE, JUL Y 51ST TO AUG, TTH, 

URSUANT to the orders of the commodore, as published in 
this journal, the yachts of th e A.Y. C. intending to join the 

Squadron’s customary annual cru se rendezvoused off Whitestone, 
L. L., the day previous to the tim ¢ qonounced for the start. The 
feet mustered stron as under :— 

SCHOONERS. 

Agnes, ft, bin., Com. L.A, Fish. 
Orusadér, 43ft., J. R. Muxywell. 
Siren, C. Morrogh, M.D. ' 
Triton, B6ft. Gin., G. A. Thayer. 

SLO 
Stella, 48ft.5in., Vice-~Com-. Heg- 
ins. : 

Gracie, 76ft. 5in., C. KR. Flint. 
Vision, i2ft. J. J. Alexander. 
Coming, 62ft,, ti, Peabody, 

Viston, 65ft. 9in., G. H. Seeley. 
Sunshine, 53ft., Wm. Peet, 
Mystic, 09ft, 4in., A. Norton. 

OPS. 

Genia, 43ft., T. P. Fiske. 
Schemer, 40ft., C. 3. Lee. 
Caprice, d6{t., Day. Williams. 
Piying Cloud, Sift., J. G. Suy- 

an, 
Blephant, #sft., F, M. Johnson. 
Hildegard, 72#t., Herman Gel- 

vichs. 
Josie, J. 8. Morgan, 
Phantom, 6, T. Hotehikiss. 

Kegina, allft.. W. A. W. Stewart. 
Dotphin, dift. 3in., J. W. Cooper. 
Fanita, 50ft,, J, G. Prague. 
Lizzie L,, 451t. din., J. G. Jobuo- 

son, M.D. 
Pirate, 48ft., T. A. Howell. 

Ala meébing of the captains the following lay out forthe cruise 
Was approved :— 

Ats:20 piw., July 31st., from Whitestone for Black Rock, Conn. 
Monday, Aug, 2d, 6 avw., from Black Rock for New London. 
Tuesday, Aus. dd, 9 a.M., from New London for Bloek Island, 

' erga teei Aug. 4th, 8 A.M., from Block Island for New Bed- 
ford. 
Thursday, Aug. Sth, 10 A.m., from New Bedford for Oak Blut 

or Vineyard Haven. 
Friday, Aug. ith, S$ A.m., for Newport. 
Saturday, Aug. 7th, from Newport for Greenpoint. 
These dates were lived up to without exception during the 

cruise. All bands hove upat the signal and in light and variable 
winds made their way to Black Rock, where an anchorage was 
made opposite the 8t. George Hotel about 10 P...,some of the 
crews g0ing ashore to attend a hop given at the hotel in their 
honor, The Panita arrived first, beating all the schooners in spite 
of-their earlier starb; Agnes was second, followed by Triton, Pi- 
rate, Coming, Dolphin and the rest at shortintervals. The next 
day being Sunday, and the A. Y.C. boys all very * woody goody.” 
there was service aboard the Crusader, to which the shore people 
were invited. Next morning, Monday, Aus. 2d, the slnops were 
Started at 5:50 by the Vice, and the schooners at 7:55, the idea be- 
ing to concentrate the fleet at the port of arrival, and not make 
the sailing such a continual stern chase for the smaller fellows. 
We commend this feature to the consideration of other 
clubs. There was a fine wholesail breeze from the southwest and 
no sea to trouble the light dratts and make steering them like a 
jack-in-the-box performance, hence the day was hugely enjoyed. 
‘The schooners felt the breeze and ran away gradually, spinning 
out a long lead with a favoring tide. Ballooners were never 
handed once, the wind holding from the same quarter all day. 
Crusader and Triton made New London in about 6 hours’ time, 
the commodore balf an hour later; then Fanita, again at the head 
of the sloops, Sadie, Vision, Stella, Genia, Josie, Pirate, Sunshine,” 
Lizaie L., Caprice, Dolphin—minus her topmast—Phantom an 
Madcap. The Mystic had carried away something a few days be- 
tore and had not yet made her number to the commodore. Next 
day Genia cut loose and sailed for New Bedford direct, while 
Phantom put back to New London aftera short trial outside. The 
rest of the fleet sailed for Block Island, making a late start in 
consequence of the seductive charms of the fair onesat the Hdge— 
comb hop the night before. By 94a.M, the fleet had tilled away, 
and 4 few boards took them into open water, 
It was the old story of a tedious midsummer drift oyer again, 

as if en revunche for the fine sail youschated the previous day—a 
streak of the needful once in awhile, just enough toraise hopes, 
only t# run into the glassy, broiliny regions ouce more. ‘The 
schooners drifted tothe fore, Crusader and Triton haying a little 
mild sort of racing to themselves, when Apnes was jumped out 
on their quarter in clever manner and went by to wiudward. 
Juniata and Elephant Kept the shore well aboard and never lost 
the wind, but were lifted out clear of the whole lot, Off Watch 
Hill a breeze was struck coming from the southwest and all hands 
once more buckled down to business, With a single short hitch 
to weather the southerly point of the island, it was a close haul 
all the time. Elephant fetched insifle the breakwater first at 3 
P.M., the Juniataa good secood. Triton, Agnes, Josie, Annie, 
Pirate, Syren, Sadie, Mystic, Stella, Caprice, Vision, Sunshine and 
Madcap in the order named. Dolphin remained in New London 
for a new stick above ber cap and Lizzie L. parted company for 
Newport. The Cornelius, Annie and Josie 4ccOmpanied the fleat 
by inyitation. : 
At Block Island the light drafts gota taste of the real sea, and 

they did not seem to like it much, judging by the fuss made over 
a little roll and the bit of jumping they had to do in an honest 
wind on the way ta New Bedtord next day with nothing worse 
thauareefing breeze oyer the quarter. Now, had they tried to 
force a passuge the other way, we would have had to tell some ter- 
rible tales of a beach strewn with wrecks and many a tarry ama- 
teur come to grief. But luck was with the squadron, and it man- 
aged to miuke New Bedford next day without serious mishap, and 
the shake up of the innermost faith of some of the truly loyal 
believers in all beam und no deprh will, in a great measure, com- 
peusate for the risks of a#runin blue water the fleet so gallantly 
braved to leeward. 
Itbrokea ‘nasty’ morning, Aug. 

very near funking at one time, but luckiiy it was sent away at) 
A-M., with the wind dead aft. The sea was somewhat out of sorts 
and 2 pelting rain did nothelp to mend matters aboard those 
craft stocked and stored for bnght haleyon daysonly. But there 
was nothing atall like a storm, even if a little exercise in passing 
reef earings was at times considered judicious. A second squall 
Was encountered off the Hen and Chickens ship, butthe yachis all 
got sheet in for the hospitable harbor of the romantic old “* Whale 
Uity,” with nothing worse than a good soaking anda fresh atock 
of material fora tough yarn about “when 1 was in the Nancy 
per ae te took a frightful gale "tween the island and Buz- 
‘ y ete. 
Triton led the way in at 2:12, Crusader 2:17, Cornelia. 2:16, from 

Newport direct; Avnes 2:24, Vision 2:40, Fanita 2:28, Annie 2:35, 
Sadie 2:40, and Josie, Pirate, Sunshine, Elephant, Caprice and 
Stella in the order named, the last at 3:40. Syren bad sailed for 
New London, and Mystic tor Newport. Avnes snapped her fore 
Ratt, the only accident for the day reported. The New Bedford 

+ C. at once tendered the visiting squadron the hospitalities of 
their club house, and wave an entertainment in their honor. It 
blew great guns and rained pitehforks during the night, and all 
hands felt relieved to know they had berths In such a snug har- 
bor, with the excellent holding ground New Bedford affords. It 
Was noon Aug. 5th before the weather cleared enough to effect a 
start for the Vineyard, and in an hour after the last strage ler had puttosea. Wind moderate from the West. At Quick’s Hole Fa- 
nita led, with Pirate and Comet, N. Y. Y.0., in her wake, fol- 
lowed by the rest of the fleet, among therm the schooner Peerless, 

4th, and the squadron came 

well known to New York waters. On entering Vineyard Sound, 
a shift of wind brought it out fresh from the northeast with a 
lee-going tide, so the feet had hard work enoughin beating up; 
but jolly good practice just that sort of workis. The first music 
was heard from Fanita’s chain pipes as she led the crowd into 
Re at 6:48. Then followed Annie, Pirate, Peerless, Agnes, 
lomet, Triton, Sadie and the rest in straggling order. Fireworks, 

a £eneral jubilee and an entertainment by Mr. Spinney, a resident 
ofthe Cottage City, awaited the fleet that evening. The next 
morning (Aug. éth) broke fine and clear,and the smaller craft 
manned the brakes at an early hour, to take the tide through the 
Sound, and the big ones followed at 8 Aw. The Quick’s Hole pas- 
Sage was made, and with a fair tide from that point the fleet 
dropped the old wind anipicked itup irom the southward off 
Saugheonnet Rock—a case of “those that are first shall be last,’’ 
ete. Triton did some good sailing all day, leading into Newport 
at 2:32, Caprice at 2:21, via Gay's Head ; Elephant at 2:42, Peerless 
at 243, Fanita at 2:52, Annie at 3:10, Josie at 3:30, Pirate at 3:34, 
and Phantom at 3:47. i 
Madeap, from Block Island,and Enterprise here joined the squad- 

ron. Stella, from New Bedford, was found at anchor, Sunshine 
likewise, and Mystic from Block Island. All hands paid the new 
Casino a yisit during the evening, and returned on board for an 
early start for Greenport, the last harbor fixed for this year’s 
eruise. Anchors were gotat 64.M., Aug. 7th, and variable airs 
took the fleet to Judith, where it fell a dead calm. A light south- 
westerly breeze then helped them along, and off the Little Gull 
the tide turned in their favor, and Greenport’s pretty harbor was 
finally made at 8:10 p_M. Tbe Agnes got aground near the Dump- 
ling Ro@ks, but came off without serious damage. Fanita was 
the tirst yacht in, Triton second. Peerless, Pirate, Elephant, 
Agnes, Annie, Josie, Mystic, Stella and Caprice comprised the 
rest of the fleet, the others having parted company at Newport. 
The squadron was then dismissed by the commodore, aftera most 
suecessful cruise of a week, in which a Jarger and finer fleet took 
part than in any previous year of the club’s log. ‘The commo- 
dore comes infor a goodly share of thanks for the mannerin 
which the fixtures were arranged and for his efficiency in com- 
mand, which did much to keep the fleet united and all interests 
Inharmony. The cruise bas been an exceNent school for the 
sailor, and its benefits by no means cease with the echo of the 
final gun at Greenport, but will be traced in the increase of a 
love for a life upon the rolling deep and the Jevelopment of other 
yachting tastes equally deserving as the passion for racing. 
ee ee ee 

THE BAY REGATTA AUG, 9TH. 

|; ITH the usual southwest wind of this time a year compara- 
tively little is to be said about the racing witnessed on Mon- 

day, Aug. 9th, asit was Indian file all around the course, though 
the Indians did hunt each other in a most unmistakable manner, 
for closer finishing bas hardly ever been witnessed. This is in 
part to be accounted for by the tact that the racers included the 
pick of their kind in every class, and it was more,a match between 
the skippers in charge, mingled with such luck as was to be ob- 
tained out of a wind which held pretty steady all day. For the 
success of the day, the public must thank the untiring work of 
the committee, whose names have already appeared in these col- 
umns, They had the disagreeable duty before them of collecting 
funds from all sources within a very short period of time, and 
had it not been for their individual exertions the matter must 
have fallen through. Asit was, they found themselves heavily 
handicapped by the previous tailure of 1478, when, after a day's 
hard work at tiller and sheet, it was discovered that there was no 
money forthcoming Yor the racers, and many feared this yeur’s 
sailing might turn outa similar thankless task. However. the ar- 
rangements were in different hands, and the fullest confidence 
was reposed in the managers assounas this became thoroughly 
understood. Next year mueh less ditticulty ought to be experi- 
enced in floating a similar scheme. We must confess that we do 
not admire the present custom of relying upon yoluntary sub- 
scriptions from parties in trades deriving business from the 
yachts, for collections of this nature must always be more Or less 
precarious 2nd neyer over popular. It would seem more likely 
toinsure success if a regular tax were levied upon the clubs in- 
tending to be represented by one or more yachts in the race. The 
junior clubs muster trom 50 to 100 members, and a very moderate 
sum per capita would raise a respectable amouut tor purses and 
incidentals,and surely the members of such clubs cannot object to 
such an assessment, as the regatta is altogether in their interests, 
and without much claim to aid from owners and admirers of 
cabin or fixed ballast yachts,many of whom decidedly object to 
encouraging a class of yachts whieh comes nearer to the sailing 
machine than anything else devised. For the success of Monday's 
racing the public may thank the committee, notthe system pur- 
sued. Next year will probably bring forth something better. 
Concerning the features of such racing’ as was wilnessed, the utter 
uselessness of such oversparred, overmanned caricatures as Pa- 
role, Lady Ema, Silence and ail the rest, the great expense, the 
recklessness, devoid of the first principles or seamauship, dis- 
piuyed in their sailing, the reduction of a noble art to a vulgar 
macter of athletics, toa sort of bareback riding circus, und the 
slow speed ofsuch machines alongside of the vatamaran, ws will 
have something to say at another me, 

It will be enough to remark that the catamaran Tarantella 
sailed the whole crowd hull down, ran alongside the judges’ 
Steamer and took some ladies abuard tora balf hour's cruise 
about the bay betore the first of the sand bag extraya- 
ganzas, built forspeed and nothing else, could fetch the tinish. 
This was accomplished in the double-hull by the owner,-Mr, 
Hughes, a rat of u boy and one hand for ballast, and at an expense 
ot a few bottles to quench one’s thirst. Contrast this with the 
gangs of athletes, the mountains of sand, the outrayeous spread 
of duck, the izgnominious capsizing inatour knot breeze and 
smooth waterand the genera! burlesque the racing jib-and-main- 
sail really is, and we would like to know how their existence ut this 
late day is to be accounted for, except on grounds not over-cou,- 
plimentary to the classes which most attect them. The catamaran 
is their superior on every point of the count, in every essential 
which goesto makeup an open yacht, yet open boat sailers are 
content to see her beat them time and again in the must ludi— 
crous fashion and fly for safety into 4 sepurate class! Why du 
we build such caricatures as the racing jib-and-mainsail any 
lonper? 

‘the course and sailing rules for the open rezatta ou Monday 
were publishedin our last issue. So tar as jib-and-mainsails £o 
the entry was a tine one, as will be seen by a glance at the list ;— 

CLASS A—3H AND OVER VO 30 FEET. 

Name, Owner and Club. 
Dare Devil, W. H. Dilworth, New Jersey., ..., ---..- -...- 
Elsie May, J. G. Northrop, Payonia..... 
Molly Bawn, C.D. McGlehan, Bayonne_-- “HE ¥ 
Disowned, Capt. BR. HUSworth... 0 -...2-- 0-1 ee eee ed 
Mary Keegan, Jobn Keevan, biopire..... ee 
Lady Emma, E. L. Israel, Southern, of New Orle 
Parole, 0, K. Van Name, W. Brighton. 
Silence, Capt. Ira Smith, Lony Island-. -.- He 

CLASS B—23 AND OVER TO 26 BEET, 
Thorne, James Gorton, Empire....---...------ 
i. W. Reeves, Com. Henry Hill, Empire.... 
Rambler, John H. ‘Thorn, Columbia... 
Isonomy, E. Price 
Martha M., Capt. J. O. Brine, Empire............:... Usd 

CLASS C—20 AND OVER TO 23 FEET, 

Geo. B. Deane, Chas. Schwank, Empire.....,...........-..-- 21 05 
H. H. Holmes, A. L. Kreymeyer, Payonia.. 21 11 
Sophia Emma, J. Varian, Empire..,..... 2) OH 
Excelsior, Henry Weekes, Long Island.... Dba ech eae WLLL 
Elena D., R. Doughty, Shrewsbury -..-__---- Bg PY rap POS 
i. B. Prince, Barty Hill; Bmpire.:.....4, -..-..---44---0e- ee MUO 
Joe, E. Perry, National.,....>..-..--.,,... 2) 11 
PAT TINE e eRe en ee ae eee Ceti ye 9: 22 02 

QOLASS D—UNDER 20 FEET, 
Laurel, John E. Drew, Hudson Hiver..-_.---__---.__---__ --. 1h 01 
Molly U., Stephen A. Cooper-...,,-....---.-..--., 1y Us 
ROHS He SERN) OLSe Ky Ota ess aa feet sk ne ne mse ect or tet ts Ue 
Lillie, H. A. Edmonsten, Jersey City...--_-.-. -----_-.-.-_.. 17 Ub 
CQ. W. Miller, Charles W. Miller..--...--...--- . tans) hal fe 
Angie 5., Gustav Straub,-__--.- : Sees ok . le lv 
Molly McCarthy, John McCarthy. pa RA 
Pinatore, John Nesbitt, Yonkers- Sart Wore aS id ee OE 
Lottie, M. Maloney, National....- siaetie ee TY00 
Brothers, Wm. Murphy, Payvonia —-.--.--.-,, -..----...+-5-.. 16 07 
PEPE owes alan Da See Ren 21 hn CRE RS ESR R EE en ee SRE 16 06 

geen) Ce pe Oh a ed a ee ad A oe Sa . Is 10 
T.L. Shepherd, F, J. Rush, Natiomal.........,..-..-........, 1 1 

GLASS E—CATAMARANS. 

Tarantella, Fred Hughes, Empire..........-.-..222...---....- 30 00 
Thos. Fearon, Henry A. Dingee, Yonkers.. ot OU 
Columbia, Com. G, P. Byerson, Oceunic...,.........,........ 20 02 



36 FOREST AND STREAM. [Auausr 12, 1880, 

The judges went over the course in the steamer Blackbird, and 
included Ex-Corm. R, 8. Austin, of the Quaker City ¥. 0,; Viet 
Com, Chas. 8. Mercer, Yonkers Y, C.,and Mr, John M. Sawyer. 
Only one start was given for all classes, which isto be decidedly 
commendei, and which meets the views expressed in these col- 
ums rather more than half way. If the number of starters is 
tot too large no leeway of 10 minutes ought to be allowed, but 
the yachts should be sent away toa true flying start ata single 
fun without any grace. Down to the Robbins’ Reef Buoy it was 
a close haul, Mury Keezan showing the wity, closely followed by 
Parole Brothers, Reeyes, Elsie May, Suphia Emma, Lillie, Dare 
Devil, with blue-capped crew, and the prominent fizure of Com. 
Dilworth at the helm. The rest of the feet followed at short in- 
tervals. All trimmedin hard to starboard, and could just lay for 
the mark, The catamarans shot out clear of the trash, and soon 
had the fur all to themselves, outfooting the fleet, bubapparently 
not holding 1s good a wind. Fearon’s new child of the Siamese 
order seemed 4 little stiff in the joints, and will sail better when 
she gets limbered up a little more,so Tarantella still remains 
“cock of the walk,’ and was sailed all day with the gusto and 
sang froid lor which her owner has become known. All craft 
were by n0 means tooled as well as we havea right to expect 
from professionals. There were a lot of shaking jibs and main- 
sails that wanted trimining, espevially among the smaller ones, 
und more thin one skipper lutted clear out of his course, The 
interest, Of course, centered in the leaders, and as the judges' 
bout was of modest speed she could nop berun back to take uc- 
dount of those astern, nor of the smullest class, which was sent 
wound a mark olf Fort Lafayette. Silence, Lady Euima (from 
New Orleaus), Disowned, ex-Startle (likewise from the South, and 
thrown buck upon her builders’ hands because she failed tu beat 
the fleet on Lake Pontchartrain), the well-koown Dare Deyil, Pa- 
role, Keepun, Reeves, Isonomy and Dean—these come in for the 
most anxious watching and the sharpest scrutiny, for upon them 
a few dollars wore pending, The Southern buat showed her old 
Speed, and was baudled by a Southern crew ina way which could 
not besurpassed, At the end ol the diy, though second in, it 
was still a toss up between her und the new Silence. In fact, we 
should still prefer lo pin our faith Upon the old craft for the best 
two out of three, for Silence won not po much on her form as on 
her sailsand the mun atthe conn, ‘The catamarans took a single 
hitch through the Narrows, and were off for the Coney Isjund 
mark. The Mary Keegan, stull holding the lead of the sloops, 
made an unfortunate buard to the Staten [sland side, stunding on 
much too far, and trom that wroment lost her lead. The others 
mude a close shaye of Fort Latayetre, und just managed to 
sqeeze high enouxk for the murk. This was rounded as under, 
the wind having lightened up considerably :— 

H. 
Tayantella... at 0% | H, H. Holmes... 
Thos. Fearon 1 16 | Disowned.. Beas 
Ludy Emma. Fy | Odi) Thorne, 2) \ ye.) eX 
Silence. ...... -L 4 | Geo. B. Deane.......... 1 3% &f 
Parvle......... 1 45.) Martha, Mo... 2 ..-2se ec 1 38 23 
Mary Keegan, vik al| Hxvelstor...- .-., Sees 1 40 00 
Dar2 Devil... \4+-.-- -L li) Zephyr 40 25 
Moilie Bawn........- BIE 14 | Goluinbia.......--......- 1 42 00 
T. W. Reeves ool 27 | Kambler.-.-..---..---..4 1 42 48 
Elsie May... -- -L DO) Toess eee) thie. seed 44 35 
TgOnOmy......... seeveed 3 26) Annie... ....-: 1-1-1 48-20 
Sophia Emma.:.-. 1 34 08) L. BR. Prince....-....,.. 1 49 a0 
They slacked away sheets etter jibing, and stemmed the ebb 

through the Narrows, jived olf Owl's Head twice and finished the 
first round as under s— 

J 8 H. ii 
Tarantella.,... 2 18 50 | Thortre... -2 37 10 
Silence...,. 23 46 | Columbi . 2 40 4 
Lady Emma. 24 OU | Martha M...... 2 44) 00 
Thos. Fearon... 2 2 12) Geo. B. Deane-. 22 4) 05 
Dare Devil....,, -. 2 25 As) AY He Holmese:..)... 2200 2 42 17 
Mary Keegan..... 2 27 00) Excelsior..... Pavey 2 42 48 
Mollie Bawn.. 2 27 1| Rambler. tetecersene SR DT 
T. W. Reeyes.. 2 28 $8) Zephyr_-.-.-...,,.--...2 438 12 
Disowned...... 2 30 It| Sophia Emma........... 2 43° 20 
Tsonomy-._ Be Bae 12) TOR easy Te Soe ee be 
Elsie May..-.....-.1,.-..2 33 58 
The absence of Parole in the above list is easily accounted for. 

She tried to jibe, but the weight of her sail sent ber incootinent- 
ally bottom up, and thus she gaye up the ghost in a way which 
wus thought very smart tuo by her crew and the professional 
part of the steamer's passengers, but which we certainly would 
Sligmatize as a disyrave to the type of boat Parole’s escapade so 
faithfully portrays. Her half-drowned rats were rescued by a 
passing Smack. At ihe time she caved in, Parole wus leading. 
The moral is theréfore plain, The second round was Indian file; 
ashort board through the Narrows in a freshening wind, the 
Silence and the Lady getting away from the Devil and pretty 
Mullie Baws, and the rest trailing alone one by one in pretty 
close order. The finish was finully made by all hands without fur- 
ther accident, but with some display of Lubberliness by more than 
one, It was a yery close and exciling thing between seyeral pair, 
aiid, as will be seen from the times below, the winners finished 
exceediogiy close. Takenin all, the racing was exceeding ting to 
look at, alforded excellent sport, dod was brought to an end to 
the satlefaction of all crews participating :— 

CLASS A, 
Elapsed Corrected 

Name. Start. Vinish. lime, time, 
YW. M.8. H. M.8, H. M.S. I 

Blsio May.-..u.-.e55: 12 27-22 44114 4 15 52 
Mollie Bawn.....,,.. 12 30 38 425 40 3 55 OT 
Mary Keeran.. - -.. 12 20 40 432 33 405 43 
Tyisowned......-.--. dz 3t JZ 427 86 3 53 44 
Parole... ... 12 27.08 Capsized. 
Lady Emma . 12 28 4 22 U9 3 54 07 3 52 32 
Dare Deyil.. pees ere 4 2b 12 3 a 45 3 35 25 
Silene s..) 2. pees eee 12 29 05 4.2) 42 3 52 37 3 50 Ae 

coASS 4B. 
Rambler.............. 12 82 00 5 02 15 430.13 4 30 13 
T. W. Reeves, ......- 12 27 22 430 46 4 03 24 4 02 26) 
Martha M,,...- ++ 12 ddl 435 O4 42) Jd 4°19 28 
Tsonomy,...... -. 12:31 19 4 32 35 401 16 3 dl! ab 
Whorne.,-..:-: .i-s., 12 2 27 445 40 41613 4 ii 43 

CLASS GC. 
ATG 2 ei ods deta Lt: Not timed. 
H. H. Holmes,,....-, 12 29 00 455 44 426 44 426 Lt 
Bixeelsivr...,.. -2 123) 28 455 41 £25.20 424 30 
Sophia Emma +1 192i 2 4 02 13 4 44 dL 4 4 OL 
Gevu. B, Deane | 12 29 38 4 55 55 4 0 02 tA 33 
L. B. Prince.. 12 Bt, 42 Not timed. 
Elena D__.....- . 12 80 33 6 02 18 Bl 46 4 31 26 
MOB Tadao ergs paw 1683, Lace) 6 8 40 439 U5 435 33 

GLASS D. 
0. W. Miller. - 1231 12 3 30) ST 2 59 45 259 45 
Mollie C.. - 12 32 30 #32 52 4 00 22 2 50 HIE 
Age. ~ 1533 00 3 90 12 & 22 13 3 20 49) 
Brothers , 12 27:10 dé 2b 49 2 a7 30 2 35 39 
Susie H B20 33 Not timed, 
Pinafore., .:..., -.. 12 32 40 8 48 17 B15 31 3 1B 144 
"’. L, Sheppard. ... 12 44 33 8 28 17 2 52 45 2 63 Sit 
Lilhe........... eB 2 Not timed, 
Angie §..-..- 3 61 53 318 03 3 13 ®t 
Annie,...-. Not timed. 
Laurel Peet: 3 48 20 3 17 38 311 53 
Mollie McCarthy.,.. 12 32 <3 8 49 39 17 07 3 10 ast 
Marion... --..-- ,.-+ 12 30 32 3 49 26 3 18 5L 8 1d 465 
VAC} bis 12 85 St 

CLASS E—CATAMARANRS. > 4 
Thos. Fearon.....,. 12 28 50 4) 25 4 01 35 4 01 38 
Tarantella .: 12°29 32 3 Sf) 44 3 30 12 32412 
Coluinbia,,.... +... 12 30 42 5 02 18 431 BL 410 36 

It is said thatsome matehes may be made between the wioner 
und Lady EHimma oefore the latter returns to her Southern moor- 
in-s. Mr, Israel can at least be congratulated upon taking second 
invavy in such very good company, and has the satisfaction of 
knowing that he missed the first purse by little more than a mino- 
ute. His pluck in co.niog two thousaod miles at an expense of 
as many dollars, perhaps, receiyed the most tlattertug comments 
from all sequainted with the facts. Itis eertuinly an undertalk- 
ing which stauds alone tn the annals of yacht racing, and that, to- 
ve ber with the now kinks and wrinkles inthe way of reef lacings, 
etc., to be eee abour the Lady, proves that our friends iu tue 
Bouth are of the most wide awuke surt. Silence, mere Geo, 
8, Deane, Sheppard uod Tarantella take first money, Lady Einma, 
Keeves, Excelsior und Brothers take second money. Disowned, 
Thorne, Holmes and Miller tuke third money. ‘The Elsie May is 
the old Eclipse; the Disowned is the Startle, built by MeGiebun ; 
the Lady Mmma is the former Brown; the Isonomy is the old Jen- 
nie Dilks; the Elena D. the old Emily P. 

! Tun Bay Ruaarra,—Haitor Forest and Stream :—Yours of aug. 
Qth received, with inclosure of check from FoREST AND STREAN, 

to be handed to the New York Bay Union Regatta Committee. 
Tehall be pleased to hand the same to them at their next meeting, 
and haye uo doubt they will appreciate the favor. 
WVew York, Aw). 10th. JOHN Frick, for the Cominittee, 
$$ + 4 

BEVERLY YACHT CLUB, , 

FIFTY-SEVENTH REGATTA, 

Bditor Forest and Stream -— 
The second championship regatta of the club, for the season of 

1880, was sailed at Swampscott, July 3lst; wind west, abouta 6 
knot breeze at start and Hoish, but ligther during the larger 
partof the race. Course for first class, from judges’ yacht off 
Phillip’s Point, leaving Egg Kock, Graves’ Fog Buoy and u stuke- 
boat off the southwest bredker on port hand, Spindle Rook on 
starboard hand, to judges’ yacht; 13 nautical miles. Course 
for second and third classes, from judges’ yacht, leaving a stake- 
boat 1i miles east by south of Bye Kock, and a stakeboat off 
Little Nahant on the starboard hand, to judges’ yacht, 6 miles. 
Judges: Messrs. Jos. P. Hawes, UL. Jarves and Jolin A. Jetfries, an 
board flagship Clovhette. 
The preparatory gun was Spagna E at 12 M., and that for 

the first class five minutes later. The yachtsstarted well together, 
all hyying layge topsails; Nomad setting her balloon jib topsuil 
while the others carried ordinary ones :— i 

Water Line. Start. 
Name and Ojner. Ft. In. H. M, 8. 

Fanchon, Arthur Burgess__- 6 wT 4 
Magic, Jos. P.Gurdner .. 26.65 IF 42 

28.3 2 7 57 
21,5 12 8 4 

after 

This class was accom- 
panied round the course by many non-racing yachts, among them 
re eg aio Phantom, of the Beverly Y. C., and the Halcyon, of 

The second class was started at 12:10, and the boats went across 
as follows :— 

Water Line. Start. 
Name and Owner. Mr, In, M.M. 5. 

Ida, F. F. Emery, Jv....-, Fo cot: 18.2 12 12 28 
Josie, Chas. H. Minot, Jr... eek gal 2 AZ 38 
Ibis, F. Cunningham, ,....- 1.4 2 12 51 
Rita, H. B. Kichardson,,... ~189 J2 12 49 
Perl, Henry Pavkman,...... ......+ 18.6 2 1 9 
Anita, C. H.W. Foster... reenlde 12 13 df 
Maney VPS Grab Wiel ss. wevee eesti ceet oe 19.1 2 1 7 
The Venus, of Gloucester, not in the club, asked to be timed 

over the course, but as she started trom the wrong side of the 
judges’ bot, her time could not be taken; she sailed over, how- 
ever, and came inaboutthe middle of the cluss. Peri sailed ex- 
ceedingly well and proved too much for Panuy, especially on the 
long beat to Little Nahant; the latter, however, made a hot fight 
of it, and was Only beaten 4§s. actual time. These two easily led 
their class, Rita and Josie coming next; the latter at the finish 
roundéd under the stern of the judges’ yacht, while the rest came 
round the bow; in this way, uofortunately, the judge did not see 
her until she ha‘ crossed, and hér exact time could not he taken; 
she was either third or fourth boat. 
The third class started #s follows, Frolic's time being taken 

by courtesy only, as she has just been sold out of the clab :— 

Water Line. Start 
Name and Owner, Ft. In. H. M..8. 

Mirage, Henry F. Sears............ he attel te WZ VW 3L 
Avis, T. Jefferson, Coolidge, Jr.,.. pep hoe 12 17 45 
Psyche, Richard D. Sears,.-....... Ws J2 18 40 
Bluebell, Com. Jetfries.....,... ... 16.6 12 1 2 
Josephine, John F. Moore....,.... 16.3 ky ah 63 
TONIG.....4 persss qe : 5} 16.8 2 20 20 

FIRST CLASS, 

Actual Corrected Actual Corrected 
Tinie. Time. Time. ‘lime. 

Name. H.M.S. 4H. M.38.| Name, H M.3. H. M. 8. 
Nomad.... 2 23 02 2 21 00| Fanchon... 2 83 37 2 25 O2 
Muriel..... 2 30 42 2 18 653] Magie,., ..2 42 32 2 23 17 

SECOND CLASS. 
Peri. ..... id 39 11 1 31 O04) Tbis.... ... 1 48 08 1 40 46 
Taney 1 30 57) «61 (82 20) Td. :.-2 Ol 035 1 82 43 
Josie.....-. cist ae 2 0 40 1 54 09 
Rita. 2.0... 1 45 48 1 37 56 

THIRD GLASS, 
-.1 55 17 I 45 37|Josephine..2 03 49 =%1 53 18 

- 1 58 21 1 48 41) Avis....... vx 05° 14 1 65 OL 
1 59 56 1 60 00} Binebell... 2 07 27 1 57 14 

Two solid silver pre were offered in each class, with allow- 
ance. Muriel, Peri and Psyche took first, and Nomad, Fancy and 
Mirage, second prizes, The champion pennatits were tuken by 
Psyche, tieing with Mirage ;and by Nomud and Peri, who win for 
the second lime, ind consequently hold them for the season. The 
race, as a whole, was very successful, although more wind would 
haye been an impruyement. Many Outsiders were present os 
spectators; the E. Y. ©. beiog quite largely represented, Vif, 
Alice, Loiterer and others being underway, while Dauntless went 
to sea just before the start. The next race ocetirs on Aug, 28th, 
at Beverly, when it is hoped the club will hayea good strong 
wind to remind it of the races of ‘79. Keer Porst, 
EE ~~ Se 

THE CANOE CONGRESS. 

Te E general meet of canoemen at Crosbyside, Lake George, has 
come to a close after a successful series of races, a four days’ 

encamipment and the establishment of a permanent Americun 
cuooelng organization under the title of National Canoe Club. 
The meét brought together all the leading canoeists of this coun- 
try and of Canudi, furthered an interchange of opinion and an- 
creased the range of fraternity and good rAOwaRAy among the 
knights of fhe puddle. A common set of laws and definitions 
were drawn up, «special board of officers elecved to lake charge 
of the admin stvation of the new movement, and everything put 
in shape for # long and useful life in directing the canoeing intet- 
ests into the most desirable channels, popularizing this most fas- 
cinating and romantic sport among the masses aud providine for 
some central focus through which combined action can be had at 
any time. In accord with the programme already published. the 
racing included four events, the canoes being divided into the 
two general classes of sailing and paddling canoes, and a siiling 
aod pag ae race being arranged for each class, No result 
wis réached to the race with paddies in, sailing ednoes 
the first duy, Aug. 3d, and it was postponed to Wednesday, Aug. 
4th. During the forenoon a downfall of rain interfered, butas 
it cleared at noon, a regatta committee was appointed consisting 
of Com, Longworth, of Cinciunati C.C., Mr. Gardiner und Mr 
Swain. A start wasmadenatipM.; course, one mile. The race 
was won by Mr. Stephens, of Rahway, Mr. Swain second, C. F- 
Gardiner third and Com. Alden a good fourth. Time, 14m. The 
next race was called soon alter,open to paddles in puddline 
canoes. Entries: Mr. Walluce, of Canada; Key. Mr. Cressy, of 
Lisbon, N. H., winner of last year’s regatta; Mr. Greenough, off 
Whitehall; Mr. Hubbard, of Boston; Mc. Frothingham, of Al- 
buny, and Messrs, Cook, Jones and Meredith, Won in 12m. by 
Wallace, with Kev. Mr. Oressy second. ‘Vhe winner used the 
s'ngle-bladed paddle and smoked his pipe during the rac, A 
“duinp race" was organized for a later hour and was a grand 
success, atlurding much sport ta the crowds ashore, who were 
watching the canoeists with much interest. fn this dump race 
the starters were to round a stikeboat 200 yards frum shore, and 
then ata given signal upset their boats, reman them and puddle 
for the shore, ‘The starters were Messrs. Cook, Greenough, Steph- 
elis, Meredith, Wulsin and Gardiner. Greenough took the /ead, 
but, wtter capsizing, his paddle drifted out of reuch and Stephens 
came in the winner, Greenoogh second and Cook third. Meredith 
aud Wulsip could not reman thelr boats snd swam ashore with 
them in tow. ‘he next day wasa beautiful one, but there was 
HoLa breath of 4ir stirring, not eyen enough to send a canoe 
through the Water, and there seemed [little chance of any suiling 
being done. The canoeistsin camp in the meanwhile enjoyed a 
free and easy life to their hearts ' content, Mr, N. H, Bishop, well 
known to our readers, dging much towardthe conifort and good 
spirits of (he campers, his grounds adjoining the spot chosen fur 
pitching tents, About the camp iireatnights many a rojlicking 
tale of adventure and many an anecdote was passed around while 

the smoke from campaign stained pipes curled aloft in ringlels. 
At 10 A.M. it was decided to paddle off the general contest tor the 
handsome canoe presented by Mr. Rushton, of Canton, N. ¥. 
Gourse, 1 mile, starting from Urosbyside toa mark off the Luke 
House and returo. * Shadow” canoes were allowed Ils, per mile 
and the heavier ones 20, Mourteen stariers came to the line; 
Messrs. Swain, Greenough, Wallace, Wulsin. Gardiner, Stephens, 
Decker, Johnson, Cook, Frothingham, Hubbard, and the Key. 
Messrs. Crawford and Cressy. ‘Vhe race was exciting and closely 
contested. Wallace, the Canadian, won in 11m, 10s,, with Swain 
second and Messrs, Crawford and Cressy tliird and fourth. ‘he 
result called forth zreat.cheering on shore. In the afternoon ihe 
§-mile go as you please" Under sail, was announced, but, for 
want of wind, paddies were substituted; handicaps of time usin 
the preceding race; prize, u tine boat presented by the Cincinuati 
Canve Club. There were f entries in all. Attersome yery hard 

addling, ey. Dr, Cressy came home the winner in 6lm., Swaln 
m. Jater, and Frothinghain followed in 57s, then Stephens, 
Palmer sad Greenough, Of course the clergyman's yictory was 
hailed with delizht by the spectators, snd cheer after cheerrent 
theair, A tinal meéting of the cunoeists wus heid at the Luke 
House and the meeting declared dissolved. It is expeeted that 
much benefit will fow te the community by this exhibition of (he 
sport, and that clubs will be formed throughout the land 
Wherever there is water euourh to float a canoe, 

Se 

Bureano YAcut Cius.—The second race of the the season wus 
sailed July 27th upon the oceasion of officially opening the nei 
club house on the stone bueakwater, The yachts were all started 
in one class to sail twice over a six mile triangular course, En- 
tries, sloops, Arrow, 29.4ft., Messrs. Bowen S Smyth; Curlew, 20it., 
Messrs. Kilsworth and Parker; Turk. Thos. Prank. Sche oners, 
a\lurm, Messrs, Provost and Abel, and Petrel, 3{ft., Messrs. Doyle 
and Mills. ‘Che start was made at 2:45, Arrow going into the jead 
atonce. The two schooners fouled before reaching the marr, 
but without damage, the Alarm going mmto second place after 
rounding the lirst buoy. As the breeze piped up Arrow increased 
ber lead, finishing the lirst round 4m,ahead of Alarm; Curlew, 
Turk and Petrel following in the ordernamed. The lutter wave 
up and the second round was a procession in Indian file, Arrow 
winning in 2:0:35 corrected thine; Alarm in 2:7:59;Qurlew 2:12:5; Turi 
2:19:18, First und second prizes were hundsome photos of yachts. 
Judges, Capt. John McKenowand Capt. ten Hammond. The hew 
club house, built by Jucob Koch, cost $600, Ip is 24x26 and resis 
on nine piles, 8ft. above water. A broad vyersodah ulfords a fine 
view of the colirse, and besides the roof has betn surmounted by 
atentcundpy. A set of colors baye been presented to the club 
by Mr. MeCuol, Asst_ Diy. Sup, of the N. ¥. C. kt, KR. 

BLoopnousyp.—This is the naine given to the new sloop built 
by Cuthbert, of Trenton, Ont,, and just delivered to her owners, 
Messrs, Robert Cummings and A. Pavent, of Toronto. Her dl- 
mensions are, 57ft. Gin. keel ; #2ft. over ull; 16ft. Win- beam, and 
draws dft. Gin. water aft. Maiomast, 59ft.; top-mast, 36ft.; buw- 
Bprit, outboard, 24ft4 main boom, 65ft,; geatf, 30ft.; spread of 
canvas under full sail, 4,500ft. Her accommodations are large anit 
elevant. The yachtis said to haye cost $3,000. A Chicago gen- 
Ueman is spoken of us a likely purchaser. 

CRUISING ON THE LAKES.—-One of the'most hopeful signe of 
yachting in the West is the amount of cruising done. All our 
exchanges from the lake ports teem, with announcements of 
long cruises undertaken. This will insifre ahealtby style of yacht 
more than anything else. 

EnGnisH RAactne.—Thisis the way they make the thing pay 
across the water. The Florinda, yawl, 139 tons, waa launched 10 
1873, and bas. won 325,000 in seven years’ racing, not including 
cups. ‘The new Vanduara, cutter, 90 tons, designed by Mr. Wuat- 
S0n. has won eleyen firsis and one second in fourteen races sailed 
to date, 

Auswers to Correspondents. 

E2"No notice taken of Anonymous Communications: 
—_>_—_ 

R. Everer’, New York City—We have a letter for you at this 
office. 

W. H. C., Springfield, Muss., wants to know the railroad 

fare from Albany into Adirondack region by way of Utica aud 

Black Riyer Road, or Rome and Watertown. 

CO.N.D , Laconia.—'The fits of your dog are most probably ibe 

result of worms. Give areea nut, two grains to every pound 

weight of the dog, after dog has fasted forelghteen hours ; follow 
with dose of castor oil, 

T. 6., Long Island.—Your bird was not identified because 
you left no name withit, Tt is the common puflin (Mormon ar 

tieus), This is an Arctic species which somctimes finds its way 

south in winter, but is hot often killed. Your specimen was a 

young bird, 

J, W., Cincinnati, Ohio.—1 have treated my dog as advised in 

your issue of the 22d ult., with good results, He has ceased 
scratching. The sores have gone, leaving bave spots on legs and 
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ears. What will make the hair grow? Ans. Rub the bare spots 

with sulphur ointment, and give two drachms of sulphate of mag- 

hesia eyery morning. E 

J.B. H.,New York.—Putnam's Dan was by Palmer's Dash, out 
of Putnam’s oranze and white sotter bitch Nell; Nell from im- 

ported stock on both sides. We cannot give you the correct 

pedigree of Nash's Fan, although we are well aware the Nash 

stock was hard to beat a few years ago. Perhaps some of our 

readers ean furnish this information. 

F. H., Boston, Mass.--There is not very good shooting 

ordinarily at Point Judith, only a few yellow-legs and ring- 

necks about the pond. Bot about the last of August or Ist 

of September, after a northeast storm, there is often grand shoot- 

ing at golden ployer, black-breast ployer and fute, or Esquimaux 

curlewy, in the lots back of the Point. You willhave to drive 
from Waketield, we presume. 

W. H. S., Tampa, Fla—The name of the seaweed which you 

sendis Eucheuma vsiforme. This and many other red alge should be 

floated on paper from sea water, as fresh water destroys the fine 

solor. After flouting it out on paper, coyer with thin muslin and 

press gently between several thickoesses of blotting paper, 

chanving the blotters often, till the sea-weeds are perfectly dry. 

We publish full directions for collecting sea-weeds elsewhere. 

A. F.J., New York. Can you give me any information in re- 

fard to trout-fishing in the Ragle and neighboring lakes and 

streams in the north of Maine. the facilities for reaching there, 

and whether guides can be bad? Can they not be reached by 

foing from Moosehead Lake tna canoe and with carrics? Plave 

you ever heard of anyone taking that trip? Ans. Trouting is 

good all through that country. The lakes you mention are difi- 

cult Of access; many carries through swamp lands. A party of 

three tried it last season, but abandoned it. You would haye to 

take Moosehead guides. 

B. R. B., Houston, Texas. —The pedigree of tue only Rufus Il. 

we know of is as follows: By Rufus out of Friend. Rufus’ for- 

ner owner wa Mr. Arnold Burges, Hillsdale, Mich.,since owned by 

Mr. M. Von Culin, Delaware City, Del.; brecder, Capt. Thomas 

Trench, Ireland, whelped April, 1873, deep red, no white; by O.8. 

Trench’s Shot out of Capt. Trench’s Linda ; Linda, by Hendrick's 
Squib I1., out of Adair's Goilla. Friend, owned by Mr. BE, F, Stod- 

dard, Dayton, Ohio; breeder, Tey. J. C. Leigh, England; deep 

red, whiie on chest, toes and tip of stern; by Leigh's Flash, out 

of Kavanagh's Stella; Flash by Pat, out of Major Martin’s Flash ; 

Stella by Watson's Rollo, out of Kavanagh’s Ruby. Rufus IT. 

was a winner at the centennial. 

.8. H,, Bellefonte.—You have neglected to state the age of 

your setter dog. He is evidently out of condition, but if you 

Will adopt the following treatment he will, no doubt, come around 

allright within ashort time. TForafull-grown dog give a tea- 

spoonful of sulphur, followed in the morning py a dose of sul- 

phate of masnesia; varying from a dessert toa tablespoonful. 

Perhaps ihe best way to administer this mild cathartic is to dis- 

solve it in water and pour it down the animal's throat, oinilting 

all food until an hour ortwo later. Avoid giving meat for sey- 

eral- weeks, and exercise freely every day. Continue the sul- 

phur and the sulphate of magnesia daily, regulating size of doses 

according to condition of dog. After afair trial of a week or ten 

days administer two grains of quinine three times a day. 

G. H. P., Boston, Mass.—Your description points to externa} 

canker, Giye dog a purgative every day fora week ; two drachms 

of Epsom salts will probably be all that is required. His diet 

must be light,and without meat, and consist partly of boiled 

green veretables. Carefully wash both ears with lukewarm 

water, and in the case of dirt or hardened wax, syringe the ears 

and pourinatew drops of olive oil. As the flap of the car is 

probably thickened and filled with fluid between the cartilage 

and the gristle, cut them with a lancet and press out the bloody 

matter, and letthem be touched with the following liniment: 

Take Goulard's extract of lead one ounce, glyceriue and carbolic 

acid one quarter of an ounce, finest olive oil four and a half 

ounces. Mix the two first named and add the oil gently, rubbing 

togetherin a mortar. The bottle must be well shaken before 

the linimentis used. Write result. 

J. L., North Sertuate.—I have a Newfoundland pup, seven 

tonths old, that has been sick since April. Ile began by throw- 
ing up hisfood. I gaye himsulphur for two or three weeks and 

then quinine. Hesnddenly became worse, and began to swell, 

and as I thought showed signs of peritonitis. He was subse- 

quently treated for worms, without passing any. Should a dog 

be allowed to eat bis food after he has thrown it up? What sball 

Tdo for him? Ans. The present symptoms point to gastritis, al- 
though you muy haye been correct in your first diagnosis, that 

he was afflicted with peritonitis, which may have coexisted, So 

long as vomiting continues give no solid food. Meat broths, mill 

gruel, etc,, being proper diet. At this stage medicine is not likely 

to be of much avail, but would advise the administration of the 

sub-carbonate of bismiith, fifteen to twenty grains, three times a 

day. No dogshould be allowed to eat the food h2 has vomited. 
ee ee ee 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

TER SUMMER Soxsvice —One great reason why hot teather 

isso debilitating lies iu the fact that the bodyis exhausted by the 

labors of the year. Indeed. itis natural that this should be so. 

Tn order, therefore, to resist this tendency to exhaustion, it only 

becomes necessary to reinvigorate the body, which can readily 

be done by one or two bottles of Warner's Safe Tonic. This 

remedy is being extensively used by physician3 for this purpose, 
and is for sale by druggists in all parts of the world. 

= 

All orders for my patent rough glass bails hereafter should be 

addressed to J. Palmer O'Neil & Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 

A. H. BOGARDDS, 

Boaarpus Bavus.—All orders received by us for the Bogardus 

patent rough ball will receive promptattention. Hereafter these 

bulls will be packed in barrels containing 250 balls, and will be 

packed as securely as possible to prevent breakage in transpor- 

tation. The quaiity of the ball will be #reatly improved, Send 

for prices and sample ball. J. PALMER O'NEtL & Co., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

et el re 

 Pliscellancons Aiwvertisements. 

KREP'S Shirts; the Best. 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
ee A PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

nished. 
KEB?'S KID GLOVES, none better, 
KEEP'S UN DEXWEKAR, the best. 
KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 

RUSSIA, 
‘e 

NEW STYLE 

Extra fine 
SHIDING into Leather 

ad ae ae 

Inches long........ 

FLY BOOKS s 

Meee FF gad ie tee ance PS aay Af 10/1 2380/1 S01 652-10 | 
BEST MOROCCO, with Leather Strap......... oer SR AR tp a arr ae 3 H0/3.00/3.50)4.00 (5.50 | | 

re Fa e/a vx sate ch trl tipetbarence fs Vue e }4.00/5.00]  }6.00)—— |8.00) 
ie i. Ce bina, Cocborh Kl ooma at oe Ste! tae irs bow } {9-25}6-00 '7.00/7.50/8.00/9.00) 10.00 

Case...... Rt Oe ee Re ARE Me atl eho llydeld Sr Ube [2 
$* with patent) Clips... 02+ 2+ asmarcetes Ry A aN }+.U0 

i (holding 8 dozen flies at full length) with patent clips. .... | }2.0 | 
SAME, Extra quality (The ‘‘ South-Side™...... NOE Ces Stratis Spi eerie Ayden oe | | 

Re ae OME inte Skok toate! ty er Pe ee: 5 | od 9 

KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold viate, 
KERP's NECKWEAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP'’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, for $10. 
KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-M ADESHIRTS,# for $7. 
KEEP'S GOLD PLATE COLLAK AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP'S SHIRTS. 

KEBEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEEP’S risk. 

KEEP'S GOODS ALWAYS] THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods-not satisfactory 

Samples and Circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manulacturing Co., 

pep itlag Coice utvias Welle e thee} dua seis aoe 

HA LES L, RUTZMANS) 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Bieeeh-Loaiee (uns 
943 Broadway, near 23aSt., N.Y. 

“TACKLE 
be ane danwnas 

BOOKS. 
...$1 75 | ‘The Perfection,” large and fine.........-...,-...------ $6 00 

ABBEY &IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

631, 633, 635, and 687 RBOADWAY, N. Y. 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by Bass, 
fun. Mavrice Thompeon, Father of Archery In this country 5 
WULT, Thepeim, Bey, Chemipion Arches of the Unite! States. 
Leney 0. Cerner, Eng., Prea'cof the National Archery Association. 
a. Hrucreli, Roy., President of the Eastern Archery Association ; 

ated otherleading Archers. 
Special attention ts called to HoRsman's SPAxisu Yew-Backep 

Hows and footed peacock teathered Arrows, 
Send atamp for Ulustrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tennis. 

E. Il. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 
(= Sole Agent for Brownell's Archery! Sc:re 

Book and Score Cards 

ARCHER'S DRAW AND LOOSE" 

The celebrated 

A HANDLE makes the DRAW much ¢ 
BLASTER; Fingers never touch the string. AS 
HAIR TRIGGER to loose instantly and smooth- 
ly. The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and the 
EASE OF DKAW gives ACCURACY TO THE 
AIM. PRIGE $4, Liberal Discount to Clubs 
of Six or More. Send for circular. Address 
S. E. FRENCH, Metropolitan Hotel, N.Y, City. 

TYPE-WRITER TO EXCHANGE. — 

The Celebrated 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 
75 Cents: Vickerel, 

Sent by mail on receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

Razors with safeby attachments.  1¢ 
Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, ete, 

FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION, ~ 

AND BVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOUTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OrTICAL GOoonps. 

TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 
GLASSES, COMPASSES, Ete. 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
(recommended) by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 

{ IVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION.— } GQwe TAKEN 
LOADED TO 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

Ostrich Farining. 

CTIVE OR 
wanted, with 1 ( f 

young man in the above business in San Joaquin 

Fourteenth 

Fine selid gold, $2; 
gold plate, $1. 

FINE FISHING TACKLE. 

“Frankfort”? Reels 
in Stock. 

THE WORLD. 
THE TRADE. 

Si oo: 
Jonge, S1 25. 

Maska- 

“Te Coutre’ razor, in stock. 
Bowie Knives, PLIES for 

bave greatly reduced the prices. 

IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 
ORDKH, SEND STAMP FOK 

THE BEST QUALIT 
Y 

antee satisfaction. TRY US. 

SILENT PARTNER 
$20,000 toe $30,000, to join a 

Desiener, manufacturer and jobber ia eyery kind of 
jewelry made. 
medals, Rowiug, shooting, athletic, archery, 
school medals of eyery description. 
badges in gold and silver. 
nished free upon application. 
taining over 400 different designs. 
upon receipt of twenty—tive cents- 
Notice._Two club campaizn badges made in first- 

class style in solid gold,.com silver and heavy plate, with 
three colors of enamel—red, white and blue. 
center of Hancock badge, representing the Second Corps, 
and acorn in center of Garfield budge, representing the 

coin silyer, $1; heavy | 

SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST OF SUP- 

Taxidermists and Naturalists. 
Thave the largest and best stock of artificial 
eyes for birds and animals in the country, and 

W. J. KNOWLTON, 
148 Tremont street, 

McCUE BROTHERS, 

HATTERS, 
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

UR STYLES AKE CORRECT, and of 
ONLY. 

THE BOSS POCKET RECAPPER, 
HE ‘DUDLEY POCKED RECAPPER" still 

My specialties are badges, emblems and 
college and 

All the army corps 
Special designs for same fur- 

T have a catalogue con- 
Will send by mail 

Trefoilin 

Corps. 

Fine solid gold, $2; coin silver, $1: heavy 
roll plated, $1. 

Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of price to aay part of the United States. 
: A liberal discount in quantities to the trade and clubs. . 

ALLEN’S DECOY FRAME. 
ALLEN'S DECOY FRAME IS SIMPLY A DEVICE TO HOLD 

THE DEAD DUCK IN A NATURAL POSITION IN THE WATER; 
or on the ice asa decoy. ; 

We claim hat they will decoy better than any other device ever made. 
= [hey cost less than any: ther decoy ($4.00 per dozen.) 
You can carry two dozen m your hunting coat pockets, and in one minute 
aiter shooting your duck ca" setitin the water in as natural a position 13s 
when alive. 
etc. No.2for widgeon, blue-hills, gadwatis, etc..and No. 3 tor teal, ete. 

For sale by all gun dealers, or hy F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, Ill. Sent to any address on receipt 
of money, draft or P. O. Order, at $4 per dozen. 

WE MAKE THE MOS? NATURAL-TONED AND EASIEST BLOWING A 
SENT BY MATL ON RECEIPT OF ONE DOLLAR. LIBERAL DISCOUNTTO 

ALLEN’S DUCK CALLER, 

They weigh less- 

We make threesizes: No. 1 for mallards, pin-tails, canvas-backs, 

DUCK CALLER IN 

WARNER'S 

KIDNEY 

CURE. 
$1.25 PER BOTTLE! 

A POSTPIVE REMEDY FOR ALT, 
KIDNEY, LIVER AYD URINAKY 
TROUBLES OH KOTTKE MALE AND 
FEWALE, 

: —_—+- 
READ THE RECORD. 

’*Tt saved my life.*’ 
—E. B. Lakely, Selma, Ala, 

‘*7t is the remedy that will cure many diseases 
peculiar to women.’ —Mother's Magazine. 

‘* Tr has passed severe tests und won indorse- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
ju the country.”’—New Fork World. 

SAFE, 

Boston, Mass. 

We guar- 

Willexehauge a nearly bran new TYPE- 
Werrrer, in perfect condition, used hut about 
four weeks, and cost $125 cash, for-its equiva- 
Jent in fine hunting-boat (folding canyas, or 
Bond iron sectional boat preferred) and fly-rod, 
or other sportsmen's equipments. H. B. RONEY, 
East Saginaw, Mich. July,22 

Valley, California. Advertiser bas had Jong ex- 
perience on ostrich farms in South Africa; 
thoroughly understands the business in all its 
branches, such as mating, care of breeding and 
feather birds, rearing of chicks, and sorting 
feathers for the London and Paris markets. 
Large profits can be derived from the invest- 

ment; more money in it than sheep or cattle 
ranching. » Any person answering this with in— 
tention of acting as active partner must be 
strictly temperate ; none others need apply. 
Best of reierences given and required. Address, 
iving fullname, etc.,ete., W. D., Occidental 

flotel, San Francisco, Cal, Jy.29-4t, 

_ Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free- 

Full-Length COT,in this case, 
INGECO, $10; LOUNGE, in this case, $8, 

Sold everywhere by the Trade: 

stands unrivalled, and is so well known that 
no description is required, more than to say 
that, without increasing the price, we have com- 
bined a “ Shell Extractor” and Loading Stick” 
with it, Sample scat by mail on recept of fifty 
(60) cents. 
Send for circular and recommendations of the 

“DUDLEY POCKET CARTRIDGE LOADER,” 
price $3. Liberal diseount to the trade. 

DUDLEY & CO,, 

372 Main Street, 
Poughkeepsie, N, Y, 

‘*No Remedy heretofore discovered can be 
held tor one moment in Comparison with it." 

—C. A. Harvey, D. D., Washington. D.C. 

This Great Natural Remedy is for Sale 
by Druggists in all parts of the World. 

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER. 
H. H. WARNER &CO., 

Rochester, N, Y, 
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Hliscellancous. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Gie Kennel, 

[Aueusr 12, 1880. 

Che Kennel. The Kennel. 

Experienced Sportsmen 
Buy their Shooting Suits of G. 

W. Simmons& Son, (Oak Hall, 

Boston), who are the makers of 

the Prize medal Boston Shooting 

Suit,” 

that is made; 

which is the very best 

never tears, or 

rips--has its seams sewed with 

silk and linen--and its buttons so 

securely fastened they never 

come off. If any one wants the 

proper outfit let him send to 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 
OAK HALL, 

82 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

Lov Sule. 

FOR SALE, 
An Earthiy Paradise. 
PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayls,om 

G UN FOR SALE—by Westly Richards, Lon- 
FJ don—12-bore, central fire, best quality; cost 

at maker's last year $200; only used a few times; 
in leather case: price, $125; owner leaving for 
Europe. Apply to MACFARLANE & SONS, 74 
University Plice, New York. Aug 12,1 

JOR SALE—ONE Ai BALLARD LONG- 
range Rifle; sights, shells, ete., complete; $60. 

One Maynard long range, complete, $50. Both 
fully guaranteed. W. 1. BISHOP, West North- 
tield, Mass. aug 12, 1t- 

TOR SALE—FENNER CANVAS 
Folding Boat; hasmever been used; bas all 

lutest improvements, folding oars, bottom 
boards, ete ;is packed complete in box, which 
ean be easily carriedin a buggy; Carries three 
nen andbagrage. Prices 235; cost $50. Call at 
or uddress 3. B. SQUIRES, No. [ Cortlandt 
street, N.Y. augl?,tt 

he SALE—REMINGTON,B, L, SHOT 
Gun; 12eauge; clhs. Joz.; 35 Berdan shells; 

Price, $25. 
aug it 

foading tools and curtridge bag. 
CHAS. WARNER, Franklin, N. Y. 

4tanied. 

W ANTED—A man to take charge of 
akennoel. One why thoroughly unuder- 

stands the rearing and breaking of puppies. 
single man preferred. Good references wanted. 
Inquire of C. Z. MILEY, Lancaster, Pa. 

July29.at 

P: D.—A Jot of Florida bird skins and 
fancy leathers, H. F. AHRENS, Jr., Clos- 

ter, NiJ. Aug.5,26 

V 7 ANTED.—A partner with a capital of $3,000, 
to @ngage in the manufacture of a new 

and useful sporting rifle. Cau be manufactured 
forless than $3, and sells readily for $10. Can 
thanpe a breech-loading shot gun into a rifle in 
less than tive seconds. Does all the execution of 
a mid-range rifle. Weighs only 8 ounces, and is 
carried in the breast pocket of the coat, Ad- 
dress JOHN BOWLES, Patentee, Washington, 
D.C. Aug.a,1t 

- a Ss 

Ghe Bennel. 

swedish Insect Powder. 
2 To Roaches, Bed- 

Su RE DEATH Bugs, Fleas, Iu- 
sects or Vermin, 
Contalos no poison 

that is hurtful to the human family or Domes- 
ucunimals. Putupin packages with our patent 
verfected screw top, requires Do powder gun. 
VW ARKANTED to THOROUGHLY and perfectly 
eradicate all the vermine pests. 60 cents a pack- 
ave, post-paid. Address J. H. JOHNSTON, 
Great Weetern Guo Works, 169 Smithfield st., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 
N. B.—Send stamp for Gur new Tlustrated Cata- 

logue for 1881. 

1 Bec SALE VERY CHEAP.—Cocker spaniel 
bitch, Ruth, two years old; color, liver and 

white; out of Bestor's VWairy, by his imported 
Snip. Sheis very handsome, and a grand brood 
bitch. OC, BE. LEWIS, Suspension Bridge, N. Y. 

Aug.12,1t 

4 OR SALE CHEAP—A FINE JET 
Black Setter Dog Pup; 12 months old. Price, 

$15. THEODORE MBYER, 318 Highth strect, 
Jersey City, N. J. augl2,1t 

XGHANGE—Cocker spaniel Don, 8 
months old, by Londoner ex Floribel. tor 

single or double breech-loading shot gun. Write 
now. W.C, GREELEY, Newbury, Mass. 

Aug, 12-1 

RARE. CHANCE— I WILL SELL 
J champion Que2n Mab, now in whelp to my 
Druid. She has won three championships, he- 
side firstsand brace prizes, andis deemed by 
good judges the best show bitch in America, 
Broken to stop and drop to hand, quarter aud 
retrieve from landand water, is perfectly 
healthy, and the toughest biteh I ever Saw; has 
been shot over four seasons. Price $500. Ap- 
ply to ys 
gugl23+ AKNOLD BURG ES, Hillsdale, Mich. 
a a a ES TS 

(SOGEEES FORSALE—IMP, SNIP AND 
imp. Feather Stock; first prize winners. In- 

quire of 
augl2,1t F. PITCHER, Claremont, N. H. 

XNHAMPION RORY O'MORE PUPPIES, 
/ For sale several large, handsome pure red 

Trish setter puppies, whelped July 9th, 1880, sire 
champion Kory O'’More (champion Rufus ex 
champion Friend), dam, my red [rish bitch Gus- 
sie (Judge Pratt's Dan eximported Ruby), Gus- 
sie is a full sister. to Arlington, first at Boston 
and St, Louis, 1879. She is thoroughly broken. 
and one of the best field dogs in America. She 
is also a great beauty, said by good judges to be 
the largest and one of the handsomest Irish 
bitches in the country. She was placed fourth, 
V. H. C., at New York, 1880 (only time exhibited), 
when in yery poor condition, having been hunted 
hard all winter in the South upto a few weeks 
previous tothe show. For blood, beauty and 
field quality no better can be found For printed 
pedigrees, price, etc., address W. H. PIERCE, 
Peekskill, N. J. augd?,it 

Fee SALE—S8mall pointer bitch Clare (But- 
ton-Topsey) (Phil-Fannie), three years old; 

weight, 45 pounds; broken on quail, snipe and 
woodcock: issound and healthy. Price $40. G. 
F, SLADE, Franklin, N. ¥. Aug.12-1t 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water. 
" N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale: full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms River, N.J 

POR SALE—Three handsome red Irish setter 
pups, eight weeks old, large, s!rong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by champion York x 
Belle; and one braee of handsome Llewellyn 
pups out of Belle, she by Pride of the Border x 
Kirby and Warwick, both parents being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners. Prices reason- 
able. Ter particulars and full pedigrees, in- 
quire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 532 East 
Orangestreet, Lancaster, Pa, Junel?,tt 

i ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bred red 
Trish doys in the United States, Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1480. For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address W. N, CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. Junez4,tf 

LACHINE KENNELS. 
HAVE moved my kennel of cockers to 
the vicinity of New York. Willhayeno pups 

before October, Cora, Flirt, Madcap, all to be 
bred to Bijou, this week, June 21st. 
GEO. D. MACDOUGALL, P. 0. Drawer 4342, 
Junezitt. New York. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom Honse and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, ete, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and othera, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to hin. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, etc. 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—I am pre- 
iL pared to take a limited number of dogs, 
either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences On application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances, A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas COpiiS ees 

Dot 2, 

ANTED—One or two dogs to train 
for Field Triala. M. VON CULIN, Del- 

ipware City,Del. Junezitt, 

K 9 KENNELS. 
Bese G, breeding, boarding. 

stream on the place, and daily access, 
feed and care. Terms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K_ 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; K 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50c.; K 9 Flen Powders, 50c,; K 9 Soap, 25¢. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & C. VON CULIN, 
Dover, Del. 

A 

EDIGREES.—For samples and prices 
send two three cent stamps to M. VON 

CULIN. (See above.) Juneritt. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 
Ee POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

fleas on dogs or any other animals, or mone, 
returned. Ttis put up in patent hoxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use. Simple and efficacions. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

Large 
Best 

P.O.Box 218. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail, 

Both the aboye are recommended by Rop AxD 
Gow and FOREST AND STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y¥. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
oct 12 1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥. 

St «  j 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE MEDAL. 

iC. CATHERY, - - - LONDON, 

FOR WASHING ALL KINDS OF DOGS 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and bair 

from Seurfand Smells, making the Coat fine 
and glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the animal, and safely and effee- 
tively curejthe Mange. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS, 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

Wholesale Agents, 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK. 

Sample Cake sent on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-18t, 

FLEAS! 
SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

) w«sate and efficacious remedy and preyen- 
tive for Heas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. 1t cleanses the bair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfectimg prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fleas to live where it 
is used. Price, 25 cents per cake. For sale by al 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers tor sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instriction, sent toany address upon 
receiptof one dollar, The tact that Dr. Watis 
has for four consecutive years nela by appoint- 
ment the posi:ion of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs, is 
sufficient guarantee of reliability. All commu- 
nications and orders will receive prompt atten- 
tion. Address DR, AL. WATTS, 
Maer 25-tt 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, Hnglish 
setters: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother -to Champion France, 
but superior every way, $50; Moil,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, eS white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a very tine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa I., orange white ticked, 
second prize ; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over. ‘Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very tine, fuli of hunt, 

each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined, Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each, A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gzyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa Il. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July ist. They cannot he beaten for looks and 
natural tleld qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want fine stock for very 
little money, Address ASA L, SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. June2itt. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several ma; cent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, bedigredss etc., address. 

£ ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.8. A. 

GHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 

“RUSH.” 
“In the Stud.” 

Rush is lemon and white, aud winner at New 
York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Lonis and Louis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch, For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, Proveayas N. a 

an.22-tf. Fee $25. 

RISH RED SETTER PUPS.—Capt. T. 8. 
Trench, of Ireland, offers for sale three splen- 

did pups six months old the 11th of June, 1880. 
These pups took the first prize in Dublin, in 
May, 10, and are considered to be second to 
none of their kind, For price, pedigree, etc., 
apply to C. S. TRENCH, Chula Depot, Va. 

Julyl,2mos 
: RF RE LE a 

RAIN YOUR OWN DOGS, in the most artis- 
ticmanner. For information send tyo three 

cent stamps to M. VON OULIN, Delaware City, 
Del. : Julys,u 

LEN—B. and T-; By Colburn's Dash ex Mul- 
lin's Belle. ‘he above dog, winner of frst 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trials; will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approyed 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom, Address 

H. F. ATEN, M.D., 
#4 Hanson place, 

Brooklyn,N. Y. 

IM_A IN Gs. 
sSsCRATCHES. 
GLOVERS IMPERIAL MANGE CORE is war~ 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually all thatisnecessary. Hor SOK. TCHES 
in HORSES it bas no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Bole prop't'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's Riyer, N.J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

at., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila.; FP. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago ; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 60 North Fourth st,, St. 
Louis. Price, 0 cents. 

OR SALE.—Branshee, imported red 
Trish setter, imported by Dr. Wim. Jarvis, 

of Olaremiont. N. H., March, 1879; is four years 
old. J.5 Skidinore, of Nantwich, England, says 
she isa grand bitch in every respect; head not 
to be equaled ; ears hang beautifully low ; she is 
not only # biteh to work and win, but is the be-t 
brood bitch living. rice $75; dirt cheap. 

Beautiful imp. dark red irish setter dog ; black 
nose and eyes; eighteen months old; both sire 
and dam prize winners; was in breaker’s hands 
six months; will mukéa good one. Price $05. 
Liewellin setter Bracket; color, lemon and 

white; whclped ways 1879; Sire, Champion 
Gladstone; dam, Champion Clip, owned by L. 
H. Smith, of Canada; both sire and dam are 
prize winners not only on bench, but in the 
field, Bracket is a large, strong dog and will 
make an extra good one; house-broken. Price 
$65. Address H, B, VONDERSMITH, 
Augl2it Laneaster, Pa. 

ORSALE—SIX DASCHSHUND PUPS 
(Badger breed), three seven months old and 

three six weeks old, out of imported Bergine by 
Zanka. from the kenaels of Otto Friederich,. Ger- 
Inany., Address, R. ASCHER, 320 Market 
strect, Harristirg, Pa, augl2,lt 4 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

CCCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 
M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N.Y. 

KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
yaa printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
mals ete. : 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Kiew Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druygists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritamitn,, 943, 
Broadway, N- Y.; Bruen & Hobart, 14 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 309 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind,; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on rece of 

24e., to L. A. MICEH, Easton, Pa. 

NEVERSINK LODGE KERNELS, 
N THE STUD.—Rongh-coated St, Ber- 
nard, * Marco;’ Newfoundland, ‘* Keeper; 

pointer, “Croxteth;? Bie Belton, “ Decimal 
wash; Trish setier, ‘Rover IT; andin season 
puppies for sale out of tt. Bernard * Braunfels,” 
champion pointer “ Queen,” champion Gordon 
* Beauty,” Bloe elton “Silk,” Irish setters 
“Moya” and Biddy,’ cocker *‘ Flirt,” colleys 
“ Mab’ and * Lassie.” Besides puppies, I have 
for sale yard and field broken dogs. Write tor 
foll pedigree and catalogues to 

’ A. E. GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N. Y. 

IN DUE BTUD. 

The imparted pure Layerack setter, 

* ALDERSHOTT.” 
Color, lemon Beltou; whelped September 11th, 

1878. Thoroughly broken. 

For pacticulars, address 
HRDMAN A. HERZBERG, 

1464 Pacific street, 
Brooklyn, L, I. 

Poat office address, BOX 3910, New York City. 

(0 pee KENNELS.—For pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all upes—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip I., liver and white, fiat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guar- 
anteed, Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Ouleout Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Anthor of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &€. 

begs to inform Ladsesand Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—aA baddog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. decid tf. 

FOR SALE, 
When six weeks old, two dog and two bitch 
pojnter puppies, by Mr. Edmund Orgill's Cham- 
pion Rusk, out of my Champion Dutchess, 
whelped July 3d, lemon and white, all very strony 
and handsome, Price #o0—dog or bitch. 

ALSO—- 

TWO BITCHES—,MAXIM” AND * CHARM,” 

Same sire and dam, one year old, very handsome 
and perfect in eyery way; will be capital work- 
ers. Lreserved them for my own use, but find 
1 have more dogs than I can handle, and will part 
Withthem, Frice $75 each, or $125 for the pair. 
GEO. VAN WAGENEN, 212 West street, New 
York City, Julylo.tf 
a TT 

TOWO BRACES PURE BRED. SETTERS.—One 
of dogs, worked on partridge and snipe last 

eason; one of ey ps, partly house broken, for sale 
for cost of breaking, or exchange, having no place 
to keep them, for Winchester rifies, model of 
1873, and Express short msugazine. For pedigree 
and any other information, apply to M. 5. 
MOORE, M. D., P.O, Lock Boy 2%, Fredonia. 
N.Y. uly22,5t 
——— ae 

TNGLISH BLACK SETTER FOR SALE, 
—Three years old, shot oyer last season. 15 

thoroughly broken aud a good worker; retriever 
from land or water, and must be sold for want 
of use. Can give good pedigree, Price, $56. 
E, ELWELL, Lawrence, Mass, Aug.b,2t 

. 
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SON & LENNON, | 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
Special Designs Sent Free 

UPON APPLICATION. 
Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 

Sportsmen's Routes. Fiotels and Routes for Sportsnr 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, icing effect March 1ith, 1880,—Leaye 

HUNTER'S P'D (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
c Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5,35 P.M. Sundays, 
A.M. 
Col. P't& Whitestone, 7.55, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A.m., 

2,35, 3,35, 4,35, 5, 9.35, 6, 6.35, T, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.M, 
12.15 night. 

Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M, 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 P.M. 
Flushing, 6.30, 7.35, 8.£5, 10., 11.35 4.M., 2.35, 3.33, 

£.35, 5, 5.30, 6, 6.39, 7, 7.39, 9.15 10.45 P.M., 19.15 night, 
Sundays, 9,35, 10,85 a.M., 1.35, 3; 0 P.M, 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.m., 4.35, 5.35, 7PM. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 A.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 9A.M. 
and 6.35 P.M, 

Great Neck, 6.30, 7.35. 11.35 a.m., 4.35, 5.35,6 35 P.M. 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M,,5.35 Pat. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 4.M., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.85, 6.35 P.m. From Flatbush av. 
daily, except Sunday; and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdsysand Sundays only from Flatbusb ay. 
10 P.M. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 p.m. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35P,.M. Sundays, 9 
A M., 6.35 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 4.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M., 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Gakeland and Farmingdale, § A.M.,5,35, 6.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M., 4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35,5.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 

AM. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.a., 3.35, 4.35 

5,35, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., §.35 P.M. 
Oreedmoor, 8 10 A.n., 1.35 P.m., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 34, 
HUNTER’S P'? & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, HE. R. foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M,, 3,10, 4.10, 5.10, 6.10 P.M. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc. 
apply at rae ay ‘, cor. Barclay. 

g =m 2 Lae} & 

AFFAN Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

eBoston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Springs Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale as soon as the ice is out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England. 
Tickets my be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STREET, and at the Station, 
Information by mail, if desired, 

JAS. T. FURBER, D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran pids andCincinnatiShort Line 

y FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMCU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 
tf equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of 
fish contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

“The THOUT season he? season begins Mayland endsSept.l. 
‘The GRAYLING Season opens June] and ends 
oy. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lukeleta of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or “ club” at home, - aice for 
packing fish can bead at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WIth TOU. The sce 

ery of the North Woods and Lakes is yery beau- 
tiful; the dir is pure, ar and bracing. The ch- 
eee is peculiarly beneficiul to those suffering 
wit 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
Phe hotel necommodations are good, far sur- 

prasing the average in countries new enough to 
-alford the finest of fishing. 

During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 
ets will be gold atlow rates,and attractive train 
facilities ofered to Tourists and Sportsmen, 
Dogs, G unsgind Fishing Taukle ried Freeat 

owner'’srisk. : 
It isoursim tomakesportsmen feel “at home” 

wnthisroute. F rTourist’s Guide (an attractive 
(ustrated boos +f 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation xu‘! ‘scurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and im.) Cards, address A. B,LEET 

fear. Vaca Agent ITrand Ranide Minh 
SS 
N cKELLAR HOUSE, McKellar Falls. For good 

deerund duck and partridge shooting and 
fishing, and all kinds of game,zo to the above 
Named hotel, whera they are prepared to acconi- 
modate any numberof sports. Dogs, boats and 
stuides kept constantly onhand. Address W. F 
‘THOMSON, MecKellur Falls P,O., Ont. Wee 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POIN'S, avoid the dit- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
eellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
In Pe and New Jersey, EXCURSION 
TICKETS aré sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the prneine citiesto KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA #2 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also,*¢ 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

L. P, FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

FRANE THOMEON, Gen'l Manager, febli-td 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angier to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

COR Dre Oe of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
leghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yorieties of game and tish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
cock, mountain trout, bass, 
Guns, fishing tackle, an 

sportsman carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South, All modern 
improyements in equipment. 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Richmond ¥ 

quail, snipe, wook- 
ike, pickerel, etc. 
one dog for each 

may ly 

OJd Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections in the country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chineoteague, Cobb's Islind, and points 
on the Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfulk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del. 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at3 P.M. Full 
information given at office, 197 Greenwich st..NY. 

septzs-ly. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S$ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars ** DavyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guus and fishing 
tackle, and kennelsfordogs. | 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'] Supt. P. P. Cc 
Co., Chicago, je26 mus. 

THE SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY. 
‘Hs great pressure on our advertising space 

obliges us to withdraw the list of books 
which we have on sale to make room for other 
nutter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

viously aivertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO, Jy20-1f 

Hliscellaneous Advertisements. 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUIT, 
A SPECIALTY. 

ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DEBAD GRASS COLOR,— 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS-all prices, 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

mor" BEATS THE WORLD,” ::. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know, 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD JUDGE" 

HE 'MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown off by all burning paper, 
namely : The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 

| G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
c@CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 

Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for ‘OLD JUDGE" Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effecta 
of the Oil of Creesote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its break- 

igarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
right to useit. The great adyantaye and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
all smokers, and its t) uth demonstrated by the first * OLD JUDGE" Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers, 

Rubber Shooting Jacket. 

ing al isn 

Try them and you will use no others, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN &CO.,207 and 209 Water st’ 
NEW YORK, 

HODGMAN & GO, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

New York, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

RUB BEE 
) 

ILLS, 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBSER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rmubber Blankets, i. 

And Complete Rubber Ouifits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue, 

Hote Ss and Routes for Sportsmen 

Wild Fowl! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Hasalways on hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train— 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast, The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York forbay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Se attention given 
by hiniself to his cuests, and satisfaction suaran- 
teed. Address Wm.N. LANE, Good Ground, L.I. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way and, Wm, Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N.Y. 

Lake Hrouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

OOD Perch and Pickere!l Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, 60 

famous fur its salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the 7 Pax. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at f—only 23hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, w.G. ROSE & CO. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

5 ANE 
EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 
nl 

Fale sesees TOUSE, Cottage City, Mar- 
tha’s Vineyard, Mass—Our waters at pres- 

ent are alive with bluefish. Sea bass are plenty; 
general fishing good, Terms forroom ani bo lrd, 
$7 (0 per week. Fishing Tackle of all kinds fur- 
nished gratis. Refer by permission to Col. Wm. 
§. Bowen, 816 Arch street, Phila.: also to Geo. J. 
Geer, Jr_, 453 Broome street, N- Y- ’ 
N_ B. Leave New York, via Fall Riyer line, at 

5:30 P.w., and reach here, Vineyard. at9 o'clock 
AM. CHARLES L SCRANTON, Proprietor 
aT 
ee HOUSE, Forked River, 

N. J.; situated directly on the water, in 
the immediate vicinity of the Lest gunning and 
fishing of Barnegat Bay. Fine weaktishing 
now. Terms, $1.50 per day; boats, with man, 
$3 perday. Send for circulars to CHARLES A. 
SMITH, Forked River, N* J. 

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT 

Camping and Mining Stove. 
J UST the thing for people camping out 

fora short orlong time. FOUR SIZES; pri- 
ces REASONABLE. Send for descriptive circu- 
lars, with prices and terms. 

,;Gook 

Will 

For 12 Persons, 

NO. 1—CAMP PACKED. 
Made and sold by TAUNTON [RON WORKS 

CO., 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. 

c. F.A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK, 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No, 237 Broadway, Roum 17, New York City. 

All business vromptuy attended to. 
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Cuns, Ammunition, Gtr, 

E. H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker end Daly 

« Guns, * 
TUN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 

G hored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or tog 
fitted, Pin Fires as 

x= Game Shooting. Pistal Grips 
verted to Central ee ae Barrels fitted, 

nsion Ribs, New Lumps, etc. , 
Serainiie of eyery description done in an hon 
est manner and at reasonable rates, H 
Madison’s Browning Mixture, A1,50c. per bottle. 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells loaded Al, and goods sent everywhere G 

©. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Reter- 
ences from all the clubs of the city. decly ti 

Edwinson C.Creen’s 

WINNING GUNS. 
Send stamp forillustrated price list to 

G. & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL, 

Sole Importers. 

NEW 
Brands : 

Warranted for one shot as good as any shells made, 

Guns, Anumuition, Ctr. 

OX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT  GUK, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The burrels slide one side. 

IN o EXinge to setloose 
Prices from $50 to $300. 

8 nd stamp for circular, to 
AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY, 

103 Milk street, Boston, Mnss. 

F. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

Guns, Anmunition, Gir, Gurigs, Ammunition, Ete, 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pal. 1865, 
Hels, 1880, 
Pat, 1880, 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMERICAN, HAMMERLESS, ) 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS, 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
Muzzle-Loaders "Altered 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Gunns Altered to Central-Fire. 

Stocks Hent to Any Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 
@ WING SHUOTING WITH RIFLE. 

Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 
is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
214 W. PRATT STREET, ;BALTIMORE, MD. 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent by 

mail, 25 cents. Our Decoy Diying Apparatus is 
deadly on ducks; by mail, $ ™ 

Middlefield, Conn. 

Material used, only th 

1. 
DIVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N, y 

CHEHREAP PAPER SHELLS. 

Standard Silver Top. Howard Steel Head. 
e best quality. They are not seconds, 

PRICE LOWER THAN ANY OTHER PAPER SHELLS. 
If your dealer has none ask him to get them for you. 

SCHOVERLINC, 

At wholesale only, by 

DALY & CALES, 
84 Chambers street, NEW YORK CITY. 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS. 
J. B. CROOKSS. CG 

NGOs eT Se 

~~ We, 

= 
SSS — 

—<=<=—=— Fishing Tackle and Archery, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

MANUFACTURER OF 

heFinestARCHERY1n the YYorld 
SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES. 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 

wits PATENT COVERS ; a perfect 
protection to the edge; all sizes from one 

ound to four sent by mail on receipt of price. 
ne pound, with cover and handles.. $1.75 

Two pound, ay % AOORO ee eet! 
Three pound, with cover, without handles.. 2.25 
Three and a half pound, with cover, without 

andles.. Mee kare ten cote dae cits eee nee 2.50 
Send fora circular. 

A. CROSBY & CO., Waterville, Me. 
“The Canadian patent for the above cover is 

now for sale. Address as above.” 

Fine Archery. 
——$__-—_— 

PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

In Shootings Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows haye no 

Superior. ' 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 26 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money_will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Tilustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Woith street, New York. 

KRUC & CO’S 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine | 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 
6 South William street, NewYork. 

16 and 18 St. Louis 8t., New Orleans. 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULATIN G 
STORM-DEFYING, 

_ Wind-Mill. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS, 

Received Silver Medalat Paris in 1878. 
Three hundred in operation in the vi- 

cinity of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity oi 
Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location, 
The cost is small compared with any 

= Other device now iu use. 
Mills for export a specialty, Address 

No. 76 John Street, New York. 

A FILE BINDER. 

W 
Sent bymail, *1]. 

Dogs of Great Britain, A 

HICH, WHEN FULL, makes a permanent binding; for sale by FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHINGCOMPANY, 39 and 49 Park Row, ‘Times’ buildinr N.Y. 75 Cts. 

merica and Other Countries, 
PRICE, $200. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFHICE, 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library, Inva 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, sim- 
licity and comfort. 
verything toan ex- 

act science Orders 
by mail promptly at- 
tended to. ——— 
Goods shipped to any 

address,C. O. D, Send Stamp for Mlustrated 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
WilsonAjus. Chair M'{’g Co.,661 Broadway,N Y. 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

38 John St., New York. 

READING POSITION. 

SHOOTING, FiSHING, 
‘YACHTING, SWIMMING, 

BATHING, AND BICYCLE 
GARMENTS. 

The best made goods in the world. 
Write for Descriptive Catalogue. 
and state the sort of garments and 
material desired. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
Washineton, D. C. 

BOERICKE & TAREL’'S 

MOEHOPATHI 
Hl PHARMACIES, 
at New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans, Chicago, 

} tl hi uty eae fpure and reliable Ho eep constantly on hand sfutl stock 0 iable = 
sara Medicines, aa well a8 Family Medicine Cases, and 
Booka in Enelich, Gertoan, French or Spanish, 

Send for deecriptive Price Current, 
W.B.—BOERICKR & TAFFL recelved the only Centennial 

Price Medal awarded at the Philadelphia Expr sition for Homre- 
sigess Estabiiahe tina 15°% - dE ppathio Medicines. Busiers stablishet i 155% 4) 

i 

J» STEVENS & C0’5 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

Twist. Laminated Extra. 
$35.00 $40.00 $45 00 

SINGLE GUNS. : 
Plain. Twist. Laminated, 
$12.50 $15.80 317.00 

RIFLES. 
24in 26in. 28in. 
$2 $23 $24 

te. 20 21 25 

Extra for globe sights and varnished stock, $3- 

HUNTER’S PET RIFLES. 
18in. Win, 2 

22, 32, 38 and 44 caliber. $15 $19 
POCKET RIFLES. 

10in i 1Zin- 

2. in 
$20 

I5in. J8in 
22, 32 caliber....... $12.25 $13.25 $15 $16.50 

GALLERY PISTOLS. 
Light. Heavy. 
$20.00 $22.00 

J. Stevens & Co. have nearly doubled the ca— 
iat ae of their works, and for several months 
ave been obliged to run the factory at night to 

meet the increased demand; +howing that the 
SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS 1N 
THE WORLD, when sold at such moderate 
prices, will force their way into favor without 
the aid of elaborate puffing or paid ehooters. 
Send for iliustrated price list to . 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
106 Chambers Street, N. V., 

DEALER IN 

Fire-Arms, Ammunition, and all 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Stevens & Co,'s Celebrated Arms, 
EAST BLOOMFIELD, N.Y., March 14, 1878. 

J. Stevens & Co. 
DEAR SiRs.—I wish to say a word in regard to 

the gun I purchased of you some time ago. Jn 
the short time I have had the gun, it has been 
acknowiedged to be the best shooting gun inthis 
town. There are guns, both American and En- 
glish, which cost from $50 to $124, but T can 
safely say that not oneof them can equal mine 
in shooting quality. I haye specimens of target 
shooting which would be almost impossible to 
excel, In fact, I believe that Stevens’ single- 
barrel shot-gun is the lightest, cheapest and best 
gun forall kinds of shooting in the world, g@ 
Most respectfully yours, 7 

WM. E. WEBSTER. 

LSoa@: 

Card’s Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice. 

Ti 
i i | UWA 

! ul OR 

a 

May 7, 1878—April 1879. 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary, 
Every way (eacept at Shooter), Any de- 

sired direction. Allin one Trap 
and only one Spring used. 

Price $10 at Factory. 
NO CHARGE FOR POXING. 

Sole agent in the United States for W. W. 
GREENER’S SPECIAL GUN, with all the im_ 
provements. Price, in trunk gun-case, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Sind for cat— 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other sporting goods, 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
General Agent, Cazenovia, Madison Co., N. Y. 

DECOYS, 
Ducks that will decoy; manufactured by M. O 

WEED; $4 PE dozen; 87 Manhattan strect, Ko- 
chester, N. Y. 

mi 

on rey 

Cricket Goods, 

LFRED SHAW & ARTHUR SHREWS- 
A BURY prenibers of the Anglo-American 
Team and All-EKngland Eleven) have pleas: re 
in informing their American friends that they 
have opened the Midland Cricket, Lawn Tenpis, 
Football and General Athletic Sports Warehouse, 
Carrington Street Bridge, Nottingham, England. 
The most unique and comprehensive establish— 
ment of its kind in England. Clubs, colleges and 
eEchools provided with professional bowlers. 
First class men, personally known to 8. &8., weil- 
bred and of high characteronly, sent out. Price 
lists, With batting averages and bowling analysis 
of the American team, may be had on applica- 
tion to GEORGE LANE. Professional Cricketer 
Staten Island Cricket Club. Julyls, 
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FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
PATENT 

LON DOWN . 
Send for Circular and Price List. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses— Useful on the Plains. 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, 29 

WHISKIES, 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeanx. 

CHAMPAGNE!S, 
F E. IRROY 
therry Wines, Burgundies, 

Rhine Wines, i 

IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

& CO., REIMS. 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Sportsmen's Goats. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1536). 

First premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
ry Centennial Exhibition. y 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books, 
Ete. Ete. 

Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“ Krider's" Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods, 

Birds’ Egizs and Dirds’ Skins in Great Varieties 
Taxidermy in ali its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Renairing of all kinds. mardiy | 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

MANNS 

{= | — 

Trolling Spoons. 

\ of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 
of every State and Territory. Our Perfect pet 
volving, has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
eyer manufactured. Ttiscovered by two Eee 
—Mann’s patent, Noy. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, an 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854. _Be- 
ware of {mitations. ene genuine unless J- H. 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon. 
Wholesale ‘Agents,—Bradford & Anthony. ate 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills © 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be sp. 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale tish- 
ing-tackle dealers; or write direct to the many. 
facturers for catalogue and price list. 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., Syracuse, N. ¥, 

| Com piecte 

Outfits. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

H. L. LEONARD’S 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULE 

The Sane Pe orecting. the wood from moisture, and the later making it impossible for these rods 

SPECIAL TIES- 
to break at the ferme. 

wood middle-joirt, two Lancewood tips, brass mounted, $6.00. German silver mounted, 
T ROUT AND BASS PLY xODS, HAND-MADE, POLISHED ASH BUTT, Lance- 

$2.00. Each equal to any $8.00 or $10.00 rod in the market. i y 
OUTETT, containing above German silver mounted rod, fine rubber click reel, 25 yds. 

super water-proof silk line, one dozen best reversed wing flies, one dozen hooks on gut, Leader and 
fiy book, $13.4. 

Fine Hexagonal, Split Bamboo (equal to any Split Bambon Rod made, except Leonard's), $18.00. 
Our MIST COLORED LEADERS with or without loops, aft, loc., 6£t. 30¢., Yfr, 40c. 
Best reversed wing flies on Mist Colored gut, $1.25 per doz. 
Our (NEW) INVISIBLE LEADERS, made of finest round gut, 6ft. 35c., 9ft. 50c. 
Sniall reversed wing flies, on inyisible gut... 
Best Black Bass Casting flies.............-..,-- 
~Best Black Buss Trolling flies 

Bsa Abs! AAdOsc Shab eo Bane Sane s, $1.25 per dozen. 
1.75 per dozen. 
8.50 per dozen. 

Any style or pattern of Trout, Black Bass or Salmon flies tied to order, promptly, at same prices 
as from stock, 

Send for Price List. 

4A PIE BIN DEF, 

Ww 
Sent bymail, #1. 

HICH, WHEN FULL, makes a permanent binding 
STREAM PUBLISHINGCOMPANY, 39 and 40 Park Row, Times’ building N.¥. 75 Cts. 

; for sale by FOREST AND 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and Other Countries, 
PRICE, $2 00. 

KRUC & CO’S 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

; SOLH AGENTS, 
6 South William street, NewYork. 

16 and 18 St. Lonis St., New Orleans. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULATI NG 
STORM-DEFYING, 

. * 

W ind-Mill. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 
Received Silver Medal at Paris in 1878. 
Three hundred in operation in the vi- 

cinity of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 
Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is small compared with any 

= other device now in use. 
Mills for export @ specialty. Address 

No. 76 John Street, New York. 

Sportsmen's Gootls. 

GOODYEAR’S RUBSER MANUFACTURING CO. 
SN. 

Goodyear's India Rubber Glove 
sie Gore Pe abst, and 
205 Broadway, 

proof, 

FRONT VIEW. 

HAauLook Hustine Coat. 
Six Pockets outside and game 
Pocket inside. 

—oORr— 

Cor. Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Rubber Outfits 
COMPETE: FOR 

HUNTING AND FISHING. \\ 
Trouling Pants and 
Leggins a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water- 

RUBBER GOOD 
Every Desription. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

Mig Co, 
4 co 

SSS 
INSIDE VIEW. 

HALLOOK Hunting Coat, The game 
pocket extends the entire length of 
coat with capacity far surpassing 
any ordinary game bag. 

Publications. Publicntions. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
MONTHLY) AND ( 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD 
(WEEELY) 

Both publications, are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.24 
er year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

fag —both papers for $2.00. 
-. Aseries of tvelye mag- 

r, ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

SUMMER ,NAGATIONS 

Moosehead Lake 
AND VICINITY. 

By LUCIUS L. HUBBARD. 

PRACTICAL GUIDE to the woods and 
waters of Northern Maine, combined witha 

thorough . 

MANUAL FOR CAMPING OUT. 
12mo. 150 pages, gilt, cloth. Price, with new and 

enlarged MAP of NORTHERN MAINE, $1.50. 
Paper, without map, 75cts. Map separate, T5cts. 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, by 

A. WILLIAMS & Co., Boston, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these t 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY DAKES. By Charles A. J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsiuan’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50: 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages. 12 illus, 
Price 50 cents. 

EARKAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages, 60 illus. and a large map. 

Price 50 cents, 
FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED.© A comprehensive hand=-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘[he tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. I4illus. Price 50-cents, 

FARRAR’'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers. 59 cents, 

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of sorthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Ki nnebec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
eloth covers. 50 cents. 

PARRAR'S STEREUSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send fur catalogne. & 
Seay of the atcye publications mailed, 
postpaid. on receipt of Ree Address 
CHARLES A. J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass, T. Decs! 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsmen’s Gazetteer 
PRICE $3, 00, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

CANCE AND CAMERA. 
A Photographic Tour of Two Hundred Miles 

through the Maine Forests, 

BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE. 
“Ttis one of the handsomest books of the sea- 

son, jully illustrated by drawings from the au- 
thor’s own pencil, and from his photographs.""— 
Charles Dudley Warner. 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS, ; 
The Author’s Sanctum; Dedication, illustrated 

The Angler ; Canoe and Camera; Isyak Walton:. 
Kineo House ; Anticipation; Picking a Course: 
Map of the Tour through the Maine Forests ; The 
Guides; We Dream of Game; Home Appetite; 
Carp Appetite; Morris’—Northeast Carry ; In: 
Sympathy with Nature; Discouragements; 
* Changing Pasture; Penknife Souvenirs; Pine 
Stream Falls; Mud Pond Carry; Mud Pond— 
Looking East; ‘!This is the way I long have 
sought ;’’ Keflections ; Camp on Chamberlin Lake: 
Chamberlin Farm—Looking West; The Room in— 
to which we were Ushered; Notin the Patent 
Office; A Study in Natural History: Great 
Northern Diver; Telos Cut and Lake: Telos 
Dam and River; Photography—The Wet and Dry 
Process Illustrated ;;Webster Lake and Dam; An 
Apparition; Fly Catthers versus Fly Fishing = 
Allurements; Study of Trout—by the Author; 
National Academy of Design, 1877; Running 
Rapids on Webster River; Lunch Time; Grand 
Falls; A Boom; Starting a Boom; It's not all 
Poetry; Matagamonsis Lake; Discovery of a 
New Lake; Matagamon or Grand Lake; Our 
Salmon; On the Kast Branch; Stair Falls; Ac- 
cepting the Situation; Hulling Machine Falls; 
Dropping Canoes over Falls; The Arches; Hunt's 
Farm; Mt, Katahdin—Study by F. EK. Church; 
Junction of East and West Branches of the Pen- 
obscot; Glimpses of Civilization Begin to Dawn : 
Net Results; Map of Maine, in pocket of cover 
to book, 21 by 2H inches. Square 12mo., elegantly 
bound in gold, black and cloth, $1.50, post-paid. 

—FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.— 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH EDITION. 

AN exhustiye hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor tothe Adirondacks should 

Rewatho us it. For sale at this office. Price, post 
paid, $1.50. 

WARNER’S SAFE, 
KIDNEY 2 LIVER 

CURE. 
$1.25 PER BOTTLE! 

A POSITIVE REMEDY FOR ALL 
KIDNEY, LIVER AND URINARY 
TROUBLES OF BOTH WIALE AND 
FEMALE, 

ae ees 

READ THE RECORD. 
**Tt saved my life.’’ 

—E. B. Lakely, Selma, Ala. 

*“*Ttis the remedy that will cure many diseases 
peculiar to women." —Mother's Magazine. 

**Tt has passed severe tests and won indorse- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
in the country.’ '—New York World. 

‘*No Remedy heretofore discovered can be 
held for one moment in comparison with it.’ * 

—O, A. Harvey, D. D., Washington. D. C. 

This Great Natural Remedy is for Sale 
by Druggists in all parts of the World. 

Saree 

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER. 
H. H. WARNER &CO., 

Rochester, N. Y. 
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Aumunition, Ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥.,; 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 180°, haya maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-eight years. Man- 
peetare the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
er: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
A ames and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

all and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos, 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’s EAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE FG, ‘* SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and“ FFFG for general use, 
burning stroug and moist. 

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 
Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agéncies in all citiesand prin- 
cipal towns throughout the United States, Rep- 
resented by a 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

_ THE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness, Packed in square 
g@anisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.”’ 

‘Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
631b. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
Jand prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns. 

Slazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In1and 5 lb. canisters 
and 64and 12} lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

tration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
+ ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Rifle.’’ 

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting’ FG in kegs of 
95, 123, and 6: lbs. and cansof5 lbs. FFFGis also 
packed in land } 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FfG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting" 
BG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
Phe above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
gale at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
WMoccasins. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet,and very 
durable. Made to order 
ina variety of styles,and 

= Aare Ee 

le.~ Send for illustrated circular. x 

gO TCHINGS, P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H. 

(Successor to Krank Good.) PRADEFORD. 
ANTHONY, Boston Agents, 
—_ 

McCUE BROTHERS, 

HATTERS, 
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 
THE BEST QUALITY,ONLY. We guar- 

antee satisfaction. TRY US, 

ZZ2B3 

Miscellaneous Advertisements, 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

1S UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER inthex matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

igs" All our cans have seals over the screw-cap, with C. Dittmar’s signature, and 
none others are genuine, 

Henry C. Squires, No. 1 Cortlandt street, New York, is not, and neyer has been an 
agent of this company. 

DITTMARPOWDERM'F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 886. 24 Park Place, New York. 

JUST RECHITV HD, 
AN INVOICE OF 

W.W. Greener’sNew S88 Gun 
10 BORES, $5 EXTRA. 

THESE GUNS HAVE TOP LEVER, DOUBLE BOLT, EXTENSION RIB, 

BAR REBOUNDING] LOCKS, PISTOL GRIP, PATENT FORE END, FINE 

LAMINATED STEEL BARRELS, HORN HEEL-PLATE, CHOKG BORED, 

AND HANDSOMELY FINISHED, AND AND ARE REGULAR GRADE, BEAR- 

ING 
W. W. GREENER’S FULL NAME AND ADDRESS. 

WE BELIEVE WE ARE THE ONLY HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES 
THAT CAN FILL ORDERS FOR THIS NEW GUN IMMEDIATELY ON RECEIPT 

OF ORDER. 

Sent C O. D., with privilege of examination and trial, on receipt 
of atremittance to cover express charges, to your place and re- 

turn, | 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, 
TMPORTERS AND DEALERS TIN 

Guns-Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W, & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

English Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. VY. R. SCHUYLER, J. R. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE, 

Of the late firm of Special. 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGAKETTES 

«“ MILD”—Rare Old Virginia. “HALVHS"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on sale in all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, W § KIMBALL &CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

Anmunition, Gtr. 

TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 

TATHAM&BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W,. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia 

lisrellancous. 

TRADE ‘SS ar w TAL 

CURES BY ABSORPTION 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA. 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

ostitive cure ; it has never falled. 
“ Sapanule”’ has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

N. 

isa 

ness, me Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors_of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using “Sapanuie. Used in Sponge or foot path 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet, 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., and $1 per 
bottle. Send for illuminated circular and cards. 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

| FERCUSON’S PATENT 

nid, ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 
with 

Locomotive Refieetors. 
New Moves. 

Heap JACKS, STAFF AND 
Boat JAcKS. CAMP Lamps, 
HAND, and DARK LAN- 

y ae TERNS, Etc. IMPROVED 
=! DASH LAMPS, with Rever- 

y —— fs) sible Attachments. : 
F aa THE BEST ON THE MARKET. 

Improyed RUST PREVENTOR, for firearms,&¢ 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
€5 Fulton street, N.Y. 
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THE TILESTON MEMORIAL FUND. 

New York, Aug. Tth. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
T have to acknowledge the receipt to date of further subscrip- 

tions to the “Tileston Memorial Fund,” us followsa:— 
Previously acknowl- | C. E. MeMurdo......-.... 
edged........ -........, 3592-00 | C. T. Fauntleroy, North- 

Louis B, Wright ......... 20 00 comb, Highampton, 
A Salem Friend.,........ Eng., through James 
Geo. P, Osgood, $5; 8. D. Moore, Toledo. ..-...... 5 00 

Crafts, $1, through G. A. Hammersley, through 
G. Barker. ......, qoen re i 0:| ForES? AND STREAM,.. 2-00 

Geo. G, Barker.. 5 00 —_—-_— 
H.C. Glover... ......,4;. OU) EER eee sist. c oelae op ae $650 00 

We have received from Mr. P, 0. Obl the promised oil painting 
of an English snipe, suitably frumed, which is a fine work of art, 

and the same will be disposed of for the benefit of the fund at the 

next regular meeting (in September) of the Eastern Field Trials 

Club. FRED. N, HALL, Secretary. 

We have received and transmitted to Mr. Hall $5 for 

the fund, from Mr. A. 8, Smith, New York City. 
$e 0 

Dr. Ruts,—Dr, Ruth, the California rifle expert, will 
give an exhibition at the Brooklyn Driving Park, Park- 

ville, L. I., next Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock. His 
wife will be present, and will exhibit her skill with rifle 

and pistol. The shooting will be at glass balls, and if 

Dr, Ruth performs the feat he has had the credit of ac- 
complishing on the Pacific Coast, the entertainment 

next Saturday will be well worth witnessing. 

a+ 

—By a very curious coincidence we publish to-day 

** Bodines' ” note on the mother woodcock, which shams 
lameness, and another account of the same trick of the 
duck, the latter written three hundred years ago. The 

chapters of the book * OF English Dogges ” to-day con- 
tain much that is novel; but much of these old descrip- 
tions would answer very wellfor the present if put into 
modern English, 

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION. 
; —— 

MEETING of the New York Commission was held in 
the city last week, and the subject of thesalt water 

fisheries came up for discussion, These have never re- 
ceived much attention, if any, from the Commission, 

although New York has in Long Island a fine stretch of 
coast, interspersed with magnificent bays, where not 
only are tons of fishes taken by professional fishermen 

to supply the great markets, but is a favorite resort for 

anglers, whu take great quantities of bluefish, wealctish 

and others, whichare partly consumed inthe hotels, and 

the remainder find a market in New York, for the angler 

pays his boatman by the day, and usually gives him all 
the fish, and there are probably tive hundred men in the 

towns about Great South Bay alone who liye entirely dur- 
ing the summer season by taking parties of anglers out 

to fish, thus earning from four to five dollars per day, 

the usual price for a three to five ton catboat and man, 

while te fish caught will bring about as much more in 

many cases. There is no fresh water angling within the 

waters of the State to compare to it, and it is a question 

if the commercial fisheries of Long Island do not equal 

in yalue those of the rest of the State. Of course no 

correct estimate of such value can be made until the re- 

turns from the experts of the United States Fish Com- 

mission, who are collecting statistics in connection with 

the census of 1880, are all in, 

At this last meeting Messrs. Roosevelt and Blackford 

were appointed a committee to investigate this, subject, 
and report at the next one the propriety of establishing 
a station for observation ov the habits of valuable sea 
fishes, and perhaps propagate them. The time has come 

when this shouldbedone. Fish culture has broadened 

its field, and no longer confines itself tu the salmonidz or 
to stocking inland lakes and ponds with bass and *‘bull- 

heads.” The sea is the great feeder of mankind, and the 

possibility of its being made to produce more of certain 
favorite kinds is now being rapidly demonstrated, and 

the New York Fish Commission is awake to the fact, but, 

alas! just as they are about to moye in this matter their 

appropriation is cut down and they are powerless, 

If ever the State appropriated money for the future 

benefit of the people, it was in the small amount given 

for fish culture, whereby the people obtained cheap and 
wholesome food from sources which were otherwise un- 

productive, evidence of which can be obtained from many 

portions of the State. ; 
The bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix), seems to hold its 

own, but most of the other valuable food fishes have de- 

creased in numbers within the past twenty years. Per- 
haps this is on account of increased fishing ; if so, there 
has been also an increase of population demanding food, 
and the way to iicrease the fishes is not to stop or pre- 

vent fishing and wait, in old fogy fashion, for them to 

increase themselves, but to hatch them by the million 

or the hundred of millions, and destroy the sharks and 
other enemies. If our net fishermen could be induced 

to kill sharks, sculpins, toad fishes, etc., instead of lift- 

ing the net and getting rid of them in the easiest man- 

ner, one good point would be gained and the fishermen 

and fish commissioners would work in harmony as soon 
as the former learn that their interests are identical, 

a 

A VALUED CoaDJuTOR.—It is satisfactory to notice 
that Land and Water very heartily supports the posi- 
tion taken by ForEST AND STREAM on the subject of 
summer woodcock shooting. The writer of the article 
alluded to, after quoting from our recent article on this 

topic, states that he has ‘“‘seen young woodcock in 
more than one of the markets of the Eastern States in 

July not more than half fledged.’ The truth is, that the 
season for woodcock should not open much, if any, be- 

fore Oct. ist, and the sooner this fact is recognized by 
sportsmen of the better class, the sooner the reform which 

we all desire will come about, 
oO 

—Mr, Jerome Marble starts from Worcester, Mass., 

Sept. 3d, in the sportsman’s palace car, the City of Worces- 
ter, for a short trip in the Northwest. 

IT [IS THE GAT. 

EW people, we imagine, realize how full of vicissi- 
tudes and perils is the life of our upland game 

birds. Take, for example, one of those quail hatched 

not a hundred rods from your doorstep and reared on 

your own farm, whose parents you heard whistlmg on 

the fence, or the old rocky knoll, every day through the 

spring and summer—have you ever thought how many 

enemies that little thing had to contend with, and how 

small was the chance that it would ever attain its full 

size, and spring from before the dogs in November a full 

fledged bird? From the time that it struggles out of the 

shell till the hour when, struck by the leaden hail, it 

turns over to the shot and is pocketed by the satisfied 

shooter, its life has been one of constant watchfulness, 

one long series of efforts to’ escape from constantly im- 

pending perils. 
The egg from which it is to emerge has been deposited. 

The parent birds have not been destroyed by the deep 

drifts of the previous winter, nor have they fallen a 

prey to the small boy and the pot hunter, who, when 

the weather is favorable for such nefarious practices, 

track the innocent birds over Lhe light snows, and shoot 

them when huddled. The nest is prepared and the eggs 
are laid. Now, other dangers threaten. If the mother 

is killed ; if by heavy rain storms the nest is flooded ; if 

the prowling skunk or the thievish crow discovers its 

location, the life of our young quail will be ashort and 

not a particularly merry one ; he will never see the day- 

light. 
Let us suppose him happily hatched, however. He 

starts forth with his brothers and sisters on his journey 
through life. The chances are ten to one that before 
three weeks have passed he will have been picked up by 
a hawk, or carried off some evening, just at dusk, by a 

soft winged owl, or captured as he passes some old pile 

of stones, by a weasel, or casually gobbled up by a fox 

while passing through the swamp, If he escapes all these 
dangers, if the weather during his days of extreme juve- 
nility is warm and dry, so that he gets a fair start and 

plenty of strength before cold, harsh rains come to chill 

his small body and make him an easy prey to disease ; if 

the larvee of the partridge fly do nof fasten on his poor 
little head and suck away his- very lite blood; if 
none cf these things happen—and all or any of them 

are likely to come about—our quail has a reasonably fair 

chance of living for six or seyen months, and finally be- 

ing brought to bag in the approved and legitimate way, 
From a quail’s point of view, howeyer, his lot is not a 

happy one, 
We have enumerated a few of the dangers to which 

some of our upland game birds are subjected, and which 
itis the sportsman’s duty to diminish as far as in him 

lies. Bounties on hawks, owls, skunks and foxes, offered 

by gun clubs and game protective associations, would do 

much to lessen the number of these vermin, and, hence, 

to increase the birds in any district. Of ail our hawks - 

the common marsh harrier is one of the most persistent 

and suecessful destroyers of quail, and one of them will 

more than decimate a growing brood. All the animals 
mentioned, with the exception of the fox, may be readily 

destroyed either by the gun or trap, and a little well di- 

rected effort to this end would, we think, soon be repaid 

by the improvement in the shooting. But there is one 

enemy to bird life to which we have not yet alluded, 
although, in our opinion, it is no less destructive than all 

the others which we haye mentioned, An enemy that 

hunts indifferently by night or day, in the deepest woods 
or in the orchard close to the house ; a creature that does 
more to deplete the covey of quail, to destroy the wood- 

cock, both old and young, and kills more insectiyorous 
birds than all the hawks in a district ; an animal that is 
the pet of the children and the favorite of the housewife, 

‘ What!" says some horrified reader, ‘‘ you don’t mean 

the—” Yes we do. IT IS THE CAT. 
A cat that lives in the house or in the stables and only 

makes occasional stolen visits to the woods and fields is 

bad enough, and destroys no small amount of bird life, 
We have seen such a cat—one that spent all its days ly- 
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ing under the stoye, or in the warm sun, one that had 

such a virtuous and innocent countenance that you 
would have trusted it with untold pitchers of cream—we 

haye seen such acat, we say, start quietly out just at 
dusk, and return to the kitchen in less than ten minutes 

with adying woodcock in its mouth, From the stomach 
of another similar feline Pecksniff we haye taken the 
larger part of an adult quail, 

But house cats that only hunt occasionally are saints 
and martyrs compared with the domestic vat run wild, or 

with the utterly irreclaimable descendants of these wild 

tame cats. Such animals have to depend solely on their 

own exertions for a living, With them hunting is a busi- 

ness as wellasa pleasure. They are veritable pot hunt- 
ers. 

The English keeper well understands the injury done in 
the preserves by the domestic cat, and wages against it a 

war as bitter, and as uncompromising as that which he 

carries on against its short-tailed wild cousin, or against 

the stoat, or any of the hawks, A similar crusade should 
be inaugurated in this country by all who are interested 

in the preservation of our game birds. 

The hunting grounds of the cat cover all the localities 

frequented by our feathered game. You may start them 

as well from the swamp where the cock are to be found, 

as from the hedges that border the rye stubble through 

which, at morning and evening, the quail wander. We 

have come upon them peacefully reposing in the alder 

runs that we were working out late in the season for 

ruffed grouse, and have surprised them on the borders of 
the snipe grounds, at their meal ona green-winged teal or 
a rail, 
Nowhere can they be found in more abundance than 

in the Central Park. Any one who may ride at dusk 

along the west side drive or bridle path will see Thomas 
and Tabitha, with all their relations, starting out on the 

war path. The rabbits and the many birds in the Park 

furnish them with a fat subsistence. Let us hope that 

Mr, Bergh’s proposed anti-cat ordinance may abate this 
nuisance before long. 

There is one way, and, so far as we know, only one, of 
curing a hunting cat of its fondness for what some of 

our contemporaries call the ‘“‘noble art of venerie,” and 

we hope that, during the next season, all of our readers 

who may have the opportunity will give it. a thorough 

trial. The rule is one which we invariably practice our- 

selves, and usually with the best results, It is this; when 

you see acat while out shooting, approach it as closely 

as possible, aim your gun at the shoulders or back and 
pull both triggers, 

It is time that the sportsmen of our country, and espe- 
cially of the thickly settled East where cats do most 

abound, took some active steps to protect the birds from 
this enemy, the most destructive, after man, with which 

they have to contend. We are sure that, could the quail, 

the woodcock and the ruffed grouse speak, they would, 

if questioned as to the enemy of which they stand most 

in fear, reply in accents of horror and alarm :—" 
“Itis, itis the cat!” 

And the great army of insectivorous birds, the friends 
of the farmer, the sweet-voiced warblers that cheer us 

through the spring and summer by their songs, and beau- 

tify our homes by their brilliant plumage, would take up 

the sad refrain, and, in tones whose pathos and earnest- 

ness could not fail to arouse the sympathy of every 
kindly heart, unite in uttering the confirmatory, the 
condenmatory, the now classic words;— 

“They're vight; it is the cat.” 

a ee 

BREEDING QUAIL IN CONFINEMENT.—The experiment, 

so often tried, of rearing quail in captivity has never 

been thoroughly successful. The very few instances on 

record where quail haye been hatched and reared in the 
cage are only enough to show that it may possibly occur 

in exceptional cases. We have often had quail lay in 
confinement, but never set. 

Tt is said that Mr, Henry Benbrook, a game dealer in 

Raritan, N. J., succeeded in rearing six quail last year 

which had furnished him up to July 31st with 108 eggs. 
Some of these were placed under a bantam hen, and six 
young were hatched, which are alive and doing well, 

The history of Mr. Benbrook’s experiment is as fol- 
lows; Four years ago he captured two quail and kept 
them in confinement, The first year the female laid 

twenty-four eggs, but declined to incubate ; the second 

year was unproductive, but the third the female laid 

twelve eggs, and after setting for some time died. The 

male then took her place and brought off six young, 
which, as has been said, lived and are laying this season. 

The further results of Mr. Benbrook’s quail culture will 

be looked for with interest. 
ee ea 

NEBRASKA FIELD TRIALS.—The Nebraska State Sports- 
men’s Association propose to hold a series of field trials- 

at their next annual convention at Milford, Neb., Sept. 

30th, Oct. Ishand 2d. We are glad to see these trials 

multiplying. 
$$ ge 

—Among'our contributors this week ** Nessmuk” finds, 

in the pappoose, a subject for an altogether original study 

of Indian life, and ‘‘ Bodines” continues his readable 
4¢ Camp Notes,” 

THE AMERICAN-CANADIAN MATCH. 
[= 

Gli, sex American yictory oyer the Canadian team at 
Creedmoor, last Saturday, was not an unexpected 

event to either of the two teams. The visitors hoped 

rather than anticipated a victory, and that they had 

really made intelligent preparation is evident in the ay- 
erages of 296 reached by them. In the long series of in- 

ternational matches there has neyer been one with less 
preliminary pother. It was a quiet, simply conducted 
display of fine shooting, such as American rifles and 

American riflemen are capable of making every day. Of 

course all this excellence, which seems to be so easily 

accomplished, really means a vast deal of preparation. 

To take a glance at the flags which flutter about on the 
staffs, judge from their motion the force and direction of 

the wind which is affecting them, and then express that 
force in turns of the vernier sight and windage screws, 

seems to be a very easy performance; but the ability to 

do so was only won by the gentlemen at Creedmoor last 
Saturday by days and weeks of practice on the ground 
Thousands of bullets were sent spinning down the range, 

the performance of each carefully noted, and then, from 

these data, the rules drawn, the conclusions reached, 

which enabled such good results on Saturday last. 

The match was a novelty in being without a referee. 
Each team intended to do its best fairly and lonestly, 

and expected the other to do the same, and with this 

spirit prevailing an officer of supervision was a mere 

superfinity. 

The Canadians went home with that measure of satis- 

faction which comes of a good deed gallantly performed. 

They had missed success, but they had deserved it, and, 

were the conditions of the Elcho Shield contests such as 
to admit a Canadian team, that trophy would no doubt 

soon take a transatlantic trip, They go back to the Do- 
minion with the right, well earned, of being considered 

worthy antagonists of the Creedmoor shooters, and 
richly deserve the courtesy of a return match on their 

own grounds next year with their foes of last Saturday. 
It certainly does begin to look as though the prestige of 

American victory, which has now been held for six’years, 

was to be broken by a Canadian team, They have that 

pluck which carries them through one defeat on to the 

next charge, and almost equal our friends the Irish 

marksmen for the vigor and determination of their bids 

for championship over the Americans. 
The scores are worth study. On the Canadian side it 

will be seen that the shooting is well bunched, and that 

but a half dozen points separate the highest and lowest 
scores, On the American side the work is more strag- 

gling, but still there is no extensive gap seen. The 

marksmen there are not placed as one would suppose 

from their previous practice, but the secret is told in the 

report of the match, which attributes the high position of 

Mr. Waters to his implicit reliance on the judgment of 

his coach, Of course that gentleman is capable of mak- 
ing a creditable showing in individual shooting, but 

there is a certain element of strength in the advice and 

counsel of a good coach, and this was added in this case, 

giving the first place in the match. The valuable coach 

sits at the scene of action, and becomes, as it were, the 

reservoir of the experience of each shot, and from this 
fund of information properly digested the next member 
of the squad may draw. If he fails to do so, it is to his 
joss, and in the team of the future, when even more than 

now yictory may depend on a single shot and its result, 
the office of the coach will be magnified, and the value 
‘of an efficient assistant in that position be duly recog- 

nized, 
er 

THR WIMBLEDON MARKING ScanpALt.—The develop- 

ments at the late meeting of the British N. R. A., touch- 
ing false marking, should be carefully conned by the 

managers of our Creedmoor meetings. It is the simplest 
thing in the world to secure a perfect system of checks 

in the signalling of shots, while, at the same time, the 
marking could be prompt as now, with the record as 
effective in all respects. The target of to-day is far 
from being sensible in theory or practice, and there is an 

opportunity for some cleyer inventor to bring into exist- 

ence the target of the future, which shail tell each rifle- 
man instantly on the delivery of his shot precisely where 

it has struck and its value in a system perhaps less arbi- 
trary than the present, and more discriminating without 

becoming more clumsy. Itis not an inviting commen- 

tary upon the standing of the troop of the British Army 
to see them stooping to the taking of bribes in the 
fashion hinted at, and the very safe inference that i880 
has not seen the opening of the deceitful system only 

makes the scandal the greater, as it seems to throw 

doubt upon the performances of former years. There 

is need of more exactness when records are making on 

the rifle field, and some of the ciubs over the country 

are far from paying much attention to form and order in 
the making up of scores. So derelict are some that 
their reports of practice bear strong traces of the amenda- 

tory pencil at the shooting stand. 
bs or eee 

DELAWARE GAME ProtEction,—The heads of 1,769 

hawks were returned to the Somerset Commissioners, at 

a cost to the county of $884.50, 

TAvausr 19, 1880. 

THE ANTHRACITE’S FAILURE. 
oe 

HE most successful case of misrepresentation 
through the innocent instrumentality of the press 

which has ever come under our notice is that of the re- 

puted economy in cousumption of fuel of the Perkins 

system, or rather hisadaptation of the pipe boiler and his 

special engine. It seems high time that the public were 

set right in this matter before they are wheedled into 

taking stock or investing in any “ rights for American 

territory, 

Everybody reads Forrst ANp SrkEAM. Major Deane, 
the secretary and agent of the Perkins Steam Engine 

Company, reads it, and the company itself anxiously 

looks for its arrival eyery week. After waiting pa- 

tiently for an explanation from Major Deane relative to 
his astonishing want of familiarity with engineering as 

displayed in a letter of his to a reputable manufacturing 

concern recently, the Major cannot blame us for assum- 

ing him to be altogether a novice in such matters, and 

therefore incapable of explaining away the serious blun- 
der which has gone on record against him. We did not 
insist upon an answer appearing in this journal, and 

would have been perfectly satisfied had he seen fit to ad- 

dress his communication to any other publication, bar- 
ring, of course, sundry infinitessimal sheets which are 

not generally recognized as fit mediums through which 
to discuss such important questions as the economy of 

fuel consumption, But the Major has remained silent, 
and it will now be our turn to speak and to place before 

the public some very unpalatable facts concerning the 
very peculiar management of the Perkins monomania in 

America. ’ 
From the departure of the Anthracite from England 

up to date, her affairs have been conducted in a manner ab 

once ludicrous and wide of the truth, whether known or 

unknuwn to the persons in charge. Ludicrous, because 

the Perkins Engine Company seems to have regarded 
the American people and their engineers as s0 many 

Zulus, capable of being readily reduced to the desired 
state of gullibility by the romancing of persons entirely 

unfit to speak intelligently upon the subject of her mis- 

sion, leaving the source of information in uo_ better 

hands than those of a hired fireman and a garrulous old 

Scotch engine driver. Wide of the truth, because 

Major Deane has exhibited photographs of yachts and 

ferryboats as examples of vessels using the Perkins ar- 

rangement, when every engineer in America is aware of 

the fact that both engines and boilers of those vessels 
have long ago been discarded and consigned to the scrap 
heap and spherical boilers with the usual type of com- 

pounds substituted. And further, wide of the truth he- 

cause Major Deane has gravely expressed his confidence 

in some trials recently made at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, 
* because thorough experiments had been carried out on 

her in England with the result claimed of one horse 
power per hour per pouad of coal burnt.” And yet the 
results of the English trial have only been figured up a 
few weeks since, the accounts of the trial spread broad- 

cast over here being purely assumptions, which the re- 
port to hand does not bear out, which it in fact directly 

disproves. 
The yainglorious assertion about ‘creating a reyolu- 

tion in engineering” is clap-trap pure and simple, for, as 
we will show, the boiler and engine of the Anthracite 

turn out to be not a whit more economical than the prac- 
tice noted aboard any first-class ocean steamer when tried 

under equally favorable conditions. Wedo nob wish to 
convey the idea that Major Deane wilfully circulated 
what he did not believe himself ; there isno reason what- 

ever to question his perfect good faith, but we hold that 

he has fallen a victim to the windy tales of those about 

him. The fact remains that these stories were allowed 

to pass into print, and that the press has become the in- 

nocent means of disseminating misleading news through 

the failure of the Perkins Company or its agents Lo 

contradict what some of them must know to be false and 

an imposition, The whole thing smacks strongly of an 

advertising dodge, and shows that it is stillan easy mat- 

ter to gull the lay press, providing the romancing be 

brazen enough to partake of the sensational. In view of 

the facts herein contained, many esteemed but too gush 

ing contemporaries will have some trouble in * craw 

fishing out o' de hole,” and “crow * ought to be ‘their 

prevailing food until the visit of the Anthracite shall 

have been forgotten, and her hideous outline faded from 

public memory. , 

The Perkins Company made a grave mistake in send- 

ing out persons in its interests who are not engineers, and 

those persons made another grave mistake in seeking 

counsel and championship at the hands of ignorant indi- 

viduals whose names are born on prison books, in plate 

of directing themselves to sources more reputable and. 

more capable, The Perkins boiler will never be adopted 

in America; it will not even be introduced ; it is not 

worth it. As for the Perkins engine, we cannot bring 

ourselves to speak of it in serious language, 

‘Concerning the recent trial at the Brooklyn Navy 

Yard, the wordy versions of success are empty of facts, 

and have uo other foundation than a reporter's im- 

aginative brain, Nothing has yet been determined, only 
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, 
anumber*of indicator cards have been taken, Thata 

pressure of 300 to 500 pounds steam could be carried in 
the Anthracite’s boiler, or in any other pipe boiler built 
for such pressures, is not a point at issue at all, is noth- 

ing new and not worth recording. The trials in England 
have been shamefully falsified to affect the public here, 
and we protest against any similar tactics being counte- 
nanced on this side of the Atlantic through the inability 

of the non-professional press to deal with matters which 

are beyond it, 

In order that we may not be accused of prejudice, we 
prefer to give the investigation of an English journal, 

the standing of which is as well known to us in America 
as it is to the fraternity in Europe. We quote from the 
London Hagineer, July 30th, which bears us out with 

data and facts in all we have said concerning the Perkins 

hobby, Tt also gives color to the prevailing impression 

that the Anthracite shirked a test with the steamer Leila 

for causés much more rational than the foolish and un- 

tenable reason assigned by the company's agent in his 

unfortunate answer, The Engineer has it as follows — 

We have been favored with a copy of his report, which, for 

someé inexplicable reason, is yery incomplete; in fact, any as- 

sistant enginecr could have produced one as satisfactory. It will 

be borne in mind that for a great many years Mr. Perkins has 

earnestly advocated the use of very high pressure steam and 

large measures of expansion ; and thatho has stated and argued 

that in this way, and in this way only, can any great economy of 

fuel be obtained. Ithas been urged, on the other band, that Mr. 

Perkins never had hada proper test of one of his engines made ; 

or that ifsuch a test had been carried ont that the result had not 
besu published ; thut the engine was complex, and unsuited for 

 useat sea; aud that soundtheory, read in the light of the best 

practice, was dead against Mr. Perkios. We may add to this that 

all Mr. Perkins’ ventures at sea haye been singulurly unfortu- 

nate. Theengines of the yacht Wanderer, which were intended 

ones for all ty establish the success of the Perkins system, broke 

down, caused much trouble, and were finally condemned and re- 

moyed. The engines of the Loftus Perkins, 10 which we referred 

above, have, it is said, gone to the scrap heapafter a few months’ 

service, during which, it is currently reported in Sunderland, that 
more time was spent in the oiaking of repairs than in the run- 
ning of trips, Almost the only comment made by Mr. Bramwell 

is to the effect thatthe engines ran for ten honrs without re- 

quiring the use ofa hammer or a spanner, which Mr. Bramwell 

seems to consider a remarkable performance; but whether re- 

_markuable only for the Perkins engine or forany engine we can- 

notsay. Seu-going engineers will hardly look on it as an excep- 

tional feat....Mr. Bramwell made no attempt to determine the 
evaporative elliciency of the boiler. He contented himself with 

taking 128 diazrams, and weighing the coal; 15 cwt. were burned 

inall, The engines gave out from 7:204.M. to 6:30 p.m., eleyen 

hours and ten minutes, a gross average indicate] horse power of 

$0.55, but from 6:30 to 7:23, when ihe engines stopped of them- 

selves, because the fire bad burued itself out, the power was 

sradually diminishing. The average full power revolutions were 

130.77 per minute. Theayerage consumption of fuel per horse 

per hour was 1.7 pounds, including that used in getting up steam. 

“Prom that time,” writes Mr. Bramwell, “when the first shovelful 

of the fourth sack of coals was put on the fire, namely, at 7:5) A. 

M., to the time when the first shovelful of the fifteenth sack of 

coals was put On the fire, namely, 445 P.M., i. 4., eight hours tifvy- 

five minutes, the engines exertelan average of 80,9 horss power. 

This giyes the consumption per horse power per hour at 1.7 

pounds, assuming the fire was uniform at the commencement 

und end of these times.’’.... 

In the first place, the power developed was sufficiently great to 

make the experiment a satisfactory test of the Perkins system. 

The vylinders were jacketted, and there were no leaks, and the 

boiler was so efliciently clothed thata thermometer laid on the 
lagging and covered with cotton wool only rose to 148 degzs. Fabr. 
It is improbable, therefore, that any better result could be got 

fromalargerengine, Nextit is to be observed that the fuel 

used during the trial was “Nixon's navigation hand-picked 

lumps,” which is probably the best coul in the world. Experi- 

' Ments carried out with it at Keyham yard in 1863 showed that it 

evaporated, when burnt properly, at the rate of 11.05 pounds of 

Water trom 212 degs., while the best Newcastle coal in the same 
boiler evaporated but 9,31 pounds. It is a curious fact that Mr. 
Bramwell, in his report, nowhere states the temperature of the 

feed-water, We may assume, however, that it was the same as 

thatof the condenser. The vacuum was 27inches. The height 

of the barometer is not stated. Taking it atalittle under 30 

inches, we have 115 degs, as the temperature of the feed-water. 

We have 09 reason to doubt each pound of coal burned repre- 

sented 11 pounds of steam. This being so, the engine consumed 

15.7 pounds, or say, in round numbers, 1§ pounds of steam per 
borse-power per hoir, Now, it may be regarded as clearly proved 

that ordinary compound engines working oa north country coal 

require but 19 pounds to 2 pounds of coal per horse per 

hour. Making allowance for the difference of the qualities 

of the boilers and of the coal, we may say that this repre- 

sents 19 pounds to 20 pounds of steam per horse ‘per hour; 
or to all intents and purposes the engines of an ordinary Atlantic 

cargo steamer, indicating from 300 to 600 horse power, are as 

economical as the Perkins engine. We are dealing here with 

facts. We are making no assumptions. The consumpiion ot 

steam in the engines of the Anthracite was more like.y to have 
been greater than we have stated than less. Indeed, we believe 

that Mr. Perkins claims that his boiler can eyaporate with the 
-best Welgh coal, and feed-water at 120 degu., nearly 12 pounds of 

water per pound of coal. This would make the consumption of 

steam 20 pounds per horse per hour....Comparing the perform- 

ance of the engines of the Anthracite with those of ordinary 

compound engines by good makers, we tind that nothing has been 

gained by the adoption of a high boiler pressure. Wesay boiler 

pressure, for, curiously euough, Mr, Perkins does not really work 

with steam of enormous tension,however much he may adyocate it 

‘Thus, while the boiler pressure in the case of the Anthracite was 
440 pounds on the square inch, the pressure in the first cylinder 
did not exceed 180 pounds, or just one-half that in the boiler. 
We are entirely ata loss to explain what object is gained by car- 
rying 860 pounds is a boiler and working at 18) pounds. Nor does 

Mr, Bramwell throw the least light on the subject. Indeed, there 
Are many points of much interest left totally untouched in this 

curiously incomplete report. Thus, we should have liked to 

know how much steam was condensed in the coiled pipes which 
actus jackets to the cylinders. Again, we are told nothing about 
the temperature of the sea or that of the feed-water; and, as we 
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have said, no attempt was made to measure the feed-water. We 
reproduce copies of three of the disgrams—that is to suy, asct. 

Tt will be seen that while the first two diagrams are good aud sar- 
isfactory, the two last are very much the reverse. The diagrams 

are all alike, right through the series, and we have no doubt that 
the jump at the beginning and the wave line are due to condensed 

steam. The engines, during the trial, expanded Steam thirty two 

times, and under any possible conditions, unless the steam is very 

highly super-heated indeed, that ratio of expansion must be at- 

45 

. Relegating his business to his partner on the spot, he 
took my blanket roll and rifle away from me. He even 
insisted on carrying my nige-ounce rod, From the mo- 
ment I met him on the trail he took possession of me, so 
to speak, and I followed his lead implicitly, 
What a grand woodsman the fellow is! 
I wanted to go to the Indian camp the first thing, Not 

a bit ofit. He knew of a spring hole that he wanted me 
to fish, and Isurrendered. He led me by trails and across 

‘Perkins use them? It may be of course that he considers an ex- 

swamps, until I lost all notion of compass points, and at 
last brought me out onthe banks of the Moose, at the 
mouth of a cold troutstream, and then he explained that 
trout had been taken there the present season weizhing 
over three pounds, I dare say he was right. But as they 
had been taken, of course they were not there, 

I whipped the water in my best style for half an hour 
without a rise, while Chief William, with tamarack pole, 
coarse cotton line and large bass hook, baited with a 
chunk of shiner, stood on a log below me and hauled out 
trout after trout in the most business-like and unartistic 
manner, 

At last an unfortunate took my center fy—a queen— 
and. as | was towing him around, another victim immo- 
lated himself on the tail fly—a Romeyn. It was well, 
With what trout Chief Bill had snaked ont we had 
enough, but it is hard to make any man here believe that 
you come to the woods for any other purpose than to 
catch the ultimate trout and shoot the last possible deer, 
Tsucceeded in drawing Bill off, and we started for the 
‘Indian camp.” He said it was “a mile ‘n half.” I think 
it was. It took an hour and a half of rapid marching to 
reach it, The camp was simply two bark-roofed log 
shanties, standing among and underneath large spruce 
and hemlock trees, 

One of the whirlwinds so common in these woods 
would make a bad tangle of that camp. 
The inmates of the shanty consisted of the fifteen chop- 

pers and peelers, with Bill’s family of seyen—Mrs. Bill, 
a portly, comely squaw; the daughter, a pretty-featured, 
plump young squaw, with a voice like a silver bell, and 
four young Indians, the smallest being the inevitable 
pappoose, on his ornately caryed and painted board. 

That pappoose is and always has been to me a Sybilline 
mystery. I firs} made his acquaintance many years ago 
among the Nessmuks of Massachusetts. He was on his 
board, swathed, strapped and swaddled from chin to toes, 
immovable save that his head and neck were left free to 
wiggle. Inext saw him among the Senecas of New 
York State. Then in Michigan; in Wisconsin; on the 
upper waters of the Mississippi; andnow I meet him 
again in the North Woods. The same mysterious im- 
serutable eyes ; the same placid, patient, silent baby, vary- 
ing in nothing save the board, which in Wisconsin was 
simply a piece of bark, In this case the board is a neat 
bit of handicraft. When Bill assures me that the carv- 
ing was ‘done with a jacknife’ I can hardly believo 

tended with enormous condensation, The piecing of the two 

first diagrams is fairly good, but that of either of the other dia- 

grams with the second is very bad.... - 

We, and many others with us, would like to be told why the 

cylinder pressure was but one-half the boiler pressure. One bun- 
dred and sixty pounds is by no means unknown in locomotive 

practice, and if very high pressures are good, why does not Mr, 

pausion of thirty-two to one enough, and that if be sent 360 

pounds of steam into his engines he would have to expand it too 

much. Conceding the force of the argument, the question re- 
mains, Why does he carry 340 pounds in his boiler? If it con- 

duces to economy, the fact ought to be generally known. It will 

be a oew fact to most enginvers.. 

We should say so. 

When Mr. Perkins was content with two cylinders, he 
obtained one horse power from 1.6 pounds, When he 
added a third cylinder, ‘‘to do away with a gland,” the 

best his arrangement could do with the best of coal was 

1.7 pounds, which is not calculated to inspire faith in the 

claim of the Perkins Engine Company to teach the 
world anything new. * The reader will probably conclude 
with us, that the advantages claimed for the Perkins 
system are a myth, and that trying to place it on the 

American market at this late day seems little less than 

grotesque, We subjoin the diagrams referred to :— 

ee 
Sone 

Steam, 35 lIbs.; chamber, 9lbs.; vacuum, 26} ins.; revolutions, 

28} per minute. For the high pressure cylinder, the average 

=123.75 lbs.: for the intermediate cylinder, the average =15.792 
him, Ibs. For the high pressure cylinder we have 3,866 revolutions 

X59X 123.7 =28,215,227 foot lbs, For the intermediate cylinder we 

have 3.8.6 revolutions ¥238.05X15,.8=14,540.760 foot lbs. The first 
diagram is from the top of the high pressure initial cylinder, the 

second from the bottom of the second cylinder. The remaining 

twoare from the top and bottom of the third cylinder, as fol- 

lows j— 

i { 

Averave for low pressure Cylinder, bottom =10.47 Ibs., and for 

the top =8.153 Ibs. We have, therefore, for the bottom 3,866 revyolu- 

tions X503.46X 10.47 =20,378,000 foot lbs., and for the top 3,866X510.- 
&85X8.15=16,090,913 foot Ibs. Total foot lbs. =79,231,500. All the 
dixgrains are calculated with the planimeter. ~The last pair were. 

however, very unsatisfactory and dificult to deal with, the waved 

curve line being apparently due to the presence of water in the 

oylindcr, 

Che Sportsman Caurist. 
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ROUGH NOTES FROM THE WOODS, 

Second Paper. 

W BY NESSMUK, 
OUR miles from Moose River, on the ‘‘ Brown Tract 

F road,” there isa trail turning to the right, anda 
white shingle is marked ‘* Jones’ Camp.” Follow thetrail 
two miles, and it forks. The left fork is marked again 
‘Jones’ Camp.” The right fork has a plain shingle, marked 
with blue pencil, as follows: ‘‘ Wm, Bero, Chief St, Regis 
Indians.” This trail leads to the ‘‘Injun Camp,” asitis called 
here. I had met Chief William at the Moose River House ; 
had been told that he could give me more genuine knowl- 
edge of the wilderness than any man within fifty miles. T 
laid myself out to cultivate Chief William, invited him to 
my room, showed him rifle, hatchet, fishing duffle, hooks, 
spears, lines and knives. When I showed him an ivory- 
handled Spanish knife that was really fine, though of 
little use to me, saw his black eye gleam; lie fell in 
love with thatknife on sight. I am well used to the 
American aborigine. When William had done admir- 
ing that knife made him a present of it, That won 
him, Iam sorry to say I supplemented the gift witha 
glass of firewater, A cordialinvitation to visit the In- 
dian camp followed, with an offer to carry my canoe and 
allthe traps I desired to take. 

William Bero, chief of the St. Regis tribe, heads a gang 
of twenty young braves, whose tomahawk is the axe of 
the backwoodsman, whose scalping knife is the spud of 
the barkpeeler, Luckily, in going in. I met William on 
the trail, who, with a companion, was going into the 
tannery on business. 
He went no further, He had promised if I-came out 
ta camp that he would "take care of me,” and he 

id it, 

And when he says that the bright vermillion, blue 
and yellow has not been retouched in thirty-five years, I 
don’t believe him at all, The painting is as bright as 
though it was put on the present season. Commend me 
to the pappoose board, We judge men, actions and things 
by ultimate results. 

After a royal supper of trout, cooked in a manner wor- 
thy of Delmonico’s, I watched Bill's young barkpeelers 
as they got red around a rousing fire which they had the 
good sense to build under a huge hemlock, There was 
not a pair of round shoulders or a protruding shoulder- 
blade in the camp. Straight, strong, stalwart fellows, 
one andall. And eyery manof them spent the first year 
of his life on a pappoose board. ; 

Tt has been said a thousand times that Indians will not 
work, or only in a fitful, desultory way that amounts to 
nothing ; and this is true ofthe plains Indian ; also of the 
Cree and Chippewa, with other nomadic_ tribes; but not 
of the St. Regis or Mohawk, and only in part of the Sen- 

ecas and Oneidas, 
As an instance of what Indian muscle can do, let me 

state that the day before Treached the 5r Regis camp 

ten of Bill's barkpeelers felled and peeled 188 large hem- 
locks, yielding over thirty cords of bark, In most white 
camps a cord of bark per day is accounted fair work, 

I think the pappoose is glad when darkness settles down 
on the forest and they let up on him. He throws his 
arms and legs about for all the world like a white baby, 
and crows like nad; then of a sudden his head lops over; 
hes asleep, I, too, turn in, but not tosleep, Three of 
the young Indians, including the sweet-voiced maiden, 
gather around the fire and sing in a low minor key, and 
with soft, pleasant voices, the Indian songs of theirtribe. 
And at last I drop into slumber, and waken five minutes 
after, asitseems tome. But it is daylight, and Mrs, 

Bill has the breakfast nearly ready, Ihave slept the 

sleep of the just man, and ami fresh for the day. 
The maiden has got that inscrutable pappoose out. and 

is strapping him to his board for the day, When they 

get him fixed they will pull out from under the roots of 

a huge hemlock the inevitable jug of tar oil, and annoint 

every visible part of his tawny pelt. The tar oil, well 
applied, will last some two hours, when it begins to fail, 
and venomous insects begin to wire in on you. » 

That pappoose understands it, So long as jtar oil lasts 

he spends his time peering with deep, curious eyes into 

the gloomy depths of the forest, or, when the wind rises, 
watching the swaying treetops. But at the first decided 

mosquito or punkie bite he gives tongue ina straight, 

steady yell, without any ups oc downs, and Mrs, Bill 

comes to his relief, takes him between her knees, an- 

noints him from neck to crown, takes him by the basket 

handle of his board, as one might a peck of potatoes, and 

stands him up against a hemlock, a log, or the shady 

side of the shanty, Heresumes his eternal occupation 

of gazing at the mysteries of the forest, and is placidly 
content. “STi ; 
An Indian baby is not expensive in the way of play- 

things. : 
Ohief William gives me no rest. Tt is his undying con- 

viction that I came to the woods for the sole purpose of 

shooting deer and catching trout, and L have got to do it. 

He hurries me off to Nelson Lake, one of the unmapped 

waters of the wilderness. There are three spring holes 

there, in which trout of two pounds haye been taken the 

present season. It is also a good lake for “floating,” as 

they call it here. A short time sincea party went on the 

Jake to float, and succeeded, by noisy paddling, in scar- 

ingsix deer out of the lake in one evening, but got na 

shot, I find Nelson Lakea pretty sheet of water, fringed 
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with the fragrant pond lily that is almost universal here’ 
Bill lays me up to the frst spring hole without noise or 
wake, and I cast my flles across the clear, cold water in 
vain, Chubs and shiners rush madly on the hooks, but 
trout will not rise, Bill takes a shapeless piece of chub, 
puts it on that hook of his, and presently drags outa 
pound trout. To say I am disgusted is putting it mildly. 
tam swearing mad. He explains that there is a time 
late in July and early in August when trout ‘‘lay deep” 
and will not rise to fly. “If we had wums,” says Bill, 
‘owe catch 'em.” Thatis just my idea, and it happens 
that | have the ‘‘wums.” Broughtthem with me, know- 
ing they were not to be had in the forest. While he is 
paddling to the next spring hole Itake off my leader and 
replace if with a large hook and strong snell, bait it heay- 
ily, and make a cast as the boat glides slowly within 
reach, It is taken on the first cast, aud I bring a half- 
pound fish into the boat with small ceremony. Bill 
catches, as usual, a larger one, and then I stubbornly re- 
fuse to make another cast, He does not understand it at 
all, but paddles to the landing and I walk up to camp, 
scrape acquaintance with his daughter, who is educated, 
intelligent and a school teacher among the &t, Regis, 
speaking and writing English fluently. She showed me 
specimens of chirography, and was pleased whenI praised 
her handwriting, which was really fine, Then I took 
the pappoose by his basket handle and carried him off 
into the woods. Istood him up against a spruce and 
made him a speech in mixed Chippewa, Portuguese and 
English, Iexplained to him the brutal manner in which 
his ancestors had roasted and scalped my forefathers 
and foremothers. I brandished a big knife about his 
baby head, sang a snatch of Chippewa war song and gave 
the war whoop, A white baby would have gone into 
convulsions. He looked at me calmly with those dark, 
fathomless eyes, and when Igayea final whoop, broke 
into a placid smile that covered his face all over like a 
burst of sunlight, 

An Indian baby doesn’t scare much, 
After a dinner of trout—again—3ill left me in peace, 

while he went to look after a bark job somewhere among 
the hills, and I took my blanket, hunted out a dry, cosy 
nook, rolled myself up and was haying a grand snooze, 
when I was awakened by some one calling my name. It 
was ye Chief Bill, and 1 knew he meant business. He is 
bound that I shall have sport, if it kills me. Weare to 
fish that spring hole again, which I don't care for, and 
then watch a deer lick, which 1 do care for, He straps 
on that everlasting pack-basket, gels out his shooting 
sear, and leads off again, but by a shorter route, to the 
same spot I fished the night before. I am sorry to see 
that Bill’s shooting-iron is a veritable old musket of the 
Continental pattern, from which two of the three bands 
have been abstracted to lighten the piece. He excuses 
himself for carrying such a clumsy caneern by saying 
that it is the best barrel to throw buckshot that he can 
find, and he likes a buckshot gun for floating or lick- 
watching. When I see him load it with about forty 
grains of powder and eleyen small buckshot I lose faith 
in him, rather. At the spring hole it was the same old 
story, The chief caught two finetrout:I landed one, I 
reiused to throw another ily, and began to pack up, to 
Bill’s disgust and surprise. J explain we have plenty of 
fish for the trout supper which he has planned, and by 
the time that is over it will be lime to climb up to the 
jblind for lick-watching. He acquiesces, silentlv stuffs his 
own traps and mine into that pack-basket and glides up 
the trail at a pace that keeps my sort legs at a half trot, 
As wepass up the trail Bill points out a bark-roofed 
camp on the side hill, where we are to put in for the 
night. Isuggest that it may not be easy to find our way 
in the dark, *‘Got lantern,” he says, and we glide on, 
Fifteen minutes of sharp walking and we turn to the 
right, cross a low ridge and come out on one of the 
lovely fairy-like spots that one may find every day in 
these woods. It was simply a moss-covered level bank 
op the margin of a trout stream, about twenty rods long 
and half as wide. But what a beautiful dry carpet it 
was, and the timber, all spruce and tamarack, just far 
enough apurt for shade and elegance, with no under- 
growth or tangle, All this was lost on the Indian, who 
only said curtly ; ‘*Youmake fite. Ign over by lick ; get 
some grub there,” He disappears, and I proceed to make 
the tire, selecting a tall spruce with two projecting roots 
that answer as fire dogs. I soon have the tea-water on, 
and before it comeés to a boil Chief William is back, He 
bas a lantern and amplesupplies. Diving into the depths 
of that ever-to-be-remembered basket he brings out bread, 
pork, tea, sugar, butter, salt, pepper, tm drinking cups, 
and lastly a large round shortcake, Shall I ever forget 
that supper? I still hold the opinion that the tront of 
this region are the sweetest and best flavored I have eyer 
caught. Also, they are mostly of the dark orange col- 
ered sort that [like as regards the flesh, They may be 
no better than the white Heshed; naturalists pronounce 
them all the same. But I vastly prefer the rich red color. 
Supper over, tinware, pack-basket and camp duffle were 
hurried under an immense slab of bark, and the chief led 

.. off for the lick with the silent, elastic tread of a panther. 
P. S.—I have said little about the venomous flies that 

render the North Woods # terror and a torment to tour- 
ists, sportsmen and naturalists during the summer 
months, This is probably thecountry to which Mz, Ten- 
nyson refers when he sings of a land ‘*Where each man 
walks with his head in a cloud of poisonous flies.” They 
are nothing tome. I walk among them through these 
grand forest aisles safely as ina nunnery. This paper is 
too long already. Lf it finds favor I will in my next give 
a simple recipe by which any one can flank punkies, mos- 
vitoes and even the black fly. 
-Foot of Stillwater, Jones’ Camp, (Have lost the date,) 
a 

Aprronpaces.—Springfield, Mass,, Aug. 11th.—Several 
of the Beaver River Club are going to the North Woods 
soon, and I will report when they come back. I re- 
ceived a kind invitation from Chas, Fenton, Hsq., of Wat- 
son, Lewis County, Number Four, to come up and stay 
With him, but am obliged to refuse. He says he hasnow 
seventy-seven boarders, which with his servants and fam- 
ily make about one hundred at his house, and he has re- 
fused scores of applications for want of room. Twenty- 
five slept in his barn one night, for want of room at the 
house, which goes to shuw how popular the North Woods 
are for recreation, But I think it is sad for us hunters, 
as game and fish must become scarce, In fact, I see a 
great change since my first trip into that region, F, B, 
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CAMP NOTES, 

» BY BODINES. 

PROMISED to tell you how we live in camp. Let 
mé commence by describing our grounds, and the 

preparations we haye made for resting in the woods, 
We are on 4 narrow point of land that is completely 

shaded by the widely reaching branches of two immense 
beech trees and an equally stately elm, At the extreme 
point are two tall pines, leaning to the right and left, af- 
fording us a view of a long and quiet pond that nestles 
at the foot of a high and densely wooded mountain. On 
both sides of our grounds, so near that they can be 
touched with a fishing red, are running mountain 
streams, clear and sparkling. To our right a deep pool— 
where the trout delight to splash when the sun has dis- 
appeared behind the western mountain—its shore orna- 
mented with moss covered rocks and boulders, from be- 
tween which are growing ferns and blooming rhododen- 
drons. Above them all, a mountain road, where voices 
are now and then heard in praise of the beautiful camp 
below, To our left, the stream, then a clump of willows 
and beyond a meadow, which is lost in the dense forest 
and surrounding mountains, shutting usin so that but 
little sky is seen. and where the sun has but slender op- 
portunity to oppress us with his mid-day beams, 

At the extreme point of the camping grounds, where 
the two streains meet to form the long pond below, and 
between the two leaning pines, is constructed our fire- 
place, made by erecting a stone wall four feet long and 
eighteen inches high, with shorter walls at each end in- 
tersecting it at rigiit angles. The stones are covered with 
sods and clay, and over the top is laid two parallel iron 
bars upon which rest the coffee-pot, boiling-kettle and 
frying-pans. This arrangement is a great economizer of 
wood, and, when a good bed of coals lie under the bars, 
affords a cooking stove that permits us to present an 
elaborate bill of fare. Here we broil steak and lamb 
chops, fry fish, boil potatoes, bake flap-jacks—and what 
sport it is to lop them ovyer!—stew canned vegetables ; 
in short, perform any of the culinary feats that we are 
in the habit of seeing in our kitchens at home. In our 
“dutch oven” are baked biscuit, johnny-cake, fish, beef 
and beans, in a manner, too, quite enjoyable and sur- 
prising as well to our city visitors. Our party is one be- 
lievying that good, wholesome food, and plenty of it, is 
not inseparable from a camping-out expedition, We see 
no reason why we should not live as well, here in the 
woods, as at home, so we keep our larder well stocked 
with meats and other comforts obtained from the city 
twice a week, Inthe bank next to the mountain we 
have excavated a place large enough to receive a box four 
by six feet and four feet high, It is covered with sods, 
and has a door upon its uncovered side nextto the creek, 
This is Aled with ice, procured from the farm house close 
by, and here we keep our meats, butter and other perisha- 
ble commodities. Next in order comes the dining-room, 
consisting of a canopy under which stands a table of 
ample dimensions, rustic in design and build. Four 
benches are arranged at a convenient distance about it, 
their several legs firmly apices intheground, Over the 
table a shelf is suspended from theridge-pole, upon which 
is kept pepper, salt, sugar, butter, spoons and other con- 
veniences of frequent use. Under the table, on the 
ground, is our potato and onion bin, and just above, a 
shelf where dishes are placed when not in use, These 
dishes are of novel construction, were devised in this 
camp and have been sucha great comfort to us that a 
description of them seems warrantable. 
of tin; no crockery of any sort is used inthe camp. All 
who have camped out know that food becomes Geld very 
Pai nek when served in the open air and upon tin dishes, 
t is not pleasant to sit down to a broiled chop, for in- 

stance, to find arim of cold mutton tallow around the 
margin of your plate, the chop itself frosted with the 
same unsayory grease and your potato cold by the time 
it is buttered and ready for your palate. To overcome 
this very serious objection to an outdoor meal we have 
our plates made double. Two ordinary round tin plates 
are soldered together by a narrow rim that unites their 
edges, leaving a half inch cavity between. In the rim, 
at Opposite points, are two half inch holes, with a collar, 
in which corks are fitted. At meal time these corks are 
removed and boiling water poured into one of the open- 
ings while the air escapes at the opposite one, The corks 
are then put in place, when, for an hour or longer, you 
have plates too hot to handle without napkins, keeping 
your food as hot as when removed from the fire until the 
meal is finished, Three larger dishes, with covers, are 
constructed in the same manner, from which meat and 
vegetables are served. ‘The plates being too hot for but- 
ter, smooth, round stones are used for individual 
butter dishes, 
same purpose admirably, Under the edge of the canopy, 
so as to be shielded from the rain, are arranged two large 
camp chests, in which our provisions and utensils were 

One transported hither, They now serve as cupboards, 
of the chests contains large, square tin cans (fancy 
cracker cans), in which are kept flour, corn meal, rice, 
coffee, tea, dried fruit, sugar, etc, ; im the other is stowed 
away the bread, crackers, dried beet, pickles, baking- 
powder, candles and the like. 

Back of the dining-room, and further up the slope; 
under an immense birch tree, is pitched a wall tent 
which serves as a kind of store-room for our trunks and 
extra clothing; and, back of that, the large tent, 16x20, 
and 9 feet to the ridge pole, upon one side of which bunks 
are built and covered with ticks filled with straw. Over 
these ticks cotton-filled quilts are spread, and over them 
sheets and blankets, affording a bed that would be quite 
desirable in more pretentious quarters. The remaining 
portion of the floor is covered with new-mown hay, with 
hassocks lying about inviting a fellow, when so inclined, 
to a lounge upon the fragrant floor. The sides of the tent 
have pockets in which pipes, tobacco, magazines, papers, 
needles, thread, buttons, and sundry articles of that 
character are lodged. In the center of the tent stands a 
table, made of a barrel with .a cheese-box lid for a top. 
Upon this do we indite epistles to our friends at home 
and to FOREST AND STREAM. To the left, and at the toot 
of a musical, sparkling cascade, is spread another Canon 
under which is our reading table anda hammock. In 
front of this is George’s tent, where he rests when not 
engaged in the cooking department. Around and among 
the tents haye we builded many flower beds, in which 

‘They are made 

Claim or muscle shells have answered the 

are growing and blooming the yarious wild flowers in- 
digenous to these woods. The paths are flanked by ferns ; 
mounds covered with mosses and delicate vines, sur- 
round the trunks of the trees; tie floors of the dining- 
hall and kitchen are swept clean, and all our surround- 
ings in the neatest possible trim; and this is our moun- 
tain home, where every year wespend the month of June, 

In former camp notes, I wrote what we did when it 
rained ; let me now give you a sample of a bright and 
clear day. 

This morning we were awakened at 5 o'¢lock by the 
singing of the birds, and ihe bright light of day shining 
through our tent walls. The music outside, the clear, 
balmy air, and the prospects of an unclouded sunrise, 
were irresistible. A fellow could not lie abedif he would ; 
so, as if by general consent, all the campers were found 
assembled by the shore of the creek, performing their 
ablutiens and looking skyward, all faces lighting up 
for the application of the clear, cool water, and the 
prospect of a perfect day. 

George had already builded his fire, the Lea-kettle was 
sending a cloud of vapor from its mouth, while the lid 
over the potato-boiler was dancing at a lively rate. The 
table was set, the trout sissing in the big pan, and George 
vigorously stirring a quantity of batter that would soun 
be converted into Hap-jacks, As we were chatting about 
the table (to which we had been summoned by George, 
who had converted the empty fish pan into a gong by 
beating it with an iron spoun), the sun made his appear- 
ance over a notch in the eastern mountain—right on 
time—indicating 6 o'clock, What a delightful breakfast 
we had there in the cool morning air, listening to the 
warblings of the birds, and watching the sunbeams 
dancing over the rippling water and upon the trenibling 
leaves of the trees,» while squirrels and chipmunks 
climbed out upon the overhanging limbs looking im- 
uisitively under our canopy to see what we were up to. 

Butterflies, bumblebees, and insects of various colors and 
forms were flying about helter-skelter, without any spe- 
cial object in view, save to enjoy the glorious morning. 
A boy, on horseback, rode along the mountain road over- 
head driving cows to pasture, singing merrily the while 
to an accompaniment of the lowing animals that made 
the mountains ring with their deep, bass voices, Hvery 
note from man, animal, bird, insect or machine, seemed 
to ring out with a clearer tone, intensified by the 
still, cool air. Indeed/all our senses are quickened, for 
we can see further, hear better, smell keener, and taste 
more satisfactorily thai during the rainy days just 

ed. 
Breakfast finished, we smoke, Then, some of fhe 

party paddle on the ponds; others go in search of birds 
and flowers; the boys make ovens in the sand across the 
creek, ard those inclined go fishing. 

I being one of the “inclined,” took down my red from 
its rack against the beech, buttoned a Janding net on my 
back, shouldered my creel and walked leisurely up stream 
to where I pricked a fine fish the day before. I must 
cross the creek, and, not Wishing to get wet before I 
reached the fishing ground, attempted to pass the swift 
running water over a fallen tree, that reached from bank 
to bank. This tree was wet from the spray that arose 
from a boulder, against which the current splashed be- 
neath, and was quite too round in form to permit of an 
easy or secure foothold. Reaching the center of this 
rustic bridge by means of two rheumatic feet and sun- 
dry and multitudinous balancings of arms and legs, a 
confounded kingfisher flew just under my nose, and, 
with an unearthly chatter, startled me, at which I lost 
my center of gravity and fishing-rod at the same mo- 
ment, In trying to regain the first, while the second 
floated swiftly down the rapid and took lodgment in 
some willows, you might haye witnessed, had you been 
there, some difficult feats in grotesque posturing, One 
moment I had decided tu yo in on the upper side of the 
log, but instantly changed my mind and center of gravity 
for the lower one; and then, when my arms flew about 
like those of a windmill, I hesitated and wondered until 
no living mortal could haye decided for me, Another 
slip, a unique bend of the back, a thrust of the hips back- 
ward and shoulders forward, fashioning a capital letter 
Z, changed the situation of affairs again, making it ex 
tremely doubtful to myself as well asa keen and much 
amused spectator on shore, which side of the blamed 
tree would ultimately be selected for the plunge, At 
last a decision was reached, when I took an intermediate 
course, and sat down with most consummiute skill and 
reat alacrity with a leg upon both sides of the log. At 
that yery moment a total eclipse of the sim occiirred, 
and stars—shooting stars—glittered and sparkled all 
about me. This celestial phenomena lasted until I 
gently slid from my resting ‘eri it the babbling 
brook and cooled my confused brain 1m its erystal waters. 
Gathering myself and rod from the stream, I sauntered 

on quite regardless of the dew-covered grass, but all the 

better prepared to admire the sparkling gems that greeted 
my eyes everywhere over the bright greeh meadow. 
Right in my path, from a tuft of weeds, flew a ground 
sparrow, who chatted to me as he hopped along before, 
to lead me from his cosy nest (which I stopped a moment 
to admire) and its three blue eggs that were so lavishly 
spotted with taw sienna. The owner was a merry and 

hospitable little chap, who seemed rather pleased than 
otherwise that J should have made this call at his beauti- 
ful little home, Different was the action of the old hen 
partridge that I surprised a few minutes later, while at- 
tending her young brood along the mountain road. How 
she fluttered almost under my feet, giving me mgre illus-. 
trations of the terrible sufferings and hobbling of the 
maimed than you would have imagined it possible for 
any creature to invent, One leg was badly crippled, as 
though from a compound, comminuted fracture; both 
wings paralyzed and dragging upon the. ground, utterly 
useless; blind in one eye; deaf in both ears; feathers 
all stuck in the wrong way ; She seemed a wreichedly 
dilapidated creature indeed, But try to lay hands on 
her, and it is wonderful how she manages to keep out of 
reach, Follow herin these writhings and liipings for 
half a mile, then see her suddenly recover from all her 
ailments and fly into the deep covert with a chuckle of 
satisfaction at having led you so successfully from her 
family of little ones, which a moment before you heard 
peeping so sweetly among the bushes, and you conclude 
it is really worth the ramble to follow her thus, if only 
to hear her note of delight upon leaving you. 

(To be continued.) 
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BITERS BIT. 

is happened to us one day some years ago to find swim- 
ming in a small fresh water pond a carp duck or 

broadbill (Filigula marila), which was unable to fly, 
although apparently sound in all its members, and which 
we succeeded finally in capturing inalanding net. It 

was observed during the pursuit that the bird was 

apparently unable to close its bill, and as soon as it was 
taken in hand the cause of this became evident. In the 
back of the mouth was the shell of a large mussel, partly 

opened, the hinge being toward the bird’s body. The 

valves were still united, and their planes were at right 
angles to those of the bill, Between the united valves 

the posterior upper surface of the thick fleshy tongue was 
wedged in so thas it was impossible for the bird to expel 
the shell from its mouth. The mussel was a large one, 

so large that there was no possibility of the duck’s swal- 
lowing it. It was evident that the duck had attempted 
Lo swallow the mussel while it was open, and that after 

it had been taken into the mouth, hinge first, the latter 

had partially closed, grasping the tongue, and thus seal- 

ing both its fate and that of its captor. The mussel had 
been dead some time, for it had altogether, disappeared 
from the shell. and the poor bird was woefully emaciated 

and died the night of its capture. This incident, rather 
imusual and interesting as it is by itself, becomes more 
so when compared with a number of similar occurrences 
which have from time to time been placed on record, 

Most of us have heard the story of the raccoon which 

went oysteriny at low water, and in trying to pull one 
of the bivalves out of his shell got caught by the foot 

and was drowned by the rising tide; and there is a 
| egend about a darkey who was captured in the same 
manner, though his adventure did not have any serious 

termination. In the columns of Land and Water there 
have at different times within the past few years been 

published some instances of the capture and death of 
birds and fish by their supposed prey, which will, we 

think, be of interest to our readers in this connection. 
One of these relates to the capture of a small fish called 

a shanny, by a mussel, and is told in the following lan- 

guage :— 
A correspondent, Mr. Stephen Clogy, latelv kindly 

forwarded us a box containing a shanny and mussel, 
which he describes as haying been,taken in the hapbor 
at Looe, Cornwall, in exactly the position represented in 
the accompanying illustration, The shanny and mussel, 
our correspondent writes, were taken by a fisherman who 
was gathering mussels for bait at Looe. Mussels are 
found in great numbers al the bottom of the harbor 
there, and the fishermen use a long-handled, four-pronged 
fork for catching them. A boat is moored over the 
spot on which the mussels are to be found, and the 
fork is employed to bring them from below into the boat. 
In the case in question our correspondent assures us the 
shanny and mussel was brought up as shown in our 
illustration. ‘The fish was alive when taken, and its head 
firmly fixed in the mussel, This certainly may be con- 
sidered a curious capture, and from the evidence it may 
he fairly assumed that the shanny seeing a tempting 
mussel with its mouth open was induced to pop his head 
in—an operation which Master Mussel doubtless resented 
by immediately closing its valves, retaining the fish in 
its deadly grasp. A case in point of fish being taken in 
this way is mentioned by Couch, in which Lacépéde 
records an instance where, as he (Lacépéde) supposes, a 
shanny had made an attempt to feed on an oyster that 
lay with its valves open, in consequence of which it 
became shut up a prisoner by the closing of the shell. 
In this case, however, the shanny was more fortunate 
than the oue taken the other day, for it is stated that in 
this condition of confinement the fish had continued so 
long that the oyster had been dredged and carried to a 
considerable distance. Upon opening it, the captive was 
again set free alive, and without injury. Shanny are 
very retentive of life, and would be found nice additions 
to salt water aquaria. 

Another case bearing more directly on the one which 

came under our own observation, was spoken of by Mr, 
Buckland some years previously. In this instance a rail 

was caught by an oyster and drowned, Mr, Buckland 

Says -— 
Some time since, when examining the famous oyster 

bed at Helston, near Falmouth, Mr. Fred Hill, of Helston, 
was kind enough to accompany me and my friend, Mr. 
Howard Fox, of Falmouth, in ourexpedition. Mr. Hill 
mentioned to me at the time that he had a curious speci- 
men of a bird that had been caught by an oyster. The 
bird and oyster had been mounted in a case by Mr. Vin- 
gar, of Penzance. The history is, that a woman who sells 
oysters, went oné morning to the Helford River and found 
the bird—a common rail—quite dead, with its beak held 
quite firmly by the oyster. which was still alive. 

The bird in all probability was wandering along the 
foreshore looking for his dinner, and Mr. Oyster—possibly 
left longer by the tide than usual—was opening his shells 
waiting the incoming water. The hungry rail, seeing 
something that looked like a white and dainty bit of 
food, pecked at the body of the oyster, and probably 
pricked him sharply with his beak. The oyster then snap- 
ped his shells togteher as quick as a rat trap, and the 
poor bird instantly béeame a prisoner, to die (or possibly 

’ get drowned as the tide rose) in his prison. 
Mr, Buckland’s paper seems to get more than its share 

_ of such instances, forin a recent number we hear thestory 

looks like the bird itself, 

of the choking of agrebe by a fish called a miller’s thumb, 
which is provided with sharp spines on each gill cover, 
somewhat as are our own catfish, These spines caught 
in the throat of the bird and rendered the swallowing or 
disgorging of the fishimpossible. We have neyer, by the 
way, been able to understand just how itis that birds and 

fishes can prey upon the catfish. Their rigid spines, one 
would think, might protect them from any enemy, and 

yet we constantly find catfish in the stomachs of fish, 

and not infrequently in those of birds, 

a large catfish attacked by a heron, and mentioned find- 

ing the spine of one of these fish in the throat of another. 
We have found small cats in the stomach of a loon, and 

they are no doubt devoured by other birds. It may pos- 
sibly be that after death the spines relax and lie flat by 
the side, but we do not rememberto have seen anything 
that would bear out this conjecture. Of course as soon 

as the live fish is grasped he sets all his spines and holds 
them so stiff that they may be broken before they will 

yield to direct pressure, though they yield readily enough 
if the side just back of the pectoral fin be properly manip- 

ulated. The case of the grebe choked by the fish is de- 

scribed by Mr. Buckland as follows -— 

By the kindness of Lord Radnor, Longford Castle, Sal- 
isbury, I have received a grebe (Podiceps minor) choked 
by afish. The fish is fixed so firmly in the bird's month 
that I findit will go neither backwards nor forwards, so [ 
can neither press if down the cesophagus nor pull it out 
altogether, The fish in question is a miller’s thumb. Mr. 
Grebe evidently was not aware that the miller’s thumb 
was armed with two yery sharp spikes on each side of 
the gill cover, and when the fish found himself in trouble 
he simply expanded these spines, which fixed him so 
firmly in the bird’s mouth that he died from suffocation, 
An exactly similar case occurred some few years since, 
which I described in the columns of Land and Water as 
follows :— 

‘“Mr, Arthur Crichton has been good enough to pre- 
sent me with an interesting specimen of grebe (dabchick) 
which was found dead with a fish in its mouth. It was 
found by Mr. Clutterbuck, of Long Wittingham, near 
Abingdon, who writes as follows: ‘ The grebe was found 
in the River Isis, in an eddy, dead, both bird and fish, I 
saw a fellow grebe to-day, fishing in the overflow, which 
is more or less shallow. Ido not know if the miller’s 
thumb would leave the river for the overflow—most fish 
do. The river at the spot is deep. The bird was found 
at the mouth of a ditch in which the water would be 
shallow, and dry when the river is low.’ 

“The first thing I did was to make a cast of the speci- 
men, Mr. Searle has painted it so life-like that it now 

It is very difiicult to cast a 
bird, buvif the cast is successful; it is far better than 
any stuffing by the most skillful taxidermist. On dis- 
secting the throat of the bird I discovered that the little 
spine-like processes on the sides of the head of the fish— 
which was amiller’s thumb (Cotfus gobio)—had stuck 
tightly in the throat of the bird. The position of the fish 
-was headforemost, the back to the lower beak ; the hard 
casing of the head of the fish had pressed so tightly 
down on the windpipe that it was completely closed up. 
Had the fish been swallowed the reverse way, probably 
the bird would have escaped uninjured. I have had two or 
thrée specimens sent me of kingtishers destroyed by fish 
sticking in their throats. There is a case on record where 
a poor fisherman was killed by a father-lasher (Cottus 
scorpio), a sea-fish allied to the freshtwater miller’s thumb. 
The fisherman was annoyed at finding the father-lasher 
among his shrimps, and seizing him, put his head in his 

Tt is but a short 

time since a Florida correspondent sent us an account of 

whether they can get any this summer or fall. 

Sish Culture. 
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CARP APPRECIATED IN TEXAS. 

HAT the carp are rapidly growing in favor in the 
Southern States is a well-known fact. The follow- 

ing letter shows what they, think of them in Texas :— 
Kossze. Livestonrt County, Texas, June 28th. 

Prof. Spencer F. Baird, United States Commissioner 
Fish and Fisheries :— 
Dear Sir : The German carp, sent Sam Bell and me last 

fall, are doing as finely as any one could possibly ask. 
When they arrived there was very little water in our 
pond, so we put them in a well with about four feet of 
water in it, and cormected the well with the tank by 
means of a small ditch, lettmg the tank water fill it up: 
the ditch was left open so that the water would not stag- 
nate. We put five of them in the tank (or pond) and fed 
all of them on corn bread and vegetables that had seed. 
such as tomatoes, squashes. ete., all of which they ate. 
They seemed to like the squash best and preferred it 
baked. Several of themseemed to be sick when they 
reached us, and died soon afterward; the remainder are 
now about four inches wide and afootlong. Corn bread 
is their favorite diet. and by feeding them at the same 
place every day they become accustomed to look for it, 
and now all we have to do when we wish to look at them 
is to tie a piece of stale bread to a string and float it on 
the water, when they come up all around it and scramble 
for it as hogs do for corn. There are numerous parties 
in this neighborhood with good ponds who want to know 

Please 
let me know at once, as fish in this section are scarce and 
high, and the carp seems to be tie fish. Yours truly, 

VoOLNEY METCALFE, 

————<—a + a 

SHAD IN THE COLUMBIA RIVER. 
“ 

ASTORIA, Oregon, July 22d, 

Prof: Spencer F. Baird, Washington, D.C, :— 
Dear Sir: Your letter of the 3d inst., asking for fuller 

information in regard to the presence of shad in the 
Columbia River, came duly to hand ; and, in reply, I will 
say that the first fish of this kind was taken early in the 
fishing season of last year (1$79), in a stationary fish-trap 
in Baker's Bay. a few miles—one or two—above Fort 
Canby, W. T. I did not see this fish, but it was shown 
by the owner of the trap, Capt. James Williams, Tanzy 
Point cannery, Oregon, to George Bune, a well-known 
salmon canner of the Columbia, who pronounced it a 
shad. A few days later Capt. Wiliams brought two 
more to Astoria and gaye them to Hon. D.C, [veland, 
editor of the Daily Astorian, who invited me into his 
office to see them. I had never seen a shad. hnt thought 
they agreed sufficiently with the best description I was 
able to obtain. 
description I could, and sent it to Col. Webber, Commis- 
sioner for New Hampshire, who wrote back that they 
certainly were not shad; basing his opinion upon the 
fact that they had six or eight small, round, dark spots 
along the lateral line, and a projection ofjthe scales along 
the belly which I described as a “'sickle edge.” 
Webber sent my letter to you, and you expressed the 
opinion that the fish in question was some unknown 
species of herring, and asked me to save and forward a 
specimen, 
the traps were swept away, and no more were taken that - 
year. 

J took their measure and made the best 

Col. 

Shortly after taking the two last mentioned. 

This year Capt, Williams built a trap on the 
Oregon side, justabove Fort Steyens, and about May 15th 
he brought me the first taken. Except that it was larger 
—fourteen inches to eleven—iti was exactly like those 
taken last year. It had been cut in catching, and was 
otherwise in poor condition, but he told me that his trap 
had been injured and he might not get another. Isealed 
the specimen in a tin case and was on the point of send- 
ing it to you when Prof, Jordan arrived here on his first 
visit. Thinking it amounted to the same thing, I gave 
the fish to him, and he, on imspection, pronounced it a 
shad. I called his attention to the spots and “sickle 
edge,” and he said those points were characteristic of 
young shad and disappeared at maturity. I haye found 
Prof, Jordan's knowledge of the salmonidiw to be ex- 
ceedingly accurate, and so I have full confidence in his 
assertions in regard to this fish. The fish-trap was re- 
paired about the middle of June, and on the 17th Capt. 
Williams brought four specimens to Astoria, These were 

mouth, and attempted to bite it off. The fish, however, 
gave astruggle, slipped down his throat,and expanding his 
spines at the side of its head, managed to immoyably fix 
itself in the larynx, thus killing the man by suffoca- 
tion.” 

— it 

THat RAT CAaTCHER.— Boston, Aug. Tth.—Editor For- 
est and Stream ;—I dowt think that rat was drowned, 
The snake must have swallowed it then and there, or it 
would have gone home to digest his meal, Jt is most 
likely that he surprised the rat and sprang on it un- 
aware, and once with its teeth fast on the rat's head, he 
would suifocate itin no time, without its having the 
gh st of a chance; besides, his prey was probably nearly 
paralyzed with fright. No matter how *‘game” it may 
be, there are but very few animals on two legs or four 
that are not panic struck at the sight of a snake. 
As to not finding wounds, that is not singular. The 

snake's teeth are sharp as needles, but equally fine, and 
while arranged for the purpose of holding—a dozen rows 
or so across the roof of his month, and all pointing back- 
ward—are useless for chewing purposes, and their yery 
fineness would prevent their leaying marks. The rat 
could not have lived long enough to struggle much any 
way. for a snake is one of the strongest things that live, 
and with its nose pointing inward and its head half 
swallowed from the outsef, it must have smothered 
speedily. 

If the snake is what I have been accustomed to term 
“water snake,” it could not have crushed him. Con- 
striction is only used with effect by tree snakes, while 
the striped snake and his cousin, the present incumbent 
—if indeed they are not the same—are never found there ; 
although I did once capture a monster in a very scrubby 
yeliow locust, fifteen feet from the ground, but that was 
hardly a tree, asit was so thickset that he undulated 
from twig to twig. not coiled around. 

In conclusion, I would say that I ought to know where- 
of I speak, having had, as a boy, a mania for snakes, hav-. 
ing kept them by the tubful to watch their habits. At 
that time and afterward, [ was accustomed to carry home 
every one I met to turn loose among my squash bugs. 
They are excellent buggers. Butittakes a swift hand 
and a quick eye to get a stip in the back of their neck 
without a bite. JOHN PRESTON TRUE. 

We are rather inclined to doubt the constricting |" 
powers of the water snake, and for that reason suggested 
the drowning of the rat. 

bought at a large price by Mr. A. J. Megler, of the Occi- 
dental hotel, who, knowing that I wished to obtam a 
specimen, brought the best one and presented it to me. 
It is now in Prof, Jordan’s aleohol tank. 
after the capture of these four, the trap was again swept 
away, and will not be again rebuilt, 
liams’ opinion—in which I coincide—that there are 
bundreds and perhaps thousands of these fish in the 
river, they being too small to be caught in the gill nets, 
that being the only method of fishing practiced here; 
the small amount of seining being hardly worthy of 
mention. iF 

Immediately 

It is Capt. Wil- 

Whether shad will become acclimated so far as to 
propagate here is, I think, extremely doubtful, I am 
informed that in June, when they spawn, it is necessary 
that the water should have a minimum temperature of 
70°, 
mountain streams were as follows: Young's River, June 
6th, 58¢; Klaskani, June 13th, 50°; Klaskani, June 27th. 
588: while the Columbia, to-day, in the ships’ channel, is 

I did not test the river water at that time, but the 

65°. I think the attempt now being made to introduce 
carp into lakes on Clatsop Plains will fail for the same 
teason. In Hastern and Southern Oregon they may 
succeed. i 

Tn closing I will say that I would like to know what 
food fishes other than the salmonidce will thrive in a 
country where the temperature of the water is as above, 
I suppose it is well known that our winters are mild. 

Respectfully yours. Cc. J. Sacre. 
— 

America’s EXHIBIT AT BerLin.—The following letter 
shows how our exhibit appeared to the representative 
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from France, who went there to study the fishery display 
of all nations :— 

Societe D'ACCLIMATATION, Paris, July 22d. 
Dear Sir : In the time of my last Jetter, 1 was unwell, 

and I had not the leisure to tell you all that I wished. 
Permit me to write to you now to express to you all my 
admiration for the magnificent show of the United 
States Fish Commission at the Fisheret Exhibition, in 
Berlin, (The American division was utterly the first 
among all other sections in this exhibition, and it was in 
perfect correlation with the magnitude of all things 
made by the great American people. 

‘There was much instruction to gather for us in this dis- 
play, and if was a great pleasure for me to see all those 
things, in company with the learned Prof, Brown Goode, 
and Mr. Mather. The apparatus of the ‘Fish Hawk," 
above all, amazed me, How mucli we have to do, in 
France, to follow your countrymen in the work of fish 
culture ! 

I must acknowledge that in our country very few peo- 
ple understand, as if deserves, all the importance of fish 
culture, The Sociefe D’Acclimatation is nearly alone in 
the work, and as its resources ure very small, the results 
every year are not extensive. However, we hope this 
year to create a laboratory with a little school of fish 
culture, in which we shall exhibit as far as possible all 
ihe apparatus and methods used in foreign countries, 
particularly the recent American improvements, and 
also living specimens of all species of exotic fishes worthy 
of special attention. I do not fail to make you ac- 
quainted with the execution of this scheme, and J trust 
you will be good enough on occasion to grant us the aid 
ot your precious advice. 

Thave the honor to he, dear sir, yours most respect- 
fully, RAVERET WATTEL, Secretary, 
Monsieur le Prof. Spencer h. Baird. 

Sea and iver MHishing. 
—-— 

FISH IN SEASON TN AUGUST, 

FRESH WATER. 
Maskalonge, Ayox nubilior, 
Pilte or Pickerel, Hson lucive, 
Yellow Tereh, Perca flumatilis, 

Salmo | Grayling, Zhymattus tricolor. 

Trout, Salmo fornbinalls. 
Salmon, Salmo satay. 
Lake Trout, Salmo namaycush. 
Land-locked Salmon, 
sali. 

Black Bass, Mivroplerus salmoides} I. pallidus. 

SALT WATER. 
Sea Bass, Centropristia atrarius. | Blactish, Pornatomius saltatriz, 
Sheepshead, Archosargus prolia-| Spanish Mackerel, Cybium mac- 
tatephalus, ulatum. 

Striped Bass, Rocets lineritiaa. Cero, Cybium rvegale. 
White Perch, Morone americana. | Bonito, Sardi pelamys, 
Weaktish, Cynoscion regalis. Kingtish, Menticirrus nebulosus, 

rr 

MOVEMENTS OF SALMON. 

N our issue of July 22d we published a letter from Prof, 

Hind to Prof, Baird, entitled *‘ Late Appearance of 
Canada Salmon,” which contained a new idea on the use 

of the hook ou the lower jaw of the adult male during 

the breeding season, This letter attracted much atten- 

fion, and was widely copied. We print below Mr. Mowat’s 

letter on the subject to the Mirimichi Advance, in which 

he does not agree with Prof. Hind in all things, although 

he indorses his views upon the use of the hook, which 

the Professor says is for the purpose of rupturing the 
ovarian sac and allowing the eggs to flow into the ducts, 

an operation accomplished, as he says, by the male fish 

gviping the female behind the pevtoral fins. Mr, Mowat 
says -— 

Prof, Hind'’s letter on the unusual scarcity of salmon 
in all our North Atlantic rivers this year possesses very 
ereat interest, and I hope it may be the means of further 
elucidating the mystery. ‘The oldest fishermen,” of 
whom we have a few good specimens, say—arid it is 
some comfort—that forty years ago, when salmon were 
in abundance, they experienced just as poor, if nob worse 
years than this has been. Msiny men of skill and knowl- 
ede believe that from the marks, bruises and worn con- 
dition of very many of this season's fish they have actually 
been caught in the grip of the ice, or embayed by it and 
desivoyed in some way in their migration here. Our 
weather here last fall was not colder than usual, and 
the river presented a good show of both salmon and 
prilse, as wellas a very large show of smolt and parr. 
All the June and July fish, also, had gone before cold 
weather. The Professor says some salmon only visit the 
rivers for sanitary purpeses, being biennial spawners, or 
only doing 80 once in two years. Before I can believe 
this theory I must have stronger proofs, for such salmon 
do not enter any of the Bay Chaleur rivers, All our 
June fish (and they seldom arrive before the 1st—often 
as late as the 10th) have the ova half developed. The 
July and August fish ave still further advanced, giving 
ova about Oct. 10th, finishing 20th, and going to sea in 
about ten days after, some of them iminediately. Dur- 
ing the seven years I have been engaged in pisciculture 
the time has been uniform, not varying more than two 
days, even although the salmon chanced to come three 
weeks earlier. These fish do not winter here in the 
yiver. and whether they are the first fisl.of the succeed- 
ing spring I cannot say, but I suppose they are, Our 
spring kelts are fish coming from sea late (or in middle) 
of November with the ova at the same stage as the June 
fish, and I should think requiring three months to ma- 
ture ; they go well up to headwaters at once, where, ow- 
ing to the numerous spring brooks, the ice does not form 
to the same extent or solidity, often thawing out in Feb- 
rnary and March, and where they deposif, Following 
the ice down in the spring, these go to sea in June. On 
examination these kelts will be found quite different from 
the fall kelt, being well mended and bright, with the 
next year's ova quite well formed, the roe being from 
three to four inches in length, 
Now, should those roving sanitary schools spoken of by 

the Professor enter this river, they must do so under the 
ice im April and depart before our netters can catch them. 
{ bave known our esluary, clear for three and four 
weeks, before a fish madeits appearance. To show the 
rapidity with which they come I may state that I took 

not long ago, a salmon at the Indian House, with a par- 
tially digested caplin in it. The caplin never leaves salt 
water, and the nearest point at which the salinon could 
get itis Huron Island, seventy-two miles from Indian 
House, That extreme cold may retard the growth of the 
oya, is possible, but to extinguish the intinct or desire to 
spawn after the ova is fully deyeloped is impossible. 
Owing to the yery heavy and severe ice runs, both fall 

and spring, as well as the heavy spring freshets, whicli 
most of our Canadian salmon rivers are subject to 
just at the time when ova is newly laid, or when the 
young fish is bursting the shell, artificial propagation is 
much more 4 necessity than in more favored countries, 
This last spring particularly the river bed has been com- 
pletely upset by spring ice destroying most, if not the 
whole of the naturally laid ova. Independent of this 
cause, 1 know, from actual examination, that three. 
fourths of the oya naturally laid are dead eggs. I at- 
tribute this fact principally tothe rapidity of the water 
carrying away the milt before coming in contact with 
the egg; probably, alsa, to either a want or an excess of 
males. I have obseryed on a bar where fifteen or twenty 
fish were spawning a large male rushing round chasing 
smaller males and grilse and paying little attention to 
the females spawning, and we now know that if the egg 
is a very short time in the water without contact with 
the milt it will not fructify. 

I do not ignore the giving of all due care to the pre- 
servation of the river, so thata good stock may be al- 
ways there for natural production, but when by artificial 
production 98 per cent, can be turned ont, in our Can- 
adian rivers at any rate, itis a most valuable assistance 
and one that we cannot afford to despise. 

That every river has its own fish is certain, and that 
every fish finds its own river, and knows it—and 
knows the portion of it where it passed its young 
days—I believe also. I saw a peculiarly marked 
fish, having three vld spear wounds on one side, while 
boating in the fall of 1867, She was spawning on the 
bar at Larry’s Gulch. The next fall, not five yards from 
the same place, myself and men again saw her. In the 
June of the following year, I found her in Mr. Haddow’s 
ice house at Athol House, taken in a net there. Her 
weight was thirty-three pounds. The three scars or 
cicatrices on one side were so marked that there was no 
possibility of mistaking the fish, 
Salmon in some rivers may rush, and keep rushing 

for the headwaters as, for instance, in the Frazer River, 
{ give our salmon credit for more sense ; they know there 
is more danger in the small, contracted pools. or head- 
waters, than where the big pools and deep water exist, 
and since the thorough protection was inaugurated the 
large pool at Metapedia holds more fish than thirty miles 
of the Kedgwick, and fish now spawn from tidewater to 
the source. Iam certain there are some of the very first 
run of fish in the Metapedia pool to-day, and any expert 
can tell bythe color and condition of the fish how long 
they haye been in the fresh water. 
ifully indorse the Professor's opinion respecting the 

use of the hook on the lower jaw of the male fish, having 
actually observed it in’73. The following year I told 
fr, Charles Hallock of it, when IT expected he would 

langh at such a theory, but he didn’t, Still, I can hardly 
fo so far as (he Professor, having kept the sexes separate 
for a weelc before heing mature, and many of them have 
piven ova freely on litting them out of the water. But 
in many cases, when you feel the eggs completely sepa- 
rated and the fish ripe, a smart grasp or two behind the 
gills at the throat will at once bring the ova. 
Now, Mr. Editor, far ba it from me to dispute the au- 

thority of Prof. Hind, or to say he is wrong in any of his 
conclusions. I only tell youwhat I know from actual ob- 
servation in the Restigouche River, and no other. Any 
light or information respecting the nature and habits of 
onr most yaluable fish should be disseminated, and T 
trust you will have many contributors on the subject. 1 
am, sir, yours truly, JoHN Mowat. 

Fiestigouche Fish Hatchery, Dee Side, July 29th. 

FLY-PISHING FOR SHAD, 

K SPRINGFIELD, Mass., July 24th. 
Editor Forest and Stree — 

Tintimated that I should soon revisit Holyoke, and 
essay the capture of some of the gan\y beaaties ina scien- 
tific manner, by casting, instead of the usual style prac- 
ticed there of fishing with a long line—that is, if I could 
find my incomparable tip. Well, [found that tip—now 
don’t smile—for it was in the hollow cane all the time, 
stuck fast. Let us change the subject, for I know that 
in your crowded columns space is valuable, and there- 
fore I will not occupy it with the comments that I of- 
fered upon the occasion, but will at once take you 

On the breast of the beautiful river, 
Where glorious sport can be had; 

And set your quiet nerves all a-quiver, 
Ina Ielt with the amy chad. - 

The Professor accompanied me upon this occasion—not 
that he cared to fish, but his scientific {sensibilities had 
been greatly shocked by my assertion of the fact that 
shad not only regularly feed in fresh water, but afford 
first-class sport. This statement wasso much at variance 
with his preconceived notions thathe repudiated the idea 
at once, and laughed me to scorn for setting myself—a 
mere tyro—against all of our well known iclithyologists 
ma matter of fact; but as I stoutly maintained that L 
was right, he consented to go with me, stating that he 
could disprove my assertions, or at least explain their in- 
consistency. When we arrived, we found that my favor- 
ite position was occupied, and so cast anchor just below 
the old pier, whére the two currents meet. As the Pro- 
fessor was a stranger to''the delights of the swaying 
rod,” he trusted his fortunes toa hand line, and I com- 
menced whipping across the current. It was half an 
hour before either of us gota rise, when the Professor, 
who is a little inclined to be nervous, gavea fearful yank, 
and with many ejaculations and much struggling with 
the line, hauled in a clam as large as my hand. Instinc- 
tively realizing my opportunity to repay him in kind for 
some of his many lectures upon his favorite topic, I as- 
sumed a look that Solomon would have envied, and in a 
candid tone of voice that almost persuaded even me that 
I was enunciating fundamental truths, I turned my hon- 
est eyes full upon his face, saying: '‘ Professor, I am ut- 
terly dumbfounded that you should express surprise at so 

common an occurrence, Why, every schoolboy knows 
that the festive clam will, in his gayer moments, spor- 
tively rise to the fly; and to see a naturalist of your 
well-earmed reputation ignorant of ihe fact fills me with 
astonishment, and I no longer wonder that you dispnte 
the equally well-known fact that shad will also rise.” 
With a comical grimace he expressed himself as now wil- 
ling to believe anything. and that he was ready to swear 
that, not only would shad bite, bot that 1 conld pull 
them in with that whipstick. Just then I saw the swirl 
of aheavy fish about thirty feet away, and quicker than 
thought my stricken fly was lightly dancing among the 
undulating cireles—there was a silvery flash and a sud- 
den shower of pearly drops thrown high in the air as my 
yictim seized the line ; and, as with ‘‘instinctive turn of 
wrist * I fastened the eruel steel in his mouth, he gave a 
leap that showed his magnificent proportions and with 
speed of afrightened bird rushed down thestream, J was 
entirely occupied with my fish, but I must haye glanced al. 
the Professor, for I can yet see the look of wonder—almost 
awe—in his wide open eyes. No word was spoken, for 
my heart cas too full of satisiied pleasure. No doubts 
or fears disturbed my mind, for my trusty tip wis in 
place and bending allits energies to accomplish the de- 
feat of our scaly foe. After moré than half an how of 
most exciting sport, I slipped the landing net under him, 
and with a long-drawn satisfied sigh, Jifted him into the 
boat. We could not tell his weight, as my pocket scales 
register but six pounds, and they proved inadequate to 
the task. Weat once resumed our fishing, and the Pro- 
fessor had extraordinary luckin getting bites ; but nota 
fish did he land, In vain I cautioned him against twitch- 
ing their heads off. No sooner did he feel the *' soul in- 
spiring thrill” than with a spasmodic yank he would lear 
the hook from their tender mouths, and then wonder 
‘why they didn’t hang on.” Tsoon had another one go- 
ing, and as he kept near the bottom, and did not show 
much fight, 1 soon had himin the boat, This fish Jad 
swallowed the fly, and it was fastin his stomach, and I 
was obliged to use my knife. Upon opening him we 
found that his stomach was distended, almost to biirst- 
ing, with food which consisted of msects mainly, al- 
though there was also the well defined skeleton of a 
small fish of some kind, and strangest of all, several hits 
of yegetable substance that we pronounced to be pick- 
erel grass. ‘The Professor was nonplussed, and when I 
lifted up on the point of mry knife a wee bit of crusta- 
cean that I had found in the miss, he exclaimed, '* Vil 
give if up now; that isa Gammarus minus!” 

** Hold on,” said I, ‘‘that settles it forever; for if a 
shad can swallow that”—I did not dare try to pronounce 
it—* he can swallow anything.” 

** Ves,” said he, ‘‘and I should not be surprised if you 
were to tell me that they went ashore nights and robbed 
hen-roosts.” 
Whether this was intended for a sly kick at my liom- 

ily upon the clam, or merely the fanciful expression of 
his highly wrought feelings, 1] am unable to say. Our 
squadron was now reinforced by a cockle-shell of a boat, 
containing a crew of two men who brought their frail 
eraft to anchor about thirty yards to our right, and a lit- 
tle below us, thus giving us a capital view of the per- 
formance that I shall attempt to describe, although mere . 
wérds will convey but a faint idea of the scene, 

After safely mooring their tottlish boat, they let out a 
line from each side and one from the stern; then the 
min who was stationed aff put his rod together, and ty- 
ing a couple of flies to the end of his line with a good 
square knot, he took off his coat, and, spitting on his 
hands, raised up on tiptoe and—well he didn’t throw his 
rod clear ashore, as I imagined he was going, to, but with 
a powerful back-handed swing and a sudden jerk for- 
ward that would have snapped a green hielcory, he landed 
his flies upon the water with a splash that was only 
equalled by the noise of the rod as it followed suit and 
buried half its length beneath the surface, Just here 
the Professor atternpted a wittivism at my expense, by 
saying that the man was casting. You wall readily per- 
ceive the animus of this upon Jearning that the only 
casting that he had ever seen was at my hands; but I 
entirely ignored the feeble effort, and confined my at- 
tention to affairs in the little boat, which swayed and 
yoeked fearfully at each successive throe of the stalwart 
fisherman, who kept it up bravely, and Nterally lashed 
the waters into foam. Not the least amusing part of the 
performance was to see his companion dodge at every 
cast, After watching him awhile I came to the conclu- 
sion that it was not from fear of the hooks, but that it 
was the noise of the whistling line that caused him to 
shy. With ever-increasing wonder ‘at the power of his 
arms and the astonishing strength of his rod, I welehed 
with deepest interest the performance, until a splash in 
tho water and a fierce tug at my line foreed me to attend 
to my own affairs. But in spite of the gamy struggles 
of my captive, which required all my efforts to circum- 
vent, my eyes would still fondly turn toward the little 
boat, and although I lost my fish by the means, I fel\_ 
amply compensated when I saw our hero sudilenty throw 
his cod into the bottom of the boat with a vim that 
would have broken a crowbar, and Joudly calling to his 
companion to fetch the landing net, he seized the line at 
the stern, and with wildly gyrating arms hauled it in 
hand over hand, Oh! for the pencil of a Hogarth to 
immiortalize the picture. Oh! forthe pen of a—a—Mur- 
ray to portray the scene, as he surged upon the tautened 
line and “hollered” for the net, which was describing 
erratic parabolas in the air, but siill surely coming, as we 
could plainly see by the upheaval of one end of the boat 
and the sinking of the other. Soon the water was pour- 
ing over the stern, and our hero spasmodically sounded 
the retreat—which his companion effected =one too 
soon—but game to the core he did not relax his hold of 
the line ner cease those frantic yanks until he safely 
flopped into the boat a yearling shad that would weigi 
nearly half a pound, It was now almost night, and 
having demonstrated to our entire satisfaction that 
“casting” was the true and only sportsmanlike way to 
capture these gamy fish, we reeled up our lines (every fly 
was gone from the Professor's) and started for home with 
that deep feeling of satisfaction in our hearts that is 
only experienced by the happy angler af the close of a 
day of suceessful sport. 7 
Thad intended to descant upon the thrilling sensations 

experienced at the strike of a lively fish—although your — 
‘companion may be playing him at the time—bot this 

SHADOW. 

z 

will keep until my next, , 
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stream for fish, rock bottom, and abounds in springs, 1] the powers that be to draw from these Jakes to an un- 
think the pond is quite deep. Don’t you think the salmon | usual extent, in order to supply the needs of the fac- 
trout would do well in it? also the carp? If you think | tories at Lewiston. The water throughout the whole 
the salmon trout will do, I would like to try them also, Do | chain of lakes is lower than for seyeral years. The re- 
you think my pond is too large for salmon trowt, and are | pairs in progress at the Middle Dam also necessitate the 
they much trouble to raise? They have been catching | drawing off of the water, and the whereabouts of the 
the red horse out of the Dam now for two or three | trout is a problem at present unsolved. Very warm 
weeks. They are caught in ‘*dip-nets,” taited with | weather and low water have probably combined to cause 
mush, made ont of corn meal with cotton worked in to | the fish to seek the deepest paré of their feeding grounds, 
make it tough, They are also caught with *grab-| But as the number of fishermen is greater than hereto- 
hooks” baited with mush. The ‘grab-hooks” are a| fore, the haunts of the big trout will soon be discoy- 
novelty to some of you thaf never saw them, They ave | ered, and due report will be made to your readers. Wild 
put on lines with one small hook for bait, and below it | rice from Rice Lake, in Canada, was sown in May, al- 
three larfe hooks tied on the line ina circle; these are} ter being well soaked, but has not shown itself as yet. 
called grabs, When the fish sucks (they seldom ever} lt was sown according to directions, in from four to six 
swallow a bait) the mush on the small hooks, the line is | feet of water. Some, claiming to be well informed, say 
jerked upward and the fish caught under the throat by | it does not sprout the first year. Can any reader of 
the grabs. The red horse, as Ive just said, ave rarely | experience give information as to this? The new route 
eyer caught by swallowing a bait, hence the invention of | vid narrow guage railroad to Phillips’ is very popular, 
the grabs, whieh chins the fish, when they suck the | and Page’s Elmwood Hotel at Phillips’is a resting place 
dough on the bait hook, I give you these little items, | indeed to all who are en route to the lakes The hotel 
thinking they may interest you. I’m a proficient at | 1s extremely nice in all ils appointments, and deserves 
chinning, IT have chinned many a pike, when the water | the large patronage it has received. The lake road from 
was too clear for them to bite, and when they are very | Andover has been censiderably improved since last year. 
shyand wary and will not allow you scarcely to approach Moré anon, LAWRENCE, 
the bank where they sun themselves without darting off —_.__ 

into deep water out of sight, It will not belong before} Porkep River—“Riverside House.” N.J., Aug. 13th 
they are catching the perch in the Dan. I will study | _Fishingis capital here yet, the catch of weakfish rang- 
their spesies, color, etc,, and write you. BR. 5. B. ing from 25 to 150 per boat per day, with three or four 
We have supposed the names rock bass, ‘ goggle-eye”™ | bluefish, as they are again beginning tobite. One nian 

and ‘‘red-eye” to belong to one fish, the Ambloplites pause et ane pre sero ey, WANN eS, by Ces 
~ . © we | ees PS a & 0 e 1) i p Shore. plriped bass are he- 

rupestris, but the common names of fishes are fearfully ginning to bite, and afew have been a in. for the 
mixed, We incline to the opition that your “ black . last two days. and we anticipate bass fishing in earnest 
perch” is the black bass of the North. The name bass is next week, Mr, Lawrence brought in the finest string 
used at the North for most of the fishes which are of weakfish of the season,-alloyer three pounds, and one 

called perch at the South, If the water in your pond 
of them weighed three and a half when dressed ; so you 

; ; roe : see the rod has not been laid by, although the breech-Ibad- 
rises above 70% at any time, it is not suitable for trout ;| ers arehard at work. Our score to-day wag: The Mag- 
better try the carp. ‘The salmon trout, or lake trout, do} gie, Messrs, Speers, Morrell and_ Faswcett, twenty-one 

not thrive in small lakes or ponds, Unless your ** pond * weaktish ; the Idle Hours, Mr, CO. H. Corbin, sixty weak- 

is over a square mile in extent, and from thirty to sixty 

feet deep, with a bottom temperature in summer of 

fish ; the Belle, twenty-nine large ones, A, 

60°, or lower, you can do nothing with lake trous, 
\/ —_—>— 

Texas TrouT.—Corpus Christi, Texas.—In your is- 
sue of June 10th, E see an article by Dr. J. A. Henshall, 
of Gynthiana, Ky., another by C. L. J. of Willis, Texas, 
and a short note from Hastings, of Austin, Texas, con- 
cerning Texas ‘black bass,” or -‘trout.” 

There may be genuine trout in Texas, but if so they 
are yery far from the limits of civilization, for I have 
fished Texas waters since 1848 and never saw a 
speckled trout other than what is called in the South 
“salt water trout,” and in the North ‘‘weaktish,* 

As to the black bass, I have caught what are called 
black bass in the Western States, in nearly every stream 
in Western Texas, for aside from the ‘‘croppie” or ‘*gor- 
gle eye,” the ‘‘wide-mouthed perch,” and the “‘red-bellied 
perch” or “sunfish,” they are the only game fish of any 
note in the fresh waters of this State, south or west of 
Austin. js 

All of these fish are taken from the same streams and 
at all seasons of the year, as they do not hibernate this 
far Sonth. The eroppie is at times a yoracious biter, but 
is weak and slides out of the water as easily asa piece of 
tin. He is generally about as flat as a shingle, and af- 
fords but little sport to the angler, At other times, al- 
though they may be seen plentifully, they will not touch 
bait. Lhave given to him an alias, viz., *‘goggle eye,” on 
the authority of persons better posted in fish nomencla- 
ture of the North and West than myself, although I con- 
fess I do not like it, as L always considered the ‘‘eroppie” 
and the ‘‘woggle eye” as two distinct fish. The Doctor 
(Henshall) gives the “rock bass” as the ‘tgogele eye,” and 
says he is not found in Texas, 3 

Hallock’s ‘‘Sportsman’s Gazetter” gives ‘Tock bass,” 
“croppie” and ‘‘goggle eye” as identical. - I do not know 
which is right, but I do feel satisfied that we have any 
quantity of black bass proper in Texas, and they grow 
large, too, as I have taken more than one over five pounds 
in weight, and I saw and purchased one over nine pounds. 
This fish is identical with the one known as black bass 
in the Western ‘States,-and, as C. L, J. says, it differs 
according to the difference ofthe waters in which it is 
found, etc. One taken froma clear sprine stream, and 
another from a muddy lake placed side by side, would 
not even be called relations by marriage, so little would 
they resemble each other. 

ow, what is the fish I have alluded lo as the ‘“‘wide- 
mouthed perch?" He is as deep as a sunfish of the same 
length, about twice as thick and has a mouth like a black 
bass. His color is that of a bass, and he is as gamea fish 
in eyery way, and as fino eating. I have taken them in 
the Perdinales, seventy-five miles west of Austin, weigh- 
ing upward of three pounds, althourh they rarely ex- 
ceed two pounds in weight. He will eat anything any 
time, and readily takes a fly. 

Dr, Henshall describes him in describing roel buss, ex- 
cept that he does not give him the requisite breadth, or, 
more properly, thickness. 

This wide-mouthed peren is very dark. and our “crop- 
pie” is a light-colored, slim, watery fish, with a small 
mouth and a small amount of meat on his bones. ‘I van- 
not think that Dr. Henshall means that the ‘‘croppie” is 
not caught in Texas, for lcan show him specimens any 
day at ‘San Antonio. So of the wide-mouthed perch. I 
have heard these sometimes called ‘‘war-mouthed perch.” 

Imagine a black bass just cwice as deep as those in the 
North and you have a picture of the ‘‘wide-mouthed 
perch” of this State. I will state here, by way of excuse 
for C. 5. W., that every thing is ‘‘cat,” ‘tperch,” or 
“trout” in Texas with the average fisherman of inland 
waters. 1 have even seen “suckers” and ‘‘bulFalo’ 
called “trout,” solely, L suppose, because they would not 
bear classification either as ‘‘cat’ or “perch.” Brxar. 
The ‘“var-mouth” of the South is the “rack bass” of 

the North. Dr. Henshall is an authority upon these 
fishes. 

X Bass Rops anp Bass NoMENcLATURE.—Leesburg, Va., 
July 80th—The Potomac and Goose Creek have been de- 
plorably “unclear” for more than ten days, and even 
their tributaries near this place haye been unfit to fish, 
I haye,as a substitute for sport actual, read the col- 
umns of your paper diligently for sport ideal, especially 
Dr, Henshall’s excellent papers on black bass and fly- 
fishing for them. Ihave some notions on the subject, 
possibly heterodox, which I wish to air, For instance, 
on the position of one’s reel. I find if most convenient 
to cast with my reel naderneath ; but to play my (?) fish 
with the reel on top, where I may see the line as it goes 
out, and rezulate the go” thereof. As soon as [ hook 
a heavy fish, Llay my red in my left hand, the reel up, 
handle to my right, and right hand itself holding the 
butt, or working the handle of my reel as the occasion 
seumeth ta demand. The only trouble I have, is from 
the twisting or warping of the rod. Lf, however, I play 
the fish with rings underneath (as I cast), the rings are 
more qfickly worn so as to fray the line. One can take 
a m‘dadle course, though cast and play your fish with reel 
and rings underneath, except when the fish runs to- 
ward you, and then transfer to the left hand, using the 
right in reeling in the line, 
With regard to flies, I fancy those tied on about a No. 

8 Sproat, or round bend of like size, with the wings re- 
versed and separate. 1 know that trout flies when in the 
water have usually their wings stuck together, being 
wut. Yet the separate-wing flies seem more attractive, 
and I belive aréso to the fish. Now comes what I fear is a 
heresy in rods. I like a three-piece rod with the butt 
piece longer than the mid-piece and the mid-piece longer 
than the tip, say four, three and a half and three feet re- 
spectively. I know some of the best anglers disagree 
with me here, for I once asked one of our best rod 
makers and most accomplished anglers about this matter, 
and he held up for the equal division of the whole length, 
Two pieces of equal size and length, as equally strained 
as possible, with line through rings, would break where 
they were joined, @ ¢.,in the middle. The point of great- 
est strain would be at the joint. One being heavier than 
the othur would throw the point of greatest strain away 
from the joint on the heayier piece. 7. @., towards the 
butt. and if the pieces were not only unequal in length, 
but different m size, the point of greatest strain would 
+e farther from the joint and nearer the heavier end of 
the heavier piece, causing, I believe, the point of great- 
est strain fo be very near to the grasp of the hand, not 
far from the reel, where, of course. the rod is strongest. 
If this theory be true, arod would be practically un- 
breakable by any fish ever hooked by the fly. If one 
uses such flies as mentioned above, they are most conve- 
niently carried in a tin mustard plaster case easily 
slipped into the breast pocket of a fishing coat, 

As to the nomenclature, ii seems to me that Micropte- 
rus is singularly usfortunate, even with the explanation 
of the broken dorsal which caused great Lacepédle to call 
it little-fin. Small-mouth seems equally far from the 
trutli as a name for the species we have in the Potomac, 
as, except by comparison, no one would eyer think 
‘* smjyall-monuth~ when looking a specimen in the face (if 
a fish has any face), If you stand directly in frone of a 
black bass (Micropferus salmoides) when his mouth gap- 
eth for ‘‘ ye little minnow,” you can’t see any fish at all; 
he is then, to your eye, all mouth. Oh, if a naturalist 
could light wpon some method of nomenclature such that 
an ordimary man with common sense could call a fish by 
the proper characteristic name, after examination, which 
name being putinto Latin (as a common language for 
men of different tongues) would forever serve as a, con- 
cise description of the scaly rascal. The different names 
ought to be answers to definite questions agreed upon by 

nituralists as proper to be asked by the observer upon 
first seeing the specimen, 

I have dreamed that all this might be true some day. 
Now, to close all this fishy talk with a different kind o° 
palaver, why do the modern archers trim the feathers on 
their arrow ina line not parallel to the wood of the 
shaft? The best Indian arrows I ever saw had the edges 
of their feathers parallel to the arrow. WwW. 

The name Mieropteris (small-tin) is not so very inap- 

propriate if the pectorals are considered, besides ib is 

really not important that a name should be descriptive 
in these days when new discoveries render the descriptions 
neeless, (See names like jluwmatilis, vulgaris, etc.) 

Concerning the month question, the size is only rela- 

tive, and the mode of measurement is with the mouth 

shut, and to note how far back it is cleft. This is one 

of the principal marks by which the two species are sep- 
arated, In the *‘ big-mouth” (If pallidus) it extends to 
or beyond a vertical line dropped from the posterior part 
of the orbit, or cavity of the eye, while in the ** small- 

mouth ” it only extends to about the middle of the pupil. 
————— 

W. Brack BAss AnD Rock Bass.—Millwood, N. C.—What 
you call at the North the rock bass, we call here the 
black perch. They grow to a pound weight, and are a 
tine table-fish with us, [ live within three miles of the 
Virginia line, and was raised on Dan River, the dividing 
line at this point between North Carolina and Virginia. 
{ have caught many fine perch out of the Dan River, and 
also the red horse, The latter resembles a mullet or sucker, 
but they are a fine fish, weighing sometimes six pounds. 
The ‘*vorele-eye” is the largest perch we catch. The 
‘‘yed-eye’ is smaller, not as large as the black perch, and 
is of a different color. I may be mistaken as to the * red- 
bye,” as | have not caught one for many years, and have 
zio distinct recollection of them, as 1 was then a boy. I 
think they are what you call black bass; are lighter in 
eolor than the ‘‘ goggle-eye,” but never grow to avery 
large size and haye a very red eye. The black perch ere 
lark in color, hence their name. I have caught fifteen 
very fine ‘ gogale-eyes” in a short time with hook and 
line. I have seen silver perch caught wilh hook and 
line in the pound here weighing something over a pound, 
Tt was the prettiest fish Lever saw. It shone as bright 
as the brightest silver dollar when landed. They are 
baited with minnow, same as the “ gogele-eye,” but are 
not as good a4 table-fish as the latter, nor the black perch. 
The Jatter was formerly caught in the pond in great 
quantities, and are native fishes, but are very scarce 
now. I think my pond, which is a very large one, coy- 
ering several acres, will do for carp, It is a splendid 
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\ Lanp-nockep SAtmon In RANGELey Laxes,—Cum p 
Kenebago, Aug. 2d.—I have known of fine land-locked 
salmon being taken in our lakes this season; the largest 
was taken about two weeks ago at the mouth of the river 
(near Upper Dam) by Mr. W. E. Sheldon, of Putnam, 
Conn, Weight, four pounds. Prep, 

Lar@e FIsHes,—Last week Mr, Blackford hada fifteen 
pound sheepshead (lrchosdrgus probatocephalus) upon 
his stand in Fulton Market which was one of a lot of 
fifty which weighed from ten to thirteen pounds, caught 
near Barnegat, N. J. Thisisa very unusual size. This 
week he had a Spanish mackerel (Cybium maculatwm), 
of seven pounds, which was caught off Orient, Long Is- 
land. 

Rep SNAPPER IN RaopE ISLAND Waters.—A fine 
“red snapper” (Lutjanus blackfordii), was captured in a 
pound net on Rhode Island, on Tuesday, Au, 1Uth, and 
sent to Fulton Market, This is the first recorded occur- 
rence of this sub-tropical fish so far North, 

MACKEREL,— Mackerel are exceedingly plenty allalong 
the coast of Maine, as far east as Penobscot Bay, fisher- 
men say the most abundant they ever knew, but they are 
mostly small, Menhaden scarce, but still some. Oitf 
Harpswell the hake has been exceedingly abundant yery 
close to the shore, The fishermen say the dogfish have 
driven in the bait (small fish), and the hake have 
followed, 

Game Bag and Gui 
—Addyress ail communications to ** Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
— 

GAME IN SEASON TN AUGUST. 
i 

Woodcock, Philohela minor. Red-backed sandpiper, or ox 
Black-bellied ployer, ox-eye,| bird, Tringa ameri¢ana. 
Squalarolis helvetica. ‘Great marbled godwit, or mar- 

Long-billed curlew, Wumentus| lin, Limosa fedou. 
lovnigivostris. - Willet, Potunus semtpatmatus. 

Turnsione, or calico back, Strep-| Tattler, Totanus melanoleucus. 
Silas tnterpres,_ - Yellow-shanks, Tolapus flavipes. 

Red-breasted suipe, dowitcher, 
Maerurhamphus grizeus. 

*This enumeration is general, andis in conflict with many of 

the State laws. 

“Bay birds’ generaily, incliding various species of plover, 

sandpiper, snipe, curlew, oyster-eatcher, surf bird, phalaropes, 

avocets, ete., coming under the group Limiteole, or shore birds, 

Many States permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting after 
Aug. 15th. ‘ 

—Our Office Boy has just returned from Bill Lane's 

resort at Good Ground, L. 1, with a fine bag of bay 
birds. Ile says Mrs. Lans’s wholesome table was well 

supplied, as usual, and the kindness he received will not 

soon be forgotten. The flight of birds was unusually 
good, and he wants to go again next week, 

—p>—___. 

A SPORTING COBBLER.—South Abington, Muses., Auy. 
tth.—That Alyin Lucas was born somewhere in Ply- 
mouth County, Mass., I have no doubr, for as long azo 
as 1 can remember, he lived in the town of Kingston, 
not far from old Plymouth Rock. He followed slioe-mak- 
ing it was said for a living, but could generally be found 
inthe woods with dog and gun, His little shop was fhe 
loafing place for all who lived near by, and many wera 
the tough yarns that were here told. When at work his 
old gun always stood loaded nearby, and woe to the un- 
happy hawk or crow that dared to test its quality by ap- 
pearing within range. : 
Among uncle Alyin's visitors was a fellow by the name 

of Ben Gray, who was forever playing some practical 
joke on the old man, Indeed, he had no scruples as to 
who became the victim of his jokes, but Alyin generally 
had to suffer. 

"4 Ri te : If seems they had made-ip a party to go ta the shora 
PROM Tun RANGELEY Lakes—Birch Lodge, Molechunk- | after geese, and Alyin,-Gus and four others were in the 

amunk, via Andover, Maine, Aug. 2d.—The extremely ‘crawd, Of course Alvin took his old gun, and as it was 
dvy weather during June and a part of July has caused | at this time of the year kept loaded for geese, he did no, 

‘ 
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draw the charges, but took it all loaded from its corner 
in the shop, and started with the rest. They reached the 
shore in safety that night, and next morning before light; 
took their stations along the ridge of the beach, con- 
cealed in the tall grass and bushes, and awaited the flight 
that generally crosses this part of the beach about sun- 
rise, A little after daylight a tremendous honking was 
heard, followed by an immense flock of geese heading 
straight for Alvin. As soon as they got almost overhead, 
fhe boys saw Alvin rise from the bushes and point the 
old gun at the flock, Holding their breath they waited 
the result, There wasno explosion. The gun was lowered, 
and then again pointed toward the geese, and still no 
smoke issued from the hitherto reliable old piece. The 
boys shouted ‘‘Shoot, Alvin, shoot,” bwt no answer, and 
as Alyin shouldered the gun, and came toward them, 
they came rushing up to see what could be the trouble, 
The first words of the old man were : ‘‘Boys,you seen any- 
ting of that Ben Gray around my shop lately?” The 
trouble was soon found, for be lifting the hammers a 
small shoe-tack was found to haye been driven into each 

. tube, and the cap replaced over the tack. Gus says he 
never shall forget the look on Alvin’s countenance when 
he sav the tacks. 
Ben kept out of sight for a few days, and it was finally 

forgotton, hut for a long time it was hardly safe to men- 
tion shae-tacks in connection with geese. 

Alvin has passed away, and the breech-loader has 
taken the place of the old fashioned gun, But occasion- 
ally in Plymouth woods you will run across one of these 
old weather-beaten chaps, who clings to the old muzzle- 
loader. and will stand all day on a cartway if ne stands 
any show for a shot at a fox, RAMROD, 

A Camp Mrrtine Inctpent,— Washington, D.C., Aug. 
6th,—A. recent trip through Maryland and Delaware 
convinced your correspondent that there will be fine 
shooting the coming season, in the shore counties of the 
former State, and the southern part of the latter, Par- 
ticularly is this true of Sussex County, Del. In George- 
town, I was informed by Mr. R. A, Rosenbourn, a 
thorough sportsman and a gentleman, that quail will be 
abundant. I saw myself several speciznens of Messina 
birds, planted these some years since, and they seem to 

nes presume there were two hundred deer killed in this 
immediate vicinity last hunting season, and the fact that 
T found eight in one little slough last week, and coming 
home saw four inore, proves that there is still venison 
to be had. 

This town is one hundred miles from Minneapolis, and 
twenty from Little Falls. our nearest railroad point, Good 
board can be had for from $4 to $6 per week, and if any 
true manly sportsmen wish to come in, I can assure them 
a Cordial welcome, and will send my team to Little Falls 
to meet them, if given sufficient notice, 

In closing, allow me, for the benefit, of others, to give 
my hearty indorsement to the Osgood folding canyay 
boat, I have been using one this summer, and ‘tis 
‘Just splendid.” J, FP, L, 

GAME AND DoGs In (uEBEC.—Uownty vf’ Nicolet, P, 
Q., Aug. Tth,—Black bears are reported as very numerous 
this summer in tl:e townships of Wendover ‘and Aston. 
Two dogs started a hig fellow close to a habitan’s house, 
and one of them yenturing too close was killed and partly 
eaten afterwards. A man employed in the woods ran 
upon a bear unexpectedly, and was seized by the bear 
with his ee but the man’s friends running up he was 
released by the bear, who escaped. The poor fellow was 
considerably seared, but received no injury. 

Ruffed grouse, or partridges, a8 they are here called, 
are very plentiful, and IT hope to bag a few this fall, 
Hardly any pigeons have been seen this year, and other 
shooting we have none, 
Dogs im this part of the country are of all sorts of 

shapes and colors, andthe greater variety of colors a dog 
has the better the French Canadian farmers like him, 
The dogs of really any breed in particular could be 
counted on the fingers of one hand, We have big: black 
dogs with curly tails, little black dogs, gray dogs, red 
dogs, lots of yellow dogs, and one to my certain knowl- 
edge of a dirty blue. They all have lots of bark and 
yery little courage. I own several bulldogs, procured 
for the especial purpose of taking the curl out of the tails 
of the above-mentioned mon-rels, I have succeeded in 
my design, and all dogs give; + premises 2 wide berth, 

THEMLOGE, 

take kindly to our soiland climate, and it takes a quick 
eyeand steady hand to stop them when once on the wing, 
Squirrels also are plentiful. ; 

Steaming down jhe Choptank River and contemplat- 
ing the queer motions of thesea nettles in the water from 
the hurricane deck, my attention was attracted toa group 
ofladiesand gentlemen sitting near. A clergyman, on 
his way home to Baltimore from camp meeting, was de- 
failing to them some incidents of camp life. Among 
others was one of an old couple who had supplied them- 
selyes with a. bottle of pennyroyal oil with which to keep 
of the mosquitos. Vhey extinguished their light and 
retired, forgetting the antidote. The mosquitos were very 
bad, and after standing itas long as they could, the old 
lady got up and got a well-filled ink bottle instead of the 
oil, and gave the old gentleman a thorough lubricating 
with the liynid, face hands and feet; shethen anointed 
herself in like manner, They again assayed to court the 
drowsy god. but could only get an occasional nap, Fi- 
nally the old lady got up and struck a light. Giving 4 
glance at the bed she had just left, she beheld to her hor- 
ror a enlored ‘‘pusson,” as she supposed, stretched in the 
place of her spouse. She quielly got the pokerand nearly 
beat the old fellow’s brains out before discovering her 
mistake. Later onin the night we discovered the old 
couple to be on board the boat with us, he with his head 
nearly as big as a bale of hay, and she caring for him 
with the greatest solicitude. YUCATAN, 

ae ° 

How Dante. WHesTaR THOUGHT IT Was A SQUIRREL, 
—Hdiior Forest and Stream :—Your recent comments 
on the carelessness of those who call themselves sports- 
men, often resulting in the shooting of their companions, 
reminds me of an incident in the early life of Daniel 
Webster, who was fond of hunting and fishing, It is re- 
corded ii the ‘‘History of Boscawen, N.H.,” where he first 
put out his “shingle” as a young lawyer, that ‘the knew 
every brook and pond, thebestplaces for trout, and the 
choicest spots among the lily-pads for pickerel,” and 
scoured all the forests of the region for game in its season, 
One of his companions on his shooting excursions was 
Nehemiah Clark, While they were gunning one day, a 
gray squirrel secreted ifself in the thick foliage of a tree, 
and Clark climbed the tree to dislodge it, ‘I see him,” 
said Webster, raising his gun to fire, ‘Don’t shoot 
me,” said Clark. ‘No, IT won't.” said Webster, as he 
blazed away, and lodged the contents of his gun in Clark's 
leg, having mistaken the motion of the skirts of his gray 
coat in the foliage for the squirrel. 
The writer has often seen Clark, who died only a few 

years ago, and who was yery lame up to the close of his 
life. Possibly his lameness was not from Websters’ ran- 
dom shot alone, but it is a fact that Webster never los 
his friendship for the companion of his early sports, and 
always called to see him in his summer visits to the 
scenes of his youth. It was also current in the village 
that Clark, who was very poor, received frequent sub- 
stantial tokens from Welster, who was as Javish in his lib- 
erality as he was tenacious of early friendships, A. 

FisH AND DEER In Minnesota,—Burnhameile, Todd 
County, Minn., July 22d.—1 am far from! being enyious 
of my brother sportsmen who, from time to time, have 
reported their exploits in your columns; in fact, the’ 
more of their reports I read, the more thoroughly I am 
convinced that **my lines have fallen unto me in pleas- 
ant places, and that I have a goodly heritage.” 

Last Saturday afternoon I went to the outlet of Listle 
Swan Lake, ten rods from my house, and in ten minutes 
had landed four black bass, averaging four pounds each. 

T then went to the house for my wife, wishing her to 
share in the sport—I think it abominably mean that 
sportsmen do not oftener give their wives a chance— 
and in fifteen minutes she had landed seyen more bass 
fully as large as mine. We were using the good old or- 
thodox bait—frogs. 
A few days ago, having occasion to cross a small lake, 

I took my tvollig line along, and in crossing captured 
six large bass and nine wall-eyed pike. 

I have killed pickerel here weighing fiffeen pounds, 
and last spring a lady near by took one with a spear 
which turned the scale at twenty-one and a half pounds. 
As for duck shooting, I can, in the fall, bag from fifty 
to one hundred in a day, and not work hard, 

BUNCHED SHoTs.—Montneal, P, Q., Aug. 9th.—There- 
with inclose a sample of several fiargets which I made the 
other day, This was done at thirty yards, the paper be- 
ing pinned to apine tree. The cartridge case was loaded 
with three and one half drachms C. and H. powder, two 
wads, one pink edge and one card-board, one and an 
eighth ounces of shot, No. 7 chilled, Another instance 
occured to me, while giving an exhibition of fancy shots 
at the Theater Royal, two of the shells having bunched 
their shots into the form of a bullet, and gone clear 
through tho back stage dour, Still another instance 
witha i6bore. By the way, in the two first vases above 
mentioned, the shooting was done with two different 
guns, both 12 bore, and the last with a 16 bore. The 
cartridges in each case were made according to yonr 
directions. Iam ata loss to account for this. I should 
be glad to hear from some of your correspondents on 
this subject. A.B, 

The shot, as shown by the target sent to us, were, 

with the exception of a few scattered pellets, bunched 

together into a mass which left a hole in the paper 
sinallenongh to be covered by a silver dollar, Such a 
charge would make bad work of a bird, 

New Jersey—fiverside House, Worked River, Aug. 
1ht.—The snipe haye come, and a good many of them 
have stayed—at least I can answer for those I haye 
eaten. Wehayesome steady shots here, and the daily 
bag of asinglegun for the last week has ranged from 
fifteen to thirty-five large birds. A blue heron was shot 
by Prof, A. M. Mayer, aud killed at fifty-five yards with 
No, §shot, The birds are very fat, often bursting open 
in their fall, Amongst the gunners are Dr. Mayer and 
D, W. Lee, of the “Century Club,” South Orange; Mr, 
Peck, New York Mvening Hepress ; Mr. H. N, Lawrence, 
of the well-known Wall street firm of Lawrence & 
Smith, besides Mr, Faweelt and Mr, Spears, from the 
“Swamp!''in your cify, More recent arrivals include 
Messrs, Fox, C. J, Bulkley, J. Pillott, J. Morrell, all of 
your city, and Mr. C, EB. Corbin, of Hart's Falls, N. Y, 
Boats are reasonable as ever, melons as thick in the gar- 
den as snipe in the bay, and with a generous table, a good 
cook, attentive servants and a host that makes you feel 
like a guest in the house of a friend, visitors to the Riy- 
erside House are as healthy and happy as they can ever 
expect to be. : C. B, 

Minnisora GAME Prosprers.—Alberi Lea, Minii,, 
Aug, 8th.—The game prospects are better this year than 
for several years past, and chickens will be ripe next 
Sunday, and the music of the festive breech-loader will 
be again heard in the golden stubble, The wheat harvest 
will be finished early in the week, which will leave a 
clear field for the dogs, ‘There has been no rain for over 
a month, and it will be incumbent on the boys to carry 
jugs of water for the dogs, as well as flasks for them- 
selves, 

There has been no violations of the game law reported 
yet, although the Albert Lea Gun Club have posted $25 
reward for conviction under theact, And speaking of gun 
clubs reminds me that the boys have been doing some 
pretty good work on eggs, especially stale ones, which 
are cheaper than glass balls and a very good substitute, 
It is too early tosay anything about the duck prospects 
yet, but we hope fora good crop of canvas backs and 
red heads, D, F. 38. 

A Dakota Assccration.—The sportsmen of Yankton, 
Dak., have organized themselves into the Dakota Game 
and Fish Protective Association, and have set; themselves 
to the work of securing right game protective legislation, 
to enforce such laws, to secure the right of property in 
dogs, to protect at all times song and non-game birds, 
and to provide for the artificial propagation of food fishes. 
The officers of the association are :—Presidents. Capt. 
A, W. Lavender, of Yankton ; Vice-Presidents, Commo- 
dore §. B. Coulson, Yankton; M. W. Sheate, Elk Point; 
C, T. Gampbell, Scotland! F. W. Gasmann, Springfield ; 
PD, M. Inman. Vermillion; W. H, Corson, Sioux Falls; H, 
H. Rudd, Lodi; VU. F. Hackett, Parker; J. O: Walrath, 
Mitchell; A. F, Rudolph, Canton; George Miner, Mill- 
town ; J, D. Flick, Rockport; Secretary, E, West; Assis- 

tant Secretary, M. 8. Parker; Treasurer, H, A, Harvey. 
Our friends are none too early in giving this work their 

attention. We are much pleased to record the move 
ment, 

RHobE Is_anp—Newport. Aug. 5th.— Shooting on the 
marsh is being done every morning. Some yellow legs 
and small sand snipe; some plover have been shot, Al- 
though the law is not off on woodcoek until Sept. Ist, the 
birds are about all shot, and our Jocal pot hunters have 
begun to inyade Massachusetts, they find a market here 
amongst the same people for them. OGGASTONAL, 

Uf Newport sportsmen care enough about the shooting, 
it would he a profitable investment to secure the enforce- 
ment of the game law. 

Yorkers GuN Cuye—This club was organized on 
Monday evening of last week, They adopted the Long 
Island Gun Club rules for shooting on the wing. The 
following are the officers: President, B. L. Thomas; 
Vice President, William Bates; Secretary, 8. L. Farring- 
ton ; Treasurer, P, H. Wing; Hxecutive Committee, BE. 
L. Thomas, A. M. Kolby, A. J, Kolb, George Langdon, 
On Saturday, Aug. 21st, they have their first practice a 
short distance from Yonkers. Pigeons and glass balls 
willbe the targets. 7 

. 

Woopcock KILLING NEAR Newark. N, J.—A Newark 
paper says: * The new woodcock law does not appear to 
he very effective thus far, No arrests or convictions have 
been heard of, while violations are constantly occurring 
and birds haye been repeatedly offered for salé to restaur- 
ant keepersin Newark,” _ 

Where are the Newark game protectors, the members 

of the Essex Gun Club—where are they ? 

Omo—Chillacothe, July 26th,—Quail will be quite 
plenty here this fall; have had a splendid season for 
them, and plenty of stubble, Some few woodcock and 
plenty of squirrels and rabbits. The closa season of 1879 
gaye all the game a chance, and birds will be more abun- 
dant than for years before. L. 

Inpiana—Fairland, Aug. 6th,—Qnail and woodeock 
promise fair shooting this fall. thu latter not being dis- 
turbed hereabout during the summer, GC, OW, -W. 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Bats, Me., Ati. 12t.—The third mateh of the series of isk) by 
the members of the Sazadahoc Association was shot yesterday in 

Bowdoinham at 15 bails thrown into the air from a Card trap, 
with the following score :— - 

A. C. Williams, Bowdoinham. 5 | A. Hall. Topsham.,.,---....-. 12 
GC. H. Greenilief, Bath..... ... 14| James Furington, Bath....,, 12 
QO. L. York, Brunswick-.-..-. 14) H, Stetson, Brunswick.,.... 11 
CQ. H. Winslow, Topsiam..... 14) C. Key, Topsnam.... _,-..., 1 
A, @. Goud, Topsham,.,..-.. 18 |G, H. Goud, Topsham, ......, 9 
J. H, Millay, Bowdombham... 13] Geo. Minott, Bowdoinham..., 9 
M. C. Hall, Topsham,........ 13) FP. Hine, Bath... .....-0 2. 4 

This was the last of the series and reatlted in an azererate of 38 

balls outof4h broken by Chas, L. York, of Brunswick, who re 

ceived the first prize, the association badge for 1880. Alfred Wil- 

liams and 0, BH. Greenliel were a Lieon 37. In shooting off the tle 
the second prize was wou by Alfred Williams, of Bowdoinham, on 

second tie. A. Hall,C. Key and J. H, Millay, were a tie on 36 
balls, which gaye 0, Key, of Topsham, the third prize after shoot- 

ing three tles. It will be remembered that a0 aggregate ol 35 

took the first prize last year. 

AUGUBTA, Mine, July 23d,.—Private mateh at 100 balls between 

Mn. P.O. Vickery snd Messrs. E. W. Moore, BE. G. Adame, F BL 

Baker and HE. L. Whitehouse, all being members of the Gushioc 

Heights Gun Club, of this city. Vickery shooting 100 and the 

others 25 shots each. Curd's rotary, 18 yards rise — 

P. 0, Vickery, 94: largest run, 84, 
Total, Largest Total. Lirwest 

Tun. run, 
HR. W. Moore... —. 22 a) F.E, Baker __ pe 3 
E.G, Adams.... . 2] i BH. L. Whitehouse, 10 8 

J. MB. 
BROOKEIELD, Mass., Ati. 14t.—The Brookteld Sportsman's 

Club has now beenin existence somewhat ovér & year, and bas 

made a yery good record for its age. Tt numbers J8 members. 

Messrs. Hobbs, Mathewson and Heredeen will average oud 17 

balls each out of the string of 20, Varney 16; Moulion, Shepard 
and Crosby 15 each, Gillin MH, Capen and Vaughan 18 each, But- 

terworth and Gerald 12 each, Richards 1), and Middagh 6. Twich- 

ell and Whittemore are new members, and cannot be rated as yet, 

but will doubtless run from 12 to 15, If not more. The club have 

gota yery nice place for their shoots, it being on the Park 

ground, onthe lake beach, the traps being placed out in the 

pond the regular distance, while the shvoters stand on ihe shore. 

The high bluff, with a fine groye on its edwe, affords a pleasant 

shade the whole aiternoon jn the background, while allis clear 
as could be desired in front and on both sides fora mile away. 

The chib contemplate making this the best glass ball shooting 

ground in the country. Unbrokeo bulls fall lightly in the water 

and are sure to fluat if not touched, but will sink if 6ven one shot 

pierces it. The balls can all be safely collected; thus none are 

lost by being broken in any other than the regular way. The list 

regular shoot occurred Tuesday, Aug. Ith, at teu. at which 1 
participated. Mathewson took the palm with 19, while Gerald 
surprised all with 14, Capen also caused another surprise with 
only 9, whereas lie is reckoned one ot the ayerage shots. Whit 
temore’s score of 10 is his first one on vlass balls, and Augurs well 

for the future. Appended is the score. ‘The averaye is 14 — 

H. D. Mathewson......--.. 101111111 11iiiti1ii—i9 
H, Heredeen —----- \-,,-- 11-17 
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E. W. Twichell,. bone 
S$. Whittemore..... 20,000! 111010001101110 

The next shoot will be on the first Tuesday in September, : 

NATICK, Mass., Aug. 14ti—The Natick Sportsnran's Club agam 
shot at glassballs from a rotary trap at its grounds this afternoon 

for the badge. The result was d tie between G. A. Leach aud CG, 
0. Wilson, which will be shot off. The score follaws:— 
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Publishing Company, New York,” 

Aveust 19, 1880.] 

Dansymee, NV. ¥., Aug. 6th .—Glasa ball shoot. on the grounds 
of the Dansville Club: Robbins 9, Twist 9, G, P. Miller $, G. A. 

Young §, Vorsyth 7, Malder withdrew, Jeffreys 7, Coryell 8, Hall 4. 
Cresticld 9,A, Baker 10, Hyde5, John Faulkner8’, Green 9, Toles 4 
A. Sweet 8, J, F. Williams 9, N. W. Miller 6, Gardner7, Gesner 7, 

Andrews 8, OC. Bil withdrew, Webster}, Miles 4, Amsden 4, Sack- 
ett 9, C. Green #, Griswold 10, Tennant 6, Stearns 8, Coan 4, P. 
Conklin 4, 0: C. Matison 7, Webster #, Giney 8, Hyland 9, Warkley 

7, Hess 10, J. BE. Young 4, G. Folls 8 Schwingle withdrew. 
Ties of 10—Baker 5, Griswold 5, Hess4. Baker and Griswold, of 
Putney Club, divided. Ties of 9—Robbins 5, Twist 1,G.P Miller1, 

Oresfield 1, Green 1, Williams2, Webster], Sackett 4, 0. Green 2. 
Hyland 2. ¥F. J. Robbing, of Dansyille Club, won second money. 

Ties of 8—Stearns and Olney divided third money. Ties of TC, 

Jeffreys, Dansville, won fourth money. 

Second shoot,—Forsyth7, G. P_ Miller 10, H. Twist 8, Bills 6, 

Tenpant 8, Robbins 7, John Faulknér $8, Mills 7, Sweet 5, MeFet- 
ridge 4, Andrews 9, Matison 8, Coryell 10, A, Baker 10, B, P_ Green 

8, Sacdel 8, Whitman 2, 0. Green 9, Griswold 9, Crisfleld withdrew, 
Hall 6, Whitehead 6, 7. B. Webster 5, Webster 7, Stearns 8, Hyland 

10, Toles 4, Telfrey 9, Markley 8, Gardner 5, Moore 9, C. A. Youngs 

f, GC. Bryant 4, Polts8, Malder5, J. F, Bryant 7. Olney 5, Gessner 

6, J. F. Williams10, Glesgon 4, J. Young 4, J. Faulkner, Jr., 6, 
Hess 3, Eschrich § Ties of 10—Coryell and Baker, Pultney Club, 
#ivyided first. Ties of 9—Chas. Jeffreys, Dansyille Club, won sec- 
ond money, Ties of &—J, N- Maulkner, Dansville Club, won third 

money. Ties of {—I. J. Robbins, Dansville Club, won fourth. 
Third shoot.—Goryell 8, Baker 10, @. P. Miller 10, Williams 8, 

Hyland 8, C. A. Youngs 10, Sweet 8, C. Bill 9, Sackett 3, Andrews 9, 
Cristield 7, John Faulkner 7. Griswold , ©. Green 7. Robbing 8 
Matison 8, Stearns9, Jeffrey 7, Toles 8, Webster 9, Gothout 8 
Forsyth 10, Moore 10, Warkley 9, Hess 10, Twist 8, Whitehead 7, 

Whitman 7, Olney 9, N. A, Miller 10, Folts 9. Ties of 10—-G.P, 
‘Miller, of Corning Club won first money. ‘Ties of 9—Andrews, of 

“Monroe County Chib, and Stearns, of Rochester Gan Club, divided 
Becond money. Vies of 8—Hiram Twist, of Corning Club, won 

third money after a hard race with Robbins and A- Sweet, of 

Dansville. Ties of J. A. Faulkner, of Dansyille Clab,won tourth 
money. 

FIXTURES. 

Toronto, Canada, dog show, Sept. ath, Yih and Wth, Hutries 
close August 21st. H. J. Hill, Voronto, Ont., secretary. 

St. Louis Kennel Club, St. Lonis, Mo., Oct. Sth, 6th, 7th and &th. 
Chas. H, Turner, St. Louis, Mo., secretary. 

Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society International Colley 
Trial, Philadelphia, Sept. 20th, Zist, 22d, 23d, 21th and 25th, D. Ww. 
Seiler and Hlbridge McConkey, secrutaries, P. S.A. Society, Har- 
risburg, Pa, 

Nebraska 8tate Sportsmen’s Association Wield Trials, Milford, 
Nebraska, Sept. s0th and Oct, Ist, and 2d. J. W. Harley, secre- 
tary, Lincoln, Neb. i 
Pennsylyanis. State Field Trials Associations Trials, Oct. —, 

J, KR, Stayton, secretary, Pittsburg. 

Eastern Field Trials Club's Second Annual Trials, Kobins Island, 
Peconic Bay, L. 1., Noy. 29th. Jacob Pentz, New York, secretary, 

National American Kennel Club's Second Annual Field Trials, 
third weekin Noyember. Chas, De Ronze, New York, secretary. 
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OF ENGLISH DOGGHS,* 

‘The feconde Section of this 

difcourfe. 
- 

Of gentle Dogges seruing the hauke, and first 
of the Spanill, called in Latine 

Hispaniolus. 

Veh Dogges as ferue for fowling, I thinke conueni- 
ent and requisite to place in this seconde Section of 

this treatise. These are also to bee reckoned and accounted 
in the number of the dogges which comé of a gentle 
kind, and of those which serue for fowling. 

money. Hyland and Warkley, Dausyille, divided third money. 

Tepresented. 

shall become the owner. 

each :— 
| ; 

2 Tdteex Englert ,.- zt 
bs Chg ae eae as is 
Voskamp.--.....-.....2..--205 

beat the Judge by one bird. 

Tie shot off at § balls ;— 
§. 8. Butterworth.... ... 

Butterworth won badire. SHELDRAER, 

yards rise ;— 
'. MUSKEGON COUNTY OLUB. " | OTPAWA COUN'LY OLUB, 

> OUT 1—13 

1OL11)10011111—13 | Laing... . 2. 
110001001111111—10 | Palmer___.... 
111011101111111—18 | Lockie,...,,. 

Herrick......, 
Neumeister... 

L. W. W. 

sult of the regular weekly medal match, shot Saturday afternoon, 
by this club,is given below, Mr, McLeod was unfortunate in 

20 balls each :— 
W.. W. Gldridge..-20 yards.... 20 T. B. King, - . 2) yards. 
B.M. McLeod....22 yards ... 19| J. R. Morhous... 20 yards. 

SPARTANSBURG, S. O.—A grand #lass ball and pigeon shooting 
Tournament will he held at Spartansburg, 8, C., commencing 

ville, Charlotte, Asheville, Hendersonyille, Savannah, Augusta, 

Atlanta, Chavleston, Golumbia, Orangeburg, Aiken, Newberry, 
Dnoree, Winnsboro, Yorkville, Rock Hill, Union, Greenville, and 

other points have been invited, and are expected toattend. 
ooo Ld 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
Aw UnusvaL Recokbd.—Dhe life of Mr. H. H. Warner, of Roch- 

ster, N. Y., was sayed by the Safe Kidney and Liyer Gure, which 

Tow bearsbisname. Whatthis wonderful remedy did for him it 
has done for thousands, and, we believe, will continue to do for 

Hhose aiflicted with kidney, liver or urinary troubles of any kind, 

Wi any reader has any organic trouble, this remedy will prove ‘a 
friend in need.” 

—Ffora handsome and conifortable lounging orinvalid chair, 

There is nothing better than the “* Wilson Patent Adjustable." See 
@ivertisement. 

Purchasers would do well ta notice the reduction in prices 
made by Wm. Head & Sons, of Boston. 

) es 

WERE THEY FOR THE FOREST and STRHAM?—Three 
mdsome panther skins were found in the mail-bags re- 
ived by the steamship Arran, from Venezuela, last 

ik. They were not addressed to any person, and Post- 
ter James sent them to the Custom-house. A dead 

t, which Jiad evidently been alive when mailed, and a 
ly snapping-turtle, were also found in the domestic 

| WPourth shoot.—Sweepstakes, 24 entries, ) balls each. G, P, Mil- 

ler, Corning, won first money. Hiram Twist, Corning, won second 

The boys had a good day and good time generally. The Mon- 

roe County Rochester Cun Club, Seneca Gun Club, Corning Club, 
Pultney Club, Steuben Chib, Dowling Club, of Mt. Morris, Liy- 

ingston Club, of Genesee, Hornellsyille Club, Scottsbury Club, 
Wayland Club, Dansville and Seth Green Olub, of Dansyille, were 

Mrenr Rop AnD Guy CroB.—This club had their regular shoot 
on jast Thursday, and-was presented with a splendid gold medal 

by Judge Jolin A. Dinkle,a member of the club. The condi- 

Yions are that. any member winning it three successive times 

The score is as follows—at seyen birds 

The Aery Medal, which was also contested for in another 

shoot, was won by Mr. Windholz. The Judge, who refused to 

shootin the contest for hisown medal, took ahand in for the 

Aery Medal, and was a tie with Windhol#, who, in shooting oil, 

VINcENtOWN, N./., Aug. 2d.—The Coaxen Glass Ball Club, of 

this place, held thefr monthly shoot here to-day. Card's trap, 18 

rds.— 
W. 8. Hilliacd..  /OUN. H. Pea cuck.. acs ecgenect ss 0 
W. J, trick ...,. . 6) 8.8. Butterworth... 29 
F.S. Hilliavd. . , 6| J. W: Haines..,. _ 5 

. &| W, 8. Ailltwrd.., .  .., 22. 4 

MusrEecon, Mich, Auy. 7ti.—fhe tourth auoual match of the 

Muskezon County Shooting Club ia. Ottawa County Shooting 

Club, was held at Muskegon, Aue, 4th; Mole’a rotary trap, 18 

White:........ 001171101111100—10 
22 POUCH LILO. 85) Hayton..-.... 131710111111011—43 

+ 101111110111111—13 ! Chamblin, ,.-. 1010110111911 1—14 
| WMO I-14 | Duor,.....,... 9111114 

oren 010110011101111—10 | Pierson... _. 110111011111111—18 
Hitehcock..,, 1110111011110ji—12| Pinch .. .. ,.. 0001107/1190115— 8 

011110017771 111—12 
- 1W1001101111011—11 
TOOIGLITOLOINIO— 9 

Ist Rao. Joa) ceive tel elese 104 

Capron Ciry GUN CLus.—Waehingto, D, O.. Aug, 9th—The re- 

hitting # bail with four shot which failed to explode, and under 

our rules was scored a8 2 lost ball, Card's rotary trap, screened: 

Thursday, Aug. 26th. Teams from Richmond, Raleich, Fayette- 

and the properties. | A 
hannes Caius of litte memo | rie, Doctor of Phisicke | in the Uni- 
yersitie | of Cambridge | And nawly drvawnoe intu Eog- 
Abraliam Hle-| ming Stodent, | 
alt suam, | Scene and allowed. | imprinted at London | byRichara 
Johnes, and are to be| solde overagainst S. Sepul- | chre’s Church 
without | Neweate | 1576, 

| The first; findeth game on the } 
There be two ) land. U 
sortes } The other findeth gameon { 

the water. ) 

Such as delight on the land, play their partes, eyther 
by swiftnesse of foote, or by often questing, to search out 
and to spying the byrde for further hope of aduauntage, 
or else by some secrete signe and priuy token bewray the 
place where they fall. 

The first kinde of } 
" such serue ; The Hauke, 

The seconde he net, or, traing, 

The first Kinde haue no peculiar names assigned vnto 
them, saue onely that they be denominated after the 
byrde which by naturall appointment he is allotted to 
take, for the which consideration, 

Por the Faleou Some be called {Ot the Fale 
Dogges, [Phe Partridge | 

The common sort of people all them by one generall 
word, namely Spanielis. As though these kinde of 
Dogges came originally and first of all out of Spaine, The 
most part of their skynnes are white, and if they be 
marcked with any spottes, they are commonly red, and 
somewhat great therewithall, the heares not growing in 
such thicknesse but that the mixture of them maye eas- 
ely be perceaued, Othersome of them be reddishe and 
blackishe, but of that sorte there be but a yery few, 
There is also at this day among vs a newe kinde of dogge 
brought out of Fraunce (for we Englishe men ae mar- 
uailous greedy gaping gluttons after nouelties, and cou- 
etous coruorauntes of things that be seldom, rare, 
straunge, and hard to get.) And they hee speckled all 
ouer with white and black, which mingled colours in- 
cline to a marble blewe, which bewtifyeth their skinnes 
and affordeth a seemely show of comlynesse, These are 
called French dogges as is aboue declared already. 

The Dogge called the Setter, in La- 
tine Index. 

and such like, 

Nother sort of Dogges he there, scruiceable for fowl- 
ing, making no noise either with foote or with 

tounge, whiles they followe the game. These attend 
diligently ypon theyr Master and frame their conditions 
to such beckes, motions, and gestures, as it shall please 
him to exhibite and make, either going forward. drawing 
backeward, inclining to the right hand, or yealding to- 
ward the left, (In making mencion of fowles my mean- 
ingis of the Partridge and the Quaile) when he hath 
‘founde the byrde, he keepeth sure and fast silence, he 
4stayeth his steppes and wil proceede nu further, and with 
a close, couert, watching eye, layeth his belly to the 
grounde and so creepeth forward like a worme. When 
he approacheth neeve to the plate where the birde is, he 
jlayes him downe, and with 4 miarcke of his pawes, be- 
trayeth the place of the byrdes last abode, whereby it is 
supposed that this kinde of dogge is called Index, Setter, 
being in deede aname most consonant and agreeable to 
his quality. The place being knowne by the meanes of 
the dogge, the fowler immediatly openeth anda spreedeth 
his net, intending to take them, which being done the 
dogge at the accustomed becke or vsuall signe of his Mas- 
ter ryseth vp by and by, and draweth neerer to the fowle 
that by his presence they might be the authors of their 
owne insuaring, and be ready entangled in the prepared 
net, which conning and artificiall indeuour ina dogge 
(being a creature domesticall or househoulde seruaunt 
brought vp at home with offalls of the trencher and frag- 
ments of victuals) is not much to be maruailed at, seing 
that a Hare (being a wilde and skippishe beast) was seena 
in England to the astonishment of the beholders, in the 
yeare of our Lorde God, 1564 not onely dauncing in 
measure, but playing: with his former feete vppon a tab- 
baret, and obseruing iu:t number of strokes (as a prac- 
ticioner in that arte) besides that nipping & pinching a 
dogge with his teeth and clawes, & cruelly thumping him 
with y’ force of his feete. This is no trumpery tale, nor 
trifling toye (as I imagine) and therefore not ynworthy to 
to be reported, for I recken it a requitall of my trauaile, 
not todrowne in the seas of silence any speciall thing 

*Of Englishe Doses, | the diversities, the names, | the natures 
hort | Treatise wrirten in lative | by Jo- 

| lishe by 
Nature ction in brutis vim | oxter’ 
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wherein the prouidence and effectual working of nature 
is to be pondered. 

Of the Dogge called the water Spaniell, or finder, 

in Latine Aguaticus seuinguisitor. 
Spee kinde of dogge whose seruice is required in fowl- 

ing vpon the water, partly through a naturall to- 
wardnesse, and partly by diligent teaching, is indued 
with that property. This sort is somewhat bigge, and 
of a measurable greatnesse, hauing long, rough, and 
curled heare, not obtayned by extraordinary trades, but 
giuen by natures appointment, yet neuertheélesse (friend 
‘Gesner) I have described and set him out in this maner, 
namely powlde and notted from the shoulders to the hin- 
dermost legges, and to the end of his tayle, which I did 
for use and customs cause, that beyng as it were made 
somewhat bare and naked, by shearing of such Buperflui- 
tie of heare, they might atchiue the more lightnesse, and 
swiftnesse, and be lesse hindered in swymming,'so trouble- 
some and needelesse a burthen being shaken of, This 
kinde of dogge is properly called Aquuaticus, a water 
spaniel because he frequenteth and hath ysual recourse 
to the water whereall his game & exercise lyeth, namely, 
waterfowles, which are taken by the helpe é& sernice of 
them, in their kind, And principally duckies and drakes, 
whereupon he is lykewise named .a dogge for the ducke, 
becaase in that qualitie he isexcellent. With these dogges 
also we fetche out of the water such fowle as be stounge 
to death by any yenemous worme, we vse them also to 
bring vs our boultes & arrows out of the water (missing 
our marcke) whereat we directed our leuell, which other- 
wise we should hardly recouer, and oftentimes the re- 
store to vs our shaftes which we thought neuer to see, 
touche orhandle againe, after they were lost, for which 
circumstaunces they are called Fj nquisitores, searchers, 
and finders. Although the ducke otherwhiles notably 
deceaueth both the dogge and the master, by dyuing vn- 
der the water, and also by naturall subtilty, for if any 
man shall approche to the place where they builde, breede, 
and syt, the hennes go out of their neastes, offering them- 
selues voluntarily to the hads, asit were, of such 3s draw 
nie their neastes. And a certaine weaknesse ot their 
winges pretended, and infirmitie of their feete dissembled, 
they go so slowely and so leasurely, that toa mans think- 
ing it were no masteryes to take them. By which de- 
ceiptful tricke they doe as if were entyse and allure men 
to follow them, tillthey be drawne a long distaunce from 
theyr neastes, which being compassed by their prouident 
conning, or conning providence they cut of all incon- 
ueniences which might growe of their returne, by using 
many carefull and curious caucates, least theyz often 
haunting bewray y’ place where the young ducklings be 
hatched, Great therefore is theyr desire, & earnest 
is theyr study to take heede, not only to theyr broode but 
also to themselues. For when they hauean ynkling that 
they are espied they hide themselves ynder turfes or 
sedges, wherewith they couer and shrowde themselues 
so closely and so craftely, that (notwithstanding the 
place where they lurke be found and perfectly perceaued) 
there they will harbour without harme, except the water 
spaniell by quicke smelling discouer theyr deceiptes, 

Of the Dogge called the Fisher, in Latine 
Canis Piscator, 

He Dogge called the fisher, whereof Hector Bothus 
writeth, which seeketh for fishe by smelling among 

rockes & stones, assuredly I knowe- none of that kinde 
in Hnglande, neither haue Iteceaued by reporte that there 
is any suche, albeit IT haue been diligent & busie in de- 
maunding the question as well of fishermen, as also of 
huntesmen in that behalfe being carefull and earnest to 
learne and ynderstand of them if any such were, except 
‘you holde opinion that the beauer or Otter is a fishe (as 
many haue beleeued) & according to their beliefe af- 
firmed, and as the birde Pupine, is thought to be a fishe 
and so accounted. But that kinde of doggze which fol- 
loweth the fishe to apprehend and take it (if thera bee 
any of that disposition and property) whether they do 
this for the game of hunting, or for the heate of hunger, 
as other Dogges do which rather then they will be fam- 
ished for want of foode, conet the carckases of carrion 
and putrifyed fleshe. When I am fully resolued and dis- 
burthened of this doubt I wil sen you certificate in writing, 
In the meane season Lam notignorant of that both _4z/i- 
anus, and lis call the Beauer Kunapotamion, a water 
dogge, or adogge fishe, I know likewise thus much more, 
that the Beauer doth participate this propertie with the 
dogge, namely, that when fishes be scarse they leaue the 
water and raunge vp and downe the lande, making an 
insatiable slaughter of young lembes vntil theyr paunches 
be replenished, and whe they hate fed themselues full of 
fleshe, then returne they to the water, from whence 
they came. But albeit so much be graunted that this 
Beauer is a dogge, yet it is to be noted that we recken 
itnot in the beadrowe of Englishe dasves as we hane 
done the rest. The sea Calfe, in like maner, which our 
country me for breuitie sake call a Seele, other more 
largely name a Sea Vele tnaketh a spoyle of fishes be- 
tweene rocks and banckes, but it is not accounted in the 
catalogue or nuber of our Engilishe dogges, notwithstand- 
ing we call it by the name of a Sea dogge or a sea Calfe. 
And thus much for our dogges of the second sort called 
in Latine Acupatori, seruing to take fowle either by 
land or water. 

*| A Diall pertaining ta the 
fecand Section. 
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HOW SOME DOGS SCRATCH. 

HE replies to our request for the enlightenment of 

a Wisconsin man, who thought that dogs could 
not scratch themselves while standing up, have been num- 

erous and entirely satisfactory. So many letters have 

come to us onthe subject that we have been compelled 
to epitomize them in order to find any room for them at 
all, Following is the eyidence volunteered on this mo- 
mentous question :— 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
=I had a setter, dead, as Horace Walpole would say, this 
last winter, at the possible age_of seventeen or eighteen 



FOREST AND STREAM, 

years, In reading the paragraph relating to this ques- 
tion to-night in the hearing of my family, wo all recalled 
a frequent habit of our favorite (Grant) of scratching his 
neck and ear, while standing up, with his right hind 
foot. Th was especially a common practice with him af- 
ter a scrimmage, When his ear had been bitten sere, and 
was kept so often for days in the summer time by flies, 
T do not. remember, however, to have observed in him or 
any other dog a similar attitude reproduced in the ‘*ent” 
published in FOREST AND STREAM. 
A much more curious and uncommon. occurence than 

this it was once my privilege to notice—that of a bald 
eagle scratching his head with inimitable nonchalance 
during his flight, Some monthsago 1 was standing on 
the bank of the river, somewhat concealed by a hedge 
of cedars, when [ observed a bald eagle approaching at a 
height of some sixty or seventy feet above the ground. 
As he passed ine at the distance of about ten yards he 
reached upward with his tight foot, and simultaneously 
bending his head backward and sidewise, he brought the 
(wo inte contact and continued to scratch his head dur- 
ing avery appreciable time, evidently with unatfected 
fleasnte. Whether the act had more of a poetical than 
a political signiticance, or whether it was simply anti- 
parasitic, did not distinctly appear, bh. G. W, 

Kditar Forest and Stream :— 
Happening in the store of a friend, a customer was 

standing at the counter, while the clerk was wrapping 
up 2 cake of doz soap, the wrapper of which hore a eut 
similar to the one that excited your gnery. Calling at- 
tention to the cut, I suggested that if was uunatural, 
antl after considerable discussion and the raking up of 
memories pro and con, the verdict was that a dog could 
not scratch and stand up at the same time. Just as we 
had settled the matter to our satisfaction and were about 
to separate, a. fine sleek sefter—one of a pair belonging 
fu a gentleman down the street—cantered gaily past 
where we were standing and stopped probably ten yards 
trom us. He shook his head angrily and then lifted his 
right leg and yave his neck a vigorous scratch! The at- 
titude was precisely as represented by the cut on the 
wrapper of the dog soap. Mutual significant glances 
were exchanged, but no comment. 1, HE, C. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
J may not be speaking out of turn or judged guilty of 

a presumptuous ventilation of knowledge if I arise to 
explain that Ihave seen adog scratch himself standing 
up; and I have seen a dog stand up and scratch himself, 
When the advertisement first came to my notice I 

thought it represented the most grotesque and ill-pro- 
portioned cur I ever saw, but asked no questions. I own 
a dine English setter, and claim for him as much canine 
sagacity asis generally manifested by the majority of 
thoroughbred dogs, together with as large a crop of the 
Pulex trritans—notwithstanding much lathering with 
** Spratit’s dog soap” and frequent dredging with "“Stead- 
man's Hea powder’—as usually falls to the lot of oneedu- 
cuted dog to care for. Heis as glad as Tennyxon’s John 
when he is permitted to walk tu the mail, and must be 
accredited with manifesting his delight full as clearly 
as the poet’s Jack. This dog is often allowed to ‘‘fetch™ 
the FoREST AND Stream from the post office, and as soon 
as his master is comfortably seated he will mount the 
nearest chair (by permission) and patiently wait for the 
wrapper to be removed, T®-day, a chair being in close 
proximity, he peered over my shoulder while I was perus- 
ing No, 26, and searching the advertisements for a ‘big 
find,’ such as 18 vols. of ForEsT AND STREAM for $15, 
when Cathery’s dog, with his tail docked short behind. 
met the wandering gaze of man and beast. And while 
hastily seanning the bill of fare for the purpose of select- 
ing the first course of the rich repast before me, I read 
aloud, ‘‘Pray,. ask Cathery if he ever saw a dog scratch 
himself standing up.” The animal seemed to heed the 
prayer, for he at once took the floor and assumed about 
the same attitude as the picture delineates. The battle 
raged fiercely, and in the height of tumult he seemed to 
exhibit the same despairing look and some of the un- 
gninly points of the newspaper quadruped. But the flea 
was still there. 

On the premises is another of the caninefamily, a very 
fineshepherd. To-day my watchfulness was rewarded 
by seeing the two in consultation, and concluded they 
were discussing the petition of “J. A, T.,” but was unable 
to learn positively, for in their training they were taught 
not to mouth their game, They did, however, of one ac- 
cord and at the same time, stand up and scratch them- 
selves, Since then I have found iliem frequently prac- 
ticing the pose, and am now fearful that, not under- 
standing the advertising dodges, they believe it high art 
and absolutely necessary for the completion of their edu- 
cation. To disabuse their minds and free their bodies 
from the pest, Ihave applied very many preparations 
recommended as efficacious and guaranteed to kill, but 
witli such discouraging results that I am most ready 10 
give upin despair. The sympathetic churd has again 
been struck by the contortions of Cythery’s dog, and gives 
new birth to the hope that there is a balm for every ill. 
I feel that if | wish to be counted as a nan merciful to 
his beast my clear duty isto give this much-advertised 
soap a fair trial. Should it prove to be ‘‘a bane to fleas’”— 
“a, boon to dogs”—I will let you know. MARK. 

A correspondent writing from the United States Ma- 
rine Barracks, Annapolis, Md.. under date of July 24th, 
gives his testimony with official exactness : ‘*This aorn- 
ing, while on my way from the Maryland Hotel, in this 
city, to the Marine Barracks, I noticed a large black daz 
of the Newfoundland species so relieving himself from 
fleas, without resorting to lying down. So impressed 
was I that I took oub my watch, which was keeping 
correct time. and found it was exactly 8:30. The locail- 
ity where I observed said dog was inimediately in 
tront of the newspaper store of Mr. Roger Rivers, on the 
northeast corner of State House circlé and Hast street.” 
J. P. B., of West Boylston, Mass., says: ‘‘ A yzentle- 
man pointed to the piece and wished me to read it, at the 
suine time asking, ‘Does nota dog often seratch stand- 
ing up? A setter biteh which was with me at that mo- 
ment began to scrateh her left ear standing, as it bound 
to put the answer tyes." G. R. M. writes from 8b, 
Joseph, Mo.: “If you watch a dog that has the mange 
you will tind that he does seratch while standing up, I 
haye been watching: to-day a, poor brute thatis in that 

condition, and haye had an ocular demonstration of the 
fact.” A Hammontown, N. J., observer has seen his dog 
doit repeatedly,‘and adds: ‘It must be an awful lazy 
dee, and anlawfil lazy man, that has to lie down when- 
eyer lie wants to scrateh,” From Glen's Falls, N. Y,, 
comes this ; ‘*Nolongerago than yesterday (and before I 
had read your article) L called theattention of a friend to 
the ingenious way a little dog had of scratching himself, 
and a way | had never before remarked in dogs, although 
owning one most of my life. The little animal, standing 
alternately on his two fore Jegs and one hind leg, bal- 
anced himself in such a manneras to use the unemployed 
hind leg to scratch pertectly the onter surface of his 
belly—first the right side, then shifting, scratching the 
left side, all the while standing rigidly upon his left.” 
A Newark, N. J., friend offers to send a dog to “J. A. T.” 
and so demonstrate the thing, A LeRoy, N. Y., man 
bas a setter which he alleges performs the feat regularly 
three times in an hour anda half. A Beaufort, S. C., 
observer states that ‘ta dog scratches himself always by 
standing up. Hecan only scratch his head when lying 
down, and he very much oftener scratches his head 
standing than he does lying down. No dog can scratch 
his belly, or about his forelegs, lying down ; he seratches 
his back by rolling and dragging his back along the 
ground. ‘J. A. T.’s’ criticism isa farce; ‘Cathery’s dor 
soap’ notice is correct and artistic, All dogs scratch 
themselyes standing up. Sometimes a dog, when lying 
down, willscratch his head or ear, Tf standing up he 
does not lie down to scratch his ear; if lying down he 
don’t get up to do it.~ All very well. but F. R. G:, Laconia, 
N, H., says: ‘Have been watehing my dog scratch this 
morning. and uotice he sits down every time, and on think- 
ing the matter over, don’t think I ever saw one scratch 
inany other position.” One of the Pennsylvania Commis- 
sioners of Fisherieschallenges*'J, A. ‘I’. as follows: By 
the way, if your friend, ‘J. A. T.,’ of Beliot, Wis., wishes 
in good faith to come to the ‘scratch,’ my celebrated set- 
ter dog *Doe’ will accommodate him almost any time 
with a fair square ‘stand up,’ ‘go-as-you-please’ scratch. 
He does it with ease, with right or left hind fwot, in true 
‘Cathery style,’ and apparently with epratifying re- 
sults.” ‘Canis Scratchibus™ (rough Latin, by the way) 
sends usa picture of how bis dog does it, and thinks that 
“almost every observing farmers boy who owns a flea- 
harrassed canine knows more about uhis than the Wis- 
consin editor.” “Capt. Clayton,” Pleasant Plains, N. Y., 
avers ; “Lsaw my dog Duke do it this Monday morning, 
July 26th, time §:08; first on one side and then on the 
other.” As we explained, our Wisconsin friend is an editor. 
The following, therefore, has additional weight, becaus2 
its author isa Western editor, too: ‘* Your ‘friend out 
in Wisconsin’ neéd not go very tar to become satisfied that 
dogs can scratch themselves while standing up. Chicago, 
proyverhially in for everything, contains one such animal, 
and lam the happy possessor of him. My English mas- 
tiff, thirty-three inches high at the top of his shoulders, 
performs that feat with seeming delight several times 
éyery day. He has a habit of scratching himself on the 
right side of the chest, above the elbow, while standing 
on three legs, [never thought this was such a remark- 
able performance before your friend expressed his doubt 
that it could eyer be done.’ A Palo, Mich.. correspon- 
dent has in his kennels a beagle hound, a black and tan 
foxhound, two setters and a pointer, ‘Yesterday, as 1 
sat in the yard reading, a beagle came ont on tke front 
porch and proceeded to seratch his right ear, which he 
did ina standing position, After scratching his might 
ear he changed positions and scratched his left ear, still 
remaining standing. During the whole performance his 
position resembled very much the position of the dog ia 
the cut in your advertising columns,” ‘-Cornell” has 
seen his water spaniel litt his left leg and scratch his side 
while standing up, and he wants the Wisconsin editor to 
come and seeit too, An Albert Lea, Minn., correspon- 
dent’s wife says: ‘Why, Frisk always scratches his ear 
standing up.” Frisk being a smal! black and tan terrier, 
Finally, from a Wauseon, Ohio, notary public comes this 
testimony: ‘It is officially asked, ‘Does a dog scratch 
himself standing up?’ A scientific scratcher always does, 
Lhave been observing fora week the manner of four 
cventlemanly, well-bred dogs while seratching, and three 
of them invariably exercise their toe nails while stand- 
ing up. I would suggest that the question would be 
harder if amended to read as follows: -Did any one eyer 
see a dog stratch his left fore shoulder with his right 
hind leg while standing up? That would settle the ve- 
racity of that picture in Cathery’s ad.’ A, J. M,, of 
fast Boston. Mass., would like to add a few worde on 
the subject. ‘Last Monday afternoon, about 4 P.m., I 
was standing at the store docr, ancl saw a dog stop and 
seratch himself, on the corner, in exactly the same posi- 
(ion asin the eutin your paper of Cathery’s dog soap, 
with the slight ditfterepce that he used his left hind leg 
to serateh with, while Cathery’s manipulates the Tight.” 

Tt is now settled to the full satisfaction of onr Wiscon- 
sin friend, we trust, that dogs do scratch themselves 

while standing up, and the discussion of the subject is 

permanently closed in (hese columns. 
gs 

—N, Elmore, of Granby, Conn., writes that be has soldall the 
dog beagle pups aud foxhound pups, which he adyertised 1 few 

weeks a0. 

Sucurssrun TREATMENT OF Snake Brres,—Dr. Up- 
shauer, writing from Carrollton, Miss., July 14th, tells the 
Sun how he cures snake bites: I have practiced eight 
years in the Yazooswamps. I have attended muny cases 
of snake bite, both of rattlesnakes and moccasms. My 
treatment has inyariably been to cut down freely with a 
bistoury, dilating the orifices made by the two fangs, 
After permitting a resonable amount of bleeding, I stuff 
into the wounds the dry salt of carbonate of atsmonia, 
At the same time I give a tolerably strong solution of the 
same internally, say five to eight grains every fifteen 
minutes, until adrachm bas been taken (less, if suttici- 
ent), Upon dissolving, the ammonia is rapidiy commu- 
nicated to the blood, and through it 10 the tissues previ- 
ously visited by the poison, ‘Ihe latter, as is the case 
with all animal poisons, being of an acid reaction, the 
powerful alkali, on ovyerlaking it, instantly neutralizes it, 
destroying its specifie properties. I rely upon this treat- 
ment always, aud Lhave neyer had any trouble with such 
cases, The whiskey treatment is adjuvant only, and 1 
attach but litte importance to it, 
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—Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New Yori." 

THE IRISH-AMERICAN MATCH—1580. 

No that the heat of conflict is over it may not be amiss to 

make some remarks in retrospect of the event of JES0 and: 
the match at Dollymount, which is lfkely to hold for many a duy. 

its proud position as the climax of team shooting on both sides; 

and here I must contradict emphatically the assertions made by 
some reporters that the Trish team was deficient eitlur in Aisci- 
Pline orsystem, Snel an assertionis absurd in the fave of tha 

score achieved. In one of these accounts, reprodneced in your 

paper, it is said that after their imfortunate opening at 1,000 yares 

the Trish team showed their want of regular system, ete. The 

fact was so far otherwise that, in epite of an accident which might 

well haye disorganized any team; namely, Milner’s miss owins ta” 

a bad cartridge, the Irish in their subsequent shooting cleared olf 
7 points of the American lead, and were steadily overhauling 

them until the smoke episode, which evst them4 points in Wm. 

Rigby's seore, Itis eurious to remarle thaf in 1875 and 1880 the 

Americans won the match at the middle range, and, accidents ex- 

cepted, the shooting at 800 and 1,000 yards was as nearly equal ag 
possible, : 

As to Col. Bodine there is but one npinion here, and that is that 

he carried out the task confided to him in a masterly manner. 

He took in hand a team composed of heteroyenous elements, rey- 

resenting in some ways conflicting interests, and we, in this” 

country, built some hopes upon these facts. We saw that they 

were not only practicing, buf experimenting, and that some of 

their early experiments were at least risky; but tue Captain 

quietly bided his time, and at almost the last mument nominated 

his team ina way which astonished those not in the secret. He 

put aside some whom we thought his very strongest men and re- 

tained one or two whose public records gave them little right to 

such a distinction. Waving the option of shooting with Gigh! 

men, and every inducement to do so, he adopted the safer wourse 

and elected to put only sixin the field. One of those aflerward 

stated his Opinion that if the selection had been made otherwise, 

or cyen the squaddiog of those men differently arranged, victory 

would have been more than donbtful. Lam mistaken in the erati- 

tude of the American people if they fail to convey to Gol. odin 

thejv warm approval of the manner in which he accomplished the 

difficult tusk imposed pon him. What disaster may befall a 

leader who, with less discretion, and without the neevssnry ail- 

thority confided in him, attempts to fill the character Of captain 
of an American team, is well illustrated in the Halford-Hyda 

match at Wimbledon, the result of which will doubtless be to 

cause such regulations to-he made for the future us will prevent 
the repetition of a proceeding invonclusive and unsatistactory in 

itself and tending to destroy the pyestige of those genuine and 

wubhorized international contests, which, properly and de 

liberately conducted, are productive of excellent results, 

As to reputations of individual riflemen, Dr, Scolt hag pained 
more renown by his individual shooting than any of those who 

visited us this year. Others have shot up to all that wos ex 
pected of them, but in mastery of difficult winds and in final shat 
of exciting competitions, Dr. Scott bas established for himself a 

brilliant reputation both at Dollymount and Wimbledon. If his? 

consummate judgment was accompanied by alittle more prompt 

ness, be would be perfect as a long-range shot. He is wiiforty 

nately painfully deliberate at times, and thosesquadded with him 
have then need of patience. Aniong his successes llere he hum— 

bers the Spencer cup, second prize in tha Abercorn (second dayf 

competition. At Wimbledon he achieyed the nnusuyl feat of 
capturing tirst prize in both stages of the Albert. Jackson was. 

very suecessful In individual competitions, taking first prize in 

the Abercorn. Farrow wontbe Wimbledon cup and other prizes, 
Brown won the amateur chp at Wimbledon. Col. Clarke did not 

compete alter the match at Dollymount, and Mr, Rithbone shot) 
but little. 

A word In eonelusion as to rifles, Ttis not quite true that I was 

working al my breech-loader since 1676. T certainly tried many 
desultory experiments, but until the acceptance by the National 

Ritle Association of America of our invitation, issued last winter, 
the Rigby breech-loader did not exist. 1 at once put my plang 

into shape, and set: to work to make the rifles. Byery gun that 

had made up tothat time, numberiog eight in wl), ind those, for 
want oftime, In an unfinished state, were in tlie hands of the 

team and reserves on the 24th of June. We had notat that date 
spare riile, if these eight men had been called on to shoot, b 

every one of them did their work well. Tt cannot, however, td 

considered g really fair triaLof my system, seeing that cach of the 
Americans had their choice of more than one rifle, and hud with 

him at Jeast one with which he was perfectly famillar ind had 
proved inall weathers. Yoursrespectfully, JOHN Kighy, 

Dublin, Treland, Aug. Th. 

‘ THE AMERICAN-CANADIAN MATCH, 

Crerp¢roon, Aug. 14/h.—The match to-day between the Cana. 

dian simall-bore marksmen of the Victoria Club and the picked 
team of the Amateur Club, of New York, was shot to-day and 

resulted in another victory for the Americans,and maintains y 

broken the series of American team yictories in all the Interna 
tional matches so far, The Canadian team remained at the widow 
Klein's hotel, near the yvange, Friday night, aud rose early in the 

morning to prepare for the day's work. The American teant, 
under the command of President RK, HW. Keene, its captain, went 

down to the range on the 7:35 o'clock train. The members werd 
allin good bealth and in excellent spirits. The range was white 

with daisy tops, Which daz#led the eyes like snow in the morning 

sub. Loug green lanes exrended dowh the field from the several 
firing points to the targets, indivating the rack of the mower 
which had cleared (he paths for the rifle bullets. The livht was 
bad for shooting, however. The sun shone brilliantly for severu 

minutes, and then a passing cloud shaded the field. TPresiden/ 

Keene and Lisut,-Col. Gibson, captains of the American and 
Canadian teams respectively, assembled their teams at the S( 

yards' firing points at 10 o'clock. The captains tossed’a cunt lon 
the choice of targets, and ihe Canadians won, They chose target: 
Oand VY, The Americans took the targets adjoining Starand V1, «i 
the right of the Canudians. There was no referee and no watches 
sent ta the butts. A, H.Cobb and Seeretury Minor, of the Ama 

teur Rifle Club, spotted the dots on largelfs O and V, respeotiys Ly 

on behalf of the Amateur Club. President Keene declared he 
mateh open at 1017 o'clock. The American team was squaddag 
AsTollows: L. Weber, J.P. Waters and Isaac L. Allen on tarze} 
Star, with Go), Clark as spotter; R. Hathbone, Col. H. 8. Jewe 

and i, U. Hepburn on target VI, with L. Geiger, of Hudeon, & 
apovier; Lienii-Gol, Gibson, Toxenh Mason and Albert Pain wet 
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asssizned to target O, with Jas. Adam as coach, while T, Schwarz, 
Dr. MeLanghlin and William Mitchell shot at target V, Major 
Fothergill coaching. 

The louk which sent the Americans to the right gave them the 

advantage of being almost in Jine with the row of flag-staffs 

down the range, and they were at onee informed of every varia-— 
tion of the wind by the shifting of the streamers attached to the 

shafts, The wind at the start was from the 9 o'clock quarter on 
the wind dial, or from left to right across the range. This sent 

the smoke from the Canadian rifles across the American line of 
fire, hunt the smoke was very light. It. H. Keone, the captain of 
the team, was busy seeing that the men were not interfered with 

hy the crowd, which was kept well backof the firing point be- 

hinda rope barrier. Both Americans and Canadians were pro- 

Vided with eamp-stools and shelters to keep off the sun and rain, 
wats to curl upon when they shot, large fleld glasses mounted 

on tripods and easels for holding the miniature wooden targets 

used in “ spotting ** the shots, 
Among the visitors were Judge H. A. Gildersleeve, President 

of the National Rifle Association; Col. HE. H, Sanford, of Gen. 
8 haler’s staff; Major Joseph Scott, of the Second Brigade staff; 

Col. H. G. Litehficld, of Gen. Hancock's stafl!; Alderman G. L. 
Morse, of Yonkers; Dr. M. M. Maltby and a number of Jadies. 

The opening shots, after much warming up of guns by banging 

away with blank cartridges into the ground, were fired by Col. 

Gibson, Canadian, and L, Weber, Amorican. Both were bulls- 

eyes. The first round netted 28 in the possible 30 for each side, 

Allen and Rathbone, of the American team, dropping into’ cen- 

ters,’ while McLaughlin aud Mitehell did the same on the Cana- 

dian team, Toe weather was then fayorable for good work, and 

the men beiny in small squads fired quickly, one after ancth er 

Mach man oesupied three or four cump stools with his outfit, 

while about him, as he sat rubbing the inside of his rifle between 

shots, wis & collection of wiping rods, with various cans of water 

and oil and hesps of rags. All of the men used breech-—loaders of 

iwo American makes, andalllay on their backs while shooting. 

The Americans had the advantage of using heel sights, which 

fave them a longer base line between the back and foresight of 

the wexpon. The Canadians used grip sights, which require 
steadier holding. Jt was manifest from the start that the Cana- 

dinns were not working together, and that their rifles, though all 

of the sume make, were not ‘averaged up” to be made ayailable 

in helping each other. Whe mendid some very fine work, how- 

ever, and three of them putin fourteen bullseyes out of fifteen 

shors at 800 yards. Only 4 “‘inners'' were made in the 90 

shots lired at this range, and every one of the bullets went within 

the # foot square central section of the iron target. On the 

American side there were but Il points missing from a per- 

fect score of bullseyes. Weber, after a ‘‘center’’ on his second 

shot, put in 13 consecutive bullseyes, and out of the 90 shots 80 
were bullseyes and 9 of the others were very close. For a few 

rounds at the first the match looked as though the Canadians 

were to make a sharp fightofit. The first and second rounds left 

the teams equal. On the third, howeyer, the Canadians put in {i 

bullseyes, while the Americans fell 3 points behind. But 

this was the preatest lead the Canadians got. In the next round 

this lead was cut down tol point, which was held for the fifth 

round and then the Americans took the lead and keptit, At the 
fourléenth round they were 13 points ahead and at 11:15 the 80f) 

yirds shooting closed. 

Ai that point the Americans led the scores by 12 points, and 

were “3 points abead of the score made by the American team at 
Dollymount,” as Capt. Keene exultingly exclaimed to his men at 

the finish, 

At11:30 the opening shots were fired at #00 yards. The Cana- 

fifans opened badly, making only 1 bullseye, while the Ameri- 

cans made 3. They rapidly added to their lead as the bright sun- 
light gave way to a dull gray light, the sizn of # squall or rain. 

Kefore half a dozen rounds had been fired, the rain came down in 

‘Lorrents, Ghscuring the targets and coinpelling the men to huddle 

under canvas, After 10 minutes the pelting rain ceased. The 

wind had shifted down to the 7 o'clock quarter, the temperature 

had falien and it was necessary for the men to recalculate thelr 

elevations and windage. Fora time the breeze came sharply and 
in wusts, but the sun was soon outagcain. It became generally a 

day of mixed conditions, and it required all the watchfulnes3 of 

the coaches at the American largets lo kecp track of the elements. 

Toe Canadians failed to grasp these conditions except in an indi- 

vidunl way, and except in the case of Pain there was a general 

break in their scores. “Tnners” or “threes” hecame yery com- 
mon, and the yisitorsin one case gotan “ outer,’ the black disk 

coming up after one of Dr. McLaughlin’s shots, to show that the 
bullet had hit one of the wings} of the target. It was the only 
“outer made in the 510 shots fired during the day, and showed 

{hat the bullet hit at least 18 inches from the object aimed at. 

The Canadiins gaye no sign that they were in the least put out 

by their losing batile, but went on shooting to the end with the 

quiet confidence of old rifle shots as they are. The 800 yard scores 

had been 439 for the Americans against 427 for the Canadians, out 

of the possible 450. At 900 yards the totals were 407 for the Cana- 
dian aud 416 for the home team, which added 9 more points to the 

lead at the first range, and made if in all 21 points on totals of B45 

and 834 in the possible 900, 

Tp to this time and all through the match there was not at any 
time |he least point of dispute between the teams, and this match 
was wiltioul referee to a purpose. The best of teelinx, which had 

marked the intercourse of the two teams during the week before 
the match, continued during the contest and upto the moment 

of the departure of the visiting team for home. 

With the conclusion of the 900 yards shooting at 12:30 the teams 

went to lunch at the club-house on the range, while the targets 

were piven oew coats of black and white. The teams sat down 

to lunch together and passed a yery agreeable hour, not, how- 

eyer, forgetting to exercize that frugality of diet essential to 

leaving the marksman’s eye clear and his hand steady. The Ca- 
nadians did not wish to encounter another shower, which seemed 

iminivent, and of 145 the shooting at the last range was opened 

with four ‘centers’ on the Canadian side and two on the Ameri- 

can side. Hepburn on his second shot astonished himself and his 
side by amiss. It was the first of the maich, and was due to 
usiog too small an aperture in hissight, This blurred the target 

in the gray light then prevailing, and the bullet went over it into 

the bauk. Hepburn quickly recovered, and made a good score at 

tho distance, notwithstanding this mishap, The American shoot- 
jng at Lhe longest range was very good, including only three ‘in- 

ners’ in the ninety shots. Allen on bis fourteenth shot scoreda 
“iniss" nnaccountably, and attributed If to a bullet pressed too 

far into the cartridge shell. These two misses brought Messrs. 

Allen and Hepburn into a tie for lowest place in the American 

score. Waters came out ahead, baying’ from the start relied im- 

plicitly on the judgment of Col, Clark, the coach at his target. 
The 418 totalat the range showed that the home team had shot 
better after luncheon than before. The Canadians were slipplog 

back further and further, and not one of them at the last range 

* 
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wotinto the seventies. No less than nine ‘‘inners’’ were made, 
and Pain, who had every prospect of leading his tenm,in the 

haste of firing off the last shot for his side sent it off the target 
into the bank and scored the only miss for his team, making in 

all three for theentire match. He was very greatly yexcd over 

his mishap, 
The Canadian total af 1,000 yards was 401 points, making their 

total score 1,235 against 1,273 for the Americans, Jtwas 3:15 when 

the mateh ended, and as the last shot was fired the spectators 

gathered around the marksmen. Gol. Gilderslceye mounted a 

bench to announce the result, and in doing so said :— 

At the request of the Captain of the American team, T have 
the honor to announce that the Amateur Rifle Club team his 
made 1273 to the Canadians’ 1,235, the Amateur Club winning by ot RL 

38 points: another victory for the Americans. In behull ol those 
who have been witnesses, 1 Gan say that it has been imost enjoy- 
able. If the competitors have enjoyed itas well as the specta- 
tors, then we all have passed a most agreeable day, 

Lieut.-Col. Gfbson said: “In acknowledging our defeat, we de- 
sire to do so in the most graceful manner possible, We came 

down bere, as I told you privately, Judge Gildersleeye, not 

to reverse the suecession of victories which have been 

awarded to the American teams, but to have a good time with 

you, and we have exceeded in this respect our most sanguine ex- 

pectations. That we have been defeated is no surprise to us, but 

that we have done so wellis to us an agreeable disappointment. 

We congratulate ourselves thatjye haye been able to put you to 

u litle trouble, and that when we went back from the {00 to the 

},C00 yards firing point we were not shamefully behind our com- 
perltors. We hope to meet you agsin in friendly combat, and we 

hope when we do the field of battle vill he in our own country. 

When we do meet you there we trust we shall be able lo treat you 

with the same generous hospitality you have extended to us. 

Thanking you for your courtesy, acknowledging ovr defeat, and 

honing there will come a team which shall defeat you—and I 

have no doubt you share the hope—I wil) call for three cheers for 
the American team.” 

Of course the cheers were given, and the match was oycr, the 

Canadians burrying away to pack pin time for aspeed home 

by the Erie express that eveuing. The results of ile match are 

fivyen in the following tables :— 

AMERICAN TEAM, 

Name, Yards. Totals. 
( 800,..85555555555555 4-74 

J.P. Waters, .-......4 900....356555555455445—W 27 
(1000..55555554555555 473 

: ( 800...55455555 5545-73 
Col. H. 8. Jewell...... an 23555959 eas 

(O00. ...5 5 F545 5.5 545 4—72 

{ 800 ...54555555 5h 557 
L. Weber. ...¢..2s00.0e 7 5 Otoko Dba 5555543 

0001. 455 5435 555 
{ 800... 4555555555555 

R. Rathvone.......... 4 90... 4545548545544 
[Loses 455584555 
{ Ail bSSbS5S45 5555 

GL, G. Hepburn........5 900...4545454855538 44: 
(000/15 0445554555452 

} 800...45 555555555445 5-72) 
ebpAlicne yarn.e es): )...5455555454435 5 5-60 207 

(1,0°0025.5 6455545555530 5-65 
CANADTAN TRAM. 

80),...5 55553552 
Col. J. M.Gibson.,...4 00 044555553 

{i ,000..0.485555455 
j 80 ..585455555 

Albert Pain.....-.....4 900...45 656 545 
(000; 545.5 os pe 

; A00....45 5.5 5 bb 
Dr. Melaughiin.... -- 4 00... 354425528 

(1000... 54454555546 
R..5855545555755 55-14 

Jozeph Mason.,..-..,, J 00, [455 A353 L55 85.5 40k bans 
100) 4G 55RB55 44394 5 5-87) 
RO). 4 55454855504 5-09 

RB, Schwarz......-..0.. 4 MW 455835555584 45 56H -20d 
1000.45 4545855455 5 5-09 

) 200....4554654455445 3 5-67) 
Wm. Mitchell......... 4 00,..4585355555455 5 468 198 

1,000.-..455353454543 4 4 663) 

TAE RUNNING RECORD, 

. Ameri-| Gana- ‘Ameri-) Cana- 
Round. preaest can | diun cans | dians 

| ca “| Team. | Team, | Lead, | Lead, 

Su Yards. 
9s 8 BASE er cee a enn a0 28 28. se _| att 
oe 60 bye HT Oa Re 
fe 0 St 87 on 3 
4, 120 qli 15 a 1 
Des Tat 144 145 oe 1 
fi... 150 lit ijl 3 Ws 
4, S10 204 200, 4 4 
$. 240) 233 22) 4 F 
9. 270) 263 256 7 : 
ie 300) 208 286 9 : 
11. 3a) a28 ala 8 s 
12. Aa) Bay Bid 8 is 
13, sol 381 372 4 = 
M4. 424) 410 397 13 = 
Ti... 450 439 427 = 12 aie 

480 | 465 451 14 fi 
510 493 480 i => 
Aid 521 507 aE 
Ai) 551 az 19 
Hi00 uyf Hat on 
630 607 | 586 21 
660 633 613 a2 
680 G64 637 27 
2) (192 Git 2h 
(Bi) Te 695 2+ 
teil) TT 22 } 25 
ait) Wits Te 20 
Sil oy | iit | 2 
870 | B26 BU 20 
S00 85 | kbd 21 

| 
TA30 860 23 
Hil) Dinh Re 
90) it 23 

W206 S41 24 
1040 giv) 24 
1080 QnT 23 | 
1110 1025 ras 
TH10 Way 25 | 
1170 1080 2p | 
1200 | J108- 26 
1230 T1a3 81 
1360 abbys 36 
7200 1184 oT 
1320 1210 35 | 

#:% 1350 12385 38} 
| 

This last mateh was brought about by correspondence between 
the officers of the Amateur Rifle Club of this sity and the officers 
of the Victoria Rifle Club of Hamilton, Ont. These two clubs are 
known as the crack small-bore clubs of the United States and the 
Dominion. The Canadians have Seen able to hold their own well 

at Wimbledon and other British ranges, and have frequently 
beaten the expert shots of the mother country, The first Ameri- 
can-Canadian match in 1875 grew out of a challenge from the 
Victoria Club, The Gilderslesye team bad Just returned from 
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Treland, and the Canadians were anxious to meet them. Tut a 
junior American team was pitted against the Canadijans at Creed- 

moor, and won by a score of 1,409 to 1,384, 

In 1876 the Americans met their friends frum over ihe border 

againat the Centennial match. The American totus were 1,577 
and 1,547, against 1,490 and 1,483 for the Cunadiins, who made the 

lowest score of the five teams engaged, In response toinyvitations 
Trom the Victoria Club a team of 6 Amaricans went to Toronto in 
Sent., 1877. and defeated the Canadian team by a score of 1,052 tm 

1,061. After this match the Canadians determined to Jay aside 

their old muzzle-lnading rifles, imported from Eneland, and 1 
American breech-loaders. Since 18i7 thay have been working 

hard over asystem of team shooting. They made very fine senres 

with their new weapons, and when early last spring the Aineri- 

ean clubsent a letter inquiring whether the series of Canadian - 

American matches should be resumed, the Victoria Club sent. 
word thatthey would come down to Creedmoor. They came on, 

and fora week past have been working at the Creedmoor ranges. 

On Wednesday last, when in a formal practice the scares of the 

eight Canadians fell 40 points behind the American score, many 

ot the old Creedmoor shots thought the Canadians were * pluyine 

*possum.”” They were known to be fine shots individually, and it 

was acknowledged that the yictory would go to the best discip- 

lined team. Such wasthe event, aud the Canadians were beaten, 
although they ran up a score far ahead of anything they had done 
before, 

a ——— 

THE WIMBLEDON SCANDAL.The details of the irregularilies 

of marlang ut Wimbledon casta gloom overa meeting which in 

every other respect was avery commendabie one to the British 

riflemen. Every onenow is pretty well convinced that corrupt 

practices had prevailed at the present, if not at former zather- 

ings, andthat at least some prizes might have fallen into hands 
that did not fairly win them. The melancholy part of the dis- 

coyery is its comprehensive and retrospective operation. All 

those who have won prizes atany of the meetings of the National 

Rifle Association are more or less placed under suspicion, from 

Which, honorable as they may be known to be in their own cireles, 

it will be difficult: for them to extricate themselves in the conclu- 

sions of the public at large to whom they are strangers. Thanks, 

however, are due to Private Runtze and Sergeant Sage, of the 

London Rifie Brigade, for the courage they displayed in bringing 

the rumors of fraud to a practical test. The volunteers, withour 

waiting for the judgment of the Court of Inquiry which is inyes- 

tigating the charge made in regard to the Marking for the Olym- 

pic prize, havé already expressed their obligations to those two 

gentlemen in the formal shape of a memorial, which expresses 

appreciation of their “efforts toward exposing, and so for the 

future preventing, collusion between certain competitors and 
markers which has unfortunately diseredited the meeting of 

1880.'’ ‘This, it will be remarked, speaks in the plural, and volun- 

teers in camp have made no secret of their ability to furnish 

cases in which high scores haye been made under such remarka— 

ble conditions as tonow lay them fairly open to doubt whether 

they could have een hoyestly made. No single person who is ac- 

quainted with the Wimbledon system of shooting and marking 

can hesitate to acknowledge that jt makes conspiracy between 

the man at the fring point and the man at the butts compura- 

tively easy. In the majority of cases, the competitor knows lone 

beforehand the day, the hour and the target at which he will 

sheot; he can also ascertain the marker for the day and the 

hour and the target. The rest; isa mere matter of detail. The 
suborned marker is informed that the first shot will be the onw 

requiring his particular attention, and, accordingly, when the 

crisis cConies, bullseyes and inners are signalled gccording to von- 

tract; whilst the score of the second man at the same target is so 

kept down as not toimperil the position of his antagonist even 
with a tie. 

How often the thing has been done it is impossible to ‘say, but 

that it can be done is certain. Indeed, the modus operandi is net 
repudiated by markers themselyes; for duving the present mest- 
ing two or three of their number, traveling in a railway carringe 

with a non-commissoned officer of yolunteers, candidly admitied 
that there would be no difficulty in making a good score for any 
particular individual, The curious thing is that the council of 
the association should have overlooked the possibility of fraud in 
this direction, especially as there are so many simple remedies at 

hand. Collusion, for instance, might easily be frustrated by the 

markers being kept in ignorance trom gunfir= to gunfire as to the 

targets to which they would be appointed, and further, by turn- 
ing the men about whilst they were actually in the butts. This 
might involye some trifling delay, and some additional trouble; 

but such considerations are of no account when the honor of an 

association which has been permitted to call itself“ National’ 
is at stake. 

The only official action taken by the Wimbledon authorities up 
to this writing is embodied in the following notice posted on the 
Wimbledon bulletin board :— : 

N. R. A. CAMP, WIMBLEDON, July) 25th. 1880), 
Tt was reported to the Executive Commiltee that markers had 

been tampered with. ‘They at once inquired into the case, and 
after full investi.ation, fincving that the person chiettly implicated 
was a sergeant employed in yhe butts, they reported the evidence 
to the othcer in command of the troops, who immediately ordered 
a court of inquiry to assemble, composed of Major Ozzard, Royal 
Marine Light infantry; Capt. Stoney, Twenty-tifth Megiment, 
adjutant of the Fifth West York Militin, and Capt. Brown, 2d 
Twenty-first Kegiment. Ihe courtassembled yesterday morning, 
ani pie proceedings haye been forwarded to the proper au 
thority, 

What this Court of Inquiry discovered ts indicated in the bulle- 

tin of Aug. 4th, which announced that on Aug. 6th ageneral 

court-martial will asssmble at Forton Barracks, Gosport, to try 

Sergeant Marsham for alleyed complicity in the false suoring said 
to haye been then made. 

—_—_—$_——al}- 6 -~@ 0 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

Boston, Mass., Avg. 1ith—There was a good attendance at 

Walnut Hill Range, Saturday, and some ui) entries were made in 

the Massachusetts and Creedmoor matches. A squad of the Shaw 

Guards (eolored) were on the grovind and did some fine shooting, 

During the entire day the sun did not shine, consequently a per: 

fect lizht prevailed of the gray species, so much wished for by 

the marksmen. The wind changed but» few points during the 

shooting. Thewind dial registered 9 to 10 o'clock, southwest. It 

was gentle andat no time gave any trouble. Only two matches 
filled, the 500 yards off-hand match and the amateur mstches 

finding no entries. Mr. J. F. Rabhsth'’s elegant achievement is 

worthy of especial mention, Starting hisscore with a “* center,” 

he kept in ihe bullseye for ¥ consecutive shots. and nearly all in 
the middle of the bull, closing with 41, and the hest 49 that eun be 

nade. Making a reGotry, he again started with a bullseye ani 
made 4, making & total of 14 consecutive bullseyes, when he 

stepped to the firing point with a determination to makea ful! 
score, but ha. omitted to fill his shell|and was recorded a misa, 
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much to his chagrin, Again reéntering, he made a good 48, scor- 

ing in 20 shots 17 bullseyes. The scores are as follows :— 

CREEDMOOR MATCH, 
Stbb me beth.e ye.) sins ttay «ese »45 55 5 5 5 5 5 5—49 
TORRE ioc) sR AW ie Oo ee » 6 5 5 5 6 4 6 5 § 5-49 
LRP iia op aera ESS EES -~4 45445 5 4 5 5-45 
SSG ITEM ee yal chs +4 656445 5 4 4 5 5-45 
J. Nichols,... ... ee te 446,55 5 4 4 5 4-45 
SATB, Arrclier. ffeil Sheed ee w454 65 5.8 6 5 445 
Wi Obarles (mile). 3 <sd2aned =n ss eee 4445 45 4 4 § 5—44 
ele EU, SES inna oe bare hee Le ee Ae. 5444545 4 4 4-43 
S. Lewis....... 454544 54444 
GS Wii Re OT Sonn ee rat een ae oe 444444 4 4 4-40 

MASSACHUSETTS MATCH. 

1 14 10 11—110 QO. M. Jewell ............ ayes cox. 10°11 12 10 12 12 
N. W. Arnold... -- 10111112 12 11 9 8 12 10—106 
5. BP, Brooks... 12 11 10 11 10 11 10 12 «8 10—105 
J. Nichols......... - 91212 81112 712 7 11—100 
ROPE ay Tints) eee ere ryy -l1 0 9 811 9 71010 LI— 95 
SPE CATOHE Hes (ayy, as ros. fo bch cae gee Nil 9 8 § $$ 710 Y 8— 40 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Aug. 13th.—The Rod and Gun Club held 

théir third competition at their range -to-day. The day was de— 

lightful, a good light prevailing during the trial. The wind gaye 

no trouble. The gentlsmen were obliged to give up theirtrial at 

1,000 yards, the long distance, »>wing to darkness. Only the best 

scores ure given, as follows :—- 

B Moset. nc MO gaa EES trecer 

MiEDvVorD, Mass., Aug. 18th.—The Raymond Sportsman's Club 

held their meet to-day at Belleyue range. The duy proved a good 

one for the contest, although the light was exceedingly bright. 

The wind gave no trouble,and was easily handled, The finest 

shooting was done at this meet singe the opening of the 50-ball 

muteh. Mr. GC. A. Loud accomplished the elegant achievement of 

breaking 50 glass ballsstraight without a miss. Messrs, Kirkwood 

and Johnsoa followed very close, with 48 each, and Jones with 44. 

Tn the rifle Gontest Mr. Charles made the splendid record of 57 

out of the possible 60, Medford count. The attendance was large, 

Following is and many spectitors with ludies graced the range. 

the summary in both trials :— 

GLASS BALLS. 

AS SOUS fo sees ae-pasas 
SRI PIA OO CLs, onsen eh 
L. EB. Johnson ........---.44 . 
LE ee ic eth ae oka; te rede 

: THE RLELE. 
Wo. Charles.....<.-.0.tci:0-2 meas FO 6 6 6 6 Bb 6 6B B—bT 
[DepesSOe etoVLES; ts Pe SU ee ee 835845 66 8 4 4-48 

_Soutn GARDNER, Madss., 4g. 16{h.—Owing to the rain which 

was prevailing Saturday afternoon (Aug. 14th) only a few mem- 

bers of the Gardner Rifle Club were at Hackmalack Range. The 
following scores were made, distance 200 yards, off hand, using 

the inch ring and Creedmoor target combined -— 

Totals. 
R. # O. a) eR Bie eee 

Er RESSENLISTFODGNS neyhs scr s saret- pepe 8 4 9 47 «119 8692 
J. N. Dodge......... Pah ~- 93 46 83 46 Té6 
Aj Mathewsija. f.<5:.2tcasre..s Este: 4g vin} 45 149 87 
FP. E. Nichols ane 7% 44 5 41 140 85 
P. iH. Newton < i 40 65 43 Tl 83 

G.R P. 

GARDNER, Mass., Aug. 16fh.—The members of the Monomonae 

Sporting Club have elected the following officers: President, 

Aaron Greenwood; Vice-President, Maxus Wright; Secretary, 

snd Treasurer, F. M. Greenwood; Executive Committee, Maxus 

Wrisbt, George Nichols and. C. H. Newton. They go into camp 

at their grounds in Rindge, N. H., Sept. 4th. 

GrRArron, Mass., Aug. 16th.—The Grafton Gun Club was organ- 

ized Wednesday evening, and the toliowing officers were chosen: 

President, 8. A. Forbush; Vice-President, Geo. P. Bigelow; Sec- 

retary and ''reasurer, Charles Greenwood; Executive Committee, 

George KR. Newton, W. W.Keene and §. 8. Johnson. The club 
starts under very fayorable circumstances, haying 23 members. 

Saturday the club hada friendly practice. 

SPRINGFLEDD, Mass,, Aug, 1ith.—Rod and Gun Club score, last 

weekly shoot, 200 yards, possible 50;— 

5. 5. Bumstead.....--.. weg: £ a tee eae 5555 45 5 5 5 5-49 
G. Kodgers... 4546 5 4 4 4 5 5-45 
J. A. Wilson. 955444 4 4 5 5—45 
ae rnasa@wives (mil 00... eee rks 5444545 4 5 3—45 

Tbis is the second time that 49 has been made,.on this range, and 

both times by Mr. Bumstead. Attendance light; many riflemen 

out of town, J.B. P. 

BrRiIntON RANGE,N. J., Avy. 10th.—Remington long range match, 

First competition; all comers; any rifle; position, any, without 

artificial! rest:— 

Col. G, B. P. Howard. ; 

800 yards........ 5455545556555 4 6 5 5-4 
g0U yards,.,..... 6855538345 54443 5 4 2 5-ta 

1,000 yards ....... 20854272355 8 4 5 4 4 4-53-191 
A. BR. Parker. 

S00 yards........ 4445553555635 5 4 5-68 
900 yards.... ... 2636565 0425 5 656 2 2 0 5—adu 

1,000 yards.... ...0 400845 08 6 0 4 5 0 4—87—155 

H, C. Rushton, 

s00 yards .......3 445 043 4 4 4 45 4 5 4-87 
900 yards.c.. 2.62 4445 5 4 05 83 5 3 3 U 5 8-49 

LOU yards......-. o¢400 0 0 55 5 4 2 2 2 2—31—137 

Maj. A. J, Clark. 

800 yurds,.......6 45555433 5 8 4 8B 5 4-61 
900 ¥ards,...4...04655 456 5 5 45 0 VU % 8 4 SL 

1,000 yards........ OuvDB 02 0 0 0 400 3 U 12-124 

Capt. L. H. Greve. - 
800 yards...-.... 0933838582 530 3 8 5 2-4 
yO yards... ... 0 40 4 00 8 05 0 2 0 8 0 Ub 21 

1,000 yards....,... 0000440 00 U0 3 0 2 5 38-21— 85 
Champion Marksman’s Badge Match, Aug. 14th :— 

ws Agere- 
200 Yards, 500 Yards. wate. 

Capt. J. R. Denman....4 3 44 419 6 45 4 5-23 4 
Col. G. 1. P. Howar £4 4 ¢ 3-19 56 4 4 5 0-16 Bid 
kK. Bonnett, . 424 4 5-19 3823 2 8-18) 32 
W.5S. Righter. 843 4 3-1IT 5283 0 2-12 29 

BALTIMORE, Md., dug. 14th.—Eho shooting at Patapsco Kange 

to-day was not up to the average. The light was bad,with several 

slizht showers during the regular mateh. The smoke often in- 

terfered with the shooting by hanging in front ofthe firing point. 
The following is the complete score, 200 yards :— 

BoB, Lynch... 22.62. ote te ie ees ay oe 
A. F. Dresel. 35 2 p44 oan 
L. Dietrich + aa Pa £ 4 4 dip 
J.B. Armstrong -.. 454483 4 4 4 4-49 
Thomss Hy Davyy.cc-. sin. - eee oe 5444444 4 3 4-40 
A. Roeder. '.... .¢:-;:0::2:-2 ce ae BA 4 4 EE A 4 4 B28 
Amateh has been arranged to be shot weekly from Aug. 14th 

to Sept. 18th, for gold and silver medals, open to members only? 

three highe t azgregate scores to count. The first competition 
resulted as follows :— 

JSS Presa, sees. ese vedas 44] L, Deiterich............. ees 
PEDO SR FR ee ye ah oe . 44] J. B. Armstrong: viseste AU 
AES LIV o ch rte te-nyat spe nces Salt Chet OCUOL ss de wee ceetia ide rere 

Aug. 26th, a mateh between our club and the Washington Club 

will be held at Patapsco Range, distance 200 yards,6 competitors 

per side, J.B. A. 

Sv, Pawn, Mini, Aug, Ist. -“Dhe St. Paul Rifle Club shooting 

grounds were formally opened this afternoon, the principal fea- 

ture being a trial of skill between a team of 10 marksmen from 

each Of the cities of St, Paul and Winona. The members of the 
Winona Shooting Club, to the number of 14, accompanied by 

several ladies arrived by the morning train and were met bya 

committee of the clib and provided with quarters. At 1 P.M, 

the members of the club and their gnests from Winona, together 

with delegations from the Arion and Mannerchor singing socie- 

ties, headed ky the Great Union Band, marched down Third street 

to the depot. Byvery arrangement had been made for the conye- 

nience and pleasure of those present. The weather was delight- 

ful, The exercises were opened by a medley of national airs from 

the Great Union Band, followed by aselection sung by the mem- 

bers of the Arion and Mannerchor societies. The president of 

the club, Mr. Arthur Koenig, then delivered the dedicatory ad- 

dress. t 

Thenddress, which was delivered in German, was listened to 

with great interest, and both during its deliveryand at its close 

was loudly npplauded. These exercises being over a break was 

msde for the shooting hall, andsoon the ringing reports of rifle 

shots were head, the first shot being fired by President Koenig. 

Prior to the match between the teams from Winona and St. Paul, 

the members from both clubs engagedin a trial of skill at bulls- 

eye shooting, which was not finished when time was called and 

the grand match of the day was announced. The two teams were 

composed of 10 from euch elib, each one of whom was entitled 

to10 shots. ‘The following is the name andscore of each :-— 
8. PAUL TEAM, WINONA TEAM. 

BOE key fae beh aan 208) Pe Wuindell: set te 
Ja PR GLBI 5.00 tas s eae are a 169 | Th. Keller, ...... Aas eRe Oe 
J.G, Taylor ... 151] B. Rebstock.... 
D. Wohblfort.... 140) | See enipan en year oe, pans: 
Wim. Dies.o. 100 So sagt 049 | GSK pves.e 
J.J. Lawrence.,... Pian we oe Are 160/) GC, -Soharer,. i... 5520.0 baaty 
Albert Scheffer... ++» 158| J. Winkels ......- 
Otto Macklett. 1. ..c.2.4..2.. 123 | H. Sehroeder....... seen 
Jos. Mosehofsky.....-......- 149 | O. M,Gernes,................. 
J. Zahonyi..... 22... ee 102 | H. Busticker. 

Mortals Aon cee wes Ped 1498 | SGU se ye) eats re gx 1,265 
The Winona visitors left with the determination to return at 

no distant day and reyerse the record they made to-day. 

' Archery. 
————— 

—<Address ali communications to ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

PRIVATE PRACTICE CLUB. 

JUNE SCORES, 

PX Secretary feels like apologizing to the club for the long 

delay in the presentation of this report. However, the Sec- 

retary is not wholly in fault, as several of the reports by mem- 

bers only reached him atter his return from the national meeting. 

The members attending that meeting will know the making of 

such a report upon thé heels of the meeting is quite a task, and 

will pardon bim forthe brevity of his comments upon the June 

work. Afterall, the scores speak for themselves more clearly 

than any moralizing’ of his, and are the principal matter to which 

the uttention of archers is drawn. Ope lesson, and a great one it 

is, taught by the last great national meeting, to which attention 

is here called, should surely speak more for the Private Practice 

Club than any words can do. At that meeting, out of the twelve 

prizes offered for the twelve greatest gross scores, eight prizes 

were taken by members of the Private Practice Club! Let who 

will, say that such a result could come of anything else than the 

systematic practice of the York Round adopted by this society. 

'Nhere cannot be a question that the fixed habit of preserving a 

record of eyery arrow shot will bring with it the habit of shoot- 

ing every arrow carefully, as though the very reputation Of the 

archer depended upon the result of each shot. Such carefulness 

alyays brings its reward, and the grand national meeting gives 

conclusive proof of its efficiency. Not only in the long-range 

work was this efliciency shown, but at the short ranges of the 

team shootas well. The four gentlemen composing the team 

which won the first prize were all members of this society. Tha 

Wabash Merry Bowmen, who won the first prize at Chicago Inst 

year in the team shoot, fell back to third place, with a yery weak 
score, although the only member of the team who is a member of 

the Private Practice Club (Mr. Will H. Thompson) scored 62 
points hizher than any member of the winning team. The other 

members of the team, not having had the careful self drill which 

the Private Practice Club necessitates, fell away below their idea 

of their own powers. But we desire to follow up this subject 

more fully in the annual report which will appear in the next 

issue of this paper, in which the Seer etary will give the standing 

of the members.up to the month of July, and the awards to each, 

and will combine in the same report an account of the business 
meeting of the club held at Buffalo, with the amendments made 

to the constitution and rules, and the new classification of mem- 

bers upon the basis of the scores made in the month of June, 

He will only say to members who were not present, that because 

of some confusion as to the propriety of keeping the scores for 

July, 1t was decided to omit: that month, and begin the new year 
on the Ist day of August. The Secretary will be thankful to 

members if they will mail their scores as soon after the close of 
the month as possible, 

” quass 1 
Lorenzo Devol, Marietta, Ohio :— 

York Rounds. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. ‘Totals. 
June gandd4.., 38—187 34-147 22—114 90—398, 

82 21—107 87431 
23— 97 24-116 78—348 
23— 81 22— 90 70-262 
29—131 20— 96 2 
843—134 23—109 86—342 
3i—123 22—112 89—300 
25— 87 20— 94 72208 
i— 99 19=— 85 TO—298 

24 arrows at 60 yards, 21—95, 21-67. Average, York Round 
3411-9; average at 100 yards, 118 4-9; average a 80 yards, 120 1-9: 
average at 60 yards, 98 7-11. 

Tac. Hussey, Des Moines, lowa:— 

York Rounds. 

100 Yards, 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Is: 
Nithi:povgR Sa) anewenn | es oli 23—107 2-93 i taste 
HUDE Dp... 1y—95 20— Ye 224 61-279 
June 12... ..cnss- Ii-t7 i6—128 2Z1— b4— 
June 16....... 24— 8 ij—73 58-—224 J i—7 
June 18... 23-17 72-96 72-294 ¢ 

ed arrows at 60 yards, 20—92, 1989, 24112, 22—104, 2014, 22104, 
19—87, 20—84, 19—79, 20—90, 23103, 2290. Average at York Round, 
2702-5; average at 100 yards, 75 2-5: average at 80 yards, 105 1-f; 
average at 60 yards, 92 13-17. 

T. R. Willard, Galesburg, Tll.:— 

ards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. ‘Totals, 
95 16— 62 lij—i9 40—2¢ 

18— 60 2— WF 1b—it H5—191 
vi 24—104 13—55 §38—233 

16— 62 19— 9h 13-71 48—224 
74—100 25— IT 1é—t2 65—239 
26— 82 21— 45 li— 64-252 

HZ 19— 8 14—56 65—263 
85 17— 73 15—ti3 55—221 
G7 16— 84 13—63. 50—224 

. 18— 80 20— 86 12—ft 62—230 
1s— 60 1— 71 20—88 5i—219 

13 A0—128 19-67 80—268 
2 24— 92 12—82 f0—266 
50 r8—I10 W—T2 bb—S52 

Average York Round, 235 47; average at 100 yards, $49-18; ay- 
erage at 80 yards, $1 11-14; average at 60 yards, 68. 

Will H. Thompson, Crawfordsville, Ind.:— 

York Rounds. 
100 Yards. 8 Yards, 60 Yards. ‘Totals. 

June 1 a6—136 37—157 21—105 4$— 398 
Shee Se OeReEy nee G ne 43—124 31—143 23-117 87-385 
June 3 26— 84 29— 99 22—102 T7285 
June 4 2—134 82—184 22—]84 88—a82 
June 9 44185 40—202 23—139 107—529 
June it 41—159 3i—187 20— 94 98—440 
June 12 36—148 41—181 23-133 0462 
June 15 38—106 36—1dt 25—108 i843 
June 16 83-125 fi—1h 24—124 94—402 
June 17 B5—127 3i—153 23—133 95—413 
June 18 41—167 41—1h9 22—124 1W4—450 
June 23... 28—100 31—124 21—105 80— 828 
Jime Bt - 22.2 -21.. ° 36—168 8-144 23— 99 95—411 

Average. York Round, 402 12-13; average at 100 yards, 135 2-18; 
average at 80 yards, 141 6-13; average at 60 yards, 116 413, 

Maurice Thompson, Crawfordsville, Ind.:— 

York Rounds, 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. ti0 Yards, ‘Totals. 
June 4. . 36-136 37—16T 21—105 94—398 
June 11. 39—1is 3i—181 23—105 99—449 
June 11, 80—110 sa—l33 19-105 R2—848 
June 12- 30—110 31-140 19— 79 #3—309 
June 15. . — 18 d2—Ie 22— G2 78-290 

» Bs 33-125 21— 93 §3—Re 
31—325 20— B+ 76307 

: 83—l51 22—108 78—A40 
June 22.:.....- eo ee shianes » 31—107 B3—149 oe— 46 Sh—252 

Average, York Round, 346 8-9; average at 100 yards, 110 +9; av- 
erage at 80 yards, 140 1-9; average at 0 yards, 6 3-9, 

0. W. Kyle, Highland Park, Tl..— 

10 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 
Tne. Wee aes On. Bs se 21— 63 30—108 1i—65 68286 

4 28— 99 16—i6 i—2A9 
1f— 84 j—bi 49—199 
Su 12+ 15—67 t9—275 
Is— 70 19— tis 5h—215 
ga— YL 17—59. Gl—22 
2i— 81 1j—63 §5—211 
20—103 14—60 tibp—B44 
27—109 17-8] 63-259 
28—100 15—h5 T1— 257 
25— 97 14—42 62—245 
lf— 5t 18-6 b1—229 
23—108: ig—54 67227 
18— 74 12—60 fi—208 
24— 18 12—42 5i— 195 

72 arrows at 100 yards, 16-48, 22-86, 24-80. 24 arrows at 60 yards, 
19-78, 18-56, 18-86, 17-85, 23-111, 20-02, 19-67, 17-71, 25-99. Average, 
York Round, 231 11-15; average at 10) yards, 77; average at 80 
yards, 91 9-15; average at 60 yards, 69 7-12. 

Edwin Deyol, Marietta, Ohio ;— 

York Rounds. 
100 Yards. &) Yards. G0 Yards. ‘Totals. 

TUNG en ks enh oe yee see— 88 28— BS 14— 68 HY—H19 
June 19,. -lh— 62 24— 82 15— 6d 55—209 
June 26.. -Ra— 9a Jé— 92 18— St i—2is 
June 2%. . 27—11s 25—LO2 20— 95 Th—214 
June 29. . ...B9—147 25— 89 20— 94 0-480) 
June 302.,-... ...-.--,-,,J4— 4 22—100 21-115 57 —250 

72 arrows at 100 yards, 23-95, At S80 yards (30 shots), 9-31, 24 ar- 
rows at 60 yards, 17-7). Average, York Round, 2638 l-t; average 
at 100 yards, 92 6-1; average at 40 yards, 834-7; average at 60 yards, 
6 8-7. 

Bdward B. Weston, Highland Park, L.:— 

York Rounds. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards, 60 Yards. ‘Totals. 
June B— 82 26—i00 i— 61 tl—?du 

24-100 24—1 06 a 6i—305 
S— 86 18— 75 1— 30 55—258 

6l—135 I6— 68 19— ST 66—250 
S—1i6 16— 65 28— ST 7—281 

19— Si -31—127 ¥l— 39 W—2y7 
.21— 83 20— 70 li— 67 Ab—224) 
-20— KO 18— fi2 1b— 42 H4—104 
Wi— 63 18— 65 1t— 48 40—179 
A2— 44 10— 3+ 16— 10 a8—L48 
1i— 56 18— 61) 21— &1 Sid—]d 
waa 84 ¥i— YS “y—102 6e—2. 
13— 37 26—108 20—100 5445. 
:18— 58 za— 95 19— 81 f2—2y4 
25— +0 29— 97 22—106 TH 268 
23— 7 3l—Isl 22—116 (b—a22 

(v 24— 88 23—121 GH 2b) 
— 69 22— 90) 18— S6 HiH—245 

19— §3 2I— HY m4— 108 W— 255 
21— 73 13— 4: LO— fit bt 206 
I— OT 26-126 21-19 76-42 

26— 80 2I— 78 22— 8B U9—Hay 
23— 79 ve— £8 W— 8 4. 61-257, 

85 T-L3, 
GLASS IL. 

L. L. Peddinghaus, Marietta, Ohio :— 
100 Yards. 80 Yards. 40 Yards. ‘Totals. 

June 2, 80—132 27-101 Is— 95 T6—AZ6 
June 5 wa OF 39-201 22106 Sa—4uL 
June 7, 38—1i2 56—162 25-123 at—457 
June 10. 19— iz 26— 8B 24—114 69—215 
June 14. io — 125 35—165 22—2 G0—29s 
June 16. H— 89 28—Lis 20—105 18—BU9 
June 19. 841A ag—15t Ra—l25 Si—4138 

RIALIRE ete” Ialel di bel inl celeie tials 33—101 29—1 11 24—lid S6—o26 

June d0....... ABABA PO? 52—128 38—162 21—109 si—ago 

2 s at 60 yards, 23-111, 22-110, 24-102, 24-102, Average, York 

Round, 36 Lo; Arora nee 1U0 yards, 116 4-9; average at $0 yards, 

1393; average at 60 yards, 110. ; 

Charl” G. Slack, Marietta, Ohio :— 
100 Yards. s0 Yards. 60 Yards. ‘Totals. 

June me DgSsEy . Bh STL 89 BIH 
Tine Ge cdeesed Fae a ae 12-36 1s—i2 153 4—161 
DJuneiG: Bagese.sss ess I2—82. 16-19 13—39 4-140 

THe As erie s mete lth ene Lm Oe 1—70 li-ii i211 

+100 yards, 19-87. 2£ arrows at (0 yards, 15-5f, 14-74, 
1658 1S 16-78, 1-79, 18-6, 20-98, 17-89, 11-67, 15-74, 10-80, 17-71; 

16-84, 18-74, 19-89, 15-75, 12-44. Average, York Round, 182; average 

at 100 yards, 59; average at 80 yards, 73; average at 60 yards, 

70 9-22. 
E. T. Church, Charlotte, Mich :— 

York Rounds. 
400 Yurds. #0 Yards. @Yards. ‘Totals. 

+ June L...:,. 13-26 MWi-63 20—hiy A753 

June 8.,,-,.-.. : 442 24-88 4-89 55—10a 



AuauUsT 19, 1880] i FOREST AND STREAM. 55 

pines MA a 8 21—79 i—73 AT ae 
June 12and i4,. veo. 17-69. 2t-90 14-42 59—191 
June 16....22.3.-2..... ..-, 21-69 21—te 19—8 61—273 

20—0 21-97 54236 
hl «1-87 = 42-220 
a ot ee ey 
1B 180157 

24 arrows at 60 yards, 21-81, 19-87, 19-95, 16-66, 21-87, 17-73, 21-87, 
21-98, 16-76, 19-97, 14-76, 2397, 19 91, 16-80. Average, York Round, 
1955-92 average at 100 yards, 195-9; average ati 80 yards, 732-9; 
average at 6) yards, 80 10-23. 

Parm, 8. De Graff, Charlotte, Mich :— 

York Rounds. 
Totals 10) Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards, 

Tune 1.......... vice Bs 10 516158 
aes Apes hodeu eee 18—f 2ao— 3 19—93 b0—25) 
PULL Bee Seam RN A Bi 11-63 = 7 87 1561 49218 
Uh a ms OE 2-73 26100 I8—BR 4-258 
JUNE. ee eee WAT 20 BET B18 
ajc ole By Sar as 20— BO 1B—88 52—al 
June ls... pss fit. BE6k 1B 47886 55197 
Tune ge BSB 0G 82 41 
TUNG 200) Pes bebe ee g-29 86-16 62 19—73_— 4418 

24 arrows at 60 yards, 21-107, 16-92, 16-60, 15-53, 16-58, 16-70, 15-49, 
J9-B7, 19-83, 11-712, 19-86, 21-78, 20-112, 15-73, 17-83, 19-87, 24—122, 21-99, 
23-107, 22-114, 23-115. Average, York Kound, 198¢} avcrage at 100 
yards, 404; average at 80 yards, 725-9; average at 60 yards, 83 2-15. 

Prank H. Walworth, Saratoga, N. Y.:— 

York Rounds. 
100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 

bea ewan ss 0 homie 13— 49 25— 93 20— 98 58—240 
Pee ee ce li— 63 26—100 19— 69 62—244 

. §—4 i 

2, 16-74 ‘ 
1-87, 19-91, 18-58, 18-8, 19-81, 22-126, 19-115, 22-100, 14-104, 20-90, 19-93, 

C. W. Sherman, Charlotte, Mieh.:—72 arrows at 100 yards, 4-8; 
43 arrows at BU yards, 13-43; 24 arrows at 60 yards, 21-79, 19-75, I-75, 
18-76, 19-65, 17-95, 19-83, 18-88, @1-95, 13-63, 20-84, 15-61, 19-60, 18-68, 
15-70, 18-110. Average at 100 yards, &; average af80 yards, 43; av- 
erage at 60 yards, 75}. 

CUASS ID. 
W. Holberton, Hackensack, N. J.:— 

York Rounds. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals, 
SIABORE aie, * oor ithe «co Lakes 3— 9 20—bh 19—79 A2—15+ 
DUNG B38... 60:05 ase - caeeeas 8—26 1i— 14—56 8a—12T 
June 2¢and 30........ -di—-1 0 -67 16—Tt 44—182 
June B........ Cran ke 8—44 13-88 ii—aL 32—128 

45 arrows at 80 yards, 16-45, 24 arrows at 60 yards, 14-74, 16-48, 
17-89, 13-65, 16-88, 15-45, 14-53, 17-79, 13-65, 16-58, 15-45, 14-58, 16-79, 6-26, 
18-78, 20-68, 18-80, 12-44, 11-85, 11-57, 17-81, 14-60, 14-46, 18-46, 17-81, 
10-33, 10-83%, 11-37, 11-39, 9-43; 12-64, 22-96, 16-64, 17-74. Average, York 
Round, 1473; average at 100 yards, 30; average at 80 yards, 51 1-5; 
ayerdrve at 60 yards, 60 6-11. 

Howard Fry, Williamsport, Penn.:— 
48 arrows at80 yards, 6-13. 24 arrows at 60 yards, 6-22, 9-1, 11-53, 

8-28, 10-44, 8-26. 9-41, 11-29, 10-30), 4-18, 6-16, 9-41, 10-40, 10-30, 5-21, 11-43, 
7-23, 9-31, 4-10, 7-33, 5-9, 7-29, 7-29. Average at 80 yards, 13; average 
at 60 yards, 309-23, " 
M. D. Ewell, 8. Evanston, Il.: 

York Rounds. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards, Totals. 
6—20 4—12 18— 60 ALTOS ASA eS S—28 

DUE B),. oreo pore te wie ee wv L0—Se: 14—42 10-382 34—106 

72 arrows at 100 yards, 12-82, 9-33, 9-35, 8-22, 6-26, 11-23; 48 arrows 
at 80 yards, 16-56, 9-18, 5-13, 8-20; 24 arrows at60 yards, 14-48, 16-56, 
15-4, 16-36, 16-56, 13-43. Average, York Round, 83; average at 100 
yards, 282; average at 80 yards, 29); ayerarve at 60 yards, 434. 

Jesse B, Devol, Marietta, Ohio.: 

York Rounds. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. fi Yards. ‘Totals. 
IAT eh ietaage cite hve 1)—87 27—11L  @ 23-115 69-313 
June 29 16—60 23— 83 li— T4 55—217 
GL BU. andes etna one 21—87 a0--14t 16— 68 67—301 
iZarrows at 100 yards, 12-26, 13-41, 11-45, 18-62; 48 arrows at 80 

yards, 16-58, 13-33, 18-12; 2t arrowsat 60 yards, 17-87, 20-82, 18-88. 
Average. York Hound, 277; average at 100 yards, 647; average at 
80 yards, 835-6; averageat t0 yards, 852. 

0. G. Hammond, Highland Park, U1.: 

York Rounds. 
100 Yards, 80 Vards.3 60 Yards.:- Totals. 

13 - 59 li— 53 14— 62. 44—164 
13— 45 13— 33 1i— 48 40—126 
)— 41 138— it 14— 62 41—159 
z— 50 26— 94 14— 52 52—196 
§— 35 19— iL R4L— Ot 52—200 

June 16.............. +.. 23— BL 32—122 19— 77 74—280 
16— 54 28—124 22—11b 6h —294 

Sfieneon) Tees Teepe eae 28— B4 29—189 19— $1 Wilt 
June 23 . 28—110 30—146 24—108 82—36¢ 
June 24 . 26— 80 23— BY 13— 53 62—222 
SIERO Rise hh race Ee 23— 81 83-121 YA—130 80-332 
Arba Te Wess saat YT a4—102 41—197 21— 9% $6—398 
DUMG BBE cel ee een 26— 92 386—126 22—112 84—330 
Average, York Round, 260 9-15; average at 100 yards, 70 4-13; 

average et $0 yards, 1117-U; average at 60 yards, 90 3-43. 

WiLL H, Tompson, Secretary P. P. C. 

Cricket. 
————— 

—<Address all communications to *‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

rT 8 tee. 

—The formal opening of the Girard Cricket Club grounds, at 

Franktord, Pa., will take place on Friday and Saturday, Aug. 20th 

and 21st, by a match vs, Young america. The grounds are situ- 

ated between Kensington avenue and Frankford road. Anew 
pavilion is In course of erection, with a seating capacity for 500 
persons, 

—The Oak Lane Cricket Ciub of Philadelphia, has been organ- 
ized. Mr, N. H. Rand, Sécretary. 

—The game piayed on Saturday, July 7th, between the Onon- 

daga and Oswego Falls clubs, resulted in a victory for the Onon- 
dagas by 9 runs—score, Oswego Palls49, Onondagas {8, Only one 
innings each was played. For the Oswego Falls club, Bilis seored 

22; J. Bacius 16 not out; and Shoesmith 11, For the Onondagas, 
Hallworih scored 18 and Millward 15. 

—We have an indistinct recollection of having heard of the or- 
ganizition of a King’s County Eleyen, and should like to know if 
such #0 Organization has been formed, Can any of our King's 
Oounty friends enlighten us? 

CRICKET IN°THE OnpEN TrMe.—tin last week's issue we pre- 

sented to our readers an illustration taken from a little book on 

the laws of the game, published oyer 109 years ago. We have 

since had a limited number of the cuts struck off on first-class 

paper, suitable for framing and hanging up in club-houses. 
These can be had upon application at this oilice, for the cost 
price, ten cents each. As the reproduction of the little book has 
ureated an interest in cricketin circles, we give below the title 

_Lister, b Tait 

page and the names of the committee by whom the laws were 
revised: “The| Laws of Oricket,| revised at the| Star and 
Garter, | Pall-Mall, | on February the 25th, 1/74: | by a | Commit- 

tee | of | Noblemenand Gentlemen. | Fourth Edition | Sevenoaks: 

| Printed by T. Clout Jux. Sold by the | Persons who fell Clouts’ 

Cricket-Balls, | and the Bookfellers of Kent, Suffex, &e, Com- 
mittee: Inthe chair. Sir Willam Draper. Prefent, His Grace 
the Duke of Dorset, Rt. Hon, Ear) Varkeryille, Sir Horace Mann, 
Philip Dehany, John Brewer Davis, Harry Peckham, Francis 
Vincent, James Cooke, Chartes Ooles, Richard James, Elquires, 
Rey. Charles Pawlet. 
—The Longwood Club, of Buston, and Toronto Club, of Ontario, 

played at Toronto, on the 11th and 12th inst., resulting in a vie- 

tory for the Toronto Club by 40 runs :— 

TORONTO. ; 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

C. H. Sproule, b Wright...... OTD TEL ee doar yee tae Bh nw 2 
W. Townsend, ¢ Pickering, b 

JOIFGUOTING ors os aa ener woos Ae Wit We DEW biors as say. ash +. 2a 
F.C. Blake, b Wright..... ... 0 @ Hubbard, b Dutton......... 2p 
RK, D. Gamble, b Hubbard... 17 bTyler............... 
E. R. Ogden, b Wricht.. . 0 b Wrizht 
G. RK. Behan, b Wright.. . 2 b Hubbard. 
P. RB. Irving, run out.. 10 bi Pylér ot. ; 
H. Baines, b Wright... . 0 b Wright. 
M. Pearson, b Hubbard. ede ib Wetie hte crt, 
J. Vickers, b Wright.... . 0 ec Dutton, b Wright 
H, T, Helmcken, not out..... 4 not out................ 
EC TRAS Oe ele pan eee aes 5 Extras \....... cya 

Dota ys Pe: tiwaeie ibe hae Eye DDR D OMI helo aieseletttobel ied dees eelal ae 104 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
First Innings. 

Overs. Maidens, Ruus. Wickets, 
15.3 vi 20 Uf] 
7 I 16 1 
4 0 la z 

d Z 2 1 2 
Curtis bowled a wide. 

Second Innings. 
Big Vote ee eto oe 28.2 8 47 4 
Hubosrde: ti iyide fe ave 2 il 
DAT GUO ee delle tls ay 3 0 8 1 
Bisby §. See ee 5 0 5 0 
Tyler 1 16 3 

a LONGWOOD G, C., BOSTON. ‘ 
First [nnings. Second Innings. 

Tyler, c Sproule, b Gamble... 3 b Helmcken........ + bee BF, 5 
Dutton, b Ogden.............. 2 b Helmecken..... ... oe (3 
Hubbard, lb w Gamble. . 0 lbw, b Helmcken..... pall, 
Bixby, b Helmoken........... li ¢ Sproule, b Helmeker oe 
Jones, ¢ Irving, b Beban. .. 14 bHelmcken............ 22 
‘Train, b Helmeken............ 0 bOedén mer iver ne . 38 
Wright,cOgden,b Helmcken. 1 ¢ Helmeken, b Ogden. pea 
Curtis, b Helmeken........__, run out,......... ree a Oe 
Peabody, b Ogden-........... 2 ec Vickers, b Helmeken Peas 
Prince, b Helmuken... .,.... EP dior outs eer ea eee Soh 
Pickering, not out............ 1 b Ogden.......... 0 
deg he soe ae Boe EEN ATF, po puis tele 4. _w wi anes Ht 

TPGTAN. S524 0; jap hns cet same es be Totalion 20 asic lk SG bys 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
First Innings. 

Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. 
arya P eee ee yh: Aare 16 8 14 2 
Gamble..... 9 19 z, 
Helmcken .... §.1 0 18 5 
Behanl 215.5... erase 3 7 1 
Gamble bowled a wide. 

Second Innings, 
lO pad ee 2 AM 13 2 21 3 
Helmecken.. Cad Te | 4 25 6 
Gamble ......... 4 x 5 0 
BELLEVILLE AND Picron.—Played at Belleville, Ont., Aug. 6th, 

resulting in a yictory for the former, 
- BELLEVILLE. 

Maybee, b Tait, -. 
PIOTON. 

18 | Chadd, b Thomas 
... 15| Merrill,e Kemp, b Thomas... 9 

4| Van Horn, c Maybee, b Clarke, b Gilber' 
Thomas, b Gilbert........ seerisl mean OVA oe eet ete 
Jenkins, ¢ Vanpatten, b Tait. 20) Van Patten, not out ........ 30 
Starling, ¢ Horrigan, b Twigg 0 | Langmuir,c Jenkins,b Hodg- 
Wilson, v Horrigan, b Twigg. 18{ son... .....2...22.4 cs seen ee 
Kemb, b Gilbert. 0} Lightall, ec Jenkins, b 
Hodgson, not out Pete | 1CROMAST hoki leas te we 8 0 
Reeves, b Twigg. ..© 0| Horrigan, b Hodgson ........ 1 
Bates, b.Twipg ic). ...0 2.2.0... Marte Listers cus F ss eweels on 4 
Byes 7, leg-byes 3, wides 2.... 12! Twigg, b Jenkins............. 0 

Gilbert, notout....,,........ 4 
Bye 1, leg-byes 8, wides 7..... As 

Wothiees dee Lede Peres PEPg) MNO Aa eg ee Be oon 95 
TRENTON AND NEWARK.—Played at Trenton on the 16th. The 

foilowing is the score in full :— 

NEWARK. 
4 First Innings. econd Innings. 

Williams, b Mart........ ...... 3 Boote,c Katzenbach, b Mount- 
Ld seee ee ae Speier sea: 

Hinkley, b Mart........ -..... 0 Dittmar, b Barlow............. F 8 
Poinier, c Pope, b Mart........ 1 Stanford, ¢ Burroughs, b Pope 4 
Brewster, ec Pope, b Mount- 
LTD Ry ee «Aon an Be 3 Brewster, 1b w, b Fope........ 3 

Stanford, b Mounttford...... 0 Williams, c¢ Katzenbach, b 
Borie, ¢ Spencer. b Mount- 4 Maunttords:S 0 Shs ryrea 

Borie, ¢ Mart, b Pope 
Knight, b Mountford 

Dittmar, b Mountford. Poinier, b Pope........._- = a 
Davis, b Pope. ich 3 

- .. 0 Hinkley, 1b w,b Pope......... 0 
Boote, notiout.. 2. oss ar Milleynotiowiy 7 leeisi es... a 
Byes 12, leg byes 2, wides 2....16 Bye, leg-byes 2, wides 4...... 7 

Total. ,...: Hoe re wh ee OB 46" otal). 620.4 popst 1 - ASA 
LRENTON . 

First Innings, Second Innings. . 
Bowen, c Borrie, b Brewster..16 Bowen, b Brewster,... ..,.... 3 
Mason, b Boote... Mason, ¢ Brewster, b Boote... 6 
Katzenbach, b Bo Katzenbach, b Brewster....... 
Mart, ¢ Borie, b Borie. . Sp Abers era 
Mountford, c Brewster, bBo- Mountford..................... 

NCES AL GAD AP Ee EA nen 

B. Pope, 1b w, b Bo Fees =b a8 = 
UNBOpe;.D EOrios sasear wey aaa ESS PODGS. 2h ase heck ek — 
Barlow, | b w, b Browster..... 4 Barlow.....................-,... _ 
Burrough, b Boote., IB Eroliaty, © ae nsat fe se. ee = 
Spencer, b Boote... “5 Spencer:.....2. 01), Ee — 
Brammer, not out.... .- * Brammer ty esis. = 
Byes 6, leg bye l............... IBLE erat’ oat Sie a ee 2 

Rotary ptr asst. ooo = ae pee UCAS 4.5 2a ae) eS 41 
RUNS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET. 

First Innings. 
Jpn eo GR cane an See be 0 JL 6 9 12 12 Bt 45 46 46-46 
Trenton..:34.1s.535- peteeee. 1 1 18 27 382 B2 35 47 47 do—45 

Second Innings. 
oa Bt Bt 387 87 40 44 44 45 0-50 

10 10 1 5 — — — —- = — 

their return mat ch on Saturday, the 14th inst., at, Prospect Park, 
Brooklyn, with thefollowing result:— 

APPLETON. ’ NEWARK, 
Kelly, b Hinckley ........ ... 1| Hinckley, lbw, bSwanson... 8 
Nelson, b Borie...,.... .. 5| Dittmar, b G, Williams ....., 9 
Woolenaugh, b Borie.. ...... 1| Kooth, c Nelson, b Swanson. 0) 
Ferguson, cand b Hinckley. 2 Orton, b Williams = a 
Saill, b Dittmar.............., 12 night, bSwanson., ...., 
Swauson, b Dittmar.... . 11! Borie, c Swanson,b Williams ( 
G. Williams, b Borie.... -, 1| Mills, Sr., cand b Williams .. 0 
Slater, b Borie........ oe 0} Mills, Jr.,. bSwanson.,..... Sai 
Fisher, b Dittmar..... Pr 0] Tanner, b Swanson........... 3 
Hersuhel, run out,........... 2 | Sylasnot out Jos. 2 
Veschlage, notout.... . O| KReshagal, b Swanson. 2 

4| Leg-bye 1, wides 8............ 4 

DLotalsescanssvvssscesscccsacys OF} ‘LO sas saccnentasanssacceess OL 

Byes 3, wide 1................. 

FALL OF WICKETS. 

Appleton..,........ Perey | o % §& 19 21 36 37 37 389 39—BY 
Newark,...... Ant te A 14 15 18 18 18 23 27 27 3l-al 

Umpires—Messrs. White and Norley. Time of game, 4 hours, 36. 
minutes. 

In the second innings of the Appletons they were put out. for 

a4, leaving their total at 73, by Williams contributing 13 and Saili 
12. ‘This lett the Newarks 4616 get to tie. hey had scored 15, 

with the loss of 4 wickets, when the stumps were drawn and the 
score of the first inning was left. to decide the match in favor of 
the Appletons. 

St. GEORGE AND MANHATTAN.—Played at Hoboken, Aug. 11th. 

Won by Manhattan on the score of the first innings :— 

ST, GEORGE. 
First Innings. Second Innings, 

BH. Fray, ¢ Grey, b Norley.... 4 b Norley ....... ....---..... 05 1d 
G. EH. Armstrong, 1b w, b Nor- 

UC pee eee on be. ee en oe 6 VOW, SHOGDer cents iiepats.--- T 
©, W. Bance, 1b w,b Norley. 10 absent,-.. ..........--... -- < ail 
i. H. Moéran, hit wicket, b 
INGELG YIN. (ORaT EGP eo decked s 20 ec Ames, b Norley...-........-. 14 

G. Giles, 5r., b Norley.....-.. (Gt aN tne ey fet cette eter ee 6 
™. GC, Richfrdson, Ib w, b 
pe Nauleye 73 She oh oe US e Middleton, b Norley........ 2 
5. Boileau, ¢ MacIntosh, b 
INDEICy A. Sob in tee ia net NOTION: 2 pure Pee ae E 

H. W. Sadlier, b Norley ...... 6 oc Greig, b Jackson os 2 
H. Herrick, cand b Hooper.. 4 b Norley .: 4 
G. Giles, Jr., net ont......... 4 not out 16 
W. Lawson, b Norley -.. O absent... : eee | 
Byes 3, wide 1 ............., LB eet ae Bie eek Tee! 3 

A iar: PRA eee Be. we Bota See ysis Sees des 50 

MANHATTAN, 

First Innings, Second Innings. 

Dr. Hurlbert, c Armstrong, b 
Moeran,....... il 

Rt. Hooper, ¢ 
Moeran....... 

C. Ju. Middleton, b Moeran... 0 not out...........,.........-- we of) 
R. Greig, cand b Moeran .... 3 b Moeran........,... ......... 12 
C, Jackson, ¢ and b Moeran.. 7 
James Norley, b Giles, Sr.... 0 @andb Armstrong..:........ 7 
G, “Morris,” ¢ Boilleau, b 
Mochaniye:.ssursaeesast ars oe Uhh i Wr wesiie 4662588 Enh badass ewe 1s 

1. MacIntosh, b Moeran,.. .. 
8. E. Hosford, not out UD PASE D INCI aie te oetbens OF “ 0 
G. Hayward, |bw,b Moeran 9 
E. Ames, 6 Giles, Sr., b Arm- 
PSELOD See Chola teeters. were fi 
Ibepeb yes 254 Mas cele eit bolas P41 

ROMANE Ieee iad. ltr ee eh AUIS ae Bibb at Pet eee 44 

—One of the extraordinary events in cricket this season was the 

small seore (sixteen) obtained by Surrey against Nottingham. 

Twice only has it been equalled—once at Lord’s, when Surrey dis- 

posed of the Marylebone Club, in 1872, for 16 runs, and, in 1879, 

Nottingham put the Derbyshire eleven out for the same number 

ofruns. Below we give the score of the Surrey eleven :— 

A, P, Lucas, ¢ Flowers, b Mor- i ue L, Lyons, ¢ Shaw, b Mor- 
(2) a apy pL Saal ant. weeny oo. 2 By; mene” Tc 1) Die ‘ 

I. Shuta, ¢ Shrewsbury, b Potter, b Shaw, ....,.......... 0 
VIGBLE aes 2 hcl yh lst mantolsee Pooley, ¢ Oseroft, b Morley.. 8 

Jupp, ¢ Sherwin, bShaw..... 1} Blamires, ¢ Selby, b Shaw.... 0 
W.G. Wyld, lb w,b Shaw. . 0| Trodd,not out as) 
Humphrey, ¢ Flowers, b Leg-bye....,.. AR Aerie 1 

MLDELOYSs 25 fey tLe, — 
Read, ¢ Barnes, b Morley. ... 9] Total ..::.:.::4..-......--.-e 16 

In second innings Surrey scored 185. Nottingham scored, in 

one innings, 266, beating Surrey by an innings and 59 runs. 

Pachting “and Canaeing. 
—Address all communications to“! Forest and Stream 

Publishing Conypany, New York,” 

FIXTURES. 

Aug. 14—South Boston Y. C. Long Island excursion. 
Aug. 19—Yonkers Y. C. Regatta. 
Au. 2l—Hull Y. 0. Regatta. 
Aug. 21—Quiney Y. C. Second-class Championship. 
Aug. 25—Dorchester Y. C. Sharp Pennant Match. 
Aug. 26—Quincy Y. C. Regatta. : 
Aug. 28—Heverly Y. C. Championship Races. Beverly, 
Sept. 1—New Jersey, Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
Sept. 4—Boston Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
Sept. $—Provincetown Y. C. Fall Regatta. 
Sept. 16—Quuiney Y¥. C. Fall Regatta, 
Sept. 11—Dorchester Y. C. Open Matcnes. 
Sept. 11—Washingten Village Y. C.Regatta. 
Sept.13—Quaker City Y. C; Fall Regatta. 
Sept, 18—Beverly ¥. CO. Special, Nahant. 
Sept. 24—South Boston VY. 0. Clambake. 
Sept, 25—Beverly Y. C. Special, Cotuit. 
Sept, 26—Quaker City Y. C, Closing Cruise, 
Sept. 29—N. Y. Y.C,, Cape.May Challenge oup. 
Oct. 9-Washington Village Y. C. Fall Resatta. 

OE —— 

COOPER'S POINT YACHT CLUB. 

KRAMER CUP RACE, 

Cooper's Porn, Aug. dl. 
Hditor Forest and Stream :— 
The race was Started from abreast of the club house, Cooper's 

Point, to sail around Chester Buoy and back, Aug. 2d. The fol- 
lowing boats of the club had entered; Keenan, No. 1; Fitch, No. 
2; Springer, No. 3; Mack, No. 4: Noreross, No. 5; Cohiil, No. 6; 
Phil Kramer, No. 7; Amé, No. 8: Lewis Kramer, Nu. 9; Schuck, 
No. 10; Mayberry, No, 11; Humes, No. 12; Feeny. No. 18; Gnang, 
No. 14; Hammell, No. 15, and Snow Blake, No. 16. On the day 
previous, and on the morning of the race, several yachts met 
with serious accidents, preyenting them from showing up. The 
following, however, started wt 11:10: Snow Flake. Guang, Lewis 
Kramer, Noreross, Humes, Mack, Springer and M ayberry, The 
boats wore a 14 inch black number on the peak of the sail. They 
gotaway well together, No. 16 leading. In a short time No. % 
went to the front, hard pressed by No, 3. At Kain’s Point the 
former boat broke her bodkin and Jost her mast, giving up the 
race. Just here No. 5,who had previously broken her bodkin, 
carried away ler headstay, and Nos. 3 and 4opened theirseams 
badly, while No. 11 capsized. In fact, No, 16 was the only boat 
that came out of the race unhurt. The wind was blowing heavy 
trom southwest, and continued to freshen throughout the race, 
At the Block House No, 5 took the lead, although badly crippled, 
and rounded Chester Buoy first, 9 minutes ahead of No. 3, with 
No, 16 third boat. ‘lhe yachts had to stem tide all the way home, 
arriving at the stakebuat in the following order: Noreress at 5:45, 
Springer $ minutes later, Scow Flake 7 minutes later. I woulu 
like to state here that the old “Chanip"” Cuhill broke her bodkin, 
rudder, traveler, and parted both sister hooks of her wire rig- 
ging, and could not get ready in time for the race. [t was ihe 
“old gal’s” breeze, and she chafed angrily at her moorings all 
buy. She evidently wanted adash atthateup. At the close of 
the race, the captain of the Hunies, backed by the captains of the 
Gnang aud Snow, Flake, protested avainst giving the Springer 
second money (a purse of $50),on account of her running into 
the Huy es, she having the right of way, being at the timaon the 
Starboard tack. After adeul of pru and con, the judges—Joln 
Dove, W. H. Hiest and R. G. Wilkins—decided to wiive the pro- 
tests. The first prize, therefore, was presented to ihe Norcross, 
the cup and two-thirds the money; second prize to Springer, one- 
hird the money; third prize to Snow Flake, entrance fee re- 
turned, Thus ended 4 disastrous and very unsatisfactory race, 
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ii thing hitherto unknown in this pioneer club, the oldest on the 
Delwyare. The slub will have unother regatta some time in Sep- 
Teer, and itis hoped the reputation of the elub for fair deul- 
ime will he suftained, andall captains not adhering strictly to the 
rulés will ba counted Gut. The litthe Show blake, carrying but 
48 yurds of sail, Oupt. Thos, Carpenter, deseryes especial notice, 
a5 he buré in wind the sailing miles of the elub, and observed a 
commendable deportment throughout, a8 there was no protest 

One of the judges,in 
ad: “tt does me infinite pleasore, nay, 

x ant the third prize to the Snow Blake.” 
The yacht Lewis Kramer has ulready clullenwed the Noreross tor 

uvalnst this retlly beautilul litthe craft. 
presenting the prize 
wore than that. 1 pres 

the up, and the race will cone olf in afew days. 
I 

NEW YORE YACHT CLUB, 

R.G.W. 

ANNUAL CRUISE Ava, 11TH. 

PPMIE fleet of the New York Yacht Club assembled, Aur. Ith, 
at Glen Coye in obedience to the order issued by Com, 

Thoinas, tor their sinual cruiseof a fortnighi’s duration to the 
veastward, ‘The cruise promised to olfer sumething more than the 
wsuul attradtions, inasmiich as the leading clubs of Boston were 
1) send a large contingent around the Cape to meet the New York 

in New London, and then to sail in compuny Sle tse! 
ad ap- 

pointed Newporc as the redezvous for that squadron, the or 
On tne next duy they were to sail for 

New Condon, and then, by iivitution, uccompany the New York 

vee 
dive. To this end the Commodore of the Bastern ¥. C. 

1 report by Aug, 11th, 

Teet neross to Greenport, It wasalso expected that a laree num- 
herofsteam yachts Would cruise with the sailing fleet, 

lirge ts expected Or as upon former cruises, but it 
xu Very fine lot, nevertheless, from 
Rambler, of 293 tons, down to the smart little 12 ton Muriel. 

Slie wus followed jn succession by the following tleet;— 

SOHOUNERS, 
Rambler, 263 tons, the Commodore. 
Duuntless, 264 tong, the Viee-Commodore. 
Mydoleine, 152 tans, 7.8. Di¢kerson. 
Junta, 80 tons, K. 8, Biiotr. 
Tidal Waye, 202 tons. Danl. Covls, 4 
Viking, 14 fons, lh. H. Stott. 
Mavic, 90 tons, BF, M, Weld 
Nstelle, 104 tons, he Kear Conmmodare, 
Clyue, 125 tons, A. P. Stokes. 
Clio, 05 tons, J. R. Platt. 

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS. 

Mischief. 80 tons, .). R. Busk. 
Gracie, 55 1o0ns, 0. RK, Flint. 
Vitlon, 64 tons, J. J. Alexander. 
Regina. 33 tous, W. A. W. Stewart. 
Vixen, 45 tons, I’. C. Lawrence. 
Muriel), 20 tons, Chas. Stillman. 
Volunte, 24 tons, Messrs, Hitchcock. 
Glaner, 24 tons, BH, H. Werris. 
Psyche, 33 tons, BM, Brown. 
Kelp.e, 29 tons, Hd, Yard. Jr. 
Kite, 30 Lons, Geo. F. Randolph. 
Rover, #0 tons, W. BH, Iselin. 
Wizurd, 23 tons, Gouv. Hartricht. 

'Dhe first harbor to be made was New London, and, owing to 
livhe aud variable winds, the prospects Of a fast run did not séem 
brillfanct. There was, as it Uirned out, so much fluking that noth- 
iny like & scrub race was made, und fin attempt to detail the do- 
ines of individual yachts would be worthless, except in so far as 
al oocasional brush brought to light the qualities of some craft 
forthe time being.’ At the start the wind was light from north- 
cust, and the tidé about half ebb. Mr. Alex. Taylor kindly placed 
his Steumer, Skylark, at the disposal of the Regatta Committee, 
aud the yachts were timed from her decks. The rest of Lhe steam 
ficet included the new Polynia, the Ocean Gem, Riya! and Emu, 
but they s00n parted company and went in several directions. 
Outside the squadron soon broke tacks, and, as the wind fresh- 
ened, the big tellows worked out of the ruck, while the smaller 
sloops and cutters were pitching quite lively into the seu raised 
by ufoultide. By noon-time the feet had got across to the Longe 
[sland shore, expecting the wind to veer more to the southward. 
When they azain tacked, Muriel outtouted Volante and did some 
very fine sailing, the fleer being so scattered that no fair estimate 
vould he taken of the oomparative doings of the yachts. The 
wind died out in the evening, und rain caine along tora change, 
Atdusk the leaders bad made Oldfield Point with Tidal Wave 
leading, and Estelle, Dauntless, Rambler and Madeéleine in her 
wile. Lightairs from the north lifted them all along through 
thu night, but toward morning eyeo that deserted them, and it 
hecunie a tedious driftinto harbor, the yachts arriving ina way 
whieh showed the run as not entitled to be looked upon as even 
mserul suil. The fleet of the Hustern Yacht Olnb was found in 
the Hurbor, dnd salutes exchanged at uoonu, It tnuluded the 
schooners Rebecca, Com, Charles H. Joy; Foam, Mr, 'l’. D. Board- 
mun; America. Geno. B- FP. Butler; Luatora, Me. D, L, Pickman; 
Clocbette, Mr, W. L, Jetlries; Actea, Mr. David Sears; Halcyon, 
Mr, Chitries J. Paine; Meta, Mr. I, Dexter; Annu, Messrs. Weld; 
and Steamer Sappho, Mr. George H. Brooks. Stoops: Fanny, 
Mr. Heory Bryant; Addie, Mr, V.M. K. Abbott; Effie, Mr. B. W, 
Wwowoulnshield; Amel, Mr. F, B. Buvon; Siren, Mr. L, LH, Keith; 
Windward, Mr. G. A. Shattuck; lnperia, Messrs. Parker} Recres- 
tion; Nimbus, Messrs, King & Clarke; the FE Bdith, 
My. YW. Merrill; tind the eutters Actiye, Mr, 0; P, Horton; 
Hesper, Mr. W. H, Forbes; aid Enterprise, Mr. F, BE. Peabody. 
During the afternoou the schoonér Crusader, Mr.7, R. Maxwell, 
nud the sloop Hildevarde, Mr. Hermann Uelrichs, joined the New 
York squadron, A bull at the Pequot, and fireworks and ilu- 
minutiuns were in order during the evening. The schooner Go- 
luwbin, Mr. Lester Wallack, hud met the fleet on the passage from 
Glen Cove and sailed in company nextday, | 
Aug. 1ith opened with aspanking breé¢ze from southwest, and 

the biv Heet gut away at 9 A.M, without accident or fouling, which 
is something ina crowded roadstead. It was a matter of long 
und short legs across, the schooners maning # long stretch oul, 
but the sloops hugged the north shore with short boards. Gracie 
worked up on 10 Pannie, 4s superior tonnuge began to be worth 
something in the fresh wind and choppy seas. But Faunie had 
The tons at her disposul as well, aud Giucie could not weather on 
her, Mischief held third place,and Vision fourth all the way 
wdruss. Enterprise ran down to leeward of the Gullislands with 
the schooners, bu’ Reina, With the other sloops, tried for the 
windward passage, Among the smaller craft Kover did the best; 
garried ber sails well, and kepta pood luifatall times. Volante 
and Muriel had « brush, the tormer paying olf the score of the 
previous day, when the harvow cutter had got away with her 
pretty vudly. For the beut up Gardner's Bay the little ones took 
ili topsitils and housed topmasts. Among the schooners Colum- 
bia took the lead, having had an pdyantage at the start, ‘Vidal 
Wave second, with Madeleine, Phantom, Meta, Estelle and Daunt- 
Jess in the order uamed, aud furtherto leeward Orusader, Olytie, 
Raimibler and Americu, As the wind piped up the big ones did 
better, the tlyer Dauntless showing hot an honest, deep-keel 
schouner ean doumonoy the flat-bottomed trash when there is 
wind Gnourh forher tonnage. All the schooners had to douse 
digit duds except Dauntless, who rapidly sHilad up on Columbia. 
She hove to wt! Looe Beach Point, to lead into the harbor in rey- 
ulur sulling order, while Columbin and Vikiony made direct for an 
uuchurage. Phantom followed, then Funote, Clio, Bstelle, Hol- 
you, Magic and four other schooners, and the sloops Gracie, 
Mischief wid Vision. All the yuchts formed in,two divisions, and 
suiled up in close order, the Rambler and Rebecca leading vs flag- 
ships, sudwing Lhe way to the Mansion House, of which they 
suchored, he yachts of the Bastern squadron went over to 
Greenportand brought ap off the steamboat wharf, A nugiber 
GE yuchhs, ineludiny the steamer Corsair, were found in biarbor, 
aid the arrival of ibe Meet was attended with the usual Hutter 
und bustle ashore. A ood breeze Kuocks the piety out ola 
yuchismiin “higher than dite.” Sete J 
When Suodwy morning broke and a stiff wind from north 

Torthwest wis pipiug through the rigging, it was too much 
for the Eastern tars, and so, upon discuyeving that they needed 
their mail, dwalling them ab Newport, word wits aeuc to Com. 
Thoms that they would get under way tor that place without 
revard To any particular order of sailing. Oousejuently wind- 
lass Ueakes were iaoned, anchors catted and suil made on boat 
ulter boat, the fever finally spreading to the New York yachts, 
which were not lone in followinw the example setthem. Olf 
Long Beach Points syuull ¢iused some lively work all around, 
excepcabourd the incapsizable cutters, who took mattters easy, 
The squuil resolying itself into rain. Vesta, schopoer, had fot 
uoder way with thé rest, und at theend of the day’s run was & 
good second, nothing heading her but the peerless Dauntless, 

In this 
lutter the club was disappointed, as (he steamers failed to put in 
an uppearinde in any reat numbers. Neither was the feet as 

i included 
the Commodore's big 

At 
fit) ao, Aug. 12th, rhe sloop Kegina cast to sturbourd and stood 
wut of Glen Cove harborin answer to the signal from the flugship. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

who ugain showed the light drafts that there is nothing in the 
motion that want of dratt and excessive beam contributes to 
speed. Juniita, one of the old timers, but with & falr looling 
bottom snd very dice how, eave a woud account of herself alk 
day, and was beaten only by Graft inuch larger than herself. 
Olio, aschooner wiich bas of late beeu written Up Mest despe— 
rately, without vhyine Gr reason, in a contemporary, was fairly 
heaten by several of her class aud by one of the sloops. Dhe 
Clio is a nice sore of bout for smooth water, and fairly fast, but 
her record displitys yio reason why she should be dubbed the 
“queen Of the fleet.” Fora crulser and open water she is tuo 
Hittnd shallow. Duontless cuught the leaders of the Wastern 
fleet ina scupyer breese from the northward, which sent tho 
spray lying and washed the little fellows foreandalt. Magic, 
ater hunting jhe Connecticut shore foy smooth water and more 
lide, Was found in&ood berth umong the leading yuchis, go 
much so thut Clio will hayes hard job to save the Rennutt eup 
from the bigwer schooner. Crusader has not been sailing as well 
as we have seen ber; there is somethiow wrong, and the Mischief 
hits shown herself fo be a goer, thoush Gracie’s tonnuze and 
lenyth dropped her in the {resh winds so far met with, Among 
the smalier craft, the cutters got away readily with the beamier 
sloops, ‘The Dauntiess dropped anchor at 4:53. Tbe rest of the 
cet pissed Fort Adams iu the following ord Vesta 5:11, Ram- 
Dler 4:10:30, Mawic 5:10:30, Estelle 4:31, Junfate 5:3345, Gracie 5:34:50, 
Clie 5:58:21, Orusider $:39:30, Mischief 5:47:50, Vision 5:58:20, Kate 

30, Active 6:33, Enterprise 6:33:50, Viren 6:30:45, Reina 6:40:50, 
Recreation 6:47:30, Wizard 7, Psyche 7:00, Muriel 7:11:30, Bltie T3220, 
and erat others which in the darkuess could not be distin- 
f#uished, 
The ides, of racing while at Newport was abandoned next diay, 

aud owing to the inducements beld out by the New Gedfurd ¥, 
C_it was determined to sail at noon on Monday for the “Whale 
City." the races being postponed to a future day during the 
eruse. Although the winds proved lictht and variable, the day's 
sil wisa fine one, with balloona und spinakers in requisition 
from the Brenton ship to Clark's Point. Among the sloops, Mis- 
chief again showed that unless overpowered by tonuage she ban 
outsail anything of her ¢c!ass,and she jut vo in New Bedford a 
long ways ahead of her rivals. The cutters exhibited astonish- 
ing speed down the wind, considering thvir moderate tonnage. 
The aid time Kitten, now saxon, oearly 30 yeurs of age, had 
joined the Jot in Newport, and bent the Active from port.to part, 
4 rare performance, indeed; and Muriel, at the end of the day, 
was found in such good company as Hesper, Nimbus, Sylih, 
Foam and the like, with many a notable raver in her wake. The 
Wizard beat Kate after a luling mateh,and among the schooners, 
Peerless, Estelle, Tidal Waye and Dauntless look the lead all day. 
Beyond this little is to be said of the run, as it was hardly tu be 

viewed in the light of racing, the wind beings variable and the 
times Of starting nothing like fair, New Bedford received rhe 
Visiling fleet wich that hospitality for which the cityand its yacht 
club have bevome fainous. Buntiog was displayed on all the 
shipping, and the club-house was thrown open to the strangers. 
The reception was appreciited, and Gontrasled strongly with the 
sleepy and chilling welcome extended at Newport; but then the 
latter port has become so used to yachts that their presence 
or absence fnils to excite interes! or comment. The Crusader 
was to have some of her ballast tuken out, which was shipped 
after her spring racing as an experiment; a fact whieh accounts 
peoban ty, for the loss in speed lately shown, Madeleine and Sky- 
ark joined the squadron. There was to have been u race ou Wed- 
nesday for the flag otticers’ prizes. 
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YACHTING NEWS, 

LADY EmMMA.—The owners of the jib-and-mainsail which won 
the second prize in the bay regatta object to the rumors current, 
about their being anxious to race for larye stakes, Mr. Israel 
sent on his boatsimply ina sporting spirit, and has no intention 
of making money out of her. She was to be shipped back to New 
Orleans at once. 

Duxbury YAourt CLus,—-The following are the officers-elect of 
the Duxbury Yacht Club for the ensuing year: Cummudore, 
Wilhum J. Wrizht; Vice-Cummodore, George A. Green; Fleet 
Captain, N.G. Watson; Trousurer, A. G. Colicott; Financial Sec- 
retary, J. D. Gaines; Recording Secretary, W. C. Winslow? 
Measurer, 8.8. Winslow. ‘The racine, Aug. 7th, was open to the 
smaller class of boats, tivo cash prizes. Won by J. D. Gaines’ 
Wunderer, with Hornetsecond. Course, § miles. ~~ 

Aunt YAcut Coie.—In the club maiches, Aug. Ist, open ta 
second and third classes, Janet and Cricket were the winners 
There were 3 entries in second und 6 in third class. QGourse, 6 miles: 

Canok AssociaTron.—The officers of this new national or 
rather cont neéntal organization, formed at Lake Geormwe, N_ Y¥_, 
Aug. 4d, ave as follows: Cummoadore, W. L. Alden, of New York : 
Vice-Commodore, Judye Nigholas Longworth, of Cincinnati, 
Ohio; Rear-Oommodore, Kobert D. Wynkoop, of Jersey City, 
N.J.; Secretary, N. H. Bishop, of Luke Georwe, N, ¥.; Treasurer, 
Mr. Meredith, of Boston, Muss. 

Cape ANN YacaT CouB was organized July 20th at Glouces- 
ter, Mass,, with ithe following wfticars: Commodore, Bennet 
Griffin; Vice-Cominedore, Frank H, Guffney; Fleet Captain, 
Jobo Bieatord ; Treasurer, M. FP. Parsons; Secretary, H. F. Sun- 
lord; Measurer, Joseph MoUook, 

LARGE Stam YACur.—Mr. Beldon’s new steam yacht. built by 
Jobn Roach & Son, was launched at Chester, Pa., Aug. Sth. Shu 
has been named Yosemite, and is, of cotirse, supposed to bethe 
“finest and fustest’’ yacht ever Jaunched, whaleyer that muy 
Inean. As Mr. Ruach has suientilie talent at ¢ommnd in his 
drawing office, there ts litthe doubt but that the Yosemite will 
proye a couiplete success, as there his heen little left to guess- 
work, to judgement, or to natural” talent, but her elements 
hive been cateulated in adyanee, Sheis svid to be 186ft. over all, 
24ft. beam, 12%. hold, 600 tons and 9ft. drat. Schoouer rigged 
tndany xamountof money squandered in lavish display of furni- 
tire und upholstery, Engines said to be triple compound, Hin, 
stroke und two cylinders 45in. diam., and one of 80in. diam. 

ANOTHER N&w SteAMu.—The fashion for lurge steam yachts 
isgrowingapace. Mr. Pierte Lorillard hag done # wis’ thing in 
tukioy to composite construction this time, and trom his tormer 
experince with Messrs. Ward & Stanton he knows that be is giv- 
ing his Contract to reliable nnd capable builders, who will vive 
him whut they agree to. The new steamer is to be about 300 tons, 
and Mr, Chas. H. Haswell is to superintend her. ‘There is hope, 
therefore, that at last Mr, Loriviacd will obtain a fast buat. Com- 
posite constriction his been reyiyed hitely in England among 
yacht builders with the most fluttering: success, and it is hich time 
that we followed their example in securing strength, lightness, 
room and yellow metal bottom. While we shoald prefer ao iron 
structitre all the way through, composite build isajong way 
quead of the old wooden frame in yessels of fine form and great 
speed. : 

AnoosToOK.—Mr. Henry C. Sturzes, N, ¥. ¥. G., hus bought 
the} new schooner Arvostook, just built i, Kssex, Mass. Hissloup, 
Reereation, has been sold to Loston gentlemen. 

Lirriuk WEsTekn.—The dory whivh suecessfully crossed the At- 
lantic recently ison exbilition at the Westminster Aquarium, 
London, Sheis soon to sail fov Antwerp, Brussels, Roierdain, 
Hamburg and 8t. Petersburg, whence her crew of two willrelurcn 
home by steamer. 

Wao Is [v?—Report says that in Lake Ontario, seventy miles 
from Kingston, Ont., a 10 ton yacht wustound floating bottom 
lip, named Phoeoix, with an American flay at the masthead, Who 
ture the victims of this light dratr? 

THE COLLISION MANTA.—Sloop Genia, A, Y. O., when off Point 
Judith, August th, was run into by the schooner Cyznus, of Bos- 
ton, Stern aud pulsars stove, topinast lost, and put into New- 
port for repairs. Both vessels were on the same tack. 

LANCASHIRE Wircs.—A San Prancisco dispatch, Aug. 91h, 
says: “* Pxtensiye prepirations ave being made here for the re- 
turn of the Lancashire Witch. When sho is sighted at the outer 
stution English aod American tlavs will be run up over the Mer- 
chants’ lixehwnee, ind should she have on board the shipwrecked 
crew and offivers of the Mathilde, other sigcals will be made tor 
a general demonstration of bunting throughout the city. The 
generous and noble uct Of Sir Thomas He'pith in sending in- 
stantly his steam yacht to the rescue of the shipwrecked captuin, 
his wife and Compuoy makes him ibe lion of the hour.” 

A SENSIBLE CLUB.—A mony other prizes the Bulfalo Yacht (lub 
olfers subscriptions to PORRSL AND SukwAM. Now, thit ts sen- 
sible. One year's reading Ofsuch @ journal is worth all the tia 
mugs ever raced tor from Portland down to New Orleans. 

Tun YAwo Croprine Ouw.—Mr, Frank B. Lawrence, of this 
elty, has rizved a new 25 fout bout with anatter suilin the shape 
of u jizyer, und to the astonishment of ye old time shellbucks of 
the Buttery, steered and worked his boat withont touching the 
helm. Slowly butsirely the yaw! rig is bexinning tu be appre- 
ciated and developed even umonge those whu know nothing of its 
exlstence in foreign waters. 

[Aucusr 19, 1880, 

Moge Txan Likepy.—tfthe new yacht which has just heey 
built for the Czar, after plans drinyn by Admiral Popolf,is any- 
thing like the romurkable iron clads of which that mariner lugs 
buen thewrebrtech the Czar'sdisigclination to trust himeéell aboard 
the new erift until its constructor bus led the way is perfectly 
multural. Popotl's bosts look as though they had been built for 
the ets of nuking & beeline to the bottom, and if they leave 
ibe harbor where their commanders puss most bf tele tine, ihe 
Interval of time Waotil they are heard trom jg @ period of suspense, 
Buti the Cai wanted to ayoid being blown up in mid-neeun by 
the Nibilist, Popolf wis no doubt his mun,—Fhila, North Amerie 
CU 
Essex COUNTY CHALLENGE Cup—The Expert, sloop, 22ft- Lin,, 

Must be 2 fast crue, or else her skipper knows how to make her 
reel the line off. She has won 7 races in succession for ihe Essex 
County Challenge Cup, and she well deserves to hold the eup as 
property. Four of herraces have already been reabrded in those 
columas, The fifth was sailed July 1ith over'a.7 mile course, beat- 
ing Hard Times li 2h. om. d4s. The sixth race was sailed July 24th 
in -Lytin Harhoc over 8 miles, beating Hard "Nimes, Marion anid 
Adele in 1h.2im. 24s, The seventh was sailed July 24th, the Bxpert 
gain wining, beating Daisy, Planchette, Venus, Hard Ties aod 
Suez, There's a record. 

YAORTING BOOKS.—Miany inquiters are informed that a fey 
copies of the new edition of Kemp's “Yacht wud Rout Sailing "' 
can be bad of Phos, Manning, 43 Beayer street, and that orders 
for the book rust be runt in advance, asthe dewand exhausts We 
supply as fast us tle printers can furnish. 

Yaw Nostranns'’s MAGAZINE cantains for August, besides pa- 
Pers on straing OF bridwes, ete., articles on the preservation of 
irou surfaces, the steal of the future, the pressure of wind and 
strength of stayed surfaces, which will interest many of our 
readers of a mechanical turn of mind, 

THe ANTHRACITE.— After a trip 1o Philadelphia ebe will return 
to England at her customary snail's pave of G miles abour the hist 
of thismonth, Concerning the failure of the Perkins Conuipany 
to establish their extravuyant romancing, facts will be found on 
our editorial page. The unWarrantable puifery of (he Anthracite 
hus become absulutely nauseating, und we trust, now that ibe 
Whole system bus been exposed for whatitis worth in this jour 
nul, we have heard the last of her, Goneto join the stream cuta- 
MIU rADS, 
Drirr.—Parolo bas challenged Silence tor a 10 mile to windward 

match for the money stuked at the recent Ray regaita, when Ps- 
role Hopped over, ... Harry Hill's prize cup woes to Lhe Prince on 
astilover, Aug. 6th, Wxcelsior failiny do appear, he cup was 
sailed tor July 26th, but was finished ww dead lient,,., Dougsn, cor- 
ner Of Nassau and Aun streets, is making the buts for lots of 
yaulit’s crews, 

ANOLHHR FATOURE.—By aod by experimenters will learn some- 
thiny froin these columns, We buiye only just chronicled (he 
failure of the Yoorbecs sieam catamaran, and now Mr. Merritt, of 
Poughkeepsie, chops up agaln with his lust year’s boat tinkered and 
patched aud makes 9 ules. probably about, instead of 30, Another 
enterprising “ Cuptain’ of Nyack has got the fever very badly, 
and woes ahead of the rest by adding 2x third hull, and his boat 
will, of course, niake 30 miles. Sineular, this unanimity of ex- 
pectations and then the lamentable failures following, Tf these 
would-be inventors and reformers would consulta naval arebi- 
tect for about 5 minutes they Would save themselves money and 
being laughed at. Now, Mr, Merritt proposes substituting a com 
pound engine, which is to be the reat cure-all for his rattletrap 
ate catamaran. Does Mr, Merritt know what a compound engine 
ig 

WASHINGTON VILLAGE Y1¢Hr CLuB.—The annual regatia was 
sailed, Aug. 14th, in Old Harbor. Gem failed to appeur as ex- 
pected, and Banneret was away on a cruise. In the center-boards 
\here were only two sturters, The Unique mude the best start, 
Hureka setting aspinaker which filled aback. The latter's size 
fold on the wind, and from Half-tide Rock she wained, winniiy 
with plenty to Fpare. Among the keels, Violetta got away lirst, 
and Dlanketiog Nonpariel badly near one of the mauris, the 
latter, however, winning on time, Judges: Messrs. P. P. MeDou- 
ald, W. E. Lincoln and J. RK. Grosse; Jc., aboard the schooner 
Yannie. There were so few entries that all took prizes but Clara. 
[tis, however, a much betier custom to give ull the prizes an- 
nounced than to make any cuslifieation as to so many 10 eturt 
or no second prize,” 4 rule which, in the end, only serves to keep 
Yachts away linder ao tssumpiion thut not enough will Gunter tor 
the award of second prize, and the: presence of a single well- 
known flyer may, Under such limiting Glitise, spoil na other 
Wise possible fine list of entries, Eureka and Nonpareil took first 
prizes, fine marine clocks, ind Unique wod Violett tool u cum- 
pass each, as second prize — 

CENTER-BOAHD. 

Salling Ooarrect 
Tinie, Time. 

Name and Owne®. _ Ht. M. 8. H. M. 8, 
Bureka, J. N. Fuller, 25ft -. oe CO of) 1 380 53 
Unitiue, J. Stewart, 19ft...-. .........- 2 9 46 1 34 58 

KRELS. 
Nonpareil, J. N. Manstield, itt 
YVidletta, J. G. Danning, 22tt_... Ate. i By 
Clara, J. W. B. Anderson, 20fb,........ 1 su 

HoLo Yacst Crus,—The sixth regatta of this year was sailed 
Aug, lith; course, 7 miles; wind light fromsourhWwert, buc fresh- 
énily during the race. No entries in test ghiss. Sheilu eid 
away topmust. Judyes: Messrs. J. BP. Phinney, F. M. Holprouic 
and J, Hf. Conant;— 

1 33 40 
4037 bi 

au 

SECOND CLASH. 

Aptimal Corrected 
ine. Thaie. 

Name and Owner. Ht, M. 8. H. M.S. 
Sheerwuter, Merrill. ....¢.eese2ceneeee 1 RB 5 1 0 40 
Janet, Plinuey —, -. »i dl 47 ee 4 
Clira B., Gambert........---....----... 21 1 27 Ou 

Gritket, Cary. .....-+-;-- ne 1 27 at 
Mury, Clark... eT 1 oy 41 
Sheila, Couant....... . ' a7 L387 Fi 
Watermelon, Patterson, ,-.-........ ,- Pine not taken, 

Ravny Neepup.—aA movement is on foot in Boston fo record 
the naines of yachts,to avoid contusion aod tu ieénder their 
records clear, Jt the National Yauhtiog Association had mien 
With the sueeessit deserved tu the Hastit would hive under 
tuken thisund many other necessary reforina, 

EBorrEs,—tit is suid that Mr. Ashbury will again visit the Amuv— 
icin coast in the stealer Bothe 4 which, undér diferent owner 
ship, has already been in New York waters, and in which Mr. 
Ashbury made nn extensive cruisg to South America. Sha m 
ain irou serew steamer, three musted schooner rig, #40 Cons yaclie 
mncusurement, 12h. berwedn perpendigulurs, 220i, Dea iui 
Witt bod. Built by Ash, in London, in 161; enils by Kutsey ; 
engines of 7 horse power by Stewart of London; they wre ut 
the Gompound inyerted typé, cylinders 23 and 40in, Wigm,, willy 
Sin. steolsu. 
Dorcnesrer Yaou Coun.—Toe second mateh for the pen- 

nant presbured by G. H. L. Sharp, wus sailed, Aug, Ish, off 
Commercial Pole, Wind sourlwest and tailing, but picked tip 
toward the elose. Judges: Messrs. Coolidge Barnard, Hart 
ford, Davenport and Ordway, Starters: Nora, G. Deon 
owner, Ibft. fin; Nuattie, 5.G. King owner, IGit, Min, apd 
Curlew, G. H, L. Sharp owner, 19ft, 2in. Woo by Nora id th, 
Bln. 1is,; Nutlie, Leia; Curlew, Leo.th The fest nateh wos 
woh by Druid, FP, A. Drew owner. 

Quovcy YAonr Civn.—The following yachts baye been added 
to the ginb; Jeanel, Mr. Phinney; Oricket, Mr. W. A. Cury + 
Clara B,, Com. Lambert snd Dora, Me, 0, #. Adains, dr, Alsu 
8 new meubers. 

-CotsHLra—According to the New Bedford Mercer), this hand — 
some little schovoer, formerly the property of Dr. Voudy, of 
Jersey City, and now owned by Ex-Goy. Lippitt, of Providence, 
K.1,, has been sailing yery fast of late, Inurun with the AL 
lantic syuadron, from Bleek fshind lo New Bedlord, after stare 
ing Wm. late, the Cornelia beat eyery thin ALGTOSS but the Priton, 
inéluding Crusuder, Peerless, Agnes, Vision, Sunshine, Wanim, 
Stalla and others, nearly all of them of lurger tocosage, 

AW EXCELLENT CHALLENGE.—From the Boston Herall; “Mr. 
Henry Hutchins offers to. suil the keel sloop Neva, built by bint 
lust winter, fora suw of $100, to Eastern Pointand return, w 
distioce of sixty miles, Against any keel boat, under 30 feet in 
leneth. Why do not the owners of fust craft pool io $10 each 
aud makes match, as the présenatis 4 bettar time to test the 
qualities of their craft than to sit around the stoye next winter, 
telling of great speed and ability? Lot the Sinbeam, ee a 
ME cree Lattie, Veronica, Unknown gud others, be heard 
rom. 
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: Answers ta Correspondents. 
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2" No notice taken of Anonymous Commanicatious- 
—$ 

InQurrker.—The New York open season for woodcock began 

ve. Ist. 

C, &. W\, Levana, N. ¥,—Address W. 8S. Webb, 13 West TForty- 
sight street, New York. 

i. M. H., Franklins N- ¥.—Meadow larks may be killed in this 

State on ind after Sept. Ist. 

6. R. H.—You can obtain Douglas Frazar's * Practical Boat 
Sailing" from Lee & Shepard, Boston ; price $1. 

J. L,, Indianapolis—The numbers on boat building you 
rite for are Vol. 3, No, 15; Vol. 10, Nos, 10 and 16. 

R. B. M.. Washington, D. €.—The Maryland law does not pro- 

Philnt bass fishing in the Potomac in October, nor does the law of 
West Virginia. 

J.C. V., Warwick, N. Y.-We cannot furnish the names you 

skfor. They were only given to us on condition that they 

Fstould not be used. 

T. 1. 11.—Write to Thos. Sedgwick Steele, Esq., Hartford, Conn. 

Cun recommend such a canoe. Lyman’s bow facing gear could 

lic attached; but the canoe is hardly wide enough for rowing 

ithout outriggers. 

SUBSCRIBER, Worcester, Mass.—Why don't you give the record, 
uns, etc., of the national game, basé ball? Ans. Because we 

fave no room for it; and, to the majority of our subscribers, it 

would be uninteresting. 

W. R. W., Philadelphia—You will find best yacht builders 

aimone ouradvertisers. Kemp's't Yacht and Boat Sailing,” new 

edition, covers the whole field. In practice, make allowance for 

American customs and local necessilies. 

Fr. &. M.. Luling, Texas.—“ Speech is silver, silence golden.” 

Henry Ward Beecher once told the New Haven divinity students 

hat an engineer would be very foolish to stop his express train 

© Silence ihe barkingof a puppy. We agree with Henry Ward 

Beecher on that point. Verhum sup. 

J.D. D— Lioyd'’s Yacht Register’? can be obtained from or 

*hrough their agent in New York, J. D. Leary, 73 William street; 

rice in Hogtand, $5. Kemp’s* Yachtand Boat Sailing,” new edi- 

jon, from Thos. Manning, 65 Beaver street; price about $10; and 

* edge Anchor,” from D. Van Nostrand, 27 Murray street; price 

bout $i. 

C.and G. F., New York.—If you wanta safe sea boat rather than 

smooth water racer, build with a keel and put iron into it. A 

— Misrellancous Advertisentents. 

finished. 
KBHEP'’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP'S UN DEXKWEAR, the best. 
KEBP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEP'S JEW BLREY, rolled gold plate. 
IKBEP'S NECKWEAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP'S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

Bees, Hard Bedy.. 
Bees, Chenille Body 
eos Re goal ats, B82 \)) 5 
Beetleshra Behe Peles lpbss 4 Bp Old oe eas Pures EEE et Aes Bye ase TL fa 2 2 Be 

cutter of fair beam we consider faster than one of very narrow 

beam ou @ fairrule of measurement, such as multiplication of 

the three chief dimensions. Very much depends upon the indi- 

vidual boat, however. At all events, fuir beam will give you more 

room for less money. 

J. B,, Toledo, Ohio.—Can you give me instructions as to proper 
tackle and bait for catching maskalonoge with rod and line? How 

should they be handled and landed when hooked? Ans. Use « 
stout trolling rod, a multiplying reel and at least a hundred yards 

of good line with spoon and you Will get more sport than trolling 

from a boat. Cast your spoon and play it fromside to side. Handle 

your fish like any other; give line when you must, and bring him 

to gail when you can. 
kh. A. C., Philadelphia.—Is the Salmo oquassa an A No.1 game 

fish, and where is it found? Please name its leading point for 

identification. What species of trouris that which appears once 

ii yearin big swarms in the Kangeley region and is scooped out in 

such numbers? Ans. No, itis notas gamy as your combination 

of letter and numeral is supposed to represent. Its common 

name of * blue-backed trout” perh ipsrepresents its most promi- 

nent character to the angler. The mouth is smaller than in 

fontinalis, fins large, except the adipose dorsal. Seen from aboye 

the fish is blue; sides and abdomen of female silvery white; of 

mule a deep orange, It is found in headwaters of the Androsecog- 

gin, Rangeley, Oquossoc, Kenebago rivers, Moosemeguntic Lake, 

ete. Your last question reters to this same fish. 

W.8. C., Wylie’s Mill, Chester County, 8. C.—I have constructed 

a pond, and wint you to udyise me in regard to stocking the 

sume. My limited means will not admitof my going or sending 

to Washington for carp, if they haye to be accompanied by some 

one to take care of them on the way, and I know of none lear 

me that could be had. I prefer the carp, if they were within my 
reach or means. I think I would prefer ‘trout next to carp, but 

the same difficulty comes in with them, unless the ess could be 

sent, and then TI wouldn't know how to dispose of them in the 

pond. Would our natiye trout be worth anything ? or would the 

fish we catch in our rivers, and called by us carp, be worth culti- 

yating? Could the carp not be sent by express, at a reasonable 

price? Iwill impatiently await your reply, and hope you will 

five meall the information you can, Ans. Your native“ carp” 
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DEVOTED TO SHOOTING, Tire Kenner, THe River, ANGLING 
AND OTHER FIELD AND AQuATIC Sporrs, PracricaL Nat- 
URAL History, Fish CoLpurn, THE PRor ION OF (AMIE, 
AND Tite INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OF A TIEALYILY 
INTEREST IN OUTDOOR RECREATION AND Stuby. 

Published by FOREST ANDST REAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
Nos. 39 anp 40 Park Row (Times Buildiue), New Yorn, 

Terms: 

Four dollars per year, in advance; two dollars for six months; 
one dollar for three months. Trade supplied by the Amerivau 
News Company. 

Advertisements. 
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line; outside pag, dir 

cents. Special rates for three, six and tyrelve months. Reaniny 
notices on editorial pages, 50 cents pér line—eight words tu the 
line, and twelve lines to one inch, 
Advertisements should besentin by the Saturday of each week 

previous to. the issue in which they are to be inserted. _We can- 
not receive new advertisements, nor alter standing advertise- 
ments later than Tuesday morning. 
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« Correspondence, 

Communications intended for publication must he accompanied 
with the name of the writer, not necessarily for publication, bur 
uSa guaranty of good faith. Anonymous letters will receive 10 
attention, 

Secretaries of Clubsand Associations are inyited to favor us with 
is not the true article, and your” trout” is the black bass. For reports of their movements and transactions, and sportsmen and 
carp, write to Prof. 8. F. Baird, Washington, D. C, It is doubt- | naturalists are urged to contribute to our columns their experi- 
ful if trout will live ia your waters. If you read Foresr ann | Cuces and observations. 

STREAM you will get the latest information on fish culture, The Address, 
All communications, of whatever nature, relating to the busi- 

ness or editoria. departments of this paper must be directed simply 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
New York City. N. ¥. 

ABBEY &IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 
SMALL ARTIFICiAL BAITS, MOUNTED, READY FOR USE. 

books published are mainly on trout culture, except ** American 

Fish Culture,’ by Norris. The carp is uodoubtedly the best 

fish for you. 

fi j 1 ; (Shrimp, Red, each... -- 16.21 cee cscs seen nee te | Beetles be eee eee eos roee aap ate me 
lf § ¢ es Shrimp, Natural Colov.. Grasshoppers, Winged, each. All 

j i Vary Small Wish. oh thet e ee pees Vrops, Largé..-..-....s.0-.- 4 
Grasshoppers..........2...- 45. woe bey Frogs, Small.....-.., -., Beech i uilet tigidtcecoabe Alle acbhealot Bi] 

KEEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. HARD. 4 Grasshoppers, winged. ....-.-+++-2---2.+- som, / Helgraniite, or Dobson, Large..................., 60 
KEEP’S PAT, PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily * | Potato Bug ' | Helgramite. or Dobson, Small _- 

Flattering May Fly, Large..... 
Fluttering May Fly, Small... 
Crecpelsya yt fmol: anal we, 

| Worms (unmounted). 

ure, i for $10. 
|KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
KEEP'S GOLD PLATE COLLAK AND SLEBYE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP’S SHIRTS. 

KEEP'S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEEP’S risk. 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS) THH BEST AND 

CHEAPEST, 

Money refunded for gouds not satisfactory 

Samples and Circulars free to any address. 
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Faney, Solid Burnished .. ... le Peat Sale AU iapliee 3 

~ | Faney, Hollow, Burnished. OO SaeOR) Sa LOM se) 
| Fancy, Hollow, Enameled.. 5! 9 Ba i Uae bb bas 39 poe al 
Plain Jointed, Burnished __. wey bled Gl ae 
Plain Jointed, Enamelled.,, a ess Lal 

| Faney Jointed, Hoameiled.,. L 65) 1° 7h)2 0 }2 25} 2 Bi 
Caledonian 2.97 pls.2 is ay | G5) 75] 9b) L OG) TO). Ball HF 
Caledonian, Extra Quality... #51 OG) 1 22) Ll 40) L 50)1 7a) 2 00 
Best Hard Rubber... ..-- H5)1 VC} 85) L St) L 6 ; 

t de - - - or 
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«© LAWN’ TENNIS. 
Horsman’s Archery 

Js Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 
‘Min. Maurice Thompam, Father of Archery in this country > 
WUT. Thompem, Ey., Champion Archer of the United States, | 

j 

Hirniy . Girver, Esq., Prea'vof the National Arohery Association, 
A. &. Brownell, Esg., Presidentof the Eastern Archery Association ¢ 

and other leadiug Archers. 
Spectal attentlon la called to HORSMAN’S SPANISH Yew-Backrep- 

Bows aud footed peacock feathered Arrows, 
Send stunip for Mlustrated Catalog ue of Archery & Lawn Tenaols. 

E. l. HORSMAN, 
30 & 32 William Street, New York 

Book and Score Cards 

ARCHER'S DRAW AND LOOSE 
AIVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION.— 

‘ A HANOLE makes the DRAW much 
BASIER; Fingers never touch the string. A 

Fine solid gold, $2; coin silver, 

$1; heavy gold plate, $1, 

Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of price tu avy part of the United Sta tes, 

ALLEN’S DECOY FRAME, 

N.M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton St., New York. Bp seer 
NEBRASKA 

Field Trials 
The First Annual Mecting 

WILL BE HELD UNDER THE AUSPICES 

OF THE 

NHBRASTICA STATE 

Sportsmen's Association, 
AT 

MILFORD, NEB., 
‘SEPT. 30th AND OCT. 1st AND 2d, 1880, 

Open to the World. 
NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNELCLUB 

RULES TO GOVERN. 

Designer, manufacturer and jobber in every kind of 
jewelry made, My specialtics ure badyes, emblems and 
inedals. Kowing, shouting, athletic, archery, college avd 
school medals of every description. All the army corps 
budges in gold und silyer. Special designs tor same fur- 
nished free upon application. I huveu catalogue con- 
taining oyer 4U0 different designs. Will send by mail 
upon receipt of twenty-hye cents. 2 
Norieoz.—Iwo club campaizn badges made in first- 

¢lass style in solid gold, coin silver aud heavy plate, with 
three colors of enamel—red, white and blue. ‘Trefojl in 
center of Hancock badge, representing the Second Curps, 
aud acorn in ceuter of Gurfield badge, representing the 
Fourteenth Corps. 

i 

Fine solid gold. $2; coin silver, 

$1; heavy roll plated, $1, 

A liberal discount In quantities to the trade and clubs. 

ALLEN’s DUCK CALLER. 
ALLENS DECOY FRAME IS SIMPLY A DEVICE TO HOLD 

THE DEAD DUCK IN A NATURAL POSITION IN THE WATER, 
or on the iceasa decoy. 

Weclaim hat they wiil decoy better than any other device ever made. 
= They vost less than any cther decoy ($4.00 per dozen.) ‘They weigh Jess. 

= Youcan carry two dozen in your hunting cout pockeis, and in one minute 
> after shooting your duck cu set itin the water in a3 natural a position 4s 

when alive. Wemake threesizes: No. 1for mallards, pin-tails, canvas-backs, 
etc. No. 2 for widgeon, blne-hills, gadwalls, ete..and No. 8 tor teal, ete. 

HAIR TRIGGER to loose instantly and smooth— 
avs The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and the 
EASE OF DRAW gives ACCURACY TO THE 
AIM, PRICE $4. Liberal Discunut to Clubs 

Six or More. Send for circular. Address 

1880. 
SEND ADDRESS TO THOMSON & 
4) SONS, 301 Broadway, N. ¥.; P.O. Box 1.016, 
For THEIR NEW OATALOGUEOFR ~ 

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS. 

| 1880. 
; MUSTACHE AND WHISKERS, 

Tigke's Beant, Breit dd (hie ell de ioe either 
bab! bosd o¢ bare tace § Porcawe beary Muslaciy ip 
from: 2 to 4 weeks and sever faile, 20.104) soe Fi 
peed em Tull ants periberney ate a. Ne 

ie tain in, be < i oa Pa reenirienitoag sith Gch 
vie Agunts,, Palatine, His  (Sirieity qeuuise! 

fais Sole Agent for Brownell’s Archery Su re rT 

t 

Ss KE. FRENCH, Metropolitan Hotel, N. Y.City. r | 
en | END FOR NEW PRICE LIST OF SUP- 

For sale by s!! eun dealers, or hy FP. 
of money, draft or P.O. Order, at $4 per dozen 

THE WORLD. 
WHE TRADE. 

PLIES tor 
Taxidermists and Naturalists. 

Ihave the largest and best stock of artificint 
| eyes for birds and animals in the country, und 
) hime vreatly reduced the prices, 

W. J. KNOWLTON, 
168 Tremont street, Boston, Muss. 
ee 
| fPYPE-WRITER TO EXCHANGE. — 

Willexchanye anearly bran new TyPt- 
WRrrek, in perfect condition, usad but about 
four weeks, aud cost $12 cash, for its equiva 
dent in fine hunting-bowt (folding canyus, or 
Bond iron sectional boat, preferred) and ty-rod, 

| Oc Other sportsmen’s equipments, H.B, RONEY, 
| wast Saginaw, Mich. July, 

A. ALLEN, Monmouth, Ill, Sent to any address on receipt 

WE MAKE THE MOST NATUKAL-TONRD AND EASIEST BLOWING DUCK CALLER IN 
SENT BY MAIL ON KECEIPT OF ONE DOLLAR. LIBERAL DISCOUNTTO 

Send stamp for programme. 

J. H. HARLEY, Secretary, 
Aug194t LINCOLN, NEB. 

for Sale, 

A Sportsman’s Horne for sale. An ele- 
nf vant farm of 400 acres, with good house, 
nice shade, yard, garden, orchard, ets. The fields 
abound in quail, woodeock, snipe, deerand tur- 
key, and there is tine fishingnear. TVernis, $5,000 
cash, COrELAND DAVIS, Nottoway C. H., Va. 

Aug .J9,1t. 

av uter, 

{7 ANTED.—A pair of thorough New- 
foundlaod Dos. Address P, 0. ae 3,559, 

ur. 19,1t 
\ 

For Sale. 
eer 

: 5 ts finest cage of its size ever manu- 
FO R SA Bb E, facturedisfor sale at $500, Cost to make, 

$1,500. Size, 6x8 feet base, und 8 fect high. This 
4 Barthiy Paradise. | ¥#s mde for the Centennial Expositionand is 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS, 
first class in @yery respéct. W. J. KNOWLTON, 

b Natural History Store, 168 Tremont street, Bus- 
Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md, mayl3,6m ton, Mass, Aug. obe 
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Hliscellancous. 

Experienced Sportsmen 
Buy their Shooting Suits of G, 

W. Simmons& Son, (Qak Hall, 

Boston), who are the makers of 

the Prize medal “Boston Shooting 

Suit," 

that is made; 

which is the very best 

never tears, or 

rips--has its seams sewed with 

silk and linen--and its buttons se 

securely fastensd they never 

come off. If any one wants the 

proper outfit let him send to 

G. W, Simmons & Son, 
OAK HALL, 

82 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

Ostrich Farming, 

CTIVE OR SILENT PARTNER 
wanted, with $10,000 to $50,000, to join a 

young msn in the above business in Sun Joaquin 
Valley, Culifornia. Advertiser has had long ex- 
perience on osutich farms in South Africa; 
thorouphly understands the business in all its 
branches, such as mating, care of breeding and 
feather birds, rearing of chicks, and sorting 
feathers for the London and Paris markets. 
Large profits can be derived from the inyest- 

ment; more money in it than sheep or cattle 
ranching. Any person answering this with in 
tention of acting as active partner must be 
strictly temperate. Best of references given and 
required, Address, giving full name, etc., efc., 
ve eit el Hotel, San Francisco, Cal, 

y.20-4¢, 

The Heunel. 

SETTERS FOR SALE. 
Out ofmy bitch Maud (Fancy-Prance), an or- 

ange and white ticked dog, by a very tine native 
dog. He is thoroughly broken and is stanch, 
sirong, handsome and has a fine nose; price $75. 
Also a very handsome orange and white bitch, 
oubofmy Maud by tanger IL; well yard broken 
and has seen birds; isa splendid retriever. She 
willmakean elecantdog. Price $50, Also two 
dog pups out of Maud by Cowell's dog, he from 
Hyer's Belle and One-syed Sancho. These pups 
fare very bright, quick and intelligent. Price $15 
each, The parents of these dogs are all well 
known asfine bred and tine working dogs, most 
of them being champions. Great care has been 
taken in breeding allof my dogs, and they are 
very easily broken, Address G. EK. OSBORN, 
New Hayen, Conn, Atg.19,36 
ES 

OR SALE—A number of thoroughbred pup- 
pies, out of the following celebrated dogs: 

Puppies, three months old, out of Blue Belton 
Belle, she by champion Pride of the Border, and 
Kirby sire of pups. Warwick—he is by champion 
Leicester and champion Petrel—thrcee beautiful 
Jemon and white pups out of Perl V. ex Brus- 
gle. Perl is by champion France ex Zita, and 
Brussle is by champion Leicester ex Dart; ten 
weeks old. One brace, dog and bitch, of red 
Trish setters, large strong pups, four months old, 
out.of Nora, she by champion York ex Thomp- 
son's Belle, One brace of handsome white pups, 
btches, en weeks old, out of Loll and Robin 
Hood, who is by champion Carlowits ex 'I'rue, 
Am taking orders for puinter pups, whelped on 
the 18th August, out ol Clyde ex Kock, to be de- 
livered at etght weeks of age. One besutiful 
black and white pointer-bitch pup, four mouths 
old. Prices are as tollowiug: All pups oyer eight 
weeks old, $20 each; agu at eight weeks und 
under, $15 each. These pups combine the finest 
blood in the country. If the distance is not too 
far, will send any pup U,.0. D,, s0 the buyer can 
Bee what he is getting before paying for it. 
Guarantee them to be ullin good condition and 
health. Address C, Z. MILEY, Ganeaster, Pa. 

Aug.19,te 

$15 
and two of Plunket, 
Wetherstleld, Voun, 

7OR SALE OR EXCEANGE—For a B, 
L. gut, 9 Ibs., 10 gauge, 2 brace of orange 

and white setter pups, Gmooths old, yard broken, 
black points; full pedizre6e eiyen, Bi, B84 
Eust Front street, trenton, N, J. Aug.19,1t. 

R IFLE FOR DOG—A Sharps midrange 
W ritic, good as new, with all improved sights. 

Willexebange for first-class young setter, thor- 
oughly broken in ull respects: Must be perfect 
fielt dog. Address W. HW, BERNAKD, Wilining- 
ton, N. 0. Aug lp),1t 

4 OR SALE OR EXCHANGEH—A young 
setter dog, nine months old, in robust 

health; sired by BE. 8. Knowles’ dog, of Wor- 
cester, Mass.; dai purchased of W, H. Pierce, ot 
Peekskill, N. ¥. Willsell low or exchange for 
an * Osgood Cauyiis Canoe” io first-class condi- 
tion, or any first-class rifie. W. H. WHEELER, 
Agent Wheeler Cotton Mills, Millbury, Mass. 

Are 126 

OGS RID OF FLEAS AT ONCE BY 
using *A No, 1" Plea Powder. Sent in pat- 

ent box of reveipt of 2a cents by | 
ADAMs & CHASE, 

Sherborn, Mass 

will buy a pure [nish setter dog, 44 
months old, having one cross of kleha 

Addvess, ER. J, ROBBINS, 
Auwe.1),tt, 

Aug.14,lmo. 

kK OR SALH Ci HAP—A handsome or- 
ange aod white Hnoglish setter bitch, three 

and a bulf years old; the dam of some tine fold 
doys and a béneh show winner. Will be dué in 
heatiin thirty days. Mirst-class st ¢k and pedi- 
gree. J.H. SUEELE, Eiliogton, Conn. 

: Aug. tt 
a 
pox SALH UM EXCHANGE.—One black and 

white English Seiter Dov, three years old, 
broken on Pa pat quail and woodcock; 18 
stanch and fast; fora breech-loading shot gun. 
Addiess BOX U4, Grafton, Masz, Aug.19,10 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

ee 4 

[Aueusr 19, 1880, 

The Kennel. Ghe Kennel. 

Cake RORY O’MORE PUPPIES. 
For sale seyera! large, handsome pure red 

Trish setter puppies: whelped July (th, 1880, sire 
champion Kory O'More (champion Kutus ex 
champion Friend), dam, my red Irish bitch Gus- 
sie (Judge Pratt's Dan ex imported Ruby), Gus- 
sie isa Tull sister fo Arlington, lirst at Boston 
and St, Louis, 1872. She is thorourhly broken, 
and one of the best field dogs in America, She 
is also & wreat beauty, said by good judges to be 
the largest and one of the hané¢somest f[rish 
bitches in the country. She was placed fourth, 

7. H. O., at New York, 1880 (only tine exhibited), 
when in yery poor condition, having been hunted 
hard all winter in the South a to a few weeks 
previous to the show. For blood, beauty and 
tield quality no better can be found For printed 
edicrees, price, etc., address W. H. PLERCH, 
eelkrskill, N. Y. auciznat 

OR SALE—Small pointer bitch Clare (But- 
ton-Topsey) (Phil-Fannie), three years old; 

weight, 45 pounds; broken on quail, snipe and 
woodcouk; issound and healthy. Price $40. G. 
F. SLADH, Franklin, N, ¥. Au 12-16 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

= water. 
° N, B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dows for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

ee SALE—Three handsome red Irish setter 
pups, eight weeks old, large, strong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by champion York x 
Belle; and one braee of handsome Llewellyn 
puns f of Belle, she by Pride of the Border x 

roby and Warwick, both parents being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners. Prices reason- 
able. [or particulars and tinll pedigrees, in- 
quire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 532 East 
Orangestreet, Lancaster, Pa. Junely,tt 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bred red 
Trish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 187, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred paps: Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N, Y. Junezd, tl 

LACHINE KENNELS, 
HAVE moved my kennel of cockers to 
the vicinity of New York. Willhavepo pups 

before October. Cora, Flirt, Madcap, all to be 
bred to Bijou, this week, June 2Ist. 
GEO. D. MACDOUGALL, P. 0, Drawer 4542, 
Junezi-tt, New York, 

E. B, GOLDSMITH, 
Custom Honse and Forwarding Agent, 

58, WALL SUREET, NEW FORK. 

ec AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, etu., to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, Intending to inport 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Intormation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—i am ore- 
i pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. Igiye my puppies seven munths'’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts, hefer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
wording to length of time [ an the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. <A, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, rei 

set Z, 

OR SALE—A red setter dog puppy, ten 
months old, by Rake, out of Bellé TI, 

Belle I. by Dr. Strachan’s Dan II., out of saine 
owner's Belle, The puppy shows signs of being 
an extra fine field dog, is very handsome, und in 
good are rd Address X. ¥. Z., this office. 

junéa,ti 

ANTED-—One or two dogs to train 
for Field Triala. M. YON CULIN, Dei- 

iovare City,Del. Junezstt. 

K. 9. KOEN NEES; 
REARING, breeding, boarding, 
stream on the place, and daily access. 

feed and care. Terms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50¢.; 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50c.; K 9 Flea Powders, i0c,; K.9 Soap, 25c. 
Kennels ona mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
Dover. Del. 

Large 
Best 

P.O. Box 218, 
ey 

EDIGRBEES.—For samples and prices 
send two three cent stamps to M. VON 

CULIN. (See above.) Junezite. 
————————_——————————— a 

af nN 

‘leas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! ‘leas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Fica Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

HIS POWDEIE is guaranteed to kill 
fleus on dogs arany other animils, or mone 

returned. [tis pub uj in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly tacilitates its 
use, Simple anid efcueions, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid, 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS- 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. - 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use, ? 

Price 60 cents per Box by mail, 

Both the aboye are recommended by ROD AND 
Gon and Fomss? AND STREAM, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N, Y- 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
oct 12 1 Cortlandt Street, wv. Y. 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE MEDAL, 

ee ——— 
C.CATHERY,  — = = LONDON 

OR WASHING ALL KINDS OF DOGS, 
Will destroy Pleas, cleanse the skin and hair 

from Scurf and Smells, malting the Coat fing 
und wlosay, without giving cold or doing the 
lenst harm to the animal, and safely and effec- 
tively curejrhe Mange. 

PRICE, 60 CENTS. 
FOR SALH BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

Wholesale Agents, 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK. 

Sample Cake sant on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-1st. 

— 

FLEAS! 
[ [SE DR. AL. WATS’ FLEA SOAP, 

nsufe and efficacious remedy and preyen- 
tive for {léas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duved by them, It cleanses the hair of all 1m- 
puritivs, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. Ibis impossible for fleas to live where it 
is uscd, Price, 25 Cents per cake. For sale by all 
driiggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sule the largest 
nuesortment In America of dogs of all breeds. All 
disenses of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany address upon 
receipt of one dollar, The factthat Dr. Watts 
has tor four.consecutive years neld by appoint- 
ment the posiion of Special Olficer of the City 
of Boston to have chargé of unlicensed dogs, is 
sufticient wuarantee of reliability. All conmu- 
nications and orders will receive prompt atien- 
tion, Adicress KR. AL. WATTS, 
Mar 25-tt 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

RARE CHANCE,—For sale, English 
A. setiers: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion Hrance, 
but superioneyery way, $a; Moil, a yery beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two fivet 
prizes, fib; Dick, a yery tine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa L., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
IL ever shot over. ‘Lhree orange white ticked 
dogs, twelye months old, very fine,fuli of hunt, 
$2U each ; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
aud Luverack eormbined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, live months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out 6f Rusa LL. by Doa, 
Orunge white ticked, « bruce for $10 if taken by 
July ist. ‘Chey cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. ‘Chis isa chance you can- 
not alford to lose if you want fine stock for very 
little money, Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N.Y. Junezstt, 

\T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sule several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Huropean strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, pedigrees, eta., address, 

. La ROY 4, COLLINS. 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S.A. 

RISH RED SETTER PUPS—Capt. T. 3. 
Trench, of Ireland, otfers for sale three splen- 

did pups eix months old the tith of June, 1880. 
‘These pups took the tirst prize in Dublin, in 
May, 1530, and ure considered to be second to 
none of their kmd. Por price, pedigree, etc., 
apply to 0. 8, TRENGH, Chula Depot, Va. 

July1,2mos 
PO EE EL CT 

PORAIN YOUR OWN DOGS, in the most artis- 
tic manner. Por information send two three 

cent stamps to M. VON CUGLN, Delaware City, 
Del. Julys,tt£ 

LEN—B8, and T,; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
fins Belle. ‘the above et winner of tirst 

in brave stakes of the Basteru Meld Vrials; will 
be allowed to serys a few bitches of approved 
form nnd blood, Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
vroom, Address 

H, F, ATEN, M.D., 
34 Hanson plave, 

Brooklyn,N. ¥. 

MAIN GE. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVERS IMPERIAL MANGE CORE is war- 

ranted to cure all lcinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually ull thatis necessary. FBorsSCkATOHES 
in HORSES it bas no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop't'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J. | 

rents; Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 
st., N- ¥.; Joon P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. GC. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila; HP, Vaylor, 72 Bast Madison st., Chicayo ; 
Croukes, Hilder & Co., it North Fourth st., St, 

Conia. Price, 50 cents. 

RARE CHANCE—I WILL SELL 
champion Quezn Mab, now in whelp tomy 

Druid. She has won three championships, be- 
side firstsand brace prizes, andis deemed by 
wood Judges thy best show biteh in America, 
Broken to stop and drop to hand, quarter and 
retrieye from Jandand water, is perfectly 
eats und the toughest bitch f ever sai ; bis 
been shot over four seasons. Price $50. Ap- 

ly to 
Pele at ARNOLD BUXGES, Hillsdale, Mich, 
I NS LS 

OR SALE—A number of well broken 
pointers and setters, H, B. RICHMOND, 

Lakeville, Mass. Aug LO, 68, 

P5a,, to 

Ghe Hennel. 

OR SALE,—Granshee, imported red 
- Trish setter, imported by Dr, Wm. Jarvis, 

of Claremont, N. H., March, 1879; is four years 
old. J.8. Skidmore, of Nantwich, England, says 
she isa grand bitch in every respect; head not 
to be equaled; ears hang beautifully low ; sheis 
not only a bitch to work and win, but isthe be=t 
brood bitch living. Price $75; dirt cheap. 
Beautiful imp. dark red Irish setter doy; Hack 

nose and eyes; eighteen months old; both sire 
and dam prize winners; waa in breaker’s hands 
six months; will makeagoodone. Price fb5. 
Liewellin setter Bracket; color, lenion and 

white; whelped April, 1879; Sire, Champion 
Gladstone; dam, ampion Clip, owned by DL, 
H. Smith, of Canada; both sire and dam are 
prize winners not only on bench, but in the 
field. Bracket is a large,strong dog and will 
make an extra wood one; house-hroken, Price 
$05. Address H. Bb. YONDERSMITH, 
Augi2-2t Lancaster, Pa. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OW HE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y- 
KEEP ONLY COCEKBEHS of the finest strains, 
T sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful anid Intelligent doxs cannot be 
beaten tor rutled gronse and woodeock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
uA get printed pedigrees, cireulars, testimo- 
nials ete. . 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cire 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Wholesale Agents —Charlea L. Ritzman, 943, 
Broadway,.N,. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, :14 Fulton 
Street, N, Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 30% N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of 

L, A. MICKH, Buston, Pa. 

NEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 
N THE STUD.—Rough-coated St, Ber- 
nard, “ Marco;’"" Newfoundland, ** Keeper;"* 

pointer, ‘‘Croxteth;” Bine Belton, “ Decimal 
uvash ;"' Trish setter, “Rover I1;” nnd in season 
puppies for sale out of &t. Bernard * Braunfels,” 
champion pointer ‘‘ Queen,” chanipion Gordon 
“ Beauty,” Blue Belton **Silk,’’ Irish setters 
“Moya” and Biddy,’ cocker ‘ Flirt,” -colleys 
‘'Mab’ and ‘ Lassie.” Besides puppies, I have 
for sale yard and field broken dogs, Write for 
full pedigree und Seen. to 

A. EH. GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N. Y. 

IN EFHE 8TUD. 

The imported pure Layerack setter, 

** ALDERSHOT.” 
Color, lemon Belton; whelped September 1ith, 

1878. Thoroughly broken, 

For particulars, address 

ERDMAN A. HERZBERG, 
1464 Pucitic street, 

Brooklyn, O. 1. 

Post office address, BOX 8910, New York City. 
SD Si ee ee ee ee 

ULEOUT KENNELS.— For pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all-ages—also in the stud, pure 

vouker Skip [I,, liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bifehes at $10; littera guar- 
anteed. Address ROKEKT WALKER, Keeper 
Oulevut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, BR. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the , 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &. 

begs to inform Lad.es and Gentlemen in America 
that be purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the hizhest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog neyer lett the Doctor's Ken- 
nels, decld tf. 

FOR SALE, 
When six weeks old, two dog and two bitch 
pointer puppies, by Mr. Edmund Orgill’s Cham- 
pion Hush, out of ny Champion Dutchess, 
whelped July 3d, lemon und white, all very strong 
and handsome. Price 340—dog or bitch. 

_——ALso— 
TWO BITCHES—",MAXIM " AND “ OHARM,"" 

Same sireand duit, one year old, yery handsome 
and perfect in every way; will be capital wors- 
ers. [reserved them lor my own use, but find 
J have more dogs than I can handle, and will pict 
With them. Price $75 each, or #l25 forthe pulr- 
GEO. VAN WAGHNEN, 212 West street, New 
York City, July lie 

WO BRACES PURE BRED SET'PERS.—OGne 
of dogs, worked on partridge and snipe last 

eason ; One Of eyps, partly house oroken, fur sale 
for cost of breaking, orexchange, having no place 
to keep them, for Winehester riiles, model of 

and any other information, apply to M. S. 
MOORE, M. Di, P.O. Lock Box &, eons 

swedish Insect Powder, 
SURE DEATH To Roaches, Bed- 

- sects or Vermin, 
Contains no poison 

Ucanimals. Putup in packages with our patent 
perfectud screw top. requires no powder fun- 

eradicate all the vermine pests. ti vents 2 puck- 
post-pald. Address J. H. JOHNSLON, 

Pittsburg, Pa. r 
WV. B—Send stamp for owr new Iustrated Cata- 

1873, and Express short magazine, Mor pedigree 

es uly22.56 

Bugs, Eleas, Lu- 

that is hurtfulf to the humantfamily or Domes— 

WARRANTED to THOROUGHLY and perfectly 

age, 
Great Weetern Guo Works, 169 Smithtield st., 

lwyue for 1831. 
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WILKINSON 

BADGES 

& LENNON, 
SeeS ascot oe LT GORDUR 
*@%~ MEDALS, 4 

AND EMBLEMS 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 5) 
to Order. 

v 

Sportsmen's Routes. Hotels and Hontes for Sportsnr 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
DLE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNPER’'S P'T (Flatbush Aye., B'’klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 6,35 A.m., 9.35, 4,35, 5.35 p.m, Sundays, 

M. 
Col. P't & Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.85 A.m1., 

2.35, 3.38, 4.35, 5, 6.35, 6; 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 Poa, 
12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 5.85, 7, 10 po. 
Flushing, 6.80, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.85 A.M, 3.35, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.39, 7, 7.35, 9.151045 P.M, 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 135, 3, 5.85, 7, 10 P.M. 
Far Rockaway, 8.86, 11 A.M., 4.35, 5.35, 7P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 A.M., 4.35 P.ss Sundays, 9A.M. 
and 6.35 P.M. ‘ 

Great Neck,6,30, 7.35. 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 85 P.M. 
Suturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 5,35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.85, 5.35, 6.35 P.M. From Flatbush ay. 
dail , except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush av. 
p.m. Sunday, 9 A.M,, 1.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Gove, Locust Valley, Glen Ifead and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 4.M,, 3.85, 4.85, 5.35, 6.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 
A OM., £30 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A... 4.85, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, § A-o., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M., 4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9. A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4,35, 5.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 

ALM, 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.85, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.35 

5.35, 6,7 P.m. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 4.M., 1.35 p.m,, Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E.R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8,30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 P.M, For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply a1 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

W.M, LAPFAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCineinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass FWisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michizan North Woods aré taisurpassed 
if equaled, in the abundance and preat yariety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT sbound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

“Te THOU'R koason begins May Land ends 86 ‘he Season begins May 1 and ends Sept.1, 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MOSCA: 

LONG, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets ot this territory. 
‘The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or “club "at home, ~ 3ice for 
ppeivor Bea can be had at many points. 
TAKE YOUR PAMILY WITH YOU. The sece- 

nery of the North Woods and Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
quate jg peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 
Wit £ 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far sur- 

Passing theaverage in countries new enough to 
valford the finest of fishing. 

During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 
ets will be sold at low rates, ind attractive train 

_ dacilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Gungpod Fishing ackle Carried Freeat 

_ Owner'srisk.* 
It 4s ouraim tomakesportsmen feel ‘at home” 

‘this route. F r'Vourist's Guide (an attractive 
dlustrated boo’ +f 80 pares), containing full in- 
formation an! curate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and 1i.| Cards, address A.B. LEET 

Ger. Ines, A cent, Grand Rapids, Mieh 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullanan Car Company 

1 PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new ears ‘* DavyCrocket” and “Izaak Waiton,” 

Which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apariments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and ing 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. 
Diggrams, rates and othér desired information 

Turmished on application to Gen’! Supt. P. P.c. 
Ca., Chicago, Jers Bin08. 

THE SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY. 
rae great pressure on our advertising spice 

obliges us to withdraw the list of books 
which we haye on sale to make room for other 
mutter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 
aay: advertised in these columns, wall be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO, Jy2i-tt 

McKELLAR HOUSE, McKELLAR FALLS. 
OR GOOD DEER AND DUCK and 
partridge shooting, and fishing, and all 

kinds of game, go to the aboye named hotel, 
where they are predared to accommodate any 
numberof sports. Dogs, boats and guides kept 
constantly on hand. One day from Toronto. 
Address McKellar Falls P. O., Ont, 

ORTON HOUSE, Cottage City, Mar- 
tha’s Vineyard, Mass.—Our waters at pres- 

ent are aliye with bluefish. Sea bass are plenty ; 
general fishing good. Terms for room and bo Ird, 
$7 (0 per week. Fishing Tackle of all kinds fur- 
nished gratis, Hefer by permission to Col. Win. 
8. Bowen, 816 Arch street; Phila.: also to Geo. J. 
Geer, Jr., 453 Broome street, N. Y. 
N. B. Leave New York, via Fall River line, at 

5:30 P.m., and reach here, Vineyard. at 9 o'clock 
A.M. CHARLES L .SCKANTON, Preprietor 

IVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
N. J.; situated directly on the water, in 

the immediate vicinity of the test gunning and 
fishing of Barnegat Bay. Fine wealtishing 
now. Terms, $1.50 per day; boats, with man, 
$3 perday., Send for circulars to CHARLES A, 
SMITH, Forked River, N‘ J. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L, L. 
B* A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 

bayman. Has always on hand the best of 
boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train— 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
ground in the yicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Special attention given 
by himself to bis evests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, L.I. 
Reters by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way and, Wm- Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y. 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and -Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAK #. 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on Sale as soon as the ics is out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England. 

ckets may be obtained at Boston City Office, 
280 WASHINGTON STREET, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired 

JAS, T. FURBER, D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent, 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting aud Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
finia Blue Ridge Mountains, Vulley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
eock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, lishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque see 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
Wost, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with fhe South, All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAY 8. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent } 
Richmond ¥ oasy ly 

Hliscellaneous Advertisements, 

OY SHOOTING SUIT, 
A SPECIALTY. 

ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DHAD GRASS GOLOR,— 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices 

Send for Price-List and Samples, Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. Jd. 

Fishing Pants, 

HODGMAN & CO. 
" 425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

HUBBER MOHING QUTRITS, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
LIGHT, BLACK, WHITE OR TAN COLOR GOATS, 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS, 
[HST ABLISHED 1838.1 Send for Catalogue, 

mre" BEATS THE WORLD,” xx. 

Old JudgesSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

i i ‘| 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD JUDGE” 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know, 

of 
HE ‘MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 

are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POT- 
SONS, thrown uff by all burning paper, 
namely: The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
(z, EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO,, manufacturers of ““OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for ‘OLD JUDGE” Clgar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to preyent its break- 

igarettes isowing 

nnd | 
SIL 
ANA 

to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
right to use it. 
all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by t 
Sold by all leading dealers. 

The great adyantayve and Bureurbanes ofthis invention will at once be recognized by 
e first “OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 

Try them and you will use no others, ] 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO.,207 and 209 Water st 
IN EPWVWY YORE, 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen 

Ihalizce Hiouse; 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

1 OOD Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 

famous forits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the 7p... train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at i—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully -responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. co. =) 5 

Old Dominion Line. 
iRHE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
on the Peninsula, City Point James River, Cur- 
rituck, Flo rida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del. 
Monday, Wednesday aud Friday, at3 P.M. Fnil 
information given at office, 197 Greenwich st.,NY- 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE oe, RSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ez~ 
cellent cars which run oyer the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyania and New Jersey, EXCURSION 
TICKETS aresold at the offices of the Company m 
all the principle cities to KANH, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUS. en? 
other well-Enown centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Sstilr 
Hunting. 

Also. +o 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY. 
8QUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSRY COAST 
renowned for SALT’ WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

L, P. FARMER, Gen’! Pass, Agent. 

FRANE THOMSON, Gen’! Manager, feblt-th 

18s0. 

Gard’s Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice. 

| | 

MA aa 
I } 

At 
" wl A Wee OLN } i 

Patented May 7,1878—April 22, 1879.- 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary, 
Hvery way (except at Shooter), Any de- 

-sired direction. Allin one Trap 
and only ene Spring used. 

rice $10 at Factory. 

NO CHARGE FOR BOXING, 

Sole agent in the United States for W. W. 
GREENER’S SPECIAL GUN, with all the im- 
Proyements. Price, in trunk gun-case, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Send for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other sporting goods, 

| WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
General Agent, Cazenoyia, Madison Co., N. Y. 

C. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

' Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK, 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor ai Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

fi 

No. 237 Broadway, Roum 17, New York City, 

All business vromptiy attended to, 
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Gus, Ammunition, Cte. 
——— 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

c Guns, | 
J Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Gums 

Gores Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or tor 
Game Shooting, Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires con- 
verted to Central ae Stem Barrels fitted, Ex- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, etc. J 
Repairing bf every Besant PEA ES in an hon 

est manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison's Browning Mixture,A1,a0c. per bottle. 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells loaded Al, and goods sent everywhere C. 

ueries. Kefer- 
decl9 ti 

©. D. Send stamp for answers to | 
ences from all the clubs of the city. 

Edwinson C.Creen’s 

WINNING GUNS. 
Send stamp forillustrated price list to 

C, & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL., 

Sole Importers, 

FOREST AND STREAM. [Atcusr 19,21886 

Guis, Auannunition, Gtr. Guns, Ammunition, Gtr. 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pat. 1865, 

Reis, 1890, 

Pat, 1580, 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUN, 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMERICAN HAMMERLESS, 
ee, == 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLEGRIP ACTIONS, 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20, 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side. 

IN'o EXingc to setIoose 
, Prices from $50 16 $800. 

§ nd stamp for circular, to 

AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY, 

103 Milk street, Boston, Mngs. 

F. H. RAYMOND, Treas, 

p> WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire, 

Stocks B-nt to Any Croak, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Tilustrated Catalozue, 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
214 W. PRATT STREET, ‘BALTIMORE, MD. 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent -by 

mail, 25 cents. Our Decoy Diving Apparatus is 
deadly on ducks} by mail, $1. * 

DIVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N, Yy 

? 

i Lyman's patent combination Gun Sight 
is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription, Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Coun, 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS. 

The Ballard 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. 

Sole Agents in New York for Card’s Revolving Ball Trap. 

SEE J. 5. SUMNER’S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 50] FEB. 28, 18803 
Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 
is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 

The Ballard is the only American Rifie that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 
THE BaLLARD ALWAYS 

The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, 
FITS THH SHOOFHR 

ALL used Ballards, 
* A WORD TO THE WISE,” £TC. 

FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LI8TS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
84 Chambers street, NEW YORK OITY. 

ALDRED'S YEW BOWS. 
J. B. 

WSS 
——— 

ae SFP mesARewe 

1 Fishing Tackle and Archery, 

CROOK & CO 

50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

sS MANUFACTURER OF 

RYinthe Vora 
SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES, 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 

mé pound, with cover and handles......... $1.75 
R ar ‘ 2 0 

2.25 

Send fora circular. 
A. CROSBY & CO., Waterville, Me. 

“The Canadian patent for the above cover ia 
now forsale. Address as above.” 

Fine Archery, 
os 

PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable, 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES, 

in Shootinge Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows haye no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent, 
of the price issent with the order; and If not 
aatisfactory can bs returned, and money.will be 
refunded, except express charges, 
Tilustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

every want. It embracesamong others; COL.T7S CLUB GUNS (genuine) for glass hall and pigeon trap shooting, where closeness and great penetration are required. WEBLEY’s SPECIAL GUNs.—Thesé guns contain every appliznee which can contribute to beauty, convye— niencé, or excellence in shooting, A JOB LOT of WEBLEY'S GUNS, of many kinds, 
heavy aud specially pees to killing large game, mostly 

ENO 
ETE GUN, 
WAbs- 

such as ducks and geese, at long range. 
JAMES & C07" GU including the TRAP GUN. or COMP 

same class of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUN. 
S, for all sorts of work, 

designed for the FORUHAND & 
WORTH’S SINGLE BREECH-1 OADER, with TOP LEVER. This last is UST THE GN pe ed ormen who cannot attord a buy double guns. 2 Beer ox 4,309. ft. & D. FULSON, 30 Warren Street, New York. 

THE WILSON PATEN 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS, 

Parlor, Library,Inva 
lid Chair, Child's Crit 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, aim- 
licity and comfort. 
verything toan ex- 

atts Soe ce mi ders 
Y Mail promptly at- 

tended io; yee 
Goods shipped to any 

Send Stamp for Illustrated 

NORWE- 
GIAN MOLLER COD-LIVER Ol] 

Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, and is adjusted to meet 

Is perfectly pure. Pronounced the best by the hizh- 
est medical authoritiesin the world, Given highest 
awardat 1% World's Expositions, and at Paris, 1878, 
Sold by Druggists. W. H. Schieffelin & Co..N,Y¥. 

SHOOTING, FISHING, 
YACHTING, SWIMMING, 

BATHING, AND BICYCLE 
GARMENTS. 

The best made goods in the world. 
Write for Descriptive Catalogue, 
and state the sort of garments and 
material desired. 

GEG, C. HENNING, 
Washington, D. C. 

READING POSITION. 
address, C. O. D 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
WilsonAjus.Chair M’{’g Co.,661 Brondway,NY. 
sr 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

38 John 8t., Few York. 

Guise, Amnviiition, Ete, 

J) STEVENS & CO,’S 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

Twist. Laminated Extra. 
$35.00 { 245,00 

SINGLE GUNS. 

Plain. Twist. Laminated. 
$12.50 $15.50 $17.00 

RIFLES. 
24in. 26in. 28in, 

S,OAL DONA: vlna oe $20 $23 $24 
82, 38, 44 caliber 20 al 22 

Extra for globe sights and varnished stock, $3. 

HUNTER'S PET RIFLES. 

18 i 20in. 22in. Min. 
22, 32, 88 and 44 caliber. $18 $19 $20 33. 

y FOCKET RIFLES, 
101m. Win. J5in. 18in, 

22, 82 caliber,...,.-312.25 $18.25 $15 $16.50 
GALLERY PISTOLS. 

Light- Heavy 
$20.00 $22.00 

J. Stevens & Co. haye nearly doubled the ca- 
pay of their works, and for several months 
ave been obliged to run the factory at nizht to 

meet the increased. demand; showing that the 
SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS 1N 
THE WORLD, when sold at such moderate 
prices, will foree their way into favor without 
the aid of elaborate puffing or paid shooters. 
Send for iliustrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 

106 Chambers Street, N. Y., 
DEALER 1N 

Fire—Arms, Ammunition, and all 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Stevens & Co.'s Celebrated Arms, 
BANGOR, Sept. 5th, 1878. 

Messrs. J. STEVENS & Co.:— 

Gents. We would like to tell you what we saw 
one of your single I4-bore guns do. Last fall 
one of our customers shot at an $-inch ring, 125 
yards, and hit it twenty-five times out of thirty 
shots, geiting twenty-tive turkeys. We have no 
doubt but that you make the best shooting gun 
in the world, and think that to take one bundred 
just as you make for the market, auc one bun- 
dred of any one make, worth $150 each, your 
funs would be sure to win. Yours truly, 

RAMSDELL & NEAL, 

CHANGES [. RITOMAM, 
IMPORTER OF 

tine Broee Loan (ins, 
943 Broadway, near 23daSt,, N.Y. 

FINE FISHING TACKLE. 

The Celebrated “Frankfort” Reels 
in Stock, 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 

Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, %1 00; Maska- 
longe, $1 25. 

Sent by mail on receipt of price, 

CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY, 
The celebrated "Le Coutre™ razor, in stock. 
Razors with safety attachments. Lowle Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, stilletos, Dirks, ete. 

FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOUTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 
OPTICAL GQoopDs. 

TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSE3, FIELD 
GLASSES, COMPASSES, Kte. 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
(recommended by FOREST AND S£REAM) sent 
ost-paid for $2. 
3UNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 

LOADED TO ORD#R. SEND STAMP PORK 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Cricket Gootls. 

LFRED SHAW & ARTHUR SHREWS- 
BURY (Members of the Anglo-American 

Team and All-England Eleven). haye pleas re 
in informing their American friends that they 
have opened the Midlane Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 
Footballand General Athletic Sports Warehouse, 
Carrington Street Bridge, Nottingham, England, 
The most unique and comprehensive establish- 
ment of its kind in England. Clubs, colleges and 
echools provided with professional bowlers. 
First class men, personally known to 8. &8., weil- 
bred and of high charactéronly, sent out. Price 
lists, with batting averages and bowling analysis 
of the American team, may be bal on applica- 
tion to GEORG BH LANE. Profess:onal Cricketer 
Staten Island Cricket Club, JIulyls. 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

OPRATT’S 
PATENT 

os ON ON: 
Send for Circular and Price List, 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horsées—Useful on the Plains. 

BRANDIES, ° 

WINES, 
FE 

WHISKIES. 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
Clarets and Sauternes, 

of A, deLUZE & SONS, 

OFAMPAGWNWES, 

Bordeaux, 

IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

Rhine Wines, 
IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

First premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

=) 
Me 

JOHN KRIDER 
N, E. Cor. Second and Walnut.8ts., Philadelphis. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Pee Bait, Fly Books, 
it c. Etc. 

Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

" Krider’s” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Roda. 

Birds’ Hees and Birds’ aati in Great Varieties 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 
mA Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Renarring of all kinds. 

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT 
Camping and Mining Stove. 

UST the thing for people camping out 
for ashort orlong time. FOUR S458; pri- 

ces REASONABLE. Send for deseriptive circu- 
lars, with prices and terms. 

marly 

; Gook 

Will 

For 12 Persons. 

NO. J--CAMP UNPACKED. 

2x12x20 INCHES, x . ‘cgr” $8 ‘SLHDIAM 1 
NO. 1-CAMP PACKED. 

Made and sold by TAUNTON [RON WORKS 
CO. 87 Blackstone street. Rostan. Mass. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

WEAN N’S 

Trolling Spoons. 

EMANUFACTURE 59 different ead 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
yolving, has proyed to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured. It iscoyered by two patents 
—Mann's patent, Nov. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854. Be- 
ware of imitations, anne genuine unless J. H, 
{ann’s name stamped on every spoon. 
y ‘Wholesale Ageuts.—Bradford & Anthony. 374 
Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be op. 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-tackle dealers: or write direct to the many. 
facturers for cataLozue and price list. 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., Syracuse, N. ¥, 

Everybody an Expert Fisherman by the use 
of this New Invention. 

HE ANGLER IS CERTAIN TO CATCH 
every fish that bites. Its application is yery 

simple; the line being attached tothe ring at 
one end, anda snelled hook pendant from the 
other, the slightest nibble at the bait releases a 
spiral spring which gives the hook a strong up- 
ward jerk, Securing the fish and rendering escape 
imporsible: Itis strongly constructed of brass. 
heavily nickel plated, and cannot get ont of 
order, Itssmull size and appearance being e@x- 
actly like any ordinary line swivel, render it 
suitable for any description of fishing; as, un- 
like the ordinary patent trap, it does not frighten 
the fish. Sample sent by mail, prepaid, 25 cts,, 
currency or postage stamps. Trade supplied. 

R. SIMPSON, 132 Nassau st., N. Y. 

1880. 
QEND ADDRESS TO THOMSON & 
i) SONS, 301 Broadway Pe ahs Box 1,016, 
0 THEIR NE f 101 ; 
UO TENA SPORTSMEN'S GOODS. 

1880. 
HAW H’S PIGHON TRAP. 
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When of eens TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolves within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 

THE ATR. 8 tsmen will at once appreciate the advantages. 

int HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. Agents: 

Price $4. 

~ Doos of Great Qritain, America and Other Counties 
fRICE, $200. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

KRUG & CO’S 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine !! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 
6 South William street, NewYork. 

16 and 18 &t, Louis §t., New Orleans, 

} 

| FERCUSON'S PATENT 

iZ ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 
with 

Locomotive Refleetors. 
New MODELS. 

Heap JACKS, STAFF AND 
Boat Jacks, CAMP LAMPS, 
Hand, and Dark LAn- 
TERNS, Ete. IMPROVED 
DASH LAMPS, with Rever- 

: sible Attuchments. 
- THE Tne ‘Df, ots RAED: 

Improyed RUST PREVENTOR, for firearms, &e 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue, 

FERGUSON 
aS €65 Fulton street, N.Y, 

Sworvisiie ws Goods. 

os 

Goodyear’s 

FISHING A 

SPECIALTY. 

RUBBER GOODS 

COODYEAR’S 

Rubber Mrg Company 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

498, 490, 492 Bway, cor, Broomest., 

205 BROADWAY, cor, FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 

AND GUARANTEED, 

TION. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

AND 

India Rubber 

AND 

ND HUNTING, 

OUR OWN MAKE 

oF EvERY DESCRIP- 

Hublications. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERIGAN POULTRY YARD 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
; to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
er years the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

@ —both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve mag- 

y, ticent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these & 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

HASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY GAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50: 

CAMP LIrE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
& trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages, 12 Mus. 
Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
lisble guide to Richardson and Rangeley Jakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 50 illus., and a large map. 

Price 50 cents, 
PARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 

D, A comprebensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The fours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. I4illus. Price f0 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Hangeley Jakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
pape cloth coyers. _ 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of .sVorthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Krnnehec, Penobscot and St, 
Jobin rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS. 25 cts. 
Send for catalogue. 2 

Any of the atore Sek ag mailed, 
postpaid. on receipt of ie: z ress 
CHARLES A, J PARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass, - T, Dec31 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsmen’s Gazetteer 
PRICE $3, 00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY, 
HE great pressure on our advertising space 
obliges us to withdraw the list of books 

which we have on sale to make room for other 
matter, 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre— 

viously advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jyza-tt — 

Publications, 

CANOE AND CAMERA. 
A Photographie Tour of Two Hundred Miles 

through the Maine Forests, 

BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE. 
“Tt is one of the handsomest books of the sea- 

son, fully illustrated by drawings from the au- 
thor’s own pencil, and from his photographs.'"— 
Charles Dudley Warner. 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS, 
The Author's Sanctum; Dedication, illustrated: 

The Angler; Canoe and Camera; Isaak Walton ; 
Kineo House ; Anticipation; Picking a Course: 
Map of the Tour through the Maine Forests; The 
Guides; We Dream of Game; Home Appetite; 
Camp Appetite; Morris’—Northeast Carry ; In 
Sympathy with Nature; Discouragements; 
“Changing Pasture; Penknife Souvenirs; Pine 
Stream Falls; Mud Pond Garry; Mud Pond— 
Looking East; This is the way I long have 
sought;” Reflections ; Camp on Chamberlin Lake; 
Chamberlin Farm—Looking West; The Room in- 
to which we were Ushered; Notin the Patent 
Office; A Study in Natural History: Great 
Northern Diver; Telos Cut and Lake; Telos 
Dam and River; Photography—The Wet and Dry 
Process Mlustrated ; Webster Lake and Dam; An 
Appurition; Fly Catchers versus Fly Fishing; 
Allurements ; Study of Trout—by the Author; 
National Academy of 1 esign, 1877; Running 
Rapids on Webster River; Lunch Time; Grand 
Falls; A Boom; Starting a Boom; It’s not all 
Poetry; Matagamonsis Lake; Discovery of a 
New Lake; Matagamon or Grand Lake; Our 
Salmon; On the East Branch; Stair Falls; Ac- 
cepting the Situation: Hulling Machine Falls; 
Dropping Canoes over Falls; The Arches: Hunt's 
Farm; Mt. Katahdin—Study by F. B. Church: 
Junction of Hast and West Branches of the Pen- 
obscot; Glimpses of Civilization Begin to Dawn : 
Net Results ; Map of Maine, in pociret of cover 
to book, 21by 26inches. Square I2mo., elegantly 
bound in gold, black and cloth, $1.40, post-paid. 

— FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.— 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks, 
FIFTH EDITION. 

N exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

bewithoutit. For sale at this office, Price, post 
paid, $1.40. 

WARNER’S SAFE, 
KIDNEY 2 LIVER 

CURE. 
$1.25 PER BOTTLE! 

A POSITIVE REMEDY FOR ALL 
KIDNEY, LIVER AND URINARY 
TROUBLES OF BOTH MALE AND 
FEMALE. 

READ THE RECORD. 
** Tt sayed my life.’? 

—E, B. Lakely, Selma, Ala. 

“It is the remedy that will cure many diseases 
peculiar to women.’ "—Mother’s Magazine. 

**Tt has passed severe tests and won indorse- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
in the country.’’—New York World. 

**No Remedy heretofore discovered can be 
held for one moment in comparison with it,’? 

—O. A. Harvey, D. D., Washington. D. 0. 

This Great Natural Remedy is for Sale 
by Druggists in all parts of the World. 

es ail 

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER, 
H.H. WARNER &CO., 

Rochester, N. Y. 

WD 
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Miscellaneous Advertisements. 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Y., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT'S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
Themost Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT'S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, hays maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-eizht years. Man- 
ufacture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der; 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
ickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 
all and Pigeon Shooting’. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strony, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 

DUPONT'S RIFLE FG, “ SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning stroug and moist. 

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 
Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.8, Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all citiesané pyrin- 
cipal towns throughout the United States. hep 
resented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

; THE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
¢ 

H 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). 

azard's ‘* Electric Powder.’’ 

s). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
canistera of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘*‘ American Sporting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
641b. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted to shotguns. 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters 
and 6+ and 12: lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
enetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard's “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting ’’ FG in kegs of 
25, 12}, and 6} lbs. and cansof5 lbs, FFEGis also 
packed inland4 1b. canisters. Burnsstrongand 
mot. The FFFG and F¥Gare favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

EIN GinitSstx 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Now. 2, 0, 4, 2. », J, anu s. Superior Hifle, En- 

field Rifle, and Col. Hawker's Duckinr, Ww. 
STITT. 61 Cedar St.. N.Y. Agent for the U,8. 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
WEoccasins. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeimg, etc. They are 

easy to the feet,and very 
tm, durable. Madeto order 
in avariety of styles,and 

"a warranted the gevuine 
rtioiz, > Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN 

§” HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 368, Dover, N. H. 
(Buccesgor to Frank Good.) PpADFORD. 
ANTHONY, Boston Agents, 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITIMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 
IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise, It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thes matches. Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published m our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world, Address ; 

(=~ All our cans have seals over the screw-cap, with C. Dittmar’s signature, and 
none others are genuine. 

Henry C, Squires, No, 1 Cortlandt street, New York, is not, and never has been an 
agent of this company. 

DIT TMARPOWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 886. 24 Park Place, New York. 

a WEBLEY AND JAMES. 

Se 

Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, and is adjusted to meet 
every want. It embraces among others: CO’.77s CLUB GUNS (genuine) for elass ball and 

Li pigeon trap shooting, where closeness and great penetration are required. WEBLEY’S 
SPECKIA L GUNS.—These guns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty, conye- 
nience, or excellence in shooting. on OT of WEBLEY’S GUNS, of many kinds, mostly 
heavy and specially adapted to killing large game, such as ducks and geese, at long range. ENON 
JAMES & CO.’% GUNS, for all sorts of work, including the TRAP GUN. or COMPLETE GUN, 
designed for the same class of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUN. FOREMAND & WADS- 
WORTH’S SINGLE BREECH-LOADER, with TOP LEVER. This last is JUSTTHE GUN 
FOR BOYS, or men who cannot attord to buy double guns. 

P. O. Box 4,309. i. & D. FOLSOWE, 30 Warren Street, New York 

SULLY DE Rad: Date Sle 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

English Bicycles a Specialty. 
Rk. ¥. R. SCHUYLER, J. R. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE. 

Of the late firm of Special. 
SCHUYLER, HArTLEY & GRAHAM. 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

“ MILD”—Rare Old Virginia, ‘“‘HALV#S”—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and onsale in all civilized conntries, 

Peerless Tobacco Works, | W. S. KIMB ALL & CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

McCUH LS ROTHERS, 

HAT TERS, 
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 
THE BEET QUALITY ONLY. We guar- 

antee satisfaction. TRY US. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market,N. Y, 

2 Gold, Crystal, Lace. Perfumed & Chromo 
5 Cards, name in Gold and Jet, 10c. Clinton, 
Bros., Clintonyille, Ct. 

TRADE 

Aumunition, Gtr. 

TATHAMS 
Selected Standard 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 

TATHAM&BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 

American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Miscellaneous. 

“SS Re TAT 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,’ the wonderful Glycerine Lotivn, 

iga postitive cure; it has never falled, 
i du anule” has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Taine Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, ete.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure Be 
using“ Sapaniie. Used in sponge or foot bat 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded, 
Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., and $1 per 

bottle. Send for illuminated circularand cards, 
SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

_ Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free, 

Full-Length COT,in this, case, 
$10; LOUNGH, in this case, $3. 

Gricket Goods. 

LFRED SHAW & ARTHUR SHREWS- 
BURY (Members of the Anglo-Americau 

Team aod All-Englund Eleven) haye pleas re 
in informing their American triends that they 
have opened the Midlane Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 
Football and General Athletic Sports Warehouse, : 
Carrington Street bridge, Nottingham, England. 
The most unique and comprehensive establish- 
ment of its kind in England. Clubs, colleges and 
schools provided with professional bowlers. 
First class men, personally known to 8. &58., well- 
bred and of high character ouly,sent out. Price 
lists, With batting averages and bowling analysis 
of the American team, may be hai on applica. 
tion to GEORGE LANE, Professional Cricketer, 
Staten Island Cricket Club. = Sart July 5. 
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FISHING AT THE RANGELEY LAKES.—We- hear from 
the Rangeley Lakes excellent reports of the trout 

fishing, which is said to be exceptionally good this season. 
September is the month in which the largest trout are 
usually caught, and, though we do not altogether ap- 

prove of taking the fish so late, as they are then prepar- 

ing to spawn, there is usually a rush of fishermen to the 

lakes in the early fall. The Boston and Maine Railroad, 
in another column, publishes a schedule of fares which 

may be of use to some of our readers. 
a eee 

A Fast Yacut.—Mr. Jas. G. Bennett's new steam 
yacht Polynia has turned out an exceedingly fast vessel. 

She beat the famous little Leila, of Bristol, last Thurs- 

day in Narragansett Bay. As the Leila is easily good 
for nineteen miles, the Polynia must have been mak- 

ing twenty, and, as she was not crowded, twenty-one 

or twenty-two are within her capacity. This makes the 
Polynia at least an eighteen knot steamer, and prob- 

ably the fastest steam yacht in America. 
8 ee 

—The suggestion of a correspondent that the stations 

and baggage oars of the railroads entering New York be 
posted with the law probibiting the carriage of snared 
game and gaine killed out of. season, is simple, sensible 

and practicable. The plan, if adopted, will undoubtedly 
do very much to lessen the traffic in this plunder. Let it 
be tried, It will at least accomplish more than an after- 

dinner-speech, 
Oe ee 

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION Mgrrine.—The twenty- 

ninth meeting of the American Association for the Ad- 
vancement of Science commenced yesterday at Boston. 
This meeting, of which Mr, Lewis H, Morgan is Presi- 
dent, promises to be very largely attended and very suc- 
cessful, and we shall hope to give some particulars of it 
in next week’s issue of FOREST AnD STRHAM,. 

_ 

HOW TO STUDY NATURE. 
——~)-—_ 

UXLEY modestly calls his book* an introduction 
to the study of zodlogy, but the reader who ob- 

tains a few crayfish, or crawfish, as we Americans prefer 

to call and spell it, and takes note of their outside ap- 
pearance as described by the author, and afterward dis- 
sects them according to the very plain directions laid 

down, will find himself a zodlogist by the time he lays 
the book down, and will then be qualified to take up a 
bird, beast or fish, and describe it, ov at least understand 

it, its structure, movements and all that comes under the 

observation of a trained naturalist. O that such a book 
h&d been written years ago! What months and years 
of pottering it would have saved us! The common cray- 
fish of our fresh waters is a most wonderful animal to 

those whe study it first, but it is not a bit more wonder- 

ful than others, and its study will only prepare the stu- 

dent to go farther ; will tempt him, in fact, and he, or 

she, will find the desire to learn more grows and takes 

possession of one like an evil habit. This book, writ- 
ten by one of the greatest living zodlogists, is a valua- 

ble contribution to our small list of really good pri- 
mary zodlogical text books, and the story is most sim- 

ply and charmingly told, being as free from all strange 
terms as it is possible to be and yet be explicit, al- 
though, as a matter of course, the reader must learn a 

few names of parts of whose existence he was before 

ignorant. He begins by telling us that many persons 

seem to believe that what is termed science is of a 
widely different nature from ordinary knowledge, and 

that the methods by which scientific truths are ascer- 

tained involve menta) operations of a recondite and 

mysterious nature, comprehensible only by the initi- 

ated, and as distinct in their character as in their sub- 

ject matter, from the processes by which we discrim- 

inate between fact and fancy in ordinary life, and that 
what is called science is only that common sense which 
sees things as they are, or, at any rate, without the 

distortions of prejudice, and reasons from them in ac- 

cordance with the dictates of sound judgment, 
After giving a description of the external parts, accom- 

panied by a plate on which letters refer to the names of 

the parts, its movements, food, habits, method of cap- 
ture, etc., he says: ‘‘ Thus far our information respect- 

ing the crayfish is such as would be forced upon any one 
who dealt in crayfishes, or lived in a districf in which 
they were used for food, Itis common knowledge. Let 

us now try to push our acquaintance with what is to be 
learned about the animal a little further, so as to be able 

to give an account of its natural history,” etc. And thus 
he leads the reader along into the mysteries of the struc- 
ture, of its shell or exoskeleton, the attachment of its 
legs and swimmierets, its jaws, gills, circulation of blood 

and its digestive and generative organs, until finally there 
seems nothing more to be known concerning the indi- 

vidual. 
It must be borne in mind that it is the common cray- 

fish of Europe which he is describing, and that we have 
several species In different parts of our country which 

differ in shape of claws and other particulars which are 

really unimportant as the Huropean animal is the type 
of the family, and although the common crayfish is the 

title, and its life history and structure the main part of 

the book, all the relatives of the animal, such as shrimps, 

lobsters and crabs, are considered, and their peculiarities 

treated of, so that one gets a good idea of all the crusta- 
cea at the same time, and getting it, so to speak, from 

the fountain head, he is sure that what he is learning is 

what is accepted as truth by scientists in all lands, 
We haye had so much stuff offered to the public as 

popular natural history, which was compiled by men-who 
did not even know who was good authority and who was 

not, that we regard it asthe sign of the beginning of a 
new era when men like Huxley begin to write books for 

the people instead of only for the learned. The publish- 

* The | Crayfish, | an Introduction to the Study of Zotlogy, | by 
|. H. Huxley, EF. R. 8.,—with eighty-two Illustrations | New- 

York: | D, Appleton and Company,!1, 3 and 5 Hond street, | 
1880. | 

affairs and do justice to all, 

ers (Appleton & Co.) haye published many of the works 

of modern scientists, but we doubt if any volume of their 

‘* International Scientific Series,” of which the present 

volume is the twenty-eighth, will do more toward awak- 

ening an interest in the study of the life by which we are 

surrounded, and a knowledge of which is really neces- 

sary in order to form an idea of man’s place in nature, 

than the present one, 
Lae a <i 5 

THE FaLn MpEeting PRogRAMME.—The very moderate 

and unpretentious list of competitions for the eighth 

Annual Fall Prize Meeting at Creedmoor has been is- 

sued and may be found in our rifie columns. There 

is plenty of variety in the competitions, however, and 

riflemen who shoot for the pleasure of the art may 

find plenty of chance for enjoyment in the few days 
of the meeting. Reduced into plain, hard figures, the 

prize list is a meager affair; very much so. There is 
nothing to tempt the grubbers for gain, who make 

the rifle a lever for their purposes of self-enrichment. 

There are simple badges whose value ranges far above 

their intrinsic worth in the eyes of their holders, be- 

cause they represent an achievement, a victory won, 

and a struggle successfully gone through with. 
With the true sportsman’s idea in the minds of the 

contestants, it would be sufficient to prepare a pro- 

gramme of matches to secure a roll of entries, If itis 

necessary to bait the programme with a liberal prize 

worm, or to sugar-coat the shooting conditions aa 

though the match were a nauseous affair only made 

endurable by an addenda of liberal prizes, then it were 

better that no match should take place. The National 

Rifle Association is not fulfilling its object—the encour- 
agement of rifle practice—if it is only to act as tub- 

monitor for a set of'greedy cormorants who flock about 

to pick over the good things of the feed set before them, 
The programme for the September meeting will afford 
little satisfaction to these gentry. To lead in a match 

brings honor, but little profit, and this is asit should be, 

if we are not to have the logical result of liberal prize 

lists as instanced in the retent Wimbledon false-mark- 

ing scandal, The prospect already points to a good 

meeting, The meeting between the regulars and the 

militia will be more nearly on an equality than at any 

previous time. The men of the army have been work- 

ing up, anxious to show the people generally that they, 

as professionals, are not ridiculously behind the ama- 
teurs of our State regiments, The meeting gives promise 

of good management under Col. Bodine, and, with a fine 

spell of weather, there is a prospect of a deal of good 

work in the several contests. 
or Se 

FasR DEALING FOR SPORTSMEN,—The letter about Cobb’s 

Island is a sufficient reply to our request that its author 

should tell us about the present accommodations there 

for sportsmen, and our Poughkeepsie correspondent 

is doubtless as much pleased as we are ourselves 

to have such an explicit account as that given by 

‘‘Chasseur.” Cobb’s Island is not by any means the first 

place which has ruined its greedy managers and obliged 

them to come down to a reasonable scale of prices. We 

never kuowingly recommend to our readers a place where 

extortion is the rule; but now that the landlords at 
Cobb’s Island have reformed in this respect, we can in- 

dorse all that is said in praise of the sport to be had there. 

The columns of the FoRES?T AND STREAM are always open 

to praise of resorts which deserve good words, and to the 

exposure of other places where the sportsman is fleeced ; 

and it always means to ascertain the true condition of 

We will thank our corres- 

pondents at all times to bear this policy in mind and to 

aid us in carrying it out. 
+ ee 

—A Baltimore child clairvoyant has discovered the 

North Pole, which she describes as an island, full of 

tropical trees and flowers. There are also vast hordes of 
monkeys, ostriches, swans, geese, ducks, quail, robins 

and humming birds. Rather an inviting field for a good 
dog and a breech-loader, Perhaps when the other game 

fields of the world are exhausted, the sportsman may he 

“first in at the Pole. 
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The Sportsman Caurist, 

CAMP NOTES, 

BY BODINES, 

[Continued from page 46. | 

ALKING along the mountain road, admiring the 
lovely wild Howers and the immense moss-cov- 

eyed rocks over which water is trickling to bathe and 
refresh the charming little forget-menots that there 
abound, 1 take a path worn smooth by the wanderings of 
grazing cattle, whose bells are heard tinkling not unmi- 
sically here and there, and following in its numerous 
windings down the mountain side, come suddenly upon 
the long, still pool where the trout 1am in search of has 
his abiding place. There, under a large boulder in the 
iniddle of the pool, is his lair, from which position he 
rose, but missed my fly, the day hefore. He's a rouser, 
and a wary old fellow, smarting uuder the remembrance 
of sundry pricks fron the fishermen in camp, and must 
be carefully approached. TI start in at the foot of the 
pool and wade carefully toward the rock, never taking 
my feet from the water, to avoid a splash that would 
send wavelets up the pool to notify him of my coming, 
Tam within a hundred fest of him, and commence to 
east my line toward the spot, approaching gradually, 
and unreeling the line the while to give the longest 
cast of which lam capable, Presently the flies are ser- 
tling over the very point [would have them ; and as they 
alight upon the water softly, gently, every nerve thrills 
With expectancy and excitement, There is a small rip- 
ple seen, then an inyoluntary strike, and a miserable 
little blaek-speckled chub is reeled toward me, He is 
contemptuously disengaged from the hook and thrown 
ashore, with directions to remaiu thereas food for minks. 
How one will ‘talk to himself” when thus aldne upon 
the stream. Many interesting conversations haye I held 
with birds and trout, and quite entertainingly have they 
veplied tome, My flies are againin the air; the line is 
lengthening, and the next cast will send them to the 
very spot, There they light again, but no response re- 
wards my endeavor. Icast all about the rovk, under 
the neighboring bushes, and near the head of the pool, 
inquiring the while in audible and impatient tones why 
he does not show himself. I talk to him, telling him 
what a beauty heis, and how provoking itis in him to 
thus secrete himself; but never a fin does he show. I 
finally conclude he has discovered me, and he being the 
particular fish [am after, with nothing else to do, 1 wade 
carefully ashore, sit down upon a mossy rock, with 
feet dangling in the water, lay down my rod, light my 
pipe, take out my note book, and jot down what I see, 
hoping that whiie thus engaged ny viclhim may exhibit 
himself in feeding on the natural flies that are bobbing 
over the water. 

\WWhiat countless living creatures one encounters when 
sitling thus quietly in the woods. Birds hop about in 
the branches overliead, twittering and chattering to one 
another while looking down upon youin a comically sus- 
picious inanner, almost asking you what you ave up to, 
anyhow, Ily-catchers dart trom the trees, and with tin- 
erring aim capture the moths and flies that are skipping 
about. Kingtishers diye for minnows and newts close 
by your feet, throwing water in your face from their 
plunge. Highholds'regale their young with grubs that 
they bring momentarily from a neighboring meadow. 
Little speckled woodpeckers search for insects and larvae 
in the bark of the surrounding trees, giving wee grunts 
of satisfaction every timé one is impaled upon their 
barbed tongues. Frogs of all sizes, with voices from 
that of a deep baritone to the shrill treble, giye out their 
single, jerky notes as though fired froma pop gun, But- 
terflies take their tortuous flight through the dense 
thicket and over the tree tops withont ever touching a 
brauch—a feat that would seem impossible as you look 
upon their course. Gnats, punkies, mosquitos and fiies 
alizht upon your face and hands, taxmg your forlitude 
to the utmost in ayoiding spatting them, that ycu may 
not frighten away the birds. The mosquito, like the 
ratllesnake, gives warning before he strikes, but the 
punkieis a contemptible copperhead, biting before de- 
claring himself, Antsand brightly-colored beetles scam- 
per across your paper, arresting your writing thal you 
may serulinize and admire ihem, An ant is a colporteur 
of 10 mewn description. He can carry many times his 
own weight, but is a confounded foolin getting it there. 
Ve neyer turns aside for any obstacle in his way, neyer 
seems certain as to where he is going nor why. I have 
just been watching one back up a tree with a dead bur 
in his mandibles, which he has dragged fron: twenty 
feet away, changing lis direction more than a thousand 
times. What he willdo with the beetle when he lugs 
hiin down on the other side of the tree no mortal can 
fivreiell. There isa sucker, almost within reach of my 
feet; as he pokes listlessly about over the bottom of the 
creek, sucking sand and mud into his long snout and im- 
mediately squirting it out again, causing a dirby cloud 
all about him, and then moving on, overturning sticks 
aud rooting under stones, forever looking for something 
that he never finds, aptly rentinds me of men seen upon 
our streets at ome, lounging about the corners sucking 
filthy clay pipes and expectorating tobacco juice about 
tor their betters to walk in, then moving on to get out of 
their own filth and to bespatterand nasty a new neigh- 
borhood. While observing the sucker a muskrat has 
quietly taken a scat on the very rock under which my 
trout isslupposed to be, confound him! There hie sits, 
uneconcernedly breakfasting on a bunch of clover which 
hie has brought with him, Now he swims gracefully 
down the pond, climbs upon an old log, and washes lis 
face with his black paws, There he will play and frolic 
within reach of. my rod until I stir, when in a twinkling 
he will be gone, and, for the life of you, you cannot tell 
where, Te has the power of becoming invisible in clear 
water not possessed by any other creature of my ac- 
quaintance, I note the wood robin (Turdus meludus) 
does not adhere to his accredited time for singing, He 
is thought to give forth his exquisite melody only early 
in the morning and latein the evening; but here I have 
heard him at all hours of the day. Just below me, by 
the water's edge, I hear a plaintive, pleading cry of some 
creature in distress, I must see what itis, even ali the 
risk of disturbing the troufand driving away my inter- 

esting friends. No one should fail to respond to such an 
appeal as that. Poor froggie! it’s you, isit? And that 
ugly water snake has you by one hind leg. Causeenough 
for alarm and that wild wail for succor, While I search- 
ed for a stick the snake was vainly endeayoring to turn 
the frog so as to get his head in his mouth. The frog re- 
sisted desperately, kicking with his free leg and calling 
on me pilteously for help. It came with a whack over 
his snakeship’s back that sent him writhing into the 
water and set frogsie free, who made some marvelous 
leaps down the bank and @sappeared under a stone in 
the pond withont waiting to express his thanks for the 
rescue, While returning to my seat a porcupine appears 
at the margin of the pool, and, not seeing me, occupies 
himself in overturning stones with his great black pays. 
He seems to be searching for laryz and crabs, for mo- 
mentarily he sits erect and conveys something to his 
mouth with both paws. Having examined the shore 
upon his side of the pond pretty thoroughly, he louks 
across to mine, scrutinizing the premises as though 
anxious to investigate thatalso. To my surprise he en- 
ters the water and swims directly toward me. He is an 
ugly-looking chap, but quite a graceful swimmer, As 
he nears the shore [wade out to meet him, at which he 
does not exhibit the slightest concern. His quills all lay 
smoothly upon jis hack while he swims, and he seems to 
he unable to erect them when I poke him with a stick, 
Evidently Thaye him ata disadvantage. I thrust him 
under the water; he turus over once or twice from the 
pressure of the stick, and rises almost exhausted to the 
surface. He's the most helpless creature for so large and 
homely a one that I lave yet formed an acquaintance 
with. Lam tempted to grasp him by one of his hind 
feet, but am dissuaded by the close proximity of his 
bushy, bristling tail, and push him ashore, where he lies 
utterly used up and grunting as though in great distress, 
Soon he revives and shows a disposition to trawl into the 
bushes, I touch him with a stick, when instantly the 
quills upon his back become erect, eyery one standing in 
an opposite direction from its mate. Jad the creature 
been dipped into a pot of glue, and a peck of quills emp- 
tied oyer him, a representation of his appearanee would 
be complete. Try as I would, I could net touch his head, 
which he kept well under his body, and turned his taal 
toward me as I attempted to look him in the face. Touch 
a hind foot and he would lash his tailin that direction 
in a manner that caused me to congratulate myseif that 
the stick and not my hand received the blow, Hiying 
played with him to my satisfaction, and concluding he 
would never make a ‘bosom companion,” I left him to 
scramble into the thicket while I ouce more regained my 
seat on the rock, 

Searcely had I noted my interyiew with the porcupine 
in my nate-book When the very trout that I had been 
wailing for broke, almost under my nose. There lie is 
now, with head turned up stream, his side toward me, 
npon which every vermillion spot is plainly distinguish- 
able, His tail moves slowly from side to side and his 
pectoral fins fan the water continually. Even his cone- 
shap‘d pupil can be seen, so close is he. What a beauty 
heis! He seems conscious that a foe is near, for his eye 
moves restlessly, and he makes several hesitating mo- 
fions as though he would like to capture a naturel fly 
that is fluttering in the water near him, He starts to- 
ward it suddenly, then returns to his position again, evi- 
dently with one eye on me and the other on the insect. 
I sit motionless, aud cautiously and slowly reel up my 
line until only the leader hangs from the end of the rod, 
T wail, and when at last he darts at the insect that has 
been enticing him, making the water boijlas he engulfs 
it and swiltly returns to his old position, T conelude my 
time for action has arrived, and tremblingly extend my 
rod and drop the end fly upon the water just over his 
head, His fins vibrate more rapidly, his tall moves ner 
yously, giving a pecniiar spiral imation to his body ; he 
starts toward the bobbing fly, then turns back again; he 
comes again, this time with more determination in the 
moyernent, and I hold my breath and tremble in every 
musele with a feeling that my body will fly to pieces if 
he keeps fooling with me much longer : he turns swiftly, 
just as h- comes within a foot of the fly, and concludes 
he won't. I giveasigh of relief, mixed with approval 
and disappolutment ; every nerye in my body is quivyer- 
ing, and | feel as though I could leap into the creek and 
endl the contest. The trout still moves about restlessly 
and watches the fy. He makes sundry feints at it, 
which senils my heart and lungs into my mouth, almost 
suffocating me, Iswallow them as best I can, when he 
turns away and I continue my bobbing desperately, A 
trembling, incautious movement of my arm lets ihe 
dropper-fly upon the water, and, before I can gut ibaway, 
that confounded trout bas it fastened in his jaw and is 
skedaddling up ihe pond with it at arate that makes the 
reel sing with its rapid revolutions. Before I can jump 
inte the pool and prepare for the fight, he leaps from the 
water twice, shaking his head desperately, and creating 
such a splashing as to send the suckers darting by me in 
affright at the unusual commotion. Bot IT haye him— 
fast have [him too, in his upper jaw, with no danger of 
release, if tackle proves true and strong, No use in your 
shaking your heat in that manner, old fellow, you must 
come to creel this time, Steady, there! You skall not 
reach that stump—that will never do. Whoa, just 
missed it, by gracious! Well, you are a lively chap; 
want to get under that rock, hey? let us see about that; 
just pull on the spring of that rod a while, and we will 
see who is the strongest! Ah, ha! that brings you to 
terms, doesn’t it? Ready to vapitulate? Very well, just 
let me slip this landing net under you, No? All right, 
try it again ; but that brosh heap you shall not reach un- 
Jess you break my well-tried bamboo, ‘Tired again after 
that splurge, are you? Well, we'll try the lauding net 
once more; let me reel youin a little first; there, now 
you are within reaching distance, What a beauty you 
aré, and what a pity it is to take you from this charming 
pool! How your silver sides reflect the colors, and as 1 
lead you into the sunlight how you change to gold and 
ruby and emerald and—bless me, every other color worth 
admiring. What a bright carmine your fringed gills are, 
and how your pink fins harmonize with your general 
“makeup.” A noble fight you have made, my dear fel- 
low, and a very handsome fish you are. There, rest upon 
that tuft of grass in the creel, while I try your mate 
uniler the willows yonder; for, fromthe manner in which 
heis just now splashing abont, I conclude he can be 
made to keep you company. Then, what a handsome 

brace you will be to exhibit to the campers as trophies of 
ny morning's work, 
What a picture is revealed to me a3 I wade out into the 

stream. ‘To the left, a rock-bound shore overhung with 
long green branches of the water-beech, Through them 
are seen the rhododendrons, their pink and white clusters 
peeping out everywhere, In front, a mimiature falls 
gracefully rippling and winding among and over moss- 
covered rocks. Beyond, a smooth sheet of water, under 
which every stone and pebble can be seen, and from the 
quiet surface of which the mountain and sky is clearly 
reflected, To the right, willows with their yellow foli- 
age, over which spruce and hemlock with their darker 
shades of green, Along the bank a decaying log, coni- 
pletely covered with mosa, and through which delicate 
ferns are growing; behind it, in swampy ground, a 
cluster of cardinal flowers (Lobelia. cardinalis), almost a 
month in advance of its regular bloomimg time, and 
whose bright scarlet blossoms appear all the lovelier by 
reason Of the becomming background of tall green Jimothy 
stalks that waye to and fro in the gentle breeze, Daisies, 
with their round. full faces—so suggestive of xood humor 
and jolliity—abound everywhere. No glen is too dark 
for them, no meadow too light, no sandy plain too hot 
or dry, no swamp too wet or cold; the ever cheerful 

daisy looks up at you from meadow, hilland dale ; amon 
the first flowers to preet you in the spring, the last to bi 
you adieu in the fall. Bless the daisies! In the meadow T 
see tall purple plumes of the iroh-weed (Vernononie, 
noveboyacensis) and wild sweet william (Pli/ow maculata), 
with sprinklings of yellow aud gold from the buttercups 
and primroses (Primula occidentalis), The air is fra- 
grant with the perfume of the now blossoming millk- 
weed and musical with the warblings of the thrushes. 
Overhead, through the graceful branches of the trees, the 
clear blue sky, with white and fleecy clouds wafted 
hither and thither to suit the te.iper of the wind. - What 
ascene! How I wish for an artist to look upow and en- 
joy it and let me free to catch that trout, 

Halloa, what sound is that? I hear it once again in 
an. ccho against the opposite mountain, to be repeated all 
along the valley, when I recognize « blast from George's 
horn, Hark! there it comes again, in three Jong blasts 
—a Signal that dinner is wailine, and then two short 
notes to tell me thab company has arrived. I cast Imr- 
ricdly under the bushes and haye a rise, at which I strike 
nervously, and carry away the upper lip of the fish, who, 
freed from the hook, darts out into the pond and rests 
within easy view, He rubs his nose against 4 stole, opens 
and closes his mouth, winks and blinks and seems to be 
meditating upon the situation; or, perhaps, wondering 
What sort of an infernal fly could carry away a fallow's 
lip. Just then he gota glimpse of me, and darted up the 
pond like a rocket, and was gone, Qoncluding he had 
enongh of me for that day, | reeled uj my line, climbed 
to the mountain youd and hurried into warp, 
ro ee 

RAIL SHOOTING ON THE DELAWARE, 

HESTER, a town of some commercial importance, 
situated on the Delaware River not far from Plila- 

deiphia, is now, and has been for years, the headquarters 
for sportsmen devoted to this kind of shooting, and as 
there are many fond of the pursuit of upland birds— 
woodcock, grouse and quail—and ayain many to wlom 
the (to me questionable) excitement of shooting ducks, 
geese, eto., offers attraulions, so there are those who for 
years and years in succession are to be found at theproper 
season at Chester, as eager for the sport, as theugl it 
combined all the attractions of both. 

The best time for shooting occurs during the high tides 
of the fall September moon, for, other things Weing equa', 
the higher the tide the larger the bag. 
Having obtained a *‘ pusher” at Chester, you start 

about an hour before the tide rises, and cross the river to 
the flats, and are pushed by your boatman as far np into 
the reeds as the tide allows you to zo. With your darkey 
pusher at: the stern with his long pole, yon stand firmly 
braced mm the bow. If you do not get excited, the chuni- 
ces are, if you are a tolerable shot, that you will Jal! gi- 
most all your birds; but, as for retrieving them, that 
depends on your boatman, Left to yourself, you would 
nov find one-half the birds hit. 
You may think you mark the birds down, but the 

bunches of reed are 50 much alike that two to one you 
never seé your bird again, although he may be not a foot 
away, clinging to some hidden weed with bul the ed of 
his little bill aboye water. But, with a good pusher, 
whose eyes are accustomed to discover the mintutest dif- 
ference in the color or size of a reed, you will probalily 
luse but afew birds, except wounded ones, which you 
may as well give up at once. Apart from the natural 
repugnanve of a true sportsman to killand ndébt velrieve, 
you will do better to leave them, forin the ten minutes 
you consume in searching yo. may shoot fiye or six 
birds. The time of shooting does not exceed three hours 
a day ; but the immense quantity shot in that time would 
make one think that the birds would soon be extermi- 
nated, Not so, however, for although it is not unusual 
for a single boat to bring in one linndred or more birds, 
and the fats during shooting hours are covered with 
boats, yet year after year the rail is found seemingly in 
numbers undiminished from the thousands of shots dzily 
fired and great quantities of them killed, 

The oné great drawback to this kind of sport is. the 
dauger, Thisis great, and one careless shooter some- 
times spoils the whole day’s pleasure for many. As the 
rail are shot in reeds reaching above your head, and the 
position of the shooters 1s but poorly defined by the poles 
of the pushers, as tiight be expected with so inany shout- 
ing at once, many accidents have occurred, Whe low 
flight of the birds is another cause of danger, and a care- 
less shot is often followed by a shout from another boat 
issuing from some pour fellow whoseskin tingles, even if 
he be luevky enough to eseape without serious injury, 
There is scarcely a darkey pusher (for most of then: are 
negroes) but can show the shot marks on his person; but, 
as they say, they soon get used to these little trifling (7) o¢- 
currences, A trifling occurrence it was not, however, to 
one whom I saw lose his eye in this way, 
Taking it all together, the danger run more than over- 

balances, in my mind, the pleasure of shooting on the 
flats. 
Towever, as a means Of relaxation, if one is willing to 

‘incur the danger, it will help to pass the time between 
seasons, The birds, when shot, are sinall and hardly worth 

oe we 
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owder and shot when compared to the birds of our up- 
ands: but there are those who consider the rail as only 
inferior to the reed-bird as a delicacy for the table, and 
we must confess that a nicély broiled rail is not to be 
sneered at 

If you go rail shooting do your best to be ‘‘ high boat,” 
i.e, killand bring home the most birds, and ever after 
you will linger in the remembrance of the pusher, for it 
13 sémething added to his reputation tohave * high boat,” 
aid the chances are if you ever go again you will be re- 
ceived with a welcome, D. F. 

os 

ALL ABOUT COBB'S ISLAND. 

WARRENTON, Va. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

Isee.,in your last issue, a card from a Poughkeepsie 
man disputing my account of Cobb’s Island, and rather 
sarcastically asking for further information, Vor his 
benetit, as well as your sportsmen readers, I will givea 
brief history of the famous sporting resort, 
Many years ago—when you, Land the wearied proof- 

reader who revises this were boys—there dwelt in a 
shanty on a barren sand bank, that had risen, like the 
fabled isle Calypso, from ont of the depths of the ocean, 
a rough, weather-beaten fisherman named Cobb, who 
rained his living by casting his nets as well as shooting 
ducks, wild fowl and geese, vast. quantities of which, in 
the winter, flocked to the great Broadwater region lying 
near. When he first bought his domain it was but four 
or five acres in extent, aud the price paid was $30 in 
gold and ten bags of salt. Never was money ever placed 
to greater advantage, for Old Neptune, generally so mer- 
ciless and cruel, and who remorselessly gathers in much 
of that garnered wealth that is seeking other climes— 
yet sometimes in his royal humor gives a_royal gift—anid 
this simple fisher, like the one in the Arabian Nights, 
was inluck, Day by day, hour by hour, by the cease- 
Jess, restless action of the waters did his island increase ; 
and nature, to ward off all danger of its being swept 
away by a tidal wave, formed breakers, in the figure of a 
lialf moon, that broke the strength of the northwest 
waves, and shattered them into harmless foam when they 
struck the island. It is asight ta see those billows in a 
high wind—racing one behind another lilce crack horses 
strung out in a sixteen mile race—coming in on the home 
stretch, and then dashing themselyes against the bar 
with a noise like the booming of distant artillery, In 
calm weather i¢ sounds like a monody played in low 
nutmbers, and 

“The league long roller thundering on the reef"’ 

seems a requiem to many a poor fellow who sleeps his 
Jast sleep on the island, for Cobb’s Island soon became a 
wrecking station, On this dangerous coast many a stately 
vessel hus been dashed to pieces and their crews drowned 
in the vicinity of thisisland, Indeed, the old man Cobb 
and his stalwart sons made many thousands of dollars 
salvage from wrecked vessels, as well as rescuing many 
lives. In one ship alone, that went to pieces on the is- 
land, their share of the profits of the cargo they saved 
amonnted to $8.000, All that is over now, fo there isa 
United States life saving station on the island, under 
charge of Mr. Crump, who, by the way, is a genial, fine- 
souled fellow, Waals , 
Time passed on—as time, thab maddest of wags, will 

always do—and from a little sand bank of only a few 
acres, old man Cobb found himself possessed of a domin- 
ion of several hundred, Trees lad grown up, gardens 
been laid out, and his boys, becominy men, becaine, as 
was natural, ambitious ; and disdaininy the humble life, 
and its sure but slow gains of their progenitors. they de- 
termined to spend the fes thousands they had earned in 
theit dangerous calling by fitting up a watering place. 
They built a hotel of that rambling style of architecture 
(known as the Virginia tavern, alsoafew cottages. A 
wharf was constructed, a tugboat purchased to bring 
guests from Cherrystone, and then the place was thrown 
open lo the public, A greatrush ensued, and the island, 
from its varied attractions, soon gathered a large crowd. 
My first visit to the island was four years ago. I was 

then the Southern correspondent, as well as writer of 
skétches and tales, for the Forws! AND STREAM, and if 
the gentleman from Poughkeepsie will turn to its col- 
nimns he will find that I was unsparing in my denuneia- 
tion of the management of Cobb’s Island. In truth, af- 
fairs were ina bad way. The Cobbs thentselves, not filled 
by education or training to runa watering place, got a 
nian by the name of Sexar to conduct it; and he con- 
ducted it on the Boss Tweed principle. He actually did 
not keep account books, and the Cobbs were in protound 
ignorance of the outlay as well as the income, and the 
srofit and loss were utterly unknown to them. Under 
is sway Cobb's Island became almost a robber's den, and 

woe to the unlucky sportsman ‘ho fell into their clutches. 
All, from the chief clerk to the boot-black, took a hand 
in plundering him, It was legalized robbery. They did 
nof point a pistol af the guest's head and cry, “Stand 
and deliver,” but they got his money all the same, The 
habitues of the island behaved in the polite way of the 
Spanish bandits, wlio, when theysee an unwary traveler 
journeying along all unconscious of dauver, prepare an 
ambush for him, and suddenly the startled pilgrim is 
brought to a halt by seeing a half a dozen huge bell- 

gnouthed bluuderbusses pointed at his body, while a 
voice, in persuasive accents, is heard crying: ‘ Charity, 
geutle stranger; for the love of God, charity.” Then 
fhe guides charged the sportsman, as the Poughkeepsie 
qnan observed, $2 per day, and even more, if they thought 
they could bleed him, and besides, they took half the 
same he killed; everything was extra, too, and charged 
accordingly. Ib was simply outrageous; and as a jour- 
nalist I fought tooth and nail against Segar’s administra- 
tion of this Sportsman's paradise, I started the Virginia 
press in a crusade against this seaside resort that was 
swindling the public; andalsoin the ForusT AND STREAM 
T denounced the place, and did more than any one per- 
son to break up that disgraceful ring. i 
Two years ago the wliols coucern bursted. My. Segar 

left with some ten thousand dollars, the Cobbs tell me, 
that he grabbed as his share, leaving them literally 
nothing, nay, leaving them deeply in debt. In perfect 
disgust the Cobbs threw the whole thing up. ‘hey sold 
the tugboat for a mere song, and went back to their o:- 
cupation of oystering, hunting and fishing, 

ust year Toi Spady joined with the grandson of old 
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man Cobb and reopened the place in a quiet way, and, be- 
ing a sensible man, he has remedied all the former abu- 
ses, There is absolutely no extortion, and everything is 
open and without guile, The rates of board aré cheaper 
than any resort on the Atlantic coast, be ng $30 a menth, 
$12 per week and $2 per day. So far from the guides 
charging sportsmen anything they want, thee are printed 
schedules of prices hung up all over the hotel. I copy 
One -— 

Guests desiring guides will find the following prices :— 

For shooting on a tide, one person,,..-.,,--....-. $1 50 
HH PER Sy HF two persons. 2 50 
For fishing, each person. .-_-..-,--- ' 5) 
For shurking, (&Gb perSOn......-+-.ssseceee eens ee ee TE 

Spapy & CoxB, Proprietors, 

Thus it willbe seen that the charges are very reason- 
able. The guides furnish everything, decoys, boats, etc,, 
and ageach hunting trip lasts several hours, generally 
a halfa day, they earn their money by the hardest kind 
of work, IT know of no manual labor that is equal to their 
duties of crouching close behind a blind ona salt meadow, 
with the blazing sun beating down, straining your eyes 
to catch sight of the birds, so as to whistle them to the 
decoys, and almost blinded by the dazzling glare, and 
then chasing wounded birds, often waist deep in water. 
All this in cold blood, they not haying guns, and, of 
course, not being braced up with the excitement and 
stiniulus that the shooter feels, 

In the winter the board at the hotel is the same as the 
summer, and the charges fora day’s duck and geese shoot- 
ing 1s #3 per day ; and never once during the last summer 
or this did the guides elaim any of the game killed. On 
the contrary, they would cheerfully pack them in ice and 
send them off as directed. I forwarded all the birds I 
killed to friends, and heard no protest. I know it is but 
right as regards winter shooting, that the shootisé should 
have all the game he kills. If Lsee a disposition in any 
public place to victimize sportsmen I would be swift to 
brand it through the press, 
The guides at Cobb’s Island, for the most part, are good- 

natured, kind, and, as I wrote in my last, thoroughly 
honest? Thayé often left valuable things in the boat, 
and fotally forgotten them, but they have aiways been 
returned, 

There are all kinds of people in this world, a remark 
you have probably heard before, and there are various 
grades amoung the sportsmen, as well as any other class, 
and [ have seen some tnean men among the hunting fra- 
ternity. Why, down to Cobb's Island, about three years 
ago, there came a party of five, and they were so parsi- 
monious that they would not patronize the bar, but 
tought their whiskey by the bottle, andactually slept five 
in a bed. 
And now, having explained myself (I hope to the satis- 

faction of everybody), as Captain Cuttle would ob- 
serve, ‘'l had my say, and what I say I stands to,” 

CHASSEUR. 
—$$$ -<-_—__ 

, THE EAGLE AND OTHER LAKES OF MAINE, 
uv 

ifs your isste of Aug. 12th, A. F. J., New York, asks 
for information, ‘tin regard to trout fishing in the 

Hagle and neighboring lakes,” how to get there, etc., etc. 
Haying made the trip myself, [shall take pleasure in 
answering him by letter, if he will address me. I wrote 
up the trip fully for the Rop anp Guy, and now haye it 
in my scrap book, but I omitted to retain the date of its 
publication, so I cannot refer him to the number it ap- 
peared in. It was entitled, ‘Moosehead Lake, Penob- 
scot River and Beyoud.”’ The trip was made-an June, 
1876, and appeared shortly after in the Rop AnD Gun. 
The trip isa yery pleasant one, and easy to accomplish. 
Itis about forty-two miles from the north end of the 
earry from Moosehead Lake. The carry itself is two 
miles long from the upper end of Moosehead. Said carry 
ean be reached by steamer from Greenville or Kineo, 
and teams can be had there to take your canoes over to 
West Branch ; here you will find “Joe” Morris ready to 
entertain you oyer night, and you ean start down river 
éarly in the morning, You can easily reach 

ROCKY RIFTS, 

about fifteen miles, in time for dinner. Here you will 
encounter turlhulent water for some tsyenty or thirty 
rods—dangerous, unless your guide knows his ‘* biz ;” 
otherwise, safe and exciting to run, Four of our party 
did it,” and found it delightful. Six miles further, and 
West Branch spreads out into Chesuncook Lake, where 
you find a small settlement, and where you can get en- 

You next tun your face northward, and 
fun up stream up the Umbazooksuus River, some seven 
miles, into the Umbazvoksous Lake, crossing the south 
end of thesame. You strike, alter a mile’s paddle, 

MUD POND CARRY, 

the worst carry in all Maine, about two miles in length, 
Everything must be **toted” here, so you'had best go 
light through mud, whichis generally to be found on 
this carry. Half a mile across Mud Pond takes you to 
the outlet, and a mile and a half then leads you into 
Chamberlin Lake, a body of water some fifteen miles in 
length, by three in width. Crossing this lake, diago- 
nally (some four miles), takes you to Chamberlin Farm, 
where sportsmen are always welcome, Three miles 
northerly, following the eastern shore, and you reach 
** The Locks,” which, passing through, takes you through 
a connecting fiord, some two miles, into Hagle Lake. 
From Eagle Lake a very pleasant trip may be made 

through the Allegash into the St. Jolin River, and thence 
down to Woodstock (viu Grand Falls) or St. John, N. B. 
This trip has been often taken by sportsmen, From 
Morris’ it may be easily done in ten days, or even eight, 
With smart guides. We made our trip from Moosehead 
to Eagle Lake, and return to Modseheas, in five days, 
without fretting, spending one day atHugle Like. But 
ou have to keep moving to do it, and guides don} much 
ile it, and will likely tell you ‘it can’t be did.” 
Regarding the fishing, you will have no trouble in the 

fishing season in catching all flie trout you need to eat, 
bunt you will not find them as plenty as at Moosehead 
and its tributaries, nor as large. (Good guides, however 
familiay with the waters, will find trout always in the 
season. ' 

The best guide 1 know of to take the trip with is Capt. 
Samuel Cole, Greenville, Maine, which, by the way, is a 
good place to staré from, and where other good guides 

may be obtained. At Kineo House, also, you will gen- 
erally find plenty of guides, if you write in udvance to 
the proprietor of the Kineo House, Greenville, Maine. Be 
sure, however, you get at least one guide who is familiar 
with the ronte, and that all your guides are expert river 
guides, otherwise you may find your canoe bottom up, 
as canoeing in quick water is quite a different affair from 
canoeing in a lake, Good river guides will charge you 
from $3 to $3.50 per day, canve included, One puide to 
two men is amply sufficient, if you go light ; otherwise, 
one to each man. 
From Morris’ down the West Branch, several pleasant 

(rips may be taken, From Chesuncook. a pleasant and 
very exciting trip nay be made to Old Town, Maine, via 
river all the way (save carries), A book, ‘Summer Va- 
cations at Moosehead Lake and Vicinity,” by Lucius 
Hubbard, will give you valnable information, has a tine 
map, and is richly illustrated with heliotype plates ; puk- 
lished by A. Williams & Co., Boston, price $1.50, An- 
other excellent book, with samme imap, ** Guide to Mouse- 
head Lake and Northern Maine,” published by Bradford 
& Anthony, Boston, will afford you much useful in- 
formation ; price, 75 cents, T think, I would recommend 
all sportsmen gcing in that direction to purchase both, 
The Forest and Stream Publishing Company will send 
them to you upon receipt of price. Gro, A, Pay, 

West Meriden, Conn., Auy. 14th, 

. PawTucKeEt, KR. L, Aug., 20th. 
Seeing no allusion to the invlused in your issue of 19th 

inst., allow me to vall attention to errors in your an- 
swers. Answers sliould be, viz.: Trouting good all 
through that country. The lakes you mention are very 
easy of access, All of the laryer lakes can be reached 
with only one carry, viz.: Mud Pond Carry; that is 
leaving out Northeast Carry at head of Moosehead, where 
canoes antl baggage are carried across in Wagons. Doz- 
ens make the trip every year—oyer thirty to my know.- 
edge made it last year in August and September. Plenty 
of wuides and-all kinds of supplies can be obtained st 
the Kineo House, Moosehead Luke. Excuse my correc- 
tions of your answers—should have written last werk 
had I been at home. I have been through the counter 
inquired about, several times; once with my wife and 
two children—a boy of nine, and girl of seven—on my 
way down the St. John’s, Iwas there last year on my 
way from Si. John to the Aroostook waters, and win 
going same route this year, taking with me one of your 
occasional correspondents and a brother-in-law, T. &, 
Steele. I cannot imagine who the party of three you 
mention could be. I intended camping on Hayle Lake 
last year, but the camp fires were so thick | lett for the 
Aroostook, and believe mine to be the first canoe that 
ever went from Churecbill and through Spider Lake injo 
Aroostook waters. [ was co delighted with the trip, 
and have talked so much of it to Steele, that he lias sip- 
hified a desire to go with methis year, We start about 
Sept. 15th, and I presume on his return he will give you 
an account of if, Jshould have done so last year had I 
been that kind of a man, Lyman B, Gore, 

OE ee 

CAMP CREAM O'TARTAR, 

No Man's LAnp, August, 1880. 
EAR FOREST: —Every party which has gene into the 
woods this season, save ours, heralded its departure 

by many promises of prowess in hunting and fishing, and 
many promises of fish; and a squad which went down 
east by water actually and deliberately took a historian 
along to chronicle its adventures. We slipped oif 
quietly—so quietly that T'll wager a hamper of trout _ 
against a basket of wine that no one knows who we 
are. So, to save curious readers brain-work in the dog 
days, I will unravel our personal identities, Our party 
is a trio—the “Doctor,” the ‘‘Major” and the “Seribe.* 
So now you know us, Much good it may do you! 
Much good the camping out has done us! We have 
caught everything catchable in this region except a 
cold, and we daily ‘‘wax fat* and “kick” up our heels in 
very wantonness of enjoyment in living. ‘The Doctor 
has a small insect net, with which he is occasionally, 
or rather frequently, seen running frantically about in 
pursuit of a strange insect, Some country gentlemen 
who saw him so engaged went away strongly impressed 
with the idea that he had the delirium tremens slightly, 
Yesterday he was chasing what he solemnly avers wus 
a double-headed bug—a head at each end—and his fout 
catching a rool he took a header into the Jake, Being 
a good swimmer he came usliure as soon as he came 10 
the surface, The Major can’t swinia stroke, The other 
morning he had our day’s supply of cigars in his hat, 
and when stepping from one bout to the other he steppra 
deliberately between them into the lake, Down he 
went, and coming up again among a valt of ‘weeds’« 
he sputtered, ‘Save the cigars.” and sank once morc, 
We saved every cigar, and the man, and dried them, 
The Major wishes every day, niany times a day, for 

his sword, Not that he has amy fears for his personal 
safety, but it would be so handy to spear frogs with. 

The Doctor has just mede an impurtawt sciewtitie uls- 
covery. He has found out that grasshoppers in this sec- 
tion are subject to the hip complaint in whortleberry 
(ime. He is now writing an article, in yery simall chalk, 
on the cover of a cracker-box, to the London Lancet 
announcing this fact. He expeuts to pay all his camping- 
out expenses by the remuneration he will receive fur tie 
communication, but it’s niy opinion that he will be out 
of pocket the express charges on the cracker-box cover, 

If you, dear FormsT, expect to receive with this screed 
any tish you ave mistaken—very much so. What we 
cau't eat we sell, and don’t send a seale to our bosom 
friends. We have a ready market, and the more fish 
we dispose of the less our camping-out costs us, which 
is an outrageously selfish, but an entirely common sense, 
view to take of it, The Doctor dues not derive $18,000 
per annum from his practice; the Major was refased 
by his grateful country a pelision for knocking off his 
left great toe winle fighting, or fleeing, or something in 
the Wilderness, so he isn’t rolling in wealth, and as for 
me, who ever heard of an “ink-slinzer” with any tilthy 
lacre? But ob, Fornst, if you will but come and see 
us (you can’t stay too long) you shall eal of the hest, 
drink of the choicest, and read the Doctor's cracker-box 
coyer essay, Will you come? THR SCRIBD, 
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PACKARD'S ZOOLOGY. 

R. PACKARD’S work is one of real value both to 

the stndent and the teacher of zedlogy, Wathin 
the past few years several so-called Manuals of Zodlogy 

have appeared, but, though some of them were not with- 

outa certain value, there was no one of them all which 

was not open to seyere criticism, It is pleasant, there- 

fore, to be able to speak of the present 

work asoneof the very best of its kind 
that has yet come under our notice. 

Tt is not, of course, wholly free from 

mistakes ; but such a book never can 

be perfect, and the few errors which 

are hoticeable are, for the most part, 

of minor importance, and will no 

doubt be corrected in the subsequent 

editions, which will unquestionably 
be called for, 

The work is admirably adapted for 
usé a5 a text-book, and perhaps 

€¥en more 89 fur usein thelaboratory, 
and—a fact which will especially rec- 

ommend it to the beginner—is little 

burdened with those technical terms, 

which proved for solong a time a 

stumbling-block to one who attempts, 

Withuut previous training or the as- 

sistance of more adyanced workers, 
to gain ageneral kuowledge of the 
structure of the principal types of 
animal life. 

The treatment of the subject in 
hand is very yood, the definitions and 
descriptions of structures Clear though 

brief, aud the language employed is 

such as ca be cuinprehended by the 
general reader, ‘Chis indeed consti- 

tutes, to our mind, one of the princi- 

pul +xcellences of the book, for it is 

certaiuly an unusual state of things to find a work—es- 

pee ally one which treats of invertebrates—in which half 

a dozen consecutive lines will convey any intelligent im- 

pr-ssion to the mind of the non-scientific reader, 

We are unable to give, at any length, the plan of the 
present work. The author commences with the simplest 

aud most elementary forms, and proceeds from these 

through the higher groups, ending with the vertebrates, 

a@ methoud which seems to us much better than working 
down the scale from the hizher groups to the lower, 

The first eight chapters are devoted 

to deHuing the great groups of the 

anual kingdom; Chapter 1X to the 

Cumparative Anatomy of Organs; 

Chapter X to Development, The five 
succeeding Chapters, which conclude 

the work, treat, somewhat briefly, the 
Geographical Distribution of Aninials, 
the Gevlogical Succession of Animals, 

ihe Origin of Species, Protective Re- 

semblance, and Instinct and Reason in 

Animals. These, containing as they do 

suuimuaries of many of the latest views 

on these must interesting topics, de- 

mand perusal by all who are fond of 

the study of nature. The volume is 

made still more useful to the student, 
or the reader who may desire further 

information with regard to any special 

group than can be giyen within the 

limits of a general work like the one 

under discussion, by a bibliography, in 

which the principal works necessary to 

the student of zodlogy are enumerated, 

There is also a glossary defining the 

more important teclinical terms em- 

ployed, 

The volumeis well printed and very 
fully illustrated by wood-cuts, some of 
them original, but mostly taken from 

other works on zoGdlogy. 

Taken asa whole the work is one 
which we can very cordially recommend, either to the | by the fact that these same worms, atter having been | woul 

student or the general reader, and it is indeed indispen- 

sabla toany one who is interested in any form of ani- 

mail life, 
To the courtesy of the publishers, Messrs. Henry Holt 

& Co., we owe the opportunity of reproducing the ac- 
companying wood-cuts of two American forms figured 
in the z.dlugy. They will be interesting to our readers, 
not only in themselves, butalso for comparison with cer- 
tain extraordinary illustrations which recently appeared 
in the columns of aconlemporary purporting to be re- 
productions of the figures of the Rocky Mountain sheep 

' and the musk ox given in Dr, Packard's work. 

THE CAPTIVE WOODCOCK. 

R, MORRIS’ tame woodeock, Dick, continues to 
excite great interest among sportsmen, and his 

owner's cosy little flower and bird store is daily visited 
by numbers of the fraternity, who take great delight in 

watching the bird. His new quarters are much more 
commodious than the old, and his owner has removed 

him to the greenhouse, where the noise of the street and 

the persistent attentions of the small boy, who always 

takes such delight in poking up the animals, no longer 

disturb him. The increased room and the quiet seem to 
have a beneficial effect upon Dick, and it appears that he 

is gaining in weight and generally improving in health, 

11) } 

| more than his oum weight of worms, This statement 
will excite the wonder of every one, but when we con- 
sider the total number of worms devoured by a bird in a 

year, or by a number of birds in any given time, we are 
at a loss whether to be more astounded at the voracity of 

the bird or the multitude of the worms which must ex- 

ist to feed them, 

Mr. Morris’ letter is as follows :-— 

JEFFERSON MARKET, New York, Awy, 18th. 
In answer to your fayor of the 10th inst., [ beg to hand 

jou the following particulars about my woodeock, Dick, 
who is doing alt 
From noon Aug. 12th to noon Atg, 13th the bird ate 

five and a quarter ounces (Troy), or 200 worms. He 
wanted more at noon Aug. 13th. He 
weighs five ounces(Troy), The worms 
were given to him a couple of dozen 
at atime. Ihave fitted up a place 
for him with two breeding cages for 
canaries. In one is moss and a dish 
with clayey mud, in which I put the 
worms, I scatter worms in the moss, 
and he amuses himself, while not 
gorging himself with the worms in the 

OVIBOS MOSCHATUS—Blainville. 

It is very interesting to watch the bird feed, and to see 

him, 2fter he has satisfied his hunger, plunge his bill 

several times into the sand, and then, walking to the 
water-dish, wash it by gently shaking his head, Dick is 

somewhat fastidious about his food, for some time ago 

Mr. Morris, having received a Jot of the bright red worms 

found in stable yards, offered them to the bird, and 

though at first he seized them he declined to eat a single 
one, His master thinks that the worms tasted of the 

| ammonia of the stable yard, and this idea is confirmed 

kept for a few days in fresh earth, were devoured with 

as much apparent relish as the common worms, 
The voracity of the woodcock is proverbial, but oppor- 

tunities for exact observations on this point rarely occur, 

and it seemed important in this case to take advantage 
of Dick’s captivity to arrive at some definite results as to 
the amount of food devoured by him in one day. We 

therefore requested Mr. Morris to make certain observa- 
tions; and in his very clear letter, given below, there is 

food for much reflection. It appears from these experi- 
ments that the woodcock, even in captivity and deprived 
of the exercise which a wild bird takes, devours daily 

mud, by hunting for worms in the 
moss. He does this for pastime, as he 
frequently fishes out a worm and al- 
lows it to crawl back into the moss 
without attempting to eat it. Inthe 
other cage are mossand a bed of bright, 
sharp, coarse sand, with a pan of 
water sunk in the moss. He appears 
to like to trot about in the sand, and 
bores into it, but when his bill be- 
comes covered with sand he goes to 
the water and washes it. I have not 
seen him drink. His Ciaostion ap- 
pears to be perfect. I shall get sore 
peaty mud to put his worms in, as 1 
have an idea that the mud he bores in 
now contains sandy earth, which in- 
jures his bill, as this organ appears 
dull, as if worn by silica in the earth, 
and not polished, as seen in woodcock 
in a state of nature. Many sportsmen 
visit my store to see Dick. I am, 
very truly yours, 

Joun Morris, 

At our request Mr. Morris has re- 

peated his experiment with Dick, and 
the result shows that the recent 
changes of quarter has had a very 
beneficial effect, Mr. Morris says, 

writing under date of Aug. 23d :— 
I made the experiment, as you requested, and found 

that the woodcock consumed eight ounces of worms in 
twenty-four hours, and could have eaten more had I 
given them to him, The bird now weighs six ounces, 
having increased in weight one ounce since I obtained 
possession of him. JoHN MoRRIs. 

sg" = 

Toop or Snakes.—Frederick City, Md., Aug. Tth.— 
Editor Forest and Stream:—I noticed in FOREST AND 
SrrEaM that Mr. C, R. Shaw killed at Sayyille, L. 1, a 
black snake, and onshaking the reptile by the taila striped 

snake nineteen inches long came from 
itsmouth, and it was still alive, I write 
to state that this is of no uncommon 
occurrence. I have kiled plenty of black 
snakes with striped, or what we call in 
Maryland garter snakes, in their stom- 
achs, and I have afterwards ‘held u 
black snakes, just after being killed, 
and have seen striped snakes come 
out of their mouth and fall on the 
ground and run as well as ever. On 
one occasion in the Singanore Hills, I 
killed a large black snake six feet long, 
up atree. He had in his stomach one 
pine, or red squirrel, one striped snake 
three feet long, and nineteen eggs the 
size of pigeons’ eggs.. When I was in 
the act of skinning the black snake, the 
striped snake came out of his mouth and 
seemed to be’as lively as ever. 

FRANK SCHLEY. 

‘0: 

Novas on SNAKkes.—Burke County, 
Ga.—Editor Forest and Stream :—Be- 
ing aware of the fact that all accounts 
of the wonderful pertaining to snakes, 
regardless of the integrity of the writer, 
are taken cum grano salis, I will simply 
state what Isaw yesterday, In walk- 
ing on the road I discovered what looked 
like two snakes in very close proximity. 
Upon acloser examination I found a 
king snake swallowing a rattlesnake— 
the former three and a half feet in 
length, about, but apparently consid- 
erably smaller than the latter, which 
was the possessor of five rattles and a 
button, I knew that the “king,” called 
‘chicken snake,”’ would eat chickens, 
frogs, etc., but mever supposed they 

d attempt an undertaking so apparently impossi- 
ble, It was slow work, and I looked on until I was 
so thoroughly disgusted I shot them both, leaving them 
for the dirtiest scavenger—the buzzard not excepted— 
the hog, which inashort time devoured both with a 
relish no donbt, Whether this is anything uncom- 
mon I know not, but it astonished me, and will, no 
doubt, be a surprise to some of your readers. 

1h eB 

We regret extremely that our correspondent did not 

see the play out, and, further, that he did not give us 

more particular details of the manner in which the king 

went to work to deyour his prey. Will he not give us 

such particulars now ? 
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Editor Forest and Stream :—I notice that the snake is 
coming to the front, and perhaps the following true tale 
may be appropriate to the snaik column; A few years 
since I was engaged in clearing a scrub-oak lot, and 
one day while I was resting J heard in the brush just in 
front of me a snapping of twigs; on looking to discover 
the cause, I found a black snake, some three feet in 
length, in the act of swallowing a striped snake ; they 
were both twined around the twigs, the striped one hold- 
ing on for dear life; but the black was too much for him, 
and had engorged more than one-half of his victim when 
LT first found them, I watched them till I saw the tip of 
the striped snake's tail disappear down the black’s 
mouth, when, with a quick stroke of my bush-scythe, I 
cul the reptile in two, when, to my surprise, out ran the 
striped snake, apparently unharmed, and made his es- 
cape. WEBB. 

Pembina, D. T,, Aug... 11th.—BHditer Forest and 
Stream :—In a récent issue of FOREST aND STREAM, & 
correspondent gives some items upon the capacity of the 
ophidian guilet, to which I will add my experience. 
When a boy of twelve, I once killed a large striped snake. 
He bulged out so strangely, that I cut him open and 
found a huge toad nearly as broad as my hand, and still 
able to kick feebly. Whether or not the snake believed 
in jewels in the toad’s head, he evidently considered the 
species valuable for dietetic purposes, and from the 
shape of the reptile-of sedentary habits. it might with 
propriety be called a ‘square meal.” M. A. BRownN. 

Pleasant Plains, Aug, 13th.—Hditor Forest and 
Stream :—Noticing your article in paper of Aug. 5th, on 
the cannibalistic snake, I would say 1 killed one Tuesday, 
Aug, 10th, under similar circumstances, While out after 
woodcock I came upon a black snake over four feet long 
in the act of swallowing alarge garter snake. He had 
him half way down, and evidently, intended making a 
clean job of it. He lay motionless until I.struck him 
with a stone, and then ejected the garter snake, which 
was nearly used up. the neck just back of the head be- 
ing lacerated. The black snake then raised his head to- 
ward mein a threatening manner, making no effort to 
escape. Icould detect no hissing. Itwould seem from 
this that snake will eat snake, and that the victim is 
seized by the head, CAPT, CLAYTON, 

An exchange contains the following item with regard 
fo an enormous rattlesnake recently received at the Smith- 

sonian Institution, which is interesting. It is as fol 
lows :— 

The largest rattlesnake probably, that has ever been 
seen in Washington, arrived at the Sinithsonian Institu- 
tion on Saturday from Florida, forwarded by Mr, James 
Bell, who is in that State on special duty from the Inte- 
rior Department. The snake belongs to the Crotalus 
addamanteus, or diamond rattle family. It is about eight 
feet long, willmeasure twelve inches around the body and 
has twelve rattles and a button on the end of its tail. It 
came in a close-woyen canvas bag, and was at once 
dropped into a large square wooden box, with wire work 
sides and a sliding cover, prepared for the reception of 
yenomous reptiles. Not having been fed for some time 
itis particularly ferocious, and its rattle is constantly on 
the shake whenever any one approaches or there is any 
noise in the room where itis kept. This monster snake 
is to be killed in a day or two, for the purpose of taking 
a plaster cast of it, The manner of killing for this pur- 
pose is by putting the serpent in a close vessel and ad- 
mitting a sponge saturated with chloroform, This pre- 
serves the torm so that a lifelike cast may be taken, 

es 

ALBLNOES, NO DoukT,—A correspondent from Wawa- 
yanda writes tous abont some cream colored rats with 
pink eyes which are multiplying about his buildings, and 
asks if they are albinoes, He describes them as abun- 
dant and more bold than common rats, and states that 
they do much damage, gnawing everything within reach. 
We think there is no doubt that they are albinoes, 
for white rats and mice usually, or often, produce albi- 
noes, 

——— 

FoopD OF SQUIRRELS. — Wawayanda, Ang, T4th.— 
Editor Forest and. Stream :—Living in a locality where 
squirrels are quite numerous, I haye noticed they do not 
subsist entirely on nuts and acorns, as a great: many peo- 
ple suppose they do, A numberof the little ground 
squirrels have taken up their abode in the ice house only 
a few steps away from the dwelling house, and almost 
any time these little fellows can be seen scampering 
around the yard. A short time since, in company with 
some frienas, we were watching one of them playing 
around, when all of a sudden he jumped in the air and 
caught a large black beetle, and then quietly sat down 
on his haunches and pulled off the bug’s head and eat it, 
and then finished the body withan eyidentrelish. Again 
LT noticed the same little animal picking blackberries off 
a bushand eating them, seemingly enjoying them yery 
much. My brother, driving along the road one day, saw 
ared squirrel descending a tree from a robin’s nest with 
one of the eggs in its mouth, and scamper off in the 
woods with it. WaALLEILL. 
Red squirrels are great robbers of birds’ nests, 

Pembina, D, T., Aug. th—Editor Forest and Stream : 
—In your last number I see a commmnication which IT 
recognize as coming from an old friend, in regard to the 
economical habits of the gray squirrel, and would like 
to add my confirmation. In the fall of 1876, while stroll- 

-ing through an orchard in Ohio, [ saw a squirrel run into 
a pile of rails with a large nut in hismouta, Prompted 
by curiosity 1 overturned the pile and found no less than 
three pecks of butternuts snugly piled in a cavity, The 
store was tempting, but admiration for the industry of 
the little ** varmint” prevailed over cupidity, and I re- 
placed the rails and léft it undisturbed, 

M. A, Brown. 
a 

Mocking Birp IN Canapa.—The Strathroy (Canada) 
age, of July Ist, notices the appearance on the grounds 
ot Mr. L, BH. Smith, of that town, of a mucking bird, 
This species is not often fuundso far northward, and 
its occurence in Canada is noteworthy, 

Lish Culture. 
oe. 

— Address all communications to‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION. 

To the Public :-— : . 
The Governor of this State declined to give his sanc- 

tion to the usual appropriation for the maintainance of 
artificial fish culture, the means whereby the public 
waters of the State have been stocked with the choicest 
game and food fish to an extent that has created plenty 
where before there was scarcity. This unlooked for ac- 
tion, the reason for which has not been communicated to 
the Commissioners of Fisheries, leaves a valuable public 
property in waters, buildings, hatching appliances and 
stock of fish without the means of available use or even 
of preservation. ‘The stock fish. many thousand in num- 
ber, requiring daily care and feeding and capable of pro- 
ducing annually 5,000.000 of fry, are the fruif of many 
years’ careful selection and breeding, and if lost naw can- 
not be replaced without years of labor and many thou- 
sands of dollarsexpenditure. The State hatchery of Cal- 
edonia, acquired at a cost of $15,000, is. in respect to its 
supply in quantity and quality of water, its equipment 
in the most approved appliances for breeding. its skilled 
and experienced operators, its supply of stock fish, and in 
the suecess which has attended all its operations, the most 
complete and valuable of its kind on the west side of tne 
Atlantic Ocean. What has been done by the commis- 
sion toward replenishing exhausted waters with thefinest 
fame and food fish is too well known to the public. The 
multiplication of shad in the Hudson River tothe extent 
of many million each year, so that the cost to consumers 
has been largely reduced within the last ten years, alone 
justifies all the appropriations that have been made by 
tne State for the promotion of artificial fish culture, 
The commissioners cannot consistently with the duty 

committed to them by the Legistature permit this valu- 
able property and the important interest involved in its 
use to go to decay and destruction by reason of the re- 
fusal of the Executive to sanction the appropriations ne- 
cessary for its support. They therefore announce to the 
public that the operations of tle State hatchery will, if 
need be. and as far as shall be necessary tosave the State 
from loss, be continued under the personal responsibility 
of the members of the commission, after the close of the 
fiscal year and until the Legislature shall have an oppor- 
tunity toreview the action of the Governor, in the hope 
that the enlightened sense of the members of the law- 
making power will sustain them by making the necessary 
appropriations at the earliest possible stage of the session ; 
or, failing to do this, will provide by law for such a dis- 
position of the property as will save the sacrifive which 
may result from a failure to provide the requisite current 
supporg, Rosert B. ROOSEVELT, President, 

RicHArRD U, SHERMAN, 
EtGexe G, BLACKFORD, 

August loth, Commissioners of Fisheries. 
These are good words and bravely spoken. The com- 

ynissioners stand in the gap and will not allow the re- 

sults of the work which has been done in past years to go 
to waste. Many men would throw up the whole affair 

in disgust at the false economy which saves at the spigot 
and wastes at the buns, but the New York Commission 

is made of better stuf They know that the people of 
the State are with them, and are aware that their work 

is for the general good, butit is well for the people at 

large to know that thesemen who give their time to this 
matter and occasionally receive abuse from short-sighted 
people, serve without the slightest pecuniary recompense, 
seeking their reward solely in the consciousness of having 

done good deeds, and in the knowledge that their work 
is appreciated by all who have paid the slightest atten- 

tion to political economy. Itis needless at this late 
day to enter into any explanation of the character of 

their work or its benefits. 
The local press throughout the State is commenting on 

the loss that is entailed by the Goyernor’s yeto, and the 

preat New York dailies also come out strong upon it, 
After speaking of the good work of the commission the 

Herald says — 
Unfortunately the State Executive, amid his manitold 

duties, has not had his attention directed to these facts, 
and in a spirit of economy, which would be highly laud- 
able were it more intelligent, he has refused to sanction 
the annual appropriation for artificial fish culture. The 
natural effect of this veto would be the immediate ruin 
of a valuable and flourishing establishment which could 
not be replaced for years. From such a misfortune, how- 
ever, the State will be temporarily saved by the public 
spixited and patriotic conduct of the commissioners 
—Messrs. Roosevelt, Sherman and Blackford—in con- 
tinuing the operations of the State hatchery upon their 
personal responsibility until the next Legislature can re- 
view the action of the Goyernor. There cannot, of course, 
be any doubt of the action of that body. 

Tn this connection it may be proper to say that a pri- 

vate citizen has offered to give five hundred dollars for 

the use of the commission, if needed, and it is to be hoped 

that his example will be followed. ‘Surely the money 

will be well invested for the future benefit of the people. 

hia erin 
“ A Goop Crop of SaLMON Eaas Promisep,—United 
States Fishery, Baird, Shasta County, Cal. Aug. 12th.— 
We went into camp this year the last week in June, 
since which time we have all been quite busy with the 
usnal work of making preparations for taking the sal- 
mon eggs. Our intentions areto take six million of eggs 
this year, a considerably smaller amount than wers pro- 
cured last season. Three million of these are to be dis- 
tributed in the East, and two nillion are for the State of 
Califurnia, leaving a margin of a million. Of those for 
this State, one million will be hatched hereat the fishery. 
and the young salmon will be placed in the McCloud 

River. The other million will he carried to Pit River, 
hatched there, and the young fish deposited in that riyer. 
Hitherto, high falls have prevented the salmon from as- 
cending to the head waters of this stream for the pur- 
pose of spawning, but the last State Legislature appro- 
priated three thousand dollars to remove this ob- 
struction, and this will open three hundred miles of 
spawning ground which was previously useless. At pre- 
sent everything is in readiness for the spawning season. 
The bride of racks is in place to prevent the salmon 
going up the river, the hatching houses, etc., are in order. 
This has been accomplished in a very thorough manner 
under the genial and efficient supervision of Mr, Liv- 
ingston Stune, with the assistance of liis practical and re- 
liable foreman, Mr, J. A. Richardson. 
There is an unusually large run of salmon this year, and 

it would be a very easy matter fo take several million 
of eggs were if required. Seyeral parties from San Fran- 
cisco and other parts of the State have recruited them- 
selves in this vicinity with the pure waters and air of 
the McCloud and the sport of hunting and fishing. They 
evidently enjoyed themselves, as they were reluctant to 
leaye, and promised a like ‘touting’ next year, The 
month of September will be a busy one for us, a lurge 
force of white men and Indians will be employed, aud 
we have every reason to expect a prosperous season. 

Geo. B, WIbtiams, JR. 
a a 

\ SHAD HATCHING AND SHAD LAWS. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
I notice, in your issue of Aug. 5th, in the article upon 

the work of the Connecticut Fish Commniission, #n ac- 
count of their failure in the attempt to hatch shad at 
and near the mouth of the Connecticut River. It would 
seem that the attempt was made by the desire of the 
committee on fisheries of the last Legislature, and 
against the better judgment of Dr, Hudson, one of the 
commissioners. It seems to me that a committee of men 
of sufficient judgment to be intrusted with the duties of 
legislators would not, in the management of their pri- 
vate business, attempt such an undertaking without in- 
forming themselves as to its feasibility. They would 
naturally seek the adyice of fish culturists. Any intel- 
ligent authority would be likely to say that anadromous 
fishes would not probably ripen their spawn and milt, ta 
an extent that would insure fertilization, while remain- 
ing in salt water, The intelligent and natural conclusion 
would be that the fish would not be in a condition fur 
fertilization before reaching their natural spawning 
ground, Repeated experiments by intelligent and ex- 
perienced fish culturists show that a large percentage of 
the fishes are unripe upon their arrival at their natural 
spawning grounds. The student of nature would argue 
that the fishes would naturally reach their spawning 
grounds in time to select and prepare their beds before 
the arrival of the time for performing the final functions 
of nature, 

The foregoing expresses my individual opinion as en- 
tertained for several years past. A few years azo, so in- 
telligent a trio as the New Jersey State Fish Commission 
were supposed to be, made tha attempt to hatch shad in 
the Delaware River at Pennsgrove, N. J_, a considerable 
‘listance from the mouth of the river. but more than a 
hundred miles below their nutural spawning grounds, I 
at once predicted a total failure of the undertaking. Fir 
quietly expressing my opinion upon this and some ather 
absurdities of the commission, I incurred their active 
hostility, but my predictions proved true nevertheless. 
Notashad was hatched, but the State had to pay for 
the foolish experiment. My opmion upon this subject 
was quite substantially fortified while making some in- 
vestigations at South Hadley Falls a few weeks ago. It 
is well known that one of the earliest successful attemp‘s 
to hatch shad artificially was at that point. That gnile 
successful and best advertised fish culturist, Mr. Seth 
Green, was employed, I believe, by both national aid 
State authority to make the experiment. After exhaust- 
ing his fund of experience and other knowledge in cou- 
nection with the experiment, Mr. Green made a failnie 
in the attempt, and packed his boxes, intending to return 
home next day. In the meantime an old shad fisherman, 
well known at the falls, besought Mr. Green to let him 
makea trial, The boxes were unpacked and the fisher 
man placed them ina tributary of the river, composed 
of spring water, and the experiment was an immediate 
success. I believe Mr. Green received the crecit. The 
locally accepted reasons for Mr. Green’s failure and tie 
fisherman's success were, that Mr. Green’s experimei t 
was made in the warm water of the river, whicli was 
very low at the time, while the fisherman’s experiment 
wus madein the cooler water of the tributary. With 
these reasons the matter rested. I have taken the liberty 
of pursuing the subject a little farther, and trust your 
readers will pardon any seeming egotism in my sbate- 
ment of conclusions: First, it is well known at the fells 
that no shad ever pass over the expensive fishwiy 
erected at Holyoke Dam. The result is that the shad are 
stopped long before reaching their natural spawning 
grounds, and are, cons¢quently, nob in a condition for 
certain fertilization upon their arrival at the Falls. This 
factwyould haye operated against Mr, Green’s attempt. 
The fisherman, making his attempt iater, must certainly 
have found his spawners in a riper condition, yet it isn t 
probable that his attempt would have been a success had 
he tried it in,the warm river water. His success inust 
be attributed to the approximately natural conditions at- 
tendant upon the experiment, namely, the ripe condition 
of the spawners and the cooler condition of the water 
used, both assimilating the natural condition of things 
as they would have existed had the shad been permitted 
to reach the headwaters or upper tributaries of the river, 
their natural spawning grounds. 
A deduction which may be drawn from these premises 

is, that the close-time laws regulating the seining of shad 
are erroneous. The prevailing laws fix a piven time as a 
close time, which is uniform for the entire river, as, for 
instance, trom midnight on Saturday till midnight the 
following Sunday. Now, ithas been long known that 
shad occupy several days in reaching from the mouth to 
the headwaters of such rivers as the Connecticut, the 
Hudson, the Delaware, etc. Lt must be obvious, then, 
that the present close-time laws permil the shya to pass 
the lower seines only to be taken in thiuse a few miles 
aboye, If this injerence is currect, then it follows that 
close time should be arranged progressively. A series of 
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intelligent observations conld be made at the commence- 
ment of theshad season, upon which could be based with 
practicable accuracy a scale of close time for diiferent 
points on any given river. My own opinion is that no 
shad should ba taken with seines until they make their 
appearance upon their spawning grounds ; then let the 
work commence at the same time upon the whole length 
of the stream, Under the prevailing laws, the fisheries 
at or near the mouth of the rivers have several days ad- 
vantage over the upper fisheries, which is certainly un- 
just. 
: ir legislators and other officials would, in their official 
capacity, exercise the saine degree of judgment that they 
doin the management of their private business, our laws 
would be more just and official duties move intelligently 
performed. Minton P. PIERCE, 
Aquidale Ponds, Wenonah, N. J. 
I desire to congratulate the ForREST AND STREAM upon 

the accession of Mr, Fred Mather as editor of the Fish 
Department of the journal. WRIA 
em ee 

FRIGATE MACKEREL AGAIN HEARD FROM. 

Newport, BR. 1., Aug. 12th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :-— 

The past week has brought many new observations re- 
garding the abundance of the frigate mackerel (Auais 
7 G,ei) recently referred to in FOREST AND STREAM as 
hiivying for the first time appeared on our coast. These 
fish seem to haye come in immense schools into the waters 
between Montauk Point and Georges Bank, and from 
Mr. Clarke's statements it appears that they have been ob- 
served in small numbers by fishermen in previous years. 
Several vessels have come into Newport recently, report- 
ing their presence in immense numbers in the vicinity 
of Block [sland. It will interest the ‘‘ichthyophagists” to 
know that several persons in Newport have tested the fish, 
and pronounce it inferior to the bonito, Part of the flesh, 
ihat on the posterior part of the body, is white, but be- 
hind the gills it is black and rank, while the meat near 
the hackbone is seid to be of disagreeable, sour flavor. 

Tt is hard to predict what its influence will be upon 
other fishes already occupying our waters, Its mouth is 
s nall and its teeth feeble, so that it is hardly likely to be- 
comea rayager, like the bonito and the bluefish. There 
is little probability, on the other hand. that its advent 
will be of any special importance from an economical 
point of view, for its oil doesnot seem to be very abund- 

ant. and it would hardly pay at present to capture it 
solely for the purpose of using its fleshin the manufac- 
ture of fertilizers. 

Mr, A. Howard Clarke, in charge of the fish commis- 
sion station at Gloucester, has communicated to Prof. 
Baird some interesting facts regarding its abundance. 
From these statements it would also appear that the spe- 
cies has been observed occasionally in past years. He 
writes under date of Aug. 10th: ‘‘[ have received this 
morning, from the schooner Fitz J. Babson, just arrived 
from Block Island, a fish answering to your description 
of the Aumis, having a corselet of scales around the pec- 
toral fin as in the tunny. The captain of the vessel, 
Joshua Riggs, reports that about a week ago he had a 
hundred barrels in the seine at- one time,and saw over 
twenty schools of them. He saw them as far Hast as Sow- 
and-Pig Light Ship. They are very easy to catch, flip 
like menhaden, do not rush, and are not frightened at 
the seine. They go in immense numbers, he thinks, as 
many as one thousand barrels toa school. The day after 
the appearance of these fish the mackerel disappeared, 
but he does nut know whether the mackerel were driven 
away by them or not. They feed on mackerelfood. Mr. 
Daniel Hiltz, of the same vessel, says that he caught one 
of just the same kind in Feb,, 1879, on a haddock trawl, 
on the eastern part of the middle bank in forty fathoms 
of water. He took it to Boston, where it was called a 
young bonito. 

“ Mr. Juhn Henderson, of the schooner Sarah C. Wharf, 
says that two vessels caught such fish recently eastward 
of here. The schooner American Eagle. of Proyince- 
town, tooka number of barrels of them into Newport, 
and sold them for a dollar a barrel. Another Cape Cod 
vessel—he does not know her name—took about filty bar- 
rels of them and threw them away. All the mackerel 
seiners from Block Island report seeing quantities of this 
new fish within the past fortnight. The captain of the 
schooner Sarah C, Wharf says he first saw them a fort- 
night azo some fifteen ziles off Block Island, The cap- 
tuin and several of the crew of the Ella M. Johnson, of 
Newburyport, just arrived from Block Island, state they 
saw abundance of the Azazs, but did not know what it 
vas until reports came from you at Newport. They 
opened one and found in its stomach the ordinary red 
muckerel food. This crew differ with the crew of the 
s:hooner Fitz J, Babson with regard to the ease of cap- 
turing them—think them rather difficult to take; say 
they flip like porgies, and do not rush like mackerel ; 
tiey saw ten large schools of them on Saturday last when 
same fifteen miles south of Block Island.” 

T hope that any reader of ForEsT AND STREAM who 
has seea this fish will mention it. Some may, perhaps, 
have an opportunity of studying its habits. The length 
of those I have seen ranges from twelve,to sixteen inches, 

aud their weight from three-quarters of a pound to a 

poundand ahalf or more. Those sent to New York 
market were part of the Jot taken by the schooner Amert- 
can Eagle and brought into Newport, whence they were 
shipped by Mr, Thompson, a fish dealer of this place. It 
would require from eighty to one bundred of them to fill 
a barrel, so the estimate of Captain Riggs that there are a 
thousand barrels in on¢ of the schools, shows haw exceed- 

ingly abundant they must be. The name ** frigate mack- 

evel,” used in Bermuda, would seem to be the best name 
for use in this country, since the fish resembles the 

mackerel more than they do the bonito or tunny. 
G. BRownN GOODE, 

—_—_———_ 

GARP IN TrennessEn.—Nushville, Tenn., Arig. 6th.— 

Messrs Newman and Gardener retnrned from 4 month's 

fishing in the upper Stone River. They report having 

had excellent sport, taking a great many bass and black 

arch. Ona trot line they captured a monster catfish ; 

he weighed forty-six pounds. Ivis specially noticeable 

that in all the streams in this State greater quantities, 

more varieties and finer fish have been taken this year 

than for many past. Col. Akers, our fish commissioner. 

received Jast year from Prof. Baird a quantity of German 

carp. 
strangers, to place ina pond on his farm near the city. 
He reports them haying grown to fiye or six inches in 
length, and says that he has noticed an enormous number 
of small minnows in the pond lately, 
product of the carpso recently placed there? 
age do they begin to spawn ? 

Mr. Frank Green obtained forty of these little 

Can: they be the 
At what 

Mr. Green says that there 
were a few mud-cat in the pond when the carp were put 
init. Although they haye not interfered with the carp. 
Could it be that the minnows referred to, were of that 
species. It would be a matter of interest to have an an- 
swer from the FOREST AND STREAM to these questions, 

' J. D. H. 
There have been many reports of the spawning of carp 

which were distributed last year, and it is possible that 
yours may have done so, It is also possible that the 

young fish referred to arecarp. It does not seem pos- 

sible that they could be confounded with “mud eels.” 

Send specimens to Prof. 8, F. Baird, Washington, D. C,, 

and then you will get positive information. 
= 

GrRowTH OF Bnhack Bass IN CALIFORNIA.—The fol- 
lowing letter seems to indicate that the black bass grow 
rapidly in their new home in the West :— 

x San Francisco, Aug. 4th, 
Mr, Seth Green :— 

Your letter making inquiry concerning the black bass 
which we received from you in the spring of 1818, is be- 
fore me, 

They were placed in a small lake, containing about 100 
acres, back of Oakland, and last week we went there for 
the first time with our rods to see if we could catch any 
of them, as we were uncertain as to what had become of 
them, and were anxious to Jearn the result of our expe- 
riment, To our surprise and delight no sooner had the 
cast been made,than one was hooked, and whenever we 
threw in anywhere around the lake we met with a simi- 
lar response, About twenty were caught in ashort time, 
measuring from eight to ten inches im length, no doubt 
of last year’s spawning. Upon examination we saw a 
great many small ones, from three to four inches in 
length, in schools of several hundred, These schools of 
small black bass were to be seen allaround the lake, and 
we are satisfied that the water of the lake is adapted to 
them. The lake will be well stocked in a year or two, and 
we will then have rare sport; until then no fishing will 
be allowed. W. W. TRAYLOR. 

Sea and River ishing. 
———— : 

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST. 

PRESH WATER. 

Trout, Salnio fontinatis, Maskalonge, Hsox nobilior. 
Salmon, Salmo salar. Pike or Pickerel, Hsox lucius. 
Lake Trout, Salmo namaycush, | Yellow Pereh, Perca fluviatilis. 
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo| Grayling, Thymallus tricolor, 

siular, 
Black Bass, Microplterus salmoides; M. pallidus. 

SALT WATER, 

Sea Buss, Centropristis atrarius. | Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatrix. 
Sheepshead, Arclwsargus proba- | Spanish Mackerel, Oybium mac- 
tocephalus. ulatium, 

Striped Bass, Roccus lineata. Cero, Cybium regale. 
White Perch, Murone americana. | Bonito, Sarda pelamys. 
Weakfish, Cynoscion regalis. Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus. 

SS SS eee 

—We regret to say that tarough’an error of our printer 

the electrotype of Messrs. Abbey & Imbrie was substi- 
tuted in Messrs. Conroy, Bissett and Malleson’s adyer- 

tisement, last week, for their own, thereby giving a 

wrong impression of the reel advertised. If those in- 
terested will refer to the advertisement this week they 
will find a correct representation of this famous black 

bass reel, which is an improvement on the Frankfort 
reel, and manufactured only by Messrs. Conroy, Bissett 

& Malleson, and not by Messrs. Abbey and Imbrie, as 

might be inferred by last week's advertisement. | 
\, i > oa ‘ ; 

SALMO WILMoTI AGsIn.— Grand Falls, N. B., Aug. 10th 
—Editor Forest and Stream ;—I must certainly take ex- 
ception to some remarks over the signature of * Wm. 
Couper,” which appeared in FOREST AND SYRBAM of 5th 
inst., and also to the editorial comments at foot. The 
Ontario salmon, exhibited last fall at Ottawa, are with- 
out doubt a distinct variety, and not the true Salmo salar, 
the ova and fry being of a lighter and more delicate 
color than those of the salar, as every one who has been 
engaged in the artifiiial reproduction of fish of these 
classes is aware. The distinctive title conferred on the 
Ontario salmon, and which is with such singular bad 
taste objected to by your correspondent, originated with 
the Acclimatizaticn Society of France, at the time of 
their presentation to Mr. Wilmot of a gold medal in rec- 
ognition of his sevices in the interests of fish breeding. 
It has never yet been determined if these fish migraie to 
the sea, many reflecting persons being of opmion that 
they frequent salf springs within Lake Ontario. This 
point, however, it is hoped will be shortly cleared up, as 
it is expected that facilities for close observation of the 
habits of these fish will be afforded by the government. 

B 
Our remarks, which were appended to the letter of 

our correspondent, Mr. Couper, to which our other cor- 

respondent, B., objects, were simply these: * There is no 

fish known to naturalists by this name, neither has there 

been any description of anew salmon from that region 
published lately, The salmon found on Lake Ontario 
and its tributaries are Salmo salar.” These we repeat, 
with the addition that our correspondent evidently thinks 
the color of eggs and fry sutiicient to found a species 

upon! No names are accepted by zoologists without a 
description, and no such description has been made by 

any one competent to do it; or, if so, it has not been 

published in Ainerica, The Jand-locked salmon of Maize, 

the so-called S. gloverit, or S, sebago, is now declared by 

our best authorities to be S. salar, as no atruetural dif- 

ferences can be observed. It is now in order for our cor- 
respondent to give us the name of the ichthyologist of 

the Societé d° Acclimatation who christened this salmon, 
together with his reasons for creating a new species 

differing from the salar. 

It then rests with the zoGlogists of America to accept 
or decline it, according as the reasons may seem valid or 
otherwise. At present it is safe to say that S. wilmoti is 
unknown to them, and, until we receive the name from 

one of the prominent izhthyologists of America, we 

must decline to allow it to be a valid cognomen. We 
now hope that our correspoudent, B,,-will see that wa 

are upon solid ground, and that we are ready to accept 

the dictates of science, when we know that it is science 

which dictates, 

ni ' 
THE ICHTHYOPHAGISTS.—The New York Times remarls 

upon the recent dinner of this society that it may he 
useful in introducing to our tables some valuable fishes 
which foolish prejudice has hitherto neglected. The 
skates, for instance, which live principally upon crusta- 
ceansand mollusks, the very food which gives to the 
sheepshead and pompano their delicate flavor, and make 
the whitefish of the great lakes so delicious, Most Euro- 
pean nations have long ago recognized the excellence of 
the skate. ; 

This writer, however, is mistaken in supposing that the 
razor-shell clam was first eaten in the United States at 
that dinner. This species of clam bas long been used by 
the people of the east coast of Florida, who value it 
highly, and it is there taken with a Jong hook of wire, 
just as the writer in the Jimes descibes the capture on 
the coast of France. I have often eaten this clam at the 
Halifax Riyer Inlet. Stewed with tomatoes it males a 
most rich and savory dish, The razor-shell is called 
“ Langeroni” by the Minoreans of St. Augustine. It has 
the tenderness and delicacy of the oyster, with a flavor 
allits own. It comes in season in May, when the oyster 
is going out. There are other shell-fish eaten on that 
coast, particularly a very small clam, about an inch long, 
with a parti-colored shell, found abundantly on the 
beaches. A quart of these are stewed, shells and all, 
then the shells being strained off, there reinains a rich 
and savory soup. : : 
The present writer has tasted many species of Tish, 

from shark to sculpin,and the only one that he has 
found to be wholly uneatable is the dogfish of the West- 
ern and Southern waters (Ania calva), sometimes called 
‘“Jawyer.” Nothing but starvation could induce a man 
to eat heartily of this soft, cottony, vile-flavored fish, 
Even the hogs reject it. Itis only fit for the manure 
heap, except that from its belly can be cut a silvery strip 
which is very tough and suitable for pickerel bait, 
When the writer in the J'imes classes the maskalonge 

with the catfish and sucker, he induces the belief that he 
has never tasted Esox nobilior—certainly, next to the 
whitefish, the most excellent of the fishes of the North- 
west. It is, however, rare. and the Great Northern pick- 
erel is often sold for it, Of the three best fishes in tha 
United States, two are peculiar to America—the white- 
fish of the great lakes (Coregonus albus), the pompano of 
the Florida coasts and the gulf (Trachynotus carolinus), 
and the sea-salmon of the Northeastern coast (Su/mo 
salar), Of these the salmon is the richest and the winte- 
fish the most delicate ; for the same reason it bears trans- 
portation the best, The pompano combines the excel- 
lence of the two former, and may perhaps be considered 
the best fish on this continent. 
But to enjoy any of these in full perfection they must 

be eaten on the shores of their native waters—even the 
salmon, which best bears transportation, gives one, when 
cooked and eaten in camp, just from the stream, 4 new 
idea of what a salmon may and should be, 8. 6. GC. 
y oe 

“BLack Bass 1x lowa.—Manechester, Iowa, Aug. Tih. 
-—The bass season opened June Ist, and a great portion 
of the time since the waters have been muddy, and the 
fishing has not been good or regular; but on sume oc- 
easions the catches have been large. Four gentlemen 
with two boats on the Learest mill-dam, at the headwaters 
of the Maquoketa River, in this county, caught sixty 
black bass in three hours in the afternoon and a few 
hours inthe morning. This string averaged about three 
pounds—one weighed six, and many of them three, four 
and five. These bass will not be taken with a fly, and 1 
would like to see some of the fancy bass fishers catch one 
with an eight ounce rod. They could not cateh a tywo- 
pounder with such a rod. The instant they take the 
minnow they dart for the roots of an old stump, the only 
place the large ones are found, and in an instant they 
have wrapped your line threa times around a, reot ten 
fee} under water. Tho most expert fishers do not 
let the cork go down more than a tew inches until a 
quick jerk with a stiff pole stops him. : ‘ 

The six oreightmill-ponds of the Maquoketa in Delaine 
County are absolutely full of yearling and two-year-old 
bass. The enforcement of the closed season has caused 
this great suecess in breeding them. Shaw's fishway 
will soon be placed in the dams, and this will greatly aid 
us. We have two varieties. of black bass—one the pure 
black bass. You will know him from his babyhood to 
old age, He is black, fine scaled and almost always has 
about one-tenth uf the end of his tail light color and 
transparent. We can see the fry by the millions now, 
three inches long, and they will jumpfora minnow, The 
other variety is greenish in color, with beautiful black 
or brown spots almost like a trout, only the spots are 
larger, Two persons fishing from the same boat wilk 
catch them alternately, one black and one ereen. There 
is no certainty of how they became inhabitants of our 
waters. As yet there has been none caught as large as 
the black bass. Some say they were placed in the Wap- 
sey Run from Otsego Lake, and came from the Missis- 
sippi River here. ; ’ 

e have some of the finest trout streams in the sworld, 
to which I have before called attention. We have mil- 
lions of young fry. : 
Never were there so many quail in lowa—the roads and 

fields are full of them, The prairie-chicken season opens 
onthe 16th. They have not been so fine and plenty for 
years ; but it is impossible to prevent some persous from 

————$—$$$ $$ — 
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killing them now. Their hungry gullet outrides all their 
fine feelings, and, although they claim to be gentlemen, 
they are pot-hunters, = Vv. 

—— 

Bass Fisnine In. Kinpernook LAkE.— Mr. I. H, 
Abbey, ‘of Abhey & Imbrie, went up to Kinderhook 
Lake, last Friday, after his old friends, the black bass. 
They gaye him a most delightful reception, and more 
than forty insisted on going home with him to dinner. 
One old chap, who weighed four pounds and two ounces, 
found great difficulty in giving due expression to his 
feelings ; being sn completely overcome that he was un- 
able to say a single word, but merely danced on his tail 
and jumped some two or three feet out of water more 
than a dozen times. 

Mr, Abbey was most hospitably entertained by Robert 
Trimper, proprietor of the Lake House. There was only 
one thing which marred his pleasure, and that was a 
thing which the fish wardens ought to put a stop to at 
onee. He discovered a number of set lines and was ered- 
ibly informed that almost eyery night nets are dragged 
in the lake, This will soon put an end to good fishing in 
this beautiful and conveniently located angling resort. 
Those who know Abbey and his opinion of anyone who 
will use anything but a fly for taking i lack bass, can un- 
derstand his feelings on this subject. 

et 
SALMON AND THEIR MierRatTron,—Montreal, Aug. 10th, 

T have just returned from an extended trip thruugh the 
maritime provinces, and can report good success trout 
fishing, but poor sport among the salmon, ‘The latter 
have been so scarce that most of the fishermen on the 
Bay Chaleur took up their nets fully three weeks ago. 
The few salmon that they caught were marked and mu- 
tilated by porpoises, which, together with sharks, are 
Swarming in numbers in all the bays along the north 
shore, Since Prof. Hind’s letter appeared in your col- 
umins I have taken considerable pains to get the opinions 
of many of the north shore fishermen regarding some of 
the theories advanced fy him, that salmon are bien- 
nial spawners and often enter the rivers for sanitary pur- 
poses, not for the purpose of spawning. Most of the 
fishermen regard these theories as mere suppositional 
ones, without any positive show of proof to back them, 
while there are abundant proofs that some salmon ascend 
the rivers with remarkable uniformity to deposit their 
Spawn. My own opinion is that the diseased fish, let 
Inose from the ponds at the hatching establishment, very 

_ Materially assist the porpoises and sharks in driving 
Silmo sular from their accustomed haunts. Let us hear 
from some of our intelligent and observing fish commis- 
sioners on this subject. STANSTEAD. 

x THe USE oF THE Hook ON THE SaLMon's Jaw.—Prof. 
Hind’s view of the purpose of the hook on the lower jaw 
of the male salmon, and his statement of the practical 
muse to which itis put by the fish in aid of the, opera- 
tion of spawning, as expressed in Forest AND STREAM 
duly 22d, are certainly very interesting and very novel, 
Tam at a loss, however, to know whether tnese views are 
presented as the results of actual observation, or as hy- 
potheses. Hypotheses, I should say, judging from the 
manner in which the subject isintroduced by Prof. Hind. 
He does not assert the presence of a ‘‘hymen” in the 
organs of the female salmon, but says; “I think you will 
find,” etc, If, then, the whole description is hy potheti- 
cal, if must await positive proof. If there exists any 
positive evidence in its favor naturalists will surely be 
under great obligations to Prof. Hindif he will give them, 
through FOREST AND STREAM, a detailed statement of 
the observations from which his conclusions have been 
drawn, CHAS, G. ATEINS. 

Bueksport, Maine, Aug. 10th. 
—$—>—____ 

“SALMON Migration on THE Pacimre Coast.—The 
Olympian says: “The taking of salmon in the sea 
off Monterey has hanished two theories which had pre- 

_ viously been accepted by the pisciculturists of this State. 
First, ib proved that the Sacramento River salmon, when 
migrating to the sea, went south instead of noi th of this 
porp, and this, in turn, may account for the ability of 
this variety of salmon to traverse the warm water of the 
lower Sacramento on their way to the spawning grounds, 
Second, an examination of the stomachs of these fish 
showed, in every iustance, their food to be tomcods or 
frost fish (a bottom fish), instead of herrings, smelts, an- 
choyies and other small surface fish. That the salmon 
which frequent the tributaries of the Sacramento River 
to spawn during the summer season come from the sea 
south of this port is also corroborated by the testimony 
of Capt. Hobron, who ‘has run schooners between San 
Francisco and Santa Cruzduring the past eighteen years, 
Oipt. Hobron states that he has frequently seen salmon 
at sea breaching into the air between this port and 
Santa Cruz, and has attempted to take them, but with- 
out success, not having suitable bait.” 

a ere 
i Orrish Eat SNAKEs.—Suvanna, Tenn., Aug. 9th—Tt 

is too late for this snake story to enter in competition for 
the ‘‘ big hook,” but asit is true I will send it on. A 
few (litys ago a party of gentlemen were bass fishing on 
a stream a few miles from town. One of them was fish- 
ing in a canoe, and seeing a snake lying on a log in the 
middle of the stream killed it with a blow ot his paddle, 
neatly severing its head from the body, The snake fell 
into the water and sank out of sight. About an hour 
alter one of the party hooked, and after a long and ex- 
citing struggle landed a blue or channel eatfish weighing 
fifteen pounds, On cleaning this fish the snake was 
found inside of if, and was recognized as the same snake 
from the fact of its head being nearly severed from its 
body. The snake was of the striped water snake variety 
and measured over thirty-one inches in length, Witt. 

% MENHADEN PLENTY, BUT WkEAK,—Tuckerton, N. .J., 
Jtly 19th,—Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Wushington, D. C. 
Dear Sir: I take the liberty to inform you of a singular 
fact in regard to the ménhaden in this vicinity. The 
menhaden this season, up till within the past week, seem 
to have been plenty, covering the water for miles each 
oway from this place, mot in schools, but scattered all 
over, 80 that the fishermen could not catch many. There 
also haye been plenty of the largest kind of hluefish here 
ailthe season, Some of the schools ef them, my fiaher- 

men think, would cover an acre of ground, and, instead 
of leaving, seem to stay. This past week there seems to be 
one or two large streaks of blood in the water; one of 
them, my men think, was one and a half miles in length 
and five or six miles off shore. The menhaden also seem 
weak > as soon as the net goes around them, and they are 
fast, they sink right down in the net, dead, so that it is 
almost an impossibility to raise them, Some of my men 
think it is the bluefish not giving them time to feed ; 
others lay it to the heat making them so weak. Please 
advise me if the above communication is of any service 
toyou. If so, 1 will report any other peculiarity ] may 
notice. Will yuu also, if convenient, advise me what 
you may think is the cause of the weakness? Respect- 
fully, James B, Ors, 

es 

Fish IN Market.—There is a falling off in the number 
of bluetish from the East coast but many ave coming 
from New Jersey. The first smelt of the season have ar- 
rived from New Brunswick. Large Spanish mackerel, 
averaging four pounds, are arriving from New Jersey. 
Sheepshead are more plentiful from Barnegat. Soft 
crabs from Long Island are also plenty, The first scal- 
laps of the season were received this week from East 
Greenwich, R. I. Prices: Salt water fish : stripped bass, 
25 cents per pound ; smelts, 25; salmon, 35; mackerel, 
15; weakfish, 10; Spanish mackerel, 25; halibut, 18; 
haddock, 6; kingfish, 25; codfish, 10; blackfish, 12; 
flounders, 8 to 10 ;- porgies, 12; sea bass, 15; eels, 18; 
sheepshead, 25; smoked salmon, 20; green turtle, 15; 
lobsters. 10; soft crabs, $1 per dozen; scallops, 49 per 
quart, Fresh water fish; whitefish, 15; salmon trout, 
15; frogs, 35 cents per pound. 

i. ea 

FLY-FISHING FOR BLACK BASS, 

Fifth Paper, 

THE MECHANICS OF FLY-CASTING, 

T has been deemed advisable, for the purpose of mak- 
ing plainer the modus operandi of casting the arti- 

Seis fly, to introduce the following cuts and diagrams. 
As statedin my last (fourth) paper, the backward move- 

ment, or throw, is made in one time and one motion; 
while the forward movement, or cast, is made in one 
time and two motions, according to the following form- 
ula of time :— 

a es 

\ 

No. 1 represents the backward throw, in one niotion; in 
the time of a half note. No, 2 represents the forward 
cast, in one time and two motions, @ and 6, in the time 
of two quarter notes. This is not to be understood as 
fishing by note, but the relative time of making the dif- 
ferent motions in casting the fly approaches very near 
that of the formula given. This is better explained by a 
reference to the following cuts; where figure 1 Tepre- 
sents the backward throw, and figure 2 represents the 
first part or motion (a), and figure 8 the second part or 
motion (0), of the forward cast. 
The following diagram represents the arcs described by 

the tip of the rod, and the flies :— 

© is supposed to be the angler, and as we are looking 
down upon him, from above, it represents his hat. The 
dark line, a b ¢, is the curve described by the tip of the 
vod in the backward and forward movements of the cast : 
back over the left shoulder, and forward over the right : 
while the dotted curved line, d e f, is the approximate 
are deseribed by the tail fly, leaving the water at-d, and 
alighting, by a lengthened cast, at /. F 
By studying these diagrams in connection with the in- 

structions heretofore given, the theory and mechanical 
principle will soon be mastered by the novice. He 
should then by assiduous and patient endeaycr make a 
practical application of these principles, and become 
tolerably proficient in casting the fiy, before he attempts 
to venture near the haunts of the bass, 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND REMARKS, 

Tt has been doubted by some that the black bass 
rise to the fly, or at best that they are 
uncertain in their modes and times of 
doing so, as compared with the brook 
trout. ‘LThese doubts are mostly raised 
by those who angle for the black bass 
in precisely the same way as for the 
brook trout, upon the supposition that 
the two fish are identical in habits and 
instincts. But wile their habits of 
feeding are very similar—both feeding 
on the bottom, in midwater, or on the 
surface, on crustacea, larvas, minnows, 
insects, etc.—thgy differ greatiy in other 
habitual features and idiosyncrasies, 

The black bass will rise to the fly as 
readily, under any and all conditions, as 

will 

No, 1, 
the brovk trout, when fished for understandingly, and 
under proper precautions. There are times, seemingly 
favorable, when neither bass nor trout will rise to the 
fly. 

One reason why the bass is thought to be uncertain in 
rising to the fly is this: While he is fully as wary asthe 
tront he is not so timid. A trout darts incontinently 
away at the first glimpse of the angler, and is seen no 
more; but the bass will retire but a short distance, and 
as often will stand his ground, and on balanced fins will 
watch the angler vainly casting his brown hackle or 
coachman over him, perhaps laughivg in his sleeve 
(shoulder girdle) at his discomfiture. The truth of the 
matter is, the bass is not uncertain, but he is too know- 
Heras be deceived by his flies, so long as the ang‘er is in 
sight. 

Fish are more suspicious regarding objects on the sur- 
face of the water than of those beneath. I have often 
demonstrated this, causing them to skurry away, by 
holding a Jong stick immediately nver them, 

surface; while I could introduce the same stick under- 
neath the water and even prod the fish with it, without 
alarming it much, This is why more caution is necess- 
ary in fly-fishing than in bait-fishing ; the bait in one in- 
stance being on the surface, and in the other, beneath, 
If a blacl: bass, in rushing to the surface for the fly. sees 
the angler, he at once stops in his course, and thenceforth 
the daintiest flies, never so deftly thrown, will be east in 
vain while the angler remains in view. 
The most important rule, then, to be observed, first, 

last and all the time in fly-fish- 
ing, is: Keep out of sight of 
the fish ; and the nextis: Keep 
as quiet and motionless as pos- 
sible, Let your necessary 
movements be deliberate and 
methodical, avoiding all quick, 
sudden or energetic motions. 
Fish see and hear much better 
than we give them credit for. 
To keep out of the fish’s sight 
we must be screened by such 
natural objects as bushes, trees, 
rocks, éte., or by keeping wll 
back from the brink and mak- 
ing long casts. In wading the 
stream it is also necessary to 
make long casts. The latter is No. 2. 
the best plan of fishing a stream, as the angler, being sa 
near the water, is not so apt to be seen. 

it is useless to cast for black bass from hizh elevations 
hear the water, as a bold bank, a projecting rock, a dam, 
ete., under ordinary circumstances; for the angler must 
remember that the most commanding sitnation for see- 
ing the fish also furnishes the best facilities for being 
seen in return, and vice versa. In fishing from a boat, it 
must be kept in deep water, while long casts are made 
in shore, toward the feeding grounds, We should never 
fish with the sun at our back, or in such a position as to 
throw the shadow of our rod or person upon the water. 
From what has been said, it will ne apparent that it is 

absolutely necessary that there be a breeze sufficient to 
ruffle the surface of the water. lt is perfect folly forthe 
angler to cast his flies upon a smooth surface, if the 
water is clear enough for fishing. A gale is better than 
no wind at all>and it does not matter from what direc- 
tion the wind blows, if the condition and temperature of 
water are right. A good breeze is the angler’s best ally, 
for by rippling the water it breaks the line of sight, to a, 
great extent, between him and the fish. 

The angler should endeavor to cast his flies as lighty 
as possible, causing them to settle as quietly as thistle- 
down, and without a splash. After casting, the flies 
should be skipped along the surface in slightly curving 
lines, or by zigzag movements, occasionally allowing 
them to become submerged for several inches near Jikely- 
looking spots. If the current is swift, allow the flies to 
float naturally with it, at times, when they can be skif- 
tered back again, or withdrawn for anew cast. Two or 
three times are enough to cast over any one spot, when 
a rise is not induced. 
When bass are biting eagerly and quickly, whipping the 

stream is 
to be prac- 
ticed, that 
is, the 
casts are 
to be often 
and rapid- 
ly repeat- 
ed, first to 
one side, 
then the 
other, al- 
lowing the 
flies to set- No. 3. 
tle butamoment, In casting and manipulating the flies, 
the line must be eyer taut ; for often a buss will thus hook 
himself, which he never does with a slack line. 

The angler should strike by sight, or by touch: that is 
he should strike the moment he sees the rise: for the bass 
has either got the fly in his mouth, has missed it, or has 
already ejected it, when the rise is seen; it very seldom 
llappens that the rise is seen before the fly is reached by 
the fish. The angler must also strike at the moment he 
feels the slightest touch or tug from the fish, for often 
the bass takes the fly without any break at the surface, 
especially if the flies are beneath the surface. 

Striking is simply a twist of the wrist, or half turn of 
the rod, either upward or downward (upward with stif?- 
ish rods, and downward with very wiilowy ones), which 
is sufficient to set the hook if the rod and line maintaina 
proper state of tension; but when the careless angler has 
a slack line, and, consequently, a lifeless rod, lie must 
necessarily strike by along upward or side.sweep of the 
rod, called ‘tyanking ;’ and should he succeed in hooking 
the fish, the chances are that it will shake the hook out 
again before the slack can be reeled up. 

The rod must always be held upward, so that it con- 
stantly maintains a curve with the line; and never ur- 
dev any circumstances must the rod point in the direc. 
tion of the flies after they reach the water, forthis allows 
the direct strain of the fish to come upon the line er 
leader. When a bass is hooked, he must be killed on the 
rod ; the rod must stand the brunt of the contest; the 
more pliable and springy the rod, the less likelihood of 
its breaking, for a stilf red is more pliable than 2 flex- 
ible one, Give the bass more line only when he tukes it ; 
make him fight for every inch, and take it back whe 
you can; hold him by the sprig of the rod, and do not 
uesitate to turn the butt toward him to keep him away 
from weeds, rocks, snags or other dangerous places ; this 
will bring him up with a round turn, and is called 
“civing the buth.” 
Don’t bein 4 hurry to land him; the longer he resists, 

the better for your sport; take your time, and only land 
him when he is completely exhausted: for if he is well 
hooked, and the proper tension of rod and line main- 
tained, he cannot getaway: on the other hand, if he is 
tenderly hooked, the more gingerly he is handled the 
better, Therefore, never bein a hurry, and never at- 
tempt to force matters ; always keep « bent rod and taut 
line ; 1f the bass breaks water, the best plan is to lower 
the tip, so as to slack the line, and immediately raise the 
rod and tighten the line when he strikes the water again, 
for if he falls on the tightened line he is most sure to ese 

above the * cape; thisis one-of his most wily tricks; 
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It is best, always, to fish down stream, even with the 
wind against one, for obvious reasons. Cast just below 
ripples and rapids, over eddies and poo!s, along the edges 
of weed patches, under projecting banks and shelving 
yocks, near submerged trees or driftwood, off gravelly 
shoals, isolated rocks and long points or spurs of land ; it 
is useless to fish long, deep, Still reaches of water. 

The most favorable time for fly-fishing for black bass 
is during the last hours of the day, from sundown until 
dark, and also on bright moonlight evenings. On streams, 
an hour or two following sunrise, in warm weather, is 
quite fayorable. On dark, cloudy and cold days the 
middle hours are best. Bright sunny days, especially in 
hot weather, arenot favorable to fly-fishing, except in 
quite cool, shady and breezy situations. In short, the 
best conditions area mellow or dusky light, a good breeze, 
and translucent water; while the most unfavorable are 
a bright sun, a still atmosphere, and a smooth and glassy 
surface, with the water either very fine or very turbid. 
And now, in concluding these papers, let me say a 

parting word to the beginner: Cast a straight line ; keep 
it taut; strike upon sight, or touch; kill your fish on the 
rod; take your time. It is better to cast a short line well, 
than along one bunglingly, Should you cast your fly 
into the branch of a tree overhead, or into a bush behind 
you, or miss your fish in striking, or lose him when 
booked. or crack off your tail-fly, or slip into a hole upto 
your armpits, keep your temper; above all things don’t 
swear, for he that swears will catch nofish, Remember, 
yours is the gentle art, and a fly-fisher should be a gen- 
tleman. J. A. HENSHALL, 

Cynthiana, Ky., Aug. Gil. 
—_—_— 

BIRTH OF A SeA-LION.—A sea-lion is announced as 
haying been born in the cireus of W. C, Coup, now in 
Virginia, and the bills say: ‘' This Polar midget is at 
once the theme and unqualified delight of all beholders, 
The little folks are especially delighted with this oceanic 
infant, uo lirger than a kitten and the only one on exhi- 
bition on the earth’s surface,” ete. We cannot do justice 
to the big letters, and the rest of the phraseology is in- 
complete without them, but if Coup says he’s got it, we 
believe it, 

Game Bag and Guy 
—Address all communications to * Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
—— 

GAME IN SEASON IN AUGUST.“ 
a 

Woodvowk, Philoheta minor. Red-backed sandpiper, or ox- 
Black-bellied plover, ox-eye, bird, Tringa americuna, 
Squatarols helvetioa, Great marbled godwit, or mar- 

Long-billed curlew, Wumenius lin, Limosa Tedoa. 
longirostris. illet, Totanus semipalmeatus. 

Turnstione, gr calico back, Strep- | Tattler, Totanus meélanoleucus. 
silos interpres-_ Yellow-shanks, Totdanius flaripes. 

Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Maerorhamphus vriseus. 

*This enumeration is general, and ig In conflict with nauy of 
the State laws. 

“Bay birds" generally, iuchuding Various species of plover, 

sandpiper, suipe, curlew, oystercagtcher, surf bird, phalaropes, 

avooets, etc., coming under the group Limacole, or shore birds, 

Many States permit prairie fow! (pinnated grouse) shooting after 

Aug. 15th. 
re 

Post tHE Game Laws ON RAiLROaDS.—New York, 
Aug, 16th.—Kditor Forest and Stream :—As partridge 
shooting begins on flies Ist of September, and as the 
trappers and snarera of said birds begin their notori- 
ous Work on that same day, would it not be well for 
our different game associations to try to prevent them, 
and thereby stop the wholesale slaughter of the finest 
bind we have, Some years ago the supervisors of Or- 
ange and Rockland counties passed a law making it a 
misdemeinur for an express company or a railroad to 
carry or transport trapped or snared birds, I there- 
fore would suggest the following: Let the different 
game associations get up printed copies of the laws 
against trapping and snaring ; let said notices be put up 
in the baggage car of each train running on the Brie 
Railroad between Jersey City and Port Jervis, also on the 
Hudson River between New York and Albany, and also 
on the different railroads of Long Island ; let, also, said 
notices be put up in each station along the aboye-named 
railroads. Permission will be easily gotten from the 
railroad authorities, and the expense of said notices 
would not be very large. The Long Island Railroad 
could be attended to by the Long Island Game Protec- 
tive Association, the Erie Railroad could be looked after 
by the Hudson River Game Association, and the New 
York Game Protective Association could take care of 
the New York Central Railroad and the markets where 
those trapped birds are sold. I, for one, am willing to 
pay my share toward the expense of all this, and, with- 
out any doubt, a good many sportsmen will do the 
same. Let us move in this matter at once, and thereby 
we will have thousands of birds, quail as well as part- 
ridge. A TRUE LOVER OF THE SPORT, 

Wanted, More Like Hia.—The following commu- 

nication is addressed to the editor of the Tarrytown, N, Y. 

Argus, and published in that paper with an editorial in- 
dovsement of the writer's faithfulness and energy :— 

In your last issue appeared an article signed ‘'Philo 
Minor,” in which he speaks of woodcock shooting and 
the violation of the gamelaw. While lagree with him 
on his remarks on shooting birds before the law is up, 
Qvhich I think no true sportsman will do), I think he 
speaks rather too harshly about gameconstables. While 
there are some who need to be reminded of their duty, 
there are others who do all that lies in their power to en- 
force the laws; and one of the latter class I claim to be, 
because I ieel interested in the protection of game birds 
and have for a number of years, from time to time, had 
the game laws published in the Argus. After I was 
elected to the office of game constable I did all I could to 
enforce the Jaws, and Lam willing to attend to all com- 
plaints that are made to me; and the fact that I had 
several hundred copies of the game laws printed, which 
have been distributed through the town of Mount Plea- 
sant and some in Greenburgh, in order that people 
might know the laws, will show that I mean business, 

I claim to take as much interest in the protection of game, | R. H. Hilliard. The appended scores give the full result of the 
and um willing to do as much work toward the same, 
asany true sportsman can, not excepting ‘Philo Minor,” 

; Geo, LAICK, 
Gaine Constable, Town of Mount Pleasant, 

VIRGINIA QUAILSHOOTING,—Hditor Forest und Stream: 
—Please inform me wherea party oftwo can go in Vir- 
ginia to get first-class quail shooting this fall, not overa 
day’s ride by railroad from Washington, D, C.? Would 
not object to going toa farmer's where they are pleas- 
ant and where birds are plenty, Don't want to go where 
people object to gunning, Will want to remain about 
two weeks, if the shooting is good, and want to go where 
we can laye a good, free and easy time. PF, & B. 

A Washington correspondent kindly furnishes the in- 
formation desired as follows :— 

Last fall there was first-class quail shooting on the Rap- 
pahannock bottoms near tide water, King George Court 
House is a good place of rendezvous, and from there one 
can moye of in almost any direction and obtain good 
shooting. A general State law ‘‘posts” all lands in the 
State, but gentlemen can almost invariably obtain the 
privilege of shooting by proffering a polite request. 
_ There is also good shooting to be had in Accomac 
County. Quail will be yery plentiful in Maryland and Vir- 
ginia next fall owing to the mild winter and the weather 
of the spring, which was favorable to the broods, Last 
fall was so hot and dry that dogs had ‘considerable diffi- 
culty in working, aud the quail were not slaughtered by 
the wholesale, as usual. By the way, I see that the Sun 
last week copied my article on ‘‘ Sportsmen in Congress” 
from the FoREST AND STREAM. 

AN AncIENT FLInt-Lock.—A Vernon, lnd,, correspon- 

dent sends us a clipping which describes a curious relic 

of the olden times :— 
Robert Leyitt, of Vernon, has deposited in the State 

Museum the remains of an ancient flint-lock breech- 
loading gun which was found several feet below the bed 
of the creek near Vernon. It was first exhibited at the 
old settlers’ meeting, but none of the pioneers remem- 
ber ever having heard of a breech-loading, flint-lock gun. 
The barrel, rusted through in several places, is three feet 
long, with a large bore. The spring is still strong, but 
the stock, of black walnut, is badly decayed and only a 
small piece of wood could be secured, The only theory 
adyanced to account for its presence in the creek was 
that an Indian trail from Lawrenceburg was frequently 
used by soldiers of 1812, and as the creek was on the line 
of this trail, the gun was lost or thrown aside, only to be 
brought to light in this day of breech-loaders, Gatling 
guns and heavy ordnance. 

GnorGia Dove SHOOTING.—Macon. Gu., Aug. 16th.— 
T notice a communication from J. D. H., Nashville, Tenn., 
on ‘Dove Shooting,” Some of our Macon sportsmen 
have had fine sport recently in that line, several parties 
killing as high as 600 birds in one day’s shooting. Fiye 
of us killed 242 one day, and four others the next day 
bagged respectively 60, 94, 102 and 105. This calls to 
mind a day’s hunt in au adjoining county in 1863; in 
which 1,200 doves were bagged. Muzzle-loaders were 
used, and two brothers bagged respectively 114 and 123, 
shooting six hours, I, H. J. 

New Hampsarre—Like Willuge, Aug. 16th.—Wood- 
cock hunting is good in this place, Meredith and Belmont, 
Large bags are brought in every few days. Myself and 
friend shot thirfeen over the same dog after 4 p.m, Fri- 
day of last week. A party went to Centre Harbor one 
day last week, and brought home eighteen that were 
yery fat and in splendid condition, Grouse in this lo- 
cality are yery plenty, and promise a good season’s 
sport, Gite, 

Meapow LARK SHOOTING,—The auswer to a corres- 
pondent in our last week's issie, was inadvertently given 
without a reference to the June, 1880, amendments to 
the New Yerk gamelaw, Theseason for meadow lark 
shooting is from Oct. 1st lo Jan. Ist, and does not begin, 
as was dated, Sept. Ist. 

New Yor«e—Hornellsville, Aug. 16th.—Not over a 
dozen woodcock have been killed here so far this sea- 
son. A few miles from here three men got twenty-one 
in one day, which is the best bag I have heard of this 
season, JOHN. 

—Three Wilson snipe were killed on the Newark mea- 
dows last week. Although these are early birds, yet it 
is not unusual for English snipe to be shot in that vicit- 
iby early in August. e remember once of hearing of 
thirteen birds being shot on the Blizabethtown meadows 
in July. No doubt the birds had bred there.. 

—We have received the constitution and by-laws of 
the Kirtland Shooting Club, of Cleveland, Ohio, 

SHOOTING MATCHES, 

MASSACHUSETTS Sank GLASS BALL ASSOCIA- 
TL ' 

* 

HIS association, is the result of the Lynn Sportsman's 
Club meet at Oak Island the 17th of June last, when a num- 

ber of shooters considered that the interests of, gluss ball shooting 

would be better met through the power and influence of combi- 
nation. Success bas attended every footstep, and when it is men- 

tioned that the constitution and by-laws haye been printed and 

all the preliminaries zone through which rendered this last shoot 
so successful, it will be admitted that little time has heen lost to 
put in practice the desires of the 17th of June meeting. The as- 
sociation having nO neutral ground where the shoot could be 
beld, determined to accept the invitation of the Lynn Central Club 
to hold it upon their grounds at the Ocean House, Reyere Beach, 

where all the conveniences could be had for a shoot of this kind, 

the Ocean House, Boston, 2nd Lynn being in hourly communica- 
tion and clusa proximity to each other, The Committee of Ar- 

rangements, to carry outall preliminaries, consisted of three trom 
the #ssociation and three trom the Lynii Central Club. The 

ood teeline and harmony which characterized these gentlemen, 

coupled with ihe efforts of the Secretary, Mr. F, H Lander, of 
the Gak Islund Club, contribited largely to this meeting going 

off in such good style; it consisted as follows: for the Associa- 

tion, D. Kirkwoud, President; F, T. Noble; E. W. Webster, 

Treasurer; forthe Lynn Central, T. C. Haskell, O, l. Raldwin and 

two days ;— 
PIRST DAY, OPENING AT 10 AM. 

The frat coutest was the individual association gold badgeshoot; 
open to members of the association ; entrance fee, $1. Forty per 
Gent.to £0 with the badge as first prize ; 30 per cent. second prize; 
2) per cent, third prize; 10 per cent. fourth prize; 15 balls per 
jaan ; Card rotary trap. There were 50 men tied at 15, not miss- 
ing @ ball. When the ties were shot off, the prizes were awarded 
as follows; Badge to.J. H. Frost, of Lynn, who got 44 straight ; 
C, Spofford, of Amesbury, took second prize, and C. H- Wales, of 
Amesbury, A, P. Pond, of Worcester, and G. Monk, of Quincy, di- 
yidee third and fourth money, The individual score was as fol. 

G. B. Clark 13, J. A. Rowell 15, 0. Ellsworth 14, F.'T, Nobled3, C. 
8. Rose il, W.58. Mooney 13, G. F, Goodsoe 14, L, 8, Johnson 11, C. 
A. Loud 18, CG. B. Holden 14, G. Monk 15,H. W. Eager 13, E. P, 
Winslow 18, H- F. Mann 11, Maj. White 11, B. J. Rowell 14. B. W, 
Webster 14, W. B, Rice 14, J. P. Randall 15,1, J. Beaudry 15, H. 
G. Oszood 14, G. A. Simpson 8, W. H. Harrison 14, B. Barry 13, H. 
5. Howard 10, 0. L, Prescott 13, A. P. Pond 15, W. Hateh 11, A, 
Keating 10, EH. Lander 12, W. H_ Leighton 14: W. G. Stone 12, A. 
N, Parry 15, H. W. George 15, N. Brigham 12, 0. F. Belcher 15, F, 
Raymond 15, W. 8. Perry 14, J. C. Haskell 13, J.G,. Howe 14, Otis 
L. Baldwin 13, RB. Schaefer 13, N.B. Gilman 11, 8. N. Smalley 12, 
F. A. Johnson 14, 0. H. Wales 15, 1. Spotford 15, H. #, Howe 13, H. 
L, Hingsbury 12, D. Kirkwood 13, €, De Rochmont 13, J. H. Frost 
15, I. R. Hudson 13, 
_The second was the teain match, open to teams of 3 men 
trom any organized club in the State; entrance fee, $10; 20 balls, 
Card rotary trap. First prize, 40 per cent; second, a0 per cent.; 
third, 20 per cent.; fourth, 1) per cent. Tedtus of 3men each 
entered in this match from the following clus; Raymond; Wor- 
caster, two teams; Lynn Central, two teams; Amesbury, two 
teams; Westboro; Marlboro, The Lynn Central and Amesbury 
clubs, first teams, secured 57 and divided the first prize. The 
second team of the Amesbury Club took the second prize, scoring 
5; the first team of the Raymond Club and the second team of 
the Lynn Central Club scored 55, dividing third money. The 
fourth inoney was given to the Marlboro Ulub, they seyring 43. 
The team scores were as follows :— 
Raymond, first team, 55; Worcester, first tenm, 58; Lynn Cen- 

tral, second team, fo: Lynn Central, first team, 57; Amesbury, 
second team, 56; Westboro, first team,52; Marlboro, tirst team, 
60; Worcester, second team, 50; Westboro, second team, 48; Ray— 
mond, second team, 46; Amesbury, first team, 47. 
The individual sweep was the next on the list, and the entrance 

feo was $2, open to members of the association, 10 balls, Vard rotary 
trap ; 40, 30, to and 10 per cent., four prizes, There were 12 men who 
tied in this match, the final shooting coming down to H. W. Hager 
and E, Rowell, After Mr. Hager had broken his ball he informed 
Mr. Rowell that he would divide if he broke his ball. The latter 
missed his ball, and Eager pocketed the *pot.'’ H, Dutton and 
A.P. Pond divided the second money, W. GL. Witherell, D. F. 
Howe, G. G. Osgood and J. Spofford the third money, and G. A. 
Sampson and Otis L. Baldwin the fourth. 
The next contest of the day was an ull-comers’ match, open to 

teams of 4men from any organized club; entrance fee, $10; 14 
balls per man, Card rotary trap ; 40,30, 20and 10 Per cent., 4 prizes, 
The teams entered in the shoot were the following: Worcester ; 
Lynn Central, first team; Marlboro and Amesbury. The scores 
were as follows :— 
Worcester—M. D. Gilman 10, A. P. Pond 12, 0. B. Holden 15, W- 

8. Perry 14; total, 51. Lynn Central—E. W. Webster 15, Frenchy 
A, Johnson 15, O. F. Belcher 15, J. 0. Haskell 14; total, 59. Murl- 
boro—T. J. Beaudry 14, W. H. Leighton 13, L. R. Hudson 12, H. 
W. Eager 14; total, 63. Amesbury—G. Godsoe 13, C. H. De Roch- 
mont 14, BE. Rowell 15, J. Spofford 14; total, 46 
The Lynn Central Club took the first prize, while the Amesbury 

Club took the second, Marlboro third and Worcester fourth. 

SECOND DAY, OPENING AT Y A.M. 

The Jay's programme opened with Match No. 4, a sweepstake 
shoot, upen to all comers; entrance fee, $2; 5 pairs doubles, Bo- 
fordus traps, association rules; prizes, 0, 25, 20, 15 and 5 per cent 
of the entrance money; 74 entries. ; 

L. R. Hudson 10, O. F. Belcher 10, W.3S. Perry 10, H. W_ Hager 
9, BE. W. Webster 9, R. Schuefer 9, J. C. Haskell 9, T. J. Beaudry 9, 
W.H. Leighton 9, D. Kirkwood §, George Monk 9, C. H. Gerrish a, 
W. E, Stewart 8, O. L, Baldwin 8, E. Garry 8, Mr. Sampson & DOF 
Howe §, F. A. Johnaon7, H. W Georgei, A Keating 7, C_ Ells- 
worth 7, F, H. Mann 7, C. Prescott 6, D. 5. Mooney 6. 

Messrs. Perry, Belcher and Hudsen divided first money; second 
between Gerrish and Webster; third, H, F Towe; fourth he- 
tween I, H. Mano and ©. Elsworth: tifth between ©, Prescott 
and D, 8, Mooney. 
Match No. 6—Team shoottor the association team fold bade, 

open to one team of 6 men frout each club belonying to the asso- 
eee entrance fee $5; 20 balls per man; Card rotary trap: 7 
eutries. 
Lyon Central--H, W, George 19, E, W. Webster14, O. F Bel 

eber 19, F. A. Johnson 19, J, GO, Haskell 19; total, 94. 
Pow-wow—C. H, Wales 20, B, Rowelli7, J. A. Rowell 19, J 

Spolford 19, G, Goodsoe 19; total, H4- 
Lynn Sportsman—J. P. Randall 1% U, J. Lander WY, Ei Oar 

kin 18, H- Mortimer 20, F. H. Lander 18; total, 9, 
Worcester—A. P. Pond 20, M H. Gilman 16, C &. Holden 8, 

L. R. Hudson 19, W. 8. Perry 16; total, 92 
Merry Mount—G. Monk 18, A. Keating 18, FP, Curtis 14, G. Bent 

16, GC. Prescott 17; total, 83. 
Raymond—C. Bilsworth 14, W.B. Witherell Jk; R EF. Schaeter 

19, L. EK. Johnson 13, C, A. Loud 19; total, $3_ h 
Port Rosaway—F_ Mann 17, H, 8. Howard U, Tl. Loring 14, W. 

White 12, IT, 8, Kinsley 14; total, 68. 
'Dhe medal was won by the Lynn Central team, who broke 24 

balls on the shoot off, to 23 for the Pow-wow ind 23 for the Lynn 
Sportsman 
Match No. 7—Veteran's Match, open to all comers 50 years of 

age or over; entrance fee $2, 10 balls per man, Card rotary 
trap, prizes 50, 30 and £0 per cent. of enizance money, 9 en— 
tries. J 

J. Nichols 10), F. H. Lander 10, W. B. Witherell 4, W. G. Stone 
9, F, Curtis 0, L. Gray 5, L. R. Hudson §, G. H. Fox 7, J. M, 
Merrel 6. h 
The first prize was divided hetween Messrs. Nichols and 

Lander, second between Messrs. Witherell and Ourtis, third L. 
R. Hudson. ‘ - 
Match No. 8-Grand association shoot for donation prizes, open 

to all members of the association, entrance ted $2; prizes, first, 
Colt breech-loading shot gun, donated by Wm. Read & Sons, 
value $50; second, $25 1n cash, donated by Boston, Revere Beach 
and Lynn Railroad + third, 1,000 shells and 3,000 wads, value $12, 
donated by American Arms Co.; fourth, 26 |bs, dead-shob pos— 
der, value $6,50, donated by American Powder Co.; fifth, 124 Ibs. 
dead-shot powder, value $4. Fifteen balls per man, Card rotary 
trap, 6] entries. ’ = Oo Tt “Belcher 15, W. HL. Leighton 13, 0, B, Holden 15,1. J. 
Beaudry 15, 0. J. Lander 15, J. Spottord 15, C: A. Loud 15, A. F. 
Pond 15, R! Schaefer 15, A. M, Parry 15, F. H. Lander 15, W. 8, 
Perry 14, J.C. Haskell 14, J. A. Rowell 14, F. A. Johnson 14, H, 

. Bager 14, J, 8. Sawyer 13, G. H. Bent 14, B. Rowell 18, E. 
. Brackett. ae R. Seats es Macy we 

5 13, W. B. Withere , UD. F, Howe . He 
Bey Sees . A. Frost 13,.C, HL. De Rochmont 

. D. Gil- 

First prize divided between K. Schaefer and PB. 
ond, ¥. 
fifth, f.H. Mano, 
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NaAsava, V. H., Aug. 16th.—Glass ball shooting. The contest 
for the gold badge closed last Tuesday, George H. Brigham bay- 

ing won it three times, the last score being (30 balls) :— 
ELSE SAE A ed caw akiden anos bel 25 | D. W. Lakeman figs tye c BR 
HPTOUnE S,-\2:)) :2aauit! ey) -: 21] G. H. Brigham.....---........ 28 
J. Fs Burnham.,.......-....--. C4 
The rifie club show very creditable scores. They meet weekly 

at the Stark Range, The sportsmen have fair luck with the 

woodeock, Charley Laton, of the club, bringing iu half a dozen 

fine birds last Monday. Partridge and squirrels promise to be 

plenty this season, and a game supper looms up in the nocar 

future. WEEE. 

Youn ars, N_ ¥., Any. 2ist.—The meeting of the Yonkers Guo 

Club opened with the following pigeon match. Hurlingham rules 

to voyern; 15 birds a side ;— 

J, Wariog, Jr, 1117111111011 -13| Osear Austin 114000100111010—8 

WASHINGTON GON Chire.—Bronklyn Driving Park. L. T., Aug. 

20th.—Herular monthly competition for the champion gold badge, 

at? birds, 21 yardsrise. Vhe birds wereafine lot-and required 

the best skill of the marksmen to bring them ta the ground, The 

contest Was exciting and the shooting was the best exhibition 

ever shown by the club. Six oatof thirteen killed their birds in 

' succession, viz: Dierking, Rittenhouse, Hedeman, Evans, Killeci, 

and Altenbrand. These gentlemen shot otf the tie at 5 birda 

each, and Mr. Altenbrand won the badge. 

Faicos Gon CLos,—Deater Park, Jamaieu, L. 1, Auy. th : 

Kelly, 21 yards, 5; Lemcken, 28 yards, 9; Vagts, 28 yards, 6; Van 

Stasden, 23 yards, 7; Miller, 25 yards, 6; Offerman, 21 yards, 7; 
Radin, 25 yards, 6; Lager, 21 yards,9: Meyer, 21 yards,5; Man- 

gels, 23 yards, 8, Lemcken and Laver shot off the tie and won by 
Lager. N. ¥. State Association rules and Falcon Gun Club handi- 

eaprisc. Prizes, gold club badgve and Westly-Richards breech- 

’ loader, whieh when won three successive times becomes the prop- 

‘ 

erty of the shooter. 

ISIRTLAND SHOOTING CLUB, —Cleveland, Uhia, Aiy. 1jth,—Seore 

of the monthly shoot of the Kirtland Club for gold badge. Card 

rotary trap, screened, 15 birds :— 

sy Wipbtiian. +. sees syryecnse, SAA, Borger, ycccieyy : tame eives 10 
F. Millwman cs. sy eecceey eee ine 15). DAV DE 1s Aeee et bo edakaseet 13 
DWOOdK fiireilss hel et, 22s el S| J COishte rss! i2as = 2s epee i ssi) OT, 
doles Dye sso doe! Se SEB eT Oem cea Tep ee 55 epe 5 Re ae care 4 On 2 
SUMSPOCSEN ees en ea 8| G. Randerson...........- 15 
T. A. Closse...... A Se ee Sea TE OLY we ee ae ne eal dL 
C. Willurd.. ..... hed ga 1G dl WDD Sen Soest ee clued reese 2 

“COC. Weatherhead..... ..-.1. 5) 12| D. A. Udall... .-: 10 
MoPaykin: 2: seisse2sces2.dsi2 By PGs Boa lyreras © aM 2 seo, Die 12 
De MOV ETA eye os Nelelhs toe onl 12 | H. Gross . aE ieee Cae Oe 

G. Randerson won the badge. The balls were poor; a ereat 

nidny were hit that did not explode. 

Sweepstakes, 10 double balls, 16 yards, Card’s improved trap, 

screened :— 

Bi] SIA COU ee Jeans see 5 
| J. Wightman. 9 

fi| J. Kohl. .:., 5 
6) A. Berger ..... 9 
7 | ehr,. 5 
&} 7. A. Closse 9 
9 | G. Rease a 
| J. Meyers. . is 

2 7 | FP. Dayis 8 
G. Soalfirst money. T. A. Closse won second with three pair al. 

18 yards, G. Randerson third money. TAR 
ALGONQULN GUN CLUL.—Vew York, Auy. 16¢.—Mateh for a gold 

badge, to be won three times; 20 balls, three Hogardus traps, 10 

* yards apart, 18 yards rise = 
Auld.. Po ep eee) SP Tey oa Se 14 
MOCKAGGIING 5) peg yset- 225 oe s-= puye- pol, MNEItIAL, To. rose as et . 15 
Bennet. vi... Path eee stun ad 16 | Montgomery.......-..:-:.:. it 
Longhery .i¢-:...) ::-1..:.:., 15 | Brenner ----..---)..,,......-., 17 
AE Se ee Be Je Sian psieriest er sete meee 9 
Moylan HEE! Dates Sia rat es ie a, 

H.M. &. 

PALL River, Moss., Ary. 7th.—Ata practice shoot of the Fail 

River Guo Club to-day, from «a Card rotary trap, screened, 18 

yards rise, smoke target balls, 10 & possible 25 :— 

Ma Wiiineton tig, 2254-1 eee | i esd 32. 3k. ee AT 
H. 0. Braley SSS hey ry |S a a 16 
J.M, Wood....- Jed, Scaplan  .y..... 15 
P, BE, Borden #0) F. Sherman .. Behar ak 

T.S, H. 

Youkunrs, V. ¥., Any. 18th.— An interesting pigeon match took 

place at Kastchester, N. Y., yesterday between A. Ward, of Wil- 

liam's Bridge, and A. Knobb, of Yonkers, at 25 birds each, under 

the Long Island rules, in which A. Ward scored 20 out of 24 and 

A. Robb 18 out of 24. EB. W- 

TITUSVILLE, Pa, Aug. Wth.—Card revolying trap, 21 yards; too 

dark for shooting ties:— , 

L. L, Shattuck...._1111111111—10 | P, 'Theobold._,.--.. 10117111 11— 9 
R.H.Bonycnoton,Jr.1111111111—10 | J. Gusley .......-. 1111111111—10 

Vv. Bonyehbton, , .1111111111—10 ) C. Hundenhberg.--V11011111— 9 
» sarry.---..-- ,,-LMI11I11—10 | W. Flemming... .. JOON § 

ny bene vers 11101111]—10 | Dr, Shamberry..... 41119111411—10 
W. Duvidson....., 110011J111— 9 | W. Brown...._.....1111111111—10 
BW. Hatfer, =... 44-5 NL1U1011— 9] B, Robinson........ 1110 

Keyport, WN. J., Aw. 18fi—Mr. Geo. Waitt, of the Raritan 

Shooting Club, of Keyport, N.J., in a match to break 90 balls out 

of 100, thrown from « mole trap standing 18 yards,and all to be 

thrown at him on Aug. 17th, seoredas follows: 595549955565455555 

54—total 8. 8, P. 
ERs ws. HAGWORTH,—The third match between Fred Erb, Jr., 

of St, Joseph, Mo., and W. B. Hauworth, of Quiney, Ill., came otf 
at the laiter place Aug. 18th. The first meeting was two years 

ugo, when Erb won with a score of $2 to ). The second match, a 

few weeks since, was won by Hauworth, score 94, Erb withdraw- 
ing on his 6th bird, haying killed 87. The last match-was at wild 

birds, 21 yards, plunge traps, use of one barrel. Hauworth missed 

his 30th and 75th birds, and won with a score of 98; Erb missed his 
4th, 10th, 17th and 324; seore, 96. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

—See advertisement of black bass fishing at St. Clair Plate, 
—The Mountain Kennel, Mr. Chas. F. Kent, proprietor, is open 

to receive a limited number of dogs to board. Attention is called 
to notice in another column. 

—We take pleasure in calling attention of our readers to the 
fine stock advertised for sale in another column by Mr. C_ Z. Miley, 
of Lancaster, Pa, Mr. M, informs us that Gypsie Queen is ex- 
pected to whelpinafew days, and that he bus decided not to 
part with her, , 
AwW EDUCATIONAL INDORSEMEN?T.—The Rey. 0. A. Harvey, D. 

D., of the Howard University, of Washington, has addressed the 
sono wing letter to Messrs. H. H. Warner & Co., of Rochester, 

GENTLEMEN : I take pleasure in stating that [ have for two years 
ast bean acquainted with the remedy known ss Warner's Safe 
idney and Liver Cure,and with its remarkable curative effi- 

ciency in obstinate and so-called incurable cases of Brizht's dis— 
ease in this city. In some of these cases, which seemed to be in 
‘the Just stages, and whico had been given up by practitioners of 
both sabools, the spredy chunge wrought by this remedy seemed 
but little less than miraculous. Tam eouyinoced that ,or Bright's 
disease, in all its stares, no remedy heretofore discovered can ba 
hejd for one Moment in comparison with this, 

Respectfully Yours, CLA. Harvey, 

__ a ee 

Che Zennel. 
—_—>——_ 

—Address ull communications to * Forestand Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

FIXTURES. 

Toronto, Canada dog show, Sept. 8th, th and 10th, Entries closed 
Auzust2Ist. H. J. Hill, Secretary, Toronto, Ont. 

St. Louis Kennel Club, St, Louis Mo., Oct. 5th, 6th, 7th and 81h, 
Wntries close Sept. 20th. Charles H. Turner, Secretary, St. Louis, 
Mo. 

Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society International Colley 
Trial, Philadelphia. Sept. 20th, 21st, 220,280, 24th and 25th. D. W, 
Seiler and Elbridge McConkey, setretaries, P.5. A. Society, Har- 
rishurg, Pa. 

Net raska State Sportsmen's Association Biald Trials, Milford, 
Nebraska, Sept. 30th and Oct. Istand 2d. Wntries close Aug. 81st. 
J. H. Harley, Secretary, Lincoln, Neb. 
Pennsylvania State Field Trials Association Trials, Lancaster, 

Pa., commence Nov. fth. J, R. Stayton, Secretary, Pittsbure. 

Eastern Field Trials Club's Secoud Annual Trials, Robins Island, 
Peconic Bay, L. I., Nov. 29th. Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York. 

National American Kennel Club’a Second Annual Field Trials, 
Vincennes, Ind., Nov. 15th. Chas. De Ronge, Secretary, 51 Broad 
street, New York. 
> ee 

NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB, 

HE committee of this organ‘zation, ata recent meet- 
ing, decided that the ciuh field trial Derby should 

he run at Vincennes, Ind., on or about Noy. 15th, The 
following pentlemen were selected, and have consented 
to act as judges; Mr. Theo. Morford, of Newton, N. J., 
and Captain Patrick Henry, of Graddy’s Landing, Ark, 
These trials, beyond question, will outshine in every re- 
spect anything of the kind ever witmessedin this country, 
Subjoined will be found the rules and instructions to 
judges of the club, The*latter we do not think are as 
clear as they might be, particularly the instructions on 
backing and quartering. In the brace stakes the maxi-— 
mum for ranging and maximum for quartering are raised 
from 6 to 10 points each, making the total 108, instead 
of 110, as published officially :— 

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB. 
NEw YorE, Aug. 16th, 1880, | 

RULES FOR FIELD TRIALS. 

Rule 1.—Managers of field trials shall advertise the 
time and place where the meeting will be held, the date 
of closing entries, the scale of pots and the names of 
judges at least thirty days before the trials tale place. 
Inthe event any judge or judges fail to act, the competi- 
tors shall fill all vacancies, each competitor being entitled 
to one vote. 

Rule 2.—Dogs shall be drawn in braces by lot and run 
in heats, the beaten dogs tobe retired (except as herein- 
after provided), and the winners to be run again in the 
order in which they won their successive heats. If there 
should be a bye, the dog getting the benefit of the bye 
shall be run in the first heat of the next series of heats. 
If two dogs owned or exhibited by the same person 
should be drawn to run together or come together in 
any successive heat, the second dog shall change place 
with thenextdogin the order of ruining. This shall be 
continued until only two dogs remain, and the winner of 
these two shall be winner of first prize. The last dog 
beaten by the winner of first prize shall compete for sec- 
ond prize with the best of those dogs previously beaten 
by the winner of first prize, The winner of this heat 
shall he declared winner of second prize. ‘The dog 
beaten in this heat shall compete with the best of those 
previously beaten by the second prize winner, and the 
winner shall be third in the race. The discretion is 
tiven the judges of deciding which is the best of these 
beaten dogs in the competition for second and third 
places by selection or by running extra heats between 
them. 

Rule 3.—When two dogs owned ortramed by the same 
person shall be drawn together, one shall run only in 
that heat, and he with the next dog in the order of 
running not so owned, unless at the latter end of the 
trial it be found impossible to ayoid running two such 
dogs together, when it may be permitted. A with- 
drawal from any heat is a withdrawal from the race. If 
in drawing there bea bye. anda dog be withdrawn in 
this heat, the dog with the bye and the other dog in the 
heat withdrawn from shall be compelled to run against 
each other, as ifsodrawn. ~* 

Rule 4.—The judges shall order up the dogs as soon 
as they have determined which is the best accord- 
ing to the scale of points in Rule 5. The privilege is 
ranted the judges of ordering up any dog or brace of 
foe that have not sufficient merit, in their opinion, to 
get placed ; but these may be put down again if there is 
a possible chance for them to win. 

Rule 5,—Positive points for merit: Pointing, 35: pace, 
20 ; backing, 7 ; style, 6; stanchness, 6: ranging, 6 ; qnar- 
tering, 6; obedience and disposition, 4; retrieving, 10. 
Total, 100. Negative points for demerit: False pointing, 
1 to 7; breaking in (each offense), 3; breaking shot (each 
offense), 4; chasing or breaking shot and chasing (each 
offense), 1(). 

Rule 6.—No person except the judges, attendants and 
reporters will be permitted to accompany the handlers of 
the dogs. Two persons will not be permitted to work 
one dog ora brace of dogs. If from any cause the hand- 
ler of a dog or a brace of dogs is disabled to such extent 
that he cannot shoot, the judges shall appoint a person 
to shoot forhim, The handlers of the two dogs shall go 
together as if it were a brace of dogs, so that the dogs 
shall be upon an equality as to ground, opportunities for 
pointing, etc. Nospectators will be allowed nearer the 
andler of dogs than seventy-five yards to the rear, and 

a marshal shall be appointed to enforce this law. No 
person shall make any remark about the judges or dogs 
in hearing of the judges. Such person so offending shall 
be expelled from the grounds, Should any handler of 
dogs annoy the judges after having been ordered to de- 
sist, the judges shall order such dogs as heis handling up 
and out of the race. The privilezeis granted the hand- 
lers to ask the judges for information or explanation that 
has a direct bearing upon any point at issue; pending 
such question the dogs shall’ not be under judgment. 
Dogs afflicted with any contagious disease or bitches in 
season will not be permitted on the grounds. 

Rule 7.—Pointing fur, feather or reptiles shall not be 
considered making a false point, A dog making a false 
point and discovering it to be such without any encour- 
agement from his handler shall not be penalized. . 

INSTRUCTIONS TO JUDGES, 

Pointing—The judges will allow only those dogs the 
maximum that point allthe birds possible for them to 
point under existing circumstances; 4 dog to earn the 
maximum number of points under this head must dis- 
play a first-class nose and exhibit great judgment in find- 
ing and pointing his birds, and make no fiushes thata 
dog with the above qualities would avoid in ordinary 
hunting. The dogs are to be hunted in all respects as in 
an ordinary day's shooting. Inexcusable or willful flushes 
will detract from a dog’s score under this head, but the 
character of the flush must be always taken into account 
in estimating the penalty, if amy. The judges must not 
ask the handlers if their dogs are pointing, but must 
decide for themselves, They shall always consider the 
nature of the ground, the wind and the birds, and not 
penalize a dog for flushing a bird it would be impossible 
to point. The penalty for flushes to be graded by the 
character of the offense. The judges shall not require 
the handlers to work their dogs down wind. Judges are 
-allowed the discretion of declaring a dog or dogs out of 
the heat if absent when called, 
Pace--The dog that maintains the fastest gait through- 

out the trial, except when in cover cr on game, to receive 
the full number of points, all others to be graded by 
him. 
Backing—The maximum only allowed such dogs ag 

stand or drop only at sight of another dog pointing. But 
no dog shall be expected to back unless the dog pointing 
stands and is motionless, A dog shall not be said to re- 
fuse to back unless he sees the dog pointing. To get 
credit fora back the dog must stop at least ten yards 
(when practicable) in front of the handler, 
Style—The judges shall consider the dog's grace in 

ranging and drawing, and attitudes in pointing and back- 
ing, 
Stanchness—The maximum allowed such dogs only as 

do not advance from their point when they are on game 
until ordered on. ba 
Ranging—The maximum only allowed the dogs that 

maintain the most killing range throughout; viz, wide 
or close, as the necessity of the case may require. 
Quartering—The maximum only allowed such dogs as 

work at right angles with the handler, unless the nature 
of the ground renders such work impracticable. 
Obedience and Disposition—The maximum only al- 

lowed to a dog that works promptly to the sun, without 
noise or severity, and is obedient, prompt, cheerful and 
easily handled. 
Retrieving—To receive the maximum under this head 

a dog shall go promptly and cheerfully for the bird and 
deliver it to the handler without mouthing or mutilation. 

False Pointing—The judge shall give a dog ample op- 
portunity to discoyer whether or nothe is ona true 
point, and the penalty shall range from one to seven for 
his acts throughout the heat. 

Breaking In—Is when a dog through imperfect break- 
ing or from excitement leaves his position when the birds 
rise, whether the gun is fired or not, and starts to break 
shot or chase, but stops within a few feet of the point 
from which he started, of his own accord, or by com- 
mand, ' 7 
Breaking Shot—Is when a dog runs in when a shot is 

fired with the intention of getting the bird, and does 
not stop promptly at command. 
Chasing—Is when a dog follows the birds, either when’ 

the gun is fired or not, toan extent to be beyond the 
control of the handler for the time being. 

Puppy Starkes.__Rule—Dogs over eighteen months old 
shall not be eligible for the Puppy Stakes. There will: 
be no points allowed for retrieying in this stake, Rules 
otherwise as above. 

BrRAck StaAres.—The rules governing the Brace Stakes 
shall be the same as those used in the All-Aged Stakes, 
with the following exceptions ; The maximum for rang- 
ing shall be ten instead of six, the maximum for quarter- 
ing shall be ten instead of six, and the total 110 instead 
100. The brace to earn the maximum for quartering 
tust cross each other systematically, and work inde- 
pendently of each other, or one dog must quarter the 
ground on one side of the handler while the other dog quar- 
ters the opposite side, the dogs meeting at or near the 
center. Each brace will be run separately instead of 
running in heats, and be judged by the scale of points as 
laid down and explained. In case only one dog retrieves 
the brace shall only be entitled to half the number of 
points for refvieving, 

——~»>——_ 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE Frecp TRIAL ASSOCIATIONW—The 
first monthly meeting of the Pennsylvania Field Trial 
Association was held at Pittsburg, Pa., on Aug, 18th, 
when it was decided to run the trials at Lancaster, Pa,, 
on Nov. 9th, and several days following. The purpose 
of the association is the encouragement of the raising 
and training of pointers and setters. The judges selected 
are Messrs. B, F, Wilson, of Pittsburg, Pa. Theodore 
Morford, of Newton, N, J., and Dr. W. Twaddell, of 
Philadelphia, Mr. B. W. Richards, of Philadelphia, re- 
signed as a member of the Executive Committee and Mr. 
8. 8. Brown, of Pittsburg, was elected ta fill the vacancy, 
Mr. FP, A. Diffendertfer, of Lancaster, was appointed a 
committee of one (with power to add to the committee 
at pleasure) to select the grounds for running, and to 
make all necessary arrangements for the trials. The con- 
stitution, by-laws and field trial rules of the National 
American Kennel Club goyern the association. No dog 
is eligible to run unless he shall have been owned in the 
State at Jeast three months prior to date of commenca- 
ment of trial on Noy, 9th. Puppies whelped on or after 
April 15th previous yearare eligible for Puppy Stakes, 
and the puppies whelped on or ofter Oct. 15th, for Nur- 
sery Stakes, The trial will include four stakes: First. 
Free to all—entrance, $10. Second. Puppy—entrance, $5.- 
Third, Nursery—entrance, $5, Fourth. Association— 
entrance, $5. No forfeit in any of the above stakes. The 
fourth is only open to members of the association own- 
ing and handling their own dogs, The officers sre — 
President, J. Palmer O'Neil, Pittsburg, First Vice-Pres- 
ident, Mr. Samuel G. Dickson, Philadelphia. Second 
Vice-President, Mr. Eee Huidekoper, Meadville, Trea- 
surer, Mr, FP. A. Ditfenderffer, Lancaster. Secretary, Mr, 
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Isaac KR, Stayton, Pittsburg. Executive Committee : 
Messrs. B. F. Dorrance. chairman, Wilkesharre; Wil- 
Jiam A. McIntosh, Pittsburg ; Edward Greeg, Pittsburg ; 
S. S. Thompson, Pittsburg; J. J. Snellenhurg, New 
Brighton ; and 8. S. Brown, Pittsburg. 
rr + 

THE ST. LOUIS DOG SHOW, 

LIST OF PREMIUMS. 

HE second annual, bench show of dogs, given under 
the auspices of the St. Louis Kennel Club, will be 

held at the Fair Grounds, St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 5th, 6th, 
7th and 8th, and promises to be one of the grandest suc- 
cesses of the kind ever held in the West. Mr. Charles 
Lincoln has been secured as superintendent, and his well- 
known proficiency and long experience 1s a sufficient 
guarantee that the exhibition will be regulated like ciock- 
work, We learn that three of the judges have been al- 
ready appointed, and that the one judge system is to he 
observed. This is asit should be, and a glance at the 
subjoined names shows the selection to be a most excel- 
Tent one in all respects :-— 

JUDGES. 
Pointers—-Mr. E. F, Stoddard, Dayton, Ohio. 
English and Irish Setters—Mr. C, H. Turner, St, Louis, 

Mo. 
Gordon Setters—Mr. E, ©. Sterling, St. Louis, Mo. 
The judge for spaniels, hounds and other sporting and 

non-sporting classes has not yet been selected, 
The following is the classification of dogs and the list 

of premiums. WVifty-one classes ; $1,130 total amount of 
premiums :— 

DIVISION A—POINTERS. 
Class 1,—Champion pointer dogs, over 55 

C, rules), $25. 
Class 2.-Champion pointer bitches, over 

K. C. rules), $25. 
Class 83—Cbampion pointer dogs, under 55 pounds (see N. A. K. 

Q. rules', $25. 
Class 4.—Champion pointer bitches, under 40 pounds (see N. A. 

iC. rules), $25. 

pounds (see N. A. K. 

50 pounds (see N. A, 

OPEN CLASSES. 
(See N. A. K, C. rule 9.) 

Class 5.—Pointer dogs. over 55 pounds, $23 and $15. 
Chiss 6.—Pointer bitches, over 50 pounds, 325 and $15, 
Glass 7.—Pointer dogs, under 55 pounds, $25 and $15. 
Oluss 8.—Pointer bitches, under 50 pounds, $25 and $15. 
Class §.— Pointer puppies, under 12 months, dogs, $10. 
Class 10.—Puinter puppies, under 12 months, bitches, $10. 
Class 11 (special)—For the best pointer, dog or biteb, m the 

show, 524. 
Ree 12.,-For the best pointer, dog or bitch, of any age, by 
ow, S15. 
Ulass 13.—For the best pointer, dog or bitch, of any age, by 

Faust, 315. ; 
No entry fee will be charged for classes 12 and 13. 

DIVISION B—ENGLISH SETTERS. 
Class 11—Champion English setter dogs (see N. A. K. C. rule §), 

325, 
, 

Class 15.—Champion English setter bitches (see N. A. K. C. rule 
8), $25. 

OPEN CLASSES. 
(See N. A. K. C. rule 9.) 

Class 18.- Imported English setter dogs, $25 and $15. 
Class 17.—Imported Bnglish setter bitches, $25 and $15. 
Glass 18.—Native English setter dogs, $25 and $15, 

Class 19._Native English setter bitches, $2) and $15. 
Class 20,—English setter puppies, under 12 months, dogs, 510. 
Class 21.—English setter puppies, under 12 months, b tehes, 310. 

Class 22 (special) —For the best English setter, dow or bitch, in 
theshow, $25. A 

DIVISION C—IRISH SETTERS. 

Class 23—Champion Irish setter dogs (see N. A. K.C. rule 8), 
324. f 

(lass 24,Champion Irish setter bitches (see N. A. K. €. rule 5), 
$25, 

OPEN CLASSES. 

(S2e N. A. K. C. rule 9.) 

Class 25.—Irish setter dogs, $25 and $15. | 
Olass 26.—Trish setter bitebes, $75 and S15. 
Class 27.—Irish setter puppies, under 12 months, dogs, $10. 
Cluss 28,—Irish setter puppies, under 12 months, bitches, $10. 

Oluss 29 (special).—FPor the best Irish setter, dog or bitch, in the 
show, $2. 

DIVISION D—GORDON SETTERS, 

Class 30.-Champion Gordon seiter dogs (see N. A. K. C. rule 8), 

25. 
lass 3L—Champion Gordon setter bitches, (see N. A, K.C. rule 

8), $a. 
“8 OPEN CLASSES, 

(See N. A. K. C. rule 9.) 

Class 32.—Gordon setter dogs, $275 and $15. 
Glass 33—Gordon setier bitches, $29 and $15, 
Clas: Gordon setter puppies, under 12months, dogs, 310. 

Class Gordon setter puppies, under 12 months, bitches, 310, 

Class 34 (special)._For the vest Gordon setter, doy or bitch, in 
tlie show, 525. 

DIVISION E—SPORTING DOGS. 
(Other than pointers and setters.) 

Class 87.—Trish water spanicls, $10 and $a. 

Class 38.—Cocker spaniels, $10 und $9. 

Cluss 39.— Foxhounes, $10 and $9. 
Class 40.—Beagie dogs, $10 and $5, 
Class 41 —Beagle bitches, $10 and $5. 
Class 42.— Greyhounas, $10 aud $0. 
Class 43.— Duchshunde, $10. _ 
Class 44.—Fox terrier dogs, $10, 
Class 45.—Fox terrier bitches, 310. 

DIVISION E—NON-SPORTING DOGS, 

Class 46.—Shepherd dogs or colleys, $14 aud $a. 
Class 47.—Bull terriers; $10. _ 
Oluss 48-—Uluek and tan terriers, $10. 
Glass 49.—Rough-haired terriers, S10. 

Class 50.— Yorkshire terriers, $10. : , 

Class 51.— Miscellaneous class (for any breed of dogs for whicha 

class is not provided), 310. 

Note.—Separate entries must be made for all classes marked 

“Special,” and all dogs must previously have been entered in the 

refular classes, tO enable thew to compete in the special classes. 

Nearly all the railroad companies have agreed to carry dogs 

free, when accompanied by their owners. ’ 

The express companies will, on prepay ment of their usual rates 

to the show, return the dogs free. 
Wo dog belonging to the St. Louis Kennel Glub, or to any mem— 

her thereot, will ve entered for compctition, but the club's dogs 

will be on exhibition. 
, ' 

The show will be held under the rules of the National American 

Cennel Club, 
See CHARLES LINCOLN, Superintendent. 

Otfice at J. W. Crooke’s, 604 North Fourth street. St. Louts. 
ee 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE AGRICULTURAL SocimTy INTER- 

NATIONAL COLLEY TRIALS.—Theseé trials will be held on 

the grounds adjoining the main exhibition building, 

Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, Sept. 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 

24th or 25th. Prizes will be awarded in two classes : 

First ¢lass—All age class; _ first premium $100; second 

premium, $90 ; third premium, $25; Second class—Pup- 

py class; first premium, $50; second premium, $25; 

third premium, $10. 
The following are the rules :— 

Superintendent in charge, and for these trials blankapplications 
for entry, containing columns for name, age, sex, color marks, 
etc, of the dog may be obtained of the secreteri sup ts the 
time ef running. Kennels will be provided for the dogs. No 
dog can te entered except for tr 1. : 
Each dog competing will be reqnired to take five sheep from 

PED drive them a certain distauce to another, and peo them 
1ere, 
A. Tresh flock of sheep will be provided for éach dog. He, in 

driving, may bark or not, as may be his habit, but biting bis sheep 
wil! be a demerit. 
Bach shepherd may take his dog over the ground before the 

Sheen are brought in, and show or tell him what he wans him po 
do, 
The shepherd may precede or follow the sheep as be may 

chonse; he will not be permitted to assist his dog except by yoice 
or gesture. Hallooing, berating, or much bidding or noise will 
detract from the estimate of the performance of the dog. 
When adog is working, no other dogs shall be present to dis- 

tract bis attention. 
No person except the Superintendent in charge, and the mem- 

hers of the jury, shall enter the sbeep ring while the dog is 
working. ¢ 
The jury will carefully note the disposition and dorility of the 

different flocks of sheep, snd make due allowance for those that 
are more wild than others. 
_ Rach shepherd will have the privilege of exhibiting the work- 
ing of his dog by choosing his o1vn kind of work with the sheep, 
after the regular trial has been completed. He muy also show 
the training of his dog for other practical purposes as a farm or 
house dog. 
Dogs and bitches fifteen months old, or over, must compete in 

the agtd class. Puppies under fifteen months, having competed 
m the puppy class, will also be eligible for entry in the aged class. 

All ties will be run ott on flocks of thr; e sheep. 
_ Practability, ready obedience, steadiness in driving, gentleness 
in working the sheep, and general aptitude in the dog for the 
business before him, will have due intiuence with the jury in 
making the awards. 

W,S. BIssELL, President, 
D. W. Samer, Recording See'y. 

j ELeripae McOonkey. Cor. Sec'ty. 
Office of International Bxhibitiay of Sheep, Wool aud Wool Pro- 
ducts, wrthwest corner Tenth and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia. 

> — 

NEBRASKA FieLD Triais.—The first annual meeting of 
the Nebraska Field Trials Club will be held under the 
auspices of the Nebraska State Sportsmen’s Association, 
at Milford, Neb., Sept. 30th and Oct. Ist and 2d, 1880. It 
will he open to all comers. Entries will be recetved up 
to the evening of Aug, 3ist at the Secretary's office, Lin- 
coln, and at any time previous. All entries to be accom- 
panied with the forfeit money. Trains will Jeaye Lin- 
coln for the trial grounds (Milford, twenty miles west) at 
7 A-M,, on the morning of Sept, 30th, and on each day of 
the trials. Good accommodations haye been arranged 
for men and dogs at Milford. The arrangements of the 
trials will be under the direction of the Milford Sports- 
men’s Club. 
The following is the premium list :— 
All-aged Stakes—Open to all setters and printers. First 

prize, $75 ; second prize, 50 ; third prize, $25, Hntrance 
fee, $15: forfeit, $10, 
Puppy Stakes—Open to all setters and pointers under 

eighteen months of age. Wirst prize, $50; second prize, 
$35 ; third prize, $25. Intrance, $10 ; forfeit, $7. 

Brace Stakes—First prize, $90; second prize, $35. En- 
trance, $10; forfeit, $7. 

Tu all stakes the purses are to fill, or the prizes to be 
scaled. J. H. Haruey, Secretary. 

bg oY 

Express CHARGES.—ditor Forest and Stream:—l 
wish tu say a word about express charges from the 
West. Wesent two pups to Mr. Waddell, Topeka, Kan,; 
charges, $2.80, Belle came in the same box; charges, 
$8.50. This, we think, is downright robbery, as she only 
weighed about eight pounds more than the pups. 

J, Oris FELLOws, 

OF ENGLISH DOGGES.* 

The thirde Section of this 

abridgement. 
Owe followeth in due order and convenient place our 

N Englishe Dogges of the thirde gentle kinde, what 
they are called to what vse they serue, and what sort of 
people plant their pleasure in the, which because they 
neede no curious canuassing and nye syfting, wee meane 
to be so much the briefer. 

Of the delicate, neate, and pretty kind of dogges 

called the Spaniel gentle, or the com- 

forter, in Latine, Melitcens 

or Fotor. 
Here is, besides those which wee hane already de- 
liuered, another sort of gentle dogges in this our Hng- 

lishe soyle but exempted from the order of the residue, 
the Dogges of this kinde doth Callimachus call Meliteos, 
of the Iseland Melita, in thé sea of Sicily, (what at this 
day is named Malia, an Iseland in deede famous and re- 
noumed, with couragious and puisaunt soldiours valli- 
auntly fighting vnder the banner of Christ their vncon- 
querable captaine) where this kind of dogges had their 
principall beginnme. 

These dogges are litle, pretty, proper, and fyne, and 
sought for to satisfie the delicatenesse of daintie dames, 
and wanton womens wills, instruments of folly for them 
to play and dally withall, to tryfle away the treasure of 
time, to withdraw their mindes from more commendable 
exercises, and to content their corrupted concupiscences 
with vaine disport (A selly shift to shunne yrcksome ydle- 
ness,) These puppies the smallerthey be, the more pleas- 
ure they prouoke, as more meete play fellowes for mins- 
ing mistresses to beare in their bosoms, to keepe company 
withal in their chambers, to succour with sleepe in bed, 
and nourishe with meate at bourde, to lay in their lappes, 
and licke their lippes as they ryde in their waggons, and 
good reason itshould be so, for coursenesse with finenesse 
hath no fellowship, but featnesse with neatnesse hath 
neighbourhood enough. That plausible prouerbe verified 
vpon a Tyraunt, namely that he loued his sowe better 
than his Sonne, may well be applyed to these kinde of 
people, who delight more in dogges that are depriued of 
all possibility of reason, then they doe in children that be 
capeable of wisedome and indgement. But this abuse 
peraduenture raigneth where there hath bene Jong lacke 
of issue, or else where barrenes is the best blossome of 
lewty. 

*Of Englishe Dogges, | the diversities, the names, | the natures 
and the properties. ; A Short | Treatise wriiten in latiue 
hannes Cains of late memo | rie, Doctor of Phisicke | in the 
yersitie | of Cambridge | And nes ly drawne intu Eng-| lishe by 
Abrahaw Fie- | ming Student. | Natura etiam in brutis vim. | osten 
dit. suam. | Seene and allowed. | Timprinted at London [ by yRichard 
Johnes, and are tu be | solde over egninst 8, Benul- | vhre’s Ghureh 

The colley trials will be held under the personal dl reation of the | without | Nowmate | 1070; - 

| by Jo- 
Uni- 

The vertue which remuineth in the Spaniell gentle 4 

otherwise called the comforter. 

] SS aa are ae Many make much of those pretty 
puppies called Spaniells gentle. yet if the question 

were demaunded what propertie in them they spye, 
which shoulde make them so acceptable and precious in 
their sight, I doubt their aunswere would long a conyir g. 
But seeing it was our intent to trauaile in this treati-e, 
so that y’ reader might reape some benefite by his read- 
ing, we will communicate vnto you such coniecures as 
are grounded vpon reason, And though some suppose 
that such dogzes are fyt for no seruice. I dare say, by 
their leaues, they be ina wrong boxe. Among all other 
qualities therefore of nature, which be knowne (for some 
conditions are couered with continuall and thicke clouds, 
that the eye of our capacities cannot pearse through the) 
we find that these little doges are good to asswage the 
sicknesse of the stomacke being oftentimes therevnto ap- 
plied as a plaster preseruative, or borne in the bosom of 
the diseased and weake person, which effect is performed 
by theyr moderate heate. Moreouer the disease and sick- 
nesse, chaungeth his place and entreth (though it be not 
precisely marcked) into the dogge, which to be no vn- 
truth, experience can testify, for these kinde of dogges 
sometimes fall sicke, and sometime die, without any 
harm, outwardly inforced, which is an argument that 
the disease of the gentleman or gentle woman or own(r 
whatsoeuer, entretn into the dogge by the operation of 
heate intermingledand infected. And thus haue I heth- 
erto handled dogges ofa gentle kinde whom I haue com- 
prehended ina triple diuisio. Now it remaineth that I 
annex in due order such doggss as be of a more homely 
kinde, 

A Diall pertaining to the 
thirde Section. 

Inthethird f [ A chamber co- | rene- 
section is co- | Spaniell . | panion | rally 
tained one j gentle | Itisalso , A pleasant | called 
kind ofdog | orthe co- { called | playtellow / Canis 
which is cal forter | A pretty delica> 
led the  worme | tus. 

——— + ae 

KENNEL NOTES, 

Saces.—Waney—Mr. N. Elmore, Granby, Conn-., has sold his 

fine black and tan foxhound bitch, Naney, to Mr, Charles B. 

Horton, of Waketield, Mass. Victor-Luey, whelp—Mr. N. Fl- 

more has sold a very handsome white, black and tan English 

hare beagle puppy, Vietor-Lucy, to Mr. Waldo A. Howland, of 

Lowell, Mass. Victor-Bunnie, whelp—Mr. N. Elmore bas sold a 

fine, two months old, beagle-dog puppy, out of Bunnie by 

Victor, to Mr. Franklin Cleares, of Saco, Maine. Ticlor-Luecy, 

whelp—Mr. N. Elmore has sold # fine English bare beagle dog 

puppy, out of Lucy by Victor, to Mr. A.A. Atkins, of Turner's 

Falls, Mass. Vietor-Luey, whelp—hr. N. Elmore has sold a fine 

black and tan English hare beagle puppy, out of Lucy by Vice 

tor, to Mv. H. G. Jerome, of Gale’s Ferry, Conn. 

CoRRECTION.—Belle—In issue of Aug. 12th, we noticed sale of 

this cocker spaniel bitch, She was out of Blanche by Beau, not 

Bean, as printed. 

Wuewvps.—aist—Mr. James Page Stinson’s, Wiseasset, Maine, 

pointer bitch, Daisy, out of Belle by Strachan’s Mlash, whelped 

Aug. 18th seven puppies—five dogs and two bitches—by Hub- 

bard’s imported Shot. All the puppies are liver and white. 

Clyde—Mr. CG. Z. Miley's. Lancaster, Pa., pointer bitch, Clyde, 

whelped on Aung. 13th ten puppies—six dogs and four bitches— 

by Rock. Nellie Horton—Mr, George E. Brown's, Dedham, Mass., 

Gordon setter bitch, Nellie Horton, Munn’s Duke of Gordon-Til- 

Jey’s Dream, whelped Aug, lth, seven puppies—four dogs and 

three bitehes—by Doane's Tum-Stockton’s Dask-H. Smith's Fly. 

DeatH—Stoughton—Mr. M, P. MeKoon, of Franklin, N. ¥., 

has lost by diarrt cea his cocker puppy, Stoughton, by Captain 

outof Beauty, 

Brep. — Fly-Music—Dr, H. B. Wygant's, (Peekskill, N. Y., 

cocker-spaniel bitch, Fly, to Mr. Geo, Wygant's lirst-prize win- 

ner, Music. 

The Aiifle. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Dr. Rurn’s Exarpirion SHOOT —Dr. John Ruth, the Califor- 

nia shot, of whose performances so much has been saidin the 

papers, gaye the first display of his ability asa marksman at the 

grounds of the Fountain Gun Club, In the Brooklyn. Driving 

Park, on Saturday afternoon last. The Doctor is the Western 

man out nnd out—long and lithe of limb, while his hair sweeps 

back over his shoulders. A broad, light-tinted felt hat, with w 
velyet shooting-jacket, gaye the Doctora marked appearance. 

Mrs. Ruth isa lady with a yery much tanned complexion and the 

carriage of a backwoods woman. She wore 4 sort of Gainsbor- 

ough hat, and when handling the pistol or rifle did not even take 

the trouble te remoye ber Jace mitts, Capt. L. C. Bruce, the cel- 

ebrated rife shot; G. W. Wingert, the Secretary and one of the 

cracks of the Fountain Gun Club; T. C. Banks, aud many expert 

shooters, were present, und watched the performunce narrowly, 

and ail united in declaring that Dr. Ruth was fully the equal of 

any other such marksman who has yet nade his appearance 

about New York. 
The performange was opened by Mrs. Ruth aiming with a pistol 

at glass balls, and they were shattered in aluiust every case. 

With the pistol held sideways there wasa miss or bwo more, but 

generally every shot told. When the pistol was inverted and the 
aim taken below instead of aboye the line of fire there was no ap- 

parent Joss in the percentage of hits. When the ball was hung by 
astring and set swinging Mrs. Ruth stood 18 yards Off and made a 

clean break on her first shot. The rifle was then handled through 
the same series of shots, aud the usual want of grace with which 

all women handle puns was apparent; butif the weapon was not 

brought to shoulder with the lazy swing of the old marksman, 

the balls were bit just as accurately. When the balls weretbrown 

up in the air Mrs. Ruth elood a good distance off and shattered a 
dozen out of the fifteen, and this feature, when evcored, waa 

equally as good. 
Dr. Ruth next beganto show his abilityas asnap shot The 

sights of the rifleseamed to be of no special ass'stance to hin, 

for when they were covered bya card he used the weapon on 

balls placed on the stand and again at the glace spheres 1hicwn 
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into the air, with wonderful effect. Some balls were thrown on 
the ground a dozen yards off,and the Doctor, aimilz at the 
fround below a ball, would send it spiftining up into the air, and 
then, rapidly unloading and loading his Winchester, would hit 

the ball on its descent. This double shooting drew out plenty of 

applause. Aguin, when the balls were thrown up, the rifle was 
given n turn abolitafier the manner of a fiail-handle and it fell 

inte position soon enough to enuble a breaking shot to be made 

onthe ball. Balls thrown from side to side were hit, whetber 

coming from the right or left. When tired of breaking the 

spheres De, Ruth pivked up a fragment of glass, nod stepping off 

a dozen paces held it, off in his fingers, while Mrs. Kuth, picking 

up a 22 ealiber Ballard rifle, took esreful aim and (he ylass was 

shattered into powder. With an ordinary yisiting card held in 

his mouth, and turned so asta show a side, Dr. Ruth permitted 

his wile to pnt several bullets through it, thevouple joking mean- 

whlle with each other, the shooter telling the target1o draw back 

his nose a little, as it was too shining a mark and distracted her 

sight. Dr. tuth wished to put a glass ball on his head and allow 

his wife tu break it with a bullet, but she declared that rhe was 
tired of standing in the suo,and this very ordinary Wm. ‘Tell 

trick was omitted. A Jonded cartridge was laid on a bitofa 

plank some yards off, and Mrs, Ruth fired a bullet at itand ex- 
Ploded it. Dozens of other and similar ways of testing the quick- 

ness of sight and steadiness of tierve of the shooters were {m- 

provised, and generally it was found that anything fired at was 

hit ulmost every time. When the exhibition hud closed a few of 
the eracks present tried their skill, and began to appreciate some- 

what the real merit of the Doctor's doings by the ficility with 
which they missed. 

Dr. Ruthand wife will give an exhibition of their skill with the 

rifle and pistolon the occasion of Buffulo Bill’s benefit to-mor- 
row night, the 27th inst., at the Windsor theater, 

Bosvon, Mass., Auy- 18tit.—There was 4 fine attendance of rifle- 

menat Wetnut Til to-day to compete in the continued long 

range mateh. The wind in the earlier stages of the shoot proved 
troublesome, moving back and forth from southwest to south- 

east, but at the Inst two distances it remained steady, blowing 
from the soutbeast, and good shooting was the result :— 

j S00 yards..5555555545555465—T4 
W. Charles,....- 900 yurds.. 6555645554465 5 4-72-24 

{1,000 yurds..444544554453445 3-08 

£00 yards., 55559434 54556 45-72) 
8; Lewis. ..-+- ; Wiyanls. 6459558455545 55 FA-2l 

1000 yards..5545554559554%5 5-69 

( #0 wards 254545455945 7 
H.T. Rockwell.{ 90) y rds..53864855555555454 

JO00 yards., 5654555445555 3 
800 yards. 5545555355555 4-90) 

T. Howe... ..-. N00 vurds.. 455944344535 tii +252 
1000 yards. 45853555 44345353 
0 vards.. 45455944505 55- 5 Mii } 

F.G.Thomas.::~ 0 yurds.. 444354544 — Tit -200 
(1,000 yards. 45555553 3 5-tL4 
{ 80) yards, 444883384 5—fil) 

A. P. Clark.,,..< 900 yards... 34544543 3 4-fia +192 
(1,000 yards.. 55544645 5=oif 

800 yards. 525975533 a 5—U5 ) 
J. Nichols ....-= 900 yards,.54555545 —fih - 191 

1, 00 yurds.. 458483855 2-(i2 

Avg. 2lst.—The uttendanee at the Walnut Hill Runge to-day 

was rather slim, the absence of many members from town and 

the very warm weuther were probably the reasons. The day was 

shout the average for a shooting day.the wind blowing somewhat 

erratically from southwest, with a light rather too bright for 

good sighting. Theafternoon train brought to the grounds a 

squad of Company f, Sixth Regiinent, who shot for practice with 

excellent results. he scores mide ate as Follows :— 
CREEDMOGR MATCH, 

BR. lV. Richardson, 1556 5 45 4 5 d 5-47 
W. Charles... —, > 446645 4 44 5 5 A-46 
EF. Brooks. . -4565 6 4 4 6 5 5 4-46 
1. Niehols .. £645 45 4 4 4 5-45 
HW. Jnimes,... 4446445 5 4 4 4-48 
i. Whittier. . ‘545 44 4 4 4 4 4-42 
TD O.Carter_ -- :45443 44 4 4 4-40 
G. Wattren..----....-eee eee ee So o£ 3B A tA 4 ON 

MASSACHUSETTS MATCH. 

F.B.Souther...,. -- .--- 10 2 10 I2 11 10 Wt 10) T2102 
Ag: Archer .ti.o0cc-2cn We “9 S10 df 10 09 12 at 700 
Wo. Whiter — —- It fil vW 8H Y & TO 
GALEN: a. 02 2-2 $ 0 8 6 B 4 2 8 10 B— 62 

Sourm GARDNER, Mass., Aug. 2lsf.—The following scores were 

madeat Hackmatack Rang: by members of the Gardner Rifle As- 

totiaiion, Twosdores of 10 shots each, 200 yards; position, off- 

und, using the ineh ring and Creedmoor target combined :— 

Totals, 
R. C. ht, ©. 

T. N. Dodge-.-.-- 47 189—96 
G8. Milsworth... 5046 15j—91 
It. 8. Pieree....- . 79-45 155—88 
A, Mathews Wi—45 140—80 
GAR. Prant,...-- Tit 1ii—87 
rE OH Kuowlton.. 7a—4b 13{—85 
Wen. Austin . .. a= pe bo—41 107—82 
Clris. Shumway.........-...--.. .. 40-89 49—40 $4—79 

Mipvorn, Mass, 41. 18i.—The renewed compttition in the 

Bunker Till and gold medal Muteches at Bellevue range, to-day, 

drew together t goodly number of marksmen, The weather con- 

dilions were excellent. The winnersol the general prizes in the 

firs) class were C. H. Russell and &. I. Richardson, and in the sec- 

ond ciass N. P. Amesand A.J. Greene. The scores in the Bunker 
TUL Match were =— 

ty retell Se se, 5 5 6 fh & 6 G6 6 6—56 
KY. Richwrdson — .- 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 6 BAT 
rea hath 12) 4 x 6645 #8 0 5 4 5 5—ass 
A Mysto). fees ter -4 45 5 5 fi 56 6 & G—&S4 
C.D, Warrisen -4 55 5 45 5 6 6 5—dl 
J. it. Teele... 65 6 45 6 4 3 6 1 3—Al 
W.P. Ames -45 64 5 4 4 6 & 5-80 
PAIR AGSIBETNE, re tase peeerger yu-- D> FG fh. 5-4 4 GG 4—5p' 

There were 43 entrics in the gold badge match. The best scores 

weres— 

BH, BF. Michurdson......... ------...5 365 4 4 4 6 5 4-47 
dL. astm ...- --,-.-..0- -45 4445 4 5 4 5-45 
Ti. Kimball -..- -4555 5 43 4 5 4—45 
C.D. Harrison... -§ 54 44 4 4 4 4 5-44 
©. H. Russell .. -5 b 5 & A 4 5 4 4 F-44 
J. i. Teele ... 4445 44 5 4 4 5-43 
A, .T_ Greene. - 45486 £4 4 4 5 4-43 
A.W. Webb ..., B444 5 4 4 4 5 4-4 
—Lieut. Koekwell, of the American team reserye to Ireland, has 

had a complimentary dinner tendered him by his comrades in 

the Roxbury City Guards. 

Col, Ti. P. Clark, of the team, was treated toadinner by the Em- 

pire Rifle Club on his arrival. 
BuroGgeront, Cb,Aug\3th.—The Bridgeport Rifie Club held their 

regular seml-montiy shoot at Seaside Range this afternoon. 
The weather was fine with a good breeze blowing across ihe range. 

There was nob a very large attendance. There were several 

- Ladies present. some of whom tried their hands atshooting wiih 
yerg good results, Mrs. 8. V. Nichols making 24 out of a possible 
25 Oyard:. The following are the best scores on the different 
m: #8; 200 yards ; silver ware match :— 
A, $B) White, first.. ..-.:-:s.:cec:ectcsyep 5 BF 4 4 4 5 5-82 
8. FIUDDATA cc cic eesti tiers eess A 6 6 4 5 4 GRRE 

_ “ ; AT 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

PINTO eps deta ot pd oc ce dada be ee taeda pee 45445 5 4-31 
D. EE. Marsh.:...... yu 24 @ 4.4 5 4 4~-29 
(©, FE. Beers (mil.)......---... 45 4 4 4 4 4—29 
By wvioal tris aise cee Go 43445 4 5-29 

200 yards Sharps’ rifle match 

A. OC. White...... -h8B44454 4 4 
S.C, Kingman.... 4444 444 4 4 
H. Nichols...-.... ‘OA SB £456 5 4 
P. W. Beers- 8444448 43 
8. V. Nichols... 44 44 4 4 4 5 4 
BW. Peek ..:5-:.:. sterictece vO £ BS 4h 3 # 
500 yards rifle matoh (carton tarwet):— 

1). N. Conger, mid range, 40 cal..... 4 G & 
5. H. Hubbard, long range... 
8. V. Nichols, mid vange.... . 
PF. W. Peck, mid range... 
Hf. Nichols, mid range..... 
8. C. Kingmun, mid range... Wis = Oe or 

2 a 

PECK. 

Pass S 

ot 

oe te Se os Oe 

a 

Hf orarora, ot 

- 
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WILLOWBROOK RANGE, (l.—There is not, by a gond deal, as 

much shooting as there should be at this range, but on the d{th 

inst. a number of military men were on the range, and scored as 

follows — 

Adjutant Williams.,.......4 2p) Largs 32 5 2 4g SM tse 
Lieutenant Simon....,.:- ta0p eee e . ; = : soa 80 

Sergeant Crané........... | a ae 4 2 ji : : ' aay (Al 

Sergeant Chapin............ uh Bi th : - : : 5 532 f Ol 

Lieutenant Osgood .... ~~} 5p) yards 2% : “t * c 3 qoat Be 

J. EB. Eagan, ist Co. G, FG.) 2) yurde. 8 i i e 5 5p 38 

The military competition was won by Lieutenant Osgood. 

Captain Palmer, of Cromwell, was the winner at the mid range 

competition, and Mr. 0.0, Case, of New Britain, at the long range. 

The next mecting for military competition will be on the second 

Tuesday in September. 

WHEELING, WW. Va., Avg. 19th. Several members of the Wheel- 

ine Club were out Lo-day at the Park range with two yisitors 
—Mr. Rothwell, of Washington, Pa., and Bailey, of Pittsburg, Pa. 

Rothwell never shot a lone range score before, and Bailey only a 
fey. but he was compelled todeave on the train before finishing 

hisecore. Rothwell also had to hurry very much at the last 

range. The mutch was just a friendly meeting for practice, 

though a prize had been intended to be shot for. 

: 80), -43455454555515 5-69) 
GE. Dwight ........4 900..55555446555555 4-7 belt 

(1,000..--55555544554555 5-73) 
\ 800....55353545455555 5-49 

Otto Jaeger... .-..,4 900..,855594454469 56 £4 5-7 +209 
(hood. S45 5545454554 54270\ 
j 800...55645455555555 5-73] 

J. W. Rothwell-...,-4 900... 5554556555455 44 410207 
{1,000.6 6564535245545 35-61) 
{ 80 ...54544445549545 4-65 

L. Heller.......-:-. 4. 900...5555505554555 4 4-67 +202 
[7,000 54454555654 5455270 

‘ ( 800... B444444454455 5 5-61) 
Geo. Leighton.......4 900....5540385445455 4 43-80 -187 

(1,000.0. 4484544455544 43-63) 
800... 8454545555448 4 5-65 

It. W. Bailey... .-... 4 900.5155 3454555555535—T1 
}1,000 02° Retired. 
+ tr 

THE GREEDMOOR FALL MERTING. 

HE Board of Directors issued the programme of matches for 

the fall meeting to open at Creedmuor on the 14th prox. 

There is no yery ambitious showing of prizes, for out of a prize 

list of over $7,000 only $482 is in cash, 51,841 being in prizes of kind, 

while $4,700 are In the shape of returnable tropbies. It will be no 

place for mug-hunters, or those who shoot for the ducats, but 

there is yariety enough to enable a rificinan to try bis skill at all 

ranges, and while the small-bore men have been remembered a 

liberal share of the matches are adapted to military shooters par— 

ticularly. The prize donors send in a variety of articles, all of 
value and worth to shouting men. 

Hartley & Graham, of 19 Maiden Lane, send a fine revolver, ete.. 
W.S, Kimball & Co., of Rochester, send many packages of Vanity 

Fair tobacco; the Hazard Powdery Company, of 88 Wall street. 

enable marksmen to get samples of their tine wares by shooting 

for them, while Tiffany & Co. contribute a fine silver yase, and the 

Winchester Arms Company are represented with theirnew Hotch- 

kiss gun. The individual matches of the meeting inelude the fol- 
lowing :— 

No, 1, Direcior’s Match; 200 yards; open only to Directors of 
the N. R. A.| rounds, 5; position, standing; weapon, any rifle; 
prize, the directers' championship gold badge, shot tur annually 
and beld by the winner during the year, 
No. 2. Judd Match ; offered annually, under resolution of Board 

of Directors, N. R. A., to commemurats the services rendered by 
Hon. David W. Judi in securing the pas-age of the law by which 
the association was enabled to obtain its range. Open to all 
comers ; Weapon, tiny military rile; distance, 200 yards ; position, 
standing; rounds, 7. Entrance fee, 31. First prize, cash, $40; 
second prize, a_ life menibership N. Kk, A, (transferauie under the 
rules), value $28; and cash, $15; third prize, a military rifle, 
value $22 50; fourth prize, cash, $10 and 250 rounds of amimuni- 
tion, value $8.75; fifth. prize, an ivery-handled revolver, value 
$15; sixth prize, cash, 3) and 240 rounds of amuiunition, value 
$8.79; seventh prize, cash, $5 and 200 rounds ot ammunition, 
value $7; eighth prize, Vanity Pair tobacco and Cigarettes, yalue 
$3; nfioth to eleventh prizes, each, cash, $5; tweltth to eighteenth 
prizes, cach, cash, $3; nineteenth tu twenty-tifih prizes, each, 
eash, $2; twenty-sixth to thirty-ifth prizes, each the repurn of 
entrance Tee, 
No. 3. Bhort-Range Match; open to all comers: weapon, any 

rifle; distunce, 200 yards; rounds, 7; posilion, standing. Mntrance 
fee, $1. First prize, a Creedmoor rifle, yalue $8; second prize, a 
life imembership N, KR. A. (transferable under the rules), value $25, 
aod evsh, $15; third prize,a niulitury rite, value $2 ; fourth 
brize, 500 ruunds of ammunition, value $17.50; fitth prize, a tield 
glass and case, value $10, and cash, $57 sixth prize, Vanity Fair 
tobacco and cigarettes, value $4; seventh to tenth prizes, each. 
cash, $5; eleventh prize, astylowraphic pen, ynlue $4.50; twellth 
LO sixteenth prizes, each, cash, 33; seventeenth to twentieth prizes, 
each, cash, $2; twenty-tirst to thirtieth prizes, each, the return ot 
énirance fee, 
No.4, The Champion’s Match: open to all comers ; weapon, 

any rile or rifles; distances, 200, 600 and 1,00) yards; rounds, 10 at 
each distance; position, standing at 200 yards, any at (00 and 1,000 
yards. Entrance fee, $2. First prize, grand medal of the National 
Hille Association, in wold, yalae $100; second prize, grand medal 
of the National Kitle Association, in silver, value $40; third prize, 
“rand medal of the Nutional Rifle Association, in branze, value 
$25; fourth prize, oné kez of FG Creedmoor jpowder, value 
$0; fifth prize. quarter keg duck shooting powder, value $3.50. 
No.6. Military Championship Match of the United States of 

America (divided into two stages). First stage: open to all mem- 
bers of the army, navy or marine corps of the United States, or 
ot the national ruard of any State. Hach competiter to appear 
in thé unitorm (full dress or Tatigue) worn by the orzanization 
of which he is a member; distances 2.0, 400 and 600 yarus ; rounds, 
Tat each distanve ; weapon, the uutnorized militaryarm of the or- 
fanization to which the competitor belongs; position ut 200 yards, 
Standing; at 500 and 400 yards, uny. Hntrance fee, $2. Pirst 
Prize, cush 525; second prize, cash 214; 15 prizes, each cash $3, 
$75: toral, 17 prizes, cush $115, Second slave; open 16 the highest 
6Uin the firststage. he winner of the tirst prize in this sluue is 
entitled tothe championship of the United States of America, 
for one year; distances, 800, 900 and 1,0UU0 yards: rounds, Tat each 
distance ; weapon, military ries Of any pattern that has been 
regularly adopted by any national or State government. Com- 
petitors may use their own pieces, or may procure rifies suitable 
for the ranges in this silage from the Superintendent of the 

ringe, who will take receipts for them, and to whom they must 
returned immediately upon the conclusion of the match. Pool 
targets will be opened at #00 yards one-half hour before the com- 
mengement of this stage; at 900 yards, Upon conclusion of 800 
yards range, for half an hour, and at 1,00 yarde, upon conelusion 
of 900 yards range, for half an hour; the match shooting at each 
Tange toimmediately follow the closing of the pool turects at 
suchrange; position, any, Entrance fee, $1. Virst prize. tha 
United States military championship gold medal, value 5125; 
second prize, cash $24; third prize, cash SIN, 

No, 6. Wimbledon Cup Match ; open to’ all citizens and residents 
of the United States; distance, 1,000 yards: 30 shots; weapon, 
any rithe within the rules; position, any without nrtiticinl rest. 
Tntrance fee, $1. First prize, the Wimbledon cup, yvaiue $360, 
presented by the National Rifle Association of Great Britain to 
the NW. R. A. of America, to be competed for on conditions to ha 
decided upon by the N. R. A. of America, and to be held by the 
winner till the next fall meeting thereof, when it will be shut for 
on the same conditions, 
The team matches are as follows :— 
No. 7. Interuational Military Match—Open to teams of 1, 

fromthe following: 1, United States of America—A, The Ariny 
of the [Tnited States, 1 team from tbe troops station d within 
ench of the 3 militury divisions—Atlantic, Pacifie and Missouyi (it 
teamsinall). BR, The United States Navy (1 team). ©, The nee 
tional guard or uniformed inilitia of the several States and Ter- 
vitories, including the District of Columbia (1 team trom eich 
State or Territory). 2. Other countries—Hnegland, Ireland, Sel- 
lind and each of the Provinces of Great Britain, exch of the 
Provinees of Canada, snd all other countries, 1 team each, from 
the following :— i 

A. The Rerular Army, 
B. The Militia, when the organizations are 
C. The Volunteers, acparate, 
D. The navy of any country. 

The members of each team to oe officers or enlisted men, nective 
members Of the eorps or organization which they represent, ind 
{o appear in the authorized uniform (full dressor fatigue) thereat. 
They shall be selected in such manner as shall be presembed ty 
the military authorities of the country or State they represent, 
and shall, if required, be certified to by themas being their au- 
thorized representatives. Distances, 20'. 500 and fi) yards. 
Rotimds, Tateach distance. Position, standing at 200 yards. any 
at s00 and 600 yards. Weapon, any military rifle which has ben 
adopted by the State or government. Ammunition, any. En- 
trance fee, 21 each man, Virst prize—A trophy, presenird hy 
Hon. Henry Hilton, of New York. to be shot for annually at 
Creedmoor or such other range as the N- Rt. A. of America Shall 
select, to he held during the year by the head of the eorvs or or- 
ganization whose team may winit,and to he returned to the N. 
Rh. A. at the expiration thereof, yalne #300. Second prize—A 
Hotebkiss military ritle, to be awarded to that member o£ the U7. 
8. A. making the highest aggregate score in this mateh, value $24. 

No. 8. Inter-State Military Mateh.—Open tol team from euch 
State and Territory in the United States, eonsistina of 12 mem- 
bers of the regularly organized ¢nd uniformed naticnal guard or 
militia of such State or Territory, chosen in such manner as shall 
be prescribed by the military authorities thereof. Bach team 
must be provided with a certificate from the adjutunt-ceneral o£ 
the State it represents, certifying that each of their number is a 
rezujar member of their unitormed militia, in good standing. anil 
wis such on the Ist of June, 1880. They shull appear in the uni- 
form of their corps. Distances, 200 and 40 yards. Position at 
yards. standing ; and ut AU0 yards any, with head tothe tare 

PRepacays teams to he sent only 

\ 

ane | ef. 
Weapon, any military rifle which has been adopted asan officinl 
arm by any State or frovernment. In cases where the State has 
adopted no particular madel (which must he certified to by the ad- 
jutant-general), the team will be allowed to use the ritie in use hy 
the rezular army of the United States. or by the uniformed mililin 
of any State. Hounds, 10 at each distance. Entrance fee, $2 
each man. First prize—To the teanmmaking the hithest asgre- 
gate score a large bronaze“Soldier of Marathon,” presi nted by the 
Commander-in- Chief, on behalf of the State of New York, to be 
shot for annually at Creedmoor. and to he held during the year 
by the adjutant-general of the Stale whose team may win it. 
value $250, Second prize—To the team making the second high- 
est aggregate score. If0 rounds of ammunjtion to each member 
of the team, value $42. 
No 9. Inter-State Long Range Match.—Open to teams of 4 from 

all rifle associations or clubs in any State or Territory in the Unij- 
ted States that may hayeaffiliuted with the National Association 
previous to the match, Members of the various teams partiui- 
pating must, at the time of shooting, be residents. and must have 
resided in the Staterepresented for at lea-t three months prior tome 
the date of the match. Distances, 800, 900 1nd 1,000 yards; 14 shots 
at cach distance; weapou,any rifle within the rules. Hntrance 
fee, $5 each. team. Prize—A trophy, to be held for the year by 
the successful team, which shall be deposited’ in some central 
place ia the State whose team may win it. 
No. 10. Army and Navy Journal MatchOpen to teams ¢-f 

twelve from any regularly organized military organizations in 
the United States, including the regular army, nayy “nd marine 
corps. <All competitors to be regularly enlisted members, ip euod 
stunding, of the regiment, battalion, corps qr troop they repre- 
sent, and to bave been such on June Ist, 1886, and to appear in the 
uniform (full dress or fatigue) of the orvaniazution they repre- 
sent. Weapon, such military rifle ys has been issued atthe publio 
expense to the organization which the team represents; distance, 
400 yards ; rounds, 7; position, any with head toward the target, 
Entrunce fee, $1 eacn competitor. First prize, to the orpacizution 
whose team makes the hizhest aggregate score, a silver trophy 
yalued at $750. This prize is to be won three times before heeoming 
the property of the winner. Ttwill be held forayear by the efii- 
ver communding the winning corps. Second prize, to the organ- 
fzalion whose team makes the second bighest agverezate score, a 
bronze trophy, value $100; third prize, to the organization whosa 
ion He the third highest aggrepate score, a Lrorze trophy, 
yalue $50. 
No. 1. New York State National Guard Match.—Open to teams 

of12men from each revimient, haltaliion orpeparate company of in- 
fautry of the National Guard of the State of New York, each man 
heing certified by his regimental commander to be a reguiarly en- 
listed member in good standing of the regiment, battalion or sepa- 
rate company be represents, and to have been such on Juve Ist. 1880. 
All competitors must appear in uniform (full dress or fatigue); 
distances, 200 and 500 yards; position. standing at 200, any, with 
head to the target, at 400; weapon, Remington rifle, Staie model ; 
rounds, 5 ut each distance. Entrance fee, 31 each man. Virst 
prize—To the reziment or battalion whose team makes the high- 
est aggregate score, the New York State prize.a tropby. presented 
by the ecommuander-in-chief, on behalf of ihe State of New York, 
yalue $500; second prize, to the regiment or bur tlion whose tent 
makes the secoud highest aggregate score, w bronze trophy, value 
$100; third prize, to the refiment or battalion whose team makes 
the third highest agerezate score, a silver yuse, value $75: fourth 
prize, to each inember of the team making the fourth highest up— 
rregate sepre, 100 rounds of ammunition, value $43. 

No, 12, First Division National Guard Match.—Open to teams of 
12 from each regiment, battalion orseparale company of infuniry 
in the First Division of the National Guard 8. N, Y. All comneti- 
tors to nppearin the uniform of their corps (fll dress or fatigui), 
and to be certified by their regimental commander to be Tee 
larly enlisted members, in wood standing, of the regiment or | 
tulion they represent, pnd t© have been such on .June Ist, Sxl; 
weapon. Kemington rifle, State model; distances, 200 and 500 
yards: S5shols ab each distance; position, standing at 200, any, 
with bead to the target, ata0 yards, Entrance fee. $1 each man. 
First prize, to the regiment, battuhon, etc., whose team mukes 
the highest avgvegate score, the New York State division priac, 
value $100; second prize, to each member of the team making the 
Second highest ag¢regate score, 1) rounds of ammunition, yalue rf 

No. 18. Second Division National Guard Muaich.—Open to teams 
of 12 from exch regiment, battalion or separite company of in- 
Tavtry in the Sevond Division of the National Guard $. N.Y. All 
competitors to appear in the uniform of their eo: ps (full dress or 
fatigue), and to be certitied by their regimental cummanuder to bo 
répularly enlisted members, in gied standing, of the regiment, 
battalion or separate company they represent, ind to have been 
such on June Ist, 1880; weapon. Remington rite, State models 
distunves, 200 #00 500 yards; 5 shots at etch distance; position, 
standiny at 200, any, with head to the tarver, at 400 yards. Wn- 
trance fee, $leach man. First prize, to the regiment or batral- 
jon, ete., whose team mukes the hichest aggregate score, the New 
York Stete division prize. value S108; second prize, to each merr- 
ber of the team making the secund bighest sgprewase score, 100 
rounds of smmunition, value $12. 
No. 14. Cavalry State Match; open to teams of T from any 

{roop. or other organization armed with esrbines, of the National 
Guard, 3, N. ¥..ésth being certified by their comniander to be a 
regulat wiember, in good standing, of the troop be represents, 
andto hive been such on June Jst, 1880; they shall appewrin tbe 
uniform of their corps (full dress or fativue); distance, 200 yards; 
position, standing; rounds, 7; weapon, Kemington, bre ech-load- 
jing carbine, State. model, with either carbime or infantry ammu- 
nition, Hnatrance fee, $1 each man, First prise, to the troop whaas 
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team makes the hichest aggregate score,a trophy, yalue $70; 
second prize, to each member of the team making the second 
hichest agerepate score, 100 rounds of ammunition, value $24.50. 
No. 15. Short Range Team Match; open to teams of 4 from any 

rerularly organized rifle club or association or military organiza- 
tion (troop, battery or company) in the United States; each com- 
petitor must be certified to as being a regular member, in good 
Standing, of the organization which he represents, and must haye 
heen such on June Ist. 1880; distances, 200 and 300 yards; rounds, 
7 at each distance; weapon, any rifle or carbine within the rules; 
position, standing. Entrance fee, $1 each man. More than one 
team may be entered from the same organization, but the same 
individual will not be allowed to appear in two teams. Tirst 
prize, to the team making the highest aggregate score, cash, $50; 
second prize, to the team making the second highest aggregate 
score, eash, $25; third prize, to the team making the third high- 
est aggrefate score, cash. $10- 4 

No. 16. Military Team Match, 200 yards: open to teams of 5 men 
from any company, troop or battery of the National Guard of 
New York, oc other States, or of the regular army, navy, or ma- 
rine corns, to be composed of company officers, non-commiis- 
sioned officers or privates certified to have been members of the 
company they represent on June Ist, 1880; position, standing ; 
teams to use the rifle their company is armed with. First prize, 
an embroidered flag, value $100, to be won three times betore 
becoming the property of the organization; second prize, $25 ; 
third prize, $15. 
Steward’s Ageregate Prizes; offered annually by Mr. J. H. 

Steward. optician, N. R. A., 406 Strand, London, W. C., England. 
The disposition of these prizes will be announé¢ed later. 

A New Frre-Arm.—Lieut. Andrew H. Russell, Ordnance Corps, 

United States army, who is at present stationed at the Watertown 

Arsenal, Mass., has taken out letters-patent, dated Aug. 3d, 1880, 

onan improved magazine fire-arm. His invention relates to the 

lacs of smallarms designated as bolt guns, Some of the fea- 

tures of lis system, he claims, can be employed beneficially with 

machine guns and with breech-loading cannon, by increasing the 
size and strength of the parts. The invention is very ingenious. 

Lieut. Russell claims 32 combinations of ideas embraced in this 

new fire-arm. 

Archery. 
— Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” : 

HIGHLAND PARK, Il!., 4ug. 10th._The following is a report of 

the first of three matches arranged between the Wabash Merry 

Bowmen andthe Highland Park Archers, The conditions were, 

teams of six, 9farrows at 60 yards, each club to shoot on its own 

ground on same day, and report scores by mail. The Merry Bow- 

men, being able to get out only five men, authorized the Highland 

Park Archers to disregard their lowest score in deciding the 

match. Consequently, the gross scores are as follows :— 

Himhland Park Archers..-- - ©... 222 j22-3 <i e cases 402—1 994 
Wabash Merry Bowmen...........-+-2. ++ ,+s+ +--+ +4 _.. 896—1,868 

Highland Park Archers win by 6—126. 
WABASH MERRY BOWMEN, 

Totals. 
W.H.Thompson.. 24-140 22-122 28-115 28-118 92-490 
M. Thompson 09 21-7 2-110 22-110 84-404 
Bodels, 2 si iere 98 21-101 23-103 21-101 87-403 
Dr. McMechan... 7% 15-59 b—% 18—%8 65-287 
VG TAT CRRER, Bara es, 14— 64 18— 8 1i— 73 19— 69 68—284 

GrAWAStOba)) «pS tens cee sep eee are pee aad a 396—1,868 

HIGHLAND PARK ARCHERS 
Totals. 

Swartwout......... 23-111 20-110 20-110 21-103 84-434 
Hammond 16— 68 21—85 24-110 23-187 84-400. 
Rall. W— 8i 21-105 22-102 2—98 80--392 
Kyle 22-124 21-107 19-77 19-81 81—389 
Street... 4 7—83 18-996 22-118 16—82  %%8—a79 
Dr. Weston.. 24— 92 24-104 21-79 2-97 92-377 

(Sberhute lyn) PRP: open ek SA0 AERA SAAR SA S5RR Se os egy | 491—2,366 

The above score, made by the Highland Park Archers,has one 

rather remarkable feature in it. It not unfrequently happens 

that the archer making the highest score, makes a less number 

of hits than the second or third man. Butit probably very rarely 

happens, asin the above case, that the sixth and lowest score is 

accompanied by the largest number of hits. This case well illus- 

trates the different results sometimes obtained in scoring by gross 

scores alone, and in scoring by points, the method now adopted 

by the National Association in shooting for the champion medals 

If we give two points for best gross score, and two for greatest 

number of hits, and consider each 24 arrows by itself, giving one 

point for score and one for hits, we shall have 12 points, and di- 

vided among the archers as follows :— 
Points. Points. 

Drs WHO: Sleaib~'s seven -7 eget ATS MVE, ESS LS atti itt lasted de ee fe u 
Mr. Swartwout........-.- ... 8 | Mr. Street ex J 
Mr. Hammond ....:-.... .... 24] Mr. Hall........ ......42....-- 0 

In scoring by points can we more accurately determine the 

velative skill of the shooters, as shown in a given match? It will 

be noticed that two changes have been madein the different ar- 

rangements. Dr. Weston goes from last to first place, and Mr. 

Hall from third to Jast, Isthisfair? Points say so. Dr. Weston 

made the greatest number of hits, and a larger number than any 
member of the club ever made, and points reward him with first 

place. Mr. Hall, though making a fine score, was not first either 

in hits or score in either 24 arrows, and points put him last. In 

scoring by points, as a rule, the archer making the greatest 

score would be the winner. But we see this would not always 

be the case. 

Cricket, 
———_— 

—Address all communications to ‘‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

ORIGIN oF RouND-HaND BOWLiNG.—We shall publish 

in next week’s issue an interesting letter on the subject 

of the origin of round-arm bowling. It comes from an 

old personal friend of Mr, Wills, perhaps the only sur- 
yiyor who knew Mr. Wills and his charming family 
personally. The account differs materially from those 
that have been handed down in cricket annuals and com- 

panions, and will be of interest to our readers. It will 
be remembered that the introduction of the new style 

created quite a stir among cricketing circles at the time, 
which Mr. Wills tried on at Marylebone, we think, in 

1822, but which the authorities would not permit. This 
excited the wrath of Mr. Wills to such a degree that he 
left the ground, and his place, by agreement, had to be 

filled up. The loss of such a man, at such a tie (Eng- 
land vs. Kent), caused a considerable amount of ill ex- 

pression by the backers of his party, although in the end 
Kent defeated Marylebone signally, 

—Bleyen Lucases played and defeated the Horsham Cricket 
Club Aug. 8d and 4th. 

—The United States-Canada mutch, as aboye noticed, will be 

played in Philadelphia Sept. 13th and 14th. We sincerely trust 

that both the associations of Canada and the United States will 
arrange to place representative teams in the field. According to 

the rules, the actual traveling expenses of players going to Phil- 

adelphia to play against Canada will be defrayed out of the pro- 

ceeds of this match. 

—The Cricketers’ Association of the United States has decided 

to srrange a mutch for the benefit of the association, to be played 
at Philadelphia Oct. 6thand 7th. Ithas been suggested to select 

elevens as follows: one composed of members under thirty, and 

one of those who have reached three decades. 

—Eleven Americans will play eleven Englishmen, Sept. 22d and 

23d, atStenton. The Girard Club will select the English team, 

and the American team will be chosen by the Young America 

Club. 

—Mr. f. Kearney, of Halitax, has kindly sent usan excellent 

photograph of the “Canadian team,’’ which recently visited Eng- 

land. Itshall be placed in our large collection of cricket pic— 

tures. 

—The Philadelphia match committee has written Mr. Alexan- 

der, manager of the Australian team, thdtit would he tunable to 

arrange a match as desired by him, 

—The Staten Island Club's first eleverrwas engaged to play the 

Longwoods on Saturday last-ateBoston, but was obliged to excuse 

itself, as a team could not be found to go. 

Loxnewoop vs. Hamiron.—First match of the Longwood’s 

tour to Canada. Played at Hamilton, Aug. 9th and 10th, and 

after a nip and tuck contest resulted in favor of the towrists by 9 

runs :— 

LONGWOOD. 
First, Innings. Second Innings. 

Jones, b Kennedy. .. ... 0 b Woolverton ......... 14 
Tyler, e Gillespie, b Kennedy 2 b Werrie ..............5....5-08 10 
Hubbard,e Buchanan, b Ken- 

TE Yee e eb hitea cia de Dh REnriaw pide see ita: 0 
Bixby, ec and b Ferrie tGillespie.. jeee spall 
Dutton, b Ferrie.. b Wilson. eel, 
Curtis, b Ferrie ine run out... pee 
Wrieht, ¢ Stinson, b Ferrie.. 0 b Gillespie.........-.... of 
Peabody, b Ferrie,.....-.....- ll c¢ Buchanan, b Ferrie.... . 8 
Pickering, b Ferrie.. we LOE DiGailleapicwe eer.) ei s.r ee. 2 
Train, not out.. ....-. 6 b Woolverton ........ .-... 1 
Prince, e Gillespie, b Ferrie. 6 notout...... .2...... ......., 6 
HIGEUAS Tin se veiets orice a wena eh se eelUR SOT Gores geet tye ee) Secs eel 

Tf Neetu de-s co a AR TOV siesta ees speed i 
HAMILVON, 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
Woolverton,e Wright, b Dut- 
He eo DR WR ROD te ideo JO My Rid, ie. Sed oo ok eae it] 

A. Hervy,Jr., b Dutton SI Ge Wrehi the Solan ana 3 
Rogers, b Wright. -.: . 1 ceJones, b Wright...... . 0 
Gillespie, b Wright........... 7 PO Our fee : eli 
Wilson, ¢ Curtis. b Dutton... 0 b Wright............. 4. vb 
Stinson, run out.............. ¢ Tyler, b Dutton.. . 0 
Hope, ec Hubbard, b Dutton.. 11 b Wright... ...... a 
Kennedy, ¢ Curtis. b Dutton. 2 ¢ Prince, b Wright ct 
Park, ¢ Pickering, b Dutton. 0 ¢ Bixby, b Dutton... . 3 
Ferrie, b Wright.... .. ..... 4 ¢@ Prince, b Wright. - 16 
Buchanan, not out...........- 0 not out .... ..... ay 
ee ha TeRBPAC AAG SS AAG Sno oe OY Sheet Hey en Se igi eee 7 

Motel® Patsi.s pies is ach sPrea a Hye UW ee ee oe es ; 6 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 

HAMILTON—FIRST INNINGS, 

Total Balls. Runs. Maidens. Wickets. Wides, 
Kennedy....:....... 78 15 8 0 
Grier > ee fei ea pes v6) 30 5 vi Ut] 

Second innings. 
Gillespie. .:-.._----. 21 8 3 
errie. ts .4 21 b] 3 0 

Wilson ....... 16 4 iT 0 
Woolverton........ a8] 3 2 0 

LONGWOOD—FIRST EXNINGS, 
Viet. eee 83 14 9 a 2 
Dutton,....... eee CO ee 26 4 6 0 

Second Innings. 

Wright..., .. 107 88 6 i 1 
Dutton............. 95 Be 9 2 0 
Hubbard) 24... 5 1 0 0 0 
The second match of the tour was published in our last issue ; it 

was Longwood vs. Toronto, played at Toronto, Aug. 11th and 12th» 

and was won by the home club by 40 runs. 

LONGWOOD vs. CoBOURG.—Third match of the Longwood's tour 

to Canada. Played at Cobourg Aug. 14th, and resulted in an easy 

victory for the Boston gentlemen by 61 runs ;— 

LONGWOOD. 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

Tyler, ¢ Osler, b Logan....... 0 cand bLogan..... ............ 2 
Dutton, ¢ Hayden. b Hall..... 15 “Whew Loran? .. 0 Sy ene pes. 7 
Hubbard, ¢ and b Logan...... Doron ont oss ee ora --16 
Bixby, b Wood...-.--.... 5 ewes eM) CUES: nb eir tude 0 wes ten une cone 15 
Jones, b Wood.......- Me rd JOUr, 0 c Hill, b Osler... brine sheers 
Wright, b Logan... ......,..--: 20 o@ Hill, b Logun......,...2. eee 
Curtis, ¢ Rogers, b Hall....... CT DIOsler fe eed W werk een ecmted 
Peabody, c Rogers, b Logan,.J4 c Chadbourne, b Osler......... 0 
Train, c Hall, b Logan...-...-. 2 cand b Osler 
Prince, not out................ ) ebOalex (tery. er. 
Pickering, c Hayden, b Hall,. 2 bHall....... . 
FOXULASt, ougt tac oS- gece ee BG THCtChAS oo. bas as ow cease ae 

TTL Se. chip elses Aacle Pee Some 2s AT OtHEG 0 1. 0-0-1 tected ee bee 70 

COKGURG. 
First Innings, Second Innings. 

G, Hall, DWrights..- 06... sss OPC: Be baVrie ut. Shes ye eel ned 6 
Hayden, b Curtis, b Dutton...14 ce Prince, b Wright............. ii 
Logan, ¢ Curtis, b Dutton..... 8 cand b Wright...,.-....-...... 6 
Fisher, b Wright....-.........- Oe Satie en har Pree T 
H. Hall, b Wright.............. 9 ¢@ Bixby, b Tyler........ no 5 
Chadband, st Curtis, b Hub- 

ye er aru arn ge cit] He OD Gt) bere Je - 8 shee Seceehwtn gah oe tals 
Rogers, b Wright........... .- cand b Wright........... ail 
Wood, c Dutton, b Wright.... 0 b Wright........ CEM Sat x a5) 
PE OT GU. vynuae tece Pete 1 ec Dutton, b Hubbard... 5 
Armour, ¢ Dutton, b Wright.. 0 b Tyler........ ....... " . 0 
Osler, c Pickering, b Wright.. 0 b Tyler Feat! 
EXXtPAS... riy-+. Aone Poe ee, we o> AESCOLAS HE «seston es & 

Total Wes Sates. Sees emeoe, | DOLE. Paes a EPL aaseetes.: 50 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 

COBOURG—FIRST INNINGS. 
Balls. Runs, Maidens. Wickets, 

Dogan site ont teetees 80 23 4 By 
WOOGK-\ tispe ae coetas Were 65 16 0 2 
TAIT a ote cee 38 22 tt) 2 

Second Innings. 

53 bY 3 
10 2 0 
a Fe 6 5 

LONG WOOD—FIRST INNINGS, 
16 8 T 
5 3 1 
7 1 

Second Innings. 

Wright.. reve ne OO. at 4 ~ 6 
Hubbard........... vena 40 23 it 1 
PIGT slob coeng ar eae eone 0 8 3 

LONGWOOD vz. MONTRHAL.—Fourth and last match of the Long- 
wood’s tour. Played at Montreal, Aug. 18th, and won by the 

tourists by an innings and 87 runs :— 

MONTREAL. 

First Innings, - Second Innings. 
0 cand b Dutton .. fi 

Badgley, b Wright 2 c¢ Prince, b Dutto: 0 
Browning, ¢ Hubbard, b D 
TONS ss ey cod 2 b Dutton... 2 

Liddell, ec Hubbard, 1 b Wright... {) 
Swinnard, b Wright 2 b Wright. Tz 
McMurray b Wright 0 not ont... Behe. 0 
Dick, ¢ and b Dutton. 1 b Wright. ... 2 
MelIntyre, b Wright Pati aoli rey we ee 2 
Beevar, not out... & DeWirightye Wea 8 
Benjamin, ¢ Curtis. 2 ¢ Train. b Dutton. 0 
Frazer, b Wright . b Wright FEARS aoe 3 
BYES, ke RO te See A eee, 3 Byes 2, leg-bye 1.,......-..... 8 

Motal) 6500.) pon eee ic PAG Ud RCRA RA AS FF ARSE 33 

LONGWOOD—FIRST INNINGS. 
Dutton, DeSnribh re. sce ib ares 6 | Train, ec McIntyre, b Brown- 
lyler, ¢ Swinnard, b Smith. 0 1 OPS Sa 4 SOE A Pe ye ee 
Hubbard. ¢ Badgley, b Smith 0] Prince, b Browning ....--. .- 
Bixby, ¢ Browning, b Smith, 18} Pickering, notout... ...... 8 
Wright, c Bell, tb Budgley.... 1} Byes 9, leg-byes 8... ....... Ey 
Jones, c Liddell. b Badgley ,. 12 = 
Curtis, b Liddell............., 12) eto tater ee meet aoe rast ee 145 
Peahody, ¢ Frazer, b Badgley 3 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 

LONGWOOD—FIRST INNINGS. 
Balls. Runs. Maidens. Wickets. 

COATES ee Sten ic. ere 50 14 3 6 
Varley fe eee dey yee nD, 8 i] 5 

Second Innings. 

Dutton ice sss sex an:.} 65 21 2 4 
Wark Woe tei ieicte'> 66 9 6 5 

MONUREAL—FILRST INNINGS. 
PMith -.- oes. Wats err 39 4 4 
Badgley... .. .. 60 19 4 3 
Liddell....... =i 28 2 1 
Frazer.....- +. He 13 1 0 
Browning....-.. . 40 29 0 2 

A glance at the scores of the Longwood Cricket Club, of Boston, 

made during its first eleyen visit to Canada, shows us that four 

matches were played and three of them won by the tourists. A 
most excellent showing. Through the courtesy of George Wright, 

whom we remember long before he knew “ what pie meant, we 

have been enabled to give our readers the full scores and bowling 

analyses of thetour. He kindly intormed us from every cricket 

center, and he knows whereof he writes. Unfortunately we were 

away from the city when his letters reached this office, otherwise 

they would have been published, which a want of space will not 

now permit. He winds up by saying: *“‘ Throughout the trip we 

met with the best of treatment at the hands of our opponents, 

and it reminded one of what cricket used to be in bygone days in 

matches between Canada and the United States.” 

Subjoined are the batting and bowling averages of the four 

events :— 

PENINSULAR vs. St. MARY’s.—Played at Detroit on Aug. 12th :— 

PENTNSULARS. 

First Innings, Second Innings. 
Bamford, b Murphy.. .. Il ce MeIntyre, b Moscrip eH 
Heizho, b Adams ......... .. 18 c@ Melntyre, b White. 1 
Smith, b Adams, e McIntyre. 7 c Dixon, b White -. +16 
Irvine, b Morphy ........-... 0 didnot bat wed 
Calvert, b Morphy.... . § bAdsms.. 6 
White, b Morphy ...... .. 3l b Cameron. 1Z 
Waterman,b Morphy......... 2 b Adama... 8 
Wiley, run out.......5........ 0 b Morphy 4 
Dodds, b Morphy..... .....-. 5. not out... 15 
Beck, b Cameron........- .. 0 b Moserip. fi 
Young, not out. ..........., 3 b Moscrip. re 
ctrass 6 eiedi anes oy! Peeaeit. 2 40 BEXtras.....,.:.... wHeavsipuls ates 8 

ENC Hetoe, 3p bitte teh obeieles ke BA) YPotaler eee eee or DELS 15 

8T. MARY'S. 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

Adams, b White........ Stak 
Moscrip, W., b Smith......... 0 mot out...............0....00. , 3 
Morphy, H. 8., run out....,. 25 e¢ Calvert,b White..........., 19 
Cameron, b Smith............ G (WOE OWE) Tan. cece eee see 
Pepper, G, F., run out........ 28 bSmith..... deaebj ide ah eele 6 
McIntyre, G., ¢ White, b 
Ge Dinh eee See Nice ee ueren Bo DW ce eee Pe tity: 3 

White, b White.,............. 5 
Kay, b White..-.i.-7 1.25, ¢i6- 6 
Iryine, run out........... fe PO SIAIED oe? 28 toe hon fs i) 
Clark, J,, not out 0 
Dixon, b Smith............... 0 
LOSSES tao 8 biiete: gE. O 3 

Uitte: Re Ae eyes Sack ean 76 For four wickets........ -. 4g 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 0s. AUSTRALTANS.— Played at Clifton, Eog-> 

on Aug. 2d, 3d aud4th. Won by those from the antipodes by 68 

runs:— 
THE AUSTRALIANS. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
A. Bannerman, ¢ Gribble, b 

Midiwititero. osu ese to 2 
W.L.Murdoch,b W.G.Grace.. 2 
T. U. Groube,! bw,b G. FP, 
Grace 5 2. 

P.S. M’Donnell, ec Gilbert, b 

e Bengough, b Midwinter 
lbw, b W.G. Grace... 

c BE. M.. b W. G. Gruce...... 

Midwinter........... .-. +. c BE. M. Grace, b Midwinter.. 79 
F. R. Spofforth. c Townsend, 
iW. G. .Graces2.c Js 14, HW. G.iGracesise-47-, t-.-cdd 

J. M. Blackham, c Midwinter, ! 
Wi GAGTECe, Nila recess li runout........ eke eee a 

G. J. Bounor, e Cranston, b 
WioG. Grace. .0 cic ate @ Gribble, bh W. G. Grace 85 

J. Slight, cand b W.G.Grace. 3 
H. F. Boyle, b Midwinter.,,., 10 
G. Alexander, b W.G. Grace. 0 
G. E. Palmer, not out 0 

TUO OUL. 6.26. sas 
lbw, b W. G. Grace 
b Midwinter... .. 

Byes 6, leg-byes 4,...----+---- 

Pode) Wie de 22 2st Bt dees an 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
Ww. G. Grace, c Boyle, b 
Palmer, 2228-5025 ke fen 5. lbw, b Spofforth,...,.----+.. 3 

BR. M. Grace, b Palmer..-....- fiji e@and b Spotforth............. 41 
Midwinter, ¢ Boyle, b Spof- 

PR DLN Gat tree y= stars . 11 ¢ Alexander, b Spofforth...., 12 
F. Townsend, b Palmer...... 3 ¢ Murdoch, b Boyle..... .... 1 
G. F. Grace, b Spofforth...... 25 bSpolforth....... .... . 10 
J. Cranston, b Palmer... 1 ¢ Bonnor, b Palmer..... Bu 
W.R. Gilbert, notout ....... 48 cSpofforth, b Palmer.. - 10 
Ww. 0. Moberly, b Palmer..... § bspofforth -.......... at: ) 
W. Fairbanks, b Spofforth,. 3 notout.....,.. re 
H. W. R. Gribble, b Palmer.. 8 bSpofforth..............- breiss 
C. 8. Bengough, c Blackhar, 

b Spofforth.......++---+- +++ ¥ ¢ Murdoch. b Spofforth....... 1 
Byes 4....++ Peay eae -- £ Byess, leg-bye 1....,.- 5 tet 

TiGtAD at. ckled 2 eet ee LOLS eu Rotel 6) 3c aes heens eee 

— Mr. Hadow, one of the leading cricketers of Great Britain, 

who visited this country with Grace’s famous team. has married 
Lady Constance Hay, eldest daughter of rhe Burl and Countess of 
Kinnoul, and niece of Lady Londesborough, under whose chap- 

eronage the young lady has been known to the fashionable world 

of London for the Jast myo or three seasons. 
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BATTING AVERAGES, 
Mostin Mostin Times Ay. Runs 

Matebes. Inn'gs. Runs. an Inn'gs.a Match.not out.per Inn'gs. 
i ye 2 15.70 aones.... 4 Vs 0 us 0 5 

Bixby... 4 7 70 15 23 1 11.67 
Dutton, 4 7 06 15 22 0 . 
Wrielt.. 4 7 47 20 20 0 6.71 
Pexhbody + 7 38 14 14 it] 5.45 
Hubbard 4 T 85 Wi 16 0 5. 
Curtis... 4 7 BB 12 ii iT] 5, 
Train,... 4 vi 30 10 1 i) 5. 
Prince,., 4 7 17 if 12 a 4,25 
Tyler. 4 va 22 12 Iz it) 3.14 
Piekering q 14 B & 2 2.80 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
Tnoives, Balls. Runs! a Hast aaa AvaHies: AYETA BE: 

i] ‘ oy Tyler.,.:_, 2 6 AT 
Wright... 8 67h 162 AL 43 a 8.76 
Dutton —, 7 87a A a2 EA) i] 5.60 
Ourtis..,.. 1 20) 13 ‘) 2 J (1.40 
Hubbard. 6 185 62 Wh a 0) 10.40 
Bixby .... 1 15 8 0 q ) 

—The rst match played between the 8t. Georges aud Newark 
ericket clubs, on the grounds of the foyner in this city, Oct. 20th 
1845. 
ei ae 

FIXTURES. 

Aug. 26.—At Hoboken, Staten Island (2d) us. St. Gconke (2d), 
Aug. 28.—At Longwood, Staten Island vs. Longwood. 
Aug. 30.—At Staten Islund, Newark vs. Staten Island. 
Sept. 1.—At Harrowgate, Chester City vy. Girard. 

meee 1—At Prospect Park, Scotish Wanderers s. Snglish 
even. 
Sept. 3.—At Prospect Pal, Young America (2d) ve. Manhattan. 
Sept. £—At Stenton, Chestnut Hill ys. Youn America. 

- Sept. 4.—At Ardmore, Young America (24) vs, Merion (20), 
Sept. 8.—ATStenton, Chester City vs. Young America (2d). 
Sept. §.—At Prospect Park, Manhattan vs. Staten Island. 
Sept. 11.—Ar Ardmore, Merion vs. Young America, 
Sepr, 11.—At Harroweate, Belmont vs, Girard. 
Sept. Band 44—At Philadelphia, Cpited States vs, Canada. 
Sept. 14.—At Wesr Philadelphia, Chester City os. Belmont (2d). 
Sept 17.—At West Philadelphia, Delmont ps, Staten Island. 
Sept. 18 —At Nicetown, Girard ve. Germantown. 
Sept. 18.—At Ardmore, Merioi vs. Belmont. ‘ 
Sept. 32 and 23.—At Stenton, Eleyen English vs. Bleven Ameri- 

cans. 

Hachting and Canoeing. 
—Adudress all communications to ‘* Forest anil Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

NEW YORK YACHT CLUB. 

ANNUAL CRUISE—CONTINUED. 

WN our last issue, the New York Yacht Glub was lett at anchor 
in New Bedford harbor, where they were made the recipients 

ot a hearry welcome from all, ani were offered the hospitalities 
of the city. Aug-17th broke bright and clear, with little wird. 
The crews were given a much needed rest, and boat racing with 
volunteer entries were in order. At? P.M.,atagun from the 
Rambler, al) hands“ dressed’ ship, a sight which was pleasing to 
the townspeople, who crowded the wharyes and shipping to see 
the disvlay of bunting from deck to truck, The boat racing was 
slaried ut 3 P.M., The entries confined to blue jackets of the squad- 
ron. For double sculls, crews were entered from the Dauntless, 
Fonmand Gracie. Course, 1 mile, Gracie’s bout won by three 
Jeneths, Dnuintless secund. For the pair oars there were entries 
from the Nettie, two craws, from the America, with Mr. Paul 
Butler, son of Gen, B. #. Butler, as couxswain, from the Vision, 
Mischiet and Psyche. One of the Nettie’s crews was steered by 
Mr. HP. Osborn, ber owner. The America’s boat won after lead- 
ing all around, with the Mischiel crew bulf alength astern. For 
the single sculls there were entries from the Vixen, Psychu, 
Foam, Clio, Latoun and Magic. Clio's boat took the lead, but 
FPoam’s min won finally by one leneth, Clio second, The sport 
was wound up Wilh a four-oared gig race. Entries from Phan- 
tom, Tidal Wave, Stranger and Addie Voorhies. The latter crew 
Was composed of Harvard eriudusates, and,in the event of win- 
ming, woultl have tilrned over the stakes to the next boat. Tidal 
Wave's crew, however, took the lead at the turn and finished tirst, 
the Addie Voorbies' amateurs a fair second. In the evening an 
intormal reception was beld af the club-house of the New Bed- 
ford Y.U. The Clytie had again joined the squadron, not being 
able to find doclkure at Newport,and was hauled out on the 
marine railway at Fairhaven, where her bottom was cleaned. 
Tidal Wave was likewise very dirty, and, finding 010 uccommoda- 
tion, was not to euter next day for the flag officers' prizes. The 
steamer Stranger also turned up, and was, of course, an object of 
admiration. here were lkewise a larye number of unattached 
yachts and steamers tying various bureees, which contributed to 
swell the whole to a vast fleet, crowding the harbor to its utmost 
capacity. 
The eae for the flag officers’ prizes had heen set down for 

Wednesday, Auy. 1ith,anda very propitious day it proved, as 
the) ¢ was just wind enough to make ita fair test of model, and 
notamere question of tonnage,as on the previous passapes, 
when heavy weather was encountered. Before proceeding, it 
may be well to note the followiny resolutions which were adopted 
abvard the Rambler the preyious night npon motion of Rear- 
Coin. J. D. Smith, of the Estelle :— 
Whereas the yisit of the New York Yacht Club has been marked 

by UnvVarying courtesy on the part of the New Bedford Yauht 
Olib aud a cordial weleome from her citizens; therefore 

Resolved, Thut the New York Yacht Club, as4 fleer, desire to 
express their bigh appreciation of the extraordinary hospitality 
otfered by the New Bedford Yacht Club, and also of the consid- 
erate attention which has been offered by the ladies and gentle- 
men of their city, i 

Resolved, That a copy of the above resolution be sent to Com, 
Hawes, 
The wind was light to moderate from the southward asthe 

yachts beat their way Ouf to the start,and there was hardly 
enough of it for the schooners, but a nice working breeze for the 
sloops, SO the results of the day were anxiously looked forward 
to, The course was from Clark's Point to a mark boat in Kettle 
Ooye, Naushon Isjund, $$ miles southeast by south-one-quarter- 
solith; thence to Penikese Island, keeping it on port; thence to 
and around Sow snd Pigs Lightship, keeping it on starbourd ; 
thenus toand arvuod Hen and Chickens Lightship, keeping it on 
starboard; (hence to buoy off Dumpling Rocks, on portand then to 
atart,40 miles, Start ivyiog,with 16m. crace,an allowance which robs 
the race of much intere3t and renders the start quite featureless. 
The prizes were four in Dumber, one for each class on New York 
Yacht Club measurement and time allowance, open to yachts of 
New Bedtord, Kastero and New York Y. C., and presented by the 
flag officers of the latter, Regzutta Committee: Messrs. G. L. 
Haight, Wm. Krebsand Frank {. Robinson. Hntries as under :— 

FIRST CLASS SCHOONERA, 
Name, Club and Owner. 

Crusader, New York, J. Rh. Maxwell... ..0+--.. ---s.ysseensans 1,25 
Clytie, New York, A. P. Stokes........ a 

SECOND COASS SCHOONERE. 

Peerless, New Bedford, Vice-Com, Hathaway., ............- 3,540 
Halcyon, Bastern, C.J. Paine.........-....-.-. A .-.. 6,000 
OhDs NEW ODE elon abby ra epemralant ssateelsretsctees-ress . 8,720 
Mavic, Bastern, FP. R. Weed, Jr.. « « BOTT 
Indolent, New Bedford ... ....:.. (4222-2225. see eee se 

; FIRST CLASS SLOOPS. 
Mischief, New York. J. R. Busk............-.-.,----- 
Gracie, New York, 0, R. Flint....,....,, 
Vision, New York, J. J, Alexandre..... .. 

SECOND CDASS SLOOPS. 
Regina, New Youk, W, A. W. Stewart........... 
Vixen, New York, F.C. Lawrence ..__.. vet 
Windward, Eastern, George O. Sbattuclr,..... 
Aotive, Eustern, Ohare “ Horton........- 

eith.. 

The start was made at 11:39 A.m., and all hands sailed across the 
line af their ease. Regina got away first, well to windward, with 
Aetiye under her lee and Vision close astern. Among the 
schooners Clytie was weed 2 with the Magic on her weather 
quarter and the smart sloop Vixen in her wake. It was a single 
leg to the first mark, and slub topsails were in order exceptamong 
the large schooners, who stuck to their working riz only. There 
Wis music in the air when the beauty Mischiet—the American 
Vanduara—after making a late start, slipped through the fleet, 
going by big and litile, until wellio the lead. One of our con- 
temporaries, not finding Mischiet leading every day of the ctnise 
had taken & rather doleful view of this crack, and thought her 
much overrated; but our contemporary had its mind set right 
again by hersailing this diy, and sheis now no longer so much 
overrated as before, Letus here remind mauy that the all-im- 
portant factor of tonnage ts too often overlooked, and erroneous 
conclusions arriyed at, To those who ave seeking a solution for 
Mischieft's sailing, and have becume mixed by Gracie’s beuting 
her upon two occasions during the scrub runs of the cruise, it 
will serve them well to remind them of the value of tonnage in 
heavy weather. Gracie is 20 per cent. larger and 10 per sent, 
longer, and when we remeuiber that Gracie is at all tinies a very 
Smart craft, itis no longer a riddle why she beat Mischief in 
strong winds. But in moderate weather, when tunnaze does not 
assume such jimportanes, and when modeland proportions have 
# better show, the Mischief has yet to find a rival. It is barely 
possible that the Arrow might muke her a match, and that remains 
to be seen at some future day. As for Mischief not carrying her 
Ganyvas, thatis moonshine, she stands up to ber rig better than 
Gracie, Fannie, Vision or the whole lot of her class, Nor is her 
hoist excessive fora racing sloop; it ig no More than a large 
nuinher of similar yachts display. Crities must not overlook 22 
tons of lead and heayy iron garhoards, They cannot be seen, bub 
they count nevertheless. Mischiel,as we know by experienee, 
is as food asea-boat as any beamy ‘sloop can be. She is much 
better in rough water than DMaony or Vision,and the equul of 
Gracie. This may not be saying much, for none of our sloops 
have much to brag of in this respect; but Mischiuf isan improve- 
ment upon them all ins faras her beam is ingore moderate and 
her depth greater. We muy prefers very cuasiderabla moditiva- 
lion of the Mischief for all-round purposes, bub she is a step 
nearer the desired than the Gracie, at all events. The latter is 
tox2lintt against Mischiet's 61219.10x7.9. Itis a mistake to con- 
sider the iron sloop a“ buge jib and malosail.’ She is nothing of 
the sort, but is tlie barrowesi and deepest sloop we haye got, and 
that she can go is no Longer open to question. Her record stands 
thus: pixraces; one not finished owing to calm; iirst prize in all 
of the remaininy tive and the Bennett cup for sloops besides, aud 
that in three monthstime. Beat that if you can, or else cease try- 
ing to detract from a well-earnéd reputation by wrongly insinu- 
ating that she is nothing but a ‘racing machine,” when, as a 
inatter of fact, she is leas of 4 “ machine” than unything in her 
class. ITtis our opinion that with suugger spars she would give 
even Gracie the slip in heavy weather. She was designed, how- 
ever, to accomplish a Certain purpose, and that she does most 
thoroughly. For this reason we pronounce Mischief the most 
successtul yacht of this and many other seasons, and we take a 
pardonable pride in her performances, because she comes nearer 
to that“ happy mean" we wish to see introduced, and because 
she will encourage experimebting in the right direction. She 
thoroughly disproves the prevalent impression that nothing hut 
a Hat, broad slab of # thing can sail fast. ‘lo reluru to the racing, 
Vixen was jammed too high, and poor Hesper—an exceedingly 
pretty cutter—wus frightfully haudléd. In Boston waters she 
has given a good account of herself, but a lundsman at the wheel 
will give the friskiest clipperthe sulks. How we would like to 
see Husper with a keel and lead under her, a wide awake, racing 
skipper aod a young gale. Whata dash she would cut! 
When able lo mike the Kettle Cove mark the yachts sent up 

jibtopsails, their time being taken as follows :— 

M. 8s. Name M. 5, 
sT 19] Windward 06 8623 
48 40 | Olio, .- OG 4 
69 §7| Gracie.. T 53 
2 (4| Crusader 08 41 
2 40} Witie 1 WwW 39 

(Naie sya) eityersrs Se eae | 16 ive 
WES ION LeSpey eee Ise ii 

Misuhief. (4 386) Indolent... Pop 19820) 
Haloyon........... 1 05 #25) KRecreation.,,...,... Not taken. 

Poor Recreation was out ofthe-hunt. She had buts very short 
cruising rig, but looked as well kept as under her old owner, who 
won for his sloop the reputation of being the best rigved and nob- 
blest of everything fariand near. Down the beach it was a dead 
beat, and everything was wot hard in for short boards along 
Nuushon Island. Ulytie put Peerless about, but the latter turned 
up again in the lead, her skipper, to the manner born, knowing 
every inch of the ground. It wasnow a mutter of honest, dawn- 
right work, and the best showed the stuff they were made of by 
screwing out on the weather of one after anvther. Crusader 
edged up on Clytie, Mischief put everything under her lee witha 
nonchalance toatl made theexperts present fairly tickle with de- 
ligkt, while Halcyon struck itlucky ina board out, and fetched 
(he next mark « goud third. The work to windward is told by the 
following times of rounding the Sow and Pigs :— 

Ho Mie (Se ~ Name- H. M. Sz 
3 ri 15 | Windward.......... 3B AL 16 
BI ¢ 10 | Clio. c. ase. : al 43 
3 41 88| Gracia.... . 538 
3 41 5659) Crusader... ot 48 
t AT 10 | Active. ._- htt 40) 

| Pees Atm LIV IRI ON spastic ences 560 Al) 
Clytie.... .. -3 350 85 

Comparing these times with those at the first mark, the question 
whether Mischief isa jammer vr_ net isanswered effectively. It 
Wis simply a slide down the wind to the next wark, and the way 
Mischief got away from big and little, from good, very good, und 
bad, is nothing short of astunisbing, we claim. There were crack 
yaebts longer? there were crack yachts shorter; there was the 
pick of America, and a yacht whieh will arop the whole Heet in 
uch uninisltakable style as Mischier did, is certainly nothing olse 
than wondertil|; it cannot be made out any other way, She works 
to the fore of the antire fleet in wind jamming, and She quits the 
loestill further in running. Ts or is not the Mischiet “oyerrated.'"' 
She has notyet been rated enouyh, as those who try ber on in the 
future will find out. The Orusader had run up on Clytie, and 
Heyina, Peerless, Vixen and Magic were weil to the fore, that is, 
within half au hour of Mischief The Hen and Chickens was 
hauled around as under :— 

Name. H. M. &.| #£=Name, H. M. 3&. 
Mischief...........- 4+ 28 a0) Olytie.....--...--... A By Pu) 
Ttegina.... 4 36 02~Ci | Gracie.......- .. 4 5 ae) 
Peerless .. oo 492-0 Crusader -2..,54,-.. 4 S55 20 
Haleyon.. veh AB 10} Vision..,...., -4$ of 40 
Vixen...-- - + 46 30] Active........ 4 ay 
Magic 4 52 10) Windward......-..4 59 45 
Glia ieee rene 4 53 O00 

With the wind abeam and a fair tide a rapid run home was made, 
with allspare muslin in demand, Crusader caught Clytie, but 
fouled her boom with the Dunrptiog mark, a foul which Mr. Anson 
P. Stokes in a sportsman-like spirit refused to take udyantage of. 
It was nose and nose fora while between these two schooners, 
Gracie and Vixen, who for a long streteh suiled abreast, Gracie 
finally drawing outahead as she whiskered out her jibtopsuil. 
The two schooners crossed within « few seconds of each other. 
Altogether, the last portion of the race was exciting to a degree. 
Mischief—well, as a contemporary letting itself down easy. puts 
it--it was just her day.” We should say it was; it abways is 
when she wins, This timeshe won with « couple of miles to spare 
after as honest a day's racing 4s was ever witnessed. As the 
Limes below show, she beat the second Yacht, the Haleyon, by 11 
minutes, the sevond io her Glass, Wie Gracie, by 22 minutes, not to 
split-hairs about seconds,und she beat ihe average time of the 
whole fleet by 23 minutes! “But then she is overrated,” The 
finish Was as under: 

FIRST CLASS SUHOONERS. 

; Elapsed 
Start. Finish. time. 

Name. H.M,S H. M.s, H.M,3. 
Crusader?...........-.-.,4-...- ii 42 48 & 05 00 6 12-12 
Loy ant: Ree ye rs tes-s1-e AL 46°58 6 05 17 & 18 21 

SECOND CLASS SCHOONHERS. 
Peerless..... . . TH 49 27 4 31 Bt 6 02 07 

4 - 11 51 24 a 49 24 4 he US 
Il 52 02 601 08 6 09 0b 

ores ----. 11 46 09 01 42 615 33 
Web esti eee di $4 12 Did not make the course 

EBIHST CLASS SLOOPS, 

neat eee a 40 5+ 5 47 44 
rae 6 02 GL 6 O 51 

ONL, wciwecatyes sesunieuveene 6 08 40 6 23 12 

Regina 6.50 21 6 06 5s 
Vixen...., 6 00 Ag 6 14 06 
Windward 6 24 2h G38 50 
Active... ._- Pon id ae § 11 ot 6 27 af 
fs) Fi) 0t ea es ee ». Li 49 08 Not timed. 

is Sapiee ee ::- Tl 56 00 Withdrawn. 
Reaper ioe FS L8 . 11 66 00 Not timed. 
Bifig........ Li 48 44 Not timed. 
The winners are Crusader (unless protested on account of fou)), 

Peerless, Mischief and Kegina. The tirst two are models of Mr. 
Maxwell's, who, therefore, has won honors enough for one day. 
Halcyon sailed exceedingly well; Avtiye was not in form; Clio 
beat Magic pretty roundly, and, fora change, the Key port's love 
Ob aivuy with Vixen, Vhere was a clambake of enurimous di- 
mensions at Pope's Island, given by the generosity of the New 
Bedford Yacht Club, and the slaughter of the innocent clam was 
terrible. Speeches, tireworks und a general velebration served to 
clinch the triendly feeling between guest and visitor, and mauy 
a Yachtsman yows from this day that New Bedford is the best 
aud satest harbor on the coust. Vice-Com. Waller lowered his flag 
on board the Dauntless, as he leff for home by advice of bis 
physician. Orders were left forthe schooner to finish the cruise 
wilh the fleet. 
Next morning, Aug. 19th, the feet got tnderway for the Vine- 

yard. Many were towed ont; after which sail was made, and 
the beat down to Quick's Hole commenced to a southerly wind, 
‘he leaders were pinched by the tide in the Hole, enabling the 
reshto come up. After a good deal of boxing about, the passage 
Was effected and the wind piped up as the Sound was opened, 
As no reynlar start was made, the squeeze through the Hole 
mude the sailing 9 matter of fuking} nothing like raving o¢- 
curred, barring some short-lived brushes, as One yessel ranped 
alongside of another. Phantom exhibited her peculiar tactics in 
Making a danperously close shave, by forving & passage thiougch 
Clytie und the cutter Muriel. Estelle and Gracie got rid of their 
topmasts; but without anything else worth noting, the anchor— 
ave in Vineyard Huyen was made during the alternoon. The 
Eastern squadron, alter formal salutes all around, parted com- 
pany with their New York brethren, the former bemg bound 
around the Cape and the latter ro the westward. The next morn- 
Ing, Aue. 20th, found wu strong wind blowing trom the southwest, 
proinising some real livework out ot the Vineyard Sound, and u 
beam wind from Gay’s Head to Newport, the lust harbor to be 
nade. ‘The sky was overcast aud looked like businuss; so much 
80, Lhat soine thought discretion the betrer part of Valur, ut least 
when you have a flat-iron under you, and preferred to tail to 
their chains. Something bike wa fuir start was made at §$:30 a. 
Clytie tailed to till on the rizht tack and Yell afoul of Active, ber 
boom satching the latter’s topmust stay. A hand went out to 
clear; bul, Lo Saye himself going overbuard, hud to hang on to 
Active’s lizzing, thereby making an unexpected addition to the 
latter's mess tor the day. Regina and Vixen got uw wood lead; and 
fidonyg the schooners, Neptie, the new Nokomis, wus thest uudér- 
way, iollowed by Phantom, Peerless, Vision, Halcyon, Estelle 
and Oly tic, the latter steered by Mr. Stokes, i consequence of the 
iate’s involuntary exdursion aboard the Active. Crusuder and 
Oly tie Sot away close aboard and had a square tight of itall day, 
in which the former came out second best, owing LO her baying 
landed sume ballast previously at Newport as an experiment in 
trai. 1 

‘The little yer Vixen led ali handsin the beat out, and saw the 
big ones tuke the lead only when sheets were started. Duuntiess 
did not start, being bound for Swampscott, and Madeleine did not 
like the Weather. It cleared a bit after awhile, and reels were 
Shaken out une by one. The little tleliows bad rough work uf 1b 
in the sea running, allhough it was not euough to bother the two 
stickers. The latter gradually went to the fore, as it bud now be- 
come a matter of tons, which no amount of guod model could 
counterbalance. Some few went through Quick's Hole, in search 
of smoolber water in Buzzard's Buy, but without much vain. 
Hiuleyou again showed that she bas the material in ber, and that 
wihdward work is her play, for sie beat the whore lol iuto har- 
bor, sue of her Jead, however, being due to the passare through 
Quick’s Hole. Clytie beat Crusader badly, lor the latter could 
Hot Carry sail. Mischief was overpowered by Graicie’s Lonnuye, 
but Munaged to beat Vision bya tull half hour. Muriel pac tw 
sea with whole sail when craft much superior in size were ubliged 
to come down to scant dimity, and showed tne forin in the rough 
water. Halcyon arrived first, Phantom next, Mstelle third, wid 
sailing rather laser than she gaye promise Of in the spriug. ‘Che 
rest Of the Heet followed at short intervals. 
Ata meeting in the evening, on board che Rambler, it was de- 

termined to bring the cruisé ww a close and to disband next day, 
Aug. 21, ut) a.m. Mr, Bennett,in pluce of the cups heretofore 
olered, will give two cups, value $al0) each, to be suiled for over 
the New York course bérweeu the loth and 20ch of September, 
nd time alloyyance. The race between Clio and Magic is olf, owing’ 
Lod 1 isunderstunding. As a whole, the cruise was success!ul; 
especially was it fayored with strong breezes, but it wus shorter 
in duration than expected. Neither did ihe steam yachts turn 
but in numbers, and the squadron sailing jnto Portland hurbur is 
stillan unaccomplished teat, while the mutelies which weve to 
come otf during the cruise haye ended in smoke. The racing at 
New Bedtord was the only texture of the kind, for the scrub suil- 
ing trom port tO port olfered no chances of fair comparison and. 
was devoid of results in speed, though highly commendable in 
Other respects. 
rr 

YAOHTING NEWS. 

HE New CATAMARAN.—A catamaran, built at Roches/er, has 
three hulls, arranged like the blades of an iceboat—ovo forward 
and a third al the stern. ‘he cross rection at the beam of this 
hulis triangular, while the curve of the keelis a sezment ot u 
circle. 

Tak Nyack CArTsAMARAN.—'The new shatt and propeller are now 
being titted. The screw is two bladed, 5ft. tin. in dismeier, made 
of composition, variable piich. 

Satem Bay Yaout Cous.—Editor Forest and Stream :—Thelast 
race Tor the championship was sailed Aug. ith. UOniy one entry, 
Mr. Benson’s Viva, in the first class; she consequently had a 
sailoyer the 24 mile course. The second class cuurse wus 12 
miles, the third & and the fourth é miles. Wind light and yaria- 
ule allday. Start from an anchorage. The judges were aboard 
the schooner Excelsior. 

KIRST CLASS. 
Avtual Corrected 

Measure. ‘Time. Time. 
Name and Owner. Tons. H.M. & HH. M. 8, 

Viva, sloop, G. W. Benson,........ -..-- 4 3 42 45 3 42) Ad 
‘SECOND CLASS. 

Mary Ellen, sloop, BE, Lamson eso 3 /5 8 By fe 20 
olphin, sloop, Mansfield...- i Not taken. 

Vesta, schooner, tt. P. Berry, ._. =A Ble, 3 47 15 gs Ht 8 
Curlew, schooner, H, Peabody,-_..,,..- Ns IE RT ns a 

THIKD GLASS. 
Ft, In. 

Leona, ¢. b. sloop, J. W. White.,.... 27 (0 2.2355 2 23 1 
Couette, c.b. cat, HW. A, Hale......21 11 23 387 & 2 2 BI 
Peri, ¢. b, cat, WM. Parkman.....1,..21 00 2 1 10 1 65 36 
Wave Crest, ¢. b. eat, E. B. Rogers.. 22 00 2 1 45 1 6T 7 
Claudia, c. b. cat, H. P, Chapman... 20 00- Wot taken. 
Madeline, ¢, b, sloop, F. A. Fielden, 20 00 Not taken. 
Oma, k. sloop, A. Liebach.,.....,.... 2 & 38 24) 5 8 15 54 

FOURTH CLAgs. 
Anita, c. b. cat, C. AH. W. Poster,,.. 18 00 ¥ 46 55 2 40 a8 
Hermes, k. sloop, BE. C. Chase..... 16 10 f 4d de 8 83) 57 
Comet, k, sloop, Mansfield ....__ .. py 400 40 8 53 8 

M, 

THE ANTNRACITE.— Last week we published our reasons why 
the Perkins boiler was a failure, and quoted from the London 
Engineer, On the same subject the Londuu Enuyineering says the 
trials scarcely developed what engineers have been led to expect, 
We thus have the two best known authorities on ihe subject 
coming to the sume conclusions with ourselves, and we are open 
to. compliments accordmgly. The Anthracite left Philadelphia 
for Hoyland with 25 tons of bituminous coal, something which we 
yenture to question, unless she is to put into Halifax for wore. 
Since the publication of her failure in this journal, pubsic interest 
in her has ceased entirely. 

SHxewsnuRyY REGATrA.—The race for lhe Thompson pavilion 
Stakes was sailed last Saturday on the Shrewsbury Miver, N. J. 
Three classes, jib-and-mainsails, cat vies over and under 2U/t,; two 
prizes in each class. The entries were poor, and tll hands got 
prizes in consequende. Madge, Geo. Lanthier owner. wou in urst 
wlass in 2h. 45m. 2s., beatihg Madelaine. Mamie Vinlay, Capt. 
West, won in second class, beatin Elena D., and Chippy Bird in 
third class, beating Madgelsa and Lizzie K. Tub races followed, 
aifording much amusement to the spectators. 
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RureALGO YAcHn Cuns.—Hditor Forest and Stream :—The club 
brings outa regular set of veterans every time, which will make 
the racing exceedingly instructive in regard to time allowances, 
the value of different rigs, etc. We fancy the Buffalo plun of 
sailine all rigs towether very much, but the schooners will soon 
find thar some sort of an allowance is due them from the sloops, 
oar they will go into a separate Class as soon as numerous enough. 
The regatta of Aug, lith failed for want of wind, but will be re- 
suiled utan early duy. Arrow, Corsair, Turk, Curlew und Micet- 
wing were the entries, and to the first mark made a_ pretty race 
with Avrow in the lead, when it tell a dead calm, and the yachts 
were headed for home. Q. Me. 

San FRANcIscO YaCar Cnoun.—tThe club sailed its eleventh 
anoual regatta Saturday, Aug, ,7th, over the usuul course, Nel- 
lib got away wiih along lead, followed by Annie aod Chispa, with 
the yawl Emerald showing the way by afew seconds. Then came 
Lillie, Gazelle, Consuelo, Magic,jFrolic, Flirt, Fawo and Myrtle. 
Ni chauve took place to Hunter's Point, Chispa and Annie eollar- 
ing tne leader, however, a pretty race ensuing between the three 
in the freshening breeze, Chiepa gotaround Fort Point and the 
Oakland mark first of the Jot, with Annie hunting her yery close, 
The schooner finished first, but Annie taking the three prizes ns 
follows: The champion Hag, for best time over the course by 
elub boats; the Allen goblet, for best time of entire fleet, and the 
tirst prize for tirst-class sloops of the club. Chispa took the first 
Nautinus YACHT CLuBn.—Editor Forest and Sheain:—Ourrepatia 

was sailed, Ang. 18th, in Salem Bay. The wind was fresh from the 
southwest. The Ruth carriett away her topmast, and the Wave 
crest her peak halyards. Otherwise, everything was pleasant. 
The judges were Q, A. Welch, Jr., Samuel Bradstreet and J, W. 
Newaall, oF Roston, They occupied Mr. Welsh's yacht Valhalla, 
The summaries :— 

FIRST QLASS. 

Actual T im e; Cor. Time. 
Name and owner, HH. M. 8, H, M: §. 

Nitu, Rock Bros... ee arg 1 2t 40 
Enigma, H. Wude 47 09 1 45 44 
Mignon, Dodge & Wallis .. 1 28 41 1 25 16 
Huth, Reman,.............. el et RH 1 26 26 
Emeéhue, Suuthwieck -l 46 42 1 42 O8 

SECOND CLASS. 
Tris, Rich-.....-.- Paey. Tact se Eigioas 1 08 36 1 02 02 
Vixen, Neweomb........ --. Toi7 62 1 10 87 
Wave Creat, Rowers. 1 18 36 185 40 
Mule, Goodrigh..,.. > 2 1 2 1 O04 31 
OTST, aL ees Sy. ule wed e te cos Mrs anes 1 16 ag 1 Oy 29 

THIRD CLASS. 

Hop Bitters, Keman,....... -. ..: 0 47 52 0 41 58 
SN ESS ESUT ST CO PCPSSH lalate) ymca ses ahd ae eee 0 56 14 U 47 OT 
Gracies , Very>....-,-....-.- w0P Sh Az. ~ 0 49 00 

ANCHOR. 

Saw FrAncrsco.—The Enterprise Y.C. has been organized by 
the election of the foljowing officers; Presidcut and Captain, G. 
Loisse ; Secretary, L. Boudin; Treasurer, Y. Basquine; Hxecu- 
tive Committee, C. Wilson, Y. Willisand M, Joseph. The Enter- 
prise Club will have built, under the supervision of Capt. Hoisse, 
usioup yacht, Length of keel 50fL. beam Iit., depth 3ft. Sin. 
qiast HI't., muin boom dsft., and gulf 12tt. 

SCHOOL OF TAR Sar~or,—A well-sailed race took place Aug. 
Jith, off City Island, for yachts under loft. Course, 5 miles to 
windward und return. Starters, Mary BG., Willard Pell, owner: 
Nettie, Aaron Vail ; Preston, Thos. Moit; and Estella, A. Willis. 
Wind tresh from southwest. Estelfa won $20, in 1h. 20m. 3Us.; the 
Mary 8. was 2 good second, prize $7.50, 

THe NauricaL MaGazine.—Pubiished in London, contains, in 
the Auust number, much interesting material, such us the arti- 
eles un * Compasses, und their Adjustinent in Iron Ships,” “* De- 
scription of the New Czur's Yucot, Liyadia,’*Tonbage Laws,” 
dic. This muyazine ought tu tint favor with yachtsmen who 
syiipathice with wu life utsou generally, fur it is well edited and of 
reat practical yaluc. 

ay OF Quinte Racixc.—A race over a § mile course was 
sailed at Picton, Aue. lich, in a lightwind. In tirst class, lris 
won, beating Aleen and Mocking-bird, attera close match. In 
second cluss, Rurmbler beat Ida and Herbert. Ino third class, Lulu 
eat Zephyr, Fidra wad Ulackbird. 

Fanira.—a highly esteemed contemporary, in # letter written 
10 ifselt, pays upraceful tribute to the Fanita for the speed she 
showed during the cruise of the Atlantic ¥.C, Of course it 
would be expecting too much were wetd ask the said esteemed 
contemporary to make a note of the fact that FOREST AxD 
SvkeAM prouounced Fanita and Wizard very fast even while 
Diilding, while ovr contemporary tuok exactly the opposite 
view. Lutit willinake such a note inentally, at any rate, and 
we cin alford to be generous in such matters, 

To Prevent Carsizinc.—The Seientifie American says: ‘Mr. 
John McLeod, of 127 W. Twenty-sixth street, New York city; hus 
inyenteéed un inproved sel7-adjustiny mast tor boats und vessels, 
Ibis hiig upon trunnions so thitit muy swing from side tu side, 
und it curries alits joWwerend an ure which is preferably made 
tubulir, and is armed with strong springs, which resist tlhe lateral 
ovebent of the lower endot the must. The mustisalso provided 
atits foutur lower end with a heavy Gounterbalunee weiht, 
which inereises the inertin of the wast aod answers us an auto- 
Mdtienwliy ehirmiuy ballast.” 

THE CANOE CONGRESS. 

Oe" ft corrrespondent, who was present at the Lake George 
Canoe mevt during the tirst week in August, sends us the 

Yullowing infurnnition concerning the debates of the members 
usseinbled; A pedaee pipe presented to Mr. Bishop by the Dela- 
ware Indians was passed around and an organization on a na- 
liomal busis elfeuted, with a bourd of officers, which we print 
elsewhere. The following broad delinitiuas were adopred, lety- 
ijg the scttlement of special questions to the local clubs and re- 
fitla committees: * A cuuoe ist boat sharp at both ends, not 
over 2UIt- long and din. wide, capable of being propelled by x 
doaubic-blided paddle, oars und sails being used at will.’ ‘The 
questions of clissificution aud Measurement were referred Lo a 
committee consisting Of Messrs, Lucien Wuilsin, 0. CG. C., J. H. 
Rushton, of Canton, N. Y, and W_ bP. Stephens, N, Y. 0, GC. They 
reported nextday im favor of the following — , 

Class 1.—Puddling canoes propelled only by paddle, as the birch 
bark, open ltice Lake, etc, 

Olass JJ.—Suilable-puddling canoes, with paddling qualities pre—- 
do.ininant, is toe ob Koy, King leader, etc. . 

Qluss TlJ.—Sailing and paddling canoes, qualities equally di- 
yided, asthe Shadow, No.3 Nautilus, Jersey Blue, Glyde, ete. 

Class LY .—Puddleable sailing canoes, sailing qualities predom- 
inunor, but adapted to cruising and capable of being paddled, as 
the Pearl, ete. . h 

Class ¥Y.—Suiling canoes, only for sailing and not for cruising, as 
the No. 5 Nautilus and No, 6 Nautilus. : 
As aprelimioary table of time allowance it was determined 

thut 10s. per mile should be given by Class I to cluss II, and 20s. 
tu eluss LIL for coming races, and that canoeists be requested to 
send in data bearing on the subject to Mr. Lucien Wulsin, Cin- 
vinnati, by Sept. 1éth,in time Yor the annual report. Before 
breaking camp, Mr. Crosley gave a dinner to tne cavoeists, at 
which the ladies were ptesent and speeches were in order. The 
Gunovists express warm toanks to Mr, Crosley and Mr, N. Hu, 
Bishop for the yeneruus hospitality extended during their stay. 

—— 

FIXTURES. 

Aug. 26—Quiney ¥. C, Regatta. 
Aus. 26—Hull ¥.C, Union Rezatta, 
Aug. 20—Strawberry Hill Open Regatta, Nuntasket, 
Aug. 28—HKoyual Nova Scola Y- 5. Regatta, 
Aug. 28—Leverly ¥. C. Championship Ituces, Beyerly. 
Aug. 28—Chispu-Anuie Mateb, Sun Vrancisco, 
Sept. 1—New Jersey Y. OC. Annual Kegulta. 
Sept. 4—Hoston Y. C, Annual Keyatta, 
Sept. 9—Proyincerown Y. C. Fall Regatta, 
Sepr.d—Quiney Y. C. Pall Regatta, _ 
Sept. 1I—vorchester Y, C. Open Matenes, 
Sept, 11—loyal Nova Scotia ¥.5. Mayor's Cup. 
Sept, 11—Wuashingtoo Village Y. C, Kegatta. 
bept. 13—Quaker Vity Y. C. Pall Regatta, 
Sept. 18—ieverly Y, C, Special, Nabaut, h 
Sept. 18—Koyal Nova Scoriu Y. 8. Flug Officers’ Prizes. 
Sep. 24—pouth Boston Y.C. Clambake. 
Sept. Beverly ¥. C. Special, Coit. 
Sept, 23—HKoyal Nova Scotia Y. 8. Closing Cruise. 
Sept. 26—Quiuker City ¥. CO, Closing Cruise, 
Sept. 20—N. Y. Y.C., Cape Muy Challenge cup, 
Oct. 9—Wushington Villuge Y, C, Fall Regatta, 

Auswers to Correspondents. 

E2"No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 
_— 

J, R.8,—Address Thos. Sedywick Steele, Hartford, Conn. 
K. ¥., Belairve, La—Write to Currier & Tyes, Nassau street, 

New York, 
L. M. H., Franklin, N. Y.—The season for meadow larks does 

not open in New York befure Oct. Ist. 

A. H.—Com. Chase’s article on canoeing js in Augtist number, 

Harper's Magazine. 

J.5. W., Boston.—You will be obliged to take out a license to 

shoot In Nova Scotia. Uhe fee is $50, 

RR, M. L., Nahant, Mass—We would suggrst that you procure 

Mayhew's book on dog diseases, We Can furnish it, 

J.P. B., Fort Reno, I. T.—You ean get the book of the Orange 

Judd Company, New York, to whom we haye forwarded your 

letter. 

Mocking Biep, Columbia, Tenn.—You will tind a ready mar- 

ket for good mucking birds in any of the large cities. Try Reiche 

& Bro., Chatham street, N. Y. 

J. K,P,, Dardanelle, Ark.—_We cannot advise you to spay your 

young bitches, believing that the practice is inhuman and apt ta 

injure them for steady field work. 

©., Woonsocket.—1the Connecticut Lakes region is an excellent 

place for you to camp in September, Read the description in the 

FORES? AND StREAM of April 29th, 1880. 

H. D. P., Brooklyn,—The information which you refer to was 

correctly given. Both gentlemenare &live. 1f you address them 

at this office your letters will be forwarded. 

W. P.D,, Lockport, N. Y.—'Lhe pedigree of Mr. W. A. Robin- 
son's Jack is as follows: Jack, by Putnam’s Dan out of Palmer's 

imported Belle; Dan, by Palmer's Dash, out of Putnam's Nell. 

J.H, K., Three Rivers, Mich.—It is extremely dangerous lo in- 

terfere with the laws of nature, and therefore wé cannot advise 

yor to resort to any artificial means for purposes Whish In the 

end are defeated. 

W. I, D., Boston.—The following are the addresses which you 

write for: Mr. lt. J. Lloyd Price, Rhiwlas, Bala, Wales,and Mr_ J. 

Fletcher, Stoneclough, Manchester. We have written for the in- 

formation you require. 

J. B, T.—Use leg-of-mutton sail for boat 21ft. long and 40in- 
wide, Step mastabout3ft.from bow; sail 10ft. Gin. on foot and 

13ft. on mast, of trianyular shupe. Will sail better with 2 or din, 

keel, or try # lee-board about 1 {t. lonz with fin. dip full length. 

Limerick Boy, Williamsburg, N. Y.—Meadow tarks and robios 

are protected by the State law until Oct. Ist, and the supervisors 

of counliesS lave power to protect them beyond that period if 

they sce fit. Highbolders (woodpeckers) cau neyer be killed in 

Ubis Stute, 
W. 4H. C., Springfield, Mass:—A. F. Nims, Agent R, W. and O. BR. 

R., at Canton, N. ¥., Kindly furnishes the fullowing; Railroad 

fare from Sprinvtield vie B. and A,, N. ¥, C, and ht. W. RK. R. to 
De Kalb junction, $5.80; to Canton, $9.05; to Potsdam, $9.40; by 

Stave and private conveyance from elther of above named places: 

34 to $10, ; 

0. C. W., New London.—What kind of a dog should I purchase 

to make w first-class squirrel dow, and where can I procure one? 

Ans. Hither coarse-halred bluck aud tan or Scotch terrier could 

de trained to make a killing dog. Wehave genesally seen cub 

dogs used, and if you procure a sharp, lively one he will be all 

that you will require. 

Down.—I have an Ivish setter four menths old; he seems in good 

health; muse cold and moist, coat glossy, but hasa habit of vom- 

iting up his food Almost as soon as he has eaten it, Whatshall 1 

do for him? Ans. Perhaps he is overfed; if not, give him afew 

doses of sulphur, follawed by adose vf custor oil, uud feed him 

on light diet for a week, 

E. B. L., Messengerville, N. ¥.—The pointer dog Mack, bred by 

Mr. James Warburton, New Dritain, Coun., and winner at the 

Ceniennial Bench Show, wus sold to De, L. Corcoran, of Spring— 

field, Muss. Muck’s pedizree isas follows: Whelped June, 1874; 

Jiver dud white; by Dou out of Cute; Doa by Rap, out of Nell; 

Gute bs Shot, outof Panny. 

c. P. E., New Jersey.—l. Where ean I obtain lists of prize awards 

io W. K. OC. Benel Shows for 1877, 78 and ‘797 2, To whom ust ap- 
plication We made for information concerning stud seryices ot 

champion Luvk? Ans. i, Buck tiles of this paper will give you 

the information you want. 2, Address Mr. V. H, Murris, office 
Derby Paper Mills, 72 and 7t Duane street, New York, 

¥. 3B. M., Raleigh, N. C.—Please inform ine how to leach a dog, 

about three years old, to retrizye, Ans. We cannot do better 

than to refer you to articles oh dog breaking in ForusT ayy 

‘Svea of Marebh 1sth, April 8th, 13th, 20th, and May 1th. These 

articles cover the matler iu Tull. We presuiie, from your in- 

quiry, that no attempt has eyer been made to make your doy 

fetch. 
J.B. ., Savannah, Ga —A little boy Of mine is collecting eggs, 

and I wish to wét suine inforiiition on the subject. What book 

cun I wet that gives good descriplions of crys? Ans, Baird, 

Brewer and Ridgway's N. A, Lirds is probably tie best book for 

your boy; four vols., S10 cach, Unevlored plates; $20, colored. 

Several works On Oolowy arc now publishing, but will not be com- 

pleted for some Lime. 
W. 2., Palo, Mich.—My pointer puppy for which you prescribed 

forthe maue some ume ago, lias recovered from that, butis 

still very poor in Hlesh, dnd all my efforts to get flesh on him are 

fruitless. Tleisin good health and spirits, and is very lively. I 

am feeding him to meals per day, morning aud eyening, and 

have been giving him two drops of Fowler's solution twice a day. 
Aus. Good teed twice a day, 4 healthy kennel and proper exercise 

is.all that is required, unless the doy bas worms, in which case he 

must be treated for their removal. 

lt. B, G-, Evansville, Ind.—Piease be kind enough to state the 
maine of all foods eaten by Dr. Tanner since his forty days fast, to 

gain flesh and fat; also please give the mame of the wine he is 

drinking and where it can be purchased. Ans, The details of 

“ Dr.” Tanner's performauce becume so nauseating that we did 
not follow them. We cannot give the particulars of his eating 

and drinking. Werefer you to the daily papers of that date, 

which had nothing better to All up their columns with—we have. 

D.L.S., Franklin, N. ¥.—Taoe highholder is always protected in 

this State, the law reading: ‘No person shall, at any lime, within 

this Siate, kill, expose for sale or haye “in possession after the 

same is killed, any eagle, woodpecker, night-hawk, yellow bird, 
wren, martin, oriole, robin, bobolink or any song bird. Any per- 

son yiolating this section shall be deemed guilty of a misde- 
Meanor, and in addition thereto stiall be liable to a fine of $15 for 

each bird killed, exposed for sale or had in possession,"’ ‘The 1280) 

amendment 10 this law allows the killing of robins after Oct. ist. 
8. S., New York.—Can you tell me where woodcock go, when 

they leave the swampgsin the latter part of July? Ans. This isa 

question that has been debated for years, and no yery satisfac- 
tory conclusion has yet been reached with regard to it. Much de- 

pends on atmospherie conditions. We know that some of the 

birds take to the cornfields and spend much of their time there, 

others go into the mountain sales, and still others tule to high 

dry pasture hills, where they may sometimes be started from 

under the cedars and low growth of bushes, 

YF, W. W.. Charlestown, Mass.—In Annapolis County, Nova 

Scotia, you will find moose, cariboo, bears and smaller game, with 
plenty of good trout fishing, To shoot you will he obliged to 

lalce Out a license; fee, $30. 2. Red or brown hackles are most 

always good; the former if the water is not too bright and clear, 

witha blue dunforadropper. Take along an assortment, such 

as black wnat, alder tly, gray and green drake (May tlies), scarlet 
ibis, fern fly, coachman, ete. Do not trust one or two kinds, 

The vaprices of trout are past finding out, ind the ily which was 

so killing yesterday may be worthless to-day, 

Jonyn Smrrn, Perth Amboy.—Kindly tell me if asetter dog 

tbat bas become nearly deaf through cankered ears, ean be 
cured or even remedied; if s0, what trentment would you ad- 

vise? Ihave a very good getter that is almost entirely deat, and 

can hardly hear a shrill whistle fifty yards, Ans. You omit to 

give age of dog and how long he has had canker. Such cases are 

seldom ever bettered by treatment in so far as hearing is con- 

cerned. Keeping the ears clean with tepid water is, perhaps, the 

most you can do. It there isa discharge, use alittle diluted leud 

water as an injection after washiug sway the discharge, 

C.J. C., Oregon.—Please inform me if the fish mentioned at 

head of column as Salmo fontinalis is diferent from the one men- 

tioned in the same place a few months as Saluelinus foytiualis? 

If not, why the change? Ans. They arethe same. he fish has 

long been known by the first name, but last year the salmon tam- 

ily was revised and a new genus made, called Suitelimus. The 

older nume is more familiar to anglers, and all naluralists haye 

not yet signified their acceptance of the new genus, so we, in re- 

vising our whole fishing department, haye chosen to place the old 

name there. Eyery angler knows Salmo fontinalis (abe the Bast- 

ern brook trout, and the name has became so popularized that 

we sha}l retain it for a while and see how the iew name takes, 

Y. 8. M., Raleigh, N.C.—1. Should the locks of a gun he oiled 
ouce every year? Supposing you use it quite often during the fall 

and winter? If so, how much oil is necessary? Should you 

just dampen the machinery, or putconsideruble on? The locks 

I have reference to are good Ones, On & Scvtt won, special grade, 
purchased last fall. 2, Willa No.1] wad fitted ina No. 12 shell on 

a charge of Dittmar powder, cause as elfective an explosion as 

two No. 12 widson same charge? Ans. Once 9 year with good 
oilis quite enough, unless the gun has been much exposed in wet 

and dry weather, Asarule, the less locks are meddjud with the 

better. Use enough oil tothorouchly lubricate the parts, but not 

enough torun much. 2. Yes, more so. -— 

W. B. M., Jv., Marietta, Oblo.—What is understood when a 

person advertises a dog as “thoroughly broken?” Please ex: 

plainin full, Ans. What oné man may considera“ thoroughly 
broken ‘' dog tor his own use may be far from meeting the yiews 

of hisnelgbbor. We cousidér nu dog thoroughly broken who 

does not mindimplicitly, range well, point, stay to bis point until 

the bird is flushed by the sportsman, or moved by the dog when 

ordered “on,” The dog should buek, drop to shot, orstand per— 

fectly still when bird tales wing, He should retrieve witha 

tender mouth and deliver the bird to hand. The artivjes on dog 

breaking recently pulilished in Forusy anv SvueaM cover our 

ideas of what a dog should do and notdo, We refer (0 1hem in an- 

swer to V. B. M., inthis column. Itead them, 

H. J. TL., Sauls Centre, Minn.—Inclosed is as food a description 
ofa fish as] can piye, Can you tell methe name and to what 

family it belongs? Itis the exact size of the fish, for Tl laidit on 

the puper and drew around it. it was caught in a small lake 
where thereare only threeother kinds of fish, suntish, bull-heads, 

aid another that [donot know the name of, ‘The lake bas no out- 
let orinict, It is the only luke thatT know of in our part of ihe 

country that hasany fish but what has laree fish In i; this bas 

none. Can you giye me the name of a wood fish book, who it is 

published by, and at what price? Ans, Your tish may be what 
Jordan ealls the new-world minnow (Phowinis veogaus), of Cope. 

Send us one that has been a few weeks in aleohol. Wrap it in 

cloths wet with spirits. What kind of fish book do you want? 
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A Musican Anp SYMPATHETIC ELEPHANT,—An American Me- 

nagerie and circus proprietor announced lately for his benefit, a 

learned elephant to play some pieces ona ** magnificent Hrins- 

mead.” Every one rushed to hear the tusked virluoso, and a large 

dimount was taken at the door. Before the end a new piano was 

brought into the middle of the circus and the top removed, 
After the usual obeisances, the elephant advanced to the piano, 

Raising his foot, he placed it on the keys. Suddenly he uttered a 

fearful ery, which sounded like weeping, and Occasioned no sinall 
alarm. Tle proprietor came forward and stuck his Head in the 

the animal's jaws to learn the reason. Taking his head out again, 
he ordered the tusked virtuoso to be led away; then turning to 

the audience, said the elephant could not play on that piano, as 

“Piscetlaneaus Aivertisenents, 

in the keys of the instrument he recognized the teeth of bis 

mother. <A Broadwood was immediately telegraphed for to 

London. 

We suspect that the above, which comes to us from 
London, contains the covert advertisement of a piano 
manufacturer, but the elephant must nevertheless go on 
record, 

-—_—~<-_—. 

AN AFTER SCRATCH.—One day last week I saw my old 
cocker ‘‘Fannie” while going at full speed go on three 
legs and try to get burrs off her belly with the other; too 

i busy to stop for burrs when there was a chance to get up 
a woodcock, FELLOWS. 

—Some Parisian ladies haye taken to frog shooting. 
The arm they use is a highly ornate steel cross-bow, from 
which a dart may be discharged with sufficient force to 
transfix the most corpulent and tough-hided of frogs at 
a range of twenty feet. By means of a silken cord this 
missile is attached to the breech of the cross-bow, a con- 
trivance enabling the successful markswoman to dis- 
pense with the services of a retriever for the collection 
of her game, Having shot a frog, she can haul her wrig- 
gling victim to her very feet, where the duty of ‘*bag- 
ging ’ it devolves upon her keeper. From five to six 
brace constitute a good average bag, and furnish a enccu- 
lent dish of slender hind Jeys, delicately tried in batter. 

Spanish Silk Worm Gut. 
KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. j 
OS Ree PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

nished. 
KEE ?'S KID GLOVSHS, none better. 
KEEP'S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
KEEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
_KEDP’S JEWELRY, rolled gold vlate. 
KEEP’s NECK WBHAR, latest novelties. 
KEBHP'’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas: 

ure, 6 for $10. 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
KEEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP'S SHIRTS. 

KEERP'S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEEP’S risk, 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS} THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory 

Samples and Circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 623, 635, and f37 RBOADWAY, N. ¥. 

Wiorsman’s Archery 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 

Thon. Maurice Thompson, Father of Archery in this country ; 
WHI, Thompeon, Esq, Champlor Archer of the United States. 
ditt 0. Ourver. £sq., Pres't of the National Archery Association, 
iL S) Brownell, Esq., President of the Eastern Arcliery Association; 

and otherleading Archers, 
Special attention ts catled to Worsman’s SPANISH Yew-BackepD 

Bows anil fonted peacock feathered Arrows, 
$end stamp for llfustrated Catalog .e of Archery & Lawn Tennla, 

E. 1. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 
Pe" Sole Agent for Brownell's Archery Sur 

Rook and Senre Cards 

ARCHERS DRAW AND LOGS 
IVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION.— 

A HANDLE makes the DRAW much 
EASIER; Fingers never touch the string. <A 
HaAIh TRIGGER to loose instantly and smooth- 
ly. The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and the 
EASE OF DRAW gives ACCURACY TO THI 
AIM. PRICE $4. Liberal Discount to Clubs 
of Six. or More. Address Send for circular, 

$. E. FRENCH, Metropolitan Hotel, N.Y. City. 

PDOYPE-WRITER TO EXCHANGE. — 
Willexchange a nearly brun n¢w Typr- 

Wrrer, in perfect condition, us:d but about 
four weeks, and cost $125 cash, for its equiva 
Jent in tine hunting-boat (folding canvas, or 
Bond iron sectional boat preferred) and tly-rod, 
or Olher Sportsmen's eouipments. H. B. RONEY, 
Bast Saginaw, Mich. July.22 

HE GREAT REDUCTION in the quality of this article, and the increasing admixture of rough strands, has forced us to go 
into the manufacture of it for our own account, Our Mr, Imbrie has just veturned from Murcia, Spain, where all the Jngh 

quality gut is made, While there he organized the most extensive and perfect factory for making this article in the world, The 
erades named below will run at least 25 per cent better than those of any other munufacturers. 

Per Thousand. | Per Thousand, | Per Thousand, 

(Gout a Reema ae Ree Mi doateein Padron 1st Superior ........... 7 30 Regular Superior, 16 inches.... 12 00 
Regular Ordinary.............. 1 75 | Maran ode SN Ay eae sony stk: 12 00 | Padron 2d ‘* 15 inches.... 15 00 

Padron * ...... Nah Se ral IVEFUSEA Leet S tome ME De, wad autonset eer 20 00 Padron ist ‘* 15 inches.... 18 00 

Regular Superior.....,......... 4 00 | Imperial Sf nee e nee eens 40 00 Marafia Ist “ 15 inches..., 50 00 

LEAVY epic tel i Ghee oped a DPD | | 

Discount to Manutfacturcrs. , 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Maiden Lane, New York. 
Ghe Kennel. 

NEBRASKA 

Field Trials 
The First Annual Meeting 

WILL BE HELD UNDER THE AUSPICES 
OF THE 

NHBRA SECA SLYALE 

Sportsmens Association, 
AT 

MILFORD, NEB., 
SEPT, 30th AND OCT. 1st AND 2d, 1880, 

Open to the World. 
NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB 

RULES TO GOVERN, 

Send stamp for programme, 

J. H. HARLEY, Secretary, 
Aug.194t LINCOLN, NEB. 

: For Sale. 

'PUE finest cage of its size ever manu- 
facturedis for sale at $400, Cost to make, 

$1,500. Size, 5x8 feet base. and 8 feet high. This 
Was nade for the Centennial Exposition.and is 
first class in every respect. W.J., KNOWLTON, 
Nutural Flistory Store, 168 Tremont street, Bos- 
ton, Mass. Aug.39.3t. 

FOR SALE, 
Amn Earthly Paradise, 

Com picto 

Outfits. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

H. L. LEONARD'S 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULE 

The former protectiag the woodfrom moisture, and the later making it impossible for these rods 
to break at the ierule. 

SPECI: TIES- 
wood middie-jot, two Lancewood tips, brass mounted, $0.00. German silyer mounted, 
§.00. Bach equal to any $8.00 or $10.00 rod in the market, iy 
OUTFIT, containing above German silver mounted rod, fine rubber click reel, 25 yds. 

Ale peter prooe silk line, one duzen best reversed wing flies, one dozen hooks on gut, Leader und 
y book, OU. 

Fine Hexagonal, Split Ramboo (equal to any Split Bambon Rod made, except Lennard’s), $18.00. 
Our MIST COLORED LHADERs, with or witnout loops, 3ft, 15c., Gft. 80c., Bit. 4Uc. 

. 00, 
25 ner dozen. PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 

C.F.A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 
NEW YORK, 

Best Black Bass Trolling flies . 

py. style or pattern of Trout, Black Bass or Salmon flies tied to order, promptly, at same prices 
as from stock. 

end for Price List. Mz sh 
Fe = 

| 
] 

“Tet AND BASS FLY KODS, HAND-MADE, POLISHED ASH BUTT, Lance- 

Sl. 
a1 Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. wayl3.ém 

M AYNARD RIFLE AND GROVE 
a breeeh shot gun, all equipments, cheap. 
tT. S, CALLEN DER, 888 Ninth ave., a WE: ha 

up.26,1t- 

7) per dozen, 
3.50 per dozen. 

Le evar ONE & COs, 

“as you wantand GET OOR QUOTATIONS. 
Hue EXTRA BAKGAINSin ts INE SECOND H 
lamers. SEND STAMP LOR CATALOGUE, 

AND GUNS now in stock—three Scott Premier quality, two Westley Richards, 

6S HInWTH AV RNUR, 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

W.W.GREENER'S BREECH-LOADERS, 
_ NOW IN STOCK, a full line of every evade, from his New $85 Gun up to his Finest Hammerless Guns. It will pay you to'send us a'memorandum of suzha’ 

Keniemberwe will send you a gun subject to Inspection and trial.on receipt of remittance sufficient to pay express charzes to your plige uid re 
two Williams & Powell, two W. W. Greener, 0n> Dougall—all furl 
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Miscellaneous, 

Experienced Sportsmen 
Buy their Shooting Suits of G, 

W. Simmons& Son, (Oak Hall, 

Boston), who are the makers of 

the Prize medal “Boston Shooting 

Suit,” 

that is made; 

Which is the very best 

never tears, or 

rips--has its seams sewed with 

silk and linen--and its buttons so 

securely fastened they never 

come off. If any one wants the 

proper outfit let him send to 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 
OAK HALL, 

32 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

The Beunele 
| bpastsainneiae a large and powerful red 

Trish setter, imported by Dr. Win, Jarvis, of 
Olaremont, N, H.;is4 years old; is fast in the 
field; grentranver and vreat endurance. J. 5. 
Skidmore, of Nantwich, England, from whom 
she was purchased, says: * Slieisa grand bitch 
in every respect. Hesd not to be equalled; ears 
hung beautifully Jow. Sheis not only x biteb to 
in-field and win, but is the best brood mteb liy- 
ing.’ Price $74. 

Beautiful durk red imported Irish setter, 18 
months old; bubh sire wud dam imported und 
prize winhers: was in breaker’s hands 6 months; 
is Fast, foud nose and stanch, and drops hy_mo- 
tion of band; will make extra good one. Price 
$65. 

Llewellin setter Bracket; color, lemon and 
whire: 18 inonths old; beis a large, strong dog, 
how roken, und oughttoimake a ratder in the 
field; is very obedient; his sire, champion Glad- 
stone, is the best Llewellin setter in the United 
Srates, and bis dam, champion Ulip, who wonino 
the field trinds, Nushville, 1879; both sire and dam 
are prize winners in tleld tridls and bench shows. 
Price, Sih. Addvrese If. &. VONDERSMITH, 
AME RB-1t Lancaster, Pa. 
ee 

wv MOUNTAIN KENNEL. 
MONTICELLO, N. Y. 

WOINTERS AND SETTERS boarded 
and broken at ull times of the yearby a 

veteran sportsman und field trainer. A few well 
broken puinters and setters for sale; price and 
pedigree furnished on application. CHAS, F. 
KENT, Proprietor. Aung26,teé 

EAGLE PUPS FOR SALE.—A rare 
ehuoce. Three litters, allover three mouths 

old} one litter tromsecond prize winner, Beauty 
ex Victor (Lorp, Rattler-Blucbell), one litter from 
first prize winner, Bess ex Dan; one litter trom 
Fanny ex Dian. ‘These pups are, in color, white, 
black and Win, Some of them mate nicely, and 
Will be sold in braces. One dog, two and a half 
yeurs old, a splendid hunter. Sufe delivery guur- 
anteed. Undoubted reterences piven if desired. 
For measurement and pedigrees ine¢lose stamp, 
GEO. POWNALDL-sChristiana, Lancaster County, 
Pi Auy?6, It 

old, jet black, weight MONARCH esc 
veut, gentle and kind to ehildren. Price $a. 
ALLERTON KENNELS, 619 Walnut st., ’hila- 
delphia, Aug.26,1t. 
a 
TOR SALIE—A first-class coon dog, Ad- 

Thoroughbred St. Ber- 
nacd dog, 22 months 

dregs G, P. LECKENTER, Moodus, Conn., 
Box 255. Aug .26,1t. 

{ IELD TRIAL BREAKER AND KEN- 
nel iiusager. An bnglishnian of great ¢x— 

periende requires Fituation us above; thoroughly 
understands tweaking aid running pointers and 
setters ul trigis; highest references. Apply to 
BEVAN, Ford's Depot, A. M. &O. R. R., Va. 

Ane 26,2t 

OR SALE—Four first-class red Irish 
setter pups, fiye weeks old. CHAS. A, 

BRIGGS, Waterbury, Coun. Al.26,26. 

YOR SALE—A broken black and tan 
Gordon settler bitch, 18 mouths old. Ad- 

dress GORDON, care of this office, 

ok SALE—CHEAP. Red Irish setter 
pup, out of my birch Dell, she by champion 

Rufus, outet J. W. Bekerton's Bell by K. M. 
Colgate's Put, he by champion Hlcho, out of R. 
T. Hayet’s Nell. Bitches, $10; dogs, $15, GHO. 
PURDUS, Arlington avenue, East Urange, N.J- 
Lox 144. Aug2d at 

SETTERS FOR SALE, 
Outofmy bitch Maud (Pancy-Krance), an or- 

ange and white ticked dog, by & yery Hue native 
dog, He is thoroughly broken and is stanch, 
siroug, handsome and has a fine nose; price $75. 
Also a very handsume orange and white bitch, 
outofmy Maud by Ranger IL; well yard broken 
and bas seen birds; isu splendid retriéyer. She 
Willmakean elewantdor, Price $50. Also two 
dog pups out ol Maud by Cowell's dog, he from 
Hyer’s Belle and One-eyed Sancho. These pups 
are yery bright, quickand intelligent. Price $16 
each. ‘The parents of tuese dogs are sll well 
Enown ustine bred and fine working dogs, most 
of them bein POTTS: Great care has been 
taken in breeding wil of my dogs, and they are 
very eusily troken. Address G. BR. OSBORN, 
New Hayen, Coun. Aug. 19,36 

IFLE FOR DOG—A Sharps mid-range 
w mile, good asnew, with all improved sights. 

Will exchange for first-class young setter, thor- 
oughly broken in #11 respects. Must be perfect 
field dog. Address W.H. BERNARD, Wilming- 
ton, N, 0. ‘Aug.l9t 

Ghe Renuel. 

| Gis apes RORY O'MORE PUPPIES. 
For sale seyeral large, handsome pure red 

Trish setter puppies, whelped July 9th, 1880, sire 
champion Kory O’More (champion Kufus ex 
champion Friend), dam, my red Irish hitch Gus- 
sie (Judge Pratt's Dan ex imported Ruby), Gus- 
sieisa full sister to Arlington, first at Boston 
and St.Louis, 1879. She is thoroughly broken, 
and one of the best field dogs in America. She 
is also a great beauty, sald by good judges to be 
the largest and one of the handsomest Irish 
bitches in the country. She was placed fourth, 
V. H.C., at New York, 1880 (only tame exhibited), 
when in very poor condition, having been hunted 
hard all winter in the South upto a few weeks 
previous to the show. For blood, beauty and 
field quality no better can be found. Forprinted 
Pealerees, sprees ete., address W. H. PIHRCH, 
‘eekskill, N. Y, aupl2,3t 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Poimters thor- 

oughly Field Broken. _ 
Young Dogs handled with 

ill and judgment. 
Dogs haye daily access to salt 

water. 
N.B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dows for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

Re SALBE—Three handsome red Irish setter 
ups, eight weeks old, large, sirony and 

bealthy, out of Nora, she by champion York x 
Belle; and one breee of handsome Llewellyn 
pups out of Belle, she by Pride of the border x 
Kirby and Warwick, both pareuts being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners, Prices reason- 
able. For parti¢ulars and tull pedigrees, in- 
uire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 532 Bast 
Jrange street, Lancaster, Pa, Junel?, tf 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL,—Champion 
Rory O’More in the stud. The nhandsoimest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bred red 
Irish doys in the United States. Wiuner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; cbumpion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, J880. For sale, 
thoroughbred popes Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. Junez4,tf 

LACHINE KENN‘LS. 
HAVE moved my kennel of cockers to 
the vicinity of New York. Will have no pups 

before October. Cora, Flirt, Mudeap, all to be 
bred to Bijou, this week, June ¥Ist. 
GEO, D. MACDOUGALL, P. U. Drawer 4342, 
June?-tt, New York. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

QECHIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, etc, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should hiaye their stuck con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete 
a 

DINE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
iL pared to take a limited number of dogs, 
either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog bas ali the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $74, ac- 
cording to length of time [ keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distunces. <A, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Coors 

Met 2, 

OR SALH—A red setter dog PUPPY. ten 
months old, by Rake, out of Belle If. 

Ruke by Dr, Gautier’s Dan and Layerack’s Ruby. 
Belle LI. by Dr. Strachan’s Dan IL, out of same 
owner's Belle, The puppy shows sigus of being 
nn extra fine field dog,is yery bandsome, and in 
good sonamious Address X. Y. %,, this office. 

junes,t a 

YA ANTED-—One or two dogs to train 
for Field Trials. M. VON CULIN, Del- 

juware City,Del. Juneztt. 

K 2 KENNELS: 
| bts es G, breeding, boarding. Large 

stream on the place, und daily weeess, Best 
feed and care. Terms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; K 1) Worm Pow- 

ders, 50c.; K ? Flea Powders, 50e0,; K 9 Soap, 5c. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Adidress 

E, & C. VON CULIN, 
Dover, Del. 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—FPFor a B. 
L, gun, 9 Ibs., 10 gnuge, a brace of orange 

and white setter pups, (mouths old, yard broken, 
black points; full pedigree given. a RSE 
East Front street, Trenton, N.J. Aug.19,1t. 

$15 will buy a pure Irish setter dog, 44 
a months old, having one cross of Elcho 

and two of Plunket. Address, Bh. J. ROBBINS, 
Wethersfield, Conn. Aug, 19,Uf, 

ribdst Fleas! WUNNs! HUTS; 
Steadman’s Plea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

ae POWDER is guaranteed to kil 
fleas ou dogs or any other animals, or mone) 

returned. Itis put up in pee boxes with slid 
ing Bepper box top, which greatly facilitates i1- 
use. Simple and efficacious. 

Price 60 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN KEMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten pawders, wit) 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail, 

Both the aboye are recommended by Rop Ani 
Gon and Forest AND STREAM, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Pulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street IN. Ya 

P.O. Box 218. 

out 12 

Ghe Kennel. 

Cather~’s Dog Soa, 
PRIZE MEDAL. 

GC. GATH Ey . LONDON. 

POR WASHING ALL KINDS OF DOGS, 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and hair 

from Securf aud Smells, making the Coat. fine 
und glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the smimal and safely and effec- 
tively cure the Mange. 

PRICE, 50 CENT5. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGIS'TS. 

Wholesale Agents - 
McKESSON & ROBBINS, 

NEW YORK. 
Sample Cake sen! on receipt ot 40 cents. 

duly 8-Ist. 

FLEAS! 
Ut DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a sale and efficacious remedy and preyen- 
tive for Heas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
evtics. Ibis impossible for fleas to live where it 
is used, Price, 2 cents per cake. For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds, All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated, Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany addyvess upon 
receipt of one dollar, The fact that Dr. Watis 
has tor four consecutive years neld by appoint 
ment the posi ion of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs, ts 
suflicient guarantee of reliability. All eommu- 
nications and orders will receive peat atten- 
tion, Address DR. AL. WATTS, 
Mar 25-tt lé4 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 
———————————EEE——EEE 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
setters: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France, 
but superiorévery way, $50; Moil, a very beauu- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
puieee $75; Dick, a very line dog, orange white 
lack points; Kusa Ll., orange white ticked, 

second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I eyer shot oyer. ‘three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, yery fine, full of munt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $14 each, A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa TL. by Don, 
orange White ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural tield qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not atford to lose if you want fine stock for yery 
little money. Address ASA L, SABRRWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. Junezint, 
"ee 

~T, BERNARDS FOR SAUE,—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault, For prices, pedigrees, etc., address. 

Ln KOY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A. 
Ee 
IPSEs RED SETTER PUPS.—Capt, T. 8. 

Trench, of Ireland, offers for sale three spleu- 
did pups six months old the lth of June, 1880. 
These pups took the first prize in Dublin, in 
May, 1380, and sre considered to be second to 
none of their kind, For price, pedigree, eto., 
apply to C, 8. TRENCH, Chula Depot, Va. 

Julyl 2mos 
(LE 

RAIN YOUR OWN DOGS, in the most ariis- 
tic manner. Forinformation send two three 

cent stamps to M. VON CULLN, Delaware City, 
Del. July8,tf 

1 LEN —-B, and T, ; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
lin's Belle, ‘Cheabovye dog, winner of lirs\ 

in brace stakes of the Bastern Fleld ‘l'rials; will 
be allowed to serye a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Address 

H. F. ATEN, M.D., 
34 Hanson place, 

Brooklyn,N, Y. 

IML_A_IN G--1. 
sCcCcRATCHES. 
GLOVERS IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds und conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal, One application 
is usually ull thatis necessary. For SURATOHES 
in HORSES it) has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t'r Lmperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Mulleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; John P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. ©. Grubb & Go., 712 Market st., 
Phila.; PP. Taylor, 72 Bast Madison st., Chicago ; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 

Conia. Price. ht) centr 
SSS TT 

RARE CHANCE-— I WILL SELL 
Champion Queen Mub, now in whelp to my 

Druid. She has won three champlonships, be- 
side firstsand brace prizes, andis deemed by 
wood judges the best show bitch in America. 
Broken tastep and drop to hand, quarter and 
retrieve from Jandand water, is perfectly 
healthy, and the toughest bilch [ ever saw; has 
been shot over four seasons, Price $500, Ape- 
ply to 
qugi2,ac ARNOLD BURGES, Hillsdale, Mich. 
Se = er ee 

OR SALE—A number of well broken 
pointers and setters. H, B. RIGHMOND, 

Lakeville, Muss, Aug-19,6t. 

first, N.Y., 1878, second, 1879. Address 
LOHMAN, 17] Hast Highty-seyenth st, 

Ghe Hennel, 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M, P. MCKOON, PRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCEKERS of ihe finest strains, 

i [sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 
faction and sate delivery to every customer, 
These heautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
pet fet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials etc. 

MICKE'S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Wholesale Agents — Charles I. Ritzmian, (43, 
Broadway, N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, 14 Fulton 
Street, N. ¥.; Smith, Kline & Co,, 306 N, Third 
Street Phila.; ain ey ORB ore eon #5 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of 

25¢., to L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa, 

NEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 
N THE STUD,.—Rough-coated St. Ber- 
nard, “‘Marco;'’ Newfoundland, ‘Keeper,’ 

pointer, ‘“Croxteth;” Blue Belton, ‘Decimal 
+ ash’! Irish setier, “Rover L1;'" and in season 
puppies for sale out of tt. Bernard * Bravntels,” 
champion point) r “Queen,'’ champion Gordon 
“ Beauty,’ Bine elton ‘Silk,’ Irish setters 
“Moya'' and Biddy,” cocker “Flirt,” colleys 
* Mab" and *'Lassie.”” Besides puppies, J have 
for sale yard and field broken dogs. Write for 
Yull pedigree and catalogues to 

A. H. GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N. ¥. 

IN THE STUD. 
The imported purée Layerack setter, 

be 
ALDERSHOT.” 

Color, lemon Belton; whelped September lith 
1878. Thoroughly broken. 

For particulars, address 
EKDMAN A, HERZBERG, 

144 Pacific street, 
Brooklyn, U. I. 

Post oflicve address, BOX 3910, New York City. 
Se Se ee ee SS ee 

( DULEOUT KENNELS.— For pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all agés—also in the stud, pure 

eovker Skip IL, liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serye bitches at $10; litters guar— 
anteed. Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Onlevul Kennels, Franklin, Del, Co,, N. ¥. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 

begs to inform Lad.es and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sived breed, fil for the highest competition. 

N. B—A had dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 

nels. dels tf. 

FOR SALE, 
When six weeks old, two dog and two bitch 
pointer puppies, by Mr. Edmund Orgill’s Cham- 
pion Rush, out of my Champion Dutchess, 
whelped July 3d, lemon and white, all very strong 
and handsome. Price $50—dog or bitch. 

~ —ALs0—- 
TWO BLUCHES—\MAXIM” AND  OHARM,' 
Same sire and dam, one year old, very handsome 
and pertect in every way ; will be capital wora= 
ers. [reserved them dor my own use, but hive 
[ have more dogs than I can handle, and will part 
with them. Price $75 each, or $125 for the pair. 
GEO, VAN WAGENEN, 212 West street, New 
York City, Sulylo.tr 

SURE DEATH To Roaches, Bed- 

Contains no _poison 

perfected screw top, yequlires BU powder yun. 

age, post-paid. Address J. H, TINSLON, 

N. 'BSendt stamp for vur new Tilistrated Cata- 

a ROT 

swedish Insect Powder. 
Bugs, Fleas, Eo- 
sects or Vermin, 

that is hurtfulf tothe human family or Domes— 
fic animals. Put upin packages with oulr patent 

WARRANTED to THOROUGHLY and perfectly 
eradicate all the yermine pests. 60 cents a pack- 

Great Western Gun Works, 169 Simithtield st., 
Pittsburg, P; 

Toyue for 1881. 

OR SALEW—A number of thoroughbred pup- 
pies, out of the tollowing celebrated dogs: 

Puppies, three months old, out of Blue Belton 
Belle, she by champion Pride of the Border, and 
Kirby sire of pups. Warwick—he is by champion 
Leicester and champion Petrel—three beautifal 
lemon and white pups out of Perl V. ex Brus 
sle. Perl is by champion France ex Zita, and 
Brussle is by champion Leicester ex Dart; tea 
weeks old. One brace, doy and bitch, of red 
Trish setters, large strong pups, four months old, 
out of Nora, she by champion York ex Thomp- 
son’s Belle. One brace of handsome white pupa, 
bitches, ten weeks old, out of Loll and Robin 
Hood, who is by champion Carlowitz ex True. 
Am taking orders for pointer pups, whelped op 
the 18th August, out of Clyde ex Kock, to be de- 
liyered at eight weeks of age. One beautiful 
black and white pointer-bitch pup, four mouths 
old. Prices are as following: All pups over eight 
weeks old, $2) each; and ut eight weeks und 
under, $15 each. These pups combine the !inest 
blood in the country, If the distance is nut too 
far, will send uny pup GC. O, D., 80 the buyer can 
see what he is getting belore paying for it- 
Guarantee them to beallin good condition and 
health. Addyvess C. Z. MILEY, Lancaster, Pa. 

Ang.19,t£ 

EDIGREES.—For samples and pices 
send two three cent stampa to VON 

CULIN. (See above.) Junerstt. 



August 26, 1430.) 

WILKIN 

’ BADGES 

FOREST AND SinKEAM., 

SON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

Sportsmen's Routes. Sportsmen's Routes. 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
OLE, ok effect March 14th, 1880.—Leaye 

HUNTHR’S P'T (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn, 4 min. 
- earlier) for 

Babylon; 8.35 A.M, 3,35, 4.35, 5.35 p.m. Sundays, 
.M. 

Col. P't& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.85 A.M, 
2.35, 3.85, 4.35, 5, 5.33, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.85, 9.15, 10.45 P.M., 
Ps might. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 a.M., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 Pm. 
Flushing, 6,30, 7.35, 8.46, 10., 11.35 A.M., 2.35, 8.35, 

239) 9y 5.39, 6, 6.09, 7, 7.85, 9.15 10.45 P.M, 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10,35 A.M., 1.35, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 Poa. 
Far HOORAY 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.85, 65.35, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 1] A.M., 4.35 pa Sundays, 9A.M. 
anid 6.35 p.m. $ 

1.33, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.85 P.M. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdaysand Sundays only from Flatbush ay, 
P.M. Sunday, 9 A.m., 1.35, 6,85 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

Iyn, 8, 104.51., 3,35, 4.35, 5.39, 6.39P.M. Sundays, 9 
A M., 6.35 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.45 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.at.. 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.95, 5.85 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.o., 4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35,5.35 P.M, Sundays, 9 

A.M, 

Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.35 
5.35, 6.7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 4.m., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmour, 8,10 A.M., 1.35 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April $d. 
HUNTVER'S P'T & WALL ST, ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, B. R, (foot Finest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.30, 
410,30, 11.30 A.M; 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 P.M, For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, « etc., 
apply at 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFFAN Gen'l Pass. Arent 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnatShort Line 

FOR TOE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FaMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michizan North Woods are wasurpassed, 
if equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins Mayland endsSept.l. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends + ov, 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakeleta of this territory. 
The sportsman cab readily send trophies of his 

ekill +o his triends or “club " at home, ~ aice tor 
packing fish can be had at many points. 
TAICE YOUR FAMILY Witt rOU. The see 

nery of tlie North Woors and Lakesis very beau-’ 
titul; theairis pore, dry audbracing. The cli- 
Bre is peculiarly beneficial to those Bullering 
‘Wit 

Hay Feyer and Asthma Affections. 
The hove! accomimodations are powd, tar sur- 

Passing theaverige i countries Lew enough uc 
ailord the finest of fishing. Q 
Dury the season Hound Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates, und ttractive tran 
dacilities oifered to Tourists and Sportsmen, 

Dore, Gunsyiad Fishing Vackle Carried Ireeat 
Owner's risk, 
1bissurKim to makesportsmen feel athome” 

vortbisroute., Wr Vourist's Guide (an attractive 
dilustrated bonk sf $0 paves), coutuning fullin- 
formation ay { ceurate maps of the Fishing 
@rouncsand in.-Cards, address A.B. LEEP 

Ger. Voss Arent f{irand Henida, Win 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Wishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those ot Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valicy of Virginia, 

Miswhany Mountains, Greéubricr and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha. Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and tish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, Quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and ose dog for each 

Eportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery Of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South. All modern 
improyementa in equipment. 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent 
- "Richmond ¥ 

1 

BLACK BASS FISHING 

ST. CLAIR FLATS. 

A challenge to the world to produce its 

equal, 

Address, 

JAMES SLOCUM, 

STAR ISLAND HOUSE, 

Care R. L. MONTGOMERY, 

; DETROIT, MICH, 

McKELLAR HOUSE, McKELLAR FALLS. 
OR GOOD DEER AND DUCK and 
partridge shooting, and fishing. and all 

kinds of game, gO to the above named hotel, 
where they are predared to accommodate any 
number of sports. Dogs, boats and guides kept 
constantly on hand. One day from Toronto, 
Address McKellar Falls P. O., Ont. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. IL 
B* A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 

bayman. Has always on hand the best of 
boats, batteries, etc., with the largestrig of train— 
ed wild-ceese decoys on the coast. The best 
ground in the yicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Specialattention given 
by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed, Address Wm, N. LANE, Good Ground, LT. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way and, Wm. Dotcher, 320 Broadway, N.Y. 
a 

RAILROAD. 
TROUTHIsSHAHiING 

AT THE 

RANGEHELEYS. 
Open season until October Ist, and the largest 

fish are ckught in September. 

Bmocwursion Tickets: 

Boston to Andover and refurn.........., €9 00 
Boston to Middle Dam audreturn..-.,-. 13 00 
Boston to Uprer Dam and return,....,, 14 00 
Boston to Indian Rock and return... _ 15 25 
Boston to Greenyale and return........ 12 60 

MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 
Boston to Mount Kineo House and return, $15. 

Also, Excursion tickets to all the Hunting and 
Fishing grounds of Maine and Northern New 
England. ? 
Tickets at depots and at City Office, 280 WASH- 

INGTON STREET, BOSTON, Information by 
mail 1f desired. 

DD. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullinan Car Company 

S$ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars 't DavyyCrocket” and ‘‘Tzaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, eto., also pro- 
vided Lisle ene ere sips for guns fod z 

= nd kennels for dogs. 
Araneae rates and other desired information 
furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. PyRoC. 
Co., Chicazo. je26 sms, 

‘i IE 

Miscellaneous Advertisements. 

YROM GOODS OF MY OWN 

ORDUROY SHOOTING SUIT 
A SPECIALTY. 

IMPORTATION—DHAD GRASS COLOR,— 
ALSO, ALL-WOUL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices. 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

HODGMAN & CO, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

New Work, 
y ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

RUB BEF 

wong ant Fishine Cullis 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BCOTS, 

Rubber Hiankets, . 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.) Send for Catalogue, 

mre" BEATS THE WORLD,’ maxx. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know. 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD JUDGE” Cigarettes is owing 

HE 'MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
are perbaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they haye been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POT. 
SONS, thrown off by all burning paper, 

TT namely; The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
I G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
OT CO., manufacturers of **OLD JUDGE” 
8 i Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 

il ented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for ‘OLD JUDGE” Cigar. 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant. ODOR and the injurious effecta 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its treag- 

to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 

Sold by all leading dealers. 

right to useit. ‘Che great advantage and importance of this invention will at once be recognized by 
all smokers, and its trunh demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE” Cicarette they smoke. 

Try them and you will use no others, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO.,207 and 209 Waterst., 
So ee wees oi tease 

Hotels and Houtes for Sportsmen, | Ziotels and Routes for Sportsmen. 

ake Fiouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE, 

OOD Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ridé or sail from Grand Lake, so 

famous forits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the 7 P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. 

wer - 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb’ Island, and points 
on the Peninsula, City Point= James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at3 pa. Full 
information given at office, 197 Greenwich st..NY. 

T0 SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for ede e most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold atthe offices of the Company in 
all the 1 citiesto KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, aa 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishiug, Wing Shooting, and still 
Hunting. 

Also. to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AN] FEATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

Frans THOMSON, Gen'| Manarer, febli-tt 

JIVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
Ocean County, N. J. The best and most 

eonyenient location to the fishing and gunning 
grounds of Barnegat Bay. House first class; 
reasonable rates, Fine snipe shooting and weak- 
pahing now. CHAS. A, SMITH, Forked Hiyer, 

TSS. li 
Card’s Standard Trap 

For Wine Practice. 
S 

in ) , 

Patented May 7, 1878—April 22, 1879.2 
Double, Single, Rotatiug, Stationary, 
Every way (except at Shooter), Any de- 

sired direction. Allin one Trap 
und only one Spring used. 

rice $10 at Factory. 

NO CHARGE FOR BOXING. 
Sole agent in the United States for W. W. 

GREENER’S SPECIAL GUN, with all the im- 
provements. Price, in trunk gun-case, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Send for cat 
alogue of Traps, Guus and other sporting goods, 

WILL H, GRUTTENDEN, 
General Agent, Cazenovia, Madison Co,, N. ¥. 

Pomozoratuift? 
fe FAMILY MEDICINE CASES und BOOKS G 
Giving plain directions for their Use, Are a noceasity 
forevery family Temloving tothe coantry orsea shore, 
Deseriptive catulogues of all the sizes, with prices, 
tarnished fires on application to HOERICKE & TA- 
BEL'S HomoborsTHis Pranmacy, 145 Grand St., M.¥- 
pEORrICE & TVPED ‘A 1 

edal at Phllnidelpl ja uw saodiciee 
Bualneys Established | t-- Saat Re 
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Gants, Anuunition, Ete. ins, Amuimintition, Gtr. Gans, Amnumition, Ctr. Guns, Aumunition, Ete, 

E. H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker end Daly, 

‘ Guns. 
UN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Gun- 

G fhored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or 1 
Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires cur 
yerted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Es- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, etc. 3 
Repairing ew, en pan done in an bou 
manner and at reasonable rates. 

eS radicon's Browning Mixture, Aloe. per bottle 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells loaded Al, and goodssent everywhere C, 

©. D. Send stump for answers to queries. Neter- 
ences from all the clubs of the city. deci u 

Edwinson C.Creen’s 

WINNING GUNS.) 
Send stamp for illustrated price lst to 

C. & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL., 

Sole Importers. 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL.VICTORIOUS. 
SEE J. 8, SUMNER’S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 5Q ! FEB. 28, 1880 

Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 
SAME MATCH, 20) YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 

The Ballard is the onlyiRifle that"has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 
The Ballard ts the onlyZAmerican Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, 

THE BaLLARD ALWAYS FITS THE SHOOrHR 
The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards. 

“A WORD TO THE WISE,” ETC, 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLINC, DALY & CALES, 
Sole Agents in New York for Card's Revolving Ball Trap. 84 Chamhers street, NEW YORE CITY. 

J. & W. TOLLEY, MAKERS OF FINE GUNS ONLY, BE ee Re ore NS Oe) 
BIRMINGHAM, MERLE 
ENGLAND, 
Terms, cash with the order, 

which ean be shipped in 
six weeks from receipt of 
the order. 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pol. 1565, 

Rels, 1580, 
Pat, 1850, 

= 
‘FOX'S PATENT | 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMERICAN HAMMERLESS, 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20, 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire, 

Stocks Hent to Any Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE, 

Send for Tlustrated Catalozue. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
214 W. PRATT STREET, “RALTIMORE, MD. 

—— 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side. 

No EXinge to gsetLlocse 
Prices from $50 to $300, 

§ nud stamp for circular, to 
AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY, 

103 Milk street, Boston, Mass. 

F. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

DECOYS. 
Ducks that will decoy ; manufactured hy M. C 

: lee dozen; 87 Manhattan street, Ro- 
er, N.Y. 

HAMMERLESS GUN. 
= Shc. 2 noes $125 

SS and $ 150. 

Lists Mailed on Application. 

The side stud shown in the ahove il- 
lustration is thrown out on the left lock 
Plate in opening the gun, and which 
projection of the stud shows that the 
HuTOmatic bolt bas interpesed itself be- 
tween the hammers and the plungers. 
_ (The only pertectly sate mode ot bolt- 
ing the gun _to prevent wu premature 
discharge.) When about to fire press 
the stud on the leftloc« plate home, 
which unbolts the gun, 

The above prices are for guns at the Works. The extra cost for delivery in New York will be: On guns costing at Works lesstban S100. $8.50; 
those costing $10 and upwards, $11.50. The gun at $150 is fully equal to the finest cuns imported 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS. 
J. B. CROOK & CO 

50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

= THOMAS ALDRED, London,*, 
> aS MANUFACTURER OF 

HER Yin the YyYorcd 
SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES. 

ALLEN’S DECOY FRAME, ALLEN’S DUCK CALLER. 

ALLENS DECOY FRAME 1s SIMPLY A DEVICE TO HOLD 

THE DEAD DUCK IN A NATURAL POSITION IN THE WATER; 
=—or on the ice asa decoy. 

Weclaim hat they wiil decoy better than any other device ever made. 
They cost less than any cther decoy ($4.00 per dozen.) They weigh less. 
You can carry two dozen in your hunting coat pockets, and in one minute 
after shooting your duck can setitin the waterin as natural a position as 
when alive. We make threesizes; No. 1formallards, pin-tails, canvas-backs, 
etc, No. 2 for widgeon, blue-hills, gadwalls, etc..and No. 3 for teal, ete. 

For sale by all gun dealers, or by F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, Ill. Sent to any address on receipt 
of money, draft or P. O. Order, at $4 per dozen. 

2S SS" 

THE WILSON PATENT | 
ADJUSTAELE CHATR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library,Inva 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, sim- 
plicity and comfort. 
Everything to an ex- 
act science Orders 
by mail promptly at- 
tended to. 
Goods shipped to any READING POSITION, 

address,C. U. D. Send Stamp for Illustrated WE MAKE THE MOST NATURAL-TONED AND BASIEST BLOWING DUCK CALLER IN 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address | THE WORLD. SENT BY MAILON RECEIPT OF ONE DOLLAR. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO 
Wilson jus. Chair M’f’g Co.,661 Broadway,NY. | THE TRADE. 

Bogardus’ Book, 

FIELD, COVER and TRAP SHOOTING. 
PRICE #2. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

A Pine Bin DER, 

Vy ee ee FULL, makes a permanent binding; for sale by FOREST AND 
seit DoLRBAM PUBLISHINGCOMPANY, and 4) Park Row, “Times ’buildiny N.¥. 75 Cte. 
ent bymail, . 

Ji STEVENS & CO,’S 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

Twist. Laminated Bxtra. 
$55.00 $40.00 $45.00 

SINGLE GUNS. 
Plain. Twist. Laminated, 
$12.50 $15.50 $17.00 

RIFLES. 
47n,. 28 in, 

D2 CAlIPEY..... vs ee encase sey $20 Fe4 
82, 88, 44 caliber..........-..... 20 23 
Extra for globe sights and varnished stock, $4, 

HUNTER’S PET RIFLES. 
Win, Min. 222i. 2hin. 

22, 32, 38 and 44 caliber, $18 $19 $a $21 
POCKET RIFLES. 

‘ 0 in. Win, d5in. j8in. 
22, 32 caliber.......$12.25 $13.25 $15 $16.50 

GALLERY PISTOLS, 
Light Heavy 
$20.00. $22.00 

J. Stevens & Co. have nearly doubled the ca- 
pasty of their works, and for seversl months 
aye been obliged to run the factory at nirht to 

meet the increased demand; ehowing that the 
SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS 1N 
THE WORLD, when sold at such moderate 
prices, will force their way into favor without 
the aid of elaborate puffing or paid shooters. 
Send for illustrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 

106 Chambers Street, N. Y., 
DEALER IN 

Fire-Arms, Ammunition, and all 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Stevens & Co,'s Celebrated Arms, 
NEw York, May 23d, 1877. 

Mr. Charles Folsom, 538 Chambers street :— 
Deak SIR: For the benefit of my friends and 

all marksmen in general, I desire to indorse the 
“Steven's Arms,” 
Inmy gallery, where so many tastes are to be 

suited, I will say that your rifles and pistols are 
the fayorites, They have made the best shonot- 
ing on record at my place, and last, butnot least, 
they are seldom or never out of repair. 
According to my ideas, which, by my lone ex- 

perience, I trust are correct, the shooting quali- 
ties of the J. Stevens & Co.'s arms are as near 
perfection a8 human ingenuity and skill can 
make them. - 

I take pleasure in making this voluntary con- 
tribution to your already large number of well- 
deserved recommendations. Yours truly, 

, JAS. 5, CONTIN, 
Shooting Gallery, 1222 Broadway, N.Y. 

CHARLES 1. RITIMANN 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Breeton bins 
945 Broadway, near 23dS8t.,N, ¥. 

= 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 

The Celebrated ‘“ Frankfort” 
in Stock, 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, 1 00; Maska- 

longe, $1 25, 
Sent by mail on receipt of price, 

CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY, 

The celebrated “Le Coutre’’ razor, in stock, 
Razors with safety attachments, Bowie Knivyea, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, etc. 

FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITs. ALSO 

OYrTicanh_- Goons. 

TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 
GLASSES, CUMPASSES, Ete. 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
(recommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 

t-paid for $2. 
BUNS r IN_ EXCHANGE. SHELLS UNS TAKEN 
CURSADED TO ORDER. SEND STAMP FOR 

List OF SECOND-HAND GUNS, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

» WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
“ 

Reels 

Lyman’: patent combination Gun Sight 
rz isa great improvement in rear sichts, 
== 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn, 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
PATENT 

ey CAN ola. & 
Send for Circular and Price List. 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains. 

WINES, 

~ FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
Clarets and Sauternes, 

Of A. deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux. 

CHAMPAGHNES, 

BRANDIES, OF E. JRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

WHISKIES. 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up 

Rhine Wines, 

IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 
4 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
{ESTABLISHED 1836), 

Firet premium at World's Fair at New York,.and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

RIDER 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. | of eyery State and Yerritory. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, fn Bait, Fly Books, 
Rte Ete. Ce 

=" Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALS 

“ Krider's” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. : 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties 
Taxidermy in all its branches, 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit, 
Repairing of all kinds. mardly 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

Trolling Spoons. 

EMANUFACTURES9 oy nae 
ing 8 adapted to the water of Trolling Spoons,a ree Perfect Re- 

yolving, has proved to be the best Trolling 
ever rian afancured, It is covered by two Rea 
—Mann’'s patent, Nov. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, a0 

| Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854. _Be- 
ware of imitations, PEN genuine unless J. H. 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon. 
Wholesale Acentanenradrord & Anthony, aut 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills © 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be op. 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-tackle dealers: or write direct to the many- 
facturers for catalogue and price list.. 

JOHN H. MANN & €O., Syracuse, N, ¥, 

maor—““BEATS THE WORLD.” -maxx. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know, 

Hil 
al 

ULY 18 it 

HE ‘MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown «ff by all burning paper, 
namely: The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
O., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 

Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
yented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its break- 

ing or meltinein the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD JUDGE” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
right to useit. The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
ail smokers, snd its thurh demonstrated by the first * OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Seld by all leading dealers hem and you will use no others. 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Waterst., 
NEW WORK. 

ALLEN’S DECOY FRAME. 

—or on the ice asa decoy. 

etc. 

ALLEN’S DUCK CALLER. 
ALLEN’S DECOY FRAME IS SIMPLY A DEVICE TO HOLD 2 

_ THE DEAD DUCK IN A NATURAL POSITION IN THE WATER, 

Weeclaim hat they wiil decoy better than any other device ever made. 
They cost less than any cther decoy ($4.00 per dozen.) 
¥ou can carry two dozen in your hunting coat pockets, and in one minute 
after shooting your duck Gan setitin the water in as natural a position as 
when aliye. We make threesizes: No. 1for mallards, pin-tails, canvas-backs, 

No. 2for widgeon, blue-hills, gadwalls, etc..and No. 3 

They weigh less. 

for teal, ete. 
For sale by all gun dealers, or hy F. A, ALLEN. Monmouth, Il. Sent to any address on receipt 

of money, draft or P. O. Order, at $4 per dozen. 
WE MAKE THE MOST NATURAL-TONED 

THE WORLD. 
THE TRADE. 

AND EASIEST BLOWING DUCK CALLER IN 
SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF ONE DOLLAR. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and Other Countries 
RICE, $ 200. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

A FILED BINDER. 

ee ay FULL, makes a permanent binding; for sale by FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHINGCOMPANY, 39 and 4) Park Row, “ Times’ buildine N. Y. 

Sent bymail, #1 

KRUC & CO’S 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine | 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 

® South William street, NewYork. 

16 and 18 St. Louis St.. New Orleans. 

ELGIN WATCHES, 
All styles, Gold, Silyer and Nickel, $6 to 
Chains, etu., sent C. O, D, to be examined, 
Write for Catalogue to SPANDARD AMER: 
ICAN WATCH CO., PITTSBURGH, PA. 

GUN WORKS, 
Pitts urgh, 

Pa.’ 

GREAT WESTERN 

a Send atamp for Catalogue. d 
Fills, Shot Guus, Revolvers, sentc, o.d. for e**Mination 

g 

75 Cta. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE 

REFLECTING LAMPS 
with 

Locomotive Reflectors. 
For Sportsmen and others. 

Camp Lamps, Heap JACKS, 

STAFF AND BOAT JACKS. 

HANDand DARK LANTERNS, 

DASHand CARRIAGE, LAMPS, etc. 
; IMPROVED RUST PREVENTER. 

FOR ae 

FIRE-ARMS, CUTLERY, TOOLS, _ 
MACHINERY, Ete, 

Send stamp for illustrated catalogue, Please 
name this paper. 

ALBERT, FERGUSON, 
f5 Wulton street, N. ¥ 

@) WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman’spatent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sizhts. 

Send for circular containing full de 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Coun, 

Sportsmen ’s Hoots. 

RUBBER OUTFITS 

TROUTING PANTS 

RUBBER GOODS OF 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, £92 B’ way, cor. Broomest., 

AND 
205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

FISHING AND HUNTING. 

SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

COODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’i’g Company 
AND 

HAA 
2 i 

COMPLETE FOR 

AND LEGGINS A 

Every DESCRIP- 

= (MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 

to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
er year; the AMERICAN 

. POULTRY YARD for $1.50 
é= —both papers for $2.00. 

A series of twelve mag- 
ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these t 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
HASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. ByCharles A.J, Farrar. 
A Spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS, Ry 
Charles A, J. Farrar, An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes, 224 pages, 12 Jus. 

PARRARS HICH ARDSON AN AR’ $s D RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 246 pages. 50 illus, and a large map. 

PART A'S MOOSEHE LRRAR* AD LAKE AND THE 
BORE MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 

D.< A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Mooschead Lake region and sporting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The tours 

Lublications. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 

of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 aoe 1¢ illus, Price 60 cents. 
FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers. 5) cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and yicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of Worthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kcnnehec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
eloth covers. 650 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send fur catalogue. e 

Any of the atove publications mailed, 
postpaid. on receipt of price. Address 
CHARLES A. J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. - T. Dees] 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsmen’s Gazetteer 

PRICE $3, 00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFIOE. 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
ee great pressure on our aber der 3 space 

obliges us to withdraw the list of books 
which we haye on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

yiou' iy advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of rice. _ FOREST AND 
STREAM PUB ca co. SHIN Jy20-tf 

PHubtications. 

CANCE AND CAMERA. 
A Photographic Tour of Two Hundred Miles 

through the Maine Forests, 
BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE. 

“Tt is one of the handsomest books of the sea- 
son, iully illustrated by drawings from the au- 
thor’s own pencil, and from his photographs,.”’— 
Charles Dudley Warner. 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS. 
The Author’s Sanctum; Dedication, illustrated; 

The Angler; Canoe and Camera; Isaak Walton 
Kineo House; Anticipation; Picking a Course; 
Map of the Tourthrough the Maine Forests; The 
Guides; We Dream of Game; Home Appetite;- 
Camp Appetite; Morris’—Northeast Carry ; In 
Sympathy with Nature; Discouragements; 
“Changing Pasture; Penknife Souvenirs; Pine 
Stream Falls; Mud Pond Carry; Mud Pond— 
Looking East; “This is the way I long have 
sought; Refiections ; Camp on Chamberlin Lake; 
Chamberlin Farm—Looking West; The Room in- 
to which we_were Ushered; Notin the Patent 
Office; A Study in Natural History; Great 
Northern Diver; Telos Cut and Lake; Telos 
Dam and River; Photography—The Wet and Dry’ 
Process Illustrated ; Webster Lake and Dam; An 
Appurition; Fly Catchers versus Fly Fishing = 
Allurements; Study of Trout—by the Author; 
National Academy of Wesign, 1877; Running 
Rapids on Webster River; Lunch Time; Grand 
Falls; A Boom; Starting a Boom; It’s not alk 
Poetry; Matagamonsis Lake; Discovery of a 
New Lake; Matagamon or Grand Lake; Our 
Salmon; On the East Branch; Stair Falls; Ac-- 
cepting the Situation; Hulling Machine Falls; 
Dropping Canoes oyer Falls ; The Arches; Fiunt's 
Farm; Mt. Katahdin—Study by F. E. Church; 
Junction of East and West Branches of the Pen- 
obscot; Glimpses of Civilization Begin to Dawn; 
Net Results; Map of Maine, in pocket of cover 
to book, 21by 26inches. Square 12mo., elegantly 
bound in gold, black and cloth, $1.50, post-paid. 

—FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.— 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks, 
FIFTH EDITION. 

AN exhustiye hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

bewithoutit. For sale at this office. Price, post 
paid, $1.50. 

WABNER’S SAFE, 
KIDNEY 2 LIVER 

CURE. 
$1.25 PER BOTTLE! 

A POSITIVE REMEDY FOR ALL 
KIDNEY, LIVER AND URINARY 
TROUBLES OF BOTH MALE AND 
FEMALE, - 

at al 

READ THE RECORD. 
"* Tt saved my life.’’ 

—E. B. Lakely, Selma, Ala. 
‘'Ttis the remedy that will cure many diseases 

peculiar to women.’ ’—Mother’s Magazine. 

** Tt has passed severe tests and won indorse- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
In the country.’ ’—NWew York World. 

‘‘No Remedy heretofore discovered can be 
held for one moment in comparison with it,” 

—O. A. Harvey, D. D., Washington. D. 0. 

This Great Natural Remedy is for Sale 
by Druggists in all parts of the World, 

eine a 

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER. 
H.H. WARNER &CoO., 

Rochester, N. Y. 
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Aunmunition, Gte. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Y., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, hay» maintained their 

great reputation forseventy-eight yeirs. Man- 
ufacture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der: 

DUPONT'’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
Cee, ana cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

all and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos. 1(coarse) to3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Davk and other shooting, 

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strony, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting, 

DUPONT’S RIFLE FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning strong and moist. 

Sporting. Mining, Shipping and Blasting 
Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the United Stutes. Rep- 
resented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N.Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

THE AACAND POWDER COMPAMY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘‘Wlectric Powder.’’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
(anisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1]b. canisters and 
6ilb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Welladspted toshotguns, 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 1b, canisters 
and 6 and 12: lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

netration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
't ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for niuzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Rifle.”’ 

PEG, FFG, and ‘Sea Shooting" FG in kegs of 
2b, 124, and 6} lbs, and cansof45 lbs. FFG is also 
packed inland } 1b, canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
bale at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
Dooccasins. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 

BF Bnow-shoeia, eto, peaney. are 
: SZ ZZ = BeOS. o the feet,and very 

LZ gm durable. Mudeto order 
a F inavariety of styles,and 
TE warranted the genwine 

article. ~Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN 
8. HUTCHINGS, P. Box 368, Dover, N. H. 
(Successor to Frank Good.) PRADFORD. 
AnTHONY, Boston Agents. 

MPGLLER’S “ow COD-LIVER Ol}. 

Is perfectly pure. Prononaced the best by the bigh- 
est medical authorities in tie world, Given highest 
award at 12 Worlds | ‘ and at Paris, 1875, 
Seliby Seon ry s 

te , 

PT, schieiolle dz Goi, re) 

Aiisrellancous Advertisements. = 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 
IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much im rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world ; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thea matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

(a All our cans have seals over the screw-cap, with C. Dittmar’s signature, and 
none others are genuine. 

Henry CG. Squires, No. 1 Cortlandt street, New York, is not, and never has been an | 
agent of this company. 

DIT TMARPOWDER M’F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York. 

WEBLEY AND JAMES. 

Our stock of breech-loaders i; more complete this seasonthan ever before, andis adjusted to meet 
every want. It embraces among others: COs.'E7% OF.035 GUNS (genuine) for elnss hall and 
pigeon trap shooting, where Closeness and great penetration are required. WEBLEW’S 
SPECI, GUNS.—These guns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty, conve- 
nience, or excellence in shooting. A JOR LOW of WEBLEY'S GUNS, of many kinds, mostly 
heavy and specially adapted to killing large ame, such as ducks and geese, at long range, ENOs 
JAMES & CO0.’8 GUNS, for all sorts of work. including the TRAP GUN. or COMPLETE GUN, 
desizned for the same class of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUS. HORHHAND & WADS- 
WORBTH'S SINGLE BREECH-LOADER, with TOP LEVER, This last is JUSTTHE GUN 
FOR BOYS, or men who cannot afford to buy double cuns. 

P, O, Box 4,309. HH. & DB. FOLSOM, 30 Warren Street, New York 

PCH ULE Rites Tes 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

{89 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents, for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

Hmnglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. V. R.SCHUYLER, J, R. SCHUYLER, J, M. DUANE, 

O€£ the late firm ot . Special, 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

VANITY FAI 
“HALVES "—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGAKETTES 

“ MILD”—Rare Old Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, W. S. KIMB ALL & C0 , 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, 

McCUE BROTHERS, 

HAT TERS 
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 
THE BEST QUALITY ONLY. We guar- 

autee surisiaction, TRY Us. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 

POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos, 289& 60 Washington Marke!,N. Y. 

Ammunition, Gtr. 

TATHAM’S 
Selected Standard 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

| NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 

TATHAM&BRO’S, 

82 BEEKMAN 8T,, NEW YORK. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

i 
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SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the Euglish and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD, 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUPACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Strect, Philadelphia. 

Hliscellancous. 

‘SS aan vw TA 

CURES BY ABSORPTION, 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

is a postitive cure; it has never failed. 
y, ba anule’* has no equal for Chronie Lame- 

ness, pee Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Brysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases, Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using “Sapanule, Used in sponge or foot ba 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., and $1 per 
bottle. Send for iiuminated circular and 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

MUSTACHE ANO WHISKERS. 
A, Take 6 ntl Biair die sia eord wil de it om 9ii 

i ald fy rs 

ly epplied, curtail 
fur LO. shay poe or 
+ Palutjue, Ils, 

a. Pe ! 
eur Rey re: 

(Sirictle gyouine: 

Cricket Goods. 

LFRED SHAW & ARTHUR SHREWS- 
BURY (Members of the Anglo-American 

Team and All-Engiand Eleven) have pleas re 
in informing their American friends that they 
have opened the Midland Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 
Football and General Athletic Sports Warehouse, 
Carringten Street Bride, Nottingham, England. 
The most unique and *omprehensiye establish- 
ment of its kind in England. Clubs, colleges and 
scbools provided with professional bowlers. 
First class men, personally knownto S.&5&., well- 
bred and of bigh SharactpRonh mene ant. Price 
lists, with batting averages and bowling anulysis 
of the American team, may be bai on applica- 
tion to GEORGE LANE, Profes,ional Cricketer 
Siutcnh Tsia=d Cricker Club, Jwiy 15. 
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ANONYMOUS LETTERS.—There is one form of epistle 
frequently received in all newspaper offices to which, be- 

sides a cursory glance and a toss into the waste basket, 

no further thought is ever given. If these letters, which 
usually come signed ‘A Reader,” ‘“Truth,” or perhaps 

by the dishonestly assumed title of some organization, 

are full of petty spite, unmerited personal abuse, insinua- 
tions, inuendoes, hints, vituperations, threats and stage 

fury, they are apt to provoke a laugh or an impatient 

grimace, according to the mood of the recipient, but be- 

yond this—nothing. An anonymous letter intended for 
publication may be, if it finds its way into print, either 

contemptibly ridiculous or cowardly and mean. Con- 
signed to the waste basket, it can be neither ; and such 
is the fate of all such letters which come to the ForEST 
AND STREAM, even when their peculiarities of handwrit- 
ing disclose their authorship. The individual who pens 

abusive letters and sends them to this office anonymously 
is simply wasting time, ink, paper, postage and, let us 
hope, is sacrificing self-respect, 

-? a ______ 

GERMANS AT THE ButTs.—The New York Schuetzen 
Corps, Major George Aery, captain, will hold theirannual 
fall festival at Thompson’s Pavilion, at the Highlands of 

Navesink, onthe i4th and 15th of September. Special 
arrangements have been made for the transportation and 
hotel accommodation of the entire corps, with their in- 

vited guests. The interesting features this year will be 

off-hand shooting, as usual, and prize bowling by ladies, 

none but those accompanying the members of the asso- 
ciation being allowed tocompete. There will be a ball 
the first evening, and an excursionand a fishing match for 
the ladies the next morning, 

THE COMING FIELD TRIALS. 

ROM the inauguration of field trials in America, at 

Memphis, Tenn., in October, 1874, up to this date, 

this mode of practically testing what a dog really is at 
bottom has steadily been gaining favor in the eyes of the 

American breeder and sportsman, In this, and in last 

week's issue, the FOREST AND STREAM contains a list of 

the coming autumnal fixtures, the official programmes of 
each event, the data of management, and the rules by 

which each trial is to be governed and under which it is 
toberun. We have published these in full, acknowledg- 

ing their great necessity and confidently expecting that 
the growing interest will increase until we shall see every 
State in the Union haveits own field trials club and its 
annual competitions, Meetings of this kind are of para- 
mount importance, not only as a means of bringing our 
sportsmen into contact, thus affording an opportunity for 

them to compare notes, and from their experience im- 
prove their breeds, but also as opening a way to infuse a 

greater admiration for the noblest and most intelligent 
of all dumb animals. Rightly conducted, field trials can- 

not but tend to raise the standard of the sport of shoot- 
ing game birds, and greatly to increase the number of 
well-broken dogs, A perusal of the rules of both the 
National American Kennel Club and the Eastern Field 

Trials Club shows us that several of them have not been 

drawn up as carefully as we would wish to see, One in 
particular does not meet our yiews, We refer, to the in- 
struction to judges on the subject of chasing, We con- 

sider this so grievous a fault that the dog so offending 
should be instantly disqualified as unworthy of a place in 
the competition, As dogs, and particularly young ones, 
are imitative, it can be readily seen what a deal of harm 

such a bad example might produce. We would not shoot 

in the field with a man who owned a brute that ran his 

birds, Eyil communications, certainly in dog flesh, as 

among men, are quite sure to corrupt good manners. 

No laws for competitions of this kind can be too fully 
or plainly expressed, They should be explicit and admit 
of but one construction. The success of every enterprise 

depends upon the straightforwardness and intelligence 

by which itisrun, Indefinite rules, framed carelessly, 

even by inadvertence, are liable to be twisted by inter- 

ested parties so that they shall seem to mean the very op- 
posite of what is intended, Dissension and cavil rob all 
true sport of its pleasures, and disgust all men of gentle- 
manly instincts, Wherever competitions of any kind take 

place there have been since the world began men who can- 
not take a beating in a manly way ; and occasionally per- 
sons are met with who would resort to any means to 
bring about their own desired results. If they cannot 
winjthey do not wish to see their neighbors do so, 
Asa protection for the judges, the laws and instruc- 

tions should be clearly given, and it will cause the gen- 

tlemen who accept the onerous office much trouble if 

they are not. Fortunately the selection of judges thus 
far has been most excellent, and we cannot let this op- 

portunity pass without congratulating the committees we 

have heard from on their tact and the soundness of their 

choice, and their good fortune in having these gentlemen 

accept. As long assuch men as Messrs, Morford and 

Wilson, Capt. Henry and Dr, Twaddell are found to the 

fore, there need he no fear but what every owner will 
get his dues. 

TEE 

Mk, OBER’s RETURN.—Mr, Frederick A. Ober (Fred 

Beverly) arrived in this city, from St. Thomas, last Fri- 

day. Mr. Ober began his ornithological explorations of 
the Lesser Antilles in 1876 under the auspices of the 

Smithsonian Institution, and was engaged in them two 
years, when, the funds giving out, he was obliged to re- 
turn, with the work unfinished, The great success of 
this mission in a scientific way (twenty new birds having 
been discovered and a vast amount of information re- 

specting the islands having been obtained) impelled Mr. 
Ober to return and complete a work so auspiciously 
begun. Buta few islands of the chain remained unex- 

plored, and a few hundred dollars would have been sufii- 
cient to complete the survey, Even this small amount 

the Smithsonian was unable to advance, and conse- 

quently Mr. Ober went*out, at his own expense, to finish 
a work which should have been accomplished by aid 
from English or American scientific societies, 

The result has been highly satisfactory, as several new 

birds have been discovered, much new information elic- 

ited regarding the topography of the islands, as well as 
the fauna, and the scientific world is to be, for the first 

time, put in possession of a complete history of the birds 

of the Lesser Antilles. The catalogues of the birds of 

each island will be published in the ‘Smithsonian Re- 

ports,” supplementing the other various catalogues pub- 

lished two and three years ago, Mr. Ober has with him 

a live specimen of the great imperial parrot, inhabiting 

only a single island in the Antillean chain, and known 
nowhere else in the world. He sent, three years ago, 

the first skins of this bird that ever reached the United 

States, and now brings the first specimen alive. He hus 

also a pair of agoutis—animals peculiar to South Am- 
erica and the West Indies—and a monkey, peculiar to 
one of the islands, about which the naturalists are in 

doubt—as to the species—whether it is an inhabitant of 
the new world, or was introduced from Africa, 

This question, as well as many other curious and inter- 

esting problems that have vexed our scientists for years, 
will be settled by the specimens now in possession ‘of 

Mr, Ober, He has visited every island between Porto 

Rico and Trinidad, and among other recent visits has 

paid one to the famous Boiling Lake of Dominica, which 
surprised the inhabitants of that island last January by 
an eruption of hot water, mud and stones. In the inter- 
val between his two exploring trips Mr. Ober wrote a book 

describing his adventures in the forests of the Caribbean 

Islands. This book was published by Messrs. Lee & Shep- 

ard, Boston, and has since appeared in England, meet- 

ing with a good reception on both sides the Atlantic, 
Having made engagements to lecture this winter, he re- 

| turns to fulfill those engagements and to write out the 
furtheradventures of his recent trip. 
oe  _____ 

Paciric Coast FIsHes.—The west end of the United 

States Fish Commission, composed of Prof, D. 8S, Jordan 

and. Mr, C. H, Gilbert, arejactively at work. They have 

made stations for collection and study of fishes at San 

Diego, San Pedro, Santa Barbara, Monterey and San 
Francisco. Twenty-eight species, new to science, have 

been introduced into the system thus far by them, viz.: 

Asole(Aphoristia) ; a founder (Pleuronichthys), and two 
new genera of flounders. A new ray (Raia); a sting-ray 
(Dasybatis) ; a. ray of a Cliinese genus (Platyrrhina), and 

a tay of a new genus; two new Hmbiotocoids (genera 

Abeona and Brachyistius); three new blennies (Xiphis- 

ter—two species ; Apodichthys, one) ; a new Agonus, and 

a new deep water fish, which, with one previously de- 

seribed by Mr, Lockington, seems to constitute a new 

family (Icesteidce), and, finally, no less than thirteen new 

species of the ‘rock fish,” genus Sebastichthys. These, 
with the twelve species previously known, are now all 

brought into the San Francisco markets with more or 
less frequency, Most of the new species are from deep 

water, and were not in the markets in Dr. Ayres’ time, 

twenty years ago, since which time no one has atten- 
tively studied this group on our coast. 

Numerous species known from further south have 

been added to the United States fauna. Notable among 
these are eight sharks: the great basking shark (Ceto- 

rhinus) ; the man-eater (Carcharodon) ; the tiger shark 

(Galeocerdo) ; the mackerel shark (Jsurus) ; the swelling 

shark (Cephaloscyllium); the horned shark (Pleurocro- 

mylon) ; the blue shark (Careharinus); and the oil shark 

(Galeorhinus). 
to 

JoserH W. Lone@.—Joseph W. Long, the author of 

“American Wild Fowl Shooting,” died recently at Osce- 
ola, Nev. Mr. Long was well known asa practical gunner, 

and his book holds a deservedly high place among tha 

few books of sport that are really worth anything. 
—_—@—=o) a 

—The very interesting review of the work of the Fish 
Commission will repay a careful perusal. It is a good 
showing of results, 
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ROUGH NOTES FROM THE Woops. 

HOW THER RED MAN WATOHES A LICK—CAMPING, COOKING 
AND ANGLING—INDIAN WOODCRATY, 

TIEN Ghief William led up to the lick he took me 
Our 

way led throat abenver iivaloyw ~and that same bea- 
yer meadow business is an lustitution, so to speak, found 

nowhere so frequently or im such perfection as in the 

by purling streams and pleasant places. 

Northern Wilderness. On all the waters of the Moose, 
wherever you find a small stream emptying into river or 
lake, you may with something like certainty find a bea- 
ver meadow on the course of the brook, usually about 

The beaver is the first wild ani- 
mal of importance to disappear before the white mau; 
but there are men now living who remember when these 
heaver meadows were beayer ponds, with busy, saya- 
cious, shy inhubitants. At present they are perfectly 

‘nidway of the stream. 

patient, when far from beyond the beaver meadow on the 
mountain came the plain, sharp crack of my rifle. He 
had found the deer after all, And Tate breakfast alone. 

It was past 9 4,M, when, getting impatient, f started 
up the trail, and at the first turn met the Chief, a smile 
of Christian satisfaction on his face and the limp half of 
a fieshly-killed deer wagging at his hip, It was a bit of 
food hunter craft. He explained how he had quartered 
the ground likea setter for a hundred rods before finding 
blood, Once found he had followed it like a sleuth- 
hound, losing itagain on the ridge, and finding the deer 
at last by patiently quartering the ground again, It was 
badly wounded in one kidney (all luck), but made a short 
run and laid down again, Ile crept up within thirty 
yards and shot it through the head. Few white hunters 
would ever have tracked out and killed it, 
William cooked himself a hearty ineal of yenison, of 

which, being well-fed, 1 could not partake; and then, 
still insisting on carrying’ my traps, started to put me, 
by a short cut on the trail, tomy next objective point, 

JONES’ CAMP, 

Albert Jones came into the wilderness about three Jeyel meadows, invariably dotted with graceful, liglit 
green tamaracks, with an occasional spruce, standing 
singly or in groups of three or four, resting in calro quiet 
in the bright sunlight, scarcely moved by the furious 
gales thal sweep the mountain tops bare of timber, From 
the very apex of Bald Mountain (the Mt. St, Lonis of 
Colvin) you look down into one of these oases, a thou- 
sand fest below, You could almost throw a stone there, 
Quiet and motionless it lies, while the signal staff on the 
sunibit is bending before the gale, and you are fain to 
keep afew paces from the edge of the precipice lest a 
sudden gust knock you off your balance and send you 
into the tree tops five hundred feet below, Far miore 
loyely and interesting to me are these beautiful, lonely 
nooks than tbe mountains that overlook them; to me 
they seem to have been strangely overlooked by tourists 
aad writers who freyuent this region. This is digression. 

Silently as ghosts we stole through the meadow and up 
toan unusually thick clump of spruce and tamarack, 
Through the thick foliage I looked aloft and dimly saw 
three rude poles lashed to the branches twenty-five feet 
fromthe ground. Silently I commenced to climb, and 
soon found a seat on one pole, feet trying to rest on an- 
otlier, The Chief sighted a hole through the branches, 
made his old coat into a ball, and pitched if af my head 
with a force and accuracy that nearly knocked me off the 
perch, There was a scrambling among the branches, and 
the butt of William’s preposterous musket appeared in 
reach. I drew it up, placed it against the Jet hand 
spruce with his old coat, and then came the butt of my 
ritie, followed by the head of the Chie. We sat silently 
and watched warily. 1 saw by his eye that le expected 
tue deer on his side of the *blind,” and repented me that 
Thad not plaved his coat and blunderbuss against the 
other spruce. We had not long to wait. The sun was 
still shining with yellow, slanting rays on the light green 
of the tamaracks, when, glancing behind and beyond the 
Chief, Isaw the old, old sight—a timid doe in the red 
coat, gliding cautiously into the tall grass of the meadow, 
ears forward and nose on the alert for any suspicious 
taint of enemies. ‘We had been cautious and silent. She 
detected nothing wrong, and turned toward the blind; 
halted at forty yards between two clumps of tamaracks, 
and stood still to listen and snitf the air, 
Now, it strikes me that if I Were a noble red man, and 

had taken a fancy to a pale face; if I had taken that 
pale face to my lick for a shot, and knew his rifle to 
be a nail-driver, I would have leaned backward a little 
and let the white man send a ball into the deer's vitals 
justead of chancing a musket with eleven small buckshot 
atavange of forty yards, The Chief did not see it in 
that light. Witha slow, steady motion he cocked and 
raised the old piece, held it foran imstant asin a vise, 
and then there was a dull, fluffy roar, a great expansion 
of powder smoke, and the deer was gone. I cared little. 
She no doubt had one or two fawns waiting for her on 
the hill; and bemg burdened with the cares of mater- 
nity would be but tough eating atthe best, Eyen had 
the deer been a buck and in condition I would not have 
given him twenty-five cents for his shot. He laid the 
musket with his coat, chmbed down in silence, and I 
saw him for a quarter of an hour hunting diligently for 
some sign of a hit; but he found not a trace, and he 
cune back looking a little beaten, I thought, Then he 

years ago,so sick and weak as to be lifted from the 
wagon, and unable to speak aloud on his arrival atthe 
Forge House, foot of the Fulton Chain, He had been a 
strong man, with an iron constitution, and, like many 
Americans, had broken himself down by constant over- 
work ani anxiety. He had been a business man; a 
miner in the early California days} a ranchman ; had 
owned and run sawmills; had been a tamer of wild 
horses among the Spaniards and ‘“buckies’ of Mexico, 
and had spent the best part o£ an active, vigorous life in 
the multifarious pursuits, chances and changes peculiar 
to an adventurous American. 

It came to an end by a general physical breakdown, 
The doctors said “general debility,” They always say 
that when they are stumped. Jones was a native of 
Northern New York, and in his younger days liad often 
gone to the Wilderness for sport and recreation, 
When hand and brain could work no longer he said, 

“Take me to the woods; if I am to die let me die there.” 
They took himin todie, In less than two months he 
had so far improyed as to go out and attend to business, 
which had rather piled up on him in his absence. One 
month of that settled him, He was down again, and 
again he ‘‘broke his holt’ and came to the woods, Again 
he got the benefit of an open air, care-free life, and when 
he thought himself pretty well able to manage his affairs 
he-went out of the woods and got down to business. And 
it floored him in just three weeks. Then he let go and 
came to the Wilderness for good, as he says. He built a 
confortable log camp (or house) at the foot of the Moose 
River stillwater, built and bought half a dozen boats, 
keeps boarders (when they come) at most reasonable 
rates, and passes his time as quiétly as any man I know 
of. Ie has regained health and spirits, and would, on the 
whole, make an excellent subject for ‘Adirondack Mur- 
ray,” if that gentleman were writing another book, 

His place is situated at the foot of navigation for the 
Fulton Chain, and itis a twelye mile paddle from it to 
the Forge House landing, foot of First Lake. I will only 
add that of all the camps I haye eaten and slept at none 
has s0 good a supply of good-sized brook trowt as Jones’ 
Camp, And thither I hired Jones to back my eighteen 
poune canoe and knapsack for a trip to the other side, or 
as inuch of it as I might find interesting and profitable, 

I might mention that I made the acquaintance of a 
young inan at Jones’ who is 4 permanent boarder there, 
haying sought the forest for relief from asthma, from 
which he had been a great sufferer. The relief was 
found, and he is another witness to the great benefit so 
often derived from a residence in the Wilderness. 

Not all invalids improve by coming here, I had a 
pleasant camp of bark, with open front, pointed out to 
me on Fourth Lake, where a young man afflicted with 
incipient consumption tried all last summer the effects of 
open air fein the Wilderness. His camp was pleasant 
andina healthy location. There was nothing lacking 
fora fair trial, and he tried it long and. fairly, but in 
vain; he sleeps with his fathers. Scores come here for 
health who will tell you frankly that they mirht as well 
haye staid at home. Very many receive decided and 
permanent benefit, Some bad cases of asthma and con- 
sumption in its first stages are, apparently, cured, One 
thing 1s certain: you pay your money, you do not.al- 
ways take your choice, 

spoke for the first time since entering the nieadow. 
“Watch any more?” he asked, 
“No. Decidedly, no. 

where the deer came in,” 
I pitched his coat and musket into the soft moss, fol- 

lowed them with my rifle, and we started for camp. 
“Poor camp ; only bark,” said William, 
T thought differently. It had a good roof of bark, 

with back, end and sides closed in with the same. 
in Pennsylyania would yeckon it an excellent camp, 
And what a grand woodsman the Chief was. 

browse for afresh bed, and by the time it was fairly 
dark we were finely organized for sleep, I kept him 
awake for an hour beyond his usual time, making him 
zive me points concerbing the wilderness, of which he is 
reputed to have as much and as accurate knowledge as 
any man livmg, At length be tired of stories and tal, 
Grew his blanket about his head, Indian fashion, and 
subsided in sleep. 
“Wake me up early; look after deer,” he said the last 

thing before settling mmto a sleady, subdued snore, that 
was not at all agerayating, i 

Isat up late—sinoked, mused, built fires and listened 
to my old acquaintances, the owls, until, overcoine with 
drowsiness, I, too, pulled my blanket about my ears and 
slumbered sweetly, after the manner uf those who rest 
a) wight in open camps, 

Tt was daylight when Lawoke. 1 roused first the fire, 
and then Ohief William. He shook himself together, 
borrowed my vifle and was off on the trail. 
“Fi don't fin’ deer, be back in hour,” he said, laconi- 

cally. 
vo fool's errand,” said I, and went down to the spring 

hole to try fly-fishing, 1 pooled a eouple of half pound- 
ers, came back to camp, and cooked a trout breakfast in 
iny best manner, William had beén gone more than his 
hoyr; breakfast was ready and hot, and 1 was getting im. 

The smoke settled down on the 
meadow, and the grass is trampled at the very spot 

We 

; He would 
hardly allow me to lift a stick of firewood, but toted old 
dry twunks of dead trees, bark and branches, picked 

Fron Jones’ I proposed to start on acanoe trip through 
or into any part of the woods that might strike me as 
interesting or desirable. In pursuance of which plan I 
paddled off from Jones' lunding one exceedingly fine 
morning, reaching the Forge House in time for dinner, 
and realizing pretty fully the difference bebween up 
stream or down when the paddle isin question, espe- 
cially as I got fogged on the course and paddled sixteen 
miles instead of twelve, 

The Vorge House, kept by J. W. Barrett, is the starting 
point for most parties who go to the Fulton lakes, ‘Lhe 
house is well kept, and it is a great rendezvous for guides, 
whose boats may nearly always be seen at; the landing, 
where the owners come fo pick up their parties. 
Ln passant, as this isthe season both for lakers and 

brook trout, and as many are deterred from yisiting the 
woods at the best season for fishing by those intolerable 
nuisances, flies and mosquitos, I may as well fulfill a 
promise made in my last, of an infallible recipe for these 
pests, by using which one may walk the trails and climb 
mountains, tish by day and sleep by night, free from the 
poisonvus stings of black tly or mosquito, I know there 
are a score of remedies all more or less effective; and I 
have tried most of them during the last twenty-five 
years, The one J have found im0st eifectiye is nade as 
follows :— 

Three ounces castor oil and two ounces best tar, Bring 
toa slow boilon the stoyein any vessel, letting it sim- 
mer tor half an hour. When partially cool add one ounce 
oil of pennyroyal, and mix thoroughly. To use, pour a 
teaspoonful into the palm of your hand, rub your hands 
together, and then rub every exposed inch of skin with 
your palins. A light coating will do; and don’t wash if 
olf. You may have to repeat it once or twice daily fur 
the first two days, but after that one application each 
day will leave you in peace. Itisin no way filthy, and 
is not disagreeable to most persons, while the effect is all 
that can be desired, 

NrssMuk, 

$C | 

CAMP CREAM O’TARTAR, 

No Man’s LAND, wgust, 1880. 
HAR FOREST :—You have, of course, received our 

invitation tu ‘‘call and see us.” but as you Have 
hot put in an appearance I fear the sincerily of the invi- 
tation is doubted, ‘wherein you wrong us deeply,” as 
Hamlet or Ophelia, or some other of Shakespeare's nag- 
niloquent talkers saith, 
Thaye to report a terrible conflagration and explosion, 

with no insurance and no loss of life, Our shanty calizht 
fire, or was set on fire, or set fire to itsalf last night, It 
was discovered by the scorching of the Major’s left heel, 
which woke hin: after some time. The lake was close at 
hand ; the Tin-dipper Company (the Doctor) went actively 
to work; the Scribe carried water industrionsly for some 
time in a pail, but afterwards discovered that a large 
hole had been burned in its bottom, which incapacitated 
it for retaining anything more fluid than a brickbat; 
while the Major, with great presence of mind, begat of 
long experience under fire, kept rapidly filling his mouth 
with water and spurting itupon the flames. Once, by 
accident, he got at the wrong tumbler, and cast upon 
the fiery billows a monthful of old rye, This untoward 
accident caused the flames to rage more fiercely, and 
then the Doctor's powder-flask blew up. 
The scene ab this time must be imagined to be appre- 

ciated. The lurid glare cast a crimson tinge upon the 
water, which dashed upon the beach ag if im wild mock- 
ery of our misery. The lurid glare also fell upon the darlc 
form of the Scribe, who, haying discovered the holein the 
pail’s bottom, was lighting a cigar and cheering on the 
Fire Department. 
As soonas the flames found nothing else to burn they 

succumbed, and then morning woke and the sun rose, 
smniling as though one ought to smile back again, Then 
we found some trout which had heen prepared for ihe 
morning meal. These we cooked over the embers of our 
house, and then proceeded to investigate damages, 
The Doctor had suffered most, His puwder-task in @x- 

ploding had blown up his cravker-box cover essay on tlie 
“ Grasshopper’s Hip Complaint in Whortleberry Time,” 
and the world and the London Lancet loses it forever, 
It probably saved our lives, however. Tt lay upon the 
flask, and the heaviness of the essay, by keeping the ex- 
plosion down, prevetited any harm to us. Poéwder 
couldn't moye it (nitro-glycerine wowld have had its 
hands full to doit), and it reposed peacefully but searched 
on top of the flask’s fragments, Our shanty was gune, 
pus our shelter tents were saved, 50 we are comparatively 
appy. : 
We. have had a great laugh at the Doctor, A country- 

man, with a face as hard as a billiard ball and about as 
expressive, told the worthy scientific mana long story 
about a remarkable dog, which was located on a farm 
about four miles away, According to the bucolic gentle- 
man this dog was a cross between a bull terrier and a 
grasshopper. The Doctor went, on a yery hot day, to sew 
this pup, and didn’tifind him, That country gentleman 
had better not visit our camp again, for the Dovtor ius 
prepared a large rock with which to rock him to sleep” 
if he reappears, 

The country came nigh unto being plunged into mourn- 
ing last week, Shining lights of the medical, murdering 
and meditative professions were nearly quenched by the 
lake's cold waters. The Doctor, the Major, and the 
Scribe were nearly made food for tishes while fishing for 
food. It was thus: I was sitting in the sternof the buat, 
the Doctor was in the middle, and the Major in the how. 
The Doctor and [ were using hand-lines and the Major a 
pole. He had his back to us and was afflicted with oor 
success, Suddenly a very great fish broke water near us. 
‘Tl have that fellow,” quoth the Major, and so saying 
he swung his line over his shoulder and caught the Doc- 
tor right bangin thenhose. ‘‘ Hello! I’m fast,” said the 
Major, without looking around, and with that he gaye a 
pull, and the Doctor's nose followed the pull, and the 
Doctor ** followed his nose.” 

1 was so full of laughter that I couldn't speak. and the 
sufferer was so surprised that he couldn't ; and the Major 
gave another pull, and the Doctor's nese went over the 
side of the boat, and another pull would have brought 
him overboard, then the houked one gave vent to such 
a horrible sound—a compound of sqieal and swear—that 
the Major paused and look over his shoulder. Then they 
presented a beautiful tableau, The astonishment and 
contrition of countenance of one and the furtive clawings 
ofthe other at his nose and the horrible mug he presented 
were indeed rare spectacles; and when [ at last re- 
covered from my aguny of laughter I was sent hack into 
itagain by the lachrymose ejaculation of the sufferer. 
Pow 1 willlook going home to town with a fish hock 
inmy nose.” The Seribe butchered the hook out alter 
his hand had become steady with a penknife. Then thy 
Doctor sat ‘dipping his beak in the Gascon wine,” as 
Thackeray hasit, The Doctor was very soon restored to his 
usual normal state of cheerfulness and then he passed be- 
yond it ; then he undertook to dance a walk round on Lhe 
gunwale of theboat, Nothing could dissuade him, Up he 
got on one side of the frail craft, and in order to vounter- 
balance hint we were forced to sit hanging over the 
other side, Thus some moments passed of violent salta- 
tory moyement on his part, and of objurgation on ours, 
Then the medical gentléman made a misstep and disap- 
peared suddenly into the lake with a wild and cheerful 
hallo, The boat, relieved from his weight, gave a wallop 
to port, and in the twinkling of an eyé the Scribe an 
the Major took water also, The Major, who can't swim, 
caught the painter and hung on for dear life, Up to thu 
surface canie the unterrified Doctor and began to wambol 
about the bank and sing the Canadian boat song, ‘This 
insult, added to injury, was too much for the Major, He 
scrambled into the boat, and seizing the boat-hook tetched 
the Doctor such a erack on his crown that he was sobered 
instantly and came aboard, swearing that his skull wus 
fractured, It was not, but he has not yet been able to 
get his hat on over the lump, THE SCRIBE, 
rr 

—An old angler says that a fish does not suffer much 
from being hooked, Of course not, It is the thought of 
how his weight will be lied about that causes him gy- 
guish, 

—Falconry is being introduced in Boston, and over 200 
estimable old hens have met violent deaths while beihg 
used by Beacon Hill young ladies in practicing,—Com- 
mercial advertiser, 
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION MEETING, 
— 

HE twenty-ninth annual meeting of the American 
Association for the Adyancement of Science was 

jarzely attended, and in all respects successful. The 

arrangements of the local committee were excellent, and 
everything has progressed in a most satisfactory manner. 

At 2 o'clock on Tuesday, Aug, 24th, a meeting of the 

Cambridge Entomological Club was held, at which, after 

an opening address by Mr. Scudder, its President, were 

read a number of important papers. Among these was 

one by Mr, A, R. Grote on the generic characters of the 

Noctuidae, one by Prof, A, J. Cook, treating practical 
apiculture, and one hy Rev. H. C, McCook on the honey 
ants of Colorado. Prof, John L. Leconte read a paper on 
‘Lightning Bugs,” which was of great interest. A num- 

ber of other contributions of yalue were read, among 
them one by Dr. H. A. Hagen on the Hessian Fly, 
The opening exercises of the meeting and the general 

business haying been accomplished during the morning 

of the 25th, the feature of the day was the address of 

Prot. Barker, the retiring President, On the Origin of Life, 
which excited verygreat interest and was listened to with 

deep attention, In concluding the speaker said that, plys- 

iologically considered, life had now no mysterious pas- 
saves, no sacred precincts into which the unhallwed fooot 

of science might not enter, and that research had day by 
day diminished the phenomena supposed to be vital, and 

\thatsooner or later every action of the living body would 

be pronounced chemical or physical, 

' The session of the Physical Section, of which Prof. 
Asaph Hallis President, was interesting, and several as- 
tronomical and physical papers of value were read. Sec- 
tion B (Natural History) was addressed by Prof, Alex- 

ander Avassiz, its President, who delivered a most learned 
and suggestive discourse on Biological Development in 
the Animal Kingdom, as Manifested in the Paleotolog- 

ical and Embryological Study of Sea Urchins, Some of 
the papers read before this section are as follows: Com- 
parative Anatomy asa Part of the Medical Curriculum, 
by Dr. Harrison Allen ; Distinguishing Species of Popu- 

lus and Jugluns, by Young Naked Branches, by Prof. J. 

_W, Bell; Observations on Japenese Brachiopuda, by Mr. 
BE. 8: Morse; Evolution of Parasitic Plants, by Thomas 
Meehan ; On the So-called Fine Blight of the Apple Tree, 
by Mr. '?. J. Burrill, In the sections of Geology, Chem- 
istry ani Microscopy important papers were read. 

The session of the Permanent Sub-section of Anthro- 

pology, presided over by Major Powell, was very inter- 
esting, Prof. A. 8, Bickmore’s paper upon the Ethnol- 
ogy of Africa was illustrated by a colored map locating 

many of the races of that continent, Myths and Folk- 
lore of the Iroquois, by Erminnie F. Smith, was listened 

to with close attention, and other papers of interest were 
read. 

In the afternoon the exercises were not less interesting 

than in the morning, and in the evening the association 

listened to an address by Prof, J. Graham Bell, the in- 

ventor of the Bell telephone, who diseussed the produc- 
tion of sound by light. . 

The exercises during the remaining days of the week 

were well attended and of great interest, but lack of space 

prevents our giving any detailed account of the proceed- 

ings. Cincinnati was chosen as the next meeting place, 

and on Tuesday the following officers were elected : 

Président, Prof, Geo, J. Brush, New Haven, Conn, ; Sec- 

retary, Prof. CG, V. Riley, Washington, D. C. ; Treasurer, 

Prof. W. S. Vaux, Philadelphia, Pa. Prof, Alfred M. 

Mayer, of the Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N. J., was 
chosen President of Section A, 

A TRIPARTITE CONTEST. 

HE followihg anecdote comes to us from a thor- 
oughly reliable source, and certainly deserves to be 

recorded, Itis not often that such a combat is wit- 
nessed by a man who can give an intelligent and trust- 
worthy account of it :— 

On the 24th of July last Mr, Henry Braithwaite, of 
Frederickton, an experienced hunter, when engaged in 
exploring finrber lands 1n the interior of New Brunswick, 
between the headwaters of the Northwest Miramichi 
aud those of the Tobique, witnessed an unequal contest, 
such, indeed, as was probably never witnessed by any 
other person, In his expedition he was accompanied by 
a well-known Melicite Indian, usually called by hunters 
“Bie Louis.”, 
When traveling up the inlet of the Big Southwest Mira- 

qichi River, about 5 or 6 o'clock in the afternoon, Mr. 
Braithwaite heard ata distance of a quarter of a mile a 
very strange noise, which he decribe3 as a combination 
of growling and bellowing, which_increased as he ad- 
vauced toward it. On turning to Louis and asking his 
opinion of the cause of this noise, the Indian replied, 
“Baars fightiog.” 

At the time that Mr, B, heard this noise his small Wesson 
rifle was unloaded, and he had but two cartridges in 
his pocket, the rest being m his bundle, and not 
easily reached, Starting; with these two, Louis called 
gently tohim, ‘Take more cartridges in your pocket,” 

a 

My, Braithwaite replied, “If I stop to get the cartridges 
the noise may stop, and I may not be able to find the 
game,” and aceordinely pushed on with but two cart- 
ridges, throwing off at the same time his bundle, expect- 
ing Louis to bring it along with hisown, He, however, 
failed to do this, and left both behind, and followed after 
with but hisaxe, Ata distance of 100 yards, after run- 
ning a quarter of a mile, Mr. Braithwaite saw the causes 
of the strange and unwonted sounds, 
A huge bear, the largest that he ever saw, and he has seen 

many, was seated on top of a young moose, upon which 
he had sprung unawares, breaking his back at the first 
jump, Whenever the animal attempted to struggle the 
bear would seize him by the neck and shake him asa 
dog would a hare. When the moose remained quiet the 
‘bear would lick the blood which issued from his wounds. 

Running up to within twenty yards of the bear, load- 
ing inthe meantime, Mr, Braithwaite leveled his rifle, 
and not being able to get a fair view of the bear's head, 
fired where he supposed the animal's heart to be, The 
ball passing through him, the latter sprang back off the 
moose, and staggered and fell, ihe blood running from 
both sides, After retreating a few steps he stopped, and 
looked around to see where the shot came from. Not 
being able to get a fair view of his head, Mr, B. again 
fired at the same part of his body, and again struck him, 
This seemed to give him new energy, and ha started off 
on a run for the stream. 

Mr. B, then turned around to the Indian, thinking that 
he had the bundle with the cartridges, intending to load 
and follow, but found that he had not brought up the 
ammunition, There was nothing lett but to go back, 
which Mr, B, did, and reloaded. It took some time to 
find the bundles, and in the meantime a heavy thunder- 
storm, accompanied by rain, had setin, They took up 
the trail and followed it easily, guided by the feet marks 
and blood, for about 200 yards; the woods then getting 
yery open, the rain bad washed out the blood and tracks, 
so that they lost the trail, and as night was coming on, 
returned to the moose and prepared to camp. 

The moose they found nearly dead; it was a spring 
calf, and would weigh about 200 pounds, After dress- 
ing the meat and cooking some for supper, they laid 
down to vest, It rained nearly all night, and as all they 
had in the way of provisions was the moose meat, and 
they had eight miles to go for bread, they did not follow 
up the bear. which they could have done, The moose 
hide the Indian carried to the settlement, 

——— ps 

K Kincairps Catcou FishH.—Hditor Forest and Stream :— 
Probably most observing people have noticed with what 
unerring expertness the kingbird (or bee martin) will 
catch insects in the air. These birds are very abundant 
about my premises, nesting in some cases within afew 
feet of my residence. I neyer disturb them, belieying 
them not only a valuable insectiverous bird, but having 
frequent ocular demonstrations of their valuable ser- 
yices in driving off hawks and crows. I haye often 
noticed them striking the surface of the water in my fish 
ponds, but supposed they were either taking a bath or 
élse catching insects which were flying near the surface 
of the water, When I constructed my bass pond, a few 
years ago, I stocked it with minnows to afford ample 
food for the bass, At times the entire surface of the 
pond seems alive with them, A few Cays ago I obseaved 
at least a. half dozen kingbirds perched on trees and bushes 
near the margin of the pond, and almost every moment 
some of them would diye into the water precisely like a 
kingfisher, and I concluded they were catching bugs or 
other insects which were floating upon the suvface of the 
water, Watching them closely, I soon saw one of them 
leaye the water with something perceptibly shining in its 
bill, It alighted on a tree about fifty yards from where I 
was sitting, and acted precisely as a kingfsher does when 
killing. a fish. Taking a telescope, I also took an obser- 
vation and discovered that the kingbird hada minnow 
not less than three inches long. I continued my observa- 
tions for about fifteen minutes, and during that time 
these birds caught seyeral small minnows and ate them. 
Others more observant may hayelong known of this trait 
of the kingbird, but I have never chanced to read or hear 
of it, and quite likely may be laughed at for my yerdancy 
in reporting what may be well known to every ornitho- 
logic amateur, Miron P. Peirce, 

—~j——. 

A ConUnDRUM.—Sunemerpelu, SE Clair County, IIl., 
Ang. 22d,—In the spring Tshot.a heron which was car- 
tying inits billa dead snake about fifteen inches in 
length, Some five inches of the reptile’s tale was drawn 
through a slit in the lower mandible of the bird, and was 
held there so firmly, eyen after the bird was dead, that 
the snake would have been torn to pieces easier than 
withdrawn from the bird’s bill, How does the bird get 
the snake there? G. B. i, 8, 
Wedonot get from our correspondent’s description 

any very clear idea of how the snake was attached to the 
bird's bill, Was the bill split along the side, or did the 
snake lie between the yami of the mandible and pass 
through the chin? 

— 

Crows 48 Fruit Tateviis.—Mditor Forest and Stream : 
—I send you tlie following item from a late paper, and 
¢an supplement it with a little experience of my own: 
“Malachi F. Dodge, living near Manchester, N. H., 
recently saw five large crows descend fram a tall pine 
tree in the Stark woods and alightin a tree laden with 
ripe August apples, Hach crow planted its bill firmly 
into a rosy specimen,, and, detaching it from the stem, 
flew away with the prize to the pine, where they ate the 
fruit with evident relish,” A short tine ago [ happened 
to notice the almost daily visit of a small party of crows 
to a certain tree in my apple orchard, and it occurred to 
mé that the fruit might be the attraction, as it was a 
large, tender and sweet variety. A visit to the trea 
proved my surmise to he correct. They had destroyed 
quite a number of apples by pecking oul from a quarter 
toahalf. When the stem would give way the apple fell 
and another would be attacked. This may be nothing 
new, butin living on a farm constantly visited by crows 
for neatly thirty years, I have never had occasion to ac- 
cuse them of this mischief before, though the indictment 
was strong enough withoutit, If any of your veaders 
have had a similar experience I hope we shall hear from 
them. Respectfully yours, ¥, C, Brown, 
_ Framingham, Mass., Aug. 25th, 

Ay UnLucky Crow.—Mr. George G. Cole has related 
fous the following incident, which oceurred not long 
since near Glen's Falls, N. ¥.: Mr. H, P. Champney, of 
that place, being annoyed by large hawks which prey 
upon his chickens, keeps his shot gun loaded and kills 2 
great many of them. A short time ago a hawk was seen 
approaching the house, but before the owner could seize 
his gun the bird had passed out of range and was passing 
oyer a piece of woods, Here it was seen fo seize a crow, 
and after coming nearly to the ground to bear it heavily 
off and alight a short distance further on among some 
tall weeds. Curiosity prompted Mr. Champney to pro- 
ceed to the spot, where he found hawk and crow still 
struggling on the ground, and by a lucky shot killed 
both of them, The hawk, from the meager description 
given of it, would appear to have been a young goshawk 

fish Culture. 
THE FIRST DECADE OF THE UNITED STATES FISH 

COMMISSION. 

ITS PLAN OF WORK AND ACCOMPLISHED RESULTS, SCIENTIFIC 

AND ECONOMICAL, 

BY G. BROWN GoopE,* 

There are nine departments of the government devoted, 
in part or wholly, to researches in pure and applied 
science—the Geological Survey ; the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey ; the Naval Observatory ; the National Museuni ; 
the Department of Agriculture ; the Entomological Com- 
mission; the Tenth Census, with its special agencies for 
the study of the natural resources cf the country ;the 
Smithsonian Bureau of Ethnology, and the Commission 
of Fish and Fisheries, The Smithsonian Institution, es- 
tablished upon an independent foundation, should also be 
mentioned, as well as the Medical Museum of the army, 
and the yarious laboratories under the control of the 
Army and Nayy Departments. 
The Geological Survey is not now carrying on any of 

the schemes of zoological and botanical investigation en- 
gaged in by its predecessors. 

The work of the Entomological Commission and that 
of the census, though of extreme importance, are lim- 
ited in scope and duration, while that of the Agricul- 
tural Department is necessarily, for the most part, eco- 
nomical. 

The worl: of the National Museum is chiefly confined 
to the study of collections made by government surveys 
or individual collectors and sent in to be reported upon, 

The work of the Fish Commission, in one of its aspects, 
may perhaps be regarded as the most prominent of the 
present efforts of the government in aid of agyressiye 
biological research, 
On the 9th of February, 1874, Congress passed a joint 

resolution which authorized the appointment of a Com- 
missioner of Fish and Fisheries. The duties of the 
Comiunissioner were thus defined ; *‘To prosecute inyestige - 
tions on thesubject (of the diminution of yaluable fishes) 
with the view of ascertaining whether any and what di- 
minution in thenumber of the food-fishes of the coa-t 
and the lakes of the United States has taken place; and, 
if so, to what causes the same is due; and also whether 
any and what protective, prohibitory or precautionary 
méasures should be adopted in the premises, and to re- 
port upon the same to Congress.” 

The resolution establishing the office of Commissioner 
of Visheries required that the person to be appointed 
should be a civil officer of the Government, cf proyed 
scientitic and practical acquaintance with the fishes of 
the coast, to serve without additional salary, The 
choice was thus practically limited to a single man for 
whom, in fact, the office had been created. Prof, 
Baird, at that time assistant secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution, was appointed and entered at once upon his 
duties. 

The summer of 1880 marks the tenth season of ac- 
tive work since its inception in 1871. The Fish Com- 
mission now fills a place tenfold more extensive and 
useful than at first. The present essay aims to show, im 
a general way, what it has done, is doing and expects 
to do—its purposes. its methods, its results. 

THE PLAN OF WORK, 
The work is naturally divided into three sections ;— 
1. The systematic investigation of the waters of the 

United States and the biological and physical problems 
which they. present. The scientific studies of the Cum- 
mission are based upon a liberal and philosophical jnter- 
pretation of the law. In making his original plans the 
Commissioner insisted that to study only the foord-tishes 
would be of little importance, and that useful coneclu- 
sions must needs rest upon a broad foundation of inves- 
tigations purely scientific incharacter. The life history 
of species of economic yalue should be understood from 
beginning to end, but no less requisite is it to know the 
histories of the animals and plants upon which they 
feed or upon which their food is nourished ; the histories 
of their enémies and friends and the friends and foes 
of their eAemies and friends, as well as the cutrents, tem- 
peratures and other physical phenomena of the waters m 
relation to migration, reproduction and growth, A nece:- 
sary accompaniment to this division is the amassing of 
material for research to be storedin the National and 
other museums for future use. 

2 The investigation of the methods of fisheries of 
past and present, and the statistics of production and 
commeree of fishery products. Man being one of the 
chief destroyers of fish, his influence upon their abun- 
dance must be studied, Fishery methods and apparatus 
must be examined und compared with those of other 
lands, that the use of those which threaten the destruc- 
tion of useful fishes may be discouraged, and that those 
which are inefficient may be replaced by others morg 
serviceable. Statistics of inclustry and trade must be se- 
cured for the use of Congress in making treaties or im- 
posing tariffs, to show to producers the best markets, and 
to consumers where and with what their needs may be 
supplied, 

3. The introduction and multiplication of useful food 
fishes throughout the country, especially in waters under 
the jurisdiction of the general government, ov those 
common to several States, none of which migh6 feel 

*Read before tha American Association forthe Advancement 
of Science, Boston, Aug, 28th, 1880, 
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willing to make expenditure for the benefit of the others, 
This work, which was not contemplated, when the Com- 
mission was established, was first undertaken at the in- 
stance of the American ish Cultural Association, whose 
representatives induced Congress to make a special ap- 
sropriation for the purpose, This appropriation has since 
een renewed every year ona more bountiful scale, and 
ropagation is at present by far the most extensive 

Beatick of the work of the Commission, both in respect 
of number of men employed and quantity of money ex- 
pended. 
Although activity in this direction may be regarded in 

the light of applied rather than pure scientific work, it 
is particularly important to the biologist, since if affords 
opportunities for investigating many new problems in 
physiology and embryology. 

The origin of the Commission, its purposes, and me- 
thods of organization, having been described, it now re- 
mains to review the accomplished results of its work, In 
many departments, especially that of direct research, 
most efficient services have been rendered by volunteers ; 
in fact, a large share of what has been accomplished in 
biological and physical exploration is the result of un- 
paid labor on the part of some of the mosf skillful Am- 
erican specialists, Although it would he interesting to 
review the peculiar features of the work of each investi- 
gation, the lintits of this paper will not allow me to do so, 
or even to mention them all by nume, 

Since the important fisheries center in New England, 
the coast of this district has been the seat of the most 
active operations In marine research. For ten yéars, the 
Gommissioner, with a party of specialists, has devoted 
the summer season to work at the shore, at various sta- 
tions along the coast, from Connecticut to Nova Scotia. 
A suitable place haying heen selected, a temporary la- 

boratory is fitted up with the necessary appliances for 
collection and study: In this are placed from ten to 
twenty tables, each occupied by an investigator, either 
an officer of the Commission, or a volunteer, From 1878 
to 1879, important aid was rendered by the Secretary of 
the Nayy, who detailed for this service a steamer to be 
used in dredging and trawling, and this year the steamer 
built expressly for the Commission is employed in the 
game manner.* 

The regular routine of Operations at a summer station 
includes all the various furms of activity known to nat- 
uralists—collecting along the shore, seming upon the 
beaches, setting traps for animals not otherwise to be ob- 
tained, and scraping with dredge and trawl] the bottora 
of the sea, at depths as great as cam be reached by a 
steamer in a trip of three days. In the laboratory are 
carried on the usual structural and systematic studies ; 
the preparation of museum specimens and of reports. 
Since the organization of the Commission, the deep sea 
work and the investigation of invertebrate animals has 
been under the charge of Prof, Verrill, who had for many 
years before the Commission was established been study- 
ing independently the invertesrate fauna of New Eng- 
land, ; 

In addition to what has been done at the summer sta- 
tion, more or less exhaustive investigations have been 
carried on by smaller parties on many parts of the coast 
and interior waters. The fauna of Grand Rapids, and 
other off-snore fishing grounds, has been partly explored. 
In 1872, 1878 and 1874 dredging was carried on from the 
coast survey steamer Bache, by Prof. Packard and Mr. 
Cooke, Prof, Smith, Mr. Harger and Mr. Rathbun. In 
1879 Mr. H. L. Osborne spent three months in a cod 
schooner coHecting material on the Grand Banks, and 
Mr. N. P. Scudder as long a time on the halibut grounds 
of Davis’ Straits. 
A most remarkable series of contributions have been 

received from the fishermen of Cape Anh. When the 
Fish Commission had its headquarters at Gloucester, in 
1878, a general interest in the zodlogical work sprang up 
among the crews of the fishing vessels, and since that 
time they have been vieing with each other in efforts to 
find new animals, Their activity has been stimulated by 
the publication of lists of their donations in the local 
papers, and the number of separate lots of specimens re- 
ceived, to the present time, exceeds eight hundred, Many 
of these lots are large, consisting of collecting-tanks full 
of alcoholic specimens. At least thirty fishing vessels 
now carry collecting-tanks on every trip, and many of the 
fishermen, with characteristic superstition, have the idea 
that ib insures good luck to have a tank on toard, and 
will not go to sea without one. The number of speci- 
mens acquired in this manner is at least fifty or sixty 
thousand. most of them belonging to species unattaina- 
ple. Each halibut vessel sets, twice daily; lines from ten 
to fourteen miles in length, with hooks upon them six 
feet apart, In water twelve hundred to eighteen hundred 
feat in depth, and the quantity of living forms brought 
up in this manner, and which had never hitherto been 
sayed, is very astonishing, Over thirty species of fishes 
have thus been added to the fauna of North America, 
and Prof. Verrill informs me that the number of new and 
extra limital forms thus placed upon the list of inyerte- 
brates cannot be less than fifty, 
A permanent collector, Mr. Vinal N. Edwards, has 

been etuployed at Wood's Holl and vicinity since 1871, 
and many remarkable forms haye also been discoyered 
by him, 
No dredging has yet been attempted by the Commis- 

sion south of Long Island, though much has been done in 
shore work, especially among the fishes, by special agents 
and friends of the Commissiun, and by the parties sta- 
tioned here and there in the work of fish-culture. Mr, B, 
G, Blackford, of Fulton Market, New York, by carefully 
watching the market slabs, has added at least ten spe- 
cies of fishes to the fauna of the United States, Mr, F, 
Mather is studying the fish of Long Island and the Sound, 
Dr. Yarrow, Mr. Harll, and others, have collected from 
Cape May to Key West. The Gulf States’ coast was ex- 
plored last winter by a party conducted by Mr, Silas 

+ The number of dredging and trawling stations on record is as 
Tollows :— 
ABi1. Wood's Holl --.-- ee sete eee cere tense ween eter eee perc gs 345 
1872. Eastport, 200 by hand, 35 py steamer-..----.._,,.-.--...., 235 
1873, POLtlaUG c- 2.00 ce yee ee ede ence ce sneere emp is secereiceedewalspinns? 14 
FATE. NOMD KK 22a we ete nee ener tee epee memvenen cohen edo sis cad Res 
1875 Wood's Holl .. 
Is77. Salter 

Halifax 
1878. Gloucester 4 
4870. Provincetown) .-...-ss-ense 

eee eer) Pn eer i tal wise 
Tne number of.seine hauls is about U0. 

Stearns, who spent nine months in studying the food- 
and the census, The entire Pacific Coast has been scoured 
by Prof, Jordan for the Commission and the census, and 
the ichthyology of that region has heen enriched by the 
discovery of sixty species new to the fauna, forty of 
them being new to science. A similar investigation on 
the great lukes has been carried oyer a period of several 
years by Mr. Milner and Mr. Kumlien, The ichthyology 
of the rivers of the country has received much attention 
from the many experts employed by the Commission in 
fish cultural work, 

In addition to these local studies may be mentioned 
the general explorations such as are now being carried 
on for the oyster, by Mr. Ernest Ingersoll and Mr. John F. 
Ryder, for the shad by Gol. McDonald, for the smelt and 
the Atlantic salmon by Mr. C, G, Atkins, and the quinnat 
salmon by Mr, Livingston Stone. 
A partial indication of what has been accomplished 

may be found in the number of species added to the vari- 
ous faunal lists, Take, forinstance, the cephalopod mol- 
lusks of New England. In Prof. Verrill’s recently pub- 
lished monographs twenty species are mentioned, thir- 
teen of which are new to science, Ten years ago only 
three were known. 
Iam indebted to Prof, Verrill for the following esti- 

mate of the number of species added within the past ten 
years to the fauna of New Engiand, mainly by the 
agency Of the Commission ;— 

(CENStADEHs. seb aee lac pe ens 93 R98 
Pycirogonida.........--- esse 5 10 li 
Ammendarlssyise. ei ac. seb dpesi 67 238 305 
DOCRINEG Ils eecuirt meee enfant tee Shale ott 
Mollusea........ Aut alele be 
Echinodermata re ee ae 
Anthozoa., ine a7 os 
Furricata .. 26 25 61 
Volyzoa.... 56 $1 uit 
Bravhiopodit. 5 0 5 
Bponesii-heecueeeer es ae. 10 80 90 
A CRIED Tea An eee ee ee ey a pie 35: 

£00 1,000 1,800 

It is but just to say that many of these species were 
obtained by Prof, Verrill in the course of lis independent 
explorations in Maine and Connecticut previous to 1871. 
A similar estimate for the fishes indicates the discovery 

of at least one hundred species on the Hastern Atlantic 
coast within ten years; half of these are new to science. 
Forty species have been added to the fauna north of Cape 
Cod; sixteen of these are new and have been found 
within three years; seventeel have been described as 
new from the Gulf of Mexico; sixty, and more, have 
been added upon the West coxst. ‘The results of the 
summers’ campaigns are worked in winter in the Pea- 
body Museum of Yale College, under the direction of 
Prof. Verrill, and by the specialists of the National Mu- 
seumi, 

One of the important features of the work is the 
preparation of life histories of the useful marine animals 
of the country, and great quantitics of material have 
been accumulated relating to almost every species. A 
portion of this has been published, more or less complete 
biographical monographs having been printed on the 
bluefish, the scup, the menhaden, the salmon and the 
whitefish, and others are nearly ready. 
Another monograph which may be referred to in this 

connection is that of Mr, Starbick on the whale fishery, 
viving its history from the earliest settlement of North 
America, 

The temperature of the water in its relation to the 
movements of fish, has from the first received special at- 
tention, Observations are made regularly during the 
summer work, and at the various hatching stations. At 
the instance of the Commissioner, an extensive series of 
observations have for several years been made under the 
direction of the chief signal officer of the army, at light- 
houses, lightships, life-saving and signal stations, care- 
fully chosen, along the whole coast. This year thirty or 
more fishing schooners aud steamers are varrying ther- 
mometers to record temperatures upon the fishing 
zrounds, a journal of the movements of the fish being 
kept at the same time. One practical result of the study 
of these observations has been the demonstration of the 
cause of the failure of the menhaden fisheries on the 
coast of Maine in 187/—a failure on account of which 
nearly 2,000 persons were thrown out of employment. 

Another important series of investigations carried on 
by Conimander Beardsley, of the navy, shows the error 
of the ordinary manner of using the Casel Miller deep 
sea thermometer ; still another series made by Dr. Kid- 
dev, of the navy, and to be carried out in future, bad for 
its object’ the determination of the temperature of the 
blood of marine animals. B : 

Observations have also beén made by Mr. Milner upon 
the influence of 2 change from sea water into iresh 
water and from fresh water into sea water upon the 
young of different fishes. 

Mr. H. J, Rice carried on series of studies upon the 
effect of cold in retarding the development of incubating 
fish eggs. 
A series of analyses haye been maile by Prof. Atwater 

to determine the chemical composition and nutritive 
value of fish as compared with other articles of food. 
This investigation is still 1m progress. 

In connection with the work of fish culture much at- 
tention has been paid to embryology. The breeding 
times and habits of nearly all of our fishes have been 
studied, and their relations to water temperatures. The 
embryological history of a number of species, such as the 
cod, shad, alewife, salmon, smelt, Spanish mackerel, 
striped bass, white perch, and the oyster, haye heen ob- 
tained under the auspices of the Comimission, by Messrs, 
Brooks, Ryder, Schaeffer, Rice, and others. Fi 

The introduction of new species in water in which they 
were previously unknown, is of special interest to the 
student of geographical distribution. Through the 
agency of the Commission the German carp has already 
been placed in nearly every State and Territory, although 
the work of distribution has only just begun, and the 
tench (Tinea vulgaris), and the golden orfe (dus melano- 
tus), haye been acclimated ; the shad has been success- 
fully planted in the Mississippi Valley and on the coast 
of California, and the California salmon in the rivers of 
the Atlantic slope, The maraena, or lake whitefish, of 
Europe, has been introduced into a lake of Wisconsin, 
Tt is not my purpose to speak of the greab success in Te- 
stocking with shad and salmon several rivers 1 which 
the supply was almost exhausted, and in planting the 

Schoodic salmon in numerous lakes. As an act of inter- 
national courtesy California salmon haye been success- 
fully introduced into New Zealand and Germany. The 
propagation work has increased in importance from year 
to year, as may be seen by the constant increase in the 
amount of the annual appropriation, A review of the 
results of the labors of the commission in increasing the 
food supply of the country, may be found in the annual 
reports, the rude appliances of fish culture in use ten 
years ago have given way to scientifically devised appar- 
atus, by which millions of egy ave hatched where thou- 
sands were, and the demonstration of the possibility of 
stocking rivers and lakes to any desired extent has been 
greatly strengthened. This work was for six years most 
efficiently directed by the late Mr. James W. Milner, and 
is now in charge of Maj, 'T. B. Ferguson, also commis- 
sioner for the State of Maryland, by whom has been de- 
vised the machinery for propagation on a gigantic scale, 
by the aid of steam, which is now so successfully in use, 

The investigation of the statistics and history of the 
fisheries has perhaps assumed greater proportions than 
was at first contemplated, One of the immediate causes 
of the establishment of the Commission was the dissen- 
sion between the line and net fishermen of Southern 
New England with reference to laws for the protection 
of the deteriorating fisheries of that region, The first 
work of Prof, Baird, as Commissioner, was to investigate 
the causes of this deterioration, and the report of that 
year’s work includes much statistical material. In the 
same year a zodlogical and statistical survey of the great 
lakes was accomplished, and various circulars were sent 
out in contemplation of the preparation of monographic 
reports upon the special branches of the fisheries, some 
of which have already been published. 

In 1877, the Commissioner and his staff were suramoned 
to Halifax to serve as wilmesses and experts before the 
Halifax Fishery Commissiou, then charged with the set- 
tlement of the amount of compensation to be paid by the 
United States for the privilege of participating in the 
fisheries of the Provinces, ‘The information at that time 
available concerning the fisheries was found to be so 
slight and imperfect that a plan forsystematic investiga- 
tion of the subject was arranged and partially under- 
taken, ‘The work was carried on for two seasons with 
some financial aid from the Department of State. In 
1879 an arrangement was made wilh the Superintendent 
of the Tenth Census, who agreed to bear 4 part of the ex- 
pense of carrying out the scheme in full. Some thirty 
trained experts are now engaged in the preparation of a 
statistical report on the present state and the past his- 
tory of the fisheries of the United States. This will be 
finished next year, but the subject will hereafter be con- 
tinued in monographs upon separate branches of the fish- 
eries, such as the Halibut Wishery, the Mackerel Fishery, 
the Shad Fishery, the Cod Fishery, the Herring Fishery, 
the Smelt Fishery and various others of less importance, 

DISTRIBUTION OF ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS 
Hundreds, and even thousands of specimens of a sin- 

gle species are often obtained. After those for the Na- 
tional Museum haye been selected, a great number of 
duplicates remain. These are identified, labeled and 
made up into sets for exchange with other museums and 
for distribution to schools and small museums, This is 
in accordance with the time-honored usage of the Smith- 
sonian Institution, and is regarded as an important 
branch of the work. Several specialists are employed 
solely in making up these sets and in gathering material 
required for their completion. Within three years fifty 
sets of fishes in alcohol, including at least ten thousand 
specimens, have been sent out, and fifty sets of imverte- 
brates, embracing one hundred and seventy-five species 
and two hundred and fifty thousand specimens, Ong 
hundred smaller sets of yepresentative forms are in- 
tended for educational purposes, to be given to schools 
and academies, are now beivg prepared. 

The arrangement of the invertebrate duplicates is in 
the charge of Mr. Richard Rathbun ; of the fishes, in that 
of Dr. T. H. Bean. ! 

Facilities have also been given to many institutions for 
making collections on their own behalf, 

Six annual reports have been published, withan ¢gpre- 
gate of 5,630 pages, These cover the period from 1871 to 
1878. Many papers relating to the work haye been pub- 
lished elsewhere—particularly descriptions of new spe- 
cies and tesults of special faunal exploration, 

AN EPITOME OF THE HISTORY OF THE COMMISSION, 
1871, 

The Commissioner, with a party of zodlogists, estab- 
lished the first summer station at Wood’s Holl, Mass,, 
other assistants being engaged in a similar work at Cape 
Hatteras and the Great Lakes, He also personally in- 
yestivated the alleged decrease of the fisheries in South- 
em New England, taking the testimony of humerous 
witnesses, 

1872. 
This year the summer station was at Hastport, Maine, 

particular attention being paid to the herring fisheries, 
The survey of the Great Lakes was continued. Dredg- 
ing, under the direction of Prof. Packard, was begun on 
the off-shore banks, At the instance of the American 
Fish Cultural Association, Congress requested the Com- 

missioner to take charge of the work of multiplying yal- 
uable food fishes throughout the country. Worl: was be- 
gun on the shad, salmon and whitelish, and the eggs of 

the European salmon were imported. 
1873. 

The summer headquarters were fixed at Portland, 
Maine. The opportunities for research were greatly in- 
creased by the aid of the Secretary of the Navy, who 
granted the use of an eighty-ton steamer. 

Exploration in the outer waters between Mt. Desert 
and Cape Cod were carried on in the United States Coast 

Suryey steamer Bache, Operations tn fish culture were 
Carried on upon an extensive scale. 

1874—1875. 

In 1874 the zodlogical work centered at Noank, Conn, 

The attempt was made to introduce shad into Europe. 

In 1875 the station was for a second time at Wood's Holl, 

where a permanent seaside laboratory, with aquarium, 

was now established, The number of investigations this 

year was about twenty, The increase in the propagation 
work was proportionately much larger. 

1876. 
This year the Commissioner was unable to take the 

fishes and useful invertebrates in behalf the Commission 
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field for fishery investigations, having been instructed to 
exhibit, in connection with the Philadelphia International 
Exhibition, the methods of fish culture and the Atmeri- 
can fisheries. Much, however, was accomplished hy 
single investigators in various localities. The propapa- 
tion work continued. This year the first carp were in- 
troduced from Germany. 

1877. 
The field of investigation was resumed at Salem, Mass,, 

and later at Halifax, N.S, <A larger steamer of 300 tons 
made deep sea research possible, The Commissioner and 
his staff served as experts before the Halifax Fishery 
Commission. The propagating work was on the increase, 
and the government carp ponds were established in 
Washington, ; 

1878-1879. 

In 1878 the summer station was at Gloucester, Mass.; 
in 1870 at Provincetown, These centers of the fishing 
interests were selected that more attention might be de- 
voted to studying the history, statistics and methods of 
the sea fisheries, A plan for the systematic investiga- 
tion which seemed yearly more necessary in view of the 
dissensions between the governments of the United 
States and Great Britain. In 1879 a combination was 
formed with the Superintendent of the Tenth Census, by 
which the Commissioner was enabled to carry more rap- 
illy forward this branch of the work. Specialists were 
dispatched to all parts of the country to study the bio- 
logical, statistical and practical aspects of the fisheries, 
In 1878 the breeding of cod and haddock was accom- 
plished at Gloucester. In 1879 the propagation of the 
oyster was accomplished by coéperation with the Mary- 
land Commission, under the direction of Maj, Ferguson, 
and the distribution of the carp throughout the country 
was begun, isso 

The summer station is at Newport, R. I, The Fish 
Hawk, a steamer of 454 tons, constructed expressly for 
the work of the commission, lies at the wharf, now 
equipped for scientific research, later to be employed in 
the propagation of sea fish, such as the cod and the 
mackerel. Over fifty investigations are in the field in the 
service of the commission, The season was opened by the 
pao ea of the commission in the International Ex- 
ibition at Berlin. The first honor prize, the gift of the 

Emperor of Germany, was awarded to Prof, Baird, not 
alone as an acknowledgement that the display of the 
United States was the most perfect and most imposing, 
but as a personal tribute to one who, in the words of the 
President of the Deutscher Fischerei Verein, is regarded 
in Kurope as the first fish culturalist in the world. 

Sea and Rivey Sishing. 
—Address all communications to 't Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New Yorl:.” 
ooo 

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPLEMBER, 
FRESH WATER. 

Grayling, Thymallua tricolor. White Bass, Rocews ehirysopa. 
Land-locked Salmon,* Salmo} Black Bass. Mieropterus. (Two 

Relay. species.) 
Lake Trout, Sq/imo namayeush. | Rock Bass, Ambloplites. (Two 
Maskalonge, Hsom nubitior. _ Species.) 
Pickerel, Hsox reticulatus, War-mouth, Chenobryttus gifllo- 
Pike or Pickerel, Hsox tucits. #Us. 

(wall-eyed pike) Crappie, Pomorys nigromacula- Pike-perch y 
americanum, 8.| tus. Stizotethium 

griseum, ere. ; 
Yellow Perch, Perea, fluviatilis: 
Striped Bass, Roccus linedtus. 

SALT WATER. 
Sea Bass, Centropristis atrarius, | Sea’ Lrout,'’ Gynoseyon caroli- 
Sheepshead, Archnsarqus proba- MeN Sis. 

torephalus, Weaktish, Ounoscion regdlis. 
Porzie, Stenotomus argurops. Shore Whiting, Menticirrus lit- 
Striped Bass, Roceus linentus. torelis- 
White Perch, Morone americana, | Croaker, Micropogon wndulatus- 
Spot, or Lafayette, Livstomus| Bluedsh, Pomatonues saltatriv. 
vbLignus. Spanish Mackerel, Cybium mac - 

Spot, Redfish, or Channel Bass, | wlatum, 
Scigniops accelalus. Cero, Cybium regale. 

Tautox, Tautoga onitis, | Bonito, Sarda pelamys. 
Pollowk, Pollachivs carbonwrius. ' Kingtish, Menticirrus nebulosus. 

*Tn Maine until Sept. 15th. 
—_—_—_—_——al + -@ + ee 

How Birps Destroy FishH,—We haye believed with 
Prof. Goode that the fishes taken from the sea, by man 
was but a fraction of what is destroyed by their enemies 

in the water, as fish, seals, etc., and by the birds, Prof. 

Goode made this statement in reference to the capture of 
the menhaden for oil, and its destruction by the hundreds 

of different kinds of enemies, who number far into the 

millions of individuals. In speaking of the destruction 
of herrings by the gannets a recent writer in Nature 

saysi— ~ 
Of the five Scotch stations where the gannet breeds, the 

number of birds frequenting each is put down as follows: 
Ailsa Craig, 12,000; the Bass Rock, 12,000; St. Kilda, 
50,000; the Stack, 50,000 ; Gulla Sgeir, 300,000, or a total 
of 424,000. Each of these birds would consume at least a 
dozen herrings in the day ifit could get them; but esti- 
mating the daily average as six to each gannet produces 
923,560,000 as the quantity consumed in one year, and 
reckoning 800 herrings to the barrel gives us 1,160,700 
barrels captured by the gannets, as against 750,000 barrels, 
the total taken by fishermen on the west coast of Scot- 
land for 1872. 

Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis. 
Chub, Semotilis corporatis, 

————— 

SALMON OF THH PaciFIC COAST.—Humboldt Harbor, 
Popogt Island, Shumigins, Alaska Territory, July 19th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :—In your paper of May 13th 
I have seen a note by my friend, Prof. Jordan, on the 
redfish of Idaho, which he thinks is the same as the 
species figured in FOREST AND STREAM of Nov, 13th, 1879, 
and afterwards received from Capt, Bendire in the U. 
$. National Museum. I haye examined Capt. Bendire’s 
specimens and am prepared to say that they are Kenner- 
ly’s salmon, Sulmo kennerlyt, of Suckley ; Oncorhynchus 
kennerlyi, of Gill and Jordan, They are not different, 
except in size, from the types of Kennerly’s salmon, 
Now, unless this salmon is identical with the nerka 
studied by Prof. Jordan, we have no right to call Capt. 
Bendire’s redfish nerka, I have not yet seen a salmon in 
Alaska which Ican positively identity with O.nerka, but 

in the systematic work of Gill and Jordan one receives 
the impression thatitis much like quinnat, Kennerly’s 
salmon is not closely like guinnat in some respects ; for 
instance, it hasa much greater number of teeth in the 
middle of the roof of the mouth, and its jaws are much 
more oblique, 

The name redfish is a source of confusion. In some 
localities it is safe to assme that the red color of the skin 
is the foundation for the name. In Cook’s Inlet the color 
of the flesh gives rise to the name, and itis certainly well 
founded there, the deep red of the drying fish brighten- 
ing up whole yillages in the fishing season. 

J have not seen the Yukon redfish, but there is reason 
to believe that itis one of the small scaled species. 

Tt was my intention to publish a somewhat extended 
notice of Capt. Bendire’s specimens last spring, but my 
preparations for collecting in Alaska,and yarious other 
duties, prevented me from doing so. Perhaps, alter all, 
if is just as well to lef the salmon family rest until we 
have material enough to enable us to settle on the right- 
ful names and hold to them, TaRLTON H, BEAN, 

With such investigators as Dr, Bean and Prof, Jordan 

after them the salmon of the Pacific coast will soon have 
to give up their family secrets, and allow their relation- 

ships to be published to the world. It would be interest- 
ing to know the exact time covered by the spawning of 

each alleged species, as this would show the possibility 

of some of them being hybrids. 
a 

Bic Bass In VERMONT.—Sheldon, Vt., Aug, 16th.— 
On. the 14th inst., Mr. H, Caseau and myself, with our 
better halves, and Mr, B, Thomas, visited Bass Lake, or, 
as it is commonly called, Franklin Pond, where we made 
a big catch of small-mouthed bass. We used live min- 
nows for bait, and caught the most of our fish between 
the hours of 6 and 9 a.m. in about fifteen feet of water, 
I tried fly-fishing, and only took a few small bass in shal- 
low water, which caused me to take to the minnows and 
deeper water. I selected five of my largest fish and they 
weighed as follows : 44 lbs., 44 lbs., 4% Ibs.. 5+ bs. and 3% 
lbs. My scales were rusty and gave light weights. Friend 
Caseau followed me closely in size of his fish. We both 
used Scribner's light greenheart rods. My better half 
scored next in numbers, leaving Mrs. C—— and Thomas 
far in therear. The bass are being well protected here 
during the close season, which makes this lake the best 
bass lake in the State, and will afford plenty of sport be- 
tween now and ist of Noyember to all ‘‘ jolly anglers” 
who may visit its waters. STANSTEAD. 

We would like to see a “‘small-mouth” of the weights 
given. We often hear of them, but on examination they 
have always turned out to be the ‘‘big-mouth,” If 

our correspondent is positive as to species, we would ad- 

vise him to send one to the Smithsonian, 

The black basses grow very large in the Southern 

waters, but wehaye doubted whetherthe ‘‘small-mouth™ 

exceeded four pounds in any Northern State, 
} oe 

Bass AND Preu-PercH FISHING IN THE SUSQUEHANNA. 
—Harrisburg, Aug. Tth—Having read your valuable 
paper for some time, I have never seen any notes of fish- 
ing on this river. About ten years ago black bass were 
introduced into this river through the efforts of a few 
ventlemen of Harrisburg, who worked with perseverance 
for two or three years, but they at last succeeded in 
stocking the river so that itis now an easy day’s work to 
catch as high as thirty a day—frequently you hear of 
catches ranging between forty and sixty. The bait used 
is toads, minnows, crabs and helgramites. They will 
also readily take the troll. As for fly-fishing, although 
very few fish for them that way here, it is exceedingly 
good. and as many as six or seven can be caught in the 
eyening by fishing in water about three to five feet deep, 
where there is plenty of eel grass, as the bass lie in this 
the same as trout in moss. '' Salmon” (pike-perch) fish- 
ing last fall was better than I have ever known it to he. 
The bait used is the lamprey eel, trolled along slowly, 
just fast enough to keep the bait off of the bottom, the 
catches ranging: between twenty and forty a day. 

« 
<_< — 

Big Brooke-Trout—The Thunder Bay Sentinet (Lake 
Superior), says: The largest genuine speckled brook 
trout everseen in this district was taken in the nets of 
the Lake Superior Fish Company near Amethyst Bay on 
Tuesday last; three fish weighed 15 lbs., the largest one 
weighing 6% lbs, —. 

St. CLatk FLAtTs—Mich,, Aug. 20th.—The following 
party are from Frankfort, Ky.; have fished here three 
days, and caught over two hundred genuine black bass. 
They will stay until the first of September, This party 
lias the reputation of being the best fishermen in Ken- 
tucky: Gen. J. W, Rodman and wife; J. W. Rodman, 
dr,, and wife ; H. W. Rodman; Judge Hines. 

eS 

New HampsHiRE—Lake Village, Aug. 16ih,—Black 
bass fishing in the Wakewan Lake, at Meredith, is very 
fine. On Wednesday I took twenty beauties from the 
water, nine of them weighing two pounds each. I met 
a friend who had taken one that afternoon for a solid 
four pounds—one of the largest of the season. Gid. 

> 

A New Mate Soctery.—WVonson, Maine, Aug., 9th.— 
We are about organizing an Association here for pro- 
tection and stocking our ponds and protection of game. 
Fishing in this vicinity was never better. Ship Pond is 
furnishing a large amount of speckled trout and land- 
locked salmon, E.R. H. 

——— 

Naw Yorr—Fishkill Landing, Aug. 26th.—The drought 
has made sad work with the streams that the Wiccapee 
Association stocked with trout last spring, all the water 
remaining in them being in the swamps, and that is 
warm and impure, so the prospects for a good trout fish- 
ing next season are anything but encouraging, G. 

Rie — e 

FLy-FIsHING FoR Bass.—On page 6%, last issue, line 
21 from the bottom, for ‘‘a stiff rod is more pliable,” 
etc., read **a stiff rod is more friable,” etc,—a typograph- 
ical error. 

Game Bag and Guay 

—Address all communications to ** Forest and Streang 
Publishing Company. New York” 

GAME IN SEASON IN AUGUST.+# 

—_——_ 

Woodcock, Phtlohela minor. 
Oarihon, Ranglfer caribou. Black-hellied plover, ox-eye, 
Elk or wapiti, Cervus cimadensis Squaterrola helvetioa, 
Red or Virginia deer, C. viryini- | Lony-billed curlew, Wumentus 
ANUS, longirostris. 
Pepa black and gray. | Turiistone, or calico back, Strep- 

ares— brown snd grav. silias interpres. 
Reed or rica bird, Dolichonye | Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
oryzivorous, Meerurhamphus griseus. 

Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. | Red-backed sandplper, or ox- 
Pinnated grouse or prairie| bird, Tringa america. 
ehickens, Cupidonia cupido. Great marbled godwit, or mar- 

Ruffed grouse or pheasant, Bo- lin, Limose fedod. 
nusa tnthellus. Willet, Totanus semipalmatua, 

Quail or partridge, Oriya: viryin- | Tattler, Totanus melanoleucus. 
ianus. Yellow-shanks, Totanus flaripes. 
*This enumeration is general, and is in conflict with many of 

the State lnws. 

“Bay birds” generally, including various spectes of ployer, 
sandpiper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf bird, phalaropes, 
ayvocets, etc., coming under theyroup Limacole, or shore birds. 

Many States permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting after 
Aug, lith. 

Moose, Alce amerivana. 

$$ 

CHICKEN SHOOTING IN AUGUST, 

August, 1880, 
ERE in{Northern Illinois we have had no rain for 
overa month. Everything is dry and the weather 

since Aug. 15th has been extremely warm, so that neither 
man or dog could stand more than one or two hours’ hunt- 
ing in the early morning and late evening. My favorite 
resort is a two hours’ ride from Chicago, where I drop 
down at a farm house the night beforé I wish to shoot, 
Tt is five miles from the nearest railway station, with good 
shooting in any direction, Jam satisfied I go a less dis- 
tance and fare better then others who go further and 
perhaps fare worse. The multitude fly to the far off 
prairies of Nebraska, Minnesota and Iowa, leaving little 
oceans of cream within one-hundred miles of Chicago 
that are seldom skimmed. In this refuge I have bagged 
forty-eight grouse with a muzzle-loader in # day's shout- 
ing, and have never failed to get twenty-five to two guns 
on the first day’s shoot, 

Last Monday found me as soon as it was light enough 
to shoot, tramping a stubble oyer which, with one excep- 
tion, I had made an annual parade for the last ten years, 
My dog was a new acquisition, wonderfully up in the tac- 
tics, but lacking the experience of dogs T had hunted over 
that field in other seasons. I expected surprises in the de- 
velopment of my dog: and what sportsman doesnot know 
when he has a good thing ina dog, even though he has 
not killed a thousand birds overhim? My Knight proved 
his mettle before we had been afield twenty minutes, and 
Thad the satisfaction of ‘flashing my first shot” in a pair 
of fine young bird, while the third shot failed to flash 
and poor Knight seemed to debate in his mind (brain IT 
should say), whether he should not try and cateh that 
single young chick as Jong as I missed it. A gentle 
“charge, sir,” steadied his nerye, and retrieving the pair 
we moved on. Most of the morning was taken up tryin £ 
to cross patent barbed wire fences. Did you ever try to 
get over, through, under, or on top of one? Like the 
drouth they prevail in this country, and unless you carry 
a jumping pole do not attempt to cross one. Farmers 
need no longer post ‘‘No shooting on these here grounds,” 
Just let them build a five strand barbed wire fence, and 
sportsmen will cross it just as quick as dogs will eat live 
porcupine. 
Knight proved my judgement in his breeding and 

training to be correct, and he had but one surprise in 
store forme. One or twoina covey had been flushed 
when a young chick flushed from under Knight's nose 
and dropped on the stubble in piain sight, not ten yards 
from the dog. The chick stepped jauntily along with 
quick jerks of its tail until Knight became disausted, and 
knowing [ would not shoot the bird sitting, he made a 
beautiful dash at it and succeeded in flushing it, and piy- 
ingit a good start, Visions of check cord, a charge 
of fine shot, and the whip flashed through my mind, 
but it was too hot. Giving Knight credit for more 
sagacity than E supposed he had, as he knew I would 
not shoot until the bird rose, I sat down and waited 
his return. He soon came trotting in with a lool: 
on his face that told plainly he had not caught that 
chick. I had a friendly talk with him, took him to 
where he started. made him charge, and gaye him an 
energetic lecture on the foolishness of chasing; that 
he would eventually get overtaken with a charge of shot 
or run into a spiked collar if he everdid it again. Dur- 
ing the morning we found four fine coveys, none of 
the birds full-grown anda few old birds from which I 
bagged thirteen, at no time being over a mile and a half 
from the house. The same evening I bagged nine, mak- 
ing twenty-two for the day, and my best day. Afterthe 
second or third day [became wearied and exhausted with 
the heat when I returned, determined that the right time 
to shoot game in this latitude isin the fall, not earlier 
then Sept, 16th, when birds are strong of wing and full 
in size, and when some pleasure may be had in a day’s 
sport when you can breathe a bracing atmozphere as you 
walk the crackling stubble and when the game you bag 
will not be unfit for food before it*can be brought to the 
table. Hoping to be able to chronicle the graduation of 
Knight from his October fields with high degree, I am, 

Tom TRAMP. 
-__ ss 

FIELD SPORTS IN MINNESOTA, 

SAvUEK CENTRE, August, 1880. 
NE of the most enjoyable pastimes a nian can en- 

gage in, isin the field with dog and gun.: This sec- 
tiun of country is wellknowu toa great number of sports- 
men who pay yearly visits here in order to ind the much 
sought pinnated grouse (Tetrap eupido) and enjoy a 
week's sportin the fields of Minnesota. 
The lawful time for killing this noble bird is Aue, 15th 

to Oct, ist, too long atime by half, for they are becom- 
jng More scarce every year. 
Yesterday, in company with a friend, we took our 
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breech-loaders and pointer and went out to the stubble 
fields for a short tine, which we describe below, Now 
our dog is on a ‘trail,’ and see how animated he is. 
"There, Jook out! he is close upon the game. Now he 
points ; be ready !” cries my companion. The dog still 
erouches close to the earth with every muscle rigid. I ad- 
advance and urge him on, but he does not like to go, but 
now he ‘‘ creeps "a little closer, when up comes a fine, 
large bird. Bang! and down he comes. Whirr, whirr, 
whirr, now follows, and bang! bang! bang! Four birds 
and not half the covey up yet. Our dog now moves a 
trifle to the right, and becomes like a statue once more. 
Now, here conies ‘a stray bird, flying from a field close by 
where there are three hunters. It is a ‘t cross shot,” but, 
it must bemade, and 1 say to my sporting friend, *‘ Will 
you make it?” ‘Too far for my gun,” he replied ; and 
up mine was brought, and in a much shorter space of 
lime than it takes to write this 1 had brought the swift 
flyer down at a very long distance, surprising my sport- 
ing friend nota little. The report of my gun started those 
that the dog was pointing (‘hree), and on their taking 
wing were brought to bag like the one previously shot, 
We are contented with twenty, so we ‘‘ strike out” for 
home with the feeling of having had a few hours’ pleasant 
recreation, 

The following will assist those of our sporting friends 
who desire to recreate a few days in Northern Michigan : 
Prom St. Paul to Sauk Centre, take the St. Paul, Minne- 
apolis and Manitoba R. R. Fare will be $5.50. Board at 
Sauk Centre House from $4 to $5 per week, owing to ac 
commoilation, etc. Team to drive out In the country, 
with a first-class driver who can direct you to some of 
the best chicken grounds to be found in the Northwest, 
$8.50 to $5 per day. I think this covers all expenses, and 
can, of course, be increased or diminished at pleasure. 

Chieken shooting this year is excellent around Sauk 
Centre, Perhaps it would be more pleasant for Nastern 
sportsmen to wait untilSept. Ist, when wild fowl arein 
season, Geese, duck, brant and crane are in large num- 
bers. DELL, 

—_—_>—. 

MORE EVIDENCE AGAINST THE CAT. 

** AQUADALE, “ Wenonah, N, J, Aug. 25d. 
Tiditor Forest and Stream — 
Your editorial in the issue of Aug. 19th concerning 

{he enemies of our upland birds, touches a point rarely 
considered by the friends of the birds. The domestic 
louse cat-and their vagabond offspring which have no 
special habitation, are undoubtedly the most destructive 
enemies with which our game2 aud small insectivorous 
birds have to contend, ‘‘Aquadale,” my little home here 
containing a few acres only, is richer and more varied in 
pird life than any similar spot in this latitude with which 
1am acquainted, and which is surrounded by a dense pop- 
ulation. The presence of so many birds is coincident with 
an almost total absence of cats about the place. Up to 
tlie present year we have had a very valuable little Hng- 
lish rat-tertier on the place, who has rendered it ex- 
tremely uncomfortable for all cats which come prowling 
around the premises. This sagacious little dog early 
Jearned the cry of distress which many birds utter when 
cat, weasel,snalke or other enemy comes prowling around, 
and would frequently go unbidden to their aid. Tt was 
interesting to obserye the change of note and tone of the 
birds when they saw the dog approaching, for they had 
learned that he was their friend. I have seen him chase 
a cat across the field while quite a covey of birds of dif- 
ferent varieties would fly close over him uttering notes of 
cheer, I have seen them ina like manner hover close 
over him, while he was engaged in killing snakes. Last 

year, ‘owever, a notorious chicken thief in the vicinity 
icilled the dog and the birds at “‘Aquadale” lost their most 
setive frend. Since then I have kept a rifle loaded most 
of the time, and achot gunallthe time. If astrangecat 
comes around the rifle makes short work with it, If a 
neighbor's cat pays a visit, a charge of bird-shot at long 
range suffices to send it home in doubletime and it rarely 
pays a second visit. I can most any day fnd a covey of 
quail and oceasionally a few ruffed grouse within two 
jiundred yardsof my residence, and a greater variety of 
other birds than I have ever seen elsewhere in the same 
compass, We lave several varieties with us all winter. 

Mitton P PEIRCE. 

We have called attention tothis abuse of game des- 

troying cats with the sincere hope that our friends may 
fake some active measures, each in his own way, to 
remedy the evil. Doubtless many of the readers of this 

letter can recall similar instances from their own ex 
perience, Those who are fond 'of the song birds may 

profitably try the experiment of exterminating the cats 

foyaseagon, The domestic cat, by reason’ of its miul- 

tiplisity, is one of the abominations of the day, 
_——— 

Do 17 Now.—New York, Aug. 28th.—Hditor Forest 

and Stream :—Regarding the article entitled " Post the 

Game Laws on Railroads,” I would like to say, that a 
resolution to that effect was offered by Mr. H, A. Munn, 
at a meeting of the New York Society for the Protec- 
tion of Game, some two years ago, but the club for some 

qmknown reason declined to doit. 1 also tried to get the 
society to put a stop to the open violation of the game 

laws by the Long Island Railroad in transporting snared 

and trapped birds, but without success, This road, or 
rather the baggage masters on the trains, collect a large 
number of trapped quail and snared ruffed grouse along 
the road and seil them in the city, _ 

I am in hopes that the new society, mentioned in 
your paper a few weeks ago, when organized will put a 
atop to all this poaching business, I hope ‘*A True Lover 
of the Sport” will send nie his address. and join us, 

W, Houserton, 
oe 

MicraTory Quan Rerurxep.—Allentown, Pa., Au, 
a71h.—The migratory quail which we let go near Lime- 
port, about seven miles from the city, have returned. 

We 

did not get a chance to find out whether some hid re- 
turned or not until to-day, when Mr Francis Bitting, a 

farmer, came to this placeand told us that some were 

Jreeding near his house and were very tame; he found 

$1e nest about two weeks ago with four eggs, while now 

itis breeding with a beautiful nest full of fourteen, He 

hag taken special pains to watch them, and gaw that 

they make a very poor nest, just about like one made by 
a chicken ina field. He also saw that every day since 
he found it, until it began to set, ib laid an egg every 
day. This is the first instance which we know of since 
we let them go, CG, S, B. 

—_——_ 

ANOTHER Woopcutck BLUNDERER.—Boston.—Your 
correspondent's story of Daniel Webster's gray squirrel 
reminds me of 1 similar mistake of a couple of my ac- 
quaintances. Feeling unusually warlike one morning, 
they loaded up the old musket—‘‘ 45” is the date on it— 
donned their war paint and with various precautions in 
the way of chain mail, helmets, scalping knives and 
squirt guns, vowed vengeance on all that day—prepared 
for the terrors of the mighy woodchuck. Chapman, as 
eldest,carried the gun while Bert, as stockholder.held the 
ammunition, Suddenly the dreaded foe appeared far in 
the distance along ahedge. With unparalelled hardihood 
Bert volunteered to attract his attention while Chapman 
ran up hehind the hedge, But Bert made a miscalcula- 
tion and the enemy doye into its hole. Much chagrined 
he walked up to the place and stood on the little mound, 
Chapman, running along the hedge saw the outline of 
the “woodchnuck” throuch it and blazed away ; recover- 
ing from the awful recoil he burst through the hedge, 
and was astonished to find Bert instead of the woodchuck, 
speeding over the ground faster on one sound leg than 
Chapman could on his two well ones. All of which ex- 
emplifties ‘Puck's’ saying, ‘What fools these mortals be.” 

J. P, TRUE, 
—_—=> 

Lovistana,—We have before now called attention to 
the attractions of Louisiana for fall and winter shooting. 

This resumé of {he game of St. Landry Parish, La., is 
given in the Opelousas Democrat, whose editor is a sports- 

man himself; Many portions of St. Landry abound in 
the finest of gaine. In the fall and winter, and the early 
part of spring, ducks and geese are to be found almost 
everywhere about the ponds and sloughs, which are quite 
numerous in the prairies. Prairie chickens are pretty 
abundant some distance west of Opelousas, as also snipe. 
quail, etc, Bears, turkeys, deer, and all sorts of varmints, 
roam the dense woods bordering on the Atchafalaya, 
Caleasieu, Boeuf, Crocodile, and other streams. Our 
hunting grounds afford much pleasure and recreation to 
sportsmen, and not a few of them literally pass the hunt- 
ing or game season with gun in hand and a braceor two 
of well-trained pointers or setters at their heels. 

The finest kind of fish—trout, bass, white and sun perch, 
and all other varieties of the finny tribe—can be caught 
in our larger streams and lakes and lagoons. 

—$<»_ 

BeAr LAKE Su00TING CLun,—Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 
20¢.—The *‘Bear Lake Shooting Club” of this city have 
elected the following officers for the ensuing year ;— 
President, Robert Cran ; Vice-President, Richard Green ; 
Secretary, George Raymond; Treasurer, Henry Horst- 
meyer, Regular meetings first Tuesday in each month, 
at which time each member gives on honor a statement 
of all game shot during the preceding month, of which 
a record is kept and read at the annual game supper. 
One member reports 169 woodcock from July 4th to 
Aug, 4th, 1880, which is considered very good, as the 
members aré all laboring men, and cannot go when they 
choose, Forty-seven of said woodcock were bagged in 
one day. Trap shooting of the club on the second and 
fourth Fridays in each month. Although I am not a 
member, the boys are ail my friends, and hale fellows 
well met, and strict obseryers ofthelaw. They reportall 
kinds of game plenty this season. W, D. M. 

_ 

SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE GAME LAws,—There is 

evidently something wrong with the game laws of the 

State of Louisiana if such an occurrence as the one de- 
tailed helow can take place. It should not be lawful 
anywhere to kill gravid animals, but itis unusual, we 

think, to find deer carrying youngin August. The season 

opens in Louisiana Aug, Ist, which in our opinion is much 

too early, ‘lhe (Opelousas, La,) Si, Landry Demoerat of 
Ang. 21st, 1850, says :— 

Friday hefore last Mv, Henderson B. Taylor, living at 
Barry’s Landing, killed a doe which had in her two 
fawns, one dead and the other alive. The live one he 
took home and fed, and at last accounts it was living and 
doing well. 

oo 

FoLiow it uP.—Editor Forest and Stream :—1 desire 
to add my testimony tothe statement of the ‘“Poughkeep- 
sie man,” in regard to the exorbitant charges at Cobb's 
Island in times past. Ifa change has been made for the 
better as your correspondent ‘‘Chasseur” states, well and 
good, My object in this is to suggest thet all sportsmen 
follow the example of the ‘Poughkeepsie man,” When 
they meet with extortion make the fact known through 
FoREST AND STREAM or some other reliable source. 
Many look te your journal for information where and 
how to find sportand health. You do not wish to be a 
lure for “land pirates,” so it is to the interest of all to ex 
pose and publish extortion wherever met with. 

ADIRONDACK, 

We hope that our correspondents will follow up this 
or sf. F, suggestion 

FisHEinn Lanpine, N-Y,, Aug. 26th.—There is every 
Indication cf good sport with us this fall, Woodcock, 
quailand ruffed grouse are quite plenty, quail being 
more abundant tian for a number of years before, There 
has been a good many woodcock killed since Aug, 1st, 
but Lam glad to be able to say that the game laws have 
been much better observed than usual ;even the pot 
hunters have acted more like sportsmen than for many 
seasons past, G. 

—"s= 
MinxrsorAa—Detroit. Aug. 25th.—The hunting season 

promises to be remarkably good in this locality this fall, 
Deer are very plentiful, Chickens are beginning to come 
in from the great prairies out West, and duck will soon 
migrate from the Northern rice swamps. Immense 
quantities of fish have been captured here this season. It 
is estimated that at least 15.000 pounds have been caught 
since May, with hook and line. Black and Oswego bass 
lay been caught, that weighed six pounds, 

TIONTSMAN, 

ConnecTicuUT—Lyme,—Bay snipe shooting has been 
good here this week. One party killed on Wednesday, 
Aug. 25th, 129 curlew, dowitchers and Jarge and small 
yellow-legs. On Thursday the same party killed seventy- 
four birds, but on Friday not a snipe was to be seen, 

————_o——_ 

Lona IsuAnD.—The shooting at Montauk. has nob been 
good this year, though the Easterly storm of Monday last 
will probably move the birds. A number of parties haye 
been out, but have not met with much success. 

—_—_ 

OuLHouT SPoRTSMAN’s CLB.—At a late meeting of 
the Ouleout Sportsman's Club, of Franklin, N, ¥., the 
following officers were elected for the coming year: 
President, Dwight Bartlett ; Vice-President, M. P. Mc- 
Koon ; Secretary, Eli Howe; Treasurer, E. P. Howe ; 
Executive Committee, Dwight Bartlett, Walter Ruther- 
ford, Walter Hamilton, 

eo 

Maine SHOOTING.—Dover, N. A. Aug. 24th.—Wave 
just returned from a day’s sport at Well’s Beach, Maine. 
Result : 150 birds of different kinds. Plover, yellow-legs, 
ting necks and Wilson snipe have just begun to arrive. 
and in the course of bwo weeks they will be quite plenty. 
The above birds are the first that have been bagged this 
season, As is usual in telling of our exploits in gunning 
and fishing, I forgot to tell who bagged the most of the 
game, fully two-thirds. It was that true sportsman, EB. 
H. Whitney, of Cambridgeport, Mass, May he have as 
good success in all his undertakings as in gunning. 

W. A. G, 
an at 4 

PrRatrRiz CHICKENS.—Chicago, Aug. 23d.—On my late 
shoot in Northern Illinois 1 found birds plenty, but 
weather too dry. Large number of sportsmen take our 
trains weekly for the West, A good share of the chick- 
ens sent to this market are unfit for food on arrival, and 
good ones sell at $2 per dozen, J. R. M. 

—sS 

Ropin SHOOTING iy NEW YorK—Section 18 of the 
New York game law, as amended in 1880, reads: “No 
person shall kill or expose for sale, or have in his or her 
possession after the same has been killed, any robin, 
meadow lark or starling, save in the months of October, 
November, or December, under a penalty of five dollars 
for each bird so killed, or exposed for sale, or lad in 
possession.” 

—— 

SHOOTING IN MinnEsota.—A letter dated in campnear 
fairmont, Minn. Aug, 21st, gives us the following par- 
ticulars with regard to the shooting near that town -— 
There is a good hotel (the Occidental) at Fairmont, plenty 
of chickens near by, and a very pleasant country to shoot 
over. Birdsare very abundant, not only chickens, but 
ducks and ge ese; snipe and ployer by the million, 

_ 

Nepraska.—Platte Centre,—Chickens and quail very 
plenty, some of them nearly full grown. Sportsmen 
often make bags of 100 to 150 per day to two guns. 

* G, AB 

MASSACIIUSETTS.—Farmers are mowing the wild rice on 
the Agawam shore, regardless of lhe value of the rice 
harvest, 

— oo 

New York.—Marbletown, Aug. 13th. — Wooduock 
shooting is 4 failure in this section this season—no birds, 

iE, A. M, 
=—— 

—A gentleman writes from Asbury Park, N, J., that he 
manages to kill from twenty to fifty bay birds al nost 
every day, and the prospects are that shooting will he 
better still next week, 
> 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

CINCINNATI, Auy 21sl.—Match between the Linclaen Shooting 

Ciub and the Cincinnatus Gun Club, The Cincinnatus Clubjhas been 
organized about 6 weeks, and the most of the club never saw a 

rotary trap till that day. Weather clear and pleasant; 10 balls 

each, from Card's rotary trap, 18 yards rise, Bogardus rules ;— 
Cincinnatus Guo Club—Chas. Healey 10, E. D, Williams 10, F, H, 

Locke §, C. A. Smith $, F. L. Nichols 7, James Fish 8, Myron J. 

Glover 7, J. N. Waroer7, O, B. Nichols 7, William H. Potter 6— 
total 78. 
Linclaen Shooting Club—H. Mury 10, D.W. Lane?, Geo. Hdwards 

"8, Lew. Matberson 7, Geo. Coye 9, Con. Sutton 7, B. Davis 7, C. 

Lansing 4, A. W. Stephens 5, W. Hull 10—total 77. E. DB, W. 

WINCHESTER, Ky., Aug. 20(h.—Seore made by the Winchester 
Gun Club, shooting for 4 gold medal :-— 
N. P. Bush 18| 8. A. Lewis,.....-.....---...05 
Dr. Miller . 16 | J. ¥. Morton... 25" 
W. H. Garner 1 | KR. French 
C. GB. Fox..... [Ri ee Ebeorit dy sae uses eotee ceeee 
J.B, Garner.. 16 | 
sl; Robinson ..2. 2282s. oe | “Untaee aero eiee = tise 

Bush and Fox tied on 18, and shot at 19 balls:— 
WBN TgHe oats see paarhe naa ye cencee LOL WOKS je) cy -wsee -W 

Bar Saoorinc.—New Orleans, Aug. 21st.—l hand you score of 
N. 0. Gin Clubina double bat (leatherwiog) match: Cook 23, 
Le Breton 18, Johnson 16, Grafton 16, Fontaine 16, Leverich 12, 

Portier 12, Cousin 20, Born 13, Ranlett 16, Ogden 1t, Mayronne 16, 

Renaud 13. Total killed, 219 out of 300. These buts were thrown 

by a colored gentleman ata distance of 30 yards. ‘To the unini- 

tiated this sport may appear tame and uninteresting, but the way 

“ Leatherwing "shows his tail to the shooter is demoralizing to 
the man at the seore, but highly interesting 10 the spectators. 
Some of the above shooters, low in the “ teens,” invariably pet 

their9 out of 10 pigeons, We recommend the bat to our fellow 

sportsmen. We obtain our bats from our parish prison, which 
may account for their cussedly crooked flight. LEFT. 

We would much rather chronicle a score of 218 out of 390 than 
one in which the killed were in Jarger proportion, for while we 
baye no doubt that the zigzag flight of the bat makes this kind 

of shooting an exeellent test of skill, we do have yery serious 

doubts as to the adyisability of bat shooting, The bat is insectiv- 
orous; as such it should be given immunity from pellets of lead: 

Probably, however, the trap shooting of our New Orleans friends 
will have little real effect upon the number of bats infesting the 
ehimueys of that city. 

Lose Briaxca Gon Opus—Oa Saturday, Aug. 28th, the mem- 

bers of the Long Branch Gun Club shot at Deal, N. J., for asilver 

cup presented by the West Bod Hotel, at Long Branch, The coup 
was won after some fine shooting by Mr. Polbemus, at 30 yards: 
who shot off a tie with Messrs, W. G, Murphy and Greene, Mr, 



2 ee 

0. M. Depew made the presentation speech in his usual happy 

style. The eup presented to the ‘‘yery worst shot" was some- 

thing unique. and was gotten up by Mr. F. IL. Stow, of Adams 
Express. The following is the score and conditions: 10 birds 
pach; entrance fee, $5; handicap rise, 80 yards; 4 ground traps. 

Ties shot off, miss and go out:— 

Yards Rise. Killed, 

PGINGNUS Ses isrant-egiecttS) | Lidetel Galea tT ole 
W. G. Murphy... 2 111tT0sa11ItI110 
W.8. Greene,... Pa 1.1410111111-10 10 
Dr. Huyler...... 2 Aorta elf 8 
Tvs Wy OSG win ores oo aD Leen 20 Tn 8 
“ts AS bn ae 2b 1101111110 8 
my aT ne .8. $522. poe nee 111271721100 5 
EG. Maurphy --...0--....0-8 wo 1110011111 8 
BORE NERO. Oe 2 ee wee tet 1111110110 8 
G Livineston.-.. .,..., ... 8 I1L0LTTITI0ONI 8 
fe Brie ht. vs.: cee oe eu 1111170110 7 
avr. Sfokes..-..32. iz: 8k. 27 10021011110 fi 
Br SEONG «00s eee g ee ete 27 11112001010 tt 
Mr. Sherwood.......,.......-- 4 dgooouortrisiid 5 
J. A. Johnston _--... 28 O0L1LI1000T0 4 
8. Gerard,.J...4 --- 28 OLLO1LO 3 
8. Jones. 22) i322. yte atte 29 «1000 1 

Mr. J, 8. Frick, of Baltimore, was referee. 
A sweep at 5 birds, same conditions, followed, Benjamin West 

taking the stakes, he killing 5. Dr. Zellner and A. Sewell were 

next, killing 4 etch. 
A 5 bird sweep, $5 entrance, 3 moneys, showed the following 

scores :— r. 
Yards, Killed, | 

30 ri] Hdgar Murphy.... C. Polhemus...... 30) 
J, (del her..:.,. 23 A W. Green . ». BD 4 
Wilter G.Murphy 20 7) Dr. Huylr 27 ot) 
Qurcoll Liviagston 30 5 D. Zellner 30 3 
Mr, Jolinson._.._ 25 4 A. Sewell 28 3 
Mr. Stokes........ ar 4 J, Finek..... 3) a ai 
Gol. Armstreng -. 30 M. George ........ 2p 3 
On the =hoot off Edgar Murphy won the first money, J. Heck- 

sher second money, and Walter Murphy third money. Several 

other exciting sweeps conchided the day's sport. 

NAtTice, Muss.,.4ug 28th.—The Natick sportsmen, 9 in number, 

met at their grounds, and, before a Jarge number of spectators, 

eontested the tenth time for the club badge, which was won by 

Matt Brigham in shooting off the ties, The conditions were 20 

halls at 18 yards from rotary trap, The following is the score :— 

M. Brigham,.,......-....- OL11T121017T1101111111177 

4 

G. A. Leach -017007T11111111111111-l 
(o. wheR CUI 8 Ao a 2555 TLLLILOLTOLOLTLITiL11-7 
G, H. Bigelow........ ~1TL411101111111111100-7 
PMaharde 82. os OLITORILTIVI LI ID Pon.o1 9-15 
Dr. J.-H Wright......-.. LL 101111101111100001—-1 
i. B. Bigelow............- 11T111101000111001011—1 
We Os Watsoir.. 2) 4205.64. 11010100011111110111—1 
“RN 8 Cl a Se L1I1000L01 0111101711114 

Yonners, V. ¥., Aug. 2ist.-The first field meeting of the Yon- 
kers Gun Club took place on their wrounds, Valentine's farm, to- 

day. The prize for the best shotisasilver medal, to he awarded 

to the one who makes the largest number of shots during the 

year, in 12 monthly competitions. The Hurlingham rules—30 
yards rise, with 80 yards boundary—were adopted. The time of 

shooting was’ hours and 40 minutes. N. B. Valentine acted as 
referce. Thelr next practice takes place Tuesday, Sept. 2Ist. 

Below is the score of to-day’s match :— 

fi. lL. Thomas......1 1 111 1—#| J. Sawyer.......... 1019000-2 
A. M. Kolb -- -.011100--3) Clarence Ward..... 11010 1-4 
G. Langram pe PS le Bi alt) A.J > Kolb-_?/ 7.1, L11111-6 
TL Sawyer ..100111—4| Geo. Valentine.....0 1 0011-8 
& L. Purrington...101010—3] P. Wing. ....-.0 (00111 1—4 
Wim. Bates,......-1 1010 1—4; B. Connell-....-.... 101111-5 
Righard Ward .....01 111 1—5| Jos. Johnstone..... 11101 0-4 
A pizeoo match for a prize of $10 took place on the grounds of 

the Yonkers Gun Club to-day between J, T. Sawyer and A. Aus- 

tin, the former winniog with a score of 13 birds out of 15, to the 
latter's 8 outof 15. Time of games, 1 hour, the Hurlingham rules 

being strictly followed. J. O'Bricoand A. Kolb acted as judwes, 
and E. L. Thomas feteree. 

Canto, Gon Coun.—The Canton, N. Y.,Gun Ciub have en- 

gaged Capt. Bogardus to give an exhibition shoot at that place 
Sept, 1th; and if the enterprising managers do not have 

the whole of St. Lawrence County present upon that oteasion it 
will certainly not be the fault of the yery inzenious circular 

which announces the event. 

= Boonton, Aw). a0(i—The following private shoot took place 
Saturday, Aug. 28th, at Bull's Crossing; 20 pigeons (wild); 23 

yards rise; both barrels: E. B- Dawson 12, D, B. Fullor 17, Frank 

Jenkins 9 Mr. Dawson shot a light 12 bore Daly gun, Mr, Fuller 

a licht12 bore Scott, and Mr. Jenkins alight 12 bore Daly. This 

is the first time Mr, Jenkios shot at pigeous, which explains his 
low score. E.G. L, 

CLEVELAND, Ohio, Aug. 2ith.—The Kirtland and Cleveland Gun 
Clubs hada mateh shoot at 15 balls, Card's rotury, screened, of 
which the following is the score :— 
Wirtland Club—C. Davis 11, G. Randorson 12, G. Saul 11, 0. Al- 

gier 13, N. P. McKean 11, Al Burger 14, ©. Roof 14, Webb Bently 

12, J. Millemean 13, T, A. Closse 9, Mark Daykin 12, G. Mulhern 

il, G, Fuuber 5, J. C, Meyer 10, F. Wheal 13, H. Glidden 10; total, 

181. 

Cleveland Guo Club—D. Power 14, C. Arnold 10, T. Wallace 10, 
C. Kline 10, F. Henderson 7, W. Margraif 10, C. Buddbill 12, 

Towns 0, Al Hiteh 13, J. Humphrey 10, F, Miller 10, P, Harrison 

14, F, Tambling 12, 8, Rydanbach 12, C. Ballou J, J. Schug 10; 
total 171. 1, A. GO, 
Brunswick, Aug. 20tt.—At a pigeon shoot held here to-day, at 

10 birds, plunge trap, 21 yards rise, the following score was nade 

by the Riverside Shooting Club: GC, L. York 10, 8. Knights, J.8. 

Bonney §, A. H. Perry 6, A. . Goud 6, 0. Winslow 5, G. H. Goud 

5, G. H. Greenlief 5, C. Baker 3, W. Stetson 3. es. De 

Mosron Country vs. Rochestur.—Smoke ball match between 

{he Mouroe Couuty Sportsmen's Club nd the Rochester Gun 
Glob, Aug. 24th. This is the second miteh of the series, The 
third will probably be at birda:— 

MONKOE COUNTY SPORTSMAN'S CLUB, 
T.H. Andrews-.. ss 6+--+0+ 111011121111111111111—19 
Dpuillson_-__.. »=21171100111011110011—15 
Ww. A. Lyon. »2117T11171011111111111—19 
J.H. Brown -1111111111111111111 1-20 
BrownelL: -11100077110113171111-17 
Crouch .,....—1:-262+-.-44- TLDADVIVALLLILVI1 4191 1 
Woker.. 2... eee et iaennt= O11111711111101111011—-7 
Rice. -T2101111111111111110- 
redman -~-OPLOLOLTTILTIITITIV11111—16 
Hollister.........+.. finanae LLL LLi1iIliiiiiii1i-7 

Moto. soe ecsee. sake alas [ce.ssapsceig yas Sh = so poo 183 

. OLUB, 
J. Webster 1O10115F01101111011—-1 
F, Ward..... J1O01111217111111111 1-4 
G. Raymond JITI0O0FLTITIITI1II1I0-N 
H. Ward TTIOTLIDIIV1I111)111jJ-1 
A, FP, Bigelo 1120171101711111111111—-18 
M, A. Stearns LLD IVI PPI ed a a 
L. Amsden. 17111214111131111110131—-99 
Oni. Sumne 2111211111111011111 1-49 
G. D. Latter... L1V21211127711201111111-W 
K.Adims....2..,---.---4; LLOLL11171711111111011-8 

SPORHL ope o0. spe aey Was otc = ees ob e tea cae OP aatt pte fens wise: aes pan DRY 

We missed capturing the Monroe County veterans by one ball. 
~ snough glory for us youpgsters: En GARDE, 

a 4 

Canton, N. ¥., July 2h.—Rezular weekly contest of Canton 
Gun Qlub at glass balls, 20 balls cach, Bogardus trap and rules, 

18 yards rise :— 

F, Scribner... 
J.B. Browney- 
J. 1, Kushton ; 
Henry Rich.iiisi lft 

... 18] J. Cornell. 
. 14| A, F. Nims 

15 | Robt. Jaekrid 
14] Will Kipp....- - 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

—See kennel advertisement of H. Vondersmith. 

—See reward offered for return of guo to David King, Jr. 
Newport, KR. 1. - 

A Pasron MApr Harry.—Lhaye been greatly troubled with 
my kidneys and liver for over twenty years, and during that en- 

tire time I wasneyer free from*pain, My medical bills were e¢nor- 

mous, and I visited both the Hot and White Spring's, noted for 

the curative qualities of the water. Iam happy tosay [am now a 

well man, and entirely as the result of Warner's Safe Kidney and 

Liver Cure. Not only this, but my little daughter has been cured 

of St. Vitus’ Dance by Warner's Safe Nervine, witch I always 

keep in my family. With such glorious results, 1 am only too 

glad to testify regarding the remedies which have made ine so 

happy. Ruy. P. BE. MARKLER, 

A val Run Crossing, Aris. 

Che Zennel. 

—Address all communications to ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Compuny, New York.” 
OO OE 

FIXTURES. 

Toronto, Canada, dog show, Sept. &th, §thand 1 th. Entries closed 
August 2ist. H.J, Hill, Secretary, Toronto, Ont. 

Pennsylvania State Agriculturial Society International Colley 
Trials, Philadelphia, Sept. 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 2th and 25th. Dr, 
L. A. Twaddell, Superintendent of trials, Philadelphia, D. W, 
Seiler and Elbridge McQonkey, Secretaries, P. 8. A. Society, Har- 
vistuurg, Pa. 

Montreal Poultry, Dog and Pet Siock Association, Montreal 
Canadu, Sept. 2ist. 22d and 23. Entries close Sept, ith. J. H. Cay- 
ford, P. O, Box 1163, Montreal, 

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association Field Trials, Milford, 
Nebraska, Sept. 30th and Oct. Istand 2d. Entries close Aug: 81st. 
3. H. Harley, Secretary, Lincoln, Neb. 

St. Louis Kennel Club, St. Louis Mo., Oct. 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th» 
Baries close Sept.20th. Chas. H. Turner, Secretary, St. Louis, 
Mo. nal F's 

Pennsylvauia State Field Trials Association Trials, Lancaster; 
Pa., commence Noy. th, J, RK. Stayton, Secretary, Pittsburg. Pa- 

Nutionval American Kennel Club's Second Annual Field Trials, 
Vincennes, Ind,, Nov. Jath. Chas. De Rongé, Secretary, 51 Broad 
street, New York. 

Fistern Wield Trials Clab’s Second Annual Trials, Robins Island 
Peconie Bay, L. I., Nov. 29. Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York, 
qm +> > 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE FIELD TRIALS, 

LANCASTER, Pa., Aug. 28th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— - 
The sportsmen of this city and county are anticipating 

with much pleasure the meeting of the State Field Trial 
Association, which takes place in this city Nov, 9th. 
The ground selected for the trials is several miles from 
this city and is highly suitable for the purpose, It is ac- 
cessible by railroad, and comprises some of the richest 
land in the county, while it affords ample coyer for the 
birds, which promise this year to be unusally plentiful, 
Our game protective association has interested itself in 
the matter, and all the indications point to a highly sue- 
cessful meeting, May the best doz win. <A few days 
since we were inyited by Mr. Geo. Pownall of Christiana, 
this county, to visit his kennels and see his beagle pup- 
pies, now about four months old. Twenty-one of the 
little beauties were enough to gladden the heart of any 
sportsman, Of fine form, beautiful markings, and lively 
dispositions, they were the ideal of what beagles should 
be. Had our purses been very plethoric we would have 
bought the entire lot and run them as a pack, but asit is, 
we modestly contented ourselyes with a pair. With 
these we hope, on some crisp October or Noyember 
morning, to waken the hills of the Octoraro with music, 
doubly delightful to the ear of the ardent sportsman. 

CONESTOGA, 
We haye heard Mr, Pownall’s kennel highly spoken of, 
ee 

PLAIN WORDS ABOUT DOG MURDERERS. 

Nor?TH ANDOVER, Mass,, Arg, 16h. 
Biditor Forest and Stream -— 

The black English setter advertised for sale in your 
paper by E. Elwell, being dead, you will oblige me by 
stating that fact in the columns of your valued journal, 
which will explain to numerous correspondents, who still 
continue to telegraph and write from all parts of the 
country, the reason why they get no answers to their 
questions and generous offers. I commenced to answer 
them by mail, but they are coming in so thick and fast 
that I must appeal to you to say dead dog forme. It 
seems that a venomous sneak is the owner or possessor 
of a miserable pot metal gun, with which he has been 
ruthlessly shooting any and every kind of bird which 
came near enough his shop for him to reach with his in- 
fernal blunderbuss. Whena bird lights, if no one is 
hear, bang goes the old gun, which none but a fool would 
shoot at all, and the luckless bird falls, or more likely 
flies away to die a lingering death, and suffer perhaps a 
thousand deaths, and leave w nest of poor young birds to 
starve anddie, After finding this sort of game growing 
scarce in this vicinity, this brute then commenced on 
neighbors’ cats and pigeons, but the former proved too 
tenacious of life, and the lattersoon grew too gamy for the 
bungler, and his brutish nature was not satistied by see- 
ing a cat crawl off on two legs with ifs back broken by a 
spike from his gun, or apigeon fly or run out of his 
reach with a legor wing broken. Nothing but deith, the 
more ghastly the better, could satis"y his fiendish nature ; 
and he has paid cash to become a Citizen in a free coun- 
try. Lost week as a valuable setter dog, the property of 
G. W, Edwards, was passing his shop, this inhuman rep- 
tile sent a charge of iron bolts and nails plowing and eut- 
ting through the poor animal’s ears, nosé and jowl, into- 
his head and shoulders, mangling him in the most hor- 

riblemanner. In this condition the poor dog crawled 
home, and who can imagine the feelings of his master as 
he brought out the gun, the very sight of which in days 
gone by sei the noble animal bounding with joy, to end 
by a well directed aim his terrible sufferings? Or who 
can imagine a being of man’s image, so despicable as to 
commit such a diabolical outrage? The dog was well 
known as remarkably intelligent, well trained, and per- 
fectly peaceable, never known to do injury to any per- 
son or thing, and he was advertised for sale to makeroom 
for a high bred Gordon bitch, from the well-known Ien- 
del of Mr. E. G. Alden, Dedham, Mass., which name is 
sufficient guarantee for a strictly first-class dog, as every 
one who has heen fortunate enough to obtain a dog from 
him will testify. His method of breeding has been 
learned by careful study and long experience, and in 
breaking, tlie same experience and observation as a thor- 
ough sportsman and gentleman enable him to know 
what is required of a dog, and just how to breed and train 
to meet those requirements. With thanks for all would- 
be purchasers, and hopes of better success in the future, I 
beg to subscribe myself a friend to all true sportsmen. 

; G. W. i. 
+ oe 

{[ENGLISHE DOGGES* 

The fourth Section of this 
adifcourfe. 

Dogges of a Course Kind seruing formany Necessary uses, 

calledin Latine Oanes Rustici, and first of the 

shepherds dogge, called in Latina 

Canis Pastoralis. 
Dogges of { The shepherds ope 

These two are the courser ~ The mastiue ees 
pe the principal sort are Bandogge. 

He firft kinde, namely the fhepherds hounde is very 
necessarye and profitable for the auoyding of harmeg 

and inconueniences which may come to men by the 
means of beastes, The second sort serue to succour 
against the snares and attemptes of mischiefous men, 
Our shepherdes dogge is not. huge, vaste, and bigge, but 
of an indifferent stature and growth, because it hath not 
to deale with the bloudthyrsty wolf, sythence there he 
none in England, which happy and rortunate bene fite is 
to be ascribed to the puisaunt Prince Hagar, who to thin- 
tent y’ the whole countrey myght be enacuated and 
quite clered from wolfes, charged & commaunded the 
welsheme(who were pestered with these butcherly beastes 
aboue measure) to paye him yearely tribute which was 
(note the wisedome of the King) three hundred wolfes. 
Some there be which write that Ludwell Prince of 
Wales paide yeerly to King Mdgur three hundred wolves 
in the name of an exaction (as we haue sayd before.) And 
that by the meanes hereof, within in the compasse and 
tearme of foure yeares none of those noysome, and pesti- 
lent Beastes were left in the coastes of England and 
Wales. This Hdgar wore the Crown royall, and bare the 
Scepter imperiall of this kingdome, about the yeere of 
our Lorde nyne hundred fifty, nyne. Synce which tima 
we reede that no Wolfe hath bene seene in England, bred 
within the bounds and borders of this countrey, mary 
there haye bene diuers brought ouer from beyonde the 
seas, for greedynesse of gaine and to make money, 
for gasing and gaping, staring, and standing to see fllem, 
being a straunge beast, rare, and seldom seene in Eng- 
land. But to returne to ouc shepherds dogge. This 
dogge either at the hearing of his masters yoyce, or at 
the wagging and whisteling in his fist, or at his shrill and 
horse hissing bringeth the wandring weathers and stray~ 
ing sheepe, into the selfe same place where his masters 
will and wishe, is to haue the, wherby the shepherd 
reapeth his benefite, namely, that with litle labour and 
no toyle or mouing of his feete he may rule and guide 
his flocke, according to his owne desire, either to haue 
them go forward, or to stand still, or todrawe backward, 
or to turne this way, or to take that way. For it is not 
in Englande, as it is in Fraunece, as it is in Flanders, as 
it isin Syria, as it in Fartaria, where the sheepe follow 
the shepherd, for heere in our country the sheepherd fol- 
loweth the sheepe. And sometimes the straying sheepe, 
when no dogge runneth before them, nor goeth about & 
beside them, gather themselues together in a flocke, 
when they heere the sheepherd whistle in his fist, for 
feare of the Dogge (as I imagine) remembring this (if yn- 
reasonable creatures may be reported to haue memory) 
that the Doggs commonly runneth out at his masters 
warrant which is his whistle, This hane we oftentimes 
diligently marcked in taking our journey from towne to 
towne, when wee haue hard a sheepherd whistle we haue 
rayned in our horse and stood styll a space, to see the 
proofe and triall of this matter. Furthermore with this 
dogge doth the sheepherd take sheepe for y' slaughter, 
and to be healed if they be sicke, no hurt or lharmein the 
world done to the simple creature, 

Of the mastiue or Bandogge called in Latine 
Villaticus or Cathenarius. 

His kinde of Dogge called a mastyue or Bandogge 
is vaste, huge, stubhorne, ougly, and eager, of a 

heuy and burthenous body, and therefore but of litle swift- 
nesse, terrible, and frightfull to beholde, and are more 
fearce and fell then any Arcadian curre (notwithstading 
they are sayd to haue their generation of the violent 
Lion.) They are called Villutiei, because they are ap- 
poynted to watche and keepe farme places and coutry 
cotages sequestred from commo recourse, and not abut- 
ting ypon other houses by reason of distaunce, when 
there is any feare conceaued of theefes, robbers, spoyler:, 

and night wanderers. They are seruiceable against the 
Foxe and the Badgar, to drive wilde and tame swyne 

out of Medowes, pastures, glebelandes ana places planted 
with fruite, to bayte and take the bull by the eare, when 
oceagion so requireth. One dogge or two at the viter- 

most, sufficient for that purpose be the bull neuer so 
monsterous, neuer so fearce, neuer so furious, neuer so 
stearne, neuer Fo vntameable. For it is a kinde of dogge 
capeable of courage, violent and valiaunt, striking could 
feare into the harts of men, bul standing in feare of no 
man, in somuch thatno weapons will make him shrincke, 

* QO Enzlishe Dogges, | the diversities, {he names, | the natures 
and the properties. {| A Short | ‘Treatise written in Jatine | by Jo- 
hunnes Caius of late memo | rie, Doetor of Mhisicke |in the Uni- 

versite | of Cambridge | Aad newly drawne into Eng-| lishe by 

Abraham Fleming|Stucent.| Natura stlamin brutis vim | oxten- 
dit sum. | Scene and allowed. | {lmprinted at London | by Hichard 
Johnes, and are to be | sulde over against §, Sepul- | chre’s Ohurch 
without | Newgate | oI 
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nor abridge his boldnes. Our English men (to th’ intent 
that theyr doggzes might be the more fell and fearce) as- 
sist nature with arte, vse, and custome, for they teach 
theyr dogges to baite the Beare, to buite the Bull and 
other such like cruell and bloudy beastes (appointing an 
ouerseer of the game) without any collar to defend theyr 
throtes, and oftentimes they traine them ypin fighting 
and wrestling with a man hauing for the safegarde of his 
lyfe, eyther a Pikestaffe, a clubbe. or a sworde and by 
vsing them to such exercises as these, theyr dogges be- 
come more sturdy and strong. The force which is in 
them surmounteth all beleefe, the fast holde which they 
take with their teeth exceedeth all credit, three of them 
against a Beare, fowre against a Lyon are sufficient, both 
to try masteryes with them and vtterly to ouermatch 
them, Which Henry the seuenth of that name, King of 
England (a Prince both politique & warlike) perceauing 
on a certaine time (as the report runneth) commaunded 
all such dogges (how many soeuer they were in number) 
should be hanged, beyng deepely displeased, and con- 
ceauing great disdaine that an yll faured rascal! curre 
should with such violent villany, assault the valiaunt 
Lyon king of all beastes. An example for all subjects 
worthy remembraunce, to admonishe them that itis no 
aduantage to them to rebell against y'’ regiment of their 
ruler, but to keepe then: within the limits of Loyaltie. 
I reade an history aunswerable to this of the selfe same 
Henry, who hauing a notable and an excellent fayre Fal- 
con, it fortuned that the kings Falconers, in the pres- 
ence and heaving of his grace, highly commended his 
Maiesties Falcon, saying thatit feared not to intermeddle 
with an Eagle, if was so yenturous a byrde and so 
myghty, which when the King harde, he charged that 
the Falcon should be killed without delay, for the selfe 
same reason (as it may seeme) which was rehersed in the 
coclnsion of the former history concerning the same 
king. This dogge is called, in like naner, Carthenarius, 
a Cathena, of the chaine wherwith he is tyed at the gates, 
in y’ daytime, least beyng lose he should doe much mis- 
chiefe and yet might gine occasion of feare and terror 
by his bigge barcking, And albeit Cicero in his oration 
had Pro. S. Ross, be of this opinion, that such Dogges as 
barcke in the broade day light shoulde haue their legges 
broken, yet our countrymen, on this side of the seas for 
their carelessnes of lyfe setting all at cinque and sice, are 

For theefes roge vp and down 
in euery corner, no place is free from them, no et Y. 

n the 

of a contrary judgment. 

prince’s pallace, nor the country mans cotage, In 
day time they practise pilfering, picking, open robbing, 
and priuy stealing, and what legerdemaine lacke they: 
not fearing the shamefull and horrible death of hanging, 
The cause of which imeonuenience doth not onely issue 
from nipping neede & wringing want, forall y’ steale, 
are not pinched with pouerty, but som steale to main- 
taine their excessive and prodigall expences in apparell, 
their lewdnes of lyfe, their hautines of hart, theyr wan- 
tonnes of maners, theyr wilfull ydlenes, their ambitious 
branery, and the pryde of the sawey Salacones’ megalor- 
routon vaine glorious and arrogant in behanior, whose de- 
lighitdependeth wholly to mount nimbly on horsebacke, to 
make them leape lustely,spryng and praunce, galloppe and 
amble, to runne a race, to wynde in compasse, and so 
forthe, living alltogether ypon the fatnesse of the spoyle. 
Other som ther be which steale, being thereto proucked 
by penury &neede, like masterlesse me applying them- 
selues to no honest trade, butraunging yp and downe im- 
pudently begging and complayning of bodily weakenesse 

But valiaunt Valentine 
th’ emprour, by wholsome lawes pronuided that suche as 
hauing no corporall sicknesse, sold themselues to begging, 
pleded pouerty wyth pretened infirmitie, & cloaked 
the ydle and slouthtul life with colurable shifts and 
cloudy cossening, should bea perpetual! slaue and drudge 
to him, by whom their impudent yldlenesse was bewrayd, 
and layed against them in publique place, least the insuf- 
ferable slouthfullnes of such yagabondes should be bur- 
thenous to the people, or being so hatefull and odious, 

Alfredus likewise in the 
gouernment of his Gommonwealth, procured such in- 
erease of credite to imstice ana upright dealing by his 
prudent actes and statutes, that if a ma trauailing by the 
hygh way of the countrey vnder his dominion, chaunced 

udget full of gold, or his capcase farsed with 
things of great value, lutein the euening, he shoulde find 
it where he lost it, safe, sound, and yntouched the next 
morning, yea (whichis a wonder)at any time for a whole 
monethes space if he sought for it, as Ingulphus Croylu- 
densis in his Hystory recordeth. But in this our ynhappy 
age, in these (I say) our deuelishe dayes nothing can 
scape the clawes of the spoyler, though it be kept neuer 
50 sure within the house, albeit the doores bee lockt and 

This dogge in like maner of Gre- 

where isno want of abilitie. 

should growe into an example. 

to lose 

boulted round about. 
cians is called otkouwros 

Of the latimists Canis Cultos, in Englishe 
the Dogge Keeper. 

Borrowing his name of bis seruice, for he doth not 
onely keepe farmers houses, but also merchaunts maisong, 
wherin great wealth, riches, substaunce and costly stuffe 
is reposed, And therfore were certain dogges founde 
and maintained at the common costes and charges of the 
Citizens of Rome in the place called Capitolium, to giue 
warning of theefes comming. This kind of dogge is 
also called, 

In latine Cants Lantarius in Engiishe the 
Butchers Dogge 

So called for the necessity of his vse, for his seruice af- 
foordeth great benefite te the Butcher as well in following 
as in taking his cattell when neede constraineth, yrgeth, 
andrequireth. This kinde of dogge is likewise called, 

In latine Molosseicus or Molossus. 

After the name ofa countrey in Hpirus called Moloasia, 
which harboureth many stoute, stronge, and sturdy 
Dogges of this sort, for the dogges of that countrey 
are good in deeds, or else there is no trust to be had 
in the testimonie of writers. This dogge is also called, 

In latine Canis Mondatarius a Dogge messin- 
ger or Carrier, 

Upon substanciall consideration, because at his masters 
voyce and commaundment, he carrieth letters from place 
to place, wrapped yp cunningly in his lether collar, fast- 
ened thereto, orsowed close therin, who, least heshould 
be hindered in his passage vseth these helpes very skil- 
fully, namely resistaunce in fighting if he be not ouer- 

matched, or else swiftnesse & readinesse in running 
away, if he be vnable to buckle with the dogge that 
would faine have a snatch at his skinne, This kinde of 
dogge is also called, 

In latine Canis Lunarius, in Englishe 
the Mooner. 

Because he doth nothing else but watch and warde 
at an ynche, wasting the wearisome night season without 
slombering or sleeping, bawing & wawinge at the Moone 
(that I may yse the word of Nonius) a qualitie in mine 
opinion straunge to consider. This kinde of dogge is also 
called, ‘ 

In latine Aquarius in Englishe a water drawer, 

And these be of the greater and the waighter sort 
drawing water out of wells and deepe pittes, by a wheele 
which they turne rounde about by the mouing of their 
burthenous bodies, This kinde of dogge is called in like 
maner 

Canis Sareinarius in Latine, and may aptly be eng- 

lished a Tynkers Curre. 

Because with marueilous pacience they beare bigge 
budgettes fraught with Tinckers tooles,and mettall meete 
to mend ketiles, porrige pottes, skellets, and chafers, | 
and other such like trumpery requisite for their occupa- 
cion and loytering trade, easing him of a great burthen 
which otherwise he himselfe should carry ypon his 
shoulders, which vondition hath challenged vnto them 
the foresaid name, Besides the qualities which we haue 
already recounted, this kind of dogges hath this princi- 
pall propertie ingrafted in them, that they loue their 
masters liberally, and hate straungers despightfully, 
whereypon it followeth that they are to their masters, 
in traueiling a singular safgard, defending them force- 
ably, from the inuasion of yillons and theefes, preseru- 
ing their lyfes from losse, and their health from hassard, 
theyr fleshe from hacking and hewing with such like 
desperate daungers. For which consideration they are 
meritoriously tearmed, 

In Latine Canes defensores defending dogges 
In our mother toungue, 

ff it chaunce that the master bee oppressed, either by 
a multitude, or by the greater violence & so be beaten 
downe that he lye groueling on the grounde, (it is proned 
true by experience) that this Dogge forsaketh not his 
master, no not when he is starcke deade: But induring 
the force of famishment and the outrageous: tempestes 
of the weather, most vigilantly watcheth and carefully 
keepeth the deade carkasse many dayes, endenouring, 
furthermore, to kil the murtherer of his master, if he 
may get any advantage. Or else by barcking, by howl- 
ing, by furious iarring, snarring, and such like meanes 
betrayeth the melefactour as desirous to haue the death 
of his aforesayde Master rigorouslye reuenged. And ex- 
ample hereof fortuned within the compasse of my mem- 
ory. The Dogge of a certaine wayelaring man trauailing 
from the Citie of London directly to the Towne of King- 
stone (most famous and renowned by reason of the tri- 
urmphant coronation of eight seuerall Kings) passing onuer 
a good portion of his iourney was assaulted and set vpon 
by certaine confederate theefes laying in waight for the 
spoyle in Comeparcke, a perillous bottom, compassed 
about wyth woddes to well knowne for the manyfolde 
murders & mischiefeous robberies theyr committed. Into 
whose handes this passinger chauneed to fall, so that his 
ill lucke cost him the price of his lyfe. And that Dogge 
whose syer was Englishe (which Blondus registreth to haue 
bene within the banckes of his remebrance) manifestly 
perceauyng that his Master was murthered (this chaunced 
not farre from Paris, by the handes of one which was a 
suiter to the same woma, whom he was a wovuer unto, 
dyd both bewraye the bloudy butcher, and attempted to 
teare out the villons throate if he had not sought meanes 
to auoyde the reuenginy rage of the Dogge. In fyers also 
which fortune in the silence and dead time of the night, 
or in stormy weather of thesayde season, the older dogges 
barcke, ball, howle, and yell (yea notwithstandyng they 
bee roughly rated) neyther will they stay their tounges 
till the householde seruauntes awake, ryse, search, and 
see the burning of the fyre, which beyng perceaued they 
vse voluntary silence, and cease from yolping This hath 
bene, and is founde true by tryall, Im sundry partes of 
England, There was no faynting faith in that Dogge, 
which when his Master by a mischaunce in hunting 
stumbled and fell toppling downe a deepe dytche beyng 
ynable to recouer of himselfe, the Dogge signifying his 
masters mishappe, reskuue came, and he was hayled up by 
a rope, whom the Dogge seeying almost drawne up to the 
edge of the dytche, cheerefully saluted, leaping and skip- 
ing ypon his master as though he woulde hane imbraced 
ym, beyng glad of his presence, whose longer absence 

he was lothe to lacke. Some Dogges there be, which 
will not suffer fiery coales to lye skattered about the 
hearthe, but with their pawes wilrake up the burnyng 
coales, musying and studying fyrst with themselues 
how it might be conueniently be done, And if so bee 
that the coales caste to great a heate then will they buyry 
them in ashes and so remoue them forwarde to a fyt 
place wyth theyr noses, Other Dogges bee thera which 
exequute the office of a Farmer in the nyghte tyme. For 
when his master goeth to bedde to take his naturall 
sleepe, And when 

A hundred barres of brasse an yron boltes, 
Make all things safe from startes and from reuoltes. 
V Vhen Ianus keepes the gate with Argos eye, 
That daungers none approch, ne mischiefes nye. 

As Virgill vaunteth in his verses, Then if his master 
byddeth him go abroade, he lingereth not, but raungeth 
ouer all his lande lying there about, more diligently, I 
wys, then any farmer himselfe. And if he find any- 
thing their that is straunge and pertaining to other persons 
besides his master, whether it be man, woman, or b-ast, 
he driueth them out of the ground, not meddling with 
any thing which doth belong to the possession and yse of 
his master, But how much faythfulness, so much diur- 
sitie there is in their natures, 

Which barcke only with free and open 
For there throate but will not bite, 
be some ] Which doe both barcke and byte, 

Which bite bitterly before they barcke, 

The first are not greatly to be feared, because they 
themselues are fearefull, and fearefull dogges (as the 
prouerbe importeth) barcke most vehemently. 
The second are daungerous, it is wisedome to take 

heede of them because they sounde, asit were, an Alarum 
of an afterclappe, and these dogges must noi be oner 
much moued or proucked, for then they take on outra- 
giously as if they were madde, watching to set the print 
of their teeth in the fleshe. And these kinde of dogges 
are fearce and eager by nature, 

The thirde are deadly, for they flye upon a man, with- 
out ytteraunce of yoyce. snatch at him, and catche him 
by the throate, and most cruelly byte out colloppes of 
fieashe, Feare these kind of Curres (if thou bee wise 
and circumspect about thine. owne safetie) for they be 
stoute and stubborne dogges, and set ypon a man at a 
sodden vnwares, By these signes and tokens, by these 
notes and arguementes our men discerne the cowardly 
curre from the couragious dogge the bolde from the feare- 
full, the butcherly from the gentle and tractable, More- 
ouer they coniecture that a whelpe of an yll kinde is not 
worthe the keeping and that no dogge can serue the sun- 
dry vses of men so aptly and so conueniently as this sort 
of whom we haue so largely written already. For if any 
be disposed to drawe the aboue named seruices into a 
table. what ma more clearely, and with more vehemency 
of yoyce giveth warning eyther of a wastefull beaste, or 
of a spoiling theefe than this? who by his barcking (as 
good as a burning beacon) foreshoweth hassards at hand ? 
What maner of beast stronger? what seruaut to his 
master more louing? what companion more trustie? 
what watchman more vigilant? what renenger more 
constant? what messinger more speedie? what water 
bearer more painefull? Finally what packhorse more 
patient? And thus much concerning English Dogges, 
first of the gentle kinde, secondly of the courser kinde. 
Nowe it remaineth that we deliuer ynto you the Dogges 
of a mungrell or a currishe kinde, male then will wee 
perfourme our taske. 

4] A Diall pertaining to the 
Fourth Section. 
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

REGULATIONS, RULES FOR RUNNING, AND INSTRUCTIONS TO 
JUDGES—TRIALS, 1880. 

Rulel, The Executive Board shall advertise the time 
and place where the meeting will be held, the date of 
closing entries, the scale of points, and the names of 
judges, at least thirty days before the trials take place, 
in the event any judge or judges fail to act, the competi- 
tors shall fill all vacancies, each competitor being entitled - 
to one vote, 

Rule 2, ** Dogs shall be drawn in braces by lot and run 
in heats, the beaten dogs to be retired (except as herein- 
after’mentioned), and the winners to be run again in the 
order in which they run their successive heats. If there 
should bea bye, the dog getting the benefit of the bye 
shall be run in the first heat of the next series of heats, 
Tftwo dogs, owned, or exhibited by the sameé person, 
should be drawn to run together or come together in any 
successive heat, the second dog shall change place with 
the next dog inthe order of running. This shall be con- 
tinued until only two dogs remain, and the winner of 
these two shall be the winner of first prize. The last doz 
beaten by the winner of the first prize, shall compete for 
the second prize with the best of those dogs previously 
beaten by the winner of the first prize. The winner of 
this heat shall be declared the winner of the second 
prize. Thedog beaten in this heat shall compete with 
the best of those previously beaten by the second prize 
winner, and the winner shall be third in the race. The 
discretion is given the judges of deciding which is the 
best of these beaten dogs in the competition for second 
and third places, by selection, or by running extra heats 
between them. 

Rule 3, When two dogs owned ortrained by thesame 
person shall be drawn together, one shall be run only, 
and he with another dog, which shallbe imniediately 
drawn, and the dog left over shall be drawn again. Tf at 
the latter end of a trial it be found impossible to avoid 
running twosuch dogs together, it may be permitted, 

Rule 4. The judges shall order up the dogs as soon as 
they have determined which is the best, according to the 
scale of points in Rule 5. But, unless any dog shows 
such lack of merit that, in the opinion of the judges, he 
cannot be placed, ali dogs shall, if time permits, have at 
least three chances to show their behavior on birds. 

Rule5. Positive points for merit: Pointing, 35; pace, 
15; backing, 8; style,7; stanchness,$; ranging and 
quartering, 10 ; obedience and disposition,7 ; retrieving, 
10 ; total 100, Negative points of demerit; False point- 
ing, 1 to 7 ; breaking in, 3, each offense ; breaking shot, 
5, each offense ; chasing or breaking shot and chasing, 
10, first offense ; second, out of the race. 

Rule 6. No person, except the judges, attendants and 
reporters will be permitted to accompany the handlers of 
dogs. Two persons willnot be permitted to work one dag 
or abraceof dogs, If from any cause the handler ofa dog 
or brace of dogs is disabled to such extent that he cannot 
shoot, the judges shall appoint a person to shoot for him, 
The handlers of the two dogs shall go together asif if 
were a brace of dogs, so that the dogs shall be upon an 
Suey as to ground, opportunities for pointing, etc. 

o spectators will be allowed nearer the handler of dogs 
than seventy-five yards to therear. No person shail 
make any remark about the judges or doggs in hearin of 
the judges ; such person so offending shall be expelled 
from the grounds. Should any handlerof dogs annoy 
the judges after having been ordered to desist, the judyes 
Shall order such dogs as he is handling up and out of the 
race. The privilege is granted the handlersto ask the 
judges for information or explanation that has a direct 
bearing upon any point at issue; pending such question 
the dogs shall not ba under judgment, Dogs alflicted 
with any contagious disease, or bitches in season, will not 
be permitted on the grounds, 
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Rule 7. eegeet hares, ‘‘ stink birds,” larks, turtles, 
bittern, or any bird generally considered game, shall not 
be deemed false points. A dog making a false point, and 
discovering it to be such, without ary encouragement 
from his handler, shall not be penalized, 

LYSTRUCTIONS TO JUDGES, 

Pointing.—The judges will allow only those dogs the 
méximum that point all the birds possible for them to 
point under existing circumstances; adog to earn the 
mnaximum number of points under this head must dis- 
lay a first-class nose and exhibit great judgment in 
ding and pointing his birds, and make no flushes that 

adog with the aboye qualities would avoid in ordinary 
hunting, The dogs are to be hunted in all respects as in 
an ordinary day's shooting, ina sportsman-like manner, 
Tnexcusable or wilful flushes will detract from a dog’s 
score wnder this head, but the character of the flush must 
be always taken into account in estimating the penalty, if 
any. The judges must not ask the handlers if their dogs 
are pointing, but must decide for themselves, They 
shall always consider the nature of the ground, the wind 
and the birds, and not penalize a dog for flushing a bird 
it would be impossible to point. The penalty for flushes 
to be graded by the character of the offense. The judges 
shall nof require the handlers to work their dogs down 
wind. ' 
Piuce.—The dog that maintains the fastest gait through- 

out the trial, except when in cover or on game, to receive 
mo full number of points, all others to be graded by 

m. 
Backing.—The maximum only allowed such dogs as 

stand or drop instantly at sight of another dog pointing, 
But no dog shall be expected to back unless the dog point- 
ing stands and is motionless. A dog shall not be said to 
refuse to back unless he sees the dog pointing. To get 
credit for a back. the dog must stop at least ten yards 
(when practicable) in front of the handler. Should a 
dog refuse to back, and, instead, go ahead, or alongside 
of the pointing dog, and steal a point, the same shall not 
again be allowed to come nearer his pointing competitor 
than twenty ydrds, and be kept charged while the birds 
are being flushed over the pointing dog, 
Style.—The judges shall consider the dog’s grace in 

ranging and drawing. and attitudes in pointing and 
backing. 
Stanchness.—The maximuni-allowed such dogs only 

as do not advance from their point when they are on 
game until ordered on. 
Ranging and Quartering.—The maximum only allawed 

the dogs that maintain the most killing range through- 
out, viz.: wide or close, as the necessity of the case may 
require, and who cover their ground systematically ex- 
cepting where the nature of the ground renders such 
work impracticalle. 

Obedience and Disposition.—The maximum only al- 
lowed to a dog that works promptly to the gun without 
noise or severity, and is obedient, prompt, cheerful and 
easily handled. 
Retrieving,—To receive the maximum under this head, 

a dog shall go promptly and cheerfully for the bird, find 
the same, and deliver if tothe handler without mouthing 
or mutilation. The handler shall not assist the dog in 
finding the dead bird by leading the same toward it, ex- 
cepting where circumstances are such that the dog can- 
not reasonably be expected to find the bird, or not with- 
out much loss of time. 

False Pointing —The judges shall give a dog ample op- 
portunity to discover whether or not heis ona true 
point, and the penalty shall range from 1 to 7 for his acts 
throughout the heat. / 
Breaking in is when a dog through imperfect breaking 

orfrom excitement, leaves his position when the birds 
rise, whether the gun is firedor not, and starts to break 
shot or chase, but stops withina few feet from the point 
from which he started, of his accord or by command, 

Breaking shot is when a dog runsin whena shot is 
fired, with the intention of getting the bird. 
Chasing is when a dog follows the birds, either when 

the gun is fired or not, to an extent to be beyond the con- 
trol of the handler for the time being. 
Puppy Stakes,—Rule : Dogs over eighteen months old 

shall not be eligible for the Puppy Stakes. Rule as 
above, 
Brace Stakes.—The rules governing the Brace Stakes 

shall be the same as those used in the All-Aged Stakes, 
with the following exceptions : The maximum for rang- 
ing and quartering shall be 20 instead of 10, and the total 
one hundred and ten instead of one hundred. The brace 
to earn the maximum for quartering must cross each 
other systematically, and work independent of each other, 
orone dog must quarter the ground on one side of the 
handler while the other dog quarters the opposite side. the 
dogs meeting ator near the center. Each brace will be 
run separately, instead of munning in heats, and be judged 
by the scale of points as laid down and explained. 

Nursery Stakes.—Rule : Dogs over twelve months old 
shall not be eligible for Nursery Stakes, There will be 
no points allawed ior retrieving in thisstake. Rules 
otherwise as above. 

a 

THE FIELD TRIAL RULES DISCUSSED, 

New York, Aug, 30th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

The rules which are to govern N. A. K. C. Field Trials, 
which have appeared in the Fokrst anp Stream, and 
those of the Eastern Field Trial Club, just issued, eall for 
some notice and even criticism on the part of those who, 
whether as competitors in the trials, or merely as prac- 
tical sportsmen and owners or breeders of dogs, are inter- 
ested in the improvement of the field dogs of America, 
No one can take part in, or even witness, such contests 
asthe field trials to be run next fall without feeling a 
deep interest im their success; for it is acknowledged 
by all practical shooting men, that such trials contribute 
more to raise the standard of excellence of our setters 
and pointers than anything elsecan. Bench shows are, 
of course, very well in their way, and a prize winner is a 
beautiful object to the eye, but many a dog that has 
taken a blue ribbon would not be worth, to the sports— 
man, the charge of powder and lead that would blow out 
his brains, while s9me animal at which the judges 
disdain to cast a second glance, may do his workin the 
field, day after day, in a style that would satisfy the most 

exacting lover ofthe gun, For myself, while I yield to 
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noone in my admiration of a beautiful animal, as near 
the type of his kind as may be, I would ratherdo my 
shooting over a pig, ifit was well broken, fast and had a 
good nose, than be obliged to use some of the dogs that 
have stood first in the ring, And this, I think, is the feel- 
ing of many, if not ‘most, of my brother sportsmen in this 
country. They want the dog which will find the most 
birds, point them the most stanchly, retrieve them with 
most certainty, and be able to do thisat least three or 
four days in the week—throughout the season, if neces— 
sary, if what I haye assumed is true, the very general 
interest in field trials is explained, and | think that I 
hazard nothing in predicting that the accounts of those 
to be run in the autumn will be more eagerly read by 
shooting men than any previous canine competitions that 
haye been held in the United States. The importance of 
having the rules to govern the trials, and the directions 
to judges clear and concise, is self-evident. They should 
be brief, simple and couched in language that can by no 
possibility be misinterpreted or twisted from its legiti- 
mate meaning. In contests of this kind there is too often 
manifested g, disposition to find fault with the decision of 
the Judges and even to wrangle ; but by making the rules 
unmistakeably clear, and by choosing as judges men of 
undoubted reputation, there is no reason why the coming 
trials should not pass off without any of those unfortunate 
misunderstandings, to use no harsher term, which have 
disgraced such meetings of sportsmen inthe past, While 
not professing any very profound knt®wledge on the sub- 
ject of dog breaking, | am accustomed to work my own 
dogs in the style that suits me, and I therefore yenture 
to offer my views on therules for field trials, as laid 
down by the two clubs already mentioned, It seems ta 
me, in the first place, that several of the rules in the 
circulars referred to are lamentably obscure, and some 
of them, to my mind at least, convey no meaning what- 
ever, On the whole, the rules of the Eastern Field 
Trials Club are the most intelligible; but even these might 
be improyed upon. The last clause of Rule 3, in the N. 
A. K.C. circular, is extremely indefinite and blind. 
though its probable meaning may be made out by careful 
reading, Rule 3, of the E. F. T. Club is perfectly clear. 
Rule 4 is in both cases unmistakable in its meaning and 
needs no comment, but I cannot help thinking that the 
scale of points by which the dogs are to be judged is in 
some respects not what it should be. The highest credit 
that any dog can get for ‘‘ pointing,” is 385 ; “pointing” 
as here defined, including nose and judgment. Style has 
aseparate mark, and so has stanchness, so that neither 
of these is taken into account. Yet a point without 
stanchness is scarcely worth speaking of, and surely 
style is as important on the point as itis when the ani- 
malis ranging. The term ‘ pointing,” it seems to me, is 
unsatisfactory, and I shall endeavor below to suggest 
& More appropriate one. Pace, in the Rules of the N. A. 
K. C., israted at 20, and in those of the E. F, T. C., at 15. 
The latter, I think, isthe proper figure, Nothing is more 
wearying and annoying than to follow a potterer, and 
*‘pace” is certainly one of the most important at- 
tributes of a good field dog, Backing is rated at 7 in one 
set of rules, and 8 in the other : too high in both. To 
a well bred dogitis as natural to back as if is to point,and 
I haveseen, as no doubt have many others, young pup- 
pies, that had neyer seen a bird, back as stanchly as the 
best broken dog. The puppy has inherited his disposition 
to back from his well broken ancestors, and, besides this, 
his attention is fixed and his curiosity aroused. by the 
stopping of his companion and the rigid attitude which 
the latter has assumed, The breaker merely cultivates 
and fosters this inherited tendency to stop at the sight of 
a pointing companion ; and to teach adog to back—a well 
bred dog, be it understood—is one of the easiest of the 
handler’s tasks. For style the marks are 6 and 7, AsI 
haye already indicated, style in pointing is quite as im- 
portant as style in ranging. and if, as seéms probable, the 
style referred to is only style in ranging, it should be ex- 
plicitly stated that this is the casé, Lam disposed to 
think that if in style pointing and ranging are included, 
the marks assigned to it in the rules are not far from the 
proper number. Stanchness, 6 and 8, I know of but 
one attribute of a field dog that is more important than 
stanchness. No matter how many good qualities your 
dog may have, if heisnot stanch he is not worth his 
salt. Many aman hunts over a dog that does not pre- 
tend to mind, that goes about hunting in his own way, 
has no style, potters, very likely, perhaps eyen does not 
retrieve, but when he finds the bird he stays there until 
the gun comes up. He will never flush, will never leaye 
his point unless dragged away by iain strength. The 
owner of such a dog thinks he has a treasure—and he is 
right in so thinking. He may lose some birds because 
his dog does not retrieve, but not nearly so many as he 
would if the animal was unsteady. Stanchness I con- 
sider of the very highest importance, and I would make 
it much higher than is here done. In the N. A, K, C. 
Rules, ranging is marked 6, and quartering 4, and in the 

F, 'T. C, Rules, ranging and quartering together 10. 
These marks are not far from the proper percentage, 
though in view of the great importance of other qualifi- 
cations, they are perhapssomewhat too high. Obedience 
and disposition are rated at 4 and 7, thelatter being about 
the proper figure. Retrieving. which is of great import- 
ance, is rightly rated at 10. Rule 6 is admirably worded 
and will no doubt be strictly enforced. With regard to 
he “points of demerit "I bave only one criticism to 
make. Chasing isso serious 4 fault that itshould dis- 
qualify the dog the first, not the second time that it oc- 
curs. An animal that is not under sufficient command to 
come ih, or drop, when ordered, should not be entered 
in the trials. There should be also, I think, a enalty 
of not less than 6 for wilful flushing. Simple flushing 
from excitement or heedlessness should be punished by 
loss of marks in pointing.” In the iustructions to judges 
thereis nothing which calls foranything but praise, until 
We come to backing. Here we meet with a clause badly 
worded. The instructions in both circulars say : ‘* To gép 
credit for a back, the dog must stop at least ten yards 
(when practicable) in front of the handler.” This rule is 
intended, we presume, to preyent the person working the 
animal from ordering the latter to stand, but this seems 
unnecessary, for the presence of the judges would re- 
strain the handler from speaking to his dog, and if their 
presence does not, the distance of thirty feet would not 
preyeut his giving the necessary command, There is 
here a looseness of phraseolozy which, I think, offers an 
opportunity for a quibble, } 
Stanchness is not clear, The dog may some to a point 

on birds, but if they run it is clearly his business ta break 
his point and follow them, whether he is ordered on or not. 
Ranging and quartering in the E. F. T. instructions 

are clear enough, but the definitions are too general. In 
tye N. A. K, ©, instructions, however, I am unable to 
understand what the definition of quartering intends to 
convey, What does working “at right angle to the 
handler” mean? Does it méan at right angle to the 
course the handleris pursuing? I presume so, If it 
does not mean that it means nothing as far asI can dis- 
cover. In practice a dog scarcely ever works at right 
angle to the course of the shooter, but usually at an 
angle of about 45° with if. His course is that of a smart 
sailing vessel tacking against a head wind. 
And now a word about the scale of points for judging, 

andIlam done. Ihave already stated that, in my opin- 
ion, the marks for the different attribwtes of a good dog 
are not divided as they should be in view of the relative 
importance of the various acts to be performed. Nose 
is certainly the most important qualification that a dog 
can haye, You can, by care and patience, teach him al- 
most anything, but you can never teach him to hayea 
good nose; he must be born with that, Without nose 
he is, of course, utterly valueless for hunting purposes, 
With nose he can, with sufficient training, be made of 
some use, Nose and judgment, or intelligence, usually 
go together, though judgment is, after all, only another 
term for the experience which can only be acquired in 
the field. This combination of qualities corresponds 
more or less closely with what is called " pointing,” but 
it seems to me that finding would be a more fitting term 
by which to designate it, Finding, then, should rank 
the highest in the seale of points, and should not be 
marked less than 30 After finding comes stanch- 
ness, Which, as I have already tried to show, should have 
a high mark, say 18. Pace comes next, and this I 
would rate at 1h. Retrieving is only less important 
than pace, and saves the weary shooter many steps and 
many birds. I would place itat 10. This is a point that 
requires to be carefully watched by the judges, for al- 
though most dogs retrieve, the percentage of those who 
do it properly, 7. ¢., with a tender mouth, returning the 
bird to the hand cheerfully, is very small, Style is a re- 
finement, a luxury rather than a necessity, yet its pres- 
ence in a dog adds so much to the pleasure of the shooter 
that I would place it next in order with 8 marks, 
Then should follow ranging and quartering 7, and ohe- 
dience and disposition 7 ; and, last of all, backing 5. 

In the points of demerit, false pointing and breaking 
in are yenial offenses : breaking shot is more serious, and 
should receive from 5 to 10 marks, according to the 
character of the offense, while real bona jide chasing 
should receive 100 and be out of the contest at once. 
Willful flushing, as aboye remarked, I would punish 
with 6 marks for each offense, 

This letter has far exceeded the bounds I had marked 
out for it, and yet I haye left much unsaid. In conclud- 
ing I would say that both the N. A. K. C. and the BE, F, 
T, G. are to be congratulated on the energy that they 
have shown in the matter of these trials, as well as on 
the discernment that they have shown in the selection of 
the judges se far as announced. I wish that they would 
amend their rules so that there may be no opening for 
complaints from dissatisfied competitors; for with clear 
rules and good judges, each man who enters his dags 
will know precisely what he has to expect, and must 
abide by the decision rendered, COUPLES, 

——_—__. 
s 

HasterN FELD TRiaLs.—The following is the pro- 
gramme of the trials to berun by the Eastern Field Trial 
Club next fall -—The Second Annual Meeting will be 
held under the auspices of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N, Y¥,, on No- 
vember 25th and 30th and December Ist, 2d, 3d and 4th, 
Open to the world. All-aged stakes, open to all setters and 
pointers. Limited to 50 entries. First prize, $200 ; sec- 
ond, $100 ; ithird, $50 ; fourth, $25, Entrance fee, $25. 
Forfeit, $15. Puppy Stakes. open to all pointers and 
setters under 1S months of age. Limited to 25 entries. 
First prize, $100; second, $50; third, $25; fourth, $15. 
Entrance fee, $15. Forfeit, $10. Nursery Stakes, open 
to all setters and pointers underi2months of age. Lim- 
ited to 15 entries. First prize, $60:second $40; third 
$20. Entrance fee $10, Forfeit, $7.50. Brace Stakes, 
Open to all setters or pointers, five braces to run or prizes 
to bescaled. First prize, $250); second, $125 ; third, $50. 
Entrance fee, $25. * Forfeit, $15. Club Stakes, open to 
members of the clus only ; dogs to be owned and hunted 
by the member making the entry. Prizea hundred dol- 
lar piece of plate to be selected by the winner. Entrance 
10 per cent, of the yalne of the prize. This stake to be 
run after the close of the running of the Brace stakes, and 
entries close on November 18th. Entries will be received 
for the open stakes up to midday of November 27th, at the 
office of the club, and on the grounds up to the evening 
before the trial. Entries must he accompanied by the 
forfeit money in all cases. 

—__—__—_ 

—Mr, Charles Lincoln, Superintendent of the St, Louis 
dog show, has sent usa number of premium lists and 
entry blanks, which can be had by calling at this office, 
= 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NAMES OLAIMED.—Brato.—Mr, George Norbury Appold, of 
Baltimore, Md., claims the name of Bravo for pointer dog puppy, 

out of Kate, by Bragg. Lark.—Mr. H. G. Jerome, of Gale’s 

Ferry, Conn., claims the name of Lark for his English hare beagle 
bitch puppy, purchased by him from Mr. N. Elmore. Max.—Mr. 
A. A. Atkins, of Turner’s Falls, Mass., claims the name of Max 
for his English hare beagle puppy, purchased qy him from Mr. N ‘ 

Elmore, Bonaparte and Lienau.—Mr. Thomas M. Smith, of 
Jersey City, claims the names of Bonaparte and Lienau for his 

brace of red and white setter puppies, whelped May 4th, 1380, out 

of Nell I. by T. O'Moore; he by Rory O*Moore, Burges" Rufus- 
Stoddard’s Friend; Nell I., Goldsmith's Plunkett-Nell. Nettie— 

Mr. Thomas, M. Smith, of Jersey City, claims the name of Netrie 

for red and white bitch puppy, out of Nell TZ., by T..O’Moore. 

Whist.—Mr. Charles B, Barnes, of Boston, Mass., claims the name 
of Whist for his lemon and white dog puppy, whelped July 9th, 
out of Sibel, by Rufus Il,, owned by Mr. Henry Smith, of Boston, 

Mass, Speed.—Mr. N. Elmore claims the nnme of Speed for black 

and tan foxhound bitch puppy, presented tu him by Mr, George 
Ponnall, of Christiana, Pa. Flora Bell.—Mr. H. B. Stoll, of Corn- 
ing, N. Y., claims the name of Floya Bell for his red and white 
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setter biteh, whelped July 20th,and presented to him by Mr. Ed. 

Teverson, of Oswego, N. ¥Y., out of his Vlora by Sport. -Aleo.— 

Mr. George Laick, of Tarry(own, N. Y., claims the numeof Alco 

for his red and white a pe dog puppy, outof Mr. 0. H. Hatipt- 
man’s Jessie by Mr. G. 8. Sedwick's Bang. Meetg—Mr. N. Blmoge 

claims the nume of Meeta for the white, bluck and tan Enclish 

foxhound hitch puppy, presented io him by Mr. McKoon, of 

Franklin, N, Y¥. Thor— Miss Coppice, of Rethlchem, Pay 

claims the name of Thor for her ‘smooth-coated St. Rernard 

puppy, whelped June 7th, 1880, out of Mr: J, &. Schuyler’s Jose— 

phine by his Guy. Fltrlt—Mr- William 8, Thurston; of Tuntingten, 

L. I., claims the name of Flirt for lis leman and white pointer 

bitch, whelped Mareh 18th, 1880, out of Mr. R, I. Green's Gin, 
Maryland-Tell by Mr. W. I’. Steel's Glenmark, Rush-Romp. 

Wamp CHancep,—Nevg.—Mr. George Norbory Appold wishes 
to change the name of his Irish setter bitch Bessie (formerly Red 
Betsy), out of Jessie by Boston, and recently purolhased from Mr. 

J.J, Jennelle, Du Quoin, Ill, to Neva. 

WHeELPs,—Itos.—Mr. 8. C. Ellcott’s Rose whelped two puppies 
hy Blossom. Mina—New York, Aug. dlsl.—Editer Forest and 

Slream :—My kennelman writes me of the following whelps by 

my champion Mina by champion Dash TII.; “Last night (Aug. 

29th) Mina whelped sevén puppies, four dogs and three ryps_ 

three pure white, three blue and white, one brown and white’ 

The pure white will probably be marked with orange; the brown 

is very handsomely inarked with tan around the margin; two 

are marked just like Mina, and one has black around each eve and 

white ears,a very singuiar marking. They are all strong and 

healthy and Mina doing well.” Water H, Bees, 

Beip, —Madeap-Rollo—Mr. G. D. Macdougall's (Lachine Ken- 

nels) black eucker bitch Madcap (second, Montreal, 1580) to Rob- 

ertson’s Rollo (black—second, Toronto, 1877) at Toronto, Ang. 
“Oth. Cora-Wilduir.—Mr. G. D. Macdougall’'s (Lachine Kennels) 

liver colored cocker biteb Cora (frst, Montreal; first, New York, 

1880) to the Hornell Cocker Ketunel Club's Wildair (black), at 
Tiornellsyille, N. ¥., Avg. 23d, Moll-Blossom,  — Blvssam— 

Mr. T. H.Smaliman's Gordon setter bitch —-, to Dr. Niven’s 
Blossom. Grace-Czuar—Mr. E. I. Mercelliott’s champion bitch 

Grace to Mr, P. H. Morris’ Caar, on Aug. 28d, 1830. Mollie-Blossom 

—Mr. Edwin Tinsley's (Hamilton, Ont.) Gordon satter bitch 

Mollie, Grouse-Fanny to Dr. Neyen’s Blossom, Aug. 18th, 180. 

PRESENTATION —Maxim=—Mr. George Van Wagener, of this vity, 

has presented to Mr. R. J. Morgan the pointer bitch Sein out 
ol Dutshess by Rush. 

Che aifle. 
—_—<_>_——_ 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

ONTARIO RIFLE ASSOCIATION. 

Toronto, Ont.—On the 234 ult. the annual matches of the On- 

tario Rifle Association commenced on the Garrison Common. The 

day, though bright, was not too much so, and there wasa fairly 

steady breeze blowing from the southeast. The arrangements 
which bad becn made by the Executive Committee were as nearly 
perfect as possible, and all concerned deserye great credit for the 

manner in which tlie first day’s shooting was carried out. The 

muumber of entries was not quite as large as last year, but the 

shooting was better. Three ranges had heen laid out, comprising 
17 targets, numbere#from 1, by the Lake Shore, to 17, near the 

Exhibition Building, The first 3 tarcets were devoted to the Canada 

Cowpany’s match, and the remainder to the Macdonald for the 

first part of the day, and to the Affiliated in the afternoon, 
The several matches shot and decided were as follows:— 

Canada Company Match.—Restricted 10 the active militia of the 

Province of Ontario who have neyer won a prize at any proyin- 

cial or dominion association; 7 shots at 400 yards; cash prizes, 

$2100: Private Henderson, Twenty-tifth, #5; Capt. Hunter, Thirty- 

second, 35; tie von by Henderson. Lieut. Ruiott, Seventh Fusil- 
eers, 33; Private Morrison, Guards, 33; Priyate G. Glennie, Duf- 
ferin Rifles, 33; tiewon by Glennie. Liewt. Colby, Thirtieth, 825 

Gunner Kennedy, Napanee G. A., 80; Corp, Dunno, Thirty-fifth, 

30; Adjt. Corlis, Twenty-fifth, 30; Capt. Train, Twelfth, 30. 

The Mucdonald Match.—Scyen shots af 200 yards; any position; 

open to members; total cash prizes, $3800: Sergt. Armstrong, 

Guards, 34; Lieut. Moore, Twenty-fifth Battalion, 33; Private 

Schwarz, hirteeenth Battalion, 42; Private W, Jack, Tenth 

Royals, 32; Lieut. Waldo, Guards, 82; Mr. C. Wilson, Second Mili- 

tary District, 32; Private Kilpatrick, Twenty-fifth Battalion, 32: 

Jyeut,-Col. Gibson, Thirteenth Battalion, 32: Sergt. Lf. Mitchell, 

Tenth Royals, 81; Major Wilsou, Nbirty-third Battalion, sl; Lieut. 
‘Adams, Thirteenth Battalion, 31: Private Marlait, Twentieth Bat- 
(alion, 31; Private €. N. Mitchell, Tenth Royals, 31; Sergt. Panie, 
Thirteenth Battalion, 31; Lieut. Fox, Twentieth Battalion, 31; 

Sergt. Thompson, Q. O. R., 3. 
Aftlisted Match.—Open to members; ranges, 200 and 500 yards; 

5 rounds at each range. Team prizes: The ladies’ Challenge Cup, 

value, $40 and $10; second prize, $30; third prize, $20; fourth prize, 

$15; fifth prize, $10, Indiv idual prizes, $285 cash: Private Muore, 

(Georgetown R. A. 47; Lieut.-Col. Gibson, Thirteeath Battalion, 47; 

Major Bennett, Fifty-eight Gatralion, 46; Color Sergt, Hancock, 

V.K.C., 46; Private Marris, Thirteenth Battalion, 46, Private C. 

N. Mitchell; Tenth Royals, 45; Private Mason, Thirteenth Battal- 
ion, 45; Lieut, Crowe, W. F.B., 45; Mr. J, L, Cox, Second Military 
District, 45; Private H. Johuson, Sixth Fusileers, 45; Mr. Yodd, 

Bruce Rh. A.. 44. 
‘Team prizes.—First prize, ladies’ challenge cup, valve $150, pre- 

sented by the ladies of Toronto, and $10— Thirteenth Hattalion, 
Hamilton, 219; second prize, $40, Ottawa Hifle Club, 210; third 
prize, 330, Sixth Fusileers, Montreal, 205; fourth prize, $20, 

St. Thomas Rifle Ciub, 204; fifth prize, $10, Guelph Wield Latrery, 

3. 

Tee Gilmour Match—Presented by the President; 7 rounds at 

500 yards. Totul cush prizes, $300. Capt. White, Thirty-fourth, 

84; Sergi. Allenby, Twenty-second, 34: Capt. Strachan, Forty- 

seventh, 31; Mr. John Steen, C. O. R. aA., 83; Major Wilsum 

Thirty-third, $3; Lieut. Wilkinson, Q, O. It., 32; Capt, Auderson, 
Second Mil. Diat., 32; Mr. W. Smith, L. K.C., 3+; Lieut. Adams, 

Thirteenth, 31; Statf Seret. Lewis, Q. O. K., 31; Private Stewart. 

Twentieth, $l; Wheeler Ogg, W, F. Wi,, 31: Private G, W, Pott, 

Seventh Fusileers, 31; Private Moore, Twentieth, 31; Stati Sergt, 

Sbanay, ‘Thirty-titth, 31. 
On Tuesday afternoon the Gordon match was finished in bad 

weather, and consequently, with one ov two exceptions, ihe shoot- 

ing was not good. The following is the score; 7 rounds at 500 

yards; open to members; cash prize $280; Major Hughes, Porty- 

Hfth,8l; Me. F. Oakley, Second M, D,, #9; Sengty I. WH. Bailey, 

Forty-seventh, 24; Staff! Sergt. Walker, Q. O. R., 25; Tieut. Snart, 

Dufferin tifles, 28; Gunner I'yeleyen, Cobourg BR. A., 28; Sergt. 
Mitchell, Thirteenth, 28; Capt. Mason, Thirteenth, 28. 

During the night it rained beayily, and a heavy gale blew from 

the castward, ‘Those who had camped out were not much incon- 

venienced, as {he tents were well sheltered. At9 o'clock the fir 

ing commenced, the matches for the day being the Merchants’ 
cup, Tor battalion teams, and the Brassey cup, for company 

teams, beridus the Extra Series match for special prizes. Great. 

interest wHs attached to the cup matehes from the circumstance 

that ifthe Thirteenth won the Merchayts’ it would become their 

absolute property, they having secured it the two previous years, 

While the sane wou'd happen if the Guards won the Brassey. The 
scores of the flay stood :— 

- Merchants'-Brassey—200, 500 and (00 yards; 7 shots each range 

Battalion Team Prizes—First prize, Merchants' Challenge Trophy, 

value $250, and $75 cash, Thirteenth Battalion, 633; second prize, 

eash $50, The Guards, 618; third prize, cash $40, Queen’s Own, 6043 

fourth prize, cash $30, Twentieth Battalion, 598; fifth prize, cash 

$2), Twenty-fifth Battalion, 564 

Brassey—Company teams—Tirst prize, Brassey cup, value $125, 
and $10 cash, No, 2 Company, Thirteenth Battalion, 409; second 

prize, cash $30, No. 1 Company, Guards, 898; third prize, cash $20, 

No. 1 Company, Thirteenth, 381; fourth prize. cash $15, No. 9 Com- 

pany, Tenth Royals, 374; fifth prize, cash $10, No. 3 Company, 
Thirty-third, 372. 

Tndividual Prizes—Lieut. Mitchell, Thirty-second, 98;Sergt. D- 

Mitchell, Thirteenth, 92; Sergt. Armstrong, Guards, 89; Corp. 

Brady, Q. O. R.,89; Private Anderson, Guards, 89; Private Johns- 

ton, Sixth Pusileers, 85; Sergt. Pain, Thirteenth, 88; Lieut.-Col. 
Gibson, Thirteenth Battalion, 87; Wheeler Ogg, W. F. B., 86; 

Licut. Crowe, W. F.B., 83; Quartermaster-Sergt. Speers, Twen- 

tieth, 85; Major Bennett, Fifty-sixth, 8. 

he fourth day, thouch fine, was by no meangsa good shooting 

day, for when the gun fired at 9 o'clock it was blowing half a gale 

from the southeast, which did not moderate, but rather increased 

as the day grew older. The first competition was that for the 

Gzowski cup and $40, to be competed for by the four military dis— 

tricts, 6 men each, and in addition cash individual prizes. 

For the aggregate prizes, Lieut. Crowe, of the Wellington Field 

Battery, who had been shooting steadily throughout, came to the 

front and swept the board, winning the Governor-General's sil— 

yer medal, the Elkington cup and the Dominion Rifle Association 

medal, 

Tha score of the Gzowski stood ;— 

Seven rounds at 500 and 600 yards ; team prize, silver cup, pre- 

sented by Lieut.-Colonel Gzowski, and $60; to be competed for 

by twelve members of the district. Cash prizes, $210. 

Team Prizes.—Fourth Military District, 683; First Military Dis- 

trict, 582. Tndividual.—Lieut, Crowe, W. F. B,62; Sergt. Arm— 

strong, Guards, 60; Private W. H. Peacock, Q. O. R., 59; Lieut. 

W. Mitchell, Thirty-second, 57; Staif-Sergt. Walker, Q. O. R., 53; 

Sergt. W. Mitchell, Thirteenth Battalion, 55; Private G. Bell; 
Twelfth, 53. 
The Sir Peter Tait Cup.—Prize, silyer cup, value $250, presented 

by Sir Peter Tait, of London, Hog., to the active militia of Canada 
in commemoration of the yisit of Lieut.-Col. Skinner and the 

Ontario team to Wimbledon, 1871, and $60 added by the Associa- 

tion, Total cash, $60. First prize, Thirteenth Battalion, 1,516; 

second, the Guards, 1,458. 

The Skirmishing Match—Ranges from 200 to 400 yards. Num- 

ber of routids, 10; 5 advancing and iretiring. To be competed 

for by 6 officers, non-commissioned officers, or men Trom any 

battalion, brigade of garrison artillery, squadron of cavalry, or 
field battery of the active militia in skirmishing order, Wirst 

prize, $50; second prize, $40; third prize, $30; fourth prize, $20; 

fifth prize, $10. Five prizes, Total cash, $150. Tirst, Queen's 
Own Milles, 176; second, Thirteenth Battalion, 172; third, Tenth 

Royals, 167; fourth, Twentieth Battalion, 160; fifth, Thirty-third 

Battalion, 159. On the fifth day of the meeting, the small bore 

matches opened at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. 

SS eS 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Gamven, JY. J.—Gen. Geubb and the officers of the Stockton 

Rifle Range Association are doing an excellent lineof work. For 

Suptember the following programme of matches has been 

issued -— 
Sept. 2d, Mid Range Of Mand Match,—All comers, 500 yards, off 

hand, any rifle, 10 rounds, allowance to military rifles 1i4ed us such 

4 points, retntiies permitted. 

Sept. 4th, 1ith and 18th, Sharps Match for. Sharps Military 
Rifles.—Second series of 15 coinpetitions for 15 Sharps military 

rifles, all comers, 200 yards, olf hand, 10 rounds, weapon Sharps 

military rifle, without cleaning, 

Sept. Tthand 2Ist, the Alford Match._Six competitions fo take 

place during theseason. Prize,a breech-loadiog, double barrel 

shot gun, English walnutstock, Damascussteel barrels, engraved; 

value $80; all comers, 200 yards, off hand, any rifle, 10 rounds, re- 

entries allowed. The prize to be awarded to the highest aggre- 

vate of six scores whenever made by any one competitor, 

Sept. th, Eyerybody’s Mutech—All comers, 100 yards, off hand, 

any rifle, 5 shots, allowance to military rifles 1 point. 

Sept. Mth, Third Off Hand Individual Matech.—Three competi- 

tions, Open to everybody, any rifle, 100, 200and 300 yards, 5 shots 

at euch, off hand, refatries allowed, but only the highesh seore to 

count. Competitors shooting with military ritles as such will re- 

seiyean allowance of | polnt at cach distance (total 8 points). 

Prize, io the competitor making the highest aggregate score ol 

two conipetitions participated in outof the three, x short range 
rifle, Americun walout checkered stock and fore-arm, pistol grip, 

hard rubber butt plate, short yernicr grip sight and wind gauge, 

weifht 9} pounds, value $40. 

Sept, ith, Mid Range Matoh.—Prize, a new model22 caliber 

gallery rifle, all comers, 500 yards, any position, any rific, 10 rounds: 

ivilitary rifles allowed 4 points, reéutries permitted, 

_ Sept, 23d, Stockton Badge Match.—Prize, a massive gold badge, 
presented by Hon. John P, Stockton; open io members of the 

Nativnal Guard of the State of New Jersey, 200 yards, standing, 10 

shots, auy rifle, to be shot forannually. Won in 1579 by Col. D- 

B. Murphy. 

Bept. 284, Champion Marksman's Badge of 1880.—Open to all 

meinbers of the Second Brizade National Guardsof New Jersey, 

200 and 500 yards, 5roundsat each, weapon the military rifle ia 

lise by the State, position standing at 200, any with head toward 

the larget at 600 yards; prize, a fac-simile in wold Of the marks- 
man's bude issued by the Stateof New Jersey. This badge will 
be awarded to the competitor who, at the close of the ecason, 
shall have won it the greatest number of times. 

On Sept. 24th the anoual prize meeting will open and continue 
forthreedays. The matches are i— 

Sept. 28th, Everybody’s Match.—Teno prizes, all’ comers, 200 

yards, any riflo, military rifles allowed 2 points when used as such, 
7 plots, of band, re#ntries pormitted, 

Sept. 28th, 29th and 80th, Ballard Match.—Prize,a Mallard mid 
range rifle, value $50; three competiiions, one on each day, all 
comers, I0 shots, 200 yards,off hand, any rifle, military rifles allowed 
2points when used assuch. The prizes as above will be awarded 
to the maker of the highest aggrepate of three scores Inthe three 
competitions. 

Sept. 28th and 29th, Hunter's Match—¥For a model 1876 Win- 

chester repeating rifle, two competitions, all comers, AM) yards, 

position any, any rifle, 5 shots, allowance to military rifles 2 points 

when used as such. The prize will be awarded to the maker of 

the highest azeregate score in the two competitions. 

Sept. 20th, Short Range Match—Prize, a Sharps military rifle 

anda Winchester repeating rifle, all comers, 200 yards, off hand, 

{ shots, any rifle, military rifles allowed 2 points when used as 
such, 

Sept, 30th, Dupont Powder Match.—For 25 pound tanisters Du- 
pont’s rifle powder, presented by B, J. Dupont de Nemours & 

Co., Wilmington, Del, all comers, 500 yards, 10 shots, position any, 

any rifle, allowance to wilitary rifles 4 points jyhen used assuch } 
first prize 10 canisters of powder, second prize 7 canisters of pow- 

der, third prize 5 canisters of powder, fourth prize 8 canisters of 
powder. 

Sept. 30th, Military Mid Range Match.—All comers, military 
rifles, i00 yards, positiou any with head toward target, 10 sbots; 

prize, a short and mid range rifle, 40 caliber, S0jnch barrel, pistol 

grip stock, combination peep and open rear sight, beoch front 

sight, usin straight shell cartridges 2tin,, value $32. 

EUIZABETH, NV. J, Aug. Zit. Besides Brinton, the range of the 
N. J. State Rifle Association, the Singer Rifle Club, of Elizabeth, 
limited to the men employed in the Singer Sewing Machine Man- 

facturing Company, has a short range for its own convenience In 
the neighborhood of the factory. 

Viraixta City, Nev., Aug. 2th.—At the Caledonia Picnic, in 

Treadway's Park, Carson City, 6 teams of 20 nen each from the 
inilitia companies contested forthe prizes which were, first, agold 
watch and chain, value $200; $50 coin for second, and $25 third 
prize. The first was won by the Sarstield team of Gold Hill. “his 

now makes seven successive times they haye won first prize. 

Following are the total scores of each team, ten shots per man, 
2() yards; Sarsfields 802, Emmetts 782, Carsons 181, Wasbingtons 

771, Montgomerys 733, Tigers 386. Following is the individual 

score of the Sarsfields, which is said to be the highest ecyer made 

in any competition by 20 men from one company :— 

Theo. Gallagher, Capt, Pb da ert 544446 4 4 4 Bt] 
J.D. Channet...... 454548344 4 4-41 
Samuel Nutting i+ 2% 4 £4 44 oF 4 489 
Samuel Dowling ~4 5 4459 4 5 4 4 4-41 
Ed. Walsh ‘544 44 84 6 4 de 
Jack O'Brien = -45 4444 5 4 4 §-41 
David Morgan. ne 53438444 4 4-3 
Daniel MePnerson 4c AS Sete GOES 554544 4 6 5 4-45 
James Sheerar.. -£4 444 44 4 4 4-40 
P. J. O'Dea. 4456344 4 4 5 3-40 
A. Merritt .. 4445444 4 4-49 
Thos. Fallon ..... 43444 4 4 8 4-87 
Hugh Gallagher... 4403 38 4 4 3 gHa2 
Bernard Coyle, , 638456 44 4 4 4-41 
Owen Byrne.. 5444544 5 4-44 
J. H. Warris.. 33855 44 4 4 4-40 
James MuCoy.. , 4454 4 8 4 & 3—29 
Joney aiereier ats 445 24 4 4 3 4-29 
J.M. Bell. 44445 4 4 4 4-41 
Haley elas Ware. Wah! at iode nae 43544 4 4 5 4-42 

Tole ey we RO Oe eee ee ee ee 802 
On Sept. 5th auother shoot takes place font $100 coin and $40 coin 

second prize, 

Orrawa, Aug. 24th.—The forthcoming meeting of the Domin- 

ion of Canada Rifle Association, to be held at Rideau Rifle Hunze, 

Ottowa, commencing on 6th September next, promises to be the 

most important and successful competition that has yet taken 

place hore, the programme of prizes being framed with a view of 

inducing a large attendance of marksmen from all parts of the 

Dominion, the aggregate cash prizes alone amounting to $5,013, 

exdlusivye of prizes in kind, viz, London Mervhants’ Vase, the 

Macdougal cup, 3 Snider rifles (Ingram's), N. R. A. medal and D. 

R.A, medal, besides 10 special badges to winners of the prizes, 

presented by His Excellency the Goyernor-General and Her 
Royal Highness the Princess Louise. The following isa synopsis 
of tne prize listi— ~ 

All-comers’ match, 6) prizes, 3160; Dominion of Canada matoh, 

52 prizes, 3935; Battalion, 35 prizes, $455; Macdougall Challenge 

cup, 44 prizes. $385; Provincial match, vase, three rifles, und 43 

prizes, $444; Affiliated Association match, 48 prizes, $439; Grand 

Aggregate, two medals und 20 prizes, $500; Prizes presented by 

His Excellency the Governor-General and H. R. H. Princess 

Louise, badges and 3 prizes, $500; Extra series No, 1., 17 prizes, 

$150; Extra series No, 2, 17 prizes, 3150; Skirmishing match, 3 

prizes, $100; Small-bore mateh, 16 prizes, $245; Wimbledon team 

for 1881, 20 prizes, $750—total cash prizes, $5,013. 

Hleyen new targets have been erected, and there will be £0 In 

operation, exclusive of the long range target of 1,000 yards. All 

are on the * Burnel” principle, ‘he usual eampiog, telegraphic, 
postal, and other facilities will be proyided, 

The executive committee met thisevening for the purpose of 

completing the details for the approaching meeting, appointing 

range officers, etc. The arrangements for marking, ete, will be 

nade in such away as to inspire the fullest confidenee. Possibly 

some of the markers will be taken from ‘' B”' Battery, Kingston, 

The improyements being made at the range are about completed. 

Tt is expected that the Governor-General willlie present, but no 

definite information has as yet been received. All the Provinces 

of the Dominion (including Manitoba and British Columbia) will 
be represented, and it is expected that there will bea team from 
the regular forces at Halifux under command of Captain Par- 
tridge; but as it is rumored that the regiment is to be remoyed 

to ermuda ; this is uncertain. 

Newatk, WV. J.—The gallery shooters here are laying out big 
plans for next winter's sport, and even now the cool recesses of 

the shooting tuonels are not entirely deserted. The Newark 
lifle Association is composed of two delegutes from cach club, 
who are empowered to make rules governing Matchesia tourna.« 

ments, also to select the range fur opening tournament and trans- 

act such businessas mayarise from time to time in different asso- 

ciations, The officers are, President, Wm. Gardner, of the Ama- 

teur; Secretary, William Van Dorn, Barnard, The statiding of 
the several clubs are as follows: Frelinghuysen Rifle Association, 
President, W. Fred Lynn; Secretary, A.C. Neumann. There isa 
membership of 30. Therange is situated at No, 189 Marker etrict, 

The club shoot with a Ballard rifle, 22 caliber, on a 72 feet open 
range, 
Amateur Rifle Association, President, Wm. Gardner; Secretary, 

J.Hilton. The range is situated ut Montgomery's, Clinton street, 

and isatunnelrange. Shooting distance 74 fect, using & Ballard 

rile, 22caliber. The association numbers 4) wen. 
Bssex Amateur Riffe Club, President, Fred Hebritg ; Secretary, 

J.H. Huegel, The range lssituated at No. 325 Bank street, corner 
Lush'street. Thisassociation hasa membership of 35, Distance 
pF range (tunnel) 74 feet, ‘Hey use a Ballard rifle; 22 caliber; 

en 



_ Plymouth Rifle Association, President, Gen. M, Townsend; See- 
tary, Wm. Cox. At present the club shoot at Hill's tunnel range, 
Wo. 531 Broad street. Length of range 80 feet. A Ballard rifle, 22 

Caliber, is used. The membership is 32, 

Washington Rifle Club, shoot on the Lunnel range of John Bay- 

ers, No. 135 Market street. Distance 75 fect, They use a Ballard, 

22 caliber. The membership is 28. President, Wm, Carr; Secre- 

tary, Wm. Bowers. : 
Barnard Rifle Association, President, D, Lawh; Seeretary, M. 

B. Wood. Place of shooting, Hill's range. Rifle, Ballard 22 caliber. 
Newark Catholic Institute Amateur Rifle Club, 76 and 74 New 

etreot, Presifient, A. Dennin; Secretary, T.J.Kache. Length of 
(tunnel) range 60 feet, Rite, Ballard 22 caliber, Membership 20. 

The Enos Runyon Rifle Club is composed of members of D, 

@ompany, First Regiment, and numbers 2) men. The association 

thas no rezularrauge. The officérs are, President, F. M, Palma- 
tier; Secretary, Walter Anderson. 

CreepMoor.—The New York Rifle Clab anvounce a special 
match, tobe shot at Creedmoor Sept. 22d, and styled Seabury’s 

All Comers’ match, There will be $30/) in 3) cash prizes. The con- 

ditions of the match are: Professionals debarred—A professional 

rifleman as interpreted by Ool. Sanford before the National Rifle 

Association. Two hundred yards; off hand. Shots, %; no eight- 

ing shots; pool targets will be open for preliminary practice; 
e@ny rifle. Military rifies,1 point allowance; full scores cannot 

be beaten. Entrance fee, $i each for first and second catries ; 

4) cents each for eyery additional entry. Entries unlimited, 

Match commentics at 980 4.a.; entries recciyed up to 4:30 Pa: 
gnatch closes atG pm, Prizesdistributed on {he day of the match: 
A shot may be challenged according to the N. R, A. rules; should 

the challenger be correct he will receive $lin addition to his de- 

osit. Ties,equal Scores, irrespective of the usual Crecdmoor 
Toles, to be shot off, 3shots each, or any plan mutually agreed 

Upon by those tying. To win either the first, second, third, fourth, 
‘Hlth or sixth prize, the total of the two best scores of each com- 

etitor will be counted; single entries for allihe rest. Any dis- 
Pute which may arise not herein provided fur, will be settled 
fccordiny to the rules of the N. R, A. by the officer in charge of 

the mitch, Oaly one prize can be won by each coutestant. The 

Tirst priz2 will be $50 cash, the second $30, the third $25, and so on 
dow a. All riflemen are invited to participate. 

New ORLPANS, La, Avy. 22.—The first ‘competition for the 
prize offered by the officers of the First Division L.N. G, took 
place this evening at the Washington Artillery Ranges, Spanish 

Wort. The weapon used was a regular army rifle, but some of the 

men had been out of practice for oyer 4 year,and consequently 

their achievements Were inconsiderable. he prize is 10 be won 

Three limes before becoming final property, The following is 
‘the score :— 

LOUISIANA FPIHLD ARTILLERY TEAM, 
{200 yards. -. 4 a3 | 

1 BWiGiss <..5.-2-5 ee: | +50 nina ae eed Me F od! 55 

“Thompson-::.,,.---.. +... 4 200 ech pee : i : 2 . 5 ost 5a 

PRurtier......5,.... eesrie K i ; i * : seat 50 

Goldthwalte.... cf erage meh ohh 
ROGAN o.2 6% c2%, epee HeMaeeca e e RO eae oe 
Gschwinds ......-...-... 509 a oa 5 3 ra 6 east 43 

Oe eon oe en Bee Pee a otras eon peccied ots = 306 
CONTINENTAL GUARDS DEAN. 

BEGCIS00 5 srr s-eeess 4 EGG ae rae ‘ f q at 32 

got cee 1250 paras es Opting a ont 48 

PNK line. oe ceeeeee eee Has ere ee ae jut BB 

PEI eae age econ aie rv erg 

poise sess fin Saris 2 8 2B Bk aT 
BRUTE n)oe ern e ees oo ce ng b saa ieee tere 

MILLERY THAM. 

Manion besotaggaspe oma Ye a ; ' a 4 i cap t 40 

PO Ravlton csi ecce sense es fa yard fine 7 eee itt 42 

Selphy nant Baa A EEE Gall 
BEB sev Vitis eee ee ee 
BED (fs icxsnslsnetaecoa heap aeeaer 7 aeeoreec © fast 3d 

BiH eee MM EET BR CR yy 
BMDESTST POD. ol deepen Soest ce eee, AR ie rotted 270 

ORLEANS ARTILLERY RIFLE TEAM, 

Schroeder... oe. | 510 yards... 0 if 0 i a n fat 20 

BB ardn0r + -0i4.3%s 18 yards... 0 % 4 E E eet at 

Flossers fepaaeae BEAL ER aL 
Bambola....... cee. eat Seen G ip a ae 15 

Wife) 2: Da eRe pea eae ane ee es cen Bot alae 88 
Two of the members of this team failed to shoot. 

Tmmediately afterthe Tyler medal was shot for by the Louisi- 

Ani Field Artillery; fifth competition ; 5shots each distance ;— 

) 200 yards—20 4a Goldthwaite., \ 200 yards—17 | 36 Thompson... + 549 yards—23 *) 510 yards—I9 f 
ies | 200 yards—19 ; 200 yards—lti} Sillean......-- 5 300 yards—23 {42 Guerin...,.... { 500 yards—19 | 5 

Bearaysn yiirds—17 |, . ; ) 200 yards—2 MGCL ot yr - 6 == 500 yards—2I | 38 | Fortier........ / 500 yards—13 bas 

200 yards—19 200 yards—22 - j t “4 i 
Weiss. .-.,--+-+ (500 yards—19 535 | Sc Le a 1 500 }ards—i1 {33 

‘This makes two winnings for Thompson, diwo for Weiss and one 

for Gschwindt. 

San Franoisco, Cal,, Aup. ¢lst.—Shooting for places in the 

Creedmoor team to represent the military division of the Pacific 
‘oust, including the departments of California, Columbia and Ari- 

Zona, began on Thursday lJast,at the Presidio reservation, and 

eonoluded to-day. Those competing were the persons making 

the bihest scores in previous matches, of which there were 39. 

The following are the scores of the 11 highest, who are to repre- 
Sent this coast at Creedmoor :— 

Hirst Lieut, LT. L. Wilson, Fourth Artillery.,....-...,., 
r2t. Peter Peterson, Company F, Fourth Artillery tes 

eret. IT. H. Sullivan, Company O, Second Infuntry . 25 
Tirst Lieut, W. Ht. nan, Fourth Artillery... “ 

ny 
oman, Company D, wenty 

; theese rete ererere es GOdD Sette te eee re ce ee te rs 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

The gold medal donated by General McComb for the highest 
score Inade during the tournament was won by T. L. Wilson, First 

Lieut. of the Fourth Artillery, with 278 points. 

Boston, Masz., Aug. 28th.—At Walnut Hill, to-day, the usual 

short range matches were shot, The day was a fair one for the 

marksmen, although the wind, blowing strong froin § o'clock, 
caused some trouble and necessitated constant watching, but 

careful attention by the gentlemen present resulted in some ex- 

ecllent scores, Subjoined are the scores — 

CREEDMOOR MATCH, 

WH AGHSTlOds. for Weve ed cet eo eee ‘a 465 46 5 5 6 5 5-48 
ODERIGI lly toss. sence enees Phseecdecs 45 55 4 4 5 6 5 5—47 
A. Bo Archers....... ---- mee eet 4 8b G 5 4 2 5 54h 
EUS MGI OSE ib laseiit dtistc cient is h444565 5 4 5 4—48 
J... Pellows ...... setce gtee Soest Ged FF 4 4 45) Sad 
A, Lawrence... Peron bees 4544444 4 4 6-42 
PCH NSTI eS Siete code nearmee | we 4 6 44 4 4 4 Hh 4 4-42 
Re. Buzzellepe a Pes Soe SS 344445 5 5 4 442 

MASSACHUSETTS MATCH, 

C. &. Meirgs......-.~ veeeede 10 10 oF Il I-32 9 12 10-106 
J. ¥. Rabbeth.. -. «aoll JL 9 10 10 42 10 10 It 10—10t 
A.B. Aroher,,...,,.....:...12 9 11 8 9 9 11 8 Y 10—96 

MEDEORD, Mass., Aug. 27/t.—The Raymond Sportsman's Club 
held itsregular shoot to-day at Bellevue range. In the 40 ball 

match C. A. Loke broke 48, W. B. Witherell 46, W. I. Brackett 

44, J. F. Witherell 42, L. B. Johnson 40, and J. R, Smith 87. Fol- 
lowing are the best scores made with the rifle :— 
MD. Kitkwoods.2 0: .....5-5..) 0. 6 5.6 6 5 5 5 6 6 5-55 
Hi, Sears... 664 646 4 5 6 6-853 
E Jame 56 46666 38 4 6 5—6l 
A. G, Cook 5 643 5 2 4 6 5 4-45 
Hy, Freeman... SEE kee .6 5 8 & 4 8 fH 2 6 B—41 

The meeting closed on the 27th with small bore shooting. There 

was notmuch wind, but the light was very bad, and occasionally 

the targets could hardly be seen, owing to a haze hanging oyer 

them, The contest for first place was keen between Sergt. T. 

Mitchell and Lient. Adams, the former winning by 2 points, the 

latter at 800 yards unfortunately making a bull-eye on the wrong 

target, for which he was fined $1. Therange prize for the great- 

est number of points at 1,000 yards was won by Lieut.-Col. Gibson 

with 32 points. Até o'clock the gun fired and the most success- 
ful meetiog cyer held by the Ontario Rifle Association was 

brought to a close. Ranges, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards; 7shots at 

each range. The score stood: Serst, T, Mitchell, Tenth, 97; Lient. 

Adams, V.R.C., 95; Private O'Grady, Guards, $f; Private C. N, 

Mitchell, Tenth, #4; W. Mitchell, V.R.C., 94; Schwarz, V. RB. C., 

93; Lieut.-Col. Gibson, V. R. C.. 02; Staff Sergt. Lewis, 9.0. KR, 

91; Private Joseph Mason, V. BR. ©, 91; Major Fothergill, Thirty- 

fourth, 91; Staff Serzt. MeLauvilin, Forty-fifts,§$;ieut. Cruit, 

Second Dist. Eagineers, 87; Lieut. I. F. E\yan, Brite HK. C., 87; 
Capt. Bailey, Forty-seventh, 81, 

Sourm GARDNER, Mass., Ar). 28/h.—The following scores were 
made at Hackmatack range to-day by members of the Gardner 

Rifle Association; 200 yards, off hand, using the inch ring and 

Creedmoor target combined, 2 scores of 10 shots each — 

Totals 
KR, CC) Re. 0, R. 

Tider OOS AU od, Sole jerk ena -e §5 45 $4 44 169 89 
G.F. Elisworth, SS) =45) ST 44 168 91 
A, Matbews .-..:-- 2: BT 46 TE 648 161 89 
Wm, Austin,. sft At Bt 45 161 89 
H. 8. Pierce... . OM 48 67 45 14600—C iB 
J.E, Newton. - 13 43 vp 43 145 86 
F. BE. Nichols. Site! 44 70 4t de 88 
Chas. Merritt... 263 41 60 41 12: 82 
I. H. Knowlton.. +. 30 42 59 4L 114 83 
Chas. Shamway.............-.6. 4843 7 44 123 87 

Six members of the Gardner Rifle Association visited the Ash- 
biruham Rifle Club last Wedoesday and received a most cordial 

welcome, After shooting 3 scores each they returned home, well 

pleased with the range and members of the club. 

MeEprorD, Mass., Aug. 25th.—The renewed competition in the 

Gold Medal and Bunker Hill Matches was shot to-day. In the 

Gold Medal Match there were 45 entries. The leading scores 
were:— 
H. Kimball.....----... ae net codhe 5545 5 5 4 5 5 5-45 
©. H. Russell 4 455 5 5 5 44 5 GB 5-48 
R. Abbott.... .. 4544445 5 4 5-44 
GQ. Hartwell..... 6 4454444 5 4-44 
A, B, Archer... 54443 45 5 5 5-41 
C. D, Harrison. -3 54555 44 4 5-49 
J, Edwards ..... -4 44454 44 5 5-43 

544544 4 4 4-43 
544444 4 4 4-42 

Paps ORE Park 1 54 4434444 4 5 5-41 

Hill Match there were 22 entries, and the best 

6666 5 5 4 5 G—B 
6 6645 4 5 5 d—5l 
5 6 6 38 6 6 5 4 5-51 
5565 6 45 5 4 6—450 
5 466 4 6 6 8 5—50 
565645 4 4 6 4-48 
56 45 46 5 4 4-48 

The winners of the general prizes were A. B. Archer and W. 

Charles in the firat,and A. CG. Greene and N.P, Ames io the 
second class. 

SHREWSBURY, Mass,, Aug. 2ith—The following scores were 
made at the Pine Groye range yesterday :— 

: Mass. Ring 
600 Yds , pos- Target, pos- Creedmoor, Grand 

Bible 100. sible 120. possible 50. otal. 
A, Ti. Rice:.2..-.2..-.. 44 5]1— 79 76 38 36—TL 169 
0, Jenkins... .. 48 63—101 82 40 —40 d41 
FP. Wesson 48 53-101 6 38 —38 139 
&. Clark..... - 47 46— 93 St St 40 41-81 ae 
M, G. Fuller... =. 48 50— 98 106 10L 46 44—90 183 
F. A, Bartlett......... 31 48— 19 49 Bt 41 39—80 169 

Boston, Aug. 25t—At Walnut Mill, to-day, the fifteenth com- 

petition at long range was shot. Atthe opening of the match a 
heayy rain fell, wetting the riflemen thoroughly. The day, with 

this exception. wus a good one for shooting, Mr.Sumner made a 

brilliant record, 220, which has neyer been beaten at this range: 

with the exception of the score of 221 made by Mr. Sumner three 

years ago, and 221 by Mr, W.Gerrish in 18:9. Appended sre the 
scores :— 

J. 8. SUMNER, 

s00 yards... HHH 8H KH dO 
GU yurds:...---5 55 445555 5 5 t 5 5 5-12 

1000 yards....... 5546555 55 5 5 5 5 5 5—74-920 
5. LEWIS. 

800 yards...,- 45545555455 5 5 4-40 
100 yards. - 65545555455 5 5 4—70 

1,00) yards. _- 5555545545 5 4 4 570-210 
SALEM WILDER. 

0 yards.......44835555455 4 5 5 5 5-69 
Q00yards...0.5,543565b55455 45 5 4-69 

1000 yards..0000055 355 5 4455 5 5 4 5 3—68-206 
¥, L, BLAKE, TR. 

800 yards........5 4555555355 5 5 3 5-2 
gO) yards 0.0.05 2355445555 45 5 4-66 

1,000 yards 343523 553 4 5 5 8 2 355-193 
T. HOWE, 

800 yards 54555435545 5 5 640 
900 yards 445558555028 5 4 5-03 

1,000 yards, , 86 056 6&6 4 a0 6 5-63-19] 

THE MuG-HontTars’ CHAMPIoN.—Boston, Aug. 21th—Hditam 
Forest and Stream :—Why do you not, in the next issue of lorresr 
AND STREAM, givea list of the names of those whom you desiro 
to stigmatize as ‘“‘mug-hunters,’ or those who “fhoot Tor 
ducats?’’ You mightas well. According to your expressed scn- 
timents, we should suppose that the gentlemen who honor Creed- 
moor by their presence should only come to shoot at a target. and 
sternly ind with majestic indiynation should decline all prizes. 

Of course the * Leech” and ** Wimbledon?“ mugs” must not be 
shot for. Let us hear no more of this vulgar and silly slang, or of 
these impertinent and impotently malicious allusions. Be sure 
they will recoil upon FOREST AND STREAM, as a bad rifle docs upon 

the inarksman. A READER. 

The remarks in our columns on the course of those who are no- 

torious for the avaricious clement in their shooting, have eyi- 

dently struck home and brought out the above transparently 

anonymous protest. We can assure “si reader” that while the 

Wimbledon and Leech trophies shot for at Creedmoor are, in 

truth, “ mugs," they can never become the prey of the mug- 

hunter. Of course, a meeting without prizes, or without some em- 

blem of yietory, would bean anomaly and almost an absurdity, but 

there is a wide difference between generous rivalry for emblems 

of victory, and inaking the possession of these prizes ihe whole 

aim and object of the struggle. We have seen riflemen who have 

gone into a match and have acquitted themselves £0 well as 10 be 

adjudged worthy of a prize; and then, and not till then, did they 

concern themselves to find out what that prize was. This is one 

spirit of rivalry. Another one goes into competition as ho would 

intoa commercial speculation, considering his time and effort 

wasted if he be not the winner of more in cash value than he has 

spent in time and money; his point is to win, honestly if he can, 

but to win, and we have, as a result, the Wimbledon scandal and 

such squirming protests as that given above. 

Archery. 
——> 

— Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

PRIVATE PRACTICE CLUB, 

ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE SEASON ENDING JUNE 30TH, 

B™ USE of the preéminence in archery to which Mr. Tlorace 

A, Ford attained, it is quite natural for us to acquiesce in 

any opinion by him formally udvanced with reference to his once 

favorite pastime. The more faithis due to these Opigions, le- 

cause, like his arrows, they were all carefuliy delivered and with 

anaim. So carefulwas hein determining the truth of a theory 

before advancing it, that in the years that intervened between 

the appearance of the first and second editions nf his work on the 
theory and practice of archery he did not wish to modify any idea 

which he had at first advanced. To many of us his theories seemed 

80 revolutionary that we were loth to adopt them, but no one can 

faithfully study his book without yielding to his unanswerable 

logic, backed by his unapproachable skill, Looking to him as 

we do, asa model, who combined almost complete knowledge of 

his art with matchless powers of execution, itis the part of wis- 

dom to giye the utmost heed to his free and generous advice. 

Nowhere in his writings, however, appears a more valuable 

truth than he conveys in these words: ‘* Those who have not been 

in the habit of haying one (daily register) can haye no idea of the 

great interest with which it invests the most solitary practice, and 

how conducive it is to its steady and persevering continuance. It 

begets a desire to improve, for no man likes to haye evidence be— 

fore his eyesof his pains and exertions being of no ayail, and 

himself at a standstill in any pursuithe takes an interest in. It 

insures a due carefulness in the shooting of every arrow, since 

withoutit the score will be bad, and, therefore, disagreeable to 

chronicle. It excites emulation, by enabling one man’s average 

shooting to be compared with another’s, and restrains by its 
sternly demonstrating fizures those Hights of imagination oeca- 

sionally indulged in by bad memories as to feats performed and 

scoresachieved. By noting, too, in this register the causes of 

failure at different times, aless chance will exist of their occur- 

ring again, as it keeps the same alwaysin the mind’s eye and their 

necessary avoidance prominently before the attention.” 

The Private Practice Club was formed to exhibit publicly the 

entive record of the shooting. of every member, the gentlemen 

who moved in its organization believing thatit would be of vast 

banefit to the members of the society, by inducing them to shoot 

more atlong range; to preserve arecord of every arrow shot; to 

abandon desultory practice and careless shooting, and to observe 
correct principles in practice. 

That great success has attended upon their efforts is no longer 

an open question. Among the members there has been constant 

and rapid progression, not only in the value of the scoring, but 

in Jove for the pastime, in approach to true form in shooting and 

in that most marked of all the characteristics of the good archer, 

the desire to attend our great public meetings and participate in 
the joys of the tourney. 

A reference to the monthly reports will show how natural and 

rapid hasbeen the change by members from the shorter to the 
longer ranges. 

In February Class I. showed buta single member who shot an 

arrow at 100 yards, and he only 4scores of 72 arrows, while almost 

100 scores were shot at 60 yards. In ihe other classes the penchant 

for short range shooting appeared equally strong. In March the 

York Round began to be shot, and quite a respectable number of 

10) yards scores were recorded, Still in that month several mem-— 

bers in Class I. did not shoot anarrow at 100 yards, notably such 

fine archers as O. W. Kyle and TacHussey, while Dr. Weston only 

recorded 1 score at 10) yards, as against 78 scores at 60 yards. The 

other classes scarcely did'so well. In April a vast improvement 

appeared, In Class 1., with the exception of one new iInember, 

theshooting was nearly all done at the York ltou nds, nearly every 

member of thisclass shooling more arrows at 100 yards than at 
any other range. 

Tt is needless to say that the shooting was far hetter than ever 
before, eyenat the 60 yards range. It will al ways beso when ihe 

long ranges are most practiced. If one desires to shoot well at 

60 yards no practice is so good as that at 100 yards. In the month 

of April Dr. Weston, who had ching to the 60 yards range go te- 

naciously during March, averaging 70 32-73, now recorded 19 York 

Rounds without a single extra 60 yards score. The result Waa 

baat his ayerage at 100 yards was exactly doubled, and his60 yards 
ayerage increased, 

Mr. Will H. Thompson, who did not score a single York Round 

in February, and only 4 scores ut 100 yards against 21 scores at 

G0 yards in April, recorded 15 York Roundsand only 4 extrascores 
at 60 yards, in 411 1,080 arrows at 100 yards against 456 arrows at 

6) yards. Theresultwasthat bis average was increased at 100 

yards from 97 pointsin February io 1581-5 in April, and at ¢0 

yards from 105 4-7 to 129 points. The fame reneral tendency to 
sbandon the short range shooting for the York Round in its en- 
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tirety appeared in the records of all the members of the society, 

‘and has since continued. As it thus conclusively appears that 

the members of the Private Practice Club have been, by their at- 

tachment to the club, drawn to loye and practice the long ranges 

aod necessarily to keep a true record of every arrow shot, the 

question is pertinent * What proof appears that they have ad- 

vanced more than archers who have pursued a different courses?” 

The Grand National Meeting at Buffalo gave most convincing 

evidence that with rare exceptions the general adyance of archers 

throuchout the country has not kept pace with that of the mem- 

bers of this society. At that meeting, out of the 17 highest scores 

recorded, 12 were opposite the names of members of the Private 

Practice Club. Among the 19 lowest scores can be found only two 

names of members, and one of these shot only halfthe number 

ofarrows. Could there bea stronger argument advanced of the 

wonderful advantage to be deriyed from membership? 

Not that the other members of the society can aid the individ— 

nual, but that his honoris bound toa certain method of practice 

which necessitates improvemént. How strikingly the theory 

that practice at long ranges will assist the archer at short range 

‘was exemplified in the team shoot. The team winning first place 
was composed of 4 members of the P. P.C. The highest score at 

hoth 60 yards and 40 yards was made by a member of the P, P. C. 

who nad shot only 3 scores at 40 or 40 yards in the year 1880. 

Reversing the system, letus ask the adyocate of short range 

practice if it would be possible for an archer wio had been shoot- 
ing only at 40 and. 50 yards for ona year, or for a lifetime, to ac- 

eomplish a like result at a public meeting at 100 yards and 80 

yards? 

We have said that a characteristic of the good archer is to de- 

sire to attend and take part in our great public meetings, The 

founders of the P. P-C. believed thatits members would naturally 

be attracted toward the National meetings, and the result has 
proved that they were right. Of the 31 members belonging to 
the club at the date of the National meeting, 14, almost one half. 

attended and took part in the tourney. Of those who did not at- 

tend 4 were sick and 2 beyond the Rocky Mountains. The 6 

gentlemen who traveled the greatest distances to attend the meet- 

ing were all members. 

Tt is unnecessary to multiply evidences of the fact that 

the club has been a powerful aid to the National Association 

and to archery generally, as well as to its members, by inducing a 

strong fraternal attachment among the members, which served 

to draw many of them to meet and compete with their classmates 

at the National meeting. 

There being no real objection which can be urged against the 

“theory and practice” of the Private Practice Club, there is usu- 

ally hut one objection offered by archers why they do not attach 

themselves, and that'is the necessity of keeping and preserving 

all his scores. 
That this one thing has more than almost anything else to do 

with his improvement the archer will sooner or later find out, and 

we hazard the declaration that the archer does not live who will 

not overestimate his ability unless be has preserved all hisscores. 

One objection made against the club by certain archers was the 

fact that the club offered cash prizes. This objection wasremoved 

by the change made in the constitution at the business meeting 
held at Buffalo when such prizes were abolished. While no mem- 

ber objected to the abolition of cash prizes, and while a great 
pressure was brought to bear upon the National Association to 

induce it to aholish cash prizes, it is a curious fact that out of 

thirty-three gentlemen who attended the national meeting and 

shot the Double York Round through, twenty-six shot in the sub- 

scription handicap, and three other gentlemen, to our own knowl- 

edge. Mr. Peddinghaus, Mr, Burnham and Mr. Booe, were in favor 

of cash prizes, and failed to shoot in the handicap only because 

they were very tired, and preserved themselves for the team 

choot. So it would appear that opposition to cash prizes is only 

made by a few persons, and they such archers as do not expend 

the time and money necessary to attend our great public meet- 

ings. Of course there are exceptions, as we met two eentlemen 

shooting throughout the meeting who were opposed to cash 

prizes. But at any rate the Private Practice Club, out of its sin- 

eere desire to do good to as many archers as possible, removed 

this bar to the admission of the opponents of such prizes, and we 

shall expect to see the club enlarged from their ranks. The re- 

classification of members to be made by the Secretary, as pro— 

yided by the amended constitution, will make the practice of 

members much more pleasant, a8 archers will now compete in 

classes where the members are more nearly wpon an equality. 

The amendment to the constitution required the Secretary to 

place members of like average skill in the same classes, so as to 

give as nearly as possible an equal number of members to each 

class, and he has done so to the best of his power, though in en- 

deavoring todo so he has found it necessary to give class II. a 

few more members than either of the other two classes. There 

are many good reasons why the third class should be the larger 

one, if equality of members is not attainable. Archers shoot 

more regularly who shoot well, and almost all new applicants for 

admission desire place in the third class. After much comparison 

of records and taking into consideration the scoring of each 
archer at each range, the secretary has re-classified the club as 

follows :— 
CLASS I. 

Maurice Thompson. 
Lorenzo Devol. 
Frank H. Walworth. 
Jessie B. Devol. 

L, L. Peddinghaus. 
Tsc. Hussey. 
Will H. Thompson. 
FBdwin Devol, 
Cc. G. Hammond. E. B. Weston. 

OLASS I. 

Ford P. Hall. BR. T. Church. 
P_S. De Graff. T. R. Willard. 
0. W. Kyle, J. D. Patterson. 
Gen. F, Henry. li C. G. Slack. 
€.C. Moore. . 8, Brownell. 

OLASS IIT. . 

Howard Fry. G. W. Sherman, 
FB. P. Chester. W. P. Lacey, 
OG. i. K. Baxter. H.W. Wells. 

W. ©. Beecher. 
William Jones. 
M. D. Ewell. 

W. Holberton. 
W. H, Dorrance. 
H. B. Jones. 
E. P. Bartlett. 

No doubt the classification is faulty, and there are one or two 

members in the second class who would do honor to the first, and 

some in class ITT, whose richtful position would be in the second 

grade, butno division could be perfectly fair, and these errors 
of mace occurred in several cases from the fact that the archers 

failed to return the scores for April, May and June. 

(TO CONCLUDE NEXT WEEK.) 
eee Ts 

New Jersey.—Wew York, Aug. 20th.—Below you will finda 

rough draft of the archery match to take place at Waverly Park, 

WN. d.. during the twenty-second annual fair of the State Agricul- 
tural Society. The society will provide liberal prizes, and as the 

entrance feeis low, yiz., $1, itis to be hoped that the archersin 
this vicinity will turn out strong and give good encouragement 
to the managers, who are trying to introduce this noble pastime 

to the public. 

Jersey State championship, open to residents of the State only; 

gociety’s gold medal and other prizes; single American round. 

Afternoon, 2 P.M., ladies’ team of 8,open to all, Columbia round; 

gentlemen’s team of 4, open to all, American round; also a Jong 

range match of 24 arrows at each 60,80 and 100 yards. Further 

Wednesday, Sept. 22d, 10 a.w,, match for the New 

particulars hereafter. 

Grichet. 
—_<>—_—_ 

— Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

W. HOLBERTON. 

FIXTURES. 

Sept. 2d.—At Newark, Staten Island vs. Newark. 
Sept. 4th,—At Stenton, Chestnut Hill vs. Young America. 
Sept. 4th—At Ardmore, Young America (2d) vs. Merion (2d). 
Sept. 4th,—At Staten Island, Staten Island Juniors vs. German- 

town Juniors. 
Sept. 8&th.—At Hoboken, St. George vs. Newark. 
Sept. 8ch.—At Stenton, Chester City vs. Young America (2d), 
Sept. 9th,—At Prospect Park, Manhattan vs. Staten Island. 
Sept. 11th,_At Ardmore, Merion vs. Young America. 
Sept. lith.—At Harrowgate, Belmont vs. Girard. 
Sept. 13th and 14th —At Nicetown, United States vs, Canada, 
Sept. 4th.—At West Philadelphia, Chester City us. Belmont (2d). 
Sept. 1ith.—At West Philadelphia, Belmont vs. Staten Island. 
LR 1ith,— At Prospect Park, Manhattan (2d) vs, Young Ameri- 
a. (2d). 

PBatte 18th.—At Nicetown, Girard vs. Germantown. 
Sept. 18th.—At Ardmore, Merio vs. Belment. 
Uap p2d and 23d.—At Stenton, Eleven English vs. Fleyen Am- 

ericans 
Sept. 251h.—At Harrowgate, Girard vs. Belmont. 
Sept. 25th.— At Ardmore, Merion (2d) vs. Girard (2d), 

@ ee 25th. At West Philadelphia, Germantown (2d) vs. Belmont 

Sept. 27th._At Ardmore, Staten Island vs. Merion. 
Sept. 29th.—At Nicetown, Germantown vs. Staten Island. 

ore 8 i 

UNITED STATES vs. CANADA.—The Executive Committee of the 

Cricketer’s Association of the United States met, Aug. 24th, to 

arrange the details for the international match, to be played 

against All Canada, on the groumds of the Germantown Club, at 

Nicetown. It was decided to make a charge of twenty-tive cents 

for admission, with an extra charge of twenty-five cents each day 

for reseryed seats. The United States team will be selected on 

Sept. 8d. 

At a committee meeting of the Ontario Cricket Association, 

held at the Rossin House, Toronto, on the 2ist ult,, the following 

resolutions were passed :— 

“That the secrataries of the Montreal, the Halifax Town and 

Halifax Garrison Cricket clubs be requested to send two repre- 

sentatives each for consideration of the committee, with a view 

of selecting the international eleyen to play against the United 

States.” 

“That each olub shall assume the expenses of their representa- 

tives who may be chosen to play in the international match.” 

The match, Hast vs. West, played yesterday, at Toronto, between 

teams comprising gentlemen from Toronto, Windsor, Hamilton, 

Barrie, St. Catharines, Ottawa, Chatham, Galt, Whitby Wander- 

ers (Toronto), Port Hope, Guelpb and London, will decide, in 

many cases, the representatives of Canada in the coming match. 

CHIPPEWA vs. WELLAND.—Played at Chippewa, Ont., Aug. 23d, 

and resulted in the defeat of the latter by 12 runs. Score :— 
CHIPPEWA. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
G. Keller, b Wilson.... .. LOM AWIISHHY deh te kets nine = metic! A 
Jepson, ¢ Wilson, b. Hooner.. 4 b Wilson. .....---+.-+-- . 
Johnson, b Wilson......- Vee ee Gruniae) b Garden... aL 
Hugo, run out....... .+-s 0 @ Cooper, b Wilson..........-. 
Macklem b Hooner OS GP NVaIRO IY Sots da.) t Aated {ag 
Greenwood, 1b w, b Wilson... 5 ¢ Hooner, b Wilgon.........-.. 2 
Schacht, b Wilson..... .....-. 1 candb Wilson.. ...- aageaeey 
White, b Hooner..-......... Neh MILO TIUL php locos silee bel eabice italia 16 
Herbold, notout.....-.-.,..+:- 1 SES Ce ELAR RAY Naty, 4 
Grey, c Hooner, b Garden..... 9 b Wilson.....,0--.++ 2 ee ee 0 
Hulin, c Smith, bGarden..,... 0 cSmith, b Wilson............ 1 
OUTS ek elk lore perce eateey TQS Biytrag ose ese. ators ee 18 

Dota ee ee erett ae tosek ret AB OLHIG Oe contt tei aoe 8a 
WELLAND. 

First Innings. " Second Innings. 
R. Wilson, c Jepson, b2Mack- 

AS rie cere eteheae 3 cSchacht, b Macklem..... ... 2 
McCaw, lb w, b. Macklem..... 2 bHulin...........-.... ro ary ee 4 
Griffiths, b Hulin...,.........- 4 bHulin.....- 3 
Lidy, b Macklem.......,.-,--- 0 notout........ 
T. Gilchriese, not out......... 3 b Macklem... 
Smith, ¢ Hulin, b ae SEs . 0 b Macklem 
WwW. Wilson, b Macklem.. 20, FUMOnE tte 
Hooner, b Macklem.......... b Hulin ..,... 
Cooper, b Macklem..... -..... 0.0 Einlin: S-aepandee Oe 
Garden, cand b Macklem..... 0 candb Macklem 
A. Gilchriese, b Wiite ........ OTTO tipy once pers oS eBrer es ith 
PENTA] Wess sauce. ss ceen eta Pe EUR DRELS oo all wctaltie sinaie psalm eae 7 

ITSESEAL Ale oh eis te ed ertete ta oe a8 Dotal,..... abe cach Sint eto 8T 

Toronro vs. St. CATHERINE. —Played at Toronto, Ont., Aug. 

25th. Score :— 
ST. CATHERINE. TORONTO, 

oe Boswell, b Ogden.......... al | C. H. Sproule, b W.H.Merritt 2 
W..J. Merritt, b Helmcken... 9) H. Totten, not out_....-.,... fil 
Conner, b Helmecken.....-.... 2 | F. Blake, 6 W. H. Merritt.. 4 
H. Merritt, b Ogden. ....:... 15| E.R. eden, b Simpson.....- oat 
Simson, ¢ Sproule, b Ogden.. 23] D. O. KR. Jones, b Simpson.. - 6 
Johnson, b Sproule........... 4| BE. W. Spragge, run out...... 18 
Read, run out. ...:.: ; 1| G.B. Behan,run out.......... 
Eeeles, b Ogden ............:. 8) J.O0-.Reward.................. 1 
Ingersoll, run out...... ..... 0| W.W. Vickers, not out...... 3 
Bodwell, not out.............. 3 | H. Helmicken, to bat-........- 0 
Hamilton, run Oue 2 eee 0| H. V. Webber,ito bat.....-... 0 
EXEL ES oh ole siclnieiee bay -e eaaeee Pea =| Hehe uss pee pe ate oe bec 27 

Total! S2ae)-sto 2. Pa Hs 7t ye Ol) POS ry. pecans boat eee oe 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
TORONTO. 

Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. 
=e Py thtaeeapscseses Sopa abt 4 16 4 

eracires Steed ise blete ot Serie 10 1 25 2 
LETS CEN yD AARON QL S 4/5 44 2 0 8 0 
Sproule,,.-,...-/,.- is fee 4 1 9 1 

BI, CATHERINE. 
Hamilton,..,.:...... Py ts 15 7 at it) 
W.H. Merritt. 2 40 2 
G. Simpson 7 ab 2 
Connor.,-, 2 T 0 
Read........ 2 Ww ti) 
Johnston,... tu 8 0 

Hamilton bowled a wane 

LBAGUE OF WESTERN CRICKETHRS.—After the match between the 

St. Louis and Chieazo cricketers, a meeting was held at the Mat- 

teson House, Chicago, Ill. Dr. H. J. Ogden, President of the Chi- 
cago Club, was unanimously chosen to select a representative 
from each Western team, all to meet for the purpose of perfect- 

ing and arranging the details of the organization. Itis the aim of 
this association to establish the game on a permanent basis in the 

West. Uhe Chicago cricketers anticipate visiting St- Louis during 

fair week, Oct. 4th, when they will be accorded a hearty recep- 
tion. . 

—This date, Barratt (for Surrey) took all 10 wicketa of Austra- 
lians at Oval, in 1878, 

—In the match, Gloucestershire ts. Middlesex, played on Aug. 

12th, Mr. A. J. Webbe proyeda teaser, and his fne hit innings 

of 142 was the feature of Middlesex innings of $35. 

—In the match, Yorkshire ys, Surrey, Aug. 12th, Ulyett's 141 

was a brilliant display of batting, without an absolute fault, 

Bates hit vigorously, as he usually does, fords. 

CHICAGO vs. Sv. LOuIS.—The return match between these clubs 
was played at Chicawoon Aug. 16th. Won by the home club by 
10 wickets :— 

CHICAGO. 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

A. ern. b Leslie,............. 44 Not out........ 2... o DRE 8 
fot - Kemp, ¢ Chambers, b 

F. Hackey SAY 65k aS fe ae 
s. MeClellan, e¢ and b F. 
RCE ayy Els Sey ts oat 

CO. P. Ogden, ¢ Crutwell, b 
MiGBliGin. Setar oe sees epee ees 

Ww. F. cots} eC, Haokey, 
b. FW. Hackey... 0.20. we 

fe H. French, bE. Hackey.. 0 
A. Shaw, b Leslie _ rope.) lb 
Dr. Ogden, b Roberts ........ 0 
are Sterling, ¢ Bellairs, b Les- 

W. Stoker, ¢ ‘Lycett, b FF. 
Hackey go nen) ee 18 

Hi. F. Billings, not out, AEG cin more ka Fe 5 
Pixtres airs ee PPADS TAS ee welche Bode eee pay te 

Ot pais eieeek wea tes aed Fi2. “Totals vs tam eth. oe i 
4 ; 87, LOUIS. 

First Innings. Second Innings, 
J. B. Gage, ¢ sub, b Shaw ¢ McClellan, b Shaw,. 6 
F. Hackey, b Frencth.. e Dr, Osden, b MeClell 4 
Capt. Bellairs, b Shaw z Kerr, b Shaw..... 5 
P. A. Gough, b Shaw b Shaw «fc isaz 0 
J. Crutwell, b French 2 bShaw..... 0 
C. H. Lycett, ec Kerr, 
eat ole Poe pad ele Be not out . 15 

8. Chambers, b Shaw b Kerr Ti) 
Nf FF Leslie, b McClellan 4 b Shaw 0 
G. M. Forster, ¢ Kerr, b Gris- 
OCLs Baa otha Mae c Bilings, b Kerr...-.......... 1 

CO. Hackey, ¢ Sterling, b Gris- 
OL: seen eee rit 6 sub, b Kerr rd 

Dr. J. G. rakes not vite h Kerr. 0 
Extras.. Be Rxtrag e002 Ws yal) kath eee 25 

Total nb. “OTH: calrepcanawres toes sow 58 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
Str. LOUIS. 

Balla. Runs. Maidens. Wickets. Wides. 
a) 1 4 0 
25 1 5 0 
10 0 0 0 
20 3 1 4 
2 0 1 

OnICAGO. 
First Innings. 

SHAW Asia ese g eerste 84 al 2 4 
French. . Bt 23 ) 2 
McClellan. a6 15 0 2 2 
Griswold .......... 19 5 1 2 

5) 1 
1 1 
4 7 

HAuGHTON’s Sraren IstAnD TRAM ts, RIcHARDSON’s Sr, 

GEORGE TEAM.—Played at Hoboken, N.J., Aug. 26th. Drayn:— 

RICHARDSON’S THAM. HAUGHTON’S "EAM, 
G. KR. Armstrong, c Inman, b FB. Sutterthwaite, not out.... 49 
Wl mer eee 2 pe ei ee 4 J. Filmer, b Armstrong....- a: 

G. Ropes, Jr., b Hourhton... 17| J.J. Eyre, not out............ BS] 
Mr. Gray, run out ........... , 85 | 
G. Giles. Jr..b Haughton... 40 
HE. W. Sadlier, ¢ Inman, b 
Ha} PATON ee, cote 5 

A. Bottomley, b Haughton... 10 
M. Perey. b Haughton ...:;. 6 
Ww. G. Rutherfurd, st Inman, 
b Haughton.........-..... ae 

A. Boillenu, Depress. uss. set Ty 
& ©. Richardson, not out,... 4 4] 
W. Giles, c Thomas, b Haugh- 
Sey Ae a Ai fie Ba 

Byes 5, leg-byes 4, wides 7, n0 ae Ky lee-bye 1, wits §, mo 
Inds Sees ce. Vaart Pylege se A9 4" SDalls.6f2:2aPeerds: ee oes... uo. 

Potala oe ee eat eet 158 {7 SDOCHL Te eva oe 108 

NEWARE vs. New YORK.—Played at Newark, N.J., and won by 

the home club by one innings and 28 runs ;— 
NEW YORK, 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
Blaney, b Brewster.. ....... 8 b Brewster o1.......02../._-- 
A. Blacon, b Borrie. .....-..-. ORD BrE Eel Wee ee oe eset ee es 4 
Morris. b Borrie..............- 4 ¢ Ditmars, b Ditmars.....,- >. 18 
Giles, Jr., cOwnes, b Borrie.. O b Borrie..... ....2.....2.2...: 2 
Mansall, b Brewster... ..:... 7 oc Ditmars, b Brewster..... .. if) 
Freed, b Brewster .... 1 b Brewster...............-.... W 
R. Bacon, run out.. . O not oub.... .. fitce bee alecabees 0 
Jones, not out.. 2c. Bie WSLOR Poo ys 0 hee eA Le. Lae 
Allworth, b Brewster, PU DBO nrieiies 6-225 ona ee eee 
Jacobus, b Brewster. S OD DBernig Asses stecn es nate eee 
Pollard, absent....... «= absent. s....) Meee trek ey _ 
Leg-byes 2, wide 1.....-...- B. UNO) Dalliig, pots sree eee ee ol 

OBL inh Aye pee secs 20% shotalsy.2) Sh. ee tae 55 
NE INNINGS. 

Standford, b Giles............ Hall, ¢ Sub., b jt sisi eee a 
Ww. Na a b Allworth 70 Kerr, § Morris .... rene 
Ditmars, ¢c Sub., b Giles. ...-- 23 | Roebuck, b Giles. . 8 
Brewster, b Allworth.. s- Mills, .Jr., not out... 1 
Orton, b Allworth... Bys 4, leg-bye 1. 4 
Borrie, b Giles.. he 8B = 
Owen, 8 Morris....... RRP SiN) eae Ae ts ot 98 
The seorer of the Ni ewaric innings should be more carefuli in his 

reports. 

OTTAWA vs. MONTREAL.—Played at Montreal, Canada, Aug. 23d. 

Won by the visitors -— 

MONTREAL. OUrawa. 

BE. H_ Benjamin, o Fletcher, | J. Brunel, b Liddell. 
E Powell .. 18] J. BY Monk, run ou 

ae F. Smi 
. Browning, b Brodie. ++ ey rl ckal ste yelets 

i “CG. Badgley, b Brodie. 8| BR. Henry, ¢F 
W. Smith, ¢ Johnson, b J. Smith, c Fraser, b Smyth. i, aa 

Wletoher.... .--+s¢tes2s256 . @)G. Johnson, b Browning.,... 1 
Liddell,e Holhech, b Johnson 11 Cape epic c ey b Lid 
Smythy, b Brodie... 0 TL. : 
McMurray, b Brodie 3) OC. Bro 
T. Dick, run out., .. Kah ve Fietcher, a Siwaite 
Frasher, b Johnson, 8 eye ee ee 
Hamilton, not out... | 5| W, Himaworth, not 
Extras,,-.--..- iele eee aes SL A fit Jarvis, run mons 

—| Extras. 
Total ....- ga ee hestab ite 4 81 

The Moutreal team wentto the bai fora second innings and 

rolled up 115, but darkness setin by the time they were disposed 

of, and the game was decided on the first fnnings scores. 

Youne AMERICA vs. GrRARD.—The long talked of match be- 

{ween these first-class clubs came off, as announced, on Aug. 2)- 
Zigt in the presence of a large number of spectators. [na late 
number of the FoREsT AND STREAM we predicted that the cham- 

pions would haye their hands full, and although s cricket mosich 

7 



SEPTEMRER 2, 1880. ] FOREST AND STREAM. 

is never lost uutilit iz won, our calculation, as shown by the 

score, was nota wrong one, Belong atwo days' match, its result 
was undecided, but i may be considered a yirtual defeat for the 
ehampions. In fact, the latter were no less disappointed than the 

victors were surprised, Thea Young America players were, with 
two exceptiolis, remarku!ily deficient at the bat, their bowling 
was far below the averave,and the flelding far from perfect: 

while the Girard men deyeloped unexpected strength at the bat 

and tielded sharply throughout. The full acore is appended ;— 

GIRARD. 
First Innings. Second Innings, 

R, Hargreave, b C. 8. New- » 
Hal cisiteie cg cloe- (yee Me aS. Newhall, 51-5): erst la 

W., Brooks, b 0, A. Newhall...82 6 D.S, Newhall........ pene y-m 
J. Hargreave, b H.. Dayis.._..19 «© G. M. Newhall, b Davis, -.-: 
T. Harereave, o Van Kons- 

saluer, b 0. A. Newhall...... 1 bD,S8. Newhall..... oven) miejeine 1b 
J. Pearson, c. CO, A. Newhall, 
BH. Davis.......... eae 4 ¢ Newhold, b 1). 8. Newhall... 1 

T, Webster, c. Brown, b. D..S. st. GA. M. Newhall, b D.S. New- 
NGwihtalls sees ts oper ce ball 14 

W. Jurvis, b H, Davis.....5..- (olay dayne a 55) AP ase 
T. G. Cupitt, b D.8. Newhall.17 bO. A. Newhall..., --.-- 
H. Harureaye, 005 out. ..-...12 not out...... ecuh open. 
I. Gorse, U. A, Newhall ....10 
N. Tomlin, b D. 5. Newhall... 8 
Byes 3, leg-byes 3, wides 10,...16 Byes 3, wides §................. § 

Mota sry a8: 2228: ot a ezee 1S | Datel... ease, 4 
YOUNG AMERICA— WIRST INNINGS. 

G. M. Newhall, oT’. b RR, Harmredve,......-.eeenee es His bak Soe 2 
D.S. Newhall, ¢ H. Hargreaye, b Jaryis-_- Se eae ch . 41 
SS MELE H DVS ya eter yaar coe Hetat Tex ton 2 ee 
kK. 8. Newhall, ¢ T. Tb K. Hargreave. ... . aL 
RK. N. Caldwell, b'l. Hargrenve.... 0. ..- 6 
©, A. Newhall, c Pearson, b Jarvis ...---..---..0-- sae 7 
WW. Noble, bvT. Hargredve...,2,.,¢2-,. -£.<a05---2 8 
HB. Divis, n6t out... cee Sono Niwepss> 5 
A. Van Kenssulaer, ¢ and b Jarvis,--.s....-.1+ 1 
J. P. Newbold, 1b wy b T. Hargresye.. 7 
H. Brown, b'l’. Hargreaye. ...-... ..-. 00 
Way as a a ne a seen gat Mans PITTI, 3 

PDOLGI Ep sacr setter tte ee Nee wept teabests scot phegodesseanes eld 

RUNS AT THD PALE OF BACH WICK, 
GIRARD, 

First Innings........... 23°78 TT TT Ti 79 115 121 141 144 
Second inoinogs,......,.---«.-.. 10 24 46 48 61 71 8 

YOUNG AMERICA, 
Firstinnings ...........--....-- 4 14 43 52 78 85 89 90 101 108 

wy ANALYSIS OF BOWLING, 
YOUNG AMERICA—FIRST INNINGS, 

Bulls. Runs. Maidens. Wickets. Wides. 
(G. A. Newhall......., 210 fu 1 A 0 
D.S. Newhall........ W1 38 5 3 0 
H. B. Davis... ....... Wwe 20 9 3 10 

Second Innings. 
G. A. Newhall........ 84 26 5 1 8 
D. 8. Newhall -. 1038 40 3 5 0 
H. B. Davis.,.. .. uO 10 2 1 2 

GIRARD—FIRST INNINGS. 
R. Hargreaye....,,-- 102 33 2 2 ) 
W. Jarvis.......... 00s 60 a) oT) + 0 
EEG Chipiitbere sis) lan 18 aL 0 0 0 
T, Warereave,....... 86 2 2 4 0 

$e 

OUR ENGLISH LETTER, ’ 

CARRINGTON SivREuT BRiper, Nottingham, Avy. 14th. 

Bditoy Forest aid Stream :— 
The Australians huve hot ip to the present time lost a single 

Taatch, although they baye bad to play fairly strong elevens and 

twenty-Lwos, assisted in many instances by several thrst-class pro- 

fessionals. Laminclined to think that it would take a first-rate 

English eleven to heat them, although the extremely wet and un- 

: playable wickets huye no doubt assisted them toa very material 

extent. hey are a very fine body of cricketers, wood at all 

points Of the game, and, what is still move, “gentlemen.” IT hear 
they iniend Visiting America on their way home, and no doubt 

will attrace large crowds wherever they go, There is every prob- 

ability of amatch atthe Oval between them and an eleyen of 

Buglund some time thisimonth; the Oval committeee haying 

Banctioned the use of the ground, although [am afraid it will not 

be 8 representative Dovlish team, as several well-known players 

have expressed their determination not to play against them. 

There is no doubt thatthe unpleasantness with Lord Harris’ team 

in Australia lias been the cause of their nop playinw any strong 

team here, thouzh I and many thousand Englishmen would be 

sorry if they were to quit our shores without showing their 
strength. [tis but fair to state, however, that on thelr arrival in 

England they offered to cancel any preylous engagements to play 

a match eitherat Lord's or the Oval, 
Arthur Smith, the professional, whom we have sent out to De- 

trojt, isa native of Nottingham, about 23 years of age, a yery 

fine all-round ericketér, and I have not the slightest hesitation in 

Btating thut he is much the best professional on your side, and in 

all probability, if he had stayed at home, he would haye played 

tor his county this season, SHAw & SHREWSBURY. 

Hachting and Qanoeing. 
—Address all communications to Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York,” 

FIXTURES. 

3.—Hull ¥. 0., Regatta. 
4—Boston ¥. CG. Annuwl Regatta. 
§—Provinocetown ¥, CG. Fall Regatta. 

Sept, §—Louy [sind Y, 0. Sweepstakes. 
Sept, 9—Koyal Bermuda ¥. 0, Cup and Subscription Races, 
Sept. W—Qiioey ¥. C. Hall Regatta. 
Sept. 1l—kKuoyal Nova Scotia Y.8. Mayor's Cup. 
Sept. 1L—Wushingron Village Y. C. Regatta, 
Sept. 11.—Bosion ¥, 0.. Pall Regatta, 
Bept, 18—Quuker City Y. C. Pall Rezatta, 
Sept, 14—Beverly Y.C. Special, Nahant, 
Sept. 18—Royal Nova Scotia ¥. 8. Flag Officers’ Prizes. 
Bepi, 24—south HKostan Y. C. Clainbake. 
Sept, 25—Beverly Y. ©. Special, Coluit. 
Sept. 25—Noyal Nova Seotia ¥. 8. Ciosing Cruise. 
Sepc. 26-—Quuaker City Y. C. Closing Cruise. 
Sept.29-—N. Y. ¥.0., Cape May Chillenve cup. 
Oct. 5—Royal Bermuds Y, 0. Cruising Trim Rave. 
Oct. '—Washivgton Village ¥.C. Fall Rewatta. 
Noy. 2—Koya! Bermuda Y. C. Cruising Trim lace. 
Dea. 7—Royal Bermuda ¥. 0. Cruising Trim Race. 
Sept. ——Clayton, N. Y¥., Hegatta, 
Sepct. —.—Oswero, N. ¥., Regatta. 
Sept, —.—Kinogston, Out., Regatta. 

et et 

AFTER THE BATTLE, 

12 it were possible to have & competent reporter on board every 
yacht engaged in rucing or whils ona aqradean. erise, the per- 

formance of tiiny acralt would be paint din very different colors 
from what itis, During the cruise of the N.Y. Y. C.,recently 

_ brought 10 a close, many iuteresting textures haye been lost, and 
i 

Rept. 
Sept, 
Sep. 

wrong interpretations have gained currency accordingly. The 
Rover, for example, showed fine form in rough water and yery 
fair speed, beating Wizard, Active and Regina in turn, but during 
the latter portion of the cruise she could not be driven, owing to 
her owner having hurt his knee. The Muriel, as now acknowl- 
edged by all hands, is a tine little fyér in open water, and ate on 
to Mischief and Regina fora long time in beating out the Vine- 
yard Sound: in a way that caused general remark, In short 
bourds she “soaked * out to windward of the center-board sloops 
in spite of afoul tide. At the time she had two eringles down in 
the mainsail, single reefed foresail and small jib. We believe the 
cutter now meets with much more popular favor than a season 
aro. An esteemed contemporary is cyen quite enthusiastic in her 
behalf. Now. we think that with alittle more beam, to give a less 
aLple of heel anda little leas draft for home waters, a cutter can 
be designed to show line speed, aeere seagoing qualities and lots 
of rooin below and on deck. 'Thstis,in our opinion, the boat of 
the future,” and every season sees the coming type growing more 
popular and better understood. We learn that some large iron 
eraft, a cutter and schooner, are contemplated for next season. 
The cutter will have a trifle less beam, but more depth than the 
proportions of Mischief, with considerable dead rise and # center- 
beard, while in rig she isto be a full blooded cutter. This rig is 
rapidly gaining favor, and it would not be surprising to find all 
large sipgle stickers inthe future come out with the smack’s 
© hand-me-down ” displaced by the smart and sailor-like sail plan 
of the cutter. As might haye heen expected, the two scrub runs 
in which Gracie * beat” Mischief, or rather, was erroneously re- 
ported as beating her, admitof ready explanation. From New 
ondon to Greenport, Mischiet's tuainsail set so badly that a prom— 

inant yachtsman remarked, ‘you could tie a kKnotin the middle 
of it, and ag there was no cup at the other end the owner of the 
iron craft saw no necessity of making a fuss over the matter until 
an opportune time for hauling out onthe boom occurred. Nor 
was any effort at racing made, The second “ beat’ was even hol- 
lower than the first. Gracie took a long start in the first place 
With a single reef in the mainsail and whole jib. When outside, 
she wallowed go badly that a second reef was hauled down. Mis- 
chief, however, intended to make a cumfortableday ot it, and had 
no racing io her mind. She set asmall storm jib and hardened 
down tworeefs Under this sail she worked up ono Gracie fast 
untilthe wind lightened up, when the latter made more gail at 
ones, Mischief keeping on under short canvas until the bout 
evuid hardly be worked any more, and not until then did she 
shake out, retaining small Jib until the anchorage in Newport 
wasreached. No wonder Gracie beat her under the circumstances. 
Hud there been a bomd fide race the result would have been very 
different. We cannot blame contemporuries for not being aware 
of these particulars, for they ave not easily obtained, but we can 
expect them, at al] eyents, to refrain from pronouncing very de- 
cided opinions “bouts yacht unless they are in possession of all 
the facts. ‘Che two beats’* of Mischief amount to nothing, and 
an esteemed contemporary Is not sustained when it says that ina 
thrash to windward in astrong breeze the Mischief is good for 
nothing. Put up a cup andadifferent tune will besung. <All 
bands,from skipper to cook, on board theiron craft are loud in 
their praises of her performance in the rough water met on the 
cruise. With snugger spars she of course would be better off, 
and faster at that in strong winds and a lop. Gracie had no top- 
mast on the run, haying lost it on a previous day, aud was just 
that much lighter alott. We desire to protest agalnst the present 
atyle of carrying on theclub cruises. Hither make them a regu- 
lar series of races, soyerned Ky all the rules of a race, or else let 
owners take their ease and do not badger them into the unfair 
and slipshod business now prevailing by ‘writing up" the leaders 
as true winners in the daily press, when winning or losing is alto- 
gether out of question under the circumstances. Unless some 
clear uoderstaudiog on this head is arrived at the cruises are cer- 
(ain to degenerate. We think it much more advisable to retain 
the cruising features and to éxpunge the meaningless “racing,” 
which is at least mislead ng in its results on account of Hukes, 
luck and the different purposes of owners. The annual cruise 
should bea nursery for seamanship and navigation, and should 
be mapped to take in runs at sea as much as possible. It should 
be the means of drawing fresh recruits to the sport, to promote 
acquaintance, to create esprit de corps in the club, to take people 
to sea and teach them what itis to**go down to the sea in ships.” 
‘There ig a nore appropriate time in the year for racing. But if 
the cruises are to crystallize intoracing and nothing more, then 
let it at least be fair and rational. 
ee —— —— 

HULL YACHT CLUB. 

la | Ngee union regatta of this new organization was set down 
for Thursday, Aug. 26th, and brought out a hig lot of 

starters. The mauner in whieh new clubs spring into life in 
the Bast, and make aname for themselves In the first year of 
their existence, speaks yolumes for the popularity of the sport 
in those latitudes. No sooner is an open or union regatta an- 
nounced than a perfect run is made upon the secretary, and the 
entries foot up by the score. That such an amount of spirit 
should be exhibit} d on the part of owners is most creditable to 
them, and mdicates a widespread love for the water in the Hast, 
suchas wein New York are still strangers to. To be sure, the 
yachts in Boston and vicinity are smaller in tonnage than the ay- 
erage craft bailing from the metropolis, but this in no wise af 
fects the amvunt of sport to be got out of them, but, on the con- 
trary, is one of the reasons of its popularity. It is the absence or 
scarcity OF healthy cabin boats from 20 to 80ft. water line that we 
most deplore in New York, and we would willingly see the man- 
trap sand bag muchines give way to something like Hmpress, 
Gael, Binneret, Sunbeam, Fairy, Echo and the vast borde of other 
little shavers of bonest build and form, which infest every hole 
und nook along the Exstern coast from Provincetown to Eastport, 
Maine. With such a fleet at our very doors, the notiou that yacht- 
ing is expensive and must be contioed to the rich would yery soon 
vive way,and many Inen with a few hundred a year to spare 
would be attracted to a life they now deem themselves shut out 
from. As usual in the Hast, the Hull regatta was announced in a 
printed circular giving full information of the classification, 
course, prizes, etc., something which goes a long ‘way toward at- 
tracting strangers to the line. We all know how difficult it was to 
raise a few hundred here in New York for the recent Bay Ke- 
gatta, but in Hull, with less than one-hundredth the population, 
purses of $400 were secured without any trouble, Classes: 
Special for schooners over 38ft.and under d50ft., prizes $40 and 
$25. First class, for all yachts 26 to 88ft. water line, prizes of $30 
and $15 to keels and also to center-boards; second class, for all 
yachts 21 to 26ft., prizes $25, $15, #19 for keels and also for center- 
boards; third class, for al] yachts 17 to 21ft., prizes $20, $12, 37, $5 
for eenter-boards, and all but last for the keels; fourth cluss, for 
all yachts under 17ft., prizes $15, $10, $7, $5, with the first two 
only for keels. Open to all yachts belonging to any regularly or- 
ganized yacht club. “No restriction as to sail, except tor cats and 
sloops of third and fourth class, which were restricted to plain 
lower sails only to obyiate the heayy expense of bullooners and 
big crews, thereby euooumene many to start who would other- 
wise haye kept aloof; no shifting ballast in first three classes ; 
crews, one mun to every 5ft. of water line; no sharpies or cata- 
marans to enter. Course for special class: From judges line to 
No. 1 Black Brush Buoy, thence out Hull Gut, down Lighthouse 
Channel, leaving Toddy Rocks Buoy and Point Allerton Buoy on 
the starboard to Bell Buoy on Harding’s Ledge, thence to Whist- 
ling Buoy off the Grayes, to the Narrows, leaving Ram's Head 
Buoy, Lovell’s Island and Fort Warren on the port, Gallop's Is- 
land on the starboard, through Hull Gut to judges’ boat, 16 nauti- 
exl miles. Course for first class; From judges’ line, passing White 
Barrel Buoy, to white flag off Strawberry Hill, to red fag oif 
Bumkin Jsland, out Hull Gut to Bell Buoy on Harding’s Ledge, 
lenving Toddy Kocks Buoy and Point Allerton Buoy on star- 
board, rounding and leayiny Bell Buoy on the port; returning, 
leave Point Allerton Buoy and Toddy Rocks Buoy on the port, 
through Hull Gut to judges’ boat, 12 nautical miles. Course for 
the rest: From judges’ line, passing White Barrel Buoy, to white 
Hag off Strawberry Hill, to Brush Buoy off west end of Bumkin 
Tsland, t) No.# Red Brush Buoy oif Downer's, to Pig Rocks 
Beacon, to white flag off Pettick’s Island and to judges’ boat, 7 
nautical miles. Regatta Committee: Messrs, W. B. Lumbert, C. 
A, Perkins, W. L. Phinney, J. Clark, W. M. Merrill. Judges: 
Messrs. C. A. Perkins, T. A. Hutchins, H- P. Stamwood, John 
Read, T. FP. Patterson. The pilot boat Sprite, No. 5, was used ag 
judges’ boat, There were cighty-eight entries, and sixty-two actu- 
wily finished the course! Thatsort of thing looks hke business, 
and is solid proof of the rapid strides into public favor the noble 
art of sailing is making. Among theschooners only two appeared, 
the well-known Adrienne and Caroline, and they were sent away 
al 2:30 P.M., the wind blowing fresh from southesst. By the time 
Point Allerton had heen brought abeam, Adrienne had a lead 
which she kept throughout the race, landing $10; second prize 
not awarded, as there were not 3 entries or more as the rules 
required. Adrienne’s time was 4h. 6m, 18s. In the firstand second 
class the 40 odd sail made a fine start. The wind began to fail to- 
ward the end of the race, and it was hard work to fetch the 
line against a strong ebb tide. This was accomplished as under: 

FIRST ChASS CHNTER-BOARDS, 

Corrected 

Yacht and Owner. 

Nimbus. King & Clark 
Marion huis Neal eon 2 sek cu) PE 

VIRST OLASS KHHLS, 
Annie, George Martin.....:-- 27 09 3 53 82 
Lillie, Dillingham & Bond. -, Ol Ot 2 65 08, 
Viking, 8. P. Freeman... 36 OL 2 55 2 
Mariquita, M. J. Kiley. a O4 ) 
Cara, —— Anderson.... .. 86 06 > Withdrawn. 
Edith, W. H. Davis..-.. -.. - 26 114 

SECOND CLASS GENTER-BOARDS, 

Muriel, C. G. Weld, +; .. 21 05 1 00 OT 
Rebie, J. P. Phinney. 22 0 1 OL 22 
Expert, B. G. BSouthe 22 11 1 06 20 
Eugenia, C. West... 24 02 1 OF 16 
Venus, Browo Bros... - 28 06 1 11 
Allie, Chapman & Watt 21 06 1 ill 42 
Undine, T. Lowe... ..-.. 22 Oz 1 12 56 
Posey, J, MGKieo).: 2202s. eae See 21 01 1 13 57 
Bureka, J. N. Fuller..-.,-....-----. -+:- +. 2a OB 1 if 16 
BTOUAGLW LAV un Stews hl ilelcle me. licle lopli ad 25 (09 118 1 
idithy a} Memory s. sober es eee su wes Svat 2 OL 1 2) 18 
Hiya, Wo TD. dbambertis. 5...) eee e-e crc seee 25 04 Withdrawn. 
Unknown, R. H. Hamilton.....-....-...... 21 QL Withdrawn. 

SEGOND GLASS KEELS. 

Fairy, @. A. Perkins..-.~---..--..+....-..-.- 23 O04 1 09 57 
Lena, F, F. Creighton - 25 08 0) 19 
Wilful, Paul Butler. 21 06 i 2 30 
Empress, lf. H. Blany 2a Of 1 i 4 
Emily, C. A. McManus Ol 1 18 38 
Whitewing, Charnock Br 03 1 13 21 
Gem, Frank Lincoln 09 115 12 
Sunbeam, Kenney & Fox. 06 1 15 al 
Banneret, F. A. Daniels Og 1 15 18 
Judith, B.T. Pigeon. ..-.-..---+---++p2< * i Ua fy oth 
Echo, W. L. Keith ie 1 17 08 
Unknown, Kk. H,. Hamilton.-....-..-....... 21 Ol 116 
Evelyn, ©. H. Nowell........-.. 24 06 1 20 30 
Flossie, 8. G. Marsh -- ue 06 } ‘ 
Gracie, J, Donovan...,. .. 10 - Withdrawn. 
UAE RE LAT RIGA Ses be teen ena oof 

Fifteen minutes later the third and fourth classes were sent 
away and made an exceedingly fine race of it, the water being 
smooth und the wind light. Rocket was protested on account of 
fouling & mark, and Empress for being longer than registered ;— 

THIRD-CLASS CENTERBOARDS, 
Corrected 

Length Time, 
Name and owner. Ht. In. H. M. 8. 

Janet, W.L. Phinney....--2-...5:2s3s+0-+22- 17 10 1 03 23 
Mopsys CO. HA KeNE. 14 0-0. eevee ence eee 18 O07 1 05 30 
Clara B., W.B. Gambert..:...:..-.2. 2.0.5 1 07 1 05 57 
Waye Crest, E. B. Rogers, .18 06 1 06 19 
Fanoy, ©. BH. Kmighty 2-720. 522112 bo. es = 19 02 1 06 53 
Pert) P.H. Cabot)... 20... 5.2222 etter essa 18 06 1 o7 19 
Sheerwater, W. M, Merrill.-......... -..--- 17 03 1 08 iq 
Waterwitch, Hutchins & Prior ........... 19 08 1 03 1) 
Shamrock, M. J. Driscoll ....-- 5 ae pe - 20 OL 1 09 IL 
Thisbe, Freeman & Bullard..,..... .. .. 20 08 1 i 58 
Unique, Stewart. .......--+2--- :--- rt -. 19 10 1 lb 01 
Holden, P. C. Severance...-.--.---..- - 20 OF 1 Wf 50 
Nautilus, H. N. Faxon.-....-..........5 .. 17 02 it 1s 17 
Glance, M. Knight... .....---- Pees ony AT 07 Withdrawn, 
Herald, W. B, Smith. ...--.........---..--- 19 06 Withdrawn. 

THIRD-CLASS KEELS. 

Inez, Goodrich Bros.......- A Oe ts: 18 06 i 20 17 
Delle, W. B. Pigeon, .- 5 ot ct MOO e EB od eta! 1 2 Ol 
Natalie, C. H. Poor. ... Br Bee 1 29 46 
Ibis, 8, Rich-....-.. Ae Ee ee 20 00 . 
Flirt, J. Mildrom....... BOP eae Eee sree pee 18 06 Withdrawn, 
Veronica, 8, Chamberlin..........-..-..-.-- 20 10 

FOURTH-CLASS CHNTERBOARDS, 
Flora Lee, Li. A. Freeman...2,.0..05-6 ees 16 00 1 O4 47 
Rocket, B. FP. Bass........1-.072ttteseestenss 15 10 1 0G 4 
Nattie, 8. G. King..... . 16 00 1 08 2! 
Cricket, W. A. Cary.......,--<- 4.2 . 16 21 1 08 22 
Eimer, P. Chubbuck,...... --..-,, -. 16 09 1 il i 
Dolly Varden, A. B: Cleverly..-..... .+.--- 16 05 1 13 U5 
Buttercup, P. B. Turner,,...-.- --.-.. =... 16 06 1 1 55 
Wanderer, MPHnMOL~. (0. )---+e-eseae: | LO) (08 117 i3 
Josephine, J, F. Moors, -.----..--- 0+. cee ee 03 1 18 55 
Nora, 0: P. Denniew.....0. 2. ne-2+-+ * pbAat OL 1 21 46 
Idlewild, N.N. Curtis | .........-. 05 1 2 0 
Clytie, TH, Wood): ..- Se.2 22 sae le 00 
Zip, G. W. Morton 10 Withdrawn. 
Sheila, J. H, Conant 02 ri 

Marya Jatt: Olaricpss ss scnascilcls anne se eigeetis'y>r 03 t dl 67 
Nonpareil, J. W. Mansfield.-... . . i 00 1 18 38 
Hattie, S. G. King.........-....--.-- 10 _1 Wi 56 
Buby, W. HE. Sheriffs 08 Not taken. 

The town of Hull made the day a holiday, something after the 
style of Cowes, Isle ot Wight, during the “ Squadron week.” Bunt- 
ing was displayed in profusion, fireworks and illuminations fol- 
lowed in the evening, and it is safe to say thal next year the town 
vill repeat its great regatta day and that the entries will be even 
more numerous than they were last. Thursday. ‘The Hull Yacbt 
Club has madeits mark in Pastern waters. 
oe a 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Quinoy Yacuy CLup.—The special matches were held Aug, 
25th, otf Mears’ Hotel, to eail off tor the chainpionship in second 
and third classes, Judges—G. W. Morton, J. 1. Penniman and N- 
B. Furnald. Wildfire and Flora Lee were the winners as under :— 

SECON D-OLASS. 
Actual Corrected 
Time. ‘time. 

Name and owner. H. M.5 H. M. 8. 
Wildfire, H. A. Keith .,,.:.-- <- Ae eth 2 41 55 2 Il 388 
Glance, M. Knight. ........-.-..,------: 2 60 40 2 21 1 
Janet, W. L. Phinney-....--...---+++5-++- 2 56 40 2 27 27 

THIRD CLASS. 
Flora Lee, 8. A. Freeman.............+-- 2 al al 1 36 U7 
Elmer, Perez Chubbuck ..,.-...- -:.....2 05 18 1 39 45 

New Beprorp Yacar Cius.—The race for the purse of $50, 
presented by Mr. Thos. Nye, was sailed Aug. 25th over a 21 mile 
course in Buzzard’s Bay, Open to second-class sloops of the cmb, 
Hutries; Starling, Geo. W. Parker, owner: Painter, dlft. 2in., 
David L. Parker; Nixie, N. H. Emmons; Whistler, 36ft, lin., the 
Commodore; Lizme L., 45ft.; F, P, Sands. Starling won in 3h. 
4m. 6s., beating Painter 20m. Ils. During a squall Whistler lost 
topmast, Lizzie L, cracked her boom and Painter sprung her 
mast. 
Hutt YAcut Cpoos.—The burgee adopted by this club is trian- 

gular inghape, yellow field, black diagonal cross with white star 
in ils center. 
DORCHESTER YAoHT Cuus.—The third race of the cat rigs of 

the club tor the G. H. L. Sharp pennant was sailed Arig. 25th ott 
Harrison square. Entries: Nuttie, 8. G, King; Nora, G. Dennie; 
Druid, F. A. Drew and Curlew, G, W.Sharp. Won by Nattie in 
2h, lm. 4is., beating Nora 27m. 59s. The series now stands 1 for 
Druid, 1 for Nora and 1 for Nuttie, necessitating a sail off, 

~ provon Yaunr Cius.—A club has been organized in Picton, 
Ont,, under the above title. Comniodore, Geo. P. Reid ; Ouptain, 
H, Stanton; Secretary and Treasurer, E. Merril. Committes of 
Management—His Honor Judge Jellett, Sherilf Gillespie, J. H. 
Bedford, Geo. McKenzie, W. P. Keynolds, Peter McKenzie, Hugh 
McGregor. 
SanuispuryY YACHT CLus.—The third race for the club cup was 

sailed Aup. 23d in a fresh southwester- The Psyche, G. H. Mor- 
rill, won in Jh- 28m., beatiug Maud 5m. 85s; Scud, Alliance, La 
Papillion, Clara, Marjon and tipple in the order named. 

Tun ‘Naw STeAMER.—Romancing concerning Mr. Lovillard’s 
new steam yacht hus already begun. She is published us 2tft, 
long, 19ft, 10in. beam and 9ft, din: deep. Small blame to the buil- 
ders, Messrs. Ward & Stanton, if they refuse responsibility for such 
wild statements. The steamer will be 10ft. shorter, | Engines 
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tiple Gompound, 20,26 and 20x24In. Propeller 7+ft. diam. and 
2yth. pitch, of theirowa bigh speed pattern, Concerning com- 
posite construction we clip the following from a letter sent to 
elle Lifes * We(on board the Lancashire Witeh) encountered 

very heavy gales during the passage, with a good deal of rain 
and snow aud a very cunfusedsea. The wind wore around con- 
stuntly, and when from the eastward Was most moderate, but did 
noflastions, Webad apt a single fine day trom Feb. 16th to 
March 2d, when good weather set in, witha northerly wind and 
#ood breeze which lasted till March 7th, when the wind increased 
io A wale, and being favorable, the Lancashire Witch went lt and 
14} knots through the water from 6 Pw. till & aaL, when we 
j uased the Favaliones Tslands, 3 miles outside the Golden Gate, 
tnd Game to wnehor in the harbor of San Francisco at 7:30 A.M, 
alter aA passage of 22 days—the quickest on record under sail. 
Ducing this passaze the yacht has been much tossed about and 
labored heavily in the htayy seas Gncbuntered, but there was not 
f start or move anywhere, and her copper sheathing is as smooth 
yelas the day if was puton. The yacht caused quite a sensation 
in San Francisco, aad all the sea captains and yactitsmen say she 
is the finest model they have ever seen,...” The great mujority 
of new steam yachts of large tonnage are now butlt on the com- 
posite plan, aud it seems to answer excellently. 

Qurinay YAcut Crus.—The Championship Regatta of Aug. 
12th, which failed for wunt of wind, wis resailed Saturday last 
otf Quincy Great Hill, ina nice breeze from southwest, with the 
tolluwing vesult:— 

Actual Corrected 
Name acd Ojynoer. Length. ‘Tine. Time, 

A Fr In. TT. M. 8. -M.S 
Janet, W. G. Phinney. c......0..244)- TD oo7 40, oD) 8) 7 
'Topsey, C. B. Kent,.... - A 10%) 1 BT 2 1 eB 43 
Herald, W. B. Sinith........-........ 20 «(04 al 45 : Deaiete a1 
Glance, M. Kuight... .-- ae 2 

Glance, Wildtire and Junct, having each won one race, will 
have to sail olf on the 25th. Also the tie in third class between 
Elmer, Dandelion and Fiora Lee. 

Douxpury Yacut Crus.—The list of entries, Aug. 21, was ma- 
teriuiiy reduced by a heavy rain storm, but sume ting racing was 
witnessed aniong the smaller uratt, as under, sume dory niutehes 
bringins the day to a close — 

Actual Corrected 
Length. ‘Vinnie. ‘Time, 

Name and Owner Nt. In, HLM, 5. HH. M.S. 
Wanderer, J. D. Guines,....,.. ,.-- 16 0k 1 40 OF 860 00 00 
Hornet, W. C. Winslow... -ii OF 2 43 47 O 00 OO 
Dexter, George Delano...... 16 08 2 4h 27 1 43 12 
Zephyr, Wind. Wight... .......15 03 1 Bd 2B 1 Bh 18 
Siudie C., B. P, Williamson..,....-.. 1) U3 1 87 Wo 1 BE O02 
Annbie M,, P. HW. Windsor,........... 15 03. J 89 2) 1-86 105 
Montana, S. H, Itichurds.-........... 15 (3 =©6©Not taken. 

HAVERMLILL YACET CLuB.—In the third mateh for the cham- 
piou Hag of the club, over the usual course from Haverhill to 
Groveland Bridge, the Josephine, B. F. Brown owner, won in Ih. 
fin. 465,, bdutink Doipress, lornet, Lizzie May, Willie IX, Relapse, 
Jus® J. and ‘bwilight, his is the third time in succession the 
Bxs-Commodore bus taken the pennant. 

Brovueu?r to AccousT.—Wheneyer a squall passes over the 
neighborhovd ofa yachting port, the newspapers teem with dis- 
asters and the names of people drowned by the capsizing of 
yachts of light draft, and yet we go on from day to day in the 
same old tushion, though all the pleasure of the sport can be 
got out of absoluiely sule cratt just as well, and out of boats 
faster in the bargain, Not to mention sundry open flut-iroos, 
which spilled and drowned their orewe, & regulardeeked cabin 
sldop wus knocked on her beam ends and driven ashore on 
Moomouth Beach during usquall, Aug, 2ath, and the well-known 
cabin-sloop Intrepid, with her owner, Mr. Kover M. Sherman, 
ou board, capsized olf Hart's Island in the Soitnd, Mr. Sherman 
und e¢rew barely escupingy being drowned. What a comment 
upon our way of modeiling yachts, nearing the close of the Nine- 
teeoth Century! 

Tus Yawn Hie.—Says Le Yacht: We strongly counsel com- 
mencing with the yawl rig, which, on small or large boats, is 
the handiestin existence. 1f you should wish to chanyve back to 
cutter, or sloop, atany time, nothing is easier; you simply bend 
a larger mainsail. Kot for fresh breezes the yawl bus & grext 
miny advuntiges, among which the readiness of estublishiug’ a 
balance of sail is not the least.’ 

BuverLy Yacrr CLus.—The lifty-ninth regatta of this club, 
open to ull ynelits Unuer 45ft. water line, was suiled off Monument 
Beach, Aug. 2th, Judges: J. M. Codman, G. P_ Gardner and 
Percival Lowell, on board the steam yucht Carrie Stearns. The 
sloop Curlew fave up, having carried away something. The sum— 
mary 48 under :-- 

FIRST CLASS. 

Actual Corrected 
Length, Time, ime, 

Name and Osyner. Ft. In, H. M. 3, HH. M.8, 
Painter, UD, Purker,.......... seus ROOT 2 Bk OF 2 go fs 
Noniad, sloop, J.s Pay ¢ 25.02 2 10 49 2 02 35 
Ariel, sloop, I, Bacon,...- -- 33.05 2 13 23 2 IL 43 
Nixie, sloop, N. UW. Emmons,,,... 20. 2 IL 08 2 0+ 44 
Cur.ew, sloop, J. B. Wusiburn... 26,08 Disabled, 
Frolic, sloop, £. L, Dorr...-.--.-- 2001 2 od 39 2 28 OL 

BECOND CLASS. 

Mutide, Voby -...--. —-: «--.---. 21.08 2 37 WW 2 2h 23 
Burdella, G. Hi. Phinney......- Reel 2 22 AS 2 18 26 
Dream Dempey, Hau.--......... 20.03 # 18 4L 8 OB 55 

THIKD CLASS, 

Mystory. 1, Stockton,............ 19.01 1 38 59 1 28 12 
Elanor, k. Codman-.. r 20.11 1 33 23 1 2 06 
Kipple, F. 8. Bacon. 18,00 ‘Time not taken. 
Auuie, Willhim Martin. . -. 20.09 1 42 1 3t 08 
Secret, W. F. Muoiman,,,,--..— WOT 1 36 2t 1 27 3h 

FOUREIED CLASS, 
Gem, GC, Barrow-:-:-----.11-..2.+. 17.07 I 60 52 Lat of 

The sixtieth regatta was suiled Aug. 28th. Two prizes in each 
class where more thao tivo entered. ‘The champion pennant io 
the third cluss was also sailed tor at Loe same line. ‘The cutter 
Acuye served as judges’ bowt, Wind fresh from southwest. In 
first Glass, Muriel, mr, GC. G, Wild, liad a sailover, In second 
eluss, Peri; Mr. H. Parkmun, won in 1. 8m. 473,, beating Hoi 
den, Mr. P. G. Severance, and Faney, C. H. Minot, Jr, In third 
elass, Peyelue, Mr. B.D. Sears, woo in ih. 20in, 12s,, beating 
Avis, Mr, i. J. Coolidge, Josephine, Mr. J. f. Moore, Bubble, 
Mr. J. Duane, and Blue Bell, Me. W_L. Jetfries, Psyche takes 
the pennaut in hee class for the year, haying won two vaces, 
and Miraye one, of the series. 

Good Run.—The little sehooner Loiterer, 30ft, long, of Boston, 
while cruising fo the eastward, made the run from Boothbay, 
outside of Pox [Islands and Isle Haute, to Mount Desert, three 
villes frum Bar Harbor, in twelyeé hours, a distance of ninety 
Hhuuticx! miles. This was at the rate of nearly eight knots.’ 

iiunn YAcur Crus.—The seventh regatta of the club was sailed 
Aus. zsth in 4 strong southwest wind, Course, same as for second 
uiass fi the Uniou Regatta, Sheerwater, Mr. W. M, Mervill, won 
in sucond Glass, beating Clara B., Me, W. B. Lambert; time, 1h, 
div. Ws. In third class, Mary, Mr. J, Clark, won iu 1b. 6m1. 3s, 
beating Tdlewild, Mer. W. N. Curtis, and Shiela, Mr, H. J, Conant, 

Cross Of wan CounTrss.—The schooner Countess of Dufferin, 
well known asa competitor against Madeleine for the America 
Cup, bas been doing some extensive cruising on the lakes of late, 
She areivyed at Quebee on the 23d ult., having visited the river 
ports as fur east u3 Mirogan und Gaspé. Onty tine weather wus 
met, the winds being right trom west. A good take of cod and 
seu trode is reported. The run trom ‘Tadouac to Quebee, 110 miles, 
avainst tuo tide and head wind, was made in 36 hours. She lett 
Quebec Auw. 25th Tor Montreal, thence through the canals to 
Wiogston aud Cobusurg. ‘ 

San PeaAsotsco.—Special Telegram to FOREST AND STREAM: In 
WMuteh rave, Au. Bith, Over San Francisco Yacht Club course, 
schooner Chispa, 55ft: Sin. water ine, Mr. I. Gutte, beat the sloop 
Aine, £lt. tin., Caph Jabes Lluwes, by 20m. 54s. 

ATALANTA —BSalled for New York trom Halifax, Aug. 27th. 
Tih Inrrerip.—The North British Daily Mail says: ** Yes- 

terilay forenooo (Sunday) there came to moorings in the bay, 
close wo the Mooldana, tue sechoouer sailing yacht Intrepid, of 
New York, one vf the finest specimens of such a vessel I have 
Ver seen on the west coust. She erdssed the Atlantic with her 
owner, Mr, Lioyd Phoenix, and a party of friends, on board, and, 
having tivst visited Ireland, is now making 2 cruise about these 
parts. An old Clyde yachtsman, with whom T hada look at and 
over her, could nut suiliciently admire her fine lines, eapecixily 
her beam amidships, where it was wanted Yor pen a Dow, aod f 
felt bound to agree with him in the remark, that‘ you could go 
pound the world in that eratt,” 

Anour CatvaAmMARANS.—Edilor Morest quid Stream —Intellizent 
Practical men were not surprised at the failure Of the steam 
patamaran to attain # high speed on her trial trip, because 
they had no faith in the propelling power used. Rebeving, as 
moat men do, that she has the best form for yery high speed, and 
thal she will go faster than any other vessel ever went, AS S000 aS 
& proper propelling power is used, I desire to wive my experience 
with a similar spherical form. Hour years ago I purchased a 
section of a condemned lower mast of a ship, and, after saying it 
in two, longitudinally, and pointing the ends, I formed of ita 
suiling: catamaran, Which I haye used for threa seasons. The spar 
hada diameter of two feet, The length of the craft is d4ft., and 
its draftis Win. To my surprise £ found it had a very itregular 
speed, Sometimes it would seem to leap, und papain, with a simi- 
ilar propellign: power, if would dray, In sinoath, quiet vater, it 
would move easily und rapitily; but the least disturbance, or 
roughness of the water, Would materially diminish ifs speed. | 
have passed, With a strong, fuir wind, through tide vips, where the 
water was very lumpy and broken, caused by a rocky bottom, 
wheu [ vould not get more than five knots outof her; With the 
saine ohance in quiet water,she would go nine. Although she 
has a large eenter-board, sometimes, in tacking, she would refuse 
to start uhead, making much lee-way; at others she would start 
witha rush. We can see the reason for thesa variations of speed, 
when we.consider that the great mass of ithe water in a vessel's 
path passes from before her in a current under her to the stern, 
and that this current must not be broken or interfered with in its 
passage, or it will certainly check the speed of the yessel. Much 
of the propelling power exerted passses or is transferred to the 
water which increases its pressure and creates this current. 
There is then, when a vesselis in motion, an increased pressure 
on the water under a vessel's bottom, Now, if q yessel has a form 
that will preserye this pressure at all times, the current will be 
unbroken, and the speed will besteady and regular; but if the 
form be spherical, or anything like it, it is impossible to preserve 
the pressure aud keep the current unbroken in a sta-way, GERACE 
ully if the ves:el is shallowand of considerable length. Lhave 
seen The water boiling up atthe sides of my eraft, before it had 
wot halt the lengwh of ber. 

It we observe a large perpendicular sided ship of 40lt. beam and 
2(ft. depth when m6ving in quiet water, say two knots, we’ will 
seé that there 1s no sternward movement of the water alongside 
of her, wad no increase to its volume. The large volume of water 
imperceptibly disappears from before her, passes under the bot- 
tom and rises at the stern as she progresses. his is the true, the 
natural movement of water, und when we form yessels right, in- 
stead of plowing large quantities to the side, all the water will 
pass under then. 
To understand how this moyement of the water is brought 

about is interesting, because 4 vessel can only press the water 
ahead of her in the direct line of the power applied ; except when 
we give her the form of a wedge, we drive it yt right angles to 
the}meof appited power. By crowding the water before her 
into a pile as she does she increases the pressure of the piled up 
witer iu borizontal lines all the way to the bottom, beyond that 
of the surrounding water, and as at the same instant she bas by 
Inoying reduced the pressure on # column of witer af the stern, 
the water overpressed presses toward that having reduced pres- 
sure, and the result is the entire volume of water wader the yes- 
Sel is set in motion, sternward, by the pressure that comes from 
the piled up water. If lL am right in this, it follows that the bot- 
tom on which thé water rests is Lhe point where we vet our power 
to moye water, and it follows that the form of the bottom of the 
vessel is Of ereat importance, thatit should be as néar & flat ab 
other features willadmit. The round or V-shaped bottom is seri- 
vusly objeviiouable heciuse they allow the pressure contained ip 
the water, which we haye added to it, to escape to the surface. 
There must be s constint leakage OF this pressure, which leakage 
would be greatly mereased as the propelling power was greater. 
New York, uy. 2d. Jas. EH. OODLE, 

We nave inclined to ascribe the titful sailing of the catamaran to 
hersmall displacement and momentum more than,lo tle reasons 

Mr. Cole offers. Owing to small momentum in comparison to 

vesistance and frictional surfaves, the bout yery easily loses her 
way and also as suddenly sturts olf upon the application of driy- 

ing power. Herslacknessin stays especially is to be attribuled 

to want of weight as jell as the spread of the hulls. 

But apart from this, the speed of sailiny catainarans affords no 
clue to the performance of the same sort of yessels under steam: 

The problems haye no analogy. ‘he sailing catiimaran derives 

speed froin the possession of excessively large stability and sails 

find excessively small hull and resistance. Tn steamers, however, 

it becomes a question of weights, and the cutumaran’s excessive 

stability counts for nothing in driving her. The two hulls and 

conneciions will weizh more by 30 to 60 per cent. than a single 

hull, This much is therefore lost to the welght of the driving 

power, and the catamarun's engines and boiler must, on a given 

displacement, be lighter than those of an @rdinary yessel. Be- 

sides this, the resistance to the tivo hulls, even when cigar-shaped, 
must be greater than that ofasingle hull. They olfer increased 

friction surface; their proximity to one another interferes with 
the * sfream-lines.” and both together will certainly create more 

waves thanone bull, Every time you build a fast steam catama 

ran, you could have builta faster single hull vessel for less money 

on the same Cisplacement. For that matter, if you‘ believe” in 

the cigar-shape, it can be adopted in one hull justas well as in 

two, We have been led to these remarks to counteraut the pre- 

vailing hallucination thut there isany similarity or anything in 

common between sailing and steam oatamurane. The latter bave 
a future, perhaps, where large deck room, great stiffgess and only 
moderate speed and economy are required, as for ferry boats, cal- 
tle transportatiun and excursion purposes, and then they must 

confine themselves to smooth water. As‘ high speeds,” set them 

down us un impossibility. 

Auswers to Correspondents. 

(2"No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

= Ss 

C, G. W., New London,—Send your address to this ollice. 

F, M., Mt. Vernon, N. ¥.—See our Game Buy and Gun colunins. 
X.S.H., Highland, Mich.—Take a gun in preference to a rifle 

for Kansas shooting. ' 
CocksEr, Brooklyn.—For the present law regarding the killing 

of robins, see our Game Bay and Gun columns. 

Trqurrer, Oakland, Cal.—Frobably both are. We know that 

the New York man is all straight, and presume the other is also. 

i. S., New York.—How many times around Tompkiao's Square 

makes a mile? Ans, Consulf the city surveyor or the Park Com— 

missioners. 
F, B., Brie, Pa,—After what date may squirrels and partridyes 

be lawfully shotin Pennsylyunia? Ans. Quail (partmdge) Qet. 

15th, equirrels Sept, Ist. 
Moussueap, Sayaunub, Ga.—The articles by Mr. Gea. A. Fay, 

“Moosehead Lake, Penobscot River and Beyond,” appeared in 

the Kop ann Gus, Aug. 26th, Sept. 2d and Sth, 1876. 
G. G.S., Tom's River, N.J.—The St. Louis Kennel Club's pre- 

mium list was published in last week's issue. Mr. Chas. H. Turner, 

St. Louls, Mo., is the Secretary of the organization. 

Cor.ey, Baltimore, Md.-—-Dr. b, Henry Twaddell, of Philadel- 

phia, will be superintendent of the Colley Tritls to be held under 
the auspices of the Pennsylvania State Agricultural Soviety. 

J, M. D., Brooklyn.—From your description we judge that your 

setter has themange., Try Glover's Imperial Mange Cure adyer- 

tised in another column; it is said to be an excellent preparatiun. 

Dan and B. A. P.—We should adyise you to buy a single 

breech-loader rather than a double-barrelled muzzle, although 

we are aware that this islargely 4 tatter of individual prefer- 

ence, 
¢. 0. W.. New London.—We do nob know of any particular 

breed of dogs that uniformly make good suuirrel dogs, A sauirre 

dog is creature of choice. Write to Mr. N. wimore, Granby, 
Conn,, and be will put youin the way to procure sich fu anioal 
as you want at a low figure, 

G, B. K., Summerfield, Til—The most exhaustive history of 
North American birds is Baird, Brewerand Ridgeway’s History if 
North American Birds, 3 yols., land birds; Boston, 1ST4. Price, 

$10 per yol., uncolored plates; $20 pér yol., colored. Any book- 
seller will procure it for you. 

. J. R.5., New York.—I havea puppy six weeks old, but his tall 
turns upatittle. Heisa tine pup in eyery other particular, yund 

was given tome byafriend asa pure bred setter, Would you 

distard him onaccount of the imperfection? AnssCertainly not. 

He may hirn out all ght, an] become a first-class field dog. 
W. U.0., Lawrenve,—Your dog has what is sometimes called 

the red mange.’ Give sulphur internally, a teaspoontul each 

day for a week and every other day a dessertspoonful of sulphate 
of ulaguesia ina little water, Continue the use of the ointment. 
Feed no meat at all fora month, These cases require time to 

eure. : 

0.38. K., lowa.—My setter dog hag been lame in his left fore leg 
for about two weeks. I examined him to-day and tind thut his 

shoulder has fallen away to nothing but skin and bone, otherwise 

heis very fat and in good health. Ans. Probably caused by a 

dislocation of the shoulder joint, Consult usurgeon and write 
fully. 

G. W. G.; Fair Haven.—Can you inform me as to the where- 
abouts of the wild pigeons? Haye heard that there were large 

humbers of themin Maine, We Enow that large quantities of 

the birds ure wanted in Maine, but their whereabouts nuw woe 
cannot give. Perhaps some of our readers muy supply the inlor- 

mation, 

H. A. 5.—Will you be kind enough to give mea recipe for mix- 
ing shellac, ov some other waterproof mixture for the thread 
windings of fishing-red tips? Ans. Get some best shellac, put it 
ina bottle and put on aleohol and let it stand three or four days. 

Lf there is then some of the gum left undissolved, it is strony 

enough. 

W. M. L., Carzon, Nevada.—Heroe are two sores. 1 wish you to 

tell ine which is the best uccording to Creedinoor rules, and why 

it isthe best: Dissuore, 44444435 44-40. Bascore,dtida 
4443540. Ans. The score of B isthe best, as if ends with a 
tive, while the other ends with a four, The inverse order of shots 
settling the difference. 

8. H. H., Bridgeport, Conn,—l. Thave a pet cat affifeted with 
lleas, Haye washed her once with "Heal soap’ so-called, but 

withoutappreciable eifect, What shall I do? % Will a ribbon 

saturated with vil of pennyroyal and tied around her neck insuve 

their departure? Ans, 1. Use some of the usuul remedies for 

fleas advertised in this paper, such as Persian iInsevt powder, 2. 

Try it, and write the result. 

M. W., Warren, Pa.—My setter dog was bitten on the cheek by 

arattlesnake. Tpit half a pinot of whiskey in him, but in spite of 

the yuunted eficucy of this antidote, the dog died in three hours, 
Can you givea good remedy tor such casts? Ans. We treated 

this subject in an article on * Working Dogs in the Mountin 

Swales ior Summer Woodcock Shooting,” iu issue of Ponsst ANDY 

S@RHAM, July Ist. We can do no better than refer you to it for 

the information you seek, ‘ 
M. C.38., Philadelphia.—I write to inform you thatthe mixtureof 

one drachbm spirit camphor; half drachi ol. terebinth, and ten 

minims of acid carbulic, did not kill the fleuson my setter dog. It 
seemed bo stupely them, but they recovered and werd as Lyely as 
ever in aecouple of hours. Anos. Should apply a tiblespoontul, 

in half pint of chilled water, to be rubbed into the skin with # 
piece of Hannel for three or four days, washing thoroughly with 

soft soap and warm wateran hour after each applicat ion. 

CRICKETER, Boston, Mass—How isit when none day’s matel 

is played and deelded by the first Innings? Does whatever pait 

of the gaine Unat is played after that go On the average OF the 

bowler or batter, as in the match Staten Island vs, Longwood ? 

Ang, Hvery ball bowled sod ecvery run scored during the day's 
play is taken into account. Hor instance, it wus possible that the 

Island club could have been disposed of for no riins In their sec- 
ond innings, und then there would Hive been time for the Long= 

woods to commence Lheir second innings, and they might byye 

shnred Lhe same fate before time was called. It is the Uncertainly 

of cricket that helps to make if so attractive, 

R.1. G., Montreal.—About five weeks ago x cocker spaniel bitch 

“of mine, azed seven months, was rull over by & wigon, two 

wheels running over her belly, She suffered intense agony tor 
two or three minutes, when she quieted down, I carried her home, 

not haying far to go, and gaye her a hot water bath uod kept her 
locked up fora short time, Sheseems to be just as lively as ever, 

but! would like you to inform methrauzh yourculumns if you 

thinic itis likely to lcill her if she ever bus puppies. Iam toll it 
is very probalic. Ang. If she gets with pups Lhere 1s no reason 

why she should not besafely delivered at the proper time. 

A. G.G., London, Canada—Will you please prescribe for my 

setter pup about six months old. One of his hind leys ts yery 

lame, caused by getting it, when lying down, uoder an iron rail, 
and getting up suddenly, bending itsome way. The ley is ho 
swelled jn the least, and he does not appenr to suffer much pain. 

He has been lauie for about two weeks now. When standing he 

can put his foot on the round, buk cannot walk, Ans. Better 
have him care(Ully examined byasurgeon. He may hive ce- 

ceived a local injury which will require surgical akill to relieve. 

[f ibis simply asprait, then rest and fyicticn, with some simple 
stimulating ointment, will relieve him. é 
Beprorp, Westuhester County, N. Y.—My Newfoundland doy, 

eleven months old, hasaspot on the outside of bisear, which T 

think isaringzworm. Will you be so kind ag to tell me bow to 

treat it? Itis about the size ofa half dollar, The hair has par 

tially come of, The edge of the circle hits tsort ot yellowish 

scab, and insido that the skin looksa litle iiflamed and ts covered 
with white flukes. He does not like tohuwyeiftoushed. I gave 

bim a heaping teaspoonful of sulphur to-day. Ans, Ltingworn 

is exceedingly contagious, communitable from man to the lower 
animals und vice versa, Wash the part with soft-soap und water, 
and touch the part afflicted with a liltle strong acetic acid and 

then apply a little o}) ar lard, 

D.E. M., Luzerne, Warren Gounty, N. ¥.—This moraing, while 
looking over a batel of crawish, I Game across one which bad 20 

or 30 black balls about the size of No. 0 shot fastened to its abdo- 
men, Are they its exes, and ifso, do they, in this stage, receive 
nourishinent from the parent? Howare they hatched nalurally ? 

Can T batch them, and if so, the best way? Also the best foud for 

both young and old, ifs generic and specitic name, and any other 

information which you can send about these miniature lobstera 
during the breeding time. Ans. They were probably its cegs,— 
which do not receive nourishment, but are curried there until 
they hatch. The best way is simply to protect tha mother, and 
she will care for the ezzsand young, Tho name ofthe crawtsh 
of your locality is Astacus Darlunt. Sea ovr article on How 
Study Nature,” in our last issue, nud wot the book on the cvayfish: 
vefsrred to, 
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7. 0., Bast Poultney, Vt.—1 am a young man, twenty-four years | 
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the dog aconite and arsenic, homoepathically. Ans. Give two or 

ofage, and am naturally fond of sport, and what I would like to , three drops of Fowler's solution of arsenic three times a day. 

know now is, coulda fellow make a living hunting game, say 

during September and October. If Leould I would get a pointer 

orsetter and hunt where game is plenty, especially of the feath- 

ercdtribe. Ans. If you are casting about for a permanent em-— 

ploynient we should by all means adyise you to learn a trade or 

to engagein some of the ordinary pursuits of industry. You 

cannot make a decent living by hunting; there are too many men 
trying todo thatnow. Stick to your work if you have any; if 

you have not find something besides bird shooting. You are 

young yet, but even at theage of twenty-four you can ill afford 

to go off on any wild goose chases. 2 
AMATEUR Vir.—I havea pointer puppy suffering from a humor, 

Which lam contidentis neither mange, surfitor smallpox, The 

eruption in its tirst stage consists of small red pustules about half 

an inch apart; these rapidly grow into ordinary looking pimples 

or boils, and expand into what looks like water blisters the size 

of an old-fashioned three cent piece, and full of thick yellow mat- 

ter. These pustules break, ascab forms, which comes off whole, 

taking the hair with it, leaving noscar or (as in smallpox) brown 

spot, The eruption is principally confined tothe body and does 
notseem to cause any itching. he dog has a peculiar sickening 

odor, is feverish, very much depressed, bowels good and appetite 

fair. Any information will be gratefully received. Am giving 

Discontinue the aconite. 
times a day, and apply. either sulphur 

lowing mixture externally: Powdered bicarbonate of potush, 

one ounce; powdered white yitriol, due quarter ounce; sub sul- 

phur, two ounces; lard, éight ounces, Mix and rub well into skin. 

C.D. A., New York.—Your answer to C.J. C. prompts me to 

ask another question of a similar nature. Under the head “Tish 
in Season,” I formerly read *Land-locked Salmon, Salmo gloveri.” 

Give two grains of quinine three 

Now itis changed to Salmo salar, with nothing to distinguish it 

ointment or the fol- 

fromthe true salmon. Has it only been ascertained, after all 

these years, that the two fish are identical, and is there really no 

such thing as land-Jocked salmon in # sense entitling it to uname 

ofits own? Ans, Girard described the land-locked salmon as Salmo 

gloveri, supposing it to be a distinct species; and also thought he 

found differences enough in some specimens from Sebago Lake 

to found another species upon, which he called 8. seliago. Later 

naturalists consider them as only varieties of S. salar, and not 

different species. They differ only in color, and are simply the 

common salmon with its habits changed. If you have read the 

paper attentively you will see there have been changes in the 

fishery department, of which this is only one. The angler can 
see differences in color between the land-locked and common sal- 

mon, butzoljlogists requires different structure to found a species: 
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KEEP’ Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
as ER oe PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

nished, 
KEEP’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP'S UN DEKWEAR, the best. 
KEEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEBP'S JEW ELEY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP’S NECKWEAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, 6 for $10, 
EEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 

KEEP'S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEBVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP'S SHIRTS. 

KEEP'’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEBP’S risk. 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS] THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for gouds not satisfactory 

Samples and Circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. ¥Y. 

ass Pine 
BOSeF ARCHERY 
«© LAWN TENNIS. 
Horsman’s Archery 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 
Han. Manrice Thompson, Fathet of Archery in this country ; 
WLI, Thompson, Ky, Champlor Archer of the Uniterl States. 
Tio y 0. Carver, Eay., Pres't of the National Archery Avsociation, 
i. & Broicnell, Ex, President of the Eastern Archery Aasvciation; 

mint otherleading Archers. 
Special attention ts called to HoRsMAnN’s SPANISH Yew-BackeD 

Bows aid footed peacock feathered Arrows. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalog o of Acchery & Lawn Tennis, 

E. 1. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 
ES Sole Agent for Brownell’s Archery, Score 

Rink and Senre Cards 

ARCHERS = DRAW AND LOOSE 
LIVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION.— 

A HANDLE makes the DRAW much 
HASTER; Fingers never 1ouch the string. A 
HATR TRIGGER to loose instantly and smooth- 
ly. The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and the 
EASE OF. DRAW gives ACCURACY TO THE 
AIM, PRICE $1. Liberal Discount to Clubs 
ot Six or More. Send for circular. Address 
§. E. FRENCH, Metropolitan Hotel, N.Y. City. 

Experienced Sportsmen 
Buy their Shooting Suits of GC. 

W. Simmons& Son, (Oak Hall, 

Boston), who are the makers of 

the Prize medal “‘Boston Shooting 

Suit," which is the very best 

that is made; never tears, or 

rips--has its seams sewed with 

silk and linen--and its buttons so 

securely fastened they never 

come off. If any one wants the 

proper outfit let him send to 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 

OAK HALL, 
32 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

7 AKE RONKONKOMA, — One mile 
jrom Gakeland, L. I. The central resort 

Fi hooting and fishing. The 
botel will remain open during the fall, Terms 
$1.50 per day, MES, L, FINCH, 
BED Roti Proprietor, 

Spanish Silk Worm Gut. 
= 

HE GREAT REDUCTION in the quality of this article, and the increasing admixture of rough strands, has forced us to go: 
into the manufacture of it for our Own account. , Our Mr.. Imbrie has just returned from Murcia, Spain, where all the high 

quality gut is made. While there he organized the most extensive and perfect factory for making this article in the world. The 
grades named below will run at least 25 per cent betier than those of any other manufacturers. 

Per Thousand. 

Corta...... ee ehh ar 2 a ene HAE 

Regular Ordinary....... bap aed 1 75 

Padron * FP ea ae 2 50 

Regular Superior........ Soren 00) 

Padroni 2d. eens? ess alo 

Per Thousand. 
Padron 1st Superior ........... 750 

Marafian Sd Ab ss syes. 19,00 
Marcia TSt atm toa ae ater at 20. 00 

Imperial iyi Se ORE owe . 40 00 

| 
| 

| 
| 

Per Thousand. 

Regular Superior, 16 inches.... 12 00 

Padron 2d ** 15 inches.... 13 00 

Padron Ist * 15 inches.... 15 00 

Marafia 1st ** 15 inches.... 50 00 

Discount to’ Manufacturers. 

ABBEY @IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

RU ocllanenits. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISRING HOD 
86 Beach Street, Boston, Mass, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 
FINE S8PLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 
- FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 

brice-list. tf. 

C.F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 
NEW YORK, 

Bogardus’ Book, 

FIELD, COVER and TRAP SHOOTING. 
PRICE #2. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

The Rewnel 

ED IRISH SETTER PUPS FOR SALE. 
—Several handsome, pure red Irish Setter 

puppies. whelped July 21th, 180; sire, champion 
Rory O’More; dam, my red Irish bitch, Nora 
(champion Berkley ex Tilley), winner first prize 
ut New York, 1880. Price: Bitches, $30; dogs, 
$35. Address C. H. DAYTON, Peekskill, N f Me 

Sept.1,Lt 

YHAMPLON GLEN GORDON PUPS.— 

TERCE, 
Sepe.2,1t 

OGS RID OF FLEAS AT ONCE BY 
using ‘A No. 1” Flea Powder. Sent in 

patent box on receipt of 25 cents by 
ADAMS & CHASE. 

Aug.19,1mo. Sherborn, Mus. 

ANTED—AN ENGLISH SETTER 
dog, not over three years old; must be an 

extra good worker on woodcock; must have a 
fine nose, very stanch on point and a nice tender 
retriever; must be seen on game, Address, giy- 
ing description and lowest cash price, P. O. BUX 
204, Monticello, N. ¥. Sepu.2,1t 

YER, 
318 Highth street, Jersey City, N. J. 

Ko EXCHANGE.—Au 8-gauge. 3tinch bar- 
) rel, 12/-pounds W. & C. Scott & Son breech- 

loader, with leather case, loading implements, 
74 brass shells, 7 duck decoys. Will exchange 
for a7 or 7}-pound gun, reliable maker. Address 
L. .©., Lock Box 516, Poughkeepsie post office, 
N, ¥ Septet 

Ghee Rennel. 

SECOND ANNUAL 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS, 
GIVEN BY THE 

ST, LOUIS KENNEL CLUB, 
Will be held during the great St. Louis 

Fair, on the Fair Grounds, October 5th, 

6th, 7th and 8th, 

Prize Lists and forms of Entry can be 

had of CHARLHS LINCOLN, Supt. 

Office 604 North Fourth St,, St. Louis, Mo. 

Entries close September 20th. 
Sept72.st 

FOR SALE, 
Two fog and one bitch pointer puppies, by Mr. 
Ednund Orgill’s Champion Rush, out of my 
Champion Dutchess, whelped July 3d, lemon and 
white, all very strong and handsome, Price $50 
—dog or biteh, 

= ALSO—— 

POINTER BITCH—* CHARM,” 
Same sire and dant, one year old, very handsamea 
and perfect in every way; will bea capital work- 
ér. I reseryed hér for my Own use, but tind 
[ have more dogs than [ can bandle, and will purt 
with her. Price $75. GEO. VAN V i WAGENEN, 
212 West street, New York City. Julyl5,tf. 

/OK SALE—Cocker spaniel bitch, Daisy Ir. 
She is dark liver and white, three years old 

and now in whelp to champion imported Charlie, 
Charlie has won nine tirst prizes in Eogland and 
Ame rica, and is considered by good judges to be 
as finea cocker dog as there is living. LOCK 
BOX 237, Suspension Bridge, N. Y. Sept.2,1t 

BURE BRED BULL TERRIER PUPS, 
_ Orders received for pups from imported 

white bitch Vopsy and John Wells’ Victor, cham- 
pion dog of America. Topsy will whelp on Sept. 
ed. Address BEACON KENNEL, 25 Myrtle 
street, Boston. Sept.2,1t 

IELD TRAINING—TI will take one pair of 
well bred setters to break over game this Fall. 

One pointerand two setters for sale, $75 each. 
For particulars apply to CHAS. F. KENT, Moun- 
tain Kennel, Monticello, Sullivan County, N. Y. 

Bept.2,1t 

POR SALE—A thoroughly broken, staneb 
poiater dog. Good rétmever from land or 

Water and first-class in every respect. JOSEPH 
WILLIAMS, Box 2.28), Moodus. Conn. Sept.2./t 

MPORTED IRISH SETTERS AT A 
sacrifice. ** Red Grouse,” and “Quail 117," 

lirst, N.Y., 1878, second, 1879, Address EDWARD 
LOHMAN, 171 Eust Eighty-seventh st 

Aug.26,2t. 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGS.— A young 
setter dog, nine months old, in robust 

health; sired by E. 5, Knowles’ dog, of Worces- 
ter, Muss,; dam purchased of W. H. Pierae, of 
Peekskill, N.Y. Will sell low or exchange for 
an‘ Osgood Canyas Cunoe" in first-class cond 
tion, or auy first-class rifle. W.H. WHEELER, 
Agent Wheeler Cotton Mills, Millbury, ieee 

Septa,le 

NEBRASKA 

Field Trials 
The First Annual Meeting 

WILL BE HELD UNDER TILE AUSPICES 
OF THE 

NEBRASICA SVATE “ 

Sportsmen's Association, 
AT 

MILFORD, NEB., 
SEPT. 30th AND OCT, ist AND 2d, 1880, 

Open to the World. 
NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNELCLUB 

RULES TO GOVERN, 

Send stamp for prozramme. 

J. H. HARLEY, Secretary, 
Aug.194t LINCOLN, NEB. 

for Sale. 

np E finest cage of its size ever manu- 
,, tactured is for sale at $400. Cost to make, 
$1,500. Size, 5x8 feet base, and 8 feet high. his 
was inade for the Centennial Exposition,and is 
first class in every respect. W. J. KNOWLTON,, 
Natural tlistory Store, 168 Tremont street, Bus- 
ton, Mass. Aug.19.3t. 

FOR SALE, 
An Barthly Paradise. 
PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS, 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Ma. mayls,iar 

\ ID RANGE RIFLE FOR SALE—A 
uA new mid range Remington ritle for sale; 
never having been shot; 40 cul., 30in. barrel, 
Creedmoor stock, pistol grip, vernier rear, winil 
gauge front sight, with spirit level, rabber butt 
and tipand chucked fore end. Warranted new 
and perfect every way oer no sule. Prica $i5 
(the regular retail price is $46). Address A. FP. M. 
Bromiield House, Boston, Mass, Sept.2,1t. . 
sa 

eit SA See Maynard Rifle, two bar- 
rels and outtt, cheap, can be seen. HLS. 

HARRIS & CO,, 177 Broxaway, N.Y. Sept.2it. 

SEED for sale. $3 per 
WILD RIC bushel. Supply liwited. 

- VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis, 

CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN. 
FERRETS FOR SALE. 

$7 PER PAIR, 
$i FOK SINGLE FEMALHE, 
$23 FOR SINGLE MALE 

CHAKLES H. VAY VECHTEN, 
Victor, Ontario County, N. ¥. 

IGHT-BORE GRANT GUN, No. 3,473.--Thig 
C.F. gun bas recently been missed by the 

owner, who would be glad to pay $5 for its re- 
turn to him. Send C, 0. D, io DAVID KING, 
Jr, Newport, Rf, Seply,1t 
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J. PALMER ONEITE @ Go" 
68 FIKTH AVY ENUE. 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

W.W.GREENER’S BREECH-LOADERS. 
NOW IN STOCK, a full line of i i } OK, , ver ade, from his N ms you wantand GET OUR QUOTATIONS.” Remember We W. ay ome EXTRA BARGAINS in FINE SECOND HAND GUNSn 

a — 
75 

icc: 
ee 

ws 

} $85 Gun up to his Finest Hammerless Guns, It will pay you to send us a memorandum of sucha gun 
il send you 4 gun subject to inspection and trial on receipt of remittance sufficient to pay express charges to your place andr eturn 

hammers. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. ow in stock—three Scott Premier quality, two Westley Richards,two Williams & Powell, two W. W. - Greener, ons Dourall—all Top-. 

Ghe A euNel. ; 

TO BREEDERS 
|\—AND— 

SPORTSMEN. 
The following yery yaluable high bred setters 

and pointers (neatly all imported from the most 
renowned kennels in Hnglatid, regardless of 
cost), allof which huye the finest pedigrees, on 
the show benth and in the field, 

Sold for no fault; they are healthy and strong, 
and very handsome, and warranted as described, 
and are sold simply to reduce my kennel, being 
overstocked, Four ofthe dogs offered for sale 
were exhibited by me at the Westminster Kennel 
Club dog show, svhere I took the silver tankard, 
Value $300, for the best kennel of dogs (quality 
and yariety) owned by one individual or ¢lub in 
America. 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 
Sepoy, by Gladstone out of Mersey, orange and 

white, whelped March, 1879; very promising; 
mow tn Mr. Wannamaker’s bands, breaking. 
Duke of Beaufort, pure Layerack, whelped 

February, 1869; color black, white and tan; by 
Pride of the Border, ontof Fairy Il; very hand- 
fomeé, magniticent coat and Feather; took sec- 
ond prize W. K, C. show, 1880, in the imported 
Eogilish setter dogs, First time he was ever 
shown. 

Imp. Norma (E. K, C. 8. B. 5076), by Dan (1838) 
—Nellie (1552); cclor black, white and tan; 
whelped 1875, Perfectly broken in the old coun- 
try; Dever been shot over in this country ; only 
been impurted four months. 

POINTERS. 
Lloyd Price's Bang, 739. 

Imported Bung ........ 
Luna, 5,016. 

whelped May, 1879; color, dark liver and white ; 
very handsome; not broken; invaluable asa 
stud dog, bas the finest. blood in England, both 
on his sire and dam's side. 
Beulah, pointer biteh ; color, lemon and white; 

wWhelped April, 1876; own sister, same litter, Or- 
gill’s chainpiun Kose, by Flake (1214) out of Lily; 
very handsome and grand Held bitch. 
Imp. Bello 11, pointer bitch ; color, liver (dark) 

and White; whelped Mebruary, 1876; own sister 
to Bow Bells, hy Bang (739)—Leache's Belle ; was 
sold as a periectly broken bitch, but have never 
tried her, as she wasin whelp when I bought her 
in Mave, 1480; she is yery handsome and an ex- 
celient mother. 
imp. Vountess Luna, pointer bitch ; color, very 

dark liver and white; whelped about June, 1873; 
by Bang (739)—champion Luna (1,201) ; the finest 
bred bitch in Englaud; was warded by Garnet in 
Hagiand, aud her pups, which are now weaned, 
are, wilhout exception, the handsomest I have 
eyer seen, all sold, and |had she had double the 
nufher, | could have sold them; unbroken. 

IRISH SETTER. 
Betty ; color, dark red ; whelped January, 1879: 

by, Studdard’s Bob, out of Kitty (1,782); has a 
splendid litter of pups, by champion Berkley, 
ready to wean; sold without her pups or with 
them; o@ver been broken in the field, but yery 
tractable. 

GORDON SETTER, 
Imp. Nell, whelped 1876; color, rich black and 

tan; winner first prize, Birminghum, 1817; very 
handsome; by Bruve (1,576), out of Smith's Dai- 
Bey; nob broken. 

COCKER SPANIEL. 
_ Daisey, whelped Junuary, 1877; color, rich dark 
liver and white; by Somerville’s Dash—Finsley’s 
Daisey ; Warded by champion Charlie. 
Hor turther particulars as to pedigree and 

price, uddress CAPTAIN BLAKE, 

Kennel Manager Mooretield Kennel, 
General Wayne FP, O., Montgomery Oounty, Pa. 
Cee 

/ >E Pra x 5 
MOOREFIELD KENNEL. 
Valuable Hueiish Gordon setter and pointer 

pups. Thetirst of ther imported stuck offered 
forsule. 
Penu—Liyy English setter pups, black, white 

and tan; yery handsome; six bitubes and one 
doz; Whelped May Zed, 1880, 
iuiported Khoderick (own brother to Count 

Winde'in), Imported Norma English setter pups, 
ty dogs and one bitch; black, white and tan 3; 
just hua distemper; whelped April 18th, 1880. 

Bob (champion imported), linported champion 
Mona, Gordon setter; six dogs and three bitches; 
very bandsome; rich bla¢k and tan, no white; 
whelped June 23d, 
Doutld (imported) ; imported Belle (own sister 

to Bow Bells); pointers; three dogs and two 
bitches ; all liver and white; very evenly marked; 
whelped lth of March. For further particulars 
and price apply to Captain Blake, Kennel Mana- 
gers Generul Wayne P. O., Monipomery County, 1 

no, 

The Heniiel, 

imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water. 
' N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

OR SALB—Three handsome red Irish setter 
ups, eight weeks old, large, strong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by champion York x 
Belle; and one braee of handsome Llewellyn 
pups out of Helle, she by Pride of the Border x 
Kirby and Warwick, both parents being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners. Prices reason- 
able. For particulars and full pedigrees, in- 
quire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 532 East 
Orangestreet, Lancaster, Pa, Junel?,tt 

| ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O’ More in the stud. The handsomest, 

4S well as one of the best field and best bredred 
Irish dogs in the United States, Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at. Hudson 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y, Juneza, tt 

LACHINE KENN:<LS. 
RAVE moved my kennel! of cockers to 
the vicinity of New York. Willhayeno pups 

before October. Cora, Flirt, Madcap, all to be 
bred to Bijou, this week, June 2ist. 
GEO. D. MACDOUGALL, P. 0. Drawer 4342, 
Junezt-tf. New York. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL SUREET, NEW YORK. 

OP ee AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
J Fowls, etc., to any destination. Kennel 
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should haye their stuck con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete. 
LL 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. A. 
WINTER, Csiro, Thomas County. eis 3 i 

jot 2, 

ANTED-—One or two dogs to train 
tor Field Trials. M. VON CULIN, Del- 

inware City,Del. June24tt, 

K 9 KENNELS, 
[Rates shee breeding, boarding. Large 

stream on the place, and daily access. Best 
feed and care. Terms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, i0c.; K 9 Worm Pow- 

flers, 50c.; K 9 Flea Powders, i0c,; K 9 Soap, 25c. 
Kennels one milé from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
P. O.'Box 218, Dover. Del. 

SETTERS FOR SALE. 
Out of my bitch Maud (Fancy-France), an or- 

ange and white ticked dog, by a very line native 
dog, He is thoroughly broken and is stanch, 
gtrong, handsome and has a fine nose; price $75, 
Also a very handsome orange and white bitch, 
out of my Maud by Ranger IT; well yard broken 
and hus seen bird=; isa splendid retriever. She 
willmakean elegant dog, Price $50. Also two 
dog pups out of Mand by Cowell's dog, he from 
Hyer’s Belle and One-eyed Sancho. These pups 
are very bright, quick and intelligent. Price $15 
each. The parents of these dogs are all well 
known as tine bred and fine working dogs, most 
of them being champions, Great care has been 
taken in breeding all of my dogs, and they are 
yery easily broken. Address G. E. OSBORN, 
New Haven, Conn, Aug.li. 

OR SALE—Two very fine fox terriers out of 
Nettie und Vandal; ten months old and very 

handsome. Price $15 each. Address H, J, NEW- 
TON, 46 Revere street, Boston, Mass. Sept21t 

duced by them. 

druggists. 

Ghe Renvel. 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE|MEDAL. 

Ses 
C. CATHE MUN bu, 

FOR WASHING ALL KINDS OF D0Gi, 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and bair 

from Scurf and Smells, making the Coat fine) 
and glossy, Without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the amma! and sately and effec- 
tively vuure the Mange. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DREUGGISTS. 

Wholesale Agents 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK. 

Sample Cake sent on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-138t. 

FLHAS! 
SE DR. AL, WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 
asafe and efficacious remedy and preven- 

tive for flegs and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
lt cleanses the hair of all im- 

purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fleas to live where it 
is used. Price, 25 cents per cake, Forsale by all 

Wholesale depot. 14t Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sile the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany address upon 
receipt of one dollar. The fact that Dr. Watts 
has for four consecutive years neld by ae 
ment the posilion of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs, is 
sufficient guarantee of reliability. All commu- 
nications and orders will Bece bre EOP y atten- 
tion. DR. AL. WATTS, Address 

f 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 
a eS 

RARE CHANCH,—For sale, English 
setters: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France, 
but superior every way, $50; Moll, & very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $73; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa L., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, yery fine, fuli of hunt, 
$2U each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $14 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa 1 . by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want tine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. Juneratf. 

OR SALE—OCHBAP, Red Ivish setter 
pups, out of my bitch Dell, she by chatnpion 

Rufus, out of J, W. Sekerton's Bell by K, M. 
Colgate’s Pat, he by champion Elcho, out of R. 
T. Havet’s Nell. Hitches, $10; dogs, $15, GEO. 
PURDUE, Arlington aveoue, Kast Urange, N. J. 
Box 144, Aug2,3t 

Foe SALE—A number of well broken 
pointers and setters. H. B. RICHMOND, 

Lakeville, Mass. Aug.18,6t. 

EDIGREES.—For samples and prices 
send two three cent stamps to M. Vou 

CULIN. (See aboye,) Junez+ 

OR SALE—A red setter dog puppy, ten 
months old, by Rake, out of Belle It, 

Rake by Dr. Gautier’s Dan and Layerack’s Ruby. 
Belle IL. by Dr, Strachan’s Dan LL, out of same 
owner's Belle, The puppy shows signs of being 
in extra fine field dog, is very handsome, and in 
good condition, Ai Bs X.Y. Z,, this olfice, 
june, ti 

Ghe Hennel, 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCEKERS of the tinest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and sale deliyery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
wilt eet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials ete. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists ut 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale oS L. Ritzman, 943, 
Broadway, N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, -14 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 800 N. Third 
Street Phila.; partie dh 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans ; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind: Trimble & HMeibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent Real on receipt of 

25¢., to L, A. MICKE, Easton, Pa. 

NEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 
N THE STUD,—Rough-coated St, Ber- 
nard, “Marco; Newfoundland, “‘Keeper;” 

pointer, 'Croxteth;" Biue Belton, “Decimal 
wash ;' Trish sétier, “Rover 11;"" and in season 
puppies for sale out of et. Bernard ** Braunfels,” 
champion pointer “ Queen,” champion Gordon 
“ Beauty,” Blue Belton “Silk,” Irish setters 
“Moya” and Biddy,’ couker “Flirt,” colleys 
‘Mab’ and “ Lassie."’ Besides puppies, I have 
foy sale yard and field broken dogs. Write for 
tuli pedizres and catalogues to 

A, BE. GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N. ¥. 

IN THE STUD. 

The imported pure Layerack setter, 
4 5 
ALDERSHOT.” 

Color, lemon Belton; whelped September 11th 
1s78. Thoroughly broken. 

For particulars, address 

ERDMAN A. HERZBERG, 
1464 Pacitic street, 

Brooklyn, UL. 1. 

Post office address, BOX 910, New York City. 

ea KENNELS.—For pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all sges—also in the stud, pure 

couler Skip LL, liver and white, tiat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guar— 
anteed, Address ROBEKT WALKER, Keeper 
Oulevuut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y, 

Dr. Gordon Stables, BR. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 
iT 
PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 

begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any dee 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 
N. B.—A baddog never left the Doctor's Ken+ 

nels, dec? tf. 

Swedish Insect Powder. 
To Roaches, Bed- 

SURE DEAT H Bugs, Pleas, In- 
sects or Vermin, 
Contains ho poison 

that is hurtful{f to the human family or Domes- 
ilcanimals. Put upin packages with our patent 
partes screw top, requires no powder pun. 
ARRANTED to THOROUGHLY and perfectly 

eradicate all the yermine pests, 6) cents a pack- 
age, post-paid. Address J. H. JOHNSTON, 
Great Western Gun Works, 169 Smithfield gt,, 
eee Pa. 
aes ae end stamp for our new Illustrated Cata- 

for 1881. 
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_ WILKINSON 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
Special Designs Sent Free 

UPON APPLICATION, 
Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 

& LENNON, 
mI 
=i 
—— 

vy 

Ghe Fennel. 

OR SALE.—A number of Boro ue b bred pup- 
pies, out of the tollowing célebrated dogs: 

PU pDIee three months old, out of Blue Belton 
Belle, she by champion Pride of the Border, and 
Kirby sire of pups. Warwick—he is by champion 
Leicester and champion Petrel—thrce beautifu! 
lemon and white pups out of Perl V. ex Brus- 
sle. Perl is by champion France ex Zita, ari 
Brussie is by champion Leicester ex Dart; ten 
weeks old. One brace, dog and bitch, of red 
Trish setters, large strong pups, four months , Id, 
out of Nora, she by champion York ex ‘Lhomp- 
son's Belle. One brace of handsome white pups, 
b tches, ten weeks old, out of Loll and Ret!n 
Hood, who is by champion Carlowitz ex Trive. 
Am taking orders for pointer pups, whelped on 
the 13th August, out of Clyde ex Rock, to be de- 
livered at eight weeks of age. One beutiful 
black and white pointer-bitch pup, four months 
old. Prices are as following: All pups over eight 
weeks old, $20 cach; and at eight weeks and 
under, $15 each, hese pups combine the finest 
blood in the country. If the distance is not too 
far, will send xny pup C. 0. D., so the buyer can 
sce what he is getting before paying for it. 
Guurantee them to be allin good condition and 
health. Address C. Z. MILEY, Lancaster, Pa. 

Aug.19,tf 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE,—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

forsale several magnificent imparted Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Wuropean strains. Tu be sold for no 
fault. For prices, pedigrees, étc., address, 

‘Lu ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Laneaster, Mass., U.S.A. 

RAIN YOUR OWN DOGS, in the most artis- 
tic manner, For intormation send two three 

gent stanips to M. VON CULIN, Delaware City, 
Del. July&te 

Sent 18-7 

LEN —B. and T.; by Colburo’s Dash ex Mul- 
lin's Belle, Mnéeaboye dog, winner of first 

in brace stakes of the Bustern Field Trials; will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood, Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
wroom. Address 

H. F. ATEN, M_-D., 

84 Hanson place, 
Brooklyn,N., Y. 

WAIN G51. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVBRS IMPERIAL MANGE CURD is war- 

ranted to cure ull kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually all thatis necessary. ForSCRATCHES 
én HORSES it has no eqnal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J. 
Agents; Conroy, Bissett & Malieson, 65 Fulton 

t., N. ¥.; Jonn PF. Lovell & Sons, Dock Sauare, 
‘Boston; Jos. ©. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila,; F. P, "Taylor, 72 Hast Madison st., Chicago; 
“rookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 

Cori. Price. il oants. 

MOUNTAIN KENNEL. 
MONTICELLO, N. Y. 

OINTERS AND SETTERS boarded 
aud broken at all times of the yearby a 

syeteran sportsman and field trainer. A few weil 
broken pointers and setters for sale; price and 
pedigree furnished on application. CHAS. F. 
KENT. Proprietor. Avge26,tE 

IELD TRIAL BREAKER AND KEN- 
nel manaver, An Englishman cf great ex- 

perience requires situation as uboye; thoroughly 
understands breaking and running pointers and 
setters at trials; bighest references. Apply to 
BEY AN, Ford's Depot, A, M. & O. R. R., Va. 

Aug?26.20 

HCE SALE—Four first-class red Ivish 
setter pups, five weeks old. CHAS. A. 

BRIGGS, Waterbury. Conn. Aug.26,2t. 

| OR SALE—A broken black and tan 
Gordon setter bitch, 18 months old. <Ad- 

dress GORDON, care of this office. Aug. 26-at 

$15 
and two of Plunket, 

_ Wethersfield, Conn. 

fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Fiea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 
THIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

fleas on dogs or any other animils, or money 
returned. Itisputup in pateds boxes with slid- 

ing pepper box top, whic 

Bi 

will buy a pure Irish setter dog, 44 
months old, huving one cross of Kichd 

Address, H. J. ROBBINS, 
Aug .J9, th, 

‘use, Simple and efficacious. . 
Frice 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

BREGA NUT FOR: WORMS IN DOGS 
, 
. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 
Jut up in fiexes containing ten powders, with 
‘full directions tor use. 

Price 60 cents per Box by mail, 

Both the aboye are recommended by Rop AND 
Guy aud Forest AND STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65-Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY CG. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlangt Street. in. ¥_ aul 

greatly facilitates Its ; 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

BLACK BASS FISHING 

ST. CLAIR FLATS. 

A challenge to the world to produce its 

equal, 

Address, 

JAMES SLOCUM, 

STAR T3SLAND HOUSE, 

Cure K. L. MONTGOMERY, 

DETROIT, MICH, 

McKELLAR HOUSE, McKELLAR FALLS. 
OR GOOD DEER AND DUCK and 
partridge shooting, aud fishing, and all 

kinds of game, go to the above named hotel, 
where they ave predared to accommodate any 
pumber of sports. Dogs, boats and guides kept 
constantly on hand. One day from Toronto. 
Address) McKellar Falls P. O., Ont. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 

BY A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Hasalways.on hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largestrig: of traip— 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast, The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Specialattention given 
by himself to his guests, and Satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, L.I. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way and, Wm, Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. ¥. 

BOSTON AND MAINE 

RAILROAD. 
TROUT FiSsSHBING 

AT THE 
RANGELEYS. 

Open season until October Ist, and the largest 
fish are caught in September, 

Bexcursion Tickets: 

Boston to Andover and return... 
Boston to Middle Dam and return. 
Boston to Upper Dam and return,. 4 
Boston to Indian Rock snd return... . 
Boston to Greenvale andreturn... .-., 

MOOSEHEAD LAKE.- 
Boston to Mount Kineo House and return, $15. 

Also, Excursion tickets to all the Hunting and 
Fishing grounds of Maine and Ncrthern New 
England. 5 
Tickets at depots and at City Office, 280 WASH- 

INGTON SC°REBT, BOSTON. Information by 
mail if desired. D. J. FLANDERS, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent. 
———————————_———~ 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullinan Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars DayyCrocket" and “Treads Walton,” 

whieh are fitted up with dining room and kiteh- 

en, sleeping apartments, luvatories, éte., also pro- 

vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 

= kennels fordogs. ’ 

ee i Sten and other desired information 
furnished on application to Geu'l Supt. P,P. c 
Co,, Chicago, jens SILLY. 

Miscellaneous Advertisements, 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUIT 
A SPECIALTY. 

7ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DWAD GRASS COLOR,— 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices, 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

Fishing Punts. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

HUBBER FISHING OUTEITS 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
LIGHT, BLACK WHITE OR TAN COLOR GOATS 

AND COMPLETE ' 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS, 
[PSTABLISHED 1838.1 Send for Catalogue. 

Hotels und Routes for Sportsmen Rotels and Routes for Sportsmen, 

ale House, 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

C 1 00D Pereh and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
3 hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 
famous fi rits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the 7 p.m. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSH & CO. 

tits * 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections in the couniry.. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb’ Island, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Points James River, Cur— 
vituek, Florida and the moun anious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfulk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del, 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at3 P.M. Full 
information given at office, 197 Greenwich st.,NY. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reachin c 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
YROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

TAE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING ANB FISHING 
In Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KAN, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, sks 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 

Hunting. 

Also, t¢ 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE 
SQUAN, and paints on 
renowned for SAL 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 
PRANK THOMSON, Gen’l Manager. febli-t} 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

MAY 
the NEW JERSEY COAST 
WATER SPORT AFTER 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, EroUse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain out, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried tree. 

The Route of the Tourist, 

thrones the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery oi the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections nt Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andut Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment, 

CONWAi R. HOWARD, 

en, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
may ly Richmond ¥ 

most of the | 

IVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
Ocean County, N. J. The best and mnst 

convenient location to the fishing and gunning 
grounds of Barnegat Bay. House first class; 
reasonable rates. Finesnipe shooting and weak- 
Seung now. CHAS. A, SMITH, Forked River, 

LONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER'S P’T (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn,5 min, 
earlier) for _ 
5 apwoH 8,35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 p.m. Sundays, 
9 A.M. 

Col. P’t& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.35 am., 
2.35, 3.35, 4.85, 5, 5,35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.M., 
12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 a.m, 1.35, 
Flushing, 6.30, 7.35, §.45, 10.,1 A 

4.35, 5, 6.35, 6, 6.89, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10.45 P.at., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.m., 1.35, 3, 5.85, 7, 10 Paw. 
Far ag 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.35, 5.35, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.35 p.m Sundays, 9A.M. 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6,30, 7.35. 11.85 a.m., 4.35,5.85,6 35 P.M, 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9,35 .4.M,, 5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.m., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 Pw. From Wlatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Bri, and Saturday, 1245 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbuab ay. 
16 P.M. Sunday, 9 .4.M., 1,35, 6.35 Po. 
Glen Coye, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35e.m. Sundays, 9 
| AM., 6.35 P.M. 

Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.m,. 4,35, 6,35 

eM. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 a.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M., 4.35 p.w, Sundays,94.M. ~ 
Patchogue, 8,35 A.M., 4.35,5.85 p.m. Sundays, 9 

A.M, 
_ Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.35 
5.35, 6,7 P.M, Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 4.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.M,,'Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April ad. 
HOUNTER'S P’'T EWALL §T. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.80 A.M.) 3,10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 p.m. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply al 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFPAN Gen'l Pass, Avent, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRepids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Glack Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES’ 

OF 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are wisurpasse 
if equaled, in the abundance and great variety o: 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT sbound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

‘The THOU season Gh 'T season begins May land ends Sept.1. 
pune ORS LING Season opens June I and enti 
Noy. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, ‘.sice for 
packing fish can be had at many points, 
“TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 
aery of the North Woods and Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
nite is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 
wit 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The horel accommodations are good, far sur- 

passing thcaveruge in countries new €nough to 
aiord the finest of fishing. 
During the season Hound Trip Excursion Tick- 

+413 will be sold at low rates, and aitractive train 
ucilities offered to Tourists aud Sportsinen, 
Dogs, Guasgind Fishiug Tackie Curried Preeat 

ywer’s risk, 3 
itis ouraim to makesportsmen feel “at home” 

sathisroute. I r Tourist’s Guide (un attractive 
‘fustrated boos +f 80 pages), containing fuil in- 
formation aul scurate mups of the Fishing 
Frouuts and Jim. Cards, address A,B. LEET 

Pass, Agent, rand Rupids, Mick, 
« 77 
ait 
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Guns, Sounuition, te, Guns, Summation, Ge. | — Gams, Ammunition, Gtr, Guns, Amuinition, Gtr. 

E. H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker end Daly 

i. Guns, 
Gos. Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 

hored Full Choke, Moditied, Taper, or for 
Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires con- 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Ex- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, ete. 4 
Repairing of every description done in an hon 

@st manner and at reasonable rates, 
Madison's Browning Mixture, A1,i0c. per bottle. 
Sportsmen’s and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Bhells loaded Al, and goods sent everywhere C. 

for answers to queries, Aces 
acl? 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT GU, 
THE SNEIDER. 

Pal. 1965, 

Reis, 1850, 

Pal. 1580, 

THE ORIGINAL 

‘AMICRICAN HAMIMERLESS, . 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 

AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 
SIZES FROM 4 TO 20, 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered 
to Breech-Loaders. 

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire. 
Stocks Hent to Any Crook, 

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

CLARK & SNEIJDER, 
214 W. PRATT STREET, ;BALTIMORE, MD. 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 

The barrels slide one side, 

O. D, Send stam ‘ 
nces from all the clubs of the city. 

Edwinson C.Creen’s 

WINNING GUNS. 
Send stamp forillustrated price list to 

GC. & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL., 

Sole Importers, 

THE BALLARD! RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS. 
SEE J. S. SUMNER’S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 5Q IN A POSSIBLE 5Q! FEB. 28, 1880, 

Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 
SAME MATOH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO, 6 1-2. 

The Ballard is the only:|Rifle that"has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 
The Ballard is the only; American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 

THE BALLARD ALWAYs FITS THY SHOOTHR 
The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards. 

‘A WORD TO THE WISE,” ETC, 

HAVE THEM, FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & CALES, 
Sole Agents in New York for Card’s Revolving Ball Trap. 84 Chambers street, NEW YORK CITY; 

INT o EXinge to getInocoose 

Prices from $50 to $300. 

Send stamp for circular, to 

AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY, 

103 Milk street, Boston, Mass. 

F, H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

ALL DEALERS 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS. 
J. B. CROOK & CO 

ea Fishing Tackle and Archery, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

(<= THOMAS ALDRED, London,": 
i y HR OF ae MANUFACTUR 

The Finest ARCHERY inthe were. 
SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES, 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library,Inva 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- ® 
ness, strength, sim- 
plicity and comfort. 
Everything to an ex- 
act science Orders 

ee 

Complete 

Outfits. 

by mail promptly at- 
~ tended to, 

—_ READING POSITION. Goods shipped to any 
address,C. U. D. Send Stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
Wilson Ajus.Chair M’f’g Co.,661 Broadway,NY-. 

18s8oO. 

Card’s Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice. 

: : . 

‘o) : ss 

= 
; S 

SOLE AGENTS 
Say 

H. L. LEONARD’S 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULE 

The former protecting ihe wood from moisture, and the tater making it impossible for theserods 

| SPECIVNES- 
T ROUT AND BASS FLY RODS, HAND-MADE, POLISHED ASH BOTT, Lance- 

Hi] S 
78—April 22, 1879.4 

Double, Sivgle, Rotating, Stationary, | 

Every way (except at Shooter). Any de- 
sired direction. Allin one Trap 

and only one Spriig used, 

Price $1O at Factory. 

NO CHARGE FOR BOXING. 
Sole agent in the United States for W. W. 

GREENER’S SPECIAL GUN, with all the im- 
provements, Price, in trunk gun-case, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Send for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other sporting goods. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
General Avent, Cazenovia, Madison Co,, N.Y. 

' 

wood middle-joint, two argc a ae ene $6.00. German silyer mounted, 

3.00. Hach equal to any $3.00 or $10.00 rod in the market. a ie 
: OUTFIT, SE aiamenbaie German silyer mounted rod, fine rubber click reel, 25 yds. 

super water-proof silk line, one dozen best reversed wing flies, one dozen hooks on gut, Leader and 

fiy book, $13.46. ' iat 

Hine Hexagonal, Split Bamboo (equal to any Split Bamboo Rod made, except Leonard’s), $18.00. 
Our MIST COLORED LEADERS: with or without loops, 3ft. 1ic., 6ft. d0c,, 9ft. 40c. 
Best reversed wing flies on Mist Colored gut, $1.25 per doz. “ 

Our (NEW) INVISIBLE LEADERS, made of finest round gut, 6ft. 85c., 9ft. 50c. oraste 

Sniall reversed wing flies, on invisible GUL, ..-.-.- pose eee eee eee erent eee atten eee aie mere ie 

Bo.5 ataO per dozen, 

as from stock. 

Send for Price List. 

J. STEVENS & CO.’S 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

Laminated 
$40.00 

xtra. Twist. 
45,00 25,00 

SINGLE GUNS. 
Plain. Twist. Laminated. 
$12.50 $15.50 $17.00 

RIFLES. 
24{in. 26in, 28in. 

Perealiberss:stss ake eye hos s08 $20 $22 $24 
82, 38, 44 Caliber ............40-. 20 21 22 
Extra for globe sights and varnished stock, $3. 

HUNTER'S PET RIFLES. 
Win. Win. 22in, 24in, 

22, 32, 38and 44 caliber. 218 $19 $20. $21 

POCKET RIFLES. 
10in. Win, I5in. I8in. 

22, 32 caliber......- $12.25 $13.25 $15 $16.50 
GALLERY PISTOLS. 

Light. Heavy- 
$20.00 $22. 

J. Stevens & Co. have nearly doubled the ca- 
pact. of their works, and for seyeral months 
ave been obliged to run the factory at night to 

meet the increased demand; showing that the 
SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS 1N 
THE WORLD, when sold at such moderate 
prices, will force their way into fayor without 
the aid of elaborate puffing or paid shooters. 
Send for iliastrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 

106 Chambers Street, N. Y., 

DEALER IN 

Fure-Arms, Ammunition, and ail 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Stevens & Co.'s Celebrated Arms, 
CaroaGco, Aug. 21st. 

Charles Folsom, Bsq., Agent for Stevens & Co.'s 
Rifles, 15 Chambers street, New York, 

Stk—I have been using the Stevens rifle in my 
galleries for the Jast four years, and I find thatit 
gives the best satisfaction of any rifle made, T 
can cheerfully recommend it, For beauty and 
finish, ease of loading, accurate shooting and 
durability it takes the lead. T now have the first 
onel ever owned. It has been fired more than a 
hundred thousand times, and is as good to-day 
as when I gotit, Ihave rifles of other makes in 
my racks, but the Stevens is called for ten 
times to the others ’once. Respectfully, 

p . B, FULLER, 
Shooting Galleries, 172 8. Clark street, 

and 300 State street, Chicago, Ill. 

CHARLES [. RUTCMANH 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Breceh-Loadine Gus 
943 Broadway, near 23dSt., N.Y. 

1 = + y 

The Celebrated “Frankfort” Reels 
in Stock. 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 
"5 Cents: Pickerel, St 00: Maska- 

longe, S1 25. 
Sent by mail on receipt of price. 

CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

The celebrated “Le Coutre” razor, in stock. 
Razors with safety attachments, Bowie Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, ete, 

FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOOTING AND BISHING OUTFITS, ALSO 

OPTICAL GOoopDs. 

i PEs, MARINE GLASSES, PTELD 
ESCO LASSES, CUMPASSES, Ete, 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 

Bass, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

a TS 

Sporting Scenes and Sundry 

Sketches. 

—AN OLD AND RARE BOOK.— 

PRICE §5, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRAT T'S. _ 00s siscurrs, 
PATENT DOG SOAP, 

TON DOWN . 

Superior to Any Other. 

Send for Circular and Price List, 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains. 

IBRANDIES, OF_E. 

of WINES, 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO.,, 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

OFAMPAGNES, 

IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

WHISKIES. Ethine Wires, 

IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Sportsmen's Gooils. 

MANNS 
Trolling Spoons. 

Sportsmews Goorls, 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
{ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

=e 

JOHN 
N. E, Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Haoks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, a Bait, Fly Books, 
. Ete. 

Ee Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“ Krider's” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
; Glued Bamboo Rods, 

Birds’ Eggs and Rirds’ Skins in Great Varieties, 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of al) kinds, 
a 

‘ + ! ' 

ay i PhiladelphiaFishing Tackle House 
thew 

\ X 7 EMANUFACTURE 59 different kinds 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
volying has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured. It iscovered by two patents 
—Mann's patent, Noy. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854, Be- 
ware of imitations. None genuine unless J. H. 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon. 
Wholesale Agents.—Bradford & Anthony. 374 

Washineton Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be ob- 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-tackle dealers: or write direct to the manu- 
eu rers for cata og¢ue and price list. 

mar4)s HIN H. MANN & CO., Syracuse, N.Y. 

Soft Rubber Crawfish, Patented Oct. 1. 

N EW BASS BAIT. Samples by mail, Tic, 
Soft Rubber Hellgramites, 50c. Soft Rub- 

ber Frogs, large, 50c.; small, 30c. 
Trade supplied. WM. MILLS & SON, 

Sole Agents, 7 Warren street, New York. 

SHOOTING, FISHING, 
YACHTING, SWIMMING, 

BATHING, AND BICYCLE 
GARMENTS. 

The best made goods in the world. 
Write for Descriptive Catalogue. 
and state the sort of garments and 
material desired. 

GEO, C. HENNING, 
Washington, D. C. 

4. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 
Mannfacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description, 
503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wi for Archery Bows and Fish Ri Rees 
Se ee 1 Rods, as tough and 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880. 
Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand aud tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fing 

rT Bi A FLY RODS and IN 
ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS deneieerstia Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals. 
Prices as low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods, 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings fre. 
Our ti6-page new Illustrated Catalogue Of Fish. 
ing Tackle sent, post-paid i Parke t, p: i , on receipt of ten cents 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free. 

lim Full-Length COT,in this case, 
UNSEGG $10; LOUNGH, in this case, $8. 

iii! Sold everywhere by the Trade. Be Oe RESID ats ever stnere pte Tina: 
mor“BEATS THE WORLD.” u2«. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Sometihviaug Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know. 

a, A T° ‘MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
. Lok are 

it 

id hs 
perhaps not aware, that in 

smoking Cigarettes made of the 

Tc 
Y 18 

Mit Hl Dal 

ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown vff by all burning paper, 
namely : The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of ‘*OLD JUDGR” 

ny Cigarettes and Simoking Tobacco in- 
!| vented ond patented a process, March 

5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 

in ro FaF5 ae made ealiya proof to preyent its break- 
5 ig or melting inthe mouth. The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD JUDGE” Cigarettes is owing 
0 aS fact that this proecss has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
ne: onto ee te he ae Span ailes ip and jmportances of this avait ee will Abe once be recognized by 

S 8 truth demonstrate the first “OLD JU i’ Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. ; Try them pea ae will ake no others. Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Waterst., 

NMEVV YORE, 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and Other Counties 
PRICE, $2 00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Gun Clubs, Notice! 
USE SMOKE TARGET BALLS. 

GOOD’S OIL TANNED 
Moccasins. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
Sap eh Gala els, tangy are 

easy to the feet,and ver D r ist es Mey durable, Made to or oy pesos. Halt that giyes unmistakable signs 

ek: Daeg ee ue yan! ety lesang oY Hen one side ouly a bit, hale of ae explodes 

article. Send for (llustrated circular. ING cree valieneatoad: Meee MET ae 
PEGS nee Rte a etONEE » N- mS Samples sent free. 

coessor 0 RADBORD 0 
ANTHORY, Boston Agents. ’ SARE TNE APL OE vates Pa 5 

Sportsmen's Gontls. 

MANUFACTURING CO. GOODYEAR’S RUBBER 
Goodyear’s 

A : ll 
205 Broadway, 

NEW YORK 

Thoroughly 
proof. 

FRONT VIEW. 

HALLOCcCK HuntinG CoAT. 
Six Pockets outside and game 
Pocket inside. 

—OFr— 

Cor. Fulton Street 

Rubber Outfits 
COMPETE FOR 

Trouting Pants and | 
Leggins a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed 

RUBBER GOOD 

Eyery Desription. 

India Rubber Glove Mf'g Co, 
488, 490, 492 Broadway, 

Cor. Broome Street, and 

CITY. 

Water- ' 

INSIDE VIEW, 
HALLOCK Hunting Coat. The 
pocket extends the entire length of 
coat with capacity far surpassing 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. any ordinary game bag. 

ams 

Publications. Publications. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry, 

Published byH. H, Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
Ree or the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve mag- 

ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these & 
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES, By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsiuan’s life 
inthe wilds of Mainc. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages, 12 tus. 
Price 60 cents. 

NARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELBY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 60 illus. and a large map. 

Price 60 cents. * 
FARRAT’s MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED.© A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
sorts.of Northern Maine, with map. ‘fhe tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. l4illus. Price 60 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
Heathen cloth covers. _ 50 cents. 
FAHKRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and Vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Ki mnebee, Penobscot and &t. 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send fur catalogue. e 
Ebi Bl of the atove publications mailed, 
postpaid, on receipt of Huce: Address 
CHARLES A. J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass, T. Dees1 

THE SPORTSMANS LIBRARY. 
if Pest great pressure on our advertising space 

obliges ug to withdraw the Jist of books 
which we have on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

viously advertised in these columns, will be tur— 
nished on receipt of price. OREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy29-t£ 

C. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK, 

CANOE AND CAMERA. 
A Photographie Tour of Two Hundred Miles 

through the Maine Forests, 

BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE, 
“It is one of the handsomest books of the sea- 

son, fully illustrated by drawings from the au- 
thor’s own pencil, and from his photographs. "— 
Charles Dudley Warner. 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS. 
The Author’s Sanctum; Dedication, illustrated; 

The Angler; Cance and Camera; Isaak Walton ; 
Kineo House; Anticipation; Picking a Course: 
Map of the Tour through the Maine Forests; The 
Guides; We Dream of Game; Home Appetite; 
Carp Appetite; Morris'\—Northeast Carry ; In 
Sympathy with Nature; Discouragements; 
“ Changing Pasture;"* Penknife Souvenirs ; Pine 
Stream Falls; Mud Pond Carry; Mud Pond— 
Looking East; ‘This is the way I long have 
sought ;” Reflections ; Camp on Chamberlin Lake; 
Chamberlin Farm—Looking West; The Room in- 
to which we were Ushered; Not in the Patent 
Office; A Study in Natural History; Great 
Northern Diver; Telos Cut and Lake; Telos 
Dam and River; Photography—The Wet and Dry 
Process Illustrated ; Webster Lake and Dam; An 
Appurition; Fly Catchers versus Fly Fishing ; 
Allurements; Study of Trout—by the Author; 
National Academy of Lesign, 1877; Running 
Rapids on Webster River; Lunch Time; Grand 
Falls; A Boom; Starting a Boom; It’s not all 
Poetry; Matagamonsis Lake; Discovery of a 
New Lake; Matagamon or Grand Lake; Our 
Salmon; On the Hast Branch; Stair Falls; Ac- 
cepting the Situation; Hulling Machine Falls; 
Dropping Canoes over Falls ; The Arches; Hunt’s 
Farm; Mt. Katahdin—Stndy by F. E. Church; 
Junction of East and West Branches of the Pen- 
obscot; Glimpses of Civilization Begin to Dawn 
Net Results; Maqof Maine, in pocket of cover 
to book, 21 by 26inches. Square 12mo., elegantly 
bound in gold, black and Cloth, $1.50, post-paid. 

— FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.— 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH EDITION. 

N exhaustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor tothe Adirondacks shoulda 

be withoutit. For sale at this office. Price, post 
paid, $1.50. 

WARNER’S SAFE, 
KIDNEY 2 LIVER 

CURE. 
$1.25 PER BOTTLE! 

A POSITIVE REMEDY FOR Ait, 
MIDNEY, LIVER AD URINARY 
TROUBLES OF BOTH MALE AND 
FEMALE, 

2 we 

RELY THE RECORD. 

*'Tt saved my life.''’ 
~B. B. Lakely, Selma, Ala, 

‘*Tt is the remedy that will cure many diseases 
peculiar to women.’ '—Mother’s Magazine. 

**'Tt has passed seyere tests and won indorse- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
in the country.''—Vew York World. 

‘'No Remedy heretofore discovered can be 
held for one moment in comparison with it.’ 

—C. A, Harvey, D. D., Washington. D. 0, 

This Great Natural Remedy is for Sule 
by Druggists in all parts of the World. 

TRY IT ANB TAKE NO OTHER, 

Rochester, N. Y. 
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Aumunition, Ge. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Y., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’ 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powderin Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-eight years. Man- 
ufacture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos, 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
es and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

all and Pigeon Shooting. 
DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strony, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE FG, ‘‘ SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning stroog and moist. 

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 
Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions.’ Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Geyernment standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the United States. Rep- 
resented by 7 
F, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B._Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘*Eleciric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 

canisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
6 1b. kegs. A finegrain, quiek and clean, for up- 
land prairiesbooting. Well adapted toshot guns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Inland 5 1b. canisters 
and 63 and 124 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
enetration. Yor fleld, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘*‘Kentucky Rifle.”’ 

FFFG, FFG, and Sea Shooting” FGin kegs of 
95, 121, and 6} lbs. and cansof5 lbs. FFFGis also 
packed inland 1b. canisters. Burnsstrongand 
moist. The FFFG aud FFG are fayorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” 
WG isthe standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The aboye can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

BIW GOS Et 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. & 6, 4, >, 6, i; and 8. Superior Hifie, En- 

field Rifle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking, fe 
STITT, #1 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U. 8. 

McCUE BROTHERS, 

HATTERS 
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 

O THE BHST QUALITY ONLY. We guar- 

antee satisfaction, TRY US. 

Miscellaneous Advertisements, Ammunition, Gtr. 

William Mills & Son TATHAW'S 
7 Warren Street, New York. 

Manufacturers and Sole Proprietors 

Patent Barbless Fish-Hoo 

PRICE, 30c. 
= 

No.’s I, 2, 

=i 

ue Nics 

Patented October 30th, 1877. 

35C. 
a 4, 5, 6, 

90c. Doz. 
i0. 

These Hooks are made of spring steel, finely tempered, 

And areCertain to Hold every Fish Hooked, 
The Trade Supplica. 

COLT, 2. WEBLEY AND JAMES. =). aa 

Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, andis adjusted to meet 
every want. It embracesamong others: COLT?S CLUE GUNS (genuine) for inne paren 
pigeon trap shooting, where closeness and great penetration are required. WEEBLEY’S 
SPECIAL GUNS.—These guns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty 
nience, or excellence in shooting. A JOB LOT of WEBLEY’S GUNS, of many tinds, TaOStTy. 
heavy and specially adapted to killing large game, such as ducks and geese, at lon 
JAMES 

OREHAND & 

range. ENON 
& CO.’S GUNS, for ail sorts of work, including the TRAP GUN, Fi Y 

designed for the same class of vb k as the COLT CLUB GUN vO. ian > Se WADA: Ww. 
WORTH’S SINGLE BREECH-LOADER, with TOP LEVER. This last i ST THE 
FOR BOYS, or men who cannot afford to buy double guns. Se a ears 

P. O. Box 4,309. MI. & D. FOLSOM, 30 Warren Street, New York 

SCHUYLER & DUANE 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, | wnvunassth Site aca 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

~ 

TEA DE 

Agents for W. & C, SCOTT & SONS. 

Hinglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. Y. R. SCHUYLER, J. RB. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE, 

O€£ the late firm of Special, 
ScHuYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

* MILD"'—Rare Old Virginia, “HALVES"—Rare Old Pertque and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 

Sydney, 1880. 

1878; -Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobaceo Works, ‘W.S. KIMBALL &CO 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

Selected Standard 

Number of Pellets to the ov. 
Each Bag. 

Printed on 

.. Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
No. of pellets to oz., 338 472 688 1056 Soft. 
SS dees fo 345 405 716 1130 Chilled. 

TATHAM®& BRO’S, 

82 BEEKMAN S8T., NEW YORK. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 

Miscellaneous. 

“APANULE 
‘SS Ew TAL 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 

“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotien, 
is pasties cure; it bas never falled. 

“ Sapanule” has no equal for Chronic Lame- 
ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Brysipelas,Salt Rheum, Bezema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and 4 permanent cure by 
using ‘Sapanu.e. Used in sponge or foot bath 
remoyes all soreness of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all ER aes Price, 50c., and $1 per 
bottle. Send for illuminated circular and cards, 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY 
Proprietors, 23T Broadway, New York 

Gricket Goods. 

LFRED SHAW & ARTHUR SHREWS- 
BURY (Members of the Anglo-American 

Team and All-England Hleyen) have pleasure 
in informing their American friends that they 
have opened the Midlanc Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 
Football and General Athletic Sports Warehouse, 
Carrington Street Bridge, Nottingham, England. 
The most unique and comprehensive establish- 
ment of its kindin England, Clubs, colleres and 
schools provided with professional bowlers. 
First class men, personally known to 8.&8., well- 
bred and of high character onl ys sent out. Price 
lists, with batting averages and bowling analysis 

8 | of the American team, may be hal on applica- 
tion to GEORGE LANE. Professional Cricketer, 
Stacen Island Cricker Clab. Juiyls, 
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THE TILESTON MEMORIAL FUND. 

Agitor Forest, and Stream :— pat BONE EeUy a 
a have to acknowledge the Teceipt to date of further subscrip- 

tions to the “ Tileston Memorial Fund” as follows ;— 
Previously acknowlgd ., $650 60) Jacob Pent $5 0 A. 8. Smith,throngb For- DuBois Wanstait bh "3 aT eras AND STREAM, . ... 5 00] Phosuix Remsen. ‘ 6 00 

fu (311 (< OH Pied ena 5 | John F. Vail........... C 5 00 

NET cons APNE wet cee eee es BR ea $680 00 
Ata meeting of the committes, it was decided to close the fund 

on Oct, 5h. 

We have named this late date as our treasurer (Mr. Morris) has 
received notification from several clubs that they would send us 
subscriptions after the regular meetings, which take place this 
moath, and we trust all parties who are making collections will 
send them in as soon as possible. Yours truly, 

Frep. N, Hawt, Secretary. 
er 

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATR TRIALS.—We had a very 
pleasant call this week from Mr. Theodore Morford, who 
expressed his regret that he had been obliged to decline 
the honor of serving as one of the judges at the Pennsyl- 
vania State Field Trials in November, he having pre- 
viously arranged to officiate at Vincennes, Ind., for the 
National American Kefnel Club’s Field Trials, which 
occur on almost the same date, 

—The present number of the Forest AND STREAM is of 

special interest to anglers. Our next issue will be equally 
rich in material of great value to the shooting fraternity. 

1 

—We conciude to-day the publication of ‘‘Englishe 
Dogges,” a book which certainly deserves a place among 

the curiosities of sporting literature. Those who desire 
the work in more convenient form may secure the book 

by writing to ‘‘The Bazaar,” 170 Strand, W. C., London. 

THE TURBOT AND SOLE IN AMERICA. 
EE 

‘ PHILADELPHIA gentleman is trying, through 
the newspapers, to revive the long obsolete belief 

that the turbot aud sole of Hurope occur on our coast, 
Although he has never seen them himself, and fails to 

bring forward evidence that any one else has seen them, 
he insists that they occur in the greatest abundance in 
New Jersey, particularly in the yicinity of Atlantic 
City, ‘and doubtless all along the Atlantic coast, from 

Portsmouth, N. H., to Wilmington, S, C.,” (sie). He 

upbraids the American public for their incredulity, 
though this does not surprise him so much when he calls 
to mind that ‘tour Government Fish Commissioner has 
actually contemplated sending a steamer to English 

waters to procure turbot-seed to plantalong our shores,’ 

He would not be surprised if incredulity were to continue 

longer ‘‘under such official indorsement.” He accounts 
for the ignorance regarding them by the theory that the 
English trawl-net ia unknown in America, and that our 

fishermen would not know how to catch such fish if they 
were aware of their presence, and have not become aware 

of their presence because they have no means of catch- 
ing them. He intimates that heis preparing to form a 

company for the purpose of developing a turbot fishery 

upon our coast; an enterprise “in which but little will be 

risked and the results will be a surprise to all.” He closes 
one of his letters to a New York journal with the follow- 

ing appeal: “I trust that you will not let this question 

subside, but persevere in calling attention to it until we do 

away with the extraordinary anomaly of this enlightened 

nation being within reach of treasure that for more than 
a century they have been unaware of, and have remained 
presistently blind to.” 

All this is very entertaining, and furnishesa neat text 
for a few remarks on the history of this belicf as well as 

an opportunity for demonstrating to the public a fact 
which has for forty years or more been known to ichthy- 
ologists, that the turbot and the sole never have been 

seen on the Western side of the Atlantic, and never will 

be, unless they are introduced by artificial means. 

From the beginning to the end we encounter the well- 
known sources of confusion—the giving of old world 

names to species which resemble in a general way the 

old world species which bear them, and the unquestion- 
ing acceptance of these names as authoritative by per- 

suns who are not trained to close discrimination, 
When Boston was occupied by the British during the 

revolutionary war, the officers of the fleet are said to have 
been bountifuliy supplied with turbot which were caught 

in the neighborhood of an outer harbor. This fact is re 

corded by Dr, J. B. C. Smith, in his Natural History ol 
the Fisheries of Massachusetts (Boston, 1833), on the 

authority of William Ladd, Esq , Maine. He also men- 
tions ‘fa statement of Mr. Parker, the conductor of the 

Marine Telegraph,” who told him that ‘tmany years be- 
fore, Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin brought out to this coun- 

try a trawl-net, such as are used on the coast of Holland, 

for taking sole for the London markets, with which he 
succeeded in capturing that delightful fish in Ipswich 

Bay, which was not before supposed to exist here.” The 

fish found in this manner were no doubt the common 
flat fishes of Massacuhsetts Bay. The common flounder 

Pseudorhombus dentafus, taken in Provincetown water, 

where it is commonly called ‘‘piaice,” was in 1840 sold 

in Boston under the name ‘‘turbot.” Capt, Mackinnon, 

of the Royal Navy, who visited this country in 1850, con- 
ceived the idea that turbot cught to be found on the 

shores of the United States, and took pains to search for 

them with a trawi-net, The net which he used has been 
reported ten years before by Mr. Nathan Smith, an 

American gentleman, who had hoped to introduce them, 

but had never used them. Capt. Mackinnon tried the 

net at Newport, R. I., and succeeded in taking a number 

of different kinds of flat fish. He carefully refrains, how- 

ever, from pronouncing any one of them to be identical 

with the turbot or the sole, though from the vagueness of 

his languageit isevident that his ichthyological knowl- 

edge was very scanty, and that he was not accustomed to 

obserye the differences between the different species of 

fishes which somewhat resemble each other, His exper- 
iences are described at length in his book of travels, en- 
titled ‘‘Atlantic and Trans-Atlantic Sketches, Afloat and 

Ashore,” (Harper & Bros,, New York, 1852, pp. 166-1.0), 

Capt. C. C. Churchill, U. 8. A., who saw the results cf 

Capt. Mackinnon’s experiment, tells us thatthe fish taken 
were the common species of New England flat fishes and 

flounders, 

We fancy that the inspiration of thenew advocate of the 

turbot-in-America question, as well as the information 

upon which he bases his conclusions, were drawn frum 

this very same book of Capt. Mackinnon, for he ues 

many of the same phrases, and he repeats in almost the 

same words Capt. Mackinnon’s statement: ‘‘ The fish 
markets in America are not at all in keeping with the 

sizeand wealth of the cities.” A statement which, how- 
ever true it may have been thirty years ago, will be 

amusing to any one who has recently had opportunity to 
compare the fish markets of America and Europe. The 

Philadelphia gentleman sums up his evidence as follows ; 

“The turbot, sole and plaice are, however, in abundancs 

in your deep water sand banks, They were caught there 

in 1812 by English sailors, and in 1880 turbot have been 

obtained off Atlantic City, if the Balfimore American is 
any authority.” 

The notion that the introduction of the English traw] 

in America would be novel and would at once openup a 

field for a fishery industry of boundless extent, deserves 

aword, The trawl has been assiduously used by the 

summer collecting party of the United States Fish Com- 

mission for ten years past, and also by Prof. Agassiz upon 
various exploring trips. The steamers of the fish com- 
mission have used it on every portion of the New Eng- 

land coast, and as far north as Halifax, Prof, Agassz 

has used it in the Gulf of Mexico and on the coast of 

Florida, and during the present summer, while on the 

coast survey steamer Bache, has employed it in running 
five lines of research at right angles to the coast from 

Cape Hatteras at points nearly equidistant between Chars 

leston and Cape Cod, one of them directly out from the 

entrance to Delaware Bay. These lines were carried from 

near the shore to a depth of twelye hundred fathoms or 

more, n 
In 1854 Prof. Baird made a careful exploration of the 

coast of New Jersey with a special reference to the dshes, 

and since that time every stretch of coast line from 

Brownsville, Texas, to Eastport, Maine, has been thor- 

oughly investigated by the officers of the United States 
Fish Commission. It is true that a new species of fish is 

occasionally discovered, but the new fishes always belong 

to one or two classes. These are either swift-swimming 

species, members of the West India fauna, which come ~ 

upon our northern shores in summer, or they are inhabi- 

tants of waters more than six hundred feet deep which 

had never previously been explored, The turbot and the 

soleare shallow water species, and had they occurred in 

our waters would have been discovered many years ago, 

There are thirteen species of flat fishes on the eastern 

coast of the United States. Two of these belong to the 
same family with the sole, but are utterly worthless as 

articles of food. The nearest relative of the sole is often 

called the American sole (Achirus lineatus),and is known 
on the coast of New Jersey as the ‘* hog-choker,” ** cover- 

clip,” or ‘‘ cover.” Of the eleven flat fishes, only two are 

positively unfit for food, and these two, stravgely enough, 

are the representatives of the sub family (Rhumbinas) to 
which belong the turbot and brill of Europe. One of 

these (Lophopseita maculata) is sometimes called the 
‘spotted turbot,” and in New Jersey is called “‘ window- 
pane” or “ daylight,” because it is so thin that when held 

tothe light the sun can be seen through its translucent 
flesh, Themost important fiat fish is the halibut, which 

is identical with that of Europe. This species and the 

pole flounder, which has recently been brought to light 

in our waters by the Fish Commission, are the only two 
of the thirteen referred to that are found on both sides of 

the Atlantic. We have in our waters an abundance of 
flat fish, some of which, for instance, the common 
flounder of the New York market, Pseudorlombus den- 
tatus, are probably fully equal to the turbot for food 
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uses. In fact it may be had in the New York restaurants 
and hotels under this name. Another fish, Platysomat- 
ichthys htppoglossoides, resembling the turbot in flayor, 
is sometimes brought to New York in winter. It is 
found at great depths on the coast of Newfoundland, 
and is often called the ‘“‘American” or the ** Newfound- 
Iand Turbot.” The pole flounder is yery similar to the 
sole in flavor and in the texture of its flesh, but it 

unfortunately inhabits somewhat inaccessible localities 

at great depths, and it is hardly to be expected that, 
with the present supply of excellent food-fish to be ob- 
tained at so much smaller expense, our fishermen will 

take the pains to go in search of them. That the popu- 
lar taste for flat fish is already well cultivated, is shown 

by the fact that in 1879 1,796,000 pounds were sold in 

New York alone. 
It is needless to refer to the efforts of the United 

States Fish Commission to introduce sole: they are fa- 

miliar to all who are interested in the subject, The in- 

troduction of the trawl-net has been for many years 

under consideration, but this expensive mode of fishing 

does not seem to be required at present, since the supply 
of fine flavored food-fishes is more than equal to the de- 
mand. Withan eye to the interests of the American 

fisherman, Prof. Baird has recently detailed an attaché 

of the Fish Commission, one of the most experienced 
fishermen of Massachusetts, to study the trawl fishery in 

the German Ocean, and his report will soon be published. 

Finally, it may not be amiss to state that Mr. E. G. 
Blackford, of Fulton Market, New York, has for some 

time been authorized by the Commissioner of Fisheries 
to pay twenty-five dollars to any one who should present 
a true turbot or a true sole caught on this coast. This 

offer is still standing, and our Philadelphia friend may 
thus obtain fifty dollars of his required capital by cap- 
turing a specimen of each and calling upon My. Black- 
ford, which we hope he will do before he addresses the 

public again upon a question which he does not under- 

stand, 
et 

FISH IN SEASON. SS 
O many inquiries haye lately appeared concerning 
our published list of fishes m season, and our 

changes in the scientific nomenclature of some of them, 

that we haye given the list a thorough revision, and in- 

vite criticism upon it. We deem it necessary at this time 

to go over the list of common names and make some ex- 

planations, lest anglers who use another name for one 

of them may think their favorite fish is left out. Be- 
ginning at the top with those known to have an alias, we 
will say of the lake trout that this is also called salmon 
trout, aname applied to several fishes, Pickerel (a di- 
minutive of pike)—this fish is known in the Eastern 

States by this name, and is nob found except in the At- 

lantic streams and the lakes, Pike—by this is meant the 
great pike, so called in Hurope and America, except New 

York, where it is confounded with the smaller one above. 

Pike perch is the miscalled ‘‘salmon” of the Susquehanna, 
Mississippi, Ohio and other Western and Southern rivers, 

the Lucioperca of Cuvier and angling authors, the wall- 
eyed pike of New York. Yellow perch is the barred 

perch, raccoon _—_ch, etc., of the South, 
Striped bass—the rockfish or rock of Philadelphia 

and the South | White bass is the striped lake bass 

of the Great Lakes and upper Mississippi. Rock bass is 

also called red-eye and black sunfish in different locali- 

ties ; there are twospecies, A. rupestrisand A, Cavifrons ; 

the common name seems tu be applied 10 other fishes. 

They are called black bass in some places, because they 

are really blacker than the fish usually so-called, War- 

mouth—a fish somewhat resenibling the above, found in 

the Southern States. Crappie—the grass bass, straw- 

berry bass, chinkapin perch, speckled hen, etc. Batch. 

elor—so-called in Ohio, the newlight of Kentucky, and 

crappie or croppie of the lower Mississippi. Chub—only 

the large cyprinoid, growing to half a pound weight, is 

meant ; it is also called fall fish. 

Tn the salt water list the porgie is the scup of Massa- 

chusetts and the East. Tautog is the blackfish of New 

York. Sea trout, or salt water trout, is the name given 

to what ig known as Southern weakfish in the New Yortls 

market. Weafish is the squetague of the East and the 

salt water trout of Washington and the South. Bluefish 

is called taylor south of New Jersey, and snapping mack- 

erel when young ; called also horse mackerel, Kingfish— 

called barb in New Jersey and whiting South. 

It will be seen that itis no easy task to know what 

fishes are meant by writers of different sections, who 

often use one name for different fishes, or haye many 

james for the same species. Nor is it easy for us, cos- 

mopolitan as we are, to select a common name for some 

of them which haye many. In making our list we have 

been guided by general usage as obtains in the great mar 

kets, except in the case of pickerel for the great pike, 

which we consider a gross blunder. 
—<—$<——r 

—At the National Fair, to be held at Washington, Oct. 

5th to 16th, three classes will be provided for the exhibi- 

tion of dogs, guns and food fishes. Full provision 18 made 

for the protests of exhibitors, and the best of facilities 

offered for working up a national dog show cause celebre. 

A DISGRACE TO THE RIFLE WORLD. 
—$_$<——__—_ 

HAT wretched Halford-Hyde match seems destined 

tokeep upits stenchin the nostrils of riflemen for 
some time to come, Not content with making him- 
self ridiculous in the eyes of all America and with 
a persistent stupidity rushing on to a defeat which 
was foreseen by all but himself, the gun-agent author 
of that match has now turned letter writer, anJ crop- 

ping up here and there are éxplanations, extenuations 
and lame apologies for his disgraceful defeat. There 
is not enough sportsman about him to say with a manly 
frankness: ‘‘I am beaten, better luck next time.” He 

will not give the British team the credit for the fair, 

square set-back which they seem to have given him, but 

instead a black streak of the match is dragging its slow 

length along in the daily press, while Mr. Hyde is 
gradually entangling himself in the web of his own 
excuses. The fact simply is, that by hook or crook he 
succeeded in inveigling a number of good shots into his 

company, and when pitted against the British team he 

and they were ignominiously beaten, The why and 
wherefore is plain to any but the most prejudiced and 
blinded apprehension, The team was woefully misman- 

aged, and as a consequence defeat came upon it. All of 
this could be endured. It might ba explained as the er- 
ror of oyerenthusiasm, that the manager of the match, 
overconfident in the ability of the American riflemen, 
had miscalculated and had forgotten that even the fleet- 
est runner may stumble and fall. For the vileness of the 
letter-writing sequel no such excuse can be offered. The 

letters thus far written are mere spiteful attempts at re- 

taliation like that of a **whipped cur” who turns and 
snarls at those who will not stop and caress it, 

To come to particulars, in one of his explanatory let- 

ters, Hyde says of a member of the genuine Americar 

team :— - 

Dentist Clark is, in a great measure, responsible for the defeat. 

He was one of the original team, pledged to it long before the 
Trish match was thought of,as I have his letters to show, and 

Was, in fact, the only one of all the rifiemen of America who 

came to me and asked for a chance to shootin this match, He 
pledged himself anew at Dublin, after the Trish match, and up to 

the day before the match we had every expectation he would 

shoot. Then we learned that he, passing io sight of Wimbledon 

without visiting it (fancy a genuine rifléman doing that) bad 

turned tail, like a whipped cur, and fled to America with his 

master, 

And again, in another letter, he speaks of the same 

gentleman :-— ; 

It was this opposition, coupled, perhaps, with a glowing pros- 

pect of being “received” at New York with Col. Bodine, that 

caused Clark to run away,and it was his non-appearance un- 

questionably that caused Farrow’'s defection, as rats leaying a 

sinking ship ; either that, or the explanation is to be found in the 
fact that the betting was two to one on the American team up to 

the morning of the mateh. His nominal excuse was that he had 

been unjustly deprived of a barrel of his favorite tipple. It is 

fair to assume that had Clark remained, Farrow would not have 
sold out or deserted—whichever it wus—and that they would 

have made the average of the other six (202), und that their help 

to the others, and the absence of any “squabble,” would haye 

added fiye points per man all around, and consequently have won 

the match. 

Messrs. Farrow and Clark were free to act as they 

chose in the matter, but preferred taking their counsel 

from the members of the National Rifle Association. It 
is, indeed, poor logic to say that had the membership 
been stronger than it was, the team had never been 

beaten. That goes without saying. The team was strong 

enough to do better work, and but for its wretched hand- 
ling it would have made a more creditable showing. 

The hints and slurs in the above quotation are beneath 

notice, and should haye their proper effect in barring 
their author from every rifle range in Anierica, ‘The 
gambling explanation of the absence of Mr. Farrow may 

be a reflex from the mind of the writer, This certainly 
is a fair view to take of it, when the facts of this match 

and the utterances of the letters are brought together, 

rt te 

TWENTY-THREE Mines AN Hour.—This is in round 
numbers the speed attained by a new torpedo launch, of 

only sixty feet in length, just completed for the Russian 
government, particulars of which will be found in an- 

other column. We have all along held that under the 
Herreshoff system a higher rate of speed could be ob- 

tained than from any other practice, and the successful 

trial of the new launch substantiates the correctness of 

our views. With their wonderful light but tough hulls, 

their light and efficient coil boiler, and the matchless 

proportions of their engines, it would not be astonishing 
to see full twenty-five miles an hour turned out from the 

famous Bristol yard before another year rolls around. 

Se 

Proressor JORDAN,—We are pleased to hear that 
Prof, D, L, Jordan, the able ichthyologist and Assistant 
of the United States Fish Commission, has returned 
trom his labors on the Pacific coast, and is once more at 

his home engaged in his long promised synopsis of salt 

water fishes, which was begun some two years ago, but 

postponed on account of a pressure of other work. He 

has added greatly to the knowledge of the fishes of the 

Pacific coast within the past year, and has sent several 

tons of new species to the Smithsonian Institution. 

FROM THE WATER TO THE FIRE, 
—_——_.—_—— 

H® was a famous fellow, as well known to the fre- 
quenters of the streams as any of the most promi- 

nent landmarks uponit, and right merrily had he led 
the dance for more than one angler, He was no unso- 
phisticated trout, but a cons ate master of foraging 

and skirmishing, and for cunningness and resources a 

worthy compeer of the heathen Chinee, and although 

he had had many a narrow escape to recount to 

his companions he had so far managed to free himself 

from the most intricate meshes into which his appetite 

had lured him. More than one leader with its cast of 
flies had disappeared in that whirling eddy. He was the 
hero of many an evening yarn spun by the camp fire, 
and although never more than a momentary glimpse 
had ever been seen of him his weight was known to an 
ounce. 

The pool where he made his headquarters was chosen 
with the skill of a military engineer, inasmuch as it was. 

a natural fortification. On one side where the water was 
blackest and portentious of unknown depths was a pre- 

cipitous bank, up or down which no one could climb with 

his fishing tackle in fighting order. The opposite side, a 
dense mass of fallen trees, the branches of which reached 

half way across the stream and furnished convenient hiteh- 

ing posts, around which his troutship could wind a leader 

and escape at his leisure. The water whirled to the left 

and fretted itself into foam-capped disorder and broke its 
head against some boulders and then quietly went to 

slumberin the black pool below. This fish lay on the 
edge of the swirl and could only be reached from above, 
and if reached he had invariably unmuzzled himself by 
managing to effect a Junction with the fallen tree tops, 
His first rush after feeling the hook had always been in 

that direction, and how to prevent it without taking an 

unfair advantage of him was a puzzle, but there was an 

avenging Nemesis on his track who was destined to solve 
the problem. - 
A leader of extra strength was rigged with two yellow 

professors and a Montreal fly, and at the third cast the 

middle fly, a professor, was fast to the old grandee of the 
pool. A silvery streak flashed in the sunlight, flashed 
but an instant as he made his first break, and was away 
like an arrow toward his old allies, the tree tops, the 
rapid current adding momentum to his ran and making 

the reel fairly hum. He was an incalescent desperado., 

The manner of his leaye-taking proyed it. A fellow less 

in earnest, with less demoniacal energy, would have 
given up and made no flurry about it, Notso this one, 

His preliminary rush was whiz-z-z—z, and it was merely 

supplementary to the other maneuvers he displayed be- 

fore we were on speaking terms. Whiz-z-z-z-«! the mosh 

exhilarating music that ever tickled the tympanum 
There was a commotion all around that vicinity. Away 

he went as though he had forgotten something. He’s 

the Old Scratch himself let loose. A neryousman would 
say better unhitch an African simoon or a North Ameri- 

can tornado, But the elastic rod, steady and unrelenting, 

snubbed him smartly as he headed for the tree-tops and 
checked every rush in the nick of time. 

That particular trout was fenced in ; in fact, cornered, 

He had never before entered into a speculation in 

which the profit promised so small a return for his in- 

vestment. He would willingly have settled for ninety- 

nine cents on the dollar, but his principal creditor was 
inexorable in his demands, and would accede only to a 

settlement in full, ; ‘ 
Great Scott! but he fights just as a man does when he 

is driven into a corner and knows he must strike heavy 

and quick or take a “licking,” and perhaps get it any- 
how.” Inch by inch, foot by foot, he comes. Now the 
landing net; so-o-0-o. Oh, Piscator! by all the powers, 
well done! My eyes, whata beauty—purple, silver and 
gold—resplendent as a tropical sunset; weight, four 

pounds fifteen ounces, We might call him an even five 
pounder, but that would belying for an ounce, and we 

are no light-weight liars, 
What a splendid fellow he is, to be sure, considered 

wsthetically. The stream, from its source to its de- 

bouchment, contains no finer. The pulse-tingling ex- 

citement you haye just experienced speaks of his prowess, 
and to-night’s. supper will tell of his succulent obesity, 
fit for the palate of Sardanapalus, or for the gullet of the 

most fastidious tramp that ever tapped at the kitchen 

door. 
What an ignoble end of a happy life! Brought up in 

the purest surroundings, with never a care to trouble, all 

wants lavishly supplied, growing more and more beauti- 
ful as the seasons advance, until he develops into that 

prince of swimming things, the perfect trout, and then 
in his oyerweening confidence in his own prowess the 
bubble of his pride is pricked; he falls from his high es- 
tate, and ends by sizzling ona broiler. MILLARD, - 

Oo 

THe CREEDMOOR FALL MrETING,—By the date of our 
next issue the range at Creedmoor will be in active use 
with the matches of the eighth annual fall meeting. Al- 
ready there is prospect of a good uttendance of marks- 
men, while by teamsa large number of organizations 

will be represented. The regular army is coming for- 
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ward with an energy quite noteworthy, and each team 
sent on to compete represents an amount of practice 
which would have been deemed extravagant five years 
ago. The States are also falling inte line, and the New 

York team will find competitors from Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey, California, and, perhaps, several other States, 
Massachusetts and Connecticut should certainly ceme, 

There is a prospect of some fine, close work in the off- 
hand matches, where many excellent clubs will be pitted 
against each other. Col, Bodine, the executive officer, 

has been making preparation for a prompt shooting off of 
all competitions, and an abundance of shooting will be 
provided at the bullseye targets for general practice, and 

for the filling up of odd moments during the several days 
of the meeting, All who come and participate at the 
meeting may depend upon accurate marking and a fair 
opportunity to show their ability. Compared with such 
a meeting as that at Wimbledon, the Creedmoor gather- 
Ing takes on a very modest aspect as to size and general 
stir, but when the records are compared the comparison 
is vastly in favor ofthe American range. In the seve- 
ral classes of short range, long range, and in military 
shooting, there ismo danger that the work of this year 
will fall below the average. On all the smaller ranges 
good work has been doing, and the spirit of rivalry is 

strong enough to bring out the best work, independent 
in large measure of the prize list. 
Oe 

TATHAM's TRAP SHOT.—As many of our readers may 

not know the new trap shot, advertised by Messrs. 
Tatham Brothers, it seems proper to give them a brief 
explanation of the new article, This shot is numbered 
from 7 to 10, each number being one-half size smaller 
than the ordinary shot of the same number, The pecu- 
liar feature of the trap shot is its almost absolute even- 

ness of Size, and it is confidently asserted that the num- 

her of pellets fo the ounce will not vary more than four 
or five either way from the number which an ounce 

should contain. The manufacturers are so well satisfied 

that they haye attained this evenness of size that they 
stamp upon the bags the number of pellets that there 
should be in each ounce, so that any one who purchases 

it may count it for himself and see how closely it agrees 

with the standard. Such a shotas this is just what should 
be used in gun trials, and there is no doubt that at game 
qb will give better results than their old fashioned make, 
en A 

THE [DENTIFICATION OF FISHES.—We wish to call the 

particular attention of those who, haying never paid at- 
tention to the structure of fishes, claim to identify them, 

to our letter from Alaska, Here isa case which points 
its moral. ‘*Piseco” is a veteran trout angler and a close 

observer; also has the advantage of years of contact 
with the first ichthyologists of the world, and has im- 
bibed much of their lore, so much that we would prefer 
his judgment on a fish to that of any mere angler. Yet 
he was mistaken in supposing that he had found an Hast- 

ern brook trout in Alaska—a fontinalis—as his fish was 
marked so like the ones which he knew so well by sight ; 

but he did not happen to know that the presence or ab- 

sence of teeth upon the hyoid bone (the bone which sup- 

ports the tongue) was an all-important factor in the diag- 

nosis, until Dr, Bean, one of the celebrated ichthyologists 
of the Smithsonian Institution and the Fish Commission, 

came along and rectified his mistake, which he so grace- 

fully acknowledges in his present letter. 
We make this comment to show how easy it is to be 

mistaken, and why we are sometimes skeptical about fishes 
which are positively asserted to be ‘'genuine™ brook trout 

or black bass when we donot know the ichthyological 
attamments of the writer, who, by the way, is usually 

positive in proportion to his ignorance of structure; and 

the error acknowledged by 'Piseco” should be treasured 
up by all. Having learned a new and valuable lesson 

himself, our accomplished Alaska correspondent wishes 

to enlighten his brother anglersand share his knowledge. 
a 

Dick, THE Wooncock.—The correspondent who writes 
to inquire about the tame woodcock is referred for full 

particulars to recent issues of FORESTAND STREAM. Bet- 

ter than reading about the bird is seeing him, and we 

recommend those who are interested to call on Mr. Mor- 

ris at 17 Jefferson Market and see his pet. Dick will be 
found in the greenhouse surrounded by flowers, and with 

dozens of feathered companions of different kinds. His 

owner, in addition to his business of florist, has a num- 

ber of birds, most of them native, though canaries, sky- 

larks and other foreign song birds are to be found at his 
place. We noticed, during a recent visit, young robins, 

bluebinds, catbirds and cardinal grosbeak, all of which 
seemed to be doing well. 
P+ eae 

PRoM THE ENDS OF THE HartH,—The FOREST anD 

STREAM draws its good things from the uttermost parts 

of the globe. ‘To-day we publish letters from Alaska and 
from South Africa, 
OE eee 

Witp Rick.—Wild rice may be obtained this season in 
good supply and quality from Richard Valentine, Janes- 
ville, Wis., and Chas. Gilchrist, of Harwood, Ont, We 
shall shortly publish full direetions for the sowing of the 
cereal, : 
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only moderately cool, is soon quite genial. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

The Sportsman Courist, 
SNOEK FISHING IN TABLE BAY. 

BY B, B. BIGGAR, 

AE glorious Southern Cross gleams brightly from 
above the broad top of Table Mountain and there is 

scarcely a sign of dawn as the rumbling of boat-oars an- 
nounces that the fishermen of Capetown are beginning 
their day’s toils. 
me with one of the snoek boats that are now preparing 
to enter the waters of Table Bay. The fishermen whom 
T ask for permission to go with them cheerfully grant the 
request. 
ing men to be found on the Atlantic Coast of America, 
but the dark and dreamy fisher of the Eastern seas, with 
such Oriental names as Abdol, Apollis and Makmoot. 

If the reader will, let hin. accompany 

They are not the tall, light-haired, wiry-look- 

Our boat issues from a little, narrow-beached, ill-sayored 
cove, called Rogge Bay. sheltered by a primitive pier at 
the foot of the leading street in Capetown. 
low-toned, booming voice of some boat-hand echoes 
strangely against the silent town and over the bay as we 
move off over its silent surface, boat by boat, like some 
black specters over asea of death. On my remarking at 
the stillness of the broad bay, the fishermen hint that he- 
fore we are ashore we will have enough of an opposite 
extreme. 
grand old mountain, we are at length behind the Lion's 
Rump, with Robben Island stretching long and low on our 
right and Green Point Beach, under the Rump, on our 
left, with the surf rolling solemnly on its rugged shore. 
The stars, which have been shining with a brilliancy un- 
known to the gazers of northern climes, begin to pale in 

The coarse, 

Passing out slowly from the gloom of the 

the dawn and day hastily approaches, glorified in tints 
which I cannot attempt to picture with pen. The slight- 
est haze is all there appears to be of fog over sea or land 
this morning—for clear air is the wonderful feature of 
these latitudes—and the temperature, which at first was 

In the broad 
day I can now tell you what my crew are like while they 
are settling themselyes to work, Abdol is a middle- 
statured, sack-coated, barefooted, 
aquiline-nosed, thin bearded and wrinkled man. He 

olive-complexioned, 

bears a name of Arabian odor and his appearance might 
bear out the character; but he is a Malay, the son or 
grandson of some slave brought from that country by 
the old Dutch settlers of a hundred years ago, Apollis 
is hardly the god-like, graceful being you have already 
fancied, but 4 stout-hodied, big, barefooted man, with a 
face like the ‘full rounded moon” in shape, but densely 
eclipsed and swelled as by the refractive effects of a dim 
horizon. Asa peculiar savor hints, this exaggeration is 
produced by the excessive use of Cape beer, Possibly 
from the same cause his yoice is hoarse and coarse, Ap- 
ollis is an African—one of his parents from Zanzibar, 
the other a Cape negro, Makmoot—well, his nationality 
isa moot question. He is darl in eolor, though not 
black. He hasanameof Arabic pronunciation, speaks 
the Dutch language, wears English clothes and an Afri- 
can countenance, professes the Mohammedan religion, 
keeps the Christian Sabbath and sends his children to 
Sunday-school, yet is known asa Malay, 
Makmoot lifts his coil of line, and fixing the bait to his 

trolling hook, tosses it oyer the side, Weare now about 
half a mile off from shore, between those beautiful moun- 
tains of Lion’s Rump and Lion's Head, and are making 
toward the open sea. The breeze is not favorable for 
trolling, for the Provadence (with an a) hardly moves 
under her small spanker. Yet the line has scarcely been 
dropped in the water before it is jerked taut. Apollis 
in tne meanwhile pulls a small baton from beneath a 
thwart and hands it to Makmoot,. 

‘* What is he going to do with the club?” 
** Master wait—see,” replies Abdol, who, I should re- 

mark, is the commander and owner of this craft, allow- 
ing certain shares of the day's take to each of his mates. 

It took but a minute to explain the use of the baton. 
Makmoot, hauling the fish with gleeful adroitness out of 
water, gives it a toss which lands it high and close under 
his left arm. It is hardly lodged in this position before 
the baton is swung around and brought down with 
charming dexterity on the fish’s nose. A twist of the 
hook from its mouth and the victim is dropped into the 
beat kicking its last. Thus the process was accomplished. 
But it was performed so quickly that, like the premier 
trick in a magician’s performance, I wanted to see it 
again and again, The fish which now lies in the bottom 
of the boat is one of the most plentiful of the many re- 
murkable varieties to be found in Table Bay and around 
the Cape peninsula to False Bay and Simon's Bay, It is 
about two feet long, but Abdo! informs me that it is a 
very small specimen and we are yet to catch them three 
feet or three and a half in length. It is long-nosed, taper- 
ing from jaw to nozzle in lines as regular almost as an 
isosceles triangle ; it is scaleless, its skin being salmon- 
like in color, darker on the back than its sides and belly, 
Its body is not broad between back and .belly, but well 
rounded and yery supple. With ample tail its speed in 
swimming is very great. This quality isa matter of ne- 
cessity in its existence, for it is one of the most voracious 
of fishes. Darting like a meteor on all sorts of small try 
of edible kind, it is equally at home in grovelling and 
glutting in the filth and sewage that flows into the bay 
from Capetown. The Dutch name given to it signifies 
ils character. As I have already eaten it, I know that, 
whatever its appearance, its flesh is excellent, of fine 
grain; but, exceptduring ashort season in winter, contain- 
ing but little oil, When smoked, its flayor is simply de- 
licious, and though now chiefly appreciated only within 
the Colony, the time may come when the smoked snoek 
will be esteemed abroad equally with the yery daintiest 
of fish, But more on the trade aspect when we get 
ashore, for Abdol now offers me charge of the helm and 
sheet, and all three are settling to work, Makmouot tos- 
ses out bis line some distance and again is soon hauling 
inafish, Swinging it under his arm, the baton comes 
down on the pour thing’s nose, and the hook withdrawn, 
itis thrown into the bottom of the boat. Abdol throws 
out his line, but with the grace and air Of a man who 
understands every point in the whole nature of a snoelk 
evidently. Two or three deft hand-oyer-hand draws and 
up the fish flies like a bird, lighting under his armpit as 
it it had voluntarily leaped into its own native place; 
tap goes the baton and down goes the snoek. How easy | 
yet how much like a trick of legerdemain, I watched 
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again, Apollis, with less skill and no small bluster, 
hauls away, causing the boat to lurch, and dealing: his 
victim a fearful blow, throws him down with savage 
triumph, in wide and rather interesting contrast to the 
polished style of Abdol, who now again unconscious of 
bis high art adds another te the number in the boat. A 
gently stiffening breeze from seaward increases our rate 
of speed and attracts the fishin quicker succession. The 
funis furious, The tightening line, the thrashing of the 
water and the thump of the club followed each other so 
fast that the fishers themselves laugh and congratulate 
each other upon the run, Evidently it is rather an unu- 
sual fortune, for after a time there is a sudden rest, I 
ask if this is the capricious nature of snoek, and Abdol 
replies by suggesting that if I will bear off again from 
the shore we will run faster and catch more fish, whereat 
Makmoot and Apollis laugh, Iawake to the fact that I 
have nuconsciously, while so intent upon the fun, al- 
lowed the boat to run upinto the wind and lose way, 
Thus f had to pay the penalty of want of attention to my 
duty, However, we get under way again, and the takes are 
tolerably numerous, though never so lively as before, I 
had now watched the magic trick till I had, point by 
point, taken in a pretty correct idea of the whole modus 
operandi, and I said; ‘* Abdol, hold this tiller till I try 
my hand.” 

‘* Master want to catch snoek?” 
ia Yes,” 

I threw the line out, and it was some time before I got 
a bite. Then I jerked in with a style hardly so gracetul 
as Abdol’s, and after some hirching of the boat, I got 
him above water, Then I performed the swing under 
my arm; he struck the right spot exactly, I raised my 
club and—struck my arm a blow sufficient to have 
stunned a whale, much lessasnoek, But I think I must 
have hit the snoek—somewhere about the tail perhaps, 
However, he fell outside the boat and shot like a gleam 
through the water. ‘' There,” thought I, “ goes the line, 
hook and all.” But Abdol had fortunately tied the end 
in the row-lock, and he was brought to a check soon 
enough. I hauled him up, amd seorning the armpit 
trick, decided to dispatch him in my own way. So [ gob 
him down aguinst the side of the boat and made a stub 
with the end of the baton, Imadean impression jn one of 
the ribs, but none on the snoek, for he was at that mo- 
ment floundering over the corpses of his fellow creatures 
in the other end of the boat. By the time I had recov- 
ered for another effort of skill, I saw him lie still for a 
moment. Now, I thought, is my time, so I aimed a shot 
of a horribly fatal nature at his head, The baton bounded 
over a thwart and went whirling like a boomerang off 
toward the equator, This is a somewhat exaggerated 
account, but at all events I did not kill the snoek, and 
Abdol, mercifully robbing me of any revenge, lifted him 
up and dispatched him with a single tap. Iresumed the 
tiller, After all—I consoled myself—snoek catching is 
not an elevated pastime; itis only fif for the cunning 
sleight of some magic-working Oriental. 

At about 11 oclock our boat is about two-thirds full and 
Abdol considers it time to return, for a southeaster is 
likely to spring up. Though nowa considerable distance 
off we male good headway in, and while we go a lunch 
is brought out, consisting of fried snoek and bread, and 
is eaten with eager appetites, The crew meantime con- 
duct their conyersation in barbarous Dutch, and I fancy 
from their pleasantry that the subject of the conversa- 
tion is a certain incident of the day. As we round Green 
Point toward the docks of the town,a white cloud gathers 
ina clear sky over the brow of Table Mountain, and 
that is the herald of the southeaster, which even before 
wereach Rogge Bay is lashing the water into white caps, 
And now the ‘‘sport” of the day is done; if the reader 
wishes to hear nothing else he may stop here, but if a few 
facts on the business aspect of the question will interest 
him he may read to the end. ; 

Preceding and following us to and from the cove was 
a fleet of some thirty boats, all precisely like our own 
in size and appearance, manned by crews equally yaried 
in race and color, and engaged in the same business. As 
I stand on the beach watching them come in I see every 
boat has, what seems to me, aprofitable load, some less 
than half full, others loaded almost to the gunwale. Each 
boat is welcomed by a crowd of chattering humunity of 
every continent, nationality, tribe, kindred and tongue, 
and perhaps the least cultivated and refined of each class. 
The boat is pulled up and its load removed up the strand, 
each fish being taken by the headin removal. As I see 
colored servant girls carrying an occasional fish home 
carefully in the same way, I now learn the reason why 
the fish is killed on being caught. The fleshis not only of 
fine grain, but exceedingly teuder, so much so that where 
aslight bruise has taken place the bruised partif fried after: 
a day or so will goall into meal like tine mashed potatoes, 
Such portions putrify sooner than others. Lf the fish were 
left to die in the boat its thrashing about would spoil 
the flesh, hence the process of clubbing. Along one 
sitle of the strand are rows of benciies, Here stand the 
cleaners—some men, some women—and the facility with 
which they prepare a fishis admirable, From a hasket 
on his left he lifts the fish and severs the head ; then, 
with a careful though quick curving movement of the 
knife, opens out the entrails, which fall out clean and 
easily, and with a lightning stroke draws the knife from 
head to tail, and the red flesh of the snoek is opened out 
into two broad, rich halves, and thrown into another bas- 
ket, done. The baskets are then taken to the "“tish 
kraals,” or drying sheds, where, under the influence of a 
dry atmosphere and a warm sun, they rapidly dry, hay- 
ing been salted, Others are smoked dry, and these, 
though dearer, are becoming much esteemed, as (hey 
deserve to be. On the beach a snoek will sell at from 
two pence (four cents) to eight pence, according to the 
season; a dried snoek at about six pence, and a smoked 
one at eight pence to a shilling and three pence, The 
supply in the sea here seems exhanstless, and the snoek 
can be caught all the year round, though from October 
to January they are few in number, poor in quality, and 
often have white worms or grubs in the flesh, These 
worms are considered poisonous, though the tishermen 
eat the fish at this season as throughout the other parts 
of the year. While the market here is large, snoek are 
caught mm equally large quantities on the other side of 
the peninsula, in the waters of False Bay, Simon’s Bay 
and Kalk Bay, What is done with them? Well, at one 
time they were considered fit food only for the poorest 
colored people; now they are largely consumed in the 
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inland districts of the colony by the white classes. 
They are also exported interior to the Diamond Fields, to 
Natal and to the island of Mauritius, where they are 
chiefly consum:d by the coolies, or Hust Indian laborers, 
who are employed on the sugar plantations of the island. 
They are a cheap foad, and being very tender when 
dried or smoked, are palatable and better suited to the 
stomach in a warm climate, where strong meats are 
injurious. Such are a few notes concerning snoek catch- 
ing at the Cape of Good Hope. 
Cape Town, South Africa, 

Raiural History, 
ee —— 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” @ 

ANIMALS OF THE MOUNTAINS OF NORTH CARO- 
LINA AND TENNESSEE. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— F 
Inthesunmmer of 1858 | explored the mountains of North 

Carolina and Tennessee, botamizing and measuring their 
heights with barometers. In the March (1859) number of 
the Americun Journal of Science isan article from me 
about these mountains. As the Jowrnal has a small cir- 
culation, I give the following extracts from the article: 
“The tedium of the night, when encamping on the 
mountuine, is almost always enlivened by the stories of 
the guides of their adventures in hunting. They all 
positively assert that the bears in early spring, when first 
emerging trom their winter quarters, are as fat as when 
they first reure for the winter, During the winter they 
shed the soles of their feet, which renders their walkin 
d ficult in the first spring. Then their food consists of 
young plants, on which diet they soon become lean, and 
remaui 60 votil the ripening of berries in August and 
September, They are very fond of hogs and pigs, pork 
and honey being their favorite diet, Why they bite and 
scratch the bark and limbs of the balsam and black 
spruce, I cannot tell, It cannot be for food, because they 
do not generally leaye the marks of their teeth on a tree 
except in one ortiwo places, Sometimes they rise on 
their hind legs and make long, deep scratches in the bark 
with their forepaws. It may be done for sport, or to let 
their companions know their whereabouts, We have 
seen these fresh bites and scratches on different trees dur- 
ing the entire warm season, The bears show great sa- 
gucity in feeding to the leeward of the paths of the 
mountain ridges, along which the hunter is almost 
obliged to travel ; hence, if the wind blows, it is almost 
impossible to get a shot at them, their keen scent discoy- 
ering the hunter long before he gets within shooting dis 
tance, They are stupid and unwary about traps, enter- 
ing without fear the log pens, which are shalluw, with 
a depth of not more than two feet, over which is raired 
a very heayy top, which falls and crushes the bear when 
he disturbs the bait, Hundreds are caught in this man- 
ner every year. In the nnfrequented parts of the moun- 
tains the large steel trap is concealed in the bear trail ; 
but this is dangerous, and liable to catch dogs, of which 
we saw two ceyught in one morning to our great sorrow. 
The piteons yells of these dogs rang in our ears long 
afterward. ‘The bears rarely disturb calves or young cat- 
tle, but in one locality of the Smoky Mountains we were 
told that they did much damage in killing young cattle, 
and that there could be no nustake about it, because a 
large bear had been caught in the act of killing a young 
ateer, 

“The panther, wild cat and wolf are all troutlesome to 
the mountaim farmer of these regions, The panther de- 
atroys sheep and hogs; the wild cat, lambs and pigs. 
Both are cowardly and thievish, being rarely seen, 

“The red squirrel (Sciurus hudsonius), called mountain 
buma in North Carolina, is common in all the higher 
mountains. It rarely descends into the yalleys. It is 
fond of the seeds of the balsam and black spruce (Abies 
fraseri and nigra), and as itis rarely molested by the 
hunters it is very noisy, active and fearless of man, 
‘We were told by a traveling fur merchant whom we 

met that the skins which he bought among the moun- 
tains equal in fineness and goodness those of the North, 
and thus Northern merchants could not tell the differ- 
ence; still, in order to get the highest price, he was 
obliged to send his skins to New York: through Ohio, via 
the Erie Railroad, as if they had come trom the North- 
west. The principal furs obtained in the southern Alle- 
hanies are the skins of the otter, mink, black fox, red 
ox, raccoon and muskrat.” 
To the above extracts let me add that twenty years ago 

trout and deer were abundant in those mountains and 
streams ; that twenty-four of their peaks are higher than 
Mount Washington ; that they have finer and grander sce- 
nery than any other portion of the Appalachians extend- 
ing northward to Canada, Also, there is another very 
important item in fayor of the Southern mountains as a 
place of resort—mosquitos and gnats are not there to 
torment one, asin Maine, Canada and Minnesota. The 
valleys are from one to three thousand feet above the 
sea; hence these mountains and valleys have a Northern 
climate, On many of the higher mountains I found spe- 
cies of plants wlich IT had previously seen on Mount 
Washington, in New Hampshire. 8. B, Buokiey, 

Austin, Texas, Aug. 16th. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
In alate number of your paper, you referred to the 

question of the best breed of dogs for hunting bears, 
On the map of North Carolina, in Macon County, may 

be observed a place called Aqnone, in the western portion 
of the State.- This little village of three or four houses, 
with a post-office, 2,600 feet above the sea, and seventy 
miles fam a railroad, lies at the base of two ranges of 
high mountains, the Nautihela on the east, and the Val- 
Jey Mountain on the west. The surrounding country, be- 
ing thickly wooded and thinly settled, abounds with 
many varieties of game, such as bears, panthers, deer, 
wild turkey, etc,, which are hunted only with difticulty, as 
the mountains are steep and lolty, 

At Aquone lives Alec Mundy, a man as well known 
for his genial, sovial qualities, as for his proficiency in 
hunting, I have had the pleasure of enjoying Alvc’s hos- 
icality on four occasions, when passing through that 

foaedy mountain couniry, as he lives on the road leading 
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from_Cleaveland, Tenn., via Ducktown, to Asheville, N. 
C. His fayorite sport is bear hunting, and he keeps two 
well-trained dogs for that purpose. On the last occasion 
when I was there, he told me that the dogs then in his 
prscein had assisted bim in killing more than twenty 
ears, Through him I became quite weil posted in “bear 

literature.” Among those mountains the bears usnally: 
‘den up” early in January, and come out again about 
the 20th of April, when a particnlar plant is large enough 
for them to eat, with which they purge themselves. They 
aré fat when they ‘den up,” and are fat when they come 
out again, but soon become poor, and remain so until au- 
tumn, when they feed on acorns and chestnuts, A fat 
bear soon comes ‘‘to bay,” but a lean bear runs like a 
deer and “‘makes” for the nearest precipice, either to 
ascend or descend in order to escape from the dogs, 
When descending, they double up and roll down, Alec 
says his dogs can find a bear any day inseason. When 
they overtake one, each dog assumes hig position, one on 
each side of their enemy, Dog No. 1 seizes a thigh of 
the bear, which immediately turns to fight it off. Wo, 1 
lets go contemporaneously with a bite from No. 2 on the 
other thigh, Bear turns with rage to No. 2, which lets 
go synchronously with another bite from No, 1. In this 
Manner bruin is entertained until Alec comes up on 
horseback, dismounts at some distance, then approaches 
quite near with his shot gun, which he perfers to a rifle. 
On several occasions, when a bear was wounded, it 
rushed at him with purposes not peaceful, and he might 
hive been killed, but his faithful dogs, apparently know- 
ing the danger to their master, seized the bear by the 
thigh, and diverted its attention long enough for Alec to 
reload his gun and fire again. Alec says the requirements 
of a good bear dog should be courage to attack, and cow- 
ardice to let go when the bear attempts to seize it. He 
states that a cross between a bulldog and foxhound meets 
the case better than any other dog hie ever saw. 
Trout are quite abundantin the Nantihela River, which 

flows past Alec Mundy’s house, I have never found 
them in the Southern States in waters further south or 
west than in this river or its tributaries, I have heard 
contradictory reports of their existence in Georgia, in the 
headwaters of the Oconee, a branch of the Hiwassee, T 
think the extreme southwestern distribution of this fish 
is a yery interesting subject for inquiry, and it could 
probably be determined by some of your Southern sub- 
scribers. J mean the stream where they occur naturally, 
as well as that where they thrive well after being trans- 
planted, Ihave not found trout) in North Carolina at a 
lower altitude than 2,000 feet above the sea. In Macon 
County, N. C., these fish may be found in the headwaters 
of the Sugar Fork Greek, 4,000 feet above the sea, This 
is probably the highest altitude where they may be found 
in the United States east of the Mississippi River, 

Philadelphia, Pa. re 
EEE 

HERONS AND CORMORANTS, 

W the 2ist day of August, the present year, I was in 
heavy, tall timber in the Illinois River bottom, 

twenty-five miles aboye Peoria, bee hunting, when I was 
surprised to find myself in the midst of a large nesting 
place of the great blue heron (Ardea herodias) and little 
white egret or snowy heron (Ardea candidissima) in about 
equal numbers, and with a few nests occupied by the 
two young to a nest of either the double crested cormo- 
rant (Graculus dilophus) or the Mexican cormorant (G. 
mexicanus), The nests occupied by all appeared to be 
exactly the same in every way, and I should judge, or 
rather guess, that the cormorants had dispossessed the 
herons of their nests,or at least occupied an old nest from 
the bexinning of the season, for it is hardly reasonable 
that birds of such very different characters would build 
nests exactly alike, and it is a well known fact that these 
nesting places and nests are used by the herons year after 
year, The nests were placed in the highest forks of the 
tallest trees, 
These cormorants are known by the ‘*boys” on the illi- 

nois River as ‘nigger geese,” and are quite plenty, and 
I had for years tried to capture one to determine their 
species; s0 | picked out the largest pair I could see—they 
were all standing or sitting, for they always stand up sit- 
ting down, bolt upright in their nests—and let goat them 
with a very good shouting No, 12 gun—x first-class glass 
hall gun, and toaded for balls with 4 drachms and 14 02, 
No, 8shot—the young cormorants merely shook their 
heads, snapped their bills) and chattered a little at this 
salutation, I gaye them the other barrel with the same 
result, then both again—they appeared to enjoy the fun. 
I then got a little mad, took another position and gave 
them my best choke, and pulled the trigger very hard, 
I guess the one nearest to me ‘* stubbed his toe” and féll 
down, but he * got right up,” and sat down on his tail 
again, Well, I thought there must be something the 
matter with my gun, so I tried it on the young blue her- 
ous, which J think thought the Pourth of July had come, 
4s they had nearly all left their nests and walked out on 
the dry limbs to see the fun. Ilet loose on the biggest 
one lI could see, and down he came, and so did three 
more, By this time the old herons began to think there 
was trouble in camp, and came squawking in from every 
direction, Isaluted the first one that came near, and 
killed him so hard that he tell down like an empty sack, 
and also three more twenty to thirty feet above the 
trees, I then concluded I would make the two young 
cormorants lay down or empty all my shells at them, so 
I climbed up on an enormous log, drew a bead on their 
heads, and let go, when one laid calmly down on his 
back in the nest and the other pitched forward and came 
to the ground, and the long wished for ‘‘ Nigger goose” 
was mine, I think he had as many as one hundred and 
fifty No. 8 shot in his corpus. I found his hide wags about 
as tough as that of an old woodchuck, and thickly coy- 
ered with stiff feathers and matted down, passing through 
his pelt and riveted on the inner side like that of a loon, 
Tuow had my bird, but how was I to find his proper 
name? For the information of other young students in 
ornithology, I will tell how I did it. If my bird had 
been known by any common name that Dr, Cones had 
ever heard of, [ could have turned to the general index 
of his ‘* Key to North American Birds,” and found it, 
but the Ductor's early education was neglected, and he 
had never heard of '' Nigger geese,” In his “ Key to the 
Genera,’ Dr, Coues groups all birds in four great groups 
by the number and position of their toes. My bird, I 
found, had four toes, I look at the Key and find “' Toes | 
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four, two in front, two behind,” and ‘‘Toes four, three 
in front, one behind.” Now my bird has four toes, all in 

front, 80 far as I cam see, and what makes it worse, the 
four toes are firmly connected by three fnll webs. Have 
Lstruck a snag? 

Tf there was a class of birds with one toe in front, two 
at the side and one behind, I could get along, but there 
was no such group, Well, there were four toes, and one 
of them might be called a hind toe if it did not point to 
the front when the bird “stood up ;” so I turn to Group 
4, and then to Sub-group A (the hind toe elevated), 
Trouble again, for have found a hind toe, I cannot 
see that it is eleyated, but I follow down to Sub-snb- 
group 1, “Feet totipalmate (all four toes webbed, hind toe 
semi-lateral and barely elevated (A). So I follow down 
until I find A, and further down I find all the characters 
of my bird in the genus Graeulus, to which I turn, but 
as my bird is young and not quite full fledged or colored, 
Iam not able to certainly determine which species of 
Graculus or cormorant if is: so, the “Nigger Goose” 
question must remain unsettled for the present, so far as 
lam concerned, But I write this to give my testimony 
on two facts in Natural History, to wit, that these two 
herons in this region I have always fuund breeding to- 
ether in the same grove, and generally with more than 

Bas nest of each on the same tree; that their nests, so 
faras can be obseryed from the ground, are exactly alike, 
and that a cormorant was using and rearing its young in 
exactly the same nests, and thatall three birds had young 
of about the same maturity—almost full fledged, just 
leaving their nests on the 2lst day of August, this year 
of 1880. Iam of the opinion that they are about three 
weeks late this year, Who can giye facts? And. also, 
how long is it from egg-laying until the birds leave the 
nesis ? ; 

As a student, I thought it very strange that a bird with 
feet like this cormorant,with four toes completely webbed 
together, should habitually perch and roost on trees ; so 
I could not believe that my young bird wasa ‘Nigger 
Goose” until I got the opinion of some of our old river 
gunners. Isaw the old ones at the nests; they looked 
exactly the sameas ‘‘N, Geese,” and all said the young 
was a ‘Nigger Goose.” This bird must, when it perches 
on a tree, clasp itstoes around the twig just as a man 
without thumbs would grasp. BYRNE. 
Lacon, Iil., Aug, 24th, 

~~ eS 

OWLS. 

BOUT the middle of last June I found a young 
screech ow! in a box which I had placed high up on 

one of the posts of the verandah at the back part of the 
house, intending itas a home for some wrens, bub they 
would not occupy it, The old owl had sat day after day 
on the brackets of the adjoining posts. This led me to 
get the step-ladder and look into the box, No nest was 
there, The bottom of the box was hearly coyered with 
the elytra and wings of insects, mingled with the wings 
and feathers of small birds. p 
The young ow! was nearly full grown, but still covered 

wilh cinerous or ashy colored down with whiter bunds 
across its head, Its horns were prominent and composed of 
small feathers. When the young owl first saw me he re- 
treated backwards to the far corner of the box, and 
fronting me gave yent to ahissing noise, opened and shut 
his jaws, looking as fierce as jossible—a real comical 
chap. As Iwasabout to take him in my hand he threw 
himself on his back and presented his claws and open 
mouth. T brought him down and placed him on the fluor, 
where he stillshowed a pugnacious disposition, His per- 
formances and appearance were so singular and amusing 
that I afterwards showed him to some yisitors, when he 
was as brave as ever, His feathers came out rapidly, 
so much quicker than I expected that he flew away and 
escaped a prison cage, I intended also to shoot one of 
the old birds for closeinspection. Isavyw or heard nothing 
of them for several weeks, but recently J have heard them 
or others like them at night, 
Tam not sure that these are true screech owls (Scops 

asio), They may be Western mottled owls (Scops ma- 
callz)). They certainly make a noise at night very much 
like screech owls, and also resemble them in plumage. 

Do the old owls carry their young from place to place 
for safety? No nest was in the box and but one young 
one. I think the other young birds were killed and this 
one carried to the box by the parent birds, The box was 
in a frequented place near the kitchen window, and the 
old ones would haye been apt to have been seen there 
abouts when eggs were being laid and set pon, but they 
were only seen a short time before 1 saw the young one, 
In the winter of 1876 a snowy owl (Vyctea niven) was 
shot near Austin and brought to me forname. } 

Austin, Texas, Aug, 17th. 8. B, BuckLEy. 

——.>——_ 

CooL,—About a week since, while examining the web 
of a well-ted house spider of ordinary size which ad 
stretched his net across the corner fromthe body of the 
house to the extension, and had supplied his larder with 
a goodly stock of mosquitos, moths, etc., 1 observed at 
the same time a bluish looking wasp come bobbing along 
the side wall, when all at once bang he went into the 
spider's web, I thought he was caught, sure. Every 
half second he would kick and shake as though indeed he 
was entangled, but was he? Weshall see. The spider 
was slow in responding, but after a number of shakes he 
darted out and attempted to secure the wasp, but no 
sooner had he cast a strand of his web around the foot 
of the wasp than the latter gave the web a jerk, bringing 
the spider within his grasp. Before the spider could ve- 
cover himself enough to thinkof running he wasincloged 
in the deadly embrace of the wasp, and in legs than a 
second the latter had doubled up and had jierced the 
poor spider with his deadly sting a dozen times, One 
would suppose the web would offer some obstacle to the 
wasp, but not a bit; he was as much at home in the web 
as the spider. He took thedead spider in his mouth, de- 
liberately crept through the web, went down on the in- 
side, out under ae bottom and bore tats ee I sup- 

fati the young progeny of the captor, 
ih aco ts a aia STRAIGHT BORE, 

In this connection we would refer our readers to an 
article entitled ‘The Solitary Wasps,” printed on page 
878 of yoiume XI, of this journal. 
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ARRIVALS AT THR ZOULOGICAD GARDEN, CINCONNATI, UP TO 
Spr, Ist.—One el& (C0. canadensis), one llama (Lanid perudia), 
one zebu (Bas tndious), one yak (Bison grunniens)> all born 

jo garden. One passenger pigeon (&. migraterivs); hatched 
in garden. Two egrets (Herodiag egretta), one military ma- 

caw (Ara piilitarts), one bald eagie (A. leucocephalus) ; all pre- 
sented. Three green moukeya (Cercopithecus callitrichus), one 

veryet monkey (0, lalandii), two common macaque monkeys (M, 

cynomolgus), one brown capuchin (Cebus fatuellus), one black 

handed spider monkey (Ateles melanochir}), one Indian elephant 

(E. indicus), one brown thrush (Harporhrehus ruy us), three Balti- 

more orioles (Icterus haltimore), seven orebard orioles (I. spurius), 
one cowbird (Mnlothrus pecoris), six bobolinks (Dolichonyx oryzi- 

vorus), three yellow headed blackbirds (Xqnthocepalus leturoveph- 

atus), four pink breasted grosbeaks (@uiraca lvdoviciana), six in- 

digo birds (Oyaneapten ovyanedt), 7 nonpareils (C. clris), three Vir- 

ginia cardinals (0. virginianws), one red-headed woodpecker 

(Moelanerpes erylthrocepatus), four cut-throat finches (Amadina 
fasciata), six Jaya sparrows (Padda oryzivora), four zebra wax- 
bills (Bstrelda subfana), four amaduvade finches (Matrelia aman— 

dava), four red-faced weavers (Tondia erythrvps), four orange 
weavers (Hupleches franciscanus) ; all purobased. 

FaRAnx J, THOMPSON, Sup’t. 

fish Culture. 
———_—= 

SOLES AGAIN BROUGHT TO AMERIOA. 

APTAIN J. H. MORTIMBR, of the ship Hamilton 

Fish, a gentleman well known to the naturalists of 

Europe and America by his valuable contributions to 
science in many of its departmients, has succeeded in 

bringing over some live soles antl depositing them in our 
waters. Our readers may remember that the attempt 
was made in the winter of 1877-8, and only two speci- 
mons survived the change of air from the gulf stream to 

the “banks,” and were deposited in Massachusetts Bay. 
(See Rep. U. 8. Fish Commission, 1877, p, 867.) 

Tn both these cases valuable assistance was rendered by 
Mr. Moore, of the Liverpool Museum, and Mr, ©. L. 
Jackson, naturalist of the Southport Aquarium, in pro- 
curing the fish, The following is the report made by 
Captain Mortimer to Prof. Baird of his methods and the 

incidents of the transportation of this most valuable lit- 

tle fish, which is deservedly a favorite in Hurope :— 

When at Liverpool last March it occurred to me that 
my return passage to the United States would afford a 
favorable opportunity for the transportation of liye soles 
across the Atlantic at that early period of the present 
year. The existence of ice abounding on the ordinary 
track would induce me to take a more southerly course, 
which, in connection with the more equable temperature 
of a middle passage, would afford a better prospect of 
success in my undertaking, _ 
Gommunicating my intention to Mr. T, J. Moore, 

curator of the Derby Museum, who for years has been 
ever ready to assist in my attempts to transport fish, 
mollusks, anemones, etc., and which haye been ordina- 
rily successful, very much owing to his kindness in fur- 
nishing me material and data (all important), referring to 
the habits and habitat of intended companions for the 
voyage. Considering the habits of various fish, especially 
the sole, in this case I suggested to Mr. Moore that very 
young sole should be procured from the Mersey River 
lishermen and placed in the tanks of the aquarium for 
the purpose of acclimatizing them, as it were, to the con- 
finemnent to my small globes or tanks on shipboard, 
While the ship remained at Liverpool this was accom- 
plished, and on the eve of my departure for New York 
the number of sole obtained was only nine, the largest 
not being more than five inches in length, The season 
not being favorable for obtaining the smaller fish (which | y 
I much preferred, ou account of the lesser amount of 
weration required for their well doing), I was supplied 
with fine gravel, coarse river sand, earth worms in sod, 
mussels and cockles, which I had hoped to have preserved 
alive for fish food. 
My tmethod of transporting these soles was in ordinary 

glass globes of about four gallons capacity, which, resting 
on adisk of wood equal to their diameters, were sus- 
pended by six cords tu hooks in the carlines of my cabin 
where they would swing freely and in accordance to the 
ship’s motion, and with bub very little disturbance to the 
water contained in them. Gravel to the depth of two 
inches was placed in the bottom of the gloves, which 
were three purts Glled with water from the aquarium,and 
three sole were placed in each tank, which were then sus- 
pended where they would swing clear of each other. Dur- 
ing the first three days of our passage, and through the 
Irish Channel, my ship duties prevented me from giving 
much attention tu the fish, other than that the water was 
well aerated. This was effected by the use of a large 
syringe, the use of which was subsequently abandoned in 
favor of asimall dipping-net of coarse crash, about four 
inches in diameter. This would effectively aerate the 
water by briskly disturbing the surface, which could be 
accomplished in a lew minutes and without disturbing 
the lower part of the water or the sediment. 
On the fourth day out—being then at sea with an 

offing—t observed a turbid, milky Sg rion a in a globe 
containing three of the largest fish, one of which was 
dead. Without loss of time I prepared a fourth globe, 
which I filled with ocean water brought to a density com- 
parative with the original Mersey water by an improvised 
hydrometer and admixture of fresh water from the ship’s 
tanks, and which was allowed to remain six hours until 
it had acqmred.a temperature equal to the water in the 
other globes ; meanwhile, the fish had been removed from 
the impure water, and were subsequently removed to 
the fourth globe and new water. This accomplished, I 
attempted to feed them for che first time by suspending 
pieces of mussels and a living worm attached to a piece 
of fine thread, This for the purpose of withdrawing trom 
the water the food, if net accepted by the fish, and 
Bo preventing the impurity its remaining in the globes 
would Cause, Che Water in alluf which was kept aerated 
at least every four hours, iplt and day, dauug Lhe pas- 
Biye ul Usaty-tine uiys, 
The following morning the fish which had enjoyed a 
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ehange of water were both dead, and were afterward 
preserved in methylated spirils. Presuming from this 
fatality that the reduced seawater was not congenial to 
sustaining the sole, I had recourse to the original sup- 
ply of Mersey River water, which, every three days, 
when slightly contaminated by the fish, was decanted 
by a siphon from one globe to another, allowing the 
stream from the siphon to fall some four feet through 
the air, carefully avoiding the sediment, This method, 
by decanting three times, would thoroughly re-aerate and 
sweeten the water, and this process was maintained for 
the remainder of the time the fish were on shipboard, 
making up the loss by wastage and evapvration by add- 
ing sea and fresh waters of as near a density as could 
be determined, It was observed that the sole were 
inclined ta burrow, The gravel being rather dense for 
that accomplishment, I added sand that had been well 
washed until it would settle in a short time without 
clouding the water. The sole took immediate atlyantage 
of this addition, and would remain under the sand, ex- 
cepting a small portion of the head, and were only dis- 
tinguished by their brilliant eyes peering out of their 
comfortable bed, except when disturbed by the acrating 
process, or absence of air, when they would come to the 
surface and, by their splashing, advise their keeper that 
it was time to use his surface net or disturber, For the 
first few days the fish were easily alarmed by the ap- 
proach of any strange object, but afterward seemed 
reconciled to their new habitat, and, like Dr. Tanner, 
lived upon air and water ; for, during the whole voyage, 
they declined the food offered to them, Upon arriving: at 
New York harbor I took on shore, in two globes, tive of 
the nine soles which I had embarked, all seemingly in 
good condition after their long fast and the chanyes of 
temperature they had been subjected to, and which, at 
one time, wuile passing the flow of the Arctic currenv, in 
longitude 48° west, the water temperature was as low as 
o4° Fahrenheit, while the mean temperature for the pas- 
sage was about 56°. Mr. E. G. Blackford, at New York, 
took charge of thesole, which, within twenty-four hours 
were planted in New York bay, just outside of Sandy 
Hook, care haying been taken that the temperature of the 
water they were 1n was gradually brought to an equality 
with that of the bay water, which was much colder. 
At this writing, the time of my departure is near 

for a voyage to the North Sea, which will prevent a repe- 
tition of my experiment, at least with the sole, But 
from the recent experience with them I feel satistied 
that their introduction is practicable. I would suggest 
that they could be brought by steamers in the swinging 
globes, and during a passage of twelve days would need 
no change of water, norfood, The only labor connected 
with their transportation would bea simple aeration of 
the water, say every eight hours, and protection from 
the yery severe and sudden changes of temperature 
which must occur about midway the transatlantic pas- 
sage, There might also be taken into consideration the 
propriety, perhaps necessity, of a preserved habitat, 
which might be arranged for their reception, the sole 
being doubtless quite able to take care of himself, 
through his acquaintanoe with the habits and offensive 
means of his British enemies. Knowing of their exten- 
sive colonies in native waters, we may assume that they 
are well up in the philosophy of the survival of the fittest. 
But do they know our bluetish, that will swallow any 
moving object within the capacity of their swallowing? 
Does he know of the facility with which the sheepshead 
may crush a clam, or of the affectionate embrace of the 
starfish? If not, he must be protected until a knowl- 
edge of the defensive means to be used are acquired by 
the sale, Then they willadapt themselves to the miost 
fayorable surroundings within their reach, ‘colonize and 
increase, and following such a happy result, our ichthy- 
ophagists may enjoy a fillet of sole that may not have 
been sliced from a fishy flounder. 
8 ep a 

CODFISH HATCHING HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL, 

GLouUCcEsTER, Mass., Aug. 24th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

Inquiries among the boat-fishermen, who fish off this 
harbor, have brought to light some interesting facts con- 
nected with the hatching of cod (Gadus morrhua) at this 
place winter before last by the United States Fish Com- 
mission. Itappears thatlast summer, afew months after 
the young fish had been ‘‘set adrift” off the harbor’s mouth, 
to seek for themselves, many were found in the harbor 
from an inch anda half to two inches long, presumably 
some of those that were hatched at the station, 

This summer none have been seen in the harbor, but 
the fishermen report having frequently caught, just out- 
side the harbor, a mile or so from the entrance, small 
cod measuring from fiye to seven inches in length. Some- 
times as Many as six or seven -haye been taken al one 
time by a single person, and this is all the more remark- 
able asthe fishermen say they have never known the like 
to oceur before. Unfortunately no specimens have been 
obtained, as the fishermen have thrown them away, they 
having no market value, Although there can be no ab- 
solute certainty that these are the fish that were hatebed 
by the Commission, there not yet being any authentic ac- 
count of any being caught labelled U.S. PF. C., still, tak- 
ing into consideration their size, and thefact that codfish 
of such # size baye neyer been found plenty before, it 
seemed no more than reasonable to suppuse that these 
are some of the lot sent out by Uncle Sam, and that the 
little fellows are still hanging around home. J. W.C, 

GALIFORNIA SALMON EGGS. 

The following circular has been issued to the different 

State Fish Commissions -—— 
UNITED STATES Fish COMMISSION, | 

FIsH AND FISHERIES, f 
WASHINGTON, Sept, Ist, 1880. 

As the California salmon eggs collected by Mr, Livings- 
ton Stone at McCloud River, Cal., during the present 
season will before long be ready for distributien, | write 
to ask you what number you are desirous of receiving in 
behalf of your State, to be hatched out and planted in 
public waters 

Ti shoul: be understood that the freight from the hatch- 
ing station is to be paid by yourself, abd possibly an ad- 
ditional charge now tu exceed $1 per thousand for thie ex- 
pense of packing and shipping. 

Please advise me of the address to which the eggs are 
to be shipped. Due notice will be given you by telegraph, 
or otherwise, of the time when the eggs may be expected. 
They will be ready to forward ahout, or not long after 
Oct, ist, SPENCER F, BAIRD, Conimissioner. 

We 

Lake TRouT Eees To Be Hap iw Quantity.—The fol- 
lowing letter is self-explanatory :— 

Wo Lr Istanp, Aug, 28th. 
Prof. 8. F. Baird :— ‘fas 

Sir :—I beg to inform you that the fishing grounds in 
Lake Ontario, situated about ten miles from Cape Vin- 
cent, where the New York Fish Commission have ob- 
tained all their salmon-trout eggs, is still in operation, 
The proprietor has heen notified that the New York Com- 
mission will not require any this season, and so far no 
other person has made arrangements for tha spawn. If 
you know of any fish breeding establishment which is 
desirous of obtaining two or three million of salmon-trout 
eggs please advise them to apply at once to Patrick Troy, 
Wolfe Island, Ontario. The salmon-trout fishing com- 
mences immediately, and ends on the 80th of October. 
Comtmiunications will receive strict attention, 

Very truly yours, 
PETER KIEL, Fishery Overseer. 

We understand that eggs will be furnished already im- 
pregnated if desired. 
er 

TROUT MURDER. 

Ties mill pond at the head of Caledonia Creek, in- 
cluding the springs, was suddenly emptied on’ the 

last day of August and the whole stream poisoned by the 
disturbance of the sediment and the consequent liberation 
of sulphuretted hydrogen. Mr, James Annin, Jr., whose 
ponds are the first below the spring, is the main sufferer, 
as he owns the stream for some distance, and depends 
largely uponit for hissupply of eggs to meet thedemandsof 
his customers, and not so much upon the fish in his ponds, 
which are fed by other springs. ‘Lhe State hatchery also 
suffers in the loss of salmon, native and Western trout, 
which were beyond price as breeding fish, 

It is claimed that this lowering of the water in the mill 
pond is necessary for the purpose of removing the weeds 
which fill it, but the owners know by experience in for- 
mer years the terrible consequences attending its sudden 
lowering, and should be held responsible by law for all 
damage done to those below them. Tt will take at least 
three years to replace the trout killed, but the market 
value of the trout lost does not represent one-tenth of 
the injury to either the State or Mr, Annin, to both of 
whom each fish represented a definite number of eggs, 
which are not only lost this year but for succeeding ones 
also. If there is no law which enyers this case, and pro- 
tects fish culturists from the acts, careless or otherwise, 
of people who may have property above them, then we 
suggest that one be framed and passed at the edrliest 
opportunity, 

Sea and River Hishi ara and Livery Fishing. 
aaa 

—alddress all communications to‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

rt 

FISH IN SHASON IN SEPLTEMBER. 
FRESH WATHH. 

Grayling, Viiymallus tricolor. White Bass, Roceus chrysape. 
Land-locked Balmon,* Salmo| Back Bas-, Micrupterus. (Two 
salar. species.) 

Lake Trout, Salmo namayeush. |-Rock Bass, dmbloplites. (Two 
Maskalonpye, Hsu nebitiur. species. 
Pickerel, Hsox reticulatius. War-utouth, Chenobryttus gulo- 
Pike or Pickerel, sex (ucius, 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed plke) 
Slizvlethium amerivanum, 8, 
griseum, eve. 

Yellow Perch. Perca fluviatilis. 
Striped Bass, Roveus lijeatus. 

SALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Centropristis atrarius, | sea" Trout,” Cynoscyon varoli- 
Sheepshead, Archousargus proba- 1ensis. 

facephalus. Weaktish, Cyunoseion regalia. 
Porgie, Stenolonus argyrops. Shore Whiting, Menlicurua It 
Striped Buss, Muceus linens. torclis. 
White Perch. Myruie americana, | Croaker, Microapogon undulatus. 
Spot, or Lafayette, Liostomus | Blucush. Pomutonwus suituworte. 

obligquus. Spanish Mackerel, Cybium mac- 
Spot, Kedfish, or Channel Bass,!  widtwn. 

Scuenoups ocellatus Gero, Cybium regale. 
Tautog, Lautiga onitis, bonito, Sarda pelamys. 
Pollock, Pollachivs carbonarius. } Kingtish, Mentieviprus nebulosus 

* In Maine until Sept. 1ith, 

+ 

ALASEKAN ICHTHYOLOGY, 

Sus, 
Grapmle, Pomoxys nigromacula- 

us, 
Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis, 
Chub, Semotilis corpuratis. 

\ SITKA, June Ist. 
PRING is gone, but not with it the great deposit of 

S snow, which still covers the mountains to such ex- 
tent that prospecting and quartz mining are still iniprac- 
ticable. We have passed through the must severe winter 
recorded in the annals of Alaska, but the spring has been 
almost continually pleasant. I doubtif there is a spot 
in the temperate zone where the precipitation” has 
been less than that at Sitka, whose climate has been so 
touch belied. During March, April and May there has 
been rain ar snow on 468 hours, or on less than 21 per 
cent, of tke time, and there has been blue sky and sun- 
shiny weather on 1,309 hours, or nearly 60 per cent. ; 
and during the intermediate 19 per cent. of the time 
there has not been altogether as much fog as I have 
seen on our eastern coast in half a day. By months: 
March, 31 days, 744 hours, rain 48 hours, snow 148 hours, 
blue sky 488 hours; April, 30 days, 720 hours, rain 117 
hours, snow 8 hours, blue sky 401 hours; May, 81 days, 
744 hours, tain 148 hours, snow hours, blue sky 470 
hours. Can such aclimate be justly termed ‘‘suniess” 
and made up of *‘ gloom and fox?” 
Had wehbad more rain we would have been better off 

in many ways; the snow would have washed off the 
mountains, and the citizens would not have been troubled 
with a searcily of water. It may turn out that this 
temporary stoppage of mining div velopments in this vig 
Ginity will prove a blessing iu disguise. a large wuniber 
of iin rs why have been wintering here dave lost their 
hepefulies. as their **stakes’ diminished ahd baye toleen 

advantage of Lhe invitation brought by the divdiaus, wh ° 
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last fall went from here to the Chilcat country upon the 
ocrasion of the shooting in a drunken row of the Chilcat 
Chief, Klotz Klotz. And on the 20th an expedition, con- 
sisting of five boats, viz., the Chilcaf Chief, Capt. Hdmund 
Bean : the May Flower, Capt. Robt. Duggan, the In- 
dustry, Capt. Wm. Zoble: the Sitka Jack, Capt. McCluskie. 
and the launch of this ship, the whole party under the 
command of Lieut, BE. P, McClellan, a volunteer for the 
duty, started for the Chilcat country, and five days after 
were spoken within forty miles of their destination, 
With them went, as interpreter, ‘‘ Dick,” a nephew of 
the Chief, a man who is, for an Indian, reliable, and 
who brought down from his uncle the invitation to the 
miners to come. Dick's influence will be useful, inas- 
much as heis the presumptive heir to the chieftainship 
through his blood, and he has further strengthened his 
claim by marrying, on his last visit, his aunt. 

If this expedition proves a success, and the Chilcats 
yielil to the advance of the whites, a terra incognito will 
be thrown open, and if, as is reported, there exists in that 
country valuable‘ placer” prospects, the results will be 
of great importance to Alaska, Iam not very sanguine ; 
sel-interest teaches the Chileats to retain in their own 
hands the trade with the interior tribes, and it will be 
only by showing them plainly that the coming of the 
whites will be to their advantage that their consent can 
be obtained, Nous verrons. 

Mr, Marcus Baker, of the Coast Survey, who arrived 
here by last steamer, and who, until the departure of 
the expedition, was engaged in magnetic work, accom- 
panied the expedition. 

The last two weeks have been very lively in Sitka; 
hardly had the sensation produced by the starting of 
the expedition died down than the town became again 
excited by the arrival of the schooner R. L. Handy, 19 
days from San Francisco, with goods for a storekeeper, 
who, having seen the errors of his ways, has repented and 
promises to sell to us goods and groceries at something 
less than the exorbitant prices heretofore demanded, 
which haye forced ns toresort to Portland and San Pran- 
cisco for our supplies. The arrival of a schooner may not 
seem to you much of an eyent, but five thousand arriv- 
ing in one day at New York would not produce the sen- 
sation that the Handy has. We have been here a year, 
and the arrivals have been, the California nine times, and 
one little schooner last fall with lumber, Hardly had the 
Handy got fairly out of sight when another schooner, 
this time the Yukon, Gapt. Herrenden, of the Coast Sur- 
vey, caméin, 15 days from San Francisco, and to-day 
the little steamer Favorite, owned by Vanderbilt, came 
in from a trading yoyage in Chatham Straits, and it is 
she that spoke our boats. 

On board the Yukon I found my friend Dr. Tarleton H. 
Bean, and, of course, he and I haye been deep in the 
subject of Alaska fish ever since. We have studied out 
and classified my collection, and for the benefit of your 
ichthyological readers I give you the list as willingly as 
Idid Bean the bottles—a willingness as regards the lat- 
ter more than shared by my better half, whose devotion 
to science is not such as to cause her to enjoy the occupa- 
tion of the store-room shelves by pickled fish and reptiles, 
Partial list of salt water fish obtained in Sitka harbor ;— 

No. 1—Bathymaster signatus, 
No. 2.—Sebastichlhys mellanops, 
No. 8.—Chirus constellatus. 
Wo. 4.— \spidecottus bison. 
No. 5—1]lemilepidotus gibbsii. 
No. 6.—Lepidopsetta bileneta. 
No, 7—Lepidopsetta (to be studied.) 
No. 8.—Chirus deccagramous, 
No, 9.—Cotlus polyacanthocephalous. 

Fresh water :— 
Salmo irideus. 
Salmo clarkii. 
Salmo spectabilis. 
Salino bairdii. 
Salmo quinnat. 
My Bathymaster signutus, it seems, is my most yalu- 

able addition to the national collection ; but two speci- 
mens of this have hitherto been obtained, one of which is 
in the possesion of Prof, Cope, who originally described 
it in 1873. and the other is owned by the Alaska Com- 
mercial Company ; both were obtaimed in Alaska. Bean’s 
description of the fish is as follows :— 

‘Tt resembles the rock cod, except that the dorsal fin 
is continuous and extends along the whole length of back. 
On the head there are numerous prominent mucous pores, 
Our specimen is ten inches long and was caughtover the 
ship's stern in March.” 
Examining my collection by the aid of the light of 

science I find myself compelled to own up that I didn’t 
know half as much about trout as [thought Idid. Pll 
correct a few of the mistakes which have occurred inmy 
letters » First, as you will see by my list, T have not 
caught any fontinalis, which is rather mortifying, as I 
thought that my Adirondack experience had qualified me 
to bean authority on thesuhject, IT knew they had square 
tails and crimison spots and various other peculiarities, 
but I didn’t know that they were destitute of ‘‘hyoid” 
teeth, nor that the trout described by me as a fontinalis, 
butrather light for its length, and tail not quite so square 
as thatof our eastern trout, fontinalis, was the owner of 
a set of the same sufficiently developed as to show him 
to be a Salmo spectabilis, of whom I never before had 
heard. 

Next, the large trout described in my letter of May 11th 
as coming from a lake near Mount Edgecomb, and to me 
unknown, I find to be precisely identical with a trout 
described in my letter of Sept. 8th as a mountain trout, 
and that the species is Salmo irideus, that is, as far as 
can be judged from my collection of its charac- 
teristics. In everything but size Bean assures me that I 
describe an érideus, and my ten-inch bottle specimen 
confirms him, but thirty to thirty-six inches is a devel- 
opment beyond his expectations. Tha Edgecomb fish 
(we had both sexes) were outfilled with ripe ova and 
milt, and no other trout or salmon procured thus far 
this spring is so faradvanced. 

I would like, through your paper, to inform Hi, Nichols 
and Hank Ruder that if this summer they catch in the 
original Piseco Lake or its tributaries a trout with hyoid 
teeth they had better send it, in whiskey, to the Smith- 
sonian, 
We have not yet got hold of any of the salmon trout, 

they not having run into the streams, Several have 
been taken by the Indians in theirnets in salt water, 

but they were eaten and none have been caught since 
Bean’s arrival. 
_ About the 20th of May avery beautiful trout was taken 
in large numbers from a little lake just back of the town, 
which on our chart is christened *t Piseco Lake.” 
The habits of this trout arepeculiar. Hvery spring, for 

about ten days, they are plentiful close to the shore, 
among the lily pads, and will bite on anything except 4 
fly. Before and after this short season none are ob- 
tained, 
My description of this trout is as follows: Specimen 

caught May 27th; length, 9+ inches; depth, 2? meches ; 
weight, 7 ounces; colors: back, dark brown, growing 
lighter toward median line, at which there is a longitudi- 
nal purple suse extending from opercle nearly to tail, 
below the median line olive green, lightening to silver 
white on belly. The entire tinted portion of the fish has 
a beautiful golden irridescence, so much so that when 
looked on from the rear, being held in sunlight, the fish 
seems to be gilded. Excepting the belly, the surface is 
profusely sprinkled with oval black spots, which mark 
also the dorsal, adipose and caudal fins; the pectoral, 
ventral and anal fins are yellowish-tipped with crimson. 
ret eer square, but not as square as that of the fon 
inalis. 
It has hyoid teeth, and we make it out to be the salmo- 

clarkti, a non-migratory trout from the fresh waters of 
British Columbia, Oregon and Washington Territory, 
None of those taken contained eggs, while the supposed 
irideus from Edgecomb Lake contained both eggs and 
milt, ripe. 

Bean, who is indefatigable, has obtained several fish 
which I had not hitherto known existed here, among 
which is a genuine codfish and some skates, all of which 
he has duly numbered and described. 
The steamer Favorite brought over from the Hoo- 

tze-noo banks, near Admiralty Island, quite a quantity 
of genuine cod, both fresh and salted, which we find to 
be quite as good as are the cod on our Atlantic banks. 
Bean brought me the Forrst AND STREAM of April 

22d and 29th, in which appear the letters from Henry 
Euiott and myself, 

After this letter of H.'s, Iconclude that my best plan 
is to give up, not my yiews, but the attempt to make 
with them any impression, upon his preconceiyed opin- 
ions, 

I will, however, in terminating my share of the discus- 
sion, simply protest against his endeavor to array Capt. 
Bailey—who is dead—against me, by quoting his honest 
and I haye no doubt correct views as to ‘‘ Alaska north 
and west of Sitka” as disproving my assertions in regard 
to Sitka and vicinity, and also to state, without any reser- 
yation, that Blliott’s statement that ‘one successful 
planting in four years is the rule at Sitka,” is not true. 
Year after year good crops are raised from seed fur- 

nished by their predecessors, and an ‘‘ unsuccessful plant- 
ing” is a rare exception. 
And finally, I must protest against his statement that 

' Piseco agrees with him in the main.” I decline to be 
placed on record as indorsing his views, which I most 
distinetly do not. ‘‘The war of potatoes is ended.” 

Strolling, to-day, along the beach, I saw, moored near 
a saw-mill which has been patched up and set to work, 
two immense spruce logs—one was 84 feet and the other 
79 feet long, and very clear fromknots. The lumbermen 
told me that they contained, one a little over and the 
other a little under 4,000 feet of lumber, and that such 
logs were plentiful within four or five miles, near the 
Bs and that, delivered at the mill, the two cost him 
Dy 40. 

Some of the miners who have been hybernating here 
this winter haye employed their time in cutting lumber, 
and there is on the beach a pile of spruce planks, gotten 
out by hand, with whip-saws and axes, many of Which 
are from 40 to 60 feet long, 4 inches thick, and with very 
few knots, 

June 9th.—The steamer is in, and I, of course, busy 
enough to justify my cutting short this letter, Unex- 
pectedly to us she was ‘‘ on time,” an unusual event. 

The launch sent with the expedition to Chilcat re- 
turned on the 5th inst,, having perfectly accomplished its 
mission, 

The gate has been opened, anda crowd of American 
Miners are now prospecting this unknown land with the 
full consent of the Indians, who have furnished to them 
all required facilities, and the tribes who have been mak- 
ing war at Wennee: have promised to ceasi: hostilities. 

Dr. Dall arrived on the steamer, and soon after her de- 
parture, he, inthe Yukon, will proceed on his voyage 
to the Northwest. 
The steamer brought me a jar of '‘ oulachons” and 

Sune notes regarding: them, which I will work up in my 
next. - 
Dash va dania—which, is Russian for au revoir. 

PISECO, Se 

BLACK Bass IN THE DELAWARE,—This fish was un- 
known in the Delaware previous to 1875, when several 
thousand were placed in the river at different places be 
tween the Delaware Water Gap and Trenton by the Fish 
Commissioners of New Jersey and Pennsylvania. They 
grew very rapidly in their new home, as they haye done 
in every other instance upon record, and two years later 
“myriads” of young fish could be seen all along the river 
between the points named, The season for catching them 
opens June Ist, and closes in December, and all buss un- 
der six inches in length are prohibited by law from being 
taken at any time under a penalty of ten dollars for each 
fish, This law is constantly violated both in respect to 
the size of the fish and the season for catching. They 
are said to be ‘off their feed” in June, for the reason that 
during that month they do not bite freely, but from the 
middle of July to the 1st of September they take the 
bait freely, and often do so far into October, although the 
close of September brings the close of good angling for 
black bass on this river. Probably the best fishing 
grounds ave at Lackawaxen, Sholola, Pond Eddy, Port 
Jervis, Milford, Dingman’s Ferry, Bushkill and the 
Water Gap. The first named place is the extreme point 
which they can reach going up on account of the dam of 
the Delaware and Hudson Canal Co., which was built and 
isused as a feeder to the canal. Here the fish seem to be 
larger than below, and a fishway should be provided for 
their ascent, as they seem to be crowding here to get up 
further, Few smatl ones are taken here, and in fact not 
80 many in number as at other points lower down, but 
they are of a larger size, ; 

THE MAINE PONDS. 

HypE PARK, Mass., Sept, 20d, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
y¥ Although it seems almost useless to attempt to write 
about the Maine woods, after reading the many and 
flowing accounts of the hunting and fishing in Maine 
which have appeared in your valuable paper since its 
first publication, yet I wish to make known to the read- 
ers of FOREST AND STREAM a part of Maine known te bub 
few, because heretofore difficult of access, This is the 
region about Hustis, a town about fifty miles north of 
Farmington. Within about twelve or fifteen miles of 
Eustis hills are situated many ponds, of which Tim Pond, 
advertised in your columns, is one, and the only one 
which has had any good accomodations for sportsmen, &x- 
cept Alder Stream Pond, The nearest pond to the mills 
is Jim Pond, distance about three and one-half miles, 
which is reached by boat on the North Branch of Dead 
Riyer, two miles, and « carry of a mile and a half over a 
good lumber road. At this pond Mr. O, A. Hutchins, of 
Hustis, under whose guidance I, with a genial compan- 
ion, spent two happy weeks this summer, has just com- 
pleted a fine new log camp eighteen feet square, for the 
benefit of sportsmen, fitting if wp with & stove and many 
other conveniences, This pond abounds in lake trout, 
Salmo namayeush, speckled trout, Subne fontinalis, ant 
a fish which I took to be land-locked herring, but am 
not sure. 
By taking a team to haul the baggage to Ledge Falls, 

three miles, where one will find another camy) just built, 
he can reach the chain of ponds, distance twelve miles by 
North Branch, which can be reached by boat with a few 
short carries. Here one can find a good camp, good fish- 
ing for lake or speckled trout, while there is no better 
spot for deer, moose or cariboo, and from here several 
other ponds can be reached, which literally swarin syith 
trout, while the scenery of the who!e region is wild and 
beautiful, always changing as one moves from point to 
oint. 

¥ Tf one does not wish to go to the chain of ponds, hecan 
eo up three miles from Hedge Falls to Alder Stream, 
famous for its trout, up Alder Stream one and one-fourth 
miles, then a carry of five miles, and he will come to Al- 
der Stream Pond, a sportsman’s paradise. Here one will 
find a new and well equipped camp, builb under the di- 
rections of Mr. Hutchins. A pond so clear that one can 
see trout fifteen or twenty feet below the surface, and full 
of the handsomest silvery-sided speckled beauties L ever 
saw, and enough to last for years if only true sportsmen 
go there, The scenery is delightful, and the woods full 
of deer, cariboo and ruffed grouse. 

Mr. Hutchins, with his usual enterprise,is haying a road 
cut through to Spectale Pond, Kibby and Spenser Streams, 
King and Bartlett Ponds, and Spenser Pond, on all of 
which he intends to build camps and boats for the benefit 
of sportsmen. Such forethought for the comfort of 
sportsmen-ought to be rewarded, and I hope that Mr. 
Hutchins and the other guides of Eustis who are assisting 
him in this goed work will receive the patronage they de- 
serve, This new road to the ponds just mentioned will 
be completed by the 12th of September, just the time for 
good fishing and hunting, and letters addressed to Mr. 
O, A. Hutchins, Hustis, Franklin County, Maine, will te- 
velye prompt attention, and the writer will receive in re- 
turn reliable information. , 
The expense at Eustis will be found yery light, Iwas 

charged twenty cents a day for keeping a horse, and 
eighteen cents for a dinner or a night’s lodging. Guides 
with boat can be had for from $1.50 to $2 per day, accord- 
ing to place visited. ; 

The fare from Boston to Farmington and return, $9.50, 
from Farmington to Kingfield by stage, twenty miles, 
$1.50, from Kingfield to Eustis, twenty-eight miles, $1.0, 
Tthink, §o that the fare from Boston to Hustis and re- 
turn will be about $16, This is the time of year whe 
they catch the most and largest trout, during September 
and October, E. D, 

—_—o~— 

Tim Ponp.—Hustis, Maine, Aug. 24th.—l am here 

again, just arrived. This is my third annual visit, 

Mr. Smith has made great improvements since first I 

came here, in boats, cabins, road, horses, etc. When I 

reached here all the camps were full (except the new one 
just being finished) with those here for the second time, 
They tell me trouting and hunting were never better here 

or elsewhere than now, After afew hours with the rod 

and gun I find they are quite right. Am told large game 

is plenty, and the right sportsman are now coming here 

to take such, It is now easy to reach here from New 

York or Boston. Come to Farmington by rail, then Dan 

Clark’s stage will take passengers direct to Kenny Sinith's 

Farm House. From his house he runs buckboards seyen 

miles to the cabins, Parties can ae be acecommo- 
ing ‘“apartments” In advance, 

Ate pa J, WARREN TUCK, 
4. 

Tue Hobe is Lerr Yur.—Rangeley Lakes, Camp 

Kenebago, Aug, 23d,—Below you will find a schedule of 

the size and number of trout taken in the Mooselucme- 

guntic Lake, Aug. 20th, by Mr. Rodgers, of Mansfield, 

Mass,, and his guide, Rufus Crosby, of Rangeley, Maine. 

This may sound a little fishy to some of your readers, 

and I may as well state that I did not see them myself, 

but copied the list from one who did, and I haye good 

authority for giving this as correct. They were taken in 

from thirty to forty feet of water, Time, from 1PM, 

until 5; One of 8{ pounds, one of 44 pounds, one of 5 

pounds, one of 44 pounds, two of 4 pounds, one of 34 

pounds, three of3 pounds, one of 2 pounds, six of 1 

pound ; total, 52 pounds, PRED, 

MINNESOTA FisHING.—A correspondent who has been 

fishing some of the Minnesota lakes, kindly sends us the 

following notes — = ee q 

coming to Minnesota Twent to Waterville, where 

aie is gaid bo be the best fishing in the State, Lake 

Tetonka is the best place, and abounds with pike, black 

bass and croppie, vk bass are alsa very abundant. IT 

caught a fine string of them, large ones, that would ave- 

rage nearly a pound, but on openmg them I found that 

their flash was filled with parasites. These seemed to be 

black cysts, covered with short hairs or fuzz, They were 

about the size of fleas, and cracked like a flea when 

pressed with the thumb nail. I presume these are cysts 

that inclose the animal, whatever it is. Black bass at 
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first refused to bite, buf yielded at last to the seduction 
of grasshoppers. I caught many croppie, all very large 
and fine, weighing about two pounds. In another lake 
near by Ifound the common sunfish, or sun perch, in 
wonderful abundance. I caught several that would 
weigh over a pound, the largest was 1} pounds. By nat- 
ural fly-fishing any number can be taken. They rise 
Teadily to the artificial fly, but always contrive to nip 
so gingerly as not to get harmed, whereas they swallow 
the natural fly. This manner of biting appears to be 
cominon to the whole perch family, and even bass must 
be allowed to swallow the bait before being struck. 

———— 

Manxinrucknn, — Indianapolis, Ind. —This lake is in 
the southwest portion of Marshall County, Ind., 
twelve miles from Plyinouth and nine miles from Argus, 
Tt can be easily reached from either station by hack Jines 
running backward and forward. Maxintuckee is derived 
from an Indian chief who was drowned long before 
either you or I can remember, but the old settlers 
around there have often related to me the circumstances 
as told by their grandfathers, The chief's name was 
Maxintuckee, and he lived with his squaws on the banks 
of the lake, He met a beautiful princess, who came with 
ler father to fish in the lake, as was his wonted cus- 
fom every summer; and he wooed and won not, which 
threw him into a. fit of despondency, and now his re- 
mins lie at the bottom of the lake, where the fish swim 
into his hollow body and the turtle crawls around in his 
skull; but little do we, the merry, jolly lob of boys and 
girls, think of this poor Indian whose name we hear 
mentioned every day, The lake is surrounded by hills 
coyereil with woods. which offer some beantiful spots 
for club-houses, The’ bottom is clear to a wonderful 
depth, and everywhere around the lake is a smooth, 
sandy slope from the shores to the center, Not a place 
around the whole lake can there be found a ‘+ step-off,” 
which inakes it an unusually fine bathing place. The vari- 
eties of fish caught there are bass, perch, goggle-eyes, 
ete., but those who go thera do not fish much, for the 
lishing is rather poor, it haying been fished so much in 
the last year ortwo. In the duck season there is good 
sport, and the reedy marsh banks of Lost Lake, the 
outlet of Maxintuckee, offer splendid protection for the 
hunter. There are eight club houses here, and it is fast 
growing to be a summer resort instead of the wild, deso- 
late spot where the sportive bass and the nimble squir- 
rel made their home a few years ago, and we fellows, 
who wish for solitude, where we can fish, hunt and camp 
out undisturbed, must look elsewhere hereafter. 

a \\ 
A Bre Trowr.—Cleveland, Ohio, Aug., 28t,—I1 inelose 

the following clipping from the Leader: *‘In your issue of 
yesterday, you spoke of two trout just received from the 
Sault, measuring seventeen and eighteen and a half in- 
inches respectively, and saying that your columns are 
open for further statements, Arthur Cogswell caught 
in the Nepigon River and sent home last week a speckled 
trout measuring twenty-two inches in length, and weigh- 
ing six pounds two ounces when taken from the water. 
Affidavits of reliable parties as to weight and measure- 
ment ¢an be had if necessary, Bay. 6" 

X I was a.member of the party to which Cogswell be- 
longed, and weighed the trout mentioned, when taken from 
the water, on a pair of scales tested both before and after 
our trip. Lam willing to take my affidavit that it was 
a genuine brook trout, and weighed six pounds and two 
ounces, We caughtas near as can be estimated, two 
bundred trout that would weigh from three and a half ta 
five and a half pounds, besides any yuantity of smaller 
ones. This, however, was the largest. 1. H. COWLES. 

fire eee ethane 

FRITZ. 

Sreupep Bass Bisnmne 18 Goop,—The fishing for 
striped bass has been good at many pvints along the 
Atlantic coast this season. Last week Ma. J. W, Little, 
of New York, caught fifteen in three days at Narragan- 
sett pier, the smallest of which weighed eight pounds, 
and the largest one forty-two pounds, The latter was ex- 
hibited at Sutherland’s restaurant on Liberty street, and 
afterward was served up at that famous hostelry. 

Pennsylvania papers chronicle rockfish (the same animal 
under another name, and therefore just as sweet) as 
plenty in the Delaware. Hven as high as Harrisburg they 
get them of halfa pound weight in considerable num- 
bers. In former years we used to take them at Albany, 
witha bait of sturgeon spawn, but alas, the bass and 
sturgeon haye both gone. 
r i 

“ Nnw Frsu.—Another new fish has been found by the 
U. 5. Fish Commision, In a recent note from Prof. 
Goode he says: ** We have found a remarkable new fish 
of anew genus and probably of a newfamily, related to 
the family Ateleopodidee, hitherto only known from Ja- 
pan, Itis about three feet long and Jooks like a young 
sea serpent, It came from thestomach of a ground shark, 
taken by the schooner The Gatherer, on the Grand 
Banks. We have christened it Helorus voraginorwm. 
The description willappear in the next signature of the 
proceedings of the National Museum, 

at 

THE|‘BLUE GILL” Trie.—Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 25th 
—But four of the club went. They kept no diary, but re- 
ported bass and pickerel fishing immense. One member 
lost in Pickerel Lake a fine split bamboo rod and appur- 
tenances. They further reported the lake very high, 
and the grayling streams too high to fish while they 
were there. They had a grand time. W. D. M. 

——— 

SAnmon CANNING.—Shipments of canned salmon from 
the Columbia River, Oregon, this season have been mod- 
erately active thus far, The bulk of it, 230,000 cases, 
has been distributed to the markets of the world from 
San Francisco, 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

Screntivic Success.—An American college of physicians once 
offered a vewurd for any authenticated case of genuine Diabetes 

Which had been entirely cured. The offer remained open for sev- 
eral yearsand was then withdrawn. Were it in force now, it 
could instantly be secured by the proprietors of Warner's Safe 
Diabetes Cure, for several remurkuble recoveries have just come 
to the notice of the writer. Diavetes isa most deceitful disease, 
and seldom makes itself felt except by its results, Any readers 
who are sutfcring from il} health, and do nov know the vause, 
should not delay, as it may be at the cost of life, which Warner's 
Sufe Dighetes Cure is guaranteed to saye. 

Game Bag and Gur. 

—Addresa all communications to ‘* Forest and Strean, 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

GAME IN SEASON IN AUGUST.* 

——————— 

Woodeock, Philohela miner. 
Black-bellied plover, ox-eye, 
Squaturala helvetien.__ 

Long-billed curlew, JVwmentius 
lonygyirastris. 

Squirrela—red, black and pray. | Turnstone, or calico back, Strep- 
Hares— brown and gray. | Silag interpres. . 
Reed or riee bird, Dalighonym | Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 

oryeivorous, Macrorhamphus griseus. 
Wildturkey, Meleagris gallopapn. | Red-backed -sandpiper, or 6x- 
Pinnated prouse or prairie bird, Tringa americana. 
chickens, Cupidenia eupido. Great marbled godwit, or mar- 

Ruffed grouse or pheasant, Bo- | lin, Limosa fedod. 
jase wrybellus. Willot, Totamus semipalmatts. 

Quail or partridge, Ortjvirgin- | Tatier, Totanus melanolencua. 
ianus. Pellow-shunks, Totanus flaripes. 

Sora, rail, Purzana caralina. | 

*This enumeration is feneral,and is in confliet with many of 
the State laws. 
“Bay birds” generally, including vavrions species of ployer, 

Sandpiper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, sur! bird, phalaropes, 
avyoeets, ele,, coming under the fronup Limecolee, or shore birds, 

Many States permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting after 

Aug. 1th. 

Moose, Alce americana. 
Cariboo, Rangifer caribow. 
BL or wapiti, Cervus canadensis. 
Red or Virginia deer, C. virgini- 

conus, 

2 ae 

EPFECTIVE GAME PROTECTION.—Maine is on the right 

track. The game laws there are respected ; or, if they 
are not respected, the game commissioners are quick to 

punish offenders. The Portland Press of the 20th inst, 
has this very encouraging report of the present condition 
of affairs -— 

‘Within the present year the powers and duties of the 
Commissioners of Fisheries for Maine have been extended 
(as also of wardens) 50 as to apply to the enforcement of 
the game Jaws. Already there have been many offenders 
apprehended and fined for killing deer and birds during 
close time, and one of the more recent cases was a viola- 
tion of the law on woodcock, that cost the offender $40 
and eosts—a total of $50—shooting woodcock before Sept. 
ist. Inall these cases one half the fine is paid to the 
prosecutor. In the instance referred to, the prosecution 
was made by one of the commissioners, and he reaeived 
the amountto which he was entitled by law as prosecutor 
($20), but gave it to the County Treasurer for the benefit 
of the poor of the county in which the offense was comit- 
ted. 

‘The commissioners prosecute every case of violation of 
the fish and game laws of which they have knowledge 
whenever the necessary evidence can be procured. Tf the 
Legislature of each succeeding year grants the necessary 
appropriation for the support of this department the fish 
and game laws of the State willeach year be as well en- 
foreed as other laws. 

“ Printed abstracts of the general law of the State rela- 
tive to fish and game have been distributed, so that there 
need be no transgressions through ignorance if no change 
is made in the existing well known and excellent laws. 

“The next annual report of the Commissioners of Fish- 
eries and Game will probably alfoard some profitable read- 
ing, especially for those who haye been in the habit of ig- 
noring the laws of this State,” 

The following comes to us from a Portland corres- 

pondent — 

Seene—Thode Davis’ Gun Store, Portland, Maine. 
Time, 1 P.M, Aug. 25th,—Hnter Dr, ——. Clerk—'‘Doc- 
tor (who had been after game with an old carbine), 
Everett Smith will be after you.” Before a reply could be 
made the Doctor was valled aside by a gentleman and en- 
tered into conversation with him. A minute or so 
elapsed, when to the surprise of the clerk, Mr. Smith, ac- 
companied with his superb setters, as usual, dropped in 
aftersome shot. While the clerk was filling his order, 
the Doctor turning from his friend who went out, ad- 
dressed the clerk in answer to his sally, and averred what 
he would do regardless of Everitt Smith. 

Everett Smith—"‘Sir, my name is Everett Smith, and 
as you seem to be addressing your remarks to others, I 
inguire why you do notaddress me?" The Doctor's face 
flushed not a little, the clerk's countenance ditto, and an 
introduction and explanation followed. The Doctor 
was glad for one reason that it happened, because he 
now knows who the Game and Fish Commissioner was, 
and also that he believed Mr. Smith when he said that 
whoever broke the laws, be he whoever he may, persecu- 
tion would follow if proof could be obtained, 

SPECTATOR.” 
———_ ~~ 

Raib SHoOoTING.—New York, September 3d.—On last 
Tuesday evening I went to Hackensack to catch the first 
day of railbird shooting. [had some trouble in getting 
a pusher, as they were almostall engaged, In the morn- 
ing at 5:30 the tide began to rise in the meadows, and we 
started. There were altogether about twenty-five boats 
out or starting at that time. The meadows, which are 
not inore than a mile long and a quarter wide, were full 
of birds. I having “a muzzle-loader, and missing the first 
nine birds, only got or shot twenty-one, four of which 
we could not find on account of the reeds being so thick, 
Other shooters with breech-loaders did not get less than 
thirty-five. It was very hard work for the pushers, the 
tide being so low and the reeds yery strong and close, 
The sun also was very hot, it being altogether a very 
warm day. Under your heading of “Game Bag and 
Gun” I don’t see any mention of rail. Are they known 
by any other name than that? As thisis the first time 
Lever shot them I don’t, of course, know much about 
them. If you have another name will you be so kind as 
tu let me know through your paper? If any of your 
realers who cannot spare more than a day from their 
business want to go, they can take the $12 P.m. train on 
the Midland railroad from Jersey City. Whensthey get 
to Hackensack they can inquire for the Franklin House, 
where they can get a pusher and stay over night. Tf they 
wish a good fisher they can inquire for Myr, Leonard 
Terhune, who will give thema good day's sport, as he 
knows every inlet and outlet in the meadows, upon 
which he has shot ever since he was aboy, Can you 
tell me where there isa good place for quail shooting 

near here? Tama great lover of the sport, but I have 
not the means to go far, nor can I stay from my business 
more than twodays ata time, Hoping I haye not taken 
up too much of your time, T remain, G, BE, 

There is no quail shooting in this vicinity at this serson 
of the year, 

—_—__ 

A PracticaAn GAME Constanie.—North Tarrytown, 
Sept. 5th.—Hditor Forest and Stream :—In my opinion, 
the first step toward enforcing the game laws is to let 
people know the law. I would, therefore, sugcest that 
each game protective association havea number of copies 
of the game laws printed in poster and handbill form, 
which can be done at a small cost, and distribute the 
samne among farmers and wherever they will do some 
good. Itwould also be well for the game protective as- 
sociations throughout the State to see that good men are 
nominated and elected as game constables at the town 
elections in the spring of each year, for often there are 
men selected only to fill up the election ticket (and I 
Imow some that could not tell a partridge from a turkey, 
or a trout from asucker). On the solicitation of some 
of my sportsmen friends I accepted the nomination and 
was elected to the office of fame constable at the elec- 
tion of last spring. After I was sworn into office I made 
up my mind to enforce the game laws if if was a possible 
thing to do, and the first thing I did was to have the 
laws published in the local newspapers (a thing that I 
have done from time to time for a number of years), and 
then Thad. at my own expense, 250 copies of the law 
printed in circular form, and distributed the same among 
the farmers and wherever I thought they would do some 
good. It is astonishing to see how much interest a good 
many people take in the game laws since they know 
that there is some one looking after them. Some of the 
sportsmen hereabouts think that the season for woodcock 
should not open until Sept. Ist, instead of Aug. Ist, and 
I think they are right, for there area good many part- 
tidge shot during August while men are hunting for 
woodeock, A GAME CONSTABLE, 
The right man in the right place will always find some 

means of accomplishing a desired end. The way our 
correspondent has gone to work to perform his task 

proves that he is the man for the position. With the 
game laws in simple, plain shape posted in the village 

post office, railway station, and in the baggage cars of 

the trains, no one can plead ignorance of the provisions. 
——— Fe 

SHoorine Norges From Minnnsora,—Fairmont, Minn,, 
Sept. 1st.— Editor Forest and Stream:—The recent 
wholesale poisoning of bird-dogs in Cottonwood County, 
and the equivocal tone of the local press (notahly The 
Windom Heporter) in regard thereto, are still topics of 
peculiar interest to non-resident sportsmen in Minnesota. 
True, the people of Windom, many of whom chuckled 
over the discomfiture of ‘them dandy sportsmen,” are 
now changing their tone and explaining things away, as 
they begin to preceive that the dastardly act was also a 
lamentable blunder, for the owners of valuable dogs have 
not been slow to shake the mud of Windom from their 
boots and seek their sport in less perilous regions. In 
future the pot-hunters of Windom will have things pretty 
much their own way, but the hotels and business houses 
of the village, as wellas the neighboring farmers, will 
probably miss the ready cash which the average visiting 
sportsman Jayishes so profusely during the hunting 
season. 

[| Note.—It has been maintained with a good deal of 
plausibility, that more money is annually brought into 
the State by sportsmen than the average net profit of 
the wheat crop will amount to. ] 

Prairie chickens are unusually abundan; this year. 
Here in Martin County, notwithstanding a three weelss’ 
fusilade,the grouse seem as numerous as ever, while ducks 
and geese are already beginning to fly. All things con- 
sidered, Fairmont is the best hunting center your corres- 
pondent has yet found, Its hotel (the Occidental), is 
probably the best in the Western country ; new, spacious 
and well conducted, with good livery, and well posted 
drivers. Lucas, of St. Louis, is here with his famous 
Trish brace, Erin and Biddy. The St. Louis Kennel Club 
is camped a few miles south of, town. Sanborn, the 
breaker of Nellie, winner of last year’s brace stakes at 
Patoka, is training some magnificent Llewellyns, among 
them Count Noble, Dashing Lyon and Little Lady, names 
which will probably be heard of hereafter. Whitford, 
late kennel master and trainer of the St, Louis Club, is 
also here, having with him some twenty dogs. The grouse 
in this section were rather early and are now full-grown, 
Their flight is about equal to that of a Noyember quail, 
demanding fair skill on a thirty yard rise, and affording 
fine sport. WAUSEE, 

—— 

AN ApIRONDACK TRIP. Minerva, Essex County, N. 1, 
Augist.1880.—Leaying New York on the 11 P.M. train Mon: 
day last brought our party into Albany about 6 A.M, Tues- 
day, when we changed cars for Saratoga and again for 
North Creek, N. ¥., via Adirondack Railroad, thence by 
private ‘buck board,” sixteen miles, into the woods io 
our present log cabin, ‘‘Aiden Lair Lodge,” where we are 
very comfortably cared for by the genial Tom Murphy, 
who does his utmost for the comfort and happiness of his 
guests. 
~The past week has been deyoted to fishing, with the ex- 
ception of one morning, when the dogs were started ona 
deer scent, and we were stationed at the diiferent run- 
ways to the Boreas River and Long Pond. An old doe 
and fawn were started by the dogs, but they ran up the. 
valley instead of down, as intended, so we did not set a 
shot, but we saw the tracks and unmistakable evidence 
of numerous deer within two miles of our ‘‘ lodge,” 

Next morning, with Fred Loveland to guide, we started 
to fish the Van De Whacken River, aaa such trout are 
not often seen as we brought back—one Weighing one 
pound and a quarter, and six or seven more weighing 
from three-quarters to a pound each, besides the small 
ones from tivo or three ounces up. We brought back 
fourteen pounds of brook trout, all caught within a dis- 
tance of two miles fishing on the Van De Whacken 
River. 
We fished one day on the Hewitt Pond Vice is down 

on Stoddard’s map of the Adirondack Wilderness, and a 
pretty accurate guide it is), where two speckled beauties 
weighing four and one-half pounds were captured sy 
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Messrs. Kilpatrick and Crane, of our party, together with 
aboul, eight pounds of smaller ones, from a half pound 
upwards. The ponds about here abound with brook 
trout, not'as one would suppose with the lake species, 
They are very saucy and take fly, minnow and bait very 
promptly. 

The gunning has hardly begun yet, so we have not 
had an opportunity of trying our hand on the partridge, 
woodcock or squirrel, which are quite plenty. Guide 
Loveland tells us that deer are more plenty this year than 
for many years past. For all who are sufferers from hay 
fever this 1s undoubtedly the place, for with cold nights 
pnd several frosts the air is pure and free from all that 
causes these complaints. J,G. C. 

_—_—_ 

Wiscoxsin—Fond Du Lac, Aug. 28th,—Game prospects 
in this section are not verv flattering for grouse shooting. 
The season opened on the 15th, in this partiof the Stae, 
and very meager results have thus far been reported. 
Ducks are reported quite plenty, but it is yet too early in 
the season to form any definite conclusions. The con- 
filcting local interest in the last legislature made some 
very unwise amendments to the game Jaw, that we hope 
will receive the attention of the State association before 
another session. An important and salutary amend- 
ment was secured to the deer law, anu the shooting and 
shipping seas is now limited to the months of Sep- 
tember, October and November, in each year, 
We append the law. which, as amended Mareh 15th, 

1880, reads :— ; 
“Any person who shall take, catch, kill, destroy or 

wantonly molest, or have in his possession when killed or 
taken, or expose for sale in this State any woodcuck be- 
$ ren the Ist day of January and the succeeding 10th 
gay of July. and any quail. partridge, pheasant or rnifed 
Ero 6, prairie hen, or prairie chicken, sharp tailed grouse 
or grouse of any other variety, or any woodduck, mallard 
or teal duck, hetween the ist day of January and the 
suvceeding 15th day of August in any year; or any 
wild deer, buck, due or fawn, betwen the 30th day of 
November and the succeeding 1st day of September in 
any year; or any otter, mink, martin, muskrat cr fisher, 
beiween the Ist day of May and the succeeding 1st day 
of November, shall be punished by fine not exceeding ten 
dollars. nor Jess than one dollar for each bird or animal so 
unlawfully taken, killed, had in posession or exposed for 
sale: provided, that the provisions of this act shall only 
apply to that portion of the State lying north of the nor- 
thern boundary line of the counties of Vernon, Sauk, Col- 
unibia, Dodge, Washington and Ozaukee.” 

—<> 

| Tar SHATTCCK SINGLE-BARREL GoUN.—Olean, N. Y., 
Aug. 30t.— Editor Forest and Stream :—In a late issue 
of FOREST AND STREAM you recommended the Shattuck 
single-barrel breech-loading shot gun, Relying thereon 
as T ought to). and induced thereby, I ordered a ten-bore. 
{ull choke, twist harrel, nine-pound gun. I have just 
targeted it, and am agreeably surprised at its effective- 
ness wilh a load of five drachms Orange rifle powder, C. 
G., one and one-quarter ounces Tatham's No, 9 shot 
(Dixon's gauge), I put 437 pellets by actual count into a 
twenty-four-inch ring at forty yards, The shot were 
handsomely distributed. Beside the shooting qualities 
of the piece, itis well made, the breech action being as 
solid and reliable as in the more expensive double guns, 
a point where most single breech-loaders are singularly 
weak, The action is novel and effective. The barrel is 
sprung by a forward trigger ; the act of pulling this tig- 
ger raises the hammer to the safety notch before the bar- 
rel is released, doing away with the intricacies of the re- 
Lounding Jock and being equally as effective, accomplish- 
ing the same purp se with greater simplicity, and no re- 
sistance {rom a rebuunding epring to the direct blow of 
the hammer. Altogether, I am more than pleased witli 
the gun, and I think I have found the long-sought-for 
single-barrel breech-loader that it will do to swear by. 

Mopoc. 
— 

ADIRONDACKS.—The Syracuse, N. Y., Courier records 
the Adirondack shooting of Mr. Fred, Howlett, of that. 
city, who is spending a_ couple months in the North 
Wuods, near Cranherry Lake, and who has the distinc- 
tion of having brought down the biggest game yet re- 
ported from the wilderness—a cub anda she bear, The 
skin of the old bear will be converted into a robe and the 
cub will be turned oyer to a taxidermist. Mr. Howlett 
is skilled in the use of the gun, and as the result of his 
accurate aim the heads of two fine bucks are being set 
up for him, 

# Piston Arms.—Rochester, N, Y., Aug. 25th.—Permit me 
tosugeest togunmakers that there is a kind of fire-arm not 
made here, but for hich there would undoubted] be a 
demand, I mean a fine grade single barrel pistol. Our re- 
yolvers are as good as can be wished for, and there are 
some straight shooting single barrels manufactured. But 
J have never seen my idea of what a single barrel pistol 
should be. he barrel should be Damascus or some other 
handsome twist, no more than six or seven inches in 
Jength, and the stock, mstead of the common angular 
stock. ought to be full rounded and finely checkered. It 
should have open sights. Such a weapon, made to take 
the modern cartridge, would be popular for target and 
other shooting. 

Tue Ciry or Worcester.—Worcester, Mass., Sept. 
"1l,—The excursion car City of Worcester started 9:55 
this morning, for a trip to lowa and Nebraska, with a 
shooting party. including Mr, and Mrs, Jerome Marble. 
Mr. and Mrs. ©. C. Houghton, Mrs. A. B. F. Kaonney and 
duughier, Kev. J. A. Cass and Mr, H. Houghton, of this 
city ; Mr. W. H. Hutchinson, of Lynn; Messrs. J, H. Lans- 
ing and John Babcock, of Boston; Mr, Frank E. Simpson, 
of Saxonville; Mr. F, L, Sturtevant, of Framingham ; 
Mrs. Reynolds and daughter, and Miss Sherry, of Minne- 
apolis, Minn. ¢ 

The car has been thoroughly renovated for the trip, and 
has received a new set of steel wheels. The old ones are 
pot worn out, but the managers propose to secure perfect 
safety if possible, and have put in the new ones that the 
risk Of the trip may be as lizht as possible, 

ase 
Canton GUN CLUB.—Cuxnton, N, ¥., Aug. 4th.—Our 

Gun Clob” is but a small one, but we hope that it may 
grow. ‘Two years azo we started one—all the members 
were officers—it died out. This ong we thought to make 

very simple in organization, and see if it would liye, It 
has only a President, Secretary and Treasurer, Presi- 
dent, A. F. Nims; Secretary and Treasurer, J, H. Rush- 
ton, At present, twenty members, all of Canton, Capt. 
Bogardus is to be here, Sept. 15th and 16th, at the 
county fair. Our club only take the management of it 
on the ground, and raise a portion of the needful by sub- 
scription, We hope to eventually number more aud bet- 
ter men, and thought a visit from the champion would 
help us as well as the society fair. J. H, W. 

» ee 
Capt. BeL's PANTHER Story,—New Orleans, Aug, 

28th.—Having vead with interest the many wonderful 
feats performed by knights of the ‘Rod and Gun*” in 
your columns, I have concluded to add my mite to the 
list, a8 ib is somewhat different and truly remarkable. 

Capt. Bell, of Yazoo County, Miss., a highly respected 
gentleman, informed the writer that he killed and dis- 
abled six panthers at’ one shot, He was hunting ina 
boat and came upon the animals quietly occupying a lit- 
tle knoll! during the overflow, all huddled together and 
in good range. Game prospects are very fina this sea- 
sean. The L, W, R. R, is now completed, which opens 
the Attakapas region (fine snipe and plover grounds) to 
the sportsman, ~ E.G, 

os 
CALIFORNIA SPORTING Irums.—The Sacramento, Cal,, 

Bee corrects a previous statement, as follows: ‘We re- 
ferred recently to the killing of a doe by Judge Hundley, 
of Butte county, and stated that the ferocions animal 
was about to bite him. We now learn that the Judge 
shot at a buck, about ten yards to one side, but accident- 
ally hit the doe.” The Beeis doing a good work in cre- 
ating and sustaining a correct tone among its sportsmen 
readers. We noite the formation of a new Sacramento 
club, who have adopted the name of the Roosevelt Pro- 
tective Club, in honor of Hon. Robert B. Roosevelt, of 
New York, who has, it appears, earned a trans-conti— 
nental fame by his work as a protector of game. The 
President of the club is Mr. Charles E. Mavk, Jr, 

—<~—__ 

FRASER RIVER GUN CLUB,—A gun club was organized 
on the 20th instant at New Westminster, British Colum- 
bia, being the first organization of the kind on the main- 
land of British Columbia, Mr. J, C. Hughes was elected 
President and Mr. W, H. Keary, Secretary and Treasurer, 
A Card rotary trap has been procured, together with a 
supply of Paine’s feather-filled balls, and practice will 
be commenced at once, Should there be any matches, a 
report will be sent to your paper, At the first meeting 
Mr, T. C. Banks was unanimously elected an honorary 
member. W. 4H. Keary. 

——— 

BOGARDUS AND THE LITTLE BOGARDI.—We commend 
tothe attention of students of heredity the new pra- 
gramme just issued by Capt. A. H, Bogardus, It an- 
nounces that Hugene (aged fifteen ?), ‘will do all kinds of 
faney shooting with arifle,” and that *‘Ed., Peter and 
Henry, aged respectively ten, seven and five years, will 
shoot with a rifle at a target and glass balls, Hach of the 
boys will shoot a glass ball out of their father’s fingers 
with a rifle.’ Then Capt. Bogardus himself, with pat- 
riarchal sang froid ‘will shoot with a rifle, nickles from 
each of the boys’ fingers, knock the ashes from a cigar 
held in Eugene's mouth, snuff a candle held by Henry.” 

ns 

SniPe.—Hoboken, N, J. Sept. 2d.—This morning Max 
Wenzel opened the ball by killing the first Wiison snipe 
on our meadows, BP, dy 

Sees Se 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

FRANKtrn, WV. Y., Sept. 24.—The Guleout Sportanien's Associa- 

tion, of Franklin, held on their grounds, Sept, Ist, their regular 
badge shoot, Following is the score of the contestants; Bogardus 

rules; Card's rotating trap; 18 yards rise: B. Hogabom 7, R. Smith 

7, N. Jordan 8, M. P. McKoon 8, A, P. Wood 7, J. Rutherford 5, D. 

Bartlett 6, L. M, Hine 7, I. Buell 8 D. Hrrris 9, W. Rutherford 9, 

C, Willis 3, W. Hamilton 7. First tie, 2l yards rise, D. Harris 4, W. 

Rutherford 4. Second tie, D. Harris 5, W, Rutherford 5. Third 
tie, D. Harris ?, W, Rutherford 5, Mr. Rutherford won by break- 
ing 23 out of a possible 25, G.R. 

WESTBOROUGH, Masz., Sept, 4th.—To-day occurred the second 

annual field day of the Westborough Sportsmen's Club at Lake 

Chauncy Groye. There wasa large delegation from the sports- 
man's clubs in the surrounding towns, a8 follows; Natick, Hop- 
kinton, Holliston, Medfield, Milford, Worcester, Franklin, Marl- 

boro. The delegates trom the above places were received by the 

Westborough Club at an early hour this morning and escorted to 

the shooting grounds, some 2 miles from the yillage. A finer 
day could not have been had, although ihe hot rays of the sun 

drove those who were not shooting under thé large pine trees for 

sbade. The forenoon was pent in a eeneral shoot for sweep- 

stakes by all, ' The afternoon work for the marksmen Was aleam 
shoot for the following prizes, 6 in number: First, $15; second, 

$9; third, cartridge box, presented by W- KR. Shaefer, of Boston; 

fourth, $6; fifth, shooting cost, presented by P. J. Lovell; sixth, 

a 6 barrel revolver. Range, 18 yarda from Yvotary trap and et 10 

balls, they having 2 traps about 300 yards apart, and 6 balls to be 
shot from each trap. In the shooting, the first Worcester team 

carried off the honors and Bret prize, making 28 balls out of a’pos- 

sible 80. The second was divided between the first Westborough 
and the second Worcester teams. The second Marlboro team won 

third prize; the fourth was given to the second Westborqugh, 

fifth prize to the Holliston team,and the sixth to third Westbor- 
ough team, The following is the score :— 
Milford—¥iret team—W. R, Devett 6, J. C. Weseott 6, A. H. 

Harris 6; tota),18. Second team.—C. B, Fletcher 5, J. Hunting 

3, L, B. Barrows 54 total, 13. Third team.—G. N. Whitney 5, T. L. 
Martin 5, J. L. Martin 7; total, 17. : 
Westborough—Firat team.—J. B. Clark 10, W. B, Rice 10, G. N- 

Smalley 6; total, 26. Second team.—O, H. Harrington 9, F. Forbes 
9, W. B. Clark 6; total, 24, Third team.—ZJ. B. Morse 8, 0, P. Wins- 
low 7; J. Jackeon T; total. 22. , 
Marlboro—First team.—F. J. Beaudry -9, J. G. Howe 6, W. A. 

Leighton 10; total, 25. Second team.—H, W. Eager 10, Dr. Cham— 
berlin 6, H. 8. Fay 8; total, 26. 
Natigh—Firet team.—M. Brigham 10, G. R. Bigelow 6, C. W. 

Gile 8; total, 24. Second team.—E. B. Bigelow 8, Dr. J, H. Wright 

7, G. A. Leach 9; total, 24. 
Worcestur— First 1eam.—C, B. Holden 10, J. G. Rugg 9, U.S. 

Perry 0; total, 28. Second team.—E. P. Smith 9, L, BH, Hudson 

10, L.G@, White 74 total, 26. 

Holliston team.—H, 8, Caze 7, W. ©. Kelly 4, O. Joslin 8; total, 
a. 

Franklin team,—J, P. Farmer 6, E, Wales 7, L, Dean 8; total, 21. 

MAnxcuestar, V. H., Aug, 28th.—Regular weekly shoot of the 
Manchester Shooting Club; Card rotary trap, 18 yards rise, 10 
balls sach. Score:— 

Dr, Bland .:__...._... 6 9 6-21/1 A. Moore ..........% 4 —I8 
A.B, Clarke. ..-_.... 7 & 8-21 G.J. Darrah spy crepe! Oo =—Ih 
-A. Hall.............. 6 6 8—20!0. A, Jackson...,....7 4 —TL 
Ny, oor ¥ 6 B—19! BE, Durgin -. 6 2 4-12 

5 6 6 7—18)C. 0. Clark -4 8 2-9 
6 3 6—15|H.P. Young. -.2 4 8-9 
4 4 §—14| Dr. MacDonal 814-7 

.8 2 §$—13|L.K. Mead....,.,,...0-0 —d 
Retntry ;— 

A.D. Clarke .....__.. i 1B —T1 | Dr Bcort. vei) sien sett 4 Ts, 
Oy, Blank ......... @ 4 =10|.F, J, Drake,,......... 4 —4 
Ju. Oster ay lesa pS ae 6 -- 

tug. 25th.—Same conditions as above -— 

Dr. Biank...,-....)7 6 T)_ T. A. Moore... 77 14 
Retntry.......... 16 0 4} 39 | Tetwnenss .410 —14 

E. J. Drake ge Tle G. G. Clark, 6 1 5--12 

ann Oarke 85 4 M, Wedleh ¢ 7) 8§ ~H. Olarke. ,.. 9 » Wadleich . . — 
Re&ntry.......... 1 6 } Sis a ; 7 
Sweepstakes. Purse $15, 100 balls per man, Csrd rotary trap :— 

L A. Moore,.-_. PJ 7 9 9—# 
OG. A, Jackson 91098 8 8 9 7 4-80 
F. J. Drake. . T8 BVI. Aes 168 
A, Foster., 8 95 8 5 6 6 4 8 5-6 
Dr. Blank. 6 966 AYTBTSEH 63 
0. Greeley.. -5 777 % 6 6 6 Y 1—59 
M. Wadleizh ..... 0.0... ce eee 457% 65 5 8 2 8-53 
GB Morris. sje a rote 2 28612 97 8 8 8 6-49 
BE ead ee eee a raganelt 6 44 28 8 & R43 5-45 
The prizes are $7 59,24.50 and #5. J.B. W 
Jmrsiy City HEeren?s Guy CLus.—Jersey City, Sept. 1+t.—The 

tenth regular shoot for gun, from threé Bozardus traps, 20 balls :— 
Headden. ... 21 yards... 01171111271111110101111 
i oa, J8 yards.... 01101017111010101111-1% 
Starr ....,,, 13 yards,...1011101110111010i1101—14 
Burdett,. ., 20 yards....1112711211111010111110—17 
Heritage. ... 20 yaroB,.:, 11111011111111111111-19 

P. W. L., Seoretary, 

Vincenrown, NV. J., Sept, lst, Phe Coaxen Glass Ball Club held 

tho'r monthly shoot here to-day for silver badge. Card’s trap, 18 

yards rise, 10 balls. ‘he scores are as (ollows: F, 8. Hillard 8, W- 

D. Haines 8, W.J, Trick 4, 5.8, Butterworth 7, W- 8. Hilliard 6, R 
H. Ivick 8, J. W. Haines 6. ‘lies shot off at 3 bails; W, D. Haines 
111-010, R. H. Trick 014, F.8, Hilllard111—011. Hilliard won 
badge. SHELDRAKE. 

Woopnawn, WV. Y., Aly. 27th.—There wha quite a lively shoot 
Friday, Aur. 27th, gotten up by Messrs. Nichols and Adams, of 

Bridgeport, Conn. Some of the boys from New Hayen and Mert- 

den were expected, but none came, only Brogden and Post from 

Wallingford ; 5 birds-first sweep, class shouting: Brogden 4, Tice 

3. Adame 4, Gralper 2, Post 3, Varian 4, Nichols 4, Link 4, Weeks 4. 

Nichols and Brogden divided. Tle for second, miss and out, wou 
by Post. 

Straight sweep, 5 birds: Brogden first, Adams second, A. Ward 
third. 

Third shoot, class: H, Ward. A. Ward and Brogden divided first. 
Tie for second divided by Link and H. Nichols. 

Diana SPORTSMEN’S CLUB.—Hohoken, N_J., Sent. 24.—A lively 
and interesting match took place yesterday between some mem- 

bers of thisclub. Weather being fine and birds tolerably gond 
flyers, Tbe following score was made; 10 birds: Sarhau Hanner 

4, Junk 5, Bruckner 6, J. Berkery 9, Hinokens 5, V. Altenhsim 4, 

SPARTANBURG, S, O,—The report of the Spartanburz sacoting 

tournament has been unavoidably deferred until our next issue. 

Che Ziennel. 
—Address ull communications to *‘ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
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FIXTURES. 

Torta, Canada, dog sbow, Sept. th, 0th and 1th, Kutries closed 
August 21st, H. J. Hill, secretury, Toronto, Ont. 

Pennsylvania State Agriculturial Society International Oolley 
Trials. Philadelphia, Sept. 20th, 21st, 22d, 3d, 24th and 25th. Dr. 
L. A. Twa(dell, Superintendent of 1rix)s, Philadelphia, DW 
seiler and Elbridge Mefonkey, Secretaries, P. 8, A, Society, Har- 
risburg, Pus 

Montreal Poultry, Dog and Pet Siock Association, Montreal 
Canada, Sept. ist. 22d and 23. Nntries close Sept, Mth, J, H. Cay- 
ford, P. O, Box 1164, Muutreal. 
Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association Field Trials, Milfard, 

Nebraska, Sept. s0th end Oc!. Istand #d. Haotries close Aug. dist. 
S, H. Hurley, Secretary, Lincoln, Neb. 

St. Louis Kennel Club, 8t, Louis Mo., Oot. 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th. 
Entries close Sept.20Lh. Chas, H. Turoer, Secretary, St. Louis, 
Mo, 

Peunsylvania State Field Triala Association Trials, Lancaster, 
Pa., commence Nov. 9th, J, R, Stayton, Secretary, Pittsbury. Pa. 
National Americun Kennel Club's Second Annual Field Trials, 

Vincennes, Jnd.. Nov. ith. Chas. De Kongé, Secretary, 61 Broad 
street, New York. 

Enstern Field Triala Clut’s Second Annual Trials, Robins Island 
Peconic Buy, L. 1., Nov. 24. Jucob Pentz, Secietary, New York. 
rr Oe 

MODERN COCKER SPANIELS, 

Editor Forest and Stream -— 
Having noticed within a short time back several little 

articles upon cocker spaniels in your columns, as well as 
in one of your contemporaries, 1 would with your per- 
mission Jike to add a word also ; and only a word or two, 
for I will endeavor ere long to write more extensively 
upon the various types of cockers and field spaniels, and 
give their characteristics, modes of breeding, ete., etc., 
which I find there is such an increasing desire for in- 
formation upon. Having constantly handled and bred 
the various breeds, types and strains of spaniels from a 
child, perhaps, I may be excusable for the emphatic man- 
ner in which I give any ideas as facts. Trusting that such 
will be the case, I must state my surprise when reading 
“-Thex's” article in a late issue of your paper upon “cockers 
for cover shooting," where he advocates the advantage of 
apparent water spaniel blood for work here in the 
North. Experience has taught me that the modern 
cockers, suitable for rough American work (which he 
must know, are the old style cockers judicously bred to 
thevold Sussex type or breed, and a happy medium ob- 
tained thereby, varying in size from about twenty-four 
to about twenty-eight pounds, and retaining a trifle more 
of the shape and style of the old cockers) have all thede- 
sired qualifications of pluck, hardiness and retrieving 
qualities necessary ; and where the water spaniel blo id 
shows apparently you are usually_certain to find a little 
too much business inuns hide, Perhaps *[bex” idtended 
to say the extreina North, near our great laks;, and nob 
the North or South, as is usually spoken of or understood 



 cockers, I think that thirty pounds should be called the 

_ maby have adopted this color and inbred and interbred 

_ their necessary qualifications manner of judicious breed- 
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assuch. Now, as to the size or weight of our modern| kennel. Blue Dash, a handsome blue belton setter, by | gendred, Againe it is deliuered unto thee in this dis- 

Pride of the Border and Dora, is a grand dog all over,and | course, how and by what meanes, by whose benefitte, 
very intelligent. Heis of the Layerackform,and to look | and within what circuite of tyme, this country was 
at him one would think he was slow, yet heis equally fast'| cleerely discharged of rauenynoge wolves, and none at all 
with the best, and his endurance is beyond question, We | left, no, not to the least Number, or the beginnyng of a 
were astonished ati his intelligence, seeming to understand | number, which is an Vari. 
exactly every order given him, which he cheerfully obeyed: Of the second sort weare not vtferly voyde of some, 
he is the pet of the family, with whose little daughter | because this our Hnglishe soyle is not free from foxes 
he likes to be most of the time. Blue Drake, his son, out | (for in deede we are not without a multitude of them in 
of pure Laverack setter Diamond, is marked exactly like | so mich as diverse Keepe, foster, and feede them in their him, and although young, will when fully developed | houses among their houndes and dogges, eyther for some be fully his sarah all respects. Nelly May, a daughter | maladie of mind, or for some sicknesse of body.) which 
of Blue Dash out of Jolly May, is yet yohng, only nine | peraduenture thesavour of that subtill beast would eyther 
months old; she hasa black and white head and blue | mitigate or expell. 
ticked body: she goes into breaker’s hands this fall, The thirde kinde which is bred of a Beare and a Ban- 
promising to sustain the reputation of her sire. Pride, | dogge we want not heare in England, 
Judy and Flora are by Charm out of a lemon and white And why should not this bee consonant to truth? 
native bitch ; they are all lemon and white. Pride and | whyshoulde not these beastes breede in this lande, as 
Judy are fully trained, as one could plainly see by their | well as in other forreigne nations? For wee reede that 
actions in a field where they were shown, Prairie Queen | Tigers and dogges in Hircania, that Lyons and Dogges isa large, fine bitch, with very fine head, long neck, and |in Arcadia, and that wolfes and dogges in Fravcia, 
grand body; she wasin whelp to Charm, She is litter | couple and procreate. The Vreane which is bred of a 
sister to Prairie Belle, winner of first prize at Minnesota | beare and a dogge, 
Field Trials ; also to Prairie Rose, winner of second prize 
at Nashville, Milley is a very fine white bitch with 
ticked body ; she is by the noted Roh Roy out of Wad- 
dington’s Daisy, She was secured to breed from, her 
progeny haying been not only handsome, but extra good 
in the field. Flirt is a long, clean cut and game looking 
bitch, white with lemon on head ; was bred by Geo, Wad- 
dington, out of Milley. Clexton, her brother, is one of the 
grandest young dogs we haye seen ; he has nob yet been 
trained, but shows wonderfully well in the field, and goes 
into training next week. He is liver and tan head, liver 
spots on side, balance white ; these are by Druid, it will 
be seen that no better combination of blood can be found 
in any kennel; and these animalsshow fine care. Mr. 
Whitman says he shall have five or six as well trained 
dogs as can be had this fall, several of them haying been 
in trainers’ hands two years. Mr, Whitman believes in 
having dogs thoroughly broken, although it does cost 
some money, for he has but little time to spare from 
business for shooting, and when he does go the great 
pleasure is in seeing his dogs work to perfection ; none 
of his dogs, that he claims are thoroughly broken; cost less 
than $75 to break them. Besides the setters mentioned 
he has as fine a pair of Scotch deerhounds as one seldom 
sees. The dog Bruce has won first prize at St. Louis, 
and we predict he can dose in any show, It has not 
been our lot to see one equal to him. The bitch we did 
not like as weil, notwithstanding she was imported and 
from good strains, Of the cocker spaniels, of which he has 
some beauties, I shall speak in future letters. 

Our Wrst. 

limit, although twenty-five to twenty-eight pounds is 
‘of course preferable for work, and even as light as 
eighteen to twenty pounds, where desired mostly for pets 
and house dogs, is admirable. This is an age of improye- 
ment, and cockers are better to-day than ever before, and 
certainly nothing could have been done to improve their 
usefulness for American work, more than the increase of 
their size, bone and muscle, from the old eighteen to 
twenty pounds breed to the present twenty-tive to twenty- 
eightpound ones, [have repeatedly found that in measur- 
ing the finest modelled specimens of the breed that twice 
the length at fore shoulders is the almost exact length 
from end of nose to root of tail, and an inch and a half 
or two inches either way detracts from the dog’s beauty 
and usefulness. The hair should not be curled, but 
wavy and silky, neither should it be flat, as some adyo- 
cate, although I have seen fine specimens with coats per- 
fectly flat ; but I always look rather suspiciously upon 
such, The tail, ears, breast, legs and belly should be well 
feathered with nearly straight hair, rather coarser than 
their body coat, As to the standard color, or truest color, 
in spanieis, lam aware that [shall differ from many who 
consider themselves competent judges, for I consider 
liver with no white, or with white ruffle in bosom, the 
genuine color originally of the spaniel race, or perhaps 
liver and white ticked has nearly as good a claim, but 
black, or black and white, or black and tan, are certainly 
introduced colors, and do not belong to the cocker at all, 
and especially the modern cocker as it should he ; although 

Ts fearee, is tel), [s stoute and stronge, 
And byteti sore to Nesbe and bone, 
His furioi& foree indureth Jonge 
tn rage he willbe rul’de of none 

That I may vse the wordes of the Poet Grutius, This 
dogge exceedeth all other in cruell conditions, lis leering 
and fleering lookes, his stearne and sauage yissage, 
maketh him in sight feareful and terrible, he is violent 
in fighting, & wheresoeuer he setteth his tenterhooke 
teath, he taketh such sure & fast holde, that a man may 
sooner feare and rende him in sunder, then luse him and 
separate lis chappes, He passeth not forthe Wolfe, the 
Beare, the Lyon, nor the Bulle and may wortherly (as I 
think,) be companpio with Alewanders dogge which came 
out of India. But of these, thus much, and thus farre 
may seeme sufficient, 

them until they scarcely showei the foreign blood ; but 
this color has never given satisfaction to its breeders, or 
benefitted the cocker race, and 1 am certain it never will 
reach the standard of perfection that the old standard 
liver, or liver and white, has done, Orange and white, or 
lemon and white, are not either one of them, I am posi- 
tive, introduced colors, as under certain conditions liver 
and white will produce orange and white, or lemon and 
white occasionally, and the idea that lemon or orange in- 
dicates cluniber blood is, I believe, as absurd as to say that 
those colors in the clumber spaniels come from introduc- 
tion of cocker blood. QGne argument is as good as the 
other, and both are absurd, Orange and white, or lemon 
and white, although admired by some, will never give 
more satisfaction to their breeders than the black or 
black and tan haye, although good cockers of these colors 
find a ready sale. The ears of all cockers should et ma- 
turity be long, and well covered with long silky hair, not 
set too high or too low upon the head, and laying fiat on 
the cheeks ; a fine earion any dog I hold as a most certain 
indications of powerful olfactory organs, or powers of 
smelling, and on this point I find L agree with nearly all 
the old time breeders, As fashion changes, so do dog’s 
tails. Fifty or sixty years ago fashion demanded that 
cockers’ tails should be docked to only one-third of their 
natural lenght, but lam happy to see that they are now 

rmitted to wear about one-half or two-thirds of its orig- 
inal length, This I think to bean improvement. both to 
their besuty and style, One-fourth to one-third remoyed 
is, 1 think, about right, as it removes that part which be- 
comes 80 sore from whipping it among the brush and 
briars, and leaves enough tail to haye a fine flag and 
handsome swing to the same, Ishall not now go into 
further description of modern cockers, but may perhaps, 
ere long, with your permission, give you my ideas as to 

A blarte to outlandishe Dogves in this conclusion, 

not impertinent to the Authors purpose, 

Se and custome hath intertained other dogges of an 
cutlandishe kinde, but a fewe and the same beyng 

ofa pretty bygnesse, I meane Iseland, dogges curled & 
xough al ouet, which by reason of the lenght of their 
heare make showe neither of face nor of body. And yet 
these curres, forsovthe, becausa they are so straunge are 
greatly set by, esteemed, taken vp, and made of many 
times in the roome of the Spaniell gentle or coraforter, 
The natures of men is so moued, nay rather marryed to 
nouelties without all reason, wyt, iudgement or perse- 
neraunce. Hromen allotrian, purormen sungeneis, 

A 

ENGLISHE DOGGES* 

The fifth Section of this 

lreattfe. 
Containing Curres of the mungrell and rascall sort and 

first of the Dogge called in Latine, Admonizor 

and of vain Englishe V Vappe 

or V Varner. 

FF such dayyes us heep not their kinde, of such us ave 
mingled ont of sundry sortes not imitating the con- 

ditions of some one certaine spice, becanse they reseble 
no nofable shape, nor exercise any worthy property of 
the true perfect and gentle kind, it is not necessarye that 
I write any more of them, bui to banishe them as vn- 
profitable implements, out of the boundes of my Booke, 
vuprofitable I say for any use that is commendable, ex 
cept to intertainé strangers with their barcking in the 
day time, giuing warnyng to them of the hause, that such 
& such be newly come, whereypon wee call them admon- 
ishing Dogges, because in that point they performe theyr 
office, 

Outlandishe toyes we take with delight 
Things of our owne nation we have in despight, 

Which fault remaineth not in vs concerning dogges 
only,-but for artificers also, And why ?it is to manyfest 
that wee disdayne and contempne our owne workmen, 
be they neuer so excellent, be they neuer so skilfull. 
be they neuer so cunning. A beggerly beast brought 
out of barbarous borders, fro’ the vttérmost country es 
Northward, &c., we stare at, we gase at, we muse, we 
maruaile at, like an asse of Cumanum, like Thales with 
the brasen shancks, like the man in the Moone, 

The which default Hippocrates marcked when ha wag 
alyue as euidently appeareth in the beginnyng of his 
booke Peri Agmon so intituled and named : 
And we in our worcke entituled De Hphemema Brit- 

anicd, to the- people of England haue more plentifully 
expressed, In this kinde looke which is most blocklishe, 
and yet most waspishe, the same is most esteemed, and 
not amonge Citizens onely and jolly gentlemen, but 
amonge lustie Lordes also, and noble men, and daintie 
courtier ruftling in their ryotous raxges, Further J am 
not to wade in the foorde of this discourse, because it 
Was My purpose to satisfie your expectation with a short 
treatise (most learned Conrade) not wearysome for me to 
to wryte, nor tedious for you to peruse. Among: other 
things which you haue receaued at my handes hereto- 
fore, | remember that I wrote a seuerall description of 
the Getulian Dogge, because there are buta fewe of them 
aud therefore very seldome seene. As touching Doeges 
of other kyndes you your selfe haue taken earnest paine, 
in writing of them both lyuely, learnedly and largely, 
But because wee have drowne this libell more at length 
then the former which I sent you (and yet briefer than 
the nature of the thing myght well beare) regardyng your 
more earnest and necessary studdies. 1 will conclude 
makynge a rehearsall notwithstanding (for memory es 
sake) of certaine specialties contayned in the whole body 
of this my breuiary, And because you articipate prin- 
cipall pleasure, in the knowledge in the conimon and 
ysuall names of Dogges (as I gather by the course of 
your letters) I suppose it not amysse to deliuer vnto you 
a shorte table contayning as well the Latine as the Eng- 
lishe names, and to render a reason of every particular 
appellation, to th'intent'that no serupie inay remaine in 
yo point, but that euery thing may hee sifted to the bare 
bottome. 

ing, breaking, etc. SPANIEL, 
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J. H. WHITMAN’S KENNEL, 

HILE on a trip recently through the West, it was 
W our guod fortune to form the acquaintance of Mr, 
J, H. Whitman, of Chicago, a gentleman of large railroad 
experience, haying been connected with one of the lead- 
ing Eastern lines for nineteen years as manager of their 
passenger business from the West, From him we re- 
ceived much valuable information regarding the most 
noted resorts of sportsmen during the open season. By 
his invitation we visited his kennel of fine dogs for sport- 
ing purposes ; feeling your readers might like sume idea 
of his stock, we take the liberty to say that when shows 
were first inaugurated he was one of the most prom- 
inent partiesin establishing them. His dog Grouse, a 
handsome lemon and white dog; took the first prize ever 
piven at a show in this country; this was at the Dexter 
Park, where anumber of sportsmen were holding a pigeon 
shoot, haying agreed to bring their dogs for friendly com- 
petition. Soon after, a large show was given in Exposi- 
tion Building, Chicago, where Grouse won first prize as 
the best stock dog exhibited. Of this dog Mr. Whitman 
neyer fails to speak; he considers him equal to any he 
has owned since ; still keeping the breed, and crossed with 
recent importations of field trial, or Laverack setters, he 
claims there arenonesuperior, When therage forclaim- 
ing names for dogs through the columns of sporting 
papers first originated, he claimed the name for this breed 
of prairie rangers, by which they are knownin the West: 
he has now two dogs and one bitch which he prizes very 
highly, Prairie Ranger, Prairie Joe, Prairie Fly are the 
names; they are by the pure Laverack setter Charm, out 
of Pearl, a daughter of Grouse, and Valentine’s Nelly, both 
noted wherever known for their extra field qualities, 
Ranger is a large fine looking animal, pure white with the 
exception of lemon ears, Joe is also large, lemon and 
white ticked, with dark eyes and nose, Fly is much 
smaller, but equally wellmade. Inexamining these dogs 
it was plain to be seen that In muscular development 
they were yery superior ; fine glossy coats, legs and feet 

_ that looked as if they could stand any amount of work, 

Of the Dogye called Tuimespete in La- 

tine Veruwersator. 

OM ane is Comprehended, vnder the curres of the 
coursest kinde, a certaine dogge in kytchen seruice 

excellent, For whe any meate is to bee roasted they go 
into a wheele which they turning rounde about with the 
waight of their bodies, so diligently looke to their busi- 
nesse, that no drudge nor skullion can doe the feate more 
cunningly, Whom the popularsort herevpon call Turne- 
spets, being the last of all those which wee haue first 
mencioned. 

Of the Dogge called the Daunser, in Latine 

Saltator or Tympanista, 

Here be also dogges among vs of a mungrell kind 
I which are taught and exercised to daunce in meas- 

ure at the musicall sounde of an instrument, as, at the 
inst stroke of the drombe, at the sweete accent of the 
Cyterne, & tuned strings of the harmonious Harpe show- 
Ing many pretty trickes by the cesture of their bodies, 
As to stand bolte upright, to lye at vpon the zgrounde, 
to turne rounds as a ringe holding their tailes in their 
teeth, to begge for theyr meate, and sundry such prop- 
erties, which they learne of theyr vagabundica!ll mas- 
ters, whose instrumenets they are to gather paine, withall 
in Citie, Country, Towne. and Village, As some which 
carry olde apes on their shoulders in coloured iackets to 
moue men to laughter for a litle lucre. 

Of other Dogges, a short conclusion, wonderfully in- 
gendred within the coastes of this country. 

A Diall pertaining to the 

Fifte Section, 

re tae con- 
tained in 48 
this last Di- en called in Latine 
all or Table sue Faces ety Canes Rustiet 
are : 

The Wapp or War- 
ner. 

A Supplement or Addition contai- 
‘ ry . = 

+ . ‘ . and Mr. Whitman is very proud of then from the fact The first bred of a bytch ) In Latine ning a demonftration of Doeces 
that they are by Charm, whose reputation was not Three sartes The ea a bytyche oe tonne! ‘ he f ne . placed very high during the heat of discussion re- of them, } anda foxe, Bactencs names how they had their 
garding Minnesota Field Trials, by the editor of a Western | The third of a beareand | In Latine 

| bandogge, J  VPreanus. 

O* the first we have none naturally bred within the 
borders of England, The reason is for the want of 

wolfes, without whom no such kinde of dog can bes in- 

; i Original Sportin T. 
' PCAN ida descendant from the noted Pride of the 
Border and Fairy ; a well-formed animal, but not of a 
fashionable color, being like his sire, liver and white and 
_of a rather rusty liver, when we saw him. He was pur- 
chased at a nominal figure, as the party owning him did 
‘not consider him valuable, but Mr. Whitman saw in him 
what his experience in breeding had often demonstrated, 
hat it was not the best looking that Pues got the best 

stock, ia which Charm progeny proved he was correct. 
2 is considered one of the most yaluable dogs in the 

oes names contayned tn the general table, for so much 
as they signifie nothing to you being a straunger, 

and ignorauntof the Englishe tounge, except they be in- 
terpreted: As we haue given areason before of ye latine 
words 50 mean we to doe no Jesse 6f the Enylishe. that 
euery thing maye be manyfe-t unto your viderstanding, 
Wherein I intende to obserue the ‘same order which I 
haue followed before, 

The names of such Dogges as be contained in 

+ Of Englishe ones pane diversities, the names, | the natures 
and the properties. | A Short | Treatise written in latine | by Jo- 
hannes Caius of late msmo | rie, Doctor of Phisicke | in the Uni- 
versite | of Oumbridge| And newly drawne into -Eng-| lishe by 
Abraham Fleming Student. | Natura etiam in brulis vim | ster 
dit mim. | Scene and allowed. | Imprinted at London ! by RK. ébard 
Jobnes, and are to be | solde overagainst 3. Sepul-| chre’s Ghurch 
without | Newgate | 1576, | 

: 
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the first section, 
See in Englishe Hunde, is deriued of our English 

hunte, One letter chaunged in another, namely T, 
into D, as Hunt, Hunde, whom (if you coniecture to be 
s9 named of your country worde Hunde which signifieth 
the generall name Dogge, because of the similitude and 
likenesse of the wordes I will not stand in contradiction 
(friend Gesner) for so muche as we retaine among vs to 
this day many Ditche wordes which the Sa@ons left at 
such time as they occupyed this country of Britane. 
This much also vynderstand, that as in your language 
Aunce isthe common word, so in our naturall tounge 
dogge is the vninersall, but Hinde is perticular anda 
speciall, for it signifieth such a dogge onely as seruelh to 
hunt, and therefore it is called a hunde, 

Of the Gasehound. 

The Gasehounde called in latine Agusceus, hath his 
name of the sharpnesse and stedfastnesse of his eyesight. 
By which vertue he compasseth that which otherwise 
he cannot by smelling attaine, As wehaue made former 
relation for to gaseis earnestly to viewe and beholde, 
from whence floweth the deriuation of this dogges name, 

Of the Grehounde, 

The Grehounde called Leporarius, hath his nanie of 
this word, Gre, which word sonndeth Gradius in latine, 
in Engliz-he degree. Because among all dogees these are 
the most principall, occupying the chiefest place, and be- 
ing simply and absolutely the best of the gentle kinde of 
houndes, 

Of the Leuyuer or the Lyeminer. 
This dogge is called a Leuyner, for his lightnesse, which 

in latins soundeth Lewitas. Or a Lyemmer which worde 
is borrowed of Lyemme which the latinists name Lorum : 
and wherefore we call him a Leuyner of this worde Le- 
uttas (as we doe many things besides) why we deriue and 
drawe a thousand of our tearmes out of the Greece, the 
Latine, the Italian, the Dulch, the Freach, and the Span- 
ishe tounge : (Qut of which fountaines indeede, they had 
their originall issue.) How many words are buryed in 
the grave of forgetfulness? growne out of vse? wrested 
awrye and peruersly corrupted by diuers defaultes ? we 
wil declare at large in our booke intituled, Simphonia 
vocum Britannicarum. 

Of the Tumbler. 

Among houndes the Tumbler called in latine Verlagus, 
is the last, which commeth of this worde Tumbler flow- 
ing first of al out of the French fountaine. For as we 
say Tumble so they Tumbier, reseruing one sense and 
signification, which the latinists comprehende ynder this 
worde Vertere, So that we see thus much, that Tumbler 
commeth of Tumbier, the vowel, I, chaunged into the 
Liquid L, after ye maner of our speache, Contrary to 
the French and the Italian tounge, In which two lan- 
guages, A Liguid before a VWowell for the most part is 
turned into another Vowell, As, may be perceaued in the 
example of these two wordes, Inplere & plano, for Im- 
piere & piano, L, before, HR, chaunged into, I, and L, be- 
fore A, turned into J, also. This 1 thought fonuenient 
for a taste. 

The names of such Dogges as be contained in 

the second Section. 

Fter such as serue for hunting orderly doe follow 
such as serue for hawking and fowling. Among 

which the priucipall and chiefest is the Spaniell, called 
in Latine Hispaniolus, borrowing his namie of Hispania 
Spaine, wherein wee Englishe men not pronouncing the 
Aspiration H, Nor the Vowell 1, for quicknesse and redi 
nesse of speach say roundly A Spaniell. 

Of the Setter, 

The second surte of this second division and second 
section, is called a Setter, in latine Jndew, Of the worde 
Set which signifieth in Englishe that which the Latin- 
istes meane by this word Locum designare, ye reason is 
rehersed before more largely, it shall not neede to make a 
new repetition. 

Of the water Spaniell or Finder. 

The water Spaniell consequently followeth, called in 
Latine Aquaticus,, in English a water spaniell, which 
name is compounde of two simple wordes, namely Water, 
which in Latine soudeth Aqua, wherein he swymmeth, 
And Spaine Hispania, the country fro whence they 
came, Not that England wanted such kinde of Dogges, 
(for they are naturally bred and ingendred in this coun- 
try.) But because they beare the generall and common 
name of these Dogges synce the time they were first 
brought ouer out of Spaine. And wee make a certaine 
difference in this sort of Dogges, eyther for some thing 
which in theyr voyce is to be marked, or for something 
which in their qualities is to be considered, as for an ex- 
ample in this kinde called the Spaniell by the apposition 
and putting to of this word water, which two coupled to- 
gether sounde waterspaniell. He is also called a fynder, 
in Latine Inquisitor, because that by serious and secure 
seeking, he findeth such things as be lost, which word 
Finde in Englishe is that which the Latines meane by 
this Verbe Inuenire This dogge hath this name of his 
property because the principal] point of his seruice con- 
sisteth in the premisses. ey 

The names of such Dogges as be contained in 

the thirde Section. 

Ow leauing the seruie we of hunting and hauking 
dogs, it remameth that we rutine ouer the resi- 

due, whereof some be called, fine dogs, some course, other 
some mungrels or rascalls. The first is the Spaniell gen- 
tle called Canis Meliiews, because it is a kinde ot dogge 
accepted among gentles, Nobles, Lordes, Ladies, &c., 
who make much of then: vouchsafeing to admit them so 
farre into their company, that they will not onely Jull 
them in theyr lappes, but kysse them with their lippes, 
and make them theyr pretlie playfellowes. Such a ene 
was Gorgons litle puppie mencioned by Theocritus Sira- 
cusis, who taking his iourney, slraightly charged and 
commaunded his mayde to see to his Dogge as charely 
and warely as to his childe: To Gall him in alwayes that 
he wandred not abroade, as well astorock the babe a 
sleepe, erving in the cradle. This puppitly and and peas- 
antly curre, (which some frumpingly tearme fysteing 
hounds) serue in a maner to no good vse except, (As we 
haue made former relation) to succour and strengthen 
quailing and quamming stomackes, 

The names of such dogges as be contained in 

the fourth Section. 

F dogges vnder the courser kinde, we will deale first 
with the shepherds dogge, whom we call the Ban- 

degge, the Tydogge, or the Mastyue, the first name is 
imputed to him for service Quoniam pastori familutur, 
because he is at the shepherds his masters commaunde- 
ment. The seconde a Jigamento of the band or chaine 
wherewith heistyed. The thirde a Sagina, of the fat- 
nesse of his body, 

For this kinde of dogge which is ysually tyed, is 
myghty, grosse, and fat fed. Iknow this that Augus- 
tinus Niphus calleth this Mastinus (which we call Mas- 
fiuns,) And that Albertus writeth how the Lyciscus is 
ingendred by a beare and a wolfe. Notwithstanding the 
self same Author taketh it for the most part pro Molosso, 
A dogge of such a countrey. 

The names of such dogges as be contained in 

the fifte gection, 

F mungrels and rasealls somewhat is to be spoken, 
Andamong these, of ye V Vuppe or Turpespel which 

name is made of two simple words, thatis of Twrne 
which in Latine soundeth Vertere, and of spete which is 
Veru, or spedeé for the Englishe word inelineth closer to 
the LWalian imitation: Veruuersator, Turnspet. He is 
called also VVaupe, of the naturall noise of his voyee 
Yau, which he maketh in barcking, But for the better 
and the redyer sounde, the yowéll, u, is chaunged into 
the cosonant, p, so y for wanpe we say wappe. And yet 
T wot well that Nonius borow his Baubari of the natural 
voyce Bau, asthe Graeians doe their Bousein of wau. 
_Now when you ynderstand this that Saltare in Latine 

sigmfieth Dansare in Englishe. And that our dogge 
therevpon is called a daunser and in the Latine Sultatop, 
you are so farre taught as you were desirous to learne, 
and now suppose I, there remaineth nothing, but that 
your request is fully accomplished, 

The winding vpof this worke, called the Supplement, &c. 

Hus (friend Gesner) yow haue, not only the kindes 
of our countrey dogges, but their names also, as well 

in latine as in Englishe, their offices, seruices, diuersities 
natures properties. that you can demaunde no more of 
me in this matter, And albeit I hane not satisfied your 
minde peradueture (who suspecteth al speede in the per- 
formaunce of your requeste employed, to be meere de- 
layes) because I stayde the setting fourth of that ymper- 
fect pamphlet which, fiue yeares ago, I sent to you as a 
priuate friende for your own reeding, and not to be 
printed, and so made common, yet I hope (hauing like 
the beare lickt ouer my younge) I haue waded in this 
worke to your contentation, which delap hath made 
somewhat better and deufemwi Phrwulides, after witte 
more meete to be perused, 

The ende of this treatise. 

FINIS. 

ooo 

Dog Nores rrom Minnusota,—In Camp near Fair 
mont, Martin County. Minn., Aug. 21st.—I have been 
here a week now, and with Whitfort, who is encamped 
at this place, He is training the St. Louis Kennel Club 
dogs. He has Lena, Trap, Viking, Trinket and Keswick 
at work on chickens. Keswick isa wonderful animal; 
she poes like the wind, but her gaitisso smooth and 
even that running seems to cost ler no exertion. She 
has a remarkable nose, and is as stanch as any dog 
you ever saw, Now that she is worked down to good 
running condition, you can see her anatomy, every cord 
and muscle, as well as if she were skinned. I never saw 
such a display of muscle on a dog. Viking and Trap are 
doing splendid work and will be hard ta beat at the field 
(rials. 

Mr. Lucas is here with his brace of Irish setters, Hrin 
and Biddy. I have noticed that doggy men have been 
giving Ivish settersthe go by, lately, but if there are any 
other dogs that can equal this brace, I should like to see 
them. IThaye shot oyer them for four days, and they 
are faultless in their work, Perhaps some would not like 
their quiet way of working, and would prefer the slash 
and dash of a big pointer or an English setter. JI admit 
that these dogs are notshowy, bul they find as many 
birds as any ; point, back, drop to wing and shot, and re- 
trieve without eyer doing wrong. For several days they 
have done the work for three guns, and never lost a dead 
bird, Part of the time four guns have been shooting 
over them, and got plenby of work, 

Dash IIL. is here and Countess May, in Whitford’s 
charge, Dash is aslashing dog, but does not work as 
well as May. May shows splendid qualities, but needs a 
great deal of work tosober her down. Mr, Sanborn is at 
Fairmont with several puppies in training. Messrs. Orth 
and Wilson, of Pittsburg, are with him. The country is a, 
pleasant one to shoot over and birds are yery abundant. 
T will write'again in a few days. J, MT, 

ed 

A Hint asto ANATomMy—Country Farm, Spotisylvania 
County, Va., Aug. 25th.—Editor Forest and Stream :—L 
have no disposition whatever to scratch open the Cathery 
dog scratching subject, to which prone justice has been 
done in FoREST AND STREAM, Nevertheless, you had one 
correspondent, a ‘notary public,” who wrote trom 
‘Wauseon, Ohio,” upon this matter, fo whom, with your 
permission, I should be pleased to put a question or so. 
Your correspondent says with regard to this dog scratch- 
ing business, ‘‘I would suggest that the question would 
be harder if amended to read: Did any one ever see a 
dog scratch his left fore shoulder with his right hind leg 
while standing up ?” Now, what T wish to know is this, 
is it always the way with well bred Ohio dogs (for it is of 
this¢lass only the notary writes) that they scratch them- 
selves with their legs, or do they not sometimes scratch 
with their paws? In Virginia dogs’ paws are, so far as I 
know to the contrary, ever armed with claws, and [ was 
under the impression they were purposely given them to 
scratch with, I would like also to know if it is a fact 
that Ohio dogs scratch their hind shoulders with their 
legs or pats either lying or standing? Although Vir 
cinia has furnished your great bench show, Ma. Editor, 
with one of its judges for the last two years, I am satis- 
fied we are much behind the times with regard to the 
anatomy of both dogs and horses, It has only been a 
few weeks since I observed in an editorial which ap- 

peared in oné of our great sporting papers the editor told 
us of the foreshoulders of a horse. BrIRDSHOT, 

Confess, he hath thes here, 
—— 

A RETRIEVER’s INTEMLIGENCE.—St. Leonard, P. Q.. 
Aug, 9th.—A friend of mine, Mr, W., owns a very intelli- 
gent retriever bitch, A farmer near by killed a pig, and 
at night left the head upon a stump near the house, In 
the morning the pig's head had disappeared. My friend 
and his dog coming by, the man mentioned to him hig 
loss, Mr, W,, turning to his bitch, said : ‘Pup, have you 
stolen the pig’s head? Go right away and bring if, back, 
you bad dog.” The bitch slunk away into the woods, 
and in @ short Hime returned carrying the missing pork, 
which she immediately dropped before the farmer, then 
turning bolted for home at her best speed. and hid tov 
the remainder of the day. Upon anotlier occasion a 
daughter of Mr, W, started one evening to yisit a neigh- 
bor at a little distance, carrying with her a lighted Jan- 
tern. Arriving at the house she left the lantern outside in 
the porch, Soon afterward the bitch started out to find 
her young mistress, but I suppose she found first the lan- 
tern, and recognizing it as family property she took itup 
carefully and brought ithome, Asshe entered the house 
with it alight, Mr. W, directly ordered her bo ‘take it to 
Mary,” and she then carried it back to the neighbor's 
house, scratched at the door until if was opened, and 
walked up to the young lady with the lantert stillalight. 
Now a hotlantern is not the most confortable sort of 
thing for a dog to carry, 
Pup is first-class for duck shooting, obeying the slizht- 

est motion of the hand, HEMLOCK. 
——_——_ 

A Dog TanneR:—Concurrently with the forty days” 
fast of the misguided American doctor, another fash has: 
heen in progress in our own country, for the truth of 
which ITmyself can vouch. A friend of mine, who lives 
in Devonshire, left home some weeks since on.a series of 
yisits to his friends in distant parts of the country, A fow 
days after he left, his servants wrote him that a, favorite 
skye terrier was missing. My friend, after every searclr 
had proved fruitless, considered that the dos had been 
stolen. On his return home, after an absence of one 
month and five days, he unlocked the library, the doors 
and windows of which had been bolted and harred dur 
ing his absence, and to his astonishment the missing dow 
crept out_into the-light, a livmg skeleton, and totally 
blind. He was well cared for, and has now quite recov- 
ered his health and sight. But his existence was wonder- 
ful. He had had no food and no water, and had not 
enayved the books or obtained sustenance from any sourea 
whatever,.—Nature, 

=—_—S>—_ 

“THAT WASHINGTON Lurrer."—Jersey City Heights. 
Sept. 1st.—Hditor Forest aid Stream :— In a@ late issie of 
FOREST AND STREAM Mr. Charles Lanman states that a 
correspondent thanks me fora copy of George Washing- 
ton’s letter in regard to bloodhounds. Asa matter of 
fact, if is the editors of FornsT AND Strwmam that state thoy 
are obliged to me for the copy, which, by the way, did 
not refer to bloodhounds, but to the Irish wolfhounds. 
T offered it as evidence as to the extinction of the species 
of dog called Irish wolfhouud. I copied itfrom a letter 
now owned by Mr. John Downs (not Dale, 4s you hava 
it), of Washington, D, C., and I haye the best of reasons 
for belieying it to be an original lether of George Wash- 
ington, Mr. Lanman says the original came into lis 
possession years ago, but does notstate that it meyer went 
out of it, which leaves me in doubt as to there being two 
originals, This lam quite willing to accept, however, 
for have we not more than one *‘the only original Jacolis™ 
in New York city? R, T. GRERNE, 

-—— 
NatTIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.—Secretary’s Office, 

No, 51 Broad st., N. ¥., Sept. 1st.—Field Trials of 1880. for | 
Setters and Pointers, at farms of Col. A. G, Sloo, near 
Vincennes, Ind. Commencing Monday, Noy, 15th, 1880). 
Nov. 15th, Derliy Stokes, for puppies born on and after” 
April ist, 1879—Closed with 118 entries, $d forfeit; 
#10 additional for starters; $500 added money—150 to 
first; $100 to second; 450 to third, with forfeit money — 
divided to winners in ratio with added money. Noy, 16th, . 
Free for all stakes, $500—$250 to first; $160 to second, | 
$100 to third; $10 forfeit; $15 additional for starters ; 
to closé Nov, 1ith, 1880, at 8 o'clock, p,m. Nov. 17th, 
Brace stakes, $250—$150 to first; $75 lo seecond ; $25 to 
third; $10 forfeit; $153 additional for starvers ; to close 
Nov, lth, 1880, at 8o’clock, p.m. Judges, Capt, Patrick 
Henry, of Graddy’s Landing, Ark.; Theo. Morford, Esq., 
of Newton, N. J.; D. C. Burgenthal, Esq., of Indianapo- 
lis, Ind. Officers—President, C. H. Raymond, New!Yorls; 
First-Vice-President, Luther Adanis, Boston: Second 
Vice-President, Harry Bishop, Louisyille, Ky.; Secretary, 
Chas. De Rongé, New York; Treasurer, Theo, Morford, — 
Newton,N. J.; Executive Comimittee—Chairman, J. H, 
Drew, Columbia, Tenn,; L. H. Smith, Strathroy, Can.; 1. . 
QC. Nichols, Battle Creek, Mich.; Capt. Pat, Henry, Ciarks- 
yiille, Tenn.; M. C, Campbell, Spring Fill, Tenn, | 

—_—>—— 

MONTREAL POULTRY, Dog anD PET STOCK ASSOCIATION, 
—We have received from Mr. J. H. Cayford, Secretary, 
Montreal, Canada, the prize list and riles for governing, 
the special exhibition of the aboye named association 
which is to be held in Montreal, P. @., on Rept. 2lst, 
22d and 23d. All entries must be made at the Hxhibition 
Rooms, No. 285 St. James street, with Mr, W. E. Shaw, on 
or before Sept. 14th, on proper blanks, which will be 
furnished upon application. The dogs are divided into 
fifty-two classes, and the prizes are two dollars and one 
dollar, for first and second respectively, 

ee “ 

“Nepraska Finpp Trrans.—As already announced in 
the ForEST AND STREAM, the Nebraska Vield Trials will 
be run at Milford, eighteen miles west of the city, Sept. 
80th, and Oct. ist and 2d, the arrangements being 
under the direction of the Milford Sportsmen's Club, 
Prairie chickens and quail are said to be very plentiful, 
and no doubt there will be a good attendance and a good 
time during the trials. This is a good chance for Wastern 
dog men, to visit their Western cousins, and we trust 
that the trials will be a success in eyery respect, 

Fispcr= al 
—Waterbury, Conn., has béen having a dog show of it 

own, at Messrs Briggs & Higby’s dru stare, There wa: 
but one entry, that of the beautiful litter of puppies be. 
longing to the head gf the firm, Jt took the first prize, 
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—Mr. J. H. Harley, Secretary of the Nebraska State 
Sportsmen’s Association, writes us: ‘I am pleased to say 
that from indications and inquiries coming in, we antici- 
pate a large attendance at the Nebraska Field Trials, Sept, 
30th, and Oct. ist and 2d, at Milford. Chickens and 
quail are very abundant in that part of the State.” 

Se 

St. Louis Kanne Crus Bexca SHow.—Mr. Charles 
Lincoln, Superintendent of the St. Louis Kennel Club 
Bench Show, writes us, inclosmg copies of letters re- 
eeived to date, from the railroad companies that haye 
consented to carry dogs to and from the show free of 
charge, when accompanied by their owners or care takers, 
The following is the lisi: Pennsylvania Railroad Com- 
pany, Frank Thomson, General Manager; Wabash, St, 
Louis and Pacific Railway, HW. C. Townsend, General 
Passenger Agent ; Great Western Railway of Canada, W, 
©, Edgar, General Passenger Agent; Canada Southern 
Railway, Frank EB. Snow, General Passenger and Trans- 
portation Agent. 

—$<>_—_. 

DEATH OF Mr, M. Von Conin,—We regret to be obliged 
to announce the death of Mr, M. Von Culin, well known to 
the sporting men of this country and in Europe. Mr. Von 
Culin had been aninyalid for at least two years, afflicted 
with a disease that had baffled the skill of the many phy- 
sicians who had attended him, His death occured at his 
residence in Delaware City, Del., on Thursday, Aug. 26th. 
Doring the greater part of his sickness he was unable to 
attend to business, which was under the management of 
his wife, who will continue it. and who asks for the con- 
tinued patronage of the sporting fraternity. 

el Fe S 
—Mr. Vero Shaw's ‘* Illustrated Book of the Dog, Part 

13,’ is before us, and it is one of the best numbers of this 
famous serial which we have seen, It contains an excel- 
lent colored lithograph of two retrievers, one a wavy- 
cvated and the other a curly-coated—the former a life- 
like picture of Dusk, the property of Mx. §, I. Shirley, 
M.P.. and the latter is equally good of Tory, Mr, W. A. 
How's dog. Included in the chapter on fox terriers, their 
rearing, points, etc., is an explanatory diagram and a 
table of measurements of some of the best fox terriers of 
recent times. Chapter 38 is devoted to the harrier, and 
contains an engraying of Mr, Churchill Langon’s typical 
harrier bitch Countess. The beagle is also reached in 
this number. Publishers—Cassell, Peter, Galpin & Co., 
516 Broadway, New York. 

—_——~>———_ 

A GRATEFUL CANINE.—Newburyport, Conn, Aug. 20th. 
—My master wrote to you to get a prescription for treat- 
ing alump on my ankle (knee) joint, which pained me 
yery much, He followed out your directions, and my 
paw, thanks to you, I am happy to say is now quite well, 
and if anything is the matter with me in the future, L 
shall ask him to write again. Tam abont four years old, 
as near as Tcanremember. Yours indebtedly, 

TRUMP. 
i 

—Mr. H. B, Vondersmith, of Lancaster, Pa., advyer- 
tises three well-bred dogs for sale. Those in quest of 
dogs for the coming season would do well to communi- 
cate with Mr, VY, at once. 

— 

MountTaty KenneL.—We call special attention to the 
advertisement in another column of three broken dogs 
for sale by Mr, Chas, F. Kent, proprietor Mountain Ken- 
nel, Monticello, Sullivan County, N. Y. 
ee 

' KENNEL NOTES, 

Namwes CLAtMeED.—Lulu—Mr, Waldo A. Howland, of Lowell, 
Mass., claims the name of Lulu for English hare beagle bitch pup- 

py recently purchased from Mr. Eimore. Grouse—Mr. John A 

Smethers, of Berwick, Penn., claims the name of Grouse for his 

setter puppy, whelped May 4th, 1880, by T. O'’Moore,he by Rory 
0' Moore out of! Nell 1L., Rory O'Moore by Rufus out of Stoddard’s 

Friend, Nell Il, out of Goldsmith's Nell by Plunket. Grouse 

was purchased from Dr, M. 8. Moore, Fredonia, N. Y. Lady Glen 
—Dr. H. F. Aten claims the name of Lady Glen for his black and 

tan bitch puppy whelped March, 1880, by his Glen out of Francis, 

Flirt. Glen IIZ.—Dr. 1. C. Munroe, Brooklyn, N. Y., claims the 

name of Glen IIT. for his black and tan puppy, whelped March, 

188), our of Mr. C. H. Raymond's Juno by Dr. Aten's Glen, Rose 

and Ruby.—Myr, D. BP. Slade, of Franklin, N. Y., claims the names 

of Rose and Ruby for cocker spaniel gyps, out of his Fannie, by 

Mr. MeKoon’s Plusher. Bonaparte and Lienau.—Mr, Thomus M_ 

Smith, of Jersey, City, N. J., claims the names of Bonaparte and 

Lienau for his brace of red and white setter dog pups, whelped 
May 4th, 1880, out of Dr. M.S. Moore’s Wloss by T. O'Moore, he by 

Rory O'Moore out of Nell IL, Rory O’Moore by Burges’ Rufus 

out of Stoddard's Friend; Nell Il, out of Goldsmith's Nell by 

Goldsmith's Plunkett; Floss out of Mr. Asa L, Sherwood's Rusa 

by his champion France. iVellie.—Mr. B. M. Romisel, of River 

Edge, Bergen County, N. J., claims the name of Nettie for his red 
and white setter bitch pups, whelped May 4th, 1880, from same 

stock as Bonuparte and Lienau. 

SALES.—Rulh—Mr. Charles H. Lewis, of Suspension Bridge, N. 

Y., has sold to Mr. Robert Walker, of Franklin, Delaware County, 

N. Y,, his cocker spaniel bitch Ruth, out of Fairy by imported 
Snip. Royal Corle—Mr. James H. Goodell, of New York, has pur- 
chased of Mr. Joseph Rosenfeld, of Baltimore, Md., the well- 
known field trial setter Royal Carle by Carlowitz out of Queen 

Bess. Royal Carle received the special award in Class F at the last 

New York bench show. He was whelped February, 1878. 

Ruzy—Mr. Arthur Talbot, Boston, Mass., has bought from 

Mr. J. N. Dodge, of Detroit, Mich., his prize winner beagle 

bitch Roxy. Mr. Arthur Talbot, Boston, Mass., writes us that in 

addition he has purchased a young bitch, six months old, Rattler- 

Fan, both of which are from Rowett's stock, and that he isexpect- 

ing three beagles from England the latter part of this month, 

Ned—Mr. F. C. Fowler, of Moodus, Conn., has sold his English set- 

ter dog Ned, recently advertised in Forgst AND STREAM, to Mr. 

M. A. Goodwin, of Honesdale, Pa, : 

Brep,—Star-Druid—Mr. W. B. Wells, Jr.'s, Star to Burges’ 
Druid. Hornellsville WN. Y.,Sept.6th.—Since Aug. 14th the following 
bitches baye visited our black stud dog Wildair: Aug. 14th, Hol- 
lis' Topsey, chestnut and tan; Aug. 17th, champion Belle, blavk 
and tan; Aug; 19th, De Barrie's Fan, liver color; Aug. 23d, Mac- 

Dougall'’s champion Cora, liver; Aug. 3th, G. B. Stokes’ Midget, 

liver; Aug, 30th, Faonie (302, f.& 8. register), to our liver and 
white stud doz Robin Aduir, Lady Blyin-Zanzihar—Mr. H. B. 

Vondersmith’s (Lancaster, Pa.), Llewellyn setter bitch Lady Higin, 
to bis Zanzibar, Gladstone-Mersey. Lulu-Zangibar.—Mr. H. B 

_— ~ 

Vondersmith's lemon and white Llewellyn bitch Lulu, to Zanzi- 

bar. Lill T7.-Tom.—Mr, H. B. VYondersmith's Gordon setter bitch 

Lill II., to his Gordon setter Tom. 

DEATHS. —Bess-Tom, whelps.—Mr. H. B. Vondersmith's Gordon 

setter Bess whelped Aug. 18th, 1880, ten puppies, eight dozs and 

iyo bitches, by Tom. <All the puppies haye since died. 

Che aliffe. 

—Address all communications to *‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
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RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Toronto, Ontario.—At the annual meeting of the Ontario 

Rifle Association, held during the prize meeting, Col. Gzowski said 

he had watched the association carefully, and found that it had 

improved in everything—tinances, shooting and nembership. He 

would like to say a few words respecting the rifle shooting of the 

country. There wasno doubt that Ontario was the leading Proy— 
ince, and he was glad toseeit was He did not Wish to bring Do- 

nminion affairs before them, but he must alhide to the last Wimble- 

don team. They had not been as fortunate this year as usual, and 

this was owing a good deal to the weather, for the mun had begun 

well, but! toward, the conclusion they had had to shoot when they 

could seareely see the targets. Another thing he thought was 

thatthey had been overcoached, and he intended at the meeting: 

of the Dominion Association to bring before the council the mat- 

ter. He thought too much coaching wasainistake, In lisidea 

the Wimbledon team did not visit England to show what fine 

shots they were, bytto help and strengthen the tie that bound 

Canada to the Mother Country. He did not believe in all the sei- 

entific adjuncts used in shooting, such as wind gauges, eta., but 

thought the men should fire under the same conditions as in (he 
presence of anenemy. Acting on this principle he intended of- 

fering a prize of $100 next year, to be shot for under these condi- 

tions, and as he was going to England in October he would bring 

the matter before the National Ritle Association, and endéayor to 

have the Kolapore cup shot tor with the usual military weapons 
without artistic sights. 

Licut.-Col. Gilmour, the President, thanked Liout.-Col, Gzowski. 

He purposed presenting to the association the sum of $500 to be 
laid out as the council might think fit, 

Lieut.-Cols. Gzowski, Walkerand Otter; Majors McDonald and 

MePherson, Capt. Mason and Lieut. MacNachtan were chosen rep- 
resentatives to the Dominion Association. 

Major McPherson, Guards ; Capt. Mason, Highteenth Battalion, 

and Lieut. Cruit, Engineers, were appointed a committee to se— 

fect a team to represent Ontario at the Dominion Rifle Associa- 
tion's mecting at Ottawa. 

Ata subsequent meeting of the council Lieut.-Col. Gilmour 

was chosen President, the list of officers being completed as fol- 

lows: Vice-Presidents, First Military District, Lieut,-Col. Walker, 

Seventh Fusileers, London; Second Military District, Lieut.-Col. 

Gibson, Thirteenth Battalion, Hamilton; Third Military District, 

Lieut.-Col. Worsley, Brigade Major, Kingston; Fourth Military 

District, Lieut.-Col. Macpherson, Militia Staff, Ottawa; Treasurer, 

Lieut.-Col. Alger, District Paymaster, Toronto; Secretary, 

LieutCol, Otter, Queen’s Own Rifles, Toronto; Auditors, Lieut.- 
Col. Arthurs, Queen's Own Rifles, Toronto; Capt. Graham, Re- 
serye Militia, Toronto, . 

BALTIMORE, Aug. d0th,—The match between the Columbia Rifle 
Association and the Maryland Rifie Club resulted in a defeat for 

the latter at both ranges. The 200 yard match was shot at 2 

o'clock, and the scores made are appended. Mr. Roeder, of whom 

the defeated club expected a good score, very much disappointed 

by a poor 38, bul, owing to a bad cold, he was notin condition to 
shoot well ;— 

COLUMBIA RIFLE CLUB. 
i. Chambers.....- eee Aocemedt Bods 545445 & 4 4 4 44 
OME iti Ota Lida. sista ee cask ees 54445 45 4 4 4-43 
A, A. Adee ..-... -454544 5 4 4 4-43 
4. B. Hubbard .. -44444444 4 4-40 
F, J. Lauritzen ... rohan +444434 83 5 4 4-39 
UROPERBiinside,--eeenseede tues oe 442445 45 4 3-39 

Total......-...-- Bt Rp eee eee A Roe Bee . 248 
MARYLAND RIFLE CLUB. 

A. F, Drosel....... Mh deco SD OOD o ES owt 4544544 5 
EU WEDS IRA GE Wien ne delet alaiy cette Eiole eh oe. 5 £44444 4 f 4-42 
B. B. Lynch... ‘ -4 4445 6 5 2 4 542 
i, Dieterich........ 445354444 44] 
Col. Burgwyn.., s+ yeves te 4 3 G8 4°4 404 Bs 539 
AROPUGD eee asides. denne re techn 4544283 45 4 3-38 

Tals aa Peacias Assen PE vB obeceieles avav atl sie Ps oe cepts plat Bab 

At 00 yards Mr. Lynch was very unfortunate in hls gun lead- 
ing so badly at the sixth shot as to cause a miss, and necessitated 

his using another gun for the balance of the match, The scores 
are :— 

COLUMBIA. MARYLAND, 
Ae AA GBE gece rier sake an a A.V. Canfield... .........,,.... 98 

“ob 
ML 

LIEW guteiz'il pew pene hy saglon ee 360 
The regular weekly competition of the Maryland Olub fol 
lowed, and resulted :— 

JS ORED see aa a hors 4556 4 5 4 § 4-46 
L. Dietrith............. rte! - 4456444 4 4 5-43 
J.B. Armstrong.... .....--- 64445 4 65 4 4-48 
Dy iaeitn lepine opiate 544544 4 4 4-42 

WI BA WOM) pos geen sues teers 455443 4 4 5-42 
AH OEM ELY Ny Byes 4a Pasi) 00 he 455445 4 4 4-42 

The third competition for the medal is as follows: A. PF. Drexel 

4, L. Dieterich 43, J. B. Armstrong 43, T, H. Dayy 42, A. Roeder 
42. - : 

BALTIMORE, Ang. 2lst.—The scores made to-day at Patapsco 

Range, 200 yards, weekly competition, were as follows: 

Pe iim ede cnr For the medals, same day, the score stood: 
Lynch 43, J. B. Armstrong 39. 

PHILADELPHIA, Arg. 3lst.—An effort is making to senda team 
from the Pennsylvania Siate Rifle Association to the fall meeting 

ab Creedmoor, and preliminary contests for selection were held 

at the Stockton rifle range in Cumden, N. J, on the 27th, 28th and 
30th ults. The inyitations to members to compete contained the 
following conditions :— 

2, That upon securing places on the team, contestants will use 
the rifie and ammunition intended to be used in the match 

3. That they will, without question, implicitly obey the instruc- 

tions of the captain and of the coach, selected by the committee 
for the team. 

4, No two competitors willbe permi(ted to use the same gun, 

either in the competition or the match. - 
5. Competitors will bear their own expenses, both in practice 

and at Creedmvor—except entrance fees in the matches. 

6, Competitors will pledge themselves to receiye or give no sug- 

gestion, hints or information relative to questions of windare, or 

other points in rifle practice, at any time during their presence 
on the range on the days named. 

Competizors are wanted for both short and long range teams, 

and they must see that their names are entered on the books of 

the range committee, and stated for which distance they desire 
to compete. 

The practice for short range will be at 200 and 300 yards, for 

long range at 600 and 600 yards- 

Mr. A..B. Parker, of Norristown, bas been selected as coach, 
No postponement on account of weather. 

C. W. Zieber, Dr. E. 0. Shakespeare and Geo, B. Dixon were 
the committee in charge. 

The practice was conducted as specified, the scores standing :— 

Aug. 27th. O. Shakespeare, 200 yards, 29; 300 yards, 28: 500 

yards, 50; 600 yards, 49; total, 154; possible 170. M. Price, 200 

yards, 29; 300 yards, 23; 500 yards, 48; 600 yards, 43; total, 148; 

possible 170. H.Manderson, Jr., 200 yards, 30; 300 yards, 25; 500 

yards, 48; 600 yards, 44; total, 147; possible 170. A.B. Parker, 500 
yards, 49; 600 yards, 46; total, 95; possible 100. Jos. H. Bur- 

roughs, 400 yards, 49; 600 yards, 45; total, 94; possible 100. Geo, 

B. Dixon, 500 yards, 46; 600;yards, 45; total, 91; possible 100. W. 

De V. Foulke, 200 yards, 80; 300 yards, 25; total, 55; possible 40. 

Lancaster Thomas, 200 yards, 28; 300 yards, 29; total, 57; possi- 
ble 70. 

Aug. 23th.—Capt. T. Taylor, 200 yards, 27; 300 yards, 253 retired 

with a score of 62 out of a possible 70. E. O. Shakespeare, 200 
yards, 33; 300 yards, 28; 500 yards, 48; 600 yards, 49; total, 158, out 

of a possible 170, L, Thomas, 200 yards, 31; 300 yards, 26; 500 

yards, 46; 600 yards, 49; total, 152 out of a possible 170. W. De V. 

Foulke, 200 yards, 31; 300 yards, 28; 500 yards, 44; 600 yards, 48, 

total, 15lout of a possible 170. H. Manderson, 200 yards, 81; 300, 

yards, 27; 400 yards, 49; 600 yards, 47; total, 154, out of a possible 
170, George B. Dixon, 500 yards, 46; 60!) yards, 89; total, 85 out of 

a possible 100. A. B. Parker, 500 yards, 48 ; 600 yards, 47; total, 95, 
out of a possible 100. ; 

In practice, which does not apear on the score, Dr. B. O. Shake- 

speare made 74 out of a possible 75, at a distance of 600 yards. This, 

it isstated, is the best score eyer made at Stockton Range at that” 
distance. 

Aug. 30th.—A, B. Parker, 500 yards, 46; 600 yards, 44; total, 90, 

out of a possible 100. EH. O, Shakespeare, 600 yards, 46; total, 46 

out of a possible 50, Joseph H. Burroughs, 500 yards, 45 ; 600 yards 

43; total, 88, out of a possible 100, Lancaster Thomas, 200 yards, 
81; 800 yards, 26; 500 yards, 49; 600 yards, 41; total, 147, our of a 

possible 170 W.D. Y. Foulke, 200 yards, 27; 300 yards, 26; 500 

yards, 42; 600 yards, 45; total, 140, out of a possible 170. H, Man- 

derson, 200 yards, 26; 500 yards, 44; 600 yards, 45; total, 115, out of 

u possible 135. 

There are a number of other contestants who shot under fic- 

titious names and whose scoresare, therefore, not published. One 

or two further competitions will be held before the names of the 

team are announced. 

The selection of the milityry team for the State of Pennsylva— 

nia was made at this range about a month ago. 

Boston, Mass., Sept. lst-—At Walnut Hill, to-day, the long 

range match was continued. The day was an average one for 

shooting, and some excellent scores were made: 

800 yards... £8555 455455555 5-12) 
3.8. Summer. ...4 900 yards..55555555535 5 45 5—i2 +215 

1,000 yards. 555545855555455-71\ 
800 yards..55555544555545 512 

H. Tyler......... 900 yards..5555544555555 4 5-72 eu 
1,000 yards..555455545435 55 5-70 
800 yards.. 55 355455535555 5-11) 

H.S. Harris....-.4_ 900 yards..5555545555455 4 5—72 L208 
11,000 yards). 4385455533554 4 3-63} 
{ ‘800 vards..45555455555548 4-69) 

8. Tewis ..-..-. 4 900 yards,.435555355555 5 5 5—10 +207 
11,000 Vards..545554555845355-63) 
{ 800 vards..5 5553555555555 4-72) 

FB. J. Rabbeth....4 900 yards..35545544555 4 54 5—68 +207 
(1,000 yards, (5544454543455 5 5-67) 

MebDF£ORD, Mass., Sept. Ist.—In the Bunker Hill Match, at Belle- 

yue Range to-day, there were 30 entries. The best scores are 

appended :— 

W. Charles,. 665 66 6 5 6 6 6-58 
H. Kimball .. 65 5 6 6 6 6 6 5 556 
C. D. Harrison 6 665 6 6 6 5 4 6-55 
A. B, Archer 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 EG 4 5 
R. Abbott 63 5 6 5 6 6 4 5 5—5dl 
A.J. Greene 655 38 6 6 4 5 & 5-51 
J. Richardson 465 43 6 6 6 5 550 
C. Hartwell... .-.- 5 5 5 45 6 5 5 5 5-50 
The winners of the general prizes, first class, were C. D. Harri- 

son and A. B. Archer; second class, J. Richardson and A. .f, 

Greene. The best scores madein the Gold Badge Match out of 

the 21 entries were :— 
+5 5555 45 5 4 5-46 
-6 4545 5 5 56 4 5-47 

SUEGhiad LU) Pbk sees pe a GcOeN Saat Saat ods aly ae areas 
. J, Greene waa 554444 5 6-45 

“a Hartwell. 6455-4444 5 5-45 
O. D. Harrison. 63444545 5 4-43 
A.B, Archer ... 5554444 4 4 4-43 
J. Richardson -4454444 5 4 4-42 
R. Abbott........-.. Lovee are. ae 454454444 4-9 

Campern, NV. J., Auy. 28th,—The match to-day on the Stockton 

range was the Sharp’s Match for Sharp’s Military Rifles (second 
series), open to all comers, 200 yards, standing, 10 rounds. H. M. 

Worth, wimner, 43; Joseph H. Burroughs 43, J.T. Smith 38; L. 

Thomas 35, Thomas Taylor 34, A. L, Smith 31. 
Aug. 3ist.—Second off-hand individual mateh; open to eyery- 

body, any rifle, 100, 200 and 300 yards; 5shots at each, off-hand. 

Competitors shooting with military rifles as such will receive an 

allowance of 1 point at each distance—total 3 points. 
100 aerues 200 aande 300 ey Total, 

W. De V. Foulke....,.. ? 69 
Geo, Fox..-..... «.. 24 Pa 21 69 

H, Cram... ee eee Bt 238. 20 67 
Geo. B. Dixon ...-.--..- 22 20 20 62 

SCHUETZEN CORP NOTES. 

New Jersey Sonurtzen Corrs.—Hoboken, N. J., Sept. 2d.—At 

the regular meeting of the Jersey Schuetzen Corps, A. Harde- 

kopf, Captain, held at the headquarters of the corps, 80 Mudson 

street, Hoboken, Sept. Ist., a full report was read from the com- 

mittee of the water excursion, which was held on June 20th, and 
showed a net profit of $45 to the benefit of the treasurer. The com- 
mittee of the shooting festival, which was held Aug. 5th, at the 

Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, reported progress. Other regular 
business was transacted. A large and interesting meeting is ex- 

pected on Wednesday, Oct, bth, as this is the annual meeting for 
the election of officers. The aboye named corps holds meetings 

the first Wednesday,of each month. 
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Boston, Wass., Sept. 4th——At Walnut Hill, to-day, the usual 

competitions at the short range took place. The attendance was 

smal). owing, probnbly, to the intense heat, the thermometer at 

the shooting pavilion standing at 100 degs. The day, with this 

exception, was an excellent ones for shooting, the wind blowing 

very gently from 7 o'clock and the light giving but little trouble. 

Excellent records were made, Mr. Jewell’s score of 113 on the 

Massachusetts target has never been equalled. 
MASSACHUSETTS MATCH. 

O. My Tewell. ..; .....0200.3,008¢ee5~ 11 12 10 10 12 12 10:11 12 12—118 
A.B Aroher .._..,..245: -.. 1010 1111 9 910 10 10 12—1'R 
W. Tharles (Mili). 2-20. c.eescae-+ 0s 11101112 7 911 10 10 10—101 
O. U-~Meiggs..... 20... c. cere weer 1010 9 8 9 8101211 11— 98 
eg Eel Pom aig ppm Eat ea 111110 87110 2 °9 7% 72 
SIS ry Oe a ee ee 910 913111 9 9 4 9 11— 92 
w Wa Pat (TT ee ay ae | 5 2 810 7 4 56 3— 55 

CREEDMOOR MATCH. 

W. Chariles,.......+ eeiidsce ore sek, 6 445 6 6 5 5 6 548 
PLS A CONET. 2 oe pe ae Be 445 45 9 6 6 5 5-47 
JST FEN OWS, +... +000 dass p eee gtate eed 4544545 6 4 5 4-46 
be a ee GE ae 144455444 5 444 
G.U. Meiggs -........-. : 44444 44 6 6 5-43 
ae dS ree ea 4566538454 4 4-4 
Cc. Ay Batetrowices: oe a eee. 45448465 65 4 3-4 
a. Wilsons 05 Soe e. es ae 88383000 3 3 523 
New York Scusverzen Corps.—The regular monthly meeting 

ofthe New York Schuetzen Corps was beld at their rooms, 98 

Forsyth street. on Thursday evening, Sept. 2d, Major George 

Aeryin the chair. More than 10) members were present. The 

details of the proposed trip of the corps to Shrewsbury were dis- 

cussed, and some regular business followed. 

A badge was offerd by arepresentative of FOREST AND STREAM; 

to be shot for at the coming meeting, by membera that had neyer 

won a prize. 

The excursion to Shrewsbury on the 14th and 15ih Insts. prom- 

ises to be larwely attended and to be in allrespects @ success. 

Rosner Froxt Sicat.—Cump on Surface Creek, Colorado, Aug. 

Vith.—Raiter Forest and Shreaim;—Thanks to Mr. Van Dyke for 

bis able article on gun sights. JT have derived a great deal of use- 

Yul information from his articlesin your columns. [ff 7 am not 

asking ton much I would like to give my experience with front 

sights, Through accident I discovered an article for a front sight 

that answers the purpose so well that [can’t help giving it to such 

of your readers as are troubled with bright sights. I carry a 

Hotchkiss repeating rifle (sporting), that all know that haye ever 

Feen it has the same ‘melon slice’ that Van Dyke speaks of for 

afront sight, and the glisten of it has bothered me a great deal 

and caused me to miss some splendid shots. Mr. Van Dyke came 

to the rescue, and I changed mine accordingly. It was a vast im- 

provement, but, Tam sorry to say, did not answer for a cavalry- 

man, who has to earry his gun on asiing belt hanging down the 

richt side of his horse, the muzzle near the ground; thatit formed 

too much of a hook. to catch in the brush and weeds, and finally I 

bad it pulled outandlost. Solset my wits to work to find the 

necessary material to make another one. In searching my saddle 
bags I came across an old piece of a rubber gutta-percha comb, 

which, being just the right thickness, I soon had it fitted and 

shaped. T mafe it the same old “ melon slice,” to allow it to slide 

past anything that it might come in contact with. T have given 

it trials in all kinds of weather. In cloudy weather, in sighting 

over the sicht, the front sight is ofa silvery gray, and when the 

sun is shining brightly it looks jet black. Itis just whatis desired 

forafrontsizht. Hoping that someof your numerous readers 

may giveita trial, lam yours, COMPANY K.,, 
Fourth U. 8. Cavalry. 

A PROFESSIONAL’S Views.—' Sylvester Knight,” says the Ter- 
ritavin! Enterprise. of Virginia City, Nev., “keeps the shooting 
gallery. and he feels greatly aggrieved at the kind of shooting 
thatis heing done on the Comstock in these degenerate days. 
Hesays it all comes of people not properly apprecisting and 
patronizing his establishment. ‘Here lam,’ says Knight, ‘with 
every convenience at hand, ready to so train the people that they 
will be able to kill a man at every shot,and nobody comes to ac— 
quire my polite sand noble art. No, they’d lef me starve and then 
gn ont into the streets and diserace themselves hefore the publis 
by the most miserable shooting ever seen. Tu begin with. there 
was Prof. Malone's affair at the corner of C and Union streets. 
sometimesnen, A dozenshots fired; chimney pots knocked off 
of houses, telegraph wires cut, sidewalks ploughed with lead and 
netaman hit. Later was the Crosby and Finlen atfray near the 
same spot. in which there was 4 great waste of lead, and only one 
shot tank effect—ard that an accidental one. There, ton, was the 
battle an Catreet, in which Singleton and Pierce emptied their 
revolvers 9nd nobody hit hutw poor innocent Canadian Indian 
woman, This is too taug@h—it is diseraceful!—and a first-rate 
gallery right here suffering for patronage. Why, I'll show ’em 
how to get theiy man every time—bow to pick him right out of a 
ernwd and not toueb a hair of any other man’s head. Yes, in tevo 
weeks time I can have my fellows so that they can go out into 
the biggest throng on the sidewalk: of Ostreetand put a bullet 
into the center of aman’s fnrehead—bit him square and even 
though he should havea lady on hisarm, not even the fluttering 
end of one of her ribbons would becut. Let them patronize me 
and the ladies and the children will be safe—safe as in their own 
parlors. How is it now? Your wife. your daughter, your 
jaother ar your crandmother—anybody except _vour mother-in- 
law—may he shot dawn any day or hovr. These uneducated 
ehorters are danierous persons to have in the community. There 
jo law which camnels parents 10 send their children to the public 
echonis, and there shonld hea Jaw requiring every quiet citizen 
in the town to attend my school. Even one of our citizens, with 
the very best intentions in the world. may go ontinto the street 
ta shoot snme neighbor. and bv not knowing how to handle his 
qweannn or by bad shooting. mav kill some sweet little child as it 
iz prattling alone ai its mother's side. Yes. sir, such a mischance 
micht hefall aman whoa would not wilfully harm a fiyv. Thera 
shonld hea law compelling men io take lessons in shooting, and 
until a man wasahble to pufa bulletin his enemy'seye at 20 paces, 
in any crowd, he should never be allowed to earry a pistol.’ 

Archerp. 
_—_>—_ 

— Address all communications to ‘*‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

PRIVATE PRACTICE CLUB. 

ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE SEASON ENDING JUNE 30TH. 

(Coneluded from page 34.) 
T is certainly to be hoped that no archer who desires the suc- 
cess of the club, and of his favorite pastime, will grow luke- 

warm and neglect his pledges. The Society, at its business meet- 
ing, amended the Constitution sa as to abolish the cash prizes 
theretofore offered by the club, and substituted in lieu thereof a 
simple award of honor, which certainly will be considered of 

much greater value than the very small prizes which would have 
been given. Most of the prize winners were present, and, in view 

of the fact that no cash prizes would be givenin the future, it 
yas agreed thatthe rule of awarding honors only, should take 
effect atance. Fowever, a5 some of the prize winners were not 

present. and asthe officers do not regard it as necessarily binding 
unon them tn enforce this rule azainst members not present, they 

will promptly forward to any prize winner the prize to which he 

js entitled. upon being notified by him, Otherwise, the member will 
‘be deemed to have acquiesced in the action of theclub. In order 

that members and interested archers may know the mapner 
in which honors are taken, the Secretary deems it proper to pre- 
cede the list of winners with a portion of the section of the Con- 

stitution, fixing the different exeellencies for which honors are 

given — 

“To the member making the highest average ino his class, at the 

single York Round—First Honor. 

“Yo the member making the highest individual score in his 

Glass, at the single Yorke Round—Second Honor. 

“To the member making the highest average score in his class, 

at the 109 yards range—Third Honor. - 
“To the member making the highest average score in his class, 

at the 80 yards range—Fourth Honor, 

“To the member making the highest average scure in hia class, 

at the 60 yards range—Fifth Honor, 

‘Provided: That no membershall receive more than one award 
of honor.” 
Thus it will be perceived that honors are graded in such a man- 

ner, that if! one member should obtain the superiority in his class 

at all the ranges,and should also score the highest single York, 

yet he would only obtain the award for best average York Round, 

and the member making the best single Round would be awarded 

the honor of * best individual York Round,” and so through all 

the grades. Under the operation of this rule, the following isa 

list of the winners of honors in each class :— 

CLASS L 

First Honor, Will H. Thompson, average York Rouud..... ... 419 
Second Honor, Maurice Thompson, best York Round. . 449 
Third Honor, Lorenzo Deyol, average 100 yards........-. ..... 108 
Fourth Honor, Edwin Devol, average 80 yards....-...,...6. a. of 
Fifth Honor, Tac Hussey, ayerage 60 yards.....:.:..... fe yh sh = n0 

OLASS II. 

First Hunor, L. Lb. Peddinghaus, average York Round 
Second Honur, F. H. Walworth, best York Round ss-- O20 
Uhird Honor, P. 8. De Graff, average 100 yards........ of beet DALE 62 
Fourth Honor, C. G. Slack, nyverame 80 yards....-.. ....-...0.-. yal 
Fifth Honor, E. T. Church, average 60 yards.:,..........-......- 72 

CLASS LI. 

First Honor, Jesse B. Devol, average York Round...... ....., 352 
Second Honor, C. G. Hammond, best York Round. 398 
Third Honor, Edward F. Wells, average 100 yards 44 
Fourth Honor, 0, C. Moore, average 80 yards. aT 
Fifth Honor, W. Holberton, average 60 yards............. A ahAS 57 

The Secretary has omitted the fractional parts of a point upon 

the total average of each member, though, in arriving at that 

total, he was careful to use the fractions in each monthly report. 

In the award for the average at 80 yards io first class, the nearest 

approach to a tie was found, Mr. Edwin Deyol and Mr. Tac Hus- 

sey having each an average of 94 points, with the fraction yery 

slightly in favor of Mr. Devol. 
The geason’s record of the club exhibits some very line per- 

formances at each of the ranges, and at the whole Round, 

The best individual York Round was scored by Mr. Will H. 

Thompson, April Sth, as follows:— 

100 Yards. 
46 —202 

Which he followed, on April 7th, with another 
41—187 36—lnt 

60 Yard. 
24—148 
of i 
84134 101-475 

Total. 80 Yards. 
41—205 1l— 555 

giving a double Round of 212—1,030, 
The nearest approsch to this, by another archer, was the fine 

score of Mr. L. L. Peddinghaus, on April 28th, as follows :— 
100 Yards, 0 Yards. 60 Yards. Total. 

44-178 40—178 24—120 »=—-108 476 

Preceded on April 21th and 27th with one of 
41—155 39—187 2-125 =A 

giving a double Round of #11—893. 
Mr. Maurice Thompson came weil up wilh a tine double Round 

shot, on the 19th and 30th of April, as follows :— 
100 Yards, SO Yards. 6) Yards. ‘Total. 

1gth +. S19 42198 23—121 95—438 
IRR ARE EER ERS 5-121 41—203 21—L18 97437 

ROTH ot ps tue y re od 66—H0 33—401 44-334 1938—875 

The 80 yards shooting in this double round was the highest 

record obtained by any member of the club with two consecu- 

tive scores. At the 100 yards range prominence was taken by the 

record made by Mr. Will H. Thompson April 5th, 46—202, the 
freatest number of hits being 49, score 193, by the same archer, 

Mr. Peddinghaus’ record of 4—178 coming well up. Atthe80 yards 

range thescores of 41—217, 44—204, 41—205, 39,197, 41,193, 40—192, 42— 
192, by Mr. Will H. Thompson ; those of 39-201, 41190, 46—184, by 
Mr. Peddinghaus, and those of 41—203, 42—198, and 87—18], by Mr. 
Maurice Thompson, may be considéred performances of great 

excellence, while many other members recorded scores of 

acarcely less merit. The leading score at 60 yards was achieved 

by Mr. Maurice Thompson on the 9th day of March, he seoring 

24 hitsand 176 score,a record of such surpassing excellence as 

likely to remain for some time as the “‘best performance” at that 

range in American archery. The nearest approaches to this great 

score were the records of 22—156 and 24154, by the same archer; 
those of 24—158, 24148, 24-5145, 14148, by Mr. Will H. Thompson ; 

those of 23-145, 24144, by Mr. Peddinghaus, and that of Mr. Lo- 

renzo Deyol, of 24-143. Many other members approached 140 

points at this range, and altogether the 60 yards work was of a 

yery bigh character. 
It may be that three colds have been made at an end by several 

members who haye not reported the feat, as there existed no rule 

requiring such report. However, several such performances 

have been reported, as follows: Three golds at an end at 80 

yards—twice by Mr. L. Devol, once by Mr. Tac Hussey, and once 
by Mr. L. L. Peddinghaus, while Mr. Maurice Thompson ob- 

tained four consecutive golds at this range, but did not get three 
atanend. Mr. Lorenzo Deyol obtained three golds at an end 
twice in the same 48 arrows—arare feat indeed. At60 yards Mr 
E. T. Church obtained three golds once, Mr, Peddinghaus once. 

Mr. Will H. Thompson four times, and doubtless several othenm 

members achieved the feat without making a report of it. 
Almost without exception the members haye adopted Ford's 

system of aiming, with only slight modifications in individual 

instances, and whiie the change has necessarily cut down the 

scoriug for a time, the general improvement is inevitable. 

In closing the report the Secretary and Treasurer begs leave to 

submit a brief statement of the receipts and disbursements of 
the club up to the Ist day of July, 1880, and in doing so calls the 

attention of such members of the club as have not remitted the 
additional one dollar required of them by the late amendment of 

the constitution. Further, the Secretary informs members that 
the constitution and rules, as amended. have been printed in 

pamphlet form, and will beat once distributed to the members, 
and such other archers as may desire to become members :— 

Receipts from membership fees up to July Ist, 1380.......... $31 00 
Disbursements for printing and postage--.. —...-....-.. es bre 

Balance on hand...,...... saat ce eet t ye) rhe i eA epee e- $23 TD 
By the late amendments to the constitution, the President and 

Secretary are required to procure a suitable badge, and forward 

them to each member of the club, to be worn by the members 

whenever shooting In public. In pursuance of this proy‘siun, 

those officers are causirg the badges to be made, and they will bs 
forwarded to the mempers 80 200n as completed. 

With sincere thanks to the members, who have by their many 
kind letters encouraged the Secretary in his labors, he wishes 
éach and every one far greater success in the second season of 

the club than greeted him in the first. 
The Private Practice Club isnow well started tipon its second 

season, Its strength io its infancy indicates a lusty manhood and 

great longeyity. The Secretary nurses in his heart the wish snd 

hopé that he may have such pleasant mectings in coming years 

with the members of the club as he enjoyed at Buffalo, and again 

and again enjoy their triumphs as he there did, before any one of 
them is called to— 

“Lay the strong bow and arrows down, 
Mellow with age, and in renown.” 

Witu H. Taompson, Secretary and Treasurer P. P. C. 

ARCHERY TOURNAMENT,—To be held on the fair grounds of the 

New Jersey State Agricultural Society during the Twenty-second 

Annual Fair et Waverly, between Newark and Elizabeth, N. J., 

on Wednesday, Sept. 22d, at 10:30 a.m. and 2 P.M, Waverly is 

on line of Pennsylyania R. &., Elizabeth Horse R. BR. and New 
Jersey Central R. R. 

Wednesday, Sept. 22d, at 10 o'clock a.mw.—Ladies; 48 arrows at 

40 yards. First prize, 2 gold badge; second prize, Horsman’s 

Spanish yew bow; third and fourth prizes, suitable badges or 
archery equipments. Gentlemen’s Championship Match.—(Com- 

petition for Jerseymen only); the American Round; 30 arrows 
at60 yards; 30 arrows at 50 yards; 30 arrows at 40 yards. First 

prize, & gold medal, which must be held for two suceéssive tour- 

naments, when it becomes the property of the successful com- 

petitor; second prize, beefwood bow; third prize, silver medal; 
fourth prize, Lronze medal. . 

Afternoon at 2 o'clock.—Team Match for Ladies; team to be 

composed of three ladies: Columbia Round; 24 arrows at 60 

50 yards; 24 arrows at 40 yards; 24 arrows at 40 yards. Best gross 
score, first prize, 3lemonwood bows; second gross score, second 

prize, 1} doz.peacock prize club arrows; third gross score, third 

prize, badges. Gentlemen Club Team Match.—A merican Round; 30 

arrows at 60 yards; 30 arrows at 50 yards; 30 arrows at 40 yards. 

Best gross score, first prize, 4 three piece prize bows; second gross 

score, second prize, 4 bows; third gross score, third prize, 2 doz, 
peacock prize arrows. 

Long Range Match.—Open to all archers; 24 arrows at 100 

yards; 2L arrows at 80 yards; 24 arrows at 60 yards. Best gross 

score, first prize, first choice of donations; second gross score, 
second prize, second choice of donations; third gross scorethird 
prize, third choice of donations; fourth gross score, fourth prize, 

suitable badge or archery equipments. 4 

The matches will be shot under the direction of the following 

gentlemen, who will select judges and have entire charge of the 

match on the field: Maj. A. G. Constable, Field Captain, President 

National Archery Association; A. H. Gibbes, Toxopholite, New- 

ark, N. J.; Dr. Bailey, —- Archery Club, Elizabeth, N. J.; T. F. 

Baldwin, Newark, N. J,2E.1, Horsman, Brooklyn Archery Club; 
W. Holberton, Oritani Archers, Hackensack, N. J. 

Riues.—All gentlemen archers will pay an entranee fee of $1. 

No fee from ladies. The entry books will close on Saturday, Sept. 
18th, Entries may be left with the Secretary of the Society, Board 

of Trade rooms, Newark, or with the Committee on Archery, etc., 

of the New Jersey Agricultural Society. Benj. Haines, Elizabeth, 

N.J.,8aml, Manning, Elizabeth, N. J. 

Donations—The following gentlemen with their usual liberality 

haye donated valuable prizes to be contested for as follows: E. I. 

Horsman, New York City; gentlemen's prizes, one patent han- 

dled gem lancewood bow, one-half dozen peacock feathered prize 

arrows. Ladies’ prizes, one Horsman’s Spanish yew bow, one- 
half dozen peacock feathered prize arrows. Conroy, Bissett & 

Malleson, New York City; gentlemen's prize, beelwood (backed 

with hickory) bow. Ladies’ prizes, one dozen prize arrows, gilded 

between feathers. W.Holberton, Oritani Archers, Hackensack, 

N. J.: one self lancewood bow. Ingalls & Co., 761 Broad street, 
Newark, N.J.; one lancewood bow. Sutton & Pond, New York 

City; gentiemen’s prize, one Aft. beelwood (express, rawbide- 

backed) bow. Ladies’ prize, one 5ft. bin. beefwood (express raw- 

hide-baeked) bow. Louis B. Day, Elizabeth, N.J.: one Off. extra 

self lancewood, 36 1b. bow, J, B, Crook & Co., Fulton street, New 

York ; two valuable prizes. , 

CHARLOTTE, Mich., Aug. 24t.—The match between the Oakland 
Bow Club, of California, and the Crescent Bowmen, of Charlotte, 
Mich., on Aug, 14th, resulted in fayor of the “Orescents,”’ as fol- 

lows:— 
OAKLAND BOW CLUB. 

Name 60 Yards, 50 Yards, 40 Yards. ‘Totals. 
PCOOK.: teess.> Dae ct 26—126 26—182 20—189 81—80T 

-23—121 30—I36 29-171 82—428 
2 — 82 25—11T 28—152 78—aa1 
7A—112 3s-144 30-174 4—430 

93—441 Li—i29 1i6—636 820—1,608 

CRESCENT BOWMEN. 
Name. 60 Yards. of Yards. 40 Yards. Totals. 

Parm 8. DeGraff......... 25—luT S0—158 178 b5—448 
£.T. Church..--. 26-180 2u—147 29-179 #4—456 
oO. W. Sherman. 24—116 2e-+144 158 10-418 

E. EK. Baxter..:.:: 2. 4A— 92 23— 95 26-128 Wala 

Grand totals......-.... g7—445 110—544+ 113—t41 —-820—1,060 
A return match will be shot by telegraph Sept.11th. W.P.L. 

Cricket. 
— Address allcommunications to ‘' Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York,” 

Poor OnicKer!—Say, Bill, do you call this ‘ere a cricket 
ground? Why, it looks more like a fish pound at hebb-tide, nora 

bit to play at cricket.” Thus spoke a man of simple mind toa 

comrade, while through the air we seemed to hear eweet straing 

of music. The instruments seemed familiar, yet it was not the 

musio of the vina, the kine, the crowth, the «olian harp or the 

banjo. We listened in beatific wonderment until the end—and 

ihe game of lawn tennis was done. Thank heaven that there is 

no graceful writer like Miss Mitford alive now, to sing the praise 

of toy balls and catgut. For when the fervent authboress of 

“Our Village” wrote about “the manly game of cricket,” she 

only spoke of the delightful aud delighting power possessed by 

‘+a little bit of leather and two pieces of wood.” The yillage 

green of ber time was not prostituted to childish games; no guady® 

effeminate males, adorned like embroidered tobacco. pouches, 

teetered to and fro, calling themselves cricketera—and getting 

bowled the first ball. These are degenerate days, and by-and-bye 

we'll have the moral. After mature deliberition of about five 

minutes, we cannot “inveigle our heart thar the swalue iu this 

part” are such wonderiu: performers with the cricket, bat und 

pall, that they can forego practice allogether. Nor can we pu- 

tiently stand by and see" the green turt which sucks the honied 
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showers,” the turf that was laid out for a special purpose, de 
yoted exclusively to another. We have not for years worked 
bard to advance the interests of cricket, to now allow an inno- 
vation like lawn tenuis to crowd out our manly game withouta 

word of protest. Lawn tennis is a delightful game for women 
and children, and, perhaps, for those of our own sex who are of 
feeble body and mind; but this is no argument why a cricket 

ground should be converted into a nursery or an infirmary. 

Should the shade of the man who received the “hover from 

Jackson” look down on some of our cricket fields of to-day, 
be would no doubt think that he was money in pocket that he 

was dead—and he would be about right. Yet we love to see 

children enjoy themselyes in the open air—particularly after a 

wet day in the house. We have a boy. It delights us to see 
him squirt a hose, of which pursuit he is extremely fond. We 
have also a girl. It soothes us to see her maké a mud pie; but 

should the pie be erected on our fayorite pitch, or the hose- 

équirter direct his aim at the back of our neck, we would ob- 

ject. 
Shall the stumps that are now firmly planted be torn up be- 

fore they have taken root? Not if we can help in staying the 

destroying hand. 

Cousty Caroker.—Brooklyn, N. ¥., Aug. 30th.—Editor Forest 
and Stream :—In answer to your request for information as to 

the formation of a Kings County eleven, I would state that ear- 

lier in the season I took considerable trouble to ascertain how 

such a project would be supported by resident cricketers of Kings 
County, andI am glad to say that my efforts met with consider- 

able success. Lam satisfied that a good team could be got to- 
getherif any other county will do likewise, and thus make an 

opportunity fora county match. The object of the organization 

was simply to play matches with other counties or localities, 50 as 
to bring cricketers on the field in different comvinations—playing 

against bowlers other than weare now in the habit of dolog— 

thus helping to make more proticient cricketers. Such matches, 

Thave no doubt, would be of great advantage to cricket. I hope 

you wilt stir up the cricketers to organize other county teams 
and, if possible, play at least one match this season. : 

JOHN FILMER. 

Unstrep StAtTes ys, CANADA.—On Sept. 3d the Executive Com- 
mittee of the Cricketers' Association of the United States met 
and selected the following team to represent the United States: 

Messrs. George M., Charles, Daniel 8. and Robert Newhall, Van 

Renzellaer and Clark, of the Young America C, C., of Philadel- 
phia; Brewster, of the Germantown C. C.; Thayer and Law, of 

the Merion ©, C., of Ardmore; Robt. Hargreave, of the Girard 

©. C., of Philadelphia, and Kessler, of the Staten Island C. C., of 
this city. While itis undoubtedly the strongest team ever se- 

lected to do battle for the United States, we regret that itis not 
thoroughly American, In times gone bs the United States eleven 

was composed of residents of the United States, irrespective of 

their nationality. But now that the American exponents of the 

game have reacied a degree of perfection equal, if not superior, 

to that of the foreiyn cricketing element, we regret that a new 

depurture was not made from the old-time custom, and none but 
Americans selected to represent this country. Asit now stands, 

itisa mixed team. Itis not, however, too late to change, and we 

trust to sea none but Americans take the field on Monday next. 

We cannot, however, but congratulate the commitiee for the 

tact they haveshown in their selection, which has made every- 

thing work so smoothly. The system of choice has been an ex- 

cellent one, andif the United States eleven does not win it will 

not be because it was handicapped by internal dissensions or un- 

manly jeajousies. 

From Canada we do not recsivye the same good accounts ; in 

faut, we hear of one club that already talks of withdrawing from 
the association on account of its not being asked to send a repre- 

' sentative to play in the trial match, West vs. Hast. As this neg- 

lect oceurred in thetace of that club’s winning two association 

ties, we admit it has grounds for complaint, butfor the good oj 
_ cricket we urge it not to act too hastily. There isno reason why 

the Onturio Association should not work as harmoniously as the 

one in the States. The Governor General has recently accepted 
the office of President, and it will bean everlasting reproach to 
the cricketers of Canada if the association does not send a repre- 
sentative eleven to meet their American cousins. The match, 

East vs. West, which was played Sept. Ist at Toronto, was a failure 
asfarasitsobjectin bringing together the best players of the 
Dominion was concerned, neither Hamilton, Ottawa or Montreal 
being represented. The following is the score:— 

WEST. 

F. Blake (Wanderers), ¢ Vickers, b Merritt. 
Totten (Toronto), b 8. Ray 
Morphy (St. Mary’s), c Hunter, bS. Ray. ... 
J. Suyder (Wanderers), b Boddy .......-....- 
Broek (Uoronto), c and b Merritt 
Bebun (Toronto), cand b Logan....,.-. ....... pM cetbsgeee eb sa 
R. F. Sutheriand (Windsor), ec Vickers, b Bodd 
Ogden (Lorento), b Buddy... +... +2. +++. + eee spss eee avai’ stank 
UD, O. R. Jones (Toronto), b Logan........ met 
J. G. Wean (London), b Logan............, 
W. Hector (Wanderers), not Out........ 
EEXtras.... sess 

Total... 

Se eS re ins eee eese sneer 

citing bean. 4 8. Ra hitby), har. .... 
Sant Logan (Whitby), b Gil- 

GADMUTEI. Grttecceesots scene 
J.N. Kireholter (Port Hope), 
Whiter eatin etek 0, dde od DEGHAD Ge ooo ela ate ale \teiercieloys. «fe 21 

J. Boddy (Barrie), b Behau.... 2 eS. PF 
B. Boulton (Torento), b Gil- ‘ ‘ 

Gilleun..........- aoe yee 
C. Hunter (St. Catherines), ¢ 
Ogden, b Morphy.... ... ude 

Ws DS oper (Toronto); b_ 
- Morphy...--.-.--.-..2-++-:-+. 5 

Wad, Merritt (8c, Catherines) 
¢ Hector, b Morphy.......-.. 7 

Seotc Howard (Turonto), ¢ 
Totten, b Oyden............. 2 bJ. Snyder... 

R. Shanly (Teronto), not out. 0 ¢ Sutherland, 
Extras.. .. @ Extras..... au 

| ates Mitte ete ee eal™ otal. 2. an tee Kien eth 2 
BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
EAST—FIRST INNINGS. 

Overs. Maidens. 
OG. J. Logan.......-22..........17 
BR.) Merritt: =... .¥,2yse, 22-2 ~..14 
Te Odd <0) seseqo43 beat aver es -Aded 

SFA Sle A sk sate ee oO eS 
FF Boddy and Vickers bowled a wide each. 

WEST—FIRST INNINGS. 
I. Gilleams...¢5s0002 ¢--serene 8 4 
Behi - ER a ae ty 

OLD... .2c-= wesevecscses 
Snyder.....+ 4 
Ou a bebbeah Ube rp gmatqee tise 8 

a 

eee eee ners wee weeee 

Runs. Wickets, 
al. Q 

4 
7 

10 
cart 

recap rece 

oonwnw 
ao 

rogkee 

Ogden.. ee Ei : ¥ 7 

a 3 1 
0 10 1 

—We are obliged, on account of space, to defer the publication 

of the letter on ‘The origin of round-arm bowling” until after 

the international match. 

GERMANTOWN JUNIORS vs. STATEN ISLAND JUNIORS.— This 
match was the first in the annals of American cricket, wherea 

team of boys have left their home to play in afother city. In by- 
gone days it was considered the thing to revolve as much as pos- 

sible and secure players fresh from the other side to fill the ranks 

of the clubs’ eleyens. A few organizations continue to advocate 

this suicidal system—the result in the long rua is lamentnble fail- 

ure. The clubs that will be found in the future foremost in the 
race are those that have to-day established training schools, 

namely, junior membership eleyens, Instil young blood in your 

clubs and teach the youngsters how to play the game, and, more- 

over, ina gentlemanly way, and it will not be long before the 

question will arise * who shall not play?" rather than “ who can we 

find to fill up our eleyens?"’ Mr, Thos. McKean, the President of 

the G. C. C,, eame over to look after the boys, and Mr. F. W. Bis- 

sell, the Secretary, was on hand to score. Ina conversation on 
the subject of junior membership, Mr. McKean stated that his 

club had recently been obliged to pass 4 law limiting the number 

of junior members to 100, that the club was in receipt of many 

new applications, and the junior list was now upwards of ninety 

names. The eleyen was composed of the sons of many of Phila- 

delphia’s oldest cricketers; such namesas Wister, Morgan, Welsh 

and McKean haying been household words in cricketing circles 

for many years. The first two refreshed our memory of the past 

and brought back incidents of the cricket field long forgotten. 

These Philadelphia boys, too, have a mighty good notion of the 

game, and many of their remarks upon the play were pat. Both 

teams were composed of little gentlemen, and the play from first 

to last full of “ pretty cricket ;’’ may they keep it up for years to 

come. Among the chips of the old block were Mr. Haughton's 

two sous, who have been playing the game at Lenoxyille, Canada- 

We take pleasure in giving space for full score :— 

STATEN ISLAND JUNIORS. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
L. Pool, bs. Welan, 3d, ..... 3 bG.B, Rubinson.........,.......0 
H. Rich, b 8S. Welsh, 3d........ Ga, PUI Oa oy ees ree rene see u 
L. Haughton, ¢ 8. Welsh, 3d 
b_W. Brockie, Jr-.-..-.2.05.. 6 b.G. B. Robinson....-:...- -.. 0 

B, Eyre, b. 5S. Welsh, 3d.... 0 
G. Haughton, bS, Welsh,3d,... 0 bS. Welsh, 3d............. a eve ao 
kK. Emuiet, b W. Brockie, Jr.. 2 bG.B. Robinson ........ ..-. 
B. Carroll, b S. Welsh, 3d...... 0 hit wicket, 0S. Welsh, ad..... 0 
W. Taylor, b W. Brockie, Jr.. 2 ¢ McKean, b8. Welsh, 3d. -2 
A, Eyre, b W. Brockie, Jr..... 0 1 bw,bG,. B, Robinson... .o 
A, Rich, run out............... 6 bG.B. Hobinson........ Jey hi! 
N. Henderson, not out.....-.. 0 mot out........ 2,2. .c eee eee u 
Byes 4, wide 1................ .. 5 Byes, leg-byel....... ph SERES 4 

UNS edb s has bene Bee Bande he | Dota ee elton. © et eh et] 
GERMANTOWN JUNIORS. 

First Innings, 
Ss. oes 3d, c G. Haughton, b ‘i 

W.Brockie, Jr., ¢ G. Haugh- 
ton, b H. Rich,............... 9 @L, Haughton, b Pool...-.... 5 

H. P. Rutter,e L. Haughton, 
bPool........ Fp oy ol eit 

H. P. McLean, Jr., b H. Rich,. 5 
G. B. Kobinson, b Pool. ...... } ¢ Carroll, b L. Haughton...... z 
k. A. Morgan, ¢ G. Haughton, 

OPTION! niu bee See ge ‘ 
J. Wagner, Jr., 1b w, b Pool..10 
A, W. Wister, Jr.,c and b Pool 3 
W. J. Dubring, ¢ Taylor, b 
bent Oh. Soa, Le, 6 

C. N. Robinson, not out....... 4 
N. Hitter, c G. Haughton, b 

OOM Iss e444. Fale teen ebeyes 
Leg-byes 2, wide 1, no balls2. 5 Byes2,noballl........ ....... 3 

SMa ee re ergs ce: CU! Ce ee re pe) 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING, 
GERMANTOWN—FIHST INNINGS. 

Balls. Runs, Maidens. Wickets, 
8. Welsh, 3d... ot 15 4 
W. Brockie, Jr... 
Wide, W. Brockie, Jr., 1 

Second Innings. 

48 g 4 4 

8. Welsh. 3d... .... des egp ons, Of 13 5 4 
G. B. Kobinson.............. 60 2 5 5 

3 
3 4 a 7 

Wide, H. Rich, 1; no balls, L, Pool, 2. 

Second Innings, 

L. Haughton 18 I a 1 
L. Pool... Ww 2 = 1 
Sin 6 4 — _ 

Wide, L. Haughton, 1. 

Umpires—Germantown, Bromhead ; Staten Island, Lane. 

—The Australians bave at last, chiefly through the help of Lord 

Harris, been able to arrange a match with the best English eleyen. 

The match was begun on the Oyal on Monday last, the following 

team playing for England: W.G., E. M. and G. F. Grace, Hon. A. 

Lyttleton, Steel, Penn, Lucas, Shaw, Morley and Barnes. Eng- 

land went firstto the bat, and at the end of the first day’s play 8 

wickets were down for 410runs, of which W. G. Grace contributed 
152, E. M. Grace 36. 

On Tuesday the match was resumed, and the Oval is said to 

have never preseuted such a spectacle. Over 70,000 people wit- 

nessed the game the first day, and about 30,000 the second day. 

England's innings closed for 420. Australians followed for 149, of 

which Bannerman made 5%. In the Australians’ second, having 

been obliged to repeut,§ wickets were down for 170; Murdock 

79,and McDonnell 43. Unfortunately Spofforth, the demon bowler, 

who was injured, did not play. As we go to press the Australians 

are 101 behind to saye a one innings defeat. Full score will be 
published later on. 

New YorK EnGrish THAM vs. SCOTCH WANDERERS—There 
was but a smallattendance at Prospect Park on Monday last to 

witness the interesting match between the teams composed uf 

English and Scotch residents of New York and yicinity. The 

game was had under the auspices of the Manhattan Cricket Club, 

who kindly offered their ground for the occasion. Shortly before 
noon the Scotchmen putin an appearance, headed by Bowman, 

the piper of the Caledonian Club, whose dulcet strains and appro- 

priate selection of tunes during the different phases of the game 

apparently caused great satisfaction to those from the land of the 

thistle. At 12:30 P.M. the play began on a rather biting wicket, 
and though the day remained cloudy the light was excelient up 

to the time for drawing the stumpsat 6:30 P.M. The Englishmen 

went first to the bat, and secured the good total of 127 in their 

innings, nearly one-half of which being contributed by Norley, 
the M. C. C. professional. His score of 61, not out, wasa remark- 

ably sound exhibition of batting, made almost faultlessly. It was 

composed of six 4's, five 8’s, five 2’s and singles. The Scotchmen 

led off excellently, 22 runs being up before the fall of the first 
wicket, but after the first three bats had been disposed of the re- 

maining ones added but little to the total. This was due to the 
excellent bowling and fielding of Filmer, whose style was favored 

by the wicket. He also made three rattling catches. During 

this innings Norley, who had been allowed to play as 4 substitute, 

was put on tobowl, and very properly objected to by Mr. Lend- 

rum, the captain of the Scotch team.§This disturbed Mr. Jackson’s 
equanimity so much that he left the ground in a childish pet, and 

his action wa: seyerely criticised by all present. Until a man 

learns to control his temper a cricket ground is no place for him. 
Hamilton bowled splendidly in the second innings. Score :— 

, : ENGLISH. - 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

Hulburt, run out............. pea ets, aS oP i PU 
Filmer, b R. Greig... ........ TTA LOM fo 54+s-9> err tak 
Middleton, st Morris b Mack- 
pir Ce by peep reed pe 2 b Hamilton......... = Fyre hhebe 0 

Jackson, b R. Greig .........- 15 refused to play....-....-...... 
Norley, not cut,.............. 61 cSwanson, b Greig........ -. 6 
Hooper, ¢ Mackintosh,b R- 
Greig 2, re. Sar. ge. HOT Otis Pt 8 a reso athlete 2 

Wilson, cand b Kerr....,.... 6 
Hayward, b Hamilton........ 8 cand b Hamilton............. 1 
Hinchelitfe, b Kerr...-....... O dhsent ee eee ae 
Castle, c Hamilton, bR.Greig 8 b Greig................ 6 
Dollar, ¢ Morris, b'R. Greig... 10 c R. Greig, b Hamilton.. 8 
Bye 1, leg-byes &, wides2,.... 6 b Hamilton............ Retasas rot!) 

TBO tay 50 sede eer seme ilaln > ABE TE 8 ety dee saree a ad 22 

: SCOTCH. 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

R. Greig, cand b Hayward.. 18 b Hooper.........-....-.....-- 0 
Mackintosh, e Wilson, b 
Hooper. 2. eee se. SP NGG Git 2, ei er oot cy Fre al 

Swanson, |b w,b Hayward... 17 b Hooper.............-.20e+0++ 1 
B. Greig, 1 bw. b Filmer.... 0 
Melville, ¢ Hubburt, b Fil- 
PAGW las be teen eee gest iets UG OV STIOT ooh sees javat da aed li 

Morris, ¢ and b Filmer........ 0 
Lendrum, run out..........., 0 e@Sub., b Filmer........ + oan th 
Munro, Dot out...) .2...,0. 6. 6 ¢@Sub., b Filmer.............. 8 
Kerr, cand b Filmer.......... 2 
Hamilton, ec Hinchcliffe, b 
Hoggan. casos Sere 

Mackenzie, c Filmer, b Hoop- 
ORR OL Ae, BO i ay 

Leg-byes 2, wides3........... Dy TEYGR ese, FEP* SEAS Ce & 

TERE. 425 b2e2 ee tks Peso o (iid ey 3: AA ee One Ae. Be 19 

BOWLING ANALYSIS, 
SCOTCH—FIRST INNINGS. 

Runs, Maidens. Wickets. Wides. 
dt 0 1 0 
oe 1 6 1 
16 0 z 0 
7 0) 0 0 

29 2 1 0 
4 0 0 1 

Second Innings. 

13 2 5 0 
9 2 2 6 

ENGLISH—FIRST INNINGS. 
Hooper............. 54 23 2 3 1 
Jackson... eee gf 1 0 0 
Hayward ..... 16 2 2 1 
Bilmers: eis 15 2 4 1 

Second Innings. 

Filmer.............. 18 il gf 3 0 
Hooper:.......... . 18 4 0 2 

NN ee —— 

FIXTURES. 

Sept. 9th.—At Prospect Park, Manhattan vs. Staten Island 
Sept. 1ith.—At Ardmore, Merion vs. Young America. 
Sept. 1lth.—At Harrowgate, Belmont ws. Girard. 
Sept. 11th. At Prospect Park. Appleton vs. New York. 
Sept. 13th and 14th.—At Nicetown, United States vs. Canada. 
Sept. 15th.—At West Philadelphia, Chester City vs. Belmour 12d). 
Sept, 17th.—At West Philadelphia, Belmont va, Staten Isluod. 

Ce en 1ith.—At Prospect Park, Manhattan (2d) vs. Young Ameri- 

Sept. 18th.—At Nicetown, Girard vs. Germantown. 
Sept. 18th.—At Ardmore, Merion vs. Beimcnt. 
Sept. 22d.—At Prospect Park, Scoich os. Envlish. 
ore 22d and 23d.— At 8tenton, Eleyen Bnelish vs. Eleyen Am- 

cans, 
Sept, 25th,—At Harrowgate, Girard vs. Belmont. 
Sept. 25th.—At Ardmore, Merion (2d) vs. Girard (2d). 
Spas 25th.—At West Philadeipbia, Germantown (2d) vs, Belmont 

ie 
Sept. 27th.—At Ardmore, Staten Island us, Merion. 
Sept, 29th.— At Nicetown, Germantown vs. Staten Island. 

Hachting and Canaeing, 
——$<—_—. 

—Address all communications to ‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

YACHTING NEWS. 

A RACE PHOTOGRAPHED.—The recent union regatta of t 
Hull Y. 0, will pass down to posterity with a iull ih eine 
the life attending the event, tor the racing was photographed in 
its various features by Black & Co., 333 Washington street, boston, 
This is perhaps the first time a fleet of yachts underway has been 
transferred to paper by the “instantaneous process.” The series 
includes a view of the craft getting ready for the start, the start 
as they pay off, and the fleet passing Quiocy. Mr. Black will cer- 
tainly receive the thanks of the yachting community for the en- 
ergy he has displayed in supplying a want long felt. 

THE LAKE FLEET.—A correspondent write J as follows = : aur ip 6 to the Toronto Mail 

€ were ope tha is season aregular chain of 
would have been instituted at the lake Tose in aueneeslOnetren 
Hamilton at one end to Kingston at the other,and that splendid 
bursts of sailing would have been once more witnessed, and gen- 
uine enthusiasm stirred within usas of yore. Still this hus been 
so far,a notable year for yachtiag; the amount of cruising bas 
been very great—every kind of yacht, from the stately schooner 
down to the nondescript, has been made to xnswer cruising pur- 
poses, apd the rush tothe Thousand Islands has been unprece- 
dented. Of course the gloomy prognosticator, who visits ihe bay 
once in two months, ‘finds it very dull; yachting is not what it 
used to be.” No, itis not whatit used to be; it never was pursued 
as keenly nor loyed as dearly us now ; there never was the da ring: 
and pluck now constantly to be seen; the K.C. Y, C. never was in 
such a splendid position ; nor were there ever as many menibers 
aod yachts upon its roll 45 nOoW; Hor was there ever us mueh 
Berne building asnow. No, it’s the weakened, etfeminure THSTe, 
ostered and pampered by unmanly amusements ushore, that can- 

not rise to appreciate the enjoyment to be tound im the glorious 
pastime of yachting. However, leaving the gloomy prog and 
his namby-pambyism ashore on the green sward, which aceords 
so well with his knowledge of yachts and yachting, we wish to 
say a word as to the racing this autumn. ; 
“From a recent advertisement it would appear that the R. ¢. Y. 

C. will this year give no open regaita. The reason for tis, the 
Hon. Secretary states, is on account of the erection of the new 
club-house at the island and the expeose of moying over. For 
our part, we think this action exceedingly wise, Last year the 
yacht club did nobly; the regatta here was very fine. We huye 
never séen anything finer on these waters than the splendid race 
between the three yachts froui Kingston and Beileville—the 
Emma, Katie Gray and Gracie. And the race for the trst chiss 
yachts was also superb. Those who took part will long remem- 
ber the intensely thorough sailing that was put through that day. 
Next year, when the new club-house is occupied, say in June, we 
shall look forward to a grand opening, and io a Tegatta on a scale of great magnitude. ith the growing strength of the elub this 
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cin surely be accomplished. The races, then, of the R.G. ¥.0. 
Will be simply those for the Prince of Wales’ and Governor G en- 

| @ral’s cups,” 

New Yore Yacar Chos.—The following eircular hus been 
sent to the members :— 

SuCRETARY'S OFFICH, NEW YORE YAcHr Oxvus, 
Sept. Ist, 1880). t 

Bx-Oom, J. G, Bennett having offered two cups (one for schoon- 
ers and one for sloops) of the yalite of $500 each, to be competed 
for by the vessels of the New York and Bastern yucht clubs, the 
Baime will be sailed for oyer the regulay New York Yaclit hub 
Course on Thursday, Sept. 1th, les. 
The race Will be governed by the sailing rezulations of the New 

York Yaoht Club, excepting that no allowhoce will be made for 
the differouee of measurements. 
The detailsand manggement of the race will be in vharge of the 

Regatta Committee. 
Botries must be mate in writing to the Secretary, atthe club 

roouis, previous to 11 o'clock A.M. of Tuesday, Sept. 14th, 1880). 
Kespeebfully, CHAKLES A, MIntroON, Secretary. 

Nowy,— By resolution of the club the race forthe * Bennett Cape 
May Uballenge Oup"'is fixed for Thursday, Sept. 9th. 

New Jonsesy Yacur Coun.—Only asmall fleet turned out for 
the pustponed antitial regwtin Bept. dd, No cabin yachts hoisted 
fighting thigh, one of the intended starters hiving nid her bones 
high and dry on the Jersey beuch duving a squall. In class B 
Obarm und Vare Devil bad itall to themselves, and in class UG the 
sturters wore Wreddie aud Pautine. Tne skipper of the latter be- 
ing unable to wet @ crew toyether, sailed the match ginwle 
haoded aud woo in food style, an axumple to be followed. Course, 
from Twelfth street, Hoboken, around Craven Shoal Buoy near 
Fort Lafayette and home, about 20 miles. Wind Heht trom 
southwest, tide ebb, Charm made a close race with Dare Deyil, 
finishing almost a dead heat, Summary as under ;— 

CLABS Lt. 
Actual Corrested 
lime. 1ime. 

4 H.M.S. He M.A 
Charm, 25/t. Gin, Hd, W. Keteham.......... 4 18 30 
Dare Devil, 271, 4in., Com. W. H. Dilworth, 4 21 00 4 18 40 

GLASS C. 

Pauline, #41l. 2in., Louis Kayser ,, -....... + 53 Av 4 58 0 
Freddie, 2uft. Tin. WU. Dilworth .. 1.0...) 4 59 U0 4 87 OO 

GENHVA tbsGaTrA.—A regatta wis sailed Sept, 3d on Lake Ge- 
neva, Wis. Wind tresh from southwest. The prizes were, lor 
flvst Gliss, $40, $25 and $16; second class, $25, $1U and $5. Wor 
boys’ race, $10, Stranger and Mignon fouled betore starting, the 
latier receiving dudiaege that compelled her to revive. Phe sturt 
Was made at liam. with five entries in first, twoin second class, 
fod ett in the rice for boys. ‘he tillish was 4s under :— 

Fins! CLASS. 

Corrected Corrected 
Length, tine, ’ Length, time. 

Name. Bein, HA. M. 8. Name, It. in, OH. M. 8. 
Whisper, ..... #3 8 2 8 27 | Geneva basa W442 38 UB BT 
Hihel.... -2b 3 2 36 OS) otranger....... 22 fi 8 oo 4B 
Nettie... 21 3 & UW wl 

SECOND CLASS, 

Fearless ....:... 2 df 13] Zonuve.s.... . 8 04 28 

The boys’ race was won by Sturges, sailing over a lye mile 
cours¢ in th. Tin. ds., Norris second. Hor tie Sheridan prize, 
Sepe. 4th, there were tive entries in firstand one in second class, 
Prizes, Lhe yacht Shevidun, $4U and $2> for the larger bouts, and 
$15, 510 anu $5 turthe smaller craft, Fearless had a sail Gyer in 
sevond cliss. Nettie received a kuuck down on the second round, 
Ebel tukiny the leadanud keepinw it tor the rest of the course, 
Pinish as wuder;— 

Actuul Corrected Actual Corrected 
- time, — time, time. time. 

Name. H.M. 8. H.M,8.| Name. H, M, 3S. H. M. 3. 
Whisper... d 35 23 38 48 0B] Netde.....3 48 08 8 47 15 
Bthel...... ody Oy 38 44 Oh | Geneva.... 3 48 18 8 5H 48 

Whisper, Ethel, Nettie and Fearless were the winners. ‘The 
first naued has new wou the Sheridan prize three times, in 1877, 
778 aid “BU. 

San FRANOISCO’'S FLEET.—There are, in San Francisco, 51 
yuchts in Commission, 4 large proportion being cnubin crafi, anda 
couple of new schooners in conlelplatiog. Whe latest wrinkle 
with the yuwl rig is to baye the mizzen boomin pivot horizon- 
tally, so Lbat tue lower sheet block of the mizven will always be 
directly under the boom, Wereby preventing the latter froin ris— 
fig, and dwing away with too Hut trimming, oLten necessury to 
mike the sail set with 4 fixed boomin, This improvement is due, 
we believe, to Mr, Dickie, a well-knOwo builder of fast steam- 
boats in San Hrancisco. 

MacHINES NOD WAnN?sD.—The Belleville Intelligencer, says: 
“ Uniess Cipt. Cuthbert can succeed in inducing the Hoyal Cuns- 
dian Yacht Club vo return to thelr to:mer wholesome rule of 
stayudioy bullast for yachts of 10 tons and under—und we know he 
ig strunyly io favor of it—even be, with all his abuity, will tod it 
inipossible to Combine speeq wilh comfort and gatety in yachts of 
10 Tons and under, bulin to obtain Lhe greatest speed under the 
shitting ballastrule. Just think of comfort and safety in one of 
those sand bay shifting machines which the R. C, Y. C, are duing 
their best 10 cucOuruge tbe building of! Why, a catamaran is 
their superior in eyery possible respect.” 
SIGNAL UODH——The San Branciseo Y.C, bas issued a new code 

of slwuuls for the ude of the club, he code is printed in pam- 
phiec torui und illustrated with colored plates. ‘The Hugs adopted 
are taken Prom the regular eummercinl code, and used #5 the nu- 
mers in uniicny the numbers of the Various oumes, phrases and 
sentences listed in the appendix. ‘Vhis obviates the necessity of 
buying two sets uf Signuls, 1s by supplementing the club tays by 
thuse still wanting, the Commercial code is made complete. At 
the end of tne pamphlet are found the articles governing the 
Rule of the Koad, 

Nauritus Yaous Covs.—The third of a series of matches of 
the club was sailed olf Silem, Sept. dd, Course for first class, 7 
millea; fur second, 6; and for third, 4 miles. Wind light trom 
sourn-suuthesst, Kita, Rock Bros., wonin first Glass sloopa, with 
Ruth second. In first Class sclooners, Star, Mr, Southwick, hada 
Buuuver, In se00nd Gluss sloops and cats, Wave Orest jon on 
time, Iria finishing lirst. In third class, Posie, Rook Bros., won. 
The prizes for tie series gO tO Lita, Star, [ris, aod second prize to 
Mule, Mignon aud Ruth are ticd lor second prize in their 
cluss, andl will huve to sail off, and m third class a ditter- 
ent boal won every time and anvther race will be fixed for 
them. Judges: J. G. Dennell, fF. Cate, W. H. Green and Mr, Gard- 
ner, 
DORCHESTER YACHT CLuB.—A cruise for Sept. 18th has been 

get down and a deep water cruising trim race is under considera- 
tiou. The sixtieth macteh wil: be sailed Sept.1lth, Kunis in the 
treasury above expenses, $204.06, 

VannoarA,—The London Teleyraph says that this famous 9" 
has hauled down her racing lag tor the season because a Couspiracy 
exists xulong skippers trom the south coust of Hoyland to tuil 
her our of wil prizes, This is a s@rious alleration and we trust it 
Taity prove untrue. It will beasad day tor the sport when the 
trickery of tue turt finds its counterpart on the wuter, 

ooo 
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OMIELY inilea to beat to windward was what yachts bound to 
the Chester regatta bad todo to get there, and BO it waa not 

Bure that miure than! or 2 of the larwer craft of the syuadron 
would make their numberson the 18th ult. On the Saturday pre- 
vious, howéver, U yachts started for Chester: Pastime, schooner, 
aod Honw and Phantom, sloops, Anchoring at Meagher's Beach 
till the followin inorning, when, in Company with a fleet of 
coasters, biey stood out fuoralong beat to Sambro, Oi-Kazé, 
cutter und fag yacht, lett on Sunday morning, and performed so 
remarkably weil iu the turn to windward tbat she caught up and 
pussed the other yachts, wud led the tleet into the anchorage in 
Sambro Koad. Ube next moroing wichors were atrip Garly. Tho 
fig yucht, buving alady oo bourd, went into Prospuct to allow 
breakfast to be cooked, and the ochers hung on, Pastime suiling 
grundiy, and losing the 2sloops, Off Chester Bay 4 heavy, eddy— 
inf uur Westequall struck aud beant-ended her, but no damaye 
was doue, und shé came to in the Cove at 3:30 Pm. Phuntom, not 
il the equadron, was io alaboutd,anda little before 6 o'clock, 
Oi-Kaze, whieh bad left Prospectac Ll A.M, and buen knocked 
wbuut in the doldrums tor sore hours, alter doing w piece of tali 
silling, rounded up and anehored, closely followed by Fiona, 
Whose il luck that day had been hard indeed. Nymphiea, yawl, 
was eruisiny in the bay, lund nextday Psyche, sloop, arrived, fol- 
jowed sume hours tfterward by Molly Bawn. 
On Tuesday evening Hebe caine up, once the pride of Halifax 

and now the boast of Lunenburg; Circe, another of Butler's 
models, and Lorne also. Hebe wished to race the squadron crafts, 
but rules are roles, and stood in the way,so she came outina 
friendly spin with them. Close under the lee of Oi-Kuzé lay the 
Queen of the Bay, Mr. Cross’ wondertully fast venter-board sloop, 
a yery maryel of @ craft for sailing, 
Therowing rices came off firsr and were well pulled. Then the 

big schooners were sent off. There were only 3 entries, Juventa, 
Capt. Redden, and Lark, Uapt. Barry, Juyenata led in the light 
Wind ind won the dollars. 
The event of the day was the yacht race, and the start, being a 

fiying one, aided to the interest, The course was from the com- 
mittee’s yessel, moored in a line with, and to the eastward of, 
Robinson's wharf, ré6und a tlag-bowt off Deep Coye, round Little 
Tancook, and buck by western end of Quaker Islund, lexying the 
Brimmelton, or Coashman Ledge, buoys to the starboard. Once 
round; sixteensea miles; Y. R.A. regulations. At 11:23 A.M. the 
fun pave the signal, and Psyche Was dcross the line with the flash, 
Ui-Kuze, lottiing round the stern of the Committee vessel, being 
second, 4 quarter of a minute later, followed by Pastime, with 
Nympho wellup to windward, and Fiona in close attendance. 
The start was excellent, und, as the yachts bore away to a yery 
light southerly breeze, balloon jibs and flying jibs were set on 
schooners aud sluops, the cutter, with spinnaker on bowesprit, 
leading the teet, and traveling SN es fast. The schooner 
Pastime bad & luting match with Pgyche, but could not _lorce a 
passage to windward and bad to go through her Jee; she then 
yee up the leader, amd another luffing match was the result, 
wstime gol by Ol-Kazé to windward and took tirst place, slipping 

along like a witch and making a name for herself as a light 
weather boat. Flying kites came in at the mark, and schooner 
and cutter huuled sharp up on the wind, the cutter eating her 
rival out of the wind in proper form. Psyche was third round, 
within her time of the leaders, and Nymphea fourth. This yaw 
hung on to jib topsail on a wind and sagged away as a natural 
consequence. The wind still held light, and, aftera short board 
in shore, the yachts went round on port tack for a long leg across 
the bay, Pastinie abead, but not holding the cutter’s wind, In- 
deed, the way Oi-Kazé screwed up away to windward of eyery— 
thing in the bay, sloops, yawls and schooners, was a sight to see, 
aud proyed abundantly that her rig is the rig for a close jam, The 
llood was Making fast between Tancook and the land, and when 
Ui-Kazé tacked she shived the island shoré close to ease the tide, 
working so judiciously under the guidance of her pilot, Capt. 
Evans, that she caught the schooner, just 4s the latter sailed into 
a clock calm in the Passage. QOi-Kazé was now abreast of ber, 
and well to windward, with the prize apparently all safe, but the 
fun was yet tocome. The fellows astern were ramping up with 
4, good breeze, while the lenders, caught by the tide, were drifting 
helplessly, Atlast an air filled Pastime’s sails, enough to make 
herstesl wlong like a spirit, while the cutter, still im the dol- 
drums, lay Uke the traditional “painted ship."’ As soon as the 
eastern point was clerred Pastime set her balloon jib, and square 
sail shortly ufter, and Oi-Kaxd spinnaker on bowsprit, the two 
leaving Uwe rest of the ileet miles behind. At Quaker it Wasa 
jibe to port and the ¢utter lost yround, the timing at the tinish 
bemg t— 3 

H. M. &. H. M. S« 
Pastime -_.. ..-.....,3 10 980] Psyche,. ered 68 
Oi-Kazé - 3 ody vo. 3 5D 
Nymphosa,.....- .8 

Pastime winning by 2m. lis., after ‘allowing Oi-Kazé 4m. 30s, for 
difference of tonnage. Oi-KazGé chollenged Pastime to sail wu 
sweepstukes Miatch on the morrow, but the proposal wns not en- 
terlained- 
With astrong breeze of wind from W.S. W., accompanied by 

furious and frequent squalls off the highlands, the racing op Sat- 
trday for the class prizes was of aun interesting character. The 
first Glass race secured but two entries, Oi-Kazé,cutter, und Spray, 
schooner. The ten-ton race did not fill, but the fiye-tonners 
vame out well, four, Buglet, 1 oew center-bourd, Muta, Ina, 
hitherto the champlon light weight, and Lily, flying theie racing 
fings. Lhe cutter tairly beat the light weather Spray on all points 
of sailing, and had her astern when shé gave up the race belore 
rounding the last mark, The cutter went clean to windward of 
ber and overhauled and passed ner, leading at the first mark by a 
full minute. Oi-Kazé finished the race and came in winner of a 
well-deserved prize, haying been admirably sailed by Dr. A. Law- 
son, nu the absence of her owner, wav, a5 Officer of the day, had 
to start and time theraces. The Spray broke her gait and gaye 
up. 
tia the five-ton race the ¢asualtles began with the start, Lily 

carrying wway her mainboom as the gun fired, and having to piye 
vp. Muta, struck by s bard squall, yery nearly tiled, and her 
crew had to lower all sailand reef her sung, Eaglet got u long 
pullin consequence, and very smartly handled, hud the prize sate 
ull through, winning at last with Jors of time tospare. Ina was 
quite overpowered and came in a bad third. The course and en- 
tries were: From H. M, Lumber-yard to Dartmouth Ferry Buoy, 
Point Pleasant Buoy, Ives Knoll Buoy, Lumber-yard, Dartmouth 
Ferry Buoy und Lumber-yard, leaying all marks on port hand. 

Yuebt. Rig. Tons. Owner, | Build rv. 
BHugilet. - G bssloop.... 4 Princep & Sliaw...... Anderson. 
Jum. ... » 4, Sloop @ --4;-2H, Es Gates. ,.... . Anderson. 
Muta,. WHLUDP ene ..6,..... Lieut, Dunlap Kh. A. Butler, 
UTR Pty uk maneocad et W.H. Weeks, M.D.... 

All had whole mainsails and jibs, except Lily, whose reefs were 
hardened down, but did not save a weak mail-poom from snap- 
ping in two in the jibe. he other three shoved on topsails and 
made a splendid race of if to frat mark, Faglet leadiug. On the 
beut to Poiut Pleasant Muta hud a bad knock down, aud was lefc 
behind by the others, bul alter reeling caught up and passed Ina, 
which was very long performing this oeediul operition. Hay let 
wis smurtest iu tying berknittles and kept her lead, ibe time at 
the tinish beiug :— 

H. M. §. H, M. 8. 
FBaglet.... BBY US| Tndig aes. dete aepwese £00" 10 
Muti..,.--. 8 47 Wi 
Euzlel and Muta taking first and second prizes. \ 
Whe first class were sentot at 1:55 px, Spray being to wind- 

ward. Course, trom H. M. Lumber-yard vo Lichfield, Portuyuese, 
Head Kock aud Vhrum Cap Luoys, passing cutside of all, back 
round Lichtield and home. Starters ;— 
O-Kuzt....,., cutter... ....281oMs,....-.. Kear Com. Suimichrast 
Spray .... .. ..schoouer..,.27 tons........ H.St. G, wining. 

Nhe dutter’s jivsheets having carried wway Spray easily weot 
by her, and obtained the lead, sailing well under whole mainsail, 
foresail nod jib. Oi-Kuaé had siuyle-rectod mutusail, whole ture- 
siiland secood jib, topiulast on shore, and straightway went to 
windward of heroppooenut, and sailing very fast soon had her 
under her lec. A long ley ootunda short hitch in broughe the 
cutter treat co Lichield, und thence she steadilyincresased ber lead, 
Spray giving up on the return to Lichneld, and cowing bome 
with & broken wult at 4h, $m. 20s,, Oi-Kazé, of course, Winting) is 
she bad no rival and being timed at the Hnish : Oi-Kuzé, th. 4uim. 
253, ‘Che next ruce is for the members! prize, and will be folowed 
by that for the Mayor's Cup. 

—_ ee 

1 9.87—-22.89. 

HB fastest time on record! The Herreshotls haye succeeded 
in beuling the world under steam. <A speed of 19 57 Knots, 

or 22.89 miles, wuintluenced by tide or eurrent, and witnessed by 
experts, isa record 45 yet uncdualled by any yessel under stean, 
aod the credit of producing such speed places the [lerreshoit 
Manufacturing Company arthe head of the list of builders of 
“hivh speeds.” As the Loutin question which deyeloped such 
swiftness is only G60tt. long, aud was built for torpedo seryice, 
preciuding the attainment of the biybest possible, her recent 
wial Opens up new vistas of extremely high yelocities Lo be ub- 
tiined on the water, and places the modern steam yacht ona par 
with an averuse railroad train. hata toll twenty-live miles can 
be made, aud thatin » very serviceable type of boat, now seems 
no lonver open to doubt, aod we expect betore long to be able to 
announce such a rate as wi fail wecumpli. i 
The torpedo boac which has twansferred the coveted honor of 

midking the fastest time of anything afloattrom Hogland to Am- 
erléa's shores has just been Gumpleted for the Russian povern- 
meu, and is Bult. dong, Tb. boam, und Sitdeep. Alter close in- 
spection and otfivit! trialunder the obstryation of the agent ot 
ihe Kussian wothorities, Mr. Geo. R. Dunnell, the bout has been 
accepLléd as giving the highest sutislaction, and Was shipped last 
Thursday Lor Wurepe per steamsoip Holland, of the Naijoual 
ling. Mr. Ouonell was kind enough to furnish the following par- 
ticulars about tue oew eratt during a visit Lo our office, 
The conditions Of te contract Galled fora speed of 1k knota, 

which has thecefore beeu exceeded by nearly 2 knots, évidenos 
enough of the character and quality of the work delivered, aod 
the hull was to be stroug enough to admit of hoisting to deyits, 
engines youd all on board; the DOL not to Weigh more than) 
tons, ‘Lhe trial runs were muds Wedoesday, Sept. 1st, in Narra- 
guusett Bay, with the Lollowiog results <— 

The course was laid outat6é knots, starting from near Bristol 
forry hight and running 8 knots down und return, The boat 
passed the first mark at 10h. $2m, 41s. Aiw., reached the turp ut 
Ob, 41m, 30s., and again cai on the course after rounding at 10h. 
43m. 18,, reaching the finish at 10h, 42m. 31s. ‘he run down wis 
therefore made in dm. 498,,4nd the run upin Ym. 18s , giving the re- 
sult of 18m.7s., for the distance ots knots. The tide wasthree quar~ 
ters ebb, wind light from noribeast, and the sen smooth. This is 
at the rate of 19.87 knots or 22/5) miles per hour, and is extraordi- 
nary in a boat of her dimensiongsand strong build. The highest 
ever obtained by 'Thornéycroft’s Lightning, f4ft. lone, was 194 
knots when flying light. The Russians aré therefore now in pos- 
session of the fastest boat wioat. Diring the trials the steam 
pressure was steady at 145 pouuds, vacuum 10) to 20 inches; the 
power deyeloped about 140 to 150 H. P.indigated. The boat is 
supplied With a satety coil boiler of an improved type, a great ad- 
yaoce upon the former style, and has inverted compound surface 
condensing engines, with cylinders § and 14 inches, and a stroke 
of inches, The hull is divided into) water-tight compartments 
by bulkheads, the engines and boilers occupying 2of them. The 
fires are forced by a powerful blower, which takes air from the 
engine room, and blows directly into the boiler room, the 
latter being air-tight, thus creating a sufficient pressure 
for rapid combustion. Whén the Herreshot! Company tool 
the contract for the torpedo boat for the British Guy- 
ernment some 18 months ago, the highest speed then obtained by 
boats of same size was lif knots, in one of Thorneycroft’s 
launches. The Bristo) firm beatthem by more than three quar 
ters of a knot, obtaining full 16 on the official trial trip, which at 
the time was the best speed on record, The highest made since 
then, by boats similar Co the new Kussisn launch, wus also by a 
Thorneycroft, the result showing 164 knots. he Herreshuifs 
haye now beaten this by 3g knots, a difference so marked that it 
will astonish English engineers in general and the Thorneyerolts 
espevially when they reid the news in these columns. In addi- 
tion, the readiness with which stexmis raised in the coll boiler 
upon # few minutes’ notice, its immunity from explosion, and its 
light weight and economy in cost of fuel, are factors of sugh im- 
portancein torpedo seryive that we must reward the Kussian 
launch as the forerunner to a vast feet of similar fightiog hor- 
nets, the construction of which will shed fresh luster upon Amer- 
icun engineering skill, which briuys its undertakings to the high- 
est pitch of retinement. 

<b> 

BewaARe OF STEEL BOILERS.—As a note of warning we print 
the following concerning the grest danger still wuttendant upon 
the use of even the best steelin the market. Do wot trustit in 
boilers; itis too tricky :— 
“Those engineers who hold that steolis nota good material of 

which to make boilers, will find support. for their opinions in the 
failure of the boilers of the Ozur's yacht Liyadig. This yessel waa 
to huye had main boilers of steel. Six of rhese were tinished 
und ready for the hydraulie test of 150 pounds per square inch. 
On the pump belog set to work, the first boiler split through the 
Solid steel plate, the longitudinal crack bemp about 3 feet long, 
thé pressure reached being 0 pouuds. The whole of the boilers 
Were, we understand, thereupon condemned. It was duterminad, 
however, to proceed with the test, and three more boilers were 
easily burst with pressure yurying, we are tald, between 80 and 
140 pounds. The plites were of Cammel's steel. This experi- 
ment will gotar to cause the total rejection of steel by stip- 
owners as a. mMateritl for boilers. Ivis alsostated that experiences 
recently pequired are all ugainst steel as reyurds the durability 
of furnace plates, Aol some eminentjmarineg engine-buildara will 
not employ it on any terms,."’—Iron Aye. 

NEW YORK CANOH CLUB. 

Editor Forest and Stream. ;— 
The unousl fall regatta under the auspicesof the N. Y, Canoe 

Club, will be held of their club-house, New Brighton, &, I. (di- 
rectly in front of St. Marks’ Hotel), on Saturday, Sept. 11th, 1ss0. 
‘The regatta will be an open one, and all canovists ara cordially 
invited to participate in the following races ;— 
First—Paddling race for sauling candes ; distance one mile, Pirst 

prize, an elegant, jointed, nickel-plited paddle, presented by Mr. 
W. P. Stevens, of Rabway, N. J.; sécona prize, silver medal. 
Second—Puddling race for paddling cunoes ; same course. Titst 

prize, old medal; second prize, silver medal. 
Thicd—Suiling race tor sailiug canoes: triangular course ; 

distance three miles. First prize, gold medal; sevond prize, sills 
fag, 
Wourth—Sailing race for paddling canoes; same course. First 

prize, wold modul; second prize, oickel-plated boat-hook, pre- 
sented by Mr, W.P. Stevens, of Rabwuy, N. J, 
ee Upset race; distunce one quarter of a mile. 

medi, 

The tirst race will be called at 2 P.a., sharp; second at 2:30 Pw. 
The third and fourth will be sturted tugethér at 9 P.M., and 1he 
fifth at6r.m. Entrance fee lo any and all races, $2. All entries, 
inclosing entrance tees, should be sent to the undersigned he- 
tore Monday, Sept, tth, Giye full description of Ginoe ind 
number of yace ov races entered for. All riees tG bessniled 
uoder the rulesauod régnlalions of the N, ¥. Canue Club. Cinoes 
Inay be sent lo the clab-house at qauy time wter they haye leu 
pevularly entered for the roguttk. Bots tor Staten Island leaye 
hourly from the Battery. 

KinqMAan N. Putnam, Secretary N. YC. C., 
54 Wallstréet, Room 

Prize, gold 

NEw York Canon Crun.—The regatta of Sept. 4th,at New 
Brighton, included 3 races, a paddling, sailing and npset race, ‘The 
jirat was won by Mr. C. K, Monrve, tie sailing race by the Dot, 
Mr. (. Vunn, the course being 3 miles and the time 39m. 33s, In 
the upset mutch Ma. W. P. Steyens was successful. 

+ 

MERITS OF TIE CANVAS CANOKR, 

Editor Favest dl Stream i— 
Though you buve oot by any means ivnored the cunyas canbe 

in your cbluuins, yet] don’t think it has received the notlos is 
merits watrint, add, like many another good thing, has sulfered 
by having poorly Gxecured specimens pul belore the pubhie, Le 
correetly built if bis muny good points, aud the olject ol this 
Article ia to show some of its excellent qualities, 
A_canvas canoe fs lighter thid soy wooden canoe that ean be 

boilt, to bavé the sume carryme capucity; and combined wiitt 
This isgréat strength, Hyery traveler knows that a bitsket or bug 
will stand more hard usage rhan a box ob trunk, and the differ 
ence between them is exuctly Lhe ditterence between u canvas anil 
a wooden canoe. 

“A CHiyus canoe, if it receives a blow, whether in water 
or on dund, will rom the nature of its construction give slighty, 
and when the prussureé is removed will return to its nut- 
Ural shape, when under the sime aircuinstances a wooden boat 
would be very likely to split Or Co strain in one Of its nuneruus 
seams. Thisisnosmull advantage When We consider the iainy 
hard knocks a vauge isapt lo receive trom voelky streums, caress 
railroad employés, or trom being jolted over suine country road 
in &@ wayon Without springs. ; 
The strongest recoinmendation of the canyas canoe is tt4 per- 

fect freedom from leikage. Wyery one who has used & wooden 
boat kouws the ineoouyenience cvused by leaving the boar our of 
the water forwfew weeks, whet it is nlmnost certaia to shivink, 
und when put ig the weter will be apt to lewk considerably, 
wheres’ 4 Ganyus Cuno Gun be luid aside tor months or yours, 
fod excepting that the light canvas on the deck is liable to torur 
inte wrinkles, the dryoess will boye no effect, wud the boat, when 
placed in the water, will be found to be perteectly tight, Tue 
deck canvas will tighten Up like a dream bead as $000 a6 wet, Au- 
other feature is the ease with which the boat can be repaired, 
A hole is readily repaired by stitching a piece of cunyas over the 
injured part, either on the inner or Outer side, trimming otf the 
rayelled and brokeo edges aod applying & CoutOr paint and ole 
of yaruish, Ii the paiit ubed isthe sume shude us that already 
0b the boat, the parch will be dlmostinoyisible, und your boat wiil 
be a8 sound useyer. With ordinary usuge the Canvas will beinain 
in good condition at leastsix yours, and even longerifubour every 
second year you will vive it # Ube coat of paint aud one uf yur- 
nish. Uefvre painting gO oyeric carefully with tine sandpaper 
oremery cloth, Then paint aod viarhish, and you will live 
gurlace as smooth a3 wlass. Wheéo the canvas becomes very inuch 
worn it can be taken off and replaced by un entird hew covering 
at about one-fourth the original cost of the bowl, and at the same 
tune the wooden frawework Cun be examined, and litte geces- 
sary repairs, such as tighteniny a loose rib, cud be uLtended bu, 
inere are numerous builders of canvas canoes in New York, 

and several at Hast Orange, N.J., who, by exchadging ieas, 
have brought their boats to a high state of excullence, aad’ some 
of the tineat specimens of this canoe are LO be seén on The Passaic 
at Newurk. 

‘A first-class canyus ounoe, complete with sail4, paddle, etc., can 
be bousht at prices ranging from forty-tive to sixty dollars, we~ 



eording to style and finish, and these, [ think, are not high figures 
rhen compared with the Gost of a good wooden canoe. 
New York. CHARD. 
We believe My. Rushton hus susceeded in building the lightest 

eanoe on record—total weight, 18 pounds—from which we judge 

that on the question of weight there need be no material diiler- 

6nee between canyas und woud. Our correspondent has oyer- 
looked the liability of canvas to cutting and ripping on sharp 
rocks. With the revival of canoeing there will bo many im- 

provements made ina few years,so that itis hard to decide in 

fayor of any one kind as yet. Possibly both canyas and wood 

will Hourish side by side. 

Aiswers to Gorvespoudents. 
a 

=" No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 
2 

G,. PF. A., Math, Maine.—l. The rifle isa first-classarm, 2. For 

fun see Our advertising columns. 

J. E., Montreal.—The address you ask for is Lake George, N. Y. 

will, we think, reply to your request. 
T. R. M., Richmond.—Write to Peck and Snyder, Nassau street, 

W. Y., for latest work on rowing and club rules, 
O.N. H., Layfayette, Ind.—We do not keep track of pedestrians, 

find cannot tell you of their present whereabouts. 

8. L. 8.—Apply a little sulphur ointment to the scratch on your 

dog's ear, and, should that not heal it, write fully and we will re- 
ply at once. 

W.O, M., Fort Indiana, Ind.—The arms you mention are both 

Hood ones. The last named is new onthe market, but we believe 

itto bea reliable arm. 
—The one arm, one leg cricketers huye been at it awain in Eng- 

jJand. Inamatch recently played at Kensal Green the former 

won with ease—1i9 to 56. 

“ipADpR.”—lIf you will have the politeness to give us your 

Name we shall take greaf pleasure in replying to your questions 
to the best of our ability. 

Fy, & Co., Buffalo.—No new edition of Kemp's ‘Yacht Desizn- 
jing” published yet. For new edition of his “Yacht and Boat 

Sidiling" send to Manning's, 53 Beaver street, N. Y. 
CO. C, it., New York.—l. We can send you the papers. 2, Dr. J. 

A. Henshall, of Gynthiana, Ky., is writing a book on the black 

dass. Read the late papers on the subject in the Forman anp 

STREAM, 
G. R.3,, New York City—Go to Hasthampton, L, I., and look up 

haries Homans: he willshow you plenty of quail, grouse and a 

Tew woodeock, During the first part of the season you will find 

the best sport. 
ENGINeER, Poughkeepsie.—The Perkins boiler does not come 

up to the claims of Mr. Loftns Perkins. In Bngland it is consid- 
ered a failure, and only & hobby ofanamateur. See recent issues 

‘of this paper. 
W.H. H,, East Cumbridge.—Please inform: meif there is a law 

in the State of Maine prohibiting the shooting of partridge from 
W880 to 1883 Ans. No} but there isa iaw prohibiting the killing 
O£ yuail before Sept. Ist, 1883. 

M.D. C., Asbury Park.—'Try for worms, areca nut, two grains 

for each pound weight of dog, administered after dog has fasted 

tfayenty-fouv hours, follow with castor oil. Give later on two 

griins of quinine three times a day and feed on good stimulating 

food. 
G. W. $.—Much the hest way to start yachtsin a race is to give 

them 4 genuine fying start” to asingle gun, und not allow ten or 

fifteen minutes to cross the line in, unless you are sending off so 

many boats us to make fouling a certainty. With this latter 

method the start is robbed of allskilland maneuvering, and be- 
comes featureless. 

iH. H., New York.—If aman buys quail, puts them on his farm 

and lets theu: breed, cun he shoot them out of season? Ans, If he 

‘keeps them confined, he can no doubt kill them at any time, just 

| a8 he cin-his chickens; butif they are allowed to go at large, we 

| do net think that hewould be permitted to shoot them. Cer- 

| tainly he ought not to da so. 

OLD SUBSCRIBER, Warrishury, Pa—The bird which you send is 

| Macrovrhamplus griseus, known to shore gunners as dowitch, 
brown: back, gray-back, etc. An abundant shore bird along the 

New England coast. It occurs in large tlocks during the spring 

tind late summer, and affords good sport over stools; Sev articles 

On lihy snipe shooting, now appearing in FOREST AND STREAM. 

. 5., New York.—1. Flow far out on Long Isjand would I haye 

‘to go to find gnod woodcock shooting; also quail, when in sea- 

son? 2. What kind of shooting would I find around Kingston, N. 

J; Ans. 1, Thereare some woodcock about Islip and Sayville; 

and in the season excellent quail shooting near East Hampton, 

#%. About Kingston will be found quail, a few woodcock and some 
Tuited grouse. 

Perret, Washington, D. C.—Rub well the part affected, twice a 
aday, with the following ointment: Powdered bicarbonate of 

“potash, one ounce; powdered white vitriol, one-quarter ounce; 

Bub-sulphur, two ounees; lard, eight ounces, Heed no meat. 

Giye three drops of Powler’s Solution of Arsenic twiee a day in 

food. Persevere with this treatment and it will produce the 
Tight result, 

B., Concord, N. H.—Por worms, fast the dog for eighteen hours 
and give freshly powdered areca nut, two grains for eyery pound 
of dor; to be followed six hours later by castor oil. We would 

sugHest that you try same ointment as recommended to Flirt in 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

this column. Give no meat, and administer two drops of Fowler's 
Solution of Arsenic twieda day for food. Keep kennel and bed- 
ding clean. 7 
DALE HIGeLAND.—Can you give me the pedigree;of Mr. James 

Gordon Bennett's dog, Don, now dead? J haye been informed 

that Dan was imported by Judge Bedford and sold to Mr. 3. for 

$2.00). Ans. Mr. Bennett's dog Don was purehased for him in 

Bngland, but no proper pedigree was ever secured. He belonged 

ta the jet blacks of Lord Ossulston’s, now Harl of Tunkeryille’s 
breed, Chillingham Castle, Wooler, Northumberland. 

0. C., Rochester, N. ¥,—My black and tan, of the smallest kind, 
and now about ten weeks old, has had two yery violent fits, froth- 

ing at the mouth, with yiolent conyulsions. Is this a symptom of 

worms, or may it be the first stage of distemper? What can be 

done forhim? Before he had the last fit he lay very drowsy and 

quiet. Ihave been feeding him with meat. What shall I do for 
him? Ans. Giye no meat tora few weeks. Give a few doses of 

sulphur, and then a dose of castor oil. . 

J.J. J., Winchester, Va.—Please give me a recipe for glue to be 

used in making split bamboo rods and the kind of cane used, price, 

etc. Ans. The best white rlucis used, * bone glue” as iti is called. 

Norris used * Hilton's glue and cement,’ and found it good, The 
new fish glue, made of fish skins, by the Glue and Isinglass Com- 

pany, of Gloucester, Mass., might be good,as it is ole of the 

Strongest glues we know of. Get the best Malacca cane; the 

rice can be obtained from dealers. 

i, W. K,—For housing topmast, make the mast rope fast xt one 

side of upper cap, reeye down through & sheeve or dumb sheeve 

in heel of topmast, then up through block on opposite side of cap 

andthe end down on deck. Hang by this mast rope in small 

boat. In larger one use a “bale sling” half way up mast head, or 
in ordinary lid to cockbill bya tripping line. See Kemp's “Yacht 

and Boat Sailing,” or examine yachts in commission, Haye 

stays and shrouds s0 that they can be “come up’ with and set up 

again readily. 

PHILADELPHTA.—EHleyen sloops and two cutters started from 

Glen Coye for New London on the N. Y. Y. CG. cruise. If the eut- 

ters are included among the sloops, as they often are, the twelye 

starters stipulated for inthe bet took partin the run. In that 

case B wins, as Mischief was first boal to anchor in New London 

in her class. She was beaten by Regina only, but Regina belongs 

to the second class sloops. Mischiet beat Gracie, the second boat 

oY ber class, on elapsed time as well ason actual tinie, without 

the time allowance due her. 

M. M. M., Obio.—My pug bitch puppy, five months old, has had 

two severe fits recently. She would commence running, allat 

once fallin a fit, yell terribly and froth at the mouth. In about 

ten minutes she would get overit and then would run around the 

lot as if she was frightened and blind. She would run against any 

and evérything. What is the cause of it, and what will prevent 

these fits coming on again? Ans. Young dogs are very subject 

to fits, such as you describe. Give afew doses of sulphur, followed 

by castor oil, Feed properly and giye plenty of exercise, and your 

dog will probably come round all right. 

C.1,L., Fryeburg, Maine.—<A puzzle-peg consists of a strong 

wood, such as ash or oak, attached to the neck by a leather collar, 

and to the jaw by astring tied just behind the tusks or canine 

teeth, so as to constitute a firm projection in continuation of the 
lower jaw ; and, as it extends from six to nine inches beyond it, 

the dog cannot put his nose nearer to the ground than that 

amount of projection will allow of. The young dog should be 

well accuslomed to itin the kennel and in the tleld, before he is 
huntedinit. This,and working a dog on overflowed meadows, 

may in time accustom him to work with his head up, Teaching 

him to retrieve from or find his food on high places will, of 

course, assist in teaching him to feel for the scent in the air. 

H, M.T., Ogdensburg, N. Y.—My red Ivish setter pup, eight 

months old, is very weak on his legs and across his back, haying 

scarcely any muscular control oi himsell, as if paralyzed. Ttis 

most apparent in his rear, his hind legs giving way uuder him 

when standing quiet, and when he attempts to run he falls down 

and rolls over. He has always seemed in health otherwise; is 

playful and full of high spirits, and, ta my knowledge, has neyer 

been hurt. Any exertion renders him worse. Ans. Your puppy 

has chorea; of course,iwe cannot, from your description, giye 

the cause. Treat him with tonics, such as quinine and nux yom- 

ica,and twice a week giyea little sulphur. Counter irritation 

along the spine is also sometimes serviceable. 

TRAPELO.—My setter puppy bas been afflicted with a discase 

that Ido not understand. Two weeks ago she had a large bunch 

gather on her neck, which broke and discharged for ten days. 

Other sores have broken out, and are still discharging ; in the 

mean time she has grown sv weak as to be unable to stand, She 

had spasms and fits for two days, but somehow seems to liye. The 

stench from the sores is almost unbearable. Three other puppies 

from the same litter, I have learned, are afilicted the same way- 

One has died and the other two are expected to die. What is the 

cause? Ans. Probably due toseptikeemia, or blood poisoning, but 

the description you give is not sufficient for us to determine the 

character of the “sores,” which are probably abscesses. Write 

more fully and we will advise treatment. 

J., Baltimore, Md.—I haye two pug puppies now in their sixth 

month, one of which, the bitch, is very neryous and excitable, 

und the other is generally the reyerse of this. Recently the bitch 

had three fits—I ¢all them this for want of a better name—and the 

dog has had one. The fits are caused by a sudden opening or clos" 

ing of doors; strange noises, as whistling, rapping on the pate, 

ete. The fit consistsin persistent running and barking, a dispo- 
sition to get away from everybody and everything, and generally 
winds up by their creeping away ina corner. While the fit lasts 
there is more or less snapping of the jaws, and as it wears away 
there is considerable discharge of saliva. They appear perfectly 

healthy otherwise, Ans. The fitsure probably due to a highly 
developed nervous system, possibly from too close in-breeding. 

Plenty of exercise in the open airin cases such as you describe, 

where the feeding is proper, is the best remedy. 

A. W.48., San Francisco, Cal.—l. Does the cutting off of the 
last joint or joints of a dog’s tail preyent distemper or other dis- 

Gases? 2. What age shouldit be done? 3. Whatage must a puppy 

be before I should train him? 4. Why are double nose dogs con- 
sidered better than single nose dogs? Ans, 1. No; although 

there isa superstitious belief to that effect. 2, Docking a dog's 

tail shouid bedone after weaning. We don’tbelieve in it. 3. A 

puppy should always be taughtnot to disobey. When heissix to 

eight months old you can house-break him, and two months later 

field-break him. See articles recently published on “ Dog Break- 

ing” in ForEsT AND Stream. They willgiyeyou the points, 4, 

Double nose dogs are not considered better thin single nose dogs, 
any more than a man with a hair lip is considered better than one 

thatis without one. ‘The noses of double nose dogs are apt ta be— 

come sore, as the dry grass is liable to draw through the division 
and cut them. 

G. C. W., Canada.—On a certain cricket ground there is » tres 

quite near the crease. The umpire said thata ball was not dead 

until it touched the ground. Isay it is dead if it touches the tree, 

Who isright? Ans. A ball caught froma treg, or glancing from 

awall,or rebounding from a fence, a tent or anything that is 

above ground, can be legally caught, [t would he better, however 

to have a local regulation against such catches, the striker being 

allowed 89 many runs instead, for in very few cases would sucha 

catch have been made legitimately had the obstruction not facili- 

tated it, Thisis only one of the absurdities of the laws of cricket. 

PF. W. M., Summit, N. J.—I purchased a gun about four years 
ago stamped ‘* Walter Scott” (breech-loader). Has it any connec, 

tion with the W. &C. Scott? What do you think of thesame? 
In loading shells with Curtis & Haryey’s English sporting pow- 

der, is the same quantity used as American powder? and what 

number is proper to use for ordinary shooting? Ans. 1. The gun 

you mention is not the same as W.&C. Scott. It is probably a 

cheap English fun, but may be good. 2, Use less Curtis & Harvey 
—how much Jess depends on the size of the wun. If 10 or 12, half 

adrachm. For a breech-loader use a large size of powder. 

ATHLETE, Pittsburg, Pa.—The fifth annual meeting of the Na- 

tional Amateur Athletic Association will be held at Mott Haven 

Sept 25th. The best amateur records in England, at American 

championship games, to Aug. Ist, 1880, are as follows: 100 yards 

run, 101-5 see., W. P. Phillips, London A. C,, July 3d, *°0; 200 yards 
run, 222-5sec., W. P. Phillips, London A. C., Sept. 28th, 78; 440 

yards run, 592-5see., J. Shearman, London A. C., June ‘th, 77; 

half mile run, 1 min. 57} sec., F. . Elborough, London A. C., Uct 

ith, 6; one mile run, 4 min. 244 sec., Walter Slade, London A. ©., 

June 19th, ‘75; five mile run, 26 min. 24145sec., J. Gibb, London 

A. O., Nov. 3d, ‘7%; 120 yards hurdle race, 16 sec., ©. N. Jackson, 

Oxford University, Noy. 14th, 65: one mile walk, 6 min. 48 sec., 

T. Griffiths, South Essex A.C., Aug. 6th, 70; three mile walk, 22 

min, 15 sec.,W. J, Moran, Atalanta R.C., March 22d, 74; seven mile 

walk, 58min. 34 sec., H. Webster, Knotty Ash, April 7th, '79; run- 

ning high jump, 6 ft. 24 ins., P. Davin, July sth, ’80; running broad 
jump, 23 ft. li ins., J. Lane, Dublin U. A.C., June 11th, '74: pole 

leaping, 11 ft. 2}ins., T. Ray, Ulverstone, Sept. 19th, "79; putting 

the shot, 42 ft. 5ins., E.J. Bor, London A, C., March 27th, '72; 

throwing the hammer, no record according to Americun rules; 

throwing 56 pound weight, no record according to Americaa 

rules; bicycle race, 2 miles, 5 min. 36 3-5 sec. Keith-Falconer 

Cambridge U, A. C,, May 21st, "79. 
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KEEPS Shirts, the Best. 
KEBEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
“ae pen ut PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

nished. 
KEBP’S IID GLOVAHS, none better, 
KEEP'S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KHEP'S JEWELRY, rolied gold plate. 
KEBP'S NECK WHAR, latest novel ties. 
KDEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHINS, made to meas. 

ure, 6 for $10. 
KESP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADBESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
KEHP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLELVE 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS 'THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory 

Samples and Circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 683, 635, and 637 REOADWAY, N. ¥. 

Small to medium Trout, reversed wings 
Large Maine - bt = = 
Small Black Bass, of i 
Large ae ue vf at = 

‘ce te a 

per dozen extra. 

trolling on double gut 

Salmon flies according to pattern, = - 
The celebrated “ Corduroy * (silver or gold) trout and bass flies, $3 00 per duzen. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Highest Quality Flies. 

$L 50 Per Doz, 
BO SS Ce ee ee “ 
yt, eer > F co Bet riie ait 

- = - - - - _ = 3 OW «8 ae 

- - = - = = 4 OO © ot 

Any of the above flies tied with jungle cock shoulders and golden pheasant crest tails at 50cls, 

$3 OO to $6 OO Per doz. 

We have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tie any pattern to order, 
given per dozen; we do not sell less than one dozen, but will give any assortment in the dozen, 
our flies are tied on our celebrated Spring Steel Sproat Hooks. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

48 Maiden Lane, New Y°rk, 

Prices are 
All 
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FOREST AND STREAM AT THE ANTIPODES, 

—It pays to advertise in the FOREST anp 
STREAM, because all American sportsmen 
read the paper. It pays to advertise in the 
FOREST AND STREAM, because sportsmen 
all the world over read the paper. It pays 
to advertise in the ForRESTAND STREAM, 
because the advertisements are answered 
from all the four quarters of the globe, 
It pays to advertise in the Formst AND 
STREAM, because the coin of every nation 
on the earth is exchanged for American 
money and put into the pockets of those 
who advertise. ere is a sample letter :— 

DUNEDIN, OTAGA, N. Z., July 16th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

For the Jast six months I have been a 
subscriber to your valuable paper and by 
this mail send for two additional subscrip- 
tions through our agent, By lending my 
own copy about I may get a few more 
subscribers, I have taken the liberty of 
writing you, as I do not know any one 
else to whom to apply for the information 
l want. Ishould like to see the trout flies 
used on your waters, Migat I ask you 
fo send me, say two dozen assorted best 
patlerns, dressed on small hooks and finest 
gut. if the above will not trespass too 
much on your time you will confer a favor. 
if you send a memorandum of cost I will 
send when remitting, J. W. 

ae 
BLACK Bass IN ConnECTICUT,—The fish- 

ing for bass in some of our beautiful lakes 
is as good as can be found anywhere. 
There are no mosquitos or flies to trouble 
you, plenty of camping ground free to 
all, good boats, and you are not in the 
wilderness. The champion fish was taken 
by a Hartford gentleman camping here, 
which weighed 4 lbs. 84 0z, Ihave taken 
quite a number from 14 to 3 Ibs. this 
month. MACK, « 

Hliscellancais Advertisenvents. 

Experienced Sportsmen 
Buy their Shooting Suits of G. 

W. Simmons& Son, (Oak Hall, 

Boston), who are the makers of 

the Prize medal “Boston Shooting 

Suit,’ which 

that is made; 

is the very best 

never tears, 

rips--has its seams sewed with 

silk and linen--and its buttons so 

securely fastened they never 

come off. 

or 

If any one wants the 

proper outfit let him send to 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 
OAK HALL, 

32 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

for Sate. 

FOR SALE, 
An Earthly Paradise. 
PLHASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS, 

Address BOX 97, CAMBSIDGH, Md. mayl3,6a 

WILD RIC SHED for sale. $3 per 
bushel. Supply limited, 

R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN. 
FERRETS FOR SALE. 

#7 PER PATR, 
ft FOR SINGLE FHMALE, 
83 FOR SINGLE MALE, 

CHARLES H. VAV VECIITEN, 
Sep.2-tf Victor, Ontario County, N.Y. 

UN FOR SALE.—A NEW W. W. 
GREENER, treble wedge fast, top snap. 

extensivo rib, pistol yrip, 14¥ gauge, ,28in. eylin- 
der bore, Tf ibs, 2% in. drop; M1 stoek> parent 
for: siock—a besgutifully fimished and excellant 
Bhuoting gun, wba sucrifiee, and for no faull. Ad- 
dress M. PF McKUON, Pranklin, N, Y. 
Er SS a ee 

Pook SALE.—Webley breech-loading shat pun, 
12 bure; weizht, eight pounds: guod as uew. 

Will take mmuzzle-londer az part pay. 
Sep4-1r D. W. BRATTIN, Brazil, Ind. 

FoR SALE OR EXCHANGE for 
breech-loading Bhot Gun, my black and 

white dog. Limervock, one year old, yard broken, 
from good stock, and promising. Also a fine 
bred English coursing Hound bitch, two years 
old, sound, handsome and very fast. Price of 
each, $20. For particulars, address A. MoDON- 
ALD, Box 820, Hociklaud, Me. 
a SE 
pork SALE.—A 1)-gauge, 32-inch bar- 

rel, & Jos., best quality, Rigby breech-loader, 
or would exchuinge bor al or M-vauge gun, of 
god make, between 6 ind T lbs. Address C, C. 
CURRIER, Newurk, N. J. Bept a Zb 
SS EI 

Hee BXRCHANGH.—Au 8pauge, $4ineh bar- 
rel, 1#i-pounds W. & O, Scott & Sun breech- 

loader, with leather cise, loading implements, 
76 brass shells, 75 duck decoys. Will exchange 
jor a7 ur i-pound gun, reliable maker, Address 
L. U,, Lock Box 51, Poughkeepsie post oftice 
Ne ¥. Sept2at 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS. 

The Empire Rie Club, 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. 

SER J. 8. SUMNER’S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 5O! FEB. 28, 1880} 
Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that"has made a Full 
The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, 

THE BALLARD ALWAY.s Fits THe: 

in their trips to Boston, 

Score at Creedmoor. 

SHOOTHE 

ALL used Ballards. 

“A WORD TO THE WIsE,” ETC. 
FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & CALES, 
Sole Agents in New York for Card’s Revolving Eail Trap. 84 Chambers street, NEW YORK CITY. 

Miscellaneous, 

B. F. NICHOLS & CoO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING ROD Go 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 
FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 
FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 

price-list. uf, 

ARCHES RAW AND LOUSY” 
IVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION,— 

A HANDLE makes the DRAW much 
EASIER; Fingers never touch the string. A 
HATR TRIGGER to loose instantly and smooth- 
ly. The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and the 
EASE OF DRAW gives ACOURACY TO THE 
AIM. Liberal Discount to Clubs of Six or 
More. Send for circular, Address 
5. E. FRENCH, Park Avenue Hotel, N. ¥. City 

AWirntert. 

ANTED — WINCHESTER RIFLE. 
model 1873, octagon barrels, good order, 

Adijress LOCK BOX 375, Boonton, N. J. 
- Sept.91t 

IVE FOXES—We wish to purchase a 
number ot live foxes. ESSEX COUNTY 

HUNT, Montclair, N. J Bept.9,1t 

ANTED.—A breech-loading Shot Gun, with 
latest improyements. Give full deserip- 

tion and measure of gun. Address 507 East Water 
st., Eimira, 5 Sept9,it 

ANTED—To correspond with a per- 
800 experienced in all the provesses of the 

propagation of trout, making of ponds, etc., 
with a view to estublishing such an enterprise ; 
oue whose services could be obtained for one or 
more years. Address stating qualifications and 
Salary required, Box 5, Matawau, N. J. 

Ghe Kennel. 

FOR SALE. 
Spee following stock, to reduce my 

kennel. From the best pedigree stock in the 
United Stutes. No trash advertised at bie fig- 
ures; but my stockisall from the most noted 
dogs in the country. 
Liewellyn setter Bracket; color, lemon and 

white; 18 months old; heisa large, strong dog, 
house broken, and ought to make a rattierin the 
fieid; is very obedient; his sire, champion Glad- 
stone, is the best Llewellyn setter in the United 
States, and his dam, champion Clip, who won in 
the field trials, Nashville, 1879; both sire and dam 
are prize winners in field trials and bench shows. 
Price $40. ; 
Banshee, imported red Irish setter, was im- 

poried March, 1878, from the kennels of J. 8. 
Skidmore, of Nantwich, England. She isalarge, 
strong bitch, four years old. She is a grand bitch 
in eyery respect, Head not to be equalled; ears 
hung beautifully low; she is fast at hunting, 
xreat speed, good nose, and no tire in her; was 
H.C. at the Crystal Palace when out of condi- 
tion, and shcwn among the most noted dogs in 
the country the only time shown. Price $70. 
Mark, a deep muhogany red Irish setter, 18 

months old; was in breaker’s hands 6 months; is 
tast, good nose and stanch, and drops by motion 
of the hand. Elis sire is imported champion York 
aod dam Floss, a prize winner, andimported from 
Ireland from the kennel of Miles Daly. Price B55 
0. 

Gordon setter bitch ; 2 beauty; color, black and 
tan; whelped Jan,, 1879; hunted last fall on quail 
aud grouse; 18 stanch, fast and good; keen 
nose; has had one litter of pups. Price $49. 
Fannie, a red Lrish se.ter ; well feathered, good 

head, snd beautiful all over; she is yery fast, 
wood nuse and yery stanch ; will stand as tong as 
you want by speaking to her; dacs not know 
whut Hushis. Price $00. A bargain. 

Lutu, 4 lemon and white Llewellyn setter bitch, 
two years old; sire, the great Curlowitz, who 
was bred by sud imported from the kennels of 
kK. . L. Pureell Llewellyn, Euogland, and has a 
pedigree of #0 years; dam Plirt, Flirt is by Dash, 
who won first prize at Watertown, 1575, and 
first at Centennial, Isi6; has been hunted, Lulu 
isin whelp to the Liewellyn eetter Zanzibar, who 
is by the famous Gladstone No. 113, dam Mersey 
No. 444; American Kennel Stud Book, Zan, 2d 
Vol, American Stud Book. Her puppies are 
worth four times the amount asked for her. 
Price $50, Address H. B. VONDERSMITH, 
Sept.9, It Lancaster, Pa. 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL. 
OR SALE—A fine red irish dog, one 
and half years old; sire Elcho, dam im- 

ported Stella, Also x1iew red Irish puppies, by 
dicho, Vakdale and San Pedro, and a litter of 
high bred cocker spaniels. Pedigrees on applica- 
tion, CHAS. DENISON, Harttord, Conn. 

Sept,9,tt 

Fok SALE—3 English pointer pups, 10 
weeks old. Address box 9, Apollo, Arm- 

strong county, Pa. Cents sisaas bi 

Ghe Hewnel. | 

NEBRASKA 

Field Trials 
The First Annual Meeting 

WILL BE HELD UNDER THE AUSPICES 
OF THE 

NEBRASKA STAT H 

Sportsmen's Association, 
MILFORD, NEB., 

SEPT. 30th AND OCT, Ist AND 2d, 1880, 

Open to the World. 
NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNELCLUB 

; RULES TO GOVERN. 

Send stamp for programme, 

J. H. HARLEY, Secretary, 
Aug.19,4t LINCOLN, NEB. 

Practical Hints on Dog Breaking. 
By W. H. Holabird (send stamps), 25 cents. 
A colored lithograph of the celebrated Joe, 

Jr., the champion setter of America, 25 cents, 
A sure cure for mange ; receipt for 25 cents. 
Broken setters, pointers @nd spaniels on hand, 

also alot of pointer, setter, spaniel and hound 
puppies for sale cheap. 

dress W.H.HOLABIRD, 
Secretary, 

Sep.9-8t Valparaiso, Ind. 

; CHARTER OAK KENNEL. 

In the Stud. 
RED IRISH 8HTTERS. 

San Pedro (Elcho-Lady Palmerston), $25 
Mike (Elcho-Nell), $25. 
Wedgewood (Elcho-Stella), $25. 
Oakdale (Elcho-Nell), $20. 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 
Voltaire, $25. 
Thorndale, $20. 
Hopeful, $1o. F 

Address CHARLES DENISON, 
Sep.9-tf Hartford, Conn, 

y OR SALE.—A beautiful black Pointer 
bitch, one year old, out of Fanny, by 

Strong’s Pete. A very handsome and perfect 
animal, Address at once A. T. ALDIS, Brattle- 
oro’, Vt. Sepi9.it 

1 a] COCKER PUPS FOR SALE. 
{ Goff's 
Dandy. { Restor’s 

Morril!’s Traported, Snip. 
Make, { Morrill's Tinported. 
Nov. 8, "78.5 Nimrod, 

Nov. 20,76. 4 
Bosw’rth's 

are, 4 Bestor’s 
| Nov. 4,77, Juliette. 

Grady's Bosw’rth’s | Imported. 
Lady. ip. 
Imported, Imported. 

Ten pups, born July 18th, 1856. Price, ate., 
address B. O'GRADY, cor. 128d st. and First av., 
New York. Sept 9,1t 
Ee Ta 

HK OR SALE—the black pointer Pete II, 
3} years old, broken on quail, woodcock and 

ruffed grouse ; perfectly stanch, finenose anda 
good retriever trom iand or water. Price $75. 
Darkness, a handsome jet black Gordon, very 
finely broken; stanch, fine nose and good re- 
triever from land or water; 2} years old. Price 
$75. Dash, red !rish and English, from imported 
stock; 4 years old; hunted threeseusons, A fine 
dog tor prairie work; stanch, keen nose, and a 
good one. Price $50. Pedigree furnished. 

CHARLES F. KENT (Mountain Kennel), 
Monticello, N. Y. 

‘ETTERS, POINTERS AND RETRIEY- 
ers broken to work with the gun on reasona— 

ble terms by an Englisuman accustomed to the 
work for several years. Address JAS. LAKE- 
MAN, Carbondale, Osage County, Kansas. 

Sept.9.Amos 

YOR SALE.M—Three Setters, ten months old, 
orange and white. Full pedigree. J. H. 

STEELE, Ellington, Conn. Septo,2t 

ry OR SALB.—An extra good, thoroughbred, 
well-broken Setter. Also # superior-broken 

Pointer. Address HORACE SMITH, 31 Park row, 
N.Y. Septy,3 

FOR SALE—A thoroughly broken, stanch 
Irish setter dog ; splendid retriever from land 

or water, and first class in every respect. 
FRANK CHESTER, Box 255, 

Sep.9-1t Moodus, Conn. 

ANTED—A POINTER DOG, well- 
broken on ruffed grouse and woodcock, 

Must be & good retriever trom land or water, and 
miod when spoken to. Price must be low. 'Ped- 
igree of no account if dog is satisfactory. 7 

CO. H. PIERCE, 206 Water street, New Yorks 

eee EES 

——— 

Ghte Kennel. 

SECOND ANNUAL 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS, 
GIVEN BY THE 

ST. LOUIS KENNEL CLUB, 
Will be held during the great St. Louis 

Fair, on the Fair Grounds, October 5th, 

6th, 7th and 8th, . f 

Prize Lists and forms of Entry can be 

had of CHARLES LINCOLN, Supt. 

Office 604 North Fourth St,, St. Louis, Mo, 

Entries close September 20th, 
Sept2,it 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. ¥, 
KEEP ONLY CUCKEKS of the tinest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and sate delivery to every customer, 
These beuutiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for rutied grouse and woodcock shuoting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosiny stamp 
i get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials ete. 

MICKE’S 

Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggisis at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 943, 
Broadway, N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, .14 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 309 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley Ln ON 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La,; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Kaitimecre, 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mail un receipt of 

25¢., to L. A. MICK H, Kaston, Fa. 

NEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 
N THE STUD,—Rough-coated St. Ber- 
nard, “Marco; Newfoundland, * Keeper; 

pointer, “Croxteth;’"’ Jsue Belton, © Deciuval 
wash; Trish set.er, “ Rover 113" and in sexson 
puppies for sale out of et. Bernurd * brauuntels,” 
champion pointer “Queen,” champion Gordon 
“ Beaucy,” Blue Helton “Silk,” Irish settlers 
“Moya” and Biddy,” cocker “Flirt,” colleys 
“Mab” and * Lassie.’ Hesides puppies, 1] buve 
for sale yurd and field broken dugs. Write tor 
full pedigree and catalogues to 

A. k, GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N. ¥- 

ED IRISH SETTER PUPS FOR SALE, 
—Sevyerl handsome, pure red Irith seier 

puppies, Whelped July 241i, 1580); sire, champion 
Rory U'’More; dam, my red Irish biteb, Nurs 
(champion Berkley ex Tilley), wimner tirst prize 
at New. York, ibs. Price; Bitches, $3U; duys, 
$35. Address C. H. DAYTON, Peekskill, N. ¥. 

Sepulst 

FOR SALE, 
Dwo dog and one bitch pointer puppies, by Mr, 
Edmund Orgill’s Champion Kush, out of wy 
Champion Dutchess, whelped July 8d, lemon and 
white, all very strong and handsome. Price $30 
—dox or bitch. 

—aLso— 
POINTER BITCH—* CHARM.” 

Same sireand dam, one year old, very handsome 
and perfection every way; will be acupital works 
er, [ reserved ber Jor my own use, Lut tnd 
J have more dogs thun I can handle, and will purt 
with her. Price $75, GHO., VAN WAGENEN, 
212 West street, New York City. July 15,tr. 

OR SALE—A broken black and tan 
Gordon setter bitch, 1s mouths old. <Ad- 

dress GOKUON, care of this ottce. Aux, 26-00 

FO TERRIER WANTED.—Eithersex; we ght 
pore Len io fifteen pounda, or sibs ok 

my terrier dog, weight, elpbieen poupds. 
¥ ddress’ Hi. M-THLAY BR, 

Sep.9-1t Winterpyrt, binine. 
SS a 

OGS RID OF FLEAS AT ONCE BY 
using “A No. we Fiea ted a Sent in 
t bo. ipt of 25 cents patent box on receipt ana OY CHASE. 

Aug.19,;Imo, Sherborn, Muss. 
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ILKINSON 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
». BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, . 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

& LENNON, 

AW E’S PIGEON TRAP. 

eee ros 

HAPectine. 

oO 

is uos\ | pezluBAleD 

FOLSPVCIAAL 

Pais TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. When 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid revolves within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 
ATR, Sportsmen will at once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

The Heuvel, Ghe Keunel. 

SALE.—A number of thoroughbred pup- 
les, outof the following celebrated dogs: 
es, three months old, out of Blue Helton 

ne by champion Pride of the Border, und 
sire of pups. Warwick—he is by champion 
rand champion Petrel—three beautiful 

| gud white pups out of Perl V. ex lrus- 
Ble, Parl is by champion France ex Zita, at 7 
rigsie 1s by champion Leicester ex Dart: ten 

s gid. One brace, dog and bitch, of red 
thors, large strong pups, four months . Id, 
ora, she by champion York ex Thomp- 

elle, One brace of handsome white pups, 
ten weeks old, out of Loll and Kotip 
vid is by champion Carlowitz ex True, 
kmg ovders for pointer pups, whelped on 
h August, out ot Clyde ex Rock, to be de- 
f at eight weeks of age. One beutiful 
Bnd white pointer-bitch pup, four months 
Prices are as following: All pups over eight 
sold, each; and at eight weeks and 
ais each. These pups combine the finest 
inthe country. If the distance is not too 
ill send any pup C, O. D.,so0 the buyer can 
that he is getting before paying for it. 
niee them to be allin good condition and 

Ith. Address 0, Z. MILEY, Lancaster, Pa. 
Aug.19,t£ 

ERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
sizned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 
uBeveral mabe niigent imported Mount 8t. 
dogeand bitches, carefully selected from 

lig bést Huropean strains. To be sold for no 
_ Por prices; pedigrees, etc., address. 
& fH ROY Z. COLLINS, 
it 18-tE Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A. 

EN—B, and T.; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
’s Belle. Theaboye dog, winner of tirst 
eetakes of the Bastern Field Trials; will 
ved toserve a few bitches of approved 
and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
Address 

H. F. ATEN, M.D., 

84 Hanson place, 

Brooklyn,N. Y. 

IM ALIN GE. 
ScCHrRA TCH Es. 

OVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURR is war 
to eure all kinds and conditions of mange 
diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 

it injury to the animal. One Bpplication 
ae thatis necessary. ForSCRATOHRS 

SES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
't'y Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J, 
Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

Y., John P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
my Jos, O. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
RP, Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 

der & Co., 60 North Fourth st., St. 
Price, 50 cents. 

& SALE—A number of well broken 
inters and setters, H. B. RICHMOND, 

wile, Mass Aue Tait. 

Bas! tieas! Worms! worms! 
iiiman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

EH TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 
iS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
Ueason dors orany otlicranimals, or mone 

Manned, This put wp in patent boxes with slid- 
Pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 

® simple and eflicacious, t 
_ Price 60 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

MEGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
My iss = CERTAIN REMEDY. “ ith 

; iar Route Moore ten powders, wi 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 
‘the aboye ure recommended by Rop AND 

SCN and Vorusr anp Srream, 

bONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N.Y, 

HENRY ©, SQUIRES, 
? Cortlandt Street. N_ Y, 

1 1g 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORE, 
FREGELVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 

Fowls, ete, to any destination. Kennel 
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs trom Burope, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Intormation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, etc. 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—I am pre- 
: pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
Cue: I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the fwelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Georgia. 

Get 2,tf 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, breeding, boarding. Large 
stream on the place, and daily access. Best 

feed and care, Terms easy. Inclosestamp, 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50¢.; K9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50c.; K 9 Flea Powders, 50c,; K 9 Soap, 25c. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
Dover, Del. 

ED TRISH SETTER PUPS FOR SALE. 
—Several handsome, pure red Irish Setter 

puppies, whelped July 24th, 1880; sire, champion 
Rory O’Move; dam, my red Irish biteh, Nora 
(champion Berkley ex Tilley), winner first prize 
at New York, 1880. Price: Bitches, $30; dogs, 
$35. Address C. H. DAYTON, Peekskill, N. Y. 

Sept.11t 

SI fF will buy a pure Irish setter dog, 44 
el oa months old, having one cross of Hicho 
and two of Plunket. Address, E. J. ROBBINS, 
Wethersfield, Conn, Aug’.19,tf, 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water. 
apie epg A, N. B.—Setter and Pointer 
puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

P. 0. Box 218. 

> 

OR SALE—Three handsome red Irish setter 
pups, eight weeks old, large, strong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by champion York x 
Belle; and one brace of handsome Llewellyn 
ups out of Belle, she by Pride of the Border x 
irhy and Warwick, both parents being thor- 

oughly broken and prize winuers. Prices reason- 
able. Por particulars and iull pedigrees, in- 
uire of the CONESTOGA KENNBEL, 532 East 
Taoge street, Lancaster, Pa. Junel7,tf 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O' Mores in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bredred 
Trish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York 
1879; chumpion at Hudson, 1870, and winner of 
the gold tiecklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred MPS: Address W. N, CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. Junez4, tf 

LACHINE KENN:LS. 
I HAVE moved my kennel! of cockers to 

the yicinity of New York. Will hayeno pups 
before October. Cora, Flirt, Madcap, all to be 
bred to Bijou, this week, June 2Ist. 
GEO. D. MACDOUGALL, P. 0. Drawer 4312, 

ePd-tt. New York. duu 

iY 
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Miscellaneous Advertisements. 

A SPECIALTY. 

ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DEAD GRASS COLOR,— 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANYVAS--all prices. 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

HODGMAN & GU, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

Now Work, 
jy ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

BRvUE Baer 

miustine ant Fishing Outils 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

MmMubbher Bliankets, . 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue. 

Ghre- Hewnel, 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE MEDAL. pes 

0. CATHERY, 

FUR WASHING ALL KIWIS OF DOGS 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and hai 

from Scurf and Smells, making the Coat. fine 
and glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the animal and safely and effec- 
tively cure the Mange. 

PRICE, 50 OENTS. 
FOR SALE BY ALE DRUGGISTS. 

Wholesale Agents, 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK. 

Sample Cake sent on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-13. 

4 

. 

a 
A RARE CHANCE,—For sale, English 

setters: Dou, a splendid large orange 
white ticked dog, brother to Champion France, 
but superior every way, $50; Moil,a yery beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $15; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points; Husa Il., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over. ‘Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $28. 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa II. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural fleld qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you wunt tine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N.Y. June2zstt. a 
OR SALE—CHEAP. Red Irish setter 

pups, out of my bitch Dell, she by champion 
Rutus, outof J. W. Bekerton’s Bell by RB. M. 
Colgate’s Pat, he by champion Elcho, out of R, 
Tl. Hewitt's Nell. Bitches, $10; dogs, $15. GEO. 
PURDUE, Arlington avenue, East Orange, N. J. 
Box 144, Auz26,3t 
SS 

ULEOUT KENNELS. —For pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all aves—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip IT., live: and white, Hat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; littera guar- 
anteed, Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Oulevut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de. 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition, 

WN. B,—A bad dog never left the Doctor’s Ken- 
nels, decl4 tf, 

b 

IN THE sTUD. 

The imported pure Laverack setter, 
bs 
ALDERSHOT.” 

Color, lemon Belton; whelped September 11th 
1878. Thoroughly broken. 

For particulars, address 

ERDMAN A. HERZBERG, 
14it Pacific street, 

Brooklyn, L. I, 

Post office address, BOX 8910, New York City. 

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT 

Camping and Mining Stove. 
J UST the thing for people camping out 

for a short or long time. FOUR SIZES; pri- 
ces REASONABLE. Send for descriptive cireu- 
lars, with prices and terms. 

‘Gook 

Will 

For 12 Persons. 

SIZE 

12x12x20 INCHES, ‘SAT 88 ‘CHOTA 
' NO. 1—CAMP PACKED. 

Made and sold by TAUNTON TRON WORKS 
CO., 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. 

18so. 

Card’s Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice. 

‘in 

N 

ll 
Patented May 7, 1878—April 22, 1879.7 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary, 

Every way (except at Shooter). Any de- 
sired direction. Allin one Trap 

and only one Spring used, 

EFrice $10 at Factory. 

NO CHARGE FOR BOXING. 
Sole agent in the United States for W. W. 

GREENER'S SPECIAL GUN, with all the im- 
provements. Price, in trunk ¢un-case, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Send for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns aud other sporting goods, 

WILL H. GRUTTENDEN, 
General Avent, Cazenovia, Madison Co,, N. ¥. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 

POULTEY AND GAME 

wit 

Nos. 289 & 230 Washington Market,N. ¥ 
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Fiotels and Routes for Sportsmen. 
IVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
Ocean County, N. J, The best and most 

eonvenient location to the fishing and gunning 
grounds of Barnegat Bay. House first class; 
reasonable rates. Fine snipe shooting and weak- 
meta: now. CHAS. A. SMITH, Forked River, 

Sportsnwew’s Routes. Guns, Amnmmition, Cte. 

BLACK BASS FISHING 

ST. CLAIR FLATS. 

Hotels wud Routes for Sportsmen 

ake Htouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE, 

Goo? Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, 80 

famous forits salmon and trout, Passengers by 
the 7 P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following eyening at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMBERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections in the country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
on the Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del. 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 3 P.M. Fuil 
information given at office, 197 Greenwich st.,NY. 

J. STEVENS & CQ,’S 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOULLE GUNS. 

Twist. Laminated Extra 
$35.00 $40.00 $450 

AKE RONKONKOMA. — One mile 
from Lakeland, L, I. The central resort 

of the island for shooting and fishing. The 
hotel will remain open during the fall. Terns 
$1.50 per day. MRS. L. FINCH, 
Sep.2-t Proprietor, 

ONG ISLAND R,R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P'l' (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
i Babylon, 8.85 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 Pp... Sundays, 
9 A.M. 

Col. P’'t & Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A.M., 
2.35, 3.85, 4.B5, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.M., 
18.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 6.35, 7 

A challenge to the world to produce its 

equal, 

SINGLE GUNS. 
Plain. Twist, Laminated 
$1250 $15.50 J 

Address, 

JAMES SLOCUM, 
7,10 P.M. 

‘ oak 2 

Flushing, 6.30, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.85 A.M., 2.35, 3.35, STAR ISLA Extra f lobe sight d ished stot 
4.85, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.85, 9.15 10.45 P.M., 12.15 night. * SLAND HOUSE, SELPERLO YS, FEDER D va ea 
Sundipe Uh insane 135 33,6 ea. | Chesapeake & Ohio R. R.} cue x, 1, wonteoueny HUNTER'S PRT RIFLES. 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.35, 5.35, TP.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 9A.M, 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck, 6.30, 7.35, 11.35 a.M., 4.85, 5.35,6 35 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 4.35 P.M. 

a 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to re cee 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

18 in. 
22, 32, #8 and 44 caliber. $18 

POCKET RIFLES. 
10 in, Win. in. BH 

22, 82 caliber,......$12.25 $13.25 $15 $1 

DETROIT, MICH. 

Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, §, 10 A.M, 2 f j j 7 
1.85, 3.35, 435, 535,655 Pam. From Flatbush ay, West Virginia, Guis, Anunuition, Ete. Lint,  CABEBRY PISTOLS. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- oat st 

Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10P.m., Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.85 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Looust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8,10 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.85, 6.25 P.M. Sundays, 9 
AM., 6.35 P.M, i" 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4.85, 6.35 

PM. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.39 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M.,4.35 p.m. Sundays, 9 A.M, 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35,5.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M,, 3.85, 4.85 

6.55, 6,7 P.M, Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.m., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTHER’'S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, BE. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter’s P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M., 3.10, £.10, 5.10,6.10 p.m. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
apply al 229 B'way, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFFAN Gen’l Pass, Agent. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully inviteattentiontothe - 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE C SES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in ee Ta yania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU 4. sax 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Wishing, Wing Shooting, and* Still 
Hunting. 

4lso,t+9 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE aaa 

ginla Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and inciuding in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, e, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for exch 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque scc- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad conneétions at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Gharlotteville with tha South. All modern 
simproyements in equipment. 

CONWAY RK, HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
may ly Richmond ¥ 

Wild Fow! Shooting, 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, UL. IL 
y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Hasalwayson hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train- 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Specialattention given 
by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, L,I. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y, 

BOSTON AND MAINE 

RAILROAD. 
TROUT FISHING 

AT THE 
RANGELEYS. 

Open season until October Ist, and the largest 
fish are caught in September. 

Bxcursicn Tickets: 

J, Stevens & Co. haye nearly doubled the g 
Ppaany of their works, and for several mon 
ave been obliged to run the factory at nigh AMoney-Making Chance, meet. the increased demand; showing that ih 

WING TO THE DEATH of G. H. | SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS I 
COLLINS, senior member of our firm, we |THE WORLD, when sold at such moder 

will sell the STOCK and GOOD WILL of our prices, will force their way into favor withon 
ed the aid of elaborate puffing or paid ehooters 

Gun, Ammunition and Tackle House, Send for illustrated price list to 

COVERING THE FINEST THRRITORY OF CHARLES FOLSOM, 
ANY LIKE BUSINESS IN THE WEST. Every 1 humbers Street, N. Vy 
day’s business a profit. It is well-estnblished 06 Champ FN 
and advertised, DEALER IN | 
Headquarters for the State Nportsmens’ Olubs Fire-Arms, Amm unition, and 

All Glass Ball and Pigeon Matches managed in Articles connected with the st 
person by Mr. John Petty. Address and sole Agent for 

COLLINS & FETT... | J, Stevens & Cos Celebrated Arm OMAHA, NEB. 

E.H. MADISOR, 
. PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564. Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fou, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

\ Guns, | 

{UN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter, Gums 

hored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or tor 

Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires con: 

verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Ex- 

tension Ribs, New Lunups, ete. i 

Repairing of every description done in an hon 

2st manner and at reasonable rates, 
Madison's Browning Mixture, A1,500. per bottle. 

Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells loaded Al, and goodssent every where Cc, 

©. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Nefer- 

pnees from all the clubs of the city. deco f 
a 

WARREN, Conn. Sept. With, Wf 
J, Stevens & Co. 
GET. ENMEN :—The little a8 caliber rifle you sen 

me on the 5thinst. is all right in eyery res 
In a trial bere last Saturday on our 50 yard rag 
I used itagainst the Wesson, Maynard, Hem 
Sharp and Remington, and five of the Billit 
and four of the Williams muzzle loaders, and 
not have to take the second place for apy @ 
them, although I was tied by oue which has hei 
tofore been the ** boss.’ Yours truly. 

BH. W. LY FRRD 

ILS TD ; 

Fine Breeelt-Loadine Gu 
THE SNEIDER.. 943 Broadway, near 23aS8t., Nv 

THE ORIGINAL 
T_AN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COA Boston to Andover and return,,-.....,..39 00 

panne: for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER Boston to Middle Dam andreturn.,..... 13 00 AMERICAN HAMMMERLESS. 
FIN AND FEATHER, Hoston ze BE er Pare auo tre ete he is 00 \ x 

' oston to Indian Rock and return... . P23) oe 
Deh | Ses AC Eaeapn ener Boston to Greenvale andreturn.., .... 1269 | GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 

Frank THomson, Gen’l Manager. febli-ti 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 
Boston to Mount Kineo House and return, $15, 

Also, Excursion tickets to all the Hunting and 
ee grounds of Maine and Northern New 
ogland. 
Tickets at depots and at City Office, 280 WASH- 

INGTON S?REET, BOSTON. Information by 
mail if desired. 

D. J. FLANDERS, 

AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4'TO 20, 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered 
to Breech-Loaders. 

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire. 

Stocks Bent to Amy Crook. 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE, 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 

The Celebrated “Frankfort [ee 
in Stock, 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLEE 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, ®1 00: Mag 

EOR THE a 2 ; 27; i \ 

Trout, Grayling, ene Black Bass Fisheries, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Send for Illustrated Catalogue, séhe by raaiiod on ie a es 

ND THE 
8 i . 

CLARK & SNEIDER, CUTLERY OF THE FINEST OUALITS 

214 W, PRATT STREET, (BALTIMORE, MD. | The celebrated “Le Coutre’’ rigor, in st0e 
Razors with safety uttachments, Bowie Sim 
Huatine Glasp Knives, stilletos, Dirks, ete. 

¥IRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTE 
! 

FOX'S PATENT AND EVERYTHING PHRTATNING DB 
SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTHITS, : 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT GU) omrzcan cocoons 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, Ith 

GLASSES, COMPASSES, Etc. 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL Pal 

FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are Gasurpassed, 
[f equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT season hegins May land ends Sept.1. 
The GHAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 

Noy. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakeleis of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

@kill to his friends or “ club” at home, ~sice for 
bay aaa can be had at many points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woods and Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airispure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
mate is peculiarly beneticial to those suilering 
with 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far sur- 

passing theayerage in countries Dew enough to 
aftord the finest of fishing. 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates, and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs; Gunggiad Fishing Tackle Carried Freeni 

owner's risk, i 
It is oursim tomake sportsmen feel “athame” 

Sothisronte. Ff .rTourist's Guide (an attractive 
Mlustruted bools 1! 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation an\! ecurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and ‘ime Cards, address A,B. LBHT. 

Ser, Hass, Agent, Grand Ravids, Mick 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN. = 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

IN EXOHANGE. SHUL 
LOADED TO ORD“R, SEND STAMP # 
List OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRAD 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

Edwinson C. Green 

WINNING GUN 
Send atamp for illustrated price list to 

GC. & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL; 

Sole Imports 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars DavyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc,, also pe 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennelsfordogs. _ 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'] Supt. P. 1". C 
Go., Chicago. jer6 mos. 

Wonderfully Simple, Wonderfully Strong. 

The barrels slide one side. 

INT o ExXingec. to setroose 

~ Prices from $50 to $300. 

Send stamp for circular, to sis Sea. ret 

- AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY, 

103 Milk street, Boston, Mrss, 

F. H, RAYMOND, Treas. 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
PATENT 

LON DOW . 
Send for Circular and Price List, 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains, 

WINES, Of 

WHISKIES. 

— Le] 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO. 
Clarets and Sauternes, 

A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

OCEZAMPAGNES, 

BRANDIES, OF E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

Ethine Wines, 
IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Sportsmen's Evodls. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
{ESTABLISHED 1836), 

t premium at World’s Fair at New York. aud 
cece. Centennial Exhibition. 

JOHN KRIDER 
N. E, Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Tewlats nods. Artificial Bait, Fly Bovks, 
Ete. Etc. 

EF Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“ Krider’s” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. a 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varietier. 
Taxidermy in allits branches, _ 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Renairing of all kinds. marly 

Philadelahiatishing Tackle House 
f} (iy 

4. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle o! 

Every Description, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood. 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880. 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Reels, Lines, ete, 
Our BETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals. 
Prices as low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free, 
Our to-page new Illustrated Catelopue of Fish- 
ing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 
in stamps. 

Sportamen’s Gootls. 

MANNS 

Trollin 

EMANUFPACTURES9 different kinds 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Ke- 
yolying has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured. Itiscoyered by two patents 
—Mann’s patent, Nov. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, und 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854. ; Be- 
ware of Napa aaa genuine unless .’, H. 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon. 3 
Wholesale Agents.—Bradford & Anthony. 374 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to tie ob- 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale tith- 
ingtackie dealers; or write direct to the munu- 
facturers for cata ozue and price list. 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., Syracuse, N. Y- 

Soft Rubber Crawiish, Patented Oct, 1, 

ee BASS BAIT. Samples by mail, 75c, 
Soft Rubber Hellgramites, 50c. Soft Rub- 

ber Frogs, large, 50c.; small, 30c. 
Trade supplied. WM. MILLS & SON, 

Sole Agents, 7 Warren street, New York, 

SHOOTING, FISHING, 
YACHTING, SWIMMING, 

BATHING, AND BICYCLE 
GARMENTS, 

The best made goods in the world. 
Write for Descriptive Catalogue, 
and state the sort of garments and 
material desired. 

GEO, C. HENNING, 
Washington, D. GC. 

fom 
‘om 
.E— 

SS a ea 
moe"BEATS THE WORLD.” sxx. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something Iniportunt for Cigarette Smokersto Know. 

im 
isin 

ing or melting in the mouth. 
to the fact that this process has 
right to use it. 
all smokers, and its truth 
Sold by all leadine dealers. 

— 
{Il 

| 

he unprecedented popularity of “OLDJUDGE” 
been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else hiving the 

The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
demonstrated by the first *OLD JUDGE” Cizarette they smoke, 

Manufacturedby GOODWIN &C 

pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliya proof to prevent its breas- 

iz irettes ig owing 

6m and you will use no others, 

07 and 209 Water st., 
Try th: 

C., 
NEW MORE, 

s 

Dogs of Great Stain, America and Other Counties, 
PRICE, $200. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

GO00D'’S OIL TANNED 
Moccasins. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting,fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, ete. They are 

easy to the feet,and very 
SS) durable. Made to order 

= == F inavariety ofstyles,and 
: — Warranted the genwine 

article. Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN 
§, HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 368, Dover, N. H. 
(Successor to Frank Good.) Bgaprornp & 
AntHony, Boston Agents, . 

Gun Clubs, Notice! 
USE SMOKE TARGET BALLS, 

as only ball that gives unmistakable signs 
when hit. 

When one side only is hit, 
and either unexploded side 
Byery ball guaranteed. 
Samples sent free, 

SMOKE TARGET BALL COMPANY, 
Titusyille, Pa 

half of ball explodes 
can be used eanine 

Syorismen’s Goods. 

Goodyear’s 

GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber MWrg Company 
AND 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broomest., 

AND 

2056 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER GUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTING, 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

RUBBER Goops of Every Dzscrir- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. . i. 

India Rubber 

Hublicatioars, 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERIGAN POULTRY YARD, 
(WEEELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry, 

Published byH, H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
er year; the AMHRICAN 

. POULTRY YARD for $1.50 
§ —both papers for $2.00, 

A series of twelve mag- 
ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

ee 

ALL READERS of FORf£ST AND STREAM 

Weed one of these ‘ 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES, By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsmian’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50; 

CAMP LIVE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar, An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages, 12 Plus. 
Price 50 cents. 

RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY FARRAR’S 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, und Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages, 60 illus., and a larze map. 

Price _50 cents, 
FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED.< A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Take region and sporting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘Lhe tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete,, are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. I4illus. Price 60 cents. 

FARKAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Hangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
pauper, cloth covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Ki nnehec, Penobscot and &t. 
John rivers. Priited on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 5i cents, 

FARRAR’S STEREUSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send for catalogue. er 
te" Any of the atoye publications mailed, 
postpaid. on receipt of Ret -A Idregs 
CHARLES A, J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass, ~ - Dees] 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY, 
1 Re great pressure On Our advertising space 

obliges us to withdraw the list of books 
which we have on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

viously advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. ST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy29-tf 

C. F.A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK, 

Dublications. 

CANCE AND CAMERA. 
A Photographic Tour of Two Hundred Miles 

through the Maine Forests, 

BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE, 
“Tt is one of the handsomest books of the sea- 

son, iully illustrated by drawings from the au- 
thor’s own pencil, and from hig photographs. ”— 
Charles Dudley Warner. 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS. 
The Author’s Sanctum; Dedication, illustrated; 

The Angler; Canoe and Camera: Isaak Walton; 
Kineo House; Anticipation; Picking a Course; 
Map of the Tour through the Maine Forests; The 
Guides; We Dream of Game; Home Appetite; 
Carp Appetite; Morris’—Northeast Carry ; In 
Sympathy with Nature; Discouragements; 
“Changing Pasture; Penknife Souvenirs ; Pine 
Stream Falls; Mud Pond Carry; Mud Pond— 
Looking East; ‘This is the way I long hayes 
sought;” Keflections ; Camp on Chamberlin Lake; 
Chamberlin Farm—Looking West; The Room in- 
to which we were Ushered; Not in the Patent 
Office ; Study in Natural History; Great « 
Northern Diver; Telos Cut and Lake; Telos 
Dam and River; Photography—The Wetand Dry 
Process Illustrated ; Webster Lake and Dam; An 
Appurition; Fiy Catchers versus Fly Fishing; 
Allurements ; Study of Trout—by the Author; 
National Academy of Lesign, 18i7; Running 
Rapids on Webster River; Lunch Time: Grand 
Falls; A Boom; Starting a Boom: It’s not all 
Poetry; Matagamonsis Lake; Discovery of a 
New Lake; Matagamon or Grand Lake; Our 
Salmon; On the Hast Branch; Stair Falls; Ac- 
cepting the Situation; Hulling Machine Falla; 
Dropping Canoes over Falls; The Arches ; }sunt’s 
Farm; Mt. Katahdin—Study by F. BE. Church; 
Junction of East and West Branches of the Pen. 
obscot; Glimpses of Civilization Begin to Dawn; 
Net Results; Map of Maine, in pocket of cover 
to book, 21 by 26 inches. Square i2mo., elegantly 
bound in gold, black and cloth, $1.50, post-paid. 

—FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.— 

WALLACEH’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH EDITION. 

AN exhaustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

be withoutit, For sale at this office. Price, 
paid, $1.40. 

WARNER’S SAFE, 
KIDNEY 2 LIVER 

CURE. 
$1.25 PER BOTTLE! 

A POSITIVE REMEDY FOR ALL 

post 

KIDNEY, LIVER AND WRINARY 
TROUBLES OF BOTH MALE AND 
FEMALE, 

————_< 

READ THE RECORD. 
**Tt saved my life.’’* 

—h, B. Lakely, Selma, Ala. 
‘*Tt is the remedy that will cure many diseases 

peculiar to women.’ '—Mother’s Mayazine. 

** It has passed severe tests and won indorse- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
in the country.” ’—New York World. - 
‘No Remedy heretofore discovered can be 

held for one moment it comparison with it.’ 
—C. A. Harvey, D. D., Washington. D. 0. 

This Great Natural Remedy is for Sale 
by Druggists in all parts of the World. 
— —>— 
a. TRY IT AND TAKE: NO™OTHER,= 
#2! H.H. WARNER &CO,,— 

Rochester, N. Y. 
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Aunuunition, Gtr. Miscellaneous Advertisements. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER, Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Y.,; 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONTS 

Rifle, ‘Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, hava maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-eight years. Man- 
tae the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
er; 

+ DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
uickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 
DUPONT’S RIFLE FG, “SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning strong and moist. 
Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 

Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the United States. Rep- 
resented by 
F, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 

WN. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 
Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

THE HAGARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hiazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
6tlb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting,.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Inland 5 lb. canisters 
and 6} and 124 tb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

metration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
¢ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Wazard’s ‘Kentucky Bifie.”’ 

, FFG, and ‘Sea Shooting’ FG in kegs of 
HENS and 6} lbs, and cansof5Ibs. FFIFG is also 
packed inland? lb, canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
¥G is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

VERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
SER: also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, OF ANY 

MA 
REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 
NUFACTURED TO ORDER. 

The above ean be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, inevery prominent city, or whole- 

sale at our office. 
88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

McCUE BROTHERS, 

HATTERS, 
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

g\UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 
THE BEST QUALITY ONLY. We guar 

antee surisfaction. TRY US. 

ELGIN WATCHES, 
Allatyles, Gold, Silver and Nickel, $6 to #150, 
Chains, etc., sent C. O, D. to be examined. 
Write for Catalogue to STANDARD AMER- 
ICAN WATCH CO., PITTSBURGH, PA. 

GREAT WESTERN _ GUN WORKS, 
Pittsburgh, 

Pa 

——— 

: Send stamp for Catalogue. Ais 
Ti fles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent c, 0, d. for ex*Mination 

William Mills & Son 
7 Warren Street, New York. 

Manufacturers and Sole Proprietors 
Op — 

Sang ie 
Patent Barbless Fish-Hook. Trap Shot! 

Patented_October 801h, 1877. 

Tus 

No.’s I, 2, 3; 

~ PRICE, 30c. 35¢. 
4, 5, 6, 

0c. Doz, 
IO. 

2 

These Hooks are made of spring steel, finely tempered, 

And areCertain to Hold every Fish Hooked. 
The Trade Supplica. 

Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, andis adjusted to meet 
every want. It embraces among others: COL.T7S CLUB GUNS (genuine) for glass ball and 
pigeon trap shooting, where closeness and great penetration are required. WEBLEYW’S 
SPECIAL GUNS.—These guns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty, conve- 
nience, or excellence in shooting. A JOR 

JAMES & COS G 

WwoRT 

! ha LOT of WEBLEY’S GUNS, of many kinds, mostly 
heavy and specially adapted to killing large game, such as ducks and geese, at lon range. ENOS 

: UNS, for all sorts of work, including the TRAP GUN, or COMPLETE GUN, 
designed for the same class of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUN BFORBEHAND & WADS- 

CS SINGLE BREECH-LOADER, with TOP LEVER. This last is JUST THE GUN 
FOR BOYS, or men who cannot aiford to buy double guns. 

H. & D. P. O. Box 4,309. 

SCHUYLER & DUANE 
FOLSOM, 30 Warren Street, New York 

? 

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C, SCOTT & SONS. 

Hnglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. V. R. SCHUYLER, J. R. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE. 

Of the late firm of Special. 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

TOBACCO 
: AND 

CIGARETTES 

“ MILD”—Rare Old Virginia. “ HALVES ”'—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized conntries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works; W_S. KIMBALL &CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

i 
Ammunition, Gtr. 

ATHAM S 
Selected Standard 

Number of Pellets to the oz. 
Each Bag. 

Printed on 

Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
No. of pellets to 0z., 838 472 688 1056 Soft. 

Se a ot 345 495 «(716 1130 Chilled, 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 

82 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK. 

Founded July 4, 1803, 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD, 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 

Miscellaneous. 

TRA DE ‘SS vs TA 

CURES BY ABSORPTION, 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

isa postitive cure; it has never falled, 
“ Sapanule” has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Rcezema, 
Humors of the Sealp, ete.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b: 
using “Sapanu.s. Used in sponge or foot bat! 
remoyes all soreness of body, limbs and feet. 

Gricket Goods. 

LFRED SHAW & ARTHUR SHREWS 
BURY (Members of the Anglo-American 

Team and All-England Eleven) have pleasure 
in informing their American friends that they 
have opened the Midlanc Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 
Footballand General Athletic Sports Warehouse, 
Carrington Street Bridge, Nottingham, England, 
The most unique and :omprehensiye establi 
ment of its kind in England. Clubs, colleges and 
schools provided with professional bowlers. 
First class men, personally known to 8. &5&., well- 
bred and of high character only, sent out. Pries 
lists, with batting ayerages and bowling analysia 
of the American team, may be had on appl 
tion to GEORGE LANE. Profeszional Cricketer, 
Staten Isiand Cricket Club. Juiyla. 

e 
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A Grayiina Dinyer.—It is not often that any one in 
this ci y has an opportunity to taste the grayling, one of 

the most delicate and delicious fish which American 
waters produce. Thymallus is found only in the waters 
of the Western British Possessions, in Michigan, and in 

the streams of Montana, and their appearance in the 

markets of the East is of very rare occurrence, In fact, 
it may be said that they are never on sale here, and are 

only known in New York when some enthusiastic angler 
brings or sends on a portion of his catch, safely packed 
in ice. 

In delicacy of flayor, the grayling yields to no fresh 
water fish with which we are familiar, while for gamy 
qualities he is quite the equal of the much praised brook 

trout, We have caught in Montana, about the head 

waters of the Missouri River, many of these fish, and we 

have no hesitation in placing them in the very front ranic 
of American game fish, 

We had the pleasure last Friday of renewing our ac- 
quaintance, intermitted now for five years, with this 

beautiful fish. Messrs. Abbey and Imbrie, who had re- 
ceived from Michigan a numberof grayling lately caught 
there by Mr. McMartin, invited a half a dozen veteran 
anglers to assist in demolishing the fish, and it was our 
good fortune to be present at the dinner. The grayling, 
which had been sent on packed in ice, were in superb 
condition, as fresh apparently as if they had been just 

drawn from their native waters. As to the company, no 

true angler but would have said to himself, “ib is good 
to be here.” We have caught in our day many fish in 
many waters, but the exciting stories that passed around 
the board of the capture of gigantic salmon, striped 
and black bass, and other finny monsters, made us 
feel that we were indeed but tyros with the rod and 
reel, 

BAY SNIPE SHOOTING. 

Ili.—BLINDS AND DECOYS, 

T depends very much upon the character of the place 

where you go, and the variety of birds which you in- 
tend to shoot, what kind of a blind or bough-house to 

huild for your concealment, If on the edge of some large 
bay or broadwater, for general shooting a stand may be 

erected that will screen you while seated on a comforta- 
ble bench, But if you select some bar or beach where 

the birds come to feed at low water; or along which the 

willet fly, a box sunk in the sand is the most killing de- 

vice. The box should be long enough to allow the gun- 

ner to lie in if comfortably, and its width should be sev- 

eral inches in excess of the breadth of his shoulders, 

From ten to fifteen inches will be of sufficient depth. It 

should be made of three-fourth inch stuff, calked and 

pitched on the outside and in, thus making it thoroughly 

water-tight. Atone end, near the top, an iron staple 

should be clinched, to which a half-inch rope of about 

seven feet in length should be fastened. This will be 
found useful in towing the box behind a skiff, or for 
dragging it over the sand, A useful article will be found 
inan old spade, Should you find that large birds, such 

as curlew, marlin and willet, have a roosting place on one 

of the bald marshes, the box described above shouid be 

used, or if thoroughfares dissect the marsh, you can pad- 
dle your skiff, which should be painted green, up one of 

the drains toward the spot where the birds lower their 

flight, or circle over before alighting, and conceal it in 

the highest tuff of grass. Curlew, and especially the 
*- jack,” do not stool well where a blind has been erected, 
They are wary at best and wild when their favorite haunts 
have an unnatural look, Not so, however, with many of 

the other varieties. Willet almost invariably stool well, 
and both the marlins are unsuspecting. The large and 

small yellow-legs, dowitchers, robin snipe and lesser birds 

are readily called within reach, providing, of course, 
that the proper place has been selected. The bars and 

shoals are the favorite haunts of the black-breast plover, 
the willet and dowitchers, while the meadow pond-holes 

are the sure places to attract the yellow-legs, especially 

when tne birds are traveling with the wind, or as bay- 

men call it, a ‘‘ free wind.” 

Blinds are easily constructed out of cedar boughs, cut 

about four feet in length, stuck in the sand or mud, They 

can also be made, when the wind is not blowing too hard, 
out of long reeds cuf on the marsh. We haye seen 

painted canyas screens, hinged soas to fold up, used, and 

one of Long Island’s famous gunners once used an um- 

brella painted green, which served not only to hide his 
huge proportions, but kept off the fiery heat of the sun, 
The fact is, as we have said above, it depends very much 

upon the place, and, moreover, on the cunditions of wind 
and weather where to stool. While a vast number of 

birds in their autumnal flight follow the irregularities of 

the coast, there are countless numbers who make their 

migration far to sea, or take short cuts over the main- 

land. Those passing to sea only touch at the projecting 
points, and are consequently tame, while those which 
have run the gauntlet of an even shore or beach are wild, 
and less likely to stool, All these things must be taken 
into account, and the wilder the bitds the better you must 
be hid. Sometimes it is impossible or inconvenient to 
construct a box such as described, or find suitable stuff 
to build a blind; then a rubber blanket can be spread on 
the marsh, and a few sedge bushes or heaps of sea-weed 
placed around you. 
The most favorable wind for bay snipe shooting in the 

summer and autumn is one that blows steadily from 
the southwest, The birds who ate coming from the 
North, and flying against ib, lower their flight and skirt 
the bars and meadows, and see the stools more plainly 
and decoy much better than when traveling with the 
wind in the clouds, A wet summer is also found to pro- 
duce the best shooting, as the meadows afford plenty of 
feed, and should the birds arrive early in the 8eason, 
they stop and make the large marshes their home, flying 

ing. The birds are then said by bay men to have estab- 

lished ‘‘ a trade,” 
One great advantage in shooting in bays and broad- 

waters, where the tide rises and falls but afew feet or 

inches, is that the blind can be occupied by the gunner 

throughout the day, withouf the annoyance of being 

driven out at high water. Meadow ponds on this ac- 

count are often selected, for although they do not afford 
the best shooting during the morning and evening flights, 

yet admit of astationary blind being builf from which 
more or less birds can be shot during the day, particu- 

jarly when driven from the shoals ab high water, 

The decoys, or ** stools,” as they are called, are always 
to be set to the windward of the blind, and though twenty 

‘or thirty are generally used, we prefer to set out about 

fifty, as the greater the number the better the show to 
attract the flocks. The stools should be set in a crescent- 

shaped circle, with the heads of the decoys pointing to 

the wind, There are two reasons for arranging them in 
this way : First, all wild fowl light to the wind, as they 

need the resistance of the air; second, a flock of birds 

that intend to stool, drop down to leeward, where they 

circle and then dra\w in over the decoys, It is, therefore, 
not advisable, as axule, to shoot at a flock passing over 

your head, as it will turn, and sbould it light i¢ will do 

so at the head of the line of stools, It will thus be seen 

that as the birds check their flizht to alight. they crowd 

and jostle together, affording the most killing results of 

a well directed volley into their ranks. There are vari- 
ous kinds of stools manufactured, such as both solid and 

sectional wooden ones, hollowed out; flat tin stools, cut 

out of sheet tin, and several years ago a patented tin stool 
was introduced on the market, that met with favor in the 

eyes of those sportsmen who cared little for expense. The 

latter are of very ingenious make, each half of the decoy 

being concave on the inside and convex on the out, thus 

representing one-half of a bird ; the two parts are hinged 

together on the back, so that when shut they resemble a 
well formed snipe, and when open can be packed one in 

another after the manner of a nest of boxes, and occupy 

butlictle space, All these decoys are painted to resemble 
the different varieties of snipe, and are stuck up by nieans 

of sticks, Hach set of stools should have sticks, or “legs,’? 

of two lengths—short anes when used on dry bars or yery 

shoal water, and long ones when the waterisdeep, It 
should ke borne in mind that stools set in the water are 

more readily seen, as their reflection and a watery back 

ground make them loom up and show toadvantage. For 
wet stooling, the wooden ones are preferable, as the tin 

ones soon rust and become worthless. The objection, 

however, to the wooden stools is their weight and bulk, 

For plover shooting on the upland or dry ground, the lin 

ones are by far the best. It may here be said that shells, 

lumps of mud, etc., placed on sticks, often can be used 
when it is impossible to obtain the regular decoys. 

It sometimes occurs, when snipe are making their flight 

late in the afternoon, that they are not inclined to stovul 
well. They travel! high, and often the decoys are so sitt- 
ated that the flocks run on to them without distinguish- 

ing them. In cases like these, a few scattering stouls set 
away to the windward in the line of flight, even if they 

are stuck up in deep water, will draw the birds down in 

passing, and then, by judicious calling, the flocks can be 

worked up within shot. 
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THE CREEDMOOR MEETING.—With a promise of good 
weather the eighth annual fall meeting at Creedmoor 
is progressing at a rapid rate, and in our next issue 

a full report of all the matches will be given. The team 
entries were far beyond any previous year, and in the 

majority of the matches the contests promise to be very 

close without any breakdowns. In the All-Comers indi- 
vidual matches there are enough entries to make some 

close shooting necessary for the prize winners. When 

the regular entry list closed on Saturday evening last, 

leaving only post entries permissible, there were 213 

entries in the Judd Match, with 152 in the All-Coniers, 

The Champion’s Match had 2%, while there were 79 in 

that for the military championship of the United States, 
north in the morning and returning south toward even-| For the Wimbledon Oup there were 21 entries, including 

, 
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such excellent long-range men as Adee, Burnside, Buck, 
Todd, Farrow, Hubbard, Lauritzen, Cobb, Allen, David, 

Rathbone, Day, Fisher, Limb, Morse and ,McInness. 

The team matches are, howeyer, the feature of the 

meeting, and here the effort put forth was the best. 

In the International Military Mateh, in which regulars 

are pitted against miliiamen for tue Hilton trophy, there 

are six entries, They are from the States of New 

York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, while the regular 

army is represented in each of its divisions of the At- 
lantic, Pacific and Missouri by teams, 

The Inter-State match for militiamen only will be 

fought between the States of New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania and Connecticut. he Inter-State long 

range for clubs will be fought out by six teams, the Ilion 

Club, New York, the Massachusetts Rifle Association, 

the Empire Rifle Club, the Amateur Rifie Club, the Penn- 
sylyania State Rifle Association and the Connecticut As- 

soviation being represented, In the Army and Navy 

Journul match, which is purely military, there are ¢igh- 

tecn teanis entered, and from among the commands of 

this State fifteen teanis haye been gathered for the State 

miatch. Whe First Division match, which ought to yield 

a strong fight among the nine regiments of the Metropo- 

lis, has tiiree entries, the Seventh, Highth and Sixty- 

ninth regiments only coming forward. In the Second 

Division match, for Brooklyn regiments, the showing is 

even worse, for the Twenty-third and Fourteenth regi- 
ments are alone represented, The Washington Greys 

have learned that if they run away they may live to fight 

another day, and the Cavalry State niatch is left between 
the Oswego and Harlem teams. Every club thinks itself 

eapable of good short range work, and there are accord- 
ingly tiileen entries forthe short range team match, while 

in the off-hand military team match sixteen entries will 

make up a lively contest, 

Special efforts have been made to haye a gathering oi 
notables during the meeting, and with such a wide area 

of selection for the teams, the interest in the meeting is 
very general, Col, John Bodine is the executive officer 

for the first time, and he is assisted in his work by Col. 

Story, to whom the credit of the present fall meeting sys- 
tem of squadding and time schedules should be given. 
rr 

ALONG THE SHORE. 
——— 

UMMER is the time for visiting the seashore, “When 

the country only a few miles from the ocean, shel- 

tered by the woods or the intervening hills, lies baked 

and simmering under the August sun, breezes fresh and 

crisp as those of October blow cool from the broad At- 

lantic, and temper the intense heat till ib becomes merely 
a delicious, Janguorous warmth, And what wonderfui 
sights one may behold upon the wet beaches, provided he 

who visits them be truly an observer, and can appreciate 

the many curious forms of life that are to be found scat- 
tered far and wide along the water's edge, 

Far away to the eastward stretches the intensely blue 
sea, sometimes smooth and smiling, clear as the sky 

above it, or again sparkling with white-tipped waves. 

that flash merrily in the sunlight and inyite one to pusli 

off his bark from the shore and sail away toward the 

blue water beyond, where sea and sity seem to meet, 

Not less inviting is the roaring surf off the wide beach, 
where the giant rollers come pouring in in regular suc- 

cession, each one forcing the retreat of the busy groups 

of beach birds, which turn on its reflux and hastily fol- 
low back the retreating waters. Behind us, to the west- 

ward, is the bay, backed by several miles of low marshes, 
intersected by numerous inlets, and beyond these mea- 
dows appear the low hills of the mainland, crowned with 
feathery pines and dotted with white farm buildings. 

We recently visited the eastern shore of Virginia, and 
during the few days which we were enabled to spend 

along, this delightful coast, enjoyed to the full its many 
charms. 
We left New York one Wednesday on the steamship 

Breakwater, Capt. Gibbs, of the Old Dominion Line; a 

new yessel of about 1,000 tons burden, fitted up in a most 
comfortable, not to to say luxurious style. The sail down 

the coast in such a vessel—so fast, so wellsnanaged and 

with such pleasant officers—is most delightful, and we 

are sure that were it generally known that so pleasant an 

excursion could be made so quickly and cheaply, the 

Breakwater’s passenger list would bea large one each 

trip. The traveler can leave New York at 3 P.m., and 

reaching Lewes, Del., early next morning, can spend the 

day there nntil 3 o'clock, when the steamer starts again 

for New York, whichis reached before daylight on the 

following morning, At Lewes there is good fishing, and 
weakfish, spots, croalers and blackfish are caught in 

considerable numbers. At certain seasons the salt mea- 

dows are alive with bay snipe, and there is said to be fair 

quail shooting back from the shore, 

From Lewes we took the Junction and Breakwater 
Railroad to Franklin City, Md, From this point a small 

steamer takes us to Chincoteague—famous for its oys- 
ters, its crabs, its terrapin, its bay snipe and its ponies. 

Here it is that the somewhat famous pony penning 

takes place each year; a performance, however, which, 
owing to the gradually lessening size of the herd, is 
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FOREST AND STREAM, 
much less interesting now than it used to be, At Chin- 
coteague we spent a short time at the excellent Atlantic 
Hotel, kept by Messrs. S. E. Matthews & Co., while the 
preparations for our trip were being made, and then hav- 
ing secured a small yacht, with Capt. Clayval as skipper 
and a four foot darkey as steward, weighed anchor to 
spend a few days along the shore, Our ostensible oliject 
was to shoot bay snipe, but the event proved that we 
were foo early for the birds, and no very large bags were 
made. Willets, dowitchers, great and lesser yellow-legs 
fell to our guns in goodly numbers, and a few curlew and 
marlin were killed, but there was no great flight, such as 
we had hoped for, The pleastires of the excursion, how- 

ever, were such that we scarcely ‘missed the shooting. 
With what lazy delight we dozed upon the deck in the 
warm sunlight while our lively little vessel skimmed 
over the waves. How interesting to watch the great 
schools of menhaden flashing at the surface of the water, 
while at interyals the triangular fin of a shark was to be 
seen at the edge of the mass, carrying terror to the 
crowded fish that were nearest to him. 

During the middle of the day we sail from one point to 
another, the morning and the evening being employed in 

shooting, We set out our stools either along the beach, 
just out of reach of the surf, or else on the meadows at 
the edge of some little pond hole, Itis better to shoot 

on rising water, as the birds, when they are driven off the 

flats by the tide, fly hither and thither seeking some feed- 
ing ground which is still uncovered, As a rule, large de- 
coys are better than small ones, for the small birds are 

attracted by, and will alight to, large stools, but large 

snipe, such as curlew, marlin and ployer, will not come 

tosmall ones. We haye, then, a lot of curlew, willet, 

yelper and black-breast stools, and we marshal them in 

the most imposing fashion, so that the flock of fifty or 

sixty mimic bay snipe makea very good show. A hol- 
low scraped out of the sand, if we are on the surf, or a 

bunch of tall grass, or perhaps some boughs cut from the 

low sand bushes, if on the meadow, form our blind, and 

we are soon snugly concealed. Before long the soft, 
mellow and long drawn out whistle of a black-breast 
plover, the ringing call of a jack curlew, or the harsh 

scream of a willet falls upon the ear and is answered 

from the blind; the birds draw near, and, seeing the 

stools, change their course and rapidly approach us. How 

beautiful it is to watch the wary jacks or ployer high in 
air swing over the stools to leeward, calling at frequent 
uitervals to their supposed comrades below, and receiv- 

ing deceptive answers from the blind. At last they set 

their wings and swing down close over the stools, their 
long legs dangling and their bodies crowding together as 
they prepare to alight. We rise from the blind, the four 
barrels sound in quick .succession, and the dead and dy- 

ing strew the ground, while the survivors, with hurried 

wing-beats, rise in the air and start to fly off, Avain the 
delusive whistle sounds from the blind, and if the birds 

are willets or dowitchers they will very likely swing 
round again and again until theirranks are sadly thinned. 
Sometimes a little flock of oyster-catchers (Haematopus 

palliatus) flies along the beach, uttering at intervals their 

short, sharp cry, and when it is replied_to from the blind 
noticing and turning in toward the stools, They are 

wondertully tough birds, and it takes a great deal of 

shooting to bring them down. These birds are called. 

along the Virginia shore, sea crows ; for what reason it 

would be hard to say, In their livery of white and sooty 
brown, with their red bills and long, flesh-colored legs, 

they are as little like crows as any bird that flies, The 
thin compressed beak of this species is curiously adapted 
for being introduced into partially opened bivalve shells, 
and the shore men relate that when the bird sees a clam 
or an oyster with its shell part way open it steals up to 

it and quickly thrusting iu the knife-like mandibles ‘cuts 

its heart.” It probably cuts the muscles which hold to- 

gether the two valves, so that its victim is no longer able 

to close its shel], and is devoured at leisure, 

When there comes a lull in the flight we'are at liberty 
to rise and stretch our legs, We light our pipes and re- 
cline at full length on the beach in the warm sun. Ata 
little distance from us isa throng of the smaller beach 

birds—peeps, oxeyes and the smaller plover. They run 

busily about, some following the retreating waters and 

snatching sayory morsels from the very surf, and others 

probing the wet sand until it is honeycombed with the 

marks of their bills. Among them are several birds very 
pale in color, which we do not recognize at once, These, 

ce closer inspection, prove to be the Wilson's plover 

Aigialitis wilaontus), dainty little birds which are sel- 
dom seen as far North as New York. Occasionally one 

or two willets join the group of smaller birds and feed 
with them, They, too, probe the sand for food, thrust- 
ing their bills in up to the nostrils with action much like 
that of the Wilson’s snipe. 

As we sit waiting for the bay birds to come in we are 
critically inspected by all the feathered multitude that 

get their living along the shore, An osprey, whose fish- 

ing we have been watching with interest for some time, 
having caught a good-sized “spot” (Ligostomus obliquus), 
passes close over us on his way homie, and whistles shrilly 
ashe eyesus, The black-headed gulls (Larus atricilla) 

sail slowly along the beach, and when they pass us take 
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a circle or two about our heads in order that they may 
have a good lookat us. OF the little terns there are half 

a dozen species to be seen. They fly restlessly about and 

are ridiculously tame. Sea swallows, they are well called, 
and few birds equal them either in purity and beauty of 
plumage or grace of flight, But they are cross and peev- 
ish little birds, and evidently think there is something sus- 

picious about us and our stools,for as they pass hackward 
and forward over us they utter complaining grating cries 
and sweep so close to our heads that we ave tempted to 

throw at them some of the shells with which the beach 

is strewn, 
The shearwaters (Rynchops nigra) or, as they are here 

called, skimmers or flood gulls, are nof less tame, 
They would fiy in low wide cireles about us, so close 
that they were almost within reach of our gun bar- 

rels, constantly uttering their smooth low croaking 
notes, aud eyeing us with an appearance of the great- 

est curiosity. Sometimes, after a long inspection from 
aboye, they would alight on the sand within twenty 
or thirty feet of our blind and stand there creaking 

fora few moments, whén, if no movement was made 

to disturb them, they would sit down on the sand 
and doze until frightened away by our whistling or our 

shots. On the ground they are grotesque objects, 

but while flying they are beautiful birds, the black and 
white of the plumage being yery striking, and contrast- 

ing with the bright red of the bill, They are called flood . 
gulls, from the supposed fact that on a rising water they 
fly over one, calling loudly, but are silent at other times. 

We frequently, however, during our stay, heard them 

calling on the ebb tide. The reason for their name of 

skimmer will be evident enough to any one who has ever 
seen them feed. They flap slowly along over the water, 

the mouth wide open, the lower mandible immersed, and 

seom to feed indifferently over the open waters, the pond- 
holes and the tidewater channels that intersect the 
marshes, One that we watched for a long time was ob- 

served to follow a school of small fish, and his stomach, 

when opened, was found to contain two small minnows 
and several shrimp, besides a quantity of partially di- 
gested matter which could not be identified, It is highly 
probable, however, that the food of the shearwater con- 

sists largely of small crustaceans. We often saw them 
feeding in the late dusk, and heard their cries at mid- 

night. 
In the surf on the outer beaches of this coast there is 

often fine fishing for drums (Pogonias chromis), which 

are caught by a squid thrown from the beach, the fish 
weighing from twenty to seyenty pounds, In many 
places the beaches are thronged with small sea crabs, 
which excayaté for themselves deep burrows near high 

water mark, to which, on the approach of man, they be- 

take themselves with great swiftness. They have short 

heavy bodies about the size of an egg, are yellowish in 
color, with short stout white ‘nippers,” In many placea 

the beach is covered with their tracks, which greatly re- 
mind one of some of the tracks on the Triassic sandatunes 

of the Connecticut Valley, The drum fish are said to feed 
toa considerable extent on these crabs, wliuch, we are 

told, they dig out of the sand at high water. ‘ 

There is so much of interest to be seen about such a 
shore, where earth, air and water swarm with different 

forms of animal life, that it cannotall be compressed into 

one brief note, We should like to tell of the weakfish Im 
the inlets, the softshell crabs and oysters of the shallow 

bays, the meadow hens which throng the marshes, and 
the delicious fruits of the mainland. Our pen floating 

airily from one topic to another should touch, too, with 
itslizht point the gigantic mosquitos of Wallop’s Beach 

and the intense heat of one quiet moontit night, which 
prevented sleep and made life for the time being a bur- 

den, There were of course a few drawbacks to the de- 
lights of our excursion, but on the whole it was full of 
pleasures, and its iemories will long remain with ns. 
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ANGLING CONTESTS, 
es 

HB angling clubs of London are much given to com- 

petitive angling of a sort which, we hope, will 

never be introduced in America, or, if so introduced, we 
sincerely hope they will be a short lived novelty. Noth- 
ing can be more foreign to the quiet and gentlemanly 
spirit of the angler than these contests, Imagine, if you 

can, the feelings of horror with which the “good old 
Izaalr,” or our own Norris, would view a crowd of men 
intent upon catching the greatest number of fish in a 
given time, fora plated cup or teapot! Surely this is the 
very opposite of the contemplative man’s recreation, and 

places ib on the level of those highly intellectuel games 
played at rural fairs, as sacl races, catching the oleagin- 

ous porker, climbing the greased pole, and grinning 
through horse collars, or to gambling pedestrian matches 

and the like. 
We would.not include the very good custom of a prize 

or a supper to the captor of the largest fish in fhe conrse 

of an angling season, as we believe to he the custom of 

some of our American clubs, among the kind of angling 

contests under consideration, but refer particularly ta 

the practice which has, within a few years, obtained 

among our English cousins, of going out in a party for a 



oing at ib like a race-horse, a practice which seems to us 

o beso foreign to the true angling spirit that we think 
they should be called fish-killing contests in place of 
the present title, Lest any think we may have exagger- 
ated what we speak of, we quote the following from the 

Fishing Gazette, of London, headed “ Another Great 
Angling Contest,” which says :— 

On Monday last another of those great angling contests, for 
Which Sheitield is so noted, took place at Crowle, near Thorne, 

Bouth Yorkshire. This was the tenth annual match got up by 

Mr. Jarvis Sanderson, the host of the Crown Inn, Scotland street, 
Sheltield, und the house of nativity for Shefficid angling clubs. 
“On this oceasion Mr. Sanderson offered fifty guineas and nearly 

‘One hundred other prizes, the gifts of his friends, and from other 
“sources. Being Bank Huliday there was a yast influx of visitors 

this quiet little village on the Keadby Canal, the buttle-cround 

of so munoy like affairsin days gone by, and the rendezvous, the 

South Yorkshire Hotel, was once more the center of an un 

equalled scene in angling, as it igs generally understood. Some 

0 or 800 followers of the gentle art were gathered together, 

ostiy from Sheffield, buf there were also many from London, 
Barnsley, Doncaster, Wakefield, Hull, Peterborough and distunt 

Woe, the bulk brought by special train the same morning, Up- 

wards of 370 paid the necessary entrance, three shillings, in order 

compete. and the ground taken up extended nearly five miles 

opmend toend, The weather, to begin with, was pretty fayora- 

, but during the afternoon a heayy thunderstorm passed over 

th district and douched the anglers not w little; but, like good 

“followers of old Tzaak, they stuck to their work as a rule, and 

entgamely on. After fishing nearly four hours it was found 

bsl of the takes were small. HK, Browua, of Sheflield, outdid the 

Others with five pounds and three fourths of an ounce; J. Rother- 

him, of the same place, being at his heels with three pounds aud 

Thirteen ounces, and H. Barber also got three pounds and two 

Sunces. The smallness of the takes, however, was accounted for 

“48 usual, by the fish not heing on the feed ; butit may be remarked 

that a wag suggested that enough “ground bait" had been thrown 

into the water about here to take (he fish all the season to con- 
uine. Whether thatis so or not, it is possible the fish have got so 

Used to fishing contests that itis only the foolish ones that can 

iow be lured by ground or any Other bait. There prevails a very 

‘general opinion that the water contains runch, bream, tench, chub, 

“perch and eels in abundanee; butthe knowledge that pike is also 
Very plentiful causes some old hands to shake the head dubiously. 

“Ab ull events, large or sinall“ takes" are always welcome in a 

‘match at Crowle, and it matters little whether the aggregate is 
large or small. 

We dislike fishing for count or brag in any shape; dis- 

like to fish with a person who braggingly refers to his 

“gatch showldit happen to be the largest in the party ; 

‘dislike to have the question of beating come up in any 
shape to show that there is any spirit of rivalry in the 

company which, if composed of quiet, unobtrusive gentle- 
‘men (this in contradistinction to the noisy gentlemen), 

is it should be, is entirely out of place, and it is ques- 

fionable if it is good policy to publish the fishing score of 
party when its only object appears to be to show who 

aught the most. There are conditions when a score ap- 
pears to some advantage, as, when it shows that the fish- 

been recently stocked, but nothing can be in worse taste 

an to fish with a friend aud then brag because you were 
Cither more skillful or fortunate than he, by the brag di- 
tect, speaking boastfully of it, or the brag indirect, pub- 

ishing the score where your large figures make his small 
‘ones hide their heads, while you appear to be merely 
‘slating facts without the appearance of boasting, 

Osrtainly the man who catches so many fish in a day 
‘that their number seems so great that one must apply his 
arithmetic to ascertain if it be possible, or to learn how 

ny were taken ina mimute, cannot have what an ang- 

er would call sport. The suspicion immediately arises 
th 

at heused coarse tackle, and “yanked” or ‘snaked ” 
sm out, both these expressions are used by such peo- 

ble, and an angler would prefer an hour's fight with a 
sulmion or 4 proportionate time with a trout, according 
pits weizht, to the entire catch of the other, and weery 
me on the man who will kill his hundreds of finger- 
§ troutor grayling just tu brag of or ** just to say that 

[ killed them.” 

Lord Chesterfield’s son appeared before him as black as 
chimney sweep, and, in answer, said that he had been 

Wowninacoalmine, His astonished parent asked his 

eason for going into that dirty plave. ‘ Just to say L'ye 
en there," answered the son, ‘*And couldn't you say 

without befowling yourself by going ?”’ was the next 

hundreds of fingerlings which neither atforded sport 

Hor food, for we have passed that age when we can be- 

dieve it possible for a man to kill 200 fair trout 
tna working day of ten hours, and du it in asportsman- 
dike manner, Eyen if it were possible, what ic the use? 
w ho wants to fish ten hours a day? Qur idea of angling 

Wvecreation, and many a good day’s enjoyment is re- 

bered when the catch amounted to little or nothing, 

tthe company and the surroundings were glorious, 
n the secrets of the untrodden forest were in part 

ened, and the wild duck led her downy young almost 
tpon the boat anchored just around the point, or the 

Mik was frightened at the sight of the infrequent man 
in his path, 

‘The literature of angling contains nothing on the sub- 
ii of contests until within a few years, and all its tradi- 
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tions are opposed to them, and unless a man is fishing for 
market, we do not see wherein the size of his catch has 
anything to do with his legitimate pleasure, unless he 
should catch an extraordinarily large specimen, when it is 
perfectly regular to publicly announce it, thereby estab- 

lishing a fact concerning the size which itis possible for 

a fish to attain in a certain locality, but deliver us from 
the angling contest gotten up to attract custom to the 

bar of a public house, Our gorge rises at it. 

te ge 

GAME PROTECTION IN Wromiyad.—Advicesfrom Wyom- 
ing Territory give us reason to hope that before long a 
stop will be put to the reckless slaughter of lirge game 
which has for years been going on there. Up to within 

ashort time there has heen every prospect that Wyom- 
ing would soon beas bare of large game as is a large 
part of Colorado. But the formation of a game protec~ 
tive association, with some energetic men at its head, 

now seenis to promise better things. 

We learn from one of the most prominent mem- 

bers of this association that no efforts will be spared 
fo convict every man who can be found killing 

game for any other purpose than to procure necessary 

food, We hope that this will be done, and if it is, 

the slaughterers willhave a bad time of it, It is true 

that some who are innocent of any wholesale killing 
may suffer with the guilty. But at all events such action 

will tend to keep those who kill simply for the sake of kill- 

ing, and to boast of their large bags, out of the country. 

We understand that special efforts are being made to con- 

yict a cerlain alien now in the mountains, and if these 

attempts are successful, we shall be glad to announce 
the fact, 

We have no doubt that special attention will be paid 

by the game protectors in Wyoming to the skin hunter, 

that curse of the frontier, that has depopulated so many 

of the finest hunting grounds of the West of its hoofed 

game. No punishment is severe enough for these scoun- 

drels. 
(eet i 

Tae Game Fish or Texas.—We earnestly request our 
angling readers to read Dr, Henshall’s letter with the 

aboye title and paste it in their memories. We have 
wept over the confusion of names of the fishes, and are 
prepared to weep again as soonas the onion crop is harv- 

ested, over the persistency of local error, Dr. Henshall 

deserves the thanks of all loyers of angling for his ef- 

forts to set the nomenclature in the right groove, and we 

hope that our readers will assist him by using these com- 

mon names, No matter if vou have called a bass a trout 

all your life and it comes awkward at first to call it any- 

thing else, you were wrong ; the usage of the civilized 

world is against you and says that mo trout has spinous 
rays in its fins, If we had not wept so much oyer this 

subject we would try and wring a few tears out of our 
handkerchief over the pike perch thatis called a “salmon” 

in the Susquehanna, Mississippi, Ohio and other rivers, 

but alas! eyen the handkerchief has felt the effect of 

the drouth and we awaituhe pungent onion, 

(eS 

THE CANADIAN KENNEL CLUB.—We are heartily glad 
to hear of the formation of the Canadian Kennel Club, 

and have no doubt that it will, though young, attain be- 

fore long a stout and vigorous growth, Certainly there 

is no reason why it should not be in every way succesful, 

supported asit is by some of the best sportsmen and 

most prominent kennel owners of the Province of On- 

tario. We expect before long to hear more of the Cana 
dian Kennel Club, 7 

tot 

THE HABITS OF SALMON.—We would call attention to 

the yery interesting letter from Prof, Hind, on this sub. 
ject, in another place, It is very evident that there are 

some people in the Dominion who dislike to have the 
habits of salmon discussed, unless by some one who is in 

entire accord with their own preconceived views, We 
do not inelude in this category our own correspondent, 

“Stanstead,” who respectfully differs with Prof. Hind, 

and asks him for proof of thestatements which the latter 

has made, This is of course perfectly right, but it seems 

that others have allowed themselyes to indulge in the 

silly practice of calling names, and personally abusing a 

gentleman who dares to give his yiews upon the move- 

ments of salmon, a course which never fails to injure 

those who practice it. Wehave no opinion to express 
concerning the merits of this controversy, and are not 

only willing, but glad, to giye both sides a fair chance to 
express their opinions ; merely asking that they do if in 
a fairand gentlemanly manner. In fact, when a person 
loses temper in an argument, they not only lose the 

confidence of the community in the justness of their 

cause, but create a suspicion that they have an object in 

keeping the truth from the public. 

Discussions on this subject tend ta throw light upon 

obscured points, and advance our knowledge of the hab- 
its of our fishes, and no man has any right to take of- 

fenseat the expression of an opinion which differs from 
his. Wedo not pretend to understand the reasons which 
make some of our neighbors over the line so jealousof a 

discussion of a perfectly legitimate subject, 
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4 ROUGH NOTES FROM THE WOODS, 

CAMPS IN THE WILDERNESS—HOW THEY ARE ORGANIZED, 

OWNED AND MANAGED—HiOW THE OWNERS LIVE 

AND WHAT THEY LIVE ON—GUIDES, GULD- 

ING, BOATS AND BOATING—A WORD 
FURTHER OF HOTELS AND 

HOTEL KEEPERS, 

HE camps of the wilderness deserve a special notice, 
ale Their name is legion and they are increasing at a 
rate that defies calculation, : 

Let us start at the very foot of the Fulton Chain, not 
at the Forge House, but below, at the huge dam,controlled 
by the State, and used to draw off the lakes for public 
use, 7. ¢., to feed canals, reservoirs and other State works, 
as may seem good to thosé in power. Passing through 
the marshy pond at the foot of First Lake, you enter the 
channel proper, now one and a half miles, and pass In- 
dian Rock, the spot where ‘‘ Old Foster” shot his Indian 
after a quarrel at the Arnold Place four miles below. 
Rounding the rock you haye on your right evidence of 
the effects of civilization and progress. Stretching away 
to the dense green timber of: what is now the mainland, 
there is a desolate waste of dead, decaying trees, lifting 
their bare broken arms toward heaven in ghastly protest 
against the arborean murderers who tortured them to 
death by slow drowning. Motionless in the fiercest storm 
they stand with their dead feet and legs in the dull 
sedxy marsh. Almost imperishable, they haye stood 
there for more than a generation, and a generation 
yetunborn will see the same ghastly sight. The sight is 
sucha picture of desolation that, paddling down the lake 
by moonlight, I am careful to be always looking the other 
way. On the Woodhulllakes, on the Beaver, on the Os- 
Wegatchie and a dozen other waters, the same desolate 
sight pains the eye of any tourist or lover of nature who 
may chance to pass these wearisome ‘ drowned lands.” 
But more of this anon. 

The line of dead “*hop-poles,” as they put it here, ex- 
tends for about a mile, with a trend to the southward as 
you pass into the clear water of First Lake. Rounding 
the bend of dead timber you see before you, across the 
lake, a high pine-clad sandy point with a flag flying abuye 
the top of a tall thick pine. Below are buildings of some 
pretension. Two wellappointed log houses, one for the 
guides, cooking and dining, and the other for the family, 
men, women and children, to occupy. There is an ex— 
cellent boat-house ; another building is a good storeroom 
and ice-house : the whole affair is well appointed, pleas- 
ant, healthfuland costly. When TI first visited ‘* Camp 
Stickney ” Doctor Nichol’s party were in possession. They 
were employing three of the most experienced guides at 
a costof $45 per week and board. They were not eager 
anglers or hunters, but took their sportin a reasonable, 
gentlemanly way, and their ice-house was never without 
a supply of trout and venison. f 
Rounding the point on which Camp Stickney stands, 

you see at your left, half way up Second Lake, a poplar- 
covered sandy bluff. Passing this you come in sight of 
the Hagle’s Nest, the most noted landmark on the Fulton 
Chain. The oldest guides could not tell me low long the 
nest had been there. For several years the birds deserted 
it, Owing to the fusilade kept up by the cockneys of the 
Muggins tribe, who usually considered it the sorrect 
thing to empty guns and revolvers at the eagle’s nest, oc- 
casionally hitting a young eaglet, The thing is better 
ordered pow, With one exception, no one has fired at 
them this summer, and I saw them day after day as I 
was watching for deer, standing on the édge of the nest, 
flapping their callow wings and screaming for &sh, which 
the parents brought them in quantities that made one a 
little curious to know just how many pounds of fish it 
took daily to supply that aerial camp. 
Passing the Bagle’s Nest, you have, on your right an- 

other of those dreary wastes of drowned lands and dead 
timber, of which the only good thing you can say is that 
the dreary spot is a good place to float for deer in sum- 
meér, and afiords duck shooting in autumn. ‘burn to the 
left, leave the dead trees astern, and Third Lake Can) P; 
or ‘‘ Buell’s Camp,” is befureyou, amile distant. Ib is 
an old camp, known in the guide books as the “ Grant 
Clearing.” It has stood for many years; has been oc- 
cupied by more parties than Icare to name, and is, to 
my thinking, as pleasant a site as any on the Fulton 
Chain. I made the acquaintanceof the present owner, 
A. G, Buell, at the Forge House. He had come in simply 
to look after his property and go out again as soon us he 
could make some business arrangements. Ha was alone, 
and lonely, He did not like to cook; thought of gong 
out ina day or two unless he could raise company to 
stay with him. Now, I like to cook; can do it well, and 
I wanted a quiet place to lay off, paddle, fish, float and 
possess my soul im peace. Infe:enceis obvious, I pad- 
dled up to tie Third and became domiciled ‘at Buell’s 
Camp, It is one of the pleasant episodes I shall not for- 
get. But this is digressing. 
Every bout that passes up or down these lakes must of 

course go up or down by inlet or outlet, aud they must 
pass directly in front of Buell’s Camp, Passing up the 
inlet, it is about eighty rods from this camp to the foot 
ef Fourth Lake, and passing along the nurthern shore of 
this lake, rounding a sandy point marked by a solitary 
dead pine, you come to the Snyder, or Cold Spring Camp, 
This is one of the high-toned camps, already mentioned 
and to the southward, at the foot of the island opposite 
is the ‘Camp Chapin;” party consisting 6f two youug 
men from Rochester, with consumptive tendencies, | 
stopped there several times, and found that their guide, 
Fred Rivet, was faithful in the performance of his duties 
so far asthe supply of trout and venison was concerned 
but I did not detect any coughs or other evidence of pul- 
monary difficulty. The vitals of the party seemed, to an 
outsider, all right enough. But I noticed a decided eon- 
sumption of yictuals, with some drink, By the way, it 
is claimed that the trout, or salmon, are larger anid of 
better flavor in the Fourth than in the other lakes, And 
I may mention that the Chapin Camp guide stands 
‘high hook” on the Fourth, with a salmon weighing 
twelve pounds as his record, 
Buta ne for the Little Moose Lake. 

mon caught in these waters was caught on Little Moose 
by 4 Mr, Miller. The fish weighed, Ry scale, twenty-five 
and ous-half pounds, and was of excellent flavor. 

‘The largest sal- 
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The average of these lakes, which it is sacrilege here to 
call anything but salmon, is just about two and one-half 
pounds, And they are exceedingly fine on the table, 
butter than speckled trout, to my thinking, in which I 
am cortoborated by nearly every guide and angler on 
these waters. I have passed by the camps on Little 
Moose, They are thres, with open, bark camps, that any 
one may occupy, thrown in, And it is one of the finest 
Jakes on the Moose waters. Passing up the Fourth, the 
first camp above the Snyder is Sam Dunakin’s—Honest 
Sam Dutiakin, Whiskey-loving Sam; one of the oldest 
guides in the Adirondacks. Faithful to his party, be the 
paine a party of one or comprising women and children, 
with a nuisance in the shape of pater familias thrown 
in, Always competent, always sober (on duty), no guide 
can take you to more places by more direct routes or 
‘take care ’ of you better than Sam, God forgive him 
the fearful lies he tried to get down me, as he, being out 
of a party just then, got me to paddle up and pass the 
night with him, 

The next carp is Hd. Arnold’s, across the lake, in a 
pleasant grove, and with accommodations for a rather 
large party. Ed, is, and has been for many years, a 
guide; one of the olilest, Born on these waters, he has 
passed his life in the wilderness. Like Mitchell Sabatis, 
Sam Dunakin and other of the old guides, the routes of 
the wilderness to him are as streets of the city to a cock- 
ney. He keeps a woods hostelrie, but takes parties to 
guide, and he guides them well, . 
The * Lawrence Camp,” the ‘* Turin Camp,” the “‘ Pratt 

Camp,” the “ Bissell Camp,” all on the Fourth, are but 
repetitions of those already described. If these camps 
give any correct ilea of the way and manner of living in 
the Nurth Woods, at the western side, how is it on the 
other side, where daily lines of stages bring loads of pas- 
sepgers each day ; where horses and men are stationed at 
the “ carries,” to take guides, boats and parties across, 
and telegraph wires, steamers, high-priced hotels, bil- 
liards, buats, pianos, croquet grounds and all the concom- 
itabts of a high-priced watering place prevail? 

The days uf the hermit hunter have passed away for- 
ever, so far as this wilderness is concerned. The deer 
are disappeating rapidly and the trout are being thinned 
out at a deplorable rate. ’ 

Jt is rue tliat the camps able to employ skillful guides 
manage tv have a fair supply of trout and venison, but it 
cusis tiem more than a Uollar to the pound, All the 
sanie, it isadreamy, sylvan, delightful life to live, and 
net ay expensive as Long Branch, or Newport; but, to 
my thinking, far preferable. 

‘And what of the guides—the men who honestly and 
earnestly belieye themselves entitled to the rights of soy- 

ereiznty over the whole domain of the Northern Wilder- 
ness? And are they so very far wrong? One guide said 
in my hearing, ‘We take our parties to the houses that 
iret us best, They always go where we say. If a land- 
lord wants to go back on the guides, well, he'can try it 
on,” 

Yes, the guide isa leading and controlling element of 
the North Wuuds. LHe bas salient points of character well 

worph Lubing, because, suoner than he thinks, perhaps, 
his vucaliuu will have passed away, Already on the 

eastern side of the wilderness be is out of the regular 

jubs so easily obcainable in the days of *‘Murray’s Fools,” 

dnd evel WwW, OD tlie western side, where the indepen- 

dent systein prevails. | : . 

‘The wilderuess guide deserves special note. He isa 

apecumen vf Lhe gelus homo that 1 have nowhere else 

Been; aud, Whatever, he may think, destined soon to 

ass away forever. His present conyictivon js that the 

duvet OF first-class hotels, stage coaches and steamers is 

fated Lo ruin the yuide business, and he is doubtless ri ght. 

At presen lie retains in pristine yigor, and ib 1s worth 

While LU iube lis most prominent ch? racteristics while 

he is to the fore, Firstly, your guide must be familiar 

With a porbion at least of the leading routes through the 

wilderness. Secondly, he must have the muscle of a cart- 

hurse, because bie third requisite is a boat of “the Long 

Tike model,” weighing, with oars, seats and neck-yoke, 

8o wo 100 pounds, Argument will not convince him that 

fue world cau produce a better or lighter boat tit for 

guuliiz. Show him a Rushton inodel, light, strong, 

Weatherly aud weighing forty-tive pounds, and he wall 

Buy suvis sluw 3 he wants a boat that “he can get some- 

where with. Lt does not occur to him that he is work- 
jug for a party who would much prefer a pore roomy, 

sale wud Gultoriable boat, and that if he made some- 

wit less speed his party would be just as well satistied, 

while ip would lengulen his job and lighten his ‘‘carries” 
—just what he desires, 

‘Anu so he fits himself for guiding and awaits his ‘‘par- 
ty.” Li ne be an old and well-known guide, probably he 

is engaged to meet aparty say at the Mouse River House, 

or ut bue Furze House, At the appointed time he is on 
tue spul, lus boat cleanly sponged, himself in condition 

tu take care of his party of uns or two. Suppose you are 

the party—ot one. Business detains you, and you are a 

wees Denind the appointed time. ‘Lt is of no conse- 

ueuve—not the sligntest.” Your faithful guide is there 

witli bis buat ; has been there for a week, and has a bill 

agaist you us Follows: ‘Guide's services, $18; Hotel, 

$i. You are a little sore, but conclude to make 

ine best of iv; and, after all, is 1b mob just? You 

made the bargain and appointment, Guide has been 

faithful to his tryst. You cannot get out of it hon- 

orably; 60, you succumb, and, bemg bent on a good 

time, geb cheerful and invite guidg te “‘take something.” 

You are.vo the right tack there.’ ‘One of his best “holts* 

iy to take something, But you haye-had enough of 

hotels; you did not come for’ thas, and you suggést an. 

inimediace start. —Gruide is Teady—has ‘been ready tora 

week, And he commences emptying his old shirts and 

~ overalls trom an imoense affair, looking forall the world 

like un exayyerated tish-creel, and-helding a full bushel, 

his is the ivilable, pack-basket of the wilderness. 

Shaped fur the human buck, and holding a bushel of pro- 

visiuus, Globluing or anything you chose to put into it, 

WILhOul jamining or mussing 10, it is far ahead of any 

kitapsack L ever carried. But beware how you fill it, be- 

Gulse When your gue carries an eighty-live pound boat, 

witha gun aud a fishing-rod or two, across a@ heavy 

carry, Lue pavk-baskeb will either fall on your shoulders 

pr yuu will Lave to ‘double the carry.” You do not un- 

derstand that as you order bread, butter, canned goods, 

tea, puyar, culfee and all the edtables you can think o- 

or Lhd ivstive landlord ,can suggest, until the guide hin. 

that the pack-basket isabout full. Then you desist, and 
begin to contrive how to carry your extra clothing, etc, 
The guide is constant with advice ana assistance. When 
the basket willShold no more, he makes up your extra 
duffle in a neat blanket roll, and announces his readiness 
to start, As you take your share of dunnage to the land- 
ing, it dawns on your mind that you might haye got 
along with less weight; butitis too late to mend that, 
and you place the impedimenta amidships of the long, 
cranky boat, creep into the stern, while the guide holds 
the bow firmly, and, guide seizing oars, you are off up 
the lakes at a speed of six knots an hour, Your destina- 
lion is Beaver via Raquette and Worked Lakes, thence 
across by the ponds and carries from Little Forked Lake 
to Little Tupper, then by Charley Pond to Smith’s Lake 
and the Beaver, Guide advises a different route, taking 
in Long Lake, Big Brook, Slin Pond, Stony Pond, etc. 
You go oyer the map with him, and accept the change, 
Tt isa longer route, but more pleasant, takes in more 
country and there is Jess carrying. At the head of Fifth 
Lake you begin to realize what a carty means, Guide 
hauls his boat out in a way that means business, makes 
oars and seats fast, dons his neck-yoke, takes as much 
more as he can possibly handle, and walks off with the in- 
verted boat covering him from sight—all but his legs, 
Your load is the pack-basket, a blanket roll, gun and rods, 
weighing seventy-five to eighty pounds; notless. Be- 
fore you reach the upper landing the perspiration is run- 
ning from every pore, and you are winded, A rather 
iong pull over the Sixth and Seventh restores your wind, 
but when the boat is hauled out for the carry from Sey- 
enth to Eighth, which is over a mile, you snivey on your 
load, You can't stand such infernal loads in hot weather. 
You will carry the basket over first, and come back for 
the rest. Guide thinks you had better take it all at once ; 
if just makes three times as much trouble to ‘‘double 
carry,” and you can go slow and rest often as you please, 
And again you follow a pair of legs and a blue boat over 
a carry, arriving at the Highth Lake in a limp and ex- 
hausted state, and witha firm resolve never to carry that 
load again. Arriving at the carry from Eighth Lake to 
Brown’s Tract Inlet, you proceed to divide your load ac- 
cordingly, and express your unalterable resolve to double 
trip the carry anyway. Guide is all sympathy and com- 
plaisance. ‘*You needn't do that,” he says; ‘just take 
your gunandrod. Ill come back for the basket and 
roll while ron rest, Youain’t used to packing.” Sure 
enough. hy not? You have engaged him for two 
weeks at $3 per day and found ; you are to pay him for a 
week you did not have him, What odds can it make to 
hin: whether he puts in more or less of the time making 
carries? Thus you reason, and reason soundly, to my 
thinking, But the average guide can Daball the sum total 
of atrip through the woodsin a way and manner to strikea 
professional accountant dumb, Well, you have ‘‘come 
down.” Henceforward you are as wax in the hands of 
your guide. You sit down by the sluggish waters of 
Brown’s Tract Inlet and claw madly at punkies and black 
flies, while guide doubles the carry, After this he doubles 
all the carries, and you take it easy. Ibis what you came 
for. Very pleasant it is to be rowed at leisure through a 
wooded, romantic, mountainous country by aman who 
knows the lay of the land, the best places for ‘‘floating” 
and all the favorite springholes where trout do most 
abound. Yon are never short of trout, and guide prom- 
ises you a shot at deer as soon as you get a little off the 
main route. He takes the best of care that you get 
neither wet, tired or hungry. Youare his party. For 
the most part you stop at one of the many forest hotels 
for the night, where they will cook your trout in the 
best manner, and give you food and rest at which no 
reasonable man will cayil, 
And so through the long, pleasant, summer days, just 

cool enough for comfort, you glide over these tiny sum- 
mer seas, up inlets, down outlets, down clear streains, 
not hurrying, ignoring time, losing the date of the month 
and day of the week, until at length, with little fatigue 
and much pleasure, you arrive at your destination on the 
upper waters of the Beaver, 

Guide has an interest in a yood bark camp here, to 
which he takes you, and while you try your fly-rod ata 
spring hole which he shows you he proceeds to make the 
camp comfortable and arrangejmatters fora ten days’ 
sojourn in camp, Your fishing is a success, and when 
you return you find a pleasant fire, fresh browse on the 
bed, and all your multifarious traps arranged just to your 
notion, Guide cooks a trout supper that you think equal 
to anything youever tasted, hastily disposes of the dishes, 
dives into some recess in the back end of the camp and 
brings forth a jack with material for a light. 
“You must shoot a deer to-night; this camp needs 

venison,” he says. You are agreeable, 
“Hyer shoot a deer by jack-light?” he asks. 
You confess you neyerdid. Then he instructs you how 

to doit, The gist of whichis, be perfectly cool, shoot when 
he tells you, and by all means aim low. Most people 
overshoot by jack-light, he remarks. Before 10 P.M,, at 
which time you are to push out, you begin to geta little 
nervous, but at last guide announces that time is up, and 
the oars are Jaid aside, light burning brightly at the bow, 
you are placed properly with final instructions, and the 
boat glides silently into the clear water of the luke. For 
ten minutes you moye thus, and then the low lisping of 
the lily pads, as they are slowly sucked under by prow 
or paddle, becomes just audible, Fifteen minutes of this 
—twenty, perhaps—and the guide whispers Loarsely, 
“there's a doe; see her?” The boat is swinging slowly 
to the right, and—yes, there she stands, up to her belly 
among’ the pads, her eyes looking like illuminated blue 
_glass:.. “Shoot,” says_a hoarse whisper behind you, and 
you'shoot. There isa plashing and spatteting of water, 
a trampling on the-bank, and the doa has vanished, ‘For 
once the guide-loses patience, —— ee oo : 
“Why, what ails you?. The deer wasn't four rods off,” 

he says, croasly, ow 4 ee oe ‘7 
‘*Damfino,” you answer, in the samé spirit. Guide re- 

covers his temper at once, : 
“Never mind; we'll find another,” he says. 
You are not so sure. But the boat, impelled by that 

noiseless paddie, glides over weeds, grass and pads for 
nearly an hour, and there, right before you, stands an- 
other deer. ‘This time you are wiser and cooler; guide 
says nothing. He sees that you see, and the deft man- 
ner in which he quickly nnd silently turns the boat, that 
you may shoot without changing position, is a perfect 
piece of woodcraft, 

Afain there is an explosion of saltpeter and brimstone, 
followed this time by a continous plashing and floun- 
dering in the water that bespeaks a fallen deer, 

‘You've got him this time; nice yearling buck,” says 
guide, cheerily, 

Yes, you have got him, Half a dozen large buckshot, 
through shoulders and “lights” have finished his run- 
ning. 

Guide soon has himin the boat, and you start for camp, 
the direction of which is a sybilline mystery to you, buf 
ten minutes of vigorous paddling brings you there, and 
guide says, ‘now you turn in; it’s after midnight, and f 
aint going to get you tired out and sick, Turn in; Vil 
take care of the venison.” You obey, believing you are 

not at all sleepy, however. But in five minutes you are 

asleep, and the sun is shining brightly when you next, 
open your eyes, Guide is missing. Going to the spring 
you find him there, and he shows with some pride jis 
cellar, where he has neatly stored the venison. Itis a 
éuche in the side of the ravine, scooped out with much 

pains and labor, and coolas an ice-house. ‘Tt will keep 
meat fresh more than a week,” he says. And he is right. 
And just here it dawns on your mind that your vocation 
is gone, You came to the North Woods to recuperate, to 

botanize, to climb mountains, and liye lor a few days & 
free, careless life of the Daniel Boone type. Well, you 

haye caught and eaten trout to your satisfaction, and 

you wanted a change to venison. You have it. What 
humane excuse can you have for catching another trout’ 
or floating another deer until yonr present supply rung 

short? Hven if you desired to do it, your guide would 

o back on and discourage every attempt at fishing or 

panics And he is right. He will tell you plainly 

that deer and trout are getting too scarce to be wasted, 

And 50, with a week’s time ahead of you, and the 

knowledge in your heart of hearts that hunting and 

fishing were the main incentives that brought you here; 

you refrain from both, Notwithstanding, the time passes 

pleasantly—you row and paddle, climb the hills, go over 

to the next lake, smoke, sleep and eat—-ye gods, how you 

do eat—and rest, and enjoy yourself. You half wish tha 

venison would spoil, that you might have an excuse to 

shoot another, But guide takes care of that, And what 

a cook the fellow is. 4 Ae 

‘“‘1t's lucky we brought the “potatoes and onions, he 

says. ‘They were a little heavy on the carries, bub we 

couldn't make a stew without them,” ; ; 

And his soups and stews are about perfect, while his 

broiled steak is a thing to ‘thank Gud on.” Just ab the 

last end comes in another party of two, with a guide, and 

your guide, seeing that yor have more venison than you 

can use, divides with them liberally, and after a lung 

visit they go over to the next lake, where they are to, 

camp, , 
On the following morning you pack up and are off to 

Wardweil’s, where you discharge ana pay off your guide, 

and go back to civilization again. You are in no hurry ; 

guide's time is not out until sundown, and you take ib 

easy, But, when you come to settle, in the evening, you 

find relations have shghtly changed. Hitherto, you had) 

been guide's special charge and care, Now, his time is) 

out; he must look for another party, You call for his 

bill, which he niake as out follaws— : 

* You know,” he says, ‘* there was a week I waited a 

the Forge House. Gall that #18 (it was really $21); paid 

my own expenses, $7, makes $25. Fourteen days’ guide 

ing, $42, makes $67. Then there was extra work } gues6: 

Vi call that $10—ought to be more,” . 

4 Bextra work?” you ask, in blank astonishment. 

“Yes,” he says, calinly. * Doubling the carries. Yow 

see, yourself, that every time you double a carry, 16 

makes just three times the distance to go over, For 

instance = Brown's Tract inlet, mile an’ a half, Go back, 

an’ come back again, three miles, making four miles 

an’ a half ; an’ jess 80 with all the carries f made trom 

there to the Beaver. No gentlenian, ever since I was @ 

guide, ever asked me to do that work, without being 

Willing to pay for it,” d 
You are beaten ; temonstrance is useless, and you suc- 

cumb, 
‘© What else?” you ask. 
‘Nothin’, he says; ** only my return pay, three days, 

That's understood, of course, Three days, $9, and ex 

penses—dollar a day (that’s regilarj—makes $12. Sixtys 

seven, tei’s seventy-seven, an’ twelye’s eibty-nine, 

That's the bill—eighty-nine dollars,” 

crosses that, and as the carry tv Big Moose Lule y 

d ig Moose, and by carry, b 

ee panin Jake of the Fulton chain, dowa the lake 

fourth, third, second and first, and by 9 o'clock P01, he is 

at the Forge House, whence he started with you two 

weeks before. He has taken $12 of your money for re- 

turn and expenses, and he has made if, in one day, with- 

out expending a cént save what hie may pay for whiskey” 

before he goes to bed, As for yourself, you sit down aud 

count the cost about as follows :— 

ve killed one deer, and caught many troul, 

Sakheeea had two weeks of delightful recreation. Trou 

and venison haye cost you more than they would a 

Delmonico'’s; but they were fresher, and eaten. with a 

far better appetite. As for the delicious air, the free, 

open air lite, the Jakes, the scenery, the balsam-ladén 

breezes, the sweet alee at mek Sap arerands er z 
opey, “You pa) ey, 

eee soen whee I wii only add, thay the abo 
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sketch isnotafancy one. It is all, substantially, fact, 
made out by actual, daily estimate, of the gentleman 
whose trip to the woods it outlines, and gives a rather 
favorable view of a successful tour for two weeks through 
the Northern Wilderness, 

The gentleman went home a week since, and the guide 
passed the camp where I write, three days ago, rather 
proud of his achieyement in making the Ford House 
from Beaver River in one day. Let me quote from the 
melancholy Jacques in'* As You Like It:* ** A fool, a 
fool! As I do live by food, I met a fool i' the forest. 
Oh, noble fool, motley’s the only wear,” NESSMUE, 

alatural Historn. 
—Address all communications to ‘* Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

BALD-HHADED MEN BEWARE. 

T is related of one of the South African crows— 
a large species of rook, with a white spot on his 

breast—that ha will fy up in the air with a stone 
in his claws and drop it into a bird's nest to smash 
the eggs for food. Some naturalists have doubted 
this, butit is perfectly true, and ostrich eggs are fre- 
quently demolished in this way. Not only will this 
bird destroy eggs in this sianner, but he obtains his 
livelihood chiefiy by killing tortoises in the same way. 
The bird Celiberately selects a stone, mounts high in the 

air with it in his claws, and poising over the tortoise a 
moment, with an accuracy of aim simply astonishing 
considering his great height, the circumstances of breeze, 
ahd the movemeat of the animal below, lets it drop. The 
tortoise, poor creature, goes along in his humble unobtru- 
sive way, nut meddling with anybody, when crack! and 
there is a great ghastly opening in the top of his shell. 
Down comes the ravenous rook, cleans all the meat out 
of the shell, and leaves it to dry in the sun. In some 
places these hollow shells may be counted in series 

One can readily see how a stone might be dropped from 

éyen a great height with sufficient accuracy to strike 
among tweoty or thirty larze objects like ostrich eggs, 
lying close together, but itis hard to believe that a bird 
could take such exact aim as to strike a tortoise, which is 

scarcely luvger than a single ostrich egg. If, in addition 
to the conditions stated, the tortoise should be moving, 
and a breeze blowing, the feat becomes still more as- 

tounding. Ib must be remembered that the crow men- 
tioned is nota very large bird, and would probably be 
unable to rise with a large stone nits claws, and there- 

fore to break the tough shell of a tortoise, the pebble 
must be dropped from a great height. 
Oar yalusd South African correspondent, while, as he 

tells us, he has never seen this particular feat performed, 
thorouzhly believes in it, having been informed by re- 
liable people that they had seen it done, and has seen 

hundreds of tortoise shells fractured as if in this way. 
We may imagine that the young of the bird has to 

practice a good deal before it atbains the accuracy re- 
quired to kill its food, though it is fair to suppose that 

in accorlance with certain now generally accepted laws 
of heredity the lesson is more easily learned by each suc- 
ceading generation of crows. 

There is a story long current about a certain bald- 

headed man who went into a menagerie, and after spend- 
ing some time in examining and admiring the animals, 
feeling tired laid down in 2 retired corner and went to 
sleep. Presently the ostrich belonging to the show came 
along, and taking his bare and shining head for one of 
her own eggs, sat down upon it to the great embarrass- 
ment and wnnoyance of the bald-headed man. We should 
im tgine thabin South Africa, where the crows referred 
tu by our correspondent abound, bald-headed men would 
beat a decided discount, unless they wore wigs or had 
their hats tied firmly on. 

Our readers will remeniber the story of the venerable 
Greek philosopher who is said to haye lost his life be- 
cauge a crow mistook his naked head for a stone and 
tried to break a quohog clam by dropping the latter on it. 
Hee fabiula docet, 
a 

THE LAMENT OF THE FRUIT GROWER. 

NasHua, N. H,, Sept. 6th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
The season of birds is about over, and I beg you to al- 

low mie to give the results, as footed up by a fruit raiser. 
Like most of the good folks, we are the friends of birds. 

- We have made them at home on our premises, protected 
them from cats and small boys, have offered them in- 
ducements in the shape of neat tenements, and have 
 fualine y shown ourselves well disposed toward them, 

ike many of those to whom we show a kindness, they 
rove ungrateful, and I am now in favor of repealing the 
aw which protects those which are the most mischiay- 
ons and destructive, at least until they become less of a 
nuisance than they now are, 

Fist and foremost on the liststands cock robin, the red 
breast; he claims your protection to a certain extent, by 
nesting in the hedge, in the bush beside your window, 
on the lowest limbs of the tres, in fact, just where the 
cat can most conveniently gobble the whole family, or 
the small boy steal the eggs. And how does the bluody- 
breasted villain repay us for the care we lavish on him. 
First by taking the hest (and most) of our strawberries ; 
we submit with good grace on account of the younglings 
in the nest. All the cherries yo into his rapacious maw ; 
cunanisare loo cheap and plenty tor us to offer any ob- 
jections to lis takmg Is Hill, but when raspberries come 
and gu, We plolest, Karly pews ripen and tle robing are 
on hand; they cin’t carry them oti, so they just perchonu 

a twig and take a mouthful from this, then from that, 
until they have spoiled most of the fruit, Blueberry time 
comes, and you may expect a restif you live in the 
country, but as soon as the early apples begin to ripen, 
“presto” our friends (?) are back as thick and hungry as 
ever, andas destructive, Early harvestand Porter apples 
seem to be just to their taste, and the largest and fairest 
fall to the ground partially devoured ; we find no fault, 
for we haye apples in abundance, and only wish that the 
robins would confine themselves to astrictly apple diet, to 
help us to dispose of the crop. But this is not enough, 
Our luscious gulden apricot, which in this latitude re- 
quires more than ordinary care, and which is the crown 
jewel of our fruit garden, now attracts these ravenous 
rascals, My wife has succeeded, by dint of ‘'shooing” 
and shoeing, in securing the best part of the crop. The 
contest has been a hot one, as the mass of empty cans, 
old shoes, firewood, etc., which lay about the tree attest, 
Peaches we have, and when the birds commence on them 
I swear (or hire a bad boy to do so for me), and take down 
the gun and make the feathers fly, Grapes are their par- 
ticular fancy ; cluster after cluster is destroyed, and the 
vineyard which has given such promise during the sum- 
meris now only an eye-sore, and a resort of our friend 
the robin. 
But heis not alone; the oriole, or golden robin, has 

been his constant companion during the season, only he 
has branched out on his own hook, and made sad hayoc 
with the green peas, picking open a pod and taking a pea 
or two, then opening another, and so on, kicking upa 
pretty mess (of peas). Still another, the much abused (?) 
English sparrow, is as fond of grapes and is as big athief 
as the other two. The catbird is, I think, the slyest thief, 
but I havyenever detected him destroying the larger fruits, 
The cedar bird, or cherry bird, is nearly as destructive ag 
the robin, but he confines himself more to the smaller 
fruits. Robins eat grubs, insects and worms, to be sure, 
but it is in the early part of the season, before the fruit 
is ripe, and when they are obliged to, I like birds so well 
thatif they would not come tu me I would go to them, 
but Lam beginning to think that perhaps we are having 
too much of a good thing ; that we have protected them 
until they have increased so as to bea nuisance which 
must be abated. Whatis theremedy? Please don’t say 
stuffed cat-skins, red rags, wind-mills, etc., etc., for we 
don’t want to convert our fruit garden into a junk yard, 
and we have tried themall, The stuffed cat-skins were 
good, but there is a short market on cat-skins in this yi- 
cinity. Small boy and pot metal to the front, for a sea- 
son, at least. WEEE, 

_—_~_—. 

Caprtive Cavs,—The following contribution to the 

Archives of Comparative Medicine and Surgery is from 
the pen of Mr, W. A, Conklin, and the observations are 
of so much interest that they deservs as wide a currency 
as possible. Mr. Conklin says :-— 

As the felide family comprises some of the most val- 
uable and interesting animals to befound in the zodlog- 
ical gardens and menageries, their treatment in captivity 
is of great importance. It is impossible, in view of 
their confinement and consequently limited opportuni- 
ites of exercise, for them to haye all the conditions of 
life favorable to health, Constipation is one of the se- 
rious difficulties we haye to contend with. To guard 
against this, liver is fed them once a week: when this 
proves ineffectual castor oil is administered with their 
meat. Their food is either beef or horse flesh, the latter 
heing used altogether in the Zudlogical Garden of Phila- 
delphia, and in the principal European gardens, as a 
measure of economy. Old and worn-out horses aré taken 
to the gardens, where a yeterinary surgeon exainines 
them to ascertain if they are free from disease. In some 
gardens, the mode of killing these horses is by a blow on 
the head, as this retains the blood through the meat, 
Regularity as to time of feeding is of importance. We 
feed once on week days only, and fast on Sunday, in 
order to avoid surfeiting and to give the stomach a rest, 
The animals understand this perfectly ; for while at the 
approach of the feeding hour during the week, they pace 
their cage, impatiently watching for the keeper, on Sun- 
day they give no sign of expectation, but remain quiet in 
their cage. Ihave had instances of animals voluntarily 
abstaining from food for a period of ten days without 
suffering apparent inconvenience. In cases of this kind, 
I try to tempt their appetite with a live rabbit, or chicken, 
or other delicate morsel, The tiger and lion are allowed 
for one ineal twelve to fifteen pounds of meat, including 
bone ;the smaller animals less, in propurtion to their 
size. When the meal is finished, water is given them, 
after which they pace the cage for awhilé, and then 
sleep, They are all very fond of catnip, and when it is 
placed in their cage, enjoy rolling in it, thus resembling 
the domestic cat, It is advisable to place logs of wood in 
the cage, so that the animal may scratch with its claws; 
otherwise, the nails will grow into the flesh and fester, 
causing much pain, and will haye to be cut from time to 
time, ‘The felids live in captivity from fifteen to sixteen 
years, showing signs of decay at about the age of twelve, 
Thelion seems to breed more freely than any other 
species of the felidze ; and, strange to say, that in travel- 
ing menageries they breed as freely as in gardens where 
the cages are more spacious. This may be attributed to 
the change of air and scene in their circus life. The jag- 
uar and leopard haye been crossed, also the tiger and lion, 
Specimens of the latter were exhibited last year in this 
city by Mr. Forepaugh in his traveling menagerie. Pe- 
riod of gestation in lion, tiger and hyena, sixteen weeks ; 
leopard, tifteen weeks; panther, thirteen weeks, The 
number at a birth is usually from two to four, in the case 
of the lion, an hour or two intervening between the de- 
livery of each cub, The last time a4 hyena at the menag- 
erie gave birth to young, there was an interval of twenty- 
four hours between each cub, Weight of lion cubs when 
born, four to six pounds; hyena, three and a quarter 
ounds. Eyes open after from four to seven days, and 

in three weeks teeth all cut. The young of the spotted 
hyena are born without spots, while those of the self- 
colored animals, lion and panther, are born with spots 
which disappear in from three to four months. he 
oung of the tigerand leopard are marked like the adult, 

hut. of course, less distinctly, It frequently happens 
that the mother will devour her young, but after the cubs 
are three or four weeks old thers is nu further danger, 
The tiger cubs are generally taken from their mother as 
soon as born, and given to a bitch to bing wp, Our cubs 

at the menagerie suffer chiefly from rickets, which af- 
fects them when about six or eight months old, As a 
remedy for this we give lime, and have used calcis 
phosphorus precipitate with good result, We have a 
lioness at the park menagerie that has bred twenty-seven 
cubs in seven years, and raised but one, Mr, Bartlett, in 
a paper read before the London Zodlogiéal Society, says : 
“A very extraordinary malformation or defect has fre- 
quently occurred among lions produced during the last 
twenty yearsin the Regent's Park, This imperfection 
consists in the roof of the mouth being opened; the 
palatial bones do not meet; the animal therefore, is 1un- 
able to suck, and consequently dies, This abnormal 
condition has not been confined to any one pair of lions, 
but many lions that have bred in the garden, and nob in 
any way related to each other, have from time to time 
produced these malformed young, the cause of which 
appears to me quite unaccountable,” 

ig 
THE BEAVER Ty Ilowa.—In a recent number of For- 

EST AND STREAM, ‘‘ Nessmuk,” in ‘‘Rouvh Notes from 

the Woods,” states that ‘‘ the beaver is the first wild ani- 

mal of importance to disappear before the white man.” 
This conclusion is directly opposed to the experience of 

an Towa correspondent, who sent us an interesting nate 
on the subject. Itis to be hoped that the praiseworthy 

efforts of  H, BG, B.” to protect the beayer may continue 

to be successful. The few dollars that the skins might 
bring would be a very small matter compared with the 

interest which the town at large and all strangers visiting 

it, would feelin the presence of a colony of beavers living 

in the midst of a settlement. Our correspondent says :— 
We have, within eighty rods of town, three beaver 

dams ; two of them are within ten rods of the railroad 
track. They have been there for about three years, and 
have been kept in good repair by the beaver family, The 
backwater is used by the boys in the winter for a skating 
pond, and in summer fora tishing pond. I never heard 
of but one being caught, and discourage the idea as much 
as possible, E. B, B. 

————— 

A Partringe FLry.—Boonsboro, Sept. 10th.—EHlitor 
Forest and Stream ;—I send, inclosed, one of the Hip- 
poboscide, or partridge fly; atleast] wish your judg- 
ment on the parasite, as | never saw one, 
A few mornings ago, as | was returning from a squir- 

rel hunt, I observed a blue-tailed hawk looking after his 
usual breakfast of quail, flying low and searching the 
fields carefully. On flying near a cluster of young trees 
he was attacked by some crows, I thought at once that 

. the crows would prove his destruction, and so hastened 
to sli~into my gun a long-range shell, loaded and carried 
for such occasions, 
While the hayyk tarried to fuss with the crows, I quickly 

made my way toacluster of brush, a long shot frum 
him, but the No. 4 brought him down, On going to pick 
him up, I found him standing up erect, wiogs outspread 
and apparently ready for fight. While lorking at him 
in admiration, as it was a beautiful specimen, large and 
full feathered, [ observed something like a flash of lizht 
come down from above, dart over the back of the bid, 
alight on the outspread feathers, and, by a side muve- 
ment, disappear underthem, I gave him a crack un the 
head and began at once a search tor the hidden object. I 
could find nothing on the back of the bird, but on turn- 
ing it over and lifting the feathers of the breast, out it 
came and flew for my neck, I grabbed for it and fortu- 
nately caught it. It was hard to kill, seemed tough and 
yery tenacious of life, This is the only one that lias ever 
been observed in this locality. W. 2B. W. 
The specimen sent is a partridge fly (Olfersia ameri- 

cana). As we have stated before, they are frequently 
found on hawks, herous, ru(fed grouse, quail, ete. They 
are, however, so quick in their movements and usually 
keep themselves so well hidden among the feathers that 
they are not vften seen, unless they are specially looked 
for. 

=—_- 

INTELLIGENCE OF THE Honey Brrp.—The honey bird 
of South Africa has long been known to travelers. Its 
most striking characteristic is exhibited in the way if 
discovers to some i ci by the whereabouts of a nest of 
wild bees. An old resident of Kaffraria, told me several 
incidents of this bird, showing how it will wait near a 
roadside or Kaffir path, and when any oné comes along 
will make a great to do by fluttering and chirruping 
about till his attention is attracted, and the bird leads 
him to the nest, where, after it is robbed, he conies in 
for a share of the spoils, One anecdote he related shows 
a power of mind in this bird nearly analagous to reason, 
A bird once met him and was leading him on by wing, 
by hop and jump toward some nest, when another honey 
bird came along. On the approach of the other bird tha 
shrewd pilot stopped, hopped off in another direction, 
and refused to show him further on the way till the 
other bird had gone. E. B. B. ee 

Migrating NIGHTHAWE.—Fort Wayne, Ind,, Aug. 
8ist.—Hditor Forest and Stream :-—I wish to state whut 
to me was a phenomenon, As I was riding in my car 
riaye, last week, in this city, my attention was called by 
an acquaintance to an immense number of birds that 
were flying in every direction, near the ground, very 
much like swallows—I mean their flight was like swal- 
lows, though the birds were very muchlarger. My neigh- 
bor asked me what I called them, I told him they were 
nighthawks ; bub another gentleman, who happened to 
come along as we were watching them, said they were 
whippoorwills. Ithought he was mistaken, and, after 
I went home, I consulted ** Wilson’s Ornitnology,” and 
found that I was right, as a perfect description of these 
birds is given in his works, and the distinguishing marks, 
especially in the plumage—there being a large white spot 
on the upper surface of the wings of the nighthawk, 
which does not exist with the whippoorwill, Wilson 
says they migrate South in August, and probably this 
was the general muster of ‘“‘the Grand Army of the Re- 
public,” preparing to move South ; at any rate I heve not 
seen any since, I never saw, except pigeons, so many 
birds together in my life. Dr. C. 8, W, 

It is not uncommon to see these great flights of nighit- 
hawks at this season of the year, The whippoorwill 

| never miprates in a similar manner, we think, 
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ish Culture. 

DOOTOR GARLICK’S BOOK, 

ABOUT THE EUROPEAN CUCKOO. In se ba to the stream mentioned, I tried the experi- 
ment of hatching shad in it, but was unsuccessful, the 
change of temperature being too great from the river 
water, and the only shad that were hatched successfully | 
were hatched in the river and notin the stream. I should 
be pleased to learn the name and address of the old fish- 
erman, and hope 1 may be favored with it, 
Your correspondent is right in regard to the place for 

hatching shad, Itshould be done in the upper waters. L 
do not think that any attempts to hatch them at the 
mouths of rivers will ever prove asuecess, There should 
be a close time of two days in each week to allow the ‘| 
shad to get up to their spawning prounds. 

The fishing could not be equalized in the way men- 
tioned, as the lower river fishermen are about through 
when the upper river fishermen commence, he fisher- 
men at the inouth will always catch the most, because 
they have the first chance, and the upper river fisher- 
men can only expect to catch those which eseape their 
nets. SETH GREEN. 

————— aa 

MR, THOMPSON'S TROUT PONDS ON LONG ISLAND, 

HE method by which the female cuckoo (Cuculus 

canorus) managed to introduce her egg into the 
nestof the small birds, to which the duty of rearing the 

nursling is entrusted, was fora long time very doubt- 
ful, and the question was debated at zreat length among 

naturalists. The first hint as to the solution of the prob- 

lem was accidently made by Le Vaillant, who discovered 

on opening the mouth of a female cuckoo, which he 

had killed, an ege lying within the throat. A corres- 

pondent of the Leisure Hour, in a recent contribution to 

that magazine, gives the details of some observations 

made some years ago, which confirm the conclusions 
drawn from Le Vaillant’s discovery, and which are in 
themselves very interesting, He says — 

The following occurrence, which TI witnessed, will ex- 
plain how at least one cuckoo’s egg was canveyed to the 
nest: In the month of June, 1867, I spent a few weeks ati 
Farnham Royal, Buckinghamshire. Farnham Royal, 
which liesabout four miles from Windsor, at that tine 
cnnsisted of a few scattered coftages, in the mear vicinity 
of the well-known Burnham Breeches, and between the 
Beeches and the picturesque hamlet (by the way a favor- 
ite haunt of landscape painters) lies a stretch of scrubby, 
heathy common, through which several paths lead in dif- 
ferent directions. 

Sauntering along the edge of tha common one bright 
sunny morning I stepped aside to have a lookat a stoue- 
chat’s nest which I had discovered three days previously, 
when it contained but one egp. This nest was placed in 
a thick plant of heath, about ten or twelye inches trom 
the ground, well concealed by the heather, except one 
little open space through which the bird passed to and 
from hernest, and through this open space the nest and 
its contents were visible. On my approach the hen bird 
flew off the nest, and I observed that four eges were de- 
posited. Twocuckoos were flying about in a most pe- 
culiar manner and one of them uttering peculiar sounds. 
Both of them seemed to bein a wild state of excitement, 
and my first impression was that they might have a youny 
bird in some nest near by and that danger threatened it 
in the shape of astoal, weasel or prowling cat, but cau- 
tiously approaching nearer them, | found that they were 
being mobbed by the two little stonechats. Sometimes 
both cuckoos would skim rapidly close by the nest, the 
stonechats darting at them open-beaked, and uttering 
piteous cries the while; again they would fly off rapidly 
to the edge of a wood at a little distance, pursued by the 
male stonechat, the female always hovering near her nest 
and occasionally alighting on a bush close to it. « 

Could it be possible that the cuckoo had deposited her 
eee in the stonechat’s nest, and was thisthe manner in 
which the owners expressed their resentment at the in- 
trusion? Taking advantage ofa longer flight than lad 
yet been made, Iran toward the nest and saw at a glance 
that it contained the four stonechat eggs and no more, 
Presently back came the cuckoos, the one which I took to 
be the male (on account of the slightly richer color ot 
the plumage) ‘cuckooing* in a wonderful manner, ut- 
tering the note much more rapidly than is usual, and the 
female swooped down very close to the nest, paused for 
a moment in her flight, and being vigorously attacked by 
the stonechats, glided past, but Isaw that her bill was 
partially open, as though she carried something within 
her gape. Evidently her object was to reach the nest, 
and it was truly marvelous to behald the determination 
and courage of the two little mites of birds in their efforts 
to prevent her reaching it, It would be difficult to de- 
scribe in mere words the wonderfully graceful action of 
both male birds during their aerial encounters, and indeed 
the flight of the cuckoo at times much resembled that of 
a, small falcon. 

It was about half past 10 o’clock when I had first come 
on the scene of action, and I watched till the forenoon 
was well nigh past. I was meditating on the expediency 
of scaring the cuckoo away, when the female flew up 
quietly and came down on the ground very near the nest, 
but on the farther side of the heather clump in which it was 
placed. At the same time the male cuckoo made a hasty 
swoop toward the nest, was driven oif by the stonechats, 
and while they were thus engaged the female cuckoo, 
with rapid action, darted forward, alighted on the 
heather, thrist her head and neck through the small 
opening into the nest, in an instant withdrew and soared 
aloft, uttering for the first time a cry—not ‘‘ Cuckoo! 
cuckoo!” but a gurgling, water-bubble kind of note. 
Her mate immediately joined her, and the two soared 
away to the wood, he joining in the shout of triumph 
with fond ‘‘ Cuckoo,” Ina few moments I] had run for- 
ward to the nest, and behold! lying beside the four 
pretty little stonechats’ eggs was a beautifully marked 
cuckoo's egg, still wet with the saliva of the mother 
bird. 

The stonechats reared their young in peace and safety, 
but that cuckoo’s egg lies before me as I write, and the 
sight of it recalls one of the most interesting episodes 
T ever met in bird life. 

—— 

F Iowa Lanes.—Capt. J. K. Powers, Register of the 
State Land Office, gives the size of the Iowa lakes as 
taken from the office plats :— 

i < TOYA RS eit ielebhisigurpameceiioc oreo ceophe seb 5,591 acres 
Fact Olabed? bake eoyers.—, ve of «1,821 acres 
West ()koboji Luke covers. 4,00 aeres 
Olear Lake coyers....... Ht 4 . 5618 acres 
Spirit Lake bas & shore line of 14] miles 

E have just received the second edilion of Dr, 
Garlick’s work on fish culture and angling*, A 

handsome octavo of 128 pages, illustrated with cuts of 

manipulating a spawning fish, ponds and a series repre- 

senting the development of the embryo from impregna- 
tion to hatching, printed in clear type on excellent paper. 

Our fish cultural readers who are conversant with the 

art from its infaney know the venerable Doctor as the 
original American fish culturist, now in his seyenty-ffth 
year. who has been infirm in all but his mind for years, 

and will welcome his new edition as an addition to our 

fish cultural literature, the first edition (published in 1857 ) 
being now out of the market. Ib is very interesting to 

read Of the early trials of the Doctorand his friend, Prof, 

H. A. Ackley in 1853, twenty-seven years azo, stimulated 

by the success of Remy and Gehin in France, and by the 

translation ef W. H, Fry, of what had been done in the 

Vosges, The first attempt was naturally made with the 

brook trout, happening on the 2ist of November, and 

Was a success, and the delight of the experimenters may 

be imagined when they placed some of the eggs under a 

microscope on the 9th of January and found them to 
contaili embryos far advanced, 

Figures of different mores of hatching on a small scale 
ave given, and one (page 28) of an arrangement whereby 

a cheap experimental hatchery can be arranged in a house 

or office. Being mainly a reprint of his older work, the 

Doctor cites instances of hatching and transporting eggs 

and fry, as done in France in that elder day before the 
great work was begun here by the Government and State 
Commissions, as well as our private fish culturists, bat in 

the new chapters which have heen added he has a good 

word to say for the plebeian cattish, and also forthe Ger- 

man carp, introduced by the United States Fish Com- 

mission, devoting a chapter to the latter, which he con- 

cludes by saying: “I will close this chapter on the carp 
by saying that froma careful perusal of Prof, Baird’s 

Fishery Reports, Iam entirely satisfied that I may say of 
this fish as Horace Greeley said of Concord grapes—it is 
the fish for the million,” 

The angling portion of the book gives no notice of the 

black bass, white bass, and other fresh water favorites, 

and in, conclusion he says under date of Bedford, Ohio, 

Aug. 10th, 1877: “In concluding the second edition, T 
will only add, that since publishing the first edition of 

this work, I have lived to see my hopes in relation to fish 

culture nearly, if not quite, realized, I am now over 

seventy-two years of age, and probably this is the last 
that I shall ever have tio say to the public on this. subject. 
L haye spent much valuable time, and some thousands of 
dollars to promote this branch of industries. Tf Thayein 

any way promoted the object, I am satisfied, as I never 

wished nor hoped for any pecuniary reward.” 

HE Brooklyn Hagle gives the follawing account of 
the trout preseryes and ponds on the Island.:— 

On the ist of September the trout season of 1880 on 
Long Island ended, and until March, 1881, the speckled 
beauties of the Jake and stream are to be left undisturbed 
in their cool retreats, while the anglers will enjoy relat- 
ing their experiences of the past season, and the trout 
breeders will begin to prepare for their approaching 
hatching season of the year. And just here comes in the 
query, ** Have you ever visited a trout-breedor’s fish 
farm?” If you have not, da so before the cold weather 
sets in, and you will see something worth a day’s journey 
to witness. Of all fresh water fish, trout are the gamiest, 
pluckiest and finest fish that swim. They are the de- 
light of the angler, as they give him the greatest sport 
he has with his red and ling, Then, too, they make the 
daintiest dish of fish that can be set upon the table. 
Hence, trout are in great demand, alike by the angler 
and the epicure, 
Long Island abounds in trout. The {sland lakelets, 

ponds and running streams have been the resort and 
the home of trout since time unknown. Of late years 
trout breeding has become quite an important occu- 
pation on Long Island, and now the culture of trout, 
from the oyum tothe full grown fish, is carried on to 
quite a considerable extent, from one end of the Island 
to the other, beginning with Porman’s Trout Breeding 
Establishment, at Newtown, and ending with Thomp- 
son’s model trout farm at Noyae, near Sag Harbor. 
The business is carried on very successfully, and the 
result is the growth of thousands of fish not only 
suited to replenish exhausted streams or to supply pri- 
Yate trout ponds, but to answer the great market de- 
mand for Long Island trout, which now have the pref- 
erence over the product of every other fish-breeding 
establishment in the country. Probably the most suc- 
cessful cultivator of the speckled beauties on ihe Is- 
land is Mr. Furman, of Newtown ; but he bids fair to 
be rivalled by his friend, Mr. George Thompson, whose 
most picturesque trout farm, located at the head of 
Eldridge’s mill pond, in the old Indian yillage of No- 
yac, L, L, about four miles from Sag Harbor, is beyond 
question the most beautiful locality of the kind in the 
State. Mr. Thompson is an old California pioneer, one 
of those choice spirits of the yold-lined coast who know 
no such word as fail in anything they undertake to 
accomplish, 
From slow, sluggish streamlets passing through an al- 

most impenetrable undergrowth of wild shrubs and tough 
brush has come a series of pretty little lakelets and clear, 
running streams, in the midst of which stands his cottage 
homestead, around which are beautifully laid out Hower 
gardens. Beyond these are located the hatching houses 
and rearing: boxes of his trout farm, the whole forming a 
place for the cultivation of trout from the germ of the 
fish to the lively two pound trout, ready either for the 
angler’sroi or for the epicure’s feast at ihe table. ‘The 
front view, looking from the garden lawn near the cot~- 
tage, presents avery picturesque landscape, the pretty 
sheet of water forming the mull pond being ended b 
a background of the waters of Noyac Bay. Thewhole 
farm is shaded by the familiar ‘tall oaks from little 
acorns grow,” and brightened by the ‘‘music of the 
water” from the constantly running streamsin which the 
trout reyel and delight, In fact, Mr. Thompson, with 
rare taste for gardening, has made the place a perfect 
picture: : 

Let us examine a little into the details of the various 
processes employed in raising young trout, from the 
germ, to the full grown fish. We wiil suppose the tront 
spawn to be placed in the nest assigned for it in the 
hatching house, and that the embryo fish haye been de- 
veloped from the egg ta the young fish swiniming about 
with its sac of food attached to it, on which it lives for a 
time, looking somewhat like a ycung tadpole, though 
not so fully developed, in each nest at the long row in 
the trough of the hatching houses at the farm 
there are from two to three thousand trout, all 
alive and swimming about in atunning stream of cold 
spring water, one inch in depth, which ripples over a 
white sandy $bottom, From the time the trout spiwns 
to the period the trout begins to look out; for itself forty- 
five days elapse. In the interim the young fish is ted 
from its yolk sac, which is, during this time, a part of 
itself. When this is removed by its falling from the 
body of the fish—at this time not more than half an 
inch in length—the young trout begin to work for 
their livelihood, and to earn it from the water. By 
this time they have grown to about three-quarters of 
an inch in length, ‘These youngsters are very tena- 
cious of life, They have been known to have survived 
in a deep well for over a year without other food 
than the well water alone supplied. Trout are a very 
voracious fish, and even in early trouthood develop can- 
nibalistic propensities, large trout living upon smull 
trout, while parent fish will frequently devour their 
offspring, the male trout having quite a fancy for the 
young fish when very hungry, From the hatching 
troughs the young trout are transferred to the rearing 
boxes, and it is in these that their artificial training 
hegins. One would iinagine that the young trovt under 
the incentive_of the process of regular feeding on a fish 

+A treatise | on the| Artificial Propagation of Fish | with | de- 
scription and habita| of such kinds as are suitable for domestic 
culture. | —| By Theodutus Garlick, M, D.| Member of the Kirt- 
land Society of Natural Sciences; member of tha American | Mi- 
crosecopical Society of the city of New York; and Jife member of | 
the Western Reserve Historieal Society. | Second Edition. | (eo- 
larged) |— | ‘The laws of Nature are the thoughts of God,’-- 
Oersted. |— | Published by (he Society of Natural Sciences, | 
Cleveland, Ohio. | Cleveland, Ohio, | J. B. Savage, Printer, Frank- 
fort street, | 1880. 
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HOW THE FIRST SHAD WERE HATCHED, 

\ RocHEster, Sept. 6th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

In your issue of Aug. 26th I notice a communication 
from a correspondent on ‘Shad Hatching and Shad 
Laws.” There area few points on which he has been 
misinformed in connection with my early experience in 
shad hatching which I wish to correct, He states as fol- 
lows: ‘* Mr. Seth Green was employed, I believe, by both 
National and State authority tc make the experiment. 
After exhausting his fund of experience and other knowl- 
edge in connection with the experiment, Mr. Green made 
a failuve of the attempt, and packea his bexes, intending 
to return homenext day. In the meantime an old shad 
fisherman, well known at the falls, besought Mr. Green 
to let iim make atrial. The boxes were unpacked, and 
the fisherman placed them in a tributary of the river and 
the experiment wasan immediate success. I believe Mr. 
Green received the credit. The locally accepted reasons 
for Mr. Green's failure and the fisherman’s success were 
thit Mr. Green's experiment was made in the warm water 
of the river, which was yery low at the time, while the 
fisherman's experiment was made in the cooler water of 
the tributary.” 
The facts of the case are that I went to South Hadley 

Falls at the solicitation of the New England Fish Com- 
missioners and at my own expense, with the understand- 
ing that I should be remunerated if Imadea success, and 
if Ldid not they were to hear no more from me. <As is 
well known I did make a success, but the New England 
States never paid me within $154.54 of my actual ex- 
peuses, to say nothing of my loss of time, and it is ad- 
mitted that my discoveries have been and are worth 
many thousands to them annually, 

Th regard to the old fisherman, of whom I have never 
before heard, making the success, your correspondent is 
mistaken, All any of the fishermen eyer did for me 
while I was experimenting was to destroy my experi- 
ments, break my boxes, hoot at me, and, in fact, did 
everything they could to discourage and drive me away, 
and when | hit upon a plan which I felt sure would, and 
which did prove 4 success, | was obliged to watch it day 
and night to protect it from the ravages of the fisher- 
men, 

a 

Markrp SsALMon,—There are many iustances of 
marked fishes, and especially of salmon, being caught, 
but for singularity in marking we think the following, 
which has been going the rounds of the English press, is 
fully equal to anything which we remember to have 
seen. It is headed '* Marked salmon at Berriedale, Caith- 
ness,” and relates that recently the salmon fishers ab Ber- 
yiedale found in one of the bag nets, among other fish, a 
fourteen pound salmon bearing the following marks : On 
the flat, smooth part of the head, behind the eye, and 
immediately over the gills, a branded mark comprising 
the letters BB,FLL’ (the last mark appearing like an apos- 
trophe). Aline was drawn around these letters in the 
form of a square border. Immediately under this was a 
marl which rudely resembled the outline ,of a salinon’s 
head, filled with dots and streaks, 



ow 
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farm, would, ‘“‘Jike weeds, grow apace ;” but the young 
rascals take their time, and plenty of it, in growing to 
years of discretion ; yearling trout range only from two 
and a half to four inches in length, and it is three 

ars hefore they reach the size suitable for the ang- 
purpose. All this time constant care in feeding, 

watching and caring for them generally is necessary, 
and, consequently, time becomes so much money to the 
trout breeder, as much so as ib is to the city merchant. 
Hence, the breeder's stock of fish becomes expensive to 
him in proportion to each year’s growth, Seventy-five 
days of time for the hatching process: forly-five days 
for the fish to enter upon the period when it looks out 
for itself in the watery world, and then a year’s growth 
added before it reaches a length of five inches, shows 
very plainly how time enters into the costliness of trout 
breeding, From the rearing boxes the young yearling 
trout are let into the little lakelets of tha farm, snd 
there are collected according to their axe. From these 
in time they go to the larger ponds or reservoirs, where 
they are held for use as occasion may vequire. 

—__—— 

Carp Grow Rapipby in FrLormA.—Rinford, Fla. 
Ang. th.—Prof. Baird :—Deav Sir: Tt will dovbtless be 
a pleasure to you to learn that the carp you furnished me 
with last November are doing finely. Lascertained on my 
return from Savannah with them, that my pond was 
not ready for their reception, owing to the fact that there 
were many more black bass in it than I had supposed. 
Taccordingly confined the carp ina pen at the side of the 
pond, giving’ them water through holes in the side covered 
with wire netting, A few weeks since T discovered that 
a portion of the netting had been misplaced and some of 
them escaped into the pond, and 1 then concluded to let 
them all into it, as I had nearly all the bass out. Their 
growth since that time has been simply marvelous, Many 
of them are ten or eleven inches long, and I feel certain 
they will spawn this fall. Will it be too much trouble 
for you to acquaint me with their habits? Do they bed; 
like some other varieties when they spawn? I will add 
that they seem quite tame and come to the place where I 
feed them as quickly as a drove of pigs would come fur 
corn, whenever they find I am there, J am confident 
they will prove a great addition to the food fish of the 
South, and I shall take pleasure in distributing them as 
s00n as they propagate, Very truly, yours, 

Geo. C, RrxForp. 
Mr. Rixford also writes us as follows ;— 

It may interest some of your readers to learn that the 
German carp are thriving splendidlyinour waters. Last 
November I received a lot from Prof. Baird, which I 
think were then from three to four inches in length, 
They are now from ten to twelve inches, and appear to 
make a visible growth from day to day. I think they are 
the sreatest addition to our food fishes that has ever been 
made, 

| 

SALMON CULTURE IN MAINE,—We learn that there are 
four hundred fine breediny salmon in the breeding ~pens 
of the United States Fish Commission at Bucksport, 
Maine, which is under the care of Mr. Charles G. Atkins. 
They are the so-called Penobscot salmon, 8. salar, and 
are said to be in fine condition for yielding a fair crop 
of eggs, 

Sea and iver Hishing. 
—— 

—<Address all communications to Torest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 
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FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER, 

FRESH WATHR. 
Grayling, Thymallus tricolor. Black Bas, Micropturus. (Two 
Lake Trout, Salmo namaycush, species.) 
Maskalouge, sue nobilivr. Rock Bass, Ambloplites. (Two 
Pickerel, Msox retioulatus. species.) 
Pike or Pickerel, sux lueiys. War-miouth, Ohenobryttus quilo- 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed pike)| — sus- 
Stizutethium americanum, s. Crappie, Pomoxys niqromuacula~ 
(riseum, eve. t 

Yellow Perch, Perca fluviatilis. 
Striped Bass, Rocews lineatus, 
White Bass, Auceus clorysops. 

SALT WATER, 
Sea Bass, Centropristis abrarius. | Sea“ Trout," Cynose jon carol 
Sheepshead, Archosargus pruba- v nensis. CH 

tucephalus. Weaktish, Ovnoscion regalia, 
Porgie, Stenotomus argyrops. Shere Whiting, Mentioirrius lit- 
Striped Bass, Roccus linedtus. Lorabis. 
White Perch, Worone americana, Croaker, Micropogon undulatus. Spot or Lafayette, Lioslomus sates Peak eee soltanrie. abliquus. Spanish Mackerel, Cyhium ynac- 
Spot, Hedfish, or Channel Bass, | uluitum, me 
Schenops ocellatus- Gero, Cybium regale. 

Us. 
Bachelor, Pomorys annularis. 
| Chub, Semuitilis corporalis. 

eines Pautoga onitis. j Bonito, Sarda pelamys. 
Pollocik, Polldchius carhonarius. | Kingtish, Mentivirrus nehbulosus 
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HABITS OF AN OREGON SUCKER, 

ASTORIA, OREGON, July 6th. 
*] Raji you might like to receive an account of 

avery curious lish found in these waters 1 send 
the following, beine’ the substante of a report made to 
the U. 8. Fish Commission. at whose request IT was ob- 
serving ifs habits and collecting specimens, The fish in 
question has a length of eight to ten inches, is of rather 
slender form, has a long and pointed head, large eyez, 
Jarge scales, and deeply forked tail. Tts mouth, when 
shot, is small, less than a half inch in length, but when 
open the lips project, forming a round suckertike mouth, 
bent slightly downward. Its color is a dark brown on 
the back, with the under parts of a pearly white ; the 
sides aré striped with black and pale silvery yellow, 
withasingle narrow stripe of bright orange running 
from the lips to tail. A line of orange also runs around 
the edges of the gill covers. Altogether, there is nothing 
very strange in its appearance, and economically it has 
no value. Itis not known whether it comes from the 
sea or from the muddy sloughs of the tide lands at the 
mouth of the Colutibia River, though the latter is thought 
to be the case. Ib comes into the trout streams early in 
July for the purpose of spawning, seldom foing more 
than a half mile aboye tidewater, and its visit is liniited 
to two weeks in duration. Ido not know its scientific 
Name, and it is quite possible that it has never received 
one, Locally, it isknown as the ‘‘sucker,” I had found 
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a few in a visit made a-week previons to the one of which 
an accountis given, They were found on this trip on 
the south fork of the Klaskani, a quarter of a mile higher 
than a week ago, The first intimation I had of their 
presence was the sight of several dead and partially eatei 
fish on the hotton of the stream, the worl, doubtless, of 
some hungry mink orotter; then atsome distance above 
Tsaw then leaping from a large pool, so many of them 
that there would be a dozen in the air all the time. The 
pool was about thirty feet by twelve, and in the middle 
five or six feet deep, its upper end terminating ina long 
ripple ; across, it, near the middle, lay, just level with 
the surface of the water. an old srass-grown loz. Walk- 
ing on this to where I could look down into the water, I 
saw such a sightas I had never seen before. I will not 
say that the pool was solid full of suckers, for that would 
be more than the truth. To say that there was « half 
dozen for every cubic foot of water in the pool would 
probably be less than the truth, Making my way to the 
head of theripple [ baited my hook and allowed the cur- 
rent to drift it under the log, It was taken instantly, 
and with arush and yim that Lknew a ten inch sucker 
was incapable of, and after the usual contest I had the 
pleasure of landing a fine salmon trout (Salmo clark), 
upwards of a foot in length. Looking now to the oppo- 
site side of the ripple. where the water was shallow, I saw 
a mass of suckers entirely covering a space of six or eight 
square yards. Dropping the hook among them, after a 
few minutes I succeeded in catching one, and so ¢)n- 
tinued until I had taken a dozen, when finding this 
methad too slow, I allowed the hook to sink among them, 
when, by giving a sharp twitch, I would generally sne- 
ceed in hooking one in the body. In this way T got some 
forty or fifty, as many as I thought would be wanted for 
specimens. 

I now started up stream, intending to spend the rest of 
the day in trout fishing, but found I was not sonear done 
with the suckers as Thad thought. They had preémpted 
the stream for a qufrter of a mile. In one place, where 
the water spreads out forming a large shallow basin with 
vravelly sides and bottom, they had collected on one 
side in 4 mass ten yards by one or two broad, piled upon 
cach otherso that ab least one-fourth were out of the 
water—entirely out—a solid, squirming, quivering mass 
of fishes. Stepping down beside them, I began with both 
hands to throw them upon the bank, and had J wished I 
could have thrown out bushels, In the quarter of a mile 
that they had possession of the stream T saw several such 
masses, and supposed that they were crowding above the 
water to receive better the heat of the sun, which now 
shone bright, but found on my return at 4 o’clock, when 
thesun was below the tree tops and the air quite cold, 
that even more of them were in this position. 

I found one place where the presence of several partly 
eaten fishes showed that even an otter had failed to drive 
them away. Lam informed that Jarge numbers of these 
fishes—less than half of the season’s run, but a great 
many—erowd themselves ashore after spawning and die 
there, and [have no donbt these were performing the 
last act of their tragedy; the only instance, so far as I 
know, of suicide among fishes, 

Iti must not be supposed that these fishes were sick or 
weak, or in any way incapable of continuing the struggle 
for existence. On the contrary, they were plump and 
strong, and apparently as capable of supporting the ills 
of their existence as any of their relatives in the deeper 
waters. 

Tt is a singular fact that so many of the fishes of this 
coast should die immediately afterspawning, The smelt 
(Osmerus paeificus) and the qninnat salmon are cases in 
point, The factin the case of the salmon ean beaccounted 
for by natural causes, The immense distance he has to 
go to reach the headwaters of the Snake and Columbia, 
the hardships of many kinds he must undergo, and all 
without food, for the oncorhyncht do not feed in fresh 
water, must tell fearfully upon his vitality. But the 
smelt goes scarcely a hundred miles inland, and the 
sucker dies not half a mile from tidewater and twenty 
from the ocean. C. J. Sra. 

—— 

THE GAME FISH OF TEXAS, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
In your issue of July 19th I notice a communication 

from ‘*Bexar,” of Corpus Christi, on the game fish of 
Texas. ‘ Bexar” is correct as to the black bass, croppie 
and wide-mouthed perch, all of which are very abundant 
in Texas waters, but whether the rock bass is an inhabi- 
tant of thal State l cannot say. It has been taken in Lonis- 
jana, but I know of no instance of its being found so far 
Southwest as Texas. There are two species of Pomoays, 
both called “croppie” or ** crappie” in certain sections, 
but [think but one species (P. annularis) exists in Texas. 
I will give brief descriptions of these several Species for 
the information of any who may be in doubt as to the 
identity of any or all of them. 
LARGE-MOUTHED BrLAck Bass,—M. pallidus (Raf,), 

Gill & Jordan. This is, as all know, the so-called *irout” 
of Southern waters. It is the game fish par excellence of 
the Southwest, and a further discription at this time is 
unnecessary. 

War-mouTH PERcH.—Ohenobryttus gulosus (C. & V.), 
Gill, Thisis the fish alluded to by “Bexar” as the 
“ wide-mouth perch,” and which isa very good name for 
it, the etymology of its generic name being chaino, to 
yawn or gape; 6bruttos, sunfish, and its specific name, 
gulosus, big-mouthed ; literally, ‘‘ wide-mouthed raping 
sunfish,” Jt has a mouth very similar to the black bass, 
and also closely resembles that fish in the radial formule 
of its fins. It hasa robust body, depth about half of 
length; broad forward, compressed behind: nape rounded; 
a depression oyer the eye; the snout projecting, forming 
an angle; fins rather low, with stout spines; teeth on 
Jaws, tongue and palate; scales large. The opercular 
spot on flap at the end of pill cover is as large as the eye, 
ttack, bordered with copper color. There is another spe- 
cles of Chenobiyftus in the South Atlantic States (Cc. 
viridis), somewhat smaller and slenderer, and is likewise 
called ** war mouth,” also ‘ bream,” 
Carico Bass.—Pomoxys nigromaculatus (L. 8.), Gi- tard. This fish is also known in various Sections as 

** grass bass,” ‘‘ silver bass,” strawberry perch,’ ‘ sop- gle-eyed perch,” ‘*razor-back,” ‘‘ croppie,” « chinkapin 
perch,” ete., all of which ara more or less expressive, 
though I think the latter the most distinctive and ex- 

pressive of its specific name (black spotted), provided 
every one knew what a ‘'chinkapin” was. 
Body nearly oval. half as deep as long, much com- 

pressed, arched, thin both at the back and belly ; snout 
projecting, forming an angle; mouth moderately large, 
but smaller and tougher than the next species (P. annz- 
laris); fins very large. anal fin larger than dorsal. Black- 
ish, or bluish green on back; sides and belly silvery ; 
marked with dusky blotches, as if made with thea ends 
of one’s fingers, 

Crappin.—Pamonys anniularis (Raf.). Also known as 
“bachelor perch,” ‘new light,” ‘*Campbellite,” **tin- 
mouth,” '' silver perch,” “speckled perch,” ete. Tk is 
very similar to the last-named species, though is scarcely 
so robust, and not so deep ; has a larger mouth, which is 
quite thin, white and transparent. hence the name * tin- 
mouth ;” it is more silvery, or white, in appearance, nnd 
the davkc spots on back and sides ara smaller, and the fins 
are nob so variegated as in the other species, 

This, I think, is the species so abnndantin Texas. Both 
species are handsome fishes, though not very ‘* gamy.” 

Rock BAss.—Ambloplites rupestris (Rat., Gill. A 
well-known species, very generally distributed west of 
the Alleghanies, and also known as “‘red-eya" and ‘gow 
gle-eye,” It isa good pan-fish and quite “gamy.” Body 
thicker, or more robust than the ‘* croppies,” though not 
80 inuch so as the ‘ war-mouth.” Depth about half of 
length ; head and mouth large; eye yery Jaree. iris red ; 
front.or face,convex; color, brassy-olive, with golden ereen 
and dusky markings ; a dark spot at base of each scale, 
giving a somewhat faintly striped appearance, which is 
more conspicuous after death, Dorsal fin larger than 
anal, 

‘The above-named species all belong to the family Cen- 
trarchidce, which is composed of perevid fishes with a 
single dorsal fin, either continuous or deeply divided, 
with from five to thirfeen spines, or thorny rays: anal 
fin large, with from three to nine spines; ventral fing 
thoracic, with one spine; body oblong, more or less ele- 
vated, and sometimes much compressed; some with a 
more ar less prolonged flap at the end of gill-cover (oper- 
cle), and nearly all with a black spot, larger or smaller, 
at this point; mouth oblique; villiform, or velvet-like 
teeth on jaws, vomer and palate; teeth on tonzus, pres- 
ent in some, but absent in other genera. 
The “war-mouth” is especially distinguished by ite 

large mouth and robust appearance ; and the *! croppies” 
by the very large anal fins, being larger than the dorsal. 
As the species above deseribed are readily distinguished 

by the number of spines and rays in the dorsal and anal 
fins, I submit the following formulas, with the remark 
that all of the spines must be counted, no matter how 
short or rudimentary the first ones may be, and that 
where the last soft ray is branched or forked it is to be 
counted only as one. The number of spines and rays 
may vary one or two in different localities; thus, in the 
extreme South or Southwest the number of spines in the 
dorsal fin of the black bass may be often found to be 
nine, or even eizht, instead of ten. Inthe table the spines 
are indicated by Roman numerals and the soft rays by 
Arabic numerals; thus, X, 12, means ten spines and 
twelve soft rays, 

Species. Dorsal, Anal. 

Black bass (If, pallidus), X, 12; ITT, 10. 
Rock bass (A. rupesiris), XT, 11, VI, 10, 
War-mouth (C. gulosua), xX, 10, Tf, 9. 
Calico bass (P. nigromaculatus), VII, 15, VE, 18: 
Crappie (P. annuluris), VAT, 15; VI, 17. 

“Bexar” seems to be in doubt as to the use of the 
name ‘‘goggle-eye.” It is a poor name at best, and is 
applied to several different species, He states that ** Hal- 
lock’s Gazetteer” gives"rock bass, croppie and goggle eye 
to the same fish, which is unfortunately the case on page 
323; but this isan error. It is almost impossible to com= 
pile a work of the character and extent of thig without 
some errors creeping in. 

In the instance referred to it was no doubt the inten- 
tion of the compiler to include hoth the rock bassand the 
crappie among the ‘‘ Fishes of the West,” but somehow 
got them mixed. If ‘‘ Bexar” will ease entirely the 
paragraph referred to, and write, in the margin, ‘rock 
bass, page 273; erappie, page 378 :” and then refer to the 
former page and add to the rock bass its present fechni- 
cal name Ambloplites rupestris (Raf.) Gill, and then turn 
to page 378, and add the name Pomonys nigromaculatua 
(L. 8.) Girard (its present name) to the description of the 
croppie at the top of the page, he will have it correct— 
though this ** croppie” is the calico bass. At the bottym 
of the page (878) the other croppie is described as ‘* sand 
perch” and ‘‘tin mouth.” On this same page he will 
also find his ‘* wide-mouth perch” referred to under the 
name of ‘‘ maw-mouth,” or + gorele-eye.” 
While *‘ Bexar” is aboutit, let him erase Roceus chry- 

sops (on page 879), for ib has nothing to do with *'sun- 
fish; but, turning to page 273, add it to the ‘' white lake 
bass,” for ib is the present name of that fish, 

J. A, HENSHALL, 
Cynthiana, Ky., Aug, 27th. 

a wa! 
Tht BAssES oF TENNESSEE,—Savannah, Tenn, A Ue, 

30th,—I have just returned from a short fishing excur- 
sion to a stream some six miles away. Notwithstanding 
the low water and hot weather, we had fair sport, taking 
some game bass and perch, the largest, a hass, weighing 
three pounds. The mode of angling, most killing in tho 
present state of the water and weather, isto fish on the 
bottom with live minnows, trying the swift water early 
and late, and resorting to the blue holes during the hot 
hours of the day, One can do no good in these streams 
hy casting, either with minnow orfly. Wehave here three 
varieties ot bass, WM. salmoides, MW. pallidus, and astri ped 
bass, yet our Joval anglers who distinguish fish by their 
color alone, make many more kinds, The two variehes 
M. salmoides, and M.pritlidus are known as ‘black trout,” 
or “green trout,” ‘pond trout,” “white trout,” or “chub 
trout.” The “black or green trout” outnumber the other 
varieties, and is more highly esteemed. In addition to 
the other fishes named, we have here the rvouk bass, known 
in these waters as black perch. Soth they and WM, salmce 
ides, show great diversity of color, some being yery pala, 
while in the same “hole” you may take others of alniwst 
inky blackness. The pile-perelr, in local parlance *‘sal- 
mon,” were formerly abundant, but have recently become 
scarce, not a dozen having been taken this season. In 
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the ‘good old past” many large ones have been captured. 
The larvest on record weighed seventeen pounds, and 
wis ensnared hy the president of the “Klaw Mammer 
Angling Assuciation,” the veteran angler of this portion 
of the State. The aboye mentioned ‘'Klub” owes its name 
to the style of coat worn by its presiding officer on high 
day, and holidays. WILL, 
et 

THE REVISION OF THE SALMONIDA, 

HIS work is progressing slowly but surely ; is so in- 

teresting, and has been so longneeded, that we hail 

with joy everything concerning it from ourichthyologists. 
Tt has been such a relief to have the formidable list of 
thirty or forty species, recorded inthe olden works, boiled 
down to about halfa dozen. That the work is not yet 
complete is true, but the labors of Bean and Jordan show 
that they are not idle, and there is no doubt that the 

tangle into which Suckley got the Pacific coast salmon 

will eventually be straightened out, Suckley’s work was 
perhaps as good as could be done with the material at his 
command, much of which was in such a state that 1f is a 
question whether it would have been a loss to science if 
it was entirely lost. He describes species from dried skins, 
and from specimens partly destroyed by alcohol, as well 

4s made new species of male and female, old and young, 
as they differed in their characters. His limited number 
of specimens must, however, be his apology, as he did not 

lave the advantages of the splendid collection of the Na- 

tional Museum at his command. On the subject of these 

Western salmon Prof. Jordan writes us as follows :— 

BLoomineton, Ind., Sept. 6th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

In yveference to Dr. Bean’s notes on the redfish in your 
paper of Sept. 2d, IT have to say :— 

1. Lhave now no doubt that the “Idaho redfish,” the 
‘redfish par excellence, is Oncorhynchus kennerlyi. In 
my visit to Oregon and Washington | obtained consider- 
a Je evidence which supports Dr, Bean’s view of the case, 

which moreover is clingled by his positive eximination 

of the speciniens sent by Capt. Bendire. ] 
2. Lt is probably true that the male of different species 

is also known as “redfish” in different localities, and of 
these ‘redfish,’ QO. nerka is certainly sometimes one. 

3. The determination of these species, made three years 
ago by Gill and Jordan, were based on very insufficient 
material; ‘the best we had,” but still very pocr. Since 
then, I have been able to examine them in their native 
waters, and my assistant, Mr. Charles H. Gilbert, is sul! 
after them, We have thus far failed to find any evidence 

of the existence of more than five species of salmon on 
our Western coast, althouzn we are ready to enlarge our 
notions if any more actualiy turn up. 

These are the following >— . 
1. O. kennerlyi (Sackley), The redfish known by its 

peculiar form, compressed and deep, the long compressed 
head, with the very large, oblique mouth, The vomeaine 

teeth, as stated by Dr. Bean, are more than usually de- 

veloped, Scales in a series alongside, 130-185. Branch- 
iosteguls, fourteen to fifteen, Anal rays (developed), fif- 

teen, Buck and tail, with black spots, Weight, usually 

Jess than five pounds.’ We know this to be Suckley’s Sa/- 

mo kenner/yi, hence its specific name is probably fixed. 

2, O. quinnat (Richardson), The quinnat salmon, the 

largest aud by far the most abundant and valuable species. 

Scales, 138-155. Bianchiostegals, fifteen to nineteen, us- 

ually one more on one side than the other. Gill rakers 

about fourteen, below the angle about twenty-four in all. 

Py lorie coeca, about 160. Anal rays, about sixteen. Back 

and tail, with black spots, Weight, filteen tu seventy 

pounds, We know this to be the original Salmo quinnat 

ot Richardson, and its specilic name is not likely to be 

ever changed. ; 

3. Q. tsuppiteh (Richardson), The “hooped” salmon. 

The sniallest salmon yeb known on our West coast, 

Seales, 127-180. Branchiostegals, thirteen to fourteen, 

Gillrakers, about thirveen below, twenty-three in all, 

Pyloric coaca. about sixty-three. Anal rays, thirteen. 

Bick, spotted; tail always plain, except the upperinostray 
which is sometimes spolted, This species reaches a length 

of about eighteen inches, and a weight of four to five 

pounds, Ib is probably, but not certainly, the Salmo 

isuppitch of Richardson, and its proper specific name is 

qucertain. There were no specimens of this species In 

tle museum when our first studies of the oncorhynchi 

were made, and the name tsuppileh was adopted by Gill 

and Jordan fora different fish, which turns out to be the 

same us Sulmo Cla kt. 
4, QO. nerke (Walbaum), The blue back, or 

River salmon, : 

This species is found from Oregon to Alaska ( jide speci- 

men froin Aleutain Island). It runs in small numbers in 

the Columbia with the qumpat salmon, and in much 

larger nuinbers further North. Scales, 130-135. Branch- 

jostevals, thirteen to fifteen. Gill rakers, twenty-three 

below, thirty-five to forty inall. Pyloric casca seventy- 

five to one hundred, ‘Anal rays, fourteen, Weight, 
eight to ten pounds. Aremarkably graceful species, the 

back deep blue, and no black spots anywhere, This is 

certainly the Oncorhynchus lyeaudon of Gitinther, and 

probably the Salmo xerka of Walbaum, Its name cannot 
however be considered as definitely fixed. 

5. O. gorbuscha (Walbaun), The hump-back salmon. 

Scales, 215-240. Brauchiostegals, twelve, Gill rakers, 

twenty-eight, Anal rays, fourteen, Weight, six to eight 

sounds, here is little doubt that this is the Sulno gur- 

Pikeud of Walbaum, and if so, its present name ip per- 
Dayib 8. JORDAN. 

Fraser 

maneut, 
—_— ~~ 

Fisnina Av MaRTHA’s VINEYARD. — Cottage City, 

Maviha's Vineyard, Muss., Aug, 16th.—Several of your 

subseribers have been sojoining here for a couple of 

weeks, Among the number are Mr. J. J, MeGeer, and 

Nr, M. W. EminonsJr,, of your city. Maj, Geo, Gilford, 

of Poiladelphia, accompanied them on their fishing: ex- 

ci rsio is durin the past and present week, catching blue- 

fir olf Cape Pogue, scoring twenty-seven one day, and 

thuty-four another, and still another, and hooked forty- 

iwo, losing nine, and parting one line, and snapping an- 

other. Capt. Cleveland and his handsome cratt have 

been ehartered for two weeks, The Island of Martha's 

Vineyard now teems with human beings, and all with 
one accord pronounce the Vineyard fishing equal, if not 
superior to any on the coast of Massachusetts, The 28th of 
August our city of cottages was illuminated, and $500 
woith of fireworks were ex ploded, G. G. 

> —. 

STRIPED Bass LN rH PiscaTagua.—Dover, N.E., Aug, 
26¢h,—Within a short dime quite a number of striped 
bass have been caught at Piscataqua Bridge, a_place on 
the Piscataqua River, some five miles from here, and 
eight from the sea, On Wednesday last, Mr. Al. Clem- 
enis pucceeded in landing one that tipped the scales at 
forty-five pounds, He was brought to this city and 
placed on exhibition in one of our markets. Quite a little 
urmy of fishersare preparing to make 4 descent on the 
aboye named place, in hopes they may bring to the sur- 
face, if no further, some of these beauties of the deep. 

W. A, G. 
rt 

HABITS OF SALMON—THE USE OF THE HOOK, 
ETC. 

V/ Winpsor, Nova Scotia, Any. d0th, 
OREST AND STREAM, just received, contains a 

courteous note of inquiry from Mr, CG. G, Atkins 
respecting the useof the hool on the lower jaw of the 
male salmon, also notes by ‘ Stanstead,” in which the 
writer asserts that he has ‘‘ taken cmsiderable pains to 
get the opinions of many of the north shore fishermen 
regarding some of the theories advanced by him (Hind), 
that salmon are biennial spawners, and often enter rivers 
for sanitary purposes, not for the purpose of spawning,” 
The replies ‘* Stanstead” appears to haye received were 
not favorable according to the fisherman's views. 

In your issue of the 19th you reproduce Mr, Mowat's 
interesting letter, in which he takes exception to the 
view I have advanced regarding the scarcity of salmon 
this year, Finally,a St. John, N. B., paper of the 16th 
August, contains a rhapsody from the pen of “ Salmo 
Wilmotii,” according to local contemporaries, in which 
am rather roughly handled for venturing to doubt the 
efficacy of the work of '‘ Salmo Wilmofii,” a5 now car- 
ried on, : 

If you can allow me space l would like to glanceat all 
of these communications, begining with the last Jirst. 

The author of Salmo wilmotit begins by calling names, 
This is unscientific aud suspicious, but as it appears to 
be an acquired local habit 1 let it pass. Referring to my 
letter to Prof. Baird, which you thought worthy of pub- 
lication, this author says: ‘* He (Hind) delivers himself 
of a stupid opinion respecting the reasons why the salmon 
are backward this year in their navigation inland,” and 
in argument against my view the author of Sulmo w2l- 
motiz urges the following luminous reason: * Kyerybody 
will agree that last winter was not a4 severe winter.” In 
reply, [say that I did not consult everyhody, or anybody 
about the winter. I referred to the comprehensive series 
of meteorological observations classified in the War De- 
partment of the United States, under the supervision of 
the late Gen, Meyer. Isupplemented my inquiries with 
a review of the meteorological observations classified at 
Toronto, under Prof. Kingston, and recently under Supt. 
Carpmael, I did not encumber my letter to Prof, Baird 
with a reference to these authorities, because I knew 
that he perfectly understood where and how I had ob- 
tained my meteorolugical information, 
And here, before referring to any other subject, let me 

linger for a moment to write a word in grateful respect 
to the memory of Gen, Meyer, as toone who has done 
miuch for humanity, and has left us in his prime. For 
four years, Gen, Meyer did me the honor to cause to be 
sent to me with unvarying regularity, the Montlily 
Weather Review, from the office of the chief signal offi- 
cer, and this without any charge whatever. I was in- 
debted to Prof, Baird, in the first instance, forthis cour- 
tesy, who suggested it, and while I have pleasure in ac- 
knowledging my indebtedness to the one, ib is fitting 
that Ishould record a respetttul appreciation of the life- 
work of the other. Gen, Meyer initiated and guided 
to marked success a scheme of cudperalive observation, 
which will enroll his name among the benefactors of 
mankind, 

I observe that Mr. Mowat states in the letter you have 
reprinted, ‘our weather here last fall was not colder than 
usual,” In answer to these generalizations, 1 submit the 
following observations taken from the authorities al- 
ready named. 

MEAN TEMPERATURE LOWER IN 1579 THAN THE CORRESPONDING 
MONTH IN 1578. 

November. December. 
Frederioton, N. B........ --. 1.33 2 53 6,90 
St. John, N. B...,- 3.48 5 40 
Hulilax, N. S......es 5 2.30 1,43 
Sydney, O, B, Is..---...0..000s 5.20 6.39 

MINIMUM TEMPHRATURES, 
October. November. Dereinber. 

Below zero. 
Fredericton, N. B..--..... «+. 30 3l 
St. Jobn, N. B .- 80 14.0 
Halifax, N.8..... 13,7 a4 
Sydney, GC. B. Is ...--......-- 13,6 9.0 

From these observations it appears that, in all cases, 
the mean temperature of October, November and De- 
cember, 1879, fell very considerably below the mean 
temperature of the corresponding months in 1878, 

In Gen, Meyer's comments on December, 1579, in rela- 
tion to low temperature, he says: ‘* The following notes 
are of interest, as indicating the ewcessive cold (sic) of 
the month in various sections,” etc., etc. 

So much, then, for the “stupid opinion” which I 
gleaned from the resiilts of very many independent ob- 
servers, and which the author of Sulno wilmoti has 
courage to contradict by quoting ‘* everybody.” 
Now, let me reply to ‘Stanstead," S. W., and Mr, 

Mowat, allin one, respecting the point that salmon enter 
tivers for sanitary purposes, and not necesvarily for 
spawning, and enter different rivers to those in which 
they were born. ‘ Stansttad” wants proof; the other 
gentlemen don’t believe ib. , 
Record of the experiments of the propristors of the 

Erne River (Ireland). published in the official reports on 
the Trish Sulmon Fisheries for 1875 and 1876, Oct, 19th, 
1875; Male fish, caught in the Brne. weighing 10 lbs, Red, 
that is, in spawoing condition, marked with medal No. 
15, This fish was caphured by angling in the Bundrowes 
River on the 30th March, 1876, and weighed 12 lbs. 
Aug, 29th, 1876: Male fish, fresh, weighing 12 lbs., 

caught in the Erne. and marked with medal No. 20. 
Released, and subsequently found killed in the Lough- 
head River on the 28th November, 1876. 
_ Here you haye positive proof of identity, and of yisit- 
ing a parent river tu spawn, of leaying that river, and of 
being taken in a neighboring river some months after- 
ward. What did (hese fish ascend the neighboring rivers 
for? Th wasnot for spawning purposes—it was too early ; 
and the rivers in which they were found were some miles 
distant from their native rivers, It was not for food, for 
the aduli sea salmon does not feed in rivers. 

Again, salmon are frequently reported by the watch- 
ful water-bailiffs in Treland “about the mouths of 
rivers,” waiting, if is supposed, for ‘a, rise or freshet,” 
They suddenly disappear, but not up the river; they go 
out lo sea, or it may be to try other rivers. This is a con- 
stant observation, 

SPRING SPAWNING SALMON, 

Mr. Mowat incidentally acknowledges this habit, in 
describing the spring kelts.” I first saw the nests of 
spring spawning salmon on the 24th July, 1864, at the 
head waters of the northwest branch of the Southwest 
Miramichi, Iwas at the time making a geolosical sur- 
yey of New Grunswick for fhe government. My canoe 
men were both excellent salmon poachers, and spoke of 
the spring nests. as by 10 means uncommon, The nests 
ave made in March or April, pccording to the seasun. I 
examined two of the nests I saw. The eggs were there, 
transparent, and consequently alive, If they had been 
nests of the fall schools, the eggs would not be there 
alive; these would haye Hatched in May, or, if they had 
died, then decompose by July. 

I wanted to get a salmon, and said to my canve- 
men: '' Catch me a salmon.” ‘Th-nizht,” was the ve- 
ply. They constructed a negog, or Indian spear, making 
it out of a large nail, the tynes of birch. An hour after 
nightfall Thad two salmon and three grilse, and could 
have oblained five times that number, if I had been so 
disposed. M 

The bright salmon caught in the Moisie River, on the 
spawhing grounds in October, are sj,ing spawners, 
coming up Use river in the fall. . Mr, Mowat’s * spring 
kelts coming from the sea late in November, with the 
ova at the same stage as the June fish,” are spring 
spawners. I have mentioned spring spawners in New- 
foundland waters in my article on ** Spring Spawn- 
ing,” published in FOREST AND STREAM in January, 1880, 

BUINNIAL SPAWNERS, 

This habit, to which some gentlemen take exception, 
is perfectly well known in Europe. The London mar- 
ket in January is supplied from the biennial spawners 
which congregate in the rivers in Hulland during the 
winter season, and which are known as fat winter sal 
mon ; also, from the fat tidal salmon caught, until 1878, 
on the ist of January and subsequently, in the Slizo 
District, in Ireland, and toa less extent in the Dublin 
District, 
The chief spawning season in the Sligo District is the 

last fortnight in December. The fish taken in the 
tidal waters the moment the close time ceased af mid- 
nix n the slat of December, were fat biennial spawn- 
erst the finest quality.” This salmon was caught by 
hundreds the moment the church bells in Sligo District 
announced the opening of the new year, up to 1878. 
Then the proprietors of the upper portions of the rivers 
exerted themselves to have the close timie extended to 
the 15th of January, and now tidal salmon fishing begins 
there at midnight on the 15th, 

In brief, the gentlemen who contend against the idea 
of biennial salmon spawners, should read, with care, Bar- 
furth’s article on the food of the salmon, translated by 
Dr. Theodore Gunther, and printed in Prof. Baird’s Re- 
port for 1873 to 1875, They should read Dr. Prie’s ac- 
count of the Bohemian salmon, They should look be- 
youd their own rivers, and see what the rest of the 
world has done and is doing, 

THE HOOK ON THE LOWER JAW OF THE MALH SALMON. 

Tt must not be supposed that the hook is a constant de- 
velopment on the fuil grown male, During his off sea- 
sons he does not develop a hook. During his spawning 
seasons his lower jaw alone protrudes and curves upwards, 

This is a yery iniportant fact in relation to the habits of 
the salmon and its instincts. It is yery wonderful, and 
opens a new and I believe an untroddlen field of inquiry 
in relation to the movements of many species of fish, 
particularly the anadromous species in counection with 
teniperature and fooilsupply. The principle it invelves 
probably extends to various genera of the cold water 
fishes. and greatly affects their novementa, 

Bat, while during their barren seasous the old maleg 
are almost hookless, the young mules, developiie milf, 
alwaysshow the hook, [think that the old inales con- 
sregate together in the sea during the barren years, 
‘hat they visit the mouths and lower reaches of rivers in 

schools is certain (vide Barfurth). As a gnide to the 
proper understanding of the use of the hook, we may 
vlauce atanother of the salmonidgs, thecaplin, As June” 
approaches, two fleshy ridges develop themselves on the 
hack of the male caplin, running from head to tail. The 
fernal2 has no such ridges developed during the spawn- 
ing season. In July, when the caplin spawn, two males 
inelose «a Female between them, the developed ridves on 
their backs preventing the female from rising or slipping 
upwards. Zhe trio then swim yiyoronsly up a gently 
shiping beach, either tidal or submarine, to a depth of 
thirty fathoms, the one condition being that the beach 
inust be gently sloping. The pressures of the two 
miulés, with the female between them, against the sandy 
beach compels the spawn from the female, the milt is 
discharged at the same moment, and the trio coniplete 
the process, apparently in a single rush, but of this 1 an 
nt sure. Tiie ridges are absorbed subsequently, and 
the backs of the males become nearly sinouth, like those 
of the females. 

T received the first hint of the use of the hook on 
the male salmon’s lower jaw from an Abenaquis half- 
breed Indian, who was one of my canoemen when I was 
exploring the interivr of the Labratlur Peninsula in 1861, 
At the first falls of the Moisie River, where salmon in 
great numbers were crowded together, this half Indian, 
Pierre,” told me what he had seen when watehiog. Dulian 
fashion, the silmon spawning. As this occurs paly at 
night, or at evening, and perhaps in gloomy rivers lace io 
the afternoon, itis rarely tnat ths ooserver has the chaace 
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_ to see the malesalmon make his charge anderip, Isawit 

fairly once only, but had no idea of its object until I saw 
the caplin spawn in Trinity Bay, Newfoundland, in 1876, 
and afterward found dead male caplin on the Northern 
Labrador, with the ridges nearly gone from their backs, 

The explanation of the seizure of the female by the 
male dawned upon me when reading Barfurth’s, Siebold's 
and Block's statements about the disappearance of the 
hook in the fat biennial spawning male, during his bar- 
ren year. 
Now as to structure. If Mr. Atkins will refer to the 

same volume of the Commissioner of Fisheries Report, 
which contains his own excellent paper on ‘The Atlantic 
Salmon,” he will find.un page 719.4 translation of alectura 

_ on the organs of reproduction in fishes, ete,; and on page 
721 he will see a diagrammatic illustration of the ovaries 
and oviduct of the majority of osseous fishes, I have 
searched in vain for anything like this structure in the 
anadromous salmon, Ihave utterly failed to discover 
even similarity in the anadromous salmon with the rep- 
resentation of the organs and their relation to the genital 
orifice. ButTamnot an anatomist, nor a physiologist, 
and should be sorry to find myself attempting to describe 
structural differences or affinities, This is the work of 
specialists nowadays. Were I to doso, I should proba- 
bly discover Salmo wilmotii,No, 2,in five minutes. Hence 
my cautious statement, "I think you will find,” etc., to 
which Mr, Atkins calls attention. But I long since found 
in the salmon (and haye before mein alcohol at the present 
moment) a structure whichled me to the conclusion that 
the evs of the salmon were contained in closed sacs, sepa- 
tated from the oviduct by a membrane which serves the 
ee tvee of ahymen, and that if is the function of the 
ook an the lower jaw of the male fish te break this 

membrane when the proper hour arrives, 
if Mr. Atkins will open a female salmon well advanced 

in spiuwa, under wiler, so as not to loosen the eggs from 
the leaflets by handling ina different medium, he will, 
I think, satisfy himself that the conclusion I haye ad- 
vanced is not hypothetical, 
Your correspondents have touched upon one or twa 

other points, which the space Ihave already occupied 
prevents me from noticing now, But with your 
permission I will advert to them ina future communi- 
cation. Discussions on these subjects, if temperately 
conducted, must be productive of good, for while they 
tend to expose empiricism and vainglorious boasting, 
they bring out important facts, as in Mr. Mowat’s letter, 
which tend to the diffusion of knowledge and to public 
utility, Hengy YOULE HiInp. 
at te 

A FISHING TRIP ON LAKE SUPERIOR, 

DoLorg, Minn,, Aug. 21st. 
BOUT three weeks ago a party of seven, including 
your correspondent, went down the north shore 

cof Lake Superior, on a trout fishing trip. We had such 
good luck and such a pleasant time, that I thought your 
readers might Jike to hear of it. 
The personnel of our party was, first and chiefly, the 

*Pjoran,” then the ‘* Buffalo Bull,” whom the Piegan 
was supposed to drive, next, a nameless gentleman, then 
the ‘* Freshman,” and last, three boys, We lett Duluth in 
the wee small hours of the 5th of last month and rowed 
down the lake six miles to a small stream, where one of 
the party caught a fair sized trout: here we found a 
gridiron. and as our party were eminently respectable so, 
fo speak, we capturedit. Afterrowing about three miles 
futther, a tug took us in tow and landed us at Sucker 
River, eighteen miles from the head of the lake. As we 
lay down on the ground with nothing over us but our 
blankets, we promised ourselves good sport on the mor- 
row. Warly the next morning, after a breakfast in which 
bread predominated, the whole party started off for the 
trout streams. We followed a deer trail for two weary 
hours, during which time all the party, with the excep- 
tion of the Piegan and myself, turned back. We pushed 
on, and at noon were five miles from camp, with abont 
fifty trout, After a dinner of two slices of water-soaked 
bread, we walked a mile and a half further up the brook 
and then fished down, At 7:30 we came into camp with 
160 zood troutand true, Therest of the party had twelve 
fish, Atter a good night’s rest we sailed on to Encamp- 
ment Beach, thirty-five miles from Duluth, where we 
intended to spend the Sabbath, We selected as beautiful 
@ spot as one often seesfor our Sunday rest. Imagine 
a(leep bay. with a sandy beach, perhaps thirty feet wide, 
running around it a distance of fully two miles, a rocky 
jnlet rising percipitously from the cold, sky-tinted water, 
as if in sharp contrast to the mainland, and crowned with 
foliage of the deepest green. Behind usrose ‘ The hills, 
rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun,” holding their store of 

_ precious metals for the use of man, while before us 
stretched out as far as the eye could reach the beautiful 
waters of grand old Lake Superior, As we stood there 
fizing over its boundles expanse, the sun sani behind the 
hills casting a glory over the sea and sky that I never ex- 
pect to see surpassed, 

Early Monday morning we started on, hut the north- 
east wind blowing very hard wa made but fifteen miles, 
and campde that night at Split-rock River. The next 
morning we put out early, bound for * Taptism or bust.” 
Ati noon we rowed into Beaver Bay, a town of about one 
hundred people. and where we replenished our conimissary 
department, which was running low. While there we 
met a party of three, fresh from Baptism, who informed 
us very coolly that they ‘*didn’t think we would catch 
many there, they’d just taken out a hundred pounds.” 
This rather knocked our calcvlations in a heap, but we 
went on and reached our Mecea at 4 o'clock, in time for 
the evening fish. The ‘lone fisherman” went up the 
Tiver about amile, to the falls, and got only some dozen 
fish. I!e came back qnite discouraged with the outlook. 
The next morning all the party but one went up the 
stream and brought down at noon about thirty fish, 
weighing on an average three-quarters of a pound each, 
They reported seeing a monster tront laying under a 
stone up the river, and so in the afternoon the boss fisher- 
man and myself wentafterhim. We saw him under the 
stone and grappled for him, hooked him, and pulled ; he 
did not come, so I waded into the water for him and got 
hold of the line, which was a quadruple strand, made es- 
pecially for the occision, and slowly but surely pulled 
hia oat, Asso9n as he touched the ground the hook 
broke from his mouth and he and I fought for some mo- 
meob3, bub the right won the day, and we put on our 
EEE 

string a speckled trout that beat anything I ever saw ; he 
was twenty-one and a half inches over all, five inches 
deep two andahalf inches in thickness and weighed 
when dressed four and a half pounds, Talk about your 
brook trout that weigh about a pound or two! You should 
have seen us after we had got him! My companion in 
arms made some remarks about the ‘Great horned 
spoon,” I spoke of the ‘ Devil trace river,” and we made 
the woodsresound. That was our gala day. Our bill of 
fare, too, on that day was style. Here it is; Breakfast: 
fried trout, flapjack, coffee and bread and butter, etc. 
Dinner; flapjacks, coffee, fried trout, bean soup, crackers, 
etc. Supper: fried trout, baked trout, coffee, etc. That 
night we slept the sleep of the just, as it were. 

About 4o'clock the next morning one of the party 
went up the river and caught nothing exceptaduck. He 
found out, too, the reason for the name ‘‘ Baptism ’—he 
was thoroughly immersed. That morning we started 
for home, and of the trials and triumphs, the joys and 
sorrows of that homeward voyage I will speak in my 
next. FRESHMAN, 

——_——_ 

Bia Bass.—Putnum, Ang. 20th.—Some eight miles 
from here lies the famous Webster Pond, which is very 
large, covering some 2,000 acres or more, and abounds in 
black bass, some very large, yet we do not know just 
how to catch them. Dobson and worms are principally 
used, but while we can see hundreds of great fellows 
swim past our hooks, they scarcely notice our bait. Once 
in a while one will notice, and perhaps bite, and while we 
catch only from five to twenty ina day’s fishing, it seems, 
if we only knew the proper bait, we might catch hun- 
dreds where we catch but one now. Willsome one let us 
know through the FormST AND Stream of the best bait, 
or indeed tell us how to catch some of these big fellows. 
There seems tobe an abundance of food for fish in this 
pond, for shiners, perch and pickerel also abound, This 
lake, or pond, is of au average of say twelve feet deep, 

G. FY W. 

Auswers ta Correspondents. 
——_>—_. 

= No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

=== 

N. A. E., Bangor, Maine.—The wild hogs of Wlorida are simply 

domestic hogs (Sus seropha) run wild. 

Mepicus I1.—We publish in this issue the information you ask 

for regarding cocker spaniels. 

A.O.S8., Sayannah.—Can furnish any back oumbers you wish. 

Much valuable information on yachting. 

W.J. A., Denton, Texfs.—tiIn field trials, if a dog points a lark, 

turtle dove, ora rabbit, is it counted against him? Ans. No. 

Fusit, Boston, Mass.—Thanks for sending newspaper abstract 

of Prof. Mayer's lecture, but the author has promised us the full 

text of his article, which we shall publish shorily. 

H.€. B., Warsaw, Wis.—Write to A. EB, Godeffroy, Guymard, 

Orange County, N, Y_ He can put you in the way of getting the 

dog you want. 

J. E.8.. Attica, Obio,—Deer may be killed in the Upper Penin- 
sular belween Aug. Ist and Noy. lath, and in the Lower Peninsu— 

lar between Sept. 16th and Dee, lath 

GO. A. 8., Milford, Mass.—Please inform me open season for 

game In lowa—ducks, prairie chickens, etc, Ans. Prom Aug, lith 
to Dec, lst for pinnated grouse; Aug. 15th to May Ist for ducks , 

G. W.R., Moodus, Conn.—What would be the fare from New 
York city to some good trout fishing in Pennsylvania, and 

what route is the cheapest? Ans. Trout fishing is closed for this 

year. 

J. W., lowa.—Does *’ The Birds of the Colorado Valley,” by Dr. 

Ellint Coues, give a specilic and weneric description of all the 
birds treated upon, or isitin these respects the same as the “ Birds 

of the Northwest," by the same author. Ans. “* Birds of the Col- 

oevado Valley" does contain full descriptions of the birds treated 

Gifferine in this respect from ** Birds of the Northwest,” 

J.C... New York, N. ¥.—Will you please inform me whether 

quail, rabbits aud partridge may be shot in Connecticut alter 

Oct. Ist? Also what may beshot., Ans. Quail, woodcock, ruffed 
grouse, rabbits, ducks and geese may be shot after Oct. Ist, 

except duck, geese and brant in the mouth of the Houswtonic 

River. 

Maocxk.—Pointer Muck, winner of prize at Centennial doe show, 

1876, was by Dan out of Cute: Dan by Rap; Rap the son of old 
shot, of Hasthampton, snd imported by Mr. Buell, his owner; 

Cute by imported Panny. She was bred by Squire Challoner, 

Warecreshire, England. Mack was owned by Mr. James War- 

burton, New Britain, Conn. ; 

H. B. V., Bradford, Pa.—For internal canker the ear should be 

ayringed with lukewarm water and thoroughly cleaned. Take 

Goulard's extract of lead one ounce, glycerine and carbolic acid 
one-quarter ounce, finest olive oil fouranda half ounces, Mix 
the two first-pamed, and add the oil gently, rubbing together ina 
mortar. The vottle must be well shaken before the liniment is 

dropped in the ear. Feed lightly; give no meat; the food should 

consist of boiled green vegetables, 

Reaper, New York.—l, We cannot distinguish between 
makers. Those advertised in our columns are allgood, 2, Their 
gunsare good. 3. Shotgun. 4. Yes, all smooth bores can beso 
ised, but we do not recommend if. 5. There are several good 

places. Cannape is highly recommended. Take H. BR. R.R. to 

Kingston, thence Ulster and Delaware K. R. to Shokan, C. Rock- 

well will give information and guide. 6, There is no dog that 

will huntull the game you mention, A pointer or setter is best 
for birds, and a hound or common cur for the fuur-footed “ yar- 

mints." 

CHICAGO.—We would certainly not advise yom to try the Per- 

kins boiler. It is complicated, and not any more economical than 

the common tubular boiler. Do not believe the statements put 

forth by interested hucksters in “rights for America. Examine 

the trials in Hpgland and convince yourself. Tae bojler hasnow 
been in the market for ten yéars,and only half a dozen are in 

use, whilé many have been thrown out as worthless bumbugs. 
With your soft coals the Perkins builer would be an absolute 

nuisance and wasteful io fuel. See back files, 

W. C,, East Saginaw.—Taking boat at twenty-five feet water 
line, eight and a half feet beam, and four feet nine inches d. ep 
she will need three and ahalf to four tons ballast. Of this put 
say 1,576 pounds in the keel. Latter about fifteen inches below 

garbourds amidships, eizht inches on top and five inches on bot. 
tom, tapering atends. Round up well forward and a little aft 

The iron outside will be ten feet long and teu inches deep; ayer- 

age thickness, six inches. The keelson can be cast-iron if desired, 

and rest stowed between the frames under the floor or east to fit. 

See thatit is secured and cannot shift. Cut away the keel for the 

outside iron, and bolt up through all. The midship section you 
send will make a yery roomy cratt, Give sides of house a slight 

“tumble home.” Mast for compromise cutter about nine feet six 

inches trom forward end of waterline. Forestay sets up at stem 

head; jibstay through bowsprit end and down to cutwater. Use 

fixed bowspritand standing jib, Hoist of mainsail, twenty Fvet 

boom twenty-seven and a half feet, gaff tiftecn feet, bowsprit 

outboard twelve feet. Peak gaff with jibstay, or nearly so. Top- 

mast fourteen feet aboye cap, fitted to house, Exact sail plan 

depends upon immersed fore and aft section. Center of saile 
about six inche’ forward of center of lateral resistance. Several 

such boats in our waters, giving much more satisfaction than the 
pancake variety. 

TH. K., Bradford, Pa.—I have a Sussex cocker puppy three or 

four months old. About two weeks ago he showed signs of be- 

ing out of order. His hair appeared to be dead and dry; sores 

showed themselves on different parts of his body and his eyes ran 

badly, Igave bim twodrops of Fowler's solution daily, and also 

guve him an occasional dose of sulphur in his mill. Do not think 

it came from overfeeding or high living. He did not seem to im- 

prove under this treatment, and last Sunday he showed indica- 
tions of what IT supposed was distemper, though I never saw a 

case and have had no experience with the disease. He had 

spasms, during which be threw a frothy slime from his mouth. 

Lhaye been giving a mixture of cream of tartar, sulphur and gun- 

powder, one teaspoonful once or twice a day aud two drops tine- 

ture uux yomica. On Friday, his symptoms were more alarming. 

He would run around in his room and bite things that came in 

his way, agd I ferred he might have sivns of being rabid and in- 

tended having him killed; but this morning he does not show 

these wild signs and recognizes his friends. He eats heartily, We 

feed him on boiled milk and bread, with some cooked meat. He 

hasan almost constant twitching of the muscles, but I do not 

think hiseyes are running so much now. Ans, The dog requires 
to be very closely watched. The symptoms giyen point very 

sirongly to rabies, although it is seldom that the disease appears 

in one s0 young, unless bitten by & rabid animal. Write again. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

A REMARKABLE CIRCUMSTANCE.—Mr, W. E. Sanford, of Holley, 

N.Y., became afflicted a few years since with a most terrible in- 

Hammation in the lower portion of his body. He did all that 

thought could suggest to remoyeit, even submitting to a most 

painful surgical operation. At last, when death was longed for 

and seemed Lear, he began (against the wishes of his friends) tak- 

ing Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, and is to-day a strong 

man and in perfect health. Any readers who may question this 

remarkable assertion can addresshim at Holley, N. Y., and ae 
certain for themselves. 

ge 

CATALOGUE OF HAMMERLESS GUNS.--Messrs. J. Palmer O'Neil 

& Co. have recently forwarded to us a copy of their new catulogue 
of Hammerless Guns, a publication which is devoted to showing 

the character of the sportsman’s goodsnowfor sale by jhem. It 

is profusely illustrated with fine vwoodcuts, and seems to mention 

every article that the shooting man can require. In addition to 

the pages deyoted purely to businessare several which include in 

their contents the game laws of Pennsylvania, abstracts of those 

of most of the States and Territories, and a number of useful 
hints to sportsmen. 

——_—s,_ 

THe WiLsoON ADJUSTABLE CHAIR.—Th8 attention of avery one 
of our readers, be he bacheloror family man, is particularly 

directed to theadvertisement on another page of this paper of 

the Wilson Adjustable Chair. his isan article of real merit. 

Through its wonderful adaptability it really takes the place of 
from $300 to $400 worth of inflexible beds, chairs and lounges. 

[tis an elegant addition to parlor or library, There are chairs and 

chairs, but thisia the chair. Many easy chair-makers have done 
excellently, but the Wilson has excelled them all. 

i+ 

—The Holabird Shooting and Fishing Suits, Upthegrove & 

McClellan so's manufacturers, Valparaiso, Ind. Send for circular. 
‘The * Holabird Shooting Coat‘ the best in the world.’ 

ey 

—Try Diving Decoys and Improyed Explosive Target Balls 
See advertisement. 

——— 

—Our readers will do well to notice the new advertisement of | 
E. Remington & Sons. 

————_— by 

—The American Arms Company, as explained by their new ad- 

vertisement, will reduce the prices on their guns for « short 

time. Send in your order if you want to get 2 good Fox gun 
cheap. 

AMERICAN CHAMPIONSHIP RECORDS. 

Recordsat championship games, to Aug. Ist, 1880, are: 100 yards 

rin, 10 sec., W. C. Wilmer, Short Hills A. G., Oct. 12ih, 78, and R. 
L. La Montazne, New York A,C., Sept. 28th, ’78; 220 yards run, 

22 sec., L. HB. Myers, Manhattan A. C., Sept. 20th, ‘79: 440 yuris 
491-5 sec., L. E. Myers, Manhattan A, C., Sept. 20th, “79; half mile 

run, 1 min. 563 sec., L. E. Myers, Manhattan A.C., July 17th, ‘80; 

one mile run, 4 min. 29} see, L, E. Myers, Manhattan A. C., May 

dist, 80; five mile run,27 min, 55}sec. W.H. Robertson, Brooklyn 

A. ©., June 5th, '80; 120 yards hurdle race, 17+ sec., H. Hdwards 
Ficken, New York A. C., Oct. 12th, ‘78; one mile walk, @ min. 33 

2-5 sec., B. B. Merrill, Union A, C., July 6th, '80; three mile walk, 

#1 min. 42 sec,, T. H, Armstrong, Jr., Harlem A. C., Sept. 14th, "7B; 
seven mile walk, 55 min. 36} sec., W. H. burdy, Greenpoint A. C., 
Sept. 20th, '79; running high jump, 5 ft. 8Lins., J. P. Conover, Col, 
Coll. A. A., May 9th, ‘79; rmnping broad jump, 21 ft. 8 ins., J.S. 

Voorhees, Brooklyn A. ©., June dth,'80; pole leaping, 10 ft. 74 ins.; 

B. F. Richardson, Scottish American A. C,, July 5th, '80; putting 

the shot, 89 ft. 2} ins., J. A. Fullerton, Montreal Lacrosse Club 
June Sth, "80; throwing the hammer, 87 ft. 1 in., F, Larkin, 
Princeton Coll. A. A., Muy 9th, "79; throwing 50 pound weirht, 23 

ft, If ing,, Win. B. Curtis, New York A. C., Sapt. 20th. 79+ bicyele 
ae joer 6 min. 27 eec., W. 8. Clark, N.Y. Bicyele Club, Fab. 

"BO. 
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Che Kennel. 
—Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York,” 

FIXTURES. 

Pennsylvania State Agriculturial Soctety International Colley 
Trials. Philadelphia, Sept. 20th, 2ist, 22d, 23d, 24th and 25th, Dr. 
L. A. Twaddell. Superintendent of trinls, Philadelphia, D. W, 
Seiler and Elbridge MoNonkey, Seeretaries, P_ 8. A. Society, Har- 
risburg, Pa. 

Montreal Poultry, Dog and Pet Sioek Association, Montreal 
Canad, Sept. 2ist. 22d and 23. Entries close Sept. 14th, J. H. Cay- 
ford, P. O. Box 1163, Montreal. 

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association Field rials. Milford, 
Nebrasku, Sept. d0th und Oct. Istund 2d. Entries close Sept, 29th. 
8. H. Harley, Secretary, Lincoln, Neb. 

St. Lovis Kennel Club, 8t. Louis Mo., Oct, ath, dth, 7th and 8th- 
Bntrics close Sept.20th. Chas. H. Turner, Secretary, St. Louis: 

0. . 

Peunsylvania State Field Trials Association Trials, Laticaster, 
Pa., commence Noy. 9th. J.R. Stayton, Secretary, Pittsbure. Pa. 

National American Kennel Club's Second Annual Wield Trials, 
Vineennas, Ind,.. Nov. lith. Chas. De Rongé. Secratary, 51 Broad 
street, New York. 

Eastern Field Trialz Club's Second Annual Trivls, Robins Island 
‘reeonic Bay, L. 1, Nov. 29. Jacob Pent, Secretary, New York. 
rt ee 

TORONTO DOG SHOW. 

ELEN the proposition of holding a dog show in con- 
nection with the Industrial Exhibition was first 

submittea to the directors of the association, they were 
hardly inclined to at once adopt the suggestion; the 
amount asked for to make up a premium list being so 
much larger than they had any idea of giving to the dogs, 
After listening to arguments in favor of good prizes aiid 
ud proportionate entrance fee, they decided, however, to 
try the experiment, and voted altogether the sum of $500 
and two silver medals, of the value of $20 each; this 
with donations from outsiders, enabled the committee in 
charge of the affair to issue a premium list with a total 
of nearly $700 worth of prizes in cash and kind. Jt was 
expected that fifty per cent. of the prize money would be 
returned in entrance fees, but the sporting class entries 
fell short of the estimate, while the non-sporting division, 
on the other hand, exceeded the most sanguine expecta- 
tions ; the totals being 189 sporting to 144 non-sporting. 
The month of September being one In which field dogs 
are busy, and in anything but show condition, doubtless 
took at least an additional seventy-live per cent. of entries 
off from classes 1 to 22, which should have received about 
280 entries. It was just as well after ail that no more 
entries were received, or there would have been trouble 
in benching them, for as if was, every available inch of 
space in the ponte, house, which was used on this occa- 
sion, was lully occupied, It is intended, we understand, 
to devote this house to dogs in future, building a new 
one for the poultry, and this will be a decided advantage, 
as the space can then be made more of, and accommoda- 
tion for another 100 dogs be secured, by placing the 
benches to the lest advantage. The benches on this oc- 
casion were deep aud roomy, but they were too high from 
the ground—a common fault in our bench shows—and the 
lifting of large dogs on to high benches is a difficult and 
sometimes a dangerous task. They should be no higher 
than eighteen inches from the floor ;thena dog can get 
up and down without assistance, Taken as a whole, we 
were much pleased with the general arrangements, though 
the feeding on the first day, at least, was not what it 
should have been, the promised supply of Spratt’s bis- 
cuit not having arrived, unfortunately, while the waste 
food from the dining hall was not enough for the demand, 
and the quality poor. Of the dogs on exhibition the ma- 
jority of the sporting classes were not up to the average, 
thouvh they contained some good ones here and_ thera. 
From this general statement we must except foxhounds 
and greyhounds, they being very strong classes, particu- 
larly the former. The non-sporting division, which 
rightly for this country, we think, included fox terriers, 
were well ahead of anything seen on this continent, the 
prize winners being, with hardly an exception, superior 
to those at the late Westminster Kennel Show, Judging 
was done single handed and in public, the task beg di- 
vided up asfollows: Myr, John Dayidson took setters, 
plinters, Spaniels, retrievers, foxhounds, beagles, and 
greyhounds; Dr. J. 8. Niven took colleys, black and tan 
terriers, pugs aud teys, and Mr, James Watson took mas- 
tiffs, St, Bernards, Newfoundlands, bulldogs, bull terriers, 
skye, bedlington and dandie dinniont terriers, and rough 
terriers. Tlie duties being thus subdivided, enabled the 
whole werk to be finished early on the afternoon of the 
first day ; indeed, with the exception of the special prizes, 
the judging was finished before an adjournment was 
made for lunch, 
ENGLISH SETTERS.—In the absence of Prince of Orange, 

who, we understand, has left Mr. Wilks’ kennel, Dime, 
a -yery handsome black and white ticked dog, had an 
easy win. Heis only fourteen months old, by Flash ex 
Whirlwind, and a litter sister took first honors in the 
bitch class. Both are the property of Mr. Francis, of 
Rochester, and they make an uncommonly well-matched 
brave, making allowance for the difference in size for 
sex. Bang, the second dog, is a big bony fellow, with 
very little fashion, Sport is very plain, and Forrest very 
weak in head ; his condition pulied him forward. Paris 
was sent on exhibition in his working suit, and the old 
fellow was a model even without bis bench show allow- 
ance of feather, elc, In bitches, Flame, referred to 
above, won well, Princess Blanche is passable and no 
more, and but for her small bone Daisy would doubtless 
have changed places with her. Medina was hardly de- 
serving of a card, being almost devoid of feather. In- 
deed, we cannot compliment Mr. Weighell on the candi- 
tion of any of his dogs, Pride took first in the puppy 
class. He was not to our fancy at all; size he has, but 
his faulty head is just about ona par with his temper. 
Mr. Davidson, we think, was not aware of the ruie re- 
apecting the powers and duties of the judges in giving 
prizes only according to merit when there were less than 
four entries ina class, Thisis not mentioned with par 
ticular reference to this class, but all through the piece 
he gave firsts and seconds irrespective of the entry list, 
lmisH.—Three poor ones in dogs. Rutus, Jr., short in 

coat but of good color, scored first from the light-eyed 
Grouse, who also is very faulty in head, while Shell, a 
half-bred English setter, was commended with all his 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

white. Jean, the winning bitch, isa good one all over, 
and being entered at $40, was quickly snapped up. Breeze 
was not in show form, and Belle crowded her pretty well 
for second place. Puppies were a moderate pair, the best 
one getting the award. 
Gorpon.—Blossom, of course, won without a strugple 

in such company, the second, Don, being a sour-headed 
fellow, though of good shape and with plenty of style, 
Major we did not faney for V. H.C., preferring the black 
white and tan Tuck to the Toronto dog, The four bitches 
were correctly placed, Mollie is lightand rangy for a 
Gordon, May shows age, and no wonder, seeing that she 
is ‘rising nine.” Gypistoo flat in skull, and Moll III, 
bad iIntan. Argus was the only good puppy. 

PoIntuRs.—Dick, first in dogs, is thick and short, but 
his goud head and bone carried him tothe front in a 
moderate class, Dash carries his ears so badly that his 
head is disfigured ; otherwise he isa nicely proportioned 
dog, and earned his place, Gronse did not look up to the 
mark, and Sandy isa plain dog. Bitches were better 
than dogs, Gypsey being the best in the two classes, and 
a cheap bitch at her catalogued price of $50, Fan, the 
mother of the litter of seventeen (seven were with her 
in the pen), showed the effects of her maternal duties, 
or probably she would haye been placed second, for Gip, 
who got that card, is no flyer, In puppies, Pupér, eight 
wecks old, took first; that says sufficient for the other 
two entries. 
Cockrrs.—Here, to our mind, Mr, Dayidson got astray, 

First in dogs was a curly-coated black—a coat like a 
curly-coated Hnglish retriever, and in the absence of any 
testimony to the contrary we fancy his dam must at 
least have been chased by a dog of that description. 
Dash should have heen first and Rollo second, ani then, 
when it came to the special between Dash and Busy, the 
winning bitch, it would have been a close thing. As it 
was, when Busy and Crow canie out'for Mr. Brough’s ten 
dollar bill it was any odds on the bitch. She isa model 
cocker, but a little more ear would add to her taking 
appearance. Putting Madcap in front of Cora for second 
place will cause their youthful owner to forget all Mr. 
Dalziel’s transgressions in the pungency of this new set 
back. Rose merited her VY. H. ©., though she has too 
much daylight under her. 
CLUMBER.—Duke, a weak-headed dog, walked over for 

first. 
Susshx.—No prize should baye been given in this class, 

Humbug might have taken honors in the cocker class, 
while Sport's topknot was notindicative ot purity, though 
we were told he had a pedigres ‘tas long as your arm,” 
HKyesight is better than pedigree in such @ case. 

TRISH WATER SPANTELS.—Rover, a hard dog to beat in 
any company if he had a little more ear, won well from 
Sport, Dash being too highly yalued on this occasion. 

FIELD SPANIELS,—This class was made up to suit a few 
owners, special prizes being awarded. Fido, a genuine 
good field spaniel, and one we guarantee can put ina 
tare day's work, got the revolver, and Frank, another 
good one, tool what he has often had betore—the whip, 
RETRIBVERS.—Rover, a genuine English curly-coated 

retriever, but very small, got first, the other two being 
mongrels. 

FoxHounps.—A grand class, in which there might, 
with advantage, have been more cards distributed. 
Mounter and Roxey were hounds of the right stamp, and 
it took the judge a long time to make up his mind in 
favor of the former. 
BEAGLES.—Melody, a handsome specimen of the cor- 

rect size, took first, and the rest were nowhere. 
GreyHounps.—In dogs, Ringwood, notwithstanding 

his bad eye, repeated his victory of last year, His mus- 
cular development is truly grand, and nothing could 
touch him in that respect. Spring, 4 nine months puppy, 
took second, and that he is a good one is further evi- 
denced by his taking the special for sporting puppies. 
The list of awards is sufficient to refer to in the case of 
the bitches, 
Mastirrs,—Berney is too long in head, as all our mas- 

tiffs are. Breeders must aim at the square head instead 
of the long nose, Vo return to Berney, however ; his 
color is good, both on face and body, and, for his age, he 
is a well-grown and promising dog, June is too white in 
color ever tolool well, and her head is too small, Bruce 
is a large, gaunt dog, looking as if two weeks in a cook- 
shop would do him good. 
i, BERNARDS,—First to a grand headed smooth dog 

and second to a rongh one, badly shown. The others 
N. G. 
NeWFOUNDLANDS.—A good class, Leo, an Al dog, 

deservedly got the red card. For size, coat and head we 
have seldom seen his equal. Nell, his dam, took second, 
with Nero, V. H. C., following close on her heels. 
CoLLEys.—Bob, good in head and frill, but with a coat 

showing lack of attention, took first from Sandy, a work- 
ynan all over, Scotty was the next best. Laddie should 
not have been noticed, but Lassie with an H.C, was all 
right, Mr, Stewart's puppies show promise of future ex- 
cellence, but at present they are too young to compete 
successfully against old dogs. 

BuLL Dogs.—Prize withheld. One wasa bull terrier 
wrongly entered, and the other a brindle cur, cropped. 
BuLL TRRRIERS.— Will was the length of a street in 

front of his fourteen opponents, Daisy, a small white 
bitch, was second, and ont of the brindles and yellows 
Lion, a well made dog with as good a shaped head as any 
in the class, got H. C, ‘The owners of the ‘* yaller dorgs 2 
held an indignation meeting and decided that the judge 
did not not know what a bull terrier was. 4 

Fox Terrimrs—Dogs,—One of the best classes in the 

show. Between Spot and Tyrantit,was a near thing. 

The former is better in ear and body than Mr, Gibson's 

dey, and only just won. Tyrant should improve enough 

{o win when next they meet. Baff is weedy, and Tiger 

too short in head and heayy eared. Trumps is another of 

the square headed division, as is also Jack. Bitches— 
Tip, 2 little beauty, won easily, She lacks bone, and her 

fine coat betokens her better acquaintance with the parlor 
than the barn, So well did this bitch stand in the esti- 
mation of Mr. Watson that he gaye her the special for 

the best fox terrier, and when joined by Dr. Niven in de- 
ciding the destination of the second $20 silver medal, 
Tip, tightly too, received the award. — 4 

Of the remaining classes, two Bedlingtons won im the 
composite class No. 31. A lot of undershot specimens 

were sent to the right-about in rough terriers, first and 

second going te bow-legged, hard-coated terriers. Black 

Jean, Toronto; second, 1. Welrhell's Br exe, tochester; V. H. 0 
TDaurlas and Watson's Belle, Toronto. 

Jr.’s Joe, Toronto; second, #4, Donelas and Watson's Mallie, To- 
ronto. 

por Hamilton; second, $5, J. 

Mall IIT. 

Toronto; V. 4, G. J 

Markham, Ont.: second, $4, W. H, Hall’- 

Tnversoll, Ont.; second, L. 

lain's Charlie, Toronto; C,, K. 

Spot, baat Ont.; second, $4 
Ont. Ve 
Toronto; H. C.. W. Hendrie’s Tramps, Hamilton; J. J. Land's 
Jack, aronto; 0., W. Hendrie’s Rivet, Hamilton, 

D. O’Shea's Lady, London; second, $4, RK. L. 
ronto; H,0., H.J. Hibberd’s Dandie, ‘Toronto; D. O’Shea’s Scotty, 
London; 
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and tans were very poor ; Nettle, decidedly the best, is too 
full in the eye, and has crooked legs, besides being faulty, 
in coloring on the foreless. From that it can be judged 
what the others were. Pugs were well judged. Vanity 
uncurled his tail when he got inio the ring, or he would 
have stood higher than he did. j 

Tn toys we liked the second best of all, though Tuck is 
a well-made rough terrier, The miscellaneous was 4 
rightly named class, and the jndges got out of the diffi- 
culty by giving five equal firsts. We cannot close with-. 
oul giving a word of praise to Mr, A, D. Stewart, tha in- 
defatigable honorary Secretary of theshow, upon whom 
almost entirely rested the responsibili-y of getting it up; 
as he had the hard work and responsibility, mone cin 
claim from him the honors due for the success of the 
undertaking. 

PULL LIST OF AWARDS. 

[V. H. C., very highly commended; H. C,, highly commended; 
., cominended.] 

Class 1.—Hnglish Setters—dogs —First prize, $10, A, A. Francia’ 
Dime, Rochester, N. Y ; second, $5, R. Patterson's Bang, Toronto; 
Y.H.G., RK. O. Montgomery's Sport, Toronto; H. C., R. Tinning, 
Jr.'s Forrest, Toronto. 

Glass 2,—Eneglish Setters—biteches,—Tirst prize, $10, A, A. Wran- 
cis’ Flame, Rochesier ; second, 35, B. Capron’s Princess Hlanche, 
Paris; V. H. C., George O. White's Daisey, Chippewa, Ont.; H, 
Tsane Weizhell’s Medina, Rochester, N_ Y¥. 
Class 3.—Enelish Setters—puppies.— First priae, S7, 1. G. Davey’s 

Pride, London, Ont. 
Class 4.—Irish Setters—dozs,—First prize, $10, I, Weiehell’s 

Rufus, Jr,, Rochester; second, $5, J. Mauchan, d's Grouse, To- 
ronto; C., A Purse’s Shell. Toronto, r 
Class §.—Tvish Settera—hitches.—Firat print, $10, Ro Barry's 

i 

Class ti.—Irish Setters—puppies.—First prize, $7, J. Maughan, 

Class 7.—G ordon Setters—dors.— First prize, $10. Dr. J. 5. Niven's 
Blossom, London; second, fa, W. GB, Raymond's Dou, Welland, 
Ont. V. A, 6, De, J. Ross’ Major, Toronte; H.C., J. Hammon’s 
Tuck, Clitten, Ont. 

(lass 8.—Gordon Setters—bitches —First prize, $10, E. Tinsley’s 
D. Thompsen’s Muy, Torante ; 

Gyll's Gyp, Londin; H.C., Dr. J.38. Niven’s © 

Class 9—Gordon Setters—puppies.- First prize, 87, Dr. J. 8. 
Niven's Argus, London; second, $4, J. D. Thompson's Daisy, To- 

H.O., W. Uv. L. 

ronto, 
Olass 10.—Pointers—dogs.—First prize, $10. (TD. W. Woodrutl’s 

Dick, Drummondville, Ont; second, $4, 1. Weizhell’s Dash, Ruch- 
ester; V H... 7, Weighell’s Grouse, Rochester; H. C,, B, Tole- 
hard's Sanky, Toronto. 
Glass 11.—Pointers — Bitches.—First prize, $10, T. Weighell's . 

Gypsey, Rochester; second, 34, J. McCurrie’s Gyn, Toronto, V, 
H. ©.; J. H, Jacksun’s Plo, Toronto; EL C,, 7. G. Dayey’s Pan, Lon- 
don, and W. Kennedy's Nell, Toronto. 

Class 12.—Pointers— Puppies.—lirst prize, $7, [. Weighell's Puper, 
Rochester; second, $4, G. W, Smith’s Flo, Toronto, 
Class 13.—Cocker Spanials—Dows.- Wirst prize, $10, J. S. Leslie's 

Crow, Toronto; secoud, $5, B, 'Tinsley's Dish. Hamilton; V. A. ., 
a A, Robertson's Kollo, Toronto; HW. 6., A. J. tubertson’s Rover, 
oronte. 
Class 14.—Cocker Spaniels—Bitches.—Virst prize, $10, 1. Vinsley's 

Rusy, Hatnilton ; second, $5. Geo. D. Macdduvall’s Mudeap, New 
York; V.H. QO. eo. D. Macdongall’s Qora, New Vork;.J, Elam- 
mon’s Rose, Clifton, Ont.; AH. C,, J. D. Patterson's Clip, Qttawa, 

Cluss 15.—Clomber Spaniels—Vinst prize, 10, A. D. Stewart's 
Duke, Toronto. 

Olass 16,— Sussex Spaniels.—First prize, $10, M, Boulton’s Hum- 
bug, Toronto; second, $5, ©. Wayeotr’s Sport, Toronto. 

Class 17.—Trish Water Spaniels.—First prize, $10, Leslie Gordon's 
Rover, Cooksville, Ont.; second, $3, A. C. Morris, Jr.'s Sport, 

L, Swail's Dash. Toronto, 
Epecial Class—Field Spaniels —Wivst prize, a revolver, J, TMam- 

mon's Fido, Clifton, Ont.; second, adog whip, H. Spriggs’ Frank, 
Toronto; V. H.0., J. Watt's Dash, Toronto. 

Class 18.—Retrieyors.—First prizé¢, $10, J. Shaw's Rover, Toronta; 
second, $4, ©. R. Marrison’s Tip, Toronto. 

Glass 19.—Foxhounds.—Tirst prize, $7, L. Wooden's Mounter, 
Rochester: sedund, $4, D. O'Shea’s Koxey, London; V. H. C., L, 
Wooden's Ring, Kochestar, 

Class 20.—Beagles.—First prize, $7, O. Hemingway's Melody, 
Skip, Markham, Ont, 

Olass 21.—Greybounds—dogs.—tirst_ prize, $10, A. Henderson's 
seit Wao Toronto; second, $5, J. J. Muldoon’s Spring, Torento; 
V.#H.C., 
Spring, Montreal. 

Taylor & Hodgson’s Jim, Toronto; H. G., 0. 8. Dawson's 

Class 22. Grey hounds—bitches.—Virst prize, $10. R, H. Temple's 
Fanny, Poronto; second, $5, W, C. Brough’s Flirt, Yorltville, ‘o- 
ronto; V.H, C., M. Graham's Nellie, Toronto. 
Olass 23.—Mastit’s.—Firet prize, 610, J. Ross's Berney, Toronte ; 

second. $5. D. BR. Cameron's Jung, Lucknow, Ont; C.D. 2, Cam- 
eron’s Bruce, Lucknow. 

Class 24.—St, Bernards,—¥irst prize, 510, W. Dempster's Barry, 
M, Heyes’ Pasha, Toronto. 

Class 23.—Newfoundlands.— Virst prize. $10. Major W. J. Mil- 
ligan's Leo, Toronto; second, 34, Major Milligsn’s Nell; V. H.C 
Mra, A. Summer's Nero, Islington,Ont-; H.«’. Joseph ‘Chaniber= 

B. Popbam's Lion, Toronto. 
Qlass 26,—Colleys.—First prize, $7. RK. BE. Brown's Bobs ee 

second, $4, H. G. Charlesworth’s Sandy, Toronto; V.H.G, 
G, Charlesworth’s Scotty, Toronte; H.U., R. i. Brown’s Lassie, 
Gueiph; Mrs. W. D. Otten's Laddie, Toronto; C,, Mra. A. D, Stew~ 
art's Heather and Cloudie. 

Clauss 27.—Bufldogs.-Two entries, prize withheld for want of 
merit- 

Class 28.—Bul! Terriers.—First prize,$7, J. Halligan’s Will, To- 
ronto; second, $4, C, Waycott'’s Daisy, Toronto; H. C., Ww. T. 
Young's Lion, Yortyille. 

Olags 29.—Fox Terriers—dors.—First prize, $7,R, G. Armstrong's 
, Rk. Gioson's Tyrant, Iiderton, 

H.G., R. Gibson's Ball, Iderton; J. ©. Smith's Tiger, 

Class 30.— Fox Terriers—bitehes.—First prize, 7, 8. Gibson's Tip; 
second. J. G. Smith's Vic, Toronto; V. Hy O., K.. Gibson's Kuby, 
liderton, 
tase §L—Skye,Bedlington and Dandie Dinmont Terriers.—Virst 

prize, $7, W. Dempster’s Sting, Tavorsvll; second, $4, W. Demp- 
ter’s Wasp. 

‘ Class 32 —Rourh Terriers other than Yorkshire.—Virst prize, $7, 
Fraser's Flora, To- 

C., D. O'Shea's Billy, London, 
Class 33.—Black and Van Terriers.—First prize, 37, J. T. Weas- 

ley’s Needle, Toronto ; sevond, $1, J. Marshall’x Lary, Markham ; 
Vv. H.G,,J. H. Morris’ Gipsy, “orento: H. G., 0. Von Soivon’s 
Bob, Toronto; G. Logan's Spider. Toronto. 

Qlase #4.—Pugs.—Firs* prize, $7, Mrs. A. D. Stewurt's Bob. To- 
rento; second, $t, A. Dixon's Prince, Tor mnto; V. H. C., A. Dix— 
on's Ducbess, Toronto; H. ., J. H. Mead’s Vanity, Toronto; 0, 
W. Ireland Scott's Toby, Toronto, ! 

Class 35.—Toya.— First prize, $7, G. W. Wilkes’ Tuck, Brantford > 
second, $4, J. Mavuires’ Zulu, ‘Poronto; V. WH. C. Seboles’ 
Topsy, Toronto; H. C,, W. D. Sutherland's Tatiers, Toronto, 

Class #6.—Miscellancous—Eqnal firsts, $3 each: J. 0. phan 
Frank, Toronto; §. Beckworth's Prince, Toronto; J. Somers’ Bly, 
Yorkville; J. Iredale’s Dreadnaught, Toronto; F. Green, Jr.’ 
Marquis, Oakville, Ont, H. G., W. A, Doel’s Bine Bell, Doncaster, 
Ont.; W. Miller’a Sherry, Yorontd., C.. Miss J. Wilson's Popsy, 
Carlton West, Oot: 8. Bickworth’s Aunie, Toronto; J. Veiteh's 
Minnie, Toronto. 

BPECIAL PRIZES. 

No.1.—For hest dog or bitch In classes 1 to 22 inclusive, silver 
medal, value $20, presented by the Toronto Industrial Exhibition 
Association, Dr. J. 8. Nivan's Gordon setter Blossom, __ 

No. 3.—For best dog of b teh in classes 28.10.46 inclusive. silyer 
medal, value $20, presented by Toronto Industrial Hxbibition As- 
sociation, K. Gibson's fux terrier Tip. . 

No. 3.—For best puppy under twelve months, dog or bitch. in 
classes 1 to 22 Inclusive, cilver cup, presented by J. BE. Ellis & Co., 
J. J. Muldoon's greyhound § ring. 

No. 4.—For best puppy under 12 months, dog or hiteb, in classes 
23 to 36 Inclusive, silyer cup, presented by Mr. Henry Hogben, 
Mrs. A. D, Stewart's colleoy Heather. 
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No. 5.—For hest eolley, Gog or bitch, silyer medal, presented by 
Sherif!’ Jarvis. K. 8. Brown's Bob. 

No. 6.—lor best tox terrier, dog or biteh, silver cup, present ed 
Pp by Mark H, Irish, Esq., R Gibson's Tip. 

No.7. For best cocker, dog or bitch, $10, presented by CG, A. 
Brough, Bsq., B. Tinsley’s Busy. 

——. J 

THE St. Louis Dod Suow.—Personsintending to ex- 
hibit af the coming dog show at St. Louis are reminded 
that the date at which the entries close is Monday next, 
20th inst. There is every prospect that the show will be 

_ very successful, the entries being already large, The ex- 
press companies haye promised, on prepayment of the us- 
ual rates, to return all dogs free of charge. 

———— 

NEBRASKA. Frenp TrraLs.—Lincoln, Neb,, Sept. 6th.— 
Editor Forest and Stream :—The date of closing entries 
is Sept. 29th, instead of Ang, dist, as printed in official 
rogramme hy mistake. We are receiving entries from 
ew York, Pennsylvania and the Eastern States, and 

_ the prospects are most encouraging for splendid trials. 
J, H, Harwny, Recording Secretary. 
ns 

Dog Firas,—Utiea, N. Y¥., Sept. 4th—Hditor Forest 
and Stream ;—L notice many articles in your paper about 
“doe fleas,” how to prevent them, ete. I will give your 
readers my experience. Last November, my dog Duke 
was covered with them, in spite of flea powder. I gave 
him a bed of yellow cedar shavings under the carpet in 
his kennel. in a week's time there was not a flea left on 
him, and has not been from that time to date, He would 
catch one or two occasionally from other dogs, but they 
would disappear in twenty-four hours of thelr own ac- 
cord. Probably red cedar, or Spanish cedar, or sandal 
wool would answer the same purpose, but I have not 
tried either, as yellow cedar is more convenient and an- 
swers sufficiently, By publishing this you will doubt- 
less confer favor on many dogs. J. D. G, 

eat 

SMALL POINTER Stock,—It has been our intention, ever 
since the New York Dog Show, to call the attention of 
our readers, and particularly those interested in the small 
pointer breed, to the wonderfully beautiful and healthy 
stock owned by Mr. Van Wagenen, of this city. There 
is nothing superior in this country to the get of cham- 
pion Dutchess, by Mr. Edmund Orgill’s champion Rush, 
Dutchess is too well known and has been exhibited too 
often to need any extended eulogy in these columns, and 
the same may be said of Rush. Sheisa bitch, with an 
exceedingly handsome head and of beautiful proportion 
combined with great power of body ; and in the field ex- 
hibits a go-aheaditiveness that could hardly be expected 
to be seen in a dog so finely bred. She is as plucky as she 
ean be, and no bunch of green briars is she afraid to face. 
Full of energy and life, as anyone knows who has seen 
her on the bench, seldom lying down, and car ready 
foraromp. The secret of this is, that when at home on 
the farm of her master, ab Pomona, Rockland County, 
W. Y., she isallowed absolute liberty to roam over the 
grounds where she will. Her puppies are never sick and 
are ever free from mange. the bane of so many kennel 
establishments. Plain, wholesome food, clear pure water 
and a bed that is constantly being changed, have pro- 
duced this result, Mr. Orgill’s Rush is acknowledged by 
winnings to be one of the most representative small 
pointers in the country, and a rare stud animal, r 

ery, 

F, 8. P.. of Pottsyille, N. Y., has an intelligent poodle 
which he has taught to scratch while standing up. The 
dog performs the act at-word of command, and the proud 
and happy owner exhibits him with proudest pride. 
a 

KENNEL NOTES. 

SALEs.—Maud S.—Measrs. Hollis and Tellows, Hornell Cocker 

Keonel Club, Hornellsville, N. Y., sold, Sept. 6th, the black cacker 

bitch puppy Maud §., whelped Aug. Ist, 1480, to Mr. Robert 

Walker, Franklin, Delawave County, N. ¥Y. Dash—Mr. W. F. Steel 

has sold bis Irish setter doz Dash to My. Geo. W. Folsom, of this 

gity. Bulleréup-Wildair, wheljp—Messrsa. Hollis and Fellows 
haye sold to party unkoowo black cocker bitch puppy Butter 

eup-Wildsir, whelped May 20th, 1880. 

BrRED.—Doll-Prince of Orange—Mr. John Dayidson's (Monroe, 

Mich.) imported Llewellyn bitch Doll to his imported Layerack 
Prince of Ofange, second prize winner at the Alexandra Palace 

show, 1879. Dule—Benedick—Mer. J. J. Jordan's Enylish setter pitch 

Lulu (Belton-Pera) to bis Benedick (Dash 1II.-Opal). 

WHELPS.—Boska—Mr. E. A. Herzberg’s Euglish setter bitch 

Boska, whelped Sept. 11th, four bitch and two doz pups, hy his 
pure Laverack Aldershott—none forsale. Bell—Mr. L. W. Gunn's 
(Greentield, Mavs.) Irish setter bitch Bell, thirteen months old, 

whelped fifteen puppies on Sept. jth, seven dogs and eight bitches, 

by owner's Jack. 

Che Kifle. 
—— rr 

—Address all communications to ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Orprawa, Canada, Sept. 1th—The Canadian Wimbledon for 1880 
has had a most successful week of itfor the past 6 days. What 
Creeduioor and Wimbledon are to larger worlds, Ottawa has be- 

come to the land of the beayer. Founded in 1848, and holding its 
éarly meetings, before the birth of the capital, elsewhere, the 

association has now finally and firmly planted itself by the banks 
of the Kideau and close to the arms of its nursing mother—the 

government. In accordance with the time-honored custom of 

sivilized and barbaric nations alike, the opening day was rendered 
duly formal, and atthe same time cheery, by a well-served lun— 

cheon, giveo under the appropriate coyering of a big marquee 

Whereat all the notubles in town and the leading visitors were 

present, Gol. Gzowski, the President, being the host. Here, inw 

very elastic dinner hour, the usual complimentary and congratu- 
jatoury speeches were Made, and Muj.-Gen. Luard, the new com- 
manding officer of the Canadian militia, was for the first time 
heard by a Canadian audience. 
The range itself presents a yery picturesque appearance. 

Perched on a bigh slope, which overlooks a valley some 600 yards 

broad, are clusters of white tents gleaming under a hot Septem- 

ber sun—tents of the yurious officers of the association, tents of 
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refreshments, liying tents of visitors duly labelled; here Noya 

Seotia; there Ontario, New Brunswick, Quebecand even Manitoba: 
British Columbia bas not put in an appearance, the 2,000 miles 
of the “iron poad" acting presumably as a deterrent, Then there 

is a charming test of tents, big and little, devoted to the use of 

Qol,and Mrs. Guowski, tastefully fitted up with flowey beds in 
front and guarded by a fence of ropesand pickets. Here plays 
the band and Mrs. Gzowski receives visitors, though unfortu- 

nately the world which visits is still atthe seaside and lakeside 

winding up its summer season. 

The programme of the meeting has been a very heayy one, and 

the Snider-Enfield rifle has been tested to its best. Among the 

prizes of special interest are those presented by His Excellency 
the Goyernor Generul and Her Royal Highness the Princess 
Louise, to be competed for with Snider-Enfield rifles, at 200,5 0 

and 600 yards—10 rounds at each range—by the fifty competitors 

making the highest ag@reyate stcoresin the preceding matches, 
provided they are members of the active militia foree of Canada, 

members of the staff, or officers who haye retired retaining their 

rank. First prize, a special badge and $260; second prize, a badze 

and $150; third prize, 4 badge and $100. 

On the first day the range was not largely attended, first days 

being proverbially suggestive of immaturity of arrangement, and 

consequently those present were chiefly men particularly inter- 

ested in the contest, watching through lasses the twenty targets 

which constantly rose and fell behind the markers’ lines, or ea- 

gerly discussing some ingenious dodge for sighting or getting at 

the windage. There was nothing, however, of the rehearsal char- 

acter in theproceedings. ‘The association has secured as its ex- 

ecutive officer this year Capt. Costin, a man of great experience 

in all matters of the range and rifle, an experience gained by a 

long course at Wimbledon, and all ran smoothly. The system 

seemed to be admirable, ahd the precautions taken will effectually 

fuard igainst any repetition here of those ugly instances of false 

marking which proved so startling this year at the English 

meeting. 

A center of envy to some was Lieut,-Col. Gibson, whose 5 deco- 
rations showed him to have been present at Wimbledon 3 times, 

and to have béen the happy winner of the Prince of Wales prize 

last year, a prize which Garried with it £100. He also won the 

Kolapore Cup badge when the Canadian team shot agsinst the 

English for that trophy. His, though, was only the bidge of *79, 

whereas others present won thatof ‘75, on which appeared the 

magic letters ** Won.” Indeod there were several who wore eyi- 

dences of honors gained on both sides of the Atlantic, the heroes 
of the day. 

Without going into details of the matches, the meeting’: may be 

sitmmed up by saying: The gathering will not be remembered for 

good shooting, although that considerably improved latterly, but 

it will be remembered becuuse of the generally satisilactory na- 

ture of the arrangements made, and the good feeling which pre- 

yailled throughout. No complaints haye been made, and all the 

competitors appear to be satisfied that the fullest justice has been 

done them. The weather has beeu fayorable in most respects, but 

the wind at times proyed yery trying on account of its yarying 

character, especially in the early part of the week, 

The conclusion of the military matches enabled the statistical 

officer, Col, Bacon, to make up the squad from which the Wim- 

bledon team of 188l will be chosen. They are as follows :— 

Seret. T. Mitchell, Venth Royals... ........--........-40sesas 
.» Major Maepherson, G.G.F.G.. ... is = (pose Bs 
. Private C, N. Mitchell, Tenth Koyals, 
Capt. Thomas, Fifty-fourth............. 

. Capt, Balfour, Bighth Royals. ......- 
Lieut, Ewan, Thirty-sixth 

- Sergt, D. Mitchell, Chirteenith...... 
. Lieut. W. Mitchell, Thirty-second _- 

9, Private A. Wilson, Thivty-third,,.. 
10. Staff-Sergt. Walker, Q@.O. RB, ...... 
ll. Private Anderson, G. G, P.G@...-.... -. 
12. Lieut Crowe, W, Ff. B. 
18, Sergt. Weymann, Bighth Oayalry. ,- 
l4. Capt, Weston, Sixty-sixth ,-,..... 
15, Color-Sergt. Hancock, Thirteenth..-- 

Lieut. Bishop, Sixty-third......... |. ye oh} 
17. Sergt. Sutherland, G. G.PLG. ...... 2.020.020... 
18. Private Walters, Wakefield Infantry Company 
19, Statf-Sergt. Saucier, Bighteenth.-. 22. ...0..... csp cece ceees ee 3 
2). Sergt. Paine, Thirteenth ...,....... Tearets 
21. Quartermaster Corbin, Sixty-third- 
22. Private Bradley, Twenty-tifth...,._ 
v3, Sergt. J. Ross, Wittieth —.,............ 
#24, Wheeler Ovo, W. PLB. ..... 102.2. 
24. Private Morris, Thirteenth, Lone 

Corp. Brady, Queen's Own...,...... 
27. Private O'Grady, G. G. PF. G...... |. 
28. Tieut, Hunter, N..G, Ong _... 
29. Private C. Bent, Gumberland Proy 
30. Serge. Richard, Seventeenth, -__., . 

onl Ste Cots 

Boson, Mass., Sept. ih.—Dhe meet of the Mussachusetts Rifle 
Association at Walnut Hill to-day was very fully attended, and 

excellent records were made, Oapt. W. H. Jackson, of the Atmer- 
ican rifle team, was on the ground during the afternoon, being 

his first appearance since his return from Hurope, Stbjoined are 
the best scores :— 

CREEDMOOR MATCH. 

E. F. Richardson > 4455 5 5 4 5 5—47 
0. M, Jewell -5 56 45 6 44 5 5 4-46 
Com. Estebrooks.— .22F iss 66544445 5 4-45 
dq. -5 555445 4 5 445 
HOS SOUEBEr. 2 SS ay 5544444 5 4 5-44 
Hi, moe D £b 6 4 § 4 4 5 Bog 
G, at 2-5 4544 6 4d 4 4 4-48 
J. B. Fellows. : eetGti-sesjst 24 4 4 ed bh 5 4-49 
De BOTUON: 2072220 oe re deeesee ee 4 494 4 2 oo F 44d 

MASSACHUSETTS AA'TCH, 

ONS Dewalt pre en ne tee W 32 12 11 10 11 10 11 10 12—109 
E. F. Richardson. 2.10 12 WW 11 jo 9 Wi 12 «9-106 
Be Davis.) tes aeaa pense. 10 Jl 1 10 12 8 11 10—106 
PGR SH GUL eae Ae Seek A 210 8 1 10 9 10 11 10 11—ite 
Re BU SOuiier ose es rls. 10) Ba. 12. if Ss ea Ey 12° G95 
G. WHurrenty iso... see d0 8 8 6 5 8610 6 8-5 

BALtDrore, Md., Sept. 44%.—The best scores in the 200 yards 
weekly match at Patapsco range, to-day, were :— 

A. F, Dressel 

L. Dieterich 40. 

At 600 yards only 2 comploted their score, 25 shots: H. B, Coul- 
son 130, A. V. Canfield, Jr., 120. 

Dr. Rore's Ovrerr.—For use in his tour of exhibition through 
the Eastern States Dr, Ruth has purchased a complete shooting 

outtit from the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. 

ADVERTISEMENTS,—Adyertisers are respectfully re- 
quested, in all cases where it is possible, to send in their 

adyerlisements by Saturday of each week before the issue 
in which they wish them to appear, 
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Crichet. 
—— 

—Address ail communications to ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 

Sept. 16th—At Nicetown, Germantiwn vs. Merion (veterans). 
Sept. 17th.—At West Philadelphia, Belmont vs. Stuten Island. 
Sent. Iith.—At Prospect Park, Manhattan (2d) os. Young Ameri« 

ca (2d), 
Sept. 18th.—At Nicetown, Girard vs. Germantown. 
Sept. 18th.—At Hoboken, &t_ George us. Staten Island. 
Sept. 18th.—At Harroweate, Girard (24) vs. Galbraith. 
Sept. 18th—At Ardmore. Merio | vs. Belment, 
Sept. 22d —At Prospect Park, Scotch vs. Envlish. 
Sept. 22d and 23d.—At Stenton, Bleyen English vy, Eleven An - 

ericans. 
Sept. 2th and Z5th.—At Nicetown, University of Pennsylvania 

vs, Haverford, 
Sept. 25th —At Harrowgato, Girard ns. Belmont. 
Sept, 25th,—At Ardmore, Merion (2d) vs. Girard (2d), 
aap 25th.—At West Philadelphia, Germantown (2d) vs, Belmont 
(2d). 

Sept. 27th.—At Ardmore, Staten Island vs, Merion. 
Sept. 28th.—At Stenton, Youngs Americavs. Oxford 15. 
Sept. 28th—At Harrowgate, Staten Island vs. Girard, 
Sept. 29th.—At Nicetown, Germantown by, Staten Island, 

EE Oe 

ORIGIN OF ROUND-ARM BOWLING. 

i . BHOOKLYN, N, ¥., Aquy. 25th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

Notlong since I noticed inan article on eéricket, published in 

the New York World, a reference to the origin 6f round-asrm 

bowling which was inaccurate, Having been born and bred in 
that part of Hngland (Kent) where the new style of bowling was 

first introduced, and also personally acquainted with the ovlgi- 
natorof it, I thought, perhaps, it miyht be interesting to your 
readers to have the few and simple facts of the matter from one 

(perhaps the only one now living) who was, as it were, an eye- 

witness of the birth of round-arm bowling, and intimutely ne- 
qualnted with cricket and the cricketers of Kent of that period, 

Mr. John Wills, familiarly known by his neighbors as Squire 
Wills, was born néar Canterbury, possibly as early as 178, cer- 
tainly not later than 1720, and, therefore, was about thirty or 
thirty-five years of age when he originated round-arim bowling at 
his residence at Sutton, about two miles from Maidstone, Kent, 

He was then in his prime asa cricketer, playing for his county 
against all Bogland and other vounties, as well as in all the best 

local matches. He was, of course, an euthusiustic crickater, 
always ready for a game, and upon one occasion, Wanting some 
practice and huviog no one to bowl to him he got. his sister (ot 
his daughter, xs some accounts say, for he neyer was married) to 
throw to him, and every cricketer, if he ever saw a Temata 
throw a ball, must have noticed that the motion ig very similar to 
the round-arm delivery. No doubt Miss Wills threw some well. 
pitched and good length balls, which Wills found difficult to play, 
and this set him to thinking it might be well to try and bow! in 
the same way. This was in about 1820, and the records of the 
Marylebone Club show that Mr. Wills actempted to introduce his 
new style inu match, Kent vs, All-England, on Lords in 1822. but 
his effort was met with howls of derision and the new style was 
interdicted by the M. ©.C,, upon which he left the fela and did 
not play in the match, bis place being filled by consent, Although 
[did not witness this match I perfectly well remember the ex- 
citementit created among cricketers. From whatI have said it 
will be seen that Lilly white’s story was wrong, as Published in his 
“ Cricketer’s Companion” forI87l. Wills did play whenever the 
weather perm tted, but not when the snow was on the fround, 
and it couldnot have been his daughter, because he never was 
married, and the motion did not originate from the #irl's effort to 
keep her hand away from her skirts, as Wills would not have been 
satisfied with a young virl’s" togs.’" He wanted force which eould 
only be had outof a throw. Lillywhite did not take up round- 
arm bowling until after the refusal of the All-England eleyen at 
Lords to allow Wills to bow! in the new slyle. and when he heard: 
the story of the circumstances no doubt considerable romance 
had become attached to the story (vide the three black crows) - 
Wills never played in a first-class match ufter this occurrence, to 
my knowledge, contenting himself with playing for bisown elub, 
Marden (he did not livein the parish), against other local clubs. At 
one time Marden felt strong enough with Wills and Jordan to chul- 
leuge the County of Sussex, but [ do not think the mateh ever 
came off. Notwithstanding the effort of those in authority to 
preyent round-arm bowling, it was taken up by bowlers, and it 
soon worked its way into general play. I remember one of our 
Gillinghare bowlers, Tom White, adopted it immediately; in fact, 
he wis the first I ever saw who bowled round-arm in tt Match. 
Wills was a thorough English squire of the period. He received 
£100,000 on coming of age, but being of a fenerous disposition, 
lending when asked to, but never asking for his own agnin, and 
always living in an expensive way, bis fortune in tine slipped 
through his fingers. He was a thorough Sportsman, and kept a 
fine pack of hounds, which he bred himself, crossing the fox- 
hound with the black and tan terrier and then crossing back aenin with the foxhound. Thishe did because the full bluoded fux_ 
hound was too large and not as well adapted as ihe smaller breed 
he produced were to a country so well wooded and with such 
steep hills as that partof Kent. The timecame when his resour- 
ces were so impaired, that he had to give up hfs pack, and huaied 
that of someone élse. Still later finding that he could no longer 
liye on an equality with those he had for so many years associated 
with, he left his natiye county in about 1840, settled in Gloucester- 
shire and ended his days there. 
Among other old-time cricketers T recollect Mr. Rudd, very 

well, always playing in Inee-breeches and silk Stockings, and 
Lord Frederick Reauclerk, Nordish (Tom Norridge we used to 
eall him) Ashley, a carpenter, who, when his employer left 
Ohatham for London, followed him, and, afterward (living in Surrey), played for Surrey, Then there was Jimmy Jourdan, a 
shipwright, employed in Chatham Dockyard, who [ recollect see- 
ing play asingle wicket match at Sutton, his opponents heing 
his father, son, and George Wilson his son-in-luw, who did not 
succeed in getting him out, although they were all three good 
cricketers. Later, the Mynns (there were four brothers), Alfred 
the youngest aud most famous cricketer. Walter used always to 
long-stop Alfred's fast howling, always stopping the pall with 
hands or body, but not taking it as clean as he ought to have 
done, Then Wenman, Donington, Hillyer and Adumes were of 
this date, the last named, by many of his contemporaries being 
considered as g00d a cricketer as any in England. But 1 remem— 
ber while the match, Leeds Park ps. M. 0. C., was being played at 
Leeds Park, Iwas staying at myfriend John Roper's house, ab 
Hollingbourne, where Wenman, Hillyer and others were also 
Staying “after the day's play, and they said, ‘ They did not care 
to play with Adams on the same eleven, as he was of nu use. iF 
the matehSwas ‘up hilly’ if bowling, he could not stand bein 
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hit, and, if a score was needed, he never got one.” The match 

between England and Kent, at Town Malling, in 1839, 1 remember, 

as I drove down from London purposely to see ihe match. No 

doubt many other scenes would come to mind again, if by any 
ohance [ should see any of the participators in them, but most, if 

not all of them, have passed away, and,in the order of events, I, 

too, must soon follow; but, before that time comes, I hope to 

gee a few more good games of cricket. WILLIAM FucMer. 
ele ge: 

WINDSOR vs. TOLEDO.—Played at Windsor, Ont., Sept. 6th; won 

by home club by an innings and 42 runs. Score :— 
WINDSOR—FIRST INNINGS. 

Wiley, b Monday..........-... 3 | Cameron, cand b Monday... 2 
Bneith, ce Radbone, b Golder. 2] Macdonell.l bw,b Radbone. 1 
Sutherland, b Radbone....,,. 44] Fleming, notout -...,........ 2 
Bdyar. c Golder. b Monday... 20| Robinson, b Monday.. tee 1 
Murten, b Monday..........-. 4./) SEXUraS eee ede ee ee 5 
Tne Pa TCOIt: Geet ends 1B _— 
Gowrie, ¢ Frost,b Radbone.. 0| Total...-.......--..4.. cs, 90 

TOLEDO 
First Innings, Second Innings. 

Dyrell, not out ....--- b Cameron 8 
Duck, run out 3 eile Loe b Cameron oO: 0 
Monday, ec Cameron, b Wiley 0 c¢ Cameron,b Fleming .. ay yk 
Rudbone. ¢ Sneith,b Marten. 5 c Robinson, b Sutherland.... 1 
McRane, run out. « 2 e Wiley, b Cameron .... ...:. 2 
Coldwell, b Wiley ....- Pb. Camenpniie. Reel iee rece "2 
Golder cand b Marten.. 1 b Cameron 1 
Cherry, b Wiley............... 0 b Cameron... a 
Thirner, b Waley_...4;,-.2+.--- 0 e Wiley, b Fleming J 
Frost, rut OUb.....-- 0s .ee eee DEMO OU Gres secs becintests aeee. 2 
Page, run out... 2.2.2.0... cues PUTO er enk ose ae eee a sae iy) 

Metres teste: Ase Sele ee te 3 

POHL Seo eee aap eect 20.) Dotalecrs 2p Gp ogee see 28 
TORONTO vs. HAMILTON.—Played at Toronto, Ont., Sept. 4th 

Drawn. 
HAMILTON. 

A.Hope,¢ Blake, b Helmcken 14 
A. Wolverton, b Helmcken.. 3 

TORONTO. 

Sproule, b Gillespie,....... 
Totten, b Ferrie .......... ... 
Townsend, c Harvey, b Gil- R. K. Hope, oot out....-..... 4 

lespie ._. A, Harvey, b Kelmecken...... 0 
Gamble, b Ferrie .. 7| A. Gillespie, not out.......... = 
Brock, ¢ Parke. b Ferrie .... 14] J. H. Park, 
Ovden, 1 b w, Ferrie 0| R. Kennedy, 
Beham, not out... ..... .... 15| R. Ferrie, to bat 
Godfrey. ¢ RK. Hope, b Ferrie 4| D. Buchanan, | 
Blake, rn out 2.2) 2. ..5.,-- 0| H.Robertson, 
Irving, b Ferrie .....-.-...... 0| C. Sayers, 
Helmcken, b Gillespie... .... 0] Extra...... . ..-.-s.0,-.03---- 1 

Li Wo) # Wa CREP ARAL EIE SR RMIT sitUeeshe 4.555 es eho Sas + 2b 
BOWLING ANALYSIS. 

HAMILTON. 
Overs. Maidens. Kus. Wickets. 

Kennedy ....---....--. ey ee eo: 3 12 0 
Ferrie .... 2 +. 29 8 36 wo 
Gillespie __..., ... 20 i 27 6 
Woolverton....-...,---2.0.ee+ 8 a] 10 0 

TORONTO. 

Helmekenz.....2..0.-- v= G-s. 9 5 9 3 
Behan... Coie welomtacle te 3 0 8 0 
OPO ERA heey ee tee eee aie yi 3 6 0 

Umpires—Messrs. Bayley and C. J. Logan. 

Sr, GEORGE vs. NEWARK.—Played at Hoboken, N. J., Sept, 8th, 

and resulted in the victory of the former by 10 wickets. Score :— 

NEWARK, 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

R. Stanford. b Giles........... 0 bArmistrong..............-.55 0 
W.F Wilkinson, b Moeran.. 1 b Moeran.,... .. 2 
J. Poinier, run out, . 26 b Moeran. re eel 
G. Borie, b Moeran......--.... 0 b Armstrong... onl 
F. Satterthwaite, b Arm- 
BLE eocecn heme eea es 18 bande Moeran................ 2 

W. Brewster, ec Armstrong, 
h Sadler....-......:-.:... .. 15 b Armstrong... 5 

R. H. Brientnall, 1b w Arm- 
MstnONe! fle. eoesecdsccaeee) 2) MOD OME O mio lance aor 2) 
W.&E. Hall, b Sadler.......... 0 ec Richardson, b Armstrong 9 
Cc. A Knight, b Armstrong... 3 b Armstrong 0 
H. Hemmingway, notout.... 4 b Armstrong. 0 
J.D, Orton, ¢ Giles, b Moe- 
Py Wirs 8 Bebe Aa Stid eects & b Armstrong 0 

Byes 4, leg-byes 5, wides7.... 16 Byes......-. .. 4A 

ETOERLG see dels lne etter cerace= = Leey th pe steers hs 456856 pened 5c! ery. ret 37 
8. GEORGE. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
©. W. Bance, b Borie........-- 
J.B. Moore, ¢ Satterthwaite, 

bh Brewster... 2.,25 oe eo. 6 WOtOUt.... <.,-82me eerste eae 5 
A. Gray.b Brewster....-.-.-- 10 
E. H. Moeran, b Borie........ 0 
G. H, Clarke, 1b w, b Borie.. 53 
G. F. Armstrong, b Borie.... 13 
G. Giles, Sr., run out.. ...... 12 
W.H. Ropes, Jr., b Borie.... 0 
T, G. Richardson, run out,... 0 
B. W. Sadler. run our......-. 
B.G. Boi leau, not out.. iV siottoupe. <2 eee 7G 
Byes 3, leg-bye 1, wides3 7 - _ 

ify sarily Bes a nce at Tne Wotalaet.-sst---) bee es tone 
RUNS AT THE FALL OF BACH WICKET. 

Newark. 
First Tonings.....--...,--- Q 18 18 43 52 59 65 72 74 79— q9 
Second Innings............. 4 7 8 9 28 82 35 35 37 8i— 37 

St. George. 
89 95 105 107—I07 

SS il First Tnnings...... Moe ned 13 25 
Secund Innings.:-. -.-..:.. 

Lowawoon vs. Staran ISLAND.—Played at Boston, Aug. 28th. 

George Wright writes us: ‘This was the first game played at 

Beacon Park, on ihe grounds of the Boston Athletic Association, 

and considering the grounds are new, the wicket played very 

well. There was a good crowd present, who took quite an inter— 

eatinthegame. The batting was lively on both sides, and kept 

the fielders on the go. The game was called at 4:30 P.M., to allow 

the visitors to take the evening boat for home, which caused the 

game to be settled by the scores of the first innings.” 
STALTEN ISLAND, 

Second Innings. 

|& 

First_Innings. 
J.B. Moore, cond b Dutton. 1 run OUt........0.--- 0s vases, ht agi 
Rance, b US wali daeers si DOH bard soe se ie lel-le nea teres il 
Spravur, b Wright..-.-..--.-- 
Runkine. b Wrizht.,......,-- A Del bbardssts totes ceed vee 
A. H, Outerbridge, b Wright, 12 b Hubbard... 
Lane, b Wright .,..-.-.--..... POL OUL sien she berine toh a 
Gostenhofer, b Wright........ 
Stevens, b Dutton .....-...... 4 Barely) STALL poe a PAREN APES 6 
J.J. Eyre, b Wright --....... oc Peabody, b Dutton......... 1 
Allen, not out ....-.. 24 b Hubbard...............-.24. 20 
Irving, b Wrigh 0 b Wright..... - tbat Seas 3 
Byes 5, leg-bye 1... 6 Byes 7, leg-byes 3, wides 2.... 12 

POLE, «oe Anh Bt bata oe" bee “otal Peeps ce sep susie 103 

LONGWOOD—FIRST INNINGS. 
Dutton, b Lane ...- 1| Peabody.]bw,bLane...... 2 
Pay. b Sprawue.......----- 4| Curtis, b Byre -....:..--- «-- 
Tyler. ¢ Allen, b Sprague.... 4) King,b Lane........-.....-... 8 
Tiubbard, b Lane ..,-.-.... . 3| Pickering, not out............ 1 
Jones, 1 bw, b Lane,..--- .. 1|Byel,leg-byes3 ,.....-..-.... 4 
Train, st. Bance, b Lane...... 8 — 
Wright, b Hyre........... .... 80] Total.:-....... 86 

RUNS AT FALL OF EACH WICKET. 
STATEN ISLAND. 

First innings ..... 953 ca, 1 4 4 5 2t 25 26 a2 49 59— 59 
Second fontogas DRS ay ype Sr Ta? yi SS ls 

LONGWOoD. 

First innings....s-:.y)---... 8 9 12 18 2 80 45 1 80, 86— 86 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING, 
LONGWOOD—FIRST INNINGS. 

F Bails. Runs. Maidens, Wickets. 
AVY det an We, See eos Ver 87 23 4 i 
Dutton ...... “eg ieuakee Ue 66 22 8 8 
Tyler Gews ca ent ie Pea ab 9 0 0 

Second Innings. 

a4 1 1 
26 0 1 
27 2 4 
4 0 0 

Wides—Hubbard 1, Tyler 1. 

STATEN ISLANDS—FIRST INNINGS. 
51 3 6 
19 z 4 
12 0 2 

STATEN ISLAND vs. NEWARK.—Played at Newark, N. J., Sept. 

2d. The Staten Island Club sent uineé of its cracks 10 Newark, to 
play the club of that place, whose eleven had been strengthened 

by Mart, of Trenton, Makin, of the Manhattans, and Armstrong, 

of the St, Georges. The game was one sided, and resulted in the 

victory of the visiting elub. The fielding of both teams was first- 

class. Lane, the professional of the Staten Islands, played a very 

fine innings of 53, the best stand we haye ever seen him make. It 

was effected without giving a chance, Ridgway Moore came out 

as a bowler in the second innings and astonished the natives. 

Sceore:— 
BTATEN ISLAND, 

Lane, 1b w, b Brewster ...... 53 | Dodge, b Armstrong ... 4 45) 
Bance,c Borie, b Brewster.. 1) Roberts, b Armstrong......,. i) 
Harvey. b Brewster .......... 10| Sprague, notout....... .. > 0 
Poole. b Brewster-....-....... 1| Byel, leg-bye1, widel .._... 3 
Moore, ¢ Knizht, b Brewster. 2 — 
Stevens, ¢ Mart, bk Borie..... 17| Total........ ... 101 

NEWARK. 
First [oninys. Second Innings 

Stanford, b Lane.... ie 1D, MOOLes. wt. oe hese caaaoe ee) AU 
Armstrong, b Lane. & ¢ Sprague, b Steyens 0 
Brientnall, b Spragui IP SNGf-O Uber es - ta ene eee ie 1 
Makin, 1b w, b Lane AP MOORE lo pie eeieletelt eee teas 5 
Mart, ¢ sub, b Lane. 0 e¢ Sprague, b Stevens ...._.,.. 16 
Borrie, b Sprague... ... 1 cHarvey;b Stevens,......... 0 
Brewster, b Lane............. PE DEMOD LO mm: Metis Maas paleo eat 10 
Knight, b Sprague... ....... 4 o¢ Harvey, b Sprague ......-.. 2 
Poinier, b Sprague..-........ 1 c Harvey, b Sprague....... . 8 
Owens, c Harvey, b Sprague. 0 bStevens.............. ......- 0 
Ditmars, not out,..,-.... .-.. 0 c Harvey, b Sprague......... 7 

Bye 1, leg-bye 1, wide l....... t 

DOCH 5a pete em ot.sa stones ed ye DOTA A: ae aeasebesagzy tse 4 OO. 
ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 

NEWARK. 

Balls. Runs. Maidens. Wickets. 
Brewster..-......... .... ee ee 38 3 5 
Orie... ses Ai! 28 2 1 

Mart... . ve Bb 9 1 0 
Armstrong . 66 23 1 2 

STATEN ISLAND—FIRST INNINGS. 

UGAYG Shia et adeeb lace Sates bree 72 13 5 5 
EPTACM Cre nsrece ss eee ee ees 2 $ 5 

Second Innings. 

Moore.... 30 9 1 3 
Stevens 12 28 2 5 
Sprague .........--.-.--- +, WY 16 1 2 
TORONTO vs. WHITBY.—Played on the Toronto cricket ground, 

Aug, 28th, resulting ina draw much in fayor of the home team. 

Scores :— 
WHITBY. f 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
A. Laing, c Behan, b Ogden. 0 b Ogden....... 0.0... cee ~ 
Cc. H. Logan, lb w,b 
Helmeken.-.. ..-...-.. 

F. W. Trousdell, b not out.. 
J.B. Pelham, b Ogden.... not out... 
8. Ray, c Spragge, b Ogde cand b Ogden ., 
H. Garrat, b Ogden 1b w, b Ogden 
H. Jj. Campbell, ¢ Behan, b 
PEI MGIC GN Pearse ee ele DP ORden ten sg cy vee Beer eenote ds 0 

G, Armstrong, b Ogden...-.. GP DiOedaNS, ine bed eric ease 3 
C. Ray, st Blake, b Ogden.... 0 
W. Huston, b Helmcken..... 2 
P .Perry, not out...,.. 4 
XITAR Ss CSch opel Meee eee WP SRSSUAB TO. ce ccnp patie boa reeme: 

IDOtHED inten l- 0 tees Aare wen See CODEN Cay parler ds pichashleiects Pep TP abe 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
First Innings, 

Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. 
Ogden, .-,...:.... ee es 27 18 25 q 
Helmeken. «6 12 40 3 
Sproule.. 1 0 vi 0 
Behan . ear ot 0 10 0 
Spragge........ Tenet eee ss 5 0 9 0 

Second Innings. 
Ogden..... en eT ae ~ 3 4 4 5 
Helmeken......--. -+++++-- T la li 0 

TORONTO.—FIRST INNINGS. 
H. Totten, b Logan,..-.. .:.- 1| P. A, Irying,c Pelham,b 
C. H. Sproule, 1 bw, Logan.. 1 PLU rile sles vee B54 5c 
W, Townsend, b Logan....... 5| EF, Blake, cand b Laing...... 
H. T. Brock, ¢ Trousdell, b D. O. R. Jones, not_out....... 
DO ee oP ohn ceo ede 55 | H. D. Helmcken,b Logan..., 0 

B.R. Ogden, ¢ & Ray, b — | Bxtras.......... cece cesee sees 5 
Trai oheele 2 ines Peepers ee inf 

E. W. Spragge, b Logan...... 0 — 
G. B. Behan, retired.......... Hifim Late) rots os 4 SEER GSS 24h 

BOWLING ANALYSIS, 
Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. 

TOPAN. «9-2 3.02 on = eanei to. ete 7 65 5 
Laing ei . Bl 12 5k 4 
Mrousdell os ceo sea ase Sta 1 17 0 

—Ball's Life says: We understand that a marriage has been ar- 

ranged between Mr. W. H. Hadow, the well-known amateur 

ericketer, of Harrow, Oxford and Middlesex fame, and Lady 

Constance Hay, eldest daughter of the Earl and Countess Kinnoil, 

It will be remembered that Mr. Hadow was one of Grace’s teum 
which visited Canada and the United States in 1872. 

WELLAND- 08. CHIPPAWA,— Played at Welland, Ontario, 

and resulted In favor of the home club by an innings and 16 

runs. Score:— 
WELLAND—FIRST INNINGS. 

H. Sidney, b White... (5 tien ae eesti dc nat ae 
H. Hobson, b Hulin. 2| D. Hoover, b Macklure,,,;.:- 0 
J. Grilfith, b Hulin... 0} R. Harcourt, run out.....-... 18 
R. Wilson, run out,. -. 0| Gilchrist, not out............. 4 
J. Be p ot RE EAS yee eae sare Wie see eed. 
Capriol, b ite ... 45 — 
J. Harcourt, b Hulin.;....... | UW oper Ose a one ceca dittocitg yn 106 
H, Thomas, o Hulin, b Mack- 

CHIPPAWA. 
Firat Innings. Second Innings. 

G. White, RAE ObSOR DS pyeoR 1 oc McCarry, b Wilson.........-- 8 
T. Greenwood, wkt 

WWAlSOT eae ene eeecatoe rang csub, b Hobson......,........ 10 
R. Tarwooa, ¢ Hobson, b Wil- 
BOTT Il et dLPE ed ePemereen RUmRURPIPON LI by eitela deol? Br ean adel blade 1 

H. Hulin, b Wilson.........-.- 3 b Wilson........ ip datahe at oe ee 4 
L. Macklure, b Wilson........ 0 oJ, Harcourt, b Capriol...... 9 
KR. Fessenden, b Wilson. ...., 0 run OUT............005 Tiny 
J. Grey, b Wilson..........-.. 0 Mmotout....-.:....-.... dee¥eues Ue 
J. Thumas, c Griffin, b Cap- 

Pirnly 0, Ue ea ete eee EO Ee Be dacjaeccts € 1 
H. Herpold, b Capriol. .. .. 1 1 Hobson,.......... yee) 
C. Johnson, cand b Wilson.. 1 hit wkt, b Wilson..... ....... 1 
Shumicker, not out..........: 0 cand b Hobson..............., 2 
Extras,<cevebvereeneie-.s GO Tixtrasg. QI ie teos sate c resp a8 

TOL). p25 sencecpdaenisiwecnens 20.” *DOtAL Acie eyawes mrss aces asa ga 

Hachting and Canoeing. 

—Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 

Sept. 183—New York Y.C., Bennett Cups. 
Sept. 18—l)orehester Y-. C. Cruise. 
Sept. 18—Reverly Y. C. Special, Nahant. 
Sept. 18—Royal Nova Scotia Y-_S. Flag Officers" Prizes. 
Sept. 21—Brooklyn Y. C_ Glen Island Excursion. 
Sept. 23—South Boston Y. C. Clambake. 
Sept. 2{—Bay of Quinte Annual Regatta. 
Sept. 25—Hamilton, Canada, Public Regatta. 
Sept, 2;—Beverly Y. C. Special, Cotnit. 
Sept. 25—Hoyal Nova Scotia Y. 8S. Closing Cruise, 
Sept. 26—-Quaker City Y., C. Closing Cruise. 
Sept. —Kingston, Ont,, Regatta, 
Sept. —Oswego, N. Y., Regatta. 
Oct. 5—Royal Bermuda Y, 0. Cruising Trim Race. 
Oct. $—Washington Village Y. C. Fall Reratts. 
Oct. —Dorechester Y. C. Union Ocean Race. 
Nov.—Royal Bermuda Y. €. Cruising Trim Race, 
Dec. 2—Royal Bermuda Y. C. Cruising Trim lace, 

ot Oa 

SOME NEW FITTINGS. 

H are yery often in receint of inquiries as to where the iron 
_and brass work fittings for hoats and cannes can he had, 

and it may not therefere come amiss to many engaged in build, 
ing their own boats to jotdown a few notes on some of the lntest 
patterns of such fittings. We helieye they are all the result of 
nersonal effort on the part of Mr. G. W. Renton, 70 West street, 
Brooklyn, who has giyen a long study to brass work of all kinds 
for boats and yachts, and has united strength and utility with a 
very fair amount of elegance in tve samples before us. A new 
catrlogue has just been issued for the convenience of the trade 
and amateurs, who can order direct. by simple reference tn the 
number of the illustration, saving themselves a great deal ofe r- 
respondence, and enabling them to plan at the outset tor the 
use of fittings of specified character and dimensions. We have 
selected the following articles at random as exai ples of the 
many little useful innovations and improvements Renton has 
made. We may add that all of the articles are made of touch 

bronze or gun métal. and 
hiehly polished. and that 
when desired they can he 
nickel-plated. Thwart 
pieces, rudder braces and 
tholepin plates sare 
emnoth groind, The 
first cutis taken from a 
sample in our office, and 
represents a side-steering 
Inck for boats or ranoes. 
Tis shape enatles the oar 
or paddle to swing clear 

|| of the boat's side and 
* chaftine batten, a pint 
which will beappreciated 
by canoeists €+peciully. 
As there are~ many 

boats, particularly 
among the varicties jin 

use among sportsmen, which are too wide for recular ontriggers 
after the shell boat pattern, aud yet ton narrow to row from 

the eunwale. the enectal 
row-lock represented in 
the second cut will no” 
doubtsupply a demana 
felt,asitis easily shipped 
and jinshipped when 
changing from ours to 
paddle. 

But should the boat he 
supplied with wooden 
outriggers. as is often 
the case in Inpstrealcs 
and home-made craft, 
the pattern shown in 
the third eut will came 
in handy. Its advantage 
over the usual style con 
sistsin having a lip an 
the inside which ig 
screwed down tn the 
wood, affording greater 
security ind preventing 
the row-lock from work 
ne. 
The fourth and fifth 

flvures represent Wal- 
ton’s eagle row-lock well 
adapted to boats liable 
to a chanve in draft ag 
when Jieht and leaded, 
The difticulty of row- 
ing from the low eun. 
wale of 4 sporting boat 

when returning from camp nd down to within an inch or 
two of the water is an experience common enough. The eagle 
row-lock, besides being strong und compact,.enable: one to pull at 

ease and to good effect, for it can be raised or lowered to suit the 
trim of the boat. It has been tried hy muny and is considered by 
them of great service in practice. To canietsts and the owners of 
small yuchts the cleat, falr leader and the goose neck for souls 
will be of interest, y 

These are represented inthe lastthree cuts, Therredini ss with 
which they can be alluched us ri quired isene fentuie. The clont 
sets Up Witha nut below, and cannot pulls utor* cme eWay," 
isciten the curein tbe 1weycnny-vui) ety le o1 Hitiigs. Wie ie 
leader for ballisids. lisa ner. 1G, bara Dovel le eleave, FO tLe 
Wear pnd triclign Are Mnlerially Leductd Bhd BICHIEL CCLIInTy 
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the gear “running when yanted is insured, Besides these, 

met Hus ae Ped ovaries: of the mos) useful and oroamental 

uas work in the market, and In recommending his work to 

yeoders we are answering & steady flow of inquiries and ai the 

g9m ‘hi ne directing thom to a souree which ts perfectly reliable 

neu which has yeen long established. The catalogue before re- 

ferred 19 will give further mfurination, and it nee only be added 

Tint. being a practical pattern-maker and founder himself, Mr. 
Renbon can supply acy special styiesor designs required. 

—————t +o 

ROYAL CANADIAN YACHT CLUB, 

PRINCE OF WALES GUP, SEPT. 7TH. 

og RE R. G. ¥. 0. is engaged in vemoving their club-house to an 

jslind in Toronto hurbor, where the growth of business will 
hot encrouch upon them sson the mainland, and the club there- 
fore resolved to husband ifs resources and offered no prizes for 

its usual antusl regatta, The Pridce of Wales Challenge Cup was 
suiled for, however, on Sept, Sth, and produced some fair sport, 
though the disparity In tonnage of the starters roblied the match 
of much interest. To pit ag tun schooner, 40 ton yawl anda 

eouple ot center-board sloops under 20 tons ageiust each other, 

for so valuable a prize, was a good deal like trotting the motive 

Power of a hack und a 215 flyer aver the track, ‘lhe sppearance 

of Guthbert’s new erack, the sloop Blogdhound, did much to give 

aust to what otherwise muat have been but a tentureless proces- 
sion. The breeze wus moderate from nortb-noribwest at the start, 

and freshened somewhat. during the day. ‘the course was'trom 
an itinavinury line drawn trom tke elub-house through & boat an- 
choved off the same to the gup in the trees ut Mead’s; thence to a 
huoy ctf rhe Credit Whart; thence to a buoy off the wharf at the 
Vicloria Park, and finishing at the start, leaying all buoys on the 
port hand. Should the wind be from the westward, a tug was to 
take the yachtain tow at 45, when the start was to whe plaice trom 

ahne drawn from the tug through the wharf at the Exhibition 
Grounds to the muin tower of the Exbibition Buildings, the yachts 
passing between the tun and the above whart. Should the wind 

| be euch ato prevent yachts coming WWirough the channel at the 
finish without beating.thé Lime wasto betaken from the tue om the 

Queen's Whart, the yachts passing to the eastward of the tug. 
Five ininutes xrice allowed tor crossing the line, a rather slipshod 
arrangement, which might better bave been omitted, in this re 
Epeet, us well ag in regard 10 shifting bullast, the K. C. Y. 0. has 
uoforiundely follawea two Of the worst fextures OF yachh racing 
in America, and it would bave done much better to hiuye aobered 
ta the more exuct and legitimate custums of the Yacht Racing 
Assoginnon. : 
The Anerican fashions are certainly not to be commended, and 

we hope the Turonto saflers will see the error of thelr ways belore 
fi despicabie foet af mionines displaces vheir sound. dcep-bodied 
bouts, und that they will seek to encouraye good Bexinanship, 
ginartuess and quiclc wits rather than 10 throw # wet blinket 
pou thew by adopting permanently the slovenly metoud of let- 
tio yuonts slide over ibe line haphazard und allowing for bud 
Feamunship at the gutset. The entries cowprised the schooner 
Oriole, 9 tons, Mr. Juin Ley; the yawl Alariu, 38 tons, Mr. Gru- 
sett; the sinop Madcap, 17 tuns, Com, Boswell, aud tHe sloop Ms- 
cape, 10 10ns, Capt. Murriv, Bloodhound went over the course 
utider lower canyys, stating J4m, later, and reashed the home 
line Only Ijm, in the wike of the leader, alter buving dropped the 
fest hupelessly astern in spite of their light sas. his pretty ef 
feulually proves that Lhe new sloup will scoup in all there is going 
ii the way of prizes when she juins the club. Oriole made a pour 
start. but will ballooners on 4 taut lull, eradnally weot through 
the #vet and ledat the first mark with the yawl 8m, later xod 
Madcap aim, in her wake, Adjurm then curried uway her weather 
Tizging, wud pul into Port Credit for repairs, and Escape got out 
of the fht svon after. Bloodhound cume booming a&.ong as 
thouh the rest were uranchor ud at the Visloria Park Buoy 
wus only 4m. in Uriole's wike, ‘The schooner took things easy, as 
there seemed nothing to hurry ber up. On the heat up Livoa- 
bouud showed tina weatherly qualities, and tackfor tack reduced 
the Wwostiekers’ weather guise, and would hayetiken the chul- 
Jenre trophy on tine allowance ld she been in the race. Oriole lin- 
ished first. but Jos. oO) imeallowance TO Madéap, aud the gallant 
Cumimodore was beartily cuneratulated upon capturing the band— 
Sole memento of the Priucess' visit, which she holds tor the 
préseuc year. The 40miles were mudein 6h.23u1—not bad coo- 
sidering the weather. ‘ib@ schooner bad to allow Madcap Ydin. 
448, (id lost therelor by Zin. 29s. An offer to back the Hound 
Arullisl anything in the elu was made alter tho rave, but nobody 
has turned up yel willing toauuteb ber. 

Sa 

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA YACHT SQUADRON. 

pte squadron yachis asiled a very fine race on Saturday, Sept. 
400, Cor the prize preseuied hy Mr. M.H, Richey, M.P., und 

Mv. MB Daly, Meb., the result, atter a bard elrugele, being au- 
other vietury fur the Pastime. Lo was avéry olose thing, bow- 
ever, fur she saved her ume on the Oi-Kazé by Lhe narrow margin 
of2ésucunds IKestrel yawl made her tirst appeurince a8 4 racer 
this yGar, aud was ereatly fancied by the knowing ones, especially 
in the bioderate breeze und smooth water,as she is oot only & 
remarkubly bandsuime but a very fast vessel. ‘There was 
6OlnY turning to windward, however, along ley and a short onc, 
and at thot gume there is nothing in Hulitax Waters that cain look 
ab the Ui-Kazé, and Kestrel had not enough reachioy to show ber 
best qualitigs. Paste has not yet ceased to astonish eyery body 
by the Way -he travels, She sails like a witehin light airs, and 
there bas the adyantuge over tbe cutter, which lost Lhe race 
ywinly throueh the breeze lightening on the reach home from 
Muar's Ruck. Among the tiye-tonuers Muta aod Ina did best, the 
furmec retrieving her reputation, tuvugh closely huoted by Ina. 
The hitter sustained the only ousualty of the day, when not tur 
from Lbe finish and a good second to Muta, she bad vopsail and 
bowspritspiinaker set when & gust broke the mast baltway up 
aud stripped her of her canvas in 4 seucnd. Her crew very smartiy 
falbered wi the Wwereek, aud in the pluckiest maoner vob up a 
duty anil and torzed across the line, amid the cheers of the spec- 
tatora, 
‘he rig races for schooners and for sloops, cutters and yawls, 

and the 5-Lon race, were sailed af the sume tim, the entries tor 
the Members’ Prize being :— 
Yueht. Rig. Tons. Owner. Builder. 

Hugldec .....c. bp. bloop.... 4 ....Lts.Shaw & Princep...Anderson. 
Ol-Kuzd.....cutrer.. . 2 .... The Kear Gommodure, Butler, 
Muta ...-...-lvap.. i ....Gt- Dunfop, K, A...... Butler, 
Mv ly Bawao.sloop... 6 ...-F. d> Phelan......---.. 
Pustime.....schooner.... #3 ...W. H. Urookfield...... Lawlor 
Psyohe, ,- .sld0p.:...... 7 <5. West..-..,,-..-,Butler, 

e. b.sloop,... 3 ....H. H. Gutes.,. Anderson. 
yawl.. 15 ....5, A. White-.,. -Moseley. 

Tl 8 LILIWOH. Weeks, M.D... 
The course and eonditions for this rasa were: From H. M. 

Tiiiber- yard tou flay-boat in Dartmouth Cove, thence to a Hag- 
Boal olf Fort Clarence, thence, passing to the northward of Ives’ 
Kooll buoy, to Mar's Koek Huoy, and finish off H. M. Lumber- 
yard, leaving all taarks on the starboard hand. Once round, Fly- 
ive sturt, Piye winutes allowed Yor crossing the line, and the dif- 
ference of Lime at the start to be allowed in calculating the finish. 
For the two proves ol'ered toe sloops, cutters and yawls, Oi-Kazé, 
Mally Guwn, Kestrel and Psyche entered, andfor the 5-tunders’ 
prize, Bayiet, Muta, Coa and Lily, the course being the same as in 
The first rate, but no ditferenee of time allowed at the start. There 
Wa ul o 4 race for sehuonuers, but as Pastime won the Members’ 
Prize, that tur schooners wos mot awarded, phe being the only 
entry of that ri, and one of the conditions being that the winner 
of the principal could not take also the rig prize. She allowed 
Oi-Kuze, tun. vs.) Kestrel, 4m. 2ls,; Psyche, 8m. 278.; Molly Bawn, 
fin. Jés; Muta, Lily, Baglet, Ina, lin. 1%m-; the allowance be- 
tween oy other tio being the ditference between the times 
giveu to each by Pustime. 

Tt wae a run to Dartmouth, mainbooms carried to starboard 
Psyche, Eagler, Lily, Ina, carrying spinnakers to port the larger 
Yacht oye along without, the wiod being rathershy for balloon~ 
érs. Pustiine went to the front at onee, followed by Kestrel and 
Psyche. Oi-Kazé overrunning the small chaps and passing them 
aa they hauled spinnakers, Hinsails were jibed to port atthe 
first mark and sheers laitened att for the close haul reach to Fort 
Clarence. Pastime was well aheud with the yawlin olose attendance 
and Payche irotling along, holding a better wind than the pair of 
them. Atthe Durimourh boat Lily slapped into the cutter, but 
no Vet wus done, the sloop getting hung up alterward with 
Tiaand Bagiet, while Mutawent clear and héaded her class. Bay- 
Jel sent up 4 protest Hag, substituting an answering penadnt lor 
the regulation ensign. 1t was supposed ut the time that ber objec- 
Lion WHs tO BomMeE Yi her OWN clhes, LULI che OUTALt the Onish rhit 
Bhe claimed a ioul trom Oi-Kuzé, whe Jutver in blissiul izporance 
Of the iycl, being now away wbeud, well to the windward of 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Psyche. Kestrel and Pastime, and threatening to cross the latter 
belore the second mark Was reached. Pisiimé leid past the Foro 
Clarence boat, Oi-kaz&second, Psyche third, Kestrel fourth, Muta 
fitth. Theschooner soon tried for the cutter’s weather, Lhe net 
result Being that her way was stopped, and she bad to be ramped 
away through the cutter’s lee alter all. Meanwhile Psyche and 
Kestrel had profited by the luifing match and eiosed upon ihe 
pair. Gi-Kuzé losing more ground through her owner, who wis 
steeriog, jamming her too close instead of keeping her a good 
full. She went to windward, nevertheless, as only 4 cutter can 
fo, and when Pastime met her off York Hedoubt, she passed a 
good piece under Oi-Kazé's stern, and though she tacked close 
under the lund, before the mark was near she was again to lee- 
ward. Kestrel had been trying aluif with Psyche, but Mr. Weat 
stopped her dead and lorced her to find a pussaye through her lee. 
Muta was outpacing the rest of her cluss, [na traveling welland 
Buglet doing whipper's-in duty. Froin Mar's Rock it would bea 
#ree reach in, ali in the schooner's favor. Of course the latter 
speedily forged ahead, and by the time the two were abreast of 
Sandwich she had eslablisheda clear lead, and was waltzing wlong 
With every kite set. Oi-Kazé pulled out spinnaker on bowsprit, 
and as the breeze was strong held the schooner, there not being 
much water between them, but the wind tell away as they opened 
the Arm, and Pasiime repeated hor Chester performance, march- 
ing away in the light air at such & pace that she saved her time, a 
really splendid performance. Kestrel passed Psyche, once sheets 
Were checked she fairly Jew aloog, und Ina pressed Muta hard, 
noel a gust of wind swept the mast oul of her. The time at the 
nish wits i— 

H, M. §, | A. M, 8. 
Pastime iss J. cea 2 4% 28] Ina ee tre ae Rae E 
Oi-Kazé.- a 46 83] Lily. - 4 10 28 
Kestrel,, .B 66 16; Baglet..-....., -4 21 15 
Psyche... . 8 56 | Mots Bawn..-. 4 45 40 
Muta..... Cr orca ag NG 

Pastime, haying saved her time by 23 seconds off the cutter, 
took 1he Members! prize, to tha complete satisfaction ot all con- 
testants, who much regretied her owner's illness; Oi-Kazé won 
the first Squadron prize for sloops, cutters and yaws, the protest 
entered agvinst her by Huglet being disallowed by the committee; 
Psyche second prize, having sived ber time off Kestrel, while 
Milita carried awiiy the prize in the 6 ton race. 
‘The race between cutter and schooner was the finest sailed for 

yeursin Halifax, and the English ng, ty common consent, yon 
the honors, if she did not get the prize of the day. 
rt 2 > 

Dorcursrun Yaour Cuor.—The sixtieth regatta of the club 
was sailed, off Thompson's Island, Sept. 1ith. The entries were 
free 10 all yachts, and 70 craft bad been listed with the compmit- 
tee, so that tine sport was anticipated. Ot these, something like 
dWactually started, the fifth class of cabin yachts and the small 
fellows showing up the strongest. Wind fresh from northwest 
aod start, bur died Gut durimg the day, so that it was just a shave 
within the time specified tor 1he rave with the last ones home. 
he third ind fourth classes were sent away flying, the rest trom 
au ancbor. ‘I'he prizes alfered were: Pirst class, $30 and $20; 
second class, $30 and $20; third class, $25 and marine glass; fourtu 
Class, $2) and marine glass; fifth class, $15 and marine glass; sixth 
Glass, $15 und Marine glass; séventh class, Marine glass and $10; 
eighth class, murias glass and $10; ninth class, $10, $7 and $5. 
The courses were for urst and second classes, 23 miles; tor third 
find fourth classes, 16 miles; for fifth and six classes, 9 miles ; for 
seventh, eighth and ointh classes, 6 miles. No restrictions as to 
sail, except in seventh, dighth and ninth classes, sluops to carry 
mainsail and jib, and catboats mainsail only. Judyes; Messrs: K. 
3. Bowles, F, W, Weston, C.K. Pratt and E. B. Clark abourd the 
Zephyr ;— 

HIRD CLABS. 
Actual Corrected 

Length. Time, Tine, 
Name and Owner. Ft. In, H. M. 8. H, M. 8. 

Viking, §. P. Freeman. -..-.- «.---08 2 8 8d 29 2 57 2L 
Annie, G. Murtin...-....-...06 tee 8 3 49 IT 3 0a Bo 

FOURTH CLASS. 

Nimbus, King & Glark...... . ....df 6 3 05 63 2 2v 5B 
FIFTH CLASS, 

Sunbeam, Kenny & Fox........--. mB B 1 46 38 1 13 (1 
Gem, F. Lincolu -_,. 26 7 1 45 8h 1 18 08 
Lena, Clayton....-. 226) 9 1 47 Ws 1 2% OO 
Banverer, Daniels. a 1 1 So 29 1 26 45 
Wilful, P, Butler 22 6 1 58 37 1 at i 
Fairy, Perkios..... the Pk OO, 1 ST 2 1 27 29 
Judith, Pigeon.. oie ee: eo) 2 05. (6 1 65 24 
Hidith, Duvis........-.-.0.--05 r----1e5 8 2 12 24 1 45 

SIXTH QLASS. 

Muriel, Weld.......... ee the cy Pe Ut 1 37 55 1 06 53 
Altes WHEDIGS css isi at tags. ood ..22 08 TY 41-3 143 i 

SEVENTH CLASS, 

Fearless, Kidd -....,.....--+00- ees E 1 53 08 1 30 55 
Mary, Clark. . ...... 2 O07 43 1 32 44 
Deli, Pigeon.-... 2 02 U6 1 3a 5a 

Janet, Phinney............. . 1 42 82 1 iv 40 
Peri, H. Parkinan. . 1 41 29 1 48 
Wildlire, Keith.... / 1 44 36 119 dt 
Herald, Smith, . 1 44 60 1 32 Ou 
Kif, Barker. .......-..- F 1 46 29 1 23 421 
Tanthe, Hutchins & Prior ' 1 47 30 1 2 2 
Nuutilus, Paxon.....,. 18 1 1 51 38 1 2 46 
‘bopsy, Kent....... 19 4% 1 60 15 1 26 Av 
Bhamrock, Driscoll.,...........-: el 1 1 49 14 17 

NINTH CLASS, 
Rocket, Bass.........--. eee sseen ees 16 7 1 43 32 Loa 03 
Hiura Lee, Freeman -17 U 1 43 44 Ut lt 
Psyche, Sears.. 17 1 1 45 30 1 20 23 
Ayis, Coolidge, : eye) 1 47 20 I 21 26 
Crivket, Leury, Aji 1 1 66 450 1 30 55 
Sadie, Taylor.. AT 6 2 03 0) 1 a2 33 
Nora, Dennie 82,7 2 00 a2 1 1b 

ail} + =F —_____ 

YACHTING NEWS. 

STEAM CATAMARANS.—The South Boston Inquirer has been dis- 
ougsiug steam catamarans, and very plainly showed that tuo Ny- 
ack experinient was bound to be afuilure with the first propeller 
used, 48 tae buMmber of revolutions multiplied by the pitch wus 
only enough to produce 7 or miles, and it yary justly takes the 
projectors to task fot the crude envincering they haye displayed. 
One might have expected much better things from men who 
haye bad a life-long experience with contractors’ work, und the 
wunt of judgment displayed serves to show that purely praoticul 
men, Wilnout the lesst scivolific attainments, Ave Lhe most hable 
oltall to bungle as soon as they leave well-beuten puths. Bul the 
Inquirer thinks that inspite of the Long serics of failures recorded, 
stéain Gatamaraos are capable of high speed, Vo this we Gannot 
assent, for reasons alreidy published in these columos. By using 
enormous power,aud using 1b wastefully, double hulls may be pro- 
pelled ut amoderately high speed, but the samme powerand money 
expended upon asingle hull would produce much higher results. 
So far as the history of \hese peculiar boats is concerned, there 
are two small terry bouts plying between Philadelphia and Smith's: 
laland in the Delaware which were built soe 20 years or more 
ago, They have struizght sides on their interior surfaces and con- 
vex on the outside, with the paddle wheel between the Lwo busls. 
They are ellicient boats for the service intended, but of course 
not remarkabletor speed, The trouble with recent experimenters 
is Lhat they are not acquainted with the work of olbeérs in the 
sume direction, and that they fondly imagine themselyes discoy- 
erers of the philosopher's stune, when in reality tuey are the veri- 
esb.1yros ab the business. — 
C@aph May Cop.—'lhe tarry element among New York yachts- 

Ten needs a fresh countiag badly, aud the sult salty seem to have 
shed their ting and scales, n0w that the breezes blow, fornotu 
single entry could be got forarun down the coust to |he Vive 
Futnom Bank and home. Think of a $500 piece of silverware 
foing begging in Engisnd or in Boston waters, and that at the 
most dehbtiul part ol the season! But then your lmht draft 
crew never does turn up when real business is abead, and judging 
irom tbe leéwardly propensities of the tal-bottomed dishes, their 
iowieldly spars and clumsy rigs, ten penny tustenings and “Oheap 
Jobn”’ outfit generally, 10 1s, perhaps, just a8 well thatour faucy 
Sailors Shirked the sea and suiled the race ayer wn pelil ver, to the 
qmiystificution of attentive Merciiriés in Delmonice’s partors, Uusi- 
mess 18 brisk,and that xccounts jor many not putting ip an appear- 
ance, butsurely there are enough enthusiasts lett, even in “ boom- 
ing’ Limes, to prove that oo diait af ull makes the best seu bout 
off soundings ag Well x6 in healed debuies in ibe club-roum. 1s 
their couri#ve 48 shaUOW &6 Lheir bots, or ib distreuon the better 
part of valor? 

a 

CALIFORNTA Yacurs.—The fan Francisco Olympian has pub- 
lighéd the lines and cuts of the schooner Chispa, sloop Nellie and 
other craft of the Pucitic, some ol whieh we will reproduce dur- 
iny the winter fur the benefit of the Bastern public. In is need- 
less to add that the Olympian is one of Our mosl welcome ox- 
changes in conrequence. The Caliturnia yachts owe their chac- 
Avleristics.to ihe strung winds of san Frinciweo Buy, and to ihe 
talent of Mr. Turner, one of the principal modelléraand builders 
of the city Of the Golden Gate. Lhey ave long fivored and puw- 
erful, and supplied with muderate sail pluns, but, avoordlie to 
Our ideas, lacking in style and pose," especially about the stern. 
As the yaw! vig is popular long counters ought to come into 
fasbion, for they greatly facilitate stepping the mizzen-mast and 
huodling the alter sail, while atding to a vessel's power when 
heeling well or running. ut bere agsin the cloyen tout of 
lenzth measurement thowsitself. [tis always the bigeest ton- 
nae on thé leust Jength, and style is out of question. You have 
got to saw short off,whether you likeitornot. The impression in 
the Hastis that itun center-boards will not work, though n@ one 
seems able to assign any reason forit. In California, bowever, 
experience seems to polnt the other way, for Chispa and others 
have iron boards stiffened with ouk and bevelled down to ashiurp 
edge below. They are suid to add materially to the yacht's still 
1iess in the same way that iron in the keel does, ' 

Coayron ReGarra,—The fall racing, undor the auspices of the 
public spirited citizens of Clayton, N. Y., was salied Sept. dd. 
‘fhe Emma, of Kingston, Ont.; the Peerless. of Brockyille, and the 
Victorine, of Alexundria Bay, took part, Peerless got away lest, 
but Emma went by while the former was bandliog ber light salls 
in a squall, surprising the knowiny ones, a8 Victorine was the Ta- 
vorte by long udds, 

KNICKERBOCKER YAcut Cius.—The fall regatta was sailed 
Sept. lith, off the club-house at Port Morris. ‘he rain of the 
morning bad ceased, and a stiff northwester was blowing, raising 
quite a lop for the little shavers. QGourse for first three chisses 
trom the elub-house to and around Stepping Stones Lighthouse 
and home, J8 miles. Fourth olass 10 round Fort seh) ler 
Buoy and home, about 12 miles. Judges—Messrs. f. Winnie, W. 
Boret and D. M. Winnie. Only 1 eabil yacht—Parole, Com. Car- 
ter—huisted her peunant, aod in secood class Musidora, L. B, 
Lawler, and Estella, C. bP. Rosemann, In third class ihe starters 
¢omprised the cats Ida May, Viee-Cum. Steward; the Sharpie, W. 
Potter, Jr; the ‘Ubetis, G. KR. Hobby, snd the Quits, Capt. Varian, 
in fourth class, White Cap, EH. W. Bauer, bud asdiloyer. Tt wasa 
giose haul teu the mark tor most of the way,and tbe big ones 
went to the fore, Bstulla talking the lead. Atter rounding Fort 
Schuyler, however, her jib balhards parted, and she was brought 
inte Lue wind to repair, the rest of the feet going by ber in the 
meantime. It was op and tuck with many of theitus they were 
struck by the heavy blusts,x1nd many a knockdown had to be 
skiltully couxed, After rounding the mark, revfs were shaken 
out and lively time made to \he quartering gale, the maten eni- 
ind as tollows: First class—Parole, 2h. 23m, fis. Secoud clauses 
Musidora, 2h. 32m. [ss Bsretlu, 2u. 4610. 64a. Third eluss—Shitc— 
pic, 2h. 28m, B4s.; Mhetis, 2h. 33m. S4s.; lda May, 2h, 4lm. 223.5 
(Quits, 2h. 42m, 2ts. 

SouTHerN YAacaw Ciuo.—The sweepstakes race for profession- 
als, $2U0 dnd $25 entrance moues, suiled Sept. 9ch on Lake Pun- 
chartrain brought out two starters, the Albertine, Hd. Harvis- 
skipper, and the Uydnus, with Aleck Brewster pt the stick. There 
Was # SLilf eight koot breeze blowing, whieh stiffened towa d the 
lose ol the day. Course, the usual triangular voe of 14 wiles, 
At the gun Albertine wus tirst to seh her anchor and pay ult, 
éiosely hunted by the other. Krom first to secoui! maricit was 
downright work to windward in the strove wind, Cydiius parted 
her peak balliards, losing a minuty while splicing alresh, but the 
acecident virtuality bunded the purse tu Kd. Mavs aod tis crew, 
for it was péxt tu impossibie to make up tortime lost, ‘The rage 
therefore bevume wu procussion, Albertine winning in @h, dsm. 
40s., wilLb Sin. 483 to spare. 

PROGRESSING RAPIDLY.—Lawler & Son, City Point, Sonth Bos- 
ton, are building 4 keel sloop #Zft, on deck and Yorn. water line. 
Sheis to huve Hearty all ber ballast in the keel, which goes ta 
Shuw that Hdstern wien wre alive and progressing. ‘There is no 
réason why this and many other innoyatiins sould uot haye 
been undertaken yearsayo. But better lure than never, 

For 34ne.—We call attention to yachts and boats advertised in 
our columns from tinie to tine, as this journal offers by tar the 
bést medium to the public imterested In sugh properry. 

Gone Ovyer.—Owing to the crowded condition of our columna 
this week the report of the Boston Y.C.,and a correct list of 
Wilels In the receut Hull regatta, are left over till next week. 

OcaHanic Yacur Cius.—This club, of Jersey City, haa elected 
thesolluwioy oicérs : CGommodure, George BP. Mverson; Yiee-Com-~ 
mddove, Charles D. Wevmuo; President, Martin V. Everson; 
secretary, William W. Poland; Treasurer, Louis Heller ; Measu- 
rer, T. U. Bauvbuo. Twelve yachts arc Gurolled on ita buvkks. 

ApventuroOus Teurons,—A couple of natives of Berlin, Prus- 
sia, desiruus uf emulating the Yankee, are about to niderake 
Lue Voyapetrom Berlin to Aiwerica iia Hat-bottomed skill, 1 
digenous to the river Spree, and something like our dory of tbe 
Hast. A wager of $1,500 is suid to be the inducement, Pabticu- 
Jura of their drowning will be viveo in these columns, 

Duesenven ReEcoaNIwLION.— They appreciate journalism in 
Frunce. ‘tne KRegates Committee of the interoationatresacta of 
Ajucuio has presented our esteemed Gunteuiporary, Le Yacht, 
Wilh a medal tor its did in promoting the sport of yachtine aural, 
aeompliment Which was certiinly well deserved, tor that journar 
has done much lov theart of suiling in Prénch witters, 

Winn Awaken —One sensible city council, It is expected that 
the city of Humilton, Gnt., will vote $200 toward the coun re- 
gatta, dept. 25eby aud that $l0UU will be mised altogether for 
poses, Messrs. Kemp, Lucds, Gunn, Monek, Mulligan, Coukett, 
Baultlell and Kennedy have been appoiuted & Guniluittee to Gul 
lett subscriptions, If the good citizens of Hamilton kuow their 
own Interests they will dip their bunds inte their pogkers und re- 
peat the racing every yéur. Public ahu Open mutebes must be. 
encouraged as long as the close corporation syste is clon to by 
our vonservative clubs, otherwise yuchr raclig will die of dry roc 

Our Ensign AuakOAD,—During the season, Halifax was visited 
by the suhouuers Nettie, Mr. Osbora, N, Y. ¥. C,, Acted, Mr. D, 
Sears, Mastern Y. U., and Atalanta, Kear Com. Vermilye, Atiintic 
¥. 0. Our correspondent adds that the owners wade busts of 
friends, and that tHalifax will bereutter becuie ine ol the recip 
Dized ports tO Make on 4o Bustern cruise. A large fleet will prob- 
ably tind its way up the harbor nexc year. 

oe oe 

A PADDLING GRUISING CANOH, 

Hditor Forest and Stream -— 
Jo view of the inberent laziness of manitind itis not surprising 

thut ost of the alterations in the mudels of canves huve been 
mmude chiefly with a view tO the Improvement of their sailing 
qualities. Jn cruizing, one vatutally likes to travel as swillly, 
aud with as little exertion as pussible ; wud, Indeed, the must eou= 
timed sad ubandoned paddier, if he were wudranteed steady, 
muderare winds, and could obtain a boat which Would po sess 
speed, both on and of the wind, Combined with lightness, dry odss, 
ruomiiness, streoeth, portability, lightness of drwught and stitt- 
ness. @ach in the superlative degrie, would, douwlless, lad! 
ackuow ledge the errur of his ways aod enter the ranks of the suil- 
Ing canveisis. but, wiftortunately the summer breezes ure nob to 
be depended on, av least in these latitudes, wile the must deny ht- 
ful walers for canoeing ire Just those upon which satinvactory 
sailing is impractible, Gwing to bigh banks, trees. or to suarp wud 
frequent windings of the atreum, so bhat the paddle mush be used 
more Or less iu ull Cruising. ‘Then, eyery chauyein model teodiny 
Lo jocresase the cunoe's suing powers, bas been found te lessen, 
in a Corresponding dépree, ber capnuilives 18 a padding boat. 
With these facts In mind, iw very repntable oumber oF oieu haye 

clung to the Rob Roy model, prererring # cralt In which,io be 
sure, they must now and then dodye very rough water, but which 
Gan be paddicd with ease under almosh all circumsptunces, wud 
muy ocGasionally be swiled, besides beluz admirably siuipie in 
equipment; to one betteradapted tor sailing, but which, even in 
a Gali, perpetually Lortures ber owner by her slowness, und, 
when il becumes necessary to force her vgdihnsta head wind, fa- 
tizues him lo wie yere ot exhwustion, 

Drill, even the Rob Koy, with its wany virtues, does not entirely 
conlent the suring spirits Of some of the canoeing trateruity, 
who would full dispense with the suil altogether, copsidemop it 
of more trouble Lhun yalue; and fn response 16 thelr demands & 
caunue has appeared before which the most ridical of there pad- 
diers Must sluind in mute aduurstion, in ihe opimieu wf your vor 
respondent. She is nanied the Kil you Kujl, a title which, though 
not euphonious, Will bet least suggestive to any ole who lus 
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felt the force of the tides that ebb and flow through that harrow 
Strait. Sheis built of white cedar, lap streaked, with a Spanish 
cedar deck and top streak = is 18ft, in length by 24in. beam, with 
fine easy lines anda floor flattened somewhat amidships. Her 
depth then at cunwale. amidships, is 8hin.; at bow and stern, 10Jin. 
Heisht of devk comber, 3yin. The well is elliptical, 82in. long by 
1Gin, wide, with 4 combing rising liip. above the crown of the 
deck, She has a wide inside keel. like that of a center-board cat- 
bout, projecting only about din. below the gvarbuard streaks, 
Her water-tight bulkheads ary placéd 5}ft. from bow and stern. 
On deek there is no metal of any kind visible, and the boat's 
Joose fittings are limited to foot-boards, stretcher, back-board, 
apron and paddle, 
Mer trial trip. a day’s run of 35 miles, on tide water, was made 

in company witha paddleable sailing canoe of the most common 
type, Lift. lone and 28in. wide, with a flit Hoor, slizht keel and 
sheer ot Jin. forward; and, as was expected, the fine lines allowed 
by hergrenter length gave her an advantage in speed over her 
companion, equal to abouts minutes to the mile, and this ina 
eatin, with the tide, and with a crew as yet unused to her. 

Ti 4 light beam wind, off shore, with the sailing canoe carrying 
45ft. of Sail, and making averare time, the paddling boat, though 
oousslonally passed during a pull, had often to wait for the other, 
and could ensily have left her far astern during the morning's 
ruu; while later,ina4 mile tug against tide up a narrow river, 
she sfinply walked straightaway from her beamy mate, with as 
little ade as thongh the latter had been a canal boat. Then, 
though n0 very rough walter was run through, enough of a lap 
Was inet to show the steadiness given to the now boat by ber 
Se a the stitfening caused by the flattening of her floor 
amidships. 
Hour by hour throuzhout the day the value of the high cam- 

bered deck of the small well and hizh well combing became more 
and more plain; for, asthe water wasbed over her deck it rolled 
off. as fram a duck’s back, not a drop finding its way into the 
Well, while cyen the drip from che paddle, which in other boatsso 
persistently soaks the cunoeist's trousers, fell, baffled and power- 
Joss for harm, on deck. 
Asa test of ler stiffness, her captain lay down flat on deck, and 

it was sume time before the boat rebelled against so unusual a 
proceeding and rolled him overboard. We then, while she uated 
botrom upward, swam alongside, righted her, mounted over the 
aia and regained his seat in the well withous the least diffi- 
culty. 
When on land, she showed herself of the most accommodating 

disposition. allowing two mén lo embrace her, each with one arm, 
And curry her whither they would,a piece of complaisance in 
Mmurked cuntrast with the exacting spirit shown by some canoes, 
Who ingist upon the use of four arms, and, now and then, of an 
Ox Leuin, when they are to be removed from 1hé water. 

Tn w word, the Kill yon Kull proved herself all that her designer 
expected, und as she stands—handsome, light of draught, com- 
fortuble. Jightasauny strong wooden cunoe can be, easy under 
paddle ia calm or wind, with or against tide, displaying no nickel- 
pinted wetal to be food for rust, guiltless of water-tight hatches, 
Which are water-lizbtonly when the whim seizes them, and which 
lure the canoeist to his rum by tempting him to discard his trusty 
rubber bay—she is undoubredly one of the beststrictly “paddling 
cruising canoes" which America has yet produced. 

itis perhups too much tp expect thatshe should suit the critical 
taste of the n yices, whose minds are notoriously full of sails nnd 
cenrer-bourds; but she will vertainly bring relief to many a long- 
sulluring and sheer-ridden puddler, and if, in addition, she should 
succeed in bringing back to the canoeing fold buta single one of 
those wayWard sheep, who now riotously disport themselves in 
suirle shells, or who, in cunces fitted with outriggers and suulis, 
dally advertise their apostacy to a pitying world, surely her pro- 
duction will not have been in vain. Wittiam M, Cooke. 
Brooklyn, Sepl. 2d. 
rr 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 

Editor Forest and Stream:— 

The reports of Committees are not yet in. The canoeists are 
still lingering along our shores, Lord Dufferin’s canoe, a Rob 
Roy, 18tt. long, wih its new owner, Mr. kK. W. Baldwin, B. E., 
from Ottawa, Canudu, reached the lake on the2jth, Mr. Baldwin 
fave in his name for) membership to the American Canoe Asso- 
elation and immediately set sail for home. St. Paul, Minoo., was 
Otfered to us by several of its citizehs for our next annual meet- 
fn, bubtwo Western inembers of the Canoe Asso dation preferred 
Lake George to any other place, so the next meeting wiil be here. 
Judge Nicholas Longworth and Mr. Lucien Wualsin, of Cineln- 

nati, and your correspondent have purchased the group of islands 
on Lake George, Irno\wn as the “Three Sisters,’ from Miss Laura 
Edinonds, duughterc of the late Judge Hdinonds. These beauti- 
fully wooded islands are uniong the finest of any on the lake, and 
are five miles from the head of the lake and five miles south of 
Bolton, ‘the three owners intead to set apart the largestislund 
ofthe group tor the free use of the inembers of the American 
Canoe Association, to serye as a Giinping ground for the Knights 
ofthe Paddle. Judge Longworth is Commodore of the Cincinautr 
Canoe Club, and Vive-Commodore of the American Canoe Asso- 
éintion, Mr, Lucien Wul.in was with Mr. Seigfried, a year or two 
sinve, In the canoe erulse made from the head waters of the;Missis: 
Bippt. 
a s00n as possible, within a few weeks, the Secretary of the 

America| Usinoe Association will issue a circular to canoeists, 
und toall who desire to become canoeists, iiyitiny them to join 
the Associution. he initiution fee will be but one dollar, and 
the aununl dues bit one dollar. Names are being sentin froin all 
parts of the courcry, Ail persous cin become members—if they 
possess the spirit dn wits Of a truy vanoeist—whether they own 
pairs Ornot. Ludies. as well as young men, can become vege 

ers. i "4 
Laie George, Aug, 30th. 

a 

New York Canog Crus.—The fall regatta was held Sept, 1th, 
off the club-house on Staten Island. The day was fine. with a 
light westerly wind. The races set dawn were as follows: pad- 
dling race for sailing canoes; paddling race tor paddling vauoes; 
sailing roce for sailiag canoes; sailing race for paddling canges, 
wid an upset race. ‘lwo prizes in each ruce. Jersey Blue, Mr. H. 
G. Stephess, won the first race in 10m, 15s., with the Sandy Hook, 
Mr. W. P. Stephens, a good second, beating Psyche and Kalnolah, 
the Kill yon Kult, Me. K. M. Putuain, won ihe second race in 
10m. #Us.: Qui Viye, Mr. J. West, second, beating L'ineounné. 
The third race was won by Clochette, Mr. Wm. Whitlock, the rest 
not finishing. ‘he fourth race bad only two entries, and Was not 
brought to uny termination. Will be resailed, The fifth or upset 
match was won by Kilt yon Kull, and Jersey Blue next, beating 
Psyche, Sandy Hook: Clochetie, Dot, Eling Qui Vive, Kaloolah 
and L'Inconnué. In popularity the upset races seem to carry olf 
the palm, 

BuncHEeD SHorvs.—Awuy. 2lst.—I notice what <A, B. 
says about his trial at target with chilled shot out of a 
choke gun. Myself and friend had the same thing 
happen with us a year ago, with chilled shot, having 
tried five shots with a Parker gun, ten cylinder bore, at 
forty yards, and three of the shots bunched and went 
through an inch board, making ahole three-quarters of 
aninch in diameter, The othertwo madea good pattern, 
Seyeral other members of the elub tried it, and all com- 
plained of the same thing. 

—AbLouf one hundred persons witnessed a curious spectacle at 

Laosinebure, N. ¥., recently. It was nothing more nor less than 

abicd axeeution. An English sparroiy had by some means in- 

curred the displeasuve of a pair of red-breasted robins, nested in 

a tree near Rawson Hall. A fight took place between the spar- 

row aid robins on the rear of the roof of the Rawson Hall bulld— 

ing. The sparrow fought luckily until all at once one of the 

robins flew olf, while the other keptup the fighting. The robin 

Messenger soon returned with & pieve of a cord, that was soon 

wound sroand thesparroy's neck, and the end held in the bill of 

ond of the exeeutiouers. ‘ois done, the sparrow wus forced off 

the cdge of the roof, and briskly attacked by the other robin, 

Thus situated the sparrow was comparatively belpless, and in a 

short time huny susponded by the neck, dead, After holding their 

yiclimand pecking bim uotilassured he was beyond resurrection, 
the viotorious robins few to their nestin the tree, singing mer- 

rily, a3 though gloryitg oyer their yanquished fos, 

Gane Bag and Gun. 
—Address all communacations to ** Forest and Strean 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

GAME IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER,+ 

—~>_—_ 

Woodeock, Philohela minor. 
Black-bellied plover, Ox-eyo, 

_ squatarola helvetied. 
Long-billed curlew, Nuwmentus 

longirustris, 
Turastone, or calico back, Strep- 

Silas tnterpres. 
Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Macrorhamphus griseus. 

Red-backed sandpiper, or ox- 
bird, Tvinga amerieuna. 

Great marbled godwit, or mar- 
lin, Limasa fedoa. 

Willet, Tetanus semipalmatus, 
Tattler, Totanus melanoleucus, 
Yellow-shanks, Tetanus flaripes. 

Moose, Alce amgricana. 
Oaribon, Rangifer caribou. 
Elk or wapiti, Cervits canadensis. 
Red or Virginia deer, (, virgint- 
_ anus, 
pamineela tet black and gray. 
Hures- brown and gray. 
Reed or riee bird, Dolichonyx 
oryzivorous. 

Wild turkey, Meleagris gallupavo. 
Pinnated grouse or prairie 
_chickens, Oupidonidt euprdo. 
Rutfed grouse or pheasant, Bo- 
Naya umbels, 

Quail or partridge, Ortyx virgin- 
ianus. 

Sora, rail, Porzana carolina, | 

*This enumeration is general, and is in conflivt with many of 
the State laws. 

“Bay birds’ generally, including various species of ployer, 

sandpiper, snipe, curlew, oyster-vatcher, surf bird, phalaropes, 

ayocels, efc., coming under the group Limacolee, or shore birds. 

Many States permit prairie fowl (pinnated yrouge) shouting after 
Aug. 15th. 
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USEFUL GUN TRIALS, 

VICKSBURG, Miss,, Aug. 30th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

For several years I have been a close reader of Fores? 
AND STREAM, and haye derived no inconsideratle pleas- 
ure from a perusal of its columns. I have been more 
particularly interested in shot guns and the best way of 
loading them. Over a year ago my brother and I made 
a trial with our guns for pattern and penetration, shoot- 
ing nearly 100 shots each with different sizes of shot and 
different charges of both powder and shot, The result 
was put in tabular form and published in Forrs?t anp 
STREAM, The result showed that the maximum charge 
of powder for and 8}lb, 12 bore gun was 3idrs., and 
for a lb, 10 bore gun 4drs,; lioz. shot for the former 
and 1} for the latter. We took great pains with our trial, 
and found the results remarkably uniform when the 
same charges were used; especially the penetration, 
which seldom differed as much as 10 per cent. Having 
sold my old gun and purchased a new one, choked, 10 
bore, of Scotts make, weight ilbs., I have been 
tempted to make still further trials in order to see 
what this gun would do, The shots were fired over 
the same ground, distance 40 measured yards, But, as 
our former trial, as published, probably has not been 
recollected or seen by a large number of your readers, 
I will again describo the way it was made. 

For obtaining penetration we used a trough 34 by 4 
inches on the inside, about 37in. long, The inside of 
this trough was grooved with asaw at regular spaces of 
lin, Into each pair of grooves a penetration card was 
slipped, the trough when full confyining 36 cards. This 
trough was placed on stakes at the end of tharange, with 
the open end toward the shooter. The cards were ob- 
tained at the printers, were cut to a uniform size, a little 
firmer, hut almost exactly the same thickness as the 
United States postal card. We procured quite a quantity, 
so that all our trials have been made with the same cards, 
The exposed surface of the first card in the box formed 
what we called the small pattern, 3} by 5in. For a large 
pattern ‘ unmatched ” wall paper was.used,cutinto pieces 
18in, square. Previous to each shot one of these was tack- 
ed to stakes immediately in front of the trough containing 
penetration carls. Now, when a shot was hred, this was 
numbered, taken down, laid aside for future examina- 
tion, and another put up. Then tha number of pellets 
entering the firsh penetration card were noted ; then the 
number of cards penetrated by the majority of the shat 
were noted, That is, if 7 pellets had passed through the 
first card, the cards were counted as far as four shot 
marks could be found. ‘Then the shot marks on the first 
card, and a few on each side of the limit of penetration 
were carefully checked off by drawing an O around 
them. [In this way one set of cards could be used for 4 
or 6 shots. Tt was seldom that 2 shots would pass so near 
the same plaice as to tear the eard between them, As 
before stated, the number of cards penetrated was re- 
markably uniform for the same size shot and same meas- 
ures of powder and shot—counting those pierced by the 
majority of shot, though often 1 or 2 would fal! 40 to 
60 per cent. behind, while 1 or 2 strong ones would 
be as great a percent. in the lead. 1 cannot account for 
this difference ; probably some of your readers could. 

In comparing my old gun, which was a LO bore Scott, 
weight loz. lessthan 9lbs., with the new one, 1 found 
both almost exactly equal, with 34 and 4drs. of powder, 
with ltoz. No, 6 shot. Bulon using 4tdrs, powder the 
old gun gave same penetration, 23 cards, and lost 20 per 
cent, in pattern, while the new gun gave increased pen- 
etration, 29 cards, and within 5 pellets of the same pat- 
tern, on the wall paper, namely 118, These figures are 
the average of 4. shots with each gun, I attributed this 
adyantageéin the new gun to its being 90z. heavier, I 
found upon trial shab 4hrs, powder was the maximum 
fer this gun, and if I were going to shoot a bear I would 
not put a heavier charge in it than that. 

Tthen shot to compare different grades of powder, 4 
shots with each ‘grade, ddrs, powder, Ijoz. No, 6 shot, 
with following result as the average : 

Small Penetra- Large 
pattern. tion pattera 

Dupont's PNG --.-:--.44. -).. il Edt 12) 
Oriental Sea Shooting No... and 112} 
Ovange Ducking No, 4...........- Bill 17 

The first brand costin this market 35 cts, perth, the sec- 
ond 45 ots., the third 65 cts. This shows yuite a differ- 
ence in the strength of different brands of powder. It 
atso shows by the large pattern that the stronger the 
powder the greater the tendency in the shot to scatter. 
My next trial was on the two last brands, same shot 

and 44drs, powder, 4 shots with each brand, 
Small Penetra- Large 

qjutterno, tion. pattern. 
Oiler tals: 9) ped seesters veins es se OF ag List 
OVAD REIS on toe demhnc, 2 were oT ball Dest 

siderable for the other. Thirty and a half is the highest 
I could get for penetration with No. 6 shot. 
My next trial was to determine the relative yalue of 

coarse and fine powder, shooting the *‘Oriental Sea Shoot- 
ing” of different numbers, No. 3 was the coarsest used, 
and this I found to be, in an average of four shots wilh 
each grade, only one-half card greater penetration than 
No. 2, though the recoil of No, 3 was less, There is no 
question now in my mind as to the advantages of coarse 
over fine powder. The trials proved No. 3 ‘Oriental Sea 
Shooting,” or No. 4 Orange Ducking,” as about the 
proper coarseness for breech-loading shot guns. There 
are many who claim to be sportsmen who shoot much 
finer grained powder, getting less penetration and greater 
at with its accompanying sore shoulder and head- 
ache, 
My next trial was with Dittmar, My brother and I 

used this powder very successfully winler before last, 
shooting ducks at long range on the Mi-sissippi River. It 
gave but little report, smoke or recoil, and at reasonable 
distances killed the birds dead, fully equal to the best 
grades of black powder. We were much pleased with ib, 
Last winter a few cans were bought by members of the 
Marooner Club, of this city, but allabandoned it as unsat- 
isfactory, A few shots were tried at the target, with 
poor results. Most of that powder to this day has nut 
been used, However, in the hope that the company were 
making better powder now, a half dozén cans wete re- 
cently ordered for members of the club, The grades pro- 
cured were of the “B” and ‘‘C” brands. The powder 
performed poorly on glass balls, and did very poorly at 
the target as compared with black powder, Ishot four 
shots with each brand, ddrs. powder, 14 oz. No. 6 shot, 
and with two No. 9 pink edge wads on powder and one 
onshot, as directed on the ou\side of the cans, In three 
shots I failed to get a single shot in the small pattern or 
penetration card, The ayerage penetration of the other 
tive shots was below twenty-one cards, and the average 
pattern of the eight shots on laige paper was exactly 35}, 
only about one-third of that given by black powder. 
The recoil, report, smoke and fouling of the gun are all 
considerably less than black powder, but without pene- 
tration and pattern equal or nearly so fo black powder, 
the powder is almost worthless 10 the sportsman who 
nearly always wishes to shoot strong and close. There 
may be a way to load this powder to obtain betier results, 
but we have been unable to do it down here. 
My next trial was with Orange Ducking No.4 and Ditt- 

mar mixed, using 4ddrs, powder and itoz, No, 6 shot, 
Result as follows :— 

Small Penetra- Large 
% patiern, Lion patlero, 

4 Dittmar, } Orange..,....... Be) 3 ests a] 30 135i) 
+ Dittinar, + Oranye..,... 0.) ---- 1 St Rod dua 
Four shots were taken with each mixture. The pene- 

tration for all shots was quite uniform, between 38 and 
32 cards, and while there was but a slight loss 1 penebra- 
tive force with a fourth Dittmar, and but little with one- 
half Dittmar, there was a decided improvement in pat- 
tern—the best decidedly in both number of pellets and 
evenness of distribution obtained on our range in a total 
of nearly 300 shots. In one shot with my right barrel, 
which is very closely choked, shell loaded with half Ditt- 
mar and half Orange, I put 184 pellets in the 18in, x11, 
pattern. To mix it is the only way 1 can male this Ditt- 
mar perform, It perceptibly diminishes the recoil, 
smoke and report, and keeps the barrels practically 
clean, so that at any time, by passing a wiper through 
whem, they become smooth. 

Our trials included from No, 410 No. 8shot. The rel- 
ative penetrative force of the different sizes is as follows ; 
No. 4, 45 cards; No. 5, 89 cards; No, 6, 80 cards; No, 7, 
22 cards ; No, 8, 15 cards. 

All shells were carefully loaded by struck measure 
(Dixon’s), one cardboard wad next powder, one pink 
edge on that, then one card board on the shot, except 
the cases containing all Dittmar, 
Always on first going to range (the trials taking us 

there moany times) our guns were Clean, generally slivlhitly 
oiled, and generally the first shot was far below the wyet- 
age in pattern, but about same in penetration, Sume- 
times the first shot was almost an entire failure: espe- 
cially was this the case wilh my left barrel, which ti that 
respect acted strangely with me. Once when clean it 
gave mea regular Dittmar pattern with 47 shot in large 
pattern and another time only 50, The other barrel, when 
clean, generally did better than the left, though nearly 
always below the average, Weseldom shot more than 
10 or 14 times at one shooting, sol cannot state how the 
gun would act on becoming very dirty, though for the 
number of times shot without cleaning L could perceive 
no diminution in penetration from foulimg, 

All shooting was done with a rest, that the aim might 
be true. 

It has been claimed that to test a gun on cards for pen- 
etration is not the true way, on account of the shot Hat- 
tening. In nota single instance did we find this to be the 
case. There were always plenty of shot in the trough, 
which had been stopped hy the cards, and in many im- 
stances we found shot lodged in the cards. lu no 
case were the shot preceptibly flattened. They appeared 
to be as round as when loaded in the case, 

In order to compare a choked gun with one unchoked, 
we procured a cylinder Scott, 10 bore, I}lbs weight. The 
penetration was barely equal, while the pattern, both 
large and small, was fully thirty per cent, Jess than the 
choke guns made. 

As between a 10 and 12 bore gun, the 10seemed to have 
the advantage by fully 10 per cent, in penetrative force, 
and would utilae one-half drachm more powder, and 
+oz more shot. 
AL trials were made on dry days, and the cards were 

carefully guarded against dampness, 
The above is the result of my shooting, boiled down. 

Tt has tanght me much about guns, and how to load 
them. I wouldnotown a gun without putting it to 
sonie such test. Inthatway 1 would develop its weak 
and strong points, and learn how to humor it. Probably 
every gun has its whims, A sportsman must shoot at 
game a long time to become acquainted with them. At the 
target, with care and judgmenc, he soon knows them all, 
ind can put them on paper for future reference. After- 
wards he can go in woods or marshes or to the tap 
with satisfaction that he can make his gun do its level 
best, 
J hope that my tests maybe of some benefit toafew, 

if not many, of the great army of sportsmen who read 
your paper, W. L, P, 

4 
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THE BURSTING OF DR, NASH'S GUN, 

Mount Hupron, Ala, Aug. 30th. 
Editor Forest and Streai. — 
The explosion of Dr. P,’s*gun, reported by R. W, H., 

owas caused by an overcharge of mud, and not by any 
fault of. the powder or gun, and why he should report 
Buch a case, 1 cannot see. If my gun had been filled 
with mud wheo I fired it, T would have expected an ex- 
plosion, and if [ had reported the case at all it would 
hiaye been to warn others against shooting mud from 
their guns. As the letter of E, L. H. proves nothing 
More than that ‘‘ For several years il (the Dittmar pow- 
der) was not uniform in quality "—a pvint in my favor— 
I will pay no further notice to ib, 

Another correspondent, on commenting upon another 
account with black powder, says: ‘As tar as could be 

scertained, the gun was loaded with three drachms of 
“Hazard powder and one ounce of shof?” Pray, how was 
this fact ascertained? Did your ctrrespondent’s friend 
use graduated meusures in loading his gua? and load it 
in the presence of atleast half a dozen gentlemen and 
sportsmen, as I did mine? (two facts which I can estab- 
lish) or was the judging of the size uf the load done by 
the pot-hunter’s method, of seeing how many fingers the 
ramrod would stick aboye the muzzle of the gun, after 
the load was in? or did he jadge by the amount of noise 
the gun made when it was fred ? 

It was only the way in which I supported my gun, 
that saved me from a more terrible accident than befell 
me, Had Lextended my arm to support the gun, as is 
the usual custom, instead of supporting it, by resting my 
Jeft hand just under the guard, I Hrmly believe that it 
would haye turn my left arm entirely away. Still, one 
of your correspondents thinks the case should not be 

: 

reported, because the accident of his neighbor with black 
powder was not. J suppose that if there were a new 
drug put upon the market, and I were to come near 
losing my life from getting poisoned with it, 1 should 
not report the case, because some of your correspondent’s 
neighbors may have been poisoned worse with arsenic 
and the case not reported, ‘here would be just as much 
Feason in one case as the other. 
Through the kindness of Mr, T, J. Darryberry, of 

Gainesville (this State), L have had the privilege of exam- 
“ining the Aug. 5th number of FormsT anp STREAM, and 
T notice Mr. Von Lengerke’s report upon what hu calls the 
Wash powder, viz., the Dittmar powder that exploded my 
gun. Lhave not yet had time to examine this report enough 
to thoroughly understand it. I see, however, that the 
test of this powder has shown it to be so far below tie 
Shrength of the standard Dittmer powder that it is tervi- 
ble to think what the powder in full strength would do 
Were it to geb into one of its crazy fits, as did the powder 
When it burst my gun, There is something very strange 
that this powder should show such little strength, and 
act so mildly at all times, except when if was used by 
me, and then a sniall charge of the powder cause such a 
terrific explosion as to completely tear to pieces a gun 
“that has sv successfully withstood many hundreds ot 
_ charges that contained a great deal more of black powder, 
and that, too, when the black powder is shown ta be so 
touch the stronger, Lami compelled to repeat the ques- 

fion asked by the Dittmar Powder Company, and ask 
4“ what caused the accident?” Js this powder liable to 
get into crazy fits, or what can be the cause? Tam not 
Prepared to believe that the fault was inthe gun, If so, 
why could nota much greater quantity of Black powder 
tear it fo pieces? It there had been nothing more than a 
bursting of the barrel of my gun, and the edges from 
which the piece came had shown blackening or rust, I 
would have believed that the barrel had been previously 
Cracked with black powder, but such could not have been 
the case. The edges from which the piece was bursted 
Were perfectly fresh and new, and showed that the burst 
could not have.been caused trom 4 previous crack, The 
tearing apart of the barrels of my gun, from breech to 
muzzle, and with such force as to bend them considera- 
bly and throw thsm forty yards apart, shows considera- 
ble power, especially so, when upon after examination 
the barrels seem to have been well soldered throughout, 
@xcept a very small spot about threeinches from the muz- 
zie of the gun, nob enough to be noticeable only by very 
close examination, The scattering of springs, lock-plates, 
lugs, fore end, barrels, rib, and, in fact, almostevery part 

of the gun, was done in such a manner, and indicates so 
much force that it caused many persons to express them- 
selyes as believing that three times the amount of black 
powder could not have produced the same results, Then, 
what has caused the trouble? How is it that this weak 
explosive did, at this particular time, produce such a ter- 
Tible explosion, if it will at other times, and uuder dit- 
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ferent circumstances, produce different results? If this 
is the case, itis more dangerous than if it would show 
this gigantic strength at all times, for then we would be 
upon our guard, but as it is, we are liable to be torn to 
jeces ati a time we leasb expect it. Lam forced to be- 
ieve that the powder manufactured by the old Dittmar 
Powder Company is dangerous, and would be unwilling 
to ever use it again. 
The Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company say : 

** We positively declare that the Nash Powder was not of 
our manufacture, was not sold by us, and was never in 
our possession.” If this is the case it is wrong for me to 
censure the present company for the damages which L 
received from the powder put up by the old company. I 
am anxious to learn the names of all the members of bath 
the old and new Dittmar Posyder Companies, and whether 
there was a complete change of hands when the old com- 
pany sold out to the new company about a yearago, I 
have in some way received the impression that both the 
old and new companies have been entirely under the di- 
rection of Mr, Carl Dittmar, Tf this is the case, it seems 
to me that the Dittmar Powder Company are bringing 
about a contusion when they say that they are disinter- 
ested parties, for at least one of them is, or at one time 
was, interested in the manufacture of this old powder. 

In bringing my sad experience with the ‘ old- Dittmar 
powder” to the notice of my brother sportsmen, I did it 
with the kindest feelings for them, hoping that I might, 
by reporting the accident, prevent some of them from 
losing their lives, or haying to bear the dreadful suffer- 
ing which I have had to bear, and be made cripples for 
lifé as Thave been, The many letters which [ have re- 
ceived from sportsmen throughout the United States ex- 
press the kindest sympathy for me at a time that it was 
most needed, and have shown their gratitude for my good 
intentions. TosuchTI wish, through Forest AND STREAM, 
to reburn many thanks, 5. P. NasH, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Company :— 
I certainly feel myself under yery many obliga- 

tions to you for the kindness you have manifested to- 
ward mein the Dittmar powder case, I think that 
haye noticed on the part of the Dittmar Powder Com- 
pany a desire to bias you in their favor, but to no pur- 
pose, Yon have shown yourselves to be men that form 
your opinions from the eyidence produced, and willing 
to. give each one a fair and impartial hearing, ‘our 
fairness will secure for FOREST AND STREAM many friends, 
for kind fair dealing is not without its reward, S, P. N. 

—__—_. 

RAIL SHOOTING AT STRATFORD.—The largest flight of 
rail known for years tool place at Stratford, Conn., 
recently. Up to now I have killed 737. The largest 
bags on any one tide were 67, 92, 112, 130, 180, The 
ground shot over is not extensive, but the high tides 
enabled the pusher to drive them out of the cat-tails. 
The day I bagged 180 I scored but one miss, rine 

tively none, The best gunners cannot get half a dozen a 
day, and I never saw the prairia in finer condition for 
game, and I cannot accountforits scarcity. Have had one 
or two very violent gales of wind, one of which very 
nearly submerged onr little town, and a great portion of 
the prairie, which may probably be the cause. To make 
up for the logs of gunning, a great quantity of fish lave 
been caught, especially since the storm, G, A. 

—_—___ 

SPORTSMEN LEAVING BY THE C, AND N, W. R. R.—Chi- 
cago, Sept. 13th.—The hunting car City of Worcester, of 
Worcester, Mass., left Chicago via Chicago and North- 
western Railroad, Thursday noon, 9th inst., with Mr. 
Jerome Marble and party on board, bound for Ida, Iowa, 
where they will remain three weeks, chicken shooting, 
and then go to Wisner, Northeast Nebraska, on the Sioux 
City and Pacific Railway. 

Mr, R, P. Flower, of New York city, with a party of 
eight friends, left Chicago by the Chicago and North- 
western Railroad in a special car for Northern Minnesota 
for a hunting trip. Mr. H. 8. Turrill and son were among 
the honored ones, and we trust all the birds will be shot 
on the wing. 

Mr, Wm, Bliss, President of the Boston and Albany Rail- 
road,and George Darling,General Manager of White Star 
Line Transit Company, with six friends, left Chicago via 
Chicago and Northwestern Railroad, in a special car, on * 
Biase evening, {th inst., for Sleepy-eye Lake, on a hunt- 
ing trip. 
Edgar H. Kellogg, Superintendent of Agents of Home 

Life Insurance Company, with A, W. Kellogg, of Naples, 
Iowa, and H. D. Fisher, of Manashe, Wis., left by the 
same road on Monday, 13th inst., for chicken shooting. 
The shooting in the Northwest is splendid this season, 
and hutidreds of sportsmen from the Hast are enjoying a 
feast of game, 
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SHUERBROOK, P, Q., Sept. 11th.—Our party returned 
from S,ider Lake on the 6th inst. Shot one bear, about 
40) pounds weight, one deer, and caught plenty of bass. 
Too early for trout, andstreams very low. Bear, moose, 
variboo and deer tracks plentiful in the ‘burnt ground,* 
about four miles from Upper Spider. Shall try again 
early in November. Rail from here to Lake Megantic, 
about seventy miles, Boat twelve miles through the lake 
and portage of one mile to Spider Lake. Team to carry 
traps across portage. Good guides $2. 

ee 

Bears ABuNDANT.—Rome, N. Y., Sept. 10th.—Bears 
are reported to be at work at Point Rock, a place twelve 
miles from Rome, and are doing considerable damage to 
cornfields in that vicinity, One man driving in the road 
saw a bear come out of the woods and walk leisurely 
along the road about twelve rods in front of the team, 
and so continued to walk about four or fiye rods. The 
bear then turned into the woods, where he waited till the 
team passed, aud then came out: and went back on the 
road, A young cub was killed by two dogs who: were 
hunting on their own hook at Point Rock last week. 
Their owners hearing a noise went into the woods the 
next day and there laid the cub, torn to pieces, at the 
foot of a tree, The tree was well scratehed, which Mr. 
Bear had tried to climb, but was pulled down by the dogs 

¥ 

D, THomas, 

every time he started to go up, 
—_— 

TuxAs—Indianola, Sept. 2d.--Game unusually scarce 
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in this immediate FaRIn this season. Usually at this 
time of year you can kill all the ‘‘papabottes” you care 
about carrying home, but this year there are compara- 

KBEP’S Shirts the Best J, & W. TOLLEY, MAKERS OF FINE GUNS ONLY. THE PERFECTION HAMMER, 
——OR—— 

: BIRMINGHAM, Lists Mailed on Application. HAMMERLESS GUN KEBEP'S SHINTS, the cheapest. : oe SAR Cite PAKTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily E N G | be A N D 5 
PRICHS: mshed, 

KBPS KID) GLOVES, none batter, Terms, cash with the order $30; $100; $125 KEWP'S UNDEUWEAR, Che best, which ean be shipped in : KEKP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. six weeks from receipt of and $150. KEMP'S JEW WORRY, rolled old plate, the order, 
KEBRP'S NECKWEAR, lutest novelties. 

: Oa REX CUSTOM SHIRTS, nude to meas 
ure, 6 for F 
KEBP'S PAL PARTLY-MADSSHIRTS\) for $i. 
KEBP'S GULD PLAT COLLAK AND SLEDVE 

| BUTTON, tree with every half dozén of 
KEEP 'S SHI KIS. 

-KEBP’S GOODS ALWAYS TAE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for gouds not satisfactory 

Samples and Circtlars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. Y. 

My New Tlnst ate. -ahist describing 
over 1UUGold (nd Silver\Zal\bam Wrtclies 
sentfora seston. 1b tells bow DF seul 
watdhes tow!) partaot U.S.t0 heexamiud 
hefore paying. any money. Undont'ed rel 
erence, Ny ‘Hite, Jowoler, Newark, N,J, The above prices are for guns at the Works. 

thosé costing $100 and upwards, $11,50, The gun at $150 is fully equal to the finest guns imported 

The side stud shown in the 
lustration is thrown out on th lett lnok 
Plate 31) opening the gun, and which projection of the sind Fhows thut the automatic bolt has interpesed itsell he- 
tween the hammers and the plinpers. 
(The only bertect]y safe mode ot bolt- ing the gun to prevent a premature 

machay ee.) pene ahone 33 tro press stud on the left loc« plate home. Which unbolts the gun. 7 bisa 3° 

The extra cost for delivery in New York willbe: On guns costing 

ahove il- 

at, Works lesa than $100, 38.60; 
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A BrEAst of a Satmon,—Mr Buckland 
tells the following story: ‘‘ A very nerv- 
ous man* went out fishing on Loch Tay, 

An immense salmon took the fly and ran 
the reel out in the most violent manner, 

the rod shaking and bending with the 
weight of the fish. The angler—we can- 

not call him sportsman—turned pale with 

fright. At last, as the line had not been 

fastened to the spindle of the reel, of 
course the fish ran it all out and escaped. 

With that the angler exclaimed: ‘Thank 
heaven | the brute’s gone ; let’s go ashore.’,’, 

—_—_<_—_ 

“In Tuckerton Bay, and generally in the 
thoroughfares along the New Jersey 
coast, the genuine man-eating shark 
makes its appearance about the ist of 
August. It attains a length in these 
waters of sixteen feet—at least an old 
fisherman informs us that he has seen 
them there of that length—and they would 
not hesitate toseize and carry off any 
bather within reach, Lately Mr, David 
Shuster, of this city, and some friends 
captured near Atlantic City a shark weigh- 
ing 350 pounds and measuring nine feet 
in length. It was taken in Grassy Bay, and 
required the united strength of seven men 
to land.” 

1f we had some evidence that these were 
‘‘inan-eaters,” such items as this, going 

the rounds, might be useful in some other 

way than simply giving evidence of the 

popular misconception on this subject. 

Hliscelluncous Advertisements. 

Experienced Sportsmen 
Buy their Shooting Suits of G. 

W. Simmons& Son, (Oak Hall, 

Boston), who are the makers of 

the Prize medal “Boston Shooting 

Suit,’;, which is the very best 

that is made; or never tears, 

rips--has its seams sewed with 

silk and linen--and its buttons so 

securely fastened they never 

come off. If any one wants the 

proper outfit let him send to 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 
OAK HALL, 

82 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

TRwy TELE mM, 

Diving decoys and new improved explosive 
target vulls. Samples of either sent postpaid for 
adullar, Circulars free. 

DLVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N. Y- 

= All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g Cards, (No. 
2 2 Alike) Name On, 1c. Clinton Bros., 
Cuutonvile, Conn. . 

Gor Sarre. 

ATTENTION DUCKERS! 
OR SALE—THAT LARGE FRAME 
HUTHL, tormeriy kept by SUUNE & BAL- 

LANCH, witb abuut twenty rooms and store 
allacued; newly new, silvated within a iew 
hunured yards UE Vuo Stuck’s Landing, Curri- 
tuck county, N. C,, which is but hult 4 auy 8 1rip 
by Steamer trum Norvivik, wu in close proximity 
tu the fuinvus ducking marshes OF that section, 
so weil Knuwno to all tue sporting clubs of 
the worth, “his property cust about tbirty- 
fiye huudred dollars, ($3,500) but will be sold 
very low. Apply tu 

iM. L. T. DAVIS & C0., 
Nortolk, Va., 

Sept 16-4t. Agents for creditors of W. VU. Stone. 

‘FOR SALE, 
An Marthly Paradise. 

PLEASURB, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 
Address KHUX ¥7, CAMBALDGE, Md. mayle,iaL 

SEED for sale. $3 per 
WILD RICE bushel. Supply limited. 

. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

Oo 

CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN. 
FERRETS FOR SALE. 

$7 PER PAIR. 
Si FOr SINGUE FEMALE. 
$3 KOK SINGLE MALE. 

CHAKLES H. VAV VECHTEN, 
Sep.2-tf Vietor, Outario Cuunty, N. Y. 

Fro SALE CHEAP—Sixteen feet sharpie; 
uew aud complete; well udupted to Piorida 

waters. Cull or uadress CHAS. COUGH TRY, 

Buy East U8tb street, Harlem, N. ¥. Sept lt 

Large Maine 

Large t 
“ 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Highest Quality Flies. 

Small to medium Trout, reversed wings - 
iat ee ae 

“ee ‘ Small Black Bass, a = 2 f 
is oa oe 

trolling on double gut - s9 

: We have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tf any pattern to order. 
given per dozen; wedo not sell less than one dozen, but will give any assortment in the dozen. 
our flies are tied on our celebrated Spring Steel Sproat Hooks, 

- - - ‘$1 50 Per Doz. 
nf 8 00 &% ‘e 

2 00 
3 00 
4 00 

se ee 

Any of the above flies tied with jungle cock shoulders and golden pheasant crest tails at 50cts. 
per dozen extra. 

Salmon flies according to pattern, 
The celebrated ‘‘ Corduroy “ (silver or gold) trout and bass flies, $3 00 per dozen. 

$3 00 to $6 OO Per doz. 

Prices are 
All 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

48 Maiden Lane, New Y°rk. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, 

U.S.Governmentinthe Navy and Frontier Service. 
Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

g Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade 

P. 0. BOX 3,994. Only. Sendfor Catalogue and Price-Lists. 

Indestructible. Adopted by the 
10 Shots, .45 

Prices: Carbines, $22 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. ¥. 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS. 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM, 

SEE J. S. SUMNER’S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 5Q] FEB, 28, 1880 
Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 
The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor, 

The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, 
THE BaLLARD ALWAYes Fits THe 

The Empire Rie Olub, in their trips to Boston, 
SHOO rH R 

ALL used Ballards, 

* A WORD TO THE WISE,” £TC. 

FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & CALES, 
Sole Agents in New York for Card’s Revolving Ball Trap. $4 Chambers street, NEW YORK CITY. 

Hor Sule. 

Auction Sale 

FIWE BREECK-LOADING GUA, 

BARKER & CO., 
AUCTIONEERS, 

47 and 49 Liberty Street, 

Will Sell by Auction on Tuesday, September 

21st, at 12 O'Clock M., 

Ae IMPORTER'S STOCK of English 
Breech-Loaders of the following celebrated 

makers: W. & C. Scott & Son, Williams & Powell, 
W. W. Greener, J. P. Clabrough & Bruos,, V. 0. 
Schilling, Wm. Moore & Cou., Bouebill and others. 
All of which are tully guaranteed by the con- 
signer and by us. } 
Phe yuns will be on exhibition at our store, 

47 and 49 Liverty Street, on Saturday the 1th 
ingt., and until hour of sale. 

OR SALE—Fine, double - barrelled, 
breech-loading fowling-piece; central fire, 

top lever action, reboundiug locks and all latest 
improvements. Fitted up in case, complete, 
with cleaning apparatus, ete. This weapun is 
ligbt, elegant and suitable for young gentleman, 
or any person having good shuoting. Is of best 
English make, quite new, sure killerand guaran 
teed. Address 'l',, this ollice. pepv.16,1t 

UN FOR SALE.—A NEW W. W. 
GREENER, treble wedge fast, top snap. 

extension rib, pistol strip, 12 gauge, .25in, cylLn- 
der bore, 7#1bs.,2% in. drop; 144 stock; patent 
turestock—a beautifully fluished and excellent 
shooting gun, ata sacrifice, and for nm) fault. Ad- 
dress M, P, MCKOON, Franklin, N. ¥. 

FOR SALE.—A 10-gauge, 32-inch bar- 
rel, 8 ibs., best quality, Rigby breech-loader, 

or would exchange iur a 12 or 14-pauge gun, of 
good make, between 6 and 7 lbs. Aduress C. C. 
CURRIER, Newark, N. J. Sept,9,2t 

FoR EXCHANGHE.—An 8-gauge, 34-inch bar- 
rel, 14-pounds W. & 0, Scott & son breech- 

loader, with leather case, loading implements, 
75 brass shells, 75 duck decoys. Will exchange 
tora Tor 7 pound wun, reliable maker, Address 
L. C., Lock Box 518, Poughkeepsie post office, 
N. ¥* Septle-2t 

Hliscellaneous. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING ROD EU. 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODE 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip 

German silyer mountings, 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp 
price-list. tf. 

ARCHER'S} DRAW AND LOC" 
NXIVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION.— 

A HANULE makes the DRAW much 
EASIER; Fingers never touch the string, A 

| HaIR TRIGGER to loose instantly and smooth- 
ly. The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and the 
EASE OF DRAW gives ACCURACY TO THE 

| AIM. Liberal Discount to Clubs of Six or 
More. Send for circular. Address 5 
S. E. FRENCH, Park Avenue Hotel, N. Y. City 

: Ghe Hennel. 

for 

SUPERIOR SETTER PUPS, 

AT A SACRIFICE. 
On account of going West on a shoot, Sept. 

25th, to be gone several weeks, I will sell three 
very fine Trish pups of miy Gussie—Hory O’ Moore 
litter (tull particulars in my advertisement in 
Forest and stream of Aug, ifth) very cheap, if 
tuken immediately. Als» a beautiful Gordon 
dog pup of my Fannie-Glen litter (see advertise- 
ment ot Sept. 2d); a beauty; only pls. Address 
immediately W. H. PIERCE, 
Septlé-1t Peekskill, N. Y. 

Ro SALHE—My entire kennel of broken 
dogs now on hand, withoutreserve. Sports- 

menin want of good business fleld dogs can se- 
eure a barvain by applying at onuce, 1 havesome 
of the finest stock in the State. CHAS. ¥. KENT, 
Monticello, N. ¥ Sepr.16,16 

Hee SALB—An extra good, thoroughbred, 
well-broken Setter. Also a superior-broken 

Pointer, Address HORACE SMITH, 31 Park row, 
N Septy,d 

Glee Hennel. 

ETTERS, POINTERS AND RETRIBV- 
ers broken to work with the gun on reasuna= 

ble terms by an Enghsuman uccustomed 10 the 
work for several years, Address JAS. LAKE 
MAN, Carbonuzle, Usage County, Kuusus. 

Sept.0,Jmog 

B OR SALE,—BLOODHOUND PUPS— 
Moyamensing Prisun breed, $25 euch. Will 

trade pair tor Colt or Fox gun, or Wiichester 
Express.” W.8. ABET, Washington, L). C. 

Sept.li, lt 

Belle, now eight weeks wld, 
i . Gien won inthe brace stakes at ile 

Eastern Field ‘lrisis, and Belle is un imported 
bitch trom the keovels of S. E. tiichurdsun, Heq., 
wiuuer of two first prizes in Jreland. Fur price, 
pedigree and particulars, apply to J. W., Forest 
uud Stream office. Sepribd 

48 30. ST. BERNARD $30, 
PUPPIES FOR SALE—SMOUTH-COATED, 
Three months old, from Gretchen x Don. BOX 

418 Hyde Park, Mass., Palrmouut Kennel, 
~ Septlait 

VOR SALE CHEAP, — Sensation IJ., 
‘ prize Winner, of unusual beauty, eolor und 
intelliwence; well broke: two yeurs, elent 
montbs vld, Luju, broud bitch, fuurtern munuths 
old ; imported stock. Ponto, whelped Muich 23d 3 
u perfect bexuty, just ready Lor the telu; prize 
winners back trom generations, 
The above are all pointers and decided bar- 

gains. Obligedtosell. M.J. NEWHOUSE, 
Sep.i6-16 Oueidu, N. ¥, 

{’OR SALE.—Three splendid setter dog 
pups, six mouths old, by Tucker’s Kuyu 

Ayer, Mase, 

OR SALE.—<A fine native setter bitch ; 
Jiver and white ticked ; two j ears vld; Lhure 

vughly broke on rulled grouse upd wouduuc f 
very stanch; dine fuse, und a good retiieyur. 
Price $3u, cash. OCHAKLNEs F. KEMP, 
Sep.16-1t Monticello, N. ¥. 

K 9 KENNEL. 
BREAKING, BREEDING AND BOARDING, 
Four more dogs \ auted to fillup the number we 

shall biewk this reusun. With the present yeur 
we shall cease to break for others, aud Will wp. 
pearin another brauch of spurting business ut 
our old héxdquarters, Delaware City. Due nu- 
lice will be given. HW. & C. VON CULIN, P.O. 
Box 218, Lukeview, Dover, Del, Beplli,ce 
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FOREST AND 

INSON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, | 
‘BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Jewelry Line Made 
Order. 

: Ghe Benicl. Ge Heunel. : 

SECOND ANNUAL 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGs, 
GIVEN BY THE 

ST, LOUIS KENNEL CLUB, 
| 

Will be held during the great St, Louis 

Fair, on the Fair Grounds, October 5th, 

Gth, 7th and 8th. 

Prize Lists and forms of Entry can be 

had of CHARLES LINCOLN, Supt. 

Office 604 North Fourth St., St. Louis. Mo. 

’ Entries close September 20th. 
Sept2,it 

MAIN GE. 
SCcRA TCH ES. 
GLOY BR'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

Tanted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One ON lication 
if Usually allthatis necessary. For SChKATCHES 
in HORSHS it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Bole prop't'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N, J. 
_ Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 
Bt, N, Y.; Jonn P, Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; ius. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phiila.; 1. P.Taylor, 72 Bast Madison st., Chicago ; 
Crookes, llilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 

Couis. 1'1.ce, 50 cents. 
mee 

Practical Hints on Dog Breaking. 
By W. H. Holabird (send stamps), 25 cents. 
A colored lithograph of the celebrated Joe, 

Jr., the cliampion setter of America, 25 cents. 
A sure Gure for mange; receipt for 25 cents. 

_ Broken setters. pointers and spaniels on hand, 
flso alot of pointer, setter, spaniel and hound 
puppics for sale Cheap. 

Address . H. HOLABIRD, 
Secretary, 

pep.9-8t Valparaiso, Ind. 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
In the Stud. 

RED TRISH SETTERS. 
San Pedro (Elcho-Lady Palmerston), $25. 
Mike (Eicho-Neli), $25. 

) Wedgewood (Hicho-Stella), $25. 
~ Oakdale (Elcho-Nell), $20. 
Uy ENGLISH SETTERS. 
Voltaire, $25. 
'vhorndule, $20, 
Hopeful, $13. 

Address CHARLES DENISON, 
Bep.9-ti! Hartford, Conn. 
a 

NEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS 

SS  ——————— 

MICKE’S 

Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer, 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

ns. 
bh 

ailon receipt. of 
25¢., to LL. A. MICEE, Easton, Pa, 

Q\T, BERNARDS FOR SALE,—The un- 
J dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

Tor sale several magnificent imported Mount &t. 
nard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 

& best European strains. To be sold for no 
fait. For prices, Weta etc., address. 
5 x ROY Z, COLLINS, 
‘Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., 0.8, A. 

WOR SALE—Three Setters, ten months old, 
- worange and white. Full pedigree. J. H, 
STEELE, Ellington, Conn, Sept9,2t 

ti 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
/ Fowls, etc, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dos from Europe, should haye their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, etc. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken, 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment, 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water. 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

LACHINE KENN LS, 

New York, 

FOR SALE, 
Two dog and one bitch pointer puppies, by Mr. 
Edmund Orgill’s Champion ite ies of my 
Champion Dutchess, whelped July 3d, lemon and 
white, all very strong and handsome. Price $50 
—dog or bitch, 

—ALso—- 
POINTER BITCH—* CHARM,” 

Same sire and dam, one year old, very bandsome 
and perfect in every way; willbea capital work- 
er. I reserved her for my own use, but find 
I have more dogs than IJ can handle, and will part 
with her. Price $74. GEO. VAN WAGED 
212 West street, New York City, Julyli,tf. 

Pine LODGE KENNELS.—? am pre- 
A pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor 
oughly. I give my puppies seyen months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgia. 

Get 2,tf 

Si - will buy a pure Trish setter dog, 44 
o months old, haying one cross of Elcho 

and two of Plunket. Address, E. J. ROBBINS, 
Wethersfield, Conn, Aug .19,tf. 
ES 

[Ree IRISH SETTER PUPS FOR SALE, 
J —Several handsome, pure red Irish Setter 
uppies, whelped July 24th, 1880; sire, champion 
tory O’More; dam, my red Irish bitch, Nora 
(champion Berkley ex Tilley), winner first. prize 
at New York, 1880, Price: Bitches, $30; dogs, 
$35. Address C. H. DAYTON, Peekskill, N. Y. 

Septl,3t 

thoroughbred pups. Address W. N. 
ay June?4, tf 

YOR SALE—A number of well broken 
pointers and setters. H. B. RICHMOND, 

Lakeville, Mass. Aug.19,6t. 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
Ree SALE—A fine red irish dog, one 

and a half years old; sire Hlcho, dam im- 
ported Stella. Alsoafew red Irish puppies, by 
Elcho, Oakdale and San Pedro, and a litter of 
high bred cocker spaniels, Pedigrees on applica- 
tion, CHAS, DENISON, Hartford, Conn. 

Sept,9, tt 

LEN —B.and TT. ; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
lin's Belle. Theaboye dog, winner of first 

im brace stakes of the Bastern Field Trials; will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approyed 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Address 

H. F. ATEN, M.D., 

34 Hanson place, 

SLREAM, 159 

AMiscellancous Advertisements, 

‘__— "CORDUROY SHOOTING SUIT, 
A SPECIALTY. 

ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DEAD GRASS COLOR,— 
ALS0, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices, 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

Fishing Pants, — 

HODGMAN & CO, 
425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

HUBBER FISHING OUTFITS, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
IGHT, BLACK, WHITE OR TAN COLOR COATS 

AND COMPLETE 7 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
[2874 BLISHED 1838.1 Send for Catalogue, 

Ghe Henuel. 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE MEDAL. 

C. CATHERY, LONDON * 

OR WASHING ALL KINDS OF DOGS, 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and hai 

from Scurf and Smells, making the Coat fin 
and glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the animal and safely and effec- 
tively cure the Mange. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

Wholesale Agents, 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK. 

Sample Cake sent_on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-1st. 

—_ 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
setters: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion Prance, 
but superior every way, $50; Moil,a yery beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa L., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot oyer. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined, Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, fiye months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa Il. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want fine stock for yery 
little money. Address ASA L, SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y Juneztf, 

ULEOUT KENNELS,—For pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip IL, liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guar— 
anteed. Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Ouleout Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, RK. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladiesand Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs ef any de. 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. "decid tf, 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
OF 

M, P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO.,N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains, 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to eyery customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieying. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
will get printed pedigrees, circulars, teatime- 

Brooklyn, N, Y. | nials ete. 

ee ee 

LSso. 

Card’s Standard Trap 
Practice. 

_ i 

ey 
bs 

Patented May 7, 1878—April 22, 1879.7 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary, 

Every way (except at Shooter). Any de- 
sired direction, Allin one Trap 

and only one Spring used, 

Price #10 at Factory. 

NO CHARGE FOR BOXING. 
Sole agent in the United States for W. W. 

GQREENER’S SPECIAL GUN, with all the im- 
proyemeuts. Price, in trunk gun-case, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Send for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other sporting goods, 

WILL H. GRUTTENDEN, 
General Avent, Cazenovia, Madison Go., N. Y, 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 

POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289 & 250 Washington Market,N, V 
ee a ni 

MUSTACHE AND WHISKERS, 
By Dyke's Beard Hlisir tod thin and will do iton #lther 

ball head or bare tree, Forces hrary Mustacha (a 
om 2 te-4 weekw snd tiorer fails, 20,000 young mea 
ady waar Fall board, bring ed to ph’. No 

injury, easily applied, certain In o a r = 
paid, 250, Stor doe. stamps oraliver. SMITH & bOr, 
Sele Agoots,, Palatine, Ml, (Strictly genuine! 

Che Kennel, 

IDSs RID OF FLEAS AT ONCE BY 
using “A No. 1” Flea Powder, Sent in 

patent box on receipt of 25 cents by 
ADAMS & CHASE. 

Sherborn, Mass- Aug.19,lmo. 

fo #281 fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

+A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

; HIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
. ileas on dozs or any other animals, or money 

msuroed. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
lis pepper box top, which greatly facilitates Ka 
uxt. Simple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid, 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. " 

Mut up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
tui] directions for use, 

Price 59 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop AnD 
Guy and ForREST AND STREAM. M 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton sireet, N. Y, 

HENRY GC. SQUIRES, 
ost 2 2 Cortlandt Street. iN. Y. 
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Potels and Aoutes for Sportsmen, 

IVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
Ovceun County, N. J, The best and most 

convenient location to the fishing and gunning 
grounds of reli Aas Bay, House first class; 
reasonable rates. Fine snipe shooting nnd weak- 
aoe now. CHAS. A. SMITH, Forked River, 

Rehan ee will find good accommoda- 
tions, genides, dogs, ete.; deer, partridge, 

woodcack, pigeons, ducks, rabbits and squirrels 
in tatr numbers. Address (2 AAC M. BRADLEY, 
Eldred, Sullivan county, N. Y. References given 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER'S P’? (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn, 5 min. 
earlier) for 

.65, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 P.M. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, pxeene Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday. ed., Fri. and Sattirday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10pm. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 Po, 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35,6.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 
AM., 6.35 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, § A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4.35, 6.35 

Pm. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
fakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.35, 5.85 Po. 
Port Jeiferson, 10 A.m.,4.35 p.m. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35,5.35 Pm, Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.m., 3.35, 4.35 

5.24, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Wriday and 
Baturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M, 6:35 Psa. 
Creedmoor, §, 10 A.M, 1.35 P.m., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTHR'S P'T S WALL ST, ANNEX—Leaye 

Pier 17, BE. K. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.80 A.M., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 Pat. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc, 
apply at 229 Bway, cor, Barclay. 

W.M. LAFYAN Gen’l Pass. Agent, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POIN'S, avoid the dii- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cara which run over the smooth steel 
facks enable STOCK TO BH TRANSPORTED 
Without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in pM and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold atthe offices of the Company in 
all the Banetae cities to KANE, RENOVA, \- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINN EQUA, a2 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 

Bunting. 

Also, *9 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST! 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
Franx THOMSON, Gen’! Manager, febli-i4 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Lint 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Blavk Bass Fisheries, 

AND THH 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Mithigan North Woods are wusurpassed, 
{f equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 
Osh contained. 
BROOK TROUT sbound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters, 
The PROUT season begins May 1and ends Sept.l. 
The GKAY LING Season opens June J and ends 
oy. L. . 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKHREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also sbound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or * club” at home, ~.3ice for 
packing tish can be had at many points. 
TAKE YOUK FAMILY WITH YOU. The seco 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis yery beau- 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. The cli 
mate is peculiarly beneticin] to those suffering 
Wil. 

Hay Feyer and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far sur- 

passing theayerage in countries new enough ta 
aiford the finest of fishing, 
a gas season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates, and attractive tram 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guosaind Fishing Vackle Carried Freeat 

owner's risk, 
It isouraim tomakesportsmen feel athome’ 

gothis route, KF r‘Tourist’s Guide (an attractiyr 
Hiustrated book »f 80 pages), containing full io- 
formation anu.{ tduraté maps of the Fishin; 
@ronnisand im, Cards, address A.B. LEB, 

Ger. Vass. A cent, Grand Rapids, Mick 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Hotels wd Routes for Sportsmes, 

[Sv YPMEER 16, 1880, 

Gis, Amnumition, Ete. 

make House, 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

OOD Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
G hours’ ride or sail from Grand Take, BO 
famous for its salmon and trout, Passengers by the P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully re=ponded to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSD & CO. 

Old Dominion Line. 
A [sane STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections in the country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
on the Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituek, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesduy, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del. 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 8 p.m. Full 
information giyen at office, 197 Greenwich st.,NY. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia, Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountuins, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, ind Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of fame and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, uous ee quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, am 

sportsman carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ;at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South. Ali modern 
improyements in equipment. 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 
Jen. Passenger and Ticket Arent, 

Richmond ¥ 

one dog for each 

may iF 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Has always on hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train- 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
round in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties, Specialattention given 
by himself to his euests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm, N. LANE, Good Ground, L.I. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, #20 Broadway, N. Y. 

BOSTON AND MAINE 
RAILROAD. 

TROUT -FrisHING 
AT THE 

RANGELEYS. 
Open season until October Ist, and the largest 

hh are caught in September, 

B=zcursion Vickets: 

Boston to Andoyer and refurn,.....,.... 
Boston to Middle Dam and return..__.. 
Boston to mn her ‘Dam and return.,..... 
Boston to Indian Rock and return,,, . 
Boston to Greenvale andreturn... .... 

MOOSEHBAD LAKE. 
Boston to Mount Kineo House and return, $15 

Also, Excursion tickets to all the Hunting and 
rab suet grounds of Maine and Northern New 

ogland. 
Tickets at depots and at City Office, 280 WASH- 

INGTON SCRENT, BOSTON. Information by 
mail if desired. 

D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen, Passenger and. Ticket Agent. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullinan Car Company 

§ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars DayyCrocket" and “Izaak Walton a 

which are fitted up jyith dining room and kileh- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennels for dogs, v 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt. PARC. 
Co., Chicago. jez6 Sinus. 

Hpwtsmens Routes, 

BLACK BASS FISHING)  fHAnTS L RITMAND, 

ST. CLAIR FLATS: Hy Heel Toad Gls, 
943 Broadway, near 22dSt., N. Ys 

A challenge to the world to produce iis 

equal, 

Address, 

JAMES ISLOCUM, 

STAR IaLAND HOUSE, 

Care R. f. MON 1G0 MERRY, 

DETROIT, MICH. 

FINE FISHING TACKLE. 
Guus, Anumuinition, Gt. 

1 The Celebrated “ Frankfort” Reels 

AMoney-Making Chance. in Stock, 
THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER, 

WING TO THE DEATH of G. HF. 
COLLINS, senior member of our firm, we 

will sell the STOCK and GOOD WILL of our 

Gan, Ammunition and Tackle House, 
COVERING THE FINEST TERRITORY OF 
ANY LIKE BUSINESS IN THE WEST. Avery 
day's business a profit. It is well-established 
and advertised, 
Headquarters for the State Sportsmens’ Ciubs 

All Glass Ball and Pigeon Matches managed in 
person by Mr, John Petty. Address 

COLLINS & PETTY, 

Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, $1 00; Maska~ 
longe, $1 25. 

Sent by mail on receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

The celebrated “Le Coutre"’ razor, in stocky 
Razors with safety attachments. Bowie Knives; 
Hunting Clasp Knives, stilletos, Dirks, ete. 

FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCKIPTION. 

AND BYERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOUTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

or Trica Goonps. 

TELESCOPES, MARINE GUASSES, FIELD. 
OMAHA; NEE. GLASSES, CUMPAESES, Ete. 

THE SNETIDER, The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
* | (recommended by Forrest AND STREAM) seat 

; Pat. 186s, | post-paid for $3. 
GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 

LOADED TO ORDFR. SEND STAMP FOR © 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE 
ae 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
664 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. — 

The Fox, Coli’s, Parker and Daly 
Guns. ' 

Stocks altered to fitthe shooter, Gung 
meee Full Choke, Modified, Taper, ov for 

Game Shooting, Pistal Grips titted, Pin Fires coy 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels Atved, ha- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, ete. » 
Repairing of every description done in an hon 

4st Inanner and at reasonable rites, : 
Madison’s Browning Mixture. Al50e, per bottle. 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
shelis loaded Al, and goodssent everywhere C 

0. .D. Send stump for saswers to queries. Jinlers 
anvues frum all the clubs of tue cits. Gece 

Rels. 1880, 
Pat. 1550, 

: THE ORIGINAL 

AMERICAN HANMERLESS, 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 

AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered 
to Breech-Loaders. 

Pin-Fire Guns Alfered to Central-Fire. 
Stocks Ment to Any Crook, 

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for IWlustrated Catalogue. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
214 W. PRATT STREBT, BALTIMORE, MD_ 

THE FOX GUN! 
Special Announcement. 

Qs, . 
sss vee fh 

HE MANUPACTURERS OF THE “FOX” GUN, FEELING THAT PRALERS, 
asa general thing, haye nut done justice to the merits of this WONDERFUL 

GUN, are devermined to have them placed before sportsmen more generally. that their 
great merits may become better known and appreciated, It is needless to sperk of 
THE ELEGANT WORKMANSHIP AND WONDERFUL SHOOTING POWERS 
of these guns. It is a faet well established that they are UNSURPASSED BY ANY 
IN THE WORLD. é , 
We propose fora limited period to offer a line of these guns at the following EX~ 

TREMBLY LOW PRICES, after which the original prices will be restored, our object 
being to introduce the guns into sections of the country where dealers haye failed to 
present them ; in the firm belief thaf where they become known they will be the es- 
tablished favorite, and we shall reap the benefit in future of this great sacrifice, 

Such Inducements Have Never Before Been. Offered. 
Sportsmen wishing to purchase one of these beautiful guns must respond at once, as 
the number offered at these prices is limited. Oe 

Twist Barrels, 

FORMER PRICE, 

12 or 10 Gauge, Pistol Grip, Reb, Locks, oe & $68, 
‘ te “ % rr ‘ 8 & Lam'td Steel “* | HS & 73, 

Damascus cf re eee ve a ie ‘ re ia is & 83, 

Sup'r “ BE OE tc ce fe “4 at “ ut oy 100, 

Fine “or Bornard* ** i ns ? * a 125, 
Extra" ee eer be te te te " ve ua 150, 

7 te te ac ee oe af ie uu us uc 200. 
Finest i 
Every Gun warranted. Sent C. O, D., with privilege of examination, Send for 

descriptive catalogue, AM ER | C A N A p M $ CO. ; 

‘108 Milk street, Boston, Mass. 

& FIDE a ER hee = 
WHEN FULL, makes a permanent binding; for sale by 

W OT WO BLISHINGCOMPANY: 3 and 4) Park Row, "Times "building N.¥. 75 © 
Sent by mail, SL 
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SGLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
PATENT 

LON DON . 
ss Send for Circular and Price List- 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition, 

BOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other, 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains, 

BRANDIES, °%, 
WINES, 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
Clarets and Sauternes, 

Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

CHAMPAGN ES, 

WHISKIES. 

E. IRROY & CO., 
herry Wines, Burgundies, 

REIMS. 

Rhine Wines, 

IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

‘First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

JOH 
_N. E. Gor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphis. 

_ GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Saoods, rarest Bait, Fly Books, 
ite. Ete. 

2 Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“Krider’s” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. ea. 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 
t Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of a!) kinds. 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle house 
fii 

mardly 

4. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description, 

‘503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

. Great Reduction in Prices for 1880, 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flics on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Reels, Lines, etc. 
Our BETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS recelyed the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices as low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free. 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
fag Tocris sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 

stamps. 

Sportenenw’s Goods. 

MANNS 
Trolling Spoons. 

\V EMANUPACTURE 59 different kinds 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
yolving has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured. It iscovered by two patents 
—Mann’s patent, Nov. 21, 187, No, 121,122, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854. Be- 
ware of imitations. None genuine unless J. H, 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon, 
Wholesale Agents.—Bradford & Anthony, 374 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be ob- 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-lackle dealers; or write direct to the many- 
facturers for cata o@ue and price list. 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., Syracuse, N. ¥, 

Soft Rubber Patented Oct, 1. 

N EW BASS BAIT. Samples by mail, T5c. 
Soft Rubber Hellgramites, 50c. Soft Kub- 

ber Frogs, large, 60c.; small, 30c. ‘ 
Trade supplied. WM. MILLS & SON, 

Sole Agents, 7 Warrén street, New York. 

Crawfish, 

SHOOTING, FISHING, 
YACHTING, SWIMMING, 

BATHING, AND BICYCLE 
GARMENTS. 

The best made goods in the world. 
Write for Descriptive Catalozue, 
and state the sort of garments grd 
material desired. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
Washineton, D. C. 

moz-“BEATS THE WORLD.” ==. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

ing orméltingin the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD 
to the fact that this process hag been used exolisteely in Hf 

ht to useit. The great advantage and im 

Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know, 

are perhaps not aware, that in 
_ smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they haye been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown off. by all burning paper, 

7] namely : The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
|| G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

0O., manufacturers of ““OLD JUDGE" 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 

i] vented and patented a process, March 
‘| 5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 

a8 wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettea has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva BPraee to prevent its breag- 

DGE" Cigarettes is owing 

Ts ‘MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 

all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE" Cigarette they smoke. Sold by all leading dealers. 

Manulactured by GO ODWIN &CO..: 
hem and you will use no others, 

07 and 209 Water st., 
; NEWT YORE. 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and Other Countries, 
FRICEH, $2 00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

G00D'’S OIL TANNED 
DMMoccasins.: 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

_. easy to thefeet,and very 
> durable. Madeto order 
eye “id eiylenand 

rrante e@ genuine 
icle. Send for illustrated circular. aR 
HUTCHINGS, P. 0. B H 

Gun Clubs, Notice! 
USE SMOKE TARGET BALLS. 

A hei only ball that gives unmistakable signs 

When one side only is hit, half of ba en one side only is alf of ball exp] 
and either unexploded side can be used eapinG a) 
Every ball guaranteed, 

free. 
TARGHT BALL COMPANY, 

‘Titusville, Pa 
E 

-| _ Samples sent 
© | SMOKE 

their manufacture, no one else having the- 
ortance ofthis invention willat once be recognized by 

Sportsmen's Gooatls. 

SPECIALTY. 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’s Co., 

485, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broomest., 

AND 
05 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON SY. 

RUBBER QUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HURTI*S. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEG 
OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Ruesrr Goops or Every DzEsorip- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Cataiogue, 

COODYEAR’S 
Rubber Mg Company 

AND 

INS A 

Publications. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERIGAN POULTRY YARD. 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

THE POULTY WORLD 
ig sent post-paid for $1.25 
er year; the AMERIOAN 
OULTRY YARD for$1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
. A series of twelve mag- 
ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these z 

STANDARD PUBLICATIGNS. 

HASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spieyand fascinating story of sportsrnan’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50, 

CAMP LI¥H IN THH WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J, Farrar, An amusing account or 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes, 224 pages. 12 ius. 
Price 50 cents. 

TARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 00 illus. and a large map. 

Price 50 cents. 
FARRAR'S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED.@ A_ comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 

treated. 224 pages. l4illus, Price 50 cents. 
FARKRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers, _ 5 cents. 
FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of wWorthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kinuehec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers, Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send fur catalogue. ® 
fe Any of the atcve publications mailed, 
postpaid. on receipt of ese Aldress 
CHARLES A. J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 

» Dees! 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY, 
HE great pressure on our advertising space 
_ obliges us to withdraw the Jist of books 

which we haye on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

yiously advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy29-tf 

Cc. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK, 

Lublirations. 

CANCE AND CAMERA. 
A Photographic Tour of Two Hundred Milea 

through the Maine Forests, 

BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE. 
“Tt is one of the handsomest books of the sea- 

son, /ully illustrated by drawings from the au- 
thor’s own pencil, and trom his photographs.”— 
Charles Dudley Warner. 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS. 
The Author’s Sanctum; Dedication, illustrated; 

The Angler; Canoe and Uamera; Isaak Walton; 
Kineo House; Anticipation; Picking a Course; 
Map of the Tourtbrough the Maine Forests; The 
Guides; We Dream of Game; Home Appetite; 
Carp Appetite; Morris’—Northeast Carry ; In 
Sympathy with Nature; Disconragements; 
* Changing Pasture ;”"’ Penknife Souvenirs ; Ping 
Stream Falls; Mud Pond Carry; Mud Pond— 
Looking Hast; ‘This is the way I long have 
sought ;” Reflections ; Camp on Chamberlin Lake; 
Chamberlin Farm—Looking West; The Room in- 
to which we were Ushered; Notin the Patent 
Office; A Study in Natural History; Great 
Northern Diver; Telos Cut and Lake; Teloa 
Dam and Riyer; a ey A eS Wetand Dry 
Process Illustrated ; Webster Lake and Dam; An 
Apparition; Fly Catchers versus Ply Fishing; 
Allurements; Study of Trout—by the Author; 
National Academy of lesign, 1877; Runnin 
Rapids on Webster River; Lunch Time; Gran 
Falis; A Boom; Starting a Boom; It’s not all 
Poetry; Matagamonsis Lake; Discovery of a 
New Lake; Matagamon or Grand Lake; Our 
Salmon; On the Hast Branch; Stair Falls; Ac- 
cepting the Situation; Hulling Machine Falls; 
Dropping Canoes over Falls ; The Arches; Hunt® 
Farm; Mt. Katahdin—Study by.F. 8. Churcby; 
Junction of East and West Branches of the Pen- 
ebscot; Glimpses of Civilization Begin to Dawn ; 
Net Results; Map of Maine, in pocket of cover 
to book, 21 by 26 inches, Square 12mo., elegantly 
bound in gold, black and cloth, $1.50, post-paid. 

OR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.— 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH EDITION. 

AN exhaustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No-yisitor to the Adirondacks should 

be withoutit. For sale at this office. Price, pest 
paid, $1.50. 

WABNER’S SAFE, 
KIDNEY 2 LIVER 

CURE. 
2$1.25 PERiBOTTLE! |! 

POSITIVE REMEDY FOR ALL 
KIDNEY, LIVER AND URINABY 
TROUBLES OF BOTH MALE AND 
FRMALE. 

=o a Se 

1 {READ THE RECORD, 
'*It saved my life.’’, . 

—E. B. Lakely, Selma, Ala, 
**Tt is the remedy that will cure many diseasea 

peculiar to women.'’—Mother’s Magazine. 

**Tt has passed severe tests and won indorse- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
in the country.'’—WNew York World. 

‘No Remedy heretofore discoyered can be 
held for one moment in comparison with it.’’ 

—C. A. Harvey, D. D., Washington. D. C. 

This Great Natural Remedy s for Sale 

by Druggists in all parts of the Wor 

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER. 
H. H. WARNER &CO., 

Rochester, N. Y. 
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Miscellaneous Advertisements, 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Orange Duckina. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLUET .showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIG & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT'S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powderin Use, 

UPONT'S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 180?, hav. maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-eight years, Man- 
ufacture ihe following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

rse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
uickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 
all and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING. 

rse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong; 
great penetration ; adapted for Glass 

geon, Duck and other shooting. 
DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strony, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 
DUPONT'S RIFLE FG, “SKA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FEFG. The FG for Long Range Rifie 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning siroog and moist. 
Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 

Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions.: Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies inall cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the United States. Rep- 
resented by 
F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 
Powder for Long Range Shooting, 

THE AACAND POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard's ‘* Electric Powder.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed ini point 
ef strength and cleanliness, Packed in square 

Canisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘* American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1lb. canisters and 
$t1b. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshot guns. 

Hazard’'s ‘Duck Shooting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 1b. canisters 
and 64 and 12} lb, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

metration. Yor fleld, foxest, or water shooting, 
tranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loadérs. 

Hazard's “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FRFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
25, 124, aud 6 lbs. and cansofilbs. KFFG is also 
packed inland }1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘'Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOV ERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
ER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 

OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 
MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
Sale at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

EIN Girt Skt=z 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. - 
as &, 4, >, 6, J, and ¥. Superior Rifie, En- 

Part “Rife, and Col. Hawker's Ducking, i Ww. 
STTTT, 61 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U. 8. 

 McCUE BROTHERS, 

HATTERS, 
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 
THE BEST QUALITY ONLY. We guar- 

antee satisfaction. TRY US. 

William Mills & Son, 
7 Warren Street, New York. 

Manufacturers and Sole Proprietors 
—O) 

reella ibe © 
Patent Barbless Fish-Hook, 

Patented_October 30th, 1877. 

Ye _Z 

0c. Doz. 
To, 

PRICE, 30c. 
No.’s I, 2, 3; 

These Hooks are made of spring steel, finely tempered, 

And are Certain to Hold every Fish Hooked. 
"The Trade Supplica. 

\ WEBLEY AND JAMES. 
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Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, andis adjusted to meet 
every want. It embraces among others: COs.1778 CLUB GUNS (genuine) for glass ball and 
pigeon trap sbooting. where closeness and great penetration are required. WEBLEW’S 
SPECIAL GUNS. These guns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty, convye— 
nience, or excellence in shooting. % LOT of WEBLEY'’S GUNS, of many kinds, mostly 
heavy and Specially adapted to killing large game, such as ducks and geese, at long range. ENON 
JAMES & CO.’S GUNS, for all sorts of work, ineluding the TRAP GUN. or COMPLETE GUN, 
designed for the same class of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUY. FOREHAND & WADS- 
ORTH’S SINGLE BREECH-1, OADER, with TOP LEVER. This last is JUST THE GUN 

FOR BOYS, or men who cannot afford to buy double guns. 
P. O. Box 4,309. & D. FOLSOM, 30 Warren Street, New York 

CHUYLER & DUANE 
7 

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns-~Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

Finglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
Rk. VY. R. SCHUYLER, J. R. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE. 

Of the late firm of Special. 
ScHUYLER, HaRtLEY & GRAHAM. 

TOBATCO 
. AND 

CIGARETTES 

“MILD ”"—Rare Old Virginia. “ HALVES”—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Alwavs Uniform and Reliable. | 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and onsalein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, W.S. KIMBALL &CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, 

Auumunition, Ete. 

TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard 

Printed Number of Pellets to the oz, 
Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
472 688 1056 Soft. 
495 716 1130 Chilled. 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 

§2 BEEKMAN S8T., NEW YORK, 

No. of pellets to oz., 338 
ie bo > +E ae 345 

Founded July 4, 1808. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 

Hliscellaneous. 

TRADE ‘SS ey TAL 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 

“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotien, 
isa postitiye cure; it has never falled. 

“ Sanpanule’' has uo equal for Chronic Lame- 
ness, ame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Pites, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dia- 4) 
eases of the Skin, Brysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema 
Humors of the Sealp, etc.; Diphtheria, 8 
Throst, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory _ 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficuiH 
find immediate relief, and a permanent ep 
using “‘Sapanu.e. Used in sponge or foot 
removes soreness of body, hmbs an 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund, 
Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., »'~ 

bottle. Send for illuminated circular. 
SAMUEL GERRY & Ot.. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadw+ 

ROOFIN <..: 
FOR STEEP OR FLAT ROOFS. 

A NY handy man can put it on. Quarter 
the cost of Tin. Refer to 82 Insurance Com « 

panies, Architectsand Builders. Describe your 
roof. Write for circular. Reliable agents wanted, — 

EDWAK - VAN ORDEN & CO,, 
Established 1857. 79 Maiden Lane, N. Y, 

Decoy sieeve 
WORLD. 

SEND FOR NEW = po 
LIST OF THE f 

H, A. STEVENS, Manufacturer. 

WEEDSPORT, N. ¥ 
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FOREST @ STREAM. 
NEW YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1880, 

A GENEROUS GIFT.—We owe to the kindness of one of 
our oldest and most valued subscribers, whose modesty 

forbids our mentioning his name, but who is well known 
to the sportsmen of this State, a complete file of ForREsT 

AND STREAM. The gentleman to whom we are indebted 

for this gift has taken the paper from its first number. 

Complete files of the FoREST AND STRHAM are of great 
value, and we cannot too heartily express our gratitude 
for this gift. Our friend, speaking of his volumes of the 

paper, says; “It is too bad to think that they may not 

be used by me in the future, and I desire to present them 

to somebody that they may be used. Do not think that 
I do not prize every number, for, asa sportsman, I do: 
but asI grow older I haye not time to re-read them. 

Your paper I yalue, and until I die I shall remit annually, 
for I welcome its arrival and go through it with care.” 

SS on ae 

A COMPLIMENT To OuR KENNEL Eprror.—We learn by 
the public prints that the kennel editor of FoRESs?T AND 
STREAM has been nominated by the Executive Committee 
of the Nebraska State Sportsmen’s Association, While 
desiring to express his high appreciation of the comphi- 
ment thus paid him, the kennel editor feels obliged to 
acline it. Owing to his absence from New York no 
“raation of this was received until the 20th instant, or his 
a Jn in the matter would haye been earlier defined. 

. “nanifestly improper for the representative of a 
‘ich is to criticise an exhibition of this kind to 
“vige, and the kennel editor of this paper has 

3 ‘ “pressed our views on the subject, 
ET er 

RS ECT.—The unprecedented score of 224 out 
_asere 225, made by Mr, William Gerrish, at Wal- 

elit in — rings long range practice very close up to the 
voint of perfection. Thereis no reason to doubt the 
score; it was made ina regular match, and ona day 

_ which, from the report, invited and almost proyoked 
Such a record. Mr, Gerrish is a young man who has 
given much time and careful endeavor to long-range 
work, and being in a coterie of marksmen where abund- 
ance of leisure gives ample opportunity for the most ex- 
act and careful study of the minutiz of rifle shooting, it 
isnot wonderful that such a result should have been at- 
tained. Nevertheless, with so many chances against his 
performance Mr, Gerrish is to be congratulated on his 
feat, and it will doubtless be a long time before he finds 
himself dispossessed of the ‘beat on record.” 

THE “DITTMAR SPORTING POWDER.” 
—_—_~—— 

E shall show in this article :— 
1st. That the so-called ‘* Dittmar Sporting Pow- 

der” is a highly dangerous cothpound when used in fire- 

arms, 
2d. That Mr, Carl Dittmar thoroughly understands this. 
3d, That for the past five years, from the date of its 

first manufacture until the present, he has strenuously 

denied the dangerous nature of the powder. 
In doing this we shall advance no theories, but shall 

confine ourselves strictly to what are, to the best of our 

knowledge and belief, facts. 
The public may expect from Mr, Carl Dittmar, or from 

those interested with him, a denial of these facts. 

No denial can alter facts. 
We may, in justice to ourselves, premise something of 

the circumstances. The ‘Dittmar Sporting Powder” 
has been on the market since the winter of 1874-5, The 
first notice of it in the FormsT AND STREAM will be found 
in Vol. IIl., page 26, Feb. 4th, 1875, and a notice in the 

Rop AND GUN at about the same date. From that time 
untilthe present, before and since the consolidation of 
the two papers, our columns have always been open for 

full and free reports of the use of the powder by sports- 

men, They have also been open, up te a fortnight ago, 

to Mr. Carl Dittmar and those associated with him in the 
manufacture and sale of the powder. Accidents with the 

compound have been numerous and serious. Tt has been 

our custom to publish, together with commendations of 
the powder, such reports of accidents as came to us, The 

Dittmar powder manufacturers have always been accorded 
a fair chance to explainaway these accidents. How well 

they made use of it is shown by the fact that the product 
is stillin the market, 

There has come a change ; affairs are altered. 
this ? 

Previous to June 10th, of this year, we had published 

several letters from Dr, 8. P. Nash, of Philadelphia, 

Miss. flis communications showed him to be a man well 

acquainted with the use of fire-arms and a practical sports- 

man, On that date was published a communication from 

Dr, Nash recording ‘* A Disastrous Experience with Ditt- 
mar Powder.” The writer alleged that he had loaded a 

Parker gun with 33drs. ‘“‘ Dittmar Powder,” FFF, that the 

gun was by this charge shattered, blowing off one of his 
thumbs, subjecting him to many weeks of suffering and 

confinement, with a prospect of many more, making him 

a cripple for life, and probably debarring him from the 
further practice of his profession of dentistry. 

Inthe issue of June 17th following, the Dittmar Powder 

Manufacturing Company published areply, professing to 
discredit the statements of the Nash letter, and calling 
for proof, 

Tn response the can containing the remainder of the 
powder was sent to us, and a portion of this powder 
handed over to the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing 
Company. 

In our issue of July 15th, following, we published let— 

ters from Dr. Nash and others, proving conclusively the 

truth of his previous report, and showing the injury to 

his hand to haye been more serious than he had before 
anticipated. 

The Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company sent us, 
and we published, a disclaimer of responsibility, it being 
substantially a denial that the powder was of their (the 

present Company’s) make, or that it was strong enough— 

as tested by them—to haye produced the alleged acci- 

dent, Then, having demonstrated that the old powder 
was of a much weaker grade than that now manfactured 

and could not be dangerous, they gravely warned the 
public against buying it, 

This explanation by the Company was unsatisfactory 
and inadequate, 

It was the old story—the repudiation by Mr, Carl Ditt- 
mar of powder manufactured by himself, The files of 
the FoREST AND StrEaM, of the Rop AND Gun, and of 

the paper since its consolidation, tell this story, Our 
readers are invited to refer to their files to see that our 
quotations are correct, are not garbled, and are fair, 

Why is 

Mr. Dittmar professed to be able to make his powder 
uniform so far back as the summer of 1875, 

FORESE AND STREAM, Vol. IV., page 300. Letter from Carl 

Dittmar, dated at Neponset, Mass., June dth, 1875 :-— 

“Tam now making amuch slower powder, as many consider it 

too quick, and I will stick toit and make it always uniform as 

soon as I find that the sporting community like the latest issue 

best. The method of manufacture insures absolute evenness of 
strength, andif your correspondent, Mr. 0, €. Allinson, decides 

which kind he likes best I can give tf to him always the same.” 

(Italics ours.) 

Repudiation No, 1,—Mr. Dittmar having thus put 
himself on record, we should hardly look for the fol- 

lowing when he came to change his business relations :-— 

Forest AND STREAM, Vol. V., page 124, Sept. 30th, 1875. Ad- 

yertisement of the “ Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company, 

manufacturers of Carl Dittmar’s Patent Sporting Powder, Blast- 

ing Powderz, etc.; Neponset, Mass. I have succeeded in oyerecom 

jug all objections that may have been raised to the kind of Sport- 
ing Powder previously manufactured by me. By an entirely new 

process, and with the assistance of new machinery, [ am now 

able to make the grainsas hard as those of black powder, thus 

avoiding the great compressibility of the kind first introduced, 

and allowing an even loading every time. In addition to the greater 

density of the new powder, | havealso obviated the great rapidity 

ofignition. There is now no fear of overloading. No necessity 

for any special directions for use; simply use it like black powder 

and use the same quantity in bulk. 

‘* The powder can now be used from an ordinary powder flask. 

Ths same kind of powder can be used for both shot guos and 

rifles. The sizes and numbers for the grain are the same as those 

for black powder. The madium sizeis best adapted for general 
purposes, the largest size for small bores, and the finest size for 

large bores, 

‘Hyery package ot the new powder bears my signature. 

venuine without it. 
* Tmanufacture none of the old kind, and all connection with my 

former agency, the so-called Dittmar Powder Company, is at an 

end. Please uddress all orderstome. Any letters unanswered or 

order; not filled since Sept. Ist will be immediately attended to if 

parties will please re-write to me. I[ will exchange, when re- 

quested,any of my powder bought hefore that date forthe new 

kind. ‘ 

“My best thanks to the friends of my new powder, who have by 

their suggestions helped mato make it perfect, so that I now 

have no doubt of its complete success. Cakrn Drrrmar.” 

He also advertised this in the Rop AND GUN, see issue of 

Ovt. 2d, 1875, page 16 :— 

“Every package of the new powder bears my own signature on 

top of cover; without it, do not consider it genuine. I do not 

Manutacture any more of the old kind, and all my connections 

with my former agency (the so-called Dittmar Powder Company) 

are ended.” ss 

The manufactoyy, be ib understood, was all this time 
at Neponset, Mass., and Mr. Dittmar was the man who 

made, or superintended the making of, all the powder, 

The Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No.1) 
then also adopted the tactics afterward repeated by the 

Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No. 2), They 
attempted to turn the responsibility of the working of 

the’powder away from themselyes and upon ‘the old 

company + ”— 

Rop AND Gun, May 27th, 1876, Vol. VILL, page 135. 

Carl Dittmar, Neponset, Mass., May 20th :— 

“There are two kinds of my powder in the market; the new 

kind, which [am manufacturing now for the last eight months, 

which comes in regular powder flasks with my signature on each, 

This I warrant, and my former advertisements and all circulars 

say that IT only consider that genuine which bears my signature 

onthe can..... Now,a few days ago, I learned through a com— 

munication from Chicaso, thata large amount of old powder is 

still kept by Chicago dealers, of whieh a great deal is not fit for use, 

not huwvingy gone through the last stage of manufacture. All this 

powder has been sold without my knowledge and consent by the 
company I have been connected with last summer..... Since 

manufacturing the new kind no accidents have come to my 

kuowledge, and I sincerely believe that the powder in its present 

state issafe, even safer than black powder, and I am ready to 

prove itatany time. If your correspondent, Abe Dacotah, from 

Towa, will send what he has of that‘ worthless and miserable 

stuff,’ as he calls it [I willload someand send it back and try some 
in the presence of others], and if I fail to prove with that con- 

demned kind that it is at least equal to any black powder, then [ 

will say Abe Dacotah is right,” 

None 

Letter from 

The Dittmar Powder Company in Boston sold the pow- 

der made at Neponset, and turned oyer to them by Mr, 
Dittmar, the manufacturer of it. Does any one suppose 

that Mr. Dittmar, at this stage of his enterprise, would 
let powder go from Neponset which wasnot ready for the 
market? His letter, like his advertisements, can be made 
to mean nothing but a repudiation of his own powder. 
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But the powder made by him, under the new firm 
name, was all right, for he himself says ;— 

R. & G., Deo. 4th, 1875, page 157.—I have succeeded in perfecting 
my rifle powder, as well as I did lately with my shot gun powder 

. -. 1 warrant its safety, cleanliness, streng'th, little recoil, smoke, 

report, snd its regularity in shooting, both for rifle and shot gun. 
‘Dry andsee. Use it like black powder; no need of any more in- 
structions, 

i. & G., March ith, 1876, page 383.—Ditimar powder, Wur- 
rauted for. .. its absolute Yegrularity in shooting, both for rifle 
and shot gun. 

Mr, Dittmar had no opportunity to repudiate this pow- 
der, forthe formation of his third (?) company was too re- 

mote to allow of this, The ‘‘ Dittmar Powder Manufactur- 
ing Company” (No, 1), followed the ‘* Dittmar Powder 

Company” (No. 1,) into dissolution, and for a time the 
manutacture of the powder was nominally suspended, In 
the FOREST AND Srriam, of March 21st, 1878, appeared 

an advertisement of the Dittmar Powder Company (No. 

2), which informed the public that the powder was at 

that time uniform and of Mr. Dittmar’s own manufac- 

lure :-— 

“ By new process of waterproofing this powder is now made 

absolutely uniform. Mr, Carl Dittmar will give. his whole time 

and skill to its manufacture." 

Further he tells us that the powder is tested :— 

BF. &S., Noy, 7th, 1878, Vol. XI, Page 29).—-Letter from Carl Ditt- 

mar, dated Binghamton, N. Y., the location of the manufactory: 

— Evyury batch of my powder is tested thoroughly, before itis 

sent out.” 

Moreover, he alleges it to be safe i— 

F, & §S., Noy. 21st, 1878, Vol. XT., Paye 831.—Letter from Carl 
Dittmar; “In answer, T have to say, that my powder is 

absolutely safe when used according to intructions.” 

The advertisement of the Dittmar Powder Company 
(No. 2), also assertsit to be *‘ efficient, uniform and safe.” 

Two days after his letter of Noy. 2d, 1878, it appears 
the test by the pressure gauge was adopted, for he tells 
us: : 

FOREST AND STRHAM, March 6th, 1879, Vol. XIT,, page 93. Let- 

terfrom Carl Dittmar, dated at Binghamton, N, Y., Feb. 22d, 

1879 -<— 

“Since November Sth last, all I haye manufactured has been 

tested with the Government pressure gauge, and is perfectly re- 

iable and safe with heayy charges. As I expect our own pres- 

pure Sauge in a few days from the Springtield armory, I shall not 

leta single pound of powder go out without haying it tested 
thoroughly for strain. 

"The kind I made last year up to Noy. 5th is also perfectly safe 

if used according to directions and with no heayier charges than 

recommended in the circulars.” 

Again Dittmar indorses the powder made subse- 
quently to Noy, 5th, 1878 :— 

PorRrEs?’ AND STREAM, June 19th, 1879, Vol. XIL., page 393, com- 

menting on an accident with his powder, Carl Dittmar says:— 

“ [ think the powder must haye been purchased before the 5th 

of November last yeur, from which time I made the new and 

slower kind, Of this kind, which is marked as tested with heavy 

loads, there has not been a single complaint yet, The powder re- 

ferred to in ** Penn's’ letter was of the kind Capt. Bogardus re- 

eolmended and has uséd in all his exhibitions. I myself should 

not like to use itin heavy charges, but I think it is impossible 

that 3} drs. could doany harm, I think there must haye been gn 

accidental overcharge, the measure being wrong, or something 

ofthe kind. If he willsend mea samplein a glass bottle I will 

lestitin the Goyernment pressure gauge and giye honestly the 

result; if it is too quick for safety I will admit the fact. The 

powder now made is all tested by the pressure gauge. A case of 

overloading caunot bhappén with the new powder, and I do not 

give any extra instruction. The powder will work no matter how 

itis louded.”’ 

Just here we may explain that the date, Noy. 5th, 1878, 

shows that the test by Government pressure gauge was 

employed nine months before the «Dittmar Powder 
Wanufacturmg Company (No, 2), succeeded the Ditt- 

mar Powder Company (No. 2) It was the practice to 

take samples of the powder to the Springfield Armory 
and test them there, And further, that this thing may 
be clearly understood, the gauge made for the Dittmar 

manufactory was exactly like the Government pressure 

gauge, and was shipped to Binghamton from the Spring- 

field Armory March 13th, 1879, five months before the 
present Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No. 2) 

succeeded the Dittmar Powder Company (No. 2). We 
are thus particular about this to show that the old Com- 
pany possessed the same instruments for testing the pow-, 
der that the present Company have. 
Having come safely through this tortuous course, 

we must not be surprised by his 

Repudiation No. 2, which came in the form of a letter 
from the business manager of the Dittmar Powder 
Manufacturing Company (No. 2). 

“Mr, Von Lengerke sends me the inclosed letter, which I have 

thought proper to send you for your perusal, which done, please 
eturn. 

*g He is now engaged in testing shells loaded by Squires, and ex- 
presses the opinion that S. is engaged in gathering up all the ola 
condemned powder and sealing and loading it. 

“A, J. PARKER,” 

In due time we received and published the report of 

their employé, Mr. J. Yon Lengerke, who was ‘glad 
to say that the powder had no exceptive strength, and 

that the accident reported cannot have been the fault 
of the powder,” ‘he report of their employé was ac- 
companied by a letter which contained the extraordi- 
nary sentences quoted below :— 

ForEst AND SPRHAM, Aug. Sth, 188), Vol. XV,, page 10. Let- 

tery from Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No, 2). 

** We positively declare that the Nash powder was not of our 
manufacture, and was not sold by us, and was neyer in our pOs- 

Session. So far as that is concerned, we are disinterested parties, 

except inasmuch as it bears the name of Dittmar powder, and we 

think that our tests have abundantly proyed that even that was 

not dangerous, but fell below the powder which we put forward 
as our standard. 

“Mr, Nash's suggestion that the can of powder may haye Leen 
tampered with is soiething 3yith which we haye nothing to do. 

If it was, it was not our powder that was tampered with. 

“Weshall, following your suggestion, adyertiss more fully to 
the world that we have never sold, nor will we ever sell without 
due notice to the public, any powder whateyer, either unsealed, 

unstamped, or without all proper directions for its use; and we 
hereby caution the public against buying any unsealed sv-called 
Dittmar powder,” 

The powder, thus itis seen, has been made and sold, 
within the short space of four years, under no less than 

five firm titles, namely—Carl Dittmar, Dittmar Powder 
Company, Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company, 

Dittmar Powder Company (No, 2), and Dittmar Powder 
Manufacturing Company (No, 2), 

Now, remembering that all the ‘Dittmar Sporting 

Powder” ever manufactured was made by Mr. Dittmar 

personally,* or under his supervision, or by his wife per- 

sonally, or under her supervision, or, at least, was made 

and sold by firms of which he was the principal, or of 

which he and his wife were the principals—how shall we 
suitably characterize this action of a man engaged in the 

manufacture of a commercial product, time and time 

again warning the public against his own product? 

What warrant had wethat byeand bye, Mr. Dittmar 
having formed a Dittmar Powder Company (No. 3), they 

would not in turn repudiate the powder of the present 
Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company, and warn 

against its use, because the cans had no label on the bot- 
tom, and so on to thirteenthly? Or could the purchaser 
of the powder now sold by the ‘“‘ Dittmar Powder Manu- 

facturing Company” (No. 2) afford to keep it six months 

to find out whether it was the ‘‘condemned” and dan- 
gerous kind or not? 

Clearly, while the ‘fold condemned powder” bosh 
might satisfy the manufacturers, it was no explanation 

to offer to a man who had had his thumb blown off and 
his business ruined, nor to other men who, by the use of 

this powder, were running the risk of a like calamity, 
We refused to publish the letter of Aug. 5th without a 

protest that it dodged the question at issue. We set to 
work to determine the true character of the powder. 

Our duty to ourselves demanded this investigation, Much 
more did our responsibility to our readers imperatively 
call for it, 

We accordingly began the investigation of the nature 

of the powder, and said go in our issue of Aug, 5th, 

Cognizant of the fact that we were studying the powder, 
and after their agent had been informed that we were 

about to publish the results of our investigation, the Ditt- 

mar Powder Manufacturing Company, upon the trumped 

up pretext that our refusal to publish what we thought 
to be a libelous letter proffered by them was unfair, ju- 

diciously withdrew their advertisement Aug, 3ist. 
Writing this letter was a characteristic attempt to turn 

the affair into a personal controversy, in the heat of 

which the real question of the safety of the “Dittmar 
Sporting Powder” should be lost sight of. 

So much for the circumstances, which, fortunately for 

ourselves, fortunately for our readers and fortunately 

for the public, led us to determine the true character of 
the ‘Dittmar Sporting Powder.” 

Right here, and once for all, we may say that while 

the FOREST AND STREAM has in times past been duped by 
Mr. Dittmar’s seeming honesty of purpose into serving 

his end, yet the present management has neyer been 

committed to an editorial indorsement of the powder, 

That we did not realize the true nature of the compound 
is our only excuse for having even passively permitted 
our columns to be used in any way by him, 

To clearly comprehend the different natures of differ- 

ent explosive agents, some knowledge of chemistry is 

requisite, When Mr, Dittmar is asked as to the compo- 
sition of his powder, his favorite way of responding to or 

evading the question is to retort, ‘*You are not a chemist ; 

therefore, I cannot explainit to you.” It will not be neces- 

sary hereafter for the readers of this journal to go to Mr, 
Dittmar for their knowledge of the composition of his 

powder, nor for a sufficient understanding of the princi- 
ples of chemistry to fully comprehend the true nature 

of that compound. They will find all that in this paper, 

* As to the past, the quotations sufficiently prove this. Tn the 

present concern Mr. Dittmar and his wife own, or did own, #55- 
100 interest. An employé of the Dittmar Powder Manutactur- 
ing Company told us, when we went there for some powder, the 

other day, that the stock was small, because Mr. Dittmar was in 

the Catskill Mountains, and in his absence no powder could 

be manufactured, We had treason to believe, at that time, that 
Mr. Dittmar was in Hurope, but this lack of feogzraphical knowl- 
edge on the part of the employe does not alter what we ave try- 
ing to show, namely, that Mr. Carl Dittmar ia now, as he has al- 
ways been, the responsible party in the manufacture and Sale of 
“Dittmar Sporting Powder.” 

The present Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company was 
formed on, or about, Aug. 4th, 18/9. Their manufactory is at 
Binghamton, N.Y. 
United States Circuit Court, Southern District of New York,. 

Nov. lath, 1879, Carl Dittmar, being duly Sworn, doth Gepose and 
say: “Everything at Binghamton is attended to by myself aad 
wife In person,” 

; oe 
[SEPTEMBER 23, 1880. 

This is not the place for a treatise on chemistry. None 
is necessary, We shall, however, attempt to put this, 
whole thing so clearly and as concisely as possible, that 
whether chemist or not, no man who reads it need be 
baitled longer by Mr. Dittmar’s chemistry bluff, 

als 
THE CHEMISTRY OF EXPLOSIVES, 

Various explosive agents are associatedin our minds 
with different degrees of explosive power and effect, 
Thus, black gunpowder is a material with which we are 

all familiar; we know it to possess great explosive power, 
yet with certain precautions we donot hesitate to handle 
and employ it, 

Nitro-glycerine, on the contrary, is known in a vague 

way at least to be in its explosion yastly different from 

gunpowder. Its might is so tremendous, its effects so 

terrific, that the very name of the compound is significant 

of uncontrollable force; we hesitate to handle it, and its 

presence inspires us with dread, 
At the beginning of our study of explosives then the 

question meets us, Are all explosive compounds of the 
same inherent nature? Do they differ only in their 
manifestations of power according as that exhibition of 

power is made by the conditions of the explosion more 
or less complete, or may one form of explosion be radi- 

cally different in its nature from another? Wvyidently we 

must determine this before going further. 
The teachings of chemistry on this point are beauti- 

fully simple, clear and conclusive. To make them plain 

we need but to outline some of the fundamental and 

familiar principles of that science. We begin at the begin- 
ning, with the molecule, 

Molecule,—A molecule is the smallest mass into which 
any substance, solid, liquid or gas, can be divided by 
physical or mechanical processes. The text-books tell us 

that the limit of the measurement of molecules is reached 

at about the one-five hundred millionth of aninch. A 

molecule is infinitessimally small, and it is important 
that we have a clear appreciation of this, for small as it 
is, in the molecule we shall find the key to this whole 

inquiry. 

Molecular energy.—Molecules haye constant motion, 

most free in gas, less free in a liquid, least in a solid. 
It has been estimated that the mean velocity of the 

molecular motion of hydrogen gas, under a certain given 

pressure, is 6,097 feet per second, Molecules have weight $ 

they have motion; motion and weight give energy. 

The movement, and therefore the energy, of molecules 
vary as the temperature of the mass, ‘Therefore, to in- 

crease the temperature, is to increase the molecular en- 

ergy: : 
Presswre.—In gases the movement of the molecules 

is in straight lines, and the movement of theiy aggrega- 

tion is, therefore, in every direction to the surface of the 

mass. The surfaces of the containing body are con- 

stantly bombarded by these molecules, The aggregation 

of this bombardment—millions of molecules moving at 

the rate of thousands of feet per second—is what we 

call pressure, 

Pressure, it will be readily understood, yaries with the 

molecular energy ; this, in turn, varies with the heat. 
To increase the heat, then, is to increase pressure. In- 

creased pressure demands increased resistance by the 

containing body, or else yielding, and an increased vol- 

ume, Also, to convert a solid mass into a gas, is to in~ 

crease, or to release, its molecular energy. 

Atoms.—Mechanical subdivision stops with the mol- 

ecule. Chemistry goes beyond this, and conceives each 
molecule to contain atoms. It does more than this; it 
actually breaks up the molecules, and, combining the 
atoms of one with the atoms of others, forms new mol- 

ecules, which are wholly different from the old. 
Chemical reaction.—Such a change is termed a chemi- 

calreaction, It differs from a mechanical process. For 

instance, water is a liquid mass made up of molecules, 
Bach molecule of water, it has been determined, is made 

up of three atoms, two of hydrogen and one of oxygen. 

Now, a drop of water may be, by mechanical provesses, 

divided and subdivided into the smallest masa attainable 

by the most delicate known means, and yet the ultimate 
molecules possible to obtam, would consist of two atoms 
of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen, But by a chemi- 

cal reaction those same molecules may be changed into 
another substance, the hydrogen atoms uniting to form 
molecules of hydrogen gas, and the oxygen atoms uniting 
to form molecules of oxygen gas, For a chemical reac- 

tien (or the union of the atoms of different molecules) il 
is requisite that the molecules come in contact; there 
must then be molecular energy ; where a sufficient de- 
ree of this is lacking it may be stimulated by heat. 

Combustion.—The atmosphere im which we live con- 

tains a certain proportion of oxygen. The ordinary pro- 

@ess of combustion is simply this; By the application of 
heat the molecular energy of the combustible substance 1s 

stimulated to such a degree that the molecules are re- 
leased or separatéd from the mass and are brought into 
contact with the molecules of the air, when the oxygen 
atoms of each, by a chemical reaction, unite to form oxy- 

gen gas, 
But there are certain substances which have a large 
upply of oxygen stored up in them. Their molecules 
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containing substances with the combustibles we may 

combustion. 

Gunpowder,—Niter or saltpeter is a substance rich in 
oxygen. Charcoal or carbon is a combustible. Now, if 
niter be brought into contact with charcoal and some 
stphur be added to facilitate ignition, we have all the 
‘conditions necessary to combustion. This is the common 

black gunpowder, If, now, a certain quantity of this 
compound be confined, as ina gun, away from the air, 

and ignited, the result will be a combustion, The oxygen 

which is stored in the niter is so concentrated that it al- 

lows a yery rapid combustion, Thisis termed an explo- 
‘sion. 

Witro-glycerine.—In place of the charcoal, another 

combustible substance, glycerine, may be employed, and 

instead of the niter, nitric-acid may be used to secure the 
Tequisite supply of oxygen. This is the compound known 
as nitro-glycerine, Ifa mass of nitro-glycerine be con- 

fined and ignited the result will also be an explosion, 
“Now, howshall we explain the tremendous difference 

of the two explosives? In each compound we have 
‘simply combined the conditions necessary to combustion, 
and theresult in each case is simply the production, by 
a chemical reaction, of a large volume of gas and the 
consequent liberation of molecular energy in the gas, 
What is the difference? 

Simply this; Whereas, in the gunpowder the union is 

of the atoms of different molecules; in the nitro-glycer- 

ine itis of atoms within the same molecule. Before the 
atoms of the gunpowder oxygen molecules and niter 
Molecules can unite, they must each pass out from their 
molecules ; in nitro-glycerine they are already in the 
same molecule. 

Explosion of gunpowder,—Let us go back, Gunpowder 

is manufactured by mechanical processes. The charcoal, 

sulphur and niter are each ground into dust and then 

intimately mixed, But by no mechanical treatment can 

the molecules of the sulphur, niter and charcoal be 
changed into molecules of any other substance, and 

hence in the mass of gunpowder, which consists of 

Grains, each individual grain is made up of countless 

olecules of sulphur, niter and carbon. The generation 
of gases can be produced only by the union of the atoms 
of one molecule with the atoms of other molecules, and 

6 process of combustion beginning at one side of one 
olecule of one grain must extend first through this 

tholecule to the next, and so on to the center of the grain, 
and through to the other side, then to and through the 

ext grain, and so on through all the grains to the ccn- 

ter of the mass and then through to the other side, The 
Process is one requiring a certain definite interval of 
time. The generation of gas heing progressive the pres- 
sure must also be cumulative. 

Explosion of Nitro-glycerine.—Beginning with the 
“Manufacture, we finda radical difference between the 

mixture of the ingredients of gunpowder and the union 
of the ingredients of nitro-glycetine, The first was a 

‘mechanical mixture ; the second is a chemical reaction. 

toms of the glycerine molecules and form new mole- 
stiles, which are different substances from the old. 
Hence, nitro-glycerine is not nitric-acid and glycerine; it 

Is nitro-gly cerine, 
Again, it has been demonstrated by chemical analysis 
at each molecule of this new substance, nitro-glycerine, 

Contains, ;yrapped up within itself, the different atonis, 
which, under the conditions of explosives, may combine 
With each other to form new molecules of gas. Hence, 

In an explosion of nitro-glycerine, it is not necessary for 
the atoms of one molecule to be set free from that mole- 

tule, and to pass out from it to the atoms of other mole- 
tules, The element of time is thus eliminated, and the 

‘Process is instantaneous. The conditions which will ex- 
plode one molecule of nitro-glycerine are sufficient to ex- 
_plode the millions of millions of molecules of the entire 

“tass. The explosion of every part of the entire mass is 
then simultaneous. This is termed detonation, 

The different exhibitions of force by slow and quick 
explosions aie too familiar to need rehearsal here. Our 
study of the subject thus far enables us to understand 

the principles underlying these different effects. 

The molecules of gas moye in straight lines mall di- 
rections, Thus, when a solid or liquid substance is 
Converted into gas, the pressure of the gas must be ex- 
érted in every direction at once. If an interyal of time 
be allowed, this pressure concentrates itself in the 

p of least resistance. If no interval of time be al- 

lowed, it cannot so concentrate itself, but must be 

every where alike on eyery part of the surface of the con- 
taining body. The difference between the two explosions 
1§ just the difference between a push anda blow, The 
Molecule of gas, in the one case, is like a leaden bullet 
thrown from the hand against a board and rebounding ; 
in the other case it becomes the same leaden bullet driven 
With frightful velocity from the muzzle ofa gun through. 
the board, 

_ FOREST AND STREAM. 
‘then, may furnish oxygen to the combustible just as 
readily as the molecules of the atmosphere do, and in a 

More concentratedform. Hence, by placing the oxygen 

‘shit them in from the air, and by sufficiently stimulating 
their molecularenergy, by the application of heat, produce 

éatoms of the nitric-acid molecule unite with the, 

In the discharge of a fire-arm, the pressure of the vol- 
umeéof gas generated by the slow form of explosion in- 
creases in force and exerts itself in every direction 

against the surfaces of the gun-chamber and the ball, 
until it attains a degree of strength sufficient to overcome 
the resistance of the ball. Af that point the ball yields, 
and the pressure ali once concentrates itself in the line of 

this yielding, 

On the other hand, the generation of gas, in the explo- 
sion of a charge of nitro-glycerine in a gun-chamber, 
would be instantaneous throughout the whole charge. 

It would exert itself in every direction at once, and 
there would be no yielding of the least resistant body to 
admit of the pressure concentrating itself in the line of 

least resistance. For to yield requires motion ; motion 
requires time; but there is no time; consequently, no 

motion. The ball, it is true, would be blown out of the 
gun, but not before every side of the chamber alike had 

received the same blow, by which also would the gun be 

shattered,* — 
It, 

THE ORDERS OF EXPLOSIVES. 
An explosive compound we have seen to be a mixture 

of substances capable of rapid conversion into gases by 
the operation of heat. 

An explosion may be defined as ‘‘a chemical reaction 
causing the sudden or extremely rapid formation of a 

very great volume of highly expanded gas.” 
The effect of the explosion, we have also learned, de- 

pends upon the rapidity with which it isgenerated, Meas- 

ured by this effect, explosives are now divided into two 
general orders, the first and the second—quick and slow, 
high and low. It will be more convenient for us to first 
consider 

EXPLOSIVES OF THE SECOND ORDER, 

1. Inan explosive of the second order the explosion, 
or freeing of the gases, is brought about by simple igni- 
tion, 

2, The process is gradnal, from oneside of the molecule 

through to the other, from one side of the grain through 
to the other, and from one side’ of the mass to the 
other. 

3, This requires time. 

4, Up to a certain point the explosive force grows more 
powerful as the explosion progresses ; it is cumulative. | 

5. It concentrates itself in the line of the least resist- } 

ance, and is never greater upon any other part of the 

containing body than upon the part which yields; 7. e¢., 

“jf can never be greater than the resistance of the least 
resistant part.” 

6. Confined in a gun this class of explosives are pro- 
jectile, or ballistic; they are therefore adapted for use 
in ordnance and fire-arms, 

7, The distinctive type of this class is gunpowder. 
EXPLOSIVES OF THE FIRST ORDER. 

1. In an explosive of the first order the explosion, or 
freeing of the gases, is by detonation, 

2. Ib is en masse. 

3. It is instantaneous, A ton explodes just as quickly 
as an ounce. 

4, It is not cumulative, 

5, The force is exerted upon every part of the contain- 
ing body alike. 

6. It is shattering; and therefore explosives of the first 

order cannot be used in guns. The smallest charge 
would burst the gun, 

7. The distinctive type of this class is nitro-glyéerine. 

Ul. 

Z DETONATION, 

Before going further we must consider more fully the 
mechanical nature of the form of explosion called deto- 
nation, 

Detonation is the instantaneous conversion of the 
whole mass of a body into gas. Those who have studied 

it, the most thoroughly, in theory and by experiment, 
as exhibited by the typical detonating explosive, nitro- 

glycerine and its compounds, have determined that :— 

1, Three agencies combine to produce the action, 

namely, heat, pressure and motion, the last being either 
shock, jar or vibration, No one of these alone will pro- 
duce-detonation, 

2. Heat alone will not produce detonation, A match 
will ignite unconfined nitro-glycerine, but the liquid 
veases to burn when the heat of the match is removed. 
Nitro-glycerine may be burned with a wick the same as 
whale oil ; a rag saturated with it burns slowly. Thrown 

upon the fire or upon a redhot stove, it burns but does 
not explode. 

3. Simple pressure alone will not produce detonation, 
This is shown by the fact that the liquid may be stored 
in such a shape that the pressure of the mass upon the 
layers next to the bottom must be immense, yet no ex- 
plosion is caused thereby, 

4, Motion (vibration or jar) does not produce detona- 

tion, When the nitro-glycerine is spread out on an an- 

‘For an elucidation of the foregoing subject the reader isrefer- 
red to Prof. J. P, Cooke’s"* The New Chemistry" (Appleton & Co. 

$2). This volome contains the wost admirablespitome ol the sci 

ence of chemistry that we have ever seen. We haye not hesitated 
to make use of Prof. Cooke’s illustrations and in some cases of hg 
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vil and struck with a hammer, although the whole sur- 
fave is jarred thereby, only that portion of it which is 
between the face of the hammer and the face of the an- 
vil will explode, 

5, Again, the pressure of a greater degree of any one 

of these three agencies admits of a less proportion of the 
othertwo. Thus the greater the degree of heat the less 

may be the pressure and jar ; the greater the pressure the 

less the heat and jar; the greater the jar the less the heat 
and pressure. 

Now let us consider the conditions of the detonation of 

nitro-glycerine and its compounds when confined, for in- 
stance, ina bore-hole. Just here we must keep in mind 

that confinement is not pressure, although it may be an 
aid to secure pressure, 

6. If a mass of nitro-ylycerine be closely confined in a 

bore-hole, and be simply ignited at one end, the expansion 

of the volume of gases formed by the combustion of a part 
of the charge, creates pressure upon the remainder of 

the mass, until, at a certain point, this pressure becomes 
powerful enough, in conjunction with the attendant heat 
and jar, to detonate the rest of the charge. Thisisa 
partial detonation of the charge, The action is best 
shown by an experiment with dynamite, which is a com- 

bination of nitro-glycerine with a solid substance: A 

charge of dynamite closely confined in a gas-pipe and 
simply ignited at one end, will burn through a certain 
length of the charge, and the rest will, by the pressure, 

heat and jar, be detonated. The interior of the tube 

thus burst will be marked so plainly by the two processes 
that it is possible to determine just wheresimple combus- 

tion ended and detonation began, It will be readily un- 

derstood that the greater the pressure by the confining 

body the less ignition is necessary, and vice versa. 

7. Again, when the confinement, and consequently the 
pressure, is less, the detonation may be produced by giy- 
ing the charge a greater shock. This may be done by 

means of a strong percussion cap, In the present prac- 

tice with high explosives the method of confinement and 

ignition is not employed; the approved mode is that of 

Nobel’s invention, the use of a strong cap. ; 

A clear understanding of these different conditions of 

detonation will enable us to intelligently study a third 
order of explosive compounds, — 

Ty. 

EXPLOSIVES OF A TWO-FOLD CONSTITUTION, 

These partake of the nature of low explosives and also 
of the nature of high explosives; that is to say, accord- 

ing to the adjustment of the conditions of their explo- 

sion, they may be exploded either by ignition, gradually ; 
or by detonation, en masse} or partially by ignition and 

partially by detonation. To this class belong the nitro- 

cellulose combinations; 7. ¢., the combinations of nibtric- 

acid and cellulose. Cellulose is the vegetable fiber of 

wood, cotton, etc.—the skeleton of vegetation. 

The prominent type of this class of explosives is 

GUN-COTTON, 
1, Gun-cotton is the fiber of cotton treated with nitric- 

acid, 

2, It is, as an explosive agent, analagous to gunpowder 

in thatitisa porous solid ; is when dry highly inflammable, 

and when ignited without confinement it burns like eun- 
powder by ignition. 

3. Itis, asan explosive, analagous to nitro-glycerine. 
It is made in essentially the same way, by a chemical 

reaction, the principal difference being that the nitro- 

cellulose, a porous solid, is not so sensitive as the nitro- 
glycerine, a solid. 

4, This isa difference of degree only, not of kind. 

5, It is a difference which may be easily removed by 

mechanical means, %, e., by bringing the molecules of 

the mass into closer contact. 

6. This may be done by pressure. 

7. Under pressure gun cotton is analagous to nitro- 
glycerine in itsexplosion, It detonates. 

8. The explosion of gun-cotton ignited unconfined is 

analagous to that of gunpowder; confined, to that of 
nitro-glycerine. 

It took along time for men to learn this. ‘The history 

of the use of the material is curious; for us it is also in- 
structive, : 

First manufactured in 1838, it was, as its name implies, 

thought to be a suitable material to supply the place of 
black powder as a projectile explosive. It was employed 

in ordnance and in fire-arms. Sometimes it went all 

right, Sometimes it went all wrong ; exploded with ter- 

riffic power, burst the cannon, shattered the fire-arms, 

blew men's thumbs off, The manufacturers claimed that 
they could make it uniform, For all that we know to 

the contrary they sent for some of the cotton, contended 

that if must have been the manufacture of the old com- 

pany, that it did not have the seal of the new company 
on the tops of the cans; and then—in due form, as in 

such cases made and provided—proclaimed in the papers 
that their pressure gauge at Bigtown proved conelu- 

sively not only that this cotton was weaker than that of 
their own make, but also that the fault must have been 
wholly with the thumbs. But. at all events, the gun 
cotton burst the guns and blew off the thumbs. 

languuxe,and we here make 4 general acknowledgement tohim.| After Nobel's invention of the method of detonating 
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nitro-glycerine with a strong cap, it occurred to Brown, 

an Englishman, that gun-cotton, being a nitrated pro- 
duct, like nitro-glycerine, might also be detonated. He 

The gun-cotton accidents were 
explained to the full satisfaction of the scientific world 

—and, let us hope, also to that of the manufacturers. 
Gun-cotton is now employed for blasting purposes, and 
as detonating charges in bomb-shells and torpedoes. 
After the most elaborate series of experiments by the 

Austrian government, its use asa projectile agent was 
abandoned as unsafe. Gun-cottonfis, therefore, no longer 

tested it. It detonated. 

used as a projectile force in gunnery, 

THE DETONATION OF GUN-COTTON. 
1, The conditions of the detonation of gun cotton are 

analagous to the conditions of the detonation of nitro- 

The three agencies of heat, pressure and mo- 
_ tion must be present; and in proportion as any one of 

glycerine. 

these is stronger the others may be weaker, 

2. If the gun-cotton in a gun, for example, be not only 
confined, but also pressed down, so that it is compact, it 

will now be understood from what has already been said, 
a comparatively small amount of heat and jar, or shock, 
need be present. 

3. If the gun-cotton be closely confined, but without 
pressure, and ignited at one end, the yolume of the gas 

generated by the combustion of a part of the mass will 

supply the pressure, and, with the accompanying heat 

and motion, detonate the rest of the charge. 

One of these two things is just what happened when the 

cannon and guns burst, and the thumbs were blown off, 

Now, recapitulating and tabulating, for it is essentiai 

that this be clear in our minds, we haye found that 

gun-cotton, an explosive,“combining in itself the natures 

of both low and high explosives, may at any time in its 

explosion manifest {the nature of one or of the other, 

according as the adjustment of the conditions under 
which it explodes fayor such manifestations :— 

GUN-COTTON. 
GUNPOWDER. NITRO-GLYCERINE. 

Becond Order. First Order. 
Low, High. 

Blow. Quick. 

Ignition. Detonation. 

Grain to Grain, En masse. 

Cumulative. Not Cumulative. 

Projectile. Shatteriog.? 

NO’ EMPLOYED IN, GUNNERY. 

Wi 

“DITTMAR SPORTING POWDER,” 

Now, where does ‘* Dittmar Sporting. Powder,” so- 
called, belong? 

As an explosive agent itcan properly be classed only in 

the order which we have described as possessing a two- 

fold constitution. 

1, Inso far as itis a nitro-cellulose product, it is strictly 

It is cellulose 

treated with nitric acid, or nitric andsulphuric acids. A 

chemist’s analysis fails to discover any essential differ- 

ence in the explosive properties of cottun-cellulose and 

The wood-cellulose—for palpable rea- 

That is a dif- 

ference which appeals only to the manufacturer’s pocket. 

Mr, Dittmar nitrates cellulose. He does more than this, 

He mixes his ceilulose with starch and sugar and then 

Therefore, depending altogether 

upon the care with which this mixture of the ingredi- 
ents—cellulose, sugar and starch—is made, any given 

sample of ‘“ Dittmar Sporting Powder" may contain 

more or less of nitro-cellulose, nitro-starch and nitro- 

analagous in composition to gun-cotton. 

wood-cellulose, 

sons—is cheaper than the cotton-cellulose., 

nitrates the mixture, 

sugar. 
Why does he add these higher explosiyes? We shall 

see that he does consider nitro-starch and nitro-sugar 
higher explosives than nitro-cellulose. 

2, Like gun-cotton, ‘Dittmar Sporting’ Powder” is, 

as an explosive agent, analogous to gunpowder, in thatit 

Its mechanical manufacture—grain- 

ing—makes it still more analogous in form. When dry 
and ignited in the open air, or without much confine- 

is a porous solid. 

ment, it burns like gunpowder, by ignition. 

3. Like gun-cotton, also, it is an explosive agent, anal- 
It is made 

in the same way, by a chemical reaction, the essential dif- 

ference being that the nitro-cellulose, a solid, does not by 
its molecular construction form so sensitive a combina- 

agous to nitro-glycerine in its manufacture. 

tion as does the nitro-glycerine, a liquid. 
4, This is a difference of degree only, not of kind. 
5, This difference may be easily removed by mechanical 

means, t. e., by bringing the molecules of the mass into 

closer contact ard increasing their energy. 
This may be done by pressure, and then 

7, Under sufficient pressure * Dittmar Sporting Pow- 
der ” is, in its explosion, analagous to nitro-glycerine. 

8. Unconfined, it exploaes by ignition ; confined suffi- 
clently, by detonation, ~ 

DITTMAR SPORTING POWDER. ; 
NITHO-GLYCERINE. GUNPOWDER. 

Second Order, First Order. 

Low. High. 

Blow. Quick. 
Ignition, Detonation. 

Grain to Grain. En masse. 
Cumulative. Not Cumulative. 
Projectile. Shattering, 

NoT TO BE USED LN FIRE-ARMS, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

That explains everything. That it does explain every- 

thing, and that withoutit many things are inexplicable, is 
a proof of its correctness. 

We have now come to a point where we are ready to 
consider the action of the powder in the gun. This is 
just the point where Mr. Dittmar has always insisted 

that we must begin, Remembering that this action is 

precisely the action of gun-cotton, complete ignition, al- 

most complete ignition and slight detonation, and so on 
to complete detonation, we think the intelligent reader 

will be able to account for almost any action of his ‘‘Ditt- 

mar Sporting Powder,” even the ‘‘crazy fits.” 

Our task would now be completed were it not a moral 
certainty that, did we stop here, Mr, Carl Dittmar, or 

some of those interested with him, would flatly deny or 

evade the correctness of this classification of his powder. 
He has done this three times before. 

We do not intend that he shall do it now, 
We therefore prove it, 
The proof is five-fold, First, the patent specification ; 

second, the account of the process of manufacture 
caused to be printed by Mr. Dittmar; third, the re- 
port of a competent chemist; fourth, by inference from 

the ‘directions ;” fifth, Mr? Dittmar’s own sworn state- 

ments. Hereafter we shall add to these five, a sixth, 

namely, our own corroborative tests. 

THE FIVE PROOFS, 

First Proof—The Patent Specifications. 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

CARL DITTMAR, OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. 

Improvement in Explosive Compound. 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 145,403; dated 

December 9, 1873; application filed August 30, 1873. 

To all whom it may Concern :— 

Beit known that I, Cart DrrrmMaAr, of Boston, Massachusetts, 
have invented a4 Preparation of Vevetable Fiber, in a new and 

distinguished manner, for the manufacture of Explosive Com- 

pounds, of which the following is 4 specification :— 
I use vegetable fiber of any kind, raw or manutactured (as old 

linen or cotton raga, ete ), which I redder to a fine pulp in the 

same manner as it is done in the manufacture of paper, with sim- 

ilar machinery, by open fire common steam orsuperheated steam 

and chemicals. The greatest care must be taken to render the 

fiber chemically pure by bleaching itand treating it with acids 

and alkalies, and outwashing those chemicals; after that I pre- 

pare this chemically pure pulp in different ways. 

1. I press it in sheets of about one-sixteenth part of an inchin 

thickness. This thickness may be lessened or increised to suit 

the gralns to the purposes to which the powder shall be used, 
These plates or sheets are first dried thoroughly, and then passed 

under a punching machine with punches the same diameter as 

the thickneas of the sheets. The cylinders received in this man- 

ner I use for the best kind of powder. The remainder or whole 

sheets of the pulp pass through rollers, with cutters around the 

periphery—one pair of cutters cutting it in one direction, an- 

other pair cutting ttacross ina lineata right angle to the for- 

mer, 80 as to give grains of a square form; or the pulp may be 

formed into grains by any other method. Vhe grains J treat now 

with a mixture of nitric und sulphuric acid, in the same manner 

as it is done in the manufacture of gun-cotton. 

(2. The same process except that the dried pulp is ground to the 

finest dust and treated as aboye.] 

8. The pulp is soaked in a solution of sugar, or mannite, or inu- 

line, or similar substances, pressed in sheets and cut as above, or 
formed into grains by any other method, or ground to dust after 

it has been dried, and then treated with the mixture of nitric and 
sulphuric acid, as above. The greatest care has to be taken then 

to wash the superfluous acid out sgain, which is more difficult 

than by the former two processes. After this has been done, it 

is soaked in a solution of soda, pressed out and then soaked In a 
solution of nitrate of potash, or chlorate of potash, or similar 

substances, and then carefully dried. Itis then ready for use; 

or it can be soaked after that, for blasting purposes only, with 

nitro-glycerine, etc. The combination of the yegstable fiber with 

sugar, etc., fives a very powerful explosive, and oyercomes the 

difficulty in preparing the sugar, etc., alone with acids. 

(4a. A combination with nitro-glycerine for blasting purposes 

only.] 

|4b, Pulp pressedinto cylindrical form, soaked in nitric-gum, 

for blasting purposes. 5. Pulp rolled up tight for drill hole cart- 
ridges.] 

All the within-mentioned compounds, formed without the’ use 
of nitro-glycerine, can be used for the manufacture of fireworks, 

as being better adapted for these purposes than common powder 

in giving out neither smoke nor bmell, and also for gunning or 

artillery purposes in leaving no residuum aud requiring no clean- 

ing while in use. 
* * * * * * >» * * 

The different explosive compounds manufactured in the dif— 

ferent ways above described may be mixed together in different 

proportions, so as to give different strength, as may berequired. 

The ditferent compounds may be mixed with prepared or unpre— 

pared charcoal. 
In preparing the vegetable fiber in the manneraboye described, 

Lmakea very powerful explosive, combined with the greatest 

safety, us the Nneness to which the yeyetable fiber is reduced by 
the destruction of the vegetable texture before the treatment 

with chemicals allows a more thorough action of the chemicals. 

Every one of the above described compounds can be fired by 

means Of a percussi0n cap, or, like common powder, with a fuse, 
when well confined. 

ey * * * 4 4 + * + 

I claim as my invention :— 

1. The herein-deseribed process of treatment of vegetable fiber, 

thesame consisting in reducing the fiber to a pulp, then com- 

pressing the pulp into a sheet or other compact form, and then 

reducing said sheet toa granulated or powdered condition, and 

treating the same in this condition with an acid or acids for the 
purpose of rendering it explosive, substantially as described. 

2. Vegetable fiber prepared with » solution of sugar, mannite, 

or amylum, orinuline, or otber substances, substantially ss herein 
described, and rendered explosive by nitric geid. 

CARL DiTTMAR. 
Witnesses ; 

Albert Brown, 

Edwin A. Brown.) 
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PATENT FOR * PARCHMENTING.” 
The specification of patent No. 179,638, dated July 10th, 1876, is 

for the dipping of the pulp, mixed with sugar or not, after haying 

reduced it to grains, or the compact form 4s already described, in & 
bath of sulphuric acid, and then subjecting it to a washing pro- 

cess, With water, to remove the acid. ‘In this way the pulp be- 

comes like parchment, or has characteristics thereof. Next dry 

the material and subject it to a bath Of nitric and sulphuric acids, 

a8 cotton is usually treated for being wonyerted into what is 
termed ‘ gun-cotton.'" \ 

By ‘parchmenting, as explained, the grains or musses of pulp 

before treating the same with the mixture of nitricand sulphuric 

acids, an explosive compound is produced with grains or masses 

that are véry smooth and not adhesive to one roother—one 

much better in use than one made without the parchmenting pro- 

cess.” 

Second Proof—Description of the Manufacture. 

In the FoREST AND STREAM of June 6th. 1878, Vol. X,, 

page 18, is to be found a description of the process of 
manufacture as witnessed at Binghamton, N. Y., the 

previous Friday, by a then representative of this paper, 
The account was prepared with the direct verbal as- 
sistance of Mr, Dittmar, and the correctness of the de- 

cription was never questioned by him after publication. 

Tt was as follows :— 

Now as to the details of the process. The basis of the composi-« 

tion is cellulose. Cellulose is nothing more than pure wood Ober, 

Tormerly Mr. Dittmar used paper as the base, but finds it more 

advantageous to purchase from paper manufachirers poplar 

pulp. This pulp is taken and washed thoroughly, untilit is nearly 

chemically pure. Itis pressed, then dried, then ground into a 

uniformly floconous form, all the lengths of fibre being destroyed. 
Itis now mixed with sugar and starch, then again dried. Now it 

goes throuvh what is called “the parchment process.’’ When 
paper, under certain circumstances, istreated with sulphurié¢ 

acid, ictakesa peculiar dense form resembling parchment. he 

material ia now again washed and dried, and served. Ir is now 

subjected to a mixture of sulphuric and nitric-acids,again washed 
and dred, to be treated further with an alxaline base, saltpeter 
being employed. Now, after aguin being cleansed and dried, the 
last process is to treat the grains of Dittmar powder with a coat— 

ing of soluble glass. This last substance not only protects the 
powder from absorbing moisture, making it harder and denser, 

but diminishes yery much any rapid explosiveness. A final very 

gradual drying completes this process. Of course there are & 
good many bits of practical work in the manutacture of the 

powder, in order to make it perfect, which depend on the cheml- 

cal skill of the superintendent, Mr. Dittmar. 

Mr. Dittmar at this time also explained to the 

visitors that not being chemists they could not fully un- 

derstand the nature of the different processes, 

Third Proof—A Chemist s Report. 

A can of “Dittmar Sporting Powder,” C brand, was 

received by us, sealed, Aug, dist, and with other samples 

handed to Prof. Henry Morton, President of Stevens Insti- 

tute. We gave it to Prof. Morton because we knew of no 
chemist who was more competent, or who stood higher 

than he in this special field, nor of anyone whose report 
would be more readily received as conclusive and suffi- 

cient. We simply asked from him, without explanation 
as to our purposes, a report upon the character and com- 
position of the powder. Following is his reply -— 

SrevEns INSYTrUre OF TECHNOLOGY, 
HOBOKEN, N.J., Sept. 22d, 1480. 

Editor Forest and Stream -— é 

At your request, having made some examination of yarioun 
samples of Dittmar powder sent me by you in sealed packages, 1 

now proceed, as you desire, to make a general explanation of the 
destructive character of this powder as compared with ordinary | 

gunpowder, the nature of explosion as concerned in such sub- 
stances, and other related matters induired into by you. 
In the first place, explosion in its general sense may here be de- 

‘fined asarapid chemical combination resulting in the develop-' 

ment of large volumes of gas and an intense degree of heat. The 
rapidity of this act of combination may yary within wide Mmilts, 
and when itis extreme, as in the oase of nitro-glycerine for ex- 

ample, it is generally called detonation, 
Between bodies which explode like gunpowder, and those 

which detonate like nitro-glyocerine, there is, asa rule, this char- 

acteristic distinction. 
Gunpowder and like explosivesare simply mechanical mixtures 

of the substances whose sudden combination constitfiites the ex- 

plosion. In the most thoroughly made gunpowder, anyone 

with a microscope, could easily pick out the distloct particles of 

niter, sulphur and charcoal which constitute it, and whose com— 

bination is to produce its explosion. 

A certain amount of time will therefere be needed for thelr 

union with each other in the act of explosion on account of thelr 

previous separation in space from each other. : 

In nitro-glycerine, guo-cotton and otber detonating bodies, on 

the other hand, the ultimate molecules of the substance are uni- 

form, and in each smallest particle visible to the most powerful 

microscope aré present allthe elements whose union is to consti- 

tute the explosion of the substance. | 

Ttis therefore evidently possible for these to unite with each 

other with far greater rapidity on account of their prebxistent 

nearness, and thus to produwe a yastly more rapid, orsudden ex— 

plosion, or detonation, 

Ttis true that in both olasses of bodies other conditions may 

very largely modify these tendencies. } 

Thus nitro-glycerine may be made to burn like kerosene if ig- 

nited in an open vessel, and gunpowder, if tightly inclosed and 

fired by a violently fulminating fuse, may bé made to detonate In 

s0me sense; but nevertheless these distinctions exist and have @ 

marked influence on the character of the two classes of explo- 

rile this it follows, for example, that. gunpowder, when made 

jn the best manner, has its highest explosive power, which wan 

only be inereased by such extraordinary vonditions of solid in- 

closure, or violent tulminating ignition, as could never be preg= 

ent In its use with a rifle or shot gun. 
i 

Moreover, any fault in its manufacture could only diminish its 

efficiency by Inadequate proportion of parts, or incompleteness 

of mixing, and could by no possibility raise it into the rank of & 

tonating explosive. 

conte a eae arehy explosive, on the other hand, there will beu 

‘vast range of possible violence in the explosion of the very same 

material, depending upon ita degree of compactness and the na 
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ture of the means of firing, even within the limits of such varia- 

tiona as might occur in the use of an ordinary fowling pieces. 
We thus see that with the second class of explosives there is an 

element of uncertainty and possible risk, resulting from their 

eonstitution. 
Considering, now, the Dittmar Powder in this connection, I find 

it to consist essentially of two varieties of nitro-cellulose, one 
being the nona-nitro-cellulose, essentially identical with ordinary 
explosive gun-cotton, and the other the heptaand octo-nitro-cellu- 

lose,* essentially identical with the so-called “negative cotton," 

used to make collodion for photographers. There are also pres- 

ent some portions of other varieties of nitvo-compounds, in some 
esses, a9 nitro-starch, nitro-sugar, etc., bul these do not essen- 

tially effect the general character of the material. 

Tt also contains 4 portion of niter. Its mode of manufacture is 
essentially that used in the preparation of the ordinary gun-cot- 

ton, 
From this it will sppear that it belongs to both the above- 

named classes of explosives, or rather possesses many of the char- 

acteristics of both. In so far as it is a mixture of two nitro-cel- 

Iuloses and niter, it tends to explode with moderate rapidity when 
properly ignited ; and insomuch as it contains a large amount of 

nona-nitro-cellulose it is liable under certain conditions to underzo 

2 detonating explosion. 
The problem of manufacturing gun-cotton of uniform qual- 

ity,and not liable to change by keeping, and of the use of 

the same in gunnery, has engaged the attention of Baron 

Lencke, in Austria, and Prof. Abell, in England, as all know, for 
more thana dozen years, and yet, asa practical outcome, I be- 

lieve that except for destructive explosions, such as in mines, 

shells and torpedoes, it is not to-day even recommended. 

This indicates that extraordinary difficulties have been encoun— 
tered and (hal great care is required in its manufacture. 

Tn the Dittmar powder we have. in the first place, a mixture of 

two kinds of nitro-cellulose, one of which is identical with explo- 
sive gun-cotton, and this, if used alone, would be evidently open 
to all the objections which have restricted the use of ordinary 

fun-cotton, but the process of manufacture is s0 conducted as to 
produce not only thishighly explosive nitro-cellulose, but also a 

portion of the non-explosive yariety. This will, of course, dilute 
or restrain the violence of the other, but as it would also by itself 

fall to burn up eutirely, some niter is added to supply the needed 

oxyzen. This is essentially the theory of its action. Now, of 
course, if itis dificult to make with certainty a definite nitro-cel- 

Julose like ordinary gun-cotton, it must be yet more difficult to 

produce a definite mixture of two or more varieties of nitro- 

cellulose which shall be uniform in successive batches, and 
hence the greatest care is required, and each lot should be care- 

fully tested and other precautions taken to secure this end. 
That a powder safe under all ordinary conditions can be and is 

now made in this way, I by no means intend to deny ; but only to 
point out the fact that the burden of proof lies on the sideo those 

who maintain the aftirmative, since the ‘‘a priori”? considerations 

lean the other way. 
In comparison with ordinary gunpowder this consideration is 

worthy of attention. In ordinary powder no accident in manu- 

facture or subsequent change can make it more explosive than it 

is intended to be, while in any such material as the Dittmar pow- 

der it is quite possible that in its first production it should be 

made much more yiolently explosive than is intended, and by 
keeping it might undergo a change tending to increase its sensi- 

tiveness or even to Gause spontaneous explosion. The latter, I 

admit, i3 not probable, but yet has occurred in the case of gun- 
cotton on many oceasions. 
In conclusion, I would say that where there was an advantage 

in the use of such a powder as the Dittmar, warranting the accep- 
tance of a little risk, its use would be judicious, but that abundant 

evidence of 1ts safety should be adduced before we could fairly 

yerzard it as involving no more risk than the ordinary gunpowder- 

. Henry Morton. 

Fourth Proof,—Inference from the Directions, 

We shall permit the reader to draw his own inferences 
from these sentences from the directions. The italics 

and capitals are not ours, but theirs, and the directions 

are those which came to us witha can of sealed powder 
from the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company 
(No. 2), Sept, ist, 1880 :— 

* DIRECTIONS FOR LOADING DITTMAR POWDER. 

‘' Bawece-LOADING SHoTr Guns.—Grain: B (coarse) C (fine) :— 
“Tse halfin weight of black powder, or the same quantity by 

measure. ‘Lawrthe powder measure a few times to pack and set- 

tle powder down evenly. Puton2? pink or black edge wads, for 
paper shells oné size Jarger than bore, and for metallic shells two 
sizes larger, a7 ram the same well down with either hand or light 
mallet. If not contined by large wads and well rammed, the 

powder acts too slow. Tae more it is pressed and confined by 

in Europe. 

show that Mr. Dittmar claims to have been long engaged 
in his work ; and also to show that according to his own 

testimony he has been working at the manufacture long 
enough to have made his nitro-cellulose product uniform, 
if it could be made uniform. 

ject of high explosives than anyone else. 
deposition we find this ;— 

than anyone else about high explosives. My knowledge in bigh 

explosives was known by the Prussian Government and foreign 

governments, and I had offers from the Turkish and Roumanian 

governments as early as 1863. 

in chemistry that eyer haye been made in the Royal Prussian 

Artillery and Engineer School. 

plosives since about the year 1851,and have continued and in- 

yented a great many powders up to the latest date. 

in this country, he says, same deposition, Feb, 19th :— 

ing powder, which is composed of, orat that time was composed 

of cellulose, sugar and starch, treated with acids, and this com- 

pound was mixed with nitro-glycerine. 

under oath, not only the fact that the so-called ‘Dittmar 
Sporting Powder” is, as we have said, analagous to gun- 

cotton and nitro-glycerine, but also the fact that Mr. Ditt- 
mar was, and is. fully informed of the true and exceed- 

ingly dangerous character of his powder, 
If we may credit his declaration, Mr. Dittmar has been 

engaged in the manufacture of explosive compounds al- 

most twenty years. 

Crrcuir Court oF THF UNITED Statns.—Wew York, Feb. 11th, 

1880.—Before John A. Shields, United States Commissioner for the 
Southern District of New York, Deposition of Carl Dittmar, 

who, being first duly sworn, deposes and states, iu reply to 

Direct Question 13. And from there [the army] where? 

Answer. From tbere I went to Spandau, and became techni- 
eal director of the Royal Prussian Powder Manufactory. 

Q. 14, In what year was that? 
A, 1861. 
Q. 19. State at large what species of powder you were there oc- 

cupied in making. 

A. It was the common gunpowder. Besides that, I had charge 

of the gun-cotton manufacture. 

Q. 23. What was the method of preparing gun-coiton at that 

time by you? 
A. That was purified cotton immersed ina bath of nitric and 

sulphurie acids. 
A. 26. Latayed there till about 1862. A. 26. Then I became a di- 

rector of the alum works in Harburg. 

Q. 28. State your occupatiou there in respect to explosive pow- 

ders, or any experiments you may haye made at that time in re— 

spect thereto. 
A. T manufactured powder made out of sawdust and acids. 

Q. 29. State your preparations and methods of manufacture, 

A. That wasinthe same way that gun-cotton was made, only T 

used sawdust instead of cotton. 

A. 82. I cleaned the sawdust—purified it. A. 33. I treated it with 

diluted acids and alkalies to get the impurities out. 

Q. 84. Then subjected it to what? 
A. ‘to a bath of the mixed acids. 

Q. 33. In ihe same manner as gun-cotton? 

A. Inthe same manner as gun-cotton. 

But this was powder alleged to have been made by him 
The testimony is introduced here only to 

Mr, Dittmar thinks that he knows more about the sub- 

In the same 

Gross Q. 907. Do you consider yoursell’ an expert as to the 
characteristics, manufacture and use of high explosives ? 

A. Yes, sir. I consider myself an expert. I think I know more 

T have made the best examinations 

I have manufactured high ex- 

Coming now to the ‘“‘sporting powder” made by him 

Cross Q. 789. Whatis Titan powder? 
A, I made different kinds of Titan powder; some was my sport- 

And the following day, in the same deposition, in an- 

swer to Cross Q. 1,388. e says :— 
Sometimes I made a nitro-glycerine powder that was nitro- 

glycerine mixed with my sporting powder, That powder is not 

the commou bluck powder; 

inventions, consisting of cellulose, starch and sugar treated with 

acids. 

it is [Feb. 20th, 1880] one of my 

Cross-Q. 897- Is nitro-cellulose,7made asdirected in the dyalin 

patent, itself an explosive ? 

A. Yes. 

Oross-Q. 898. Is itstrictly analagous to giin-cotton 7? 

A, Nitro-cellulose describedin process No. 2 is analogous to 

sun-cotton before itis mixed with nitro-glycerine, 

So much to show that Mr. Dittmar himself, on his oath, 

JUST THE SAME AS IF L 

mean more than it says. 

guage better than he can speak it. 

some of his written language with this verbal declaration, 

damaged their guos it would 
only be by negligence, and by 

age a gun, 

declares that his sporting powder is (Feb, 20th, 1880) 
made as we have said it is made, and that he knows it 

to be analagous to gun-cotton, as we have said it is. 
Let us now see how he confirms us in regard to our 

statement of his views of the relative explosive power of 

wads, the stronger the results will be, and recoil and report in- 

erease correspondingly. If pounded too hard it will produce wild 

shots. 
* MozzZLe-LOADING SHOT GuNs,—Grains; FFF (yery fine) :— 

“Use same quentity by measure as black powder. Put on a couple 
of large pink or black edge wads, or some lurge pasteboard wads, 

aniram thesame well down. If paper wadding by used, take 
some more than isused for black powder and ram dow? hard. 

The head of ramrod should be broad, and fit the bore as near as 

possible, to be able to put the wads down evenly and solidly. 
Load the shot as usual Use ottly FH for nuzzle-loader. 

“ BREDCGH-LOADING RIFLES.—Grain: F (medium); — 

“Tn loading rifie-shells, care must be taken that each charge is 

evenly packed, which can easily be done by tapping the powder 
* measure alike ateach load. Use precisely the same measure, or 

¢ to din welght of black powder, Use as large and tight-fitting 
bullets as possible. Should your bullets not fit tightly, or the 

shell expand too much after shooting, so that the bullet goes in 
loosely, use a [irge wad or several thin wads, but always so that 
the powder is not pressed, though it should be shaken and set- 

tled down. If pressed, the powder will not work accurately, as it 
neads confinement, BUT NOT PRESSURE, in breech-loading 
rifles. 

“NOTICE ! All Canisters are sealed, and only 
warranted when the seal is unbroken.” 
Is that “Notice!” simply ridiculous, or, in view of 

what we have now learned, is it not significant as well? 

Fifth Proof—Mr. Carl Dittmar’s Own Sworn State- 
ments. 

We shall now show from his own statements, made 

* | hese terms mean thatin several cases nine, eight and seyen 
molecules of nitryle, the base of nitric acid, are combined with 
he cullul ose, : 

nitro-cellulose, nitro-starch and nitro-sugar, etc.:— 
Re-direct Q. 1,612. What is nitro-cellulose as to its explosive 

qualities? ‘ 
A. Itbisacompound worked in the same way as nitro-glycerine. 

Itis detonated bya perctission cup. It is not necessary to use a 

percussion cap. 

Re-direct Q. 1,613. But in the use of the percussion cap ? 

A. Itwill detonate* the same aa nitro-giycerine. 

Circuit Court oF THH Unirep Stares, Disrricr oF CALI- 

FoRsrA. by Equiry.—Before N. Austin Parks, Notary Publicand 

Special Examiner, Boston, Deo. 1Urh, 1874. Deposition of Oarl 

Dittmar, who having’ beenduly sworo, doth depose and say as 

follows, in answer to 

Direct Q. 184. You mention in your cross-examination gun-cot- 
ton: are or are not most nitro-compounds, such as nitro-mannite, 

nitro-sugar aod dextrine and gum treated with nitric acid, as well 

88 fun-cotton, in their nature: similar to nitro-glycerine? Will 

they, as arule, explode by the same means and under the same 

conditions a8 nitro-glycerine 7 

A. They are, and will so explode. 

Gross Q. 550. What is detonation? 
A. Detonation as now generally understood with reference to 

blasting materials is substantially the instantaneous and simul- 

taneous decomposition of the explosive. 

Cross Q.550. How isit produced 7? 

l. By a shock, a strong percussion cap or striking on an anvil; 

also by setting the high explosive on fire under strong and close 

confinement, 

‘~ Mr. Dittmar understands what detonation means, Deposition 

Feb, 181h, 1880, 

Direct Q. 185. Is the explosion of these substances produced 

substantially thexame way as the explosion of nitro-glycerine ? 

A. Yes, 
DEPOSITION BEFORE SHIELDS. 

Re-cross Q. 1,640. (repetition of Ke-cross @. 1,640). Ta not the ex- 
plosion of pure nitro-glycerine much quicker than the explosion 

of ordinary nitrated compounds? 

4, No; itisnot. T think some nitrated compounds are still 
quicker than nitro-glycerine, 

Re-cross Q. 1,645. Do you mean by quicker, more easy to ex- 

plode, or more quick in explosion when made to explode? 

A. More quick in explosion, and easier, 80 far as they would ex- 

plode by both means, fuse and cap. 

Re-cross Q. 1,646. In what respect, according to your theory, are 

nitrated compuunds more quick in thelr explosion than nitro- 

glycerine? 

A, They bavea quicker detonation and a quicker decomposi- 
tiou in the elements. 

A, to Re-cross Q. 1,686. For instance, I consider nitrate-sugar* a 
quicker explosive than nitro-glycerine, 

A.to Re-cross 1,687. Nitro-c:llulose exploded by means of a 

strong percussion cap may be just as quick as nitro-glycerine ; 1 

consider that the slowest; it may be just the same; it may he no 

much different; the nitro-cellulose may be slower, but it would 

not be much; it would be nearly the same, because [ vonsider ni- 

trate sugar quicker. 

Re-direct Q. 1,715. You have stated that nitrate sugar was 
quicker than nitro-glyccrine. Is nitrate starch quicker than 

nitro-glycerine ? 

4, Tam not so sure as to nitrate starch. 

Re-direct Q. 1,716. Tf not quicker, isit of the same quickness ? 

A, About thesame, — 
Re-direct Q. 1,717. Is the nitrate starch mentioned in your du- 

alin patent, of the same quickness of explosion as nitro-gly= 
cerine? 

A, It is either quicker, or just the same, 

A. to Orose-Q, 2,896. It [the strength of the blasting poder] 

does not denend on the nitro-glyeerine; but I can make it just as 

strong, it Lintroduce more or less of the nitro-cellulose, or nilro- 
starch, which are about as strong as nitro-glycerine itself if ex- 

ploded with a strong cap. 

Mr. Dittmar may stickle on the dualin patent starch, 
sugar and cellulose ; but how will he stickle on this? 

UnItTep STATES CrrculT CouRT, 

New York, Feb. 19th, 1880.—Before John A, Shields, 
United States Commissioner Southern District of New 
York. Deposition of Carl Dittmar, of Binghamton, 
N. Y., who, being first duly sworn, deposes and states, 
in answer to Cross Question 836 :— 

“My gunpowder, when I first made it, had the same 

tendency as nitro-glycerine powder. It burst most all 

the guns at. first, when I began to introduce tt. It was 
WOULD USE NITRO-GLYCERINE 

POWDER, Thave it now so that itis tamed down, and 

don't burst any more guns.” 

We hardly think that Mr. Carl Dittmar, or the Ditt 
mar Powder Manufacturing Company (No. 2), will try 

to dodge that. 
There it is bare and bald. Comment could not make it 

It says all. 

Mr, Dittmar thinks that he can write the English lan- 
We will compare 

CARL DITTMAR SAYS, 

Writing to Sportsmen. 

“T pledge my word of honor, 
that I have never sent, and 
never will send, powder for 
sporting purposes which should 
huye theslightest trace of nitro- 
slycerine in its composition, ”"— 
letter in Rop AND Gon, Aug. 
14th, 1875, Vol. VI., page 289. 
“Tf some gentlemen have 

Being first duly sworn. 

not following my directions. It 
is absolutely impossible to dam- 

week or strong, 
breech or muzzle-loading, if my 
powder is used according to my 
instructions.”’—Letter in KOD 
anp Gon, Aug. 7th, 1875, Vol, 
VI., No. 18. 
“When I first commenced 

making this new powder Thad 
no more experience than your 
correspondent, but I have noe 
hallasingle accident, although 
Lhave fired more than twenty 
thousand times ina valiety of 
guns.”’—Letter same as below. 

*In conclusion | would say 
that sportsmen and riflemen 
are and have been experiment- 
ing with my new powder all 
over the country, and the testi- 
monials thus far received are in 
the highest dezree satisfac- 
tory."'—Letter in FoRmST AND 
SrreaM, June 2ith, 1875, Vol. 
TV., page 31a. 

Mr. Dittmar's written stateménts, already quoted in 

the first part of this article, are also interesting reading 
just here, Next week we shall publish a further exhibit 
of like affirmations, when we come to show how Mr. 

Dittmar evaded the charge that his powder might det- 

onate. 
This will be of the past, A word as to the present, 

The ‘' Dittmar Sporting Powder” was never a fit mate- 

tial to put into the hands of sportsmen ignorant of ite 

true nature. It is not now. It never will be. The 
manufacturers of it may ‘‘tame it down” for a century, 
We believe that they cannot make it, according to the 

patent specifications, so that when used in a gun itwi 

give uniform results, To remove from it the evyer- 
present potentiality of working disaster, maiming 
and death, they must abolish the laws of nature, and re- 

move from the universe the molecule and the atom. 
The Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No. 2) 

cannot change the laws of nature. 

“My runpowder, when I firat 

wade it, had the same tendency 

Tt 

burst most all the guns at first, 

as nitro-glycerine powder, 

when I began to introduce it. 

It was just the same as if I 

would use nitro-glycerine pow- 

der,” 

aNitrate sugar is only another expression for nitro-sugar. 
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The ForEST AND Srream dislikes personalities; it 

never drops to calling names. But when the truth is to 
be spoken, that responsibility may he fixed, it will never 
fear to speak the truth. 

Tf in the course of this article we have at times failed 
to separate the question of the safety of the powder from 
the course pursued by its manufacturers, it is because we 
have heen reluctantly compelled fo doso. From the very 
nature of the case the two are so connected that a discus- 

son, of the one could not ayoid a reference to the other, 
a i a 

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING. 
—_<>——. 

HE extended report which we offer of the work 

done and the results accomplished at the recent Fall 

Prize Meeting at Creedmoor, warrant careful scrutiny. 

‘These long lines of figures are not mere accidental ar- 

rangement of digits, but represent careful, intelligent ap- 
plication of the accomplishment of a result, The ‘*Wood- 
chuck Hunters,’ as they were jocularly called, who took 

the State Prize, did not blunder into it, but reached that 

honor by persistent endeavor on their home range, At 
that place they became accustomed to baffling winds and 

disadvantageous conditions. They hecame trained in the 

judgment of wind and its effect on the flying bullet; they 
gained the knack of steady holding, and then when they 

found a bad day at Creedmoor, they were in 3 measure 

at home, of course, There may have been other teams 

who were the victims of bad luck, The most skillful 

shot may miss, but the novice does not roll up a fine 
total. Palma non sine pulvere is the rule of the range. 

. from which there is no escape. Eyery prize winner of 

last week earned his trophy and its honor by hard work. 

Not one of them blundered into his good fortune, and 

those who failed of their ambition have at least the satis- 
isfaction of knowing that their leaders did not win by a 
fluke ; that they have not been compelled to take a place 

behind “ duffers.” The popularity of off-hand shooting 

is indicated by the large number of entries in the short 

range matches, and this will probably continue to be the 

case so long as marksmen do not care to unite acrobatics 

with their target practice and reach the bullseye only 

through a fine grape-vine twist of the arms and legs over 
the green sward, The success of the regulars, while it 

should be looked for as a matter of course, is none the 

less an agreeable surprise. The array has taken a very 

sensible view of its position in the matter of rifle prac- 
tice. There is no doubt that when the movement for an 

intelligent drill in target shooting,was begun by the: mil- 

itia of the States, and of New York in particular, that 

the regulars were lamentably behind-hand. By a sort of 

general neglect the Springfield rifles m the hands of the 

troops were allowed to have a very quiet time of it, ex- 

cept when they were aimed so wildly and with so little 
effect against the Indian malcontents on our frontier, 

‘When rifle practice had become pretty well established 

among the yolunteers, the deficiency of the regulars he- 

camo so apparent that something had to be done, ‘Then 

it was thatthe officers of the regular army came out 
frankly and acknowledged that their men were far in the 
year, and joining hands with the militia the result has 

been of great advantage to both, Friction has developed 

effort, and the keen rivalry has spurred on the soldier 
and citizeti alike to their best endeayors. Personally 
there is little choice between the make-up of the teams, 
but the failure of New York State to appear in tae Inter- 
national team match opens up a fruitful topic of official 

negligence, and is a strong confession by men competent 

to make it, that New York State is armed officially with 

an antiquated arm, and the name of * gas-pipe,” with 

which it has been dubbed by the men carrying it, isa 

singularly expressive one. ‘The result of the Wimbledon 

Gup match may rouse the cry of professionalisin, but as 

there was room enough and to spare above it, which the 

non-professional might haye occupied, there does not 

scem to be so much room for complaint. On the whole 

the meeting was a success, though it does seem that after 

s0 many years’ experience a more clock-work move- 

ment of the competitions should have been reached. As 

itis, the experience gained on many points ab one meet- 

ing seems to have entirely evaporated ere the date of the 

next gathering, 
Oe 

THE TILESTON FUND. 
————. 

{New YORE, Sept, 18th, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— ' 

T have to acknowledge the receipt to date of further subserip- 

lions to the ‘“Tileston Memorial Fund," as follows :— 

Praviously acknowleged. 863) an | BW ENA sea Rani $5 00 

go" RP, 19 on 
ny Ss h 

a Pores FOREST AND STREAM... 

Thorn, $2; Jas. Frome Wi PA COST.) sac epee ee 

“y, $2; Wm. EB. Jones, 

o2 Bercy C. Obl, $10, MTHS 2 #3 sue ese eee Lele 768 00 

{through P. C. Ohl.-..-. 18 00 
Prep. N. HALL, Secretary. 

—— rr oe 

Tan INTERNATIONAL CrickET MATcH,—We publish this 

week the most full and comprehensive report of the 

United States-Canada Match, at Philadelphia, that has 

appeared in the public prints. It is from the pen of our 

cricket editor, who witnessed every ball bowled in the 

match, and every phase of the game has been faithfully 

detailed. Qur going topress at an early hour last week 

prevented its appearance in last issue, 

alatural History. 
—— eS 

BEAVERS PARTIALLY DOMESTICATED, 

HE interesting note from HE. B, B., which we 
published last week on beavers in Iowa, makes 

the accompanying extract particularly interesting just 
at present, The beavers referred to were introduced into 

the Isle of Bute, by the Marquis of that Isle in 1874, 
and seem to have done very well. The succeeding re- 
marks are taken from the Journal of Forestry, and are 
from the pen of Joseph Stuart Black, keeper on the Bute 
estate :— 

Their food in winter consists wholly of the barks of 
trees; had they a choice I haye no hesitation in saying 
they would prefer the willow and poplar. These not 
growing in the enclosure they had just to adapt them- 
selves to circumstances, and take a share of what trees 
they could get, consisting of oak, plane tree, elm, thorn, 
hazel, Scotch fir and larch. Of the hard wood, they 
seem to prefer elm to plane tree, then oak, of which they 
eat sparingly, Of the first, the Scotch has the prefer- 
ence; as for the larch, they did not touch it till early in 
1878, since which time they have taken to it very well, 
As for the alder and spruce fir, they eat almost nothing 
of them, Along with all these-we haye always given 
them a supply of willow. In summer they eat freely of 
the common bracken, likewise grass, and young shoots 
of every description growing in the place. In autumn 
they grub up and feed upon roots, chief among which is 
the Tormentil (Potentilla tonmentilla), known to Scorch 
people as ‘‘tormentil root,’ and the young tender 
shoots of the common spurts before they appear above 
ground, at the same time cutting down a tree now and 
again and feeding on the hark, 

As to the trée felling it is alldone at night; the num- 
ber which they have cut down amount now to 187 trees 
from five feet in circumference downward. These 
are all forest trees, besides many smaller bushes, Before 
cutting down a tree, they mark if all round at the 
height they wish to cutit. They begin to cut at the op- 
posite side to which they intend the tree should fall, in- 
variably making it fall with the top to the water, Where 
they grow near enough, they make them fall across the 
stream or dam, causing many to suppose that they are 
so placed to form a bridge, whereby they may cross from 
one side of the water to another. They do not rejuire a 
bridge, they can swim, and rather than cross oyer a pros- 
trate tree they dive under it. My impression is, they are 
so placed to break the current of the water when the 
stream is flooded ; also if conyenient they take advantage 
of building a dam where some of the trees lie across the 
water. Those lying across in their principal dain are 
utilised in storing up their winter food, these stores be- 
ing built on the upper side of the trees, so that they can- 
not be swept away with the winter floods. 
When cutting the trees they use their teeth, on the 

same principle that a forester does an axe, always keep- 
ing plenty of open space, so that they can cut past the 
centre of the tree on one side before beginning on the 
other, Th is in the latter cnd of autumn they commence 
to cut down trees for winter food. Haying cut them 
down, they speedily strip off the branches, cutting them 
into lengths to suit their strength for dragging them 
away to the dam, where they store them im diferent 
places near their house, so that they may have sufficient 
foodalthough the dam may be frozen over, or the ground 
covered with snow. What is left of the trunks of the 
trees that they canuot drag away, they feed on at leisure, 
eating the bark, 

Besides the work above ground, which I tried to de- 
scribe, they have done a great amount of underground 
work, suchi as cutting channels in their dams, and mak- 
ing burrows. These burrows they make by cutting a road 
from the middle of the dam for several yards into the 
dry ground, where they scoop out a dome-shaped bur- 
row from eight to tea inches above the leyel of the 
road, then cut a hole through the surface and cover it 
over with sticks and grass 50 as to act as a ventilator. 
Here they live and feed in security and contentment. 
Some of the roads to these burrows, are from fifteen lo 
twenty yards long, and go leyel that the water follows 
them in the whole length, 
As to the time they bring forth their young, from my 

own knowledge [cannot say, Ihave seen it stated to be 
January, and also the beginning of May. I can say 
nothing against that, judging from the size of the young 
when I first saw them in the second week of June, the 
oldest litter being about the size of a full-grown rabbit, 
and the youngest not half that size. 
From careful observation I have good reasons for be- 

lieying that they have only one ata birth. One thing I 
am certain of: they have two litters in the season. Bea- 
vers are a class of animals that are yery timid, their sight, 
scent, and hearing very keen, so much so that it is with 
great; caution they can be approached near enough to see 
what they are doing, They are under coyer all day from 
seyen o'clock in the morning tillseyen in the evening. 
When one comes out, if floats on the surface of the wa- 
ter, carefully surveying the wholescene around, sniffing 
the air, and if no danger is apprehended it dives and dis- 
appears. In two or three minutes a number of the col- 
ony begin to appear and disperse themselves, some to 
swim and sport about in the dam, while others go in 
quest of food. Tf one of them espics danger it strikes 
one sharp loud stroke on the water with its tail, when 
all of them that are out, come tumbling into the dam and 
disappear. , 

I Rive seen them wrestle in playfulness and fight in 
anger, and also when the mother was feeding and the 
young one sporting about in the dam, I have seen it go 

and begin to tease her, when, if she did not wish to be 

troubled with it, she would strike and shake it, and pitch 

it from her inthe dam. They will allow of no laziness 
in any member of the colony; if any such there be, 
they are beaten and driven out to live as best they may. 
These so driven out generally roam about, making a bur- 
row here and there, where they live for a few months, 
and die, 

———— 

ON THE GEOGRAPHIOAL DISTRIBUTION OF SHELLS,—A 

correspondent, N,, who writes from North Vernon, Ind,, 
sent us an interesting though brief account of a goose, 

which was caught by a fresh water mussel (Unio), Sim- 1 
ilar instances haye before heen noted, both in Forest 
AND STREAM and elsewhere, and are always interesting, 

because they show so plainly the method by which shells 
of one kind or another may be transported for long dis- 

tances over fhe land, and may thus be introduced to 
waters far from their real homes and which they could 

scarcely reach in any other manner, This point was first 
brought out by Dr. C. Darwin and afterwards elaborated 
by Alfred Russell Wallace in his magnificent work on the 
Geographical Distribution of Animals, Our correspon- 
dent's note is as follows :— 

Some weeks ago,in company with others, 1] saw a 
goose limping along more clumsily than is usual, and on 
examination found that her foot had been caught in the 
shell of a live mussel, She was relieved, but at the ex- 
pense of a toe, 

——- 

METROPOLITAN BLACKBIRDS.—Many years ago the crow 
blackbirds (Quiseulus eversicolar) roosted in the White 
River bottom, a few miles below our city. Their feeding 
ground was north of Indianapolis, so that morning and 
evening there was an immense flight of these noisy fel- 
lows. They finally began to be familiar with the noise 
and bustle of city life, and would nest in our shade trees, 
Then they became more bold and began roosting in the 
lawns of Calyin Fletcher and Judge A. Le Roach. Their 
next moye was to take possession of the shade trees on 
North Pennsylvania and Meridian streets. 

[suppose the cause of these birds deserting their for- 
mer roosting place in the lowlands along the river, and 
coming to the city shade treesis the fear of owls and 
" varinints,” 
Four years ago I noticed among the blackbirds roost- 

ing in front of my house seyeral cow buntings, or cow 
pen birds (Jeteous pecoris), The next year the latter 
came in distinct flocks, and have remained separate each 
year since, This year there are not less than ten thou- 
sand occupying the soft maples in front of my yard, 
They arrive from their feeding grounds before sundown, 
and after a short rest in the trees surrounding my foun- 
tain, they descend and drink. Sometimes they catch the 
spray, flitting back and forth until satisfied ; but gener- 
ally go to the ground af once and surround the fountain, 
some flying onto the ‘‘rockery,” and drink in flocks of 
hundreds, 

Should the evening gun, at the arsenal, be discharged 
while they are thus engaged, every bird is silenced, and 
at once flies to the tree-tops. The arsenal is oyer,a mile 
and a half distant. 

These little fellows have become quite tame, so that 
now the carriages and foot passengers do not disturb 
them, They even fearlessly drink while my children are 
playing within a few feet of them, 

In the morning they fly from the maples into my fruit 
trees, and there ** plume” themselves ere they go to their 
feeding grounds among the herds of milch cows west 
and north of the city. 
During the mghe these birds keep up a chirping sound, 

Should a band of music pass along, they seem preatly 
disturbed and fly from their roost, keeping on the wing in 
circles above the trees until the noise has ceased. 

As to other interesting characteristics of this butting, 
I refer your readers to Audubon and Wilson, J.P 

Tadianapolis, Ind., Sept. 14th. 
—_—__—- ¥ 

SNAKES EATING FIsH.——New Bloomfield, Pa., Aug. 17th, 
Thave noticed several communications, pro and con, on 
the question of snakes eating fish. 1 think I can be able 
to throw a little light on this important question, 

Several Sundays ago, as two of Bloomfield’s most reli- 
able, as well as handsome, young men were leaning over 
the railing of a bridge thrown across 4 small run below 
town, they. noticed a commotion im the water, and their 
attention was attracted to the struggles of a large 
“ sucker,” at least five inches in length, that was held in 
the jaws of a water-snake. The fish was too large to be 
easily quieted by his snakeship and did not take kindly 
to the proceedings, At every leap on the part of the fish 
the snake would be drawn out into the run, but it would 
manage to keep its hold and was patientlyewaiting until 
the strength of the fish would be exhausted, when it 
would have made off with its prey, But at this juncture 
the young gentlemen interposed for the weaker contest- 
ant, and the fish was liberated from the hungry jaws of 
the reptile. May not the snakes have more to do with 
the depopulation of our streams than the pot-fishermen ? 
The smaller streams are generally polluted with water 
snakes—-the species to which the one I refer to belonged, 

WAYNE, 
——>_— 

A QuEstion AnouT QUAIL.—Wawayanda, Sept. 5th,— 
Editoy Forest and Stream :—Vhinking the following 
worthy of note, I take the liberty of sending it to you.. A 
quail’s nest containing thirty-six eggs was found on a 
gentleman's farmat Warwick, N. Y., all of which hatched 
but.one. What is the largest number ever found jn one 
nest? The old female had a narrow escape during her 
incubation, from a scoundrel out shooting. Havin 
flushed her from the nest, he levelled his gun at her an 
was just pressing the trigger when the farmer saw him 
and drove himaway, ‘This, I should say, was pot hunt- 
ing extraordinary. WALLEILL, 

—"— 4 
ANOTHER CAPTIVE Cock.—WNeversink Lodge, Guy- 

mard, Orange County, Sept, 10th.—ditor Forest and 
Stream -—Haying noticed the interest taken by you in 
woodcock in captivity, Ithinkit may interest my brother 
sportsmen to know that Talso haye had one in my pos- 
session for a fortnight, My keeper went out a few weeks 
ago, and, crossing a field where corn was being éut, saw 
that a man had just caught a healthy and lively cock in 
a bunch of corn. The captor presented him to Philip, who 
feeds him aecording to your rules, and the bird is doing 
well. Can you tell me what I can do in the winter with 
Mz, Timberdoodle ? Now worms are plenty, but in winter 
I wouldn't know what to feed him, 

- A, E. GopEFFROY, 

Probably the best way would be to store up a lot of 
worms for him, A barrel partially filled with earth and 
placed where it would not freeze, would hold worms 
enough to Jast even a woodcock through the winter, 

7 
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Sisk Culture. 
SALMON OF THE PACIFIC COAST—HOW T 

; SHAD HAVE MIGRATED. 

ASTORIA, Oregon, July 10th, 
OME time ago, a year or more, a communication ap- 

S peared in ForEST AND StreAM on the subject of fly fish- 
ing for salmon in the Columbia River. The writer, C. C. R, 
(Capt, Rockwell, United States Coast Survey ?), asserted 
that the reason the salmon did not take the fly during 
the spring and summer months was that owing to the 
discolored condition of the water during the spring and 
suinmer freshets if was impossible for the fly or spoon to 
be seen, The reason was quite plausible, and, in the pres- 
ence of a better, would haye been accepted as conclu- 
sive. At the time of reading the article referred to, I 
had been fishing for salmon with trolling spoons for two 
years, and I had observed that whenever a salmon was 
hooked, it had always been below the line of fresh water. 
Tn the fall, when the freshet has subsided and the water 
is low and clear and the tides are high, the salt water 
reaches a point abreast of the city front; and that is the 
highest point at which asalmon has ever been taken 
with a book and line. One day last fall, to test the mat- 
ter fully, [rowed to Tongue Point, four miles above the 
city, where the water is fresh, and, though the fish were 
leaping all around me, I could not get a bite ; then drop- 
ping on the ebb to Smith’s Point, a mile below the city, 
in salt water, I brought four to gaff in less than an hour, 
To test the matter more fully, during the present season 
T have trolled for them nearly every week on the upper 
tide waters of the Klaskani and Young's rivers, at a 
point beyond where the muddy water of the Columbia 
reaches, and though I haye seen them leaping many 
times [haya not yet succeeded in getting arise. The 
truth seems to be that thespring and fall salmon, which, 
by the way, are two names for the same species, like the 
other oncorhyncht, is a fish that feeds exclusively in salt 

- water, and takes a bait, fly, or spoon only on its feeding 
grounds ; that is, in salt water only. : 
While writing of salmon, 1 wish to take exception to 

some of the statements of “Mowitch” in his article on 
Frazier River fish, He says, I believe salmon return to 
the river of their nativity .... tospawn. Hach river 
has its own kind of salmon, These are peculiar to itself 
alone, Salmo quinnat has never been seen in Hrazier, 
nor a ‘suckeye’in the Columbia,” ete, I am willing to 
admit the general truth of the first of these statementa ; 
the others I believe to be entirely erroneous. It is true 
that the opinions of ‘*Mowitch” haye been long held by 
Sacramento and Columbia canners, and they haye gen- 
erally been accompanied by the assertion that the salmon 
af the northern rivers were not only a different, but that 
they were an inferior fish; and this assertion is true to a 
certain extent, as will appear presently. But the opinion 
is now held by some of the best) observers that every 
member of the salmon family found in any river, from 
the Sacramento to the Yukon, in Alaska, will be found 
to a greater or less extent in all the rivers of considerable 
size. The spring salmon of the Columbia (Oneorhyn- 
thus quinnat) is known to be identical with the spring 
salmon of the Sacramento, and constitutes the bulk of 
tlie season's “run” in both, though in the Columbia they 
average 4 little larger and are just a trifle fatter. The 
spring salmon of the Frazier is the same fish, but con- 
siderably less in size and fatness. The Oncorhynchus 
nerlea, the “‘suckeye” of the Prazter, the “blue-back” of 
the Columbia, and, changed in color by proximity to the 
spawning season, the “redfish” of the Idaho lakes, con- 
stittites the bullc of the ‘trun’ in Frazier, but is much 
less abundant in the other streams, 
Asa canning fish it is inferior to the quinnat; s0 much 

su that eanners here, having regard to the reputation of 
their brands, refuse to use them af all. As afresh or salt- 
ing ish they ave nearly, if not quite equal, tothe auinnat. 
The Salmo myliss, *‘ steelhead” of the Columbia and 
Sacramento, and *‘ trout” and “salmon trout’ of Fra- 
zier, is also found northward to the Yukon. THaten 
fresh, its quality is good ; for salting it is inferior; for 

canning it is worthless. In closing I wish to say that I 
am indebted for many of the facts in this article to 
Prof, D, S. Jordan, of the United States Fish Commis- 
sion, who has personally examined the salmon of every 
considerable fishing station as far north as the Frazier, 
and receiyed specimens from an assistant, who has spent 
the present season jn Alaska, 

TI cannot close without saying that the conclusions 
reached by Prof. Jordan are not only undoubtedly cor- 
rect, but, m yiew of what we know of ocean currents, 
are no more than what a thoughtful man might have an- 
ticipated. There are two ocean currents on the Pacific 
Coast of North America, One, a narrow current, one to 
two uules wide off the capes and headlands, and ten to 
twentyalong the bays, runs northward, close to theshore. 
The other, an immense ocean river, of which the first is 
only the eddy, turned from its course by the Aleutian 
Islands and Alaska, sweeps along the coast, downward to 
the tropics. A salmon from the Sacramento has only to 
drift on the inner current to find himself in a few 
months, and without effort of his own, at the month of 
Frazier or the Yukon; aud one from the Yukon at the 
Frazier, in the outer current, would soon reach the 
mouth of the Columbia or the Sacramento. I do not pre- 
tend or suppose that any considerable part of the salmon 
of any river aré so drifted about by ocean currents; hut 
but Ido believe that enough are so drifted for purposes 
of colonization, I think, if the truth could be known, it 
would be found that enough are drifted in this way to 
amaze those who haye given no thought to the subject. 
Phe history of the shad introduced a few years since into 
the Sacramento isa case in point. They had scareely 
attaimed a length of eleven inches, before specimens be- 
gan to be taken in the Columbia; and when we think 
how smnall is the seining ground on which these shad are 
caught, itissafe to estimate that there are hundreds, 
and perhaps thousands, in the river for every one taken ; 
and were it not that the water of the borthern rivers is 
teo cald for their successful propagation, we might look 
to see the whole Pacific Coast stocked before many years 
from the one importation to the Sacramento. 

CO, J, SMITH, 
OH 

THE Prizes AT THE GERMAN WxHiwrmoN.—The Is 
therei Zeitung says that the honorary prizes (diplomas, 

i Fal tl 

awarded at the Berlin Fishery Exhibition are completed 
and ready for transmission. ‘The medals (with diplomas) 
will be ready early in autumn, The Wurlzburg prizes 
are finished and ready to be sent to their owners, 

—— 

Sarmiine Eacs—Proper Crepit.—One of our German 
correspondents writes as follows: ‘‘In yourissue of July 
29th it is said that the German government has sent a 

present of of a lot of eggs of the saibling, Salmo salveli- 
nus, to Mr, Livingston Stone. The error is slight, yet as 
it is a question of placing the credit in the proper place, it 
is only fair to say that the goverument had nothing to do 
with the matter, as the eggs were sent entirely at the 

cost of Mr. yon dem Borne, the celebrated fish culturist of 

Berneuchen, who packed them in snow, in which they 
arrived in America in good order.” 

Our correspondent also writes that some eggs of brook 

trout, sent from this country to Germany last winter, aa- 

tived in very bad order ;in fact were warm and rotten, 
Ed 

Sones Iv AMBRICA.—We have received a. communica- 
tion on this subject, from an anonymous correspondent, 
with only his alleged initials signed, His statements 

have no value whatever when given in this way, and if 
he will send in his address to this office we will consid- 
der the propriety of publishing his letter, If he does not 
care to have his name appear it will not, bub we must be 
satisfied regarding his competency to speak on this sub- 
ject before we print his letter, Again and again we 

have said that 1t is useless to write to us anonymously, 
and if correspondents would only remember it, it would 

save both trouble. We require the name as a guarantee 
of good faith merely in most cases, but in the present 

case we have grave doubts if the writer is competent 
to indentify a sole, a doubt which he can easily dispel if 
he is familiar with them. 

——<- —__ 

VoRE OF THE Fish HAwk.—The new fish-hatching 
steamer, in the absence of fish eggs to hatch, is engaged 
in the investigations of the fish commission at Newport, 
and made a most remarkable day’s work about a fortnight 
ago, in which ever 12) species, vertebrate and’ in- 
vertebrate, were added to the fauna of Southern New 
England, by trawling in 200 fathoms, sixty miles south- 
east of No Man’s Land. Our informant, who was on 
the spot last week; writes that Prof. Goode had just 
finished a paper, describing seyen new species of 
fish which are included in four new genera, from that 
day’s work, 

Sea and River ishing. 
—_>— 

—Address all communications to‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

ed 

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER. 
FRESH WATER. 

Grayling, TH mallus tricolor, Black Basa, Micropterus. (Two 
Lake Trout, Salmo namaycush. species. ) 
Maskalonge, Esox nobilior. Rock Bass, Ambloplites. (Two 
Pickerel, Hsox reticulatus, spectles.) 
Pike or Pickerel, Esox lucius. War-mouth, Chenobryttus gilo- 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed pike)| sus 
Stizotethium, Crappie, Pomoxys nigromacula- 
grizewm, ete. 

Yellow Pereh, Perce fiuviatilis. 
Striped Bass, Rocctus lineatus. 
White Bass; Roceus chrysops. 

SALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Centropristis atrarius. | Sea Trout,’ Oynoseyon caroli- 
Sheepshead, 4rchosargus proba-| nensis. 

tocephatus. Weakfish, Oyvnoseion regalis. 
Porgie, Stenotomaus argyrops. Shore Whiting, Menticirrus it 
Striped Bass, Roccus lineatus. tordlis. 
White Perch, Morone americana, | Croaker, Micropogon undaitatus. 
Spot, or Lafayette, Livstamus | Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatriz,, 
Caen ies Spanish Mackerel, Oybiwm madc- 

Spot, Redfish, or Channel Bass,|  ulatum. 
Sciconops ocellatus. Cero, Cybium regale. 

Tautog, Tautoga onitis. Bonito, Sarda pelamys. 
Pollock, Pollachius carbonarius. | Kingfish, Menticirrus nehulosus 
et 

THE FLY IN NORTH ELBA, 

americanum, 8. 
us. 

Bachelor, Pomoxsys annularis, 
Chub, Semobilis corporatis, 

: Av Sasie Forks, N. Y., Aug. 2d, 
O* last Thursday morning at 7 o'clock, my wife and 

T left our pleasant home in this village, forashort 
trip among the trout streams. We drove across the 
Flume, along the banks of the Au Sable River, through 
Wilmington Notch, past the foot of Whiteface Mountain, 
and feasted ourselyes upon some of the wildestand grand- 
est scenery in the Adirondacks, This feast of the eye and 
mind, however, did not spoil our appetites for the pleas- 
ant lunch we took on the banks of the river, just before 
we reached the bridge of North Elba, : 
We arrived at Cameron's, the place of our destination, 

a little before 2 o'clock, having enjoyed one of the most 
delightful drives of our remembrance, The sky, which 
until now had been almost perfectly clear, bezan to cloud 
oyer, and before we got our things fixed and ready for 
fishing, the rain was falling furiously. I unpacked my 
Orvis rod, attached my reel, and arranged three flies upon 
my new “‘mist colored” leader, and waited for a lull in 
the storm, which soon came, though the rain did not en- 
tirely cease falling, I slipped on my light waterproof, 
while Mr. Cameron, who offered to accompany me, got 
himself into one of the heaviest of black overcoats, and 
we started for the pond, which lay about a quarter of a 
mile below us ina lonely meadow, ‘This pond is made 
by adam across Ray, Brook, and will perhaps average 
twenty-five feet in width, and is somewhere about half 4, 
mile in length, though it is hard to tell where the pond 
ends, and the brook commences, 
When we reached the pond, we found that the old flat- 

hottom boat we were to use was on the opposite side, but 
Mr, Cameron was equal to the emergency, and taking off 
his clothes (includmg the black overcoat), he waded 
over and returned’ with the boat; in the meantime | 
whipped the stream, but either Mr. Cameron (without 
his clothes and overcoat), had frightened the fish, or else 
there were not many just at that place, for T only cauglit 

two little fellows. We got into the boat, and started 
slowly down stream until we cameé in reach of a famous 
hole, from which TI had taken many a fine fish in years 
gone by, We pushed one end of the boat upon the 
muddy bank, 9nd waited for a few minutes until the 
trout had time to recover from any uneasiness that our 
approach may have caused them. Ina short time they 
were jumping all around us; fine fellows, over a foot 
long would spring elear out of the water, and show (heir 
rainbow tinted sides asthey tumbled back again, Istond 
up in my end of the boaf, pulled ont about fifteen feet, of 
line, made a cast close to the shore, in the shallow water, 
to get my line out, and to see if everything was all right. 
and then swinging my line behind me, I brought my flics 
forward when they fell close to the opposite shore, in the 
deepest water, andl where the largest fish had been jump- 
ing. J had just time to see that they had fallen straight 
and lightly, when the water splashed and I gave a. jerk, 
My reel started as my line led down stream. This went 
on for some seventy feet, when a turn in the stream was 
about to bring my line into the brush, so I put my finger 
on the reel, and turned the butt of my light pole toward 
the fish, the graceful rod bent until the tip had passed 
wy hands, when it began to straighten, and I knew my 
game had been stopped. My line ran up stream, only 
to run down again, and I knew that there was something 
strong and plucky on my hook. Tt then occurred to me 
that I had forgotten my landing net. It must have been 
some twenty minutes before resistimee ceased, and my 
fish were slowly led upon the mud, where they lay 
quitely until Mr. Cameron lifted them with his hands into 
the boat. On the first fly we found a trout weighing 
about three-quarters of a pound, a smaller fellow on tha 
next hook, and a noble fellow which afterward weighed 
one pound and fifteen ounces, on the end hook. This 
last proved to be the largest trout caught thisseason upon 
a fly. ‘The sport was continued until we had eighteen, I 
having taken two upon another cast, and three upon an- 
other, the smallest of which weighed a little over half a 
pound. 
With a littleexcusable pride, Mr. Cameron was anx- — 

ious that we should get home, so as to display our fish 
as the mail stage passed, but we were too late for the 
stage, As we were hurrying for the stage, Mr, Cameron, 
who a short time before had been fearing a frost, re- 
marked upon the sudden change in the weather, and 
looked a little blank when I told him that it was cold 
enough outside of his overcoat. 

As soon as some of our fish could be cooked, supper 
was announced, and we were ready for the supper. The 
supper was all that could be desired, and by no means 
its least recommendation, was the neatness.and cléanli- 
ness of everything about the dining roomandtable, Mz, 
Cameron has a large new house, with accommodations 
for some forty guests, the rooms are moderately fur- 
nished with new cottage furniture, with spring beds, 
hair mattresses, and sheets as clean, white and pure as a 
politician’s record painted by his own organ. 
We went to bed early, and slept soundly, Friday 

morning foretold a splendid day. After a good brealfast 
and 4 smoke, my wife and I started for the stream, with 
young Byron Cameron as guide, and Jenny Cameron as 
company and guest. Byron is a bright boy of some thir- 
teen summers, and Jenny is a sweet, pretty child, some 
two years younger. 
When we reavhed the brook the sun was very bright, 

the water clear, and not a breath of air to make a ripple 
upon its surface, consequently the trout rose to the fly 
slowly, but since we did not need the fish, we were not 
not disappointed. Byron made suggestions which indi- 
cated that he was getting a little suspicions of my-skill as 
a fisherman, but by following his advice with no better 
results, he was silenced if not satisfied, We soon, how- 
ever, had twelve, the number agreed upon before we [ett 
the house, and on two occasions I took tavo at one cast. 
These twelve weighed eight pounds and two ounces. 
While fishing, we sawa hawk strike a bird, which fell 
perfectly dead on the bank near us, we went and got the 
dead bird and found it to bea nighthawk. My wife was 
greatly interested in the sport, and handled the landing 
net so. dexterously, that Byron and I decider to trust her 
with the pole for a short time. I reeled up to six feet of 
line, cut a nice bait out of the breast of our dead night- 
hawk, which I puton the end fly and handed her the 
ole. 

P She made a cast, the pole struck the water and the 
line fell in a Jump at the end of the pole, but since the pole 
did not break, I felt easy, A three-qearter pounder took 
the hook, but the reel would not play, because her hand 
was over the line. Byron held the landing net, while T 
trembled for my pole, but finally the fish was landed 
safely. We gave a lecture upon the management of the 
reel, and she made another cast ; this time she hell the 
pole out over the stream, and I fossed the hook in, a trout 
took the bait and the reel started, and while the flies were 
dragging through the water, another trout tool one of 
them, and I was then certain that my pole was gone, 
but fortunately if got off again, when my wife heroic- 
ally snatched the remaining fish clear ont of the water 
into the boat. I am now convinced that simply because 
a woman possesses all of the christian virtues, ib is no 
reason why she should he trusted with an Oryis rod. 
We went to the house and talked until dinner was 

announced, and after we finished eating, we ordered our 
team and drove over to pay a short visit to our old friend 
Mr. Dan’] Ames. Mr. Ames is one of the old settlers in 
North Elba. rather a hard man to get acquainted with, but 
he hasa kind, warm heart, a good deal of humor, and 4, 
great deal of sound sense, with an unusual attachment 
to his friends. After our visit, we drove back to the hotel, 
when T took my rod and went down to where we had left 
the boat. The sky was a litile cloudy, alight wind made 
a slignt ripple upon the water, and the trout bit with the 
avidity of a New Jersey mosqueto, I sat in the end of 
the boat, and watched the fish jump, and whenever one 
a little larger then his fellows showed himself, I dropped 
a fly as nearly as possible where he went down. 
£| Having an excess of time, | humored eyery fish until 
it was willing to be landed without a strugele, and too 
soon had my complement of twelvé, These twelve 
weighed fiye pounds and seven oniiees. While playing 
with a three-quarters of pound fellow, I noticed a, piece 
of a line attached, and when I landed him TI found a 
hook in his mouth, fast to a four feet leader, containing 
three flies. With this leader and hooks attached, the fish 
had risen to the surface and taken my fy. Mr. Cameron 
told me that that leader was lost on a trout on the 15th 
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of July, by Mr. Charles A. Hull, of Brooklyn, N. Y, j 
The hook was fastened in the upper part of the mouth, 
and there was no indications of any soreness or disposi- 
tion to fester, as would have been the ease with any of 
our warm-blooded, air-breathing animals, 
With the exception of the two small trout taken 

while Mr. Cameron was getting the boat, all of these fish 
came from the same spot, and when they were brought 
upon the table, some of them had perfectly white flesh, 
while others were a deep salmon color, and I should like 
yery much to haye some one give the reason for this 
difference in the color of the meat. I hardly think that 
the difference in the color of the bottom of the stream, 
and a difference in food can account for it, 

After a pleasant night's sleep, entirely free from mos- 
quetos, Saturday morning came, clear and warm, We 
ate our last brealfast, settled our exceedingly moderate 
bill, and with good wishes from all, we drove four miles 
to Saranac Lake, thence down the Saranac River to 
Franklin Falls, then to French’s for dinner, and 4 couple 
of hours’ rest, and then home a little before 5 o'elock, 
where we found eyerything well, except that we had 
earelessly shut our bird dog in the parlor the night before 
we started, and he literally tore into shreds a set of ele- 
gant lace curtans, giyen to my wife this spring, 

Itis well we did not discover the loss before we left, as 
it would at least have marred our trip, and doubtless the 
seryants think it lucky for them, that we, and not they, 
are responsible for the damage. Should any of your 
readers really wish a little reasonable Hy-fishing, Mr. 
Cameron would be glad to see them, and unless their ex- 
perience should be very different from ours, he will suc- 
ceed in making them regret the necessity of haying to 
leave, such rare sport, and such pleasant generous enter- 
tainments. GEORGE CHAHOON, 

Gane Baq and Gur. 
IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.* 
—— 

Woodcock, Philohelic minor. 
Black-bellied ployer, ox-eye, 

_ Squatarota helvetioa. 
Long-billed curlew, Numentus 

longirostris, 
Turnsrone, or calico back, Strep- 

Silas tnterpres. 
Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Macrorhamphus griseus. 

Red-backed sandpiper, or ox- 
bird, Tringa americana. 

Great marbled godvwit, ov mar- 
lin, Limosa fedou. 

Willet, Totanus semipalmatus. 
Tattler, Totanus melanoleucus. 
Yellow-shanks, Totanus laripes. 

GAME 

Moose, Alce americana. 
Osariboo, Ranyifer caribou. 
Blk or wapiti, Cervus canadensis. 
Red or Virginia deer, C. virgini- 

anus. 
Squirrels—red, black and pray. 
Hares- brown and pray. 
Reed or rice bird, Dalichonyx 

oryzivorous. 
Wildturkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 
Pinnated prouse or prairie 

chickens, Cupidonia cupide. 
Ruffed grouse or pheasant, Bo- 

naga, umbellus. ee. 
Quail or partridge, Orlyx virgin- 

tanus, : 
Sora, rail, Porzana carolina. | 

*This enumeration is general, andis in conflict with many of 
the Stats laws, 

“Bay birds" generally, including various species of plover, 

sandpiper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf bird, phalaropes, 

avocets, efc., coming under the group Limacole, or shore birds. 
Many States permit prairie fow! (pinnated grouse) shooting after 
Aug. 15th. ‘ 
Oe ee 

—We beg the considerate indulgence of numerous cor- 
respondents whose timely favors are unayoidably laid 
over this week. 

—— 

MR, SQUIRES ON “DITTMAR POWDER,” 

Nrw YorE, Sept, 15th. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Tt would seem that it would be the part of wisdom on 

the part of the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Com- 
pany to seek rather to avoid controversy with me than 
to invite it, because they must know that in the end this 
course will be fatal tothem. Their attempt to divert at- 
tention from the real matters at issue by personalities 
will not work in this case, and so I leave all that and 
come directly to the only question in which you and all 
sportsmen are interested, Is ‘Dittmar Sporting Powder” 
sufe? Not whether it is as good as, or better than, black 
powder ; not whether one man has made an attempt to 
impair its efficiency by careless loading ; not whether it 
is made by Carl Dittmar in 1875 or 1878 or 1880; 
not whether il is taken out of a red can with a strip of 
paper over the top, or a black one with two labels pasted 
‘on the sides, These are net what we want to prove. 
The question is, Is ‘Dittmar Sporting Powder” a safe 
compound to use in guns? 

I have many letters in my possession which record ac- 
cidents of the most deplorable kind with this powder. 
Aid just here itshould be understood that the letters of 
complaint about this powder which haye found their 
way into the sporting papers are but atithe of the whole 
number of such letters received by the manufacturers. I 
have in my possession more than one hundred such let- 
ters from responsible parties, and if you wish I can fur- 
nish them to you forpublication. Here is one account 
sent to me by the cashier of a large Pennsylvania bank— 
a man of respectability and character. He says :— 

“T saw a gun burst to smithereens by three and a half 
drachms of Dittmar Powder. The barrels were com- 
pletely torn from the stock, and thesbreech of the 
right barrel for three or four inches burst and curled 
completely over the other. The shooter made a mi- 
raculous escape from seriousinjury. The gun was not 
an old one, and wasby a good and well known American 
maker. I must confess I am afraid to use Dittmar. The 
powder was new and not the first kind introduced to the 
public.” 

This is but one of the great many recorded terrible ex- 
plosions that have taken place, and yet there may he but 
one charge that acts thus from among all the charges 
from one and the same can; all the rest working well, 
or else showing too little strength, The Dittmar people 
told Dr, Nash that his powder, as tested by them, showed 
even inferior strength compared with their standard, 
Now, why is it that the result of one charge of “Ditt- 

mar Sporting Powder” is nothing, and the result of the 
next charge a shattered gun, physical suffering for 
months, and bodily deformity, ruining the practice of 
your profession and staring you in the face all through 
your life? 
A word as to myself: For more than a year I was de- 

ceived in reference to this cunijpound, and recommended 
and sold it, For another year I have simply in public 

kept silence regarding it, because, while I knew its fre- 
quent (lisastrous results, [ did not know enough of the 
principles of its action to assume the responsibility of do- 
ing more, But now and from henceforth I am no longer 
in the remotest degree to be held responsible. With the 
present inanufacture Ihave nothing to do; my interest 
isin the powder made by Mr, Dittmar and turned over 
by him to the company with which I was connected, to 
be sold by them, And Iwarn eyery man who is not 
fully prepared at any moment to part with his favorite 
gunand his hand, or perhaps his life, to let that *Ditt- 
mar Powder” alone. HENRY C. SQUIRES, 

st 

:GAMm Nores.—Rail shooting has been unusually 
good this season in Connecticut, There was a great 
flight of birds between the Sth and 10th, and many were 
killed. Besides the scores already published in Forest 
AND STREAM, we haye recently heard of others that de- 
serye mention. Two New Hayen gentlemen, during 
three days, are said to haye killed at Essex, Conn., over 
1,100 birds. One day's score for one of the party was 248 
birds in the tide with butone gun. . . . The plover shoot- 
ing this season in Nova Scotia has not been’ as good as 
usual, the country being too dry, . . .There was a large 
flight of golden ployer on the Hlizabethtown and Newark 
meadows, in New Jersey, week before last, and many 
good bags are said to have been made. . . . The meadows 
about Pine Brook, N, J., are too dry for snipe as yet. A 
three days’ storm is needed, , . .Mr. Wells, of Chatham, 
Ont., has been having moderate shooting on the St. Clair 
flats. . . ,Quail are reported very plenty at East Hamp- 
ton, Long Island. Ask for Charles ©, Homans; he 
knows the ground. . , ,Few woodcock as yet have been 
shot in northern New Jersey, The country is as dry as 
a chip. 

—— 

OLD FRIENDS ATIELD.— Guido” has been in the field 
again, and the Jocal paper has this item: Major §. R. 
Cruse, Judge.§. P. Walker, H, B. McComb, W. A. Wheat- 
ley and D, H, Poston haye returned, bronzed and muscu- 
lar, from the Sioux Valley, Western Minnesota, where 
they bagged 1,500 prairie grouse, 100 ducks and five 
mule-eared rabbits, 

ee 

Gunsmith WantrED.—Our Dubuque, Iowa, correspon- 
dent writes that there is a fine opening in that city for a 
first-class gunsmith, The population is 35,000 ; there are 
two shooting clubs, and plenty of work for the right 
mau. Wewill gladly bring the proper parties into com- 
munication, 

— 

HORNELLSVILLE, N, Y,, Sept. 20¢.—The Hornell Sports- 
man’s Club, now on their fifteenth aunual camp at Silver 
Lake, are haying good success. * JOHN,” 

— os 

New JeRsEY.—Wincentown, Sept. 17th.—You deserve 
much commendation for the honest efforts you are mak- 
ing in behalf of the sporting fraternity, I have just re- 
turned from a trip after yeed and rail birds. From the 
indications at present weshall bag a number of quail this 
season. 

~~ 

VERMONT SHOOTING,—Platisbury, N. Y., Sept. 4th.— 
Thave just returned from a trip to the Willow Bay 
House, West Milton, Vt. I bagged in four days, shoot- 
ing about four honrs a day, twenty-one difcks, They 
were teal, black and woodducks. Im the middle of the 
day gentlemen can spend their time partridge or wood- 
cock hunting, both birds being very plentiful in the 
neighborhood. Good board and use of boats and decoys, 
$7 a week, T. B.J 

~ F 
ELDRED, Sullivan County, N. Y¥,, Sept. 20th.—Part- 

ridge and pigeons are unusually plenty here nt Gee 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

CapPiraL Ciry Guy Cros.—Wushington, D, O,, Sept, th.—There 
Were but three contestants shooting for the gold medal Saturday 

The result was as follows, Gard trap, screened, 20 glass balls 

ich:— 
E.G, Mills,...-...25 yards.... 20 
E, M. MoLeod...,.22 yards.... 17 

SppAurA, Mo., Sept. Mth.—The\Sedalia Shooting Club had a 
reghiar niéeting on Saiurday, Sept. ith; 20 glass balls, 21 yards 

rise ; score as follows, first 10:— 

WN. H,Wadsworth.20 yards. oe ly 

Rend eR ste. ate taee 1007001100—4 | Houston,.-.. .,-.-.,1011110011—7 
Pamerlee,.......c-+5 MHNONTN—8 | Kumm,,............ 0111010010—5 

Second 10:— 
Trader... -.+..--- +00, 0101111111—8 | Houston.,........-.- 1010111010—6 
FPamerlee,. ...-.-.,- 1011100111—j | Kumm..........--... 0010111001—5 

This club is but recently organized. Next Saturday there will 
be a first prize offered. OCOIDENT, 

VireintA.—The Winchester Gun Club shotagain on the 7th,and 

made the following score at 20 glass balls, 18 yarda, from Card's 

rotary trap :— 
Re Ox eee = eee Ea 5 ate a om Pe a 
W. AH. Garnner........-...---5 WS SYM PRON. 14 ve ops en og eee: 
Wgieetstee ie emeiet ats ven 06 | WebPage terns y:.s 432-: 2285 = 16 
DuaVe MUntOn i paces es e- tee dé a 
mss EH GER Ot dt Pees cp aee ss teet US|) Ot Sh elle dine tem ebe a ete 145 
Jas. Robenson .....,...-...-+. 14 

ALGONQUIN GuN CLUB.—Sepl. 3d.—Shooting for a gold badge 

at club grounds, Weehawken, N. J., 20 balls, Bogardus traps, 18 

yards rise ; Hill 19, Hckstine 20, Brenner 8, Montgomery 15, Male 

15, Boessennecker 7, Hanna 1}, Longhery 13, Murphy 8, Lundie 16, 

Simpson 8, Auld 14, Keller 0. The members afterward partici- 

pated in pigeon shooting, 21 yurds rise; Murphy 5, Callery 3, 

Shunseith 6, Auld 3, Boessennecker 3, Keller 4, Brenner 3, Long- 

hery 4, Tyler 4, Hannes, Male 4, Moylan 4, Simpson 4, aa <4 

FounrAin GuN Cuun.—The Fountain Gun Club, which holds 
the three State Association prizes, you at Seneca Falls, has taken 
time by the forelock and begun a training for the contest next 

year, One of the members of the club has given a $100 Parker 
12-gauge gun, made expressly for the occasion, to be contended 

for in monthly contests. The first match came off last week, 

Wednesday, nearly 300 persons being present, and 137 members 
shooting, The conditions were 7 birds each, H, and T, plunge 
traps, handicap rise, 80 yards boundary, State As:ociation rules. 
The majority of the shooters withdrew on missing a bird. The 

result of thecontest was; Beyenteen killed 7 straight, 13 killed 6, 

14 killed 5, 11 killed 4, 9 killed d, 2t Killed 2, 25 cilled |and 24 missed 
the first bird, The ties on 7 each were then shot off, miss and out, 

and the shooting, which commenced at 1 o'clock, was not con- 

eluded until it was too dark to see any but light colored birds, 

there fortunately being enough of such birds to be picked out, 

Tn all cases where the shooting was by substitute, the rise was 

that of the shooter. The following are the details of the ties of 7 
shot off — 

Yards. Killed, 
B, Cross (Dr. Talbot)... ____ poe eH Leb de al, pe 
B, R, Corr (M. Baylis).--............- 20 ace et FLD 6 
Ie A OH ys yatta ls) psrefelclet tot aletelols lene: Rib Stn) ab al 4 
Dr, Willard......,. 0... oo 80 Tidoao 8 
H, Howe (Dr. Valbot),...... ..-...5, ROS ea eo 3 
H Goodwin (Dr. Valbot),.,.,.......30 111 0 5 
G. A, Chappell.....,-.... Wrapetlieecian of yh 2 
HA. Cross (HK. H. Madison)........... sib be) z 
Timeracieeee soils wea 27 Na bes 2 
M. Baylis............. el cee MEO 1 
8..B. Hazard........., acta og oR I) 1 
H. Altenbrandt 25 1 1 
Fountain Gun Club (0. Wingert). 30 1 0 1 
H, 2 ) 0 
J. i) Ul 
A } () 0 
C. Chappell (L. H. Smith)..........,. 0) i] 
Referee, Mr. A. Crook. 

minutes, 

As the afternoon progressed, the shooters madu up what they 
called the lightning squad, composed of Messrs. Chappell, Wing- 

ert, Madison, Baylis, Talbot, Dr. Willard and others, Abel Crook, 

Esq., acting as referee, who insisted that the shooters should all 
take their seats on benches, with ammunition ready, and If aman 

failed to be present at the score, he lost his bird, The result was 
that it was almost like shooting double birds, many times two 

birds dropping ata time, Seventeen men shot out their score in 

49 minutes, with only two plunge traps to shoot at and every 
man handicapped from 265 to 30 yards. 

Time of shoot, seyen hours und forty 

Ghe Ziennei, 
—__—. 

—Address all communications to Forest und Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
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FIXTURES. 

Pennsylvania State Agriculturial Society Interuutional Colley 
Trials, Philadelphia, Sept, 2th, 21st, 22d, 23d, Ath and 25th. Dy. 
L, A. Iwaddell, Siperintendent of trials, Philadelphia, D. W, 
Seiler and Elbridge Mc(onkey, Secretaries, P. §. A. Society, Har- 
Tisburg, Pa. 

Montreal Poultry, Dog and Pet Stock Association, Montreal 
Canada, Sept. 21st, 22d and 28. Entries close Sept. 14th. J. H. Cay— 
ford, P. 0. Box 1168, Montreal, 

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association Field Trials, Milford, 
Nebraska, Sept. 30th and Oct, istand 2d. Entries close Sept. 20th. 
8. H. Harley, Secretary, Linvoln, Neb, 

St, Louis Kennel Club, St. Lonis Mo., Oct. Sth, Gth, 7th and sth. 
(= Entries close Sept. 27th, Chas, H. Turner, Secretary, 8t. 

Louis, Mo, 

Pennsylvania State Field lrials Association Trials, Lancaster, 
Pa., Oct. 26th, 27th, 28th,and 29th. J. R, Stayton, Secrerary, Pitts ~ 
burg. Pa. 

National American Kennel Club's Second Annual Field Trials, 
Vincennes, Ind., Nov. 15th. Chas, De Rongé, Secretary, 51 Broad 
street, New York, 

Eastern Field Trials Club's Second Annual Trials, Robins Islund 
Peconic Bay, L. I., Nov. 29. Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York. 

= et ee 
ORITICISING JUDGES. 

HE disappointed exhibiter is a hard man to deal 
with. He comes to the show confident of victory, 

and when defeated dilates with energy upon the incom- 
petence of the judges ; and for the sake of pacifying hin 

his friends agree with him that he certainly has the best, 

dog inthe class. Of suchastamp is the writer of the 
following letter to the Toronto papers :;— 

Sir Would you permit me to make a few remarks on 
the late dog show at the present Exhibition, I should 
haye done so before, but haye been waiting in the hope 
that a more competent pen than my own would have 
drawn attention to the glaring incompetence of some of 
the so-called judges. At present I will only instance two 
cases, although J am prepared with many more, and I 
take these two as they were the ones my attention was 
first drawn to, . : 
My first case is that of two Yorkshire terriers (a dog and 

a bitch), shown by a Well-known resident of Toronto, 
The dog was imported from England, and was a very tine 
specimen of its class, The bitch was out of a Scotch ter- 
rier (bred in Canada), and by the aforementioned dog: 
but, oh! sapient judge, why should you have not in any 
way noticed the dog and yet elect the bitch as a recipient 
of a second prize, unless it was from a strong and most 
loyal dislike to seeing your country second in anything ? 
But eyen in cases like this, I would humbly suggest that 
loyalty should give place to justice. I now come to a 
still more remarkable case. A very fine rough-coated 
St. Bernard bitch, off color (she was classed among the 
mastiffs last year), was looked upon with contempt. 
From the face of the judge there appeared to be a vague 
uncertainty and remarkable indecision as to what she 
really was, There was no doubt he had come to the con- 
clusion that she was a bitch, but as to what kind of a bitch 
she really was seemed to be too much for him. But, 
glancing at his list, and con:paring the other two anim- 
als in the same class with her, no resemblance was ob- 
served. I know for a fact that this bitch was of Russ, 
out of Mont Blang, and that her own brother gained the 
first prize at the great dog show at Birmingham, England, 
in 1875, 

I would like to instance many other cases, but a re- 
gard for the feelings of the judges, and an unwilling- 
ness to occupy more of your valuable uate prevent me. 

Yours, etc., A DEMORALIZED DoG ADMIRER, 
Toronto, Sept. 13th. 
There is no attempt made to show that the judge made 

any error in placing dogs in front of the Yorkshire ter- 
riers as they are called, nor in the case of the St. Ber- 
nard either. Itis only the vague fault-finding commu- 

nication of a disappointed exhibitor, who has only made 
matters worse for himself by proying himself capible 
of asserting untruths. The terriers which he calls York- 
shire, were exhibited in ‘‘Class 32, rough terriers, other 
than Yorkshire.” A nice thing that to enter dogs in the 
wrong class, and thea find fault with the judge. But 
the joke comes in when he says the bitch was out of a 

Scoteli terrier; a pretty stamp of Yorkshire terrier that, 
We now conie to a still more remarkable case. ,The 

letter writer proyes his ignorance of dog show rules, and 
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of dog breeding in the case of the terriers, and when it 

comes to the St, Bernard he states as facts things which 
have not the slightest foundation in truth, He says the 
bitch’s brother took first prize at Birminghamin 1875, 

This is false, as no dog or bitch by Russ, out of Mont 

‘Blanc ever won a first, second, or third prize at Birming- 

ham, nor for that did one of that pedigree éver win at a 

show registered in the Kennel Club Stud Book. It is a 
_ matter of very great doubt, indeed, whether the bitch 
_ shown at Montreal was by Russ out of Mont Blanc, hbe- 

cause she has nota single characteristic of a St. Bernard 
| about her, Small in size, black and white in color, and 

with a snipy head, she certainly looks like a cross-bred 

dog, with a touch of colley in shape and size, and of 
Landseer Newfoundland in color, Such a letter as the 
above should never have found its way into print, but 
since it hag, it is only right its inconsistencies and false- 
hoods should be exposed. 
ee 

DOG BREAKING. 

From Vero SHAW’s ILLUSTRATED Book OF THE DOG, 

[Reprinted from adyanved sheets forwarded to the Forrsr 
AND STREAM, by the author, through the courtesy of Measrs Cas- 
sell, Petter, Galpin & Co., Publishers.] 

. CHAPTER XXXVID. 
Breaking Sporting Dogs. 

From almost time immemorial dogs have been the 
chosen companions of mankind in their pursuit of game. 
Under any circumstances, it was necessary to educate 
the dogs in the duties they were required to fill, and it is 
with this subject that we have now to deal. 

Tt is of course imporsible to conjecture how the capacity 
of each breed for working game came tobe displayed in 
the first instance, but the fact remains that from very 
very early times indeed many breeds had each their re- 
spective duties in the field, as they haye in the present 

ay. 
One of the earliest evidences of the fact that the art of 

training dogs is by no means a modern one, will be found 
in the following curious agreement ;— 

Ribbesford, Oct. ‘Tth, 1685. 
“J, John Harris, of Wildon, in the Parish of Hastle- 

bury, in the County of Worcester, yeoman, for and in 
contideration of ten shillings of lawful English money 
this day received of Henry Herbert of Ribbesford, in the 
said county, esquire, and of thirty shillings more of like 
money by him promised to be hereafter pay’d me, doe 
hereby coyenant and promise to and with the said Henry 
Herbert, his executors and administrators, that I will 
from the day of the date hereof, untill the first day of 
March next, well and softiciently mayntayne and keepe 
a Spanish bitch named Quaud, this day delivered into 
my custody by the said Henry Herbert, and will before 

' the said first day of March next fully and effectually 
trayne up and teach the said bitch to sitt partridges, 
pheasants and other game, as well and exactly as the best 
sitting dogges usually sett the same, And the said bitch 
so trayned and taught, shall and will delivere to the said 
Henry Herbert, or whom heghall appint to receive her, at 
lis house in Ribbesford aforesaid, on the first day of 
March next, And ifat any time after the said bitch shall 
for want of use or practise, or otherwise, forgett to sett 
game as aforesaid, I will at my costes and charges mayn- 
tayne her for a month or longer, as often as need shall 
require, to trayne up and teach her to sett game as afore- 
said, and shall and will fully and effectually teach her to 
seth game as well and exactly as it is above mentyon'd. 

‘‘ Witness my hand and seale the day.and year first 
above written. 

‘ Joun HARRIS, his X task, 
‘Sealed and delivered in presence of, 

H. Payyn, his X mark,” 

Gervase Markham, however, previously to this, had 
. alluded in his work, ‘‘Hunger’s Prevention, or the Art 

of Fowling,” to the taking of partridges with the setting 
dog, in the following words :— 
‘The fourth and last way for the taking of partridges 

(and which indeed excelleth all the other for the excell- 
ency of the sport and the rarenesse of the arb which is 
contained therein) is the taking of therm with the setting 
dogge, for in it there is a twofold pleasure, and a twofold 
art to be discovered, as first the pleasure and the art pro- 
ceeding from the dogge, and is contained in this manner 
of ranging, hunting and setting, and then the pleasure 
andartin the bird hunted. . . . . ‘Being come 
jnto the fields or haunts where partidges doe frequent 
you shall there cast off your dogge, and by crying ‘ Hey- 
ret’ or ‘Hey-whir,’ or such like words of encouragement, 
according to the custome of his own nature or education, 
give him leave to raunge or hunt, which as soone as hee 
beginneth to doe, you shall then cease from any more 
words, except any fauly or mistaking enforce you, and 
then you shall use the words of correction or reprehen- 
sion due for that purpose. and in all his hunting and 
labour you shall have great and speciall heede that hee 
never range too farre from’you, but beate his ground justly 
and even, without casting about or flying now here and 
now there, and skipping many places, which the heate 
and mettall of many good doggs will make them do if 
they be not reprehended, and therefore when any such 
fault shall happen you shall call him in, and with the 
terror of your countenance so threaten him, that he shall 
not dare allthatday aftertodoethelike. , . , , 
Now ifin this ranging and hunting you chance to see 
your dogge to make a sudden stop, or to stand still. you 
shall then presently make in to him (for he hath set the 
artridee), and as sopne as you come to him you shall bid 

fais goe nearer, which if he doe you shaj! still say to him, 
‘Go nearer, go nearer,’ but if you find hee is unwilling to 
goe or creepe nearer, but either lies still, or stands shaking 
ot his taile, as who should say here they are under my 
nose, and with all, now and then looks backe upon you, as 
if he would tell you how near they are, then presently 
you shall cease from furtherurging ofhim. . . . . 
When you see how the covey lyeth, you shall then first 
charge the dogge to lye still, and then, drawing forth 
your net as you walke, haying pricked downe one end to 
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The above quotations prove that the breaking of field 
dogs was carried on in very much the same manner 200 
years ago as it is in the present day, though the tactics of 
sportsmen are materially altered, As will be seeén from 
Geryase Markham, the birds were surrounded by a net, 
and the object of the hunter was to prevent their rising, 
but the duties of the setter is by no means greatly changed 
bythe march of civilization. : 
Upwards of a hundred years before the date of Gervase 

Markham ’s work, Dr, Caius refers in his book to the tak- 
ing of birdsin the net in the field, and distinctly alludes 
to the trained setting dogs used in the sport which he 
classes with the spaniel, and notices, under the name of 
Index, 
Haying thus shown that the art of training sporting 

dogs is not entirely due to its modern exponents, though 
ithas naturally been reduced to a science by them, we 
propose laying before our readers some hints from the 
pen of Mr. James Fletcher, of Glenmarkie Lodge, Hunt- 
ley, Aberdeenshire,.N, B,, whose experience in breaking 
operations is both practical and extensive. 

(To be Continued.) 
———_<g>_—__ 

Dog BREAKING.—We publish this week the first of the 
chapters of Mr, Vero Shaw’s “ Book of the Dog ” on this 
subject. Adyance sheets have been forwarded by Mr. 

Shaw exclusively to the FoRmSTAND STREAM, and others 
will follow. For this high compliment te ourselves and 

courtesy to our readers we take the first opportunity to 

express our appreciation and indebtedness, 
ae 

= ACCIDENT TO Rex,—All lovers of a good dog will learn 
with regret of the misfortine which has come to the 
champion poimter dog Rex, the property of Mr, Fisher 
Howe, Jr., of this city. Through the gross carelessness 

of a well-known handler Rex was struck by the locomo- 
tive of an express train, the result being a badly broken 

shoulder and a compound fracture of the left fore-leg, 
The circumstances of the case, are extremely distressing, 

as Mr. Howe was about entering Rex for competition at 
the St, Louis Bench Show, and supposed that his famous 

dog was in his best show form. li appears, however, 

that Mr, Howe was kept in ignorance of the fact, and 
the broken leg allowed to kmt without the proper surgi- 

eal care. Let this misfortune to this splendid dog act as 
a warning to all sportsmen to whom they intrust their 

dogs, 
From this brief mention of the occurrence, sent by Mr. 

Howe, we judge that the dog will never again be fit for 

either field work or the show bench. Hex has been so 

freyuently mentioned in our columns and has centered so 
much attention upon himself at the bench shows in this 

and other cities that further mention of him seems su- 

perfluous,” 
Reference to our files and to the catalogues shows that 

Rex has been repeatedly placed in the front rank by the 
votes of such critical judges as Messrs, Davidson, Saltus, 

Hammond, Colburn, Wise, Dr. Jaryis, Mr, Chas, H, Ray- 

mond, Mr. Hugh Dalziel and others, It is to be hoped 

that the injuries will not result fatally, for as a stud dog 

his superior breeding, fine form and field quality, should 

make Rex still one of the most valuable heavy pointers 

in the East. * a 
CANADIAN KENNEL CLUB,—The formation of a Can- 

adian Kennel Club, similar in all respects to the Na- 
tional American Kennel Club in this country, is an event 
worthy of the attention of all sportsmen on both sides of 
the line. It points to the large increase of dog men in the 
Doniinion, and the consequent necessity of establishing 
an association that will be looked up to as a power in 
the land, Theinitial meeting took place at the Rossin 
House, Toronto, Ont., last week, when the following 
well-known gentlemen were present: Messrs. L, H. 
Smith, Strathroy ; Dr, Niven, London; R, Tanning Jr,, 
John Maughan, J. Spooner, C. A, Brough, J, B. Bor- 
mer, Bruce Macdonald, A. J. Robertson and Leslie, 
Toronto, On motion, Mr. Smith teok the chair, and Mr, 
Bormer acted as secretary protem., Atter an import- 
ant discussion as to the advisability of forming a elub, it 
was moved by Mr. Leslie, and seconded by Dr, Niven, 
that the club be called ‘“Phe Canadian Kennel Club,” 
which was adopted. The election of officers was then 
proceeded with, with the following result: President, 
Mr. Christopher Robinson, @. C., Toronto; Vice-Presi- 
dent, Mr. L. H. Smith, Strathroy ; Secretary, Mr, A, D. 
Stewart, Toronto; Treasurer, Mr. J. Msughan, Toronto. 
Committee, Dr. Niven, London; Mr. Wm. B. Wells, Jr. 
Chatham; Mr, R, A. Lucas, Hamilton; Mr. J, Spooner, 
Toronto, and Mr, F. Austin, Ottawa, Mr. Spooner was 
appointed chairman of the committee. The President, 
Secretary and Treasurer were appointed a committee to 
fil any vacancies which may oceur in the officers 
selected, 

————— 

PENNSYLVANIA Figtp TRIALS.—Mr. J, R. Stayton, Sec- 
retary of the Pennsylvania State Field Trials Association, 
has notified us that the dates of the meeting will be 
changed from Noy. 9th to the 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th 
of October, thus-bringing the event two weeks earlier, 

oe : 

NEBRASKA FIELD TRIALS.—The executive committee of 
the Nebraska State Sportsmen’s Association, have nom- 
inated the following gentlemen for judges of the field 
trials to be held at Millford, September 30th, October ist 
and 2nd, 1880. All Age Stakes.—C. F. Lewis, Hon. Geo. 
B, Lake, of the Supreme Court, and Hon, B. E, B, Ken- 
nedy, Omaha. Puppy Stakes.—F. Satterthwaite, Hon, 
Charles P, Matthewson, Speaker of- the House of Repre- 
sentatives, and Hon. S. M. Chapman, of Plattsmouth, 
Brace Stakes.—Henry Miller, Esq., of Corning, Iowa; 
Nathan Doe: Esq., of Geneseo, Ill,, sud Capt, BE, §. 
Hawley, of Nebraska City, Nebraska. 
The committee desire to assure the owners of dogs 

that the gentlemen named for judges are thorough 
sportsmen, andfully competentto act in the capacity 
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assigned them, and no one need fear anything but justice 
and fair play at theirhands, Entries will be received up 
to the evening of Sept. 29th. and not to Aug. 3ist, as 
stated im the programme, Game is abundant in the vi- 
cinity where the triais are to be held, and a good atten- 
dance is already assured, 

J. C. McBripr, President, 
J, H. Haruny, Secretary, 
GEORGE M, MILts, 

Executive Committee, 
Both Mr, Satterthwaite and Mr, Lewis declined, Race dH Se 

TH Gouupy Trrars.—The international sheep dog 
trials, held under the auspices of the Pennsylvania State 
Agricultural Society, at Philadelphia, were bezun on 
Tuesday of this week, the management being under the 
personal direction of Dr. L. A, Twaddell. In our next is- 
sue we will give a full description of the trials, as our 
kennel editor is at present in Philadelphia attending 
them. ‘The entries, with the name of the owner, as well 
as that of the dog, are as follows: John Bickney. Phila- 
delphia, dog Joe; George Aitkin, Northport, Suffolk 
County, N, Y,, Shepherd Lass and Clyde; George Tay- 
lor, Philadelphia, dog Lad; W.H. Blackhurst, Philadel- 
phia, dog Shep; Charles Pugh, Philadelphia, dog Tor ; 
8. Sharpless, Philadelphia, Gipsey ; T. 8, Cooper, Cloop- 
ersburg, Pa., dog Oscar; Dr. J. W. Downey, New Mar- 
ket, Md,, Lady Scotland and dog Tweed Second ; John 
McAnally, West Philadelphia, dog Shep. In the puppy 
class T, 5. Cooper enters Fannie ; George Aitkin, Young 
Carlisle, and Dr. J, W, Downey, Lady Scotland, 

: a 

Essex County Hunt.—Meets for September, 1880: 
Saturday, Sept. 25th, at 5 p.m., at crosz roads, Orange, 
near St, Mark’s Church, Wednesday, Sept, 29th, at5 p.m. 
Wright’s Hotel,Montelair. F. M, WHEELER, M. F, H. 

—_—_<>_ 

GORDON SETTER PuPPins,—A gentleman advertises a 
litter of Gordon setters by Glen ont of Belle for gale. 
Belle is an imported bitch, the winner of two firsts in 
Treland, and Glen won in the Brace Stakes of the East- 
ern Wield Trials last year, The puppies are a promising 
lot, so far as looks go, and they can hardly fail a be good 
in the field. 

== 

KAnsas Fimip Trrats,—Mr, A. C. Waddell, of Topeka, 
Kansas, writes us that nothing has been arranged about 
the Kansas Field Trials. 
rt ee 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Wa#ELPs.—Ruby 11.—Mr. H. B. Richmond's (Lakeville, Mass. 

pointer bitch Ruby 1, whelped, Aug. 26th, twelve puppies, seven) 

dogs and five bitches, by his Snipe-Sensation, Golburn’s Belle. 
Bessic—Mr. H. B. Richmond's English setter bitch Bessie 

whelped, Aug. 31st, nine puppies, six dogs and three bitches, by 

Oakes’ Dash I1I-Daisy Dale. Deli—Mr. J. J. Jumelie'’s (Duquoin, 

Ill.) Dell-Champion, Bob-Champion Duck, whelped oiirht pup- 

pies, three dogs and five bitches, to owner's Elcho TI; all solld 
deep red color. (Queen o' Scots—Mr. A. M, Waddell’s (Louisville 

Ky.) bitch, Queen 9" Scots, Gladstone-Mersey, whelped, Aug. 

18th, eight puppies, four dogs and four bitches, color white, and 

white and black, to Lincoln, Gratitude—Mr. A, M. Waddell’s 

foxhound bitch Gratitude whelped, Aug, 2d, three puppies, two 

bitches and one dog, color white, black and tan, to Chorister, 
Gratitude was bred in England. 

SALHs.—tlucen Mab wid Glenwo—My, Aviold Buryes hae gold bis 

champlon Queen Mab to his brother, Tristam Burges, of San Fran- 

cisco; also Glenco, by champion Rob Roy, out of Davidson's Doll 

(sister to Druid), 19 Dr. Sullings of Kalamazoo, Mish, ‘ 

DEATH. _—Duke,—Brouklyn, N. ¥., Sept. 18th, 1880.—On Friday 

last I lost, by distemper, my Gordon setter Duke, out of the late 

Mr. Tileston’s Lou, by Jerome Marble’s Grouse. When seven 
months old, he took first prize at Westminster Kennel Club chow, 
1879, and again was awarded H, C, at the last show, where many 
other and older prize winners were unmentioned. Duke was the 

fastest dog in the field that T ever knew,and that quality, com- 

bined with a very keen nose and beauty of form, rendered him a 

very yaluable animal, I had anticipated having royal sport with 

him this fall, but his death leayes me now without any doe what- 

ever, andI know I shall have great diiliculty in replacing him, as 

dogs like him, combining exceptional fleld and bench qualities, 

are not to be found easily, W.H. Hontineron, 

Che aifle. 
—Address all communications to *‘ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

THE CREEDMOOR FALL MEETING. 

C REEDMOOR during last week waga busy place in the conduct 

of the Highth Annual Fall Prize Meeting. In general it 

passed off yery successfully, though there was the usual amount 
of growling in cases where the good of the many seemed to tram- 

ple on the rights of the few. ‘Phere were not povl targets 

enough” is the verdict of so many that it would seem well 

founded, and it does certainly look a little ike bad management 

where a contest such asthe champion’s has its stages two days 

apart on the programme, There was good shooting weather from 

the start, andno delays werechargeable to the elements, Gol, 
Bodine, while nominally the execittive officer, had much aid from 

Col, J. G, Story, who was the yirtual controlling spirit: of the 

meeting. The matches were in general well distributed, and the 

almost entire absence of protests bears testimony to the fairness 
of the contests, Therule about challenged shots should be a defi- 
nite one, and to change it frou one day of a meeting to another is 

very emburrassing to contestants. Without the riyht of challenge 

the markers in the butts are the real arbiters of the meeting, and 
unless a very sharp eye is kept upon them carelessness must 

creepin. The checks against reckless challenging ure abundant, 
and there is n0 reason why a practice which gives general gatis- 

faction at the rerular monthly matches of the asscciation shon]d 

not hold during a fall meeting. The management ascribed some 

of the want of harmony in the details of the meeting 10 the large 

number of post entries, but by a proper separation of the mili- 

tary and all-comer’s contests there seems no good reason why 

an ple accommodation should nothe found for all who wish to 
enter the matches, <All through the meeting the rivalry hetwarn 

the regulars and the militlamen was.very keen, andthe honge 

were yery eyenly distributed. New York State comes out of the 
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meeting in a pitiable plight, and enough in condemnation cannot 
be said of a State manazement that permits an important match 

such as the international militury to co by default through mere 

apathy, tf no worse motive be ascribed. This and other matches 
have shown conclusively that the troops of the State are armed 

with an inferior weapon as compared with the rifles which have 

since been brought oub, This may, perhaps, be a necessary resull 

of the eeneral march of Improvement, butit is none the less dis- 
piriting to members ofthe State organizations to feel that they 
earry aboutanantiquated fire-arm in comparison with uthers. 

This meeting bas more than eyer impressed the fact thata A 

caliber rifle has no manner of chance against one of .45 or .44 cali- 
ber with increased charges. 

The meeting has given chance for no smallamount of instruc- 

tions to4 good many men. The regulars po back to their several 

posts encouraged by their success, and their stay at Creedmoor 

has been really aseuson in a school of musketry he tnilitia- 

tien of many parts of this State, and trom the several States rep- 

resented. at the meeting, have discovered that there are plenty of 

lovers of rifle practice, an4,if the proper moral is drawn, there 
should be an endeavor on the part of many of the other States, 

not now represented, to make showing of yolunteers, 

The meeting occupied four days,and the 2,000 individual en- 

tries poured in asteady fusilade against the target:s Itspeaks much 

for the good arrangements of this leading American range, that 
not a person was hurt in any way, not # bullet went awry, and 

not even the usually careless marker was cut by a bullet-splash, 
The first day was opened with short range practice, and the 

Judd Match was the first event. This being for military Tifies, 

there was a short strugele between the citizens and the regular 

soldiery. The day was a raw one, with a provoking 11 o’clock 

wind and 4 bad light, with the sun only at occasional intervals 

peeping from behind asky of leaden clouds, The honors were 
very evenly distributed, and for the first place J, L. Puulding, of 
the Twelfth Regiment, N. G.S, N. ¥., tied with H. Weisman, of 
the First United States Cavalry and a member of the Pacific 

team, On the shooting off of the lie Paulding was the winner 

and took the $50, cash, prize offered by Major J. H. Jones of the 
same regiment. This match was instituted at the first meeting of 
the Association, und has been sustained since. The successive 

winners have been: 1873, W. Roberson (5 shots, old target), 16; 

1874, WH. B. Smith (7 shots, old target), 233 1875, J. Mason, 30; 
1876, BP. J. Palgroff, 34: 1877, E, W. Whitlock, 33; 1878, B. McSorley, 
83; 1879, Jas. Larned, 33. The senres for 1880 stood :— 
J. U. Paulding... Ab44445—31 | 'T. J. Clay. .. HALAS 4544444 —99 
A. Weisman _, 5544445—31 | M. J. Blakel bit 4d— 29 
Bb. W. Whitlock 5f44454—31 | O, A. Morris, . ~4445345—29 
Jas. Koss 4515544—31 | J. F. Cransto ALS 435 — 29 
Jas. Larned . -4444455—30 | W. Reeker. Sad454—29 
D. H. Ogden 4454445—30 |S. A. Day. -.4554434—29 
Win. Hnnis... HAd444—B0 | HW. G. Post....-_. 2... 544543—29 
R. 1. Hare,, Ait44—20 | H. @, Nolcott,.... 4543—29 
FR. Bill... ‘i44—30 | E. Standing. . 5544443—29 
0. A. Manville- 44444—40) B.S. Browe...........3445355—29 
vohn Piteher... 444555—30 | G. M. Dougherty... 8459453—20. 
J, B. Stetson. 55455—30 | J. R. Denman,......_- 4254554—29 
a. MeLane...-.... 15i—30 | W. Van Worx ....... 555442490 
W. J. lteineck._..—_ J.U. Wilson, ,..-... A444 —25 
Jas. Morrow....-. 2 H.T. Lockwood -d44444t—28 
J. H. Slack H. B.Thomison....,,, 444414 98 
C. Van Orden OUG. Jones’ 2 0 44d pg 
N. O'Donnell.......-.- H. H, Stellmar,......_ 4444444 238 
BoB. Presser 2....-: W..J. Underwood, Jr. 4it4444- 98 
W. Driscoll, .,.,.-+---- 

C.F. Osborne, T. MeClane, J. Blatter, C. M. Leet, B. W. Price, 
L. H. Greene, F. J. Rabbeth, Gen. Doyle, W. B. Fitch, J. L. Price, 
M. W. Bull, A. B. Van Heusen, S. 0, Van Vieit, O. Cook, T. J. 
Dolan, Jas, Tinkey, J. L. Osgood, E. H. Williams, C. H, Hagie, J. 
Norwn, 28 cach. A. Harle, C.V, Houghton, C.A-Cleming, B. FE. 
Chamberlin, BE. F. Brower, G. N, Whistler, M. P. Ross, A. Dorval, 
J. Wilson, G. L. Fox, 27 each. A. Dormer, G. W. Munson, J. 
Cavanarh, H. Simon, A. Meluners, W. R. Quinan, C. A. Peake, B. 
Demruler, C. A. Blakeman, H. Nichols, i. Preston, B, Otten, S. 
OG. Kingman, H. B. Peck, F. B. Thompson, H. J. Schrader, E. 0. 
Perry, G. Seymour, W- Haus, Wm. Murray. Hs W. Greenland, J, 
B, Quinn, 7. BR. Murphy, L. A. Wilkinson, G. B. Thompson, BE. De 
Forest, 5, R, Brown, F. Alder, Geo. Shorkley, W. H. Gornell, D, 
2. Atkinson, J. FH, Burrough, E. O. Shakespeare, G. Joiner, M. D. 
Hinds, D. R. Bunnell, 27 each. L. Thomas, P. Peterson, J.C. 
Helton. ©. Bernard, H, P. Kingsbury, P. Ward, W, Lodor, L. BL. 
Barnes, W. De V. Foulke, A. Kissam, W. H. Weston, J. J. EB. 
Hameun, J, H. Brown, T. B. Roylston, C. 8. Crampton, A. A. 
Adee, W. A, Robinson, J. H. Towey, Jd. A. Fuller, W. M. Mackey, 
W. 1. Candee, A. J. Howlett, D. T. Dayids, T. A. Bingham, J. Uv. 
Mallery, J. H. Balston, John Nuit, C. A. Settle, H. 1. Clark, H. S. 
Mulligan, J.P. Miles, C. W. Hinman, E. Grillin, H. Van Schon, 
Bon Blue, J. &. McHugh, UT. W. Quinan, J. N. Haney, 26 each. 

The short rynge mutch followed without delay, and here, too, 
the shooting was very close, the military rifles taking the prece- 
dence vyer the globe and peep sights, the winner a member of 

the team of the Twentieth Separate Company, N. 6. S. N.Y, 
This matvh, too, runs back to 1873, and was a 5-shot match, The 

winning scores haye been: 1873, O- Schuellock, 16; 1874, Tas, 
Turner, 27; 1875, 1. R. Murphy, 32; 1876, H. F. Glark, 30; 1877, 

Bd. Squier, 38; 1878, D.C. Millis, 32; 1879, F. A. Wright,33, The 

scores for the present meeting stood :-— 

M. P, Ross ----..-¢-24 12-465 —19 1G. a, Morse.i.,-::.,... 4454-17 
ty a PAtrow, ..--.+ ot J, W. Mangam, -........ 4445—17 
Cy. epOUTONU LD yan etal ok Ly. Thomas, s.0 y2e.: 5534—17 

Rb ns 60 G. &.. Dixons: 2 _...... 1464447, 
Te WeeGrane tiers. ss | |B. Thompson,..... . 4543—16 
Be We Millenes2ei- 258 be 4455-1819. L. Oseood,....... 2. 4444-16 
JH. uO. onic! Fae. 4454-18 | ‘PD. J. Dolan._- 3544-16 
H. Nichols-.. 4545—18 | A, MeInnes,...... Abt —16 
ae oe eee M518 |, L. Barnes... A545—16 
TH, T. Lockwood,, 544—18 | H. P. Chapin. a4t—15 
3. O. Shakespeare, Sti 18) H. Simon... . 4453—15 

BH. W. Whitlock 5445-18 | B.M, De Rusha S445 
E,W. Price.. 45ht—18 | J. EL. Slack. 444515, 
J. i. Woodb 4554—18 | H, A. Buck . .2345—12 
M. BH. Bull, iH45—18 | WP. Hillick.....-....,, SiU4—11 
TB. Wilson.......-----4445—17 

The Ghampinnu’s Match set the fine small-bore men to work, 

who bezan puttingin finescores atthe short range to help on 

the aggregate for the match, This match yas established in 1376, 
and its record is a yery good one, standing — 

Year. Winner. 200 600 1,000 Total. 
1876 Wid BATELONG. cess antes peleetred cel 48 47 44 183 
1877... H. Fulton,,..-.-..----+++--+:--+- all 49 43 139 
TA7S,.... WM. Farrow. ...-.--s0.00-5.)-2-5 46 7 45 189 
1879. ..d. S) Summer... ee 42 49 BU 141 

Being disjointed in the year’s programme, many who shot 

the early stages did not attend to the finish, but of those com- 

pleting their scores the record shows :— 

200 yards. 600 yards. 1,000 yards. Total. 
A.C. Gates....... A4s4455445—42 445550045547 Hook 4bhs—dg 188 
tT, A. Gray 5td—d1 id 48 137 
W.M, Farrow .... 153— 455; —46 1 7 
T. LG. Allon -—.--. # 44— 33015, 131 HdBiD — 43 

2353555445 —41 
Bat4st555—4A3 12 

43445 
ia) 

5h4h44—46 
5 859554545546 

A, Malnness... .- 
J. 8. Sumner 

545 H15thfoe 4hS—AT 42P555HH4B-—40 129 
454nd44—42 235545445542 4445254543 127 

4454034545—48 Sb44od4554—44 4B54sasa—B9 | 126 
S434404445—85 5555nS5—48 H5246485Ap4—4e 125 

G. 1, Morse.-., ---d4445540—40 2AnASbGHHH—Ak SaAHsIHst5—4N Zh 
J.W. Brown,, . 454545355444 285344558138 285454340 122 
B. O.Shakespeare.stii5s44—d1 244b5o455—4t F055053552—85 120 
A A. Adee, - —- 4444003443 —35 45593H5dbb—45 rdthh4459)—38 118 
J. H. Burroughs, 444e4544—41 AdGBatbo55—45  B8eHs3d— 32 118 
EB. A, Leopold. 3343444—87 4R55555555—46 S30eLe3 M117 
F. P. Millen -q3dads4ist—30 44hhtdodbb—44 0454838435 —34 117 

432545555341 34423553235 116 
PB tiomaa 12 QuOzRS515—26 BLLAHNES34 Be L, Thomas..-. 

W,T. Miles ...._, AB0B44P434—81 4345332513—36 31350r0383—34 Of 
W. DeV. Foulke..5554455344—d4 4D00000304—11 §259552350—B4 a9 
Z. &. Denman. .... BASI44—38 -4523853023—30 H000000002— 7 a 
P.J. Lauritzen, 444443034438 253544343538 00080r0000— 3 71 

The afternoon of the first day was given up to mid range prac- 

tice, and the 19 teams of the Avmy and Navy Journal. Cup Match 

made a fine showing acrossihe range. The weather conditions 
had notimproyed, and the scores represent really #000 work, 

The cup tame very near froin out of the list of fixtures, for the 

Seventh live already taken the cup twice, and had high hopes of 

setting it for the third and Jast time, Their team has been prac- 

ticing with the greatest zeal, and some remarkably fine practice 

scores haye been made, but some of the members of the team 

went to pieces, and their chances were lost. The United States 

Engineer Battalion team came to the firing point with any num- 

ber of adjunetsin the way—a flying kite, an indicator for the 
velocity of the wind,a delicately hung balance to show the di- 

rection of the fickle element, and other devices very excellent 
for priyate practice, but seemingly of no special weight against 

the trained jud@ment of wind which the **Woodchuck Hunters” 

from Watertown, N. Y., were enabled to bring to their work, 

This match dates back to 1875, when the Twenty-second Regiment 

took it from 9 teams with 211, each man firing Sshots at the old 
targets. In 1874 the Seventh Regiment took it from 15 teams with 

247, with 7 shots per man at old targets, Sineo that time the con- 

ditions haye been as now, and the record has shown: 1875, Second 

Connecticut Regiment, 3if—15 teams; 1876, Seventh Regiment, 

oW—16 teams; 1877, Forty-cighth Regiment, 828-17 teams; 1874, 

EHngineer Battalion, U. 8. A., s10—20 teams; 1879, Twentieth Sep- 

arate Company, 331—18 teams. The present year's suores stand :— 

Thirty-fifth Battalion, New York, 

A. N. Otis... --.-.<..4445555—82 | W.W. Scott......_ ...5225543—247 
D, RK. Brower ...-....- jot443—30 | FLL. Baker....,... BH t245—27 
W. ik. Zimmerman ...4644355—80 | W. F. Swan,....... 2a85 a 
C, L. Adams........--.4955355—a0 | M. Cooper.......-. - -DPAZSS4—25 
OLAS Eble ree tae 2465445—29 | J. BE. Reeyes.......... 33393853—25 
Jas, Howland,..,. ... —- 
W. Cooper. :..:.-.:. 42 ERO LAIR Ey eeceey ee 2a, eae 33 

Twentieth Separate Co., New York. 

0. A. Morris....-.. .,,3554555—82 | W. W. Young..: ..... 425544425 
CB. Smith, Jr........ 4331455—31 | J. Larned....._,... . 5432045—28 
W. D. Hinds..2....... 343555t—30 | A. Bevier.......... . 445443327 
J.P. Worthing........ 4335555 —3 + | H. W. Batchelor... .. 442424424 
TM, Congdon.,..... 2455545—80 1 G. Daniels, _._.... «--- 5023333—17 
G. Van Orden......... 4454535—80 — 
D, A. Ogden .-_..--.- 4254455—29| Total....:...... zpiasestiacs, 336 

. Forty-ejzhth Regiment, N. Y. 

0. V. Houghton... ,...3455455—31 | LL. Barnes,... \..... 4444255—28 
C. A. Barton----. 4—30 | C. A. Cummings . d544h4—28 
F. RK. Gardiner 30.) A. Harl 22... 2. 455405427 
R, G, Post 29) W. Sullivan ... - -d2t5d3L—24 
L. Miller. ...-.- ~5544344—29 | P. T. Perkios., ,.._,, .2542523—21 
BH. De Rusha..... .,.. 3 —29 — 
EH. W. Patterson....,,415453i—29] Total...........0.... -. .,,. B85 

Seventh Kegiment, New York.—J. McKee 18, Capt. 0. F. Rob- 
bins 21, C. H. Kagle, 30, Capt. J. L. Price 82. H. B. Thomson 2h, 
Licut, W. E. Hatueld 29, F.C. McLewee 30, W. J. Underwood, Jr, 
3u, F. Alder 31, G. W, Munson 27, H, T. Lockwood 2, B. W. Price 
25. total Bd3 

Vilty-tirst Regiment, New York,—Blakeley 25, Gr'tlin3l, McKroy 
31, Kendall 25. Butler 21, Randall 23, Wilkinson a0, Tatman 28, 
ae 29, Letevere, EB. D., 80; Lyman 27, Lefevre, D. M., 30, 
total d27. 
Twenty-third Reziment, New York.—¥. Hand 27, J. 8. Sheppard 

2a, G. L. Fox 23, KR, M. Johnson 30, PF. L. Holmes 21, A. G. Perham 
au, IL, Griswold 22, C. C. Blossom 29, W. L. Oands 2, J. M. Hob- 
erison 25, &. De Forest 30, J. B. Frothinghatn 27, total 322, . 

United States Engineers Battalion.—a. R. Miller 25, 8, Griffin 21, 
Sergt. Renand 27, Sergt. Doolan 24, Sergt. McCorinuck 24, Pye. 
Reeker 28, Lieut. Bingham 37, Corp. Von Schou 8I, Prt. Cav 
aa #9, Corp. Mallery 27, Corp. Barrett 29, Pyt. Holst 28, total 
Sz. 
Phirteenth Regiment of Pennsylyania.—D. R, Atkinson 33, G. L. 

Brevk 29, 1. Blotter, Geo. H. Ives 30, E. F. Chamberlin 30, 0. H. 
Welles #5, G. B. Thompson 27, Jas. A. Fuller 23, G. B. Foster 25, 
A.J. Worrmann 26, M.J. Sweeay, 17, G. B. Hand, 26, total sie. . 

First Regiment, Connecticut.—J. L, Woolbridge 27, H. Simon 
25, Capt. Win. Clark, 27, FP, V. Chapin 30, J. M, Orane 24, J. W. Snow 
24, HU, Ospood 25, J. M. Williams 28, 8, G. ‘Tracy 25, W. P. Barber 
22, 4G. B. Newton 28, BE. W. Wiljiam 21, total 0d. 
Ninth Hegiment, New Jersey.—B, F. Hart 29, T. W. Griffith 30, 

L. H. Greve 27, 0. Erlenkotter 25, J. H. Symes 32, P. G. Curry 30, 
H. 4H. Frye 18, J. D. Brinkerhott 24, L. Goil 27, L. Nolte 17, J. Bol- 
Hinger 25, H. Haddenhorst i0, total 304. 
Fourth Regimeut, Penosylvania.- H. Nichols 22. G. A. Black- 

man 25, 0. E. Beers 26, W_W-.Studwell 2), Geo. Stearns 19, A. Dun- 
ning 19, EB. B. Peck 20, A. Porter 26, H. Porter $l, W. Van Yost 26, 
B, Weller 2s, F. B, Thompson 30, total 295, + 
Second Regiment, Connecticut. G. G. La Barnes 28,H. Atkinson 
A. Bi Hoison 21, H, Jones 24, H. J. Bacon 18, WH, a, Sumner 23, 

R. M. Witlker 23, 0. 8. Crampton 18, JN, Lune 22, John Tinkey 29, 
BK. W. Whillock 24, G. R. Nichols 27, total 291, 
Tiwenty-eizhth Separaté Co,, New York.—E. Root 26, S. A, 

Hosford 24, Wm. H. Gornee 25. D. M. Mackey 21, F. H. | Brink 
21, W. M. Collson 17, Daniel B. Bush 17, D. K. Bunnell 27,T W, 
Myets ie we J. Richardson 29, H. B. Bradbury 21, GL. Markham 
29, total 283. 
_Sixty-fifth Regiment New York—L. P. Kirchmeyer 2], N. G. 
Gregory 29, C. D. Arnold 27, C. B. Hill 21, H. A. Menker 26, H. H. 
Parke 1§, Wm. Creedman 21, Alex. Shepherd 21, 7 §. Wand 29, S. 
M. Welch, Jr. 25. H. 8. Mulligan 24, G. 1. Quimby 21, total 281. 
Seventeenth Battalion, New York,—Harry Higginson 18, Robert 

Wilson 19, Jas. Savins 11, H. Bond 21, A. Kissam 29. Wm, H, Smith 
32, J. Wells 20, D. Wilson 23. Wm. H. Weston 17, H. B, Odell 24, J, 
J. Harrison 29, E. Standering 31, total 274. 
Fourteenth Regiment, New York.—J. Corry 21, O. L. Madison 24, 

T. M. Harvey, 15, J.W. Nutt ll, F. D. Stilenwerf 16, H. C. Judson 
28, H. Nutt 22, 4..J. Dixon 22, T. Henwood 30, J. Moore 25, F. Schul- 
ken 21, E, 8. Browe 28, total 266, 
Twenty first Regiment, New York.—O. Cook 26, Ward 23, Lind- 

ley 21, Walcot 20, Schrader 21, Heneway 17, Myer 22, Morrow can 
Hauberrenth 26, Williams 24, Capron 20, Bentell 17, total 262, 
Twenty-ninth Separate Co,, New York.—W-. H. Brown 19, H. 

Olark 24, 'T, J. Wintermuth 28, ©. D. Wightman 21, L. B. Worden 
13, D. F. Stow 21, D. W. Starring 26, W. &. Porter 16, F. Smith 27, 
F. Cook 24, L. G. Purdy 17, M.D, Curtiss 25, total 261. 
Highth Regiment, New York.—T. R. Murphy 17, N. H. Reed, Jr. 

21, G. D. Scott, 23, S. Stenimier 26, G. T, Lougan 18, W. H. Dewar 
2a, J, A. Gee 22, J. H. Balstar 24, H. Douglass 27, €. Stabberd 24. 
Chas, Hejzman 8, W. H. Cochrane 21, total 256. 

The second day wasamilitary team day, and while the day was 
not by any means a desirable one, with its cold and cheerless at. 

mosphereand unsteady wind, the men were able to master these 
difficulties and turn out good work. The opening sontest was 

that for the State trophy intended to try the skill of the State 

regiments. An examination of the scores will show the ups and 
downs of the battle, but the “ Woodchuck” men had learned to 
handle wind skillfully by practice on their rang enear Watertown 
and though closely pushed they again scored a decided victory. 
This match hasa history since 1873. In that year the Twenty-second. 

Regiment tookit with 280 points, 6 shots only )eing fired by each 

man at Gach range; 15 teams then dompeted. With 18 teams in 

1874 the Tiwenty-second were again the yictors with 295 points. 

Tn 1875 the conditions were made as now. The winnings hava 

heen ; 1875, Seyenth Regiment, 491—1§ teams; 1876, Forty-ninth 

Regiment, 390—16 teams; 1977, Fourteenth Regiment, 420—16 teams! 

1878, Seventh Regiment, 43§—]8 teams; 1879, Twentieth Separate 
Go., 40—20 teams. The scores for 1880 stand :-— 

Thirty-tifth Battalion, Watertown. 

Gants Cooper .... 5... 43 
T. L. Baker-. 43 
H.N. Otis.. 48 
WN. Cooper 48 
J.B, Keey: 41 
W.R, Zimmerms 40 
Hi, R. Brown....... 4 

Lient. Howland..... -§4888—-18 Sis45—-21 39 
Lieut, 0, A. Settle-. 34443818 4542410 BT 
Lieut. Swan..... - .. AMd58—20 «= BHRBB—AT-— 
Lieut. Scott .. veces ARE IT © BEHS2—-15 BE 
(620i Fe Pes: ycr Lae ee), abe ee Oe as ye Fddd3—-15 0 45554—25 

Ota Ss caeke « ear rite shot. bb SSDS ODS Aa Pe 219 ANB 
Twentieth Separate Company, Binghamton. 

GLB-Smith, JP... 5... 55. 4.0 OB ot ce 4ht45—22 sp4—19, 4h 
Wiese Opred oe aohd—18 = BaeMH—-BZ 4 

QA MOrHig-s 4.5 0,5-8 hoe pes -1}-AdsH4—18 4535-22. 40 
TEN. Bonedowst: Actis. keke he Axd4—20 48445 —20 40 
A, Bevier.. 24 .-::: Atddg—o) © 45434-2040 
M. D. Hinds.... Glett—21 = 43485—19 40 
H. W. Bachelor... 25449—18 44454—81 ay 
Ne Waiting 2s 2) rt: mid eeR th eas 45324—16 45435-2189 aT 
T. Garned ies... ee eet renters B3H4—18 9 8854519 BT 
D. H.Ogden,...... 2... He be 45 35— 43053—15 ia) 
O.-Wan ‘Orden, 2.3.2: 210.22... 22 8 Btst-18 BH 
SAB SNGOTHHINE lL) ea dees scans vesee O53—16 = 2 

GN EN ADS 5A RnR on ee eee ee eg vr oy 223 aoe 455 
Forty-eighth Regiment, Oswemsro. 

Ga Wis Patterson to piares se eg a 4445b—21 foahh—25 | At 
L. L, Bayues 4455523 445-23 40 , 
Bs GaPORt. 6-857... B sw opeldee ett hlek beetle oie 4 —20 82655—22 42 
CAn Banbore ste tielemicet4 - 21 (2553-20 4 
G. A. Cleming.....—_.-.-,. 44 20 8692453519 t 
¥F.R.Gardner.... ,,,.-- if 31a45—19 a8 
cel SS oe ED eee ty Os ap resists 41354—20 S3444—18 88 

Pe Dy SRECKIMe a oes nee dena se new ott § 44445—2 Aa4s2—17 oe 
BE. V. Houghiton,...,,... esumehe S5hbh 6. 3434519 8233518 aT 
Lon AEWAT ChE SSS 555 Ban ARES: 34H43—18 Blb22—18 86 
W.Suulivan ............00.. 1 pep pats: oy ub S4954—1) B42 17 36 
L. Miller....__-..., Wg SUM Te B alse ear oe S243—-15  89sto42-18 

TOGA sys ene 2e eee es Ses eee e See, | 5 Pat 470 
Fifty-tirst Regiment, 8 

I. U. Lymar. .......-. neiied 4454421 ie 
De cree Se ey 4t444—P) . AB 
TVA TG tyne: Posen Wey hol iiee : 444t4—2 Az 
CT eRe once dl Bctece ine ep . oh wR 
H.W. Greenland, bE S4054—16 3th 
TST), pepentek se 2s Pe pecs uals eeel eee Mud 2 f4444—21 38 
D.M, Lefevre... ! 4— 2) 38 
M. J. Blakeley.. 35344—21 ay 
W. A. Butler... ast -18 oy 
L. A. Wilkinson, HBU—-19 36 
G. E. Neeving._. Si84—19 BL 
BY. M. McTiroy....:-.- 33334—16 29 

BDSG Ea eetetets ole ofa alelels hia orc ees red ee renee 

Seventh Regiment, New York. 

C. HW, Magle........ +eee2 15-88 | G. W. Munson...-- ..+. 
J, TPrica.. 2 ss tsi 20 19—39) TG. Mablewel... --.-.- 
J. McKee... ...-. 2a 19—35 | W.J. Underwood, Jr... 
C, BP. Robbins... .: 23—40| AH. L. Lockwood, ...... Ig 
H. BR. Thomson... 3, 12—95 | Baw: Price: 2. <2. 45. ali 
W. E. Hatfield ........ 19— 
Tee Ws Gye Lee mantles 22482 || Potala stems nenss 

Twenty-third Regiment, Hrooklyn, 

FB. A. Hand:.:.: et ety Fy IT 21—88 | C. C. Blossom... ...-- 18 18—3h 
J.8. Shepherd. 218) 20-33) W. L,.Candee . 18 W—3t 
G. LL. Fox... . 1) 22—41 | 7. M. Robertso Ti 1} Bi 
R. M. Johnson -2) 18—38| B. De Forest.... .., 18 d—3l 
T. L, Holmes... 10 17-34) J.B. Brothingham 18 Jb St 
A.G@. Perham, 19 20-5) rater aA 
T. L.Griswold....... .17 19—36 Total....-.----.,+.+. 210 218 dH 

Fourteenth Reziment, Brooklyn. 

TD GOCE Ptasoe ters elon 16 10—39| J.J. Dixon. ....-....,..19 12-31 
C. L. Madison --.. .-.-.. 21 15—36 | J. Henwood,,,.- AT 28-40 
T. M. Haryey.......,- 20 18—38! Jas. Moore.... pea) i 
JW. Nutt... ... (Aas ee 14 1i—30| FL Schulkin. :dt 15—82 
F. B. Stillingworf..... 16 21—37| Ti, §. Browe --..--,----- Jy) -S1—4th 
H.C. Judson,,. - -.,..19 15-34 — rr -~ 
PEN thee her cent te 19 19—38 Mo talan es spec te -. B19 NOR 21 

Twenty-first Regiment, Poughkeepsie. 
Lievit. Cook ........-...19 15-34] Pvt. Morrow... ...---. 17 18—#a 
Lieut. Ward ....-.,....18 Tb—st| Capt. Mauberneatle .. 18 te 2 
Col. Lindley ...+.......19 J5—#4| Lieut. Williams.-....-,20 19—35 
Lieut..Col, Wolcot...., 17 18—30| Sergt. Capron ...,...-.17 1f—3s 
Qapt. Sehrader.._..--- 14 J&—32| Lieut. Bentell. .,-.-.--20 l—#1 
Capt. Beneway.....-.. 20 10—36 | SS 
Capt Myers. 7. .....0.-. 21 14-85] Total --. 220 190 41 

Sixty-Nfth Regiment, Buffalo. 
L, P. Kirchmeyer, 16—#t | A. Shepherd | 19 1i-st 

22-38) | De W.G, Gregory.........18 S. Ward -... WY 1h 8h 
C. B. Hill. -__-. --19 18-87] 8. M, Welch, Jr. ---AG Td 
C.D. Arnold ...19 11-30) G. LT. Quimby ....- AZ 1d—p0 
H. A. Menker.. , 20 12-52) H.S. Mulligan... ..., I 4-3! 
Pe eParke ee ;--- 9 J9—28 a 
Wim. Ovyerdman,....... 17 18—35} Total,... ....-...... 200 200 400) 

Ninth Separate Company, Whitehall. 

R. H, Bareom....7.......15 rren-= 18 Vit 
A. RK. Moore! .. 2... 2.° ..18 20—38 
ae nb BOE RY ae ade ee “ah aH 

Pine we ss 22-4 
G. sat en ' peas 8 14—32 
A. Dorval = ~..-..24-. 2 a ee 
C.M. Leot,--.-.--...+-- 18 19-37) Total ----.:.:--- -:.+-212 Ib7 Su 

Twenty-ninoth Separate Company, Horseheads. 

PSROW IL-5 ecog ss nag ave -s 16 1i—35 co 
Clarke... ....0.c07- 18 17-35 ; 
Re ras Re sete gecas + “aa ee ‘ig ar Fr 

DOATL eke ates \—2. urdy.. 2... “a 3! 
Curtis ye snenbes sco es 54 im aes Worden .... . ereesers:\ ep oor: 5 
SEO peel oe ol etelectiorb re 8 2-388 ot hearer e 
Sines cee jaeee ved 19—86 Lrifoyif Mh SS Ase 555 20% 1S ast 

Q Twenty-ninth Separate Company, Hlmira. 

setenee teyetee- 80 18-83 | DK. Bunnell..,.-:... 19 List 
ea ro ptostord Rae Eeps 2s 21 12—35 | DT. W. Myers, .1.----.+.. 15 Ws 
W.H. Gornee..........18 21-39 | D. J. Rishardson.-.._-- 18 15—41 
D. M. Mackey.......... 18 18—3i| H. B. Bradbuty....-.-- 10 Wh 
RRA rinses scons 5 < #4 ee Geo. L. Markham...,..20 1j—87 

SBUBuUSu EE dss. 2 t 9-2 isaotaane 
WM. Gulison forest 1 11-35 | Total ...,----+-----, 24 179 305 

Fighth Regiment, New York. arr. 
KR. Murphy... ...... 14 16-80) J. HW. Bolston 2-16 We 
War Restate, ,...18 12—80| H. Dovelass. AB 
W.#H. Dewar... ... ,---19 14-33 | C. Staiford..... ‘ 1 
J. A. Borsdort.......,.12 21-85) W. H. Cochrane- 4 (ae 
8. BECIIRED: ona t abt B iat it 0, Heigman.....-..,,,, 17 2 

FPO te 198 | tora) 2. es. HH ERTS 
Twenty-fifth Regiment, Albany. 

eoellers i. BeWseg aye 20 1d4—34| T.1. Markey......5.. 17 8-9 
w. i. Reineck = 220) ip—35 | T. Gombel,., gd 18-84 
W. Haus,-- 16 §—#4| 0. 0. Warein 18° 11—34 
FF. Moore 212 0—12| M. Murphy, 1h 11-26 
i. Passing... . -18 16—34| A.J. Douner,. i 12-29 
J, L. Babcock. . 5 pores i 
L.N. Haney.... r TMS cy ee seo Tet 204 135 339 

Seventeenth Battallion, Newburg. 
H. GC, Higginson......1.18 18-29] D. Wilson... ----. . 17 WM—aAl 
R. Wilson, eee -.17 19-36 | W. H. Weston 21 20-41 
A. Kissam. nome -20—A0)) TAR Ogebly Ty ons sao) 15 14-29 
Wi, Smith... ey-15 16-31 | EB. Standering.-_-.....21 16—a7 
J. H, Garvis. welt 9-26 | J. 7-Harrison..... ...: 21 20-41 
H. Bond..... 20 18=388) 5 _ te 
J. H. Wells...-.-;..:.:,18 15—-@1| ‘otal.,.......:....... 218 199 312 

Thirty-secnnd Separate Co., Wellsbure. 
te c) 5555! 6 A—21| 1. Spaulding... ..... li (il 
ea Caines -- sj-pee 1B 9280) F.Vendermark.:....,.16 2—18 
RK. Gunn....- tecpeseesy a 13-26 | 8. Vendemark...,. ,.. 21 18-30 
G. W. Bleston. ........ 7 15-22) G. I. Yiesley,, .:...- 15 10-25 
B, Metriam,.,,...-.:...12 0-12] H. Merriam... ..... ..12 6—12 
8. Morebouse. Sil yae 2 — ERI M4 * — — — 
0.8. Myers........ -t O—T! Total..........- ... 16a 69 pat 

Tirst Separate Co,, Penn Yun, 

.M. Mingay.........-14 0-14 | He Renner..............J4 1-4 
Ww. Hy Conklin ih) 60-15 | B.D. stewart... 18 14-92 
D. P. Spear _% 15-22) C,H. VanDerlip...... 11 2-18 
iW. Chainberlain,....... 14 0-34) W. Warren........ --% 6-42 
tT. A. Amesbury. 4 18-82) EF, Wickbym. .... 15 (—15 
C. H. Bonner.,.,,......6@ 5-10 ——— 
A,C, Herwick....:-...% W—24) Total, ,..-.+-- +--+, 105 11 26 . 
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SEPTEMBER 23, 1880.] FOREST AND STREAM, 153 

The First and Second Division matches followed, for troops of 
New York City and Brooklynrespectively, The repressive pulicy 

of the National Guurd authorities of the State was seen in the 
Am~all team entry list,and the contest was a mere drifting race. 

In previous years these matches have been well fought, their 
records standing: :— 

First Division. : Second Division. 
Oo 0. 

Year, Winners. Score. teams. Winners. Score. teams. 
is 268 10 23 181 5 
sit 2th PRS 11 207 7 
1875 1h A4T ra 414 6 
187th Uist 423 7 283 S76 6 
1877 Vist 428 6 23 405 7 
1878 Tth 441 6 23 452 4 
1879 jth 447 4 23 404 4 

The full seore of this match for 1880 is given as follows :— 

Twenty-third Regiment. 

200 yards. 400 yards. 
Niele CANMEG oe. creo de sees Fichhee edad, 54542..20 44455..22 42 
BH. De Forest... 2... 5 42, 
J. B. i vothingham - ABLES, _ Al 
Ff. L. Holmes............ Bad3L.. Biss 41 
(RUA SERA dt). ee ote Ys ork. . ie 4) 
J. Ms pclae - AA442, 19 30 
G.L. Fox... 39 
F_b. Griswold.. 39 
GC. ©. Blossom . 38 
R. M. Johnson.. 38 
A. G. Perham roetgreee ede at 
J. L. Shepherd, . 36 

UCHLI ick dae Sate le Bo wc ee op dale ote 472 

H. Nott belated cine sets ial ienja cesta 41 
ih. & 
FP. D. Stellingway. 
Aas. Moanre ...... 
Tt. M. Haryey 
John Vorry ... 

H.G n 34 
a. Henwantl : z 38 
ie Sehulkin.. 3 a3 

J. Dixon . a! 
om W. Nutt. - : : 16 

Ube) Fek ET OAS ARR SEERA a ES 210 204 «44 

Seventh Regiment. 

vires tits et SESE ebb aett hoses s-s/se 5355. .23 43 
Jeli. Pri¢a|s3 22 8 siiel FAME PS IES ELON PSS s Aacerel 42 
C.H, Eagle ..-.... ; T 
H. 1. Lockwood 4] 
Las ra TEE Tia | 41 
E. W. Price 40 
5 Wi MUDSORY of. creeper asd eitapaga tony 39 
Ae Wer CP ENGION he Give adap e eel ites A Bis) 
H. B. Thomson ...... 4 30 
Ww. he Haines-- 38 
F.C. McLewee.. 38 
C. we ROUTER ees eee eet ST 

ETICHESL IN oie clelets ie nd cfelsac clele}e Peipinimostd te sip cutee hy) dane 237 479 

Righth Regiment 

W. H. Cochrane....:..<--5. ...5 mone tae: 5HB5— 21% A4532—18-— 40 
T, R. Murphy...:. : Pits 4435 54245— 20— 40 
A. Doug lass......... §4482— 19— 3b 
QO. Statford........... 53335— 19— 24 
N. EH. Devar__. 24432— 17— 8d 
TG VRLCC <n a ee 44344 — 19— 33 
G_D. Scott #rbsaig A4BR4— 17 — 33 
EET ann ae 34333— 16— 33 
eee Ova Or renee ee ine ; PAL2— 16— 33 
BS Reeds ig 9 2. 520r. bes, 44522— J7— 32 
J. H. Balston.............. p2500— 12— 32 
5, Steiniger........ ENE, 22233— 12— 31 

BINS CAME Sete Me leleleptd ats o) de sees? += oes B ide biotea 203 410 

The Cavalry State Match had almost another walkover, the 

Yates Dragoons coming’ down to almost certain yictory. The 

score stood ;— 

Troop “ C,”’ Yates Dragoons, Syracuse. 
O. G. Jones. 4445445—20 | F. Swath .. . ABN8443—21 
W. Gordon 444344497 | C. Brown 40305383—16 
L. Albater 4343444—26 = 
H. A. Pratt 4447338— 2 Total tae aac al 
A. Sniffin......- -3445801—23, 

Separate Troop “ B,"' New York City. 
J. J. Fay -. 244431824 | DT. Dayis..-..-. 4+-- BABBOBI- 22 
G, W, Hunt 503344—23 | C. W. Barker... .... ,.0233440—16 
ESE SR Se eke 443224—22 — 
WN. B. Burtis,. + 3334-22 OPA Ss page oe <2 Gee Ben rises i 
Ud I ir ep Pe ee 234249320 

The Directors had their little jeu @’esprit during the afternoon, 
and Col. Gildersleevye once more took possession of the shiny 

Directors’ badge. The scoring was really good, and it is fair to 

other contestants to say that it took place on a special target. 

Nuf ced. 

H. A, Gildersleeve 5444421 | J. G. Story..........2.. 2343517 
G.W. -45344—20 1 G. 8. uhaaeee. Jr. .43243 -16 
G.D, See -43453—19 | J. H. Cowperthwait.....45130—16 

34344—18 
The Military Team Match ran through the day, and some of the 

teams were unfortunate enough to strike arain squall which 

came up in the middle of the day. The superiority of the special 

Springtield in use by the Creedmoor representatives of the army 

was very manifest in the fine score of the winning team. This 

match, which up to this year has beena spring meeting event, 

Was won in 1876 by Co. I, Seventh Kegiment, with 131 points; in 

1877 by Co. B, Engineer Battalion, U.S. A., 127 points; in 1878 by 

Oo. C, Engineer Battalion, D. 8, A., 142 points, and again last year 
by the same team with 156 points ;— 

Co. B, United | States Engineers, | Co. B, ve tneuse, Nea By- 
rACUSE, 

coco Boe G . 444554531 | M. J. Blakely.. - -§443554—30 
Corpl. Miller.... 22... 4845454—29 | Geo. B. Nearing... 454344529 
Pvt. Krebs... sss. 5315444—29 | W. C, Hitcheock.,.....4843543--27 
Corpl. Von Schon ....4454448—28 | L, A. Wilkinson. .._.3444445—z6 
Py t. Wry rss ee 4344445—28 | H. W. Greenland..... 4443443 —26 

UGE jas bats ce daey fea sss MBS MIORAY aefctuetsucees8)-.e. 988 
Co. A, United States Engineers. | Co. B, inet ee New 

York 
Sergt. Royston, _.,.--. 454444429 | Capt, Burns...........4344445—28 
eon Quinn...... H§444b4—29 | Sergt. Ross..... -4445445—28 
Sergt, Renoud,.. "454548429 | Pvt. Paulding . roLaeeet 
Pyt. Doyle ‘ .- 343444496 | Serge. Van Heusen. ...3443444— 
Sergt, Hallewce. i... 443244324 | Pyt. Wood..... - ges BausnS 26 

BOVE weer ote ieee ecstatic .. Jef | Total ..._., See eee +52. 184 

Twentieth Separate Co., Second Ninth Separate Co., Whitehall, 
ate Binghamton, N. N.Y 

QO. A. Mori,...._..... 544444429 | Gapt. R. EH. Bascom. .5345443—28 
J. M, aonaiaae , 438455529 | Lieut. C. A. Munich. i SS 
C.B. Smith... +... 0... 4335544—28 | Chas, na Sctind Amor 4444344—27 
J.P. Northing ....,.-- 4354404—94 | Lieut. J. H. Parke. ...4434444 97 
H, Bevier ....... C77 14pd4ga3—84 | R, Wilcox. ........00s 0B 444433 

WotHle soc. vartsae sraeht pec gee | DORI ie eta be, ates slot 
alte States Hieinbacs. Co. G, Thirty-fifth Battulion 

Fe. G | Watertown, N. Y¥. i 
Capt. J. 0. Mallery.,.¢484555—30 ie B. Brown.....-..... 4444135 —28 
Lieut. 'T, A. Bingham. Print ae W. R. Zimmerman... 49445438 
Pyt. J. Haves DEH. .t-55 433 —20 | H, N. Otis ...2....... : Srerievaen 
Pyt. R. Kobrt....-... 34—25 | F.L. Baker........_.. 4343543—26 
Pryt. Reeker........, ee | H. R- Runps......... «- PHASE 25 

ee Doth. 1 pentgsep are -nr~ nad DAT DOU L  wns ppeceavcesscnepss Le 

Oo. H, Seventh Regiment, New| Co. H, First Regiment, Conn. Sixty-fifth Bee ec maeeetas Team. 
York, Sy* * W.G. Gregory............. ee. eth : dd5d484—25 BAAR 4 OF 2 

Pvt. E. W. Price. Poe, 4544544—30 | Lieut. Connell.-...... 4444455—30 | GC. D. Arnold :.......... sonnet reeves Dotoss4—25 = BB4EA2—O AB 
Lats Peace ot tesla ees Soret. Simon arenes Siege Wim. Creedman.. - BS4H4—R5 = RAWPBB—T4 889 

. Underwood.3543344— jieut. Simon A UO At eAMe Parke. & Nd cceee es ee ee ce 0823354—20 343030—1¢ 3 
EVE H.C. Titus..... 333345324 | Sergt. Cr; - 24d — 26, ore = rea ty 3 
Sergt. H.W. Clements.23 1434323 Capt. Cl re a. ee ee 044354 22 r 7! 160 

Total....e0001.-+- re ee 131] otal.,..,s.-c-20- 2+ w.... 131 | _ The third day brought the important military team matches to 
Troop C, Yates Dragoons, Syra- | Twentieth Separate Co., First 

aye Team, Binghamton, N. Y- 

the fore. It was a lovely day of the early fall, a day for big 

scores, and the team men felt that they could do themselves jus- 

O. G. Tones..... nny Seatac TD. Hinds......... 534344427 | tice. The Inter-State team match had taken the closing hours of 
. Griffin . le Van Orden. yee: ese o the day previous; this permitted teams from any State or Terri- 

W.M. Orden... 2222434144396 | tory of the Union. In the bad light and unstable wind of that 
J. Larned .. ...... ...3433344—24 | time the scores were not extra fine, but New York State received 

=, | # deteat of avery emphatic sort. This is encouraging, and shows 

Total..... yes ie ae 130 that throughout the Union rifle shooting is spreading, and that 

Co. D, ca ee ene Sy- | outside of and beyond the Regular Army an armed force is rising 

Wordan...sssccs. 4aila4 27 JW. Melivay ........p435i44—27 | for defense, or, it may be, for offense. This important, match 
V. B. Nibbs........ .. 842445—25 | runs back to 1875, when the ranges were 200 and 400 yards, but 

714453493 —26 r De byman... 2... 3444134—26 | since that time they have been as now 200 and 500 yards, What M. H -... 442443425 | D. M. Lefevre...... 0, 40444494 : $ : hae rate ' 
Purdy iiss 19s8452343—22 | D, M. Totman... ‘BH33424—23 era haye done is shown in the following summary of past 

Eset of SER to 127 Petevale's fom) chek feces oe ates 125 : 200 yards. 500 yards. Total. Total _iet|| Total RAT. eNGWo oul ecy:tocecceets ire 445 his at Co. 6, pera fiepensan ‘New Co. H, Eighth Regiment, New | 1875....Connecticut ......... -........ 375 BOT 683 
1k, Yor 1876.... Connecticut ..... -...--.-.,.-. 443 386 R20 

F.C. Meosewel oyu. 215851528 J. H. Rordsdort a+ ---3024444-—26 | 1876....New York ....-...--...-2200.-. 454 B32 816 
J. McKee....... 444544 —25 | N. H. Dewer.. 3444133—25 | 1877....California......-....0.0.0 usec 499 46 995 FW. Alder....... 343313424 | NH. Reed, Jr.. 4444335—25 | 1877....Connecticut ..-.,.....,..-...- . 505 468 971 
W. H. Heiser. (231444394 | J. A. Balston... . A4dB8843—2E | WETT... New York ....-.c.ccee-ceecsca 480 487 OBT 
Hi, B. Thomson. ,, 444430423 | M. &. Smith. .......... 4434308—21 | 1877.... New Jersey. ...-....cc cece ye ee 411 383 T4t 

gl We EA SS SR ripe dh oa aoe 483 491 oF 
MEGUS Sc vopeyss sae fs ocaticw ate TANS adhe ey ery inrlede| 21 1878 MOUND EGLICUL AN! codes on ty esl) Sib 430 906 

Twenty-cizhth Separate Co., | B. Root... -Alangaa pr. | 186: - New: Jerseys. ee ae an Elmira, N. Y. D. H. Mac 324332320 Isis... Massachusetts. ava bh ke 387 335 rod 
S. Horsford .. 543144 —26 ~~ | 1879....New York . 49 519 1,010 ). K, Bunnel fB4444—26 | Totalicig.t. pe. veneer seers SPUD Esareaekenret Then eye a ahd Ganae 430 Ri9 +"00 
W.H. Goring -., ...4343342—28 1879, aR ae be ii A TY 43] “52 
The Short Range Team Match, for teams of four from any club, | 1879... Massachusetts.... ............. Agd Ady 925 

had plenty of entries and 4 corresponding amount of disaopoint- 

ment at the result, which gave the first prize to some fine work 
of the Empire Club team :— 

Empire Rifle Clib—Tirst Team, 

AE Ma Dh at es TR Sk aoe 4444545—30 
J. H. Brown 445401425 
D. F. Davids... S444244- 38 

W.Todd......... eee Pere ae idisss_3y BLidi3t_—36 

DOCH hon ctr eth eae a ee ee ee 107 

©. W. Hillman 4344445—28 
HF. J, Rabbeth.. 
N.W. Arnold 

444344427 
44-4454 —20 

WP INje TU gs feet ee Ree Tee Ot jaa 8433058—21 

bape ha SS Ot ect chor crs sep oad LI 105 
Penneylyania State Rifle Association. 

EH. O. Shakespeare............ SEARS APF 3t545438—28 
Wim. DeV. 4543443—27 Poulke...... 
H. Aare gH ay #e, 
L, Thomas., = 

= 33 
‘ mith 3524 
-.d5¢4444—30) 

5434454—29 
343431021 

MiP esT ES es SAR AS EAHA e OS RE RA Aa8 RULES bog on 118 105 

Armory Ritle Club. 

PNT UT TUBS Pride Gens Ep eee cen 454445430 444444529 
M. W, Buel.... : 4544444—29 3534413 —26 
Dive EE Sarie tins <0 ae een en en ce a 4441545—20 444421325 
EV AULA CERT SECURE fore iyidde afedtaes ih deren 4445534—29 Ba35a31—24 

Veit ates. ote y ss Met eet ee Bie ree eT Le 104 

Presidio Ritle Club—Seecond Team. 
JEM Pie) eee ee tardy a= Sa Baa 
H, Weisman 
UAE OY DP nner ace, 
SHEP VASERs tts yess lee ks Ba oe Seite ee 

Gta nant Feet Bee eS ee Se Se ae ee 

At. a TORIn ESS; ea Ae 
Jy Gase, fo. d.. 
N. % Donnell....... ot 3 
W: AP Ditalapee 2.2: Wy aslaaareiieeny 443¢54—26 

ACD Aa eS ll eee 1b 105 
Presidio ltifie Club—Virst Team. 

J. H. Sullivan... ,..2-. 0.2.02. )---4,.4449455—30 
dies FLOW oie eae econ oy ee iat 
TESS ee ie al eee $4454—28 4353—2 
AGRORT SLE Vig eats Sek ede ae “Feuuiet— 81 438234423 

ETE oreo ig 101 
Empire Rifle Club— Epantn' Team. 

Tiel LOLA Ay dee ple sa iaten as ct -3435154—30  —-4354434—27 
A. H. Cobb a4h344—B9 =. 4335444—27 

Bi4544d—25 — HIB44S—2t 
J. L. Paulding 4444444 98 842339381 

Mvoneillh AA SAAS MARA reat: fe ie ener i 15 93 

Brooklyn Rifle Club. 

(EP cd pe 3) wl ee AE pdttsdiestod « 4394545—30 4544454—28 
A.H. Anderson.... 4 4445435—27 = st 4453-28 
J. B. Hazleton, Jr 4444444 —28 5283808—22 
a7 ROGHER CS. Tyee es 4444344 —27 23334384—22 

TO GHIY oss tne isi .dahens Bia cta etn Say cao eo SF 112 100 

eeecreti Ct., Rifle Association. 

RN aC Oley tetas ih fetes Lata ne .Adnddd 4 — 29 6543540—26 
D. E. Marsh,, “B444451—B0 454340821 
ta lt Hubbard, (4334 —25 442344) —25 
8, C. Kingman., 1445¢4—7 3425504—21 

ify i os oe ane . . 113 93 

Sixty-fitth F Reaiment—Firat Team. 

T. &. Wand .,,. 444545430 4443545 — 
Hi, A. Menker Le54t4—29 434444427 
L, P. Kirehme . .ddoddt4—27 2432242—19 
H. 8. Mulligan $3444 —27 422204317 

DE Cel Fo, Wee a, oe Foon Coflosuis inp ey et 118 90 

Third Diyis‘on Ritle Association. 
POE MCR aces a dee ketal as §454454—31 4433455—27 
DWV aT EPOP ECS oho sta alate petleteh para PA ae 4543354—2 5 B434443—24 
James I, Miles. BS ‘peat: 454544532 3223333—19 
B, R, Spellinan, Tricsviccs siev scien 43404432 92 045930317 

Total,.... pete ee ee ee BO a SRE 13 87 

Seventh Regiment Rifle Club—First Tea. 

FW. Alder  dtd4454—28 = 4.438443—25 
EB. W. » 440445495 333355325 
J. G. 545444—80 4034342—200 
Ww. J. Watery ones SEF ps ee os ARH oe DHE 30 0388440—17 

ota er yea nh tence Ae. ces reseteern Ss Oris: 87 

“May Aue” Rifle Association. 

443434426 
«88 U426423—18 

. Palen a ei ereavev ian 20044 3—13 
PUM Chere reer er mech sy e.g ke 4435453 —26 023332—13 

POL Seen isis Ast 7/8 fend «0 2y007 ri 
Sixty-tifth Répiment=Third Team. 

(2G Bales eae are tere teeeereeseees AHESH4— 30 © 4923202—16 
Alex. Shepherd........... wialaicy oe a AdS53—27 04044 —18 
GoW. Quimby. 20. shy ecint see , $452442—23 = 4823885—21 
3.M. Welch, Jr, ..::.- eee ao 444n433—2p — OeeRats—l5 

POLAIIS soe: ae ede seeds tito rer Any nabosda* 10h 70 

The New York State team of this year was a mere pick-up team, 

shooting with the blunderbusses which make up the State arma- 

ment, and they went into the fight feeling certain of defeat, and it 

came. Pennsylvania should have’done much better, but in her 

case the scores will show that itis the tail of a team that decides 

the winning or losiny of the match, and unless the scores are well 

bunched success is impossible. The scoros of the match stood :— 

New Jersey: 

200 yards. 
T. W. Griffith - 445455443442 92 

61) G. B, P. Howard........., pees A445544443—41 BY 
58 | L. H. Greye...... 443444444439 83 
57 | J. M. Dart ........ 538550b042—45 83 
50 | J. H. Symes 5444334444—39 80 
— | B. Haddenhorst.. --. 4434535844 —39 AO 
226 | C, Gasser-........- .4433434443—36 78 

J. W. aE -4454454334—40 78 
60 B. P. Holmes . ABS43445438—37 aT 
pg | Re Curry .--.--. eens eee AGB H1534— 41 qT 
53 A. 3344453444—28 15 
81 H. -9954433043—34 69 

33 cps 6 as, 471 959 
Connecticut, 

59] E.-H. Williams,.............2.., 454454554444 2544424545 —3q gg 
ips | mea Py, MOD UGUO Ch. pease ttigs ee cee. 4534484444—89 © 355455 9445—d3 $2 
55 | J. va Woodbridge... 20.0) eee: S445454444— 4] Serre: 544—-41 8&2 
53 | G. LeBarnes.....-2. 22.24... 4344442544 —38 23504534 2 80 
=] Baecen “hit edb 4) 8 Rotana 444445544443 45% 43—38 &0 
age | H. mets silsts4 cbte Gua gue PaNASe bea 554434504438, 55452535. B41 79 

FE NPLSRN Teathitinac ee eh ewer ae ay dottsat444—35 4 4119 
ERS ASSIA OTE «/ye)nis' ew a aunle lea fies s 4333955345—38 =—st 5 

62) G.R. Nichols. wees ereebdddtd4d54—42 2 Tt 
HO De Sim Ore leass. ker Le a. 544443040533 rae ves 
53 | FW. 1. Chapin, ...........-... eee 4443344534—36 43 ee | 
38 | G. By) Newton. 222.5 lf. 4343444455—40 O0ssIneS AL 71 

SoA Wotat Ret vet. ed eee lege yy ML 933 

DOB BT By MIAN yell aleo eat 552555445545 87 
Bs W. J. Underwood, Jr. Hd s5455—1 S4 
BL [a> Reeves. -.. 2... 4 i 83 
2* | J. L. Price 81 
3 ti. W. Price St) 
ee" 1 C. H. Eagle i9 

H. N. Otis . 7s 
57 | LP. Kirebme 78 
55 | W._M. Lefevre it 
54 | R. Griffin...... TL 
54] H.8, Mulligan. 350 Tet a va! 

ese | Wie nid alle e elim ue ale fit 
220 Fe —_- — 

TRG esa chee iBodtaovbirers 21-035) See 454 478 932 

By Pennsylvania. 

566] D. R. Atkinson............. 4: 5d44444455—43 1 
52 »  4444354344—39 vi 
49 4444434553—40 vi} 
—- sa »  A4hf384454—40 72 
21 nied A44335455—41 val 

J. M. : daotdj44—4] 69 
58 G. B. ; S344: 3444—36 68 
55 J. W. Burroughs. .. . pnddd ddd — 47 68 
5h G. B. direst s were» ABSEBIH5—37 67 
49 B. F, Chamberlain 4445344334 —38 BT 

(orl nid gies 2 . Od4444445—41 420135) 6 
212 E. L, Zellner.. 240449334431 — 0824320202— 18 49) 

SEOUL ak coertice ae sriaials Sate gion Sk seleAr Steere «-. 468 369 8ST 
he With this warning, and knowing that the regulars had made a 
51 | most thorough study of rifie practice for the past 12 months, the 

ea yolunteers out of the New York team concluded to remain 

-—j|out of the- international military team match for the 

206 | Hilton trophy, andthe match narrowed itself down to a contest 
between 3 teams of regulars for first place. New Jersey, Con- 

67 | necticut and Pennsylvania took partin the race, but were left far 
55 | behind by the superior system and opportunities for practice of 
ne the regulars. The men from the Division of the Missouri under 

— | Major Geo. Shorkley secured such an advantage on the leading 
203 | ranges that they were assured of success, even though the At- 

lantic team did lead by s few points in the 600 yards shooting. 

58 | ‘Thismatch dates back to 1878, when Judge Henry Hilton, hav— 
2 | ing offered a yery handsome trophy,the match was instituted. ‘The 

BY conditions haye not been changed, and the record of the match 
_ | stood :— 
200 ie at 500 600 

A yards. yards. yards. Total. 
New Mork«-- 2.22. 55.5 Cea tye ret WL B45 370 70 4 ded 

53 | Connecticut... veee O45 83l 227 93 
50 | New Jersey...,.- dese 328 301 232 S61 
50 Division of the Missouri. -..,__....... 503 276 eed BUS 
Ai 1879. 

INTE) a aide gwen err ae oe oe oe 343 375 825 Was 
700! Division of the Atiantic - B58 BUN 000 

Division of the Missouri, ‘ B34 297 91 
54 | Division of the Pacific. 326 291 95g 
43 | New Jersey.....--.-.--.. 337 276 O45 
41 For the present year the scores stand :— 

EB Military Division of the Missouri. 

Ni 200 Yurds. 600 Yards. (i) Yards.Total. 
4445454—30 530D5D4— 32 245643528 90 

 -Ad44445—29 9 HdSHH5—32 0 BBNASYd—35 Sy 
4G 4445545—81 hashi54—ad Sad (444— 2p 49 re A454451—28 = GS4555—34 DAYAR ogg 4 454384427 3955854—30 Haha a6 
4) - Hb 43— ps 4435555—31 Bil 

pats . - dds 25 4454355—30 : a 85 
175 > Lloyds is... )..: «-- ASHHS—27 415 — 31 Patri 85 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

APA4443—98 44 9B BRA BL 
A544444—29 4492545 —2T = BRR BH 
soid5—SL AS55483 —29 9 PBRAMB—B1 0 BI 

4—28 583¢545—-28 543224823 70 

Soe ed a2 Be 317 1,023 
Military Division ot the Atlantic. 

Lieut. Hobbs,...---, ze 54haibo—84 8=748h453—26 YL 
Lieut. Clay..... 45 Bi vtr 445355—31 4545255—30 90 
Pyt. Welch...... - Hhb4Ad5—33 =| BABB —-2H, | BY 
Lieut, Homan..,, H4t+H35—29 = 359443-29 8688 
Serg. Braden........... ries Ha58355—29 ddd —29 Bb 
Lieut. Van Viiet.......434634—26 354545480 4435454—P9 85 
Seret) Daly -..--,.-... —P8 4155544—31 4533425—26 85 
Lieut. Griffen.......... 445344428 bAHH5—35 0248448—-20 83 
Sergt. Campbell.... ..- 4445344 —28 3354555—30 43835426 82 
Seret. Sepneran rarest 4434255—27 432453425 4545452—20 81 
Seret. Blue... ........ 2a44344—24 2BAH2ZHA—2B 492443—-25 17 
Tisuw Aven Leer! 4444443—27 = d4B35445—-28 = 844.3322 

Moras tap peste bee oe aed 334 363 SLT 1,014 
Sah Division of the Pacific. 

Lieut. J. prisons: Pets pal : 95 
Bernard . Fi 89 
inn... Sl yaias 88 
efersen.... 86 

Sullivan .... Posi 86 
Pressier_..... AQ4545 me 85 
LSE tn eee TeeapaR 8 2345434—25 S4 
qs. . 4555534—31 DBA22—24 «BD 
oman. ' 3ddddd5— 28 BeAbor4—29 464450224 9B 

Terry .. _ 445448428 = BA4AABA—28 PBB — 2ST 
Pitcher .... vsssece eee AL4544—2 HBR 24 AAS — 25 7B 
NOVA OR TEE SLTI = a oe ore ae 442544427 = 2BALBA—1N BARB —RG 

Ma tal Sean ob aenies gee apdeme Bat 348 322 1,004 
State of New Jersey. 

F. Dudley........---- > -B48B455—81 pttdde—e7 |= BHOASSB—2H BS 
T. W. Grifith,.... 4554432 B445452—-27 244535427 86 
G. E.P. Howard. -_...-.-4574444—28 H54345—28 44-44d44t—29 85 
A. Anderson ‘ 34823 — 23 B445555—3L 335044428 83 
J.R. Denman —27 Ai28553—-28 353444528 83 
B, P. Holmes ees 453452326 R5AH24—25 8B 
J. H. Symes —RB =HASH4—Y8 BBR 288 
L. H. Grave BM45—30 H244534—R27 2835383—-22 79 
C. Gasser seid O84454—20 5503534 —30 TT 
G. M. Townsend S45 H232244—22 PA5aS—-2T 8917 
R. Curry : 2 459452326 4432245—24 76 
E. Haddenhorst.... —- Bd —96 © BaBBLLS—B9 254308820 TH 

SDE TAD peer ten pene ioe eters etre 3lT SIT 969 

FH. Atkingau......ees ee BE 
HR. H. Williams. - 84 
G. Nichoala....., 84 
BE. W. Whitlock, 5 Bt 
G, B. Newton., LE 5) T 82 
H. Simon.. eye « HH —30 33 ‘Bp — 20 ose 82 
F.P. Thompson.. a eee 80 
alee ys Woodbridge... SABAS sau 79 
G, G, Ls Barnes....>.. 493434324 qoussig—29 4342354 25 78 
F. VY. Chapin .. S45 P444555—29 925224421818 
J.L. eet dace Hz —-26 —-2022435—18 Te 
H, Nichols.. HA0HIB4—26 = -22233B2—17T 69 

Potdlwsse faapslely plas cites ts ot Brak 386 wae 6959. 

Pennnsylyania_ 
D, BR. Atkinson. ........ M54454_.31 B564555..82 P544455..29 92 
G. H, Ives pete) DD 81 4555554. .33 S50: ao 
C.F. Chamberlin... 5405 29 444155 b..30 87 
J. Blatter. i 553334 28 86 
G. B. Hand 4324345..25 82 
G. B, Foster.... ....--- 5334355 , 28 79 
J. W. Edson....... PAd4553 - 27 78 
H. Burroughs..,,....- BAdS5S4. oe 78 
G. B. Thompson . wee de ede 2348554. .26 16 
Jas, A. Fuller,:-. .....5448453..20 324443, 20 7 
G. H. Welles. -....--..+ BdSRABB..22 4459244, .27 70 
B. A. Leopold......... 3448344 25 = PARBH44.. 24 : bl 

EOL LAs reser Het oy gree 2 SRP 2s B34 331 28904 
The watch for the military champlonship of the United States, 

with its 2 atagea and 6 ranyes to be shot over, was scattered 

through the whole meeting and resulted ina general victory for 

the regulars, It is the duplicate of the Queen’s Prize o t Wimble- 

don, and in proportion to numbers engaged will compare fayor- 

ably with it. This, too, isa contest dating back to 1878, and in 

that year GC. H.Bagle, of the Seyenth regiment N,@_8. WN. Y., took 

the first stave with 29 at 200 yards, 29 at 500 yards and 29 at 600 

yards. total 87, while Corpl. J. 8, Barton, of the Forty-eigbth regt- 

ment N. G.S. N. ¥., took the second stage with scores of 31 at 800 
yards, 24 at (00 yards and 18 at 1,000 yards, total 77. 1879 was a Ta- 

yorable time for regulars, and at the firststage 4. P.Wells, of the 

Second Infantry U. 8, A., took the first stage with 30 at 200 yards, 
30 at 500 yards and 33 at 600 yards, total 93. The second stage 

went to Lieut, G. N. Whistler, of the Fifth Artillry, with’ 20 at 800 

yards, 23a 900 yards and 26 at 1,000 yards, total 15 The scores in 

full of the year stood as follows :— 
200 Yards. 500 Yards. 600 Yards. we 

Bernard....-..:.--... 4434453—27 545454431 680533531 
¢ tte ps: sep ene cee sees ee 444484497 4505544—32 4444355—80 50 
C. sg Homan . .... 448934427 5555454—33 5553344—29 89 
EJ Ys a. .. 454543420 4h54454—B1 324555 —20 $9 
W.R. Guinan. 45484429 455555433 d445443—27 89 
D, KR. Atkinson 445544430 455554533 9453353—26 34 
P. Petersen. . BIORII— 208 545b445—82 85H5548—80 88 
F. Koen... . B4544B4—27 4555455—33 fle MASE 38 
720; Maller .. 48hd444—28 559965482 5335845 —28 88 
@. Van Orden..... 454454480 5355444—30 Beapagh 87 a7 
F. B. Pressler_-.- 455425429 554344420 4444444—28 85 
R. 6. Van Viiet. -4445445—30 4255945—30 4534532—26 86 
G. WwW. POEDADEY: A443342—24 5485455—31 4335595—30 85 
R. Sans booed meals 448442495 355445480 3455855—00 35 
C.H oauarnes: = 443443426 5355455—82 5433925—27 85 
W. I. Underwo! d, Jr,...5453535—30 345355530 3254245—25 85 
O, A. Cleming.-...-_.- -. 444445—31 845583326 553435227 Bt 

Jas, Larned.....-.. 81 20 24—84 at Price 25 28—80 
Ey Grigin-.). 4.6. 5..) 21 83 24-84) C, 33 21—80 
BE. Prestin —. 28 82 24-84 | J. 5 29 26—80 
A.B. Van Heusen. 26 28 29-83|H. P rane 26 838 20-19 
E. Price........ 26 29 28—83 G_ Seymour. ees 28 33 18—79 
W.E Hatfield...,-28 29 28-831J. Doneyan........27 32 19—78 
F. E. Hobs,...... 25 31 2/—83| M.D. Hinds Qt 26 25—T8 
BH. De Rushs..-...- 25 98 30—83| 1. L. Paulding.... 27 29 22—78 
J. Pitcher 2. 105-% 30 31 22-83|G.N. Whistlér....2% 26 24—78 
G.E. P. Howard.-29 27 27—-83|C. H. Hazle........ 28 29 21—18 
F, MeClane........ 28 30 25—88).7, Wilson.......,., { 29 25—78 
PL. Lyman .....28 30 25-883 | J, K. Denman,.... 24 27 2R-T7 

i 24-838 | J. L. Wilson..,....21 32 24—T7 
3/G,. W. Patterson. 28 83 15—76 

F.R. Gardiner ...25 29 22—76 
H.T, Lockwood...22 80 24—i6 
TT. W. Griffith......20 29 2)—Té 
[S.A Day... +. 21 31 3i—7 
a. _ Baker. . 2 2b 2o—T5 
Eh Gn 2-24 80 21-75 

Niners 24 26 24-74 

yme uN was made to the taking of the second stage jby 

S. H. Day, as he fired first at 1,000 yards and then came bavk to 

he lower ranges, At the time the match was fired at long range 

he was firing with the division of the Atlantic team at the mid 
ranges, and it looks yery hard to expect him to shoot at two 

places at one and the same time as laid down in the schedules of 
matches. The scores of the match stood :— 

Ls R00 vards. 00 yards. 1,000 yards.Total 
JABIIAVE aele(de} te 1258 8544598.-31 5i4ap63..29  0093355..19 79 

5 G, Most.......- ARBSBA4. toes .-26 © 4283443. 28 
J, L. Puulding,. _0B3A44. a Bp3554, 20 B08dsat. 20 1B 
DR. aes A654. BO. 8484445, 21 S362800..16 TL 
Ty Sila ee es B43 442.28 Pbldn 45. 16 4594435. 0 69 
G.N Whistier BAL 4502.2. Gateat 3) 0520335,.18 Gz 
L. H..Gieve ...... . -BI44542. 2B 22 «OU. 
A. B. Van Hevsen..., .08b3435..23 QUeteBs. 20 r: 18 «61 

J. G. Mallery 55x4445,.90 0023080.. 8 61 
T. W. Griffith,, se, 2b = 25424r8..20 0338043..16 60. 
I. R. Denman . 2... B005S21,. 3250332..18  O025342..168 57 
C. V. Houghton... ...425 fa OH4255, 24 O003402.. 9 57 
ble Du eExiGdy nando e 33954335, 4005055..19 B5OS0804..17 52 
R.C. Van Viiet ..._): wht441533..28 8433940..17 0300000,3 4 
CG A. Oleming.___...-.. 0345084..19 5303840,.18  3000020..5 4 
During the day a supplementary match had been carried on 

and mel. with aliberal support. IL was open to everybody; 500 

yards, any military ride (an allowance of one point on each entry 

to military rifles of 0 caliber); rounds, 7; pusition, any within 

therules. The highest aggrécate score of any two entries to 
countin determining the prize winners, but no competitor to 

take more than one prize. ‘The scores for the match staod -— 

dee ae 67 
B, e@.. 6T 
G W. Doughe ay 
A.B, Van i AT 
B, Otten. . GT 
J. Johnston G6 
L. L. Barnes 66 
T. J Dolan 66 
Cc, ee 2 65 
ae Farrow... 65 
G. 2p Howard 65 
ee Bresten: 64 

: 4 
1h) ee 6 
P.J 64 
R. G, 64 
CG. V, Honghton.. 64 
J. G. Wilson... ,.+ 64 
DSW Cha tata see. et 63 
ETP Heeb aces 63 
L, Dankin .,,.- 63 
C, H. Eagle.. 63 
G, A’. Cleming Aa ‘ 64 
G, A. Munsdn.. Poem 6e 
C. Van Orden 3449553,.82* 62 
1 ep eC Hhbo584..32 62 
G. I nalls.. 5444553, 31 62 
Ww. tr Mills........... 2 
C.W. Binnie 61 
W. 2, Quinan 41 
J. Park ....-. J 61 
H &B. Thomson --. 61 
H. T. Lockwood. Hoots, 61 

: 4354555. BL * el 
Ww 5354455. BT 61 

payee 61 
n845..50 60 

pared Bt) 60 
485045, .82* 60 
§436544, 80) 59 
4435545 . 30 59 
5b31654,.,82* 69 
5455453, 30 59 
4531454..307 58 
OODGO00.. Or @ 

*1 point allowanee for 50 caliber rifle. 
As a sort of general disposal match for odd ends of prizes,a 200 

yards match, 4 shots per man. This odd contest resulted as fol- 

lows i— 

C, Van Orden - .., 454555—28 | C. A. Cleming . -5555334—30 
ORGS Fires aE Pe 5544545—32 | BH. 'T. Brown. 4444445—29 

un "J. Rabbeth.....-... 4544545—31 | A. MeInness- 444444529 
W. M, Farrow---.---.- 444545—B1 4444544 —29 
Jas, Larned,,,.. _,.-.4#55445—31 4544444 29 
TAH WODDi eet ares F Ad45445—31 H4t4444—29 
nS RiSHEES soe 4A545544—31 W. H. Stillman... 42 -2+-4354445—29 
G. W. Hinman ,._.---.4514445—30 | N. O’Donnell.. #544445—29 
1. Paulding adele Oke 4445944—30 | J. H. Suilivan...... ..8544445—29 
H. Nichols ..-.....-.-. 444554430 | C. A. Horman. —, .:.:,5344445—29 
oWard pe scs A 5 li 445454430 | L. H. Greve..... . ...4¢44535—29 
J. H. Baker...5..-...- 545444431) | CO. H, Osborne......... 855444429 
3. P. Cranston........: rei ean ¥. R. Gurdner... b534444— 29 
J, 0. re Nae AE Te 84542845—30 | W. Robertson... . A545 3-29 
J. S. Case ....-......-- Levi N. D. Ward,...  «.... —) 
G. F. Tolley......---.. 5455344—30 | 

JI. W* Tood, E. C, Terry, J. N. Frye, fi. Preston, C, Heizman, N. 
Hi. Witch, 0, A. Krebs, Wm. Ennis, 8. Griifin, E, O. Shakespeare, 
#.H. Wilcox, J. G. Zimmerman, 2. D. Marsh, W. R. Atkinson, 1. 
L. Barnes, M, J. Blakeley, G.N. Whistler, A. a) Howlett, D. GC. Ar- 
nold, H, Weisman, John Dankin, W. D. Taylor, W. A. Robinson, 
28 each. EB. W.W. shel L. Wilson, J. O. Kelton, D. E. Marsh, 
Geo. Nichols, C. A. Peake, H. F. uae: Otten, R. CG. Van Vieit, 
H. BH. Haddenhorst, T. Ry Murphy, O. G. James, P..J. Lauritzen, J. 
A. Fuller, EB. FP. Shaaban Fred Alder, EK, E. Lewis, Lb. M. Far- 
row, N. W. Arnold, G. B. Thompson, 27 each. Thos, 8, Waud, J. 
Norton, B. DeRusha, G. W. Dougherty, 26 each, 

Tn order not to make the Running Deer corner of this range 

wear a look of activity, 4 special match at #0 yards was arranged 

for 422 caliber Ballard Ritle, presented by Messrs. Schoverling, 

Daly & Galea, 64 Chambers street, New York. Open to every— 
body; any rifle with open sights; pusition, standing ; four runs 

in each entry, one shot each run; entries unlimited, The com- 

petitor making the highest aggregate score of any two entries to 
win the rifle. The small heart of the deer counted 4 in this shoot- 
ing, and the best score of each contestant stood as follows:— 

Rounds Ist, 2d, 8d, 4th. 

W. D. Foulke-...-....-- 344—I6 | BE. L. Zolinski,......-..... aal2— 
L. Thomas.....-..-.:- , --4333—15 | W. L. StudwellL. z B 
H. A. Gildersleeve ...,4334—13 | J. C. Mallery.... : 
J. H. Baker..:...<- 2 8. A: Day..2.....-. atten 3004— 7 
E. W. Whitlock... H. A. Porter B20 
R, C, Van Viiet.. s. Sy Kinginan.. 
G. W. Wingate... A. Buck 
G.N. Whistler ..- A. & Dennis. . EAL: 
BE. U. Shakespeare. - aa aad H. Nichols,-...,,--,.,..--d030— 6 
F, B, Thowpson.. . 4042-10) 8. H. Hubbard .,....-... 0230— 
J. Pitcher Us33— 9 | B. H. Weller .... 
G. B. Dixon 3033— 9 | E. B. Peek... ...., 
J. H, Brown . 2402— 9) J. Dankin ...... 4s 
C. Chilson s2#8— 8] P. J. Lauritzen. ....-_...0000— 0 

Friday, the closing day of the meeting, was given up to long 

range work with small bores. ‘lhe boys in blue had finished their 
work and gone away jubilant or dejected, according to the scores 

shown, and the range was given up to the nondescript costumes 

which riflemen haye to affect on the range. First came the inter- 

State long range—a misnomer, as there aré no Leographical lim- 

itations recognized. The mateh was started in 1877, when the 
Amateur Club. of New York City won with 825 points, the Massa- 

chusetts Rifle Association making 786, the Parthian Club, of Hud- 

son, N. Y,, making 780, the Crescent City Rifle Club, of New Or- 
leans, 7a4, the Hackensack Rifle Ulub, of New Jersey, 752, and the 
Columbia Rifle Club, of Washington, D. O,, 786. Tuo 1878 the 
Mussachusetts team made 845, the Amateur team 836, and the 

Columbia Club team 737. In 1879 ateam trom the New Jersey 
State Rifle Association won with 818, the Amateurs making §10, 
the Massavhusetts Association 405, the Columbia Clib team 803, 
and the Empire Club team 727. It will be seen that the Empire 
team won by their excellent work at 1,000 yanis and againsta 
wind and weather not particularly favorable to high scoring. 
The scores stood :— 

Empire Rifle Club. 

Name, te Z 
a ~.455555555455555—73, 

A Be Clarks .< ~ ess eee "74 O00 --Botonsosoa454—70 210 
44 590500—87 

Dace et ae "14 
R. Rathbone. -:.-- eet ree ose 500. - -Bsb0d455500025—70 + 207 

1,000... .425255533555954—69 
800... 563345545555455—68 ) 3 

SNF Ne PV ED Le wre sfolotiie ote rie clela|ospta art 900... .584555443455055—69 + 200 
1,000, . ABBE Mid 35455—63 

800... .854535334453464— 63 
FL Wishe@rs st casoeebe termes bans Hes Es) UU. 1. | SbAB5SHBABaAoPL TU 196 

1,000. ....253284458555556 — Gs 

Grand total... ..ssc0cce-sseee cess eee J akpnene 5G ne oi Bip 

Tiion Rifie Club, 
ri a ee a ae 

BR Wine Garni a Vey es eter oe Se 900... .68555535555554a — “iss 
1,000. BLASS — Ob 

J. Thistlethwaite,.........-. 6% +6 Ca Aaa {0 
(1,000; -7 4s54s55a453545—t3 

Hs IWe AY HSSsb ye gob edeaee-es moe ne bm 
O00. SB: 
S00... ..545515554455555 71 

R, Omand.....,...— -:.:- -....... + 900).. BasBssn0and4315—64 6197 
1,000... .435545345444543—62 

fATATICALOURLE f. «Sete ov cit cect ede eee wae 25 ye Ee oe 
Amateur Rifle ae 

SspssbisSaABsAS—T! TEASE oe Oe ee 35 spooler bo 
1, 0: s «ASAD 

Ana AAADASAA—BS 
Aw HE GODB. 2. eee ceeeyeeeeeee yo 2 800.2, 4BBRBLASRNE TSS —TI tos 

1,001.2;  RRLIAROL ee Ap 
UO... 44554nA; HDI —T2 

Hy Se wellessie pattie. ea § einem ta 

11553 554-68 
SPT RAST yi ese clean mee 000, . “Folagnenag sees — 68 {189 

1,000... .054559453533055—5a | 

Grand Totaly, Bis ico, d~ sae » ie 795 
Pennsylyania State Rife ie 

af iiss 

TL, THOMAS... 0. cesererseeeseee she re euler erm =5 tao 
a3 
HBSS Fao —T 

B. O, Shakespeare......)....0..00. 4 so erences 198 
i Sp DA 

Winona: =" 0 peer eenere ane 900... 454548354559534 — 
1,000... .024234395441532— re 

| 800, ...AbnA5dtn4ag254 65 
H, Manderson.....,. Te gecesi: ) um cea cai 

1,000, -..83(.384945054253—47 

TAM TOLLS a) ee eNema. fet athlete coma Coes sae Oe On Mee 766 

The wind up match was that for the Wimbledon « cup, that trea- 

sured reminder of a pleasant trip to Wimbledon by Col. Gilder- 

Gleeye and his men in 1875,and a perpetual link of friendship 

between the British and American National Rifie Associations. 
The record of the cup shows it was won by Henry Fulton in 1875 

with 133 points, the folowing year by Isaac L, Allen with 139, 

then by Dudley Selph with 137, then by Frank Hyde with 143 

points, next by CG. H. Laird, with 137, while the contest juat closed 
scored as follows :— 
WM, Farrow :-cis.::-::.::221..1 alee sey resi ay ek an 

T. 
7.5. 
F. 
E, O. ssraeenentnl ul 
Jas. Thistleth wart . - 
A. V. Canfield, Jr .. A es bee , 
ry N; Whistler See beastie eee 8358 F ay 

_ H. Cobb..-.. Pen 519533 Aad. 128 
R. H. Keene...... M4554 4.128 
8. A. Day....-- eee dobsso000000. . 127 
J, W. Todd...._... 1 = £ a “Gaidasigieantsaasaresisee 5,121 
R, Simpson... ---- Saget ae ABS 4 aH: MHS... ZL 
P. J, Gauritzen.._.---.....--2-....- RBS MS 22325 abs oootdaa. 117 
L. T < 44016425454 ptsasas 
D. . - O0SS5SS 445544455115 
Ww. Prectocea i centr jotaiao. 114 
E. HITS HBS HaDsGQWSsSs24. 106 
Thos. “Tam, J. H- Burroughs, H. Fisher, H. A. Buck, H, 8. 

Jewell, J. Habishaw and G. A. Trowbridge retired. 
re 

New Yor« Crry Scauurzen Corps.—The fall shooting festival 
was held by the New York City Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Joho 

F. Gerdes, at West Brighton Beach, Coney Island, Sept. 14th, and 
Wasa grand success. The company started in full force with 
their splendid band, G. Bechman leader, from Pier No.1, North 

River, at 10 o'clock in the morning, accompanied by many friends, 

In the afternoon the corps was visited by the following schuetven 
sorps; Brooklyn (Bf, D.), Capt. Doscher; Brooklyn Independent, 

Capt. Weber; Staten Island, Capt. Bachmann. Capt. Gerdes re— 
ceived them with a few remarks, and agalo showed that he un- 
derstands how to take care of his guests. The members of the 

different committees discharged their duties faithfully and well. 

A delegation from the Jersey Subuetzen Corps, Capt, A. Harde- 
koff, started with the company In the morning. 
The following is the result of the shooting: Out of a possible 

64 points L. Berndt and G, Bruns mude 50, Jos, Luroh 48, J, C. 

Meyor 48, J, Forster 48, W. Raubs 48, C. H. Castenbein 46, Capt. J. 

¥. Gerdes 46, H. Boeduker 45, H. W. Cordts 42, ete,, the two first 

named then had a deciding shot which gave 1410 Mr, Bruns and 
13 to Mr. Berndt. ADOLPH APPEL, 
New York ScHureTzen CoRPS' FALL MEEtTING.—The annual 

fall shooting festival of the New York Schuetzen Corps was held 

at Thompson's Pavilion, Highlands of Navesink, Sept, 14th and 

15th. About 150 members, with Major Geo. Aery in command, 

left New York, Tuesday ‘morning, on the steamer Sea Bird for 

the Highlands. As they jleft the ,whart salutes were fired, and 
the band played a lively airas they steamed down the river. After 

a pleasant sail they arrived at the hotel and were welcomed by 

Mr. Thompson and then marched into dinner. After dinner the 
ladies retired to the bowling alley, where they contested lor the 
prizes offered by the corps, The gentlemen marched to the rifle 

range and commenced the shooting. 
On Tuesday evening, after supper, there was 4 ball,and dancing 

was kept up till early morning. The bowling match kept the 
ladies busy Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning. There 
were 43 prizes. The scores and prizes of 10 of the most expert 

bowlers were as follows: T’o Mrs. Brummerhon, Who made a 
score of 51, a silk parasol; Miss Annie Heiner, 48, an album; Mrs. 

William Lemken, 33, an ivory comband brush; Mrs. Harenbureh, 

87, a jewel case; Mrs, Lippold, 35, ap ebony comb and brush; Mra- 

Rahe, 34, silk umbrella; Mrs. Abelman, al, an ivory- comb and 

brush; Mrs. Huser, 30, a basket and a half dozen silver Knives and 
forks; Mrs. Springmeyer, 3), u toilet basket; Miss Lillie Klein, 29, 
asilk umbrella. Thirty-three [other ladies took belts, reticulés, 

napkin rings, sachels, bird cages, picture frames and gloves. Mrs. 
John H. Huchting, of Hoboken, whose graceful bowliag on both 

days was the theme of general admiration, received a valuable 

nnd handsomely ornamented bird cage. Mrs. Henry Rottman 

won & jewel case. 

Fifty men shot on Tuesday, when it became too dark for the 

rest to shaot, so they shot Wednesday morning. There were 3) 

prizes. The scores of the mon who won the first 16 prizes were as 

follows :— 
William Klein, 4 inches, prize, 2 casks of ale; Philip Klein, 4 

35-16, twenty dollar gold piece; D. Meschendorf, 4, $15; B, Zertler 
61-18, 10 kegslager; A. William Lemcke, 77-18, 8 kegs lager; D. 
Lehmert, 10 5-16, $10 in gold; J. Brumerhof, 11 6-16, $10 m gold; 
William Lemken, 118-18, $10 in currency; George Obrt, 119-16, 

S10in SUrPeneys George Aery, 1111-16, cask of ale; A. K.Schap- 

penburgh, 12 10-16, case of brandy; John H. Meyer, 12 11-16, $10 in 

currency; G. Menken, 182-16, ease of brandy; Henry Evers, 13 

3-16, case of brandy; Wiliwm Hempken, 18 1-16, ove dozen bot- 

tles of Khine Wine, he rest taking prizes of $5 each. 

| J 
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After the corps shoot the judges shot for a handsome medal 

presented by Major Aery, which was won hy Mr. Henry D. Rott- 

mann. The badge presented by FoORMST AND STREAM, for the 

pest shot that had never wen a prize, was wou by the originator 

ofthe corps Ex-Capt, Merman D. Busch. Capt. Busch organized 

the N. Y. Schuetzen Corps in 1857,and spent both time and money 

to make ita permanent orzanization, and most of the erack shots 

of the corps of to-day were taught how to shoot by Capt. Busch. 

The Captain is a good shot, aud the only reason he has neyer wou 

a prize before is because he never shot for one. 

The pio presented by Forest Ayn Srream for the lady who 

caught the most fish in the fishing match could (not be fished for 

owlng to the bad weather; on account of this the committee de- 

¢ided it should be bowled for, each lady beiag allowed three balls. 

The trophy was awarded to Mrs, Hildermun, who achieved a score 

of 22, Mrs. John Suhr, Mrs. Wendt and Mrs, Geo. Ort received 

Smaller prizes, 

The corps left for New York ats P.M, Wednesday, and arrived 

in the olty much the:better for the trip. 

Major Aery and his assistants deserve great credit for the way 

they manaved the festivities, and all wuited in viying three hearty 

cheers for Major Aery and the N. ¥. Schuetzen Corps. 

Nariosan fcrie Cous.—Twenty-third meet.—South Vernon, 

Sept. 7th and 8th.—Weather overcast, wind gusty and yarying 

45 to 90 degs. from the line of fring. 

“Order of the day,# ten-strings at 220 yards, position and rest 

unrestricted, Staudard weight of rifle barrel 15 pounds, excess 

handicapped. <A prize, pro ratd, to each one of the best three of 

each string. A gold medal to wear and sliver medal to keep to 

the best agwrerate of the thres strings. 

Of the 17 competitors we give the respective scores of the win- 

ners, in inches, éth and 16th, measured trom center to center. 

First string—D. A. Brown, Massachusetts, 10 7 0, first prize; 

Joho Williamson, New York, 14 0 0, second prize; H, J. Huntoon, 
Vermont, 15 3 0, third prize. Second string—D. A. Brown, 10.00, 
first prize; J. Williamson, 10 5 0, second prize; W. D. Cratt, New 

York, 11 0 11, third prize, Third etring—O. F. Fletcher, Vermont, 
32 0 7, first prize; D. A. Brown, 12 0 9, second prize; J, N. Mad- 

den, Vermont, 14 5 0, third prize. 
Best aggrezate—D. A. Brown, 33 7 9, medals. ; 

Next mest at same place, last Luesday of August, 1851, J. Wil- 

liaison, President, and N. 8. Brockway, Secretary, reélécted. 

Archery. 
—Addresa all communications to '* Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” - ¢ 
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THE OHIO STATH AROHERY ASSOCIATION. 

SECOND ANNUAL TOURNAMENT. 

HB eecond annual tournament of the Ohio State Archery As- 
sociation took place at the Zotlogical Garden in Gincinnati 

on the 25th, 24th and 27th ult. ‘The following clubs participated, 

Westwood Archery Glub, of Westwood; Sagittarus, of Walnut 

Hills; College Hills, of College Hill; Wayerly Club, of College 
Hill; Highland Archers, of Wyoming; Robin Hood Archers, of 
Dayton; Arden Arches, of Marietta ; Glendale Archery Club, of 

Glendale; Merrie Dowmen of Bt. Clair, of Eaton; Mt, Auburn 
Archery Olib, of Mt. Auburn; Auburn Archers, of Mt. Anburao. 

The Toledo Archery Club, a member of the Association, was 

not present to take pat't in the tournament, but Mr: Smith, one of 

its Members, cinie Upon the grounds just before the shooting 

was over und gave a special prize of five yolumes of Ford's book, 

Seventy-two urchers took part in the tournament—twenty-nine 

ladies and forty-three gentlemen. The record of last year's tour- 
Dament shows that nine clubs took part, with fifty-three mem- 

bers. ‘The interest in archery is looking up in the Buckeye State, 

as is Shown by these figures. It was thought last year that the 

excitement over krchery would be like the transient temper- 
anes moyements which now and then sweep the Ohig Val- 
ley, of only short duration; but it seems now, that its coming 

was more like the dumb ague, whose first appearance in this re- 
gion was recorded slong with John Cleyes Syaimes’ first deeds— 
it came to stay, 
The inereased interest in archery alter one of these public meet- 

ings issusticient evidence of their beneficial effects. However 
badly oné shoots at such a meeting, he comes away 4 better 

archer than he was when he went, Every one seeins benton de- 

tecting 4 beam in some fellow archer’s eye, and is willing to now 

and uben huye a mote extracted from his own. The resultis im- 

proyement on all sides and increased interest in the sport. There 
Were just seventy-two persons, by actual count, who went away 

from the tournament with a fixed and firm determination to take 
a Ghumpionship medal next year. 

The shooting of this year was characterized by an case and cer 

tninty of moyement quite in contrast with last year’s shooting. 

Itis evident that an entire change has taken place in the mode of 

shooting among Ohio archers. At the last tournament everyone 

hadastyleof his own. Some “hunched,” others took “ roun- 
dances; ’’ some swore aloud, others employed those quiet, deep 

andawful forms of profanity used when astranger treads on 
your foot. This year’s shooting wis marked bya quiet moral 

tone, which was relreshing, to say the least, It was the triumph 

of Ford's method of shooting. Eyerybody was trying to shoot 

according to Ford, and it was observable that the best shots were 

following his method, There is now no doubt but that the re- 
publication of Ford’s book will createa complete reyolution in 

archery practice in this State, “It wasa manly act of that To- 
ledo pentleman to republish Ford's book,” remarked a member 

of a rural club during # alight lullin the shooting. (Sixteen footed 

arrows were extracted from the body of the fellow who was 

guilty of the aboye.) 
Tt was evident, as was often remarked during the tournament, 

that something should be done to check the growing habit among 
archers of calling a gold, & bullseye. Anyone who has ever ex- 

amined « bullseye knows that there is not the slightest resem- 

blance between the two, and then the thing is not fairfor the 
bull, for he has no chance of talking back. During the tourna- 

ment a lady member of the Society for the Preyention of Cruelty 

to Animals, oailed me aside and asked me if I wouldn't use my 

influence in trying to stop this slander upon the poor boyine’s 
ocular organ. I assured her that I would qo my best (hence 
this notice), whereupon she gave me a tract entitled, * Straight is 
the gate, an arrow is the way,” and departed. Her idea evidently 

was that ull is not & bullseye that glitters. 
Thad intended, Mr, Editor, when I started ont to give you asa 

kind of dainty relish at this stage of my report, a slight descrip- 
tion of the different frucks worn by the gay dames and sprightly 
maidens Who adorned our archery meeting with their presence, 
andatthe same time touch upon the many-colored garments 
worn by gurmale archers, But I find that life is too short, and 

further, L understand that Mr. Will A. Thompson, who was such 
a welcome guest at our tournament, is going to give you a de- 
geription of our meeting. The wsthetic side of the affair I leave 

to him, knowing that his account will be replete with graceful al- 
jusions and adoYned with the latest metaphors from the shores of 

the Wabash. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

OFFICE OF THE Industrial Bra, | 
ABLBIA, Iowa, May 26th, 1880. § 

To Whom ti May Concern — 
I take pleasure in making the following statement: I have 

been afflicted with a disease of the kidneys for the past two 
years, and have tried numerous remedies with only partial and 
temporary relief, Waruer’s Safe Kidaey and Liver Cure was 
recommended to me, and atter taking it the pain and distress 
left me, and I am to-day féeebug strong and well. I am perfectly 
satistied that Warner's Safe Remedies are the medicines nveded, 
and can cheerfully recommend them to others. G. W.STAMM. 
Thereby certify that I haye been a practicing physician for 

twenty-seven years, and for many chronic cases in my practice 
do resommend Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure. It wis 
Upon my advice that G. W. Stamm, the Editor, obtained this valu- 
able remedy. A. A, RAMSAY, M. D, 

—The Holabird Shovting and Dishing Suite Upthegrove & 
McClellan, sole manufacturers, Valparaiso, Ind, Send for circu- 
lar. “The ‘Holabird Shooting Coat’” the best in the world. 
—Schuyler & Duane haye just received a large importation of 

fine Scott guns, both of the Premier and lower grade. Mr. Win, 
M. Scott, being in the city at present, hus left his own gun with 
the above house for exumination or criticism, 
G—It you want to get good prices for game, and all kinds of 
farm products, write to Ballard, Branch & Co., 112 Broad street, 
New York City. See advertisement. 
—Hobbs’ Patent Wall Tent and Stove, recently used at Creed- 

moor, was highly commended by many of the army ollficers 
and others, The readiness with which one can pack up his 
traps and go into camp, even in cold weather, with perfect 
comfort, has secured for the device the hearty praise of all who 
have used it, See advertisement. 

Cricket. 
ees 

INTERNATIONAL CRICKET, 

UNITED STATES Us, CANADA, 

WENTY long years have sped since the cricketers of Canada 

have crossed the line to meet their American cousins in 
the fleld at Hogland’s national gume, and great have been the 

chanjes in these two decades. Many of those that did battle then 

for their country's fame haye sadly passed away, and the few that 

are lett can do little else but look on, for the game is now courted 

both in America and the Dominion by much younger men, who 

are far better iltted to play the old game in its new way. The 

match was the ninth in the series of these international contests, 
but for the first time in {he annals of cricket it was played under 

the auspices of the two asgociations which control the selection 

of the teams, each in its respective country. The result of this 

new practical test of choive was therefore watched with anxiety 
by those who haye ihe interest of the game at heart, and the ap- 

pearance of two thorvughly representative sides is a matter of 

congratulation to those who have carefully looked into the seeds 
of time and predicted that tha grain would grow. The match 

was arranged to be played on Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 13th 

and 14th, un the grounds of the Germantown Cricket Club at 

Nicetown, Philadelphia, but no provision was made for playing 

the mateh out should the weather prove stormy, This was an 

omission which we trust to see rectified in the future, for itis ex- 

tremely unsatisfactory to allow the conditions of a match of this 

importance to be so drawn up that the probability of a draw may 
eyen enter into theagreement. After traveling 500 miles no side 

wishes to be restricted as to time, and hereafter this mateh should 

be kept going until one team wins and one isbeaten, Rain inter- 
fered with the play on the afternoon of the first day and caused 

two adjournments, As soon, therefore, as C. Newhall settled 
down, the next morning, to his cautious, patient, wary innings, it 

could be seen with half an eye that nothing but a draw would be 

the result, and all interest was lost in the result of the match, 
True, there was an exciting flurry when the wickets of the Cana- 

dians began to tumble in their second innings, but for all that 
there was not time to get rid of eleven men, allowing tor the pre- 
scribed intermission between the fall of each wicket. The man- 

agement of the grounds and the match was in the hands of the 

Executive Commiltes of the Cricketers’ Association of the United 
States, which is composed of the Jollowing gentlemen ;: Messrs. A. 
A. Outerbridge, Chairman; J. Ridgway Moore, John P. Green, 

Lindley Haines and Daniel 8. Newhall. We take pleasure in tes- 
tifying that the arrangements were simply perfect, and the com- 

mittee deserves the highest commendation for their untiring at- 

tention to the wants of the visitors, the publis and the press, The 

wicket, the scene of so many International contests, was much 

deader than it usually plays, and the pitch seemed to cut up more 

than it has done under similar conditions. The out-field was 

grand, And stakes and ropes marked the inner ring. These were 

the boundaries—three runs for under and four for over. 
The attendance was not as large as we expected to see, but it 

was found that 2,700 persons were on the grounds the first day, 
andas many 45 3,000 the second. But although the audience was 

small it was an appreciative one, showing that Philadelphia's 

favorite out-door sport is well understood by the sight seeing 
public,and the timely applause denoting that the ring was well 

up in the fine points of the game. The match from first to last 

was an astonishingly good one, the bowling and felding haying 

the call the first day, and the effective batting taking its turn the 

next, Summarizing the individual play during the whole match, 

we consider that Law showed himself to be the best all-round 

man; C. Newhall certainly performed best at the bat, with Ray a 

good second,and Kessler and Ray must take the palm tor the 

finest fielding at point we bave ever seen in America. Van Rens- 
sllaer wes, a8 healwaysis,at home with the gloyes, and Law's 

work at deep cover point was worth a journey over fo see. OF 

the bowling, the figures in the analysis proye nothing. We con- 

sider Logan the best man that ever came out of Canada, although 

weremember Eberts well. For the United States, C. Newhall 
was by far the most difficult to play when the sun was up, for we 

were not Carried away with the telling performances of Brewster. 

and Law during the closing moments of the match, True, Law 
sent them in at asmacking puce, and Brewster kept well on the 

bails. But the setting sun caused the long shadows of the fine old 

forest trees that stand at the back of theground to slowly creep 

out and spread like an outstretched hand between the wickets. In 
such light we defy any man to play, for as the ball would trayel 

onits way it ran the gauntlet of alternate strips of light and 

shade. Gillean at times bowled grandly, with a peculiar curve in 

the air that must haye made his Yorkersanything but pleasant to 

meet. Ogden showed good promise, but outside of a fine piece of 
head work with Behan, which worked toa charm, D, Newhallwas 

not up to his nsual work. The fields were placed excellently by 

both captains, and Oapt. Kirchhoffer hada good notion of making 

the most of his bowling talent, 

THE GAME. 

In charming weather, at 11 o’clock, the bell was rung to clear 

the grounds, and afew minutes later Capt. George Newhall was 
fortunate.in the choice, and elected to take the Innings, The bowl- 
ing was opened ty Logan (medium round) from the lower end, 

followed by Gillean (fast ronnd) club-house end. ‘T'o Logan's 

bowling the twelve was placed as follows: Blake, at the wicket; 

Smith, straight-drive; Ray, point; Gamble, cover-point; God- 

frey, long-off ; Kirchhoffer, short-leg: Gillean, slip: Ogden, long- 

leg; Behan, on-driyve; Totten, long-slip, and 'lrousdale, long-on. 

To Gillean, Logam took slip: Smith came in to long-stop; Ogden 
to long-off ; Godfrey fell back to long-leg,and Behan to long- 
slip. Although there were frequent changes, these positions were 

adhered toin thisinnings. G.and D. Newhall went first to the 

wickets, and the former bit Logan's third ball to the boundary at 
leg for three, he then got Gillean’s first ball toleg for three, and 

D. Newhall drove him to long-on fora single. On the next ball G. 

Newhall put one to square-leg, which Kirchhoffer accepted—7, 1, 

6. Law joined D. Newhall and the latter played an over-pitched 

ball from Logan on his wicket—7, 2, 1- 
This was a bad beginning for the United States, so Robert New- 

hall, Philadelphia's favorite bat, was sent in to join Law. Gll- 

lean's next over yielded 4 runs, Law cutting him sharply for 1 

and R. Newhall hitting bim to the off for 8. In Logan's next over 

R. Newhall's off stump was removed by a breakbuck—1l, 3,3. R. 

Hargrave partnered Law, who cut Gillean fora single, and the 

last comer slipped him for 2’s. Logan bowled his third mailen— 

he was dead on the spot and bowling magnificent|y—and Gillean, 
after being cutiorasingle by R. Hargrave gave Law’s stumps 

two closeshaves. Logan's fifth over yielded 2 runs, each bats- 

man getting him to jez for asingle. Gillean sent down 4 maiden, 

and R. Hargrave in Logan’s next slipped him ford. Gillean fol- 

lowed with another maiden. Both batsmen were now playing 

steadily, and 4 runs were the result of Logan’s seyenth over. In 

Gillean's seventh oyer each player secured a single, and Ogden 

(fast round) took the ball at Logan'send. Hargrave, after play- 

ing his first two balls, hit the third hard to the boundary, at 

square leg for 8. Gamble (slow round) then took Gillean’s end, 

with the total at 32, but the slows were too much for K. Har- 
greave, for he lifted one to Gilleanat deep long on and retired 

with ascore of 16 made up of three 3's and two 2’a and singles— 

32,4,16. Kessler joined Law only to be clean bowled by Ogden, 

the first ball—32, 5,0. Thayer, the pet of the Merlon Club, came 

next, and almost at once gave Ray at point a one-handed catch 

off the same bowler, which was nicely taken—82, 6,0. Brewster, 

the eighth man, faced the redoubtable Law, who had been de- 

fending his wicket obstinately. Gamble, second over, yielded a 

single to Law, and after he got Ogden to mid-on on & hard block, 

Brewster cut bim splendidly for 2. Ganible’s next over was pro- 

litic of 4 yuns, Law hitting him hard to the on for two 2's, In Og- 

den’s fourth over Brewster placed bim nicely to the on fora sin- 

gle. With the score of 41 Logan took Gamble's end and Brews- 

ter cut his first ball finely for 2 and another for a single. Law 

then added a single on the on, and Brewster snicked him to leg 

fori. Ogden was then driven for two singles, one by each bats- 

man, and Gillean resumed at Logan's end. On the first ball the 

batsman balked on a short run and Law was easily run out. His 

innings of 14 was a most excellent exhibition of sound cricket; It 

was composed of two 2'a and singles, utter astay of over an hour 

atthe bat—49, 7,14. T. Hargrave joined Brewster and at once 

hit Ogden splendidly to leg for J, and Brewster cnt him for 1, 

The first ball from Gillean clean howled ‘Tl. Hargrave—4, 8, 3— 

and Clark joined Brewster, who wis batting both carefully and 

yell. Olark, however, was not destined to improve the disastrous 

look of the innings, for Gillean got in om his lex stump on his 

second ball—at, 9, 0. Charles Newhall was Brewster's fourth part- 
ner, Ogden’s next over was 2 maiden, butin Gillean’s nexta leg- 

bye wasrun off C. Newhall’s legs, and Brewster placed him to the 

off forasingle. Brewster then hit Ogden to the ropes at leg for 

8, and C. Newhall drove him fora single. C. Newhall then brought 

down the house by a hard drive to the off for 4, off Gillean. The 

fielding of the Canadians was superb, particularly at this portion 

of theionings. When #4 runs were np Ogden handed jhe ball to 
Logan, who sent down a maiden to Brewster. C. Newhall then 
drove Gillean to the off for a single, but Brewster on the next, 

ball was bowled off his pad, His score of 15 was beautifully 

made; it contdined one d, three 2's and singles—é65, 10, 15. Van 

Rensellaer joined 0. Newhall and at once cut Logan for 2, it being 

badly fumbled by Gamble. Gillean put down a maiden, and after 

each batsman had cut Logan for a single, Logan beat Van Ken- 
aellner completely and the side was out 70 runs, the innings end- 

ing at 1 o'clock, leaying C, Newhall 4, not out. During this in- 

nings a new and excellent method of calling the overs was intro- 
duced, the official scorer sounding a tap-bell after every five balls 
were bowled. This saved the umpires the trouble of counting 

the balls and made the overs accurate, 
The game was resumed af 1:20 Pu, with Totten and Logan 

at the wickets to do battle for Canada, faced by the bowling 
of ©. Newhall (fast round), club house, and D. Newhall (me- 

dium round), lower end, The following are the positions at 

the start: For GC, A, Newhall, bowling: D. Newhall, short slip 

Thayer, extra mid-off; K. Newhall, third man; T. Hirgraye; 
mid-off; Clark, long slip; Brewster, mid-on; Kessler, point; G. 

Newhall, sbort-lez square; Law, cover point; K, Hargrave, 

draw; Van Renssillear, wicket-keeper. For D, 5. Newhall; C, 

A. Newhall, short slip; Law, long-leg square ; G, Newhall, coyer, 

point; Thayer, short-leg; Clark, behind the bowler; R. Newhall, 
long-on; and R. Hargrave, long-on square—the remuinder of the 

team crossing over. Totten, who is left-handed, drew first blood 

by cutting the fast bowler for a single, andin the next over cul 
DD, Newhall for two 2's, and drove him to the off for 1 (que short 

run). ©, Newhall’s next three overs yielded two runs, and D, 

Newhall sent down three maidens. In C, Newhall’s fifth over 
Totten was manificently caught by Kessler at point on a yery 

hard low hit, a wonderful piece of cricket, and upplaiided to the 

echo—?, 1,6. Smith joined Logan. The score stoud at 4, when 

there wasan adjournment for dinnerat2P.M. On continuing at 

9:45 p.a., ©. Newhall sent down his fifth successive maiden. 
Smith, in D, Newhall’s eighth oyer, hit him cleanly to leg for J, 
put lost his lez stump to a ripper from C. Newhall—#,2, 1. Gam- 

ble joined Logan, and the bowling of the two brothers was dead 

on the spot, § maidens following, Jn D. Newhall’s twelt'th over, 

Gamble got hold of aslow one and sent it spinning to square lee 
for 3, but ©. Newhall avenged his brother by bowling Gamble 

off his legs—18, 3,3. Trousdale was Logan's fourth parmer, Lo- 

gan then hit D. Newhall to deep square leg for i}, but was sharply 
caught behind the wicket by Van Renssallear oi C. Newhall 
on the second ball of the next over—l6, 4,4 Behan, who is 

considered one of the most-likely-to-score bats of the Dominion, 
joined ‘Trousdale, but when the score had been increased to 
20, a violent rainstorm broke over the grounds and put a sud- 
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den stop ft the play. Fortunately the shower lasted but afew | 
minutes, and the game continued. Behan then began to score, 

hitting C, Newhall to lew for 8 and cutting D. Newhall for the 

like fivure. In GC. Newhall's 20th over Behan cut him terrificully 

10 dvép cvyer point, but Law was there and returned the ball 

With lightning speed to Yan Renssallaer, and Trousdale was 
Tun out in attempting the first ron—29, 4, 8. This was one of 

the iinest pieces of flelding ever witnessed on any cricket field, 
Godfrey eatoe next*f and Behan opened his shoulders to an over- 

pitched hall from the fast bowler, and droye him to the grand 

stand for’, Ten more riins were added to the score, when D, 

Newhall sent Behan's leg bail spinning through the air. This 

batsman had assisted with 14, marked by hard cutting and driy- 

ing, Tis score contained three 3's, two 2's and # single—d9, 6 

j4. Wirechhoffer joined Godfrey, and D, Newhall let the matter’ 

olf in the slips—an easy catch. Inspired by this slice of luck, 

Godtvey snicked the fast bowler for 3 oyer slip'’s head and 

ent him ti the ropes for4, Rain again interrupted the play 

at § o'Glock and the match was given up for the day, with the 

score uf 48, of which Godfrey was not out, 13, and Kirehbotfer, 

not out, 1. 
SECOND DAY'S PLAY. 

At 10:30 Aat. the tyyo not outs of the evening before continued 

the Oanadian ionings. Ohe more run was added to the score when 

Law was pul on to baw! vice D. Newhall. Godfrey droye him for 

two nod then Kirchhotfer's off stump foll to 4 shooter from C. 

Noewhall—al, 7,1, Ray followed, agd after Godfrey had eut 

Law lor two, he was finély run out by T. Hargraye—as, 8, 18. 

Oxvden joined Ray and singles became the order of the day 
until the telegraph showed 60, when Law got a rattler in on the 

former's stumps—fil, 9, 4. Blake came next, and Ray monopo- 

lized the bowling, hitting freely to all parts of the field. When 

the score stood ati2 RK. Hargrave relieved C. Newhall, bul the 

runs continwee to come, Ray driving and hitting Law to lex for a 

brace Of 3s. It was notuntil§ more runs had been added that R, 

Hargraye caught Ray at mid-on off D. Newhall, who had re- 
sumed an RK, Hargraye’s end—81, 10,20. Gillean followed, and 

alter securing a couple was caught by G. Newhall; the innings 

closing fora total of 83, thus topping the United States innings 

by 18 ruins. 
At exactly noon the second innings of the United States began 

with ©. Newhall and G. Newhall, opposed by the bowling ol Lo- 

gan (lower end) and Gilleau (club-house end). C, Newhall, the 

not-out of the previous innings, took the first ball, and nearly 

succeeded in running his brother out in the first over. After two 

maidens 0. Newhall opened the ball by driving Logan to the off 

forasingle. Dour maidens followed, the bowling being well on 
and steady play being the order of the day. In Gillean’s fourth 

ovor G, Newhall got him well away off his legs to deep square ler 

fors. Logan sent down another maiden, and G, Newhall put 

Gillean away for 2, but fell to bim 10 the next over—8, 1,2. Law 

partnered GC. Newhall and the stand of the match was made. 

Both batsmen got hold of the bowling and slowly the score ad- 

vanced. At18, Ogden supplanted Logan and the play became 

monotonous, it taking Over hall an hour before the tins showed 

20 up. Gamble now took the ball from Gillean and 12 more ruus 

were added. With thescore at 42 Gillean took Ogden's endand Lo- 
gan succeeded Ganible. When Law had obtained a dozen he gaye 
Blake, the wicket keeper, an opportunity to catch him out of his 

Eround, but the chunce was Dot accepted. The score kept slowly 

ereeping up notil 50 was reached, and then 60, when C. Newhall 

woke up the ring by a dashing drive to the off for 3 off Gillean, and 

Law proyoked a howlof delight by dashing in and driving Lovan to 

the veporter’s stand for 3 and hitting Gillean to the boundary at 

aquare-iex for another triplet. Oden then went on at the lower 

end in Gillean’s place and Law, in trying to lift him to leg, fell a 

yictiin to Helmeken, who was flelding as a substitute for Totten— 

76,2, 35, Au udjournment Was now had for dinner, and the game 

Wis nob resumed until 245 o'clock. HK, §. Newhall then went 

with his brother to the wickets. Ogden finished his over, C. New- 

hall Cutting him for?. In thenext over, R. Newhall bit Gillean’s 

second ball wickedly to mid-on, where Kirchhoffer held it bril- 

Hantly in one hand—7B, 8, 0. Ressler followed and narrowly escaped 

being bowled on his first ball. C. Newhall cut Ogden ford, and 

Gillean sent downs maiden. ©. Newhull placed another in the 

alips,and Kessler snicked Gillean to the cluh-house for 3. When 

the seore had reached 8 Behan (slow round) took Gillean's end 

and started with a maiden, Ogden put down another, and C, 

Newhall placed 1 to leg, which brought up his score to 4). Kess- 

ler then Jilted Behan over the ropes to leg for 4, the longest bit of 

the mateh, and hit. him to deep mid-on for?, he then? put 1 back 

to bowler—03,4, 10. Thayer was CG. Newhall’s fifth vfs-a-vis, and 

he played his first 3 overs carefully, but, without scoring, was 

sharply chught by Blake ut the wicket off Behan—gj, 6, 0. R. Har- 

pruye, the seventh man, joined C. Newhall, who had slowly been 

adding 4 to hisscore. In O~den'snext C. Newhall put a low one 

to Logan at slip, and zetired for the splendid score of 44, made up 
of liVe 8's, Six 2's and singles. He had been nearly three hours at 

the wickets,and throughout had played un exceedingly careful 

innings without giying a chance—$7, 6,44, Brewster filled the 

yucaney and placed Behan to the off for a sivgle, and R, Har- 

uruve got Ugden to lex ford, then Brewster hit Behan to the 

olf for 1, andamong the wildest cheers the telegraph announced 

that the contury bad been reached. H. Hargreayes placed Ogden 

to leg, and Brewster fell to Behan—102, 7,2. D. Newhall joined R, 

Hargreayos, but at onee gave Gamble at coyer-point an easy 

obunce—102, $,0. , Hurgraye paired his brother, and when 10 

runs more had been secured Logan took Ovden’s endand with the 
frst ball got past R. Hargrave's bat—ll2, 9,4. Clark partnered 

T. Hargrave. With the score at 110 Gillean relieved Behan, and 

T, Hargrave cut him through the slipsfor?, Clark droye Gil- 

Jean to the on Lor8 and T, Hargrave kept increasing his score 

by leg hits and drives. 
‘Pho interest in the result of the match was now practically 

gone, as there was not sufficient time left to finish the match, 
Which wust end in a draw, no one eyen thinking how interesting 

the end might be, At 129 Behan resumed at Gillean’s end, aud 

the tlelding became somewhat loose, save with afew exceptions, 

noticeably Kay, who from first to last fielded at point in an ex- 

tremely brillianl way. Runs now came quickly for the tirst time 

in the innings, and at 129 Owden took the ball trom Behan. At 
last the partoerstiiy was broken by ‘L. Hargrave’s lifting one of 

Logan's balls to Gillean, a deep long field, where it was nicely 

judyed and held. His score of 22 contained two 3's, five ?’s and 
sinwles 189—10—22, Van Rensellaer, the last man, joined Clark, 

who made several hard and well-placed drives, and the former 
slashed both bowlers uutl) the score ran Dp to 166, when Gamble 

toolc Oxden, nnd at last the wily Logan gotin on Van Rensallaer's 

stumps aod the jnuings closed tor 163, or a grand total of 238 for 

both innings. Van Hensullacrhad made an eyen dozen nd Olaark 

20, not out, made up of four d's, three 2’s and singles, 
‘At 62d P.M, the Canadians commenced their second Innings in a 

yery uncertain light. ‘hen began one of the most exciting turns 

dn 4 match that hes ever been seen on an American or any other 

ericketdield, Logan and Blake started the patting opposed by 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Law and Brewster (mediiim round). The score of this innings and 
the bowling analysis will tell the story better than it can be de- 

seribed. Three wickets fell without one run being scored, nor 

did the bad luck of the visitors change, for when time was called 
at 5:45 Pm., six good bats were out for a total of seven runs. 

Then the pent up excitement of the crowd, which uow num- 

bered over three thousand, broke loose in the wildest cheers, and 
amid the din, Law, the bowler, was carried off the field on ihe 

shoulders of his friends, Thtis ended the long talked of interna- 

tiona] match in a draw, although if must be said that atils finish 
it was much in fayor of the United States. Armexed is the full 
score — 

UNITED STATES. 
First Innings, Second Innings. 

G. M. Newhall (Young Amer- 
ica), ¢ Kirehhoffer,b Gillean 6 b Gillean,.._......-......-...6. 2 

D.S. Newhal) (Young Amer 
ica), b Logan... --...... .. 1 e Gamble, b Behan... .....--. 0 

5. Law (Merion), rin out.....144 osub,b Ogden..... rs Phe .. 85 
R, S. Newhall (Young A’ 

iex), b Logan.....-..... 3 oc Kirchhoffer, b Gillean....... 0 
K, Hargrave (G 
Jean, b Gamble-.-.,. PD (EY ee Oe Se ee ae 4 

E. Kessler (Staten Islan 
Ogden... ¢ and b Behan... 

J... Thayer, 
Ray, b OUpden é Blake b Behan 

F.B, Brewster ( 
b Gillean. ib Weltaties ees peepee te ete Cj 

H 5 c Gillean b Logan,.........--. oy 
E. W. sd. 

erfea), b Gi NOU een sae te EP iad 30 
A. Newhall (Young Amer-_ 
jea), mot out o,....... __8 eLogan,b Ogden............. 44 

A. Van Renssellacr (Young ‘ 
America), b Gogan.......... moe forsee Ane ced 6 Sac4 2 

Dée-bye 1.2.3 .s062ls se Ak ty 1 Byes4, wides 8.............0.05 vi 

FTO ERI Risto atte ete «fui ole ie tel otrte FD SETA LEY ater ate steleeieettele crete 168 

ALL CANADA. 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

H, Totten (‘Toronto), ec Kess- 
Jer,b CG. A. Newhall........- Ce AMD AT peas bree bet Ae ses ty eee 

O.J. Logan (Port Hope), cVan 
Renssellacr, b C.A. Newhall 6 bLaw ....-.....- Uae Seb Bondoc 0 

D. J. Smith (Ottawa), bO. A. 
ET He Gomes OR MSS aR Fe San. eee oe 0 

R.D. Gamble (Brampton), b 
C.A.Newhall...... aor tee ee 3 ¢Wessler,b Brewster ........ 6 

F. W. Trousdale (Whitby, run 
9 OLY. cee eee eee Sane en tere a On) Rise} in ECC WA LenS ore minty jez! 0 

G. B, Behan (Toronto), b B.S. 

Kirchhoffer (Port Hope), 
Gol Newhall!:::5:.0 02.24 1 

5. Ray (Whitby), ¢c R. Har - : 
frive, b D.S. Newhall....20 tobat............ ---.....- Sthcoar 

E.R. Ogden (Toronto), b Law 4 a 
Pf, Blake (Toronto), not out,. 2 c¢ Kessler, b Brewster.._-...-.. 0 
J. Gillean (London),c G. M. 
Newhall, b D, 8, Newhall... 2 to batc...........ces cee este — 

Lég-bye 1, Wides?...-..-..+... 3 to bat,:...2.._. We ery peed eee — 

Wert Sawn s EPPA AAS AAR Bode 83 Step Thas AS Bea ot Sb moc tga44 ay 

RUNS AT THE FALL OF EXUH WICKET. 

UNITED STATES, 

First innings, .,-..-. «. G @ il 82 32 ®@ 49 Bt 54 65 TO—70 
Second Innings......... 8 76 78 93 97 47 102 102 112 139 168—163 

ALT OANADA. 

First innings,..........7 9 18 16 29 39 51 53 60 81 &3—S3 
Second innings........ 0 0 0 0 6 6 =—=—--— Ff 

Hachting and Canoeing. 
a 

NEW YORK YACHT CLUB. 

BENNETT CUPS, THURSDAY, SEPT. 16TH, 

it will not do to look a gift horse in the mouth, and so 
we suppose no one will feel inclined to cayil at the 

generous donor of the two $500 cups sailed for by yachts 
of the club last Thursday, even if he did, for some ulter- 
ior purpose, attach the peculiar condition of ‘* no time 
allowance” to the rules governing the match. Time, we 
take it, is granted to effect some sort of equity among 
yachts varying in size. At best it is only a rough ap- 
proximation, but to sail without amy time ab all isso 
thoroughly ‘‘scrubby” that a race must lose much, if 
not all, of its value in consequence. This is exactly 
what happened on Thursday, for the cup went to the 
wrong boat and a victory has been recorded for Gracie, 
when, as a matter of fact, the honors of the day belong 
in common equity to Mischief. The former takes the 
cup and is hailed as victress, buf the fatter deserves the 
credit. This is turning matters ‘‘topsy turvy ” so effec- 
tually that the match will produce one beneticial result, 
inasmuch as itis not likely that another will be sailed 
under similar conditions, We cannot understand how an 
owner, taking pride in the record of his craft, can be 
again induced to sail under such a killing handicap. The 
match was open to schooners and sloops, and brought out 
a fine array of flyers, 8 cracks of the two stick persua- 
sion and equal number of the ‘‘lubber’s rig.” ‘The 
committee buat, with a representative of FOREST AND 
STREAM, went over the course, and a most exciting and 
close race was wilnessed all day, but there was so little 
windward work in the steady northwest wind that it be- 
came largely a matter of running, affording a fine op- 
portunity of seeing what a remarkable success Mischief 
is as an ‘all round” boat. ‘To windward she has estab- 
lished a reputation as second to nothing that floats, and 
this day she romped along at a speed which, considering 
her dimensions, was a veritable ‘‘ eye-opener” to those 
who lack faith in the stylish iron crack. In short, she 
beat everything, including Gracie and Tidal Wave, had a 
just allowance of time been granted. ; 
As before stated, the cup for sloops went to Gracie, 

some 12ft. longer, while among the schooners the sharp- 
nosed Tidal, with a vast amount of nautical talent 
aboard, from Capt, ‘‘ Joe” Elsworth down, hada close 
thing of it with Phantom and gave Clytie the slip. 
Fanny was in cruising trim, with the conventional dirty 
buttom belonging to that condition of life, and without 
kites found herself in too good company, though the 
weather was ‘‘ hers” exactly, The usual slip-shod start, 
willl a margin of ten minutes to wake up, was carried 
out, Clytie going across first, Mischief, Phantom, Tidal 
Wave, Gracié and Fanny following at short interyils, 
the latter being unable to make up her mind in Jess thay, 
12m,, hereby being handicapped with 2m. beside her 
other troubles. It was a stern chase for her all day. At 
the Spit Clytie led, Tidal second, Phantom third, then 
Mischief, Gracie and Fanny. Mischief ran up on the 
leaders, and went vut to the lighiship in good company. 
This mark was hauled around by Tidal im ih, 14m, 85,; 
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Mischief, 1h, 14m. 26s. ; Clytie, 1h. 14m, dfs, ; Gracie, 1h, 
16m, 10s.; Phantom, th. 6m, 48s,, and Fanny ih. 24m. 
16s. They all went in to the Jersey beach, and a single 
hitch took them around the Hobdk, when it was plain 
sailing home, As the times show, the finish was exceed- 
ingly close, and a fine race was brought to a close, the 
only objection to it hemg the jubberly style of start and 
the want of allowance for tonnage :— 

SCHOONERS. - Tome 
Leneth. — Starts Finish. of finish 

Wame and @wner. Ft. In. -M.5. H.M.S. H. M8. 
‘Nidal Wave. Daniel Cook.....11903 210641 8 ata2 426 11 
Phantom, H. S. Hoyey, --.--100 0: S35 4) 428 11 
Clytie, A. P. Stokes.......... 33708 +84 17 

Gracie, Jos. P. Barle,.....-... 7910 10022 33228 4 23°07 
Fanny, Henry Bryan 7£00 111000 nottimed. 
Mischief, J. KR. Bust. 6705 «10415 «68 8215) = 4 88 
rr 

EASTERN YACHT CLUB, 

MARBLEHEAD, SEPT, 14TH. 

A SWEEPSTAKHSrace for the first class sloops of the club was 
siiled on the 14th inst. and proyed to be one of the most ex- 

citing ever sailed in Boston waters. The collrse was the elub 
course, from Marblehead Rock, leaving Halfway Rock and Hard- 
ing’s Buoy on starboard, Graves’ Fog Buoy on port, Beg Hook on 
Starboard, Piz Rocks on port and t) starting poiny. The follow- 
ing yachts entered :— 

Sailing | Madcap, W, CG. Oabot - —.. 44.79 
Length, | Hesper, Wm. H. Forbes... 48.64 

Fr. | Wayward, J. W. Wheel- 
Actiye, 0. P. Horton....... 53.46 eH CMT AMN a Age - Co al 44,81 
Addie Y.M. K, Abbott.... #247 | Enterprise, F. B. Peabody. 45.98 
Ana, A. Hemmenway.... 59.65 | ; 

The Commodore haying placed the flagship Rebecca at the dis- 
posal of the Regatta Committee, ran close to Marblehead and 
dropped anchor off the club-house Monday evening. ‘The Active, 
Viva, Addie, Wayward, Edith, Vil, Idler, Hermes, Tempest, Hu- 
terprise, Hesper and others ran close to the same anchorage. In 
the evening the Commodore gaye 4 reception on board the flag- 
ship, while fireworks were displayed from the Kehecca and shore, 
The morning of the 14th Opened with a strong north by east 

wind, cloudy, thick and with a pouring rain, the sea outside al- 
ready getting up rapidly, as it had been bliwing hard all night. 
Annaand Madeap ran over from Beverly, and all hands made 
ready for a wet time, sending cabin furniture and spare dunnage 
ashore. The Rebecca ran cut and anchored off Marblehead Rock, 
tiring the preparatory gun at 11:17, and the starting gun al 11:27. 
The yachts got away in thefollowing order: Addie V., Ub. $lm. 
H0s.; Active, Llh, 31m, 45s.; Hesper, 11h. 32m. i03_; Hnterprise, lh, 
33m. 18s.; Wayward, 11h. 86m. 558.; Madcap, 11b, 387m. 55.; Anna, 
llh. 38m. 245. Anna, Wayward and Madcap are sloop rigged; 
Addie has a foresail, being rigyed like the Gracie,of New York; 
Active, Hesperand Hoterprise are cutter-rigzed. Madcap started 
under jib, single reeted mainsail and large topsail. Wayward, 
Hesper, Anna and Active under lower sails, while Boterprise cur- 
ried a squareé-headed topsail, and Addie was content with a work- 
jing topsail, Therun to Halfway Rock was madein quick time ; 
the boats having set all they could drag, and being followed by 
Viva, Tempest, Meta, Dream, Romanceand others notin the race. 
The rock was rounded in the same order, Addie gaining on the 
tieet, while Enterprise seemed to be coming up a littleon Hesper 
and Active. Aiter rounding the wind was over Lhe stern; Ad- 
die set jibtopsail, Way ward, Anna, Active and Hesper galltopsail, 
while Enterprise boomed out her spinaker, The wind wus now 
increasing and thesea rising as the boats got out from the land. 
Hoterprise’s spinaker was, pulling tremendously, seeming to litt 
Hts along, and to all appearances she hada yery good chanue for 
rst place. 
But the result proved that a race is never won till it is over, for 

some three milés out her mast snapped off some 24 feet above the 
deck, aud the whole wreck pitched oyer her bows Into the sen, 
Fortunately no one was hurt, but the plucky little boat was ont 
uf the race, Viva and other vessels rao down to her. but she 
quickly got up 4 jury rig and ran up to Boston with a free wintl. 
Madcap now found she had all she wanted. Her topsail ind bir 
Jib came down, and A storm jib was set. Soon alter this she pave 
up the race und headed for Boston, Wayward followme her ex- 
ample shortly afterwards. 
Addie was now along way ahead, and nearly down to the Hard- 

ings, She tookin topsail and tried to hotise her topiinst, but 
for some reason it would not come down wndshe hauled on the 
wind for a long beat to Bee Rock #euinst a yery heavy wind and 
sea, As the others neared the Hardings they all hardened down 
two reefs in their mainsails, and housed topmasts, and Anna took 
the bonnet off her jib, Active rounded second, then Hesper, and 
Anna bringing up the rear. ; . 
The beat to Ege Rock was yery severe, but as the wind was 

rapidly increasing, Addie, who bad a lead of 35 minutes wt the 
Kocks, fared better than the others. Her superior length toli, 
She rode the seas more easily than the rest, and rounded the Rock 
about35. Under lower sails, her mast baving been cul dow, 
she was justable to drag them along, but once or twice she was 
pHoced way down and had to spill the wind to come out ot ft 
safely 
From the Rock to the Pigs she laid her course and ran fast; 

from bere she had a dead beat, and ufter throwing away some II) 
| minutes by a mistake as to location of finishing line, she crossed 
at4:42:20, Active was second at Erg Rock; she, aswell us Hes. 
per, having to take in their jibs several times on the beat up. Av 
tive rounded the Kock 35 minutes after Addie, hayiny her jib set, 
iimd just as she passed it was knocked almost on her beam ends, 
The wind was now Llowing a gale,und she got another koock 
down and again luited out of it without shortening sail, Otf the 
Pigs, however, she was compulled to take jn ber jib. As the bout 
was jumping bowsprit under it was no easy matter fo turk the 
sail, and unfortunately one of the hands was washed otf the how- 
sprit. The excellent rule of having life preseryers immbdiately 
ut hand was, however, enforced ou the Active, and a couple were 
alLonce thrown where the man was expected tocomeup, On 
reaching the surface hé swam to one of them, and after a delay 
of 12 minutes was picked up in an exhausted fondition. Lud the 
life preseryers been, as they too often are, stowed away in some 
unbandy place, the chance of saying him would have been small, 
After this delay Active again went on her course, bul otf Tin- 

ker's Island carried away her foresailsheets and had to shilt iia 
sail for hes jib. In the meantime Hesper was rapidly picking up 
on Active, She rounded Eee Rock some 15 or 20 minutes after 
her, but seemed to carry her sail better. Active finally crossed 
the line at 6:24:32, and Mesper at 6:23:45. P y 
In the meantime the little Annie was pluckily pounding away 

over the course, ¢etting more wind and sea than uny of the 
others. She rounded Beg Rock some 25 minutes alter Hesjor, 
jumping her bowsprit Into thesewand getting four kuockdowts 
in close succession. 
Half way to the Pigs she lowered her jib and bobbed it, the 

men working on the sail getting thoroughly sualed, Under this 
sail she mide little headway, vnd alter an hour or so uguin set hee 
fib, and tinally crossed the line after dark. The judges did not 
want to time her, as she hud no chance forthe prize. Following 
is the summary :— 

Actual Corrected 
Name, Time. ‘ime. 

HM. 35. 
SP CLIT EHIW cate el cesetees}coeictonele nfe beciel ately. # tbat fh 10 39 
Hesper.... 5 44 Ob 
ACUIVE...,.. ...04-- a 45 7 
Addie took the purse. Hesper saved her entrance, but ber 

owner refused to ayail himself of Active’s misfortune, und 
turned over second money tothe latter, 
The ruce conclusively showed the superiority of the double 

jib over the old-fyshioned large sall im any sort of a wind and 
sea, . SKIPPIR, 

_— $< _— 

#5; keels, Mary $15 and Nonpareil $10, GAP. 

~ 
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DAuswers to Correspondents. 
——<>—— 

E="No notice taken of Anonymous Comma«unications. 

G. C. P., Rye, N. ¥.—See our advertising columns. Al! dealers 
have second-hand guns. 

L. B., Brooklyn, E. D.—Robins may be shot in this State during 

the months of October, November and December. 

_ Huwunt.—Mr. Ff. M. Wheeler is master of the Essex County Hunt. 

"You can address him at Montclair, Essex County, N. J. 

| G.A.F., Canandaigua, N. ¥.—Inclosed please find sample of 

#rain which we suppose to be wild rice. Can you tell usif itis 

guch? Ans, Yes. 

G. F. H., White Sulphur Springs.—Letter muiled to you at the 

springs. Address “Gordon,” this office, and your letter will be 

forwirded to advertiser. 
Sussortper, Cincinnati, Ohio.—1. Does the new “Greener” Trap 

or Club Gun have rebounding locks or not? 2. Can either 
metal or paper shells be used init? Ans. 1. Rebounding locks. 2. 

_ ‘Hither. 
W. P. B., Lyon, Mass.—For close shooting at forty yards which 

gun will prove best, a 32in. 16-gauge, or a 30in. 10-gauge. Both 

f@uns to be open (not choked) und use one ounce of shot (No.5 or 
8). Ans. The 16-bore gun will shoot closest if everything is 
equal. 

E. F. H., Jersey City, N. J—1. What weight bore and length of 

barrels would you advise fora generalgun? 2%. Do you consider 

the —— gun agood one? 3.-What is the lowest figure Lean get 

“agun for that will do good work? Aus. 1. Eight pounds, 10-gauge, 

Blin. 2. Yes. 3. About fifty dollars will procure you a safe gun, 

HAtt, Syracuse, N. Y.—What size of a gun would you advise 
One purchasing for general shooting—l0, or 12-bore. I want a gun 
that I can shootin trap and field andduck? Some say a 10 and 

others 12. Please adyise. Ans. [tis much a matter of fancy. We 
would recommend No.10. The firm you mention stand well with 

the trade. 
C., Kent County,N. ¥.—I wish to send a dozen live quail to Eng- 

land. Will you kindly inform me bow I am to proceed, and what 

the probable cost will be? If you cannot give the desired infor- 

mation, could you instruct me who to write to that could do so? 

Ans. Write to E. B. Goldsmith, 458 Wall street, New York. He 
will give you all information desired, 

8. L. A., Sacond.—The worms you described are pin worms. Th- 
jections of salt and water will do good, but we suggest that you 

give injections of turpentine, small dessertspoonful mixed with 
warm milk. This willrid her of the worms, which probably cause 

& sympathetic irritation of the bladder, and will prevent the 

trouble of her frequent desire to pass water. 

T. J.D., Alabama.—I have a mare that is gun-shy and as she is 

almost perfect in every other respect, can you suggest a remedy 

for her fault? Ans, In some cavalry regiments the feeding time 

is denoted by the firing of a pistole This soon changes a young 

horse's dread of the report into eager, joyous expectation. It is 

the visible animation of the old horses that so quickly reconciles 

the cavalry colt to the sound of the “feeding pistol.” Fear and 

joy are feelings get more contagious in animals thanin man. 

We can suggest no better mode of training. 

C. M, 8., Dunbarton, N,H.—1. Can yo tell me whereI can get a 

pair of 8-bore barrels? I -wish to get the barrels, locks and action 
fitted together, but not finished. Ican get 12 and 16-bore in Bos- 

ton, but cannot find a pair of 8s. Would not an 8-bore give better 

pattern at long range than a 10, both being chokedalike? Ans, 1. 

It is doubtful if yon can geta pair without ordering them. We 

do not know of a pairin the city. 2%. No better pattern. 

J. K., New York City.—I have a pointer that has been sick for 
along time; not knowing his disease until I discovered he had 

passeda part ofa tape worm. Please advisea remedy. Ans. As 

the age of your dog is not given itis impossible to prescribe ex— 

act quantity, but if you willstarve your dog twenty-four hours, 

then give from ten to thirty drops of oil of male fern, repeat dose 

half hour later, and follow with caster oil, you will, in all proba- 

bility, produce the desired result. 

J. W., Pittsburg, Pa—tI have an Irish setter dog, one year old. 
He is strong, lively and has a moderate appetite, nose cool and 

moist and pulse good. Have fed cooked meat with some vegeta- 

ples. At times he draws himself in about the kidneys and seems 

in pain, so much s0 that he howls; bas had diarrhea, hut is over 

it and is somewhat costive now. Please prescribe for him. Ans. 

Your dog has oceasional fits of colic. When the symptoms appear 

give dessertspoonful of castor oil with half teaspoonful of laud- 

anum, Exercise in moderation and the food you haye been feed- 

ing will bring your dog around in time, 

Many answers deferred until next week. 
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Terms: 
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Advertisements. 

Tnside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line; outside page, 40 
cents. Special rates for three, six and twelve months. Reading 
notices on editorial pages, 50 cents per line—eight words to the 
line, and twelve lines to one inch, 
Advertisements should be sent in by the Saturday of each week 

previous to the issue in which they are to be inserted. Wecan- 
not receive new advertisements, nor alter standing advertise- 
ments later than Tuesday morning, 

Correspondence, 

Communications intended for publication must be accompanied 
with the name of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but 
asa guaranty of good faith. Anonymous letters will receive no 
attention. 

Secretaries of Clubsand Associations are invited to fayor us with 
reports of their movements and transactions, and sportsmen and 
naturalists are urged to contribute to our columns their experi- 
ences and observations. 

Address. 

All communications, ‘of whatever nature, relating to the busi- 
ness or editorial departments of this paper must be directed simply 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 

New York City, N. ¥. 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KEEP’s PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 
finished. 

KEEP’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP'S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KBEP’S JEW ELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KBEP’s NECK WEAR, latest novelties, 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas. 

ure, 6 for $10. 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
KEBP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLHEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 

__KEB P'S SHIRTS. ; 
KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of | 

& 

<< eee REVERSED WINGED the Union, at KHHP’S risk. 
j 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory 

Samples and Circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. Y¥. 

Small to medium Trout, reversed wings 
Large Maine s¢ 3 te 
Small Black Bass, 
Large Ge 4a) 

ce 

as rol 

af ee 

ee fe 

per dozen extra. 

trolling on double gut - - See 5 

Any of the above flies tied with jungle cock shoulders and golden pheasant crest tails at 50cts. 

Salmon flies according to pattern, é 

‘The celebrated | “ Corduroy ** (silver or gold) trout and bass flies, $8 00 per dozen, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Highest Quality Flies. 

$1 50. Per Doz, 
200. | 4 
2 00 
8 00 

- 4 00 

its eé 

ee ac 

ee “6 

$3 00 to $6 OO Per doz. 

- given per dozen; 
our flies are tied 

‘We have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tie any pattern to order, 
we do not sell less than one dozen, but will give any assortment in the dozen. 

on our celebrated Spring Steel Sproat Hooks, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

Prices are 
All 

Sov Sve, Miscellaneous Advertisements. 

ARCHER'S DRAW AND LOOSE” 
IVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION.— 

A HANDLE makes the DRAW much 

Wild Rice Seed for 8S 
$2 00 PER BUSHEL, me / Experienced Sportsmen 

J» STEVENS & CQ,’S 
HAIR TRIGGER to loose instantly and smooth- 

. The RELIEE TO THE FINGERS and the 
HASH OF DRAW gives ACCURACY TO THE 
AIM. Liberal Discount to Clubs of Six or 
More. Send for circular. Address 
S.E, FRH NCH, Park Avenue Hotel, N. Y. City 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING ROD 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Maass., 

aan Fingers never touch the string. A 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip 

German silyer mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 
price-list. tf. 

TRY TELrEmM. 

Diving decoys ander improved explosive 
farget balls. Samples of either sent postpaid for 
dollar, Cireulars free. 

Fi DIVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N. Y. 

THE HOBB’S 
Patent Tent and Stove 
iB one to £0 into camp at any 

time with perfect comfort. Nothing is 
Added to the bulk of the ordinary tent and poles, 
except a stove, weighing § lbs,, easily carried by 
hand, instantly set up, and as readily taken 
down. No stovepipe to be adjusted, and no 
danger of burning the tent. The stove and 
fixtures are readily applied to any tent. Send 
for circular and reduced price list. M. A 

] PERCY, Plattsburg, N.aY. 
ee 

CHA’S GILCHRIST, 

Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario. 

SEED for sale. $3 per 
WILD RIC bushel. Supply limited. 

R. VALENTINE, Janesyile, Wis, 

UN FOR SALE.—A NEW W. W. 
GREENER, treble wedge fast, top snap. 

der bore, Ti lbs.,2% in. drop 3 14} stock; patent 
forestock—a beautifully finished and excellent 
shooting gun, ata sacrifice, and for no fault. Ad- 
dress M, P. MCKOON, Franklin, N. Y. 

ATTENTION, DUCKERS! 
OR SALE—THAT LARGH FRAME 
HOTEL, formerly kept by STONE & BAL- 

LANCE, with about twenty rooms and store 
attuched; nearly new, situated within a few 
hundred yards of Yan Sluck'’s Landing, Curri- 
tuck county, N. C,, whichis but half a day's trip 
by steamer from Norfolk, and in close proximity 
to the famous ducking marshes of that section, 
so well known to all the sporting clubs of 
the North. This property cost about thirty- 
five hundred dollars, ($3,500) but will be sold 
very low. Apply to 

M. L. T. DAVIS & C0, 
Norfolk, Va., 

Sept 16-1, Agents for creditors of W.C, Stone. 

FOR SALE, 
An Barthiy Paradise. 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayli,éu 

OR EXCHANGEH.—An &-gauge, 3Linch bar- 
rel, 12/-pounds W. & GC. Scott & Son breech- 

loader, with leather case, loading implements, 
75 brass shells, 7 duck decoys, Will exchange 
for a7 or 7+ pound gun, reliable maker. Address 

‘A, | L. C., Lock Box 516, Poughkeepsie post office, 
N.Y: Septlé-2t 

| Suit,” 
extension rib, pistol grip, 12 gauge, .28in. cyln-| that is made; 

Buy their Shooting Suits of G. 

: Simmons& Son, (Oak Hall, 

Boston), who are the makers of 

the Prize medal Boston Shooting 

which is the very best 

never tears, or 

rips--has its seams sewed with 

silk and linen--and its buttons so 

securely fastened they never 

come off. If any one wants the 

proper outfit let him send to 

G. W, Simmons & Son, 
OAK HALL, 

82 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

BALLARD, BRANCH & CO,, 
112 Broad Street, Cor. Water, 

NEW YORK. 

Froduce Commissign Merchants, | 
Dealers in 

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, 

Apples, Beans, Hops, Poultry, Corn, Barley 
Wheat, Wool, Beeswax, Honey, Tallow, AGA. : 
Lambs, Venison, Mutton, Wild Game, 
Dried Fruits, Potatoes, Sweet, Po- 

tatoes, Cider “Vinegar, urs, 
Rags, Onions, Tobacco, B 

Wheat, Hte., Ete. 
—:0;— 

SEND FOR PRICES, 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

Twist. Laminated Extra. 
$25.00 $40.00 $45 00 

, SINGLE GUNS. 
Plain. Twist. Laminated. 
$12.50 $15.50 $17.00 

RIFLES. 
r 24in. 26in. 28in. 

go CANDEM We oeaus)s pong anes ssa eO $22 $24. 
82, 38, 44 ealiber _..,_-.......-. 20 2 Be 
Extra for globe sights and varnished stock, $3. 

HUNTER’S PET RIFLES. 

. Win. 20in. 22in. 24in. 
22, 32, B8and 44 caliber. $13 $19 $20 $21 

POCKET RIFLES. 
; m. Zin. Win. Win. 

22, 32 caliber..:..-. $I2.25 $13.25 $15 $16.50 
: GALLERY PISTOLS. 

Light Heavy, 
$20.00 $22.00 

THE WORLD, when sold at such moderate 
prices, will force their way into favor without 
the aid of elaborate puffing or paid shooters. 
Send for ilmstrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
106 Chambers Street, NW. Y,, 

DEALER IN 

Irure—Arms, Ammunition, and att 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

evens & Co.'s Celebrated Arms, 
in ’ WARREN, Conn. Sept. 11th, 1877. 

J, Stevens & Co..— 
GENTLEMEN ;—The little 38 caliber rifle yousent 

me on the 5th inst, isall right in every respect. 
In a trial here last Saturday on our 500 yard range 
Tused it against the Wesson, Maynard, Henry, 
Sha rp and Remington, and five of the Billings 
and four of the Williams muzzle loaders. and did 
oot have to take the second place for any of 
thenl, although I was tied by one which has here- 
tofore been the * boss.’ Yours truly, 

H.rW, LYFERD, 
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FENER’SBREECH-LOADERS, - 
NOW IN STOCK, a full line of every grade, from his is Fi 

a8 you want and GET OUK QUOTATIONS. Hentember we will Bew-Se5 Sun AE CR Ma Cage Te Some EXTRA BARGAINS in FINE SECOND HAND GUNS now in stock— 
hammers. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUR 

(STESDE, Fo Ge 
68 FIRTH AVENUE, 

‘Pittsburgh, Pa. 

} SS 

aw eS 

" : 1 It will pay you to send us a memorandum of such a gun 
4 gun subject to inspection and trial on receipt of remittance sufficient to 
three Scott Premier quality, two Westley Richards, two Williams & Powell,two W. W. Greener, ona Dougall—all with 

ay express charges to your place and return. 

Ghe Hennel. 

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, 
{OR SALE—THE FOLLOWING PUPS, 

whelped July 23d, 1880 :— 
Sensation ex Whiskey, one black and white 

dog, three liver and white dogs, three lemon and 
white bitches, one liver and white bitch. Prices 
arom $25 Decale 
_Also one liver and white dog, whelped July 23d 

1880, out of May by Scusathont: Price $35. > } 
Also May, liver and white bitch, litter sister to 

champion Psyche. Price $100. 
SECRETARY W. K. C., 205 Broadway. 

Room 31. Sept.23,tf. 

Fo SALE AT A BARGAIN.—Two red 
trish setter pups, both bitches, four months 

old, by champion Hlcho, out of my red Irish set- 
ler Elsie, Pedigree, price, ete. Address T. P. 
MONTGOMEKY,7 South Third étreet, Hurria- 
bury, Pa. Sept.23, Lt 

(OR SALE—CHBEAP.—A fine litter of 
cocker spaniels ; imported stock; color liver 

and white ; very handsomely marked. CHAS. 
DENISON, Hartford, Conn. Sept.23,1t 

y OR SALE.—A fine red Irish dog, one 
and a halt years old; sire, imported Elcho ; 

dam, imported Stella; in colora rich dark red; 
beautifully feathered. Price $35. CHAS. DEN- 
I8WN, Hurtford, Conn, Sept.28,1t 

{OR SALE—CHEAP.—Some yery fine 
red Irish setters; imported stock. CHAS. 

DENISON, Hartford, Conn. Sept.23,1t 

{OR SALE—Royce ; whelped March 
bth, 1879, out ef Roy and Nell, Roy out of 

a pair of dogs imported by D. M. Boyd, Nell out 
ol the celebrated dogs Pilot and Doll. Address 

. kK. H., in care of W. H. BOND, York, Pa. 
; Sept. 23,2t 

OR SALE CHEAP.—Beautifully 

Q 

Sept.23,1t 

OR SALE.—Fifteen Foxhounds, first- 
prize stock, the tinest and best, Address, 

with stamp, L. M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. 
r Sept.23, tt 

(eee ELCHO-ROSE. — Gentle- 
men desiring Ivish setters, winners in the 

field or on tue bench Jike Raleigh, Elcho III., 
Sysen, Lady Clare, Mey, ete,, will please address, 
as below, for u few splendid puppies of the above 
siock, For price anda full history of the trace, 
address owner of ELCHO, Claremont, N. H. 

OR SALE,—3 English pointer pups, 10 
weeksold. Address box 90, Apollo, Arm- 

strong county, Pa. Sept 23-1t 

A Grand Chance. 
OR SALE.—By champion Elcho, ex- 
champion Wire-Nly, a dog pup one year old ; 

large, strong, and very handsome; ready to 
break this fall. Address H. W. GAUSH, 
Sept 23-3t Wilmington, Del. 
ee 

OR SALE,—A thoroughbred pointer 
dog, answering to the name of Rover ; price 

75. Liver color,allto one white stripe under 
chin and breast; well-trained on partridge and 
woodcock, and all kinds of game; also, will re- 
trieve on water. Age, twoyears. Also. 4 fox- 
houndslut, well-trained on rabbits. Price $10, 

OSEPH LEWIS, 
Sept 23-1t Apollo, Armstrong county, Pa, 

ACHINE KENNELS—Fiirt IL, (allliver 
color), litter sister to champion Cora, for 

sa e—vwell yard-broken, handsome, intelligent, 17 
wouths old. Price $40. Puppies fram Canada in 
afew weeks, GEO. D, MACDOUGALL, P. 0. 
Box 4,88, New York city. Sep23,tf 

no. EXCHANGE, — Beautiful young 
pointer bitch Lass, by champion Seaford ex 

Dawn (Champion Bow-Munson’s Queen), for 
sQmetbing as good. Sensation stock preferred, 

Address 5. W. PAUL. 
Sepes,1t St. Louis, Mo. 
ET 

Fok SALE—My setter dog, Tip, for 
which I gave in exchange to Mr. W, H. 

Wheeler, of Millbury, Mass., a good, nearly new, 
$15 Parker breech-loader. Price of dog, 8 cents, 
boxed and forwarded on receipt of price. JAMHS 
WIGHT, Rockland, Maine. 2 

REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 

KEENE’S PATENT, 

P. O, BOX 3,994. 

iS = 

ei 
Simplest, Most Efficient, 

U.S. Governmentin the Navy and Frontier Service. 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 
Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade 

Only. Sendfor Catalogue and Price-Lists. 

Indestructible, Adopted by the 
10 Shots, .45 

Prices: Carbines, $22 

AGENTS FOR CARD’S NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 
Howard's Steel Head Shells--Quality guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 

Or W. RK, SCHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston. 

HAS FINER BARRELS, 
THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Toany other Gun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Unsurpassed. 
Lista furnished on application, 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or THos. L. GoLcHER, 

116 Girard ave., Phila- 

The Heuvel. 

ational American Kennel Club, 
SECRETARY’s Orrice, No. 61 Broad St., | 

New York, Sept. Ist, 1880. | 

Field Trials of 1880, 
FOK 

SETTERS AND POINTERS, 
AT FARMS OF COLONEL A. G. SLOO, 

Near Vincennes, Id. 

COMMENCING MONDAY, NOV. JhrA, 1880, 

Nov. 15th, Derby Stakes—For puppies born on 
and after April Ist, 1879.—Closed with 118 Bn- 
tries, $5 forfeit; $10 additional for starters; $300 
added money—$l40 to First; $100 to Second; 
$50 to Third, with forfeit money divided to 
winners in ratio with added money. 

Nov. 16th, Free For All Stokes, $600—$250 to 
First; $150 to Second; $100 to Third; $10 
forfeit; $15 additional for starters; to close 
Noy. 15th, 1880, at 8 o’clock, P.M. 

Nov. ith. Brace Stakes, $250—$150 to First; 
75 to Second; $25 to Third; $10 forfeit; 515 

additional for starters; to close Nov. 15th, 1880, 
at 8 o'clock, P.M. 

JupGxs,—Capt. Patrick Henry, of Clarksville, 
Tenn.; Theo. Morford, Esq.,\of Newton, N. J.; 
D. C. Burgundthal, Esq., of Indianwpolis, Ind. 

CHARLES H. RAYMOND, President. 

CHaAs. De Ronas, Secretary. 

Orricers.—C, H. Raymond, President, New 
York; Luther Adams, ist Vice-President, Bos- 
ton; Harry Bishop, 2d Vice-President, Louisville, 
Ky.; Chas. D. Rongé, Secretary, New York; 
Theo. Morford, Zreasirer, Newton, N. J. 

EXECUTLVE COMMITTEE.—J.H, Dew, Chairman, 
Columbia, Tenn.; L. H. Smith, Strathroy, Can- 
ada; HE, C, Nichols, Battle Creck, Mich.; Capt. 
Pat. Henry, Clarksville, Tenn.; M, C. Campbell, 
Spring Hill, ‘Tenn, 

ULLTERRIER AND BLACK AND 
Tan Terrier Bitch and Pup ior Sale.—The 

bullterrier dog, Zulu, two years old, of the high- 
est pedigree, nearly related to champion Tur- 
quin, warranted free from vice and quietin the 
street. Also black and tan terrier bitch, Kate, 
and a pup out of her, ten weeks old, by cham- 
ion Salford, both from the kennels of Sir Wil- 
iam Verner, Bart. Kate was first prize winner 
at Wigan, Bny. For particulara address PAN- 
CIER, this office, Sept.23,3t 

THE sECOND ANNUAL Mihis TING 
OF THE 

PASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB, 
At Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

ON 

Wov. 29 and 3O,and Dec. 1,2, 3and4. 

OPEN TO THE WORLD. 
ALL-AGED STAKES, 

Open to all Setters and Pointers, 
prize, $100 ; third prize, 

Limited to 50 entries, 
$50 ; fourth prize, $25. Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, 15, 

First Prize, $200; second 

PUPPY STAKES. 

Open to all Pointers and Netters under 18 months of age. Limited to 25 entries, 
First prize, $100 ; second prize, $50 ; third prize, $25; fourth prize, $15, 
fee, $15 ; forfeit $10. 

Entrance 

NURSERY STAKES. 

Open to all Setters and Pointers under 12 months of age. 
$60 ; second prize, $40 ; third prize, $20. Entrance fee, $10: forfeit, $7.60, First prize, 

Limited to 15 entries, 

BRACE STAKES. 
Open to all Setters and Pointers. Vive braces to run or prizes to be scaled, 

$125 ; third prize, $50. Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15. prize, $250; second prize, 
First 

CLUB STAKES. 

Open to members of the Club only ; dogs to be owned and hunted by the members 

making the entry. Prize, 
ner, Entrance, 10 per cent. of the value of the prize. 

a hundred dollar piece of plate, to be selected by the win- 
This stake to be run after the 

close of the running of the Brace Stakes, and entries close on Noy. 18th. 
Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid-day of Nov. 27th, at the office 

of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening before the trial, 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary. 
P. O. BOX 274, NEW YORK CITY. 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases, Judges to be named 
one month before trials. 

RANDYWINE KENNEL.—We have 
now forsale a few English (Llewellyn) set- 

ters, ranging from 4 mouths fo 1 year old. Also 
two very fine field dogs, 2 years old, both 
hunted last fall, one of which took second 
prize at St, Louis Dog Show last year. For full 
particulars, deseripiion, pedigrees, prices, etc. 
address ISAAC YHARSLY, Jv., Manager, P. O. 
Box 85, Coatesville, Pa. Sept 23,36 
a 

CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN. 
FERRETS FOR SALE. 

$7 PHR PAIR, 
$4 FOR SINGLE FEMALE. 
$3 FOR SINGLE MALE. 

CHARLES H. VAV -VECH'TEN, 
Sep,2-tf Victor, Ontario County, N. ¥. 

ORDON SETTER PUPPIES.— FOR SALE, 
Six puppies by Dr. Aten’s Glen, out of b's 

Belle, now eight weeks old, and remarkah.y 
handsome, Glen wou in the brace stakes at the 
Eastern Field Trials, and Belle is an imported 
bitch from the kennels of S, EB. Richardson, Esq., 
winner of two first prizes in Ireland. For price, 
pedigree and particulars, apply to J, W., Forest 
and Stream olfice. Seprl6,tt 

OR SALE—An extra good, thoroughbred, 
_ well-broken Setter. Also a superior-broken 

Pointer, Address HORACE SMITH, 31 Park row, 
wee Bepii,3b 

WILL TRAIN A FEW FINE YOUNG 
dogs for partridge, woodcock and quail. 

Plenty of birds. ISAAC M, BRADLEY, Elred, 
Sullivan County, N. ¥. Sept.23,3t 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N.Y. 



WILKIN 

UPON APPLICATION. S 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made OP ey 
to Oriler. ale 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

SON & LENNON, 
< 212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 

Ghe Bennel, Ole Beitel, 

SECOND ANNUAL 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS, 
GIVEN BY THE 

ST, LOUIS KENNEL CLUB, 
Will be held during the great St. Louis | 

air, on the Fair Grounds, October 5th, 

th, 7th and 8th, 

Prize Lists and forms of Entry can be 

had of CHARLES LINCOLN, Supt. 

“Olfice 604 North Fourth St,, St. Louis. Mo. 

Entries close September 20th, 
5 ept2.5r 

_ MANGE 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOY HR'S IMPHRTALMANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to eure all kinds and conditions of mange 
Or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
“Withent injury to the animal, One application 
isusually all thatis necessary. For8ChkKATOHES 
m HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Bole prop’t'r Imperial Kennel, Tom’s River, N. J. 
eg Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

#t., N. Y.; Tonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
‘Boston; jos. C, Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila.; F.P. Taylor, 72 Hast Madison st., Chicazo; 

rookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 
Louis. Price, 50 cents- 
SS Se 

Practical Hints on Dog Breaking. 
By W. H. Holabird (send stamps), 25 cents, 
A colered lithograph of the celebrated Joe, 

ot the champion setter of America, 25 cents. 
A sure cure for mange ; receipt for 25 cents. 
Broken setters, pointers and spaniels on hand, 

algo a lot of pointer, setter, spaniel and hound 
puppies for sale cheap. 

- Address W,H.HOLABIRD, 
_ Secretary, 

“Sep.9-8t Valparaiso, Ind, 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
In the Stud. 

RED IRISH SETTERS. 
San Pedro (Elcho-Lady Palmerston), $25. 
Mile (Elcho-Nell), $25. 

 Wedewood (Elcho-Stella), $20. 
ddress CHARLES DENISON, 

| Bep.s-tf Hartford, Conn. 

WN THE STUD.—Rough-coated St. Ber- 
#4 nard, * Marco;” Newfoundland, ‘Keeper; 
Pointer, ‘*Croxteth;” Blue Belton, “ Decimal 
gash ;'' Irish setter, “Royer I1;" and in season 

“puppies for sale out of bt. Bernard “ Braunfels,” 
hampion pointer “ Queen,’ champion Gordon 
“Beauty.” Blue Belton “Silk,” Trish settera 
“Moya” and Biddy,” cocker ‘Flirt,’ colleys 
“Maw and “ Lassie." Besides puppies, T have 
‘for sale yard and field broken dogs. Write for 
full pedigree and catalogues to 

A, HE. GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N.Y. 

H. FF, ATEN, M-D., 

84 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N, ¥. 

tleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A. BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON ‘To DOGS, 

Bp as POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs Gr any other animals, or mon 

returned. It isputup in patent boxes with sli 
ne pepper box top, which ¢reatly facilitates its 

Simple and cilicacious. 
Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

RECA NUT FOR WORMS IN Docs 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

t up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

__ Both the above are recommended by Rop awD 
fe and ForasT anp STREAM. 

CONR®Y, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

HENRY ©. SQUIRES, 
2 Cortlandt Street, N. Y 

* 

EVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

if ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
! Fowls, ete, to any destination. Kennei 

Clobs, Sportamen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Enrope, should have their stock con- 
signed to him, Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skillandjudgment. _ 
Dogs have daily access to sait 

water. 
1 N.B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
wrees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

FOR SALE, 
Two Mog and one bitch pointer puppies, by Mr, 
Edmund Orgill’s Champion Rush, out of my 
Champion Dutchess, whelped July 3d, lemon and 
while, all very strong and handsome. Price $30 
—dog-or bitch. 

—ALso—. 
POINTER BITCH—‘ CHARM.” 

Same sire and dam, one year old, yery handseme 
and perfect in every way; will bea capital work- 
er. J reseryed ber for my own use, but find 
[ have more dogs than I ean handle, and will part 
with her. Price $75. GEO, VAN WAGENEN 
212 West street, New York City. Julyl5,tt 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Refer-- 
ences On application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgia. 

Get 2,tf 

Bi 5 will buy a pure Ivish setter dog, 6 
months old, having one cross of Elcho 

andtwo of Plunket. Address, B. J. ROBBINS, 
Wethersfield, Conn. Aug.19,tf. 

: 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
jtory O’More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bredred 
Irish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred pupa Address W. N, CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. June?4,tf 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
OR SALE—A fine red irish dog, one 
and a half years old; sire Hlcho, dam im- 

ported Stella. Also afew red Irish puppies, by 
ilcho, Oakdale and San Pedro, and a litter of 
high bred cocker spaniels, Pedigrees on applica- 
tion. CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn. 

Sept,9,tf 
a 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer, 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 943, 
Broadway, N. 

Holabird, 
Ind.: Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore! 

Lowe BERNARDS FOR SALE,—The un- 
dersizned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from the best European strains. To be sold for no 

fault. For prices, NESE ee address, 
EB Z. COLLINS, 

Sept 18-tf Laneaster, Mass., [.S. A. 

OGS RID OF FLEAS AT ONCE BY 
using “A No. 1” Flea Powder. 

patent box on receipt of 25 cents b ae) 
ADAMS & CHASE. 

Aug.19,Imo. 

K 9 KENNEL 
Pee NG BREEDING AND BOARDING. 

Hour more dogs wanted to fillup then shall break thisceason, With the nee seen we shall cease to break for others, and will ap- pear in another branch of Sporting business at our old headquarters, Delaware City. Due no- lice willbe given. EB. & C. VON CULIN, P.O Box 218, Lakeview, Dover, Del. Sept.in,té 

oS Ser ae ig splendid setter dog 
pups, six months old, by Tucker" 

Blue (Giadstone-Merey), out oe my native nitcn Fanny. Apply to J. H. WHITCOMB, Sep.16-3t Ayer, Mass. 

coe 
> 

Miscellaneous Advertisentcuts, 

PORDUROY SHOOTING SUIT, 
A SPECIALTY. 

ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DWAD GRASS COLOR,— 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices, 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F, L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

HODGMAN & GO, 
1425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

New York, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

BRU eSB Ee 

wing aul isn us 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Eliankets, | 

And Complete Rubber Ouifits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1338.] Send for Catalogue, 

Ghe Henwel, 
——— J 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE MEDAL. 

rf 

GC, VATHERY, LONDON + 

FOR WASHING ALL KINDS OF DOGS, 
Will destroy Fieas, cleanse the skin and hair 

from Scurf and Smells, making the Coat fine 
and glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the anima! and safely and effec- 
tively cure the Mange. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS, 

Wholesale Agents, 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK, 

Sample Cake sent on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 6-13t. 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
setters: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superiorevery way, $50; Moll,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa II., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 cach. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa II. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want fine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. Junezitt. 

ULEOUT KENNELS.—TFor pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip I1., liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serye bitches at $10; littera guar- 
anteed. Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Oulecut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author af the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladiesand Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N, B.—A bad dog neyer left the Doctor's Ken- 

nels. decl9 tf. 
ey 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
OF 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DED. CO., N. ¥. 
I KBEP ONLY COCKHRS of the finest strains. 

T sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 
faction and safe deliyery to every customer, 
These beautific. anu jieitivent 422s cannot be 
beaten for rede! p-ouse ane Won coew SGuoting 
an YeUrey.Ne. Corresponuenis inu.osiie SLAM p 
pl eet printed pedigress, circulars, testimo- 

ales tos Oe 

Card's Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice. 

* STANDARD” 

Seas = — ‘il 

il} Hh i i 

ui 1 ll | VM 

Patented May 7, 187S—April 22, 1879.4 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary, 

Every way (except at Shooter). Any de- 
sired direction, Allin one Trap 

and only one Spring used, 

rice $10 at Factory. 

NO CHARGE FOR BOXING. 
Sole agent in the United States for W. W. 

GREENER’S SPECIAL GUN, with all the im- 
provements, Price. in trunk gun-case, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Sind for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other sporting goods, 

WILL H. GRUTTENDEN, 
General Arent, Cazanovia, Madison Co., N.Y. 

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT 

Camping and Mining Stove. 
UST the thing for people camping out 
for a short or long time. FOUR SIZES ; peri- 

ces REASONABLE. Send for descriptive ciren- 
lars, with prices and terms. 

Gook 
4 T 

Will 

For 12 Persons. 

NO. 1--CAMP UNPACKED. 

CHES, 

SIZE 

12x12x20 INC ‘sq1 98 ‘LHDIAM 
NO. 1—CAMP PACKED. 

Made and sold by TAUNTON LRON WORKS 
CO.,, 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass, 

LAUKIE & McCLATCHEL Y's 

HomornoPaTsti 
MEDICINE. 

Le ben Ninta Fattlon. Lia ts 

ace, Hl 10 x 
a NOR SVAPELIS fics pay 2 Sai 

New York, Philanéypata Uultlmore, New Oricana, Chicae., Som 
#rancise?. The Oldest Roninrpatie Medic ne House in the U. 8. 

Eetybiigied da lest, 7 ay 1 ay 
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Motels and Routes for Sportsmen. | Rotels and Boutes tor Sportamer. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

ee EES 
EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fow! Shooting, 
SPRING VILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SATINNECOCK BAY, L I, 

B* A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Has always on hand the best of 

boats, ba s, ete., with the la 
ed wild-geese decoys on the st. The best 
ground in the vi y of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Specialattention siyen 
by himself to his guests, and satisfaction suaran- 
teed, Adilress Win.N. LANE, Good Ground, LL. 

sbrig of train 

Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad. 
wavand, Wm Doteher. 820 Brosdwai. N.Y, 
seme 2 ee 

ONG ISLAND R,R.—SPRING SCHED- 
+ ULE, taking effect March Ltth, 188). Leave 

HUNTSR'S P'l (Platbush Ave. B’klyn, 5 min, 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 

9 A.M. 
Ool. P't& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A.m., 

2.35, 3.35, 4.35, 3, 5.35, 6, 6,05, 7, 7,35, 9.15, 10.45 P.., 
12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35 
Flushing, 

4.85, 5, 5.3, 6, 6. 
Sundays, 9.35, 1 

Fart Rockaway, 8.35, 11 4 
Rockaway Beach, 1] a.m., 4.35 
and 6,35 B.M, 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35, 11.35 2 

Saturday nights, 12.15, Sur 39 A.M, 9.09 P.M, 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 0.35 PM. From Flatbush av, 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. ind Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
WPM. Sunday, 9 AM., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. , 
Glen Coye, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.35, 4.36, 5.35, 6.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 
AM., 6.35 P.M. : re eer 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M.) 3:35 P.M, 
Huntington tnd Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.85, 5.35 Pat. 
Port Jetferson, 10 A.M.,4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35,5.35 pat. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.35 

6.35, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Vriday and 
Saturday nihts, 12.15, Sundays,9 A.M, 6.35 P.M, 
Creedinoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.m., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April éd. 
HUNTER'S P'T & WALL ST. ANNHX—Leave 

Pier 17, BE. RK. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter’s P't, 8.30, 
10.20, 11.80 A.M, 3.10, 4.10, 6.10,6.10 P.M. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete. 
apply at 229 Bway, cor. Barcliy. 

W.M. LAFEFAN Gen’) Pass. Agent. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 

8,35 A.M,, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 paw. Sundays, 

1 4.35, 5.35,6 35 BoM. 

afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACH C ES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run-ovyer the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold atthe offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities tg KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
VORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU A. ete 
other well-knowu centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 

Hunting. 

Algo, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPR MAY, 
SQU_AN, and paints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SAL WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’! Pass. Agent. 
Faaner THomson. Gen'l Manager. febli-t# 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections inthe vountry. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteagne, Cobb's Island, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del. 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at3 e.m.’ Full 
information given at office, 197 Greenwich st,,N Y. 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars * DayyCrocket" and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, étc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. | , 
Diagrams, rates and oiher desired information 

furnished on applicution to Gen’) Supt. PBC. 
Co., Chicaga, je26 3mos. 

PORTSMEN will find good accommoda- 
tions, gnidts, dog-, ete; deer. partridge, 

woodcock, pigeons, ducks, rabbits and squirrels 
in fair numbers, Address (SAAQM. BRADLEY, 
Eldred, Sullivan County, N. ¥. References given 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishinz 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and tish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

Eportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sve- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to thelr most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- ! 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Gineinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Sourhweat; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; and ut Richmond 
find Ohxrlotteyille with the South, All modern 
lmproyements in equipment. 

CONWAY RK, HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Ament 
Rickmond % 

BOSTGN AND MAINE 

RAILROAD. 
TRODT FisHeinG 

AT THE 

RANGHLEYS. 
Open season until October Ist, and the laryest 

fish are caught in September, 

Be cursion Wicks cts: 

Boston to Andover and return.,......... 59 O00 
Boston to Middle Dam and return + 
Boston to Upper Dam and return, 
Boston to Indian Rock and return... . 
Boston to Greenyaleandreturn.., .... 

many IF ! 

— 25 ee 
MOOSEHEBAD LAKE, 

| Boston to Mount Kinéo House and return, $16. 
Also, Excursion tickets to all the Hunting and 
ishing grounds of Maine and Nirthern New 
England, 
Tickets at depots and at City Office, 280 WASH- 

INGTON S°REET, BOSTON. Information by 
mail if desired. 

D, J, FLANDERS, 
[Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.RB. 
Mackinaw,G randRapids andCinocinnatishort Line 

OR THE 
Trout, Grayling, 4nd Black Bass Fisherien. 

AND TLE 
FAMOU 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michigan North Woods are Lasurpassed, 
{f equaled, in the abundance and great variety «! 
fish contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, ani 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins Mayland ends Sept.J. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 und end= 

Nov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKBREL and MUSCA- 

LONGHE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many likes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or ‘‘¢lub” at home, *.3ice fur 
packing fish can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The see 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very bemu- 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
Bata is peculiarly benelicial to those suffering 
wit 

May Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hncel accommodations are food, far sur- 

passing Lhe average in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing, 
During the season Kound Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates, and attractive trum 
facilities offered to Tourists aud Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guns.and Fishing Vackle Carried Freeat 

swnersrisk. 
Tt isouralm to makesportsmen feel “athome” 

mathisroute. i rTourist's Guide (an attractive 
Nuatrated boos 1f 80 pages!, containing full in- 
formation uo! scurate maps uf the Fishing 
Grounjsund tim, Cards, address A.B. LEET. 

Ger. iss. Agent. Grund Rapids, Mier 

Guus, Ammunition, Ctr. 

AMoney-Making Chance. 
ORS: TO THE DBATH of G. H. 

COLLINS, senior meniher of- our firm, we 
will sell the STOCK and GOOD WILL of our 

Gun, Ammunition and Tackle House, 
COVERING THE FINEST TERRITORY OF 
ANY LIKE BUSINESS IN THE WEST. Every 
day's business a profit. It is well-establishe 
and advertised, 
Headquarters forthe State Sportsmens’ Clubs 

All Glass Ball and Pigeon Matches managed in 
person by Mr. John Petty. Address. 

COLLINS & PETTY, 
OMATIA, NEB | Sent by mall, tl 

[SEPTEMBER 26, 1880, 

Guns, Annnunitiot, Cte. Guns, Amnnnition, Gtr. 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

w Guns. 
TUN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 
hored Full Choke, Moditied, Taper, or for 

Game Shooting. Pista) Grips fitted, Pin Pires con- 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Ex- 
fension Ribs, New Lunips, etc. ; x 
Repairing of every description dene in an hon 

2st manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison’s Browning Mixture, Al 
Sportsmen’s and Riflemen's Sundr 
Shells losded Al, and goodssent o 

0. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. 
ences from al) the clubs of the city. 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pat. 1965, 
Rel, 1880, 

PHAGES [ RYVZMANN, 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Breocl-Loadine Guns, 
943 Broadway, near 23daS8t., N, ¥, 

er bettie. 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 

The Celebrated “Frankfort” Reels: 
in Stock, 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 
Bass, 75 Ceuts: Pickerel, $1 00: Maska- 
s, Jonge, $1 25. 
Sent by mail on rectipt of price. 

CUTLERY GF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

The celebrated “Ie Contre’ razor, in stock, 
Razors with sefety attachments. Bowie Knives, 
Wunting Qlasp Knives, Stilletas. Dirks, ote. 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMERICAN TARIMERLESS, 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 

: a OUBLEGRIP ACTIONS, |..AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SAND BOUT, AND DOUBEEGRIPAGCTIONS© | = HOOTING AND AISHING GREY ES ALSO SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered MERIRG TEES eo oe ee 

to Breech-Loaders. | “SU*SCOr Says GONPASSES Ben | LEP 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire.| The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
-Stocks Bemi to Any Crool:, 

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. POOUDERLTOr Beet a REMY, SO 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue, GDNS TAKEN IN BXCHANGE. SHELLS 

LOADED T0 ORD!R. SEND STAMP FOR 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS 

MD | LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
2H W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, 

THE FOX GUN! 
Special Announcement. 

= 

Vee 

HE MANUFACTURERS OF THE “FOX” GUN, FEELING THAT DEALERS, 
as a general thing, haye not done justice to the merits of this WONDERFUL 

GUN, are decermined to have them placed before sportsmen more generally, that their 
great merits may beeome better known and appreciated. Tt is needless to speak of 
THE ELEGANT WORKMANSHIP AND WONDERFUL SHOOTING POWERS 
of these guns, Itis a fact well established that they are UNSURPASSED BY ANY 
IN THE WORLD. : 

‘We propose for a limited period to offer a line of these guns at the following BX- 
TREMELY LOW PRICES, after which the original prices will be restored, our object 
being to introduce the guns into sections of the country where dealers have failed to 
present them ; in the firm belief that where they become known they will be the es- 
tablished favorite, and we shall reap the benefit in future of this great sacrifice. 

Such Inducements Have Never Before Been Offered, 
Sportsmen wishing to purehase one of these beautiful guns must respond at once, as 
the number offered at these prices is limited, 
ae FORMER PRICE. NOW, 

wish 4 aerels, 12 or 10 Gauge, Pistol] Grip, Reb. Locks, Ws fe $63, mies 
Lam’ d ee ee ac fe of ai oe “ qi . 

Damascus ‘‘ ‘ ot te * . ie % uf 78 & 3 ae 
b | ou oe ce wees a ie i ‘ ‘ 

Sa tee eer ae ee ee ine ‘Fr ae ce 125, oo 

Extra‘ “tt eocc 68 “ it “ te ue 150, 90. 

Finest 4 ‘a3 oe et a at ce ae ae a 200, 110. 

§ Wvery Gun warranted, Sent C. OQ, D., with privilege of examimation, Send for 
descriptive catalogue. MERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk street, Boston, Mass. 

HAW E’°S PIGEON TRAP. 
? 

zp $ g 
akon 5 2 
=< N 0 

a! 9 af 
"a> ie 

2*q 3 
hes = 
Pp 
MOAHIS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. When. 
iis the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolves within the Trap and DRIY HS THE BIRD INTO 
THE AIR. Sportsmen will at once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

A FILE BINDER, 
N FULL, makes a permanent binding; for sale by FOREST A 

W Se oN RINGGOMPANY: mi and) Pack Row times pulldiar Ne. 96 Oe 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

FRANCIS 0. deLUZE & CO, 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux. 
DOG BISCUITS, WINES, 

CHAMPA GN ES, zs OF E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
DOG SOAP, BRANDIES, Sherry Wines, Burgundies, Superior to Any Other, 

Mhine WZ ines, 

SEPTEMBER :@, 1886,] 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
PATENT 

Clarets and Sauternes, 

oO ON DON. 
Send for Circular and Price List, 

FORAGE BiScUITS, 
For Horses—Usefnl on the Plains. 

WHISKIES. IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up In Assorted Cases as desired. 

: Sportsmen's Goods. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEP 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World's Pair at New York, ana 
, Centennial Exhibition. 

Les. 
JOHN KRIDER 

N. E. Cor. Second snd Walnut Sts., Philadelphiu. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Eeaate: Bait, Fly Books, 
te. Gs 

Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“ Krider's” Celebrated Center Enamel) Split and 
Glued Baraboo Rods. 

Birds’ Kegs and Birds’ Skingin Great Varioties. 
-Paxidermy in all its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds. mardly 

A,B, SHIPLEY & SON, 
Mannfaocturers of Fine Fishing Tackle ui 

Every Description, 

5603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara W401, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, aa tough and 
 #1Gstic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880. 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Plies on ian, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Reels, Lines, ete. 
Our BETHABARA FLY, RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL 8PLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices as lmw as the lowest, and always iirst- 

class Goods. 

Pricelist of wood and rod mouatings tree. 
Our 5-page new Illustrated Catalorus nf Fish- 
ing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 
in stamps, 

le 

AE ——— —————— ma 
ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of “OLD, 

t used exclusively in their mannfacture, no one else having the Fight touseit. The great advantaye and importance of this invention wiliat once be recognized by ail smokors, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE" Cigarette they smoke. 

OODWIN &CO 

to the fact that this process has bean 

Sold by all leading dealers. 

‘Manufactured by G 

G) 1) 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

MANIPS 
Trolling Spoons. 

See 

EMANUPACTURE 59 different kinds 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
yolying has provei to be the best Trolling Bait 
eyer manufactured. This covered by two patents 
—Mann’s patent, Noy. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 163,854. Be- 
ware Of imitations. Noue genuine unless J. H. 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon. 
Wholesale Agents.—Bradford & Anthony, 374 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be ob- 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-tackle dealers; or write direct to the manu- 
facturers for cata ove and price list. 

HN H. WANN & CO,, Syracuse, N. ¥. 

1. 

EW BASS BAIT, Samples by mail, 75c. N ples by > 

Soft Rubber Crawiish, Patented Oct, 

Soft Rubber Heligramites, 50c. nee Soft Rub- 
ber Frogs, large, We.; small oe 
Trade supplied. — WM. MILLS & SON, 

Sole Agents. 7 Warren street, New York. 

A ) “aja 6 Gold, Siiverand Nickel, §6t0 $154 
Cow J Girite fox Gatsionucte STAD SRE ee 

: ICAN WATCH CO., PITTSBURGH, PA. 
GREAT WESTERN GUN_WORKS, 
— Pittsburgh, 

Pa. 

NCU) 
Send atamp for Cetalogue. ~ 

Ti fies, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent c. 0, d, for e<""ination. 

mor" BEATS THE WORLD.’ sane 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Kkuow, 

HE MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
fire perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

prdinary pure rice paper, they haye been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POL- 
SONS, thrown off by all burning paper, 
namely : The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO,, manutacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 

WY Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
(| yented and patented a process, March 

5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
éttes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Gil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed. and the paper 

de saliva aii to prevent its breag- 
DGE" Cigarettes is owing 

y them and yeu will use no others. 

.,207 and 209 Water st., 
NEW YoRK 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and Other Countries, 
PRICE, 6200. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OF FICE, 

G00D'S OIL TANNED 

Moccasins. 
The beat pe ae the market 
for hunting,tishing, canoeing, 
Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

~ easy to the feet,and very 
2% durable. Madeto order 

z in arnt of styles,and 
- = warranted the genuine 

article, Send for illustrated cireular. MA RTIN 
‘8. Bt EEE EGG, P. 0. Bo N. i. 

ccessor "to ie 
! HONY, Boston Agents, 

Gun Clubs, Notice! 
USE SMOKE TARGET BALLS, 

THE ay ball that giyes unmistakable signs 
when hit. 

_ When ene side onlyils hit, half of ball explodea 
and either unexploded side can be used again. 
Every ball guaranteed, 

& Sania sent Tree. 
| SMOKE TARGET BALL COMPANY, 

Titusville, Pa 

Sportsmen's Goots. ' 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER 
Goodyear 

“05 Broadway, 

NEW YORK 

proof, 

FRONT VIEW. 

HaLLock Huntina CoA. Ne 
Six Pockets outside and game 
Pocket inside. 

— 

AND— 

’s India Rubber Glove 
488,490, 492 Broadway, 7 

Cor. Broome Street, and 

Cor. Fulton Street 

Rubber Outfits 
COMPETE FOR 

\/ HUNTING AND FISHING. \\ 
Trouting Pants and 

Leggings a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water- 

RUBBERGOOD 

_ Every Desription. 
Send for Mlustrated Catalogue. 

MANUFACTURING G9. 
Mfg Co, 

CITY. 

INSIDE VIEW, 
HALLOOK Hun tene Coar., The BOLE 
pocket extends the entire length of 
coat with capacity far surpassing 
any ordinary game bag. 

Dublications, 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 

to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
per ae ; the AMERICAN 
OULTHY YARD for $1.50 

th papers for $2.00, 
A series of twelve mag- 

e, ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 76 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these t 
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles-A. J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsiman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50; . 

CAMP LIFB IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Obarles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
& trip to the Rangeley Lakes, 224 pages. 127lus. 
Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and eeageloy Jakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 250 pages. 60 illus. and a Jarve map. 

Price 50 cents, 
PARRAR'S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINED WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 

D.@A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Mooschead Lake region sand sporting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, scent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 ena ifillus, Price 50 cents. 

FPARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
oe cloth covers. _ 5) centa. 
FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the head— 
waters of the Kinnehec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers: Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIO VIEWS, 25 cts, 
Send for catalogue, ® 
er Any of the atove publications Toailed, 
postpaid, on receipt of price. Ai 
OHARLES A. J Fa R damiaica Ease, 

.§ Deesi 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
HE ered pressure on our advertising space 
obliges us to withdraw the list of books 

which we have on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

viously advertised in these columng, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO, Jy29-tf 

C. F.A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK. 

Lublications. 

CANOE AND CAMERA. 
A Photographic Tour of Two Hundred Mites 

through the Maine Forests, 
BY THOMAS £3DGWICK STRELE. 

“It is one of the hat.asomest books of the acn~ son, fully illustrated by drawings from the au- thor’s own pencil, and from his photographs.”— 
Charles Dudley Warner. 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS. 
The Author's Sanctum; Dedication, illustrated; 

the Author; 
Running 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks, 
FIFTH EDITION. 

N_ exhaustive hand-book for sportsmen ani 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

be Mpa oe it. For sale at this office. Price, paat 
paid, $1.50, 

WARNER’S SAFE, 
KIDNEY = LIVER 

CURE. 
$1.25 PER BOTTLE! 

A POSITIVE BEXIEDY FOR ALL 
KIDNEY, LIVER AND URINARY 
TEOUBRLES OF EHOTH MALE ANID 
FEMALE, 

pe 
READ THE RECORD. 

'* Tt eaved my life.** 
—E. B, Lakely, Sama, Ala, 

‘*Tt is the remedy that will cure many diseases 
Peculiar to women.’ '—Mother’s Magazine. 

**Tt has passed severe tests and won indorae- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
in the country.’’—Wew York World. 

‘No Remedy heretofore discovered can be 
held tor one moment in comparison with it,’* 

—C..A. Harvey, D..D., Washington. D. G. 

This Great Natural Remedy s for Sale 
by Drnuggists in all parts of the Wor 

——__—~<+>- — ~ 

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER, 
H. H. WARNER a&CO., 

Rochester, N. Y. 
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Amaunition, ‘Gtr. Blisrellanecous Advertisements, 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lighinina. 

Oranae Duckina. 

Orange- Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
r DER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Y., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT'S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powderin Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 180!, hava maintained their 

great reputation for seyenty-eight years. Man- 
ufacture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der : 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
uickness, and cleanliness ; adapted for Glass 

1 and Pigeon Shooting. 
DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos, 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strony, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 

DUPONT'S RIFLE FG, “SEA SHOOTING,” 
FRG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning strong and moist. 
Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 

Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard, 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and prin- 
aipal towns throughout the United States. Rep- 
resented by 
F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG@ or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

THE HAGARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
4 Eazard’s ‘Electric Powder,’’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

Hazard's ‘‘ American Sporting.’’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
& lb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.’’ 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters 
and 6} and 124 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
glean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

metration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is ‘equally ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard's ‘‘Kentucky Riflie.’’ 

FFEG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
26, 124, and 6} lbs. and cansof5Ibs. FFG is also 
packed inland 4 1b. canisters. Burnsstrongand 
moist. The EFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GEHAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale al our office. 

38 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

McCUE BROTHERS, 

HATTERS, 
173 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 
THE BEST QUALITY ONLY. We guar- 

antee satisfaction. TRY US. 

MOLLER'S “civ COD-LIVER Oly 

ts perfectly purée. Pronounced the best by the high- 
est medi¢al authoritiesin the world. Given highest 
swardat 12 World's Expositions, and at Paris, 1878. 
Bold by Drugegists. W. 4. Schieffelic & Co..NY¥ 

William Mills & Son, 
7 Warren Street, New York. 

Manufacturers and Sole Proprietors 

Patent Barbless Fish-Hook, 

PRICE, 30c. 
No.’s I, 2, 3; 

or 

Qeligs 

Patented October 30th, 1877. 

Oc. 
7, 8, 9, 

35. 
4, 5, 6, 

J 

To. 

These Hooks are made of spring steel, finely tempere 

And areCertain to Hold every Fish Hooked. 
The Trade Supplied. 

WEBLEY AND JAMES. 

Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, and is adjusted t t 
every want. It embraces among others: CO’.0’S CLUB GUNS (genuine) for eae BAH sath 

EB pizeon trap shooting. where closeness and great penetration are required. LEYW’s 
SPECIAL GOUNS.—These guns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty, con 
nience, or excellence in shooting. A JOB LOW of WEBLEY’S GUNS, of many kinds, moet 
heayy and specially adapted to killing large game, such as ducks and geese, at long range. ENOS 
JAMES & CO.’s GUNS, for all sorts of work, including the TRAP GUN, or C 
designed for the same class of wok as the OOLT CLUB GUV FOREHAND 

MPLETE GUN. 
& WADs- 

WORTH’S SINGLE BREECH-LOADER, with TOP LEVER, This last is 8 
FOR BOYS, or men who cannot afford to buy double guns. ak Ad rk ence 

2» H. & D. FOLSOM, 30 Warren Street, New York P, O. Box 4,309. 

eae De Bees eA 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS 1N 

Guns «Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

Hnglsh Bicycles a Specialty. 
Rh. V. R. SCHUYLER, J. R. SCHUYLER, J. M, DUANE. 

Of the late firm o1 Special. 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. ° 

x TOBACCO 
AND . 

CIGARETTES 

“ MILD”—Rare Old Virginia. “ HALVHS "—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 

Sydney, 1880. 

1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Special concession by the French Government, and on sale in all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, | W.S. KIMBALL &EQ. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

90c. Doz. 

Ammunition, Gtr. 

TATHAM S 
Selected Standard 

Printed of Pellets to the oz. 
Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
1056 Soft. 
1130 Chilled. 

Number 

No. of pellets io oz., 338 472 688 
cae dh wo 3450-405. (716 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 
8 BEEKMAN sT., NEW YORK. 

Founded Jniy 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFAOTUBER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 

Hiscelaneous. 

FOR STEEP OR FLAT ROOFS, 

ee handy man can put it on, Quarter 
tX% the cost of Tin. Refer to & Insurance Com- 
panies, Architects aud Builders. Describe your 
roof, Write for circular. Relinble agents wanted, 

DWARD VAN ORDEN & CO,, 
Established 1857- 79 Maiden Lane, N. Y, 

SEND FORNEW FRILE 
LIST OF THE FINEST 
DECOY DUCK: N THE 
WORLD. 

H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer. 

Waepsrort, N.Y 

at 

oa ee Upthegrove & McLellan, 
(Successors to W. H,. Holabird,) 

VALPARAISO, IND., 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

SHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS OF WATER- 
PROOF DUCK, FUSTIAN, and CORDUROY, 
“The Holabird Shooting Coat the best in the 

world.” Send for circular. 

THE HOBB’S 
Patent Tent and Stove 
| b\Naae tay one to go into eamp at any 

time with perfect comfort. Nothing is 
added to the bulk of theordinary tent and poles, 
except a stove, weighing & lbs, easiiy carried by 
hand, instantly set up, and as readily taken 
down. No stoyepipe to be adjusted, and no” 
danger of burning the tent. The stove and 
fixtures are readily applied to any tent. Send 
for circular and reduced price list. WM. A. 
PERCY, Plattsburg, N.JY- 

aud ‘ - J 
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Hunting Cars.—During a recent visit to Chicako we 
were kindly allowed to make a thorough inspection of 

the hunting car Davy Crockett, owned by the Pullman 

Palace Car Company. The car is a full-sized palace car, 

with a kitchen on one end, with refrigerator, a large range 

and supplied with ail the paraphernalia a first-class cook 
would need; next to the kitchen is a room for the stew- 
ards, with carving tables, etc., and so arranged that 

when the table is folded up two good berths are made for 
the occupants. Next are four full sections, two on either 

side of the car, then comes the Sitting-room in the center 
of the car, with extension dining-table, which can also 

be used as a card-table for eyening amusement. There 
are a dozen large easy chairs, all well arranged for com- 

fort. Next are four more sections, which, with four 

berths that can be made up in the sitting room, gives 

food sleeping accomodation for twelve persons. In the 
other end of the car are kennels for eighteen dogs, nicely 

tarpeted and in good order. A gun room, private locker, 

wash-room, etc, The car is well equipped with buckets 
for watering dogs, washing guns, minnow pails, and in 

fact every requisite for hunting or fishing. There are 
large refrigerators of the most approved pattern,for keep- 

ing game, underneath the car, and it may well be called 

a Sportsman's club-house on wheels. The price for using 

the car is $35 a day, equipped with a cook and two 
“stewards. The car had just comein from a Western trip, 
and the companion car, ‘‘Isaac Walton,’ is now on the 

ad, Special rates can be made for hauling the car over 
guy road, 

GAME AND FISH PROTECTORS OF NEW | with Rochester as the nearest station of a protector. 
YORK. 
ee 

FEW weeks ago we noticed the passage of a bill by 

the New York Legislature authorizing the’ Gov- 
ernor to appoint eight persons, to be known as game and 

‘fish protectors; whose duty it should be to enforce the 

statutes for the preservation of the objects named, and 
to bring action against all persons found violating the 

laws relating thereto, These protectors were to hold 

office for the period of three years, and were to receive a 

salary of $500, and traveling expenses not to exceed $250, 
This bill was approved by the Governor, and was favor- 
ably commented upon by the press generally as the pos- 

sible beginning of a new order of things creating paid 
officers, who had no share in the fines or interest further 

than to do their duties, which, if done conscientiously 

and without fear, would bea stride in advance of any- 
thing yet proposed to advance the ends aimed at. 

In our opinion, one fault in the bill, otherwise so care- 

fully framed by Mr, John HE. Develin, was that it did not 

provide for the proper distribution of these officers 
throughout the State, but left them to be selected at 

large, which might probably have resulted in their all 
being appointed from one county had there been politi- 
cal pressure enough in one direction ; and as the salary 

is not large enough to enable a man of the right sori to 

deyote his whole time to it, it is evident that his location 

becomes a matter of primary importance. The follow- 
ing are the persons appointed and their places of resi- 

dence, or address :— 

8. V. R. Brayton, 59 Division street, Albany, N, Y. 

John Jessup, Hudson, Columbia County. 
Sylvester J. Palmer, Indian Lake, Hamilton County. 

John Liberty, Elizabethtown, Essex County. 

Daniel B. Horton, Ithaca, Tompkins County. 

G. M, Schwartz, Rochester, Monroe County. 

William P, Dodge, Prospect, Oneida County. 

John I, Collett, Cobleskill, Schoharie County. 

This distribution will strike the student of game protec- 

tion as a yery poor one, leaving the markets of New York 

and the whole of Long Island, the home of the poacher 
and trout thief, wholly alone, with no nearer protector 

than Hudson, Columbia County. Albany and Schoharie 

counties, adjoining each other, each haye a protector, 

and there are not two counties in the State which are as 
poorin game and fish, Hamilton and Hssex, two ad- 
joining counties in the wilderness, have each one, and 

while there is game and fish mm plenty in them, the pros- 

pect of accomplishing much in the way of protecting by 

this means is not great while the marketis open. We 

believe in closing the market, and the poacher’s occupa- 

tion is gone. The few trout or deer killed out of season 
by persons living in the woods amount to nothing beside 

those slaughtered by the market shooter who forestalls 

the season, if indeed it is desirable to prosecute the guide 

or woodsman who kills merely for his own wants. De- 
stroy the market, and the inducement to violate the law 

) 

We will watch closely the result of the new law, and 

hope to find much in it to approve, as under the old sys- 

tem the clause giving half the fines to the informer laid 
the latter under the suspicion of mercenary motives, a 

thing most distasteful to many, who will now have no 
hesitation in calling the attention of the nearest protec- 
tor to any violations of the law which he, as a salaried 

officer, is bound to take cognizance of and prosecute, 
<< 

THE SUSPENSION BRIDGE. WORK ON 
pas 

NE of the most wonderful structures of mechanism 

has recently been accomplished on the Suspension 

Bridge at Niagara Falls, which was opened for traffic in 

1855, having a span 821 feet 4 inches from center to cen- 

ter of the tower on either side of the river. It was at 

that time considered a marvelous piece 6f work, and 

many doubts were entertained as to the durability or 

permanence of the structure. During its immense length 

it had a railway for trains, bound West or East, on the 

top of the structure, and a good roadway for carriages, 

wagons, etc., underneath. The bridge was a suspension 

bridge, and the truss system was purely a combination 

of wood and iron, and has been in constant use for the 

past twenty-five years without any accident or breakage 

of consequence, In March, of 1877, there was an inspec- 

tion of the four cables, each measuring 10 inches in di- 

ameter and containing 3,640 wires, the diameter of each 

wire being a scant No.9 gauge. The inspection first 

made was at the strands where they they join the an- 
chor chains, which were imbedded in masonry at either 
end, and a few of the outside wires were found to be cor- 

roded. The corroded wires were cut out at once, and 
new wires supplied in their places. The portion of the 

cables where they passed over the towers were found in- 

tact, 

The commission of engineers making this examination 

reported that the cables were sound, but that in their 
opinion the anchor chains were not as strong as the 

cables, and advised the reinforcement of anchorages and 

chains. The following fall the work of the reinforce- 

ment was commenced, and finished the following year. 

The new chains were connected to the cable and a per- 

manent stress of 1,000 tons applied to each end of the 
bridge, relieving the old anchorage of that amount. The 

Board of Directors, in March, 1879, decided to renew the 

truss system with iron and steel. The contract was let 

to the Pittsburg Bridge Co. to furnish the metal upon the 

plans offered and adopted by Mr. L, L. Buck, of Wash- 

ington, D. €., who has the entire charge of the work, 
The delivery of the material began in September, 1879, 

and ended in April, 1880. The erection of the works be- 

gan on the 29th of May, 1850, and will be completed by 
Sept. 15th, 1880, Thanks to skillful engineermmg on Mr. 

Buck’s part of the programme, the work has gone on 

very successfully, without any obstruction to passenger 

trains, and hardly a vestige of the old woodwork of the 

is destroyed, New York City is the great market, and if bridge remains. No one who has crossed the bridge 
two protectors had been stationed in it they would have knows of the changes, but they have béen made quietly 

accomplished as much as itis possible for the other six 
todo; their known presence would be a check upon 
dealers disposed to turn a dollar by an illegal sale. 

and systematically. 
The woodwork removed relieves the bridge of at least 

100 tens in weight ; aside from that, it largely increases 

Few people in the interior of the State have an idea of | the carrying capacity, as well as the safety of the bridge, 
the great amount of shooting done on Long Island, or of by giving a uniform strength unsurpassed, as well as a 

its fishing interests, while all who are conversant with 
the markets are aware that the new ten inch lobster and 

half pound striped bass laws need constant supervision 

as well as trout, woodcock, snipe, etc., with which the 

island abounds ; but it i8 the curse of the service that all 

appointments ‘*with money in” are made by politicians 
for political ends, and the man with the best backing, 
politically, gets the place, We know nothing of the 
character of those appointed, and hope they may be 

made of the proper stuff to do their duties without fear 

or favor, but, as we have said, their geographical distri- 

bution is about as bad as it could be, Rochester being the 
only market of any importance which needs watching, 

that point being one of importance, as weil as the fish- 
erles near by; but Buiialo is also an important district, 

structure that can be viewed with pride by any Ameri- 

can citizen, The bridge, when completed, will be painted 

a pure white, and look more like a cobweb than a struc- 

ture that will carry thousands of tons. 
$$ a 

Dr. HENSHALL,—Dr. J. A. Henshall has removed 

from Cynthiana, Ky., to Cincinnati, Ohio, where his ad- 
dress hereafter will be, No, 100 West Seventh street, 
== ee 

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB,—Harly in the season of 

next year the Philadelphia Kennel Club proposes to hold 
its second Bench Show of dogs. The exhibition wili 

be held in the Permanent Exhibition Building, at West 
Philadelphia, and, in connection with the show, colley 

and water trials are being talked of, 
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EVADING DETONATION, 
——— 

UNITED SrarEs Crrcurr CourT.—New York, Feb. 19th, 1880.— 
Before John A. Shields, United States Commissioner Southern 

District of New York. Deposition of Carl Dittmar, of Bingham- 

ton, N. Y., who, being first duly sworn, deposes and states, in an- 
sywer to Cross-Question 836 :— 

“ My gunpowder, when 1 first made él, had the same tendency as 

It Lurst most. all the guns at first, when I 

It WAS JUST THE SAME ASIF 1 WOULD USE 
NITHO-GLYCERINE POWDER, J have it now so that it is tamed down, 

nitro-q'ycerine powder. 

hegan to introduce it. 

and don't burst any more guns.” 

HE * Dittmar Sporting Powder” is a nitro-cellulose 
product, As such it may explode in either one of two 

ways, by simple ignition, like gunpowder, or by detona- 

Tt has been on the market for tion, like nitro-glycerine, 

five years, During that period, in addition to continu- 
ously adyertising it to be safer than the ordinary black 
Bunpowder, the manufacturers have concealed 
true character, and when others alleged that it did 
possess this nature, they have flatly denied or evaded 
the assertion, 

in the course of our exhaustive discussion of this sub- 

ject last week, after having shown that the product 
could properly be classed only among those explosives 

which may under certain conditions detonate, we said 

that the correctness of this classification had previously 

been three times evaded. We should have said ten 

times ; and we might have added further that some of 

these evasions in the form of advertisements were re- 

peated week after week. 

That the readers of the FoREST AND STREAM may fully 

appreciate that our statements in respect to this are well 
founded, we have been at some pains to review the history 

of the powder with reference to this particular point, and 

we add to-day another chapter to that full discussion of 

this subject which we proposed to ourselves at the outset 
of our task, In the present paper we shall attempt only 

toshow how the charge that the ‘‘ Dittmar Sporting 

Powder” should properly be classed among the detonat- 
ing compounds, was evaded and denied, 

The first suggestion that the Dittmar powder should 

be classed among the detonating compounds was made as 
early as 1875 ;— 
Pores? AND STREAM, Vol.1Y., page 235, June 10th, 1875. “ A 

Subscriber” says: “The proper name for this powder is gun- 

wood, it being in its nature the same as gun-cotton, prepared in 

thasame manner, only reduced tosomeextent by washing with 

alechol, which has the effect,if left long enough to soak, of to- 

tally destroying its effective force, The gun-wood, as prepared 
and sold to consumers, is highly dangerous to life und limb,” ete., 
ele, 

The reply to this consisted of both denial and evasion :— 

FOREsr anv StroAmM, Vol. IV., page 315, Juns 24th, 1875, Letter 
from Carl Dittmar says (italics his owu):— 

‘' The statements of *Subseriber’ in your issue of 10th of June in 

regard to my new powder are erroneous. I do not make such 

powder as hedescribes. He must haye confused my new article 
With the Boglish * wood-powder,’ from which miné dilfers essen- 

tially. J do not use aleoholin its manufacture. If he will burn 

some of it he will find that itis very different from gfun-cotton, 

and that Itburns very much slower than black powder. It works 
in the gun aboutthe same as black powder." 

He might have added, for that matter, that nitro-gly- 
cerine burns slower than black gunpowder and slower 
than his own compound. It would not follow, however, 

that nitro-glycerine would ‘‘ work in ths gun about the 
same as black powder ;” nor was it true that the Dittmar 
nitro-cellulose worked as black gunpowder. 
FOREST AND STREAM, Vol. V, page 72,Sept, 9th, 1875, 

A letter is republished, written by ‘ Gloan,” which as- 

serts that the Dittmar powder probably belongs among 

the explosives, which ars rending and shattering, To 

this an appended note says that Mir. Dittmar has re- 
plied -— 
“With regard te the composition of the powder, he declares 

most positively that no substance such as chlorate of potash or 
nitro-glycerine enters into its composition, nor will he use any 

Picric acid combination, or any kind of fulminate. This can be 
ascertained by analysis. [tcontains all the ingredients of Schultze 
powder, with the addition of starch, and he argues that his pow- 

der is absolutely safer than that preparation. If there is any 

danger in using his powder not inhérent in the black, he desires 

to koow it, and will be most grateful to any gentleman who will 

conyince him of the fact.’ 

Tho proffered gratitude was never exercised. ‘The 
manufacturer of the powder, already knowing full well 
and better than anyone else the peculiar danger of his 
nitro-cellulose product, could not be ‘convinced ” of it 

by another, 
Forest AND STREAM, Vol. VI, page 91, March 16th, 1876.—Letter 

from Carl Dittmar says: ‘‘ [never haye used, and never shall use 
Zor my sporting powder, such dangerous materials as nitro-gly- 

cerine, chlorate of potash, picric acid, ete. If my powder is put 
on 40 anyil and struck with a hammer it does not explode, which 
shows thatit cannot contain nitro-glycerine or chlorate of pot- 

ash.” 

Of the action of the 1876 powder on an anvil we male; 
no assertions, But the ‘* Dittmar Sporting Powder " de- 

livered in sealed cans from the office of the Dittmar 

Powder Manufacturing Company (No, 2), when put on 

an anvil and struck with a hammer does explode, 

Forest AnD StRHAM, Vol, XII, page 93, March 6th, 1879,—Letter 

from Carl Dittmar says: “ I mustagain say that my powder is not 

a ‘wood powder,’ as it ia entirely diferent inits composition. I use 

partly paper pulp, which may not be of wood at all; but I use so 
many other ingredients besides that the pulpis but a small por- 

tion of the whole, and it is not only different in composition, but 

also in properties, from the real ‘wood powders,’ I was con 
nected with the manufacture of Schultze powder sixteen year 

its 
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ago, and] could see at thattime that it would never supersede 
the old powder, and I haye worked ever since to invent an en- 

tirely new powder whieh will do what Schultze powder never 
ean.” 

Turning now to the files of the Rop anD GUN we shall 
find the same story there :— 
Rop any Gun, Vol. VI., page 274, Aug. Vth, 1875, “ Ex-Gun- 

maker” says: *‘ The ingredients of which this powder is com- 

posed are generally understood by experts to consiat of an infini- 

tessimal amount of nitro-glycerine and guo-cotton, toned down 
with sugar, etc.” 

The reply to this contained the ‘pledge” already 
quoted :— 
ROD AND Gen, Vol. YL, page 289, Aug. 11th, 1875.; “I pledge 

my word of honor that I never sent, and never will send, powder 

forsporting purposes which should have the slightest trace of 
nitro-glycerinein its composition,” 

On page 358 of the same volume will be found a letter 

from Mr, J. W. Long, suggesting that in very many re- 

spects Dittmar'’s powder is strikingly similar to gun-cot- 
ton. The reply evades the charge in the same manner as 

already quoted from the Forrest anp Stream, namely, by 

diverting attention away from the explosion of the two 
compounds under confinement and to their combustion in 
the open air :— 
Rop AND Guy, Vol. VIL, pase 387, Sept. 25th, 1875. Letter from 

Carl Dittmar: ‘He compares my powder with Pun-cotton, but 

he will indagreat difference between both when he burns them 
outside the gun, when my powder will burn yery slow, with much 

residuum, while guo-colton will flash like lightning and leaveno 
residuum.” i 

** Medicus,” writing from Boston in the interest of the 
powder, winds up a long article by piously observing 

that ourimmunity from accident is due more *‘ to the 
merciful interposition of Providence and the strength of 
our guns than to any care of our own ;” the inference 

clearly being that it is just as easy for Providence to 
protect us froma detonating, nitro-vellulose compound 

as from the common black powder. 
But Mr. Long’s letters show that he knew what he was 

talking about, and le reiterated his charge (Vol, VIL, 
page 73, Oct. 80th, 1875) that the Dittmar powder was 

analogous to gun-cotton, and said that he would fear to 
stand near a man shooting it. To this, one form of re- 
ply was a letter (Vol. VII., page 98, Nov. 13th, 1875) from 

Dittmar, Jr,, a boy twelve years old, who thinks that if 

Mr, Long fears to stand near a man shooting the powder, 

perhaps he will not fear to stund nears boy shooting it, 
etc, 

The other mode of reply was what is aptly termed 
“mud-throwing.’ There are two yarieties of mud- 

throwing, One is intended, like the ink of the cuttlefish, 

to blind, the otkar to defile. Both were employed here. 

“ Medicus” beiny closely pursued by the clear and logical 
writing of Mr. Long, had already written whole columns 
of blind and meaningless chemistry vaporing, and then 
finding that ineffectual, he adopted the other line, and 

judiciously turned the discussion into a personal contro- 

versy. ‘This kind of mud-throwing, which smirches a 

man’s character, is usually efficient to divert attention 

from the real merits of any discussion. It was efficient 

in this case, and afterwards it was adopted with another. 

Mr. A, G, Dole, in the course of a long communication 

about the powder, said :— F 

Rop ANb Gun, Vol. LX, page 289, Feb, 10th, 1877.—"' I will desig- 

nite thesa modern powders as acid powders, ind here are the 
names Of several of them, viz., Dualin, Giant, Rend-rock, Vul- 

can, Dynamite, Gun-cotton, etc., and I here take the liberty to 

suggest whether the Dittmar may not properly be ineluded in the 
same category.’” - 

Rop anp Gun, Vol. 1X, page 875, Feb. 1jth, 1877.—Letter from 

Carl Dittmarin reply to A.G. Dole: “My Sporting Powder has noth- 

ing familiar with Giant Powder, Rend-rock, Dualin, Vulcan, éte., 

which powders are only used for blasting purposes, Il your cor- 

respondent had only looked at your advertising columns, or pro- 
cured one of my circulars, he \would have found that I warrant 
my powder not to contain ingredients like nitro-glycerine, clilor- 

ate of potash, ete. If he does uot believe it, he can haye it ana- 

lyzed. [hope his;comparing my Sporting Powder with Giant Pow- 
der, ete., is only from ignorance, not from a wish to frighten our 

brother sportsmen.” 

The advertisement, in the same issue, contained these 

words :— 
“Ttis much safer than black powder, as it only explodes when 

well confined. 
“The manufacturers zusrantee that there are no ingredients 

like nitro-glycerine, chlorate of potash, or picric acid, or wood 
inits composition as some suppose. It vannot be exploded by 
concission.” 

We haye no inclination to conduct the reader further 

into the unsayory record of the controyersy respecting 
the ‘‘Dittmar Sporting Powder.” That,record)is one of 
repeated and successful attempts, practiced for five years, 
to put the product upon the market, io induce men 
to use it and to keep them, while using it, in igno- 
tance of its true nature. : 

That record ought now to be closed. 
Our discussion of the ‘‘ Dittmar Sporting Powder” last 

week: was simple, clear, complete and conclusive. 
It is unanswerable. 
Next week we shall discuss further some of the pe- 

culiar properties of this dangerous compound as deter- 
mined by our own experiments with it, 

It is due to those concerned that we should here state 
our belief that some of the parties who haye been promi- 

nently associated in the manufacture and sale of the 
“Dittmar Sporting Powder” were as wholly ignorant of 
what they were selling as the purchasers were of what 

they were buying. We know that some of these gentle- 
men gained their first knowledge of the real character of 
the powder from the article in the last issue of this paper. 

It is unnecessary to publish the letters of complaint re- 

ceived by some of the former firms engaged in the sale of 
this product, 

The letters received by one company, we have been as- 

sured, were so numerous, so frequent and of so graye a 

nature that the recipients were filled with alarm by them, 
and actually passed sleepless hours of suspense lest the 

next morning's mail should bring reports of fatal acci- 
dents with the powder, 

The standing explanations of these accidents ‘given to 
the sellers and buyers alike were either that the gun was 
a poor One or that the “directions” had not been Iol- 

lowed, Whether or not these explanations sufficed, in 
cases like the following, we are not informed ;— 

Unica, N. ¥,, June 28th, 1879, 
Hf. C. Squires, Ley., New York-— 

Dear Sir; We have in our hands tor collection a claim against 

you and the Dittmar Powder Co. for damages done to two guns 
owaoed by Mr. Jay C. Smith, of this clty, 

The injury consists in tearing to jieces af pound 12eauge Mer- 

riss breech-loading shot gun of the value of $150. 

Tor seriously damaging a 10 pound 6 Gunce Nichols & Lefever LD. 
L, shot gun, 10 gauge, to the extent of $50. ‘his happened in 
April last while snipe shooting. 

'The powder was bought of you about August, 1874, 4 five pound 

lot, you can tind by reference to Mr. Smith's account on your 

books. ‘he loading was done precisely as directed by you, ex- 

cept the powder was not tapped in the measure, hence the charze 

Was not so large as you permit. Theshells which did the misehier 

were loadedin October, 1878, and 2 number of the shells were 

used in the fall with safety. Tho remainder were laid awdy until 

April, when Mr. Smith, in company with a friend, weut snipe 

shooting, The friend carried the 10 gauge and Mr. Smith the 12. 

The first snipe that rose was fired at by Mr. Smith, and immadj- 

ately afterwardsthe friend fired both barrels from the 10 gauge. 
Mr, Smith’s gun came from his shoulder, barrels in one band, 

stockin theother. Tha right barrel was torn open at the breech 
a distance of three or four inches, and the shell went out the 
opening. Thebarrels were toro apart quite a distance from the 

breech. The Lreech piece was cracked und bent and both upper 
and lower fastenings broken off. The #un has left one barrel 
and two locks; everything else igruined. The other yun had the 

fastenings broken and is strained. 

Both these guns bad previously held larger charges of both black 

and Dittmar powder newly loaded, and both have shot shells out 
of the same lotnewly loaded. 

You can give such attention to thisas you deom advisable. We 

will begin suit on the 15th July woless the matter is arranged. 

Yours respectfully, Surron & Moumnouge, 

Nots.—The foot note second column of page 147, last 
week, should have included the eross-questions and an- 

swers 580 and 551. In the last line of A, J. Parker's let- 

ter, page 144, for sealing, read selling, 
rr + ar 

Devin FisHes.—The great cephalopod, or giant-squid, 
which was caught on the Banks of Newfoundland in 
1876 and sold to the New York Aquarium, is now trayel- 
ing with W. ©. Coup’s cireus through the Southern 

States, and letters have been received asking if 1b really 
is a genuine animal, if it ever was alive, etc, This scep- 
ticism, no doubt, arises from not only the extreme rarity 
of this giant species, but also to a lack of familiarity of 

the family to which it belongs, 
The squids are used for bait for many fishes along the 

Atlantic coast, but are small, seldom exceeding ten inches 
in length, while the body of Coup’s animal in life, before 
being shrunken with alcohol, was ten feet long, and its 

arms were thirty more, making an extreme length of 

forty feet, the largest one known to be found eiitire, 

Portions of arms haye been thrown up by the sperm 
whale in its death flurry, which must have belonged to 
much larger individuals, thus proving that the greater 
depths of the ocean are inhabited by larger monsters of 

this sort than man has ever seen, We cam assure oly 
friends in the rural districts that Coup’s ‘‘ devil fish” is 

all that it claims to be, and is not made of rubber, leather 

or other material, but like ‘* Topsy,” it “ growed.” 
$e 

SHooTING FoR A STAKE.—A cheaply printed dodger, 
thrust into the doorway of our office, announces that the 
Marion Rifle Club, of Marion, N. J.,are to have a 
‘orand rifle match” with the Greenyille Schuetzen Corps, 
of Greenville, N. J., for $500. Knowing nothing about 
these clubs, and caring to know less about organizations 

who would degrade rifle practice into a mere scramble for 

stakes, we should say that there was something bogus 
about the affair, and the closing announcement on the 

cheap dodger that tickets of admission could be had at 
the gate shows what might have been expected, that 
somebody is keeping a keen eye for the dimes and dol- 
lars of the gullible ones, There certainly was a misap- 
prehension when the scribe of the cheap dodger said 
that ‘Creedmoor targets and rules to govern the match,” 
The whole purpose and effort of the National Rifle Asso- 
ciation rules has been to keep rifle practice clear of the 

slightest tinge of gambling, and had these speculative 

shots followed the Creedmoor rule they would have 

stricken out the ‘‘ stake.” 
oe? ae 

Derr Sea Drepcmng.—tlt is only within a very few 
years that deep sea dredging has been carried on to any ~ 
yery considerable extent, but in this short time if has 
given us some idea as to how wonderfully numerous and 
yaried are the forms of life which inhabit these depths 
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with extreme anxiety, 

“Bay of Biscay, has been made hy Prof, A, Milne Edwards. 

dredges at once. 

metres, or more than 166 fathoms, 

Bribed by the naturalists of Norway, Sweden and Enc- 

fand, besides many others hitherto unknown. It is stated 

that the fishes, nemertians and sponges will be reported 

lids, echinoderms and other zobphytes by M. Marion ; 

joraminifera by M, de Folin, and crustacea by M, A. 
Milne Hdwards. M. Perier has made numerous ther- 

“mometric observations, and will make analyses of the 
sea bottoin, 

Che Sportsman Courist. 

TIM POND, 

Eustis, Muine, Sept. 2d. 
7 iy note of last week Ispoke of improvements 

made Ly Kennedy Smith since my first visit here, 
Which was in 1978. There then was one log camp ; now 
there are four log cabins and one kitchen cabin, well 
provided with comforts, Then one boat was in use ; now 
seven Of different sizes and patterns inyite the attention 
vi those who seek the festive trout. ‘Then, perhaps a 

‘dozen persons found their way to these waters for the 
“year. But those who went then go each year now, Dur- 
mg August the camp register shows that fifty-five gen- 
Hemen and five ladies sought this charmin resort, to 
feast hot alone upon the toothsome trout and game, but 

| the almost matchless scenery and the health-ivine ozone 
of the forest and mountain air. C, W. Smith and sons, 
With a friend, have been here for their second visit. 
ve totleloen all, whether casting the fly, seeking wary 
game, or if in the cabin or his parlor of taste and refine- 
Went. And just here let me say that such men—call 
them sportsmen, or havd-worked business men seeking 

création—help the proprietor to establish a most de- 
able ‘public sentiment,” The feeling that prevents 
rsons from taking mere trout or gaine than wanted 
w tlie table, prevents slaughter and returns to their 

Watery home the small speckled unfortunates that are 
sidentally hooked, Kennedy Smith dues not cominand 

is, but allreceive the idea that he feels it, and it is 
tranze how general is the sympathy and compliance. 
Not more fish are taken in the ‘'season” than are spawned 
“ich year, for they seem as plenty as ever. But the 

question is, Can they be protected when the “law is on,” 
iid poachers ‘n)ost do congregate” on the ice to fill their 
ping sacks? The Fish Warden will see they are pro- 
ted! And the law-breaker will be cailed on to pay 

*smart money” tothe State. Not only this, but we are 

Seon he found the trout meant business, 
# nice salmon-colored one, with those enchanting fins 

f dark and light shade, had captured his “Montreal,” 
in due time was neatly landed, Shortly two were 

ting the merits of his rod, and Beatty shouted, “I will 
e five thousand dollars for this sheet of water !” Again, 
he made a most skilful cast, all of his four flies on his 
er were occupied by enamored trout. It was sport 
ee the antics at either end of the rod. The expletives 

rom the reel end were numerous and comic, When at 
th the four were landed, two, I think, by the bal- 

, weighed about a pound each, B. bellowed, “I will 
#ivG fen thousand dollars for this home of the festive 

izens !’ He went ashore in about two hours with 
ty-seven as fine fish as one would wish to see. At 
he sent back to the rest of their “brethren,” Came, 

we have found the Promised Land.” This must serve 
Asample of the constant “good times® we had. Wish 

d tellof one time, just at sunset, when the water 
'y bowed with the swirl of frolicking fish for quite a 
ance around. Believe me, then and there was fun, 

ig well as frolic, Such a sight I never saw before. 
‘Dir, Abbvty, the popular principal of the Little Blue 

‘where the temperature is arctic, and to which scarcely 
il 6 faintest glimmer of light can penetrate. The opera- 
tions of the Challenger, of our own Fish Cammission, and 

of Prof, Alex Agassiz, have been most productive, and the 
‘results have been of such yery great interest that the 
completed reports of the yarious expeditions are awaited 

A brief report from the French vessel Travailleur from 

which a series of dredgings were made last summer in the 

He states that during the last two weeks of July the 
Weather was yery good, so much so that they were able 
to dredge twenty-four times, sometimes using two 

The greatest depth reached was 2,700 

metres, about 1,500 fathoms, and the least was over 300 

The collections made 
Were large, and included most of the species already de- 

upon by Mr, Naillant ; the molluscs by M. Fischer ; anne- 
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place, 
in cooking, etc. 

large numbers, Yes, to us, certainly it is home-like 

our rods and prepare to leave to-morrow, 

nu oierous, 

son steak lovers, 
#rand scenery, good-bye. 

MEAD'’s Hore., Kinarieip, Sept, 3d. 

and seekers for recreation I have ever seen, . 

and they do it personally, 
accommodated at one time. 

attention is freely piven, 

a first-class city hotel. 

We voted t 

had eaten in Maine. 
elers like myself, not the hotel. 

ington and Boston. J, WakRiN TUCK, 
a 

ALL AROUND NOTES. 

ZANUSVILLE, On10, Sept, 13th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

ent localities may interest some of your readers, 

abundant, 

would sappose could subsist on the amount of ground. 
They conld be seenin almost every door-yard and garden, 
and ‘Bob White” was heard in different parts of every 
field throughout the land, seemingly happy that dog and 
gun had for atime at least ceased to wage war upon 
them, To witness the confidence these poor persecuted 
birds place in human nature during their breeding season 
can but reach the heart of the most obdurate pot hunter. 
Wild turkeys have also had a favorable season, and 
many flocks of young ones may be seen feeding in the 
frain fields in tlre early morning or in the evening. I 
succeeded in catching one with the assistance of my dog, 
but the dog squeezed it a little too hard, and so weakened 
its coustilutioh that it only lived a few days. ‘Ole 
hars ” are yery abundant, but a wise provision of Provyi- 
dence has balanced matters by an equal plenty of their 
enemies, foxes and little “niggers.” Some friends of 
mine being anxious ‘to shoot soiiething,” we went down 
to Shinnecock Bay for snipe the latter part of August. I 
always had an idea that Lane's was the only place worth 
going toon the bay, but discoyered my mistake. We 
found his place full; could not even feed us and lodge us 
out. Hungry and tired as we were we had to seek other 
food and shelter, which we at last found at the Foster 
House at Pond Quogue, where we were introduced to a 
family of five brothers, ali guides and gunners. “You 
pay your money and take your choice,” The time and 
service of these worthy gentlemen, with their boat. de- 
coys, elc., is valued at $3 per duy, but is very cheap 
at that, I assure you. ; Most of them, in the quietest 
and must noncomn \|tal way in the world, will 
cheer you, and keep up your flagging hopes with an ear- 
nest belief that there will certainly bea‘ sou’wester ” to- 
morrow. They never assert nor eyen hint such a thing, 
but they quietly magnetize Into such a belief, and thus 
make you happy. After looking upon these amphibious 

— | brothers for some time with my usual amount of suspi- 
cion of all professional guides, we engaged ona, A. C,— , 
but I wont mention his nagne in full, as it micht shock 
his modesty. Iwill only say that of all his’ olass T have 
ever met he is the one that Gomes nearest my heart and 
fancy ; quiet and unassuming, very good company and 
knowing enough, but not éyerpowering you with the 
weight of his knowledge. We did not have such shoot- 
ing as we desired, as the wished-for “sou'wester” did 
noc come until possibly a day or two after we left. We 
killed a few dowitchers and small yellow-lexs, However, 
our trip wasone of considerable pleasure, notwithstaud- 
ing our bad luck, We keptour eyes and ears open, and 
like true philosophers learned all wé could. 
We were quite entertained one evening by a couple of 

lovers, young and proportionately sappy, I don’t believe 
they were lovers of field sport, but of that beautiful sen- 
timent that makes two hearts beat as one, when ‘in 
singlenéss of vision, beauty reigns supreme.’ They un- 
consciously sealed themselves very close to us, and alter 
the usual formula and several salutes customary on such 
occasions, she said, in the softest little whisper :— 

“ George, don’t you waut another cigar 7” 
- He.— No, my dear; J have smoked. two," 
She.—"* But, George, Ido love to do things for you. 

I'll go get one for you.” - 
Presently her hand somehow touched his, when she 

exclaimed :— 
“ Why ! George, how cold your hand is, Are you cold, 

dear? Let me warm your hand,” 
After warming his hand, and not being able to warm 

him up to the right degree, she asked him for the other 
hand to warm and put in somewhere in the lace on her 
breast, holding it tizhtly and securely in its warm nest 
with both of hers, George thawed, his disengaged arm 

School, at Farmington, with his wife, two sons and some 
of their pupils, found rest and recreation here during the 
summer vacation, This is getting to be a home-like 

Mr. Smith has his gentle wife with him to assist 
The table, aside from well-cooked game, 

has good variety, Partridges naver were so plenty, and 
during the last two days have been brought to bag in 

and there is a feeling of sadness as tu-night we unstring 
We have 

traps set for beays that give plenty of evidence they are 
Others must take charge of these steel bear 

catchers, Their favorite places are thickly marked by 
the footprints of deer and cariboo, But duties’ call us 
home, and we leave them to the tender mercies of veni- 

Till next year all these sports, all this 

I must add a word of two surprises. First, Tam sur- 
prised to find here one of the best hotels for sportsmen 

The propri- 
etor, M, W, Mead, is from Boston, and both he'and his 
excellent and efficient wife know how to keepa hotel, 

About thirty guests can be 
Paint, paper and furniture 

are neat and fresh ; beds are clean and soft, and every 
The kitchen and table are in 

charge of Mr, and Mrs. Mead, and would afford credit to 
My second surprise here is to 

meetmy friend Jared Goodrich, of Plainville, Conn., 
with a company of his ‘‘boys,” on their way to'Tim Pond, 

be breakfast, including fresh trout and really 
juicy, tender steak, with all other ‘‘fixin’s,” the best we 

I write this in the interest of tray- 
Mr. Goodrich left Bos- 

ton yesterday morning, arriving at Farmington about 5 
P.M., and took the stage to this hotel last evening, This 
morning the stage takes him and his company to the 
farm house of Kennedy Smith, and IT proceed to Farm- 

A few notes of observation during the close season 
from a sportsman who has been moving around in Se 

ame 
of all kinds in Virginia and North Carolina is unusually 

In fact, everywhere throughout my travels 
L have observed thatit has been an exceptionally good 
breeding season, During the summer, while over my 
old hunting ground in Virginia, I saw more coveys of 
young quail than ever before; more, in fact, than one 
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went round her waist, and he commenced to compliment 
her ‘‘points” individually and collectively, epee 
her ‘‘sweet and beautiful neck,’ when she exclaimed, 
‘““Why, George, do you know when we came ovt from 
bathing, that borrid Miss wanted to kiss me on the 
neck? ButItold her she shouldn't do it, as that was 
private property. Only for you, Georgy, dear, and no 
one else,” A suspicious cough interrupted further bill- 
ing and cooing, and next morning ‘“ private property” 
was ah expression which seemed very apt on several oc- 
casions, much to the myatification of all the guests but 
two, Now all this sort of thing seemed quite funny to 
us poor, lone gunners, We don’t exactly understand it, 
aud take the liberty of asking your advice: How would 
you like to be in George’s place, and what should we do 
if we ever get in such a fix ? ; 
To those who don’t know of other places than Lane's, 

I would say, there is lots of accommodation at various 
houses at Pond Quogue, and I .believe just as good 
ground. Plenty of shooting, if the wind is sou’west, 

BEDFORD, 

Blatural History. 
—Address all communications fo * Vorest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

Food or OWLs AND GARPIKE,—Our friend Mr, R. O 

Sweeny, of St. Paul, writes us that he has recently made 

some discoveries in regard to the food of the animals 

above mentioned—or, as Mr. Sweeny puts it, has made 
two discoveries in fish lore. One is that owls will eat 
fruit, and the other that garpike are fond of wasps. The 

food spoken of is eaten with relish by both bird and fish, 
and not especially because they are hungry, but because 
it is enjoyed, 

Our correspondent has both owls and garpike in con- 
finement, and has thus been able to study their tastes, 

——> 

CALIFORNIA FISHES.—We have received advance sheets 
of proceedings of the United States National Museum con- 
taining “Notes on a collection of fishes from San Diego, 
California, by David 8. Jordan, and Charles H. Gilbert,” 
The authors spent the greater part of the month of Jan- 

uary, 1880, in the collection and study of fishes at the 

point hamed, in the interests of the United States Fish 

Commission and obtained some specimens new to science 
us wellas established the fact that many known species are 

found there, Fifty-seven nominal species are given, all 

from salt water,four of which are new. Also in the sameis 

a “description of anew flounder (Xystreurys liolepis) from 
Santa Catalina Island, California, by the same.” Also, 

‘description of a new ray (Plalyrhina triseriata) from 
the coast of California.” ‘‘Description of a new species 
of ‘rock cod’ (Sebastichthys serriceps) from the coast of 
California.” ‘On the occurrence of Cephaloscyllium 
luticeps (Dumeril) Gill, on the coast of California.” ‘On 
the oil-shark of Southern California (Galeorhinus galeus),” 

all by Jordan and Gilbert. ‘The surf smelt of the North- 
west coast, and the method of taking them by the Quil- 

Iehute Indians, west coast of Washington Territory,” by 

James G, Swan. ‘Notes on sharks from the coast of Cal- 
ifornia,” and ‘‘on the generic relations of Plalyrhina ea- 

asperata,’ by Jordan and Gilbert, “Remarks on the 
species of the genus Chirus found in San Francisco mar- 
ket, Including one hitherto undescribed ;” a ‘description 
of anew fish from Alaska (Uranideaw microstoma);” a 

“description of a new species of Agonidce (Brachyopsis 
verrucosus), from its coast of California,” and a ‘‘descrip- 
tion of a new genus and some new species of California 
fishes (Icosteus enigmaticus and Osmerus attenuatus),” 

all by W, N. Lockington, Mr, GC. A, White gives a 

“description of a very large fossil gasteropod from the 

State of Puebla, Mexico,” and Jordan and Gilbert give a 
‘description of anew species of ray (Raia stellata), 
from Monterey, California;” “descriptions of a new spec- 
ies of Xiphister and Apodichtlays from Monterey, Cali- 

fornia ;? ‘description of a new Ayonoid fish (Brachyopsia 
ayosternus), from Monterey, California,” and a ‘‘desecrip- 
tion of a new flounder (Hippoylossoides exilis), from the 

coast of California,” 
oo 

Sern TIEARING OF FisHes,—A letter from the late Prof, 

Agassiz, on the subject of the hearing of fishes, dated 
Nahant, Aug, 8th, 1855, contained the following; "TI 

hold it would be a blessing—I mean fortunate—for many 
an individual to hear as distinctly as most fishes do. That 
they do hear is hot only to be inferred from the very com- 
plicated pair of ears they possess, but may be directly as- 
certained, ag I have often done, by frightening them by 
noises under circumstances when they cannot at the same 
time see. What may mislead us with reference to fishes 
having that organ of sense is the fact that. though the 
external ear is yery perfect, they have no tympanum 
nor external anditive conch. But, as hearing consists 
in the perception of sonorous vibrations, these may strike 
the head and produce the sensation of a sound without 
passing through the auditive conch, as in the case of 
deafness, when people open the mouth to perceive suunda 
through an internal canal leading to the ear, Thisis a 
rough diagram of the ear of most fishes (a sketch): ab ¢, 
the semi-circular canals, very similar to those of man ; 
d, labyrinth y ¢, sack containing the ear-bone, which, set 
vibrating by the sonorous motions of any body producing 
the sensation of hearing, transmits the motion to tl e 
neryous fibers f ff, where it produces that sensaticn 
of hearing. The whole is in the back part of the skull. 

* So much for the hearing of fisnes. You may see the 
apparatus yery readily, by cracking open the skull of 
any fish,” 
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BREEDING QUAIL IN CONFINEMENT. 

READINGTYON, HunTERDON County, N. J,, Sept. 7th. 
Hditor Forest and Stream -— 

T have been thoroughly interested in acquainting mty- 
self with the successful attempts of Mr. Benbrook; of 
Raritan, Somerset County, N, J., in raising quails in con- 
finement. I haye noticed in several papers, FOREST aND 
STREAM included, a brief notice of the fact; but I think 
the matter of sufficient interest to warrant morsextended 
notice, J called yesterday to see Mr. Benbrook, and 
found him busy in constructing ahouse for their confine- 
ment and security, And just here I would like to offer 
a suggestion and also to state a fact. First, the fact. 
Mr. Benbrook labors against great odds in his attempt to 
prove the feasibility of rearing quails ; for the following 
reasons : he is a person of very limited meansand cannot 
at all afford such an expenditure as is required in order 
to secure the birds against accident. He has not lost a 
single bird from disease, but all he has lost has been from 
exposure to the numerous enemies with which they are 
surrounded, but which could be successfully overcome 
by proper protection: ‘but this demands what Mr. B. 
cannot afford, If there was any profit in it, the matter 
would be very different: but it is all ontlay and no in- 
come, and were he not so thoroughly interested in and 
devoted to the accomplishment of his purpese to prove 
that birds can be (so to speak) artificially propagated and 
our country stocked with them, just as our streams are 
stocked by artificial means, he would no doubt haye 
abandoned the attempt before this time, requiring, as 
it has, such unceasing care and constant watchfulness 
and no inconsiderable expense. And now let me offer a 
hint which my readers havealready no doubt anticipated, 
Is there not, among the many wealthy sportsmen of our 
country, some one who, in the interests of the experi- 
ment, will come to the relief of Mr. B., and furnish him 
with such an’ outfit as is really necessary in order to 
complete success? I suggest this upon my own responsi- 
bility and without Mr. B.’s knowledge. If I had the 
means I would freely assist him, and give him a fair op- 
portunity to prove the practicability of his scheme, TI 
am heartily in sympathy with the efforts, of late years 
especially, to improve the various strains of bird dogs. 
Dog shows, field trials, ete,, are allin order; but if, with 
the increased excellence of dogs and the multiplication 
of sportsmen, the hirds should become so scarce, as they 
have already, in a great many localities where they for- 
merly abounded, of what practical utility is the keen- 
nosed pointer or setter, The value of the dog depends 
upon the abundance of the game. 

But I haye digressed from my purpose almost entirely, 
which was to state the present facts with reference to 
Mr. Benbrook's quail hatchery. He has learned from an 
experience of between two and three years how to care 
for the birds with reference to diet, mating, nesting, 
hatching, etc., and I venture to suggest that his experi- 
ence is worth more than any one’s else in our country, 
at least in these respects. Among other things perfect 
quiet on the part of strangers in the vicinity of the birds 
is a matter which he considers positively essential, and 
yet he will go among them himself without creating any 
alarm. It is really wonderful, knowing this natural shy- 
ness of the birds, to see him take them up in his hands 
when only a week or more old, From one pair he has 
now, after two summers’ laying, twenty-eight birds and 
more eggs in process of incubation. There seems to be 
no difficulty in getting the hens tolay, I think he told 
me that they had laid this summer about 200 eggs, and 
they are laying yet, but do not seem inclined to set. So 
he has been compelled to provide an unnatural mother 
in the diminutive bantam, But here we have altogether 
too much weight upon the eggs, and after such of ten- 
der eggs as haye suryived this pressure haye freed the 
chicks, the little fellows have to run the gauntlet of a 
fussy, noisy, scratching foster-mother, who flies at every 
living thing that cormes near her almost, at the great dan- 
ger of trampling the little things to death. And here T 
am anxious to test the virtue of an incubator, but I have 
none and Mr, Benbrook has none. Who has? and who 
will provide one in the interest of the experiment ? 
But I must close. Will any one of the Westminster 

Kennel Club, or any other club, take the trouble to run 
up to Raritan, onthe C.R.R. of N. J, and take a look and 
convince themselves ? 

If an incubator will hatch the eggs, I believe Mr, B. 
can with his present stock, next summer, rear 1,000 full 
grown, acclimated birds, and then after that he can sup- 
ply, in the following spring, all clubs desiring to stock 
such localities as they may prefer, Any one who will 
devote a few hours to aroun up to Raritan, on the C, R, 
R, ot N, J., can see for themselves, and I have no doubt 
will return with the conyiction that our lively little game 
bird can be so successfully propagated as to revive the 
good old times when a coyey could be flushed in any 
stubble, PARVUS, 

CLEVELAND, Ohio, Sept, 18th, 
In July, i879, I purchased a pair of common quails 

for the purpose of breeding, which was a failure, the 
birds not mating. During the winter and spring months 
they exhibited signs of mating, July the mating was com- 
plete, the female laying twenty-three eggs. After the sev- 
enth egg-laying, two eggs a day for four consecutive 
days. After twenty-seven days of incubation (six days 
overtime was due to erm which might have been 
prevented by the sprinkling of warm water upon eggs 
and nest on the twenty-first or twenty-second day), sev- 
enteen chicks were hatched out. The chicks are how 
one week old, and are now doing finely. The quails are 
contined in an aviary, associated with other birds (song) 
in 4 room on third floor of building. The ayiary is six feet 

uare, thirteen inches high, Have placed four inches 
of fine sand upen floor for dusting purposes, Twice a 
week I renew coarse gravel for digestion. The gravel is 
kept wet by ‘spattering of water from the other birds 
bathing, Quails will not use dry gravel. Before, and 
during thé laying periods, [fed the female houseflies, 
beetles, grasshoppers, mealworms and ants’ eggs, the 
male reserving all to the female, Seeds: Ifed kemp, 
Canary, rape, millet, wheat and buckwheat, Lettuce, 
grated carrot, sweet apple, and cabbage chopped fine, for 
green food, which is an important item, preventing the 
female from becoming egg-bound, a fatal condition. 
Also plenty of fresh watar. Quails are immense drinkers. 
would suggest to thoss haying failed in haying their 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

eggs hatch out chicks, to separate males and females 
one month or more previous to breeding month—July 
—the male will then be more ardent, I may add, that 
the male assisted during the nest-making process, after 
which, taking very little interest, however. On the 
twenty-trst day he commenced to take an active inter- 
est, visiting the nest often. On the tywenty-seyenth I 
noticed that he had entire charge of the hatching, the fe- 
male taking charge of the drying of chicks as soon as 
hatched. During the progress of hatching, both male 
and female remained on nest and still continued to do 
the same. Our feeding young quail have boiled eggs 
chopped fine, mixed with rolled crackers, mealworms 
and houseflies, They also have access to prepared food 
for soft-billed birds. BRADLEY Hutt, M. D. D. D.S. 

Dusvugoun, lowa, Sept. 15th. 
Mr, 5, Root, a photographer of this city and an ardent 

sportsman, purchased a pair of quail last winter that had 
been trapped, and this spring he made a wire screen and 
placed it ugainst a stone wall at an angle of about forty- 
five degrees from the ground, so as to make a place of 
about fifteen feet long and three feet wide, and then put 
his quail inside. About three weeks ago the female 
made a rough nest and laid ten eggs (one was unfortu- 
nately broken) and afew days ago five young ones were 
hatched. Mr, Root informs me that after laying the hen 
deserted the nest, and the male took full charge and sat 
on the eggs and hatched them out, and even now takes 
all the care of them, and at the first note of alarm from 
him they all run under his wings and hide. Mr. Root 
also states that when he first commenced tose on the 
egos he appeared frightened whenever any person came 
near, but aftera few days would get very angry and 
ruitie up his feathers, but would not get off as formerly, 
Mr, Root is very fond of his pets, and next yearis going 
to have a larger place, and putin a uumber of pair in 
separate apartments, as his idea is that they will not 
breed if all put in together. I shall watch his experi- 
ment with a great deal of interest. JULIEN. 

Hish Culture 
—>_— 

—Address allcommunications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Compuny, New York.” 

FISHWAYS, AND NEW YORK LAWS THEREON, 

Rome, N, Y., Sept, 9th. 
Editor Forest and Stream:— 

There is a story told of a man residing in Paris, during 
the past and frequent changes of administration of goy- 
ernment in France, who made an agreement with his 
landlord, to pay a certain sum per wéek for lodging, and 
an extra sum to awaken him every morning and tell him 
what form of government he was under for thab day, 
Any one who has been trying to keep track of the game 
laws and the amendments that have been going on for 
the last few years, will appreciate the need of just such 
a landlord. As all sportsmen are assured who are ac- 
quainted with the characteristics of trout, know thatina 
lake these trout in the fall of the year go ap the inlet 
and down the outlets into the stream to spawn, and to 
return again to the lake in the spring. By building a 
dam on an outlet of a lake, the trout in the fall pass 
easily over the dam into the stream and spawn, but are 
unable in the spring to return up to the Jake on account 
of the dam. 

In a few years, a lake which before the erection of 
such a dam abunded in trout, would be almost entirely 
destitude of them, I have just sucha lake in mind. The 
legislature tried to obviate this difficulty by enacting in 
i871 (Laws 1871, chapter 721, p. 30): “Every person 
building or peek ae adam upon any of the fluvial 
waters of this State, which dam is higher that two feet, 
shall likewise build and maintain during the months of 
March, April, May, September, October and November, 
for the purpose of the passage of fish, a sluiceway in said 
channel, at least one foot in depth, at the edge of the 
dam and of proper-width, with four inch square cross 
pieces upon the bottom of the sluiceway three feet apart, 
which sluiceway shall he placed at an angle of not more 
than seven degrees, and exten lin’ entirely to the run- 
ning water below the dam, ar'S*P{ich sluiceway shall be 
protected on each side by an ‘St0n at least one foot in 
height, to confine the water thevem,” and making it a 
penalty of $25 for each month’s violations of the above. 

Section 40, of the act of 187), is deemed to have re- 
péealed laws of 1871, chapters 721 and 851, and the other 
laws following thereafter, which brings us downto game 
laws, of 1850, which say nothing regarding sluicewaysin 
dams. Hence we are without a very valuable law, and I 

| think too, one that the compilers of the game laws had 
no intention of remoying. I had occasion to look this 
matter up, intending to haye a certain owner of a dam 
comply with the statute, but I find that wntil the statute 
is agyain amended, he can srect adam without a sluice- 
way, without fear or molestation of the law, cj 

— 

THE POUND-NET LAW. 

T a meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Suffolk 
County, N, ¥., on Sept. 20th, Mr, Halsey presented 

a numerously signed petition of inhabitants of Sag Har- 
bor for the passage of a law forbidding the setting of 
pounds, fykes, nets, etc,, for tish or eels in the Otter 
Pond and Cove, or within one mile of North Haven 
Bridge leading ‘thereto, On invitation, Wm. White, of 
Sag Harbor, was beard in advocacy of the law asked for, 
On motion, petitions were referred to the Committee on 
Resolutions, anil Mr. Reeves, from the committee, re- 
ported favorably the following resolution, stating that its 
passage was petitioned for by 169 citizens of Sag Harbor, 
that the committee had considered the subject and unan- 
imously agreed tothe report. The resolution was read, 
put on its passage and adopted, all the members present 
voting in the affirmative :— 

RESOLUTION NO. 24, 
Aw Act to prevent the taking of fish and eels in the Otter Pond 

and Cove at Say Harbor and the waters of the bay near the 
North Hayen Bridge, in the town of Southampton, 
Thé authority to pass this resolution is found in Ohapter 482 0 

the lawa of 1875. It was passed Sept. 21st, 1850, bya yote of two-f 
thirds of all the members elected thereto, es 

4 

[SurremBurn 80, 1880, 

F axe Board of Superyisors of the County of Suffolk do enact as 
‘ollows :— 
Section 1. No person shall fish for or catch or take any fish o) 

eels, in any pound, fyke or nel, nor set or draw any pound, fyké 
or net in any of the waters of the Otter Pond or the Coyeat 
Harbor, in the town of Southampton, nor in the waters of 
Harbor Bay within one-half mile of North Haven Bridge, exce: 
between the Ist of February and the 15th of April, in any yi 
and then only for the purpose of catching frost flsh and wlewives, 

Sno. 2 Any person who shall violate any of the provisions of 
this act shall on conviction forfeit and pay the um of $25. 

Sec. 3. Any person may in big own name helore any justice of 
the peuce of the town of Suuthampton prosecute for and ve 
cover the penalty specified in this act, and on recovery shall te 
eeive the penalty after deducting the expenses. 

Suc. 4. This act shall take effeat immediately - 
T, H, Conwin, Clerk. JOHN 5. HAVENS, Chairman, 

Mr. Reeves, from the same committee, reported ade 
versely up the petition of residents of North Sea and 
yicinity for a law to forbid the setting of seines, fykes, 
or set nets in North Sea Harbor and the channel thereta 
during March, April and May. The report was adopted, 
and the committee discharged from further considera- 
tion of the subject. 

ar an Rae, 
Dr. GARLICK’S BooK,—We learn that while the booky 

which we noticed in our issue of 16th inst., was in the 

hands of the printer, some one stole out all the portion 
relating to the famous Bachman controversy, and the 
letters of Prof, Baird on this subject, and the author 

being an invalid did not discover it until the whole edi 
tion was bound and he had received a copy, which nevessi- 
tated his re-wriling it, and haying the entive edition ree 

bound in order to get it in its place. 
Comment upon such an act is unnecessary, and we 

think the man who did it, capable of stealing acorns 
froma blind sow. The Doctor merely wished this to ap: 
pear as an act of justice. and to shaw that there was no 

longer any misunderstanding beiween persons whoin the 
search for truth had taken other paths, A slip of the pen 

a 
in the notice made us say, “The angling portion of the 

book gives no notice of the black bass, white bass,” ete, 

when we meant tosay that it did give some account 

gt them. — 

How THE First Shap WER HarcHep.—tAquadale 
Pond,” Wenonah, N. J., Sept. \ith.—I noticed in yo 
issue of the 16th inst., the communication of Mr, Seti 
Green, referring to mine, upon ‘Shad hatching anil Shath 
Laws,” and expressing a desire to be informed of th 
name and address of the “‘old fisherman” who firs 
hatched the shad at South Hadley Falls, For the inforne 
ation of Mr. Greex and others interested, I will make the 
following statement, During the latter part of last May 
T visited South Hadley Falls to make ait examination o 
the fishway atitached to the Holyoke dam, and to obtaii 
such general information as I could, in regard, to fish 
matters at that point and vicinity. While making soni 
inyestivations in the city of Holyoke, L referred to whatl 
supposed was the fact, that Mv. Green hatched tho tird 
shad at that point. I was surprised upon hemg informed 
that an old shad fisherman at the Falls was the mam 
who first suceeeded in the attempt. I asked his narie 
and was informed that it was ‘‘Smith,” (1 presume Mg 
Green may have heard of that name before,) There ap 
peared to be two or three gentlemen im the group, com 
versant with the facts, but [knew none of them. I had 
in my pocket, however, a letter from, A. Bracket, Esqy 
one of the Massachusetts Fish Commission, which con 
tains the following paragraph: “C. C. Smith of South 
Hadley Falls, is as well informed in regard to fish in thie 
river asany one lam acquainted with,” Having lea 
from others that the shad fishing at the falls was in 
hands of ‘Capt. Smith,” I concluded he was the man Te 
ferred to by the different parties, and having occasion 1G 
call upon him the same day, I referred casually to Mx 
Green’s success in hatching shad there. He at once re 
plied that Mr. Green’s attempt was a failure, and then Te 
peated what I had already heard at Holyoke, and sul 
stantially what I said in your issue of Aug, 26th, 
father of Capt. Smith being the old fisherman referred toy 
I believe he has been dead some years, h ; / 

The following clause in my former article, viz: © 
believe Mr. Green received the credit,” should have bee 
further qualified, and Mr, Green should haye been creth 
ited with the method, and Mr, Smith with the idva of the 
roper location. Mr. Green claims that the hatching wa 
one in theriver. but either himself or Capt. Smith and 

the others there have forgotten the location, and pos 
sibly other facts. Mitton P. PEIRCE, 

—— 
Tus First DECADE OF THE Unitep STarEs FIs 

Commissioy,—In our report of the paper read by Prof 
CG. Brown Goode before the American Association for th 
Advancement of Science, Boston, Aug. 28th, in our is 
of Sept, 2d, there occurred an error which we now t 
pleasure in correcting. What Prof. Goode said was ae 
follows : “1 am indebted to Prof. Verrell for the follow 
ing estimate of the number of species added within thi 
past ten years to the fauna of New Hngland, mainly bj 
the agency of the Commission ;— 

ne 

Formerly Known, Additions. Now Knows 
Orustaces . ~--\.-+--+++-- 105 198 ae 
Pyenogonida..., 5 10 ja 
Annelida. 67 238 ala 
Vermes,.. Bit] 100 ab) 
Molhisca, alt 12 426 
Echinodermata.... ee 41 86 
Anthozou or Polyps...... 20 35 Bi 
Hydrozva or Acalephs..., 102 38 
Tunicatg.:.. 2b ra] 
Polyzoa...., 91 
Brachiopoda = 
RoOpges.. See 80 

WotAl s:eincetyvec-eser™ SOU. 1,000 
—_— 

MaAckrren Far SoutH.—The Charleston, 8. C., Wei 
says: On Saturday last, while the crew of the fishing 
smack Hannah 5. Thompson were fishing on Black Pibl 
Banks, off the bar, they struck a school of genuine dow 
Fast mackerel, and succeeded in taking one of then 
None of them haye ever been seen south of Cape Lod) 
out, Itis possible that the confusion, which seers 6 
agitate the State of Maine, may haye driven these fish’ 
seek the seclusiye and quiet waters of the South Atlant 
The specimen taken isa perfect beauty, about 12 ineli 
in length, The same fishermen also caught an unusal 
large sea-robin or flying fish.” 
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can leave Grand Central Depot at 11 A.M., ticket to Poult- 
ney, drive three miles to Sea and River ishing. 

—— 

THE ALEWIFE IN FRESH WATER. 

ROCHESTER N.Y., Sept., 16th. 
or Forest and Stream :— : 

During recent visits to several of our inland lakes, I 
laye made discoveries which may be of interest as well 

#6 beneficial. Ihave discovered that the alewife, com- 
ly called *‘*saw-bellies,” breed in our inland lakes. 
ade this discovery while drawing a small mianow 

f for bait, and drew in the young fry of this and 
fispring’s hatch. This discovery I consider very valu- 

, a6 thers js no better food forall kinds of fish, and 
cially the salmon trout. 1 would advise all parties in- 

erested in any inland Jake to procure them and stock 
#ir waters. They are a more valuable food fish than 
a fresh water herring or young whitefish, because they 

a spring spawning fish.and breed much faster, 
© spawn is not more than three or four days in 

tiching, whereas the fresh water herring and white- 
h are fall spawning fish, and their spawn is all win- 
'in hatching, and the fact of their being so much 

er exposed makes the percentage which hatch very 
ail, As all kinds of fish feéd on them, and unless they 
ppen to be cast in a spot where they will receive the 
Hper circulation and keep free from sediments, they 

not hatch, The alewife hatches at least one thous- 
(l young for every one of the fresh water herring or 
fiitefish, and their value as 4 food fish is inestimable. 
m bake Kénka the ‘‘sayy-bellies” were put in eight 

's avo and there is am abundance of them, and has 
’ for the past few years. 
To show that all kinds of fish feed on them, I have 
Wzht. with them for bait, salmon trout, black bass, rok 

. perch, pickerel and bullheads, ~ 
T have also learned in what depth of water salmon 
out are found at the different seasons of the year, and 

Iso the time of day they feed. During the months of 
il, May and June they are found ont in deep water at 

ill depths ; in Apri! and May mostly at the top ; through 
fy and August, and first of September they are hardly 

er caught, except within a few feet of the bottom, and 
hen the afmosphere and water begin to cool off in the 
ter part of September they commence to rise to the 
face again, and in October and November are on the 

oals and reefs, casting their spawn. During the spring 
ey cun be taken from sunrise to sunset; during June 
m sunrise until about noon, and during July, August 
id ist of September, from sunrise until about 10 o’clock, 

one hour before sunset, On arecent trip to one of 
guriniand lakes, ‘“‘saw-bellies” being very hard to procure, 
Twas obliged to open every trout caught in order to ob- 

nbait. The trout—as, in fact, do most all fish—swal- 
their food whole, and the “‘saw-bellies” were not so 

Wily maneled but what I could put them on my hooks. 
as through this means that I learned when the trout 

dduring July, August and ist of September, In their 
puach was found the food which had been taken for 
tee days, in three different stages of decomposition. 

trout which were caught from daylight until 7o’clock 
no fresh food in them, while those caught after that 

Ae and until they stopped biting at about 10 o’clock 
nhined from one to four fresh ‘‘saw-bellies.” I found 
ut few, food which had béen taken before sunset the 
ing previous, which shows they do most all of their 
in in the morning, and do not feed at night. 
found no young troutin any of them, which shows 
they do not feed on the young of their own kind. 

SETH GREEN, 
> 

BLACK Bass IN FLoripa.—Riwford, Fla., Aug. 11th.— 
Jl St. Clair if he will visit me I will allow him to take 
from ponds that I have stocked, that Ido not think he 

i call anything else but the ‘* large-mouth black bass” 
and if not satisfied with that, he can capture in the Old 

vanee River, the small mouth species. Now that 
er does not empty into the Atlantic, but the St. Mary’s 
es and there he can capture as tine ones as were ever 

hooked. If still he doubts he can go to lake Sante Fe 
take them there till he is tired of the sport. In the 

Vouse river, North Carolina, they are plenty, and the fish- 
men callthem Welshmen, In every other place South 
ere | haye taken them, they are called ‘ trout,” and 

bear lo a casual observer a striking resemblance 
the speckled beauties in our Northera streams, as they 
motionles in the water. Of course the illusion is at 

e dispelled when they are landed, 

7 

Geo ©, Rixrorp. 
d oe 

Don'T Cake MucH Asour Fishine.—Last Sunday one 
Bf our Sunday school superintendents, on his way to 
arch met, a boy with afishing-poie, “Where are you go- 
with that pole?” asked the superintendent. He had not 
the boy since the last time he filled up at a Sunday 

hool picnic, ‘Please, sir, I’ve got a wicked father, who 
sme out to fish every Sunday morning ; but as soon 

Tget out of sight of the house Lam a going to play 
okey, and come to Sunday school,” 

? —_——— 

VERMONT FisHInG.—Pouliney, Vt., Sept. 15th, — I 
promised to write when I Jeft Ulster and Delaware 
Minties last May. I started in fishing at this place for 

t, and found them small and hard to get, not catch- 

and pickerel fishing is good, and has been all sum- 
. Perch can be caught from sunrise to sunset, I 
® caught 200 in five hours’ fishing—others have done 

{deal hetter. This is avery pretty lake, and is fed 
gether with springs; and a desirable place for lake 
if, This could be made one of the finest fishing lakes 
he United States. All that is necessary is to stock it, 
Take a heavier penalty than there is for netting or 
ring them, which I haye no doubt is carried on ex- 
ely at certain times. Mr, B., of Philadelphia, 

WEhtaH-pound pickerel that had the marks of where 
ad been speared. Let the authorities look into this 
er, and stop it before itis too late. I hope also to 

gee the Wish Commissioners of Vermont take an interest 
ocking this beautiful lake, and making if second ta 
nthe northern county. Squirrel shooting is excel- 

sen, partridges and woodcock quite plenty, and we are 
Having plenty of sport, Anyone desirous of coming here 

- 

ake, and stop at Lake View 
House, Mr. P, J, Griffith proprieter, and I will guarantee 
a cheap trip, good time and plenty of sport. 

H, C, Wzst. 
—— 

MX vrame Norres.—Hustis, Maine, Sept, 20th,—Here I am 
again at mine host Hutchins’, where I can enjoy myself 
much and at less expense than at any place in Maine I 
have ever visited, Have returned to-day from a two 
weeks’ sojourn at Alder Stream Pond, and’such nice, 
deep-red fleshed trout, and in such abundance, I never 
before saw. <A good, nice camp and boats, a beautiful 
lake set in the yalley of the “Five Round Mountains,” 
like a ‘‘ jewel set in the bosom of Hebe.” 

Mine host Hutchins has just completed a road from 
his place to the famous Spencer Lake, a revion entirely 
new tosportsmen, and the route embraces twelve lakes 
and ponds, all full of the nicest salmon trout, while 
moose, carriboo, ducks, deer and partridge abound all 
along the route. Should any of your patrons wish for 
rare sport, a letter of inquiry to friend Eatchins will tell 
them all the particulars and just as they will find them. 
Address O, A, Hutchins, Hustis, Franklin County, Maine. 
More when I arrive at Boston. J. M, Frren, 

—_—@e——. 

X «BuceTamind ” ror Buack Bass.— Warsaw, Ind., 
Sept. 20th.—In reply to ‘'G. FP. W.,”’ in Forrst AND 
STREAM of Sept. 16th, I would suggest ‘* bucktailing ~ 
for the larger species of black bass in Webster Pond. I 
haye found this allure effectual when all else has failed, 
at the same time offering the most pleasurable and sci- 
entific mode of modern angling. The construction of 
the bucktail or buckfly is as follows: Tie three bass 
hooks at right angles from another. Tie the hair of a 
deer tail around and completely covering the hooks, al- 
lowing the hair to extend an inch below the hooks. Use 
by casting same as with any other bass fly, This in the 
hands of an experienced and persevering follower of 
*©Old Ike,” success is certain. H. A, &Z, 

SS 

—Rass fishing at the St. Clair Flats has been wncom- 
monly fruitful this season, and from this time until 
the middle of October the punter natives of the region 
will be in high feather, The bass are extra large, 
many that I have seen scoring from ‘four to [six 
pounds. Two that were shown me to-day weighed 
each six and a half pounds. They were caught by J. V. 
D. Eldredge, of this city, whose achievements with both 
rod and gun in former years are matters with which 
many of your readers are wellacquainted, ALI fishermen 
here who have observed the Flats’ yield say that no such 
season as this has been known since 1870, Parties from 
Louisville, Cincinnati, Atlanta, Cleyeland and elsewhere 
have been enjoying the glorious sport for a week past, and 
Detroit has turned out every fisherman who could spare 
a day or two,jbent on the same fascinating sport. Col, Val- 
entine C, Hanna returned yesterday from a three days’ 
excursion to the Flats, during which time he caught over 
two hundred pounds of the finest bass seen in one lump 
in a generation. Seventy-five to one hundred pounds a 
day is not an unusual catch for industrious workers. A. 
C. MeGraw, a well known Detroiter, who carries his 
seventy-six years as lightly as a boy, went up for a half 
holiday on Thursday last, and caught twenty large bass, 
every one of which was a legitimate capture. We hope 
to see an invasion by New Yorkers before the middle of 
October. 

—_.@__—_ 

A Bie BAss For A SNAKH To HAT.—A correspondent 
writing from South Vernon, Ind., tells us that while 
fishing he killed a large water moccasin which hada 
suspiciously large bunch inside it, which on opening 
proyed to be caused by a bass of fully half a pound in 
weight, certainly a large fish to swallow, and a prickly 
one, too, which ought to cause a fit of indigestion, but it 
is more than doubtful if it did. 

—_—_——-_—_ 

WEAEFISHING ON THE Coast of New JERSEY.—River- 
side House, Forked River, Sept. 24th.—Weakfishing still 
contiues good, a daily catch of fifty per boat'for the past 
week. A party from the lighthouse caught yesterday, 
fishing outside, 262 weakiish, some of which would weigh 
néarly 4lbs, Several gentlemen still linger here enjoy- 
ing the sport, among whom are Wm. H. Hewitt, Wm. 
Henry Brown and Jas. R. Townsend, of New York. No 
bluefish yet. A. 

—>— 

AN HIGH) AND A QUARTER Pouyp Trour,—The fol- 
lowing letter from Messrs. A, B, Shipley & Son, fishing- 

tackle dealers, Philadelphia, explains itself. The fish is 
to be mounted by a taxidermist, but would be so much 
better preseryed by the Wickersheimer process that we 
always regret to hear of a fine fish being stuffed :— 

SouLn’s Camp, Maine. Sept. 20th. 
Messrs. A. B. Shipley & Son :— 

I suppose by this time you think I have forgotten you, 
but to-day I have the pleasure of sending you a trout 
(Salino ese that weighed eight and a quarter 
pounds when caught, I took him on a tly-rod and played. 
him an hour and a quarter. As you wanted a good sized 
one for mounting I send the fish at once. 

Jouy A. SCHULZE, Rangeley, Maine; 
—_~>——_ 

THE ‘‘ ReppING” TRouT Fixy.—A new species of fh 
has been found to inhabit the fy books of anglers in Cal- 
ifornia and is occasionally found disporting itself at or 
near the ends of their lines. Of this new fly the Olym- 
pian says : ‘‘ This fly has been made by a fishing tackle 
dealer in this city, and named by him after B. B, Red- 
ding, one of our State Fish Commissioners. The Redding 
deer fly has the hair of the deer wart reversed on the 
upper part of the hook so as to open when drawn through 
the water. The lower part, or body, is made of green 
peacock herl.” - 

—_——~<>——— 

FryE Minuion Fish Hooxs.—The Germantown Tele- 
graph says: ‘The only firm in the world that issaid to 
make fish-hooks by machinery is located at New Haven, 
Conn, They received an order the other day for five mil- 
lion hooks from New Yerk, The order is reported to 
have been sent by the editor of FOREST ant STREAM. who 
is anxious to take a tilt at the St. Lawrence bass !” 

All right, neighbor ; when they come we'll ask you to 

go along, if you'll dig the worms, 
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Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.* 

Moose, Alce americana. Woodcock. Philohela minor, 
Cariboo, Rangifer caribou. Black-bellied plover, ox-eye, 
Blk or wapiti, Cervus canadensis. Squatarola helvetica. 
Red or Virginia deer, 0. virgini- | Long-billea eurlew, Waumeriita 
anus. longirostris, j 

Squirrels—red, black and gray, | Turnstone, or calico back, Strep- 
Hares—brown and gray. silas interpres. 
Reed or rice bird, Dolichonyx | Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
oryztnorous, Macrorhamphus griseus, 

Wild turkey, Meleagris gallupavo. | Red-backed sandpiper, or ox- 
Pinnated grouse or ae | bird, Tringa americuna, 
chickens, Cupidonia cupido, Great marbled godwit, or mar- 

Rufted grouse or pheasant, Bo- lin, Limosa fedoa. 
nasa umbels, Willet, Totanus semipalmatus, 

Quail or partridge, Ortyx virgin- | Tattler, Totanus melanoleucis. 
anus. Yellow-shanks, Totanus flavipes. 

Sora, rail, Porzana carolina, | 

*This enumeration is general, andis in conflivt with many of 
the State laws. 

“Bay birds" generally, including; yarious species of plover, 

Sandpiper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf bird, phalaropes, 

ayocets, ete., coming under the group Limacnle, or shore birds. 

Many States permit prairie fow) (pinnated grouse) shooting after 
Aug. 15th. 

——$—$—<—— Sea 

A CONTRAST. 

CARL DITTMAR SAYS. 

Writing to Sportsmen. 

“T pledge my word of honor 
that. I have never sent, and 
never will send, powder for 
sporting purposes which should 
have the slightest trace of nitro- 
glycerine in its composition.’’— 
Letter in Rop Anp Gun, Aug. 
14th, 1875, Vol. VI., page 289. 

“Tf some gentlemen have 
damaged their guns it would 
only be by negligence, and by 
not following my directions, It 
is absolutely impossible te dam- 
age a gun, weak or strong, 
breeeh or muzzle-loading, if my 
powder is used according to my 
instructions.”’—Letter in Rop 
AND GuN, Aug. 17th, 1875, Vol. 
VI., No. 18. 

“When TI first commenced 
makine this new powder I had 
no more experience than your 
correspondent, but I haye not 
hada single accident, although 
I have fired more than twenty 
thousand times in a variety of 
guns.”’—Lettersameas below. 

“Tn conclusion f would say 
that sportsmen and riflemen 
are and have been experiment- 
ing with my new powder all 
over the country,and the testi- 
monials thus far received ara in 
the highest degree  satisfac- 
tory,’—Letter in ForRrEst AnD 
STREAM, June 24th, 1875, Vol, 
IV., page 315. 

We add, for comparison with the sworm statement 

quoted above, only one quotation. ‘It is from a Jet- 

ter of Carl Dittmar, in the ForEST anp Stream, March 

16th, 1875, the italics our own :— 
“Since Ist of September, last year, I make an entirely different, 

powder, much harder grain, notso compressible as the first. But. 

even with the softest kind T madein the first time I haye not heen 
able to injure my guns,” 

S22 — 

ECHOES OF THE “DITTMAR SPORTING 
POW DER,” 

Being first duly sworn. 

“My sunpowder, when J first, 

mide it, had the same tehdeney 

Tt 

burst most all the guns at first, 

as nitvo-glycerine powder. 

when I began to introduce it. 

[t was just the same as if T 

would use nitro-glycerin® pow- 

der." 

Eira, N. Y,, 
Editor Forest und Stream, :— 
Ihave just finished reading your exhaustive article on 

the ‘‘ Dittmar Powder,” for which many thanks. I was 
indebted to your subscriber and correspondent, Dr. T. S. 
Up de Graff (** Bodines”’) for the privilege. J. B. G, 

Sept. 26th. 

Bditor Forest and Strecmn:— 
Lhave read your “ Dittmar Sporting Powder” article, 

and take pleasure in saying that 7 likeit very much. The 
general plan you have adopted, viz., to begin at the bot- 
tom and build up ina solid and gradual manner, so as to 
make your readers see clearly the reason iwhy Dittmar 
powder must be dangerous, is just the way and the only 
way. Youhave done nobly. I look with much interest 
for the balance of your article. 24 

New YorK, Sept. 25th, 
Kditor Forest und Stream :— 

I must thank you very heartily for your excellent ar- 
ticle published in this week's ForEST AND STRHAM on the 
‘Dittmar Sporting Powder.” If every lover of the gun 
would consider what he is using and the danger he is 
placing himself in by using this explosive, there would 
be fewer shattered guns, hands and heads, Fact is fact : 
truth is truth, every time. Warn the sportsmen and 
you are doing your duty. Yours truly, i. H.R. ae 

NEw York, Sept, 25th. 
Kiditov Forest and Stream :— 

T have read the article on * Dittmar Sporting Powder,” 
in your issue of the 23d inst., andl take great pleasure in 
thanking you for exposing the qualities of said powder. 
Ihave used the powder to some extent, fortunately with, 
no accident ; but it is needless to say that Ishall never dare 
to useitagain. I believe that | ueversaw any account 
of the explosion that occurred at the office of the “ Ditt- 
mar Powder Manufacturing Company” (No. 2. Aim I 
Tight ?), some time since, in your paper. Would it not 
be well to refer to same in your future article on the 
powder? .Again congratulating you upon exposing the 
dangerous compound te the public, and especially to the 
sporting fraternity, I remain, yours very truly, a 

8S. A, 

[Extracts from 4 letter dated Sept. 13th.] 7 

Mr, Nash gave us very little information about the 
loading of the exploded shell, beyond the charge, and on 
the other hand the Dittmar Company gaye us about as 
littie about the powder im the can; for it is impossible 
not to agrve with you, Mr. Biitor, that their experiments 
proved nothing. The davger of powder depends mostly, 
perhaps entirely, upon the speed with which the pressure 
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is developed, instead of the actual pressure itself, And T 
don’t believe it possible to construct anything in the 
shape of a gauge that cn prnneey test the strain on bar- 
rels cansed by too sudden evolution of gas. 

some strong musket barrels, or something of the sort, 
Mr, Dittmar should have no hard feelings against Mr, 

Nash. or any one else. 

fluence, 
his best to remedy defects. 

sporting papers to publish them, 

new, 

T. 8S. Van Dyke, 
i 

DOG POISONING IN MINNESOTA. 

Winpom, Minn., Sepé 20th, 1880. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
The letter of **‘ Wausee,” from Fairmount, this State, 

dated on the Ist inst., and recently published in the For- 
EST AND STREAM, escaped my notice antil to-day, and that 
you will allow one of the “pot-hunters of Windom” space 
for reply J assume, and in doing so I find it necessary to 
ask you to reprint the following portion of ‘‘ Wausee’s” 
letter :— 
The recent wholesale poisoning of bird dogs in Cottonwood 

County. and the equivocal tone of the local press (notably the 
Windom Renorteriin Yerard thereto, are still topics of peculiar 

True, the peo- 
ple of Windom. many of whom ehuekléd over the diseomiture 
of “them dandy sportsmen." are now changing their tone and 
expliining things awar, #8 they hevin to perreive that the das- 
tard'y act was “lso a lamentable blunder, for the owners of yalu- 
able dogs hive not been slow to shake the mud of peiors aor 

nitny- 

ture the pot-hunters of Windom will have things pretty much 
their own way, but ths hotels and business houses of the village, 
as well as the neighboring farmers. will probably miss ibe ready 
cash which the average visiting sportsman layishes so profusely 

On 
the 10th of that month some seven or eight dogs belong- 
ing to citizens of Windom were poisoned—by whom, or 

About 
the same time dogs in a neighboring village met a simi- 

A day or two before the 
On the fol- 

lowing Wednesday a dog from Memphis died ahont two 
miles in the country, anda day or two later a St, Louis 
dog was poisoned in the Clark House barn, Hence it will 

interest to non-resident sportsmen in Minnesota. 

their boots and seek their sport in less perilons regions. 

during the hunting season. 

Tn this State the chicken season begins Aug, 15th. 

through what motive, remains yet a mystery. 

Jar fate, Iam credibly told, 
15th the ‘non-resident’ sportsmen came. 

be seen that the Windom sportsmen are the principal 
losers of dogs, poisoned, as many firnily believe, in the 
interest of ‘‘ non-resident,” but for yarious reasons I will 
not assert that the theory is correct. But it will be seen 
that war was begun first, in a ‘* wholesnle” way, upon 
our own bird dogs, while ‘‘ Wausee” attempts to show 
that the ‘' wholesale” poisoning was directed toward the 
dogs of the visiting sportsman, who only lost two}; anil 
J have no doubt the Memphis dog ate the poison that was 
jaid for the Windom dogs. Poisoned meat was found in 
the yards of several residents, as well as near the dead 
St. Louis dog, and one dog died in the very door of its 
owner. 

The effort of ** Wausee ” to cause it to appear that this 
unfortunate and disreputable husiness was indorsed and 
condoned by the people of this community, or the news- 
paper in question, is as “dastardly” as the poisoning 
jiself, but ‘‘ Wausee is aware that his party was not 
warmly welcomed, and evidently is trying to ‘‘ geteven” 
with us by false representations. 

“The business men,” ete., will ‘‘miss the ready cash,” 
will they? How “lamentable!” True, they patronized 
one hotel and two livery stables. No one elsesaw them 
Javish” their “read 
with those ‘‘yisiting’ 

bills with birds shot with ammmumition bought elsewhere. 
So much for the ‘ready cash” they “Javished” in Win- 

This is the extent of the business they gave the 
town, and had it been practicabla ‘‘Wausee” and )iis 
friends would haye brought with them their hotels and 

dom, 

liveries also. 
Any of the ‘‘non-resident” sportsmen are in ill odor for 

the hoggish manner displayed in their hunting birds for 
market, thus making the country over which they hunt 
help bear their expenses while here, and sending the 
rooney out of town for the very material with which the 
birds are shot. 

The money the farmers receive from such men ss 
‘‘Wausee” will create no desire to see them reli. 
Farmers complain seriously at the ruthless manner in 
which these ‘‘non-resident” sportsmen trespass upon 
their growing crops, which this year have proven slight 
barriers to their frequently driving through fields of flax 
and ‘letting lose the dogs” of sport, and when remon- 
strating against if the farmer is repulsed with profanity, 
These are by no means isolated cases, In another in- 
stance, a farmer by the name of Pickett, was shot in his 
own field by one of these “non-resident,” ‘‘money dis- 
pensing” gentlemen, who coolly drove off without apolo- 
gising, not however, without begging the farmer not to 
return the compliment with a rifle he had in his hand at 
the time, 

. Jf ‘non-resident’ sportsmen are not cordially received 
in Windom it is for faults of their own, of the character 
indicated, but the least intimation that their dogs wera 
pnisoned on account of any such unfriendly feeling, is 
ridiculuously and criminally false. The local sportsmen 
regret the poisoning, and deprecate it as much as ‘*Wau- 
see,” and none more than the writer, and we hope your 
correspondent will yet learn that the people of Windom 
are too brave to wreath their dislike upon men by such 
merciless attacks upon innocent and defenseless dogs. 
Sportsmen have come and gone, and will return again 

next year, while others have gone, we hone, not to return 
until they learn to treat the country with ordinary re- 
spect, Every sportsman who comes with anything in 

his breast like ‘doing unto others,” ete., will becordially 
welcomed, as dozens who have been here this year will 
attest, and these are they who “lavish” their ‘ready 
cash” among the “business men” in the sense ‘‘Wausee” 
implies, ‘Winpom Por-HonTER,” 

2 It is a great 
pity that the company could not Lave experimented on 

The question is too important to 
allow business interests to have a feather's weight of in- 

He should be thankful for criticisms, and do 
It is the duty of any sports- 

man knowing defects to point them out, and the duty of 
Ati this age of the 

world the presumption is generally in fayor of anything 
new, but with a thing so important in its effects as pow- 
der, the presumption is and should be against anything 

Every such thing must expect to fight ils way 
into favor, and its owners should respect that conserva- 
tism which demands positive conviction before yielding. 

cash ;” and one noticeable feature 
x” sportsmen is that they bring their 

ammunition with them, and even try to pay their hotel 

MINNESOTA FIELD SPORTS, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
My brief article in your issue of Aug. 19th has brought 

me sevoral letters from widely separate points, asking 
for information relative to the country, As I have no 
axe to grind, and as all the letter writers claim to be 
sportsmen good and true, and withal subscribers (as they 
should be) to the Fores? AND Srrmam, [ ask space in 
your columns for a few particulars. 

This town, Burnhamville, is the eastern town of Todd 
County, Minn. ; Todd County, being wholly on the west- 
ern aide of the Mississippi River, and about one hundred 
and forty miles from St. Paul. No railroad enters the 
county, Liltle Falls and Sauk Centre being the nearest 
railroad points, Little Falls being twenty miles from this 
town and Sauk Centre thirty. UThe eastern part of the 
county is principally timber, but with fine stretches of 
prairie and many fine meadows, The soil is excellent. 
The county, especially the eastern half, fairly blossoms 
with lakes ; some with high bold shores, others with 
marshy borders. Iam living at the outlet of LittleSwan 
Lake, a beautiful sheet of water about one and three- 
quarter miles long by one-half mile wide, Three miles 
aboyeis Big Swan Lake, nearly three times as large; 
the two are connected by Swan River. Three miles 
southwest are Bass and Long Lakes, about the size of the 
Swans. Two and three miles south are Buck and Moose 
lakes, a trifle smaller, Three miles north is Rice Lake, 
which is merely a large marsh, its surface nearly covered 
with wild rice. Big Swan has also large rice beds. 
There are also many pond-holes and marshes, All of 

the lakes abound with fish, every variety almost being 
found save trout, Spring and fall the duck shooting is 
grand; but few geese comparatively aro found herea- 
bouts. I presume, in fact T know, that tons of venison 
was killed here last hunting season. Bears and wolves 
are not ‘thick,’ but more or less are killed every year, 
As for rabbits, fifty a day, in the winter, would not be a 
large bag. Being off the railroad, sportsmen never find 
their way here, In the two years I have been in the 
county, I have never seen but one sporting party, and 
mine is the only breech-loading shot gun in town. 
Now a word personal, as it is asked for; 1 am a Massa 

chusetts clergyman, here for my health ; am a sportsman 
in the true sense of the term. Ishall return Kast this 
winter, Ethink, [have have had and am having mag- 
nificent sport. If any true sportsman, who neither 
swears or gets drunk, wishes to enjoy himself, this is the 
place where he can have the utmost pleasure. 
Ton, Leon Houde, of Little Falls, and Hon. C. M. Lor- 

ing, of Minneapolis, have been in camp for two days at 
Long Lake, two miles from here. They report the finest 
bass, pike and pickerel fishing they have ever experi- 
enced. Mr, Loring caught fifteen fine fish, one of them 
a pickerel weighing fifteen pounds, in one morning be- 
fore breakfast. 
Ducks are Hocking in in abundance; Rice Lake is re- 

ported full of them, J, F. Locks, 
or + oe 

ALT, ABOUT WILD RICK. 

Riek LAK, Sep. 23. 
Editor Forest dnd Stream :— 
As the subject of wild rive is receiving a great amount 

of attention from a number of your readers, pernaps the 
following will be of benetit to a few of them —— 
When wild rice becomes ripe in the fall, the seed drops 

from the stalk into the water, and immediately sinks to the 
bottom. Here it lies all winter, perfectly dormant, wutil 
the following spring, when it begins to sprout about the Ist 
of May, and reaches the surface about the middle of June, 
according to the depth and temperature of the water. For 
a month it seems to grow yery slowly, but, after that, its 
growth is wonderful, and about the ist of September it 
stands two to five inches above the surtace, and the seed, 
petting ripe, commences to fall into the water, and con- 
tinues doing so as long as there is any rain left upon the 
stalk. The old straw is torn up by the wind, and floats 
away or sinks to the bottom, 

In Rice Lake the Chippeway Indians have the exclu- 
sive privilege of gathering the wild rice—the modus 
operand? is as follows : An Indian kneelsin the bow of his 
canoe, generally a dug-out, and draws ib through the rice 
with his paddle; a squaw, seated at the stern with a 
small light cedar stick, the shape of a marline-spike, 
about three feet long, in each hand, draws the rice to- 
ward them with the stick in one hand until the beads 
are over the canoe, when she strikes them a couple of 
quick light strokes with the other stick, knocking the 
seed into the boat. Upon doing this she lets go the rice, 
and repsats the operation upon the other side, the canos 
going allthe time. In this manner they will gather twa 
to five bushels per day, according to the crops. 
That wild rice is the favorite food of ducks I am quite 

certain ; and, were 1 possessed of a pond or lake, to 
which I desired to attract them, Iwould plant it in pret- 
erence to anything else, It is quite hardy, and, with a 
little care at first, will grow almost anywhere. It has 
been grown successfully in the Ottawa River, and Dr, 
Everhart, President of the Lackawana Game Protective 
Association, I believe, whom I met here last fall trying 
his hand at the ducks, secured a barrelfrom (, Gilclirist, 
Inspector of Fisheries for Rice Lake. He planted it in 
some of the streams in Pennsylvania and it grew well. 
Mr. Gilchrist also sent a barrel to Stockton, Cal,, last 
winter, where it was planted and this spring sprouted, 
but was drowned out by the breaking away of the levee 
during highwater, covering ib with teh ov twelve feet of 
water, 

HOW TO SOW THE RICE, 
The proper conditions for the successful growth of 

wild rice areas follows: Two to four feet of water, if 
soft, warm and free from minerals all the better, soft 
muddy bottom ; it will grow on sand and gravel, though 
it will be thin and stunted for a couple of years. but at 
the end of that time, if undisturbed by wind or current, 
the accumulation of old straw at the bottom will form a 
mud bed and a good crop of rice will be the consequence, 
Five years ago, the first time I ever camped ap Rice 
Lake, I put up tent on Spooke Island; all around it there 
wasa hard, sandy bottom, and about thirty feet from 
shore there wasa thin line of rica, about twenty feet 
wide, through which I used to swim to get to the clear 
water beyond when bathing. This yearthe rice was so 
thick and heayy the Indians were gathering there, 

| 

j always scorning anything approaching pot hunting or 
j in every respect, a thorough good shot and fly fisherman, | 
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Weeds and moss willretard its growth somewhat, but it 
generally crowds out other water plants, When once 
started it is impossible to eradicate it, except by pulling 
if up when young or drowning it out with ten or twelve | 
feet of water; also, if will spread in eyery direction and 
will yet so thick that a person can hardly paddle a canoe | 
through it, : : 

After being thoroughly soaked in plenty of soft water 
it is planted as follows : Two men go in a boat, one pad- 
dling the other sowing in the old old-fashioned manner 
ofsowing grain by hand, If the pond is exposed to 
heavy winds or strong currents sow thickly ; if sheltered 
and free from current sow thinly, as it will spread more 
quickly by doing so. 

Blackbirds are passionately fond of it in the millr state, 
and tame geese are simply ‘‘ terrors,” sometimes clean- 
ing out a whole bed. Keep them out at all times, 

F.C. G. 
——— 

Witp Rick From Rice Lakr, Onrario,—Many in- 
quiries reach me about procuring and growing wild rice. 
Through your columns I statea few facts which ma 
serve 4s a general answer tn correspondents, In 1876 
bought from Charles Gilchrist, Esq,, of Harwood, several 
bushels as an experiment, and sowed the same in a bay 
on the Ottawa River, The following autumn it grew to 
a height of from six to eight feet, and was full of grain, 
which enabled me to gather about twelve bushels for use 
elsewhere. Since then T have renewed the suwing ocea- 
sionally and kept up the growth. This fall 1 intend 
sowing some twenty or thirty bushelsmore. In addition 
to its utility as food in the shape of rice bread or cakes 
and pudding, this plant has wonderful powers of clean- 
sing and cooling the temperature of water and muddy 
bays, It is such a strong feeder that if absorbs tha 
principal part of the nutriment on which tank weeds suls- 
sist, and which in solution accumulates to form acaky 
coating of mudin marshy bogs. Italso grows so high 
and thick as to shelter the water and keep it cool, Icon- 
sider it one of the most valuable aids in tish ponds for the 
above reasons, as well as because it breeds and furnishes 
preat quantities of insect food for young fish. Of course 
its yalue as an attraction for ducks is well known. Tha 
stock gathered at Rice Lake is of the finest kind, aid 
being attended to by an active and intelligent man like) 
Mr, Gilchrist, it is well prepared for shipment, 

W, F. Warrcuer: 
Rideau Bank, Ottuwa, Sept, 164. 

a ———— 

-A CompAnron or Forrester,—New York, Sept, 2c. 
Editor Forest and Stream,.—Will you allow me to call 
your attention tothe death of Mr. A. L. Williams, of) 
Candandaigua, which teok place a few daysago. Mr 
Williams formerly lived in Newark, and after that, in) 
company with ‘Frank Forester,” William $. Porter and 
other famous old sportsmen. He was 4 midel sportsman 

{ 

poaching, and ever ready to give the best place, either 
in the field or on the river, to a friend. Mr, Williams, 
was @ naturalist of no mean order, perfectly competent 
to set up a rare bird or preserve a fine specimen of a wild 
flower. Of late years Ralston, Pa., was one of his fae 
vorite haunts, and many happy day I have spent with 
him on the beautiful Lycoming, He taught me alll 
know in the way of casting a fly for bass aud trout. andy 
also wing shooting, and for twenty years we have shag 
and fished together, AsIsaid before, & truer sportsman 
or better friend I never knew, W. HOoLBERTON 

—— ee 

New Yorer—!Vindsor Furm, Broome County, Sep 
lith,—-The shooting season has opened with cood prospectss 
Have been out three days since Sept. 1st for grousey 
Bagged in all twenty-two grouse, and squirrels are moré 
abundant than they have been for several years, hig 
morning I Inlled six woodcock. They are through moulé 
ing, and have settled down upon their old grounds. A 
few ducks have passed in their flight South, Yesterday 
T bagged two black ducks and four teal on the Susqie 
hanna River. Vishingis also good. Perch and pickeré 
readily take live bait or strike for the spoon hook, and 
bass are as hungry as ever. The lakes and ponds about 
here are in good condition, and sportsmen are having ay 
erage luck in these waters. With a-friend I fished am 
hour and a half in the Susquehamma, one day last weely 
The catch was cleyen black bags, weighing fourteen 
pounds anil a half. Ihave captured a number of walk 
eyed pike recently in the Susquehanna, near Apalachin 
These fish, once common, theugh for several years buble 
few have been taken, are returning to our waters. 

CLIFTON. 
——»—— 

Powper Mrasuke.—ditor Forest and Stream: 
Tnotice on page li, Vol. 15, a ‘Member Montgomery 
Shooting Club,” in attempting to correct a "Membel 
Manchester Shaoting Club,” is nearly as wide of the 
mark asthe gentleman he attenyptsto “coach.” ‘The 
pound Tray is dividedinto ounces, pennyweights and 
grains, There are no drachms in Troy weight, ‘The 
pound apothecary, which is the same as the pound Troy; 
is differently divided into ounces, drachms, scruples and 
grains. The pound avoirdupois, which is different fron 
either of the above pounds, and is that by which powdet 
and shot are always weighed, is divided into ounces 
drachms and grains, viz., twenty-seven and one-third 
grains make one drachm ; sixteen drachms one ouncé 
sixteen ounces one pound, If your correspondents will 
weigh their charges by this table they will correspond 
with the standard measures, The grains are same in all 
weights, O1KOL, 

a 

Our Drtroyr Lerrer,—The season is fairly wpon us, but 
the lingering heat of summer which makes memorable 
these fervent September daysis a handicap for the dé 
votees of the gun. Nevertheless, many mighty huntere 
are seen in the gathering plices of the tribe hereabout, 
as they flit inte town on their way to the north woods o 
Michigan, where ‘* the red deer and roebuck abound,” 
have of late noticed on the streets many well accou 
and enthusiastic sportsmen thus bound, Neither bh 
nor tales of ill fortune deter them, and you may exp 
with the first grateful change to hear entertaining 
of their achievements, Naw York City and State ami 
well represented in this inHux of woodmen, 

Of purely loeal matters I may mention the fact tha 
that prince of sportsmen, Ed- Gillman, accompanied b 
Dr, Fred Anderson, formerly a well known Cincinnati 

7 
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and now a summer dweller on beautiful Grosse Isle near 
the mouth of Detroit, go down to Point Monillie Club 
grounds next Monday fora hack af duck shooting, stir- 
red to the venture by yesterday’s receipt of as pretty a 
lot of blue-winged teal as Ihave ever seen. They were 
killed by hospitable Jack Jardine, and have already 
found their way to the broiling griddle and thence to the 
more partieular enjoyment of those lovers of samy flavor 
who frequent the headquarters of sportsmen who find a 
field of operations in Michigan. Duck are now very 
plentiful and the kill for a week last past has been such 
as set the blood tingling and made business cares irksome, 
CG, A. Mack, of Detroit, has struck itrich on the planta- 
tion of a friend about thirty-five miles from Louisville, 
Ky., on the Short Line Railroad. The aforesaid planta- 
tion is literally alive with quail, but being a private pre- 
serve your readers who do not enjoy the acquaintance of 
the reigning baron will, I fear, be obliged to content 
fhemselves with a week's shooting there in imagination, 
How friend Banks would revel in it if he could snatch 
the time from looking after the substantial but sordid 
uffairs of NOREST AND STREAM, 

—~>—_—_ 

JupiITH Basty.—One of our soldier correspondents 
sends these notes on Judith Basin :— 
What days have I passed in that same *' Judith Basin ” 

in which Col, Pickett and Mr. Massiter were two year's 
ago, On clear days oneis able to‘! stand and measure 
the earth’ from some ofits points, The changing hues 
of the mountain sides at different hours of the day is 
enough to fill the soul of a Hottentot with poetry, And 
then the fish and game—elk, mountain sheep, deer, an- 
telope and ail kinds of fowl, In the swift waters of its 
rivers the gamiest kind of trout. I say no more, but 
only hope that some one will go there that can 
tell ‘Fall about it, and how itisdone,” The hest way to 
reach there is to go to Benton, via Missouri River, and 
there see Dennis Halpine. He will either go himself or 
furnish men that will, and see about horses and all that 
sort of thing, A moment ago I spoke of narrating facts. 
Theaye one at you. On the 2d ot this month, being out 
of meat, I started oui hunting, and on my way back to 
the hills I went across a bare alkali spot. On this spot 
I found a medium sized rattlesnake. Thinking to have 
a little sport, LT pulled the ramrod owt of my gun and 
commenced poking him. Snakes do hiss! for this fel- 
low did so twice, Sabe? ARTHUR HAIGHT, 

a 

QunsEec—Montreal, Sept, 18th. —In company with 
friend C. ©, Beatty, of Phillipsburg, P. Q., 1 spent the 
first two days of the open season at the mouth of the 
Missisyuoi River, and in the surrounding marshes, where 
we bagved a few black duck, more snipe, less woodcock, 
and caught about forty bass (small-mouthed). My plea- 
sure was somewhat dampened by our big-footed ‘* Ca- 
nuck” cook, who tread on and broke my 12-ounce Serib- 
Herrod, Isentit for repairs to its maker at St. John, 
aud veceived it back to-day as good as new, During the 
past week I have shot over most of the best ground and 
water up the Ottawa River as far as Buckingham, Quebec, 
but to little effect, as the “Pot Hunter” was ahead of 
me in August, 
they are almost a cipher. Sept, ist the grass and 
weeds along thej-sniall creeks in the Missisquoi marshes 
were trodden down by men and dogs who, during Au- 
gust, had been running down the unfledged ducks that 
had bred there, if the directors of our game protection 
societies would take as much interest m enforcing the 
game laws as they do in getting up grand annual dinners, 
we might expect at least a portion of the laws put into 
effect, STANSTUAD, 

Se 

A Piston ArracHMpnT,— Waterville, N. Y.. Sept. 11th, 
—On reading your article *‘Pistol Arms,” in the Forest 
AND. STREAM Sept. 9th, p, 110. Ithought such a pistol, 
with my son's brace attachment,wonld make an avin just 
perfect. Did it ever occur to you that in shooting a pis- 
tol the thumb of the right hand has nothing to do, and 
that it might play a very important partin that act, T 
presunie nob, but about a year since that idea made so 
strong an inipression in the mind of my boy that he car- 
vied out the idea in actual experiment, applying one to a 
reyalver, and with it he could beat all the gunners in our 
vicinity, Lt is simply a brace for the thumb. Just im- 
agine about one-third of the bowl of a teaspoon placed on 
the side of a pistol, just at the right point to receive the 
ball of the thumb, That is, in short, the idea. The brace 
is so hinged, and attached to the hammer, that when the 
arnt is discharged and the thumb taken off, the brace is 
folded up against the side of the pistol, and when cocked 
again the brace is thrown down ready to receiye the 
thumb, 
Now you have no idea how much firmer a grip can he 

- obtained bya use of the thumb thus, than without it. 
If such a pistol as you referred to is to be made, [should 
like to know the address of the party, to open a corres- 
ponencve on the subject. R. 5. B. 

—_—_—_—_— 

BurrsaLo Novrus.—Sept. 20th.—Plover in large num- 
bers are being shot on the river and lake beach in 
Canada, . . . . James Rafferty, and a party of gen- 
Hemen from Wyoming County, leave this week for 
Towa, where they will intreduce themselyes to the 
prairie chickens. . . . . Blackbird shooting on 
Strawberry Island andin Cherry’s marsh is affording 
plenty of sport for those who seek it, Alois Vincent has 
had his old gas-pipe straightened forthefun. . . , , 
William Christian and Henry A. Roy, of this city, and 
members of the Audubon Club, left for the far West last 
week for a two weeks’ hunt. It will be their fault if 
they don’t have good luck, as they have taken with 
them one of the best broken and stanchest dogs in the 
city, loaned them by his owner, John DeWolf, Esq, 

_—_——— 

PENNSYLVANIA Novres,—A correspondent of the Ger- 
mantown (Pa,) Telegraph, writing from Bellefonte, says 
that the work of the sporting club thers has resulted in 
an increase of game and fish. Deer, and black and grey 
squirrels are numerous this year: pheasants and part- 
ridges abundant in the Allezhenies, some distance trom 
Belletonte, Thesame papersays that black-bellied plover 
are more abundant this fall than for a number of years. 
They have made their appearance in large numbers in 
Chester County, where they have not been seen, except 
here and there a peattered bird ov tyo, for over thirty 

_ 

We have plenty of game laws, but so far’ 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

years, They seldom goso far from the seacoast, Of 
course they are always to he found at this season in 
lower Delaware, and portions of Maryland and New 
Jersey. 

—___>_— 

Five Qunetions Axswmrnp.—Charleston, S. C.. Sept 
20th. — Elitor Forest and Stream:—1, ill you 
please settle the controversy (if you can) in regard to 
Dittmar powder? 2. Is it dangerous to life and limb ? 
5. Has any gun, beside that of Dr, Nash’s, been burst by 
this powder? «4. Why has it not bursimy pun? 5, Or 
others of reliable make ? 

Ans.—1, We haye settledit, 2. You can judge for 

yourself, 3, Yes, Sea our editorial columns. 4, There 
is a special providence, which, according to the proverb, 

watches over children, blind men and fools, To these 

three must now be added a fourth : users of ‘* Dittmar 

Sporting Powder,” 5, Dr. Nash’s gun was of reliable 

make for black powder. Please define ‘ reliable” with 
reference to the Dittmar compound, 

ae 

Wo Oan Tren Him?—Zimira, N. Y¥., Sept, 26th. 
A game note in last week's issue reads: ‘‘ Two New Ha- 
yen gentlemen, during three days, are said to have killed 
at Essex, Conn,, over 1.100 birds (rail), One day’s score 
for one of the party. was 248 birds on the tide, with but 
one gun,” 
Having had at least forty years’ experience in rail 

shooting, the above interests me, and I am tempted to 
ask two questions, which seem pertinent :— 

First, How long atime do they shoot ‘‘in the tide” at 
Essex ? 

Second, Do rail rise singly there, or in flocks ? ’ 
LB. C. 

ALABAMA—WMobile, Sept. 18t..—The first hunt of the 
season is thus recorded : Major Jas. C. Bush and Col. GC, 
A. Holt returned yesterday from the first hunting trip of 
the season, Their bags showed seventy-five doves and 
twenty-five partridges. Gen. W. S. Goodall also con- 
tributed his share of good marksmanship. Major Bush 
says the partridges he killed were old enough to take 
care of themselves, and that he gave them every chance 
possible to escape, disdaining fo shoot them on the 
ground or iia tree. We know the members of the Gulf 
City Gun Club will at some future time tender their ap- 
preciation of the Major's gallantry in the field, which he 
has always shown before the traps, 8, ¢, 0. 

sees 
MASSACHUSETTS—Spencer, Sept, 18ti.—The members 

of the Sportsman's Club of this town are industriously 
practiciog for the annual hunt, which comes off ina few 
weeks, Reconnoitering parties are daily skirmishing in 
every direction, all meeting with more or less success in 
bagging game of almost.every description, from a gutter 
snipe to a barn yard fowl, h Mabe 

PENNSYLVANIANS’ GAME GROUNDS.—Piltsburg, Sept. 
24th,—tf I understand your correspondent he wants 
to know of good hunting grounds for quail and grouse 
within 200 or 300 miles of Pittsburg. Now, good quail 
shooting will be hard to find in this locality, but one 
cannot go aniiss for grouse, as all our wooded hills are 
fullof them, For both, I think Ohio, after the close 
season for quail ends, Noy. 15th, is the best field 
nearus. West Virginia is good for grouse, and probably 
Green and Washington counties are the bes grounds 
near Pittsburg. I, 

—— se 

BAY SNipE SHooTiIsd.—Good Ground, LE, I, Sept. 
22d.—At Shinnecock Bay there is good shooting at late 
bay birds, and we expect them rightalong. Mr. H. H. 
Thompson, of the Erie, killed fifty-four in two mornings’ 
shooting, mostly ployer, Welook fer good shooting at 
big yellow-legs and plover now for three weeks or more. 
Duek shooting will commence Oct, 20th. I think the 
chance looks goad, WILLIAM N. LANn, 

ve * 

—— 

Trexas—/ndianola, Calhoun Cownty, Sept. 15th.—Sea- 
son very wet and game very scarce, A few flocks 
of blue-winge1 teal and broadbills are arriving, Fishing 
first-class, G, A. 

-_>—— 

New HampsHirE—Nashua, Sepf. 6tlu.—Open season 
for partridge September 1st, but it has been so hot 
that few haye been out. Pigeons aresaid to be pienty in 
the towns about here, but it is too dry for woodcock, and 
they haye disappeared, WEBB. 

= 

Froripa—Tumpa, Sept. 17tt.—The rainy season ig 
about through here, and quail in abundance. I own 
fifty acres of land within a miie of Tampa, and know of 
six different coveys on ny place, One of our sportsmen 
killed young mallard duck in the vicinity of Tampa last 
week full of pin-feathers, The supposition is they bred 
here, of course, W, A. M. 

— 

Minnesora—Pillsbury.—lf any one thinks of coming 
here for duck shooting this fall, then fhe sooner the bet- 
ter. if for deer shooting, be on hand Nov. 15th. A 
week's notice and my team would be at Little Falls. Ié 
this is nop sufficiently explicit, and any one writes for 
more information, do, please, inclose postage (all who 
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Connrcticur LAks,—Our correspondent, “Rangifer,” 
writes that has had ‘‘a most delightful summer in the 
woods, being seven weeks and more at the Connecticut 
Lakes. Shot a moose, abig enough bull, whose head I 
managed to save. Ihope soon to avail myself of your in- 
yilation to write something for the paper.” 

——_7r—_ 

Ropiys.—A score or more of correspondents are in- 
formed that the New York gun law, as amended in 1880), 
permits the shooting of robins after Oct, Ist. ” 

Se ae 
—‘‘Au Sable” has promised us some sketches descrip- 

tive of Canadian shooting excursions, Those who have 
read our correspondent’s frequent contributions, will 
welcome these with interest, 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

BES? ON KECORD.—Our correspondent, * Hn Guide,"' senda us 
the following score of a match at glass balls, shot by the Dans- 
ville Sportsman's Club and the Rochester Gun Club, at Rochester, 

N. Y,, Sept, 16th ; 18 yards rise; 20 bails each :— 
DANSVILLE SPORTSMAN'S CLUB, 

WAP Gis ase cea eases hy et 
Williams ... 
Townsend... 
Jetfrey ..... 
Hyland........... 

oe 19 
- 20 
19 

120 

ETH Soe eee Ee PA dcictchel els Ce Deac ere of lewd asl Pee fie: wy 19% 

ROCHESTER GUN CLUB, 
Oothont 
Sumer . 
Stearns .. 
Amsden .. 
H. Ward... 

otal. Sa Se oO -< ni eK) Melee th yee delehas ree gueeetab- abn 103 

As there was a tie in the score, it was decided that it be shot, 

allowing each shooter two balls, The Dansville Club proved tha 

victors, they scoring nineteen to their opponents' eighteen. The 

return match will be shot at Dansville on Friday next. Our cor- 

respondent adds: ‘Am Lin error in supposing this to be the best 

on record?” The proportion of balls broken, it will be observed, 

is 96 per cent., and, if we cannot affirm that this is the best on 

record, we are willing to adyance the opinion thatitis for these 

conditions, and we shall stick to it until suflicient proof is ad- 
duced to the contrary. But right here comes this report fron: 

the Raymond, Mass., Sportsman’s Club, shooting at 200 glass bulla 

each, 100 double and 100 single from a rotary trap, other condi- 
tions not given :— 

Double, Single. ‘Total. 
99 198 (hese outa RR APS Geog premise ohepwere: 99 9 9 

R. AvSohater 8 ook b ete days ppetes 0S 03 196 
Wiebe WithGEGl lt occasreawun cedar erde: sleas 98 oS 198 
E. L. Johnson......... oy Man ae 2) 08 We 
MIO TILAD His teas aks date ths stes cuetey ie ae se 97 97 Ad 

The great difficulty in comparing different performances at the 

trap is the diversity of the conditions under which they are 
made, and the lack of sufficient data for just consideration of 
their respective excellence. In this case, for instant, “En Garde" 

has neglected to give us any particulars as to the style of the 
trap used. 

The recent match between the Gulf City and the New Orleans 
8, al pigeons, 12 men each side, 10 birds each, 5 ground 

yds rise, Bogardus rules, resulted in a score of 100 to 
shooters claimed the best score on record. To accord 

jistiuction, or to deny it to them, without a yast deal of 

nsulting both reports of matches, would it not be well 

standard? Let us hear from some of those interested. 

A, N. H., Sept. 6th.—Glass-ball shooting. The contest for 

Re, to be given by the Captain of the club to the winner, 

ast ‘hursday, 3 scores, 10 balls each, 10 straight, 10 rotary 

» Mr. Geo. H, Brigham, the winner in the last con- 

9, Towne 19, The one winning the badge three times 

he owner. : 

ardus and W. B. Hauworth will shoot a match af 

St. Louis, M4, qn the 9th day of October next on the following 
terms: 100) “pigeons each, from H, and UT’, plunge traps, 21 
yards rise, 80\ yards bounds, Illinois State rules to govern, for 

$100 aside. SW. B. Harnworth lately shot with Erb, of St. Louis, 

two matches) beating him both times, with the remarkable scores 
of {4 aud 98, out of a possible 100, at good wild pigeons. 

POINTER, —— se 

GuLP Ciny ux CLub.—Mobile, Sept. 8th.—The regular monthly 
shoot of the club for the medal was held yesterday afternoon at 
the club groundss, Dhe following is the score :-— 

Hie Pa VidS8) ¢ac-0-, et seen pees OL Ik IL 01 10 10 31 th 11 118 
Frank P. Davis. 4 465 1i OL 10 30 10 12 il 10-13 
EB. Carre,.........-. Oi 11 11 1 Tl OO TL 11—17 
T. 8. Seales. ,.-. .. 11 1 OL Tl 11 11 it 11-16 
Geo, W. Tunstall... 1i 11 10 11 Vl Ii It 1i—19 
With ie FOG N= tee too ace Il OF 11 1) Ol 11 IL it—17 
W.T. Vass .- 49 11 11 O1 Il IL 11-0 —15 
Chas. L, Huger........... {30 11 Jl Jk 11 NW O47 
John Ff, Freina OL OL,12 12 OL 10 11 O1—T4 
Jas. 8. Alexander Ji 31°11 12 31 Wt Tl O18 
R.H. Vaughan It Of 31 Ti TL 00 11 11—35 
L. 0. Fry:.... di if 11 11 O01 00 10 W—5 
Siweepstake Match—Five balls, 18 yards. 

Q-SSOHTAR 4.2. p 2 1 3, N. A. Lott. ..,-....0« 01110-s8 
G. W. Tunstall,.... 11 111—6]J.8. Alexander :.,. 1111 1-4 
Fae PeVnssies) Span -11111—5| J, C. Bush ; _....... 11011-4 
T. McDonald 1011—8/R.H. Vaughan...., 0110 0-2 
i. CG. Fry....-.. 1011-4] ©. Cane.........,.... 111i10-¢4 
CG. L. Huger 0010—1|J.G. Freina........ 11111-5 
Oe Hoets; seen ee 10101-3 

, In shooting off ties Tunstall and!Vass divided first money, Cane 
have written neglected to do it), for ministers are never | second, Scales and MeDonald divided third. The medal is shot for 
very flush with money, J. PRANK LocKE, 

—_— 

New York—Albany, Sept. 21st.—Woodcock very 
abundant this year. A party of four of us went owt on 
a two days’ hunt, Sept, Ist. We found partridges 
yery searce, and bagged three woodcock to every part- 
ridge, Qur friend Billy Gough_went up the river on 
Saturday last and bagged eleven blue-winged teal and 
two snipe, J. W. Pigs 

a ; 
WEIGHT OF WOODCOCK AND QUAIL.—New York, Sept. 

16th.—Please give me weight of heaviest woodcock and 
quail shot in America, 4H, T, B, 

The heaviest reported woodcock and quail ever shot in 
America, it is safe to say, were notactually weighed, but 

guessed at, The note-books of our readers must con- 

tain some data on this point, and we shall hope toe haye 

reports; 
. 

monthly, the member winning it the most times in a year to own 

the medal, 5. 0. ORER, 

UNION CHURCH, Miss., Sept. 14(h.—Match from‘a Card’s rotary 
trap, 18 yards, Bozardus rules, 16 balls each :— 

TPA SU OET ANS 1 Co oog tnt mas 
A, M. Newman.,,............. 13 

FALooN Guy CLuB.—Déxter Park, Jamaica, L.T., Sept. 16th.— 

Regular monthly contest ; N. Y. State Association rules, plunge 
traps and Falcon Gun Club handicap rise :— 

® lfoirerman...,.. -1012111110-8 
Vagts..--::: -QO0O0L11T11100—5 
Lager ...... 11117111111¢6-9 
Millere ns. ee = -© 112111101119 
J. Nicholas-........,,23 0111011011—T 
Gh y tar en rAbpa dss QO110111)11-8 
Doscher......-..-:-)- 11111100118 
Van'Staaden......... 23 yards,...... 110011 i iis 

GCLiP es. eesa |e. 1100110111-% 
lied asfollows. Three 
Lager ?, Millet Chub 

Lager and Miller tie, 9 each, which 
birds sach: Lager 3, Miller 3; second jt. 
badge and enn won by Miller, } 
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ALGONQUIN GuN CLUR.—Shoot for a gold badge at their 

grounds, Weehawlen, N. J.; 20 balls, 3 Bogardus traps, 18 yards 
rise :— 

Amd .222) 22 2-2-1). > | a is LTiVTILT1INTITV000110110 
Dundie cp-me= oe LATTA OOII TI 11001 1 1118 
Saver... eee see eee) 2 £1010110010107310110—12 
Griswold ~1107013111011111101116 
Brenner. .- --- -O11120017711111)007011-15 
Peed. | -~ OTOTT0OLIOOILTII017V118 
GCouchery,.-., 1101170711 10100711110-14 
Montgomery .-...-- o301120111010011100100—-1 
Kefler2....e.6 -- sD O10 1127121119113 015-37 
17a gs Se eee ee ONOLTTITLZL1T0OT11011101 0-14 
Birnie PO ey eee - 10240110111011111600—8 
DROW Mahi ct tle tere ca »1471700171110111011110—15 

H. M.B 

SouTH ARLINGTON, Wass., Sept. 18(.—Dhe Bast End and South 

Arilngton giiss ball oluls shot a mateb at glass balls this afrer— 

noon on the Public Park, Card's rolary trap, 18 yards rise, 20 balls 

each, Bogardus rules. Owing to darkness, 17 balls per man only 
were shot al — 

Hast Rod Club Mhomas Fish 14, Geo, A. Edson 14, W, CG. Alden 

13, J. Hd. Whidden 11, W. H, Cook 10, C. F. Cook 10, A, LeBarron 

10, C. H. Nute 9, A. Winslow 8, P. MH. Smith é—total 105. 

Souih Abington Club—Geo, Harlow 14, Matthew Lincoln 14, 

Bamuel Norton 13, Henry White l0, ). B. Howe 10, Warren Edson 

10, W. Blanchard 9, Chris, Smith 9, George Noyes §, Wm, Wilder 4 

—total 103. C, 

Cixoiswarus, lV. ¥., Sept. 4t.—The second mitch between the 

Cincinnatus Gun Club and Linclasn Shooting Club came off to- 

day at Pitcher, N.Y. Ten halls, trom Bogardus traps, 15 yards 

rise, Bozardus rules; weather fayorable — 

Cineinnatiis Club—Chas. Healey 10. B,D. Williams §, F. H. Locke 
1,0. A. Smith 7, F.L, Nichols 7, James Wish 9,3. M. Warner 7%, 0. 
K. Nichols 4, Wim. H. Potter 9—Lotal 83. 

Linelaen Qhih—H. Murry 7, D. W. Lane 9, Geo. Caye (, Geo, Bd- 

wards 5, Q, Mathewson 2, O, Lansing , Con Sntton 8, gi. “Barry 6, 

fh. Davis Tt, W. Hil) 9 total 71. ; 

Che Ziennei. 
Address all commanications to Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
= Se 

THE INTERNATIONAL COLLEY TRIALS, 

O the Pennsylyania State agricultural society beiongs 
the credit of having introduced, in connection with 

the International Exhibition, the first sheep-dog trials ever 
held in America, These competitions were arranged to 
take place during the closing hours of the State Fair, on 
the ground adjoining the main exhibition building, at 
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, and were witnessed on 
both days, Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 21st and 
42d, by several thousand spectators, The arrangements 
were excellent and the society is to be congratulated in 
having been able to place the supervision in such compe- 
tent hands as those of Dr. L. H. Twaddell, who not only 
was the original suggestor of the trials, but to him their 
unqualified success is mainly due. Early on Tuesday 
morning bulletins were placed around the building in 
conspicuous places, stating that the colley trials would 
commence promptly at 2 o'vlock, on the south side of the 
building, and a little latter it was announced that the 
following named gentlemen had been appointed and had 
agreed to act as judges: Mr. John C, Morris, Susque- 
hanna County, Pa.; Mr. Lewis Lusson, Montgomery 
County, Pa,, and Mr. John Dicky, Washington County, 
Pa, 

A glance at the entry-books of the fair showed that 
there had been fourteen entries, of which eleven were in 
the AJjl-Age Stakes, and three in the Puppy Stakes, Sub- 
joined is the full list :— 

ALL-AGED CLASS. 

Prizes—First premium, $100; second premium, $50; 
third premium, $25. 
John Bichney, Philadelphia, dog Jo, black and tan. 
*George Aitken, Northport, Suffolk County, N. Y.,, 

bitch Shepherd Lass. r 
*George Aitken, Northport, Suffolk County, N. Y., 

bitch Clyde. 
George Taylor, Philadelphia, dog Lud, black, white 

and tan, smooth coat. 
W. H. Blackhurst, Philadelphia, dog Shep, blue. 
*Charles Pugh, Philadelphia, dog Tom, black, white 

and tan, 
Samuel J. Sharpless, Philadelphia, bitch Gipsy, black 

and tan. 
Dr, J. W. Downey, New Market, Frederick County, 

Ma., dog Tweed IL., black and tan, white frill. 
T. S. Cooper, Coopersburg, Lehigh County, Pa., dog 

Oscar, black, white and tan, 
*T, S. Cooper, Coopersburg, Lehigh County, Pa., dog 

Walsingham, black, white and tan, 
*John McAnally, West Philadelphia, dog Shep, black 

and tan, 
PUPPY GLASS, 

Prizes—First premium, $50; second premimm, $25; 
third premium, $10. 
*George Aitken, Northport, Suffolk County, N. Y., 

dog Young Carlisle, black, white and tan, 
Dr. J. W. Downey, New Market, Frederick County, 

Md,, bitch Lady Scotland, tawny red, 
T. $, Cooper, Covpersburg, Lehigh County, Pa., bitch 

Fannie, black, white and tan. 
Long before the hour appointed for the start the build- 

ing side of the inclosure was lined by an impatient and 
curious throng. The inclosure, which was about two 
hundred yards long by fifty yards in width, had been 
staked off, so that a moderately broad track encircled 
the ground, However, the fencing was of such @ nature 
that there was nothing to hinder the sheep from leaving 
the track and invading the inner or outer plot. At the 
west end of the ground, in each bend of the course, there 
were two pens. It was the duty of each dog in his turn 
to lake five sheep. selected at random from a flock of 
fifty or more, from one of the pens and drive them 
around jhe course, which was about a quarter of a mile 
in length, and pen them in the other, Flags were placed 
every thirty yards on the track, and the dog was ordered 
to keep between them. The sheep were Western stock, 
furnished from the Philadelphia yard, and a fresh lot 
were provided for each dog. In driving the dog was al- 

*Signifies did not run, 

lowed to bark or not, as might be his habit, but biting 
his sheep disqualified him at once, Each handler was 
allowed the privilege of taking his dog over the gronnd 
before the sheep were brought out, and he was permitted 
to precede or follow the sheep, as he saw fit, but he was 
debarred from assisting his dog saye by word or gesture, 
Hallooing, or noise, however, were considered to detract 
from the estimate of the performance, and while one 
dog was working no other dog was permitted to be pres- 
ent to distract his attention. 

Shortly after 2 o’clock lots were drawn to see the order 
m “which the dogs should run in the All-Aged Stakes, 
with the following result: First, Lad : second, Tweed IL: 
third, Oscar, and fourth, Tom, Lad, quite a good-looking, 
smooth-coated colley, owned by Mr. Taylor, started with 
his flock well in hand, but when he had gotten about a 
third of the way the sheep became unmanageable, and 
made @ break through the crowd with Lad promptl 
after them, One, an old ram, however, slipped Me 
a side-door into the exhibition building, while Lad 
brought the other four sheep back. When Lad went to 
get the ram things were lively up and down the aisles of 
the building, and quite a rattling among the glassware 
they made. Subsequently they ran the gauntlet of the 
threshing-machines and root-beer departments, and as 
theram was a plucky, stubborn brute, fora time it was 
a toss-up whether the dog was driving the ram or the 
ram the dog, Howeyer, the bout ended in the ram com- 
ing out of the building through a window, which saved 
many women and children the inconvenience of being 
knocked down and having to gel up again, for while the 
ram was on his indoor raid his path was strewn with 
overturned spectators, Lad soon penned the four sheep, 
and the ram followed in stately grandeur. Time of trial, 
twenty-five minutes. 

The second dog that put in an appearance was Tweed 
IL, owned by Dr. Downey, This dog is a typical rough- 
haired colley, black and white in color, witha white frili 
on his chest. He isa good dog all over, and was imported 
by Dr, Downey from the kennels of W. W. ‘Thompson, 
Surry, England. Tweed J], was whelped in April, 1875, 
and competed for the first time at Alexander Palace, in 
June, 1876, when he won first prize in puppy stakes, and 
divided the championship, clearing in all £17 10s. These 
successes have been followed by three firsts, four seconds 
and two thirds, besides the acquisition of threesilyer cups. 
The dogisa good specimen, and will be shown at St. 
Louis along with his owner's Lass O’Gowrie. Tweed at 
once showed that he was a thorough workman; he 
brought his sheep from the pen in good shape, but after 
working them a short distance oyer the course, they 
broke through the crawd and made for the building, one 
succeeding in effecting an entrance, but Tweed worked 
ahead of him and drove him back to the flock, At the 
uppex end of the course the sheep got Into a lot of straw 
under a wagon, and one was almost completely hidden, 
Here Tweed showed wonderful intelligence ; he would 
bark at itand butt it with his head, and at last succeeded 
in dislodging all the sheep and driving them into the pen, 
Time of trial, twenty-seven minutes. 

Mr. Cooper's Oscar was the third dog, He is a very 
large black, white and tan animal, of decidedly Gordon 
setter type. He was under excellent control, and evi- 
dently knew his business. Starting with the sheep from 
the pan, he fell in behind them and jogged them around 
the track until the lower side was reached, when there 
was a break, but Oscar worked the scattered flock to- 
gether and penned them in twenty-one minutes’ time, 
amid much applause. 

The last trial of the day was that of Tom, a fifty-four 
pound dog, owned bo Mr. Pugh, well known as a Phila- 
delphia sheep driver, The immense practice Tom has 
had in the streets of the Quaker City, and the large flocks 
he has been obliged to guard and handle, aided by the tact 
of his master, made the work of driying the five sheep an 
easy task. Ithas been Tom’s daily work to drive fat 
sheep through the crowded city to the butchers, and, to 
illustrate his wonderful proficiency, he on one occasion 
took 617 head from the Forty-Fourth street yard to Mar- 
ket street wharf, on the Delaware River, a distance of 
about five miles, and boated them all without the loss of 
one sheep, his master preceding the flock. In 1879 Tom 
turned up on the bench at the Philadelphia Dog Show, 
and won the special prize. Heis a most valuable dog, a 
good, steady driver, wary of rushing, keeping wide of 
his sheep and under admirable control. hen the bars 
of the pen were let down he quietly worked his sheep 
out on the track and around to the home pen, in the 
most unconcerned manner possible, Twice they tried to 
break, but he had them together in an instant, and con 
cluded his task in eighteen minutes. His performance 
was duly appreciated, and three rousing cheers greeted 
him at the end. 

On resuming at 10 A.M. on Wednesday morning, byo 
starters were foundin the Puppy Class. First, Fannie, 
and second, Lady Scotland, Young Carlisle being with- 
drawn. Fanny, who is fourteen months old, and owned 
by Mr, Cooper, had only beenin the conntry several 
weeks, having been purchased by her owner with a splen- 
did lof of Sonthdown and Oxfordshire sheep from Lord 
Walsingham, and was handled by the English shepherd 
who came over with them. Fannie worked her ten 
sheep cleverly around the outside of the course, as was 
admitted in the puppy competition, and penned them in 
good style, She, like the rest of Mr. Cooper's dogs, show- 
ing more than adash of Gordon setter blood. ; 
Lady Scotland, out of Dr. Downey's bench show win- 

ner, Lassie, by Watts’ Roy, a six months’ old, tawny col- 
ored bitch, belonging to Dr, Downey then had her 
try, She worked her tensheep half way over the course, 
when they broke away, but she soon brought them back, 
and without further trouble penned them. 

Inthe afternoon Mr. Rickney’s Jo was drawn first, 
and he started his five sheep out of the pen and down 
the track, Half way down the sheep made a bolt through 
the crowd, but were driven back by the dog. but a mo- 
ment later made a second dash, and the dog, set on by 
the spectators, became unmanageable. and bit one of the 
sheep, which at once disqualified him. ’ 

Mr. Blackhurst’s Shep was then put down, but his flock, 
upon being let out of the pen, wenh down the course like 
aflash. with Shep a good second. At the end of the 
stretch they made a wild scattering break through the 
crowd, which caused more than one Pennsylyania farmer 
to rub the dust off his coat. And as nothing could be 

| dene with them, the dog was ordered up and ruled out, 

The following is the official placing of the dogs -— 
ALL-AGED CLASS, 

Charles Pugh, Philadelphia, Tom, first prize, 
Dr. Downey, Maryland, Tweed 11., and, §, Cooper, 

Pennsylvania, Oscar, equal second; divided second and 
third money. (No other entries placed), 

PUPPY CLASS, 
T, §. Cooper, Pennsylvania, Fannie, first prize. 
Dr, Downey, Maryland, Lady Scotland, second prize, 

(Other entries withdrawn). ' ; 
OO 

DOG BREAKING, 

From Varo SHAW’s ILLUSTRATED Book or THE Doc. 

[Reprinted from advanced sheets forwarded to the Forest 
AND STREAM, by the author, throurh the courtesy of Messrs Cas- 
sell, Petter, Galpin & Co., Publishers,] 

CHAPTER 2¢XVIII. 
(Concluded) 

Breaking Sporting Dogs. 

In the training of pointers and setters, care must be 
taken to giye the puppies every chance of starting them, 
and by careful handling, and allowing them to see 
everything that will tend to make them hardy, and not 
gun-shy, as it is the worst thing that could befall the 
puppy. As he cannot have too much pluck, many a 
puppy is made gun-shy by being to much kept out of 
sight when being exercised, and not allowed his freedom 
to ron about until five or six months old, when he can 
see everything for himself, and by that time he will be 
getting into trouble, But you may be sure he will be full 
of spirit, if he ever will have any. 

Begin at first to lead him with a chain and collar, 
which he will object to most decidedly : hut hold on to 
him, and let him pull till he is tired out. when he very 
likely will think better of it, and follow you. If not, 
let him sleep a night over it and try him next day, and 
after a pull or two he will come pleasantly, By all means 
be kind fo him at first, until you get thoroughly ac- 
quainted with his temper, and granting lhat his yenrper 
is not the best, although if is only high courage, which is 
the best merit he can have for the breaker, ‘Then, pre- 
suming you have a kennel of dogs, attach him to an old 
one. If your puppy is a dog, put him on with one of the 
opposite sex, which he will follow with after a little 
coaxing, The next and greatest in importance is the 
shooting over him, and by all means be careful at first 
by snapping a cap, If L have a few puppies I take them 
all together, old dog and all, and when all rurming loose 
fire off several caps; but don't take any notice of your 
puppies, rather run on with them as though something of 
importance was on hand. The old dogs willrun on, and 
the young ones taking notice soon join in following their 
example ; as were you to stand still the old dogs would 
all drop, and the puppies would very likely sland and 
look at them, and at Jast think ‘matters are not all right 
here, I shall be off.” At last, when he gets quite cour 
ageous, you must begin to learn him to drop to hand he- 
fore going further with the shooting, presuming you have 
added a little powder after they stood the cap trial, 
Take your pupil out, say after exercise, choosing a fine 
day and the ground dry, especially if a pointer. With a 
thrash cord, say thirty or forty yards, lead iim quietly, 
where no one is likely to be present but yourselves, to an 
old grass field, and put him down by hand, vemain by him 
and keep him there. Should he rise, put him down again. 
Then step back, and see if he will remain, Should head- 
vance, reture and put him down again, and repeat until 
he remains at the spot. After aday ortwoapt this, should 
he not take to it well, and after he knows whatis wanted 
of him, use stronger means by giving a good eut with the 
whip. Then go to the end of the cord, should he lie till 
then, call him up, and if he does this well next time stop 
him half way. Then, when exercising, put your pupil 
on with # quiet, steady dog, who will drop well, aud 
make them drop on the couples together. This he will 
not do at first, but will back off if he can; but-the old 
dog keeps him steady. Go up to him and drop him, and 
he will watch the others, when he will soon became as 
expert as the others. Also, use eyery day, when exercise- 
ing along the road, your pistol with a little powder. and 
mind you drop your pupils every time, as by this time you 
will have got over their hhyness, if they had any, so that 
they must drop to shot now, Should he at any tinie ob- 
ject to drop when out, next day put the cord on to him, 
and by a few sharp jerks make him drop at once, 
also come to your call when you want him, as 
there is really nothing will make a dog so obedient 
as the cord, andit saves ever so much of the whip. But 
let the breaker bear in mind he js todo all this learn- 
ing by the gentlest means in his power, conibined with 
firmness, Should he haye to apply the cord often and 
sharp, he must speak gently all the time. so that the dog 
will come at once when told, and not frighten him at 
your end of the cord, Some are very headstrone to learn 
this, but when mastered are the most tractabie, Be sure 
that collar and cord are strong, as once a dog finds he 
gets breaking away he gives double the trouble, and is 
not to be depended on for a time. As often when your 
dog is about half way from-you on the cord, he thinks 
this is a chance torun away, Should your cord break, 
then you lose the battle, Breaking your pupil perfect in 
the drop is half the work done, as the dog is under your 
command then, and is now ready to be taken to 2 large 
grass field, or if you haye it a large piece of dry, marshy 
ground, where you expect little game. By thistimeyou 
ought to know thoroughly the temper of your dog, 
whether you will haye to be gentle with or have to keep 
a sharp eye on your pupil. Now, supposing he be of the 
former kind, let him range away at first of his own ac- 
cord, and should he come across any game lake no notice 
at first, but let him chase it; it will do him good. as after 
a few attempts he will see his folly, and will at the same 
time give him the zest for his work which he will require, 
without which he will be nothing in the eyes of a good 
breaker. If of the latter sort and very plucky, keep a 
zood eye on him, and should he be inclined to. chase when 
he comes across game, give him a taste of the whip, as 
with him a stick in time saves nine. Now let hin down, 
as you know which of the methods you will have to pro- 
ceed on, and hope you have a gond sfreteh of ground be- 
fore you, Let him fo off by the words, hold up with a 
waye of theright hand, Ifa high-couraged one he will 
not have to be told twice, as you will haye found by this 
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time that his fondness for hunting has given you a little 
trouble at home before now. Lethim havea good fling 
all by himself, to work off the steam before he settles 
down. to your signals by hand, which you must try and 
get your pupil to understand and depend on as much as 

_ possible, which you will soon see he will look for. There- 
ore, let no one be with you to take up his or your atten- 

tion at any time: rather stop your work forthe day. Pre- 
suming by this time he is off tothe right, be in no hurry 
to blow your whistle, as very likely he would not mind if 
he is so full of work, Let him turn of himself, and when 
he does turn try to get him to cross you to the left. But 
very likely he will pay little attention until he has been 
down for a time: he will likely repeat the same thing for 
the first few days until he knows what is intended to be 
done, when he will settle down steadily to you, when you 
will have a chanco of petting him to work to your signals. 
Of course, all the time he has heen down yon haye been 
Hiving a signal, when you could, by a wave of the hand, 
to make him cross backwards and forwards in front of 
you, Loften find by sticking too close to a pattern in 
quartering at first, your dog will try to get behind you in 
crossing instead of thirty yards in front of you. This will 
try the breaker more then anything, as a rash word now 
would make your dog come to heel altogether. Should 
he cross behind you once or twice, when he coines next 
ran forward yourself, and he will run up to see what is 
up. This will encourage him likewise, and will do no 
harm, As this is one of the most essental points in dog 
breaking, great care must be taken with your pupil to 
quarter his ground thoroughly, Tt is only to be got by 
perseverance—keeping at the work every day—that real 

' masterpiece work in this part of the training can be done, 
Should your pupil get tod keen, and he inclined to hunt 
for himself and not answerthe call, drop him when he 
turns by hand; go up to him and hope you have a few 
feet of check-curd in your pocket. Attach this to his col- 
lar: then take your whistle and blow it, also rating him 
with the words, ‘Do you hear the call?” Repeat pulling 
the check cord, you yourself gop after the back, and 
making tim follow you. You must now watch him for 
this, a8 you inust have perfect obedience to the whistle. 
Wow he should be ready to be shown game, If you have 
many to break, or not much game to show, take a steady 
old dog out with your young one, and let him geta point. 
T hope he is steady and stands in good style. Have your 
young one in your hand; go quietly up, treading lightly, 
and give him a whiff of the delightful aroma. He may 
be very impatient at first, but-very likely he may stand 
at once, Sone will, others will not, until several days. 
However, persevere until he does. I myself never take 
an old dog, bufitis the quicker plan, After you think 
you can depend on your pupil, leave the old dog at home, 
and give hima chance for himself, Let no attendant or 
anything be near you to take off his attention, and Lhope 
he may stand his fivst point well. Should he not do so, 
mark down the fist brace of birds you can for him, Now 
put on your check-cord when not far from them, Then 
bring him ronnd and get near the cord when he winds 
them ; ailow him to get well out from you so that he 
thinks he is by himself. Should he be inclined to run in, 
give him a sharp jerk with the cord, and keep him there 
fora minute, Then walk gently up and pat him: then 
Bicady him, and go up with him to his birds, and hope 
they will lie well to him. But do not keep him too long 
on his point at this time, as it js the first real one he has 
had to himself ; two or three minutes will be quite enough, 
As soon as the birdstise drop him at once, say for five 
minutes, walk round him, still keeping him down, Don’t 
allow him to sit on his haunches. Never allow half meas- 
ures\in anything after he shoula know better; that isthe 
Brea secret and success in breaking, combined with good 
temper and patience in the breaker. After yon havehim 
So that you can depend on him, take your old dog again, 
which I hope is a good backer, so that your young one 
may get a lesson, as nothing is more beautiful than a dog 
to back well, and some are very difficult to learn, others 
foing itnaturally, Ifthe old dog is a kennel companion, 
80 much the better, The young one will not be so jeal- 
ous, 4s by this time he will haye great confidence in him 
aelf, Let then: both down, or if you like they can have 
aru separately to begin with, which will cool their heads 
before being down together. We now suppose they are 
both down ; have a short cord on your young one, so thate 
should he requireit, he canbe pagged down. Should the 
old dog find first, get if possible betwixt him and the 
young one, aud by any means stop him by holding up 
your hand and using the word “Yoho.” Keep him there 
by standing still, Advance yourself to the old dog, still 
keeping your eye on him and your hand up. Should he 
advance, as he likely will, go'and put him to where he 
stood first and peg him down, or you may put him down 
without the peg for the first few times, retreating with 
your face to him, I only hope the weather is fine, if 
spripg and birds lying well, which will give you time for 
all this. Now spring your game, still keeping your 
young dog down ; also the old dog for ten minutesif you 
hike, Bid the old dog hold up till he looks where ‘the 
birds have been, still keeping the young one down when 
he has seen there areno more left, Call up the young 
one and start again, Now let the breaker take care that 
the old dog does not get all the points, as nothing will so 
soon discourage your young dog as making him perform 
all the backing. He will soon he goimg in the wake of 
the old dog, depending on hitn finding the game; only I 
hope your young one will prove, if not so sure in nose, 
fleeter of foot, which will give him a chance of a point 
now and again. Or, supposing you have two young ones, 
‘you will have a, better chance of them getting equal points, 
Be sure to cass off one to the right, the other to the lett, 
each time you have them down, as by learning them this 
they go away free of each other, and don’t run so jealous 
as Ihave often seen them let down together: and in- 
stead of who will find the birds which will run the fast- 
est, and go righh into the covey and chase them, all 
through jealousy and high spirit. Don't whip for this ; 
only rate them, as you yourself was to blame for this, as 
they will only do so for the first harm or two. T once had 
& brave of lemon and white setters I broke in 1871 that 
quartered their ground, one to the right, the other to the 
left, and each kept their own beat. I tried it for mere 
Curiosity, and found it could be done easily. So much 
for patience and perseverance ; always bearing in mind 
that there is a good understanding between youand your 

| pupils by kindness if possible and be with them at exer- 
cise and feeding time if you can, so that they get well at- 
tached to you, But when necessary to apply the? whip, 
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let it be done firmly and don’t flinch from your duty; it 
will save your pupil from many smaller and larger heat- 
ings afterwards. Some are always whip-whipping ; that 
of itself would spoil a dog. This mostly applies to high- 
couraged ones, but many of the wilder type give the 
most trouble, and musi be left a good deal to the discre- 
tion of the breaker, As for instance, many a shy. dog 
that will scarcely stand a look of the whip at the kennel, 
will in the field, for an act of disobedience, take a fair 
shave of it, and rather improve him of his shyness than 
otherwise, always bearmg in mind never to leave him 
until peace ig made up between you. Tt is also essential 
that you keep at them every day, as they are quick to 
learn and as soon forget when only half way with their 
work ; and in tae end much easier for yourself ; for they 
quickly discern right from wrong, and who is their _mas- 
ter, Nothing to my mind is more beautiful than a brace 
of dogs who quarter their ground thoroughly. This is 
only done by perseverance and using the signals of wav- 
ing the arm across you, but to hark back when you throw 
off your brace of young ones. When they get thei point, 
fet up to them as quickly as you can, and if not well up 
to backing by this time—or some will do so naturally— 
have an attendant, and lef him go up to the dog who has 
the point, and go yourself to the one who backs, as he 
will require most attention from you at this time, Go be- 
hind him and steady him, Should he not get into stiff, 
good form, advance a step with him until he gets a whiff 
of the game. Then keep him there if possible in his posi- 
tion. Let the attendant spring the game with the other 
dog, Then dropthem, After afew minutes, sign to the 
attendant to 20 on with the dog to see ifany are left, you 
still keeping your doz down until he is satisfied there are 
none left. Repeat this until you are perfect. Another 
thing, do not depend too much for sometime on either 
of them, but keep a strict walch on both, as until the 
second season very few young oles are to be depended 
on. Should you not have had the luck to let them see 
many hares, be careful now when one gets up, or you 
may havea deal of trouble. If you cannot depend on 
them, take the first chance when you see her to shout at 
the top of your yoice, ‘Ware hare! ware chase!” and 
hope you are not far from them ; but stop them hy any 
means, or else you may have to go back again in your 
work, ind only let the one dog down. This would be 
awkward, for if once they get a beginning with fur they 
are difficult to stop ; only you must apply the whip prop- 
erly now. as this is the worst vice he could have, and 
hip itin the bud. I have departed a little here, as it is 
very necessary to instil this most essential point on the 
breaker—as what chance would one haye with a dog that 
would chase even a few yards at a field trial? although 
some of the judges are not altogether consistant there, as 
[have been put out with a dog that only went a few 
yards, and thenext brace chased out of the field and 
were not put out, although neither showed great merit 
to keep them in the hunt. Now I think the rules ought 
to be strict, and let every one have the same fair play for 
his money ; and Jet it be binding: that a chase of any 
sort be thrown out; as I think, now that so many are 
entering for field trials, we must look for higher standard 
of work, and therefore stricter rules, Ishall now give a 
list of words used for working the dogs:—‘'Ga on.” 
Hold up your arm, extending it to the right or left. 
“Lie down.” ‘Down charge,” or ‘‘Down.” Holding up 
the hand on springing birds: ‘‘Have a care.” ‘Ware 
springing birds.” Leading him back to where he should 
haye stood them, using the words ‘‘Soho! steady |” On 
fur ‘‘Ware hare!” atthe same time drop him and take 
him off the lme of her, By attending to these simple 
tules, the young breaker will, Ihave little doubt, have 
little trouble with perseverance in tuming out 4 good 
puppy. A. FLETCHER. 

The information contained in fhe above article is, we 
think, most valuable, and likely to be of service to be- 
ginners. As any special features in the education and 
breaking of various breeds will be attended to, in the 
articles veferring to these varieties, we donot propose to 
add any further remarks on breaking to the present 
chapter, 

——— 

PENNSYLVANIA FIELD TRIALS.—Pitisburg, Pd., Sept. 
20th.—Hditor Forest and Str eain:—The following action 
of the Pennsylvania State Field Trials Association was 
liad at the meeting of the association, held here on the 
18th inst. Inasmuch as the date fixedon at a previous 
meeting seemed to conflict with the N. A. K. C. Trials, it 
wasunanimously resolved to change the Pennsylvania 
Trials to the 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th of October. The 
prizes in the various stakes are as follows :— 
All-Aged Stakes,—$100 to the first, $50 to the second, 

$28 to the third; $10 entry, $5 forfeit; entries limited 
to 3d entries. 
Puppy Stakes.—$50 to first, $25 to second, $15 to third ; 

$0 entry, $3 forfeit: entries close with 25 entries. 
Nursery Stakes,—Same as Puppy. 
Association Stakes.—A piece of plate worth $100, to be 

selected by the winner: entry, $10 ; to be forfeited if not 
run. 

All entries close Oct. 20th, or on receipt of the limited 
number of entries in the several stakes. 

I, R. Svayron, Secretary. 
[Untortunately the aboye was received at too late an 

hour to be published in last week's issue. ] 
— ES 

A Larter From Mr. Jonny E. Ropnpyson on LAvER- 
ACKS.—Gilen Villa, Ashbrook Raage, Sunderlund, Hng- 
land, Sept. 1st.—Editor Forest and Stream:—I was 
very sorry indeed to learn the ‘‘sad and miserable” end 
of Pride of the Border. I haye enjoyed many a pleasant 
day’s shooting over him, and can indorse all you state 
about his good quulities as a field doz and also as a sire, 
but wish to inform you that *‘Pride” was not got by ‘old 
Blue Dash,” but by ‘Fred IT,” which Iam able to prove 
by the English Kennel Stud Book, and also by my old 
friend’s (E, Layerack) own hand writing ; how it is that 
Pride is entered in America.as by Old Dash, I know not, 
but I have told several gentlemen in America that itis a 
mistake. ‘*Fred If,” was by ‘‘Fred 1” ont of ‘Belle IT,” 
(see Stud Book 1372)and of course was as well bred as 
any setter in the world, and although a sterling good dog 
in the field, yet not near so good as ‘‘Fairy,” and how it 
is that “Fairy” has never been spoken of as a field dog 
since she arrived on your side of the water, is beyond my 
comprehension, unless it is that she was too fast for your 
sort of country; at any rate on the Scotch moors she could 
beat Pride hollow ; the latter was more of a partridge dog, 
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not being able “to go the pace,” nor could he last any- 
thing like the bitch, he being too heavy and carty, es- 
pecially for his breed ; however, he hag maintained the 
reputation and value of pure bred setters, by the quality 
af his stock (out of pure bred bitches), and now that 
Pride has gone, I regret more than ever the loss of 
‘Flambeau.” which I sent to New York to take his place, 
and also that of ‘‘Pedigree.” Had ‘Mlambeau” lived, I 
believe he would have made the handsomest sétter that 
ever crossed the Atlantic, and I would advise setter 
breeders that have pure Layerack bitches (especially 
blues), to breed them to ‘Aldershott.” own brother to 
“Plambeau,” being by my ‘‘Hmperor Fred” out of Blue 
Cora (the late E, Laverack) by Blie Prince out of White 
Jora by Dash-Moll. JOHN R. Rogrnson, 

oe 
St. Louis Doe SHow.—Dr. J. S. Niven, of London, 

Canada, has consented to act as Judge on spaniels, 

hounds and non-sporting classes, at the Bench Show at 
St. Louis. 

——_—>_. 

Rockaway Hunt,—Meets for October, 1880. Bach 
date at 4:30 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 2d,at Kennels. Satur- 
day, Oct. 9th, af Lawrence Point, Saturday, Oct, 16th, 
at Valley Stream. Saturday, Oct. 28d, at Wave Crest. 
Saturday, Oct. 30th, at Rockville Center. 

J. D. CHERVER, M. F. H. 
ee 

Iurortep Dogs.—Colorudo Springs, Col., Sept, 21st.— 
iditor Forest and Stream :—I have recently imported 
from England a fifty pound bull terrier dog, also a wire- 
haired Scotch terrier bitch, Ihave also purchased from 
Mr, Owen Doyle, of Chicago, Ill,, his famous bull terrier 
Fack,” C, W, CHURCH. ——s 
Mr. HERaberG’s Kaynan,—A letter from Mr. Herzberg 

informs us that he intends passing some time away from 
home, and that he expects to devote much of his time 
this autumn in the field, Mr. Herzberg left Brooklyn 
last week, taking with him Aldershot, Patti and. Polka. 
Boska will be sent to him about Oct. Ist, when she will 
have weaned her litter. Aldershot will not be in the 
public stud until the middle of December, and then only. 
to approved bitches. We wish Mr, Herzberg the best of 
sport, he certainly has the tools for it. 
Sn Se 

FIXTURES. 

Pennsylvania State Field Trials Association Trials, Lancaster, 
Pa., Oct. 26th, 27th, 28th,and 29th. J. R. Stayton, Secretary, Pitts- 
burg, Ps. 

National American Kennel Club's Second Annual Field Trials, 
Vineennes, Ind., Nov. 1th. Chas. De Rongé, Secretary, 51 Broad 
street, New York. 

Eastern Field Trials Club's Second Annual Trials, Robins Island 
Peconic Bay, L. I., Noy, 29. Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York. 

—_____——g- = 

KENNEL NOTES. 

SALES,—Daisy—Mx, A. BH. Moore has sold to Mr. C. B. Lewis his 
liyer and white cocker bitch Daisy. Worne—Mr. A. 1. Moore has 

sold to Mr. J. T. Goodsell his black, white and tan English setter 
bitch Norna, out.of Neilieby Dan. Betty—Mr. Chas. Downing has 

purchased from Mr. A, H. Moore his Irish setier bitch Betty, 
by Stoddart’s Bob out of Bierbown's Kitty. iel/—Mr. A. H, 

Moore has sold to Mr. John §, Fox his Gordon setter bitch Nelly 
by Bruce out of Smith's Daisy. Boh-Mona, whelp—Mr, A. H- 

Moore has sold to Mr. Robert Jack, Gordon setter puppy, by Bob 

out of Mona. Boh-Mona, whelp—Mr. A. H. Moore bua sold to Mr 

E. P. Wilson, Gordon setter puppy, by Bob out of Mona. Donald- 

Belle J7,—Mr, A. H. Moore has sold to Mr. Chas. Budd, pointer 

puppy, by Donald out of Bella Il. Got-Mona, whelp—Mr. Oscar 
Wilson bss purchased from Mr. A. H. Moore, Gordon setter 

puppy, by Bol out of Mona. Daisy I.—Mr. Robert Walker, of 
Franklin, Delaware County, N Y., has purvhased the cocker 

spaniel bitch Daisy IT, from Mr, G. BE. Lewis, of Suspension Bridge. 
N.Y. Daisy U.isin whelp to Mr. Moore's imported champion, 

cocker Charlie, winner of ten first prizes. Queen Bess and Lotiq- 

Kory O' More, whelps—Rory O'Moore Kennel! (W. N. Callender, 
Albany, N. Y¥.), The following pups, by champion Rory O*More 

out of Queen Bess and Lotta, one to Mr. Q. Spahr, Bridgeville, 

Pa.; one to Mr. P. Gilsey, Good Ground, I. 1.; one to Mr. M. L. 
Norton, of Greenbush, N. Y.; one to Mr. B. Ll. Seeley, of Stam- 

ford, N. Y.; one to Mr. J. B.S. Holmes, of Rome, Ga.; one to Mr, 

W. AH. Pierce, of Peekskill, N. ¥. ; ane to Mr, J. O. Vance, Chata- 

nooga, Tenn.; one to Mr. BE. L. Remlett, of New Orleans, La.; one 
to Mr. ©. H. Dayton, of Peekskill, N. ¥., and one to Mr. Dayid Nor- 

ton, of Albany, N. ¥. Rena TIT. and Pep—Mr. BF. Mereiliiott 

has purchased trom Dr. John H. Meyer his blick pointer puppy 

Rena IIl. and from Mr, W. H. Beadle the imported prize pug 

bitch Pep. 

IMPORTED CHAMPION BuLODOGS.—Beacon Kennel, Boston, Sept. 

20th.—I have received, this date, from James William Berrie, Esa., 

President Bulldog Club, London, England, two champion Imill- 

dogs, dow und bitch. To be slangey, “ they take the cake.’ 

JOHN P. BARNARD, JR. 

NAMES CLAIMED.—Thorn—Mr.|{J. ©. Bishop, Montin, Maine, 
claims the name of Thorn for Hnglish hare beagle bitch, whelped 
June 11th, 1880, out of Lucy by Victor, purchased from N. El- 
more, Granby, Conn. 

WHELPSs,—Delfa—Mr, H, W. Livingston’s black, white and ticked 

setter bitch Delta, whelped, August 15th, five puppies, four dogs 
aod one bitvh, by Fame owner's champion Ray, Mairyj—-Mr. Kobert 

Sewell's red Irish setter bilch Fairy, whelped, at Tarrytown, N. 
¥., Sept. 18th, twelve puppies, four dogs and eight bitches, by 

Owners red doz Rex, Peyyie Riyjol—Mr. W. A. Coster's liver and 

white Dilly pointer bitch Peggie Royal, whelped, on Sept. 22d, ten 
puppies, six dogs and four bitches, all liyerand whiteund healthy 

and strong, by owner’s Din Royal. 

Brep.—Fanny-Rufus I] —Hoauston Kennel Club's (Texas) Fanny, 
to their Rufus I1.-Rufus-Friend. Kate IT.-Aldershot—Mr. B. A. 

Herzberg's imported black, white and tan English setter bitch 
Kate IT. (oiyn sister to L. Pursell's Llewellin’s Dash IT.) to owner’s 

imported Layerack Aldershot. Lwvi-Miisic—Mr. Robert Sewell’s 

cocker spaniel Lou to Dr. Wygant’s Music, on Sept. 14th. Rory 

O'More—Mr. Francis H. Myer's thoroughbred red Irish setter 
bitch to champion Rory O'More. Liulu-Musio—Mr. Kohert Sew- 

eil's orange and white imported cocker spaniel Lulu to Dr. Wy- 

fant’s Music, Sept. 12th, 1880. Jexsica—Dirk Hatterach—Mr, FE. J. 

Robin's red Trish setter bitch Jessica to Dirk Hatterack, Sept. 
4th and 15th. Bridget Plunket—Mr. E. J. Robin's Bridget {Plun- 
ket to Dirk Hatterack. 
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Che Rifle. 
—Address all poiithnndeitioner to “* Forest oe ULE 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
————-2  e —____—__—_ 

THE BEST ON RECORD. 

Bosvon, Mass, Sert. 11th.—Owing to the disagreeable weather 
which prevailed to-day, and the absence of many riflemen at 

Framingham and Creedmoor, only a small fattendance of long 

range men met to participate in the renewed competition at 800, 

900 and 1.000 yards at Walnut Hill. The atmosphere was fairly 

clear, and a good gray light prevailed. The wind came from the 

southeast, indicating 4 to 6 o'clock, and in the early stages of the 

shooting gave no trouble, The spectators were numerous, and a 

few ladies graced the range in the afternoon. After the usual 

‘bullseye ” practice, Executive Officer Wilder assigned the men 

present to target No, 1, and promptly at 11 O'clock, Brown, Ger- 

rish and Wilder faced the butts. At&0) yards the shooting was 

exceptionally brilliant, Mr. Gerrish making a full score of 75, and 

nearly all “center bulls.” Brown was caught by the wind on his 

fifth shet, and saw the red disc appear, and closed for thesplendld 

showing of 74.. Mr. Wilder saw the “ mag” onhis thirteenth shot 

for poor holding and closed for 72. After lunch the shooting was 

resumed, and the ball opened at 900 yards, with the wind at 4 
o'cloek, steady and reliable, while the light had improved, all 

. 

GERRISH’S TARGETS, 

found the inside of the carton ring on their first shots; on the second 

MR. 

sbot, Mr. Wilder was beaten by “Boreas.” At this stage of the 

shooting the wind changed for the first time from the old quarter 

and became quite erratic and hard to manage. Brown got a 

drop fora center, after making 17 bullseyes, Again, on his fifth 

shot, he got a close center at perfect elevation, with no change in 

his windage. At this time elevations fyere walched sharply as 

the light becanie brighter. Gerrish was holding as firm as a rock, 

and shooting elegantly, sending his leaden bullets_constantly 
into the very center of the iris, and closing for another full score 

of 74, which made his total at this distance 30 consecutive bulls- 
eyes. At the 1,000 yards point the excitement began. The wind 
again changed a féw points, and the atmosphere became unpleas- 

ant, owing to the smoke hanging like a pall over the firing points 

and between the targets. Gerrish, with his strong nerve and cool 

head, was recorded bullseye after bullseye, and, after making 43 

consecutive bullseyes, with every indication of a full score at 
this distance, he got a center at 12 0’clock, and broke for the first 

time since he opened at 800 yards, haying made the largest num- 

ber of bullseyes on record. All eyes were upon Gerrish as he 

faced-the butts for his last shot. It wasindeed 4 trying feature, 
but again his coolness was visible, and he sent his last bullet into 
the center of the bullseye. and was recorded 224 out of the possi 

ble 225, winning $150 in gold, offered by the Sharps Rifle Company 
fur beating the recoré of J. 8. Sumner and J. F. Brown, 221, which 
heretofore has been the highest in aregular match, Cheer after 
cheer went up for this brilliant achievement, amid the waving of 

handkerchiefs by the ladies, © fitting acknowledgment to the 
ae es Oe eS See Sekt ee gee es Oe a ee Se eS Se ee a ee ee ee eee Ee eee 

champion of the world at long range, The Globe reporter was the 

Official scorer. It bas heretofore been conceded by riflemen that 

shells which have been filled fora long time were unreliable, 

The shells used by Gerrish were part of them filled before he 

wentto England, last May. Subjoined is the sammary :— 

a 800 yards ...55565555555455 5-15 
Wm. Gerrish..4 900 yards... ade 6955555555 5 5-75 -224 

1,000 yards.... 6565555555555 45-74 
4 800 yards....555545555555 5 5 6-4 

J... Brown... 900 yards....5654465454555 5 5—72>219 
{1,000 yards...) 6556645655455 5 4-is 

f 800 yards....55555545555 5% 5 5—72 
Salem Wilder,.4 900 yards....545585544455455—T1>211 

{1,0 O00 yards....44435544545545 5-68 
In a letter spesiiny of hisfeat, Mr, Gerrish says :— 

“You haye heard of my ammunition as being old, and that it 

had been exposed toa great deal of transportation, having been 

carried by me to England and back. But that was notall. Part of 

the shells used were entirely new and had never been firied, and 

about one-half were old andhad been used by me about two years 
and had become somewhat crimped by continued firing. I used 

the old shells at 800 yards and part way through the 900 yards dis- 

tance, then [used new shells with an occasional old one for the 

remainder ofthe seore. The old shells were loaded on the 9th of 

May last, my intention having been to take them with me to 

England, but I finally concluded to get all new, so these old eart- 

ridges were left at home. The new shells were loaded on the 

13th of May with No,5 Creedmoor, as were the others, but from 

different kegs, boughtat different times, and all through the score 

I could not detect any difference in eleyation that might not arise 

from my holding or from the strength of the wind, which occa- 

sionally got to the rear. Thelight was good, but alittle misty, 

though I could see distinctly, but Mr. Brown, who shot with me, 

said the light wasnot as gcod for him asthat of the week previ- 

ous, when he made 22land I 216. I used the Winchester bullet 

1-11 with thick patch, 550 grains. I really made 46 consecutive 

bullseyes, having shot 3 bullsin pool previous to beginning the 

seore, andalso shot consecutive bulls after finishing my score, 
making 52 bullsin 53 shots. 

My rifle is one I have had two years, and haye used it continu- 

ally during that time. Ttis chambered fora 2 4-10 shell, in which 

I use 105¢rs. of No. 5 Creedmoor powder, of Laflin & Rand man 
ufacture, over which I put a pasteboard wad, cut from the cases 

that contain the bullets, of which Iinclose a sample. The bullet 

is seated in the shell about 1-10 of an inch, but hardly as much 

inanewshell. My rifle has been rusted several times, and the 

roughness is plainly visiblenear the breech, but I am satisfied 

that it does not affect the shooting of the gun, but there is proba- 

bly a point of rustiness that would. I have a strong suspicion 

that the bullets baye very much to do with the shooting of a 

rifle, and much of the complaints against rifles is either due to 

the shooter or the bullets. Many of my friends load their shells 

so that the wad is Hush with the end of the shell, and think that 

they get better results. Thave tricd both ways, and can see 

no difference. It may make a difference in a rifle not chambered 

exactly like mine. I think I hayea very fine rife; and all of us, 

who bought of the lot made in 1878,found that our old shells 

were interchangable, which shows a most perfect chambering. 

Sumner, Jackson, Brown and myself had them at the same time, 

and we have made 220 and over—Sumner twice, and myself twice. 

If you should wish to know of any other matters that I haye not 

mentioned, I should be pleased to furnish the information. I sent 

you my score last evening; am sorry I could not give two leaves 

—is it was, it took the best blank leaf in my score bool. (I mail, 

also, an enlarged diagram with numbers of shot,) 
Ww, GERRISH. 

The following transeript from the score book of Mr. Gerrish, 

kept during the match, will explain the work of the day, in con- 

nection with the target diagrams, better than much text :— 

800 Yards, 

Z g SI = 4 5 8 
¢ g - afi ae eee 2 
° é a 5 a B ci 
st z = a y 5 : 5 
& S oS es 3 3 ¢ 
iS) : p S| 3 : ; 2 
? ; s 3 & : ; ES 
: ; : : Ee ; : g 
£ - . E 5 i H Hy 
J 5 1si4 1 iv. a @ 62 
2 5 REYES 1 iv. ° =) 
3 5 abye 13 iv. ee rem 
4 5 abyes 1 iv. ‘4 
5 5 187} 1 iv. fp 
6 5 1374 Iz iv. e 
7 5 137} 14 Ty.4 a 
8 5 1373 iy. fo 
9 5 137 1 v. 5 

10 5 137+ 1 v. > 
iL 5 13874 it Vv. 
12 5 1374 1 y. 
13 5 Isis Iy iv. 
4 5 137) 1 iv.) 
15 5 1387 § iv.4 

Time: 10:45 A.M. to 11:30 A.M. 
00 Yards, 

1 5 140 1; iv. fe) Q 68 
3 5 160 iv. S e 
3 5 160 it iv, 5 a 
4 5 159f Ig iv.} “a : 
5 5 1594 1} iv.t 5 
6 5 1595 1 iv. zt 
i 5 1594 Ii iv. e 
8 5 1594 1 iy.t c= 
i} 5 159) 1 iv.t i} 

10 5 1594 1 ivd 3 
aL 5 159} 1s iv. 
12 5 1pyt 1} ivit 
iB 5) 1594 dt Ivy 
i 5 1594 1} iv. 
15 BY 159+ 1 iv. 

Time: 12M. to1 P.M. 
1,000 Yards, 

1 5 188 a iy, ie) Q 62 
2 51824 1} iv. #9 3 
3 4 1824 14 ivg 2a a 
4 5 1821 is vi. OBS 
5 5 182) 1 Nive ee, i 
6 5 182+ 1 iv. So = 
7 a 132+ 1} iv. ao ES 
8 i 1821 It ig eeteaic) a 
) 5 182+ ap iv. eo = 

10 5 1824 oe y. 5 = 
IL ood + vo 3, 
12 5 182} 5 Ve ! = 
TS 5 1824 1 ivt © s 
dé 4 1872} 1 iy. 2 ‘ 
15, 5 182 1; iy. ri 

Time: 1 p.m. to 2 P.M. . 
$$ ee ee 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Boston, Mass., Sent. lath.—The long-range match ab Walnut 
Hill to-day received a large number of entries. The wind proved 

troublesome, blowing from north to northeast, but notwithstand- 

ing this, most, brilliant records were secured. Mr. Brown 
making the highest score ever recorded. This score has been 

tied but three times, by Messrs. Summer and Gerrish, but as 
Brown's record at 1,000 yards is the best of the three, he is en- 

titled to the credit of the best score at long range. The best scores 
of yesterday are appended :— 

800 yards.. RSG 65555655455 5-74 
J. F. Brown... 3 OM sande SHEE ERE ECR EE Teor 22: 

“)4,000 yards, 5455555554565 6-73) 
800 yards..5445555555455 54-11 

WaasGercisht 2 “care GEER CERES SEER eae 
11,000 yards. BS B45 44588 46R BB M1I 

800 yards.. 55 5565454555545 5-73 
W. Charles ....4 900 yardal BR Sd SAEED SEE LOO ra 

[4,000 yards). 4355555455855 6571) 
M0yards.. 54555545555 555 4-12 

J.S. Sumner.. 7,00 Saree S449 454085 o 558 aot aL 
1,000 yards.. 5355555535555 5 3—69 

Salem Wilder made a total of 208, 8. Lewis 207, S. Henry 205, D. 

Webster 203, G. H. Thomas 203, T, Hawe 197. 

Loxton, Mase., Sept. 25th —The beautiful September day, which 

greeted the riflemen to-day at Walnut Hill, was all that could be 
desired. There was not a cloud,and the wind was easily con- 

trolled, The Creedmoor target match had a yery laree number 

of entries, and magnificent results were achieved. At this dis- 

tance, 200 yards, Messrs, E. Ff. Richardson and O. M, Jewell did 

some splendid work before the butts, cach piling up the elegant 

score of 49 each out of the possible 50. Mr. Richardson took first 

position, outranking Mr. Jewell. Capt. Jackson, who did his first 

shooting at this distance since his return from abroad, followed 
the gentlemen closely for a good 47, 

In the Massachusetts target match splendid work was done, Mr. 

Richardson again coming to the front as high man, making the 

elegant record of 110 out of a possible 120. Six bullseyes inside of 

a 4-inch ring at 200 yards out of 10 shots is very hard to beat: 

CREEPMOOR TARGET MATCH. 
HLF. Richardson......2....222..0..,- 55554 5 6 4 5 5-40 
Gn WE ewellosg. fea rsye fet Pen seln hy 65555 5 65 6 4 5-39 

Hox absaees dua uc baad 5645645 5 5 5-47 
655454 4 5 5-47 
56545 5 4 4 5, 5-4 
65 44 46 4 & 5-45 
45546544 65 5-45 

J. 4545446 4 4-44 = 
R 4-456 46 5 4 4 4-44 
G 5545 4 44 4 4-44 
Cc. 454444 4 4 5 5-43 
TB. Fellows ge eee ee Peta So 44544545 4 4 4-45 
GFE GIGS yornre ten eee eee atone nit +455 3 5 6 8 4 443 
Oseriert.osecsein spies, tye | 34444444 4 5-40 

MASSACHUSETTS TARGET MATCA. 
BE, FE. Richardson., ....... 12 J2 12 9 12 10 12 12 10 9-110 

WO 10 IL J1 12 10 12 It 10—I169 
9 TL 1212 8 10 12 9 $102 
9 IT a ¢ I IW 10 10—102 

G@. Warren... 9 G6 9 22 9 10 W 10 2-7 
A. L. Burt f § 810 7 8 &8 4 Y—4E 

Boston, Mass.—The fall meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle 

Association will be held on Oct. 11th, 15th and 16th, at Walnut Hill, 

when the following prizes will be offered: Long range team 

match (45 shots at usual range), firsp prize, the “Walnut Hill cup,” 

yalue $200; second, a cash prize. Short range team match, 10 
shots at200 yards. Nine hundred yards carton match, 7 shots, 

prizes to the amount of $175. Two hunered yards match “ Creed- 

moor target,’ prizesio the value of $175. Two hundred yards 

Match (Massachusetts target), prizes 10 ihe amount of $100. 

Total value of prizes, $650. Whe date of this meeting is subjected 
to change. 

—The Medford Ainateur Rifle Association will hold their fall 

meeting at Belleyue range, Medford, Oct. ith and 7th. Valuable 
prizes are offered, and a large attendance is anticipated. 

Bosvon, Sepl, 27tt.—The Mammoth Gallery, which reopened on 

the 15th, has had a large number of the crack shots of this vicin- 

ity practicing daily, aud very fine shooting bas been shown, as 

the scores show :— 
1 

Ei. We Richardpons soy o-- sh ae betes cee a oe 4655 5) £ 5 5 5-38 
Ritank Howis; ,0¢-::2lcs-iiiilpie.o 8 F a & f SSSae 

PAP ERD Ant pote eiiiee deceinn = asic tele 46 5 45 4 5 5-238 
Georze 1D, Wdson.. coin see vias. wotgias oon 445 4 5 5-5 5-37 

Oct. Ist will begin the monthly prize shooting, and the first 

match to dedicate the gallery will be called the Inaugural Rifle 
Match, with 6 cash prizes; also an extra prize of $10 to anyone 

making a clean score of 8 consecutive bullseyes. The conditions 

of the match are: Any 22 caliber rifle, pounds pull, rounds 3, 

possible 40, 5 scores to win, or possible 20), the match to close on 
the evening of Oct. 30th. 

MeEprFonRD, Mass., Sept.15ii.—The attendance at Bellevue range 
to-day was very good, the occasion being the renewal of the 
Bunker Hill and gold badge matches, There were ‘9 entries. The 

best scores in the Bunker Hill match (Medford count) were :— 

PA ROLY DE ace vate heh teak nae ek ven 6666645 6 5 6H 
D. Kirkwood......... Ey Si, AY 56 666 6 5 6 5 553 
(Oi eee tari Ae GG Rea? SSbe OS ARS ny -5 468 66 5 6 6 6 6—53_ 
OT OPELRELISG Th Pea atic escetstxdes Uae ate 655645 6 4 4 6 5-52 
H. Withington... -566,655 6 5 4 4-52 
Pee ab en lies -45 6466 5 5 5 5-51 
Ngee PAIGE pete tea dp ene we ay 18 6 6 6 5 5 6 5 5 6—bL 
APA DOE he wee ee ee ee eo erry 4565 5 5 5 5 & 5-50 

The leading scores in the gold badge match were as follows :-- 

J. Edwards...... 46445 5 5 4 5 6-46 
C, D, Harrison... 54656445 4 65 4 5-45 
C. H. Russell... +46545 6565 4 8 345 
WET AE CTL eR tn dts fet sPicctne ote wee 44546564 5 € 4 5-44 
PA. WE ei LE pete apatite distant 4444445 5 4 4-48 
KE, Whittier........ oo tare. Beas wood 445 5 4 45 5 4 B48 | 

The winners of the general prizes in the Bunker Hill] match . 
were C. H. Russell and D. Kirkwood in the first class, anal H. 
Withington and A, W. Webb in the second class. 

WoRCESTER, Mass., Sept. 181h—The Shrewsbury Ritie Club 
yoted to accept all rules and regulations of the Massachusetts 

Rifie Association. While objecting to the use of elbow or body 
rest in off-hand shooting, it was yoted to accept the same, so 

long as sanctioned by the Association, but that all scores made 
from the elbow and body rest should be &0 designated when pub- 
lished. 

We hope to see the same abolished both at Creedmoor and Wal- 
nut Hill, Itis fast driving out of the field, as competitors, all 
off-hand shots who do not desire to make contortionists of them- 
selves. Others are obliged, by necessity, to adopt an unnatural 

posilion in order to stand any chance whatever—a few excep- 
tions, of course. It is conceded by those who use both positions 
that three points advantage is giyen by allowing the elbow or 

body rest. Hoping to hearsoon that the use of the rest has been 
abolished both by the National and Massachusetts associations, L 

remain, yery truly yours, 5.0. 

Unton Hitt, NV. J., Sept. 21st—The United Schuetzen Cadets 
School, Pres. H.Reschen, celebrated their fourth anniversary with 

prize shooting, exhibition drill, maneuyer and grand parade at 

the Schuetzen Park. The little fellows assembled in their blue 
uniform at their headquarters, 0 Hudson street, Hoboken, in the 
morning at § o’clock and started, accompanied by delegations of 

several schuetzen companies, at 9 o'clock tothe park by march-~ 
ing through several streets of Hoboken. In the afternoon the 
park was crowded by the parents and friends of the cadets which 
came to see the maneuver and the parade, and were greatly sur- 

pried by the exeetlent tactics shown. At the shooting, 150 fect 
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distance, with parlor rifle and off hand, the fullowing were ihe 
best out of possible 54; C. Goerck made 88, M. Appel 85. G. 
Bchmoore 83, A. Walkaum 382, ©. G. Engel 30, W. Yucker 30, H. 

Muller 25, H. yon Bargen 28, A. Dehmke 27, H. Zurmublen 27, W. 
Lohmann 2%, C. Bayer 27, J.yon Ojen 26, C. Babrenbrook 28, J. 
Steljes 26, M. Steljes 24. 

BALTIMORE, Sept. 18th,—The attendance at Patapsco to-day was 

tne smallest of the season. The match for the gold and silyer 

badges was terminated, A. lf, Dresel winning first with 44, 46, 44— 

14, A. Roeder second with 45, 45, 43—133. At 600 yards W. H, 
Evans, W. H.8. Burgwyn and H. B. Coulson tied on 50 outof a 
possible 60, but had not time to shoot off the tie. Dr_§. T. Seott 

was it the range fora short while lute in the evening, but had 
not time to complete a score. 

EvizAbertu, N.J., Brinton Range, Sept, Tli.—Remington Long 
Runge Match, first competition{all comers :-— 

800...455455555555555 5-74 
Dr. J, M- Dattissnisac} 900...54955556555555 ii bas 

4 6556455554445 5 5-71 
{ $90...55455655594455 5 5-70 

Col.G. BE. P.Howard.« 900...844584454545 5 5 5-70 +207 
(1,000.55.54568356445445 5 4-67 

6555464355655 h-@9 
BE. ©. Shakespeare.. PPR 2 RS 7088499 oor am 

448655455443 5 5-62 
L. Thomas,......... » 68 62-187] P. Bonnett...,....60 55 50—165 | 
W.D, Foulke..... 55 59-179] ALB. Parker....071 49 45—165 

Saturday, Sept. 11th, i r match, any rifle, 200 ‘yards : _— 
Dr. J. M. Dart... ;7.--.. wayeed 6 6 5 5 6 6 4 4 5-47 
E. eae AS v4 568 4465 4 5 5 5-48 
Peer eece § 645645 4 4 5 5-45 
J. 'T. B, Collins. 56 6 5 45 4 4 6 5 4-46 
LEE s i ctale nods Sie p MUM P ARLE SHU AT CRANE 44446 4 4 5 5 4-48 

PrrTsBoRnG, Pa., Sept. 11th.—Claremont Range.—A few of us here 

in Pittsburg have been practicing long range shooting through 

the past few months, but don’t get out often enough to attain 

any great proficiency in the science. Some seyen were on the 

range yesterday, but owing to the weather conditions, the scores 

were yery poor. 

The ground was well soaked by a 24 hours' rain, ending enly the 

évening before, and the bright sun of Friday, which shone 

warmly between the flying clouds, caused the moisture to rise, 

formiasg a very heayy mirage, To help this, we had a strong 

head fish-tail wind, ranging from 10 to 2 o'clock, requiring 

changes between consecutive shots of 5and6 points on the gauges 

at times. Under the circumstances it isnot strange that no one 
managed to stay on the target all through, and only 4 finished 

the 16 shots at each of the 3 long ranges. The scores stood :— 

800 yards....84554555545555 4-70 
Ry W. tatley.4 900 yards. 0542523250 3 4—450 

000 yards,... 2 456442554684 0-55 

800 yards....8554554483854553- 
Louis Brehm..< 900yards .. 8 2845545443455 5-63 

1,000 yards....55045500455303 3-4 
5 800 yards....5448545554553 8 5-65 

G, &. Painter.. 900 yards..,. 8554435845345 4 3-4 
3 1,000 yards.... 0332304033853 5 3 3- 

800 yards.... 343545355488 3 25-57 
J, OG. Peyton.. N00 yards. .. 8326242435566 24 2- 

ian raees R52233544003823 2— 
BALTIMORE, Sept. 13t.—The best scores at 200 yards made at 

Patapsco Saturday were :— 
i eae es 2h A ns Ae COB ABP Sy 4438655 445 465 
T. H. Dayy.. WU assetee pete tbe. Para. 
BT Lynch. . 444445 8 F 56 f 
A. Roeder-.. 54344465 4 441 

he best ecores for the #old and silver badges at this range 

were: A, F. Dresel 44, A, Roeder 45, B. B. Lynch 42. At60 yards 
ihe scores were: A, V. Canfield, Jv., 95, W.H.S8. Burgwyn til, H, 
B, Conlson 93, W. H. Byans 85, J.B. A. 

BALTIMORE, Sept. 25th.—The best scores made at Patapseo t0- 

day, 200 yards match, were :— 

Be eA TOMID Meg Osteo pe earns = fis hy ona 55545 45 4 & f-47 
AC ROSH Er AS Eas Nets raph is sc b see get aety *¢ O55 5 DH 4 4-46 
DT UD OH. Davy tiers sie ete ne Eee, 5444 4 84 4 4 4-40 

Currection.—A palpable error of addition placed the Seventeenth 

Battalion, of Newburg, in the fifteenth instead of the cighth 

place among the teams of the State shoot in our report of the 
Crecdmoor Fall Meeting lastissue. The total should have been 
412 instead of 312 as given. 

Wew ORLEANS vs. DENVER.—A few days ago iL was alnounged 

thatarifie match, scores irensmitted by telegraph, would be shot 
by teams of ten menin Denyer and New Orleans, the conditions 
being 200 yards range, 14 shots each, military rifles,6 pound pull. 

Since then the Captain of the Washington Artillery Rifle team 

has receiyed a letier from Major Wm. Arms Phat: a detailed 
score of the Denver team’s first practice. 

The Major writes: ‘The Denyer rifie 1e¢am were out to-day 

(Sept. 4th) for practice at the Park; only 8showed up, the other 
2 being in the mountains, put-will be back for the big shoot. I 

witnessed their shooting. Thescores were: J. G. Anderson 64, 

W. HH. Andersoa 63, J. P. Lower 62, G. W. Lower 60, J. M. Andrews 
0, V. Kennecott58, Geo. Garner 57, Wm. Fowler 47. 

Capt. Dudley Selph, of the W. A. R. team, will soon call the 

noted riflemen of New Orleans together to discuss the manner of 

selecting a team. The Crescent City marksmen will have to 
practive steadily if they expect to come out successfully in ihe 
contets with the trained riflemen of Denver. 

WILKINS Us. ALEXANDER.—Columius, Ohio, Sept, 17th—An ex- 

citing rifle match was shot here to-day between Dr. J. M, Alex- 

ander, of Indianapolis, and Otto GC. Wilkins, of Cooperstown, Pa. 
After considerable difficulty the men were brought together to 
try their skill, endurance and good fortune fora purse of $400 in 
cach of two matches. The first a match to decide who could 
break 100 balls in the least time after first sbot fired, and the other 

to make best score on 100 balls, Wilkins was a stranger, with but 

few newly-made friends, while the other man was at home with 

all the sporting men of the place. Mr, Wilkins had been recently 

sick with feyer and the two men seemed anything but matched, 

Alexander weighs 250 pounds and is all bone and muscle. Wil- 
kins was rather pale and delicate, weighing 150, but with the fire 

of determination in his fine steel-blue eyes, The rifles used were 
the Winchester by the Doctor and the Kennedy magezine rifle, 
manufactured by the Whitney Arms Company, New Haven, 
Conn,, by Mr. Wilkins. A large crowd was in attendance, and ex- 

eitement ran high. Dr. Alexander won the toss and went to score, 
using three rifles. With all his tremendousstrength he became 

gerogey before the finish, but brought down the fragments of his 
one bundredth ball in seven minutes and thirty-four seconds. 

His backers were jubilant and hissed the slighter man as he took 

his stand for what seemed sure defeat. But skill and agility 

gerved well instead of great strength aud Mr. Wilkins hammered 
away 60 merrily that the, reférce calied “ broken’ for the one 
hundredth time in just six minutes and twenty-tive seconds after 
the first shot, which scooped the big Doctor with over a minute 

tospare. Itwas sore defeat for the boys who pnt their money 
on the heayler man. 

In the second event Wilkins won the toss, and taking the stand, 
broke 23 and Jest 1—ran a half dozen and then Jost another 

then getting down to work broke 65 without a miss, losing tha 

ninety-seventh, but breaking 97 out of 100. The terrible strain of 

the preceding match had left him in bad shape, or even a better 
score would have been shown. The Doctor followed, but before 

reaching his twenty-third ball had lost 4 and abandoned the 

fame and second purse to the young fellow, who now had no lack 

of fviends. Taken altogether it was the most exciting and en- 

joyable sport witnessed here fora long time. The score stood :— 

Time Match—¥ifty-seyon yards rise, tossed by hand straight 
up:— 

DR. A. M. ALEXANDER. OTTO C, WILKINS. 
Broke. Missed. | Broke. Missed. 

11 000011111-— 4 1-1111011101—8 z 
2-0111011111-—-8 2 2-1111011101-8 4 
a—10011037111-7 3 3-1101111101—8 2 
4-0111011111-8 2 4-1111001111—8 2 
5=-00171101111—7 3 56-1111112111—-10 0 
6—-1111110011-—5 2 G6-1111111101-9% 1 
7-0110101100—-5 5 7-1010110111—7 8 
811111011017 3 1110101010—6 4 
9-1001001011-—5 5 9-1010101100—5 fi 
10—-1111111100—8 2 |10-1110011011—7 3 
1t-1101101110-—7 6 {1b-1111101011—8 a 
12-1110011110-7 & |32-1110111111—9 1 
18-1111110001— # |13-1111111 Vi 0 
14-1111110110—8 a | 
li—1 011 —3 1 

Total... Pores) Peed lll B | Total abs ish ssa. stds 100 27 
ime, | “ninutes, 34 seconds. | Time, 6 minutes, 25 seconds, 

Rifle breaking the greatest number of balls in 10 shots :— 

OTTO CG, WILKINS. DR. A, M. ALEXANDER. 
Broke. er Broke.Missed. 
1 1—10 2 
1 1—10 

SOO rma 

Se elemette 
Ft Lk pd fe Pe pe fe ph ed ed eyey aera rarer te ed et ed a OE a dt et de papeyaver yay ere reye fe et = 

ow | Looe coHesSo | Total. --16 4 
Broken, ‘3, lost, ro 

CARSON, Wev., Sept. 5ti—_ At the Miners’ Union Picnic, held to- 

day at Treadway's Park, 6 teams of 20 men cach, from the differ- 

ent military companies competing, the Carson Guards defeated 

the heretofore invincible Sarsfields by a total of 797 to 781, win- 
ning the first prize of $100, the Emmets taking second prize of 350 

with a score of 786. The shooting was all at 200 yards, off hand, 

with Springfield muskets, 6 pound trigger, and the following the 

individual score of Carsons :— 

ta 
Broken, 97 ; lost, 3. | 

OSES be AP ee oe a HS He ee pp WS WSS ee ee OT He ER OST pe a ee He Hm ie HCO CID TI pe HS HCV CID pe Hm pe He OS HR DS ee me ere ee CT He ee Hee DS DO RCS be ee LT O2 ee eT oT SEPP He He Oe TA He OO He Ce He Gree COSMET OO HE Co OS OD Oe 

= 

VV APE AAA Ame RAR SD AR AERA ATA! OES PARA AP 797 

Some 8ioovrna.—A wonderful pity of shooting comes from 

the West; and while tlley were at it there were a lotof feats 

that might lave been recorded to make the yarn even more sen- 

sational than it is. Seeretary Schurz was the spectator, and 

Otto, a 15 year old son of the Nez Perces chief, the marks- 

man. His repertoire included the following: The first shot—A 5 

cent piéce is placed at the top of the head of a figure of aman, 

the head being covered. Otto takes his position 20 paces 

from the oLject with a rifle withouta sight, is then blindfolded, 

gives a somersault, fires and hits the 5 cent piece, from bis power 

of location. The second shot—He cuts the strings which sustaine 

the figure. The third shot—Three swinging glass balls suspended 

from a fraine, counterpassing and repassing themselves; he tires, 

and with one ball from a ritle breaks the three balls, and the same 

ball upon its course strikes still another, a steel ball, which is at- 

‘tached to the frame, caroms at an angle of 83 degrees and strikes 

asmall target in a contrary direction, ringing a bell which is con- 

tained within. The fourth shot—His instructor stands before 
bim at a distance of 20 paces, where there are several glass 

balls hanging suspended behind the instructor’s head, shoulders 

and back. His firing is now done past either side of the instruc- 

tor mto the frame, orat option between the instructor's legs or 

over his head, and breaks any of the balls behind that any of the 

spectators may select, The fifth shot—A target is placed 6 feet 

behind the instructor's back, Otto takes 20 paces to the front of 

the instructor, directly opposite him, and flres, caroming on the 

steel bslls attached to the frame work, at the desire of the specta- 
tors, in any direction, striking the target with unerring certainty 

each time. The sixth shot—Lays his rifle upon the ground 6 feet 

in front of where he stands; at the word ready a glass ballis 

thrown into the air. He gives a somersault, snatches his weapon, 

fires and breaks the ball before it reaches the ground. The sey- 

enth shot—Takes his rifle in his right{hand, throws the ball in the 
air with his left,and with the greatest rapidity breaks them. The 

eighth shot—Seated upon his horse, and while at full gallop glass 
balls are thrown from every direction toward him. These he de- 
molishes with unerring aim and lightning-like promptitude with 
his trusty weapon. 

edt chery. 
—_—_— 

—Address all communications to * Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

THE WAVERLY TOURNAMENT. 

yee archery tourniment held at Waverly, Sept. 22d, was a 
complete success, everything passing off amoothly. and 

Pleasantly. Double ends were shot, twenty-four targets being 

used and nearly fifty archers shooting. Major A. G. Constable, 
President Grand National Archery Association, officiated as field 

captain, and from his management there, archers may look for- 
ward to the next Grand National as the most complete in ar- 
rangement of any yetheld, No large scores were made, save by 

one of the Jadies, whose Columbia Round is ong very rarely, if 
ever, equalled by an American archer ina public shoot. She is 

amember of the Grand National, and her vhances for the medal 
Next year aré certainly good ;— 

LADIES, 

re datgeete eSae 4l 179| Miss Humor..:. ......, a0 108 
Mrs, Gibbs.. 38-142 | Miss Spencer. - 20 20 
Mrs. Brand 158 | Mrs. Dr. Baily 2 61 
Mrs. Holberton........ Pt a | Mirteets chicos eo vi] 

Forty-eight arrows at 40 yards, First prize, gold medal ; second 

prize, yew-backed bow; third prize, one dozen prize arrows ; 
fourth prize, one-half dozen prize arrows. 
Gentlemen’s New Jersey championship :— 

AMERICAN ROUND, 

iT 329.3. F. Pard,.......-, he ars 
70 %54| Mr. Gibbs,........ 0.05. 38 8640 
57 245 | Wm. Branbar......,,_- BL oS 
56 228 | Dr. Baily..c el. Zl V6 
LADIES’ THAMS. 

COLUMBIA ROUND. 

Newark Toxopbolites. 

Mra. Gibbs......-....0:. 63 B17 | Miss Spencer.,,,.....:. 85 16] 
Miss Palmer. s+ 56-259 es 

POTHIER Y ad, CoM PERM hiee teks acatceed he 1s acket ce. 1788 
First prize, three lemon-wood bows. 

Nottingham Archers. 
Miss Galladet.......... 55 «275 28 6100 
Mrs. Maril............5. p a 
UTE Ue hey pe OSES ee a eG ae |r ae 10 455 

Second prize, 1! doz. prize arrows, ‘ 

* Brooklyn Archers. 

Mrs, Banning’ .........: 28 126 | Mrs. Horsman ........ 25] 83. 
Mrs. Kegis..2:222) oo... 25 89 
SD OTE ee cee Oe kth a bettch oF. ee it chic ote Sat omdet ss € 8 B08 

Third prize, three silyer medals. 

GENTLEMEN'S THAMS, 

AMERICAN ROUND. 
Oritani Archers. 

F. Brandreth........... 83 4141/8. G. Lawranct -.....- i4 332 
HECK EMOONAT yeas tenia bs 68 = a4 et 
C. deR. Moore ......... th B36)| “Wotmle.t....+.. -.,.20 208 1,464 

First prize, four three-piece bows. - 

Spuyten Duyvil Archers. 

H, W. Haden........-. 78 $898|H.G.Johnson.........64 208 
F. H. Topking ...,,.... 69 331 a 
BEADEAL:: o-oo veins os vi 34 Total We Si se oe 287 1,368 
Second prize, four lemon-wood bows. 

Cedar Wood Archers. 

WONLOTAG  asibe. waters tae 12 «=. 339] W. Young ,..,.--..... 5% BT 
ICUS se Beek stele 75 364 _- — 
H..Morse.........05 .--. 35 443 Totate Bee = aurnses we BOL 1,204 
Third prize, 2 doz, prize arrows. 

New York Archery Club. 

Mr. anus Lie ecue oa as 24 222 Mr. Roper... -...,-.. #4 30% 
Mr. 4. B.Cooper. ..... 46 63 : — 
Mr. Frazier.......-.-..- $5) 400) Rbtaly saree 239° 1,098 

Brooklyn Archery Club. 

Mr. Tanning .. i 278 | Mr. Pearsall..........<. 65 285 
Mr. Keais. 7 .0.....0.05: +56 236 | Mr. Peddinchans....... fi3 285 

GENTLEMEN. 
E. L. Moorse.... Bk lee ieeenis Joa ee 20 80 
A. 8. Brownell... Bt 133 | J... Apgar ..........2. 18 £0 
R, B. Lawrane 29 = «127 | Mr. Parker, es ay 15 
Mr. Hopkins.. ol Aig Major Constable. oer 73 
Mr. Roper. . 25 ©6107 W. Hayden.. 23 5 
Mr. Pearsall, . 2t 106 Wr. H. Young 5 Ap 

Innis..... . 23 101} BH. Hill... 5 55 
Dr. McLean 99 | D. W. Ba 5 t 

99|T. B. Hill.. 15 fii 
p 99 | FE. + Raldwi 2 46 

Mr. Frazier........ 9) | G. G. Johnson 5 Bn 
= E. French.... 3 92. Gb: ‘ond, fy 33 
Up\ MASERU) dete. shoud a4 91 

Twenty-four arrows at 100, 80 and 60 yards.—Ist, 1 doz. prize ar- 
rows ; 2d, rawhide backed bow; 3d, lemonwood; 4th, lancewood ; 
5th, ane prize arrows; 6th, ren prize arrows. 

i. L. PEDDINGHAUS, 

529 Clinton street, Brooklyu, 

Cricket, 
——.___. 

FIXTURES. 

Sept. 30,—At Stenton, Young America ws. Staten Island. 
Oct. 1.—At West Philadelphia. Staten Island vs. Belmont, 
Oct. 2.—At Baltimore, Staten Island vs, Baltimore. 
Oct, 2,—At Nicetown, Germantown vs. Y. oung America, 
Oct. 2.—At West Philadelphia, Belmont (2d) vs. Merion. 
Oct, ‘ and 7.—At Nicetown, English vs. Americans. 
Oct 9.—At Harrowgate, Girard vs. Merion, 
Oct, 9.—At West Philadelphia, Young America vs. Belmont. 
Oct. 9.—AtStenton, Germantown (24) vs. Young America (2d), 
Oct, 9.—At Ardmore, Merion (2d) vs. Oxford. 
Oct. 16.—At Harrowegate, Young America vs, Girard, 
Oct. 16,—At Nicetown, Merion vs. Germantown. 
Ed 1 

CANADA YS. UNITED STATES, 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
ALL CANADA—FIRST INNINGS. 

Peale Htuns, Mai Wie toa Logan. ay Tyee i ees 

J: Gillean. 28 4 4 
i. R. g z 
R.D. 1 1 

Cc. H. ik 3 
J. Gillean 15 Z 
E.R. Ogden aD) 2 
R.D. 1 0 
G. B, Behan 8 { 
Wides—Gillean, 5. 

UNITED STATES—FIRST INNINGS. 
QO. A. Newhall. 30 20 5 
D.S, Newhall......... . 28 15 3 
BETA We sate re Eran 50 ij 1 l 
RiHargreaye. ty... .0 snes eces 5 4 0 
Wides—C. A. Newhall, 1; 8. Law, 1. 

Second Innings. 
TENA eagle beet ¢2tab ie, we 29 3 a 3 

ir E. Brewster....... ....... 20 5 e 5 

Umpires—United States, Giles ; A] Canna Eyres. 

St. GEORGE vs. STATEN IsLAND.—At last the first elevens of 
these New York organizations faced each other on tha St. 

George's grounds at Hoboken, N. J., on Sept. 18th. It was the 

first meeting of the season, the Island club, it being said, having 

caused several postponements, Both clubs turned out strong ; 

Cross, again, for the home club, donning the gloves, and Soutter, 
after an absence of 18 months, taking charve of the bowling. 

Want of practice, as far as pitch and straightness being concerned, 

seeming, however, to be of no necessity. In the first innings we 

never saw him bow! more effectively. Staten Island trotted out 

W.8. Patterson, the captain of the Cambridge Uniy ersity eleven 

of 1877 and ‘78, and Kessler, the hero of Philadelphia. Giles’ 

wicket, for once, was not up tothe mark, and Lane's bowling 
did not fit. It has been our misfortune in the course of long ex- 

perience to witness wretched fielding on many ocvasions, but we 

can never recall to mind a more deplorable exhibition than that 

made by the Island so-called first eleven. Rad fielding either 

creates mirth or depression of spirits in the ring, and.on this og 

1 
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changed to expressions of disgust. There is really nothing abso- 

lutely funny in seeing very bad cricket. It palls on one in time. 

Asa chronicler of the noble game, we have long known one fact, 

that as long as a reporter deals out his taffy liberally he is a ‘jolly 
good fellow,” but when he begins to crowd the mourners, his lot 

is hota happy one. In despite, however, the impending fate of 

being obliged to watch the remaining games of the season from a 

neighboring housetop, or for the future hold only a speaking ac- 

quaintance with the gentlemen who miss the most catches, we 

propose, like truthful James, to ‘rise to explain.” There never 

was, in New York, since the days when cricket was first intro- 

duced, over abundred years ago,a club founded under more 

happy auspices than the Staten Island. Its ground, the most pic- 

turesque in the country, soon attracted the players of the Me- 

tropolis, and its members’ list increased in goodly numbers until 

iftfar exceeded the total membership of all the other organiza- 
tions combined. Wor once we trusted that cricket was firmly es- 

tatlished, and that the club’s management would be such that 
New York would push to the front and be able to bold its own in 

time. Inthe early days the Island organization played a plucky 
up hill number of seasons with varied success. Beaten badly at 
first, it in time began to hold its own, and then to win. This sue- 

cess has proyed almost fatal to the club's once good name. Not 

content with playing one game fairly well, other games wege in- 

troduced upon the ground, and now it is not a success at any. 
Cricket, beyond all other outdoor sports, requires the most prac_ 

tice, and itis one man’s work to play the game intelligently and 

well. Now for the game. 

Staten Island won the choice and took the innings. The total 

result was one short of three figures. Kessler batted freely for 

29, made up of four3’s, six ?’s and singles. Donald played well 

for 16, asquare leg hit for f over the fence included, and Patterson 

prettily for 14; he has the Cambridge poke down tine, butit don’t 

work on the off stump. Soutter, with the ball, covered himself 

with glory, and the fielding was good. St. Georges made 155, 

Giles played a very fine defensiyeinnings of 60, the top score of 

the match. Itwas obtained by good all-round Gricket, and no- 

ticeably some excellent clean cutting. One 5, four 8’s,and nine 
3's and singles made up the score. Soutter’s 45 was Huky at the 

start, and there were several lets-off: but toward the end he 

warmed wp, and rattled up his score with fine hard hitting and 
good forward play. Moeran and H, Moore Ii each, the former 

over the fence at square-leg for 6. Wehave already remarked on 

the fielding. Kessler at the wicket was out of place, and the Cam- 

pridye expert no better than the rest. This innings decided the 

mateh, the home club winning by 56 runs. Staten Island had a 

second try, and secured 103for the Joss of three wickets, Lane's 
45,no0b out, being yery well obtained *yithout a chance one oyer 

the fence to leg, aad Kessler’s 23, and J. R. Moore’s 16 showing 
form. The bowling was decidedly bad and the fielding careless, 

as it alyays becomes when the result has been achieved, Score :— 
STATEN ISLAND. 

Virst, Innings. Second Innings. 
J. R. Moore, b aut ee of PUDsOUt septot need ho epelt teense 16 

professional Sout- 
ee ee JO Pnot iis. H,., Bact -Ae eee 46 
‘W. M. Donald, b Moeran.... . 16 ¢ Gray, b Moeran,............ a) 
W.S. Patterson, b Soutter... 14 @and b Soutter..-........-.-_ 7 
BE. Kessler, c H. Moore, b 
MMGGTHN So eee snes ‘ 

J.J. Byre, c Cross.b Moeran. 6 Soutter.....-.....-.....+.- ice 2S 
E. W. Stevens, b Moeran,.. -- HeCROLIO MN bios ty eae sen ree ee u 
J.B, Sprague, notout..., -.. 4 
G.M. Dodge, ¢ Armstrong, b 

SowUbler Ve yeep seas ore 
ad. B. Roberts, ¢ Soutter, b 
TMQ RUCISS poeta ie ist aloleler 5 

M..G. Haughton, b Soutter.. 4 
Byes3; leg-bye 1, wides?..., 6 

Sik aaa Bee See eee tee 9 
8T. GEORGE. 

JR. Cross, b Sprazue,....... 6| 7, C. Richardson, | b w, b 
Giles (professional), b. Lane. 60 OTA Cee dace nin apes eee ee 
A. Gray. ¢ Kessler, b Lane... 2] W. H. Ropes, Jr, not out.... 2 
i, H. Moeran, b Sprague..... di; W. H. Herrick, ty Lane.....-_ i] 
J, T, Soutter, retired .... 2... 45| Byes 3; wide 1...,..-...--.,.. 4 
G, BH. Armstrong, b Lane..... = 
H. Moore, b Btevens.......... 11; Total-. - 185 
T. E. Hostord, c. Kessler, b 
NGL eet cen nse ere ea 

FALL OW WICKETS. 
Staten Island, Ist innings 0 19 31 49 60 ‘75 84 8G G4 ag— 99 
Stiten Island, 2d innimys..--.. 10°36°80 222: <2 av es cs cc 108 
St. George, Ist innings....-.. 86 104 104 124 140 146 147 155—155 

ST. GEORGE.—FIRSD INNINGS. 
Balls. Runs. Maidens. Witkets. Wides. 

Soutter ..... we 4:79 28 4 6 2 
Armstrong. 3 20 0 0 
Moerart ---. - . bt 33 Z 5 u 
Giles. ¢-- 04+ tn pz 12 1 Q 0 

Second Innings, 

Bouter ef 2itare.?. 66 28 2 2 0 
Moerun.... . 6 50 2 L 0 
Armstrong . ne 18 0 i) 0 
Richardson..,.,-..,.. 12 i 1 0 1 

SYATEN ISLAND.—FIRST INNINGS. 
Lane,....,- Receeeceee 155 48 8 4 0 
Sprague..... 36 0 2 0 
Putierson... 19 0 6 0 
J..0, Byre - 18 0 0) 0 
Steven....., 5 16 1 il it} 
Donald,,., .. . 18 9 0 2 1 

—The Young America Cricket Club's fall games will take place 

at Stenton, Puiladelphia, on Saturday next, Oct. 2d, This has 

grown to be the feature in the athletic meetings of Philadelphia, 
Sq“? +> 

ASSOCIATION MATCH. 

ENGLISH US, AMERICANS, 

HPADQUARTERS CRICKETERS’ ASSOCIATION OF U.8.[ 
903 Walnut street. i 

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 22d, 1880, 

The Executive Committee have decidud to make the Associa- 

tion match, to be played at Philadelphia, Oct. 6th and 7th, 4 mutch 

between Hnglish and American players, whether amateur or pro- 

fessional, resident in the United States. 

Secretaries of cubsin the Association will please forward, 

without fail, before Sept. 29th, the names of their players who de- 

sire to take part in this mateh. 
The actual traveling expenses of players coming to Philadel- 

phia will be defrayed out of the proceeds of the match, 
’ JoHN P. GRHEN, Secretary, 

ENGLISH Vs. AMERICAN. 
The above notice will recall the stirring matches of bygone 

days, when our English and American players contended for the 

championship. The Americans have improyed 80 much in the 

jast itteen years that it was difficult for a time to get togetheran 

English {eam that could fairly be considered their match; but 
with the accession of such excellent professional players as 

Brombead, of the Germantown; Lane, uf Staten Island; Norley, 

ot the Manhattan ; Giles, of theSt. George's; Oldham, of Balti- 

wore; Brewster, of Newark; Smith, of Detroit; Braithwaite, of 

the Merion; Smithson, of the Belmont; Brooks, of the Girard. 
Tyers, of the Chesnut Hill, and thestrong English amateur play- 
ers in these organizations, including Patterson, Kessler and Har- 

yey, of the Staten Islind; Cross and Moeran, of St. George's 

Gregg, of Manhattan; Pearson, Webster and the brothers Har- 

graye, of the Girard, and three or four fine players in the Penin- 

sular Club—our American players will baye their hands full. 

MERION vs YounG AMmRIGA.—Played at Ardmore, and re- 

sulted in the defeat of the Young Americas by 91 runs. A won- 

derfully well-played match, with superb fielding on both sides. 

Lowry’s bowling beat the crack bats of the visiting teams 
Score :— 

MERION. 
Dr. Caspar Morris, b D. §. 
Newhall. -......... 

YOUNG AMERICA. 
G. M. Newhall, cand b Low- +8 

ivi ats SoS TOD TV ie oe = Gos ek et eae Rene eet 
H. Sayres.s Van Rensselaer D.S. Newhall, c Clay, b Law. 8 
b D.8. Newhall... .....--- 2| HE. W. Clark, Jr., st Haines, b 

G. GC. Thayer. b D. 8. Newhall 82 Jas are Ln aie Acide Be oe 
R. W. Clay. b D.S. Newhall. 0/ R. 8. Newhall, b Law......... 
5. Law, CO, Nable, b Clarl...., 22) KR, Loper Baird, c Haines, b 
J, BR. Thayer, Jr., ran out..... 5 Wetec pets s: Meese pone rae, 5 
FP. L. Baily, bC. A. Newhall. 61) 7, AH. Dixon, b Law..-....,,-- 0 
G. Ashbridee, b D. 8. New- | K. N. Caldwell, run out,..... 9 

NW Aes oe, eee nue Heiee iy 26| CG. A. Newhall, b Lowry..---- 0 
A.L. Baily, c Van Rensselaer, W. W. Noble, not out......... 9 

b DS. Newhall.,.,.......... 0 | A. Van Rensselaer, ¢ and b 
C. BE. Haines, pot out... ..... 2 OnE WV Gost a ce ania ee ee 2 
W.C. Lowry, ¢ and b D. 8. J.P. Newbold,1bw,bh Low- 
IN Oy TLS Se es ale pe NY | Cade eee ee eae een tae 0 

Byes 9, leg-byes 2, wides 2, Byes 6, leg-byel....,.:.i,.0-. 7 
DG-DBUS 2.2 bret aee oe ayer 6: 

pep Oe ee eee ab UE] ) UNOS ASN Ts £6 5 Soares Cae EEE vile 
RUNS AT THE PALL OF BACH WICKET. 

Morloni< Ss). e gpria I 73 77 938 113 120 184 142 159 168 
Young America.,........, 7 2 37 SL 51 68 6t Gt 72 W 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 9 
YOUNG AMBRICA, 

Runs. Maidens. Wickets. Wides. 
OG. A, Newhall, 56 9 1 2 
D.S, Newhall. : 56 7 vis 0 
OlAMS ee cues 108 41 a 1 0 
No balls—C, A. Newhall, 2. 

MHRION, 
IBN Dy See Ohne Seti 83 1 a = 
PA Wty, Pee ee ie-aee ees 10 ay 1 6 - 

ENGLAND vs. AUSTRALIA.—Played on the Oyal, London, Sept. 

fith, 7th and 8th, and resulted in a yictory for Hagland by 5 wick- 

ets. In our next issue we will give the detailed account of this 

match taken from the Landon Ficld. It was beyond question the 
most wonderfully interesting match ever played, and was wit- 

nessed by the largest crowd ever present on a cricket field. 

Score -— 
ENGLAND, 

First Innings. Second Inaings. 
Dr. W. G. Grace, b Palmer..-152 not out....,.... eorteee wes A 9 
Dr. E, M. Grace, co Alexander 

b Bannerman.......-....... SUM Maglite tes Serr pe Job esac en 0 
Mr. A, 

TATLES b pirtea eee et ioe ene bieere 55 @.blackham, b. Palmer.. ...- i 
Barnes, b Alexander......... 28 ¢ Moule, b Boyle.............- 
Lord Harris, b Bounor, ¢ Al- 
OSANACY se sete Spreicaspe ae toes OF 

Mr. F. Penn, b Bannerman... 23 NOt OUb.. w66. veeseeee cer enee ez 
Mr.*A. G. Steel, e Boyle, b 
MOUIOSS cee seek ates ae - 

Hon. A. Littleton, not out... 11 b Palmer................--.+- Be 
Mr. G. F. Grace, ec Banner- 
man, b Moule...:,.....,-..- O  (Paliterwis esses -ds2-sse-: 

Shaw, b Moule... ~ Af) 
Morley, run out... 1 2 
Byes 8, lez-byes 11.... ALG ING ADSI» cWaeee een intee ee mes wel 

od Ma} eS St ete ye Rm 201 FRO CA eee dle ecole Se ied wn by 

: AUSTRALIA, 
First Innings. * Second Innings. 

Mr. W. L. Murdoch, c Barnes, 
b Steele... 22...) Se otro ee Les eee ety 153 

A. Bannerman, b Morley..... 82 @ Lucas, b Shaw... bok 
Mr. T. U. Groube, b Steel,... 11 eShaw, b Morley 0 
Mr. P.S. M’ Donnell, ¢ Burnes, 

DUM GME yee tee 13-5. 27 1 bw, b W. G. Grace... ;.-.-. 43 
Mr. J. Slight, ¢ G. F, Grace,b 

Morleyssly s:2.2236-1 12202 _ Il e¢ Harris, b W. G. Grace...... 0 
Mr. J.M. Blackham, ¢ and b 
Morley........ aie) }-Sobsane ce E. M. Grace, b Morley...... 19 

Mr. G. J. Bonror, c G. F. 
Grace, b Shaw....---... ee eC Ue? SE Jee al 

My. H, F, Boyle, not out..... 36 runout.... Nhe) 
Mr. G. E. Palmer, b Morley... 6 cGandb Steel..:..<.....1...... 4 
Mr. G, Alexander, c W, G, 
Grace, b Steel...........-... ce Shaw, b Morley,....-....... 33 

Mr. W. H. Moule, ¢ Marley, b 
Wied GHAGGl.) Ayo) ses eeh= nr b Barnes....... Jasckaevatc tee et pre 

Byes ), lew-byes 3........ seoee 12 Byes, leg-byes T...1.--..5+-. 4 

aye: t lh ere eee eee Pay) ee) 146)5 "Votal ets. eu--- wes. oat 
ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
AUSTRALIA—FIRST INNINGS, 

; Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. 
Mr. Boyle 41 15 vel 0 

; 27 118 L 
Mr. Alexander, - 10 69 z 
Bannerman,..-... 12 111 8 
Mr. M’Donnell.. i) AL 0 
Mr. Moule, , 3 4 23 3 

Second Innings. 

Mr QROyler- 2-3-5 «2:22 2 -. 60 7 4 21 2 
Bir. Puliner 3 eee). 16.3 5 35 3 

ENGLAND—FIRST INNINGS. 
Morley.... -- . 32 g 56 5 

» - of 9 58 8 
13 5 2. 1 

soe Nihal 0 2 she 

Second Innings. 
18 42 1 
30 90 3 
3 7 1 

10 66 2 
6 73 2 
7 23 0 
1 2 0 

te et 
FOREST AND STREAM GENERAL Passenger DEPART- 

MENT.— Chicago, Ill., Sept. 25th.—The following persons 
have gone to hunting and fishing grounds this week :— 

Geo. H, Richards and Geo. P, Gardner, of Boston, 
Mass., to Nevada, Towa. 
4 B. ©, Cook and friend, of Boston,, Mass., to Toledo, 
owa, 
_O, L. Gardiner, of Honesdale, Pa., and J. H. Terwil- 

liger, of Hancock, N. Y., to Princeton, Wis. 
Adam Jackson, of Arabia, N. Y., and Alexander Rose, 

of Franklin, N, Y,, to Mapleton, Iowa, 
W. H. Srennet, G. P. A., 

Chicago and Northwestern Railway, 
Dr. N, B. Wygant, of Peekskill, N. Y., is at the 

West among the chicken,s Weare promised reports of 
the excursion. 

Mr. James G. Wallace, of New York. has gone hunt- 
jng in the Adirondack Mountains. 

*.*The FOREST AND STREAM respectfully requests of 
its readers to add to this weekly list of sportsmen 

tourists. 

Hachting and Canoeing. 
—Address all communications to'' Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
(en ee 

FIXTURES. 

Oct. 5—Royal Bermuda Y, 0. Cruising Trim Race. 
Oct. 9—Washington Village Y.C. Fall Rezatts. 
Oct. —Dorchester Y. OC. Union Ocean Race. 
Noy.—Royal Bermuda Y. C. Cruising Trim Race. 
Dec, 2—Royal Bermuda Y. C. Cruising Trim Hace. 
SS 

THE ANTHRACITH AGAIN. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Believing that you desire nothing more than the dissemination 

of truth, let me protest in the name of common sense aginst 
giving further currency to the vulgar imposition coucerning the 
economy of the Perkins boiler as exemplified by the steamer 
Anthracite. The statement that she consumes one pound of coal 
Pee horse power per hour is, in plain English, a deliberate false- 
ood, for which the public here will hold the accredited agent of 

the Perkins boiler responsible, 2s he has materially assisted in 
giving color to the imposition by refusing to deny what he must 
know to be without foundation in fact, Itis to be regretted that 
80 influential a journal as the Herald unwittingly gives additional 
circulation to the falsehood in its Jast Mondays issue, asit may be 
the cause of serious loss to the dupes who may be prevailed upon 
to invest money in the Perkins boilers on the strength of the 
silly views of a daily journal which fails to distinguish between 
direct and inverse proportion, and which regards the question of 
strength in a pipe boiler as paramount to the question ot economy. 
It is with pleasure that I read the independent course pursued by 
your journal, and I know thatits influence hus kept at Jeastone 
person froin adopting the Perkins boiler in a steam yacht he is 
about to build, y USTITIA, 

Boxton,, Sept. 21st. 

Our correspondentis assured that this" journal will continue to 

expose the Perkins boilerand engine as a piece of engineering 

quackery. We pronounce.the assertion that the Anthracite con- 
sumes Only one pound of coal per horse power per hour an un- 

mitigated falsehood, and like our correspondent hold Major Geo. 

Deane, the Secretary of the Perkins Hngine Co,, now stopping in 

New York in the hopes of selling rights to American builders, at 

leastas indirectly responsible for the currency the falsehood 

has gained. The facts concerning the Perkins boiler and 

engine are these: ‘The system has been in the market 

for many years, had failed to receive popular approyay; 

in England, was thrown out of all vessels that have tried 

it, except the Anthracite, borrowed for adyertising pur. 

poses from her real owner; the boiler is costly, the engine 
complicated, and last, but not least, the boiler is mot, in marine 
practice, any more economical than the common high pressure 

cylindrical boilers in use at present. So little faith have the Per- 

kins people in their own work that through ten long years they 

haye refused to haye a thorough trial made of the system. Let 

Maj. Deane undertake to answer these plain statements If he 

can, or, since he isnot conversant with engineering matters, let 

him produce any official reports proving the contrary, and no 

journal will be more ready to do him and his cause justice than 

FOREST AND STREAM. Until then we refuse to fall into line with 

the common herd, and cannot chant praises to something which 

does not possess the yirtues claimed, and we deem it our particu- 

lar duty to warn yachtsmen, of whose interests we have espevial 

gharge, against accepting an imposition because it appears plau- 

sible, though ithas no better foundation than the sensational 

tlap-trap of the penny-a-liner of the daily press, Hor the benefit 
of Maj. Deane we may add that a certain portion of his journal- 

istic entourage does him very little credit, cither as an expert or 

aga man, and that in the interests of his company a closer seru- 
tiny of his overzealous supporters will serve to keep the com- 
pany vlear of the charge of bad associations. 

—_————a + 

SUNBEAM—GEM, 

Bditor Forest and Stream :— 
The long talked of match between the deep water boats Gem 

and Sunbeam took place off the Graves Friday, the lith inst. By 
mutual agreement 4 match was arranged to take place as above 
for $50 aside. Thecourses to be either from the Fog Horn otf the 
Graves toand around the Half Way Rock and return, arto Dayis’ 
Ledge Buoy and return, the distance being for No. 1 course 18 
nautical miles, and for No. No, 2, about 164 miles. Friday morn- 
ing broke clear and pleasant with every sign of a fair suiling 
breeze forthe day, but as thesun got high the wind began to tag, 
so by 10 A.M. a very light air was blowing from the west south- 
west. Measurement was on the water-line only. At 12:15 the 
judges notified each skipper that the course would be round Half 
Way Kock, leaving it on port, and back to judges’ boat, passing: 
betweenit and the fog horn. The Sunbeam won the toss and de- 
cided to go last, After giying ample time for preparation the 
gun was tired forthe start. The Gem had got well to windward 
of the ling and now came on, every sheet as tautasa fiddle string 
and ner sails fullof the freshening breeze. The Sunbeam started 
9m. and 30s. later with almost a calm, the wind had shifted to 
south and dead aft. Her spinaker was rigeed out, ind although 
she seemed covered with canyasmoved very sluggishly through 
the water, quite in contrast with the former boat. The wiud 
proved very lighton the passage to the Rock, so that it seemed 
dubious to the judges of their finishing by daylight, but as there 
were no time restrictions they had determined to see the end if 
we bad to stay all night. After the yachts bad rounded Half 
Way Rock the wind freshened again and 4 better prospect came 
in view. The position of the boats bad not materially changed, 
snd we could hardly tell whether the sunbeam hud got nearer or 
not by the glass, yet it looked so. As the boatsneared the starc— 
ing place they showed their splendid handling, Capt. Mill. Woods, 
of the Gem, had on a double main sheet purchase and ber main- 
sail and topsail were dragged uft until they setlike boards. ‘The 
Gem had been painted from garbcard to sheerplaok with asphal- 
tum varnish, and she shone like a mirror in the sunlixht. She 
was astriking contrast to the Sunbeam, a veritable black Gem in- 
deed, Onshe came to windward and apicture of tim and ne:t- 
ness, At6:4 P.M. she crossed the line, apparently the winner. 
Bets of 3 to 1 in ber favor were severely letulone. The Sunbeam 
looked hull down in the smoky atmosphere, but distance is de- 
‘ceiving on the water. She had 9: minutes of the start in her ta— 
vor and Im. 59s. allowance for difference in size for an 15 miles 
race to be added, thus giving ber1)m. and 24s. to do her best to 
Jand the purse for her lessees. The wind kept freshening ; every 
eye on the judye’s boat was watching. Her new white sails and 
whiter bull made her look more like a huge bird than # boat, and 
she seemed to fly instead of sail. So quiet was everything on the 
judge's boat that anyone could hear the rush of water slong the 
side of the Sunbeam an eighthof a mile away. Minutes laded, 
still she neared the finish and crossed the line the winber of purse 
and race with 40 8-10s. tospare. Whe judges were, Joho Lincoln 
for Gem, W. 8. Nickerson for Sunbeam. Geo. A. Palmer referee 
and stakeholder. This makes 42 prizes the Sunbeam has rolled up 
since she has been launched, and this is her seventh racing season. 
Boston, Sept. 18th. GE 
oo 

THE CUTTER RIG GAINING. 

Ww ing unable to publish a letter from a prominent 
# Te eoeaer! in the East, n deference to his own request, 

or some very sound remarks would grace our columns anent che 
superiority of the double head rig and the modified cutter as ex— 
hibited in the recent plucky match of the Eastern Y. C. during a 
norih-easter in Massachusetts Bay.’ Those who witnessed the 
sailing will bear us out in all we haye written in favor of abolish- 
ing the clumsy river jib and substituting something that can be 
worked at sea without resorting to such a veritable land Jnbber’s 
expedient as “ bobbing *' and lifting 4 tcp of wateratevery dive. 

Lhe weather wae severe on be am, flat floor and the nursery Ng) 
| while the wise ones who had t hrown jheory abeur“ bach dvatis 
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4nd the like over theside and come out with the practionl, man- 
ageable and efficient double head sail, got away from the rest 
with the greatest ease. The aloops all cut and run for the nearest 
leé; only one of them, manned by a smart Corinthian crew, ven— 
tured to face the music, a0d at considerable risk finished the 
course, alter many a hairhreadth escape, being knocked down four 
times. But for thi stiartness of hor crew, one of the best sailing 
out of Boston, the jittke Anna would have been ‘listed at 
Lloyds." The yachts with double head sail found no {rouble in 
arranging theirsail plan to sult the occasion, and suffered only 
from the fearful ponnding and the want of weatherly qualities 
in sea way, Iuseparable from ¢reat beam and little desdrise. 
The match will aot like a powerful dose of physic aud we yenture 
the prediction thatin Boston the old fashioned sloop is doomed, 
If may take w yéar or two to convince the ever l'nithful, but in 
due time they will become the most ardant proselytes and carry 
on the zood work of reform with a yigor which it will do us 
zo0od tO behold. 
+ + oe 

BROOELYN YACHT CLUB, 

fils haye sent the following letter to Mr. B.S. Osbon, of this 
city, 

New York, Sept. 25th. 
Sirk: As by common report you are about to seek official ranik 

Of some sortin the Broyklyn Yacht Club, will be pleased to 
hear from you us to your plans and intentions before entering 
upon proceedings which my duty to the yachting publie will 
compel me fo undertake. An early wnswer is requested, as For- 
BST AND STREAM foes to press Wednesday n0on. Yours, ete., 

GC. P. KONBARDT. 
No reply to the aboye has been received. We reserve further 

comments for our next issue. 
rr + or 

A CHALLENGE FROM THE DELAWARE, 

I RK, G, WILKINS, builder of the Norcroas, will sail any boat 
of her class in the States (outside of the Cooper's Point Yacht 

Gl'ub), for $100 or $500. G_ WILKINS. 
Answers fo be sent to Capt. Wilkins, 2053 Brandywine street, 

Philadelphia, or in care of Fores AND STREAM. 
EE ee ee 

THH KRAMER GIALLENGH CUP, 

Hatton Forest and. Stream :— 
The last struyele forthe Kramer Challenge Cup came off on 13th 

Sept. More than one-hall of the feet withdtew trom the contest 
on the morning of the race, an avcouut of alleged deficieney in 
rig. Bight boats started, however, resulting in the Noreross 
again winning the cup, She went over the course, as might be 
said, Alone, rounding the lower buoy (Chester) six miles ahead, 
und retaining her position to the homestakeboat. Having wou 
the enp from the beginning, and three consecutive times, she 
now holisitfor rood. Of Red Bank, on the home stretch, and 
justasa heavy squall broke out from the northwest, the Cohill 
(who did not participate in the race) joloed the Norcross, and new 
fe was added to the contest. The judges’ boat, steam-yacht 
Germania. with difficulty rode out the pale, and wus ‘Sin at the 
death.’ The champions rounded the home stakeboat close to- 
gether. Gohill slizhtly ahead, The Norcross holds the cup, and 
the Cohill the champion flag. A match race between them is on 
the tapis, and yechtmen in and out of the club are anxious to see 
the two champions come together Vive new boats are in vourse 
of construction, and will join the fleet next year. R.G. W. 
The arrival of the Anthracite at Falmouth short of coal, after 

a lone paseage of twenty-three days, ia fair evidence thatshe has 
“been under sail for several days, and, until the production of 
proof, lewves it an open question whether the statements con- 
cerning the amonut of enalused on the voyage this way, were 
pot equally devoid of truth as those subsequently made concern- 
ne her economy- 

CLEVELAND YACHTING ASSOCIATION, 

Editor Forest aiid Stream 2— ' 
The fall regatta of the Cieveland Yachting Association was 

started on Sept. l0nh, over a course 4 miles to windward and re- 
furn, to be sailed over twice. Time, limited to 6 hours. The 
sloop-yachts Ida, Siren, Rover, Belle, Unknown, Silver Spray, 
Kittie Walsh, Penny Press and Unique started, buf in the light 
wind none of the yachts were able to finish the race in the speci- 
fied time. he race was resailed on the lath of Sept. in a strong 
vale and abeavy sea running. Course, five miles to windward 
and return. ‘Time, as given below. The Kittie Walsh was single 
reefed; rest were double reefed:— _ 

Actual Corrected 
Time, Time, 

TH. M. 8, H. 8, 
2 lt 34 2 1T 34 
2 22 Bt 2 2% 14 

Petes ic, gece bho. Uae 36 8 249 0 3 47 40 
Unique....-.., 2 3 10 45 3.5 62 
Kitue Walsh......-..,,.----.. a2 7 
The Vice-Commodore's Cup, given to the skipper of the fastest 

yacht, wae won by Kear-Com. Win. Gerlach, of the Ida, ee: 

——— rr ee ___- 

, OEDAR CANOES, 

Editoy Forest and Stream :— 
Your correspondent, “ Chard,’ in the issue of Sept. 9th, by 00 

means doves justice to a cedar ¢ande in his comparison, Wirst, 48 
to weight, J am now building from the Rob Roy model.a canoe 
Mtt, lone and weighmg but 47lbs, and expect to reduce the 
weight jo 45ilbs. by some changes. This is not a fancy light- 
Weight boat, but a strong cruising canoe of tin. cedar, with bulk- 
heads. Gan the canvas leat that, for cither lizhtness or strength ¢ 
A§ tO durability, a Rob Roy by Searle, brought to this country in 
1870, ov 1871, and in use almost constantly since im sorts of 
waters, and in Gairs and steamers, is still in good order. As to 
leakue, it is yery slight with a well-built boat, as a little water 
Jett in over night, or & few hours soaking, will remedy most cases 
completely. The dilferenca in price'ls also not so wreat, as few 
who can alford areally good boul Would hesitate between $45 to 
$60 fora canvas buat, ind $90 for a similar one of cedar. It isnot 
possible to obtain as finea model in canyas as in wood, as there 
can be tio inllow lines; beside which, the wooden boat always 
must be much the handsomer in finish, ; 
The canyas canoe his two merits; it is easily and cheaply built 

by those baying no knowledge of boat-building, and it is within 
the reach of those who cannot atlord a wooden canoe, or who 
take Dp canoeing as an experiment, intending to procure a better 
boat should they like the sport; but no one who has used the 
two will consider it superior in Weight, strength, speed or appear- 
ance. JBHRSEY BLUE. 
a ae 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Boston YAoauT Crun.—The fourteenth annual regatta of the 
club was sailed off City Point Sept. lth, ina light westerly wind. 
Ouly fow craft came io the line, as tberaces of the Dorchester Y. 
C., sailed the same duy, interfered wiih the entries seriously. The 
custom of fixing upon the same duy by two leading clubs in the 
same waters might easily bave been prevented by a little fore- 
sight, and this year’s lesson will probably not be thrown away for 
nothing. Course tor first class, 23 miles; forsecond, 16 miles. Ont 
to the Fog Whistle Caroline showed herself good at running and 
more than held the big Alice. After hsuling up for the Hard- 
ings, however, Alice spun outa good lead and on the beat home 
Adrienne weathered on Mr. Tyler's schooner, talting first prize on 
time, Caroline losing ground through some unnecessary boards 
near the close, Ae nee Bloons in ieee a Sips ug oe a 
over we course, Napoleon claiminy a foul which was owed. 
Judges, Méssrs. hos, Dean, J. A. Mitchell, H. 8. Hibbard, B.A, 
Drew ands. Lb. French, on board the Sprite. Adrienne wins silver 
éup, Alice $20 and Mabel $2). Each helmsman of the winning 
yachts receives a miniature compass in old, 4 most excellent 
idea for encouraging owners to work their own boats. 

FIRST GLASS—SCHOONERS. 
Actual Stet 

Length. _ Tinie, ‘ime. 

“Allee, W. L. Lockhart Ti Ok ob 22 oR OB OT at All ~ L. Lo art. ... . 5 
Rarities Jacob Pfatf....-. . 43 6 31 00 4 49 
Caroline, Norton & Tyler,..........48 OF 5 46 165 6 10 OB 

- 

Napoleon, C. F. Loring....,.--...... 

BECOND OLASS —SLOOPS. 

Mabel, W. H. L. Smith...............88 09 3 85 43 3 5B AL 
34 OF 4 4f O07 38 (he Al 

Stren Bormers.—For the art of pufing cominend us ta the 
Journal of Commerce, whigh stazgers Under its ponderous title in 
the yery shades of Bunker Hill. Our contemporary makes a 
mountain Out of amole-hill. Jt tries to puff the dealers in eteel 
who deign to patronize its pages, and says less in nlorespace than 
ean well be imagined, which is the art of pulfery carried to the 
highest piteh. Tickle one and fake care n&t to hurt the othér. 
its readers are informed thar VorKs! ano SeRBAM is a sporting 
pauper, interested in eins, diving decoys, dows and such—a free 
notice which would have been eyen more bighly uppreciated had it 
appeared in aOmething which somebody sees. This is, of course, 
very silly on the part of Forusr AND STREAM, and the “ commer- 
dial” journal, in its honest clYorts to give its handful of adyer- 
tisers ut least a partial return tor the money they have sunk out 
of sight on the score of a “ larwe vod constantly Ingreasiue circu- 
lation,” certainly deserves full moud of praise. The Journal, 
moreover, isa student of Darwinism, tracing the genealogy of 
one of our editors directly to the firlsky ape, and that in Jess than 
one generation, arming him, or it, witha keen edzed razor in ad- 
dition. Bot whata pity our contemporary failed to add the name 
of some “ boss*' cutlery manufacturer as the maker of the iden- 
tical ruzor. Whita neat little chance for raising the wind. The 
Journalis also adeep thinker, We learo that facts are facts, a 
statement sufficiently dillicult of comprehension to warrant its 
repetition time and avain in the half column of wisdom before 
us. ‘The wind up of the Jouridl’s mental strain ou our bebalf is 
disappointing. [ta vast array of facts dwindle down to the stari- 
ling Announcement that Many boilers are being built of steel. 
So they are. There are also very many rickety yentures in jour- 
nalism, which tliecker for a while on cheap puffery and then ¢o 
under without creating a ripple. Some may suspectthe Journal 
ot haying an old invid on its staff as chief mechanic; but the 
Journal is paid for being mildly asinine to order—that ex. 
Plains it. , a 
We are bold enough to believe both Forxsr Awp Svinasr and 

the Ivo Age much better authority on steel boilers than a bant- 
ling trade paper, The paragraph we quoted was intunded to call 
the attention of yacht owners ind builders to the danger of trust- 
ing steel promiscuously. Camme! & Co., who furnished the steel for 
the Livadia's l\oilers, rank among the firstin the stes} manufacture 
of Great Brituin. If their very best brands sometimes fail with. 
out appurent reason, itis not so very ludicrous ti assume much 
of the steelin our market as requiring the closest serutiny. That 
steel is as yet Tar less reliable than iron is acknowledged by every 
mechanic. Qurcontemporary tiounders beyond its depth and 
draws Upon its imgination concerning ships of steel; but space 
is too valuable to give it further attention. It is pleasing to know 
that the Journal reads PornST AND STRBAM 80 attentively—a 
compliment which we cannot returo. The Boston Jourjal of 
Commeree will thank us for this notice, which places its existence 
and ita brilliant sally Letore a larger number of readers in one 
Week than its own exertions could accomplish iu decade, 

Bay or Quinte Yacat Chus.—The fifth annual regatta was 
sailed Sept. 24th, ina light westerly wind, There were aix en- 
tries, but Peerless of Gananurue could not get up in time sod 
Una was withdrawn by telegram from her owner. The starters 
were Gracie, P. Cs Higley; Kuthleen, R.J. Bele; Bmmu, Geo. Of- 
ford, and Katle Gray, W. H, Campbell. They got away in the 
order named under all the kites they could curry, the club yery 
wisely plucing no restrictions upon the amount of sail, but for- 
bidding shifting ballast, Katie Gray wentto the fore, Gracie held 
second, with Hmma third, and whis procession was kept up for the 
second round, the race finishing in the sume order, 

ROYAL Noya Scotra.—The Halifay Citizen says that the sd- 
miralty order, granting the blue ensign tu the erstwhile Halifax 
¥. C. has been reyoked, and uttention called to the penalty of 
$2,500 imposed for illegally displaying the blue. 

Ips-Ern.tA—tin a mateh race between the Ida, of Charlotte, 
N. Y., and the Bila, of Oswego, for the championship vf Lake On- 
tario and a prize of $60 offered by the Hop Bitters Company, the 
Tda won in 2h, 5m. 14s, She is owned by Wm. Jonus, and was pullt 
by Saw! Hingston. The Ella, belonging to Mr. Stone, of Gswero, 
was awarded the second prize, $40, 

Samm BAy YacsT CLo0p.—tThe Union reratta, sailed off Salem, 
Sept. 22d, underthe auspices of this club, was very’ successful, 
the Knish being made as under ;— 

FTAS1-CLASS SLOOPS, 

Sailing Time. Corrected Time. 
3, rR Name and Owner. gM: . 

Effie, Crowningshield___.., Baden x 43 23 2 16 dt 
Viva, Berson t est. lh, a 44 39 RB Re Bb 

ECRST-CLASS SGHOONERS, 

White Cap, Rits...............2., 2 66 03 2 4h 08 
Gurlew, Peabody... -.2113....9: Not taken, 

THIKD-CUASS SLOOPS, 
DOGS fee tds ybhcerte ag 2 rt OL lik ul oo | ed 
Madaline, Pielding ........-...... 2 (28 46 a OO a 

CAT-BOATS, 
Pieri, Parkman.-..,......... rea) ‘hee OF 1 2 37 
Wave Crest, Rogers. L oh 45 Bo wi tt 
Coquette, Brown... 2 oO 8 1 3 5 
B., Sinith,,.,--- d 2 08 50 a ay 43 
Anita, Foster... ... aS Tor ak 1 2 73d 
Avis, T. J. Uoolidge ..)......12., 2 19 55 1 4 05 
New Yor Canoe Cius.—The challenge cup, offered by one of 

the inembers to all comers residing within hl) miles of New York, 
was Bailéed for Sept. 2oth, overali wile course olf New Brizhtou, 
The cup must be held fortwo years before becoming property. 
Second canoe in, to be awarded one of the prizes not suiled for in 
the fallrezattu. The Clochetle issued an open chullenve for the 
above mentioned cup, a third prize to be added if tiore than b 
Ganoes responded, Kegutta Committee—Kingman N, Putnam, 
Willian Whitlock, John Habertou, 0. Bowyer Vaux, 3. D. Smith. 
'’he winners of the cup to remain free trom challenyze fur 80 days, 
The following entries were made: he Allie, of the Newark Boat- 
ing Club; the Leila. of the Staten Island Boat Club; the L'fn- 
connue, of the Yonkers Boat Club; the Qui Vive, of the Passaic 
Bout Olub, and the Gretchen, Queen Mab, Dot, Hifin and Psyche, 
of the New York Canoe Club. Five of these appeured at the start. 
Course, around Kobios Reef Buoy, thence to stakebuat of Pam— 
rapo and back to vlub-house. Gretchen touk the load, Clochette 
4 g00d second, until she carried away her steering gear and gaye 
up, Dot outpaced Gretchen, and won the race, the finish being 
as tollowa: Dot, C. 6, Vaux, 62.20; Gretchen, K, N. Putnau, 
59.30; Queen Mab, E. B. Brouson, 1:03.00; Psyche, O. L. Norton, 
1:09.00. ‘The cup was presented to the owner of the Dot, and the 
captain of the Gretchen wis awarded a second prize. 

New Haven Recarra.—The regattain the harbor, Sept. 22d, 
Was hot finished until 5:45, ulthvuugh the winning bouts were 
known before that time. The foul of the Mystery with the stake- 
boat near Long Wharf caused her to be ruled out. She fouled 
because she wished to puss the boat bellore another lustsailing 
Graft which seemed to have the myht of way. The Starlizhts 
loss of her topmast defeated her, although she might otherwise 
have been left in the rear, The Hyac and Modesty suiled to whe 
westward of the beach buoy, which was contrary to the rule, 
The Dwilight and Hyac collided, but no damage was done; the 
TDwilizht was retarded however. At tha close the winning boats 
were greeted with steam whistles and bells, The boats arrived 
in the following order: Carrie V., Libbie, Fieetwing, Vixen, 
Hyac, Modesty, i wilight, Martina, Hylas, Hopeful, 0. H. Brown, 
Hodeavor, Petrel, Oceanides, Mary Stuart, Avenzer, BStarlieht, 
Emina, Tempest, Annie Mack, Pilot. Some of the boats with— 
drew alter sailing only a part of the course. The followin is 
the official recapitulation :— 
Time of Starting—Pourth class, 2:07); secdnd and third classes, 

“4:07:5; first class, 2:22. 
_ Fourth Class Avrived—Myae, 5;19:45; Modesty, 9:20:80; Twilight, 
5:20:32; Hylas, 5:22; Oveanides, d:dia0; Avenger, m4; Emma, 
ado. 
Second Class—Libbie, 5:09:10; Pleetwing, 5:10) Vixen, 412; Mar- 

date} Myslecy, ruled out, tina, 5:20:36; Hudeayor, 
4; Hopeful, 5:22:30; Petrol, Third Class—Carrie V, ozliti 

Tempest, 5:44; Annie Mack; 5:45. 
Birst Olass—L. H. Brown, 6:28;30; Mary Stuart, 5:34:00; Starlight, 

§:41:46; Pilot, no time. 
The regatta Was partivipated in by a larrer number vf boats, itis 

stated on authority, than eyer sailed together here before.— Yew 
Haven. Reuster- : 
THE ANTHRACITE.—The experimental steamer Anthruci te, 

which hus so elfectually proven the Perkins boiler to bea talline 
in regard to economy, arrived at Falmouwll, Engiand, Sept. 14th, 
at 7 A.M, after a passape of 23 days from Philadelphia. Although 
she must haye had favoring gules all the way across, her speed 
only averaged little over ve miles an hour. An amusing an- 
nouncement has been made in all gravity by the resident agent 

Anata 5 

that in estimatiog the Anthracite's coal consumption aliberal de- 
duction must be made for the coal used in cooking! No orders 
have yet been received for the Perkins boiler on American ac- 
count, And unless yauhtsmen hive money to throw sway upon 4 
stale and profitless experiment, long considered a failure among 
engineers, we certainly advise them to cossult vompetent author- 
ity before accepting the yarns of uninformed papers and inte- 
rested persons #3 gospel, The recent effort at reyamping the 
Perkins boiler is either a deliberate attempt at deception or an 
asinine undertaking not worth further notice. 

THe Paoie.d Pornr.—Hiditor Forest and Stream i—Mr, !Turner 
isnow building 4 fine new schooner tor Mr. H. R. Bowie, recently 
owner Of thesloop Nellie. Sheis 62ft. over all, 58ft. water ling, 
19h. beam and bff. draft amidships, with an iron center-board and 
7,000 pounds lead on the keel. The board will weigh 2,200 piunds 
and 1} tons of lead goes inside cast to fit Hoors. Her juildér guar- 
antecs her to best everything afloat in San Francisco harbor. 
Her trame will be of bent oak. the tirst of the kind that Capt, 
Turner has put in here, as the frames of his other yachts (Nellis, 
Consuelo, Perl, Colorado and Chispa) are of Ovegon pine sawed 
and double. The bent fraine secures very light und touzh upper 
works. Our yachtsmen are rapidly coming around to the ideas 
of FOREST AND SPRHAM, As We are putting more lead outside 
every year. The owner of the English steqm yacht Lancashire 
Witch, Sir Thos. Hesketh, is about to marry Miss Sharon, duugh- 
ter of Senator Sharon, so that his visit to 3an Francisco resulis in 
his park olf a prize as beautiful as accomplished. The yawl 
is still the favorite riz with us,and likely to remain so, as cruisers 
much prefer it to the sloop. The Frolic and Emeérald, both yawls, 
beat the fast ade Magic in the recent regatta, so that the yawl 
does nol seem to lose in speed, at least in a good Zbreeze, such As 
we can Senerally sount on. yj Beh 

MuUrRteLU—ExXPaRT MATCH.—Hattor Forest and Stream:—During 
the past season both the Expert, of the Lynn Y. C., owned by 
Mr, 8, B. Souther, and the Muriel of the Beyerly Y, C., Mr. C. 
G. Mield, have greatly distinguished themselves, the former 
winning the Essex Challenge Cup in 2 series of good matches, 
und the latter having twelve first prizes out of as many races, in- 
cluding several regattas of the Beverly, Dorchester and Quincy 
Y¥, C.’8, the open vegattasfof the Hull, Dorchester and Huston 
clubs, and the Fourth of July Regatta. Much interest Was there- 
fore felt yhen a match race was finally arrunged to take place 
at Swampscott Monday, ith. The day opened elcur witha good 
southwest by south wind, giving the boats at; times all they 
wanted, Phe cruise was from the judges! yacht, off Phillip’s Puint, 
leaving stakeboat off Little Nahant, and btakobout, one mile east 
by south, off Hyp Roek, on port band, to judges’ yacht, twice 
around, 10 miles, The start took place as follows :—, 

H. M. 8. H. M. &. 
Expert, 22,9 w.1.-.... 1 85 19| Muriel, 21.5w.1.. }.1 35 38 

The beat to Little Nuhant was very close, Bxpert ranging 
ahead, and Muriel pointine 4 trifle closer than her antayouist, 
Atterstanding well in toward the beach, Hxpert went about, 
furéing Muriel around, and going to windward of her. This she 
repeated on the next tack out; but, on the third, she crossed 
Muriel’s bow, Tha stakeboat was rounded by Expert in lh, fin, 
458.; Muriel, Ih. 6m. d3.~-u vain of one second for Hxpert, Oo 
fhe next side of the course the wind was aboum. lxpert set jib- 
topsail, while Muriel hung on to her three sails, ‘The former 
#ained ind rounded the boat about 25s. ahead. Here the boats 
jibed and ran outspinakers to purt. A little outside the Spin- 
dlu, spiliakers were taken in, Muriel setting a balloon jib, and 
Experta jibtopsail. The latter steered much further in shore 
than her antayonist, making the distunce longer. Muriel, sailing 
very well, passed her, and crossed the line in th, 49, 25s., and 
Expertin lu. 49m. 463. Murielstoodin toward the beach; bia 
pert carried her jibtopsail tor a minute or s0,and seemed to 
loae by it; she Soon tacked, and stood over toywurd Nahant, while 
Muriel weut over the same ground as on the first round, goin 
around the stakebout about 24in. ahead of Hxpert, Oo the run 
down along Nahaut Expert gained sround, and rounded the 
outer Mark about a mioute ¢head of ber antuyouist; her balloon 
jibs were again set, ind Muriel gained a Jittle, urussing the line 
in.sh. 0m. 23s., followed by Expert in 3h. 2m. 8s. The following 
is 4 Summary :— 

Actual Time. Corrected Time 
H, M. &. H # Sie , . M 

a 561 2 23 Id 
26 49 2 26 49 

The race was sailed under B. Y. ©. rules, except the rule re- 
quiring members to sail their boats. The judges were Mr. Jo- 
sepbh Haines for the Expert,and Mr. P. Grunt, Jr, for the Mu- 
viel. Com. Jeffries, of the B. Y, C., acted us referee, The Magic, 
L. Y, C., was occupied as judges’ yacht. P. 

New BeprorD YAcurCius.--The match for third class sluops, 
Sept. 11th, wassuiled in light and variable winds from southwest 
over a 15 mile course, Sparkle, Ed. 8. Brown, won in 3h, 82m, 133., 
bean Starling, G. W, Parker; Josie, H. Wood, {and Pointer, D, 

, FAPker, 

TROUTING EXCURSION TO NICHOLAS UCOUNTY, 
WEST VIRGINIA. y 

AST winter, having concluded to try the trout fish- 
ing of the mountains of West Virginia, I had ample 

time to lay in a slfficient supply of fishing tackle, and, 
a6.18 usually the casa with amateurs, a large part of it 
useless and cumbersome, June being considered the 
best month for trout fishing at that point, I left Cin- 
cinnati May 24th, arriving af Kanawha Falls (or ©, & 
QO, R. R.) May 80th; spent a couple of days here bass 
fly-fishing below the falls, catching about a dozen fish, 
the average weight being about one pound. I have 
seen items in your paper severaltimes that stated that 
trout could be caught at Kanawha Falls, but from all 
the information I could gather from the natives and 
personal attempts, I came to the conclusicn that no 
trout could be canght within a radius of fifteen miles 
of that place. The bass angler will be badly disap- 
pointed, but it would be impdssible to describe the bitter 
disappointment of a trout angler when he finds that 
no trout have been caught there for a number of years, 
The best fishing I had there was in July, 1879, catching 
thirteen bass, weight twelve pounds, with the fly, This 
is the largest number caught while 1 was there either in 
that yearor in June, 1880. I wonld not recommend the 
place to anybody going there with the sole intention of 
lishing, but as a pleasant and cheap summer regort, mak- 
lig lishinga secondary consideration, 1 think it has tew 
equals. Finding it impossible to employ aman to tule 
me to Cherry Tree Bottom (sixty miles distant), I con- 
cluded to hire a horse and make the journey without 
any ¢onipanion, and ufter réducing my baggage to a pair 
of rubber boots, one trout basket filled with tackle, one 
pair saddle-pockets, containing a change of clothing and 
two fishing rods, 1 was properly equipped for the jour- 
ney. A two days’ tide on horseback through the moun- 
tains by myself was rather lonely and tiresome, and 
about the only thing that kept me awake during the 
middle of the day was the fear of being thrown trom iny 
horse, as the toads were abominably steep and rocky ; 
but was very happy when JT at last arrived at Mr, A, 
Spencer's, the happy miller of C. T, B,, whose house is 
most favorably located For the angler, as itis within 100 
yards of the north and south forks of Cherry River, and 
two miles from Laurel Run, a branch of Cherry River, 
The north and south forks of Cherry River are two very 
good fly streanis, a line of twenty feet being readily mati- 
aged, but itis almost impossible to use a longer line 
than twelve feet in Laurel Run, The north and south 
forks of Cherry River would no doubt be full of trout if 
the law against traps could be enforced. 
A glimpse of the falls of North Fork, about five feat 

high, with a fair body of water below them about four 
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or five feet deep, would gladden the heart of any angler, 
and he would be gloating over his prospective pound 

But after a number of 
casts, and raising no larger trout than six inches, he will 
be overjoyed at the landing of an éleyen-inch fish, weight 

The larger part of the fish of the 

trout before he would wet a line, 

axbout seven ounces, 
north and south forks were caught last fall in a trap set 
below the junction of the two forks, which form the 
main stream. There were small hopes of any success 
after learning of this lawless practice, as it is a well es- 
tablished fact that crout alwaysreturn to the same stream 
in which they were bred, Iexperienced the best success 
in the south fork, catching twenty-five trout, weight five 
pounds, the largest being eleyen inches in length, all 

This was by no means 
Up to my expectations, which would not haye been sat- 
tuken with the fly exclusively, 

ised with anything under a pound trout, but this is the 
disappointment all amateurs are subjected tu. The fish 
in Lanrel Run seemed to be very small, and few and far 
between, 
ments of the flies by the trout attracted my attention, 
The fish in Laurel Run would neyer take the fly unless 
if was being drawn down stream, while those of the 
north aud south forks of Cherry would invariably take 
it when drawn against the current. Last year, in July, 
I found it impossible to induce a trout to take the Hy by 
drawing it through the water. They would leap at it 
whiie still in the air, or just as it was about to touch the 
water, but as soon as it struck the surface of the water 
they would detect the deception, and all the most nat- 
lirai movements I would giye the fy would not tempt: 
them to tale it, I suppose the very low and clear water 
at that time was the cause of this, as I had no trouble to 
induce the few trout that werein ib the foliowing year 
to take the fly by drawing it down stream, The white 
miller, pheasant, dotted dun, cianamon and yellow hackle 
were found to be the most taking flies. I encountered 
my first rattlesnake at Cherry Tree Bottom. Returning 
to C, 7. B, tron Laurel Run by a nurrow road cut in tne 
side of tle mountain, about 4 p.m, 1 wus suddenly 
awakened from my pleasant thoughts by a loud rattling, 
resembling the music of alocust—thought it waga locust, 
but why innate dread of snakes induced me to stand per- 
fectly motionless the instant I heard it and try to place 
it, in which I did nut succeed very well, as I had sup- 
posed it issued from a clump of bushes about five feet to 
the right of the road, but I was conyinced that that sup- 
position was wrong when I sawa yellow rattlesnake sun- 
niny itself on some rocks in the center of the road about fie- 
teeu feet fromme. Necessity compelled me to attack 
it, lur the reason that the road was too narrow to allow 
me to puss it safely, I commenced to throw rocks at it, 
aud after throwing about twenty I managed to hit it, 
inducing it tocrawlaway. It had kept up a continual 
rattle from the moment it discovered me untill had 
struck it with the rock, when it became perfectly silent. 
Advancing 1 few feet, and at the same time carefully ex- 
amining the side of the road in which it had disappeared, 
I was now thoroughly frightened at seeing the reptile in 
a cuil, with its head in the centre, ready to strike the 
moment [ came within reach of its pvisonous fangs. 
Hastily stepping back, I again commenced to attaclr it 
with rocks, and at last succeeded in driving it up the bill, 
where [ obtained a good yiew of it, and judged it to be 
about four or four and a half feet in length and about 
one and three-quarters or two inches in diameter, This 
was the only rattlesnake I met with, but I frequently 
inisLook the singing of a locust for the rattle of a snalze, 
caused by the remembrance of my first encounter, 
Beg withm about ten miles of Hew Mountains, I con- 

eluded to try the fishing ef the Cherry River at that 
pot, where trout had been caught last year to the length 
of eighteen inches, and securing a guide and his son as 
companions we managed by riding, walking and crawl- 
ing through the laure! bushes to reach the river, My 
guide selected a small hillogk, with four small trees at 
right angles, aud commenced to build a camp by trim- 
ming the trees, leaving a V notch on each at the junction 
of two branehes, actoss which lie laid two poles. The 
next thing todo was to get a roof for our frame, and 
selecting some small and rather juicy trees about a foot 
in diameter, he notched with an axe a circle at the bot- 
tum and another about five feet above the lower one; 
then cutting a straight groove between the two circles, in 
wiiich he inserted the axe and pryed off the bark. He 
then proceeded to lay the plates of bark across the poles, 
ani weighted them with rocks to prevent the wind car- 
rying them away. It was only at night that it occurred 
tu me that it was dangerous to be in these mountains, 
cuntaining a few panthers, pleuty of wildeats and bears, 
with nO inhabitant within ten miles, and two perfect 
sliuhgers as CoMpanions, But this is by no means a coni- 
pronuse of my guide and his son, but simply attributable 
to my cowardive and strange surroundings, which is 
partly excusable owing to the fact that 16 was my first 
night spentin such a wild country, Camping out, even 
ifit did limit my sleep, increased my appetite, and corn 
pone, honey, butter, bacon aud trout fried in the fat ex- 
tracted from the bacon by frying, comprised our break- 
fast, and though it would cause me to sneer at it here in 
the city, [never enjoyed a heartier breakfast, served in 
Wo finer manner than on bark plates, which I advise 
everybody to make use of when camping out. _ 

Result of two days’ fishing, eighty trout, ranging from 
four to eight inches, all taken with the lly. ‘Phe avevayge 
size of the fish not being satisfactory, and feeling the 
lack of civilized accommodation, I returned to C, I, B,, 
aufterspending two days and two nights in the Hew 
Mountains. . ’ 
Anybody desiring a good guide for hunting or fishing 

in these regions can do no belter than to employ Mr. 
James Mullen, whose chargesare extremely low, and who 
is perfectly ab home in these mountains, as he spends a 
larger part of his time in them insearch of game. ‘Lhe 
Hew Mountains abound to a fair extent with bears, wild 
cuts, deer and turkeys, while pheasants and squirrels 
are yithout limit, and an occasional panther is seen. My 
second fishing tour to C. T. B, was not commenced with 
as #reat expectations as my first, consequently I was not 
as badly disappointed atiny failure to catch anything 
larger than eleven inches, as I had been at the beginning 
of ty first day’s trout fishing, Fortunately, or unfortu- 
nately, Lhad made up my mind to return to Kanawha 
Fulls about fifteen hours preyious to a very heavy rain, 
which caused Cherry River to raise five feet in twelye 
Hours ; unfortunately on aceount of being detained for 
some time at Gauley River, which was swollen tg such an 

A rather peculiar discrimination im the move- 
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extent as to make it impassable to the elumsy ferry boat, 
guided hy oars, used to take horses and wagons across 
the river. The fishing of this trip was by no means up 
to my expectations, but taking imto consideration the 
health gained and the small expenses incurred, I by no 
means regret it, The horsebavkxvide can be shortened about 
twenty miles by starting from Rondwerte (on ©, & O, R. 
R,),Cherry Tree Bottom being due north of it. Ibis better 
to hire a horse for the entire length of time that one in— 
tends to stay, the charge of pasturage being very small. 
The total expense of a three and a half weeks’ trip was 

as follows :— 

Horse hire for twenty days-_-...,........-;-:112: 
Round trip to K. BF, from Cineinnatl........-. 
Twoand one-halt weeks’ ucconmodation tor 
_ horse at O.T, Bo. oe. SORA the Oe 
One week's expense at K, KF 
incidentals 

_ This is a very pleasant and cheap trip for anybody who 
is satisfied with w fair number of trout, and whose means 
are limited, and if more information is required by any 
sportsman wishing to visit C. I, B. or Hew Mountains, I 
would refer him to A, Spencer and James Mullen, of 

The 
will be happy to give all the information possible, tae 
be willing to accommodate a limited number of anglers 

) 3 A map of the State of West Virginia, pub- 
lished by G. W. Colton & Co,, New. York vity, is ex- 
tremely useful to the anglér, it being the most minute 

I mention this only to ac- 

Oherry Tree Bottom, Nicholas County, W.Va. 

or hunters, 

map of that State published, 
commodate the sportsman, as I found it impossible to 
procure one in Cincinnati, and was compelled to send to 
New York for it, 

eee 

MENHADEN MOVEMENTS—A NEW THEORY, 

A.W, 

» 
Wes following letter, written by Capt. Terry, pro- 

prietor of the South Bay Oil Works, situated just 
east of Fire Island Light, to Prof, Baird, has been given 

us for publication. Capt. Terry’s long experience in the 

capture of menhaden entitle his views to careful con- 
sideration. 

Prof. Spencer F. Baird, United Statcs Fish Commis- 
sioner :— 
Dear Sir; I met, by invitation, with the United States 

Oil and Guano Association, at the United States Hotel, 
on the 14th of January, 1880, and had the pleasure of 
hearing the address of Prof. Goode, on the menhaden 
question, as to the time when they make their appear- 
ance on our coast, and where; how far they reach Hast 
and the cause of their not reaching as far as Lhe coast of 
Maine last year; also their food and the various causes 
of the scarcity at certain seasons of the year at different 
places on the feeding grounds, etc., etc., allof which I 
listened to with great interest, and the greater part of 
which | could assent to. 
As to the fish leaving the entire coast line, in that part 

of the season, from Cape May to the Vineyard Sound, 
where they should be ihe most plenty, he could not, or 
did not, giye any particular reason. I have been in the 
fishing business for the last sixteen years, first as part 
owner of the Whig Inlet Oil Works,and lately of the 
South Bay Oil Works (formerly owned by Wall’s Sons), 
situated at Fire Island, in the Great South Bay. For the 
first Len or twelve years the fish made their appearance 
with us about the 15th day of April, entering our sounds 
and bays as scattering fish, and could only be taken by 
set nets, or hauling seines on shove, the water being too 
cold for them to shoal up or show on top of the water 
until about the Ist of May; from that time purse nets 
commenced to tale the fish out in the ocean. ‘The fish 
would remain on our coastso as to bea protitable business 
until about the 20th of September, and then the sunimer’ 
fish would Jeaye our coust for the season. On or avout 
the 20th of October the fish would again make their ap- 
pearance, and were what we would call the fall run, or 
main fish, which were yery fat, and would continue with 
us until Dec, Ist, or until severe cold weather setin, In 
all this time the feeding ground for the menhaden was 
from Cape Henry to I kuow not how far eastward of 
the coast of Maine, taking in all the sounds and bays 
along our coast, with no molestation, except ut the fol- 
lowing places, viz: At first, only commencing at Cape 
May and in the Delaware Bay, afterward in the capes of 
Virginia, say about ten milesin extent ; at Cape Charles ; 
then about twenty miles at and near Cape May ; then 
about ten miles at Great Hex Harbor; then from Long 
Brauch up to Sandy Hook, and thence across to Long Is 
land and as far east as ten miles east of Fire Island In- 
let; then in Gardner’s and Peconic bays and across to 
the coast of Connecticut and Rhode Island, Wuorther east 
IT haye no positive knowledge. So you will see that but 
avery small part of the feeding ground for the meu- 
haden fish was in any way interfered with, or lish taken 
with the purse net, from Cape Heury to Montaul Point, 
and the habits of the fish, from year to year, was very 
uniform ; but for the last few years a great change has 
taken place. The menhaden catch began to fall off in 
Maine, and has resulted in an entire failure of the men- 
haden fishery any further east than the Vineyard Sound 
in the season of 1879, And that is not all, for the fish has 
for the last few years left oux coast, south side of Long 
Island, from four to six weeks in the summer season, at 
the very time when we used to have about our hesv fish- 
ing, anc factories haye had to be closed up more or less 
of the time from Barren Island to and including Gard- 
tier’s Bay, 
My reason for all this is, that so long as the fish had 

almost the entire coast line, and the greater part of the 
sound and bays, unmolested for their feeding ground 
the entire season from April to Devember, they would 
remuin on the coast, and near the land, in shallow water. 
That is, they would strike the coast mear Cape Henry, 
and follow it (somewhat like the mackerel) until they 
reached Hastport, And still further east and north, some 
remaining all along the coast, sv there would be fishing 
the entire distance, excepting at short intervals, from the 
commencement of the season to its close. But for the 
last few years the entire coast line, from end to-end, has 
been run over almost every day by the fishing vessels, 
and the fish have had no chance to remain in any one 
place for any length of time, but are continually har- 
assed from morning to night every day, until they are 
forced to leave their old feeding ground, and a1e only to | 
be found, as some supposed, some thirty to forty miles 

~ 
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off from the land and in deep water, I know that it is 
said that the temperature of the water, as far west as 
Boston Bay in 1878 and 1879, has been too cold for the 
menhaden to migrate further east ; but I think there are 
other causes to account for it, such as stated ahove. 
You will obserye that until within the last few years, 

only sailing vessels were employed in the menhaden 
fisheries ; but fast sailing steamers have been put into the 
business, so small in numbers at first us not to be 
perceptible. But in 1873 the number was 64, and in 
1879 there were 81; and with all the increase in num- 
ber of steamers and tonnage we find the catch of fish to 
be 296,289.00 Jess in 1879 than on 1878, and the ery is 
that still the steamers come, Tosnum up the whole mat- 
ter, in my opinion, the fish need, and must have, some 
portion of the feeding ground left to them unmolested hy 
either sailing vessels or steamers engaged in the purse 
net fishing. Has not the fishing for menhaden all along 
our coust been so conducted, or carried on by those en- 
gaged in the fisheries that, although we have not killed 
the goose that lays the golden egg, we have ina great 
measure broken up the roosting place and nest, and tom- 
pelled her to find a safer place to rebuild her nest for 
future use? W, J, Terry, 

Sayvile, L. I, 
TO 

SCHUETZEN NoTES,—The New York Schuetzen Corps 
is the ablest organization of the kind in America, and is 
comprised of our best citizens, Their membership is 
very large, and all work in harmony under the captain- 
ship of Major George Aery, The New York City Schuet- 
zen Corps is an offspring of the above-named corps and 
is also composed of good men, but bears no comparison 
with the original corps, 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

—The Holabird Shooting and Fishing Suils. Wpthegroye & 
MuLellan sole manufacturers, Valparuiso, Ind, Send for circular, 

—Mr. Garrett Roach advertises a few pointer puppies from the 

celebrated stock champion Rush-Queen 1L. Now ia the chance to 
secure 4 good dog, See advertisement. 

Auswers to Correspondents, 
——»>—__. ' 

E2"No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

R.3. 1. H.—See our game columns. 

J, A. G,, Mattewwan, N. ¥Y.—You can procure the book from 
us; price $2. - 

M.S. , Charleston, 8, C.—You will find an answer to your 
Dittmar Powder inquiriesin Our issue of last week, J 

M, L. A., Yonkers, N. Y.—The law permits robin shooting after 

Oét. Ist, in this State. Your other questions haye been answered 
already. See Jast issue. 

L. W.T., Midddleton, Conn.—We do not huy guns for outside 

partics, You can find just whut you want by writing lo our ad~ 
yortisers. 

L. E. W., Hayt’s Corner, N. Y,—1. Tha pistol is made by Pittston 

Arms Company; price, about $4.50 retail. 2. Mlohert rite, price 
7.50 to $10. & A good deal used in valleries, ote., 4. 100 feet. 
New YOrK,—Your postal heeded. We had already taken cog- 

nizance of the fact complained of, and had set about remedying 

it. There can surely be no complaint of last issue on that 
score, 

Reaver, Baltimore, Md.—\Will you be kind cnough te mform 

me whether, after one night, it wonld be sufe to stay several 
nighisin a very melarious districL? Ans. One severe frost is 
generally sufficient tu destroy the ferms of malaria. 

C.D. D., Newmarket.—Will the use of chilled shot injure a gun? 
The question has been raised heve, and I write for information. 
Ans. Chilled shot is possibly ore apt to mark a gun than soft 

shot, but it cannet, we think, injure the gun in any way. 

G, B., New York.—All three were wight. here is no tesh by 
which we can decide that one make is more durable and accurate 

than another, Discussions of this kind nre prompted by indi- 

vidual preference for some particulae style of arm, and no argu- 
ment U.irl conyince a Man against bis will- 

J. F, £.—The squirrel question was discussed uf rreat length in 

FoRuSsT AND BTREAM two yoars ago, Lhe conclusion being, as 

summed up by us ia the issue of Marith 21st, 1478. that more facts 

were hevessury to substantiate the Opinions adyanced; wnd the 

discussion was vlosed to be opened again only for the adiiissiou 
of further evidence than was then proilered. 

HLL. D,, Rockland, Maine.—We would suggcst that you send 
for the lve articles on dog breaklog, which appeared in the Por- 

EST ANU STREAM 4s few Months back, They will tel! you all you 

want to know, and in a very few words. We are pleased to say 

that they have the indorsenicnt of Dr. C, A. Packard, President, 

Sugaduhoe Association for the protection of gameand lish, at Bath 

in your State, 

WH. G, W,, Virginia Ihave a setter dog elghteen months old, 
and he had the distemper when six months olf, trom which he 
did not recoyer for severa months, during which 1ime he wus 

almost covered With yellow blisters, but never discharged from 
nese yreyes, Bince he recovered he haz always shown the sume 

symptoms when giyen avy exercise. Ans, Try Glover's imperial 
mane cure, udyertised in another column, und write result, 

A. P. K., Boston, Mass,—I have a setter biteh now about ten or 

eleyen months old which seems very healthy und strong, but eyer 

since she wits Jarge evoug)) to run with any strength she has had 

the habit of drivelling atthe mouth, although [canuotsay that 

it does berany harm. Will anything stop it? She has not bad 

the distemper. Ans. Keep the digestive organs healthy, give 
plenty of exercise, and in the course of time the habit may cor- 
rectilself. There is no specie remedy fur drooling. 

C, 6, 1, New York.—Can you inform me through your yalu- 

able paper how to dress a deer's hide to make it sut't and pliable? 

Ans, Take soft water, about ten gallons, one-half bushel wheat 
bran, seven pounds of salt,two “oda half pounds of sulphuric 

acid. Dissolve altogether and put the skins in the soliition and 

allow them to remain twelve hotirs; take them out and clean 
them well, andagain immerse twelye more hours, or longer, if 

necessary. ‘Uheskins may then ve taken out, well washed und 
dried. ‘They can be beaten soft, if desired. 

P. i. D,, Metuchen, N. J.—My setter puppy, fiye months ‘pio 
bafks and howls on the chain and when locked up in the kennel. 

Wit shall ido to remedy this? Ans. In the first pluce, no young 
puppy should ever be punished hy being chained. For many rea~ 
sonsall young dogs sould have thelr freedom. If you will switek 
the dog every time be commences to make a noise, and tell bim 
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needed, 

jog? T see many revolvers done up in this way, and they make a 

plating would be a positive injury. 

8. L. A., Boston, Mass.—My Gordon setter bitch has been para- 

her hind legs. Would you give her a tonic, or is good food all 

she needs? She hasrecently passed some, worms. Will it do to 
physic her now, or had I better wait? She has a good appetite, 

and [am feeding her on milk, bread, corn meal and meat, cooked 

together. Ans. Give your bitch two grains of quinine and one- 

cighth grain of nux vomica three times a day. We would also 

suggest udministering two doses of calomel, five grains each, 

eight or ten hours apart, followed by a tablespoonful of castor 
oil. Avoid feeding the milk. 

R. E. 8., Buffalo.—My cocker spaniel had a slight touch of the 

distemper about six monthsago, and [gave him the preparation 

as you directed, and he seemed to be perfectly well, but since 

then [have noticed that heis partially blind, and when I throw 

anything lor him he loses sight of it and will sometimes go within 
three feet of it withoutsecing it, but if he gets the scent of where 

it. struck he will find itright off. I think that it is the effect of 

the distemper. Iflam right will you please advise me what to 

do? Ans. The blindness, of course, is the result of distemper. 

Time and constant attention to the dog’s general health may 

bring him about all right. Give two grains of quinine three times 

di day. 

C.F.S., Rome, N. ¥.—Where can I get reliable information 

coneerning mackerel fishing, say tor a summer's cruise? Ans. 

The form of question hardly gives us an idea of your wants, but 

mackerel fishing is more or less good at times in Long Island 

Bound andup to Maine. Thespring and summer runs are often 

numerous, but are seldom fat. The best fish are caught in Oc- 
tober. Itis impossible to give more exact information concern- 

’ inf a migratory fish which comes in immense numbers at irregu- 

lar times and at others is scarcely secon. By inquiring at the dif- 

ferent ports on the sound, of the fishermen as you go, you can 

learn of their probable whereabouts, numbers, ete, 

D. A. W., Fort Wayne, Ind.—During a recent trip through 

Colorado and adjacent territories | heard, from the sportsmen 

und travelers, considerable regarding the mountain lion, its great 

size and ferocity, etc. I am: unable to decide to my own satisfac- 

tion where the yarmint belongs. Is it not like the vegetables of 
California, an overgrown species of the American jaguar or pan- 

ther, the ** Filis onea of Linneeus?” Ans, The size and ferocity 

of the mountain lion is often exaggerated, but at the same time 

itisnota pleasant animal tohayeto do with at close quarters. 

In different sections it is called variously panther, puma, cougar, 

mountain lion, and by naturalists Welis concolur. A large cougar 

stands as high asa large dog and Weighs about 140 pounds. 

L., Rhinebeck, N. Y.—Will you kindly decide this wager and 

oblige an old reader of your valuable journal. A, B and © go 
ruffed grouse shooting, one afternoon. <A wagers C that he will 
kill a brace of birds. A and B make a party shot and killa grouse. 
A and B shoot together again and killa second grouse. A shoots 

alone at anothergrouseand killsit. Does A win his bet to kill 
two birds. Ans, If A can prove that in the party shots bis shot 

killed the birdsand B's did not, he can claim the wager. But if 

we were C, we should make him prove this before paying. Per- 

haps the only way to satisfy both parties would be to dismiss the 

case and adjudge that B pay all costs. 

H. P., Provyidence.—Will you kindly inform mein which of the 
two routes I would find the best fishing and shooting; first, Con 
necticut lakes, reached by way of Megalloway River, Parmache- 

nee Lake, ctc.; or, second, leaving Mattawamkear, on the east 

branch of the Penobscot, Milinoket Lake, Mansungun Stream to 

Mansungun Jakes, Churchill Lake, Wagle, Chamberlain, Mud 

to be quiet you will ilnd a few such lessons will be sll that are 

I. 8,, Reading, Pa—TI haye a Ballard rifle, and iu order to give it 

ai finer appearance I thought of having the whole breech-block 

nickel plated. By so doing do you thiukit would makea strong 

reflection, or dazzle the eyesight so as to interfere with the shoot- 

very fine appearance. Ans. The rifle would look gaudy enough 

with the side-plates and trigger-guard plated. Beyond that any 

lyzed—the cause, distemper. She is now just getting the use of 
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Then apply a coat of the Auid with # rag, and let it stand twenty- 
four hours, when aslight rust will have appeared ; then take the 

barrels and immierse then in a trough containing boiling waier, 

after which scratch them well with the scratch brush. Repeat 
this until the color suits, which will be after three or four appli- 

cations. When completed, let the barrels remain in lime water x 

short time to neutralize any acid which may have penetrated. 

Take great care not to handle the barrels during the operation 

for the least particle of grease will make bad spots. 

Oxvirr.—l haye asetter pup, four months oid, that is troubled 

with wormsand yery much weakened from contined dysentery. 

Does not digest his food and his discharges are of a mucous, 

bloodyand watery character. [have given hima tablespoonful 

of castor oil with ten drops of turpentine to relieve internal pain 
that caused him to howl incessantly and drag about on the ground, 

The dose relieved him before morning, That wassome two weeks 

since. Lhave given him, within the last five days, twosmial!l doses 

of yermifuge, but as he is yery much weakened by diarrhea am 

afraid to givehlm any more. ‘T'o-day I gaye him two grains of 

calomel, and intend after this, if necessary, togiye him bismuth 

and chalk. Can you recommend any treatment better than this, 

or give me some idea of his disease and how to cure him? Iamua 

practical hunter, have raised and broken many dogs, but haye 

never had such trouble to raises puppy before. Ans. Should the 
diarrhces continue give injections of one-half teaspoonful lauda= 

num in tablespoonful of starch water. We would advise you to 

discontinue all purgative medicines and for the present to leave 

the vermifuges alone. Give two grains of yuinine three times a 

day, and continue for seyeral weeks, thea write result. 

FOREST AND STREAM, 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL, 

DEVOTED ‘ro SHOOTING, THE KENNEL, THE RIFLE, ANGLING 

AND OTHER FIrLD AND AQuaTic Sports, PRACTICAL NAT- 

URAL Ilistory, Fisit CULTURE, TIE PROTECTION OF GAME, 

AND THE INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OF A HEALTHY 

INTEREST IN OUTDOOR RECREATION AND Srupy, 

Pond, to Chesuncook Lake, West branch of Penobscot, Parme- 

dumeook Lake and Penobscot River to Mattawamkeag? To 

whom shall [ write for extended information of the two routes 

as to guides, boats, etc.? Ans. We would prefer thelatter. See 

“Dhe Eagle and other lakes of Maine,” FoREsTjAND StREAM 

Aug. 26th, 1880, pare 65. 

CHIHUARUA.—My setter bitch, elght months old, had the dis- 

temper about one month since, but is over it now with the ex- 

ception of a weakness! in the hind parts, i. ¢.,a kind of stagger- 

ing whenshe gets up or stops. Whenrunning you cannot notice 

it, but the moment she attempts to walk slow she will stagger or 

jean up against whatever is nearest to her; in every other respect 

she is in splendid health and seems to beas lively as if she had 

never had any trouble. She had three fitsten days or two weeks 

since, butan ounce of castor oil relieved her at once. Has not 

been troubled since with fits; nose cold and damp: eyes clear; 

feed with boiled meat, yezetables and table scraps; boiled liver 

two times a weck. What will cure the aboye disease? Ans. 

This is one of the eyila oftentimes resulting from serious attacks 

of distemper. Giveone eighth grain nux-yomicaand two grains 
of quinine three times a day. 

G. P. M., Oswego, N. Y.—I have a fine blooded pointer dog, two 

years old last february. Heis a perfect beauty, good hunter, 

very intelligent and all right with one exception. When he was 

about nine months old I took him out for partridge, and net be- 

ing able to start any, on my way back I shot a crow. My puppy 

went out and brought the crow to me with all the pompand pride 

of an old retriever. I was out of patience with my dog because 

it was not a game bird, and [ punished hijn severely. The conse- 

quence is he has not brought me a bird since, and I fear he never 

will. Whatcan Ido? Ans. As you do not state whether you 

have tried him on crow again, it is impossible to answer your 

query as fully as it deserves. In all probability your dog has 

been ruined for life as a good retriever by your own indiscretion. 

We have known anumber of dogs ruined in this way. If you 

are kind and firm, however, and will use patience, he may be re- 

deemed by the careful use of 1 collar and check-cord, remember- 

jng to give your daily lessons before feeding and rewarding with 

gifts of food each step toward the desired result, 

B,. Newburg, N. ¥.—Can Scotch stnghounds be used to ad- 

vantage in hunting deer in this country? Ifso, are they as good 

4s our ordinary deerhounds? Ts there a breeder in this coun- 

try from whom I could get one? Ans. The Scotch staghound, 

as ordinarily trained, follows the deer by view alone, and would 

therefore be of no use in hunting in this country except on 

the plains, where the quarry can be keptin sight. They would, 

moreover, be too fast for ordinary deer-driying, in which it is 

essential that the hounds shall keep close 10 the deer, or that 
the latter shall be yery much frightened. Stonhenge, it is trne, 

considers that the staghound or rough greyhound, for we pre- 

sume that it is of this animal that our correspondent writes, 

possesses nosé enough to follow even a cold track. ‘These dogs 

have been extensively used in both deer and antelope hunting 

in the West, but haye not proved so useful in this sport as 
have the smooth greyhounds, which have more speed, though 

perhaps not so much strength. ‘The old English staghound 

Was essentially a larger foxhound, in respect to his head, and 

had the body Jike a bloodhound, but somewhat lighter. The 

English staghounds of the present day are merely a larger 

and lighter draft of the ordinary foxbound. Staghounds are 

frequently advertised in our columns, and our correspondent 

can no doubt obtain one either by advertising or watching our 
advertisers’ cards, 

C. W.T., Oakland, Md.—Will you please be kind enough to 
inform me of the receipt for blueing or biackiny rifle barrels; 
also method of application. Ans. Tincture of muriate of iron, 

one ounce; nitric ether, one ounce; sulphate of copper, 

four scruples; rain water, one pint. First plage up both ends of 

the barrel, leaving one plugin each of sufficient length to be 
used as handles; then thoroughly clean with soap and water, 
after which cover with thick coat of lime, slacked in water, and 

when that has become dry remoye it with aniron wire scratch 

brush; thisisto remove all dirt and grease from the barrels. 
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KEEPS Shirts, the Best. 
_KEEP'S SHIRTS, the gheanest. 
KEEP’S PAT, PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

finished, 
KEEP'S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP’S UN DEKWEAR, the best. 

’ KBEP'S OUMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEHP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP'S NECK WEAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, mude to meas- 

ure, § for $10. 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHERTS.6 for $7. 
KEEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP'S SHIRTS. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEEP’S risk, 

KEEP'S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory 

Samples and Circulars free to any address, 

BLACK BASS TACKLE. 
We are making a Specialty of all sorts of HIGH GRADE 

TACKLE for taking this splendid fish. 

The Latest and Most Approved Kinds 
For Fly, Minnow, Bait and Trolling. 

Anglers will protect themselves by insisting that our trade mark 
shall be on all goods claimed to be our manufacture. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
48 Miaiden Lane, New York. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., for Fale. Miscellaneous Advertisements. Gor Sale. 

Wild Rice Seed for Sale. OR SALE.—WESTLEY - RICHARDS 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. Y, 

ARCHER'S DRAW AND LOOSE" 
TYHS SPLENDID SATISFACTION.— 

A HANDLE makes the DRAW much 
WASTER; Fingers never touch the strine. A 
HATR TRIGGER to loose instantly and smoorh- 

The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and the 

Liberal Discount to Clubs of Six or 
Sead for circular. Address 

§.E. FRENCH, Park Ayenue Hotel, N. ¥. City 
eS 

TRY TEED. 

Diving decoys and new improved Explosive 
get balls. Samples of either sen postpaid for 

& dollar, Circulars free. 
DIVING DECOY CO, , Roshaver BY 

| WILD RICE 

$2 00 PER BUSHEL. 
CHA’S GILCHRIST, 

Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario. 

SEED for sale. $3 per 
bushel. Supply limited. 

Government duty on Wild Rice trom Canada 
two cents per pound. 

R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 
ee eS Sa oe 

UN FOR SALE.—A NEW W. W. 
GREENER, treble wedge fast, top snap. 

extension rib, pistol grip, 12 gauge. .28in. cylin- 
der bore, 7f1bs.,2% in. drop; 14} stock; patent 
forestock—a beautifully finished and excellent 
shooting gun, ata sacrifice, and for noe faut. Ad- 
dress M. P, McKOON, Franklin, N.Y. 

OR SALE, 
An Barthiy Paradise, 
PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS, 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. may3,6m 

Muzzle-loading Shot Gun, Two sets of bar- 
rels, lf gauge, T) |bs., in oak case, Cost to build, 
80 guineas. Price, $50. Addre:s B.,P. O. Box 
2,475, N. ¥. Sept.30,1t 

ATTENTION, DUCKERS! 
OR SALE—THAT LARGE FRAME 
HOTEL, formerly kept by STONE & BAL- 

LANGE, with about twenty rooms and store 
attached; nearly new, situated within a few 
hundred yards of Van Slack'’s Landing, Curri- 
tuck county, N. C., which is bit half a day's trip 
by steamer from Norfolk, aud in close proximity 
to the famous ducking marshes of that section, 
so well known to all the sporting clubs of 
the North. This property cost about thirty- 
five hundred dollars, ($3,500) but will be sold 
verylow. Apply to 

M. L. T. DAVIS & 00, 
Norfolk, Va., 

Sept 16-tt, Agents for creditors of W. C, Stone, 

B. F. NICHOLS & Co., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BANOO FISHING HOD e0. 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMEOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silyer mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 
price-list. tt, 
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W.W.GREENER’S BREECH-LOADERS, ~ 
NOW IN STOOK, a full line of every grade, 

as you wantand GETOUR QUOTATIONS. Reniember w 
Some EXTRA BARGAIMSin FINE SECOND HAN 
hammers. SENDSTAMP FOR CATALOGUE. 

AGENTS FOR 

Miscellaneous. 

Experienced. Sportsmen 
Buy their Shooting Suits of G. 

W. Simmons & Son, (Oak Hall, 

Boston), who are the makers of 

the Prize medal ‘Boston Shooting 

Suit,” which 

that is made; 

is the very best 

never tears, or 

rips--has its seams sewed with 

silk and linen--and its buttons so 

securely fastened they never 

come off. If any one wanis the 

proper outfit let him send to 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 
OAK HALL, 

32 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES, 
Bird Sslizins. 

Glass Eyes. 

For Stuffed Birds and Animals. 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 
A. J. COLBURN, 

Boston, Mass. 31 Boylston Street, 
SS 

50 Landscape, Chromo Cards, ete., name on, 
lc. 20 Gill-Hdoe Cards, 10e. CLinton & 

Ov,, North Haven, Conn. 

BALLARD, BRANCH & GO,, 
112 Broad Street, Cor. Water, 

NEW YORK. 

Produce Commissign Merchants, 
Dealers in 

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, 

Apples, Beans, Hops,: Poultry, Corn, Barley, 
Wheat, Wool, Beeswax, Honey, Tallow, Lard, 
Lambs, Venison, Mutton, Wild Game, 
Dried Fruits, Potatoes, Sweet, Po- 

tatoes, Cider Vinegar, Furs, 
Rags, Onions, Tobaeco, B. 

Wheat, Etc., Ete. 
tt 

SEND FOR PRICES. 

Ghe Kennel. 

he SALE—CHEAP—Dolly Varden, 
black, white and tan, seyenteen months. 

Desmond, blue Belton, eleven months. Both by 
Druid, out of Nilsson, sister to champion Queen 
Mab. Apply to ARNOLD BURGES, Hillsdale, 
Mich. Sept.a0,8t 
a 

~OR SALE.—A thoroughly broken Eng- 
lish Setter 4 years old. Has been hunted by 

amarketshooter. Address BOX 564 Honesdale, 
Pa. Sept.30,1t 
Sea IRIRESNismemmmeeineemmemmemeeresase 
{OR SALE OR EXCHANGEH.—A red 

_ Setter dog, broken, 1 year old; color red, 
With tan legs. Will exchange for breech-load- 
ing shot gus, Address GEO. SLOCUM, Hones- 
dile, Pa. Sept.30.1t 
EE 
prok SALE, — CHAMPION RUSH Ex 

QUEEN IT. Pointer Pups—A few puppies 
of the above celebrated stock for sale; terms 
reasonable. Queen IL. is by champion Sancho 
Sm cbarapiant angen.) ont pes cunnot be ex- 
celled, Address by letter only, GARRETT 
ROAGH, 1305 Filth av., New York city. 

Sept,30,2m08 

REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 
[=] KEENE’S PATENT, 

P. O. BOX 3,994. 

from his New $85 Gun up to his Finest Hammer 
@ will send you a fun subject to inspection and tria! on recei 

D GUNS now in stock—three Scott Premier quality, two Westley 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 
Fron tier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade 

Only. Sendfor Catalogue and Price-Lists. 

68 FIRTH AVENUE, 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

less Guns. It will pay?you to send us a memorandum of such a gun 
ptof remittance sufficient to pay express charges to yon pate and return, 

Richards, two Williams & Powell, two W. W. Greener, one ougall—all with 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the 

U.S.Governmentin the Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 

Prices: Carbines, $22 

E, REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. 

AGENTS FOR CARD'’s NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 
Howard’s Steel Head Shells--Quality guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 

TheDaly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Toany other Gun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shootings Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished on application, 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or W.R. SCHABFER, Or Tos. L. GoLCHER, 

61 Elm st., Boston. 116 Girard aye., Phila 

Ole sennel 

hational American Kennel Club, 
SECRETARY'S OFFICE, No. 51 Broad St., | 

New York, Sept. ist, 1880. { 

Field Trials of 1880, 
SETTERS AND POINTERS, 
AT FARMS OF COLONEL A. G. SLOO, 

Near Vincennes, Ind. 

COMMENCING MONDAY, NOV. 1b2H, 1880, 

Nov. 15th, Derby Stakes—For puppies born on 
and after April Ist, 1879.—Closed with 118 En- 
tries, $5 forfeit ; $10 additional for starters; $300 
added money—$150 to First; $100 to Second; 
$50 to Third, with forfeit money divided to 
winners in ratio with added money. 

Nov. 16th, Free For All Stakes, $500—$250 to 
First; $150 to Second; $100 to Third; $10 
forfeit; $15 additional for starters; to close 
Noy. 15th, 1880, at 8 o’clock, P.M. 

Nov. 1th. Brace Stakes, $250—$150 to First; 
$75 to Second; $25 to Third; $10 forfeit: $15 
additional for starters; to close Noy. lith, 1880, 
at 8 o'clock, P.M. 

Jupers.—Capt. Patrick Henry, of Clarksville, 
Tenn,; Theo. Morford, Esq., of Newton, N. J.; 
D. C. Burgundthal, Esq., of Indianapolis, Ind. 

CHARLES H. RAYMOND, President. 

Cuas. De KONGE, Secretary. 

Orricers.—C. H. Raymond, President, New 
York; Luther Adams, Ist Vice-President, Bos- 
ton; Harry Bishop, 2d Vice-President, Louisville, 
Ky.; Chas. D., Rongé, 
Theo. Morford, Treasurer, Newton, N. J. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.—J. H. Dew, Chairman, 
Columbia, Tenn.; L. H. Smith, Strathroy, Cau- 
ada; E. C. Nichols, Battle Creek, Mich,; Capt. 
Pat. Henry, Clurksyville, Tenn.; M. C. Campbell, 
Spring Hill, Venu. 

OR SALE.—Black and white pointer 
puppy one year old, by Dr. Strachan’s 

Flash, sire of Whiskey and Flake, out of Belle 
IL; very bandsome, but has never been handled 
in the field. Sold to lessen stock. Address KEN- 
NEL EDITOR, this office, for ten days. Seps0-2t 
ee 

OR EXCHANGE,.—A thoroughly broke 
pointer dog, very stanch, good retrieyer 

from water, 3 years old, fore 10-bore B. L. gun. 
Address P. U. BOX 198, Richmond, Ya. Sep3i-1t 

Secretary, New York; | 

THE SECOND ANSUDAL MEHTIANG 
OF THE 

BASTERN FIRLD TRIALS CLUB, 
At Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

ON 

Wov. 29 and 3O,and Dec.t, 2, Sand 4. 

ALL-AGED STAKES. ; 
to all Settersand Pointers, Limited to 50 entries, First Prize, $200; second 

prin, B100 5 third prize, $50 ; fourth prize, $25. Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15, 

PUPPY STAKES. a 

oO to all Pointers and Setters under 18 months of age. Limited to 
First prize, $100 4 second prize, $30 ; third prize, $25; fourth prize, $15. 

fee, $15 ; forfeit $10. i 
NURSERY STAKES. « F ‘ 

; inters under 12 months of age. Limited to 15 entries, 

Piss ee os tery pare ats sthind prize, $20. rated fee, $10; forfeit, $7.50. 

BRACE STAKES. : ne 
rs a j . Five braces to run or prizes to be scaled, first 

ves ai Ena, ane B25: ed prize, $50, Entrance fee, $25 ; forfeit, $15. 
CLUB STAKES. “ee ne : 

i , ‘ - s to be owned and hunte ; the members 

pares baie to : fhe CERO aes piece of plate, to be pelecrea by the win- 

ner. Entrance, 10 per cent. of the value of the prize. This stake to be run after the 

close of the running of the Brace Stakes, and entries close on Noy. 18th, 
Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid-day of Noy. 27th, at the office 

of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening before the trial, 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary. 
P, 0. BOX 274, NEW YORK CITY, 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases, Judges to be named 

one month before trials. 

25. entries. 
Entrance 

NGLISH WATER SPANIEL PUPS— ANTED,—A silent partner in a good 
paying branch of the kennel, or will 

keep and take entire charge of same, if fur- 
nished, forashare of profits. Kennel already 
established on farm of 40 acres in a good healthy 
locality. For particulars address KENNEL, 
P, G, Box 204, Monticello, N. Y. Seps0-It 

OR SALE.—Red Irish Pups by Elcho, 
out of Pez Woffington (Tippo-Rub y 

Ranger-Ruby), a thoroughly trained, dark red, 
itch. These pups have in them the blood sha 
produced such dogs as champion Ben, who 
unites Bench Show with the best field SE 
having the endurance and dash of the Irish, wit 
the caution andstanchness of the English, Ad- 
dress G, O. MaCLEAN, Springfield, Mass. 

Wheilped, Sept. 2d. 1880, by 1. M. Aldrich's 
Sport, first absecond bench show of Mastachusetts 

enuel Club, in class, ** Water Spaniels, mther 
than Irish; out of imported Lady (Frunk-Nell). 
Pups, $14 each ; dogs or bitches same price. Will 
be shipped at six weeks of age. Also a bitch 
pup, liver colored cocker, extremely well bred, 
out of prize winning siock; full pedizrce can be 
given; ebelped June 26th, 1880, Price, $10, AR- 
THUR J. COLBURN, P. 0. Box 5, Newton 
Highlands, Muss. Sept.30.26 

F OR SALE CHEAP.—The celebrated 
mastif€ bitch Leah, winner of first prize at 

New York and Boston shows last season, - Ad- 
dress M. RATH BUN, 453 Fourth avenue, 
Septa0-2t New York city. 
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MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, sa 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS “7 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
Special Designs Sent Free 

UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
fo Order. 

She Bennel. 
—,- 

Ghe Kennel. 

SECOND ANNUAL E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGs, 
GIYEN BY THE 

ST, LOUIS KENNEL CLUG, 
Will be held during the great St. Louis | 

Fair. on the Fair Grounds, October 5th, 

6th, 7th and 8th. 

Prize Lists and forms of Entry can be 

had of CHARLES LINCOLN, Supt. 

(dice 604 North Fourth St,, St. Lenis, Mo. 

Entries close September 20th. 
Septz?.ir 

a 

SCHRATCHES. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CORE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal, One application 
is usually ull thatis necessary. ForSCRATCHES 
in HORSHS it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Soie prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom’s River, N. J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
_ Boston; Jos, C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila.; F, P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 
Grookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 

Louis, Prive, 60 cents. 

Practical Hints on Dog Breaking. 
By W. H. Holabird (send stamps), 25 centa. 
A colored lithograph of the celebrated Joe, 

Jr., the chanipion setter of America, 25 cents, 
A sure cure for mange; receipt for 25 cents. 
Broken setters, pointers sud spaniels on hand, 

also a lot of pointer, setter, spaniel and hound 
puppies fox sale cheap. 

ddress W.H, HOLABIRD, 
Secretary, 

Valparaiso, Ind. 

OHARTER OAK KENNEL, - 

Tn the Stud, 
RED IBISH SETTERS. 

San Pedro (Elcho-Lady Palmerston), $25. 
Mike (Bicho-Nell), $25, 
Wedgewood (Eleko-Stella), $20. 

Address CHARLES DENISON, 
Bop.s-tf Hartford, Conn. 

NEVERSINK LODGE KEWAELS, 
ip THE STUD.—Rough-coated St. Ber- 

nard, ‘' Marco;"’ Newfoundland, ‘‘ Keeper;"’ 
_ pointer, “ Oroxteth;’ Bue. Belton, ‘Decimal 

Dash ;* Trish setter, “ Rover 11;"" and in season 
| puppies for sule out of +f. Bernard “ Braunfels,’ 

' ghampion pointer ‘Queen, champion Gordon 
“Beauty,” Bue elton ‘Silk,’ Irish setters 
“Moya” and Biddy,” cocker “Flirt,” colleya 
* Mab’ and“ Lassie.’ Besides puppies, T have 
for sale yard and field broken dogs. Write for 
full pedigree and catalogues to 

f A. E, GODEFTROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N, Y- 

Sep.9-8t 

ee eee ee 

*(() LEN —B. and T.; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
A jin’s Belle. Theabove dog, winner of first 

mu brace stakes of the Hastern Field ‘Trials; will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Address 

H. fF. ATEN, M.D., 
34 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N. Y. 
a 

teas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE 10 FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

fleas on dogs ur any otheranirmuls, or inoney 
returned. It is put upin patent boxes with slid- 
“uz pepper box top, which wreatly facilitates ts 
usé, Simple and efficacious, 

Trice 50 cents by mail, Postpaid, 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
'2uil directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop anp 
Gon and Forusr Aanb SvREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Stroct,.N. ¥, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
= Cortlanct Street. N. FE. aot 18 

r pss POWDER is guaranterd tu: kill 4 

Custem House and Forwarding Agent, 
58 WALL STRHET, NEW YORK, 

Res AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, eto., to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, etc. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken, 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have dailv access to gait 

water. 
N.B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
wrees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

FOR SALH, 
Two dog and one bitch pointer puppies, by Mr. 
Edmund Orgill’s Champion Hey ied of my 
Champion Dutchess, whelped July ad, lemon and 
white, alivery strong and handsome, Price $50 
—dog or bitch, 

— ALSO— 

POINTER BITCH—* CHARM.” 
Same sire and dam, one year old, very handsome 
and perfect in every way; will bea capital work- 
er. 
LT have more dogs than | can handle, and will part 
with her. Price $75. GEO. VAN WAGENEN 
212 West street, New York City. July15,tf. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences On application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. A, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Pore 

Jet 2, 
Cee  — 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O' More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bredred 
Trish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
ee at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1980. For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address W. N, CALLEN- 
DR, Albany, N. Y. June24, tf 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
Ho SALE—A .fine red irish dog, one 

and a half years old; sire Elcho, dam im- 
porter Stella. Also aiew red Irish puppies, by 
icho, Oakdale and San Pedro, and a litter of 
high bred cocker spaniels. Pedigrees on applica- 
tion. CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn. 

Sept,9,tt 

MiCKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and I'lea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Wholesie Avents — Charles L. Ritzman, 943, 
Broadway, N. ¥.; Bruen & Hobart, -14 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 309 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley ete es 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent ee on receipt of 

25¢., to L. A. MICKE, Haston, Pa. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.W—The un- 
dersizned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, ped IESE ete., address. 

& ROY Z, COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., 0.8, A. 

K 9 KENNEL 
BREAKING, BREEDING AND BOARDING. 
Four more dogs wanted to fill up the number we 

shall break this season. With the present year 
we shall cease to break for others, and will ap- 
pear in another branch of sporting business at 
our old headquarters, Delaware Pe oe Due no- 
tice will be given. E. & C, VON C re Pak 

ep t.16.0 Box 218, Lakeview, Dover. Del. 

ULL-TERRIER AND BLACK AND 
Tan Terrier Bitch For Sale.—The bull- 

terrier dog, Zulu, two yeara old, of the high- 
est pedigree, nearly related to champion Tar- 
quin, warranted free from vice’ and quietin the 
street. Also black and tan terrier bitch, Kate, 
from the kennels of Sir Wiliam Verner, Bart. 
Fate was first prize winner at Wigan, Eng. For 
purticulars address FANCTER, this office. 

Bept.23,3t 
a ST 

HAMPION ELCHO-ROSE, — Genile- 
men desiring Irish setters, winners in the 

field or on tue besch like Raleigh, Hicho II1., 
Sysen, Lady Clare, Mey, ete., will please address, 
as below, for a few splendid puppies of the aboye 
stock, For price anda full history of the tace, 
address owner of ELCHO, Claremont, N. A. 

I reseryed her for my own use, but find |, 
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Alisrellancous Advertisements, 

‘“———X/CORDUROY SHOOTING SUIT, 
A SPECIALTY. 

T{ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DUAD GRASS COLOR,— 
ALS0, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN OCANVAS--all prices. 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

Fishing Pants. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
425 BROABWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

RUBBER FISHING ODTHITS, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
LIGHT, BEACK, WHITE Oh TAN COLOR GOATS 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.) Send for Catalogue, 

The Kennel. 

(Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE MEDAL 

C. CATH ERY, LON DON 

FOR WASHING ALL KINDS OF DCS 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and hai 

from Seurf and Smells, making the Coat fin 
and glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the animal and safely and effec- 
tively cure the Mange. 

PRICE, 50 OENTS. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

Wholesale Agents 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK. 

Sample Cake sent on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-13t, | 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
setters’ Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superiorevery way, $50; Moil,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa L., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
$20 each ; also puppies ten_ months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa Il. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not aftord to lose if you want fine stock for very 
little money, Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. Junezitt. 

ULEOUT KENNELS.— For pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip IL, liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guar- 
anteed. Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Oulevut Kennels, Franklin, Del, Co., N. Y. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de. 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B,—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken 

nels. © decid tf, 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

‘COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
OF 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y¥. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beautifi. ana cntelagent dcys cannot be 
beaten for rémed grouse ane Wuvezocn socohing 
anirercevia.. Corresponuenis inuosiny swamp 
wul get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
dials etc, 

eee nee nen 

a ee 

* 

My New Illustrated PB, -eList deserihing 
over 100 Gold and SilverV7altham Watches 
fentforadscsiamp. It tells how I send 
watches to all parts ot U.S.to beoxamined 
before paying any money. Undoubted ref« 
srence, N.H.White.Jewe'er.Newark,N.J, 

50 All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g Cards, (No. 
e # Alike,) Name On, 10c. Clinton Bros., 
Clintonville, Conn. 

MUS oH py USTAGHE AND WHISKER 
bald boad or haretace, Porous bw 

es 
nat isbn My 

viacpr or elivar, GMITU A Ode, 
(‘Sericlly geuulng, 

The Kennel. 

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, 
F OR SALE—THE FOLLOWING PUPS, 

whelped July 23d, 1880 ;— 
Sensation ex Whiskey, one black and white 

dog, three liyer and white dogs, three lemon and 
white bitches, oneliver and white bitch. Pricea . 
from $25 to $40- 
Also one liver and white dog, whelped July 234, 

35 1880, out of May by Sensation, Price “ 
Also May, liyer and white bitch, litter sister to 

ehampion Psyche. Price $100. 
SECRETARY W.K. C.,203 Broadway. 

Koom 11. Sept .23,1f. 

YOR SALE—Royce ; whelped March 
8th, 1879, out of Roy, and Nell, Roy out of 

a pair of dogs imported by D. M. Boyd, Nell out. 
of the celebrated dogs Pilot and Doll. Address 
G, R. H., in care of W. H. BOND, York, Pa. 

Sept.23,2t 

OR SALE,—Fifteen Foxhounds, first- 
prizestock. the finest and best. Address, 

with stamp, L. M. WOODEN, Rochester, N.Y. 
Sept.23,tf 

OR SALE.—Three splendid setter dog 
pups, six months old, by Tucker's Royal 

Rlue (Gladstone-Mercy), out of my native bitch 
Fanny. Apply to J. H, WHITCOMB, 
Sep. 16-36 Ayer, Mass, 

A Grand Chance. 
OR SALE.—By champion Elcho, ex- 

champion Fire-Fly,a dog pup one year old; 
large, Strong, and very handsome; ready to 
break thisfall. Address H.W. GAUSE, 
Sept 28-3 Wilmington, Del. 

CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN. 
FERRETS FOR SALE. 

$7 PER PAIR, 
$4 FOR SINGLE FEMALE. 
$3 FOR SINGLE MALB. 

QHARLES H. VAN VECHTEN, 
Sep.2-tf Viotor, Ontario County, N. Y, 

Gonpox SETTER PUPPIES.— FOR SALE, 
Six puppies by Dr. Aten's Glen, out of 

Belle, now eight weeks old, and remarkathe 

WILL TRAIN A FEW FINE YOUNG 
dogs for partridge, woodcock and quail 

Plenty of birds. ISAACM. BRADLEY Eldred, 
Sullivan County, N.Y. Sept,23,3r 
a 

Fo SALE—Pointer dog 3 years old, 
well broken and kind; and Irish setter biteb 

Zoe, Plunk t-Moya stock. DR. J. R. HOUSEL, 
Watsontown, Northumberland Co., Penn, = 
sep3y it 
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Roiels and Routes for Sportsmen. 

Bromficld fuse, Boston. 

SUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER. Proprietor. 

Wild Fowi Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 
¥ A PRAQTIGAL GUNNHRAND AN OLD 
Dayman. Has alwayson hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig ef train— 
edi wild-geese decoys on the eoust. The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Specialattention given 
by bimself to his guests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, LI. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 491 Broad- 
Wwayand. Wm. Dutcher, 3) Brondwav, N.Y. 

ONG ISLAND BR.R.—SPRINGSCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’'S P'T (Flatbush Ave, B’klyn, 5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 4.M., 3.35, 4.25, 5.25 p.m. Sundays, 

9 A.M, 
Col. P't & Whitestone, 7,35, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A.M,, 

2.35, 3.55, 4.35, B, 6.85, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.36, 9.15, 10.45 Pm, 
12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M,, 1,35, 6.95, T, 10 Pom. 
Blushing, 6.30, 7,35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 A.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 5.35; 6y 6.35, Ty 1-85, 0.15 10,45 Boat. 12.15 might, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M, 1.35, 8, 5.45, 7, 10 Pym. 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.85, 5.95, TP.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 a.m., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 9A.mM. 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neckk,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 25 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 1215. Sundays, 9.35 A.M.,5.d9P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8 10 A.M., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.85 Pm. From Flatbush ay, 
daily. a Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, ed., Wri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
Wpm. Sunday, 9 A.M,, 1.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Locust easy Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, Ba A.M., 3.85, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35PM. Sundays, 
AM., 6.35 P.M 
Greenport and oag Harbor, 8 4.M., 3,35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8,10 A.M., 4.35, 6.35 

Pm. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jetferson, 10 A.M., 4.35 P.M, Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 a.M., 4.35, 5.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 

AM. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.35 

6.25, 6,7 P.M. PRR Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 19.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.31., 1.35 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER’S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, B. KR. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 3.30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 P.m. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc. 
apply at 229 B’ way, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFPAN Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

‘Respectfully in yite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by thelr lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dii- 
feulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cara which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TQ BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the aelasa in 
all the puncile citiesto KAN ®, RENOVA, B 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, oma 
other well-known centers for 

frout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

A4lso,te 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
BQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. 

L. P, FARMER, Gen’! Pass. Agent. 
Frane THomson, Gen’l Manager. fobit-ta 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Tsland, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del. 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, atd p.m. Fuil 
information given at office, 197 Greenwich st.,NY- 
re a a TN 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars DayyCrockel” and “Izaak Walton," 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
a sleeping apartments, layatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and ng 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. _ 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application te Gen'l Supt. P. F.C 
Go.. Chicago, je26 mus. 

Hotels and Boutes for Sportsmvey, 

etree ee will find good accommoda- 
tions, gnides, doge, etc.; deer, partridie, 

woodcock, pigeons, ducks, rabbits and squirrels 
in fair numbers. Addreas [SAAC M. BRADLEY, 
Eldred, Sullivan county, N. ¥Y. References given 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginian and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vit- 
ine Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia; 

eghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawhs Valley,and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete, 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

gportsman carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
‘ through the most beautiful and picteresque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsyille 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAY RR, HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
may iy Richmond 9 

BOSTON AND MAINE 

RAILROAD. 
TROUT FISHING 

AT THE 

RANGHLE YS. 
Open season until October Ist, and the largest 

fish are caught in September, ney 

Bxcursion VYichkects: 

Boston to Andover and return........... 
Boston to Middle Dam and return._-.-. 
Boston to Upper Dam and return....... 
Boston to Indian Rock snd return... . 
Boston to Greenyaleandreturn.... . 

‘ 

MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 
Boston to Mount Kineo House and return, $15. 

Also, Excursion tickets to all the Hunting and 
Fishing grounds of Maine and Ncrthern New 
England. 
Tickets at depots and at City Office, 230 WASH- 

INGTON SfREET, BOSTON. Information by 
mail If desired. 

D, J. FLANDERS, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent. 

“STHE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.F. 
Mackinaw,.GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Lin: 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheric.. 

AND THE 

TAMOU 

NORTHERN ‘MICHIGAN, 
Grand Traverse Region 

andthe Michigan North Woods are tasurpassed. 
{if equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 

a HOUK TROUT abound in th i abound in thes " 
the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is foun. 

"The TROUT season begins May 1andends 8 @ season begins May 1and ends Sept,1 
The GRAYLING Season opens June land Aa 
ov, 1, 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUS8C4 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in tt 
many lakes and lakelétsa of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of 1)* 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, ~_sice tu 
Pack ean can be had at man ints, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH You. The sce- 

nery of the North Woods and Lakesis very beai!- 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. The uli 
mate is, peculiarly beneficial to those sulferiny 

Hay Feyer and Asthma Affections. 
aie Wey accommodations are good, far sii! 
essing theaverage in countries new enough i. 

afford the finest of fishing. mise 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tic 

ets will be gold at low rates, and attractive try. 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guogand Fishing Tackle Carried Prev. 

owner's risk, 
Tt is ouraim to makesportsmen feel “at hon: 

yothis route. F r Tourist's Guide (an attrac: 
tiustruted boos ‘1 80 pages), containing full ; 
formation ani curate wups of the Fisbi.. 
@ronndsand iim. Cards, address A.B.LEB) 

Ger. Fass. Avent, Grand Rapids, M 

Guns, Aununition, Ete. 

AMoney-Making Chance, 
WING TO THE. DEATH of G. H. 
COLLINS, senior member of our firm, we 

will sell the STOCK and GOOD WILL of our 

Gun, Ammunition and Tackle House, 
COVERING THE FINEST TERRITORY OF 
ANY LIKE BUSINESS IN THE WEST. aah 
day's business q profit. It is well-establish 
dnd advertised. 
Headquarters for the State Sportamens’ Clubs 
All Glass Ball and Pigeon Matches managed in 
person by Mr, Jolin Petty, Address 

COLLINS & PETTY, 
OMAHA, NEB 

Guns, Anuaunition, Ete, 

E. H. MADISON 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daity 

Guise 

Stocks altered to fitthe shyoter. Gume 

Gores Full Choke, Modified, Taper, ©r tor 

Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires son 

verted to Central Fires, New Barrels itt, Bs- 

tension Ribs, New Lumps, etc. baal 

Repairing of every gars ta done in an hen 

Sst manner and at reasonable rates, 4 

Madison’s Browniny Mixture,A1,o0e. per hottie. 

Sportsrmen’s and Riflemen's Sundrirs. 

Bhelie loaded Al, and goodssent Overy 

0, D. Send stamp for answers to quelies. 

snces from all the cinbs of tive cite, 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pat. 1560, 
Rely. 1580. 
Pat. 1850, 

Guus, Ammunition, Ete. 

CHARLES | RITZMANY, 
IMPORTER CF 

Hine Brvecl-Loadine Gn, 
943 Broadway, near 23dSt., N. ¥. 

3 

where’) 
Vgeti-= 

decdiit 

FINE FISHING TACKLE. 

Celebrated Frankfort” 
. in Stoek. 

THE NEW FLOAT TRGLLER. 
Basa, 75 Cents: Pickerel, $1 O00; Maska- 

longe, #1 25. 
Sent by mailon receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF TAE FINEST OU ALITY. 

The celebrated ~ Le Coutre’* pasar, in stock. 
Razors with safety attachments. Howle Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, stifletos, Dirks, etc, 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

AND EVERYTHING PHRTAINING TO 
SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OPTICAL GoonDpws. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

GLASSES, COMPASSES, Etc. 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
(recommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid for #2. 
GUNS TAKEN IN- EXCHANGE. SHELLS 

LOADED TO ORDtH, SEND STAMP FOR 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

a i 
The Reels 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMIERIGAN TAMMERLESS. 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 'TO 20, 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered 
to Breech-Loaders. 

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Ceutral-Fire, 
Stocks Bent to Any Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
214 W. PRATY SYRBET, BALTIMORE, MD, 

EF FOX GUN! 
pecial Announcement. 

—~ 

TH, 

HE MANUPAUTURERS OF THE “FOX” GUN, FEELING THAT DEALERS, 
as a general thing, haye not done justice to the merits of this WONDERFUL 

GUN, are devermined to hays them placed before sportsmen more generally, that their 
great merits may become better known and appreciated, It is needless to speak of 
THE ELEGANT WORKMANSHIP AND WONDERFUL SHOOTING POWBRS 
of these guns. It isa fact well established that they are UNSURPASSED BY ANY 
IN THE WORLD. 
We propose for a limited period to offer a line of these guns at tbe folowing EX- 

TREMBLY LOW-PRICES, after which the original prices will ba restored, our object 
being to introduce the guns into sections of the country where dealers have failed to 

present them ; in the firm belief that where they become known they will be the es- 
tablished fayorite, and we shall reap the benefit in future of this great sacrifice, 

Such Inducements Have Never Before Been Offered. 
Sportsmen wishing to purchase one of these beautiful suns must respond at once, as 

the number offered at these prices is limited. 
FORMER PRICE. sow. 

Twist Barrels, 12 or 10 Gange, Pistol Grip, Reb.Locks, $58 & $63, $40. 
Lam’'td Steel its CT eo ‘ ae ‘s sc 46 68 & 7 fi 45. 

Damascus 2 eats feck ee ve “ Ff ae is 78 & 83, 50. 

8u By fF he ai ee eh be ce sé “” f ie 100, 60. 

Fine “ or Bernart ie ce uc i“ i 4“ “4 125, 75, 

Extra‘ st yeoee 46 “ Ae a“ “a 44 150, 90. 

Finest us ie ce re ot ab te 4a “a te 200, 110. 

Sent C,.0. D., with privilege of examination. Send for 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
108 Milk street, Boston, Mass. 

THE 

WUROGKAPH 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC 

WONDER! 
Every Tourist His Own Photographer. 

Simple and Reliable. 

ANY INTESLIGENT MAN CAN USE IT WITH A. 

FEW MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS 

Send postal for circulars and twenty-five cents for 

sample work made with it. Mention this paper, 

eferences—Thos. 8. Steele, author of ‘'Canoe and 

hee ” Fred, A Ober, author of ‘Camps in the Ca- 

ribbees.” 

BLAIR TOUROGRAPH C0., 
433 Warhington street, Boston, Wass, 

, — 

Every Gun warranted, 
descriptive catalogue 

Camera Closed. 

Camera Open. 
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_ .  Sso FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., SOLE AGENTS FOR 

OPRATT’S 
_ PATENT 
I,ON DOWN  . 

Send for Clroular and Prices List. 

Sportsmen s Gouds 

Ancor 

Shooting, Fishing, Yachting, 

Sailing, Bicycling 
AND OTHER 

SPORTING CARMENTS. 

THE BEST GOODS. 

Descriptive clrewlars entonregues!. Plewse state 

phe sorh Cf garments and material desired. 

GEO. C. RENNING, 

Washington, D.C. 

MANNS 
Trolling Spoons. 

Ss 

V BMANUFACTURS 59 different kinds 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory, Our Perfect Re- 
volving has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured.’ It is covered by two patents 
—Mann’s patent, Noy. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, and 
Stinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 163 Bat. Be- 
ware of imitations. None genuine unless J. H. 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon, 
Whoickalc Agents.— Bradford & Anthony. 314 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son,7 Warren Street, New York, and to be ob- 
tained through mc stof the other wholesale fish- 
ing-tuokle dealers; or write direct to the manu- 
tacturers for cata ogue and price list. 

JOBE H, MANN £&€0O., Syracuse, N. ¥ 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
({USTA BOISHED 156). 

Virat prominm at Worid’s Fair at New York, ana 
Es hibition. Centennial 

JOHN KRIDER 
Y. B. Cor. Second ad Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Mishing Tackle, tods, Heels, Lines, Hooka, Bites, 

Leaders, Suoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Booka, 
Co te: ti 

EF Ssimen, Bass, 1ad Vrout Flies, Madeto Order. 
ALSO 

“ Kridewe® Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Birds’ Fees and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 
Waxidermy in all its branches. 

‘ tt's Patent Dog Biscult, pra 
Ropaiving of 4!) kinds. muprily’ 
a a EE 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition. 

DOG SOAP, 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains, - 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, ° 

WHISKIES. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

AND 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

AND 

FISHING AND HUNTI YS. 

AND GUARANTEED. 

TION, 

et 

mozBEATS THE WORLD.” ~s:. 

COODYEAR’S 
Rubber M’r’g Company 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broomest., 

28 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

Rosger Goops oF Every Drecrir- 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

isa ill tt Ha 

Clarets and Sauternes, 

FE. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

Ethine Wines, 
IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases xa desired. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

T HE 
i 

smoking 

2) 

Yl 7 

MAJORITY OF SMUKERS 
are perhaps not arvare, that in 

tigarettes made of the 
ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POL 

@ SONS, thrown uff by all burning paper, 
7 namely: The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
| G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

CO., manufacturers of ‘OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, Marchi 

‘| Sth, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
3 as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 

ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote sre completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its break- 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of ‘OLD JUDGE” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has béen used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else haying the 
right touscit. The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
#il smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDG&” Cizarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers, 

NEV YoRKk 

them and you will use no others, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Waterst., 

HAW H’S PIGHON TRAP. 

leis New, 

SIMPLE AND 

rincip 
P HFtFfectinve. 

peziuvajey 

MAIS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top leyel with the surface. 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolyes within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTC 

THE ALR. Sportsmen yillat once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

Agents: 

FO oPwvVrAt 

When 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

oas of Great Briain, America and Other Counties 

Diving decoys and new improved explosive , 
target balls. 
adollar, Circulars free. 

DIVING DECOY OO., Rochester, N. ¥. | 

MeCUE BROTHERS, 

HATTERS, 
i178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

Oe STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of | 
THE BEST QUALITY ONLY. We cuar- 

TRY TEEM, 

. Samples of either sent postpaid for | 

PRICE, $200. 

TRY US 
Soft Bubber Crawfish, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

Patented Oct, 1 . 

| 
| N EW BASS BAIT. Samples by mail, 75c. 

| 

| 603 COMMERCE ST., 

Sportiway’s Goads. 

Philadelphiatishing Tackle House 

4. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 
| Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackie of 

Every estription, 

PHILA. 
A apecialty of the celebrated Rethabara Woo 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steal.” — : a 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880, 
Reversed Wig Trout and Bass Plics on hand; 

and tied to pattern: Mist-Color Leaders. “tng 
ie DETHABATS Fue On Our ‘ ” DS and INSIDE 
ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franiclin Institute Medals. 
Prices a8 low as the lowest, and Always firat- 

class Goods, a 

Price-list of wood and rod mounfines free. 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
ing Ta sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten centa 
in stamps. 

Ziublicatians 

ALL BREADERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

ws Need one of these s 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGHLEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’a life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFH IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A.J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
2 trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages, 12 Plus. 
Price 50 cents, 

EFARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
Hable guide.to Richardson and Rangeloy lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages, 60 illus., and a large map. . 

Frice 50 cents, Pi 
FARRAR'S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THR 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED, A oomprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Take region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The toura 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are plainly 
treated. 224 pares. 14illus. Price 5) cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes rezion and the waters of 
Northwestern Malne. Printed on tough linen 

per, cloth covers. _ 50 conte. 
g RAR'’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, aud famous hunting and fishing 
resorta of sforthern Maine, algo the head- 
waters of the Krmichec, Penobscot and St. 
Jobin rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, ets. 
Send fur catalogue. 
ey of the atove publications mailed, 
postpaid, on receipt of yes fidresa ¢ 
OHARLES 4. J FPARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Masa. T, Dees 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERIGAN POULTRY YARO. 
(WEEELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 

to Poultry. 

Pablished byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Ceaon. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
ee year; the AMERICAN 

, POULTRY YARD for $1.50 
= —both papers for $2.00. 

A-series of twelve mag- 
ficent Chromo, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cente 

extra to sll subscribers to cither publication. 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
space 

ka 
Oia great pressure on our adyertisin 

obliges us to withdraw the list o 
which we have on sale to make room for other 
matter. ; 
Any book on yachting or ficld sports, as pre- 

viously advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
Nished on receipt of price, , FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO, Jy29-tf 

WALEACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks, 
_ FIFTH EDITION. 

AN exhaustive hand-book for sportemen aod 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

be pepe ets it. For sale at this office. Price, peat 
paid, : 
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aimmunition, Ete. Aliscellaneoug Advertisements. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightnina. 

Oranae Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER ¢0, 
Ho. 29 Murray Street, N. Yes 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, hava maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-eight years. Man- 
ufacture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (course) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
nt aE and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

all and Pigeon Shooting. 
DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strony, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 
DUPONT’S RIFLE FG, “ SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FEFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning strong and moist. 
Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 

Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the United States. ep- 
resented by = 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—_Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. | 

THE HAZARD POWDER COMPARY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

Tfazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to G (coarse). 
@ilb. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adupted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Ros. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In jiand 51h, canisters 
and 6} and 12} lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally. ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “‘Kentucky Bifle.” 

FFFG FFG, and “Sea Shooting "' FG in kegs of 
25, 121, and 6} 1bs. and cansof5ibs. FFFGis also 
packed inland: 1b.canisters. Burnosstrongand 
moist. The FYWG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting”’ 
FG is the standard Rife Powder of the country, 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET Pow- 
ER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT, 

OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 
MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- {| 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
eale at our office. & 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

BITS tS Ex 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Now. 2, o, 4, 5, 6, i, and #. Superior Rifle, En- 

field Rifie, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. 
TT, 61 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U.8 

THE HOB?’ 

Patent Tent and Stove 
eens one to go into camp at any 

time with perfect comfort. Nothing is 
added to the bulk of the ordinary tent and poles, 
except a atove, weighing 8 lbs., easily carried by 
hand, instantly set up, and as readily taken 
down, No stovepipe to be adjusted, and no 
danger of burning the tent. The stoye and 
fixtures are readily applied to any tent. Send 
for circular and reduced price list, 
PERCY, Plattsburg, N.:¥. 

Tn 11b. canisters and 

WH, A. j 

William Mills & 
7 Warren Street, New York. 

Manufacturers and Sole Proprietors 
| ——OF— 

PRIMI S 
Patent Barbless Fish-Hook, 

Patented October 30th, 1°77. 

y 

0c. Doz. 
Ig, 

These Hooks are made of spring steel, finely tempered, 

And areCertain to Hold every Fish Hooked. 
The Trade Supplied. 

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

169 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

W. & C, SCOTT & SONS. 

English Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. Y. R. SCHUYLER, J. R, SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE. 

Of the late firm ot Special. 

HODGMAN & C0, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

NWew SNoriz, 
§ ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

RUBE BER 

tie al is 
i COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUSBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Blankects, 

And Complete Rubber Outfiis. 
[ESTABLISH ED 138.] Send for Tatalogne, 

VANITY FAIR 

i 

| 

‘Agents for 

} 

| 
| 
| 

| Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

EPDREBACLS 
AND 

CYGARETTES 

“MILD "'—Rare Old Virginia, *\ HALVHS ''—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

- Alwavs Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

_ Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

| Peerless Tobacco Works; WS KIMBALL & CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE, 

ine ull 

SOLU DE Re Diaavies 

uinjnyilion, Ete 

Son, TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard 

Number of Pellets to the oz. Printed 
Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled, 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
No. of pellets to oz., 388 472 688 56 Soft. 

Te “2 feo 345 «69495 «(716 1130 Chilled. 

TATHAM®& BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN §T., NEW YORK 

rare a RETA 

Founded July 4, 1893. 

Sern} Il 

SPARKS’ 

American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 
STANDARD DROP AND BUCK S&0T AND 

BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURE. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 

188so. 

Card’s Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice 

Every way (except at Shooter), 
stred direction, 

and only one Spring used, 

Any de- 
alllin, one Trp 

rice $30 at Factory. 
NO CHARGE FOR HOXING, 

Sole agent in the Unitel States for W. W 
GREENER'S SPECTAL GUN, with all the im. 
provements. -ase, with 
coniplete set of implements, $85. Sond for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other sporting goods, 

WILL H. GRUTTENDEN, 
General Awent, Cazenovia, Madison Co., N.Y. 

Gun Clubs, Notice! 
USE SMOKE TARGET BALLS, 

HE only ball that gives unmistakable signs 
when hit. . 

When one side only is hit, half of ball explodes 
and either unexploded side can he used 2z3in, 
eery ball erat 
amples sent free. 

SMOKE TARGET BALL GO**PANY, 
Titusvlia, Pa 
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APPRECIATED.—We publish elsewhere, as an indication of 

the popular sentiment on the subject, some of the letters 

which are coming to us indorsing our course in respect to the 

‘* Dittmar Sporting Powder.” Indeed no other course was 
open to us. Having fully satisfied onrselves of the peculiarly 

dangerous nature of this compound, we could have done 

nothing else than just what we did, namely, publish the facts 
fully and fearlessly. ‘To perform what we believed to be our 

duty was in itself sufficient satisfaction. The assurances that 
our action is appreciated gives us added gratification. 

++ 

Fisn Our or Warer.—it is well known that some fishes 
can exist out of water for a long time, and many instances 
are upon record of carp, Catfish, fresh water gars and others 
which have some way of keeping the gills moist, and so are 

enabled to breathe our atmosphere; but we now have to re- 
cord an instance of a fish being shipped by rail a long dis- 

tance, and arriving there alive and safe. During the past 
summer Col. McDonald, of the U. 8. Fish Commission, while 
pursuing his investigations for the census of the fishery inter- 
est, happened, while in Alabama, to obtain two large huffalo, 

Bubialicthys urus, from the Alabama River, which he wished 

to send to the Smithsonian Institution, and thinking that it 

might arrive in better condition if left alive as long as posei- 
ble, he packed in the Southern or “Spanish” moss, and de- 

livered it to the express office at Montgomery, where it lay 
twelve hours before starting. Exactly how much time 
elapsed between the taking of the fish from the water and 
the opening of the box in Washington we do not know, but 
certain it is that when it was opened both fish were alive. 

REPORT OF THE NEW YORK FISH 

COMMISSION. 

HE eleventh annual report of the Commissioners of Fish- 

eries of the State of New York for the two years end- 

ing December 31, 1879, has just been laid before us, no re- 

port having been made last year. From it we learn that 
there has been a steady advance and improvement in all de- 

partments, and a gradual but apparent replenishment of the 

rivers and lakes. Complaint is made that the efforts of the 

Commission are to a certain extent counteracted by the reck- 

less disregard with which protective laws are treated by a cer- 

tain portion of the community that would enjoy or destroy 

in the present to the neglect of the future, and we are glad 

to see that the Commissioners are becoming interested in the 

subject of laws, as we believe that the whole question of fish 

laws in every State should be considered by its Fish Commis- 

sion, and no law passed without their sanction and approval, 

while they should at the same time be empowered to enforce 

them. The policy of the New York Commission has been to 

educate the people up to the point of taking care of the fish 

which they supply them with, and a beautiful policy if would 
he if it were not for the fact that there are in every commu- 

nity persons who have no thought or care for the general wel- 

fare, and who would take the last trout or shad in the stream 

for their own table or for market, if it were possible to get 
it, and that they recognize this is shown when they say, 

‘** Volunteer effort will never he sufficiently repressive, and 

aniong the associations for the protection of game only one 

or two have been of much use.” 

At the last session of the Legislature, the number of Com- 
missioners was increased from three to four, and it was un- 

derstood that this was with a special view to the cultivation 

of Long Island streams and the propagation of salt water 
fishes, which are of great value, perhaps more than the entire 

fisheries of the rest of the State, and which have, like the sea 

fisheries of all countries, been neglected until the recent ex- 
periments of the U. 8. Fish Commission in hatching cod at- 

tracted attention to it, when it at once struck everybody that 

there was no good reason why fish should not be increased in 
salt water as well as in fresh, the only thing to be considered 

being the enlarged ficld, which would, of course, require 

operations to be wpon a scale in accordance with it, a matter 

rendered easy by the new methods now in use in fish culture, 
which have been adopted everywhere for extensive work. 

Two species of trout from California have been obtained 

which they (the Commissioners) call ‘mountain trout” and 
‘* McCloud River trout,’ whatever they may be, as the scien- 

tific name is not given. And here we would say that the New 
York Commission is not happy in its choice of common 

names for many fishes, haying a nomenclature of its own not 

recognized elsewhere—as ‘‘ Oswego bass," ‘' strawberry bass,” 

‘bull heads,” ete. But, toreturn to the trout. It is said 

that these Californian fish are superior in rate of growth and 
hardiness to the natiye, though not so beautiful. We confess 

to being a little puzzled at this, as we thought that one of the 
varieties was Salmo irridea, the beautiful ‘trainbow trout,” 

but not having seen the fish in their ponds, this may be our 

mistake. 

Of ‘‘salmon trout,” 8. namaycush, many specimens have 

been reared in confinement at Caledonia, and are found to be 

very sensitive to temperature, some of them being six or 

seven years old, and weighing twelve pounds, being per- 
fectly domesticated, as shown by their breeding in confine- 
ment. 
The shad season was favorable, and a good showing is made 

of fry hatched between May 14 and June 20, when a freshet 

put a stop to operations afler 6,686,000 had been turned loose, 

the largest season’s work for the past five years. The catch 

by the fishermen is also reported in a quotation from the 

Rochester Hapress as heing exceptionally large, ‘‘so much so 

that the lands along the river have been freely manured with 
shad, and tons of fish have been thrown oyer at Albany by 
the fishmongers, who would not ship at the reduced price de- 
manded by outside market men.” 

Carp have received some attention, 500 young having been 

received from Prof. Baird in November, 1879, which were 

distributed to eighteen persons, none receiving over twenty- 

fiye specimens, and their growth and acclimatization is a sub- 
ject for future reports. Letters reporting the suceess of 

plantings in different parts of the State are published, and an 

appendix gives the list of eggs, fry and adult fish distributed, 

making a very good showing of work done. 
a 

LAUNCH OF THE RAFT. 

E had been fishing from an old raft, which, if it had 
ever been a thing of beauty, was not ‘‘a joy forever,” 

for it had annoyed us up to the jumping off point, where pa- 
tience ceases to be a virtue and commenced to indicate a very 
decided tendency to laziness or stupidity, and the only re 

course remaining was the construction of a new raft, one 

built after the most approved model and known as the 

‘Prime Raft.” The manner of its construction is best de- 
described by the graceful anthor of ‘‘T Go a Fishing.” 

Having cut your two side logs, hew near each end of these 

a notch as deep as you please, only let this notch grow wider 

asit deepens. Shis is easily done by cutting out with an axe. 

Then cut your cross timbers and hew their ends down, if ne- 

cessary, so as to slip the ends into the notches in the side 

imbers. Haying slipped the end through the notch, split it 

and drive in a wedge to make it hold tight ,n the notch. You 

will thus have a stiff, stout frame and can pile on your cross- 

logs and balsam boughs with perfect assurance that the raft 

will not go to pieces. 

When it was announced that the raft. was completed and 

ready to be launched business was universally suspended and 

the anglers at the adjacent camps made a holiday of the occa- 

sion. The camp fires smoked with a denser smoke, dish 

cloths fluttered from every cook-house, and tin pans, pails 
and kettles shone like silyer beer-mugs. Ample provision 

had been made for the comfort and convenience of the sight- 

seers, every one of whom had the option of standing in front 

by the music or of shinning up as many trees as they chose 

and gazing down upon the skilled workmen as they busied 
themselves about their different specialties connected with the 

enterprise. 

After much anxious waiting everything was ready, and al 

the third or fourth ‘‘Ye ho! all together, boys,” she glided 

like several serpents into the water, and as she straightened 

herself, business-like Jack did not break over her the tra- 

ditionary bottle of champagne, but burst a vial of tar oil 

and ebristened her the Goslow,. 

The echoes returned a hundred fold the cheers that rolled 
down the mountain sides, the tinware clattered with joy, and 

eyery dish cloth and towel fluttered with deltsht. The old 
back log at the camp took a fumble and sent up a cloud of 

sparks, while the birds piped their cheerful songs and filled 

the summer air with their long-drawn cadences. 

The Goslow was launched and completed independent of 

Congressional appropriations, and the feverish expectancy of 

its projectors was quieted. The ship-builders of the Dela- 

ware and the Clyde were at last convinced that their yards 
could no longer monopolize the naval architecture of the 

world. On her trial trip she attamed, under the unfavorable 
conditions of a head wind and a defective paddle in the hands 

of an inexperienced paddler, according to Whistler's new 

system of guessing, the very satisfactory record of one and a 

quarter kinks an hour. This record will be very materially 

improved upon when her floating gear has dovetailed closer, 

and when she has more perfectly shaped herself to the pecu- 

liar formation of the lake. 

Her fittings were of the most gorgeous description compat- 

ible with utility. She was covered with huge sheets of 

spruce bark and carefully selected boughs. A chunk of red 

sandstone of the Devonian age, fastened to a three-quarter- 

inch manila rope, made an anchor convenient in size and 

weight. There were two luxurious seats, one at each end of 

the raft, which was intended to go like a ferryboat, either 

way. 
The saloon and staterooms are intended to be left in the 

woods, forming, in connection with the kitchen, what is 

Inown asthe camp. When the Goslow is in commission 

these rooms may be reached on emergencies by jumping over- 

board and swimming ashore. The bathroom, anywhere in 

the lake, furnishes ample conyeniences for those who believe 

cleanliness akin to godliness. Altogether it was admirably 

adapted to the purpose for which it was intended, and ita ap- 

pearance was in perfect harmony with its surroundings. 

A raft after the Prime model possesses some advantages 
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over the ordinary boat, Jn theamatter of speed it is deficient, 

but for real solid comfort after the fishing crounds are reached 
the properly constructed raft bears off the palm, and more 

than repays the extra time and power required to move her. 

The angler can walk about without being obliged to say, 

_* Now, Jack, be careful and lean over a little while I get by 

you, All right now.” 

There is lots of elbow-room and no ‘* hard-a-lee”ing. 

Manrarp. 

a 

THE DETONATION OF “DITTMAR 
SPORTING POWDER.” 

Untrep Stares Crrewir Courr.—New York, Web. 19, 1880.—Be- 

fore John A, Shields, United States Commissioner Southern District 

of New York. Deposition of Carl Dittmar, of Binghamton, N. Y., 

who, being first duly sworn, deposes and states in answer to Cross- 

Question 836 : 

* My gunpowder, when I first made vt, had the same tendency as 

nitro-glycerine powder, It burst most all ihe guns at first, when I 

began to introciece it. In was Just THE SAME AS IF I WOULD USE NE 
TRO-GUYCERINE POWDER, J have il now so that it is tamed down, 

and dowt burst any more guns.” 

HE aflirmations quoted above were made under oath. 

They were not originally intended for publication in 

the Forrsr Anp Stream, but we have already printed them 

twice, though without the permission of the author, and we 

venture to tax the reader's patience with another repetition of 

them. In this sworn statement the manufacturer of the ni- 

tro-celluiose explosive compound, styled ‘‘ Dittmar Sporting 

Powder,” confirms our own views of that product. And the 
fact that we accepted the first three of these affirmations, and 

did nol accept the last one, is a good and suflicient explana- 

tion of our discarding the hitherto prescribed and approved 

shotgun tests in our experiments with the explosive. Those 

who may haye followed us through our study of the powder 

to this point, will readily agree that such experiments could 

never have ended in anything moreé decisive than the unsatis- 

factory, contradictory and yalueless results of five years of 

shotgun tests. Those experiments have also been disas- 

trous. Hud this frank ayowal of the true nature 

of the “Dittmar Sporting Powder” been made in 1875, the 

sportsmen of América would have been spared the loss of some 

thousands of dollars worth of guns, and one man atleast would 

have been preyented from maiming himself for lite. 

There was neyer a product put upon the market more pro- 

lific of debate than that explosive compound which is grained 

like black powder and has the color of nitro-glycerine. The 

disenssion was not provoked by the legitimate difference of 

opinion attaching to an agent which produced certain uni- 

form and easily determined effects. The baflling thing here 
was that no two disputants could agree as to what the action 

of the ‘* Dittmar Sporting Powder” really was. The fact was, 

and is, that that compound being a nitro-cellulose product may 
explode by simple combustion or by detonation, and between 

these two extremes in a wide variety of modes and witha 
hafiling variety of effects, 

To attempt to determine the explosive nature of the powder 

by experimenting with it in a shot-gun is the sheerest folly, 

although, owing to the strenuous and successful misrepresen- 

tations of the powder, that folly has only now become mani- 

fest. We have attained certain results in the course of our 

tests of this powder, which, when considered in the light of 

our theoretical study of the product, are more satisfactory and 

conclusive than fifty years of shot-gun trials, We showed 
Jast week how successfully the manufacturer had explained 

away the unfavorable results of shot-2un trials. We venture 

the remark that the Forrsy anp Svreaw’s tests cannot be so 

readily evaded. 
ANVIL EXPERIMENTS. 

Our first experiments were with an anyil. 

gested by the following statements ; 
“Tf my powder is put on an anvil and struck with a hammer it 

does not explode,”—Letter of Carl Dittmar in Forest ayp StREAM, 

March 16, 1876. 
“Tt cannot be exploded by concussion,”’—Circular of Dittmar 

Powder Company (No, 2). ’ 
“Tt can never be exploded by any concussion or friction.”—Cir- 

cular of Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No. 2). 

Now, evidently, the simplest way to test the truth of these 

statements was by trying whether or not we could explode the 

powder on an anyil with a hammer, We tried it. 
1. A pinch of the powder ‘ FFF,” sent to us by Dr. 8. P. 

Wash, was placed on an anvil and struck with a light hammer. 

It exploded, 
2. Same experiment repeated with ‘'5” brand, “ 

brand and ‘‘ FFF” brand, which had heen received by us in 
sealed caus from the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Com- 

pany (No.2). JResultin each case the same asin experiment 1, 

These tests are so simple that any one can repeat them. The 

face of a flat-iron may be substituted for the anvil. 

3. A pinch of ‘'C” brand was placed on the anvil and a gun 
wad placed overit. Upon this was held a light hammer, 

which was then struck with a heavier hammer. This experi- 
ment was repeated several times, and each time the powder 

exploded. “In repeated trials with black powder (Eagle No. 

3) it was found that the black powder would ignite after the 
blows liad been repeated long enough to make the hammer 

-eut through the wad and come into contact with the face of 

the anvil, 
4, Same experiment, with leather pad oyer powder. 

They were sug- 

V7 

Dittmar easily exploded every time. The black could he ig- 
nited only after repeated and heavy blows. 

We had now obtained sulficient proof to satisfy ourselves 
that the “ Dittmar Sporting Powder” can he, under certain 

conditions, exploded-by ‘‘ concussion or friction.” A more in- 

teresting test was then made with the powder in the pressure 

guuge. 
5. In a paper shell, of which the cap had first been ex- 

ploded, we placed 3} drs, of the ‘“B” brand and placed a 
wad over it. Upon this wad vested a short ivon bar, the 

other end of which was capped with a cylinder of lead. This 

was placed in the pressure gauge with the end of the steel pin 
of the gauge resting upon the lead cylinder. A charge of 

powder was then exploded in the gauge, the effect of which 
was to force the iron bar by a sharp concussion down upon 

thé wad and charge of Dittmar powder. The latter ex- 
ploded. 

6. The same test was repeated with 3) drs. ‘*C”" brand, 

and with a like result. 

7. Repetition of 6 with same result. 

8. A thorough test of black powder (Eagle No. 3) was then 

made, but the powder did not explode, although a blow was 

struck sufficient to reduce the grains to dust. This dust, 

when ignited afterward, burned with a sudden flash. 

MORTAR EXPERIMENTS. 
The mortar used was a heavy cylindrical block of east iron, — 

strengthened by massive wrought iron bands shrunk upon if, 

and bolted at an angle of 45 deg. to a timber foundation 

sunken in the earth. The bore was 4 in. in diameter. Into 

the botfom of the chamber was sunk a steel disk, 3 in. thick, 

leaving the length of bore 5 in. 

* The shot, also cylindrical in shape, fitting the bore with 
great exactness, was 7 in. long, and weighed 27 lbs. 

centre of the lower end of the shot was a shallow cavity for 

the charge. In the centre of this cavity was a recess into 

which the exploder fitted in such a manner as to leave the 

fulminate of the cap in the powder chamber. From the cen- 

tre of the shot to the outer end was a small hole forthe passage 

of the electric wires, which are comected with a spark gener- 

ator. In place of the wires a safety fuse may be substituted. 

The method of firing the mortar is as follows: The disconnect- 

el wires are first introduced into the percussion cap, and passed 

through the shot, the cap being fitted in place, -The powder 

is then placed in the powder chamber, and secured by pasting 

over it a thin sheet of paper, care being taken so that the sur- 

face of the shot when in the mortar may not be raised even 

by the thickness of the paper from the steel face of the bore. 

The shot being in place, tle wires are connected and the 
charge fired by electricity. 

This mortar is so accurate, as shown by repeated tests, that 
with the same charge of the same powder—provided the com- 

position of that powder be uniform—it will throw the shot 

into the same hole again and again. Itis evident that it should 

do this, for the conditions of the mortar itself are the same in 

each test. Different methods of firmg may, however, be em- 
ployed: fuse, medium percussion cap, and stronger percussion 

cap; and in this way the conditions of explosion may be varied. 

The degree of difference in the results then gained will depend 

althogether upon the character of the explosive employed. 

Thus a nitro-gly¢erine powder, like dynamite, we have seen 

may, according to the conditions, burn by simple ignition, or 

it may detonate. Tested in the mortar, we found that a 

charge of two-pennyweights of dynamite, fired with a fuse, 

simply burned and did not throw the shot out of the mortar, 

Exploded by means of a percussion cap, it threw the shot 280 

feet. 

threw the ball 241 feet. It was clear that there was here a 

radical difference in the natures of the two actions, and that 

each of these natures was developed by the condition of the 
explosion. 

Black gunpowder, we have also seen, when exploded under 

different conditions, manifests at all times essentially the same 

explosive nature. Tested in the mortar, we found that four pen- 
nyweights of black powder (Bagle No. 3), fired with a fuse, 

threw the shot 146 feet. Fired swith a medium percussion cap 

jt threw the shot 162 feet, and with the stronger cap 193 feet. 

Aguin, the same charge, when a stronger cap was used,, 

| from 81 ft, 4 in., to 169 ft. 

160ft. Minimum, §7ft,; maximum, L69ff.; average 138ft. 11 57m. 

Considering first the uniformity o” oe results, or more 

strictly speaking, the lack of uniformity, we find notable 
variations in the results gained in each set of tests. Fired with 

a fuse the distances which measure the ballistic force range 

from 2 fj. to 12 ft. G6 in., (or asd fo G}), a range which is far 
exceeded when we come to the tyials With a medium strength 

percussion cap. Tere the variation is from Gin. to 17 ft. (or 

as 1 to 84), a difference sufficient at all events to give some 

explanation why those who have shot this compound in a gun 

haye made so perplexingly different, reports of its action. 

These different results are best explained by the theory that in 
the second series of tests, the powder made only a partial man- 

ifestations of its detonating nature. 
Tn the third series, by the use of a stronger grade of caps, this 

detonation was made cach time more complete, and we find a 

less startling difference of distance. Here the variation was 

Hence, it would appear that to 

secure the most uniform results with ‘‘ Dittmar Sporting Pow- 

der,” it must be exploded under conditions which will insure 

its detonation. Those arenot the conditions tmder which the 

average man cares to discharge his gun from the shoulder, 

Again, comparing the results of these three tests with the 
results obtained by the same tests with dynamite and black 

gunpowder, we haye: 

TFT Ey ae pret estes Fire ae ae ete —_— 230 241 
Dittmar.. iy $:71-5 18821) 6-7 
RSE VATE AEP AC Are 3s Steam ys 58 16232 193 

From this it appears that the ‘‘ Dittmar Sporting Powder,’ 

in respect to the difference of its explosion under different 

| conditions, bears a closer analogy 10 dynamite than to black 

| gunpowder. Were its character to be inferred from these: 

| tests, we should be compelled to place it among the explosives 
At the | 

| would be unintelligble, 
‘ditions already explained, under which explosives of 4 twa- 

which may be detonated, did we not know already that it he- 

longed just there and nowhere else. 

The fignres acquired by our mortar experimients are sugges- 

tive. If we were ignorant of the composition of the powder, 

and of its qualities as determined by chemistry. these fignures 
Keeping clearly before us the con- 

fold nature may be exploded, by simple combustion or hy 

detonation, we may satisfactorily account for each shot fired 

from the mortar, The charge at one time simply burned, tt 

another it detonated, in others it partially burned and partially 

detonated. 

The Dittmar Sporting Powder,” the manufacturer claims. 

is twice as strong by weight as black powder. If by that it 

is meant that the powder, exploded under similar conditions,. 

has creater ballistic force, the claim is manifestly unfounded.. 

But just here it must be remembered that detonating ex- 
plosives are not properly projectile agents. The mortar ex- 

periments, which measure only the projectile work accoin— 

plished, are no true tests of the relative strength of 

such widely diverse explosives as black gunpowder and 
‘Dittmar Sporting Powder.” One is in its action gradual 
and ballistic; the other may be instantaneous and shattering. 

The charge of black powder employed was four penny- 

weights, that being equivalent, according {0 the ‘statement: al- 

ready referred to, to two pennyweights of the Dittmar nitro- 

cellulose. But the latter, when given its greatest power, 

' failed to throw the shot as far as the black powder threw it 

under like conditions. If the Dittmar powder is twice as 

strong as the black, where did all this strength expend itself? 

The answer is plain. ‘This highest possible explosion of 

‘Dittmar Sporting Powder” is hy detonation. In detona- 

tion the force of the explosion is exerted instantancously and 
_in every direction alike ; no time is allowed for if, to concen- 

trate itself in the line of the least resistance. In this mortar 

experiment only a part of the force was ballistic or projectile = 
| the vest was exerted against the sides of the confining clmyen- 

Here there was manifestly only more or less complete uctions — 

of the same nature. 

test is a most excellent one to determine the true nature of 

various explosive compounds; and that, according as the 
manifestations of their explosive natures when tested with 

fuse and cap, approximate the action of nitro-glycerine. or of 

common black powder, the compounds themselves ought to 

be classed with the one or the other, If a powder acts in 

the mortar essentially like gunpowder, it belongs with gun- 

powder; if it acts like dynamite, it belongs with dynamite. 

The powder used in the mortar experiments was the *C” 
brand. The tests were made to determine, first, the uniform- 

ity of the powder; second, the different manifestations of its 

detonating nature. The mortar was in each case charged 
with two pennyweizhts of the powder, and the greatest care 

exercised to secure perfect uniformity of condilions for each 

explosion. 
1. Fired with afuse. The shot was thrown in repeated triala : 

12ft.; 12ft. 6in.; 6ft.; Aft; Stt.; 8ft. 6in.; GEt.8in.; 8ft, din. Minimum, | 

2ft.; maximum, 12ft.; average, Tit. T4sin. 
2. Fired with a percussion cap, medium strength. The shot waa 

thrown 'in repeated trials: 14ft; 17ft.; Tft. 6in.; 9ft.; Gin. Mini- 

mum, 6in.; maximum, 17ft.; average, 9ft. 7 1-5in, 

8. Fired with strong percussion cap. The shot was thrown in re- 

ber. The mortar had been constructed fo withstand just 

such a trial, and the shattering foree, which would haye de- 

stroyed an ordinary firearm, was expended in heating up the 

solid mortar. If, instead of firing that charge with an electric 

spark and from a heavy mortar, we had fired it from a gun 
held to the shoulder, and with our finger to the trigger, it ia 
extremely questionable whether we would now be writing 

about the detonation of the ‘‘ Dittmar Sporting Powder,” or, 

| for that matter, about anything, 

Having determined these facts, it is evident that the mortar | + ~~ 

Hasits or Sarmon.—A step in advance toward a correct 

knowledge of the life history of our salmon has been made by 

the Fish Commission of Maine, it having been decided to 

Jabel all the breeding fish in the hatching works at Gucksport 

With tags of platinum and then to liberate them and to con- 

tinue this operation for a succession of years in the hope of 
obtaining more light upon certain vexed questions such as the 

subject of biennial spawning, etc. The similar experiments 
which have been made in this direction have been unsatisfac- 

tory inasmuch us they were not continued in a systematic 
manner, and the returns were meagre and added but little to 

our knowledge. The Maine Commission may accomplish 

much by following out their programme in a systematic man- 

ner, Which we have no doubt will be done. 
ee 

SrEeaMBoaTs AND Fisn.—The fishermen on the Rappahau-- 

nock River account for the searcity of shad by the fact that 
2 steamboat runs up the river three times a week. This may 
satisfy them, as they only look at this one river and haye no 
other theory to offer, but if they will get ont their telescopes 
and take a look at the amount of nayigation, both steam and ; 

The | pentod trials; 126ft.; S7ft. din; 149ft, Sin; 140Ft.; 160ft; 145f6.; | sa, on the Hudson, where one is seldom out of the sound of | 
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“the pounding of paddle wheels or the sloshing of serew pro- 
D jcllors, they will wonder why there can be any shad there ; 

ef the fact is, that of all shad rivers on this continent the 

‘Hodson is the hest—that is, it furnishes more shad than any 
other, Evidently the Rappahannock shad have a more deli- 
bale organization than those of tht Hudson, or there is some- 

thing the marev with the theory. 

anrist, Uy 
(a 

OCTOBER. 

_ | Pin October, aud the glory of the year 

1s in the skies and on the woods extémded far and rear ; 

It glows in bornish’d clouds, it flushes alll the air ; 
It lies in hollow vales, in wplauds brown wud bare. 

The tufted groyes haye lost their bright nudsjuanmer green, 
- Aud now a softer rnisset flush creeps o'er the woodland scene : 

_ O'br distant purple hills there floats a ganzy yeil, 

A silver yapor lovers o’er the river in the yale. 

The orchard trees all glisten with globes of yellow gold 

That bend the bough and strew the cartl with opnlence mutold ; 

‘Tlie ripened cornfields shake their pemnons thin and white, 

And to 9 feast the chestnuts the village sehiool ryite. 

‘The gossamer apider-web is strung from tree to tree, 
And up the uir the thistle-down floats like a ship at sen ; 

‘Phe asters aud the dahlias like flames i gardens glow, 

And by the voudgide wild flowers display a royal show. 

Dim seen, the eantious angler glides on from brook to brook, 

Now by the open meadow, now in some bushy nook, 

And now across the mill-pond, with water-plants o'ergvowa, 

T swe his floating boat, und where his dines are tlirown. 

And oer the salty marsh the gim's report T hear, 
_ Aud see the snipe and curlews stop in their swift career ; 
Wile oe the open bays 1 see the wild ducks wheel— 

Phe red-neek and the widycon, the whistler and the teal. 

Oli! glorious days of autumn ! with all your pomp of skivs, 
Your haryeats and your frtits, your flowers of matchless dyes : 

” How dear to manly sportsman your ripe, imperial time, 

Your sports by “Stream and Forest,” in Nultie’s royal prime, 
Peeonie Bay, 1. L Isaac McLennan. 

i 

AWN OLD-TIME NEGRO HUNTSMAN. 

7 N theearlier part of this century, my father and uncle—the 
former a judge for more than forty years—acquired in 

their youth a large tract of Jand some 15,000 acres in extent, 
lying in the uplund and mountainous country where the | 
Allechanies and the Blue Ridge draw together. They were 
bovh men of large fumilies and of large possessions, both in 

lands and negroes. This mountain property lay some sixty 
or seventy miles from the paternal mansion, and the head- 
quarters of our family; but for nearly fifty years it was their 

custom to visit annually this grand game preserye—for such 
it was—and enjoy, in company with a large number of invited 

friends, several weeks of shooting and lumting. 
A great train we were, as in patriarchal fashion we wound 

“along the roads westward, with teams of mules and saddle- 
_ Lorses, wagons loaded with the good things of this life, a nu- 
merous pack of hounds, and all the implements of the chase 

| necessary for insuring success. With what pleasure these re- 
unions of relations and friends were looked forward to from 
year to year may be veadily imagined, as the same party of 
from thirty to forty, or their representatives, as deaths or 
‘iccidenis made gaps in our ranks year after year, gathered 
bround the camp fires that marked onr route. 

The most prominent figure in all this imposing array in 
Sylvan matters was old Jake, my father’s negro buntsman. 

y futher and uncle themselves autocrats, as on such occa- 
ons they were, and the strictest of disciplinarians, had tacit- 

fairly on his horse with his pack around him. It is many 
Jone years since this faithful old servant was gathered to his 
fathers, but memory still recalls many incidents connected 
with him that are strikingly illustrative of the comical side of 
a race of domestics long passed away. 

Ti, is needless to say that he was inordinately prond of his 
hounds, which were, in truth, a well-chosen pack, numbering, 
perhaps, from twenty to thirty. ‘The renown they reaped le 
claimed for himseli—their failure or disgrace he shared to the 
full. There was no pack in the whole of Virginia, he held, 
that could touch them. The excellencies and the weaknesses 
of each dog, like all good huntamen, ie was accurately ae- 
quginted with. 

Jake was, of course, a great favorite with old and young. 
Ile was allowed many privileges above the common. Thus, 
Though the blacksmith of the home plantation, he was re- 
quired to give ho exact account of the work he did for the 
Neighbors, which, in truth, brought him a good round sun 
yearly. <A good double cabin was assizned to him, and as 
quuch land around it as he and his family could work in off 
hionrs. 

As Inuntstnan he was expected tolrain the young dogs as they 
fume in to foxes, and on all good hunting days he was allowed 
The choice of the stable, which generally contained a number 
of young blouded colts; and it was a noted fact that Jake 
ever failed to single out the best horse for his own use. He 

Wus f most excellent rongh rider, though there was nothing 
in is Appearance to marl: his fitmess for the post of honor my 
micle had assigned him. In figure he was short, thick set, 
and heavy built, and he sat his horse like a bag of meal; but 
{here was something in his broad, genial, mirth-inspiring face 
hat drew the young to him as if by magie; while the ubso- 
ute control he had over his hounds, and the trumpet loues of 

is voice ringing throngh the forest, soon conveyed to you 
ie imypression that he was the right man in the right place ; 
sud when the quarry, be it deer or fox, was up and the pack 
Was racing on a burning scent, the way in which Juke cleaved 
Ais way ata galop through the brush, or cleared the fallen 
Jovs and rayines that intercepted lis career. was enough to 
convince you that. it would require 11 more than ordinarily 
bold horseman to hold his own with him, 
During one of the annual hunts at which my uncle had 

command, a party of us were oné morning wending our way 
to 4 new diye, The day before the whole pack had xu off, 

' 

|v to acknowledge the sway of Uncle Jake when he was once | 

this one was still absent. b 
at, as he supposed, the loss of the dog, which was nained King, 
and was a special favorite. 

What was evidently a hot scent, broke upon our ears. 
Jake,” said my unele, *‘ that's King.” 
‘Yes, Mars’ Sam, that’s Kinz, Dm mos’ sho.” 
And King it was, sure enough. 

brother received orders to galop on and head off the deer. 
few minutes later the report of a gun told us of his success, 
and riding up, we found him standing over a fine doe, with 

The dog had been running the deer appar- 
Tt seemed certainly rather an 

improbable supposition, but both Jake and my uncle stontly 

Iking by his side. 
ently for twenty-four hours. 

maintained it to be the case. 
Whether it was a trace of ineredulity on my part that Jake 

sin in my face as we were viding along together shortly after 
this, 1 know not, that made lim exclaim to me: ‘Why, sir, 
that's nuthin’ for them ar dogs to do. Mars’ Sam’s stock o° 
dogs is the rale old British breed, and that race o' King’s 
warn’t nuthin’ to what Tye known them breed of dogs to do, 
There was wanst an old ved fox up thar in the mountain 
tight aboye Mars’ Sam's, and many was the race I had avier 
him, but I never could catch him, ‘ease [ was always obleeged 
to blow off the dogs, and give him up for want of time. 
Well, sir, I swore, come Christmas, that cotch that fox 
T would if it took me all the holidays. 
he lay, and by day on Christmas morning had him up. 

| heern such a, chase. 
of the niger boys to see what had cone o’ me and the dogs. 

| Well, sir, I took that nigger’s fresh horse, and I runs that fox 
Bout night Mars’ Sam sends another nigger to 

hunt for me and the dogs, but I takes his horse and runs that 
yus done 

broke down, so I gets down and fakes after the hounds on 
But, Lord bless you, sir! it made no manner of differ- 

ence, for the fox was walkin’, and the dogs was walkin’, all 
Well, sir, me and the dogs walked after that 

‘ilar fox fill sundown, when we cotched him; and when 
Mars’ Sam sent for us agin, they had to git a wagon, und haul 

all that day. 

fox all that night. Next mornin’ my last horse 

foot. 

in full sight ! 

me and the dogs home.” 
‘Why, Jake 1” suid I, 

| ‘Pac’, sir! Yon jest ask Mars’ Sam. Dem dows, I tells 
_ you, is the rale ole British breed, and they ‘lows no virmint 
| that runs the ground to git away from them once the scent 
sits hop.” 

Carysinoud, Virginia. 

Be 

NON-RESIDENT GAME LAWS. 

fas a Stare owner Riear ro Promerr a Non-Resiwenr 

FroM Smoove wrriim res Borpers ? 

PulLapEiruta, Sept. 28, 1880. 
Eprror Fores? ann STREAM: 

There has lately been considerable discussion as to the right 
of the West Jersey Game Society to prohibit non-residents 

| from shooting within its borders without a license. I have 
taken the trouble to look the matter up some little, and if you 
consider it of sufficient interest to the “men of guns,” it is at 
your service. ; 

The above heading was suggested to me by reading the case 
of McCredy ys, State of Virginia, which was decided on ap- 
peal from the Virginia Supreme Court. The case developed 
the following facts: MceCredy, a citizen of Delaware, was in- 
tlicted, convicted and fined for the violation of the following 
State law of Virginia: ‘* If any person other than a citizen of 
this State shall take or cateh oysters or any other shell fish in 
any manner, or plant oysters in the waters thereof, he shall for- 
feit $500 and the vessel, tackle and appurtenances.” The case 
Was taken to the U. 5S. Supreme Court on appeal, and it was 
there argued that the State law was in violation of the 2d sec. 
4th Article of the Constitution, which declares that, ‘‘ The 
citizens of each State shall be entitled to all privileges and 
immunities of citizens in the several States.” 

Chief Justice Waite delivered the opinion in this case, 
which [ haye condensed as much as practicable, but: would 

| strongly advise all who ure interested m this matter fo horrow 
| fromsome one of their law friends the bool, and read the 
full opinion. Jt may be found in 4 Otto, p. 391. 

The Chief Justice, after citing the above section of the 
Constitution, said; 

“* This section does not vest the citizens of one State with 
any interest in the common property of citizens of another 
State. ‘The principle has long been settled in this Court, that 
each State owns the beds of all tide walers within its jurisdic- 
tion, unless they have heen granted away. In a Jilke manner 
the States own the tide waters themselves, and the fish in 
thei, as far as they are capable of ownership, while running. 
For this purpose the State represents its people, and the own- 
ership is that of the people in their united soyereigniy. ‘The 
title thus held is subject only to the United States’~paramount 
right of nayisation, Subject to this right (nayigation) a State 
cun grant in its diseretion to its citizens the beds of rivers, to 

‘be used as a common for taking and cultivating fish. Such 
an appropriation is, in effect, nothing more than a regulation 
of the use by the people of their common property. ‘The 
right which the people of the State thus acquire comes hot 

| from their citizenship alone, but from citizenship and properly 
| combined, It is, in fact, a property right, and not, a mere 
| privilege or immunity of citizenship. Following, then, this 
rule, and loahing only to the partioular right which is here as- 
serted, we think we may safely hold {hat the citizens of onc 
Htate are not invested by this clause of the Constitution with 
any interest in the vonvwwn property of citizens of another 
State,” 

The italics in the aboye are my own. 
Following this decision to its lewitimate conclusion, if, can- 

not fail to impress one that if 4 State can make such a law as 
to oysters and fish, it certainly has {he same power as to zame. 
Tt will be observed that the Chicf Justice words his opinion 
with a dezree of ewulion when he says—‘ looking only to the 
particular right which is here asserted.” He evidently intended 
to leave future controversies to be decided upon their own 
basis, hut as fia as precedent does govern, it is most assuredly 
a strong foundation for a gume society to rest upon. 
The opinion continues as follows on this point: “And as 

all concede that 4 State may srant to one of its citizens the 
exclusive use of a part of the common property, the conclu- 

sion would seem to follow, that it might by appropriate lecis- 
lation contine the use of the whole to its own people alone.” 
Words could not be stronger than in the closing languaze 

‘ of the above. Taking the law, then, as we find it, it follows 
+ ASH Matter of course thah a Bile in its soyereigu capacity 

All the dogs, save one, however, had returned by night, and 
My uncle expressed great concern 

Before we had got to onr hunting- 
grounds, however, the notes of a single hound running on 

c He appeared to be likely 
to cross the road some quarter of a mile further on, and my 

A 

LT know’d ‘zactly whar 
All 

Christmas day I run that fox, and ‘bout night you never 
“Next mornin’ Mars’ Sam he sends one 

over the common property within its borders may grant to a, 
body of men, or even to a single individual, a right to tule 
sueh property to the exclusion of nen-residents of such State, 
and in so doing it violates no provisions in the Constitution. 
I do not believe that any State Game Society could convict a 
resident of (heir State for shooting without a license, although 
I know of no decisions that cover this point. The inference 
is deducible, however, from the above case, that a State could 
nofimake such a distinction between its own citizens as to 
common property. 
A collateral question to this, I noticed, was left in statu qua 

in your Correspondents’ column, where it was asked if a man 
could purchase, turn loose and kill game upon his own land 
during the closed season. I should certainly say ‘‘No” 
to this proposition ; for if the contrary be the case, it would 
make the close season a nullity. For example, take the case 
2 a couple of gentlemen of my acquaintance who own a large 
{Fact of quail land in one of the Southern States. Now, if 
these gentlemen haye the right to kill game out of season on 
their own Jands, they certainly have the power to delegate 
that right to as many of their friends as they think proper. 
Tt may readily be seen thal in many parts of the country such 
a construction of the closed season would be a mere farce. 

FY HO. di 

THE FRENGH DEEP SEA DREDGING. 

7\ K/ = teterred very briefly a short time ago to the results 
j of the deep sea explorations carried on during the past 

summer in the Bay of Biscay, but at that time we were able 

to furnish only a tew general facts in cohnection with the in- 

vestigations made by the 7’ravailleur. A recent paper by 

Dr. J, Gwyn Jeffreys, read before the British Association for 
the Advancement of Science, gives us, however, more com- 

plete information with regard to the expedition, and we there- 

fore present to our readers some extracts which we think 

will be of interest tothem. The dredging was undertaken 

by a commission appointed by the I'vench Goverument, and 

consisted of Mr: Milne-Edwards, President; Marquis de Fo- 

lin, Prof. Alphonse Milne-Edwurds, Prof. Vaillant, Prof. 

Merion, of Marseilles, Dr. Paul Fischer and M. Perier, of 

Bordeaux, At the suggestion of M. de Folin, the Minister 

of Public Instruction invited Dr. Jeffreys and Rev. A. M. 

Norman to accompany the party and assist in the work. The 

vessel employed was a side-wheel steamer of 900 tons, of 160 
horse-power, aid was well fitted’ up with all the necessary 

apparatus for dredging. She had a crew of 128 men, besides 

the special assistants who accompanied the different mem- 

hers of the commission, 

The expedition started from Bayonne on the 17th of July. 

From that time until August 1, with the exception of Sun 
days, the work of sounding, dredging and trawling was kept 

up without intermission. The weather during this whole 

time was fine. Dr. Jeffreys states that : 
The principal object of the expedition was to ascertain the 

nature of the fauna which inhabits at considerable depths this 
part of the Bay of Biscay ; and this object was successfully 
and thoroughly accomplished. ‘Twenty-three dredgings were ~ 
made for that purpose at depths ranging from 337 to 2,600 
metres, cach metre being about thirty-iine inches, or rather 
more than half a fathom. The dredgings between 600 and 
1,000 fathoms were the most important. Every department 
of the Invertebrata was well represented; and novelties were 
discovered in Mollusca, Crustacea, Echinoderms, Annelids, 
Actinozoa and Sponges % if beth ty eee “A se 

In a physical and geological point of view, this French ex- 
pedition has borne good fruit. No less than 1038 soundings 
were made. They lave proved the existence, within a few 
miles of the coast, of a submarine yalley opening from the 
Fosse de Cap Breton, and extending to a point opposite Cap 
Peas. * * * The striking inequalities of depth within a 
narrow area, which thus appeared were noticed in a Bayonne 
newspaper of Aurust as ‘des grands fonds sous-marins, gui con 
tinuent sous les eaux de UV \tlantique les vallées pyréneennes.” 
As a general rule, it may be said that where mountains or high 
land approach the sea, the depth of water is greater off that 
coast than where the land licslow. But this must depend in « 
ereat measure on the geological nature of the land adjacent to 
the sea, Tf the formation be guanitic or eneissic, the wear and 
tear or déundation must be slower than if the formation be 
sandstone, Cretaceous or Tertiary, and the action of waves and 
streains on the surface of {he land must be proportionally in- 
creased or decreased, and must cause the sea bed to be more 
or less filled up im the course of time. Everywhere during the 
dredgings of the Vraveillew in deep water the sea bed was 
found to be covered by a thick layer of mud, of a different~ 
color from that of the Atlantic oom; and this nud has prob- 
ably uccumulated from untold ages by the incessant afflux of 
the Gironde, the Adour, and numerous other rivers and streams 
into the Bay of Biscay. As may be supposed, the fauna which 
inhabits this mud is very scanty, and it requires a considerable 
amount of patience and perstverance fo extracl a few organ 
isms from the unpromising material. 

Very soon after the return of the expedition, a Prelimi. 
nary Report of the zoological resulis of the dredging was pre- 

pared by Prof. Alphonse Milne-Edwards, which was afterwards 

published in the Journal Offeial de la Republique Francaise, 

The mollusea, a large part of which have been handed over to 

Prof. Jeffreys for preliminary examination, appear to include 

152 species, of which 138 were species found by the Porcupine 

in 1870, three are peculiarly northern, one Mediterranean and 

eleven new to science, 
A curious molluse discovered by the expedition is the Jfj/- 

tidus luteus, a mussel of considerable size, inhabiting the deep 
water, and liying in the deep mad above referred to. Dr. 
Jeffreys states that *‘it moors or fixes itselF hy means of a 
large and densely matted byscus, which is spun by the foot. 
This byssus is capable of being spread over a considerable ex- 
tent of surface, and it not only prevents the molluse sinking 
into the soft mud and being smothered or buried alive, but 
evables it to feed comfortably on the innumerable animalewa, 
which swarm on the surface of the sca bed. Tt is of the same 
use to the mojluse us the snowshoe is to the Axteie traveler 



_ friend over night. 
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THE UNINOWN BRAZILIAN EDENTATE. 

(Norr.—The account given below by our correspondent, 
Mr. Linden, is extremely interesting when taken in connection 

with the accounts given by Mr. FP. Muller in Vatwre last year. 

Tt is true that the two stariés do not seem to agree very well 
and it is possible that they may refer to two different animals. 

It should be remembered, however, that the statements of 

the German naturalist were based merely upon the statements 

of the country people and on rumors more or less vague and 

not always traceable to any reliable source, while the trust- 

worthiness of this account is youched for by our corre- 
spondent, 

Tt is hardly necessary to say that further and more detailed 

particulars concerning this supposed huge edentate are ‘Ghger- 

ly looked for by naturalists, and that the first specimen which 
falls into scientific hands will be a prize of the greatest value. ] 

Ti is about « year ago since the scientific world was startled 
by the report of a German naturalist traveling in southern 
Brazil, whence, ina lengthy communication to Vatw7e, he sub- 
BLantiated the occurrence of a large and hitherto unknown quad- 
ruped inhabiting those forests. The animal itself had not 
been seen by him, but its tracks and diggings, as manifested 
in huge furrows channeled ont in the soil of its primeval 
forest, supported the supposition that it was a creature of gi- 
fantic size. Notwithstunding the somewhat sensational 
character of the communication, it was, however, generally 
creditecl on account of the authenticity of its source. 
By instituting inquiries in regard to this matter in the cen- 

tral valley of the Amazons, where I had spent in former 
years several months in collecting specimens of natural his- 
tory, I have come lately in receipt of some facts communi- 
cated to me by one of wy Brazilian friends residing there 
still, which tend to throw some light upon this mysterious 
creature. My informant, who has squatted down twelve 
years ago in the very heart of the Amazonian forest, has 
eome 10 know, in the course of time, all its notable animals, 
birds und reptiles, and vives the following points of informa- 
tion : 

There are, le says, among many curious animals, three 
distinet and well marked species of the anteater living there. 
The smallest has, like many other quadrupeds of that inter- 
esting reéwion, a prehensile tail, and is the most conimon spe- 
cies. The middle-sized one, which, in the most minute de- 
tails, corresponds by designation with the great anteater, 
Ayrmecophaga jilata, is called by the Indian hunters in 
their native dialect of the Hngua geral, the Tamandua ban- 
deipo, and is not often seen on account of its shy and retired 
habits. The third species again is utterly unknown to the 
white settlers of that region, though the Indians, who have 
an exact nomenclature for every large beast, bird, fish, lizard, 
or beetle, know it well by the name of Tamandua assu, 
which last adjective signifies Jarge. 

It will serve the present purpose best to give a rough ex- 
tract of the personal experience of my informant respecting 
a hand-to-hand encounter he had himself several years ago 
with one of these luge and singular animals. Our dogs, he 
says, while we were one day out hunting for peccaris, came 
upon the (rack of some strong scented beast, as evidenced by 
their excited actions and loud barkings. Pollowing closely 
upon their heels, I got sight of a creature larger, though less 
bulky, than the tapir, called here in the Indian dialect the 
anta. But little exertion was needed to come up with it, as 
it moved rather slowly, and allowed myself and my brother 
to get close to it in a short time. We were armed with single 
barrelled shot-gun, loaded with coarse shot, and an efficient 
breech-loading rifle. My brother fired first when about twenty 
yards from the animal, but although the ball upon later ex- 
amination was found to have passed throughout the whole 
leugth of its body, it, never slackened its speed, and only 
stopped running when at last cornered closely by the dogs. 

it then raised itself, after the manner of the bear, upon its 
hind legs, using iis great fore-paws, armed with formidable 
long claws, as a means of making an obstinate resistance. 
We had been frightened first by its smgular aspect and great 
size, but now perceived that we had to deal only with a com- 
paratively inoffensive creature, hardly able to hold its own 
avaiust the attacks of the dogs. To end this singular contest 
Tadyanced within afew yurds in front of it and discharged 
the full contents of my shot gun into its well exposed chest, 
killing it almost instantly, Upon closer examination of our 
prize we found it in respect to structure to correspond with 
thé common great anteater, and only differing from it by its 
color and greater size. Its anont was much elongated and 
the front teeth were lacking. The claws of its fore-feet were 
at least from four to five inches in length and about one and 
a half inches in width al the base. The body exceeded in 
point of height that of the tapir, though it was less bulky and 
would have probably weighed less. Its fur was rather short, 
not bristly, and of a dusky Ime, while the tail was long and 
bushy. Not knowing the scientific yalue of its skin or the 
skeleton, we left the creature to rot where we shot it, as the 
scene of the encounter was more than eight miles from home. 
On describing the animal to the natives about our plantation 
we ascertained that it had been seen by old hunters on rare 
occasions though always far away from the vicinity of any 
sttlements. It is easy to see that such an animal, armed with 
auch great and stout claws, used in the digging up of the nests 
of the Jupim and mounara ants, would be very likely to make 
great havoc in any soft soil in which jhe subterranean gullies 
of these insects are located. Diggings and furrows on such a 
big scale might naturally mislead persons unacquainted with 
the animal itself in respect to its true size, which had been 
theoretically exaggerated when its occurrence was first re- 
ported. Cuas. LInDEN. 

Buyfalo Society of Natural Sciences. 
————— 

TamE Quart.—St. Joseph, Mish., Aug. 30.—A few days 
ago I went into the country a few miles and stopped with a 

As we stood at the gate talking in the 
edge of the evening, he said to me, ‘‘I want you_in the 
niorning to step over in -that field and see~ some _tame 
quail (Oriya virginianus).” 1 did not see them the next 
morning, but went out again im a few days, and getting 
there just at nighc, went to look for them. They are 
domesticated with a flock of tame turkeys of about twen- 
ty—two hens and about eighteen young. The young are 
about half grown. I found the turkeys at roost up in some 
apple trees and the quail on the ground near the trees. The 
latter ran off as I approached with my dog. They scou, 
however, returned. On making inquiries, I learned that the 

' “ 

| house, and rambled o 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

turkeys hatched their young out in a field near the house. 
They came up at tight and morning and were fed at the 

during the day. One night, when 
the youhg turkeys were two or three weeks old, three little 

turkeys ever since, and are now full grown. For the first 
two or three days they were somewhat shy, but since then 
they come around and feed and are as gentle as the turkeys. 

1en first seen the young quail were not larger than chip- 
ping sparrows. They brooded with the young turkeys under 
the hens till the young turkeys Went into the trees.to roost. 
The owner told me he had not watcbed where the quail roost, 
but one time saw them on the fence, and saw one fly up into 
the tree. In following the turkeys, if lost in the grass or 
weeds, they call, and the hen turkeys answer them, and go 
to them jet as they do for their own young. The next 
morning 
At my close approach with dog they run in the thickest group 
of young turkeys near the old ones. How they come with 
the turkeys is not known. My theory is that the old hen 
quail got killed, and the young ones came across the brood 
of young turkeys in the field; they being two or three weeks 
old, resembled the hen quail in size, and they followed and 
remained With them. Do any of the readers of the Forrsr 
AnD Srream know of an instance like this? 

The owner of the turkeys told me that some years ago, 
when the country was new and little settled, a neighbor of 
his had a hen come up with five young quail with her brood 
of chickens, and that they grew up with them. They stayed 
all winter, and three of them layed next spring and remained 
till fall, and then two of the coveys stayed away more or 
less, but one coyey remained entirely domesticated. I shall 
keep posted to see if they get through the winter without be- 
ing caught. Lurron. 

— 

Tre European Rorr mt Mass.—ilr. Gordon Plummer, 
of Brookline, Mass., has just secured a fine specimen of the 
Huropean ruff (Philomachus pugnax), taken in Chatham, 
Mass., Sept. 11, 1880. [ft is a young male, and is recorded as 
the ninth specimen for North America, third for New Eng- 
land and second for Massachusetts. The other two New 
England specimens were taken, oné female at Newburyport, 
Mass., 1871, and the other female at Upton, Me., 1874, and 
are in the collection of Mr. William Brewster, Cambridge. 

— Bp ee _ 

Tae Sos axp Fort Mooy Srivvrrangousty Visisre.— 
Sir Henry Holland in his *‘ Recollections of a Busy Life," 
notes with special interest the fact that on one occasion, while 
sailing wpon the Mediterranean, I think (the book is not by 
me), he saw the sun and full moon at the same moment above 
the horizon. This occurrence I have frequently witnessed 
since haying attention called to it, and notably on yesterday 
and this afternoon. ‘The repetition of the phenomenon on 
two successivé days is due to this being the harvest moon. 
Your readers will doubtless recollect that it is 4 peculiarity of 
the moon when full during this month, and in October, to 
rise for several nights successively with very short intervals 
between the periods, froj which circumstance she is called 
the harvest and the hunters’ moon for those fwo months re- 
spectively. If your readers will observe carefully next 
month when the moon is at her full, provided the weather is 
clear, they may see in some localities the occurrence that 
Sir Henry deemed of sufficient rarity and importance to note 
in his very agreeable and readable book. ‘Yours respectfully, 

Cambridge, MWad., Sept. 18, 1880. B. G. W. 
— 1 —< 

Tnx Ovonxtoritnes,—A few advance copies of Prof. 
Marsh's Memoir on the Odontornithes, or toothed birds, from 
the Cretaceous of Western Kansas, have been distributed by 
the author, The volute is of the very highest scientific im- 
portance, and the mechanical part is done in superb style, 
making it really a d/wre de luae. We shall take occasion to 
speak at length of its contents at a future day. 

Mish Qulinne 

How tse First Snap Were Harcurp.—Hditor Forest 
and Stream: I am quite sure that Mr. Milton P. Pierce, 
whose letter was published in the Formsr Anp S?ream of 
Ang. 26, is nndera wrong impression in regard to some of 
the things he wrote about. 

T was with Mr, Green at Holyoke a part of the time when 
he began his experiment there of hatching shad, and know 
fro personal obseruation what his methods were. Mr. 
Pierce says that he began to hatch shad in the river, and, not 
succeeding, changed his base of operations to # tributary 
having colder water, where he succeeded. 
Now, this is the exact converse of the actual facts. Mr. 

Green began by trying to hatch shad eges us trout eggs had 
been hatched, viz.: in a brook with trout hatching apparatus, 
that being the only way of hatching fish then known in those 
primitive times, and the result was that all the shad eggs 
died, and Mr. Green narrowly escaped a sunstroke. He be- 
came discouraged and was about ready to pack up his things 
and return home, when the idea occurred to bim (how sug- 
gested I do not elnim to know) of hatching the eggs in the 
river. The very first experiment in the river water succeeded, 
and was followed by a continuance of successes, which had 
their crowning triumph in the invention of the shad hatch- 
ing boxes. 
Without haying any desire to enter into any controversy 

ou the subject, I feel as if I ought to say what I have in 
justice to the originator of shad hatching, who, through Ins 
tribulations at Holyoke, succeeded at last in confering a vast 
benefit upon the shad-cating people of the world. 

Liyreston Sranr. 
U. 8. Fishery, McCloud River, Cal., Sept. 23, 1880. 

Qumwav Satmon Lanp-Lockep.—The following nate from 
Mr. N. K. Fairbank, Commissioner of Fisheries for Minois, 
(ells its own story of the ripening of California salmon eggs 
in Geneya Lake, Wis., where the fish have been planted. 
Under date of Sept. 25 he says: : : 

T have sent to-day to Prof. Baird, a very fine specimen of 
a California salmon, weight $i pounds, a female, full of well- 
developed, ripe eges. She was taken by Mr, Welsher, who 
has charge of my hatching and ponds here, on Monday last, 
in the small creek which empties into the lake. The day be- 
fore he saw seven or eight together, which he judged would 
weigh from eight to twelye pounds each, but had no means 
of capturing them at that time. 

It begins to look like breeding salmon in fresh water, 

“I shall not assert it for a fact unlil I now, but I will 

: | element in the problem, 
young quail came up among them. They have been with the | water, and plenty of food and room, the salmon will prop 

| gate in fresh water. 

| past year stocking the waters with land-locked salmon and 

went out and saw them all together in the road. | 1 , 
| waters after having been given up as lost. 

but | salmon. This being the case, we ought to catch agi 
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belief in it now. 
do not believe that salt enters into, or is any essential an 

I telieve that with clear, di 

my 

N. K. Pairsank, 
Geneva Lake, Wis. 

SSS LL 
New Hampsnine.—A friend informs us that the . 

Commissioners of New Hampshire have been busy for 

trout and are now beginning to hear of the growth and sut 
cess of the former in many waters. The pike-perch planted 
in 1875 in Sunapee aud Massabesie lakes have reappeared if 
their progeny, many of which have been captured in those 

Mr, Samuel Welt 
ber, one of the commissioners, took nineteen fine salmon al 
the hatching house at Plymouth previous to July 9, sinee 
which time Jow water has prevented their ascent, but ther 
are hopes that the fall rains will enable another run to go upy 
as many more haye been seen below during the summer if 
various places along the Merrimac and Peniigewasset in thé 
deep holes at the mouths of cold spring brooks. The drought 
in the State has been very severe and many of the smalléf 
trout brooks haye been almost dry, and it is fortunate thal 
the commission has breeders enough left to raise 100,000 ab 
more from whereby to vestock the streams. 

Our informant says that black bass ishing in Sunapee Luke 
has been excellent all summer and many lage fish have heen 
taken. 

a 

Nepraska.—The Nebraska Commission is working hard 
with the exceedingly limited means at their disposal, ang 
have 130 German carp which they are keeping for breeders 
toraise fry for distribution, They are preparing to hatch 
500,000 eggs of the quinnatsalmon this fall, having planted 
190,000 of them last spring from the hatehing of the preying 
year. 

Sea and River Hishing. 

—Adélress all communications ta * Forest and Stream Pubes 
lishing Company, New York.” 

FISH IN SEASON TV OCTOBER. 

PRESH WATER. ' 

Grayling, Thgynedallus tricolor. Black Bass, Mierupterus. (‘TWi 
Maskalonge, Hox nobitivr. 1e8). 

Ajnbloplites, (TWE 
species). 

Pickerel, Esox reticulalius. 

War-mouth, Chaenobrytine pulorttl 
Pike or Pigkerel, Bsox /yciws. 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed pike) 

crappie, Pomoxys niqromacucaln 
Bachelor, Pentwosys anniwlierte, 

Stizolethivm amerivanum, 4. 

Chub, Sencotilis corporalis. 

z = 3. ta 

griseum, etc, 
Yellow Perch, Perca fuviatilts. 
Striped Bass, Rocews ifneutus. 
White Bass, Roceus chrysops. 

BALT 

Sea Bass, Centropriatis atrarius, 
Bier beat Avchosaryus probite 

cepha us, 
Porgie, Stenotonuis arquyrops. 
Stri ped Bass, Roceus lineatus, 
White Perch, Merone wmericina. 
Spot, or Lafayetle, Léostenvey ob- 

(iquus, 
Spot, Reddish, or Channel Bass, 
Scimnops ocellatts. 

Tautog, Treutago onitts 
Pollock, Polluchius carbonwrivs. 

WATER, 

Seu *"Trowb," Cynoseyon coro!dnen 
Bite 

Wealtish, Cynoscion vegalia, 
poss Whitlhe, Menttetrrun [tt 

aaa, 
Croaker, Micy'npagan widulatia. 
Bluefish, Poinatonvus saltebyry, 
Spanish Muckerel, Qybiurne raeu 

fatwa. 
Cero, Cyblum rugate. 
Bonito, Sarda pelemya, 
Kingtish, Mentictrrur nebiloeus, 

— os - 

SPRING SPAWNING SALMON—THE GRILSE. 

THE SALMON'S EGG. « 

HE spring spawning salmon ought to he an object of I 
Tv terest to fish culturists. Hitherto no attempt has bed 
mude to propagate from this varety, possibly because the os 
istence of spring spawners in America has not been 1¢ 
cognized, although long known to Indians and backwoods 
men. The nests I saw in July, 1864, on the Miramichi wel 
seyen in number, on a Small shoal, The eggs, deposited 
March or April, would hatch about the first week in Augugt 
or later, according to the depth of the snowfall, and the ten 
perature of the water in May or early in June. We do ng 
know that the evs are deposited in March under the ice} 
is probable that this is the case. 
A curious question arises as to the present maintenance @ 

the supply of salmon in our rivers. To which class are W 
to attribute the keeping up of the supply with advancim 
civilization, and all the changes it brings imto the plyysids 
characters of the streams? Js it due to the fall spaywnetg 
which every one lias patronized, or to the spring spawnels 
which few even recognize? Tn sowie cases, I think, thet 
can be no doubt we are indebted to the sprite spawners, pill 
ticwarly in Newfoundland, where the practice of barring ill 
rivers in the summer months las so long prevailed ; an 
the rivers show a fair supply of fish, but very far from 
original wealth. 
This not remarkablé that fish culturists live failed to recop 

nize and use the spring spawning galiion for propasatl 
because the time for capturing the fish is the worst possi 
The woods are exceedingly uncomfortable in March 
April from melting snows, the rivers often choked with it 
and full. The whole surroundings of camp life, except W 
beautiful skies, the breath of spring and the coying bird 
are unpleasant. But, considering the poor results from ¥i 
outlay, it is worth while asking the question whether of 
fish culturists have not got hold of the wrong fish ? Whretli 
the season for depositing the egg, its hatching and the mau 
tenance and protection of the young fry, are not now mig 
congenial for multiplication with the spring spawners Ui 
with those whose season is the fall? This is a very impor 
ant question, and it shows how much we have to learn te 
gpecting the habits of the salmon, for we do not yel poss 
bly know whether a fall spawning salmon may not, nou 
vertain conditions of temperature and food, become a sprif 
spawner, and vice verse. i +t 

‘ 

THE GRILSE. 

The great majority of grilse do not ascend rivers for U 
sole purpose of maturing spawn. Male grilse are known! 
mature milt, but female crilse, as a general rule, are ne 
spawning fish. Like the herring in its third year, only 
very small proportion of grilse are ready to breed. Tis 
ascend the rivers as grilse, and return as’ grilse or imm 
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Qoro 

of crilse than of salmon, because fhe chances of escape 
tthe grilse, The salmon going up stream are of 

sses: ist, the breeders, which remain until late in the 
eral] nets ave vaised, and return as kelts. 2d, the 
is, which stay a shorl time and return to the sea dur- 

fhe season when netting is possible, Let us suppose that 
flumber of grilse entering a river be 100, 19 per cent of 
(h are breeders; and of salmon, 100, fifty of which are 

ers, and fifty migvants. Ninety griise and fifty migrant 
on haye to ron the gauntlet of (he nets and of poachers 
—oing up and coming down—for both grilse and sal- 
are Causlit on the streain side, as well as on the lee side, 

ets ina river, but only on the lee side im tidal waters or 
st the current. The fifty breeding salmon and the ten 
aré safe if they pass the nets, for they return to the sea 
the nets ave taken up. It follows, from this assump- 
that the 100 grilse will diminish more rapidly than the 

non, becuse the chances of escape are arainst them. 
what does practice say? The following table shows 

atch of salmon antl erilse in the sea, at the mouth of the 
Dee in Scotland, for thirtywo years, viz., from 1828 

(859. The averages are for exch group of seven years, 
f the exception of the first group :— 

Number of Number or 
Us Salmon caught Grilse caught. 
to 2882 ( yeurs) - 3,780 13,186 
td i888 (7 year’ 2.905 10,337 

Sis. (years 3,425 10,438 
fo 882 T yours) 2,945 5,696 
fo 1859 (7 yr 4,555) 788+ 

‘he data ure from Alee. Jopp’s “Inquiry into the-causes 
e decline in the produce of the salmon fisheries in the 
nd jhe Don.” le attributes the cause to the use of the 

e net and bag nets on the coast.) 
fh ihe sen the chances were the same for salmon and grilse, 
i] the erilse entich declined to one-half in thirty-two years,, 
iG sulinon catch iiereasing, Therefore it is to the river we 
mat look for the chief cause of the decline, where the 

ces against the grilse ave greater than against the salmon. 
The tollowing table shows the proceeds of the river fishings 
oue mile tron the mouth of fie Dee, after the fish have 
ped the sea-fishings in the estuary and along the shore :-— 

pals. Salinon. Grilse. 
TSE (A VSB). sch Cait anevada Hoe 5,489 18,260 

SAB) UT VCATS) sje es everest ane o 2 “5 et 2,298 6,930 
(Oy EEE ee): y a a a alby3):) R.A4 
to 152 (7 -years), . caret tae teks 1 950 1,677 
TO 1989 (7 years)... .-.-n-.2 Lisetee ct 1,004 1,520 

The grilse catch fell enormously short in the river, where 
liciv chances of escape were less than those of [he salmon, 

80 the greater proportion retumed, or endeavored to re- 
fin, to the sea before the nets were raised. Experience, no 
mbt, had somefhing to do with the less take of salmon, 

Which had learned to ware the nets. 
Pores’ AND STREAM of Oct. 21, 1879, coutains a notice 
om the Held of the wretched salmon fishing in the Tay. If 
fe divide the years mentioned into groups of five, so 4s tO 

an iveraze, the donclusion we arrive at is that decline is 
i in, because (he grilge are diminishing in a greater patio 

im the salmon. The fizures areas follows: — 
Prom 1837 to 1841, 106,868 salmon, 189,488 grilse—sulmon 
ch to grilse caich as 1 is 40 1.78, From 1842 to 1846, 
160 salmon, 229.699 grilse—salmon catch to erilse catch 
is to 1.54. 4 
there appears from these tables that the ratio of prilse to 

Bilton was diminishing in the Tay;and unless protective 
Wousnres had heen jntyorcluced, the decline would have been 
Hore rapid, and this resulted from a habit of the fish at dif- 
Pérent stazes of its life. | 

In the river Don, ih Scotland, the same results followed in 
lie Cruive fishings, as may be seen from the following table, 

Which extends from 1783 to 1852, a period of seventy-one 
weara (A. Jopp’s tables). ’ 
‘Sea trout are added to the grilse catch, but they ouly serve 

O mask the more rapid decline of the grilse; they do not at- 
ct the general conclusions. The periods are septennial ; 

Weleht of Weight of Griise 
Salmon in Pounds, 4nd Trout in Pountis, 

. Per 46 
9,087 20,135 
Pera 84,161 

vi 53,019 27,582 
ali, . 26,499 20,581 
34, 16,545 15,Si+4 St. 6141 9,525 

+ Pirie pee 6,762 
De 4,750 

Goa, Mine ses poise 4868 1070 
| We see from this table that in the period from 1832 to i888 
Giverave catch Of prilse was equal to that of salmon ; in 

ourteen years it fell to one-fourth of it, and unless protective 
uéasures had been adopted the salmon fisheries of the Don ould have beconie insignificant. The interpretation I put 
pon these results, having regard to the different habits of the 

at different periods of its life, is this: Tt is in the river 
d not in the tidal waters of the sea that one leading cause 

iH the decline must be searched for, and if is probable that it 
mises from the habits of the fish at certain periods of its life, 

ich gives the grilse Jess chance for survival than the adult 
on under existing modes of capture. Hence it would 
pear that if we protect the grilse the salmon will protect 
elf. These conclusions gather force from the fact that ile 

grilse are far more numerous than the salmon and yet diminish 
iiuich more rapidly. Give them the same chance by enlarging ihe mesh of the net so that they can freely pass, and the non fisheries will increase. But it ié one thing to make a 

Hurope with the salmon catch three years later, we are forced 
ly the conclusion that intensely cold winters there are ve: avorabje to salinon preservation ; and three years after an 
exiremely cold winter one may expect (other things being 
binal) a very good salmon year. 
This is a curious and interesting subject of inquiry, and I 

Shall ask for space to advert to it in atiother communication, 
losing the present one with some remarks on the ege of the 
UNO, 

THE EGG OF THE SALMON. 
The fecundation of the egg is a wonderful phenomenon, 

the egg in relation to the milt presents one of the most as- ushing spectacles, if rightly yiewed, which microscopist 
d “philosopher” can witness. To those of your readers 
G) have not given any attention to this subject it may be 8 briefly described. (For a full description vide Dr. W. 

H. Ranson on the ovum of osseous fishes; translation of the 
Noval Society, London, 1866.) 

he egg of the snlmon of the size of a pea consists of a 
euil-transparent spherical mass, whose tough external cover- 

8 penetrated bya very minute funnel-shaped opening, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
termed the micropyle. The milt of the male containa a vast 
assemblage of exceedingly minute organisms, styled sperma- 
tozooids. Perhaps a hundred thousand of these spermiatozo- 
oids may be equal in bulk to one exe, Taking a minute 
quantity of milt on the point of a fine needle, and putting it 
into a drop of water in contact with an ces, the careful ob- 
server may witness the following consequences with a «ood 
microscope: The number of spermatozooids wandering 
vigorously round the passive oss traveling over its surface 
with considerable activity. Suddenly one reaches the minute 
funnel-shaped micropyle; it enters, and the mouth of the 
micropyle contracts. Suddenly, pulsation begins in the erz, 
a new life has dawned and the micropyle speedily closes. 
Other spermatozooids continue wandering over its surface, 
butin fifteen or twenty minutes frow weary, lunzuish, drop 
off anddie. But vivid pulsations continue in the egs, and 
the new creature is forming, Let us carry the thoughts 
which may crowd upon us to a further issue. We have had 
under view two imperfect lives, that of the active spermuto- 
zooid and that of the passive ezg. But the moment the sper- 
matozooid enters the micropyle a new and a perfect physical 
life begins, which, as we shall presently see, already possesses 
absolute knowledge of a special kind, requiring only a short 
time for ils manifestation, 
Two of these eggs thus “fertilized” are conveyed far 

away, say to Australia, abd these placed in 4 river in which 
salmon liad neverbeen. The eggs are hatched, the young 
fish in due time migrate to a sea of which their ancestors 
had no experience, and return to a river of which they knew 
nothing, and where there ure no teachiigs to be sained from 
the experience of others of their kind. ‘Tow did they obtain 
this absolute knowledge of an unknown sea? and whence 
did they gather the instinct that it was essential they should 
retin to the river in which they were born, at stated periods? 
Ages of experience in others of their kind were not there to 
aid them, and migration is said to be the result of experience. 
Tt is clear that out of two imperfect lives a ew life possess- 
ing absolute knowledge—knowledge nof gained by expéri- 
ence or teaching—has been produced. ITs this to be explained 
by the formula of words that the instinct which impels the 
resulting creature to migrate to‘a sea and return to a river of 
which its ancestors knew nothing is ‘‘an inherited habit 2” 
Or is not the gulf between the imperfect lives of the egg and 
the spermatozooid on the one hand and the resulting perfect 
life of the impregnated ege on the other, with its absolute 
knowledge, infinite to us, passing the power of language fo 
describe, and, failing which, we apply to it a formula of 
words ? ; 

Tf seems to me that the conception which is so often desig- 
nated as an ‘inherited habit,” is a manifestation of design, 
infinite in its variety, endless in its future attainments, and 
erndely spoken of in the too often misleading language of 
philosophy by the barren term ‘ evolution," which, properly 
used und interpreted, indicates only a part of design. The 
possession of absolute knowledge by the embryonic salmon, 
and all similar cases, is fatal to the materialistic view of evo- 
lution, How the results of experience can be conveyed from 
the parent: to the spermatozooid or to the es#—for habit is de- 
rived from the female as well as from the male—we may 
never fully understand, but that it is an effort infinitely he- 
yond the mere “‘ potency of matter” we may adoringly be- 
lieve. Hryry Yourr Hinn. 

‘— 

EEL TRAPS WHICH TAKE BASS—LEGAL DE- 

CISION. 

if Oswza0, N. Y., Sept. 8, 1880. 
Re years the sportsmen of this vicinity have sought le 

gislation to aid them in protecting the fish and came of 
this portion of the State trom improper and reckless destruc- 
tion, and many good laws to-day exist upon our statute books 
aS monuments of their earnest labor. But one nuisance still 
remains, and I desire to call the atiention of the lovers of 
fish throughout the State to the present ineffective law, in the 
hope that a remedy may be thus brought about. The Leeis- 
lature of 1879-80 passed certain amendments to the game law 
4s enacted in 1878-9, one being contained in Chaptér 531 of 
the laws of 1880. A portion of Section 2 of this Act reads 
as follows: P 
“No person shall Jal or catch, or attempt 10 kill or catch, 

any fish except minnows in the waters of Lake Ontario on 
the American side thereof, * * * or in Onondaga, Oneida, 
Seneca or Cross lakes, or in any of their outlets or tributaries, | 
* * * in any way or manner, or by any device whatever, 
except with that of hook and line,” ete. This portion.of the 
section was especially prepared, and was supposed to be all 
that was necessary in order to render illegal the eel weirs in 
the Reneea, Oneida and Oswego rivers, hy means of which it 
is claimed that not eels only, but thousands of black huss are 
yearly caught. With this idea; the Leutherstocking Club, of 
Oswego County, directed their attorney to notify the owners 
Of the eel weirs in Oswego River of the existing law, and to 
demand the rémoval of the weirs, which he did. The eel 
fishers refusing to obey the instructions of the club, an action 
was brought to conrpe) the same, and thal nction having been 
in one form referred to the Hon. Wm. C0, Ruwer, of Syracuse, 
a decision was rendered therein by him, from which I quote 
helow : HH. 
“Supreme Cournt—The Leatherstocking Club, of Osweeo Coun- 

ty, against Lewis Muller, Jr., and Georgs Montague. 

“The above entitled case haying heen duly referred to me 
to hear and determine, and 1, having heard their proof and 
allegations, do respectfully report as follows: 

‘“T find the following points: 
“The plaintiffs are corporation under the laws of this 

State, and do business at the City of Oswezo, and are duly 
authorized to bring the aboye action. 

“That during the months of May, June and July of the 
present year the defendants were engaged in the business of 
catching eels in the Oswego River by a device known as 
eel weirs, and caught daily, by such device, from two to five 
hundred eels. 

“That the method of consiructing such weirs, and of tak- 
ing said eels, does not involve the use of a hook and line in 
catching said eels, 

“That the defendants had been in the exclusive possession 
of said cel weirs and the practice of taking such éels in the 
manner and at the place aforesaid for the period of thirty-fiye 
years ali the time of the commencement of this action. 

“And I do find on qnestions of law: : 
1st, Thatit was not the intention of the Legislature wholly 

to prohibit the taking of eels by means of eel weirs in all of 
the fresh waters of the State, for the second paragraph of the 
section of the statute under which this action is brousht either 
expressly or impliedly authorizes the taking of such fish by 
such means in all of the frosh waters of the State except 
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those where such taking is expressly prohibited in the first, 
paragraph of the section, so that it cannot be argued that the 
prohibition claimed is within the spirit of the enactment, if it 
be not found in this yery letter. See Sec. 28 of Chap. 584 of 
the Laws of 1879, as amended by Sec. 1 of Chap. 581 of Laws 
of 1880. 

‘Tf the prohibition claimed is found at all it must be em- 
braced within the specified descriptions of places enumerated 
in the first paragraph of such section. 

“Tt is conceded that the locus in quo is not specifically de 
scribed in such first paragraph, und is not included therein 
unless it is embraced hy the general term ‘ outlets,’ as applied 
to the said waters of the several lakes, ‘Onondaga, Oneida, 
Seneca, or less,’ and the question to be determined js whether 
the Seneca und Oswego rivers are intended to be described 
under such general term or phrase, 

“The Seneca and Oswego rivers are both laree and import- 
ant streams of water flowing over 4 large section of territory, 
having designated and specific names coeyal with the earliest 
history of the country, and repeatedly described in the legis- 
lion of the State by such names. 

**T cannot believe that it has intended to deseribe the waters 
of such rivers by the use of the varus and uncertain phrase- 
ology used in the Act in question. ‘To hold otherwise would 
be to deprive the term outlet of all special meaning, and to 
confer if upon all of the various channels, both mediate and 
immediate, by which the waters of 1 specified body pass in 
their course from their source to their final destination, the 
ocean. 

‘The same laws which would make the Osweeo River the 
outlet. of Oneida Lake would make each of the following 
rivers and lakes, yiz.: the Oneida, Beneca, Oxwezo, Ontario 
and St. Lawrence waters included under the phrase, “outlet 
of Oneida Lake.’ 

‘*] therefore hold that the acts of the defendants in taking 
eels from the Oswego River in the manner described is not a 
violation of the provisions of the statutes. ' 

‘2d. The defendants are entitled to a jndzment, dismiss- 
ing the plaintiff's complaint with costs, and the same is here- 
by ordered. Wm. C. Ruger. 

“* Aug. 14, 1880.” 

" Fish Parasires.—Philadelphia, Sept. 7—A friend and 
myself went out this A. a. with small dip-nets to catch some 
minnows for my aquaritum, and the first catch we made we 
noticed that they were unusually large around the body, the 
largest of fhem fwo inches long, We took one of these and 
opened it, and found it to contain a worm about two inches 
long of a reddish hue and pointed at both ends. It was not 
in the intestines of the fish, but. between them and the hody 
of the fish, We opened another and it had two in it, but not 
so long as the others. We made another catch and opened 
more of them, and found they were all the same. When 
taken out the worm is coiled up in a knot and looks just like 
apiece of red sewing-thread twisted up with your fingers. 
The piace where we caught them is a creek which comes 
from a woods about a mile from where we were and runs 
into the Schuylkill river through a marsh and a distance of 
about one hundred and fifty yards from the river. The tide 
tises and falls with the tide in the river. Is there anything, 
do you suppose, to cause these worms in the fish in the creek, 
as the minnows we caught on the other side of the river had 
none in them? Are they not a parasite, and if in larger fish 
would ifi not be injurious to eat such fish? Please answer, and 
oblige Tuomas J. Caapwrox. 
A sitnilar parasite was shown at a meeting of the American 

Fishcnltural Association some two years ago by Mr. H. D. 

MeGoyern, who claimed that it went through one of his trout 
from side to side, thereby killing it, 

We do not think such a worm would live through the cook- 
ing which fish usually get; or, if it did, it would live in the 
stomach of a warm blooded animal. As you find them so 

plenty, why not send some of the fish to the National Museum 

at Washington, and you will then learn all about them in the 

course of g few weeks or months, according as other work 

may press, Then, when yon find what they are, send us the 

account for the benefit of those who are interested in such 
matters. 

Ranertey LaAxes.—Of these famous lakes of Maine, 
where the brook trout grow up to ten pounds or more, 4 cor- 
respondent writes: *‘One of the most attractive points abont 
this region is the exceudlingly moderate sum of money which 
one can dispose of during a vacation. It costs but $12.40. te 
ect from Boston here and back, by way of the Eastern, Matze 
Central and Sandy River Railways, and the journey is plee2 
ant enough to amply repay one for the outlay in time and 
money, A stage line or private conveyance brings passen- 
gers trom the jerminus of the railroad, at Phillips, Maine, to 
Bstey's, at the head of the upper, or Rangely Lake, aver a 
road twenty tinles in length and peculiarly rich in scenery, 
From Estey's a little steamer called the Molly-chunk-amunk, 
built amd run by C. W. Howard, sails down to the outlet, 
where the Mountain View House catches all the passengers, 
Board at the lakes ranges from $1.50 to #38 a day in Jaime 
and September, and from #§1 to $1.50 in July and August. 
The greatest rush has always been in June and September, 
when the fishing is liveliest. But this year the hotels have 
heen full all the time. 

‘The basins of the Rangeley Lakes contain the drainage 
of about nine hundred square miles of territory, and it is esti- 
ated that their waters measure twenty-four million eubic 
feet. They blend with the ocean throurh the channel of the 
Androscoggin River, and are utilized in various ways. At 
Lewiston, in this State, they furnish power for manufactories, 
aud in the spring of each year they float millions of logs from 
off these rugged hills to an eager market on ‘the coast. The 
seven lakes forming this chain are all navigable, but their 
names would demoralize any spelling match in America. 
They are as follows: Oquossoc, Mooselucmaguntic, 
Cupsuptic, Kennebago, Molechunkamunk, Welokenne- 
bacook and Umbagog. Noah Webster would have given 
one howl of despair and yielded up the ghost had he 
ever been inyited to tackle these fellows. And it is only 
when I am in particularly robust health that I dare to write 
them. The woods which thickly frince these hills and fill the 
air with scent of spruce and cedar are populated with deer, 
moose, caribou, black hear and other game, which brings joy 
to the shootists’ hearts. Within three or four days a caribou 
has been killed within gunshot sound of this point, and it is 
no unfrequent fhing at any time of year to find venison upon 
the tables hereabouts under the yague title of '* wild mutton.” 
Hard is be to please who cannot find recreation amid such 
stwroundings, and tame must be the heart of him to whom 
the billows and sand and champagne cocktails of the seashore 
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are greater joys than the buoyant rest of the mountains, the 
soft lapping of fresh water wavelets and the balsamic scent of 
great, deep forests, such as these.” 
Growrn or Carp.—aA living carp is now on exhibition in 

the aquarium at Blackford’s, in Fulton Market, which weighs 
one pound and eleven ounces. Jt is one of a lot sent from 
ihe National Carp Ponds at Washington one year ago, which 
then weighed about two ounces, and were placed in the 
ponds of Mr. H. D. McGovern, in Brooklyn, where they 
have since remained. 

Mr. McGovern has occasionally fed them with oatmeal 
dough, but the most of their food was obtained in the pond, 
and consisted of the roots of sweet flag and water cresses. 
There can be no possible doubt concerning this growth, which 
it would have required from three to five years for a trout. to 
have obtained, 4s previous to this there were no carp in my 
waters on Long Island. Other specimens in the ponds are 
said Lo be even larger, and the citizens of Suffolk County will 
have a chance to see some of them at their fair at Riverhead, 
Oct, 5 to 7, as Mr. McGovern has promised to make an 
exhibit of them, as well as trout and black bass, in tanks 
during the fair. 
A Tennessee correspondent fells us that where the protec- 

tive laws have been enforced in his State the game fish have 
multiplied to a great extent and are quite plenty, The Fish 
Comunission planted 500 German carp of last year’s hatch in 
ponds near Nashville, and they are now on an average two 
and a quarter pounds in weight; showing their perfect adapt- 
ability to the water and climute of Tennessee, as indeed they 
have (o every other place where they have been tried. The 
commission of this State deserve great credif for their work 
from the fact that their Legislature has never given a dime 
toward defraying the expenses of their valuable labor in re- 
stocking the waters, an oversight which we hope the next 
one will correct. We are pleased to learn that Col. Geo. F. 
Akers has been reappointed Fish Commissioner for Middle 
Tennessee by the Governor on the 23d inst. 

Frogs Kirt Carr.—That large frogs devour many small 
fishes is well known, but that they are destructive to larger 
ones we think has not been observed in America, where we 
have frogs ereatly exceeding any European ones in size; still, | 
in the account given below, it does not appear that the frogs 
actually ate the flesh of the fish, but merely attached itself to 
if as a sort of parasite until blindness and the loss of the pro- 
tecting slime resulted in death. We reproduce this transat- 
lantic observation on ibis strange habit in order that our carp 
breeders may be on the watch for a similar action upon the 
part. of our own batrachians, The story conies from a Silesian 
newspaper, which requesis German naturalists to observe a 
curious propensity of the frow, alleged to have heen discovered 
during the draining of some luge carp-ponds upon Count 
Schaafgotsche’s estate of Warmbrunn. Upon transierring 
the fish from these preseryes 16 baskets, for the purpose of 
conveying them to tanks wherein they might disport them- 
sclves while their oli familiar quarters were being cleansed, it 
was observed that frogs were clinging to the backs of many 
of the larger carp. Most of the fish thus heridden were blind, 
the frogs’ fore feet being found firmly fixed in the eye-sockets 
of their victims. Interrogated respecting this strange phe- 
nomenon, the chief pond-keeper told our contemporary’s in- 
formant that, according to his experience, extending over 
several years, frogs were the deadliest enemies with which 
carp had to contend, aud caused an annual mortality among 
the fish under his care of from three to four per cent, of their 
total number. The frogs’ ohject in bestriding the carp, he 
said, was to feed upon the slimy matter that so frequently 
forms a sort of spongy crust on the heads and backs of the 
older fish; and, once settled in their favorite seat, they 
speedily succeeded in gouwing their finny steeds, which, when 
blinded, being woable 10 look out for their food, soon perished 
of hunger. How tightly these voracious batracians hold on 
to their living pastures was exemplified by the pond-master, 
who picked up a carp weighing two pounds and a half, snd | 
held it suspended in the air by one of the hind legs of a frog 
perched upon its back in the manner above described. Curps 
thus frog-ridden to death bégin to turn yellow on the third 
day after the parasitica! croaker has taken his seat, rapidly 
wusle away, and genorally die within a fortnight from the 
commencement of their martyrdom. Jn clear water it is pre- 
tended that they can espy their ninthle foe as he prepares to 
spring upon them, and by a timely wrigele often escape his 
attack ; but in dim and slimy old pends, like those of Count 
Schaafgotsche, they too frequently fall a victim to his salta- 
tory skill and merciless appetite. 

\. Aw Enoveren Fist Hoox—Fort Lewis, Pagosa Springs, 
Ool., Sept, 20,—While cleaning some Rocky Mountain trout, 
which we had caught in the Piedra, I felt a sharp object m- 
side of one of them, and on looking, found if {a be a larse- 
sized hook, such as the Mexicans and Indians use. Jt was 
completely encased in a bag or cyst of skin that had formed 
around it. Think of an animal living with such a thing in 
his stomach! Yet he jumped for the fly that caught him, 
and gave as much play as a fish without 50 much hard steel 
inside, Verily fish do not feel pain. The hook and skin are 
preserved in alcohol. Will you please tell me if there is a 
paper solely devoted to fishing called the Sea Werld and 
Fishing Gazette, also the price? Prrcip-x, 

We have not seen a copy of the paper referred 10 in three 

months, and hear that it has suspended publication, Wut 
whether for lack of support or because (he editor's scrap- 

hook was all exhausted, or both, we do not know. 

Derrorr Noves.—etroit, Mich., Sept, 26.—Last Saturday 
night Hone John &, Newberry, onr sporjing member of 
Congress, his partner and companion in all things, James 
McMullen, Henry B, Ledyard, General Manager of the Michi- 
van Central Railroad, and Hugh MeMillan returned from St. 
Clair flats, where they spent little more than a day, and 
eauzht (honor bright) one hundred and twenty-five pounds of 
black bass, whose average weight was three pounds. 

Mz. and Mrs. D. D, Post, of this-city, left the Star Island 
House Saturday morning at 7 o’clock and returned at 3 Pr. m. 
with 25 splendid bass, the smallest one of which weighed 4 
pounds, and the largest 65 pounds. The total weight of the 
catch was 116 pounds. HG. 

SHARK Ktrrine.—Lieut. Monroe, of the revenue cutter 
Hamilton, has projected a novel method of taking sharks. 
Upon a large hook he places a beef liver contained in a net. 
The hook is attached to a line containing an electric conduc- 
tor attached to a battery on the boat. - In the bait he places a 
vial of powder, which is connected with the conductor; all 
being ready he pours upon the net and contents a bucket of 
sheep's blood and heaves it Overboard. The blood mixes with 
the water, and hy its odor, or otherwise, attracts the nian- 
eaters, and he is not Jong without a bite. Onee satisfied that 

tent, but never liked it. 
loaded more than a year with the Dittmar mixture, but when - 

| Lread the communication that Sutton & Morehouse sent to 
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ve 
the hook has struck, he explodes the powder in the hottle by | company threatening to gue for damages, but beyond a 
the battery, and, behold, the shark appears floating on the | promise that the matter should be investigated, neyer got any 
surface of (he water harmless and useless. 

-— =- = — 

—Drmysiness, biliousness, palns and aches and ague, Top Bitters 

Always Cures. 
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Bag and Gar 

GAME IN SEASON IN OCTOBER. 

Woodeock, Muilohela minor. 
Blauk-hellivd plover, ox-eye, 
Squatarale helwetion, 

Geaime 

Moose. Alce amterienmne. 
Garihoo, Rungifer caribor. j 
Blk or wapitl, Cervus camutdensts. 
Red or Virginia deer, C. virgin 

Wa. 
Squirrels—red, black and gray. 
Hares—brown awd gray. 
Reed or rice bird, Dotichon ya ory- 
ZinGTOUS, 

Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 
Pinnated grouse or prairie ehlc- 
ken, Cupidenia eupido. 

Ruffed grouse or plicasant, Bo- 
nase wmbellus. 

Quail or partridge, Ortyx virgin- 
iivtns. 

Sora, rvatl, Porzandt carolina. 

“Vhis enumeration is general, audis in conflict with many of the 
State laws. 

“ Bay birds” @eneérally, including yarlous species of plover, sand- 

piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surl-bird, phalaropes, avocets 
ete., coming under the group Lamacole, or shore birds. Many States 
permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting alter Aug. 15. 

rostyis. 
Turnstone, or calieo back, Strep- 

silas interpres, 
Red-breasted snipe, doywttchor, 
_ Macrarhaniplus ayiseus, 
Red-backed sandpliper, or ox-hird, 

Tringa americana. 
Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
INinose fedow, 

Willet, Totus semi palmatur. 
Yattler, Totanus melanoleucus, 
Yellow-shanks, Votanus laripes. 

AS el 

ECHOES OF THE “DITTMAR SPORTING POWDER.” | 

InpIANarouis, Oct. 2, 1880. 
Editor Fovest and Streanvy = 
You have placed the sporting fraternity under profound 

obligations in your expose of the *' Dittmar Powder.” You 
have demonstrated my previous convictions concernihs its 
nature. HL G;.C, 

Easy Browrimiv, Mass., Oct. 2. - 
Hditor Farest and Streane + 

I was thinking of using Dittmar Powder, hut must thank 
you for telling the truth about it; as Hosea Biglow says; 
“By Heaven, | like a man who ain't afesred.” MM. HH, R. 

Brtract from a Private Letter. 

I have heen astonished to see parties shooting il. Our elub 
tried it well and concluded that if was not safe. 1 consider 
that you have done the sportsmen of this and no doubt other 
localities a great favor by denouncing it. 

FERyANDINA, Fla., Sept. 27. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 
Permit me to add my quota of thankfulness for the most 

able and satisfactory expose of the dangers of Dittmar pow- 
der, which appears in your last issue. You may rest satisfied 
that you will be most gratefully upheld by all good sportsmen 
for you have opened our eyes to a danger to which many have 
been innocently exposed, Gramam 

From the New York Star, Oet. 3. 
The absorbing topic of conversation in sporting circles at, 

the present time is gunpowder. 
dents have lately ocenrred, owing to the use of a nitro-cellu- 
lose powder, which explodes ly detonation like nitro-glyeer- 
ine. Mr. Dittmar, the patentee of the powder, is said to lave 
admitted {hat it was a ‘enn-buster at one tine, but lie 
vers that it is now O, K. Hence the difficulty. 

From the Niagra Falls Gizette, Sept, 29. 
The “Dittmar Sporting Powder” is the subject of a leudine 

editorial article in Forrsr ayp Srream of September 23. 
The pretentions of Mr-Carl Dittmar are thoroughly exposed, 
and the dangerous nature of the compound he manufactures 
fully explained, The sportsman who uses the Dittmar pow- 
der does so at his peril. At least it would be to his advantage 
to read the fourfeen column article on this subject in Forrsr 
AND StRreAM. ‘The editor is entitled to the thanks of all 
sportsmen for his thorouzh expose—it is a settler. 
sportsman who discards the old and reliable gunpowder for 
the Dittmar is a foolish man, liable at any time to pay the 
penalty in bursted gun and mutilated hand. 

; PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 2, 
Hiditur Favest and Stream > 

T have just finished reading the Dittmar powder article, and 
if the powder is not *‘ squelehed out,” why all I lave to say 
is, it is hard to squelch, IJ have used the stuff to u small ex- 

I had a few shells that have heen 

H. C. Squires, in reference to shells that had been loaded 
some length of time, I immediately looked over my box and 
Jaid out all the **D” shells, and having occasion to go down 
the river this morning I took then along, and when I reached 
a point in the channel between the Shore Buoy and Red 
Bank, where the chart gives us forty-three feet of water, I 
consigned the entire lot to a grave whence they will neyer be 
resurrected. So much for Dittmar powder, 0. . 

Newank, No J., Oct. 4. 
Editor Forest and Stream : . 
I cannot resist the impulse to write you my hearty thanks 

for your articles exposing the dangerous nature of the Ditt- 
mar powder. 
occasionally fires a gun, I would say that I depend to a great 
extent upon the current literature relating to the latter for 
any knowledge pertaining to firearms. As such I should un- 
doubtedly use and continue to use the Dittmar powder had not 
your truly public spirited article informed me of my danger. 
I detest flattery from the bottom of my heart, but must, say I 
admire the enterprise and pluck of editor and proprietors, — 
which cannot he otherwise then praised andindorsed by every 
true sportsman. W. L. Sangre. 

BripGEPort, Conn., Oct. 1. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 

Allow me to compliment you on your able and effective 
article of last week concerning Dittmar powder. T haye dis- 
trusted and considered it a dangerous compound since I saw 
a rifle barrel weighing nine pounds burst into sinall frag 
ments by a charge nol exceeding in bulk 70 grains of black 
owder Mr. fale, the owner of the gun, narrowly escaped 

Injury, one piece pussing through his hat. Ile wrote to the = 

r 

Long-biled curlew, Monenius lonyt- 

Tt appears that several acci- 

The | 

As one who is devoted to fishing, and one who 

| satisfaction. [believe I wrote you at the time, stuting the 
facts of the case, but have forgotten the date. I consider 
{| your expose of the powder «md its manufacturer nol ouly 
justifiable, but a great benefit to all sportsmen and others who 

| have occasion to use explosives, as I believe that uny one 
using it continually will sooner or later meet with an accident. 
Jilso think that these sentiments concerning the course of 
Forest ANp Stream in the matter are the sentimeuts of 
sportsmen generally throughout the United States. Am un- 
certain as to which of the numerous Dittmar powder com- 
panies mantfactured the powder which caused the accident 
of which I speak. h. H.W. 

he ee 

FLORIDA BHOOTING, 

Frernaspina, Fla., Sept, 27, 1880. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 
Thinking that I night interest you and your readers with 

afew items of sporting news from this location, I have con- 
eluded to uddress a few lines to you, hoping at Teast tio con- 

| Yey our most hearty assurances of esteem and good will. 
Our gun club has not made much progress, T aim soviy to 

state. We organized, elected officers and adopted constilu- 
| tion and by-laws, and purchased a Card’s rotary trap, with a 
| good supply of glass balls, but-as yet no shoot has been Had. 
However, among our number we houst of some very good 
shots, whose reputation extends oyer the State. Around 
Fernandina {he sport is not as good 4s in other portions of 
the State. This may he explained by the fact that Perman- 
dina is located upou an island, and there are so many pot- 
hunters and negroes with old muskets that the birds are Ikept 
pretiy well killed off. Then, too, at the meeting of our last 
Legislature the game laws of this State were entirely abro- 
gated, much to the disgust of all true sportsmen, ‘The con- 
sequence is that all game has been sacrificed. The ereutest 
evil we apprehend is from the negroes, who trap the quail 
in most murderous numbers. We hope to secure legislation 
upon this very important matter af the meeting of the next, 
Legislature, which convenes in November next. The main 
object of our organizing « gun club here was to endeavor 16 
haye proper game laws enacted, and we intend (0 accom. 
plish it at all hazards. 
We have very good snipe shooting from Deeember to Peb- 

Tuary near our city. Large numbers of the English snipe 
come upon our inland marshes, and afford most excellent 
sport. By taking the Transit R. R., we can reach us fine 
quail grounds as it would be possible to visit within ten or 
twenty miles of Fernandina, I went out last winter and se 
cured some very fine bags. Each day not less than [hirty, 
and often over fifty were lilled over my Gordon setter Dandy, 
whose pedigree is well known in your State. Tam 4 native 
of Florida, and have hunted in many of the counties of the 

| State, but for quail shooting, my native county, Jelferson, 
and her sister, Leon, surpass all others for this sport. Good 
accommodations can be had at Monticello, Pla., the county 
seat of Jefferson, und at Tallapoosa, the capital of the State 
In Leon County can be had facilities for enjoying the finest 
of quail shooting, amd here also can be had as good duck 
shooting as tlie best and most fastidious sportsman could de- 

‘sire. In Wakulln Connty, adjoining Leon, I lave lad as 
fine deer and turkey shooting as is possible, The only 
drawback to the sport there is the meagre accommodation 
offered, and the poor facilities for beige conveyed fo and 
from places.~ Tn Tallahassee and Monticello may be found 
gentlemen whose merits sre soon realized as sportsmen 
When they sre seen in the field, and to whom hrother sports- 
men in “good and recular standing” may always go, and he 
assured of a friendly reception and every courtesy extended 
for the furtherance of their pleasure. Any of your-readers 

'who intend yisiting Florida this winter will find if to ticir 
advantaze to try the locations named above, and they will 
agree most decidedly that the quail shooting is good beyond 

| doubt. Tf any sportsman should pass through our srowins 
and prosperous city, and make themselves known to our chih, 
they will he kindly dealt with. (FRAN AM, 

++ 

A Frorma Crrise.—Pinellas, Pla.—tt there be three or 
four of your readers, ** jolly fellows," fearless as the ancient. 
Nim himself, having good pieces, and being good shots, whe 
for the sake of a little extra fun would come all the way to 
Florida and engage the services of myself and friend, Thomas 
B,. we will agree, on slim salary, t furnish a nice yacht und 
sail down South among the solitudes of land and sea, where 
the liveliest sport will be in store, where we cun fish and 
hunt to owr heart’s content. The finest fish, the noblest 
game, besides the beautiful birds of our tropics, and the 
rarest sca shells from our waters will be our allurements. 
Our programme will be to scour the coast, and if nol satisfied, 
to quit our boat when we get away down and take an ux cart 
for the interior. We will find bears, panthers, wild cats, 
catamounts, wild hogs, deer, turkeys, ducks, efc., besides, we’ 

| will find wild honey, if not locusts. Among the islands of 
| Chariotte Harbor there is a species of panther called Mexican 
ljion; we are particularly anxious to ‘thin out” these fel- 
jlows! I will not 20 into details of this hunt, but will assuve 
| our friends that the Gulf coast at the season chosen, froin Ist 
of Noy. to 1st of Dec., will be delightful beyond the power 
of this pen 10 express, While it will be too warm for frost, 
it will be cool enough for one to tramp without fatigue, the 
insects will have gone to rest, andthe deer will be **seal fat,” 
the sea shells and curiositics washed up by the late gale will 
be cured, apd nnllet will he fullvoed! Come, gel ready. 
Write me for any further information or particulars. The 
cruise will cost #150—this is hire of suitable boat, guides and 

| provisious; fur real ~* go easy ” fellows to share expenses. 
Yours for the trip, Wm. P. Nuitp. 

THat New Jersey Woovecock LAw.—Sivomahury, N. J., 
Sept, 28.—September has come and almost gone, and only one 
woodcack seen or shot in this vicinity. During June and 
July they were in sufficient numbers to insure sporismen fine 
shooting, but in August not one conld be seen, Not a gun 
has been fired on or near their iarboring places this summer. 

| Yet, when Sept. 1 came, not a bird conld be found. We 
thought they were moulting and would be found during the 

‘latter part of the month, but recent efforts to find \liem haye 
proved thus far unsuccessful. We do not give up yet, and 

| think-owith October we will yet find them. Sportsmen in this 
| neighborhood have obeyed the law, and the season has been 
very favorable toward this much-sought-for game bird. If 
we have no fall woodeock shooting now, when will we have 
it? Why do we not hear somethine from your Morristown 

correspondent, who advocated the law prohibiting summer 
| shooting ? also from some of our south Jersey friends? 
Have they found any birds im Sussex county or in the 
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southern part of the Biate? T am against summer shooting 
iif we ean haye it in the fall, but would rather haye summer 
shooting than none at all. In regard to other game birds, I 
think we will find plenty of quail and grouse. The coveys 
4cem numerous, and those I have seen will average about 
cithteen or twenty in each. 
were here very favorable to these birds, and they hatched 
‘yuite early. We have had fine sport during the past two 
weeks shooting ployer. There were A great many Jarze flocks 
on the grain fields, and we had fine sport for a few days. 
They are gone how, and Wwe use our spare minutes in looking 
for the wary gray squirrel. We is about this season and just 
now in &ne condition. Rabbits without end, and I will yen- 
fure £2 assert there will be lnmdreds shot on the Ist of No- 
yeumser within one mile of this town. We are only sixty 
amiles from New York with a train reaching here at 8:12 4. M, 
‘on N. J. Central R. R. Those who are fond of the music of 
‘hounds could have fine sport here. Pealie 

Deex Suooring Near Syeacuse.—Syraeuse, V. Y., Sept. 
2 —About us we have avery fair variety of shooting grounds, 
sespecially good grounds for woodcock and Wilson snipe, of 
which very many are about these days brought to baz. No 
very remarkable bags, but as large as any man claiming to 
be a sportsman ever ought to make. What I was about to 
speak of are two ponds near this city, to the sporting frater- 
nity nearly unnoticed. Otisco Lake is fifteen miles dis- 
unt from this city and in this county—Onondaga. It is a 
beautiful little lake, seven miles long and about a mile or so 
mm width. IT wish to say to the boys who enjoy good shoot- 
ime late in the fall for ducks, snipe, cte., that there is no 
place T know of hetter adapted for sport than this, As large 
aa string of ducks can be made from this lake as from most 
any other lake I know of. This lake is easy of access, ac- 
‘commodations af the foot of the lake are good and cheap. 
‘The greatest expense will be a team from this city. Iotel 
fare, $1 per day. 

The other point. I wish to mention is Bir Sandy Creek 
Pond, on the bank of Lake Ontario, eight miles west from 
Pierrepont Manor, on the line of the Rome and Watertown 
Rh, R. Fare from this place to Pierrepont Manor, $1.55; 
Stage from there to the pond, $1. A nice hotel has been 
hnilt at the pond, and is kept by one George Wood, a good 
fellow, a live sporfsman and excellent shat. He has plenty of 
food boats, and all the appointments fo make a stay pleasant 
aul profitable. At this point there must Ye nearly a thou- 
sand acres of wild rice, of beautiful srowth, affording most 
ample feed for ducks, and most magnificent cover for the 
sportsman. Late in October ducks congregate here lo a very 
large extent, and tle shooting is many times extraordinarily 
Ta. 
Tknow of no better snipe ground than this anywhere in 

che State of New York. Woodcock can usually be taken 
thereabouts in the month of Octoher, which would satisfy the 
most fastidious sportsman. Indeed, I consider this region of 
country as food us any in this State for late shooting. Par- 
tride shooting can hereabouts he found in great abundance, 
Visitors will find My. George Wood, the gentleman who - 
keeps the hotel, most heartily rejoiced to haye any and all of 
his suests have a good time and a good shoot. His charge 
will be #1 per day for board; no charge for boats. Should 
they wish, he will go with them himself, or furnish a man 
fully competent at #2 per day. Bi. E, K. 

Onto Quain SuoorNe,—Cleveland, Ohio, Sept, 80.—1 
would say here the chances for quail in Northern Ohio are 
hetter than for several years past. 
seem 10 have large broods in numbers and are carly and well 
frown. Can't shoot them till Nov. 15. Not much time left, 
‘Tuo dry for snipe here this fall. Woodcock tolerably plenty, 
more'so than in July. Haye shot nearly two hundred this 
season. 
not eyer pleuty. Am going next week for a hunt to John 
Davidson’s, Monroe, Mich. Their season commences then 
for all Kind of guine. Writes me game prospect is somewhat 
better than Jast season. T was up last season and had 4 nice 
time with John, as every one had who yisits him; but same 
not plenty. , alien Gee 

Texis.—Cucro, Sept, 25.—We have had a good number of 
plover here this season and fair bags have been made. ‘The 
prospects of snipe, duck and foose shooting are flattering, as 
the recent heavy rains have filled all ponds and lakes, which 

are dry during the summer, with water, which, fozether with 
the mash, afford fine teeding places for them. Have shot on 
‘the 18th inst. five teal, and several flocks have been seen 
pissing over town. Snipe and geese do nof arrive here be- 
fore the middle of October, but stay here all the winter if the 
season is favorable and water and food abound, Quail are 
nol as humerous as they were in former years, but still good 
bugs may be secured in some localities. A. EL 

Lose Isnaxp Forrsrers.—The Long Island Forester Club 
licld their annual meeting for the election of officers at Wim. 
QCleaver’s Light House Shades, corner of Putnam avenue 
and Irving place, Brooklyn, N. Y., on Wednesday evening, 
Sept. 22. The following officers were elected for the ensu- 
ing year; Henry Thorpe, President; Chas. M. Edhwards, 
Vice-President; Robt. T. Sabin, Treasurer; Chas, W. Field, 
Secretary, Mr, John Andrews was adinitted to membership. 
Although the club is small, if dots not Jack imterest in the 
objects for which sporting clobs should be organized. (that is 
for the protection of fish and game), as is vvidenced hy their 
belonging to the State Sportsmen's Association and the Lonz 
Tsland Sportsmen’s Association. They haye just entered on 
their third year of existence. They confine their shootine 
excursions to the East End of Lone Island, where rood sport, 
is always to be had. 

Sourn Caroriva.—Charleston, Sept. 27.—The coming 
shooting season, I think, will fully: demonstrate the beneficial 
effect of the game law. Up to within three years ago any 
urchin who felt so disposed might have shouldered his gun in | 
tle breeding season, and have gone forth bent on destruction ; 
the death of every bird which he happened to shoot caused 
the death of (avo or three young ones. The consequence was 
that ta get any birds at all if was necessary to vo af least ten 
or twelve miles from the city. But now it is alfogether dif- 
ferent, Birds are comparatively plentiful, and the coming 
season promises some rare sport- OcHONE. 

Savep His Doc.—@pelousas,. La., Sept. 25,—Snipe were 
scen here last Saturday, 18th inst. Teal ducks were in 
market this week. A party of five killed sixty-three prairie 
chickens last week, hunting parts of twodays. The prairie 
was very dry, and the birds scattered, generally only one in 
a place. Quail are numeraus; but we cannot shoot them 
With any eatisfaction here till the crops are gathered and 
stock turned into the fields to breal dawn the cover. Our 
best months are December yind Janmiry, I had a pomter bit 

d = | 
The past winter and spring, too, 

Bevies I haye moved | 

Ruffed grouse are middling plenty for this section, ! 

through the tongue last week by a very large waler moccasin; 
I poured about a*tunbler of whisky into hin immediately,- 
| which made him ‘dead drunk,” and in less than a week he 
was ready for service. J. W.d. 

Orr Derrore Lerren.—Detreit, Sept. 26.—T lave just 
learned a fact o£ great practical interest lo luunters, and after 

| Forrsr Anp Srrpam shall have made it known I expect to 
see a rush of Nimrods to Northern Mich. that will require a 

| special train possibly once a day. The Detroit, Grand Haven 
& Milwaukee Railroad, in connection with the Grand Rapids 

sion to hunting parties bound for the north woods of Michi- 
jean, The fare from Detroit to Petoskey and return in partics 
of five or more is $14.30 each, and in parties of twenty or more 
itis $10.40 each. 
termediate stations, Return tickets on these terms are zood 

| ill Dec. 81. Dogs and guns are taken in fhe baggage ear 
Without extra charee, and special care is bestowed on them. 
Northern Michigan, now that the sultry days have slunk de- 
feated away, is the paradise of hunters, and these new rail- 
road arrangements, if seems to me, are just the thing to popu- 
late that paradise during the smash-hbang season. 

Mr. J. W. Thompson, of Louisville, Ky., writes from 
Point Mouillie (Ed. Gillman ef ais famous shooting ranch) 
in these words: ‘'T have killed about eighty duck, and they 
were about all T shot at—only made one shot that did not do 
execution.” G. 

Mintions or Duexs.—Toledn, Ohio, Sept, 24.—There are 
lots of dneks tf) the marsh now. LIwent to our Middleboro 
Glub on the steamer Chief Justice Waite and down the bay 
from Cedar Point fo West Sister Isle. It was just one mass of 
ducks, millions of them, mostly teal, some mallard and ring- 
tail. The club at Cedar Point had a grand opening of the 
new house on last monday evening, built for the use of the 
club by Col. Ollie Payne, of Cleveland, a gentleman of much 
wealth. It was 4 rand affair. JLadies and gentlemen, music 
antl dancing, and after all a shoot by the clib; and such & 
lot.of ducks! The smallest number any one man secured 
was 44; the largest 109; others 60, 70, 55. ete. 

I was fishing Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at our 
club. The water was too warm yet; few fish. Caucht 

several, and they were very fine; weighed 47 and 55 lbs. 
We are all waiting now for cold weather, so our ducks will 
keep. No use shooting them unless they will keep to get 
home. CO. N. 

Sriuv LAKke.—Cheago, Oct. 1.—Mr. A. P. Wilkins, land 
agent for the Chicago, Milwankee & St. Paul Railway, has 
been in town for the past week, making arrangements where- 
by sportsmen can make the trip to Spirit Lake, Iowa, at a 

2h. 

With complete outfit for living, and thousand mile tickets, for 
$20 each man, and they can take a cook and porter free. 
The car will accommodate from fifteen to twenty persons 
comforlably. They propose making a feature of these cars, 
and will spare no pains to make every one as comfortable as 
if they were domiciled in a hotel. For those not desirous of 

| accompanying so large a party they sell round trip tickets good 
for two weeks, for $20, and at the lake there are hunters’ 
lodges, where the sportsmen will be taken care of and all fix- 
tures furnished at the nominal sum of $1 per day. Game is 
reported very plenty there just now, ineluding prairie chick- 
ens, ducks, geesse, brant, ete; and on the lake the fisherman 
may take his choice from black and rock bass, perch, pick- 
erel, pike and an occasional sturgeon, ‘This has been truly 
named fle sportsman’s paradise. Persons desirous of more 
minute information will have it cheerfully furnished them by 
addressing A, P, Wilkins, Wlritewater, Wis., who has re- 
sided in this vieinity for the past cight years. vi. 

Avprnon Rep axp Guy Crur.—Breoeklyn, Sept, 29.—Last. 
week i mecting was held in the extreme eastern district of 
Brooklyn with the intention of forming a sportsmen’s club to 
he composed of young inen residing in the yicinity. They 
named the association the Audubon Gun and Rod Club. The 
officers elected were: Robert T. Sabin, President: Edward 
Blackwell, Vice-President; Frank Gerling, Treasurer, and 
James H. Heming, Secretary. The club already has a mem- 
bership of fifteen, and bids fair in less than two months to 
double its present number. The objects of this association 
are to protect the game in their immediate neighborhood, 
especially between the Kings County line and Jamaica, and 
also to encourage skilliul use in the rod and gun. 

IL. Hester. 

Matnu.—iddeford, Sept. 13.—A party of seyen good fel- 
lows started to-day for Eustis and Tim Pond for two weeks 
eunp life, I guess Kin Smith will think he is taken when he 
sees these “uns, Ammunition and fly rods. Dr. Hill and Will 
Hiden, the evack rifle shots, sfrike out for big game of bear 
and moose kinds, while A. Pierce, J. R. Tibby, Dr. Hussey, 
E, Pilsbury, our efficient postmaster, and D. Roberts con- 
tent themselves with smaller game and skill in casting the 
fiy. Suecass attend theni all, for many are waiting for bear 
steals and trout. c. J... 

ManyrAsp.—The quail shooting in Queene Anne «nd Tal- 
bot counties, Maryland, promises to be unusually fine this 
season. There are few sections of the country where birds 
are more abundant, and in many places in each county the 
fields are large, and the sedge grass cover admits of the birds 
being shot early in the season fo the open. One can hardly 
#0 Wrong in making a selection of any of the little towns to 
put up at as headquarters. Besides quail, there are wood- 
cock when the season is wet, and along the bay shore many 
ruriety of ducks. 

HAcre Laxey, We., Sept, 28.—Steele and Lare now on our way 
down Hagle Lake. - Weailier cool; strong head wind. Have 
found plenty of fish and game of all kinds. There are 
twenty-three persons, to our knowledge, now encamped on 
this lake, and ¢ight more on their way here. Since I Jast 

/ wrote @ team has been put om Mud Pond carry, so that there 
is n0 lugging between Moosehead and this lake. We enecamp 
on Churchill Luke to-night and expect to reach Munsungun 
lake by the middle of next week. L. B. G, 

Frorm4 Gompanton Wantep.—Bufalo, Sept. 27.—I an- 
ticipate spending the winter in Florida (on the St. Johns 
river a few miles from Enterprise) in fishing and hunting. 
Am desirous of having a companion. If you know of any 
one intending to do the same you will confer a faver by put- 
ting me im connection with him, I start abeut the fifteenth 
of November. L, B.C, 

A Homixe Pictoy Suor.—Centreport, L,I. et. 1.—A col- 
ored man shot the other day, while after wild pigeons in this 
vicinity, a homing pigeon marked under the wing, 

| J. Li, Wuson, New York City, No. 169, 

There is a proportionate reduction toallin- | 

small cost. The railroad company will furnish a hunters’ car, 

and Indiana Railway, offers reduced rates as a special conces- | 

- ; 

New York.—ornelisville, Sept. 27.—Plenty of ruffed 
srouse and black and gray squirrels are being killed here now, 
On the 28d a huge flock of crows passed over this plaac. 
They were oyer three-fourths of an hour passing. There 
niust have been 20.000 in the flock. They did not fiy like 
pigeons, but were from fifty to two hundred feet apart. 

Jomn, 
Tiow does-onr correspondent Know that there were 20,000 

in the flock ? 

(GEORGIA. Americus, Oct, 1.—Our game birds (Bob White) 
are abundant. I never saw more of them. Our climate is 
delightful in fall and winter, and Americus furnishes board 
good and cheap, and if any of your Northern sportsmen who 
come South will make this a stepping point, we promise 
thei as fine shooting as the country ean afford, and as hearty 
a weleome us Southern hospitality can give. Tve been out, 
to-day for the first time ; two guns bagged fifty. So. 

Torest ASD SrreaAM GENERAT PAssENGER DEPARTMEN'. 
—COhicage, IIL, Sept. 26.—The following persons have ve- 
cently passed through Chicago en route to sportin® regions 
on the line of the Chicago & Northwestern R’y: Chas. Bul- 
Jock, Tursett Elis, W. 8. Arnarrd, Jas. H. Hall and E. §, 
Tobey, all of Massachusetts. They #o to the Maple River 
Valley. I. 

Mroway SHootixg Cirs.—The Midway Shooting Asso- 
ciation, of Matawan, N. J., was organized in 1875, and 
chartered in 1880: The club now owns a tine plot of sronnd, 
some fourteen acres, at the junction of the 0. R. R. and F. & 
N. Y. RK. When the contemplated improvements of this 
property are completed, the grounds will make one of the 
finest shooting parks in the East, 

Crioaco, Sept. 80,—1 have just returned with R. P. Flow- 
ers and party from N. Y. We had a splendid time and 
plenty of game. We were up at Grand Forks and Alsop, 
Dakota, and Adrian, Minnesota. Killed 755 chickens ani 
ducks. 8. H. Tourrins. 

Wirp Picrons.— Tviland 0o.. Conn., Sept. 29.—Pizeonsare 
scattered over this county in great numbers feeding upon the 
white oak acorns. Bags of 20 to 40 or more for a day's 
shooting of two guns are common, The pigeons have not 
been so plenty here for many years. ¥F, 

= Ss “ 

—liop Bitters gives good digestion, active liver, good cirewlation and 
huoyant spirits. 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

New York.—Regnlar gemi-monthly shoot of tha Miner Rod and 

Gun Club, Sept. 30, tor the clnb medal presented by Capt. Aery, 
and also for a handsome badge douated by Judge Tinkel, both 
prizes going to the first man ; Hurlinglian: rules ; 

Hofman... .. TOL1T11111 o- 8] Engelert....1011001114 0-5 
Stiehrs QL0010110 0—£} sery_ pi ee OSS go 
Dayis. . 11101141148] 

Both medals were captured by Captain Aory. 
After the club shoot followed : 

Homan. 22.5... Lif} 1001 1—5| Engelern........ Lidi900 ta 
Sttehrs. soot L110 110-6} Aery.. T1?i0001—6 
WEA T SEAS Dee ee 1110110 0—8{ tunok 1iii1o001-6 

Stichrs and Junok divided the money. 

Matehes at glass balls : 
Holfman..... 10000100 1 1—41| Bagelert,,... Piidiioo1o—7 
Stiehrs...-.1 011101140 0-6] Aer OLVTTOOT TOS 
DI SAS Meee. 91110100 0 0-2] Junok..... 11071 i Lito oe 

Enyelert and Junok divided money. 

Ouro, Chicinnali, Sept. 22—The Cineinnati Gun Club met at 

Macke’s on the above date to contest for their club medal and other 
prizes, Tame birds ; plunge traps : 
W. J. Schiff. ....... ert TP i set Tas 
W. Caltlwell. oft itp1otilipigtesy 
KR. MeGrayw. L121212021111107 11% 
Hi, J. Koch, eal DED DOT et 
M. Duttmat L1TL11111011101 iis 
J.C. Whets : 1111170100114 17 1-418 
J, W. Utter... -102171101110111148 
HOS, BabeS...2 os. 2 100011110111000—8 
T. 1. Warwood....2 QL1TO1T011TTON0T1LHO— 8 
F Schmidt, Jr...... Te Ne “hea 1110@0101101001-8 

Schiff won the gold medal on a straight seore; Caldwell took 
second, 1223 pounds of powder ; and MeGray third, 300 shells, 

On tie for third prize, 300 shells, miss and out: MeGrayy, £, 

DuiYiman, 3 ; Koch, 1, : 

Kentucky, Laionia Springs, Sept. 19—Score of a glass ball 

match shot between thie Cincinnati Gun Club (formerly the Cincm- 

nati Shooting and Vishing Club) and the Kenton County Shooting 

Club, of Kenton County, Ky, Mole trap; rise, 18 yarda: 

Cincinnati Gun Chib. 
RK, McGraw, .--., syE DALAL UOL Tiga fi tae 
Hots oul... »pYOLLTLOT1TIT1In 12 
W. oF. Still... -1L0TILTLTTI101101 6-11 
Jy Bain}. 2=22:.. -1UTITOL1L011£110 21 
J.C. Whetstone,.... el11100L00117111E1 
NO OUCESHETTE oblate af hatte 0111011110110 04-10-—-89 

Kouton County Shooting Club. 
Hale. . ~O0LL11101021110 1-10 
THudst O1TO0TLO1014 0011-9 
Wilson $100 1021011070718 
Renwdugion. . eLLiLUNDOTOLOIW1I10O—8 
BME 2S sess Sabet fees hemen OOOO 001TTLH1tI—6 
Buin eee NL LoL Rah ood & oF OUUDD0TLOOULIOT 01 OH 516 

Anepratis Clus.—Grounds at Weeliawlen, Sept. 27—Semi- 

monthly shoot for club badge; 20 balls; Auld, 12; Hill, 12; Gris- 
wold, 14; Murphy, 6; Loughrey, 15; Bremer, 15; Sumner, 15; 

Burns, 14; Robertson, §; Gordon, 11; Hanna, 16; Moylein, 12, 

P. I. 

Carian Crry Guy Cius.—Washinglon, D. C., Sept. 30.—This 

club has been shooting # series of weekly matches (not to excead 
eighteen) of twenty balls each, for two gould medals, to be known aa 

first and second champion medals, the winners in cach match to 

wear the samé nntil beaten ; and a member was required to shoot 

in at least thirteen of the matches to make him eligible for final 
possession, the awards to be made on percentage of hits, The 

| shooting closed yesterday with the sixteenth match, Mr. Mills 

being three balls in the lead, whieh could not be overcome by a 

clean score from Mr. McLeod ; and Mr. Woodbury, the only other 
possible winner, having been called away from the city, was unable 
to vomplete his score, As shown by ths scores, but threes members 

shot the vequired minimuni-of 260 balls, but I give the result of the 

other shooting to show thé general average and what our club is 
capable of doing. ‘The average of 1874 we consider quite creditable 

for amateurs, many of whom had never shot from a rotary trap 
unfil shia season, atid some of them had never shot from any trap 



190 FOREST AND STREAM. ‘[Ooroner 7, 1880. 

whateyer. ‘The trap was a Card rotary, screened ; handicap rise, as 
shown below ; 

> Yards Rise. Shots. Hits, Per cent. 
WL MOUS wee 25. $20 302 -348 
EB. M.. McLeod......... aaa 22 320 800 Ly 
Levi Woodbury . «, 20 140 131 985 
T. EB. King...... 20 200 179 -B95 
W. B. McKelden 20 120 108 858 
W. W. Hldridge. a) 260 228, «357. 
HL. Shepard x0 100 82 i) 
PF, Nagle, wh 200 169 +195 
Jno. K. Morhous.. 20 120 EDS 183 
W. H. Wadsworth..,,...... 1] 160 123 768 

PLO Stabftvtin acetate een BIE Pte or et = 1,940 1,697 -ST4 
W. W. Ez 

Canton, V, ¥.—Capt. Bogardus and Eugene shot before a crowd 

of at least 10,000 persons, Sept. 15, at our County Faiv, and seven 

or eight thousand on the 16th. The shoot was the card of the 

whole Fair. Everybody was delighted with it. R. 

Mancursten, iV. H., Sept, 20.—Annual shoot of the Munchester 

Shooting Club, held on the club grounds in this city to-day. Purse 
No. 1, 315; 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. ; 10 balls, rotary trap : 
We Ay MOOLGy. 25 52520 2s Sy uteds 220) [AAR EOIATKO. Cp. .ecen eed oe t 
(15 to) yt a nes ANNO E GROEN a Ae a year 6 
Ns Wy GTO ST i facta acasicislelole tg 9 | C. L. Harmon .....-,.. . 6 
©, A, Jackson ..., ) | W. M. Parsons...... 6 

3. B. Clark,... 
N, A. Robinson 
F. J. Drake, . 

C, J. 4. ¥. Camph 
J. Doiber,. . C, W. Farmer. 
G. A. Hubbard. T| FE. G. Taylor -. 
DAGreeley.. 5274 Nit nts s81 444 + 1 | G, C, Gilmore 
(C4 Grek ©} bal eg re tee Se fs naa 7 

(they) 0) ew NN Ee, aed ood 4 Pos 4 
G. H. Hubbard 
BCR OLUAT Rie Stn SR UEve rin, Sit au ioe 

Cod. Wat aliers. 445 ccxeuntee= 4)( (GVA Autpbard ioeis 4 s.aeg seen > 
First prize divided between Ira A. Moore and George E, Morrill ; 

secoud between Moses Wadleigh, Charles A, Jackson, Hiram P. 
Young and ©. H. Cross, The third was awarded to HE, A. Durgin. 
For the fourth, C, J. Darrah, J. E, Dolber, G. H. Hubbard, 0. 

Greeley, C. C, Clark and A, E, Clarke tied, and in shooting off Mr. 
Darrah won. 

Purse No. 2, #20—8 to first, #6 to second, $4 to third and $2 to 

fourth ; 10 balls, rotary trap : 
Cc. L. Harmon 
G. BE. Morrill... 
AL Wadleizh. 
A, E. Clarke 
G. A. Jacks 
ZL A. Moor 
H. Tobe 
A. Brow 
W. M. Parsons ..,.. 
N. A. Robinson..... 

Cc, C. Clark 
J. Dolber...... 

ATH eam mess 0509 ep Or Ot os oe Tt 

F. G. Taylor, ,.-.- 
FAT OUATIS tet picteclerwls sive pe soins 
PRC EMER irom utay io <iolal de dniceitcts 
ENE TALS Lette Dott s vale Opt atta T 

Ties on ten. 
B. F. Clark SG RE ANAOL case ek lerelt tials clesem sists g 
L, K. Mead .. 4 J. E. Dolber... a) 
Gay QUREL ee noche ooh nes tae 3 C.C. Clark..,., 1 

Second tie, 
TEU LOE TN apie ah pA SAN B DAK, Meade. pia Rage eae 

Third tie, 
Bae Hha GATT hy sates) da hafiwes dak 4) DER MIGROS et am tee <tetisesteie ett 4 

Fourth tie. 

Ss LCA Lie al bieick-y Fas Di: Swel ural 40:00) eee erage s eee 3 

First prize divided between Messrs. Harmon, Morrill, Watleigh 

and Clarke ; second betweon Messrs. Jackson and Moore ; third be- 

tween Messrs. Tobey, Brown, Parsons and Robinson, and the fourth 

was won by Mr, Mead. ; 
Club shoot for a gold medal and contributed prizes, Leather 

medal for poorest shot. Conditions, 20 balls, rotary trap, The 

anedal will become the property of any member winning it upon 

three successive annual shoots : 
PSD. MDYOK GS 2 o5 eon ce trsesst ks Bi 
M, Wadleigh . . et) 
Oo. J. Jaekson.. 

Title ag yale da ge 55 es oe BS 17 
Pe PREY OUP pasta anh vee shite 1 
H. Wheeler. . ple 
G, AH. Hubbar 17 
Bg. F. Clark AT 
W. M. Parsons. 16 
GC. J. Darrah. 15 
G. 5. Morrill. 6 
Cc. L. Harmon... 
E.'S. Whitney,,...+.+ 

Dobe ais, 
.1h H. Vickery ., shee rs 

DOR WED as Rese tEs Rp ee Ud GLtS MASSEOI Phbrady, wees ct > 
Ties ol twenty. 

TR SOTA E pL tl cchts vlelsielenslettrirh i lta BC. BCKSON Ys, sa. sense eee 4 
BE Wadloigiy....2-dsse.eee-e eee 5 

Second tle. 
SAL; DOTA s hese nauas Newer ec ee ner Be MO Wadleleh... 255... 224c.c. 5.37 3 

les of fifteen. 

Ue OATVAN Sy weir lrietestee == ait BL) IU SATOPIS LATS torieisicitceneleb etd denaee 
E. 8. Whitney ..4 GQ. Gresley. ..2. 5! pete + 
B, A. DUgin, oa. eee oe PSMA GAR GAD a iindtalnai pe a eo ee 

econd tie, ” 
Gaal, DMYVHE LS he ceca s eee sen bel AS DITO IN oles sore esas eer 2 
B.S. Whitney 4 

The first prize, won by Frank J, Drake, the club gold medal 
yalued at $40; the second, a silver pedometer, was awarded to Ira 
A. Moore; the third, a silver-mounted revolver, to F. G. Taylor ; 
the fourth, a bronze setter dog, mounted as a paper weight, to Dr. 
Wm. M. Parsons ; the fifth, a nickel-plated cartridge loader and 
extractor, to Charles J. Darrah (Dr, Parsons and Mr, Darrah after- 
ward exchanged prizes by mutual agreement); the sixth, ten 
pounds of powder, to Mx. A. Brown and My. C, H. Cross ; and the 
seventh, the leather medal, to Clinton 8. Masseck. 

Purse No. 8, $10—#4 to first, #3 to second, #2 to third, and $1 to 

fourth; 10 double balls. - 
O. J. JACKSON: . 1... ee eee 10 A.E. 4 

oe Bane 4a 
hip ibay 3 

7 CC. H. Wa: 
6 C. Ww. 43 
6 ZF. .2 
5 B.A. ¥ a: 

.4 L. K. Mead a) 
. 4 H.-Tebey oo. 
.4 ©, 5. Masseck Pea 
2 AsHall rs, fal 
4 L, Simons. 6 

Ties 0 seven._ 
3 ¥F. G. Taylor. 8 

Second tie. 
TH, Wheeler. <2. ce. -cee dee eee eee Ay RSG LAYUOV st ole chalets es ease 4 

Third tis, 
(Hien) DRG1G Ysera ee ae siete 2 BCG: awvlorien ae fected ss dees Hi] 

Oharles J. Jackson won the first prize, Moses Wadleigh the seo- 
ond, Dr, Henry Wheeler the third, and the fourth was divided be- 
tween Frank J. Drake and Ira A. Moore, 

Consolation purse. Purse, $15—$6 to first prize, $4.50 to sec- 

ond, $8 to third, $1.50 to fonrth: 16 balls, rotary trap ; entries 

‘| ubusual offer, which can be ful 

limited to members who hays competed for any of the purses and 
failed to win a prize: 
B. F. Clark T 
E. S. Whitney. PS 
O. Greeley, . 4 
J. W. D. MeDonald...... aah 
Ag Walkera os... ies ee. a) 
C. B. Littlefield... -. 2 
4. ¥, Campbell 2. 
©. W. Farmer. - 1 
J. We Dower. 222k et é 

Benj. F, Clark won the first prize, Eugene 8. Whitney the second, 
Oliver Greeley the fhird, and the fourth was divided bétween Dr, J, 
W. D, MacDonald and Alfred Walker. J. E,W. 

Srpawts, Mo., Sept. 25.—The Sedalia Shooting Club held their 

18; 18 yards rise, Mole trap, 20 first prize shoot, Saturday, Sept. 
slags balls each ; 
[Sel cee by yee a oes SAIS S550 
Smith .. 
Babcock. . 
Highleyman, Cre ue 
TELOPES Oia eau ert fe Sticsely oie tenia s 

Parmerlee was awarded the cup, 

On the 25th the club had a competitive shoot, same conditions, 
resulting as follows : : 

HiPNIOYMAN 228... cenibenssaxt es 18 Messerly i:-cts2.42:, PE BASE BOE So 10 
VOLT Erecs.a FFAs TLS DEACEY Rn) nc chili idanc petian aki 16 
Barber. MS + esdbsscc .16 Montgomery.... Are es pila! 
PAYIVCVICG, 1. ry) tas ese cess 1G) reed oo ae PamicHens (aieees Lt 

The club is rapidly improving, and hope soon to be able to report 
18 ont of 20. OaorwEnt. 

Porsnann, JMe,, Sept. 30.—At the tomnament of the Maine 

Sportsman’s Association, Pomeroy, of the Androscoggin Cinb, Lew- 

iston, won back the diamond badge, and, it being the third time, 

he has a right hold it. The second prize, a double-barrelled 

breech-loading fowling piece, was won by Winthrop S, Jones, of 

Peaks Island; third prize, $22, C. I. York, Riverside Club, Bruns- 

wick ; fourth prize, 250 pounds shot. to H. C, Harmon, of Forest 

City Club, Portland; fifth prize, $13.75, J. F. Randall, Peaks 

Island Club, Portland ; sixth prize, half a case of powder, P. Jervis, 

Androscoggin Club of Lewiston; seventh prize, $8.21, M. L, 
Brackett, Peaks Isiand Club, Portland. In the glass-ball shoot, 

sweepstakes, the first prize, $9, was won by Benjamin J. Willard, 

of Peaks Island Club, Portland ; second prize, #5.80, to A, W. West, 

Forest City Club, Portland, and third prize, $3.20, to P. Jerris, An- 
droscogein Club, Lewiston. 

Cuicaco, Oct. 1.—The second match between the Austin Gun 

Club of Austin, and the South End Shooting Club of Chicago, took 
place at Grand Crossing, Wednesday last. The conditions were: 

fourteen men on each side, wild birds, 25 yards rise, from plunge 

traps. A strong wind prevailed, which greatly assisted the birds in 

getting out of the way, The Austin Club killed eighty, the South 
Ends sixty-eight, This was the second match of the series, the 

first score being 109 to 107 in favor of the Austin Glib. 

BroourieLD, Mass., Oct, 1.—The Sportsman's Clib have a union 

shoot next week at the Park, and haye invited clubs from Spencer, 

North and West Brookfield, Ware and Palmer, Each town is to 

furnish a team of at least ten, who shoot team against team, All 
other taembera of the different clubs will also haye a chance to 

shoot at the regular string of 20 balls. The shooting begins at 10 
A. M., and, if a fine day, a large crowd is expected, and a goad day's 
sport anticipated. 

LEAVENWORTH, AKan., Sept. 29.,-The Leayenworth Gun Club 

held its regular shoot yesterday afternoon on the reseryation, 

Each man shot at ten stationary and ten rotary balls : 
| ogl 5 6:1)0)2) aC) EY Pee a eye ee ek a a VW 
A. Wermher...:...... a 
D. B. Hinman... .... 4 
W. C. Hinman...... aden 
BoG. Binmane. eo. Peco Ww 

W. GC. Hinman won the champion médal with 19 out of 20, He 
used an army musket, E, Haberlein and Scott Leetied, and Haber- 
lein won the second prize, Ed. Carney won the leather medal, 

October 1,—The Leavenworth Gun Club had its shoot yesterday 
on the fair grounds as advertised, cach member shooting at ten 

stationary and ten rotary balls, thrown from two “Monarch” traps: 

Sat 
8 

aoe 

D, B, Hinman.,... 
J. W. Spratiey.... AL 
CYias, Mag6el ou cece 15 

W. C. Hinman won first prize (a Monarch trap, donated by Cul- 
ver Bros, valned at $15). FH, Haberlein and D. B. Hinman tied on 
18 balls; Hinman won second prize in shooting off the tie, brealang 
“6 straight, and Haberlein 4. Chas. Schmelzer and Chas, Mages 
tied, which was not settled, After the glass ball match was over, 
sole members of the club had a sweepstake pigeon shoot, in which 
J. W. Spratley won first money, and W. C, Hinman second. 

Sacramento, Cal. Sept, 24.—The shooting tournament, woder 
the auspices of the Forester Club of this city, which opened Tnes- 
day, has passed off most pleasantly, and free trom anything to mar 
its complete success. Nearly every section of the State was repre- 
sented. Hntries were made of clubs at Colusa, Franklin, Roseville 
Willows, Plymouth, Folsom, San Joaquin, San Francisco, Chico an 
other parts of Butte county, Cloverdale, Georgetown, Newcastle, 
Vacaville, Pilot Hill, Napa, White Rock, Sheldon, and from other 
oints, in addition to those from this place. Worty-five contestants 

took part in the shcoting. The conditions were fifteen birds each 
at 21 yards rise, using é plunge traps of the H. & T. pattern, 
J. N. Burnett and Geo. Routier tied for first prize on 15 straight, 
and shot off tie at 6 double birds, 18 yds.,Routier winning with 
clean score, Among seven ties on 14 P. D. Brown won the shoot 
off with a clean score of 6 double birds at 18 yds.; the ties of four 
being shot off and the prizes awarded. Scott, Todd and Zaves di- 
vided 4th, 5th and 6th; W. E. Gerber, Tth; Lopez and-Wentworth, 
7th and 8th: Schnabel and Thiel 10th and 11th; Derr, 12th; Par- 
rot, 13th; Bedee, 14th; King 15th; Chapman, 16th, and Meyer 
Ernest 17th and 18th. A supplementary match for a ease of birds 
was shot under novel conditions. Each shooter started to walk 
from the 33 yd. score, and while between that distance and the 28 
yd. score the trap was sprung. OcoIDENT. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

_THE ADTOMATIC RevonvEer.—Messrs. Merwin, Hulbert & .Co,, 83 
Chambers street, New York, make to the readers’ of this paper an 

apprécfated by reading their adver- 
tisement in another column. 6 weapon is perfection of workman- 
ship, and will be highly prized by every purchaser. 

Duck SHooTiInG.—One-halt the shooting In and of the best clubs of 
six members in Currituck, N. C., to let this season with boats and de- 
coys. Splendid chance; no better; canvas-back shooting. Address 
Box 2,753, Boston, 

—The Holabird Shooting and Fishing Suits. Upthegroye & 
McLellan, sole manufacturers, Valparaiso, Ind. Send for circular. 

See advertisement of gold fish for sale. 

Che Ziermel. 

—dddress all communications to * Forest and Stream Pub- 
lishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 

St, Louis Kennel Club, St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th. 

Pennsylvania State Field Trials Association Trials, Lancaster, Pa., 
ete 26th, 27th, 2th and 29th, J. R. Stayton, Secretary, Pittsburg, 

2. 

National American Kennel Chib’a Second Annual Field Trials, 
Vincennes, Ind., Noy. 15th. Chus. De Ronge, Secretary, 61 Broad 
street, New York. 

Hastern Field Trials Club's Second Annual Trials, Robins Island 
Peconic Bay, L, I., Noy. 29. Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York. 

er 

Sr Lovis Saow.—As we go to press the St. Louis Bench 

Show isin progress. A full report of the same, with list of 

entries and winners will appear in our next issue. 

Names or Dogs.—Correspondents are requested to exer- 

cise cave in writing names claimed and other kennel notes. 

Remember that it is very easy to misunderstand communica- 

tions of this kind unless they are written plainly and ex- 

plicitely. The editor would prefer rather to read a page of 

manuscript in order to understand exactly what the writer 

means to gay, than to puzzle over a brief note in which the 

names of owner, sire, dam, former owner, ¢tc., are bunched 

ina conglomerate and undecipherable mess. 

Advertisers are respectfully requested to print names of 

dogs. 

- +e 4 --— 

Pusxsyivania Firip Truars.—W6 have received a neatly 
printed little book containing the Constitution, Laws and 

Rules of the Péensylvania State Wield Trials Association. The 
rules of the club specify that: 

A dog to be eligible to run in the field trials of the asso- 
ciation must have Ween owned in the State of Pennsylvania at 
jJeast three months prior to the date of the commencement of 
the trials. A puppy whelped on or after April 15 of the 
previous year shall he eligible fo run in the puppy stakes, and 
one whelped on or after October 15 shall be eligible for the 
nursery stakes. 

The rules for the ticld trials are made up with slight altera- 
tion from both the National American Kennel Clib and 

Bastern Field Trials Club recenily published in Foresr anp 

Srream, and in consequence it is not necessary to reproduce 

them in full. The principal changes alluded to oceur in Rule 

5. and in the “instruction to judyes,” under the heading of 
False Pointing, the paragraphs read as follows : 

Retz 5. Positive points for merit: Pointing. 34: pace. 
15: backing, 7; style, 6; staunchness, 8; ranging, 7; quar- 
tering, 8; obedience and disposition, 6; retrieving, 10; total, 
100. Negative points for demerit: False pomting, 1 to 3; 
breaking in (each offense), 5: preaking shot (each offense), 
8; chasing or breaking shot and chasing (each offense), 12, 

(False pointing)—The judye shall give a dog ample oppor- 
tunity to discover whether ov not he ison «a true point, and 
the penalty shall range from 1 vo 5 for his acts throughout the 
heat, 

Mr. J. R. Stayton, Secretary. telegraphs us that the fol- 
lowing gentlemen have consented to act as judges: Mr, B. 

F. Wilson, of Pittsburg, Pa.; Mr. J. M. Taylor, of Lexiny- 
ton, Ky., and Mr, Washington A, Coster, of Flatbush, Long 

Island. 

A Vauastt Presest.—Mr, T. T. Sawyer, Jr., of Boston, 
Mass., has just returned from England, bringing with him a 
young fox terrier bitch, which was presented (0 him by Mr: 
Hugh Dalziel. She was bred by Mr. Arthur A. Easton, of 
Hull, England, and is in every respect one of the finest of 
her breed in America. ‘Jumping Jenny,” as she wasnamed 
by Mx. Dalziel, has white body and head evenly marked with 
black and tan, Sheis by Champion Gaiter, 6,942, Tf, K. 8. 
B,, out of Champion Gerty, 7,004, E. K. 8, B. Her sire, 
Gaiier, has won thirty-two first prizes, and her maternal 
srandsire and granddam, Bulfett and Gaity, were sold at 
Darlington show for £350. 

Wusrmanster Kennet Cros Imrorration.—Mr, R. B. 
Summerson is about sending over his pointer bitch Polly, by 
his Champion Shot, to the Westminster Kenne] Club, Polly. 
will haye plenty of opportunities of showing her excellent 
working qualities this autumn, and in the spring she will be 
bred to Sensation. 

Rex.—Mr. Fisher Howe, Jr., writes us that his pointer 
Rex is doing fairly well. Within the last few days he has 
begun to rest a little on his foot, and has recovered heart 
enough to bark once or twice. 

Essex County Hount.—Meets for October, 1880, at 3:30 P. 
wr, each fixture: Saturday, October 9, Verona Post Office. 
Wednesday, October 13, Llewellyn Park—Gate, Eagle Rock 
Road. Saturday, October 16, Mountain House, Montclair. 
Wednesday, October 20, Residence C. H. Heckscher, Esq., 
Orange. Saturday, October 23, South Orange. Wednesday, 
October 27, Mansion House, Orange. Saturday, October 30, 
Caldwell. H. N. Muns, M. F. H. 

Excro anp Rosz.—Dr. Wm. Jarvis, of Claremont, N. H., 
has forwarded to us a neat little pamphlet containing the 

igrees, public performances, ctc., of his celebrated red 
es setter, Champion Elcho and Rose. The little book also 
contains a full history of this race of extraordinary setters, 
whose winnings have been so often recorded in these col- 
umns. We will take pleasure in giving all inquiring readers 
information concerning this famons strain. 

—Mr. Hugh Dalziel has recently accepted fhe kennel 
editorship of the Fanciers’ Chroniola. 

—Mr. Jefferson Cooper, of Blauveltsville, N. Y., is at Mil- 
ford, Neb., with three of Dr. 8. Fleet Speirs dogs. 

—Mr. Zachary Taylor, of Northumberland, Pa., ie at 
Lincoln, Neb,, with one dog. et 

+ 
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THE ENGLISH SETTER. 

From Vero Saws Iiregrraren Boox or rue Doa, 

[Roprinted from advance sheets forwarded to the Formst ax 
STREAM exclusively, by the author, through the courtesy of Messrs, 
Massel, Petter, Galpm & Co,, Publishers.] 

¥ HATEVER the origin of the setter may have been, 
_ there can be no possibility of a doubt hut that he 

Holds a position second to nonein the canine word in the 
Present day, The beanty of the doo’s coat and the brilltiancy 
of his-colors, coupled with his us¢ and infelligence in the field, 
Pinnot failto make the setter a favorite with all why reully 

Mire and love A god dor. i 
Another important feature in connection with the setter’s 
pularity, aud which has been no small support to it, is the 

mnonnt of national jealousy and pvejndice which has been 
rom time totime imported into discussions on ihe breed, as, 
Baturally enough, each variety in existence finds keen sup- 
porters among its fellow countrymen, ‘To explain our 

Saning we niust at once allude to the fact that in the present 
iy Setters are divided into tree distinct varieties—viz., the 

Huglish setter, the Irish setter and the Gordon setter, This 
ulier breed is recornized as the Scottish narional setter, its 
iin heing traced to Gordon Castle, Aberdeenshire, and will, 

With its Trish relative, be fwly alluded.to later on in thia 
work. There was an old Welsh breed, too, of black-and- 
; ite setlers which is almost extinct, though frequently pa- 
helically alluded to by veteran sportsman hailing from the 

: 

Principality in question. 
) tn various localities throughout the country families ov 
rains of setters from special lines “adopted in breedine— 

doubtless with the object of ib 
the specialities and pe 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

The above extract, though not throwing much light upon 
the appearance of the breed in the reign of Queen Hlizabeth, 
néyertheless is n proof of its existence; but the following re- 
marks taken from Gervase Markham's ‘' Hunger’s Prevention, 
orthe Artof Fowling,” which was published in London in 1656, 
gives a considerable amount of information upon the dog's 
Character and the uses to which it was (len placed, Under 
the heading of ‘‘ What a Setting Dog is" Geryase Markham 
Writes : 
‘Before 1 wade further into this disease I show you 

what a setting dogge is. Youshall then understand that a set- 
ting doyge is a certame Insty land spaniel taazlit by nature to 
hunt the puttridges before, and more then sny other chase 
wiiatsoever, and that with al] eazernesee anid fercenesse, run- 
ning the fields over and over so histily and Wosily as if there 
were no limit in his desire and furie; yet so qualified and 
tempered with art and obedience, thal when he is in the great- 
est and tagerest pursute, tid scemes to be most wilde and 
frantike, that yet even then, one hem or sound of his mas- 
fer's yoyee mikes lini presently stand, caze about him, 
amd looke in his master’s face, taking all hie directions 
from it whether to proceede, stand still, or retire, Nay, 
Whel) he is come even to fhe very place where his prey is and 
rhath us it were his uose over it, so that if seemes hee nay 
take it up at his owne pleasure, yet is bis temperance anil 
obedience so inacle oud framed by arte that presently even on 
a sudden he ciftier stands stil ov falles downe tatte wpon his 
belly, without daring once to open his mouth, or make any 
noyse or motion ut ull, wll that his master come wnto hitn and 
then proceedes in all things weeording to his directions and 
connnandments.” 

This quotation might almost have heen taken frou w mod. 
erm wotlk on setters, as it refers to class of dog: whose duties 
in the field appear to have little altered during the progress of 
time, There still seems to have heen a considerable looseness 

producing the dog best suited to | in the classification of this breed of doug, and the barrier be- 

191 

Sportsman,” in which a good deal is said about the setting 
dog, and sporting in general. The ‘ Compleat Sportsman,” 
which was published in the Savey, London, was dedicated to 
Sir Charles Keymiis. of Keyen-Mabley, in the County of Gla- 
morgan, Bart., and may be taken as having been a valuable 
handbook relating to the laws on sport and dogs at the time 
Wlien it wus Written, Mor. Giles Jacols, however, copies nn- 
blushingly from Nieholas Cox, without giving the latter any 
credit tor what he has taken from his works, and the result is 
that the description of the setting doy which we have quoted 
above is repraduced in the ‘Compleat Sportsman.” It is, 
therefore, only reasonable to infer that no change, or, at all 
events, any material change, had come over the dog during 
the interval which had expired since Nicholas Cox wrote, or 
it would probubly huve been alluded to by Giles Jacobs in his 
work. 

Tt may be here meéntioned in justice to the individual to 
whom the credit is due, that Hobert Dudley, Duke of North- 
unmberland, ig supposed to have leen the first person to train 
sctting dogs in the nanner which has since bis tine been 1ni- 
versally adopted by his suécessors. Tis Grace lived shout 
the year 1550, rather earlier than the date at which Dr. Caius 
wrote, hut beyond casnal references to him by subsequent 
writers, nothing is positively Kiown of the system upon which 
he acted, though from ihe reniwks made it is probable that 
his idéas. were closely carvied ont by the setter breakers who 
came utter him, 

The “ Sportsoimii's Cabinet,” in 1808, devotes 1 good deal 
of iis space to the subject of setters, which had evidently 
by that time taken their rank as a distinet breed of sporting 
dog, Whether, however, the author is quite correet or not in 
his assertion that ** The dow passing wider this denonjinution 
[aetter] is a species of pointer originally produced by a eom- 
mixture between the Spanish pointer and the larger breed of 
English spiuiel,” will always be 2 matter of discussion be- 
twee persons interested in the breed, as many are to be found 

who deny the existence 
iiartties of the country 

pver which they were to 
be worked—assumed pes 
Siiliarities distinguishing 
Hien: from each other 
and became known by: 

or the pointer cross. 
This subject may, how- 
ever, be abandoned fo 
the present, 8 our desire 
is now t6 trace the exist- 
ence of the English set- 

ppecial names, such as 
ihe kennels which he- 

ter from its frst appear- 
anee down to modern 

ane lenown for breeding periods, and at the same 
Good ones. The Harl of 
Carlisle has a ktrain, spe- 

time draw what deduc- 
tions we can, fron. con- 

eimens of which have temporary writers con- 
becasionally heen shown, cerning its appearance 
and which display strong- and yalue as 4 sporting 
-Mharked Spaniel char dog, Mr. W. Taplin, in 
acteristics, and from the 
ifendency to curl in the 
eoat, the top-knot more 
for Jess developed, and 
fheir general shape, susz- 

et them having heen 
ers tad on the Water 
pepanicl. Tn the Marquis 
MY Bute’s kennels in the 
West of Scotland there 
Pwas long, and probably 

Il is, a strain of blachk 
titers, and humerous 

Kennels of extent had 
Sirains. specially their 
‘Own and soine distin- 
fMshing feature. The 

Geltons, famous ih thie 
perthem counties, are a 
Biperb race, and forni 
the great base of the now 
famous Laverack Setter, 
on which again is found- 
ed the majority of the 
preat Kennels, so fayor- 
Aly known throughout 
the country, and which 
NAS an intense popular- 
ity with American 

ortsmen. 
| Whether any of the 
modern and present-day 
fireeders have resorted to 
a@spaniel cross direct we 
aré not in a position to 
plate, but that such 
might he done with ad- 
yantaze In some instances we do ijet doubt. 

Th spite, however, of the numerous families inte which the 
setter is now divided, there can be no doubt that the origin 
Gf each was tlic spamel, and itis a curious subject for con- 
femplation that Spain (as will be seen in the chapter on 

sinters) should have the credit. of supplying us with fhée 
fhree breeds of sporting: does—spaniels, setters and. pointers 
upon which we English so greatly pride ourselves. The 
credit of improving these dogs is of course our own, bul it is 
Typossible to claim any one of them as indigenous to this 
country, closely identified with it as they are at the time of 
willing. 

Dr, John Cains alludes to the setter in lis work on ‘‘ Bung. 
lishe Dogges,” under the title of Index, and his classification 
pf it with the spaniel is convineible proof of its identity with 
That animal at the period ip which Dr. Onins wrote aa follows: 

** Another sort of Dogges he there, serticeahle for fowling, 
Making no noise either with foote or with tounge, whiles they 
Hollowe the game. These attend diligently ypon theyr Mas- 
ter, and frame their conditione to such beckes, molions and 
festnres, as it shall please him to exhibite and make, either 
poing forward, drawing backward, inclining to the right 
hand, or yealding toward the left, (In making mencion of 
Towles my meanine is a! tle Partridze and the Qnaile) when 
the hath founde the byrde, he keepeth sure and fast silence, 
he stayeth his steppes and wil proceede no further. and with 
# Close, conert, watching aye, layeath his belly fo the grounde 
and 66 creepeth forward like a -worme. When he approacheth 
neere tothe place where the byrde is, he layeshim downe, and 
With a marcke of his pawes, betrayeth the place of the hyrdes 
Tast abode, whereby it is supposed that this kinde of dogge is 
talled Zadex, Setter, being in deede a name most consonant 
mnd agreeable to his quality, The place being knowne by 

he meanes of the dogge, the fowler immediately openeth and 
‘Bpreedeth his pet, wtending to take them, which being done 
the dogze atethe accustomed becke or vsuull signe of his 
Master ryseth vp by and by, and draweth neerer to the fowle 

hat by his presence they might be the authors of their owne 
insnaring, and bs ready intangled in the prepared net,” 

| 

the ‘‘ Sportsman's Cabi- 
net,” proceeds to remark 

DOGS AND PARTRIDGES (After Desportes), 

tween the setter and the spaniel appears to have been uure- 
moyed at a much later time, and fhe name setter applied only 
to dogs breken jo set game, yd to; fo those distinguishable 
by any structural difference in shape or build. In 1697 
Nicholas Cox writes of the setter in ‘*The Gentleman's Re- 
creafion” in the following words: 
The dog which you elect for setting must have a perfect and 

good scent, and be naturally addicted to (he hunting of feath- 
ers; and this dog may be either land spumnicl, water spanicl, 
or nungrel of them peth; either the shallow-flewed hound, 
tumbler, lurcher, or small bastard mastiff, But there is none 
befter than the land spaniel. being of a good and nimble size, 
rather small than gross, and of a courageons metal; which 
tho' you cannot discern, being young yet, you may very well 
know from a tight breed, which have been known to ba 
strong, lusty and nimble rangers, of active feet, wanton tails, 
aud busie nostrils, whose tail was without weariness, their 
search Without chanzeablenesse, and whom no delight did 
transport beyond fear or obedience,” 

With reference to the behavior of this dog in the field, 
Nicholas Cox remarks as follows in his notes on training the 
Setting dog : 

“You must teach hini to come creeping to you with his 
helly and head close upon the ground, as far or as little away 
as you think fit. * * * And this ohserve in his creeping 
to you, if he offer to raise his body or head you must not only 
thrust the rising part down, but threaten him with your angry 
voice, which if he seem to slight, then add a sharp jerk or 
two with a whipcord lash. * * * If you. talk abroad 
with hin), and he take « fancy to Tange, even when he is most 
busie speak to him, and in the height of his pastime make 
him fall upon his belly and lie cloae, and after that make 
him come creeping to you.” 

Thus Nicholas Cox succeeds in clearly proving that late in 
{he seventeenth century the spaniel,-or even a mongrel par- 
taking of any breed, was need as o setting dex hy British 
sportsmen. Things di nol appear to have andergone any 
front alteration in jhe beginning of the next century, for in 
17/18 one Giles Jacobs produced a, book called the ‘ Compleut 

subsequently to the pre- 
ceding quotation, that, 
“The sporting deport 
tment of a scttcr in the 
field precisely  corres- 
ponds with the pursuits 
and prupensities of the 
pointer, Dut with this 
single yurlation, that ad- 
wittine their olfactory 
acusations tO be equally 
exquisite, and that one 
can discover and as ex- 
peditiously receive and 
enjoy the particles of 
stent (br, in other words, 
the efovia of the same) 
asreadily and at equal 
distative with the other, 
the ditterence of the 
sports in which they are 
individually employed 
renders it pacessary that 
one should effeet upon 
lis legs what the othe) 
does hy prastrution upon 
the ground, in the very 
position from which the 
presont appellation of the 
“selling dog’ is derived, 
And these are neither 
nore nor less thun the 
pure effect of sporthig 
education; for as in 
shooting with the pointer 

the game is constantly expected to rise, so in the use of a set- 
ing dog and net the game isrequired tolie. * * * 

“ Although the sefting dog is in general used merely for 
the purpose of taking partridges with the draw-net, yet they 
are sometimes brought into occasional use with the tun, and 
are equally applicable to Wat appropriation, except in turnips, 
French wheat, stiinding clover, ling, furze, or other coyert, 
Where their sudden drop and point may not be so readily ob- 
served.” . 

Personally we attach very sreat iniportance ta the above 
extract, for two reasons: First, itis distinctly stated that up 
to that time Pointers were the fashionable, or rather tle 
favorite, breed with sportsmen who amused themselyes by 
shooting three-quarters of a century back: and, secondly, it 
fives us a good reason for the change which has come over 
the setter's behavior in the field of later years. It is, of 
course, perfectly well known that tle modern setter usually 
points his game standing wp, asa pointer does, and the aban- 
donment of netting i¢ unquestionably responsible for this 
alteration in the method of a Setter carrying out his work. 
Before, when the sportsman was anxious to net as many birds 
as possible, it was most essential that they should be as undis 
turbed as possible, and the presence of a doz would, of course, 
increase the chances of their heing frightened away hefore 
the net was fixed for their capture. Thea chances of the doe 
being seen by the game was naturally lessened when he lay 
down, and this, no doubt, was the reason for him heing broke 
todaso. Now things are much altered, and the sportsman 
only: wante the whereahouts of the game to he indicated, co 
that, he may walk them up. There is, however, a perfectly 
palpable tendency to crouch still observable in many of the 
best and highest bred setters of the present day, which is un- 
questionsbly accounted for by the former habits of the breed, 
anid the uses to which it, was put. 
Prom the following remarks of Mr. Taplin it will be seen 

(hat in. the early years of the present century the Better was 
credited (ashe is hy many in the present day) with being 
naturally of timid and nervous temperament, for he writes - 

‘Tt has already been observed that the setter is in posses- 



sion Of a constitutional timidity, which induces him to dread 
the severity of correction, and, of course, to avoid the means 
ofdiserace: fraught with this irritability, their treatment in the 
field becomes matter of judicious discrimination. Dogs of 
(his description, perpetually alive to the fear of giving offence 
and incurring bodily punishment, lay claim to very little ten- 
der attention as well at home as in the field. Warm, hasty, 
iIinpetuous Sportsmen contribute not imfrequently to their 
own niortification and disappointment, for many dogs of this 
description corrected in passion or beat, with severity are so 
completely overwhelmed with distress or humiliated with 
fear that they almost insensibly sink at the feet, and can be 
prevailed on to hunt no more, or, what is sometimes the case, 
slink away home withont the least chance whatever of being | 
asain induced to render further assistance in (he sport of the 
day.” 

Ti is an undoubted fact that in the present day many set- 
ters that would otherwise lave been invaluable in the field 
are ruined in their breaking and subsequent education by the 
severe treatment they receive at the hands of those in whose 
power they are placed. We are decidedly of the opinion that 
were less stringent punishment inflicted for trifling offenses 
upon the members of more than one well-known kennel, au 
eyen increased reputation would quickly be addéd to that 
which if already possesses. 

Three years Inter than the date in which the “ Sportsman's 
Cabinet” was published—viz,, in 1806—there was a sale of 
setters, the record of which has been handed down to the 
present day. The prices realized were for the period decid- 
edly good, andas the kennel was the property of a rather 
famous individual in his way—Daniel Lambert, the historical 
fat man, who shortly before his death scaled fifty-two stone 
eleyen pounds—and the list, moreover, is valuable as an index 

1 wt length ; 

Peg, a black setter Piteh,........,..06 ... 41 gnineas 
Punch, 2 Setter Dog mtie V2 
Brusit ne ti ae 
Bob iY 2] us 
Bell " 32 2 
GBonnece y 22 uv 
Rar oe Pn slegit, Sie 26 
Chavtotte, a Pointer Bitel ,. 22 i 
Tuey e007 were ord 12 tf 

EVobr Lape 6808 SO EROS nae 218 gnineas 

This gives an average which would make dog-breeding a 
successtul commercial enterprise Gyen in the present day ; 
lat if is a noticeable fact that the setters felched better prices 
than the pointers, which must be taken as a proof thit the 
breed was coming up to a higher position in public estima- 
tion, or possibly Mr, Lanibert’s kennel was stronger in Setters 
than in pointers. 

The date of introduction of the setting dog or spaniel into 
{his country is not clear. There is no special reference 
to him in the old forest laws of Canute," which guarded 
against the keeping of greyhounds except under the stringent 
conditions of maiming the animals or keeping them at a dis- 
tance of ten miles froma royal forest: and even mastitis kept 
by farmers and others for the protection of their dwellings had 
to lose three claws, which was called ‘* expeditating.” 

Spaniels are, however, specially mentioned in a stutnte an- 
terior fo the time of Caius, and the dogs (hen regarded by 
the law were mastiffs, hounds, spaniels and tumblers. And 
in a statute of James I. it is provided that no person shall be 
cleemed qualified to keep setting dogs who is nof possessed of | 
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largely present in most strains of setters. Mb. Lort writes 
thus ; 

“Asto the origin of the setter I am noi so sure of the eor- | 
rectness of my old and valued friend, Mr, H. Herbert, when 
he says: ‘Phere is no donbt whatever that the true setter is a 
pure strain of unmived spaniel blood, the only improyement 
produced in the breed arising from its judicious cultivation, 
ete. Tam quite sure that years ago, say from forty to fifty, 
it was no uncommon thing to get 4 dip of pointer blood into 
the best kennels of setters. Sometimes it answered well, and 
though for a generation or two it diminished the coat, not 
always though at the cost of appearance, it fined and strength- 
ened the stern, giving life and _motion to it, and what, 
whether rightly or wrongly, in olden times was thought a 
good deal of—it rounded the foot. ; 

“T know how shocked some of our modern breeders will be 
, at the idea of their favorites having in their veins a drop of 
pointer blood. Tt is well perhaps that it is not generally 
Inown how many fashionable strains have been vitiated with 
much more objectionable blood than that of the pointer. 1 
have seen droppers [cross between a pointer and setter]—yes, 
and dogs bred from dreppers—possessine exquisite powers of 
scent, lovely tempers and great pace. I think there is reason 
to believe the spaniel to be ihe foundation of our present 
setter, 

“As i case showing that it is possible for cross-bred dogs 
to breed true, I knew of a black setter bitch three crosses 
from pointer, belonging to Robert Warner, of Leicester 
Abbey. She was good herself, having all the qualities of a 
pure setter, and, cttrious enough, she bred well from either a 
setter or pointer. Mr. Warner gaye his keeper (who after- 
yard came into my seryice) a brace of black puppies, by a 

) ; f _ pointer, of this bitch. ‘They looked all over pointers, they 
tothe prices of sporting dogs seventy years azo, we produce | 

an inheritance to the valuc of £10 per annum, a lease of life | 
for £30 per annum, or who is worth £200 per annum, tinless 
hé is the son of a baron or knight or heir-apparent to an 
esquire, 

The changed character of the sport of fowling when netting 
sradually gave way before the increasing use of guns, until it 
finally beeame entirely superseded, did, no doubt, act power- 
fully in modifying the setter, and the plastic nature of the 
dog has ever since been taken advantage of to alter and im- 
prove him to suit the constant changes in the conditions of 
Aport, 

As a factor in the conversion of the ancient spaniel into the 
moder setter, Blaine throws owt the suggestion that a cross 
with one of the celeres or swift-footed dogs was resorted to, 
and that the pointer is probably a cross between the spaniel 
and one or other of the pugnaees. To produce the setter by 
such a cross, we had in this country the greyhound and the 
swift lieht hound, at one time peculiar to Yorkshire, Camber- 
land, Northumberland and probably other northern counties, 
There were other varieties of the celevex, no doubt, but the two 
mentioned would in our view be the most likely to approve | 
themselves to practical sporfsmen. In the absence of proof 
of such a cross having been resorted to witha special purpose, 
we content ourselves with pointing out the great reasonable- 
ness of Blaine’s theory. 
it is not to be supposed that if was adhered to, but the pro- 
dice would be bred to the parent strain, the characteristics 
of which it was purposed should preponderate, and that would 
he, in this instance, the spaniel. 

Ti may be argued that the cross with the light hound equally 
with that by the greyliound would quite alter the style of 
lunting, destroy the natural tendency to index or set the 
gaine, and the latter cross, to a great extent, deprive the ol- 
factory powers. We do not think sucha result would follow, 
for eyen if in the first eross those were apparently developed, 
they would be unequally so in several members of the litter, 
and good judgment in selecting the bitches kept for brood 
purposes, and wise mating with spaniel dogs excelling in qual- 
ities partially lost by the cross, would soon restore these in all 
former fullness of development, while the desired modification 
of form and other characteristics was sufliciently preserved. 

Tf the theory of the cross with either of those mentioned, 
or some other of the celeres available (but none of which, we 
aro of opinion, would be so suitable to the object in view) be 
rejected, then we are thrown back on the theory of selection 
of individuals of the same variety; for all must admit that, 
changed as the modern setter is from all portraits of him in 
pen, pencil, or by brush, as he existed even so late as the last 
century, he still, im all essentials, shows a strong alliance with 
{he spaniel family, It is not impossible in the production of 
the modern setter that he arose from the roughest of spaniels 
described by our earliest. writers by means of selection alone. 
None of our domestic animals are so easily changed, and, as 
it were, molded to the breeder’s will, as the dog, and, in the 
case under consideration, the time has been more than ample 
to effect the change, 

It is very improbable that we have a better setter judge 
than Mr. William Lort, of Fron Goch Hall, Mont#omery- 
shire, and his experience of the breed is practically unlimited. 
We are, therefore, glad to be able to lay before our readers 
Mr. Loris views upon fhe probability, and also of the desira- 

Granted that the cross was adopted, - 

tioned that they were instituted by the Kennel Club, which | 

worked like pointers, they were excellent pointers, and were 
sold, when broken, at forty guineas—a good price in those 
days. I myself had setters from her, and they were good 
setters, and showed all setter characteristics.” 
A strong confirmation of Mr, Lort’s theory is to he found 

in the subjoined engraving from a painting by the famous 
French artist, Alexander Francois Desportés. This great 
animal painter—born in 1661 and died in 1743—was elected 4 
member of the French Royal Academy of Painting in 1699, 
and of its Council in 1714. For many years he occupied the 
Court position of historiographer of the chase, created ex- 
pressly for him by Louis XTY.; and his pictures, which are 
very numerous, can hardly be surpassed for their fidelity to 
nature, The engraving we reproduce from his pencil is en- 
titled ‘Dogs and Partridges,” and is valuable as distinctly 
showing that the pointer had been crossed with the spanieél 
before and during his time, and that the result was a doe very 
like our modern setter. 

Tt has heen hefore shown that up to the end of the last 
century pointers were the more fayored breed of dog by 
sportsmen, but of late years the setter has made great prog- 
ress in public popularity. This may he, to a certain extent, 
accounted for by the existence of the three varieties—Eng- 
lish, Scotch and Ivish—to which allusion has been already 
made ; but we feel inclined to believe that the natural tough- 
ness of this dog’s constitution has more 10 do with the change 
that has taken place. The thickly-padded feet of the setter 
unquestionably renders him a preferable dog for all sorts of 
rouch shooting, and’ on the moors he is far better able to } 
withstand jhe broken ground and the hard work that has to 
be encountered than the pointer, who is more easily fatigued, 
On the other hand, exception has been taken to the setter 
that, thoueh physically stronger than tle pointer, he is not 
able to work so long without water, and ti may be mentioned 
that this theory was in existence at the time Taplin wrote, for 
he remarks, with reference to this, his favorite breed : 

“There is an erroneous opinion in circulation that it is a 
disadvantage to setters, they cannot continue to bunt lone 
without water: though it is perfectly well known fo the most 
experienced sportsmen they can endure heat, thirst, and 
fatigue as well, if net better than, pointers; they are certainly 
more difficult to break, and when broke are most apt to rm | 
wild and unsteady if not frequently hunted.” 

Nearly twenty years later John Scott writes in the ‘‘Sports- 
man’s Repository :” 
“Many sportsmen prefer the setter to the pointer for pheas- 

ant shooting, as more active and hardy, having so much of 
the quality of the spaniel, and thence not flinching at the 
thickest coverts. On the moors, and for grouse shooting 
also, the preference of the setter is decisive, for although he 
is said to require much water, and to be unable to endure 
heat and thirst like the pointer, the former, from his consti- 
tutional activity and the hardness of his feet, is superior ina 
long day over a rough and uneven surface. From accident, 
or from that never-failing desire of shining by the intermix- 
ture of breeds, with little consideration of the end, pointers 
have been crossed with setters, and setters with pointers, but 
we have not seen any beneticial result. On the seore of util- 
ity, the setter can derive no improvement from such a cross ; 
and granting—vwhich, however, is not proved—that the pointer 
gains something in regard of usefulness, such advantage will 
be countervailed by an abatement of size, figure and stateli- 

| ness, on which account only, perhaps, he superseded the 
setter in the affections of the sportsman. * * * 

‘“Tthas been disputed very uselessly whether the setter or the 
pointer have the most powerful nose: but let a sportsman take 
a thorough good dog of either kind into the field and he will no 
longer trouble himself with that, dispute. Beyond a doubt 
the setter is the most useful gun dog of the two, but the 
pointer is the larvest, most stately and showy, and is admired 
for his rate, his high ranging and steadiness, The setter on 
his part muy put in his claim, and more especially when of 

the puve breed, to his full share of the intelligence, sagacity 
and affection for man, which shines-so eminently and so de- 
lightfully in the spaniel.” 

Such remarks as above would seem to betoken a very rapid 
advance on the part of the setter in the estimation of sports- 
men who used the gun, for it must be borne in mind that not 
twenty years before it would seem that this dog was only 
being gradually introduced into this branch of sport, having 
more generally been used in netting operations up to the com- 
mencement of this century. At the period of writing (1880) 
the setter is certainly the more successful dog in the field, as 
his many triumphs in field trial competitions must amply 
prove. With reference to these trials it may be briefly men- 

is a society Originated about the year 1869 for the purpose of 
promoting the general improvement of dogs, dog shows, and 
dog trials. These latter are unquestionably decided proofs 
of a dog’s capacity for work, and may be regarded as most 

successful institusons, having been largely patronized by the 

hility, of the pointer cross, which so many believe 10 he | 

higher glass of sportsmen who haye shown great interest in 
‘the trials, and who have in nddition entered their dogs largely 
fov competition, 

' KENNEL NOTES. 

Wao Has Tris Dog ?—On Sept 16a black and tan Gordon Sette 

bitch, 3 years old, was lost by the man who was exercising her oty 

Boston Common. She was of medium size, with a white pile rnp 

ing up to throat, rather slightly btilt, with tine, silly, straight 
coat; the tan behind rmnning into the long hair of her lug. Rather 

a long nose, eyes dark hazel, showing the haws somewhat anil 

rather slanting, giving her what might he called a pathgtiv oxpres- 
sion when she looks atone. She ix of a yery gentle dispositivu, 
answers to the name of Beanty, and is broken, When lost she lind) 

ona black leather collar, made round like a tracé, with a hoiyy 
silver-plated buckle, and a plate with name, addross and license 

number on it. About three inonths ago the hair at the tip of her tail 
had been trimmed down with sissors. Any information whieh 

could lead to her recovery would be most thankfully roweived by 

the undersigued, who would pay a Suir reward for jer syithonbl 
questions if ghie isin the bands of doalers. 

B. &. Grarxovat, 

10 @hartes St, Boston, Meas, 

eB 

Naas Crsmrepv.—Red Maui—My. J. Ohiubh, of Cleyeland, Ohio, 

claims the name of Red Maud for Trish setter hiteh puppy ont of 
Dell by Pat. : 

Red Rarus—Mr. WH. O'Neal, of Cleveland, Ohio, claims the name 

of Red Rarus for lish Setter dog puppy ot of Dell by Pat, 

Sanes.— Wildair—Josie whelp,—The Horiell Cocker Club haa 
sold to Mr. E, §, Bird, Rockland, Maine, a cockev spaniel dop pup- 

py, (pure black) ont of Josie by Wildsir, whelped August 1, 1880, 

Pal.—Dell wiielps-—Ma. J. Chubb and Mx, H. O'Neal haye par* 
chased from Mi, Geo, Purdon, Orange, WN. J., two Irish setter pip- 
pics, dog and bitch, out of Dell by Pat, Dell ont of Beekerton's 
Bell by Champion Rufus, Colgate'y Pat ont of Havett's Nell by 

Champion Eleho, Nell Phuikett Stella. 

Reno 11T.—Mr, i, F, Mereilliott of this city has purctinsed trom 
Dr, John Meyers his pomter bitch Reng IIT, 

Petr, B. FL Mercilliott, has prrehased fvom Mr. W. H. Bondi . 

his pug hiteh Pet. . 

PRESENTATION.— ay Deli whelp—My. H.W. Liviurston laa 

kindly prerented Mr, 2, Ruttarthiyaite a tine dog puppy ont of Delta 

by Champion Ruy The youngster jiws the same color and mark 

ings aa his sire, . 

Brep.—Jessie Alilershot—Nir. WB. A. Horzherpy’s Tessie, dam of 

St. Hhno, to same oyners imported Layernck, Mdersliot, 

Belle. Paris—My, A. B, Harrison's blue Trelton setter bitch 

Belle, Pride of the Border—Kirby, to Wa. H. L, Smith's chanipicn | 

Pans, | 

Writies.—Freiry JJ—My, J.C, Higgins’, (Delaware (ity, Dali) 
Fairy I. whelped on Sept. Lt, to same owners Pohitine, 

Lassie—Dr, J. W. Downey's rongh coated Gillie biteh Tassie 
whelped Oct. 1, eleven puppies, eight dogs and three pilchos by | 
Lindsay's Rex, ist New York 1830. 

Comection—My. EB. B. Mereilliot writes us thit the pry bitel be- 
eoutly purchased by him from Mr. W. H, Beadle, is named Pet and 
not Poy as published in ow: isaie of Sept 30. 

Lucile—My, WH. P. Dorteli, of Goldsboro, N, ©, elvis tlre name 

of Lueile for Trish setter bitely puppy, whelped July 24. TAR, hy 
Rory O*More ont of Daylon’s Norval. 

Dolly A—Mr. H. P. Dorteh cluims the name of Dolly A. for En- 
lish setter bitch puppy, whelped Sepl.4, 1880, by Glengarey, Meide 
of the Border—Bunmet Carré, ont of owners Diana TL, 

Victor—Luey.—Mr, W. Elmore has sold to Mh. Wank (t, Herrick, 
Albany, N. ¥., an Emelisl lave beagle puppy ont of Tucy hy 

Victor. 

Buscoy-1THev.— Whit remedy can I use that will remove warts 

from my setter dog’s foot and ear? Heis constantly biting the ong 

on his foot.—Ans. Apply carefully a little caustic potash or nitrate 

of silver eyery other day raitil the warts disappear, Mnazzling the 

dog will prevent him fron hiting the afilicted parts. 

Poyro, Norfolk, Va.—My setter dog aged about eight years has a 

constant severe congh, Nothing in his throat that 1 cun porveiye. 

Tn goud health and condition otherwise, Please advise mis what tio 

do for him, He has no cold. Ans —Haye him oxaniined by 9 
competent man, ‘The canse mmst he discovered belvre presuribing 
a remedy. 

A. 5. W. Worcester, Mass —L haye a Newfoundland dog three 

years ol. He has bog to lave fits, What shall 1 do for him ? 
Ans.— Give him « teaspoontnl of pulphur each day for thyce or four 

days, abd then a dose oF castor oil, Teed Jow aud give planty of 

eXeLejso. 
ee 

—For Neuralgia, Pains vid Achesin the Back, Kidneys or Limbs 

Hop Bitters. 

The Rifle. 
—Address wll Communications ta - Furest rod Stream 

Publishing Company, New York” 

Bostox, Sept. 29.—At Waluut Hill to-day the long-range mateh 
Was continued, with the largest number of entries of the season, 
The day was not a good one, the wind blowing erratically front west 
to south, Subjoined are the seores + 

If, Tyler. 

AituASees ott egies le Oe ae Ne oy A a beta 
900 yds. wD 5 Dl Ss 8 45 aco om So HTS 

1,000 Y0Seeisceee BOM Wot 5 5 5 HF 4 5-5 SHOE 

G, BH. Thomas. 

800 yas hots 8 5 af 5 5 55S 
900 yds. S55 6 9 4 5-4 5 8 4 FT Oo Seal 

4,000 yds a.5 3 5 15 5 4 55 & 5 572-7 

W: Charles, 
B00 ytls a7 55 5 & 505 45 5 > S273 
90) yds. ef ecb bh ial ain eee eel ; 

1,000 yds 45435 640 5 35 5 3 5 5—H—23 

W. H. Jackson, . 

Be Bek 1S Bod Badlr aeh Se 0-8 eae 
35660 5 6 8 6 5 % 3) 5—13 
50455 77 4 fh & fh F A F—OS—OIA 



ee 

FOREST AND STREAM. 193 

J. F. Brown, : 
S00 yds. --...-.... wi £89 5 5 5 5D 5 5 8 5 5 3-73 
DUC Oe o-oce et 55 4655 5 ob 6 4 5 SF FTF 

A000 yds......0...4 4d 5 4 6 od eH 5 6 6 2 SGT 812 
: #. . Ralibeth. 

BOD Der Woe oe 5 dt A edn te Feioeeoman ous 
N00 VIS... . cee 6H 0 45 5 5 FS HH SF 5—HG 
LOW yos<----1-:.-7 Fol GF 6 4 8 4G FF 5 5 5 G—T2-PEL 

The total of D. Webster was 208; A. Ferguson, 205 ; 5. Lewis, 
204; T. Howe, 201; Salem Wilder, 196, 

Boston, Cel, 2.—An October day with a cloudless sky, just cool 
enough to suit, greeted the short-range gentlemen at Walnut Hill 
who participated in the regular competitions to-day at 200 yards in 
the Greedmoor and Massachusetts matches. All the flags hung 
limp and motionless, and the gentlemen were shooting on the dead 
centre, After 12 otelock all these conditions changed ; the wind 
was troublesome and moyed im all directions, swinging about in the | 
most perplexing manner, and reqmring from one to five points of 
wind, and upsetting all calculations, ‘The subjoimed xammary 
gives only the lest shooting and scores in both matches : 

Creedmoor Target Match, 
Rf hee Hebe 5-50 
R55 6 5 5 4+ 4 5—458 
4555 5 5 4 5 416 
444454 5 5 5—15 
ado 4 5-6 4 # 5—t. 
4¢4¢ 4 4 4 5 4 5-18 
445 4 £45 9 445 

c. Wemyss @i ) Ptdpasd ¥ a] 
ce @ Foster dilate ho 465 8 4 #4 4 5 He 
J, H. Dunlap 5 Sod a) a uk et Pt 
H. Gi. Bixby... S44 be 8 a 5 aH 
eC. DOMES. yes y+ Po $45 44 5 4 4 wg 

Massachusetts Target Mateh. . 

3. J, Cram teeaeO 11 I dz 11 12 12 We & f2—10 
E. GB. Souther, . -2 11 Vi 32 10 at 12 WW Ww MW—107 
TS oom sp sc LoS TORRES AG Se, am a a HD Tl Jy 12 72 § 9) af th “s—i0 

Merproxp, Mase,, Sept. 29.—The attendance at Bellevie range to- 
day was good, and the mumber of entries mad’ 43. ‘The best scores 
mude in the Bunker Ell match were : 

Wr) PE VRUSSEM. Soh). see Meals sed Cale 66346 5 6 6 6 6—57 
C.D. Harrison... do shee 76 46 6 5 6 5 S35 
BCU AUSIOM ie tb ess Men § 6446 6 5 6 H—52 
H. Withington Sp FB 4G 5 5S b= 58 
A. J. Greene, bh & oS ah a a 5st 
J. Busuman G4 2 .4F bob oe fd 50 

Tn the first-class of the above stateli C. D, Tarrison and ©, 

| 500 yards, rifle mateh, carton target : 
$. H. Hubbard bo 6a 4 f te 7 Bo 

| H. Carstesen 7434664 G5 4 6-59 
fe N. Conge: 54h 6 5 4 6 & 5-50 

'S,V. Nichots: BUS 5 5 5 > 4 wag 
M. Reynolds. . 64d $44 5 5 5-418 
8.C. Kingman. ER Ce “6 485.8 & 4 6 4 d—43 

In the aboye match, Hubbard and Caretoari used tle long-range 

tifle, Conger and Nichols sporting, and 8. C. Kingman ihe State 
military rifle, 5 

900-yards’ matel: ; 
RUS Vee et aterie He &. Bassett. 45 327 
5. U. Hubbard . .. . V. Nichols... 3 2-27 
H. Garstosen. ....5 5 5 ROS. BAssHrn, Sec., | 

Per F. W. P. 

Creupmoor Wann Merrina,—iIn the Army and Navy Journal 

match, the 4th Connecticut Regiment is entered as the 4th Pennsyl- 

yania Regiment, <A transposition of scores places the record of the 

Short-Range Match of 7 shots at 200 yards where the Hxtra Match 
_ of 4 shots at samé distance should haye been, and yice yersa, 

PeNysyityaAntA Srave Rirne Assocrarron.—The third semi-an- 

| nual meeting will be held at Stockton Range, Camden, N. J., Oct. 11, 

if 
Russell win the general prizes, and in the second class J, Hastman 
and A. J. Green, 

Th the gold badge match the leading scores are as follows: 

12and13, The match list includes: 

Subseription Match—Open to all comers; any rifle; 100 yards; 

position, standing; seven scoring shots, Re-entries allowed. 1st 

prize, 30 per cont, of entrance money, 24 prize, 20 per cent. of en_ 

frunce money. 8d prize, 10 per cent. of entrance money, 

The Record Match—Open to teams of cight from association 

clubs. Clubs may enter more than one team. Prize—a silyer cup 

presented by the Philadelphia Record; any rifie; 200 yards: seven 

shots, 

Capt, Dudley Selph won the Washington Artillery Battalion 
medal for the first time on a score of 62, less handicap of 4—as, 

Sergeant Wm, Weiss won the Tyler medal for the fourth time on 
a score of 42. ‘The competition for this medal is between members. 
of the Louisiana Field Artille vy. 

The following is the total score of the two competitions made for 
positions on the Crescent City Team, to contest agaist the Denver 
team, which is to take place at Frogmoor, pee Oct, 3, 1880: 

Sept. 12, Sept. 26, Total. 
ple Wim, WEISS. 06 -e rnc ter ee creer errr teen 59 5 124 

. L. Gerties.. 138 
. Dudley Selph.. 1B 

Jd. K. Renaud, . ug 
. FOUN Miller, ..- 16 
. H, Watson... 11h 
. E. Guerin.... Ih 
. A. Franklin, iy 
- J. GC, Spor (12 
. GW. Chariton WW 
. W. W, Chariton. 58 ie 
. BF, Goldthwaite ho 

#. HW. Sallean ad Lay 
. K, Montgomery nt 

The captain will make his selection from the above of ten men 
and two reserves, and amnonnce the same in time for the men to be 
on hand, 

AenSten: 

Savages a8 Rirneaen.—she following account of the use of the 

breech-loading Martini rifle by the Zulusis taken from the narrative 

| of Archibald Forber, who, when under interview, speaking of his 

| experience as an army correspondent, said: ** In some instances T 

‘thought that taking adyanced positions to observe battles had 

This prize to be won three times, not necessarily consecu- 

tiye, before becoming the property of the winning team. First com-_ 
petition won Sept. 8, 1879, by the West Chester Rifle Team, score, 

457 points. Becond competition won May 24, 1880, by the Penn- 

sylvania Rifle Clnb, score, 535. 

Association Match—Prize, a mid-range Ballard rifle: open to all 
members of association clubs; any rifle; 200 yards; ten scoriug shots. 

Re-entries unlinited, 

Thé Oriental Powder Matech—10U and 200 yds. five shots at cach. 

Re-entries allowed. Prize, powder. 
Eyerybody’s Match—Open to all comers; 100 yds, and 200 yds., 5 

shots at each. Prize to the highest’ ageregate score, a Gem scale, 

especially adapted to weighing ammunition, ete., with accuracy. 
Page REGIE: cenit sed gales ee Soy eels aa 445445 5 4 5 5—45 
F. EB. Garden. ae oe, E hd 3 44 5 4-45 
©. D. arrison 555 44 4 42H - 
J, Bastnian,..... 45 6 4 4 4 4 44 
Sunewssuny, Mass., Sep/. 30.—The following ia the record of the 

ahooting at the Bagh Groye range to-day > 
200 yas, Sm yds, 201 yds, 

Stedman Clark. Bi] Dr Amol... 8s 42 
M. Ge. Wuleres i+ 45 a T. Rice. AT ld 
G. Jenkins. ay ~ B, Bolden, 45 ue 

400 yds,—Car tion COUNTING b 5 possible 605 10 Shots each, 
a0) yds.—Otr- hand; possible 50- 1. shots ‘each. 

GArpwrer, Mass., Ocl. 1.—The following scores were recently 
made by the Gardner Rifle Club at the Hackmetack range. Two 
scores of fen shots euch were shot, distance, 200 yards ‘off-hand, 
nsing the inch ring and Creedmoor tan: zet ; 

Ky Oe i. + Totals. 
DNs DOM Pes. tees a a 44 M1) AT 66M 
‘A. Mauihews.. AS ean Meat? yor tT 4h i) 
F, B, Nichols. . AG AG Tr 44 90 
o este ‘Hinds. 1 4h Se d5' 89 
G. F. Ellsworth. wv OH 7h 4k ; 
¥, Themen Pits ret ta Se 4A is 
“Win, Austin... TH 63 438 ST 
Joe Noywood, .., Ty) 15 AS ou) 35 
Ti. C. Knowlton. if 43 al 41 St 
Ohus. Shimnways.. i) a2 54 a9 81 
G. G. Goodale. 4,4 -..+4+:4 20 ii 0) as dl $1 

Anpams, Mass.—We haye a sporting club formed here, called the 

Adunis Sporting Club, with the followmg officers : Pres., Albert L. 

Phillips ; Se0., F. H. B. Munson; Treas., H. H. Wellington ; Capt. 
of Team, R. A. Whipple; Wield Officer, A. L. Mole. We haye 

thirty members, aud practice every Saturday. The strings on Oct. 

4 stood: 
dst string; 200 yards: 

HOPAIDGS 1s yen ope eee ye ete a eh Ee Bera “Se Beas 
Whipple:-...-..- woo 444 4 4 4 4 5-35 
Munson--..- Sat ee nsec 2445 0 4 0 £ 2 3-29 
Wellington.....--... 55 3 0 4 8 5 8 3 8-35 
SDA AV LST Hasta Beaks lets edetiele|riaieiter © arate a2 se 45 4°38 4 4 4+ 4 4-34 

Tie: Whipple, +; Howland, 3. 

8d string; 200 yards: 
H. H. Sire sas Pi ered eahaieorere 4338 22 3 0 35 2-2 
Briges..... - 5 44 4 4 3 2 4 3-38 
Raat 44% 4 4 4 4 4 3-239 
Whipple. 44 4°5 & 4 2B 4 4-49 

443 42 3 5 2 8-35 
mso0n 4a 3 8 4 4 5 2 0-32 

aD ji Ae earls 243 824 4 8 4-32 
Fifties te Ne Rh aR oe rE ote (of § 0 38 00 0 0 0 0-38 

Mamoru Rreme Gauteny—Rosiou, Ocl. 2.—The mauguyral rifle 

match, with its six cash prizes, was commenced in this gallery on 
the ist, and so far the shooting is good for so early in the month, 

Mr. George D. Edson heads the list with 181, closely followed hy 

Mr. A. C. Goodspeed with 175. The conditions of the match are ; 
Any .22 cel. rifle, 8 pounds pull; position, off-hand ; rounds, eight ; 

possible, 40; five scores to win, or possible 200. The gallery y has 
been well filled during fhe week with many crack shots in this yi 
cinity, many members of the Massachusetts Rifle Association and 

the Medford Rifle Association being among the number, and they 
practicedaily. Messrs. Richardson,Arnold, Hollis, Edwards, Jackson, 
Sonther, Pollard, Law, Stevens, and many others were present dur- 

ing the week, and made capital scores, Persons visiting the gallery 
will see_a fine species of the great North American diyer or loon, 

which was shot on Lake Winnapasankee, N. H., by a patron of the 

gallery, ‘Che following are the leading scores in the inaugural rifle 
mateh, 50 yards ; rounds, 8; possible 40; fiye seores to win, or 

poseible 200 + 
GAO, 1, HOSOI es heticcm cenece es aftett et <.47,.36 36 36 386 37—I151 
AY CD GOOUSpeed.. 45 pee ee -.8) 35 35 33 85—1T5 
Charles B. OIs........ sp ads e tagtedet . Bt 85 35 35 85—1T4 
CG. R. Sawyer... Wed e Wose veh alge mie bine- 224 ese rat B4 34 95 35 85-173 

Coxsucricur, Bridgeport, Sept. 25.—The following’ scores were 

made at the regular shoot of the Bridgeport Rifle Club, at Sea Side 
Range, yesterday. 200 yards ; silverware match : 

| | } | 
| 

tothe highest score a Ballard .22 cal. Gallery rifle. 

| grometer, value $15,000, 

Mid-Range Team Match—Open to teams of four from association 

clubs; clubs may enter more than one team; any rifle; 500 vds; 10 

scoring shots. 

Hiifle Mateli—500 yda: The-entries al- seyen shote: any position. 
lowed. 

R. & J. Beck Matel-—For a Gem ficld-glass; 500 yds, Me-entries 
permitted. 

Z, K. Tryon, Jr & Co.'s Diamond Badge Mateh—Open to aly . 
members of association clubs; 100, 200, and 500 ydx., seyou shots at 

each; any rifle, No re-entries. Badge to be held by winner mntil 

the next meeting (tournament) of the association, then to be deliy- 

ered up to the president of the association, to be shot for again ab 

that meeting, wnder same conditions, and so on from meeting to 

meeting. 

Ballard Match—500 yds.: any rifle; Hirtrance fee #100. 

Notless than 15 

entries. 
J. W, Queen Matech—For an Aneévoid barometer and Masou’s Hy- 

600 yds,; 10 scoring. Re-entries allowed, 
Consolation Match—Open to members of association, exeept those 

having won prizes during the meeting. 600yds.; sevenshots. Re- 
entries allowed. First prize to the highest score, a silver medal, 

The following are in the liberal rules governing the matches: 

Rifle Association, will be wnder the rules of this association exclu- 

sively. All grievances shall he settled on the grounds by the Range 

Comunittee, subject, however, to appeal to the Executive Committee, 

which appeal must be made in writing, before leayimg the ground. 

Re-entries permitted in all matches at any time before the last 
shot is fired, provided such entries are made 20 minutes before the 

time set down for the following mateh. 

Military rifles may be used in any match, but will only he allowed 
points when used as a military rifle, withont cleaning; the allowance 

will be 1-25 of possible score. 

match. 
Competitors may practice preyious to the commencing of a match, 

| by paying 10 cents for three shots. 
| Matches for more than one distance shall commence at short dis- 

| tance. ; 
Scores in any match commenced with one gun, must be completed 

with the same gun without change. 

tn handicap matches men of the first class, are those haying an 

8, V. Nichols . tipeeeet 4:5 5 5 4 5-82 
A. Ge White. 5 5 5 44 4 5-82 
H. Nichols 445 45 5 +31 
T). B, Marsh -- S444 45 431 
8. H. Hubbard .. 5 i444 4 +30 

Be, yee Pettic ns, i), 72 See Seo aiuie'g ede wo 4 4 5 5 8-30 

200 yards, rifle mutels: 
A. G. White 3353354 5 48 
H, Nichols £45534 4 2 
E. F, Latha, 45 4 5 4 8 4-41! 
D. E. Marsh.....,, 4ii agg 3 340 
“8. ¥. Nichols... a4 38 445 aed 
AY, Be LEWIS. . ele ve ier eces cise eeseree 443 4 4 4 §-37 

average of 90 or oyer at 200 yds.: of second class are those liaving 

an average between 8) and 89, inclusive; third class are thosehaving 

New Oruuans, Sepl, 26,—The tlird team shoot for the officers’ 
prize was shot for to-day at Frogmoor, resulting in the Washing- 
ton Artillery team winning the prize the second time, They make 
the fine seore of 325, but as Lieut. Miller came late on the gronnds 
he was ruled out from shooting at the 200-yard range, which- made 
a reduction of 27 points, thus bringing the total down to 298. But 
it was stall a winning score by nine points. The following is the 
score by teams : 

Washington Artillery, 

- 200 spas. 500 Yards. 2vil 
Dudley Sas Ba b 4 4—32? 4 4 4 4°45 

' a. C. Spori. Rij aot we Bhat oa Soir pst 
GW. Chariton....4 £44 3 4 49% 25 44 5 $ 
H.M. Bradtord...8 43 44 4 4% 6 44 8 4 5 

| W. W. Chariton...6 4 8 44 4 5-29 4444 5 8 
| John Miller....... Ruled out. Gok ae 10" A: 

| MOLD. hitless» pine Meat eFEere ale aieteeewic is SW ee Axh- sta oe ipa ertecisies 298 
Louisiana FE ield. 

Wm. Weiss..---... it 2 ee Ae ty ees ed 
i Montgomery...4 0 8 4 4 4 4-23 3.32 4 5 5 5 4-29-52 

hs 3 OS 24 4 4 4 5 2-27-51 
teGehy ine do 4 4 8 4-97 363 6 8 & 4 0-22 49 
EE LT 3444 5 2-27 28 038 3 0 2~-13—40 
G. Schwind... RAS ala pee te ates 00 0 0 3 5 5-10-35 

roth MOT rc eee, AGS cee. of: betes 989 
Continental Giiariis. 

J. Enight. ps tre 445 4 4 5 4-30-59 
we ayes $39 8 4+ 3 5 5—24—50 

5 0 + 2 & 4 2-91-50 
Win, Pierce. 58 0 3 4 W 0—9i—14 

f TOTAL, . +... Wisk ee oes Sobek «cle 

Short tivo man to make yp full fais 

Prize— | 

All matches shot at the fall meeting of the Pemnsylyania State | 

Not more than one competitor may use the same rifle i in the same | 

Hl 

| 

proved advantageous to my safety. It is a common fault with soldiers 

to fire too high. This is especially tre of the troops of savage races, 

ond infighting such foes the adyaneed soldiers frequently hear whole 

volleys of balls passing harmlessly oyerhead. The poor Zulus at the 

decisive battle of Ulundi made the mistake of firing too high with 

terrible results to themselves. They thought the adjustable sight- 

pieces on the guns regulated their power, and they set them with 

Jumps of clay to the longest range. To the mamber of 20,000 they 
had surrounded the British who, only 4,000 strong, were formed in 

i hollow square. From all sides at once the savages made the at- 

tack, adyancing to close range with their long range guns, and not 

only did the English absolutely mow the brave fellows down, but 

their own bullets were assisting in the deadly work by shooting oyor 
the British lines, and into the enemy at the other side.” 

SCHUETZEN NOTES. 

Tar FATHER OF THE SCHUnTZEN IN THE Unive SrarEs.—Captain 
H, D. Busch, the founder of the New York Schuetzen Corpe, and the 
winner of the Forest anp Stream badge ati the recent fall meeting 
of the corps, has jst started for California for « three months’ trip. 
He left his hotel at Hoboken, N, J,,.at 7 o’clock on Saturday last, 
accompanied by a number of friends in carriages, and, driying to 
Jersey City, took the 8:30 p. a. train for the West. On reaching 
the Penngyly ania depot a number of friends from New York were 
found waiting to bid their friend good-bye. We wish Capt. Busch 
a pleasant jommney. 

ScuvgerzeN Park—Venwarh, WV. J, Sept, 30,—The Newark 

Schuetzen Society held its 28th King shooting to-day. As the 

| weather was very fayorable, a great many sliooters took part in the 

| sport. At 200 yards’ distance, out of a possible 75, in three shots, 

the following were the best : 
| Christian Koevel........-... ANNE Cleo, Peele ete eas ae al 
W. Hayes TET naire S Seeen a 49 
Gus Freche a: ee SWI AeS SGOT 54 AB AXE PESOS oe 48 

| W. Gardner. J. Klenert.. 
J. #. Delahant W, HLF. 

| A, Begerow.. D, Terrill. 
| M. P. McLeod. Gee ar Tein yee YP tee ee 40 

Aye FMS eke ee sf as, oe: Ra 

Chs. Koegel was declared King, and received a splendid gold 

medal valued at #50. The others received money and other yalus- 

ble prizes. In the cyening a summer-night’s festival took place. 

Archery. 

THE GRAND NATIONAL MEETING 

ARCHERS OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

OF THE 

HE thirty-seventh annual tournament of the archers of Great 

Britain was held at the city of Shrewsbury, the ancient capi- 

tal of Salopia, on the 28th, 29th and 30th days of July last, two 
weeks later than the American meeting at Buffalo; and while the 

Salopians were not fayored with such an exhibition of shooting aa 
they witnessed in the year 1854—a score of 234 hits, 1,074 points, 

by Pord—yet some very fine performances were recorded, and, upon 

the whole, a good average was maintained, The features of the 
meeting calling for especial notice were the splendid Double York 

Round of 195 hits, 897 points, by Ma. H. H. Palairet, who won 

thereby the champion medal and the first cash prize; the two 

scores of 40-196 and 41—205, secured at 80 yards by that gentle- 

man, yielding the highest total ever obtained at the 80 yards at a 

public meeting by any archer except Mr. Ford. Indeed, con- 

sidering the fact that the weather was such that great 
archers like the Rey. W. Rimington, who last year, at the 

great Crystal Palace meeting, scored 966 points, and at the 

Grand Western meeting, 920 points, here only obtained 632 

points, and only a total of 192 at 80 yards; that Mr. Walters, 

the last year’s champion, only obtained a seore of 405 at the Double 

Round, and # total of 170 points at the 80 yards’ range ;—this score 

of $1—401 at this range by Mr. Palairet, scored in two days of rain 

and wind, over a turf saturated with water, is a performance which 

leads us to name him the greatest living archer. 

Another noticeable feat was that of Mr. ©. H. Eyerett, who ol- 
tained a shillmg from each of the fifty-eight gentlemen shooting, 

for three golds made at an end on the second day at 60 yards. The 

most notable thing, howeyer, from a toxophilite point of view, was 

the wonderful shooting of Mrs, W. Butt on the handicap day. For 

ten years this lady has been considered the best lady archer which 

the world has ever known, but it remained for this meeting to bear 
record of a feat unequaled in the annals of great public meetings. 

The English National Round consists of 48 arrows at 60 yards and 

24 arrows at 50 yards, and this smgle round was shot on the handi- 

cap day. At the 60 yards’ range Mrs, Butt scored 47 hits and 289 
points, and at 50 yards 24 hits, 132 points—a total of 71 hits, 421 

score. When the surroundings of a great public meeting are eon- 
sidered, the 60 yards’ shooting becomes almost miraculous, Bnt 
twice in the history of archery has this score ever been exceeded by 

a gentleman—once by Mr, Ford with 46 hits, 292, and once with 
48 liith, 290 by the same gentleman. For thirty-seven years archers 
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of renown like Bramhall, Fisher, Palairet and Rimington—archers 

who have scored in private practice from 1,000 to 1,350 pomts at 

_ the Double York Round, have been shooting at these meetings, and 
yet the nearest approach to this superb score was Mx. Rimington’s 
record of 48—286, secured at the National Meeting of 1878. The 

details of this 60 yards’ score are as follows : 

Hits. Score. 
HITS MOZEN«. .-\- us sv vy toe ave ess ag ee TO 
Second dozen.... soda re 
Third dozen.... ana ied 53 
FOUrtHGOZED.. . .. +. ee. 5.02 ents 12 92 

SOG assy & Eten e Sess y eabie' ss 4T 259 

Her last twelve arrows scoring fiye golds, six reds und one blue, 

We wish every lady archer in America would study this score, and 

become fired with the determination to emulate it. 
Tt is a truth which few ladies in this conntry seem to understand, 

that at ranges of 60 yards and under the ladies have a vast adyaut- 

are over gentlemen, and with the same careful study and practice 

should greatly excel their more powerful husbands and brothers. 
The bows used by the gentlemen are tuo powerful for the best 60 

yards’ work. The aim comes so much below the target that the 

greatest accuracy is not attainable, while with the bows of 28 to 32 

pounds used by the ladies, the sim comes usually about the gold at 

60 yards. It is, of course, well known that in delicacy of tonch and 

manipulation, the ladies are far superior to gentlemen, and there 

cannot be a question but that they should be victorions over their 

mule adversaries at allranges from 30 to 60 yards. Indeed, soclosely 

have the ladies approached the gentlemen already in Great Britain, 

the records of this national meeting bear witness in the fact that, 

taking the thirty highest scores made by the ladies with 48 arrows 
at 60 yards, and compare them with the thirty highest scores se- 

cured by the gentlemen at the same range, and we find the gentle- 
men scarcely two points ahead, the ladies ayeraging 164 points, to 

166 by the gentlemen. This should be an incentive to our lkdies to 

adopt 2 correct system of aiming, and diligently strive to altein that 

high degree of skill now possessed by their fair cousins heyond the 

sea. Our gentlemen are pushing up toward the best ef Mnglish 

scoring—will our Jadies permit themselyes to be successful? We 

shall see. 
Below we give the scores of all the ladies and gentlemen in the 

contest for the medals in their order of excellence, obsea'ving only 
that Mrs. Horniblow, though obtaining only second gross score, 

secured the national medal by a majority of points, gaining two 

points for gross hits, one point for hits at 60 yards, and one for 

score at 60 yards; while Mra. Legh obtained two points for gross 
score at the Double Round, and one point for gcore at 50 yards ; 

Mrs. Butt gaining,one point for hits at 50 yards. Mr. Palairet 

gained all the points for the gentlemen's medal, except oie point, 
which went to Mr. Rimington for score at 60 yards. It should also 

be nuted as a matter of exceeding biterest in archery that dirs. 
Hurniblow, who now holds the Lady Championship Badge, has 

won the prond distinction on eleven different occusions. ince the 

formiation of the Nativnal Archery Society, she has secured if eni- 

blem of championship in these years and with the scores here given : 

1853, 89—365; 1856, 109—457; 1858, 101—457; 1862, 128—660; 

Labs, 116—478; 1869, 123—629; 1870, 184—700; 1871, 188—746; 

“1872, 1386—660; 1873, 142—764; 1880, 183—593: lier score of 142 

hits and 764 value, by which she gamed the championship in 

1873, being the hizhest which has ever won that embiem. 

he following are the scores for the medal coutests for 1880 : 
GENTLEMEN, : 

DOUBLE YOKE ROUND. 
—lii yds S89 yds.— —ti0 yds-, —+Total-— 
Ulis, Score, Hits. Score. Hits, Score, Hits, Seore. 

if. HW. Palatvet... T2 St S87 

Lit 
6 
138 
147 
137 
Las 
1st 
138 
136 

3 Legh... } 148 
GL W. M. Gustance ; 126 
AsNewall, ........- 43 131 
G..O. Pardoe 4 129 

+ 125 
12] 
187 
128 
124 
113 
118 
128 
iT 
104 
99 

103 
93 

» 103 
F, | 103 

Mr. Mortimer. ....... 26 9T 
J. F. Seviet...-. yeeets: 93 
Mr, Metcalfe . 88 
W. France - 16 &t 
W. Butt.,... . 4 80 
R, K. Birley. . B 85 
Yates Foote... a0 93 
Mr. Mortimer. 29 83 
H. Elijott..... 25 85 
1, R. Dunne .. » OT 85 
W Porter..... 18 15 
C.F. Garratt. 22 80 
M, Wood..... . 80 
Mr. Wilkinson. 28 W 
CoL Lewin.... 21 Ta 
C. BE. Wheeler. . 18 69 
*N. Rattray... 6 68 
F. Philpott ..-. + a9 67 
Col. Ainsworth.. 15 58 
J, FOster = 22. eels «= 6 53 
J. R. H. Keyworth.. 6 40 
H, B. Crichton.....-, 8 42 
G, Mortimer......-..; 10 41 
W, Gruggen. 8 45 

Penny .......- 9 85 
G Todd Naylor T 81 

T. Bainbridge... 6 19 
Captain Bigg........ 0 0 hy) 0 0 0 0 

* Did not shoot the full number of arrows. 
LADIES. 

DOUBLE NATIONAL ROUND, 
—i0 yis—, -——30 yds—, ——Total—, 
“Hits. Score. Hits. Score. Hits. Score. 

as. 16 346 46 O54 128 600 
372 47 221 133 598 
3a1 45 238 125 589 
343 44 226 119 569 
352 4 187 1a 539 
311 41 185 110 496 
808 43 181 16 4sg 
30% 38 180. 104 482 
294 40 184 110 ATS 
ZiT 42 200 109 ATT 
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A I ey ee NE 8s 

Mrs. Lister......... sinlap|- nen. 43 21T 103 469 
Miss Carter... ae 64 39 191 103 467 
Mrs. Hulse... ~ 56 41 ,218 102 462 
Mrs, Smith. ,,.... - 59, pus 194 103 449 
Miss Hutchinson........ aT Bu 18T 106 140 
Miss Hornby... Gl 85 179 96 156 
Mrs. Nesham. 3 40) iss 103 431 
Miss Bardsywe 3 ny 91 429 
Miss Clarke..... 40) 188 20 416 
Mrs. Yates Foote. 33 160 gg 431 
Mrs, Kinnahan. ,. 412 178 oo 408 
Mrs. Bridges ... 7 16 9 A407 
Miss Prothero.. 37 li7 95 399 
Miss Ellis... 3 99 99 B56 
Mrs. Beck .. 40) iso pal 351 
Miss Pardoe., . 29 129 76 832, 
Miss Wilkinson... 2 115 St 3Y4 
Miss Oluyton...... 103 72 a16 
Miss Woodward, 112 76 308 
Miss Wright...... Fy, 145 15 303 
Mrs. Todd Naylor, . 95 iT 291 
Mrs. Crichton,..... 126 76 290 
Mrs, Woster 107 7 2TT 
Mrs. J. Keyw 131 69 279 
Mrs. Metcalte. 100 G5 QTL 
Miss Davies-Millet . 12 SL 265 
Mrs, Rathray.... lis 63 465 
Mrs. Wyatt... 95 72 262 
Mrs. Hibbert. 6 65 OAT 
Miss Allen. 109 60 24 
Mrs, Coiin-Ross . 106 69 241 
Mrs. Ainsworth... 82 65 239 
Miss Garratt... 102 ay 285 
Mrs. Holland. 95 60 232 
Miss K, Molin a5 $0 it 280. 
Mis. Birley... iis a2 oe 
Mrs. Woodl....... at 4 220 
Mrs i 1a Hy) 220 

23 of oa 216 
i 102 Sf B16 

8 14 a8 210 
aT 11 59 211 
ps) wi aS 2038 
x) 123 say 206 

Mi : i7 55 52 200 
Miss Bake 25 iT 50 200 
Miss M. Hollins 19 69 ira 189 
Miss Harrison. . 98 43 49 175 
Mi g 12 52 36 143 
i iT au 62 45 139 

enny, 1 tf 56 a5 185 
Warren, 0 27 i) Ad 83 131 

Miss Clayton it ol 17 39 34. 110 
Miss Meadows . 15 45 iM 32 25 17 
Mrs. Browne ....,...... 12 St 9 53 4 65 

Hicguuanp Parr ys. Wabism Mrenry Bowmen, 4ug. 16.—Scores 

of sccond match between Highland Park Archers and Wabash 
Merry Bowmen, each team shooting on its own range ; 96 arrows at 
60 yards : 

iWighland Park Archers. 
ish 24 ad Bt Sa Bt 4th 24 

Arrows. Arrows. Arrows. Arrows. 
i— 3 22118 2i—] 2h 1 39—169 

—103 24-13% 90 120 
23— So 20— sé Sd—383 
20—102 19—10L T5—3TS 

~ lo—10e \T— 6F Ti— BSS 
Grand total, $12—1,980. 

Wabash Merry Bowmen. 
dst 2 2 24 3d 2 4th 24 
Arrows, Arrows. Arrows. Arrows. 

Will Tl. Thompson,. 4 Y4—] 4) 2L—134 23—HF 25 
Maurice Thompson ne—— LO) 24—125 2i— 08 fs 
John A, Booe. — OH 2i— a3 2—HiT 8i—ts 
M. C. Klein. . iS— 85 19— 91 IS— 8t {2-342 
Dr. Theo. MeMechan,19 i Ii 80 18— Ta is— ge 73—s4 

anid Tobet, 421—2, 093, 

Wabash Merry Bowmen won by ¢—i19, 

Raxpom Ancuery Coub—dAurora, Cayuga Lake, NN. ¥., Sept. 

20.—Scores made by the ladv members at their regular weekly con- 

test for the Ladies’ Badge. None of them having shot an arrow 

before the organization of the clu) in Augnst, 1879, and with no 

opportunity fpr winter practice, we rezard this record very fair for 

a rural cluh. Sixty arvows: thirty yards: 
G. i. ae Blk. WwW. Hits. Valtio, 

Miss K. Bogarh_..,. 8 12 iD: Wy iH oo 27 
el ‘{} an iv u Al) 225 

ipl iZ 12 14 $8 BL vat 
. Delaheld. 3 ny 18 3 i fa 265 
. EPOCH. 2 =5- 8 “24 Li 10 4 ar S00 

fs. Frisbee........ 10, 4 5 1) s 0 196 
Mrs. C. B, Morgan. 10 ws it 4 10 50 246 
Mis, A. A. Morgan . 7 1k fi 14 9 49 235 
Mrs. Zabriski.....- 4 iy i0 16 7 35 220 

Ming aon satay le it 110 ila 58 455 2213 
Average hits, 50.5; average score, 246; average round, 25.2—123, 

The scores made by the gentlemen at the meeting are not given, 
as thelr record at forty yards did not average so evenly as that of 

the ladies. Ranypom. 

Tre Waverty Tournament—New York, Oct, 2.—Editor Forest 

cond Stream ; Will you mention in your next that the seores of the 

N. J. championship match were reported wrong, The winning 

scores were as follows: ist prize, J. H. Hill, 326; 2d prize, 1. BP, 

Baldwin, 316 ; 3d prize, J. B. Heard, 306; 4th prize, W. Holberton, 
B05. ONE oF THE ExucuTIVE ComMITTEER. 

id 

Grichet 

FIXTURES. 

Oct. 6 and 7.—At Nicetown, English vs. Americans. 
Oct. 9.—At Harrowgate, Girard ys. Merion. 
Oct. 9.—At West Philadelphia, Young America ys, Belmont. 
Oct. 9.—AtStenton, Germantown (2d) vs. Young America (2d), 
Oct. 9.—At Ardmore, Merion (2d) ¥s, Oxford. 

9.—At Nicetown, Germantown vs. Chestnut Hill. 
Oct. 16.—At Harrowgate, Young America vs. Girard. 
Oct. 16,—At Nicetown, Merion ys. Germantown, 

——--—- >. <= << —__—______ 

—In consequence of the crowded state of our columns, a large 
number of important matches haye been omitted during the past 
month. 

ENGLAND vs. AUSTRALIA. 

(From the London Field.) 

After a most brilliant career in the provinces, the Australian 
eleven of 1880 at last encountered a representative team of England 
on Monday, Sept. 6, at Kennington Oval. Since their arrival in 
England at the beginning of the cricket season, now rapidly ap- 
proaching its close, the Colonials haye played oyer thirty matches 

in various parts of the kingdom, generally against teams of eighteen, 
and only twice have they suffered defeat. Early in their career 
over here they expressed a desire to try their strength against Eng- 

Jand, but for reasons which we hope will now be forgotten, and 

which we do not desire to enter into, their propositions were treated 

coldly. After they had met with such surprising snecess—inelnd- 

shire—English cricketers began to feel that some reproach would 
rest on them if they permitted foemen worthy of their steel to re- 
turn withont having waged friendly war with the old country. 
Thanks in the first place to the thoroughly sportsmanlike conduct 
of the Sussex County Club, who gave up the days arranged for 
their match with the Australians; secondly, to the energy of the 
Surrey Club, who in a short time made all the necessary arrange- 
ments; and, thirdly, to the magnanimity of Lord Harris, who, for- 
giving and forgetting the affronts he had received when in Aus- 
tralia, agreed to captain the Wnglish eleven, the much-wished-for 
match has come off; loyers of cricket have seen the game played 
as it seldom has been played, and English cricketers haye upheld 

the proud position occupied by them eyer since the game was first 
played. The team which represented the home country was de- 

cidedly strong in bowling as well as batting, while the Australians 

had, owing to an accident, lost the seryices of Mr. Spofforth, who 

has during this trip, as during the previous one, proved himself a 

tower of strength. Sogood, however, was the English batting, thatat 

the end of the first day's play it was apparent that our eleven could 

seareely be beaten, even though the whole force of the colonies wag 
ranged against it. 

Going in first, England scored the enormous total of 420, and 
then got out their opponents for 149. Following on, the Colonials 
by Tuesday evening had lost six wickets in their second innings, 
and still wanted a hundred runs to equal the Hnglish total. It 
seemed a certainty that the game would be over early on Wednes- 

day. Mr. Murdoch, however, well backed up by the “ tail” of the 

eleven, came to the rescue, and saved aone innings defeat. Messrs, 
W. G. Grace and Murdoch were the heroes of the match, each 
scoring in a single innings over a hundred and fifty runs, Such 

batting has rarely been seen, and well did our preatericketer keep up 

hisreputation, The performance of the Australians was almost better 
than we expected, especially their batting. Mr. MeDonnell played 
fine cricket, while Mr. Murdoch’s splendid innings will never be 

forgotten. During the tirst two days of the match upward of 
twenty thousand spectators watched the game. Of this great mass, 
nine out of ten, perhaps, were thorough judges of the game; and 
never haye we seen @ more orderly crowd. The Surrey Club. no 
doubt, were taken rather nnaweres, but, on the whole, the arrange- 
ments weré excellent, though on such occasions more adequate ac- 
commodation for members of the press ought to be provided. The 

weather was fine throughout, with the exeeption of the last hour 

on Tuesday, when rain fell though it was not heavy enough to i- 
terfere with the play. When the game ended in a victory by five 

wickets for England on Wednesday afternoon, few who had watched 
the match—and there were cricketers there assembled from all 
parts of the country—went away without feeling thoroughly antis- 
fied with the play of both sides; while. the grand, though hopeless 
struggle made by the visitors in their second innings must fonda 
‘erably raise Australian cricket in the estimation of English players 

The three days’ play passed without any dispute or disagreement, 
and a thoroughly cordial feeling seemed to exist between the Tival 
eleyens, while the spectators were equally ready to applaud goad 
play on either side. We need only add that the wicket was aa perfect 
‘as a wicket could be; while, owing fo the recent dry weather, the 
ground was as hard as iron. 

About twenty-five minutes past eleven the word wag passed round 
that England had won the toss, and about five minutes afterward 
Messrs, E. M, and W. G. Crrace took pousession of the wickets, The 
Australian eleyen were heartily cheered on entering the field, Boyle 
delivered the first over from the northern wicket; the second ball 

Mr. E. M. Grace drove to the off fora single, After the third ball 
the wicket keeper whisked off the buils, but there was not the 

slightest chance, Mr, Palmer conducted the attack from tha pa- 

vilion, and Mr. H. M. hit to square leg fora quartette, His com- 
panion sent the last deliyery of the fourth oyer to leg for three, 
which brought fhe 10 on the board. Both batsmen then effected a 
couple of cuts—Mr, W. G. for fonr, and his brother for three, The 

20 were speedily signalled. A lucky snick added fonr rung to Mr, 

E. M.'s total. Thirty were the product of niueteen oyers. Mr, Ww. 
G. now did most of the hitting for a few overs, making # late ent for 

| three and an off-drive for # similar number, hoth off Mr Boyle, 

With the assistance of singles, the score trayeled to 41, and then 

| the secretary of the team, Mr. Alexander, went on in the room of 
Mr. Boyle. Another yery fine eut off Mr. Palmer for threa by Mr. 

W. G., and an on-drive for a conple quickly followed, and a bye 
completed the 50 runs at the end of three-quarters of an honr, 
Another change was now tried, Mr, Palmer making way for Banner- 

man. Fiye runs were made im a couple of overs from the latter. A 
maiden to each succeeded ; but Mr. E, M., who had been still scor- 
ing much slower than his brother, sent a ball of Mr, Alexander's to 
the on-side for a couple. A single was the only item in the next 

four overs, and then Mr. HE. M. returned the ball to Banuerman, 
who dropped it. To show his appreciation of this he drove the first 

ball afterward to the on, and the second to the off for fonr each, 

To this Mr. W. G. responded with an on~drive and two cuts, from 
which ten resulted. A separation was now effected, Mr. BE. M. 

Grace lifting the ball straightly to mid-off. One for 91. Mr, A. P. 
Inicas filled the vacancy, and Mr. Palmer went on at the cusemeter 

endin the room of Mr. Alexander. Mr. W. G, Grace made an on-drive 
and a leg hit for two, while a single by the same batsman cansed 
the 100 to be registered amid great enthusiasm, Mr. Lacas now 

grew busy, making a leg-hit for four from Mr. Palmer, a straight 
dive for a like number, and a cut and two leg-hits off Bannerman, 
from which six came. This cansed the latter bowler to make room 

for Mr, Alexander at 121. In the second over Mr, Lucas drove him 

to the on forfour. Mr, Grace placed a nicely pitched ball of Palin 
er’s rather badly; but he had the good fortune to make a single of 

it. Soon afterward he made six by a couple of on-drives for two 

and fonr from Mr. Alexander, who retired in favor of Mr. Boyle at 
136—which number had taken two hours to obtain. Mr. W. G. 
Grace secured a cut for four in Mr. Boyle’s opening over, Singles 

now became the order of the day, until Mr. Grace played nnder a 
ball of Ma. Palmer's, but it did not quite reach point. Two hours 

and twenty minutes were expended in getting 150 runs. Soon 
atterward Mr. Boyle gave the ball to Mr. McDonnell. The two 

overs sent down before luncheon by the new bowler proved yery 

productive. Mr. W. G. Grace made five by an on-drive and leg hit 

in the first, and Mr. Leas sent the ball to square leg for three in 
the second. The luncheon interval had now arrived, and the total 
stood gt 161. Three-quarters of an honr was allowed, after which 

ing & most praiseworthy, if fortunate, victory against Gloucester- | the batsmen were placed in opposition to Mr. Palmer and Banner 
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man. Mr. Grace soon treated the bowling with great vigor. Two 
Jeg hits for four, and a couple of ents for three, were quickly added 
by him, and Mr. Lacas sent the ball to square leg forfour, Twenty- 
one runs were the outcome of eight overs delivered by Mr. Palmer, 

consequently be relinquished the ball to Mr. Boyle et 208, Hight 

runs were produced in three overs and a half, and then Mr, Lucas 
was unfortunate enough to play the ball on, His hits included five 
fours and nine twos. Warnes was most warmly sreeted on proceed- 

ing to the wickets. He led off with a fortunate snick for fonr. The 
Australian wicket keeper was twice struck with the ball, once by 
each bowler. He bore these knocks with fortitude, howeyer, and 
stuck to his post. A clever drive for four alone the ground by Mr, 

W. G. Grace off Mr, Boyle followed, and Barnes was accredited 
with a snick for two. His first good hitwas made off the next ball 
by a crisp cut for three from Bannctman. Mr. Grace obtained an 

off-driye for four from the professional, and then hit the ball 
almost straight to the payilion, Mr. Alexander tried to catch it. 
but failed ; the chance, however, was éxceedingly difficult, As Mr. 

Boyle was punished far too much to suit the colonials, he, at 254, 
reaigned the ball to My, Palmer. Barnes secured a couple of cnts 
and an on-drive, for which nine were registered. These hits were 
backed up with an an off-driye for four by the Gloucestershire cap- 
tain. As runs were still coming rather quickly, Mr, Alexander was 
put on instead of Bannerman at 269. This proved a most judicious 

tactic, as the third ball Barnes cutinto his wicket. Three down. 

Lord Harris was heartily cheered on his way to the wicket, and the 
first ball he received he droye to the on for a couple, Mr, W. G. 
Grace hit the first ball of Mr. Alexander’s second over to the off for 
fonr, and the last he cut with a like result. A>single was then 

added by him, which caused him to face the onslanghts of Mr. 
Palmer, who was bowling with great precision—so much 50, that he 
quite beat Mr. Grace with a ball that took his off-stump. Thus 
closed one of the best: exhibitions of batting that the Gloucester- 
shire player has eyer shown. It occupied four hours, and was com- 
posed mainly of a dozen fours, ten threes and fourteen twos. Lord 

Harris was joined by one of his own county batsmen, Mr, F, Penn. 

The former secured a leg-hit for four, and a straight drive of the 
like valne by him shot the total past 300 at 4.45. The spectators 
showed their appreciation of this by long and continued applause. 
After a maiden had been sent down by Mr. Palmer, Bannerman re- 
ceived the ball from Mr. Alexander. Both batsmen continned to 
hit with cousiderable skill, and it was thought highly probable that 
another long stand would be made. Mr. Penn cut each bowler for 

four, while Lord Harris hit a ball of My. Palmer's yery finely to 

aquare-leg for a similar sum. This brought Mx. Boyle on again, 
Mr. Penn hit Bannerman to leg for four, but the bowler was 
avenged by the very next ball, which clean bowled him. Five for 
322. Mr, A. G. Steel came, and once more the batting triumphed, 
Four fours (thres of them from Lord Harris by drives and a cut, 
and one to Mv. Steel by a drive) were the most notable items in the 

dozen overs which followed, and at 355 Mr. Palmer once more tried 
bis hand in Hienof Mr. Boyle. This seemed quite to the liking of Mi. 

Steel, who cut the-first and last balls of his third over for four each, 
Mr. Alexander was consequently put on at 389, Mr, Moule a few overs 

before haying relieyed Bannerman. Mr, Steel cut the first ball of 

the former change forfour, while in the next over Lord Harris 

made a grand drive to the bonndary, which caused the 400" to be 
hoisted. A slight drizzling rain now fell, but it was not sufficient 

to interrupt play. Mr. Steel having hit a ball of My, Monle's to 

square leg for four, was deprived of the company of Lord Harris, 

who played the ball into the hands of glip, Six for 404, no less 

than 82 haying been added since the fall of the previous wicket. 
Mr. Steel only ontlivyed his captain for three overs, when a fine catch 

high up by mid-on disposed of him. Seven for 410, The Hon, A, 
Lyttelton and Mr, G. BF. Grace were now associated, but the partner- 
ship was brief, as before eyen a single had been added Mr, G. F. 
Grace was taken at mid-off. The day's play was now at an end, 410 

runs having been recorded at the cost of eight wickets. 
The slight rain of the previous evening had no appreciable effect 

on the wicket on Tu@sday, when the weather was again fine. Shaw 

was deputed to aid Mr. Lyttelton in the batting at five minutes past 
eleven o'clock. This he did not do with much satisfaction, as the 

first ball of Mr. Moule’s third over took his leg stump. Nine for 
413. The bowler at the opposite end was Mr, Palmer, Morley, the 

last man, added a couple of runa (one from an overthrow), and Mr. 
Lyttelton augmented the total with a ent past coyer-point for three 
und a single, when, in attempting a run which should have been 
easy enough to get, Morley was run out ab11,20. Total, 420, Dur- 

ation of innings, five hours fifty-five minutes, 

Twenty minutes elapsed before the English took the field, Ban- 
neriban accompanied the captain, Mr, Murdoch, to the wickets, they 

being londly cheered on their way thither. Morley delivered the 

first over, which was rather roughly dealt with by Bannerman, who 
hit the firet tivo balls to leg for fonr each, and secured 4 single from 
the third. He continued to hit well, and the first twenty-eight runs 
(which, besides the hits mentioned, included two others to leg and 
an off-drive for four, and a cnt for three), weve all made from his 
bat. A great misfortune now befell the visitors, as Mr. Murdoch was 
wonderfully well caught by Barnes atmid-off. Onedown. Mr. Groitbe 
appeared, and a quick chance was soon viven by Bannerman to Mor-~ 
ley at forward short peg. This opportunity was not, however, em- 

braced by the Notts professional. A single only came from the four 

followmg overs. Bannerman then made « cut for three, and four 

more were placed ta his credit, three of them being the result of an 
overthrow. Another slight chance was giyen to Bannerman to slip: 
but, although this was not accepted, he did not profit much by it, 
ag the first ball of the very next over upset his leg siump. Three 
for 39, the score being a single ont, as the number mnst have been 

‘yen, 18 the batsmen were ut the same ends at which they started. 
Mr. McDonnell joined Mr. Gronbe, who cemented the partnership 
with a cut for three, and soon afterward made a similar hit forfour, 
Mr. McDonnell in the meantime had obtained eight by a couple of 
aqnare-leg hits anda snick, The total having frayaled to 59, a ball 
of Mr. Steel’s-with a good pitch, rose much more rapidly than Mr. 

_ Groube had calculated, and took off his stump. Mr. Slight part- 
~nered Mr. McDonnell, and at 62 Shaw supplanted Morley. The first- 
named batsman had a narrow escape of being run ont in the second 
oyer of the change, but the ball was badly returned. ‘This batsman 
then drove « ball of Shaw's over the heads of the crowd in the direc- 

tion of the tennis court. At 84a double variation in the attack was 
trivd. Shay crossed oyer to the northern wicket, and Morley went 
on at the pavilion end, The latter was a step in the right direction. 
The second ball Mr, Slight played into the hands of third man, and 
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the fourth My, Blackham refurned yery hard to Morley, who secnred 
it admirably with his left hand high np, The bad fortune of the 
Australians stuck to them, us Mr, McDonnell was well taken at mid- 

onat89, Messrs, Bonner and Boyle were now in possession, and the 

former played a few balls in a style which threatened to give the 

attacking party some trouble. He was prevented from doing #0, 
however, by a splendidly judged catch at long-field on by Mr. G. I. 

Grace + the ball seemed to hang a. long time in the air, but the fields- 

Man waited for and cleverly sécnred it. Seyen for97. Mr. Palmer 
appeared on the aeene, and four byes caused the three figures to be 
signalled on the telegraph board. Mr. Boyle continued to bat in 

pretty good style, relicying the monotony of singles with a drive to 
the rails in front of the pavilion, Ma. Steel resumed in place of | 

Shaw at 112, but the other bowler clean bowled Mr. Palmer when a 
fingle only was added. My, Alexander's efforts were not particu- 

larly successful, as, with the addition of thirteen—six of them from 
his bat—he collapsed through 2 yery smart catch in the slips close 

in, Luncheon now mteryened, Mr. Boyle being not out twenty-two. 
Mr. Moule, the Isst man, joined Mr. Boyle afterward. The latter 
made a drive for fonr, aid a Snick for a like sum. At 142 Mr. Grace 

relieved Mz, Steel, and, after nm addition of seyen runs, Mr. Moule 

played a ball of his to short-leg, where Morley caught it, Total 149, 
Time, three oclock. Duration of innings, two hours thirty-tive min 

nites, 
The wide differences of result at the close of an innings each was 

enoligh to dishearten any team, but the Anstralians did not show 

the white feather at all, The same order was nob preserved in the 

first yentuve, Bannerman being accompanied to the wickets by Mr. 

Boyle. Shaav and Morley were this time entrusted to open the at- 
tack. The second ball delivered by the fast bowler struck Mx. Boyle 

severely on the hand. Bannerman then cut Morley for four and 

three, and this, with a single to him, was the only contribution made 

when he skied the ball to squaretleg, and Mr, Lucas ran from mid- 

on and caught it, The colonial captain, Mr. Murdoch, now came, 

but was the unfortunate witness of the downfall of tiyo of bis com- 
panions. Mr. Boyle started for a second ron, but the ball was 

promptly returned by Mr. Grace to Morley, who put the wicket down 

before the batsman had got within the crease. This dikaster was 
quickly followed by another, as Mr. Groube was admirably caught 

in the slips without having seored. Two for 13, three for 14, It 

how seemed exceedingly likely that an easy one-innings victory was 

instore for England, Mr, McPonnell arrived to the assistance op 
Mr. Murdoch, and both batsmen played skillfully and carefully, 

Five mus were put down to Mr. Murdoch, four of them from an 
overthrow which gent the ball to the bonndary, After this mishap 
the fielding became exceedingly good, but both batsmen continued 

to play the howling with confidence. Mr. Murdoch made two cut 
for fou! each, and Mr, McDonnell emulated this performance by® 

making four drives, from which no less than sixteen runs accrued. 
This caused a feeling of dissatisfaction m the breasts of the at- 

ackers, and Barnes consequently relieyed Morley at 51, and Mr. W. 
G, Grace did the same kind office for Shaw a 1m afterward. This 

did not at all interfere with Mu. McDonnell for some time, who made 

three fours by on-drives and a cut. Mor. Steel relieved Barnes at 68. 

Ia his second over, Mr. Murdoch ent the ball past cover-point, and 
drove thea next one to the on, from each of which four runs were 

gained. This he quickly supplementéd with a squareleg hit for the 

same value, Nor was Mr. McDonnell idle, as he twice droye Mr. 

Grace to the boundary, the ball pitching near fhe same spot each 
time, His downfall, however, came swift npon him after this, as 

the next, ball he stopped with his leg, and an appeal for 1 b w by 

Mr. W, G. Grace was fayorably answered, Mr, Slight’s stay was 
brief and nnprofitabla ; # grand cateh by Lord Harris just in front 

of the ropes at long-off dismissing him, Five for 101. Mr. Black 

ham faved much better than he had done in the previous venture, 

and in eonjinetion with My, Murdoch, cansed the howling to un- 
derga many changes, Mr, Steel gave way to Morley af 112, and a 

dozen runs later Shaw displaced Mr. Grace. This latter change did 
not suit, as exch batsman eut the ball at four, and Mr. Blackham 

sentit to the on for a like sum. Theslow bowler, therefore, was 

taken off for Mr. Lucas, at 143, and, withont anything more, Mr. 
Blackhsm played the ball to “the doctor" at point. Six for 143. 

Mr. Bonner supplied the yacancy, anid both he and Mr. Murdoch re- 

tained possession of the wickets until they were drawn, the total 

then being 178, Mr. Murdoch having made seyenty-nine and his com- 

panion thirteen. 

A short day on Wedneaday was fully expected, as 101 runs were 

lett to the four unecaptured batsmen to obtain to prevent the Austra- 

lians suffering a! single-innings defeat, The game was resumed at 

11.15, Morley and Mf. Steel opening tha howling against the not- 
outs, Messrs. Murdoch und Bonnor. Tne colonial captain soon gaye 

eyidence that he was inas food form ss on the previous day. His 
first hit was a cut for fon, end soon an off-drive dor a Jike number 

wus effected by him. His companion gaye sigue of not being com- 
fortable with the bowling, end when eleven only were added to the 

overnight total he was altogether in the dark abont a ball of Air, 

Steel's, which clean-bowled him, Mr. Palmer, who followed, did 
not inspire his side with much hope, as he returned the ball to the 
amateur at 187. Eight down. Dhereywere still $4 runs required to 

prevent the innings defent, aud even the most sanguine friends of the 

colonials could scarcely haye dared to hope that they would be got. 
Their wildest expectations were, however, more than realized. Mr. 

Alexander assisted Mr, Murdoch, and this, too, with a great measure 
of success. Mr, Steel was soon hit about with freedom, and at 217 
he gave up the ball to Mr. W. G. Grace, The Iast arrival then sent 
Shaw to square-lee forfour. This bowler then gaye Mr, Murdoch 
4 rather ugly knock, which delayed the game for a few minutes. The 
batsman, howeyer, continued his hitting in a yery plucky style and 
with fhe same mecestre of snecess. He eompleted his hundred 
shortly afterwards amidst the most deafening cheers of the specta— 
tors. Mr, Alexander, who at a critical point had batted in a careful 
und eifestive manner, was now foreed to depart through a catch in 

slips. Nine for 239, When Mr. Moule joined the captain there were 
still 32 runs needed to preyent the single-innings boating. The 
fieldsmen were all on the alert, and most of them surpassed them- 

selyes. The batsmen, howeyer, played with corresponding care. 
The 250 was quickly gained, and Mr. W. G. Grace gave up the ball 
to Mr, Bieel, whose first delivery Mr. Moule sent to square-leg for 
four. Morley was played with great confidence by My. Murdoch and 
the left-hand bowler had to make room for Shay. This had the 

effect, of lessening the rate at which runs were gained, but did not 
get the coveted wicket, so Morley came on again, This did not 
meke any diiference to the baismen, and at five minutes past one 

o’elock the deficiency in-the first innings was rubbed out, amidst the 

preatest enthusiam, A sharp tun now nearly got rid of Mr. Mur- 
doch, but the ball was returned to Shaw too wide for him to do any- 

thing with it. A complete change in the attack was resorted to at 
297, Messre. W. G, Grace and Lueas going ou in place of Shaw and 

Morley. In the first-named bowler’s opening over Mr. Murdoch ent 

the ball for four, which sent the total np to 300 at1.40, Other 
| alterations in the bowling were effected, Mv. Penn, Mr. Lucas, and 

Barnes all trying their hands. The batsmen were by no means dis- 

concerted, however, and when two o'clock arrived they were still un- 

yunquished, the total being 824. After luncheon Mr, Steel and 
Barnes took charge of the bowling, and Mr. Murdoch gave the only 

chance of his innings to the wicket-keeper, which waa not taken. 

Mr. Moule did not exhibit the same confidence as he had done in 

the morning, snd ten minutes proved suflicient to finish the venture, 
Mr. Moule having bis stump Inocked over, Total 327. The Atts- 

tralian captain was elmost carried im by the crowd, who showed the 
imost unbounded enthusiasm. The admiration was quite justified 

by the remarkable performance made against the best bowling and 

fielding inHngland. Hig chief figures were one five, eighteen fours, 
three threes, and two tivos. 

The 57 runs necessary for England to win would not, it was natur- 

ally thonght, cause much trouble. It proved, however, a far more 

difficult task than had been anticipated. My. Lyttelton, the not-out 
of the preyioug innings, was sentin with Ma. G. F. Grace to com- 

mnence getting them. Messrs. Boyle and Palmer took charge of the 
ball. The Australians were well on the qui vive, and considerable 

consternation was caused when, with his second bail, Mr, Grace was 

clean bowled, and thus got afpairof spectacles. Onefor2. Mr 

Luesas came, but his career was brief—caught at wicket. Tyo for 

10. This wea yery bad, and a fear almost too dreadful to think of 

took possession of many of the spectators. ‘This feeling was inten- 
sified when at 22 Mr. Lyttelton was dismissed by Mr. Palmer. Three 
down, and not half the required number of runs obtained, was 

indeed a sorry outlook. Nine runs only were added, and then o 

double disaster befell England, Barnes being caught at mid-on, while 

Mr, E, M. Grace played on. Four and five for 33.. Mr. W. G. Grace 

appeared on the scene, and slowly and steadily the total advanced 
My. Penn made tivo drives for four, and then gave a hard chance 
alip, which was hot accepted, Mb. Grace also had # narrow escape 

of being caught and bowled. A’ cutfor four was placed to the credit 
of the batsman, This left onérnp to win, which was obtained by 
the Gloucestershire uptain at 4.15. 

As a complete score was published in issne of Sept 30, we refer 
our readers to our last numbe, 
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—$25 tn Doctor's visits will do you less 2007 that one bottle of Hoy 

Bitters. 

diachiing and Sioattin 

PIXTURES. 

Oct. 9—Washington Village Y. C, Fall Regatta, 
Oct. I—Sau Fraicisco Model ¥. 0. Regatta. 
Oct, 16—San Vrancisco ¥. C. Closing Cruise to Martinez, 
Oct.—Dorchester Y. C. Union Ocean Hegatta, 
Noy.—Royal Bermuda ¥, C. Civtising Vrim Race. 
Dec. 2—Royal Bermuda Y. C. Cruising Trim Race. 

ee 

—The Editor of these columns returns his thanks to the San 
Francisco Yacht Club for his election as an honorary member. 
The yachtsmen of the Pacitic Coust haye shown so much enterprise 
in the introduction of the yawl; aw rig which is destined in time to 
become poymlsr on the Atlantic seaboard as weil, and they have 
lead the way in adopting iron ceutre-boards and ontside lead, that 
we deem it an especial honor to hoist the 8. P. Y. C. burgee in our 
drawing office a5 a pleasant reminder of the compliment conferred 

—— 

TRIMMING BY OUR SAILS, 

fo two long years Hones? AND SrREAM stood alone among its 
contemporaries in ita eiforts to Induce’a change in public sen- 

timent, a change from the flat bottom, oversparred, beamy, light 
weights then ruling high in favor among stiy-al-home Tars and a - 
class that was continually crying ‘*in our shaliow waters” because 
they feared to crmise beyond the niud Hats at thei: very doors. The 
enemy was attacked all along the line, a desperute fight ensned and 
“the PoREsT AND SpReaw Min” was mentally cocsigned to the 
various asylums the country over, No one wanted anything but a 
fist iron machine; we didn't eruise in rongii water in America; the 
Sound was smooth and the men who proposed to ernise beyond its 
confines was amanige, sure. And then depth was against speed, 
said the heroes of the jack-knife, the deeper you went down the 
** more resistance you found.” The sloop in all its deformity, its 
rank sheer, bobtail stern, mansard shanty, ungainly spire and _ 
broomstick pole spiked whoye the cup, its hook-nose bowsprif, 
smack-hke finish and lubber’s rig; its, sails am eyesore to men ot 
taste and a butt of ridicnle to sailors ; Cuormous hoist and area, un- 
Mmanageuble to 4 degree; hard enough on thei helms to make a 
saint swear: beasts to steer; Wip-hammers im & sea: dangerous 
nan traps; violent, straiuing and leaky; accominodations mt for 
human beings under a ‘honse” only, the sre; stowed forward 1 
a pen like the ‘black hole” of Caleutta—such was the orthodox 
sloop which theorists, who had never seen anything else, who could 
not conceive of anything better, tried their best to palm off npoy 
fhe public as the highest attainable. All because, forsoorh, « quar 
ter of a century age the famous America—a yery diiterent sort of 
eraft—outsailed a lot of biufi-bowed pumpking around the lly of 
Wight, though finding « stmger inthe iron Mosquito, a forty ul 
waveline shape with brains in her design; and becuney the pick of 
our big craft, selected for a special day, smbsequently gol wwey wilh 
a conple of rough weather yashts wnderrigged for the wind they 
met, though showing the stuft they were mate of by suiling matel 
after match without parting 2 ropeyarn, while the casunities lo ow 
own suntowers ran up & nice round sum of money for ‘ repairs.” 
But, happily, # change has come o'er the suens and a great deal 
more is In prospect. Forrst ann Sreraq, siigle handed, weut 
into the fight. The faults of the sloop ii moiiel and rig were 
pointed out, the cutter put before the public in ler true light, 
while prejudices were smoothed away or modined. Bean sud fiat 
fiver, Hght displacement, light draft, big igs, lofty lower musts 
and fixed topmiast, long booms and narrow heads, single jibe, low 
free board, inside ballast only, grips, trimming on an even kee 
ttimsy build, dressed ont in rainbow hnes, centreboards, mud pom 
sesmanship, all the work aud }irains in the forecastle, cocktails and 
endless ennui abalt the waist—on these and mage other (ines we 
have ‘waged relentless war,” the fruits of witich are nuw Vegin- 
Ting to ghow in w way at once flattering to the enterprise and 
khamina of onr yachtamen and to ourselves as the champion of “re 
form” in our yachts aud the men whooywnthem, This ia what has 
been accomplished : 

In the East the centreboard has gone out of use jentirely.% Out- 
side ballast has become a fixed stipulation in all contracts to 
build. Deep draft is the rule and large displacement is coming to 
the fore all oyer the country. More deadriss, less beam, an easy 

‘ 
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Inlge, move hold, more deck room, less house with flush deck or 
“false” cockpits and honsing topmasts are universal, Longer 
gilts with leas hoist; in other words a lower, wider sail; double 
ead rig, cither fall cutter or a compromise of some sort among 

the more timid; ample freebourd with less sheer, the man who 
wastes his boat in nose ind palhoté ster being un object of eom- 
passion; bright decks and 4 nutable absence of yellaw, blue and 
freon; a ioe complote Tayentory, great dual more seamanship, 
a fair Amonnt of navigation; the picnic, beor and ‘sailing party” 
featuves discountenanced by all organizations of repute aid fhe 
prevalence instead of a restless anxiety for distant ernising, for 
yonturesome yoyages of exploration which take the amateur tar 
away from the placid waters of the duek-pond at homeand give 
him something like a taste of that real sea life which should be, 
after all, the one great end of yachting. 

Paster than we had expected the ideas at which we haye ham- 
inered and driven in this jonmul lave become popular far and 
tear; and, asif to cap the clirmax, some zealous converts overstep 
(he bounds of probability, and go further than we cyer ventured, 
i AHHOUnCIng, panic-stiicken, that Vanduure can put under her lea 
finy yacht on this side of the Atlantic, and that the America enp is 
at her mercy! And Vanduara one of those nasty, long, narrow, 
deep, heavy, diving, hecliny load mines, with the full blooded cut- 
ter rig im allits iInefliciency! Think of it—k0ft, long, only Litt. 
beam, and, horrors! 121sft. deep with 13ft. draft! And yet she 
wan beat anything we can muster, and we have been building as 
flat and as wide and as shoal as jack-knife art could wish! Was 
there eye a more wholesouled coufesion that wll our so-called 
‘practical knowledge, which is paraded so pretentiously by those 
possessed Of a sublime coutempt for study ahd for naval science, 
1s, wfber wll, @ mass of meaniligless, Misleading, exnpty plirases ? 
Jt Vandunra is 2 dangerousrival for the America cup on 13ft. draft, 
are not the ight dratt thuovies to which we haye xo long sacrificed 
safety, ability and comfort knocked higher than a kite? 
Vanduaraisnot coming to America, and sowe may Gulin our fears, 

The yarn of her coming originated in a sensutionul letter emanat- 
from ‘London, in the back office” of one daily, and was then 
suized upon as an excellent opportunity for open confession by ow 
estecmed contemporary, the World. Like all single stickers, Van- 
dura yaws when going huge, and is tricky on her helm, but under 
the worst cireumstances pho is a far bettar steering vessel than onr 
sloops, which in rough water, under a press of canvas, are ard to 
hold within six potnts with the boom square off, Reekoning for 
sifety ou Yanduara’s *‘ beastly steering * is a yery slim point there- 
fore, We might take our contemporary to task for the opinion it 
incidentally expresses concerning the Mischief, bnt since its confes- 
sion we are ina forgiving mood. ‘lhe Mischief’s reputation rests 
Tv something more sound than large sails. No amount of can- 
yas will make a boat smart to windward unless she cau legitimately 
carty if. This in her screwing out to windward, in her conmparative 
euse inf scaway and in her beanty that Mischiet is mainly distin- 
enished, She is nota bout altered time and again until something 
Iiaky is struck, but represents a purpose and design carried out suc- 
cessfully from its inception. Next season will probably see some- 
thing of iron afoxt more nearly a compromise between the cutter 
and the sloop in model, but with the formers vig, This propdsed 
craft if se turns out as smart as Mischief, would become our main- 
slay, should some terrible Vandnara tind her way across the Atlantic. 
And so tlie day has come when the narrow, deep cutter can strike 
‘four into the hearts of the beamy, light dralt champions! The 
world moves, but ForEs?T anp Sineam keeps a few years ahead of 
it. As for onr contemporaries, who yentured to oppose us in our 
conse, one is dead, another dying, and the third, like the World, 
sinells danger trom afar. Ave they not all trimming by our sails ? 

— 

Tuk WEATHER GavGE.—In last week's edition we printed in 

these columns ten letters from yaclitsmen all oyer the conutry; 

tour Wore commiunertions and tyelye inquiries were left on our 
desk as “unfinished business:” a total of twenty-six letlers re- 
lating to yachting received in one week, which is exactly twenty- 

six more than received by all onr contemporaries together, and a 
fair index of our relative circulation among the sailor sportsmen. 

It is not boasting to claim that no other jownal in America ever at- 

tained one-yaurter the circulation nmong yachtsmen we now enjoy 
ih all quarters of the globe, 

+ e+. 

YACHTING NEWS. 

MAnxarsc’s Crtccnar.—Mamning*’s Yacht Agency, the oldest and 
most relinble of the kind, las just issued a new cirenlar and price 
list, giving partienlars of a large number of yachts, both sail and 
steam, now in the miurket. Those on the lookout for bargains 
should take notice, as at this fime of the year such property can 
be bought at lower figures that in spring. 

A Bia Enrierrrisu,—Wu have veceiyed details of the new come | 
pany formed to build a fleet of steel steamers, 5001f. long, ** un- 
sinkabla” and **unuburnable,” theix speed to be 80 miles an hour. 
The scheme is practival, and deserves the support of capital, Fur- 
ther particulars can be had trom Mz, Daring Dayison, 19 Park 
Placd. 

Dorerester Yaou? Oros,—lt has been determined hereafter to 
adopt 2 genuine “ilying start” to a single gun, with no period of 
ten ov fifteen minutes’ grace, We have all along fought for the in- 
troduction of such starts in place of the Inbberly way now in 
vogue: that the new departure of the D. ¥. C. revives ow heurti- 
est iIndovsement, and we are confident, if once tried, will be quickly 
followed by other clubs. Racing will then lave ceased to be child's 
pluy in one more respect, One by one all the ideas adyanced im 
thia journal are taken up by the leading spirits of the sport. 

Wuree are Your Dracs?—Capt. Jas. E. Cole, whose signature 
hus ippaared in opr colunms over some sensible remarks concern- 
ing resistance, has written to the Herald to plate his dlaim on re- 
cord a8 the oviginator of the conical canvas bag now in nae by 
many yessels. ‘The bag is certainly the safest, most relinble and 
cusidst to trip” and stow, and should be found aboard of eyery 
yacht cruising off shore, How many are supplied with it? 

- Lauxoxen.—Edilor Forest ind Strean:; We have just launched 
a fine new bloop to be added to the fleet of Sacd Tiiver. She was 
built for Ma. Daniel Adams, and hag been named the Nautilus. 
She ia 26ft. long with 9st. beam, and 4ft. draft. Finished off 
yory ieauisbig Se and on her trial Trips has shown good speed and 
weatherly qualities. C.J. € 
A New Sreerive PRopeELLER.—We have been shown a new ar- 

rangement, in whieh a ball joint docs the work axusigued to compli- 
cated gearing in throwing the sevew from side to side in the Mal- 
lory and other steering propellers, and wall illustrate the same 
shortly for the benefit of those who contemplate building steamers 
this winter, 

A Tise Purcwass.—Mr, J. Bell, Jr., of Belleville, Ont, has 
bought the new Bloodhonnd trom Cuthbert, of ‘Trenton, the latter 
tulang My. Bell's Kathleen i part payment. Bloodhound, in racing 
hijnds, will slow a lot of speed. 

Uravion Moror Repryyus.—An experimental Inch of 20 ft. 
ling been tried on Narragansett Bay with apparent success. How 
it courparea with other engines in pomt of weight, economy, ete,, 
und to what size it ean be worked, is stULlargely a matter of con- 
jechire. 

Wawro REGATYA.—The citizens of Hamilton, Ont., displayed 
nnwonted energs in collecting subscriptions tor an open race, Sept, 
25, and ag the sailing was very successful, itis certain that another 
permunent inhual addition has been made to the fixtures on the 
Jukes, where yachting las so rapidly taken afirmm hold upon popnlar 
fancy during the past few years, The list of prizes, ote., offered 
fox the day were published in a previous number, Both Cygnet 
and Bluodhonnd failed to show 1p as hoped, but the other classes 
jilled well. A ight easterly breeze sav them olf, Madcap leading; 
followed by Brunette, Cacique, Coqnette, Mseapea, Oriole, Endie, 
Coral, and Alarm, Lhe secu class gob aay AOUN attex will, 

Myatery first, Peri, Lark, Gipsy and Jellet; following in close order, 
all with ballooners at full play. After rouuiding the first buoy, 
Alarm began to pick up, and off Brown's wharf Coquette ad spun 
out 2 lead of the lot. Overlianging clonds portended storm, but 
the wind simply tool to veering all round the compas, and reduced 
the match to a toss up for luck, Coquette got it ively at one time, 
and took a bad knockdown, while Madeap and Brunette, with top- 
Bills aloft, pulled up on her. he first romid still saw Coquette 
leading, for she vonnded the flag-boat at 1.38, Madcap following 
suit at 1.4415, Brunette at 1.57, the big Alarm now feeling some of 

| the wind, at 2.20, with the Oriole wt 2.24.30, Coral at 2.45.30, and 
Indie at 2.46. The latter was in cruising trim without light sails 

| or hands enough, and drew out, The second class hanled around 
| the mark as folluws + Gipsy, 2.27; Mystery, 2.49; Peri, 2.59; Jel- 
| lett, 3.02: Escape, 3.08, anid Cackie bronglt mp the tail end of the 
| first-class at 2.27.45. Oriole, on the run down, went through 
| Alarm’s lee, hut otherwise it was a procession, Coquette got home 
| at 3.26.30; Madcap a good second at 3.28; Brunette, in need of 
more wind and sea to show ber qualities, was third at $89; Oriole, 
4.02; Alarm, 4.17, winner among the keels, with Coral second. 
Gipsy takes first prize in second class, and Mystery third. A race 
for open boats was won by the Petrel from Toronto. 

Emma vs. Karre Gray.—In 2 match between these two sloops at 
Belleville, Sept. 25. 3100 against $75, Katie Gray won with tivo 
minutes to spare, adding another to her long st of winnings, The 
Gray was sailed by D. Clans, snd the immia, of Kingston, by Capt. 
Cuthbert, 

New Cayos Cror.—A mimber of gentlemen liave formed a 
new canoe club, the object being to estublish headquarters and au- 
comimodation within the city limits, ‘Chey propose for the present 
occupying a boathonse at the foot of Seventy-second street, North 
Tver, Among the menhers are: Arti Brentano, H. T. Keyser, 
Joseph Isidor, A. Loewenthal, Simon Brentano, 8, 8, Leo, lt. J, D. 
Slater, J, I, Palk, 0, A, Peyerelly, R. J. Wilkins, R. E. Deanej and 
others. 

Vaupuara.—Fifteen winning flags and $5,570 cash is what the 
famous steel ‘ninty has netted her owner in her first season. 
Bight years of that sort of thing pays olf first cost and flien a bigh 
rate on the investment. She promises to cost less than any other 
yacht in the end, thongh of most costly build. ‘The best is always 
the cheapest. 

Canrrorsta, Too.—Capl. Turner has departed somewhut from 
his customary model in tha new schooner he is building for Mr. 
Bowie. She will he deeper, haye more deadvise and an easier bilge 
than his former eratt, 

Pacnic Buarr.—Capt, Jabez Howes has sold the Annie to Com. 
Allen for $2,000. Casoo, u fie keel schooner, has had a flymg jib- 
boom shipped. Consuelo has had *! several tons” of lead cast to fit 
her keel outside. Sensible Consuello, take no stock m the yarna 
handed down from Noah that outside ballast makes a boat dead, 
whateyer that may mean, Puryis, of Oakland, has in hand a 42ft. 
schooner, and Commodore McDonongh’s new sehvoner will soon be 
launched. ‘There is plenty of activity among the yachtsmen in San 
Vranciseo and the fleet is growing rapidly, the schooner of abont 
5Oft seeming to he well suited to the local requirements and be- 
comung yery popular, 

Ban Franormco Yacur Crve.—The owner of the steam yacht 
Luneashirve Witeh, 700 tons, Sir Thomas Hesketh Bart and I. C. P 
Kunhardt of the Vones» axp Spreaw have beeuw elected honorary 
members of the club. ‘Che honse at Suncelifo und wharf are tu re- 
ceive a thorongh oyerhanling to muet the needs of the growing 
dimmuber of menibers and an ierease in the fleet. 

OcEaN SweEErsTakes.—The ocean wweepstakes regatta for keel 
yachts took place Sept. 25. The couditions provided for two 
¢lassus, those aboye uid those nnder 27 feet, and the stakes were 
$10 each, the second boat to save herentrance. Five yachts entered 
—the Vicking, Sumleum, Neva, Empress of Mast Boston, and Lily, 
owned by Dillingham & Bond. The Lily had been hauled out and 
owing to low water comld not be got afloat in tine. Minpreas, not 
having wind anough, did not amive in time to stuart, bunt sailed the 
course and made @ fair showing, Viking, Sunbeam and Naya 
alarted soon utter 10 o'clock, Theracé was sailed under the rules 
of the Dorchester Yacht Club, The course was from off the Boston 
Yacht Clab honse out throngh the nisin ship channel, leaying Nix’s 
Mate buoy, Gallop’s Island, and Tort Warren on the starboard, 
thence to the bell boat on the Hardings, leaying it on the port, 
thence through Broad sound to the place of starting, passing: be- 
tween the judged’ boat and the flap boat, a distunce of twoty-four 
miles, The yachts returmed in the following order + 7 

Actnal Time, Corrected Tie. 
M uM. 

Vikings, Freeinan.-.., 2256. .4¢+6.—— yh su 4s 
Sunbeam, Kenny & Pox....-:...7 Wt 3h Ob 52 19 
Neya, Hutchings & Hryor.......7 38 21 7 i4 #2 2-10 

Mr. George A. Palmer, of Eyst Boston, and William Morris, of 
South Boston, were judges, and Mr, J. M, Buckley, of Liverpool, 
Eng., was the referes. 

— 2 -——_____—. 

YACHTING ON LAKE ONTARIO, 

Edilor Forest and Stream: 7 
The yachting season on the Bay of Qninte and Lake Ontario, 

which has beeh an unusually quict one, has closed, as those piven 
to the use of Horid expressions would say, “in uw blaze of glory,” 
and g spirit has been aroused in this most entlistastie of yachting 
certres, which IT yenture to predict will bear good fruit uext yeur. 
Virst I will refer to Lome affairs, and then touch on thope pertain= 
ing to the sport at other pluces on Lake Ontario. 

The fifth annual regatta of the Bay of Quinte Yacht Club was 
fixed for Vriday, the 26th inst., a departiue being mude froin the 
ns order, in that but one race was arranged for, namely, for all 
yachts ander 12 tons. This unusual course was pursued for the 
reason that two of the best known yachts in these waters, namely, 
the Gracie of this city, amd the Surprise, of Trenton, had gone out 
of the ten ton élass, they having been enlarged so as to measure 
over eleven tons wach, and it was uot deemed advisable to shut 
them ont from competition, Then there waxy nothing in the five- 
ton class worthy of much consideration, as the two best of this local 
eraft are in orditary, aud the pick of the Kingston fleet hays gone 
to 'Loronto—sold there—und so if was resolved to let such of the 
five-toners as choso gail in an open rack, As it happened, none of 
them entered, not did fhe Surprise, her owner being absemt in 
Quebec. ‘There was then but owe vace announced, with prizes of 
£80 to first, $50 to second, $80 to thind, and S15 to fourth, or #176 
in all, aud all in cash, Wustrance Drees ; ten per cent to be deducted 
from withers. ‘Phe course was laid out in front of the city, three 
miles to the east, tres miles to the west, and ene mile fo the 
south, three times around, making in all 6 miles. The entries re- 
numbered six, us follows: Katie Gray, Kathleen and Gracie, of 
Belleville ; Una and Enuna, of Kingston, and Peerless, of Grur- 
anoque. There was but four starters, as the Peerless, although 
waited for, failed to arrive in time, ynd the owner of the Una te- 
cided at the last moment not to start lis beatin the race. ‘The 
racers were dispatched in the following order ; 

Yaclits. owner. Time, 

jlevill i af 00 GUAGIG) 4a) -t-2ecleeeee roo P, G. Higley, Bellevillé......... i 
Tathlec ‘RES, wt Gece s Miielire dS 
Emma.... . .Guo, Offord, Kingston, ..-...-- . 48 12 
Katiu Gray. 4 .W, IL Cumpbenl, Belleville. ...- li 68 20 

The first portion of the race was # ran almost dead before the 
wind to tao euateh buoy, and the wind light from sontlovest. All 
carried whole mainsail and jib, jib aud gat topsails, balloon 
jib winged out and water suil, each yacht being, in fact, a moying 
pyramid of snowy canvas. On the run down the Kathleen and phe 
Gracio bothered tach other, und the Emma taking advantage of 
fis, slipped ito first place, while the Katie, bringing 9. better 
Jeez with her, closed rapidly ou the leaders, and goon wfter the 
first buoy had been rounded, and the work on the wind commeneod, 
she got the lead and held it during the rest of the race, txcept on 
two stretches, when the Emuta headed her, but regaining her lead | 
oli flis-nest leg, she kept a stony gain ou the fleet. The Gracie— , 

‘first to start—was lost shortly after passing the fitsh buoy, but 
passed the Kathleen before the starting point, and did the saine by 
the mma before turning the western mark. This advantage she 
held, though closely pressed by the Kingston boxt, until two other 
flags had been passed, when she fell buck into third position, ‘The 
Kathleen took adyantage of some luting which these two indulged 
in, and gained second position on the last ronnd, which she held to 
the end, finally winning second prize by 17 seconds only from the 
imme, Which was. fast closing upon her, the time at the finish 
eing : ‘ 

Start. Finish, Elapsed Tine, 
5 Ww a & HW, MM. :S. DA its, 9 2s 

Katie Gray 45-7 cE Bry) 6 36. 47 28 8T 
Kathleen ree, ates oo G31 «35 6 dl 26 
‘‘eitima. . 2. ll 48 12 6 83 55 6 44 43 

= 
on the course when Friday's and Saturday's regattas were in prog- 
tess. She xailed splendidly, beiug alte, with a single rveefed 
mainsail and jib, to outsail the racers with everything set. A geu- 
tleman of this city is in treaty for har purchase, and I haye atrong 
hopes that she will be added to the Ioval fleet. The result will be 
known within a few days. 

The staunch and fast old yacht Dauntless, which hus flown the 
commodore’s pennant eyer sincé tha B. Q. ¥. CG. was formed, but 
hud beeome yery tender, will prohably be rebuilt this winter, 

Belleville, Ont., Sept. 27. Powr Tack, 

—_—— 8 

BEVERLY YACHT CLUB. 

Edilor Forest and Stream + 
Nor the 61st regattw of the dub, and the third special vegatta of 

the season, off Nahant, Sept. 14, the day opened with a flat calin, 
effectually destroying the chances of a good race, a4 boats frou a 
distance were unable to arrive in time, a large number putting inau 
Appearance just asthe race was over, OConrse for Ist nd schooner 
classes—From judge's yacht, leaying Winthrop Head and Graves 
buoys on port, and return, 101-3 miles. Bor 2d and 3d classes— 
Leaving Winthrop Buoy on starboard and return, 7 miles, The 
judges, Mussys. Bamnel Hammond, A, 8. Johnson ind W, A. Kemp, 
were stationed on the Breeze, and fired the starting gum promptly at 
12M. At this time only five bonts were on hind, two in each of the 
amitll Glasses, while the two schooner entries were in sight beeulmed, 
The small hoats drifted slowly down to Winthrop Head before 
# very light northeasterly air, growing inte a light breege, bringing 
up the schooners to the starting point, and giving the cate a good 
Weat back. ‘The schooners weré started abomt am hour after the 
others, the rac finishing without incident as puder : 

Schooner Chis. 
Leneth of W, line. Actual, Corrected, 

Bessie, Chas, P. Gurtis.........5 27 2 @ 2 wt «8 Ob $3 
Loiterer, W. W. ellett,,...--... a0 1 Me Lh 3G ORY Oh, 

j Seeond Olass. 
Fancy, P. Grant, W....... é i t ad 53-48 1 dt 4 
Holden, PC. Severance. A 1 ‘y 1 5S Wy {1 50 as 

Third Class. 

Psyche, R. T). S@avs..........-005 WW »t 56 73 tL at 47 
AVis, T.d. Coolidge, Jr... ...2-<1 li T 2 a Ho 2 00 05 

Fancy, having lost ber sailing directions, was ruled out for 
rounding buoy the wroug way. Pvizes go to Bessie, Hoiden and 
Psyche, 18 

| ne Aad 

BEVERLY SWEEPSTAKES. 

Editor Forest and Stream = . 
A very interesting sweepstakes, between the three erhel: peeond- 

class cats of the Geverly-Y, C., was sailed at Beverly, Sept. 25th, 
round the following course : Brom the Madeap’s wooriuga ronnd 
Archer's Kocks and a dtikeboat off Woodbury’s Point, to starting 
point. The entries were as follows; Heiden, P, (. Beyeranee, 
19.9 fi; Baney, 1. Grant, Jr, 19.1 th; Povi, Henry Porknian, 19.4 
ft. Hoiden was bailed in excellent form by Mr, Cabot, of 
Beverly; Fancy, ou ueconnt of the iimess of her owner, waa 
tooled by Mir. Dean, who bas won n long string of races for Muriel 
this seasou, Start beg from an anchor, lots weve drawn for po- 
sition ; Hoiden getting first and Peri second choice. At the gin, 
however, Fancy got a lead of y couple of yards, whiel she mereased 
to one of three minutes on the first tack, after which Hoiden held 
her well in hand to the Rock, where the wd, which had heen yery 
light, freshened up a little and Fatey lost @ firifle of her lead. Bho 
came in first foally sbout 342 mimes whead of Hoiden, with Part 
the sume distance astern of the lvbtor. Nemo. 

ee 

BESRIE-CYDA. 

Eviitor Forest and Stream = 
An exciting match was sailed at Marblehead, Saturday, Sept. 25, 

between fle schooners Beastie, Chas, P, Cortis, 27,2 ft. water-line, 
of the Beverly Y, (., and the Cyda, It. @. Bridge, 28 ft, of the 
Boston Y. C. ‘Mie latter las had a high réputition tor spel 
qvonnd Marblehead, while her competitor has been doing well in 
the B. ¥. C. races. The start wia made at Maxblebead ; tho convaa 
at first; being free to Half Way Kock, Bessie’s balloon us got foul 
and conld not be set, Cyda getting a lead, went round the roel tayo 
or thres minutes whead. It was vow a bent to Piz Rook Stakes, and 
Bessie at once showed her metal, pausing her antagonist and turi- 
ing the buoy about eight minutes uhead.. On the ra in to Marble- 
head she increased her lead still more, and won hy about tyelve 
minutes. The wind was light sonth by west, and the race was 
watched by large nunihers of people on the Neck, 

CLEW GARNET, 

Answers ta Gorresyandents. 

tS" No Notice taken of Anonymous Communitatiouse 

L. L, &, Germantown, Pa.—Sve our game columns, 

‘Chipoas,”? Brandon, ¥t,—Have angered by mail, 

B. H, L., Rockhill, S. C.—WWe refer you to the sdyerlisement of 
OJ, W." in snother columm. 

‘ 
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Hornollsville, N. Y.—Send to the American Net aud Twine 
ton street, New York, 

p Rie.—Several inquirers are referred fo our news columns 
) week for information about wild rice. 

ML, Worcester, Mags.—The address you ask for is as fol- 

J. H. Scott, Shirsk, Yorkshire, England. 

Or, Brooklyn.—M, George C. Colburn's Duke was bred by 

fi A. 0, Waddell. He was a crops-bred, English, Trish and 
fordon. Color, black and tan, Duke was by Colburn’s Dash, out 
7 Mullm’s Gelle; Dash, by Putnam’s Dan, out of Valentine's 
amy ; Belle, by Polhemus’ Duke, out of Jane. In 1877, second 

e New York Show. 

W. P. 8., Blne Point—wWrite to the correspondent whore letter 

ithe Game Bag department of om last issue answers your Inquiry. 

(. W- C.. Colorado.—The dogs you refer to were Dandie Din- 
mts, dog and bitch. imported by Mr. Robert Hume, Dastyille, 

wmptou Connty, Va. 

W. W., Milwaukee.—Haye the lake trout caught in Lakes Huron, 

or Michigan scales on them’? Ans. They do; all trout have 

Giles. Dry the skin, and you will see them plainly_ 

( H., Hudson, N. ¥.—Dhe post-mortem description sent us is 
ay goud and clearly expressed. Your puppy died of pneumonia 

enro-pueimonia). This, however, is not the so-called “dog 
per? 

J.5. K., Long Island.—Fred is full Gordon setter. Sire, Ponto, 

Grted by Viscount Parker; dam, Diana, imported by Agent Na- 
Line of steamers, Nites is half Gordon and Irish, being ont 

Nellic by Phinkett, both imported by Dr. Goldsmith, of Rutland, 

W, ©., Hamre, N. Y.—We regret to lear of the accident re- 
by your setter. She is suffering from paralysis, the result 
spinal injury. Test is probably all that can do her good. 

ithout being able personally te examine her it is impossible to ad- 
su you thither. 

8. Z., N. Y.—We cannot adyise you to cross a setter with a 

Mel, or w setter with a pointer, Of the two the latter is the 

beat, wud the get wre called “ droppers.” We have seen some won- 
deri dield dogs that were droppers, but we have also seen much 

' dogs that were purely bred, 

0.5. D., Providence, R. 1.—Your dog has internal canker of the 
mM. Che firstthing is to remove any exciting cause that may exist, 

Wh us dirt, hardened cernmen (wax), ete. Syvinge the cars with 

Reali water, and, in the case of hardened wax, use a little olive 

| Carefully dry with a soft cloth, and use liniment and treat- 

iit yecommended to H, M, H,, this column. 

Namop, Eyansville.—I have a Scott gun, with a 38-inch drop, and 
Minot catch ajuick sight. 1, Can T haye it straightened to 237 

ont spoiling the looks of the gun? 2. Will the stock be just 
dand strong as eyer? 3. Haye you ever heard of any gun 

being straightened with success? 4. Whatis the average 

pofa gun? Ans—l. Yes. 2. Yes. 3. Yes, dozens of them. 

‘to 343 inches. 

Newark, N. J.—Dhe description of your puppy's trouble is 

tieiently clea to determine the cause of the fit. Many young 

we subject to them, and in time outgrow them. Tits are pro- 

ed by worms. ‘Try for them if you can discoyer any indication 

ilicir presence, and follow with castor oil, Teed on wholesome 
it mid give plenty of exercise. Administer to grains of quinine 
e times a diy for two weeks and write the result, 

4, D. P., Brooklyn, L. 1.—i, In a recent, issue of Tormsr anp 
EAM you state that Putnam's Dan was by Palner’s Dash, out of 

nam’s orange-and-white setter bitch Nell. Is this Stephen 

am and Frank Palmer? 2. Aré Putnam and Palmer alive? 
® As I have some of the sboye-named strain of dogs in my kennel, 

lie pedigree given a correct one? I have it, Putnam's Dan by 

il Mead’s Old Dash. Ans. 1. Yes. 2. Yes, 3. Yes > Paul Mead’s 

id Dash was bought by Mr. Palmer from Dr. Mead. 

J. Y. K., Westlicld, Mass,—I have a pointer dog who has had 1 

mi 18 last sAprings He coughs most while running about 

REP § Shirts, the Best. 
EP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 

'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 
lished. 

(BE esi KID GLOVES, none better, 
BP’S UNDERWEAR, the best. 

y 
tt 

'S NECK WHAR, latest novelties, 
oft BE 8 eee OUSTOM SHIRTS, made to megs. 

6 Lor 5! 
BEP'S Pat. PARTLY-MADE SHI RTS, f for $6.50, 
iL) PLATE COLLAR AND SLEBYR "BUTTONS, 

yy ttee with every half dozen KEEP'S SHIRTS. ’ 
: HE IS SHIRTS delivered trea in any part ar the |. 

Union, at KEEP'S risk, 

KEEPS GOODS ALWAYS THE 

CHEAPEST, 

BEST AND 

Whey pefiinded for voods not satisfactory, 

BHU ples abu oiculars [vee to any address. 

ep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 683, 635, 637 Broadway, N. ¥. 
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after being let ont in the morning, If be rests for a while, and 
then starts to rman, he begims coughing again. His cough is a sort 

of gagging congh, and he raises a white frothy mucus. What 
shall I give him? Ans. Administer emetic of table salt—small 

tublespoonful. Follow with desert spoonful of sulphate of mag- 

nesia, and repeat the next day, and be careful in the dog’s dict. 

T, C, L., Rockingham, N. (.—Have you ever heard of a good 

pun of Bnglish manufacture having been burst by Dittmar powder? 
I have known several guns of American make bmrst with black 

powder, charge not exceeding + drs.,ifso much, I haye used Ditt- 

mar for two years, and like it, May not the fault be in the gun, 
and notin the powder? Ans. Ifyou haye read the last two num- 
hers of this paper, you are as capable of judging of the merits of 

the Dittmar powder as we are, One of the guns mentioned in letter 
of attorneys last week was of English make, and first-class at that, 

TH. M. U., Cineinnati.—For internal canker nse the following 

liniment, taking care to shake the bottle before the mixture is 
used; Goulard’s extract of lead, one ounce; glycerine and car- 

bolic acid, quarter ounce; finest olive oil, four and a half ounces, 

Avoid feeding meat, and the diet should consist partly of boiled 

green vegetables. It will be of adyantage in treating canker of the 

ear to give the dog Epsom salts, one drachm to three drachins, ac- 

cording to size of the animal, twice or three times a week, See 

answer fo C. B. D,, this column, 

H. W. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—As far as we can make out, there is 

no universal standard of what a cocker ypaniel should really be. 

For months past we have been adyocating the organization of a 

cocker spamiel elnb, which should regulate the standard and draw 
mp a seale of points that will be looked upon as authority in this 

country. In next week's issne we will publish a letter from a cocker 

breeder, and other articles of a like nature are to follow; from 

these you must draw your own conclisions. Our kennel notes and 

“adyertising cohimus will acquaint you with the names of the lead- 
ing breeders, 

Yertow Lees.—1. Is a cocker spaniel good for quail and gronse ? 

2, What is neéessary in training them besides charging and re- 

trieying? 3. When is the lany off on quail in Connecticnt? Ans, 1. 

A cocker spaniel can be used with great advantage for woodcock in 

the brush and coon. For quail and grouse a setter or pointer 

shonld be used, although cockers are used to make the latter bird 

tree, and thus adinit of its being ‘‘potted” by those who are not 

experts on the wing. 2. Having then mind explicitly, working 
always in range of thé gun, and dropping to * wing” and “shot.” 

Ti. N., Neweastle, Pa.—l have a black setter dog, five years-old, 
that is afflicted with some disease which I believe to be distemper. | 
He seéeme yery stupid, nose hot and dry, appetite good ; have had 

him in the woods recently, and he seems to have completely lost 

his sense of smelling, What shall do? Ans, The symptoms you 

give are not those of distemper. 
from feyer, the result of cold in the head. Giye heaping desert 

spoonful of sulphate of magnesin and repeat next day, ‘Then fol- 

low with two grains of quinine three times a day fot two or three 

weeks. Write result. 

G. W. L., Northfield, Vt.—The pedigree of your English setter 

puppy is incorrect, Ex-Goy. Bice, of Massachusetts, neyer owned 

a setter bitch. We camnot refer you to better articles regarding 

the breaking of dogs than those published recently in the Porusr 

AnD Stream. Inourkenneldepartmentof last week's issue you will 

find the instructions for breaking dogs taken from Mr, Shaw's “Book | 
these hints, which are | of the Dog.” We refer you also to 

from the pen of Mr, James Fletcher, of Glenmarkie Lodge, Hunt- 
ley, Aberdeenshire, N. B., whose experience m breaking operations 

is both practical and extensive. 
G. W. G.. Bowling Green, Ky.—I had two setter puppies aged 

seyen and eight months, They were taken sick, beginning to mope 

around, hey had no appetite, and the skin, white of the eye and 

gums and lips twmed yellow ax gold, One of them died last night, 

and the other is yery sick. What shall [do? Ans. Your puppy 

died of jaundice. The cause we are unable to indicate. It would, 
however, be worth your while to investigate the local or special 

conditions to which the puppies haye been subject. If the remain- 

ing puppy is still alive, remove him to different location, and BYP 

“BLACK BASS TACKLE. 
We are making a Specialty of all sorts of HIGH GRADE TACKLE for 

taking this splendid Fish. 

The Latest and Most Approved Kinds 
For Fly, Minnow, Bait and Trolling. 
Anglers will protect themselves by insisting that our trade mark shall 

be on all goods claimed to be our manufacture. ; 

Possibly the dog is suifering | 

fo grains of quinine four times 4 day, and also four small doses 
of calomel, three grains every twelve ours, Peed on brothe, etc. 

Saren.TER, Boston.—I am surprised to see that your columus of 

Sea and liyer Fishing” contam nothing about smelt fishing. I 
am a loyer of the sport, and I would like to see a little said about 

it, because smelting is about the most important fishing in Boston. 
Why is it? Ans. Eyidently because no one writes on it, As yon 

are 40 interested in it, let us haye an account of haw you do it, 

ineluding lines, size of hooks, bait and all about it, ‘The depart- 

ment to which you refer is mainly filled with correspondence, with 

an occasional editorial note attached, You can easily see that you 

are ag mueh to blame in this matter as any one, for we do not 

write fishing stories, ‘Try if and it may wake np some one to give 

their mode, and so we can all learn, 

W. D. B., New York City.—1. Where in New Jersey will I get, 

good quail and snipe shooting? 2. Will you also tell me what ails 
my Newfowidland pup, five mouths old? She is low spirited, no 

appetite. aud after eating will yomit. Her eyes are also weak. 

Ans. 1. There are plenty of qnail in all the Southern counties of 

New Jersey ; also ia Warren and Sussex. You will find diffieulty, 
however, in shooting, a8 the farmers are opposed to city sportsmen. 

If by “snipe shooting * you mean what 1s known as “ bay snipe 

shooting,” the season has past. If you inquire about the English 

snipe shooting, itis very doubtful if sport of this kind will he had 
at allthis sexson, Unless we have a three or four days’ storm to 

wet the meadows, and that at once, there will be little snipe 

shooting this The meadows near Waretown and 

Pine Brook ave considered good spots. 2. Give a few doses of 

sulphur, large half-teaspoonful every ten honrs. until three or fonr 

doses are given, then follow with castor oil, 

BeYRONL, 

J. B. H., Vermont.—Can you explain why my setter bitch fails to 

have puppies? She is four years old, and has had one litter of pup- 
pies when two years old before I owned her. On the last to ocea- 

sions when she was in heat, I haye had her served by a dog five 

years old. These are the only times the dog was eyer put to a 
biteh. The first time it was nine days after she commenced to be 

in heat, and the second time it was twelye days, She was with the 

dog only once on each occasion, and then took the dog readily. 

The dog was in fine condition as to flesh, and the bitch rather fat. 
The question is, whatis the trouble? Can it be that there is any- 

thing wrong with the dog? He is well bred, and the only one I 

know of in this vicinity, so [am anxious to use bim, Should they 
be left together longer, or have I chosen the wrong time? She re- 

mains in heat from sixteen to eighteen days, and I have snpposed 

that about the middle of this period was the correct time? Ans, 

Your bitch is probably too fat; reduce her in flesh by giving plenty 

of exercise, She should be warded twice on two successive days. 

The last third of her period is the proper time, It is unlikely there 

is anything the matter with the dog, 

B., Newburg, N. ¥—Can Scotch staghounds be used to adyantage 
in hinting deer in this country? If so, are they as good as our ordi- 

nary deerhounds? Is there a breeder in this country from whom I 

could get one? Ans. The Scotch staghonnd, as ordinarily trained, 

follows the deer by view alone, and would therefore be of no use in 

hunting in this country except on the plains, where the quarry ean 

be kept in sight. They would, moreover, be tuo fast for ordinary 

deer-driving, in which it is essential that the hounds shall keep 

close to the deer, or that the latter shall be very much frightened, 

Stonchenge, itis true, considers that the staghound or rongh grey- 

hound, for we presume that it is of this animal that our correspond- 

ent writes, possesses nose enough to follow even a cold track, 

These dogs have been extensively used in both deer aud antelope 

lumting in the West, but haye not proved so useful in this sport as 

have the smooth greyhounds, which have more speed, though per- 

haps nut so much strength. The old English staghound was essen- 

tially alarger foxhonnd, m respect to his head, and hada body like 

a bloodhound, but somewhat lighter. The Bnglish staghounds of 

the present day are merely a larger and lighter draft of the ordinary 

foxhound. Staghounds are frequently advertised in our columns, 

and om correspondent can, no doubt, obtain one either by adver- 

ees or pene ne our adyertixers’ cards, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

ISTEMPER. ROOFING. 
FOR STEEP OR FLAT ROOFS, 

fitors handy man can putiton. Quarter 
the enst of Tin. Refer to 82 Insurance Conm~ 

Wild Rice Seed for Sale. 

$2 00 PER BUSHEL, 

CHA’S GILCHRIST, 

. F, A. HINRICHS, 
Nelish Archery: 

- Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK. 
FOR SALE.—A NEW W. W. 

A GREENER, treble wedge fast, top soup. 
Oeion peat pistol grip, 12 gauge, .2hiu. cylin- 

Ore, FS lbs.,2t jn. drop; 14} Stock; parent 
k—a- beautifully tinished and excellent 

LU 

McKOON, Franklin, N.Y, 
E gun, Bee und for m0 fault. Ad- 

HUMPHREYS’ 

Homeopathic Veterinary Specifics 
are the only sure and safe remedies for this dis- 
evase.—Easily administered—effective—prompr. The 

Speciies for this disease are: A.A. ob first; to be 
followed by or alternated with the C.C. or B.E.— 

the €.€. if ih the throat; the E.&, if the disease 

has extended to the lungs, Full directions with 

each bottle. PAMPHLET FREE, 

Humphreys’? Homeopathic Med. Co., 
109 Fulton Street, New Work. 

t2r7 For Bathing or Garezling Purposes, use 
HUMPHREYS’ MARVEL of HEALING, 

panies, Architects and Builders. Deseribe your 
roof, Write for cirenlar. Reliable seers wanted, 

EDWA N & RD VAN ORDE 5 
_Established 1857. eet a iD Maiden Lane, N.Y, 

“FOR SALE, 
An Barthiy Paradise. 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 
Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayls3,6u 
anche ren Ae eR Ale ea 

LOT YR SALE, —,500 Gold Fish, trom 145 fo 2 Mches 
in length. Snitable tor aquarlums or foun- 

tains. Address thesu bscribers, J. & W, VAN WYCKE, 
New Hamburgh, N, ¥. 
Océ 14 

} 

Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario. 

WILD RICE 
SEED for sale. $3 per 
bushel. Supply li sited, 

. VALENTIN, Janesville, Wis. 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES, 
Bird Skins. Glass Eyes. 

For Stuffed Birds and Animals. 

Send Stamp for New 

31 Boylston Street, 

aud Reduced Price List. 

A. J, COLBURN, 

Boston, Mass, 



198 FOREST AND 

eilyscellaneans. 

Experienced Sportsmen 
Buy their Shooting Suits of G. 

W. Simmons & Son, (Oak Hall, 

Boston), who are the makers of 

the Prize medal “Boston Shooting 

Suit,”” which 

that is made; never tears, 

rips--has its seams sewed with 

silk and linen--and its buttons so 

securely fastened they never 

come off. If any one wants the 

pro,'“r outfit let him send to 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 
OAK HALL, 

82 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

is the very best 

or 

H. L. DUNSKLEE’S PATENT 

Camping and Mining Stove. 
J UST the thing for people camping out 

fora short or long time. FOUR SIZES ; pri- 
ces REASONABLE. Send for descriptive cirou- 
Jars, with prices and terms. 

Will Gook 

For 12 Persons. 

12x12x20 INCHES, ‘SaT Se “WADIGM 
Nib t-CAMP PACKED, 

Made andsold by !AUNTON [RON WORKS 
CO., 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. 

SHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS! 

Upthegrove & McLellan, 
(Successors to W. H. Holatird,) 

VALPARAISO, IND., 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

HotasinD 
SHOOTING AND FISHING 8UITS OF WATER- 

PROOF DUCK, FUSTIAN and CORDUROY. 

“The Holabird Shooting Coat; the best in the 
world.’ Send lor cirewlar. 

WARNER'S SAFE, 
KIDNEY < LIVER — 

CURE. 
$1.25 PER BOTTLE! 

A POSITIVE REMEDY FOR ALB. 
KIDVEY, LIVER AND URINARY 
TROUBLES ©s BOTH MALE AND 
FEMALE. —— 

READ THE RECORD. 
**Tt saved my life.** 

~-E. B. Lakely, Selma, Ala. 

‘\Tt is the remedy that will cure many diseases 
peculiar to women.’ ’"—Mother’s Magazine. 

‘*7t has passed severe tests and won indorse- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
in the country.’ '—Wew York World. 

‘No Remedy heretofore discovered can be 
held tor oné moment in comparison with it. 

—0, A, Harvey, D. D., Washington. D. C. 

This Great Natural Remedy s for Sale 
by Draggists in all parts of the Wor 

— 

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER. 
H. Ha WARNER &CQ., 

Rochester, N. Y. 

STREAM. 

THE SECOND ANDSDAL MEETING 
OF THE 

BASTRRN FIRED TRIALS GLU 
At Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

On ’ 

NWoy.29 and 3O,and Dec.1, 2. Sanda. 

OTP IN WO SORE ES OW eek elas 
ALL-AGED STAKES, 

Open to all Setters and Pointers. Limited to 50 entries, First Prize, $200: second 
prize, $100 ; third prize, $50 ; fourth prize, $25. Bntrance fee, $2b; forfeit, $15, 

PUPPY STAKES. 7 
Open to all Pointers and Setters under 18 months of age, Limited to 25 entries, 

First prize, $100 ; second prize, $50 ; third prize, $25; fourth ‘prize, $15, 
fee, $15 ; forfeit $10, 

Entrance 

NURSERY STAKES. 
Open to all Setters and Pointers under 12 months of age. Limited to 15 entries, 

First prize, $60 ; second prize, $40 ; third prize, $20. Entrance fee, $10; forfeit, $7.50, 
BRACE STAKES. 

Open to all Setters and Pointers, Five braces to run or prizes to be scaled, First 
prize, $250; second prize, $125; third prize, $50, Entrance fee, $26 ; forfeit, $15, 

CLUB STAKES, 

Open to members of the Club only ; dogs to be owned and hunted by the members 
making the entry. Prize, a hundred dollar piece of plate, to be selected by the win- 
ner, Entrance, 10 per cent. of the value of the prize. This stake to be run after the 
close of the running of the Brace Stakes, and entries close on Noy. 18th. 

Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid-day of Nov, 27th, at the office 
of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening before the trial. 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary, 
P, O, BOX 274, NEW YORK CITY, 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases. Judges to be named 
one n mouth before trials. 

The Kennel. 

Ro SALE.—Red Irish setter pups, four months 
old, by Champion Rufus, out of Belle (Plunkett 

ex Stella imported); full pedigree. 
ELLIOTT SOMERS, Waterbury, Conn. 

Address 
Oct.T,4t 

- 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—i am ore- 
pared to take a limited number of doga, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. Igive my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences,on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long stances. A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. ALS 

: Cc att 
(a ire YE 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
setters" Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superiorevery way, ; Moll, a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
price: $75; Dick, a Yet fine dog, orange white 
Jack points; Rusa IL, orange white ticked, 

second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I eyer shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve montha old, very fine, full of hunt, 

each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa II. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July lat. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa ohance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want fine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. Junezstt. 
SN TT NTT 

eee AND BLACK AND 
Tan Terrier Bitch and Pup For Sale.—The 

bullterrier dog, Zulu, two years old, of the high- 
est. pedigree, nearly related to champion Tur- 
quin, warranted free from vice and quietin the 
street. Also black and tan terrier bitch, Kate, 
and a pup out of her, ten weeks old, repeat 
ion Salford, both from the kennels of Sir Wil- 
ana Verner, Bart. Kate was first prize winner 
at Wigan, Eng, For particulara address FAN- 
CLER, thi Sept.23,36 this office. 
UT LN OLS a I 

OR SALW.—CHAMPION RUSH, HX-QUEEN 
h IL, Pointer Pups.—A few puppies of the above 
celebrated stock forsale; terms reasonable, Queen 
Il. is by champion Sancho-ex-champion Queen. 
This stock cannot be excelled. Address by letter 
only, GARRETT ROACH, 1305 Filth av., New York 
City. Sept.30,2m038 
a EE Eg ET Te 

Fo SALE CHEAP—The celebrated imastiif 
bitch Leah, winner of first prize at New York 

and Boston shows last season. Address M. RATH- 
BUN, 453 Fourth avenue, 
Sepis0-26 New York City. 
ESS AS a 

‘OR SALE.—Fifteon Foxhounds, first-prize stock, 
the finest and best. Address, ee Ds Al 

Sept. 28,6 

GO00D'S OL, TANNED 
BLloccasins. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet,and very 
22% durable. Madeto order 

ina variety of stylea,and 
7 warranted the genuine 

witele. Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN 
3. HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H- 
‘Successor to Frank Good,) BRADFORD & 
ANTHONY, Boston Agents, 
eee 

ARCHER'S “DRAW AND. LOOSE" 
IVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION.— 

A HANDLE makes the DRAW much 
BHASIER; Fingers never touch the string, A 
HAIR TRIGGHE. to loose instantly and smooth- 
y. The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS und the 
BASE OF DRAW gives ACCURACY TO THE 
AIM. Liberal Discount to Clubs of Six or 
More. Send for circular. Address 
§,E. FRE NCH, Park Avenue 

al 

otel, N. ¥. City 

CAMP LIFE IN FLORIDA. 

“FOR BALE AT THIS OFFIOR. 

Price $1.50. 

Dhe Zennel 
CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN. 

FERRETS FOR SALE. 
#7 PER PATR, 
S FOR SINGLE FEMALE, > 
$3 FOR SINGLE MALE. 
WIRE MUZZLES, 75c. 

CHARLES H. VAN VECHTEN, 
Sep.2,tf Victor, Ontario County, N. Y. 
ueeeeneee 

Harbor View Kennels. 
OR SALE CHEAP.—Extra broken dogs shown 

in the field at TITUS BROS'., Centreport, L. T., 

2535 §.—Dogs boarded and handled. Terms easy. 
Enclose stamp, Oct.7,16 

WESTMINSTER KENNELS. 
, OR SALE—THE FOLLOWING PUPS, whelped 

July 23d, 1880 : 
Sensation, ex Whiskey, one black and white dog, 

three Jiver and white dogs, three lemon and white 
eee one liver and white bitch. Prices from $25 
0 B40. 
Also one liver and white dog, whelped July 23d, 

1880, Out of May by Sensation. Price $35, 
Also May, liver and white bitch, litter sister to 

champlon Psyche. Price $100. 
SECRETARY W: K. C., 206 Broadway. 

Room 11. Aept. 23,08, 

A Grand Ghanee. 
FOR SALHB.—By champion Hlcho, ex-champion 

Fire-Fly, & dog pup, one year old; large, strong 
and very handsome; ready to break this fall, A: 
dress H, W. GAUSH, Wilmington, Del Sept.23,3t 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
OR SALE—A fine red ivish dog, one 
and a half years old; sire Elcho, dam im- 

orted Stella, Also atew_red Irish puppies, by 
Icho, Oakdale and San Pedro, and a litter of 

high bred cocker spaniels. Pedigrees on applica-~ 
tion, CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, pean ane 

ept.d, 
LS St St 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
fhe. vie Pe es ie ing. ae Re, Bale for no 

‘or prices, rées, ete., address. > 
Pree en ROY 2. COLLINS, 

Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., 0.8. A. 

Or LEOUT KENNELS.—For pure “voker 
Spaniels of all azes—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip I1., liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guar- 
anteed, Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Oulecut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co,, N. ¥. 
ce a 
TE)NGLISH WATER SPANIEL PUPS—Whelped 

“4 Sept. 2, 10, by T. M. Aldrich’s Sport, first at 
second beuch show of Massachusetts Kennel Club, 
in class, ‘* Water Spaniels other than Irish ;" out of 
imaported Lady (Frank-N ee Pups, $15 each ; dogs 
or bitches same price. Vill be shipped at six 
weeks of age. so a bitch pup, liver colored 
cocker, extremely well bred, ou of prize winning 
stock; full pedigree can be given; whelped June 

rice, SLO. ARTHUR J. COLBURN, 
Newton Highlands, Mass. Sepiso of 

——— 
_ OR SALE—Red Irish Pups by Hicho, out of Peg 
& " Woffington shinpo eu Ys Ranger-Ruby), 2 
thoroughly trained, dark red bitch, These pups 
have jn them the blood that produced such dogs as 
Champion Ben, who unites Bench Show with the 
best Geld qu alities, having the cndurance and dash 
of the Irish, with the caution and shaunchness of 
ihe English, Address G. G. MCCLEAN, Springteld, 
Mass. 

26, tS30. 
P, O. Box 95, 

a ET TEE ER 

OR SALE—Black and white pointer puppy, 
b one year old, by Dr. Strachan'’s Flash, sire of 
Whiskey and Flake, out of Belle IL; yery hand- 
some, but has never been handled in the. field. 
Sold to lessen stock. Adfiress KENNEL EDITOR, 
tls offite, for tpn days, Sep.30,26 
SMe ee eee 

fk OR SALE—OHEA P—Dolly Varden, black, white 
and tan, seventeen months, Desmoud, blue 

Belton, eleven months, Both by Druid, out of 
Nilsson, sister to charmplon Queen Mab. Apply to 
ARNOLD BURGES, Hillsdale, Mich. Bept.s0,3t 

I WILL TRAIN A FEW FINE YOUNG DOGS 
for partridge, woodcock and qual. Plenty of 

birds. ISAAO BRADLEY, Eldred, Sullivan 
County, N, ¥. Bept.23,36 

[Ooronrr 7, 1 880; 

The Hennel. 

FIRST ANNUAL FIELD TRIAL. 

Pennsylvania State Field 
FRIAL ASSOCIATION, 

At Lancaster, Pa., Oct, 2(3, 27, 28 and 29 

ALL AGED STAKES. 
Open lo all setters aud pointers owned in whe 

State of Pennsylyania. Entries limited to25, First 
prize, S100; 2d, 35; 30, $25. Tntrance fee 310; Tow 
eit $5, 

PUPPY STAKES, 

Open to pupiés whelped on or after April 15, 187% 
Limited to 25 entries. Pirst prize, $50; 20 prize, $25 
Sd, #1p. Entrance fee $5: forfeit $3, 

NURSERY STAKES. 
Opened to all puppies whelped on or after 01 

15, 1879, Limited to 25 entries. First prize, $505 
prize, $25; 3d, $15. Entrance fee $5: forfeit $3. 

ASSOCIATION STAKES. 

Open to members of the Assoclation only. Dogs 
to be handled by the owner. Prize, a plece of pla 
Worth $100, to be selected by the winnér. Hntrance 
Tee $10; forfeit $5. 

All entries close Oct, 20th. Judges announced fi 
next issue, 

OPFrIGERS.—President, J. Palmer O'Neil, Pitts 
aren Pa.; First Vice-President, Sam'l G, Dix 
Philadelphia, Pa.; Second Vice-President 
Huldekoper, Meadville, Pa.; Treasurer. 
derffer, Lancaster, Pa.; Secretary, I. 
Fourth Ave,, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

EXECUTIVE ComMITTE,—B, FP. Dorrance, Chai 
Wilkesbarre, Pa.; Wm. A, MeIntosh, Pittsbursty 
Pa; 38. 8. Dd. ‘Thompson, Renate > Pa; Jom 
Snellenburg, New Brighton, Pa.; Kdward Gre, 
Pittsburgh, Pa,; 8. 8, Brown, Pittsburgh, Pa 

Oct.7,30 

FOR SALE. 
The following Stock, to reduce my kennel, From 

the best pedigree stock in the United Stules. No 
trash advertised at hig figures; but my stock is al 
from the mosh noted dogs in the country. 

s . 

inen 
Rh. Stayton, & 

Dlewellyn setter Bracket; color, lemon and white 
18 months old; he a lage, strong (oe, hoyse 
broken, and ought to make « rattler in the lelds E 
very obedient ; ive, chainpion Gladstone, is tHE 
best Llewellyn setter in the United States, and iis 
dam, champion Clip, who won in the tield triaisay 
Nashville, 1879; both sre and dam are prize-will 
hers in field trials and bench shows. Pyles $50, 

3, §. SE 

oa ' 

a 
pone 3 he most noted dogs Mm the country the only 
time shown, Price $70. 
Mark, a deep mahogany red Irish setter, 15 mont hg 

old; was in breaker’s bands 6 months;-is ig ; 
good Tose and stanch, and drops by motion of 
hand: retrieves trom water. His sire 1s linpo 
champion York, and dam Floss, a prize-\winner 
and iniported trom Ireland from the kennel of Mile 
Daly. Price $55 
Gordon setter biteh; a beauty; color, black ang 

tan ; whelped Jan., 1879; jiunted last fal) on qual 
and grouse; js stanch, fash and good; keen nose 
has had one litter of pups. Price $40. ’ 

Frannie, a red Trish setter 
head, and beautiful all ov 
nose and very stanch; w 
Wwanh by speaking £0 her; does not know what wus 
is. Broken on quail, ete. Price $50. A burg: 

Luju, @ lemon and shite Liewellen setter bitel 
two years old: sire, the great Carlowilz, who Was 
bred by and imported trom the kennels of kK. L. J 
Purcell Llewellyn, Hngland, and has a pedierew@ 
90 years; 
first pr 
tennial 

well feathered, food 
she is very fast, @oud 
and as long as} 

dam, Flirt; Wirt is by Dash, who wol 
2 ah Watertown, 1si5, and ti Tst aul Cel 
6; has bi hunted. Lulu is in whel 

to the Llewellyn setter Zanzibar, who Is by th 
Tamous Gladstone No. 113, dam Mersey No. 44 
American Kennell Stud Book, Zan, 2d Vol, Ameéd 
can stud Book Her puppies ure worth Al ur 
the tmount asked for her, Price $50. cU'BES, 

H. B. VONDEL 1TH 
Ort.7,16 Lanvaster, Ps 

} OX TERRIER BITCHES IN WHELP FO 
SALE.—Two of the best in the country; 

months old; full pedigree; bréd vo my lipo 
doy Ike, and (iue to whelp October 21 and No 
beri. They welgh inside of 16 pounds, and th! 
The 1st tine that they have been bred, Warrant 
in pup. Trice, $50 each, Address BEACON KEN 
NEL, #8 Myrtle 8t., Boston. Oct.7,10 

16 STUD.—hmported Bonnie Boy, bull dog, from 
Jumes, Win. Bennle’s kennel, London. bonsié 

Boy i8 by Slenderman out of Bal oO” Shoredip 
Slenderman by Sir Anthany out of Whiskie; § 
Shorediteh by Sir Anthony out of Rose. Addr 
BEACON KENNEL, 23 Myrtle St, Boston, Oai.7 

ORY O'MORE PUPPIES FOR SALE.—FOU 
very handsome, pure ved Dish setter 

two dogs and two bitches, whelped July 24 
hire, champion Kory O'More+ dam, my 1 
hitch Norah (champion Berkley ep. Pillay), wingel 
first prize at N. Y., 1880. Price, if taken immed 
ately, Ditches, $25; dogs, $25. For pe(rree, cua 
address C, H. DAYTON, Peekskille, N.Y. d 

pup Be 

Ochs 

ACHINE KENNELS.—For sale, Furt 11. (ty 
colored cocker, no white), litter sister to chit 

pion Cora, 17 months old. Also, Dlack couleur 
pe ps, half brothers to Cora. Full pedigrevs 

. MACDOUGALL, Box 4342, New York. Oo cl Tye 

OR SALE.—Well broken poiuter doe, 11; year 
old. Sold for no fautt. Address 

SPENCER, West Brook, Conn. 
A 

Fo SALE,—Two handsome liver and whit 82 
pone ps pups, dog and bitch, tour months ul 

1 } ven on application. 
Ma eet 

Address J. H. 2 
ew Jeysey. oc. Git 

JETREL-DASHING MONARCH.—A few whelfi 
DOW 12 weeks old, Tor sale, Petre) 1, ¥i 

Laverack, two lemon beltons, 12 weeks old, m 
and female. JOHN ©. HIGGINS, Delaware 
Del. Oct.7,5 

POR SALE CHHAP.—Very choice brace cock 
.' spaniel bitches, Rose and Pauline. Rose d 

fifteen months old, dark liver and white, and 
eat beauty. Paulineis one yearold and a pil 

red black and tan Burdett cocker; full pedipree 
furnished. Box 287, Suspension Bridge, N. ¥- 

. OcLi, 



goby Be ge ee ee 

Kalional American Kennel Club, 
SECRETARY'S ie No. 51 Broad St... 1 

New York, Sept. laf, 1880. . 

Field Trials of 1880, 
FOR 

SETTERS AND POINTERS, 
AT FARMS OF COLONEL A, G. SLOO, 

Near Vinceuues, Ind. 

COMMENCING MONDAY, NOY. 51H, 1880, 

Nov. 15th, Derby Stakes—For puppies born on 
and after April ist, 1879.—Closed with 118 Hu- 
tries, $5 forteit ; $10 additional for starters; $300 
ye RES: $150 to First; $100 to Second; 

with forfeit money divided to 
Rttmars in ratio with added money. 

Nov. 16th, Free For All Stakes, $600—$250 to 
First; $150 to Second; $100 to Third; $10 
forfeit; $15 additional for starters; to ‘close 
Nov. 15th, 1880, at 8 o'clock, P.m, 

Nov. With. Brace Stakes, $250—$15) to First; 
“$15 to Second; $25 to Third; $10 forfeit; $15 
additional for Starters ; te close Nov. lith, 1820, 
“at § o'clock, P.M. 

Aa bees Patrick Henry, of Clarksville, 
‘Penn.; Thea. Morford, Esq.. of Newton, N. I 
PD. ©. Burgundthal, Esq. -, Of Indianapolis, Ind. 

CHARLES H. RAYMOND, President. 
CHAS. DE RONGE, Secretary, 

OFrFicers.—C, H, Raymond, President, New 
York; Luther Adams Ist. Vice-President, Bos- 
ton; Harry Bishop, 2d ay’ ice-President, Lonisy ille, 
Ky,; Ohas. D. Rongé, Secretar}, New York; 
Theo- Morford, Treasurer, Newton, N. J 

Executive ComMirren,—J. H. Dew. Chairman, 
Columbia, Tenn; &. H. Smith, Strathroy, Can- 
ida; E. C. Nichols, Battie Creek, Mich.; Capt. 
Pat, Henry, Clarksville, Tenn.; M,. C, Campbell, 
Spring Hill, Tenn. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

as POWDER is guaranteed tu kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animils, or money 

returned. It is put upin Paiea boxes with slid- 
ing ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 

imple and eflicacious, 
Price 50 cents py m mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN Doss 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pat up in boxes coutaining ten powders, with 
Tul! directions for use. 

Price 60 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recomme snided by Rop axnp 
Gun aud FOREST AND STREAM 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY CG. SQUIRES, 
1, Cortlandt Strwet, iN, EF, ect 2 

NEVERSIK LODGE KENNELS, 
1&3 THE STUD.—Rough-coated St. Ber- 

nard, i. Murco 7' Newfoundland, ‘* Keeper; 
Punter, “Croxteth 7" Bme Belton, “ Decimal 
ish; Trish petter, *‘ Rover TT;’ 

ehampion point r ‘Queen,’ chammpicn Gordou 
" Beauty,” Blue Welton ‘Silk,’ irish setters 
“Moya und Biddy,’ * cocker hatin,” colleys 
Mab" and “Lassie. Besides puppies, T have 
for sale yard and fisia broken dogs, Write for 
full pedigree and ehtplonuee to 

ODEFFROY, 
Gayman gran County,'N. a, 

MANGE. 
SCcCHATCHrES. 
GLOVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURD is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mane 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cati rl 
without injury to the animal. One a tireeedtt 
feusually wll thatisnecessary. BorSCRATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal, H. GL OVER, 
Bole prop'tr Imperial! Kennel, Tom's River, N.D. 
A eee Conroy, Bissett & Malieson, 65 Fulton 

et, Y.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston ; ‘os. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Philas, F.P. Taylor, 72 Bast Madison ét., MbicsEa; . 
Orookes, Hilder & Co., 84 North Fourth st., 

Couis, Price, 69 cents. 

Practical Hints on Dog Breaking. 
By W. H. Holabird (send stamps), 25 cents. 
A eolored lithograph of the ¢ elebrated Joe, 

Jr., the chanipion setter of Americi, 25 vents. 
A sure cura for mange ; receipt for 25 cents. 
Broken setters, pointers gud spaniels cin hail, 

gisoa lot of pointer, setier, spanist snd bound 
puppies for sale cheap. 

Address We H. HOLABIRD, 
‘ ail TeLiny. 

Bep.s-8t Valpanuso, Ind, 

GHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
In the Stud. 

RHD TRISH SEPTERS, 
Sun Pedro /Elcho- Lady Palmerstun), $25 
Mike (Blcho-Nell), $25. 
Wedgewood (Bicho- Stelia), $20. 

Address CHARLES DENTSON, 
S8ep.o-tl Hartford, Conn. 

qesercee 
A LEN —-B. and @.; by Collvarn’s feel Mui 
G jin’s Belle. The above dog, whiner a! these 
in brace stakes of the Eastern Field ‘Driatss will 

be allowed to serve a few bitches of aphroved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 tov 
gerocm. Address 

BH. F. ATEN, M D., 
#4 Hanson place, 

Brovk lyu,N, ¥ 

and in season . 
puppies for sale out ot rt. Ber nara * Brauntels," | 

dtiscellaneoug 

FOREST AND 

Advertisements. 

STREAM. 

MERWIN, HULBERT uy C OF 

Turning the Barre) on the Centre 

Stere and drawing it forward, ejects all 

the Shells, 

ae 
ure pe rection: off wi ste TA They ea Sieid 
taneous and easy extraction of the Shells; an inclineds 

The pin, starts the Shells, oyereoming any resistance. 
Shells if desired, withoutremoying tlie loaded ones. 
for cleanin withont tlie aid of any Tools ‘they ha a 
to rust, and the ee tein, is 1 
a new pre 

handie 
tiie wan Wy 
number of ¢ SER, 

in (he United States, or of 

sé e 
These Teves can ba procured through any Hardware or Bin 

o SALIBRE i) 

ares 

extract one.or more 
y can be tuken apart 

xposed 
d by 

nl pleasant to 
thut they pr wae any upward inraw of 

cleans the arm, and they cannot clog by any 
Arms Dealer 

MERWIN, HULBER'T & CO,, 83 Chambers St., New York. 

paid. 
Peo eae Telit, full Nitkel Plated, 

with bow Curvridyes, $11.00, 

Will send to any address upon 
receipt of the price. 
C.0.D. with privilege of examin- 
ation, if the express charges are 

A perfect weapon far per- 
sonal, police or bank use. 

Will send 

ae = 

Belt =ixe, 6 shot, Blued or Nickel 
Plated, with box Cirtridges, $16,00. 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUIT, 
A SPECI Atr EY. 

,ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATE fON—DKAD GRASS COLOR.— 
ALSO, ALE-WOOL WINDSOLK CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANY. wats prices, 

Sead for Price-Lisl und Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 
Se 

Khe Zicirel. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of -the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &€. 
begs to infurm Ladies and Gentlemen in ptiiens de 

‘hat he pirchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

jired breed, tit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
dels, decl9 tf. 

K 9 KENNEL 
BREAKING, BREEDING AND BOARDING. 
Four more dogs wanted to fill up the number we 

shall break thisseason, With the present year 
we shall cease to break for others, and will ap- 
pear in another branch of sporting business at 
our old headquarters, Delaware City. Due no- 
tice wili be wiven, EB. & C. YON CULIN, P. 0. 
Box 218, Lakeview, Dover, Del. Bepr.léte 

RS SO CTE 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
Ok THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
ou 

M. P. MuKOON, FRANKLIN, DEh. CO., N.Y. 
KEEP ONGY GUGKEHS of’ the finest strains, 
1 sell Ouly yollne Stoek. i wuarantee satis- 

faction and y tS every customer. 
These beaut eit i223 cannot be 
beaten For rutile Ook snvotng 
ami renebyn.. Oorresponaenis inosine slamp 
Wirl get printed pedizreés, circulars, testimo- 
nials ete, 

———————E eee 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Kea Destroyer. 

For sale by ail Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Whaleale Agents —Charies lL. Ritzman, 945, 
Broedway, N. ¥.; Bruen & Hobart, Wh Fulton 
Street. N. V.; Smith, Kline & Co., 30% N. Third 
Strect Phila: iinley & Thompson, #5 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. Hi. Holabird, Vul- 
paraiso, lnd.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Bultimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent by juailun vecelpl of 

2he.. ta L. A. MICK E, Easton, la. 

Imperial Kennel! 
oughly Field Broken. 

Young Dogs handled 
akifi and judgment. 

water. 

puppies; also, ee dogs for sale; full oh 
grees. Address H.C. GLOV ER,Toms Ri ver, NL 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem Honse and Forwarding Avent. 

58 WALL STRERT, NEW YORK. 

ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Doss, 
Fowls, etc., to any destination. Kenue! 

Clubs ate aud others, intending to import 
dogs trom RUTOPS, should have their stock con- 
signed to iim, Information furnished in regard 
te the best methods of importing, 
=m 

shipping, cte 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
/ Rory O’More in the stud. The nandenuiest. 

as well ssone of the bestfield and best bred red 
Trish dows in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; SEOs at New York, 
1879; Bhampion at Hudson, 1479, and Winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880, For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address WN. CALLEN” 
DER, Athany. N. June tf 

| 

Setters and Pointers thor- ; 

with | 

Dogs haye daily uecess to salt / 
{ 

N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

| Virginia, Tennessee, otc. 

The Rennel. 

A RARE CHANCE. 
For Sale, my entire kennel of pave Llewellin, pure 

Layeracks aud Irish Setters and Pointers, Brush, 
pure bred setter; a large, strong, handsome setter 
dog; thoroughly broke an quail, Wwoodeock and 
snipe: a etter siipe doe cant be found, Llewellin 
setter Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton dog. 
Royal Ben, Llewellin setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also wiimer of ist and special ab 
St. Louls show; also winner at Detroit, she 
Llewellin setter bitch Goll, broken. Liewellin s 
ter biteh Ruth, a gveat beauty. Llewellin Sette i 
bitch Orphena. Liewellin biteh 1 iy Beaconspeld, 
Perl V., 9 beautiiul green and white setter bite. 
Dlewellin bitch Belle, in whelp to Count Royal, 
Llewellln bitch G@ypsic Queen, with 7 beautiful 
pups by Royal Bei. Red Tish setter V on, thorough- 
ly broke; retriever trom land and water, Red 
Trish setter bite h Rose, broken and retrie Tmpt. 

ish setter bitch Nora. in whelp to Yon. Red 
sether Shot. a beauty. Orange and white 

polnter bitch Belle, broken, Liyer and white point- 
er Clyde, broken. Iinpl. liver and white biteh 
Neil, Also puppies trom 3 (0 6 months old of set- 
fers and pointers of the aboye stovk, AIL the 
above T guarantee to be in Uwe best of health and 
coudition, and to Da as represented. Will show 
and give ivlal of any dog on the list. For pedigvec 
and partie wars biquire of C.Z. MILEY, Lancaster, 
Pa. Oct. 7.1L 

FOR SALE, 
Two dog and one bitch pointer puppies, by Mr, 
pond Orgill’s Champion Rush, out of my 
Champion Dutchess, whelped July 34, lemon and 
white. all yery strong and handsome. Price $50 
—dog or bitch. 

——ALSO—. 
POINTER BITCH—* CHARM," 

Same siteand dam, one year old, very handsome 
and perfect in every way; will bes ca apital work. 
er. IL reserved her for my own use, but find 
[ haye more dogs than [ ear bandle, and will part 
withher, Price 874. GHO. VAN WAGENE 
212 West street, New York City. iniyinten 

Hotels and Zesarls for Sparégmen 

| Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

a eT 

Old Dominion Line, 
Em STRAMERS of this Line reach 
s0mé of the finest waterfowland upland 

shooting sections inthe country, Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
on tha Peninsuls, “City Point. James River, Our- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 

Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Deal.. 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, ataSpar. Ful) 
information given at oftice, 187 Greenwich st. NY. 

MOE 

ASD WILD FOWL 

oo To 

BAY VIEW HGUSE, 

ol Siiiners 

DUCK SHOOTING 

eBay, where you will ined voc unids : 
Lil oF Decoys, Hitleries, 6te. as wel 

PO MAations wad A subefantial bill of 
Tike Long Talon R. it, to Goold Groen 

Shition. M. WILLLAMS, Proprietor 

199) 

Zo fels ava Et sulen for Sportsmen, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully inyite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARIS and RACE CO RSESi in the 
Middle States. These hes eae CONTINUOUS 
PROM ALL IMPORTANT TS, avoid ths dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO RE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsyivania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING ANB FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices 44 ne ENOY A, BED. 
all the at fe UCTS ctee to KANE. 
FORD, CRESSON, RAUSTON, MINN ROU Soa HB 
other well-known Series for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and still 
Hunting. 

Also, +e 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPH MA 
SQUAN, and peintson the NEW JHRSEY DOaBE 
renowned for Ste WATER GAY AFTER 
FIN AND FEATH it, 

L. P, FARMER, Gen’ ) Pass, Agent. 
FRANK THOMSON, Gen'| Manager. febli- 

“PHE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Bluck Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
SUMMER hee AND LAKES FAMOU 

NORTHERN ‘MICHIGAN, 
The waters of tlie 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michigan North Woods are wasurpassed 
if equaled, in the abundauce and preat variety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMHRIGAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1and ends Sept.1. 
ane GR AYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 

Vv. 1. 
“RLACK BASS, PIKE, PIOKEREL andM UscA- 
LONG, also abound in large numbers in the 
eae lakes atid lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman cau readily send trophies of his 

skill to is pees or * club” at home, ;.5 iee for 
packing fish can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The ace- 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing. ‘the cli- 
munie! is peculiarly beneficial to those suifering 
‘with 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far sur- 

Passing theaverage in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing, 
nats the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates, and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Spor tsmen. 
Dogs, Guosgand Fishing Tackle led Preeat 

owner's risk. ~ 
if is our aim to makesportamen feel “athome” 

gathisroute. F -r Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
iiustrated boos if 80 pages), containing full in. 
formation an ccurate maps of the pe 
Grounds and Win, Cards, address A.B. 

Ger. Vass. Agent, Grand Rapids, Einb, 

Uhesapeake & Uhio R. R: 
fhe Rovte of the Sportsinan and Angler to 

* 

the Best Hunting and Fishing | 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
eonis Biue Ridee Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Aleshany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Hive H and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wauk- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tac kle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most heautiful and picturesque sce. 
nery of the irginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering pluces and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gunidnae nilie 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richtaond 
and Charlotieyille with the South. All modera 
improvements in equipment, 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 

Gen. Passouger and VTielcet Agsnt;' 
mar ig ‘Riohmiond ¥/ 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED LO CHARTER THE 
new cars‘*DayyCrocket" aud “izauk Walt), 

which are fitted up with dining room aril i! 
en, sleeping apartmenis, lavatories, etc., also 7 
vided with racks and closets for guns ded Gali: g 
tackle, and kennels for dows. 
Disgrams, rates ad other desired inform xia 

furnished on applicaiion to Gen'l Supt, Yt 
Bo., Chicago, Jezs Sut 4. 
en era ees noma ar 
QPORTSMEN will find goo necrmmmoia, 
J Wous, gnides, doe, ete.; deer, prrtrilve 
woodcock, pigeons, ducks, rabbits auc equinenls 
in fair numbers. Addrees IS A AU AT. aie ABLUY, 
Eldred, Sullivan county, N.Y Referens cseiven 



Hotels and ontes jor Sportsmen 

Wild Fow! Shooting, 
SPI NC GVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREA'T, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 
B* & PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 

bayman. Has always on hand the best of 
boats, batteries, etc., with the larzest rig of train- 
ed wild-geese decays on the coast. The best 
erourd io the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting oF all varieties. Special attention given 
by himself to his euests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, LT. 
Refers by permission to J.B Shepherd, ol Brond- 
way snd, Wm. Dutcher; 320 Rroadwas, N. 
Ce 

UNG LSLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leaye | 

HUNTER'S P'T (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn,5 min. 
eariler) for 
. Babylon, 6,5 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 3.35 P.M. Sundays, 
AVM, 
Coli, P't& Whitestone, 1.35, $.45, 10, 1125 aa, 

2.85, 8.85, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9,15, 10,45 P.at., 
42.15 nicht, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 a. M., 1,35, 5.35, 7, 10 Pat, 
Flushing, 30, 7.35, 8.45, 1 11.85 A.M. 2.33, 3,35, 

4.95, 5, 6.85, 6 0.45 P.M, 12.15 nicht. 
Sundays, 9. rane 5.35, T, 10 PM. 

Far Rockaway, 9 li A.M., 4, 30, §.85, 7 P.M. 
Rockaway Ba ach IDAs, 4.35 PM Sundays, 94M. 
and 6,35 P.M, 
Great Neck,G.80, 7.35. 11.55 A.M., 4.35, 5.35)6 35 P.M. 
ene nights, 12. 15, Sundays, 10.35 A.M. 5.30 PM. 
Garden viv, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M,, 

1,35, 3,35, 4,35, 5.30, 6.95 Pw. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday , and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays vue eens Flatbush ay. 
10P.m, Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 
Glen Cove, Locust V: alley, Glen, Head and Ros- 

, 8, 10 A.M., 3.85, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35PM. Sundays, 9 
A MM, 6.35 P.M 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 Pw. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.m.. 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, § A.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M, 
Port Jefferson, 10 A-M,, 4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M, 
eRe ae §.35 A.M., 4, 85,5.35 PM. Sundays, 9 

Rich mond Hill, Glendale, 8,95, 11 A.M., 3.85, 4.85 
5.36, 6,7 FVM. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays.9 a.o., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8. 10 A.M., 1.35 P.M. , Puesday s, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
eT SPT & WALL ST, ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E, KR. (foot Finest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.80, 
10.36, 11. 20 ALM. , 5-10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 Pm. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
apply at 2 ot D' way, cor. Burelay. 

W.M. LAFFAN Gen’! Pass. Agent. 

. 10.85 J 

Guns, Ammanition, Etg, 

J« STEVENS & CO,’S 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

Tavist, Laminated Extra- 
$46.00 $10.00 345 (0 

SINGLE GUNS, 
Plain Wist. Laminated. 
$12.0 215 5) DIT. 

RIPLES. 
athe So ae 28 $i 

sg er. seetehdss ay BES iF ie i 
82, 88, 44 caliber 2 20 21 er) 

Extra for giobe sights and varnished stock, $3- 

HOUNTER’S PET RIFLDS. 
Win, 20in. Bin. Bin. 

22, 34, dBandd4icaliber, S15 $1p $20 $21 

4 POCKET RIFLES 
; 101n. 1? in. ‘Win. 18 in- 

22, 32 GAlIDOP.. 1... $12.26 $13.25 $15 $16.50 
GALLERY PISTOLS. 

light. 
rite $22.00 

qT. Stevens & & Co. hive nearly doubied “the ca- 
sacity of their works, and for several monthe 
ave been obliged to run the factory at night to 

meéet the increased demand; showing that the 
SOUNDEST AND BESE SHOOTING ARMS IN 
THH WORLD, when sold at such moderate 
prices, will force. their way into favor without 

elaborate puffing or paid shooters, 
Sen¢ for illustrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
166 Chambers Street, N. ¥., 

DEALER IN 

Fure—Arms, Ammunition; and atl 
Articles connected with the same, 
ane sole Agent for 

a ees 

|, i evens Co sLelebraled Aims : 
_ WaRREN, Conn, Sent. 17th, 1877 

The little 28 caliber rifle yousent 
hinst, is all right in y respect. 

there last Saturday on our 500 yardrange 
eainst the Wesson, Maynard, Henry, 

Sharp anc iRemington, and tive of the Billinie 
and four of the Williams muzzle Joaders, and did 
not have to take the second place for any ot 
theci, aithourh owas t tied by one which has here- 
tefore been the ‘'hoss.? Youra ult 

~ LYRE 

AMoney-Making Chance, 
ass TO THE DEATH of G. 

COLLINS, senior member of our firm, ue 
will sell the BVOCK and GOOD WILL ot our 

Guo, Ammunition and Tackle 
GOV RE NG 
ANY Li 

HOUSE, 
PHE FINES TERRITORY OF 

Ku BUSINESS IN THE WEST. covery 
s a prom, Tt is well-established 

Beadg warter sfor the State Spor tsmens’ Clabs 

All Glass Ball and Pigeon Matehes managed in 
persar hy Mi. John Petty, Address 

COLLINS & PETTY, 
lhe FA, NUR 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 
Price lower than any other 

: AGENTS FOR CARD'S 
Howard's Steel Head Shells—Quality guaranteed. 

POerayme 7, 1 ec oe 

- TheDaly Gun, 
sHAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Or W, . SCHAEFER, Or 
61 Him st., Boston. 

Toany other Gun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Bhooting Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished on application, 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & els, 
THos, L. Go.om 

Mt Girard ay bee Phila 

REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 

KEENE'S PATENT, 

Simplest, Most Efficient, 

Pp. 0. BOx 3,994, Only. Send for Catalogue and Price-Lists. 

THE FOX GUN! 
Special Announcement, 

Ui MANUFACTURERS OF THE '* FOX” GUN, FEELING THAT DEALERS, 
us a general thing, haye not done justice to the merits of this WONDERP UL 

GUN, are devermined to have them placed before sportsmen more generally, that their 
great merits may become better known and CPB RCE aE Tt is needless to spertk of 
THE ELEGANT WORKMANSHIP AND WONDERFUL SHOOTING POWERS 
of these guns. This a fact well established that they are UNSURPASSED BY ANY 
IN THE WORLD. 
We propose for a limited period to offer a line of these guns at the following WX- 

TREMELY LOW PRICES, after which the original prices will be restored, our object 
being to introduce the guns into sections of the country where dealers have failed a 
present them ; in the firm belief that where they become known they will be the es 
tublished fay orite, and we shall reap the benefit in future of this great sacrifice, 

Such Inducements Have Never Before Been Offered, 
si ertsmen wishing to purchase one of these beautiful guns must respond at once, az 
ijje number offered at these prices is limited, 

FORMER PRICE. Now. 

Twist Barrels, 12 or 10 Gauge, Pistol Grip, Reb, Locks, eee & $63, $40, 
tnn'td Steel ‘ SO ry 68 & 73, 45, 
Hamaseus ve te ee gs ae ae ve +t a 78 & $3, 50, 

Sup’ r+ - ee iv% oe ee ae ee Ty Pas 100, 60, 

Fine ‘tor Rernare ee ce “ cc +t “ 125, Ta. 

Extras. 3° ee 4 us 150), ov. 
| Finest * cH ety “f 34 * is ate 200, 110 

Sent C. O. D., with privilege of examination, Send for 

AMERICAN ARMS C0., 
Every Gun warranted. 

descriplive catalogue. 

108_Milk street, Boston, Maes. 

WEBLEY ! AND: JAMES, 

Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, and is adjusted to meet 
every want, It embraces among others: COs.T7s CLUB GUNS (genuine) for plass ball and 
ee trap shooting, where closeness and great penetration are required. ERLEW'S 

OFAL GUNS.—These euns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty, conve- 
nienee, or 6xecellence in shooting. LOW of WEBLEY'’S GUNS, of many kinds, mostly 
heayy and specially adapted to killing large game, such as ducks and reese, at long range. on 
JAMES & €O.'’s GUNS, for all sorts of work, including the TRAP GUN. or COMPLETE ori 
designed for the same class of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUN. FOREHAND & WA 

ORTH’'S SINGLE BREECH-2 OAMER, with TOP LEVER, This lastis JUSTTHE ‘GUN 
FOR BOYS, ce taen who cannot afford to buy double guns. 

Pr. G. Box 4 Ki. & B. FOLSOM, 30 Warren Sirect, New York 

WILKINSON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, ! 

MANUFACTURER OF WiLL 

MEDALS, i 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 7 

GF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jeweiry Line Made 
to Order. 

——— as 

A FILE Bi DE, 
HICH,WHEN FULL, makes 4 Senge binding ; for sale by FOREST AND 
STREAM Pe BLISHINGCOMPAN d 4) Park Row, “Times "building N.Y. % Ota. 

Sent by mail, #1. 

Indestructibie. 
U.S. Governmentin the Navy and Frontier 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 
Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. 

E, REM INGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N.Y. 

| GUNS 'PAKEN 

| Game Shooting. Pistal 

Adopted by the 
Service. 10 Shots, 45 
Prices: Carbines, $22 
Discountto the Trade 

GHARLES | RUTAMANY, 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Breech-Loacine wun 
943 Broadway, near 23aSt., N. ¥ 

NE FISHING TACKLE, 
The Celebrated * Frankfort™ 

; in Stock. 
THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 

Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, @1 00: Mnaska- 
, Jonge, #1 35. 

Reels 

| Sent by mailon receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY, 

The celebrated “Le Coutre’’ razor, in stock. 
Razors with safety attachments, Bowls Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, ete, 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
AND EVHRYTHING PERTAINING TO 

SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 
OYrTICAL GoopDpDs. 
TELESCOPHS. MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

GLASSES, COMPASSES, Etc. — 
The-“RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
{recommended by Forest AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid for 2 

_IN _ EXCHANG#, SHELLS 
LOADED TO OKDsR. SEND STAMP FOR 
LIS? OF SECGND-GAND GINS 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pal, 1563, 
Reis, 1880, 

Poi. 1550, 

THE ORIGINAL 

AUIERIGAN HANMERLESS. 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR, GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIF ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20, 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered 
to Breech-Loaders. 

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Cenutral-Fire, 
Stocks Stent to Any Crook, 

GUNS RORED TO SHOOT CLOSR. 

Send for Tilustrated Catalogue, 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
24 W, PRATT STREET, ([BALTIMORE, MD 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL, 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 
Guns, 

Gx Btocks adele to fitthe shooter, Guns 
hored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or for 

New fitted, Pin Fires con- 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Ex- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, 
Repalring of every desctiption dc done in an hoa: 

6st manner and at reasonab 
Madison's Browning Mixture. ‘Al,i0c. per pottle. 
Sportsmen's ind Riflemen’s Sundries. ' 
Shells loaded Al, and goods sent everywhere 0. 

9, D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Barare 
guces from all the clubs of the vity. deol) tt 

tt 
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SOLE ARENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
PATENT 

LON DOW. 
Send for Circular and Price List. 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, WINES, 
The Bost Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition 

DOG SOAP, 
Buperior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains. 

Sportsmen's Goads, 

COODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’f'g Company 
AND 

WHISKIES. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Clove M’f’e Co., 

488,490, 492 B’way,cor. Broomest., 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE for 

FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 

SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 
- 

Russer Goops or Eyery Deorrerioy. , 

~ Send fer illustrated Catalogue. » 

Oid Judgesmoking Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know, 

HE ‘MAJORITY OF SmUKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 
Smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 

» SONS, thrown uff by all burning paper, 
namely : The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
yented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappersfor “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 

te of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
PN G) a neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 

an ’ Inade saliva proef to prevent ita break- 
ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD JUDGR” 

Shooting, Fishing, Yachting, 

Sailing, Bicycling 
AND OTHER 

SPORTING CARMENTS. 

THE BEST GOODS. 

ai i 
nat 

Descriptive elrculars < ent onrequrst. Please state 

the sort of garments and material desired. 

GEO, C. HENNING, 

Washington, D. Cc. 

MANNS. 
Trolling Spoons. 

; E MANUFACTURE 59 different kinds 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
yolving has proyed to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured. Liiscovered by two patents 
—Mann’s patent, Noy. 21, 1871, No. 121,183, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 15: Bf. Be- 
Ware of imitations. None genuine unless J. H. 
Mann's name stamped on eyery spoon. 
Wholesalo Agents, Bradford & Anthony, 874 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and te be ob- 
tained through mest of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-teckle dealers; or write direct to the manu- 
facturers for cata ofue and price list. 

JOHN H. MANN &CO., Syracuse, N. Y. 

ur stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, and is adjusted to meet 
pee want. are Diatee among others! bo.rs CLUB GUNS (genuine) for glass hall and 
igeon trap shooting. where closeness and great penetration are required, WEBLEW'S 
EProna L, GUNS.—These guns contain eyery appliance which can contribute to beauty, conve— 
nience, or excellence in shooting. A JOB LOW of WEBLEY'S GUNS, of many kinds, mostiy 
heavy and specially adapted to killing large game, such as ducks and Beese, atlong range, | ENOS 
JAMES & CO.'S GUNS, for all sorts of work, including the TRAP GUN, or COMPLETE GUN, 
designed for the same ciass of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUN. KORUHAND & WADS 
WORTH’S SINGLE tcc b ila hat rut TOP LEVER. This last is JOSTTHE GUN 

babat rd to bny double runs. 
HoH Bore Cag. pepe es Hi. YD. FOLSOM, 30 Warren Street, New York, 

Joos of Great Brtain, America and Other Ucuntries 
FRICE, $200. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 
_McCUE BROTHERS, 

HATTERS, 
i78 BROADWAY, NEW YORE, 

UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 
THE BEST QUALITY ONLY, We guar- 

antee satisfaction. TRY U8, 
2 ee 

$5 to $20 perdayathome, Samples 
worth $5 free. Address 

STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine. 

SPORTSMEN'’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1838). 

First premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

z. ; aioe ; 

JOHN KRIDER 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut &ts., is 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTCL 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, mens Bait, Fly Books, 
te. : 

©" Salmon, Bass, and Trout Mies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“ Krider's" Celebrated cee eramcl Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods, 

Birds' Eggs and Rirds' Skinsin Great Varieties, 

Soft Rubber Cratcfish, Patented Oci, 1. 

NE, BASS BATT. Samples by mail, 75c, 
Soft Rubber Hellgramites, Hc. Soft Rub- 

dermy in all its branches. 1) 50 All Gold, Chromo & Lit’e Cards, (No 2 allke\), | ber Frogs, large, 50c.; atsant Bik. ¢ 
: Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. Name on, 10e, CLINTON BRUS,, Clinton- Trade supplied. WM. MILLS & SON, 
pPiiring of all kinds. an mard4ly yille, Conn, ~. Sale Agents, 7 Warren street, New York. 

- 

moz“BEATS THE WORLD.’ om: 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
Clarets and Sauternes, 

Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux. 

CHAMPAGNE S, 

BRANDIES, OF.— IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

Eihine Wines, 

IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Syportiway’s Goads, 

Philadelphia ishing Tackle House 

£= , . 1 

fA. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every ‘Description, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction-in Prices for 1880. 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Reels, Lines, etc. 
Our BETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals. 

Prices as low as the lowest, and always firat- 
class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free. 
Our #5-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
ine Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten centa 
in stamps. 

Publications, 

©- 
{STAN 

SSC ____nanaaaQQQoQoiS SE 
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ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

“ Need one of these “ Ave 

DARD PUBLICATIONS. 
EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGBELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIitH IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes, 224 pages. 13 /'Jus. 
Price 50 cents. - 

FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and ley Jakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 50 illus., and a large map.’ 

rrice 60 cents. Ga 
SARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TEDA. A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Movsehea@ Lake region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. _ ‘fhe tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and &t.- John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pares. I4illus. Price 60 cents. 

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Hangeley Jakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
aper, cloth covers. _ 6) cents, 
RRAR'S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 

andyicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of sworthern Maice, also the head- 
waters of the Kinsebec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Priuted on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 5) cents. P 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIO VIEWS, 25 cts, 
Bend for, catalogue, 
ee Any of the atove publications mailed, 
ostpaid. on receipt of price. Address @) | 
JHARLES A, d FAR. Jamaica Plain, 
Masa: - ae 7 Deciti ; 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERIGAN POU TRY YARD, 
{ WEEKLY) 

Both publications dre exclusively devoted 
to Poultry, 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Martford,Conun. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.24 
per ear; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.0 
wae apers for $2.00. + 

Be 

+ 

ree of twelye mag- 
w ficent Chromos, each rep- 
s— resenting a standard breed 

of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication, 

THE SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY. 
pte great pressuré on our adyertising space 

obliges us to withdraw the list o books 
which we have on sule to make room for other 
matter. ' 
Any book on yachting or flejd sports, as pré- 

viously aivertised in these columne, will be fur- 
i nt of price. FOREST AND nished on Saco 

STREAM PUBLISHING CO, Fy29-tf 

WALLACE'S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH EDITION. 

N exhaustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

be withoutit, For sale at this office. Price, post 
paid, $1.50. 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Orange Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for, ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT'S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powderin Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 180%, haya maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-eight years, Man- 
jase tues she following celebrated brands of Pow- 

er: 
DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
gu ickness, and cleanliness ; adapted for Glass 

all and Pigeon Shooting. 
DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strony, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 
DUPONT’S RIFLE FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 

¥FG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning stroog and moist. 

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 
Powders, 

Cf all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the United States. Rep- 
resented b 
F. L, KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none put DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength and cleanliness. Packed in squaro 
Sanisters of one pound only. 

Elazard’s ** American Sporting.”’ 

aioe 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 11b. canisters and 
@ilb. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting, Weil adapted to shot guns, 

| Hazard’s “‘Duck Sheoting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Inland 5 ib. canisters 
and 6} and 121 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great } 

metration. Foy field, forest, or water shooting, 
tranks any other brand, and it is equally, ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Rifle.’’ 

FFFG EFG, and "Sea Shooting ” FG in kegs of 
25, 124, and 6} lbs.and cansof5lbs. FFIFG is also 
packed inland 41b.canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG avd FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” 
¥G is the standard Hifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale 2t our oilice. & 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

EWN Gmrt Sex | 

SHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS! 

Upthegrove & McLellan, 
(Successors to W. H. Holabird,) 

VALPARAISO, IND., 
SOLE THE MANUFACTURERS OF 

SHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS OF WATER- 
PROOF DUCK, FUSTIAN and CORDUROY. 

*The Holabird Shooting Coat the best in the 
aon, gu Bent tgs ERG HEsaae: 

$ 72 Costly outiit tree, 
Augusta, Maine. 

AW. EE ce si2nday ay at eine meh 
Address TRUE & CO., 

SMliscellaneous Advertisements. yee IE EE Ete. 

William Mills & Son, TATHAM’S 
7 Warren Street, New York. 

Manufacturers and Sole Proprietors 
. —_OF— 

ae eS 
Patent Barbless Fish-Hook, 

Patented October 30th, 1877, 

"PRICE, 300. 
No.’s 1, 2, 3; 

Doz. 
Io. 

These Hooks are made of spring ‘steel, finely tempered, 

And areCertain to Hold every Fish Hooked, 
PORES Trade See ots ete 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns-Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

English Bicycles a Specialty. 
R, VY. R. SCHUYLER, 

Of the late firm ot 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAWAM. 

J. R. SCHUYLER, 
Special, 

25 BROADWAY AND 2 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGE 

7 MAIDEN L LANE, 

COMPRISING 

PANTS, 
FISHING 

BLANKETS, 

AND COMPLETE 

J. M, DUANE, 

NEW YORK, 
ST STOCK OF 

iUBBER Fisuinc WUTFITS, 

FISHING 
BOOTS, 

Light, Black, White or Tan Color Goats, 

“ RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
Fishing Pants, 

“ ALVIS "—Rare Old Perigue and Virginia. “ WILD" —Rare Old Virginia. 

([ES'TADLISHED 1838.) Send for Catalogue, 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

Alwavs Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila. 1876; Paris, 1878; 

. Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countrie
s. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, TS KIMBALL& CC. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

Selected Standard 

Number of sa the oz, Frinted 
ach Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. | 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
No. of pellets to O02 838 472 688 1056 Soft. 

845 495 716 1130 Chilled. 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK, 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Bivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DOT BUCK SHOT AND 

By 
THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER, 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

L18soO. 

Card’s Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice. 

i li in IN 
i) ut t 

nh 
fs i\ 

Patented May % rin 1873 AK 22, 1879.) 
Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary, 

Every way (except at Shooter). Any de- 
sired. direction. Allin one- Trap 

and only one Spring used, 

Price $10 at Factory. 

NO CHARGE FOR BOXING, 
Sole a ent in the United States for W. W- 

GREENER’S SPECIAL GUN, with all the im- 
provements. Price, in trunk pun-case, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Send for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other sporting goods. 

WILL H. GRUTTENDEN, 
General Agent, Cazenovia, Madison Co., N. ¥ 

‘ THE WILSON PATENT 
. ADJUSTABLE OHATR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library, Inya- 
lid Chair, Child's Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
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VxLociry or SHor.—We promised some weeks ago the 
publication of the fnll text of Prof. Mayer's paper on the 
Velocity of Shot. We regret to state that, owing to the se- 
rious ilIness of Prof. Mayer, he has been unable to.prepare 
the manuscript for our columns, but promises it to the read- 

ers of the ForrstT AND StrREAM as early as practicable. An 

imperfect synopsis of the article appeared, ut the time it was 

read, in some of the daily papers, and has since been copied 

by some of our exchanges. We thought it due to Prof. 

Mayer and to our readers to publish the article, when we do 
publish it, complete and as its author would have if appear. 

eee 
SrorTsmEn’s Assoorstions OF WESTERN PENNsyvANIA.— 

The Sportsmen’s Association off Western Pennsylvania has 
300 members; in fact, 282 appeared at lust roll call. The 

fissociation is now ten years old, and still prowing. If is 
composed mainly of business and professional men, who 
have done much to enforce the game laws. Their club 

room is 50 feet front by 80 feet deep, situated in the most 

populous part of Pittsburg. The first floor is divided into a 

reading room, library, card room and a large billiard room. 
The second story is called the assembly or meeting-room, and 
besides the numerous chairs and tables for officers and mem- 
bers, contains cases of rare specimens of birds shot by mem- 

hers of the Association, as well as a large variety of small birds 

purchased from «a skillful taxidermist in Massachusetts, 
making in all about 3,000 good specimens. ‘Their exhibit of 

animals and reptiles is quite small, and some of the boys had 

better go after snakes a little, 
The Alleghany Sportsmen’s Association of Allechany 

county is a little over one year old, and has at least 100 mem- 
bers, with headquarters in Alleghany City. 

A NEWSPAPER’S RESPONSIBILITIES. 

#\b newspapers are managed by individuals, they are no 

less liable to error than the latter. And, although em- 

ploying the impersonal “we,” their responsibilities to the 

public—to their readers and advertisers—are no less binding 

than are those of the individual business man. Moreover, be- 

cause of their greater facilities for obtaining information, 

there are certain duties incumbent on the publishers of a 

newspaper from which commercial men are free, They must 

especially avoid advertising any article or implement that 

may be-injurious to health or dangerous to life or limb. No 

concern can shirk the responsibility which will attach to it, 

if it knowingly advertises a dangerous gun or an unsafe 

pistol. Every one knows that a safe ritle cannot be made for 
#5, aud if persons represent that they ave selling such a gun 

for that sum, this representation is prima facie evidence that 

the gun is not a-proper arm to put into the hands of the 

shooting fraternity. 

But a newspaper is nof bound to furnish brains for its 

readers. It must exercise due care in receiving advertise- 

ments, and in this respect must protect itself and its patrons. 

It cannot, however, youch for the honesty or business stand- 

ing of all those who advertise goods for sale in its columns, 
Its readers, in treating with strangers who live at a distance, 

must be governed by the ordinary and generally accepted 

rules of business. A capitalist in Boston does not buy a mine 

from a Colorado prospector without taking some measures to 

see that the property in which he is to put his money is 

really what it is represented to be. Why should a sportsman 

in Texas buy a dog from a breeder in Maine without inquir- 

ing’ as to the responsibility and trustworthiness of the seller. 

Every man who shoots has his own ideas as to what a dog 

should do and be, and scarcely any two men think alike on 

this subject ; moreover, as few men understand how to handle 

a dog, thereforean animal which will work well before a good 

handler may be worse than useless to another man, whose ex- 

perience or knack is less. Years ago we laid down for our- 

selves a rule from which we have never deviated. It was 

simply this: never to buy a broken dog without ourselves 

giving it a fair trial We are willing to pay the express 

charges both ways, and to deposit the price agreed on with 

some reliable party, preferably the Express Company. If at 

the end of the time agreed on the dog does not give satisfac- 

fion if is returned, and the only loss we have suffered is that 

of the charges. 

We sometimes receive complaints from persons who have 
bought dogs through advertisements in our columns, which 

do not satisfy them. Such persons are often themselves to 

blame for the losses that they have incurred. They haye not 

taken proper precautions to guard themselves against loss and 

bad treatment on the part of designing men. In these days 
of express companies no man need part with his money be- 

fore he sees the goods which’ he is buying. 

Another point to which attention must be called, is the of- 

fers which occasionally appear to give something of great 

value for little or nothing. It would scarcely appear neces- 

sary to Warn intelligent men against offers of this kind, but 

certainly the ‘‘fools are not all dead yet,” and each one who 

sends his money thinks that he will escape being swindled 

and that the rest of the community will come to grief. We 
have little charity for the people wlio are gulled by these 

transparent humbugs, They need a lesson of this kind. To 

all who are tempted in this way, we would say, however, be- 

ware of such traps; and if a man offers to sell a $200 gun for 

$20, don’t buy it. There are philanthropists in the world, no 
doubt, but they haye not yet been driven to advertising in the 

newspapers. They can find plenty of people on whom to be- 

stow their favors without announcing it through the press. 

When the millennial day arrives, and some noble hearted 
sportsman desires to send to each bearer of the rod or gun, a 

#380 split bamboo rod and equipments, a $300 gun, a long- 
range rifle, and a thoroughly broken Faust-Keswick pointer, 

all for a three-cent stamp, we will agree that he shall have 

free advertising in Forusr anp Stream, so that the sports- 

men of America may all avail themselves of the opportunity 

offered. 

In considering the advertisements offered us, we try to ex- 

clude all those which have anything about them which ap- 

pears suspicious, but occasionally through misrepresentation 

or from some inadvertence advertisements may appear which 

should not have been admitted to our columns. 

Forrest AnD SrREAM cannot answer or be responsible for 

casual advertisers in its columns or for those replying to such 

advertisements, We recommend our patrons, whether read- 

ers or advertisers, in doing business with strangers, to demand 

references, to have goods sent by express C. O. D., and in 

fact to protect themselves by all legitimate means. No one 

in these days expects a customer to buy goods, without in- 

specting them, and no one need feel aggrieved at haying an 

intending purchaser use reasonable business precautions in 

business dealings. Of course with a majority of our adver- 

tisers such precautions are unnecessary. The statements of 

established houses which haye a standing in the com- 
mercial world may be implicitly trusted. 

— > <=> 

“SEALED CANS.” 

HIRTY-FIVE years ago, Sir John Franklin, with a com- 

pany of one hundred and thirty-five men, sailed from 

England to attempt a northwest passage to the Pacific 

Ocean. ~ 
No survivor of that party ever returned. The mystery 

surrounding the fate of the expedition has never been dis- 

pelled. In the melancholy interest with which the clivilized 

world has not yet ceased to regard it, the Franklin expedition 

stands alone. It is the great tragedy of the North Land. 

Attention has been newly called to the subject by the search 

expedition of Lieutenant Schwatka, who claims to have dis- 

covered in King William’s Land relics of the Franklin ex- 

pedition; and some of the cable dispatches received from 
England during the past weeks commenting upon these 

alleged discoveries are of the most startling and unexpécted 

character. 

Commander Cheyne, who was attached to one of the 

former search expeditions, charges that. Franklin’s men per- 
ished, not from Arctic exposure, but from starvation: in 

short, not to put too fine a point uponit, that they were 

murdered by the contractor who furnished the canned meats 

for the expedition. The cans labeled ‘‘ mutton” and ‘* beef”? 

contained, it is alleged, nothing but bones and offal. And 

when the official inquest is held upon the skeleton of one of 

the Franklin party, which is now on its way to England, 

Jommander Cheyne says that he will reiterate and prove his 

charges against this contractor. 

This, it must be confessed, takes away all the poetry from 

the Franklin expedition. If these terrible charges of Com- 

mander Cheyne can be proven, orif there is ground for even 

a suspicion that they may be true, the sympathy of the world 

for the victims will straightway be turned into indignation 
against the contractor. 

The moral of all this is of nearer application than the North 

Pole. 

Hyery man who seals a tin can, affixing his own signature 
to assure its genuineness, and then, prompted by his aceursed 

greed for gain, and knowing full well that the possible con- 

sequences of his deception may cost human life, deliberately 

affirms that that can contains one thing, when he knows it to 

contain another thing, assumes in so doing atremendous and 
awful responsibility. 

Tt matters little whether his deception accomplishes its dis- 
astrous result among the green fields sought for pleasure or 

amid the wastes of an Arctic land; it is of little moment 
whether the true nature of the contents of that can be dis- 

covered at once or five or thirty-five years afterward. 

ee Te 

Piseco.—lt was once the custom when public officers had 

proved unfaithful to’ their trust, to!banish them from their 
native land: in these days a happier custom prevails, where- 

by a term of cheerless exile is made a stepping stone to ad- 

vanced rank, The Forest AND STREAM presents its best » 

compliments to Commander L. A. Beardslee, late of the U. 
S. S. Jamestown, stationed at Sitka, Alaska, and now de- 

tached and on his way home to be examined for promotion. 
Commander Beardslee’s task at Sitka was one of some mag- 

nitude, fhe governing of a mixed population, made up of di- 

verse nationalities and for the most part not accustomed to 

government of any kind. Something of the nature of thig 
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work may be inferred from the following clipping which is 
tuken from the Oregonian + : 

Dhe military expedition mider Major Morris and Capt. Beardslce, | 
qyas absent 15 days. They went as far ns 59 deg. north at., visiting 
all the principal Indian villages and holding audiences with the 

leading chiefs, They ascertained that three British canoes from 

Port Simpson, fitted owt by the Hudson Bay company, had been to 
the sea otter growuds in Alaskan waters ; that a few otter had been 
taken, These canoes escaped by an inside channel; otherwise 
Major Morris wonid have captnved the outlit. The Hoonahs are 
much extited over this circumstance, and are ready for war in the 

eyent of their coming again. Jt is reported, and with good founda- 
tion, that during tie latter part of this month a fleet of sixty 

canoes, manned by King George Indians, will leave Fort Simpson 
for Cross Sonnd to hunt the sea otter, If this is persisted in war 

and bloodshed must be the result, for the Hoonahs, Chilicats and 

other tribes, who hunt these aiitmals, are vexolyed to protect these 
fronnds, cost what ib will. 

The pifuation isa yery graye one, The United States has no yes- 
Bel in Alaska which can preyent these incursions. The ex- 

pedition of the Payorite was highly successful. ‘The Indian tribes 
were taught by Capt. Beardsloe what they must expect if they 
mude Wat upon or kill white mon, Major Morris instructed them 

i the customs laws and forbade their stauggling. The Indians 

ave now trading principally at home instead of going to Fort Simp- 

son, Important hydrographic work was done by Master G@. P, 

Hanus, United States navy. A largé bay, heretofore uncharted, 

Was discovered north of Icy Straits, sunken rocks located, islands 

discovered, reefs surveyed, and other useful work done. 

On giving up command of Jamestown and the charge of 

Alaskan affairs the returning commander received the rare 

colmpliment of being rowed to shore by commissioned officers 

who yoluntecred, and he left the ship under a salute of three 

cheers which were followed up as the steamer drew off by the 

same from the whole town assembled on its wharf to see lim 
oir, 

Aside trom his offieiil duties, as his Forrsy Asp SrreAn 
friends know, -** Piseco” has found time to pursue his natural 

history studies, and fo amass «great fund of information about, 

the country and itsinhabitants. Some of this has already been 

published in our colunms, and we have now on hand a series 

of letters which surpass in interest even those already printed. 

Considering only the interests of our subscribers, we are quite 

chagrined that Uncle Sam did not teave our correspondent, in 

his cheerless abode of snow another winter, but for his own 

suke we ay rejoice that ‘‘Piseco’s” letters will hereafter 
come io us from a sunnier clime, 

= aa 

New York Provzerors.—The fact that our remarks in a 

recent issue relative to the selection of the new game and fish 

protectors have heen widely copied and echoed by the press is 

iisufiicient proof that the criticisms made were well grounded. 
— 

THE FISH COMMISSION. 

ITH summer work of the U. 5. Fish Commission at New- 
port is finished, and Prof. Baird and his staff have gone 

to Washington to work up the material obtained. It has 
been a most profitable season, both for science and to the 

fishery interests, not only of Rhode Island, hut als» to the 

Atlantic coast; for while the lormer will rejoice over new 

forms of fishes, mollusks aud crustaceans added to the fauna, 

the fisherman will obtain a deeper insight into the habits, 

food and migrations of his prey, which will enable him to 
suck it more intelligently and with greater success. The 

Fish Havyk will shortly leave for Wilmington and Washine- 

ton, but if is not yet decided whether she will remain at these 
places all winter, or be sent to more southern waters 10 inves- 

ligate and explore the fisheries and their many interests. 

The work on the Pacific coast has progressed favorably, 

ud a correspondent writing [rom there says: 

One of the best points about the United States salmon-breeding 
station on the MeCloud River is the economy with which it has 

been ¢arricd on. It has now been eight yeas in operation—this is 

the ninth—and has turned ont over 50,000,000 salmon eggs, and 
the entire expense for the eight years to the United States, includ- 
ing the salaries of all connected with it, has been less than $70,- 

00). Tor this sum of money the establishinent—the largest of its 

land in the world—bus been put in perfech order and run eight 

yours. ‘wo galmon hatehing-houses haye been built, and three 

dwelling-houses, hesides sumerous smaller buildings, have been 

erected. Ontof this sum of money the Deputy Comuissioner’s 

yoarly salary and traveling expenses for eight years, besides all the 

other saluries and other expenses for the satne length of time, 
have liven paid; over 50,000,000 evgs haye been taken and matured; 

a very large portion of the expense of the shipping of the eggs has 

heen paid, and a large trout-hatching louse has been erected and 

pin nung order. Balnon eggs were sold to the Mastern States, 

just before the McCloud station was started, at $45 a thousand, 

This was the regular price. At this price the 50,000,000 salmon 

exgs turned out trom the United States fishery would come to the 

gnormous Bui Uf 2,225,000, Those eged have all been produced 

and a Javge runber of them shipped Bast, and all the buildings 

aud apparutus paid for, at an entire cost of less than 270,000, The 

uct gain to the United States by the operations of this station, 

rating the saubnow eges at the old prices of 1860 to 1870, has been 
$2,155,000, or forty-nine-liftieths of the former cost of the 

same muanuber of salmon eggs, It is doubtiul if the United Stutea 
Treasury vecord can show shother mstanco where so Much hay 

boen accomplished for go little money, 
Of the investigations in connection with the census, under 

the direction of Prot. Goode, it is too early to speak, but it is 

gratifying to note that the press throughout the country ap- 

ppreciate the labors of the Qowmission, and in this connection 

' wwe print the following editorial from the New York Herald 

At a time when newspapers and inmun heads are full of politics, 

the aunotincemont that the Fish Commission haa ended its summer 

| ing of trumpets that not one person in a thousand has heard of 

| shad and some of them with salmon, but haye given abundant 

| value of the ‘‘ harvest of the sea.” Tike all other natural products 

| lishing the points shown. 

_rest by Dr. E. Sterling, of Oleveland, Ohio, who sends us a) 

labors is hardly likely to cause x ripple of excitement, yet the truth 
is that the commission has done the country more real seryiee 
within the summer than any half dozen prominent politicians — 
combined, The head of this branch of the public service, with 

several of his assistants, has been steadily at work for several 
years in studying the habits of various fishes that are of great 

commercial yalne, yet from one reason or another disappeared 

from onr coasts, aud the results, accomplished with so little blow- 

thein, haye not only been the restocking of many of our rivers with 

grounds for believing that the sea bass and the cod, once plentiful 

off our coast, but now yery searce, are likely fo “be with us again 

in great numbers. To the Fish Commission the country owes the 
information that our Southern coasts haye fisheries—those for the 

mullet—that are likely to rival in inrportance sny of the Northern , 
“catches.” ‘Che commercial importance of our fisheries is greatly 

underrated ; eyen the announcement of the immeénse price we paid 

Great Britain for the privilege of fishing for afew years in Cana-~ 

dian waters has not brought the people to a realization of the | 

the fisheries depend largely upon the intelligence of the fishermen. 

The sea crop may be exhausted by bad management as easily asany 

land crop. A few years ago the salmon fisheries of the Columbia 

River, in Oregon, seemed inexhaustible; two years ago the-Oregon 
Legislature was frightened into an attempt fo so regulate the 
season’s work that the supply should not be exhausted; the deple- 

tion of the rivers in older States is a matter of long record. Tu 

preyent loss and to gain 66 mnch at a cost so little as the Fish Com- 

Tnission Gecasions is cause for congratulation, 

—— os 

Barnum As A Fisn Cunrvrisy.—At the recent fair of the 
Suffolk County, N. Y., Agricultural Society, Mr. P. T. Bar- 

num, the well-known showman, spoke to the people on agri- | 

culture and kindred subjects at the court-house at Riverhead, 

Long Island. Mr. Barnum said that he came more to hear 

what Messrs. Roosevelt and Blackford, of the New York Fish 

Commission, had to say upon fish culture, {han to say any- 

thing himself, as lie had seen them advertised to address the 
people upon that important subject, and he regretted that 

they were unable to be present, as he wished to learn what 

was done and how to do it; but as there was no prospect of 

having any fish-talk, he would give his experience in this di- 

direction, which he did as follows ; 

“Thad a nice pond on my farm full of pickerel, suifish 

and other worthless species, and everybody advised me to kill 

them off and stock it with black bass; so I gof men with 

seines, and dragged out all the pickerel, and put in two hun- 

dred fine black bass and left them alone for two years. A 

friend one day said, ‘Garnum, there are some other fish in 

that pond yet, and they may eat up all the young bass. I 

saw one there the other day a foot long.’ So, as he knew all 

about this sort of thing, | let him manage it, and he caught 

quite a lot of them. I forget what he called them, but as 

they were-very destructive to bass and first-rate for the table, 
he fished away, and sent, me some occasionally, until he re- 

ported the last lot as being all that was left of them. As 

they were going to the cook, a friend arrived, to whom i 

showed them and fold the story, ‘You big foul,’ said he, 

‘those are your black bass!’ And it was a fact; he lad 
caught and we had eaten the whole lot, and I Game here to- 

night tolearn how I might keep fish and eat them at the 

same time.” 
-—i8-—— 

Jusrioe 2o Doe-Kin.ers.—We publish clsewhere from a 

Virginia correspondent, whose pseudonym will be recognized 
with pleasure, the story of how a dog-puisoner met his de- 

serts. The story is literally true, and is of service as estab- 
Ii seems to be very generally be- 

lieved, even by very intelligent people, that there is no remedy 

in law against the malicions or wanton killing of a dog, on 

the idea that @ dog is not property, A dog is not property in 
this—that a man cannot be convicted at comman law of lear 

ceny of a dog owing to the peculiar nature and habits of the 

aninal. But the courts in Virginia have in seyeral instances 

decided that his owner can recover damages for the wanton 

and malicious killing of his dog. This opinion being so preva- 

lent the story may be of service to sportsmen in other States 

where the common Jaw of Mngland is the rule, as it isin Vir 

winia, in bringing to justice and punishing that class of people 

who are not willing to respect the rights of {heir neighbors 

without the fear of the law to vestrain them. 

{ 

— 

Size or Braox Bass.—We have on several occasions ex- 
pressed a doubt about the small mouth black bass exceeding 

the weight of four pounds. Tt is true we often had accounts 

of larger ones from correspondents whose veracity we had no 

reason to doubt, but then our skepticism was transferred from 

the size of the fish to the ichthyological Knowledge of our in- 
formant, a8 the big mouth often inhabits the same water, and 

is so very often confounded with it. .AU doubts are now set at 

photograh of one caught at Long Point Reef, Kelly's Island, 

Lake Evie, on Oct. 16, 1868, which weighed six and 4 quarter 

pounds! The picture shows the fish to be remarkably stout, 

as though full of eegs or gorged with fish, ils depth being 

contained in its length nearly tlreé times, and the question 

may arise whether or not it is fair to record the weight of a 

fish when so filled, The season in which it was caught is not 

the ordinary spawning time for (his fish, hut specimens have 

heen found full of eggs at fully as late a period. Evenallow- , 
ing a half a pound for these extras, there still remains enough | 

1a ive it precedence over any Mieroplerus sulmoides whieh 

Wwe now remember as being npon record, 

| } 
/ 

} 

the other ran off a little way and stopped. 

Dr. Sterling has also sent us photos of Lake Brie catfish, to 
which we will refer again; the pike-perch or wall-eyed pike, 

and of the “lake mullet” (lfyaostomm areal), ull from 
plaster casts made by himself. 

+o 

Tux Saw-prsr Arewa.—The next six-days’ walk will begin 
in London, Noy. 1. Several English competitors will walk, 

and America will be represented by three men, one of whom 
isa negro, Ju accordance with the preconcerted plang of 
“the management,” one of these Americans will win. and the 

Astley belt will come to America, Ty regularly alternatiny 
the victories, the sagacious backers of these hippodromes are 

Suceesshi] in maintaining for their contests enough of the 
“international” character to attract the entry fees and betliny 

stakes of the great unwashed. We could wish that the aman- 

agers would find it to their interest this time to let the helt 

remain in England. That would be a conswumation deyout- 
ly to be wished for by all decent men, 

Che Sporlsman Courist. 

HUNTIN G IN MONTAN A. 

A chill, sad ending of a dreary day. 
The waning light in stillness dius aywny : 
Bequeaths no vay of hope the yoid to fill, 
Gut lends to gloomy thoughts more sadness etill, 

)UCH were my thoughts as I crouched amony the reeds 
and rushes of a little slough, one day lust March. 1) 

was cold, cloudy; and I had been there all day walchine for 
waterfowl with liitle success, as my bag up £6 that tine wus 
only two geese and five mallards. As T repeated (le lines to 
myself I was preparing to return home, when I heard the 
familiar and pulse-quickening ** Monk! honk!" of a flock of 
geese, and presently saw them coming straight toward the 
slough. I did not allow them to light, but just as they were 
about to, I let both barrels of my No. 10 Webley into them, 
and dropped three. Before I lad time to gather fhem wp, 
along came some mallards, and I vot five of those. Then 
came a tremendous large flock of litle teal, and changing my 
coarse shot for a couple of charges of No, 8, I dropped niue 
of them. ‘Then a flock of geese, brant and mallards charged 
al me, and were repulsed with a loss of four of their number, 
Tn fact, I was kept busy loading and firing till dark, my last 
bird being a fine large swan, which I dropped with a charee 
of BB. So my day’s sport ended finely after all, and next 
morning T sent the wagon up for the game, and fonnd I had 
killed thirteen geese, eight brant, seventeen mallards, thirteen 
teals, five ducks, which [ do not know the name of, and one 
swan, making a total of fifty-seven head, which Teall a pretty 
large bag for two and one-half or three hours shooting. 

But waterfowl is not the only game here by any muans. 
Antelope can be seen any day by riding three or four miles 
from the house. At this time of the year they are not band- 
ed together in large number as they are in the fall and win- 
ter, and are exceedingly hard to approach. I was scouriny 
about on the prairie the other day with an Indian, and we ran 
over a little band as we turned the point of a ridge. The In- 
dian jumped oif his horse and killed four before they could 
get out Of range of his Winchester. Inever cared to luni. 
antelope—in fact, could never find any spurt in it; and to 
me the meat has a very strong, disagreeable taste. 

The timbered bottoms of the river—the Marias—are full 
of white-tail deer, and the ‘ cooleys,? which ruu out in the 
prairie, shelier a fair sprinkling of black-tail, sometimes 
called mule deer. Tt is with the former, however, that T have 
the most sport. I haye an old Indian mare which I ride when 
hunting them, and I am sure she enjoys the sport as much us 
I do, for she will poke along through the brush, keeping a 
sharp lookout, and when she sees ont she will stop of her 
own accord. I remember one day I was hunting with her 
in the bottom below here, and when passing throuch a little 
thicket of cherry and bullberry brush, she stopped all of 4 
sudden, and although I pressed my spur nzainst her side she 
would not move an inch, Well, I looked and looked, and 
saw nothing, and was about to give the old beast a good 
spurring, thinking she lad fooled me, when ahout thirty feet 
to my left I saw a Jitile fawn standing staring at me. T imme- 
diately gave it my compliments in the shape of nine large 
buckshot. Another time L scared up adoe and two fawns, 
dropping the doe and one fawn with a right and Jeft, while 

Slipping off my 
horse, | crept up within range, and killed him also, makine 
three deer in xbout as many minutes. I always use a shotgun 

/to hunt them, and seldom fail to cet a close, fair shot, al- 
though I often miss; but, like all hunters, T do not care to 
tell about the misses. 

Of all foolish animals that wall on four feet T think the 
black-tail deer the most foolish ; unless the wind is in their 
favor, a person can nearly walk over them. I have heard 
men tell of standing in one place and killing a whole band. 
Tn fact, when we were *‘ out to buffalo” last winter I saw un 
Indian clean up a band of seven, shooting from one position. 
They prefer to stay in a broken, hilly country, where are 
great high-cut banks and deep cooleys, Thereissuch a plaw 
about five miles from here, and I often wo out there for a Jit- 
tle sport. I killed a buck there one day which I think would 
have weighed, dressed, over 225 pounds. He hac a very 
very large pair of antlers, but, like all black-tail, they were 
irregular and devoid of beauty. 

About thirty miles from here, looming up in all their gran- 
deur, are the snow-capped peaks of the Rocky Mountains, 
There can be found, mingling with one another, eyery spe- 
cies of game there is on the North American continent 
Mountain buffalo, moose, elk, deer, bighorn and Kocky 
Mountain sheep; grizzly, cinnamon and black bear; pan- 
thers, wolves, lynx, swans, geese brant, ducks, prairie chick- 
ens, grouse, etc., enough to satisfy the wildest dreams of any 
sportsman. 
Then the streams are full of front, and the larger and deeper 

lakes haye plenty of salmon in them, especially St. Mary’s 
Lake, where it is said salmon haye been caught weighing fifty 
pounds. After the rainy season I intend going up to Chief 
Mountain and St. Mary's Lake on 4 hunting expedition, As 
it is impossible to get among the game with a wagon I shull 
take an Indian along named Enucki-yu. He is an A No. | 
Tndian ; has a large new lodge, plenty of horses to pack the 
plunder ; and last, but not least, three strong women to do 
all the work. The expenses of the trip would be nothing, 
and good saddle horses can be bought for $20, : 

— 



Alas! the skeletons which cover the prairie are all we have 
eft to remind us that thousands of buffalo used to ream 

“bout here. But Lam happy to say that I have killed a few 
them before they become extinct. This winter L was over 

qm the Judith Basin for several months with the notorious 
tatlian trader Jon Kipp, who was trading for robes and pel- 
trees with the different tribes of the Blackfoot Nation—Pie- 
Hans, Bloods and Blackfeet. The ayerage costof a ood robe 
was about £1.75, and as he traded for about 2,000 robes, he 
will clear between six and seven thousand dollars. 

The buffalo were about thirty miles from the Post, and as 1 
ad no other way of going T accompanied a camp of Pierans; 

ale like an Indian, slept like an Indian, aud found it not very 
had living after all. Ihad heard a great many stories about 
running bulfalo, how dangerous it was, ete., ete.; but when 
we had arrived on the ground, and one fine morning started 
ont foraran, immediately IL saw the buffalo T forgot all 
abont the danger, and was as carer as any one to be in the 
Tead. Seeing a little band running off to the right T let the 
‘inpatient horse go, and was soon pumping cartridges into 

éin with my Winchester carbine as fast as possible, und at 
be end of the run found Tlud slain seven, But instead of 

Shooting choice cows like the Indians, my buffalo were of 
dearly every age and sex, What dancing and feasting there 
‘Was in camp that night ! Theamount of liver and entrails 
‘here was roasted and exten was astonishing, and it was kept 
tip every nizht till we started back to the Judith. 

The Indians and whites in this country are all armed with 
the Winchester gun, the Indians mostly using the ’66 model 

rhine, and the whites the °66 or 73 model rifle. Any other 
ind of gun is seldom seen, there being no sale for them in 

Whe country. An attempt was made in For( Benton last sum- 
mer .o introduce the Burgess gun, but three or four of them 
burst, and one man had his armshattered, and to-day they 
could not be given away. 

In your issue of March 11 I notice an article on the ‘‘Un- 
frequented Regions of tle Adirondacks,” by Albert Cornish, 
th which he says: ‘The first week I was there [ heard a 
Gatamount seream regularly every morning about 3 o'clock.” 
Now, I would like very much to know what kind of a noise the 
ih Br made, I spent nearly the entire winter of "77 and ‘TS 
i in Brown's Tract, Hamilton and Terkimer counties, N. Y. 
which, hy the way, has more unfrequented lakes and more 
wind than any other part of the Adirondacks—hunting these 
yery animals with fair success, killing three full grown ones, 

& largest of which measured over ¢iglt feet in length, My 
Ompanions were Mr. Juck Sheppard and Ed. Arnold, whom 

ull your readers know who have Visited Browu’s Tract. 
These men, Sheppard and Arnold, have been panther hunt- 

rs from boyhood, and their scores of killed will each reach 
eliy near a hundred. They solemnly assert that in their 

yhole experience with the ‘‘ yarmints” they have never heard 
&m scream Or make any noise whatever unless they were 
ounded, and by experience I can affirm that when the latter 
the case they can growl ferce enough to cause a person to 
# his hat, lock his snow shoes (ovether, and fall over in 
tire disregard of « cocked rifle which. but a second before, 

“he wis pointing at the beast. Yes, Tam yery anxious to 
“hear what kind of a noise the animal made, and if Mr. Cornish 
Will enlixhten us he will greatly oblige 

: ‘ . AP-WA-ON-NA. 
Upper Maris River, Montana Territory, 

is 

PROVING A DOG-POISONER’S GOOD CHARACTER. 

BOUT the latter part of Auoust, in the early part of the 
last decade, the writer and eight or ten friends went 

a deer hunt in Rockbridge County, Virginia, near Goshen, 
on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad. We were placed at 
diilerent points on the Calf Pasture River, opposite the long 
rides leading ta the top of the mountains, down which the 
Weer caine to water after being run hy the dogs. The driver 
‘Started in the mountain with the dogs about sunrise, and I 
had waited at my post until eleven o'clock without hearing 
or seein anything that indicated the approach of adeer. I 
was standing immediately upon the bank of the river—one of 
fliose limpid mountain streams so clear that you can see the 
mallest pebble in the bottom of the deepest pool—watching 
te little minnows playing about in the water, when suddenly 
eard the bay of a hound in the direction of the woods. 
creling inyself behind a large poplar tree, T looked out in 

ie direction of the sound, and soon a tremendous buck 
euped {he fence about 150 yards from me, into a tobacco 
patch, aud headed right toward me. I stood perfectly still, 
cocked my rifle, und waited breathlessly for him to jump into 
fhe water, But he came not; and becoming impatient and 

Ameasy at the delay, I peeped again from ny hiding-place, 
mid to my chagrin saw his back as he glided down a washed- 
mf, place which ran parallel with the river, about half way 
etyeen where he jumped thefence and my stand, T watched 
im, with my gun to my face, until he came out of the 
wash-out,” about one lundred yards below me. TI fired, 

‘and at the crack of my gun he dropped, but soon recovered him- 
Hf and run about one hundred yards, when the report of a 
10{-2um, and the excited yell of a member of our party, left 
doubt that he had’ heen secured. I immediately weut to 

the spot and found that my friend had shot himdead within a 
few feet of where he stood, and the noble hound was lapping 
he blood as it poured from the immense hole in his side. 
While we were debating about: the best disposition to make 

if this deer, and knowing that the hound was not one of ours, 
fentleman rode rapidly down the bank of the river to us. 
€ soon informed us that the dog was his, that he had been 

Munting with another party about six miles belowus; that he 
dia started the deer at daylight with that doe and two others, 
nd had keptip hearing of him as well as he could, until he 

vd us shoot. After some further parley he tool from his 
dle a coupling, and putting one collar around the doz's 

eck, and fastening the other to a small sapling, mounted 
his hiorse, and requested us to look after his dog while he went 
ii pursiit of the other two who had dropped ont of the chase, 
Before he lett, however, I said fo him, ‘t Mr. Mohler, it is 

nol safe to leave your dog here. I understand there is an old 
Mun, a still-hunter, just across the river here, who is in the 
\ abit of poisoning dogs, and you had Wetter take him with 

_ ife replied that he hardly reckoned he would undertake to 
16 such a thing right before our eyes, and rode olf, 
He was scarcely ont of sight when this very old man and a 

appeared, guns in hand, and stood around the deer, talk- 
ag of the long chase, the splendid dog, etc., complimentine 
ne at (he same time on the shab [ had made with the rifle 
Which had cut the right horn clear off about half an ineh 
jm fhe skull), and then turned their attention again to the 

ho was lying in the gap close by. After a little while 
y the old fellow—Dayis by uame—quietly pull his hand 
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out of his breeches pocket, and, as a boy shoots a marble, 
shot something like a chunk of dried beef from his fist into 
the gap, right at ihe nose of the dog, As he did so he turned 
to his son, made some remark about going back to the house, 
and starled rapidly away, followed by the boy. The instant 
T saw the motion made by hin in giving the dog the object, 
whatever if, was that he had in his hand, I made a spring at 
the dog, lyut found I yas too late to intercept him. He had 
gotten whatever it was and had swallowed it. I instantly 
informed my companion of what had happened, and remarked 
to him, ‘*’Phat’s a dead dog |” 
Aleut this time we heard our dogs running in the mountain, 

and I hastened back to my stand, charging my friend to keep 
right by the dog, whichle promised to do. In about half an 
liour I heard the dog whining and making a good deal of 
noise, and knowing that as lon as he did so there was no chance 
of deer coming to either of us, | hastened down to where the 
dog was. Just as I reached him he turned over on his back 
and had a severe spasin which lasted a minute or two. J in- 
stantly recognized the unmistakable signs of strychnine; then 
another and another spasm followed, and in ten minutes he 
was dead asa door nail. He had hardly given his last kick 
when his owner appeared, and I told him what bad happened 
and what 1 had seen old Davis do. 

I never saw a man so crazy with anger in all my life; he 
vowed le would go to Dayis’ house and kill him, but after 
much persuasion he was induced to listen to reason, and said he 
would do whatever Ladvised. Whereupon J advised him to go 
to his camp and get one of his lawyer friends (there being 
several of that profession in his party, Governor Letcher 
ainong them) t0 bring suit against Davis for this wanton kill- 
ing of his dog; and we all promised him that, cost what it would, 
we would attend the trial and give our evidence against him. 
Davis was notoriously stingy, although a man of good property, 
and I thought a verdict, with a large amount of costs which 
the suit would necessarily entail, would hurt him worse than 
any corporeal punislinent tliat could be inflicted. Mohler did 
nol seer alloxether satisfied with this, because, like a great 
many others, he did not believe that a civil action would lie 
against a party for the wrong of killing a dog. Upon reaching 
the camp, however, bis lawyer friends told him that they 
could maintain such 4 action, and promised to bring the suit 
and prosecute it vigorously without charge. 
As soon as they returned to Lexington, Governor Letcher 

look the matter in hand, and brought the suit, and a great 
many very sensible people thonght that nothing could be re- 
covered. At the first term of the Court [ was absent and the 
Gasé was continued, and so for seyeral terms, until the costs 
iutending the suit (the other witnesses, some twelve or fifteen, 
having come a long way every time) had piled up above a 
hundred dollars. At last I attended the court and the trial 
began. 

All the eyidence for the plaintiff, Mohler, was heard, Gov- 
ernor Letcher and other distinguished counsel appearing for 
him. The courtroom was crowded with spectators eager to 

Davis’ favorite mode of operating on dogs was to—— But 
J ought not to tell this; for old dog poisoners ought not to be 
taught new tricks, JAOE, 

Staunton, Va, 

Alatural Historn. 
THE FOOD OF THE DARTERS. 

[)ROF, 8. A. FORBES, who has been doing such good 
work on the food of birds and fishes of Illinois, has been 

investigating the gastronomic tastes of those little fishes oat 
the family Ltheostomide, or “darters,” which are found in 

taost all small streams, und attract attention from the most 

casual observer by their singulay mode of progression on the 

bottom, and which gives them their popular names of 

“Jolinhy darter,” ‘sand darter,” ete. Prof. Forbes pub- 
lishes his observations in the Amertean Naturalist for Octo-- 

ber, and begins by saying: ‘ 

“What the hnmming-birds are in our avifauna, the ‘dart- 
ers’ are among our fresh-water fishes. Minute, agile, beauti- 
ful, delighting in the clear, swift waters of rocky streams, no 
group of_fishes is more interesting to the collector; and in 
the present state of their classification, none will better repay 
his study. Notwithstanding their trivial size, they do not 
seem to be dinanfed so much as concentrated fishes—each car- 
rying in its little body all the activity, spirit, grace, coniplexity 
of detuil and perfection of finish to be found in a perch or a 
*wall-eyed pike.’ ”” 

His observations were based upon a study of the contents 

of seventy stomachs, which represented fifteen species, col- 

lected in all parts of the State, in several months of four 

successive years, which he considers to fairly exhibit the 

food of the whole family at different seasons in twenty-nine 

localities, as the different individuals, taken at the same date 

and locality, agreed so closely in their food that the study of 

two to five gaye all the facts obtainable from more fishes. 
The “sand darter? (Pleurolepis) is comparatively rare in 

Illinois, as there are few sandy streams, Seven stomachs 

were remarkably uniform, containing only the larva of small 

diptera and Ephemerids, eighty-one per cent. of all being 
larva of Chirononius, a guat-like insect, twelve per cent. 

larva of other diptera, and seven per cent. of May-flies. 

Twelve specimens of the genus Aleordius* exhibited 

* The classification used is that of the second edition of Jordan's 

hear this singular case. After resting the case for the plain- 
tiff the defendant, Davis, was put upon the stand, and de- 
nied the whole thing, and swore thal he never poisoned the 
dog in question nor any other dog in his life, Then his coun 
sel, Colonel Moore, called the next witness, Mr. Wilson, one 
of the most intelligent and influential farmers in the connty, 
who was 4 near neighbor to Davis. Ilis examination wus 
about thus ; 

Counsel for Davis: ‘‘Mr, Wilson, tell the jury how long 
you have known Mr. Davis, your opportunities of knowing 
him, and what sort of reputation he bears among his neigh- 
bors as a citizen, neighbor, ete.” 

Witness: ‘‘ Have known him thirty or forty years; live 
yeryiear him, Mr, Dayis is a good citizen, and a kind, hos- 
pitable neighbor; stands very fair in the conimunity in all his 
business relutions, étc,, etc.” 

Col. Moore's countenance beamed with satisfaction, he 
looked defiantly at Governor Letcher and complaceutly at the 
jury. The Governor raised his spectacles and looked yery 
blandly at the witness: ; 

** Mr. Wilson, do you know My. Davis’ reputation in your 
neighborhood as a dog killer ? if so, please tell the jury what 
that reputation is.” 

Here a little wrangling took place between counsel about 
the propriety of the question, but the Court permitted it. 

Mr. Wilson, a little embarassed: ‘* Well, sir, [think I know 
Mr. Davis’ reputation in that respect.” 

‘Well, sir,” said the Governor, impetuously, ‘ what is it 7” 
Witness, reluctantly but distinctly: ‘" Wr. Duvis, sir, hes 

the reputation af having killed aid poisoned more dogs than any 
man in Virginia.” 
Take yonr seat, Mr. Wilson!” and the Governor turned 

round with the most withering look at the Colonel; ** Any 
more character witnesses, Colonel? If you have, trot ‘em 
oul!” 

A hasty consultation between the Colonel and his client 
followed, during which the audience indulged in a hearty 
laugh at their expense, Presently another witness was called, 
whose name [ do not now remember, and the same questions 
were propounded to him, with the same answers. After 
three or four had been examined, with the same results as 
Mr. Wilson's testimony, the Colonel announced that he was 
“through,” to which the Governor Jaconieally replied, ‘I 
would suppose you were.” The case was given to the jury 
after short argument, in which Governor Letcher produced 
the most convincing guthority that the law of Virginia pro- 
tected a person in the enjoyment of his property in « dog as 
well as any other species of property, and the Court so in- 
structed the jury. Inatew minutes atter retiring the jury 
brought in a verdict of $15 damages to the plaintiff for the 
dog, which carried with it the eosis—by this time swelled to 
a considerable sum hy the frequent postponements and the 
distance which had been repeatedly traveled by the numerous 
Witnesses, ull of whom claimed their milage and attendance 
every lime, 
Thus ended this cazse celebye Dy which the doctrine, 

that the law of Virginia will protect the owner of a valuable 
doe from the malice and meanness of dow-slnyers, was freely 
anmounced and publicly vindicated by our Court. The only 
cause of complaint we had was inadequacy of the damayes al- 
lowed by the jury for the doe, He was one of the hand- 
solnest specimens of the fox hound T ever beheld, gud had ron 
that deer from fiye o'clock until after eleven, on a hot Angust 
day, over the roughest of mountains, and was in siwht of him 
when he was shot. 
© Itis hardly necessary to say that fhis little lesson cured Mr. 
Dayis of his propensity lo kill hounds. Fromthat day to the 
day of his death, which oceurred a year or two ago, he not 
only never killed another dow, but used to show the hunters, 
who went to the neighborhood to drive deer, the most marked 
politeness and civility and joined in the chase with all who | 
would let him, every time making public renunciation of his | 
uefarious practices, 
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seventy-five per cent. of May-flies, and the remainder was 
larya of dragon-flies and Cidrenomus ; while twelve specimens 

of the genus Beleosome varied only the appearance of fifteen per 

cent. of case, or caddis worms (larva of Phryganede), Other 

genera differed but little, perhaps with the season, until we come 

to Percina eaprodes, which showed a preference for a crustacean 

diet by containing ‘“‘thirty per cent. of Entomostraca and three 

per cent. the smallest of our Amphipoda, Allorchestes dentata 

(Smith), Faxon. Most of the Entomostraca were Cladocera, 
including Daphnia, Hurocereus and Daphnella. 

“Here occurred the only instance of mollusean food iu the 

group. One specimen had taken a few individuals of slney- 
lus vivularis, Say. Reduced ratios of Chironomus and 

Ephemerid larvye, and a few Corixa tumida complete the list. 

‘Last and least comes Aicroperca punctulata, represented 
by nine specimens from four localities in Northern Iinoia. 
This smallest of the darters shares with Percina, the largest, 

the peculiarity of crustacean food, which made wp sixty-four 

per cent. of the total. The principal kinds were Cyclops, 

Chydorus, young Gammarus fasciatus, Say, and youne 
Crangonyx gracilis, Smith. The remaining elements were 

Chironomus larye (thirty-four per cent.) and a trace of 

Ephemerids (two per cent. ).” 

“Tt will be seen that the family, taken asa whole, divides 
into two sections, distinvuished by the presence or absence of 
crustacean food, This is easily explained by the fact. that 
Percina and Microperea raiige much more freely than the 
other genera—being frequently found among weeds and 
Aloe in comparatively slow water with maddy bottom, while 
the others are rather closely confined to swift and rocky 
shallows.” 

Prof. Forbes plainly shows how these small fishes ave only 

fitted to dwell in the sinaller streams by keeping down their 

size, while, at the same time, they are by their habits able to 

hide from enemies under stones, and livein a current so 

strong as to reyuiré sreat muscular power to stem it, but 

which they avoid by bugging the bottom in the neighborhood 

of sheltering stones, and he concludes by saying: 

“Perhaps we may, without violence, cull these the moun- 
taineers among fishes. Worced from the populous and fertile 
valleys of the river beds and lake bottoms, they have taken 
refuge from their eneniits in the rocky highlands where the 
froe waters play in ceaseless torrents, and there they have 
wrested from stubborn nature a meagre living. Although 
diminished in size by their continual strug#le with the elt- 
ments, they have developed an activity aid hardihood, a 
vigor of life and glow-of high color almost unknown jmony 
the easier livers of the lower lands.” 

ee 

OxxirtoLoGioAn Work tx tan West Dypres.—A new bird 
is reported from Mr. I’. A. Ober'’s recent collections in the 
Lesser Antilles, making the twenty-second ney species ob- 

tained by him from that region, It will be described shortly 

by Mr, G. N. Lawrence, who has identified and described all 

the new birds of former collections, Ibis aspecies.of /eferusa, 
and has been (provisionally, at least) named in honor of its 

discoverer, the Zcterus Obert. Besides this new’specics there 

are amone the specimens many rare and dulooked-for species, 

The notesrelating ta them will probably be published (as 
heretofore) in the * Proceedings of the National Museum.” 

‘The types of all the new birds discoyeyed by Mr, Ober are in 
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the Smithsonian Museum, and likewise a full series from each | Jom Krmxr’s Conrzcrion.- ~During a late visit to Phila 

jsland of the Varibbean chain of the Antilles. 
With the material now on land, Mr. Ober has ati last ac- 

complished the object of his three-years’ labor, and is enabled 

to fill #gap which has until now existed in our ornithological 

knowledge of the West Indies. Maynard's 
Florida,” Cary’s ‘Birds of the Bahamas,” and Mr, Ober’: 

notes on the birds of the Lesser Antilles, constitute valuable 

additions to our exact knowledge of avi-fauna of the South, 

extending over twenty degrees of latitude. 

Tt is a matter of congratulation that the United States has 
received the benefit of the explorations of these young natur- 

alists, especially as most of them haye been carried on in 

islands owned by other nations. 

English naturalists haye noticed this, and, while regretting 

the fact that their own collectors had not availed themselves 

of these rich fields, haye given our American workers their 

full meed of credit. 
— oe 

BURRS AND BURRS. 

THAT one is never too old to learn is a saying as trite as it 
is ancient, yet every now and thenin one’s experience some 

oceurrence will bring the truth of this aphorism before our 
minds as strikingly as if it were anewidea. Especially is this 

the case when we find, as sometimes happens, that we haye 

for years, perhaps from childhood, attached a wrong meaning 

to some yery common word. The shock which a man feels 

when by some accident his blunder is revealed to him, is a 
severe one; and the thoughtful person is by such an occur- 

rence taught more than eyer to distrust his own ideas of 

things, unless they are founded on an absolute knowledge of 
facts, and to guard himself well against expressing too decided 

opinions. Such reflections as these are apt to occur to a man 
after he hag been worsted in a controyersy, because one of 

his premises was wrong, or when he has written a telling es- 

say which was to reform the world and demolish his adver- 
saries, but in which his facts were not facts at all but 

agsuinptions. We should none of us be unwilling to ac- 

knowledge our ignorance. No one man can know it all. 
We feel bound tu confess that our ideas as to what consti- 

tutes the burrof a deers horn have been apparently all 
wrong. In arecent article in the columns of a contemporary 

the author, speaking of a discovery by Prof. Cope in relation to 

the burr on the horns of certain Pliocene deer, marks the word 

burr with an asterisk, and adds as a foot-note the following 

truly luminous sentences :—‘' Burr or buhr stone—A_ nearly 

pure siliceous rock, in which calcareous and other matters, 

originally forming part of it has (sic) been parted with and he- 
come replaced by silica, so that the cast of fossils are perfect- 

ly preserved in it. See Ruschenberger's Natural History Vol. 
IL. p. 29, of Glossary.” 

The information thus conveyed while most interesting to 
the non-scientific reader will impress itself no less on the pa- 

leontologist who learns now for the first time that the antlers 
of the deer of the Pliocene were ornamented with ‘‘nearly 

pure siliceous rocks in which calcareous and other matters 
originally forming part of it, has been parted with, and be 

come replaced by silica, so that the casts of fossils are per 

fectly preserved in it.” Just faney how odd the deer must 
have looked with these great lumps of rock on their horns, 
though perhaps, after all, the lunyps may not have been large. 

Ruschenberger’s Natural History does not tell us that. And 
how sfrong the animals’ necks must have been to have sup- 

ported this great weight ; what an enormons development of 

the ligamentum nuche must haye taken place to support this 

weight, as well as of the other muscles of the neck. We can 

fancy that the Pliocene man, if with Prof. Whitney we ac- 

cept his existence, must have had a decidedly exciting time 

in an encounter with a wounded deer whose antlers were thus 

furnished. What chance would the man of to-day have if a 

cartload of rocks were hurled at him, each individual stone 

moving at the rate of acharging deer. How would any of our 
readers like to withstand the charge of a deer with a mill- 

stone about his neck? No doubt when the supposed Pliocene 

man did sueceed in killing a deer, whose horns were adorned 

with this ‘pure siliceous rock” he carefully preserved the 

head, and taking it home had if mounted by a good taxider- 
mist, and then hung it in his hall or dining-room, and the 

“cast of fossils perfectly preserved in the nearly pure silice- 

ous rock” unquestionably udded greatly to its beauty, When 

the Pliocene man had friends to dine with him, he no doubt 

called their attention to these points in the horns, and told the 

story of the hunt, with great eloquence, but with becoming 

modesty. We had a vague idea that the antlers of the living 
Cervide were furnished with burrs, but we presume that we 

were wrong. At all eyents, although we have killed in our 

day a good many deer and elk, we haye never found one in 
‘which there was to, be seen anywhere on the antlers any 

“nearly pure siliceous rock, in ywhich calcareous and other 

matters has (s’¢) been parted with and become replaced by 
silica, so that the casts of fossils are perfectly preserved in 

Thr ‘ 
Truly we live and learn. > 

SS WI: 

A Youne Guinza Fowr.—A correspondent, ‘‘H. H. 0.,” 
of Bristol, Conn., sends us for identification a “quail” shot 
near that place by Mr. Everett Horton. There were six of 
the birds together, and they were feeding with a flock of 
chickens. When they flew up one was shot, but Mr. H., 
thinking that they were young turkeys, refused to shoot any 
more of them, not knowing what they were. p< 

The one sent us, Which is little less in wize than a quail, is 
A young guinea fowl. 

“Birds of 

delphia, we stopped in to see our veteran friend, John Krider, 
corner Second and Walnut streets, and were shown his grand col- 
lection of bird skins and eggs. Without attempting to enumer- 
ate-their great number, and what he has, we may state that he’ 
has 729 to 750 varieties of skins and eggs, ranging from the 
eagle, hawk, owl, woodpeckers, warblers, fly catchers, 
shrikes, buntings to water birds, both waders and ducks, 
and a complete assortment of game birds. Truly his collec- 
tidn is an interesting one. We found Uncle John in themidst 
of arsenic, scalpe] in hand and a beautiful woodduck before 
him which he was skinning. Our old friend has written and 
published a little work entitled “Forty Years Notes of a Field 
Ornithologist,” in which he gives a brief sketch of every bird 
he has himself shot and whose eggs he has collected. 

More Quai Brep my ConrinEMEntT,—Caéshill, September 
27.—Haiter Forest and Stream—Some two years ago I 
brought from the West quite a number of quail, and in the 
spring I turned out all but two pair. The two hens which I 
kept laid over fifty eggs, which I set under bantam hens, 
and forty-five hatched out. I had them all in a yard, but one 
day I took them into the kitchen, and the door being left open 
T lost most of them. After Il took the eggs from the quail one 
of the hens had hatched out twelve fine young ones. Last 
spring one of the boards got off from the coop and T lost all 
of them, old and young. I had left fifteen eggs, and these I 
set under a little hen, and cight hatched out. They were 
very fine strong birds, and were nearly grown, when one 
night the rats got in and killed them all. I leave for the 
West soon, will bring more quail home with me, and will try 
once more. I think I can raise them without any trouble. 

B. F. Conkur. 

Porsts In THE ANATOMY OF SNakES.—In a recent lecture 
upon ‘ Snakes,” by Prof. Huxley, at the London Institute, 
the speaker called attention to some peculiar arrangements in 
anatomical construction and jaw-hones, in illustration of the 
fact that the snake cannot be properly said to swallow its 
food, but seizes hold of it, gradually working it down its 
throat at its leisure. For this purpose a fully developed and 
offective saliva aparatus is required. ‘The poison bag of the 
venomous snakes is nothing but a modification of the salivary 
glands of the harmless reptiles. There are instances in which 
they are almost identical. Another instance of the close 
relationship was shown in the fact that the sharp channel 
needle by which the poison is conyeyed is nothing more than 
a development of the tooth which dangerous reptiles possess 
in common with harmless ones, The fact that the salivary 
gland was the poison receptacle of yenomous snakes and ani- 
mals affected with rabies appeared to Prof. Huxley to point 
out the direction wherein lies the solution of the problem of 
snake poisoning and a possible antidote against it. 

Some Hanis or THe Szat.—The following extract, taken 
from one of the letters of the New York Herald's Arctic Cor- 
respondent, conveys some novel information in regard to the 
habits of the seal : 

The female seal in the early spring builds a habitation in 
the snow over and around the hole through which it breathes, 
and here its young are born and live until old enough to yen- 
ture into the water. This house is called an oglow, and is 
constructed very much like an Esquimau igloo in shape, 
though it is more irregular and has ramifications that extend 
to neighboring holes. These oglows are found with the as- 
sistance of dogs, as previously described, or by prodding with 
a seal spear the hillocks of snow that look like seals’ houses. 
When a hunter finds an oglow during the season that the 
young seals are living in them he immediately breaks in the 
roof with his heel in search of the little one, which usually 
remains very quiet even when the hunter looks down and 
pokes his head through the broken roof. The young seal is 
then easily killed with the spear and dragged out on the ice, 
and the hunter waits for the mother, which is never absent a 
long time from its baby. “The young seal is generally cut 
open as soon as killed and its little stomach examined for 
milk, which is esteemed a great luxury by the Esquimaux. 
When young the seal is coyéred with a long white hair, very 
much like coarse wool. This skin wasat one time very much 
used in making clothing, but lately has not been much in 
yogueamong the natives, though occasionally coats and trousers 
of this material may still be seen. The whalers esteem it 
highly as an adjunct to woolen clothing, as being sufficiently 
warm for those who are living on shipboard, yet not so 
warm as reindeer clothing, which becomes oppressive in high 
temperature. 

Foop or 8nares.—ASing Sing, N. ¥., Sept. 24.—One day 
this summer I was fishing on a bridge that crosses the Croton 
River near Sing Sing, and I noticed a commotion in the water 
where I had some perch on a string to keep them 
fresh, when I saw a large wafer snake trying to get one of the 
fish off the string, and after watching his efforts for some 
time I killed the snake with my fish pole. Pip. 

fish Culture 
Oxy Fisniva Tvems.—In looking over fhe files of the 

Republican Watchman, of Greenport, Long Island, for some 
special information, we came across the following items which 
we thought worthy of putting upon record. The dates in 
parenthesis are those of the issue of the paper in which they 
were found : 
(May 20, 1875). Large quantities. of menhaden haye been 

canght by the fishermen during the past week, some of the 
angs taking 100,000 or over ina singleday, Although of 
air quality the fish do not yield as much oil as their appear- 
ance would seem to indicate. : 
(May 29, 1875).—The Stonington Mérzor says that during 

the past month oyer 100 tons of fish were shipped to New 
York each week from Noank. ~ 

(Oct, 9, 1875),—Mr. Blackford says the amount of fish used 
in the cities of New York and Brooklyn in one day, say on 
Friday, is as follows: Haddock, 200,000 lbs.; codfish, 30,000 ; 
bluefish, 15,000; striped bass, 2,000: fresh mackerel, 20,000 ; 
halibut, 100,000; Spaiish mackerel, 2,000; refrigerated sal- 
mon, 9,500; misce]laneous fish, such as butterfish, weakfish, 
ete., 25,000 lbs, Lobsters, 100,000 1bs.; 200 gallons of scallops ; 
200 dozen soft crabs; 1,000 Ibs. green turtles for soups and 
steaks. 

(Nov. 27, 1875).—According to the Hxpress, Capt. Benj. C. 
Payne, of North Haven, Sag Hurbor, on 40 acres this year 
erew 6,100 bushels of corn, worth 40 cents per bushel, $2,040, 
and 100 tons of stalks, worth, at $8 per ton, $800—in all 
$2,840, manured with fish scrap. Capt. Payne and his son 
Sfilbert have also carried on the rendering of oil from menha- 
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den, having tried out ‘7,500,000 fish, from which the 
| 27,520 gallons of oil, soldat 40 cents per gallon for $10, 
and have on hand 800 tons of strap, valued at $10,4 

| (May 18, 1876).—On Monday porpoises having 
yast body of menhaden into Mattituck harbor, the © 
ing Co., of which Andrew Cox is captain, made a hauljy 
their seine (one and a quarter miles lon), and enclosed 
drew to land not less than 800,000 of the fish, most of 
were yery fat. Farmers haye since been busy cartin a 
away to place on their fields as manure. This is the Mit 
catch ever made at that place, but at other pomts on 1h 
per bay hauls of 1,000,000 or more have been made in 
years. 

\ Sprarina Fisn ox SpAwnine Beps—Rochesler, Septg 
A reat deal of damage is done by the farmers and 
living in the vicinity of our inland waters by spcarty 
while they are on their spawning beds. The fish com@jy) 
the shallow water and on the shoals to cast their spa 
are easily seen and speared at night by the aid of a jack 
Large numbers of salmon, trout, black bags and other fis 
killed at a time, above all others, when |hey should } 
alone. The last thing a farmer would think about domg ¥ 
be to kill his sitting hens. The result of such a course 9 
be no chickens, and a continuation of such a practice » 
soon exterminate them. This rule applies to fish as ¥ 
fowls. The salmon, trout and white fish cast their 3 
during October and November, the Wlack bass from Ji 
until shige 10; Oswego bass from March 10 until Jime Tf 
the wall-eyed or yellow pike from April 10 until 
20th. Tt seems to me thal all fishermen cannot fail to 8 
great importance of protecting their fish during (he time 
are on their spawning beds, and thatit is for the inverd 
one and all to do what they ¢an to accomplish this end. 

Sere Gril 

Faure oF THE OysTEr-spaAt 1x Hornann.—A 
pondent in Holland writes us as follows: “I lave beet 
an expedition trip to the Znder-Zee on wecount of the oy 
and winkels. I was only three weeks there, and if 1m 
assurance what fishing in breeding time can do T had fou 
there. In all that time, by careful looking over all 1h 
net brought up, I have only been able to find two spa 
this year, and this is an excellent year for spat. Wher 
ever will be restored we can commence by closing the i 
entirely for at least five years.” 

Braor Bass py Peconio River.—At the recent fair g 
Suffolk County (N. Y.) Agricultural Society, held at 7 
Head, Long Island, Mr. H. D. McGovern exhibited his 
man carp, gold fish and black bass, and at the close @ 
exhibition he very generously donated the bass fo the jj 
by placing them in the Peconic River, where they é 
known, The carp attracted much attention, and wee 
left there to stock some ponds. 

Garr i CoLorapo.—The evarp which were distriby 
Qolorado last December are reported as doing well, ane 
W. &. Sisty, one of the Fish Commission, hus just finish 
distribution of the second lot of mirror carp which wé 
ceived from Prof. Baird. 

Arewme Coprure,—The Belfast (Me.) Journal says 
large number of alewives are passing down the fishy 
Penobscot River from the spawn put in Sebago La 
our fish commissioners the past season.” 

Sea and River Hishing. 
—Address all communications to ‘* Forest und Stream 

lishing Company, New York.” 
+ 

FISH IW SEASON IN OCTORER, 

PRESH WATER. 

Grayling, Thyntallus tricnlor. Black Bass, Mieronterus. 
Maskalonge, Hees nobilior. species), 
PictkeréL “sox reticulatus. Rock Bass, Ambloplites, 
Pike or Pickerel, Hsox luctus. Spectes). 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed pike) | War-mouth, Chenobryttiag 

Stizotethium americanum, 8.) Crappie, Pomozys niyromae 
yiseum, etc. Bachelor, Poniwsys ancl g my 

Yellow Perch, Perea fluviatilis. Chub, Semotilte corporatia, 
Striped Bass, Rocews meatus. 
White Bass, Roceus chrysops. 

BALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Centropristis atrariua, Sea" Trout,” Cynoseyon capa 
Sheepshead, Archosargus probdlo-\ sis, 

cephalus, Weaktish, Cynoacton. negalie 
Porgie, Stenotomus argyrops. Shore Whiting, Mentieirrua 
Striped Bass, Roccus lineatus. is. - 
White Perch, Morone americana. | Croaker, Mieropogon undulati 
Spot, or Lafayette, Liostomus ob-| Bluefish, Pomeatomus saltat 

fig ues. Spanish Mackerel, Cybitenm 
Spot, Reddish, or Channel Bass, {atum. 

Scivenops ocellatus, Oero, Cybium rayeta, 
Tautog, Tautogy onitis. Honito, Strada poldmya, 
Pollock, Pollachius carbonariua, Kingtish, Mentieirrus nebula 
eS 

Oatrisn Take THE Fry.—We are informed in a pu 
letter from Mr. J. H. Dinkins, Fish Commissioner of 7 
that a. party of gentlemen while casting the fly in the Ps 
ales, a stream tributary to the Colorado, caught two cd 

This, we think, is the first recorded instance of any o 
family taking a fly. Now if it had heen a mouse whioll 

took we could have had a chance 10 show, by a short i 

reasoning, how the relations hefween cats and mice ni 

haye developed a similar state of affairs between the latte 

the water cats, but as the facts will not permit it in lus 

it may then be in order to consider if cats, recent or te 
toric, ever did catch flies. A carefnl examination of 1 

scriptions on Cleopatra’s needle, now in New York, fi 
reveal anything which might be twisted into a contin 
of this proposition: — ee . 

Smyer Bass.—We have received a letter from Mr. Ril 
Wattel, Secretary of the Societe d'Acclimation, Paris, 
that about three years ago the Societe received trot 
Beee, of Saggsboro, near Orilla, Onturio (Canada), a 16% 

young fishes which he called silver bass” and said weres 
fish, grew rapidly toa large size, etc. The fish wert 

about three inches long and are about twice that leng 
put as they have been kept in a small tank it is prob 
they have not reached their full size. Mr. Wattel 
to know what they may be, but we are not familiar 
name, which, Prof. Jordan tells us, is applied both | 
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Imow what fish is called ‘‘ silver bass” in parts of 

o give us their other nimes—scientific ones, if possible 

we ay Inform our friends across tle water of the true 

md character of their fish. 

respondent says that some of them spawned Taal 
in alittle pond, and that there are now thousands of 

on hand, butws they have no knowledge of tha 
character or needs, they hesitate about stocking the 
With them. He writes: ‘Our fishes are elegant; 

@ the power of changing color instantly, and have 1 

He spot near the extremity of the operculum. The 

proportionately short and thick, the belly large, the 

hb small, and the upper jaw shortest.” 

if possible that it may be one of the worthless ‘snn-fish” 

pond-fish,” but that is, of conrse, only guess work, tnd 
prefer to hear from some of onr readers who know the 

© ebelal 

His) vor. Menn\pen Fisums.—The fact thatthe herring 
ing scarce—or, at least, is considered wortliy of some 

of protection on the other side of the Atlantie—might 

orally considered by our menhaden fishermen, to whom 

a thine a8 civine the fish time to breed has been entirely 
own, Or, if known, nnpracticed, while they complain of 

fairly decrease of their prey. On this point the Vurthern 

Weigh: says, in speaking ofit, the great quantity of immature 
Mines sent iis year to the German markets, huth from the 

Wel dud the Hast Coast of Scotland, has revived discussion 

f tlie desirability of instituting # close time for the herring 

dine. “‘The opinion,” says the Northern Hasign, *‘is 
giieral tht damage is done to the rerular fishing by breaking 

on the shoals when (hey are forming in the early part of 

acason; and it is this view of the question which chiefly 

Kes home upon the fishermen as most specially affecting 

interests. Then, in the second place, it is only too well 
thal harm is done to the market by offering as the first 

fruit of the fishing season an unripe imferior article, which 

ie buyer rejects as soon as he gets somethine better, and 

hich is apt 10 depress the tone of prices after the superior 

mmModity has avived.” Commenting on this the London 
Wield remarks: ‘ Fishcurers and fishermen, it is believed, 

Would ~¢cquiesce ja any reasonable arrangement, and one 
Mmtemporary sugeests that the close time shonld extend on 

West Coast from the beginning of April 1ill abont the 

of May, und on jhe East Coast from the beginning of 
Iny till the middle of Inty-” 

Reo SvAvpyr.—A “red soapper,” Lutjanus blackfordii, 
‘caught off New Jersey last week, an extreme northern 

aint for this fish to visit. 
ny ee 

TROUTING IN WEST VIRGINIA. 

NOVEL MODE OF ANGLING, 

§ Forrest AyD Srream should be advised of all that per- 
faius to '* the gentle art,” T venture to give a few notes 

pf Areeent expedition to the wild streams of the mountains 
of West Virginia. 

The party consisted of self and friend, an expert from-the 
*Debatable Land,” who had cast flies for routand salmon in 
eyery English and Scottish siream, and as keen-scented for 
ame as any of his forebears who rode within the bounds of 

Anandale. We left the Valley Railroad at Strasbourg in 
Blenandoah Co,, Va., and, on horseback, traversed three or 
nore mountains. After eight Lours in the saddle (the irip 

ight be made more comfortably by vehicle on the Moortield 
Pike}, we reached Wardenville, twenty-live miles distant, mn 
Hardy Go., West Virginia. Wardenville is u good place for 
Gperations on three famous streanis; Wait’s Run, Trout Run 
id Capon River. Each of these streams has ifs valley, and 
hey converge a short distance below Wardenyille. The 
Wost easterly is Wait’s Run, thenext Trout Run, which flows 
Through the surburb of Wardenvillé, and a few hundred yards 
northwestward is the Capon, The Capon, a few miles above 

ardenville, becomes for eight or ten miles the “* Lost River.” 
iis waters reaching « limestone district, sink, and only a suc- 
ession of deep pools ecomnected by a feeble current remains. 
Then every mile or two a big spring breaks out, and the 
Capon resumes its original proportions and name. Up to and 
above Wardenville the black bass, which have heen in the 
sireain only eight years, now predominate. 
1 will not, weary you with a detail of our operations. 
Enough that, our success was not commensurate with our 
labors. We paid for all we got, which is my experience in 
trout fishing everywhere. The resulf of our best day’s worl: 
was 22 trout for breakfast, none under 11 inches, nor over 
d4 inches. It was a golden dish, and served to sweeten the 
pain it cost. ‘The streams were too low, and the water too 
‘clear, And this reminds me to report the result of a former 
expedition, a month ago, by my companion and an inveterate 
fly-fisher. They had reached Trout River, the most, famous 
stream of all this region for large trout. At the pond near 
Wardenville, they found the water milky and in first-rate 
condition. 

Big tront were jumping in all directions, but not one would 
jouch fy nor any bait. My moss-tramping friend, believin 
{hey could be circumyented by patience and art, determine 
(o devote the day to them, while his companion proceeded up- 
ward, whipping the streain, secundwm artem. But all his 
devices proving vain, in despair he laid his rod down with a 
liye minnow resting on the bottom, and took out his pipe for 
consolation. In a few seconds he saw his line violently shaken, 
and giving it the fatal twitch, he drew out a twelve-inch 
trout. He repeated the operation, sometimes with live min- 
nows and sometimes with cut bait, and he canght, thus fishing 
of the bottom for trout, sixteen, none under a foot, and one 
seyenteen inches in length. When his companion returned 
from his fly-whipping up stream, troutless and disgusted, and 
was confronted with the sixteen golden benulies and informed 
of the process of capture, he exclaimed indignantly: ‘‘T could 
not have them on those terms.” Yet he forthwith went to 
bottom-fishing himself; but too late—the trout had quit 
feeding. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

The next day the same party struck the stream (Trout Run) 
someseyen or eight miles higher up. Bad luck attended all their 
early operations, and disconsolate, they threw their live 
Minnows on the bottom, and sought comfort in the pipe and 
lickler, when a» lucky thought struck a native angler, who 
was one of the party, ‘‘ You see that spring,” said he, ‘“com- 
ing in at the head of the pool; Iwill go and muddy if and see 
if that won't make them bite. No sooner said than done, In 
a short tinie the riled water made its appearance, and imme- 
diately the lines were shaken. The result was twenty-six 
trout over twelve inches in length. On the following day, at 
the same place, the same experiment was tried, with a result 
of sixteen trout of like proportions. 
Tam yulgarian enongh to prefer bass-fishing to any trout- 

fishing I've ever known—certainly to trout-fishing on the bot- 
fom, whatever the results. 

One fact is clear and constant, that the trout in the moun- 
tains of Virginia and West Virginia prefer black crickets, 
erass-hoppers, black bugs and minnows to the fly, and in 
Trout Run, Conroy's most artistic fly with reversed wing will 
cast its shadow on the water in yain. And another fact 
equally certain, is that Ma, Seth Green's cast of eighty-six feet 
would be a useless accomplishment in all this mountain re- 
gion. With high reaching laurel and overhanging boughs, 
the angler will be lucky to make a cast (he length of his rod, 

One of the trout had in its stomach eleven locusts (17 year), 
four bugs resembling June bugs, one grasshopper and one 
minnow, and was taken by an earthworm or lentile. It 
would he satisfactory to know (if the cause is general) why 
muddy water prompts the fish to feed. Does it whet the 
appetite, or is it the apprehension that the water may become 
too mnddy to find food, and they prudently lay in a store in 
anticipation of an enforced starvation? ‘This would imply 
memory and reason; Wut fish may have more sense than 
some people suppose. 

All this region abounds in game—deer, wild turkeys and 
pheasants in profusion, with now and then « bear or wolf 
and catamount. SHENANDO. 

— = 

“Grogs in Fist.—There is a point relative to bass fish- 
ing and cooking which I would like to ask the opinion of Dr. 
Henshall, G. A. 8., of Chicazo, W. E., of Chicago, and others 
who know the fine sport these fish give, the following ques- 
tions: ‘Do the bass they take haye worms or grubs under 
the skin? Are these grubs injurious to persons eating the 
bass?” We are prompted to make these inquiries owing lo a 
diversity of opinion among some fishermen and naturalists, 
who were camped up in the woods during the summer. 
They fished one luke and caught some big fellows, They 

took them to camp, cleaned and skinned them, when some big 
grubs as large as maggots came oul of the fiesh. Some moss- 
backers told them that bass haying these grubs were unfit for 
food. They tossed them into the lake, and pretty soon some 
fish crows found them and carried them off. 

These fish were canght in an inland lake fed by springs, 
but the water was warmer than the water of Lake Michigan, 
hence the grubs were said to exist from this cause. 

Another day some of the party visited a Lake some miles 
from their camp that is noted for its fine bass. They caught 
some good ones and carried them to camp, seven miles, ex- 
pecting to have a feast free from grubs, because the water 
was colder and the lake a large one fed by many springs and 
rivulets. 

The fish were put into 4 spring of cold water (ice-cold), left 
until morning. When they dressed them they were hard and 
firm as though they had just come from the water. They 
found in them the same grubs, about the same size, and when 
put under a microscope exhibited the same form and manner 
ag the grubs taken from the bass caught in the warmer water | 
of the smalllake. The party varied their trout fishing by 
these occasional days after bass, so another day tried the large 
lake connecting directly with Lake Michigan, and where 
bass are canght of large size. 
They expected something good from it, because the fish 

feed on minnows and liave abundaice of cold, clear water, 
Their flesh is firm and sweet. The fish themselves are gamy 
as one could wish, fighting to the last and running up to 44 
pounds in weight, but when dressed and skinned the same 
grubs appear. 

I need not say every one in camp felf some compunction in 
cating them, though the fish were all one could desire 
when well cooked, yet these grubs were tlie interesting theme 
while in camp. Possibly, had the party made less pretense of 
being seventéjic, those bass would have leen voted splendid : 
but when these big fat grubs rolled out as large as 4 wheat 
prain every one felt some queer sensation in the region of the 
stomach, and the standing joke was, *‘ How many of those fine 
fellows did you put away for breakfast this moming ?” 
We would like to know something of the experience of 

gentlemen who have taken bass through the many lakes in 
the Northwest, if this has been their experience, or are these 
grubs peculiar to the Michigan lakes, where so many of us 
spend our summer fishing holidays. 

T trust I shall not take up too much of your spice in asking 
the opinions of others concerning these parasites, ‘if such 
they are.” We. BE 

Chicago, Sept. 25. 

FISHING IN MINNESOTA. 

iN CORRESPONDENT of your journal, in the issue of 
Sept. 9. states that Lake Tetonka is said to be the best 

fishing ground in the State. Now, I do not wish to dispute 
the gentleman's statement, but he wants to tell of something 
more ‘fishy’ than a string of rock bass averaging nearly a 
pound to sustain his statement. Besides this, he says they 
were filled with parasites, and it isn’t likely that many per- 
sons would eat fish filled with these animals; so they are no 
better than so much carrion, and I think he is in the wrong 
when he makes his statement on tlie superiority of that lake 
asa fishing ground. Tf he has trayeled through Minnesota, 
and found nothing better than the aforesaid to tell, he is cer- 
tainly most unfortunate, Heretofore, we have never told of 
the rock bass that we catch here, but have considered them 
as amounting to very little in comparison with our larger and 
finer varieties. But while we are speaking of rock bass, we 
might mention the two-pounders and over, that: to catch is an 
eyeryday occurrence. I have seen rock bass of that size snap 
at the hooks before they wonld fairly touch the water, and it 
would take a much longer time to detach the fish than to 
hook them. 1 myself have often caught black bass that 
weighed 44 pounds, and I know of reliable parties that 
caught them weighing six and seven pounds, and even higher 
than that. The fish bite well on the trolling hook and by 
bait, and [ have no doubt that they would take the fly well if 
given the chance, 

Perhaps Tam mistaken when I say that Detroit has the 
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best fishing of any locality in the State, but L will try to sus- 
tain my statement, and give a few results of fishing excur- 
sions. 

One that I took myself in the early spring is especially 
yiyid in my mind. A party of three, embodying myself, 
started down the little stream, known as the Pelican, about 
lp, mu. A ride of about twenty minntes brought us to Musk- 
rat Lake, and although we had never fished here nor heard of 
anybody having done so, we concluded to try the place as an 
experiment, and we soon came toa standstill. Before [ had 
thrown my line my fellow fisherman had landed a fine rock 
bass. I soon followed with another; then we both secured 
others, and here I lose all recollection of the order in which 
they came, astish after fish came tunibling in, black bass, 
Osweco bass, rock base, pike, pickerel, perch and sunfish 
and—I must not forget—one ‘bull-head.” After wd had 
caught some forty fish we lifted anchor, and proceeded down 
the stream until we came to Lake Sally, a beautiful sheet of 
water about twelve miles around, and here we struck 4, tem- 
porary camp and prepared a lunch. While the other two rep- 
resentatives of our party of three were preparing and frying 
fish I stood on the bank and soon landed another dozen fine 
fellows, among which were a fine pair of Oswego bass weizh- 
ing over four pounds each. After eating our lunch we pro- 
ceeded to return, and soon arrived at, Muskrat Lake, where 
the other two decided to walk back while I took the boat. 
As I was passing oyer our first ‘' batile-ground” the tempta- 
tion was too great, und I decided to again try my hand at 
them, and was soon hauling them in at a lively rate. About 
the fifteenth fish I decided that, | would catch twenty-five 
before leaving, but unfortunately on the twenty-tirst fish my 
hook broke at the barb and left me in rather a peculiar posi- 
tion, as [had no other about me. I did not give in, however, 
and after throwing about a dozen over the boat I succeeded 
in landing the four necessary fo complete my quarter hun- 
dred, and started back and arrived at 7 ». .—six hours fish- 
ing—with the following result ; Twenty-one black bass, fifteen 
of which weighed on an average of fonr pounds ; fifteen pike, 
whose weight I did not test, but which were extraordinarily 
large ; thirty rock bass not ‘‘ weighing nearly one pound, and 
filled with parasites,” but large, fine fellows, some of them 
tipping the beam at over fwo pounds; three pickerel; two 
Oswego bass; one sun-fish: one perch, and one bull-head or 
mud trout. Inall these must have weighed upward of two 
hunhundred pounds. 
Two other parties, Drs. Carman by name, caught eighteen 

Oswego bass in Lake Sally in two hours, all with a common 
spoon trolling hook. They ayeraged four pounds. <A. EH. 
Bowling and R: B. Metealf took a drive to Floyd Lake one 
afternoon and caught twenty-eight black bass, several of 
which weighed six pounds. Mr. Amos Bowman, of Bt. 
Louis, Mo., and a brother, of Marshall, Mich., started out on 
Detroit Lake one day, and soon refurned with a half barrel 
filled to overflowing with some of the finest specimens of the 
finny tribe that ever man’s eyes fell upon. We might go on 
mentioning other fishing experiences of this kind, but we 
think we have sustained our statement on Detroit having the 
best fishing in the State, and if any other enthusiast doubts 
the same we would be most happy to hear from him, and we 
will give him our hand in fellowship, agreeing on one point, 
that there is no place like Minnesota for a person to get his 
fill of fish. ISN 

a es 

M A Srrance Oarou.—Hightstown, N. J., Sept, 27,—On 
Friday last I was pike-fishing with two others on Outecall's 
pond, near Spotswood. When we went ashore for lunch at 
noon we left one pole sticking in the mud bank of the chan- 
nel. On this pole was a line with one wired single hook, It 
was in plain sight all tle time and no one went near it until 
our return, when we found on it two pike, one about twelve 
ounces, strung through the gills; the other abont a pound, ~ 
hooked in the jaw. The first pike had evidently taken the 
minnow and hook and ejected them through his gills. The 
second pike, hooking himself, had drawn the line a foot or 
more through the gills of the first. This kind of a double 
catch was so strange that I hardly dared believe my eyes, hut 
being a notary I at once took the affidavits of my companions, 
Messrs, Frederick Farr, and James Scudder, of Cranbury, to 
the truths of the facts as above stated, Isit mot rare? ; aly 

Tros. B. Appnnepit 

New Srortinc Grounps—TZainimorth, Ont., Sept. 25.—I 
am here in a, 80 to speak for the sportsman, new country. 
About thirty miles north of here is a beautiful chain of lakes, 
and Tshall, during the next week, have a fair yiew of them and 
send you a description, which will probably prove interesting 
to your readers. I have not succeeded in getting a maske- 
longe that T wanted for comparison of teeth and vertebrie he- 
tween pike and maskelonge. Believe me, the latter are not 
as plentiful as is generally believed. V. 

For Froris.—tt is frequently the pleasant privilege of 

Forrest ayp STREAM to extend acquaintance among gentle- 

men sportsmen, and in jhis interest we are called upon to say 
that a gentleman, a journalist by profession, who with his 

wife spent last winter in Florida, is desirous of mecting one 

or two other couples who would like to go to the Gulf coast 

or South Movida the coming winter, and spend one or two 

months in gunning, fishing, and having a good time generally. 

Correspondence is sdlicited that references may be exchanged 
and a congenial party organized; and any letters sent to 

‘= Scribe,” care of this office, will be promptly forwarded. 

| Ganon anp Camera.—Mr, Thos, Sedgwick Steele, the 
author of ‘*Canoe and Camera,” the most elegant sportsman’s 
book of the year, is now on a tour over part of the routes de- 
scribed in that yolume. In a note written just before he 

started, Mr. Steele says: | pe 
I intend to follow the old course of my book, ‘* Canoe and 

| Gamera,” until I reach Chamberlain Lake, when instead of 
turning South into the Hast branch of the Penobscot as before, 
I shall follow a northerly course to Hagle and Churchill Lakes 
and turn east into Spider Lake. From this point through 
Echo Lake, Osgood Carry, to the Mausungan lakes the pas- 

| saze is difficult, all depending on the state of the water, but 
the latter lakes once reached, a pleasant and easy passage Is 
open to the Aroostook waters, landing one at the town of 

| Caribou, Maine, f 
Col. Lyman B. Goff, of Pawtucket, R. L, was the first 

tourist (0 make this trip, in Sept., 1879, and he will be my 
| companion this year. For-the last few weeks I have been 
| practicing with a new camera éalled a tonrograph, and i 
| cust confess that I am perfectly delighted with it. No 
knowledge of photography is necessary, the platcs being 
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finished all prepared, and the work being perfectly mechani- 
eal. Ishall take eight dozen plates info the woods, and hope 
£6 return with a good idea of the Aroostook country. 

Gane Gag and Gan. 
GAME IW SEASON IN OCTOBEE,* 

Wontleock, Philohela minor, 
Black-bellled plover, 0x-eye, 

Squcdtarola helvetica, 
Long-biled eurlew, Vwmenins longi- 

rosrvis, 
‘Turnstone, or calico back, Strep- 

Atlas interpres, 
Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Macrorhwmphus griseus. 

Red-backed sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tring amerieane. 

Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Mimosa fedoa. 

| Willet, Tatas semipalmatus. 
Tattler, Totanws melanoleneus, 
Yellow-shanks, Totanus faripes, 

Moose, Alve americans, 
Curivoo, Rangifer carta. 
HIK or Wapiti, Cerviws canadensis, 
Red or Virginia deer, OG. virginian- 

UA, ; 

8quirrels—red, black and giny. 
Tlares—brown and Re Y. 
Reed or rice bird, Volchonys ony- 

atvarour, 
Wild Turkey, AWeleagris qalhipano, 
Pinnated grouse or pralrie chic- 

ken. Cupidonia ciepricto, 
Fufed gronse or pheasant, Bo- 

Wisd winbellys. 
Quail or partridge, Ortyx wirgin- 
Tana. 

Sora, rall, Porzann raralina. | 
“This enumeration is general, and 1s Mm conflict with many of the 

Btate lays. 
‘Bay birds” generally, Ineluding various species of plover, sand- 

piper, snipe, curlew, oystur-catcher, surt-bird, phalaropes, ayocets 
éte,, coming under the group Limacoler, or shore birds. Many &tates 
permiih prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting ater Ale, 14. 
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LARGE GAME AT THE WEST. 

BE publish helow from the London /’ie/d a communical 

WV tion from the pen of Mr, W, D, Pickett, whose frequent 
communications to the Foresr ANp SreeAM have always se- 

curedan appreciative reading among sportsmen of intelligence, 
Mr. Pickets long life inthe country of which he writes, his 

practical knowledge of the game inhabiting that country, and 

his eneral information on all points of the subject under dis- 

eugsion attach a more than ordinary claim for attention to 

his views. The question of how efficiently to protect the 

large game animals of the West is one of very great import 

ance, and it is one, too, which is likely to be neglected unti- 

it shall be too late to provide a suflicient remedy :-— 
An experience and observation of a good many years as a 

aportsman, with all kinds of game, more especially for the 
last four years with the large game of Montana and Wyom- 
ing, has led me to infer that most of the useless slaughter for 
which sportsmen are responsible is done by the novice in each 
class of sport, whether snipe or elk. When thrown with 
game he is not accnstomed to himt, he appears seized with 
that iuherentlove of killing, common to all men as a rule, 
and not particularly creditable to “man,” on the supposition of 
his being “the noblest work of God." He is probably also 
enthused with the ambition of making a big bag, and so comes 
the slaughter, providing he is sufficiently skillful. When the 
novelty of the sport wears off he calms down, loses the desire 
for promiscuous killing, and then squares back on his dignity, 
—and isready to pitch in and criticise the many who are sure 
to follow his pernicious example when temptation comes. 
This holds true especially with large game sport, and it is not 
safe for oue who has not heen thrown among an abundance of 
large game to criticize too severely those who are more for- 
tunate, and shoot off their gun too often. From a humani- 
tarian point of view, it is fully as reprehensible to kill useless- 
ly the smallest sparrow as the noble elk, and it is well for all 
of us to keep vividly in our mind’s eye those grand words, 
“ead us not into temptation,” and ‘ Let him that is with- 
out sin cast the first stone.” 
However true the above may be, I do not believe the quan- 

tity of large game in Montana and Wyoming has been affected 
by the amount killed for ‘‘sport’ or for purposes of food. 
This opinion is entertained by others equally competent to 
form an opinion. ‘The natural inerease of these animals more 
than supplies loss from that cause. It must be borne in 
mind, too, that a great deal of useless sympathy is wasted up- 
on the elle and deer, when these large bags are reported. Ii 
it is well known to the initiated that many of those large bags 
are in a great measure filled by the use of paper pellets, 
which, while they flatter the vanity and satisfy the ambition 
of the sportsman almost as much as the leaden article, yet re- 
hound harmlessly from the noble forms of the deer and elk. 

The problem of the preservation of the large game of Mon- 
fana and Wyoming—now the best game districts of the con- 
tinent—is dependent entirely upon one condition—the price 
of ‘pelts.’ Aslong as the price of antelope and deer skins 
remains less than 15 cents net fo the hunter, and elk skins 
Jess than 12 cents, there will he few killed, except for food. 
When the price rises above those figures, the destruction will 
fo on, ina greater or lesser ratio, in proportion thereto. This 
can only be prevented hy supplying each band of game with 
an escort of cavalry. Since 1875, in Montana and Wyoming 
(unlesa too near the U. P. Road), all kinds of large game, ex- 
cept buffalo, have steadily increased, and simply from one 
cause—the price of skins did not justify the lahor of getting 
them to market. he destruction of the buffalo has steadily 
sromressed, and hns become a factor in the solution of the 
ndian problem. Tt is now generally recognized, among those 
who have studied the subject, that the sooner the buffalo is 
exterminated, the sooner will the Indian be tamed and com- 
pelled to remain on his reseryation. As long a8 the Wuifalo 
are abundant, he will not be content with his life there—he 
will break away and live the free life of the plains, to which 

"he is dearly attached. Accordingly, he is encouraged to de- 
atroy the buffalo, and every facility is given him to that end, 
Looking upon it simply as a factor hearing npon the civiliza- 
tion of the Indian, there is no question of the wisdom of this 
policy. 

Ag regards elk, mouvtaiu sheep, deer and antelope (the 
only real game animals), the question of their preservation is 
a serious one. Early last fall, deer and antelope skins rose in 
price to 20 cents at (he frading stores,-and last spring they 
‘were 80 and 35 cents per pound: elk, 15 cents per pound. 
The consequence has heen that every unemployed man in these 
territories, unless too remote from rail or river transporta- 
tion, who could raise a rifle and had slight skill as a hunter, 
was ont ‘hunting for skins,” for sever] months during the 
winter. Those wable to buy the outfit, were ‘‘ staked” hy 
the small traders. Moreover, the winter was unusnally cold 
and stormy; the temperature recefling in suecessive cold 
aptlls (055°, 28°, 20°, and 32°. The cold winds drove the an- 
telope and buffalo from the plains to the north into the Yellow- 
stone Valley, in bandsof thousands, and the stormsand deep 
snows in the mountain drove the elk, mountain sheep, and 
sheep low down into the same valley, so that there were unusual 
facilities offered for their destruction, as willthe more readily ! 
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appear from the following facts obtained from Waller Cooper, 
mun and fur dealer of Bozeman, during a recent business {rip 
down the Yellowstone, and from information sineé from 
agents. His estimate of the killing, up to the beginning of 
March, was as follows: 10,000 buffalo killed by Indians, 7,- 
000 buffalo killed by whites, 80,000 deer and antelope, 3,000 
elk, By multiplying four-filths of (he buffalo by 4001bs,, the 
deer and antelope by 50lbs., and the elk by 300Ibs., those in- 
terested in food statistics will obtain the lolal pounds of food 
destroyed. This is only one district. 
On the Missouri and in the country toward the U. P. 

road the same destruction went on, though it is to be hoped 
not to the same extent, These figures appear large, but are 
not much to be wondered at when the facility with which the 
antelope and elk, half benumbed with cold, are killed, and 
which would be here deseribed did space permit. From 
tiventy to fifty antelope per day is not an wnusnal score for a 
skilled and athletic hunter. Iiuddled together in the gullies, 
the hunter, usually axmed with Sharp's rifle, by firing into the 
mass, kills two or three at a shot. There is a pretty au- 
thentic record of one man killing (his partner following and 
skinning) sevyenty-cight in one day, and six limdred in one 
month. 

The writer for several years past lias been the patient lis- 
tener to every huge bear and hunting story that has been 
floating around these mountains for the past fifteen years, and 
flatters himself that, by an almost daily hubit of separating 
the wheat from the chaff he can recognize the genuine arti- 
cle, and yet thinks from the source of information the above 
stories are substantially correct. 

Is there no law to stop this destruction? There is a lerri- 
jorial law protecting game -after the 1st of February ; and 1 
helieve altozether if not killed for food, The destruction was 
greatest previous to that date, but continued until the break- 
up of winter, when the buifalo and antelope scalter on the 
plains, and deer, elk and sheep return to fhe mountains. Un- 
less the price of skins goes down to the firures before men- 
tioned, the same story will he repeated during the coming 
winter. Eyen were these persons toinform, it would require 
a regiment of cavalry to make the arrests. This destruction 
is carried out as a means of living. Many of the men are 
miners, who work hard all winter lo make a ‘stake to con- 
tinue their prospecting operations during the stunmer, all 
hoping to strike {heir ‘ bonanza." A few do, but the many 
repeat the same routine for year's. I heard of two miners of 
this class a short time since who were offered 100,000 for 
one lead. Another party actually sold one lead for $50,000, 
And so it goes, the success of one encouraging the flagcing 
spirits of (he many. Ihave rarely known this class of men 
ill an elk or deer for the sake of killing, and except for food 
—it is too old a story—there is no temptation. 

Tn conclusion, Ameriaans, ahd especially American sports: 
men, are always glad to see British sportsmen. In spite of 
the startling statistics above given, in the language of John 
Smith, the immortal razor-strop man, ‘' There area few more 
left) of the same sort.” Good sport can he had in these moun- 
tains for at lest five years to come, Bear and mountain sheep 
are perhaps more alrundant than in any other part of the 
Rockies, are not affected by the arts of the ‘skin hunter,” 
and afford the finest sport of all game animals. 

The British sportsmen who have visited Montana and 
Northwest Wyoming haye, within my knowledge, been con- 
tent with very moderate bags, and we hope their example 
will be followed by those coming after. Py 
As the Utah Northern Railroad has reached the southern 

boundary of Montana, I am sure the munber of English tour- 
ists to the Yellowstone Park will soon be materially in- 
creased, 
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GAME RESORTS ABOUT TORONTO. 

HS just returned from an excursion to Canada, where 
J went for some shooting as wellasthe trip, which was 

pleasant in the extreme, Toronto was the objective point 
from which I would go out into the surrounding country 
shooting, or on the lake fishing, and generally return at night. 
Very good duck shooting can be had ala small shallow bay 
ealled ‘*The Marsh,” within a mile of the city, to which any- 
one can direct you, where Captain Bill Laing holds forth, 
aud rents boats and decoys for the’ moderate sum of 50) cents 
per day, with full directions as to the best place to locate, 
ete., gratis. Still better shooting can be had on some of the 
Jakes north and east of the city, where wild rice, that ducks 
loye to feed on, grows in profusion, Mr. Rawhone, dealer 
in guns, ammunition, ete., on Youre street—a thorough gen- 
tleman and ardent sportsman—vwould, Iam sure, be lad to 
direct any one a stranger there, as he did me, to good locali- 
ties where game can be found. 
The Muskoka District, about eighty miles due north, is 

noted for its good deer-shooting. Each year parties from 
Toronto go up there with all the paraphernalia for camping 
out—though board, hounds and gnides can be hired very 
cheaply—and stay two or three weeks, generally meeting with 
good success, and feeling well repaid for the journey, ‘The 
open season did not commence this year until October 1, 
though I heard of parties killing them in Reptember. 
Any one wishing good rabbit shooting would do well to 

visit Mr. Henry Spears, at Georgetown, about thirty miles 
west of Toronto, Ile keeps a large kennel of fine hounds, 
and is ever ready to take a hand in the sport. His tuble, a 
model of cleanliness and liberality, is calenlated fo suit the 
most fastidious. The Canadian bunny dilfers considerably 
from onr hare, inasmuch as it is larger, und turns white*in 
winter. The season opens September 1, thoneh later on 
when the cover is not so thick, say toward the latter part of 
October, is the best time. Jn fact, that applies to nearly 
everything in the fur and feather line up there. The nearer 
toward the end of the year the batter, The game prospects 
were neyer so promising, owing probably to the open winter. 
There isone exception to this, that isin regard to quail. Some 
years ago they were yery plenty, but suddenly began to thin 
out and get scare; then a law protecting them for three 
three year's was passed, but at the end of it they were scarcer | 

What can be the cause of this? 
I noticed great num- 

than ever. 
The natives are unable 19 explain it. 

bers of hawks of all sizes, from the cunning little fellow who | 
makes sparrow hunting a specialty, to his larger brother who 
displays a weakness for chickens. These, in my estimation, 

_per day—thence by 0. & WI. R. B., next morning to Lewiston 

contribute largely towards the extermination of poor Boh — 
White. 

Board can be had in Toronto for about fifty per cent. less 
than in New York, At private houses six dollars brings ex- 
cellent accommodations, and I have been told that for three 
and a half dollars per week one can find comfortable quarters. 
The hotels charge about two dollars per day; among the 
food ones heing the American House, which~is kept by an 
American, and is handy to all the railroads and boats. 
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I will give you a brief sketch of the route T took to Toronto 
with the attending expenses, which may he of interest to 
some of your readers. Took the six . mw. irain at the foot of 
Chambers street, on the Erie to Niagara Falls, fare $9.25 for 
single ticket; berth $2 extra; stopped at Buffalo for break. 
fast—T5c.—at eight o'clock next morning, Arrived at the 
Falls about ten, and spent, the rest of that, day there and the 
next night. Stopped at the Apencer House—$2.50 to $3.00 

where connection was made with the steamer Chieorn for 
Toronto. Through ticket fromm Niagara Hulls to Toronto 
pL.90. Thesail of about fhirty-tive miles across Lake Ontario 
is very pleasant when the weather is fine, bub when the wind 
blows pretty strongly the sea gets choppy, and basins and 
lemons are at a premium, Tho steamer arrivésin Toronto at 
half-past two in the afternoon, occupying about (wo Tours in 
crossing. 
A person with three weeks’ vacation can make the round 

irip from New York for about seventy dollars, including a 
stop-over of aday at Niagara Falls, which should not be 
missed. Seeing the Falls by electric light at night, is alone 
worth the money the whole trip costs. I was just a little 
short of twenty-four hours on the road coming down from 
Toronto, which shows that, not. a8 much life is wasted, as 
most people suppose, in going and coming. 

Persons going with the yiew of shooling should not start 
until Jate in October, as I said before. I was there in Bep- 
tember, and though T had some very fair duck shooting, was 
on the whole rather disappointed, being # month too early. 
Attended the Industrial Exhibition, with which T was much 
pleased, but was too late for the doz show, which I hoped to 
see, and intended making (he principal subject of (hts letter. 
New Fork, Oct. 8, Tim. Bervoopin, 
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PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

E have about reached the close of our rail shooting sea- 
son, the cool nights of the past week having had the 

effect of driving the birds further South. Yot some fair 
“beats” have been reported during the last rin of afvernoon 
tides, Oneof the Messrs. Sartori, with Benny Badger to 
push him, killed on upper Tinicum fifty-six birds, on a 
morning tide, in excellent condition. These late stayers are 
invatiably fat and lazy. 

Teal duck of the blue-winged variety have not been known 
to he so plentiful in the Delaware River for many seasons as 
this, and we learn of good shooting Jast week at daybreal 
during the moming fight of the blne-ying. 
Next week will usher in onr quail season, and many are 

the trips alréady planned for a first erack at (his prince of ~ 
game birds. Your correspondent is still firm in his opinion 
that the open season for qnail shooting should not besin 
until November 1, and intends |o wait until fhe birda in this 
section are over their running proclivities, and devote his ~ 
time to woodcock and the ruffed grouse in the Lehigh Valley 
and theresbout, making his first trip on the 13th of this 
month, when an account will be given to your readers, 

Is it not unfortunate that the Philadelphia Sportsman's 
Club, or, as if was latterly called, the Philadelphia Game 
Protective Association, has virtually gone out of existence # 
The charter has been retained, however, and a few uf the 
leading spirits occasionally call a meeting when any import- 
ant subject bearing upon game protection is dusired to he 
discussed. 
Nothing is ever heard of the Philadelphia Iennel- Club, 

which gave such a grand bench show shortly after its organi- 
zation. We doubt if there ever appeared at any show such 
a great display of setters us at this, and it is hoped ~ second 
may he held wmder the same patronage. 

The great improvemeut in our native breed of setters, ow- 
ing t6 the importation of the best Enelish dogs dnting the 
past few years, and the consequent introduction of tlits blogd, 
Taay be readily noticed on our siteets by the lover of the 
canine race. At least one-half of all jhe setters seen follow- 
ing at the heels of their inasters show the nnmistakable form, 
in part, of the improved strain, This, mingled wiih the 
rugeed, sturdy old native doy, seems tu give us precisely 
what is wanted for our varied shooting. 

Your correspondent was informed Of a very novel shoot 
indulged in by a friend a week or two since—that of killing 
our common Sora rail over the point of his selter. While in 
quest of snipe in the meadows near Darby Creele, le found 
his dog continnally stepping and psinting sti on the mur 
gin of the numerous (itches intersecting the low piece af 
ground he had found. Upon kicking in front of his doxts 
nose what he supposed would be found 4 monge ot 4 sparray, 
he put up rail after rail, and in this manner killed thirty or 
forty well condifioned birds. I fail to see; however; what 
benefif, a young dog could derive from such work, and should 
imagine @ too frequent indulgence in it would turn wut u first 
Glass ‘‘ poke,” What think you? 

Tt may interest some of your readers to learn of a suceess— 
ful cause in the treatment of a dog for the or(ihary round 
worm, on the part of the writer, ditring the past few weelss, 
The animal in question was a medium-sized Scotch terier, 
belonging toa gentlemen who knew nothine of the diseases 
to which the canine race is prone, and In answer to my 
questions whether his doz was given to eine foreign su} 
stances, such as straw, ashes, ef¢., andif his coal presented 
a dry, utthealthy appearance, and his appetite was at times 

| ravenous and at other times poor, he replied, t! Yes; your 
description corresponds exactly with his condition.’ My 
treatment was to administer on an empty stomach—sny, after 

‘a fast of four or five hours—a teaspoonful of Palmestock’s 
Vermifuge, following it in three hours with adablespoonful 
of castor oil, with afew drops of anise-seed. This expelled, 
after the first dose, three large worms, and a répetition twi 
days after brought away four more quite as large. 

Fahnestock’s Vermifuge has Jong been Known as a good 
remedy for worms in children, und fordhis reason [waa in- 
duced to try it, I have never known it to fail in cases of 
ordinary worms. For tape worms 1 have faith in nothing 
but a mechanical remedy, powdered flass or tin filings made 
into a bolus, the pesky things stick so closely fo the walla of 
the intestines. ' 

Tshall try to keep you posted on Philadelphia ulfairs as 
they occur. More next week. Ifose. 
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Tae Cooke Borg Powpes.—We have recently had some 
tests made of the new Dupont Choke Bore Powder, and the 
results are such that we can recommend it fo sportsmen as a 
very excellent explosye. In the tests made it was compared 
for cleanliness with one of the standard rifle powders and 
was found to compare favorably with it, The pattern and 
penetration made were excellent, and the powder, as a whole, 
isa very good article for use in any guns, but especially in 
choke bores, 
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DUCK SHOOTING AND DOG BREAKING. 

a) WAVE just returned from our marsh club groands which 
} Jie on the Lake Erie between what is called Ward's 
Vanal and Crane Creek and is said to be the best mallard and 
black duek grounds on the lakes. 

T found ow keeper and his wife, just settled in (heir cosy 
quirters and our rooms ill in readiness, bunks all made and 
4 fire in the stove, and dinner was on the table when I ar- 
rived, I spent three days ducking over the marsh, Wostly lay- 
ing out work for the men, celeating the different 
channels from the pond holes and getting boats, de- 
coys, set poles, oars, etc, in time for our boys, 
when the sporting begins in earnest whieh will be any day 
now that we have a heyy nortli-easter alter a couple of cold, 
frosty days. I shot a few ducks each day at’ morning and 
night fights just to keep my appetite level and get my hand 
in On the gun. The teal season is in fts glory and as fat as 
butfier, wish they would keep long enough to send you & pair 
or “geces,” 48 our Dutchiian here calls them Oh! yaw he 
canght sie pieces ” he says, if | got six ducks. 

I must tell you a dog story, even if if is my own; but you 
will pardon me I know when you know it is my ‘‘ Ned,” the 
speckled English setter that his ‘* Lordship” Massarene liked 
so much and wished to take home withhim. T took Ned out 
one evening in the boat to try him on retrieying ducks for the 
first time. A couple of mallards came np with the wind and 
dead ahead—one with right, and one with left. Right bird, 
deal; left, winged. Both dropped in the thick rice and mud 
bed. TI saw he marked the dead one and T saying ** Dead bind 
fo fetch,” he jumped the boat and got it, as if used ta it all 
his life. I then petted him, and sent him in for the wounded 
one, 9s near as I could tell where it fell He linnted a while, 
and could not find him, Lurged him on, and by-and-bye he 
commenced going round in an open space. I knew the bird 
was buried and hiding, so 1 ordered him to digit out. And 
he began at the grass and mud and it flew, and so did the bird, 
or rather jumped out—hbut the dog had to dig so deep, all I 
could seé of him was his back and tail first. Well, after chas- 
ing a yard or so, he got him and brought himin. The next 
day I ven{ out at 6 A. an, and after getting through 
with the channel digging I got in a blind at 9 a. mM. 
J killed a mallard, which was hard hit, and fell dead about 
forty yards to the left. When he struck I knew from the 
sound he was in amud bed. Ned marked him as well, and 
at my command away went the dog, and stayed a long time, 
over ten minutes. IL thought he was mired, and was just 
going to start in after him when he stuek his nose through 
jhe rice, but no bird; he looked very meck and sheepish. 
“(ro fetch dead Wird,” [I said. He turned and went in again; 
was gone about three niinutes, and came poking his nose in 
again, looking very sneaking. ‘*Now, Ned,’ says I, ‘tga 
and set that bird, and no monkey business, do you hear? 171] 
flog you if you do not,” and cracked my whip. Away he 
wenl, and in the next minute le returned, and no bird yet, 
“Oonfornd your picture all treckled,” saysT. ‘Goand get 
that bird, do you hear? or I will make a sieve of you.” I 
dropped my hand {to make for the gun, He knew, and 
tumed back. and ina minute Lheard the water splash and 
saw him going across the pond below to»ard the house. J 
let him get on the other side, and just as he started on the 
hogs 1 fired (calling to him first) about ten feet ahead of 
of him. We knew then that I meant business, and came back 
fo ihe boat yery penitent. I wanted to laugh, but looked 
fierce, and showing my whip, said: ‘“Now, onee more, you 
fo—zet—that—duck, and do not, come back without it. 
You know where if'is and are tuo stubborn fo dig if out.” 
He jumped the boat; was gone not five minutes, and came 
hack and poked his nose again through the grass, This time 
he had the duck; mut of all dirty ducks and dirty dogs, 
covered With black mud, you never saw. But the proud, 
submissive look that shone out of his two big brown eyes 

_ seemed to say: * There, I got him; it. was hard, dirty worl, 
but I found you meant bis., and so I had to do if.” If ever 
a doe wot a good washing and dry rubbing, and a good meal, 
he did, and now he is just crazy to retrieve all the birds, and 
works splendidly any distance. 

I flatter myself Tam quite a breaker. This is a lone and 
tedious story, but L was so proud of a dom that was so cun- 
ning and so stnbborn, and yet sensible enough to know bis. 
was bis, and reason it out himself (he found the duck the 
first time T knew, bué was too mulish or lazy to dig th out— 
see ?) that T could not help inflicting it.on yon, knowing you 
# thorough lover of a good dog. 

Toleio, O. A.C. N. 
2 0 

CORNFIELD DUCK SHOOTING ON THE RIO 
GRANDE. 

T is seldom that the average sportsman has an opportunity to 
complain of too many ducks, but during the “duck season” 

here in winter, they are certainly too numerous for real sport, 
though just right for the ** pot-hunter."" But taking the season 
between June and October, when the ‘winter ducks” are 
north on their breeding grounds, and when we have but one 
species here, the Dendrocygna avtumnalis ofZanthors, or the 

- *‘vorntield duck” of the natives, then is when the true sport, 
comesin. Suppose we take a trip to-morrow morning—the 
reader and myself—and we will see what we can get. There 
is no rushing about at two o'clock in the morning, a hasty 
breakfast and a five-nile drive or so, as is often the case in 
the Bust, but we get up leisurely—eyerything is done leisurely 
here—haye our coffee, and before breakfast we will leave for 
the field, which is no further off than three gun-shots. Ar- 
rived there your first exclamation will be, ** Why, this looks 
like an old cornfield turned into a meadow. Here is quite a 
lake, and there are pools of water everywhere, and where 
there is dry ground the grass must be a foot or two high—and 
where are the ducks? I can’t see one.” Well, we bave just 
had an overflow in the river, and when it receded it left this 
Jake, and this year the flood came so qnickly that it drowned 
mos Of our ¢rop, and so this field is a perfect parudise for the 
ducks. You must remember that the habits of the cornfield 
ducks differ from those of other ducks; they neyer light 
Tight in the water, but along the edges in the grass, That is 
why you do not see any, it they are here and pulling the 
husks. from the ears snd haying a glorious feast. But 
hark! do you hear that loud, clear whistle? and look! there 
isa pair jush barely in sight. So loud and clear is their 
whistle, which is almost continually kept up, that it can be 
heard nearly as far as they can be seen—you can hear for 
yourself that it has nofi the least resemblance at all to the 
“quack” of most ducks. Now, listen and hear the ducks 
what are already feeding answering them; a pair here, a pair 
there, in fact they are scattered all around, and the beauty of 
it is they are ony in pairs; seldom will there be more than 
two together while feeding, But here is the pair we heard first, 

i 

» S| al 

We can hardly call them handsome, hut what showy birds 
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they are! with their long reddish neeks, with exceedingly 
long white legs and feet, that reach ont so far beyond their 
tails; and then that white patch which covers most of the 
upper side of the wing, contrasts very well with the color 
underneath, which is black; and there, they hive lit! 
We will start, in here anywhere. We are sure to strike 

some. See! there co a pair the first thing. You never 
dreamed you were so near any. And how pretty they rise 
out of the tall grass, keeping close together and rising well 
up from the ground, IJlere goes for a double. 
both, all right; if neither, why, better luck next time; but if 
one, you will very likely wet a good shol at the other as it 

| comes hack flying high in the air to take a last farewell look 
afi its unlucky mute. 

But our shot has started every duck within a hundred 
yards of us. There must be twenty in the air, Some, of 
course, will leaye the field, but most of them will settle down 
again. Even if fhey should all leave others will keep arriving, 
and so the sport continues as long as we care to keep it up, or 
until the sun gcts too hot for as to stand it longer. 
But these ducks are poor enting. They are never fat, and 

do not begin to compare in flaver with our fine mallards and 
teal in winter, and one will soon vet tired of them for the 
fable, A. M. F, 

——— +. 

ECHOES OF THE “ DITTMAR SPORTING POWDER.” 

*Bprrok Forest AND SvRean: 
Bern.evun, Mroi., Oct. 10.—Thanks for that ‘ Dittmar” 

expose ; think I will not invest in it; was going to try it up 
North on pariridges, C. IL. 

Carro, Ga., Oct. 4. 
Bditop Borestand Stream : 
Tam glad to see that you baye taken up the Dittmar Povw- 

der and have given the sportsmen of America a little light on 
a subject’ which certainly needs it. AY Wa 

PmiLaApeLPHta, Vet. 10—Hditor Morest and Stream —You 
baye done uobly in knocking dawn thafabsurd fraud, Dittmar 
powder, and yon deserve the thanks of eyery sportsman in 
the country; please except mine now, and believe me truly 
yours. C. B.C, 

Manocresrer, N. 11... Oct. 7. 
dito Honest and Strean + 

Please find inclosed four dollars to pay for the Forms AND 
Sreean to May 12, 1881. Being an old man, and being un- 
able to follow my favorite pursnits of hunting and fishing, 
I had concluded to discontinue the paper, but the articles on 
the Dittmar powder and its manufacture haye pleased meé so 
highly that I forbear, T hope the public, and especially the 
sportsnien, will ‘fread, mark and inwardly digest" these arti- 
cles for their enlightenment and safety, for we haye had 
enough of the imposition. A. G. D. 
Fe 

Torspine Deer ey MAre.—The following comes fo us 
from a responsible source, under date of Mopang Lake, 
Washington County, Me., October 4: 
A week ago a professional suide and hunfer arrived at this” 

lake to put the camp in order for the reception of Bangor 
sportsmen (7), who are now almost daily arriving with 
hounds to slaughter deer contrary to law. The bringing of 
llounds in covered carriaves, secreted from sight, indicates 
fear of the law and its penalties, or, it may be, a sense of 
shame. Of course, in due time, the venison will be sent out 
under cover of darkness, as usual. The county warden has 

| been notified, and, let us hope, will take prompt means to 
vindicate the law. Bangor. 
The Maine law provides that ‘10 person shall unt, kill or 

destroy with dogs, 
der a penalty of forty dollurs for eyery such caribou so 
killed or destroyed.” We have already taken occasion to 
highly commend the efficiency of the present commissioners 
of fish and game, Messrs. E. Stilwell, of Bangor, and Eye- 
rett Smith, of Portland. As these parties referred to by our 

correspondent come direetly from one of the centres of au- 
thority. we shall look for the speedy detection, conviction 

/and punishment of the offenders. 

Paorria Coasy Novres.—The game resources of their re- 
spective localities are a never-failing fund to the Pacific coast 
paragraphers. The Sacramento Gee man has been out after 
quail, but he reports only cats: ‘* While quail shooting near 
Folsom, recently, we saw a common house-cat out in the 
woods several miles from town, and were informed that they | 
are numerous in the foothills, where they live in a wild state, 
subsisting on birds, ete. If is said that they are very destruc- 
tive to broods of young quail, and the sportsmen shoot them 
whenever possible.” We commend to his attention the article 
on the subject lately published in this journal. Another 
complaint which we find in the same paper comes from a 
correspondent in White's Valley, who describes a pack of 
hounds which go off deer hunting on their own account, 
scouring the hills day and night in season and out of season, 
pursuing the deer. A parti of public spirited gunners might 
with ood effect turn out fo hunt the hotnds......Homboldt 
sportsmen report good duck shooting on the Bear River. 
Carson deer hunters bring Wack excellent reports of deer 
hunting in the mountains,.....Quail are plenty in the foothills 
about Santa Cruz and also in the vicinity of Truckee...... Mrs. 
Ari Hopper, who is reported to be the greatest deer and bear 
slayer in Southern Californian, killed a large eagle last week in 
Ventura county which measured seven feet two inches be- 
fween the tips of its wings. She also killed a large rattle- 
snake (he same day.,.... Visitors at Lake Tahoe are few now. 
The Grand Central will close for the season in about two 
weeks. Yet thisis about the pleasantest part of the year to 
visit thelake. Fishing is good and the weather is still de- 
lightful......Deer are plenty about New Tacoma, W. T., anda 
farmer two or three miles from that town has been obliged to 
harvest his oats before they were fully ripe to protect them 
from the deer......Game, especially deer, is abundant in EL 
Dorado county. San Francisco papers report that toward 
Santa Rosa, Healdsburg and Cloverdale, and north of Peta- 
luma and around Napa, the shooting is said to be good. 'To- 
ward Mount Diablo the birdsare said tobescarce. There are 
no reports of bir bags from the best shooting grounds near the 
city. Further ont, though, some of the well-known shots 
have been busy. Mr. Siackpool and three friends are ac- 

| credited wilh haying killed 450 quail in three days near 
Niles. On the Throckmorton ranch last week Mr, Orr made 
a bag of 77 in one day with 100 cavtridges, He found the 
the birds yery backward, but plentiful. Near Bolinas and 
Tomales bay the quail are more advanced. In Pinole vyal- 
ley and Walnut creek they are small. Rail we plentiful 
down toward San Bruno, and with a good doz and a fair 
amount of industry a good bag canbe made, ut then rail 

If you killed | 

any deer or caribou within this State, an | 

hunting is yery slow work where quail, no matter how small, 
can be had, The ducks that have come to market are in fine 
condition, but they appexr to be searee. 

Truckee hunters have both yariety and abundance sufficient, 
to satisfy the most ambitious of them. The Republican of 
that fown says: ‘''The mountains have a variety of fame 
sufficient to satisfy sportsmen of almost any taste. Grizzlies 
and cinnamon bear can be found on very short notice, by 
those who have lost any bear. Mountain quail can be heard 
whistling on many «4 hillside. Grouse are plentiful if their 
resorts: are discovered, while deer, squirrels, woodehucks, 

| badges, foxes, wolves and lious are common in different, 
| Sections. This season game of most kinds is more than 
susually plentiful. The Indians ore having a prosperons 
season. We frequently see Indian parties of two and three 
returning from «a deer liunt, with their horses loaded down 
with the carcasses and hides of deer captured on the trip. 
‘The lover of field spor(, can be accommodated by a trip to the 
mountains.” 

ee s 
Troe Minsesers Doo Poisonisa.—Marrinené, Minn, Oeto- 

het 8.—Hditer Forest wad Stecun.—ln your issue of Septem 
ber 30 appears a letter from a ‘* Windom Pot-ITunter,” which 
criticises severely @ letter and its anthor which appeared in s- 
previous issue of your valuable paper over the signature of 
‘Wausee,” dated ai this plac: September 1. Now, as 
* Wausee” is known to many of your readers, and as “ Pot 
Thuinter's” letter does him fret injustice, 1 hope you will 
allow me space for a line or two from u disinterested stand- 
point. WNvyidently © Windom Pot-lMunter” is mishaken im hig 
man, and visils the sims of some ‘non-resident pot-hunter” 
on an innocent man fo whom they will not stiek. Irom my 
acquaintance with ** Wausee” L tun certain that if ever at 
Windom (which I doubt) he conducted himself as a gentle 
man and {re sportsman shovld, aid that whatever he wrote 
in regard (0 the dog poisoning at Windom was written in 
good faith, and on what he believed to he reliable informa 
tion, ‘* Wausee” spent the most of the chicken season here, 
amd won the good will ind respect of those wilh whom he 
came in contact, by his sportsman-like conduel as well as his 
gentlemanly and social qualities, He is no market hunter , 
neither dovs he disregard the rights of farmers by ‘ tress. 
passing on their growing crops,” by the ‘ hogeish® manner 
displayed jn hunting birds for market,” or by ‘shooting 

} them and driving off without apologizing.” And I am very 
certain that nine ont of every ten of ony people will say with 
me—Let all sueh sportsmen as '* Wausee” has proved him- 
self by his stay among vis to be come and bunt their fill, hut 
“ pot-hunters” are not wanted. Fairmont Srorrswan. 

Windom Pot-Hunter” would undoubtedly have made a 

stronger case for his side had he vefrained from attempting 

to connect ‘* Wansee’s” personal character with the merits of 
the question. Both these writers using assumed names are 
thereby unknown to the public, arid the readers of this paper 

are not interested in their personal character. That which 

does interest us is to know whether or not we can with safety 

take our valuable dogs to the Connty ef Windom, Minn. 

Judging only from the two communications on the subject 

already. printed we should not hesitate lo do so. Moreover, 

we are satisfied that ‘* Windom Pot-Itunter” and * Wansee” 

would enjoy an afternoon afield together, and possibly their 

dogs might also work i harmony together. 

Tne Lox¢ Tstanp Assierarrox.—The reenlar monthly 
meeting of the Long Island Sportsmen's Association was held 
at the rooms of the Fountain Gun Club, on Friday, Oet. 8. 
Abel Crooke, Estj., the Secretary of the Association, read a. 
paper deseribing the different kinds of game and also the lays 
in regard to the same. It was accepted with thanks. 

The Association is determined {hat after the next State 
Sportsmen's convention no one will have enuse fo call thent 

} a1 association of pigeon shooters, and in vezard to this Capt, 
Elmendorf made a motion to appoint a committee from the 
Long Island Association to confer with the different clubs 
throughout the State, an_l make a code of game laws that, 
will be applicable to all sections, This was referred to the 
Executive Committee and earried. ir, Crooke sugvester that, 
action should be taken in regard to appointing a committee 
fo solicit prizes. The motion then made by Vor Ackers {io 
appoint the President of cach club « committee was carried. 
Motion was passed to assess fie clubs for money to mect the 
expenses of the coming conyention, nd to also assess the in- 
dividual stockholders for money to wet stock certificates 
printed. A motion was carried to the effect that a committee 
he appointed to examine the articles belonging fo the State 
Association which are in possession of the J. TL. Association, 
and report as to what condition they are in. Mr. Henry Al- 
tenbrand, President of the Washington Gun Club, received 
the thanks of the Association for a letter tendering to the 
club a song entitled the ‘*Ameriesn Sportsmen's Sone.’ 

| The letter was laid on the table to he read at the next meet- 
ling, and Mr. Altenbrand and also the Glee Club of the Wash- 
ington Gun Club were invited to ie present. The President 
was authorized to appoint a place for the nexk meeting, after 
which the meeting adjourned, 

The L. [. sportsmen are showing the right spirit in regard 
(o game protection, and if the other organizations throughout 
the State will co-operate with them we may expect a code of 

| Jaws that will effechually put a stop to the work of the pot. 
hunter as well as fo thaf other eclsss of game destroyers, 
namely, self-styled sportsmen, who Jack every one of those 
qualities of the reul sportsmun which haye ennobled the 
name and the class. 

--Oo-— — 

Matse Sportswen's Assour\vios.—At the annual meeting 
of the Maine Sportsmen's Association helcl at Peak’s Island 
last week, the following named officers were elected for the 
ensuing year: President, Hon. P. O, Vickery, Augusta; 
Vice-president, Geo. OC, Lord, Kennebunis: 2d Vice-presi- 
dent, Hon. Wim. W. Thomas, Jr., Portland; Secretary, H- 
F. Farnham, Auburn; Treasurer, §. W. Coburn, Portland ; 
Director for four years, J. B. Jones, Peak's Island. The 
following committees were appointed hy President Vickery 
of Augusta: Committee on Charter—P. ©. Vickery, Gen. 
W. 8. Tilton, W. W. Thomas, Jr. The following commil- 
tees are to report af the next annual meoting; Ist. On Laws 
for the Protection of Game Animals of Fur, Fin and Feather, 
and Insectivorous Birds—Hyverett Smith, Dr. E. F, Sleeper, 

| CG. F. Nason ; 2d. On Fish Laws, including propagation and 
production—H. M. Stilwell, W. W. Thomas, Jrv., W. H. 

| Cloudman ; 8d. On Enforeement of Game and Fish Laws— 
Dr. G: W. Martin, Wm. W. Castle, G. C. Lord; 4th. On 

, Sporting Dogs—Everett, Smith, W, W- Castle and ©. W. 
Curtis; 5th. On Voluntary Essays and Papers—Secretary, 
president and yice-president: 6th. Publishing Committee— 
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P. 0. Vickery, H. F. Farnham and E. W. Coburn. The Ex- 
ecutive Committee appointed the following wardens: An- 
droscogsin—J, F. Pettingill, Auburn; Cumberland—Frank 
Merrill, Portland; Kennebec—Dr. G. W. Martin, Augusta ; 
Oxford—W. 8. Skillings, Bethel; Sagadahoc—O. H. Green- 
leaf, Bath; Penobscot—B. H, Mersey, Bangor; Knox— 
James Wight, Rockland. York—Z. M. Cushman, Kenne- 
bunk. As soon as a charter is granted, these wardens will 
possess the same authority as State wardens. 

Rervrn or Mignarory Quai..—Rochester, VN. Y., Oct. 4,— 
Tt will be agreeable news to all interested in the migratory 
quail that the experiment tried in this vicinity by the Monroe 
County Cluh promises to be a Complete success. My friend, 
G. D. B., on whose farm three pairs of the imported quail 
were placed, to-day informed me that there are two bevies of 
the birds close by where he liberated the old ones this spring. 
He thinks there are forty in the bevies, and when seen some 
days ago the young were strong of wing, and when flushed 
went off like the native Bob White. Ihave heard that some 
others of those set out by the Club hatched larwe broods tliat 
seem able to take care of themselves. In this county we are 
making an effort to profect the native quail and grouse, and 
prevent shooting for three years, but if is difficult to guard 
against the soulless pot-tiunter, one of which class lash week 
went in the town of Irondequoit, about four miles from this 
city, and shot about fifteen quail out of a bevy which some 
of the decent sporismen were trying to save for “seed.” If 
we can discoyer who the fellow was that did this ean act he 
will wish his powder had been wet. There has heen very 
good woodcock shooting hereabont since the opening of the 
season, but I regret to say that most of the birds found their 
way tu restaurants. There have been a few good bags of gray 
plover shot on the uplands and wheat fields, and duck shoot- 
ing is opening with good prospects. It has been too dry for 
snipe, but odd ones have been picked up, and on Saturday I 
sew a good bunch in # market; they were shot at ‘the 
ponds" in Greece, In the last match at balls the Monroe 
County Club defeated the Rochester Gun Club, and the latter 
were vanquished last week by the Dansville Sportsmei’s As- 
sociation, who now contemplate challenging the M, 0.0. In 
a fifty bird match last Thursday @. W. Orouch, Jr., beat Al. 
Evershed ; score, Crouch, single, 26, double, 18; Hyershed, 
single, 27, double, 11. Dryine Decoy, 

Some Gun Trrats—Wadley, Ga.—Editer Forest and 
Stream: It was sneeringly asked once in the South, before 
the “wah,” who would shoot any but an English un? All 
were English. Some were cheap and worthless, some were 
high priced and worthless; Purdy, Richards and Green were 
the only makers in whom any reliance could be placed. Now 
all that is changed. We have beaten the world with our 
breech-loading rifles, and now some American firms come to 
the front with breech-loading shotguns that are not to be ex- 
celled in beauty of finish, in rapidity of action, and in hard, 
close shooting. Jn the following trials I used 34 drs. Laflin 
& Rand’s powder, very coarse in grain and very mild. I used 
1} oz. No, 8 shot, with two No, 11 pink edged wads on pow- 
der, and very thin wad on shot. The gauge of all the guns 
was No. 12. To test the penetration, I used sheets of paste- 
hoard, # in, in thickness, placed one inch apart. Target, 30 
in.; distance, 40 measured yarde. 

Fox, left, 284, right, 801: Remington, left, 2381, right, 
285; Colt, left, 226, right, 287: Stevens, left, 2386, right, 
251; Clabrough, left, 278, right, 298: Baker, left, 337, right, 
361. Penetration uniformly 4, with one exception, where 
Colt gave 1-16. 

Selecting the Fox and Baker suns as giving the best results, 
I fired one round, both barrels, at 40 yards, No. 6 shot, same 
charge as above. 

Baker, left, 287, right. 251; Fox, left, 192, right, 206. 
Penetration same as above. 

All the above guns were factory made, with the sole excep- 
tion of the Olabrough, wliose owner claimed that he paid $250 
for it. 

Comparing the results of the above trial, we find that Amer- 
ican gunmakers have succeeded in making a breeel-loader 
that will equal, very nearly, Greener’s, one of the best in 
the “market, Greener does not claim for his best guns 
that they will put more than trom 280 to 800 No. 6 shot ina 
80 inch circle, 40 yards; and in this tial we must allow the 
difference in the number of pellets to the oz. Hnglish shot 
and our shot, making our No, 7 about equal to the English No. 
6. No one could be more surprised at the result of the above 
trial than myself. J had been taught to believe that Hnglish 
guns were far superior to American guns. About. the wear 
and tear of the guns I say nothing, for I know nothing; but 
judging from the appearance of most of the American guns 
used in the aboye trial, I should say that they were honestly 
made. 

There has been a great deal of balderdash of late years about 
the superiority of choke-bored guns for large shot. IJ cannot 
use buckshot in mine, for I think them injurious to the gun. 
With BB I can kill any game we have in Georvia, sending 
it. through the largest turkey. Sr. Chair. 
Our correspondent neglects to state whether the puns were 

bored alike—a very ityportant consideration. 

Coxxzoricut.— New Hrwen, Oct. 4.—The ducking season 
for line shooting opened at George Lanfear’s on Sept. 25. 
The night previous a nuinber of the fun club went down. 
The line formed at six 4. . the next morning, about one 
hour too late and too far from the shore. There were very 
few ducks killed. The line broke up at one and at two the 
shooters sat down to one of Lanfear’s capital dinners. The 
Jast week there has been an unusually good fly of wild 
pigeons and yellow hammers, but for some unaccountable 
reason very few wild pigeons have been killed. The largest 
bag, which was made by Messrs Mallory and Son in two 
mornings, was 140 wild pigeons; J. R. Bradly, 20; L. Bar- 
ner, 25; J. Linsly, 16 in one morning. 
morning killed 56 yellow hammers. H. and J. Linsly ae 
the week have bagged 94 yellow hammers, 25 pigeon and 1 
gray squirrels. Leete has killed about 10 and Lines claimed 
to have killed 1 wild pigeon and. 7 hammers, the latter he 
could not find-as it was not on his pole; It-is claimed that.a 
member of the club has been unable to find his wardrobe since 
the last flight, and owing to his exposure that morning isnot- 
able to be out. The game law went off on Oct. 1, hut owing 
to the warm weather and scarcity of woodcock there were but 
yery few who would inform one of theirsuccess. The Potter 
Brothers show their bag the first day, which consisted of 20 
quail, 10 woodcock and 2 partridge. David Cowell brought 
home five or six quail, others came home without a bird and 
several claim they didn’t go out. 

A Test Casx.—Oswego, N. ¥., Oct. 2.—Editer Forest and 
Stream: The Ontario Hunting and Fishing Society of fhis 
city, an association of-gentlemen leasing a large body of 

de 

Mr. A. Barner one ' 

marsh land upon the shore of Lake Ontario, néar this place 
some time since instituted an action Sgainst certain parties for 
trespassing upon their proundsand hunting thereon, ‘such action 
being brought under, and by virtue of Bac. 28 of Chapter 534 
of the Laws of 1879 and its amendments. The case came on 
for trial yesterday, Oct. 1, before GC, O. Case, Esq., Justice, 
of this city, and resulted in favor of the plaintiffs, a judg- 
ment being obtained by them for one yiolation of the law— 
penalty, #25 and costs. This success, it is to be hoped, will 
deter other lawless hunters from inenrring like risks, and will 
protect the rights purchased by the club. Why the owner 
of waste marsh land should not he entitled 10 obtain there- 
from an income by way of rental, as well as from other por- 
tions of his farm by way of cultivation, is the only question 
involved, and we believe that a few energetic ind determined 
enforcements of property rights, as necessity may arise, will 
settle the matter once for all. The Ontario Hunting and 
Fishing Society propose to deal with all men fairly, but they 
ulso propose, knowing and haying paid for their nichts, fo 
maintain them. F. Hi, H, 

Gamz Prosprots ty Minyesora.—Sauk Centre, Sapt. 20.— 
Plenty of geese, ducks, sand-hill cranes, etc., haye now made 
{heir appearance in large numbers. <A good shot will lave 
little trouble in barging fifty to seventy-five in a day's sport. 
This country is free from glaring notices such as ‘* No shoot- 
ing allowed on this farm, ‘‘ Dont shoof inside the fence,” 
ete., ote., 80 a sportsman need not fear being driven off just 
as he gets ready for work. In company wilh a gentleman 
from Massachusetts, the other day, we had a splendid time im 
the crackling sinbble fields, with the bracing air for which 
Minnesota is celebrated. The farmers will allow one to dig 
“nits,” and, as 4 generil thing, seem to enjoy the sport. of 
seeing the sportsman bring down four or five old * honkers" 
as does the hunter himself. In one instance we had shot a 
fine goose in a muddy lake, and, as our dog would noi re- 
trieve, the generous old gentleman sent the “lad” to the 
house and brought out the ‘‘ Newfoundland pup,” which, it 
is correct to say. soon Janded our gane on terra jirma, much 
to the chagrin of our doz, who now wished he had retrieved. 
We select the roosting places of the geese and shoot them by 
moonlight, first concealing ourselyes before they return from 
supper. A rubber coat lends enchantment these evenings. 

Da. 

Tur Heayirsr Woopodox.—Franklin, N. ¥., Ovt, 2,—I 
was greatly interested on reading ‘* Parvus’” letter on 
‘(Breeding Quail in Confinement” in late issue of PorEsr 
AND Stream, and I sincerely hope that some wealthy sports- 
man, or body of sportsmen, will siep to Mr. Benbrook with 
the requisite funds to make this experiment to be thoroughly 
tested; for it not only is a good work, but a great work, one 
that certainly will be greatly appreciated and patronized hy 
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and New 
York, and probably many sister States, and I believe there is 
not a sportsman in any of the above mentioned States but, 
will cheerfully contribute each his mite in such # case us this, 
as, judging from ‘‘ Parvus'™ letter, Ma. Benbrook is the 
right man in the right place. 

Talso notice “EB. T. B.” inquires for heayiest weight of 
woodcock or quail shot in America, and as I have had quite 
an extensive experience with woodcock and ruffed grouse, I 
will give in my testimony, ss he requests. Some four years 
ago T shot a remarkably large female cock, which attracted 
my attention so forcibly that I had it weighed, and found it 
kicked the beam at just 1ifoz. Since then I haye shot two 
or three which T thought might possibly be larger, hut was 
not positive, as no facilities for weighing them were at hand. 
This T can say is the largest American woodcock I ever sayy. 
Let us hear from others on this, and also the heaviest weight 
on ruffed grouse. M. P. Mulkoon, 

Syracuse, VN. Y., Oct, 9.—I find recorded in my note book 
the weight of two woodcock—one killed Ogtober 10, 1854, by 
John H. Mann, the other killed November 10, 1877, by Jeffer- 
son Downs; the former weighing 10 ounces, the latter 10 8-16 
ounces. Haye no record of weight of quail. 

Jouy H. MANN. 
The ordinary weights of woodeock are from about 5 to 6 

ounces for males, and 7 to 8 ounces for females. In 1874, 
while quail shooting in Warren county, N, J., late in Novem- 
ber, we moved two woodcock one day, the only long bills we 
found, and were fortunate enough to kill them both, One 
weighed 94 ounces and the other 9 ounces—183 ounces for the 
two. These were the largest woodcock we eversaw. Quail 
do not seem to have been weighed, buf we shall look for re- 
ports when the season opens. 

Mr. Dann Exrrams—Good Ground, L. I., Oct. 3.—Hdi- 
tor Forest and Siream: Under the heading of ‘* All Around 
Notes” in the last issue of your valuable journal, I noticed a 
communication signed ‘' Bedford” and dated Lanesyille, Ohio, 
Sept. 18, containing certain statements which, in my own 
justification, | feel myself obliged to call in question, relying 
on your often proyed courtesy to grant me the necessary 
space in your paper. In the first place your correspondent 
omits to mention that he applied fo me by letter for accomo- 
dations, and that I immediately telegraphed him that my 
house was full, in spite of which he and his friends who 
‘wanted to shoot something” came on from Hoosierland. 
When they arrived I did the yery best I could for them, se- 
euring for them the best guide in the neighborhood and also 
the best board and lodging; as for the shooting they may 
have had at places in the bay outside of those leased by me, 
and which are ‘private property,” I leave that to be deter- 
mined by the number of birds shot in my blinds and marshes 
as compared with those shot elsewhere in Shinnecock Bay. 

Although rather irrelevant, permit me to offer you my most 
hearty approbation of your exposure of thaf villainous com- 
pound yclept ‘' Dittmar powder.” Wirrram N. Lane. 

A Wixter Sportina Grounp—Indianola, Texas, Sept. 30. 
—Il am glad to give you any information I can in regard to 
game resources of this section, but a few lines from my friend 
“ Bexar,” of Corpus Christi, who wields an able pen and who 
has hunted over this as well as the section where he now lives, 
-would, I think, he more satisfactory to you and your sub- 
-scribers. In our immediate vicinity we have very fair 

| both for fish and game. Go out from amon 
you can sit down with your line in one hand and your gun in” 

sport 

the other, and you are almost sure to have fish or fowl ina 
short time. In their séason, say from August 1 to October 
1, we have on the prairie thousands of *‘papabottes” and 
snipe, a good sprinkling of prairie chickens and quail (on and 
near the river bottoms and where there are any cover, such 
as bushes, etc,, the quails are in thousands). In October the 
geese and di cks begin to arrive, and from that time until 

arch we have swans, geese, ducks(of all kinds), cranes, 
(sandhill, bugler and others), Wilson and other snipe. You 
need not go over 50 yards from your house to shoot snipe of 

t the houses and | 

any kind, and a sportsman of moderate desires can hays a fair 
day’s shooting and not go a mile from home. The bays be- 
tween here and Corpus Christi in the winter season are alive 
with fowls of all description, and on the islands there area 
good sprinkling of deer, good camping places all easily acces- 
sible by boat, and plenty of fine fish and oysters in shallow 
water, almost at the door of your camp. Any of the hoalmen 
ci take parties to any of these places (and there are plenty 
of boats ke and a sportsman cau have all the fun he de- 
sires. An experienced gunner with the appliances they use 
North, such as blinds, Woats and decoys, could kill immense 
quantities of game. We use none of these here, do not take 
the trouble, as we can kill all we want without them, Having 
mild winters, parties wishing fo spend the winter hunting or 
fishing could not pick ont a better locality. G. 

Lose Poiwnr.—lendon, Oni, Getoler 5.—Following is the 
score of ducks bagged by the party of sportsmen now al Long 
Point. The figures show tliat the Marquis of Lome Inows 
how to handle his gun as well as Lhe rast of his party, Your 
columns not long ago contained an admirable sketch of the 
Long Point preserves, club-honse, etc. The score is as fol- 
lows: < 

Oct 1 Oct. 2. Total, 
The Goyernoy-General........ ‘ <p wKRE Sins wrue 4 is) 115 
Colonel De Winton, a 62 abt) 
Captain Harbord ,_ al ha 
Rey. Dr, Ryerson. — 41 
Golonel Walker... 187 181 
IPSUM Paik eye BO 
TOA EYES 69 1 stir 89 las ee trwi cde sje te eee BE v8 76 
(OTE EAE Nalsteaed chal aolelel te aici ble eke feledelo be et $8 
PY EB SEITE aie otters ae eleieiele tt ee nce 4Y oa 
DT Can Ne Se arate SA a ee a 7 Hk 
Ry A. Lucas......- 54 i) 
Sherif Woodrult 20 03 
Bryce Allan. . 11g 12 
M, Allan. ... +. 9 q 

MOEA TE oe hse we mies mpeelvati cheep call clelol peices sels p eet ta cess atatale ecto a 1,142 
SOMAT. 

Our Derrow Lerrer.—Detroit, October 11.—The lappy 
season of the sportsman is fairly upon us. Ducks ure eyery- 
where, In two days last week Mr, L, B. Jewell, of, Hart- 
tord, the Nimrodian brother of (he satin-haired ex-Fostmaster- 
General, backed by a well-known Detroit hunter, bagged at 
Point Mouillie three lundred; most of them were mallard, 
but a fair proportion were the bluesvinged teal, all fat, and 
such as I have hada tooth in, juicy and gamy to a de 
eree. Andrew Jackson, the philosophical phat phellow of 
Sault Ste Marie) recently left lis native wilds and came down 
to Lake Erie to shoot civilized game. He made a decided 
hit as well as jivers misses; but whut he lacked in slkill with 
his gun he made up in his manipulations of the evsina. As 
I predicted, the rush to the North Woods is al hand, and'deal- 
ers in sportsmen’s supplies are reaping'a shining harvest. ‘The 
pigeon shoot for the Michigan State medal, by the members 
of the Michigan State Medal Association, is booked for next 
Tuesday, There isto bea lively contest with the result of 
which I shall acquaint you in my next. The Mr. Jewell of 
whom I have already written is still surveying the big marsh 
for duck, haying returned thither on faturday. eee 

a bag Ot 

Wororsrer, Mavs. Oct. S—The Sportsmen's Chub had a 
splendid day for (heir annnal shoot. yesterday, and enjoyed 
themselyes quite as much breaking glass balls at their grounds 
at the lake as they would have done had they scoured (he 
woods for a circuit of 20 miles in pursuit of game. Thesides 
were cliosen and captained by A, P. Pond and Alba Haugh- 
ton, and resulted in the defeat of the Haughton side, wi o 
paid for the collation served on the grounds by Landlord 
Tower of the Lincoln House. The score was as follows : 

A. P. Pond 17, W. 8. Perry 20, W. H. Cole 16, L. R. 
Hudson 16, J. B. Goodell 15, A. B. F, Kinney 16, C. R. B. 
Clatiin 16, O. F. Taft 16, Stedman Clark 14, R. R, Shepard 
12, C. H, Bowker 13, Chas. Hartwell 5; total 176. 
A Haughton 19, 0. B. TWolden 16, G. J, Rugg 16, B. Tr. 

Smith 12, M. D. Gilman 15, L. G. White 17, A, Lb. Rice 16, 
E. 8. Knowles 13, J, T. Boyd 12, A. B. Joslyn 12, A, F. 
Hatch 8, Isaac Fiske 8; fotal 164, 

After the side shooting, sweepstakes were arranged and all 
hands engaged in the sport. A handsome silyer mounted 
pistol, offered hy Mr, A. B, F. Kinney, was won by Mr. A, 
P, Pond who broke 16 straight, defeating W.5 Perry, who 
broke 15, the match being shot on the “‘miss and aut” 
method. Tliere was 4 large attendance, and everybody had 
a zoud time. 

Game ConsTanirs.—We have long advocated the appoint- 
ment of gaine constables,as the only efficient method of enforce 
ing game legislation; and we are glad to see others coming 
around fo the same view of the case. A game constabulary, 
as we have said before, is the only true solution of this im- 
portant problem, 

Countina Crows—Hornellaville, N. ¥., Oct. 10.—You wish 
to know how I know there was 20,000 crows in the flock? 
Of course [ could not swear to it, but think yon could safely 
put in another 0 and then not have too many. I counted 288 
flying over 9 cerlain point in just. two minutes, and they were 
flying like that while five of us were shooting « string of ten 
glass ball apiece. We were in a valley and could only see a 
small part of the flock, bufa gentleman told me as he stopped 
to gee the shooting, that he had been driving under the flock 
for two miles or more. So you see there was cds enough for 
a big flock. JOHN- 
ImFormATION WanreD—GuoRGiA GAaME—Poitsrille, Oct. 

11.—I would like a little information in regard to the game T 
will find in Georgia in the country north of Atlania, within 2 
radius, say of fifteen or twenty miles. I expect to spend the 
winter about there, and would like to know sometiing about 
the shooting so as to prepare myself beforehand. I use a 
twelve pauge gun, which | think will do for all the game I 
shall find so far inJand. I suppose I will be able to get a dog 
down there, will I not? 

Deer av Tis Ponp.—Mr. J. Warren Tuck writes: ‘‘ One 
Sunday, during my recent visit to Tims Pond, as I sat on 
the shore I saw two deer come down into the lakelet and 
drink of the clear cool waters, then frisk back into their 
forest home."” He adds that the whole country there is full 
of deér,--and thase. who -aré prepared to enjoy-the sport with 
due moderation will find Tims Pond-an excellentrendezvous. 
Weare glad to know that the proprietors of the camps there 
are determined to see fair play for their visitors, for the trout 
and for the game. To protect the country and prevent the 
repetition story of the Rangeleys, Adirondocks and other like 
resorts. some shrewd protective management is absolutely 
essential. 
Totnyor.—Chicago, Sept. 25,-—-Game is more plentiful than 

it has been for some time past, The ducks are on the move 
South. A few days since Mr. Henry Kleinman, at Calumet 
Lake, shot one hondred ond five ducks, and on Saturday, the 
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hinst., Messrs. Ralf B. Organ and Charley Mears, at the 
wha Club marshes, bagged one hundred and forty-six. 
ajority of them were teal ducks. A few wood ducks 
among them, Messrs. Mears and Morgan are both 

mbers of the North Side Archery Club of this city and do 
qe fine shooting with bow and arrow occasionally, J. 

Go Coontna—South Abington, August 28.—It is a 
own fact that the festive coon is a yery scarce animal 
portion of Massachusetts, but once in a while hunters 

le upon one, and the story is handed around until killing 
is a very COMMON occurence (‘*in your mind.”) 

was after hearing several coon stories that I received an 
ation to meet some friends not far from here for the pur- 
of indulging in an old-fashioned hunt, and a few days 

r saw a dog chain, with a fool on one end and a yellow 
nd on the other, take the cars for the big coon swamp. 
ming had Ween looked for, and the services of old Ike 
an experienced coon and fox hunter, had been secured 

file occasion. After supper Charlie and I lit our pipes and 
ced down to the village store. 
€ most country stores it was filled with a crowd of loaf- 
ho seemed to come together for the purpose of smoking 
changing yarns. It was not long before an incantious 

d touched off the assembly. At last, right here in Massa- 
ts, I had discovered the haunt of the coon. Every man 
store had his coon story all ready, and such phrases as 

king om the coon,” ** steeple uf the tree,” etc., proved to 
i@ that they were old hands at the business. 

bout Nine or ten we turned in for a short nap, but were 
cened at twelve by Ike, who was at the gate with his pony 

We took our seats and away we went; I shall 
x forget that drive. The August moon was at its full, 

d the little pony whisked us along the moonlit road af a 
ly pace. Hew houses were seen, and these seemed }uried 
if the trees. Finally we reached the first corn-field, sit- 

d on the edge of a large cedar swamp. Mere we disem- 
, Ike and I taking the hound and skirting the field, 

file the others remained with the team. We had come to a 
ine wall and were getting over, when the dog, who was on 
é wall, suddenly let out. 
way down the wall he went, sounding the charge, while 
hurrying after, listened to the music, Straight into the 
mp he held the track, every note from the old hound 

ig to us like the blast of a bugle. Soon a long-drawn 
ering cry proclaimed the game had treed, and in single 
€ penetrated the swamp, Ike leading the way. Picking 

) way through fhe dense growth of vines that coyered the 
Gund, we at length came fo an open glade, in ihe centre of 
hich stood a large pine, guarded by the old dog. I took 

ie gun and commenced to circle the tree with the yiew of 
iting his body hetween myself and the moon. At last I dis- 

eda dark body flattened on a large limb, and calling Ike, 
(him if I should shoot. He replied, ** Bang away!” 
aking carefulaim, T fired. Twas rewarded by an unearth- 
owl, and immediately a heavy body struck the ground. 
Drive was on hand ta receive company, and for a few 
utes things were a trifle stirred up. Four deeply interest- 
ctators held their breath as over and over they went. 
he old dog was too much for him, and he had to sur- 
wr. We choked off the dog, and there he lay in the 
night, his glossy coat sadly torn in the struggle he had 
fone through. 
to the present time I have been writing a coon story, 

if now I shall have to change my base. It don’t take many 
ré letters fo write coon than it does cat, und it looks bet- 
On paper; but if I say coon, everybody within fifty miles 
ows I never killed a coon in my life. So, with Ike Reed, 
say: ‘*Thunder! what a cat!” 

We took the back track out of the swamp, and on the way 
fhe wagon ran across a patch of melons. With these we 

svothed our wounded feelings, and as the moon began to fade 
before the approach of day, we crawled between the sheets 
jo dream of running honnds and tangled cedars. 

Ramrop. 
MasssonuseTts.—Southbridge, Oct. 9.—Hunters report the 

partridges as scarce and wild, though at the first of Septem- 
le they were more numerous than usual. Hardly any wood - 
tock have been killed. Quail are more numerous than for 

s. Squirrels are very plenty. 

‘Inyz Drooys.—A Fort Dodge, Iowa, corresponi cnt has 
forsale a small flock of wild geese, which may be used for 
decoys. 

SuLnuvan Counry.—Hidred, Oct. 11.—Large game, such 
Hs deer and bear, aré unusually plenty here this season. Peter 

llivan killed a large deer last week, and George Bunce 
ledasmalldeer. Partridge plenty; woodcock scarce on 

account of dry weather. BraDiey, 

Worust AnD StreAM GenerAL Passenarr Acenoy.—Chi- 
go, Til., Oct. 5.—The following persons haye gone West 

over the Chicago & Northwestern in the past few days to 
nting grounds: J, H. Bradford and Mr. Pollock, of Mas- 
husetts, and M. L, Johnson, of New Jersey. They go to 
mont, Neb. D. C. Plumb, of New York: M. ©. Pike 

d A, H. Harte, of England, to Wisner, Neb. October 9.— 
Have quite a number of hunters to report this week. N, M. 
ixon and party of twenty-one, from Indiana, went to 
muilding, Mich.; P. T. Potts and party of eleven, from In- 
a, wenf to HWscanaba, Mich.; Geo, Dodd and party of 
, from Indiana, went to Escanaba, Mich. 

*= The Forres snp Stream respectfully asks its friends 
to add to this list. 

Pennsyiyanta Norrs.—Red-winged blackbirds are numer- 
n the Delaware marshes this fall, and Philadelphia gun- 
are jubilant. The editor of the Germantown Telegraph 

Me across a covey of partridges within the city limils the 
Other day. He says these birds are more numerous this fall 
ian eyer before within his memory. 

_PENNSYLVANTA— Washingion.—We expect to haye here in 
Washington fair quail shooting this fall. The grouse are 

enty here, but underbrush very thick in woods. 

TrAyerine Savmswan.—A well-known correspondent of 
this paper, whois well qualified for the position sought, de- 

a to engage in the service of some sporting goods dealer as 
fitraveling salesman. Any letters directed io ‘‘ Salesman,” 
this office, will he forwarded. : 

Srory Winn a Mora..—Stamyord, Ky., Oot. 6.—Last 
ek the Rev. Petrey, of this county, who was holding a 
tracted meeting at Rock Castle, went to the house of one 
the brethren to spend the night. He had hardly got seated 
ré 4 hen flew into the house, and attempted to alight on 
6 that hung on the wall. The weapon tipped over, and 

# on the lock, was discharged, the ball taking effect in 
thigh of the preacher, causing lockjaw, from which he 

last night. 

A 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

THE MAINE STATE TOURNAMENT. 

HE annnal sportsmen’s tournament of Maine occurred this week 
on one of the islands in in Portland Harbor, under the 

auspices of the Peak’s Island Shooting Club, commencing 

on Tuesday and Insting throngh Wednesday and Thursday. 
About sixty men, representing ubont six of the leading 

clnbs of the State, competed, the objective point being the 
diamond badge, which is the emblem of the State championship, 
with 20 per cent. of the entrance money, The other prizes were as 

followa : Second, a fine $50 Parker gun, donated by Parker Bros., 

of Meriden, Conn., through their Portland agent, Mr. T. B. Davis. 

In forwarding the gun, Parker Brothers wrote: '' We hope a good 
man will win it, and with a Parker gun —a wish that was fulfilled 

to the letter, as the gun was captured by Mr. Win Jones, of the 

Peak’s Island Club, who shoots with a 10-bore Parker. Third 
prize, 40 per cent, of entrance money, wou by C. L. York, of the 
Riverside Club ; fourth prize, 250 pounds of shot, donated by the 

Leroy Shot and Lead Company, throngh Mr. 'T. B. Davis, agent, 

and won by H. C. Harmon, of the Forest City Chib ; fifth prize, 25 

per cent, of entrance money, won by J. F. Randall, of the Peal's 
T#and Club, who had hard work to get it away from Bert Jones, a 

boy of seventeen belonging to same club; sixth, half cage hest 

aporting powder, donated by Latin and Rand, through Mr. Davis, 

won by P. Jervis, of the Androscoggin Club ; seventh prize, 15 per 

cent. of the entrance money, taken by G. L. Brackett, of the Peak’s 
Tsland Club. The cash prizes are the per cent. of $58, The dia~ 

mond badge was gracefully affixed to the coat of Mr. KE. E. Pome- 

roy, of the Androscoggin Club, a gentleman who had won it twice 

previously. The badge has now become the property of the An- 
droseoggins, they haying won it the requisite three times. 

Match at pigeons, 15 birds per man, 21 yards rise, two plunge 

traps ; open to teams of not less than fiye men from any sporting 
elub in the Siate ; 

Androstoggin Clip, Lewiston. 
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Kennebunk Club, Kennebunk, 
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Average, 10 2-5 birds per man. 
Peak’s Island Club, Peak’s Island. 
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E.G. H, Bracke “44411101110111 0-12 
Ay G. Sterling. ..--2..-000-- 47411110111011 0-4 
Hy, Trefetheli. «.....ceeese-- “4011014110111101-4 
ALY. AGKIOYs5+--- 2040s -2-2--ee aOOTLL11OT1EyT1e 
W. J. Ovalg 011100111101111-1 
Te Dawe oe 511011011110101L0 
WaSe Sinitii...- 2, ese “41011111100011 0-40 
Ti. A, Jones.... 2110111100017 Oi 

J. F, Randall. 4400111101001 4 I-10 
J.B. JONes....- "40101110000111i—9 
G, L. Brackett... ‘701110111000010—8 
GE. Trefethet..... se. sep2--2tbeersees 0121001601001001—7 

Peak'’s Island Club shot eighteen men—and boys, having 

wlldezed all their members to shoot, and yet succeeded in killing 

2 e of 11 1-9 birds per man. { S. 

a the tid were shot off ey follows—diamond tie, 26 yards vise: EH, 

B. Pomeroy, 1 1 111-5; B. J. Willard, 1110 0—3;; 0. BL Na- 

son, 0101 1-8, Pomeroy, of Lewiston, takes the diamond for 

the third time, together with $12 cash, and a special cash prize of 

#25 offered by the Androscoggin Club to any member of their clnb 

win the hadge. -_ 

ites, ar anateen for the Parker gua; same conditions ; W. 8. 

Brackett, 1 1 0 1 14; W.S. Jones, 1 o111-4; 0. A, Skillings, 

101013; H. =. H. Brackett, 1 0 0 0 1-2; N. W. Pitts, 1 OL 

10-3; H. F. Farnham,1100 j—3; F. Baker, 1 011 1-4; 

©. K. Munson, 1 1 0 1 0—3; John Dunton, 10 tal re 

Second tie; 31 yards rise, 3 birds each: W. 8. Brackett, 1 0 i 45 

W. &. Jones, 1 0 1—2; F, Baker, 1 0 0-1; J. Dunton, 0 0 —0. 

Winthrop 8. Jones takes the second prize, a fine12-gauge Parker, 

valned at $50, . , 
ies on 12 for cash prize of $23; 5 birds per man, ur 

J Ties eettongill, 55 E G. H. Brackett, 3; ©. L. York, 6, 

takes third prize ; rest withdrew. 

26-yards rise ; 
West 

Ties on 11 for 10 bags (250 pounds) shot, donated by the Leroy 

Shot and Lead Co., N. Y.; S-birds, 26 yards rise. ;—and second tie, 

ards rise, 3 birds each, Harmon takes shot, rf 

ar remearT, for cash prize, eo eR 5 birds, 26 yards wand BEC 

h ise, 3 birds, Randall wins. 
ae 

Ra te ere ‘nalt ease powder, value $9, donate
d by Laflin & 

nd ; Jerris takes powder. 7 

ae svantii soe cagh 38, was giver! tu G. L. Brackett, his com- 

i Mr, Thorndike, not appearing. , 

Eee acttakee at five birds each was next shot off, three men tic- 

ing on three straights: Harmon won first money ($12) on shooting 

off ; W,j8. Jones wor second mene ae ) gn sco
re of four, tieing 

ith f hers und beating on shooting of. 

ae rue another fee at five birds each wasshot,
 21 men 
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entering ; Willard took first money (#9), West second ($5 40 
Terris third ($3.60). cath See 
Next in order was the grand glass ball tonrnament for the State 

championship and cash prizes ; 20 single balls from Card’s rotating 
trap, and 20 doubles thrown straight away ; highest total to take 
the badge ; next highest total, cash prize, $9; highest score on 
singles, #9; highest on doubles, $9; no one man to take two 
prizes ; 29 men entered. 

The championship badge was offered for competition two years 
ago by the Cushnoe Heights Gun Club of Augusta, at which time 
it was taken and since held by C, F. Nason of Lewiston. It is a 
yery handsome gold badge in shield form, elegantly engrayed, and 
is valued at $25. Appended is the seore : 

Double. Total, 
C, RF. Nason... 16 52 
A. G. Sterling’ Is 8T 

. FONG 14 33 
Jones 10 23 

o. W. Lari 14 33 
P, O. Vickery Mayor of Augusta. 10 
H. D. Donovan -- 12 30 
We Bo Bakel.. -. oncspess se i QT 
B. J. Willard.... poet 19 12 31 
H. AD Stétsomle. 2: Beeek yy 22s). 7 12 29 
HAY JOUCK oer ans ek 19 16 35 
Cy HN GOlb. eas 1 8 19 
W. 58. Brackett ,....-..-- lt 10 24 
GC. gouge sop pet doecbrts 12 6 18 
TOW). MSS0n 8 4 atts Se 15 5 20 
C, Winslow. 19 13 32 
FE. L, Trish .. 16 18 29 
E. G. H. Brac 15 12 aT, 
A. Q. 16 16 32 
HS 15 7 25 
H, Tret 18 7 25 
A.C: 19 16 34 
P. Jerr uv 10 21 
d. FF. 13 10 28 
BG aASODS ek coeerer tae Is 5 26 
CAN Wie Wise. cataiats aa sepsec- ahG, 11 VAs 
H. E. H. Brackett. .:..... It 8 22, 
G. L. Brackett......... {3 M1 4 
ean Awe octane ae eit 9 29 

A. G. Sterling, of Peak’s Island, who took the State champion- 
ship badge on pigeons last year, now takes the State championship 
badge on glass balls. HH. A, Jones, of Peak’s Island, takes $9 prize 
for largest score on totals below the badge, 35; A. Q. Goud, of the 
Riverside Club, takes 9 for highest score on doubles, 16, and H, 
F, Farnham takes $9 for highest score on singles, 20. 

This finished the most successful tournament ever held in Maine. 
The best of feelmg prevailed, and, at the close, yotes of thanks 
were passed to the judges, Messrs, Pollister and Foss, and to the 
referee, Mr. W. F. Wood. Votes of thanks to Messrs. Parker Bros., 
Latlin & Rand, and the Leroy Shot and Bead Company were also 
passed without a dissenting yoice. J. 

a 4 

Wincuester, Ay.—Bluegrass ys. Georgetown. A match between 

these two clubs was shot on the grounds of Dr. Wash Miller with 
the following result: 

BLUEGRASS CLUB. 
Morning. Eyening, 

Ga Bg War iays Os satolee bse mie cine woehe cle Cpe csH OE Welefetios elele| el else ints ehetereas 15 
W. Garmer.,...--:+. ...14 W. Garner, ---:«. rire) 
Dr, Burgin. r. 
N. T. Bush 
J, D. Reese 
J. W. Poyn 
J. E. Garne 
Jas. Robinson.. 15 Jas. Robinson. 
Dy. Millev...... 15 Dy. Miller..... 
Diek French ........ 14 Frénch..... R. 
Phin s Win et: ay a ret Winn. . 
ASBIS DAMS cen tusstlest: sabes} Jt A. H. Sphar.. 
W. Hulse...... O27 cis) Weise =. 
TEVINGOU acters tae rere wsfocade 14 Leyi Gofl.... 
Moses Quisenberry........-.....12 » Moses Quisenberry..............1% 

TOA... asccnecsasassivons Me © TOR. ss-..-...-----. Frees 209 

GEORGELOWN CLUB. 
Morning. Evening. 

Pe NSP BLEL Gs: iened ceng doen san gel, clas Ne POUCH ie alee cscs ts hive Neirees 13 
Bristoe .... + 1i4 Briscoe . 112° 
T, Herndon. 12 T. Herndo 
T. Payne T. Payne 
A. Peters... 3 A. Peters 
J. ©. Payn ! 
J. Kerrick, lt d 
I. Smith 4 1 Smith, 
L. Herndon... -.-12 I. Herndon............... 
Ate WerkLaklsnssesmarenuatteneks ss Velen Wiss UAL is woes vy) new 
WA SIG QUTIGES, sneer usin fd sielde weldeies MSs AVV Sp OGUTIUCIC  itsss raisin tte sole etal 
Mee WAGs os srs ons veds fase eA 14 Fi Waret,sis.e. 
TREDHOMDSON ees sane eect beste 13 FR. Thompson 
TS PEDAL COD ee tae cate liate econ (I UALS Ey Ra keene 
W. THOMPSON ........4 2. scree 

Yotal..... Ec rssere ey nena Ge ROCA eect cathe aan ps wane 184 

Vincentown, WV, 7.—Five members of the Coaxen Glass Ball 

Club held their monthly contest for badge here to-day; Card’s 

trap, 18 yards, 10 balls each: W.8. Hilliard, 7; W. D. Haines, 8; 

8. 5. Butterworth, £; J. W. Haines, 3; F. 8. Hilliard, 6. W.D. 
Haines won badge. 

After the badge match there was another match as follows, at ten 
balls ; F.S. Hilliard, 6; W. D. Haines, 4; J. W. Haines, 8; Jos. G. 
Haines, 7; J. Grigg, 4. SHELDRAEE, 

Pl) WW THOM SOD esl aer ce pees nets 

BrookrirenD, Mass., Oct. 6.—At a union glass ball match held 

here to-day, between teams of ten men from the sportsmen’s clubs 

of Wure, West Brooktield, North Brookfield, Spencer and Brook- 

field, the following scores were made from Card’s rotary trap, 18 

yards rise, 200 balls; Brookfield, 171; Spencer, 164; North Brook- 

field, 164; West Brookfield, 138; Ware, 128. This is considered 

out here in the country as very good shooting, the Brookfield Club 

having been organized only a year. J.P. 0. 

Borpentown, NV. J., Oct. 6.—The regular monthly shoot of the 

Oranmer Shooting Club for gold badge was held this afternoon ; 

20 balls each, 18 yards rise, Card’s rotary trap, full spring : 
OUOOOT0LTO001TILT11T00DIS&8 
QOLTLADIVIDVLDITLALI 11718 

QOTL11111000L10GO110060—6 
111701110011101111111—16 
01001101011000111100—10 
OOHOLTLLOOLIOOTONONOOOLT 
LOL1T10000T001011111 I-19 

apt. H. lL. Cranmer, of schooner H. L. 

Roper, who is also a member of the shooting club at Norfolk, Va. 
W. 

BrooxFistp, Mass., Oct. 6—In a match at Lakeside Park, 
Brookfield, Spencer, North Brookfield, Ware and West Brookfield 
each furnished a team of ten men selected from their home 
cluba :— 
Brookfield—H D, Mathewson, 20; H. Heredeen, 19; J. Hobbs, 

18; §. J. Maulton, 17; J.P. Crosby, 13; A. Shepard, 17: 0. F. 
Giffin, 15; 8. Whittemore, 16; Lb. N- Vaughn, 18;:O.T. Yarney, 
ISG Sfotel AS ee PS ba? ae = . 
Speticer—Boyden, 16, Holmes, 17; Putnam, 19; Breyer, 19; 

Bliss, 19; Barton, 16 ; Nichols, 11; Luther, 19; Clark, 12; French, 
16: total, 164. 7 oe 
North Brooktield—Deen, 18; Bliss, 19; Fifield, 16; Cass, 18: 

Bosworth, 13; Boyd, 15 : Deyo, 14; G. Reynolds, 18; W. Reynolds, 
18; Hobbs, 15 ; total, 164. 
West Brookfield—aAllen, 10; Sargent, 15; Sibley, 18; Farley, 11 ; 

Woodis, 14; Scott, 15; Davis, 16; Jones, 12; Smith, 11: Brad- 
shaw, 16 ; total, 138. ; 

Ware—Fisherdick, 16; Carrol, 15; Harwood, 14; Winter, 13 



13: total, 128, 
Odd Toam—l. W. Twitchell, of Brooktield, 18; H. 1, Capen, of 

Brookficld, 12; H, 2. Gerald, of Brookfield, 15; Butterworth, of 
Brookfield, 17: owe, of North Brookfield, 14; Holmes, of North 
Brookfield, 9; Nyo, of Ware, 2: total, 82. 

New Yor Guy Crve.—Bergen Poinl, N. J., Oct. 9.—The firet 

ropulua fall shoot of the New York Gun Club was held at the elnb 

grounds here this afternoon, bringing ont a good attendance of the 

members, ‘The events were in the shapa of sweepstakes, optional 

entrance feo, handicnp rise, five traps, five yards apart, both barrels 
allowed. 

The sport opened with a T-bird sweep, testlting ina tie for 
Oolonel Butler, 29 yards; A.B. Dexter, 28 yards, and O. Sherwood, 
26 yards, each killing 6 birds. On the slioot-off the stakes went to 
Colonel Butler. Another syeep at 7 birds showed n tie of 6 birds 
each for Colonel Butler, at 29 yards; A. B. Dexter, 28 yards, and 
T. 8. Arthur, 25 yards. On fhe shoot-off Colonel Botley won the 
Btiikes, In the ext sweep at 7 birds, Colondl Butler, at 30 yards, 
nnd ‘TP. A. Arthur. at 25 yards, both killed all. The other best 
acores wore: G. Tompkins, 27 yards, 5; CG. Sherwood, 26 yards, 4; 
I, Watson, 26 yards, 4; G. Freeman, 27 yards, 3,and A. B, Doxter, 
28 yards, 3. On the shoot off between Colonel Butler and My. 
Arthur the states were won by Colonel Butler, Th the tinal sweep 
of 7 birds there wad a tie of & birds each for A. B, Dexter, at 28 
yards; E, Nelson, 26 yards; G. Tompkins, 27 yards, and L. Wat- 
aon, 26 yards. On the shoot of Mr, Tompkins won the stakes and 
mateh. 

oo 

— ed 

—All your own fanliif you remain sick or ont of health, when 
you can feb Hop Bitters, 

Ghe Ziennel. 

—Aidress all cammanications to “ Forest aud Stream Pub- 
lishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 

Fennsylyanin State Meld Trials Association Prials, Laneastur, Pa., 
Oel, 26th, 27th, 28th waned 2zoth, J. R, Stayton, Secretary, Pittshirg, 
Pa. . 

National Anierican Kennal Clib’s Second Annual Field Trials, 
Vincentiea, Ind., Nov, 15th. Chas. De Ronge, Secretary, 51 Broad 
street, New York. 

Bastern Viold Tritls Club's Second Annual Trials, Robins Island 
Teconie Bay, L. L, Novy. 29. Jacob Pentz, Secvetary, New York. 

hae 

ST. LOUIS DOG SHOW. 

ITH second annual bench show of dogs given ly the St. 
Louis Kennel Club took place in charming weather at the 

Pair Grounds, at St. Louis, Mo., on October 5, 6, 7, and 8. 
The entry books closed on September 27 with 239 entries, 
and at the opening of the doors, on Tuesday morning, there 
were hiit few empty pens on account of absentees. The St. 
Louis Kennel Club with commendable spirit had done every- 
thing to make the exhibition a success, which was proved hy 
their offermg money premiums which aggrerated over 
$1,100. The general supervision was in the hands of Mr. 
Charles Lincoln, so well known as a competent manager in 
enterprises of this kind. 

In the aisle on the eastern side of the building, to the right 
of the main entrance, were twenty-tliree secured stalls con- 
laining the crack dogs of the 8t. Louis Kennel Club. None 
of these ahiinals were entered for competition, but simply 
exhibited, that the public might have an opportunity of sce- 
ing the finest and largest collection of pointers in this country. 
The two famous stud dogs, Faust andl Bow, which that, genial 
artist, Mr. Tracy, has so cleverly assisted in making known 
ta fhe sporting world, headed the list of the twenty-five of 
their class. Next came Trap, by Pilkingion’s Tory (the sire 
of Garnet), and whois regarded as the coming champion. 
Drake and Viking, litter brothers fo Trap; Jessamine and | 
Keswick, two superb bitches, which have also been a recent) 
sindy of Mr. Tracy; Jaunty June, Zeal, Trinket, Marquette, 
Bliss, Judy, Luke Blackburn, Kismet, Spinaway, and seyen 
unnamed puppies followed in order, If was claimed by many 
that this exhibit, was the feature of the show, but from the 
crowd surrounding the stalls which contained the entries 
from Mr. A. H. Moore’s kennels and those from Mr. leward’s 
of Toronto, it appeared that each shared the honors as far as 
public patronage was concerned. 

Owing to unforseen circumstances Mr. BE. DP. Stoddart, of | 
Dayton, Ohio, who was to have awarded the prizes in the 
pointer classes, was unable to fulfill his engagement, and Mr. 
Ti. G. Sterling, of St. Lonis, was selected in his stead to per- 
form the onerous duty, which he did fo the satisfaction of 
the many, Meanwhile the setter judging was gone through 
by Mr. Charles H. Turner, of St. Louis, and when the various 
classes were brourht out for his inspection le was surronnded 
by such well-known sportsmen as Mr. 5. IT. Turrell, of Chi- 
cago; Mr. John B. Sage, of Bulfalo; Mr. J. M. Barbour, of 
Louisville; Mr. A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia; Mr. George 
Fox, of Philadelphia; Mv. James Moore, of Toledo; Mr. 
Charles Mack, of Detroit; Dr. J. 8. Nivin, of London, Ont; 
General Rowett, of Carlinville, I. These and other noted 
sportsmen subsequently spoke in the highest terms of the cor- 
rectness of Mr. Turner's conclusions. 

Mr. Moore's Leicester was without a competitor. Lr, 
Moore also captured mine firsts, three seconds, and two 
special prizes. The competition between his Count Dan and 
Rhoderiek was very close, but Rosy Morn clearly outelassed | 
all rivals. ; 

The judging proceeded throughout the day with the follow- 
ing result, which we publish in full below : 

Last or ENTRIES, 

Division A.—PorvrEers. 

Cliss 1. Champion Pointer Dogs, over 55 Iba. A.C. Waddell. 
Bleaford—Liver and white, 5 years, McGregor, (894), Nina, (1255). 
Winnings: 1st Binxmingham, 1876: ist St. Lonis, 1878; Charapion 
New York, 1878; 1st in braces with Bow, 1878; 2d at Detroit; Cham- 
pion St. Lonis, 1879. : . : 

Class 2. Champion Pointer Bitches, over 40 lbs. A. C. Waddell. 
Waddell’s Pan—Liver 5 years, (1301, N, A. K. 8, B.) Dandy Moll. 
Winner of seyeral first prizes. 

Class 3. Champion Pointer Dogs, under 45 Ths. 
Sefton—Liver and white, 3 years. Sensation, Lilly, Edmind Orgill. 
Rrsh—Lemon and white, 4 yeu's. lake, Lilly. 

Clase 4. Champion Pointer Bitches, under 50 Ibs, A H Moore. 
Rose—Lemon and white, 4 years. Make, Lilly. Edmund Orgill, 
Bello—Lemon and white, four years. Flake, Lilly, A H Moore. 
Ruby-—Lauion arid white, 4 years. Flake, Lilly. 

Open CLASSES, 

Class 5. Pointer Dogs, over 55 Ibs. F J Coyle. Shot—Lemon 
and white, 16 months, Dr MV BSannders. King Bow—Liver and 
white ticked, 13 months. Champion Bow. Pierson's Taffee. Ru- 
dolph Schmidt. Spot—liver and white ticked, 3 yeurs. Michael 

Lawson, 10; Doane, 12; Allen, 17; Walch, 8; Spear, 10; Thomas, 

| dresy J. Haly, 

| gree, for sale. 

months. 
| white, 444 months. 

| ter-—Lemon and white, 8 years. 

sen parent 445 years, Eleho, dam from the Gumsey's stock: Exhibited with 

| Blirt. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Hanon. Sam—Diver ond white, dyears. Audrew J Haly. Hindoo 
—Liyer and white, 18 months. Faust. Dr Yandell’s Devonshire 
Lass. WH Linn. York—Black, 2 years. Champion Bow-Queen. 
Edmund Orgill, Rockett—Lemon and white, 3 years. Claude 
Romp, Robert Labadic, Rolia—Black and white, 2 years. EG 
Leslie. Dom Pedro—hiver, 2 years. 

Class 6, Pointer Bitches, over 60 Tbs. Jolin Pepenbrook. [Kitty 
—Lemon and white, 4 years. W W duddy. Memy—tLiver anil 
whit, 4 years, A H Moore, Stella—(1289,) Liver ond white, 8 
years, Anucho (1006,) Bess (1073,) Andrew J. Ealy. Margurette 
I—hiver and white, 13 months, Faust, Dr Yandell's Devonshire 
Lass. Andrew J. Ealy. Nellio R—Fawn, 3 years. Lee-Fan. An- 

Deyonshire Lass—litver and witite, 4 years, Tmpor- 
tde Den Lady. 

Class 7, Pointer Dogs, wnder 55 Ibs. Jolm Pepenbrook. Santo 
—Lemon and white, 21 months. J Lucas’ Jake owners Kitty, Win- 
ner oi Ist prize in puppy class St Lowia 1879. A CO Waddell, Joe 
Bowers—Orange and white, 20 nionths. Old Joc, ue I. BA 
Willard, Selin—Lemon and white, 14) years. Satton, Kate. 5 A 
Kaye. Young Sensation—Lemon and white, 2 years. Sensation 
Rose, A H Moore. Donald—(9018), Liver and white, 3 years. 
Bob, Sappho. Andrew J Haly. Putimus—Diver aid white, 13 
months, Faust, Dr Yandell’s Devonshire Lass. W W dndy. Dan 
—Liver and white, 16 months. Edmund Orgill. Royster—Lemon 
and white, Lyear, Snapshot, Ruby, 

Class 8. Pointer Bitches, under 60 Ths. Bdmund Orgill. Roe— 
Lemon and white, 15 months. Snapshot, Ruby. H CG Pivree. 
Nellie—Lemon snd white, 2 years, Sire and dam both imported, 
$ A Kaye, Missonri Kennel. Sue—Lemou and white, 3 years. Sport, 
Flash. S A Kaye, Missouri Kenel, Hose 1—Lemon and white, 2 
years. Sensation, lose. Lovis Page. Musette—Liver and white, 
22 months. Champion Bow, Munson’s Queen. Dr M V¥ B Snunders, 
Grace—Liver snd white. 17 months. Don. WO Tamsden’s Rose. 
Full pedigres, A H Moore. Lady Romp—Liyer and white, 2-years, 
Francis’ Prince Belle, Andrew J Ealy, Maggie G—Liver and white, 
20 montis. Dash, Peggy, O Labadie. Pnola—White and black, 2 
Years, 

Class 9, Pointer Puppies, utider 12 months. Dogs—A C Waddell, 
Hamlet—Orange and white, 11 months. Slewford, Fancy. W J 
Greenwood. Veto—Lemon und white, 449 months. Joe Bowers. 
Munger’s Nell. Dr M VY B Saunders, Surprise—Liver and white 
ticked, 7 months. Owner's Ranger, Owners Imp. Nell, full pedi- 

Montie Grenulds. Duke—Liver and white ticked, 6 
Dr R Morrviss Awander Butler—Lomon and white, 8 
Stannch, Dora. HO Munger, Dayy Crocket—Liver and 

Joe Bowers, Nell, 
Class 10. H © Miniger. Mand—Livyer and white, 4'3 months, 

Joe Bowers, Nell, A G Waddell, Dase—Orange and white, 11 
months. Sleaford, Fancy, Frank W Pnderer, Lady Linn—Lemon 
and white, 4! months. Champion Bow, Hero. EX A Willard. 
Marie Moore—Liver aud white, 8 months. Sefton, Kate. Montio 
Grenalds. Daisy—Liver and white ticked, 8months, Chas Schwenk. 
Qneen—Livyer and white ticked, 6 months. § A Kaye. Gracefu— 
ee and white, whelped July 19. Young Sensation, Lady Brit- 
ain. 
Class 11, (Special). A G Waddell, Joe Bowers; A CG Waddell, 

Fan; A H Moore, Rose; A H Moore, Lady Romp; A MW Moore, 

months, 

Stella; A H Moore, Donald; Andrew J Ealy, Marguerette I ; 
Hdmund Orgill, Rush; Tobert Labadie, Rolla; DBdrmund Orgill, 
Rockett. 

Class 12. Lewis Page, Musetto; Dr M V BG Saunders, Wing 
Bow; WHULinn, Bow IL; W H Linn, York. 

Class 18. Andrew J Raly, Hindow; Andrew J Daly, Putimus ; 
Andrew J Ealy, Margurette, 

Dryision B.—DyGhisw Sarrers. 
peep eD Bnglish Setter Dogs. A AH Moore, Leices- 

Dan, Lill I, 
Champion English Setter Bitches. 

Oren CLAssEs, 

Class 15, Imported English Setter Dogs, Lonis' Spencer ; Duke 
— Orange and white, 2ycars. TImp sire and Imp dam, Lonis Spen- 
eer ; Tom—Orunge and white, 1 year, Sire aud dam imported, A 
H Moore; Count Dan—(7145), Black, white and tan, G years, Dan, 
OQonnteds, AH Moore : Rhoderick—(8192,) 2 years, . Black, white 
aud tan, #3 yeers, Count Diek, Phantom, 

Qluss 17, Imported Mnglish Setter Bitehes, 
Morn—Black and wlite ticked, 20 months, 
Moore ; Dashing Model—Biack, white and tan, 
Countess Moll, 

Cluzss 18 Native Enylish Setter Dogs. 
Grand Duke—Black and white ticked. $ years, Carlowitz., Luey. 
AC Wadell. Jerry—Orange and white, 3 years, Dash, Sue. W 
J Greenwood. Vanee—Orange and white, 5 years. Duke, Flora. 
8 A Kaye. Spring—Black white und tan, 4 years. I Mauetield, 
Dan—Black and white. Mack, Belle. Andrew] Daly. ‘ Bonnier.” 
—Black white and tan, 3 years. Chester, Kansas Beavty. James 
Hennessy. * Daniel the Phophet—White black and tan, 17 months, 
Dan, Nell. 

Class 14. 

Class 15. No entries. 

A TH Moore ; Rosy 
Paris, Peurl, A H 
2 years, Dash OT, | 2 

W = & Timberlake, 

Glass 19. Native English Setter Bitches. D Bryson. Peep | 
O*'Day—Black white aud tan, 16 mouths. Gladstone, Clip. John 
M Barborr. Wly—Black white and tan, 2 years and 9 nionthe, 
John Duyidson’s Chester. Dr, Yandell’s ‘Kansas Beanty.” 
Winner of 1st at St. Louis, 1877, and 1st at Lomisyille, 1877. A OC 
Waddell. Venis—Blne Beltun, 16 months. Prnssels, Sally. Of D 
Woods, Plossom—Orange and white, 18 months. Yance, Nellie 
SA Kaye. Nannic—Black white ond tan, 3 years, Blue Dash, | 
Sport. Winner of ist prize, 1879. I Mansfield. Fannie—Black 
whrte and tan, 32months. Bake, Belle. Winner of 2d prize, 1879. 
AH Hornsby. Chowehow—Black, 2 years and 4 montha. Whit- 
man's Joc, Pure Layerack’s Pickles. D ( Bergundthal, Faney— 
Black white and tan, 2 years and 6 months. Take, Phyllis, 

Class 20, Mnglish Setter Puppies under 12 months, Dogs. AC 
Waddell. Penn IL—Black and white, 8 months. Penn, Malta. 
John A Hecthor, Joe—Orange and white, 2 months, Hambler, 
Paris. WJ Greenwood. Joe—Orange and white, 9 months, Vance, | 

Class 21, English Setter Puppies under 12 months, Bitches. 
Jolin A Heether, Zana—Orange and white, 10 months, Drnid, 
(nbas, SA Kaye. Jetty—Black white and tan, 7 months, Dan, 
Flora. Full pedigree. James Hennessy, ‘Joe Money ’—White 
black and tan, 9months, Dan, Nell, 

Class 22. TIor the best English FSette: Dog on Bitch. M D 
Woods’; Blossom, <A H Moore; Leicester. A H Moore; Rosy 
Morn. A H Moore; Count Dan. 
Bryson ; Peep O'Day. 

Deryrston C.—Trisu Rerrene. 

Olasa 23. Champion Trish Setter Dogs. A A Moore ; Berkley— 
Red, + years, Elcho, Loo TT. 

Class 24,—Champion Trish Satter Bitches. AW Moore; Loo Il— 
Rod, 6 yours, Grouse, Mayhe. 

OPEN CIASSES. 

Class 25, Irish Setter Dogs, CJ Patterson: Thorstem I—Red, 
§ yeark, Thorstein, Loo IL; winner of second prize, St Lois, 

. A CG Waddell; Bliss—Red, 3 years, Milo I, Lavfru, Charles 
E Bicker; Patrick I—Red, 2 years, Berkley, Scotchey, Dr J J Jen- 
nella; Bleho I1—Red, 5 years, Champion Elcho, Rose. Martin 
Voorhees ; Red Rambler—Red, 15 months, Eleho Ti fcotehey.  ‘To- 
ledo Kennel Olnb ; Don—Red, 4 years, Rutus Moss, § J Sackett; 
Trish Ranger—Ned, 2 yeurs, Karl, Trish Kate. Harry L Leibtried ; 
Trish Kork—Red, 10 months, Karl, Irish Kate. 

Qluss 26. Irish Setter Bitches. Charles EB Bicker ; Dora—Red, 

A H Moore; Ithoderick. D 

puppies ; Dora. Charles A Peck, Jr; Blarney—Red, 13 months, 
Erin, Dora ; full pedigree, Henry Griffith ; Mollie—Red, 3 years; 
Eri I, Fan, Henry Grifith ; Venus—Red, 18 mouths, Erm OH, 
Fau WU, Henry Griffith ; Vieky—Red, 18 months, Erin 1, Fan I. 
Henry Grifith; Nellie—Red, 2 years, Berkley 0, Fan I. G F 
Robinson ; Rose I1—Red, 18 months, Thorstem, Bose Il. Chas, 
Stiesmeiér; Elsa—Red, 18 months, Erin IJ, Dora. Miss Annie 
Rathburn ; Lady Lorne—Red, 19 months, Erin I, Fan Tl. D, H 
Farquharson ; Helen—Red, Derg, Kathleen, dJamos Hennessy ; 
‘Norse "—Red, 41¢ years, Blcho Rose, 

Class 27. Irish Better Puppiés nuder 12 months, Degs. Henry , 

Gniffith ; Wagg—Red, 6 mouths, Snipe, Fan If; fll 

| pedigree, 
leen, Juno 8 Suthy; Ida B—Red, 2 months, “ip, Blonde, © 

‘and tun, 2 years. 

| ub; 
| pied, 7 months. 

Chas H Peek, Jr; Patrick I—Ked, 10 months, Patrick I, Do 
full pedigree, A CG Waddell; Red Clond—tted, 5 months, Bli 
Jessie. Chas E Bicker ; Blarney 1f—Red, 10 months, Patrie 
Dora, Harty L Geibfried ; Trish Kork—Red, 10 months, Kav 
Trish Kate. J H Bronner; Red Clond—9 months, Champion Be 
Fanny Fem, TB Judson ; Ted, whelped June 23, Bar 
Millie; full pedigree. TB Judson; Red, whelped June 25,7 
Barney, Millie; full pedigree. T B Judson Red, whelped 
Jnne 23, Barnie, Millie; full pedigree, T P Judson ; 
whelped June 23, Barney, Mike ; full pedigree. 

Class 28, Trish Setter Puppies mder 12 months, Bitches. 
Jndsor ; 

TB 
Red, whelped dune 23, 1880, Barney, Millie; fnll | 

DH Parquharson; Hele»—Red, 7 months, Dere-Kath- 

French ; Dawn—ited, § months, Dash, Pinkie. 
Olass 20 (Special), For the best Dish Selter. Dog or Bitch, ip 

the Show. Dr J J Januelle; Dicho Tl. © J Patterson: Thorstein 
i AH Moore; Leo Tl, A H Moore; Berkley, Chas Stiezmeier? 
lst, 

Drvistox D.—Gonnon Serrens, : 
Class 30. Champion Gordon Satter Dogs. Toledo Keunel Clnb, 

Gronsc—(5,097) Black and tan, 5 years, Rovk (5,103), Floss (4,919), 
Goldsmith Kennel Club, Rupert—Black and Tan, Shot (1,630), — 
Rhora (1,681), 

Class 31, Chatypion Gordon Sétter bitches. Tor the best Vitel, 
No entries, + 

Orun CLASSES. 

Clasp 32. Gordon Setter Dogs. Mdwin WH Co 
Black and tan, 3 years. Toledo Kennel Club. 
Bleek and tan, 3 years, Rocket, Juno, (5,116). 
(5,230)—Bluck and fan, 3 years, Lang, Moss, 
Olib. , Black and tan, 18 months, Rupert, Queen. 

Olass 33. Gordon Setter Bitches. Hugh Murphy. Floss—Tiack 
and tan, 6 years, Don, Jessie, Toledo Kennel Club, Boe (8,242) 
—Black and tan, 3 years, Duke (1, Moll (7,249). Toledo Ken- 
nel Club, Jannary—Black and months, Grouse (5,097), 
Dream IL Toledo Kennel Club. Madge—Black and ton, 4 yen, 
Blossom (5,090), Ruby (4,334), A H I Lady Rupid—Blacl 
and tan, 5 years, Renhen (1,616), Rosa. A H Meore, Stella 
7,260)—Black and tan, 5 yeurs, Ronald (6,159), Rhine Y. I OG ' 
ewell, Kate—Black and tan, Heck, Mullikid’s Nell. 

f An- 
H © Munger; . 

Class 34 Gordon Setter Puppies, under 12 months—Doga. 
gush Junge: Nero—Black and tan, 943 months, \ 
Sultan—Black and tan, 6 months, Black Prince, Floss. E A Wil- 
lard; Lelix—Black and tan, Gronse (5,097), Dream UH. 1 A Wile 
Jard ; Zeno—Black and tan, 3 months, Grouse (5,097), Dream TI. 
BG Leshe; Dash—Black and tan, 4 months, 

Class 36. Gordon Setter Puppies, under 12 months—Bitches. 
A Willard > Jnlin—Black and tan, 8 months, Grouse (5,097), Dream 

rades. Shellley— 
Change (8,231)— 

A H Moore, Boh 
Goldsmith Kennel 

# 

Tl. Geo Phil Zciss; Miteh—Black and tan, 447 months, Heck, Di- 
ana. IC Jewell; Three puppies from Kate. 

Class 86 (Special), Poy the hest Cordon Setter, dog or bitch, in 
the show. Toledo Kennel Club; Grouse (5,097). A MW Moore; 
Stella, A H Moore; Lady Rapid. A H Moore: Boh. Goldsmith 
Keunel Clab; Rupert. 

Drviston E—SportrinG Dos. 

(Other than Pointers and Setters.) 

Class 37. Dish Water Spaniels, Chas MW Peck, Jr} Fanny— 
Liver, 1 months, Pat, Tan. DE Knell: Barney—hiver, 5 voars, 
Skidmore’s Shamrock (4,386), Skidmore's Shannow. S 8 Brewer; | 
Lightning Lottie—Liver, § months, Shady, Lottie. Ledferty & 
Grabe; Duffy—Brown, months. § A Kaye, Missouri Kennel, 
Tke—Liver, 15 months, Pat, Pan; wivner of 2d prize, 1879. 8 A 
Kaye, Missouri Kennel; Pat—Lityer, 3 yenrs, Sinbad, Tiley; wine 
ner of Ist piize, 1879. 

Glass 88. Cocker Spataelx. S N Seott; Res—DBlack, 7 yeaa, 
with pedigree. W I Greenwood; Bessie—Liyer, 5 years, J BU 
Lness: Mlossie—Black and tan, 

Class 39. Foxhomds. Arthur Mittelberg ; Getsy—Tun, 11 
months, Hunter, Julia, Arthur Mittelbere ; Tooter—Tan, 11 
months, Tunter, Intia, A Steismeyer; Tarr—Black and tan, 11. 
months, Hunter, Julia, J P Schulte; Major—Black, white and 
tan, 5 years. JP Schulte; Jack—Dlack and tan,3 yeats. JBC 
oni Music—Blaek and tan. J B CG Lmeas ; Flora—Black and — 
ne 
Class 40, Beagle Dogs, A OC Waddell; Joe—Black, whits and 

tan, 2 years, Toledo Kennel Club ; Rival—Black, white and ta, — 
2 years, Baron, Racket; imported. ‘Toledo Kennel Cinb ; " 
Black, white aud tan. Christ Gonrades ; Ned——Plud pied, 7 months, 
Chas Rowett: Rocket—Black, white and tan, 9 months, Nally, 
Rusey. 

Class 41. Beagle Bitches. A @ Waddell; Minnie—Black, white 
Toledo Kennel Club; Reekless—Black, white 

and tan, 18 months, Facttr, Famous; imported. Toledo Kimmel 
. Black, white and tan, Christ Conrades ; Mnsie—-Blie 

Chas Rowett, Rosey—Black, white and fin, & 
yours, Sam, Dolly. Chas Rowett; Louise—Black, white and (un, 
18 months, Lee, Rosey. J BC Lucas; Belle—Black, tan and white, 

Class 42. Greyhounds. TC I Lotz; Prairie Giavrl—Fawn, Mvitz, 
Beauty, with full pedigree. Trank CG Hayden; Ponto—Fawn, 2 

| years, R Henry's imported Punch, imported Judy ; winner of 2d 
prize, St Louis, 1879, A C Waddell ; Nannie—Black, 214 years, KH 
& Hewy, Cote Brilliante ; Punch—Fawn, 6 years, imported, full 
pedigree ; winner of Ist prize, 1879. Bernard Haughey ; St Louis, 
Tack Black, 21" years, lash, Fly. : 

Class 48. Dachshunds. Wm Loeffler; Waldmann—Black and 
fan, 1 yeay and 11 months ; imported from the kennel of the Duke 
of Coburg, Seldoss Heldburg (Castle) Germany. Wm T.oeffler ; 
Waldice—Pallow red, 2 years and 1 month ; imported from the 
Kennel of Forester Ley, Helba, near Meiningen, Germany. Bx- 
hibited with puppies. M. Priester; Schaepperlu—Black and tan, 2 
years. M Priester ; Erdmann—Black and ten, 6 months, ont of 

J Lueas Turner ; Punch 
Looffler’s Waldman. 

Class 44. Fox Terrier Doge, White, 
black and tan marking, 6 months, Bait, Tipsey. 

OCluss 45, Fox Terrier Bitches. Mrs. 8 A Kayo ; Tipsey 1— 
White, black and tan markings, Viper, Tipsey. 

Diyiston F.—Nox-Srortise Dous. 

Cluss 46, Shepherd Dogs, or Collies. Dr J W Downey ; Tweed 
| H—Black white and tan, 5 years; pedigree full; imported from 
the kennel of W W Thomson, Surrey, England ; Winner of a great 
number of prizes, also three silver cups ; winner of second prize ati 
{he Tuternational Collie Trials, Philadelphia, Pa. Dr. J. W. Dow- 
ney » Lass O'Gooria—Tawny red and white, 12 months; full pedi- 
eroe > unported from the keanuls of W W Thomean, Sirvey, Ene 
and, (In whelpto Tweed I. J Lucas Turnm' ; Cuptain—livwn, 
2 years, Pete, Nellie. 

Glass 47. Bull Terriers. Jolin Nolan; Finkey—White and 
brindle spot, 4 years and 6 months, Dandy, Noblo’s hiteh, winner of 
{wo first prizes. John Nolan; Tom—White, 11 months, Pinkey, 
Dolly. John Crasvford ; Archy—White and brindle, 1 mouths, 
Finkey, Lilly. J Teschmachor ; Diye—White, 1 year, Tim, Wasp, 
RL Downton ; Bill—White, 5 years. F E McGregor ; Keeper— 
Fawn, 8 months. Ingene Howard ; Vixen. 

Clips 48, Black und Tan Terriers. Mrs Caryeran ; Pinkey— 
From imported stock. BG Seebach ; Betty—dyears. A Beruerao 
Toney—HBlack and tan, weight 1 Ib 60%, Exhibited as the smallest 
dog in the show. 

Class 49. Rough Haired Terriers. J W Blythe : Chief—Linty 
blue, 18 months, Wall's Peachwn, Britty’s Meg. Pure imported 
Bedlington terrier. J W_ Blythe; Young Topsy—Sandy, 6 years, 
Batty’s Matt, Anderson's Bella. Pnre imported Bedlington terrier. 
J W Blythe ; Foncy—Blue, 3 years, Unon’s Piper, Woodall’s Fanay. 
Pure imported Bedlington terrier. B G Seebach ; Jaek—Gray, 4 
yours. James Hennessy; *‘Pete*—Blue, and tan, 343 years, 
Bounce, Nettie. . 

Class 50, Yorkshire Terriers. James Hennessey; Sport—Blnue 
and tan, 18 months, imported. 

Class 61. Miscellaneous Class. E D Meyer; Fannie—Black and 
tan, 1 year and 4 months; cross between German foxhonnd und 
dachshund. Gottlieb Meyer ; Flora—White and tan, 1 year and 10 
months; German mountain harries, Julius L Bradley; Nellie— 



c 4 years; Italian greyhound. Mrs E P Roberts; Blanche— 
nck and white, 6 yeart, imported, Dick, Flora ; Italian greyhound. 

Mrs E P Roberts; Pet—Tawn, 4 yenrs, imported, Dick, Flora ; 
Tinlian greyhound, Mos P Roberts ; Petna—Fawn, 1 year, Pet, 
‘Blanche ; Thaliau greyhound, Mrs B P Roberts ; Dandy—Black 
wid white. 5 months, Pet, Blanche; Italian greyhound, Mrs E P 
Roberts : Fanny—Black and white, 5 months ; Talian greyhound. 
Ms E P Roberts: Mande—Black and white, 5 months: Italian 
ryyhound, Jt § Henry, Cote Lrilliante; Prank—Black, 1 year : 
mported English retriever. A 1D Stewart: Duke—Orange and 
while, 4 years, imported clnmber spaniel, Winnings : Ist, Toronto, 
1877 ; 1st, Detroit, 1879; lst, Toronto, 1880 ; Special prize at) Mon- 
trou, 1830, 

Class 52. Pugs. A D Stewart: Boh—Fawn, 13 nionths, Dixie, 
Dolly; Cull pedigree; winner of Lat prize, Loronto, 1880; 1st prize 
at Montreal, 1880. 

Closs 58. Mastiffs. Ingene Weward; Lion—Fawn. Mugene 
Haward : Duch Paw. : 
ENTRIES BY THE ST, Loms Kesnen Crun.—the club exhibit, 

Imi do not enter for competition, the following : 
Pomter Dogs—Vauat, Bow, Trap, Druke, Viking. 
Pointer Pilches—Olvtie, Jessamine, Keswick, Jannty, June, Zeal, 

Trinket, Marguerite, Bliss, Judy, Luke Blackburn, Kismet, Spin- 
DWity. 

English Setfera—Count Dick, Stafford, Quoen. 
Trish Setters—Erin IL, Biddy. 

EULL LIST OF THE AWARDS. 
LY. h. ¢., very highly commended ; h. c., highly commended, and 

6., commended, | 
(Maas 1.—First prize, Waddell’s Sleaford. 
Class 2.—Virst prize, Waddell’s Fan, 
Clase 3.—Eintries absent, 
Olass 4.—First prize, A. H. Moore's Ritby. ; 
Class 6.—Pirst prize, Linn's York ; second prize, Labadie’a Rolla ; 

y. h. c., Sunnder’s King Bow; h, ¢., Orgill’s Rockett. : 
Class 6.—First prize, Pepenbrook's Kitty; second prize, A, H, 

Moore's Stella ; vy. h.c., Raly’s Marguerette 11; li. ¢., Judy's Merry. 
Class 7.—First prize; A, H, Moore's Donald; second prize, Pep- 
enbrook’s Santo; v, li, ¢., Waddell’s Joe Bowers; hi. ¢., Kaye's 
Poung Sensation. ; 

Nass 8.—Tirst prize, A. I. Moore's Lady Romp ; second prize, 
Kaye's Sue; y. h. ¢., Page’s Musette ; bh. c., Orgill’s Rue, 

Class 9.—Virst prize. Waddell’s Hamlet; second prize, recom- 
mended, Greenwood's Veto; vy. li, ¢, Saunders Surprise: hi. c., 
Munger'a Davy Crocket. 

Class 10,—Dirst prize, Willard’s Marie Moore; y. hl. c., Wad- 
‘delle Dase; bh. ¢., Schwenk’s Queen. 

Class 11.—A. H. Moore’s Lady Romp. 
Class 12,—Linn’s York, 
Class 13.—Waly's Marguerette. ; 
Class 14.—Virst prize, A. H. Moore's Sensation, 
Class No entries, 
Oluss 16.—First prize, A. H, Moore's Connt Dan; second prize, 

A. Hi. Moore's Rhoderick ; y. h. ¢., Spencer's Duke ; h. ¢.. Spencer's 
Tom, = 

Class 17,—Virsti prize, A, H. Moore's Rosy Morn; sevond prize, 
A. H, Moore's Dashing Model. 

Class 18.—Dirst prize, Timberlake's Grand Duke ; second prize, 
Hennessy’s Daniel the Prophet. A 

_ __ Class 19.—First prize, Bryson’s Peep O'Day : second prize, Kaye's 
Nannie; y, h. c.. Barbom’s Fly ; ¢., Bergundthals Fancy, 

Class 20.—First prize, Waddell’s Penn I; y- h, ¢., Greenwood’s 
Joo; h.c., Heether's Joe. : 

Class 21.—Virst prize, Tennessey'’s Joe Money; v. h, c., Kaye's 
Jetty : lh. ¢., Heether's Zana. 

Olass 22.—A. H, Moore’s Rosy Morn. 
Class 23.—Tirst prize, A. HW. Moore's Borkley. 
Class 24.—Virst: prize, A. H. Moore’s Loo IT, ; 
Claas 25.—Virst prize, Jennelle’s ElehoIL.; second prize, Sackett’s 
ish Ranger; y. h.¢,, Leibftied's Irish Kork; h. ¢., Patterson's 

Thorstein IL; c., Becker's Patrick T, . 
- Ulass| 26.—First prize, Griffith's Vieky ; y. h. ¢., Grilfit’s Venus ; 
i. c., Peck's Blarney ; ¢., Griffith's Mollie. 

_. Class 27.—First prize, Leibfried's Irish Kork : y. h. c., Bramner's 
Red Clond. 

Class 28.—Pirst prize, Farqnharson’s Helen. 
Class 29.—A, H. Moore's Berkley. 
Class 30.—First prize, Toledo Kennel Club's Grouse. 
Class 31.—No entries. 
Ulass 82.—HWirst prize, A. H, Moore's Bol) ; second prize, Toledo 

Kennel Club's Chang; y. b. ¢., Conrade's Shefiley. 
Olasd 33.—Dirst prize, A. H. Moore's Stella ; second prize, Toledo 

" Kemmel Club's Jannary; v.l. e,, A, H. Moore’s Lady Rapid. 
Class 34.—Dirst prize, Willard’: Zeno, 
Class 35.—First prize, Willard’s Julia. 
Class 36.—Toledo Kennel Club's Grouse. 
Class 87.—Hirst priza, Kaye's Pat; second prize, Kaye's Tke, 

di. o., Peck's Fanny, 
Class 38,—No first prize given. 

Begpis. 
Class 39.—Tirst prize, Steismeyer’s Tarr; second prize, Mittel- 

Second prize, Greenwood's 

here's Tooter, 
Class 40.—Virst prize, Toledo Kennel Club’s Rival; second prize, 

Towett's Rocket. 
Class 41.—Tirst prize, Rowett's Rosy ; second prize, Toledo Ken- 

hel Club's Reckless; h. ¢., Rowett’s Louise. 
Class 42,—Virst prize, Lotz’s Prairie Girl ; second prize, Hanghey's 

duel; h. ¢., Hayden's Ponto, 
Class 43.—First prize, Loeffler’s Waldine; y, h, 

Waldmann; h, ¢., Priester’s Erdman. 
Olass 44.—First prize, Turner's Punch. 
Class 45.—TVirst prize, Tipsey IL. 
Closs 46.—Birst prize, Downey's Lass 0’ Gowrie; second prize, 

Downey's Tweed 11.; h. e., Tmner’s Captain, 
Class 47.—Virst prize, Nolun’s Finkey; second prize, Howard's 

Vixen. 
Claas ¢8.—Firat prize, Mus. Caryaran’s Pinkey ; y. h. ¢., Seebach's 
ehty- 

3 Clase 49,—Two first prizes given Blythe's Young Topsy and Hen- 
essey’s Pet, | 

(lass 50.—Firest prize, Hennessey’s Sport. 
Class 61.—First priao, Robertis Pet; v, h. c., Bradluy’s Nellic ; 

i. ¢., Stewart's Duke. 
Glass 52.—First prize, Stewart's Bob. 

‘ Class §3.—First prize, Heward’s Duchess; y, h. ¢., Howard's 
700, 

@, Loeffler's 

a 

NEBRASKA FIELD TRIALS. 

[tai trials closed on Friday, Oct. 1, after the running of 
the all-aged stakes, as the hrace and puppy stakes did not 

fill, there being bul two entriesin each. Tn the all-aged stakes 
were entered the following dogs ; 

Prairie Thistle, J. Davidson, Munroe, Mich.; Prairie 
Ranger and Pride, J. H. Whitman, Chicago, Ill: Judy, Flirt 
and Lizzie Lee, G. Waddington, Geneva, La.; 8t. Elino and 
Romeo, Dr. Spier, Brooklyn, N, Y.; Daw, F. A. Taft, Ded- 
Tits, Mass.; Colonel, Mr. Baum, Lincoln, Neb. 

These dogs wert drawn to van in the following order: 
‘Prairie Thistle and Romeo, 1st heat; Pride and Judy, 24 
heat ; Prairie Ranger and Colonel, 8d heat; Lizzie Lee and 
St. Hlmo, 4th heat; Daw and Flirt, 5th leat. : 

The first brace were put down about two Pp. Mw. on open 
prairie, where they had a fine chance to show their style, 
apeed and quartering. Thistle isa handsome black and white 
dog, rather leggy. Weis by Charm ont of Pearl, resembling 
in form his dam, inheriting her indomitable will. He is very 
fast, ranging wide and quartering his ground well, but was 
not obliged tovun long to convince the judges he was a better 
dog than Romeo, who ran with him. “The scarcity of birds 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

prevented other dogs showing their real field qualities. Only 
three birds were found, Romeo flushing two while Thistle 
pointed staunchly. One, which was shot, he retrieved in 
fine style. His range was bold and fast, his quartering above 
the average, his style on point yery decided. Romeo is un- 
doubtedly a good dog in cover, mt; his range was too cloge 
for the open prairie, his quartering not really good, and he 
had no chance to show his style on puint or retrieving quali- 
ties. The judges decidud Thistle winner of the heat. 

Pride and Judy were called for the second heat. Both are 
medium sized, lemon and white in color and fine coated, and, 
had they dark eyes and nose, would be called handsome. 
These were little brother and sister, born Jan, 1, 1879, by 
Charm out of the native bitch Tip. Birds were very scarce 
and a large find of open prairie was hunted over before any 
were found, Pride at last found and pointed in grand style. 
Jndy backed. This was as fine a piece of work as had heen 
seen, The birds rose yery wild out of range and were not 
shot af, consequently Pride had no chance to retrieve. They 
were down nearly two hours when the judges ofdered them 
up to be put down the following morning, as if was getting 
late. Both Pride and Judy are fast, receiving, I 
think, near the maximum of twenty for speed. 
Their quartering was exceedingly good; both are 
wide and independent-rangers. In style, Pride is the better ; 
in speed, Judy has a trifle the advantage; asa brace they could 
scarcely be beaten. "They are of same size and color, about 
equal in speed and style, are under good subjection, dropping 
instantly to wing or shot, and to fur as well. Although 
neither had eyer seen a jack rabbit, when one started directly 
in front and close to both of them, Pride dropped instanily, 
notwithstanding the rabbit went entirely around him, while 
Judy dropped to word. The judges hizhly complimented 
this, saying they had never seen if, done before, and in their 
experience had scen but few youne dogs that were under 
sufficient conirel not to chase the fresh jack rabbit that started 
near them, : 
The owner of Pride decided before starting out the next 

morning to withdraw him, giving the heat to Judy, they being 
80 nearly equal in all points as yet tested, that: he felt satisfied 
as Pride did not retreive it would be ten points in the former's 
favor and give her the heat; having had them broken to work 
asa brace, Judy only has been allowed to retrieve. Each 
dog was worked by its owner. The next two thab ran to- 
gether were Lizzie Lee, black and white, horn March 15, 
1879, by Druid out of Whitman's Milley (Rob Roy, Daisy), 
hunted by her owner, G. Waddington, and St. Elmo, black, 
white and (an, about four years old, winner of first prize at 
New York trials last fall, owned by Dr. Spier, Brooklyn, 
New York, hunted by Jefferson Cooper, who has worked 
him in the West the present season, These dogs were cast off 
about nine A. M. They went very fast and quartered beanti- 
fully, yet Lizzie’s work was most admired, Birds were found 
by both. St. Elmo unfortunately flushed two, while Lizzie, 
who showed a superior nos, located and pointed staunchly 
her bird. St. Elmo, when going at a rapid rate catching the 
scent of a bird dropped. Lizzie was brought up to back, which 
she did far better than was expected, as she could hardly see 
St. Elmo in the high grass. 

St. Kimo backed staunchly a point made by Lizzie, while 
she afterward backed staunchly a point made by St. Elmo. 
The work of this pair of dogs was worth going a lon& distance 
to see; they are hoth independent workers in fine style. It 
was a very close heat. I think Lizzie’s superior nose, a little 
the best quartering, with extra speed, gave her the heat, 
Were these two worked together for a short time they would 
he very hard to leat. St. Elmo has improved very much 
since he came West. Ma. Waddington felt quite proud to win 
the heat with a pup not nineteen months old oyer an old and 
tried winner. 
The next two then put down were Prairie Ranger, 

owned by J. H. Whitman, hunted by G Waddington. Color, 
white, lemon ears, by Charm, out of Pearl, brother to Thistle, 
born February 15, 1879. Colonel, black and tan, whose 
pedigree and age I did not obtain. He was hunted by 
his owner, Mr. Barnes, of Lincoln, Neb., and was the only 
dog entered from the State whose Sportsman’s club eave the 
trials. Colonel was quite lame with rheumatism in foreter, 
while Ranger was alsolame, haying injured his foot. Ranger 
swung out with fhat courage which is a characteristic of the 
breed, ranzed yery wide, quartered well, had a merry tail 
action, but after rumning over two hours in the heat of the 
day found no birds, consequently had no opportunity to show 
his style on poinf. Colonel did not range nor quarter well, 
but fortunately found and pointed one bird, which being shot 
at, fell a long distance from the owner and was not retrieved. 
Colonel, by breaking in, showed he was anxious to go for it, 
but dropped at command. As he had shown neither su perior 
qualities of ranging, quartering, retrieving or backing, it was 
a surprise to some when the judges gave him the heat, I was 
lad to sce it civen him, for with a lame dog, unfit in his con- 
dition fo run in a trial, he was the only Nebraska Sportsman 
who liad interest enough in the trials to enter a dog. 
The next race was between Daw, a black and tan dog, 4 years 
old, owned by F. A. Taft, of Dedham, Mass., by Don ex Lady. 
He was hunted by his owner; Flint, a white dog, with slight- 
ly ticked liver ears, was owned and hunted by G. W: addins— 
ton. This dog, I think, was about 22 months old, hy Rob, a 
son of Rob Roy and Daisy, out of Fanny, she by Blue Dash 
and a native bitch, 

Daw is « large-sized dog with fine style, carrying his head 
well up, ranging and quartering in good style, showing su- 
perior nose, and considered by the judees und many others 
‘a the most stylish dog on point and back of any that ran. 
Flint I thought fully his equal in all except staunchness in 
backing. Daw stands either at poiut or back with head and 
tail high, often taking his position at either ; he dues not seem 
to move a muscle of his body. Ineyer saw one so staunch. 
Flint's style, both on point and back, is a low, crouching at- 
tifude, with head and tail on # line. Both retrieved well, 
pointed and hacked, etc. This heat was given to Daw, but, like 
the one between St. Elmo and Lizzie Lee,fit was very close. 
Tu the closing decision of the judges, Lizzie Lee won first 
prize, St. Elmo second, Daw third. 

There seemed to he very little interest taken by the differ- 
ent sportsmen’s clubs in Nebraska in these trials. Had it not 
been for J. H. Hurley of Lincoln, Dr. Livingston of Platts 
mouth, and Mr, Kennedy of Omaha, they would have been a 
failure. As it was, great credit, is due these gentlemen for 
their polite and gentlemanly treatment of all who were there 
to participate in the trials. Many of those whose dogs were 
entered will remain for some time in the State working their 
dogs on quail, which are to be found in limited numbers, but 
mostly in groves around farmers’ honses. I am told they 
become more plenty as the weather becomes colder, when 
they are found mostly on banks of the streams which are 
covered with heavy timber, NEBRASKA, 

Another correspondent who was present writes: The 
number of dogs present was small, bul made up in quality 
What it lacked in numbers. Tn the all-yred stakes the dogs, 
as alot, were all first-class. 
They were drawn in braces and rim in heats under the 

National Kennel Club rules with the following resulls : 
SCORE. 

mlm) win | a2; <; 
Si elaliz| a Slels = B\S/e|/Riee £|2/e = = . Ps “ios =i oe i= 

SE ee jaar | Ale By | on 
be |e Me jas pes - J - |e | 

2 |} 2) 4] 0} 4) 6/4 | 2 ms 
Q ) Ww Bri OF) (be Bel ks {DYoown. 
i) | | 4) 0] 5) Sle |a 
O}/19} 8) 4] 5) ob) 5 | 8 
WW) IS) f) 5] 6) Bl 5S |4 | 
85) 18 5 7 fi G) 8 4 | 

be | 10) #) O) 4] 3) 3 Is te |e 
O.it| 4) 4) 5) &) 4 | 372) 10 

16° 18| 3] 7| 6) 6) Sw) 4 | to 
Mint... fl isi dk] #] 5) 5 | 6 | Say] 4 1H) 

This left Thistle, Judy, Lizzic, Colonel and Daw as win- 
ners in the first series of heats. Before the judges had an- 
nounced the scores «ll the parties interested agreed that imas™ 
much as the scarcity of birds would not permit the runnine 
of the second series of heats, the judges should determine the 
first, second and third best dogs from among all that had run 
as above, which resulted as shown by the above score in siy- 
ing first to Lizzie, second to St. Elmo and third to Daw. 

There being only two entries in the Puppy Stakes and one 
in the Brace Stakes, it was decided to return the entrance 
fees and omit those stakes altogether. This ended the first 
field trials in Nebraska ; but we have learned something, and 
next September we will hold another that shallredeem all the 
shortcomings of this one, Bos Wurre, 

- +e 

—In all probability there will he several of the crack Western 
dogs entered for the Eastern field trials. Should this be so 
the competition between Western and Hastern dogs will be wy. 

usually interesting. It has often been said, and absurdly too, 

that Bastern dogs are of no account on the prairies. We will 

now have an opportunity of seeing for the first time Western 
dogs handled on Eastern soil; and one thing is certain, no 

“ duiter” will this year nuse his way to the front. 

Sensarroy.—The Westininster Kennel Club haye entered 
Champion Sensation for the Eastern Field Trials, which are 
to be run on Robin Island next month. In the meantime, 
Mr. 5. T. Hammond, of Springfield, Mass., will giye the 
splendid fellow plemty of work in Maryland. There has been 
a great deal of talk among « certain Glass that Sensation 
was only good to show on fhe bench. Our spartsmen will 
now haye a chance to judge from a practical test—not hear- 
say—whether this is true or not. Wo sincerely trust tle 
dyspeptics may be disappointed. 

‘A Lona Crase.—The grandest runnine on record was 
made by two full-blooded fox-hounds belonging to A. Hi, 
Dobbins and R. E. Beem, of this place, last week. The 
hounds, a bitch and a dog, started a red fox on Friday eyen- 
ing at 7 o'clock, and made a continuous run until Sunday 
morning at 10 o'clock, making thirty-nine hours. The dugs 
started the fox in the northern part of the county, running 
him in a southerly direction about fifteen’ miles, where they 
swam the river, and from that time on they kept on the west 
side of White River. The dogs were in close pursuit of the 
fox on Sunday morning, and it is supposed they caught him. 
Will the Forms’ anp 8rream of New York please tell us 
whose dogs haye beaten this time? The hitch weighs thirty- 
four pounds and is twenty-eight months old, and the dor is 
eighteen months old and weighs forty-five pounds.— 7s 
Democrat, Bloomfield, Ind. 

As it is only occasionally that feats of endurance of this 
kind are dotted down, it is impossible for us to give anything 

like a record of fox-hound running. We will, however, be 

glad to hear from our readers who are interested in the sport, 

and kill all unlicensed dogs expired September 30. 

and no doubt the aboye account will unearth many interest. 
ing answers. 

Tue Boston Dog Law.—The regular season during which 
Mr. Al. Watts, the city dog-catcher, ig authorized to catel 

The pro- 
scription of unlicensed canines begins July 1, and since that 
time Mr. Watts has destroyed 691 dogs. Most of these were 
mongrels, of no value to their owners, if they had any, and a 
curse to the city. hese animals are caught by a net on a 
pole, and some are lassoed. They are conveyed to his re- 
pository and a drop of powerful acid put upon the toucue, 
which causes death in less than ten seconds. Sometimes 
when in pursuit of useless canines he finds a valuable doz 
running at large without his collar, and whenever possible 
he follows the dog to the home of its owuer and notifies him 
that the dog must wear a collar bearine the number of his 
license. No dogs are kept at the repository, but are killed 
at once. These rules are imperative and are not deviated froin, 
Mr. Watts’ services are valuable to the city in more ways 
than one. Thefact that such an officer is employed leads 
everybody who cares for their dog to get a license, and the 
number of licenses in proportion to the number. of dogs is 
larger than ever before. In fact where #1 is paid for destroy- 
ing adog the city gets $20 for licenses. Many complaints 
are brought to Mr. Watts by people who live in a neighbor- 
hood where some dog makes night or day hideous by howling. 
Often he is called to killa dog supposed to be affected with 
madness, and these cases are promptly attended to. He is 
not 4 believer in hydrophobia, regarding it as a myth. He 
says he and his assistants have been bitten many times, bul, 
never have felt any ill effects. In conversing with him nbout 
the canines, he said that the Spitz are going out of favor, and 
are about extinct in this vicinity on account of their treach- 
erous disposition and the prejudice raised by the cry of hydro- 
phobia. There is no law in Boston requiring the exterming- 
tion of cats. Mr. Watts frequently kills cats for parties who 
bring them in, and who desire that no unnecessary cruelty be 
practiced in disposing of them, He also rids bnildings of 
rats, and at one time received an order for 600 rats that must) 
be killed insuch a manner that no hones be broken. They 
were wanted for scientific purposes, and they were furnished 
at short notice. It will thus be seen that the city dog officer 
is a serviceable official, and his work in conipliance with the 
city ordinance is no small undeértaking.— Boston Herald. 

DeEatu By Porsox.—Some scoundrel on Friday Jast gave 
poison to Mr. J. Otis Fellows’ cocker biteb, Little Buttercup, 
and the poor dog is dead. She was an extra fine field dog, 
and when only a puppy, beforeshe was eight months old, had 
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160 ruffed grouse killed over her. 
‘Bailor Boy first prize at Rochester. 

——____>_-# ++ 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Brep.—Gypsy—Hlcho IT, My. G. W. Basstord, of White Plains, 
N. ¥., has sent his red Irish setter bitch Gypsy to Portsmouth, N. 
H., to be bred to Eleho II. Dolly Wildair.—Hornell Cocker Ken- 
nel Club’s Dolly to Wildair, Sept. 16. Mignon—Wildair.—Mr. Eu- 
gene Power's black and white ticked cooker bitch Mignon to Wild- 
air, Sept. 27. Flora-Robin Adair.—Mr. OC, 8. White’s pure liver 
cocker bitch Mora to Hornell Cocker Kennel Club's Robin Adair, 
Oct. 1, Sunshine—Robin Adaiv.—Mr. H. A. Todd’s liver and white 
eocker bitch Sunshine to Robin Adair, Oct. 4 May—Sensation.— 
Westminster Kennel Club's May to Champion Sensation. Pallas- 
Bob.— Westminster Kennel Club's Pallas to Dr. Lyyman’s Bob, 

Names Crammp,—Brun.—Mr. Satterthwaite claims the name of 
Bran for his setter dog puppy, out of Delta by Ray. Meg.—Mr. F, 
Satterthwaite claims the name of Meg for his Irish setter bitch 
puppy out of Maud by Dan, fron the Kennels of Mr, Horace Sils- 
by, Seneca Falls, N.Y. Grip.—Mr, F. Satterthwaite claims the 
name of Grip for his setter dog puppy, out of Nilsson by Druid, 

Ghe Rifle. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

She was a litter sister to. 

Boston, Mass.—Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 14, 15 and 
16, will be gala days at Walnut Hill, The prizes are valuable and 
will attract a large field of riflemen from abroad. The event of the 

week will take place on Friday, when the experts will meet for the 

long-range contest at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, yiz., eight men of 

the celebrated Amatenr Club, of New York, including Messrs. Dr. 
Olark, Rathborn, Weber, Lamb, Fisher, Jewell, Allen and Cobb, 

probably the strongest team that ever visited Massachusetts. They 

will meet eight men of the Massachusetts Rifle Association worthy 

of their steel in Capt. Jackson, J. F, Brown, William Gerrish, J. 8. 

Sumner, H. T. Rockwell, J. H. Gray, J. FY, Rabbeth, Chas. Hin- 
man, Lewis Sanders and N. Washburn, The last two gentlemen 

are reseryes. The range will be open to the public and all yisitors 

will be cordially welcomed. ‘The short-range teams who haye sig- 
nified their intention to be present will also be an attractive feature 

of the seyeral days’ sport, The following is the programme of the 

three days’ contest — 
Team Mateh—Open to’all teams of six from any organized rifle 

association in the United States; Distances, 800, 900 and 1,000 
yards; rounds, fifteen at each distance. 

Short-range Team Match—Open to teams of five from any organ- 
ized rifle association in the United States: Distance, 200 yards ; 
rounds, ten. Entry fee for each team, #5. Prizes, seyenty-tive 
per cent. and twenty-five per cent. of the entry fee. 
Nine-hundred-yard Carton Match—Open to all comers’; distance, 

900 yards ; cartons to count six: rounds, 7. Entry fee, $1; re-en- 
tries permitted, Prizes, a Lord Bury telescope, presented by J, H. 
Steward, London optician to the M. R. A.; Winchester repeating 
rifle, model 1873; revolver, 38 caliber, full plated and engraved, 
presented by H. Tyler, Esq.; opera glass, first quality, Lemair, and 
cash prizes amounting to $44. 
Tio-hundred yard (Creedmoor) Match—Open to all comers ; dis- 

tance, 200 yards; rounds, 7 ; military rifles allowed one point; ties 
between military and sporting rifles decided by inverse order of 
shots. Entry fee, $1; re-entries permitted. Prizes, Winchester 
repeating rifle, model, 1873; telescope, first quality, twenty-two 
lignes; opera glass ; tilting water pitcher, triple plate and chased ; 
fruit dish, and cash prizes amounting to $98, 
Two-hundred-yard (Massachusetts target) Match-—Open to all 

comers; distance, 200 yards ; rounds, seven ; military rifles allowed 
three points ; ties between military and sporting rifles decided by 
inverse order of shots. Entry fee, 1; re-entries permitted. 
Prizes, Winchester repeating rifle, model 1878; telescope, first 
quality, twenty-two lignes; field glass, twenty-two lignes; ice 
pitcher, triple plate and engrayed; one dozen Al table forks, and 
cash prizes aggregating 323. 
All competitions are subject to the rules of the Massachusetts 

Rifle Association. No challenge of shots will be permitted, except 
at the diseretion of the executiye officer. No sighting shots al- 
lowed, The individual matches (3, 4 and 5) will be opened on the 
first day and continue open till the close of the meeting, except 
when the targets may be required for the team matches, The 
range will he opened each day at 9 o'clock, and scoring in indi- 
vidual matches will begin and close at the discretion of the execu- 
tive ofticer. 

Boston, Oct. 6.—The Medford Rifle Association's fall meeting 
opened on the Belleyue Range to-day with 168 entries. In three 

scores of seven shots each Mr, HE. F. Richardson and Mr, Charles 

each seored 102 out of a possible 105 points “‘ Creedmoor count,” 

The scores are a8 follows : 
E. F. Richardson.......- 55.5 5 4555555 45455 5 5-102 
W. Gharles...,.-.- 5555 6 4555555 5455554 102 
G. BR. Blisworth... 454 § 6445455 555455 4-99 
H. Kimball....... 445 6 4445555 44445 55— 98 

F, Lestor.,.,---++. 455 4 556444 555544 4— 96 

A.W, Webh,..---- f445 456684445 544454 5-95 
C. H. Russeil.........--- h4645 45545544 554554495 

Total 
“A, J. GTAENE: -.. ect eee ere es y 32 30 94 
F, Hollis. .:......--.- x; a1 $1 94 
Dr. BE. §&. Knight..... 31 81 98. 
Dr. Hiten¥oek. ...: 31 30 92 
J. Mastmali......---+ 81 30 92 
J. WAWards.....,..+-- 80 99 91 
W. dJacobs....-,-1+++ 30 30 Dal 

GC. D, Harrison, .+.-- 30 29 90) 
H. Severaneé.....+.. ad 29 90 
W. Lewis 39 29 90 
J. Ri Teele... -2+--- 30 29 89 
A.B, Archer......- 30 29 89 
R. Sherman, .-.. 20 29 88 

H. Withington, . 20 29 88 
A LOCKE a? fcc ts 26 6 80 

Boston, Mass., Oct. 6.—The 2ist competition m the regular long 

runge match took place af Walnut Hill range to-day with nine en- 

entries. The leading scores resulting as follows : 

5—Tt 
5-71 
5—T0—212 

4 
i 5 
6 5365555 

2198) 0, EY YAOI oe bs ope 199 
ihcabhemeeestas 

8, Lewis... 
J, Fitzroy...-- 

Boston, Mass., Oct. 9.—The regular short-range match took 

place on the Walnut Hill Range, this afternoon, with the following 
acores. Creedmoor Match, 200 yards : 
C,G., SOWA. J. ssye- shes -- 2s --- geeeet HY FW DS BH 4-4 
J.B. POMOWS. cc cam cece ceeeeeternvmsee 4 5 t 4 4 4 5 5 5 saad 
J, Nichols a stem Gh 4d t 4 5b 5 gf Fe 
J, Borden Sinties tenes fifewtistaaeyigeete Hp 2 Hh dw a a a as 
OC, TH. Butebronk. 64656 4% 4 4 5 S41 
TRTAS MUP Ls oy Ase eee Wee toucuele 4234 8 4 4 4-35 

Masgavhusetts Match, 200 yarda: 

CG, B. Souther... ss. el0 20 22) dd 10 at F2 oh a) t1—I07 
de Nichols He sae ® 10 11 10 41 J! 11 1 10 10-104 
J, B. PeUOWS, veces 58 LOI hs Seite oe Lee Sloe 

Campnn, N. J., Oot 7.—Third off-hand individual match ; open to 
everyybody ; rifle, amy ; 100, 200 and 310 yards; fiye shots at each. 
Re-oniries allowed, bub only the highest score to count. Competi_ 
tors Shouting with military rifles as such, will receive an allowance 

of one point at Gach distance (total 3 points), Not less than ten 

entries to constitute a match, Prize—To the competitor malting 

the highest aggregate seore of two competitions participated in ont 
of the three, a short-range rifle ; 

First Competition. 

100 yds, 200 yds. 800 yds. ‘Total 
23 24 i Major KE, O, Shakespeare, M. D....., 21 6S 

chp ee ON pet, 28) 22 21 68 
Capt. W. De Y. Woulkel..... f...2.5 | 8 21 21 65 

Second Competition. 

Major BH. O. Sliakespeare, M,D...... 24 oF 20 67 
EGNOS OE ie pet Nach pele eeie de ear stelle pas 24 21 69 
Capt. W. De-V Foulke..........-...4 24 23 22, 69 

Third Competition. 

Major E..O. Shakespeare, M. D.....- 2 25 uw TE 
GeorPaxse)s \ salu ern aideceonezos vx yo 21 UT 
Capt W. De VY. Foulke,............. 2 21 22 67 

Total Avgregaute of Two Best Scores. 

.. 141 Winner, 
“ohn see LBT 

Poe ee a berry eee er 146 

Dr, M. Price, J. Price, Major Jos, H. Burroughs and Dr. George 

Dixon all competed in this mateh, but retired before the close, 
The second day of the ineating opened with a large attendance, 

Messrs. Charles and Richardson still continuing to make large 
scores, and winning the two first prizes. The prize winners and 

prizes, together with the three boxt scores counting as one contin- 
mous score, are as follows in their order nemed ; 
W. Charles.,.........-55555575 45505555 6575655504 
E. F. Richardson §56H505 4h#b5555 4555 5 5 5—103 
H, Kimball... 455555 5445 5 55 44 5100 
G. BF. Wiswort 4545655 545d455 5 45 4— 09 
OC, D. Harrison. S44 545 FFG4445 5 44 £— 96 
©. H. Russell t4 6465 5445554 S54 G4 4— 96 
L. W. Farra HPHd ed 5 Ht AGA 4H FA44544 4 — 95 
F. Hollis... A4dHP445 5545454 445445 5-95 
A. W. Webb. DL4GH 554 5654445 54445 4 5S 95 
H. Severance... Ah4ARd HS 5444545 4554544- 
W.. Jacobs... Hh 4554 F545 4445 4454554 94 
A..d. Creen..... “$556 445 4555454 5444544 94 
N. W. Arnold 4454455 4545445 545444593 
7. Hastman........ eiG dG thd 5445454 45545 44-98 
pr. E. 8. Knignt...,.... 44570 644 454 55d4 FH44544— 93 
Wy Despers.teie ss liss- 242 F4ASH4L HHHHAXAL 444454 4— 93 
Dr. E. B. Hitcheovk...,. 4455454 4554445 4444455 - 92 
J. Hdwards.... Ht hd 565 4544454 54543 45 — 92 

Bruizasern, N. J., Oct. 2“—Match for military rifle; distance 200 

yards + 
Pe eh op ES of BS pee Pe eS 656 54444 4 243 
RB. ; 44445 53 FD 3-42 
Tt. 444% 4 4 4 5 442 
P. 4545 3543 4-39 
Vv 8343 44 0 4 4 4-33 

New Oneans vs. Denyur.—The much spoken of and anxiously 
expected match by telegraph, between a picked team of riflemen of 

New Orleans and a team of the Deuyer (Colorado) Rifle Club, was 

shot Oct. 3. 
The weather was against the representatives of New Orleans, for 

all the time they were shooting the sky was heavy with elouds, the 

wind shifting, though not very high, aud there were frequent show- 
ers of rain. . The men did their best, however, and the score, under 

the circumstances, is a good one. 
The New Orleans team was to shoot between noon and sundown, 

and at 12:55 the first man (Guerin) was'called to position at 200 yds. 

Previous to this, howeyer, Gen. John Glynn and Col, W. 'T. Vau- 

dry, representing the Denyer team, had inspected the targets, meas- 

ured the distance and attended to all the preliminary details, 
Capt. Dudley Selph, captain of the New Orleans team, suggested 

to the representatives of the Denyer riflemen that time could be 
gained by allowing two men to take position and shoot alternately. 
Gen. Glynn and Col, Vaudry accepted the suggestion, and Miller, 
the second man on the list, was called up. 

Guerin aimed and fired, and the red disk was shown at the target, 
and, as some one remarked, “That is good for a start.” er 
fired and made 3. The figure was a dampener as a beginning for 
him, as he was expected to do better ; but he was generally credited 
with nerve, and confidence in him was not lost. After firing five 
shots, Guerin and Miller gaye way to Sporl and Watson, and thus 
it went on down until all fhe men on the team had made one-third 
of their score, and the roll was then again gone down, 

For a time, as the shooting progressed, every one was confident 
that an average of four would be made, but a couple of threes in 
succession by Watson and Gerties soon lessened the feeling of cer- 
tainty ; and when on the last round Pranklin’s gun gave ont, and 
he was compelled to take another, all hopes of four all around 
were lost. 

Franklin had been making four and five straight slong, and 
when on his eleventh shot he made but two, every one knew that 
something was wrong. He tried the gun once again, and the 
scorer showed up three, and then he gave it up, and submitted bis 
un to the inspection of Capt. Selph and the Denver representa- 
Tae Tt was found that the lock was out of order, and that the 
trigger from a six-pound pull had fallen to a hair pull, and conld 
not he fixed. 
Under the rules he was authorized to use another gun, and com- 

pelled to commence the round over. He had been nsing a Rem- 
ington rifle, and he replaced it with a Springfield, but as Spring- 
field cartridges were not at hand, he attempted to use the Reming- 
ton shells. The result of the first shot was a goose egg, the next 
was but 3, the next a goose egg, and then the cartridges were 
changed, and in his next two shots Franklin made 8. 
By the accident certainly 8, and possibly 12 points were lost to the 

New Orleans team, 
The official score of the shoot stood as follows : 

4 

We Oe Or Ce fa ae ee coy gp He ite fem OD ty ON ihe HH i CO oy eye 09 I OT ON 22 or pee He ty OD He ee pe Fe ae OS ey ta joe mH ae aT He pe ee ie oe HH HO se me Ry de ee HR ee Wey He cio We fie ye ESD St He OO a fF ff Ce HS Gy eH Se 

Doth eee ey WR Sa ap Scan ee ee Be eg SSS ees) 

A dispatch was then receiyed from the Denver team saying : “We 
have shot, and made a total of 589.7 This would tie the score, and 
until full particulars were receiyed it was impoxsible to tell which 
of the teams had won the match. 
From Denver then came the full scoré in the following dispateh: 
Denyer, Co)., Oct, 4.—The members of the Denyer Rifis Club 

shot at their range in West Denver, the terms beine 15 
200 yards off-hand. ‘The rifles used for the eee ee Shapes 
1878 model, military rifles, adapted to government ammunitio: 
sight and trigger, pull six pounds and over. vi s the 
seore made by the club ; : Ei pane DEMsner ie adie 
Pa Cee M GOVE 28 fe others Seas $4 4 d0d55 4 4 4 ‘ 
RS. Rochet,... 2... SpURC Ne Sere ASP cat ben aan R. M. Seindlé. 2227122222. 84444543 4 5 9 4 § door A. Peterson,...... R424 5444444 5 4 438 Win, Anderson. 64 545 45 456 £ 3 & 4 585 J, M. Anderson. B4a¢444 4448 4 4 5 dest 
Geo. W. Lower Ade dee ed Spee al a Jos, W. Lower sd 38444344 5 8 4 4 RFE J. G, Anderso: B45446545 4 34 4 4 3 79 J, P. Lower... $8 S494 God Ad 4 aoa dog 

otal. ......... g 
By a comparison of this score with that of the New Orleans ef 

it will be seén that the home team win under the aiae Tack 
team scored two goose eggs, und honors are ¢ven on that seore: 
but the Denyer team scores three twos, while Now Orleans have 
but two to their credit, and, therefore, are the yictors. 

‘The Denyer men, taking it to be a perfect tie, telegraphed ; 
Denver, Col., Oct. 4.—The rifle match beings tie, and individual 

scores being unknown, Denyer will shoot oyer again on the tenth 
instant if agreeable, 7 Wa. Anns. 
Manmorig Reve GatLeny—Bosion, October 8.—The regular 

monthly prize rifle maach for October has opened with some very 
fine shooting for sv early in the month, and promises some yery 
lurge scores before the month is oyer, The gallery has been well 
filled dusing the week with riflemen and their friends, and many of 
the contestants have not finished their fiye scores as yet, ‘The fol- 
lowing are the leading competitors, with their scores to date, rank- 
ing in the order named, in the Inaugural Rifle Match, 50 yards 
rounds 8, possible 40 + five scores to win, or possible 200 : ' ; 
Geo: Dy HOs0n, ooce sce. ae Spar 36 $6 36 86 3T—18 A.C; Goodspeed... i So caer meta 
eee = es Beaded gcc 35 #8 36 35—174 
Jhas. B. mson...,- 34 36 85 85—173 
See Picsea ef fl 35° 3b S5—178 

. ©. Sawyer. .... at 35 85 35-178 
J. F. Witherell,.......... B24 84 34 BR OTL 
ad AE Rs pieleyew es go des eee ace tit tee 34 34 84 34-170 eae Viereesessiretsecser er ese st cee esibeee 38 34 84 B84 34189 
Se LOW weelayern's hjetvis wns On ee nig du Face Sete RTL “Ho 88 33 83 34166 
PRAY cin buen ane am ITE Bs (32°38 33 38 83463 
Massacnuserts—Gardner, Ovl, 9.—TVhe rifle elnb did not send a 

team to Medford this week, and it is a little doubtful if they do to 
Walnut Hill next week. The following scores were made at Hack- 
metack Range at a recent shoot by members of the Gurdner Rifle 
Club; distance, 200 yards off hand, two scores of ten shota each 
using the inch ring and Creedmour targat combined : 

rent wre, ‘Totals 
Abas E SULTRY on 4 ome Aaig: son maseree Key) i me rar 
F.E. Niciiols. .. 80 AT 72 48 161. 93 G. F. Ellsworth... 43 82 dd 159 BT 
A, Matthews,...-.... ML 7S 45 148 59 
F, Knowlton........ 44 6 48 144 ST 
8. H. Pierce... .. 43 7 4g 144 86 
L. S&S. Walker. 44 7a 48 189 87 
J, E, Newton 42, 7h da 1G SH 
Win. Austin, 43 64 42 129 By 
Chas, Shumwiy. . ae eon BS 42 11s’ $3 
GAC AROGAOlee Man App ee 3) 49 42 69 6&1 
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SCHUETZEN NOTES. 

Hopoxrn, N. 7., Oct,, 1880, 

At the annual meeting of the Jersoy Schuetzen Corps, held at 
at their headquarters Oct. 6, the members uppeared in full force: 

and after the usual business was transacted, the reports of the 

secretaries and treasurer were read and accepted by the corps 
with great enthusiasm, ‘The election of officers was then in order 

and the following named were then elected by acclamation for the 
coming year: A. B. Hardekopf, Captain; A. Appel, Recording Sec- 

retary; W. Schumann, Jr., Financial Secretary ; P. Hansen, Treas 
urer; J. Gleistein, Trustee; F. A. W. Schlesier, Speaker ; Hy 
Oehl, First Shooting Master; J. Dehnke, Second Shooting Master, 
New candidates were proposed and referred to the nsual commit- 

tee. AL 

New York Scuvusrzen Cones. —The regular monthly meeting of 
the New York Schuetzen Corps was held last ‘Thursday evening, 
Oct. 7. The general expression of opinion showed that the corps 

were well pleased with their trip to Shrewsbury, and so much did 

they enjoy that excursion that it is probable that Shreysbury will 
be selected for another similar visit. 

The annual ball of the corps will be given about the firat of Do- 

cember. 

Archery. 

Onrrant ARCHERS.—Third annual meeting of the Oritani Archera, 
Hackensack, N. J., Oct. 6; 

Single York Round—C, De R. Moore, score 212, champion gold 

medal; C. OC. Moore, 147, half-dozen prize arrows ; Robert Lavw- 

rence, 116, target facing ; O. De R, Moore, most golda, avare hook. 

Single Columbia Round—Myrg. W. Holberton, 174, split-baniboo 

bow, presented by Messrs. Conroy, Bissett and Malleson; Miss A. 
Yan Buskirk, 151, half-dozen prize arrows ; Miss 8, (, Hopper, 82, 

hilver archery pin, presented by W. Holbertun, 

Consolation Match; 48 arrows, 40 yards—W. Holberton, 185, 

half-dozen fine arrows; Dr..J. Hopper, 109, beef\yood bow, pre- 

sented by W. Holberton ; J. J. Berry, 92, score book ; Irving Wood, 
69, subscription to Forms? anp Srream, presented by I, and 6. 

Publishing Company. 

Consolation Match ; 48 arrows, 30 yards—Miss B. Hopper, 117, 
Igncewood bow ; Miss N. Beck, 72, half dozen, fine arrows ; Mrs. J. 

J. Berry, 18, Ford’s ‘' Work on Archery.” 
Tryna Woop, Sec, W. Hoxserton, Pres. 

New York ys, Newark.— Newark, iN. J. Oct. 1 : 
NEW YORK ARCHERY GOLUB. 

Columbia Ronnd. 

Slyds. 40 yds. 30 yds. Total, 
Ei eS: Sa) "i Ae et Be 

Mrs. Dr. De Luna -:.:-:-- Boys. “ibs BA "21 757 “es” Tho 
Niss E. T. Morton is & 3) mw 23 143 Gf 308 
Miss L. R. Hill............ 5 28 Bird fe! awe =aR BS 
Mrs, J. W-. Auten, Jr..... 3 15 6) 38. di “Bel 30 30 

fatale: ty ele 9 180 30 174 67 310 isn Gon 
American Round, 

Dr. A. B. De Luna.;--:... 144 60 & TW 2 oo oO g28 
A > = m9 622 61048) s6G6 TT UD 

85 22 120 30 148 69 984 
59 19 85 18 100 62 Yay 

Pol. ...,-.e-es-re0eze; 65 26% 7 100 50d 252 ip ey 
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THE TOXOPHTATE (Newurk), 
Columbla Rounr 

Miss M, Paliner... A0 18 82 any Ta 40 QT 
Miss A. H, Gibbes 58 1b 65 4 112 b4 238 
Miss L. H. Spence 4 15 49 BL 123 45 18 
Miss M. Cartar,,. 20 14 60 14 68 o4 148 

Tot, c.ceyeeererces--e dl 179 «6B OORT STB BSH 
American Round. 

Ugh tLe ges ewneeso ceed 93 «99 16 
a Tota lan ere cle cate dowels 18 «6460 26 
A. Hi. Gibbes.....-.. 810 “48= 19 
T. F. Baldwin....-- oF 4S § Y5 

Motal? 2 j-.<. 03 Toe 72 280 Rb 

Grand total >; New York Archery Club .. 
The Toxophollte........... le 

Onrcago Anpap.—Curcaco, Mol. 8. We haye some modest arch- 

ers in this city, gentlemen who are making fine scores, yet dislike 

to see themselyes thus eredited through the columns of papers. 

The following score, made a few days since in the presence of sey- 

eral interested spectators, speaks for itself and reflects great credit 
on the archer who accomplished it. Single York Round :— 

Yards. Hits. Score. 
100 52 204 
80 46 262 
60 24 146 

Tstalt Weer 122 612 
When we hear of this being beaten we will try again for Chicago 

J. A, LL, 
tt —_. 

—Use Hop Bitters once and you will use no other medicine. 

Test it. 

Cricket. 

ENGLISHMEN ys. AMERICANS. 

HE initial match played under the auspices of the Cricketer’: 
Association of the United States, between American and 

English resident players of America, selected from the members of 

those elubs belonging to the Association, was played at Nicetown, 

Pa., on Oct, 6 and 7, and resulted in a draw. Heretofore this in- 

teresting match has been played at intervals during the last twenty- 
three years, the teams being selected by cliques of those most in- 

terested in the game at the time, and in consequence they have not 

heen thoroughly representative. On this occasion, however, both 

teams may be considered as haying fairly put forth the strength of 

each nation, The English twelve contained six amateurs and six 

professionals ; the former were W. 8. Patterson, of the Cambridge 

University eleven of 1878; Kessler, who fielded so well in the 

Canada-United States match ; two of the brothers Hargrave, ‘ Old 

Nelly” Pearson, the ex-professional of the Philadelphia Club, and 

Moran, the all-ronnd expert and ‘‘ How's that” of the St, George 

Club. Unfortunately, Cross could not leaye his business, so Giles, 
Si., took his place, being one of the six pros. The other five were 

good ones, and Hngland eame to the front with the strongest team 

ever presented in a match of this character. We cannot say & 

much for the American side ; true it was first-class, but the tive 

Thayers, on whom we hang onr faith, could not get away from col 

lege, and their places were filled by Messrs. Caldwell and Morris, 

also fine players. While waiting for the bell to ring to clear the 

grounds, we had a friendly post-mortem conyerse with Ma. G, M. 

Newhall, the Captain of the Americans, about the match we saw 

him play in twenty-two years ago, when he was but a lad of 

He was then one of the American eighteen who played against 

leven Englishmen of New York and Philadelphia, on the Camden 

grounds, and the only one on either side who had played interna- 

tionally over two decades ago—'snch is life.” In olden times all 

conteate of this kind were regarded with deep interest. The Eng- 
Jishman then had the call and numerical odds, such as sides of 

eighteen and fifteon were pitted against them; but of late years 

Young America lias picked up 50 grandly that the match has 1e- 

solved itself into one that is contested on eyen terms. 

The morning was charming in the extreme, and the soft, mellow 

light of the autumn san mide it the perfection of a cricketing day. 

The wicket, usually so good, was soft.and spongy, and the ball cut 

tip and bumped badly as the day wore on. Bleyen o’elock was the 

hour wnnounced for the start, but a half hon was wasted by the 

Britishers in selecting a captain, then the word was passed around 

the ying that Pearson was the chief and had been lucky in the toss. 

Byery one expected to see the Americans take the field, but they 

were sent to the bat, and when their opponents turned up they did 

go with a baker's dozen. A roar of Janghter announced this mistake, 

and Gregg of the Girards, the old man, was consoled with the office 

of empire, a position he proyed himself utterly unfit to fill. The 

factory whistles and farm horns were sounding for twelve o'clock 

when G. Newhall and Morris went to the wickets opposed by tho 

bowling of Lane (left medium round) club-houge end, and Brom- 

head (alow round) lower end, ‘The field, in the opening over, was 

placed as follows: Joe Hargrave, at the wicket; Kessler, point; 
Patterson, cover point; Giles, short leg; Smith, long leg ; Moeran, 

inid-on ; Tyus, straight drive ; Brooks, long off ; T. Hargrave, slip; 

Bromhead, third man, and Pearson, long slip. On Lane’s fourth 

delivery, G. Newhall was missed by Kessler at point, and in the 

next over trom the same bowler was given ont leg before. This bad 

start was followed by still worse Inck, and it was nof until R. New- 

hall and Law got together that the score increased. The former, 

after making seyeral boundary hits to Jeg and the on, departed with 

adozen, Law then settled down to what resulted in the largest in- 

dividual score of the match. During his stay he say cight of his 

companions out, and his 54, which was made up of eleyen 9's, fwo 

2s and singles, was an exhibition of good all-round ericket, com- 

bining grand defence and fine hard hitting, including one slice of 

luck when he had make 11, ‘Clark, the next highest scorer, played 

well for his fifteen, and with the last man out the tens showed two 

less than a hundred. The fielding during the innings was by no 

means first-class, but of the fiye that handled the ball, Lane's mag- 

nificent howling more than counterbalanced the poor support, as 

the analysis will show. "Total 98. 

Bromhead and Brooks, at a quarter to four p. at, took their places 

at the wickets, faced by the bowling of Clark (fast round), lower, 

and Brewster (slow round), upper end. The field at the opening 

was placed as follows; Van Renssalear at the wicket, Brewster, 

point; Caldwell, cover point; C. Newhall, slip; R. Hargrave, long 

slip; Law, mid off; D. Newhall, deep long off; Morris, mid on; 

G. Newhall, draw; Moore, short leg, and R. Newhall, long leg. 

Bromhead began ati vnce a yery free innings, and had quickly se- 

cured 9, when he skyed one from the slow bowler to deep square 

leg, which, thongh badly judged, was finely held by Dan Newhall. 

Smith followed, and with the score at 15, C. Newhall (fast round) 

supplanted Clark, The new comer at once showed splendid form, 

and commenced to score rapidly. Brooks, howeyer, in hitting the 

slow bowler to leg was beautifully caught low down by Moore at 
draw—Tyers came neéxt, and both batsmen troubled the scorers 

until $1 was up, when D. Newhall relieved Brewster. ins con- 
tinued to come, although Moove dropped an easy one from Smith, 

off GC. Newhall, when the batsmen had contributed 15, When the 

score had inereased ten runs Law was handed the ball by C, New: 

hall, and Brewster resumed at D, Newhall’s end. When time 

was called at five p.m. the total stood at 45, of which Smith had 

assisted with 16 and Tyers with 18. Both innings, however. con 

tained a slice or two of luck. 
The fielding of the American team wad by no means up to the 

mark, and the bowling, with the exception of Law'r, bad. 

SECOND DAYS PLAY, 

On resuming on Thursday at twenty minutes to 11 A. m., Smith 

and Tyers, the two not outs of the previous evening, resumed their 

places at the wickets. The former hed already secured 16 and the 

latter 18. Law opened the bowling from the upper end and sent 
down a maiden to Tyers, and Brewster followed. ‘Tyers was 

bowled by Lay, his score marked with two 3's, two 2's and singles, 

W. S. Patterson, of the Cambridge University team of 1878, joined 
Smith. Lavw’s sixth over was a gen), but Smith defended his wick- 
et finely, Patterson drove the slow bowler for 1, Smith lifted him 

to the boundary at long off for 3, and each batsman added a single. 

With the score at 57, D. Newhall relieyed Brewster, and in his sec- 
ond oyer tempted Smith to let out at a Yorker, which went straight 
to Law's hands at mid-off. His score of 27 was obtained in the 
best professional style, and contained four 3's and singles. The 

yeteran Joe Hargrave partnered the Cantab, and the latter got 

Lay beantifully to forward square leg for a triplet. The fielding 

thus far had been a great improvement on that of the first day, and 
Lany particularly was bowling in grand form ; nor was the batting 

at all behind, Patterson handling the willow in such a manner as 

to call forth much deserved applause, his late cutting being clean 

and well placed, At 69 Clark supplanted Law, and Patterson cut 

him prettily through the slips to the boundary, In his next over 
J. Hargrave bit across at a straight one, and his middle stump 

turned a somersault. Tom Hargrave followed, and the score slowly 

advanced. When Patterson had secured 16 Van Remssalear missed 

him at the wicket off Clark, but ayenged himself after the batsman 

had added 1 more to his score, by stumping him finely off the slow 

bowler. Patterson’s stay at the wicket had been productive of 17 

rung, obtained by very pretty cricket, Kessler joined T, Hargraye, 

and the latter was at once sharply caught behind the wicket by 
Van Renssalear, off Clark, J. Pearson partnered the Staten Island 

favorite, who ‘‘brought down the house” by hitting the slow 

bowler over the vopes at square leg for 4. Brewster then took D, 
Newhall’s end, and C. Newhall went on in place of Clark. ‘The 

former only sent down one oyer, when D. Newhall resumed with 

the ball. Both batsmen got the slow bowler to leg for 3 each, and 
90 was on the board. ©. Newhall changed ends, and Pearson 

poked the ball into Caldwell’s hands at forward square leg. Maoe- 
ran filled the vacancy, and drove the last ball of the over for a 

single, thus bringing the score up to a tie with the Americans’ in- 

nings. Kessler added two singles, and three figures were posted. 

Qlark then took the upper end, and Moeran in attempting to drive 
him got under the ball and skyed it over the bowler's head, where 

it was grandly taken by Moore, who had to run thirty yards to get 
it. Giles came next, and Kessler got both bowlers finely to leg for 
a3 anda2. At 109 Law relieved Clark; but runs continued to 

some, Kessler hitting freely to all parts of the field and Giles 

showing fine defence. Ati last, howeyer, the former was too late 

for a ripper from Law, and retired with the good score of 26, which 
sontained one 4, four 3's, two 2’8 and singles, all obtained by fine 

tricket. Lane, the last man, joined the New York professional, 

and a cheer announced his run out the next ball, leaying Giles not 
out 4, the general play being a grand all-round display. Total, 120, 

Play was resumed at fifteen minutes to two Pp. m., George and 
Charles Newhall at the bat, opposed by the bowling of Lane upper 

and Bromhead lower end. The former opened the score book by 
driving Lane finely to the off for three. Bromhead followed with 
a maiden, and ©. Newhall got Lane to the off for a single. Brom- 

head sent down another maiden, and G. Newhall’s middle stump 

fell to Lane's third delivery in the next over. Moore followed and 

just escaped his predecessor’s fate. The next ball from Bromhead 
took G. Newhall’s wicket, and a groan went up from the grand 
stand that was echoed around the ground, Law filled the yacanoy, 
only to be bowled the first ball. Brewster followed snit. This was 
a slaughter of the innocents, and the English stack went booming. 
R. Newhall went to the wicket im deathlike silence, but aronsed a 

cheer that might haye been heard in Germantown by hitting Brom- 
head to leg for 4. Moore then cut Lane to the ropes for a 3, and 
R. Newhall whacked him to leg for # couple. The stand of the in- 

nings now took place ; runs came fast and furious, and the tins 

showed 20 up. Six minutes later they were changed for 30, when 
Smith took Bromhead’s end. Bromhead then gaye R. Newhall a 

life by missing him badly at deep on-field off the new bowler. In 
Lane's next over R, Newhull hit him to long leg for 3, and placed 
the other bowler to same place for a single. Although the score 
kept increasing, the fielding was in all respects first class, Giles 
being very nippy, and Tyers at cover point especially distinguish- 
ing himself. It was not util the score had reached 44 that R. 
Newhall fell a yictim toa rattling catch by Patterson at deep square 
leg, off Smith, after playing a rattling innings of 24, made up of 

one 4, one 3, fonr 2's and singles, Clark joined Moore, and aa 

Lane's eleventh over yielded six runs, 50 was up, In Smith's next, 
however, Moore wis disposed of in the same manner as R. Newhall, 
after hitting hard for his score of 19, which contained three 3's, 
one Zand singles. I. Hargruye followed, and Smith got Clark’s 
middie stump, Caldwell, the new comer, and his partner each 
added a single, when the former hit the ball Ito Moeran’s hands 
at mid-on, 1. Newhall joined R. Hargrave, and after gettmg two 
singles T. Hargrave relieved Lane. D, Newhall drove Smith for 4 
couple, and R, Hargrave snicked a slow one from 'l. Hargrave to 
Bromhead at slip, Morris, the eleventh man, went to the yacant 
wicket, and D, Newhall hit T. Hargraye to the ropes at long on for 

8, and Smith to long leg for same figure. Both batsmen began 

. 

batting freely and well, punishing Smith badly to leg, and a dozen 
runs were added to the score before Smith got in on Morris’ wicket. 
Van Renssalear came last, and Lane went on at the lower end, vice 
Smith, The neweomer hit Lane to the off for 3, D, Newhall to the 

same place for a couple, and then placed him to draw for a single. 

At 84 Bromhead took the ball trom T. Hargrave, and with two 

more added to the score Van Renssalear succumbed to Lane, leay- 

ing D, Newhall to carry his bat for an excellent innings of 20, in 

which there were three 3s, two 2's and singles. Total, 36. 
This left the Englishmen but 65 to make to win, but as there was 

was only fifteen minutes before calling time at five o'clock, it was 

agreed to prolong the game a quarter of an hour longer. Brom- 
head and Lane went first to the bat, against the bowling of Law 

and ©, Newhall, without scoring. Lane hit the ball to Brewster at 

mid-on. Moeran came next, and after Bromhead had contributed 

for the former fell to a shooter from ©. Newhall. Brooks followed 

and Law bowled Bromhead with a ripper. Smith joined Brooks 

and played Law’s first ball on the wicket. Pearson filled the ya- 

cancy as the sun sank behind the woods, making the light very 
gray and difficult to playin, Brooks then got C. Newhall to long 

leg for 3, and Pearson droye him to the ropes for a like amount. 

The chéers from the English clique were deafening, but changed 

into a howl of dismay as Lay upset Pearson’s stumps the next 

over. The excitement became intense as Tyers partnered Brooks. 

ive runs more were added to the score, when time was called and 

the match ended in a draiy. In eyery respect the finish was an 

exact counterpart of the Canadian match, and the rapid dropping 

of the Englishmen’s wickets can be attributed solely to the fact 
thatit is impossible to play cricket in the dark. Snbjoined is the 

full score : 
AMERICANS. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
G M Newhall (Young America), 

Lb-w, bane. 2, .4.-,¢52+- O} bilianeyye sora op eee 3 
Dr C@ Morris (Merion), run 

OUP EE Sats cai i aap Bacnats Ds Brini Sees secs sapere eels) ae 9 
J RK Moore (Staten Isiand), 

JeibpieGl, Pahoa oh acrator 6 e Patterson, b Smith ...... .. 19 
RS Newhall (Young America), 

Pelee’ a grad teres le oa ¢ Patterson, b Smith. ........ 24 
S Law (Merion), run out.§.,. 54 b Bromhead..........--..... a 
R Hargrave (Girard), b 

SEOs yee staat ese ¢ Bromhead, b T Hargraye., 1 
CA Newhall (Young America), 
Bolan ere tata rd de 0 b Bromhead..............-. 1 

EW Clarke<Young America), 
¢ Moeran, b Lane.:....... SIGS Watfebi atthe oe pee ee 0 

DS Newhall (Young America), 
b Bromhead.........----. QT) noteont: out p22 essa wera es 30 

F BE Brewster (Germantown), 
lbw, b Lane...-...-.... ve Leebiianes 92. See ee aes 1 

BN Caldwell (Young Ameri- 
Ga ADeOTLG anf eat rae 0 oc Moeran, b Smith.......... ¢ «kl 

A Van Renssalear (Young 
America), not out......... Osi Lands veces e anise at Oo 

Byes, 2; leg byes, 1; no 
Byeg aor egy ele cece ye ele GOPEL IBIS fern: Pte nck S ieeses 4 

TOG SS Se loe ers oseceecpalsieiees_ = CEP UM tinge eee baddtsrs tS 86 
ENGLISHMEN. 

| First Innings. Second Innings. 
Bromhead, prof (German- 

town), ¢c D § Newhall, b 
Brewster... ....0..-0--0s- 18 UE, fat ot Ror eee Epes 4 

Brooks, prof (Sires, c 
Moore, b Brewster .....-..- Pam OM OT a cat, atten hele ieee eee 5 

Smith, prof (Peninsular) ¢ 
Law, b D 8 Newhall...... PM 62 ha Want er Hier eed = ee 0 

Tyers, prof (Chestnut Hill), 
Lae .b6e fee Epoee Dabo ud Be TS, MO Olena cnate tee acids 8 

W 5 Patterson (Staten Is- 
land), st Van Renssalear, b 
DS Newhall 17 

J ‘Hargrave 
TET ee ie fe eee ener 1 

T Hargrave (Girard), c Van 
Renssalear, b Clark.... ... 6 

E Kessler (Staten Island), b 
SB at- faserelsyedo hctero We buck meas an} 26 

J Pearson (Chestnut Hill), ¢ 
Caldwell, b:C A Newhall... 4 b Law.......---......,....- 3 

E H Moeran (St George's), ¢ 
Moore, b Clark........-..5 I bCA Newhall.............: 0 

Giles, prof (St George's), not 
DOlef pedal je by: Sicle cleketnes icles: 4 

Lane, prof (Staten Island), 
VUE) OMe ere seat ay tes geet 0 ¢ Brewster, b OQ A Newhall... 0 

Bye, 1; leg byes, 3; wide, 1; 
HO) Dalles Pease ne 6 

ota e een accdemeact eden 120°) STotalin. sik oassenfas c= tealan 15 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
AMERICANS—FIRS' INNINGE. 

EW Clark pe ye 84 19 7 8 
FB Brewater.........----.4 102 27 2 2 
C A-Newhall.. i... 60.00.00 97 29 5 1 
DS Newhall 25 7 2 
Pe LINER SM MNS eee St 9 14 6 2 

Wide, € A Newhall, 1; no ball, © A Newhall, 1. 
SECOND INNINGS. 

SPL Wepvds cette Cetra: net D4 6 2 3 
COA Newhall, 2.2... 0.5 0eu0e PES a 2 

ENGLISH3EEN—FIRST INNINGS, 

Balls Runs. Maidens. Wickets, 
Unit er eee ey Pees sere 25 10 Hl 
BYOMMHGAA seeps seam) seers 65 16 Bs 1 
SIM hee. pe eee ee Edel 90) 27 4 1 
Kee) Woerdne;., 222. 70.0.4+ 36 14 0 0 
Pye: Vee Ae eo 24 9 1 0 

SECOND INNINGS. 

CT Ronis Bod ag a otia see 98 38 4 8 
Bromhead........ 2..-0.5..- 48 14 8 2 
Biifles eA, cae ie cece hoes fy (UO: 23 8 5 
J Hargrave... -.--.-.0.-.-. 36 7 3 1 
No ball, T Hargrave, 1. 

RUNS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET, 
: ' Americans. 

First Tnuings,:-,-.+-.4--++«. () 0 13 17 37 44 87 89 98 98 98—9S 
Sevond Innings,......----.-- 44 4 5 44 50,50 52 56 78 86—86 

_ | Englishmen. 
First Innings. ;.-...-.-11 19 49 59 73 80 80.97 100 120 120—120 
Second Innings ......-.- 0 4 4 410 aaa 15 
Umpires—Mr 0 A Knipe, of Belmont C C., for Americans ; Mr. 

Bi Gregg, of Girard GC C, and Mr Sam Welsh, Jr, of Germantown 
© G, for Enghshmen. 

— -# — 

—<A blind man has just astonished the world by climbing 
| Monnt Blane. He ought to come to America and go wing- 
| shooting on the prairies. 

ee 

—Balmy sleep, good digestion, rich blood, elastic step and cheer- 

fulness in Hop Bitters, 
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Hachting and aating. 

SINGLE HANDED CRUISING, 

PP HERE is 2 wonderful chain about single-handed sailing, as 
those who have ventured upon voyages alone ale ever ready to 

assert. The halo of daring and romance which naturally surrounds 
4 1mm of pea, in whieh sérious troubles and critical dangers aye 
otten to he met and overcome by our own exertions, renders sailing 
alone ie captun, crew and cook a sport tit for the gods. Tt is rather 
murprising that we haye as yet indulged so little in this phase of 
tic art of sailing, when we bear in mind how popular is the yast 
fleet of little “mimnows” in English waters, and how numerous 
thew ventures ont to sea, Lhe Englishman, however, mows low 
to build his tiny pet with some port of relation tu the work expected 
of her, Ie gives his three-tonner plenty of depth and displace- 
ment, as mimch dratt as possible, decks her and rigs her suugly, 
With :m ample supply of all necessary tools and a good stock of 
grub, he boldly sails out of port and stays at sea in a way that puts 
in the shade the boldest achievements of the Viking’s of the olden 
times. With us itis unhappily yery different. The prevalauce of 
buy and river sailing bas had so much to do with the inodel of our 
little eratt that they are not fit for extended cruising, tu do which, 
the average American yachtsman has been tanght he must jeeds 
have a big boat and a bag fullof gold. The nearest approach we 
haye to safe little cruises for one man tw work ave some of the 
Hastern keel sloops of recent build. But eyen they, owmg todarge 
beam, require a good deal of canyas to driye them, This nrranped 
iis tk BUhOOner is fairly handy, but the mainmast in the cabin ip ab- 
jectionible for more than one reason, and the rig is not oyor woath- 
érly at best. The sloop on the other hand is tao clumsy for rough 
water work A yery satisfactory compromise between the two can 
be reached through the yawl, which possesses much of the sloop’s 
efficiency and at the same time the handiness of the sehooner. In 
order to encouraye distunt cruising in small eraft on a limited ont- 
lny, with only one or tyo hands aboard, we have designed a pate, 
able and snug cabin yacht, the lines of which we intend publishing 
atan carly day. In the meantime a few extracts from Mx, McMullin’s 
lutest book, recounting bis yentures and mishaps in the Prucyon, 
on a cruise slong the inglish coast, will prove of interest, and muy 
serve Lo show how mich health, experience and enchanting famuil- 
iarity with the sea can be got for a yery moderate expenditure in 
cost, nnd on a yery small tonnage, providing your boat is built to 
suit the objects in view, and the latter are not brought down to the 
leyel of the boat's capacities, or much oftener, incapacities, as with 
us in America, Myr. MeMullin, xs the author of * Orion” and simi- 
lur works, has become as’ popular and xs widely read on this side 
of the Atlantic as in Murope, and his new book will be appreciated. 
Indeed, the extent to which one individual may stamp duis work aud 
character upon a large portion of the community is well illustrated 
by the aet that it has become common to refer to wmateur cruisers 
in small crafts as ‘regular MeMullins * and the like. Though we 
would preter a boat somewhat more yachi-like than the Procyon, 
the data subjoined will, we hope, induce mimy to lay down sound, 
honest little shavers next season, and not wait for the completion of 
the new canal or a fortune before yenturing around Cape Cod duv- 
ing the midsummer holidays. With $500) and a little grit thers is 
wore sportin yachting than with $50,000 and g landsman’s pottermg 
im smooth water: 

On my arrival af Cowes, a gentleman, whose acquaintance I then 
mude and am pleased to retuin, came alongside the Proeyon. He 
Was siuling alone in a little decked yacht of five tons, specially built 
for the purpose somewhere aboye bridge in the Thames, which 
would have been nice looking if he liad had pride in keeping her 
clean. In conversation he informed me that he neyer attempted to 
turn to wittdward ut sex, uor—mentioning names—did any otha: 
pingle-handed sailors he Imewof. ‘The fact is, that bis boat, like 
theirs, hud length and breadth with yery little immersion, conse- 
quently was not adapted to sail to windward in rongh water. 

‘“Phe reason for dking these comments is, that 1 wish amuteurs an- 
dued with the national spirit of adventure, and disposed to exereise 
proper judgment, uotto be deterred from seeking health and pleasure 
ou the sea by uscless exaggeration of the difficulties tu be enconu- 
tered. 1! tliey desire to become proficient in the art of sea-sailing, 
before undertaking long passuges, they showld perseveringly prac- 
tice shovt ones in strong built, weatherly craft—that i4, in boats nol 
less than seven feet beam and three or four feet drauglit—and 
neyer neglect practicable opportunities of burning to windward, 
Boats of lighter draught cannot effectually turn to windward mn 
rough water ; moreover, the attempt to make tliem do 40, when the 
forefoot and the mdder are alternately “pitched” out of water, he- 
sides tho discouraging effect of then negessurily leewardly quali- 
ties, ia extremely dangerous, 5 

“Tha book from which I got my first impressions of seauanship 
is “The Seaman's Manndl,” by Dana, Jr, which treats only of 
ships, and not of boats. After the first season, passed in the lower 
reaches of the Thames, [bought charts on the largest seale proum- 
able, and studied thoin at home along with the book of “Sailmg 
Direction.” Haying mo ¢onyenience in the Leo fm spreading « 
chart, [ connected all the bnoys, beacons and headlands with dottud 
linus of red ink, ond marked the beurings so that they could be read 
oY ; and—exvellent practice for boginners—in some cases trang- 
ferred them to parchment on half the scale. To sail with conort 
aud any degree of satety a previous acquaintance with the charts is 
indispensable; and if gentlemen desire to render themselyos oqual- 
ly independent of pilots, they cun do so by the same means. 

“One of the writers before mentioned, who, I suppose for ample 
reasons, wis ussisted ont of and into port, thinks a seaman’s shill is 
sufficiently displayed in making the passages; aud advises that a 
pilot should be always engaged to take the boutinto harbor. With- 
out for a4 moment disputing that the writer was the best judge of 
his own case, in sb far a8 this adyice is proffered by way of instric- 
tion to vthors, I entirely disagree with it, and say that le who can- 
not take his boat into harbor xhonld confine his sailings to narrow 
waters, 

“That mismanagement, mikcalenlation, inattention ornnaavoidable 
acvident may render any sailing serious, I phall show by the mis- 
haps that overtake more powertul and better found erat than those 
of which Tam speaking. Every practicalman is aware that boats 
of inaufiicient draught and power to gain a weather shore or port 
under short canvas, in the eyent of ~ sudden storm and ghilt of 
wiud, und Which can neither be trusted to run round aheadland be- 
fore alivh seu, nor vide out « breeze at amehor, are exposed to 
mimy dangers from which well found sea-boats would be exenrpt. 
Tins renders it mexcusable for any one acquainted with the risks to 
“envourage inexperienced amatenursx in adveutures which would fre- 
quently be attended with futal results if they became common, 

“Yho Prosyou was built for me in 1867, and lengthened 5 feet by 
the stern in 1870, by Mesars, Holloway, of Whitstable. The sails 
are by Mogers. GLapthorn, of Gosport. The ontire axpenga wan 
£217, ond I haye uwaya done them the justice to admit that the 
substantial nature of the work was commensurate with the cost, 
ind supported their high locul reputation for honest and finished 
workmanship, Hur length is 28)6 fuety extreme breadth, 747 tuet, 
nud average depth mide § feet, Draught, uft, 3 feet ; forward, 2 
fuel, er height ag she stands on the ground with o 6-inch keel is 
5 fect 10 inches forward and 5 feet 2 inches alt. Tho extra height 
forward, which answers its puxpoBe completely, is to counteract the 
affect of placing the mast 80 near the stem. The height of the 
‘‘onddy”’ is 4 feet from the floor to the deck beams, wud its length 
is JY feet. On each pide there is «low bench fitted up as a locker, 
Which might be vendered available for sleeping bunks ; but I profer 
to pling a hammock between lhe mast wod the main beam, 

* The space under the alter duck, whien is 5 fectlong, is protected 
trom the weather bya bulkhead and doors. TFitted up with capa- 
elous shelves ind leshodrdas, the stowage here is cousiderible; even 
the spacu uuder the floor and down to the deudwood buing utilized 
for articles not linble te mjury by water. 

“The heightot the mainmart, whichis stepped only 18inches from 
the stwm, id 21 fect uboye the punyale ; its diameter is 6, inches 
(or cirewinference on deck 19 inches, at the sheaye in Masthead 1d 
jnches), wad weght, including ironwork wud gear, 14¢ gyth Whe 

| 
| 

mizenmast, in height 13 feet above the gunwale, is stepped just. 
within the transome ; thus there is a clear drift of 26 fect between 
the masts. 

‘Persons yiewing her suppose that the mast being so far forward 
must tend to pay her head off ;when reaching or closehawed ; but, 
the mainsail sheeting 21 feet abaft, the elfech is so much the re- 
verse that she cavvies a strong weather helm reaching, and if left 
to herself in a breeze, closchauled, invariably tends to wind, whether 
the mizen ip set or not. 

‘Pho mimsail—of No. 5 doulile, 2 feet canvas split—is a working 
lug, with an upper tack-tackle hookad into wn extra cringle aboye 
the third reef for peaking the sail, und a lowor tack-tackle at the 
foot of the mast for trimming it. When the lower tack is triced np— 
the sail works clear overhead, euabling one tu work forward on deck 
with safety. he length of the yard is 13 feet, the head of the sail 
12 fuet, and the foot 1844 feet, 
“When dry tha weight of this sail with yard is 92 Ibs, 'Che storm- 

Anil differs from the maiusail only in size, bemg 6 fest on the head 
iid 13%¢ feet on the foot. ‘The hoist is the same, ond its weight 
With yard 50 Ibs. Tt is mevessary to state these parti¢nlars to ac- 
dount for the time expended in making or tuking in sail, and fo ae- 
count for one’s lands getting into such bad condition alter every 
two or three days’ rough encounter with the elenients, 

“The riding gear consists of 30 fathoms 4-16 chain, a bass rope of 
40 fathoms, and another of 25, besides sundry picees of manila, to 
supply deficiencies and for mooring ropes. There are three anchors 
— 8 lbs,, 28 lbs,, and 20 Jbs,—and a grapnel. 

* Among articles in the inyentory, some of which belong to the Ori- 
on, are the following : McDonald's patent folding boat; India-rubber 
boat; a 380-gallon boat tank, of India-rubber, stowed beneath the 
after platform, and worked out with a wine hand-pump ; filter in 
basket-worl: ; a two-gallon water-can ; cabin table with flaps, con- 
taining ccllaret; folding table to fil np in the waist of the boat in 
harbor; an American chuir with arms ; 4 ¢amp-stool and two cork 
stools, the latter servicuable as extra seats or to bmoy dropped 
moorings ; a hammock, horsehair bed, feather pillow and blankets ; 
portable closet ; cumvas twuing, 13 feet by 8, which, husides largely 
iucroasing the accommiodstion, secures comfort ind privicy in bar 
bor ; zing sate in basket-work, 2 fuet by 1, kept under main thwart 
in the waist; a 7-lb hand-lead and 10-fathom line, a 3-lb hand-lead 
und $-futhom line ; Walkers patent log and 24-lathom line ; hyo 
Linnaclos with spirit compasses and lanterns; two riding lights, 
one aA patent triangular with extra colored slides ; a ¢abin lantern 
ind a candle-limnp; an eight-day clock, lashed up firm and protectad 
from damp by a waterproof coyeringy ; a fair assortment off ear- 
penter's tools, including axe, crowhay und saw; yarions sizes of 
galvanized iron shackles, hooks and thimbles; brass thimlbles, 
dcrews, Copper nails, ete; spare cativas for pareellings + oils, lanip- 
feeders, scissors, calm und cotton waste 5 u petrolenim stove, the 
Aemeé, in which alterations to udupt it to boat service were carefully 
carvicd out to sit my views by Messrs Deane & Co., ot Londou 
Bridge, T divided the large flat reservoir into three compartments 
tore and tft, or in the direction of the wick, which is a inch. 
Communicating with cach other only by an opening of 1 of an 
iuch at the wfter end, I considered that, if the boat were beeling 
over and plunging about, thé centre compartment containing the 
wick wonld never be enipty while there was any appreciable quan- 
tity of oil to consume. Tho burner was soldered in, the indicator 
closed in the same mauner, and the feeder protected from leakuge 
by a washer. As I only require the oven for baking stwle bread, 1 
liad the bottom part closed against any possible smoke from) the 
flaine. With these alterations it answered admirably, and freqnent- 
ty rendered the sitnation tolurable, ¢ven to cheerfiness, when it 
wold otherwise, trom the axvessive rains and extreme ylolenee of 
the elements, have been almost unbearable. 

“Determined to be independent of the shore tor loug intervals, if 
LT chose, and to lave only light marketing to du ocessionally, I laid 
in a suticient supply of Bass’ pale ale wand of claret to last for a 
month, a smull quantity of whisky, and a bottle of brandy for 
medicinal purposes, which T softened by burning before starting ; 
potatoes tor a month ; w ham for broiling ; some kippered salmon, 
followed np when gone by Scotch herrings in tins to alternate with 
the ham for breakfast; a locker full of preserved meats of various 
Kinds; Mayise milk, cocoa, tea, and an ample supply of the best 
cofee T could bry in London, cake, biscuits, janis, sweetmeats and 
tobueco, 
“What with my wardrobe contained in three gail-bags and a port- 

inantean, and the hundred etceterap, such asx coffee-pot, tea-pot, 
crockery, glass, imives and forks, vte., ett., oll of whieh had a 
proper pluce sasigned them, without which half the articles enu- 
merated would haye been useless ; topping all with about 200 lbs, of 
hew rope, spare tackle, straps, ete., sorted and secured with yarus 
(o the timbers aluny the sides of the Cab, where they could be in- 
atamtly selected as-desived ; he must have been a man less easily 
satistied than I amoyho vould haye yiewed the significant vonfusion 
reigning in tlie domestic department ut starting otherwise than ag 
evidence that he was well found, even though champagne and pate 
de fois gras were not included in the list of necessaries,” 

ro 

THE OTHER, SIDE, 

Editor Forest and, Stream + : : 
Ever since receiving a patent for my “Light Drang) Nonpareil” 

model T hve persistently advertised in your paper, und therefore 
ask that. up a mere act of justice, you publish what little T haye 
to say entire, or not at ull. 7 

With the extreme and utterly untenable position you assume in 
your late editorial, * Trimming by our Sails,” T havo nothing to do; 
in fact, “high yaultiug, with three tur iu the air,” has always so 
amused me that I have been inclined to exeuse the lack of dignity 
involved. 
What I do find fanlt with, and ask you to modify, as om unjust 

and imcalled for fling squirely at my special type of hoat, is the 
‘relentless war” you elaim to ‘wage. without any qualiteation, 
against “light displacement, light draught, contrebourd and fat 
floor,” taken by themselvas. 

Tf what you state as facts were such, Iwould be the last to say 
one word in condemnation of your course, which is misleading 
some men, with more money than boating experience, fairly on top 
of “inud fints,” which are, at least, so far under water that they 
cant see them. \ 

T haye had some twenty-live years’ experience sailing boats and 
yachts of different iinds off our coast, between Sandy Hook and 
Nahant,.at all suasons of the year. In the course of this practice 
someé aalt Water has crystallized, mary foolish theoretical kinks lave 
been washed out, and the net result is the assurance that a properly 
modeled and rigged boat, with centréboard, with a tat foor amid- 
ship, with moderate beam and with yery light draft of water—this 
last even measived by inches—will suil faster to windward in a very 
rough sea, will live longer and keep her crew dryer, than any keel 
yacht of equal size, with deep section, and a pendnlum of lead 
noder her, In short, the light draft will proye herself the ablor 
bout, and the worse the weather the greater will he the difference ; 
while, in addition, she en approach within less than 4 mile of lund 
when her crew fill short of provisions. All this is susceptible of 
nrout theoretically and practicully. 5 
You and your readers are well ayyare that this offer hon been re- 

peatedly mmitde in your columns to Lest fhe question at feu, 
Why haye not your bold lead keel tars been trotted out? 
Roslyn, f. I, Oct, 9, 1880. THomas CLAPHAM. 
We publish the aboye qwite pleasure, Forzst axp Srream al- 

\hys gives expression to all views, whether contrary to our own or 
not. Weseek nothing but the best yacht and the best pudlor at her 

diehn, 

We add that our remarks never were directed against ony corres- 

pondant personally. If wo tread on his corns ocuasionully, it is he 
ewe they happento lie in the way, net beciuse we seek phen 
The howts Mr, Clapham builds haye their own special field and can 
liye wlongaide of tha desper eratt, We know hie work to be nosor- 
parsed in strength and finigh, but we mimet be allowed cur own 
proferences in tudvl, 

Commne Rounp,—A friend, whom we may call the ‘‘sloopiest of 
sloop men,” has repented of his ways. Itisaot long since he argued 
ably in our columns on the side of the sloop. Ho scorned the 
cutter, Iaughed at lead, and in his craft wanted big hoist und a 
a broom-stick spiked aloft for a topmast, ‘The rest was English 
nousense, 80 he wrote. This is how he acts: With a match on laud 
with one of the smart onés, the iron pigs have bevn tossed over the 
side, lead cast to fit the hents has taken their place, the topmast in 
a goudly sized stick end fids mp aloft in fine weather only, but 
tomes down by tlie run in a thease fo windward, md belold! 
one of the ablest champions of the sloop in ler pristine elnimei- 
néss, stows his big jib in the loft, sets np a forestay and domes Ont 
for a race with double head sails! Well, sloop mon, alter wll, fin- 
ally become sailors and take tu the cutter kindly. Inu mild foun 
at first, buf step by step the rest follow as they learn, With the 
new convert on our side, we do not despair of sveing wll bands fol- 
low in very short time, andthe sloop will become a rig of onr Love— 
fathers eyen in New York, where light drafts, umd poud sailug, and 
Bag machines haye so long held sway and crowded out the sulor’s 
yacht. 

A Drake For Strsmers.—The South Bostun Inquirer siya Lint 
the expermeénts with the steam launch Aquarium are m puccas: 
She stops her way ly mieatis of a pair of anbmerged “ wings” — 
fins scum more appropriate—in less than a quarter of her length. 

Sours Bostoy Yacur Crue will have # series of six mectings 
and a fancy dress party at Halleck’s Alhumbra during the winter, 
Committee, Messrs. L, F, Pond, R. Disbrow, 8. RB. Cann, ©. T. 
Haley, J. Winiatt and A, Betton, ‘The chib house isto he pul in 
thorough repair, 
Miscutmr.—A correspondent writes that the original design of the 

Mischief called for three tons less weight in her construction, wud 
that with this additional amount of ballast she would carry her ig 
byen better than she does. - 

Ponrtianp Yacur Cuue.—One season ago, fifty-five ‘forbignu”’ 
yachts sought Portland harbor as an suchorage during their eroia- 
ing. This yoar one hundred and nine put in, many of them of 
large tonnage. This shows how the cruising spirit is developing, 
and that Portland is becoming a popular port of call. 

A Sarety Tr,—Concerning MeLeod’s arrangement, whereby the 
rig and not the bull is capsized in & BYyNall, u series Of successful 
experiments have been made a week ago. A letter to tha Scientific 
American siye + 
“The June was an. espevially daugerons-looking raft, sighteau 

or twenty feet long, whose bottom and deel formed the sharp V- 
shaped edge which proclaim an entire want of heaving power, while 
her immense sails, maim and jib, were mmple for a bout of twice 
her dimensions, Her eyptiin was a New Zealander, whose motions 
were the reverse of safety-indpiring. My own conceptions of the 
care necdiul moder the existing clveumatances had no place with 
him, and, but for entire faith in my ability to swim, [ should never 
haye youtnred. 

‘* Ag the Jane shot beyond the pier head, her huge pals were 
stuck by a blast moré than suficient for instant destrmetion, i 
voluntarily I madu yeady for on impromptn bath, qud the boatman 
tauntingly called out, * What'd I tell ye ! but only the mast yiulded, 
The boat came to her bearings and moyed on us stenlily wa though 
tmpelled by the mildest vepliyr. The triumph was nlvepdy com- 
plete ; but more was to come. Presently we were in a large den 
way, and, with our good speed, a large intlow of sea water over the 
low and sharp bow was a matter of vourse, In that, also, T was 
agreeably disappointed. The boat, mstead of carrying the weight 
of the wind aud being thus forced through the sea, voxe to it, wnd 
she glided éasily over. Again it was the mast that yielded— 
yielded to the motion of the bout as easily as before it yielded to 
the force of the blast. Thesurplusforce of wind, instend of tnek- 
ing the boat and mualang misery for her passengers, Waa siumly 
‘spilled’ oyor the top of the sail, The motion was free from thw 
thumps and jars usnal under the same circumstances. 
How all this was accomplished may be dittieult of explanation 

without the aid of an GCngraving. Instead of being Satepped* in the 
usnal way, the mast was hold in a rocking shatt i the deck, wd 
to the keel, on either side, springs were attiwhed, huving ther op- 
posite ends secured undeér the deck, Thus the mast, in the absence 
of pressure, remained upright, bnt wider pressure yielded on either 
side. The amount of pressure needint to compel this yielding: war 
regulated by wuts and screw on u guide rod inside the springs, A 
second pair of springs, placed longitudinully under the deel, were 
connected by pulleys with the shronds, and these nided to ytiffen 
the tast while they yielded to its movements oder presse, 
“Por pleasure boats this spring mast 14 a great addition, It not 

only insures safety, but givea an ease of motion which cannot but 
prove especially delightful to those who ave tind pon the water 
More than this, it permits ai unyarying course for the bow, and 
thnk avoids the checks and delays inseparable from ‘luting,’ as 
also tlie necessity of uouemal skill and eave in the management of 
éVen a fcrank® vessel in a ‘flowy? wind.” 

Ancuonep Eonrsnnr.—Tho owner of asmall boat at Htone Bridge, 
Tall River, shitted his berth in anticipation of « blow, and im letting 
&o the anchor got a tin of the cable around his ankle and went 
over the side with the fifty-pound hook, earynyy him to the botfoin, 
He was fortunate enough to extricate himself, but was exhausted 
aid within an ave of drowning, Moral—stand clear of running gon 
and coils, 

New York Caxou Crvs.—The captain of the Doth, winner of the 
challenge enp in the September reputta, huying reveived wiimy chal 
lenges, waived the thirty day limit and sailed for the mophy over 
the cub conrse off New Tirighton, S. 1, October 9 Te entries 
inehided the following: Dott, C. B. Vaux; Clochette, Williaa: Witit- 
lock: Greteben, CG. Gostenhoffer; Pseyoho, @. H. Monrae; Kyloo- 
lah, HD. B. Oudin; Queen Mab, G. P. Oudin. Course trom elub 
house to ved can buoy, off Bay Ridge, thence to Robbin's reef Vuoy 
and home,about three and three-vighths of a mile, Wind light trom 
south; tide ebb. Dott weut to the fore, Clochelte, Gretchen and 
the Qucen following im the order named, Clochette was the frst 
tu roud the ved enn, Gretchen second and Dott third, Kaloolah 
capsized, and Queen Mab went to her reseue. By the time the 
second mark was reached the Dot bad spun ott a ood lead whieh 
she maintained to the finish, thereby wining théenp for the second 
time in succession. 

3S 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT: 

A Lantie Sroxe, —O! all the large gin ptores in the West, thit of 
J. Palwier O Neil, tn Pittsburg, will ruil with the beat. Mu, O'Neil 
has a veby large stock of fine @uns from the best makers, including 
the Ratt, Greener, Purdy & Dongull, ne well aaa good line of 
Amorivin guus constwutly on laid, His atore iy large and well ar 
Palged for the business. 

are Reawaton Rieie.—Holyoke, Mass. Oct. +—Messrs. 2. 
Reminglon & Sons :—L um pleised to inforni you that to-day, at 
the club shooting, T made with the new bainel yon lately sent me, 
olf-hand at 200 yards, and that inan open field and the wind blow 
ing very strong, the great score of forty-nine, uy follows ; 5, 5, 4, 
5,5. 5, 5, 5, 5, 9. T have only shot a few scores with it yet. 

Teppectfully yours, M. M. Mrnryreit. 

—See advertisement of auction saloof dogaut Barkor's Tattersall’s 
Broadway aud 30th street, Oct. 27, 1550, 
—The attention of game déedérs, and others interested, is oallad to 

the card of Messrs, Ballard, Branch ic Co. in another culman, This 
firm buys und sells wild game, and inyites correspondence Irom 
country dealers and others. 
—T'he Holabird Shooting ond Vishing fAuita, Upthesrove & 

McLellan, sole manufactures, Valparaiso, Ind, Sond for cirenlay. 
Deok Sxoorne.—One-half the shootiug in and of the West alubs 

of six members in Currituck, N. C., to lef this season, with boata 
anil decoys, Splendid chance; no better; canyas-hack ehoolng, 
Address Box 2,758, Boston. 
—See advertisement of share in duck shouting privilege for sale 

by Ma, Joseph T. Batley. / 
| —No Costiyeness, Diarrhoey or any Lowel complaints jylere Hop 
‘ Bitters ave used, 

nail 
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answers to Correspondents, 

No Notice taken of Anonymous Conimmunications. 

&. J. A., Pittsburg, Pa.—See our advertising columns for wild 
jue for sale, 

Brom Bones, New York.—1, Pack the quail on ice, 2. For wild 
turkey use Lb, 

&. 5. D. N., Washington, Pa.—Yotr inquiry was answered in onr 
gine columns, Sept, 30. 

58. 5., New York.—When is tle Jaw off quail this year in Con- 

heeticut ? = Ans,—Oct. 1 

H. W. K., Deposit, N. ¥.—The Bogardns cartridges are said to be 

afc; we have tried them with success, 

WM. 1'.—We have no records of Monarch of the Seas, 
fice of American Lloyds, 26 Burling Slip. 

M. M. M., Ripley.—Have no records of brig Adelaide. 

gnerican Lloyds, 26 Burling Slip, N. ¥- 

J, W. P., Philadelphia.—The mmnber containing report of archery 
Weeting at Chicago was that of Ang. 8, 1878. 

J. N., New York.—You will find nothing but barnyard fowl about 
Rocust Valley. See another reply for duck season, 

Write to 

i N. B., Columbus, O.—Wave written to learn abont the pistol. 

lor other inquiry see another answer in this issue. 

. H., Cuero, Texas.—It is safe to shoot the § drs. of the black 

a in the gun mentioned, provided the gun is all right. 

©. A. P.—1t will not damage the canoe to Jet her remain in salt 

iter for a long period, but better hanl her out. No great job. 

J. G. K., Indianapolis, Ind.—For a 12-hore gun in prairie chicken 
footing, use No, 8, 3 dis, to 324 drs., according to weight of gun. 

0, I. N., Woods Corniers.—You can clean brass shells by immers- 

ig tlemin some weak acid—yinegar will answer—and then rubbing 

} ., Bnifalo.—No new edition yet of “Kemp's Yacht Designing,” 
it Ouly of his yacht and boat sailing, which deals of building small 

t un ita. 

BR. G. 0., New York.—The ordinary vaseline, if pure, will answer 

your gun, It will not injure it, and will prevent rust. Apply 
a cloth. 

), A. C.—For 16ft, yawl boat use lug pail, Hoist, 10ft.: foot, 
fit.; head, 7ft., of which 2ft. is forward of mast; peak to yard, 

bout 40 degrees. 

L. f. D., Cohocton.—The expansion of your brass shells is prob- 

ily due to a fault of the chamber, Take the gun to a gunsmith, 

id have him examine it. 

G, B. C., Woreester, Mass.—l. Write to the Secretary of your 
2. The regular braids of black powder are all reliable, 3. 

Tie kind you mention is fain. - 

8. G.—Zine, sheet-lead or tin; or else lay a coat of asphalt 
cling, and plank over with light stuif, Or simply double-deck 

th coat of tar between and caulk. 

P., Yalaba,—For boat 19ft.x91¢x22/ use cat rig or lug pail. Hoist 

f,, foot 21ft., head 12ft, peak to gaff 40 degrees, ifalug. ‘The 

d should be 22ft. with 5ft. forward of mast. 

B, R., Welland, Out.—Yon can use with safety the ordiuary 
shell, and also the long shell, in a rifle chambered for the 

long, but probably with not such good results. 

R, $.—lor photos of American yachts send to Black & Co., 333 

fashington st., Boston, We haye some assorted English photos 

fall kinds on hand, Can be forwarded for 50c. u piece. 

Y, Z., Lockport, N. ¥.—We cannot tell you where to go within 
lirty miles of your own town for good quail, partridge and ywood- 

Bek shooting. Perhaps some of our friends can furnish the in- 

mation, 

LL. B., New York.—1. The 16-vore is pretty small; we should 

a12. 2, See our game reports from Long Island. 3. Long 
nd is governed by the State game law, with the exception of 
county laws, 

D. W. H., Philadelphia, Pa.—There is no book containing just 

Iie iformation you want. We shall soon publish a series of articles 
the subject, with special reference to the wants of just such per- 

Is you speiuk of. 

. H, W.—Small sloops can be sailed from Oceanic to Hayre de 
mce by outside paxsage around Cape May, thence to Delaware 

and through Sassafrass canal to Chesapeake and up the Busque- 
bi. No inland passage. 

M. C., Pittsbm'g, Pa,—Please inform me throngh your yalua- 

per whether woodpeckers do or do not support themselves on 

hy means of their tail to some extent? Ans, Yos, the tail is 
Miployed as a partial support. 

§., Danbury, Conn.—1, For the general shooting mentioned, 
nid advise a 12-bore. The choice between a 12 and a 10 is 
Heely n matter of taste ; the shooting is practically the samme. 2 

A; & 2125 gun should stand 4 drs. powder, 

fin Clubs, Notice!” 
ISH SMOKE TARGET BALLS. 

Apply at. 

“MIST COLOR” 

H, O., Jr., New York,—1. To waterproof your shooting-coat, use 

following mixture: To 6 oz, hard yellow soap add 1}¢ pint water, 

and when boiling add 1¢ Ib. patent driors and 5 lbs, boiled linseed 
oil, 2, The cardboard wad is equally good. 

F. R. D., New York.—There is no law that we are aware of in 

Westchester County prohibiting the shooting of robins after Oct. 

1. ‘The supervisors of that county can inform you, We haye ap- 

plied to them on the point without response. 

G, I. §,—Place your steam yacht on file at Manning's Agency. 

We do not deal in any property, The road steamer and boat com- 

bined would be difficult to place on the market. Doubtif there 

would be much demand for such a, combination, 

J. ¥. J., Amesbury.—Protest cannot be entertained, as your rules 
specify that all protests must be made within half an hour after the 

race. If the judges have the jurisdiction we should anyway counsel 

waying the protest,as not fiying the club colors in no way interfered 
with the sailing. 

WW. A,, City.—The New Jersey open seasons begins as follows : 
Quail and pheasants, Noy. 1: woodcock, Sept. 1; rail, Sept. 1; wp- 

Tand ployer, Aug. 1; stmmer duck, Sept. 1; reed birds, Aug. 15; 

deer, Oct. 15; squirrels, 1; rabbits, Noy. 1; black bass and pickerel 
are the only fishes to be caught now. 

LP. BG, T., Plattsburg.—1. Do not know where to refer you for the 

rates. 2. For pigeon shooting with a 10-bore, 10lbs full choke, 

and 6 dis. powder, use 114 oz. No. 7 or No. § shot; or No. 7 in one 

barrel and No. 8 in the other, 3. Wild fowl season in New York is 
from Sept. 1 to May 1; Long Island waters, Oct. 1 to May 1. 

Mrxev.—One whistle signifies to go to starboard, to do which the 
usual lielm is ported. ‘Two whistles means an mtention to pass to 

port. Then starboard your helm. How your wheel goes has 

nothing to do withit, Some work with the helm, others opposite 

toit. Therefore, all signals of the rule of the road refer only to 

the helm leading forward. . 

W. G.—Arrow belongs to i. Ross Winans. Is now laid up at 
Baltimore. Was built in 1874 by Kirby, of Kye, Westchester 

County, N.Y. Overall, 65!gft.; waterline, 6145: beam, 20ft., 2in, 

hold, 6ft. 45ft.: draft, without board, 5ft., 4in.: eubie contents to ont- 

side of plank, 3,847.51ft.; hoist about 60ft,; boom about 65ft.; gadf 

about 34ft.; bowsprit, outboard, about 28ft. Mischief has about 

61ft. hoist. 

8. 8. G.—I want a good, reliable, breech-londing, double-barreled _ 
gun, choke-bored, etc., and wish to know if there is any real nitility 

in the extension rib put upon all lately improved guns? Some call 

them only ugly protuberances to knock knuckles against, and the 
hole into which the rib fastens, a catch-all for dirt, ete. Ans. The 

extension rib isa most decided adyantage. It is simply added 

posh 

*, K&., Jy., New York.—l. Is shooting allowed Sundays in Rock- 

fis county, N.Y? 2. Is there any kind of game to be found in 

Ramapo, N. J., or in any place along the line of the N.Y. L, EH. and 

W. R. RB. no further up than Sloatsburg? 3. Is there any fishiug 
to be had in the Ramapo River? 4, Are small catfish caught in 

ponds eatable? Ans. 1. No, 2, Ruffed grouse and im wet 

scasons woodcock, 3. A few pickerel and perhaps a yery few trout. 

4. Yes. : 

Ewsten, Bradford, Pa.—tn a successful woodeock expedition in 

Allegheny County, N. Y., last week, we came lipon a pair of quail 
with a brood of young ones that could not have been out of the shell 

move than twenty-four hours. Do they commonly hatch so late? 

Ans. The hatchmg “was a late one; yery probably a second brood, 

or perhaps the first nest was destroyed by some accident. We 
haye, however, seen just hatched quail from New Jersey early in 

November, 

Prouyrer, Boston.—l. Is there any objection to tise an ungreased 

wad over the shot in a breech-londer? 2, What is the advantage of 
greased wads over the powder? T asked yon recently what size shot 
to use for fall ployer at 60 yds., and you said it was impossible to 

auswer such questions; so I experimented, and found that No. 7 

was the size to use, No, 8 being a little too small for late birds at 

that distance. Ans. 1. Better to use an ungreased wad over shot. 

9. Lubricates the barrel. Your useful hints about pattern tests 

will be published next week, 

8. C. P.—Berthon’s boats are not to be had in America, hay 

are pretty high in first cost, and with duty added would be expen- 

sive. They are also heayy for small yachts. Some of our adyer- 

tisers make a folding canvas boat, which may suit your purposes. 

Or else, have light cedax or white pine skiff built, say 8 or 9ft. long, 

| square stern, shght crown fore and aft to bottom, and fit with light 

zine or galyanized iron aix tanks under thwarts, making them lite 

boats, eyen if filled. Weight, 40 lbs, No special oil stove for 

yachts made in America. 

P. S., New York.—I have a fine Scott gun, 10 gauge, cylinder 

bore, chambers a 27¢ inch shell. The end of the chamber is hardly 

perceptible to the touch. On looking through the barvels I cu 

(see a fine line. I generally use 27g inch paper shell. I have a 
[ 

reach 100. 

number of 22g inch brass shells, Will the use of 25g inch shells in 
my gun cause poor shooting? Ans. The 22¢ inch shells will prob- 

ably give in ferior shooting, but you can try it and may, perhaps, 

find the contrary to be the fact. It is not always possible to tell 

just what a gun will do under such circumstances. 

Constast ReApER.—Is there on record the weight of the largest 

striped bass that las been caught with a vod and reel? Tf so, 

please what is the weight? How large do these fish imum? Aus. 

Ttis possible that the Cuttyhunk Club haye such a record, but we 

haye not access to it now. Norris says (p. 82): ‘* They haye been 

taken with a rod and line as high as forty or fifty pounds,” but. 
gives no instance, and other angling books are equally silent. We 

see them in Fulton Market from the middle of May to the last of 

June, weighing from forty to sixty pounds, and they are said to 

These large fish are always females, and are caught in 

nets. 

A. F. C., Sunbury, Pa.—I notice you mention the Wickersheimer 
process for preserving fish m connection with the 81¢ pound trout 
or A, B, Shipley & Sons. Will you please describe the process ? 

Ans. Itis the invention of Prof. Wickersheimer, of Germany, and 

consists of a fluid which is injected into the heart of an animal, and 

so through its cireulation. We saw it at the International Fishery 

Exhibition at Berlin, where he had enormous serpents which 

looked to be just dead, but which had been prepared for three 

years. Skeletons were prepared by immersion and were perfectly 

flexible, while the lungs of a dog could be inflated and respiration 

shown. The eyes of the fishes were sunken, but they were perfect 

otherwise. We learn that itis to be introduced into this country, 

and it will be invaluable for preserving such objects as crabs, 

spiders, etc., which after two days immersion remain flexible, so 

that all natural moyements can be made by the limbs and mouth. 

Hi. N. R., Boston.—Im Angust last I spent a week at Webster 

Lake, Franklin, N, H., and some black bass caught had small black 

spots in their flesh. Saturday I took a trip again, and in those 

caught found them full of the specks, and cannot find any one to 

tell what itis, I send you small pieces in glycerine, and if you will 

put in ** Answers to Correspondents " what they are you will oblige 

a number of your readers, The lake is made up from Highland 

Lake Andeyer and springs; very clear and pure water, I haye 

read WoresT AND STREAM fhe past five years and haye seen eyery- 

thing else about fish but these spots. Ans. We have placed the 

flesh of the fish containing these spots referred to in the hands of a 

microscopist, who reports that they are neither clusters of para- 

sites nor encysted worms, but appear to be a cluster of pigmen 

cells, and asks if the strips were taken next to the skin or deep 
the imuseular tissues. He finds these clusters to be harder than 

the surrounding muscle, and about one-sixtieth of an inch in di- 
ameter, after being shrunken in glycerine. ‘To the eye, the strips 
of flesh with the black dots resemble the eggs of sume batrachian. 

FOREST AND STREAM, 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL, 

DEVOTED To SHOOTING, THE Krnnet, Tur Rirte, ANGLING 

AND OTHER FisLp Anp Aquatic Sports, PRACTICAL NA'r- 

URAL History, FisH CULTURE, THE PROTECTION OF GAME, 

AND THE INCULCATION IN MENAND WOMEN OF A HEALTHY 

INTEREST IN OuTDOOR RECREATION AND S'ruDyY. 

Published by FOREST ANDSTRHAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
Nos. 89 Anb 40 PARK Row (Limes Building), Nnw Yor«, 

Terms: 

Four dollars per year, in adyance; two dollars for six months; 
one dollarfor three months. Trade supplied by the American 
News Company. 

Advertisements. 

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line; outside page, 40 
cents. Special rates for three, six and tyelve months. Reading 
notices on editorial pages, 50 cents per line—eight words to the 
line, und twelve lines to one inch. 
Advertisements should be sentin by the Saturday of each weey 

previous to the issue ia which they are to be inserted. We can- 
not receive new adv erneemeany F nor alter standing advertise- 
ments later than Tuesday morning 

Correspondence, 

Communications intended for publication must be accompanied 
with the name of the writer, not necessarily tor publication, but 
asa guuranty of good faith. Anonymous letters will receive no 
attention, 

Secretaries of Clubsand Associations are invited to fayor us with 
reports ol their movements and transactions, and sportammen and 
naturalists are urged to contribute to our columns their experi- 
ences and observations. 

Address, 

All communications, of whatever nature, relating to the busi- 
ness Or editoria. departments of this paper must be directed simply 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 

New York City, N. ¥. 

The. Inventors and only Manufacturers of Genuine 
Leaders, of which SETH GREEN says: 

PERFECY I HAVE EVER SEEN.” THE MOST 

‘7 WAVE TRIED THEM AND FOUND THEM ‘TO BE 

“PINE QUALITY,” which are superior to any made ly any other manufacturers. 

_ Titusville, Pa. 
“THIGHEST QUALITY,” which 

ot 

ia 

Bey ual, that gives unmistakable signs LENGTH, | Trour | Bass. | Exrea lWeayy Bass. | Saraton. | Very Heavy Sarmon. Heaviesr Saumox. Per Dox, 
en hit, | = | — = . 
one nae only is hit, half of ball explodes = J 9,95 ein 

ither unexploded gids can be used wpyasn. Three feet long .......-2+- | Ke. ee 25 | he Ha | 
vi BS ee URE LLOE i. Six feet long... .| : 9.50 ee | . . : 

RU TAMGI t BALL COMPANY, Nine feet, long......0-s..e. l 6 95 8.00 $10.00 $12.50 $15.00 : 

are made expressly for experts who demand the best that is or can be manufactured. 

FOR SALE, 
Lexern, Trout. | Bass, | Exrra Waayy Bass. | SAumox. | Very Heavy Sanmon. |Heayiesr Samo.’ Per Doz. 

ES gees iin ae feat ond... ay. $2.50 | $8.00 $4.00 : 
LE S ; lone ; 4.) 5.50 TW) . r PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. | Six feeb eae Rion dma 10.00 | is.00 | #18.00. g20,00: | « 

sBOX9, CAMBRIDGE, Md. imayls,6ui 
#y BOOK FOR SPORTSMEN.—‘ HAL 

IC) ss SPORTSMEN’S GAZETTEER,” 7, 

ce $3.00, Jor sale at this office, 

ALL MADE OF GUT FROM 
OUR OWN FACTORY. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
48 Maiden Lane, New York. 
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AN yseellineons, 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
EKEEP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KEEP’S PAT, PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

finished, 
KEEP'S KID GLOVES, none better, 
KEEP’S UNDERWEAR, the best, 
KEEP’S OMBRELLAS, the strongest, 
KCEEP’S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP’S NECK WEAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas. 

Ue, & LO! Su. 
EEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50, 
GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE BUTTONS, 

free with every half dozén KEBP’S SHIRTS. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any partof the 

Union, at KEEP’S risk. 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 

Samples and circulars free to any addrass. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
691, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, N. WV. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CoO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING ROD GD, 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send gtamp for 
Mrice-list. tt. 

HORSE STEMPER, 

EPIZOOTIC---1880. 
HUMPHREYS’ 

Homeopathi¢« Veterinary Specilies 

are the only sure and sate remedies for this dis- 
ease.—Hasily administered—effective—prompt. The 

Specifics for this disease are: AeA. at first; to be 

followed by or alternated with the C.€, or H.E.— 

the €,C. if in the throat; the E.@. # the disease 

has extended to the lungs. Full directions with 

each bottle. PAMPHLET FREE. 

Humphreys’ Homeopathic Med, Co., 
109 Fultom Street, New Vork. 

t2- For Bathibg or Gargling Purposes, use 

HUMPBREREYS’ MARVEL of HEALING. 

WARNER’S SAFE, 
KIDNEY 2 LIVER 

CURE. 
$1.25 PER BOTTLE! 

A POUTIVE REMEDY FOR ALI. 
KIDrvEY, LIVER AND URINARY 
TROUBLES Ov BOTH MALE AND 
FEMALE, 

aia 
READ THE RECORD. 

**Tt sayed my life.’’ 
—D. B. Lakelyj, Selma, Ala. 

*' Tt is the remedy that will cure many diseases 
peculiar to women.’ "—Mother’s Magazine. 

**Tt has passed severe tests and won indorse- 
ments from some of the highest medical talent 
in the country.'’—New York World. 

‘No Remedy heretofore discovered can be 
held for one moment in comparison with it,’* 

—C. A. Harvey, D. D., Washington. D. 0. 

This Great Natural Remedy s for Sale 
by Druggists in all paris of the Wor 

———— 

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER. 
H. H. WARNER &CO., 

Rochester, N. Y. 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 

Bird Skins. Class Eyes. 
For Stuffed Birds and Animals. 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J. COLBURN, 

#1 Boylston Shreet, Boston, Mass. 

Cc. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

WEW YORE. 

(OoropEr 14, 1 880. 

Mo a 

i 

Send postal for cireulars and bwyenty-live cents for 
Mention this Paper, \ mace with It. 

(Camera Open.) 

ae TOUROGRAPE, | 
==, __ A PHOTOGRAPHIC 
=a WONDEB! 

Wi] Every Tourist His Own Photographer, 

u SIMPLE AND RELIABLE, 
ANY INTELIGENT MAN CAN USE IT 

WITH A FEW MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS. 

be The Fennel, 

(Camera Closed.) 

References—Mhos. 8. Sheele, author of “Canoe and Camera. 7 

Fre A. Ober, author of “Camps in the Carihbees.” 

BLAIR TOUROGRAPH CO.,, 
433 Washington Strest, Boston, Vass. 

THE SECOND ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE 

BAOTRRN FIBLD TRIALS CLUB, 
At Robin’s Island; Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

ON 

Nov.29 and 30,and Dec. 1, 2, 3and4. 

OOP TAN, SEO aE Ein WO Reap 
ALL-AGED STAKES. 

Open to all Settersand Pointers. Limited to 50 entries. First Prize, $200; second 
prize, $100 ; third prize, 50 ; fourth prize, $25. Entrance fee, $25 ; forfeit, $15, 

PUPPY STAKES. 
Open to all Pointers and Setters under 18 months of age, 

First prize, $100 ; second prize, $50 ; third prize, $25; fourth prize, $15, 
fee, $15 j forfeit. $10, 

Limited to 25 entries. 
Entrance 

NURSERY STAKES. 
Open to all Setters and Pointers under 12 months of age. Limited to 15 entries, 

First prize, $60 ; second prize, $40 ; third prize, $20, Entrance fee, $10; forfeit, $7.50, 
BRACE STAKES. 

Open to all Setters and Pointers. ( Five braces to run or prizes to be scaled, 
prize, $250; second prize, $125; third prize, $50, Entrance fee, $25 ; forfeit, $15. 

First 

CLUB STAKES, 
Open to members of the Club only ; dogs to be owned and hunted by the members 

making the entry. Prize, a hundred dollar piece of plate, to be selected by the win- 
ner. Entrance, 10 per cent. of the value of the prize. This stake to be run after tho 
close of the running of the Brace Stakes, and entries close on Novy. 18th. 

Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid-day of Noy. 27th, at the office 
of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening before the trial. 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary. 
P, O. BOX 274, NEW YORE OITY, 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases, Judges to be named 
one month before trials. 

Aliscellaggeus, 

GO0OD'S OIL _TANNED 
Dioccasins: 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
Bnow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet,and very 
fo durable. Madeto order 

~ : ee inavariety of styles,and 
F; warranted the genuine 

irticle. Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN 
3. HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H. 
‘Successor to Frank Good,)’ BRADFORD & 
ANTHONY, Boston Agents, 

ARCHER'S ~ DRAW AND LOOSE 
TVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION.— 

A HANDLE makes the DRAW much 
EASIER; Fingers never touch the string. <A 
HAIR TRIGGER to loose instantly and smooth- 
y. The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and the 
HASE OF DRAW gives ACCURACY TO THE | 
AIM, Liberal Discount to Clubs of Six or 
More. Send for circular, Address i 
8.E. FRE NCH, Park Avenue Hotel, N. Y, City 

GUN WORKS, 
S Pittsburgh, 

Pay 

(Ee 
<= Send stamp for Catalogue. 

U1 es, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent c. o. d. for e#™ination 

CAMP LIFE IN FLORIDA. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICH, 

Price $1.50. 

A GOOD BOOK--THE DOG. 

By DINKS, WAWVHEW & HUTCHISGN, 

Price $3.00, 

For Sale ab this Office. 

EWIS INGLEE & CO., General Produce Com- 
mmission Merchants, Nos. 52 and 54 Centre Row, 

West Washington Market, New York. 
We make a specialty of 

GAME, POULTRY AND EGii: 

| Howard St., N. 

Gor Sale ov Gxchange. 

Duck Shooting —For Sale— 
_ Oueé share In club sloop Lily, of Havre de Grace, 
Md. Craftis in excellent order, with sink boxes, 
decoys and complete outfit, Was two cabins; four 
berths in maln cabin; every comfort. There are 
ouly four shares in this elub. Shooting is the 
finest in the country—canvas backs, red heads and 
black heads—commences November 1. Ovy1iersells 
only for want oruse, Address JOSEPH T. BAILEY, 
(2th and Chestnut Sts., Philadetphia. Oetl4-tt 
SSE OE re EO BS es 

AA(D RANGE RIFLE FOR SALE—A new mid 
Li range Remington rifle tor sale; neyer haying 
been shot; 40 cal, 80in, barrel, Creedmoor stock, 
pistol grip, vernier réar, wind gauge front sight. 
With Spirit level, rubber butt and tip and chueked 
fore end. Warranted new and pertectin every way 
or no sale. Address A. F. M., Broomfield House, 
Boston, Mass. Octi4+1t 
ET RS IE 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—A first-class Whit- 
ney midrange rifle for a Sharps long range, 

model 1874 or 1876, with accoutrements. Address 
GEO. NABLO, Fisherville, Ontario. Octi4-1t 
(00 eS ET 
i 2 ED FOX, Skunk, Raccoon and other furs 

. hought for cash—hirhesh prices. Send for cir- 
cular with full particulars. E. GC, BOUGHTON, 6 

S re Octl 3 
ee a 

fo! SALE CHEAP—One Winchester Repeating 
Rifle and one Sharps Military (Borchard) Rifle, 

both new and in perfect condition. For particulars 
address Box 389, Yonkers, N. Y, Octle1t 

XCHANGH—A very fine pointer dog pup, ten 
months old, liver and white; grand Meld 

stock; natural qualities; unsurpassed for firearms, 
Books, Offers, except live stock, ALBERT H 
SMITH, Binghamton, N. Y- Octl4-1 
= . at SC ER 
Roe SALE,—%,500 Gold Fish, from 13s to 2 inches 

[' in length, Suitable for aquariums or foun- 
tains, Address the subscribers, J. & W. VAN WY¥CK, 
New Hamburgh, N, Y. 
OetT 1t 

UN FOR SALE.—A NEW W, W, 
GREENER, treble wedge fast, top snap. 

extension rib, pistol grip, 12 gauge, .28in. cylin- 
der bore, Ti 1bs., 2} in. drop; 144 stock; patent 
forestock—a beautifully finished and excellent 
shooting gun, atasacrifice, and for no fault. Ad- 
dress M. P, MCKOON, Franklin, N.Y. 

The Aennel. 
WESTMINSTER KENNELS. 

‘OR SALE—THE FOLLOWING PUPS, whelped 

‘ec Liver % oe 

SS PRL Weare ae 
Also one liver and white 

1880, out of May by Sensation. Price 335. 
Also May, liver and white bitch, litter sister to 

champion Psyche. Price $100, 
SECRETARY W. K. C., 206 Broadway. 

Sept. 23,tf. Room 11. 

Saniple work 

(Established L864.) 

| COATESVILLE KENNEL 
FIELD TRIAL SETTERS AND POINTERS PO 

| Six very fine set 
old, by Royal Duke (C 

u TG 
We are also breed 

Bea 5 ; ” i re 
4-Piekles: Zittella. (Champic 

Maud F., (imported Bente eo yao 
Damo, (Champion RattlerPats; 
mar, (Champion Rattler-Patsy), 
—Hortense and Eugenie, 
Pomt.) Pups and older 
times. Prices low, Stock first cl 
Pedigrees, descriptions and pr j 
N. P. BOYER & ©O., Gontesviile, 

eed 
Pointer Bit 

(Champion  Sleate 
dogs ior sale at 

Chester 
Oct) 

KENNEL DRAFT 
From Hitchcock and Hellyar, Wa 

Mass. 

Will positively be sold to the highest bidder, 
nesday, Oct. 2f, at 10 o'clock a. M., St Barker's 
tersalls, Broadway and 39th street, New York Gf 
including English and Irish setters and houn 
among which are the following noted dogs: Ar 
ton, won ist at Boston and St. Louis, 1879; © 
pion Imported Rufus; Imported Flora; Pranit 
Minto; Carlina (pure Layerack), Among the 
ber are several thoroughly broken dogs, one 
Laverack pitch and six noted prize winners, aL 
logue ready at place of sale and kennels.  Octi 

BLUE RUIN. 
Pure Laverack—Carlowitz-Princess Nellie, G 

witz is by Pilkington’s Dash ex Llewellin's Counte; 
Princess Nellie by Pride of the Border ex-Champ 
Petrel. Inthestud, Fee, 325. Blue Ruin isd 
lifully ticked with his own (blue) color, and 1s 
handsomest Laverack dog ever bred by the la 
Von Culin. For sale—Broken and unbroken a 
bitches and whelps of Laverack, Liewellin, Tl 
Gordon and native bloo State what you 

ON CULIN, eae BO 
ct 

7 ¢ Pups, dam a prize: 
Pp L1Z2 Collie ner at Baltimore, 
Sire Ist prize af Philadelphia, 719; grandsire, sw 
Siake prize collie at Centennial. Worrare bree 
beauty and all true collie points these pups: comm 
be surpassed. 

q = 

Bull Terrier 
finest Kng¢lish stock ever imported to this county 
AlLati edingly lowtigures. FRANCIS MORRI 
Philadelphia, Octit 

“A ROYAL BLOOD, 
Vor sale—the handsome red Trish setter it 

Nellie, three years old, bred by Dr. Goldsmii 
Rutland, Vt. sire, Plunket; dam, Carrie; broke 
George Gilbert, of Danbury, Conn.; deep réd 
color and a very fine bitch in the field. Pr 
cash, CILAS. KENT, Monticello, N.Y. 

Pups of the high 
cellence, direct tron 

OR SALE.—CHAMPION RUSH, EX-QUM 
TI., Pointer Pups.—A few pupples of thea 

celebrated stock for sale; terms reasonable. Que 
Il. is by champion Sancho-ex-champlon @ 
This stock cannot be excelled. Address by 
only, GARRETT ROAGH, 1305 Fifth av, New 
City. Sept. 30; zmi 

"OR SALE—CHEAP—Dolly Varden, black, Wi 
and tan, seyenteen months. Desmond, Wig 

Belton, eleyen months. Both by Druid, oj 
Nilsson, sister to patente Queen Mab, ap ply 
ARNOLD BURGES, Hillsdale, Mich. Sept 

ORY O'’MORE PUPPIES FOR SALRB. 
very handsome, pure red Irish setter 

tivo dogs and two bitches, whelped July 24 
Sire, champion Rory O’More; dam 
bitch Norah (champion Berkley ex. Vv), Wi 
first prize at N, Y¥_, 1880. Price, if taken bom 
ately, bitches, ;_ dogs, $25. For pedigree, 
address U. H. DAYTON, Peekskill, N. Y. 0 

ie KENNELS.—For sale, Flirt 1. 
colored cocker, no white), litter sister to th 

pion Cora, 17 months old. Also, black cocker) 
pups, half brothers to Cora. Full pedigrees. G 
D. MACDOUGALL, Box 4342, New Yor! On it, 

OR SALE.—Well broken pointer dog, 135 
old, Sold for no fault, Address 

SPENCER, West Brook, Conn. 0 

HTREL-DASHING MONARCH.—A few will 
now 12 weeks old, for sale. Petrel IT, 

Layerack, two lemon beltons, 12 weeks old, 
and temiule. JONN C, HIGGINS, Delaware! 
Del. Och 7, 

y line young setter dog 
months old; well broken tor his age; om 

and white; of the best English breeds foul 
triever, staunch, very haudsome, with ull & 
qualities that asportsman can expect of a aa 
his age, Price #300. Handléd and broken By 
experienced dog breaker of thirty-five years’ Gm 
riences Can give best pedigree. H, M. BEE 
Waterbury, Conn. Oeth 

K ORK SALE—A 

OR SALE—Several well broken setters 1 
to+tyears old; also six fine pointer pu 

my Snipe out of Ruby Whelped Aug. 
six setter puppies by (Dash I11,-Dalsy 
oub of my birch Bessle, whelped Aug. il. 
RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. ta] 

i 
OR SALE—Well broke setter dog 4 ye 
Inquire of C. W, NELSON, Middlebora 

Oobh 

Ro SALE—A Setterdog 4 years old, bro 
quatl, woodcock and ruffed vrouse. Price 

CHAS. FP. KENT, Monticello, N.Y. Od 

OR SALE—A thoroughly broken English Sep 
F four years old; good retriever from Tam 
water. C. L. FOWLER, Moodus,Conn.  Ochie 

OR SALE—Pirst-class peer well tralne 
all kinds of game oyears oldin BD 

ber, Inquire altel six p.m, uf .568 Myrtle AVER 
Brooklyn, N. ¥. O¢ 

, OR SALE.—Fitteen Foxhounds, frst-prizes 
the finest and besb. Address, with Stim 

2} M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. Sept2 

$66 a week if your own town, ‘Terms 
outfit free. Address H. HALL 

Portland, Maine, 



Doroser 14, 1880.) 

She Bennel, 

lalional American Kennel Club, 
SEORETARY'S pha No. 51 Broad St., 

New York, Sept. 1st, Tad0, ¢ 

Field Tnals of 1880, 

SETTERS AND POINTERS, 
AT FARMS OF COLONEL A. G, SLOO, 

Near Vingennes, Ind. 

COMMENCING MONDAY, NOY. l6rH, 1880. 

Wow. 15th, Derby Stakes—For puppies born on 
after April Ist, 1879.—Closed with 118 En- 
. $5 forfeit ; $10 additional for starters; $300 

ded mon ney —$150 to First; $100 to Second; 
) to‘ Thi with forfeit money divided to 

Winners in ratio with adde added money. 

Wov. th, Free For Au All. Stakes, $500—$250 to 
$150 to Second; $100 to Third; $10 

cit; $19 additional for starters; 
ry, 1bth, 1880, at 8 o ‘clock, P.M, 

Wov. With. Brace Stakes, $250—$150 to WVirst; 
M5 to Second; $25 to Third; $10 forfeit; $15 
dditional for starters; to loge Noy, 15th, 1880, 
& £8 o'clock, P.M. 

2 UDGES.—Ca t. Patrick Henry, of Clarksville, 
Tonn.; Theo. Morford, Esq., of Newton, N. J.; 
Dp . “Burgundthal, Esq., of Indianapolis, Ind. 

CHARLES H. RAYMOND, President. 
GHAS. DE RONGE, Secretary, 

FIGERS.—C. H. Raymond, President, New 
Luther Adams, Ist Vice-President, Bos- 

peri Bishop, 2d Vice-President, Louisville, 
Qhas. D. Rongé, Secretary, New York; 

+ Morford, Treasurer, Newton, N, J. 

Rep ony eC MBE TEE —J,H. Dew, Chairman, 
aE Tenn.; L. H, Smith, Strathroy, Can- 

Cc, Nichola, Battle Greek, Mich.; Capt. 
t. Hew Clarksyille, Tenn,; M, 0, Campbell, 
“ie ann; Tenn. 

to ‘close 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
ff Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
'A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

3 HIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or mon be 

turned. Itis putup in pared t boxes with sli 
z pe: Let box top, which groutly facilitates its 

rage e and eflicacious. 
Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

RECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
directions tor use, i 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. ti 

th the aboye are recommended by Rop AND 
UN and FOREST AND Stream, 

} CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, | 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, /{ 
2 Cortlandt Street. N. mn 

— 

Practical Hints « ou Doe ‘Rperbine 
7 By W. A. Holubird (send stamps), 25 cents, 
A colored lithograph of the celebrated Joe, 
Jr., the champion setter of America, 25 cents. 
A slive cure for mange ; receipt tor 25 cents. 
Broken setters, pointers gud spaniels on band, 

also alot of pointer, setier, spaniol and hound 
puppies for sale chea 

RP Add W. H. HOLABIRD, ress 
Secretary, 
Val paraiso, Ind. 

r 

Bep.9-8f 

CHAS. H. VAN WECHTEN. 
EFERREES EOR SALE. 

$7 PER PAIR. 
$i FOR SINGLE FEMALE. 
$ HOR SINGLE MALE. 
WIRH MUZZLES, Tie. 

CHARLES H, VAN yEoH TEN, 
Victor, Gutcarlo CONT ss Ny ae BE. 

CHARTER “OAK KENNEL, 
In the Stud. 

RED IRISH SETTERS. 
in Pedro (Eluho-Lady Palmorston), $25. 
Mike (Elcho-Nell), $2. 
Vedzewond (Hleho-Srella), $20. 

, Address OHARLES DENISON, 
Hurtiord, Conn. 

ae eee 
ci LNB and T. by ‘Colburn’ 3 Dash ex Mul- 
MS jin's Uells. Whe above dog, winner of first 
in brace stakes of the Hastern Field ‘Trials, will 
Whe allowed to gerve & few bitches of approved 
. form and blood, Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Address 

H. BE. ATEN, M:D., 
34 Hanson place, 

Brook dyn, N. x 

ae 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
‘OR SALE—A fine red irish dog, one 
and a half years old; sire Elcho, dam im- 

Ported Stella. Alsou few red Irish puppies, by 
a3 apna Onkdale and San Pedro, and a litter of 
i bred cocker spaniels. Pedigrees on applica- 

don. CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, ign hate 
eptyy; 

aT. BERNARDS FOR SATLE.—The t nn- 
dersizned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

Zor sale several mapniinent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dors and bitches, See selected from 
faa pest. ashropesn ee a “3 ae for ep 
Fault. For prices, pedi ee ae 

pea HOY f COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Tanase Mans. ) U.8.A, 

t) DLEOUT KENNELS.—For pure Tiguicen 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

‘er Skip LL, liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
ther; will serve bitches at Ss litters fuar- 
ced, Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 

Ouvlewut Kennels, Franklin, Dei, Co,N,Y.  -,; 
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Che dennel. 

FIRST ANNUAL FIELD TRIAL, 

Pennsylvania State Field 
TRIAL ASSOCIATION, 

At Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 26, 27, 28 and 29. 

ALL AGED STAKES. 
Open to all setters and pointers owned in the 

State of Pennsylvania. Entries limited to35, First 
Pree “$100; 2d, g50; 3d, $25. Entrance fee $10; tor- 
elt $5. 

PUPPY STAKES. 

Open to pupies whelped on or after April 16, 1879; 
Limited to 26 entries. First prize, $50; 20 prize, $25 - 
#d,$15, Entrance fee $5; forfeit 33. 

NURSERY STAKES. 
Opened to all puppies whelped on or after Oct. 

15, 187%. Limited to.25 entries. First prize, $50; 2d 
prize, $25; 3d, $15. Entrance fee $5; forfeit $3. 

ASSOCIATION STAKES, 
Open to members. of the Associationonly. Dogs 

to be handled by the owner. Prize, a plece of plate 
worth $100, 1o be selected by the winner, Entrance 
fee $10; forfeited if not run. 

All entries close Oct. 20th, Judges announced In 
next Issue. 

OFFICERS.—President, J. Palmer O'Neil, Pitts- 
burgh Pa.; First Vice-President, Sam/’l G. “Dixon, 
Pht adelphia, Pa,; Second Vice-President, Edgar 
Huidekoper, Meadyille, Pa.; Treasurer, F. ‘AL Diffen- 
derffer, Lancaster, Pa.; Secretary, I. t. Stayton, 67 
Fourth Aye,, Pit rebut, Pa. 

EXECUTIVE ComMInTR.—B, F. Dorrance, Chairman, 
Wilkesbarre, Pa.; Wo. A. Metntosh, Pit tsburzh, 
Pa; 5. 5. D. Thompson, Pittsburgh, Pa.; J. J. 
Snellenbure, New Brighton, Pa.; Edward Grere, 
Pittsburgh, Fa; 8. 8. Brown, Pittsburgh, eae - 

[', Ty i 

IVL_ALIN G-bt. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOYVER’S IMPERTALMANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually ullthatis necessary. FPorSCRATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal, H., GLOVER, 
Sole prop't’r Imperial Kennel, Tom’s River, N. J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

at., N. ¥.; Jonn P. ‘Lovell & Seas: Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos, ©, Grubb & Oo., 712 Market st., 
hilas, RP. Taylor, 7 ae ua Madlson Bt, Chicago; 

Crookes, Hilder & Co North Fourth st. St. 
Louis. Price, 50 cents. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, RK. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

} PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs toinform Ladies and Gentlemen im AmeiiGd 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any dew 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 
. B—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 

nels. decid tf. 

_ Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 
i and judgment. 

Dogs haye dai oa access to salt 
Wit 

___ _WN.B.—Setter and Pointer 
puppies; nad, broke en dogs for sale; full pedi- 
Brees. Address H. ©. Seber et Toms sive N.d 

jee B. GO LDSM ITH, 
Custem IHonse and Forwariing pes 

58 WALD STRENT, NEW YORK. 

Tee AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, ete. Kennel 

Clubs. Sportsmen’ and others, intending to import 
dos front Europe, sbould have their stoclc con- 
signed to him. Intormation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete, 

to any destination. 

Ree O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'More in the stud. The handsowest, 

#5 wellas one of the best field and best bredred 
Trish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold neckluce at New Yorl:, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred Raps. Atidress W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. ¥. June2d,tt 

RARE CHANCH.—For sale, English 
setters" Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to poner pion Hrance 
but superior eyery way, $50; Moil,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a very tine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa I. -e orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I eyer shot’ over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, yery fine, full of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each, A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, #10. Pup- 
Pics two months old; out of Rusa Tl. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural Held qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to loseif you want poe stock for very 
little money. oo ASA L, SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N.Y. Junezitf. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

eithor setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. Igive my puppiesseyen months’ work 
out of the twelye, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all che natwral instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. _ Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time T keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at lone distances. A, 
WINTER, Csiro, Thomas County, Georgia, 

Oe aytt 

OR §. ALE. ~ Rea Trish ace teY he four a anihis 
old, by Champion Rules, out ei Bele (Plunkert 

ex Stella imp iad); mu pedigree, Avidress 
BLLIOTL SOMERS, W Aterbury, conn. OGL TAME 

pe dress bel ee, 

she Senne The Hennel, 

A RARE - ARARE CHANCE. 
For Sale, my entire kennel of pure Llewellin, pure 

Liyeravks and Irish Setters and Pointers. Brush, 
piwre bred setter; alarge, strong, handsome setter 
(log; thoroughly broke on quail, woodeock and 
snipe; u better snipe dog can’t be fount. Liewellin 
setter Robin Hodd, a handsome blue Belton, dog. 
Royal Ben, Liewelln setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also winner of ist and special at 
St. Louls show; also winner at Detroit, Mich, 
Llewellin setter’ bitch Goll, broken. Ilewellin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great hoauty. Liewellin setter’ 
bitch Orphena. Llewellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Perl V., a beautiful green and white setter bitch, 
Liewellin bitch Belle, in whelp to Count Royal, 
Liewellin bitch Gypsié Queen, with 7 beautiful 
pars. by Royal Ben. Red Irish setter ¥ on, thorough- 

broke; retriever from land and w ‘ater, Hed 
if ish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Impt, 
Red Irish setter bitch Nora, in whelp to Von. Red 
Irish setter Shot, a beauty. Orange and white 
polnter bitch Belle, broken. Liver and white point- 
er Clyde, broken.’ Impt. liver and white bitch 
Nell. Also pupples from 3 to 6 months old of set- 
ters and pointers of the above stock, All the 
fibove I guarantee to be in the best of health and 
condition, and to be as represented. Will show 
and give trial of any dog on ee list. For pedigree 
eu particulars inquire ‘of » MILEY, Lancaster, 

FOR SALE, 
Two dog and one bitch pointer puppies, by Mr. | 
Edmund Orgill’s Champion Rush, out of my 
Champion Dutchess, whelped July 3d, lemon and 
white, allyery strong and handsome. Price $50 
—dog or bitch, 

pe At 

‘POINTER BITCH—* CHARM,” 
Same-sire and dam, one year old, yery handsome 
and perfect in every way; will bea capital work- 
er. I reserved her for my own use, but find 
Thaye more dogs than I can angle and will part 
with her. Price $75. GHO, GEN 
212 West street, New York an Julyl5,tf. 

NEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 
N THE STUD,—Rough- -coated St. Ber- 
nard, ‘* Marco ;” Newfoundland, ‘Keeper ;” 

pointer, *Groxteth;” Blue Belton, “Decimal 
Dash ;’” Trish setter,“ Royer I1;” and in season 
puppies for sale out of tt. Gernard * Braunfels,” | 
champion pointer “ Queen," cham: ion Gordon | 
“ Beauty," Blue Belton “silk,” Trish setters | 
“Moya” and Biddy,” cocker ‘*Flirt,” colleys 
“ Mab’ and “‘ Tassie.’’ Besides puppies, Thave 
for sale yard and field broken dogs. Waite for | 
full pedigree and paruge atc 

E, GODEFFROY, 
Guymara, Orange County, 'N. ¥. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
or 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL, CO., N. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS Of the finest aes 
IT sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction aud safe delivery to eyery customer. 
These beautif:. and inteluvent ¢c¢s cannot be 
beaten for rétted grouse ane wood20en sacoting 
andretrev.as. Correspondenis inuiosing svamip 
wad get printed pedigrees, cirvulars, testimo- 
nials etc. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents —Charles TL. Ritzman, 943, 
Broudway, N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, :14 Fulton 
Btreet, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co, , 309 N. Third 
Street Phila.: finley & Thom son, 35 Marazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Tr: nimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, 
Cure or Destroyer Be as mailon receipt of 

25s, to L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa. 

Hotels and Zesorts for Sparismen 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections in the country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and polnts 
onthe Peuinsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virzinia, Tennessee, etc. Norfoll steamers gail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 3 Pn. Full 
testoge Tra alien ERY enat OUR Ae 197 Greenwich st..NY. 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 

GO TO 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

on Shinnecork Bay, where yor will tind won prulans 
complet: Obit OF Decoys, Ballerivs, ete, as well 
1S FOOd accommodations inl a substantial bill of 
tire. ‘Take Long TG R. to Good Ground 
Station, . WILLIAMS, Proprietor, 

| Hotels and Boutes for Sportsmen, and Rontes for Sportsmen, 

‘TO SPORTSMEN: SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co. 

Respectfully invite attention to the + 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES § 
ean et their lines for reaching most of the 

PARKS and RACE COURSES in the- 
Middle States. These lines spent ONTINUOUS 

M ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
feulticsand panes of Tacipoent while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth stce' 
tracka enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED: 
without failure or injury, / 

THE LINES OF { 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING ANB FISHING 
lyania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
are sold at the offices of the Com wane 

iil Ghe principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQ , 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and stm 
Hunting. 

4ldo,*9 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
8QUAN, and peintson the NEW JERSEY pues 
renowned for SALT WATER 5 RT AFTER 
FIN AND HRATHER. 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Atents \ 
Frank Toomson, Gen’) Manaer- febli-t8 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R. 
Mackinaw,Granc aes Pe ya emia Line 

tow 

Ho Beane 

+) 

pg Grayling, erat Black Bass Fisheries, 
AND THR a 

> FAMOU SUMMER EES AND LAKES » 

NORTHERN ‘MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michigan North Woods are Lasurpassed, 
if equaled, in tho abundance and great yeriety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, ang 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

OTho TROUT seucon begins Mayt 8 season begins May land ends Sept.1. 
eee GBAY: LING Season opens June 1 and ends. 
Vs 1. 
BEACIC Spane PIKE, PICKERELand MU; SOA- 

also abound in large numbers in the 
none GB ale and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readilysend trophies of his: 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, j3ice for 
pees can be had at many points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY Wil OU. The sco~ 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very bea 
tifuls the air is pure, dr y andbracing. The c¢ 
mate is peculiarly beneficial to those aes 

diay Fever and Asthma Affections, | 
eave ro ee are good, far apr 

passing thenverage in countries new enough t 
giford the finest of fishing. ei 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

eis will be sold ait low rates,and attractive tram 
SE offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guagand Fishing Tackle Carried T Tree at 

owner'srisk. 
It is ouraim to makesportsmen feel “at home” 

vuthisroute, Hr Tourisi’sGuide (an attractive 
iilustrated boot >of 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation av.) .ccurate maps of the eae 
Gronnds and ‘Wimne Ca rds, address A,B. LEE! 

er, Vass. Agent, Grand Rapids, Mieke 

LONe ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leaye - 

HUNTER’S P'T (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn, 5 
earlier) for 
ou pabricn, 8.35 A.M., 3.40, 4.35, 5.35 P.M. Sundays, 

Col. P’ PB eters 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 a.m, 
2.35, 3.39, 4.35, 5, 5,85, 6, 6.85, 7, 7,35, 9,15, 10.45 BoM., 
12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 p.m. 

ppinemnsy ¢ 6.30, 7.35, oly 1). 11,85 'A,NC,, 2:35, 9.35, 
35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.35, 7, 1-35, 9.15 10.45 Pa., 12.15 night. 

Sandie 9.35, 10.35 4. M., 3s, 3, 5.35, T, 10 P.M. 
Far Rockaway, $135, Ti A.M., 4.35, 6.35, 7 Pum, 

Rockaway Beac Mat A.M,, 4.25 P.M Sundays, 94A.M. 
and 6.35 Pa. 
Great Mechs 50, 7.38, 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 5 5. 35,6 35 PM. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sunday 8,9 35 A.M., fd) P.M 
Gar den City Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 Ava, 

1.35, 3.35, 4.80, 6.39, 6.35 P.M. Brom Flatbush av. 
daily. except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.16 nicht, 
Wednesdays and Sundays pols. from Flatbush av, 
10P.M, Sunday, 9 A.n., 1.35, 6.35 PM. 
Glen Cove, Locust Villey, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.85, 4.85, 5.30, 6.35 P.at. Sundays. 3 
AM, h, Ja PLM. 
Greenport and Sas) Harbor, § a.M., 3.35 2M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.at.. 4.05, 6.3! 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A-M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Far mingdale, §$ AM.,d.35, §.35 Poon 
Port Jelferson, 10 A.M., 4.35 P.M. Sundays, A. M. 

Neranecaen 8.59 A.M,, 4.35,5,35 Ba. Sundays, 9 

a riohtiond Bill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.85, 4.35 
6,35, 6,.7 P.M. Monday, Wetinesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 122.15. Sundays,9 A.M. 6.35 PM. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M, 1.35 P.M. Tuesdays Wed- 

nesdays aod Satur’ day ya, commencing Apr ‘it 30. 
HUNTHR'S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX— Leave 

Pier 17, BH. KR. (foot Pinest.) for Bunter's P't, 3.30, 
10.30, 11.00 AM., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 Pw. Wor fiir-- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, €lé.._ 
apply at a ee cor. Barclay 

{. LAFFAN Guv'l Pass. Aront. 

Wild Fow! Shooting, 
cde ena re HOUSE OR te a RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. 
BY A PRAGTIGAL GUNNER AND re OLD 

bayman. Has always on hand the best of 
Doats, Tuiteries: 6te., with the Jarzest rig of train- 
ed wild- reese decoys on the coast. The beat 
ground in the vicinity of New York forbay snipe 
shooting. of all yarietics. Special attention siver 
by himself to his ues and satistuction guaran— 
teed. Address Wm.N. LANE, Good Ground, LT. 
Refers by permission to J.B, Shepherd, sol Broad 
wayand. Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadwar, N.Y. 

a) 

mins 
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S Purdey’s in Case Complete, 6 Scott “‘Premiers” in Case Complete, 
REILEY’S High Quality, 4 Westley Richards’ High Quality, 

BARGAINS! 

FOREST AND STREAM. — 

BARGAINS!! 

4 Nichols & Lefever C. and D. Quality. 

Siso «a Lot-of Medium Grade Greener Side-Action Light Guns, 14 and 12-Rore, at $50 each; former price, $85. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., Pittsburg, Pa. 

The Daly 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

Hotels and Fontes for Sportsmen. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R: 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing | ¥ 

Grounds of Virginia and | cS 

. West Virginia, © 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Yeghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, ar aR pickerel, etc. 

Guns, fishing tackle, and ome dog for each 
sportsman carried free. ; 

& _The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The , Only Route via White Sul- 

its 

phur Springs. a 

* Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
SVest, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment, 

tee 5 ~ 

= CONWAY R, HOWARD! * “x Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent,| Ig ee "~~ Richmond W) 
ae 

‘To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

8S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars * DayyCrocket” and Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, layatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks ond closets for guns and ing 
zackle, and kennels for dos. 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt. P. YP. C. 

ns Sota ae 

Guns, Ammunition, lq, 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pat, 1866. 

Rels, 1850, 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMERICAN HAMIMERLESS, es 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20, 
WMuzzle-Loaders Altered 

to Breech-Loaders. 

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire., 
Stocks Bent to Any Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

‘Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
214 W. PRATT STREET, ‘BALTIMORE, MD 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

_GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker end Daly 

Guns. 
Gre Stocks altered to fittho shooter. Guns 

 hored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or for 
Game Shooting. PistalGri s fitted, Pin Fires con- 
erted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Hx- 
Gension Ribs, New Lunips, cic. 4 
Repairing of every description dong in an hon- 

st manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison's Browning Mixture,A1,50c. per bettie. 
Sportsmen’s and Riflemen’s Sundries, | + 
Shells loaded Al, and goodssent everywhere 0. 

@.D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Refer- 
exces from all the clubs of the city, decl? tf 

ranges from 306 to 50 per cent. SEND FOR DESCRIPTION, 

- AGENTS FOR CARL's NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 
Howard's Steel Head Shelis--Quality guaranteed. Price lower than any other, 

BARGAINS!!! _ 

=" Xi RI EE: BREECH -LTLOeADERSsS., 
PURDEY, REILEY, WESTLEY RICHARDS, SCOTT, WILLIAMS & POWELL and NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 

ALL AT A GREAT REDUCTION. 

5 Scott with Compensating Lump, 2 E, M. 
3 Williams & Powell High Quality, 

The reduction in price in these guns 

Or W. R. ScuAEFER, 

REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 

[Oorongr 14, 1880, 

Gun, 
THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Toany other Gun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Unsurpassed, 
Lists furnished on application. 

. SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or Tos. L. Gor LCGHER 

61 Elm st., Boston. 11f Girard aye., Phila 

KEENE'S PATENT, 

P 0. Box 3,994. Only. Sendfor Catalogue and Price-Lists. 

THE FOX GUN! 
Special Announcement. 

Sth 

HE MANUFACTURERS OF THE ** FOX” GUN, FEELING THAT DEALERS, 
as a general thing, have not done justice to the merits of this WONDERIUL 

GUN, are devermined to have them placed before sportsmen more generally, that their 
great merits may become better Inown and appreciated, It is needless to spenk of 
THRE ELEGANT WORKMANSHIP AND WONDERFUL SHOOTING POWERS 
of these guns. It is a fact well established that they are UNSURPASSED BY ANY 
IN THE WORLD. y 
We propose for a limited period to offer a line of these guns at the following EX- 

TREMELY LOW PRICES, after which the original prices will be restored, our object 
being to introduce the guns into sections of the country where dealers have failed to 
present them ; in the firm belief that where they become known they will be the es- 
tablished favorite, and we shall reap the benefit in future of this great sacrifice. 

Such Inducements Have Never Before Been Offered. 
Sportsmen wishing to purchase one of these beautiful guns must respond at once, as 
the number offered at these prices is limited, 

FORMER PRICE. Now. 

Twist Barrels, 12 o0r10 Gauge, Pistol Grip, Reb.Locks, $58 & $63, $40. 
Lam'td Steel * ets a f ie se 68& 73, 45. 
Damaseus eg eeome ke ac “ ec “ee ee 78 & 83, 50. 

Sup’r “sé “ “ce aeoaa‘ “ “ee ra ae ac e 100, 60. 

Fine ‘‘ or Bernard ** ack og ras te ue “e 125, 25, 

Extra‘‘ 4 ae ce ke “ oy te “i “ 150, 90, 

Finest sé ae seae Gk ai “ ac ac ie 200, 110. 

Every Gun warranted. Sent C. 0. D,, with privilege of examination. Send for 
descriptive catalogue, AMERICAN ARMS 60 

103 Milk street. Boston, Mass. 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUIT, 
ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DEAD GRASS COLOR,— 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices, 

Send for Price-List and Samples, Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the 
U.S. Governmentinthe Navy and Frontier Service. 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 
Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade 

E, REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. ¥. 

10 Shots, -45 
Prices: Carbines, $22 

CHARLES L RUTEMANY, 
i IMPORTER OF : 

Fine Brweh-Londn Gun 
943 Broadway, near 23d8t., N.Y, 

SON ee 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, — 
The Celebrated ‘ Frankfort” 

_ in Stock. 
THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 

Bass, 75 Cents: Pickcrel, $1 00: Maska- 
onge, #1 25, 

Sent by mail on receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST OUALITY. 

The celebrated “Le Coutre” razor, in stock. 
Razors with safety attachments, Bowie Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, etc. 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OoOYrTICAL Goons. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

GLASSES, COMPASSES, Etc, 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 

(recommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid for $2. 

GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 
LOATPED TO ORDER. SEND STAMP FOR 
IisT OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. [ 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

Wild Rice Seed for Sale. 
$2 00 PER BUSHEL, 

+ CHA’S GILCHRIST, | 
Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario. 

SEED for sale. $3 peg 
WILD RIC bushel. Supply limited, 

R, VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis, 

Reels 

— se 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

PRATT’S 
PATENT 

LON DOWN. 
end for Circular and Price List. 

Ne orrcwen # Boots 

Shooting, Fishing, Yachting, 

Sailing, Bicycling 
AND OTHER 

SPCATING CARMENTS. 

The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition. 

TRE BEST GOODS, 

Bescriptlye circulars sent-on request. Please state 

> the sort of garments and material desired. 

GHO. C. HENNING, 

Washington, D. 0. 

eee se oa 

MANNS | 
Trolling Spoons. 

EMANUFACTURHS9 different kinds 
ol ESM ay SROUREs adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re-~ 
volying hus proved t6 be the best Trolling Bait 

ever manufactured. Itiscovered by two patents 

, acturers for cate 

= Mann's patent, Nov. 21,1871, No, 121,182, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, Tard, No, 155,854. Be- 
ware of imitations, None genuine unless J. H. | 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon, | 
Wholesale Agents.—Bradford & Anthony, 814 

Washin eton Street, Boston, and William Milla & | 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be ob- 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale fish- | Ing—lackle dealers; or nike) Sieset tothe manu- ; 

o2ne and price list. 
JOHN H, MANN & CO., Syracuse, N. Y. 

(ESTABLISHED 1836). 
First premium at World's Fair at New York, and 

Centennial Exhibition, 
et 

| 

SPORTEMED’S DEPOT, 

: i 

JO RIDER 
N, E. Cor, Second and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia 

GUS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flie 

Leaders, Snoods, Avtificial ait, Fly Books, i 
ite. Ete, 

ES Salmon, Bass, ind Trout Plies, Made to Order. 
A an’ ALSO 
Krider's" Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 

Glued Bamboo Rads, 
Birds’ Eyes and Birds’ Sins in Great Varieties. 
poricerny in en ie Rosales _ i 

ratt's Paten scult, . 
Repairing of aJl kinds. 5 

FOREST AND STREAM. 221 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

Dog BISCUITS, | WINES, 
DOG SOAP, 

Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains, 

Spartamen's Goods. 

WHISKIES. 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
Clarets and Sauternes, 

Of A. deLUZE’& SONS, Bordeaux. 

OCMAMPAGNES, 

BRANDIES, OF_E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

Ethine Wines, 
IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

8UPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Sportswag's Goads. 

HAW E'S PIGEON TRA P.’ fhiladelphiatishing Tackle House 

= 0 5 
2? 5 5 
Pe 3 2 pattie N 0 
2, O @ 9 
ae 0 aes 
of YH iz 
He peitan 2) 
a = 
pe TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. When 

the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolves within the ‘trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 
THE AIR. Sportsmen willat once appreciate the adyantages. Price $4, 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

moe BEATS THE WORLD.’ -“:« 

Jid Judgesmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something Important jor Cigarette Smokers to Know, 

HE MAJORITY OF SmuKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper they havebeen 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POL- 

» SONS, thrown vif by all burning paper, 
"| namely; The Oii of Creosote. CHARLES 

| G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March - 

=| 5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
f as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 

ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 

Z made saliva proof to prevent its breax- 
ing Or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD JUDGH” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture. no one else having the 
rizht to useit. The great advantage and importanee of this invention willat once be recognized by 
ell smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE” Cizarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. em and you will use no others, 

my 

Manulacturedby GOODWIN &CO..207 and 209 Water st., 
NEW YoR Ez 

Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, and is adjusted to meet 
every want. It embracesamong others: CO#l.T7s CLUB GUNS (genuine) for glass hall and 
pigeon trap shooting, where closeness and great penetration are required. BLEY’'S 
SPECIAL GUNs.—These cuns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty, conve- 
nience, or excellence in shooting. A JOB EOT of WEBLEY’S GUNS, of many kinds, mostly 
heavy and specially adapred to killing large gume, such as ducks and geese, at long range. ENOS 
JAMES & CO.!8 GUNR, for all sorts of work, including the TRAP GUN. or COMPLETH GUN, 
designed for the same class of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUY. FOREHAND & WADBR- 
WORTHOS SINGLE BREECH-LOADER, with TOP LEVER. This last is JUST THE GUN 
FOK BOYS, or men who cannot aiford to buy double euns. 
P. O. Box 4,308, Hi. & D. FOLS@, 30 Warren Street, New York 
TS a Pa 

Dogs ef Great Britain, America and Other Countries, 
FPRICE, $200. 

. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

TAR BEST 
Cleaner and Ojler 

Por Hrutch-loaiing arms 
{o market 

e Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
ions sentiree of posts 

ve calllrs of gun, Sen 

YARDLEY BROWN, © 
BEAD! 

For One Dollar, 
N > ared di 

Soft Rubber Crawfish, Patented Oct, 1. 

NE BASS BAIT. Samples by mail, 75c. | 
Soft Rubber Hellgramites, 60c, Soft Rub- 

ber Frogs, large, 50c.; Spal, E 
Trade supplied. i. MILLS & SON, 

Bole Agents, 7 Warren street, New York, 
$5 to $2O wideranome. 
STINSON & CO,, Portland, Mains, 

Samples 
Address 

f. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle ot 

Every “Description, 

5603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood. 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1830, 

Reversed Wing Trout and Rass Flies on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Keels, Lines, etc. 
Our BETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS recetyed the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Meduls, 
Prices as low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free. 
Our 65-page new I!hzstrated Catalogue of Fish- 
ing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 
in stamps. 

Jublisationé, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIGNS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELHY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story af sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50, 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By | 
Charles A.J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages. 12 Phus. 
Price 50 cents, 

FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, und Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages, 50 iilus., and a large map. 

Price 50 cents. = 
fARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED... A comprehensive band-book of the 
Mouschead Lake region and sporting re- 
gorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘Lhe tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 24pages. 14 illus. Price 69 cents. 

PARKAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Kangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on toughlinen 
aper, cloth covers. 6) cents. 
RHAR’S POCKET MAP ot Moosehead Lake 

and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of svovthern Maine, slso the head- 

iy 

waters of the EK: nichee, Penonseot and St 
John rivers. Fiinted on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. i cents. 
AKRAR’S SPEREOSCOPIO VIEWS, 26 ots. 
Send fur catalogue. 
fs Any of the atove publications mail 
postpaid. on receipt of price. Address jy 
JHARLES A. J PAR Jamaica Plain, 
Masg. « T. Decs1 

CAMP LIFE IN FLORIDA. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICK, 

Price $1.50. 

A GOOD BOOK--THE DOG. 

By DINKS, MAYHEW & HUTCHISON. 

Price $3.00, 

For Sale at this Office. 

THE S?ORTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
(Pes great pressure on our snyentising, space 

. obliges us to withdraw the list of books 
which we haye on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field eports, as pre- 

viously advertised in these columnes, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. FOREST AND 
BTREAM PUBLISHING CO, Jy2e-t£ 

* 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH EDITION. 

AN exhaustive hand-book for spartamen and 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

be Taek it, For salq at this ofice. Priow, pest 
paid, - " 
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Paneer Ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yo 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powderin Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 180’, hav? maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-eight years. Man- 
ufacture the following celebrated brandsof Pow- 
der; 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalledin strength, 
pee) and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

ali and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; grent penetration; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

_ DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick. strony, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 
DUPONT’S RITLE EG, ‘‘SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning strong and moist, 

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 
Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and pein: 
cipal towns throughout the United States. p- 
Tesented by 
F, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

THE ACARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard's ‘* Electric Powder.”” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength and cieanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of ons pound ony. 

Tiazard’s “ American Sporting.”* 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
@ijlb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Inland 5 lb. canisters 
and 6} and 12} lb. kogs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

tration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard's ‘‘Kentucky Ritie,”’ 

FFFG FFG, and “Sea Shooting" FG in kegs of 
25, 124, and 6} lbs. and cansof5 lbs. FFFG is also 
packed inland } 1b. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting. and the “Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining Aud Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET Pow- 
DEH; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROUF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- . 
sale at our office. & 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

EWG SET 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 4, 5, 4, b, 6, ', aod & Superior Rifle, En- 

field Rifle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. 
STITT, 61 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U. 8, 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHATR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

lid Chair, Child’s Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, sim- 
plicity and comfort. 
Hverything to an ex- 
act science Orders 
by mail promptly at- 
tended to. 

READING POSITION, 
address, ©. ''. D. Send Stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
Wilson Ajus. Chair M’i’g Co.,661 Broadway,NY. 

Parlor, Library,Inva- : 

Goodsshipped to any ° 

1 } 

AMlisceilayeons Adveytigements. 

William Mills & Son, 
7 Warren Street, New York. 

Manufacturers and Sole Proprietors 
a6 

AWE 
Patent Barbless Fish-Hook, 

Patented October 30th, 1°77. 

RICE, 30c. 35c. 
No.’s I, 2, 3) 4, 5, 9, 10. 

These Hooks are made of spring steel, finely tempered, 

And areCertain to Hold every Fish Hooked. 
The Trade Supplica. 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

GunsSporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

English Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. V. R. SCHUYLER, J, R. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE. 

Of the late firm ot Special. 

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 
NWevr York, 

y ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBSER FISHING BOOTS, 

RMmubber Hliankets, 

And Complete Rubber Ouifits. 
{ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue, Rubber Shooting Jacket. 

VANITY FAI 
“ MILD"—Rare Old Virginta. “HALVHS"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia, 

Alwavs Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1 878; 

Sydney, 1880. : 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, WG KIMBALL &CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

00c. Doz. 

Jlmnrnition, Ete 

TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard 

Printed Number of Pellets to the oz. 
Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled, 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 40. | 
472 688 1056 Soft. | 
495 716 1190 Chilled. - 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN 8T,NEW YORK. 

No. of pellets to oz., 338 Meer ae ee gas 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shet. 

Rivaling the English and All Others 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK 8HOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W, SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
= A 

SHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS | 

Upthegreve & McLellan, 
(Successors to W. H, Holabird,) 

VALPARAISO, IND., 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

Hovasin® 
SHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS OF WATER- 

PROOF DUCK, WUSTIAN and CORDUROY. 

“The Holabird Shooting Coat the best in the 
world.” Send for circular, 

Gun Clubs, Notice! 
USE SMOKE TARGET BALLS, 

HE only ball that gives unmistakable aigns 
when hit. [ 
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y. The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and the 
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AIM. Liberal Discount to, Clubs of Six or 
More, Send tor circular. Address 
S.E. FRE NCH, Park Avenue Hotel, N. ¥. City 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 
Bi:d Skins. Class Eyes. 

For Stuffed Birds and Animals 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List, 

A. J. COLBURN, 
Boston, Mass. 

= 
31 Boylston Street, 

$ 7 A WEEK, $12u day at home easily made: 
Costly ouftit free, Adfress TROE & CO., 

Augusta, Maine, 
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A Lrvzt Parer.—In the last numbers of the Forest anp 
SrreAw were published communications and notes from more 

than eighty correspondents; and the ‘ Answers” columns 

contained replies to forty-six others—a total of more than 
126. These writers represented twenty-four different States 

and Territories, besides two foreign countries. The same issue 

contained the advertisements of 175 advertisers, representing 
an aggregate capital of many millions of dollars. 

In the number and character of the contributions of its 
friends the Fokrsr axp Srrmam is altogether unprecedented 
in American journalism. We are publishing a live paper. 
every week, and fifty-fwo weeks in the year. 

Appreciating the continued courtesy of our friends, we 
cordially invite each one who canadd to the general store to 
Bend in his quota. 

——---- -— 1+ 

Fisuina For Oounr.—We have spoken in no uncertain 

tone upon several orcasions of the destructive practice of kill- 
ing small fish for the purpose of swelling the count. We in- 
fiend to keep af it until the whole body of anglers join in tlie 

chorus and ery ‘shame’ on the man who is cuilty of it. The 
review of the report of the New Hampshire Fish Commission, 

in another column, contains something which all gentlemen 
“anglers should read to every fog fisherman that they may 

happen to know, 
> 

Go asp 8re Them.—In a little inclosure in front of the 
Merchant’s Hotel in Cortlandt street are to be seen two quails, 
sora rail and a gray squirrel. They are all in good condi- 

Mion, fat and lively, and seem to agree together excellently. 
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HOW THEY DO if IN BLOOMFIELD. 

LOOMFIELD is a little New Jersey village uot very 
far from Newark, and if the reports which reach us 

are authentic, we do not hesitate to say thal it will be a fa- 

yorite resort for quail from this time forth. Certainly if these 

birds could read the Forrsar ayp SqReaMm they would gather 

there in great numbers after they Jearned about Squire Hall | 

and his Daniel-like decisions. 

Tt appears that not long ago a certain Mr. Van Tassel, of 

the above-mentioned town, discovered not far from the rail- 

road depot a little bevy of quail. These innocent birds, well 

knowing thatthe close time in New Jersey had not yet ex- 

pired, and on that account suspecting no evil, made no effort 

at flight or concealment, but quietly went about their ordinary 

avocations and fed along as usual. The sight ef the bevy 

was too much for Mr. Van Tassel, however. He at once 

went for his gun, determined to secure those quail. No dog 

was required. ‘The shooter knew a trick that quite casts in 

the shade the ordinary methods of sportsmen. He watked 

up to the unsuspicions birds, quietly herded them until they 

were well huddled, and then, giving them both barrels, se- 
cured ten. 

So far all was well. Matters had gone admirably for Mr. Van 
Tassel, if not for the birds, and the “sportsman” had already 

begun to consider the language in which he should announce 

his fine “sport” to his comrades, when the game constable 

appeared on the scene. Mr. Van Tassel was at once hauled 

before Squire Wm. R. Hail, and was promptly fined $15 per 

bird and costs. He, however, appealed to the J anuary Term 

of the Court on the main question, paying the costs then and 

there. We trust that there is no doubt but the higher Court 
will confirm the Justice’s decision ; but even if it should not 

do so, we presume that Mr. Van Tassel will consider that his 

fracture of the law has cost him more than it was worth, and 
that bis birds were dear. 

Some people in Bloomfield manage to get their birds out of 

Season ataless price than $15 each. Thus Mr. Cadmus, 

going out with a dog, killed a quail, and appearing before 

Squire Hall complained of himself, paid his fine of $15 and 

received the informant’s half—$7.50, 

This is the way they do things in Bloomfield, and a most 

excellent way itis. We wish that 4 little of the same spirit 

could be infused into a number of cther localities that we 

could name, and indeed throughout the country. 

We are reliably informed that an individual, whose name 

we have, recently killed two quail near Newark, N. J., and 

exhibited them to sportsmen of that city. Is not this a case 
for the Essex Gun Club to take hold of ? 

+. 

THE NEW YORK GAME LAW. 

,.N another page will be found the admirable analysis 

of the New York game law, prepared by Abel Crook, 
Esq. , president of the New York State Association for the Pro- 

tection of Fish and Game, and read before the last meeting of 

the Long Island Sportsmen’s Association. ‘This synopsis was 
madetoshow what the provisions of the law areatpresent,and 

also to serve as a basis for intelligent work in amending the law 

where it needs amendment, and of framing it in such a way 

that every one may understand it. It is published in the For- 
Esp AND STREAM for these purposes. At the coming session 

of the Legislature at Albany, the Standing Committee of the 
Stale Association propose to present a new game law, 

and in order to frame one which shall meet the ap_ 

proval of sportsmen throughout the State upon every point 

of its provisions, it is desired to hear the views of all who 

are interested, The readers of Forest anp StREAM are called 
upon to study the law as it now stands, and if they have any 

Suggestions to offer rezarding any portion of it they are re- 
quested to write the same to the committee in charge at an 

early day, addressing all communications to Abel Crook, Esq., 

No. 99 Nassau street, New York city. 

Tt is particularly requested that those who wish changes 
made should furnish facts to substantiate their arguments. 

The committee want the actual experience of practical men 
on these points. Having all the facts before them they can 
intelligently proceed in their worl. 

This is a most sensible way of setting about the task. 
The opporfunity is now offered to every man to put in his 

views on any particular point of the law. Let each one im- 

prove the occasion to speak, or forever after hold his peace. 

There is no good reason why the New York game law pre- 

sented at Albany next winter should not embody the collec- 
tiye wisdom of the sportsmen of the whole Empire State, 

and be therefore free from cayil. 

The committee of the Long Island Sportsmen’s Associa- 
tion, who will consider the law with refexence to Long Island 

and suggest anyneeded changes or special provisions required 

for that section, are Megsrs. Geo. A. Chappell, Dr. Henry F. 

Aten, Dr. Wm. Wynn, Abel Crook, Austin Appleyard, J udge 

Henry 8. Lott, Chas. W. Havemeyer, Sam. $. Conant and 

Henry Altenbrand. It is hoped that other game protective 

clubs throughout the State may appoint similar committees 

to discuss, the law and report in the same way. 

The Standing Committee of the State Association, who will 
prepare the law, are; Abel Crook, Robert Robinson and Henry 

Altenbrand, of Brooklyn; J. H. Williams, Dansville; Jacob 

Witmer, Niagara Falls; and Henry H. Morse, of Rochester. 

Mr. Crook, who has had much experience in framing laws, 

proposes to make the new game law a model of brevity and 

clearness. It will be substantially (1st) a legal definition or 

construction of the words ‘‘ close season,” (2d) the provision 

of a ** close season ” for the specific birds, animals and fishes, 
(3d) the exceptions, (4th) miscellaneous proyisions, (5th) 

uniform penalties, (6th) machinery for prosecution. 

The officers of the New York State Association for the 

Protection of Fish and Game, and the Long Island Sports— 

men's Association, who haye charge of the next convention, 
are deserving of the highest commendation for inaugurating 

a new order of things and making the society what its name 

implies that it should be. Their course will be cordially in- 

dorsed by the sportsmen of the State, and many of those wao 

have lost their interest in the society and held aloof from its 

conventions will now accord to it their strongest support. 

Believing that we yoice the sentiments of the entire sports- 
men’s community we hasten to congratulate the promoters ef 

this new movement, and to bespeak for them a complete suc- 
cess in their efforts. 
— 

SOUTHWARD. 

ITH the approach of winter weather those sportsmen 
who annually spend a winter at the South are already 

tuning their thoughts thither and preparing for the campaign. 
From our correspondence we infer that Florida will be this 

year, #8 heretofore, the resort of the majority of Southern 

tourists. As is usual at this season of the yearthe Forrsr 

AND STREAM Is in receipt of numerous inquiries for the best 
shooting and fishing localities ; inquiries which year by year 
it is more difficult to answer. 

The day has almost passed away—we shall rejoice to see it 

wholly gone—when game can be butchered from the deck of 
ariyer steamer. Every Florida yisitor must be familiar with 

the savages hailing from Northern cities, who stand on the 
steamer’s deck as she makes her way up the stream, and 

blaze away, right and left, before and behind, at every living 

creature on the banks—hirds, beasts and reptiles. There is 

less of this digraceful business now than there was once, but 

this is due rather to a decrease in the supply of game than to 

any diminishing of the hordes of butchers or abetement of 

their murderous craving for blood. And just here we may 
throw out a hint to the owners of the vast herds of wild cat’ 

tle which roam through the Florida woods. Bye-and-bye, 

when game becomes so scarce that the heing clothed in yel- 

veteens and brass buttons, bearing 1 »um and with it the 

general appearance of a rowdy, cannot satisfy his appetite for 

gore in the old way, he will turn his attention to your herds, 

and shoot down your defenseless cattle, until they too are ex- 

terminated. 0 will the price of Florida beef go up, and the 

famine thereof be ascribed fo the political administra- 

tion. 

The man who seeks in the South pleasure and health, and 

who is contented with the legitimate pursuit bf fish and game 

will still find abundant shooting-territory m Florida, pro- 
vided he turns aside from the guide book routes and leaves 

the regular circuit of the multitude. The southern and 
south-western portions of the State are supplied with a 

fauna which will wellrepay the journey thither. We have on 

hand a variety of letters relating to the different sections of 
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this sporting country, and these will be published at an early 

date. 
While Florida stands first as a winter sporting resort, possi- 

bly because it has been so much talked of, there are many 

other sections equally as attractive and equally rich in game. 

Inthe North and South Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, Arkansas, 
Louisiana, Texas and in shorf throughout the whole South, 

are yast tracts where game is abundant, and where the sports- 

man tourist may find not only the best of spor hui a hearty 

welcome among a hospitable people as well. The rod and 

gun are passports to good fellowship the world over, and. no 

one feature of a journal like the Forrsr ANn Sirream is more 
significant than its chronicles of the warm reception accorded 

by the people of one section to their guests from other seetions. 

-—o-— 

REPORT OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 

FISH COMMISSION. 

Oa report of the New lfampshire Fish Commission for 
1880 opens with the statement that salmon culiurein the 

Pemigewassett has been a grand success, and that they have 
taken over 100,000 eggs from fish which had been artificially 
hatched from eggs taken from the Penobscot River and plant- 

ed in the Pemigewassett, and which had passed up the fish- 

ways over the dams at Lowell, Lawrence and Amoskeag. 
This is indeed a grand success, as the fish are proved not only 

to liye, but have returned to their native streams to breed. 

The Commissioners are inclined to think that the twenty-two 
fish taken at Plymouth represent the planting of three differ- 

ent years—1872, ‘78 and *75—as their weights varied from 
eight to twenty pounds; while one which passed their nets 
was found below Livermore Falls with several of his ribs 

erushed in and broken away from the backbone—probably in 
attempting to ascend the falls—which weighed twenty-eight 
pounds, and might haye been a survivor of earlier attempts at 
stocking the river. 

Brook trout have been distributed to many streams, and an 

increased number are expécted this year. Land-locked 

salmon eggs have been received to the number of 67,000 as 
their share of the crop of the joint stock establishment at, 

Grand Lake Stream, in Maine. 

The observations at the Lawrence fishway from May 5 to 

November 1 are interesting. - No fish were seen until May 9, 

when two ‘‘suckers” (Catasiomus), and one brook trout were 

noticed; and on the 12th, alewives, suckersand two lampreys 
were seen, and these increased and decreased each day uutil 

June 2, when the record says: *‘Alewives and suckers run 

yery large ; a few lamper-eels and three salmon, ten to twelve 

i 

pounds.” (Why cannot our Commissioners set the example of | 

a proper nomenclature, and not callalamprey a ‘‘lamper-eel,” 

when it is not an ¢ée/ at all, nor even distantly related to it?) 

On the 5th ‘‘one shad” is added to the previous list, and a 

black bass also appears ; while the alewives, suckers, “‘chubs,” 
cte., keep right along, interspersed with an occasional salmon, 

intil the 30th, when no salmon are recorded until August 27, 

and again on October 38, making about thirty seen during the 
season. 

Commissioner Powers reports to Mr. Brackett, of Mass., 

that 367,500 California salmon fry were distributed in 

January as follows: 25,000 to the Contoocook River: 28,000 

in Salmon Falls River; and the remainder in the Pemige- 

wassett, and that they could be seen until last August any- 
where in the river near the hatching-house, and were then 

from three to five mches long, and very lively and apparently 
healthy. Twenty-two Atlantic salmon (CS. sua) were taken 

during the season, weighing from eight to twenty pounds 

each, thirteen of them being females, yielding together over 

100,000 eggs. Mr, Powers further says; ‘‘Tor over thirty 

years not a salmon passed up the Pemigewassett. This is the 

first time—in this country, at leas|—that any considerable 

quantity of eges have been taken from mature salmon caught 

from a depleted river artificially restocked. The result can- 

nat fail to be highly gratifying to those who have, or have 

had, the matter in charge, and has, to a certainty, demon- 

strated the faith of the few who argued that the rivers could 

be restocked to advantage was well founded. Those who 

have believed it impossible must now be convinced that it is 

not only possible but quite practicable.” 

Two thousand eges of the California ‘‘mountain trout? 

(Salmo iridea) were received from Prof. Baird and were 

hatched. What the Commissioners say about fishing for 
count is s0'plain and to the point that we gladly give it en- 

tire. They say: ‘‘ We must repeat what we have said before, 

that the depopulation of our brooks is largely owing to the 
persistent capture of the yearling fish, from two to three 

inches long, before they are old enough to reproduce their 

species, by the cockney fishermen and careless hoys, who aim 

at getting the largest number possible, and either say, ‘Eyery 

one counts,’ or, ‘the small fish are {he sweetest.’ Possibly 

they are to any one who is fond of salt pork, for these little 

yearling trout taste of very little else when cooked, the small 
proportion of fish flavor being entirely overwhelmed hy the 

lareer ratio of the ‘essence of hoz? Jt may be {he affinity be- 
tween the biped and the quadruped which accounts for this 

taste.” 

Tt is interesting to note that attention is being paid to the 
migration of lampreys, which are largely eaten in New Hamp- 
shire and some néigliboring States, but which are rejected as 

food in New York. The report says that this fish ‘came up 
the Merrimack as far as Lowell, and Messrs, George Liddle and 
J. L, Steyens, of Manchester, made two trips to Lawrence 

and procured seyeral hundred, which they placed above the 

Amoskeag dam. They propose to repeat this work next 

month, so that we may reasonably expect fo see these fish 

back in numbers in a yeur or two, though perhaps not in such 

quantities as when they obtained the tille of ‘ Derryfield 
beef.’ An appendix cohtains an address délivered before 

the Fish and Game League, April 6, 1880, by ex-Goy. B. I. 

Preseott, in which he advocates fishways and protection, A 

list of the lakes and ponds in the State closes the report. 
eR me 

BuvePisnine. Anour Loxg Isnaxp.—oOf all times in the 

year the bluefishing is nsually at its best in October and 

November, and the present season is as 00d 43 in any pre- 

yious year. Last week the catches were plentiful all around 

Long Island, and we haye no doubt of their being as good in 

other waters, but we personally know that they were excel- 

lent off Fire Island, Gardiner's Island and Long Island 
Sound, some ‘fifteen pounders” having been captured in 

Plum Gut. Not only is this fish, which east of New Jersey 

isa “blne fish” and sonth of there a “tailor,” exceedingly 
plentiful now, as it has been all summer, but this is the 

season for the large ones to come in, and they are in the 

very best condition attained by this excellent and gamy fish. 
New Yorkers can now take Long Island Railroad at either 
Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn, yia the down-town ferries, or by 

Thirty-fourth street ferry to Greenpoint, and in a few hours 

are landed in any part of the Island they may wish to visit, 

as the road branches in all directions. Smaller fish are 

found in Great South Bay, but the large ones seldom enter il, 

and are caught just outside the inlet ; and as the bay is shal- 

low and full of “weed” those fishing inside must take 
their fish by chumming, which, by the way, isthe most sports- 

manlike ; but if you prefer the sail with a trolling squid then 

outside is the proper place. The bluefish is so savage and 

voracious that the smaller ones never care for ihe company 

of their larger relatives, hence a school will usually contain 

fish of nearly one size, and when taking ‘(hree-pounders” 

it is seldom that one of twice that size is struck. It is a 
notable fact that while the other food fishes are decreasing in 

numbers the bluefish, Pematomus sattatrix, is really inereas- 

ing, and fifty years ago it was unknown on our shores- 

PENNSYLVANIA Frevp Triats.—The arrangements for these 
trials are now completed, they will be run at the terminus of 

the Quarryville R. R., which is about fifteen miles south-east 
of Lancaster, in Lancaster County. The grounds have been 

preserved for several years and quail are very abundant, be- 

sides birds will be on hand for stocking should there not be 
a sufficient number found on the grounds. The entries to the 

trials made to the secretary are reported to be nearly full, 

Che Sportsman Canris 
“HO FOR THE MAGANETTIWAN!” 

Ei hereabouts are persistent fishermen—not a bass in 
\ Fall Creek or White River that is not acquainted with 
us by sight; but I doubt that Indianapolis will ever become a 
fishing resort. A year ago I announced thut 1 would never 
again wet a line in Indiana; of course I have broken the 
resolution. When my neighbor dons his corduroys and asks me 
if I ‘Shave any sand,” I am likely to say that [ have, and in 
an hour or so ] am basking in the sun in the neighborhood of 
Broad Ripple, hoping for a bass, expecting a goegle-eye and 
hauling ina small sunfish. Along in the spring my eye was 
riveted by a, well-written adyertisement in Formsr anp 
SrreamM, headed ‘‘Ho for Maganettiwan!” I consulted 
“Hallock’s Gazetteer,” and that settled it. On the Tih of 
July I was on the way to Toronto. It is a question what is 
the proper number constituting a party for fishing. I have 
spent a great deal of time in organizing expeditions; I have 
begun early in the spring to agitate the question and to fire 
the hearts of my friends. TIT haye now and again succeeded in 
making up a parvy of four and even six: but it isan uucertain 
world, fishing is uncertain, fishermen are uncertain and also 
the wives of fishermen. It is a sickening thing to set the day, 
make all things ready and find that the elect gentlemen have 
had a change of mind. A party of one can be depended upon ; 
so it was that I sat lonely at the Queen’s Hotel, Toronto, and 
mused on Muskoka and the regions beyond. 

Mr. McGraw, manager of said hotel, is a fisherman’s friend; 
he introduced me to Mr. J. M., a gentleman well known to 
theatre going people, and J. M. and I ‘pooled our issues,” 
bought a “* phantom minnow,” and made for the north. The 
latter part of the day’s joumney by stcamboat to Rosseau is 
pleasant. We passed several camps, the most noticeable of 
which was that of the ‘Solid Comfort Club.” We weré fore- 
warned that Mr. Pratt, the proprietor of the Rosseau House, 
is peculiar; ondoubtedly he is. He is neither childlike nor 
bland in manner, but after a two weeks stay with him we de- 
cided that no man im Ontario could have done more to make 
the days pleasant. Waving paid my bill I feel free to say 
that the hotel is excellent, and I know of no place where the 
summer saunterer gets more for his money. Others have 
said that the fishing is superb, and I believe that is the word. 

The fish are not yellow nor striped nor silver, but black bass, 
and die game. 
tom of the country and used the old-fashioned, reliable anele- 
worm. It isa trifle nasty, but it does the business. The Toronto 
worm is the thing. The home crop of worms is scant. Sand 
and rock is not the proper environment for a worm—he runs 
too much to skin, although in one cornev of Mr. Pratt's gar- 
den there is a preserve where the worms are tolerably fat; but 
digging them by daylight is attended with considerable risk 
unless in the absence of the proprietor. The fishing (of the 
kind) leaves nothing: to be desired. The boats are excellent, 
the boatmen expert. There is no use in stating the number 
of fish that Webster, our boatman, brought in night after night 
as I desire when I write anything to be believed. Thereis a 
variety of lakes to visit, enough to consume the days, and at 
evening one can sit and hear Angus Morrison, M. P., tell 
muscalonge stories, see the Jandlord welcome his gnests, and 
at night sleep untroubled hy mosquito or ——, 

We failed in fly-fishing and full into the cus- |, 

The weather was perfect—the monotony was broken by 
fine thunder-storms—but the aforesaid advertisement, ‘Ilo 
for Maganettiwan !” clipped from your paper, was in my 
pocket, and, my object being trout, I took the stage for the 
famous river. The road is ‘*t Adams’ Road and not Me-. 
Adams.” It has been cursed a good deal by ithe profane pas- 
sengers, but for a road that leads to fishing if is uncommonly 
good. Trout and turnpikes are not usually in conjunction, 1- 
less they be trout raised by machinery and fed on liver. Clark’s 
at Maganettiwan Village is a hospituble inn. The Masanetii- 
wan is noble river, but dipping my hand in it settled the 
trout question, The water in July and August is too warm ; 
May, June and September are the months in which to fish 
for what I believe some one has termed ‘speckled beauties." 

For a day or two I turned my attention to bass with gie it 
success. There are deer in this region. July isa little ecry 
to kill deer legally, but in aregion where the people ure so 
poor as they a-e in Muskoka the law is lenient, 
When a man has to put a palisade around his cabbage bed 

to keep the deer out, and has had no meat in the house for 
seven weeks, to look upon a quarter of venison does not make 
him angry. Partridges were also abundant, and, I have ho 
doubt, more easily digested than bacon. I could only regret 
that it was the close season for game. My friend, Geo. Ross, 
can in the proper season show a visitor living moose within 
two days’ journey from Maganetliwan. I know of no game 
region so accessible antl so certain to he satisfactory as this. 
Mr. Clerk or Mr. Geo. Ross will be pleased to put any 
sportsman who may visit the Maganettiwan on the (rack. 
Mr. Ross has hounds, tents, Woats, blankets and a perfect 
knowledge of the country. 
Muskoka is free land given to the settlers by the govern- 

ment, untaxable for twenty-one years, and not Jiable for 
debt. Jam sorry thal the land is, so much of it, undissolved 
rock. The people are poor and kind, hospitable in the ex- 
treme, anda little money will g6 a great ways. Any sports- 
man not a ‘ tender-foot,” cannot fail to remember pleasantly 
his sojourn in this region, Depending on chance acquaint- 
ance for company, L-have had remarkable good fortune. 

Returning to Pratt’s, at Rossean, thé bass were still biting, 
but T left J. M. fishing in twenty feet of water for his elegant, 
rod and reel, inadvertently dropped overboard. ‘There wasno 
sport in that. &o, Mr. Editor, I am elad on the whole that” 
my eye rested on the **Ho for the Maganettiwan !” and eau 
only suggest, that the advertisement be made large enough to 
state that July and August are not the months for trout. 

Indianapolis, Tnd. M. W. fi. 

Glatural History. 

NOTES ON SOME MARINE? INVERTE- 
BRATES, 

le a recent number of the Azreriewm Journal af Suience, 

Prof. A. EB. Verrill gives us some very interesting notes 
of his observations on several nisrine forms, made during 
the past summer at Newport, R. I. 

Prof, Verrill spent a portion of the summer al Newport in 

conneetion with his work on the U. 8. Jish Commission, and 

the discoveries referred to will; no doubt, he published more 

in detail in the Fish Commission Repwrt of Jast summer's 

work, Perhaps the most interesting of (hese observations is 
that of the occurrence at Newport of two. littoral species of 

Huropesn shells which have not hefore heen recorded ps 

American, These are Truneatella truncatula and Asstiininen 

graye. During the Jatter part of July and in August no- 
merous specimens of both species were found living flmony: 

the decaying scaweed al highwaler mark on the docks ar 

Newport. Both young and fnll grown shells were found 

here, The two species were associated with a number of 

well known North American genera, such as Aled, Anu 

da, Ohernes, Ligia, Orchestia and other littoral species. Tt 
cannot at-present be decided whether these shells have been 

introduced at Newport by shipping, or whether they are re- 

ally indigenous and have hitherto been overlooked, At. all 

events, the opinion is expressed that they are now well estab- 
lished inhabitants of our shores. 

The diffusion of the little shell Littorina littoren lias been 

noticed before in these Goluinns, and to what has been said 

hy our correspondents Prof. Verrill adds some interesting 
facts. It is known that this common Furopean species ap- 

peared first on the coast of Maine in 1868, though Dr. Daw- 
son has stated (hat he had eollected it at a much earlier date 

on the shores of Nova Scotia. In 1878 the United States 

Fish Commission found it abundant at Saco, Maine, and it 
was collected sparingly at Peakes Island in Oasco Bay. Tn 
1872 if was rare at Provineetown, Mass., but in 18749 had 

become common. Prof. Verrill found it abundant at Burn- 
stable, on the shores of Cape Cod Bay. At Wood's Mole, on 

the southern sliores of Cape Cod, only two specimens were 

found in 1875, hut in 1876 it was common there, and is now 

very abundant. During Jast winter Prof. 8.1, Smith found the 
first specimen detected as far West as New Haven, and since 

then other specimens have been taken there Wy Mr, B.A. 
Andrews and by Mr. J. H. Emerton. It is now yery abund- 

ant at Newport. 

Giona ocellata is another invertebrate which Prof. Verrill 

found abundant at Newport. This large and beautiful as 

Cidian is to be found on rocks and on the piles of wharves at 
low water, and on dead shells to a depth of tyenty fathoms. 

Tt would seem to be yery local in its distribution, for Prof. 
Vervill has never found it at any other locality on our const. 

This species grows to a length of four or five inches, and is 

about an inch in diameter. It is quite translucent, arid the 

internal organs may be seen through the pale greenish or yel- 
lowish white test. ‘The apertures are surrounded by a circle 
of bright lemon yellow, and the ocelli are bright red. This 
species is said by Binney to have heen first found by Agassiz 

at New Bedford, Mass., and by him named Aascidia ascellata. 
Tt is figured in Gould’s Inyert. of Mass., but not described, 



TeneerarurE AnD Raisratt LAws ror Lonpoy,—An in- 
resting paper, reacl at the last meeting of the British Asso- 

on for the Advancement of Science, attempts to answer 

question: Is there to be found uny definite relation be- 
ween extremes of rainfall or temperature in any month or 

on and the weather or temperature of the month or season 

xt following? The author, 1H. Courtenay Fox. M. R. ©. 8., 
ses his conclusions.on data obtained from an examination 

Uf the observations on monthly temperature and rainfall, as 
corded at the Royal Observatory during the sixty-six years 
m 1815 to 1880. As aresult of his investivation he lays 

down the following definite propositions : 

1. A cold spring is very prone to be followed Iya cold 
simmer, 1 cold summer tends to be followed by a cold autumn, 

and a cold autumn has a slight tendency to be succeeded by 

@ Winter of low temperature. 
2. Warm summers are generally followed by warm 

3. Inno fewer than eigh| out of the twelve months (that is 

every one except February, March, May und October) 
very low temperature tends to be prolonged into the succeed- 

Wig wonth. - 

4. If June, Joly, August or December We warm, the next 
Hiouth will probably be « warm one also. 

5. Twoimonths (June and July) tend, when yery dry, to 

be tollowed by dry ones, On the other hand, a dry August 
hilicates the probability of a wet September. 

6. A wet December is apt to be succeeded by a wet Janu- 

Besides the foregoing, there are 4 few instances in which 
the vainfall of certain months appears to bear adefinite rela- 

Ton £0 antecedent or subsequent extremes of temperature. 

7, If August or September be warm, the ensuing Septem- 

her or October inclines io be wet. Lf, on the other hand, 

september or Noyember he cold, the succeeding October or 
December is likely to be a dry month, 

§. If Pebrnary, June or July be very dry, the next month 
‘iis a strong tendency to be warn. 

9, If Jannary, March or April be wet, we may also expect 

The next mont: to bea warm one. But a wet May or July 
gives a strony probability of cold weather in June or August 
respectively. 

oo 

 SiArks SwaLtow razr Youse.—A short time ago Mr, 
‘Blackford of Fulton Market, New York, receiyed a specimen 

of the “porbeayle,” or mackerel shark, Jsuropsis dekayt which 

“Was caught near Great Neck, Long Island, and proved to be 
female which measured six feet eleven inches in length. 

Mr, Blackford said : 

) “When I received her she had been dead more than seven 
mrs. From the immense size of her stomach I thought she 

Aust have swallowed a barrel or two of moss bunkers, and to 
ality ty curiosity I opened her. Imagine my surprise. 

When instead of moss bunkers I found ten little sharks, evi- 
‘dently her offspring, and all just the same sizc—exactly two 
feel long. Ishould say they were about six months old, for 
‘fayoung shark when hatched from the exe measures about 
four inches. There was no-mark upon them asif dizestion 
had begun.” 

The question was raised whether they were taken in for 
fooil or for protection. If, however, they were taken as 
food one redeeming quality can be placed to the account of 
-_ 

Fruiyv’s Pmip Nores.— Warrenton, Vit., Oot. 11—Editor 
Horest and Stream: I give you the following memoranda 
from my note-book : 

1880—April 23, Hunted over our 
fisns; birds all gone. 

April 27—Saw Baltimore oriole for first time; saw Aspen 
oriole on 24th inst. 

April 28—Reliahle informant saw yesterday twelve Bnglish 
Mmocking-birds in a flock; says they raise there in great num- 
ers every year, building in large thorn bushes; think they 
had just-refurned from South. Saw to-day the first cathird 
vf the season. 

Oct. !—Caught with hook and line, in Rappahannock 
River, twenty-odd “carp” and chub; carp about one-half 
pound weicht and fullroed. ‘Do fish under favorable circum- 
shalices—open Winter, eic.—spawn twice in twelve months? 
An ‘old fisherman ” tells me the advanced condition of these 
Spawners indicate an open winter; says “ jackfish” shed 
Wicir teeth every moon; they bité best on the dark of the 
moon ; hus occasionally caught them on the lizht of the moon, 
when their cutis were red and showed recent shedding of the 
teeth, In cleaning the “carp” discovered two small para- 
sites clinging to the tongue; thought they were diminutive 
Jeeches, until reading Forssy anp Stream of 7th inst. What 
were they ? 

In July, while fishing in the Shenandoah for bass, took in 
a sucker floating belly up. When turned over back presented 
iippearance of decomposition and escape of gas. Closer in- 
Spection showed a multitude of slippery, celatinous-lovking 
‘parasites, wriggling about like diminutive crabs; fish was 
plump and recently dead. What were these wrigglers ? 

The article in Forest anp SrreaAM on ‘Frogs Capturing 
German Carp” recalled the fact that when a boy I chught 2 
Jarge water or bull-froe which was in the act of swallowing a 
smaller ** brother.” The legs sticking ont of the corners of 
jis mouth gaye me the idea of his being a ‘homed frog,” of 
which I had read, but never seen. : 

In July, 1864, m Dinwiddie County, Virginia, IT witnessed 
the attempt of a black snake to swallow a garter snake of 
equal size, which he had captured and killed by constriction. 
Teould hear the bones crack in the deadly embrace. My 
‘Companion spit tobacco juice in the black snake’s mouth and 
eansed him to eject his anticipated bon bewehe, and then 
Killed the black snake. Fur. 

It is doubtful if any individual fish spawns more than once 
a year, although some species which spawn in summer are so 

ipbegular as to appear to do so. The eyprinoids (carp-like 
fishes) spawn from May- to September, and even cover a 
Tonger period in some localities, It is possible that yeur fish, 

“snipe ground ;” no 

for some reason, did not spawn early, and that, developing so 

late, it might be checked ly cold weather. Carp do not 

grow in cool weather, and so spawn partly developed might 

be checked, Your ‘‘carp” are probably uncolored gold fish 

and not the true carp which have lately been brought from 

Germany and bred in Washington for distribution. It is im- 
possible to say what the parasites were from the description, 

| and if we had them we could perhaps only give you a long 

) technical name of more or less jaw-twisting capacity. The 
best plan is to study the habits and structure of such para- 

sites, and then you will know all that is known of them, 

which is very little, except the systematic cognomen, 

EXxrerm™Menting wir Syake Poisoy.—The following dis- 

patch to the Herald contains information which, if authentic, 

is of very high importance, and further information on the 

subject will be anxiously looked for : 

Ria Janeiro, Sept. 14, 1880. 
There was some excitement and much talk ubout the scien- 

tific enthusiasm of Dr. Stradling. surgeon on hoard the Royal 
Mail Company’s steamer Elbe, who had horrified the crew and 
passengers of that vessel by testing upon himself the efficacy 
of an antidote for snake bite which he: had discovered. At 
Bahia he succeeded in purchasing a large rattlesnake, which 
he conveyed on boardsurreptitiously, and, locking himself up 
in his cahin, deliberately made the snake bite lum, with the 
result, that he was found, some twelve hours later, in a state 
of coma, from which, however, he was recovered without 
much difficulty, and declares that for many hours the venom 
had heen without effect upon him. Being remonstrated with 
by the Captain, Dr. Stradling promised ‘‘not to do it again.” 
But it was too much for him, and at Rio Janeiro he went 
ashare one evening, leaving a letter to the effect that he ‘was 
eoing ashore to try his antidote, so as not to break his prom- 
ise (in the letter, at all events); that he felt confident of suc- 
cess, bit that they would know what had hecome of him in 
ease he failed to return,” etc. Of course this letter caused his 
friends much anxiety till next morning, when, just as they 
were sending off to the police, Dr. Stradling himself appeared, 
“radiant,” showing a fresh bite on his arm, and declaring the 
experiment to be entirely successful, although he would not 
tell in what consisted the specific so marvelously effective. Dr. 
Stradling has been employed as surgeon of Royal mail steamers 
for some time, and has given particular attention o the study 
of the yarious veptiles found in Brazil, but lad never pre- 
viously carried his devotion to science so far. He is much 
respected hy his shipmates and by passengers on his steamer 
as a cleyer and scientific physician, and his loss would have 
been much regretted. The knowledge gained by him may be 
very valuable to others, and Dr. Stradling declares his inten- 
tion of publishing his discovery as soon as he reaches England. 

A Tame Dapr.—Some quite interesting facts in relation to 
the domestication of deer have just come under my notice. 

The prominent angler of Marinette, Wis., Mx. A, 0. Merry- 
man, some two years since secured from an Indian a young 
doe fawn, which he sent to Mr. J. A. Asher, the Superintend- 
ent of the Hamilton & Merryman Co. farm that is located 
forty-five miles from Marinette, in the forest of the Michigan. 
Peninsula. 
The fawn becaine a great favorite, and was allowed full 

liberty, notwithstanding the clearing was frequented by wild 
deer, hunters and Indians. A sirap carrying a small bell was 
attached to her neck, anid this fully protected her during the 
first season. 

She roamed about at will, sometimes absent for days to- 
gether, but returning to her civilized protectors, manifesting 
great delight for all attention. She is now two years of uge, 
and is the mother of two beautiful fawns. , 

The hell that has sayed her life among the Indians and 
hunters had no terror for her wild companions, as these fawns 
were sired by an untamed father. On one occasion an Indian 
came to the farm bringing a saddle of venison with him to sell, 
and trotting behind him came the doe from the woods. The 
Indian had killed the deer while it was in company with the 
doe, and she had stood by while he was dressing it, and then 
followed him to the clearing. 

A Srrance Foster Moruer.—elleville, October 11.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Under the heading of ‘* Tame 
Quail” in your last issue, I notice an article hy ‘* Lutron,” in 
which he tells of three quail being found with a flock of tame 
turkeys. Ican tell of a similar incident, perhaps still more 
remurkable. My brother-inlaw, living near Centralia, T1., 
had a turkey hen which made her nest In aravine not far from 
the house. <A yery heayy rain haying fallen, so flooded the 
ravine as to wash out the old turkey hen's nest. She wandered 
about for a day or two disconsolately, and then disappeared 
altogether, coming back oecasionally to feed. The family 
supposed she had made another nest, and was again laying. 
What was their astonishment to see her come to the house 

with thirteen little quail! She must huve found a quail’s 
nest in her wanderings, und deliberately sat on the eres and 
hatched them, The young quail seemed perfecily satisfied, 
and were getting along very nicely, but were carried off by 
hawks, one by one, until all were gone, Dover. 

A Goop Worn ror THe Sparrows.—I send you by this 
mail a lot of leaves of the maple growing in front of my 
office, which when gathered were literally covered with lice. 
What attracted my attention to them was the busy action of 
some two dozen English sparrows, hopping here and there in 
the tree, peering under the leaves, and savagely feeding on 
something. An inspection revealed the canse of their euzer- 
ness, and the cause of the early shedding of the leuves. Iix- 
amine these vermin and tell us what they are. The sparrows 
were 50 busy they would scurcely keep oul of the reach of my 
hand. I called the attention of several gentlemen, who 
watched them for some tine. This proyes (fo me) the in- 
seclivorous habits of the English sparrow. In the oflice yard, 
every season, a pair of robins (Zwdus migratorius), the little 
brown wren and at least two dozen pairs of English sparrows 
build, and raise their broods without any fighting. The only 
occasions when a ‘‘runypus” is made is between the cocks 
when the nesting season arrives. I haye counted as many as 
ten cocks around u single hen, fussing, fighting and “carrying 
on” af a rate enough ta deafen any one, Prine. 

The insects sent ave apparently the ordinary Aphides, or 

‘plant lice,” so injurious to “reen-house plants. 

Piew AGAinst roe Liawr.—Stopping at our mutual friend, 
John Krider's, this morning, I was shown a large quantity of 
warblers and other birds that had been sent him by the light- 

house keeper at Atlantic City, N. J. They were found at the 
hase of the tower, having flown against the light in a nightly 
migration during a late storm. They comprized the follow- 
ing varietics: Blue-winged yellowbacks, indigo birds or blue 
linnets, black-throated blues, red-eyed vireos, red starts, 
black poll warblers, Connecticut warblers, black and white 
creepers, olive-black thrushes, Maryland yellow-thronts, yel- 
low-tumps and magnoli warblers. This was doubtless the 
great Southern migration which tukes place every antumn. 
During the fall, about four years since, the wife of the keeper 
of the same lighthouse caught alive several brant which, 
during the prevalence of a fox, had entangled themselves in 
the grating protecting the ight. These birds are now alive, 
one of them, I think, liaving been presented to the Zoological 
Garden at Philadelphia, Homo. 

Rorrine tap Frsa Wawk.—Balt'more, Oct. 4, 1880.— 
While on a fishing trip down the Gunpowder River a few 
days ago we witnessed an interesting sight. A fish-hawk 
that was hovering over the water suddenly made a plunge, 
and arose with a large taylorin his talons. He sailed leisure- 
ly over the land toward 4 dead tree near the shore, doubtless 
thinking he would haye a nice meal. Just as he neared the 
tree to alight a large eagle came soaring down upon him, and 
with one swoop made him drop the fish. The eagle darted 
after the fish and caught it before it reached the ground, and 
flew away to enjoy his stolen sweets. BK. A. Kt. 

Sea and Aiver ishing. 
—Address all communications to * Forest and Stream Pub- 

lishing Company, New York.” 
+65 ~ 

EISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER. 

FRESH WATER. 

Grayling, Thymallus tricolor, Black Bass, Microplerus, (Two 
Maskalonge, Hsoa nobilivr. species). 
Pickerel, sox reticulatus. Rock Bass, Ambloplites. (Two 
Pike or Pickerel, Bsox luctus. species). 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed pike) | War-mouth, Chenobryttus gulosua. 

Stizotethium americanum, 3, | Crappie, Pomozys nigromaculatus, 
griseum, etc. 

Yellow Perch, Perea fluviatilis. 
Striped Bass, Roceus lineatus, 
White Bass, Rocews chrysops. 

Bachelor, Poroxvys annularis. 
| Chub, Semotilis corporatia, 

SALT WATER, 

Sea Bass, Centropristis atrurius. Sea “ Trout,” Cynoscyon earolinen= 
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- | sis. 
cepha wa. 

Porgie, Stenotomus argyrops. 
Striped Bass, Roceus lineatus. 
White Perch, Morone americana. 
Spot, or Lafayette, Livstonvus ob- 

liquite. 
Spot, Reddish, or Channel Bass, 
Scr@nops ocellatus, 

Tautog, Tautogo onttis. 
Pollock, Pollachius carbonarius. 

f HILE the heat in our city was almost intolerable, it 
took but little persuasion to induce me to accept an 

invitation to this the loveliest stream in middle Tennesee, 
Watering asit does one of the most fertile and beautiful sections 
of the State. This charming water-course is supposed to 
have its source in an under-ground lake in Williamson county. 
This, added to the fact that at every few hundred yards itis fed 
by cold springs, many of which burst forth from the solid 
rocks along its banks, accounts for the coldness of the water 
and the consequent superiority of the fish found in it. The 
bass and black perch, even the catfish taken here, have a just- 
ly merited renown for their gaminess and excellence as food. 
When not troubled by freshets, the waters areas clear as 
crystal, passing over strata of solid rock and gravel, in placcs 
forming beautiful cascades, which in turn run into deep pools 
and eddies in- which the finny beauties delight {0 exist. Biz 
Harpeth is the residuary of the South, as well as several 
other minor streams which have the same source. In fol- 
lowing the winding course of the South Harpeth the road- 
way is about half in the river and half over gravel beds, the 
narrow valley being occupied by fields, the rich and luxuriant 
crops of which made my eyes glad with the prospect of 
plenty. Where our road lay in the stream, or at places where 
it crossed, I was struck with the immense quantities of small 
fish. As Col, Sellers says, ‘‘ There are millions in it.” Inthe 
deep holes and under the ledges of rocks and overhanging 
trees I could see the great fat, bass, lolling about, as lazily as 
the lazzeroni on Chiaja at Naples. Oh! how I longed for 
my rod, line and a few lively minnows fo take in a. mess for 
supper. At a crossing where the water was not more than 
two or three inches deep, but within a lmndred yards of 
whit is known as the Flat Rock, I saw, angling away as ear- 
nestly as possible, my young friend ‘‘ Tom Allison.” J hailed 
him, but he was too much occupied to answer at the first Gall, 
T was just blowing up to make another when I saw him give 
a jerk, and in the next instant was reeling and unreeline and 
laboring with something which it seemed might as well be u 
ten-pouhder as anything else. In breathless anxiety I stopped 
and watched. “That's well, old boy! Don't bein too great a 
hurry,” were the words I fond coming involuntarily in whis- 
pers from my lips. Just in the midst of my ecstatic reverie 
“Tom” landed his game. It proved to be a three-pound 
hass, and a brighter, handsomer one of the species 
I never saw. “Now, Colonel, I am at you, Come 
and take a hand; or say, wail until morning when 
they will bite better.’ ‘‘All right,” I replied, ‘and 
we will be off at once to the house and joi the 
‘Sauire."" This last-named was T'om’s father, and a finer 

Weakiish, Cynoscion reqatis. 
Bote Whiting, Mentictrrus littor- 

alis. 
Croaker, Mieropogon undulatus, 
Bluefish, Pomatomus sallatria. 
Spanish Mackerel, Cybiwm mdacu- 

latwm, 
Cero, Cybium regale. 
Bonito, Sari pelamys. 
Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus, 

— 

FISHING IN TENNESEER, 

| Specimen of the old Tennesee farmer cannot be found in the 
; country. His home is not a fancy Gothic country seat, but a 
commodious (avelling, without architectural pretentions, com- 
prising all the comforts the most fastidious could desire. The, 
kind “old lady” and the charming Miss ‘‘ Mattie” soon came 
out to join the party and welcome me to their delichtful 
home. Whata retreat forasportsman! was my first thought, 
Tom had a fine bass, caught but a few minutes before, 
awaiting the servant to take it away to be cooked for our sup- 
per; while his hounds, glad to see him, were giving evidence of 
their desire to have a run, by giving voice to those delicious 
notés which are only fitted for the ears of the fox or deer hun- 
ter. Guns stood in the hall-way, game-bags and lunting- 
horns, all showed by the superior cleanliness and good 
order in which they were arranged, that an udept was their 
owner. 
We ate amost hearty meal: fried chicken, clabber, luscious 

peaches and cream—the latter so rich and thick that no oue 
questioned the dearlittle ‘Jersey’ which gayeit, Lcould haye 
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resigned all desire for any other scenes, and dwelt there 
complacently with the charming surroundings, if such had 
been my luck; but unfortunately the abominable ‘‘ business ” 
compelled me to turn my back on what would have been my 
greatestpleasure. I could neither follow the hounds that night, 
as there was no moon to light our path, nor take a turn at 
the fine bass in the morning, because 9 A. mw. was the hour I 
was to be at the desk. J was glad to hear from the ‘‘Squire” 
thaf, the forked mouth sucker was really in the South Har- 
peth, and in great quantities; also all varieties of fish were 
rapidly increasing since the protective laws had been en- 
forced. The game laws had effected the same results. 
Pheasants (grouse), which had become almost extinct, are 
coming back in great mumbers. As for quail, the prospects 
for next winter are most brilliant. Sitting on the porch, 
smoking and talking with my good friends, I was constantly 
interrupted by the melodious song of “Bob White.” The 
“Squire” has a number of pigeons which prefer roosting in 
the fine beech trees in his yard to the houses built for them. 
This I found curious, as I had never seen the like before. 

In the fall I intend returning to the ‘* Squire's” and have a 
fair trial atthe many kinds of game and fish in the country. 
A more lively spot for sportsman than near his place I neyer 
saw. ‘Trees which keep their foliage all the year to camp un- 
der, superb springs of icy cold water at your feet, fire-wood 
abundant—and all in the hearing of farmers who have plenty, 
live in style, and would gladly furnish milk, butter, chickens 
and yegetables for the mere asking. Reluctantly at 4 a. a1. 
I bade farewell to my friends. J. D. H. 

Nashville, Tenn. 

+e 

THE DOMINION RIVER FISHERIES. 

Concerning the leasing of salmon rivers the Mirimichi Ad- 
vane says: ‘‘The Riparian Rights Case, has been decided 
by Justice Gwynne in the Exchequer Court, at Ottawa, 
against the Government, He affirms that the Department of 
Marine and Fisheries has not the right to lease the fluvial 
rivers of this Province to any person to fish exclusively in, 
although it may regulate fisheries in such rivers. His Lord- 
ship decides that the owners of the soil have the right of 
fishing in inland rivers above the ebb and flow of the tide, 
but the public have the right of fishing in the sea and on the 
bays and arms of the sea. The Crown Grants of land ad- 
jJacent to riyers above the ebb and flow of the tide carry the 
right of fishing in the river, unless specially excepted and, 
even then it wouldnot he given to the public. 

“This decision is in accordance with equity and against the 
assumptions set up by the first Canadian Minister of Fisheries 
and persisted in by his successors, An appeal will, it is said, 
be carried to the Supreme Court of Canada.” 

Ot 

AnertoAN Sarprnes.—There are several fishes put up as 
sardines in Maine and New Jersey, but in most cases a foreign 
label is put on the cans when in fact they are good enough to 
be sold on their own merits. The ‘‘sprat” Clupea sprattus 
is largely used in Europe asa ‘‘ sardine,” asis also the herring, 
or rather the latter portion of it cut off at the dorsal fin. In 
this country the menhaden or moss bunker is the principal 
fish so put up, and they are excellent if properly prepared, the 
main thing being to get a fish with moderately soft bones 
which are further softened by steaming and then putting them 
up in good oil. In Maine the business is brisk at present : 
there are at present eight sardine factories in Eastport, run- 
ning full blast, night and day, turning out weekly about 3,- 
500 cases ready for market, and giving employment to about 
600 hands, male and female. The pay-roll of these factories 
foot up to some $6,000 per week. During the past two months 
there has been an abundant supply of fish, and the prospects 
are excellent for a good fall’s work. In a few weeks there 
will be three more factories added to the number, which will 
give employment to about 150 more hands. 

Bie Bass From GrEENwoop Laxse.—Wew York, Oct. 11— 
At Greenwood lake, N, J., Friday morning, under pilotage of 
Sam Darrison, Chas. Myers and Chas. Dennis, Jr., took nine 
Oswego or big mouth bass weighing twenty-seven and a 
half (275) pounds: weights of three largest 64, 6 and 33; 
measurement of first, length 21 in., girth 16 in., mouth open 
lip to lip 43 in. On Saturday morning same party caught 11 
bass weighing 25 pounds; weights of three largest, 42, 4, 34, 
the second fish having though his lip.a hook lost the previous 
day by Garrison. Yours, OLD Supsoriser. 

Bass Fisnina on 87, Cuair Frars.—Detroit, Oct. 11—I 
lad the pleasure last week of a trip to St. Clair Flats with 
Mr. E. J. Fairfield, of Ohio, and Mr, C. C. Pickering, of the 
same State, both of whom are enthusiastic fishermen. We 
lad time for only two days’ sport, and had theill luck to haye 
even that short time ‘‘bit-off” at 10 o’clock a. mt. of the se- 
cond day by the loss of our minnow bucket, by the breakage 
of its fastening to the boat. We, however, got some 24 or 25 
bass, such as does one good to look at, not to speak of the de- 
light of catching. Our string must haye weighed 90 pounds. 
Some splendid strings of bass are now being taken there. 
The water is cold and clear, and every bass caught fights suffi- 
cient fo satisfy the fellow at the other end of the line. 

Host Slocum tells us the Star Island House will be en- 
larged for next season by the addition of some forty or fifty 
rooms, and in many ways improved so as to add to the com- 
fort and pleasure of his guests. In fact they are even now at 
work with a large dredging machine on one side of the hotel. 
With these additional hotel facilities and the marked im- 
provement in the fishing at the flats another season must make 
those waters still more famous. Uno. 

FisHInG 1N THE GUNPOWDER.—We were on our way to 
what is called the ‘stone pile” to fish for white perch, and 
were under the guidance of Mr. Wm. Eccleston (familiarly 
called ‘Old Man Eccleston),” the vetern ducker, fisherman 
and decoy maker of the Gunpowder and Carrol’s Island 
region. e soon put us on the stone pile, and as soon ag we 
got our rods together and our lines rigged, our sport com- 
menced. It was half-past ten when we began fishing, and 
stopped at four. During that time we caught fish constantly. 
Large white perch, rock taylors and spots. The writer was 
unfortunate enough to loose the screw that held the handle 
of his reel on, and just after doing so struck a large rock fish. 
Of course he could do nothing but hold-on to him, and the 
Strain was so great that the hook tore out of his mouth; the 
spring of the pole was so strong that the line flew up into the 
air, and on the upper hook there was a small taylor. The 
jerk was so violent that it tore the hook out of his mouth 
also. We were becalmed going home and had to row six 

miles, which made us so late that we had not'time to count 
or weigh our fish, which would haye more than filled a bushel 
basket. i. A. R. 

October 4, 1880. 

Brapprers or Fisuzs.—In a recent note to the Paris 
Academy, Prof, Marangoni gives the results he has arrived at 
in a study of the swimming bladder. He states, first, that. it 
is the organ which regulates the migration of fishes, those 
fishes that are without it not migrating from bottoms of little 
depth, where they find tepid water; while fishes which haye 
a bladder are such as live in deep, cold water, and migrate to 
deposit their ova in warmer water near the surface. Next, 
fishes do not rise like the Cartesian diver (in the well-known 
experiment), and they have to counteract the influence of 
their swimming bladder with their fins. If some small dead 
and living fishes be putin a vessel three-quarters full of 
water and the air be compressed or rarefied, one finds in the 
former case the dead fish descend, while the living ones rise, 
head in advance, to the surface. Rarefying has the opposite 
effect. Fishes have reason to fear the passive influences due 
to hydrostatic pressure; when fished from a great, depth their 
bladder is often found to be ruptured. Thirdly, the swim- 
ming bladder produces in fishes a two-fold instability—one of 
level, the other of position, A fish, haying once adapted its 
bladder to live at a certain depth, may, throngh the slightest 
variation of pressure, be either forced downward or upward, 
and thus they are in unstable equilibrium as to level, As to 
position, the bladder being in the ventral region, the centre of 
gravity is above the centre-of pressure, so that fishes are al- 
ways threatened with inversion; and, indeed, they take the 
inverted position when dead or dying. This double instabil- 
ity forces fishes to a continual gymnastic movement, and 
doubtless helps to render them strong and agile. The most 
agile of terrestrial animals are also those which haye least 
stability. 

Fisa Curture 1x 'TEynEssre.—A correspondent writes us 
that the protective laws of this State are working well 
wherever they have been enforced, and the fish have in- 
creased. Fish Commissioner George F. Akers has planted 
500 German carp, received from Prof. Baird, U. 8. Fish 
Commissioner, in ponds near Nashyille, and they are now of 
241bs. weight. ‘The State has no appropriation for this pur- 
pose, and therefore but little can be done in the way of re- 
plenishing depleted waters. It is much to be hoped that the 
next Legislature will have wisdom enough to remedy this, 
and not by a spirit of false economy allow the ‘people to be 
deprived of this great food resource. Rivers, streams and 
ponds should no more be allowed to lie unproductive than 
the land, and Tennessee should not allow this source of 
wealih—for certainly it is wealth—to remain in a state of 
neglect. 

Brack Bassin New Jersey.—A good chance to get small 
black bass for stocking waters in New Jersey is thus shown 
by the Newark Sunday Call: Small black bass are now being 
caught in large numbers in the seventeen-mile leyel of the 
canal, and it is evident that the water has in some manner 
become plentifully stocked with them since spring. Itisa 
pity that this is the case, for the annual drawing off of the 
level will result in their destruction before they have attained 
respectable size.’ By watching for the time when the canal is 
emptied a fine supply can be obtained for stocking private 
ponds. 

Mis Culture. 

LIST OF FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

HE following is a list of the Commissioners of Fish and 
Fisheries of the United States and Canada, as far as it 

has been possible to obtain them. It has been corrected to 

October 1 by correspondence, and there are some changes from 
that of last year. Arkansas had a commission of three a few 

years ago, but never had an appropriation and did no work, 

One member died, one resigned, and last year, after the lish 

was made up, a letter came from Mr, N. B. Pearce, of Osage 

Mills, saying that he supposed that he was still a Commissioner 

although there was nothing to do, orif there was anything to 
be done a lack of the needful prevented it. This year he has 

failed to respond, but Texas comes into line instead. The cor- 

rected list now stands: 
CANADA, 

W. F, Whitcher, Ottawa, Ontario. 

§. Wilmot, Supt. of Fisheries, Neweastle, “ 
NEW BRUNSWICK. 

W. H. Venning, Inspector of Fisheries, St. John. 
NOVA SCONTA. 

W. H. Rogers, Inspector of Fisheries, Amherst. 
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. 

J. H. Duyar, Inspector of Fisheries, Alberton, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA. 

Alex, CG. Anderson, Inspector of Fisheries, Victoria. 
UNITED BIATES. 

Prof, Spencer F, Baird, Washington, D. CG. 

ALABAMA. 
This State had a Commission last year, but we have been unable 

to get a reply to letters addressed to them. 

CALIFORNIA. 
8. R, Throckmorton. San SnD: 
B. B. Redding, 

J. D. Farwell, Niles, Alameda Co, 

COLOHADO, 
W. E. Sisty, Brookvale, 

CONNECTICUT. 
W. M. Hudson, Martiord, 

Robert G, Pike, Middletown. 

G. N. Woodruff, Sherman, 
GEORGIA. 

Atlanta, Thomas P, James, ; ‘ 
(Com. of Agriculture and ex-officio of fisheries.) 

ILLINOIS. ‘ 

N. K. Fairbank, Chicago. 

8. P. Bartlett, Quincy, 

(Mr, J, Smith Briggs, of Kankakee, was on the board, but his term 

has expired and no appointment hus been made to date.) 

Towa. 

B. I’. Shaw, Anam 

EANSAS, 
D. B. Leng, THisworth, 

KENTUCKY, 
Hon, John A. Steele, Midway. 
Dr. Wm Van Antwerp, Mt. Sterling= 

A. H, Goble, Catlettsburg ~ 
Hon, ©, J. Walton, Munfordville 

Dr. 8. W. Coombs, Bowling Green, 

John B. Walker, Madisonville 

Wu. Griffith, President, Louisville, 
W. C. Price, Danville, 

P, H. Darby, Princeton, 
Hon. J. M. Chambers, Independence, Kentan Oo. 

MAINE. : 
H. M. Stilwell, Bangor, 

Eyerett Smith, Portl ands 

(Commissioners of Wisheries and Game.) 
MARYLAND, 

T. B. Ferguson, Bultiinore. 
(Address 1,327 M. st, Washington, D. C. 

Thomas Hughlett, Easton, 
MASSACHUSETTS. 

Theodore Lyman, Brookline, 

E, A. Brackett, Winchester, 

Asa French, Boston, — 
MICHIGAN. ‘ 7 

Eli BR, Miller, Richland, 
A. J. Kelloge, Detroit, 
Dr. J, C. Parker, Grand Aapicall 

MINNESOTA, 
La Creavent, | 
Red Wing, — 

Daniel Cameron, 

Wm. W. Sweney, M. D., 
R. Ormsby Sweeny, Chm., St. Paul, 

MISSOURI. 
Hon, Silas Woodson, Chm., St, Joseph, — 
Hon, H. Olay Ewing, Jefferson City, 

John Reid, Lexington, 

NEBRARKA, : 
BR. BR, Livingston, Platismouth, 

H. 8. Kaley, Red Cloud, 

W. Li. May, Fremont. 
NEVADA. = 

H. G, Parker, | Carson City,” 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

Sam’l Webber, Manchester. 
Luther Hayes, South Milton, 

Albina H, Powers, 

NEW JERSEY. 

Woodhnzy. 

Trenton, 

Dr, B, P, Howell, 

EB. J. Anderson, 

Theo. Morford, Newton 
NEW YORK, 

Hon, R. B. Roosevelt, 76 Chambers st., New Youle 

Edward M. Smith, Tovuhsster 
Richard U, Sherman, New Hartford, Oneida Ce, 
Rugene G, Blackford, 809 Bedford nye., Brooklyn. 

NORTH CAROLINA. 
P. M, Wilson (acting Com,), Raleig 

Ouro, 
J. C. Fisher, President, Coshouton, 
R. Cummings, Treasurer, Toledo 

L. A. Harris, Secretary, Cincinnati 
PENNSYLVANTA. 

H. J. Reeder, Easton 

B. L, Hewit, i Hollidaysburg. 
James Duffy, Marie 

John Hummel, Selingsgrove, 
Robert Dalzell, Pittsburg 
G.M Miller, Wilkesharr 

RHODE ISLAND. 
Newton Dexter, Providence 

John H. Barden, 
Alfred A. Reed, 

BOUIH CAROLINA. 

A, P_ Butler, 
(Com. of Agriculture and ex-officio Com, of Fisheries.) 

TENNESSEE, 

W. W. MecDovwell, Memphis. 

Geo. F, Akers, Nashville. 

Hon. W, T. Turley, Knoxville. 

TEXAS. 
J. H. Dinkins, Austin. 

UTAH. 
Prof. J. L. Barfoot (Curator Deseret Museum), Salt Lake City. 

VERMONT. 
Dr. M. Goldsmith, Rutland,” 

Charles Barrett, Grafton. 

VIRGINIA. 
M. McDonald, Lexington. 

WEST VIRGINIA, 

Henry B, Miller, Wheeling, 

G. 8, White, Romney, 
WN. M. Lowry, Hinton, 

WISCONSIN. 

Goy. Wm. E, Smith (ex-officio), Madison, 

Philo Dunning (President), Madison 

J. Y¥. Jones, Oshkosh, 

G. L, Valentine (Secretary and Treasurer), Janesville, 
Melrose, Jackson Co. 

Milwaukee, 
Beetown, Grant Co. 

Mark Douglas, 
John F, Antisdel, 
Christopher Hutchingon, 

THE ANISE-BAG HUNT. 

All glory*to man and all glory to woman, 
Who rode in this hunt; they have cause to be vain; 

They've shown quite enongh of the nature called human, 
But little enough of the nature humans. 

Most glory to him, may his mem'ry be scented,— 
Perchance “twas a drug clerk, some pestle-pot rint,— 

Who cudgelled his brain till at last he invented 

This glorious sport of the anise-bag bunt, 



Publishing Company, Neo York.” 

GATNLE IW SEASON IN OCTOBER.” 

Moose, Aloe driertnnnea. Woodcoek, Philokela atin. 
Gariboo, Kangifer earibow, Black-belied plover, ox-eye, 

oO! Wapith, Carnes nanadensix. Squatarola helvetion, — 
r Virginia deer, C, virginian- | Long-biled curlew, Vimenius lonji- 

rostvia. 
Turnstone, or calico back, Strep- 

Files Inlerprer. 
Red-breasied snipe, cdowiteher, 
Meaororhwiiphus yriseus, 

Red-backed Sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tringe americana. 

Great marbled godwit, or mariin, 
Miinoxa fedou. 

Willet, Totanus senipadratys, 
Tathler, Tofanits wialanelenciua. 
Yellow-shanks, Tolenus fariges. 

isquirrels—red, black and gray. 
ares—brown and gray, 
Ged orrice bird, Delichonyse ory- 
Trorous. 
d Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 

Innated grouse or platitte chic- 
Kel, Gupldonia enpiito, 

Ruled prouse or pleysant, Bo- 
Wasa winbellus. 

wees 
Sora, rall, Porzana carolina. 

‘ae enumeration is general, and isin conflet with many of ihe 
Sti WE: 
“Bay birds” gencrally, including yarlous species of plover, sand- 
‘per, spipe, Curlew, Oyster-Catcher, surt-bird, phalaropes, avocets 
“i, Coming under the group Liuacalo:, or shore birds, Many States 

Pri praivle fowl (pinnated vroure) shooting alter Aug. 15. 

= Saeed = 

[Read belore the Long Island Sportsmen’s Association. j 

THE NEW YORK GAME LAW. 

ANALYSIS OF 115 PROVISIONS. 

° Brooxryy, October 8, 1880. 
To the Lang Tsland Sportsmen's Association : 
GeNTLEMEN—The time is approaching when, as the wardens 

vf the interests of the ‘‘ New York State Association for the 
rotection of Fish and Game,” we shall be required to account 

Yor our stewardship. Under our auspices much ean and should 
he accomplished. Carpers have criticized the former action 
Of that Association and dubbed ita “club of pigeon shooters.” 
Ui has been asserted, with apparent justification, that its prime 
‘Objects have been lost sight of in the mercenary contests for 
Prizes at the traps, 

The management of each convention is within the control 
Of the enfertaining organization. What can and ought we to 
do io remove the odium and establish ihe credit of our State 
Association? The ovvasion is afforded us to demonstrate our 
Sincerity and unite our local societies in a work of common 
benefit to the large body of sportsmen throughout, the state. 

No subject is of more immediate importance than the exist- 
jng legislation for the preservation of animals, birds and fish 
of the kinds commonly termed “game.” 

During the interval since our last meeting I have collated 
‘the recen( statutes upon that subject and, so faras practicable, 
have analyzed their existing provisions to afford you an in- 
(eligible basis for examination and recommendation of amend- 
ments. 

he special laws for shell-fish, regulating the taking of 
élams and oysters and the sale of lobsters, seem hardly within 
our purview; nor have [ ineluded the laws establishing fish- 

‘ways, the construction of dams over rivers, those relating: to 
Commissioners of Fisheries or the incorporation of companies 
for the protection or propagation of fish and game, those pro- 
viding for election of bay constables, those conferring powers 
fn Supervisors to legislate, nor the laws regulating shad 
fishing, except as these subjects are specifically referred to in 
the liws of 1879 and 1880, 
The general laws are Chapter 544 of the Laws of 1879 and 
hapters 631, 584 and 691 of the Laws of 1880. They are pro- 

hibitory in their nature, and propose to preserve game by 
punishing those who Kill, sell or have it in possession during 
certain specified periods. They do not provide for propaga- 
fion in any other manner. While general, the exceptions to 
their operation in localities are many. 

Without strictly following the order or technical verbiage 
of the acts, the provisions can be better stuted by dividing the 
subjects into; 

dst, Animals. Sth. Civil remedy. 
ad. Birds. 6th. Criminal proceedings 

_ 3d. Fish. 7th. Special game officers. 
4th, Miscellaneous provisions, 8th. Local legislators, 
Tn nearly all the prohibitions as to birds and fish the language 

jised is as follows: ‘‘No person shall kill or expose for sale 6r 
have in his or her possession after the same has been killed.” 

With the exception of the amendments introduced by the 
Laws of 1880, the violation of the prohibited acts is in terms 
madé a misdemeanor, and a pecuniary penalty is added, In 
the case of shooting certain birds specified in Chapter 584, 
Laws 1880, the provision making if a misdemeanor is omitted. 
These gre the ‘eagle, woodpecker, nighthawk, yellowbird, 
wren, martin, oriole or any song bird” und the ‘robin, mea- 
dow Jark or starline." -(Chap. 584, L. 1880, §§ 2 and 3, 
amending §§ 12 and 18, Chap. 484, L. 1879.) 

ANIMALS, BIRDS AND ISM PROTECTED. 
The animals which by these laws are considered game are 

*wild deer, inoose, hare or rabbit, squirrels, black or gray.” 
The water or bay birds so declared game are ‘wild duck, 

f#ooxse or brant.’ 
The upland birds specified are ‘‘ quail, woodcock, ruffed 

rouse, commonly called partridge, pinnated grouse, com- 
tnouly called prairie chicken, spruce grouse, commonly called 
Canada partridge,” 

Also protected are ‘‘ eagle, woodpecker, night hawk, yel- 
lowbhind, wren, martin, oriole, song birds, robin, meadow 
larls und starling.” 

The specified fish are ‘‘speckled trout, salmon trout, lake 
trout, California trout, black hass, striped bass, Oswego bass, 
muscilonge and sulmon.” But there is no close season for 
Balmon. 

CLOSE SEASONS. 
ANIMATS. 

Wild Deer.—From November 30 to August 1, and for chas- 
ing with dogs except from August 15 to November 1. 

In 8t. Lawrence county dogs cannot be used at any time. 
Tm the counties of Suffolk and Queens wild deer not to he 
killed within five years after act of June 20, 1879. Fawn in 
Spotted coat protected. Use of traps, spring guns and other 
devices for trapping or killing deer prohibited. Crusting and 
entering deer yards forbidden. Violation is made misdemea- 
nor, with penalty-of $50 added, except in case of crusting or 
yarding’ it is $100, and dogs unlawfully in pursuit may be 
killed, Possession of fresh yenison between December 1 and 
January 1 excused on proof of killing within lawful periods. 

Moose. —Not to be Chased with dogs. nor killed at any time. 
Violation is misdemeanor and added penalty is #50. 
Hare on Rabtit.—From February 1 to November 1. 
Hunting with ferrets prohibited, Owners or oceupauts of 

_ 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

nurseries or orchards may trap or hunt with ferrets within the 
limits of such nurseries or orchards or in forest or field ad_ 
joining. Violation is misdemeanor and added penalty of £25. 

Squirrels, Blask o Gray.—From February 1 to August 1. 
Violation is misdemeanor, with added penalty of $25. 

BIRDS. 

_ Wild Duck, Goose or Brant.—From May 1 to September 1. 
On Long Island from May 1 to October 1. 

Violation is misdemeanor, with added penalty $25. Kill 
ing between sunset and daylight, pursuit or firing at with sid 
of lantern, being found on the water with a gun and lantern 
in act of attempting to pursue, fire at or kill between sunset 
aud sunrise, made misdemeanors, with added penalty $50. 

Killing with swivel or punt gun, or with any sun other 
than such as are habitually raised at arni’s length and fired 
from the shoulder; use of not or device or instrument other 
than such gun, made misdemeanor, with added penalty $50. 

Use of floating battery, machine or device whereby gun- 
ner is concealed, or shooting therefrom, use of decoy or 

| construction of bow house at distance from shore more 
than twenty rods, made misdemeanor, with added penalty 
#50. Axcept in Great South Bay, west of Smith’s Point. 
Also except in Peconic Bay, Shinnecock Bay, Lake Ontario, 
St. Lawrence River, Hudson River below Albany. 

Sailing for them, or shooting from sailing or steam vessel, 
or structure attached to same, made misdemeanor, with added 
penalty of $10. Hreept in Long Island Sound, Lake Ontario 
and Hudson River below Nyack. 

Quail.—From January 1 to November 1. Im counties of 
Montgomery, Schenectedy, Saratoga and Albany within two 
years after act of June 25, 1880, prohibited. Violation is 
inisdemeanor and penalty is added $25. Sale or possession 
between January 1 and February 1, may be excused by proof 
of killing within Jawful period. Netting, trapping and snar- 
ing prohibited and made misdemeanor, with $10 penalty. 
Nets, ete., to be destroyed when found set. 

_ Weedeook,—From January 1 to August 1. In counties of 
Oneida and Herkimer, January 1 to September 1. Violation 
made misdemeanor, with added penalty $25. Sale or posses- 
sion between January 1 and February 1 excused on proof of 
killing within lawful period. 

Rusted Grouse, or Purtridge, and Pinnated Grose, or 
Prairie Ohicken.—Vrom January 1 to September 1, Viola- 
tion made misdemeanor, with penalty $25. Netting, trapping 
or snaring, and setting net, (rap or snare for them, or for 
spruce grouse or Canada partridge, made misdemeanor, 
with penalty added of $10. Destruction of nets, traps and 
snares authorized when found set. [Note—No provision 
against shooting Cunada partridge at any time exists.] Sale 
or possession of ruffed or pinnated grouse from January 1 
to SERCH atY. i exensed upon proof of killing within lawful 
period. 

Bugle, Woodpecker, Night Hawk, Yelion Bird, Wren, Mar- 
tin, Oriole and Song Girds.—Klling prohibited at all times, 
except for studying habits or history, or to he set up. Pen- 
alty $5, 

Robin, Meadow Lark, Starting. —From January 1 16 Octo- 
ber 1. Penalty $6, Hzeept for studying habits or history, 
or to be set up, and except that robins, in act of destroying 
fruit or grapes, may be killed by person on his own premises. 

FIRH. 
Speehled Trout.—From September 1 to April 1. 
Catching by any device but angling and use of net, seine 

or s¢t line, or possession of same on shores, prohibited, and 
nets, etc., declared contraband and destruction authorized. 
Violation made misdemeanor, with $25 penalty added. Bxeept 
in waters wholly private, by owner's permission, the net or 
device may be used. > 

Saimon Trout or Lake Trout.—In the inland lakes from 
October 1 to March 1. In Lake George from Octalver 1 to 
sein 1. Violation made misdemeanor, with penalty $10 
added: 

California T'rout.—Prom May 15 to September 1. 
tion made misdemeanor, besides penalty 425. 

Black Bass, Oswego Buxs and Miscalonge.—From J anuary 
ltoJuné 1. Unless caught alive for artificial propagation or 
the stocking other waters. : 

In the St. Lawrence, Clyde, Seneca and Oswego rivers, 
Lake Erie, Lake» Ontario, Luke Conesus and Niagara River’ 
above Niagara Falls on the American side, protected front 
January 1 to May 20. 

Black Bass in Lake Mahopac and Dutchess County, in 
Sehroon lake or river, and Paradox lake in the counties of 
Essex or Warren, protected from January 1to July 1. In 
Lake George trom January 1 to July 20, i 

Black or striped bass, under one-half pound weight, not to 
be caught af any time. Violations made misdemeunor, with 
penalty of $10 added. 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS RESMHOFING FISH. 

Shutting or drawing off waters to catch fish, made misde- 
meanor, with udded penalty of 425. 

Tonawanda Creek, between Monlion’s dain in Genesce 
County and Colton’s dam in Wyoming County, not to he 
fished within five years from act of June 20, 1879, Violation 
a misdemeanor and @25 penalty. 

Jn Lake Ontario, onthe Anierican side, for tliree miles trom 
the mouth of the Niagara Riyer = in Onondago, Oncida, Sencen 
and Cross lakes and their outlets and tributaries, and Niagara 
River and American waters above Niagara Falls, no figh ex- 
cept ininnows to be caught by any device but hook and line. 
Violation a misdemeanor, and also a penalty of $100. 

Fish not to he caught (excepting minnows, bullheads, eels, 
suckers and catfish) by any device but hook and line in the 
other fresh waters and canals, and violation made misde- 
meanor with penalty of $25, 

Hxempicd locatities where nets, etc., may be used; Hudson 
River, below the dam at Troy; Black Lake, in St. Lawrence 
County ; St. Regis River, Grass River and Racket River, be- 
low the line of the Ogdensburg and Lake Champlain Rail- 
road ; Lake Ontario (excluding Great Sodus Bay, Port Bay, 
East Bay in Wayne County, Henderson Harbor or Bay in 
Jefferson County); Lake Champlain, from October 1 to No- 
vember 15; Lake Ontario, with its bays and inlets within the 
County of Jefferson, and in that, part of Osweso County lyin, 

Viola- 

EE between its Jefferson County ling and the westerly line of thé 
town of Mexico, and within one-half mile of the outlet or 
mouth of Salmon River, excluding *‘the Shoals adjacent to 
Henderson Bay on the lake side, from the main shore to and 
including Smoke Island, except during the months of Novem- ! 
ber and December." In Walkill River, within Ulster Connt yy 
houstholders, duting the months of March and April, Ocio- 

| her ancl November, may fish for suckers and eels with single 
{ fyKe of not less than one incl mesh. 
| Bize of mesh to Le not less thai two and one half inches ex- 
cept inthe above exempted localities. In waters over which 
Richmond County lias civil jurisdiction meshes to be not lees 

than two inches; in Long Island bays, salt waters, estuaries 
and rivers, to be not less than two and one-half inches, ex- 
cepting for menhaden and in ponds where permitted by law ; 
in Coney Island Creek to the mouth thereof, extending out 
into Gravesend Bay, one-half mile each way, to befour inches 
square, except hoop nets for eel and flounder fishing between 
Oct 15 and April 1; in Great South Bay pound or trap net 
prohibited, except that portion within jurisdiction of the town 
of Islip and not in Brookhaven and Smith patents; in Lakes 
Tirie and Ontario, to be not less than fourand one-half inches; 
in Lake Erie, no pound or trap net to be used; in Hudson 
River, below dam at Troy, not less than two and one-half 
inches, except for bait fish; in Hudson River, between the 
upper dock at the village of Sing Sing and Croton landing in 
the town of Cortland, and in the waters between those points, 
drawing seine prohibited; in Croton River, between June 1 
and October 1, drawing seine prohibited. Violation made 
misdemeanor besides added penalty of #50, and unlawful nets 
declared contraband and their destruction authorized. 

Possession of srutres, nets, stakke-poles and unlawful devices 
(during the closed season) on the shores of lake or waters in- 
habited by salmon, salmon trout, Jake trout, black or Oswego 
bass or muscalonge, without the permission of the Commis- 
sioners of Fisheries, made misdemeanor, with penalty of #25 
added, excepting Hudson River south of Troy dam, Lake On- 
tario and Walkill River, in Ulster County. 

Nets, pounds or device, by which fish may be captured or 
taken, set, put, floated, had or maintained in any of the State 
waters in violation of any law, declared a public nuisance, to 
be abated by any citizen of the State. The game protectors 
are required to seize and remoye them. Expenses of seizure, 
oe and storage a county charge, to be repaid by sale by 
sheriff. 

Dye-stujf, Coal Tar.—Refuse from gas-houses, sawdust, 
lime or other deleterious substances, not to be deposited or 
caused to flow into any of the ‘rivers, lakes, ponds, streams, 
or any of the bays or inlets adjoining the Atlantic Ocean.” 
Penalty, misdemeanor, with $50 added. Not applicable to 
streams constituting motive power for manufactories where 
necessary to run the refuse into the stream. 

Tishways and State Pishery.Commissioners of Fisheries 
to maintain sign-boards at a distance of eighty rods from fish- 
ways constructed or established by State prohibiting fishing. 
Boards to be on both sides of the stream, above and below. 
Fishing within such boarded distance, or destruction or injury 
of sign boards, made misdemeanor, besides added penalty of 
9 

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 
Destroying or Robbing Nests of Wild Birds.—Prohibited, 

save when necessary to protect dwelling houses or prevent 
their defacement. Hazcepting crows, blackbirds, hawks and 
owls; and violation is misdemeanor, and penalty added is #5. 

Sign-boards to he maintained by owner or occupant of land, 
size one foot square, upon every 50 acres upon the lot lines, 
or on shores of water, in at least two conspicuons places, 
Name of owner or occupant to be appended to notice forbid- 
ding trespassing. 

respasse7's on such lands for purposes of shooting or hunt- 
ing or taking fish from private ponds or private streams, not 
stocked in whole or in part by the State, liable to exen:plary 
damages not exceeding $25, besides actual damages. Injur- 
ing or destroying sign-board made misdemeanor, besides pen- 
alty added of $28, 

Private Parks.—Dedieation of lands and water for private 
park by owner or lessee for propagation or protection of fish, 
birds or game authorized, Proceedings.—Notice describing 
the property, and stating the purpose, to be published in 
county paper where property is, of general circulation, once 
a week for three months, Notices or sign-hoards during such 
publication, or within six months after final publication, to be 
posted or put up warning off trespassers. Notices or boards 
to be not less than one foot square, and not more than forty 
rods apart along entire boundary, if park be all land. If 
both land and water, then in conspicuous places—at least one 
notice for every 100 acres. If pond only, then in at least 
four conspicuous places on the shore. If the park be in- 
closed by fence of reasonable capacity for protection, notices 
to be on fences not over half a mile apart. After property is 
dedicated, all fish, birds and game to belong to the owners or 
lessees. 

Catching, taking or killing fish, birds or game therefrom ; 
putting deleterious substances or piscivorous fish ; letting off 
the waters with intent to fish or destroy fish or eggs placed in 
such waters ; defacing or destruction of sign or notice posted ; 
placing object against or near fence to aid animals to get in 
or escape therefrom ; entering with implements for catching, 
taking or killing’ fish, birds or game therein, made misde- 
meanor, and guilty person ulsv liable to owner or lessee to ex- 
emplary damages not exceeding #26, besides actual damages. 

Wolies and Panthers.—Bounty for grawn wolf, 80 ; 
bounty for pup wolf, #14; bounty for panther, $20, if 
killed in State. Proof—Satisfactory affidavits aad skull and 
skin to be presented to supervisor and a justice of the peace 
of town in which killed, they to burn the skull and brand the 
skin. 
Sunday shootiny, hunting, trapping or caging birds or wild 

beasts, or possession in open uir for such purpose of the imple- 
ments therefor, made misdemeanor, with added penalty of 
#26. 

OIVI. REMEDY. 

£ | by 

Penilties, with cost af suit, may be recovered by any per- 
| son in his own name or by any society in its name. The so- 
ciety to give security for costs. 

District attorney to bring actions in name of The People 
upon reliable information or when requested by the game 
protectors appointed by the Governor. Person giving infor- 
tiation entitled to one half penalty ; balance to go to County 
Treasurer. Game and fieh protectors appointed by the Gov- 
ernor empowered to bring action in the name of The People. 

Courts Haning Jurisdiction.—Justice of the Peace in county 
where offense committed or adjoining county to amount of 
usual jurisdiction. In New York city: District Courts and 
Mariue Court; all Courts of Record in the State. In Kings 
County: County Court and City Court of Brooklyn in actions 

wae constables. 
losts und Disbursements.— Recovery under $50 in Court of 

Record, including Kings County Court and Cify Court of 
Brooklyn. Cost to equal recovery in amount. 

Tn action by The People, commenced by District Attarmeyat 
request of the game protectors, if the plaintiff succceds, to be 
ul rales fixed by § 307, Code of Procedure (old Code), besides 
witnesses and other fees und disbursements, without regard to 
amount of recovery. District attorney may discontinne action 
without costs. 

Fixpenses in such actions to be advanced by County Treas- 
urer on requisition of District Attorney. On recovery, ¢x- 

| penses ta be paid back with all fines to County Treasurer, but 
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costs to go to District Attorney, County Treasurer to pay 
surplus over expenses into State Treasury by Sept. 30, to be 
parbof \he ceneral fund. 

Jidigments Mnforced.—By excention against the person. 
Imprisonment (6 be not Jess than five days, or if the judg- 
ment andinterest be more than #5, then at the rate of one day 
for #12 Several penalties may he in one suit, but only one 
imprisonment on the judgment. Imprisonment does not 
satisfy judgment. 

ORIMINAL PROOHEDINGS. 
Oonwicted. Persons.—Punished by fine not less than #5 nor 

more than at the rate of $1 for every dollar of penalty, when 
same exceeds S06. 

Or by imprisonment in county jail or penitentiary for not 
less than five days nor more than one day for every dollar. 
Or by both fine and imprisonment. 

Courts having Jurisdictton.—In towns and yillages—Courts 
of Special Sessions. In cities—the courts haying jurisdiction 
to try misdemeanors. 

Fines to be paid within ten days by Court receiving them 
to the Treasurer of the county where offense committed ; ex- 
cept in New York city, to the Chamberlain, to be kept asa 
fund to enforce the game laws as the County Supervisors or | 
the New York City Aldermen may direct, for special detec- 
tives or rewards for detection and arrests. 

Arvests without warrant required of sheriff, under sheriff, 
deputy sheriff, police officer, constable, game constable and 
bay constable when finding person violatine game law, and to 
bring him before the mecrest magistrate having jurisdiction. 

Neglect to enforce law Wy olticer oy magistrate made a mis- 
demeanor when proper information or complaint is furnished 
to him, 

Warrant of arrest to be issued hy Justice of Marine or 
District Court in New York city, or by Justice of the Peace, 
Police or other magistrate on receiving security for costs and 
affidavit of violation against 2on resident temporarily within 
jurisdiction, or person whose name und pesidence are unknown, 
to be committed or held to bail to answer charge. . 

Search warrant to be issued by same magistrate, authoriz- 
ing search of Jlowse, market, loat, crate, car or other building, 
and to break open any apartment, chest, bux, locker, erate vr 
basket and to examine contents, provided proof or probable 
cause to believe in concealment of game or fish, taken during 
close season, be furnished, and also security approved by mag- 
istrate for damages sustained by defendant, if he be found not 
to have violated the law. 

SPECIAL GAME OFFICERS. 
Game Constables.—Board of Supervisors al a regular mect- 

ing, by majority vote of members, may authorize election by 
each town or city of one or more game constables, they to be 
chosen at town meeting for term of one year, to take oath 
of office and haye power to serve process under game laws, 
like town constables in civil cases, 

In Kings County.—To le appointed Wy Board of Super- 
visors at a regular ineeting. Term to expire December 31 af- 
ter appointment, upon successor qualifying. 

Wrrrants of arrest in actions by Kings County game con- 
stables, as in cases provided by Section 179 Code of Proce- 
dure (old code), except no undertaking is required from plain- 
tiff. Sheriff of Kings not to exact deposit or pay from plain- 
lift on such arrest. 

Compensation of Gane Constable to be same as for services 
by town constables, and also one-half the penalties recovered 
by hin, 

Neglect to prosecute by him, on proper information, punished 
by forfeiting 325. , 

Failure to Reenter by Him.—The costs to he paid to defend- 
ant by the county, 

Game and Fish Protectors.—The Governor authorized to 
appoint cight to enforce the game laws. Actions by them to 
he in the name of the people. Terms of office to be three 
years from date of appointment, Vacancies filled by Gover- 
nor. May arrest without warrant any person violating the 
ganie Jaws, - Person to be taken before any magistrate having 
jurisdiction, who shall proceed without delay to try, deter- 
mine and enforce judgment. Trayeling expenses not exceed- 
ing #250 in any year for each, allowed, besides salary of #500, 
payable by State Treasurer. 

The protestors new holding the office are (see Forest AND 
Stream, Sept. 30, 1880): 8. V. R. Brayton, 59 Division 
street, Albany, N. Y.; John Jessup, Hudson, Columbia 
County, N. Y.; Sylvester J, Palmer, Indian Lake, Hamilton 
County; John Liberty, Blizahethtown, Essex County; Daniel 
B. Horton, Ithaca, Tompkins County: G, M, Sehwartz, 
Rochester, Monroe County; William P. Dodge, Prospect, 
Oneida County; Jolm J. Collett, Cobleskill, Schoharie 
County, 

LOCAT, LEGISLATORS. 
Boards of Supervisors at annual meeting may make any 

reculations or ordinances protecting other birds, fish or gatie, 
‘Also for further protection of those aboye named, ercepé 

anild deer, and may prohibit hunting or fishing in particular 
localities, or waters within their counties for limited periods 
aud during certain months. They may prescribe punishments 
and penalties and adopt measures to enforce and collect same. 
Such regulations and ordinances to he published in the county 
papers in which session Jaws are published, Certified copy to 
be filed with County Clerk. 
Note.— The annual meeting is in November in each year. 
They may raise by tax, same as other county taxes, an aye 

mount not exceeding $1,000, in any year, to aid the enforce- 
ment of the game laws. 

Respectfully submitted, 
—_——_ +8 = 

PHILADELPHIA LETTER, 

ABEL CkOOK. 

1) are having an wnusual quantity of running quail in 
the suburbs of Philadelphia, At Germantown, Frank- 

ford and West Philadelphia, numerous covies haye been seen 
in the yards of the wealthy residents. These birds were not 
bred here but have migrated from sections where more broods 
bave been reared than can be supported through the winter, 

‘Th is always the case when the quail has enjoyed a favorable 
breeding season, as the past spring and summer have proven ; 
instinct prompts them fo distribute themselves, and search a 
country where fewer birds have been bred, The average 
number of bevies to an ordinary farm of seventy-five or one 
hundred acres is seldom more than three or fonr, unless a 
great quantity of grain has heen planted, which would then 
furnish the necessary stubble requisite for feeding sronnds 
and prevent too #reat a migration. — : 

Our season for quail shooting opens next week, and still the 
foliage remains green. Poor prospect for successful cover 
work, is it not? November 1 should be the commencement 
of the open season; by that time the trees would be de- 
void of a part of their leaves and the growth of the birds as- 

sured. A fewwoodcockare coming in; these from the north- 
ern and more elevated sections whither they haye winged their 
flight to pass their moult, and to remain until driven back 
again by the early cold snaps of the mountain regions. ILere, 
while on the subject of the migration of birds, let me mention 
a discovery your correspondent made regarding the flight of 
the sora rail to our river fats fhis season. Shooting for rail 
began Sept. 1, Few birds were at first found, and only 
those that had been hatched on our marshes; the tides dur- 

| ing the beginning of the month furnishing enough water to 
afford fine sport had a great quantity of rail been present. 
The cause for this scarcity was evident—the flight bad not 
come on. 

Tt wasabout the$th tothe 10th of the month, I think, as your 
correspondent was making every effort to go tosleep, haying 
retired about eleyen o'clock, innumerable rail were heuarc 
passing overhead, and continued so for over an hour. The 
“crek crek, keet keet,” of the sora was plainly distinguish- 
able. Myriads must have arrived on our shores that night. 
Curious to know the result of this flight I made inquiry the 
following evening and learned that every boat that had gone 
on the riyer reported from fifty to seventy-five rail, each 
“poor little birds in poor condition,” evidently owing to their | 
late migration. 

About the latter part of August, a similar flight of grass 
Plover was noted by the writer as he sat in his room late one 
evening, but inquiry was not made as to the shooting which 
followed. On both occasions the night was a drizzly or hazy 
one, and I haye always noticed birds of all kind, choose such 
scusons for their migrations, whether it be by day or night. 

It may be of interest to your readers to know that Mr. J. 
Warner Kinsey, of Barnegat, has associated himself with a 
number of prominent Philadelphia and Camden gentlemen, 
and the company are about erecting a commodious hotel on 

) the two-mile beach property near the inlet. The building will 
be large enough to accommodate three or four hundred guests, 
and the names of such liberal gentlemen as Gen. Grubb, Allen 
Middleton, B. F, Archer, W. F. Baily, F, Fenimore and a 
host of others gaurantee the success of the enterprise. Bar- 
negat Inlet, you know, bas long been famous for its fishing, 
and iis waters teem in proper season with the blue fish, barb, 
black fish, bass and weak fish. A proper legislation will be 
made for 1 continued protection of both fish and fowl at this 
point, the good effects of which have already been noticed in 
the past year, 

One damaging kind of shooting followed hy the baymen 
of the Jersey Coast should be stopped—that of night shoot- 
ing for black duck as they come into the ponds to feed; 
watching it is called. It has the effect of making the fowl 
extremely wild, and many appear to look with suspicion on 
any great number of their own kind collected together, evi- 
dently suspecting them decoys, 
The damaging results of the continued harassing of the 

‘anvas back and red head on their feeding grounds in fhe 
past is being felt hy the sportsmen who visit Havre de Grace 
for the purpuse of enjoying sink box, or battery shooting 
Qnurder it should be called). At one time these batteries 
were allowed to be moored on the flats every day. Latterly 
it is permitted only every other day. When it is known 
that almost eyery shoal place, from November first until 
freezing weather, is taken up with one of these machines, 
surrounded by from two to three hundred deceptive decoys, 
is it a wonder that the canvas back is deserting his once fa- 
vorite resort and gradually appearing in greuter numbers 
on the lakes of our Western States? The use of batteries lias 
long since been abolished by law in the Long Island and 
New Jersey waters, aud it will not be long before such shoot- 
ing will be given up in the sections firstreferred to. We notice 
likewise that the general migration of all birds of late years 
is made from the south to north, westward of the Allezheny 
Monntains. It is so withthesnipe, for instunee. Whonoewa- 
days finds them east of ihe range in the great numbers we 
once did? Yet they appear in increased quantities where 
they are comparatively less persecuted, Do away with all 
spring shooting and a remudy will he found. Homo. 

—+ <> > 

THE MINNESOTA. DOG POISONING AGAIN. 

Gien Artes, Ya., Oct. 14, 1880. _ 
Biditor Forest and Stream : 

I reached southwest Minnesota on or about the 25th of 
August last, going direct to Fairmont, where Iremained until 
I left the State about two weeks ago, hence I have uo personal 
knowledge of the Windom people or their dog-poisoning per- 
formances. What I learned in regard to that matter was 
derived parfly from members of the St. Lonis Kennel Club 
and partly from editorial articles in the Windom Reporter. 
The facts then alleged were snbstantinily the same as those 
detailed in your columns by ** Windom Pot Iunter’—that a 
nuniber of bird dogs had been poisoned; that the poisoned 
dogs were owned by both resident snd visiting sportsmen, but 
that the residents were the principal sufferers, and therefore 
tlle presumption arosé that the visitors were the poisoners. 
This was the theory adyanced at the time by the Windom 
Reporter, and 1 see it is now indorsed and re-affirmed by the 
“Windom Pot Himter.” To avoid the possibility of doing 
‘Pot Hunter” an injustice in this iwatter, I will quote his 
own words: ‘Hence it will be seen that the Windom sports- 
men are the principal losers of dogs, poisoned, as many be- 
lieve, in the interest of non-residents.” And again, ‘I have 
no donbt the Memphis dog ate the meal that was laid for the 
Windom dog.” 
Now, we had a different theory on the subject. We were 

certain the villainy was nol committed by Windom sportsmen, 
for sportsmen do not poison dogs. And the samereasuning ap- 
plies to the visiting sportsmen, now supplemented, if such u 
thing were necessary, hy the additional fact that the visitors 
did not arrive, according to *‘ Pot Hunter's” own dates, until 
three days after the work of death had been inaugurated, We 
believed then, as I believe now, that the deed was done by the 
pot hunters of Windom, and we deemed it our duty to throw 
out a word of warning until such time as the resident sports- 
men and better class of citizens should be able to manage the 
Vicious element which was thenin manifest ascendancy. Tow 
near we were right in our conjecture is sufficiently attested 
by the limping logic and foolish inuendoes which glisten 
through the bewildered sentences of their chosen champion — 
and spokesman. 
Windom is not the first Minnesota village that has been in- 

jured and dishonored by men of this stripe. Four years ago 
Vinnebago was the seat of a nest of dog stealers, Iut the cit- 

‘izens and press of that town, imstead of fippantly surmising 
that foreign sportsmen were the thieves, promptly took the 
matter in hand, ferreted the rascals ont, and Winnebago 
speedily became one of the most popular hunting centres in 
fhe State. 
Wihdoni takes the other plan. The tone of * Pot Hunter's” 
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communication is in the very spirit of the 2aperfes editor- 
jals. Its aminus cannot be mistaken. It extends a specious 
welcome while it breathes n Jatent menace. There are pow. 
der and shot for sale, and the wandering sportsman rust, be 
cajoled, but the birds, the birds of Windom, are a perquisite 
sacred to the elect. 
What are ‘Pot Hunters" grievances? THe has two: and 

lie dwells on them in pathetic cadence and with “damnable 
iteration.” Twice he tells us that some visitiny lhunters sold 
or tried to sell their birds; and three tines, and with three 

| separate and distinct groans, he informe us that “they brow:ht 
their ammunition with them!" J : 

With the former of these churges this eoutroyersy has 
nothing to do. Men who make conimodity of their pine ure 
not sportsmen but pot-hunters, and they and “ Windom Pot 
hunter” had better settle the matter ainong themselves in 

‘family way. I will here state, as a matter of fact, that tlie 
Eastern and Southern men who take hunting tips to the 
West rarely, if ever, sell their game, Dnring the past few 
years | have hunted with some scores of them, ail not a 
single instance of the kind has fillen witht roy observation, 
They are guilty, however, of a much graver Offense, viewed 
from the pot-lrunter's standpoimt. They vive away their 
birds, and thus utterly ruin a trade whieh they would other 
wise only partially injure. 

The other charge carries its owh answer, People huy am- 
munition as they buy everything else—where they can set it 
most conveniently. Let Western towns keep a reasonable 
stock of a fair quality, and visiting sportsmen will soon find 
it out. Noman on a second yisil carries ammunition to AL 
bert Lea or Fairmont. . 
Throwing this question into its briefest form, we find that 

& sportsman may get quarters at Windom by complying with 
certain demands, ¢ither expressed or implied : 

1, He must use such animunition as ‘* Pot Hunter’ eliooses 
to furnish. 

2. If he ean kill birds with it he niust not sell them. To 
do so would be an infringement on the pot-hunting mo- 
nopoly. 

3. For the same, or a yet deeper reason, Le must nol give 
his birds away. 

4, He must meekly endure the wrath of vengefnl farmers, 
whose hemp has been trampled down by (he privilered ordey 
of pot-hunters, 

5. Failing in any of these reqnirements, his dogs shall be 
poisoned and himself vilified. 

Trespectfully submit that the demands of ‘* Windom Pot 
Hunter” are unreasonable. WANsEE. 

Lah Aan 

MISSISSIPPI TURKEY HUNTING. 

LREADY many of onr sportsmen may be seen looking 
L after the condition of theirtrusty breech-loaders, putti ng 
them in order for the grand gala day ; for all will 0 on the 15th 
—some to enjoy the chase of the fleet-footed deeras he glides 
gracefully from his long and uninterrupted summer retreat 
with the bugle notes of the eager pack in full ery at his heels.» 
How ,beautiful! how grand! He emerges from the thieket: 
a full quarter in advance of thehounds. He stops and listens. | 
It is the old familiar sound that so often disturhed him the | 
winter before, He does not tarry long, for the restless pack 
is soon at his heels. ‘He bounds away and is soon far in ad- 
vance of his eager pursuers and is brought down by the steady 
aim of some Irunter who has taken # stand for him; or, per- 
haps, he eludes both hunter and hounds to rup the gauntlet ab 
another time. 
Many of our sportsmen care very little for deer hunting and 

prefer to take their setters and poimters and lunt the quail, of 
which we have an ubundunce, There are others who go forth 
in search of that most beautifid of all came birds in Ameriag 
—the wild turkey. The sportsman who has not hunted thig- 

| bird has missed the most pleasure-giving excitement of all 
sport connected with dog and gun, I guarantee that it will 
cure any nian in the world of the most obstinate case of llues. 
At this season of the year they zo in flocks, oue or more broods 
together, with one or two old hens, who keep a sharp lookout 
for hunters, hawks and other varmilits that are likely to dis- 
turb the young ones. Upon the approach of danger they give» 
the alarm and away goes the brood to the brush. They are- 
about grown at tlis season of the year, and the young sob- 
blers are in what we call the ‘!Shanghai” state—rather 
gawky and awkward. The young hens are better developed 
and are more beautiful. 

The first thing we do preparatory to a turkey lunt is to 
hunt up our turkey caller, clean the dirt-dauber’s supply of 
dirt and spiders out of it, givea yelp ortwo to see that we 
have not forgotten how, get our horn, dog and gun, and 
then we are off for the woods. 

After getting to the woods, we drive every part of the 
country in which we expect to find them, particularly around 
small fields that have been planted in corn and peas und sur 
rounded by woods. The dogs—usually hounds or setters — 
being good reliable ones, know what we ure hunting, and 
never « whimper do you hear from them unless they scent a- 
turkey. When they *‘ strike,” if cold, they circle qotil they 
strike it fresh and warm, where the turkeys hive only a short 
time before scratched up the leaves. Then away they go, the 
hunters after them on horseback—if hounds, in full ery; if 
setter, never a word until he sees the game, when be rushes” 
among them, barks and flushes the flock, the same as the 
hounds, and the turkeys seatter in every direction. The 
hunter comes up in the meantime and calls off his doz, whieh 
js running and ripping in every direction, endeavoring to find 
oul what has become of the game. (A real fine setter, well 
trained for turkeys, has the most intelligent looking counte- 
nance after he has flushed a flock of turkeys thal T ever sayy on 
a dumb brute.) Having called aif his dog, the himter circles 
around to see if he bas them ail up; if $0, he then rides away in 
an opposite direction, taking his dog or dogs with him, at least 
a quarter Of a mile or moré, bitches his horse and waits—if 
in the early part of the season, only a short time. Wher 
everything becomes quiet, he leaves his dog with his horse 
and quietly goes back on foot to where the turkeys were 
flushed, Having selected a place by the side of the log, or 
in front of a large tree, where he can see all around him and 
not be easily seen, he draws bis yelper and gives a careless 
“cluck” and a yelp or two in imitation of the old hen. In 

'a short while he will hear the lost and lonesome sonnding 
|‘ pee-pee-pee note of the young one in answer. It will no! 
be long before he sees his game coming, anxiously looking in 
every direction for the old hen. The hunter gives another 
low yelp, and the turkey confidently walks up and is broug 
to bag. The report of his gun frightens away the old lens, 
and he then selects a new rings and foe through the same 
manceuvres, until he kills several. The others being pretty 
well educated for that day, get very wild, and the hnnter hi 

' to use his best tactics to foot them. As the season advances 
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they become thoroughly educated, and when flushed the hun- 
ter somctimes has to wait till near sundown or roosting-time 
before he can get them to answer: and when they have con- 
chided to come they will slip ou you without saying a word. 
When the hunter finds (hem so wild as this Le has to be very 
particular, when the came comes jn sight, not to move any 
portion of his body, or tle wary bird gives his note of alarm 
(gut!) and is off dike a bullet. Tf a mmeaquito lighis on the 
hunter's 7OAe he must let him remain and bite, or lose his {ir- 
key. I have sometimes found them so wild in the latter part 
of the winter, just before “gobbling time,” that when L would 
flush them in the early part of the day they would pay no at- 
fention to a yelp any time during that day. I might catch 
ome slipping on me and kill it, but when I find them so wild 
a8 this 1 quietly leave them and get among them early the 
next morning, and find no diMiculty in killing one or two at 
that time: but after [have fired thy gun one or twice, the 
others become very shy and are hard to Ill, Exo, 

“Keno” has promised us an article on Mississippi bass fish- 
ia. 

er 

A MUD DUCK TUNT. 

BARS ago a half dozen of us college chums used o spend 
our spring vacation in a crosade against the water-fow] 

which were so abundant inthe marshes along the cast bank of 
the Father of Waters, below Burlington, Iowa, Greck roots 
and conié sections were banished from our minds, and we at 
Jeast had a free and easy time, with no learned professor or 
conceited tutor to spend several hours a day in finding ouf how 
little we kuew, allhough there were numerous attendant 
hardships. We usnally camped on an island several miles 
below the town, to ayoid the labor of rowing back every 
Hight, and (he fickle-minded weather-clerk who was on duty 
during March or April frequently made it decidedly uncom- 
fortable for us. Yet when nature refused to smile we tried 
the harder to be merry, and with the assistance of the wit of 
the college, who was ulwaysone of the party, generally suc- 
ezeded fairly well. 
We picked our company, and were disposed to be amused 

when ** The Duke” proposed to go along. But when he in- 
sisted on going, in spite of mmerous broad hints that his ah- 
sence would not he painful to us, it became positively annoy- 
ing. Jones, our humorist, came to the rescue, and witl.a sly 
twinkle that promised fun, said the Duke must go. Tt was 
acdordingly arranged that he should be one of the party. 

The Duke was one of the characters that help make up a 
yariely in the world, though just what he was ereuted for 
was never clear to me. Hewas a born and bred dandy, a 
musculine Flora McFlimsy, and only just a trifle less feminine 
than his fairer sisters. ‘The chief objects of his life were to 
wear fine clothes, take care of his magnificent whiskers and 
sinper in bad French to girls who were shallow-pated enough 
to listen. It would be impossible to conceive of any human 
being fartlier removed from the typical sportsman, and what 
he wanted to go duek duck shooting for we could not 2uess. 
Yet when it was arranged that he was to go he zealously bhe- 
fan preparations, and when we called for him on our way to 
the depot he had enough Waggage to fill a Saratoga trunk. 
He had never owned nor handled a gun, but had purchased the 
best in the market for the occasion. His supply of ammiuni- 
lion Was more than the whole party could use, and he had 
several changes of linen laid out. But the Duke's costume 
was immense, ‘The day was warm, and he lad on a new 
light suit, flaming necktie, longtezeed patent-leather boots, 
silk hat and Jayender kids. We remonstrated in vain, and 
the Duke started off the best dressed man that ever left home 
fora week in a swap, 
When we were fairly off Jones unfolded his plan, which 

was simply to give the Duke a mud bath, The swamp is full | 
of channels, in which the water is two or three feet deep, and 
all the soil is soft mud, washed in by the freshets, so that the 
boats were in constant use, There were eight in the party, 
and the plan was to take three boats, in one of which should 
be only the Duke and one other man, and at the first vod 
chance to dump hin). It was agreed to, the well-worn cards 
hrought forth, and while the Duke innocently looked on 
Jones was condemned to put his own plan in execution. 

Early next morning we pulled out of East Burlington, and 
two or three miles below began to reach the feeding-grounds, 
where the ducks were busy with their morning meal. The 
hoys couldn't resisf the temptation for an occasional good 
shot. The Duke caught the fever, and leaving Jones to 
inanage the boat was soon hanging away as fast as he could 
load and in such a reckless style that he was in more danger 
of shooling himself or some of the other boys than a duck. 
Jones watched his chance, and it soon came, The boat was 
got close up to a particwarly soft mud bank, and when the 
excited Duke was standing np in the stern and ready to fire, 
a quick jerk did the business. The guu went in first, and he 
followed it as faras his shoulders, He manaved to get out | 
alone, and, half stransled, made a dash forthe bank to wet | 
out of the water. This fairly buried his lower extremitics, 
and he had to be helped ont. 
What a spectacle he was! Wis glory had departed in an 

instunt, and his love for duck huntine had gone with it. AN 
he wanted {hen was to go home, and we fished out his sun, 
pul him in the small boat, and started him for Burlington, 
sadder, wiser and not half so handsonie as when he started. 
In spite of his injunction to secrecy the story leaked out, and 
in his mortification the Duke went off on a Buropean trip, 
and failed to return. He has probably been iu places since 
where he had more sport than duck hunting on the Mississip- 
pi Marshes, but he don't know to this day that his misfor- 
tune was m0t solely the result of an accident. Coins. 

———>+e- 

ECHOES OF THE “DITTMAR SPORTING POWDER.” 

Haxcoos ox Dirruar Powoer.—Forest axp Srream, the 
leading Ainerican sporting paper, is raking war on the Dit- 
mar powder and says if, is not fit for use.—The Haneoek (N- 
Y.) Herald. 

Macon, Ga., Oct. 12. 
Bditer Forest and Stream: 
Allow me, as one of your subscribers, to thank-you for theen- 

tirely conyineing articles concerning Dittmar powder. 1] have 
frequently used this powder, but you have so clearly demon- 
strated its danger that henceforth I discard it. S 

Furvroy, Ul., Oct. 16. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your writing up the true character of the Dittmar powder 

eae appreciated by many Western readers of the Porgsr anp 
TREAM. 

| party of six starting from Iartford, Conn. 

Duck shooting has heen better ere this fall than for many 
years, but the mullard are not in as good condition asautumn 
ducks generally are. * x. Z, 

Cricaao, Hl., Oct. 15. 
Editor Forest and Streani: 
A paper that can give us such clear, intelligent and decisive 

articles, as was your late treatment of the ‘ Dittmar Sporting 
Powder," is just the kindof a journal the American sportsmen 
want. Allow me, and numerous others in this city with me, 
fo thank you for having set at rest, once and forever, the 
question of the safety of Mr. Dittmar's powder. The ayerage 
gunner has no time to study these things. You have shown 
ns that hereafter we may rely on the Pores? anp SreeaM for 
just such information and advice. NN. J. 

Nastyitie, Tenn,, Oct. 12, 1880, 
Bditor Forest und Stream : 

[have been using the Dittmar powder for the last year and 
just ordered a box from Mr. D., who failed to send it, his 
charge (affairs writing: ‘Mr. D. has been sick for some 
time and we are out of powder,” But a friend of mine 
Joaned me one of your papers (Sept. 28, 1880) and called my 
attention to your Jengthy article on Dittmar powder, and I 
must say I am greatly surprised at what I learn. Under the 
circumstances 1 of course will discard the use of this powder ; 
and am new amazed that all these things should have remained 
hooded until lately. A party lost an arm here some time ago 
by his gun exploding; it was said the powder was made in 
St. Louis and was the* noiseless.” Lsnppose it wasclosely allied 
to the Dittmar. T have often wondered why some loads were 
so much more effective than others. T really like to shoot it, 
as il is clean and free from that * Dhursted ” cannonading that 
we have in the black, V, 

A DITTMAR POWDER TRAGEDY. 

In Tino Acis. 

Boy, 
Dust. 

- Unknown Poet, 

————»— +@+—.— 

INFORMATION WANTED. 

1. F. W. D. wants good quail and woodeock shooting 
within 100 miles of New York. ‘ 

2. 8. L. T. wants to find a place where he can hunt and fish 
for a living. / 

3. W. K. writes: “I am 4 consunyptive, and am desirous 
of passing the coming winter in some Jocution where zame is 
abundant and it is also healthy.” 

4. Mr. R. M. L. wishes ‘advice as to best place I could go, 
about 350 or450 miles either north or south of New Yorlcity, 
where I can find good duck shooting and 2 comfortable board- 
ing louse.” 

5. Will some reader of the Foresy ann Saream inform 
* Lower Bunk” through its columns where the best place to 
camp oul is, in the piney woods of Maine. <A place where 
there ¢an be found trout, deer and moose, or Feathered game. 
Also what would be the expense (estimated) of each one of a 

In camping the 
party to be independent of hotels or log cabins, preferring to 
rough it in tents. 

6. Will you or some of the readers of your valuable paper 
please inform ine whether wild rica will grow where the 
white pond lily has got so that it almost covers the surface 
of the water? Willit kill the hlies out? KouncinNep. 

7. **O. §. K.,” Lakesyille, Ct., wants a Florida companion. 
en gree ee Ee 

CircuMVENtine Orb Browx.—HHow often do I turn your 
pages over, and how L long for Saturday to come. I often 
wish you came twice a week. But sometimes you make me 
sick and discontented. I know you mean no harm, dear 
Forest, but when J read of the game and fish that others are 
taking, and selfish I can only steal off afew hours at a time. 
Once, before my wings were clipped, I too enjoyed my sun 
and dogs. 
Two years avo | knew a swamp of about a mile in Jenzth 

where the woodcock just laughed because no one was al- 
lowed to shoot in that swamp. It was owned by an old 
farmer by the name of Brown. a veritable dog-ih-the-manger, 
who would not shoot himself nor allow visitors to shoot. 
His hired man told me, ohe time when I ventured on the 
ground, not in a very mild munner, that Mr. B. didnot allow 
any shooting there, and that Thad betterleaye, and forthwith 
Tleft. Years before men had hageed fifty and sixty birds 
per day in that swamp, and a desire possessed me that I 
must lrunt that swamp. 

I heard of the Dittinar powder, no smoke and very little 
noise. I went up to the city; saw the sun-dealer: he 
showed me a sample of the powder, and I ordered a ean, 
thinking all the time of my pet swamp of woodcocks. In 
dune tine T received the powder, and how well I remember 
my imaginations as T rede home, thinking of the following 
day's sport. Already I could see my two setters, Dash on a 
point, and Dandy backing him up, Then I was looking 
through the alders to find an opening where I would be the 
most likely to get ashot. ‘Then I would speak very low to 
my dogs, ‘‘ Go on," and Dandy would creep up. ‘* Weeter, 

| weeter,” would go the bird) Then I would throw up my 
Leu; a pull, a little noise, and, yes, I could see the fine 
_ feathers through the top of the alders, 

| 

| 

Old Brown couldn't 
hear that—no. * Dead bird.” In would come Dash with a 
fnelonghill. Butwhere is Dandy? Stooping down T would 
see him just alittle further on stiff as a poker—and so did my 
thoughts run, - 

IT was home about two o’elock. T Joaded up six shells with 
| Dittmar according to the *‘ directions,” I knew of a small 
flock of juail near home, and in less than two hours Dandy 
and Dash brought up hard on. I always let my dogs stand 
one or two minutes. While I was waiting I thought it was 
such a good place to shoot I must have two birds. and so [ 
took the Dittmar cartridges from my gun and put in two of 
Hazard’s. I could rely on those. I cot one bird with each 
barrel when they first got up. That’s pretty good, Tthought. 
Now for Dittmar. The next was a cross shot. I looked 
across my old Parker expecting to start the feathers. Well, 
the gun went off, but not until after the bird had gone before 

| birds with black powder, and J came home. 
remaining cartridges at bar posts with very poor results, 
| They all went off, but some of them hated to, awfully. 

head 18 hard. 

if. And with the language of one of old I cried, “Great 
Pompy, ye are too slow!” J tried another Dittmar cartridge 
with the same result, and that was enough. I shot two more 

T fired the four 

But I did not give up about that swamp. You see, dear 
Porxst, old man Brown had a daughter, and she was pretty, 
too. Well, to make along story short, I made Miss Mary’s 
acquaintance, and through her good graces I received an in- 
Vitation to come up and put my horse in her father's barn. 
She fold me that some of the neighbors did not allow hunting 
on their farms, but that Iwas welcome to hunt anywhere on 
their farm. I thought to myself, “Bless your heart, I only 
want to hunt down in your father's swamp ; have been trying 
to get there for two months.” Of course I went, and I made 
the old swamp just ring, The first day I bagged twenty- 
seven birds, not all longbills, there were three partridges and 
five quail among them. Dash and Dandy backed up each 
other, and more than once did I lose them and find them stiff 
as a poker, i Jomun Fox, 

Lske OkErcnorer.—Until lately little interest has been 
manifested regarding Southern Florida. With the influx of 
settlers and pleasure seekers, the region, made of interest by 
the Seminole war, is attracting moré attention. The expedi- 
tion of the Porusr anp Srream for the exploration of Lake 
Okeechobee settled the disputed point about the extent of the 
lake, and whether it was accessible to anybody but an Byver- 
glade roving Indian. Coming down the St. Joln’s River last 
April, I meta Major Allen, who still owns the little canoe, 
Yoresr Anp Srream, lett by the expedidition on the shores 
oj that Inland Jake. Major Allen has for several years lived 
near Okeechobee, and seemed well informed regarding its ex- 
tent and surroundings. The shores of this lake, which is 
sixty miles long and forty wide, are lined with fine black and 
red mangroves, cypress and cralj forests. Observation Island, 
long and flat and the resort of numerous wild fowl, is the 
larzest of its islands. 

Since the expedition of the Forrsy ayy Siream, the soli- 
| tudes have been disturbed by a little steamboat, fifty-nine feet 
j long, named the Mary Bell. Several times it has made 
the trip from near Lake Haryey, above Enterprise, down the 
harrow serpentine Kissimee River, and around Lake Okee- 
chobee. ‘The excursionist, well provided with sporting ma- 
terials, leaves the St. John’s River steamboat at Tuscawilla, 
on Lake Harvey, and after a wagon ride of eightcen miles is 
placed on board the litfle steamer. Soon he is firing briskly 
away at alligators, ducks and deer, perchance surprised by 
the intruder. Flocks of cranes, ibes, ganats and curlews rise 
continually. There is no finer place in Florida for the tax- 
idermist, cager for brilliant plumage and snow white plumes, 
than this newly opened region. When any desired game or 
bird is winged the rowhboats from tho steamer act as retrievers. 
As down the river you wind, going four times the distance in 
astraight line, new objects of interest are continually being dis- 

| closed. For ten days or two weeks the excursionist tires, 
only from the monotony of firing from morning until night. 
The deer hunting is especially fine. The ranges are 

through regions seldom hunted, and where the noise of your 
guns often only awakens curiosity. Last winter, thirty 
miles from this region, I was surprised one day by a deer 
walking up to within thirty yards, and there standing looking 
at me, as much’as fo say, ‘* Who are you? What are you 
doing here?’ A little later I fired several rifle shots at two 
deer standing at about one hundred and fifty yards, without 
excifing anything but their perplexed curiosity. 

It is not an unsusal occurrence to see fifty or seventy-five 
deer daring a day's ride through this region. ‘Next- winter 
another miniature hoaf is expected to be launched, so that 
trips can be nade to Okeechobee twice every month. Okee- 
chobee seems to be changed. An enterprising land com- 
pany, in which some English capitalists are interested, have 
secured a charter from the State for the drainage of the Lake 
into the Gulf of Mexico. Between the Lake and the Gulf 
there is a fall of thirteen feet, which would drain two-thirds 

of the lake, as it is supposed. An outlet of about five miles 
in length has to be cleared througha sawgrass swamp, and the 
lake will gradully drain itself. ‘Their objectis to gain several 
mnillions of acres of rich bottom lands, and after giving the 
State iis portion to sell at reasonable rates alternate sections. 
This land, it is hoped, will be productive of tropical fruits 
and early vegetables, which the steamers will transport north- 
ward. Whether the scheme will succeed we cannot tell, but 
we do know that this region is one of the finest places for tle 
hunter and inland fisherman in Florida. 

“Wiring from morning until night” from the deck of a 
steamer is not only monotonous but it is diseraceful and 
abominable. The captains of these boats oucht, for the sale 

of decency, to put some limit fo the cruelty of their passen- 

gers. 

Frouma Game Nores.—Gulf Hammock House, Otter 
Creek, Levy County, IFla.—FPlorida, from present indica- 
tions, will have an abundance of game this fall and winter. We 
are having fine bagging of quail. curlew and duck right in 
front of the house (Gulf Hammack House), but Captain Win- 
gate has stopped the shooting of them until more fuests 
arrive ut the honse. The guests that are heré now are haying 
fine sport and delightful weather for hunting. For our bear 
jiunf the other day we started at 6 o'clock. We had to ride 
about a mile, and when we got there we found that the bear 
had left about an hour and a half before; but our dogs were 
eager for the fray, and so were we (six of us), and off we 
started. We had a run of some eight, miles before the dogs 
brought him to bay up in the top of a large live onk, anda 
very hud place fora shot. We concluded to let him have the 
contents of one of the cartridges out of a Henry rifle, when 
le came tumbling down like a baz of corn; he no sooner 
struck the ground than the dogs laid hold of him, and he did 
the same with them. One man in his excitement ran up and 
struck bruin across the head with his fine Scott sun and com-- 
pletely ruined it, which taught him a dear lesson that bruin’s 

We had to let the bear bave the contents of 
one more cartridge out of our Henry, which finished him. 
When dressed he weighed a trifle over 300 pounds. We also 
brought in a fine deer with us. The Captain has secured one 
of the best bear hunters in this country, Mr, Watkins, with 
his pack of dogs. We-will evidently have fine sport fishing 
and hunting this winter in Gulf Hammock. M 

Cnickens, Doors 4np Quain.— Wilford, Neb., Oct. 8.—I 
left Boston the last day of August. My first stop was at 
Worthington, Minn. My party consisted of myself and four 
dogs, and I had my hands full with the various changes of 
baggaze-cars and baggage-masters. I spent the month of 
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September in Worthington and vicinity, bagging to my own 
gun three hundred and fifteen chickens, besides many mal- 
lards, teal, golden ployer, etc. My shooting was done over 
puppies, and I had a great deal of bad weather, or my bag 
would have been larger. When I left Minnesota (Sept. 17) 
geese and ducks were coming into the prairie sloughs by ile 
thousands, and by this time a lover of that kind of shooting 
could have all he desired. IT arrived here September 29 to 
aitend the field trials of the Nebraska, State Association, a 
report of which has been forwarded to you, and T will make 
no comment, except that I was fortunate enouch to win with 
my Dorr, a dog that I had not put in trim and had no inten- 
tion of running. 
Tam now in a good quail country, making as good 4 bag as 

I care to daily. can easily start ten Lo twenty coveys a day, 
hut until the leaves fall from the trees in the *t draws,” very 
jarge bags cannot be made. I propose to work eastward in a 
few weeks, bringing up at Vincennes in season for the trials. 

HeTA. “D: 

SNARING tN ConnEctiour.— Tolland Co., Conn., Oct. I—Wild 
pigeons are quite plenty this season; but they are wild, and I 
have not heard of but one large bag being taken. They feed 
early, then take the woods during the day. The town of 
Stafford seems to be their resting-place this year. Woodcock 
are scarce now—the summer birds rone, and the late birds 
not yet come, That is, so I have found it to be, the quail 
seem to be quite py but very much scattered, and in small 
coyeys of 6 and 8. Partridges are plenty on the mountains 
and swamps in mid-day about Mansfield and Wellington ; 
Hut they are most awfully snared, and their total extermina- 
{ion is not far distant. The Connecticut law, allows them to 
be so taken on one’s own land, and the law is most terribly 
abused; almost any farmer allows boys to set snares on his 
land., but will not let a decent man with a dog '' kill all his 
game,” as he says, showing his ignorance on the subject. The 
truth is, that he and his boys cannot kill a partridge with 
their old Queen’s arms unless they get one sitting on a log, 
Snared birds are sold here, and in all towns about here, 
in total violation of the law. If there is a sportsman's club, 
or any persons in this State interested in this subject who 
will come here or back me up in this subject I will do all 
J can to stop this mean business of the dealers in purchasing 
these birds. Mars. 

Micnican Game Norus.—4Ann Arbar, Oct. 9—On Thurs- 
day last, the 7th inst., Mr. J. Haskell of Bradner, Ohio, and 
myself met for a little hunting frolic for quail and wood- 
cock and to try the grounds on the Toledo section of the Ann 
Arbor Railroad. Mr. Haskell brought with him his two fa- 
vorite black-and-tans Ned and Sue, seven months old, to 
which he is strongly attached on account of their hunting 
qualities. The day was pleasant and the birds tolerably 
plentiful, especially the quail. We found a few woodcock in 
some of the wet grounds thereabouts, but they were scattered 
wild. The quail were in fair numbers for this portion of the 
country. Our best success was in the large beds of rag-weed 
flat skirt the woods on the west of the railroad. The pups 
behaved beautifully and never haye I seen prettier or better 
work done than was accomplished by those two pups; they 
countered, backed, dropped and retrieved all by motion of 
the hand in a style equal to the best trained old dogs that I 
ever saw. We made a pretty fair bag for this section, eleven 
quail and four woodcock. My great delight was to watch the 
movements of these young pups and see the charming work 
done by them. [was more than pleased at the splendid re- 
sults achieved by their training, and Mr. H. tells me he has 
three more of the same litter almost as good. 
We need a little more rain to make good cock shooting in 

the swamps and swales about here. Rabbits and squirrels are 
thicker than I ever saw them before, and when the first snow 
falls we shall try our beagivs among these frisky little fellows 
hereabouts, when I will report results. SENEX. 

Wisconsin.— on du Lae, Wis. Oct. 10—The shooting in this 
Yicinity is now quite satisfactory, as ducks in great numbers 
have filled the marshes, and our sportsmen are improving the 
time to good advantage. 
The deer hunters also are getting in motion for the comin 

season, that under existing laws closes Noy. 30. The ol 
parties ¢o out as usual, and there seems to be charms in deer 
stalking not to be resisted, as we find them going out with 
he regularity of the seasons. Messrs. Carpenter and Adams 
will locate in the vicinity of Florence, Wis.; Mr. and Mrs. 
L, M. Wyatt left the R. R. at Wancedah, Mich., and ex- 
pected fo pitch their tent twenty-five miles away in their fa- 
vorite location. Mrs. Wyatt accompanies her husband annu- 
ally to the woods, this being herfourth season. She has all the 
enthusiasm of an old compaigner and is entirely at home 
among the wilds of the North. 

Messrs. §, B. and John Amory and Mr. Carter constitute 
the yeleran organization and expect to locate in the yicinity 
of Hermansville, Mich. 

All these parties go out well equipped and are usually suc- 
cessful, and we expect a satisfactory report at the close of the 
Aeason. 
You will excuse the style of this epistle as it is written on 

a tin plate twenty five miles from any place. 
Am in the wood and camp, am having fine days, good 

fare and plenty of ganic. x 

Aprwansas,—A correspondent of the Germantown Jélegraph. 
writing from White County, Ark., says of the game of there : 
“As this Stafe contains much land which, on account 
of its swampy or its rocky or hilly surface, cannot be 
cultivated, the Jarger animals confine themselves mostly to 
these uninhabited siatsters) from which they make accasional 
raids info the settlements and make sad havoc among the 
farmers’ calyes and pigs. , 

‘The deer and turkey haye more impndence and refuse 
to ¢(nit the land of their nativity. They still occupy the fields, 
aud even sometimes the gardens of the settlers. They pele 
very fond of stack peas, the farmers must be yery vigilant, bot! 
night and day to protect their crops. Many are shot near by, 
and frequently several deer are taken almost within the su- 
burbs of towns containing two thousand inhabitants. __ 

‘‘ During the game season the boats navigating the White, 
Arkansas and other smaller streams, are loaded with such 
game se deer, bear, turkey, rabbits and prairie chickens, |. 
which serve to feed the citizens of the cities and towns along 
the Missouri river.” 

A Hinr vor Partern Triats.—Boston—1 wish to call at- 
tention to one thing that has no doubt caused many eee 
to be dissatisfied at certain times with their guns, IJ saw a 
young man targeting his gun at 40 yards on pieces of paper 30 
inches square and he was very much dissalisfied with it, aay- 

ing the choke was shot out, and blaming the gunsmith for de- 
ceiving him about the pattern, and vowing that he was going 
to get anew gun at once, ett. Having had considerable ex- 
perience at targeting guns, T went and gof some sheets of pa- 
per 4ft. square, and asked him to try his gun at them; which, 
after asking if I supposed he could not hold a sun on to the 
‘side of a house,” etc., he reluctantly did: when to his sur- 
prise he found that fhe gun made a first class pattern, draw- 
ing 280 inch circle from the centre of the charge, which, how- 
ever, was not in the centre of the target by considerable. I 
speak of this, as I have often seen old gunners stick up's, piece 
of board or a small piece of paper to test the pattern of their 
guns, and judge accordingly, no matter whether they held on 
or not; and many good guns have been hastily condemnedon 
this account. Pruyirr. 

Buncrep Suor.—WVemnport, Ky..—As IT consider chilled 
shot, especially Tatham's, to be superior to any shot made, I 
feel a lively interest in knowing how you can account for the 
wonderful performance recorded in you paper of Sept. 16, 
under heading ‘* Bunched Shots.” Ihave used this shot for 
some time and am at a loss to understand how any loose shot 
cal perform such feats. TI have tested this shot in choke and 
cylinder bores and consider it but justice to the manufactur- 
ers to haye this matter explained, as to me it seems impossi- 
ble. C.J. 8. 

The fault is not with the shot but with the gun. There js 
jess reason for the bunchiny of chilled shot than of the ordi- 

nary shot, butsome guns doputthepelletsintoa bunch. Inthe 

1875 London /e/d Gun Trial one of the guns was barred out 
on just this aecount. 

PENNSYLYANIA— Pottstown, Oct. 12.—Drar Sir: Our gun- 
ning season opens here on the 15th October. Partridges and 
rabbits are more plentiful this season then they have been for 
several years, and we expect lots of sport. Woodcock are 
scarce in our section of the country; squirrels more plentiful 
this season then they were last, as are also plover and pheas- 
ant, We haye soime yery fine dogs here and plenty of sports- 
men, but we have some very inconsiderate straggling hunters 
here, as they are not sportsmen noreyen pot-hunters, for I heard 
of some that had been killing partridges last week, and have no 
doubt the same partieshave been shooting the poor, skinny rab- 
bits, Thereisaspotterlooking afterthem,and if they are caught 
they will get the full extent of the law. I hope when the sea- 
son opens the hunters will not go out and see who can kill the 
largest, amount of game, As lonzas the weather is warm game 
is not in condition to kill, and if it is slaughtered up to the 
full during the first weeks, till the time comes that it would be 
in condition, you can scarcely find any. So a word of advice: 
Don't kill the hali-grown birds or rabbits, as one a month 
later is worth a half dozen now. J, W. £. 

TENNESSEE.—Savannah, Oct. 12.—Although the shooting 
season has nominally begun but little has yet been done in 
that line. I have been out several times, but merely to train 
a promising young dog, several times leaving the gun at 
home, Many of the bevies I haye found were too small to 
shoot, aud the rank weeds will prevent anything like sport 
until a heavy frost comes to our relief. Birds are plentiful, 
thanks toa dry June. The farmers haye an adage that a dry 
June always presages a good crop. I can’t say about that, 
but know we always haye more quail when there ave no heayy 
June rains to drown the young birds and ‘‘ break up” the sit- 
ting hens. ‘There is an unusually plentiful crop of mast of 
all kinds this fall, and in all probability pigeons and ducks 
will be here in unusual numbers. The weather is too warm 
for any sport yet a while. Witt. 

Weatrern New Yorx.—Oswege, October 11.—Season mild 
and flock-duck slow in arriving. The Ontario Hunting and 
Fishing Society have had some shooting upon their preserve. 
Red-head and black duck, and a few birds are killed along 
the coast. Within ten days game will be prime and hunting 
ditto. Squirrels abound in all the timber along the line of 
the Jake (Ontario); the open winter of ‘79 and °80, and the 
abundance of nuts accounting forthe same. Partridges moder- 
ately plenty. Within ten miles of this city, from 3 until 6 
P. m., October 8, I killed two fine black squirrels and a cock 
partridge. Rabbits and foxes are in unusual numbers, Shoot- 
ing grounds both for water and wood sport easy of Oe 

CatrrorntA.— Elk Grove, Oct. 3.—We are too far from you 
for information as to plenty or scarcity of game to be of 
much interest to your readers, but if you will give usa call 
you will find such acresof ducks and geese of all varieties, 
Canada geese, brant, white-fronted and snow geese, as well 
Huiching’s brant—as can only be seen elsewhere in some of 
the Southern States, and J will insure you a hearty welcome 
from our sportsmen. Deer are yery plenty in the hills this 
fall, and with an occasional grizzly or California lion thrown 
in, a sportsman must be hard to suit who cannot find enough 
to content him. W. L. W. 

Weicur or Rurrep Grousr.—Syracuse, V. ¥., Oct. 18.— 
I give below the weight of four ruffed grouse, the heaviest 
we have any record of in this part of the State: One, 1 
11-16lb., killed by M. Knapp; one, 1 12-16lb., killed by O. 
Lansing; one, 1 124-16lb., killed by A. A. Hudson; one, 1 
184-16lb., killed by Wm. Nicholson. J. H. M 

We hope that sportsmen will send us through the fall the 

weight of their heaviest birds killed. Such a record would 
not be without value. The four grouse referred to by our 

correspondent were very heavy birds. 

Micratory Qnuam—Boston, Oct. 11.—As regards "the Tée- 
turn of the birds, I say that many of my neighbors claim to 
have seen them this summer and fall, but they are hardly 
competent to judge, so I don’t feel sure of it. The quail 
law is off on the 15th, and if they are here the gunners will 
soon find them, and probably shoot some before noticing the 
difference. A flock (bevy) was seep about twenty miles be- 
low my town a fortnightago. Probably some of those im- 
ported by Mr. Downer three years ago, and epee ee 

Inprawa—Oct. 14.—Hiditor Forest and Stream: The fol- 
lowing leave for the Michigan Peninsula, on a deer hunt, the 
21st inst.: W. L. Gregory, A. Wysong, R. W. Matthews, 
Joa. 8. Stephenson, J. O. Kerns, J. Swope, R. OC. Brown, 
Rigsins and myself, of Lebanon, Ind.; and B. M, Gregory, 
Zionaville, and D. CG. Burgendthal, of Indianapolis. L. M. 
Cox, L. Rains, 5. Dougherty, E. Reynolds, A. D. McCormack 

8. Daily and O. C. Witt expect to go a few weeks later. I 
will give you some notes of our hunt. W, GG, 

Forest AND StREAM GENERAL PasseNcer DEPARTMENT.— 
Chicago, Ii., Oet. 14.—The following parties have passed 
through here since Monday en poule to the lunting grounds ; 
©. Langdon, and party of four, from Ohio, going to Qnin 
nisec, Mich.; Dr. CO. Giiford, and party of four, from Indiana, 
#oing to Ploring, Wis.; Isaac Ouse, and party of eight, from 
Illinois, going to Quinnisec, Mich,; Whetstone and Fisher, 
as of twelve, from Indiana, going to Menemony, 
lich. 

SHOOTING AT THE St. Cram FLArs.—Our correspondent, 
W. B. Wills, Jv., writes as follows about the shooting at this 
favorite resort. He says: ‘‘I had a good day’s sport last 
Friday (Oct. 8) at the Club. Killed forty-seven ducks in the 
morning, and on my way home juniped into # cornfield with 
Star, Mack and Kink, and picked up fourteen quail after 4:30." 

ONTARIO.— Belleville, Oct. 13,—Yacht owners now use their 
craft for conveying them to the marshes, a few mile distant, 
for the purpose of dutk shooting, of which there has been but 
little as yet, the birds being scarce. Snipe and plover are, 
however, tolerably plentiful. In the woods game is fairly 
alindunt. Some sportsmen haye me¢t with good success 
among the deer, and a considerable number of partridges 
(ruited grouse) have been shiot, 

Art Arounp Norrs.—Yellow Bud, Ohio, Oct. 13.—Just 
returned from an extensive trip through Kentucky, Tennes- 
see, Arkansas, Missouri, Ulinois and Indiana. Hunted some, 
but found game scarce. Killed some chickens—sport bard to 
equal, when one has (as I have) a first class dog, 

8S. L. N. FL 

Oxro Quart Law.—Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 16.—You are 
mistaken when you say law on quail in Ohio is out Noy. 15, 
as it was Changed last year to Nov, 1 toJan'y 1. I give you 
this, as some muy be able to come and have first of it. 

. 

Ropins iy WersroHEster.—Superviaors’ Office, Town of 
Westchester, Oct, 16.—A law was passed Feb. 6, 1878, by the 
Board of Supervisors of this county, which prohibits the 
killing of robins during the month of October. 

Jas. HenpERson, JR, 
ney Saree 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

SPARTANBURG TOURNAMENT. 
Spartrannune, §, C. 

Brest Day. 

Team match, frota Card rotary trap, arranged to throw in any 

direction, 50 balls, 18 yards rise. Wntrance, $12.50, #50 added by 

citizens of Spartanburg. Firat team fo receive 60 per cent., sec- 
ond team 30 per cent., third team 20 per cent., after paying fourth 

team entrance fee and deducting cost of balls used ; i 
Union. Witnsbore. 

C. R. Roberson.....-..--.-1-, KJ, M. Capleye...----..2--- § 
W. Oo. Wallace... : A. W. Wallace.........-....- i 
J, D. Bourn.... pected CRIP RAPU SI onc ne edeee ti 
IDB RAs free Lee ely drei eee 1 Je We Mc@autsige, -222s22 ah, 
SACSEM WIN. sg tar ol fdas b bet (ale h—49 

Charleston No. 2. 
T. 5, Ingleshy,,....-., fev ay 8 6 
R. Chisholm, pTr....-...-1--.. 9 

. KH. de yes Peete Een: 
TR SRen ese a2 een cosenet ee § 
W. H. Tarrant ...........--, #40 

Columbia, Spartanbure. 
BCH PHO MSG eo hele rere a 
ited BOK) Cine T 
1, B. Patterson, .... nal 
I. H. Blassingame . 5 
W. Az Heath ise. ccii cca.) 9 BE 

Scrub Team. Orangeburs, 
W, M. Muckentuss......,..- % P. G. GANNON... es. ee ees 9 
Geo. Keltt....-,-.,----- -- 1. B. L. Dorole., onda te 
J. L. Keitt. . okt D, EB. Smoak. =) 
J. 5, Bee, Jr... 6 D, J. Sally, .3 

' Wm. Anderson.-.:-.....+... 4-95 J.Al Meyer ae 
Result; Charleston No. 1, first prize, 764.76; Orangeburg, sec- 

ond prize, $38.75; Charleston No. 2 and Union, third prize, $26; 
Cohimbia, fourth, $12.50. 
Sweepatakes—Six balls each, from Card trap; set on middle hole, 

throwing directly from shooter, 21 yardy rise; $2.50 entrance, 25 

added ; distribution same ; 
R. I. MeCarley i. - Bs + He Thomson. i... ....- - 6 
W. R. Nolen... . 6 TW. Danvel 6 
R. Chishoim, .5 W.L. Culp 5 
A.M, Wallace -. 3 TT, Hall 6 
T. W. McCants.....-...- .. 3 QD, E, Jenkins at 
(aa Sete gear Bae . 5 B, B. Purman, 15 
W. R. Whilden...-:-.. .. 8 TH. Gibbes... i 
D. OW. McCullough,,... .. 4 J, H. Bonknight.. .. 6 
W. + eath..........- 4 ane 
J, A, Henderson... ..,-- .. 0 4 
W. J. De Treyille “oot .o 
QC, R. Roberson........ 5 3 
To Re Rents: +125 2a ¢0=-+ ena ces =a2 3 6 

Ties were shot off, mids and ont: First prize, 42.75, won by W. 
R. Nolen with three balls; second, 326.65, won by T. 3. Inglesby 
with fiye balls; third, $17.19, won by W, H. Tarrant with two 
balls ; fourth, $2.50, won by R. J. MeCarley with two balls and one 
tise. 

Team match, 30 balls, 25 yards rise ; Card trap throwing straight 

away ; $10 eniwance ; first prize, one double Remington breech- 

loading shot-gun; second prize, $20 in gold ; third prize, silver 

pickle castor, 
Tuion. Charlaston No. 1. 

C. R. Roberson. Wray Onin ie -o-eskescuee 
W.C, Wallace.....-..- TT. Afall,...-. 
I. D. Bourn ......-..- B. B. Furman - 
PBL OniNe.s5sos. c W.R. Whilden.... 

deat 4145 Pecgeqseanes 1— 9 IL. B. Bonknight 
Charleston No. 2 

T. S..UngleSbyi sss. sei ie: eae 2 
R. Chishotn, Jr ; 
FR. E. Jenkins. 
RK 

Hi. H. Thomson. <-- .-_ 

I. B. Blassingame.. -- 
W. A, Heat 

i 2228 
as ACY Ole tae sel sinaa an 

DB. BE. Smoak...2 221. Saas 
Spartanburg won first prize, Columbia second, Charleston No. 1 
ird. 

Bxtra sweepstakes; breech-loading s#hot-gun ; Sballs: Dantzler 

2; Tarrant, 5; Inglesby, 2: Jenkins, 4; Gibhes, 5; W. L, Culp,4 

Read, 2; Whilden, 4; Anderson, 2; Furmen, 45 monk, 4 
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arley, 4; I, B. Oulp, 4; Hull, 5; Thompson, 5; Nolen, 3; 
hisholm, 5; Berg, 3; Blassingame, 3. Gibbes, Olisholm, Tar- 

5 Hall nnd Thomson each haying made tiye, the gun wia sold 
d proceeds divided hetween them. . 

Srcoxp Day. 

eam pigeon match; pigeons from ground traps, 28 yards rikey 

yurds: bounds, both barrels. Entrance $15, 850 added ; distri- 
Pulion same ; six birds to each man + 

Orangeburg. Charleston No, 2. 
Tneleshy, Hash 0 gee pe gett 
Chisholm, 

Mpevilles 2.2420. . 
Charleston No, 1. 

Pp 

Nameless, 
Haw lhorne......5..1.. s$4th as v2 

oe) VT En ide ee 
nee: Keltt 

Dantzler........... 213 
TO S.ABGG ID We ete ahene ober 

es between Charleston No. 1 and Spartanburg shot off, three 
8 each man, Charleston No, 1 winning by one bird and winning 
prize ; Union, second; Winnsboro, third ; Orangeburg, fourth, 

Pigeon sweepstakes; same conditions as aboye; #8 entrazice, 

f25.50 2dded ; distribution same; 5 birds each: Dortic, 3; Blus- 

game, 2; Heath, 4; Gibbes, 4; Inglesby, 4; I. L, Keitt, 4; 
oak, 4; T. W. Keitt, 3; Dantzler, 4; Anderson, 3; Jenkins, 5; 

W. L. Gulp, 4; MeCullough, 3; McCarley, 1; Sally, 4; Bookter, 3; 

AME. Wallace, 5; Rabb, 3; MeCauts, 5; A. Inwin, 4; Hall, 2; C. 

Roberson, 3; Aiken, 4; Furman, 4; W. OC. Wallace, 3: Read, 4; 

h made 6 and divided first stake : Whilden won ties on 4 and 

md prize with two birds; McCullough and Dortie divided third 

eooete 2111-8 Furman 11 0—2 
11-38 Tarrant... if 
111-3 Bonkhight. dl OW 
11i0—2 McCullough. 20 Ww 
110-2 Heath....1... Aodw 
110-2 W.L. Oulp.- -0W 
10 i—2% Cannon,..... + OW 
110—2 F.B, Gulp..... 0 Ww 
110-2 De Treville.. Ow 

LES st ae a Py ee LD O—2" REAM rss ube bsede bocpinored W 

Gun was sold aud proceeds diyided between Whilden, Jenkins 

d McCarley. 
Tumb Day. 

am match; 50 balls, from two Card rotary traps, 10 yards 
21 yards rise, traps simultaneously reyalyed and one sprung ; 

40 entrance, $50 added; distribution same: 
Orangeburg, 

MINOMLitr +2 fe ese. Ries siacc Jah) 7 
ile oes SRB 
THLE 

BS) T Furnian.... 
01 CA 2 Se Mrs OF My Tess ea pie oa 

Charleston No. 2 
rier ase hs ots Ba ia 0 We 
OBISHOMMN ,...-+-+--eseee ee een a 
TOMES cog oe clnesen ss ten. oe T 
Tarrant. . bynes 8 
BERL eres Ue riniet nt clei hme bie ae 736 

#49) 
~ 8 

a ares 6 
6 iS} 
9B T—as 

esili: Orangeburg, first prize, $55.65 + Charleston No. 1, sec- 
rize, $33.39; Spartanburg and Serub, third, $22.26; Gharles- 

on No, 2, fourth, $12.50. 
Bxtra pigeon sweepstakes, substituted for advertised double ball 

ich ; 3 birds each, $3 entrance, #25 added : 
-1 11-8 Sally...... al1ls 
- 101-2 Blassingam 010-14 
211i—3 Heath,..... 111-3 
-J1b-s3 Cannon ‘101-2 

fe pte elo i -.1 Li—8 Hall....... »L1l o-2 
NOSES D.S BRBHLOLS Sad hca wit etet)stt ose oe 1 i 0—% 

Hass plait RIVGDS sAs54 sseer-nl 0 12 
Heer 110—2 Furman.. sssee,-t 1 1-8 
bifekas 1 O12 Nolen... cs ceeee eee ecesd D 13 
ere 1001 C€. R. Roberson,,.....,...,0 1 1-2 

et Se Ty Eye) 010 117-8 er eee es 11 1-3 
ayes! 111-3 Dantzler, treeceta Li 1-2 

~y1 1 O=—8) MeCarley. )....22:, (ch 25.2 111-38 
seed 1 1—8) DOA, Irwin... 1i1—3 

eeecre Die 111-% 

In shooting off ties, T. A. Dnyin won first, Dantzler second, Blas- 
igure and Pagan third. 

} H. M. Bt. 

KGONQUIN Gun CLUB, Weehawken, N. J,—Semi-monthly shoot 
a gold hadge; 20 balls, 8 Gogardus trapa, 18 yards rise : 
BERG MET cH. 1 ase ets cle fo <|ololoime O1121113110106171101017-15 

H e seenlT17T100110111001110 i— 
--102711101001001100101-0 
esl PTTL 119201100011111% 
1iOTi1L11T1101110011111 46 

sence ee MODFODLOHFD0T1000000 & 
»LtLO1011000101011111 1-12 
OOTTITL01001121017101 12 
01011001110001101106—40 
-LOONGOOVTO0011000100 5 

TO017010100010111011- 
T1121171711116011111 0-18 
1OTO10371012111011 145 

y coutest for the Brooklyn Gun Club, double ball trophy, 
for at 7 jizirs each, from H. and 'T, plunge traps, handicap 

of 

@epstakes ; ties shot off, mise and go ont 

FOREST AND STREAM. 231 

1111111211111 1—14 
Benj, West. 2112 bitid1?t11110—18 
Wim, Wynn te 1111110W 
Brooks ., i 111110W 
Chope We set eT ts il —10 
A. Crook BE 210 21272111190 — 4 
T. Barker ai 101 10W 
A, Atkins te - 1 OU W 
INGIS) beoch-8- FS ..1 00 w 
G, Gillett... 33 . O00 W 
Underdunk.... ‘ He al --L00W 
R. Robinson, ,,.-.- oe eo ee 100 Ww 

& =] Olint. Wisner took first money after w yery pretty bub stubborn 
match with the yeteran Benj. West. 

Referee, Capt. i, Anthony, N, C.T. 

Newtown, L. T.—October 18,—The Audubon Rod and Gun Club, 

of Brooklyn, E. D,, which was organized afew weeks ago, and of 
which a notice was published in the Fores? AND STREAM, held 
their firstregular monthly shoot on Saturday last for a handsome 

badge, furnished by the club, It is the intention of the club to 
laye a shoot once a month, and the person winning the badge the 

e 

most times during the year it becomes his property. Bogardus 

tiles ; 10 balls each ; ties to be shot off at 5 balls each: 
BH, Blackwell.._.-.+-+.- Wee: eh en Se, 1s Os DP is at =8 
AS ANUIANO Wands acede madddeetede madccees le Or Ae ae a) hh SESg 
L. B. Pleld.. re TT) Sila Eh Sh OC oak ots "ik 
J, Heming One el ieee a ee 

ig oO 0701 071 0 0 Et 
i 027720tTO1T 1 O-6 

ele ip gL eC r D8 
~f 00 1017 0 0 0-3 
oo O01 0 4d 1 oO 3 

E. Blackwell phot 2; A, 
Andrews, 4; J, Heming, 4; C, W. Field, 5. Hi. H. 

DexreR Park.—Jamaica, L. £, Oct, 18.—To-day occurred the 

eighth regular monthly contest of the Long Island Shooting Club 
for the championship cup. As usual, it was shot for at 7 birds 

each, from H and T ground traps; handicapped rise; 80 yards 

boundary + ties shot off at 3 birds each ; L. I. 8. C. rules : 
Jee uy wl Ge) Tia 

peo 1t OT Pow 4) tah on .O-=7 
Fr ute be wt i iT tale, B= 
wt EAs ery 7) 
Ay The gal FL 5 
$b ie te io fies 5 
re St ery 3 
w Oe TO ee he ot On a 
a Oe te oy = 8 
M9 th a ie 3 
oe Ciel ite 2 
43 10 0 1 

WreiWBaulsibs tects seetcsaresee ras My 0 0 

Brercen Por, N. J.—Ovl, 9.—The sixth of the series of seven 

matches by the Recreation Gun Club of Bergen Point, for the 
second gold medal. This medal becomes the property of the mem- 

ber who breaks the greatest number of glass balis during the series, 

Moore retired with first medal, Molereyolving trap; 15 glass balls; 
18 yards rise; Club rules ; 

Wilmerding. RR ke MM ae Reels ct fe f= 
Cer AvIES pct A Lao Oh yu a a Lt ty 

October 11,—The seyenth of the series of seyen matches for the 

second gold medal. §. L. Davis, Moore and Voorhees came in for 
practice, bnt were virtually out of the match, as far as this medal 

was concerned, haying retired before. Mole reyolying trap; 15 

glase balls; 18 yards rise; club rules : 

Te ee I eS Se I 
Oe ie 0s Mi Say dg 
eS et ST et eles 
La 0 0 0 .& Oo 15 
i Te fl ie i is 10. 

roperty of A. C. Wilmerding, he haying 
an the next man (C. H. Davis) during 

Trt BERDOODLE. 

The medal is now the p 
broken six more glass balls 
the series of matches. 

Morite Guy OLus.—Monthly shoot for medal, Oct. 9; 18 yds, 
rise ; Mole’s rotary trap: 
Geo. Boltz...1111111011—9 M. Devine...1011101011-7 
J.MeDonnelt O17 10122111—8 J, Stewart...00111101 117 
HR. Finch, .:.. OT1111101 1-8 T,Wagne 1111000111—7 
Gc, A, Lyons..J 1111011410—S L.orabtree..0000100111 

Mr, G. Boltz wins the medal the second time in snecession. 

Sweepstake Match, Oct. 10.—Fiye balls; 18 yds, rise ; Mole’s 
rotary trap : 
J. MeDonnell...... 141 1 1-65 HD. Cowart...... 100 1 1-3 
H. Koster... 1 iid) 14 J. Stewart........ 110 0 1-3 
L, Crabtree 1110 4 T.Wagnern-....... Iommi 1-3 
G, Boltz. - L1]j it 0-4 R. Finch.,......... 110 0 0-2 
C. A. Lyons.......1 2 1 9 1+ 

Mr. John McDonnell wins first money, and Mr. I. Crabtree 
second money. On the tie Mr. T. Wagner wins third money by six 
straight balls to the five of Mr. E. T. Cowart. 

Mosirte—Ocl. 13.—The Gulf City Gun Club had its regular 

monthly medal shoot this evening at the Club Lodges, G. W. 

Tunstall again came to the front with 19 balls out of 20, Afterward 
the following pigeon match was shot ; 8 birds; 21 yards rise: 
Geo W. Tunsfall.d 11111017 110015 
TLS. Scales...... O10171-6 111117 
J, G, Friend. 001101-5 111118 
George Boltz 1111117 110115 
Wim. Lott.-.---.. o01111-—3 1i0d1 5 
Jas. Bush,...-..1 10101 11—6 

In shooting off ties of 7 . A won with 3'straight birds ; ties 
of 6, Bush 3 straight birds. 8. C. ORER, 

Derrorr.—In the latest contest for that extensive prize of the 

Michigan State Medal Association, Ed. H, Gillman, of Detroit, wou 
the honors and the medal. The shoot was according to English 

rmles, and Gillman’s winning was achieved by the killing of eleven 
straight birds. The following is the score of the Mich. State Medal 
shoot, Oct. 12, 1880 : 
DIPIGHNGRe we, ea pen one ee eter enue gia a es sie BS) 
WMEA Mtoe = oF ence L-1 wet @ Tt Ei A110 
Ud ays ocean’ reat 2 0 Ww 
J. V, D, Eldredge... Ie ta rag a 
E. H. Gillman....... ED at at aii 
Weds MASON ss sos cat iidner ss tere? List 22 0 Ww 
A sweep followed, in which Eldredge and Gillman killed 9 

straight each, and divided, Metchner killing 8 and missing his ninth. 

—A match at 100 birds each, 30 yards rise, amended Hurlingham 

rules, was shot at Baltimore, on Monday last, between Mr. Donald 
J. Swann, of the Maryland Gun Club, and Mr. Howell Biokley, of 
‘the Philadelphia Gun Olub. The match was shot at the grounds 
of the Maryland Olub at Pimlico, and resulted ina victory for Mr. 
Swann. Dr. Kenrey, of the Philadelphia Gun Club, was referee. 

The match occupied only two hours and twenty minutes; weather 

delightful. The score was aa follows : 
Donald J. Swann,.....1101111 
11101007011001110 
11101012115011111 
1—Tota!l, 1/0; Killed, 79; missed 

Howell W. Bickley...... 1 
Lot ddd OFT Oe) siete 
PO1T1171110110001 
U 1 1—Votai, 100; Eliled, 69; missed, 31. 

s+ 

Che Hennel, 
— Address all communications to ‘ Forest and Stream Pub. 

lishing Company, New York,” 

FIXTURES, 
Pennsylvania State Field Trials Association Trials, Lancaster, Pa, 

Oct. 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th. J. R. Stayton, Secretary, Pittaburg, 
Pa, 

National American Kennel Clnb’s Second Annual Field Trials, 
Vincennes, Ind., Noy, 15th. Chas, De Ronge, Secretary, 51 Broad 
street, New York, 

Hastern Field Trials Club’s Second Annual Trials, Robins Island 
Peconic Bay, L. L., Noy. 29, Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York, 

+8 = 

MODERN COCKER SPANIELS. 

5 there has been so much dissatisfaction felt and ex- 
pressed with the judgments in the cocker and field span- 

iel classes lately, and as the breed is the most useful all around 
one existing, and consequently worthy of as much fostering 
and care as is given to setters and pointers, I have taken upon 
myself to try and settle a definite standard. To do this I 
have written to all the breeders of cockers that I knew, in- 
viting them to send me photographs, measurements, descrip- 
tions, etc., of their best dogs, and their general opinions on 
the breed. 
The various information thus obtained will, through your 

kindness, appear in your columns, and will thus be open to 
the criticism of the public generally; and I, on the part of 
those who are assisting me in my task, invite all interested to 
give vent to their opinions and criticisms through the same 
valuable medium. 

I give you below a letter from Mr. A. C. Waddell, of To- 
peka, Kansas, a gentleman well known as a breeder and 
owner of fine dogs. This will be followed by letters from 
other breeders, and I, with your good permission, will bring 
up the rear. GEO. D. Macpouaeatt. 

Mr. Waddell says of the cocker or field spaniel as follows: 
“Time has revolutionized very many things so as to con- 

form to the desire, if not actually the demands, of sportsmen ; 
for, be it known, history tells us the same sports were in- 
dulged in hundreds of years ago. But it must be’ acknowl- 
edged we have advanced wonderfully in bringing beauty to 
jom hands with utility—this with all our domestic animals, 
until at the present time it is a rare thing to find one so igno- 
‘rant that he does not know what beauty in an animal is; but 
the differences of opinion are merely based upon what should 
be @ standard, and the true one will surely be the one, for 
there is a general idea that all innately drift to, and the dis- 
senters will naturally be crowded back, to disappear eventu- 
ally. 

“The spaniel, of whatever strain, is one of, if not the 
handsomest of all the breeds of dogs. The beautiful expres- 
sion of face, the speaking eyes—for they almost talk—the 
long, gracefully falling ears, and compact, evenly balanced 
body, all go to make up the most agreeable house pets as well 
as field companions. But the usefulness of the dog over- 
halances all other attainments, for his intelligence is natural, 
not acquired by a course of study or training. It is intuitive, 
and @ mere association with his owner brings the dog to un- 
derstand his desires. Iam now speaking more particularly 
of the spaniel known as the cocker or field spaniel. Its 
creation as a breed has originated from the crossing of the 
larger varieties with the smaller, until a medium-sized dog 
has been 9btained, of different colors, but not varying very 
much in formation; and yet, as with all other breeds of 
dogs, there are many specimens that are unworthy of promo- 
tion, and the judges—who are the breeders, as a whole—do 
not acknowledge them as. true types of what breeders call 
field spaniels. At the present time more interest is being 
taken in field spaniels in America than ever before; 
and as there has been some controversy in regard 
to what a cocker spaniel should be to be distinct from 
the other breeds it is well that some standard should be 
made. The most numerous, asregards color, are the liver and 
whites and liver colored; necessarily, or to be expected, those 
of that color would have more color bearers. The majority 
should rule, but tastes vary, and although the color, so far as 
T have noticed, has nothing to do with the qualities of the 
dogs, yet certainly each one has a right to his choice, as with 
setters and pointers. The four leading colors of the field 
spaniel of to-day are the all liver, the liver and white, the 
black, and the black and tan. In Wales they haye a beauti- 
ful little field spaniel, orange and white in color—the breed, 
Lam told, is almost extinct—but are very hardy, active and 
useful dogs, and were they obtainable, I for one would pre- 
fer the color to all others. The color, therefore, is a mere 
choice of fancy. The regulations as for type should be based 
on form, as with the setter and pointer and other breeds of 
dogs that are judged on the show bench. 

“1 think your undertaking a good one, for about the 
points there always would be much disagreement if some 
type was not established; but even after one is made there 
will yet be those who think their old standard is the right 
one. Now, if you will refer to Stonehenge you will see where 
he says Mr. Burdette for years took first in the field and on 
the bench. There are several distinct types of the cocker. 
Tf the picture I enclose is not the right one then there must 
be a number of right ones. This is Jock, son of Josie by 
Bow, her own brother, weight, 174 pounds; 8 months old, 
and Josie is exactly like him, only her tail is not docked. 
They are very fast, compact built, remarkably intelligent, 
and very beautiful. Bow is chestnut and tan, but gets all 
black and tan pups, as he is full black and tanin blood. The 
Burdettes of pure blood sometimes come chestnut and tan, 
and they are beautiful dogs. Bow is a worker; opens at the 
rise of a bird, and is as lovely a cocker as any one could desire. 
Now, I am opposed to cockers running over 25 pounds, and 
when Mr, Whitman exhibited his at St. Louis, liver and 
whites, that would run to near, if not quite, 40, I said, ‘Eng- 
lish field spaniels,’ or as some call them, English water 
Spaniels. They are not the true cocker, and no standard 
should be made on them. The true cocker. should be a-di-- 
minutive setter, only more compact, with shorter head ; their 
action should he all excitement, tail continually in motion 
and continually ea the ground, with that nervous 
hound that no other dog has but the true cocker, who flushes 
his game, and could not, from appearances, be controlled not 
to do so. A dog of 40 pounds does not fill the bill any more 
than a Clumber spaniel, and a Clumber, to me, is no use. I 
have owned them—the best—and they half fill the place of 
a setter and do mot that of a cocker. But the cocker isa 
grand little dog, not only as a field doc, but as a companion 
around the house or with you in your strolls through the 
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meadows or wood. He comes next to a human companion, 
for he is ever near you, and will seek you out; you need not 
hunt him. T entered my Josie at St. Louis as. King Charles; 
she was not grown, and I knew there would not be any full. 
bred King Charles there; so L entered Josie and she took 
first, prize, ut they said, ‘Not a good specimen.’ Of course 
not! head too much like the setter, and that is the difference— 
head between the setter and the King Charles, The King 
Charles cocker is a dog of many years ago, and the best and 
handsomest of the cockers as they should be. Not the King 
Charles of the present day—oh no!—but 2 much larger doe 
like the pure Burdettes of to-day, and they are rare. To call 
such dogs as Whitman’s cockers is a farée, they are merely 
handsome English spaniels, and all the spaniel family are 
handsome; but that does not make them cockers, and until 
they establish a standard based upon the ved thing without | 
toadying to any man’s idea, why (hey will fail in making the 
cocker the best, the prettiest and most useful little doz 
extant. fi 

“Mr. O. A. Hubbell, of Stratford, Conn., imported Beau 
and Blanche, the sive and dam of my old Belle (dam of Josie). 
He gave #900 for the pair, and they were the handsomest, 
pair 1 ever saw or ever expect to see.” 

“ALO. WaAppELT.” 
— + 

RE OF DOGS. THE CA 

BY EVERETT VON OULIN. 

HERE is nothing easier in the world, unless it is euttine 
coupons off of Goyernment bonds which ae your own, 

than keepimg one or two dogs in good health and condition 
al the year round; but when it comes to the matter of ken- 
neling properly, safely and with regard io health, from six- 
teen to twenty dogs of various ages, breeds, sexes, tempera- 
ments and conditions, nothing under the sun will enable you 
to succeed but experience, Not the mental experience gained 
fromreading the great authorities—they are helps on the way, 
and no wise man will pass them nnsearched ; but the practi- 
cal kennelman must study nature face to tace. Me must be- 
come thoroughly acquainted with the individual constitutions, 
habits and peculiarities of his charges; he must learn to de- 
tect the slightest change in spirits, appetite, coat, tempera- 
ture of body, ears and legs; increase or decrease of tempera- 
ture and moisture of nose; attitude while at rest; gait and 
earriaze ; condition of bowels ; odor of the breath before eat- 
ing, ete., ete. ; for they all have their séyeral distinct mean- 
ings, and the old proverb about ‘‘an ounce of prevention” 
was never more truthful than when applied to the eare of 
dogs. 

The first thing in order is a suitable kennel upon a desira- 
able site. As I have carried out my idea of such a kennel at 
Lakeview, it may serve our purpose to describe it : 
Lakeview stands upon an elevation on tlie western border 

of an irregular lake two miles long, and varying in width 
from one hundred yards to somewhat more than a quarter of 
a mile; and skirted by trees, bushes and ns sandy beach. 
Bounded on the south by corn-fields and clover, on the west 
by a public road to Dover, and on the north by a cemetery 
whose northern and eastern boundaries are waters of the lake. 
This, you will observe, gives it the desirable isolation and pri- 
vacy- 

In the centre of the farm is the main kennel, a frame build- 
ing with peaked roof, built upon a brick foundation 8 feet 
above the ground, and having beneath a besement cellar 6 
feet deep. The building is 30 feet long by 125 feet wide, and 
16 feet to the eaves of the roof ; over the sleeping rooms and 
runuing the entire length of the kennel is a loft for bedding 
and apparatus used in training, etc. The sleeping apartment 
is provided with a slatted lench, ten inches above the floor, 
for each dog. These benches are kept supplied with more 
or less fresh straw to suit the seasons, bul are kept entirely 
bare in very hot weather or when fleas attempt an inyasion. 
Two large doors (one on either side) and a trap-deor in the 
eeiling through which air is conducted to the loft window, 
are ample means of ventilation. 

Next to the sleeping apartment is a close room ventilated by 
a erossed-batred door on one side and a foot space open he- 
tween partition and ceiling and into an entry on the other 
side for bitches in season. Wires, of which I shall speak 
further on, are used for exercising these bitches. 

On the south sideis a yard 50ft, by 34ft. Inclosed by a 
5ft. fence, from the top rail of which, leaning # upon an an- 
gle of 49 deg., and supported at the upper end by shingle 
Jath stringers and posts, is built another fence of plastering 
laths, 4ft. long. This fence is @solutely safe, for no dog 
has ever attempted to climb or jnmp toits top. It cannot 
be improved by a horizontal covering of wire net. <A flight 
of five steps leads to the sleeping apartment, another to the 
sand floored basement, where the dogs are admitted at will in 
very hot weather. A stont gate with chain and clasp fasten- 
ing, leads out to another large yard in which Slands the caok- 
house, aframe building 10ft. by Sft. and 8ft. topeakofroof, anda 
large cast-iron keftle used in open air for boiling soup, mush, 
etc. On a terrace in this yard, which is 1h0fl. by 180/t. in 
size, is built the dwelling-honse of the kennelmen; and run- 
ning at liberty in the inclosure are puppits which cannot leap 
the ordinary pale fence. 

Radiating from the main kennel, and occasionally shifted 
on new ground, are wires (some single and some donble, to 
suit the streneth of the do), fastened at one end to a wicket 
mace by setting two posts in the ground far enough apart to 
prevent the dog from going around them, and nailing slats be- 
tween, and at the other end to a deep set post, heside which 
stands the individual kennel. A ring is slipped over the end 
of the wire before fastening, and info this ring is fastened 
one end of the chain; the chain is snapped into the ring of 
the collar and the dog has a free run the length of the wire 
(30ft.) and double the length of his chain in width, The 
wires are éft. from the ground. 

These individual kennels or boxes will perhaps merit a de- 
eription. They are made amply large and with a double 

pitched roof and a porchlike roof over the opening in front. 
The box is cut in two, horizontally, a little above the middle, 
and made to slide the upper part forward to admit any de- 
gree of ventilation, and to’shut perfectly close in wet or cold 
weather. The bottom is made separate, and may be removed 
for cleaning by lifting off the top. It-is mounted on two 
pieces of 4x4 in, timber which keeps it diy and prevents its 
rotting. The whole arrangement is exceedingly simple and 
can be made by any person who is “ handy with tools :” be- 
sides it is so convenient to take apart, nothing being fastened 
by nail, screw, bolt or peg, and scrubbed and whitewashed 
inside and out. 
Removed at a safe distance are other ‘‘ private boxes” to 

haying been stolen that you were kind enough to publish for 

| 

| sions, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

are within sight and sound of the kenmnelman on doty, and | 
are visited at least once each hour during the day and until 
ten_or eleven o'clock at night. 
A sloping path leads down to the shore of the lake, where 

hitching-posts stand for holding dogs while washing, and a 
flat-bottom boat is kept to aid in teaching dogs to swim. 
Open fields on three sides give plenty room for more exciting 
exercises, and the surrounding country for real work on aime, 

The dogs are shifted about from general kennel and yard 
to snl kennel and wire, private box or puppy yard, to suit 
the different circumstances and the objects and desires of the 
kennelman, 

oe 5 

CASES OF POISONING, 

Enzperirrows, Kentucky. 

TREATMENT IN 

Biitor Forest and Stream = 

Iu No. 1, vol. 15, in kennel column, under head of ** Treat- 
ment in Cases of Poisoning,” after your good advice as to 
demulcents, emetics, cte,, you specity the poisons and their 
antidotes, first naming arsenic and give its proper antidote; 
but would it not haye been better to describe the quick 
method of making sesqui oxide of iron, as in some country 
{owns the process is strange to the druggists. But my ob- 
ject in writing is to give you my experiments upon dogs 
poisoned by striclnia the most comnion mode of tle doe 
poisoner. I will giye you one case I had last week that 
is fresh, and it will serve to show the whole process. A. 
friend called on me to ask if I conld do anything to re- 
lieve his black-and-tan bitch that had got a dose of some- 
thing. Tt being back of my office in the same yard, I ex- 
amined her and found she had taken strychnine. [mixed up 
sixty grains of hydrate of chloral in milk and forced it down 
her. She had been in convulsions for ten minutes and looked 
as if dying. Was called out and returned in an hour. She 
still had convulsions, hut seemed better. Gave sixty grains 
more of the chloral hydrate, and then, as I had nothing else 
to do, sat down and watched her. In a short time she ap- 
peared to grow worse, and was in such agony I gave her chlo- 
roform, which at once relaxed her and stopptd the conyul- 

Ti was then I firsi saw the effect of the enormous 
doses of chloral I had given. She shivered as if cold and 
lapsed into profound stupor, I then applied warm wraps to 
antagonize the effect of the antidote, and after getting her 
warmed up she began to get better. After watching her for 
an hour longer. 1 left her asleep, and next morning found 
her well and lungry. : 

I haye had several other cases similar, and haye never 
failed to antagonize the poison with fhis antidote; but L 
would advise any one not thoroughly acquainted with both 
the poison and the antidote to consult a physician (I mean 
one who worships the healing art sufficient fo melnde the 
brute creation in his humanity). Suminary of this case ; 
Saw her at 7 o'clock 7. n., convulsions, gave hydrate chloral 
sixty grains; 8 p. M., better, but still had convulsions, gave 
chloral sixty grains; 8:30 Pp. uw, convnlsions worse, gave 
chloroform until effected relaxation: 9:30 pr, m,, chloral 
beean to exhibit its peculiar effect, wrapped her in warm 
cloths; 10:30 . m., left her recovering. Cannot make a more 
scientific report, for I don't know weight of dog or amount of 
poison taken, but I know death would have been speedy had 
not the remedy been prompt. 

Tn phosphorus you should have said: Give larger doses of 
turpentine, as it forms a harmless compound in uniting with 
the phosphorus, and if the antidote is given in larger doses it 
purges the poison from the howels. aye DP, 

The treatinent of your bitch, suffering from sirychnine 

poisoning, by chloroform, and hydrate of chloral was emi- 

nently proper to relieve tetanic riyidity and possibly lessen 

the number and foree of the eonvulsions, which are so ex- 

hausting in their nature that the fatal result is likely to pe in 

proportion to their frequency, beyond this we do not think 

these agents serve any specific purpose asantidotes. Bromide 

of potash, in large doses, is offen given with the same end in 

view. In the treatment of poisoning by phosphorus we should 

haye said to use sulphate of copper as an emetic freely. Oil 

of turpentine, to which you refer, is said to be yery good, 

if old. Oils in @eneral are bad, as they are solvents of phos- 

phorus. Tn the treatment of arsenicnl poisoning the anti- 

dote hydrated sesqui oxide of iron can be exfémporancously 

prepared by adding aqua ammonia fo dilute tincture of the 

chloride of iron. 
Aer. - 

Worxise Dogs on RAit.—We wish to express our hearty 

concurrence in the views expressed by ‘* Homo’ in our issue 

of last week on this subject. 
We presume that all sportsmen who do much snipe shoot- 

ing on the tidewater meadows of the Atlantic Coast have 

been annoyed by having: their dogs point rails. These birds 

during the last of September and first of October are often ex— 

tremely abundant on the meadows, and, as they give out a 

strong scent, attract 4 dog's notice at onea, As rail refuse to 

vise until they are almost trodden on, they make the shooter a 

great deal of trouble, and confuse to the last degree a dog that 

is not accustomed to them. 
We would never allow our dos, especially if they are 

young, to stop on rail; they can easily le broken from this 

tendency if taken in tine. 

A Losv Doe Restorep—Boston, Oct. 15.—Hditer Parest 
and Stream: Lam happy to say that the notice of my dog 

me, has borne fruit, and I have recovered her. By good luck 
she had within a few days fallen into the hands of a Mr. 
Bruce, of Providence, R. L., a fellow sportsman and a gentle- 
man, who, on reading the notice of her description, recognized 
her and telegraphed to me at once. Why would not such no- 
tices form a legimate and a very useful source of income to 
your paper as advertisements? Hyerybody might not be as 
hicky as [have been, but if any dog, asporting one especially, 
that Had been stolen, were advertised by you, the chances of 
dog thieves’ selling their prey would be greatly lessened, and 
they might find the business less profitable. FE. 
We commend the wisdom of our correspondent’s course 

‘in advertising his lost dog in the Forest anp S?rRHam, and 
congratulate him upon the happy result. For the present we 
will gladly publish notices of lost sporting dogs free of 

be used for sick, exceedingly quarrelsome or fierce dogs. All | charge, 
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Pore As A Oantye Auwuormy— Washington, Oct. 11, 1880. 
— Hitter Forest and Stream; Tn the Forest ann Stream of 
last week, reprinted from adyante sheets of Vero Shaw's 
“Tinstrated Book of the Dog,” is the following : 

‘* In spite, however, of the numerous families info whieh, 
the setter is now divided, there can be no doutit that the oricin 
of each was the spaniel, and ip isa curious subject for conten 
plation that Spain (as will he scen in the chapter on pointers) 
show have the credit of supplying us with three breeds of 
sporting (oes—spaniels, setters and pointers—upon which we 
English so pride ourselves,” 

The nse of the spaniel as asetting dog (aide Nicholas Cox) 
seems fo have Ween understood by Pope. In his poem, 
“Windsor Forest,” the following passage oceurs : 

“ When wilder amtumn sunimer’s heat sneceeds, 
And in the new shorn fidld the partridge feeds, 
Belora tis lord tha ready spaniel bounds, 
Panting with hope, he tries the furrow’d grounds ; 
But when the tainted gales the game betray, 
Cronclied close he lies, and meditates the prey ; 
Secure they trust th’ unfaithful field beset, 
"Till hoy'ring o'er them sweeps the swelling not." a 

This method of netting birds is still employed in England 

by the poachers, who use the setter, however, instead of the 

spaniel. Possibly Pope availed himself of the poetic license 
fo secure rhythm rather than canine accuracy. 

Tas Water Spayten Kunxen.—Messrs, Whitman & OL 
Gott, With a desire to maintain the best kennel of Irish water 
spuni¢ls in this conniry, have purchased the noted dow Bar 
ney for their stock dog. Barney was said by J. §. Skidtore, 
the celebrated breeder of this strain in Eneland, tu be the 
best doy of the breed ever sent to Ameri¢a. This is a value 
able addition to their already fine kennel, which containg 
imported Bridget; her daughter Lady, of the noted Sinbad 
blood; Barney IL, with a fine litter of puppics by Barnuy 
out of Lady. A litter by Burney out of imported Brideut is 
soon expected, 

A Common Experienon.—Granhy, Coni., Oct. 18.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: The few times I advertised in the 
Porrsy AND Stream brought me im so many customers that 
T sold out everything I hac to sell, and asked you to publish 
that Thad sold all my doe pups, which you did. But that 
did not seen to do any good, for [had letters by the dozen 
since, and only a few days ago had calls for five dows. 

N. Boone. 

—Mr. Christopher H. Burrowes is the owner of a half 
bloodhound, which, to say the least, is quite sagacious, Sast 
week his adopted daughter (to whom the dog had always 
heen a pet) visited Palmer, and while she was there his boy 
took the dog out hunting on Wilbraham mountain. The doo 
disappeared and the Jad, supposing he was lost, retumed 
home, without him, trusting to the brute’s instinct to suide: 
him home, But instead of being lost he had made for! 
Palmer, where he fonnd his former mistress that evening, | 
Instead of receiving hin cordially, she whipped him and told | 
him to gohome, which he dutifully did, traveling all night 
and arriving in this city early the following mominy, wet 
and dripping from the heayy dew.—Springfield (lass) 
Tlomestead. 

Ivportep Doas.—In the steamship Wilton, from West. 
Hartlepool to New York, Octuber 10, 1880, a grand pointer 
hitch, by Win. R. B. Summerson's champion Shot, and 4 
Bedhington terrier puppy, by the champion Piper, wer 
shipped for the Westminster Kennel Club. The pointer, 
Polly is thoroughly broken and is 2 yery handsome Jemon and 
white. The Bedbington terrier is of the purest strain, with a 
pedigree through her sire Piper, and also through her dam, | 
Nancy Lee, traceable back to the year 1792. These dogs 
were selected for the club by Mr. Hugh Dulziel. : 

Basrern Wrevo Trrars.—The judges appointed for the field 
trialsaré Mr. James Gordon, of Pontotoc Co., Miss; Dr 
Rawlins Young, of Corinth, Miss; Ma. R. J. Wewitt, oe 
South Weatherfield, Conn. ; Paymaster L. MW. Billings, U.S) ; 
N., Annapolis, Md. ; Mr. Yon Lengerke, West Hoboken, No 
J-, and Dr. J. O, Monroe, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Srravep oe Srorzy,—Dr. J. W. 8. Arnold, 739 Lexingto 
avenue, New York city, writes us that his cocker bitch 
Vlora, liver and white, about six years old, has heen spirite 
away from the above address. Any information cofeernin 
the: dog will be appreciated by the owner. : 

Erty And Bropy.—Mr. Tracy's painting of these famou 
Trish setters received the first prize, a handsome gold medal 
at the Art Exhibition recently held at St. Louis, Mo. Mr 
Tracy hag had the painting photovraphed, and copies of sanv 
can be had of Messrs. Schuyler and Duane, No. 18) Broad: 
way, New Yerk city. The picturé is a very Weautiful one, 
and is a companiun to those of Faust and Bow, and Neswick 
and Jessamine, 

Norer From Mr. Houuis.—Aornellenille, NL ¥., Oct. 1 
—Editur Forest and Stream: 1 haye this day witthdraww 
the services of my cocker stud dow Wildair from the Mornell 
Cocker Kennel (lub, and henceforth all comniuiications 
must ba addreased to me for seryice in the fufure, 

Burr Horns. 

Natronat AmMertan Kennex Crun.—The annual mecting 
of this organization will be held in University Hall, Vim 
cennes, Ind., on Monday evening, November 1, at 8 o'clock, 
i 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Names Oranrep— Norah, —Mr. T. T. Phiegar claims the name of 
Norah for English hare beagle bitch. whelped June 11, 1880, ont of 
Lucy by Vietor, Yarror,—Mrs. I. Lindsay, of Jersey City, olai 
the name of Yarrow for rongh-coated Scotch collie Pappy, out 9 
W. Lindsay's imported Queenie by chamipion Rex. Winnie.) 
N. Elmore, of Granby, Cf., claims the natne of Winnie for Hugli 
hare beagle bitch puppy, ont of J. N. Dodge’s Belle by Rattler. 

Saves—Belle [.—Mr, Fred H, London, of Rock Mill, 8. C., hag 
urchased bitch puppy black and ton, by Dr, Aten's Glen out of 

Belle, and claims for her the name of Belle I. 

PRESENTATION—Lucy- Victor Whelp.—Mr. N. Elinore, Granby, 
Ct, has presented to Mr. T. T, Phlegar, Pearisburg, Ya,, a fin 
English half beagle bitch puppy ont of Lucy by Victor, 
Waetrs—Di.—Mr, Grafton’s pointer bitch Di, Sensetion-Mal 

Whelped Oct. 9, 1880, nine puppies, four dogs and five gyps, 
ownet’s white and black pointer dog Ned, Grafton’s Jim-Whiskey. 
Ned is litter brother to Mr. Howe's champion Rex, Jo/.—in 
Frank B, Fay'a pug biteh Dot whelped Sept. 25, six puppies, threé 
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ogsand three bitches, by his Druid. orl.—Mr. Frank B. Fay’ 
ox terrier Litch Tort whelped Sept. 27, three puppies, one dog and 

‘tivo bitehes, by his Bam Patch. 

Brep—Oountess Gay-Coin.—Mr. Prank B, Fay’s Countess Gay 
Drake-Countess Vesta) to his Coin. Covwniess Mauil-Coi.—My. 
Frank B. Fuy's Countess Maud (Dash I1-Opal) to his Coin. 
“lith- Coin.—Mx. Frank B. Fay's Judith (Rob oR Roy-Belle) to his Coin, 
Belle-Rocket,-Mr, Orgill’s Belle (Flake-Lilly) to ownera Rocket, 

Ghe Biple. 
AMATIUR RIFLEMEN. 

HE Board of Directors of the National Ritle Association have 
finally worked out their purpose on what they considered to be 

the stupendous evil of professionalism in rifle shooting. After all 

it geome that they have been examining the subject throngh the | 
_ wrong end of the microscope, and have been nipping at what thoy 

considered a bud, but which was neyer anything but a minor affair, 

and oue which had small likelihood of growing to any greater 

dimensions. Of course the resolutions lit where they were intended 

to, personally and particularly, but then the N. R, A. managers 

should recall that they are legislating for the whole country, and to 
impose eyen one additional rule into what should be the single code 
of rifle shooting is to be avoided by all means. We would recom- 

mend to all donors of prizes to the N. R. A., that the provision 

‘open to all comers” be attached to all gifts. It is certnin that the 
taerits and claims of this, that and the other rifle will he conspic- 
nously and flauntingly pushed, all the resolves and definitions to 

the contrary notwithstanding. 
The action of the Board was taken at a meeting held on Tuesday 

week, when the following were adopted : 
“An Amateur Rifleman is one who has never entered into a com- 

petition for gate money, or who has neyer pursued match shooting 

with the rifle, kept a shooting gallery, or mannfactnred rifles a8 & | s15 to shoot high. I got three other pairs of spectacles, and with 
means of livelihood, or who has never been paid by any manmfac- 

turing firm or dealer in rifles, to use said weapons in matches for 

the purpose of advertising or selling them,” 
“Resolved, that on and after January 1, 1881, all matches of this 

Association shall be open only to amatenr riflemen as defined aboye, 

unless otherwise specified, and excepting in matches open to teams 

representing regularly organized military or nayal organizations; 

and amatuers only shall be allowed to serve, or to compete for 

places, upon any American Inter-state or International Rifle Teanis 

to be organized hy this association,” 
How the rule is to be applied in ease of those professionals who 

are members of the National Gnard does not appear. In matches 
{thrown open to the National Guard, as the majority of them are, 

it will be a very risky thing for the N. R. A. officers to ‘go behind 
the returns,” as it were, and sit in judgment upon the qualifica- 
tions of guardsmen. Such a course might raise a serions conilict 

between the Creedmoor managers and some influential militia body. 
The following protest comes from a gentleman whose record as a 

prize winner is second to none at Creedmoor: 
New York, Oct. 16, 1880. 

Editor Forest and Streantv: 

Ths action of the Directors of the N. R. A. in dubbing certain 
members of the Association “professionals,” and excluding them | 

from the matches at Creedmoor, is questionable, if fhe motive 

that prompts the action is to benefit the art of rife shooting. The 
gnu firms and rifle gallerys have, 1 may say, been the making of 

at least two-thirds of the off-hand shobtersa that visit the range. 

How many men ean be picked out froma the off-hand elnbs that 
cun sity they owe nothing of theiy knowledge of the art of rifle 

shooting to the shooting galleries or gun men? Eyen the two or 
thres gentlemen who are leading the N. R. A. Directors by the 

nose canuot dispute this point. And now to shut ont these gun 
and gallery men from the matches, for fear they may win a fow 

paltry prizes, shows the lack of jrdgment and of even the first busi- 

ness prineciplea, which necessitates the advertisement by printed 
citculars to team captains and others the fact that the directors are 
being led into error to please a certain few. No one will dispute 
bat along array of cash prizes, if properly advertised, will bring 

strangers to the range. 
Tf the N. R. A, was a truly national assovixtion—that is, the di- 

rectors elected by all the State associations—their resolution would | 

have some weight with other associations ; but their action first, 
and then advertising for information after, stamps the resolution 

us the reflex of cérttuin members of one of the prominent clubs 

in New York City that at present haye the ear of the executrye. 

Guy AND GALLERY, 
— 

AN OLD RIFLEMAN SPEAKS. ; 

Hupsoy, N. ¥., October 4. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

For the last two years my health has not been such ax to allow 

me the use of my rifle successfully. But that doesn’t debar me 
from reading your columns, and [ do enjoy reading them as much 

fs ever. 

Tn looking oyer last number Tagain find that fault-finding and 
grumbling, in relation ta off-hand shooting, is quite strong; and 
a6 mire or Jess has been said abont that graceful off-hand position, 

I thought I would give my views of it. The Shrewsbury Rifle As- 

sociation accepts the rules and regulations of the Massachusetts 
Riles Association, but objects to that fearful **elbow rest,” and 
hopés to see it abolished, Now, it is reully wonderful how some 

men will make themselves miserable while others are happy. They 
will never see this elbow shooting abolished. Their idea is no 

more popmlar than Dittmar powder at present. In Creedmoor'’s 
early days these arbitrary rules were more or less enforced, but 

now they have ceased to exist, exceptin the minds of new beginners 
and old ecventries, Men have come to the conclusion to let little 
matters drop and get the ball on the bull the best way they can, 

and keep within reasonable rules, I mean to be understood that I 

do not speak in self-defense, for my shooting is done in either 

position. 

Now, I would really like to know what difference it makes to wuny 
one whether he gets beaten by Farrow’s little elbow or Jackson's 

- bigextended arm. It don’t help your shooting to handicap others. 

To become a good shot you inust practice, hold and pull steady, 
Keep sensonable hours, let tobacco und Jager alone, and mind your 
business at all times. 

Tue 

yourself in rifle shooting, you must meddle with others, find fault 

with everybody and eeeryinine that is done, but neyer with your- 

self. Then you may turn out a brilliant Bhat, And eyen then you 
may get beaten if yon don’t imow enough to withdraw when you find 

your score is going to be low, Be yery careful about going into 

team matches, because then you will have to shoot your score 

through. 

tation, as it has been demonstrated this year in England, and also 

at Creedmoor in the inter-State long-range match, 

Now, Mr, Editor, the above is good advice to badly-used riflemen, 

T will now proceed to something else. Iam informed that some 
find fault with Mr. Gerrish because he (G.) ticd Partello’s big 

score with ammunition fhat had been carried across the Atlantic 
and back. I don’t think if fair for any one to grumble at that. 

Supposing Partello’s ammunition lyad been soaked in salt water, I 
doubt his making another point and making a full score. T think 

hoth geutlemen excellent shots, and never find fault with their — 

positions, 
Mx. Gerrish has giyen valuable information of his fine shvooting, 

and new beginners would do well to study all he says. But to me 

his letter is of little value. Iam at the half-centre post, niy eyes 
are gelting dim, aud the bullseye at 1,000 yards don’t look distinct 

any more. Tf Gerrish or any one else could tell me how I could 

bring ont that bullseye once more jet black and distinct, he would 
do me and perhaps others a favor that would be appreciated. 

Yours, ete., L, Grianr, 
+o. - 

SHOOTING Wrri GLASSES. —Philadelphia, Aug. 30.—Editor Fore: t 

ani Stream: I write you to see ii yon, or some of the numerous 

réaders of your paper, can give the information I seek, Tam very 

fond of hunting and anything that pertains to it, inchiding shoot- 
ing mark, but Pm whatis termed near-sighted. I can’t seé plainly 

a bullseye the size of a Bland dollar at seventy-five yards distance, 

Tu order to remedy this defect I purchased a pair of eye-glasses, 

but, on trying them, found to my astonishment that they caused 

the same result. I ase n Winchester rifle, and at 50 or 125 yards 

distance, by aiming fair at the bullseye, the ball will average five 

inches above it in line, The ocwlist of whom I bouglit the glasses 

is unable to account for the displacement of the mark, or, I might 

say, the canse of the mirage, ‘The only way Tecan see out of the 
difienlty is to get the rear sight lowered, but I dot care about 
doing so if I can ayoid it, as it makes the opposite difficulty in 

shooting with the naked eye. Tf you or some of your readers can 

suggest suine plan to remedy the trouble I will be thankful. 
- Prima, 
—e oe 

AND GALLERY. RANGE 

SESS Se RIFLE. ASSOCIATION PALL MERTING. 

CampeEn, N. J., October 13 

The third semi-annual gathering of the Pennsyly ania State Rifle 
Association was held with suecess on their shooting grounds the 

11th, 12th and 13th insts. Good scores were generally made, the 

records standing as below, The details of the several matches 

were given in our columms two weeks ayo. The Penn. 
The Oriental Powder Match: * 

200 yards. 100 yards. Totals. 
W. CG. Granmer.......-. 9 § 10 11 12—521: 12 10 11 10 11—S6+s—109 
DER REIGANL onoet 11 10 11 11 10—53 11 10 12 11 11—55 = ~—105 
L, J. Sommers. - 911 5 9 5—I1le 711i 10 12 11—571,— 99 
MA Price?. Se: 12 9 10 10 12—53 10 10 10 13 19-54 407 
L. Thomas... 9 9 911 Ti—49 10 11 12 11 12-56 —105 
Hf. MeOwen -- Wit 7 H 1-191, 9°70 11 11 12—6515;—105 

_ W. Fitzsimmon: 141i) 9 9 9-48 10 12 12.11 12-57 —105 
G. W. Cardwell 10 9 § ii i1—5n 10.11 1211 S—52 —104 
T. H. Eachus. Sill 6 8 —bHh T 11 11 12: 12—551;—101 
T. W. Taylor... dl 412 9 11—t7 10 11 12°11 10—54 —101 
Geo. G. Dixon.. . 6 S10 S 10-441, 12 9 10 11 11—55's—100 
wy B. BOUL teaaak. o8 $10 7 9 T—18% 1011 10 10 11—5433— 98 

* Military rife. 

Everybody's Mateb.—This match was shot duriig rain ; possible | 

60 at each distance ; total, 120, 
Geo. FOX... ce.css peer dd Ul 12 11 11—56 91211 9 9—49—105 
M. Price -10 12:11 9 11—835 10 10:10 10 8—4S—101 
J. Pric a4 -il 12 9 12 12—56 910 7 7 7—-40— 95 
W. C. Crantut 5 ---12-11 11 12 10—565 91010 3 S—t0O— 96 
CG. W, Zelber..........---. 9 10 11 10 10—30 11 9 7 7 5 —39—~89 

Mid-Range Tean Match—Open to teams of four from associa- 

tion clubs. The following are the scores of the three teams en- 

tered in aboye match ; possible for each man, 120; possible total, 
450: 

Quaker Clty Club Team. 
files eel bi hii py Shea, 12°18 12 411 12 13 t1 «12 11 12—L17 
LASOMMeErS s4¢ 6522-25223 1i 12 10 Ti 10 11 9 11 11 DW-106 
Harry Rushton, . 12 10 12 12 72 il Wi ti 10 10-112 

| W. C. Cranmer. - 10 8 8 12 12 9 9 1 1 i1—101—136 

Pennsylvania Club Team. 
Geo. Fox.....--- seonsss A 10 it 21 12 6 10 41 11 12—104 
APL Eda le sear sty 1 o1t di dl dt I 12 12 9g 11 
J, H, Burroughs, ; . 212 1 10 8S W 12 10 11 It 10—105 
B, 0. Shakespeare. R 2 10 12°12 12 12 12 41 11 1%—116—436 

West Philadeiphia Club Test, 
L. Thomas ,,- 12°12 11 18 11 12 12 ig dt 11—116 
G. B. Dixon ~-i) Me 1g” de tte td 12 By e107 

pWetwte es jesepeeod® It 12 Ty 12 47 10 8 12 11—110 
Geo, MileSievei:252..022 ot 1120120 5 8 6 T2 11 J 77—1i0 

Tf you want to establish a raputstion for , 

Sharps’ Rifle Matech—Shot in « very stiff breeze ; 

hard on several Oconsions : 

And if you have bid luck you may yet spoil yonr repu- | 

wind blowing | 

| 

Geo, Fox. 

_ Bae yds—i2 72 10 3 12 iL W—7) 
G, We Zeiber..-...,,--- boo yos— a 7 4 Wy G 12—a0- 191 

ao yds— 9 4 6 9 10 1°—sr| 
: (100 yds—9 12 9 10 1 10 10—71) 

NEEOLOC. Bice arenes Se e, woydse—8 G T FT WW Il 8-57-1569 
Viuoyastt 9 8 Wt 7 5-6: 
{100 yds—t7 iW & Tt & Wie 

Wt GOD PLIN GIs 2. a pe otis 2 <200 ydsS—li 6 4 2 % 9 T—474172 
600 yds—11 6 8 6G WY 2 —se 

9 ab ) 12 12 10—Te %) 
j 10 9 9 8 12 1069-210 

nO yds— 8 12 9 12 & 9 Lies} 
Ballard Match—500 yards, any position, rifle any, possible 120: 

-.d1 10 12 i ii 12° 12—113 
| hi. O. Shak AO 12 32 12 11 19 12 dL 10 11118 

A. B. Parker. AL 12 4) 12 12 11 dt dt 10 Tie 
LL. Thomas,. ...-< Sti oh dk a 128 he 
Geo, B. Dixon.. -e:11 12 12 10 11 12 12 10 11 d1—111 
H, Mundersou. 11... 0... ees i it a 8 ft 12 11 11 10—109 

J. W. Queen Matech—600 yards, 10 scoring shots, possible 120): 

ARB Parke cass eee res he 9 12 12 at ii di di ti dy mit 
I, Thomas... . sesjookteetlle Ae O TA Lee es We FS Ade PSs 
J. LU. Burroughs Po SB (2 Th St Be ee ike 12) 1 e150 
Geo. B, DIxOn.... 2... ---.00+- 10 41 db 12 41 49 TO dt 9 11—105 

Subscription MatchOpen to wl comers; any rifle; 100 yards ; 

| Seven scoring shots : 

CG. W. Zeiber. . 
Dr. G. W. Car 
A. B. Boecker. are 

The “ Record” Match—Open to teams of eight from association 

clubs; any rifles; 200 yards; seven scoring shots; possible 672, 
The following are the scores of the four teams that entered the 

T4 -tl SOW. Warylou cases ees pstaay 
e . 60, 

above match ; 

THEO, AN) Sae ees Sea ieeaA shes te et aste theres ret vee lZ 12 13 12 12 11 41—82 
E, O. Shakespeare. 11 12 12 12 1 12-81 
J. H. Burrouzlis. 12 11 11 11 12 11-78 
Geo. G. Dixon 12 11 12 D1 42 Ws) 
J. Price... 16 12 13 12 h1 12 -s0 

KR. and J. Beck ‘Match Distance, 500 yards; possible 120 
L, Thomas .... di 42 12 13 12 22 af 12—114 
A, B. Parker. ti 9 di i? 12 12 12 12-113 
ULPrICG Pee se tn W319 12 12 40 1 ar Ti—1g 
W. De Vi 1 12 02 1 dt TL 12 10—111 
Geo. Fox....- HtAS iii 11 12 12 di 42 9 11—10h | 
J. Burroughs. . Sa oe Sy slocbelel dior Ad WO i 10 11 i 8 Wi 12-16 

BE, K. Tryon, Jr., & Co.'s Diamond Badge Match—Open to all 

members of association clubs; 100, 200 and 500 yards ; seven shots 
at each ; possible 252 > 

13 
T 

1p 
12 

9—T5 
10—43 > 
12—19 
i") 
12—Iis + 215 
12—748 
Frail 

= 
5-72 
o—-t# 

1-68 
= 68 

4-57 
11-75) 
10—fa 
ce 198 
2-51) 

(loo ydas—1l0 
J) yds— 9 
500 yds—1) 

aa yds— 9 
om yds—i 7 
Si) yds— 6 
100 yds—i0 
40 yds— § 

E. ©, Shakespeare AT 

(GP0, FOX.......- wwaeeees 

Ty, THOMAS. .-..54020-0p oe » 214 
(a0 yas—11 
100 yds—11 

L, Somers , ~ 203 

Ae Ba PAKer ys ssp teaP ae 200 
500 ydas—10 
s 100 ae 

200 yds— 9 
an) yds— 5 

F, If. Rachus . 
ee et oe to or 

SS 1. Team, 
1 Jedi elie, SARE RSS GAP aon LON Soe ee te. 
Major E. 0. Sp climes Che sith oe 
Major J. i. Burroughs wil 10 10 WW 20 
UES era eetcen: 10 10 7 W Ww 
U. Manderson. ; BIN) UE sate ie 
GCO, POx....... gil AKG the 15) 
Geo. Wood..... Sebo Cee i 
BEE (get 1 Sy, RE DAR Soh a: Rte Past its Cb ee tt 

Westchester Team. 
He My WOM. sec cene eres ee welt 7 10 T 12 10 10—67 
Bee L. Carayyelle. anshi 10 10 9 ii tL 9 ‘S—f6 

W. Taylor. eso See ee COG) she 
it Bachus 10 $$ 10 9 9 10 £—51 
A. L. Smith 9 9 i0 8 Tl 10 8-6 
A.B. Boecker. 7 8 2 T 9 6 11-—6O 
AL Smith ., 222-2 ot Viepegdl: 2h oP OE As tile 
W. FitzsSIMMons,.....¢-1 24 sie eee ts Ge MS ee 

Quaker City Team. 
W.. G, GranMer, . sc .--sseenesevosses 1210 9 lO 12 
I. CG. Rushton. MR, Perret ores 17 9 10 a 6g 
Ti: SOMMENS 0525 ccs pseevys cee se 12 O° er TG 
Jas. wend iv i) 6 
U. Wi Be eos 
a Dail 
RE 9 -6 Ju 
J. Cie a 

lub, 
LL, Thoras to 9 
AM BOO a oot 6 10 12 WW 
dy Smith. <2. >. --. 10 yi at 6 

|G. B. Dixon ..... 5 9 10 11 
eas Kelton vii. .s5. a 32° GL 6. 
+ W. Miles. Teme Lie ts , 
J. Pull tra) Cn ges en 9—50—450 

Association Match—Open to all members of association clubs ; 

200 yards ; ten scoring shots ; possible 120: 
GEOL DR eugene ein cteneies 20 eee. Ti J) Wf 10 10 12 10 91 10 412—108 
M Prices, ...--- 5 Wit, ti 10 Ty 2S BP a ESOS: 
Major EO Shakespeal Sid i fe oo tT a at a 1 0G 
TUAW Vg ss) Villa tetatae oi 9 1 1 1 We 12 Wt 6 9 O08 
J H Burroughs, , .-- - 10 12) 10 10 DY 8 10 1h 17 —~s8—100 
7€0 B Dixon ns oe CUE UL dy p87 Wet Aly 104 Sap 

UT egICCr ss besten ae 10 10 9 WwW 9 @G 11 AD 10 11—9S 
W De ¥ Foulke .-. SA ai 9) SE T9098 
H Manderson, J 10 10 9 9 8B Ib S 10 tt 1iI— 06 
Geo W Cardwell. . So 12 th OF 8 It 68 8) T= 96 

Consolation Match—Open to members of association, except 
those having won prizes during the mecting ; 600 yards ; seven 

shots ; possible &4 : 
Tarry RuShtOM ....-...0.-.86+--- boo 
COLWe GRIDER oe. s seca. eel genre 

— 

w it 
a4 6 

10 
a] 

18 9—7F1 
IW 6—50 

Apams, Mass, Oclober 1.—Tho sportiffg club of this place, on 

their last Saturday's practice at 200 yards, off-hand, scored as fol- 

lows. The ties were shot off, Whipple defeating Phillip, Chalmers 

beating A. G, Wellington, and Follett getting a centre on the tie 

shooting, to an inner for H, H. Wellington : 
NA Bixby ..- 22,2. sapere est cicies eee ve 23 245 43 8 0 
H OH Wellington wt t+ 3 423 8 + 4 
R A Whipple. - et 5 4 4455 4 4 
A B Crandal 4453 £4 4 5 4 
AL Phillip. 4654345 5 4 4 
Hd Jenks. . 0 44 23 44 3 4 
AD Wellington. wi 3-38 4 43 FB 8 
G. S. Follett. 3B 48 2 + 4 4 5 0 
J L Howland wt 44 43 4 4 3 4 
oD CGIALINGTS: on gree ba gees ose esac wind 4443 44 24 5 

Boston, Mass., October 16.—The fall meeting closed to-day, after 

a sucvessful run, witha large number of spectators and riflemen, 
The morning opened with an overcast sky, producing a perfect) 

light. The wind vacillated from north to south, and remained 
steady during the major part of the shooting at 6 o’clock south, of 
decided ‘fish-tail” character. In the afternoon slight showers 

mingled with the other changes ; the smoke from the many rifles 
at short range assimilated with those of the long range, and hung 
to the ground, effecting good sighting for the long-range partici- 
pants. The plan of the meeting was to haye the individual matches 
run for the three days, and a great deal of firing was accordiugly 

| done. The following gives the scores made on this last day, and 

the names of final winners (Creedmoor match, 200 yards) : 
OM Jewell.......5 5 5545335 DD Briggs...i.,- 44455 5 5—32 
IN Dodwe.....-:5 56555 5—34 A Matthews..... 55454 45-32 
CR Griffing......6 555 554-34 CC Postern.......55455 4 4—32 
NW Ammold.:....£555455 43 EA Crain... 55444 4 5-31 
H © Knowlton. ...5 45 9 4 3 5— SLEWIS en ar ena ere 4545545—41 
FE Nichols ...... bG4 57455 H Tyler (Mil.)....44445 44-30 
LW Farrar.. b5d439 5 wo E Newton..::.. 44345 45—29 
GF Bllsworth,...6 555 445-38 

Prize winners : First, E. F, Richardson, 35; second, W. Charlee, 
35; third, W. M. Farrow, 85; fourth, OL M. Jewell, 35; filth, J. 
N, Trye, 24 sixth, Dodge, 34, seventh, Ellsworth, ‘34; eighth, E. 
Brooks, 34; ninth. Kirkayood, B+ ; tenth, Griffin, 34; eleventh, 
Buck, 34; twelfth, Souther, 33 ; thirteenth, Fuller, 33 ; fourteenth, 
Arnold, 33 ; fifteenth, Knowlton, 33 ; sixteenth, Nichols, 33 ; seven- 
teenth, Farrar, 33 5 eighteenth, Lewis, 33 ; nineteenth, Noyes, 33, 

Massachusetts eatin 200 yards : 
WM HALEOW SS eh eee ee 12 183 «12 2 tt iL ere 
OM Jewell . --12 12 01 42 12 To —si 
BJ Cram... J10 11 12 12 “1 UL aor 
W Charles . +310 12 12 12 12 12 ‘9-78 
E B Souther. -,.)----++---.+.---- --11 11 10 12 11 128 10—TT 
FJ Raobeth ...-. --1i 10 10 10 11 12 12—76 
GF Elisworth. el0 10 11 12 11 12 10—7A 

netsh 1110 8 12 10 12 1-15 
Patty a W 1d1 1% UW gi 

elt 11 24,10 T 13 12-74 
Wi 9 iW 1 Ww i—t% 

W H Jackson... 10 9 16 11 12 10 11-73 
E F Richardson. . ee ey ae eee WW 9 13 9 WW W—i 
FO Enowlton...;.- ie Begs 11 if 12 12 11 66 «(10—"3 
¥ A Knowilton,.......-.... veehe Be o12 0 1 WW S fh 
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Prize winners: First, Farrow, 81; second, Jewell, 81; third, 
Oram, 79; fourth, Brooks, 79; fifth, G, F, Ellsworth, 79; sixth, 
Richardson, 79 ; seventh, Charles, 79; eighth, Souther, 78 ; ninth, 
Dodge, 78; tenth, Rabbeth, 76; eleventh, Frye, 76; twelfth, Max, 
76. 

Carton match, 900 yards : 
JS Summer.......66665 66-1 S Witder,,......_.666666 610 
D Webster. ...-. 66555 66—4) T Howe,,.........66 465 5 638 

Prize winners: First, Charles, 42; second, Gerrish, 41 ; third, 
Lewis, 41; fourth, Sumner, 41; filth, Rockwell, 40; sixth, Rab- 
beth, 40; seventh, Webster, 40; eighth, Wilder, 40; ninth, Jack 
son, 40; tenth, Brown, 40; eleventh, Farrow, 40. 

Short-range team match, 200 yards: 
Massachusetts First Team. 

OM Jewell....- 6543603 6 5 by 
EF Richaridso: 55 5 49 5 4 5 5-45 
W W Arnold., 5 09 4 4 5 4 6 6 5=—4T 
EJ Cram.....,. tesyrp seed OD £ 4 4 4° 5 6 & 5-46 
WAGHATIPR Ts wert vtabdle aside os alclncles et 4445 4 5 4 d 4 4-42-2932 

Gardner Rifle Club Team, 
YE INT GHOIS vite ted ef Rens bee eteste 6 6 4 68 4 6 5 6 5 4-47 
IN Dodge....... at 4544444 5 5 544 
HC Knewlton 25 45 5 4 6 6 4 4 5—46 
G F Ellsworth. 5) 6 5 &§ d 4 5 4d 5 d46 
ASMAUGHOIVS, 355 cul ss rds ceriaebere 4445443 4 4 4 40-293 

Massachusetts Second Team. 
Weil JACKSON. 2s asvsy- +7 pen ta=d esse 55 56 44 4 6 4 445 
E B Souther.. 5 5 5 6 44 4 8 5 444 
F J Rabbeth. 4445 6 6 4 4 4 4-45 
LW Farrar... 3 8 244 5 45 GF d—48 
SED aLRAD VIED axstmidib tie einlals n alciere ein sincere asm #4448 4 4 4 4 3—$8—213 

—Octoher 29 the New Bedford Rifle Team of ten men shoot ten 

men of the Raymond Sportsmen's Club, at Belleyne Range, Med- 

ford. 

Manmore RIFLE GaLrtery.—Boston, Oct. 16.—The second week 

in the Inaugural Rifle Match, at the aboye gallery, has shown some 

remarkably fine shooting, and particularly the last part of the 

week. Mr. Pollard was nearly successful in getting the extra prize 
of ten dollars {or a clean score of eight consecutive bullseyes. He 

made ten consecutive bullseyes, ending a score of 36 with three 

bulls, and starting a new seore with seyen bullseyes. The sub- 

joined summary will show the standing of the seyeral competitors 

to date. 50 yards: rounds, 8: possible 40 ; five scores to win, or 

possible 200 ; 
Frank Hollis,....... St Ce ose Stoo Ode aot 87 3% 37 38 38—18T 
W. A. Pollard,.,., 87 37 38 39—16T 
Geo! D. Edson, +... .--s uunncaesens¢ep- 22-20: 86 36 36 3T—1S1 
WCU Nod Speedse wert: mess sone coer ein Sane oo 35 85 35 25—17T5 
Chas. B. RODINSODssesees--c 0s tere encase #5 35 85 35—174 
Chas. B. OtiS .....-. .s« 35 35 35 35—1T4 
We wpe a MAR Eth nately deme 24 35 85 35—17 
RC) Sawyer, 1+ 34 85 85 35—173 
G. Warren ....... 84 34 85 $5172 
oe Hy Witherenyo ty. o. ks vee oe 34 34 84 35—171 
sy HAY a, sta beens 445809 FEE banme 34 34 384 34—170 
B. H. Daley..-....-... 34 34 34 34—169 
A SSG Wisse ear oy wie 38 83 33 34166 
SHUM AY ces sate hesekertsge=teped 32 338 338 33—163 

A POETICAL WAIL. 

The Hyde-Halford fiasco, about which we haye not been at all 

backward in echoing the opinion of eyery viflemen of prominence 
and the general feeling of the rifle world, has almost passed into a 

mere recollection. The indignation is simmering ayyay as it comes 

to be understood that Englishmen gradually understand the situa- 
tion, Up trom the pleasant village of Flushing, on Long Island, 

where Hyde has a residence, comes to us the following effusion, 

Its pleasant irony is a relief after the bitter flings from the same 

source, and we print it as a pleasant finale to this unfortunate 

inatch : 
THE, MUG-HUNTERS’ DETECTIVE. 

* Ag finally made up, the Hyde team included Jackson, Laird, 
Scott, Brown, Hyde, Dudley, Gerrish and Rockwell. The ‘repre- 
seutatiye American gentlemen,’ as they were proud to style them- 
gelyes, haye become a mere party of mug-hunters.”—Hditorial 
Forest AND STREAM, July 29, 1880. 

Creedmoor “ will be no place for mug-hunters, or those who shaot 
for the ducats.”—ditorial Fores? AnD STREAM, Aug, 26, 1880. 

Mentor of marksmen! Sporting sage! 

We know it would be meet 
That every rifleman should bring 

His trophies to thy feet. 

Thon searcher into heart of man, 

Though young, s0 wondrous wise, 
The hidden motive thou canst scan 

Of each who seeks « prize. 

Avaunt! ye jugs, ye silver mugs, 

Medallions gold and bright, 

Ye dueats roll, ye tempt the soul, 

Heigh! presto! take your flight ! 

Jackson, forbear! Scott, do not dare 

More than one prize to take ! 
Oh, Suniner, fly! Brown, do not try 

Too many “bulls” to make! 

Dread W— sits, with boding plance, 

Mug-hunter to desery, 

And who that wins would dare advance 

Beneath his scatching eye? 

No, miss your targets, burst your guns, 
Hit markers in the chin, 

‘Twere better far, the sage hath said, 

Than silver mugs to win. 

Archeyp. 

Hicutanp Pars, J7l., Oct. 11.—Arrangements haye been made 

for shooting three matches, each of 96 arrows at 60 yards, between 

the Oakland Bow Club of California and the Highland Park 

Archers. Each club shoots on its own range and reports scores by 

mail. 
The following scores were made in the first match, Oct, 2: 

Highland Park Archers. 
WN. BE. Swartwout...... 999 98-119 93—1al «= 22 in BH. 
pr. EF. B. Weston._...- 19—83 23—19 24 114 22106 $3412 
Mr. ‘Taylor ....2.. slT—17 22100. Pi—08 af 9 BL R71 
CG. G. Hammond....... 22—83 21—109 19— 89 w—-78 A2—S6L 

Grand total, 340—1,596, 

f. G. Havens......-...28—111 T— 20— 5H AW $1—$99 
ieee ie ieee Pee oe Per 1s—Sti R112 «Bi «= 1s— 8% 9 79—899. 
JE, COOK. ........4--18—78 1h— 75 20-102 19—9f 72946 
AL NM GOMIn YES Veta 14—00) 1s— 51 16-53 18 6S 68938 

: Grand total, 295—1,277. 
Highland Park won by 45—219. 

FOREST AND STREAM. [Oocroner 21, 1889 

NEW YORK ARCHERY CLUB. 

HIS club has now been organized one year, und in order to 
celebrate the cyent the frst annual full prize field meeting 

was held at the Archery Lawn, in Central Park, Friday, Oct, 15. 
Everything combined to make the eyent one to be long remem- 

bered. The weather was delightful, enabling the spectators to. en- 
Joy sitting in the shade of the club’s tents, from which point they 

could witness the shooting the entire length of the field, There 
Were twenty targets placed at sixty yards apart and the gentlemen 

shot the usual American Round, while the ladies shot the Columbia 
Round, 

Riyerything passed off pleasantly, and the club, having prepared 
a good list of prizes for their visitors, made the occasion of more 
interest to those who came from a distance. 

Invitations were sent to all the chibs in this yicinity, and repre- 
sentatives were present from the Brooklyn club, Nottingham Arch- 
ers, Klizabeth ; Toxophilite Club, Newark ; Spuyten Duyvil Club ; 
Riverside Archery Club, Chicago; Oritani Archers, Hackensack; 

Cedarwood Archers, Poughkeepsie, and Robin Hood Archers, Ny- 
ack. 

Miss E. T. Morton, of the New York Club, made one of the best 

scores recorded in this country, at the Columbia Round—yiz., 337. 

After the shooting was oyer, the president presented the prizes 

to the successful visitors, as follows ; 

Mrs. Gibbs, Toxophilite Club, Newark, scored 281, and won a 
royalwood express rawhide-backed bow ; Miss Brandegee, Notting- 
ham Club, Ehzabeth, scored 266, and won half a dozen prize ar- 

rows ; Mrs. Rutter, Toxophilite Club, scored 227, and received third, 

and Mrs, Dr, Bailey, of the Nottingham Club, took fourth and last 
prize, of an arm guard and tassel, with a score of 190, 

The prizes for gentlemen yisitors were distributed as follows: 
Mr. Nash, Brooklyn Club, prize lancewood bow, score 418; Mr. 

Pettinghans, Brooklyn Club, half 2 dozen Granger's special arrows, 

score 408; Mr. Hayden, Spuyten Duyyel Club, target and stand, 

score 393; EH. L. Morse, Cedarwood Archers, score 381. 
In the evening the prizes worn by the club members were dis- 

tributed, and the club enjoyed # re-union, Mr. Frazer took a spit 

bamboo boy, score 294; Dr. Mclean, half-dozen Horsman's ar- 

rows, score, 274; Mr. Auten, lemonwood bow, score 258; Mr. Roper, 
half-dozen arrows, score 242; Dr. Elliot, Horsman's patent handle 

gem bow, score 242; Mr. French, two bow-strings, score 228; Mr, 

Pond, score 207, and Dr. DeLuna, tassel and score book, score 186. 
Miss Morton won the Columbia Badge, to be worn until lost, and 

also took a fancy table lamp with the score of 337; Mrs, Dr. DeLuna 

took rawhide-backed bow, score 230; Miss Howell took a beefwood 
bow, score 111; Miss Wren, half-dozen arrows, score 111; Mrs. 

Auten, half-dozen arrows, score 105; Mrs. Hill, pair of yases, score 
102. The special prizes at 30 yards were won as follows: 

Miss Manger, rawhide-backed bow, scove 32; Miss Bailey, score 

book and string, score 17, The annual meeting of the club will take 

place Wednesday, October 27, when new officers will be elected. 

—We know Hop Bitters are above aud beyond all as a nutritious 

tonic and curative. 

Gricket, 

FIXTURES. 

Oct, 23—At Hoboken, N. J., St. Georges (2d) ys. Merion (2d), 
Oct. 23—At Harrogate, Girard ys. Oxford. 
Oct. 23—At Stenton, Young America (2d) ys, Girard (2d). 
Oct. 283—At West Phila., Belmont ys. Chestnut Hill, 
Oct. 23—At Staten Island, Young America ys, Staten Island, 
Oct. 27—At West Phila., Belmont (2d) ys Oxford. 
Oct. 30—At West Phila,, Belmont vs. Germantown, 
Oct. 30—At Stenton, Young America (2d) vs. Wakefield. 

THE AUSTRALIAN CRICKETERS. 

FTER four months of seyere work, which would have thorough- 

ly incapacitated a less muscular team, the Australians have 

brought their second trip to England to a successful termination. 

It has been argued by some critics that their form during the last 
month was inferior to that shown during the earlier part of the 

stay, butit would be difficult to sustain this argument; and, in- 
deed, when itis considered that the Colonials haye not only been 

reduced to play without two of their very best all-round representa- 
tives, but on several occasions to bat with only ten men; and, 
further, when the amount of traveling they have done since the 

match at the Oval is taken into computation, it must be admitted 

that the show they haye made in their later matches has only in- 
creased their reputation, certainly for pluck. Altogether the team 

have figured in thirty-seyen matches, of which they have won 

twenty-one, drawn twelve and lost four. Of these twenty-six were 

against odds, the remainder with eleyen on each side, and it is 

worthy of note that until their twenty-seyenth engagement at Scar- 

borough against a local eighteen, when they lost by ninety runs, 

and Spofforth unfortunately received an injury to his hand which 

incapacitated him for the rest of the tour, they had never heen de- 

feated. In some cases they had to meet strong eighteens, but of 

the twenty-six matches they were only defeated twice, at Scarbor- 

ough and Spockport, and against these were victorious at South- 

ampton, Longsight, Rochdale, Burnley, Malton, Belfast, Birming- 

ham, Northampton, Harrogate, Middlesborough, Oldham, Crystal 

Palace, Hunslet, Bradford, Sunderland and Yeadon, and drawn 

games at Keighley, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Broughton, Hull, Crewe, 

Hastings, Dublin and Glasgow. The eleven a-side matches were 

against Derbyshire, Yorkshire (2), Leicestershire, Gloucestershire, 

England, Sussex ; Players (2), Notts and Gentlemen of Scotland : 

and of these Derbyshire, Yorkshire (ut Dewsbury), Gloucestershire, 

Players (at Crystal Palace), Leicestershire, and Gentlemen of Scot- 
land were one ; those against Yorkshire (at Huddersfield), Players 
(at Bradford), and Sussex, drawn ; and those against England and 

Notts lost. The matches against odds haye little real interest, but 
a few statistics regarding the chief members of the team and their 
performance will be useful. Murdoch, McDonnell, Groube and 
Paimer were the only four who took part in every one of the thirty- 

seyen matches played ; but, in addition, Boyle, Blackham and Bon- 
ner were present in every éleyen a-side match. Tn the latter Mur- 

doch headed the batting ayerage with 465 runs for nineteen innings 

(over 25.15) ; McDonnell was second, with 418 for the same number 
of innings (over 28.4) ;and Boyle third, of those who played on 

every Occasion, with 195 for fifteen innings (over 15), Bannerman, 
owing to an injured hand, was unable to take part in several of the 
later contests, and he only figured in seyen first-class matches, 
though his ayerage (17.9) was a very creditable one. Groube, who 
had a great home reputation, and who was accredited with un ex- 
traordinary Colonial average, neither showed style nor effect to 

warrant any great belief in him, and his sixty-one against York- 

shire was his only score of any note. Blackham, toward the close 

of the tour, was also suffering froma» bad band, and this will to 
some extent necount for the fact that, thongh in all matvhes le has 
an ayerage of 16.33 with eleven a-side, he falls to 13,10 runs for 

eleven innings. Spefforth’s accident prevented his appearance in 
inost of the principal engagements ; and, consequently, in eleyen s- 

side matches he only bowled 248 overs; taking forty-six wickets at 
an ayerage of 8.28, while Palmer's eighty wickets were got at a cost 
of 11.14, and Boyle’s thirty were for 15.31 runs per wicket. 

The tables appended give the batting and bowling averages of the 
various members Of the parties in all matches. Taking into account 
the immense amount of work that they have done it must be admit- 

ted that the form shown by this second Australian team has beon 
exceedingly creditable, That they were able to beat the strength of 

England no one belieyed for a moment, but none the less the bril- 
liant show they made at the Oval spoke very highly for their pluck, 

and were Spofforth able to help them they would haye made a good 
fight at least at anytime. yery one willbe gratified that what 
threatened to be a rupture between English and Australian cricket 
was happily averted, and though the Colonials haya even yet appar- 
ently failed to master some of the lessons necessary for a proper 

conduct of the game, it must be conceded that the general manage- 

ment of this trip was in eyery way superior to its predecessor, On 

Oct. 4 they dined with the Lord Mayor at the Mansion Honse and 
before eight o'clock on the following morning they left London for 

Brindisi, on their homeward joumey, There is every chance, we 

understand, of another yisit to England in 1882, and should some 

of the weak spots in the present team be filled by the substitution 
of men like Eyans, of New South Wales ; Massey, Horan and Gar- 

rett, the next lot will be sure to render # good account of them 
selves. By that time, too, perhaps cricket will haye adyanved guf- 

ficiently in the Colonies to permit the collection of an eleven able 
to play for their expenses only, if there should still exist the disin- 

clination evinced by those who haye already heen oyer here to be 

regarded as professional cricketers. It is to their assumption of 

amateurism, accompanied with their exceeding keenness for money- 

making, that the Colonials owe the feeling that has been eyinced 
against them in England. 

BATTING AVERAGES IN ALL MATCHES. 
Highest Total 

Matches. Innings. Innings. Runs. Average. 
W. L. Murdoch..... 37 60 163" 1,218 22. 8 
P.8. McDonnell .... 37 56 7 (020 21.12 
A, GC. Banuerman,. $1 Bil} 69 726 17.29 
J. MC. Blackham, 35 AT $1 613 10.38 
G. J. Bonnor....... 87 50 73 782 16.30 

33 47 bliss 115 
45 69 519 13.25 
67 61 680 13.17 
35 45 BOL 13. 4 
21 66 266 L214 
37 41 #18 10, 5 
27 a4 134 7 8 
43 29 238 (hal 

= Not out. 
BOWLING AVERAGES IN ALL MATOHES. 

Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. Average, 
F, R. Spotforth.... 1559-3 669 2018 391 6. 63 
H. F. Boyle....... 1463-3 681 1850 250) 7.100 
G. E. Palmer...... 1744-2 818 2103 26S F287, 
G. Alexander...., 372-2 157 465 35 11. 14 
A.C, Bannerman, 103-3 39 189 13 14. oT 

-. 61-3 24 $7 4 7 ae 
51 29 bbe 3 39 

runs, 1 wicket. 

—One of the most remarkably inaccurate cricket sketches ever 

published appeared recently in the London J/lustraled News, The 

subject was the match between the Huglish and Australian erick- 

eters, The artist was evidently totally unacquainted with the 
game, as the position of the fielders was absurd. One of the 

umpires was represented as standing between the wickets and al- 
most all the men had their hands in their pockets. 

—The mild antumnul weather has favored the cricketersin the 

East during the past month. 

—Now that benefit matches are the rage it would be well for the. 

St. Georges. Club to remember that Giles should haye his tum be- 
fore the winter sets 1, 

Boston vs. Farn River.—Played at) Fall River, Oct, 14, and re- 

sulted in a win for the visitors. Score: 
BOSTONS, 

First Innings. Second Innings. 

Pettitt, b Watters..-..-....:. BOG Otis ita wert heer +38 
Lockhart, b Watters, WAolt' 6 tb Nuttall yo 3 
Furniss, b Watters..........- DIM TAC ENIED setts w bongs chee fdas sah ear 3 
Shaw, b Watters.....:--.2-.. Le Sate seuss, foe ete 
McQuirk, b Watters.......... 0 c¢ Warburton, b Watters, ...-. 0 
Bates, b Watters..........--- 7 Wides1, byes 1, leg byes 1.. 3 
Haigh, not out. ...2-......0-- 1 

Wides 1, leg byes 2, byes 7..10 

Motelagss cee neal beanie 29 Tahal. £ ouee soso ee ete 51 
FALL RIVERS. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
Trying Clark, b Shaw, o Pettitt 3 b O’Hare........ -.........-. 1 
Nuttall, b O'Hare.’.........- 1 oc Purniss, b Shaw.-..-....-.- As 
Warburton, b und c O'Hare... 3 oc Shaw, b O’Hare,.-..-._.... 0 
Hyde, b Shaw, c Furniss....., 0 bShaw.......---...-.---..-. 2 
Whitingale, b O'Hare......... 0 Thrown out. 
Holt; Shaws) 22:7. --She22a. 0 MeQuirek ey ieee re I ES 5 
Pomiret, b O'Hare....,..- ++. 3 b W Shaw........ -...-- ery! 
Watters,........ nD 
Wood, b Shaw... -«----,---- 
Walworth, b Shaw, 5 Haigh... 
Leg byes, 1; byes, Leesese ss 2 

Gries’ Comenimentany TestmMonian.—George Giles hap been 
tendered a complimentary testimonial subscription, and we trust 
that all those that remember the record of this excellent player and 
man during the past seven years will give the St, George's list a 
hearty indorsement. As 2 cricketer, ulthough no chicken, he ié 
cock of the heap this season, heading the club’s batting averages. 

In fifteen completed innings, including two not outa, $46 rns were 
the proceeds of his but, or an syeraze of 24 per innings. As a 
ground man Giles hee no equal in thia country, and his wickets are 

spoken of far and wide ap where cricket can be played. 
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—The Manhattan Cricket Club are to be congratulated in haying 
secured the services of Arthur Smith, late professional of the 

Peninsular Club, of Detroit. In addition, the president, Mr. James 
White, of the M. OC. G., pleased with the success and increase of the 
organization under his Tostermg cure, has promised to engage at 
his priyate expense, a second professional to instruct the junior 

members of the lub. At the annual meeting held on Oct, 12, the 

following officers Were elected for the ensuing year: President, 

Mr, James White ; First Vice-President, Mz. Mackenzie ; Second 
Vice-President, My. Matthews ; Third Vieb-President, Mr. Kerby; 

Fourth Vice-President, Mr. North ; Secretary, Mr. L. Love ; Treas- 

ure’ and Assistant Secretary, Mr. §. Hosford ; Committee, Messrs. 
Jackson aud Jenkins; Mateh Committee, Messrs, White, Loye, 
Ho#ford, Jenkins and Jackson. Lt was resolved that any member 

ef the club who shonld play against bis club, except in college, 
school or conmerdial elevens, should cease to be amember, The 
Manhattans will close this season's play November 2. 

—George Lane, professional of the Staten Island Club, will take 

his annus! benefit on Saturday, the match being the Young 

Ameritas va. Staten Islanders, 

Unuawrun Bats—si. Louis, Sepl. 10.—1 haye lately beau meas- 
nving the bats of our cricket elub, and I find they are all too wide. 

The laws of the Murylebone Cricket Club distinctly states that the 

Width of the bat “ xnall not exeesd four and one-quarter inches.” I 

haye measnred the width of 2 number of Corbett bats and every one 

was of excessive width ; one Cobbett bat, “made expressly for an 

American dealer,” is fully four and one-half inches in width, and very 

fe of his bats fall below four and threc-eighths, I do nob wonder that 

the Cohbett has been a very popular bat; T wonder whose make will he 

Tost popular and for what reason. The impropriety of such bats 
being admitted is obvious. I venture to say that were the blades 

of any elub challenged that not one of those intended for full-sized 
bats could be admitted to a match ; some boys’ buts conld perhaps 

be found, but no meus’ sizes. If some action is not taken by the 
cricket clubs od associations concerning the legal dimensions of 

the pods of buts, they will soon grow to be even wider than they are 
hoy, A player can have made for himself a bat that shall he six 

inches wide aud play a defensiye game simply, or compel his oppo- 

hents to have their blades conform to the rule, for his bat would be 

no more ilegal®than one which is an eighth of an inch oyer width. 
Will you please call attention to this matter in your columns, and in 
80 doing aagist in making the game more uniform than is now the 

case? J.B. G. 
[We take pleasure in publishing the above communication beeatse 

we know the statement it eontuins to be a correct one, We have 
measured 2 wuniber of batarecently, both in New York and Phila- 

delphia, and found that many of them were much too wide. An 

extra quarter of an inch, whether on the end of a man’s nose or 

added to the proscribed width of a cricket bat, is amatterfor serious 
consideration. Let the American Association look itito this, if it 

wishes to be considered a power in the land. Later on we may pub- 

lish some remarkable facts, from which the cricketing public may 

drayy their own deductions. | 

Conumecs vs. OrycrnNati—These two clubs of the Buekeye 

State met at Columbus, Ohio, and played their first match of the 

season, Ou Sept, 18, which resulted in fayor of the home vrganiza- 

tion. Scoye ; 
CINGINNAYI, 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
F. Taylm, ¢, Rhodes, b. Milne,. 8 Wp. Tyler... ... eee eeee ee cceees i) 
KR. K. Stallard, b. Milne.......... DES Pa SOC Pee ros et triers oe ey fo 3 
iM. Tangdon, c. R, Hantord, b. 

e. Rhodes, b. Milme.............. 4 IVINS TEA eh celiac ote 0 
Walker, b. Tyler. 4 
Howe, not out 
Ray, ¢. Clark, b. Milne 
H. T. Taylor, b, Tyler. 

+. 5 & Granger, b. Tyler... 
. 4 ¢. G. Hanford, b. Tyler 

Clark, b. ‘tyler. 0 b. Milne: Tes 
ce. Taylor, b. Tyl 1 Notout 0 
HXUrAs Se 1% Extras 10 

Total ite ress iiersene (coger seh 8G WObAD Sys sctaeesthn cs 4 
GYM TOROL, 6 tse e ee ecet decrees re Saya Cece oe bahiebe $e oie Rothe 100 

COLUMBUS. 
First Thanings. 

Rhodes, run-out... 
Grange, rub oub 
Milne, b. BP. Pay 

Second Innligs 
Walken 

RK. Hanuiord, b. Howe 1 DOE D) Ta y 
Hubbard, b. F. Taylor DEL Sis owe 1G 
G. Hantord, b. Mowe .......-... 0 ¢, Stallard, b. F, Taylor........- 0 
Hutehinson, c. H. T. Taylor, bh. : 
1Tughtus np lake ee ey ea ee oe LD Libs wy or Ravine capa. een ty 

Little, c. Walker, b. F. Taylor, 2 not out.... ee; 
"TYIBL DAHOWE sd wese~ eee pyeene O De OWE i) 
Collins, not out....... yastiton 2 to bat. ; 
Olirk, & H. T. Daylor, b. Howe. 8 to bat . 
TCA Sees tet-s —tlel-fadleelecateem ie WH AS ERP Gh ceetcnk nies areas 6 

MIDS Yael vem semesirc cd iva sche hlh  LGTHIO Ete. te aged “on 
Ce Ses I Ft) 2) A a nc +, 4 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 

COLUMBIS. 
First, Tunings, 

Balls. uuns. W'kis. Mins No Ball. 
Milne ot 23 1 2 
Tyle re) 20 4 a 1 

Second Tonings, 
MMVI BUS a tse aoa sehees Saabs 5d 15 ] 3 
UES cade sya hwih be lite b> 2 at) iW 2 2 

CINCINNATI 
Birks Winiies. 

SPAM : eas ee eee o 15 8 0 0 c 
H. Lb Taylor...... 0 % = 
OWB sie. eae ain a ti = 
WIRDISED 3p pees cor get. doer 4 0 — 
EDT OM ae eaten ee eine ee g 1 _— 

Rubs. W'sts. M'dns. 
10 Vs) 3 

oa oi] 0 a 
21 6 i} 1 
12 A) 0 0 

1D NC) se ee Bs Se oe eet 13 1 1 

Two CELEBRATED Cridkeriks.—The White Star stedmer 
Geltic, which arrived in this port on Friday lasi, had on board 

two of England’s most famous cricketers, Messrs: R, D, and 
L D Walker. On their arrival they went to the Brunswick 
Motel, where they stopped until Tuesday. Before leaving 
New York we had « pleasant chat with the former, whom we 

found in his room suffering trom abad attack of gout. .Al- 
thourh this is the first visit of the brothers Walker to Ameri- 
Ca, they were only prevented by sickness in 1972, from being 

members of the English visiting team of that year which 
came out under thé captainey of Mr. Fitzgerald. It will be 
Temembered that E. Lubbock and Pickering at the Jast mo- 
ment filled their places. The Messrs, Walker are on a tour 

of pleasure with New Zealand as their destination. They | 

will visit Niagara, Chicago, Salt Lake City, sailing from San | 
Francisco in about two weeks time. 

—Parents, do not use vile drugs or nostruims in your families, 

but use pure Hop Bitters, 

Hachting and Boating. 

FIXTURES. 

Oct.—Dorchester Y. C. Union Ocean Regatta. 
Noy.—Royal Bermuda Y. C. Cruising Trim Race. 
Dec. 2—Royal Bermuda Y. C. Cruising Trim Race. 

= +++ 

THE SHUFELDY CUP. 

Editor Forest and Stream : i 
I send inclosed a photograph of the ‘‘Shufeldt Cup,” presented 

by Henry H. Shufeldt, Esq., Vice-Commodore Oconomowoe Yacht 
Club of Oconomowor, Wis. Bngraved on the port side of boat is 
the following inscription : 

} 

Henry H, Sxurenpr, | 
Vio REO gh ks 80): 

September, 1850. 
On the starboard side the following : 

This Cup 
Is to be Sailed for Monthly. 
The Winning Yacht at each 

Regatta 
Shall fasten to ita Silyer Coin, 
Engraved with namé and date, 

It shall become the property of the Yacht winning it for the 
fifth time. 

Along the side of the cup holes have been drilled to hang the 
coins from. 
The first regatta for the cup was sailed Sept. 14. Yachts en- 

tered : Buda, Sunbeam, Sortie, Magic arid Annie, all of them sloops. 
The Buda, owned by Ferd, W. Peck, Esq., af Chicago, won, with 
Sortie second, Magic third and Sunheam fourth, The Buda holds 
the cup till the June Regatta of 1881. W. B. 

The yachtsmen of the lakes exhibit so much spirit in adopting all 

the yarious phases of racing that the stronghold the sport has tak- 

en in the West argues well for its rapid growth in the future. 

= Ease 

LETS, 

~ Soy red ey AV es, 
SWS. 

Eastern men are hardly aware of the large number of clubs and the 
numerous races established during the past few years on the fresh 

water sead, In some réspects we might profit by their example. 
Measurement by all three dimensions, mixed rig races, and above 
all, free entry for all comers, whether flying the club burgee or not; 

flying atarts and yaluable prizes are now predominent features of 

the sport in the West. The amount of ernising done in open water | 

is more extensiye than with ns in proportion tothe number of cratt 
in commission, and is already exercising an influence upon the. 

build of Western boats, and both entter and yawl rig find fayor in 

consequence, 

REGINA-FANITA, 

T was unlucky that the match hetween these two sloops, sailed 
oyer the A. Y, C. course Oct. 15, shonld haye come to naught 

on account of light and vacillating airs in place of the true winds of 
the fall, It was a mere matter of flukes all day, and the race was 
not eyen finished in the stipulated eight hours. There was not 
eyen a chance to compare the sailing of the craft with a view to 
drawing some sort of conclusions between the two. The match 
was goyerned by the rules of the Atlantic Y. C., with owners at the 
wheel, and mean length for measurement; the latter of course very 
much in fayor of Wanita, giving her 3m. 12s. allowance, thongh on 
the more equitable basis of size they would haye met on even 
terms. Virtually, then, Mr. Stewart was imposing a handicap upon 
his yacht of oyer 8m. withont any just cause—a striking example of 
the falacy of length measurement, Had therace been cloge, within 
the margin of 3m., the cup and “glory” would have gone to 
Fanita, though in common justice both would have belonged to 
Regina, In other words, while the former was receiving an allow- 
ance from the latter for her excess in length, Fanita was paying 
nothing for bringing to the line un excess of beam and depth. In 
this particular match Mr, Stewart may haye had so much faith in 
his fine vessel that, in order to bring about a contest, he was 
willing to abide by the handicap imposed by a fanlty rule ; but had 
there been any wind, he might haye had to Rey dearly for so oblig- 
ingly accepting an illogical and very misleading mode of measuring 
size, Itis in races between yachts closely mated as to performance 
and tonuage that the false logic of the length standard is most 
glaringly exhibited. Nor does ii better matters to advance that 
Mr, Stewart might just as well haye builf Regina with more depth 
and eam, because this may not huppen to suit him in the pursuit 

_a8 the older hands aboard her rival. 

| HUsworth’s fancy at 3h, 58m. 50s, 

| fifty-odd feet long, was 

of other qualities. Many are of the opinion that the great flare and 
beam of Fanita are objectionable in ~ cruising yacht, inyolying a 
large spread of canyas, heavy. spars, uneasy behnyier in rough 
Water and very doubtful staying capacities, coupled with great 
danger when running before a sea. Whether this be frue or not 
in 00 wise affects our reasoning, for owners phonld be allowed to 
build ax they see fit, thereby developing the best model by actual 
experimént. A rule, then, which either handicaps or else forces us 
into a certain rut, is cartainly not one to be encouraged, though it 
had # sound foundation in logic. ‘This has never even been 
claimed for length, fhe universal reason assigned for its nse bang 
its ere , 88 though it were not simple enough to stretch 
the tape line a few times more and to perform a schoolboy*s prob- 
Jem in multiplication and division to obtain the real and not 2 de- 

céptive measure of size, Commodore L. A. Fish and Messrs, J. L 
Marcellus and EB, A, Willard acted as judges for the day. Mba 
Jobn G.Pragne tooled Fanita, and Mr. W, A. W. Stewart th 
Regina. The former measures 44ft, mean length, aud th 
latter 48ft. Both had been put in the finest trim, and cum 
out in muslin from Sawyers famous loft, Fanita had wisel 
changed to double head sail and lead ballast, but the change wa 
made g6 late that her best trim under the new ‘quasi cutter” orde 
of things could hardly haye been fairly got, nor were crew and 
owner as familiar with the fine points of trimming the ‘*two jibs * 

The course was from Bay 
Ridge, around southwest Spit and light-ship and home by the same 
course. Prize, a cup, yalue $500. Time of race, eight hours. Mr. 
Stewart put his ship over the line at 10h. 14m. 18s., with the beamy 
boat: follcwing at 10h. 14m. 63s., the wind being light from 
west-southwest, pegging out toward the Narrows, and the tide the 
fail end of the ebb. Both trimmed down fiat on the port tack and 
crossed to Staten Island, Here Fanita went around too soon, Regina 
gaining by working a slent in shore, which ran her out to wind- 
ward of her opponent, giving her a lead she maintained all day. 
First clear of the Narrows, she struck into a nice working breeze, 
sweeping up Raritan Bay, which lifted her clear away from danger 
for a long time. ‘Che Spit was fetched around by the leader at 12h, 
8m, Is., and by Fanita at 12b. 19m. 13s. As usual, the exasper- 
ating “calm streak” was found in the bight of the Hook, and it 
was tedious drifting all the way to the onter mark, which Regina 
made at 3h, 46m. 35s,, with hardly steerage way, followed by 

A southerly breeze of very 
modest pretentions took the yessela home, Fanita bringing it up 
with her and closing much of the water between the two yachts, the 

| finish being reached by Regina at 6h. 26m. 10s., and Fanita 
6m, 48s. later, or 6m. 13s. of actual time. Deduct the 3m, 1s, 
illogically granted and it leayes Regina the victory by 3m. 1s. As 
the race was not made within the limit allowed by some 12m., the 
judges declared the match yoid. Mr, Stewart thereupon offered to 
gail the next day, but Mr, Prague's business engagements compelled 
him to decline, and it was mutually agreed to lay the race oyer till 
nextseason, There is very little to be drawn from the day’s work. 
If it proved anything it was that Fanita must be classed a fast yacht 
on one hand and on the other that excessive beam is not necessary 
to speed. Incidentally it illustrated the deceptive character of 
length measurement, and the growing popularity of the double-head 
rig, for which we haye “tought and bled.” and which now seems in 
a fair way of recelying the recognition due it even as o racing rig, 
allthe back draft lore of theorists to the contrary notwithstanding, 

—1e- -— 

A 'COON AS A SATLOR, 

WAY back in the early fifties the nondeseript yacht Decoy, as 
Bs she was then called from her peculiar shape, startled the 
old stereotyped fogies by her speed, stability and comfort. She 
Was subsequently adihited to be at least ten years in advance of 
her time. Her crew consisted of twelye young men, all of them 
merchants’ clerks, their average weight being 125 pounds, slippery 
as eels, and when stripped for a hoat-+race showing the unmis- 
takable signs of the gymnasium, To see them slip over to wind- 
ward with a forty-pound sand-bag would have delighted a circus 
actor. Discipline and a neyer-failing consciousness of their ability 
added to the breeding of gentlemen made them real boat suilers. 
They were called ‘' quill drivers,” ‘‘ tape measurers,” by the old 
boaters of those days; yet how humiliating to old sailors to be al- 
ways beaten by squirts. I had been told by a noted military man 
that gentlemen made the best soldiers, and I selected my crew from 
that element, belieying that the pride and spirit of a right meaning 
man giyes him superior power in any condition of life, That I was 
correct was then demonstrated, and since proven by the success, as 
business men, of every one of that little crew. Most of them are 
still living, and some of them locat here. This is sure to meet 
their eye, as none of them seemed to have forgotten their early 
training, or the hard pressure of business to haye obliterated thei 
taste for yachting. They are Forrest aND STREAM men, and some- 
how their sons take after them. Naturalists of the present day 
seer to think thatinstinct in the animal creation amounts to rea- 
son. One of the Decoy crew was a pet ‘coon, raised from a baby in 
the boat-house, and he could talk, and intelligently too, as I will 
show. 

Our yacht neyer sailed without him, he was (as we term it here) 
‘forward man,’ Often when the sea was heavy it would wash 
him from the deck into the boilmg foam, but in an instant he was 
again at his post, and gave us all to understand by a peculiar gut- 
fub‘al sound that he meant business. He delighted to sit on the 
end of the bow-sprit, and when we would cross a boat’s bow, or 
take the wind out of her sail he talked. Sometimes a combing sea 
would chase him up the jibstay a foot or two, but he never failed 
to regain his old position. In moderate weather, and the water 
smooth, he would come aft, and looking at me knowingly, would 
mount the tiller, and, with one paw placed affectionately on my 
arm, would sail the boat for miles. Then he did talk. He had 
been shot at several times from rival boats, and he knew them all 
as well as we did. Onve he was badly hurt, and falling from the 
end of the bowsprit into the water, I picked himup as he drifted by, 
The ball had passed through his intestines. He was a sick ‘coon, 
almost unto death, Weran into Gloucester were asurgeon, a friend 
of ours, carefully attended to his wound, How often he thanked 
that man for his kindness the God that has given life to all only 
can tell, for he was then too weak to talk. We all loved him, and 
it was reciprocated. How our hearts warmed and throbbed in 
sympathy for that innocent, unoffending atom of the great créa- 
tion. He got well, but he neyer yentured out on the bowsprit any 
more. Quiet afternoons in the boat-house he would climb up 
gently into my hammock and softly comb down my beard with his 
paws, and brush the flies away until I snored, then he knew I was 
dead to all earthly things, and in a minute he would haye my 
watch and money down to the last cent, and in fact everything 
about my clothes, Unlike, howeyer, the genus mai—with all hip 
God-like gifts—he gave his plunder Wack, and told me plainly he 
could haye robbed meif he liked. There he is, as in life, and will 
you believe, he talks to me yet. R, G. W. 
id a 

LIGHT DRAUGHT THEORIES. 

Editor Forest and Siream : 
Txearce know which ustonishes me moat, the neat manner in 

which Mr, Clapham advertises his business in your columns or his 
apparent want of logic deduced from passing events. His style of 
boat, virtually the *skipjack,” was tried tyenty years ago, and has 
been condemned throngh practical experience. The old Lucky, 

Built by Fish on much the same plan, with 
along stern. With wind frees she was yery fast, but to windward 
absolutely good for nothing, since on a sea, Lord help her! she 
would knock yonr teeth out. I saw the Richmond go abont off 
Fort Lafayette and make one tack up to Hoboken, where the race 
ended at that time;-Lucky made six tacks to reach the same 
lace and ** Bob” Tish was at the tiller, Vake the common run of 
uilders—what does their experience always lead to? George 

Steers ended in the deep Americu; Tish in the Hnchantress, with 
15ft. dranght ; Kirby in the Arrow. with heavy ballast and heavy 
dranght for that day. Eyen 28ft. sand-bag Woats are. nearly hwice 
us deep as they msed to be and carry more than twive the weight, 
I remember when twenty bags was 2 set of Dallast for a 28ft. boat; 
then thirty was used; then Kirby used forty. Now they use 
seventy and eighty, and 1 believe the Dare Devil hap ninety, And 
afte! all this we haye still to hear about light displacement. If we 
are to take the experience of all as a general guide, it will be found 
to lead steadily to larger draft and displacement; easier form and 
snugger rig ; and Fores? aNp Stream is domg nobly in advancing 
the exuse of honest boats und classing machines where they belong. 
The smack which Elsworth built at the same time Faunita wos on 
the stocks, capsized not long ago im South Bay and her crew came 
near drowning. Doubtful principles, indeed, to build yachts on. I 
notice the Fatina has come out with double head tail, but both lead 
to the honnds instead of carrying the jib hal! way up the masthead. 
The attempt at copying by men who would seout the idea of not 
being ‘ practical,” is hardly a success. Yacutsman. 
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HOW THE TIDE IS SHITTING. 

Fititor Forest and Stream ¢ 
Let me say that though T first bought your paper some tivo 

years ago, as the one from which to procnre reliable yachting news, 
and was not interested in any other kind of sport, yet in a very 
slyort time [ ceased to putithe paper away as soon as the yachting 
coltmns had been digested, and now read it through from end to 
end. Brom its Natural History items I have Jearned much that 
was new and very interesting, and from its account of sporting 
trips mich of the nature of the different parts of this country that 
can be found nowhere else, As a deyoted loyer of a yacht, I have 
reud your columns first with the indulgent smile a centreboard 
man accords to the lunacy of his keel friends, then with thought 
upon the points 80 persistently made, and haye finally graduated u 
deep-keel man in every sense of the word ; and after this summer's 
experience, I want to thank you for your agency in my conversion. 
Tsold my little yacht three years ago, and lave since limited my 
boating to a cruise each year down the Chesapeake in a working 
sloop, chartered for the occasion. This year I horritied my yacht- 
ing friends by hunting up the only smal! keel sloop in these waters. 
She was certainly ill-calevlated for a comfortable ernise, but ape 
peared a good boat, and J tried her, in spite of the prediction that 
her keel would lay me up some fine day for a prolonged stay on a 
mud bank, The channel of this river does not averuge more than 
three hundred yards in width for twenty miles from the city, and 
a bout drawing four feet of water was therefore in close quarters. 
I was out some three weeks, and her stiffness, ease in a heavy sea, 
and the way in which she rode out a fearful storm in the lower 
Chesapeake, have added the last straw, and Tam now a deep-keel 
men, Please accept my best wishes for your sucecss in. the gond 
work. Tf business keeps brisk all winter I shall build in the 
spring a keel yawl 27941t. over all, 23sft. water-line, 8left. beam, 
and 4ft. draft, with cabin accommodations for three or four. 

Washington, Oct. 15. CARLTON, 

. i oe ______ 

A OCAPSIZING RIG, 

Kiitor Forest and Stream : 
Concerning my capsizable rig you noted in your lastissue, let 

meadd that I huve fitted up my patent im the yacht Jane Hiil, 
which was on exhibition for a number of deys at Prank Bates’, at 
Short Branch. She worked antomatically and to perfection, is a 
#reat success In speed and safety. Many captains haye sailed her, 
#md she is the admiration of all who haye seen her at work, 

- Joun McLxop. 
rs 

YACHTING NEWS, 

Tae Psacrte Fnerr,—Anidea of the prevailing customs among 
Pacitic yachtsmen can be gathered from the fullowiny details of 
the new sloop Stone hag finished for Messrs. Buckingham and 
Wort: Length of keel, 312g1t.; over all, d4ft.; beam, 121¢it,; cabin, 
li by 8it., aud 6ft. from toor to ceilizg, Forward of the main 
cabin is a state-room und galley, Length of mast, 49ft.; main 
buom, 36ft.; gaif, 12ft., and bowsprit, 1216. ontward ; iron centre- 
board, 8449 by 6ft. 

Intrerim,—This schooner, now eruising in Muropean waters, bas 
been much admired by English critics, and her specd and weatherly 
qualities ute extolled by all who have had arnnin her from port to 
port on her recent trip to Scoteh waters. Mr, Lloyd Phoenix has a 
long cruise in the Mediterranean in contemplation, for which the In- 
trapid has been thoroughly overhauled in a Cowes yard. 

Last or rue AnraRactrE.—The “eminent ” Delaware shipbuilders 
did not bite at the Perkins boiler, and so Major Deane has returned 
to England, leaving the agency in the hands of aNew Hayen man, 
as we glean from an ungrammatical card in oneof the smaller sheets. 
The attempts to decetye the publie with the alluring bait of one 
pound of coal per H. P. per hour have turned out a dead failure, to 
the credit of American engineers be it said, 

New Koes or raz Roap—aAn important question sometimes 
arises, Do the rules impose any duty ou a hove-to yessel by night 
beyond making her position known? Is a hoye-to vessel to be con- 
sidered by those in charge to be a vessel nol under conmand, aud 
therefore prescribed for m Article 5, yiz., that she, as ‘not making 
any way through the water, shall not carry the side-lights ?” A 
sibiijar quéstion arises in regard to yessels becalmed—aAre fhey to 
exhibit theiy side-lights ? 
To every upprouching yessel tlie vessel becalmed is en overtaken 

ship, and as snch is provided for, whateyer be the direction of ap- 
proach ; for while becalmed the distinction between head and stern 
14 lost. ‘The stem-light exhibited in the direction in which a steamer 
is seen to be approaching would be readily noderstood in this vase, 
but a hoye-to ship ought to be otherwise distinguished,—NVautical 
Magazine, London. 

Lrooroyy Yacur CLur,—The name of one B, 8. Osbon has cropped 
ont in print as a self-consttuted ** candidate,” for the secretaryship 
of the Brooklyn ¥.C. As a general election does not take place 
till January, the members have ample time to make inquiries of 
the police courts of Bridgeport, Conn., aud of the business com~ 
Taunity down town concerning the character of the man who pro- 
poses to use the fair name of the club as a handle to his own opera- 
tions. Such inquiries may also afford a clue to the declining popu- 
Janity of the chib, 

A Yaorr ror rance,—Mr. Verbrugghe, of Paris, is now in 
this city, about to haye a 28ft. cabin sloop built for shipment to 
thé river Seine, to race with the French hoats, which have réached 
a very faiy development for speed, both in hull and sails. Owing 
fo thé channel near Paris bemg only a few bhnndred yards wide, 
the suil now in use thereis of the sliding gunter style, it being 
claimed to lie closer than the gaff mainsail, and the new boat may 
possibly be rigged after the same plan. The sails which Mr. Clap- 
hum has adopted in his Nonpareil boats might be substituted with 
adyantage, we think, as they afford the same flat surface, with a 
lower centre and yery handy reefing arrangements. But it is, after 
all, questionable whether an American made gaff mainsail would 
not be more efficient on the wind than any French cut canyas, es- 
pecially over a boat so indigenous to our waterd as the orthodox 
sloop, 

QWANOEING AS AN Exuncisn.—McGregor (Rob Roy) writes about 
canocing as compared to rowing in the following strain ; '* Canoe- 
ing is immeasurably to be preferred to rowing. As the reformed 
conyict told his master, who quoted the proyerb about honesty be- 
ing the buxt policy, I have tried both and inflnitely preter the canoe. 
Tt is the spine on which fatigue tells, the one bone which supports 
the whole fabric; and it is precisely the spine which cannot be 
rested while rowing. What is the restful attitude of an oarsman ? 
Cowering oyer his oar—abont as comfortless a kmd of repose as you 
tan imagine. In tha ¢anoe, on the contrary, one is perfectly wii 
euse all the while, and the low position m the boat giyes mmense 
comfort and power. Rowiug, 1 grant, is swifter for a day or tye, 
but it cannot be practiced on strange waters ulone; and the sense of 
freedom depends on this independence of aid from a coxswain.” 

A Gunresn or Hrayen.—in a letter to the Toronto Mail, a cor- 
respondent who witnessed ‘regatta week” at Cowes, has this to 
aay: ‘Well, you see whera I am! Dear me, what yachting! It 
would make you Jeap into the Solent if you were here, I haye been 
mite of! my balance pince my arrival—in a sort of a bewildered state 
of mistifieation with the -~whole roadstead manned with the finest 
yachts 1 Great Britain, And then the racing! In three days they 
ha ve been driying atitin superb style—these magnificent schooners, 
cuttera, and yawls, with their immense spreads of canyas. You 
cannot taney what a spread—spinnakers, and every stitch they could 
possibly pile on, As you cross oyer from Southamption, the first 
thing that strikes tho eyeis the elub house of the Royal Yacht Squad- 
yon. Ibis, as you know, a castle; the building is of stone and jot 
large, but pretty, and overgrown with ivy. At the corner is a tower 
with no opening at the top, At one side is a pleasant little luyn. 
The situation is beautiful. In fact Cowes itself is a most delightful 
jittle place to a yachting man, Here you haye yachting in all the 

perfection to which it can be brought—yachting pure, yachting 
sublime, Almost every shop aud building has something to do with 
yachting. ‘here is not a grocer or a dry goods man who bas hot 
a sign up for supplying yachts. The island itself is most charming, 
After service on Sunday I took a walk to the westward, with a ean- 
fitul sea view all the time, then back to Hast Cowes, across the 
Medina, alittle river which runs hetween East and West Cowes. 
After landing, and haying secured lodgings, I hurried back to the 
esplanade in time to see the yachts retumming to the winning buoy 
in the second day’s race for £150, given for cutters und yawls of 40 
tons and upward. The Latona, a magnificent yawl of 163 tons, 
looked splendid, bowing along with the wind abeam froju the 8, 
W, ‘Then the Florinda, Saincena (the new Lymington eutter), the 
ald Arrow, aud the Vinduara last. Whe last amied is a ew Scotely 
cutter, yery fast, but seems to be very unpopiilar aruony the Cowes 
people, as I heard every one dead against her. Yon must remember 
yachting enthusiasm in Mngiand works up to feyer heat, and even 
the people along the shore sometimes get quite wild with exeite- 
ment. In Scotland they run along the edge ot the Clyde und cheer 
the competing yachts, A good piece of sailing draws forth rounds 
of applause, while a inistake is marked with groaus, or if a conipet- 
itor is unpopular, the spectators don’t hesitate to let the unfortu- 
nite vessel know it, Next mormng the harbor appeared eyen more 
full than eyer of yachts (Mow a perfect forest of masts), and with 
the top of the tower of Hast Cowes castle and park to the right, and 
the shore of the mainland, four or five miles opposite, made up a 
glorions picture. Again I hurried down to jsee the start for the cup 
given by the inhabitants of Cowes. The hegt view I had of this race 
was from the steamer's dock as they passed on the third round. I 
was something superb to see these magniticent clippers foaming 
along under large fopsails and spimakers. The Latona ran past 
the mark boat first. On DPriday there was a regatta for schooners 
for £100. This was the last day of the great ‘Cowes week,’ and 
while the fiye beautiful schooners were racing round the island 
there were regattas for small open yachts, rowing races, &e. To- 
wurd evening the schooners returned from their race, and ran past 
the castle between six and seven, looking grand as they came on, 
the Waterwich first, the wellImown Eegeria second, the Gwendoline 
third, Miranda and the huge Enchantress last. At 9:30 the display 
of threworks, with which the regattas of the R. Y¥. 8. always termni- 
nate, commenced. ‘The harbor presented a magnificent appearance 
with its thonsands of lights, and all from the yachts, ‘he ladies 
seem to enjoy yachting thoroughly, and also to understand it. 
Most’ of them dress in appropriate yachting costumes, and many 
haye an honest, sunburnt face. ic 

Hien Sprep PRopeLLERS.—The resulta obtained from actual trial 
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The mean speed obfamed on each fal was 8.78 knots for the oy- 
dinary sevew wid 11.28 loots for the DeBay propeller on the same 
indicated power, being a gain of mare than 29 per cent. Allowing 
thut resistance increases as the enbe of the speed, it follows that to 
attain the speed produced by the DeBuy propeller with 585 horse- 
power, over 1,250 would be required by the ordinary serow. Here 
is ant honest chance for a great saying im fuel, which will not meet 
with the failure that has attended the Perkins clap-irap. The Cora 
Muria is 235f6. long, 31ft. beam aud 1Sfh. 8in, deop.: engines of the 
coniponnd inverted surface condensing type. The ordinary serew 
used in the experiments was 131, 21cin. diameter by 1)1gft pitch, 
ind the DeBay propeller lift. diameter. Vibration was almost en- 
tively done away with and a frequent source of looserivets obviated. 
Tum Cavin Locker.—Anchors for small open bouts should weigh 

TIb. for every foot in length up to 20h. Tf the boat is ballasted ul- 
low an extra Ylb. for every foot. They should be long in the 
shank, after the style inuse on Easternsmacks. Wor regular yachts: 
98tt. cubin boat, 75 lbs.; Bdft., 100 Ibs.; 45ft., 185 Ibs.; GT, 275 
lbs.; 100ft., 335 1bs. These weights include the stock und ure for 
the “best bowers.” All yachts oyer 28ft ought to carry two 
bowers, first and second, and if over 60ft. a “ spare” im addition. 
Mich depends upon the service the yacht is to be put te. In gen- 
eral, the anchors in use are too light aud not of 2 good holding 
pattern. Steam: yachis may deduct 15 to 20 per cent., owing to 
finer form, Chaims for 1001h. anchor should hive 34in, link; for 
275lb. it should be &in. link. Use none but the very best. 
Money saved in this direction means life eudangoved, and the ma- 
ket is Hooded with cheap und unrelinhle chaims, particulurly of the 
lighter sort. Te keep ballast clean, remove every season, scrub and 
whitewash with hot lime or coufavith red lead, Clean and red lead 
the hold or wse mixture of two-thirds Stockhohn tar and one-third 
coal tar boiled together, Neyer stow ballast on the raw wood. 
Wastrep A Yacut’s Cooks Arove,—Muny correspondents are 

ingubing abowt kerosene stoves, suitable for small craft, that do 
not smell, will not spill then oil. Here is a cliance for some euter- 
puismg man. There aré plenty of oil stoves in tha market, but 
none of them specially adapted to the wunts of sailors. Dealers in 
yachting hardware ought to tales notice, 

A Manay Cavaparan.—a boat after the style of a genuine Malay 
proa has been tried in Boston, but without showing particular speed 
ov conifort, She wus rigged with a sail of triatigular shape, with a 
boom and sheet at each end, to obvialethe necessity of gomez about. 

Trou Tantis.—Wo haye received from the 0,8, Coasthand Geodetic 
Survey the new tide fables for the Atlantic and Pacific coasts for 
the coming year. Justtha thing yachtsmen went. They are pub- 
lished in pocket form, clearly printed. The time of food and ebb 
and rise and fall are sivon for the principal ports. By interpolation 
those of intermediate points enn be formicd sniticiently tecnrate for 
practical purposes, 

—The vigor of youth given to the aged and infinn by nsing Hop 

Bitters. Try tt, 
“oe 

—The Annual Fall Mecting of the Williamsburg Athletic Chib 
will be held on Saturday, Oct, 23, 1880, at 3 ¥, a4, on their new 
grounds, Wythe aye., Penn aud Routledge streots, Brooklyn, B.D, 

The followingraces will he contested; 100-yard and 220-yurd handi- 

cap Tune ; 1,000-yard rmn, special handicap ; G00-yard run for those 
who haye never won a prize at that distance ; 220-yard hurdle 
handicap; 1 mile walk, 45 sec. limit: tm of war, teams of 4men, 

500 pounds, 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

—AxotHer Discovery.—Prof, Swift, Astronomer of the Warner 
Observatory, at Rochester, N. Y,, discoyered another Invye comet 

on the evening ef October 10, The fac was noted in the axsociated 
press dispatches, hut some important and interesting details which 
could nob be telegraphed are herewith giyen, The new celestial 
visitor is in the Constellation of Pegasus, right ascension, 21 hours, 
30 minutes, declination north 17 degrees, 80 minutes. Its rnte of 

tmiotion is slow, being in a northwesterly direction, so that it is ap- 

proaching the sin. [tb has a very strong condensation on onaside of 

the centre, in wddition toa stur-like nncleus, which indicates tut 
itis throwing off an extended tail, rom the fact of its axtrady- 
dinary sizé we are warranted in presuniing that it will be yery bril- 
liunt, and the additional fact. that it is coming nimost dirvetly 

toward the earth, gives promise that it will he one of the most re- 
remarkable comets of the present century. This is the fifth comet 
which Prof. Swift has discoyered, and the increased facilities which 

Mr. H, H. Warner, the popular and wealthy medicine man, his 
given him, by erecting a magnificent observatory for his benefit, 

promise much more for the future, There is a possibility that fir- 

ther developments may prove this to be the great comet of 1812, 

which is, being constantly expected, im which event astronomers 

will haye an untsual opportunity to test the spectroscope for the 

first fime upon these eccentric bodies, and ascertain certainly what 

they are, 

—Mr. B. O'Grady, cor. 123d st. and ist ave., New York, hus still 
on hand some of those choice Cocker Pups which were advertised 
in our issue of Sept. 9. 

—The Holabird Shooting and Fishing Suits. Upthagrove & 
McLellan, sole manufacturers, Valparaiso, Ind, Send for cireulyx, 

—That furred tongue, bad tasting month and miserable feeling, 

says you need Hop Bitters. 

—I. J. W. Coffin’s poimter Frank, advertised im another el- 
niin, should be a good dog. Rake I. is a welltnioywn prize winner, 
and last year took special at New York tor best stud pomter, Frank 
is well recommended by Tallucan, who broke him. 

Tak Rewrseron Rirne.—We are of the opinion that the ‘ Rem- 
ington Keene” Rifle can be fired rapidly tl accuracy and effect ; 
that as a magazine gun itis strong, simple, und can be easly com- 
prehended by the ordinary men of the Naval Serviee, It is well 
adapted for putting into the hands of inexperienced persons, owing 
7o the improvements in the bolt mechanisn), consisting of the ham- 
ner and cam, the latter always bringing the piece at half cock, thus 
lockiug the parts and preventing premature firing, The additional 
motion of cocking the piece, we helieye, takes but little, if any, trom 
the vapidity of the fire. Respecttnlly sibmitted, 

H, lL, Huwisoy, Commander. U. 8. N. 
G, W. Corrie, Captain, U. 5. N, 
J. KR. Senraipex, Lieut., U. &. Ny; 

Stuwant Adorea@ate Prizus.—tlt ia formally announced that 
W. M. Farrow and W. J. Underwood wer the wiunors of the Stev- 

art aggregate prizes, at the recent prize meeting af Creddmoor, ua 

follows : 

Farrow—Champions’ Match, 137: short range, 31: Wimbledon 
Yup, 145; making « total of 313 points ont of u possihle 385, any 

ritle, 
Underwood—4rmy and Navy Journal, 32; New York State 

Match, 43; and the First and Second Divisio Matches, 43; heinuy 
i total of 118 points out of » possible 135, military rifle. 

answers to Gortespandents, 

12" No Notice taken of Anony:nous Communications. 

J. M. F., Pliladelphia.—Both pattem and penetration excellent, 

W, RB. &.—Osgood’s for riyer use and Coughtrey's for mare open 

Water, 

L. b, J, Naples, N. ¥.—You cannot make & living by shooting 
for the market in Chesapeake Bay. Better slick to rome good 

trade. 

OG, F. ¢., Attleboro Falls, Mass —We fail to find in our copy of 

the Massachusetts game luy any provision relating to the use of 

ferrets. 

J, H.—Books you mention are Mnglish, aud must be ordered 

through a book-house. Or we eau order Tor you upon receipt of 

money. 

M. 8. Y. C., Dalaware City.—Will you "tell me whom to apply to 
for the second volume of K. C. 8, By? Ans. Ma, 0, DeRonge, al 

Broad street, New York. 

L. R. H., Virginia.—You dog is suffering from iuterusl canker 
of the ear. See unswer to H. ML. H.,” in Vorns ayn AreEeAM, Oct. 

7. We have mailed a copy, 

O. A. &, Forked River.—The firm yon mention stand high. 

Write them. again; there has, no doubt, been some mietake, or 

perhaps catalogues ia nob ready. 

F. L. I, Hamilton, Ont.—t1. Is thera uot o distiuet breed of re- 

trievers apart fram {he spaniel? 2. Tso, can they be bred fron) 
breeding Trom dog and bitch of the same breed? 3. Give the 
points and nsuul color. 4, Whatare thensnal duties of a well- 

brokenretnever? 4, Is he not supposed to retrieve wounded game 
as well as dexd, no matter how far the game runs after bemg 
wounded? §, Do you know of any one haying a genuine retriever 

in either Canada or the United States? Aus. 1. Ketrieyers ate 
eenmrally spaniels of some one or other variety. Some, however, 

such as the “‘Enylish retrieyer,> may be considered a distinct 
breed, bronght about through yarious crosses of the spaniel, Of 
the other retriayers, the black wayy-couled, the black ennly-coated, 
the Norfolk, tle liyer-colored, the Russian, have each had their 

day. 2. Yes, if im each case the types are distinct, 2. Want of 
apace will not permit the answering of this question; we must 
therefore refer you to what has been written on the subject hy coni- 

petent authors, such as by “ Stonehenge’ in “The Doge uf tho 

Britigh Islands ;’ Mr. Hugh Dulziel, in ‘‘ British Doge,” Division 
T,, p. 157; and Mr. Vero Shaw's ‘“Ilustrated Book of the Dog,” 
nowy being piiblished. 4. Retrievers are divided into two classes, 

those that retriaye from the land and thoxe that vetrieve from the 
water. At one time the deerhound was considered a deer te~ 
frieyer ; other land retrieyers ara moatly used to follow uf the heel 
of the gnnner, and upon bemg ordered ont, fo pick up the dead 
birds, and chase those that are winged and diliyer them te the 

ce 
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ver with retrievers, and the “cripples,” either birds or ground 
ame, bagged by the keepers. In water retrievers we find a large 

ety of mongrelism—Newfoundlands, setters, retrievers and 
aniels, all mixed up together. Many of these crosses have pro- 

iuced wonderfully useful dogs, It is indispensable that all re- 
“rievers should haye a tender mouth. 5, Yes, 6. There are plenty 

i the United States and Canada. . 

H.W. H., Fort Bayard, N. M.—Givye your dog plenty of exercise, 

‘nid a dose of sulphur cach week. Feed carefully and not too 
Yauch, aud he is likely to come round all right, 

W. K —1. You should consult your physician as to best locality. 

®%. Cost of living in France is cheaper than in America, if one 

Wishes to live inoderately, but it depends altogether upon how one 

Wishes to live. 

H. G. D., Albany, N. Y.—Where can T obtain duck decoys in the 

tity of Baltimore? Ans. Inquire of Clark & Snyder, 214 W, DPratt. 

pireet, Baltimore. If they have none they will direct you to some 

Weliable house, 

J. WH. C,, New York —We have heard of fine woodeock shooting 
Sag Harbor, L. I. Take steamer W. W. Coit (fare $1), Pier 25, 

Hast Liver, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays ; or go by L. I. KR. 

Go to Wiggins’ or Edwards’. 

H, L.—Have sent you the model, which will explain construction 
40 your builder. You can vary from it to suit your ideas, but do 

overlook tle low bow forward, intended to obviate “pound- 

»’ which would scare the game. 

“Hi. G. B., Central Mine, Mich.—I sent S5 fora watch to the 
Union Manufacturing Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., and failed to get 
ihy reply saye a promise that it would be shipped. Ans. We know 

Hothing of the firm, Write to the Postmaster-General. 

W. L. W., Sacramento._l. We shall be most happy to hear 

from you in the way mentioned, ‘Lhe Forest snp Srseam invites 

“il its renders to report game notes and kindred matters of interest 
y the fraternity. 2. We should not recommend the rifle. 

Four Times.—I have a pointer bitch, not quite fifteen months 

old, that is now in season for the fourth time within six months. 

Ts it not avery mmusual thing, and is there any remedy for it? 
Ans. The animal is probably suffering from some local disease. 

Show her to « first-class surgeon, 

Migratory Quam, Chico, Cal.—If you are in earnest about the 

importation of quail next year, you will probably receive some 

hélp from those who haye been active in making former importa- 
tions successful. The birds, in some instances at least, haye re- 
‘turned, Keep watch of our columns for news of them. 

H. B. H., New Jersey.—Haye you e¢yer seen or heard of 
“any pointers being pure lemon color? Ans. Yes, but nol often. 
There was one at the Centennial Dog Show. and one at the New 

York Show, in 1879. Dogs of this color are rare. For shooting 
Purpores their color is not a good one, as in the autumm they are 

very difficult to see. 

Ti. B.—Would certainly advise a wheel for your 50ft. sloop. It 

4s (oo hard work steering such boats with a helm. Will send you 
‘address of bestmaker, For W. C. write to A, B. Sands, 126 Beek- 
tan St., N. ¥., who can ship you everything complete, so that any 

Toeal plumber or carpenter can setup. Duty will be about 25 per 

tent., but itis well worth paying it. 

A. G., New York City.—My Gordon setter puppy has had distem- 
per, but had apparently recovered from it. At present she seems 
to haye 4 great weakness in her hind quarters. She is eight months 

old. Ans. Give one-eighth of a grain of nux yomica and two 

grains of quinine in a pill, three times a day. Keep her out in the 

open air, Give plenty of exercise, 

J. L. Y., Nashville, Tenn.—My bitch has running sores in both 

Gurs, and it seems to grow worse. They seem to be far back into 

the head. T can see some of the ulcers very plainly. What shall I 
do? Ans. Your dog has internal canker of the ear. See treatment 

EPIZOOTIC---1880. 
HUMPHREYS’ 

Itomeopathie Veterinary Specifics 

are the only sure and safe remedies for this dls- 

' @ase.—Hasily administered—elfective—prompt. The 

Specifics for this disease are; A.A. at lirst; to be 

‘tollowed by or alternated with the C.€. ov E.#.— 
‘The C.C. tf in the throat; the H.W, Ifthe disease 

‘lias extended to the lungs. Full directions with Prices 

recommended ‘*H. W. H.” ond “0. B.D,” in Answers to Carres- 

pondents in Forusr AND SrREAM, Oct. 7, 1880. 

F. H.L., Rock Hill.—i. What can I give my three-months old 

puppy to produce an appetite? 2. How many inches at fore-shonl- 

der ought my puppy to measure? Ans. 1, Exercise and good 

plain food, given at regular hours—presuming, of course, your dog 
is in health. 2. There is no standard by which the height of a 

srowing dog can be regulated, any more than there is for a three- 

year old child. 

W. 8. S., Canton, Mass.—A few days ago I was shooting ducks 

from a boat with a friend, and had my pointer dog withme. We 

fired several times, and when we came off the pond my dog was 

stone deaf. Can anything be done for the dog? Ans. The dog 

will probably regain his hearing—that is, if he had it when taken in 

the boat. You neglect to state whether your dog was allowed to 

retrieve ornot. Pointers are apt to become deaf from expose 

and cold, 

8. T. B., Circleville, O.—i. Where can I obtain the best and 

purest strains of Blenheim and King Charles spaniels, and Maltese 

and Mexican lap dog? 2. What do you consider the best work on 
the dog, embracing natural history, breeding and training? Ans. 

1. Por the first three varieties you lad better send to England ; the 

‘Mexican Jap doe” we haye neyer heard of, 2. Yero Shany’s * D- 

listrated Book of the Dog,” published monthly hy Cassell, Petter, 

Galpin & Co., 596 Broadway, New York City. 

W, G., Medford, Mass.—I send you an insect that I found among 

the feathers of a barred owl. While searching for more, one flew 

from the breast feathers and struck my cheek like a No. 8 shot. 
Another flew away and could not be captured. Can you give me 

the name of it; also, some particulars? Ans. The insect which 

you send is the partridge fly (Olfersia americana), of which so 
much has been written in our columns. We should be glad to give 

you particulars, but through lack of space must refer you to files. 

W. 8., Waterbury, Conn,—I want to get a good gun, and want 
it mostly to shoot with in the Adirondack mountains—one that will 

kill a deer ata reasonable distance, and also be good for shooting 

around home. 1. What gauge, length of barrels, weight, etc., 

would you adyise? 2. Is the shooting quality of a $75 gun any 

better than those of a S60 one, or is the difference of price in the 

fish of the gun? Ans. 1. We would recommend for general 

shooting a 10-gauge, 8 to 91b. gun, with 30-inch barrels. 2. The 

two may differ only in finish, 

M. H, B., Passaic, N. J—Will you please inform me what is the 

best food for dogs two weeks preparatory and during the shooting 

season, to give them good, solid endurance? Also, whether crack- 

evs steamed and mixed with table scraps is good for regular food? 
Ts it a good plan to pub cinders in the kennel yard to harden the 

dogs’ feet? In my inquiry I wish to except prepared food. Ans. 

Mush cooked hard is better than crackers to mix with table seraps. 

A dog being worked requires meat, and he should haye larger feeds 

than when lying idle. Regular exercise is necessary for both man 

and dog before taking the field. The cinders are yery good, if 
not sharp enough to cut the dogs’ feet. 

Anxious, Baltimore.—Always unstep mast and wiship bowsprit 
if possible. White lead both, trice up in loft for their whole length 

or lay on a fioor, so that they will not lose shape. Protect part- 

nérs, steps, etc., from weather. Stow sails away, after thoroughly 

drying, where rats willnot getatthem. Take ont ballast, clean 

and whitewash hold. Block up clear of mud, protect all hardwood 

and deck fittings, and coyer sunny side with burlap or matting, al- 

lowing for free circulation of air. Shore up well all around, and 
under counter, if long. Tally all gear and blocks. Slush all iron 

work, pins, ete., to preserve from rust, and Time down all bright 
wood, Finally, visit often during the winter, and give an airing ; 

sweep off snow, if not under coyer ; allow no leaks, if the seams 

open overhead. 

A. D. T., Irvington, N. Y.—i. Whatis the size of the 200 yard 

range target at Creedmoor? 2. Is the ployer a species of snipe ? 

3. Is it shot on wet, marshy meadows? 4. Do you think it would be 

gtife for me to purchase a broken setter at the auction sale of dogs 

advertised in your columns, 7. e.: ‘ Hitehcock & Hellyar’s kennel 
dinft, to be old Oct. 27? 5. Isthe duck shooting on Long Island 

good now? 6. Do they shoot them from batteries? Ans, 1. All 
distances mp to and including 300 yds.—bullseye, cirenlar, § in. 

diam.; centre, 26 in. diam,; inner 46 in. diam. 2, It belongs to the 

snipe family. 3. Some species are-shot on wet meadows, others on 

the upland snd others on both. 4. We cannot recommend you 

cither way. Some of the dogs to be sold are extremely good ones, 

but about others we know nothing. 5. Better later. 6. See same 

laws elsewhere. . 

Niantio, Niantic, Conn.—Having for some years been an atten- 

tive and interested reader of the Forusr anp Sires, J will take 

the liberty of asking you a few questions. When I first came up 

here striped bass were plenty, but, owing to a multitude of nets 

set by Long Island fishermen, they are yearly growing scarcer. 

Among the native fishermen but little can be done, but if one only 

knew how to set about it, pevhaps our sport with rod and reel would 

not be entirely abolished. I therefore throw myself on your gen- 

erosity, and ask for advice. A few good fish have been canght 

from the toll bridge, but so few and far between that it is rather 

discouraging business. I would also like to know why the fish take 

live bait up here when about New York waters shedder crab and 

lobster seem to be their favorite diet? I have heard many dis- 

cussions on this subject, but desire some authentic information. 

Ans. We hardly know what advice to give you in reply to your first 

question, 1s you do not say whether the law allows such nets or 

not. ‘The fish probably take shedder crab about New York in pre- 

ference to liye bait, because that is the food they aro seeking ; but 

when they reach your place they find more live food, and so take 
what they are accustomed to or learn by practice what food is in 

store for them, 
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Finest Spring Steel Hooks tied on felected Spanish Silk Worm Gut (the Gut and Hooks 
our own make), or Best White Silk Wired Cimp. 

givén aré per dozen. To be had of all first-class dealers in Fishing Tackle. 
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Wholesale 
Gach bottie. PAMPHLET PRE. depot 48 Maiden Lane, New York 
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| The American Poultry Yard. ELY BRCS’. B. F. NICHOLS & CO., BOERICKE & TAPEL’S 
MOEBOPATHI 

i PHARMACTES, (WEEBELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry, ; 

ublished byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

za THE POULTRY WORLD 
Sa is seul post-paid for $1.2 

3 per year: the AMERICAN 
POULTRY YARD for $1.50 

 —both yeners Tor 22.0. 
Aseries of twelve niaqeifi- 

cent Chromos, each repre- 
€ senting a stabdard breed of 

Towls, cit Tor 74 cenls extra 
either publication. 

A FILE BINDER, 

Which, when full, Makes a permanent binding, 
For sale ab this office. 

‘Price, 75 cents. Sent by mail, $1. 

Genuine Cartridge Cases 
POR BREECH-LOADING GUNS. 

THE BEST PAPER SHELLS IN THE MARKET, 
We have a lot of No, 12 gauge which we will sell 

in lots of 1,000 for $7. Larger quantities cheaper, 
Will bi nt to any atidress on receipt of the money, 

Thisis arare chance get a first-class article 
yery cheap. Call on or address, “= 
OHALMERS © MURRAY, Té Reade 8t., New York, 

SEED forsale. $2 per 
WILD RICE bushel CHAS. GIL- 
CHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario, 

WILD RICE per bushel. Supply 
Tinited, Government duty on Wiid Rice trom 
Ciiada two cents eps 

EN'TINE, Janesyille, Wis, 

SEED Yor sale. $2.50 

k 

BOSTON SPLIPBAMDCO FISGING HOH £0. 
| 36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., 

| 

MANUFAGIURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

Of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed, Send stamp 
Drice-list. _ tf. 

tor 

at New York, Philadelpiiia, Baltimore, New Urleang, Chicaju, 
7 Sun Francisco, 

Feep canstantly on hand afuilsteek of pore and retiahle Ho- 
WWeupithie Medicines, a8 Well as Family Medicine Cuses, sud 
Uuoksin Enslish, German, French or bpuuisi, 

Beud for deser’ptive Price Current, 
NB—vOeRICK GS & TAPLL recetved tha only Centennial 

Price Medalawarded atthe Philadetpiila Exp eitivat fue linus. 
opathiic Medicines. Business Estabiishe Lig 25 : 1 

—_ 

THE BELMONTYLE OiL 
Prevents Rust, Tarnish, &ce., 
on Fire Arms, Machinery, Tools, Cultery, Safes, 

| Sais, Skates, Stoves, Hardware, &c., withowh lijuy 
to the polish. In use oyer10 years, Highest Vesti- 
monials, Samples 50 cents, three for $1.00, sent tree 
of expressage. Send for circular. 

BELMONTYLE OIL CO.,, 

SOLE MANUFACTURERS, 
150 FrontStweet, New York, 
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KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP'’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KEEP'S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP'S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
KEEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KBEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP'S NECKWEAR, latest novelties, 
KEEP'S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

Ule, O LUI SH. 

EHEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADH SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50, 
GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE BUTTONS, 

tree with every half dozen KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of the 

Union, at KEEP'S risk. 
KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 
Money refunded for goods nof satisfactory. 
Samples and circulars free to any addrass. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, N. ¥. 

1880. 

Card’s Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice. 

i 
il 

: 
| 

si 

Every way (except at Shooter). <Any de- 
sired direction. Allin one Trap 

and only one Spring used. 

Price S10 at Factory. 

NO CHARGE FOR BOXING. 
Sole agent in the United States for W. W. 

GREENER'’S SPECIAL GUN, with all the Im- 
provements. Price, in trunk gun-case, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Send for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other sporting goods. 

WILL H. GRUTTENDEN, 
General Agent, Cazenovia, Madison Co., N. ¥, 

senor ako 

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT 

Camping and Mining Stove. 
UST the thing for people camping out 
fora short or longtime. FOUR SIZHS ; pri- 

ces REASONABLE. Send for descriptive circu- 
lara, with prices and terms, 

Will Gook 

For 12 Persons. 

SIZE 

12x12x20 INCHES. 

i 

‘Sa1 cf ‘LHDIGM 
NO. 1—CAMP PACKED, 

Made and sold by TAUNTON IRON WORKS 
CO., 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. 

RONAN'S METAL SHELL CLEANER. 
Cleanes by Scraping (without water), is Selt- 

adjusting. Madetorigand 12 Bore. J. F, RONAN, 
Box 34, Roxbury Station, Boston, Mass. 

Field Covet, and Trap Shooting 
BY A. H, BOGARDUS. 

rice, $2. 

FOR SALEAT THIS OFFICE. 
nnn ee eS ee SE ~~ Ah 

1) WILL GoO2—Contemplating spending the 
WwW? winter in Florida, on the anti Coast, I would 

ciate with myself a companion. I will 
Nov. 19. Hunting and fishing the ob- 

like tO 455 
start about 
ject, Ay one desirous of tak 
address, Lock Box #48, New Ber n, Union Co., Pa. 

Oct? a] 

such 4, trip ea 

Wife 
| iat 

SIMPLE 

WITH A FEW 

Send postal 
made wit ih ib, 

TOUROGRAPE, 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC 
WONDER! 

] Eyery Tourist His Own Photographer. 

ANY IN'TELIGENT 

Referenves—Thos. §, Steele, author of “Canoe and Camera ;* 

Fred. A. Ober, 

BLAIR TOUROCCRAPH CoO., 

Che Henuel, 

AND RELIABLE. 

MAN GAN USE IT 

MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS, 

(Camera Closed.) 

for circulars anc twenty-tive cents for sampie work 
Mention this Paper, 

author of “Camps in the Carlbbees.” 

433 Washington Street, Boston, Wass. 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER 
—_AND— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove My’y Co., 

488, 490, 492 Broadway, 
Cor. Broome Street, aid 

205 Broadway, 

proof. 

FRONT VIEW. 
—or— 

HALLocK HuntING Coat.— 
Six pockets outside and game 
pocket inside, 

THE SECOND AN 

Cor. Fulton Street, 

NEW YORK City, 

RUBBER OUTFITS 
COMPLETE FOR 

HUNTING and FISHING. \ 
Trouting Pants and Leg- 

gins a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water- 

RUBBER GOODS 

Every Description. 

Send for [lustre ed Catalogue. 

MANUFACTURING CO., 

SIDE VIEW. 
HAnLocK Honrrc CoaTr,—The game 

pocket extends the entire length of coat, 
with capacity far surpassing any ordinary 
fare hag. 

NOUOAL MEETING 
OF THE 

PASTERN  EbLD TRIALS CLUB, 
At Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

ON 

NWov.29 and 3O.and Dec. 1, 2, 5and 4. 

OPEN TO THE WORLD. 
ALL-AGED 

Open to all Setters and Pointers. 1 
prize, $100 ; third prize, 50 ; fourth prize, 

Limited to 60 entries, 

STAKES. 
First Prize, $200; second 

$25, Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15. 

PUPPY STAKES. 

Open to all Pointers and Setters under 18 months of age, 

First prize, $100 ; second prize, $50 ; third 

fee, $15 ; forfeit $10. 

Limited to 25 entries, 
prize, $25; fourth prize, $15. Entrance 

NURSERY STAKES. 

Open to all Setters and Pointers under 12 months of age. 
#40 ; third pr First prize, $60 ; second prize, 

Limited to 15 entries. 
ize, $20. Entrance fee, $10; forfeit, $7.50. 

BRACE STAKES. 
Open to all Setters and Pointers, 

prize, $250; second prize, $120 ; third prize, $50. 
Five braces to mm or prizes to be scaled. First 

Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, 815. 

CLUB STAKES, 

Open to members of the Club only ; dogs to be owned and hunted by the members 

making the entry. Prize, a 
ner. 
close of the running of the Brace Stakes, 

B ent, of the value of the prize. 

Pre eas and entries close on Noy, 18th, 

hundred dollar piece of plate, to be selected by the win- 
This stake to be run after the 

Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid. day of Noy. 27th, at the office 

of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening before the trial. 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary. 
P. O. BOX 274, NEW YORK CITY. 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases. Judges to be named 
one month before trials. 

Gor Sale or Exchange. 

UN FOR SALE.—A NEW W. W. 
GREENER, treble wedge fast, top snap. 

extension rib, pistol grip, 12 gauge, .23in. cylin- 
der bore, 7} 1bs.,2% in. drop; 144 stock; patent 
forestock—a Deautnls finished and excellent 
shooting gun, atasacrifice, and for no fault. Ad- 
dress M. P. McKOON, Franklin, N. Y. 

#H AMMERLESS GUN FOR SALE—Iust tmporfed 
atine Anson & Deeley’s Patent Mammerless 

Gun, with improved patent automatic top safety 
bolt, Manufactured by Westley Richards & Co.; 10- 
gauge; 101b. 102. weight; 32-inch barrels ; top snap, 
extension rib; 84-inch drop; 14-inch stock: patent 
fore end; left barrel, full; right barrel, modified 
choke; pistol grip. Price, $210, AUG. PRANKE, 
Wapakoneta, Ohio, Oet21, 2 
ee aEteaeiiaieneatineenennn 

OR SALE CHEAP—A fine tiyist barrel, 16-G. 
Hnglish M,-loading, double gin; has seen 1 

Ue service ; splendid shooter; in prime order; ex— 
cellent gun throughout; pouches, ete., with gun; 
sole reason for selling, Want of use. Address, E. 
F. POWERS, Lansingburgh, N. Y. Oct21, 1t 
ee 

I 4 ORSALE CHEAP.—A first-class Bonehil] breech- 
Joader. Sold for no fault. Address G. P. 

LECRENIER, Moodus, Ct. Oct21 1b 

ED FOX, Skink, Raccoon and other furs 
Kt pourht for cash—highest prices, Send tor clr 
cular with full particulars. 
Howard St, N. ¥. 
IS 

$66 a week in your own town. ‘Terms and $5 

. C, BOUGHTON, 5 
Ooctl-2t 

outfit free. Address H. HALLETT & CO.,t 
Portland, Maine. 

FOR SALE, 
An Eiarthiy Paradise. 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 
Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayl3,6m 

JE SELDOM OFFERED—James Purdy 
? preech-loader, 10-bore, ih ease wibl 

+ Complete Gost, $400; food a8 new. 
-bore; cost $875; will 
L. RITZMANN, $45 

The Aennel. 
,. OR SALE—Well broke setter dog, 7 years old; 
a white, with browh ears; lis father sold for 

LT will sell hin for $5), and warrant bim a3 
represented. Ineuire of H. T, GOULD, Brockton, 
Mass. Octal. 

OR SALE—Layverack setter bitch Frenzy (Guy 
Manvering-Abbey), one year old, orange and 

white, not broken; pedigree in Kenuel Register. 
Will gelllow. P, 0. Box 142, Madison, N.- Bane be 

021520 

ok SALE—Well broke setter dog 4 years old. 
Inquire of C. W. NELSON, aTdalebong, 

— 

~OR SALE.—Fitteen Foxhounds, first-prize stock, 
the finest and best. Address, with stump, L. 

4 M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. Sept. 23,0f 

! 

EEE 

eS “i : 

BLUE RUIN. 

e Border ex-0 
Fee, $ Blue Ruin is beaue 

dowith bls dwn (blue) color, and Is the! 
og ever bred by the late My 
Y and unbroken cdogs,) 

rack, Lieweliin, Irish, 
State what you want 
VON CULIN, P.O, Box 

Octla-tt 

Champion Seoteh Collie Dog 

REX, 
One of the TRUEST TYPES OF VOLLIE ever exhibited, 
will serve a limited number of apprayed bitches: 
Send tor catalogue. A few Cliolee Collie pupples by 
Rex, out of Imported pitches, that ls almost sure to 
make prize winners. 

WM. LINDSAY, 
846 Communipaw Ave,, Jersey City. 

Kennel at Elizabeth, N. J. OCLZL,U 

OR SALE—The following stock from the best 
stock in the U. S.; 

Liewellyh setter Bracket, lenion and white, 1% 
months ll; a large, stroug dog, house broken, aud 
ought to Inake a rattler in the field ; yery obedient ; 
his’ sire, champion Gladstone, is the best Llewellyn 
setter in the United States, and hls dam, charmpion 
Clip, who won in the fleld tials, Nashville, 1795 
both sire and dam are priz¢-winners in feld trials 
und bench shows. Price, 350, 
Mark, deep mahogaay red Irish setter, 16 months 

old; was in breaker's hands 6 months; tast, good 
nose and staunch; drops by motion af the hind; 
retrieves from water. His sire is imported e¢haim- 
pion York, and dam Floss, a prizesvinuer, wand tie 
ported from Ireland from the kennel of Miles Daly. 
Price, $50. 
Gordon setter bitch—a beauty; color, black and 

tan; Whelped, January, 1879; hunted last full ou, 
quail and grouse; staunch, fast and good; keen 
nose; has had ouw litter of pups. Prive, $40. 
Fannie, ved Trish setter; well feathered, good 

head and beautiful ail over; very fast, goou nose 
and very stauneh ; will Stand as long us you want \ 
by speakiny to her; does not know what fiush 1s; 
just served Oct. 17 by King Bee, a red Ivish senter; 
chim hunt most of fall, and then have a fine litter © 
of pups worth three times amount paid; broken om * 
quali, etc. Prite,$50. A bargain. H, B. VONDEL- — 
SMITH, Lancaster, Pa. Oehzl bt | 

POR SALE.—CHAMPION RUSH, EX-QUEEN ~ 
I., Pointer Pups.—a few puppies of the above 

célebrated stock forsale; terms reusonabie. Queen | 
Il. is by champion Sapcho-ex-champlou Queen. 
This stock cannot be excelled, Address by letter 
only, GARRETT ROACH, 1505 Fitth av,, New York — 
Olty. Sept.30,2m0s | 

Rox SALE—OHEAl—Dolly Varden, black, white 
andtan, seventeen months, Desmond, blue 

Realton, eleyen montis. Both by Druld, out of 
Nilsson, sister to chanipion Queen Mab. Apply to 
ARNOLD BURGHS, Uilisdale, Mich. Sepl,30,00 

I ase KENNELS,—For sale, Flirt 1. (iver 
colored cocker, no white), litter sister to cham- 

pion Cora, 17 months old. Also, black cocker do: 
pups, huli brothers to Cora. Full pedigrees. GO, 
D. MACDOUGALL, Box 4342, New York. Oct.7, of 

| Ciat SALE—Several well broken setters from 23g 
to4 years old; alsu six fine poloter pups, by 

my Snipe out of Ruby If, whelped Aug. 26; also 
six setter puppies by Oaks (Dash 1T.-Daisy Dale) 
out of my biteh Bessie, whelped Aug. 31. H. B. 
KICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass, Octla-6t 

ORY O'MWORE PUPPIES FOR SALB.—Four 
very handsome, pure ved Trish setter pups, two 

dogs and two bitehes, whelped July 24, 160. Sire, 
champion Rory O'More; dam, my red Irish blteh 
Norah (chimplon Berkley ex-Tiley), winner first 
prize at N. Y., 1880. Price, it taken immediately, 
bite 5, Bor pedigree, etc., address bitches, $25; (logs, 3 
C. H. DAYON, Peekskill, N.Y. Ovb2l 2b 

OR SALE—Handsome lyer and white tleked 
pointer pup, ine months old, out of Cham- 

pion Grace by Champion Sensation; partly broken, 
retrieves well, and Shows fine suction in the field. 
Also, two doe and two bitch setter puppies, four 
Months old, out of Daisy by Ranger If; fine fiela 
stock; Will be sold cheap for want of room to win- 
ter. Apply toJOHN WHITE, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Ovl21, 2 

OR SALE—Druld-Nilsson pup, 13; years old, 
wll broken, and ready for the fleld; bucks, 

drops, retvleves and is staunch on all game; price, 
$50. Four Gordons, 211 good hunters, and a fine li 
ter of Champion Rupert pups. Does trained in any 
style. Two more taken, J. HASKELL, Franklin 
Kennel, Bradner, Ohio. Otel, WT 

OR SALE—Two years old white and lemon 
pointer Frank, bred by myself, out of Cham- 

pion Bull by my Rake Il Thoroughly broken by, 
and now in the hands of, Wm. Talimin, Drowno- 
ville, KR. 1. In fine condition for fall shooting. Ad- 
dress, J. W. GOPFIN, Providence, R. I. Oct21, 4b 

Wee SALE—Palnter, $ years. lemon and white; 
broken on quatl, woodcock andl partridge ; will 

be sold cheap, us Owner has no use for hin. Highly 
commended a6 last dog show, EDWIN G, ROPF. 
Flushing, L. I. Ourv2i, 2 

OR SALE—The fine red Trish setter Brass by 
Rey. Macdonna’s Royer, ex-Ruby. Also, 

superior Gordon setter and 4 first-dlass pointur. All 
nicely broken; goodretrievers. Address, HORACE 
SMITH, 31 Park Row, N. Y, Osta, al 

a 

OR SALE—A brace of thoroughbred, byoken 
cocker Spatlel dogs, liver antl whitte, ind 2 

yery {ine broken orange sud white setter hitea, a 
years old. N. M. DRAKE, Stapleton, N. Y. 

Ocul, St 

OR SALE CHEAP—Polnter bitch Fan, imported , 
wiso, pups outot Fan and Button; also setter 

of the best strain, Send for pedigree. Addr 
Bow 406. Union Oly, Pa, Octal, 4 

OR SALE—Very Cheap.—A young, large Point- 
er, Broken. THEQDORE MEYER, #18 8th st.. 

Jersey Clty, N. J. Ocvsl, 1b 

OR SALE—A setter dog, broken ; also, two set- 
ter pups, 5 months old, sired by importer 

Dash. Address G, M. PRATT, Westbrook, San ip 
etait, 

= 
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The Hennel, 

ational American Kennel Club, 
SECRETARY'S Orrick, No. 51 Grosd St., 

New York, Sept. 1st, bE 

Field Trials of 1880, 
SETTERS AND POINTERS, 
AT FARMS OF COLONEL A. G. SLOO, 

Near Vincennes, Ind. 

COMMENCING MONDAY, NOV. 152, 1880. 

. Wav. 15th, Derby Stakes—For puppies born on 
and after April Ist, 1879.—Closed with 118 En- 
tries, $5 forfeit ; $10 additional for starters; $300 

“added money—$150 to First; $100 to Second; 
#50 to‘Third, with forfeit money divided to 

; winners in ratio with added money. 

| Won. 16th, Free For All Staker, $600—3250 to 
Firat; $150 to Seeond; $100 to Third: $10 
Rect 3 $15 additional for starters; to close 
Nov. hh, 1880, at 8 o'clock, P.at. 

Nov. With. Brave Stakes, $250—$150 to Firat; 
#i5 to Second; $25 to Third; $10 forfeit; $15 
additinnal jor starters; to close Noy. 16:h, 1840, 
at 8 o’clock, P.M, 

suena Cane, Patrick Henry, of Clarksville, 
Tenn.; Theo, Morford, Esq., of Newton, N. J.: 
DB: O. Buryundthsl, Bsq., of Indianapolis, Ind, 

CHARLES H. RAYMOND, President. 
CHAS. DE ROnGeE, Secretary. 

Orricers.—C, H. Raymond, President, New 
York; Luther Adams, Ist Vice-President, Bos- 
fon, Harry Bishop, %d Vice-President, Louisville, 
Ky.; Chas. D. Kongé, Seeretary, New York: 
Theo. Morford, Treasurer, Newton, N. J. 

___ EXeoutrvy Commitrer.—J. H, Dew, Chairman, 
Columbig, Tenn.; L. H. Smith, Strathroy, Can- 
ada; BE. C. Nichols, Battle Creek, Mich]; Capt. 

Pat, Henry, Clarksville, Tenn.; M.C, Campbell, 
Spring Hill, Teno. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLUAS—A BOON To DOGS, 
THIS POWDER is guarantesd tu kill 

A fleas on dogs or any other animals, or mon 
Feturned. It is put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing Deppar box top, which greatly facilitates ita 
use, Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

VARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
i>. A CERTAIN REMEDY. 
Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
Tull directions for use, 

f Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

__ Both the above are recommended by Rop AND 
‘Gon and FOREST AND STREAM, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street. H. YW, eet 13 

Practical Hints on Dog Breaking. 
By W. H. Holabird (send stamps}, 25 cents. 
A colored lithograph of the celebrated Joe, 

Jy., the chanipion setter of America, 25 cents. 
A pure cure for mange ; receipt tor 25 cents. 

| Broken setters, pointers end spaniels on hand, 
also alot of pointer, setler, spaniel and bound 

ies for sale cheap. 
ala Adidress W. H. HOLABIRD, 

’ Secretary, 
Sep.9-8t Valparaiso, Ind. 
Se ee 

CHAS. HK. VAN VECHTEN. 
FERRETS FOR SALE. 

$i PER PAIR. 
# FOR SINGLE FEMALE. 
33 FOR SINGLE MALE. 
WIRE MUZALES, Tat. 

CHARLES H. YAN VEGHTEN, 
Sep., tif Victor. Ontario Cdlinty, N.Y. 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
In the Stud. 

RED IRISH SETTERS. 
Ban Pedro (Elcho-Lady Palmerston), $25. 
Mike (E!ebo-Nell), $25. 
Wedzewond (Elcho-Srella), $20. 

Address CHAKLES DENTSON, 
ep 4-tf Hurtiord, Gonn. 

LEN —B. and T.; by Colburn's Dash ex Mul- 
jin's Belle, Theabove dog, winner of tirst 

{n brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trials, will 
he allowed to serve a Tew bitehés of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Address 

H. F, ATEN, M_D., 
34 Hanson place, 

Brook Jyn,N. ¥ 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
] OR SALE—A fine red irish dog, one 

- and a baif years old; sire Micho, dam im- 
ported Stella. Also aiew_red Irish pu pies, by 
cho, (akdale aud San Pedro, and a litter of 

nigh bred cocker spaniels. Pedigrees on applica- 
Hon. CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn. 

Bept.9,tf 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE,—The un- 
) dersigned, wishing toreduce his kgeenels offers 
for sale several maynilicent impor Mount &t. 
ernard dogsund bitches, carefully selected from 
he best European strains. To be sold for no 
gult. For prices, poddig reas, etc., address.  -- 

£ ROY Z, COLLIN} 
Lancaster, Mass., U.S, A. 

e ULEOUT KENNELS.—For pure “coker 
AY Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 
ocker Skip 11, liver and white, Uar-couted, fine 
“ther; will serve bitches at $10; littera guar— 

eed. Address ROBEKT WALKER, Keeper 
Puleuut Kennels, Franklin, Del, Co., N. Y- 

Che Aeniuel. | 

FIRST ANNUAL FIELY TRIAL, 

Pennsylvania State Field 
TRIAL ASSOCIATIGN, 

At Lancaster. Pa,, Oct. 2, 27, 2S and 2H. 

ALL AGED STAKES, 

Open to dll setters and pointers owned tn the 
State of Pennsylvania. Tntries limited toss. First 
rine, $100; 2d, $50; Ad, $25. Entrance fee $10; for— 
etl $5. 

PUPPY STAKES. 

Open to pupies wie! on or after April 1h, 1870; 
Limited to 25 entries. Firsiprize, $50 ; 20 prize, $95, 
Ad, $15. Entrance fee $5; forfeit $3 

NURSERY STAKES. 
Opened to all puppies whelped on or after Out. 

16, 1879, Limited 10 25 entries. Virst prize, $50; 2d 
pride, $25; 3d, $16. Entratice fet $5; forfeit 3. 

ASSOCIATION STAKES, 
Open Wo Inemibers of the Association only; | Dos 

to be handled by the owner. Prize, a piece of plate 
worth £100, to be selected by the Winner. Entrance 
tec #10; forteited if not rin. 

All entries close Oct. 20Lh, Judges announced in 
hoxt issue. 

Orrlrers.—President, J. Palmer O'Neil, Plite 
burgh, Pa. First Vite-Prusident, Banel G. Dixon, 
Philadelphia, Pa.; Secon! Vice-President, Hdyrav 
Enidekoper, Meadville, Pa; Treasuver, FA, DiTen- 
derffer, Lancaster, Pa.; Secretary, 1. KR. Stayton, Gf 
Fourth Ave., Pintswuigh, Pa. 

BXECUTIVE Commr7rn.—T. FL Borranec, Chair 
Wilkesbarre, Pa.; Wn, a, ehur'sh 

OChL Toh 

| 

IM_A_IN Gi. 
ScHRaATcHEs. 
GLOVBk'S IMPERIALMANGE CURD is war- | 

ranted to cure all kindsanod conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of aby nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One spplicatioo 
is Usually ull that is necessary. For SCRATCHES 
in HOWKSHS it has no equal. HB. GLOVIHK, 
Sole prop’t’r [mperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J. 
Aponts: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

at., N. ¥.; John P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; os. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st, 
Phila. F. P. Taylor, 72 Hast Madison st., Chicaro ; 
Grobkes, Hilder & Co.. 04 North Fourth st.,5t. : 

Touis. Price, 60 cents 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENREL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purehases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competiiion. 

N, B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor’s Ken- 
nels. deel? tf. 

Imperial Kenne! 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Brolren. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and ae 
Dogs haye daily access to salt 

water. 
N.B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken doga for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem House and Forwarding Agent. 

58 WALL SU'REET, NEW YORK. 
| Sapo wena AND FORWARDS Dogs, 

Fowls, ett., to any destination. Kennel 
Qlubs, Sportsmen and others, intending toimpori 
dogs from a es should haye their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regan! 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete 

a 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL,—Champion 
Kory O"Movre in the stud. The nandsomest, 

as well us one ofthe best tield and best bred rej 
Trish dogs in the United States, Winner of tins! 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner o! 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880, For sak 
thoroughbred pupae Address W, NW. CALLEN 
DHR, Albany, N.Y. Juness,e! 

tee CHANCE. For sale, Baoglish 
+m sctters- Don, 4 splendid large oran 
white ticked dog, brother: to Charapion Frauce 
but superior eyery way, $50; Moil,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $76; Dick, a BeRY. fins dog, orange whits: 
black points; Husa IL, orange white tichea, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
J ever shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
$2) exch; also puppies 
and Laverack combined, 

not afford to lose if you want fine stock for Very 
L, SHERWOUD, 

Juneztre 
a SN 
pre LODGE KENNELS.—1 am Dre- 

L pared to take a limited numberof dogs, eilher setters or pointers, and train them thor- oughly. Igive my puppies seven months’ work out of the twelve, and ruarantee Satisfaction, if the dog has all the natural instincts. Itefer- ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, wité 
discount to parties at long distances,’ A, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgia. 

Oot 2,tf 
—— | Seuiaaiiiieeaaeee 

to SALE.—Red Trish setter pups, four months 7 

ex Stella Imported); full pe Address ELLIOTT. SOMERS. Waterbury. Com, Och yt 

pp a es ee ee ee eee 

i 1 

, Che Herel, 

A RARE CHAYCE. 
Tor Sale, my entire kennel of pure Liewellin, pure 

Laverieks und Irish Setters and Pointers, Brush, 
pire Dred setter; alarce, strong, hundsome sutter 
ong Lhoroughly Droke on quail, woodeoek and 
shipe: 2 better snipe dog can't be found. Llewellin 
sttter Robin Hood, # handsome blue Belton doz, 
Royal Ben, Liewellin setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; breken; also winner of Ist and special at 
St, Louis show: alsa winner at Detroit, Mich. 
Liewellin setter bitch Goll, broken. Lleweillin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great beauty. Llewellin setter 
bitch Orphena, Llewellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Perl V., a beautiful green and white setter bitch. 
Liewellin bileh Belle, in whelp to Count Royal, 
Liewellin bitch Gypsie Queen, with T beautiml 
ups by Royal Ben. Red Irish setter Von, thorongh- 
Y broke; retriever from land and water, Red 
Trish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Inipt. 
Ked Trish setter bitch Nora, in whelp to Von. Red 
Irish setter Shot, a beauty. Orange and white 
polnter bifuh Belle, broken. Tiver and wlilte point- 
er Clyde, broken. Tinot. liver and white bitch 
Nell. Also puppies trore % to & montlis old of set- 
fos and pointers of the above stock. All the 
GhoveT guarantee to be in the best of health and 
fondition, aud fe be as represented. Will slow 
and give trial of apy dog on the Ust. For pedigree 
And particilars Inqulre of O. Z MILEY, Lancaster, 
7a c r 

(EVER LOOGE TEMNELS 
N THE STUD,—Rough-coated St. Ber- 
nard, *‘ Marco;'’’ Newfoundland, *‘Keeper;” 

pointer, ““Croxteth;’’ Bivwe Belton, “ Decimal 
, ash;"' Trish setier, ‘Rover IL;"' and in season 
puppies for sale out of +t, Bernard “ Braunfels,” 
champion pointir “ Queen,’ champion Gordon 
. Beauty,” Blue elton “Silk,” Irish setters 
* Moya” and Biddy,” cocker **Flirt,” colleys 
“Mub’ and * Lassie.”” Besides puppies, T have 
for sale yard and field broken dogs. Write for 
full pedigree and catalogues fo 

A. Kk. GODEFFROY, 
Quymard, Orange County, N. ¥. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
OP 

M, P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. ¥. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains, 
T sell only young stock. I guarantee satia- 

faction and aufe delivery to every customer. 
These heauti and inteligent tes cannot be 
beaten for <2 ws Tock RNUCTINE 

ae 

5 grouse ans woe 
snirencvey.n,. Correspondents inwosiby stamp 
Wwul g6t printed pedigrees, circulars, testimno- 
nials ete. : 

(Hstiabitshed 1864.) 

COATESVILLE KENNEL. 
FIELD TRIAL SETTERS AND POINTERS FOR 

‘ SALE. 

Six very fine setter pups, two to three months 
ld, by Royal Duke (Carlowitv-True) out of Vixen, 
(imported Snipe-Mleet), Price 325 each for dog, $15 
tor bitch pups. We are also breeding the following 
bitches: Rose (formerly Munson’s), Cliampion 
tOcK-Pickles: Zittella, (Champion Rock-Kirby); 
Maud F., (imported Penn-Pocahontas); Princess 
Damo, (Champion Rattler-Patsy); Princess Dag- 
mar, (Champion Rattler-Patsy). Pointer Hitches 
—Hortense and Engenie, (Champion Sleaford- 
Point.) Pups and older dogs tor sale at all 
Vinnes. Prices low. Stock first class. Photographs, 
Perllgrees, descriptions and price senttree. Address 
N. PF. BUYER & CO., Coatesville, Chester Co., 
Pa. Octlt4l, 

KENNEL DRAFT 
From Hitchcock and Hellyar, Warren, 

Mass. 

Will positively be sold to the highest bidder, Wed- 
nhesday, Oct. 27, at 10 o'clock 4. M., at Barker's 'Tat- 
tersalls, Broadway and 38th street, New York City, 
including English and Irish setters and hounds, 
among which are the following noted dogs: Arling- 
fon, won Ist at Boston and St. Louis, 18st; Cham- 
pion Imported Rutus; Imported Flora; Frank IL; 
Minto; Carlina (pure Laverack). Among the num- 
het are several thoroughly broken dogs, oné pure 
Laverack bitch and six noted prize winners. Cata- 
locie ready at place of saléand kennels, Oetl4-2b 

Zjatels ail Ziesorts far Sporisment. 

Bromiield House, Boston. 

cS 

EUROPEAN PLAN. 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections in the ES Connecting di- 
reot for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
onths Peninsula. City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mounhtan/ous country of 
Virginia, Tennesses, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, Lewes, Del. 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,at3p.m. Ful 
juformation given at office, 197 Greenwich st.,N ¥. 
a a a 

FOR 

| Gatels and Zontes for Syarizmen. 
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DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING | 

GoTo 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

a SST Tea where you wil find good euides 
ete out old, by Champion Rufus, out of Belle {Plunkett & as Bood accomm 

fare, 

of Decoys, Batteries, ete, as well 
odations and a substantial bill of 

Take Long Tsland R. R. 1 Gand Ground 
Station. M. WILLTAMS, Proprietor. 

o 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
aiforded by their lines for reaching: most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
Heultiesand dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TQ BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING ANB FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICK HTS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU 4.938 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and stil 
Hanting, 

4lso. +9 

TUCKERTON, BHACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SOUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY (QAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FRATHER. - 

L. P. FARMER. Gen‘) Pass. Axent. 

Frank THOMSON. Gen'! Manager. fabli-td 

“THE FISHING LIND.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana B.R. 
Mackinay,Grand Rapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THR 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Gass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are wasurpasged. 
if aqualod, in the abundance and great variety of 
fish contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in thestreams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waiters. 
The TKO UT season begins May1 and ends fept.l.. 

ho GRAYLING Season opens Juno 1 and ends 
Nov. 1. & 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONG, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and iakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skiil to bis friends or “club” at home, “ties for 
packing fish can be had at many a 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis yery beau- 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing, The che 
nate is peculiarly beneficial to those sultering ‘ with 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affection. 
fhe hotel accommodations are good, far sur 

passing theaverage in countries new enough to 
aiford the finest of fishing. 
During the season Round Trip Excursion aos 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive t 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Gunsand Fishing Tackle Carried Freeat 

it jsouraim tomakesportsmen feel “at home” 
ynothisroute. F -r 'Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 

formation an. ccurate maps of the Fishi 
Gronndsand time Cards, address A.B. Leen 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SOHED- 

HUNTER’S P’'T (Flatbush Ave., B'klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 

Ml, 
Col. P't & Whitestone, 7,35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 aam., 

2.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5, 6.35, 6, 6,35, 7, 7.85, 9.15, 10.45 P.M, 

Sundays, 9.85, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 p.nt. 
Flushing, 6.30, 1.35, $45, 10., 11.35 4.m., 2.35, 3.38;- 

Sundays, 9.20, 10.85.4.M., 1.385, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 p.m. 
Far Rockeway, 4.35, 11 A.M., 4.34, 6.35, 7 Pail 

fod 6.35 P.M. 
Great Teoleb 3; 7.30. 11,85 A.M., 4.35, 6.35,6 35 PM. 

owner's risk. * 

Wlustrated booir if 80 pages), containing full in- 

Sar. Huss. Agent, Grand Rapids, Mick. 

L ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

Peon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5,38 P.M. Sundays, 

12.15 night. 

4.35, 5, 5.85.0, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 3 10.45 P.M, 12.15 night. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, YA.M, 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.85 A-M., 5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.at., 

1,5, 3.35, 1.35, 5.35,6.55 Pw. From Flatbush av. 
Gaily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.14 night, 
Wednesduys and Sundays onby from Flatbush ay. 
1} P.M. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 Pm. 
Glen Coye, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M, 3.25, 4.85, 5.35, 6.35P.m. Sundays, § 
4M., 6.33 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, § A.M., #.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8,10 A.M, 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.89 P.M, 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,8.35, 5.85 PM. 
Port Jetferson, 10 A.M. 4.35 p.m. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M. 4.35,5.35 Pa. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.35 

4.35, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12,15. Sundays, a.m.. 6.35 pm. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.M., Tuesduys. Wed- 

perteys and Saturdays, commencing April Sd. 
HUNTER'S P*'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leuve 

Pier 17, HE. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 4.30, 
10.40, 11.30 A.M.) 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 p.m. Bor fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, otc., 
apply at 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFFAN Gen'l Pass. Arent. 

Wild Fowl! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY,L L 
A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD bg 

: B bayman. Haialwayson hand the peat of 
boats, batteries, ete., with the largest rig of train— 
éd wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York forbay snipe 
shooting of all yarieties. Special attention given 
by himself to bis guests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Goud Ground, L,L 
Reters by permission to J.B Shepherd, $1 Broad- 
way aod, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. ¥. 
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Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen. | ~ J. & W. TOLLEY, "48888 oF rive avys ovny. THE PERFECTION HAMMER, 
‘ ' y 

oS oS ey 

Ch ke & Ohio R. R ists Mai “teat Sayan esapeake Io hh, Ay BIRMINGHAM, Lists Mailed on Apy ication, H yee GUN 
fhe Route of the Sportsman and Angler to ENGLAND am mer.éss . 

the Best Hunting and Fishing missed LAND, PRICES; 

Grounds of Virginia and seit beni be Aulppenin 859, $190, 9125 and 
skx weeks trom receipt of eile. West Virginia, 
the order. 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Bibe Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Ueghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
sock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery,of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
‘, phur Springs. 

The side stud shown in the above » Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
Wiest Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South. All modern 
improvements in equipment, 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 

= Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agen 
mer ly ver ~~~ "Richmond V 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullinan Car Company 

8 PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars“ DayyCrocket” and “Izgak Walton,” | 

which are fitted np with dining roam and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, ete., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns snd ishing 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnislicd.on application to Gen'l Supt. P. P.C, 
Go., Chicsgo, Jez6 mos, 

Gaus, Ammunition, Etq, 

, THE SNEIDER. 
Pa ses 
Reis, 1930 

Pat, Issu 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMERICAN HAVMERLESS, 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OURGRIP | 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS, 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire, 

Sitecks Bent to Any Crook. 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

wit Wo CLARK & SNEIDER, 
c= 

J, STEVENS & C9,’5 

Breech-Loading Arms: 
DOUBLE GUNS 

Twist. Laminuted Extra. 
FS6.00 $40.00 $45.00 

SINGLE GUNES. 
P)sin. Twist, Laminated. 
$12.50 $15.50 BLY .0C 

RIFLES. 
aim. 2619, 28in. 

SR CAUNGE I, ae wm fig cenlas save $20 $22 $24 | 
32, 36, 44 caliber .-, 00..5)ersecs ma 2] 

Extra fur globe sights and varnished stoclt, $3, 
HUNTER'S PET RIFLES. 

Bin. in. 2in. Rin. 
22, 82, 38 and 44 caliber.$18 $19 $20 $21 

POCKET RIFLES. 
101n. Win. bin, I8in- 

22, 32 caliber......- B12.25 $13.25 Fis $16 5. 
. GALLERY PISTOLS. 

hight. Heavy. 
$20.00 $22. 

J_ Stevens & Co, haye nearly doubled the ca- 
pacity of their works, and for several months 
Have been obliged to run the factory at night to 
meet the increased demand; showing that the 
SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS IN 
THE WORLD, when sold st such moderate 
prices, will force their way into favor withou! 
the aid of elaborate puffing or paid shooters. 
Send for ilrustrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
106 Chambers Street, N. ¥,, 

DEALER IN 

Sire—Arms, Ammunition, and ait 
Articles connected with thé same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Stevens & Co,'sCelebrated Aims 
Bb WaAntREN, Conn. Sept. 1ith, 1877. 

J. Stevens & Cos— 
GENTLEMEN :—The litile #8 ealiber rifie you sent 

ame on the 5thingt. isall right in every respect, 
Tra trial here last Saturday on ourd500 yard range 
Luseditapainst the Wesson, Maynurd, Henry. 
Sbarp and Remington, and five of the Billings 
and four of the Williams muzzle loaders, and did 
aothave to take the second place for any ot 
them, although Iwas tied by one w hich bashere 
tefore bven the * boss." Yours truly, 

H.rW, LYPERD 

Niustration is thrown out onthe left 
lock plate in opening the oun, and 
which projection of the stud shows 
thatthe automatic bolt has interposed 
itself between the hammers and the 
plungers. (The only pertectly safe 
mode of bolting the gun to prevent a 
premature discharge.) When about 
to tire press the stud on the left lock 
plate home, which unbolts the gun, 

‘Nhe aboye prices are for vuns at the Works, 
| costing $100 and upward, $11.50, 
| 

ait S._ The extva cost for delivery in New York will be: 
The Sun ah sls) is fully equal to the Anest guns imported, 

AGENTS FOR CARD'S NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 

Howard’s Steel Head Shells—Qiality guaranteed. Pricélower than any aller. 
Or W. KR. SCHAEFER, 

On guns costing wl works less Uhin $100, 38.00; bose 

TheDaly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Toany other Gun 

COSTING TWICE TILE MONEY. 
‘Tits turatshed on applies ee 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or Tuos. L. Goren, 

61 Bim st, Boston, 115 Girard ays, Phila 

REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 

mill 

P. 0. BOX 3,994. Only. Sendfor Catalogue and Price-Lists. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. 
U.S. Governmentin the Navy and Frontier Service. 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 
Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade 

E, REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. 

Adopted by the 
10 Shois, -45 

Prices: Carbines, $22 

E FOX GU Mi 
pecial Announcement. 

SS IN 

fis 
Ss 

| HE MANUPACTURERS OF THE “FOX” GUN, FEELING THAT DEALERS, 
as a general thing, have not done justice to the merits of this WONDHRPOUL 

(ON, are devermined to have them, placed before sportsmen more generally, that {heir 
| yreat merits may become better known and appreciated. Ti is needless to spel ef 
| THH ELEGANT WORKMANSHIP AND WONDERFUL SHOOTING POWERS 
of thesa guns. Itis a fact well established that they are UNSURPASSED BY ANY 
IN THE WORLD. , t “fl 

| We propose for a hmited period to offera line of these gnns at the following HX- 
| TREMELY LOW PRICES, after which the original prices will be restored, our object 
| heing to introduce the guns into sections of the country where dealers have failed tu 
present them ; in the firm belief that where they become known they will be the es- 

| tablished favorite, and we shall reap the benefit in future of this great sacrifice,” 

Such Inducements Have Never Before Been Offered. 
Sportamen wishing to purchase one of these beautiful guns must respond at once, as 
tlie number offered at these prices is limited. 

FORMER PRICE, NOW. 

Twist Barrels, 12 or10 Gange, Pistol Grip, Reb. Locks, $48 & $63, $i! 
Liain‘td Steel ivy tebe by be a Dy a ae 65, & 73, 4S. 

| Haiiaseds * eae HG es ‘ 4 isk §3, Bi 
Sup) git ae 1 ae ee ia a ial ae . 100, 60. 

Fine ee or Bernard ** ra) “ ae wn as a U 125, 25. 

Fxira" tay soc te " oe on ie ee 150, 91). 

Finest“ as ak ae ify wf ae “u " “ 200, 110 

Every Gun warranted, Sent C. O. D.. with privilege of examination, Send fur 
descriptive catalogue. 

CORD 

| FrROx, go0D8 

| 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
tO2 Milk street. Boston, Mass. 

UROY SHOOTING SUIT, 
A SPECIAL YL. 

OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DEAD GRASS GCOLOR.— 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD. VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices. 

Send for Price-List and Samples, Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, WN. J. 

HHARLES LRYTCMANN, 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Brevel-Loadn (is, 
943 Broadway, newr 23daS8t., N. ¥ 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 
The Celebrated “ Franklort” 

in Stock. 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER, 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickertl, &1 00: Maska- 

lonye, $1 25. 
Bent by mallon receipt of price, 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY, 

The celebrated “Le Coutre” razor, in stock. 
Razors with enfety attachments. Howie Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, &tilletos, Dirks, ete. 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOOTING AND VISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OYFrTrIicAaAL GooDpse. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

GLASSES, CUMPASSES, Ete. 
The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
(recominmended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid for $2. 
GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 

LOADED TO ORD+K. SEND STAMP FOR 
LIST OF 8ECOND-HAND GUNS. ‘ 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

Rerls 

McOUE BROTHERS, 

HAT TERS, 
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORE, 

UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and o 
THE BEST QU: Re. ONLY. Ws guar- 

antee satisfaction. TRY 03. 
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SPrRATTT’S PwPATEN TT 
CENUING 

OS SSS iNil 

Packed in Cans of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 
“SPRA'TWS PATENT? are Purveyors by See e to all cies prliD Al Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 

* Fibrine” Gakes are used at the Dogs’ Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatation, Paris, etc. d 6 Medé 
récelving the highest award for Dor Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1878; Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., etc: 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 

Sportsmen's Gaods, 

oa : : 

; Shooting, Fishing, Yachting, 

Sailing, Bicycling 
AND OTHER 

SPORTING CARMENTS. 

‘THE BEST GOODS. 

Descriptive circulars sent on request; Please state 

the sort of garments and material desired. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

Washington, D. C. 

MANIPS 
Trolling Spoons. 

EMANUFACTUREDS59 different kinds 
of Trolline: Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State an erritory, Our Perfect Re- 
yolving has proyed to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured. It iseovered by two patents 
—Mann's patent, Noy. 21, 1871, No. 121,1 and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854. Be- 
ware of imitations. None genuine unless J. H. 
Mann's name stamped on eyery spoon. 
Wholesalo Agents.—Bradford & Anthony. 874 

we he Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be ob- 
tained through mc st of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-tackle dealers: or write direct to the manu- 
facturers for cits one and price list, 

JOHN H, MANN & CO., Syracuse, N. ¥. 

SPORTSMEN'’S DEPOT, 
(RSTABLISHED 1836), 

First premium st World's Fair at New York, and 
, Centennial Exhibition. 

ALSO 
“ Krider's” Cclebrated Center Enamel Split and 

Birds’ Ee’ at iirde’ Scie Jin Gr £V 28 ay rds’ SEinsin Gr ari b 
Waxidermy in all its branches. a “ed 

Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit. ~ 
Repairing of all kinds. 

TROUTING PANTS 

SPECIALTY. 

The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bitethe Tongue, 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to iknow, 
t : = 

Lue 

aa 
ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD JUDGE” 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’2 Co.,” 

488,490, 492 B’way,cor. Broomest., 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE for 

FISHING AND HUNTING, 

OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rosser Goops or Eyery DEortrrion. 

Send for Tlnstrated Catalogue. 

mor BEATS THE WORLD.”-: 

(ld Judgesmoking Tobacco, 

he a 

They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronzé Medals ; 

GENUINE 

NONE ARE OS SSSINn 

COODYEARS’ 

Rubber M’fg Company 
AND 

AND LEGGINS A 

HE ‘MAJORITY OF SMUKERS 
are perhens not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice a es they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 

» SONS, thrown uff by all burning paper, 
namely: The Oii of Creosote. CHARLES 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

p 2 €O., manufacturers of “OLD J UDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which.the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar-- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR. and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its breag- 

ig irettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exciusively in their manufacture. no one else having the 
right to useit. The great advantage and importanes of this invention willat once be recognized by 
all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first * OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers, 

Manufactured by GO ODWIN 

Dogs of 

Try them and you will use no others. 

&CO.,207 and 209 Water st., 
Yon kz 

‘Gieat Britain, America and Other Counties 
PRICE, $200. 

18so. : 

Card’s Standard Trap. 
For Wing Practice. 

jo 

| 

May 7, 
Double, Single, 
Every way (except at Shooter). Any de- 

sired direction. Allin one Trap 
and onlyone Spring used. 

rice $10 at Factory. 
NO CHARGE FOR BOXING, 

Patented 

Sole agent in the United Ststea for W, W. 
GREENER's SPECIAL GUN, with ail the im- 
provements. Price, in trunk gun-ease, with 
complete set af implements, $85. Sind for cat- 
alogue of Traps, Guns and other Sporting goods. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Philadelphia ishing Tackle Hows 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing ‘Tackle of 

Every Description, 

‘603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for i880. 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand, 
and tied to patter; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass lteels, Lines, etc. 
Our BETHABAKA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

BNAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices 35 low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free, 
Our 5-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
ing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 
in stamps, 
ese 

—— 

_ WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
General Agent, Cazenovia, Madison Oo., Ni ¥. 

$5 to QO br aay athome, Sariples 

STINSON > S Portland, Maine, eS 

AJ For Eresch-luuuing Arie 
fo market. 
Patches. Brush 

Osteen. 
Tromleriog give Calibre of Sen tor cercolar, 
ddiree..T. YARDLEY BROWN, Patentes. 

HEADING, Fa, 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, 
sand juli directions sent tree of 

Please see that Every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT'’S PATENT” and a “X.” BTM EE: 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, ‘fo be had in smaller quantities of 

FRANCIS (@) de LUZE & co Grocers and the Sporting Goods 
é a =y f 

18 South William Street, - = - NEW YORK. ee eee 

Sportsmen's Gods. Sportimen’s Gaads. 

Soft Rubber Crawhsh, Patented Octe Lo 

NEY BASS BAIT, Samples by mail, 75c. 
Soft Rubber Hellgramites, 50c. Soft Rub- 

ber Frogs, large, 50c.; small, 30c. i 
rade supplied. WM. MIDLS & SON, 

Sole Agents, 7 Warren street, New York, 

Publications, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
BASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar, 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine, Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS, By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a ai s the rane hoy Lae 224 pages, 12 {us, 
rice 50 cents, 

FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magall sway 
rivers. 236 pages. 50 illus. and a large map. 

Price 50 cents, > 
@ARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Movsehea@d [ake region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘[he tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot’ and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. l4illus. Price &i cents. 

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley Jakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
aper, cloth covers, _ 69 cents. 
RRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 

and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of .vorthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Ki niehec, Penonscot and St 
John rivers, -Piuted on tough tinen paper, 
cloth covers. 5) cents. 

FARRAR’S STEHEUSCOPIO VIEWS, 26 cts. 

of the atove 
Send fur catalogue, 
ey Any publications mailed, 
poste - on receipt of price, Address * 
SHARLES A, J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Masa, - T. Dec31 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard. 

(WEEKLY) 
Both publications are exclusively devoted 

to Poultry. 
Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conm, 

rO E POULTRY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
peryear; the AMERICAN 

« POULTRY YARD for $1.50 
i —hoth papers for $2.00. 

A series of twelve magifi- 
cent Chromos, each repre- 

Sc senting a standard breed of 
fowls, sent for 75 cents extra 

either publication, 

. 

to all sub: Seribers to 

CAMP LIFE IN FLORIDA. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFIQE, 

Price $1.50. 

A GOOD BOOK--THE DOG. 

By DINKS, MAYEREW & MUTCHISON, 

Price 73.00. 

For Sale at this Office, 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
HE great pressure on our advertising space 

obliges us to withdraw the jist of books 
which we have on sale to make room fur other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

viously advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
ished on receipt of price. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy28-tf 

WALLACE'S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH EDITION. 

AX exhaustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

be without it. For sale at this ottice, Price, post 
paid, $1.50. 
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Ammunition, Gfe. 

ORANGE SPORTING _ 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

oe 
Orange Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAL & RAND POWDER CO. SSE 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yes 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT'’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
The most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT'S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 180!, bhava maintained their 

great reputation for seventy- eight years. Man- 
eeoane the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
er: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequailed in strength, 
uickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 

no, for Pistol Shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE FG, “SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning stroog and moist, 

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 
Powders, 

Of all sizes and deseriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S, Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies inall citiesand prin- 
cipal tow ae throughout the United States. Rep- 
resented bh 
F. LL. KNEELAND , 70 Wail Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s “Electric Powder.” 

Nos.1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness, Packed in suuare 
Canisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1]b. canisters and 
6ilb. kegs. <A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Ini and 5b. canisters 
and 64 and 12} 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

metration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘*Kentucky Rifle.” 

PFFG EEG, and “Sea Shooting ” FGin kegs of 
265, 123, and 6} lbs. and cansof5 lbs. FFFG is also 
packed inland 4 1b. canisters. Burnsstrongand 

é. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder, 

ROvSENuEN CANNON and MUSKET Pow- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT, 
OF ANY’ REQUIRED GRAIN pe Ngee 

MANUPACTURED TO ORD 
The above can be had of dealers, or ioe the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
fale at our office. 

$83 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

eb, THE WILSON PATENT 
= ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

Witt! THIRTY CHANGES OF | 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library, Inya- 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib 

* Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, sim- 
plicity and comfort, 
Eyerything toan ex~ | 
act science Orders | 
by mail promptly ar- 
tended to, 
Goods sbipped to any 

address, C. Send Stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
Wilson Aj us. Le i’s Co,, 661 Br Amara 
merece aes 

TRS JPELEM. 

Diving decoys and new new improved explosive 
target balls. Samplea of either sent postpaid for 
ae dollar. ee ane free. 

VYING DECOY CO., Rochestar, N.Y. 

Landse ape, Ohromo Cards, ete., name 

== 

READING POSITION. 

| 

| 
} 

GunsSporting Goods, 

on, iit, 26 Gilt-Rdge Cards, 10c, CLin'ron 
& Co,, North Hayen, Conn, 

dlinmanition, Ete, 

TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard 

Number of Pellets to the oz. Printed 

Miscellaneous Advertisements, 

TOUROGRAPH, 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC 
WONDER! 

Every Tourist His Own Photographer. 
PSIMPLE AND RELIABLE. 

ANY INTELIGENT MAN CAN USE IT 
WITH A FEW MOMENTS' INSTRUCTIONS. 

Send 
Thade w: 

on Bach Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled, 

; NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 40. 
No. of pellets to 0%. 338 472 688 

845-405 716 

(Cantera Closet.) 

poste for circulars and twenty-five cents for sample work 
thit. Mention this Paper. 

(Gamera Upen.) References—Thos. §. Steele, author of ‘Canoe and Camera 3 
Fred. A, Ober, author of ‘Camps in the Caribbees.” 

BLAIR TOUROCRAPH Co., 
433 Ww ashington Street, Gi Mans. 

HUYLER & DUANE 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

113) Chillsa, 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 
82 ee 8T., NEW ORE. 

> wooded ounded J July 4, 1808. 

FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 
189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

Hinglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. V. R. SCHUYLER, J. R. SCHUYLER, J. M, DUANE, 

Of the late firm ot Special. 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

Ss p A RI KS” ' 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivyaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD See Gate SHOT AND 

Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, anid is adjusted to meet 
every want. It embraces among others: COa.T7S CLUB GUNS (genuine) for glass bali and 
pean trap shooting, where closeness aud great penetration are required. WEEBE.EW’S 

PECIAS, GUNS.—These guns aoe Swans appliance which can contribute to beauty, conve— 
nience, or excellence in shooting. A JO®R LOW of WEBLEY’S GUNS, of many kinds, mostiy 
heavy and a adapted to killing ee game, such as ducks and geese, at long range, EKNOS 
JAMES & CO UNS, for all sorts of work, including the TRAP GUN. or COMPLETE GUN, 
designed for the Pate lass of wo Kas the COLT CLUB GUN, FOREHAND & WAR 
WORTH’S SINGLE BREECH-LOADER, with TOP LEVER. This lastis JUSTTHE GUN 
FOR BOYS, or men who cannot afford to buy double cuns. 

P. O. Box 4,309, HM. & D. FOLSOi, 30 Warren Street, New York, 

~ HODGMAN & CO,, 
5 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW tks 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Rusia. Fisuine Qutrits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color Goats, 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS, 
[BS TADLISHED 1838.) Send for Catalogue. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, Manvracturm. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphis. 

SHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS! 

Upthegrove & McLellan, 
(Successors to W. H. Holabird, ) 

VALPARAISO, IND., 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

Hotavind 
SHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS OF WATER- 
8 PROOF DUCK, FUSTIAN and CORDUROY, 

“The Holabird Shooting Coat the best in the 
world.” Send for circular. 

Gun Clubs, Notice! 
USE SMOKE TARGET BALLS, 

HE only ball that gives unmistakable signs 
when hit. ‘ 

When one side only is hit, half of ball explodes 
and either unexploded side. cun be used again. 
Every ball guaranteed. 
Samples sent free, 

SMOKE TARGET BALL COMPANY, 
Titusville, Pa. 

Fishing Pants. 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 
PE 

ARCHER'S “DRAW AND LOOSE" 
IVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION, — 

A HANULE makes the DRAW much 
BASIER; Fingers never touch the string, A 
HAIR TRIGGER to loose instantly and smooth- 
ly. ‘The KELIHF TO VYHH bFINGEHS and the 
BASE OF DRAW gives ACCURACY TO THE 
AIM, Liberal Discount te Cluhs of Six or 
More. Send for circular. Address 
S.H. FRE NCH, Park Avenue Hotel, N, ¥. City 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES, 

Bird Skins. Glass Eyes. 
For Stuffed Birds and Animals, 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J. COLBURN, 
# Roylston Street, Boston, Mass, 

SSS 

A WEEK. Si¢aday at home easily made. 
$72 Costly outfit free. Address TRUE ® Co., 

| Sueusta, Maine, 

VANITY FAI 
“ MIL.D"—Rare Old Virginia. “HALVES”—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Alwavs Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1875; 

Sydney, 1850. — 

Special concession by the French Government, and onsalein all civilized conntries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, WW © KIMBALL &CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

A BEIGE BINDER. 
FULL, rmanent binding; for sale by FOREST AND 

V\ HICH, WHEN ISHINGCOMPANY, and 4! Park Row, ** Limes * buildings Na; 45 Ota, 

Sent by mail, #1. . 
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*.* The Worssr anp StReaat gues to press Wednesdays. 
Correspondents are requested to mail their communications so 

that they may reach us before that day. 

Se 

A Book ror Eyrry Sporrsmay.—We cannot too highly 

commend to the attention of all those readers of this paper, 

who (or “which,” if you please) have no thorough knowledge 

of explosive compounds, the purchase and reading of Prof. J. 

P. Cooke's “The New Chemistry,” (Appleton & Co., New 

York, $2; or sent post-paid by us for the same price). We 

happen to know that many of oursubscribers, among them the 

Fire Marshal of the city of New York, have upon our former 

recommendation, read the book with interest and profit. It 

isan admirably clear presentation of principles with which 
éyery man who uses a gun should be familiar. 

oe 

Pror. Mayrr’s Exprrments.—We take much pleasure in 
Publishing to-day the first and only correct report of Professor 

Mayer's experiments to determine the yolocity of shat. A 
garbled report was published by a Boston paper, and has been 
extensively copied, absurd typographical blunders and all, and 

many criticisms have been offered respecting statements that 

Prof. Mayer was alleged to have made, when in reality he had 
never said anything of the kind. The Forssy awp Srreaq 
has received the article directly from its author's own hands, 
and the proofs haye been submitted to him. 

We need not dwell upon the practical value of these experi- 

ments, nor to the thoroughly able manner in which they were 

fonducted. The article deseryes and will receive careful 
study. 

— 

—The number of correspondents who contributed to our 
Jumns last week, including, also, those whose inquiries 

Were answered, aggregated a total of more than 120, and rep- 
sented twenty-six different States and Territories. 

THEY FAIL TO REPLY, 

HERE was received at this office, September 29, the fol- 
lowing communication: 

New Yorks, Sept. 29, 1880. 
To THE Epiror oF Forrest AND STREAM: 

Your article in the last number of your paper has been called to 
our attention, and upou persuing it, we find that you propose in 

your issue of this week to publish a further exhibit of matter of 

alleged affiliation, as a sequel to the interesting contribution to the 
literature concerning the Dittmar Sporting powder, which appeared 

in your issue above quoted. 

We suppose that a sense of insecurity impelled you to intimate in 

the article that the columns of your paper, which theretofore (as 
you say) were open to us for explanations, would be henceforward 

closed, but being nevertheless conyinced that, notwithstanding your 

enmity to our company, for reasons which we shall at length here- 

after explain, you will not defy public opinion by permitting an in- 

vention of great public utility to be libelled and defamed in your 
issue, without giving us an opportunity to reply. 

We shall reserve our answer to both your article and to Mr. Squires’ 
letter, until the full extent of your charges are made known-as 

promised, We desire however in order to avoid all misconceptions 

to unqualifiedly deny in advance of our extended answer, each and 

every statement in substance made in the article aboye referred’ to 

derogatory to the Dittmar Sporting powder. 

Very respectfully yours, 

Dirrmar Powder Mra. Co, 

This letter could be only one of two things. It was either 

what it purported to be, a noticegiven us in good faith by the 

Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No. 2) that they 

had a genuine extended reply which they were really about 

to send ‘to us, or else, having no such reply and being in 

desperate straits, they put forth this flat denial hoping that it 

might produce whatever effect attaches to bravado and 
bluff. 

We accepted the more charitable of the two admissible 

constructions ; and awaited the promised reply, 

The occasion certainly called for an immediate and explicit 

answer from the manufacturers of the ‘Dittmar Sporting 
Powder.” The ‘‘full extent of our charges” respecting that 

compound, as published September 23 and supplemented the 

week following by ‘‘a further exhibit” of most decided and un- 

mistakable ‘‘ affiliation,” were of the gravest possible nature. 

They directly affected the public estimation of the powder, and 

unless contradicted at once, must, as the event has proved, 

seriously injure the sale of that product. The business inter- 
ests of the Dittmar company were at stake, To preserve 

those interests a satisfactory and immediate reply was im- 

peratiyely demanded. Under such circumstances it is in- 

credible that, if anything conld be adduced by them to dis- 

prove or offset our statements, if should be withheld from 

the public a single day. 

We have waited five weeks. 
not come. 

Instead of furnishing within this time any reply at all, 

the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No. 2) have, 
at so late a date as October 22, published their letter of Sep- 

tember 29, prefacing it in a New York paper with the re- 

markable explanation that it had been sent to 
“the Editor of Forrest snp STREAM ‘a a preliminary answer to the 
hodge-podge literature on Dittmar powder published in their col- 

urns, which is the outgrowth of spite, revenge and ignorance, and 

intended to scare all those readers which* [sic] have no thorough 

knowledge of different explosive compounds.” 

We submit that a full month was sufficient time for a 

more adequate answer to ‘the hodge-podge literature” which 

was ‘the outgrowth of ignorance.” 

With the exception of this exhibition of pitiable bravado, 

the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No. 2) have 
given to the public not one single syllable of reply to the 

facts and logic presented by the Forest ann Stream. Their 

silence can be construed only as the unwilling confession that 
they have absolutely nothing to say. 

The letter of September 29, we are forced to conchide, was 

not sent to us in good faith as a notice of a forthcoming ex- 
plicit reply. It was bluff. 

As such, it was a fitting sequel ta the long story of previous 

The *‘ extended answer” has 

* Bach of these communications contains the best of internal 

syidence to conclusively prove that it was written in haste, if not 

in a passion. Upon no other theory cam we account for a failure to 

emerge from the mazés of the second sentence of the Sept. 29 let- 
ter ; nor for the extraordinary nsé here of the ueuter pronom. 

denial and evasion already recounted by us, and as such il 

certainly calls for no extended consideration here. 

We do not wish to prolong the discussion of the ‘ Dittmar 
Sporting Powder ;” the Forrsr anv Stream is not warranted 

in taxing the patience of its readers by dwelling upon dead 

issues. 

In closing the subject we submit the following propositions, 

made with all possible brevity and clearness : 

1. The question of the safety of the nitro-cellulose explosive 

compound styled ‘‘ Dittmar Sporting Powder,” is one which 

directly concerns the life of every man who may be induced 

by the representations of its manufacturers to useit. That 

each man 80 concerned may draw his own conclusions it is 

necessary that he should have the facts in the case, and all the 

facts. 

2. The Forest Anp StreAM has presented the facts. The 
public, from Maine to Mexico, has from these facts drawndéts 

conclusions. The evidence hasbeen submitted. The verdict 

has been passed. 

3. Wholesale denials, unsupported by facts, cannot alter that 

verdict. 

4. One of ‘‘the statements in substance * * derogatory 

to the Dittmar Sporting Powder,” was that of Mr. Carl 

Dittmar himself, and was made under oath. Something more 

than the unqualified denial of the Dittmar Powder Manufac- 

turing Company (No. 2) will be required to induce the public 

to believe that Mr. Carl Dittmar under oath perjured himself. 

5. We did not say, nor intimate, that our columns would - 

be henceforward closed to reasonable explanations from the 

Dittmar company. We reserve the right at all times to de- 

cide what shall, and what shall not be printed in the For- 

EST AND STREAM, and we will never knowingly permit any- 

thing to appear in these columns which is intended to deceive 

our readers or to conceal from them the truth. 

6. The editor of this paper has never bad the slightest ac- 

quaintance, good, bad nor indifferent, with any one of the 

present manufacturers of the ‘' Dittmar Sporting Powder.” 

In writing and publishing the articles on the powder he dis- 

tinctly disclaims haying been influenced by any other motive 

than a determined resolution to get to the bottom of the sub- 

ject, and then to publish the truth, fully, clearly and wichout 

fear. The charge that any one of these articles, or any single 

sentence in them, was inspired by ‘‘enmity” is ridiculously 

and maliciously false. 

7. If an invention has been libelled and the libel can be 

proved there are certain well-recognized and approved courses 

of action whereby redress may be had for injury sustained. 
we 

Goop Worps iy Harper’s.—The November Harper's con- 

tains a very readable along-the-shore article, entitled ‘* Saline 

Types,” which treats of people and things about which little is 

known by the general reader. It winds up with a few telling 

sentences on the rapid destruction and driving away of the 

water-fowl of the south shore of Long Island, and urges that 

steps be taken to protect these birds. The importance of 

some such action is becoming each year more pressing, and 

thoughtful sportsmen should turn their attention to this 

subject before it is too late. 

In a revision of the New York game laws, such as is pro- 

posed by Mr. Crook, provisions protecting ducks and geese 

on their feeding-grounds and limiting the shooting to certain 

days of the week would, we think, receive the approval of 

most far-seeing men. Hur per's says: 
All along the Atlantic Coast the modern sportsman has intro- 

duced vicious methods. Heis rather a persecutor than a hunter of 

wild fowl. His decoys lure the bird by day, and they are used to 

such an extent that the duck and wild goose with difficulty tnd a 

“sanctuary.” At night the persecutor pursues his illegitimate 

sport under cover of darkness. ‘'* Blinds” also are resorted to in 

the daylight. In consequence of this devastation (in defiance of ~ 

the game laws) the wild fowl is tast disappearing. 
I eee ea 

A Worn to Our Reapers.—Evyery reader of the Forrsr 

AND SPREAM is requested to send us the names and adresses 

of such of his friends as are interested in field sports, but who 

are not among oursubscribers. To all such we will send free 
specimen copies, 

——— ee a ees 

Tue Game Law.—We hope that all who are interested in 

the New York Game Law will give the digest published in 
our columns last week their immediate attention, and commu- 

nicate any suggestions they may have to offer to Mr. Crook, 
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Che Sportsman @ourist. 
A TRAMP AFTER TROUT IN COLORADO, 

8 Rages Dactor was in camp in Estalirook Park on tle Denyer 
and Sonth Park Railroad, which, at present, rans from 

Denver to Leadville, The small station-house is fifty-two miles 
west of Denyer and stands near the north fork of the Platte. 
‘Thenorth fork and the south fork of the Platte form a junction 
with ¢ach other ten miles below Estabrook, at a station called 
Buffalo, constituling quite a mountain stream, which, after 
dashing headlong over and around immense boulders, forming 
many charming pools and foaming cascades, and forcing its 
way for ten miles through the picturesque canon of the Piatte, 
emerges Upon the plain thirty miles aboye Denver and, after 
Howing northward and irrigating the numerous ranches en 
route, trrnishes witter to that thriving, bustling, beautiful young 
city. The Denyer and South Park railroad follows the banks 
of the Plaite to its source, taking up the north fork afterreach- 
ing the junction, The scenery through which it passes, es- 
pecially from the point where it enters the mountains to Esta- 
brook Park, is perhaps equal in beauty and interest to any of 
the far-tamed scenery of Colorado. The Plaite canon is de- 
cidedly attractive. The only drawback to a delightful ride 
trough it is the fact that the road, following the various and 
often sudden crooks and turns of the river, keep the ears con- 
linually on the swing, and fully one-half of the passengers, es- 
pecially on the downward trip, gef seasick, In many places 
the mountains come down alyuptly to the very brink of the 
river and the road bed has been blasted out of the solid rock, 
Half of the time it appears that the road terminated within a 
hundred yards both behind and before you, so very crooked 
and narrow is the gorge. 

One Saturday morning early in August last the Madam and 
I boarded the regular train tor Leadville, taking with us the 
five-year old, and yanup to see the Doctor, Ie met us at the 
depot and escorted us up to his tent near that of Mrs. Kimer, 
of Denver, and a young lady from the East, who were out for 
their health and with whom the Doctor took his meals. The 
Doctor was an invalid himself and spent his time principally 
in cating, sleeping, drinking in the glorious air, and whipping 
the river for trout. The park was a lovely little strip of table 
lying along the river on the south, carpeted with mountain 
frass,backed up by a forest of pines stretching away up the 
vradual mountain slope, with the more irregular and abrnpt 
peaks across the river to the northward. Several families from 
enmver were oul here living in tents that were pitched at the 

edge of the pines overlocking the narrow plain, the sparkling 
river, the railroad and the enchanting scenery beyond, The 
Madam was so infatmated with the place before she had been 
flere two hours, and after seeing how snugly people may live 
in tents, that I became apprehensive I would have to part with 
her and Jeaye her in the park. The dinner served up to us at 
four o'clock was devoured with a keen relish, not the most in- 
significant part of which were a dozen or so of trout captured 
by the Doctor that very morning. On our arrival he told us 
he had been trying bis hand with moderate success, but that 
a heavy rain up on the lieadwaters of the river had sent down 
murky water and in a, measure cut off the sport. Still, as I 
wanted to try ny hand, we got our rods and walked down to 
the river. I don’t fancy telling it, but as truth is said to be 
stranger than fiction, J will record the fact that we both used 
the worms for bait instead of flies. In the existing condition 
of the river at that time we might have whipped the stream 
til] our arms and backs ached and had only those aches for our 
pains, but with the worms we were enabled to add one each to 
the morning’s catch, During our operations a mountain shower 
“ime up, but the Doctor's big umbrella covered us both and en- 
abled us to prosecute the sport. 

‘They tell us," said the Doctor, as we sat at the table at 
dinner, eating as though our hotel at Denver had been keeping 
us on short vations, ‘that trout are in great abundance over 
here in Goose creek just above its junction with the south fork 
of the Platte,and a party of us are going oyer there next 
week. We want youto join us. We are going next Tuesday, 
and i you will say you will go along we'll wait the arrival of 
the train and have some means for your conveyance. We are 
told it is seventeen miles distant and we think we can get 
there after the train comes in and fix a place to sleep before 
nicht. What do you say to it ?” 

What could I say to it but promise to join them at the ap- 
pointed time? So, after receiving a few small comiissions to 
fill, such as buying a few flies, some canned goods and laying 
ina supply of worms (the latter of which can be had in all 
Oolorado ouly in Denver), the Madam, the five-year old and 
1 hoarded the down train at seven o'clock and wele soon turn- 
ing and twisting and grinding our way duwn the torluous 
road, aud hefore we reached the plain two-thirds of the pas- 
sengers were sick. The Madam had taken charge of the fiye- 
Vear-old, who soon startled us with the remark, *' Ma, my head 
Teels so funny!” and directly afterward found relief in slum- 
her. It was not long thereafter when the Madam herself was 
atricken. Turning to me witha look with which 1 became 
faniliarin a rough ocean voyage not a thousand years ago, 
she said, vathersorrowfully, looking down at the little sleeper, 
“You'll have fo take her, But raise the window first. I’m 
au sick!" None of the sick ones found relief till we got out 
upon the level plain and sped away smoothly and rapidly for 
Denyer, which we reached at half past past ten that night. 

At noon on the appointed day I stepped off the train at 
Hstabrook Park and was greeted by the smiling face of the 
Doctor, ‘ We are all ready,” said he, while shaking me eor- 
dially by the hand. ‘Over yonder by that slab-honse you will 
find Mr. Higginson waiting for you with his wagon. Mr. 
Holme and his brother have gone on in the dog cart, and the 
Dean and | will ride horseback.” On my way over to the slab- 
honse | fell in with the Dean, who had been somewhere down 
insonthern Colorado attending to the interests of his Church 
and who had come up from Denver ou the same train with 
me, IJligeinson and | were urged to lunch with him before 
starting on our journey, an invitation quite acceptable to me, 
as my appetite was already beginning to vet the better of me. 
“What they termed lunch proyed «teal good dinner. As soon 
asit was dispatched we packed sundry articles into the wagon 
und, taking a spring seat by the side of Hixginson, we started 
across {lie mountains, the Dean mounted upon a tongh bron- 
cho, while the Doctor bestrode am ancient, rawboned horse, 
horn and bred in the mountains, and which could follow a trail 
with the accuracy of a deerliound on a fresh scent. The road, 
for the preater part. of the journey, was quite rough, and oe- 
casionally the men in the dog-cart, which we soon oyertoolk, 
and Thad to footit. Seven miles out we came to Higgin- 
son’s Yanch. Here was a nice house at the upper edge of 
a little valley nestled down among the towering mountains, 
recently purchased by the owner on lis arrival from Wugland, 
aud occupied by himself, mother and sister. ‘They were cer- 

tainly comfortably situated, but not greatly troubled with 
neighbors or visitors. After a slight rest, and partaking of a, 
goodly supply of ice-cold fresh buttermilk, we continued our 
journey five miles further to Mr. Webster's ranch, where 
both road and civilization terminated. Tt was then five o'clock. 
After unloading our (raps, Higginson retuned to his home. 
Webster and an old man in feeble healjh, who had charge of 
the house and did the cooking, were at home. Webster 
offered us shelter for ourselyes aud grazing for our animals, 
advising our remuining with him dvér night, saying there was 
no special frail over to Goose Creck, and that we mizht not 
find it alone, but that if we would deter our journey till morn- 
ing he would escort us part of the way. He said the distance 
was five or six miles. So we voted to stay there all night 
and make an carly startin the morning. After broiling our 
neat and making some coffee on the stove, and chatting with 
Webster till far into the night on the chances, among otber 
things, of the success of our expedition—of which he was liy 
no Means sanguine—we all piled down on the floor, and soon 
fell asleep. Too of our host’s herdsmen liad come in atter a long 
tramp ‘rounding up” cattle, each bringing with hin a large 
supply of blankets and buffalo robes packed on horses, separ- 
ae from those they rode, and this bedding they turned over 
tous, whieh, added 19 ow own stock, made the night on the 
floor fairly comfortable. The Dean found the naked Me?lel- 
Jan saddle rather hard for a pillow, but a pair of new, solt 
overalls; belonging to one of the herdsmen, when rolled up, 
served my purpose admirably. 
We were up betimes next morning, and got onr simple 

breakfast. The Dean and I started owt afoot and in advance. 
He carried a carbine in the hope of seeing a deer, but came no 
nearer a shotihan secing sotne fresh tracks. Such a wallser! 
He kept me ut the fop of my speed all the time, my wind 
about exhausted, and the perspiration rolling off me. When 
I would beseech him to moderate his gait, he would declare 
he thought he was walking very slowly. I had seen Enelish- 
men trudging up and down the mountains of Switzerland, and 
was aware they were good on foot, but I had neyer had such 
a realizing sense of it before. ‘The horsemen soon overtook 
us, accompanied by Mr. Webster. We went down this gulch 
and up that one, crossed spurs of mountains here and there, 
until, a mile and a half out, we Game to a great ridee over- 
looking a vast strétch of mountain ranges beyond, wilh Pike's 
Peak sixty miles sonth of us, but really appearing ten or 
twelve miles at farthest. : 

** We will stop here,” said Webster, tand I can point out 
the way. Muke for those naked bluffs you see youder, That 
dark line you see below us is Wigwam Creek. ‘This valley to 
the left leads to it, and you crossif. After crossing, bear off 
{o. your left at an angle of about twenty degrees, and #6 upon 
the ridge; follow the ridge, and you will come to the head of 
Sand Gulch; turn to your right and go down that about half 
a mile, and you will strike a beaver dam on Goose Creek 
about half a mile from its mouth, Bat—” 

‘Hold on, Mr. Webster,” cried the Doctor, who had been 
so enchanted with the panorama spread out before us that he 
had not heard a word of the directions, go over that arain, 
so we may all understand it, We don't want to go menn- 
dermg about these mountains and get, lost.” 

And Webster carefully detailed the route, so it was plain to 
all of us, and then bid us good morning. We had no trouble 
in following his directions, but found the distance at least 
eight miles instead of six. We reached Goose Creck 
at half-past eight. o'clock, and the first signs of life, save an oc- 
casional grasshopper, that greeted our vision were some king- 
fishers fitting up and down the little stream. 

“They are here! There are here! J exclaimed, overjoyed 
that the tiresome journey was ended, and feeliny sure these 
birds would not be about unless fish were present. 

By nine o'clock we bad the horses picketed out on the 
grass in the narrow valley, and were trying our hands with 
the frout. The Dean and the elder Ma. Holne were both ex- 
pert fishermen, said turned up their noses at worms. They 
used all flies, of Course. The Doctor and I compromised by 
putting wornis on the lower hook and a brown hackle or other 
dark fly above. We all started down stream, the elder Tlolme 
leading, followed by the Dean, the Doctor and I, laying ut 
one basket between us, going together and bringing up the 
rear, Of course we fished over their ground and within half 
an hour after them. Tolme was the tirst man to wet his ty, 
and-he had barely wet it ere he sung out, ‘ First blood!” 
holding up a three-qnarler-pound trout. From that on 
1ill we reached the Platte, barely half a mile distant from 
camp, it was active work along the entire line. My second 
catch comprised two at onee, one on each hook, an experience 
eyery member of the party had that morning. Only a few, 
bit those all Jarwe, rose tothe yin the Platte. Owing to the 
river entering an impassable canon just below the mouth of 
Goose Creek, we could not give the Platte a fair trial. But 
we were satistiod with the creck. We returued to camp a 
little hetore noon, cleaned our fish, hung them wp in the 
grass in baskets, and prepared our dinner, for which we were 
about starving before we got it. We bad taken 108 trout. 
some of them weighing over one pound, and not counting the 
smaller ones thrown back into the stream. 

After dinner and a food long rest the younger Holme, the 
Doctor, myself and the elder Holme, in the order named, 
went up stream, while the Dean went down, returning early 
to prepare camp for the night, md bringing with us, as the 
result, of the afternoon's work, 144 tront. We were all very 
tired. ‘The work was the hardest, and nothing but its exeite- 
men! keph us on foof. The banks of the creek were precipi- 
tous, often with great boulders as large as a louse, and as 
none of us had wading hoots, we were frequently compelled 
to leave the stream and make our way along the rugged 
mountain side in order to reach it in another place. That 
night we made our bed down ou the sand, under a big pine, 
with aroaring fire at our feet, which was kept going by Holne, 
who, sleeping on the outskirts, got cold every hour, and was 
compelled to get up and tluny oub over the fire. 

The next moming Holme, the inexpert fisherman, started 
alone at five o'clock to make the railroad at noon to meet 
some friends en voute for Leadville. We filled him before he 
started with a nice hot breaktast, loaded his horse down with 
two bi baskets of front, and gaye bim our benediction, Svon 
ifter this the others were devoting their attention to the trout, 
This altention was continued till hear nine o'clock, when we 
all returned to camp to prepare for the return trip, bringing in 
this time 103 trout. The entire time devoted to fishing was a 
little over nine hours, the total result being 355 trout. Of 
these the writer led with 97, followed by the Doctor. IT am 
certain that the Doetor and I would have done hetter if toward 

‘the close our worms had not given out and driven us to rely 
solely upon Mies. During the use of worms we captured one 
trout with the fly to about seyen or eight with the hook baited 
with the worm. Ii was an unprofessional way of fishing, but 
these silly mountain fish seemed to like it, and we were dis- 
posed to humor them, 
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As Thad to foot it back to Webster's, aud the Dean was too 
much for me on an even race, I concluded to start alead, and 
vo it alone and take my time. I bad marked ny bearings 
pretty closely the day before, and felt T could make it. 1 did 
well enough up the Sand Gulch and alung the ridge, but 1 lost 
the turning-olf place to go down through the pines to Wigwam 
Creek, and became confused over certiin penks I had marked 
in my mind the day before. I had gone go fav I was fearful 
the horsemen behind me would not pass that way, and I made 
for the creek at a yenture. I gtruék it in a strange and wild 
looking place, withont anything to indicate whether I wae 
above or below the crossing of the day before, which I had 
marked by thoroughly blazing with a hatchet a young aspen 
free. [ waiked up the bank of the creelk where qwalking was 
specially bad half a mile, and finding the country growing 
wilder, rejvaced my steps and went down, growing more 
nervous sad uneasy every moment, Twas withenit a coat and 
withont matches, and feared a night in the mountains, Oneu 
or twice L caught myself nearly in arun. But finally IT saw 
the blazed tree, though it looked like some other tree, and T 
could barely believe my own marks, But here were the 
prints of the horses’ feet at the crossing, and I plimged over, 
and from that on Istnck to the fresh tracks like an Indian, 
L-wis particular to step right in them, and IT would not devi- 
ate from them two feet, even to cit across & sharp taen, 
Fiyen when I reached the branch that I knew flowed by 
Webster's house I conld not feel sure of it, and the sight of 
his house across the green pasture, as 1 emerged from (he 
pines, was certainly yery gratifying tome, I got in an hour 
ahead of the rest of the party, about exhausted. Wien they 
came up wé had lunch, and started for the railroad. Having 
hut two horses, three of us rodé on the one sent in the doy 
‘art, with traps piled up to our eyes, and strapped all around 
us, here was very much of the ‘ride and tie” about it, ond 
our proaress was slow. At Higtinson’s we took on some 
more buttermilk and borrowed another horse. From thal ot 
to the railroad we went fiying, arriving al dark and finding a 
nice warm supper waiting us at Mr. Holme’s tent, presided 
over by his accomplished daughter. : 

1 think our luck was exceptional Tyont sve nol very abun 
dant in Oodlorado-and only offer great sport to the angler in re- 
mote places. ‘Hyvery stream easily accessible lo the tonrist ie 
whipped to death, as one might say. During my entire stay 
in the State L heard of no such catch as ours or awyibing ap. 
proximating it. Sone parties who went oyerto the sane 
round on onr ‘say so” had inditferent hick. 
«Vicksburg, Miss. Brie H. Pork, 

a 

PANAMA—THE PLACE OF MANY FISH.” 

F L have not been misinformed, the old Indian word Pana 
lL nia means '* The Place of Many Fish," aud for once an 
appropriate name bas been given. Had if embraced the 
word ‘teducated” perhaps if would have heen better, for of 
all fish Panamanians are by far the best caleulated to miake ¢ 
man curse education in the abstract Of course there are tlie 
usual exceptions. 

Fancy, if you please, casting your well-baite@hook in the 
midst of a dozen or so of magnificent corhenoes, averaging 
ten pounds each, with half a dozen skip-jacks of good size 
loitering about on the outside, and witness the nianner in 
which they receive your attentions, In the first place they 
will dart at the hook in @ manner to make your heart jump, 
but as they appear just ready to strike, a slizht movement af 
the tail swerves them aside, when they lazily examine and 
investigate; then they quietly sail in a circle around the bail, 
until they feel the line touch their backs, and then it is go0d 
morning to corbenoes. You may coax and play sweet on 
them, but they graduated some time before you came intu 
the country. 
And what a beautiful fish they are! ys red asa goldfish, or 

dark brown, according whether they be thered or black ya- 
victy, and several inches across—in fact, they frequently ap- 
pear disproportionately broad. When served on the table 
the flesh is white, and as solid as 4 Columbia River salmon, 
With skip-jacks you can enier the plea of ‘sour grapes," 

for they are scarcely worth the trouble of catching, as they 
are only good for chowder, Should you want fun you would 
get plenty, providing, of course, you hooked one, for they 
inake a hard fight and are game to the last. Both the cor 
beno and skip-jack are game fish, and a8 ravenous as out 
Northern bliefish. 

The natives are generally toa tired to fish, althongh biz 
prices are obtained in the market for all kinds, J witnease 
asingular scene not long since. For some time IT had no- 
ticed a hoat eruising dbout in the harhor, which finally stop- 
ped, and while one man attended jo holding it steady by 
means of the paddle, the ofler was busily engaeud in throwing 
out something froma lucket. Soon the mystery was explaiued, 
Te was making a ‘‘slick,” as the Eastern blnelishermen 
say; and after a little I saw enough commotion ahout his 
boat to satisty me the fish had risen. Carefully he rose to ar 
erect position and poised a harpoon, the while intenrly 
watching the water just off his port how. Suddenly he let 
loose, and as suddenly went, reverse side up, into tle hottom 
of the boat, which boat began a series of gyrations throush 
the water, first to the right, then fo the left and finally in a 
vircle, gradually nearing the vessel on which 1 stood, 
The fisherman had meanwhile readjusted his equilibrium, 

and had evés for nothing bul the motor propelling his boat. 
The native who sat in the stern with the paddle liad just all 
he cared to contact for to come im on the short turns, and 
the way that bout walked through the water was an intcrest- 
ing lesson to steam yachts. After traveling about the hay 
for about ten minntes, the line was hailed short, ahd thie 
death stroke given with a lance, and as handsome «1 corheno 
was hauled into the boat as T ever saw. Tle miust ave 
weighed nearly forty pounds. I did not suppose they grew 
to such a size, but ‘was assured that even larger ones had 
been captured. The harpoon used was 4 fwo-pronged barbed 
instrument, the wooden handle fitting info an iron socket, 
and just at the sacket the line was attaclied to the iron. 
When the blow was delivered the hanile became detached 
and floated away, the line leading directly to the fish. "This — 
fish was struck inmediately behind the pectoral fins, which is 
the objective point, I believe. — , . 
We are lying about two miles off shore to-night, and just 

now, while writing this, | was distiwhed by a noise, and for 
a moment thought one of the cattle had by some mepjns gol 
overboard, for it sounded exactly like an exhuwusted animal 
puffing and blowing; it proved to be a Jarge school of por 
poises or blackfish, the night heing too dark to distinguish, 
There appeared to be 4 very large number, and reminded me 
of a herd of excited hogs, thar blowing sounding very like it 
We are not destined to go without fish because two or three 

varieties know more than we do; for on yesterday we took ai 
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Jess than seyenty mullets while fishing off the steamer's deck, 
‘These fish run in schools, and will average two and a half 
puunds each in some schools and im others they are smaller. 
Generally they are equal in size throughout the entire school, 
We fish for them with trout hooks, baited with dough mixed 
With Gnough cotton tu toughen it. he fish suelks the bait, 
not striking it as in the manner of gamefish, but they make an 
interesting play after being hooked, for they are extremely 
rapid in their movements, and a man with a good, light rod 
“would eke out a pleasant hour or two. Asthe fish remain very 

lear the surface and their motions are at all times visible, a 
person geis very much interested in witnessing the way in 
Which they hook themselyes; and yet if soon grows tiresome, 
or the story gets old and excitement cannot he maintained 

tor the average fisherman, I lave seen corbenoes caucht, but 
Mever except by throwing overa lot of waste meat, bread, 
etc., and casting in their midst. 

Qne would suppose the fish would diminish in numbers 
(wing to the immense number of sharks and pelicans. The 

ter, in flocks of from a dozen lo a hundred, go out to sea 
each morning and return just before sundown to their roosts 

teef, these birds can be seen gorging themselves for hours to- 
gether. How they utilize the numbers eaten would puzzle a 

acinal count, and it wasn’t a very good day for pelicans cither, 
Tt seems like a singular statement, but the jumping and 

“splashing of the fish about the vessel during the night quite 
frequently keep me awake, the water seeming to be fairly 
‘Wive with them. They evidently come in on the tlood tide, 
did perhaps seek the surface in such vast numbers owing to 
the absence of their natural enemies, the pelican and the wan- 
war hawk. 
Should you desire to take a trip into the swamp with me 

atter monkeys, parrots, snipe, toucans, duck, tigers and deer, 
Imay accommodate you in another letter. 

Panwna, U, O, Columbia, Dr. J. O. Swax, 

dlatural History. 

THE QUESTION OF SHARKS SWALLOWING THEIR 
YOUNG, 

PN a recent issue of Fores, anp Srream an account of 

the finding of seyeral young sharks in the stomach of a 

large female by Mr. E. G. Blackford, of Fulton market, was 
This article was extensively copied, aid the general 

impression seemed to be that the young had been taken in for 

niowing how little is known about sharks in general except 

Stories of their yoracity hy sailors and details of their struc- 

ested in this incident. Awaiting a favorable opportunity we 
interviewed Mr. Blackford, who told us that he bought the 

Shark hecause it looked big and strange, and that he had no 
ise for such a heast except the interest which healways takes in 

such creatures, that is, to learn their habits and find out 

how they live and what they eat. He ordered a man to open 

if and if anything unusual was found to bring it to him. The 
fish was the ‘mackerel shark,” /swropis dekayi, Gill, and 

“tontained ten young ones, each two feet long. 
Our informant understood that they were in the stomach of 

the fish, but fo make sure of this we now have the facts from 
My. Blackford, who says that the man only brought him the 

Knows anything of the habits of sharks, or of the swift action 

their digestive apparatns, and, as we before stated, there 

this case does not prove {hat sharks swallow their young 
protection. 

————_ 6s 

THE MOLLUSCA OF RIVERDALE, NEW YORK CITY 

WITIL NOTES. 

MAT portion of the Twenty-fourth Ward of New York 
eityin which the following shells were collected is bound- 

i: North, by the south line of the city of Yonkers; South, 
puyten Duyyel and Kinesbridge; West by the Hudson 

ver, and East by Central avenue, covering in all an area 
about four square miles, and is 4 roush and rocky disirict. 
Bere is one large pond (Van Courtland Lake) and several 
inuller ones; several brooks, of which Tibbet’s is the largest. 
A few empty into the Hudson, but the greater nupuber into 
bbet's Brook, that into Van Courtland Lake, that again 
# continuation of Tibbet’s Brook into Spuyten Duyvel 

eck, ‘The shores of the Hudson River adjoining this dis- 
are usually sandy beach; beyond, mud and stony bot- 

, With occasional eel grass. 
My arenaria, Linn,—Very abundant in the Hudson he- 

4 

of June. 
| Metra lateratis, Say.—A very common shell in the Hud- 
SH between tides. Our specimens are much smaller than 
(tose taken on Long Island or in the Harlem River. 

Felina fuses, Phil—Very common in the Hudson he- 
MWeen tide-murks, bul small, the pink variety not so com- 

pherium partumetum, Say.—In all still water ponds yery 

and Tibbet’s Brook. Of specimens collected in Au- 
ew were adults. Very common. 

vaidium ubdetiwn, Hald.—Rather common in Odell’s Pond. 
found gttached to leayes of water plants and floating 

on the islands in the bay; or, when the fish ure inside the- 

plidlosopher. I saw one bird devour twenty-seven mullet, by | 

en tide-marks; young are taken from early spring 1ill 

on. 
pherium suleatum, Lam.—Nound in Van Courtland | 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Pisidium equilaterate, Prime.—Found in small mud holes, 
Voy rate. 

Pisidiwm compressim, Prime.—Odell’s Pond, common. 
Unio complanitus, SoPd.—Sniall in Tibbet’s Brool, with 

bluish white nacre. In Van Courtland Lake large, with 
pink, salmon, blue and white naere. Very abundant in both 
localities. 

Mytitua plicatidus, Desh.—One-half yalye only found on 
the Hudson, at Thorn’s Dock. * No doubt carried from Spuy- 
ten Duyyel Creek, where it is common. 

Oxtvea borealis, Lam., and var. eostate.—In Hudson very 
common, but small. 

ITyaling artores, Bay.—Side hills in shady woods under 
sticks and bark; also on the borders of swamps, under sticks, 
ete. Very abundant, 
Hyulina indentats, Say.—On side hills in woods only, 

under stones and leaves. Not so abundant as the last, 
Preudahyatineg nunuscula, Binn.—hr retten stamps, gen- 

erally near streams. Wot rare. 
Conutus fuled, Drap—tn rotten stumps, under leayes, ete., 

in shady places. (Rather rare. 
Helicodiscus lineata, Say.—Generally in rotlen wood near 

water, but have faken it in dry situations. Moderately 
abundant. 

Limax agrestis, Litn.—Under Wark of logs near water. 
Very common and of large size. : 
Limae coapestris, Binney.—Very conimon in fields, on 

paths and on road sides; generally observed in early morning. 
Litnow flavus, \uina.—Taken in greenhouses, Rather com- 

mon. 
Lino maximus, Linn.—Found in mushroom beds. The 

mushroom epawn was received from France, At one time 
quite abundant. 

Anguispira aliernate, Say.—Found at roots of willows in 
sandy soil near water and also in moist places in woods. 
Very common. 
Patna striatella, Anth.—Under stones and sticks at edges 

of woods bordering tields. Rather rare. 
Sirokite labyrinthiea, Say.—Found almost everywhere, but 

more common and larger on sticks near water's edge, 
Stenotrema hirsuta, Bay.—On side hills under stones in dry 

places. Very common. 
Stenotrema nonodon, Rackett.—On side hills in dry places, 

andin moist woods, haye faken this species on trees several 
feet from the ground. Common. 
Monodon var. fraterna.—Same station as the last. 

common. 
Vriodopsis tidentata, Say.—Very common in woods near 

water and dry hill sides, a beautiful pink lipped variety is 
sometimes found. J have taken specimens without any teeth, 
others without teeth on outer lip, and others with the parie- 
tal tooth only. 

Mesodon thyroides, Say.—Very common in woods both in 
dry and moist situations, Haye taken tlis on trees four feet 
from the ground. 
Mesodon albolabria, Say.—Very common everywhere. The 

toothed variety is also common, 
Vatlonta pulchella, Wull.—Conimon near habitations, under 

chips and bark around wood piles; rare in the woods. 
Cionelia subcylindrica, Linn.—Common in one locality 

only, moist woods under rotten leaves. 
Pups armyerd, Say.—Very abundant at one locality only; 

at the base of willows on side hill near the Hudson River. 
Pupapentodon, Say.— Rare; found wider logs with vertigo 

ovata in damp woods, ; 4 
Pupa contracta, Say.—Very common near water, but rare 

in dry woods. Have taken three hundred at one time in one 
location. 

Vertigo ovata, Say. Very common under leaves, sticks, etc., 
in damp woods. 
+ Vertiga simpler, Gould.—Taken in company with ovute. 

are. 
Suceinea woara, Say.—On dry hill sides under atones. Com- 

mon buf small. 
Suesines ovalis, Gouid.—Taken on salt grass on borders of 

salt water pond near Hudson, also on borders of fresh water 
pond. Not so abundant as avara. 

Tebennophorus Carolinensis, Bosc.—Very abundant under 
logs in woods, also under the bark of cliestnut trees, and in 
holes in trees half filled with water. 

Paitifera dorsalis, Binn.—Not so abundant as the above, 
but not by any means rare, Taken under logs and in stumps. 

Carychium exiguum, Say.—Under bark and sticks near 
water. Very common. 

Limiophyse eaperatea, Say.—Common. 
Linnophysa desidiosa, Say.—Common, 
Limnaphysa palustris, Mull.—Common, but not so common 

as some two years ago, in small running streams. 
Limnophysa humolis, Say.—Oornnion in stagnant pools. 
Radia columella, Say.—Common in several localities. 
Var macrostoma.—tin mud-hole, dry in midsuinmer. Some 

five years ago this form was very abundant, but has now en 
tively disappeared, 1 much smaller form of Colwmella having 
tuken its place. 
Physa heterestrepha, Say,—Common in every pond and 

stream, 
Physi Primeana@), Tryon.—Some time azo took large 

numbers of a form which I refer to this species in one loca- 
tion only. They have since entirely disappeared. 

Hetisomea viewrinatus, Say.—Very common in Tibhet’s 
brook. 

Helisoma trivolvis, Say.— Van Courtland Lake. Rather rare. 
Gyraulus parous.—Tibbet's brook. Common. 
Planoriniude armigerus, Say.—Common in several ponds. 
Ancplus fuseus, C. B. Adains.—Tibbet’s brook, Rare. 
Anoylus parallelisz, Wald.—tin one pond. Very common. 
Lisson minuta, Stiop.—Very abundant on drift in salt water 

pond near the Hudson. 
Senlaria linenta, Say—Some few specimens were col- 

lected near Kiverdale dock, 

Not so 

Nassa cbsoleta, Say.— Very common on the mul of Hud- | 
son River. 

Lolign punetata, DeKay.—Many specimens were taken last 
May in shad nets off Riverdale dock. Henry Prime. 

Rinerdule, N. Y., Ovt, 16, 1880. 
ee 

FOOD OF MARINE ANIMALS. 

T the recent meeting of the Association of German Nat- 
uralists and Physicians, held at Danzig in September last, 

a number of papers relating to all branches of science were 

read. One of (he must interesting of all these was by Prof. 
Moebius, of Kicl, whose investigations into the nature of 

Evwon have recently attracted so much, attention in the scien- 
tific world, An abstract of his paper ‘On the Food of Ma~- 
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rine Animals,” is given in Nature, and we bere reproduce it: 
In the sea, therefore, is generated by far the greater number 

of animal types, and these again in quantity and in bulk are 
{hroughout regulated by the existing supply of nourishment. 
This in its turn depends upon the organic matter of plants 
which in the sea also supply nourishment to its inhabitants. 
Tn our own seas, the North Sea and the Baltic, marine grasses 
are discoverable near the coast, while twenty to fifty metres 
lower are other kinds of plants; deeper still if we search we 
shall find few or none. Loose strips of plants that have been 
tori away from their roots haye been brought up from a 
depth of some hundred metres; in the Baltic and North Sea 
these form adark, soft, spongy mass. Nothing living is visible 
in this if placed ina tub; but if strained through a sieve tiny 
mussels, snails and crustacea become visible. In the depths of 
the sea-mud lining jhe bottom are countless worms, mussels 
and littleanimals whichfeed upon the spongy mass. Floun~ 
ders and other fish penetrate into these mud-depths and devour 
the animals that are there. When the sea-bottom, however, 
is formed of soft clay, nothing beyond a few worms here and 
there will be found.. Thus in the deeper portions of the 
Mediterranean, otherwise so rich in animal life, nothing at all 
is discoverable. The Professor, in the course of his remarks, 
went on to show that the supply of nourishinent to the inhab- 
itants of the sea was now and would be hereafter undimin- 
ished; and that the propagation of animal life in the sea 
would continue unchecked so long as the mighty ocean tt- 
self should last, 

en 

Fascryatioy.—The phenomenon of snake fascination has 

never been satisfactorily explained though many explanations 

of it have been attempted. One of the most recent and most 

plausible of these lias just appeared in Velure and is given 

below. ‘The writer says: 
In 1859 (21 years ago) I followed in the rocks of Avon, 

close by the park of Fontainebleau, the fairy paths of Dene» 
court, when the approach of a storm induced me to leaye the 
blue arrows, indicating the right path, for a short cut. 1 soon 
lost my way, and found myself in a maze of brambles and 
rocks, when I was startled by seeme on my left hand, at a 
distance of about ten yards, a snake, whose body, lifted up 
from the ground at a height of about a yard, was swinging to 
and fro. [ remained motionless, hesitating whether to ad- 
yance or to retreat, but soon perceived that the snake did not 
mind me, but kept on maintaining its swinging motion, and 
some plaintive shrieks attracted my attention to a greenfinch 
perehed on a branch of a young pine overhanging the snake, 
with his feathers ruffled, following by a nod of his head on 
each side of the branch the motions of the snake. He tot- 
tered, spread his wings, alighted on a lower branch, and so on 
until the last branch was reached. I then flung my stick at 
the snake, but the point of a rock broke it and the snake dis- 
appeared with the rapidity of an arrow. On approaching the 
spot—a real abode of vipers—which I did with the greatest 
precaution, knowing by observation that death may be the 
result. of the bite of a viper, I saw the greenfinch on the 
eround agitated by convulsive and spasmodic motion, open- 
ing and shutting his eyes. I put him in my bosom to try the 
effect of heat, and hastened to reach the park of Fontaine- 
bleau. The little claws of the bird, opening and shutting, 
perhaps as an effect of heat, made me think that he might per- © 
‘haps be able to stand on my finger, and he did clutch it, and 
held on with spasmodic squeezés. In the park I got some 
water, and made him drink if. In short, he revived, and 
finally flew off in the lime-trees of the park, Now, while fol- 
lowing the motions of the snake and bird, I experienced a 
singular sensation, I felt giddy; a squeezing like an iron- 
hoop pressed in my temples, and the ground seemed to me to 
be heaving up and down. In fact the sensation was quite 
analogous to that experienced on a beginning of sea-sicl- 
ness. From these facts, would it not seem probable that fas- 
cination is nothing more nor Jess than extreme fatigue of the 
optic nerve, prodticed by a rapid gyratory motion of a shining 
object, and resulting in a neryous attack and a coma? 
Curiosity rivets at first the attention of the bird, unconscious 
of any danger, and when giddiness warns him of his peril it 
is toolate. The snake is as well aware of this as the Lophiue 
piscatorius is of the effect of his membrane. In this system 
the fact of the bird coming down from a higher to a lower 
branch would he explained by the supposition that, giddiness 
overtaking him, he opened instinctively his wings and clung 
to the next support that he found, the motion having partially 
removed the giddinéss so as to enable him to hold fast. Ob- 
serve that nothing hindered the )ird from ilying away, and 
that the snake, being at most 5 feet long, could never have 
reached eyen the lowest branch. Besides he could have no 
nest to protect, for in the rocks of Ayou there is no water 
Save tain-water in the hollows of the rocks, and this is not 
potable on account of microscopic leeches which people if, 
the instinct of birds teaching them to ayoid it. 

Axomnr Hoxrine Grovnps or Loristana.—The follow- 

ing extracts aré from “An Account of the Red River (Loui- 
siana) and Country Adjacent,” To Gen. Henry Dearborn, 

Sec. of War. By John Sibley, Natchitoches, April 10, 1804. 

They were printed in the American Register for 1808, and are 
certainly worth reproducing for the benefit of our readers: 

Near Natchitoches there are two large lakes, ole within 4 
mile, the other six miles to the nearest parts. One of them 
is fifty or sixty miles in circumference, the other upward of 
thirty. These lakes rise and fall with the river, 
% ‘* * * * * x * * 

'Tis almost incredible the quantity of fish and fowl these 
lakes supply. It is not} uncommon in winter for a single man 
to kill from two to four hundred fowl in one evening. ‘They 
fly between sundown and dark, The air is filled with them. 
They load and fire as fast as they can, without taking any 
particular aim, continuing af the same stand fill they think 
they have killed enough, and then pick up what they have 
killed. They consist of seyeral kinds of duck, geese, brant 
and swan. In summer the quantities of fish are nearly in 
proportion, One Indian with «bow and arrow sometimes 
will kill them faster than another with two horses can bring 
them in. They weigh, some of them, thirty or forty pounds, 
— American Megister, p. 58. 

The accounts given by Mr. Brevel, Mv. Grappe and all 
other hunters with whom I have conversed of the immense 
droves of animals that at the beginning of winter descend 
from the mountains southwardly into the timbered country, 
is almost incredible. They say the buftnlo and hear particu- 
larly are in droyes of many thousands together, that blacken 
the whole surfuce of the eartl, and continue passing without 
intermission for weeks toether, so that the whole surface of 
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the country is for many miles in breadth trodden like a large 
road,— Fyrom the same, p. 05, 

Tre PArravorre—futland, Vt., Oot. 15.—Hdtor Forest 
and Stream: Now won't you please to inform an anxious pub- 
lie what the deuce a Pappabotte is? We have heard a great 
deal of this thing in your columns, but whether it is fish, flesh 
or fowl, or hard-shell we don’t know. Please explain. 

Verpe Monte. 
We will, we will. The strain shall be forthwith taken off 

the mind of ‘*Verde Monte” and others, and their anxiety 

and that of the public shall be ina measure relieved. Know 

then, Oh anxious public, that a Pappabotte is neither fish, 

flesh nor hard-shell, but fowl In fact, not to put too fine a 

point on it, a bird. Pappabotte is the Creole French name 

given in Louisiana and some of the Gulf States to the gray 
plover, or Bartran’s sandpiper (Actiturus burtramius). The 
name is referred to by Audubon in his biography of this species. 

Other nanies applied tu it are upland plover and field ployer. 

Aish Culture. 
Toe Ananama Wis Commission.—In our list of Fish Com- 

missioners published last week we left out this State because 

we failed to hear from them, and asin no case did we use any 

information at second hand we were obliged to leave Alaba- 

ma out. Weare sorry now that we did not wait one week 

more; as we hayejust heard from them; but beginning on the 

ist of September we thought that all not heard from by the 

middle. of October must certainly haye disbanded or ceased to 
exist. Few know how much labor it involves to get up the 

annual list, for although many respond promptly, others are 

absent, and it takes several letters to find them and get a re- 

sponse. There are changes every year, and as the Formsr 

AND STREAM is the organ. of communication between all fish 

cultuvists in the civilized world, it is a matter of public neces- 

sity as well as convenience to have such alist. To complete 
iL we now print : 

ALABAMA, 

Charles 8. (G. Doster...,....crcsecsseseaeeretyetvane tra trig » -Prattsville 
DAB rth leys se ivtigresdxts tet eee Fines ates Pls cleleacs ae Courtland 

— a 

THE FISHWAY QUESTION IN IOWA. 

A MILLER PROTESTS. 

i Oxrorp Mitrs, September 20, 1880. 
Eiiitor Bua'eka.—Y ou will oblige me much if you will give 

me space to express my views in relation to a law passed by 
the Mightcenth General Assembly of the State of Towa. 

Chapter 128, Section 8, of said law reads: ‘+f, within six- 
ty days after the service of a notice by the sherift of the 
county, the owner, agent, or party in charge shall fail to con- 
struct and attach a fishway to such dam, as required by the 
Commissioner, then the county Board of Supervisors shall 
immediately proceed to construct and attach the same; and 

--whien s0 constructed, the original cost and twenty per cent, 
thereon, as a penalty, shall be entered upon the tax book of 
the county, and shall be a len on said property, to be col- 
lected in the same manner as provided by law for the collec 
tion of other taxes.” 

Section 4 reads: ‘‘To carry out any of the provisions of 
this act, the county Board of Supervisors may issue county 
warrants for the payment of such expenses, and when the 
taxes are paid, the warrants and all accrued interest thereon 
shall be refunded to the county, and the balance, after pay- 
ing the Clerk and State Commissioner and Board of »Super- 
visors for their services etc., and proceeds to be paid oyer to 
atin ie treasurer, and will become a part of the school 
und, 
To this the Fish Commissioner adds, on his own responsi- 

bility, with all the dignity that belongs to his office, in his 
notice to mill owners: ‘* No temporizing or temporary work 
will do, as it will be at the mill owner's expense, as the law 
requires him to keep it in constant repair,” 

Mr, Editor, I am a citizen of these United States and desir- 
ous of showing willing obedience to the laws thereof. I de- 
rived my title to my land from the United States govern- 
ment, clear of any and all encumbrance, without any 
reservation of erecting or upholding fishways for the benefit 
of other parties. Therefore 1 claim protection from the 
United States from imposition and unjust laws. Neither the 
State of lowa nor any other State has any right to pags any 
Jaw that will annoy, hamper, endanger or depreciate the 
value of any man’s property, without paying him in {ull for 
all damages he may sustain, If the pedple of the State of 
Jowa want to preserve the fish, what clains have they on the 
mill owners to compel them to be at all the expense? Does it 
benefit the miller more than the farmer, or any one else? Do 
they consider the mill owner an intruder? Do they prefer 
cat-fish and wall-eyed pike to the manufacturing interests of 
the State? If so, why don’t they pass a law that will give 
them the power to destroy all the mill-dams in the State, and 
give the fish 4 chance? They have just as much right to pass 
a law of this kind as they have to pass the other. 
What henetit does (he miller derive from this heavy ex- 

penditure of money? You rarely find the miller with a fish- 
pole in his hand. It, is not this class of men who reap the 
benefits from the fish law. For my own part I would give 
considerable money if tliere were not 2 fish in our rivers. 
They are the cause of bringing a parcel of lazy loxfers to our 
fishing grounds, from the country and the towns, who destroy 
the surrounding property, tearing down and burning fences 
and desecrating the Sabbath day, to the annoyance of quiet, 
peaceable and law-abiding citizens. OF course there are fe\y 
exceptions to this rule. Is it for a class of men and hoys like 
this that the millers are required to be at from $800 to 4500 
expense in erecting a fishway to preserye the fish and contrib- 
uté to their pleasure; not alone this amount of expenditure, 
but they are required to keep this annoyance and encum- 
brance in perpetual repair, n0 matter whether it is carried 
out by any How of ice and logs that passes over the dam— 
which will be the cuse nine times out of ten—or whether it 
carries out the dam as well. 

Heretofore the mill owners of the State of Towa have been 
well protected in their rights by the enactment of good sound 
luws on water privileges; and for this reason Iowa stands 

second to no grain manufacturing State in our Union—as the 
reports from the late Miller's Convention at Cincinnati will 
show. Is it possible that all the protection we haye hereto- 
fore enjuyed is to be destroyed by some wild fish fanatic who 
cares more for a wall-eyed pike or a sun-tish than he does for 
all the manufacturing interests of the State? Let the millers 
of the State rise in their might and defend themselves against 
such unjust and arbitrary laws, as they have done heretofore 
in such cases of imposition, and they will undoubtedly come 
out victorious. 

Tf this fish law can be enforeed, then the next law I expect 
to see enacted will be one requiring every farmer who owns 
160 acres of land on the line of any railroad throughout the 
State of Iowa to build, grade and lay a track the entire length 
of his farm at his own expense. Not only this, but the law 
will require him to keep it in constant repair, at the risk of 
losing the balance of his farm if he does not comply with all 
the requirements of the law, whether from unwillingness or 
inability. AN these benefits he is expected to donate to the 
travel of the general public. Why not enact and enforce a 
law of this kind? One can be as easily enforced as another. 
T ean see no difference. 

If the people of the State of Iowa want to stock their rivers 
with fish, why not levy a general state tax for the purpose of 
erecting these fishways and keeping theni in repair, at the 
same time giving the mill owner a guarantee that any 
damages he may sustain from the erection of such fishway 
will be promptly paid by the State, or the county in which 
the mill dam is located. The State has no more claim on the 
mill owner ih this respect than it has on the farmer, me- 
chanic or any other class of men, I think it is the duty of 
the press thronghont the State to come out boldly and de- 
nounce all such unjust laws. JUSTIOE. 

REPLY BY QOMMISSIONER SIIAW. 
After giving the law, the correspondent, who evidently, 

from what is written, is a mill owner, gives what appears to 
be his earnest, honest sentiments, and states quite fully what 
he thinks to be the grievances to which dam owners are sub- 
jected by the fishway law. Being a good argument from his 
point of yiew, it deserves a careful and candid consideration 
at the hands of the public. 

He says first: ‘‘Iam a citizen of the United States and 
desirous of showing willing obedience to the laws thereof. 
I derived my title from the United States goyernment, clear 
of any and all encumbrance, without afly reservation of 
erecting or upholding fishways for the benefit of other par- 
ties,” and claim protection from any law that will hamper, 
endanger, or depreciate the yalue of my property, without 
payment in full for all damages sustained. 

The writer overlooks the fact that he is but one of several 
hundreds that haye obtained titles exactly alike from the 
general government to the banks of the Wapsipinicon River, 
and that by making the river impassable for fish he has been 
depreciating the yalue of their property, thereby doing in- 
dividually to all these parties just what he now complains 
the State should not do to him. 
We hold these principles to be well settled by usages and 

decisions—so many that we find it impossible in a short 
article to quote but a very few of them : 

1. In any grant from the public to individuals, any 
privilege which is not expressly granted is withheld. 

2. <A river is a public way. : 
3. The right to the water and fish in a stream is a joint 

one to all the owners, and must he so used by each as not to 
unreasonably interfere with the rights of others. 

4. The passage of fish in a river is a public right, 
5. The Legislature has the right to make such laws as will 

protect, the public from injury by an improper use of any of 
these public rights. 
To partially prove the correctness of these positions we will 

submit a few decisions, 
‘“Byery owner of a dam )holds it on condition or limitation 

that a sutticient and reasonable passage way shall be allowed 
for fish, This limitation, being for the benefit of the public, 
is not extinguished by any inattention or neglect in compell- 
ing the owner to comply with it.” (Stoughton y. Baker, 4 
Mass,, 528.) 

In that case there was neglect to build a fishway from 1634 
to 1789; but it was beld that the duty continued, 
‘The preservation of fisheries is for the benefit of the pub- 

lic. The right to have the fish pass up a river ia a public 
right. The right to catch the fish is in the owners of the soil; 
but the richt t0 have the fish there, so that they can be caught, 
is a public right.” (Commonwealth v. Essex Co., 13 Gray, 
247, 

“The grant of privileges and exemptions toa corporation 
is strictly construed against the corporation, aud in favor of 
the public. Nothing passes but what is granted in clear and 
explicit terms.” (Ohio Life Ins. Co. y. Debolt, 16 Howard, 
489, 

e- peneralien of the banks and bed of a stream gives to the 
proprietor the exclusive right of fishery opposite his land, as 
well as the right to use the water to create power to operate 
mills; but neither the one nor the other, nor both combined, 
confer any right to erect any obstructions in a stream to pre- 
vent. the free passage of fish up and down the river at their 
accustomed seasons, as such obstructions would impair and 
ullimately destroy all such rights owned by other proprietors 
both above and below the obstruction on such stream. 

‘sSuch water is everywhere regarded a public right, and 
fisheries, eyen in waters nofnavigable, are so far public rights 
that the Legislature may ordain and establish regulations to 
prevent. obstructions to ibe passage of fish, and to promote the 
usual and uninterrupted enjoyment of the right by riparian 
owners.” (Commissioners y. Holyoke Water Power Co., 
Supreme Court of United States, December Term, 1872.) 

This Holyoke case is the most noted that has ever been de- 
termined in this country, and was especially favorable to the 
dam owners, a8 4 moment's wlance at what was claimed by 
the defendants will show. 

It was Claimed for them, as has been claimed by our cor- 
respondent, that they had a good title from the Government, 
and so were entitled to use their property as they saw fit. 

Tt was claimed that they had used the water power, as they 
were using it, for along period of time and so had obtained 
the right to use it, by statute of lintitation. : 

Tt was claimed that they had expended $2,000,000 in im- 
proving their power, and so if was against public policy to 
compel them to put ina fishway. Also, that they had paid 
owners of fishing or riparian rights above their dam (20,000 
for those rights, and that that fact should relieve them. 

But moré especially it was claimed that they fad a special | 
charter From the State Legislature permitting them to build just 
such @ dam as they had built. j 
We have not time or space to go over this case, but will 

say that all that was claimed for the defense was proved or 
admitted; that it was argued by eminent counsel, both be- 

- 

fore the Supreme Court of Massachusetts and tlie Supreme 
Court of the United States; that on August 31, 1872, the 
Supreme Court of Massachusetts entered a decree against the 
defendants, compelling them to put ina fishway; that upon 
appeal to {he Supreme Court of the United States, the decree 
was affirmed at the December term, 1872, and that the own 
ers were compelled fo put. in-a fishway. We eould cite doz- 
éns of decisions bearing upon the question, and in all our 
reading know of no one decision that has not orne in the 
sane direction, So we consider the question virtually settled, 
so far as the courts are concerned. 

The Judiciary Committee of the House and Senate of the 
Seventeenth General Assembly of Iowa, conyposerl of the best 
of legal talent, so determined and reported, after a full inves- 
tigation, when this law was before them for their action- 

Outside of this question of law there is oné of right! or 
“justice.” Originally all the purchasers of property along a 
stream pay the same price for their lands. ish were abun- 
dant along the streams, and are the property of vhe joint 
owners. One man builds a dam that effectually stops the 
passage of fish; but as they are plenty, no one objects. The 
mill power brings wealth to the owner, until he boasts of its 
yalue. The dam brings barrenness of fish fo the stream, un- 
til the mill owner, scorning the little that is left, says: ‘1 
would give considerable money if there were not a fish in our 
river.” 
Now those who haye suffered these losses ask those wlio 

have assumed to own all there was of value along the river, 
and in so doing nearly destroyed their neighbors’ rights, to 50 
use the privileze they are enjoying as to pertnit (le fish tu 
pass up the streams (hrough the waste water that flows over 
their dams, in order not to entirely unnibilate the fish—know- 
ing full well that what they ask will only partially restore to 
them their rights, but being willing to suffer this much rather 
than to injure in the least the water powers that furnish the 
motive power for an industry which is fully and justly appre- 
ciated. 
The fair discussion of this question would occupy more 

space than we haye at our contmand, but we think that what 
we haye said covers the case fully, where the builders own 
the land wholly upon which their damsare built. But, it 
might be added, iu meandered streams, like the Wapsipim- 
con, a pertion of the lands upon which the dams are built— 
that is, the bed of the stream—has never been bought or sold, 
and belongs as justly to the poorest person in these United 
States as to the parties who assume to own the dams that are 
upon them; and there is no question, asa matter of fact, but 
that an action for their entire removal could be sustained in 
the proper courts, if suflicient cause were shown for so do- 
ing. 
‘What we have written is in the kindliest of [celing toward 

mill owners, but is what we believe to be the facts and the 
law in tne case, and what is being demanded by the masses 
of our people at the hands of owners of dame. 

The Fish Commissioner cluims to haye made plans of fish- 
ways, as far as he was able, sd that they shall not interfere 
with the water powers (as they only use the waste water), 
and that, in his opinion, they will add strength to the dain, 
while they aré as cheap as durability and efficiency will per- 
mit. B. F. SHAw. 

————— 

FISH CULTURE IN FRANCE. 

RRO the annual report of M. Rayeret Wattel, Secretary 
to the Societe d’Acclimatation of Paris, for the past 

year, we publish the following translation of that portion of 

it which relates to fish culture. He says: 
As in preceding years, the subject of repeopling the streams 

has continued tooccupy youscriously, and whileseeling to find 
a way of putting an cid to the abuses of fishing and poaching, 
which haye caused the disappearance, more or less complete, of 
fish in almost every river, you endeavor to enrich our icthyolog- 
ical collection with rustic species of rapid growth, aud conse- 
quently more fit than indigenous species lo facilitate a speedy 
reproduction of fish. Among these exotic species the salmon 
of California merits to attract our attention in a particular 
manner, because of its remarkable vigor, its unusually speedy 
development, and its fitness to endure a high temperature, 
Thanks to Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Commissioner-General of 
Fisheries in the United States, our society has obtained a 
considerable quantity of fruitful eggs of the Saline guinnat. 
These eggs were intrusted to seyeral of our colleagues, and 
judging from the reports which we have received, lhe spe- 
cies doés not seeni to lose in any degree the excellent qualities 
which distinguish it in America. Already a considerable 
number of fry have been emptied into a preal many rivers, 
and permit us to expect the acclimatation of tis excellent 
spécies of salmon in our French waters. We Cannot express 
too many thanks to Prof. Baird, who, by his éxcessive gene- 
rosity to our society, has perimitted us to obtain so precijus 
an acquisition. 
We owe, besides, great gratitude to Mr, Fred Mather, of 

Newark, N. J., assistant to the Conimussion of North Amuri- 

can Fisheries, who hus been kind enough to see to the ship- 
ping of the eggs destined for the sociely, and to contribute 1 
assuring the success of the invoice by his intelligent und yalo- 
able assistance. ; ‘ 

The improvements made in foreign countries, and especially 
on the other side of the Atlantic, in the artificial reproduec- 
tion of fish, haye excited our attention, and you have hailed 
with great interest the inforinajion given you as regards the 
jabors of the superior Commission on Fisheries in the United 
States. An assembly of distinguished and learned men and 
of professional experts, haying at their head the eminent 
Prof. Spencer F. Baird, this commission renders the greatest 
services to pure Zoology, as well as to fishing industries and 
the culture of fish. Triumphing over every difficulty, it hus 
succeeded in applying to the sea-tish the same process of avti- 
ficial niultiplication, whose usefulness a few years aga was 
contested with regard to the species living in fresh waler. Tt 
is right to add that it is on a gigantic scale, und that phis pro- 

cess will be pul in operatign at the end of the present yeah 

The Universal Exposition of 1878 furnished the occasion of 

work such as could not escape your atvention. You bad « 

report ou the culture of fish at the great international con- 

course presented to you, and Mr. Chaliers has given you an 

account of the interesting observations which he had occa 
sion to make at the Aquarium of the Trocadero during the 
time that the direction of this magnificent establishment was 
confided to him. 

Mr. Duscastel sent you a detailed account of the transfor- 
mation of salty swamps into reservoirs for fish, and of: the 

importance which the creation of such reservoirs would hay 
as regards public utility. . iN 

Finally, you have recorded with care the communications | 
forwarded by Mr, Ditten on the reproduction und Hohn 

| J 
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of lobsters and oysters in Norway, and those regarding the 
tesearches of Dr. Henry Le Roux on the hybridization of the 
Gyater. 

Sea and River Hishina. 

THAT SIX AND A QUARTER POUND BASS. 

ij recently referred to a photograph of a small-mouth 

black bass, Mieraplerus salmoides, sent us by Dr. 
Sterling, which had the effect of removing our doubts about 

their reaching this weight, or rather a pound and a quarter 

below the evoirdupois named was the limit at which we stuck. 

The letter which accompanied the picture was mislaid, but 

recognizing the necessity of placing this upon record in order 

to remoye the skepticism of others as to the size attained by 

this fish i Lale Brie, we now publish it: 

CLEVELAND, O., Sept. 14. 
Enitor Forest anp Srream: 

T enclose to you the photograph of a smallmouth black 
bass which weighed exactly six and a quarter pounds, with- 
oul the addition of a lead sinker in its stomach either. I made 
a cast of the fish at the time it was taken, but being hastily 
done the slime was nol perfectly removed, consequently the 
scales are not well defined, though the proportions and parts 
of the fish are correct. T have caught this fish in the St. 
Lawrence, Niagara River, and Sault Ste Maria as well as 
throughout Lake Hrie, and at several places in lakes Huron 

and Superior, but only in one locality have L found them to 
exceed four pounds, and that is among the islands at the 
hiead of Lake Erie. , 

The large mouth bass is neyer taken in Lake Hrie. This 
fish frequents fhe marshy, grass-grown rivers and estuaries ; 
heis green, loggy and slimy, smells of his surroundings, and 
when cocked has about the same taste; issoft in flesh; while 
on the contrary the s:mall mouth is the most active fish on the 
hook of his size. Ie frequents clear, cool water, and, if ina 
siream that is rapid and acrated, his flesh is particularly 
hard, and I have # positive belief that, like the turbot, he 
mproves by two or three days’ keeping, which we can say of 
no other fish, Hi. Srerrma, M. D. 

———_+-@+ = — 

DO FISH HAVE FITS? 

\ HILE walking by the Hudson at Inwood the other 
day I saw a succession of bright flashes on the sur- 

face of the water coming from some object advancing down 
the river. It proved to be a blackfish, and it was going 
through the most singular gyrations, unlike any that I have 
ever seen in sick, injured or dying fish. It lay flat upon its 
side: itsfins were without motion, its eyes were bright, not 
clouded ; its month was rigidly open and partly out of the 
Water, and its tail struck downward and a little inward, so 
flat the fish performed a complete revolution in the course of 
four or five flaps of its tal. The flup of the tail was not in- 

' termittent or irregular, but was a strong, liealthy beat, and 
the gyrating motion of the fish was suggestive of waltzing. 
Thinking that it had escaped from the hook, or had been 
thrown back after being taken ont of the water, I examined 
ii closely when it came within a few feet of the bank, and 
saw that it was a sound, well-fed fish, withont mark of hook 
Or injury of any kind. It did not struggle like a dying fish, 
nor Hoat for moments without motion, nor endeavor to 
swim to the bottom, and in the five minutes or more that 
1 kept it in sight it did not intermit im the strength or regu- 
larity of the bent of its tail. I threw some pebbles into the 
water near it, but not until Thad thrown several handfuls did 
il exhibit signs of returning conscionsness. When I used 
large stones to create a greater shock in the water the fish 
made efforts to right itself, and, after much vigorous flound- 
ring, succeeded. At last I tossed a heavy rock within a 
couple of feet of it, and with africhtened rush it dived toward 
the bottom and did not appear again. I neyer knew that 
fish had a neryous organization of sufficiently high order to 
entitle them to have fils, but this particular fish acted like 
the victim of a nervous disorder. Can anybody give an ex- 
planation of its conduet ? C. M « ble 

The symptoms are those of a fish which has been poisoned 
hy persons who use forbidden articles for procuring minnows 

for bait, but itis, of course, impossible to say. 

/ = —_ an aki) a 

v Bie Srrieep Bass—Nein Fork, Oct. 21.—Haying seen an 
Taquiry in your issué of last week, asking if there was any 
record of the largest striped bass ever taken with rod and 
reel, I would say that there is on record at, Pasque Island 
Club oft taken some ten years ago by A. B, Dunlup 
weighing 62 lbs. The writer took one two years ago of 604 
Ibs. weight, also on record at above club. I saw one in New 
Bedford, taken at Noman’s Land, weighing 64 Ibs,, and have 
heard of one of 67 lbs., and from reliable information. 
There is recorded at Pasque Island many between 50 and 60 
Ibs., and hepween 40 and 50 lbs. is no rarity with us at Pasqne. 
All of above were taken with rod and reel. Yours truly, 

Frank OQ, Herrin. 

’ Weare glad to receive such notes as the above, and place 
these things permanently upon record. When future histo- 

_ ‘Tians of angling wish to write up any fish, they will naturally 
turn to the files of Fores? anp Stream for such informa- 
tion atid will miss all items in local papers and occasional 

magwzine articles. Most sportsmen recognize the fact that 
FoREST AND SPREAM ig the record for all connected with the 
Rop anp Gux, and that no matter where a thing may be 

“printed it is not ow yecord until embalmed in the pages of 
Porgst AND STREAM, no more than the pedigree of a Jersey 

’ bull ison record if published in a village newspaper and 
omitted from the Herd Book. 

We therefore desire to iipress upon our readers that for 

all pnitposes of record of sizes of zame animals and feats 

With rod and gun, Puxuey ayp Srream is not only the record 
but the only one, 

AtasKA Sataon,—A. correspondent of the San Francisco 
Bulletin, writing from. Alaska, Says: ‘As for the salmon, as 

Been this morning urging their way up the swift, brawling 

currents—tens of thousands of them, side by side, with their 
backs out of water in shallow places—nothing that I could 
write may possibly give anything like a fair conception of the 
extravagance of their numbers. There is more salmon appa- 
rently, bulk for bulk, than water. In fording the stream the 
writhing multitudes, crowding against one another, could not 
get out of one’s ways. One of our men waded out in the 
midst of them and amused himself by seizing them above the 
tail and swinging them over his head, Thousands of them 
could thus be taken by hand while they are making their way 
over the shallows among the stones. Whatever may be said 
of other resources of the territory, it is hardly possible to ex- 
aggerate the importance of her fisheries. Not to mention cad, 
herring, halibut, etc., there are probably not less than a thou- 
sand salmon streams in Southeastern Alaska as large or larger 
than this one (about forty feet wide) crowded with fine salmon 
every year. The run commenced this year more than a month 
ago, and the King Salmon, one of the five species recornized 
by the Indians, was running in the Chilcat River about the 
middle of last November.” 
x 
¥giryer Bass.—Illinvis State Laboratory of Natural His- 
tery.— Normal, Ill., Oct. 18.—In response to your request for 
information about the use of the name ‘Silver Bass,” I re- 
spectfully report that the name is applicd in Northern Illinois 
very generally to Pomys nigromaculetus, Z. S.. known in the 
Illinois and Mississippi regions as the black croppie. I don’t 
know about the change of color, but the purple spot on the 
operculum and the long lower jaw are right, while the body 
is short and deep. If this should prove to be your corres- 
pondent’s species, and if a knowledge of their natural food is 
of any importance to him, it may be worth while to note that 
I haye found the young dependent upon Entomostraca much 
longer than most other fishes, feeding upon little else until 
three or four inches long, The food of the adult varies in the 
Illinois River with the time of the year. In early spring 
they take entomostraca in immiense numbers; in snmmer- 
they depend chiefly on the aquatic Jarvee of May-flies, draxon- 
flies and the like, and in autumn, as the weather turns cold, 
about a third of their food, on an average, consists of small 
fishes. The larvze of May-flies and dragon-flies are, on the 
whole, much the most important of their food resources. For 
usefulness the species ranks here about with the white bass 
(Roccus chrysops). 5. A. Forpes. 

K Montreal, Canada,—In your issue of the 14th inst. a para- 
graph occurs headed ‘‘ Silver Bass.” There is a fish taken in 
Lake Ontario locally known by the latter name. It belongs 
to the genus Labraz, but I cannot determine the species. The 
small-mouthed fishes which Mr. Begg gaye the Society in 
France, and which came from Lake Ontario, evidently do 
not belong to the bass family. The mouth is large in Ladrae. 
I am anxious to see a published list of this genus, as species 
occurring in northern waters are not identified. \ 

Wa. Couprr. 

Gruss IN Bass.—London, Can., Oct. 19.—While reading a 
letter in your paper, from some gentlemen fishing in Michi- 
gan, I noticed they had caught some bass, similarly affected 
to many I have caught, namely, with ¢rubs in the flesh. The 
grubs seem to be firmly imbedded in the flesh, but donot ap- 
pear to injure the fish im the least. Ihave canzht many like 
this in the Lakes of Muskoka and also in some of our rivers. 
Though not very nice-looking before being cooked, after that 
I never could distinguish anything wrong with them, I 
would like to hear very much what is the cause of it, and if 
they affect the fish. A. G. CG. 

\ Gauss 1 Fisn.— Cincinnati, O., Oct. 20.—In regard to the 
communication of ‘‘W. D. T.,” in Forest and Stream of 
Oct. 14, relating to the presence of grubs in black bass, I 
would say that nearly, if not all species of fish are subject to 
parasitic worms or grubs during warm weather, and some- 
times at; other seasons of the year. These parasites are de- 
stroyed in the cooking of the fish, and are not at all injurious 
to the human economy. ‘There is no doubt but we take into 
our stomachs, with food of various kinds, thousands of para- 
Sitic creatures, some living, others destroyed in the process* 
of cooking, If we should submit our aliment to microscopic 
examination, and refuse all that contained living organisms, 
we should all becomu '' Tanners,” for, as Swift says: 

** So, naturalists obserye, a flea 
Has smaller fleas that on him prey ; 
And these have smaller still to bite ’em- 
And 40 proceed ad infinitum.” 

J. A. Henswarn. 

_ How 'ro Dress Brack Bass and Pickeren.—St, Joseph, 
Mich., Oct. 17.—About everything has been written on black 
bass but how to dress them. I will tell you how I do it. 
Take a thin, old case-knife made sharp (a file is the best to 
sharpen anything but a razor); begin at the tail and run io 
and from you a quick, sharp stroke just under the scales ancl 
not too near to the meat. That leaves a thin while membrane 
or skin on the méat and takes off all scales and black skin. 
The skill will soon be acquired. Tt takes off all the black, 
and when cooked takes away all marshy taste. I dress pick- 
erel the same way. Now let our piscatorial brethrentry -it, 
and I pledge my word they will not scrape scales any more if 
they have heen in the habit of doing it. Brethren, try it. 

Lrrron. 

\ 
An ELeven-rounp Trout—Bethel, Maine, Oct. 1.—The 

close season for trout is now upon us, and hundreds of sports- 
men are now returning to their homes from the Oxford County 
lakes. The catch of large brook trout has been very fair, and 
in most cases satisfactory; although some parties have been 
disappointed, vet others have carried home many beautiful 
specimens of the largest Salmo fontinalis in the world. The 
largest specimen mown to be caught and weighed was carried 
home by a Mr. Marble, of Boston; weight, eleven pounds. 
Many nore of the weight of ten, nine, eight and less pounds 
were taken at upper dam, foot of Mooslamaguntic. Trout 
of the largest size could, and can now, he seen readily by any 
one on and near their spawning grounds, but they charily rise 
toa fiy. The most of those taken are baited with spawn, al- 
though many parties will not deviate from the more sports- 
man-like way of fly, hook and delicate rigzing, Game of 
larger and smaller kinds shound in these regions, and the 
mnountains are gorgeous 1h fall foliage, forming a fitting tab- 
leau to the closing up of the enjoyinents of a successful sea- 
son. J. G. Ricu. 

if Batmo Witmori.—Montreal, Canada, Oot.—What about 
the name of the author of Salmo wilmotz? It is the duty of 

your correspondent *'B.," who boldly answered my prior 
Statement, to elucidate this matter. I am anxious to know 
more about this fish and its habits, especially as there is a 
statement made that being confined to Lake Ontario it visits 
salt springs within the luke. I cannot find a person to cor- 
roborate this assertion, and I look on it as absurd. 

Forty-five specimens of twenty-six species of stuffed fishes 
were hung up by meat our lateexhibition. My fishes are 
placed on boards to hang from the wall like pictures. In this 
way they are preferable for museum purposes. ‘The collec- 
tion of fishes exhibited by me last year at, Ottawa, Ont., were 
purchased by Dr, Sterry Hunt, the celebrated cheniist, for 
McGill University Museum. Canadians give but little en- 
couragement to natural science, hence this branch of the art 
suffers. ; 

Wo. Courer. 

InLeGAn FisherMan Siopren.—lit is a pleasure to record 
that one of the newly appointed Game Protectors of New 
York has entered upon his duties in a fearless manner, and in 
a recent raid on the gill nets in Cayuga Lake destroyed forty 
ofthem. The Rochester Hapress, from which we get the 
news, says :—‘‘ State game constable, George M. Schwartz, re- 
turned to-day from a successful expedition on Cayuga Lake, 
for which place he left here on Wednesday. It had been sur- 
mised that a good deal of illewal fishing was being done in 
Cayuga Lake. The constable chartered a steamer at Penn 
Yan last evening and made a tour up the lake to Hammands- 
port with grappling irons dragging in the water. The result 
was that over forty gill nets were drawn to the surface. 
These were destroyed. A good haul.” 

= 
| Size or Brack Bass.—St. Juseph, Mich., Oct. 17.—I see in 
nuniber Oct. 14 you express doubts of black bass exceeding 
four pounds’ weight. If you will come here we will take 
you out where you can take and see taken several in a day, 
genuine Micropterws salmordes (Microstoma) that will weigh 
from four and a half to five pounds. There has been near a 
dozen taken here the past week that went four to five and a 
half pounds. We never catch any Megastoma thal go over 
four pounds probably. I frequently hear of the AMerostoma 
being caught weighing seven and eight pounds. I never saw 
one over six to seven pounds, UTRON, 

Tue Largest Hatipur.—The Cape Ann Advertiser, in giv- 

ing the record of the largest halibut, says: 

Last week we published a statement that a ‘halibut weigh- 
ing 377 pounds, landed by sch. Wachusett, was the largest 
ever landed. Thisis trueso far as Bank halibut are concerned, 
but Capt. William H. Oakes comes to the front and states’ 
that: in 1872 he purchased a halibut brought in froni Georges, 
which weighed 447 pounds. He telegraphed to Boston and 
sold him, and the monster attracted much attention in the 
market. A halibut was landed at the New England Fish 
Company’s wharf a few years since which weighed 368 
pounds. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

—Address all Communications to “ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” : 

> GAME IN SEASON 

Moose, A lee wimericana. 
Cariboo, Ranyifer caribou, 
Elk or wapltt, Cervus canadensis. 
Red or Virginia deer, C. virginian- 

Us. 

Squirrels—red, black and gray. 
Hares—brown and gray. 
Reed or rice bird, Dolichonyx ory- 

zivorous. 
Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopano. 
Pinnated grouse or prairie chic- 
ken, Cupidonia cupido. 

Ruffed grouse or pheasant, Bo- 
nase wibellix. 

Quail or partridge, Ortyx virgin- 
iinUs, 

Sora, rail, Porzana carolina. 

“This enumeration is general, andis in conflict with many of the 
State laws. 
“Bay birds” generally, including varlous species of ployer, sand- 

piper, Snipe, curlew, Oyster-cateher, surt-bird, peace avocets 
éte., coming under the group Limacoler, or shore birds. Many States 
permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting after Aug. 16. 

——$_—— + 

THE VELOCITY OF SHOT. 

IN OCTOBER. 

Woodcock, Philohela minor. 
Black-bellled ployer, oOx-eye, 
Squatarola helvettea, 

Long-biled curlew, Ywmendus longe- 
rostris. 

Turnstone, or calico back, Strep- 
silus interpres. 

Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Macrorhamphus griseus, 

Red-backed sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tringa americana. 

Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Mimosa fedou. 

Willet, Totanus semipalmatus, 
Tattler, Totanus melanolencus. , 
Yellow-shanks, Totanus /laripes. 

Experiments Grytne Direor Merasurrs or ne TIME oF 

Fuieur oF Fowroye—Prece Snor or Various Sizes 

Over Various Distances, Wirn Remarks on THE Ap- 

pricaTion oF Tusk Mrasures To THE ArT oF SuHoor- 

ING ON THE Wye. 

By ALMHED M. MAYER, Professor of Plrysics In the Stevens Institute of 

Technology. Hoboken, New Jersey. 

Read before the American Association for the Advancement of 

Seience, at Boston, on August 3), 1880.) 

A BOUT a year ago I determined to make a series of ex- 
A periments with an undeniably accurate chronoscope, 
which would give direct measures of the velocity of fowling- 
piece shot of various sizes, At that tine I was not aware that 
any determinations of this kind had ever been made, though 
similar ones on the velocities of the balls of ordnance and rifles 
were numerous. Thus I began my work entirely free from 
preconceived ideas as to what the experiments would reveal. 
Tt was only toward the end of my work, when on a visit to 
my friend Professor Rice, of the United States Naval Acad- 
emy, that the Professor told me that he had made a short, 
series of similar experiments with a Le Boulangé chronoscope, 
and lad published them in the Rop anp Guy in July, 1875, 
This paper I then read, and I here reprint it as an appendix 
tomy paper. My attention has subsequently been called to 
the works of other experimenters in the same direction ; of 
them I have taken references, but have purposely avoided 
reading them. 

T have made this preamble lo my paper to show that my 
experiments are to bé tuken as entirely independent of other 
similar work, for [ was not guided nor influenced during my 
experimenting by a knowledge which tight cause me to re- 
ject certain experiments as urroneong because they did not 
vive results which IT had thought they showld have ginen » for 
no matter how conscientious an experimenter may be, be ia 
sometimes influenced by preconceived notions, and unwit- 
tingly desires his experiments to bring out certain results. I 
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have alwaysin my work endeavored to avoid thismental preju- 
dice, nnd have therefore, whenever possible, worked in this 
manner: yiz., T write down the numbers given by the exper- 
iments a8 they are successively mace, and do not reduce or 
compare them {ill after the whole series has been finished. 
The reader will therefore find in my results apparent anoma- 
lies, even contradictions, or, if you please, absurdities. These 
anomalies are those numbers which always catch the eye of 
him who does not know, from experience, the difficulties and 
exhausting toil of a protracted series of delicate experiments; 
and on these anomalies he will dwell to the exclusion of what, 
in the main, the experiments conclusively show. To suchI 
say, with the experience of twenty-five years of experiment- 
ing: Make the experiments for yourself and do better, and 
for your, better work science will be indebted and will surely 
credif you with your superior skill and patience. Each exper- 
imental investigation is a step in progress to something bet- 
fer; but without the first step is made the firmer tread will 
not be gained. C'est le premier pas qui cout. 

Nature, however, does not work in an anomalous, contra- 
dictory or absurd manner. These anomalies are of our own 
production, and are due either to the errors of the apparatus 
we use, or to certain peculiar actions in the phenomena which 
accompany those we are particularly studying. The apparatus 
detects ind measures both of these classes of actions, and it is 
the office of the investigator, after his experiments have been 
finished, to unravel oné from the other, Thus, for example, 
in the flight. of shot we haye many moving pellets, and they do 
not all move with the same velocity. No apparatus known 
can give the velocity of each pellet ina charge so that we may 
therefrom deduce the average yelovity of the charge. So it 
happens that with charges of large shot, when you have fewer 
pellets, and especially when these charges are shot over great 
distances, some pellets of high speed may strike the target and 
record their velocity, while in the next experiment, pellets 
with lower velocity may record themselves; and this will un- 
avoidably happen, no matter how accurately we hold the gun 
on to the target. Gut these very differences shown in the 
time of flight of the various pellets point out an interesting 
and important fact; showing that such work as we haye begun 
requires a long time for its completion, for the measures of 
the velocities of many charges of the same weight of powder 
and shot must be made to get the amerage velocity of all the | 
pellets. It may he here asked why I did not do this. To this 
question Lreply that I cannot afford to give a year of time fo 
make the first step in this subject of investigation. A rich 
field 1 have pointed out for other experimenters to enter: and 
Tirust that since our largé American arms manufacturers are 
now making fowling-pieces they will devote a mite of their 
profits to just such investigations as this one, on which I haye 
spent much of my thought, time and private means. 

The errors of the records of the apparatus itself can easily 
be investigated, and they have heen accurately determined. 
They are exceedingly minute and cannot affect appreciably 
the results of our experiments. 

The deductions which I make from these experiments are 
those which these experiments show, and not what may he 
shown in the experiments of others. I give these experiments 
of mine as entirely independent evidence on the subject of the 
velocity of shot, and of course my readers may give them 
just as little or as great weight as their individual judgments 
may determine. That they have been conscientiously and 
carefully made no one will doubt who has had any experience 
in the use of chronoscopes used in measuring the velocity of 
projectiles. 

T do not think that the sportsman and experimental physi- 
cisi are often found in one person, even in this country—still 
Jess in Hurope. Frommy youth [have been devoted to every- 
thing relating to the gum, and this experience has, I presume, 
fiven me an advantage in this investigation over other pliysi- 
cists. Thad also the good fortune to have had a brother 
sportsman and experimenter for my assistant—Professor B. 
F. Thomas, now of the University of Missouri—who entered 
enthusiastically into this work, aiding me with his ingenuity 
as an experimenter and with his suggestions derived from his 
extensive experience as a sportsman, 

Deseviption of the Chronoscope and a Determination of the 
Magnitude of the Error in tts Resilts. 

The chronoscope used in these experiments is very simple. 
It consists of a metal cylinder turning on an axle on which is 
cut ascrew. This screw moves in a stationary nut, and this 
arrangement gives the cylinder a Jateral motion when it is re- 
volved on its axle. ‘The cylinder is covered with fine print- 
ing paper, which is then smoked with burning camphor. A 
tuning-fork is screwed into one end of a thick piece of 
wood. The other end of this piece of wood is hinged on to a 
base. ‘To the end of one of the prongs of the fork is cemented 
‘with shellac a small triangular piece of foil. The fork is yi- 
brated by a bow, and then the hinged board is brought down 
against a stop so adjusted that the point of the foilon the 
fork just touches the smoked paper. On now turning the 
cylinder a wavy*trace will be written on it by the vibrations 
of the fork. 

To determine the number of vibrations made in one second 
by the fork, a good clock, accurately rated, sent at each 
second an electric spark from an induction coil out of the 
tracing point and through the paper. Thus the sinuous traces 
of the fork were punctured by electric sparks. The number 
of waves of the fork’s trace contained between two of these 
punctures is the number of vibrations made by the fork in 
one second. A multitude of experiments showed that the 
range of the determination of the number of vibrations per 
second of the fork was very small, and the means of several 
such measures did not vary from one another by more than 
1-10th of a vibration, or, expressed in time, the variation did 
not surpass the 1-25600th of a second, This fact showed that 
the chronoscope, so far asits records were concerned, was 
sufficiently constant and accurate for measures on the velocity 
of projectiles, 

The effect of temperature on the vibratory period of the fork 
had been determined in a previous research. It amounts to 
an increase of .0U0045 of the periodic time of the fork’s 
yibation for an increase of 1 deg. Fahr. in the temperature of 
the fork. 

The guns used in the experiments had rebounding locks, 
The primary current of an induction coil passed through a 
break-piece fixed under the rebounding hammer, so that at 
the instant the cartridge was exploded the electric current 
was broken and then inimediately formedagain. The current 
which passed through this break-piece was led by a wire to 
an SD piece of tin plate whose front surface leaned 
against a thick copper wire. Another wire led from the tin 
plate (which stood™in a shallow trough of mereury) back to 
the battery. One terminal of the secondary eoil of the induc- 
torium is connected with the axis of the métal cylinder, the 
other terminal with the foot of the fork. 

This ehronoscope is worked as follows: One person vibrates 

the fork with a bow, andithen brings the pointed foil down on 
the smoked paper, and rotates the cylinder. While the fork 
is marking its sinuous trace lie eries ‘‘fire,” and the other 
person discharges the gun at the tin plate. At the instant 
the cartride explodes a minute spark issues from {he tracing 
point of the fork and cuts a small hole through the blackened. 
paper in the sinuons trace of the fork, and when the tin plate 
is knocked over by the shot another similar spark flies from 
the tracing point, 
We know the distance between the breach of the gun and 

the tin plate, the number of flexures in the trace of the fork 
contained between the two spark holes gives the time the shot 
toak to go oyer the known distance, whence the yelocity of 
the shot per second is readily computed. 

The fork used in these experiments made about 256 vibra- 
fions, or flexures, in the trace in one second; so if there 
should xppear 52 flexures between the tivo spark holes the 
record would give 32-240th, or one-cizhth of a second for the 
time of fight of the shot from the gun to the distant, target. 
Two guns were used in these experiments, one of 12 the 
other of LO gauge. They were “full choke-bored,” and were 
choked exactly alike. They were made by the Colt Arms 
Manufacturing Co., of Hartford, Ct. 

The following tables give the results of owr experiments : 

J. 10 Colb gun, 5 ars. Curtis & Harvey powder, 12) oz. shot. 
Size of shot Vel a0 yds. Vel. 40 yds. Vel. 60 yds, 
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Bach measure 6f velocity given in these tables is (he mean 
value obtained from several experiments, varying in number 
from three to six.j,;The headings, ‘velocity, 80, 40 and 50 
yards,” mean that the nunibers under them give the average 
velocities of the fight of shot over these distances, and not the 
velocities at 30, 40 and fifty yards from the gun. 

Tt_will be observed that the shot used were Nos. 10, 8, 6, 3, 
BB, FF, and No. 1 buek shoit. They were so selected be- 
cause a pellet of any mumnber in the above series weighs very 
nearly double the preceding one. Thus, a pellet of No, 8 
weighs double one of No. 10, a pellet af No. 6 weighs donhle 
one of No. 8, and so on. These relations of weight among 
the pellets were obtained so that I could readily reach the re- 
lations existing between the yelocity of gun-shot and the 
weight of the pellet. The shot used was kindly furnished me 
by Tatham & Bros., of New York, whowused carefully cauged 
sieves in their mamufacture. The powder used was Curtis & 
Haryey’s Diamond Grain No, 6, The powder and shot in 
cach cartridze fired had heen carefully weighed out in an ac- 
curate balance. 
A glance at the fables at once shows the rapid increase in 

the velocity of gun-shot from No. 10 up to No. #8. With the 
heavier pellets the increase in velocity is less marked, Tus, 
the table headed ‘10 Col, gnn, 4 drs., Curtis & Murvey, 14 
oz. shot,” shows thal No. 8 shot has 72 feet, per second ve- 
ocity over No. 10 shot, and No. fihas 46 feet over No, 8, 
while No, 3 lias only 23 feet over No. 6, and BB shot gains 

| only 11 feet over No. 8. 
The relations between velocity and weight of pellet shown 

in this table may be taken asa type of ull the experiments, 
and I have graphically shown their relations in the accom- 
panying curve, 

BB FE 

The divisions on the scale; measured from the bottom line 
upward, give the velocity per second of the pellets. One 
unit on this scale equals 20 feet of flight of a pellet, and a 
unit of the scale measured from right to left on the diagram, 
equals one unit of weight of pellet. The weight of a pellet 
of No. 10 shot is here taken as the unit of weight. The num- 
bers of the shot are written under fhe horizontal line; the ve- 
locities on the vertical line. When the curve intersects these 
lines we find the velocity given on the vertical scale corres- 
ponding to the number or weight of shot given on the hori- 
zontal line of the diagram. 

Professor Rice has found that this curve can be expressed 
by a mathematical formula, The curye is very nearly the 
curye of secants, and the fornuila for it is: 

y —i a-nth 
=== sec! 
6 tt 

Denoting by w the velocity, by 7 the weight of a pellet, and a, 
} and ” being undetermined constaiits. 

This may interest if not umuse some of my readers who 
| may remember a little of their mathematics. But the thought 
that shooting by mathematics will be found very unprofitable 
may console those sportsmen who haye had the pleasure to 
forget all the formula they had ever learned. _ 

| ‘So tar as the experiments with these two special guns show, 
‘ there isno doubt a great superiority in the 10 over the 12-gange 

short distance, give a quick, lateral motion to the gun and 

gun, When each is loaded with the same weight of powder 
and shot. Thus, with the same charges of powder and shot 
(4 drs. powder and 1% 02. shot) fired from the 10-gauge, gives 
a velocity of 100 feel per second more than that given by the 
12-gauge. The fact is conclusively shown in the comp rison 
.of the figni'es in the two tables headed “10 Colt gun, 4 drs. 
C. & H. powder and 1} oz. shot,” and 12 Colt gun, 4 drs. C, 
& H. powder, 1} 0z. shot ;” and the difference in velocity in 
favor of the 10-gaugé was in each of the sixty separate ex- 
periments, which were made to get the nombers (contained 
im the above mentioned tables) on the lines of No. 8 and No, 
10 shot. 
With No, 10 shot the mean velocity given by the 10-rauge 

fun oyer the first 80 yards is 848 fect. With the same charge 
in the 12-gauge the yelocily is 748 feet, showing a difference 
of 100 feet in favor of the 10-zauge. With No. 8 shot the 
difference amounts to 72 feet. The average difference in 
favor of ihe 10-gange in the flight of shot Nos. 8 and 1() over 
40 yards amounts to 110 feet. 

Tf we assume, as we certainly may without grave error, that 
the penetration of shot varies as the square of its velocity, 
these experitnents will give the relative penetrations of the 10 
to the 12-pauge aboutas#isto 7. These experiments show 
that the recent movement in favor of small-bore guns is one 
in the wrong direction, It appears that a 10, or even an & 
gauge gun, if of about 8 lbs, weight, would he the best fowl 
ing-piece for upland shooting. 

That the 10-gauge shows such superiority over the 12 may 
be accounted for by the fact that the same charge occupies 
less Jength ina 10 than it does in a 12-bore. and hence there 
are fewer pellets in contact with the barrel of the former 
than of the Jatter to oppose by their friction the projectile 
force of the powder; and secondly, the powder in a 10-cauge 
is exploded nearer the centre of its yohime,and thus does not 
haye so much chance of blasting before i wnburnt powder 
contained in the portion of the charge removed from the 
point of ignition, 

I also venture to predict that with the same weight of 
barrels the 10-gauge will not heat 1s much as the 12, because 
the motion of the shot lost hy the greater resistance it op- 
poses in a 12-cauge cartridge, nist appear in the form of | 
heat. 

The third fact which these experiments show is that the 
proper charge of shot in a 12-gange gun for uplind shooting — 
is 14 oz. and not 14 oz., as has of late years een the prace 
tice to use; for the tables show that with 14 oz. of shot and 
34 drs. of powder an average velocity is obtained which re- | 
quires 4 drs. of powder to give 14 of shot a velocity equal 
to that given by 34drs. 10 Tt oz, Now, 4 drs, of powder, if | 
not fired from 2 gun weighing at least 9 lbs., and from a ood, 
strong, muscular shoulder, is disagrecable. ‘The effect on the 
body, aud especially on the brain, 18 neither conducive to 
pleasant nor to good shooting. The number of pellets in a. 
charge of 14 0”, of No. 8 shot is 40). In a charge of 1} oz, — 
of the same shot there are 44%, therefore only 40 pellets 4 
more in a charge of 14 0z, than in © charge of 14 oz,; and | 
surely the want of the 50 will not cise a good shot to miss 
his bird with 449 pellets, nor will the addition of the 50 give 
a bad shot any more chance of bringing his bird to bay with 
his 499 pellets. 

T wish now to show to the association, and espuciuly ta 
those members of it who are sportsmen, other appheations of 
these experiments to the art of shgoting on the wing. 

There are two styles of shooting on ihe Wing—one is dalled 
“gnap-shooting,” where the shooter, on selecting the bird— 
which he wishes to baz, quickly brings fle gun to his shoulder 
and al the instant if is in place, tires. Tf the bird is a cross | 
shot, he determines at the moment of fire the dlistanee to 
which he should direct lis gun ahead of its flight, this dist- 
fice dependine on the yelocity of the Wird’s flight and on his 
distance from it. This manner of shooting is practiced the 
more generally by wpland gunners in shooting quail, erouse 
sul woodcoek. 

The other style of shooting may be designated ag ‘*the 
swing shot,” in which the gumer swings his gun whead of 
the cross flight of the bird till he attnins the proper distance 
ahead of it, and then fires; but he keeps lis gun moving 
with a regstuar angular velocity til] even after its discharge, 
This method of shooting is, in my opinion and from my ex- 
perience, the proper method wheneyer it can be practiced, 
and is certainly the only one which has been found successful 
in the shooting of bay fowl, as ducks, brat and wild geese, 
Yet there are sportsmen who will contend that they merely 
follow the bird with the gun, and discharge it while it is 
pointing directly at the bird. I put this opinion to the tes 
this summer in the following mamer: Four willets came 
over the decoys flying in line with a es speed. With my 
gun I followed the first bird coolly and accurately, and kept 
the gun moving regularly after ifs discharge. Instead of 
killing the first bird, the third from the leader dropped dead. 

To give a rule applicable to all gunners for the distance af 
which a sun should beheld ahead of a bird is not possible, 
Some sportsmen follow a bird, and then after reaching before 
it the proper distance, suddenly stop the angular motion of 
the gun and then fire. Others, after following the bird a 

then fire. Others, again, bring the gun with a lateral motion 
ahead of the bird and keep the gun moving till their experi- 
ence decides the proper distance uhiwvad of its flight, and then 
fire while the gun is keeping its previous regular angular 
velocity. , _ 

For the simple illustration of the bearing of these experi- 
ments on the art of shooting on the wing T will suppose that) 
at the moment of fire the gun is stationary; 1 ofher words, 
that we are firing *‘snap shots.” If the bird has a yelocity 
across the line of sight of 80 miles an hour (i. e., 44ft. per 
sec. ), and we are using charges ina 12-gauge gun of Jf drs, 
of Curtis & Harvey powder and 1} oz. ef shot, we will have 
to shoot about 6 feet ahead of the bird if if is flying ata 
distance of 80 yards, at 7 feet abead if at a distance of 40 
yards, and 11 feet ahead of the bird if at # distance of 4) 
rards. 
y These distances ahead for cross shots at birds fying at the 
rate of 30 miles an hour may appear out of all reason with the 
experience of many sportsmen; yet if you will place a stick 
5 feet long at 40 yards and ask the same gunnersif they would 
hold ahead of a bird by that length if it were going with 
a velocity of 30 miles, I venture to say, from my experiments 
with them, that they will say, “‘Of course; that is only 
about 18 inches,” so difficult is it to determine a length at a 
distance while sighting along the barrel of a gun. 

I will conclude with the remark that the study of this 
paper will no} make a good shot on the wing, no more than 
a description of how to perform on the violin will make an 
accomplished violinist. But the results of these experiments 
are of value, and cannot but improve the shoolihe of an ac 
complished sportsman if they ave practically applied. 

Tthas heen said, perhaps rather strongly, ‘reading and 
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THE VELOCITY OF SHOT. 

BY JM. RIQE, MROF. MATHEMATIOS, Us 5. Ny 

4 BIRD. al the distanes of forty yards is going wt full 
; speed (say sixty miles per hour) ina direction perpen- 
dicular to the plane of fire ; how much shall we hold ahead ? 
Ti is ditieult to tind two good shots who will give even ap- 

proximately tle same answer to this question: there are 
P those who will say they allow little or nothing, and others 
Who allow from ten to fifteen feet. 

- it is obvious that before we can diseuss this question to 
any purpose we must know approximately the velocity of a 
charge of shot. It is hoped. therefore, that the following ex- 
periments will he of interest to sportsmen. 

These experiments were made on the 27th of June hast, 
at the U. 3. Naval Experimental Battery at Annapolis, Mary- 
land, with the permission and able assistance of Commander 
Joseph D, Marvin, U. §. Navy, in charge of the Battery. 
The instrument used to determine the yelovities was a Le 
~Boulenge Chronograph ; the gun, which was fired from the 
shoulder, was a pin-fire breech-loader, No, 12 gauge, thirty- 

ineh barrels, weighing seven and a half pounds. 
The chronograph was manipulated, and the observations 

were taken by Lieut. W. W. Kimball, U. 8. Navy, assistant 
to Commodore Marvin. 
The cartridges were not prepared for experimental pur- 

poses, but were such as the writer happened to have loaded 
at the time the experiments were made. 

In the table below. H denotes Hazard’s Electric Pow- 
der, No. 5 grain, and D denotes Dupout's Ducking Powder. 
The column headed Range give’ the distance between the 

two screens, one of which was about six inches from the 
muzzle of the gun. 

The velocity given is the mean yelocity of the shof hetween 
ile Lwo screens. When the range is fifty feet, it may be 
faken 4s the velocity at 25 feet from the muzzle of the cun; 
and when the range is 100 feet, at 50 feet from the muzzle. 

_ ‘The first sercen consisted of four very fine copper wires 
placed vertically about half an inch apart; the second screen 
Syas about the size of a sheet of common note paper, and was 
formed of fine copper wire stretched from side to side at in- 
tervals of about one-fourth of an inch. E 

EXPURIMMNTS, 

Mean Velocity 
Size of Rang in feet per 

Powder. Drachms. Shot, Ounces, in feet. second. 
H Vig 9 iy 50 1,013 
i ah 4 13 100 865 
H pany 2 24 100) SOL 
D 3 7 Lh 100 Ti6 
D a 7 it 10 T8s 
D 8 7 144 50) 855 
H bts % iy 5) 905 

“to he 800 ft. per second, the time of flight will he 1,115 sec. 

exceed 35 yarils. 
Some successful sportsmen have a habil, of nakiny an al- 

lowance for the velocity of the bird, by jerking the gun for- 
ward at the instant they pull the trigver. 
The time which elapses between the instant at which the 

inessage which causes the finger to pull the trizeer is sent 
from the brain, and the instant at which the shot leaves the 

are apt to suppose. This interval of time probably varies 
Wilh different individuals; hence arises a larger personal 
eyuation, For this and other reasons it is impossible to frame 
tules which ave eqnally applicable to all sportsmen. Hach, if 
he would shoot well, inust make his own rules, which nvust 
be carefully modified to accord with his experience and ob- 
servation. A tolerably accurate knowledge of the velocity of 
shot is, notwithstanding, of great service to the thouchtful 
Sportsman. 

In these experiments, the time of flight was such as to per- 
mit the shot to fall about four inches in going one hundred 

feet. a distance which is of liftle importance in comparison 
wilh the distance traversed by the bird while the shot is in 
ibe air, In the case of most double guns the elevation of the 
rib at the breech is more than sufficient to compensate for 
the distance through which the shob will fall in going forty 
yards. A. sight one-tenth of an inch in height. at thirty 
inches from the eye, will exactly cover a line four inches in 
Tength al a distanee of one hundred feet. The elevation of 
the rih of most double guns is greater than one-tenth of an 
inch. T. M. Rice. 

U. 8. Nava! Academy, July, 1875. 
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GEESE ILUNTING IN THE STUBBLE FIELDS. 

Apers is undoubtedly one of the most exciting kinds of 
shoolin# a sportsman can engage in. It requires a good 

slio! as well as a hard shooting gun, and he who takes a ight 
weieht to the field will not have a heavy bas, but will have a 
black and blue shoulder and a crazy head instead. 

Tn company with a fellow sportsman we set out with 
cumping outfits, boat, ete., not forgettime our retriever for 
the ones that sometimes fall jist where we could not find 
them. Arriving at our destination we have our team) well 

cared for, and then taking our decoys we proceed to business 
—7. ¢., digsing holes in the ground, where we could com- 
mand a broad view of the surrounding country. All being 
in readiness, our decoys placed in such a way as to be seen 
from any point of the compass, we settle *‘ comfortably” 
back on our seats which we place in the holes, and wait. 

Tn a short time a large flock of geese are seen approaching 
our quarter. Yes, heré they come, for we now hear their 
sonorous ‘‘honking," which makes us ‘all of a tremble;" 
and yet we want them fo pay us the call. They espy our 
elever imitations and renew their call, at the same time com- 

& still closer. T now cock both barrels, and as they come 
thin range [let loose, ‘first the right and then the left,” 
th the satisfaction of seeing the first four old honkers sink 

© tarth and thrae moré quickly follow. 'Theycame back 

=, - P 
iting conie uf sthoolmastérs, but a crack shot is the work 

| their appearance im our river. 

| : J 3 | have been bred in their States. 
muzzlu of the piece is finite, and doubtless greater than we | 

for another shot, but were too far away for my gun. My 
fellow sportsinan (7) stood with loaded enn, looking at me. 
‘Why didn't you fires’ ‘LT was just going to when you 

shot, and then I thought you had killed the whole flock, so 
there woyld be no use for me to waste my powder on dead 
reese |” 

This was not our Just sport, for many a time did we send a 
storm of chilled shot after some wary old gander with splen- 
did suecess. We hunt for market as well as for the pleasure 
the sport affords. The place fo shoot these splendid game 
birds is well known to 4 large number of St. Paul sportsmen, 
who make annual visits here, and, strange to say, never go 
home disappointed. ; 

Probably the best place to shoot over decoys is Westport 
Lake, about ten milesfrom Sauk Center, where they congrerzate 
in large numbers, taking the stubble fields at early dawn and 
evening, returning to the luke after breakfast and supper. 

Goose Luke is sitvated in the southeast corner of Dourlass 
County, and its adjacent Helds make it a splendid place for 
the *‘ wild fowler” to recreate about. 
A person can reach any of the above named places at the 

prices named below, which include nearly everything needed 
in the sport. Fare from St. Paul to Sauk Centre, $4.50; 
teum and driver to take you out, per day $2.00 to $3.00 ; 
board at Sauk Centre House per week, $4.00 to 25.00; fora 
wood breech-loader per day, 2.00; boat at the lake per day, 
25 cents: We write the above in the interest of the sports- 
men, as we have ‘* ground ovr ax” long since. 
We echo J. Frank. Locke’s statement regarding Swan Lake 

(in Pitt County), as we have had the pleasure of ducking there 
in company with Mr. L., who is a true sportsman and a capi- 
tal shot; always full of fun and the funny. 
A terrible snowstorm has been raging for two or three 

days, and at present writing the snow is from two to five feet. 
deep in places, with some crust. If this continues for a day 
or two longer pinhated grouse will be entirely exterminated in 
this section. The geese and ducks have disappeared but will 
return if it turns warmer. This is the worst storm that the 
oldest settlers haye ever witnessed at this season of the year. 

Sanuk Centre, Min., Oct. 18. DELn. — 
— 

PHILADELPHIA LETTER. 

INCE last writing the different varieties of wild duck 
which generally follow the early coming teal have made 

Although not numerous, 
black duck, a few mallard, and what is called by our local 
“ounners” the stiff tail (ruddy duck) have been shot in 
Howell’s Cove, Delaware River, a few miles below the city. 
They are secured by paddling on the flocks, but, we learn, are 
extremely shy. 

Oct. 15 presented very busy appearance at our gun 
stores, the day being the opening of the quail season. Judg- 
ing from the quantity of shells ordered, sad hayoce will he 
made in the ranks of Bob White, proyided the coyies this 
auinmer-like weather do not find food enough in the yet 
verdant woods and thickets (which we are sure they will) 
and take to the stubbles for their morning meal. Your cor- 
respondent has always noted that until cool weather has 
stripped the trees of their foliage and destroyed or coyered 
the food usually found in the woods, the quail will not go to 
the stubbles, or at least if he does keeps close to his 
“ranch” or thicket. In these days of improved breeh- 
loaders and increased number of sportsmen Bob White has 
learned to be wise. How often have I patiently waited until 
the over-anxious **scason openers” have returned from their 
first campaign, reporting no birds, plenty of musquitoes and 

| Warm weather, (fully Knowing the cause of the apparent. 
dearth as I have intimated there will be this October, in 
regions where ample quail haye been bred, and which, later, 
will be found to furnish capital sport) and going to the same 
grounds had good shooting. 

Delaware and Maryland buyers who have been in our city 
during the past week tell he an average number of birds 

A law lately passed in Dela- 
ware requires non-resident shooters comin to the State to he 
furnished with a license to be paid yearly. This in a meas- 
lure protects the farmers from the chicken-killing and fenee- 
destroying **gunners” that overrnn the country when the 
season opens. New Jersey, or at least fiye counties of the 
State, insist upon the same license, and although we are of 
the opinion the law would be found unconstitutional if 
properly tested, we eannol. help favoring it on account of the 
good results it has brought abont. 

Last month an inquiry was made on the part of an English 
stock-dealer through a captain sailing to and from a British 
port and this city, to a member of the Philadelphia Maritime 
Exchange of the proper manner of disposing of a shipment of 
upward of a hundred sporting and non-sporting dogs in 
this conhtry, it being the intention of the stock-dealer, or 
speculator, to try such an experiment. Your correspondent 
was consulted on the subject, and gave as his opinion the 
dogs should be sent to N. Y., if sent to this country atall, and 
disposed of af, auction. 

Doubtless these animals cannot be from the best Enelish 
kennels, as dogs of well-known breeds do notso go a begging, 
and I so stated it, discouraging the enterprise as much as 
possible. If we want Enelish blood we wish the best, such as 
have been imported already by our enterprising sportsmen, 
as many curs nay be found there as here. 

As a part of ny weekly letler to Pornsr Axp Srream I in- 
corporate 4 communication from our friend ‘ Hawk Eye,” 
relative to his first shoot of the season, and giving his opinion 
regarding the present early opening ; 

Friend ‘ Homo.’—Evyery sportsman in this valley (Lehigh, 
Pa. ), will agree with you upon the point you raise arainst the 
shooting of quail in October; at least, all those who have been 
out this fall. It is a scandalous shame to kill such birds as 
I found on Friday last: they were nol more than about halt- 
grown, The first bunch we came across could scarcely fiy. I 
walked in ahead of my dog, saw something slip through the 
briars, and was ahouf to flog him for standing mice, when oue 
of the old birds rose and some half-dozen ‘squealers’ under- 
took to follow, but they made such a poor attempt to get on 
the wing 4hat the old bird lit again within gun shot, and com- 
meénced calling them to her in that plaintive note we so fre- 
quently hear in the harvest fields when the great destroyer of 
her quail, the mower and reaper, goes through a brood of the 
poor little helpless things. I culled my dog and walked away 
without firing a shot. It was too much like murder to shoot 
the old bird when the young were hardly able to take care of 
themselyes. This I did more than onee during the day, as the 
majority of the birds were too small to shoot, and Iam full 
of your opinion that the season should not commence until — 

There are more late broods this season in our | November 1. 
part of the country that I ever saw before. How do you ao- 

count for it? Like you, I shall not do any more quail shoot- 
ing until later, when the birds ean fly; there is no 
pleasure now, they will not lie for a dog, and are 
actually nob worth carrying when you get them. fy 
think something should he done when the Legislature meets 
to prevent fhe wholesale murder of birds, before they can fly, 
by. ‘pot hunters,’ for I do not think any sportsman wonld be 
miean enough to carry home such birds as I saw on the open- 
ing of the senson this year as the law now stands. Write the 
matter ip in the F. and 8. and get the views of others upon 
it. There is another point that can be made in reference to 
Oct. shooting. Aslongasweare fifteen days earlierin this State 
then in some adjoining ones we may expect to be run down 
with a class of men who shoot for the market and have no 
other interest in our game birds, and still another class who 
want and will haye a big count of heads and tails, no matter 
how small they are. I have offen thought it was bad policy 
to have ‘ pheasants,’ or ruffed gronse, come in before quail, for 
this reason: Parties go out under the pretense of shooting 
pheasants and woodcock, and shoot quail right along after 
October 1, because they think and say to themselves, ‘Qh, 
well, if is only a few days to the fifteenth, and if we do not, 
get them this will be my only chance,’ There is actually 
little or no pleasure in shooting grouse hefore the leaves are 
off the trees and the birds come in from the flats or barrens ~ 
where they are now feeding on berries. As soon as we haye 
some cold snaps they will be found in winter quarters, alonz 
water-courses and in the ravines. You can’t find them there 
now. IJhaye not seen over a half-dozen this fall while shoot- 
ing woodcock on grounds where there will be good grouse 
shooting later in the season.” 

Your correspondent can assure the readers of the F. and 8, 
thaf the communication quoted is from the pen of a sports- 
man thoroughly able to speak on the subject on which he 
writes, and J am pleased to state he will regularly furnish 
interesting notes from his section of the country. My first, 
woodcock was killed when in his company, and many a cussing 
I have received for not doing my part as a beginner quite as 
well as he did his, an old stager. The last time I shot with 
him, however, [had canght up, and a little bit beyond; but 
it was merely accidental, Hoan. 

Oct. 22. 

MICHIGAN NOTES, 

Crenoyean, Mich., Oct. 16. 
NV" are having very good shooting inthis county at 

WV present. Ducks, partridges, deer and bear in abun- 
dance. 
The best duck shooting we have is at the head of Mullet 

Lake, about eighteen miles from town, and Black Lake, about 
the same distance in another direction. Mullet Lake is a 
beautiful sheet of water, twelve miles long and six imiles 
wide, and Black Lake is eight miles long and about three 
miles wide. Both lakes contain several hundred acres of 
wild rice, affording most ample feed for ducks besides a 
splendid cover for sportsmen. There are good uccommoda- 
tions at the Mullet Lake Iouse, with boats and everything 
necessary to make a trip both pleasant and profitable. The 
boats are managed by H. \V. Hodge, one of the best duck 
hunters in the State. Five members of our Gun Chib and a, 
Ma. Stanton, of Detroit, madea trip to the head of Mullet Lake 
last week, and in six hours bagged 161 ducks. There is good 
partridge shooting within a few rods of the Mullet Lake ° 
House, and within three miles from the lake, between Pigeon 
and Sturgeon rivers, there isas good deer shooting as a 
person would wish, with an occasional chance at a bear. 
There is a daily line of boats between Petoskey ahd Chehoy- 
gan, calling at the Mullet Lake House from cach way. 

We have had some very fine sport during the past two 
weeks, shooting ployer. There were a great many Hocks 
on the grain fields, and we liad fine sport for a few days. 
They are all gone now and we have turned ouy attention to 
duck shooting. A few of the members of the club are get- 
ting ready to go over to the Sneaux Islands, abouttwenty-four 
miles from town on the Straits of Mackinac, to shoot ducks. 
Late in October ducks congregate there to a very large @x- 
tent, and the shooting is many times extraordinarily fine. At 
present our meat markets are stocked with venison and hear 
meat that has been sent in from parties who have been out 
hunting for the past two weeks. If sportsmen visiting 
Us place will make themselyes known to any members of 
our club they will be kindly dealt with, and will be posted 
on the best places for shooting in the country. I will write 
you the result of the trip to the Sneaux Islands so as to let 
you know how the boys sueceeded. 

4p a 

MAINE CAMPING GROUNDS. 

New Yorr, Oct. 28, 1880. 
Editor Forest and Streant : 

‘We notice ‘‘ Lower Bunk's note in your issue of the 21st 
in regard to a good camping place in Maine, cost of reaching 
it from Hartford, ete. Will give you some information for 
him in erude form for you to present in your own way. The 
headwaters of the Penobscot afford all that ‘‘Lower Bunk” 
desires. He can reach Houlton, Aroostook Co., Maine, at a 
cost of not over $15, the cars running to within a yery short: 
distance of the town. He can make Philbrick’s Hotel his 
headquarters for a day or two till he makes arrangements to 
move into the woods. Af this season of the year large num- 
bers of lambermen are being sent into the woods to cut roads, 
repair dams, build camp and hovels, etc., and he could get 
his haggage and provisions, which he can buy yery cheap in 
Houlton, taken in by them yery cheaply. 
Among many favorable places to be reached from this 

point we might mention the headwaters of ‘‘ Jimmy Brook” 
—a branch of Penobscot. It lies some twenty miles south- 
west of Houlton in «a heavy timbered tract of pine, spruce and 
hardwood. Along the course of Jimmy Brook for many 
miles are a succession of dams erected by lumbermen, through 
which immense pine logs are ‘sluiced,” forming deep holes 
below the dams, abounding with fine trout, which can be 
caught in proper season. Partridges are very abundant, 
Mink and sable are also quite plentiful slong this stream and 
can be readily trapped by rude ‘dead falls.” Moose are 
plentiful, butare hard to get at. Jn order to meet with rood 
success in striking moose it is very necessary to employ as 
guide an Indian or some old hunter, who can be found among 
the lumber camps which abonnd along the streams. 

BaLtarp, Branou & Co. 
Maine—Solon, Oct, 23.—The best place in Maine would be 

hard to find, but there are plenty of nice places to camp out. 
Probably up the Kennehee River would be as good place as 
there isin the State. Moxie Pond isa good place; it is six 

‘miles from The Forks, The Forks is 45 miles from Skow- 
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hegan,’ the terminus of the Maine Central R. R. Stages 
every day to The Forks, Stage fare, $3 from Skowhegan to 
The Forks, Expenses is hard to estimate. The first time I 
went afishing Iwas gone eighteen days, and my expenses 
were a little over five dollars. “Lower Bunk" and party 
had betier take the most of their eatables with them; pork, 
elu., they can buy in Maine. The law is on fish now. 
There are plenty of good ponds where game is qnite plenty 
up ihis way. The further any one goes back from Carraga 
Roads the Detter hunting and fishing. If ‘Lower Bunk” 
and parly come {his way I could take a niap and show them 
in five minutes plenty of good places to camp out, 

B 2, M. G. 
oo 

LAST ECHOES OF DITTMAR SPORTING POWDER. 

BackerTs Harsor, N. Y. 
ditar Forest and Stream : 
lam glad you have exposed the Dittmar Powder Co. I 

have used the powder tivo years but am done with it. 
E. A. P, 

Cnroago, Oct. 10. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 

Tread your Dittmar powder expose attentively, and I think 
you have done the right thing in the right way. There is no 
escaping your conclusions. M. D. E. 

Sr. Louis, Mo., Oat. 19. 
Kditay opest and Stream: 
By your expose of the ‘‘ Dittmar Powder" I confidently be- 

lieve you have saved many valuable lives, and if sportsmen 
heed the warning there will be a large credit due you in 
future. BE. * i: ’ 

Hartrorp, Conn., Oct. 23. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
I join hands with you on the raid on the Dittmar powder. 

T almost blew my gun to pieces with a cartridge of it one day, 
and threw away the balauce of my canister. 8 7 ee 

Puinapetrara, Oct. 23, 
Editor Forest and Streaiu: 

Thanks for your timely words of warning regarding the 
treacherous Dittmar powder. A number of us were just going 
to send over to New York for a supply to last usduring our 
annual trip West. We, however, prefer to remain intact and 
will order black powder instead, F. H. 

[From the Springfield, Mass., New Baglund Honiestead.] 

There is young )lood at the head of the Forrest Ann Strrpam 
now. A late stroke of enterprise is a complete evpose of the 
alleged quality of the Dittmar powder. Mr. Carl Dittmar 
doubtless thinks by this tine that some one at the Forest anp 
Sreeam office knows as much about his business as he does 
himself. 

Wisstres, Manitoba, Oct 10. 
Editor Forest and Stream > 
My experience with Dittmar powder has been limited, but 

quite enough to satisfy any ordinary man. The only time I 
ever used it after the first discharge it was difficult to open 
my ; the second time it was more difficult, and both the 
heads of the shells (U. M. C.) were torn off. ‘The third time 
it started the breech of my gun, and this satisfied me that 
either I did not know how to follow the instructions or there 
was something wrong with the powder. J would not use the 
infernal stuf at any price. Fond as I am of shooting I would 
rather never fire a gun again than use Dittmar powder. 

)] 

Boston, Mass., Oct. 22. 
Editor Forest und. Streum : 
Some two mrenths since I loaded sixty brass shells and 100 

paper shells with Dittmar powder. Following instructions 
in reference to having the powder well confined I used a 
liammer to ram down the two wads over the powder. After 
reading your articles in reference ta Dittmar powder I con- 
eluded not to use same, and proceeded to withdraw the 
charges from the shells. I found the powder caked together 
#0 liard in the’ shells as to require digging out with some 
sharp instrument. I desire to ascertam if there is any 
danger of the powder exploding under these ei a 

EPPO. 
No danger if you use ordinary care in drawing the loads. 

PmLaApEtpniA, Miss., Oct 12, 1880. 
Editor Forest and Stream : : 
I received the Sept, 23, Sept. 830 and Oct. 7 numbers of 

Fornst anp Srream the day before yesterday, and have been 
so completely absorbed in your able and satisfactory expose 
of the ‘Dittmar Sporting Powder,” so called, that I have 
scarcely taken time to sleep, Unless this ‘* stuff” called Ditt- 
mar powder is like the cat that is reputed to have nine dis- 
tinct lives itis certainly dead for all time to come. It is im- 
possible for me to imagine anything that you could have done 
‘hat would have brought every sportsman so completely 
under obligations to you as the course you have taken im this 
matter. How I wish that I couldhave seen this exposition of 
the Dittmar compound before I fired the charge that caused 
the Joss of my hand, It is certainly the greatest fraud and 
the most dangerous article that has ever been placed before 
the public. No one can feel more grateful to you for the 
part you have taken im this matter than myself. Although 
your exposition of Mr. Dittmar’s explosive was too late to 
prevent the almost entire loss of one of my hands (that I 
would not have given for all the powder that Mr. Dittmar 
ever had, or eyer will manufacture), it will show to those 
sportsmen who were disposed to censure me, that I was not 
altogether wrong in reporting my ‘* Disastrous Experience 
with Dittmar Powder.” If all who have had trouble with 
this explosive had made a fair and faifhful report of the cases 
the whole thing would have been ‘“‘squelched” long ago. 
You have taken considerable trouble to get to the bottom of 
the cause of these explosions with the Dittmar stuff, but when 
you consider that many lives and limbs (I will say nothing of 
valuable runs) may be saved by it, you cannot doubt but that 
your action will he highly appreciated by all who place any 
value ou their lives. _ §. P. Nass, 

Tt would undoubtedly have been to our immediate pecu- 
niary advantage had we acceded to the demands of the Ditt- 
inar manufacturers, and, instead of impartially investigating 
the powder, been content with letting them cover up its char- 
acter. But the Porgsr axp STREAM is not prepared to evade, 

at any sacrifice, its plain duty to its subseribers. 

— 

Brack Powper Mixep wire Ditrmar.—Jersey City, 
Oct. 1.—Hdiior Forest and Stream; I perceive that 
Dittmar powder is coming into use to some extent in the 
first barrel in pigeon matches, and with good results on ac- 
count of little smoke. TIhaye used it to some extent during: 
the past year, and found it pleasant and satisfactor® to use, 
but too slow in ignifjion to give as good results in the field or 
at the trap as black powder. This difficulty, I think, is en- 
tively obviated by a mixture of say equal parts black and 
Dittmar to supply the sulphur in black powder to facilitate 
ignition throughout. It burns full as clean as pure Dittmar, 
gives only a tnoderate recoil, gives as good penetration as 
any (better than the pure article), and materially reduces the: 
yolume of smoke. It is for those reasons that: ] use it in the: 
first barrel in all kinds of shooting, haying heen obliged to, 
give up the pure article for various reasons some time since. 
Thave been told in a discussion of the subject. that priming: 
the shell with say 4 or $ dram of black powder, by putting: 
if in first under the Dittmar, will give a quicker burning: 
powder (as quick or quicker than black), I have tried it. 
once or twice, but am unable to say whether it is better or 
worse from my limited experiments with this. From my 
understanding of your exposition of the chemical action of 
explosives it, would seem that this would inerease the danger 
by possible detonation, although the method2of mixing the: 
powder might be free from objection or this method of action. 
in explosion. Please giye me the answer in the future dis- 
cussion of the question in your paper, or otherwise your 
yiews on the action and safety of the equal mixture and the 
possibilities also in case of imperfect mixifig or uniformity of 
distribution of the different grains in the charge. 

SUBSCRIBER, 

The mixture of black powder with the ‘‘ Dittmar Sporting: 

Powder” quickens the explosion of the charge. Whether it, 

increases or decreases the probability of detonation, which is: 
always present when the nitro-cellulose compound is em-, 

ployed, depends largely upon the way in which the two 
powders are mixed. If the entire charge detonates the ex- 

plosion would be more disastrous than the detonation of an 

entire charge of Dittmar alone. To load first black and then 
Dittmar above it is, as you will understand from our article 
‘of Sept. 28, extremely hazardous. 

ee 

FIRST EXPERIENCES IN BATTERY SHOOTING, 

bes morning of the 20th of October, a day long and 
wistfully expected, broke cloudy, threatening rain, 

and consequently, although we had expected to start at some 
unearthly hour before daylight, we did not gét away before: 
six o'clock. For weeks previously our genial host and myself 
had narrowed down our topics of conversation to haunts, 
stools, fenders, boxes, floats, etc., and when we got on the 
ground I was very anxious to see the rig set out, my anxiety 
being whetted by several and repeated detonations (Ditt- 
mar!) from the West. As we went down the Bay we drove 
up an immense flock of ducks, I should think at least seven 
or eight thousand, and in what seemed a wonderfully short 
time my battery was out, and all the decoys, 150 of them, on. 
the spot just vacated by the ducks. After some slight. 
equilibrial difficulty I got into the box and laydown. By the: 
way, ca va sans dire, that all the readers of Foresr anp 
Srream know all about batteries. 
And now came the critica] moment. I had just. got nicely 

settled and peered ee. over the edges of the box (how 
it does crick one’s neck to do if!) when all at once, from the 
direction I was not, looking in, came whirr, whizz, clatter, 
about a thousand broadhills, some m front, some behind, 
right and left, over my head, almost into my face- I made a. 
delirous grab for the gun and did actually manage to knock 
down two stragglers, but how J did if must forever remain a 
mystery. So it went on pretty wellall day, the ducks seemed. 
possessed to run up to the decoys and get: shot——at. 

With an innate modesty concerning my own achievements 
Tam rather bashful in stating my score. Suffice it to say that 
I bagged somewhere near half a hundred breadbills, redheads 
and coofs. Had an experienced gunner had my chance he 
certainly would have got at least a couple of hundred of 
the sport-furnishing bipeds. 

In conclusion, as I can never keep a cake all to myself, I 
would advise every lover of the gun, so he be not of pot- 
hunting procliyities, to hie him hither, get in battery and 
shoot, shoot, shoot till his shoulder aches. There are acres 
of ducks here, and the new law for Shinnecock Bay, which 
limits the ning to three days in the week, will certainly 
insure capital sport for all, and last, but not least, mine host 
can take care of a man. CHALAQO, 

2g 

ORANGE POWDER TRIAL. 

Muzsroox, N, Y., Sept. 25, 1880. 
Editor Forest and. Stream : ‘ 
The following is the result of an exhaustive trial of orange 

powder, manufactured by Laflin & Rand, with Tatham’s 
chilled shot, conducted during the present week. The 
weather was remarkably fine, just enough breeze blowing to 
carry away the smoke. ’ 

The targets were a counterpart of those which have been 
used in other gun trials—viz., ‘‘a facing of 14 inch pine, 30 
inches in width and 40 inches high, on which was fastened hy 
spring clamps the sheet of paper for recording the 30-inch 
patterns. In the centre of each of these sheets was drawn 
a life-size tracing of a duck or pigeon, for the purpose 
of learning something of the probabilities of killing game 
of such size at the various discharges. And in the report of 
the trial the letter K is intended to indicate whether struck 
in such a manner as would insure killing, or missed. With 
small shot, including No. 6, the pigeon was used; with 
larger shot, the duck, which in outline represented a Ted- 
head. ‘Through the centre of the facing was an aperture 7 
by 9 inches, in the direct rear of which was the test for re- 
cording the striking force of the pellets, which consisted of a 
tack slotted at intervals of ? of an inch, in which slois were 
placed sheets of straw-board of uniform texture and thick- 
ness, At each discharge the number of sheets perforated by 
any one pellet were carefully noted, and this constituted the 
record of force for that particular shot.” 

The recoil was measured by a machine similar to that em- 
ployed by the London Field some two years ago. “ The gun 
was secured by padded clamps, tightened by thumbscrews, 
to a hinged slide, which was free to ove only in the line of 
fire. To the breech of the gun a leather strap extended on 
cither side and was fastened by means of a double wedge, 
which held s solid pud firmly against the heel-plate. hie 

| 
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leather strap took the chief strain of the recoil, Above the 
gun and fastened at one end to the hinged slide and af the | 
other to the franre work of the machine was a spring balance, 
on the scale of which, smeared with paint, was recorded the | 
distance to which the gun and slide were driven buck by the 
force of the explosion, and when at rest a Constint strain of” 
sixty pounds was kept on the balubee. When once in posi- 
tion the gun could be loaded and fired as often as requited 
without removal.” 
The powder used was furnished by Laflin & Rand und con- 

sisted ,of; Orange Rifle, FG, Orange Ducking No. 2 and 
Orange Ducking No. 4. Tatham’s chilled shot Nos. 3, 4, 6, . 
7, 8and 9 was used. One of W. W. Greiner's new trap guns 
10-bore, choked, and weighing 8} lbs., was the weapon. 

ORANGE POWDER. 

20 shots, 40 yurds.—Summary ot averages. 

Charge. Average. Force, KK, Recall. 
KR LR KE LB £B LB. B.D. LB 

Orange Rifle. FG.—4% drs, 
ily oz, No. 7 shot.-.....: 217 224 i Ty w-10 §& 8&8 

Orange Ducking No, %— 
4ige drams, 13f 0z. No 7 
Ati en eee 9p4 927 lt itag «i9 10 90% 90 

Orange Ducking No. 4—43¢ 
drams, 144 oz. No. 7 shor.259 251 17 16 19 30 «69 Bi 

TATHAM's CHILLED Sno. 
2% shots, 40 yards.—Summary of averages. 

Orange Ducking No, 2,— 
144 04. No, 9 sbOl..s...2. 3 0 1 1 #10 9 688 

Powder do,—liy oz, No. & 
BDU ere re ole dee sb Fy Fe 1) 10 90) (DOG 

Powler do,—13y 
shot 285 MT lds ssp 60 10 SYST 

Powder do,—1i oz. Noa. 8 
Bhat 460 OS 10 61 Ot OK 

Powder do.—l4; oz. No 
110, 30 30 10 #10 «6 tet 

Powder do.—l-4 oz No. 
90 aT sik 10 10 #1 92 

I confined my tests to chilled shot, as its superiority over 
soft is now so universally acknowledged that any tests of soft 
shot for publication would be utter nonsense, Two pink 
edge wads over powder and one black edge on shot were used 
throughout, and metal shells exclusively. 

Tn an after trial I verified satisfactorily that between two 
perfectly straight cylindrical-bored guns of precisely the 
same gauge, there is, and can be, no difference as regards the 
shooting. I have given this question a great deal of time and 
close attention, and hope to give you at some near day a re- 
port. | 

I have also demonstrated to my satisfaction that Orange | 
powder has no equal, as regards strength and cleanliness. I - 
have experimented during the past six months with nearly 
every brand of American powder, and would send you a copy 
of the details if it were not for occupying so much of your — 
valuable space. W. J. Story. 

+ 

Turoven tum Mainz Woons.—Mr. Thomas Sedgwick 
Steele’s canoe trips have now extended over an aggregated 

distance of more than 600 miles. Me hus just returned to his 
home in Hartford from a second tour through the Maine — 

woods. We clip from the Hartford Viimes the following 
brief account of the trip : 

The party this season in addition to himself consisted of 
Colonel Lyman B. Goff, of Pawtucket, R. 1., Mr. Steeles 
brother-in-law, and three guides, one of the latter the most 
celebrated Indian guide in the Maine regions. The tourists 
left the Kineo House, Moosehead Lake, with three birch 
canoes, September 18, and reached Woodstock, New Binns- 
wick, October 20, haying paddled over four lndred miles ~ 
through the yery heart of Maine. 

Those who are familiar with Mr. Steele’s work, “ Canoe 
and Oamera,” which contains the large map two feet squure, 
can easily follow this last trip through the west branch of the 
Penobscot to Chesuncook lake, gnd thence through the Un- 
bazookus stream, and the recounted difficulties of Mud Pond 
Carry to Chamberlin Lake, At this point, last year, Mr. Stcele 
turned south, exploring the miysteries and beauties of the 
east branch of the Penobscot, Imut this scason the party fol- 
lowed a northerly course, through Chamberlin, Eagle and. 
Churchill lakes, Turning directly east they canced jhrough 
Spider Lake, crossed Osgood Carry to Echo and the Man- 
sungun lakes, and following the windings of the Mansungun 
River entered the Aroostook waters. After passing tle towns 
of Masardis and Presque Isle, they landed ai, Caribou, Maine, 
where they took cars to Woodstock, New Brunswick, and 
thence home, The hardest part of the frip was experienced 
through the swamps and over the mountains lying between 
Churchill and Echo lakes, which, although only fifteen miles, 
took the party over a week to accomplish. The season has 
been the driest Maine has experienced in years, and from first, 
to last the canoeing of the stream was attended with great 
difficulty, On reaching the head of the Mansungun stream 
the party were finally obliged to camp several days and build 
“shoes” or sleds for the three canoes. For over thirty-five 
miles the canoes were dragged through the bed of the streams 
before they reached sufficient depth of water to float them, 
making an unexpected delay in the tour. ‘The first cold suap 
of the season occurred September 24, while the tourists were 
in ¢amp on Churchill Lake, forming ice an inch in thicknesé 
in their camp kettles and about, the borders of the lake. 
They captured thirteen otter, beaver and mink, besides 
other game and fish. The jonrney was double the length 
of last year’s, and the autumnal scenery was equally en- 
chanting. ‘The tourists made several important. ceosraphical 
Eis along the trip, which willbe of interést here- 

ter. 

Cxretess Hanpuine or 4 Guy.—The English journals 
report another lamentable accident from carelessness with a 
gun, the victim being a soldier of high standing and a V. © 

We consider it a duty to chronicle such accidents in order 

to impress upon each reader the possibilities which go with 
the habitual use of a gun. We can none of us be toocarefulj 

The following from the London Telegraph, bears directly on 
this point : 

- Another lamentable gun accident is recorded, causing the 
death of @ gallant soldier and wearer of the Victoria Cross, 
Col. Hackett, late of the Royal Welsh Fusileers. A rabbit- 
gan has destroyed the valued existence of a man who was 
present at the siege of Sebastopol, obtained the medal for the 
assault on the Redan, served all through the Indian mutiny, 
and won the badge for distinguished valor at Lucknaw, where 
he rescued a wounded corporal of his own regiment, in spite 
of a heavy fire from theenemy. The deceased officer had 
been out rabbit-shooting, and in getting oyer a hedee appears — 
to have heen careless cnongh to drag his gm through by the” 
harrel, whereupon the pince exploded, aad itg contents lodged 
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-inhis body. Only a week or two ago a similar casualty took 
place in India, when the son of the Lieutenant-Governor of 
the Nowth-west Provinces, Sir Ashley Eden, lost his life in 

the same way. Taking » loaded gun, he attempted to kill a j 

snake by hitting the reptile with the butt-end of his weapon, 
forgetting the dangerous character of the instrument he was 
nsing. The gun went off, and the result was another pitiful 
death of aman in the prime of life through the incautious 
handling of fire-arms. Who does not remember the deplora- 
ble accident which put an end to the career of the celebrated 
African traveler and explorer, Capt. Speke? Yet such casu- 
alties ought not to occur, and would nof occur if a reasona- 
ble amount of caution were exercised. Surely, in view of 
the sad waste of valuable life which happens every year 
through this cause, it is time that sportsmen and all who take 
a gun into their hands should remember that they are carry- 

» ing sudden and violent death about with them, lurking some- 
where between the stock and the barrel that they handle so 
confidently. 

A Huyt to Farmers.—In the confessions of Fitz-Boodle, 
by the late Mr. Thackeray, he outlines a series of remunera- 
tive professions which may be made ayailable to strengthen 
and fortify a slender income. To this end there is a profes- 
sion open to our farmers of which they have not with any de- 
ake of intelligence deyoted themselyes—the cultivation of 
uail. 

. Many agriculturists possess farms of one hundred acres and 
upward. The landis available in almost eyery imstance to 
the habitat of this bird. While the average American may 
ignore and defy the game-law, the law forbidding trespass 
enjoys in his eyes a slight respect. Now if every farmer, the 
possessor of land conforming to the necessary conditions, will 
encourage the propagation and protection of quail on his own 
premises, he will secure to himself within a brief period a 
most profitable crop and one which, less than any other, is 
subject to the vicissitudes of the weather. If he will erect 
suitable shelter at different points for the quail, where they 
may be fed and seek refuge during the storms of winter; if 
he will see to it that nests je not robbed and the incubating 
birds killed; that hawks, owls and other vermin are driven 
off—he will in the autumn find ample remuneration for his 
trivial labor. Let him but insert in a city journal an adver- 
tisement stating that upon his grounds may be found so many 
quail; that individuals, for whom he will find accommoda- 
tion for so much, may for so much kill so many birds per 
day per man, and no more, he will promptly receive a re- 
muneérative return for his efforts. Moreover, if he be a truly 
food man, and conform outwardly to the conventional forms 
required by rural ethics, he may, without loss of reputation, 
add still more to his revenue by putting the oddsin dollars on 
the quail as against the sportsmen,—(Gaaston Fay, in Harper's 
Weekly. 

Virermsra— Warrenton, Oct. 20.—This fall will be a good 
one for the sportsman. The number of partridges and all 
kinds of game, thanks to a strict enforcement of the game 
luws, has increased enormously the last four years. From 

all sections of the State there comes the intelligence of good 
sport ahead, and in the upper part the slaughter of the birds 
has begun. But the late summer and intense heat of the 
present renders bird shooting so uncomfortable, that not: until 
the ist proximo will the real work begin. In all the tide- 
water counties of Virginia partridge shooting commences.on 
November 1 and closes February 1. In all other sections of 
the State the open season is from October 15 to January 16. 

Gentlemen sportsmen desiring to hunt will find good quar- 
ters and fine grounds on the bottoms and low grounds of the 
Rappahannock River. ‘There is no better in the State. 
Write to George Myers, Warrenton Springs, Fauquier Co., 
Va., for information. For deer hunting, quail and rabbit 
shootin, apply to Capt. William Blow, Littleton P. O., Sus- 
sex Co., Va. For ducks, geese, brant, Cobb’s Islanck is the 
best place. Gobb and Spady can tell you all you want to 
know. 

Sportsmen coming into Virginia are all welcome. Every 
fariner will give them full and free permission to hunt upon 
their Jands. It is only the pot hunter that they ure down, 
upon. The Qhes. & Ohio Railroad charge nothing for one 
dog, the second and third pay a small price, It is strange 
that the Virginia Midland Road does not follow this liberal 
example, for by charging a high tariff on poinfers and set- 
ters if kills the goose that lays the golden egg, and keeps 
many sportsman away. It ought to be their object to induce 
the sportsmen to travel on their road, and to hunt all along 
its route: but by taxing his dog they repel thousands of 
luntsman annually from taking the trip. It is a penny wise 
pound foolish policy, for every dollar made by charging the 
dog they lose a hundred from their masters, who would cheer- 
fully pay full price for themselves, but who hate to be im- 
posed on. 7 ‘ 
Darer.—The day after writing you the Va. Midland R. R., 

on my representation, issued an order that dogs should not 
be charged, but carried free. CHASSEUR. 

Connecricut Nores— Windsor Locks, Conn., Oct. 25.— 
Partridge shooting has been dull for some time past, though 
there were a good many birds killed between Sept. 20 and 
Oct, 1. At Granby and East Granby quail shooting has been 
good all through the season, which did not open there until 
the law ‘went off.” Quail are scattered considerably now, 
and cannot be found in beyis of more than six or seven, 
where three weeks ago the flocks had from twenty to thirty 
in. This is due more perhaps to boys and amateurs than to 
sportsmen, for the poor birds have been actually nearly 
scared to death. Woodcock are very scarce, a single bird 
being now and then raised. Gray squirrels are plenty, but 
are not found much in their old haunts, the scarcity of wal- 
nuts driving them into other quarters. A hunter went out 
the other morning from Warehouse Point, and came in with 
eleven grays. Just about here snares are not set, buf in 
Windsor and East Windsor they are said to be plenty. We 
have a horror of that mode of warfare. A recent visit, into 
Litchfield County gave us some rare sport in moving and 
shooting partridges and quail. Im two days our party moved 
over forty hirds. We paid a visit te Green Pond, a lovely 
but, lonesome sheet of water lying in Sherman, in Fairfield 
County, and had some fine- times there. Mr. Charles H. 
Andriese, a prominent New York sportsman and fisherman, 
“spends much tine in summer there, and has a smaller pond 
and brook inlet nicely stocked with brook trout, and has 
them protected by Connecticut. statutes. Mr. Andriese is an 
invalid, and finds much relief in that section, : 

Lower Bung. 

OGrioaso, Ost, 28.—The storm of last week started the 
‘ducks South in large numbers, and it is said that mare ducks 
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have been seen in this vicinity than ever before in so short a 
space of time. On Saturday last a number of our popular 
sportsmen made for their favorite shooting grounds, and the 
result of one day’s shoot is given” below; At Calumet, Mr. 
Abe Klineman killed 183 ducks, his brother Henry 136, and 
Mr, Heisler about 140; same day, a1 English Lake, Abner 
Price bagged 62 and John Gillespie 45; at Tolleston Lake, 
F. A. Howe, Esq., President of olleston Club, brought 
down 91 ducks and a goose; at the Maksawba Club marshes, 
Mr, Roll. B. Organ brought to bag 60 ducks, AJl of the 
above were’ products of one day’s shoot, besides mumberless 
others that I haye no record of. At Fox Lake the shooting 
has been equally good. This evening a party cousisting of 
the following well-known gentlemen start North for a deer 
hunt: Charles H. Mears, Milton Oliver, John Cowles, Lem, 
Brown, Jonathan Slade and Henry Sloan. They leave on 
the 5 Pp. Mm. train, via CO. & N, W. R. R., for Oconto, Wis., 
thence about sixty miles up the river into the woods, where 
they go into camp for a two wecks’ hunt. A more jolly 
party cannot be imagined, and with a ‘‘stand-pipe” in the 
party, the dears are liable to be brought to the coles, and no 
doubt they will be delicious morsels to the anxious sports- 
men. Success attend them! Mr. Geo. B. Mansfield, of Con- 
necticut, called this morning, fresh from a tour among the 
mountains of Colorado. He reports excellent sport among 
the deer since the first fall of snow. J. 

Tutryois—Buda, Oct. 18.—I see many reports from differ- 
ent sections of the United States as to the prospect for the 
fall shooting, and will tell how the game is in this section, 
118 miles southwest of Chicago. We have the benefit of 
two good ducking grounds, one being a large swamp lying 
northwest of here, and the other quite an extensive lake, 
some fifteen miles southeast. Since the cold snap and high 
wind of the last few days the shooting has been most excel- 
lent, mallard being in the majority, No geese or brant have 
come in yet. Quail are abundant; jacksnipe and plover are 
plenty, and prairie chickens seem to get thinned out very 
slowly. Farmers are opposed to the gunners shooting on 
their farms, for the average city hunter never closes a gale or 
puts up a rail after he has passed through, and in many cases 
fences are kicked down regardless of the stock and crops of 
the honest farmer. F. EB. C. 

Micoicsn Duok-Ssoorine.— Grand Rapids, Oct. 21.— 
Ducks aye very plentiful on Indian River in the. northern 
part of this State. One day last week three gentlemen 
bagged 161 as the result of a day's sporf. This river is a con- 
necting link between Burt and Mullett Lakes, and which, 
with the B. VY. and C, L. Ry., Crooked Lake, Crooked River 
and Cheboygan River, form what is known as the ‘Inland 
Route.” The distance from Petoskey (northern terminus of 
the Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R.) to Cheboygan, via this 
route, is about fifty miles. Jf the reader will refer to a late 
map he find them shown as follows: Crooked Lake, Crooked 
River, Burt Lake, Indian River, Mullett Lake and Cheboy- 
gan River. Near where the Indian River empties into Mul- 
lett Lake, probably a row of half an hour, is the Lake View 
House, where sportsmen will find good accommodations 
within easy reach of good sport, The editor of the Petoskey 
Secord, in passing through Crooked River a few days since, 
saw four handsome deer from the steamer. The region can- 
not be too highly commended to the tourist and sportsman, 
heing easy of access, with very low round trip rates from 
June 1 to Oct. 31, which are offered by the G. R. & TI. R. R. 
Co. To the sportsman or pleasure-seeker the trip through 
the ‘‘ Inland route” is one to be ‘‘marked with a white stone,” 
forever after. A heautifully illustrated gnide will be pub- 
lished next season fully describing this and kindred attrac- 
tions of Northern Michigan, which can be obtained free by 
addressing the General Passenger Agent at Grand Rapids, 
Mich. PF. J. M 

GAME IN THE ApTRONDAOKS.,—Ii is singular that almost all 
our sportsmen who go to the North Woods do so af a season 
when game is scarcest. According to our Northern exchanges 
now is the finest time of the year to he there. Hunting up 
in the Adirondacks is unusually good at present. The deer are 
plentier than they have been hefore in many years; the 
woods are fairly alive with partridges, and the ponds and lakes 
in Temote regions offer wonderful atttactions to the duck 
shooter. A letter just received from Moose Lake, abeut forty 
niles from North Creek, says the hunting there was never 
better. Elijah Camp, the noted Indian guide, while out on 
along tramp last week, discovered three large ponds within 
four miles of his shanty at Moose Lake that had probably 
neyer before been visited by white men; in all his journey- 
ings through the wilderness in that region he had never be- 
fore caught a glimpse of them, nor to his knowledge had any 
other guide or trapper seen them. Camp was surprised at 
the number and docility of the deer he found around each 
pond, which, he says, exceeded anything that he had previous- 
ly noted in all his experiences in the North Woods.—/thaca 
Journil. 

No Dory on Witv Ricr.—Hurwaod, Oct. 20.—Editer 
Forest and Stream: One of the greatest drawbacks to the 
sale of my wild rice in the United States has been the duty 
of two cents per pound, which I now find has been unjustly 
levied upon it. Last fall I was informed that two cents 
per pound was the duty, and I advertised the fact, feeling 
some doubts upon the subject. I secured the services of A 
friend, and he, making some inquiries at the Custom House, 
received as answer 4 note, of which the inclosed is a true 
copy- Please publish this and the inclosed letter in justice 
to your readers and myself. Cras, Gu.GHRIST, 

* Fishery Ingpector. 

““Gustom Horse, Rochester, N. Y.,) 
October 15, 1880. 5 

“B.C. Burton, Collector of Customs \ 
* Dear Sir—Teferring to thé duty on ‘wild rice,’ I am 

instructed by Mr. Galusha to say that there is ne duty on the 
Same. Very truly, : W. L. Wanvace, 

: Deputy Collector.” 

~Tewsessee Game.—Nashvil’e, Tenn., Oct. 19—The quail 
season is now fairly opened, and our sportsmen are haying a 
good time. Birds are very abundant and the weather all that 
could be desired. Buckholz has a trio of beautiful dogs— 
‘*Prince,” a pure Laverack; ‘‘ Jeff,” ared Irish setter; 

|“ Belle” and a white puppy. The latter isa prodigy worth 
mention, a8 he stood and retrieved the first bird he ever saw. 
H. C. Pritchett, Esq., is out yery often, and being one of the 
erdek shots of our town, never fails to bring home a full bay. 
The beautiful moonlight nights we are now haying induce 
our lovers of fox chasing bo be on the gui vive, and often the 

| delightful musie of a pack in full ery can be enjoyed by the 
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less fortunate inhabitants of the city. Col. Johnson's pack 
is as fine as any in the State, and arun afterthem is a joy 
not soon foryotten. Gameis beginning to be brought infroimn 

| Reelfoot Lake. This is undoubtedly the best hunting and tish- 
ing grounds in the South. J, D. H. 

Wares to Go ror Large Game—St. Hhmo, Chaffee Co., 
Cole,, Oct. 14.—Deer, elk, bear, wountain lion and smaller 
gume are very plenty in the mountuins between Canon City, 
in Fremont Co., and the South Arkansas, in Chaffee Co., 
Colorado. Most of the deer (black tail) have left the Conti- 
nental Divide, crossed the Arkansas River and entered the 
niountains between the river and the South Park. For good 
sport among all kinds of Jarge game and within easy 
access by railroad it is hard’ to find any that will beat Texas 
Creek, Pleasant Valley and Badger Creek along the line of the 
Denver & Rio Grande Rt. B., trom thirty to sixty miles from 
Canon City. If any Eastern sportsman wants to try his fa- 
yorile rifle on elk, black tail deer, mountain sheep, ante- 
lope, cinnamon and black bear, mountain lion and smaller 
game, why all he has got to do is to get a camping 
outfit and good blankets and come to one of the above-men- 
tioned points and he will find plenty of game. El te Et 

Lone Istann Srorvsmen’s Assoorarioy.—The Executive 
Committee of this Association will meet in the Royal Arcs 
num Room, in Music Hall, at junction of Fulton and Flatbush 
avenues, Brovklyn, on Friday evening next, Oct. 29, 1880, at 
8 o'clock. At that time an estimate of expenses of next State 
Convention will be presented as a basis of assessuient on sub- 
scribers, and the Subscription Certificates will be ready for 
delivery. Prize Committee ta he appointed, Reports from 
committees on ground and traps will be expected. The 
Washington Gun Club Quartetie are invited to be present to 
sing sportsmen’s songs, Hyery member of the association is 
cordially invited to attend. ABEL Crook, 

Secretary L. I. 8. A. 

Sauparn Maraupers—New Fork, Oct, 25.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: Kor the last three Sundays parties’ have 
been going to Pascack, N. J., and openly violating the game 
laws, not only by shooting on that day, but by killing quail 
and other birds protected by the laws. If they had been 
arrested last Sunday it would have cost the party $472 for 
fines, yet no one interfered, I procured the services of a con- 
stable and searched every train Sunday evening and this 
(Monday) morning. We found one party, but they had no 
birds and were badly frightened. T also got a Justice of the 
Peace to notify them at Pascack that if they shot that day he 
would arrest them, so probably they will now give it up: but 
it shows how little our zame law is enforced. 

W. Horereton, 

Parrern—Philadelphia.—Bditor Forest wid Stream: Wave 
just read ‘St. Clair” on gun trials. I think he must have 
run into an extraordinarily fine lot of guns or his 40 yards 
musi have been very short measure. I do not doubt but what 
once in a very great while gums can be found to put 361 shot 
in a 30 inch circle with 1% oz. 8 shot, but I am sure if you 
go to buy an ordinary B. L. gun with the expectation of set- 
fing one jo make the above pattern at 40 yards with 14 
oz, shot, full choked, 99 times ont of 100 you will go 
home with the impression that your gun is inférior to many, 
I think. The above pattern would be extraordinary with 14 
oz., and TI am sure that your readers can conyinee themselves 
by testing their fine shooting guns in public. J. KR. 

A New Huoentixe Grovxp—Owen Sound, Ont., Oct. 18.— 
Think some of your readers would like to know a new hunt- 
ing ground for deer, bear and other large game. Toa get to it 
starf from Owen Sound in a rig. travel about 18 miles to 
Oxenden, northeast ; there shoot for a féw days, then continue 
up the Peninsula about forty miles to Lion's Head, Go back 
from five to fifteen miles from this place and deer, bear, ete., 
are to he found in dozens, not to apeak of fish of almost every 
variety. The whole country is covered with small deep lakes. 
Or take the boat fram Owen Sound to Lion's Head direct. 
There is a hoat twice a week. Hounn. 

New Yorr,—ayt?s Oorner, Seneea Oo., Oct. 19—In Rom- 
ulus and Ovid game is how quite scarce; quail hayine 
been killed off s,) close Jast year there are but few to be found 
anywhere in Seneca County. Partridge are scarce; a fow 
ployer have been seen thongh none brought to bag to my 
knowledge. Sunday shooting, I am pleased tostate, has #rad- 
ually diminished; there are a few yet who will eet out of 
sight of more sensible and civilized men, and bang away with 
old muskets etc., much to the disgrace of the community 
wherein they reside. L. EN. 

Fornst AND BSrREAM GENERAL Passencer Reaorp.— 
Bast Saginaw, Mich., Oct.15.—The following isa list of Iumt- 
ers that went ‘up into the woods” via the FP. & P. M. R. 
R., for the week ending Oct. 15:—My. Dye and party of 41 
from Dayton snd Columbus, ©., to Reed City; party of 6 from 
Union, Ind.; to Ogemaw; party of 9 from Columbus, O., to 
Roscommon; party of 12 from Dayton, O., to Harrison ; 
party of 37 from Toledo and northern Ohio to Grayling, Man- 
ton and vicinity, making a total of 105 in six days, 

, Fisnzer Boy. - 
Chicago, Iil., Oct. 20.—En-route to the hunting grounds of 

Michigan, yia the Ch. & N. W. Ry., are: W.G. Girard and 
party of twelve from Lebanon, Ind., going to Quinnesec, 
Mich.; G. L. Barnes and party of four, from Equinunk, 
Pa., going to Florence, Wis. V bse 

Chisago, Ii, Oct. 22.—The following party is en-route io- 
day to the hunting grounds on the Chicago & Northwestern 
R. R.: J. Gregory and party of ten, from Zainsville, O., 
going to Quinnesec, Mich. W. #H.8. 

Typrana— Vineennes, Oct. 19.—Quail are not as plenty this 
year as usual, In fact, there are not half the number in the 
lower part of the State as there were lust year. The weather 
is fine, but the marshes are very dry- H. 8. 

Osxava—Perth, Ontario, Oct. 19.—I am off to-morrow 
for 4 hunt, fifty miles North, and on my return will probably 
drop a line to Forest Awp ArREaM on deer hunting in 
Canada. A; GB... 

OCurnirnex.—A party of sportsmen passed through this city 
Jas Tuesday ea reute for Currituck, Amone theta were 
Messrs. W. A. Croyden, A. H. Copeland and J- ©. Bates, of 
Massachusetts. They hud their dogs with them and were 
equipped tor an extensive campaign. As they are all wood 

\ shots we shall look for reports of a big bag. 
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QuAm iN Pritaperrata.—QOur readers will remember 
Tlomo's statement in one of his recent letiers that quail had 
heen unusually abundant within the city limits of Pliladel- 
phia. <A. correspondent from that city writes us that on the 
16th of October he killed six of these birds in the neighbor- 
hood of Fairmount Park in that city. 

WinxsireG, Manxrrona—Oet. 10.—I have had a splendid 
trip, but was unfortunate enough to lose one of my dogs on 
Lake Superior; he was sick but «short time. Chickens are 
yery svarce here, snipe and plover plenty and duck so thick 
that one gets tired of shooting at them. I shall stay here only 
a few days longer, and then take in some of our Western 
States for chicken shooting. GC. Hi. 

EXHAtstTED Quait—Detrvit Oct, 28.—I saw to-day a bevy 
of twenty-two quail thatw ere drowned in the marsh near the 
light-house at the foot of Lake St. Clair. They flew across 
from the Canada side, and becoming exhausted dropped into 
the marsh and were all gathered in without the firing of a shot. 
T think the parallel to this incident cannot he found on record. 

G. P. G. 

Trexas—I/ndianola, Oct. 20.—Haye had an immense flight 
of ducks on the 16th and 17th inst.; have not seen ithe like 
for years. The prospects fer game are fine. Having had 
plenty of rain the ponds are full of water, and there is a very 
heavy mast. The scrub oaks on the prairies are full of acorns. 
Have not seen any jacksnipe as yet; with the next cold 
snap, 1 think, they wili be along. The marshes are in fine 
condition for them, G. A, 

Bears AND Derr.— Dayton, Olio, Oct. 20—A dozen lunt- 
ers from here, the full membership of the Dayton Bear and 
and Deer Huntiig Club, are now comfortably located at 
“Smizer Cabin ;” built by them in Claré County, Michizan. 
The party are fully equipped for roughing it in the dense 
pineries and, as they are men experienced in all that pertains 
to woodcraft, no doubt will be able to give a vood report of 
this year’s hunt; so you may expeet one more letter at least. 

Nimron, 

Tiuniwois Qram SHoorme— Peelskill, Ovt, 23.—Dr. H. B. 
Wyzant, J. M. Dyckman and myself haye returned from our 
shooting trip West. Found good quail and snipe shooting in 
La Salle Co., [linois, My Irish bitches worked like a 
charm.. Vis dale 

Game iw Markxer.—The game in market for the present 
week cousists mainly of ruffed and pinnated grouse, ducks, 
Wilson snipe and bears. The ruffed grouse are received 
from New York, Maine and New Jersey; pinnated crouse 
from New Jersey andthe West; ducks trom New Jersey, 
Maine, Connecticut, Wisconsin, Ohio and Long Island; Wil- 
son snipe from New York; bears from Wisconsin.- Deer 
and wild turkeys have not commenced to come in yet. The 
game is very plenty, but not in good condition, owing to the 
dry weather. 

_ New Jersey— Warren County, Oct. 21.—W oodeock are 
very scarce at this time, the country and swamps being dry. 
Last July there were hundreds of them in our wet lands. We 
do net like the summer law, nor do we find the shooting is 
improved. J. B.S, 

Had your swamps been as dry last July as they are now you 

would not have seen ‘‘ the hundreds” you speak about. This 

season has been an exceptional one, and does not prove the 

jneflicien cy of the summer law. 

—The Marquis of Lorne and a party of thirteen other g¢en- 
tlemen have been duck shooting in Ontario, and in two days 
they bagged more than eleven hundred ducks, The Goy- 
ernor-General showed himself to be a crack shot, for his 
score was one hundred and fifteen ducks, the largest but one. 

—Mr. W. H. Livingston, of this city, has just retnrned 
from a three-weeks’ shooting trip in Virginia and North Caro- 
lina. Mr. L. says that his dog Ray did some excellent work, 
but that the birds were, in many cases, too small to afford 
much sport. 

SHOOTING MATCHES, 

Tar Faucon Gus Cruus—Derler Park, L. f., Oct. 21.—Regnlar 

monthly contest for gold club badge and Westley Richard's hrecch- 

loading gun ; 
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Brooxiyn, N. Y.—Oet. 19,—Fourth regular monthly shoot of the 

Washington Gun Club for the club badge. Shot at Hiram: Howe's 

half-mile track, Parkville, L. I.; 7 birds each from H, and T. plunge 

traps ; 21 and 23 yards rise; 80 yards boundry. P. Ravenhull, Jv, 

won the badge, killing 7 birds straight. Sweepstakes followed ; 3 

birds each (classified) ; ties shot off, miss and go out. First money 

was divided by J. Cotter and T. Obrig, killing their 3 birds; 2d, L. 
Wilde ; 3d, J. Evans. 
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Prey ssynvanta—Bellefonte, Oct. 21,—The following is the score of 
glass ball shooting by some of the members of the Bellefonte 
Sporting Club ; sliot-from Card’s rotary trap, 18 yards rise : 
W. H. Wilkinson, 26 ont of 26; H. C. Valentine, 25 ont of 26; 

H, &. Hale, 19 ont of 20; M. MoKeever, 18 ont of 20; Chas. Brels- 
ford, 17 out of 20, a. D, &, 

*! 
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Ghe Aiennel. 
National American Kermol Chib’s Second Annual Field Trials, 

| Vincennes, Ind., Noy, 15th. Chas. De Ronge, Secretary, 61 Broad 
| atreet, New York. 

Eastern Field Trials Club's Second Annual Trials, Robins Island 
Pecomie Bay, L. L., Noy, 29, Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York. 

++ 

Dogs At Avotron.—On Wednesday, yesterday, an auction 

sale of dogs was held af Messrs. Barkers’, Tliirty-ninth street 
and Broadway. They were a draft from tie kennels of 

Messrs. Hitchcock and Hellgar, of Warrer, Mass., and com- 

prised 12 lots, all of which were disposed of at prices far be- 

low their value. Frank I. imported, 1st Philadelphia, 1877, 

went for $85; Carlina, a chestnut belton bitch by Carlowitz 

ex-Princess Nellie by Pride of the Border, was bought by 

Mr. J. 1H. Goodsell of the Gruphic, for $22, and he also took 

the well-known Irish setter Rufus for $50. Minto by Dash IL 
ex-imp Doll, Ist New York, 1879, in whelp to Afton wasgiven 

away at $11.50, as was the Trish bitch imp Flora for $8. 

Elsie, whelped April 20, 1880, by Afton ex-Lathrop's Brenda 
went for full yalue at 218, but Bandit, hy Arlington ex-Flora, 

was worth inere than the 420 he was knocked down at. 

Sandy, another Trishman, realized $17, and three puppies by 
| Avlington, ex-Plora, went for S11. “Alter the sporting dog 

sale, a couple of half-bred bulldoms were disposed of, one of 

which went for $22.50, just about five times hee worth. 

Bousp Sovurm.—Mr, 8. T. Wamniond, of Sprinefield, 

Mass., passed through this city on Tnesday last, on his way 

to Virginia and Maryland. He goes South to find some good 

quail ground wliere he can work the dogs which he las with 

| him to get them in condition for the Eastern Field Trials. 

Mr Hammond liad with him five superb dogs—three pointers 

and two setters. These were the Westminister Kennel 

Club's Sensation, Mr. Goodman’s Rattler, Mr. Lyman’s Rob- 
bert, Mr. Lincoln’s Afton and Mr. Hammond's Thistle. 

These animals are all good ones to look at, and Mr. Ham- 

mond states, no less tood in the field. Old Sensation is well 

known to inany of our readers, and his record on the bench is 

a high one, Indeed, it has been too much the fashion to 

sneer at him as simply a show dog. We have no sympathy 

with those who knowing nothing about his work cast slurs 

upon him. We have talked with a number of gentlemen 

who did. not speak of his field work in the highest terms. 

His nose is an excellent one, and his style is nearly perfect, 

Rattler will be remembered by visitors to the Just New York 

Show where he would very likely have taken first in the Large 

Pointer Class, if he had not been withdrawn before the juds- 

ingbegan. Heisa large dog of very great power, and with an 

admirable head ; infact, one would haye to look him over yery 

closely indeed to find anything to criticise. Robert is not as 
handsome a dog as cither of the others mentioned, but his 

work in the field is said to be very good. Afton, to our mind, 

approaches more nearly the type of the English setter than 
any dog that we haye eyerseen. In hisamuke-up heis in 

all respects a grand dog, and we would go a long way to see 

him and still fariher to shoot over him. Thistle, a daughter of 

Afton, is only seventeen months old, and has never been out 
with a gun. She is a beautifully ade bitch; shows, her 

owner tells us, great nose, and has plenty of hunt in lier. 

Mr. Hammond is the man to bring out the good qualities 

of any dog, andif he finds birds plenty, as he hopes to, we 

are confident that the dogs that he is handling will show 

pretty near the front at the coming trials. We hope to have 

further news of this lot of dogs after our friend is located: 

Triuprsu.—We understand that the well-known Clumber 

spaniel Trimbush, formerly the property of the late Mr. Tiles- 

fon, now belongs to F. O. de Luze, of this city. Trimbush, 

which is probably the best Clumber dog in America, is now at 

the Westminister Kennels, at Babylon, L. L. 

Wuy Nor a Butirpoe Cres ?—8st. Leonard, Nieolet Co, 
P. Q.— Editor Forest and Stream: YL saw reported in your 
paper that Mr. J. P. Barnard, of Boston, had received from 
England two well bred bulldogs, sent out by the President of 
the Bulldog Club. Ithink it is a great pity that this noble 
and brave breed of dogs should be so much neglected by the 
public, and hope to see svon some improvement in the breed 
on this side of the Atlantic. I believe some fine dogs are to be 
seen in the States, but I hear that the quality is nol up to the 
English standard. I know that in Canada a well bred bull- 
dog is seldom seen. At the Toronto show the prize for bull- 
dogs was withdrawn, and only two dogs were entered in the 
late dog show in Montreal. The prize-taker was a thick- 
headed white bull terrier, with cropped ears; the other ani- 
mal was something like a bulldog, but had a pointed nose. 
All the bulldogs I have seen in Canada are poor about the 
head, the skull is too narrow, and the face generally much 
too long. Anything in the shape of a big bull terrier passes 
here for a bulldog, I should be glad to see something done 
toward improving the breed, but it is hopeless to expect any- 
thing of the sort in Canada. Cannot some of your gentle- 
men fanciers organize a bulldog club on your side of the 
line? J, for one, would put my name down, although my 
home is in the woods of Canada. HEMLOCK, 

Our correspondent, a8 may be learned from previous com- 

munications to our columns, is an enthusiast on this subject. 

thy of more attention than he receives. Are there others 

who will join with *‘Hemlock” in his proposal to advance 

the breed in this country ? 

Lone-Leecep Coorers—Zaditor Forest and Stream.—My 
attention has been called to a letter from Mr. Burr Hollis, 
which I think requires some answer. Wow in that letter he 
makes some yery wild shots. He informs us that one could 
Aas soon ‘move a steam thresher through the brush without 

who haye shot oyer Sensation, and have yet. to meet with one | 
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noise as a ferret-like make of dog, like champion Brush,” to 
Whose shortness of lex he objects. I happen to know a little 
about cockers and working them, and I think that tliat asser- 
tion proves that Mr. H. doesnot. In the first place, a long- 
legged cocker, like Mr. Hallis’ Wildair, for instance, has the 
advantage only in comparatively open ground, while in thick 
coyer the short-legged doz is decidely better able to make his 
way, whether noiselessly or not, for the noise is rather an ad- 
yantage than otherwise. Again he speaks disparagingly of 
Brush on account of his weights (40 Ths.), but ** people wha 
live in glass houses should not throw stones.” His Wildair 
weighs 33 tbs, if I am correctly informed, and as he is a young 
dag he will weigh more before he will weigh léss. I do not 
wish to be understood as advocating such length of back.as 
Brush shows, nor yef as running down Wildair, whieh T be- 
lieve to be a very good dog but for his lesginess; but, what J 
wish to say is, cannot we strike a happy medium between the 
ferret and the stagbound type. Let each one breed to suit his 
own fancy and pocket, but don't let hin expect to cram his 
ideas down the throats of the public. What my idea of a 
cocker is will transpire later, but [ think that perhaps Mr. H. 
is better imformed on the subject, same of fowls than on that 
of the cockers, Dows Crarde, 

Exeuisn Revrimyers—New York, Oct. 22.—Hditun Forest 
and Stream: In answer to F. L. H., Hamilton, Ont., you 
state that there are plenty of genuine retrievers in the United 
States and Canada. With all due deference, I hardly think 
the statement is warranted, for I have never yet come across 
anything like a pure specimen of the English retriever in the 
States. In Canada there ought to ce some owing to the 
number of sporting Englishmen who have come over cither 
to reside or on shooting expeditions and bronght dogs with 
them, but during a five montlis’ residence across the line dur- 
ing this year I only met with one retriever. This was at tha 
Toronto dog show, and the dog was exhibited by Mr. John 
Shaw, of 102 Lumley street, Toronto. Rover, for such was 
his name, was a black, curly-coated retriever, and will the 
exception of being undersized was a fair specimen of the 
breed, With our method of breaking dogs to retrieve there 
is no necessity for the use of retrievers, hence they have 
never been imported, and are notrlikely to be except 48 stray 
fancy specimens. Lan. 

Saves—WVew York, Oct, 20,—Hditor Forest dnd Stren : 
Thanks to my advertisement in Forest ann SrreaM I haye 
disposed of the litter of black and tan setters. by Glen out of 
imported Belle, as follows: Dog pup to Mr. M. D. Mann, of 

| Hartford, Conn., and named Glen IIT.; dog pup to Mr. J. B. 
Montell, of New York, and named Max; doz pupto Dr, Aten, 
purchased for a friend of his. Bitch pup to Mr. F. 1. Lon- 
don, of Rockhill, 8, C., and named Belle I. The remaining 
bitch pup I concluded to keep, and have named her Broom- 
hill. If she does well and shapes as she promises to do | 
think she will be a credit to her sire and dam when seen on 
the bench next year. Jas. Watrsox. 

A Lone CrAse—Rutidnd, Vi. Oct. 25.—There is always 
some one particular thing that makes me anxious to geh my 
paper, and this weck I expected to see that Fox chase record 
beaten, not once thinking the old black and tan hound Dan, 
that lies at my feet, would be the first to put in his record. 
Two years ago this coming winter he was started with another 
dog at 8 o'clock Thursday morning and was taken off the 
track Saturday at half-past two. mM. We can’t proye that 
they ran the same fox all the time, but we can prove by men 
tbat were chopping in the wouds that they saw them and the 
fox several times Friday and Saturday; and we Know they 
ran all day Thursday, because we were there. They were 
all right at the finish and had a splendid appetite. Dax. 

Hornet. Cooker Kenyer. C1us—oernel!svitle, No ¥., 
Oot. 24.—As Mr. Hollis has withdrawn his dog from service 
in our club, we have put in his place one of his sons (Bur 
dette), a very handsome black and tan of good pedigree. 
Address all communications to J. Ors FEeniows, 

Sec. H. UC. 1S. Club. 
oe 

THE KENNELS AT SANDRINGILAM. 

IE following description of the famous kennels al Sand- 
tinghain, England, the residence of the Prince of Wales, 

is taken from the correspondence of the Chicago /nter-Ocvan ¢ 

Passing through the long ball rooms to thy conservatory 
the latter is found stocked with a weulth of rare exotics, 

| blossoming plants, all sorts of new ferns and palms and grace- 
ful, flowering vines. Then, leaving the residence, we wall 
once more down the smooth paths, and turning to the left 
come tthe picturesque *! Bachelor's Cottage,” where, said 
the guide, with 4 merry twinkle in his eye, as we viewed the 
innocent and dove-like looking retreat, ‘‘ when the louse is 
full of guests, or too crowded, the young gentlemen of the 
company sleep.” Strolling on through plats of flowers and 
broad paths, shaded by superb elins, the *‘kennels” come ih- 
to view, and on our appearance a most tremendous *‘ yowl" 
issues from multitudinous dog throats us the petted animals 
dance wildly about in their little front yards and bring the 
keeper from his cosey collage near ab land. ; 
Every dog's day must be a holiday here, and the aristocrat. 

i¢ English canine ¢erfuinly makes his house 4s much his castle 
as does liis master. 

*« These kennels,” said the keeper, who hud charge of the 
Queen's for seyenteen years, “are the finest in England, and 
the Prince and Princess think more of then) than anythiog 
down here. Every Sunday after limch the Princess comes 
down and stays a food bil, and gives biscuits to the dovr." 
Tn appearance the kennels resemble long rows of tiny brick 
houses, made to accommodate one, two, or three dogs, each 
having a comfortable bed of straw, and the doors opening in- 
to small but separate yards paved with brick, clean as a new 
pin and fenced in by iron railings, which again face upon 
large yards, well turfed, in which the dogs are allowed ta ex- 
ercise. All] are magnificent specimens of their kind, and 

| many bought at an enormous cost. 

We heartily concur in his suggestion that the bulldog is war- | There were the Russian bloodhounds, great smow-wlute 
animals; English setters, fox and skye terriers, dachshunde 
or German turnspits, as they are called in Germany, where 
they are used in hunting game; and queer little animals they 
are, with yery broad chests and yery odd faces, thick in the 
body, which almost touches the ground, so short are the legs. 
terminating in broad feet turned outward. 

An enormous Thibet mastiff, almost black, had a house to 
himself, and two huge, kindly-eyed St. Bernards, unusually 
light in ‘color, were lis neighbors and companions in respect 
fo a thoroughbred English bulldog, the Mephistopheles of the 
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‘Matian or carriage dogs, black and white spotted fellows, 
with lavender eyes, are the Princess's favorites, and she has 
one constantly with her. A party of yery raggy Skye terriers 

were next to a beautiful Chinese doz, the fac-simile in color 
and alinostin shape and size of a young lion. The Seotch 
collies, with their black, wayy coats; the ugly brown and 
white French retrievers; the cunning little pugs, pets of the 

- Prince; the Sussex spaniels, the white Newfoundland, spot- 
ted with tan; the English greyhound, and the Scoich deer 
hound were all represented. 

The keeper knew eyery one of them by namie, and made his 
presence doubly welcome by the bits of meat biscuit he threw 
fo them. Finally, leaving the noble family of dogs, we 
passed into a separate yard, in the centre of which we could 
sce a deep, brick-lined pit, in which were sleeping two black 
bears, ** Polly” and '* Charlie” On hearing the keeper's voice, 
(hey setup a great whining, and *‘ Charlie,” a tremendous 
black fellow, climbed like a cat up the rough trunk of a tree 
which was firmly fastened in the centre of the pit. Reach- 
ing the top, on which was a board about two feet square, he 
Tose on his hind legs, balancine himself carefully, and hegged 
for a cracker. He was not more than his own length from 
ns, on the same level. but, poor fellow, even with temptation, 
he was incapacitated from making a jump by his clumsy 
Imild. When he descended Polly took her turn, and hegged 
in quite a coynettish way for a bit. 

“They are American bears, given to the Prince hy the 
Duke of Manchester,” said the keeper, adding, with a sort of 
awe, ‘'T suppose you see them most every day there, ma’am,” 

~ Then we called at the monkey house, and saw the queer, 
uncanny little animals the Prince brought from India with 
him, and, in addition, a cage of white rats and white mice, 
Which, said the enide, ‘‘the Princes brought from Jamaica, 
for they are regular boys and like anything that rods on four 
legs, even these nasty creatures,” he concluded, withan airof 
infinite diseust, Leaving ihe monkey house we walked some 
distance to the neat cow stables of red brick and white fac- 
ings, where 4 dozen or more of beautiful Alderneys are kept, 
and on {o the prettiest Tittle cottage that could he devised, 
known as the “* Princess’s Dairy.” 

Imagine 4 tiny building of brownish-red brick, jutting out 
in qhaint little gables, niiniature bay windows, and odd porti- 
coves, and fairly festooned by some heautiful vine with feath- 
ery foliage and great purple star-like blossoms, tangled up 
with damask roses and sprays ofivy. Then think of a bean- 
tifully carved bear of Swiss workmanship, life size, with a 
basket on his back ready to hold the inevitable nmbrella. 
Then open the door and you find yourself in the daintiest 
sort of milk room, with 4 tiled floor aud marble tables, upon 
which stands, in porcelain pans, the rich milk for royal use. 
Here it is that the fair Princess of Wales, @ ¢@ Marie Antoin- 
ette, comes with noble lords and Jadies to make butter in a 
silver churn, and afterward to spread it on wafer slices of 
bread, and have it with her tea in the tiny room adjoining, 
to pena no oe is admitted but the Princess's most intimate 
friends. 
+ 2 

NOTES FROM FOREIGN EXCHANGES. 

UITE « vigorous discussion las been going on recently in 
the columns of some of our English contemporaries be- 

tween two sets of correspondents. One party maintains that. 
# game-keeper has a right to shoot gr otherwise destroy any 
dog found trespassing on his master's property, whilethe other 
denounces this: view of the case, noi even admitting that! a 
dog can be shot while following game. 

There have been a number of decisions, bearing on this 
subject in the English conrts, which appear to amount to 
this: that a dog may be shot if if isin the act of pursuing 
atu % if the game could not otherwise be saved from destruc- 
tion." 
A Norwich (England) firm have recently invented a new 

kennel, with yard, which will be a yery great conyen- 
Jence to dog owners, The house can be made of any size and 
cin be proyided with a separate yard for each compartment, 
Tt is made of wood with a corrugated tron roof supplied with 
outtors and leader. The yards are six feet square, the rail- 
ings iron and fitted with a gate and padlock and with re- 
versible troughs. The invention is certainly a great improve- 
ment on anything now in use. 

In the sheep-dog trials held at Ulverston, October ist, there 
were thirty-nine entries of dogs and bitches. The money 
prizes offered amounted to £71, besides three cups valued at 
5 guineas each, presented by the Duke of Devonshire, the 
president of the Northwestern Counties Sheep-dog Trials 
Associution. for 1880. 

Bright, the first prize dog in the Local Stakes, on his first 
trial failed tu pen his sleep in 11 minutes, but on a second 
lot permed in 7} minutes. 

Fan, the first prize bitch, had a bad lot, but penned in eight 
~ minutes. 

Inthe All-aged Stukes Rob, first prize, worked wonderful- 
ly well and penned in 94 minutes. 

Bess, first prize bitch, penned by careful work in eight 
minutes. ; 

Th the Puppy Stakes Mr, J. Woof’s dog Bright took first, 
and Guilty, who had taken second in the Local Stakes, took 
first prize for bitches, penning in 5% minutes. The work 
displayed by all the does entered was excellent. 

The celebrated greyhound bitch Bit of Fun, owned by Mr. 
Thos. Sharpless, of Forest Bank, Crawshaw, Booth, England, 
died October 4th. She was the winner of over ninety prizes. 
Among the yictims of the recent dreadful colliery ex- 

plosion at Seaham, England, wasa collier, named Ramsey, 
whose remains were so disfigured that at first another body 
was taken for his. .A Newfoundland dog belonging to Ram- 
sey’s father, when the first corpse wus taken to the house of 
ihe deceased, appeared to be greatly enraged and barked al- 
most continuously, when, however, the mistake had been 
discovered and when Ramsey's body was brought to the house 
it ran to the coffin with every manifestation of pleasure, and 
could scarcely he induced to leave it while it remained in the 
house. 

ol 

First Fox or tae Srason—Cazenonia, NV. Y., Oet. 25.— 
Dr. E. C. Buss’ party were out to-day for the first time and 
killed a fox. W. D. Smith was the fortunate one. We re- 
frain from saying how many times this same party were out 
last season without shooting a fox, or telling how many times 
they got one with a spade. HAMMERLESS. 

3 —— 

—The idea of having field trials in a locality where there 
were no birds, as was the case with the late Nebraska trials, 
“4s a thing that no fellow can 1nderstand,” 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
PENNSYLYANIA FIELD TRIALS, party, who hit viciously at the gates as we passed. The Dal- | 

HE first field trials held nuder the anspices of the Pennayl- 

yaniu State Field Trials Association were conimenced on Tues- 

day, at Quarryville, Lancaster Co., Peni. Among the weill-khiown 

sportsmen of the State and the Bastern cities present were : B. J. 
McClure, J. R. Stayton, Secretary of the Association ; J. Rh. Men- 
ticks, W. C. Beerringr, J, 8. Molitosh, Jumes Verner, Ed. Grege, 

GB. F. Wilson, H, M. Short, Walter Passivant, D. McK. Lloyd, J. 

Palmer O'Neil, President of the Associution; F, A. Tremaine, of 
Pittsburg: W. A, Coster, of Flatbush, L. 1; 8. G. Dixon, of 
Philadelphia ; T. 8. Thompson, Thompstown, Pa.; Albert A, H. 

Meredith, of Boston; J, M. Taylor, of Lexington, Ky.; Jos. J. 
Snellingburg, of New Brighton, Pa.; W. L. McConnell, of New 

Castle, Pa.; Wm. Seager, of Gleufield, Pa.; T. A. Smith, of Stock 

holn, N, J,, and Geo, W. Porter, Iy., of Mayrishurg, Pa. 

Au early start had been arranged. A special train had been 

chartered to mn down to Quarryville, 1 small village which lies 

about fifteen miles to the southeast of Lancaster, and at nine 

o'clock we fonnd ourselves puting down with the judges, contest- 

ants, dogs and a number of the residents of Lancaster, among 
whom was F. A, Diffenderffer, in whose hands the arrangements 
of ull the detail of the trials had been placed. Tt was not wntil 

} eleven o'clock that the destination was reached. Before going on 
the grounds a glance at the official entry book showed that it had 

closed with 48 entries, of which 17 were in the All-aged Btales, 13 
in the Puppy, 4 in the Nwsery and 9 in the Association, The fol- 
lowing were the 

ENtTRES—ALL-AGED BTAKES. 
J. BR. Stayton, Pittsburg—Sutter dog Belton IIT. (Belton-Floss), 

bw and t. : 
J. it. Hendricks, Pittsburg—Setter dog King Dash (Belton-Floss), 

lw and t. 
Isaac Yearsley, Jzv., Coatsville—Setter hitch Roxey (Liecester- 

Tanborne’s Nellie), b und w ; setter hitch Countess (Leicester- 
Pocohontas), bh and w; setter bitch Little “Lady (Dash I1T.- 
Toxey), ) and w. 

Wm. Seager, Glentield—Setter dog Doctor (Macdona's Ranger- 
Pera), b w and t. 

H.C, Steabman, Middletown—Setter dog Pat No. 2(York-Countess), 
red ; Setter bitel: Biddy (York-Conntess), red. 

J, J. Snellenburg, New Brighton—Pointer dog Button (Bob-Fan), 
1 and w; setter dog Thunder (Pride of the Border-Fairy TI.) 
bine belton ; setter bitch May Layerack (‘Thnnder-Spot), b 
and w. 

L. Shuster, Jv., Vdiladelphia—setter bitch Cornelia (T.eicester— 
Dart), b wand t 

W. L. McConnell, New Castle—Setter bitch Lady Layerack (Thun- 
der-Peeress). 1] and w. 

BF. A. Ditfendertfer, Laueaster—Setter hitch Leah (Roybel-Livy 
II.}, b aud w. ‘ 

F, W. Seiler, Harrishurg—Setter dog Dash (Colfmrn’s Dash-Mul- 
len’s Belle), b w and f. é 

BH. A. Givens, Pittsburg—setter hitch Minerya (Leivester-Nellie), 
bw and t. ; 

Samuel 8. Brown, Pittsburg—Setter dog Dash ——— roan, 

PuPpy STAKES. 

Isaac Vearsley. J, Coatesyillo—Retter biteh Tittle Lady (Dash 
TiL.-Roxey), b and w; setter bitch Beas (Peun-Povohontas), 
b and w. 

W. A. McIntosh, Pittshurg—Sotter biteli Abbey W. (Bleho-Gypsey 
Queen), red. 

Wm. Seager, Glenfield—Setter dog Mack (Raka-Pera), b wand t. 
J, J. Shellenburg, New Brightou—Setter bitch May Laverack 

(Thunder-Spot), b and w ; setter biteh Daisy Laverack (Thun- 
der-Peeress), lomon Belton ; setter dog Dick Iaverack (‘Thun- 
der-Peeress), blue Belton. 

W. L. MeConnell, Naw Castle—Setter bitch Lady Layerack (Thun- 
der-Peeress), lemon Belton. dl 

Guo, W, Porter, Jv., Harrisburg—Setter dog Dart (Seiler’s Dash- 
Porter's Bessie), red and w, ; f a 

Edward Gregg, Pittshurg—Setter dog Bob (Stodard’s Bob-Nellie), 
red, 

D, MeK, Lloyd, Pitts}mrg—Setter dog Ned (Stodard’s Bob-Nellie), 
red. 

FP. A. Diffenderffer, Lancaster—setter dog Roxey Boy (Dash ITL.- 
Roxey), band w. : 

J. M. Speer, Harrishurg—Setter dog Count, black, 

Nursery STAKES. 

J. RB. Heuricks, Pitishiyg—setter bitch Dolly Edwin (King Kdmore- 
Gaytrue), liver, 

Wia. Seager, Glenfield—Setter dog Smart (Rake-Pera), b and w. 
J. J. Snellenburg, New Brighton—Setter dog Pet Laverack (‘Thnn- 

der-Peeress), blue belton ; setter bitch Sue Laverack (Thun- 
der-Peeress), lemon belton. 

ASSOGIATION STAKES. 

J. R. Stayton, Pittsburg—Setter dog Belton IL. (Belton—Floss), b 
w and t. 

J. BR. Hendricks, Pittsburg—Setter dog King Dash (Belton-Floss), 
liver w and t. " k ’ 

J, I. Mcintosh, Pittsburg—setter dog Biz (Dash-Flora), red. 
J. J. Snellenburg, New Brighton—Setter dog Thunder | Pride of the 

Border-Fiury I1.), bine belton ; pointer dog Button (Bob- 
Fan), liver and white. , : : 

Israel Yearsley, Jr,, Coatesyille—Pointer bitch Rosey (Leicester- 
Nellie), b and w. , 

W. L. McConnell, New Castle—Pointer bitch Lady Layerack (Thun- 
der-Peeress), lemon and belton. ‘ aC 

E. A. Givens, Piltsburg—Pomter bitch Minerva (Teicester-Nejlie), 
» bwand t, 

Samuel §. Brown, Pittsburg—Poniter dog Dash (———- ———), 
roan, 

The judges were Major J. M. Taylor, of Lexington, Ky.; B. F. 
Wilson, of Pittsburg, Pa., and Washington A, Coster, of Plut- 
bush, L. I. 

TuEspay, OctosEer 26, 1880. ‘ 
Aut-aGE Sragus, af £10 each, First prize, 3100; second prize, 

#50, and third Epae $25, 
Steahman’s Pat against Brown’s Dash. ‘ 
Stayton’s Belton [OL against Shnster, Jr.’s Cornelia. 
Snellenburg’s Thunder against Yearsley's Roxie. 
Diffendarffer’s Leah against Snellenburg’s May Laverack. 
Seiler’s Dash against Hendrick’s King Dash, 
Yearsley's Countess against Snellenburg 5 Button, 
MeConnell’s Lady Laverack against Yuarsley’s Little Lady. 
Seager’s Doctor against Steahman’s Biddy. 
Shortly after eleyen the first brace was ordered down, and Pat, 

handled by T, W. Ferrington, and Dash, winner of second in the 
free-for-all at Patuka, DL, in the N. A. F. trials of last year, by H, 
M. Short, made the start. The weather in the morning was clear, 
with a good scenting wind blowing from the southward, but later 
on clonds began to thicken and the rain to patter down, and | this 
and the scarcity of birds made the first day's work extremely tedi- 
‘ous ; so that at the end only two hests had been run and one re- 
mained unfinished. We saw at once that the Trials had been ar- 
ranged for too early a date ; the birds were said to be under size, the 
frost had not cut. down the rank grass in the old fields nor trimmed 
the trees, and many of the farmers were at work in their fields, 
which more or less disturbed the birds and droye them to the 
woods, Added to this, the lirds had been shot off, and with one 
exception the bevies moyed were broken ones, The beat lay 
through several beautitnt valleys, such are only seen in the Key- 
stone State, the long stretches of flats being hemmed in by rolling 
hills, covered with highly cultivated farms, many of which were 
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80 tidily kept as to deprive eyen the fence rows of the slightest 
cover, The thrst field was an old cloyer lot ; the dogs were slipped 
ut the leeward end, and it was drawn blani: When half way down 
the next—a burr lot—Dash, who was by far the faster dog, pointed, 
drew on and pointed a flock of Guinea fowls, but left them when 
ordered ; and this field also proyed a blank. The next field was » 
tag-weed one, and im it a bevy of birds had been seattered by a 
local hunter. He was requested to leave, but mot before he had 
driven what he had left of the birds into the woods. Into the 
scrub) oaks the jndges ordered the dogs, and the bottom, which was 
covered by the lately fallen leaves, proved a poser, for neither of 
the dogs showed game. A cornticld was then beaten ont, Dash 
qnartering his ground with good speed, and showing excellent style 
as he warmed to his work. Jat also seemed under gond command, 
but was behind the scenes alongside of Dash, An hour had now 
elapsed withont a find, when a shout from the noble army of spee- 
tators tunounced that a bevy had been finshed by the crowd. It, 
war then Jearned that five lids had heen marked into some chest 
nut spronts. The doga were ordered into the brush, and Dash at 
once found ind pointed magnificently. Pat was given a chance to 
back, which he refused to do, working npingtead and sharing the 
point in an uncertain way, which resulted in ~ flush. The dogs 
were Ordered up and the heat awarded to Dath. 

Belton and Cornelia were then called, but the latter was not forth- 
coming, 
Thunder and Roxey came next, handled by their owners, and 

conmbienced operations in a fine rag-weed lot, Thunder went like 
lightning, showing great speed and obeying finely, the bitch going 
oyer about half the ground. At the far end Timnder suddenls 
stopped and drew on on his helly and came to a drop. 
Roxey refused to back, indeed she seemed to have no no- 
tion what it meant. The gun was ordered to flush, but 
nothing but a moderately fresh roost was found. <A slop- 
ing corn-field was tricd without success, bnt at the bottom, in 
& springy meadow, « looker-on finshed a fine beyy, which skirted 
some low alders and pitched into the woods beyond. The rain was 
now falling fast, and the crowd, in taking shelter in a copse, flushed 
the remnant of another bevy. ‘The jndges ordered the dogs into 
the woods, and Thunder had no more than crossed the fence when 
he made a dropping point. A short delay oecurred in giving Roxey 
a chance to back, which she did not do, nor, in crossing ahead of her 
tate, even wind the birds, The gun was at length ordered to lush 
aud kill, but no birds were moyed. It was evident that Thunder 
pointed where a bird or more had struck, but had refused to lie on 
account of the wet leaves. If it was not a false point it waa next 
door to one, and we think he should have gone on after due time snd 
trailed the birds to where they were eventually flushed by the noise 
seventy yards away. A moye was then made for the other bevy, 
which had scattered along the fence, Thunder got a capital point 
it once, and Mr. Yearsley claimed a point for Roxey on same bird. 
The bird was moved, shot at and hit, but not recovered. Three more 
panals of the fence further on Tninder again pointed, but this time 
arabbit. In the next field when the dogs were up, Mr. Snellenbure 
moved a broken beyy and killed a bird quite wide of him, which 
Thunder located and retreived in first-class style. The dogs were 
then ordered up and Thunder got the heat. 
Leah and May Layerack, Seiler’s Dash and King Dash were ¢alled 

in order, but one or other did not respond, it having been under- 
stood that the all-aged stakes would not lead off in the trials, 

Countess and Button fell in, the former being handled by T. Bi, 
Smith, and the pointer by his owner. A fruitless search over seye- 
ral miles of lowland was made, and it was not until the starting 
point of the morning was reached thatafeather was found, the little 
bitch then flushed one bird deliberately. To sumup the characteris- 
tics of the two dogs, the little bitch showed a need of a deal of hand- 
ling. She was fast with plenty of bottom, and whatis ever valuuble 
in a dog, she did not lack persistency. There was everything to 
discourage, and yetshe was full of go to the end, Heraction was good, 
head perhaps a shade too low tosnilsome, butnotfor us. The pointer 
showed intelligence, and no doubt would have done well if he hacl 
had achance. At 4:15 p.m. the dogs were ordered up for the day. 
ms nea week's issue we will give the full acconnt and finish of tae 
rials, ‘ 

— 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

Te 
The Council of Lrantford township ‘adhe recently offered a fea 

for each dog killed, One innocent old gentlemmun slew a cw', and, 

instead of lopping off the tail, carried the careass Ludily hefore « 
magistrate and got his check, Then, taking the hody away, leent 

off the tail, exhibited it and got another check. Yet ouce more be 

tried the venture, and this time it was to cut off and present the 
head, and he got still another check! Another spotless youth of 

ten summiers drowned a litter of pups and got #2 apiece for their 
tails—Paris, Ont., Transcript. 

I. 

John T. Raymond had a curions experienve at Lincoln, Nebraska, 

while acting in the trial scene as Colonel Sellers, Two dogs began 
to fight in the centre aisle of the theatre, and all attention was in- 
stantly diverted from the stage to the fight. ‘IT moye we suspend 
proceedings in this court,” said Raymond, ‘and I'll bet a’dollur 

on the white dog. ‘Ill take you,” cried a man in the audience. 

The white dog won, the dollar was passed across the footlights to 

Mr. Raymond, and the acting of the play was resnmed,—2vening 
Past. 

Ii. 

An interesting fight was seen at the waterworks this morning, 
Superintendent Hamilton has a small terrier dog that knows every 
nook about the works, and knows where things belong. This 

morning an alligator got out of his cage and started for the river, 

At the time the dog was playing along the water's edge, It aa\y 

the alligator as it was about to enter the stream, and immediately 
comprehended the situation, The alligator was out of its proper 
place, but there was no time to give an alarm. The dog imme- 
diately started for the sealy trespasser and caught it by the tail, 

A hitter fight then ensued. The dog attempted to pull the alli- 
gator up the bank to ita cage, It also appeared to try and give an 
alarm, but seemed afraid to open its mouth Jest its hold would slip 
and the alligator would getaway, Atthis point in the battle the 

tide tured. The alligator caught the dog by the neck and gave 

him ample time and cause to raisean alarm, Thedog did so. he 
men who had been witnessing fhe affray came to the dog's rescue, 
Their appearance frightened the alligator, which released its hold 

and endesyored to get away. The dog again seized it by the tail, 

pulled it to the bank and held it securely nntil the men could put 
it into its cage.—Inianapolis News. 

IV. 

A mutilated fiye-dollar note was receiyed at the Treasury to-day 

from Marion County, Indiana, and redeemed. Accompanying it 

was the following affidayit : “! Before me, John E. Seott, a notary 
public in and tor said county and State, comes Walter Rivers, who, 
being duly sworn, deposes and says that on or abont the 2d day of 
September, 1840, in the city of Indianapolis, a dog owned by the 

deponent did felonionsly and with malice intent seize a fiye-dollar 

bill numbered B 256,460, series 1875, and bank number 40, and 

after chuwing off the right-hand lower corner and the entire lett- 

hand edge of the aforesaid bill, in spite of all due effort on the 

part of the deponent, succeeded in swallowing the same, and no 
amount of after effort in choking the aforesuid dog availed to ra. 
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cover the torn portion of said bill; and, furthermore, deponent de- 

olares the said dog to be duly licensed by the city of Indianapolis 
nuder No, 187, taxes paid in full to May 1, 1881, and seeks to ob- 
tain from the Hun. Treasurer of the United States all proper relief 
in the shape of # new fiye-dollar William.” Tho new bill was sent. 

—Waslangion Star 
= —— 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Names Crarmep —Bragg— Vanduara,—J, Otis Fellows, Hornells- 
ville, N. ¥., claims the name Bragg for black dog, and Vandnara 
for liver and white gyp, whelped May 20, by Wildair ex-Little But- 
tereup, now dead. Davy Jones.—Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall claims 
Davy Jones for black cocker dog, whelped August 1, by Herbert's 
Dick out of Dnelos’ imported Beauty (bred in Ottawa, Ont.) 
Aladitin, for black cocker dog pup whelped Oct, 25, by Wildair out 
of champion Cora. Hazel, for black cocker bitch whelped Oct. 19, 
by Bolle ont of Madcap. 

Saues— Victor-Lucy Whelp.—Mr.N. Elmore has just sent to Dr. B. 
H, Rehwinkle, Chillicothe, Ohio, an English hare beagle dog pup, 
out of Lucy by Victor. Elcho If.-Dell.—Dr. J. J. Jennelle has sold 
from his Elcho Tl.-Dell litter of Irish setters, to Thos. Osborne, 
Du Quoin, UL, adog ; to T. D, Geoghegan, Lonisyille, Ky., a bitch. 

Presentation—Ray-Delia Whelps.—Mr. H. W. Livingston has 
presented to Dr. John Thornley, U. 8. N., Charlottesville, Va., a 
white and lemon dog pup, and a liver and white dog pup, by Ray 
ont of Delta, 

Wuenrs—Kathleen— Mr. James Watson’s imported Irish terrier 
Kathleen, third in the miscellaneous class at the New York Show, 
1880, two dog pups by Mr. Leake’s Tim of Toronto, Norah.—Dr. 
J. 8. Niyens, of London, Ont., imported Norah, by Spring out of 
Nettle, seyen puppies, four dogs and three bitches by Mr. Frame’s 
dog, of Comber, near Belfast, Ireland. Madcap.—At the Lachine 
kennels, Oct. 19, the black cocker bitch Madeap, six pups, four 
dogs and two bitches, to Robertson's Rollo (black). Cora.—On 
Oct. 25, the liver colored cocker bitch champion Cora, six pups, 
four dogs and two bitches, to Burr Hollis’ Wildair (black). 

Brep—Daylon.—Dr. J, J. Jennelle’s Irish setter bitch Dayton 
(Rob-Duck), litter sister to his Dell, has been bred to his Elcho I. 

Ghe Biple 
RANGE AND GALLERY- 

Worcestrr, Mass., Oct. 23.—Yesterday the Worcester Light In- 

funtry, Co. C. Second Regiment M. V. M., had their annual shoot. 
The distance was 200 yards with » possible score of 25, The princi- 
pal peores and the prizes awarded areas follows: The first prize 

was given by Capt. Child, who commands the company. Itiva 

gold pin supporting an arch marked ‘‘ First Prize,’ From the centre 
of the arch hangs s tiny knapsack inscribed *‘Co. C. 2d Reet., ML 

Y. M.” Below is a target with two guns crossed over the face, while 

below all hangs the company’s monogram, “ W. L, 1.” ‘This prize 
was awarded to F, A. Hatch for a score of 19. The second prize a 
silver target hanging from the company’s monogram, was received 

by H. Haynes, his score being 18. Mr. F. L.. Allen ranked third 

with a score of 14, 
Thursday, the 21st, the City Guards, Co. A. Second Regiment 

M. V. M., had their annual target shootand observed the fortieth 
anniversary of their organization. The prizes awarded and the 
scores made were as follows: First prize, the company gold medal, 

awarded to Capt. E. R. Shumway for the third time, score 17 points 

second, Sergt. James Barly, score 16, a gold chain and charm ; 

third, Geo. N. Longee, score 15, an alarm clock ; fourth, William 
H. Morse, score 15, an order fora hat; fifth, William E. Aldrich, 
score 13, a pair of sleeve buttons; sixth, William G. Tainter, score 

12, a scarf pin ; seyenth, George W. Bemis, score 11, a pocket knife; 

eighth, Thomas 8. Danforth, score 2, a leather medal, Mayor Kel- 
ley, in presenting the last prize, called the recipient fhe hero of the 

oceasion, and informed him if he always wore it next to his heart it 

would keep off the rheumatism and the neuralgia. To the past 

members the following prizes were awarded: To Warren Willard 

a cane, score 16 ;to Lieutenant Forbes B. Fay, score 14, a paper 

weight. In the eyening there was a banquet at the Bay State 
House, which is cwned by Messrs. Pond & Shepard, who are well- 

known sportsmen, : 

Mammorx Rirne GALLERY—Boston, Oct. 22.—The third week in 
the Inangural Ritle Match has shown some good shooting, and the 
best so far this month. Mr, George F. Ellsworth, of the Gardner Ritie 
Club, was nearly successful in getting » clean score of eight con- 

secutive bullseyes. He made a splendid 39; bis fourth shot was a 
two-o’tlock four, close to the two-inch bullseye. Mr. E. F. Rich- 
ardson, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, also was nearly 

successful in getting the extra prize, His fifth shot was a fiye- 
o'clock nipper, so close as to split the bullet. Both Mr. Ellsworth’s 
and Mr, Richardson’s scores were fine, and worthy of especial men- 

tion. Mr, Richardson heads the list with 191 ont of a possible 200 ; 
his five scores of four 38's and one 39 will be hard to excel. Mr. 

Frank Hollis, of the Medford Rifle Association, is second with 189, 

he haying increased his score two points over last week. The fol- 
lowing is the standing of the several competitors to date ; 50 yards ; 

rounds, 8; possible 40 ; five scores to win, or possible 200 : 
BiH. Richardson, ....-.-.. eee eeeetr eet se ee dede ene 88 38 35 38 389—191 
Frank Hollis -..,- 22. 2200. cece een eee et nteee 37 35 38 38 38—189 
U. A, Pollard... 36 37 87 35 39—187 
Geo. F. Elisworth.. ..-..,----+.------ .36 86 36 36 39—183 
Dig Wa MARDER S ooo reo sae ee oes ep viens .86 36 36 36 38—182 
Geo. D, Hdson---: 24252. s.5-2222,2- .86 36 86 36 37—IS1 
Chas. B. Robinson....-.- 135 35 35 36 3i—175 
A, G, Goodspeed......... 185 85 35 35 35—175 
Qhas, B. Otis, -.-2...........-. 00. 34 86 35 35 35-174 
Go WiSIPIEM ns ogc stro tems nn sae 84 35 85 35 36—173 
8. 8. Fogg... 34 34 35. 35 85178 
R, C.BAWYOP p:- tated ste cect eeee oe 84 34 35 35 35—173 
A. F. WiAtHerell.... 228 eter tat stent sees e eens 134 34 84 85 35—172 
OUTS ETAT E Les ws lecs a= 2 Pre sea eae 284 84 34 34 34-170 
B. Hy Daley .,-. cep pees ee eee ee 283 34 3p 34 34—169 
Fid> SHOW: cee eres bo ==e 94 +3 33 33 33 34—166 
i. SWUDAWAY< 2. ces ceeeencer ---32 32 38 83 83—163 
Ged. HSt€S ..- 4. 2-- =. ec ee eee eee eee reenter cee B2 32 82 33 38-—162 

Boston, Mass., Oct. 23.—An erratio wind and strong light met the 

short-range riflemen who faced the butts in the early part of the 
shooting at Walnut Hill. The attendance was not large, but the 

shooting was first-class. The few entries in the autumn match are 
hurdly worth mention, consequently only one is given, that of Mr. 
Harris, which is capital, The 600 yard off-hand match did not fill 
lurgely, rnd owing to 2 sharp shower which occurred no peores were 

fivished, the participants being driven to shelter with web traps, 

while the scorer watched the targets fromthe observatory under 

the hill. Following are the best scores only in detail: 

The Creedmoor Target. 
BV ISAHOIMSS: Aikd tsa Foes abate ban nee 635 6 5 68 54 4 5 +48 
J. NiGHOIS,...:-2.--.-224 4465 $6 45 4 5 545 
Fe leet Wise ptrel dewtrlricoea “kod 4% 45 6 5 6 445 
Je BoMelOWS.22 28 6p 444 4 6 5 5 d—45 
J. Borden. ....-.. reo tors 1 -4 B64 5 5 4 6 45 245 
Cc. HW. Eutebrouk,.... ..., bt +5 5 & 4 & t 3-44 
His BOvele tise. ities ee ton somes 5 445 43 4 4 4 5642 

The Massachusetts Target. 
Bi DaVis ys ort sei 9 S$ If 10 di ti W di Ww ti—i106 
W. H, Jackson (Mil) ~-9 12 WW J1 Ww i 31 8 ti feet 
els DY SHOTS. is te alfa ees j 8 10 Wm 11 1 12 10 9-103 

The Amateur Match, 
renee che he eS ee ey D $8 6.5 5 2 ft 5 fas 

Macsoua Korie GArmmry.—Boslon—TLhe third week of the Oc- 
tober match has shown good work, Ontside of the regnlar compe- 
tition an improvised match was shot with rifles ai 100 feet between 

Mx. I’. G. Bunks, of the Forisr Anp Stream, and Mr. R, F, Scha- 

efer, i well-known shot of this city. ‘The conditions were filfeen 
shots. Mr. Schaefer won by nine points, his total being 58, and 

Mr, Banks, 49, The summary shows what bas been done with the 

rifle and pistol as follows—100 feet ; possible total, 250; 

Rifle Match, 
RB SCHACE ae hsin tn ped -senps pened pape PeunestesettT) 30 40° EBA AT —0ah 
W. HH. Farnham..... 45 45 45 48 46—227 
J. C, Rowers....- 4 44 45 AT 46—226 
S.&. Foge 43°43 43 48—216 
W. HL. Henly... 48 44 43 41—213 
C. M, Gueth --.. 41 42 44 41—211 
O. A, Gruss..... 41 43 41 48-201 
M. 8. Hardy 89 40 39 4i—198 

N, C, Stone... 44444 65 4 4 4-11 
J. B. Osborn. 4454444 4 4-4) 
W. H. Henry 54 44 3 4 4 5 441 
8. 8. Foge d 4444 8 4 4 5-40 
J. J, Ross 444 ¢ 44 3 5 4-40 
Pe Willifins.. 202.2% 44444 3 4 4 4-39 
J.B, Harris. 44444 4 3 4 4-39 
W. Smith...... 4444 44 4 38 4—89 
W. Browh.. wt 44443 4 3 4 4-35 
Las Tesbh Re . PAG as RR AAA AS Bok ate B45 8 4 3 4 4 438 

On Friday, Oct. 29, the Raymond Sportsman's Club haye their 
regular meet ; alsd a team match with the New Bedfords. 

New Haven, Ct—The Second Annual Rifle Tournament of the 

Connecticut Brigade opened on the Quinnipiac Range, Oct. 21, and 

ran through two days yery successful work. The first brigade 

shoot of the Guard was held at the same place last fall. Then 

twenty-nine company teams and five regimental teams (counting the 

fifth battalion) competed. This year but nineteen companies and 

three regimental teams were eutered. In the brigade are forty-six 
companies, 

The officers of the meeting were well satisfied with the prospect, 
however, considering the great political excitement and the dissat- 

isfaction that resulted from the First Regiment marksmen being al- 
lowed to carry off prizes last year wou with alleged improper sights, 

Among those present at the range this forenoon were General Smith 

and Majors Watson, Stetson and Bissell and Lieutenant Colonel 

Morgan of the brigade stiff; Colonel Barbour of the First Regi- 
ment ; Colonel Crotut of the Fourth Regiment, Major Fisher and 
his Hartford Foot Guard team were present, this company last year 
being unrepresented. There were no entries at all from the Third 
Regiment, 
The shooting was kept up without intermission all day, excellent 

luncheon being furnished on the ground. 

In the company team match, open to teams of eight from any com- 
pany in the Brigade of Foot Guards, each man fired seven shots at 
the 200 and the 500 yards distances. The largest number of pointa 
that could be made were 280. ‘These were the scores: 

200 yds, s00yds. ‘Total. 
Co. E, New Britain, First Regt......----~+++ 219 195 414 
Co. K, Wallingford, Second Kegt.. au. 193 211 404 
co. I, Meriden, Second Regt.---- 193 402 
Oo. F, Harttord, First Regt...... 193 398 
Co, G, South Manchester, Mirst Reg 185 390 
Go. H, Hartford, First Regt .:..... 189 358 
Uo. A, Waterbury, Second Regt . 185 385 
Go, K, Hartford, First Regt.....--. 187 8T 
Co, K, Strattord, Fourth Regt..... 192 378 
New Hayen Co. Foot Guard, ,.-.-,-.- 163 3h2 
Co. B, Bridgeport, Fourth Regt. ... 158 3a8 
Co, B, New Haven, Second Regt. 166 355 
Co. F, New Haven, Second Regt 130 333 
Harttord Co. Foot Guard.. 128 B24 
Co. B, Hartford, First Regt..... 121 304 
Co. D, New Haven, Second Reg 119 217 
Co. A, New Haven, Fifth Bat,.,.... 83 981 
Co. D, South Norwalk, Fourth Rey i S4 215 
Co. F, Norwalk, Fourth Regt....... . 65 195 

The prizes, 11 in number, were awarded to the company in the 
order given aboye. The prize for the highest individual aggregate 
score in the match went fo Lieut. G, C. LaBarnes, Co, K, 2d Regi- 
ment, his score being 61. 
The principal prizes in the company team match were: First, the 

Derby cup, valued at $150; second, pair of bronze statuettes, yalued 
at #25; third to tenth, prizes aggregating in yalue $125. 
There were also shooting on the two dwys of the meeting in an 

individual match at 200 yards; seven shots to each man, thus making 
35 the highest possible number of points. There are 28 prizes, yal- 
ued at $130, the first being a Winchester sporting rifle, yalued at 
#30, the second $15 cash and the third $10 cash. The prize winners 
were: Sergeant J. W. Crane, Co. H, Ist, wins the Winchester rifle 
with a score of 33, H. W. Whitlovk, Co. B, 2d, taking the second 
prize with the same score. “Lieut. J. L. Osgood, Co. H, ist, was 
third with 32, and Gen S. R. Smith, Private E. H. Williams, Co. F, 
1st Regiment, Quartermaster Sergeant Haxry Nichols, 4th Regiment, 
and Private B. Lewis, Co, E, 2d, each made 31, 

Tn the Second Regiment match Co. K, Wallingford, wins the regi- 
mental silyer cup for the second time, and Co, I, Meriden, gets the 
clock offered by Capt. Allen, I. T. P. of the Second Regiment. Pri- 
yate Whitlock, Co. E, wins the Col, Smith medal, and Capt. Allen, 
I, 1. P., the Lient, Col, Bacon medal. 

The regimental team match opened at 1 o'clock on the 22d, and 
came to an abrupt unfinished termination, the signal gun for the 
closing of the match haying been fired without the knowledge of 
the commanding officer of the range, Major J. H. Stetson. At the 
time of the closing of the shooting the scores were: 2d Regiment 
916, with two shots to fire; 1st Regiment 834, whith twelve shots to 
fire; 4th Regiment 825, with 21 shots to fire. The abrupt termina- 
tion of the match created considerable excitement, and at a meeting 
of regimental inspectors it was yoted that the match be shot oyer in 
Noyember, probably about the twelfth. After this decision Col 
Graham, of the 2d, protested against this action, as an injustice to 
the leading team and a yiolation of the Creedmoor rules, under 
which the match was shot. 

Crerpmoon—Oci, 20.—The second series of the Seabury matches 
was shot at Creedmoor, under the most fayorable conditions ; the 

match was well attended chiefly by the long and short-range New 
York amateur riflemen, as professionals are debarred by the 
conditionsin all of the Seabury matches, The weather was splendid, 
especially for the shortvange men, The scores put up by them, 

particularly in the first-clugs, were by far the best yet rolled up in 

any match. Nearly all of the orack shots were present. In addition 

to these was added Ghas. BH. Blydenburgh, an old habitue of the 

range, who shot in the first international mutch und who was here 
ona yisit from the far West. He was yery warmly welcomed. 

While the short-range men were in their glory the long-range 
men had a yery troublesome time of it. The wind wus fickle, and 

the dense mirage (the so-called ‘‘Gin and Sugar” atmospheric 
condition) before the targets prevented marksmen from locating 

theirshots. At 800 yards this difficulty has a very triftting effect, 

but at 1,000 yards, the distance shot at, it forms a thick, wavy, 
dizzy veil in front of the targets. Still the shooting at this dis- 
tance under difficulties pleased ‘*Old Reliable,* Colonel John 
Bodine, who was the executive officer of the long-range match, 

while Sect?y Donaldson did the honors for the short-range men in 
both classes. 

Prize winners in long-range muatch.—Distance, 

highest possible score, 100 ; 
1,000 yards; 

Se BLEW EAE lis wegbee ahstPe sont aa a Saale 95 als Pi WOLGTS: Sosesdse 1 
§. T. G. Dudley -.-- 2. ft I BYE RUED ree ee eee eels 1 
R. Rathbone. ... 93 Rp ELU DOUG. bir lotaielelciele ele aeaee ae O) 
G. L. Morse. ....6.... pees, | SILRmITN SON. -ceiueete sue oo ene 89 
John Bodine + 8 DREN CSoy ae Or een ae pee ST 
ASH, Cobb... ...+ Igoe) aieaH. IELOULE Ds sein histor nents 8T 
Thos. Lamb, J1.......... 224-2: 92 AS MCINIGS nls. cece 23,2) 222680 

Short-range.—First-class riflemen; off-haud; 200 yds,; highest 
possible score, 90 : 
A. MGIMNES, 00... ceceemecnee on 6S F. od. Donaldson,....,-....., ,. 65 
J. H. Browt..... wee-. 26S: J. H. Roche. ...-. Baret nce Elsie. 
Dele AML oes bee ed ere 68 <A. H. Cobb bons) 
W. H. Dunlap 6 J, A. Todd. 
D, F, Dayids.. 67 Fred Alder 
A. J. Howlett 7 't. P. White 
G, J. Seabury. 
A. H. Anderso: 
FP. BH, Holton. . 
D. A. Banks. . 
Chas. H. Blydenbu 
G_E, Tayntor..,..,-2. 

Winners—Short-range, second-class riflemen; oubof a possible 7(); 
D> Miller... .....7., +63 

W. O'Donne 
Captain T. 
J. 1t0ss 

a 

Valentine. - juibioobeat 
NIBELEISEMe Se foe fe mad oops nee 50 

Warertown, WV ¥., Oct. 7.—The anonal meeting of the Water- 
town Rifle Association began to-day at the range on Bradley street. 
Following is the record: 

First match open to all members of ‘‘O” company, Thinty-fifth 

Battalion N. G. 8. N. ¥., in good standing. Remington militury 
rife ; 200 and 500 yurds. Prize, gold medal champion badge, pre- 

sented by Captain Miller. This match was very interesting, the 

shooting being excellent at both ranges and the contest between 

Messrs. Zimmerman. and Reeves being very close and exciting. 

Both gentlemen exhibited a preut amount of nerve and glall, Tr 
the scores it will be obseryed that sevaral men made the same totale. 

Those, however, are considered best which increuse in nunibers 
from the start. The score is ns follows : 

200 yds. 500 yds, Total, 
4 4 5 4-92 ao 4 4 4 4-91-45 
5 4 3 3-20 44 5 4 p—bo—u9 
4 4 5 4-22 4 45 3 3-19-41 
434 419 4 4 5 5 B—BI-40 
6 44 4-20 5 2 4 4 5-9) 40 
45 3 6-YL 2 2 2 3 5-4 —Sh 
44 4 4-20 25 8 0 214-4 
4842-7 24 2 d p17 34 
43 5 4—2) 22 2 4 9 jo he 
4423 6-18 2 4 2 5 5-39-47, 

The next shoot was a subscription match open to all comers. Any 
rifle, 200 yards, seyen rounds, The score was as follows: 
Reeves, . +--+ taseeesoeenettapesp sa7e0” MUN ors soressee se 29. Pl ene 26 
Zimmerman. 26 
M. Cooper... peli) 
Baker.. -... os) 
TUhere s ses reas eee ee 25 

The next competition was for the association mateh. Open to all 
members of the Watertown Rifle Association, Any rifle ; distance, 
military rifle, 500 yards ; special rifles, 600 yards ; Creedmoor rifle, 

700 yards, All at the 2d class target. Prize silyer club medal, to 

be shot for at the spring and fall meeting of the association and 16 

be won three times before becoming the property of the winner, 
This match was the most exbiting of the day. Reeves had already 

made the best score when Zimmerman shot, aud he was obliged to 
make a bull's eye the last shot or fail to win. He made it and now 

holds the medal, he haying won it three consecutive times by the 
scores of 37, 39and 44. The score is ; 

poy thos aE nce Det 45 54 45 3 5 5-4 
ee a ee 

EP ade ole Da ae B65 4445 34 4 dao 
soe) £23 8 6 BF 5 4B 

wf 55344 4 4 5 gs 
wd 3D 4444 5 4 4 
sof 2 3 4 8 5 6 BS 449 
+4 5 5 3 5 8H 2 4 3-9 
£23.44 8 5 5 5 DoT 
52 5 2 4 kB A 5 236 
224 FF 4 8 4 5 LG 

+4 3 2 423 5 3 8 Bt —93 
The last match shot was a subscription match open to all comers. 

Any rifle, 500 yards, seven rounds : 

On the second day the first shoot was a subscription match open 

to all comers. 200 and 500 yards, fiye-shots at each. The leading 

scored Were : 
A GAINS. wen tha sanses me rn ct- seven 48. Wilderness sees eces eee ye stam 25 

REGVGSe 2. 2222. i lc kided ede ay 
Baker.,. 

SARMILEN pb eeeeeeri on cern mer 
Ws (OULBE ae tulak ie eae | BS. 
The next was the State prize match, open to teams of five from 

each company of infantry that belonged to the division known as the 

4th division of the National Guards, 8. N. ¥., previous to July 1, 
"79. Remington, State model ; 200 and 500 yards. Prize, two bronze 
knights, presented by the State, to remain the property of the com- 

pany winning them three times, and to be shot for once cach year. 
There being no competitors from other companies two teams were 

chosen from © company, and Messrs. Miller and Settle were made 

captains. The score waa : 

Captain Settie’s Team, 
Seattle... .- 2.22, -2-2--2-8F 455 +282 5 5 5 5 5B 16 
Reeves 44 3 4 4-21 a4 3 5 52-41 
Baker 8 33 4 £17 4 3 4 5 4+—21—38 
Adams 2 4 4 4 3-13 24 8 2 + lt 
Shepard..... wef 4 4 4 4-10 0% 0 3 2 726-189 

Captain Miller's Team. 
at 4 4 4 56—19 $3 4 4 4-18—-H 
24 3 4 4 #18 8 4 4 6 $1937 

2 4 4 6 #—18 4$ 8 4 3—i7—% 
444 8 2-16 43 5 2 2s— 

afanabjtecss---ee 2 4 0 2—18 0 8 # 3 4—-12—-3-17) 

he fins) shoot wae the Association Badge mutch, open to > 

i 
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“miembers of the Watertown Ritle Association. Prize, a challenge 

gold bndge. ‘Tho score stood - 
Zimmerman. .-_, ne eee ee ub 
Miller......- 
Luther. 
Adains,...----.,. -4 “e 
MBCVES. 3 cece emcenee es perecnst 

Syracvsr, V. ¥. Oc/. 2(),—The fall meeting of the Sixth Division 
Rifle Assoeintion opened to-day on the range -ui East Syracuse. 
There were present a numerous gathering of militiamen and ritle 

“shots from Central New York, representing several organizations 

ofthe Nutional Guard. The weather was not so fayoruble for good 
marksmanship as it might haye been, bunt despite the bitter cold- 
jiess of the air und the prevalence of 2 strong breeze, some excel- 

dent shooting was doue. The progranime of matthes and the re- 

"sults were as follows ; 
 Subseription Mateuh—Open to all comers ; 200 yards; any rifle: 

33 Ws (COOPEY: <j) .neets tote ete os 
eo: el 

JOueS.....5-,-.,.-9 45 6 4 4 h—32 | Aver 452434 697 

«Blakely. 44455 5 4-31 | Mant }4 3 195 

Altmann 44445 5 $—¥49 | Sinith, 2 495 

Parliss. - - $6444 5 3—29) Cavana 4 2-95 

Winnegas d4 4444495] Burdick... 4 £94 

PATDITGIN cs 2 yess: $4543 54-5 

Aixth Division N, G, Match—Open to tenms of tiyelye from each 

Yesnnent, battalion or separate company of infantry in Sixth 

Division. Remington rifle, State model. First prize—To the repi- 
nent, buttalion or company, whose teani make the nghest aggre- 

gate score, a ‘Trophy, value $100 : 
FORTY-RIGHTH REGIMENT, OF OSWHGO. 

200 Yards. 500 Yards. Total 
ehton. - 44a 45-21 A’ 6 4 =2y Ay 

Perkins. 4446 4-21 $545 5—29 48 
Barnes 8d dig 544 4 5—22 41 
Barton. Ra dd #444 4-19 an 

- Sullival 444-19 56 845-20 a4 

Harie 4 4 4 4—17 3454581 a8 

Miller 243 56-17 2634 5-19 a6 
Watson 56 44 4-22 4304314 56 

DeRush G4 44-21 203 3 418 34. 
Cleming 958 STi. 24333 OG 38 
Hilhick. 3344 3-17 246236 8 
Pattarsou_.-..--..- eee 4844419 24% 0 413 32 

eaal O17 448 
FIFTY-FIRST REGIMENT THAM OF SYRACUSE, 

200 Yards. 500 ¥ te0 Motte 
 Blakely...-.-.--+-4+3 43418 4444-20 5 

Bohan cc: rede $4444 49 4435420 39 
W. 4, Randall. 443 4 3-18 $355 521 39 

a. W. McBiroy. 2455 5—20 542 5 521 ay 

WL, Lymiat-..-- 4254 4+—20 30 4 3 4—id BA 

HH. W, ieiidall........ 4524-19 _#4434—19 38 

1. A. WILKINSON, .. ...er £54 4 5—vf 3435 5—20 41 

$V, G. Hiteheork...i,0 4.5 72517 00353—9 25 

O. G, Lolibard ._,...:.-4 444410 34 5 3 4-18 at 

A.W. Burness........... 3 #4 0-15 350 20-10 28 

D. M: Leteyre,-._....-.. 4540 6—15 444 5 421 39 

WwW. A, Buller.....----,-- 4444 4—90 #46 3419 49 

2a 212 dat 

Company Team Match—Open to teams of five from any company 
or troop in the Division. Remington rifle or carbine; 200 yards ; 

rounds, seyen + 
UOMPASY A, FORMY-HIGHTH REGIMENT. 

29 Bullivan,.- FBWITOS. 00 -ecr stee tote reser ood SUM Van ,~--- 41-222 
arto, .. 

DPerkins ..- 24+ +00 eee eeaeeeee me 

| MDOT. bets ss ae aele as olee 

TROOP C, YATES DRAGOON 
«+ 30) Gadow.. 

Barantet: RTS SLAM SAPRR ARR Raat Wim tad 
" Albiter. 28 

Tot aie eae dele Mee asa Ets Bhs fae ere rare .. 188 
COMPANY D, FIFTY-FIRST REGIMENT, 

Pe SE Mees Pate AG eH NTCALION A se eee sate speed weal res 25 
ee The a MOTITOV:¢.'r. dra me:falosed i pS peaed 27 
ReMyiitl ge bens eitsdyed ob yome weelele 2 me: 

Potal,-.-. Se eee Eda ee eet bee gee ate Syletcthatancede 120 
COMPARY G. FORTY-EIGHTH REGIMENT. 

25 Calipbell.. 
3 

THIRTY-FIFIM SEPARATE COMPANY. 

pete ote rele ar Be © Da SPLTLRGULY 9 tack sce elerd sae eie hye e hatha tan 
54 Jos Wihiseler., .....: 

Aner) 

> MAG bew hl ae served cet aloes ete SP et ee re Shue: oom steskvs fm 1s 
Officers’ Match—Open to all commissioned officers in the Sixth 

Division ; 200 yards ; Remington military rifle or carbine ; ronnds, 

seven, To the highest individual suore, an officer's gold badge, 
Worth $30, to ba won at three regular nieetings of the Sixth Division 
Rite Association, to become the property of the winner : 
M. Caivanil,_.....j435 4444-25 Mauer... .. 44355935 4—38, 
W. B. Rundall,,..2 60445495 LL, L, Bames.._..43545 44 6—29 
GV, Houghton,..8 5 4 5 4 3 4—28 

Directors’ Match—Open only to Directors of the Sixth Division 

Rifle Association ; 200 and 500 yards; Remington military rifle or 
tarbine; rounds, five at each distance, Prize—Directora’ gold 
Dadge, to be competed for at each regular meeting, and held perma- 
ently by the winner of three contests. The badge has been won 
‘once by Mejor Nichols, onee by Capt. Dirchmeyar, once by Lieut. 

Obl. Grifim, onve by Capt. Auer, aud was beld by Col. A. C. Cliase 

for 1879 : 
200 Yurds, ist Yards. a 

1 RB. Chapman......-..4 444 9--19 3545 3-20 ‘i 
By seaeaatl ae PEAY 5 3 4 4 U1 3% 6 8 4--20 at 
OM AUeD, 2.2 -+ rns - 5435 4a) 85445 -21 42 
RB, Griffin. ._.........--.4 445 +4 4454421 42 
W. A. Butler... 04... 3 $44 4-19 $546 5-2 43 

Bb 345 5--22 85 6.5 4—22 44 Col. Houghton..,.--<.--- 

Ou the second day of 

“mained for contest. 

 Scuverzen Nores—Hoboken, Oct. 21.—At the annual meeting 
‘ct the Hoboken Sthuetzen Corps, held at then headquarters, 66 
‘Adam street, the majority of the members were present to hear 
the smmuul reports of the seeretaries and treasurer, which were 
“rend, and showed thut the corps is in 4 prosperous condition, The 
result of the clection for the coming year was us follows: Wn 
remanermunn, Captain; H. Tmeteich, Cor. Seeretary ; J. Wid- 

mann, Min. Seoretnry ; G. Nelehior, Treasnrer; 0, Keller, Trustea ; 

|. Reith, First Lientenant; H. Stappenbeck, Second Lieutenant ; 
Schleuss, First Shooting Master : H.v. der Leith, Second Shoot- 

ng Master. A motion to procure new uniform (instead of the 
een blouse) was adopted. Preparations fora ball, to be held in 

February, 1881, was left to a committee. 

Sroceton Rice Rasoe—Camden, N. J.—The Directors of the 
ekton Rifle Range, of Camden, N. J., announce the matches fur 

ber, and way = 

& e mesting the long-range match only re- 

‘This being the last programme of the season, the officers and 
directors of fhe Stockton Rifle Range Association take this oppor- 

tnnity to return thanks to their numerous patrons for the liberal 
encouragement given them, and to inform them that the additions 
and improyements necessary to make Stockton what its advantages 

of location and facilities of access entitle us to expect if, to become 

—the most popula range in the country—will he completed before 

next spring, and the season of 1881 will open with a new range of 

4,000 yards in addition to those now in use, and it is earnestly 

hoped that our friends will continue to give it their support, and 

that those who haye availed themselves ol the recreation offered by 
the noble pastime of rifle-practice will continue to patronize the 

yrange that has in such a short time become their fuyorite resort.’ 

The programme includes the following : 
November |—Sharps’ Match lor Military Rifies, Second Seriea,— 

This match will open Monday morning at ten o’clock, and remain 

open until 20 svoxes haye been made, when the rifle will be awarded 
to the competitor making the highest score of the 20, Immediately 
thereafter another competition will be opened and a rifle awarded 
to the highest score of the 20 made, and so continued until the 15 

competitions of this series is completed. Competitors can thereby 
xhoot betsyeen ten and fonr o'¢lock on any day in the month except 

Sundays. Open to all comers ; 200 yards; ten rounds; Sharps 

military rifle, without cleaning. Competitors having won @ rifle in 

the first series of Sharps’ matches, with a score of oyer 40, will be 

handicapped two points in these competitions. 
The Association has provided a Rumning Deer target, which will 

be run as a bullseye target on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. 

Deer to barun by signal from thefiring point only; any rifle, including 
repeaters ; a8 many shote as practicable may be fired durmg cach 

run. ‘Tickets entitling the competitor to one run will be sold at 

ten cents each. A fine of ten cents will be imposed for not firing, 

foy firing while the deer is out of bonnds, or for hitting the haunch. 
Firing is only allowed while the deer is crossing a space 90 feet long 

in the centre of the run, which requires about tive seconds. 

Noyember 13—Champion Marksman's Badge of 1880.—Open to 

all members of the Second Brigade, National Guards of New Jersey. 

200 and 500 yards; fiverounds at each, with the military rifle in 

use by the State. This badge will be awarded to the competitor 

who, at the close of fhe season, shall have won it the greatest num- 
ber of times. In case of a tie, the highest aggregate score of all 

the competitions participated in up to thut time to decide, 

November 20—Hunter’s Mateh, for Rapidity and Accuracy at the 

Ruming Deer Target.—Gpen to all comers; 100 yards ; any rifle 

(ineluding repeaters), no wind gauge to be used, but sight to be 

over the centre of the barrel; six rung, as many shots as practica- 

lle to be fired during each rumand while the deer is within bounds. 

Noyember 25—Thanksgiving Day—Turkey Rifle Match,—100 

yards; Position, off-hand; Weapon, any rifle under the rules ; 

turkeys to be placed so that the head only will be exposed—to be 

killed outright before being awarded as a prize ; entrance fee, 25 

cents, and ten cents per shot ; number of shots unlimited. 
Same Day—Glass Ball Subscription Match.—Weapon, any rifle 

not oyer .22 calibre; ten shots: entrance fee, 50 cents ; re-entries 

permitted, but only the higliest seure to count, 

BerKeney, Cal., Sept. 25.—The rifle teams of the Oakland Light 

Oayalry and of the Uniyersity met to-day on the University’s shoot- 
ingrenge. The University team was victorious by four points. 200 

yards. Score as follows : 

University Team. 
Col, BAWards....c2seee essen ene 424444 4 4 440 
McGilliyr’ 8 8 4 4 4 4 8 4 53ST 

433444 4 4 4-38 
444483 3 5 4 4-85 
53 442 5 3 5 5 8—38 
438 4 8 4 4 4 4-36 
423 6 8 4 4 4 3 3-37 
422443 4 3 4-35 

eeeere 63444 3 4 8 4-37 
Dancaae tate 423 3 4 4 4 4 3—35—869 

light Cavalry Team. 
Rok. Bromleyuac--.0,,c..0d eae oem + 2 oe od SF Bd RBs 
Marsh. .......-: 44444 6 4 4 4 4-41 
McéBilliken ........-2..-2-5 wed d4 46 4 4 4 4H 
Keeling yoni. ci saeco sys: 4444234 0 4 4 4—35 
TC UATA tie v 6 «'alelo\ofole\ale ees a4 £446 44 4 4 4-H 
Elliott... wt 4 4 4 4£ 4 4 8 4 4-39 
Goodwin.,..... 2242 3 0 3 4 8B 0-23 
W. R. Bromley. 38 8 48 45 3 8 3 3-34 
WiiMatS aes. aenteamst ee ete a dae p> 43438 4 3 4 4 4 $—36 
(OPUS s Caee see Se SR PEN Sy) 444444 5 4 4d 4-1-3805 

The Cavalry used carbines and the University the short cadet 
rifle, 

Hachting and Canoeing, 

THIS YEAR'S RECORD. 

(ae season now closing hus been ih many respects the most 
successtul in the history of American yachting. Tf devoid of 

sensational features, such as ‘‘ grand eyents,” “great festivities ” 
and similan ostentatious display, it has seen a more rapid growth of 
‘trae yachting” than any of its predecessors. There has been 
quite as much racing done and fully double the amount of cruising. 
A gradual change in the sentiment of those who seek their sport on 
the deep has been working for some time and has cropped out in a 
more promising degree this season than ever before. We allude to 
the education of the yachting fraternity as seamen and rapid sub- 
stitution of sailing for the loye of sailing in place of the mere own- 
ing of big yachts for the display of wealth or for the indulgence of 
social excesses. Tf the sensational writers of the day, who loye to 
disport in the huge headlines of a poster in answer to a craying for 
notoriety, have found but little food for their pens, those who wish 
to xee the ae élevated in America to the same thorough sailor 
standard it has long oveupied in England can congratulate them- 
selyes npon the rapid strides we are making in that direction. 

| The modifications now goiy on in tonmmage, model and rig all 
point to. the snevessful ureation of a large body of intelligent gradu- 

| ates in the art of sailing, a body of men who will have knowledge 
and confidence enough to ent adrift from the leading-strings of 
professional smack men and their antiquated notions of what con- 
stitutes a yacht and to what a yachtsman should limifi his aspira- 
fionsin the way of cruising. In constant communication with a 
thousand correspondents scittered all oyer the country, 10 one is 
better able to feel the pulse of the public than ourselves, and that 
enables us to testify to the rapid development of sonnd and healthy 
ideas during the past season, all pointing to # desire for vessels of 
moderate tonnage, combining safety and cruising qualities of the 
first order, For this reason alone, if for no other, we deem the 
year now closing a8 one having udded a greater store of wholesome 
experience in the sailor's art than any of its predecessors. We will 
publish our usual records for the year at an early day and from 
them draw definite comparisons by figures, which will refute the 
efforts of some who decry the sport because we haye been happily 

| spared the yulgur newspaper sensations of former years and who 
judge the entire community by the two or three races given 
y the leading metropolitan club. Nor need there he any fear of 

the half dozen steam yachts built swamping the sailing interests 
altogether, ay supposed in some quarters. The additions made to 
the steam Heet are simply so many indications of the increasing 
weulth of the nation, and their construction always will go hand 
in hand with the spread of # love for the sea. It is erroneous to 
assume that none but addle-pated individuals, with time hanging 
heayily upon their hands, can see any delight in cruising in steam- 
ers. ‘There is quite as much skill, experience, watchlulness and 
care to be applied in nayigating under steam from port to port as 
there ig in handling a vessel under sail. There is quite as much 
room tor the acquisition of health and familiarity with ull the ways 
of men and things afioat on the bridge of a finescrew yacht as there is 
in the cockpit of the clipper schooner. There is the same field for 
study and experimentin the science of design and engineering on one 
hand that there is in the science of modeling and sparring on the 
other, If aboard the steamer, you turn over all the cares and 
duties of her nayigation and maintenance to a hired captain; so, 
too, ay you haye your professional man at the wheel of the sail- 
ing craft, and soothe your mind with cocktails and the latest noyels 
on the transoms of a yessel under sail. Butif yon area man am- 
hitious of acquiring equal rank in point of knowledge with your 
professionals—if you propose, in short, to be captain of your own 
ship, there is as great, if not greater, opportunity with your hand 
ut the bell than with your hand at the tiller It is only the sensa- 
tional writers of the press who will bewail the taste for yachting 
under steam, because “they do not race,” and their names and 
duings do not contribute enough for the knights of the pen to pad 
a column or two of nothing. There is one good reason why the 
steamer never will driye out the sailing craft: she costs too much 
to build and she costs too much to run. Only a yery small fraction 
of the fraternity can indulge in the thrilling sensation of driving 
along at a high rate of speed in command of a sea-going steamer, 
prepared at will to ‘go ahead,” *‘stop her,” ‘‘ back her.” Bnt Jet 
uot the growmg steam fleet giye any one the blues. The more the 
merrier, Encourage anything, eyerythng from the dug-out up, 
that will take dyspeptic, bilious Young America away from the 
money-grubbing counter and give him a chance at the ozone laden 
breezes trom across the sea ; anything at all that will make him 
discover other spheres of usefulness and delight than the eyerlasting 
sordid hoarding of gold. Itis a great and good thing to make 
money, according to the modern code of ethies; but having made 
it, let us learn how to spend it rationally. 

SEE aie 

STEAM CATAMARANS. 

OREStT AND STREAM is a thoroughly practical journal. Prac- 
tical because it combines the process of reasoning with an inti- 

mate knowledge of the mechanical operations and questions at issue, 
There is a large class laboring under the delusion that the less 
they vead, study, learn or think, the more “ practical” they are. 
They refuse to accept any process of reason unless they stumble 
upon the same results while wielding their adze or heading a rivet. 
To this class belong the projectors of steam catamarans. Some 
time ago, when a deluded countryman was going to astonish the 
world with what he thought something new, we wrote as follows, 
Sept. 18, 1879 : 
“he logic employed hy the inyentors is this: Sailing catama- 

rans ie known to be exceedingly fast, nmach more so than single 
hulled vessels, ergo, why not put steam into, or, we should per- 
haps say in the vernacular, ‘onto’ a catamaran? The natural 
sequence would be that she could steam much faster than anything 
else atioat, because the sailing catamaran sails taster than anything 
afloat! Strange that thisidea has not struck the world before, and 
that it was left to ‘ the theories of a Mr. , and the practical ex- 
perience of another Mr. —— of a country town, to discover the 
possibilities hidden in the secrets of two hulls instead of one. 
That guch experiments haye been tried often enough, that many of 
them were known, even in the town referred to, to have ended in + 
failure, were matters of minor consideration; for those experiments, 
though good enongh in theif way, and undertaken by some of the 
ablest engineers of Hurope, just lacked that little bit of extra 
genius which is depended upon to reverse the results of former 
years in fayor of the two good citizens who haye undertaken to 
startle the world afresh. ‘ 

“Tt is a disagreeable task to disabuse these gentlemen of thei 
fondest hopes, and in a few lines to show them where their logic is 
so weak that the enterprise will probably fall through at that spot; 
but we have received a number of inquiries from persons whose 
imaginations have been fired at the thonght of thirty miles an hour 
ina steam catamaran, and that they may not be led astray by de- 
signing schemers their attention is invited to the following ; 

_ ‘Sailing catamarans are exceedingly fast under favorable condi- 
tions, because they combine in their construction excessive stability, 
or sail carrying or driying power, with a minimum of resistance, 
owing to their yery fine Imes and small area of ‘ wetted surface,’ 
That is the whole secret and nothing more. If we now turn to the 
application of steam to such double-bulled craft itis at once eyi- 
dent that the factor of enormous driving power in proportion to re- 
sistance disappears, for we have to substitute steam engines for 
sail area ; in other words, weight in place of atability. The excessive 
stability of the catamaran, which is one of her chief points as a 
sailer, altogether vanishes as a benefit as soon as we apply steam. 
Further, with a giyen weight of engine a lighter displacenient cau 
be obtained from the single hull than from the double, for the lat- 
ter may be said to have four sides, against the former's two, to Bay 
nothing of the cross bracing and increased weight of a large deck 
area, The combined weight of hull and engine will be lesa in the 
boat of ordinary type than in the catamaran. Now, asin the new 
venture it is proposed—and much stress is laid upon this fact by 
the local wiseacrés—‘to have the ordinary hull splitin two, the 
halves being placed about fifteen feet apart and the boarded per- 
pendicular sides being exactly parallel to each other,’ it follows that 
no finer lines will be obtained than in a single hull, for the outside 
lines of a single hull need not differ at all from those adopted, if 
both lulls are supposed to be brought together along amidships. 
To sum np, the steam catamaran, which we belieye is now well 
under way, has not a single point in her fayor over launches or 
steam yachts of the usual style of construction, There is not only 
nothing whatever upon which to base the extrayagant Claims to a 
speed of nearly thirty miles in this reyamped experiment, but on 
the contrary, in every direction is she inferior to the single-lwlled 
steamer. In the first place her ‘linea’ are no finer ; second, she 
has more wetted surface by nearly 50 per cent.; third, both of these 
causes of resistance are still further nugmented by her greater dis- 
placement; fourth, ut the high speed intended the ‘feathering? 
paddle wheels of small diameter which are supposed to constitute 
still another point of recommendation are decidedly objectionable, 
and a loss will result from ‘back pressure* as the buckets dip 
vertically in the water, something very well known to engineers, 
and the explanation of the fact that feathering wheels have not 
been generally adopted, Add to these drawbacks the questionable 
action of the ‘race’ from the midship wheels between the bulls 
tending possibly to produce a lower water level aft than forward, 
anda hydrostatic “head’in consequence, and the determination 
‘if she shows an astonishing speed, this marine wonder will be 
called the Surprise,’ is one which will certainly he justified, But 
what alot of money and time might not have been sayed to the 
two enterprising persons had it ever occurred to them before com- 
mending their steam catamaran to lay their yague plans and ex- 
pectations before some one conyersant with such matters beyond 
the successful wielding of a broadaxe! When steam catamarans 
can be built ay faster than ordinary single-hulled vessels, the’ 
world will stand on 1ts head, and that time has not yet come.” 
And subsequently, before the Nyack or Voorhees catamaran was 

laninched, this journal placed itself upon record in no doubtful 
language, April 15, 1880 : 
"Why the Commodore selected such a complicated and expensive 

engine as the Wells Balance is difficnlt to understand. When he 
comes to settle his zepett bills and oil account he may wish he had 
not, As w single hull weighs less than two, and has less akin, it ia 
| quite certain that for the expenditure of power greater speed is to 
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be obtained from such a hull than any catamaran ¢an ever afford, 
the hopes of high speed from this cigar hoat sre atre to be ruth— 
lusily disappointed ; but possibly the Commodore cares more for 
a deck room, ond will be gatisticd with ae much speed ax he can get.” 

And aguin, July 22 ; : 
“At a second attempt fo launch this nondescript more butt 

straps gave way, and she was again hanled out for repairs, It is 
uyident that some yery questionable engineering talent has been 
brought into requisition in this new wonder, arid should she eyer 
actully be put into the passenger service we bespeak the most 
vigid inspection of hnlls and machinery by the proper authorities, 
Dune lutest reports are to the effect that she will steam 28 miles an 
liour. tis needless to say that such expectation is doomed to dis- 
appointment.’ Tf she reahzes 16 or 18, at an enormous waste of 
power, her visionary projectors will haye cause to rejoice, and then 
she will only be a slow boat wfter all, wasteful in fuel, unhandy, 
and of diugerons, not to say untrustworthy, construction. We are 
afraid thatin her the blacksmith has usurped the engineer, and 
that “enterprise” his constituted itself 1 nayal arebitect for the 
nonce. 
And in answer to a correspondent, Aug. 5: 
“We liever wayored on the steam catamaran question, but pro- 

nounced the expectation of high speed from such eraft as visionary 
aod not funded upon the sound principles of naval science. Now, 
to honest * experiment’ there can be no objection ; it is the soul of 
progress ; but we do pity the visionaries grasping at the ridiculous 
and impossible, and hence our adyice to readers to take no stock in 
pteam Gcutamarans, We are once more borne out by facts. The 
catamaron—the Nyack catamaran—how tuthlessly the yain, yague 
drewmns of its projectors have been shattered! She was launched 
dinally, at the third attempt, by being blocked up aft at the sugges- 
tion uf some bystander, who witnessed the abortive attempts to 
Jaunch the affair as she lay on the ways. She mude a trial trip, 
und Hew through the water at the dangerous speed of seyen miles ! 
‘Then half her blades were thrown aside, and the pitch incréased 
trom 8 to 12 feet—small diiference. Sie started ont once more, 
and report gives her ten miles—probably about eight in fact. There 
ia some difference between this and thirty miles; but a reasonable 
margin is necessary to work on in experimenting. In this case the 
margin was 2U0 per cent Of course, éyerybody concerned is fully 
natistied that, with some slight changes, she will make thirty miles 
—they ure ‘ quite confident’—and all the blame is to be put upon 
the propeller, if a windmill contrivance ean legitimately be termed 
a propeller. There will be some more experimenting done with 
her, and yery likely afew more miles made, and then the serap 
heup of the Nyack cobble yard will be enriched by sundry tons of 
old iron, Sad to think of the twenty thousand dollars gone, aud 
Foresy anD STREAM obly 10 cents a copy, or $4 a year,” 

The same to another, Sept. 2: 
© But apart from tlus, the speed of sailing catamarans affords no 

clue to the performance of the sane Sort of yessels under steam. 
The problems haye no analogy, The sailing catamaran derives 
apéed froin the possession of excessively large stability and sails 
and excessively small hull and resistance. In steamers, howeyer, 
is becomes a question of weights, and the catamaran’s excessive 
stability counts for nothing in driying her. The two hulls and 
eonnvctions will weigh more by 30 to 50 per cont, than a single 
hull. This much is therefore lost to the weight of the driying 
power, and the catamaran‘’s engines and boiler must, on a given 
displacement, be lighter than those of an ordinary vessel. Besides 
tins, the resistance to the two lulls, even when cigar-shaped, must 
be greater than that of a single hull, They offer inercased friction 
surlace ; their proximity to one another interferes with the 
‘ atreum-lines,’ and both together will certainly create more wayes 
than one hull, Eyery time you build u fast steam catamaran you 
could have but a faster single hull yessel for less mowey on the 
same displacement. For that matter, if you ‘helieve* in the 
cigar-shape, it can be adopted in one hull just- as well as in fiyo. 
We have been led to these remarks to counteract the prevailing 
hallucinution that there is any similarity or anything in common 
between sailing and steam catamarans. The latter have a future, 
perhaps, where large deck room, great stiffness and only moder- 
moderate speed and economy are required, as for ferryboats, cattle 
transportation and excnrsion purposes, and then tliey must confine 
themselves to smooth water. As ‘high speeds,’ set them down as 
an impossibility.” : y 

Finally, while discussing the question with a contemporary, Sept. 

“The South Boston Inquirer has been discussing steam cata- 
miarans, and yery plainly showed thal the Nyack experiment was 
pound to be afailure with the first propeller used, as the number of © 
revolutions multiplied by the pitch jas only enough to produce 7 
or 8 miles, and it very justly takes the projectors to task for the 
cradé engineering they have displayed. One might have expected 
much better things from men who have had a life-long experience 
with contractors’ work, and the want of judgment displayed serves 
to show that purely practical men, without the least scientific at~ 
tainments, are the most liable of all to bungle as soon as they leaye 
well-benten paths. But the Inguirer thinks that in spite of the 
long series of failures recorded, steam catamarans are capable of 
high speed. To this we cannot assent, for reasons already pub- 
lished in these columns. By using enormous power, and using it 
wastefully, double hulls may be propelled at a moderately high 
speed, but the same power and money expended upon a single hull 
would produce mnch higher results. So far as the history of these 
eculiar boats is concerned, there are two small ferryboats plying 
etween Philadelphia and Smith's Island in the Delaware which 

were built some twenty years or more ago, They have straight 
sides on their interior surfaces and conyex on the outside, with the 
addle wheel between the two hulls. They are efiicient boats for 
he service intended, but of course not remarkable for speed. The 
trouble with recent experimenters is that they are not acquainted 
‘with the work of others in the same direction, and that they fondly 
imagine themselves discoyerers of the philosopher’s stone, when in 
reality they are the yeriest tyros at the business.” 
But all this time Commodore Voorhies had been listening to 

‘+ practical” advice tendered by the inventor of a jack-in-the-box en- | 
gine and Nyack's village blacksmith, yclept for the occasion ‘‘ En- 
fineer and-boiler-maker,” so he “turned up his nose’' at the mere 
theories of Forrsr anp Stream. How practical our theories and 
how theoretical other peoples practice often is, has again been illus- 
trated by the complete failure of the Voorhies catamaran, Origi- 
nally seven miles was attained instead of thirty with a propeller no 
theoretical” man would for a moment have countenanced, how- 
eyer alluring it appeared to the so-called practical promoters of the 
enterprise. After consigning this wind-mill appendage to the scrap 
heap, a screw of the usual pattern with variable pitch was supplied 
und Nyack's pride and hopes in the nantical line of discovery came 
yory near maldng twelve miles, with only eighteen more left fo bring 
her up to expectation! And with this and nothing more to show 
for the money, time and energy spent, the catamaran has bee 
hauled into a slip to lie and rot, a monument to the folly of that 
perversness which refuses to be taught by others more competent, 
and which, in this case, lost twenty thousand dollars and their rep- 
utatiots to the Nyack plilosophers who tried to stnmble ‘practi- 
cally“ upon simple truths they could haye learned from anuyal archi- 
tect in five minutes, or from u single copy of Forest anp STREAM, 
The mun who swings a sledge or makes the chips tly is nol neces- 
sarily the most “practical,” but rather he who thinks, and there are 
times when something may be learned by reading, as the experiment- 
ers in steum catamarans are now prepared to acknowledge with the 
uboye quotations before them, 

os 

THE AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 

Horror Torest AND STREAM: 
The meeting of American canocists at Lake George during the 

yionth of August last has given on impetus to canoemy all oyerthe 
United States, Since the organization of the American Canoe Asso- 
ciation the writer has reeeived many communications from persons 
desiring to become members of the new brotherhood, which em- 
braces all the different sehools of canoeista. Ibis now known that 
Knights of the Paddle haye been pursuing their pastime as rolitary 

crusiers, and without sympathy from their follows in many localities, 
far remoyed from elub organization, where a canoeist and his canoe 
excite the mirth and sometimes the derision of ‘the wise.” These 
solitary lovers of nature and the delights afforded by the ernising 
canoe now extend the right hand of fellowship to the American 
Canoe Association, and are eager {0 carry its tiags on their little 
craft into whateyer region they may penetrate in another seagon, 
They will now be recognized by the brotherhood as fellow cruisers, 
atid will receive all the sympathy and support that a true canoeist 
is ever ready to offer {0 another, ‘he American Canoe Association 
offers many adyantages to the noyice as well as to the yeteran who 
enrolls his name upon its list of members ; and to make it possible 
for persons of limited means to enjoy these privileges the initiation 
fee 1s fixed at the low sum of one dollar, and the anual tax or dues | 

| is also one dollar, The assucintion does not expect to erect elub- 
houses or to adopt any extravagant notions. 
place of meeting, and the blaze uf the camp-fire the healthful meeu- 
tiveto merrymaking. ‘Lhe true canoeist is 2 loyer of nature, and he 
prefers her gentle charms and soothing intiuences to the artificial 
excitements of hotel life at fashionable watering-placeg, 
The second annual gathering at Lake George, on the canoeislands 

(which their owners haye reseryed for the camping grounds of the 
association), will take place about the middle of August, 1881, The 
secretary of the A, C, A, has receiyed many letters containing 
promises of the attendance of a large number of canoeists from 
Canada as well as from the United States. Many canoe clubs are 
now forming to be enrolled as branches of the association; the prin- 
cipal clubs are already enrolled, A cireular containing instictions 
to applicants for membership and a copy of the constitution and by- 
laws of the association will be mailed to any person who will for- 
ward his address tothe secretary, Any person of good character, 
not a professional, who is in sympathy with the canoeing interests, 
whether owner of canoes or not, may become a member by forward- 
ing two dollars Gnitiation fee and first annual dues) to the secre- 
tary, who will present the name to the Board of Directors for elec- 
tion. Such applicants will please send to the secretary descriptions 
of their canves, diagrams of their private signals and their proper 
postofiice address, 

Contributions of photographs and drawings of cances, camp kits, 
ete., will be exhibited to the members at the next annual meeting, 
Canoeists will confer a favor to the brotherhood by depositing m 
the archives of fhe association copies of the logs of their cruises, 
charts, etc. i Narnanisy H, Bisuop, Secretary. 
Lake George, Warren Co., N.Y, 

+ 

Canin Locker.—Rule of Thumb for canyasing sloops of the 
usual type; Hoist of mainsail, 85 to 100 per cent. of load water 
line ; boom, equal to length over all; gaff, 55 per cent. of boom; © 
bowsprit outboard, 45 per cent. of load water-line ; mast, stepped 
30 to 33 per cent, from forward end of load ywater-line ; topmast, 
4() to 60 per cent. of length of lower mast....'Che original dimen- 
sions aud rig of the famous schooner America were ; Length on 
deck, 94t.; moulded breadth, 23ft ; depth, 9ft.; bowsprit outboard, 
i8tt.; length of foremast, 79.5ft., Tit. of which was head ; maiu- 
mast, 81ft.; mainboom, 58ft.; gaff, 26ft.; foregaff, 25ft....The 
diameter of masts af partners is] inch for every 4{t. of length ; 
tor booms, 1 inch for every sft. of length ; mastheads, 14 the entire 
length of mast. ...'The horse-power of a steam engine is calenlated 
by multiplying the area of the piston in inches by the mean pres- 
sure in pounds per square inch of the steam in the cylinder, again 
by the length of the stroke in feet, and finally by the number of 
strokes per minute. Divide this product by 33,000, the quotient 
will be the indicated horse-power. 

San Francisco Yacu' Crus.—My, Bowie's new schooler is pro- 
nounced the ‘‘ most wholesome” of any Turner has built, She has 
more depth than customary, but would be improyed by more oyer- 
hang aft which the length will prevent. The club is considering 
a change in the regatta course to obviate the ‘calm streak” at 
Oakland, where the high bluffs completly kill the wind. The 
harbor masters have granted the yachts a new anchorage in a snug 
bight and will build a breakwater, so that the elub will be assured 
of afine and safe anchorage in the futmre, Gom, Harrison has 
summed up his log for the year, and finds that he has been absent 
cruising in the yawl Frolic over 100 days, 

ays = 

—Reed of, procure and use Hop Bitters, and you will be strong, 

healthy and lappy. 

Acheyy. 

PRIVATE PRACTICE CLUB, 

AUGUST SCORES. 

ECAUSE of the pressure of other work, the Secretary cau- 

not give such comments upon the records made by mem- 

hers for the month of August, though some of the performances 
will merit special notice, The report has been long delayed in the 

yain hope that all the members would send reports. We trust that 
every member will appeur in the report for September, when the 

Secretary will deyote some attention to the more marked features 

of the work done, 
Edward P, Weston, Highland Park, Il. 

T2 arrows ab 100 yards,. mit 
48 arvows at 80 yards..... Pat] 

18... $2 4... 4 . 54 ae 21, .1h4 S.. 76 
21.103 19.. 85 05 27,.-89 i9.. 94 15... 66 
19.. 17 18.. 74 Wi 16.. 51 19. Go 20..110 
19.. 89 13... 82 76 TY.. SL 20.10) 22, 112 
22.,102 20.108 92 24,.10b 21.. 79 8.104 
19.. 69 18.. T4 alld 1h... 88 93, ~ U0 #8,. &2 
22. 72 S1.. 93 “is 14,.. 60 21,208 TR ey 
21..107 19., 83 Loo 23,, 9% 22,, 84 28..119 

| 21.,113 22..710 i3 1g. 81 19s. 15.. 88 
20,, 96 21.105 7 20.110 23.. S09 20. 86 
22... 98 Sd 18.. 72 20, 73 19,, T3 
15.. 67 5s Ue ape 22,88 20... 92 
23. , 90. Th 19,. 81 22. 100 20,, 90 
93 101 TL 2O_ 102 22. 108 22, Ob 
22. : AT $1 1h. . Si of. 80 23,208 
20... 86 dit 20,, 00 23. 120 28.123 
a2, 102 88 -23,,10) FR111 =, Se 
21.115 82 20.2108 18... U5 a1, , 92 
oo, , 92 7 IT... 81 18... $0 ih a CP 
24, A104 xt ve 18.. St 20,. 90 20.. 80 
98... 8ST 23, 104 c ya) Ba. 4 19,. 81 13... 57 
19, 87 15,, 49 20,110 42,, 54 19,. 79. 

Average at 100 yards. 
Average at so yards, “ 
Average atGo yards. 00.00.06... cece eee eres Sea eed Ate idde 8S 11-78 

Manrice Thoiipson, Orawiordsville, Ind. 

York Rounds, 

100 yds. 80 yds. 60 yds. Taal. 
Gretalstn simele ee ree Pe 80. 124 4. .786 Sa, ocue S6. 373 

33,135 3S. .183 She te: 02) 432 
bk. 1265 42 104 24.1265 Wd 
87. .18T 40. 198 92-140 09. 465 

d8 arrows ati Sd yards: 36..156, 82.148, 37.167, 
24 arrows at 60-yards: 21..109, ¥1,. 7a, 80,.110, 22.. 

Avolage York round : 
Average 100 yards... 
Average S0 yards, . Petes 
Average 60 yards....... eget ties ee of ee bey si oi pee - sar 

A few scores af 60 yards, reported by this archer, haye been lost, 

and, not haying been copied into his record, cannot be supplied. 

Wil. I. Thompson, Crawiordsylllé, Ind. 
York Rounds, 

100 yds. 80 yds. 
AUSUSE 2iceeumriny serene yd, 201 41,171 

Tota: 6) yds, ~ 
ann 110, .490 24,118 

The wilderness is the | 

| 

. 205, August $ atid.) ,..,...89, 148 24, 103 108, 525 
TAR e erate fl 289, 1a L208 St, 184 S07. S6T 

tl " , 42.184 169 28,183 102, 486) 
fale 289.167 . Lit e140 102, 496 
44 ant 24.118 {ot 20, 16 69, 825 
nb asi? 1.53) .158 1, lati 22_ 198 92, 438) 

24 arrows at 60 yards. 
| 2.140 22,1928. BRT, St 24, 130 
| ENE 4.150 3s. 4d) MST 8. sO), IS Seay 
24) ht 
Average York rowul.. 
Average 100 yards 
Average 80 yaril 
AVETALE Hh ware 

. 4. Hammond, Highland Park, 

York Ronmds. 

100 yds, 50 yds. GO yd, otal. 
#0, 0114 ue) De La S41, .3! 

2.140 #1145 Mf 114 Ms, 
~~ li (1. .191 23, 185 mS... 
149 ( bo. 90 45, 8 
2 LOS ae. 08 aS. 

ith 2). 57 62.26 
4 arrows wt 0 va 

1, 87 STH WP. 23.. 70 3 09 SL, LF 
1G. 78 Mf. 115 Q4.: OT dt, tt 22) 100 
1S. 2-82 BO. 10) BL 126 22.4 lid 21... a 
22. 118 w,. 8h 1Geee Mt 21.111 99.108 98,119 
21.103 20... be 2 Zt 412 ib. SU 17 ,— 78 
2106 hee GH) 20%, 8S: pee ins 1h,. 65 
15,. 83 OL on 24, 140. 

Average York rowud..... tetas ca ea ewes HIDES 
Average 100 yarts,... , 125 1-8 
Average S0 yaTUsS.... .126 1-0 
Averagy 6 yards eee AUR RISB 

, Frank EH. Wabvorth, Saratoga. i. 
York Rounds. 

MW yds, ai yds, 0 ys. Tubal 
AMLUSE Troe 2224, , 82 27..109 le, 52 67, 248 

any “iey 3 eee eaktg 27.105 18,102 (3) 328 
Cs eats 2.20) 121 $4, 18 20... 8K 81, 397 
Soo. 4 22... 92 32.112 18.. Tit 72.280 

43 arrows at S0yards: 25,,79, 87.147. 

24 arrows at G0 yards. 
WW... 79 . 18. ML 19.. 95 28, 113 20.110 
22,116 2 Las 13.. 6s 23 10% ot, 113 L,. 95 
1... 5 22.120 W.. 9 21... 87 23,119 21. 9b 

Average YOK TOWN, ..--. see cess een n see 293 
Average 110 yarris. lhe 
Average §) yards, ,, iii 2-9 
AVCTaBe 60 VHS... 002s cee e ee Pry pate ite saat doeeee 283 sa3 94 8-5 

UO. W, Kyle, Uiiand Park, Wi, 
24 aITOWS ab 60 yauns, 

17.. 69 18.60 80.. 78 9 1b... 67 1, AT 
1G.. 76 Lit, AT sD sr) We. Tr 1j_. 67 
14._ is Bh 92 12. 69 19,, 71 
IS. 5h. yards, 7s, 

P. 8. De Gra, Charlotte, Meh. 
York Rownds., 

100 yils. yds, Tonal 
DUSUBH 2.2 ch ijl cs ees oD, hy 6 16,, 60 Af, ATT 

bb ee Oe cee eds eS 23. Ba (1, 225 
Re lise ele. fpeede, oil tet B1.. 107 86, 331 
a 24; 420) 22,, St to. .299 

72 arrows ab U0 yard: 
45 aITOWs ALSOP Vands,..... 

4 
d7_. fa Aeon ari: DL, 138 
19.. 98 19, $9 ld, 58 
20..100  Bt,, SL 23,108 
M100  I.. Oi) 20_ 108 
21.101 9 18_, 88 202. 98 
%1,,.123 19,, 8 20, 23,10 
19... Sf ig, a3. 0 a2. 110 
20.102 Bh 
PKOr Ge Or GOMNS cen eee ere ede gs deb ires 1 >a --%55 1- 8 
Average 100 yards 
Average sl) yards 
Averawe 6 yards 

id 4-5 

Church, Uharotie, Mich, 
York Rounds. 

100 yas, Sd yds. 60 yas, otal. 
Amst 2..,--... haa Doe oLT-, 87 18,. tH 20. 104 $5. 835 

Ce fe weld. dt Ob, Wa 1h. 05 oy 2h 
> Gide 242.0 18,, 5 1g. 5S, .200 
= SILoy ees ee) 16,. 52 20. 80 dT. .20L 

48 Arrows at 80-Yards: 17. .78, 40. .104, 24.86, 87.100. 
“tosarrows wh fl yards, 

22..0M 23. 92 1h.. bt 1h.. 68 
lt. Hilt 20.5100 9 21.108 21.. 3Y 
17.108 3.. 49 Li, wr It.. Th 
14... 56 . 2 At 15,. 35 
16_.. 55 S.. GB Mi fase 4 
15... 67 . 66 13.. 71 
Th... tet ad 10,. G2 
af:. 15 ~ i 

Average York round... 217 y 
ios 

i Sa 
AVEVALO OP YERPUR. cece e seen Vee eeee seen ema tnt ratte} | bhrmeee Af abitele 

T. R. Willan, Gatlestiig, TL 
York Rounds. 

ih) yds, su yards, GU yards. 'Totad. 
Auteust 1d 20-4 .4.-..4.20.. 98 35, 101 20. . 2 V4. 286 

= PA ikea ¢: 25... 11 1W,. 54 G6. 254 
te Poe 2h.. Sl 18. 08 (i. 278 
ay pe 429, 147 1. 5a 63, 276 
a 25, HT 230048 G7. .311 
0 29..189 I).. 95 74, 345 
a 28,195 2O.: 02 Ta, as 
5 27, 18 20, 1b 63, 205 
ty 28. 156 20.114 TO, 862 
Ue isco ete lepre th ctalel ot) oie 95. 197 21.2. 59 71_-321 

2 arrows at él-yards. 
TQ. S8> ORoibe IROe Riese MIs ond 20h ass 1p,,. OY 
Mis (2 Pee a Ms. 07 i., 67 22.108 7... 60 20,4, Ya 
20, 12 22) 1s 234, Wh 20.2 BU h.. St .. 1 1,. 79 
20... 80, 19. he Ibs, 15 16,, at) 21, 8T 22. 120 £1) ae BE 
20, 11), 

POVELA RR TOY Oa IWC stems sales ico. Seay ese eo 208 9-10 
Aytrage for WW yards, ..---.- -. 8 6-0 
Average for s0 yards see +112 $-10 
AMAT GION (Mb VOIR crete cass vin of Wield o aioe sia ME Oe be ed EEscees fas ye Boel Ss 

Geo. F. Henry, Des Moines, lowa. 

24 arrows at 60 yards. 
Th. . 47 1é.. 6S 4, 105 21.2 94 17, 3%, 19.. 75 28.118 
32 i 19,, &1 Th.. Sth 19.. 79 Ip.. 1 2,2 94 

Uc 19... 60 9595 J8.. 80 Th. 55 5 21,107 
19... 98 W.. Th 1S... Gl. ~AVerage 24 at Gl yards, ¢ 

A. 5. Brownell, Boston, Mass, 

York Rounds. 

190 yas, St yds, Total, 
AUBTISN Time ose, ones ye lee 0 ah, 80) A7. Oy 

CE ees Se een eh 14. 46 2b. 76 59, 0A 

48 arryws at 80 yards. 
9, 31 (24 arrows) 18.55 26.126 21,.05 M0. 160 26. 10 

2 arrows ab 60 yards. 
15., T4 d7.. 59 20... 96 Wie. 65 iii., 6 1b,, bL 21..108 
Wie > val 1ii.. 80 ‘Ura al 1i_. G7 1b... 60 1 ti . ah 
15, 53 il.. 49 1s,. 66 21, ,109 15 45 . 
16.. 31 2b. 72 19, , 51 14.. 38 17: 5 
Wwe Th 16.: tb li. TZ 1).. 83 “2, 

Average Yorke VOM, --:.+--- 41). +----. eee se 
Average 100 yards 
Avene sl yards. . 
Average 0-vards..........4 

Clement C. Moore, 

York Rounds, 

1) yes. 80 yds. 60 yds. Tori 
August 10, .., BHU 21) 55 14. Tu as 

# 18..51 10, .63 17.2108 40, 22h 
a -eopamebense AY. s07 16, 56 18.. 7 68..201 
> 6 Pacceepe se ols: Ad 19.85 18:..78 , 5, 937 
ref PUT icee seuaviel esate -aillesiau Lorebl - 20... 90 62, 214 
He FS, ayweurey tavacts lO. s00 89.99 15.. 77 B3,. 



ih 

Oororrr 28, 1880.) FOREST. AND STREAM. 

72 arrows at 100 yards... A286 Hs6 
48 arrows at 80 Yards .......,42-eeeee ees sey 13, ay 7 

24 arrows at 60 yards, 
24 16..75 15..49 141.52 

13.65 ssi beeie 

), 16... D} 

12..52 1S. 

Average York round 
Average 100 yards... 
Avérage 80) y ards 

+62 8. 

. Oakland Bow Club. 
¥F. C, Havens. oe 22112 20—1382 19— 77 23—115 64156 
Mr, Cook... .19— 99 2)— 68 21— 89 19— 89 {9—345 
A. W. Havens. ,14— 80 10— 40 ts— 76 20—116 62—322 
Mr, Coffin......-.- 42 el 2— 48 is— 92 Is— 76 16— 4 Gi— S00 

Grand total, 289—1,403, 

Highland Park Archers won by 50—215. 

Hrcnnaxp Park, Jil,, Oct. 21,—The gentlemen of the Highland 

Park Archers slot for the society’s champion medal this afternoon. 

The winner, Mx. Taylor, commenced the use of the long bow only 

last July. ‘The following scores gaye M#, Taylor 41; points, Dr. 

Weston 2and Mr. Swartwout 14 poulute : 
So yds. 60 yds. Total, 

ne See DitlOL ee aq seule eros aah f tte Tee Jay wartiay 100158 
Ei aB, Wiese weh lap ec s-b ie ob eocee herds ee Ze 100 —110 

E. Swartwout........2 wet oe: Ses ete is ; eametil aie nor 91407 

fir MER Iie, eee Mime ess ore o2 eta al 69259 

Prospect Park, Brooklyn, Oct, 13.—Match between ladies and 

gentlemen of the Brooklyn Archery Chib and the Toxopholite of 

Newark, N. J, Cohunbia and American round : 
VHE TOXOPHLLITE. 

Ladies’ Columbia Round, 
50 yds. 4) yds. 0 yds. H. S. 

Mrs. A, H: Gibes Paci) Soc teecs Liat 21—ans 28—128 61—273 
15-89 «P1111 81855 BTS 

: +325 13-5) 21-103 49—180 
MISS MINGT, parse oh. Jae ee sue ebb es 62) I8S— 68 21—WT 45—195 

3 a0... 44, . fit 0. 39,108 > eas : 

45 arTows at 80. yards—i2..42, 1 5 PROTOS. Secad on ee ny espienegties ss 46—132 T3383 = SS—-155, 207923. 

24 arrows ab60 yards—17, , TS... §..05, 16..80, 9..51, 17..51, Gentlemen’s American Round, 

TS.<61; 11,6, 16. .66, Hea BIDG) ede ate fo 2.20104 «20 SY QS 154 = S340 
Average York TOUNd.. 2.0. . sss. eee canes wt das epee Sate isbelnalank eave 171i 1-3 T heo, Baldwin... .. 12— 50 G41 14 80—138 65—302 
Average 100 yards. Spies. | Ps 15— 73 23— 71 21-111 
Aveiige §0 yards, Ne obes—p | AD BS GIG GRN ie et he cee oa sie W— $8 I156—53 #3—f11 
Average oi yards, 6) 1-15 = ey 

Edward P, Bartlett, Marrietta, Ohio. Mott cP Oe, ee. tee geet aw st 59-985 S582 102—H14 B6—1,104 

York Rounds. Grand totals: The Toxopholite ladies, 297-923; ventlenien, 246- 

woyds. siyds. 60 yds. Total. | 1:14—498—-2,027. 
August 4 er pad ea 5 1H, 416 Diy, TPA BROOKLYN CLUB. 

2 arrows at 60 yards, Ladies’ Columbia Round. 
14..72 6 Pits) 3% 195,58 V1.6) 10.14 11, .45 | nis: 9 yaa 4—1¢ 13-53 j4—44 33 ait i551 2 “58 17.69 9. 4s 9.95 1871 i eS eee aed SEA +e oe a aise a eee 

13..53 18 6 13,57 19 13— 20—94 38—155 

eee REED SRLS AROMAS 8 SI ea aay Miss Woodland. oocepomgenn diy 525 §—35 9—45 28—103 
Averae 100 yards.... 25 . — 

Average 80 yar a $3 PECL Ne meee tenes oo earsee sao Pott oret eee 1s—7T0 d6—-178 0-262 124—510 

Average GO YALAE. 16-2 1e by vest cree eres ce ette eet bs stgereees ster 15 )g Geutlemen’s American Round 
M. D, Ewell, South Bvanston, 11. TOUSE ie a ee Ad me 21-79 93113 69301 

York Rounds. Mr, Pearsall...... L6—8 25-146 = BH BA) 
100 yas, Si yds. 60 yds. ‘total. | Major Constable . - 58 2 93- 60—251 

Aug ws AB AREAL AEA SS 555553 a 9.31 13.31 .15,.61 87.128 | Mor. Peddingham)...:115.........4 19—79 25—15b — 360 
20.5 . 9.35 13. .47 13. 85,135 a a 

Lag es 11.43 11. AT dT. 39.161 RQ ERY IS Step te abettpra’a malchcta)e Lets best cere T1—295 87—i49 508 269—1,252 

arrows 
+20 

7.29 
2287 

at 60 yards. 
14.72 
6..26 

ati): 

9..38 
. Al 

18. 
16. 
1a 

60 
5S 

~ 53 

16, 
18... 
Cpe 

AG 
72 
ral 

Old. il) 
10, 42 
13.55 inl 
12. 46 2054. 

PA VEDA oY OL OUMOS, 0s giri- om ae + vieiciely siecimgtistislv'o.a nie » ou oinjn>)e\elyivanla 139 
Average 100 yards, ‘ 
Average sit yards ~? 
Averame 60 Vurus. 2.2 .....ce ee 

Howard Fry, Willi: eran t, Penn. 

York Rounds. 
J, A To. 64 
8. 22 

48 arro vs at sO yards, 
Te ets aos bes Be 

of arrows at 60 yards. 
14.64 12. 
12..28 
16, 34 

--58 
. AD 
2.42 ats 

2-3 
j 1-3 
23 

53 S-h 

voraee 

Atwust 13 
August 1 

S.5f 

qi. 
8.26 

lth, 52 4d $..25 
Ai, .29 2) .46 Al. . 

Average York roun 
Average 100 yards. . 
Average 80 yards 
Average 60 yards,......... 

43 
2.35 

14..f 
WW, 

46, 
12. 32 
12,45 

12. 258 

WILL. 

— 

Hiaunasp Pann, Ti, Oct. 6—The third match of 96 arrows at 

60 yards, between the Wabash Merry Bowmen and the Highland 
Park Archers, resulted in a yictory for the latter club by 183—6, as 

scon by the following scores : 
Highland Park JANEIRO 

Dr. WGSHON.... 2... ze 23—121 21— 9 22— 16 22—110) S125 
Mr. Swartwout. , 21-1138 20— §1—103 23—119 425 
Ma. Taylor ..... Jg—118 19-105 21— 93 23102 79413 
Mr, Hammond. 22-195 I9— S88 P1— ST 8-105 sé—49] 
ing oo) a 22— 92 22— 95 2h— tH 19 —8T SS—3TL 

Grand total, 41s—2,034, 

Wabash Merry Bowmen. 
Will H, Thompson . .28—133 23—151 24—122 $8535 
Maurice Thompson , .21—119 23—129 21-136 Ob —516 
MT SROOG Wy pale becer. + Fo—"83 20— 94 S— 80 S03 tit 
Dr. MeMechan.. 1j— ea 2—9 2 fi T1327 
MYT, Gis seek ayes 13 W— 68 1i— 5 ta—9ST 

Grand Total, 405—2,029. 

Highland Park Archers won two of the three matches, and the 
Wabash Merry Bowimen one, as follows : 
Highland Park Archers won first mateh by. 6—126 
Wabash Merry Bowmen won second match 9119 
Highland Park Archers won third match by.-..........---..... B=" 45 

Oct. 19.—Below we give the scores of the second Patel 96 

durows at 60 yards, between the Oakland Bow Club, of California, 

snd the Highland Park Archers : 
Highland Park Archers. 

Dr, Weston.....-.....283—121 91—99 22-956 22-110 88—426 
Mr. Swartwyout. 21-113 20— SS B08 88119 = 85 423 
Mr. Hammond. 2-196 19—S8i 21—s87  21—10h 88—401 
WY. Hall, ;.<- 92 29 2I—9t 19—S8T 88-371 

Grand total, 439—1,621. 

62, 21..97 

11..52 14. 48 

eNOS bret 0) a Sirinl o vt ake Riera Ne askew hietaiatss O14 
F 6S 4— 7 

ue .. fb 410 
Average 60 yards..... edie aid oy alekt elgnts captives tea weer ine a geet 68 1-15 

FO: Hyatt, Cortland, N.Y. 

York Rounds. 4 
100 yds. 80 yds. oi) yds. Total. 

PAO Oh ry setcisie- nooo orrrace . 46 = iltay wal «B26 
+ pes ge tes ws hdd 1 Bz . 201 as 
i = 74 1S \ - 270 ‘ 
ee , . 14... Gt 2. SH a 10 GS. 286 : 
| ay, -16, 7 2.10 5 56. 250 
a +18..65 Th. Die 49,251 s 
24 13.48 Let 2S Bib. 208 Lee 

a 7 ate 2 we oe i 5b y. . 

“ : ' c 7 
gs! Sagar 26.1102 BG. gas | ar hs ‘ $5 0. 

“wv . Ae S$ a1.. ¢ 3 ba D 

aL teen ei eM Carer: 25, 3 at 
BE AITOWS: ALGO VATA. 0. cecele ne cee sie ticles en eees 17.61, 20, 100, 2: ge 
Avernge York ane : salee ee eee es 289 1-3 | ay 
Average 100 yards. 5. 
Averige sdyards . th 
Average 60 yards . tethet one . abs +. 88 

Vs Holberton, “Hae ‘Kensdck, N. J, 
York Rounds. I 

10) yds, - slyds. wus. Total. | Mi 
SANTOS T ald, asters ore alegre hole WAM Lb. G4 i Ht,. 188 

af 26. 14.62 13.51 : : 42.166 

Grand totals: Ladies, 124-510; gentlemen, 269-1,262—593-1,762. 

Sanatoga Sprinas—N. Y¥., Oct. 24.—The following match at the 

York Round was shot Oct. 19, between Will H. Thompson, of Craw- 

fordsyille, Ind., and Frank H, Walworth, of Saratoga Springs, N. 

¥. Mr. Walworth being allowed to add to his score the excess of 

his 80-yard score over his 100-yard gcore. Mir. Thompson's svore at 

100 yards surpasses any we haye seen made by any other archer in 

dhe country : 
100 yds, 60 yds, Total 

Will H. Thempson .... 46—220) 23—109 105—173 
Frank H. Walworth. -26—98 20—s) 82—340, 
Add excess at $0 yas..... Reet tae eeie ke ab eb rete a le 64 

4(\4 

Ma, Thompson won by 69 points. 
= + 

—For close confinement, sedentary habits and brain andsnerye- 

tire. trust in Hop Bitters. 

WILLIAMSBURG ieueené Cxnus.—The annual fall games were 

contested Saturday, Oct. 23. The weather was rather unpropitious, 

it being bleak and very windy, which interfered with fast times 

that otherwise would, no doubt, haye been made, as the track was 

in fine condition, owing to the efforts of Mr. Mc asters, the club 

trainer. 

In the 100-yard run H. M. Johnson, of the Lafayette A, C., was 

the winner in 108% sec. from 4 yards ; A. C. Cooper, N. Y. A. C., 

second, from 5 yards. 

The 20-yard run was won by Walter A. Smith, W. A. C,, in 244 

kee. from 17 yards ; L. H. Wales second. 

The Pe hurdle race was won by H. M. Stone. Pastime A, 

in 2924 sec.; J. B. Hanna, 8. A. A. C., second. 

W. H. ari , W. A.C, won the one-nile walk in 

G, H, Hanon, American A. C., second. 

The 600-yard run was won by G. J. Bradish in 1 min. 18% sec.; 

cd. A White, S, L A. C., second. 
The most exciting event was the 1,000-yard run, special handi- 

cap, Ju. EB. Meyers, M. A. C., seratch, was the winner by aboui 

two inches from J, Saunders, W, A. C., 50 yards handicap. Meyers 

was not up to his usual form, and had a struggle to win. 

The final tug of war was won by the Union A, C,, from the Orion 

Ty. & A, A. by 3 inches, 

Ga 
7 min. 182¢ sec.; 

Harvarp ys, Cotumsr,—The returu of this inter-collegiate 

miateh was played at Hoboken, on Oct. 18, and resulted in the New 

Yorkers’ defeat by one innings and twenty-seven runs. 

Answers ta Correspondents. 

t2- No Notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

A. H., Painesville, Ohio.—The armory is at New Hayen, but 

manufacture hag been suspended. Will resume at an early date, 

and due notice will be given in our advertising columns. 

D. P, $., Glen’s Falls.—Your dog has a bad attack of mange. 
Avoid giving any meat, and feed upon cooling diet. The disease is 

contagious, and you should at once quarantine him, Giye him, 

tavice a day, five drops of Fowler’s solution of arsenic in his food. 

Keep his kennel clean, and change his bedding constantly. Once a 

week give an aperient of Epsom salts, and a teaspoonful of sulphur 

and magnesia in food three times a week. Rub the parts afflicted 

tivice a day with Gloyer’s mange cure, and write results. 

J.W. E., Pottstown, Pa,—Your dog is troubled with constipation. 

Feed boiled liver, tivice a week or oftener. Give plenty of exercise, 

and at regular times. Costiveness is frequently the result of mm- 

Hammation of the bowels or liver. In addition to usual food, give 

boiled greén vegetables, If the trouble has become chronic, give 
a pill of rhubarb and ipecacuanha—five grains or more of the 

former, witha half grain of the latter—at the time of feeding every 

day. 
Wassacuuserrs— Worcester, Oct. 23.—This week there has been 

somewhat of a let-1p in sporting news io this vicinity, ‘The local 

sportsmen haye many of them had the pleasure of takmg Mr, T. 

C, Banks. Business Manager of the Forrest Anp Stream, by the 

hand and renewing old acquaintance. During the week there have 

been two trials of skill in this vicinity. One of the local clubs had 

what they called ‘‘ President?s Day.” Mr, C. B, Holden broke 38 
out of 40 balls ; Mr. George McAleer, 47 out of 50; A. L, Gilman, 

44in 46; and M. D, Gilman, 22 in 28 balls, 

H, A, M., Hammond, N. Y.—i. My Gordon setter has a yery 

small white stripe on her breast, and for that reason she is said to 
be of impure breed, 2, Does itnecessarily follow that if a so-called 

Gordon setter has any white in its coat, it is of impure blood? 

Ans. 1. ‘*Stonehenge” says: “It is admitted that the original 

Gordons were cften black, tan and white; but as in all our shows 

the clasges are limited to black-tan, the long arguments which have 
been adduced on that score are now obsolete. A little white on the 

chest and a white toe or two are not objected to, but a decided frill 

_is considered by most judges to bea blemish,” 2. Certainly not. 

D. T. L., Yonkers.—My dog has been lame in one foreleg for 
some time, and now for a week past has been afflicted in the same 

way in all of his legs. When I take hold of his limbs to work the 
joints, he howls and whines piteously. Ans. Your dog has the 

rheumatism. Keep him warm and dry. Feed on plain food, Rub 

the parts afilicted with a good stimulating liniment, such as is used 

for horses. Administer internally bi-carbonate of soda (baking 
soda) dissolved in a little water, three times a day, As you neglect 

to state breed, age or size of dog, we are unable to state exact quan- 

tity, but to a fifty-pound dog about one-half teaspoonful is the 
thing. You can gauge dose accordingly. 

—One of the firm of John H. Pray, Sons & Co,, wholezale and 

retail carpet dealers, Boston, Mass., is, or claims to be, a sportsman, 

and he will at all times take great pleasure in doing a favor for a 

fellow sportsman in want of any kind or grade of carpeting, rugs, 

ete., ete. Correspond with the house, or call and see him, and gee 

if he means what he says,—Adv. 
—++—. 

Many replies have been unacvidably crowded out, and hive 
been sent by letter, 

+8 

—TVor sinking spells, fits, dizziness 

rely on Hop Bitters. 

; palpitation and low spirits, 

++ 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT, 

Tun PLEAsuRHs oF Hopr,—When the body is bowed down with 

pain an intense longing for relief brings hope. This may brighten 

the suffering, but it does not cure. At such a time as this, how 

welcome is such a friend as Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver 

Cure, bringing home health and happiness and’ the joys of a re- 

newed life.—Adv, 

—See kennel advertisement of H, B, Vondersmith. 

—Mange-ine cures, or no pay. Trial box mailed for stamp 

Hepworth, Druggist, 296 Madison street, Brooklyn, 

—The Holabird Shooting and Fishing Suits. 

McLellan, sole manufacturers, Valparaiso, Ind. 

Upthegroye & 
Send for circular, 

—Oh, why will you let that invalid friend suffer that Hop Bittres 

will so certainly cure, 
a 

New Yorr Press Cruz,—The regular fall meeting of the 

New York Press Club will take place on Monday, November 

15, that date being the eighty-third anniversary of Mr, Thur- 

low Weed's birthday. 

‘Forest and Stream 

ROD AND GUN. 
At the single subscription price of #4 a year, A 

TWENTY-FOUR PAGE WEEKLY JOURNAL, 
cutering to the tastes and deveted to the interests 

oT 
GENTLEMEN SPORTSMEN 

“and their faniilies. Its any Departinents treat of 

Natural History, Shooting, Wachting, 
Fish Culture, The Kennel, Archery, 

Bishing, The Rifle, Cricket, 

&nd all gentlemanly out-door sports. Tt is without 

ar al 

Fornsr anp Stream Pos.isnrne Co., 
NEW YORK CITY, 

NEW YORK, 

Stockings, full length, any sized foot, per pair, 
Pants, reaching nearly to the arm-pit, 

Heavy flax ground sheets, weight 6 1-2 Ibs.; size 7 12x4 1- 2 tt; each, 

Macintosh Waterproof Goods. 

In ordering Stoek or Pants please state the Size—you can easily obtain it from your Shoemaker— 

of the Boot or Shoe you are accustomed to wear. 

The quality of these goods is so well and widely known as to require no_ comment. 
by that of any similar mantfacture in the world. 

Tt is not only unequalled, but also unapproached 
BY a special arrangement with the Messrs. MacIntosh, we are enabled to place their goods 

in the hands of Sportsmen at prices which will certainly drive all inferior makes out of the market. 

i 

- : - = $8 00 
- - — 14 00 
- - 7 8 00 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, N., Y. 
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AMliscellaneoug 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLET BARIBOG FISHING HOD Ub 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Maas., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silyer mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction gusranteed. Send stamp for 
price-List. tf. 

AO RSE pStEMe Eh. 

HUMPHREYS’ 

Homeopathic Veterinary Specifics 

are the only sure and safe remedies for this dis- 

ease,—Hasily adniinistered—effective—prompt. The 

Specifics for this disease are: A.A. at first; fo be 

followed by or alternated with the C.C. or E.E.— 

the @.@. if in the throat; the 1B. EE. if the disease 

has extended to the lungs. Full directions with 

each bottic. PAMPHLET FREE. 

Humphreys’? Homeopathic Med. Co., 
109 Fulton Street, New Work, 

ie For Bathing or Gargling Purposes, use 

HUMPHREYS’ MARVEL of HEALING. 
se A ET 

TO SPORTSMEN: 

A Great Gunning and Fishing Privilege, 

TO LET FOR A TERM OF YHARS, 

Consisting of 700 acres on West Island, situated in 
Buzzard's Bay, half mile from mainland, six miles 
southeast of New Bedford. Well wooded; good 
harbor. Well adapted for a park. Good place to 
put up teams on mainiand opposite. Apply soon, 
as the place will be vacant Nov, 1sti. 

TERMS, S300 per Wear. 

Address, 

A. V. De COSTA, 
Copper Works, New Hedford, Wiass. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &«., &c, 

SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE, 

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO., 

631, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, New Work. 

HARRIS’S 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

FOR DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING. 
WIND PROOF- 

EDWIN S. HARRIS, 
177 Broadway, 

ELY BROS.’ 
Genuine Cartridge Cases 

FOR BREECH-LOADING GUNS. 

THE BEST PAPER SHELLS IN THE MARKET, 
We hive a lot of No, 12 gauge which we will sell 

{n lots of 1,000 tor $i. Larger quantities cheaper. 
Will be sent to any address on receipt of the money. 
Thisisararé chance to get a first-class article 

yery cheap. Call on or address, 
CITALMERS & MURRAY, 76 Reade St., New York. 

Field Cover, and Trap Shooting 
BY A. H. BOGARDUS. 

Price, $2. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

A FILE BINDER, 

Which, when full, Makes a permanent binding, 

For sale at this office. 

Price, 75 cents. Sent by mail, &1. 

——E— al 

' SEED forsale. $2 per 

W ILI) RICE bushel. CHAS. GIL- 
CHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Fort Hope, Ontario. 

“poe We Geeta aS PES 
) "(Vd SEED for sale, $2.50 

WILD RIOW ter bushel Suppl 
Janada two cents per pound. 
tia) i. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

li Gold, Chromo & Liv'g Cards, (No 2 alike), 

5() Name oh, ioc. CLINTON BROS,, Clinton* 
yille, Conn. 

ner. 

THE SECOND ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE 

BASTRRN RIRGD TRIALS CLUB 
At Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

ON 

NWoy.-29 and 30,and Dec.l, 2. Sand 4. 

OPEN TO THE WORLD. 
ALL-AGED STAKES. 

Open to all Setters and Pointers. Limited to 50 entries. First Prize, $200; second 
prize, $100 ; third prize, $50 ; fourth prize, $25, Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15. 

PUPPY STAKES. : 
Open to all Pointers and Setters under 18 months of age. 

First prize, $100 ; second prize, $30 ; third prize, $25; fourth prize, $15, 
fee, $15 ; forfeit $10. 

Limited to 25 entries, 
Entrance 

NURSERY STAKES. 
Open to all Setters and Pointers under 12 months of age. Limited to 15 entries. 

First prize, $60 ; second prize, $40 ; third prize, $20, Entrance fee, $10; forfeit, $7.50. 

BRACE STAKES. 

Open to all Setters and Pointers. Five braces to run or prizes to ‘be sealed, 
prize, $250; second prize, $125; third prize, $50. Entrance fee, $25 ; forfeit, $15. 

First 

CLUB STAKES. 
Open to members of the Club only ; dugs to be owned and hunted by the members 

making the entry, Prize, a hundred dollar piece of plate, to be selected by the win- 
Entrance, 10 per cent, of the value of the prize. 

close of the running of the Brace Stakes, and entries close on Noy. 18th, 
This stake to be run after the 

Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid-day of Noy. 27th, at the office 
of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening béfore the trial. 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary. 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases, 
one month before trials. 

tliscelianeoug 

Cures by ABSORPLIVN (Nature's way). 

Lung Diseases, 

Throat Diseases, 

i Breathing Troubles. 
a a or ee 

It DRIVES IN'TO the system curative agents 
and healing medicines. 

It DRAWS FROE the diseased parts the 
poisons that cause death. ’ 
TWhonsands Testifiyito its Virtues. 

You can be Retieved and Cured 
Don't despair until you have tried this Sensible, 
Easily Applied and RADICALLY EFFEC- 
WUAL Remedy. 

Sold by Druggists, or sent by mail on recetpt of 
price, $2, by 

The “‘Only ” Lung Pad Co., 
WILLIAMS BLOCK, 

DE'TROIT, Wich. 
Send. for testimonials and our book, “Three 

Millions # Year." Sent free. 

END FOR NEW PRICE LIST OF SUP- 
PLIES for ' 
Taxidermists and Naturalists, 

Thave the largest and best stock of artificial 
eyes for birds and animals in the country, and 
have greatly reduaed the prices. 

w. J. KNOWLTON, 
168 Tremont street, Boston, Mass. 

RONAN’S METAL SHELL CLEANER. 
Cleans by scraping (without water), is self 

adjusting. Madefori0and 12 Bore, J. F, RONAN, 
Box a4, Koxbury Station, Boston, Mass. 

MULLEW’S “SK COD-LIVER OID hUn Wee 
GIA 

Iaperfectly pure. Pronounced the best by the hizh- 
est medical authoritiesin the world. Given highest 
award at 12 World's Expositions, and at Paris, 187% 
Sold hy Dreggiets. W_ 4, Schieffelin & Co., 4 -¥. 

FOR SALE, 
An Barthiy Paradise. 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. may13,6or 

Ay New Tist vied &, alist describing 
over LJ Gatd und Silyer\Taltham Watches 
sentforatesuuop. It telis how I send 
watches to al) purtsot (7.8 to beexamined 
before payibg any money. Urilonbterd ret 
ereovus N-H.White Jeweler, Newark,N.J, 

us E AND WHISKERS. 
pate ISTAGHE did ND WHIS de Iton sither 
bald’ head oe bern lace, Farces brapy Musuachelte 
oes 2d ashe aod eayar ale, $0,000 youn en 
siryedy wwnr Pall beard, Naylug used 1403 pk'sy vo 
nye ed, seria Lawl PR fost= i atanipe ecaliter. BSHTH £eC0. 
Eola’ Apente., Paistlog Us, (Sirictly geaulos, 

| pension saddle, ete, 

P, O, BOX 274, NEW YORK CITY, 
Judges to be named 

for Sale or Exchange, 

\UN FOR SALE.—A NEW W. W. 
GREENER, treble wedge fast, top snap. 

extension rib, pistol rip, 12 gauge, .28in. oylin- 
der bore, 7 1bs.,2¢ in. drop; 144 stock; patent 
forestock—a beautifully finished and excellent 
shooting gun, atasacrifice, and for no fault, Ad- 
dress M. P. McKOON, Franklin, N. Y. 

eR ERS GUN FOR SALE—Just {mported 
: a fine Anson & Deeley’s Patent Hammerless 
Gun, with improved patent automatic top safety 
bolt, manutactured hy Westley Richards & Co.; 10- 
gauge; 101b, loz. weight; 82-inch barrels; top snap, 
extension rib; 32¢-Inch drop; 14-inch stock; patent. 
fore end; lett barrel, full; right barrel, modified 
choke; pistol grip. rice, $210, AUG. FRANKE, 
Wapakoneta, Ohio. Oct21, 2b 

ek SALE—Having no use for 1t, T offer a Scott & 
Sons breech-loader of the following desertption 

forsale: No. 10, 10 1b., 32-inch, top snap, double 
bolt, ex-tib, patent fore-end, heavy strikers, damas- 
cus barrels, pistolstock, choke-bore, with 9) (ninety) 
brass shells and loading implements for same. Gun 
alone Cost $175 and is as good as new. Will send C, 
0. D, with targets, giving privilege of examination, 
providing charges are paid both waysif not satis- 
factory. Entire outfit, $90. A. H, WORTHEN, Jr., 
Warsaw, Iliinois. OCt28,10 

Aen: LIBRARY FOR SALE.—An unusually 
large assemblage of books on Angling and Sport- 

ing mainly English, collected by Mr. Jno. G. Fen- 
ne i, numbering 232 titles, inciuding many yolumes 
of considerable rariety, 

J. W. BOUTON, 706 Broadway, N. ¥-. 
A printed lst of the above may be had on appli-- 

cation. Octzs,2t 

Ly OR SALE—Breech-loading shot-cun, W. & C. 
Scott & Sons, 10-Zauge, 33-inch barrels, 83¢ 1bs. 

weight, 33s drop, pistol-grip. In fine condition, 
Cost 3150, Will sell tor $75, including pig-skin case 
and loading tools, F. B, PULLEN, Cambridge, 
Mass, Oct2s 4t. 

ICYCLE FOR SALE,—An English “ Harvard 
Roadster,” 52-inch, double hollow forks, sus- 

For price aud full particulars 
address W. DE RHAM, 24 Fifth avenue, N. Y. 

Oct2s,i1t 

ARNEGAT SNEAK BOAT FOR SALE,—Model 
taken trom N. H. Bishop’s famous ** Centennial 

Republic,” For description and price address J. H. 
RUSHTON, Canton, St. Law. Co., N.Y. Ootes,2t 

OR SALE.—YVols. 10, 11, 12,13 and 14 0f Forest anp 
STREAM, first two bound; or would exchange 

tor a modern hunting rifie, good. W. B. RAYMOND 
Welland, Ontario. Oct2s,1 

—e 

CHANCE SELDOM OFFERED—James Purdy 
& Sons’ breech-loader, 10-bore, in case with 

implements; complete cost, $600; good as new. 
Also, W. & C. Scott & Son's 10-bore; cost $275; will 
@ sold cheap. CHARLES L, RITZMANN, 943 

Broadway, near Twenty-third street. Oct21,2 

Wan ted. 

wr THD.—About Noy. 7, quail and duck shoot 
ing within 100 miles of city. Address, stating 

expense of guide and board for two or three weeks 
TACK, P, 0, Box 3,583, New York. Octes,2b 

The Kennel, 

= 

BLUE RUIN. 
Pure Laverack—Carlowitz-Princess Nellie. Carlo- 

a week in your own town. Terms and $5 $66 
Portland, Maine. 

outit free, AddressH, HALLETT & CO.,t 

Che Fennel, , 

Stud Fox Terriers. 
ROYAL—(Champion) By Elcho-Cricket, by Artful- 

Merry Girl; Artful by Pickle-Veney. First, Puppy 
Oluss, Maidstone ; third, Cork; fourth, Lillie Bridge ; 
lirst, Nottingham, and extra cup presented by Vox 
Terrier Clup tor best dog in the shoyy, 176 competi- 
tors; fourth, Bristol; tturd, Kennel Club Show, 1si7, 
Alexandra Palace, under 18lbs, welglit; first, Ox- 
ford, 1878, and extra cup for best doy in show, 184 
competitors; first, Open Class, under 18lbs. weight, 
Kenne} Club Show, Crystal Palace, 1878; first, Cham- 
pion Class, Dublin, 1874 ; first, Champion Class, kéen- 
nel Club Show, Alexandra Palace, 1s79. Fee, $15, 
BOWSTRING—By Champion ‘Turk-Vexer, 

Venture-lussey; Venture by Sam-kub: 
by 

FIL; San 
by tyrant; Ruby II. by Young Trap-Topsy ; Mussy 
by RKagnuin-Hunter’s Gipsy; Gipsy by Hopcroit's 
Young ‘trap-Pink, trom the Quorn kennels; Young 
‘trap by Old Trap (Kennel Club Stud Book, No. 597) ; 
Turk by Old Grip-Jessle; Grip by Grove Willie- 
Vixen, by Groye Tartar-Old Nettle; Jessie by 'frito- 
tier, Fee, $10, 
NAILER—By Champion Buff-Activity; Activity 

by Tonte-Nottingham Nettle, by Old Sam-Rose, by 
Jock; Tonite by Bitters-Baby, by Foiler-Chanipion 
Myttie; Buif by Buftet-Puss, by Dazzler-Grave; 
Dazzler by Grasper; Bulfet by Bulfer-Frolic, by 
Foller-Moss, by Hornet, V. H. 0., Puppy Class, New 
York, 1680, Wee, $10. 
Post Office address, W. RUTHERFURD, Esq., 

175 Second ayenue, New York. OCT25, Lb 

Choice Irish Bitch Cheap. 
FOR SALE—A handsome dark red pure Irish setter 
bitch, 7 months old ; sire, Chumplon Rory O’More ; 
dam, W.N. Callender's Magenta ee and Hell 
yar’s 1st prize winner linported Dash ex-Ist prize 
winner Gypslé). She is a natural hunter, will hunt 
all day, has shown great promise and will make a 
superior field dog. Just right to hunt now oll game. 
Fine bargain. or price, pedigret, etc., Address W- 
I. PIERCE, Peekskill, N. X. Out23, Lt 

OR SALE.—Pure bred red Irish setter Roxie 
(Eleho-Bridget Plunkett); volor, & rich, dark, 

sold red; price, $35. Rosalind—Mike (Eicho-Nell), 
dam Mab (Eleho-Bridget Plunkettj—a dark red 
a very He elght-months old bitch; dark eyes and 
nose; price, $25. Charm (Sire, Berkeley; dam, Nel- 
lie IL), rich red; dark eyes and nose; very hand- 
some; price, $85. Sam—sire, Rival (Eicho-Stella) ; 
dam, Flirt—color, red, with some white; dark eyes 
and nose; seven months old, price, $10. Also, a 
number of red Irish setters and cocker spaniels. 
CILAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn. Ovt2s,1t 

OR SALE.—The beagle bitch Charmer, imported 
April, 1879; color, black, white and tan; win- - 

ner of Ist, classes 43 and 44, al the Philadelphia 
Bench Show, 1879; two years old, handsome, and 
in perfect condition, Also, the well-known dach- 
shund Unser Fritz, ist Centennial, Ist Baltimore, 
1si7; 1st Philadelphia, is74. Color, fallow red. 
Whelped, Jan, #4, 1sié. A keen buhter and frst- 
class dog. Apply to J. A. STOVELL, 229 South 
Front st., Philadelphia, Octes, 1 

OX TERRIERS FOR SALE.—A fine young dog, 
nine months old, well marked, good bone and 

muscle. By Flash (t., 1879, N. ¥.)-Judy (2d N, Y¥., 
1880), Judy by Brokenhurst Joe-Venus. Price, $40. 
A bitch pup, three months old, well marked, of 
food promise. By Naller-Acthye, etc. Price, 320. 
Post office address, L, M. RUTHERPURD, Jr., 175 
Second avenue, New York. OctZs,16 

COMPETENT PARTY, who 1s located in am 
unequaled spot in the Allegheny Valley of 

Western Penna, will receive for Breaking on ruffed 
grouse and woodcoek a number of setters and 
pointers. First-class references given pnd required, 
Address “SETTER,” Bradford, Mekeab Co., ar ; 

CUS sf 

OR SALE.—Pure bred cocker spaniel bitch 
Floretta, liver and white, three months old; 

imported stock; full pedigree. Price, $15. Also, 
litter brother Chang, same color and markings. 
$20. CHAS, DENISON, Hartford, Conn. Octz5,10 

ANTED—A hotnd or harrier for vabbit hunt- 
Ing; must be first-class In every respect, 

Address P, SINGER, 517 Hast 19th st. Ocl2s,16 

OR SALE—Well broke setter dog, 4 years lod; 
white, with brown ears; his father sold for 

$125. I will sell him for 340, and warrant himas 
represented, Inquire of H. T. GOULD, Brockton, 
Mass, Oct25,it 

OR SALE—Druld-Nulsson pup, 14; years old, 
Well broken, and ready for the field; backs, 

(lrops, retrieves and ls staunch on all game; price, 
$50. Pour Gordons, all good hunters, and a fine lit 
ter of Champion Rupert pups. Dogs trained tn any 
style. ‘Pwo more taken. J. HASKELL, Franklin 
Kennel, Bradner, Ohio. Oct21, tf 

OR SALE—Two years old white and lemon 
pointer Frank, bred by myself, out of Cham- 

pion Buff by my Rake 11. Thoroughly broken by, 
and now in the hands of, Wm. Tallman, Drown- 
yille, R. LL Inte condition for fall shooting. Ad- 
dress, J, W. COFFIN, Providence, R. I. Oct2, 46 

JOR SALE—Pointer, 3 years, lemon and white; 
EK broken on quail, woodcock and partridge ; wil 
be sold cheup, a5 owner has no use tor him. Highly 
commended at last dog show. EDWIN G. ROFF, 
Flushing, L, L Oct21, 24 

F°% SALE—The fine red Irish setter Brass by 
Rev. Macdonna’s Rover, ex-Ruby, Also, & 

superior Gordon setter and a first-class polnter. Alb 
nicely broken; good retrievers, Address, HORAC 
SMITH, #1 Park Row, N. Y. Octs1, 3t 

i>] 

OR SALE—A brace of thoroughbred, broken 
cockér spaniel dogs, liver and white 

yery fine broken orange and white setter bitch, 8 
years old. N. M. DRAKE, Stapleton, N. ¥. 

AOR SALE—Champion Rupert, winner of more 
I champion prizes than any Gordon dog in 
America. Address W. J. FARRAR, Toledo, O. 

Oct23,16 

ASH III, AND JESSIE.—FOR SALE—Two or 
D three dog pups, two months old, out of Jessie 
(Shearei’s Kat# and Pride of the Border) by Dash 
I. Jessié wok V. H. C, in-last New York Dog 
Show. For price apply to Wa. W. WEBB, P. 0. 
Box 3,492, Boston, Mass. Outes, tt 

OR SALE.—My red Irish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old. Pointed 

and retrieved her first bird, and is a slasher hn the 
field. Prive $20. Address W. J. MORTON, Ports 
mouth, Va Oct2s,tt 
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Che Renzel, 

Balicnal American Kennel Club, 
SECRETARY'S OfrIcE, No. 51 Broad St., | 

New York, Sept. 1st, 1880.( 

Field Trials of 1880, 

SETTERS AND POINTERS, 
AT FARMS OF COLONEL A, G. SLOO, 

Near Vincenues, Ind. 

ENCING MONDAY, NOY. ibzn, 1880. 

Nov. lath, Derby Stakes—For puppies born on 
ind after April Ist, 1872.—Closed With 118 En- 

Nes, $5 forteit ; $10 additional for starters; $300 
d money—$150 to First; $100 to Second; 
to\Third, with forfeit money divided to 
ners in ratio with added money, 

‘ov. 16h, Free For All States, $600—$250 to 
$150 to Second; ‘$100 to Third; $10 

felt; $15 additional for starters; to close 
¥. 16th, 1880, at’ § o'clock, P.m. 

op. ih. Brace Stakes, $250—$150 to Tirst; 
Second; $25 to Third; $10 forfeit; $15 

ional fur starters; to close Noy. 16th, 18é0, 
‘clock, P.M. 

GES,—Capt, Patrick Henry, of Clarksville, 
I 4 Theo, Morford, Hsq., of Newton, N. J.; 

, 0. Burgundthal, Hsg,, of Indianapolis, Ind. 

_ CHARLES H. RAYMOND, President. 
UnAs. Dn ROnGE, Secretary. 

Orricers.—C, H. Raymond, President, New 
ik; Luther Adams, Ist Vice-President, Bos- 

} Harry Bishop, #d Vice-President, Louisville, 
Chas. Hongé, Seeretary, New York; 

« Morford, Treasurer, Newton, N. J. 

EOUTIVE COMMITIEE.—J. H. Dew, Chairman, 
unibia, Denn. L. H. Smith, Strathroy, Can- 

da; E. C. Nichols, Battle Creck, Mich.; Capt. 
at. Henry, Clarksville, Tenn.; M, C, Campbell, 
pring Hill, Tenn. 

a SS er 

i : { as! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 
PHIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

fleas on dog's or any other animals, or mone 
ned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
per box top, which greatly facilitates Ite 
imple and eflicacions. 
Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS It DOGS. 
} A CERTAIN REMEDY, ' 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
ii directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail, 

Both the above aro recommended by Rop AnD 
and FOREST AND STREAN O M. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N, ¥. 

HENRY G, SQUIRES, 
t Cortlandt Street. N.Y 

o 

Practical Hints on Dog Breaking. 
y W. A. Holabird (send stampa), 25 cents. 
colored lithograph of the celebrated Joe, 

fr., the champion setter of America, 25 cents. 
A sure cure for mange; receipt for 25 cents. 
Broken setters, pointers 9nd spaniels on hand, 
alot of pointer, setter, spaniel and hound 
pies for sale cheup- 

ddress W.H, HOLABIRD, 
Secretary, 

Valparaiso, Ind. 8-8 

CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN. 
FERRETS FOR SALE, 

$i PER PAIR. 
& FOR SINGLE FEMALE. 
#3 FOR SINGLE MALE. 
WIRE MUZZLES, 75c. 

GHARLES H. VAN YECHTEN, 
Victor, Ontario County, N. Y. r ip (ayn ry 0 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 
In the Stud. 

RED IRISH SETTERS. 
‘Ban Pedro (Elcho-Lady Palmerston), $25, 

Wedgewood (Bicho Stella), $20 Wedgewoo cho-Stella), $20. 
a a Sdeees CHARLES DENISON, 

Bep.J-t Hartford, Conn, 
EP a EEE te 

MLEN—B. and T.; by Colbura’s Dash ex Mul- 
MK jin’s Belle. Theaboye dog, winner of first 
in brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trials; will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 

pom. Address 
H. F, ATEN, M_D., 

84 Hanson place, 
Brook lyn,N. ¥ 

VIS 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
© “srsizned, wishing to reduce his kermel, offers 

on. several magnificent imported Mount st. 
_dogsand bitches, carefully selected from 

af at ae Buropean Aa a my rieaaes no 
a ‘or pric adigrees, &tc., address. ~, 
, a in ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Bept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass,, U,8, A. 

== 3 

SY ULEOUT KENNELS.—For pure Cceker 
WY Sjinicle of all ag6s—also in the stud, pure 

erSkip I1., liver and white, tlat-coated, fine 
her; will serve bitches at $10; litters _guar- 

|. Address ROBEKT WALKER, Keeper 
wut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N, Y. 

POR SALE—Laverack setter biteh Mrenzy (Guy 
D Maunerine Abbey), one year old, Ovange and 
white, wot broken; pedigree in Kenhel Register, 
Fillsell iow. P.O. Box 149, Madison, N. J. 

Onset 

ORSALE:—Fifteen Foxhounds, first-prize stock, 
E the fiestand best. Adrlress, with stamp, 1. 

- WOODEN, Rochester, N. ¥. Sepe.23,tf 

| Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

| natural field qualities. This isa chance you:can- 

Che Zennel. 

IM ALIN G-Bt 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVER’S IMPERTALMANGS CURG is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any natire on dogs or cattle 
Without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually wll thatis necessary, NorS50RATCHES 
in HOKSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop't'r imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N_J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st.. N. Y.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos, C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market et., 
Phila., F.P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicaro; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St, 

Louis. Price, 50 cents. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, BR. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &€C. 
begs lo inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

aired breed, fitfor the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never lett the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. decl9 tf, 

Imperial Kennel! 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs bandled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have dailv access to salt 

water. 
A N.B.—S8etter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees, Address H. 0. GLOYER,Toms River, N. J 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

68 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

4 gt Nees AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, etc, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should haye their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the beat methods of importing, shipping, etc. 
os 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL,—Champion 
Rory 0’ More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the besttield and best bredred 
Trish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
rize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, peIRaaa ys N. ¥. June, tf 
—— 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
\. setters: Don, a splendid large oringe 

White ticked dog, brother to Coampion France 
hut superior every way, $50; Moil,a very beauti- 
tul bieh, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a yery fine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa IL, orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot oyér. Three orange while ticked 
dogs, twelye months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black while tau gyp, five months old) $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa Il. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July lst. They cannot be beaten for looks and 

notutford to lose if you want tine stock for very 
little money, Address ASA L, SHERWOUD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. June24tf. 
en 

;ORK SALE—The following stock from the best 
shock In the U. S.: 

Liewellyn setter Bracket, lemon and white, 18 
Thonths old; 4 large, strong dog, house broken, and 
ought to make a vattlerin the field; yery obedient; 
ils sire, champion Gladstone, is the besf Llewellyn 
setter in the United States, and his dam, champion 
Clip, who won it the field trials, Nashville, 1879; 
bolh sire and dam are prize-winners in eld tials 
und hewch shows. Price, $50. 5 
Mark, deep mahogany red Trish setter, 18 months 

old; was ih breaker’s hands 6 months; fast, cood 
hose wud staunch ; drops by motion of the hand; 
retrieves trom water. His sire is imported chim- 
plon York, and dim Flossya prize-winner, and im- 
ported from Jreigid fram the kennel of Miles Daly, 
Price, 350. 
Gordon setler bitech—a be 

tan; whelped, January, 18 
(wail and rouse; staunch, 
nose; has had one litter of pups. Price, $40, 
Fannie, red Irish setter; Well feathered, rood 

head and beautiful ail over: very fast, good nose 
and very shaunch; willstand as lone as you want 
by speaking to her; does not know wiat flush is; 
Just served Oct, 17 by King Bee, a red Ivish setter; 
Can hunt most of Tall, and then have @ fine litter 
Of pups worth three times amount paid; broken on 
quail, ete, Price,ss0, A barvain, IL B. VONDER- 
SMITH, Lancaster, Pa. Oot21 ur 

auty ; color, black and 
hunted ast tall on 

ist and good; keen 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am ore- 
L pared to take a limited number of doga, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I pive my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instinets. Wefer. 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I reas the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. <A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Georgia. “ 

Oct 2,¢ 

{ OF. SALE—Several well broken setters Lyoin 945 
lod years old; iso six fine pointer pups, 

my Snipe out of Ruby t1, whetmed Aue, 26: 
a a a ee 

hie setter puppies by Goks (Dash T-Daisy Date) 
ont of my bitch Bessie, whelped Ang. a1. TL, b. 
RICHMOND, Lakeville, Wass. Ooli2-t 

FRORY O'MORE PUPPIES FOR SALE.—Four 
‘% very handsome, pure red Trish setcer plips, two 

fogs and yo litthes, whelped Jily #4, 1SS0. Sire, 
champion Rory O'More, (nm, my rec deisle piten 
Norah (champion Berkley ex-Tilley), winner firsh 
pee N. Y., 1880.  Prict, if taken immetignely, 
Ditches, $25: dogs, $ For pedigree, ehe,, wddress § IS, S25. 
C, H. DAYTON, Peekskill, N.Y. OCT2 i 

7 OR SALE.—Red Trish setter pips, four months 
old, by Chutipion Rufus, oup or Belle (Plimkett 

PX Stell Imported); full pedigreo, Address 
ELLIOTT 50M ERS, Waterburs. tonn, Oct7 At 

Ghe Fennel, 

A RARE CHANCE, 
For Sale, my entire kennel of pwre Llewellin, pure 

Laveracks and Trish Setlers and Pointers, Biush, 
pure bred setter; a large, strong, handsome setter 
dog; thoroughly broke on quill, woodcock and 
supe; a better snipe dog cant be found, Liewellin 
setter Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton dog. 
Ttoyal Ben, Liewellin setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also winner of ist and special at 
St, Lows show; also winner at Detroit, Mich, 
Llewellin setter bitch Goll, broken. Llewellin. set- 
ter Pitch Ruth, a great beauty. Liewellit setter 
biteh Orphena. Lléwellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Perl ¥., a beautiful green and white setter bitch. 
Liewellin bitch Belle, in whelp to Count Royal. 
Liewellin bitch Gypsie Queen, with 7 beautiful 
puns by Royal Ben. Red Irish sett¢r Von, thorough- 
y broke; retriever from land and water. Red 
Trish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Impt. 
Red Trish setter bitch Nora, in wielp to Von. Red 
Trish setter Shot, a beauty, Orange and white 
poloter bitch Belle, broken, Liver and white point 
er Clyde, broken. Impt. liver and white bitch 
Neil, Also puppies frora 3 to 6 months old of set- 
ters and pointers of the above stock, All the 
above I guarantee to be in the best of health and 
condition, and to be as represented. Will show 
and give trial of any dog on the list. For pedigree 
and particulars inquire of C. 4%. MILEY, gar 
Pe Oct.7,t 

NEVEROIUN LODGE KEN HELS. 
N THE STUD.—Rough-coated St, Ber- 
pard, “Marco; Newfoundland, ‘‘Keeper;” 

pointer, ‘“Croxteth;’ Blue Belton, “Decimal 
Wash ;” Irish setter, ‘Rover II;”’ and in season 
puppies for sale out of +t. Bernard * Braunfels,” 
champion pointer “ Queen,"’ champion Gordon 
“Beauty,” Blue Belton ‘ Silk,” Irish setters 
“Moya” and Biddy,’ cocker “Flirt,” colleys 
“Mab” and “Lassie.” Besides puppies, J have 
for sale yard and field broken dogs. Write for 
full pedigree and SataToe ies to ’ 

A.E, GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N. Y. 

RO ret et 8 ee Se See oe 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
OF 

M. P. McCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y. 
KEHP ONLY COCK HRS of the finest strains. 
TI sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and sate delivery to eyery customer, 
These beautifc. und intetigent Gogzs cannot be 
beaten forrutea eronse ané woud2o00K savoting 
aniretrey.n,. Oorresponaents inudsiny swamp 
mane mat printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
tials etc. 

(Established i864.) 

COATESVILLE KENNEL. 
FIELD TRIAL SETTERS AND POINTERS FOR 

SALE. 
Six yery fine setter pups, two to three montis 

old, by Royal Duke (Carlowitz-True) out of Vixen, 
(unported Snipeleet). Price $25 each for doe, $15 
lor biteh pups. We are also breeding the follawing’ 
bitches: Kose (formerly Munson’s), Champion 
Rock-Piekles: Zittella, (Champion Rock-Kirby); 
Maud F., Gmported Penn-Pocahontas); Princess 
Damo, (Champion Rattler-Patsy); Princess Dag- 
mar, (Chanipion Rattler-Patsy). Pointer Bitches 
—Hfortense and~ Eugenie, (Champion Sleaford- 
Point.) Pups and older dogs tor sale at all 
iittes. Prices low. Stock first-class, Photographs, 
Pedigrees, descriptions and priceSentivee. Address 
N. Pi BOYER & CO., Coatesylile, Chester Co., 
Pa, Octlh 

yOR SALE.—CHAMPION RUSH, EX-QUEEN 
IL, Pointer Pups.—aA few puppies of the above 

celebrated stoelk for sale ; terms reasonable. (Queen 
Il. i5 by Champion Sanchp-ex-champlon queen, 
This stock cannot be excelled. Addréss by letter 
only, GARRMTT ROACH, 1205 Fifth av., New York 
City. Sept.30,2mo0s 

Hor SALE—CIEAP—Dolly Varden, black, white 
‘ und tan, seyenteen months. Desmond, blue 
Belton, eleyen months. Both by Druid, out of 
Nilsson, sister to champion Queen Mab. Apply to 
AKNOLD BURGES, Iillsdale, Mich. Sept.20,tt 

ACHINE-KENNELS.—For sale, Flirt 1, (liver 
colored cocker, no white), litter sister to ¢ham- 

pion Cora, 17 months old. Also, Diack cocker dow 
puns. halt brothers to Cora. Full pedigrees. GEOG, 

. MACDOUGALL, Box 4342, New York, Oct.7, 06 

POR SALE—Haldsome liver and white ticked 
pointer pup, nine months old, out of Cham- 

pion Grace by Champion Sensation; partly broken, 
retrieves well, anil shows fine action in the field. 
Also, two dog and two bitch setter pupples, tour 
months old, out of Daisy by Ranger IT; fine field 
stock; will be sold cheap-for want of room to win- 
ter. Apply toJOHN WHITE, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Oct21, 2b 

OR SALE CHEAP—Pointar bitch Fan, ipo 
also, pups oub of Pan and Button ; ; E 

of the best strain. Send for pedigree. 
Box 406, Union Gity, Pa. 

Hotels aud Ziesarts far Sportsnives, 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
rome Of the finest waterfowl and upland 

hooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincutergue, Cobb's Island, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Mlorida and the monatanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfulk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.- Lewee, Det 
Monday, Wednesday and Friduy,ats por. Sul) 
infomation given apoiice, 197 Greenwich st, 7] ¥, 

POW 

| 

| 

Hatels and Routes for Sportsmen. 

‘TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. ‘These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dift- 
feulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING ANB FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TIOKETS sre sold ar the offices of the Company in 
all the principle citiesto KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUS. para 
other well-known centers for y 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and still 
Hunting. 

Also. +o 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned tor SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass, Agent. 

Franx THOMsON, Gen'i Manaer- febl1T-t# 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran 

Trout, Grayling, 

Rapids andCincinnatiShort Line 
FOR THE 
and Black Bags Visheries, 
AND THE 

FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES x 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are tasurp: 
if equaled, in the abundance and preat yariety o: 
fish contained. , 
BROOK TROUT abcund in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1and ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 
ov.l. & 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONG, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and Jakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or ‘club at home, “3ice for ~ 
packing fish can be had at aD oints, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakes is very beau~ 
tiful; the gir is pure, ary. and bracing. The cli- 

cial to those suifering 
wit 

May Feyer and Asthma Aifections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far gure 

passing theayerage in countries new enough to 
aiford the finest of fishing, 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick 

ets will be sold aii low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Eportsmen. 
Dogs, Guoggod & Tackle ed Freeat 

owner's risk, * " 
it isouraim tomakesportsmen feel “at home” 

wothisroute., F r Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
lliustrated book if 80 pages), containing fuilin- 
formation ani ccurate mape of the Fishing 
Grounds and ‘limo Cards, address A.B. LEET 

er. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mick, 

mats is peculiarly bene 

ONG ISLAND R.R._SPRING SOHED- 
ULB, taking effect Mareh Mth, 1880.—Leaye 

HUNTER’S P’T (Flatbush Avye., B’klyno, 5 min, 
earlier) for t . 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 P.M, Sundays, 
A.M. - 
Col, P't& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 A.M, 

2.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.M, 
43.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35,10.35 A.M., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 P.M. 
Flushing, 6.30, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 .4.M., 2.35, 3.25, 

4.35, 3, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.151045 Pow., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.85, 10.85 A.M, 1.55, 8, 5.35, 7, 10 Po, 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.35, 6.85, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.55 P.M Sundays, 94.M. 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35, 11.35 A.M, 4.35, 5,35,6 35 PM, 

Saturday nights, 19.15. Sundays, 0.55 a.M.,5.35 P.M. 
Gurden City, Queens and Hempstead, &, 10 A... 

1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.25 PM. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Pointy. 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night,, 
Wednesd4aysand Sundays only from Platbusb ay, 
10 p.m. Sunday, 9 A.M, 1.35, 6.35 Pon. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros— 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M,, 3,85, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35P,mM. Sundays, 
4M,, 0.35 P.M. 3 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.85 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M... 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., #35 PM. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, § A.M.,3.35, 5.35 po. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M,,4,35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4,35, 5.35 Pw. Sundays, 9 

AM. 
Richmond Hill, Glendate, 8.35, 11 a.m., 3.35, 4.35 

5.35, 0,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M, 
Creedmoor, 5, 10 A.M., 1.35 Pwi., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 4d. 
HUNTER'S P'?T & WALL ST, ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hanter’s P't, 8.40, 
16,30,11.30 A.n., 3.10, 4.10, 3.10,6.10 Pat. Wor fur- 
{hee information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply at 289 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFPAN Gen'l Pass, Agent, 

| Wild Fowl! Shooting, 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING | 
GOTO 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

on Shinnecoek Bay, wherd you will tind woo ruldes 
bomplete outht of Decoys, Batteries, etc.. as well 
iis good accommodations and a substantial bili of 
fire. Take tong Island GR. R. to Good Ground 
Station. M. WILLIAMS, Proprietor, 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'’'S RE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L, 1, 

Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman, Hasalways on hind the oest of 

boats, batteries, efe., with the larvest rig of train— 
ed wild-géeese decoys on the const. Vhe hest 
ground in the vieinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Specialattention given 
by himself to his ruests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm.N. LANE, Guod Ground, L.I. 
Refers by qpemetesien to J.B. Shepherd, 591 Broad- 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N.Y. 
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BARGAINS! BARGAINS!! BARGAINS!!! __ 

E* ZT Ry ES BREBCH-EOADER SS] 
PURDEY, REILEY, WESTLEY RICHARDS, SCOTT, WILLIAMS & POWELL and NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 

ALL AT A GREAT REDUCTION. 

5 Purdey’s in Case Compiecte, 6 Scott “Premiers” in Case Completes, 5 Scott with Compensating Lump, 2 E. M. REILEY’S High Quality, 4 Westley Richards’ High Quality,3 Williams & Powell High Quality, | 
4 Nichols & Lefever CG. and D. Quality. 

Also a Lot of Medium Grade Greener Side-Action Light Guns, 14 and 12-Bore, at $50 each; former price, $85. The reduction in price in these funs 
ranges from 30 toe 50 per cent. SEND FOR DESCRIPTION. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., Pittsburg, Pa. 

%.. TheDalyGun 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Toany other Gun 

Hotels and Houtes far Sportsmen. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing | 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
SCE uSny Re SRR aa F New 

ivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in i is tenti ther ty nieties of game aa ah, deen, bear wild Lists furnished iE application. 

urkeys, W uck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 5 = = 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. i SCHO ERLING, DALY & GALES, Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each ‘ AGENTS FOR CARD'S NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. Or W. R. SCHAEFER, Or THos. L, GoLonmr, sportsman carried free, Howard's Stee] Head Shells—Quuality guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 61 Him st., Boston. 116 Girard ave., Phila 
_The Route of the Tourist, 

tnrongh themostbemnatul na pctueewvesce | REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 

Shooting Unsurpassed. 
st 

mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
7% phur Springs. : | 
* Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwestand Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South. All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAY EK. HOWwARD,, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
mayl1 ly Richmond 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the 
U.S. Governmentin the Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. Prices: Carbines, $22 
Se er oe ae Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade 
Bromfield House, Boston. P. 0. BOX 3,994. Only, Sendfor Catalogueand Price-Lists. E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. 

—_—-—- 

HE FOX GUN!) GUT nnn 
Special Announcement. 

IMPORTER OF 

Neen “fine breel-Loalin Gung 
943 Broadway, near 23aS8t., N. ¥ 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 
ee ees 
To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

HE MANUFACTURERS OF THE “ FOX" GUN, FEELING THAT PEALERS, 
The Pullman Car Company as a general thing, have not done justice to the merits of this WONDERFUL 

GUN, are devermined to have A et Datons eae ae aie generally, that tes 
great merits may become betier known and appreciated, t is needless to sperk of 

Te eee cao” ett huak Walter | THE ELEGANT WORKMANSHIP AND WONDERFUL SHOOTING POW ERS 
which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- | of these guns. It is a fact well established that they are UNSURPASSED BY ANY 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc.,alsopro- | TY THR WORLD. ; i 

aah ath eee Bag clnaes toe atte Soe SEE We propose for a limited period to offer a line of these guns at the following HxX- FINE FISHING TACKLE, 
Diagrams, rates and other desired page TREMBELY LOW PRICES, after which the original prices will be restored, our object The Celebrate d “ Prank tort” Reels furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. P.C. | heing to introduce the guns into sections of the country where dealers have failed to in Stock. 

pe ED ao present them ; in the firm belief that where they become known they will be the es- THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER 
: i yorite, and we shall reap the benefit in future of this great sacrifice, : : 
SS ; P Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, 4 OO: Masks 

Gans, Ammunition, Ete, Such Inducements Have Never Before Been Offered. Sent by mahon oonke; 2 25. 
Sportsmen wishing to purchase one of these beautiful guns must respond at once, as 2 gS a ae ate he a GuAnIEY 
the number offered at these prices is limited. Me ame No'vy. "ihe cdletratea” “fe Contre” rasa Chau 

$ FORMER PRIC Ww. } 4 
jo 5 “ 4 " Razors with safety attachments. Bowie Knives; 

Twist Barrels, 12 or 10 Gauge, Pistol Grip, Reb.Locks, $58 & $63, $40. Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, etc. 
Te reep | Dautd saeelrs Creer Gee Ea, # Pr Ee” ilies 68& 73, 45. | EIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
Reis, 1820 Pamaseus yay ee ce ke rT se ts ‘ “cc 78 & 838, 5G, AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO _ 

Lee ee amet ee atin Gage ce) BE “ Cae iy 160, 66, | SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO” 
3 z ¢ © me 

ine “or Bernard“ “ * * cs o = u 125, 9. OoOPTICAT Goows. 
aa “ ce ee ee “« “ « “ re 150, 90. | TRLESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIEF 
Finest “ LEN pet ¥ ate ss 200, 110. GLASSES, COMPASSES, Ete! 4 
Every Gun warranted. Sent. O, D., with privilege of examination, Send for | The “RED RUBBER RECOIL Pad,” 

riptive ¢: . i i ommended by FOREST AND STREAM) seni descriptive catalogue ANMERIGAN ARMS 60., treo EES 

: ‘8 TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS) 
102 Milk street. Boston, Mass. | S°R$. hip To ORD: i. SEND STAMP FOR 
eI aS LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. | 

me 

THE CRIGINAL 
Y 

AMERIGAN HAMMERLESS, 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR. GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. GC 

| Supr* 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE: 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20, 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered y Y SHOOTING SUIT, ¥ ‘McCUE BROTHERS, 

Piet omar a of A SPECIALTY. Pin-Fire Guns Alvered to Central-Fire, | H A’ sais ‘E R S. 
Stocks Bent to Ary Crook, | ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION--DHAD GRASS COLOR,— , é } 

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices, 
endfor Ulustrated Patalogtio: Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 138 BROADWAY, NEW SORE 

UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 

mew GeARK & SNEIDER, | F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. | Obmoser ovale Osty We sun aritee sutisfaction, 
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SPRATYsS PATENT 
MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 

CSPRATIOS VPALENT®? are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. ‘The Patent 
“ Wibrine ! Cakes are used ab the Dors’ Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatation, Paris, etc. They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals : 
receiving the highest award for Dog Biscuits at the Paris Bxhibition, 1878; Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanovér Dog Show, 1879; West- 

NONE ARE OS SSH INI 
tae ol 

STAMPED. 

Patked in Cans of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, ete., etc. 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS.  , 
Please see that Every) Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATENT” and a “X,” 

STAMPED, 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, [here had auf whadient aaanttion OE 
FRANCIS oC. de LUZE & co., Grocers and < autor Goods 

{8 South William Street,  - = = NEW YORK. | Brake One ey s 

Publications. 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 
Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, 

STWARD WO; or ADVENTURES AI 
ANGEI,liy LAKES. By Charles A. J, Farrar. 

A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustratec 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50, 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
& trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages, 12 i4us. 

rice 50 cents. 
PARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
Hable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
‘armachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 

of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 50 illus., and a large map. 

Price 50 cents, ‘ 
FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED, A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Movsehea@ Lake region and sporting re- 
aorts of Northern Maine, with map. _ ‘Che tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. I4illus. Price 60 cents. 

FARRAR’'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. “Printed on tough linen 
bee cloth corers, 5) cents, 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP ot Moosehead Lake 
andvicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of wortbhern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Ki mnehec, Penobscot and St, 
Jobn rivers. Priuted on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers, 5! cents. 

PARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 26 cts. 
Bend of © pepleenes bit r 

ny o @ atove publications maile 
postpaid, on receipt of price. _ Ajddress * * 
IHARLES A. J PARHAR, Jamaica Pisin, 
Musa. ¢ T, Dec31 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND - 

The American Poultry Yard 

{(WEEEZLY) ‘ 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Pouttry, 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 
? THE POULTRY WORLD 
 . is sent post-paid for $1.25 

7 A per year; the AMERICAN 
POULTRY YARD for $1.50 
—hboth papers for $2.00. 

» <Aseries of twelve magifi- 
cent Chromos, each repre- 
senting a standard breed of 

z towls, Sent for 75 cents extra 
+0_all subscribers to either publication. 

THE S20RTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
HE great pressure on our advertising space 
obliges us to withdraw the list of booka 

mich we haye on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or fleld sports, as pre- 

viously asivertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on eons of price. FOREST. AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy29-tL 

adie = 

Amy of the Following Books Sent on 

Receipt of Price by Forest and 

Stream Pub. Co. 

Adirondacks, Vamp Lite in, Murrays.,......... $1.56 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1.25 

Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, éth edition.. 2.00 

Suortsmen’s Goads. 

Philadelphia ishing Tackle House 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

CGCOCDYEARS’ 

Rubber M’f'g Company 
ANB 

hi) HIE 

Coodyear’s India Rubber 

Clove M’f’e Co., 

488, 490, 492 B’way,cor. Broomest., 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

' Every Description, 

503 COMMERCE. ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood. 

for Archeny Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for 18580, 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on band, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Reels, Lines, ete. 
Our BETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals. 

Prices as low as the lowest, and always first- 
class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free, 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
ing Tackle gent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 
in stamps. 

BUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE for 

FISHING AND HUNTING, 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

mo BEATS THE WORLD.” uz 

Old JudgeSmokine Tobacco, FERGUSON'S PATENT 
awn ny 

ADJUSTABLE 

The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. | Nie REFLEC Li re ic - sah idl a Soke : 
With Improved 

Locomotive Reflectors 

For General Illuminating 
Purposes, 

The Universal Lamp, 
For Sportsmen and Others. Combines 

HEAD JacK, Boat Jack, Camp Lamp, BELT LAMP, 
Dash LAMP, DARE LANTERN, ‘ero. 

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP can be used 
right or left hand on any kind of dash. Un- 
excelled as a Hand Lantern or Bracket Lamp. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
65 Fulton Street, N, ¥. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights, 

Send for circular containing full de- 
_ Beription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn, 

HE 'MAJORITY OF SMUKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 
emoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they havebeen 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown cuff by all burning paper, 
namely : The Oilof Creosote. CHAR ES 

.| G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
¢ CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 

“| 5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
9 as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 

ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 

, made saliva proof to preyent its bieag- 
ing or melting in the mouth, The unprecedented popularity of * OLD.JUDGE” Cig irettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture. no one else having the 
Ticht touseit. The great advantage and ae poEa ofthis invention willat once be recognizad by 
all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first ‘OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. you will use no others, 

Manutactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Water st., 
NEW YoREX 

HA WES PIGEON TRAP. 

aN i 

i 
il 

», Cleaner and Oilor 
a For Breech-loading Arms 

e ay fn market, 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
+ and fuil directions sent free of postarc. 

Ts ordering give callbre of gun. Send for qreular. 
Patentes, Address. Ts YARDLEY ied Aa eat iat 

A FAMILY MEDICINE CASES and BOOKS 
Giving plain directions for their use, area necessity 
forevery family removing to the conntry orseashore. 
Descriptive catalogues of all the sizes, with prices, 
furnished free on application to BORRICKE & TA- 
FEL'S HomozroPaTHic PHArMAcY, 145 Grand St., N.Y. 
BHOERICKE & TAPEL received +ax onty Cenrennian Prize 

Medal st Philadeiphia aWarted for Homocopethlc mediciee& 
Emaj ness Established ih 1405, (s: 

AND 

FO SPrVrIr 

Htfectiwve- 
uoJ] peziuvajery 

Principle is New, 
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner’s...... 75 e) 

. HIS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. When 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 500; bds........5.5.. 75 ‘DS the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolyes within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 
‘American Angler's Book, Norrig......--..-.-... 359) THE AIR. Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

; Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York, 
‘American Bird Fancier...... ee ott SAH ty oe rt 0 

‘American Boy’s Own Bcok, Sports and Games.. 2.00 SPORTSMEN'’S DEPOT. 

‘American Roadsters and Trotting Horses...... 5.00 (ESTABLISHED 1838). r. 
Birst mium at W ‘s Fairat New York, and 

merican Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W, Long,.... 2.00 Pi Gontenatat ‘exhibition. val che ha Ft ma eae 

American Kennel, Burges .........2;20e4es2053 3.00 g Cleans by scraping (without water), Is self 
z adjusting. Made forl0and 12 gauge. For sale by 

ling, a Hook on, Francis................46-- Ti ; all gun dealers. J. F. RONAN, Box 34, Roxbury 
2 oe 2 ety Station, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to the trade, 

Cs WICHIOIT, sealtabislan at ttay ee cue Hite 25 NE 7a , 

hery, Fencing and Broadsword.,,.....- -- 20 J re) H Ni K R I D E R & LY BROS. 

hery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson...... 1.30 Cenuine First Quality Blue 
N, E. Cor. Second and Walnut 8ts., Philadelphia. 

UNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

CARTRIDCE CASES, ¥ he Yj A }found the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. ..... 3.00 FOR BEEECH-LOADING GUNS. 

BERRA L SVEN TONN ES oc Seer eg metapeciey | Sil Artifici THE BEST PAPER SHELLS IN THE MARKET. 
a OPS yimuilug, Monstery Tenders, Buoods Ar saul Bait, Hiy Books, ‘ We hae ts or nes a gauge asst we eet sell 

By CTY «06s nek et tees 0) 1 ; Nn lnts of 1,000 for $1, Larger quantities cheaper. 
2 Salmon, Bass, pee a Whes, Made to Order. | Witt ha sent to any address on receipt of the money. 

Art OF Swimming, Webb...., +000. 50 | “i<rider’s"’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and This is arare chance to get a first-class article 
Glued Bamboo Rods very cheap. Cail on or address, 

Méte's Guide, Harding....... Bu CHALMERS & MURRAY, 76 Reade St., New Yori. 
2 ~e _ Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skinsin Great Varieties. 

Vaxidermy in all its branches. j 
tt’'s Patent Dog Blsenit ~*~ thietie Sports for Boys—hoards, 75c.; loth... 1.00 Spra 

; Repairing of all kinds. marétly Sports, Stonehenge... .ecs,ses.-» 1.00 | 
$5 to $20 twa te. 
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine, 

Samples 
Address 

FOR SALE, 
An Blarthiliy Parac ise, 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 
Address BOX 91, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayl3,6u 

SEED forsale, 32 ae 
8. GIL WILD RICE trsse"ous 

CHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario. 

7) SEED for sale. $2.50 
WILD RIC ¢ per bushel. Supply 
limited. Goyernment duty on Wild Rice trom 
Canada, wo eents per pound. 

R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

$6 aweek In your own town. ‘Terms and $6 
outiit free. Address H. HALLETT & CO.,t 

Portland, Maine. 
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Bamadion, Gre. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtning. 

Orange Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend: postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
__No. 29 Murray Street, N. a 

GUNPOWDER 
DUPONT'’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. 
Themost Poputar Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 180’, hav» maintained their 

great reputation for seyenty-eight years. Man- 
ufacture the following celebrated brandsof Pow- |} 
der: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
cee and cleanliness ; adapted for Glass 

all and Pigeon Shooting. 

BUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; zreat penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeoo, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, sirony, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE FG, “SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning strong and moist. 
Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 

Powders, 

Of allsizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, MS Soe Jannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Gover nment standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the United States. Rep- 
a a by a .. 
F.L. KNEELAND, 70 Wail Street, N.Y. 
W. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Ratge Shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder.’”* 

Noa. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). SES in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

HEazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.’”” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
6t1lb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Duck Shooting.’’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In] and 5 1b. canisters 
and6iand 12+1b. kegs. Burns slowly) and very 
olean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
enetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is equally ner- 
iccaele for muzzle or preech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FETG FG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in keys of 
25, 124, and 6 lbs. and eansof5 lbs. FFFG is also 
packed inland ¢ lb. canisters. Burnsstrongand 
moist. The FFFG and FPG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET Pow- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRIT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF. 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany s Agents, inevery prominent city; or whole- 
sale at our office. 

88 We ALL STRINT, 

ENGLISH 

Sporting Cunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND ~GRAIN, 
Nos. +, 3, 4, 5; 6, '/, and 8, Superior Rifle, En- 

field Rifle, and tol, Hawker’s Duckine, My 
STITT, 61 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U.S 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, ~ 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library. ;inva- 
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+*.* The Forms, AND SPREAM goes to piesa Wednesdays. 
Correspondents are requested to mail their comminrections so 

that they may reach us before that day. 

so ee 

A. Broapeneo Frevo.—Althouch the cricket department 
of the Forrest Anp Stream has from its inception been ac- 

corded a very substantial support by the devotees of that 

fame, we are compelled, by reason of the other demands upon 

us, to discontinue the department. The space thereby gained 
will be devoted to our specialties—fishing, shooting and the 

kennel; and we shall give our undivided attention to. these 
ranches of American field sports. Our game columns each 

week are now filled with « rich abundance of matter, which 

indicates either that an unusually large host of sportsmen are 

in the field this fall, or, perhaps, that the Fores, Anp STREAM 

has been more successful than ever before in eliciting from its 

hosts of friends their experience in the pursuit of game. 
By narrowing our field we have broadened it, and we shall 

alrive now to male the paper more than ever before a reposi- 
tory of all good things pertaining to the gun, rod and kennel. 

ads 

Opening oF THE QuAIL Season. —The season for quail in 

this State opened on Monday the ist instant. This date is 

certainly none too late, and in the opinion of many sportsmen 

it is too early. We shot last week in Connecticut, and found 

that several of the bevies moved were not yet full grown. 
We haye sometimes seen in November little quail just 
hatched, but of course in such cases the nests had been 

froken up so that the second brood was exceptionally late. 
We think the opinions of the oldest sportsmen, those 

Who have the widest experience, would agree that the birds 
should neyer be shot before this time. The law in Pennsyl- 

Yaa is defective and so is that of Connecticut in permitting 
qnail to be shot too early. Still it must be said that few 
men, we hope, trouble the half-grown bevies. The sports- 

men have too much self-respect to meddle with these broods, 

and as the marketmen will not buy the little things, the pot 
hunters have no inducement to kill them, 

THE WICKERSHEIMER PRESERVING 
FLUID. 

FEW weeks ago, in an answer to a correspondent, we 
referred to the ‘‘ Wickersheimer process,” and it has 

brought us a flood of letters which we have delayed answering 
until we could get the formula for its preparation and so not 

only give our readers valuable information concerning the 

preparation of fish and other animals for natural history pur- 

poses, but also how to make the fluid to doit with. We first be- 
came acquainted with this method at the International Fish- 

ery Exhibition in Berlin this last summer, where in the dis- 

play of Prof. Jean Wickersheimer, Conservator of the Univer- 

sity of Berlin, we saw many animals lying on the tables, with- 

out even a glass over them, which were said to have been 

kept for three years. Among these were serpents of fifteen to 

twenty feet in length; birds, fishes, seals and crustaceans. 

Skeletons also were shown which were kept together by the 

natural ligaments and were perfectly flexible, among them a 

snake and a crane—perfectly charming specimens—bearing 

eyen the rude handling of the ordinary exhibition visitor and 
exhibiting every motion which the ‘animals were capable of 

in life. Vegetable tissues were also preserved, and great sea 
weeds hung around looking as if newly gathered. 

We naturally wanted to see how the fluid was used, and by 
invitation of Prof. Wickersheimer we saw some fishes in- 

jected. A fountain syringe was used, made of a tin can hold- 
ing a quart, which hung on a nail about six feet high ; a rub- 

ber pipe led from this, in the end of which was an injecting 

needle about four inches long. Laying a fish upon its back 

the Professor inserted the needle in its breast until it reached 

the heart, and let the fluid run until all the yeins were filled. 

** But,” said we, ‘how are you certain that it exactly strikes 

the heart?” ‘‘If it does not, then the fish will puff up about 

the gills and you try it again,” answered the operator ; ‘* but 

if it is all right, then in a few minutes you will notice the pec- 

toral fins begin to expand and stand out. If the fish is fresh 

the dorsal and other fins will also expand.” The fish operated 

upon would weigh about six pounds, and as soon as the fins 

were expanded he threw it into a tub of the liquid, where it 

was allowed to remain for two or three days and was then 

ready to be placed on exhibition. The Professor explained 

that in the case of those large serpents, seals, etc., he injected 

them in all the large arteries which were accessible, as well as 

in the heart; but that for crabs, lobsters, spiders, starfishes 

and such small deer it was only necessary to keep them im- 
mersed for a few days. Collectors of insects will readily ap- 
preciate a method which leaves the Jegs flexible and not liable 
to break, 

The colors in the serpents were well preserved. ‘The fish 

faded somewhat, and their eyes sank as much us fish in market 

do when kept too long; but they were well preserved, and fish 

are the worst things which the taxidermist has to deal with, 
while the collector is aghast at the bills for jars and alcohol. 

After we left Berlin the newspapers chronicled the fact that 

Professor Wickersheimer embalmed a boy and exhibited the 

body in the open air for several months, during which time it 

** looked like a sleeping child, preserving its softness and life- 

like appearance ;" while we saw the lungs of a turtle in a jar 

which could be inflated by a pipe through the cork to several 

times their size, At this time we knew that the Prussian 

Government had bought the formula, but did not know that 

it had been published by the Department of Instruction in the 

Siaatsanzeiger, the official organ of the Department. Learn- 

ing tls we sent fora copy, and now take pleasure in laying 
before our readers the following translation ; 

FORMULA OF THE WICKERSHEIMER FLUID. 
“Tn 38,000 grammes of boiling water dissolve alum, 100 

grammes; common salt, 25 do.: saltpetre, 12 do.; potash, 60 

do.; arsenious acid, 10 do. After cooling and filtering the 

aboye solution add to every ten litres of it four litres of gly- 
cerine and one litre of meth]. alcohol.” 

The directions given in the paper alluded to are as follows: 

“The mode of application varies with the nature of the bodies 

requiring to be preserved. Anatomical preparations, entire 

bodies, ete., which are to he preserved dry, are laid in the 

finid from six to twelve days, according to their size, and are 

then taken out and dried in the open air. The ligaments and 

muscles will now remain flexible and soft, so that all natural 
movements Gan be executed. Hollow organs, limys, intes- 

tines, etc., must be filled with the fluid and then laid in it; 

afterward they are taken out and dried, first being distended 
with air. Smaller animals, such as crabs, beetles, lizards, 

frogs, etc., are not to be dried, but put up in bottles of the 

fluid, if the natural colors are to be kept unchanged. 

‘*Tf human or other large bodies are to be preserved for a 

longer period before they are used for scientific purposes it is 

sufficient to inject them with the fluid. Two litres, f. i., will 

suffice for a child of two years; about five litres are required 

for an adult. By this treatment the muscles will appear as 

if fresh, when sections are made, eyen after years. When 

thus injected if human bodies are preserved in the open ait 

they will gradually lose their fresh appearance and the skin 

will become brown. This can be avoided if the fluid is rub- 

bed into the skin and if the access of air is prevented as far 
as possible. 

““This latter treatment is recommended for bodies which 

are to be exhibited or to be preserved for some time before 

burial, for the features will remain unchanged and there will 

be no smell. 

“For real embalming a method combining injection and 

immersion is to be applied. The bodies after injection are 

wrapped in cloths which are saturated with the solution and 

are then kept in tight cases.” 

+9 

THE RHODE ISLAND FISH COMMISSION, 

HE ninth annual report of the Rhode Island Fish Com- 

mission, made to the General Assembly at its January 

Session, is just at hand. The sea-fisheries of this State are of _ 
great importance, so far overtopping the fresh water interests 

that the Commissioners look more toward means of preserving 

the former than increasing the latter and call the attention 

of the law-makers to the fact that their law requiring all 

taking of fish by traps, weirs, and similar contrivances, to be 

suspended from Saturday morning at sunrise to the same 

hour on Monday, from May to August, is not enforced. The 

Commissioners have done all in their power to call public at- 

tention to the law by publishing it once a week in the 

principal newspapers and appointing deputies who shall have 

supervision of certain parts of the bay shores included in the 

act. 
In order to render their report perfectly clear it is acconi- 

panied by a map showing the traps at Seaconnet in the spring 
of 1879, and another exhibiting the heart-nets or pounds set. 

in Narragansett Bay during the same summer, together with 
the depths of water in which they are placed. The law was 

found to be more generally observed after this, only one in- 

stance of its violation being reported. The difficulties of en- 

forcing the law were very great, as during a run of scup (the 

‘““norgy” of New York), Stenotomus argyrops, the traps are 

overhauled every two hours, night and day, and when the 

weather is rough it is imposible to tell what is going on about 

a trap unless a boat is anchored beside it; and when no fish 

are running the fishermen are very law abiding, but frankly 
say that inthe event of a run of fish on close days they would 

run the risk of prosecution. The Commissioners decline to 

argue the question as to the spring trapping interfering with 

the hook and line fishing in Narragansett Bay as after all that 

hag been written on the subject they seem no nearer a solu- 

tion of it than twenty years ago. ‘‘The argument,” say 

they, ‘‘has been a bitter one, and neither side has been at 
all disposed to listen to reason. The trappers have fought a 

hard fight with a bold front, and have never failed to appear 
when called upon to assert their position, backing it up year 

after year with the same arguments by the same parties. 

One wiseacre asserts that the pollution of the water from the 

sewage of the City of Providence has ruined the bay fisheries; 

an opponent takes the floor and proves exactly the contrary. 

* ** <A clance at the map shows that the traps are so set as to 

take the fish as they go out and not as they come in, aud this 

year the most southern and eastward one al West Island took 
more than any other, showing that the fish so taken were 

bonnd still farther East. In proof of this, it is a fact that the 

trappers at Buzzard’s Bay have found that their business has 
come to an.end since trap fishing has become systematized 

and carried on on so large a scale at Seaconnet.” 

In referring fo the old saying that the fishes of the sea can 
never be exhausted they very truly say that this maxim is 

applicable only to those species which remain at sea, while 
others which are obliged to seek the vicinity of the shore to 
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spawn should lave some mercy shown them, ‘or out | birds, and sheuld nowhere be permitted. The law for Long 

children’s children (if we are so fortunate as to haye any) 
will have no fish.” ‘They treat the pound-net question very 

fairly, recognizing the fact that it has been a business pur- 

sued for twenty years or more, and its sudden stoppage would 

work injustice to those having their meansinvested in it, 
adding: ‘‘ We are, all of ts—legislators, commissioners, 

fishermen and arguers, pro and con.—unfortunately very 

ignorant of what goes on under water; it is an element that 

offers many difficulties to the student, and we must then sub- 

mit to learn what we do of nature’s work slowly if we would 

learn surely, and ayoid jumping at conclusions,” and Prof. 

Baird is quoted as holding the same views. A license of 

fifty dollars, or such sum as the Legislature deems fit, is pro- 
posed for all pound-nets or for each captain of a trapping 

gang who is to make return under oath to the commissioners 

as to the catch during the season, prices, etc., any evasion of 

which is to be punished by fine or imprisonment. 

Tn their report on the inland fisheries they mention that 

black bass have multiplied throughout the State and are now 

comparatively abundant where they were unknown ten years 

ugo. They speak favorably of the carp and request Ahose 

liaving suitable waters to make application for them which 

will he considered when they receive the promised lot from 

the National carp ponds at Washington. 

$$$ + 

—We understand that Mr. J, W. Bouton, 706 Broadway, 

New York, is receiving subscriptions for the reprint of 

Dame Juliana Berner’s ‘‘‘Treatyse of Fysshynge.” The pub- 

lisher’s announcement tells us that the extreme rarity of this 

work and the great interest faken in it by connoisseurs has 

suggested a faesimele reprint for the use of those collectors 
and anglers who cannever hope to possess the almost price- 

less original. The ‘‘ Treatyse of Fysshynge,” by Dame 

Juliana Berners, was first printed by Wynkyn de Worde in 

the second edition of the ‘‘ Book of St. Alban’s,” in 1496. 

Some ten or more editions of the work are known to have 

heen issued between the date of its first publication and the 

year 1660, showing the comparative popularity of the work 

in the early days of printing. All these possess more or less 

value from their varying features and degrees of rarity, and 

are eagerly sought after by collectors, The present fiestniile 
is reproduced from a copy of the original edition in the 

British Museum, hy means of photography, and consequently 

renders every peculiarity of the original in faithful detail ; 

the rude illustrations which adorned the first edition of this 

“Tytyll plaunflet” are here given in all their quaint roughness. 
The work is printed on hand-made paper of the same texture 

und color as that on which the first edition appeared, and the 

binding is of contemporary pattern and material, so that the 

reader of to-day in handling this volume can realize the form 

and appearance of the original, which must have delighted 

the eyes of those who studied ‘treatyses perteynynge to 
dyuers playsaunt matters helongynge vnio noblesse.” The 

subscription price of the fats/mile reprint will be $5. 

— 

Tur Pennsytvanra Frerp Trrars.—n stormy weather 
the inaugural meeting of the Pennsylvania Field Trials As- 
sociation began and in dismal weather it ended. Tour days 
liad been allotted for the running off of the stakes, but on ac- 

count of the scarcity of birds, the change of location and the 

steady downpour of rain during most; of the time, only seyen 
heats in the first stakes—the All-aged—were ruu off, and all 

{he prize money was pooled and divided. 

The meeting, for an inaugural one, was well attended. 
Pittsburgh was largely represented, but, we were surprised to 

see, in the list of forty-three entries, but one name from 

Philadelphia. It seems to us that these trials were run sonie- 

what too early to give stay-at-home people an equal chance 

with men who may choose to send their dogs to the West 

for work at the opening of the season there. Would it not 

be better to have succeeding meetings fixed for a date at least, 

a month after the opening of the season in Pennsylvania? 

Tn such a case dogs, whose owners for any réason cannot 

send them out of the State, would have an opportunity to 
have a fair amount of work on local birds given them before 

the trials are run. 

A very full account of the meeting will he found in our 

kennel columns this week, where also all remarks on the events 
of the meeting appear. 

——__=.¢-_- ___ 

Barrery Sioorme.—Duck and goose shooting from bat- | 

teries and from bush houses, or blinds of any description, | 

huilt away from the shore, should be everywhere forbidden. 

There is no method of shooting that has so great. a tendency 
to drive fowl away from any locality as one which disturbs 

them on their feeding-grounds. No matter how much the 

birds are shot at on the open water or while flying across 
points they will still continue to frequent a locality where 

they are allowed to feed in peace. As soon, however, as 

eunners begin to disturb them. while on. their feeding-zrounds 

the suspicions of the birds are aroused at once and they he- 

come very wild. They dare not alight with other ducks, 

for they have learned by sad experience what decoys arc, 

wnd every bunch of birds on the water is shunned. Persecu- 

tion of this kind cannot fail to result in driving the birds 

away to other grounds where they will be free from attacks 
of this kind. 

Batteries and bush houses are nearly always placed on the 
feeding-erounds, and their use should therefore he forbidden. 
Sailing for docks also tends to harass and drive away the 

Island on these points should be the same for all parts of the 

State. 
— ae 

Fisnways AND Fisn LAws.—The construction of fshways 

is an essential point in the protection and propagation of fish 

and with proper passes at Troy, Glen Falls and Cohoes there 

is no doubt but that the Hudson and its great tributary, the 

Mohawk, could be made salmon streams, while it is apparent 

to every thoughtful man that many trout streams have mill 

dams which have cut off the fish from their spawning beds. 

If it isnecessary for the sake of the water power todam a stream 

it should be made obligatory upon those who derive pecuniary 

benefit therefrom to erect a fishway in order that the rights of 

the people to an unobstructed passage of fish to and from their 

breeding grounds is not interfered with, and it needs not only 

the assistance of Fish Commissioners and the laws referred to, 

but every friend that can be interested, to fight for the enforce- 

ment of the fishway law which is now ignored by dam own- 

ers. The black bass spawn in June in many waters, and the 

close season prescribed by the New York law should be ex- 

tended to at least July. Dyestuffs, sawdust and coal tar should 

be taken care of by those who handle or make them, and 

it is unjust to exempt any streams from the provisions of the 

law regulating the emptying of deleterious refuse in our 

streams. We hold that no individual or corporation should 

have the right to deprive the people living upon or near a 

stream of their right in the fish in it, which is older than 

any law authorizing the building of dams or the erection of 

mills. 
a 

Srrirep Bass.—This fish has been very scarce in the vicin- 

ity of New York throughout the season, and anglers have be- 

wailed its supposed disappearance ; but the past ten days the 

professional fishermen along the Massachusetts coast have 

been taking the large ones quite freely, and on Tuesday, the 

26th inst., Mr. Blackford received the first lot of large fish, 
and his stand was piled with them, They were hung around, 

making a beautiful show. They ran from thirty to sixty 

pounds, averaging forty-five, and were selling at sixteen cents 

per pound, while the smaller ones, from two to ten pounds, 

brought twenty cents. As they have probably come to stay, 

there will be a great decline in these prices by the end of this 

week, Anglers may now lool: for good fishing in the East 

River and up Long Island Sound. 
ee ty 

Tue Saumon Myru.—In all lands where the salmon is 
found there is a tradition on each river that in former times 

of plentiful fish a law was passed for that particular district 

forbidding employers to feed it to their appentices more than 

twice a week, sometimes varying it to three times during 

that space. ‘This lezend obtains on the Connecticut, Housa- 

tonic, Penobscot and other American rivers, We haye heard 

it in Germany on the Rhine, the Weser and the Oder, and in 

England it also exists. We haye just come across it in an 

old volume of the London Sporting Magazine for 1833, vol. 

82, in which a writer tells that ‘* Perth servants were not 

obliged to eat salmon more than twice a week,” The sin- 

gular part of this legend is that if is always told to you asa 

rich joke, peculiar to that locality, and that the narrator firm- 

ly believes it. 
— i — 

Frormwa.—We call the special attention of Plorida tourists 

to the reliable information contributed in this issue by our 

well-known correspondent Al Fresco. Those who contemplate 

a trip down the southwestern coast should not fail ta con- 

sult the map of that region which Al Fresco so courteously 

places af their service. We shall take great pleasure in for- 

warding ihe success of projected Florida cruises. 
— - 

PurtMAan’s Paracg Car Co.—Col. D. N. Welch having, on 

uecount of continued ill health, tendered his resignation as 

General Superintendent of the Company, and the same haying 

been acéepted, to take effect on the 25th inst., Mr. George 

F. Brown, heretofore assistant to -the General Superinten- 
dent, will, until further notice, perform the duties of that of- 

fice under the title of Acting General Superintendent. 
ee 

A Worp to Our Reapers.—Every reader of the Fores 
AND Stream is requested to send us the names and adresses 

of such of his friends as are interested in field sports, but who 

are not among oursubscribers, To all such we will send free 

specimen copies. 

Bunxcuep Suot—Hanerer County, Va.—I notice in the 
last number of Forest anD SrREAM a communication from 
one of your correspondents about shot bunching, which pos- 
sessed a peculiar interest for me, as it showed me that my 
experience in this was not singular. In September I think 
it was, I took my breech-loader to. try its range, closeness of 
shooting, ete. I fired at the side of an unoccupied house 
é¢ighty yards off, On examining the radius and penetration 

| of the shot, [found to my surprise a freshly made hole of 
irrerular shape, as if made by a tumbling rifle ball of .32 
cal. A gleam as of lead caught my eye, and taking my knife 
T extracted fourteen shot from the hole. I used Tatham No, 
8 chilled, out of a12-bore Porter gun, which, I am assured, 
is a second quality Scott gun. I understand that ib is the 
habit of gunmakers to put some other than the firm name on 
those guns which on trial do not come up to their standard. 
This may bear ouf your view—that the defect is of the gun 
and not of the shot. In a future communication I may give 
your readers some account of partridge shooting in Virginia, 
such as we hereabout indulge in. Though an enthusiastic 
sportsman, I am hardly naturalist enough to say whether our 
partridge are really quail, but oie thing I know—they will 
continue to be known as partridges in Virginia, J. 

Ghe Sportsman Caurist, 

y SOUTHWEST FLORIDA. 

fle your issne of Oct. 7 I notice a communication entitled 
‘A Florida Cruise.” In the columns of the Forrst 

AND Stream in years gone by, I directed the attention of 
sportsmen to the attractions of the southwest coast of Plori- 
da; as lam personally acquainted with it, and as I write an 
annual letter, I haye something to say in 1880, Your corres- 
pondent asserts that ‘among the islands of Charlotte Har- 
bor there is a species of panther called Mexican lion, and we 
are particularly anxious to thin out these fellows,” The 
words ‘thin out” imply that these animals are plentiful, but 
to ‘Al Fresco” and some of his sporting friends who have 
visited these islands, the statement of your correspondent is 
too *thin.” If these animals ever existed on these islands 
it will require a forty horse-power telescope to find them in 
thinning out quantities in the year 1880. 
Your correspondent states that ‘‘ when they get away dow 

they will quit their boat and take an ox-cart for the interior.” 
When sportsmen vet ‘away down” they will discover the 
fact that ox-carts are not obtainable. Tike most southern 
point where an ox-cart is obtainable is Fort Meyers, on the 
Coloosahatchie River—but this isnot ‘‘away down.” The 
only vehicle used on the coast “away down” is a boat. 

The writer refers to guides. My experience, and that of 
others, is that they are not always reliable: Last winter 
sonie of my friends chartered a sloop and engaged the ser- 
vices of the ‘* best pilot on the coast.” J allowed my friends 
to copy my maps of the coast sonth of Charlotte Harbor. 
On one was shown the islands, passages, channels, entrances 
of and streams emptying into Estero Bay. The pilot ridi- 
culed the idea of using maps, and would not refer to them. 
My friends were desirous of ascending the Corkscrew River, 
and as the pilot refused to be guided by charts they failed to 
find this stream, Pilots are familiar with the coast north of 
Punta Rassa, but south of this point, with the exception of 
Estero and Marco Passes, they know but little of the coast. 
T have compiled a map from actual surveys, on a scale of two 
inches to the mile, of the coast from Little Gasparilla Pass 
to Cape Romano, showing each island, pass, channel, lagoon, 
bay and stream, and if any gentlenian culls at my residence 
in this city and presents a note or card for from you, such 
person will be allowed the privilege of copying the maps. 

Let me repeat what I have alrendy stated in your columns 
—that for shooting, huniing and fishing the coust south of 
Charlotte Harbor cannot be excelled by any portion of the 
United States. The winter is the dry season, and unless an 
exceptional season occurs, rain is seldom seen during the 
winter months in South Florida. The climate is all that con 
be desired, and its healthfulnéss is beyond a doubt. On the 
coast fish exist in great variety and in endless quantity. 
Northern tackle stores advertise ‘‘fishing outfits for Florida 
waters,” and while that supply is adapted to the St. Johns 
River and lakes, if is unsuited, as a rule, to the southwest 
coast, unless the piscator confines himself to the capture of 
sheepshead, black bass and sea trout. To capture cavalli, 
channel bass, tarpon and jewtish, superior hooks and strong 
lines are a necessity. A full line of tackla adapted to the 
capture of our large fish can be purchased in this city on as 
reasonable terms as in the North. Jn this connection I may 
remark that we require a spinner for Florida waters of sufli- 
cient strength to land fish varying from ten to fifty pounds. 
Spoon baits, as usually made, are too flimsy, and if w twenty 
or thirty pound }yass is hooked and landed, the bait is bent, 
twisted and rendered useless. What is required for the 
southwest coash is a spoon or spinner, with a strong brass ~ 
swivel, a stout snood, and one or two strong, reliable hooks. 
Three years since one manufacturer endeavored to supply 
the want. Tis spoons possessed strength. but they would 
not reyolye, and in consequence were useless. Sea tront 
take the spinner, and althongh a small one is required, it 
should be strong, for a bass may be hooked running fram 
twenty to thirty pounds. Cannot some manufacturer supply 
a much needed want—a spoon or spinner suited to the cap- 
ture of cayalli and channel }iuss? 
The southwest coast affords a fine field for the fly fisher, 

One of my friends captured eleven distinct species of fish in 
one season on one stream, Cheap, gaudy and large flies with 
stout hooks are required. ‘To the bait fisher the channel bass 
furnishes unrivalled sport; but to the expert, the noble tar- 
pon offers an opening for fight and sport that cannot be 
equalled in any other portion of the world. For activity, 
fight, speed and gymmastic performances the tarpon excels 
anything in the way of fish life; tarpon range from 50. to 
140 pounds, and T would not recommend any rod fisherman to 
indulge in this description of fishing unless he is provided 
with a reel which will carry 300 yards of strong line. Tarpon 
visit this river (St. John’s) in the summer months, and during- 
the past season at least 50 were hooked near Mayport, but. 
none landed. Last winter some of my friends hooked five 
within one hour at Gordon’s Pass, but all escaped. The 
difficulty was in the short lines and the application of too 
much muscle on the part of the fishermen. Jn many of the 
inlets and streams of the southwest coast these fish exist in 
preat quantities, and are worthy of the notice of Cuttyhunk- 
ers. When hooked they take a lightning run of 50 or 100 
yards, followed by a scries of leaps in the air of six or seven 
feet. If they fail to shake out or straighten the hook the per- 
formance is kept up. 

At many of the inlets, at the young flood, the rod fisherman 
can stand on the shore and hook channel bass at almost every 
cast. On the Coloosahatchie, above the islands, and at other 
points, large cavalli can be hooked almost asrapidly as the spin- 
ner can be thrown astern. In numerous localities the sheep- 
header can capture his favorites almostas rapidly as he can bait 
and land them. Ifa change of sport is desired, at certain points 
jewtish, ranging from 150 to 300 pounds, can be captured. At 
some of the inlets, notably Marco, the lover of heavy weights 
can indulge in the capture of loggerhead turtles, from 200 to 
600 pounds. If such sport is esteemed too tame for the ardent 
fisherman, he can amuse himself capturing sharks of almost 
any size desired. 
When I went ‘away down” the coast I was compelled to 

start from Cedar Keys or transport a boat to Key West and 
make that my point of departure. But recently « change has 
been effected in the way of transportation on the southwest. 
coast. Throuzh the enterprise of Miller and Henderson, of 
Tampa, a number of new, commodious and full powered 
steamers have been placed on the coast. A steamer leaves 
Cedar Keys for Manatee, Tampa and Punta Rassasemi-weekly ; 
To Chrystal River, Bayport and Clear Water Harbor weekly, 
and to landings on the Suwannee as fur as New Troy once 
each week, It is probable that a steamer will be put on the 

_ _ 
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roule from Oedar Keys to the Waussa River and St. Marlk’s. 
The price of passage on the steamers is reasonalle, and the 
eost of Wwansporling boats from Cedur Keysto Pinta Russa or 
Key West would be from six to twelve dollars, according ta 
size and weight. Major Galphen, the agent of the steamship 
line at Cedar Keys, is an ardent sportsman, and I will guar- 
antec that he will extend the hand of fellowship to disciples of 
the rod and gun, and aid them in every way possible. 

Dr. Maclivaine is completing a large hotel at Cedar Keys, 
which will be finished about Dee. 1. The Doctor informed 
me that it would be supplied with mew bedding and furni- 
ture, and managed by a Northern man who knows how to 
“von a hotel’ Comfortable hotel accommodations lave 
long been needed at the Keys, and we feel assured that ‘The 
Scewaunee ” will merit and receive a full share of patronage. 

Sloops of from four to six tons, capable of accommodating 
four persons, with captain, can be chartered for about $100 
per month, The charter party would have to supply neces- 
sury provisions. A party of say two could enjoy a pleasant 
cruise by transporting a boat of from sixteen to twenty feet 
in length hy steamer from Oedar Keys to Punta Iussa or 
Key West. <A supply of provisions could be etored at Punta 
Russa until wanted. Between Punta Rassa and Cape Sable 
sportsmen could enjoy hunting, fishing and shooting to their 
entire satisfaction. In my last trip I transported a boat from 
Cedar Keys to Key West, and from the latter city worked 
ny way northward to the former place. The boat was six- 
teen feet long and six feet beam. In her I found room for 
five weeks’ provisions, three fiye-gallon water kegs, bedding, 
wun, rifle, fishing-rods, tackle, charts, compass, stave, etc. 
At night I spread an awning over the boom, placed stove and 
water kegs on deck and secured comfortuble sleeping aceom- 
mudations for two, For a canoe trip the southwest coast is 
unequalled, The coast is shallow and harbors can be made 
every few miles. Unless the wind is blowing on shore the 
water is as calm as a mill pond. The wind is venerally from 
the northwest to northeast during the winter, and rough 
water is seldom seen. 
There are but two points along fle coast, where it is neces- 

sary to run outside—from Girdens Pass to Hstiro Inlet, a dis- 
tance of eleven miles; and from Kettle Harbor to Caseys 
Pass, 4 distance of fourteen miles. In my last trip, in a six- 
teen foot boat, I made most of the run outside. As I have 
enjoyed so many pleasant hours on the Southwest coast I 
wish others to follow in my tracts. Persons can ship boats 
from New York by schooner to Jacksonville for a trifle; and 
if consigned to Peter Jones he will take charge of them until 
called for, and his charges will be moderate. Parties can 
purchase hoats in this city on favorable terms. The freight 
on boats from this city to Cedar Keys is #1 per hundred 
weight. 

Col. Allen has placed a steamer on the Kissimmee River, 
and will make semi-monthly trips from Lake Tohopekaleza 
to the lower end of Lake Okeechobee. He has hud suitable 
boats constructed for sportsmen. By leaying the steamer at 
Tstupowa Greek, where it enters Kissimmee River, and by 
uscending fhe former stream to Lake Istopoga, sportsmen can 
reach an almost unknown and unsettled region north of Lake 
Okeechobee—a region where game has: not been disturbed | 
since the last Indian war, Deer, bears, panthers, turkeys and 
ducks exist in plenty, and lave not been disturbed. 
The fishing is said to be superb. A friend in whom 
TI can place dependence visited Istopoga, and from his 
Statements the neighborhood of this lake must be a sports- 
man’s paradise, To reach this point the sportsman must 
take steamer from Jacksonville to Sandford, railroad from 
Sandford to Orlando, from Orlando a hack line 18 miles to 
Lake Tohopekaleza. The steamer leaves the Okeechobee on 
the Ist and 15th of each month. 
street, Jacksonville, is the agenf of the boat, from whom 
information can be obtaimed. Adventurous sportsmen can 
{ransport a boat from Sandford to Tohepekalega, descend the 
Kissimmee River to Lake Okeechobee, cross the lake and 
uscend Fish Eating Creek to New Fort Centre. One of the 
party could follow the old Military road to Carleston’s, dis- 
tant 10 miles. and at that point seenre a bullock team and 
wagon to transport a boat to Fort Thompson, distant twelve 
miles fron: Fort Centre. he Calloosahatchie can be descend- 
ed to Fort Myers, where a supply of proyisions could be 
obtained, and from that point the southwest coast could he 
worked to Cedar Keys or boat and onttit sold, and steamer 
taken at Punta Rassa for the return trip. From Lake Tolio- 
pekalewa the entire route to Fort Myers is through an almost 
unsettled country stocked with game of all kinds, 

Another pleasant boat trip is up the St John’s to Salt 
Lake. Railroad to Titusville, and boat to Lower Indian 
River and Lake Worth. At the Jower end of T, R. and the 
inlet of the lake most excellent fishing can beseeured. If the 
tourists aré adventurous and desire an extended trip they 
conld amuse themselyes at Lake Worth until a westerly or 
northwesterly wind set in, and with a fair wind and a smooth 
sea they could make the run to Bay Biscayne, a distance of 
about 70 miles. Easterly or northeasterly winds make an un- 
pleasant sex on the Atlantic coast. But during the winter 
months coldsnaps are accompanied by westor horthwest winds 
which blow for two or three days, and a run like that referred 
to cuu be successfully and pleasantly made. From Piscayne 
Gay no difficulty from rough water would be encountered in 
making a trip to Key West, Punta Rassa or Cedar Keys. 
The navigation among the Keys is somewhat difficult as a 
consequence of shoal water, and parties attempting it should 
secnre the services of a pilot or purchase in the North a series 
of five charts of the Plorida Reefs published by the zoyern- 
foen(—cost of the series #7. There is a channel inside the 
reef, and to the east of the reef and channels between the 
keys, Dut without a pilot or charts the sportsman would dis- 
vover that mud flutsand sand banks render the navijation 
somewhat dificult. In conclusion I will remark that if any 
of your subscribers will visit me and present a note from 
you | will render them any needed assistance, or furnish 
them with any itfermation in any possession. 

Jacksonville, Oet, 1880. AL PREsco. 
ea 

—Most of the game served ona Paris table comes from 
abroad. Thus, Hneland and Bohemia send the pheasant; 
Scotland, Spain and Algeria, the r\lor Guernsey partridge: 
Keypt, and especially Italy, he quail; Russia sends the 
heatheock, the hazel hen, the Ja sopede, and the bustard, a 
rare bird in the French eaptal; Corsica, the edible ousel, and 
Ttaly, the tillark and the white fail. Snipe, water-ruil, teal, 
wild duck, and wild swan come from Holland and Italy. 
Four or five bears are On an average sent up to Paris every 
year from the Pyrenrees or the Bernese Alps. Deer usually 
come from England and Germany, Hares of a superior qual- 
ity aré furnished by Austria, while Sweden und Russiw send 
white hares and eyen reindeer, 

. 

W. H. Bliss, 31 East Bay } 

| 
Glatural History. 

Ram Ixnasp.—A correspondent writes us from Cuates- 
ville, Pa., saying that he killed a sora rail thereon Saturday, 

October 23, and asking if it isnot a stranger so far inland. 
These birds are by no means unconunon in the Chester Val- 
ley, and we have killed them there. It is a mistake to im- 

agine (hat they are only found on the sea-bourd. They are 
yery abundant almost everywhere if there is good ground 

for them. In IJilinois, Michizan and Wisconsin they are 

killed in great numbers, and we haye found them in the reeds 

about alkaline lakes in the very heart of the Rocky Moun- 

tains. 
— 

THE FLIGHT OF BIRDS. 

ce problems have caused more thonght to zoologists 
than that which concerns the migration of birds. The 

many observations that have been made by ornithologists in 

many countries, thongh they haye served to throw some light 

on the subject leave it still obscure, though we may hope that 

the day is not distant when we shall know more about these 

matters. The London Standard recently printed some in- 

teresting facts with regard to the flight of birds, which we 
give below. It says: 
We know that most migrants fly after sundown, though 

many of them select a moonlight night to cross the Mediter- 
ranean. But that their meterological instinct is not unerring 
is proved by the fact that thousands are every year drowned 
in their flights over the Atlantic and other oceans. Northern 
Africa and Western Asia are selected as winter quarters by 
most of them, and they may be often noticed on their way 
thither to hang over towns at night, puzzled, in spite of their 
experience, by the shifting lishts of the streets and houses. 
The swallow or the nightingale may sometimes be delayed by 
unexpected circumstances. Yet it is rarely that they arrive 
or depart many days sooner or later, one year with another. 

Prof. Newton considered that were sea-fowl] satellites re- 
volving round the earth their arrival could hardly be more 
surely calculated by an astronomer. Foul weather or fair, 
heat or cold, the puilins repair to some of their stations 
punctually on a given day, as if their movements were rezu- 
lated hy clockwork. The swiftness of flight which character- 
izes most birds enables them to cover a vast space in a brief 
time. The common black swift cam fly 276 miles an hour, a 
speed which, if it could be maintained for less than half a day, 
would carry the bird from its winter to its summer quarters, 
The large purple swift of America is capable of even greater 
feats onthe wing. ‘The chimney-swallow is slower—90 miles 
per hour being about, the limits of its powers: but the pas- 
senger-pigeon of ihe United States can accomplish 4 journey 
of 1,000 miles between sunrise and sunset. 

It is also true, as the ingenious Herr Palmen has attempted 
to show, that migrants during their long flights may be di- 
rected by an experience partly inlerited and partly acyuired 
by the individual bird. They often follow the coast lines of 
continents, and invariably take, On their passage over the 
Mediterranean, one of three routes, But this theory will not 
explain how they pilot themselves across broad oceans, and 
is invalidated by the fact, fanviliar to every ornithologist, 
that the old and young birds do not journéy in company. 
Tnyariably the young broods travel together; then come, 
affer un interval, the parents; and, finally, the rear is brought 
up by the weakly, infirm, molting and broken-winged. Chis 
is the rule in autumn. The return journey is accomplished 
in the reverse order. The distance traveled, seems, more- 
over, to have no relation to the size of the traveler, 

The Swedish blue-throat performs its maternal functions 
among the Lups, and enjoys its winter holiday among the ne- 
sroes of the Soudan, while the tiny ruby-throated humming 
bird proceeds annualy from Mexico to New Foundland and 
back again, though one would imagine that so delicate a 
little fairy would be more at home among the cacti and leaves 
of the Tierra Caliente than among the firs and fogs of the 
North. 

2S - -——__—_. 

\ Dos the Frying Fisn Fry ?—This question haying been 
raised by those who do not consider that the motion made hy 

the flying fish is such as to be properly called flying, Prof, 
Jordan in aw recent letter to the American Naturalist gives 
the following extract from his field notes containing his ob- 
servations on the Western species known as rectus valifor- 
nicus, Cooper: 

It flies for a distance sometimes of nearly a quarter of a 
mile, usually not rising more than three or four feet. Its mo- 
tions in the water are extremely rapid, and its motive power 
is certainly the movement of its powerful tail in the water. 
On rising from the water the movements of the tuil are con- 
tinued for some seconds nnfil the whole body is out of the 
water. While the tail is in motion the pectorals are in a 
state of very rapid vibration, and the ventrals are folded. 
When the action of the tail ceases, the pectorals and ventrals 
aré spread, and as far as we can see, held at rest. When the 
fish bezins vo fall, the tail touches the water and the motion 
of the pectorals recommences, and it is enabled to resume its 
flight, which it finally finishes by falling in the water with a 
splash, When onthe wing if resembles a large dragon-fly. 
The motion is very swift; at first itis in a straight line, but 
this becomes deflected to a curve, the pectoral on the inner 
side of the are being bent downward. It is able to some ex- 
tent to turn its course to shy off froma yessel. The motion 
seems to have no reference to the direction of the wind, and 
weobserved it best from the bow of a steamer off Santa Cata- 
lina Island, in early morning, when both airand water were 
free from motion. 

Hasrrs oF nz Beaver— Wellatvre, Oct. 28.—My attention 
has just been called to an article in Porust anp Srream, 
criticising iny remarks as to the beaver being first of the 
more important animals to vanish before the white hunters 
and trappers. If ‘E. B. B.” will ‘take his eye and throw 
it along” the route from Hastern Maine to Western Oregon, 
and then repeat from northern Minnesota to the séashore, 
he might take in a half a million—more or less—of so-called 
henyer dams. In most localities where these exist old peo- 
ple may be found who at one time hunted deer, bear, wolves 
and panthers. Such is the cage here in northern Pennsylyania 
It is the same in northern New York. So of all, or nearly all 

the middle or western States. Now, how many of the oldest 
hunters ever saw a beaver colony in active operation, or even a 
beaver in his native wilds? I confess I neyer did, and J have 
hunted, fished and trapped for the last forty years and in, 
ten different States, in all of which, save one, deer and bear 
Were yet extant, but not one tail of abeayer. I concede 
tlie semi-domesticated family of beaver m Iowa. More. If 
“fi, B. B.? will go to Jasper County, Miss., he may find 
several beayer towns in working and active condition. At 
least such was the case cisht years ago. They existed 
throuzh sufferance and because no one thought of hunting 
or trapping them, They became a nuisance and an eyesore to 
fhe planters by ‘backing the water” with branches, and flow- 
ing arable land. They were driven away by abstracting & 
few sticks from the upper portions of their dams at intervals 
of afew days. Af first they would work industriously to 
replace the lost timber, but after three or four attempts to 
keep their dams in order, finding their work in vain, the 
entire colony would suddenly disappear to come back ho 
more. And all the same, the rule is as [have stated. The 
exceptions are barely sufficient to proye it. If gentlemen 
in the Valley of the Mississippi who know of beaver towns 
would send notes thereof to Formsr anp Srream it would 
make interesting and instructive reading matiter. 

NessMUE. 

Amenrtoan Museum or Narurar History.—The autumn 
reception of the Museum of Natural History took place on 
Tuesday, October 26, and was an occasion of no little 
interest. .A large number of visitors were present, amony 
whom were many of the Trustees of the Museum and a num- 
ber of scientific men from out of town. Among the recent 
additions to tlie collections were tle Binney and Bland col- 
lection of shells, now arranged in the lower hall. This 
collection includes the types of the species deseribed by those 
authors in their work, und is thus of very great value. The 
skeletons of three native Australians form interesting 
addition to the osteological collection. The Maximilian col- 
lection of hirds have been looked over carefully, put in order 
and mounted on new stands, and the collection of North 
American birds has been increased by the addition of six 
hundred specimens. 

The Ethnological collection is now yery large and contains 
many unique specimens. 

The gallery stairway shows a detailed ethnological map of 
Africa, drawn on a large scale by Professor Bickmore. The 
additions to the ethnological collection from the South Seas 
consists of a war canoe (case No. 1), New Zealand weapons 
and carvings (case No. 3) and stone axes from New Guinea 
(case No. 4). The set of ornaments and carvings from 
British Columbia, presented by Mr. H. R. Bishop (case M), 
proved to be interesting, as many items were included which 
appeared unfamiliar to most people present. The geological 
hall received seven geological maps of Eastern North Amer- 
ica, Some encrinifesand other fossils from yarious formations. 
Cases A, B, OC, D and E have been rearranged and labelled. 
In the desk cases specimens were placed which served to il- 
lustrate Dana’s '‘ Manual of Geology.” 

The collections are in admirable order and are under the 
care of careful workers, and the Museum is more attractive 
than eyer. The Elevated Railroad has largely increased the 
number ‘of visitors, and it is evident that its usefulness as a. 
public instructor is only beginning. Its value to the schools 
of our city can scarcely be over-estimated. 

SHARKS ARE YVrivirArous.—While spending the winter 
with my family in St. Augustine, Florida, I saw a large 
shark, about cight fvet long, canglt by some fishermen from 
the dock al that place. It was cut open in my presence, and 
from the womb there was taken some five young ones (there 
were this number at least, but might be more, as I took no 
notes), just about ready (o come into the world, each having 
aun umbilical cord. IT took one of the young sharks and 
threw it into the water, and it was off in a second, showing 
that it was near its birth when ifs mother was captured. 
The othérs were killed by the fishermen, and were fifteen 
inches in length, FF. G 

A Monxuy Usns T'oons.—lti has been said that man is tle 

ouly animal that makes use of tools, but the statement has 

been controverted, observation laying shown that others 

animals do occasionally employ tools. ‘his is especially the 

case wilh monkeys which in Gontinement have been observed 
fo nse stones ta crack nuts, aud sticks or leather straps to draw 

toward them objects which lay beyond their reach. 

An instance of spécial training hearing directly on this 

point is given in a recent London paper ; 

Tollinwood, near Manchester, was the scene of a rather 
novel rat-killing match the other day, between Mr, Benson’s 
fox terrier dog Turk, and s Mr. Lewis’s monkey for £5. 
The conditions of the mutch were tat each one had to kill 
twelve rats, and the one who finished them the quickest to be 
declared the winner, You may guess what excitement this 
would cause in the “doggy” circle. It was agreed that Turk 
was to finish his twelve vats first, which he did, and in good 
time, too, many bets Weing made on the dog after he had 
finishéd them. Alter a few minutes had elapsed it 
now came the monkey’s turn, and a commotion it 
caused. Time being called, the monkey was im- 
mediately put to his twelve rats, Mr. Lewis, the owner, 
at the same time puiting his Land in his coat, pocket and 
handing the monkey a peculiar hammer. This was a 
surprise to the onlookers; but the monkey was not long in 
fetting to work with lis hammer, and, once at work, he was 
not long in completing the task set before him. You may 
talk about a dog being quick at rat-killine, but he is really 
not. in it with the monkey and his hammer. Had the monk- 
key been left in the ring much longer you could not have 
told that his victims had been rats at all—he was for leaving 
them in all shapes. Suffice it to say the monkey won with 
ease, having time to spare at the finish. Most persons pres- 
ent (including Mr. Benson, the owner of the doe) thought 
the monkey would worry the rats in the same manner as a 
dog does; but the conditions said to kill, and the monkey 
killed wilh a vengeance, and won the £5, besides a lot of 
bets for his owner, 

Nonrszren New Yors—WVoira, Oct. 24.—Several bears 
have been seen near the villave lately. Fourteen were seen 
last week on a farm only a mile north of the village. One 
was killed in the town north of this last week. A few days 
azo a partridge flew into or through a window here and wus 
killed by the foree with which it struck the glass and was 
found dead on the floor, They are yery plenty in this ah 
ity. A. . 
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Sea and River Sishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IW NOVEMBER, 

FRESH WATER. 

Maskalonge, Esox nvhilior. Black Bass, Mieropterus. (‘Two 
Pitkerél, Meox raticulatua, gpecies). 
Pike or Pickerel, Bsoz luctus. Roek Bass, Ambloplites. (Two 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed pike)| species). | 

Stizoulethiwm 
arideum, ete. 

Yellow Perch, Perea fluviutili«, 
Striped Bass, Roccus lineatus. 
White Bass, Rocctts chrysons. 

SALT WATER, 

Sea Bass, Centropristis atrarius. Sea ** Trout,” Cynoseyon carolinen- 
Sheepshead, Archosargusa probato- ats. 

cepluriis. Shore Whiting, Menticirrus litter- 
Porgie, Stenotonus argurops. alis, 
Striped Bass, Rocews lineatus. Croaker, Micropogon undulatus. 
White Perch, Morone umericana. Bluefish, Pomatomuws sultatriz. 
Spot, or Lafayatte, Liostonvus ob- SPADE Mackerel, Cybium maci- 

atm. liquua, 
Spot, Reddish, or Channel Bass, | Cero, Cybium regale, 

Boulto, Sarda pelamys, Seiwenops ocellatia. 
Tautog, Tautoga onitis. Kingfish, Menticirrivs nebuloeus. 
Pollock, Pullechiis carbonarius, Smelt, Osmerus yuoriex, 
Weaktish, Cynoscion regalis. 

américanum, S. | War-mouth, Chenobryttus qulasica. 
Crapple, Pomoxys niyromaculatus. 
Bachelor, Pomorys annularis, 
| Chub, Semotilis corpordalis, 

Oe 

FISHING AT BELLE EWART. 

OW, let me try your geographical knowledge, just a 
little. Do you know where Belle Ewart is? Of 

course you don’t, so I might have spared myself the trouble 
of putting the question, and you the humiliation of showing 
you don't know every hole and cornér in the universe and 
everywhere else. No. It isn’t one of those backwoods 
places that’s never heard of beyond the nearest toll-eate. A 
few years ago its building lots sold by auction; saw-mills 
were in operation ; lumber was shipped (by rail) to Buffalo, 
Albany, New York, etc.; it had a daily steamboat, a marine 
(lock, and was the terminus of a railroad, In those days it 
was 7 place, and you should haye seen it in its prosperity. 
There were life, and sport, and money there then; and good 
fellows who knew how to earn and spend the last and enjoy 
the other two. Deer were found in its vicinity; at the marsh, 
a few miles off, ducks were plentiful in their season; wood- 
cock were not. unknown, and it was just the place for par- 
tridge. But now it is a very quiet place, just the spot for 
those who wish to enter upon deep studies without the fear 
of being disturbed by railroad or steamboat whistles, the buzz 
and jarring of the saw-mills, the shouts and songs of the 
lnmbermen, or any other real noise. Now, I see you're in a 
flurry and wish to hear where Belle i jolée is situated, and 
What has wrought such a sad change in her history. Mcoutez 
vous, Listen. Just cast your eye northward along the N. 
R. R. from Toronto till Lefroy catches it or your eye catches 
Lefroy, a station 52 miles from the place of beginning, as 
surveyors say. Well, Belle Ewart lies about one mile to the 
north of that, on the shore of one of those beautiful bays for 
which Lake Simeoe is so famons. That's where if is. Now 
let me tell you what killed it. The Northern Railroad 
originally had its Lake Simcoe terminus here; the steamer 
mnet the morning train and conveyed the passengers to Barrie, 
Orillia and other points. In course of time it was decided to 
continue the road around the western extremity of the lake 
to Barrie and Orillia, and subsequently across the Narrows 
between Lakes Simcoe and Couchicking (Indian, I suppose, 
for *‘ Wipe your chin”) to Gravenhurst, Lake Muskola. 
So Belle Ewart wasn’t ‘‘wanted” any more by the railroad ; 
the rails were removed from the track, and the embryo town 
was left to its own resources, ala time when if couldn't ‘so 
it alone.” Tn short, the railroad brought the place into exist- 
ence—gayve it life: and the railroad has killed it—virtually 
destroyed its Own offspring. Consequently the inhabitants 
don’t nuich inhabit it now, and those that are left—vell, 
don't} bless the railroad. (Parenthestix.) The undersigned 
has hopes that the spot may yet return to ifs natural state 
avain, and that at no yery distant future if may be his 
‘happy hunting grounds.” 
You and your readers may ask, What has all this to do 

With fishing? Pray, don’t be impatient; there’s always a 
sood deal_to be seen after, when a party of seven citizens 
(beg pardon, subjects) are about to start on a week's fishing, 
iniles from home and all they love. And is it not a fact that 
all authors have a preface or prelude to their works, while a 
good many interludes are generally dovetailed in to add inter- 
est to the tales? 

Not to keep you and your patrons (1 hope theyare all pay- 
ing ones—interlude No. 1) longer in suspense, to my fishing. 

After preliminary arrangements, Messrs. P.-and W. H., Mr, 
Mac L. and your correspondent took the Northern one Tnes- 
day morning, in the beginning of this present month of July, 
1880, for Lefroy, thence to Belle Ewart by stage. As Mr. E 
Was to joi us at Aurora, and Messrs. M. and Kk. at New- 
market, we took six rods, the necessary hooks and lines, min- 
nows and landing nets, and enough worms to suffice for a 
month's fishing. Our three friends put in an appearance ac- 
cording to promise, and then seven as ‘jolly good fellows” 
Were we as ever went a-tishing. According to universal cus- 
tom on such occasions, every man had to get a new name, de- 
rived from some trait of character or appearance or deficiency, 
P. was dubbed by our French compagnen E. Poisson, because 
of a remarkable feat he had accomplished a few days before, 
by tumbling out of a boat into the natural dwelling place of 
fishes. W., because of his genial ium, just got Billy Boy. 
M,, from his cognomen, took Pratie. K., who was from 
New York, on account of his eloquence and philosophical 
observations, received Demosthenes ; and as he had confessed 
that he had traveled at all hours from the Battery to 149th 
atreet without ever having hvoked a fish, was advised to try 
his luckinatub. E., in consequence of his nationality, got 
La Grenowille, while because of his diminutiveness, the ad- 
jective petite was interpolated between the article and noun, 
and thus he became La petite Grenoudlle, the little frog, whose 
avoirdupois is hound-to-Aurn the beam at considerably over 
200: Mac. got simply Mac. © Your correspondent R., from 
the pristine gravity of his demeanor and the solemnity of his 
(nuntenance, was permitted 10 retain his time-honored tttle 
ol Deacon. * 

In the midst of gr jubilee the car-door was opened and 
“Lefroy” shouted by a brakesman, Ourselves and impedi- 
ments were soon off the train on the platform, and the stage 
inquired for; this was an open spring wagon, by no means 
uncomfortable, but more than one-half too small for the pas- 
sengers offering, 

ust as we were about to start three young men, probably 
clerks or students, approached and asked the driver what he 
would charge to take them and their equipage, consisting of a 

factory eotton tent, trunk, and some other fixings, to the vil- 
lave. ‘* Thirty cents," replied the man. ‘' Thirty cents !” 
screamed the spokesman with horror; ‘I'll give you twenty.” 
Presently he ascended to a quarter, and there took a firm 
stand; it was declined, however, and the thirty cents had to 
he given. “I can’t fake you on now,” said Jehu, “but will be 
back for you ina few minutes.” Accordingly, after leaving 
us at the hotel, he returned that mile for his thirty-cent fare. 
We had ordered dinner to be ready on our arrival a day or 

two ahead, and, as from this circumstance we had been 
thought to be somewhat toney, extra’ preparations had doubt- 
less been made. The food was plain and substantial, and the 
manner in which it was served, as well as everything about 
the place, evidenced the greatest care and cleanliness. Pres- 
ently the stage returned with the three young bloods, who 
were evidently bent upon haying a good time at as little out- 
lay as possible. No sooner were their effects out of the stage 
fhan the general manager asked Mr. Baker, who was stage- 
driver and hotel-keeper all in one, what would he let them 
have a bout fora week for, ‘Three dollars,” was the reply. 
“Can't give that much,” said the manager, and *‘must therefore 

to hire one somewhere else.” As he was walking off, 
“Won't you take dinner?” says Mr. B. ‘‘How much will 
you charge?” ‘Twenty-five cents each.” 
much,” and off he went. Shortly after, himself and his com- 
panions started for an island some two or three miles off in a 
hybrid, partaking somewhat of the character of a punt, raft 
and wash-tub, which he had obtained for two dollars for a 
week, cash down, the owner doubtless concluding that if he 
neyer saw the craft again he would, nevertheless, be the 
gainer by about $1.93. 

© All aboard,” was shouted along our line as each man took 
up his apportioned load of tackle, worms, or bottles (to put 
any rare fish we might capture in), or Junch, aud filed down 
the almost deserted village to the wharf. One man com- 
posed the entire crew of the safe and lively little vessel. 
but the landlord's son-in-law tied his skiff to the yacht’s 
stern, and accompanied us. He proved a useful and obliging 
fellow. When we had sailed some five miles in a certain di- 
rection, all eyes were searching for the bnoy which denotes a 
shoal. At last we approached it, when it was found to be 
nought but a bate pole painted black, standing up out of the 
water. As that was the place for fishing, our useless trolling 
lines were hauled in, hooks temptingly baited with genuine 
Toronto worms, and every man was anxiously waiting for a 
bob of his float or a tug at his line. ‘*Who'll catch the first 
fish ?” cried Demosthenes. ‘‘Take to your tub,” was the re- 

| joinder, to the merriment of the party, while each one was 
dloing his best to land the first bass on the deck. 

“Tye got one!” yelled La Grenouille; ‘‘The first fish. 
What you say to that, ch, Poisson, Billy Boy?” as we ull 
threw down our rods and made toward him. ‘‘Take care, or 
you'll lose him,” quietly observed Pratie. ‘' No fear, I'ye got 
him tight. Pl show you how to catch the first fish,” and he 
raised the bass from the water, in an attempt to land him. 
But that was a wily fish. He gave a knowing wink with his 
left eye, shook his head, twisted his tail, doubled himself up, 
and with a spring loosened the hook from his jaw and took a 
dive. ‘| Panrblew/" cried G., with a national shrug of the 
shoulders as he peered in bewilderment over the side of the 
vessel. ‘‘He'’s gone. That was a big fish.” ‘‘About a 
pound hass,”’ was slowly and solemnly drawn out by the 
Deacon. ‘What you say! I'll pound you, you sanctimo- 
nious deyil you, if you preach such lies as that.” All returned 
to their rods in different parts of the yacht, while for the next 
quarter of an hour, ‘I've got hin,” ‘PIlshow you how to 
catch the first fish,” ‘ Parblen,” ‘Tl pound you,” resounded 
from every quarter, accompanied by a general horse laugh by 
way of chorus. 

* ve got another,” exclaimed G., and looking around, we 
saw his line taut, rod-tip bending as though if wanted to kiss 
the ripples, and heard the click of the reel as G. was letting 
the scooting one take line. As our presence had not assisted 
him materially to secure his first hooked fish, we all kept our 
places and let him attend to his own business. Presently he 
began to wind in; but a wriggle, andoff went the bass again. 
This was repeated several times, till finally G., overcoming 
the struzgles of the darter, lifted him triumphantly out of the 
water toward the deck. ‘‘I've got him anyhow,” said G., 
while a self-satisfying smile radiated his whole countenance. 
Unfortunately the bass struck the taffrail, and with a double 
and shake of the head, it jerked ont the hook and plunged 
into the deep, to the consternation of G., who, gazing after 
his lost one, exclaimed in bitter accents: ‘‘ Won Dieu! but 
thal was one grand poissen—a big, wicked fish.” ‘* Another 
pounder,” slowly ejaculated the Deacon. ‘* What you say, 
you saint, you? ould a pound fish bend my rod like that 
one did?” **Oh, but you forgot the two hundred and fifty 
al the butt end,” was the cool reply. This brought down the 
house. G., exasperated at the luss of his fish, and maddened 
by the jeers of his compugnens de voyage, put for the Deacon, 
Whom he soon captured, amid a universal yell of ‘I've got 
him!” “I show you how to catch the first fish!’ Taking 
him by the collar, he shook him pretty lively, till he publicly 
confessed that tle lost hass wasnt a pounder after all, and 
with this G. was appeased—so little does if, take to satisfy 
some people. 

After a while ‘* I've got. another!” came from G. To make 
amends for former annoyances, the Deacon went to his assist- 
ance, and safely landed a two-pounder. 0, after all his mis- 
haps, G. actually caught the first fish. r 

Having spent more than an hour on this ‘‘celebrated” shoul, 
with a total catch of half a dozen Wass, anchor was weighed, 
and anotlier ‘‘splendid” place abont half a mile off tried 
with even worse luck, ‘* There’s fine fishing to the lee of 
Fox Island,” remarked Pratie. * I've had capital sport there.” 
So away we sailed to the place indicated, but the de’il a fish 
was (here. ‘Up near the lighthouse is a good point,” said 
the son-in-law, and off we went, with our usual luck. ‘ Let's 
try the shoal to {he south; that, ought to be a good place,” 
observed the same parly, who was really desirous that we 
should enjoy ourselyes. Tt took but a quarter of am hour 
to. reach it, and we were rewarded with two or three more 
fish;. when, 2s-none of us were getting biles, we, coneluded 
we had cleaned out the place, hoisted sail, and made for Big- 
Cedar Point, which the same party assured -us *‘must be. & 
vood place with this wind.” Here another buss or seswas 
added to our. stock, and about a score of perch from twe to_ 
eight ounces taken. At first there seemed a promise of some 
fun, and the captain and whole crew rigeed up tackle and 
joined in. Presently the son-in-law went ashore to get a stone 
for an anchor for the skiff, and while on the way captured 
young ground hog swimming from one point to another across 
a slight indentation in the land. Lifting him on hoard by the 
caudal appendage, he made us stand round by his show of 
pluck, not one in the crowd daring to tread on his tail. He 
was brought to the city on our return, and now adorns Harry 

“That’s too | 

Piper's museum as the Belle Ewart grizzly. Pratie and the 
son-in-law went off in the skiff abouts quarter of a mile west, 
where they caught a half-pound bass aud a few perch. The 
wind dying away, they were called on board, and we sped for 
the village, trying on onr way for 4 few minutes Little Cedar 
Point, with a like result. 

On sailing up the bay to the railway wharf we saw numer- 
ous good-sized fish springing ai flies,and the son-intaw assurcd 
us that good fishing was to be had there sometimes. It was 
a fine place for mascalonge:; only the other day a hoy caucht 
4 Seyen-pounder off the Marine dock wharf with a worm. It 
was then just passing from twilight. into darkness, and alone 
the shores could be seen boats with jack-lights, the occupants 
paying $1 a year for the privilege of spearing. ‘‘ Wonder if 
we could get a light and try spearing after supper,” observed 
Demosthenes. ‘Tn a tub," chimed in Billy Boy. ‘‘T’ve got 
some fat pine,” said son-in-law, ‘‘and we'll have a couple of 
hours’ spearing, if you like.” It was promised that we'd think 
abont it. ; 
On reaching the wharf it was found that a basket of straw- 

berries taken out with us was empty, a hamper of sandwiches 
ditto, and all the bait-boxes likewise, On counting our bass it 
was learnt that every man had caught one, while G. had taken 
three, and several ofhers two each. Altogether there were fif- 
teen bass, from eight ounces to two pounds, to be apportioned 
among nine anglers! 

Supper over, we all felt too well satisfied with our after- 
noon's sport to attempt spearing; so, pulling out a couple of 
decks with which some of the party had provided themselves, 
we sat down to business, jokes and songs enlivening the eyen- 
ing, while little grizzly, who was tied in a corner, would now 
and then make a spring for liberty, and getting in too close 
proximity with the legs of some one, would cause them to 
jump and yell with fright, to the amusement of the rest of 
the company. Feeling our disappointment keenly, as we had 
promised Lo express hundreds of bass, from three to five 
pounds each, to our friends, we resolyed to return home next 
morning and excuse ourselves as hest we could. 
Though we didn’t catch u great number of fish, this I will 

say, & happier or more jovial set I never spent an afternoon 
with; and I’ve fished for roach and perch in the royal Thames 
and Serpentine; for grilsein Scotland; for anything I could 
eateh in Niagara and St. Lawrence, the Ohio and Mississippi 
rivers, and in Lakes Ontario, Erie, St. Clair, Huron, Con- 
chiching, Muskoka, Rosseau, St. Joseph; for mullet in the 
Rio Grande: for catfish in El] Rio San Juan, and El Rio Nasis 
in Mexico, and for dolphin in the Gulf Stream, This last 
exploit is worth relating, and IL therefore reserve it for a future 
epistle, Well, we all turned in at Baker's, Belle Ewart, 
before 11 p, mM. As we were somewhat fatigued and 
throwing ourselves down, we soon fell into 4 sound sleep, 
Shortly after midnight we were aroused by 4 yiolent but- 
tering of sticks and kicks at the hotel doors. Raising his 
head and rubbing his eyes, G. exclaimed; ‘' What's that 
noise?” It being a warm night, the room doors had been left 
open, and the thumps and kicks had aroused every one. 
Recognizing G.’s accents, Poisson sung out, *‘T'll show you 
how to catch the first fish,” when Demosthenes echoed, ‘I’ve 
ot him”; Mae cried out, ‘Where? In a tnh?” and the 
eacon dravwled ** It’s only a pounder,’ *‘‘ Tf you don’t stop 

that pounding yow’ll pound the whole establishment down,” 
vociferated G., ‘and then Tl get up and pound all of you 
out into the fields.” By this time the laudlord was hastening 
down stairs, while his wife, with lamp in hand, dressed in 
long white garment like a winding sheet, that reached 
from her chin to her heels, stood terror-stricken at the 
stairhead. On reaching the dour the landlord shouted : 
“Who's there?” ‘Travelers, just come in. Want a bed.” 
The door heing opened, in walked the three young men whu 
had gone off in the two-dollar-a-woek boat the day before, 
They hud squatted on an island and pitched their tent. In 
the night the constant attacks of the mosquitos had driven 
them from their tent to their hoat, and ultimately expelled 
them from the island. Their lips were swollen, and faces 
bloated like those of patients in the sixth day of the confluent 
eruption in smallpox. ‘*Wewantalbed,” saidthespokeman, as 
clearly as his tumid tongue and swollen lips would let him. 
“ How much will you charge?” ‘Twenty-five cents cach.” 
“Oh, that’s too much; we'll give you fifty cents for the 
three. We can all sleep together." Finally, the fifty cents 
were accepted. Money’s cash up there in Belle Hwart these 
days, I tell you. Fifty cents for arousing a fellow out of bed 
at dead of night, frightening his wife, and waking up all his 
patrons, to say hothing of giving the bed in, scems to be 
quite a liberal sum, Quietness restored, the most of the com- 
pany were soon asleep again. But the way the neweomers 
were clawing themselves kept your correspondent awake for 
an hour or two: 
Morning come and breakfast over, each man welt wp to 

the bar, and asked for his individual bill. Wow their faces 
reddened when the landlord told them $1 4 head and #2 for 
the use of the yacht and services of the captuin and ere; the 
day before. Talk of extortion at country hotels! This heat 
all Thad ever experienced. Taking us to mid from the sta- 
tion, supplying three fair meals, cletn bed—nd only a dollar! 
How can such people live? T may never see them again, bul 
they deserve encouragement. ‘To those who wish to spend a 
week or two in some salubrious spot in the hot summer 
days, and to enjoy a little fishing now jnd then—for really 
splendid fishing is frequently to be had im the vicinity—and 
cannot afford fancy figures, I would say let them try Baker's, 
at Belle Ewart. 

The musquito feeders were sound asleep when we mounted 
the stage. ‘I know those cheap jacks that kicked fp sieh a 
fussin the night are Down-Wasters—from Massachusetts or 
thereabouts. Mean cusses! [ve meét the like of them down 
Sonth before,” observed Pratie, as the Sstaze was start- 
ing. 
3 You're mistaken,” said the driver, ‘they're from Dver 

Park, near Toronto.” Atjashed, the Torontonians drooped- 
their heads, while the rest ¢huekled at thicir disconifiture, 
“T've got him. The first—oh!” yelled Demostlienes, as a 
diz in the ribs from Grenonille changed the tenor of his re- 
marks. In three hours we were at our journey’? Gnd; and 
separated with a wish that we might almest again om seme 
more auspicious occusion, Most of us had met and fished 
with better luck beforé, and before summers over TL hope to 
haye to tell of our easting our Jines sneeccssfully in some of 
our Northern waters. Deacoy Dri. 

Torente Gun Clit, 1880. 
‘oe 

‘Rep Drum" Fisnine ar Carr May.—This fish, Seiz- 
nupe ocellatus, Linn. Gill., variously known as spot-bass in 
Wew York markets and parts of the Carolina coast, while in 
other parts of the latter it becomes ‘‘channel bass,” the “red 
fish” of the Gulf and New Orleans, is now plenty at Cape 
May. The mevhaden, or bony-fish, is used as bait ou a lurge 
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hook and heavy tackle, generally, for it is 1 powerful fish, 
often weighing fifty pounds and very gamy. They are taken 
from a boat, und when a stout bass rod with large reel, capa- 
ble of holding fifty to seventy-five yards of heavy line, is used 
they afford good sport and only succuml when completely 
vanquished. 

—_——— HO —__* 

FISHING IN FOX RIVER, 
i 
‘| Kale RIVER sources in Lake Geneva, a beautiful sheet of 

water in the southeast corner of Wisconsin. It was 
named by the Indians ‘‘ Kish-wa-ke-ta,” sionifying ‘crystal 
water,” on account of its uncommon transparency. Its outlet 
is Fox River, which flows due south into the State of Mlinois, 
then a little westward until it greets the waters of Des Plaines 
it Ottawa, where they torether form the Illinois River. It is 
about twelve rods from shore to shore, and very uniform in 
width, like most rivers in prairie countries, where very few, 
if any, hills and rock-ledges are encountered sufficiently for- 
midable to interrupt their even flow. Fox River has a swift 
current and furnishes a splendid water-power, which is 
utilized by the many and yarious manufactories at Elgin, St. 
Charles, Geneya, Batavia, Aurora and other thriving cities 
ani villages situated upon its banks. It also has attractions 
for sportsmen, armed with rod and gun. Tt is quite a ren- 
dezyous for wild ducks; many haye been shot this month 
along thisriyer. A neighbor of mine went out a few morn- 
ins since for « little hunt before breakfast. He brought 
home seven ducks, which he espied from behind a thicketed 
shore disporting together in the river. With one barrel he 
Killed three outright and winged two, which his dog soon 
retrieved ; and before returning home he added the reniain- 
ing two to their unfortunate mates. This was certainly a 
specimen of good markmanship, and sport enough before 
breakfast to give 4 man a good relish for his coffee and to 
make him good-natured all day, 

Also, the fishing is first-rate. Black bass predominate, 
though muny wall-eyed pike are caught, the meat, of which 
is, by many, considered superior and preferred to bass: it is 
yery white, juicy and sweet. A party of four of us went up 
in August fo South Elgin and caught, in one afternoon, fifty 
pounds of black bass and pike, the heavier ones weighing 
four pounds exch. I have been up twice since with a friend, 
and returned home with a handsome string each time. I 
find quite a number liying on the banks of this river who 
have acquired the ‘‘wrist knack” and who cast a fly very 
gracefully and skilfily, and twist aspoon just right to en- 
tice and capture the wary denizens of the deep. A stranger, 
visiting any of the villages washed by the waters of Fox 
River, would soon learn that the fishing was food, from the 
display in store windows (that he could not help but observe) 
of reels, lines, hooks and rods—from the split, bamboo and 
greenheart down to the commoner sort that boys begin their 
practice of the fine arf with. 
The stream is protected against fishing by barbarous 

methods, A member of the ‘Batavia Fish Association” 
relates how a man living in the vicinity would persist in 
fishing with a net, in spite of the law. One day he discoy- 
ered, to his dismay, that afatal dose of acid had been admin- 
istered to his belligerent net, and, with uplifted hands, he 
poured forth his lamentation: ‘‘Some tam rascal, he go and 
puf on poison on my net all over, and he falls all to pieces 
like nothing,” Who that particular rascal was he has never 
been able to ascertain. The trick proved effectual; it not 
only put an end to his nef, but a stop to his fishing after that 
fashion. It has occurred to me that a summary enforcement 
of the game luws, by a free use of acid, anonymously ap- 
plied, might be the easiest, cheapest, surest.and best way to 
secure protection against the many unnaturalized pirates and 
butchers that infest our lakes and rivers, Hix. 

oe en 

A PLEA FOR THE "SUNFISH ”—{ Lupomotis, | 

CLEVELAND, O., Oct. 21. 
Bditor Forest and Stream : 
You speak of the ‘‘ sunfish” or “ pondfish” as a worthless 

animal. Wow can you say this of a fish that gave so much 
sport to me in my boy days, and is ever the pride of the 
youthful fisher ? He is harniless, never eating the spawn or 
young of any other water animal, and as a pan-tish he ts not 
excelled ; a beauty in his spring colors, and fecund beyond 
all measure. In June he fans ont his round nest, a foot in 
diameter, in the fine sand, deposits his exes and milt and 
guards them closely until the young are able to care for 
themselves. Please remember that little boys and girls like 
to go fishing. I amin fayor of the sunfish and bullhead 
(see Dr. Garlick’s book, page 106). In the summer months 
the sunfish will take the fly as readilyand with as much vigor 
as the trout. Fishing with the seine. is much practiced du- 
ring the winter under the ice in the estuaries and marshes on 
the south shore of Lake Erie, when the fishes of the locality 
hed in the sunken water-weeds in numbers almost incredible. 
T have seen taken af one haul of the net seventy-five barrels, 
consisting mostly of sunfish, straw bass, big-mouthed bass 
and a few pickerel. The flat fish are sent to market, skinned 
and dressed, and bring readily ten to twelve cents per pound. 
Excessive fishing has finally exhausted this harvest. Would 
you belieye me when I relate that I have seen five cords piled 
up frozen in one mass? But itis so, and the entire lot was 
taken in the space of three acres of water. No wonder they 
are all gone, and hardly a ‘‘kiver”™ or straw bass of a decent 
size remains to tell the tale. WH. Sverre. 

iJ ——————— Oe 
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CarrisH TAKE tHe Fry.—A correspondent writes us as fol- 
lows: ‘'In your last issue I notice that a catfish was taken 
with a fly in the Pardonales River, Texas, and that you speak 

of the event as the first recordedinstance of this kind. Isend 

you herewith an extract from a letter to the Syracuse, N. 

Y., Journal, of April 5, 1880, written last winter by the 

well-known sportsman Mr, James Geddes, of that city, who 

took a ten-pound cutfish on an eight ounce Skidmore rod.” 

The fact that these fishes take a fly at all isnew to us, and we 
are glad to place the yaluable testimony of so excellent a fly 
fisher as Mr. Geddes upon record. Here is the extract : 

At Palatka we fonnd that the hotel on Drayton Island, near 
the fishing ground we were bound for, had been burned, so 
we went by steamer to Mt. Royal, where we found Messrs. 
Kirhy and Wright, of Auburn, N. Y,, living among their 
orange groves, 6 chartered alarge sail boat of Mr. Varnum 
to take us over ihe twelve miles between Mt. Royal and the 
fumed Salt Creek, This creek is made from a luge spring 
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about five miles from Lake George, which lake is simply a 
widening of the river St. John. After a delightful sail of two 
hours we cast anchor at the mouth of the creek and went 
over the bar in a small boat, When once in the creek you 
are in water as pure and clear as erystal. Up the creek to 
the grand pool at the spring the sportsman is in his paradise. 

The Captain jointed his eight ounce fly rod, while I did 
likewise, and business commenced, Hardly a moment passed 
when I heard from the other end of the boat, ‘‘ Ain't he a 
whopper?” and I cast my eye over my shoulder to see the 
Captain wrestling with a monstrous bass. At that moment I 
was fast to his mate, and the fight went on; first out of the 
water four feet, then the whirr of the reel and he would run 
fifty feet before another leap. At last they were brought to 
net, and a pair of Oswego bass lay at onr feet that would 
crowd six pounds each, The sport continued till the skipper 
who accompanied us stood up to his knees jn fish, and sug- 
gested that it was about time for lunch, a sugvestion always 
in order. We dined from a well filled lunch basket at the 
side of the great boiling spring, among tropical scenery and 
vegetation. The lunch over we again took our places in the 
boat, when the Captain fastened to another “ whopper,” and 
seemed to have the game all in his own hands, as I had seen 
him land three largé bass and [had not had arise. But I 
had my Tevenge. Soon up came to my fly—which, by-the- 
by, isan R. W., named after our renowned and accomplished 
sportsman, Reuben Wood—a fish of huge dimensions. I strike, 
and in a moment fully fifty feet of my line is rm ont. To 
the surface he came, but not to jump, and what did I see, 
Only a glance. It looked very much like an enormous cat- 
fish, but I could not believe a catfish could ever be induced to 
come up twenty feet for a fly; but the R. W. has been known 
to do unheard-of things. The Captain said, ‘* You haye got 
the boss bass this time.” J replied, ‘‘ Catfish.” He said, 
*‘ Nonsense; such a thing was never heurd of.” I still in- 
sisted on ‘cat. The skipper said, ‘‘ huge bass,” and I 
“cat.” The Captain wagered a bottle of the best wine “it 
was not acat.” I accepted on the understanding that the 
fish must be brought to net to decide the wager; and, Mr. 
Editor, I had a twenty minutes’ fight with that cal, and any 
one who says that a catfish on an eight-ounce rod is not 
“some pumpkins” is sadly mistaken, The pliant Skidmore 
won the day, and Mr. Catfish, of about ten pounds, was safely 
landed. The Captain looked and said, ‘* You always were 
hooking all kinds of monstrosities, and now you have gone 
and hooked a catfish. I give up the bet.” J 
Two hours more at the bass, and our boat looked like a fish 

market, and the Captain remarked ‘‘as we were not fishing 
for market, we had better quit," which we accordingly did, 
and at 10 r. M. were again at our hotel, having enjoyed a 
splendid day’s sport, like many Ihave enjoyed in the same 
pool in years gone by. 

This creek can never be depleted, as the immense river St. 
John sends up its millions of bass into this pure, clear spring, 
which, not liking the warmth of the river, remain there. ‘The 
spring is enormous, making a creek two hundred feet wide 
and ten deep. 

On this subject our Cleveland, O., correspondent, Dr. E. 
Sterling, writes : 

You speak of the catfish taking the fly. Ihad one take 
a red spoon that was dangling two feet above the water ; and 
“cat has an adipose dorsal fin. Taking these facts alto- 
gether do you not thinkit might have contained some sal- 
mon blood ? 

We can't say; we only know that, dazed with wonder as 
weare, we would not be surprised if it could be shown 
that the gentle catfish, who usually gropes the bottom and 

roars, when he does roar, as gently as a sucking dove, was 

eyen now 2-eyolutin’ into a fierce fy-deyourin’, lofty tumblin’ 
salmon, a-goin’ about arseeking what inoffensive insect he 
may devour. 

Swecr Fisninc.—This is the way this dainty little fish is 
tuken near Boston, as told by the Sunday Budget : 

Almost any of these frosty mornings froups of fishermen 
may be seen along the city wharves, with rod and line and 
the strawberry box for bait, endeavoring to catchthese shiny 
little denizens of the harbor. The season is now at its heizht 
and will continue until the first fall of snow, when the smelts 
disappear for a period. About the first of January they are 
again abundant and may be caught throngh the ice until the 
first of March. The hest time to catch them now is during 
tle Hood tide, on days when the sky is overcast and the air 
cool. They may be caught at almosi any of the wharves, al- 
though there are a few places where the fish congregate in 
considerable numbers, especially where the intoming tide 
makes a_small whirlpool or eddy around the piles of the 
wharf. The unfrequented wharves of East Boston and Chel- 
sea, the stone walls at the mouth of the Mystic River, and 
the Boston & Albany railroad bridze, hetween East Boston 
and Chelsea, are favorite resorts for fishermen. larve numbers of smelts having been caught at the latter place. There is a 
law in this State against seining the fish, and consequently 
they bring a good price, twenty cents a pound being asked at 
the markets, and there is always a demand for them, Alight 
pole, delicate tackle and fresh shrimps are needed, and if jhe 
sportsman is skillful—for there ‘is quite a science in securing them—a good haul may be obtained. * 

SPawns FisHinG mn roe RANGEenny Laxes—Boston, Mass., 
Oct. 29.—Hiitor Forest and Stream: In your issue of the 
28th instant 18 a paragraph relating to the taking of large 
trout in the Rangeley Lakes, in which it is stated that many large fish were taken this fall by the use of spawn as bait. 
Although the paragraph referred to does not state it, it is a 
fact that the eleven pound brook trout it speaks of as hav- 
ing been taken at the Upper Dam was captured by the use 
of spawn, after every other method had been exhausted. 
This noble fish, which attracted much attention when on ex- 
hibition in Bradford & Anthony's window in this city, and 
which was afterward purchased by the Smithsonian Lostitu- 
tion, was one of several large trout which had for some days 
been seen on the spawning beds, and which many expert 
fishermen endeavored to capture by means of various and 
seductive flies and worm bait without success, Finally, 
taking advantage of the fact that few trout can resist spawn, some persons who cared little for the future of the fishing, 
and were only anxious for the evanescent glory of making a big score, resorted to the use of spawn, and the big fish in 
question wes one of the victims. 
And other parties who had permits to fish out of season, granted them by the Fish Commissioners, adopted the same practice with such success that in five days they took over 

Jifty breeding trout, weighing in the aggregate over to Jiwn- 
dred pounds. Hyvery fish was taken from off the spawning 
beds, and no man can say how many young trout which 
wold have aided in the restocking of that great fishing resort 
were destroyed by these captures. 

Tf, as is claimed, there is no Jaw against the use of spawn 
as bait, it certainly seems as if the law to that extent should 
be changed. Further, it is pertinent to inquire what right 
the Commissioners have to grant such permits, the exercise 
of which produces such fatal results. If there is no lezal way 
of prevention, it only remains to appeal to an enlightened 
public sentiment, of which yourjournal is the best exponent, 
and to ventilate this subject thoroughly, to the end that  so- 
called gentlemen fishermen, who hide themselves behind a 
claim of legal right, may be shamed into a compliance with 
the requirements of fair dealing, and so made to abstain from 
spawn fishing, than which no more destructive method of 
killing breeding trout has ever been devised. 

The influence of your paper is invoked in favor of 
Fair Pray. 

THe Norrnern Barracvra.—This small fish is more 
plentiful en our coast than is suspected. Its small size and 
agility almost always enable it to elude the net. They are 
plenty in Peconic Bay this season, and last week Mr. John 
Tallmadge, a fisherman of Sag Harbor, N. Y.. saw a big 
school go through his net as he was raising it, buf only one 
happened to be caught. He showed it to us, and we identi- 
fied it as Sphyrena borealis, DeKay. The fish is usually 
eight to ten inches Jong, and about three-quarters of an inch 
in diameter. Its teeth are formidable for so small a fish, re- 
sembling a pike’s somewhat; the lower jaw is the longest; 
two dorsal fins, with a wide space between them; head about 
one-third of the length. The fishermen generally do not 
know this fish for the reasons given. 

Orp Cayyep Satmoy.—A Maine paper is responsible for 
saying: ‘' At the office of the Portland (Me). Packing Com- 
pany is a can that was packed with salmon in 1814. The 
yessel in which the can was shipped was wrecked, and a 
short time ago this can was taken from the wreck. It was 
opened the other day, and the contents were found in perfect 
condition.” 

Tue Mackerer Oarcn—Newport, &. 7.—The fishing has 
now settled down to mackerel, very few boats going after 
fish. The mackerel that are caught now are mostly No. 2, 
and very fat, with (quite a lot of No. 1 among them. The 
boats go with two men, and average from 50 to 200 fish to a 
boat. They are caught anywhere from Gould Island out to 
the lirht-ship. OcCASIONAL. 

Kish Culture. 

AFTER BIG TROUT EGGS FOR IOWA. 
tl 

EING here in company with my father, Mr. B. F. Shaw, 
B for the purpose of securing salmon trout eges for our 
State (lowa), a few lines from this section of the country 
may be of interest to you. 

Grand Marais (pronoumced Mo-Ray) is situated 105 niles 
from Duluth, on the north shore of Lake Superior, in Cook 
County. This county is about 70 miles long by some 20 to 50 
wide, with a white population of 14 men and one woman. 
The balance of the population are mostly Indians, of the 
Otchipwe (Chip-pe-wa) tribe, together with a few half-breeds, 
mostly Indian and French, in all about 200. We arrived here 
a week ago yesterday. On Friday last we had secured about 
200,000 eges, but on Friday night a storm destroyed about 
half of them. 

The storm is said by those who haye lived here for the 
past 12 years to have been the worst evér known, Many of 
the fishermen lost their nets, boats, fish, fish-houses, and in 
many instances their dwellings. The storm has left us such 
continued bad weather that the fishermen have been unable to 
lift their nets, and until it changes for the better shall he un- 
able to secure any more of the 2,000,000 eggs that we want. 

The country is covered with snow; on the trail up and 
down the lake shore it is reported to be 14 inches on the leyel. 
The temperature here for the past three days has been below 
freezing, and the inland ponds are frozen over. A good many 
cariboo are killed here duriug the winter season. 

Grand Marais, Minn., Oct, 19. - 
. — as 

Ep. R. Suaw. 

v\ Growrn or Carv.—Office af the Wish Commission, Austin, 
Teas, Oot. A, 1880.— Professor Spencer F. Baird, Washing- 
ton, 1). C.— Dear Sir: T saw a day or two azo one of the 
carp sen me last winter (these fish were the young of 1879 
and about three or four inches long when received); it meas- 
ured twenty mehes. I am inclined to think they spawned 
this last summer, for the reason that the pond is now filled 
with rmall fry, unknown before in the pond Should it 
prove to he correct I will inform you. Respectfully, 

J. H. Dixkrss, Fish Commissioner. 

Ka GrowrH oF Carp,—Mr. Geo. W. Hopkins, of Mount 
Sinai, Long Island, N. Y., received some carp last spring 
from the national carp ponds at Washington, through Mr. B. 
G. Blackford, Commissioner of Fisheries for New York, 
which were then about three inches in length, but hy the first 
of October would measure from twelve to fourteen inches. 

Tue [ppmotis Fish Commiss1on.-—Another addition to our list 
of Fish Commissioners comes from Illinois. We stated that 
the term of Mr. Briggs had expired and that no appointment 
had been inadein his place. We wrote him on the subject, 
but it appears that he was absent. The following hus just 
been received : 

KANKAkEE, II]. Oct, 25. 

: Hiitor Forest and Stream; I find your letter of the ath 
inst. Nee my return home. My appointment as Com- 
missioner of Fisheries was for the period of one year, dating 
from the 2d day of July, 1879, with the right to hold over 
until my successor shall he appointed. T haye not heen 
notified of the appointment of a successor. 

J. Surrn Briews, 

Carr ror Disrriserion iy New Yorx.-—Mr. B. G. Black- 
ford, of the New York Fish Commission, has received from 
Prof, Baird a lot of 1,000 young carp for distribution. The 
fish are abont three inches long and can be had by applying 
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to Mr, B. at Fulton Market, New York, either personally or 
by letter. 

If the early worm catches the carp, those who would like 
to obtain a few of them may try the effect of an early letter, 
which will probably answer the purpose as well as uny other 
bait for this particular school of fish. 

a ol — 

—Ladies, do you want to be strong, healthy and beautiful? 

Then use Hop Bifters, 

Game Bag and Gun. 
IN NOVEMBER.* 

Woodcock, Philohela minor. 
Black-helllea plover, ox-eye, 

Squataroala helvetica, 
Long-biled curlew, Vumentus longi- 

roxtris, 
Turnstone, or calico back, Strep- 

silas interpres. 
Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Macrorhamphus griseus. 

Red-backed sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tringa americana. 

Great, marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Mimosa fedoa. 

Willet, Totannua semipalmatus, 
Tattler, Totanus melanoleucus, 
Yellow-shanks, Totanus jlaripes. 

GAME IN SHASON 

Moose, A lee americana. 
Cariboo, Rangifer caribou. 
Elk or wapitl, Cerrus canadensis, 
Red or Virginia deer, 0. virginian- 

Ua, 
Squirrels—red, black and gray, 
Hares—brown and gray. 
Reed or rice bird, Dolichonyz ory- 

zinorous. 
Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 
Pinnated grouse or pratrie chic- 
ken, Cupidonia cupido. 

Ruffled grouse or pheasant, Bo- 
nasa umbellus. ~ 

Quall or partridge, Ortyz  virgin- 
Tens. 

Sora, rail, Porzana carolina, 
*This enumeration is general, and isin conflict with many of the 

State laws. 
“Bay birds” gencrally, including yarlous species of plover, sand- 

piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surt-bird, pharatopes: avocets 
etc., coming under fhe group Limacol/e, or shore birds. Many States 
permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting alter Aug. 15. 

———___—+»- 

A FAG FOR QUAIL. 

CLEYELAND, O,, Oct. 28, 1880. 
Editor Forest. dil Stream : 
Some years since the following yerses—as near as I can re- 

eall them—appeared in the Rop anp Gow. It is a concise 
description of a ‘' Fag for Quail,” and very appropriate at 
this time—the opening of the quail season. 1 hope you will 
think best to republish them: 

The ancient farm-honse—drowsiest bed— 

Early breakfast—dogs lightly fed 4 
With trusty ‘ gas-pipe’—“ leash,” “ to heel”— 

True sportsman’s ardor blessed to feel. 

"Hie on!" The cornfield stubble serge, 

The brush’s fence at coppice’s verge ; 

Oh, glorious sight! ‘The heart-strings burn 

Tu tre accord with the lashing ‘‘stern.” 

Ha ! Topsy ‘‘ stands,” the pointers “ back,” 

With quivering form the huddled pack ; 
**'To-ho,” good dogs, a noble ‘ find,” 

Step close the trembling bitch behind. 

The bevy flushed, our star is kind— 

Two tufts of feathers down the wind ; 

The replaced shells—‘! Hold up! Dead bird !"— 

Fetch ! fetch! With willing step, retrieyed at word. 

A noble brace, with smoothed plume, 

Within the game-coat’s spacious room : 
Well done, brave dogs ; well done, good gnn ; 

So mote it be till the setting sun. 

Is man good brother, éyer blessed 

With satisfaction, mind at rest— 
Freedom from care, from business fogs, 
So much as when, with gun and dogs, 
O’er field and marsh and wooded place 7 

He feels his game-bag grow apace. 

With action right, his killing clean, 
His misses few and far hetweon ; 
Dogs wide of range—none better brake— 

His snap-shots good, without a poke. 

Me-HIT-ABLE, 
= <7 

LONG ISLAND SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION. 

HE regular monthly meeting of the Long Island Sports- 
men’s Association was held at the Royal Arcanum 

Rooms in Music Hall, Brooklyn, Friday evening, Oct. 29. 
A full delegation from each club was present, with the ex- 
ception of the Long Island Forester Olub. 

Abel Crook, Esq., read a letter which he had received from 
Mr, George A, Chappell, the President of the Lone Island 
Association, in which he had been requested by the writer to 
proceed agidinst certain violators of the game laws. 

Relative to this, Mr. Crook reported: ‘*On October 19 
my attention was called by your Vice-President Aten to an 
alleged violation of the game laws. The witness named was 
Mr. Gordon. On October 21, by appointment, Mr. Gordon 
called upon me and stated that on Friday, October 17, near 
Woodhaven, he heard shooting. On investigation he dis- 
covered Mr. Brower, of the Long Island Shooting Club, and 
two others, Ashe approached, one Midler (a barber) said 
to Brewer, ‘Your dog has got abird.’ The dog lay with his 
forefeet upon a quail. Midler picked up the quai! and pocketed 
it. I told Mr. Gordon that if his story were substantiated 
Midler could be prosecuted, and asked him if he would make 
affidavit. He replied that he had heard that threats had 
}een made against him, and he would not be willing to go to 
court nor to make an affidayit, Under the circumstances I 
was powerless to proceed, and report the matter for your 
information. Your President, Mr. Chappell, yolunteered to 
assume the prosecution if sworn proof were furnished.” 

This created considerable excitement, and several members 
said that Mr. Gordon had told them the same story, and Dr. 
Aten was willing to make an affidayit to that effect, but as it 
could not be used as evidence it was not taken. Dr. Wynn, 
the president of the Long Island Shooting Club, moved that 
the words ‘‘Long Island Shoating Club” be stricken out of the | 
report, as Mr. Brower did not kill the quail, andif he was 
prosecuted the club would stand by him with both men and 
money. Upon this Mr. Eddy said that while he was a mem- 
ber of the Long Island Club there was one man who would 
not shield any member that violated the game laws, After a 
hot discussion it was finally decided to accept the report with 
n vote of thanks to Messrs. Crook, Aten and Chappell, and it 
was voted that the shooting he investigated by a committee 

to be appointed by the Chair. The following gentlemen were 
appointed on the committee: Messrs. Havemeyer, Crook and 
Aten. Next was the report of the Committee on Grounds. 
Mr. Robinson, chairman of the committee, reported that they 
had decided on the racing park at Brighton Beach, Coney 
Tsland, owned by Mr. Engeman. 

Tt, was decided that the secretary should confer with Mr. 
Sage, of Buffalo, and request four more traps to be used at 
the next State shoot. 

In regard to the game law analysis published in the Porrst 
AND STREAM, Suggestions had been regeived from Mr, F, 8. 
Wager, of Rome, as follows: ‘ ‘Every person building or 
maintaining a dam upon any of the fluvial waters of this 
State, which dam is higher than two feet, shall likewise 
build and maintain, during the months of March, April, May, 
September, October and November for the purpose of the 
passage of fish, a sluiceway in the mid-channel at least one 
foot in depth at the edge of the dam and of proper width, 
and placed at an angle of not more than thirty degrees, and 
extending entirely to the moving water below the dam, 
which sluiceway shall be protected on each side by an apron 
at least one foot in height to confine the water there.'—Laws 
of New York, 1869, vol. iL, p. 2416, 716. 
The game law of 1880 is deemed to haye repealed laws of 

186, hence we are without a very valuable game Jaw, which 
I think the compilers of the statutes had no mtention of re- 
newing. . 

** At Piseco Lake, Ham. Co., N. Y. (head of Hudson River), 
on the outlet of said Jake there is a dam. In the fall the 
trout leave the lake, pass over this dam into the stream to 
spawn, Wut are unable to return up this dam into the lake in 
the spring. In a few years this lake will be destitute of 
trout unless it be for above act, which will compel the owner 
of that dam to maintain a sluiceway.” 

Mr. W. Thiese, of the New York Jagd Zeltung, wrote: 
““T wish to call the attention of the committee preparing 

the new game laws to § 37 of the present'law, giving the super- 
visors of the different counties the power to enact their own 
game laws, and prescribe punishments and penalties for all 
violation of the same. Jf such a provision will be adopted in 
the new law two points ought to be added. 

“ist. A limit of such punishments and penalties should be 
stated, which should not exceed in the different cases those 
of the State laws. 

“2d. Some means should he provided to make these special 
county game Jaws more generally known. 
“At yreent il is suflicient if any county enacting sucha law 

publishes it in the papers where the session laws are pul- 
lished, 
circulation, and the majority of hunters from all other parts 
of the State will never be aware of those laws. I shonld 
think that all papers, especially (lose devoted to the interest 
of sport, should publish such laws also. The clerks of the 
different counties should be directed by law to send a copy 
of such enactment to any paper that applies for it.” 

These letters were referred to the Connnittce on Fish and 
Game. 

It was decided that the Chair should appoint a committee of 
five to select prizes for the next tournament. The stock 
certificates were now issued, and each club, wilh the ex- 
ception of the L. I, Forester, sold to the Washington Gun 
Club eight shares of stock, as the Washington Club had not 
been able to procure any. It was then decided that the rest 
of the money due on the stock should be paid as follows: On 
or before the 15th of November, 10 per cent.; onor before the 
1st of February, 20 per cent.; on or before the 1st of March, 
26 per cent. ; and on or before the 1st of May, the remainder. 

Mr. Nicholas Pike, one of the yeteran sportsmen of the 
Island, then addressed the meeting, urging the need of strin- 
gent game laws to put a stop to pot-hunting of the game on 
Long Island. Mr, Pike’s remarks were right to the point, 
and he was tendered the thanks of the Association for his sup- 
gestions. After this came the new sportsman’s song, sung by 
the Washington Gun Glub Glee Club. It was well sung, and 
was received with appreciation and accepted as the song of 
the Long Island Association to be sung at an appropriate 
time at the State Convention. ‘The meeting then adjourned. 

The Long Island Association have taken a determined 
stand on the question of breaking the game laws, and are de- 
termined to put a stop to if no matter what it costs. We 
may now expect to see an advance in sentiment and practice 
on Long Island. 

—- —— 14+ ——— 

PHILADELPHTA LETTER. 

1G order to procure the opinion of our Jeading sportsmen 
of this city regarding October quail shooting I have 

asked a number the question as I casually met them on the 
street: '*How have you found quail this season?” and in 
evéry instance but one received the reply: ‘‘ Have not been 
out, never go until November,” or words to this effect. It 
may be relied upon that all thinking men are opposed to the law 
as it now stands. We have been having some cool weather 
lately, occasioned, no doubt, by the show-storms that have 
occurred in the northwest, and the blow down the bay has 
driven quantities of ducks up the river. I lave learned like- 
wise that ‘Slaughter Neck” and “‘ Prime Hook’ marshes in 
the Milton and Milford, Del., sections are alive with widzeon 
and sprig tails. What sport could be had there if a good 
blind could lhe made on the borders of one of the ponds with 
which those marshes abound, and 4 good supply of decoys to 
attract the attention of the ducks as they come in from the 
bay to feed, It strikes me a capital plan to follow would be 
for a party to go down by yacht with their skiffs, make their 
home on board and take advantage of the early morning and 
evening shooting whereyer they discovered the ducks fre- 
quented, Being directly in the neighborhood of a capital 
quail and likewise snipe country, dogs could be taken aboard 
on the trip, and yaried sport could be had. Your corres- 
pondent has long desired to make this expedition by water, 
and has promised himself the pleasure in the near future. 
During the past week I haye taken a flying visit to Bath 
and Washington, and while at.the former city the fox-hunt- 
ing season was opened by the Wik Ridge Fox Hunting Club, on 
Saturday, the 28d. The weather during the day was splendid 
for riding, and the early morning, though a little cool and 
windy, sent the blood dancing through the veins of the horse- 
men as they rode through the streéts on their way to the 
meet, About seyen gentlemen members left Mount Vernon 
Place at an early hour and rode down Charles street and over 
Long Bridge to Brooklyn. Those who were on the street 
were startled to see so many red coats and vests and spirited- 
looking horses and handsome men, for to the uninitiated it 
did not come into their mind that they were fox-hunters. 
The company was reinforced at the meet by several other 
members. Barney with the club's hounds, was also waiting 
their arrival, The dogs were thrown off and soon found a 

Such papers, in many instances, have & very limited’ 

fox. The chase was a long and exciting one, and greatly en- 
joyed by all, and what was better than all Reynard’ was 
caught. Many fine jumps were made, and the ride across 
country was delightful. ‘The season was successfully opened. 
The liunts will follow in quick succession as the club's 
members, besides a nuniber of ladies, are anxious for this de- 
lightful sport. 

lL hope to give you now and then an account of some of the 
meets of the Rose Tree Hunt, which is composed of some of our 
Inost prominent Philadelphia and Delaware County citizens, 
You nay remember the club's hounds have heen very success- 
ful prize winners at late bench shows. The pack isa noble one, 
but not at all in accordance with the ideas of our Enclish 
cousins as to what hounds should be. Where we admire the 
long and pendant car they require them to be rounded, In 
speed their dozs are superior; in scenting powers, never. Our 
animals, from the fact that a great part of the chase is made 
in cover and through woodland and thicket, are not required 
to be so fleet and greyhound-like on foot. While thuir dogs, 
owiig to the open country in which their hunts are made, 
often rn down the fox in half an hour, here a chase fre- 
quently lasts a good portion of the day. 

While in Bath we heard good accounts of the kennel club 
of that city, and that the association derived much pleasure 
from this union of lovers of fine bred field dogs ; but we fear 
the gentlemen comprising it cannot be prevailed upon to on- 
dertake the giving of another Bench Show very soon, both 
their exhibitions having proven financial failures, Jt ia so 
with the Philadelphia Raina Clob, notwithstanding the dis- 
play made by them was the finest we ever saw of high bred 
setters and pointers—the very mention of a Bench Show seems 
to disgust them; in fact, we may say there exists no Philadel- 
phia Kennel Club. What think you, dear Editor; weknow of 
an owner of some of the finest setter and pointer bleod in the 
world, right in our midst, whom we yerily belieye could not 
tell a woodcock from a snipe, or a ruffed arouse from a pin 
nated one, Ict alone being able to shoot over his dogs, once 
field trial winners and go .danimals, Is it not u shame? iow 
unfortunate itis that gentlemen who are not caleulated in 
any manner for field sports, notwithstanding. wealth and line 
are at their disposal, will Wecomeinoculated wi hthe dor fever 
and attempt to gain that which they never can accomplish, 
Money will net purchase this talent, or “knack” as we may 
call it, In a grea measure a sportsman is born such, he in- 
herits the taste, and the love of outdoor life fosters such a 
desire for companionship with nature's children that he he- 
comes a student of their peculiar ways. Truly a love for the 
field is the gift of God; it cannot be purchased, and when it is 
attemptelit can readily be discovered. 7 mention also a 
case of a lady of a city not far distant from yours who has 
offered a large price fora blue blood as a housedoe. She 
wants a full pedisteed animal—nothing else will suit her; one 
that has gained lanrels on the bench and at field trials’ and 
sheis as determined to satisfy her longing as her purse is deep 
and full enough to make the pnrehase at.any cost. Dear ld- 
itor, do advocate ever—a horse for the race, a doz for the 
chase, and a gun only for the sportsman, i 

Last week several flocks of wild geese were seen roing 
southward and flying high over one of the rural districts of 
Philadelphia, This is rather early and points tocool weather, 
We hear of no brant as yet on our Jersey bays, but if the wild 
goose is coming so snon we may fully expect Branta herniela 
to follow shortly. Then for big guns, rough work and ereal 
ape ites, Capt. Bond will he ready this season to pilot all 
who desire brant shooting in Tuckerton Bay, and we ean fully 
recommend Capts. Marshall, Shords, Downs, Smith or 
Morris, at Tuckerton, as able to place any of yonr readers in 
the line of flight of this fowl. But remeniber no quail gun is 
wanted—a twelve to fourteen pound piece is the proper 
weapon, with plenty of powder to drive No. 1, or single B 
shot, and make effective at thirty to forty yards. Tf any of 
your readers should try the brant at this point, let them post- 
pone their departure until the first week in Noyember, Tyke 
the R. R. for Tuckerton, cross the hay to Capt. Bond's Long 
Beach Mouse, engaging their men at Tuckerton, and when 
the first flock of fowl come to stool make a shot and tell the 
men to do the same for Homo. 

_— re 

CHOKE-BORING GUNS. 

AVING derived much pleasure from the perusal of the 
articles and correspondence in Fores Anp Sirrgam 

on the properties and performance of shot-guns, it has 
occurred to me that it might interest some of your numerous 
readers if T should narrate my experience in the boring and 
shooting of the same—extending over a full half-century. 

In the suininer of the year 1830 I made the acquaintance of 
Mr. William Greener, who had a short time previously com- 
menced the business of a gun-maker ih a shop on Colling- 
wood street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, and had many 
conversations with him on subjects connected with his trade, 
About this time the country began to be inundated with 
factory-made guns, of the *‘ Brummagém” class, which were 
got up with sham twist, varnish, etc., so a8 to counterfeit 
funmakers’ work and deceive the ignorant and wuwary, and 
which were rapidly transferring the trade in the lower-priced 
grades of guns from the gunmakers to the hardware men, 
In order to counteract, at least in part, this tendency, Mr. 
Greener conceived the idea of publishing a pamphlet, expos- 
ine the true character of these specious but inferior, and, to 
the owners in inany Gases, dangerous weapons; and, in order 
{0 qualify himself more thoroughly for such exposure, he 
visited Birmingham and made himself acqnainted, by per- 
sonal observation, with the whole process of manufacture— 
from the raw material to the finished weapon. On his return 
he brought with bim samples of the several sorts of iron and 
steel used in the thaking of. barrels, from **twopenny skelp” 
up to “ wire-twist” and *‘ Damascus.” 
_ Through the kindness of my esteemed friend, the late Sir 
Robert Shafto Hawks, I got for Mr. Greener the use of the 
testing machine at the extensive iron works of Messrs. 
Hawks & Co., and, from the data obtained by its use, 1 
calculated for him the resisting power of each sort in barrels 
of a given thickness, and the strain to which they would be 
subjected with u given calibre and weight of charge. With 
these results, and the information he had obtainéd al Bir- 
mingham, Mr. Greener found himself in possession of a mass 
of matter suitable for a work of a higher class and greater 
extent than he had at firs} contemplated, aud in due time 
Greener on the Gun" inade its appearance. Unfortunately, 
however, the author, being ignorant of the requirements of 
the hook trade, did not bring his work before the public 
through the acknowledged chamels, and, instead of improy- 
ing his circumstances, its publication resulted in his being 
compelled to make ay assignment, When the copyright passed 
into other hands. The new proprietors took the necessa 
Measures AS to advertising, reviewing, etc,, and the book 
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Tecame known and appreciated as an acknowledged author- 
ity on the subjects of which it treats. Shortly afterward 
Mr. Greener received an advantageous offer from a Birming- 
ham house, of a partnership, to superintend the manufacture 
of a superior description of sporting guns, which he accepted; 
and, on his leaving Newcastle, my correspondence with him 
ceased, 

The recollection, however, of the discussions I had held 
with him incited me to endeavor by experiment und cal- 
ewation to discover some method by which closeness and 
strength might be combined in snelt proportion as to enable 
a fair marksman to bring down his bird with some degree of 
certainty at distances from fifty yards to seventy yards. I 
therefore procured a few old gun-hurrels, and after spending 
most of ny leisure time for nearly two years. in boring and 
trying, and considerable time in making calculations and dia- 
grams, I succeeded in establishing a formula, from which I 
deduced the followimg rule of proportion; First, inake the 
here a true cylinder; then divide the length into seven equal 
parts; open the bore at the breech end one part, with one 
slip of cartridge paper, and again insert the bit one-half 
part witha second slip; leave four parts cylinder, and open 
downward from the muzzle two-sevenths, using three slips, 
80 ug to make a tapering relief for the charge on leaying the 
fun. IT have bored many barrels upon this principle, and 
invariably with good results, For example, the following is 
the record of @ trial made last week of three single guns bored 
to this formula twenty-four years azo, and well used during 
that period. The conditions were those prescribed in Porrsr 
AND Stream, namely—40 yards distance, 30-inch tarect, 14 
ounce Canadian soft shot No. 7 and 24 drs. Hamilton Co.'s 
diamond grain black powder: 
No. of Gun. * Length. Calibre. Average. 

1 s2in, lt f Wi pellets, 
a 3510. la Tb. TR 
a 231. lt 4b. 1407. Tore Ft 

All strong enough to bring down a duck at sixty yards. 
In ny Opinion this mode of boring is all that is requisite 

for ordinary shooting al such game as quail, paririded, snipe, 
woodeock, sqnirrels, ete., as a very close-shooting “un is apf 
to mangle her game at short distances; but for hard shooting 
at long distances at duck, geuse, swans or sea-fowl, the 
choke-hore is undoubtedly very superior. After reading the 
accounts of gun trials which have lately appeared in Foresr 
AND STREAM, I became anxious to learn in what ‘choke- 
bore” consisted, and having an opportunity of examining 
a fine English hbreech-loading gun belonging to Lient. Col. 
Tule, of this city, I found that, like most good things, if 
was exceedingly simple and easy of execution, Paving in 
my possession a fine single gun of .11 calibre. 741b. weight, 
33in. long, the average of which had heen redneed hy long, 
hard work to 97, I tried the experiment of ‘‘¢huking,” with 
the following result, conditions as before, but with 2% drs. 
powder ; First shot, 187; second shot, 186; third shot, 
202; fourth shot, 180; average, 191. Nos. 1, 2 and 4 were 
fired under the disadvantage of u strong west wind blowing 
in gusts across the line of fire. No. 8 was fired in a calm 
interval. 

Since the above trial Lhave choked gun No. 2 of the for- 
ter record, wilh the effect of raising the averare from 133 | 
to 180. Verily choke-boring makes a wonderful improve- 
ment in he killing power, and when it hecomes senerally 
known and appreciated, every owner and user of A shot- 
vim will have at least one of his barrels “choked.” My pow- 
er charres may seem light, but I have found that a patent- 

breeched gun requires Tull one-sixth less powder than a fat- 
breeched one, James T. BELL. 

— 

RUFFED GROUSE SHOOTING, 

Reta GROUSE and woodcock are here in Western 
Pennsylvania in fair numbers this season, and it has 

been my god luck to have been principal or accessory to the 
killing of eighty-four of the Jatter. Grouse, however, stand 
first in my estimation for many reasons. A dog of the pro- 
per spirit, highly broken on ruffed grouse, will soon make 
himself at home on any other game bird; but the reverse of 
this statement will nof hold good—at least such lias heen my 
experience, 

I believe that the ruffed grouse of Western Pennsylvania 
are more difficult to Inmft successfully than are the same spe- 
cies elsewhere. Words almost fail to deseribe the nature of 
our grouse country. It is grandly wild, and these birds ap- 
pear to partake of the nature of the country. In Forest 
Comnty there are spots where snow may be seen until snm- 
mer, and where I have waded with a noiseless step ankle 
deep in the velvety moss among the giant pines. 

The man who can bag six out of twenty shots throuch 
thick and thin, counting every bird within range—that is, 
no selection of shots—is an artist such as [ haye rarely seen, 
although I know a very reputable gentleman who claims to 
have killed his fourteen successive shots. There is no more 
interesting sight to me than the variegated, frost-bitten foli- 
age covering the hills as far as the eye can carry, and no 
sreater enjoyment than to sniff the bracing air of these en- 
chanting October mornings, and no more glorious music 
than the whirr and whistle of the rising grouse or cock, es- 
pecially when out for a day with the dos and gun, 
Two or three years ago, while visiting at my old home in 

New Jersey, a fentleman in speaking of ruffed grouse re- 
marked in my hearing that in the State of Maine these birds 
would hardly give way to the pedestrian, and upon being 
flushed would almost invariably ‘tree.’ Now, I have resid- 
¢d about fourteen years in Western Pennsylyania, and have 
spent not a little time with the birds of which I write, and 
excepting during the warm, pleasant weather—say up to 
Oct. 15—they very seldom * tree” when flushed. On the 
contrary, after the first few frosts a bullet (the only com- 
parison I have in mind at present) is hardly more prompt and 
direct in its Hight. 

While the brood are yet young, however, and before seat- 
tering, they not infrequently take to the trees, but after the 
date above mentioned, for every one thaf will flush into a tree 
there will be forty that will place a good sixty yards behind 
them with such astenishing celerity as to rivet the hunter, if 
he be a novice; with a species of ‘* buck fever.” 
From this date I would prescribe from 34 dranis to 45 drams 

of best powder, and from 1 to 14 ozs. (according to the cali- 
bre) of No.’s 6 or 7 shot, correctly delivered, as being the only 
legitimate mode of making their closer acquaintance; and 
even then, many atime and oft have I strained my vision in 
watching one carry away the whole charge, in momentary ex- 
pevtation of seeing him fall, but with wings rigid in a death- 
set float away on the wind by the force of his impetus. The 
breaking of a wingis the only way that I consider certain of 
drapping him at the shot. and then if wing-hroken only, even 

fall, the deer shooting cannot be surpassed in any section 

| thence steamer to Millbridze—tare, #6. 
_ryfield, five miles, fifty cents, where livery is kepf by Mc- 
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with your skillful old setter or pointer, the chances are not 
largely in your favor, as he is an adept in running and skulk- 
ing. 

Before my advent in western Pennsylvania I was fairly 
proficient on woodeock, snipe and dueks, but for the 
entire season, during my initiation into ruifed grouse shoot- 
ing, my aggregate was but w single bird. Their startling 
Whirr as they rose seemed to unnerve me, and before my gun 
half reached the shoulder my finger would inyoluntarily find 
the trigver in spite of all previous resolutions, and I rarely 
could tell whether I had held within an inch or a yard of the 
bird. Everything considered, the rulfed grouse, in my opinion, 
is the noblest of our zame birds. He is a handsome fellow, 
especially as seen in his fall plumage, with ruff and tail spread, 
strutting after the manner of a cock turkey. A strong natural 
faste for the sport, with skill and muscle of the highest order 
in man and dog, is required to hunt him successfully in this 
section, eis a fine, laree fellow, his flesh is clear and while 
and his gastronomical qualities are excelled by but few birds; 
and finally, the man and dog who have gradnated on ruffed 
srouse, to quote, are ‘top sawyers,” and may easily take a 
“place” in any company. My experience shows mé that the 
defamers of Gonase umbellus are Usnally those persons who 
have been pitted aguinst the crafty fellows and been found 
wanting, 

Quail suit this sort of person, for his dog may point them 
under his feet, and the shooting is usually in an open field, ex- 
cepting perhaps an occasional bunch of brush. Indeed I have 
heard men tell of having killed their dozen or more straight 
who failed 10 average one-sixth of their shots on grouse. 
Fora diametrically opposite picture you may haye the 

heavy scrub oak and other dense brush of a hillside of nearly 
or quite a 45° slope, or the bottom land along a creek lined 
equally as thick with alder and other brush, where, in either 
case, a 25-yards unobstructed view is something unusnal ; 
your steady, cautious old dog within, easy range, is earnestly 
working over the ground as though stepping on egys, and 
slowly unraveling the trail Fancy him now on belly drag- 
ging himself over a rotten log, and coming to a halt, for his 
experienced nose warns him that he may not go further with 
satety. Now he moves carefully on again, and the uneasy 
bird Hushes with a startled boom, perhaps from an old stump 
or log, and anywhere from ten yards distant to away beyond 
range, and disappears like a flash in the very densest of the 
cover. The throwing up of the gun, the glance over the rib, 
and pressin# of the trigzer are simultaneous, yet deliberate; 
and with the réport comes a shower of twigs and Jeayes as the 
charge follows closely in his wake, leaving the result in mo- 
inentary doubt. Or, quite likely, he places a tree in your line 
of sight so quickly that it receives the entire charge: or, if it 
be but «sapling, your blood may tingle with gratification at 
the cutting down of both tree and bird together. 

Such is the hunting of the grouse, and as the dog brings fo 
hand the result of your successful shot, you feel fhat you have | 
earned your bird, and you appreciate him accordingly. 

There are, of course, many other phases of ruffed grouse 
shooting, which, if pictured here, might smack of a sameness, 
hut let me assnre the ‘“‘sayage reader” (as Mark Twain says) 
that there is no niondtony in the experience. 
Heavy successive frosts came carly the present. season, and 

and already—Oct, 15—the trees have dropped their foliage, 
which is anticipating matters by some two or three weeks. 
Upon reviewing I find that autumn Jeaves and grouse shooting 
are somewhat mixed. Since my boyhood fall tints have ever 
been, in my mind, associated with dom and gun, hence an ac- 
casional rambling from one to the other, for which, to those 
who have followed these notes thus far, an apology is offered 
by Bert Muze, 
Me hrean (., Oet. 1880, 
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GAME REGIONS IN MAINE, 

© those who desire sport. with rod and gun, and haye 
An but limited means at command, IT would -recommend 
Beddington, Washington County, twenty-five miles from the 
sea-board. The northern settlement consists of four fami- 
lies, farmers on a small scale, who work in the woods win- 
ters, and most of them hunters withal. There is no public 
house kept as such, yet any family would entertam a small 
party at low rates. For trout, Mopang lake and stream, five | 
miles beyond. Small and medium-sized fish abound, with 
rood casting in mid-stream and banks. ‘The wpper and larg- 
est lake, reached by a cood trail, contains large tront, but it 
is said they do not bite, Ttis not known if they haye ever 
been tempted with the fly. There are no boats. During | 
September and October partridge are abundant, and easily | 
obtained. Take the highway, or any of the many tote roads 
that diverge from the settlement, and a big bag can be made 
without stirring out of the trail. Later along, after snow- 

east of Michigan. A few minutes’ walk from the house 
brings the Inunter to a perfect network Of deer patlis. 
L. C. Bridgham, an expert still hunter, will entertain 
small parties with substantial wellcooked food, pleas- 
ant room and luxurious bed af the ridiculously low 
price of 43 per week, and if his serviees are required to 
pilot around to shovt or fish, his wages would be $1.25 per 
day, ‘‘finding” himself. Tf his feam is called into requisi- 
tion, a correspondingly low tariff. Of course, this will not 
apply to deer hunting, as at that season he makes his harvest 
for family support. To reach there, take cars for Portland, 

Daily stage to Cher- 

Couldrick, who will take you the twenty miles to Bridg- 
lam’s at fair rate. Or if the party consists of but one or 

partridges. Among {heir trophies is a section of poplar iree, 
ten inches in diameter, eut off by beavers. They camped 
where the beavers had worn a track up 2 mountain, beaten 
as hard as a cattle track. The gentlemen depended chiefly 
on their guns for their supply of food, and roughed it atten 
the most approved hunters’ fashion, spending their evenings 
in watching the beavers build their dams by moonlight.” 

- ' BH. M. G. 
—_ 

THE MAINE GAME LAWS. 

Bancor, Me., Nov. 1- 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
We call (he attention of all proposing to visit the woods of 

Maine for sporting purposes, that no trout, are allowed to he 
killed from the Ist day of October to the 1st day of May fol- 
lowing. Put citizens af the State are permitted to kill and 
take to their own honses for their own use, but not to sell or 
market, from the 1st day of February to the ist day of May. 

Trout, Toque, ant Land-Loeked Salmon. 
Annual ¢lose time from October 1 te May 1 following, excepl— 

ing on the St. Croix River and its tributaries, and all the waters in 
Kennebec County, in which close time is from September 15 to 
May 1 following, penalty thirty dollars. ‘Provided, however, 
that dnring thesmonths of Febrnoary, March and April, in each 
year, it shall be lawful for citizens of this State to fish for, and take 
land-locked salmon trout and togne, and convey the same tu their 
homes, bud not olheriuise.” 
No person shall sell expose for sale, or bhaye in possession 

with intent to sell, or transport from place to place in this State, 
any land-locked salmon, trout or togue, between Ocloler 1 and 
Muy 1 following, under penalty of fifty dollars for ench offense. 
And any person or persons having in possession, except alive, 

any of these fish between October 1 and May 1 following, or 
who shall transport them from place to place within this State, 
shall be deemed to lave killed, caught or transported the sume 
contrary to lasy, and be liable to the penalties afuresaid, Chapter 
128, 1879. 

Moose, deer and caribou are forbidden to he killed or taken 
in any manner from the Ist day of January to the Ist day 
of October following. We append the law, as also in rela- 

| tion £0 our ruffed grouse, or partridge as commonly called : 
Moose. 

Src, 3. Noperson shall, after the first day of October in the 
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and eighty, hunt, kill or de- 
stroy, with dogs, any moose within this State, uuder a penalty of 
one hundred dullars for every moose so killed or destroyed ; and 
no person slrall, after the first day of October aforesaid, between 
the first day of January and the first day of October, in each year, 
in any manner hunt, kill or destroy any moose under the same 
penalty as above provided, 

Caribou and Deer. 
Src. 4. No person shall Inimt, kill or destroy, with dogs, any 

deer or carihou within this State, under a penalty of forty dollars 
for every such deer or caribou so killed or destroyed; and no person 
shall, between the first day of January and the first day of Octo- 
ber, in any manner hunt, kill or destroy any deer or carihon, under 
the same penalty as above provided. Any person may lawfully kill 
any dog found hunting moose, deer or caribou. 

Penalies for Possession. 
Src. 5. If any person has im his possession the carcass or hide, 

or any part thereof, of any such animal, between tho first day of 
January and the first day of October, he shall be deemed to have 
liunted aad lolled the same contrary to las, and be lighle to the 
penalties aforesaid ; buf lie shall not be precluded from producing 
proof in defence. 
1; Src. 6. No person shall carry or transport from place to place 
in this State the cartass or hide, or any part thereot, of any such 
animiul, during the period of lime in which the killing of snch ani- 
mal is prohibited, under a penalty of forty dollars. Chap. 50, 1878. 

Ruffed Grouse and Woorlaoek. 
No person shall kill, sell, or huve iu possession except alive, any 

| ruffed grouse, cummonly called partridge, or woodcouk, between 
the first day of December and fhe first day of September following, 
under a penalty of not leas than five nor more than ten dollars for 
each bird so killed, or had in possession, or exposed for sale. Sue, 
12, Chap. 126, 1879. 
We wish it to be distinctly and clearly undersood that we 

shall rigidly enforce to the utmost extent.of onr power and 
resources these linws against all parties, whether gnides or 
principals, who shall be guilty of their infraction, 

E. M. Srinwett. 
Commissioner of Fisheries and Game. 

WILD RICE. 

[ AM prompted to say a word for the benefit of my brother 
sportsmen of the cultivation of wild rice. I have lived 

where it grew for the last thirty-four years and T know some- 
fhing about it. There seems to be a desire among sportsmen 
to introduce this most attractive water-fowl food where if is 
not natural to grow. Articles in Fores: Anp SirewAM seent 
to me will lead those who are getting seed to plant to failure. 
Some time ago the Forusr anp “Srream recommended 

planting in six feet of water. Ihave never seen a spear reach. 
the top and head out at that depth. We have here two dis- 
tinct varieties. One will head out at three feet deep—a spind- 
ling head with little seed. This variety always grows along 
the margin of rivers and on sinall sand bars or sand deposits 
in two to three feet of water. The other variety, or large 
species, grows from four tu as high as ten feet. The largest, 
growth in shallow water fron: one foot to one inch (general 
average during sumuiner), and a part the summer no water 
stands around if, except rain falls and rise of streams there- 
from, I haye seen stalks six fo eight feet this fall in marshes 
that are mowed every year. IT will guarantee that this variety 
will not reach the surface water and head out planted in six 
feet depth. There are thousands of spears seen along our 
rivers here that die and deeay in four and five fect before the 
muin stock reaches the surface, 

two, Bridgham would meet by appointment with his own 
team. Mail facilities from Cherryfield weekly, Wednesday 
up and return sane day If parties wish to camp there are 
plenty of nice logging camps which Bridgham will take 
them to, and all supplies (minus drinkables) can be cheaply 
obtained at Cherryfield. The country is heavily timbered 
and hilly. Nearest settlement west, six miles: east, fourteen 
miles, Corr, Lor Warrrenp. 

Moose River is seventy-five miles north from Skowhegan, 
Maine. A good stage from Skow to Moose River, and any 
oné can go anywhere on Moose River in a canoe. This 
Wwould be a good place for ‘* Lower Bunk” and party. The 
Journal, of Lewiston, gives this report of a party who have 
been there: ‘! Two weeks ago last Thursday Messrs. L. D, 
Mariner and W. H. Johnson, of this city, started on a hunt- 
ing expedition to Moose River. They arrived home to-day, 
bringing their spoils with them. They had splendid luck, 
and their account of theiy adventures is enough to enthuse 
any lover of sport. They shot threw beavers, three minks, 
one sable, one fox and an army of*muskrats, and brought 

‘home the skins. They also brought down about seventy 

F. and 8. gives 4 very correct account except the depth to 
plant and the time of sprouting. The last two years I have 
taken pains to diz up the mud im our marsh as soon as the 
ice was out to ascertain how soon it sprouted in the spring and 
found it sprouted, and some quite a half an inch long, aec- 
cording to its depth in the mud. This was March 20 
to 25. By the first of May it covers the bottom an 
inch out of the mud, Then bluebills, red-head snd other 
ducks feed on it, so the water is winrowed with fine 
fillets of it. The growth is slow till it reaches the surface; 
then one or two leayes lie and float on the surface, as though 

!no head was to appear, for a long time, and, as if hy magic, 
rise up ‘fto explain,” then grow very rapidly till in blossom. 
It seeds quickly (1st to middle of Sept.), and falls while soft 
and green into the water, if standing in it. There is much of 
it at this time of year with no water around it. It whips off 
easily the first strong winds. . 

There is.something about it I propose to still further inves- 
tigate. Ten years ago in our marsh there were for years hun- 
dreds of acres of open bayous where no rice grew. Four or 
five years ago it came up all over them so thick you could not 
vet through with a duck skiff. It wrew rani and strong for 
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about five seasons. ‘his season thee is scarcely a spear where 
the last five years (here were hundreds of acres, and this year 
open water. 

Will some one tell if seed thoroughly dried will prow? It 
is very soft when it self sows, Let those who plant it remem- 
her the strongest plants I eyer saw were grown in less than a 
foot of water. Lorron. 

St. Joseph, Mich., Oct. 18, 
+e 

IN THE CANADA WOODS. 

Ctra Friday F, Miner, M. D., of Honolulu, 8, I, and 
mysel!, with two guides, took possession of this most 

pleasant camp with the consent of the owner, Mr. L. Pope 
Robinson, Que. It is a well-built log-house, with stove and 
moderate amount of furniture in it, and pleasantly situated 
in a Small clearing on the rising ground west and within a 
short distance of the ‘t Megantic Bog,” which lies along the 
western base of Megantic Mountain. The camp fronts and 
gives us a fine view of the various peaks and basin in the 
mountain and surrounding wilderness, We have already 
bagged quite a number of ruffed grouse and ducks} and haye 
seen numerous signs of deer and nioose, together with most 
of the fur bearing animals that frequent this Part of the 
glohe, 

I haye sinee I came here met one of the readers of Fors 
And Stream, Mr, L. P. Kenney, of New Hamipshire, who 
is trapping in this vicinity. He reports good success so far, 
and will remain here until the bog freezes up. 
Duck shooting on the §t. Lawrenee and on Missisquoi Bay, 

~ on Lake Champlain, has een good, and is likely to continue 
so for some weeks yet. My friend, Mr. Henry Cascau, of 
Vermont, is having fine sport among the black bass at Bass 
Lake, Franklin, Yt. He has captured some six-pounders, 
and they were the small-mouthed variety. 
Some two weeks ago Mr, A. I. Dunlop, of Montreal, and 

myself were duck shooting at the Back River, near St. Rose, 
When two Montreal amateurs tried to ‘* corner” our wooden 
decoys, mistaking them for live ducks. One of the cockneys 
walked boldly down the shore with gun held at an angle of 
forty-five degrees, while the other went around the decoys in 
the boat, so asto drive them up to his companion, When 
he had rowed within about thirty feet of them he began to 
splush tle water with one oar and cry out ‘!Shoo-ali! shoo- 
ah!” We then showed ourselves outside the blind, which 
caused te fellow with the gun to take to his heels; but the 
cockuey in the boat was so paralyzed with amazement that 
the only reply he could make to our *‘ chaff" was ‘* Aw-ob- 
aw,” as he drifted down the current out of hearing. He, 
however, recovered his wits and rowed back up stream, 
picked up his friend, and rewed for the village, where we 
avain si them that evening talking yery loud ahout rowing 
matters and Hanlan's probabilities of success in his match 
with Trickett. SPANSTEAD. 

Pope's Camp, Scotstown, Que., Oct, 21, 1880. 
tt SS 

TEXAS NOTES. 

| GiROM the time water fowl leave, until their return in the 
fall, we have no shooting of consequence except at the 

few chickens that breed on t-¢ low prairies bordering the 
gulf and later at migrali ¢ plover. Quail are now getting 
plenty on the mainland where there is suitable cover. 

During the few cool days last week the market hunters 
brought in quite a lotof ducks, mostly teal, but in a few weeks 
more vast flocks can be seen in almost any direction. Jack- 
snipe have been plenty for several weeks, and luter may be 
found in every wét, marshy place inabundance. They remain 
until April and afford fine sport, 
Your remarks last week about dog sellers and buyers were 

amusing. I have had alittle experience in that direction, The 
two most prominént cases were in buying a setter bitch ‘in 
whelp” that had not been served at all, at least the owner of 
the dog averred that he knew nothingof it. At another time 
T purchased a pointer bitch ‘broken by ; 2 profession- 
al,” After satisfying myself thatshe had no breaking, wrote 
Said professional, who denied having broken her. 

The sportsmen here are much in need of a light draft hoat 
with side wheels, propelled by steam, to reach the best points 
in our shallow bays, and to return speedily and with certain- 
ty. You referred to such a boat not long since as being built 
for such a purpose, and if you will tell us more about it you 
will confer a special favor on the sportsmen of thiscity. One 
earrying say fifteen men, and drawing not more than two 
feet loaded is most suitable for our use. About what. would 
such a craft cost, and what would the expenses of running 
her per day probably be ? 

The annual mecting and tournament of the Texas State 
Sportsmen’s Association will take place here in May next and 
we liope to make it an attractive one. CARONKAWAY. 

—— i —_—_—_ 

Sannate MArAupers A@arw.—Sunday shooters get their 
deserts in Westchester County. Four persons were arrested 

last week on the complaint of Geo. Laick, the wide-awake 

game constable, for shooting on the Sunday preyious, They 

were taken before Justice Bird, who fined them $5 each and 

costs. They were all from Jersey City, and this was not 
their first offense. Officer Laick has received praise from the 
local press for his faithful discharge of the duties of his 
office, 

Relative to the above, we have received the following par- 
ticulars from Mr. Saick, which we publish with pleasure both 

because the action was highly creditable to the game consta- 
ble and because the result is a salutary warning to others: 

For the last year or two past a party of four and sometimes 
five have made ita practice to come up here from Jersey 
City with their dogs and guns, on Saturday nights, to go out 
shooting on Sunday. They used to go about three miles back 
of Tarrytown to afriend and stay there over night, As I 
thought they would come- this fall as usual I kept w sharp 
Jookont for them every {Saturday night, and on Saturday, 
Octoher 16; they came up and went back in -the country in 
their friend’s wagon who was in waiting for them. Early on’ 
Sunday morning I took a horse and wagon and started for 
the country: *I knew they would hunt, and hada good oppor- 
tunity to see four of them in the field with their dogs gid 
zune, and when they came to the Tarrytown depot, on Mon- 
day niorning, they were duly arrested and taken before Jus- 
tice Bird, who fined them five dollars each and costs. After 
they paid the fine the Justice told them that the next time 
they should learn the law first, and one of them said, ‘‘ We 
know the law, but we thought we were allright as long as we 
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were in. a country place.” But although, in my opinion, the | ployer with us this season than for many years past. I heard 
fine was not large enough, I think they have learned to their | this afternoon that on Friday afternoon lasts Rochester man 
sorrow that they must not come to Tarrytown to yiolate the 
game laws, and I don’t think they will come again. ‘This is 
the first time that any one has heen arrested and paid fine 
for violating the sume laws in this part of the country since 
I lived here, which is fourteen years. 

Groner Latox, Game Constable. 

CanapA.—‘' E. 8. M.,” of Winchendon, Mass., gives to the 
Courier, of that town, the following facts regarding Buck- 
ingham, a sporting resort in Northwestern Quebec ; 

“To get to Buckingham the quickest and best route is via 
Montreal and the O. M. & O, R. R,, leaving Boston at 8 
clock A. M., and arriving af Buchingham the next day at 
12:30 noon. At Buckingham, go to fhe Montreal House kept 
by J. W. Lynch, who will give you all necessary information 
and assistance, will take you to the lakes, provide camps, 
boats, provisions, cooks and guides at very reasonable terms. 
The ride from Lynch’s ouf to camp is throngh various 
scenery and over a very comfortable road of about twenty- 
four miles, then by boat about a mile, then by portage nearly 
a mile and a half to boat again, then a mile and 4 half to 
camp. From the camp there are five or six lakes, in wll 

| about ten miles long, where you can find the red spotted 
trout, the gray trout, and the black trout, and occasionally 
one will find them all fogether, and weighing from half a 
pound up—up—to where even 4 fisherman dare not give the 
weight. Mr, Lynch told me that one was caught at Big lake 
last fall weighing twenty-one and a half pounds. These, hovw- 
ever, are the exceptions, not often seen or caught, but the 
kind that are always dos¢ when hooked; but trout of from 
one to four or five pounds are plenty, and any one can haye 
plenty of sport and without going far from camp. The camp 
is well kept by Terrence McCabe, and Angus Pierson, his 
camp helper, is a good and faithful guide. Tront Lake No, 
1, is about five minute's walk back of the camp on another 
little stream, and Lakes No. 2 and 3 are aboye No. 1 on the 
same stream. Ducks and partridges are plenty in their 
season, A few deer are in the woods about the lakes, but 
moose and caribou has been driyen from twenty to filly miles 
farther north. The lakes aboye mentioned are not all the 
ones that are accessible to the tourists; within a mile or two 
of the above are Gull Lake, Hawi Lake, Lady Lake, and 
some forty others within a radius of ten miles, and all full of 
trout. The scenery is beautifaland grand. Altogether it 
well pays the sportsman for the trip,” 

Onto Notes—Toledo, O., Nov. 24.—I inclose slip from 
paper: ‘Yesterday's Cleveland vader says: Captain 
Louis Smitnight returned yesterday from a three days’ shoot 
at the Ottawa Point Club House, of which he is the founder. 
He brought back with him 146 ducks of the most magnificent 
specimens that ever cut the air. Seventy-one of these ducks 
were shot in four hours during the heavy storm of Friday. 
The 146 are now distributed among friends, and are on their 
way to that grateful sepulchre which the true epicurean is al- 
ways ready to offer to delicious wild fowl.” 

The duck shooting is very good on all the different club 
marshes near here. The clubs are having some trouble with 
trespassers who seem to think all marsh land belongs to Uncle 
Sam, and that they can just shoot all they wish; but there 
have been seyeral arrests made lately, and are to come to 
trial, which will, undoubtedly, settle the trouble, Hyery day 
or two I have complaints that people are shooting quail or 
ducks out of season. There is no one who seems to take any 
particulur interest in stopping this unjust breaking of the 
law. Our Ohio Legislature should look out and make provi- 
sion for the protection of game, or in afew years we will 
have none, Cannot something he done? The great trouble 
secins to be that members of Congress, etc., are asked if they 
will enforce the game laws and protect clubs, aud if they say 
yes there is capital made out of it, and they lose votes by it. 
So it goes with the game. A. G, 

Wassineron Terrivory Nores.—[Latract from Cireulay 
55, received by Prof. Spencer F', Baird, from A.J. Smith, P. 
M., Quileut, Quileut Oo., Washington Territory|:—\f the 
Indians could depend on a steady market to buy their fish, 
furs and hides, they might become a useful people. The 
plain Indians are often hungry as a wolf, and often assavyage. 
The coast Indians have plenty to eat and are quite docile. 
The ocean abounds with fish, clams, mussels and other shell- 
fish, seal, sea otter. The land with elk, beaver, bear, pan- 
ther, wildeat, fisher, otter rabbits, wild geese and ducks. 
Onur forest is forty by sixty miles interspersed with small 
prairies of from one to ten plains of 160 acres. Numerous 
streams, with waterfalls from five to sixty feet. The timber 
is fir, spruce, cedar and hemlock from one to ten feet in di- 
ameter, and from 50 to 800 feet high. Gold is found in our 
streams, but as yet it has not yet been taken out in paying 
quantities. Coal has been found in several places. This al- 
most unknown region abounds in untold wealth of agricul- 
ture, minerals, timber and fish. Our populationis43. There 
is room and wealth for several thousands. We need U. 8. 
Postal Service put on our route to develop the country, and 
araflroad which is sure fo come. Our coldest weather was 
in December—20 degrees ubove zero. Our deepest snow was 
in January last—20 inches deep, and it lay one week. Snow 
in February, 12 inches deep, lay one week, the hardest win- 
ter for 20 years. Our mountain streams do not freeze over 
in the winter; fish can be caught all winter. Mt. Olympia 
is covered with snow the year round, 

Game Anour Rocurster—Aoachester, N. ¥,, Oct. 25.— 
We haye had, and are still enjoying a very favorable season 
for field sports. In some of my former letters I told ~your 
readers what superior woodcock shooting may be had in this 
vicinity at times. This has been one of the favorable seasons 
and the number of those favorite birds that have been shot in 
the counties adjoining this city within the last month almost, 
exceeds belief, : 

There is oné¢marketshooter living in the town of Greece, - 
next north of the city, and he has shot enough woodcock this 
month to make happy forever half a doaen men who shoot 
for sport. Early in October he shot thirty-two cocks in one 
day, and in a day and a half Jast week he bagged forty-two 
woodcock...The unusual number of the birds is-accountéed 
for by the fact that the great storm in the west and north 
probably drove the migratory birds from their haunts in the 
regions yisited by the cold, and they flocked im to the pleas- 
anter places of New York. Just before the last flizht there 
was a foot of snow over the State from Batavia, thirty miles 
west of here, to Buffalo and through Canada. The woods 
Where the cocks are found sonbundant are close to the lake, 
and when the birds cross lake Ontario they are probably tired 
and stop in the first shelter. There have been move yolden 

shot thirty-five Wilson snipe on the Montezuma marshes, and 
that he could have shot a hundred next day if the weather 
had not turned unfavorable, 

Three of us went to Conesus Lake, Livingston County, 
last week, and as the result of one day’s duck shooting 
hrought to bag thirty-one dueks. The day was not fayor- 
able, ant other circumstances intervened to prevent our 
doing as well as might have been. One of our party, G. D. 
B., made a pretty double shot ata pair of redheads, knocking 
down one with each barrel, They were so big that uf first 
they were taken for canvas backs, but their yellow iris be- 
irayed them. We tried diving decoys, and it was amusing ta 
see how we could toll ducks with the diver. On one oceca- 
sion, just for trial, we led a blue bill directly past our flock 
of common stools by working the diver, which seemed to 
excite the curiosity of the living bird to an extraordinary 
degree. R. 

Laxn OKREoMoORRE.—In an item headed ‘! Lake Okeecho- 
bee,” the correspondent says that it is no unusual thing to see 
50 or 75 deer ina day’s ride. This seems to me drawing it 
rather Jong. Ihave been in that part of Plorida (from Rock 
Spring Creek to the Miami River) on foot, with a hunter born 
and bred in the State, who was suid to kuow every syuare 
foot of land in Florida, and don’t helieve I ever saw more than 
25 deer in one day, and then 13 out of the 25 were at a spring 
for water. ‘There is plenty of game in Florida, so see no 
reason for stretching tliings so. In speaking of the ernelty of 
shooting from the deck of 9 steamboat I would certainly take 
your view of if, providing the parties hit anything when they 
fired, Qn one trip up the St. John's, from Jacksonville to 
Melonville, there were four gentlemen on board who fired at 
least ten shots apiece at an alligator lying perfectly still on the 
top of the water, and never even madé him wink. So it is 
with most of them, as the good hunters prefer sport that gives 
them some exercise. I wasin Florida from January 1876 to the 
middle of April the same year, and again from September 
1876 10 June 1877, so that I haye some idea of how much 
game can be fonnd. Gq. W. B. 

VISITING SPORTSMEN AND Duoxs—Windom, Minn., Oct. 
23.—LKditor Forest wad Stream: T haye just read what 
“Fairmont Sportsman " says in reply to my criticism upon 
* Wansee's” recent letter in the Forrsr AnD Stream about 
the dog poisoning here, I certainly intended no injustice to 
“Wansee.” But his letter contained the sentiments and ex- 
pressions of the foreign sportsmen to such an extent that our 
sportsmen all took it for granted that he was one of others 
who had made himself obnoxious to them. At, all events he 
not only did un injustice fo our sportsmen but to the ¢om- 
munity in general, and I see no reason to modify anything in 
my foriner letter, If ‘‘ Wausee” was attempting anything in 
good faith it was from as parte testimony, evincing a dispo- 
sition to throw discredit upon people of whom he knew asb- 
solutely nothing, My attempt to '*connect Wausee’s peraon- 
al character with the merits of the case” was wholly pon 
the assumiption that he was one of pot-ninters who had heen 
making the unsportsmanlike war upon our chickens. 

In reply to your editorial comment as to ‘‘ whether or not 
we can take our valuable dogs with safety to Windom, Minn,, 
I will say yes with the utmost safety, and their owners will 
he warmly welcomed also if the outrages upon the country 
are not repeated. 

The duck and grouse season is now atits best. IT have 
never known theaqnaticgame so plenty. Saturday Isiw fully 
a thousand white geese rise from a single cornfield, and with 
my companion, lyingonmy buckintheadjacent, wheat stubble, 
shot several as they passed over, and for hours they were fly- 
ing over the field like great swarms of ducks. Gease of every 
yariety are plenty, and the ducks are without number. The 
storm of the 16th drove the covies mostly south though n 
few yet remain. They have been extremely and unusually 
plenty this fall. Wispon Por-Houxter, 

Werenr er Rurrep Grouse.—Himira, NV, Y., Oct. 26.— 
Seeing the note on “!The Weight of Ruffed Grouse,” by J, 
I. M.,” in your issue of the 21st inst. and the invitation from 
you to others to give their experience, I send you the result of 
my observations. I have hefore me my game account for 1879 
and to this time in 1880, in which I haye the weights of twen- 
ty-three ruffed grouse, the heaviest one showing twenty-five 
and three-quarter ounces, an old cocklird shot in November, 
79. Talso find the gccount of thirteen shot in two days in 
the middle of December, ‘79, the weights of which range 
from nineteen and a half to twenty-five ounces. Then I haye 
the weights of six shot just before Christmas, 79. The three 
male birds weighed from twenty-three and u half to twenty- 
four ounces, and the females from nineteen to nineteen and a 
half ounces. From the above it will be seen that as far as my 
experience goes our hirds will weigh from nineteen to twenty- 
five and three-quarter ounces. I also draw the conclusion that 
the female birds in this section of the State will weigh from 
nineteen to twenty-one ounces, and the males from twenty- 
two to twenty-six ounces; although I haye not secured any 
that would turn the scales at twenty-six ounces, I weigh my 
birds in the same kind of scales used by the post-office depart- 
ment. We have here what we call ‘old gray backs,” the 
back and tail being gray instead of brown. Wedo not get 
more than one in ten of this color, and I am at 2 loss to account, 
for the difference in coloring, and should be pleased to hear 
from others of longer and larger experience in regard to the 
matter. Oan you account for the heavier weights of the birds 
mentioned by ‘J. H. M?" Do they grow larger in that sec- 
tion of the State, or has my limited experience failed to bring 
any of the “old ones” to bag? As you suggest, lat the sports- 
men give us the first of their experience, a8 it is of much in 
terest to us all I think. = E. B. G.,— 

CoxnEoticur.—The New Haven Aegister gives a good re- 
port of woodcock shooting by sportsmen of thatcity: ‘Yes. 
terday was a good day for sportamen, The birds were 
moying in large numbers, the air heing cald and the morning. 
frosty. New Haven sportsmen were on hand to take ad- 
vantage of the conditions. They wenl up the Canal road to 
favorite preserves, to Woodbridge and elsewhere. ,The re- 
sult shows that the anticipated diminution of wacdeock has, 
fortunately, not céme to pass. More birds will he shot this- 
month than during the remainder of the season. William 
Peck and Brownell Robertson bagged twenty-four woodcook : 
the Potter boys twenty birds; Henry and Dayid Cowell ten 
woodcock and six partridges, and several others seven, eight 
or nine birds euch, mostly woodcock, Mr, Peck has » valu- 
able dog which yesterday did something rarcly witnessed. 
Tt had just recovered a dead bird from the cover when he 
pointed at another with the dead bird still in itsmouth. At 
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the word he put up the bird which was shot by Mr. Robert- 
son. 

Durrow Nores—NVov, 1.—The sportsmen continue to 
_ come and go, and there is little to record beyond the oft re- 
peated story of an unprecedented abundance of game. This 
with special reference to the duck hunters, Dave Isaacs. of 
Niagara Falls and Captain Maloy, and mine the host, McCoy 
of the American Toronto, have just returned from the North 
Channel Club (St. Clair Flats) and are now the guests of Mr. 
James Donaldson of this city. They report big success. 
Ww. Butts and Dr. Sumner of Rochester, N. Y., have just 
gone up to the Star Island House for a few days’ shooting. 

enry Brown of Cleveland and Wm. ©. Colburn of Detroit, 
President of the Lake St. Clair Fishing and Shooting Club, 
left to-day for Point Monellie on a like expedition, and L. B. 
Jewell of Hartford, Ct., returned un hour ago with 230 duck 
(mostly mallard), the result of four days’ sport, Three young 
gentlemen of this city went up to the Ship Canal at the Flats 
last week, and in less than a day bagged 199 duck from the 
piers. This week, Jake Wimer of Niagara Falls, New 
York, accompanied by friend Poole of the Niagara Fails 
Gacette, and §. T. Murray, go down to Point Monellie as 
guests of E. H. Gillman, Gar: 

Dearne of AN Otp Huyrer.—The Sun of Monday last 

announces the death of an old hunter of Pennsylvania, Jonas 

Schaffer by name, at the age of 70. His death was due to 
injuries received from a vicious bull by which he was attacked 

two weeks ago. Our contemporary, in alluding to the death 
of Mr. Schaffer, says: 

Mr. Schaffer is the fourth one of the old time hunters of 
northern Pennsylyania who bave met tragic deaths after 
years spent among the dangers of hunting and trapping 
bears and other wild animals. Sile Reeves was killed by a 
falling tree in Potter County last winter. A short time be- 
fore that Sid Cody was caught in one of his bear traps in the 
Forest County woods, and held there until he died and was 
eaten by wild beasts. An old hunter, named Pettingill, was 
killed by a runaway horse in Monroe county a year or so 
since, All of these men had narrowly escaped death scores 
of times in hand-to-hand fights with wounded animals, There 
are only a few of the old-time hunters left in this region. 
Jacob Benson, Marcus Killam, one or two of the Kimbles, 
Fin. Treple and Nd. Quick are among them. 

Ono Quart LAw— Woodstock, O,, Oct. 26.—Hditor Morest 
and Stream.—J notice in last week’s F. and §. a publication 
which may mislead well-disposed quail hunters. That cor- 
respondent affirms the Quail Law is off Noy. 1st, 1880. 

All the law I can find on the subject is this: Whoever, in 
any place, catches, kills, injures, or pursues with such intent 
any quail (or Virginia partridge), or any prairie chicken, 
hefore the (15) fifteenth day of November, 1880, or disturbs 
or destroys the eggs of any such birds, shall be fined nof more 
than #30 or less than 3, or be imprisoned not more than 
thirty days or both. Act Feb. 21, 1879. 

Pleuse correct or furnish us a later law. T. M. O. 

Ruove Isranp—Weuport, R. [., Oct. 27.—The shooting in 
this vicinity has been good all the season, some shoofers get- 
ting as many as 25 and 40 plover for the week they were in 
passing our marsh on their way south. Teal, broadbill and 
other small waterfowl have been very plenty. John H. 
Choce had a pair of young black ducks come into his cornfield 
this fall; he caught them and now has them on his farm. 
They notice a stranger, and you will see them start off at once 
with one eye on you, and will be sure to keep the proper dis- 
tance; both fine birds. He is in hopes to breed from them 
another season. QOOASIONAL, 

Gamr Resorts.—1. Answer to FP. W. D.’s inquiry for good 
shooting within 100 milesof New York: At Millford, Del. 
Write to John Wooters, who will pilot over the country. A 
license of #5 is required for Del. 

2. Or at Milton, Del. Same license required. 
snipe both at Millford and Milton. 

8. W. K. should go to Tallahassee, Fla., and get a pilot to 
take him about. All kinds of game from this centre. Good 
hoarding. 

4, Mr R. M. L. would find Valpariso, Ind., a good centre. 
Get acquainted with W. Stanton and Fred Gould, of Gould’s 
Hotel. They would show him everywhere, as would Hola- 
bird, who resides there. Snipe, ducks, geese, quail and a few 
chickens. 

4, The Lake View House(Geo. Woods, proprietor) would bea 
good place for R. M. L. 1 found this out by reading a letter of 
a correspondent from Syracuse. You will find duck, plover, 
snipe, squirrel (gray), rabbit (white), woodcock and partridge. 
Good guides for #2 per day. Hotel charge $1 per day, good 
food and plenty of it. From New York take Grand Quntral 
R. R. to Rome, N. Y., then the Rome, Watertown & Ogdens- 
burg R. R. to Pierrepont Manor, then stage to the hotel on 
Mexico Bay, Lake Ontario. Through ticket on railroad 46.95, 
stage fare, 75 cents. I have just returned from this place and 

' can recommend it. After November 1 you can shoot plenty 
of rabbit and have good fishing for pickerel. ous eS 

Te = . 

There are 

Tarerrssore, Pa., Oct. 28.—The Susquehanna River is 
very low. There are some ducks, but English snipe are 
very plenty on the flats along the river. ‘ 

_ PennsytvanrA—Zfoltston, Ocl. 25, 1880.—Game is plenty 
here but some straggling hunters are slaughtering it before it, 
is fif to kill. The weather is warm and it spoils. J. W. E. 

Deer iN PrynsyLvanta—Ooleville, Pa., Oct. 30.—Owing 
to the mild winter we had a year ago, deer are getting quite 
‘plenty, and occasionally a bear crosses below this place on 
their old runway. Back ten to twelve miles from Smith- 
port one can find deer, hears, wolves, and in season good 
trout fishing. So far this season two deer have Been nee r. 

Wuen Sxouip Quam Br SHot—Phila., Oct. 31.—Hditer 
Forest. and Stream: Noticing in your issue of F. and 8., of 
October 28, a modest protest from ‘‘ Homo” against the 
present Quail Law in this State, 1 would respectfully add 
‘nine, a8 experience on the 15th of the present month would 
justify. In nine coyeys of birds started that day I found but 
one covey full grown, and think the first of November early 
enough in this or any State. W. FP. TAPPan. 

Philadelphia, Oct, 20/— Where are the detectives of she New 

Jersey Game Protective Society. Walking along South 
Street to-day Lsaw many Jersey farmers and hucksters from 
all parts of Gloucester Co., N. J., with quail and rabbits 
killed in aboye county exposed for sale. Your exposure 
of Dittmar has opened the eyes of many sportsmen in this 
locality, and they all give you credit for the frank manner of 
dealing with the dangerous compound. Ducks plenty on 
Delaware, and as many as 74 were killed in a day by one 
party last week near Maiden island. J.R, 

PENNSYLYANIA.—The character of the game about Clear- 
field, Pa., may be inferred from the reports of a recent hunt 
by the gunners of that town, in which the total amount of 
game killed was as follows; 152 pine squirrels, 24 gray squir- 
rels, 35 black squirrels, 24 pheasants, 1 owl, 1 duck, 2 pig- 
eons, 3 crows and 1 rabbit, Game of all kinds is scarce. Deer 
are qnite plenty in Forest County. When the river train was 
passing Trunkeyville recently, according to the Oil City Der- 
rick, a fine one was seen between the railroad and the river 
bank. When the train came along he madeu dash for the 
riverand ran out to a little island, from which point he 
watched the train as if continued on its way. 

A CANVAS-BACK—Osicego, Oct. 26.—I have sent to you in 
this mail the head of a duck. I shot the duck a few days 
ago at our Ontario game preserve at Sandy Creek, Oswego 
County, N. Y. It has been pronounced a canvas-back, and 
members of Our association are anxious to know just what 
you pronounce it, The whole body of this duck resembles a 
broad bill, such as I have secured often at this place; not a 
light or white feather on him. In the flock fhat I secured this 
duck from I brought to bag also six others—two male red- 
head and four blue-bills, seven in all. 
We have a tine preserve, and Ineyer saw ducks more plenty 

at this season than I was fortunate to get among a few days 
ago. J. GS. 

The bird is a female canyas-back duck. 

Wooncock—Peckskill, N. ¥., Oct. 30.—Fall woodcock 
have been “drawing” from the North in fair numbers for the 
past few days and some fair bags have heen made in this sec- 
tion. 

SNow-bounn—J/ndianapoliz, Oct. 80.—I and my party were 
deprived of our usual fall sport by that terrible snaw storm to 
which ‘‘ Dell” alludes. Our car was snow-bound for seventy- 
two hours, and the storm drove all the geese and ducks from 
that county. H. G. C. 

Stomy Isnanp Fisnine Crus.—This organization of thirty 
members has its club house on a beautiful little island in the 
Susquehanna River, above Port Deposit. President, Frank 
8. Shroder; secretary, Gol. 8. H. Prince; treasurer, A. C. 
Kepler. 

How 1s Tris ?—While waiting at Rome for train for New 
York a gentleman entered into conversation with us. and, 
among other things, spoke of the large quantity of duck killed 
on Oneida Lake with smal] cannon, using a charge of 1 lb. of 
powder to 141b. of shot. Is not this against the law? 

GQ. W. B. 

Groreta Bear Grounps.—For Southern bear hunting this 
winter go to Brunswick, Ga. The Altamahaswamp abounds 
in bears. Although not hunted as regularly as deer, many 
are nevertheless killed every year, Any of the darkies who 
hang around the steamboat landing will conduct the stranger 
to the best grounds. 

Quam Our or Srason—wWew York; Oct. 30.—1 would like 
to call the attention of the sportsmen of Freeport, L, I., to 
the fact that quail have been shot about there in considerable 
numbers by the farmers, their excuse being that they did not 
intend to let N.Y. sportsmen get ahead of them, Also around 
Fort, Hamilton, Sundays, the country is alive with gunners. 

W. Horrerton. 

New Jessey—ittl Bgg Harbor, Oot. 20.—I “hear” of 
the usual numbers of ducks, springtails, broadbills, black 
ducks, etc., in our bay. The men are not killing a great many 
as yet, but doubtless will commence doing so in a few days. 
We have plenty of quail this season and, with some energetic 
person to enforce game laws, would have unusually good 
shooting. Sux. 

A CHance Snor—Hornellsvitle, N. Y¥., Oct. 24.—While 
W. H. Pierce was crossing Hemlock Lake he saw what he 
supposed was a muskrat. Having his gun he fired, and was 
surprised to find he had shota pickerel two feet long with a 
salmon trout eleven inches long stuck in his throat. Both 
fish were aliye when picked up. Charles Margeson and three 
others left Oct. 18 for a six weeks’ hunting excursion in 
Northern Michigan. JouN. 

Hir Anp Miss.—A correspondent in this week’s paper says 
that the man who can bag six ruffed grouse out of every 
twenty shots is, in his estimation, ‘an artist.” Some bona 
Jide reports of the relative number of killing shots to the 
whole number of shots fred would be of interest. It is hardly 
probable that any sufficient exhibit of statistics could ever be 
collected to show the average number of shots fired to secure 
each bird killed. Such a true showing might at least encour- 
age the birds; and we are very sure that it would please the 
manufacturers of ammunition. 

Connzoticur.—The good effects of the summer law on 
woodcock have never been better shown than this season in 
Connecticut. Cock have been unusually plenty in that State 
for a week past, and have afforded fair shooting. 

Your correspondent, with two friends, went out last. week, 
and on Friday and Saturday the three guns bagged 28 cock, 
11 partridges and 8 quail. It commenced to tain heayily on 
Saturday at 11 A. M., and this spoiled the shooting io the= 

fom reat-of the day. Shall try tosend you further reports 
the State. » - : a aR i ei Yo. 

“ONTARIO—St. Davids, Oct. 25.—IT have ict seen game so 
scarce in years here as it is thisseason, although summer cock 
were in fair numbers, but where, oh! where are the partridge 
IT used to run across through the August cock shooting? 
Rabbits are, however, plentiful, but, alas! beagles I have 
none. §t. Davids, where I now write from, is five miles from 
Niagara Falls and two miles from Queenston Heights. I give 
you this geographical information so that you may not wear 
out your spectacles looking for the place on the map, on | 
which it appears in extremely small print. W.W.B 

Bosvon, Get. 30.—Game is coming in here lively. Bromfield 
street rejoices. Three Cape Cod deer have taken up their 
residence temporarily at the Bromfield House, the last a 250 
lbs. buck, with antler prongs like needles. <A. short time 
azo I had the felicity of a moose steak at the above place. 

| Mine host doesn’t know me, but tliat doesn’t matter, for I 
don’t know him either. The big trout mentioned by J. G. 
Rich in your last was on exhibition at Bradford & Anthony's 
for a few hours, and it had a back like a whale. I believe it 
was purchased—for scientific purposes, of course (ahem !)— 
by Professor Baird. Sagloe 

Arrer Ecnors.—ditor Forest and Streom: Though late 
in doing so, permit me to express to you my very sincere 
thanks for your full and able articles on the Dittmar powder. 
The gratitude of all sportsmen is due to you for your pains- 
taking care in your experiments with the powder, and for 
pointing out the great danger attending its use. It must 
have been evident to most men with even a limited knowledge 
of chemistry, eyen though they were ‘not chemists,” that 
the powder was a nitro-cellulose compound, and hence from 
what was well known of gun cotton, uncertain in its action, 
and always liable to be disastrous in its results. I never 
dared to nse it, and constantly wondered at others doing so. 
Again I say most heartily, thanks for the service you have 
done us all. [opal ey, 

—The Lancaster County Game Protective Association, of 
Pennsylvania, have already paid out over $70 this season in 
bounties for hawk and owl heads. They give 50 cents for the 
former and 25 cents for the emblems of wisdom. 

—The market men say that the game market is very dull 
this week on account of the election. A few English snipe 
haye been received from the east end of Long Island, but no 
other game is coming in. 

— Al. Fresco” informs us that the Windsor Hotel, of 
Jacksonville, Pla., has been leased by F. H. Orvis, of the 
Equinox House, Manehester, Vt. The building is being ren- 
ovated and extensive improvements made. Mr. H. is so well- 
known in both the North and South that comment is un- 
necessary. 

—On the preserves of Lord Derby a powerful gang of 
poachers, amply provided with brickbats and armed with 
bludgeons, recently beat off fourteen keepers and police, leay- 
ing half of them so seriously injured on the ground as to re- 
quire the assistance of their comrades, while the poachers 
went off with their plunder. 

—The Springfield, Mass., Vew Hngland Homestead has a 
story of an innocent of that city who purchasedin New York 
recently a fine coach dog. By some accident, however, the 
dog was allowed to run out on a rainy day, and came home 
minus his spots. The metropolitandog dealer afterward ex- 
plained that an umbrella should haye accompanied the dog, 
as the paint was not fast. 

—One day in a railway carriage two hunters began to quar- 
rel. The quarrel in time took such proportions that nothing 
was left for the belligerents but to fight a duel. It was 
decided that the weapons should be rifles. On arriving upon 
the ground the adversaries were placed and the word given 
to fire. At that instant a hare, attempting to pass, fell struck 
with two balls! Thus two men escaped death by a single 
hare.—Author unknown. r 

— 

SHOOTING MATCHES, 

TORONTO GUN CLUB. - 

HE Toronto Gun Gluh’s animal shoot took place at the Wood- 
bine Track on Monday, Oct. 11 he weather was very fine 

just enough wind to make it pleasant. The shooting waa at 10 
birds, 21 yards rise, 100 yards boundary, 2 traps 10 yards apart 

the puller being behind the shooters. There were 26 entries and 
some good shooting, although the birds were yery lively, There 

was a gold medal for highest score at match. ‘The following is the 
score of the first-elass shooters : 

ROAV GANS He NUE G+ 4+ B- Res s6 nb so Sobceo se os an AB tie hy TSR Glew Aste si 
PUT ROMS sees oa cts ateialep wwhackeon tee aD el Or Ores 
AVE SVU Gres ness apes: eis e+ ace daor dee ph ag ahaa ay ah ye 
H. Millar.....- wee enone reneananeres U5 up hig ily TaSh Ss) GS 
Jd. Barrett. -- Sea) ae MSL aI bee ae 
T. Taylor.... 1Ti1q2tv0 1441 6 
Jos. Taylor. . Pot eh Oe Dt a9. 
8, Stuneland OO bt wh T 2 12 
B. Pearsall . De 0 ie 
SHY LUM oe ate ase oes ea alanis cetera Wie ee a PT ay gia leah uk BPah i 
Pee MA UERAW Ilo soeue sean see eto on en ae ree Wale tutes ee 
See FN 335 505 CMOS A DAES SOREL EO ARES AS ih ot ESTES ne ib ie Te 
W. Bugy ... ree) LP I Tre 
J. Webster. . yo ape ah a tt Sten es 
RAOLANER ep eiicetetnsaeee keel pias Teta Pel Leo ie ip ter 

The ties to be shot off at 26 yards rise, 3 birds each. In case of 
a second tie, miss and go out, Mr, H. Millar killed his 3 birds, 
winning first prize, gold medal and silyer water pitcher ; Mr. ©. C. 
Small missed his $d bird, and won second prize, card receiver. 

Ties of nine, in shooting off—Mr J. Barrett killed his 3 birds. 
winning third prize, butter cooler ; H. Watson won fourth, fancy 
clock ; W. Villiers won fifth, double pickle bottles. ‘ 

Ties of eight, in shooting off—After each killing 6 birds it got 
too dark to proceed, so they decided to toss for the sixth, seventh 
and eighth prizes. Inthe toss Thos, Taylor won the sixth prize, 
large cruet; 8. Staneland, seventh, pickle cruet; Joseph Taylor, 
sigh th, pickle cruet : 

ies of seven—It being too dark, they decided to toss for ninth 
and tenth prizes. F. Draper won the ninth prize, fancy toilet set ; 
J, Manghan, tenth, fancy glass water pitcher, 

The following is the score of the second claga ; 

R. Wilson sl UD gel Saga BL, 
W. J. Taylor sel) 0) Rot comet 36 t—F 
Dr. Smith.-. Be: ir ee a eg | es is oer 
A. McGregor... 1.1.01 21-111 0=8 
A. T. Deacon... . 1100174 1-0 0 76 
We Kennedy. <2. .....-- fed D tbe het Td At eel a 
ODOUR AR wars since one ant sunfecs Sedu caet od Sh LAB) Sie Pe oa 

~Ties'Of nine, in shooting off—W- Kennedy killed ‘his 3 birds, witi- 
ning first prize, large ice:pitcher; Dr: Smith’ and J. Donglas, in 
shooting off for-secend and third prizes, kept on killing their birds, 

| and after each had Killed his 6th bird; darkness coming on;-they 
| could not finish, so they decided to toss for second and third prizes; 
Dr. Smith won second, card receiver ; J. Douglass won third, butter 
cooler, I might here say the Doctor, being sixty-five years old, is 
shooting well. 

Ties of eight—On account of darkness, it was decided to toss for 
fourth and fifth prizes, A. McGregor won fourth prize, single 
pickle ornet ; W. J. Taylor, won fifth, five dollars’ worth of cigars. 
5, Mr. BH. Wilson killed 7 birds, ond secured the sixth prize, a large 
an. 



272 FOREST AND STREAM. 
Tho following is the score of the third class : 

JOUN COMPOT. ...-.ceceeer eee bebe ctor 2 t t 00 ot aa 
Ti. Morrison... Serer wiieetie cP sl Se oh aie) pees 
J.B, Gralaut. 4 i OOS Oo tf a 
K. WW. Devries... Sebaes ciel Oe SECON Qe (0. Sas ade 

Mr. J. Cooper won first prize, two gallons of prize native wine 
and irnit dish. It being too dark to shoot for the second and third 
prizes, it was decided to toas for choice. Inthe toss J. B. Graham 
won second, butter cooler ; R. Morrison, third, card reeciver and 
abereoseape. 

Mr. ft. A. Defries having made the lowest score at the shoot, so- 
onred ‘three prizes which were donated for the lowest score in the 
mateh, being a very line canary bird and cage, a bottle of wine and 
a haan. 
The prizes were presented to the suecessful winners by the Presi- 

dent of the club on Saturday evening, the 16th inst, at a special 
meeting of the elnb called for that business, Atter the presenta- 
tion there was a very pleasant eyening spent, J. B. G. 

Omo, Cincinnati, Oct. 26.—TVhe following are the scores of two 

matches recently shot ab Lockland, Ohio, under the auspices of the 

Tockiand Shooting Club. The prizes put up were a $75 Colt gun 

and a Hollis gun yalned at 245. The former was won by Wm. 

Pe uff, aud the latter by J. C. Whetstone, both members of the 

Cin sinvati Gun Chib, The birds were Al, and a strong wind blow- 

ing made the shooting yery difficult. The matches were shot at 

26 yardavise, ont of Hanve's traps. Score of first match : 
UIC ae PEMIA Las ub wipde Wace be tle y cer tairte ee ba hae de a9 
John Koeller, - ae 64 fal 0, ie Da ys St. a at eS 
RK. Emmerson Ome fale Yee a 8-9) 
John Grismer hat 1 or dt 0 tas 
W. Caldwell. . ot fh a 0 7 
G. BK. Booth -. 15 DR eee siete 7, 
7. (Y Whetstone. .....--+---- al seh ol i metas gle (ih eke, 
Go SUG WAIa). pf i rien Titidiow i 0 ts 
Geo. Trivnd cL Oe TST NT ai 
7. Fishwick 2 Diet. i Ste ede es 
P. Gaynor ...- ETE ME Sei tie ale GP Sy ly Ss 
ine ttelile SSS eee) rere sre ao 0 0 0 O tT 1 0 2 dea 
RAE TREO oct tliat ere = eee ae me ree at wa 0 OO TO Lt 0 0 14 

Score of se20nd march; re-entries allowed : 

J. O Whetstone.) 111111 1-8 Geo. Friend.......... 11101lW 
Join Griamer...4 714111 21-8 W. Senitr,...... 11116 
co. 5, Woodrull..1 11111121—8 . Emmerson,,,,.,-1 0 1011 w 
A. F. Spoor,...-.1 10111 C. MM. Stewart... LOOT 1 w 
W. Schill,.......b01111w Cc. Koehler ..........011100w 
T, Smiley. hd Tt et Ww A. nt. Roll, - ~ld0100 Ww 
ad. Koeller...----b111110w P, Gaynor ......0.-6 o01000w 
W. Galdwell,....1 117 0w 

Tiles on eight—s3i yards. 
a. UC. Whetstone, -.111-8 John Grismenr..........-.. 0 1 1—2 
C8. Woodruff ........---. ) | 1—2 

Locxnann, Ohie, Gel. 1—Lhe Lockland Shooting Club gaye a 

shouting mateh on the above date, and pnt up as a prize avaliable 

pbreech-londing shot-gun, The match was Lotly contested, and the 

sun finally carried off by J. J. Glore of the Kenton Connty Shoot- 
ing Club, of Kenton County, Kentucky ; 18 yards rise, 20 halls : 

J. Glove... NOddetiagdisi btidad iw pies 
John Kovller Pata Tit tT ey et ee tb i— 19: 
W. Caldwell. pl ata alls re pCa ty ah al otto heat oer ake, 
ol, GTISMMIOL. ---.—--- 2 sete ee ene Liq dV1017T4171111111111—19 
Jas. Wishwick , wae etree Ue ete ciated Le nel sles Caro 
W. Senit..-.+. 2 witipPitiidaagaidd ia 1 fg 
(. M. Stewart Sey te) ae) SP a is ee Ly is 
T. Smiley :-.- cel?DTV119171111777110111—8 
Jas, Smith... al Oeil Oe lO ee ae ests 
P, Grandin, ON0OTLOLTTI1¢t11100111 114 
R. McGraw... Sat Tt Le sy 
T. Gastwright. epee Ce Weta elerbeel yo atl sleeve Tea t, 
GS Male....-. wALLL11POLLTpIPid00ww 
J, Shelley... Sot Oe! TO C0 Ae SL Dimy 
a. B. Motter. 0. 2.2 ree OoO11T1I10w i 
O. Tuts... --2- sae eee eee we OOTBTOT19NONHTONLIW 

Tiss on nineteen, 21 yards; miss and ont: J. Koehler, 0; J. H. 
Gl-ve, 9: J. Grismer, 3; J. Fishoviek, 0; W. Schiff, 2; W. Cald- 

well, 8. a, 

Worcester, Oclober 22.—Mi. Murphy, of this city, caps the 

elimax in rifle shooting with a score of 176 ont of a possible 150, 

making 80 straight bulls and 26 successive cartons at 500 yards, 

Creedmoor target. He used a Hoiden mid-range, 40 cal , 65 grain 

powder, 850 ltad unpatched; not cleaning once during the shoot. 
K. T. J, 

Tue Seapuny Avo-Comens’ MAtror —New York, October 29 — 

Ont of conrtesy to all the well-known shots who participated in the 

gecond series of Seabury matches, T would ask yon on their behalf 

to be kind enough to have tlre Shorl-Range First-Class Riflemen’s 

Match corrected to read ont of a possible 70 instead of 90, and con- 

fer a favor on Rosert I, Sranury. 

Broorereny, Mass., Ocl 28.—Yesterday the Brookfield Sports- 
man's Club had a gathering at their groinds. The first bustness 

was the selection of captains. The two selected were H. 8. Butter 

worth and ©. H. Giffin. The sides were then selected, and then 

contest for the supper began. Tb was served ati the Central Howse, 

Mr. Butterworth is a one-arm man, yet he seldom makes 4 score 

less than yesterday. The following is the score of the tivo ides, 

also of H. P. Gerald, the odd man : 
Giffin's Team, 

Cifine dasa cesee- aac 1710147472 211111101 E48 
Heredeen 1TPAivirzisftd 1oOHOTTIi1ti1 tts 
Shepard. . sit TL PAPAL t1i1is1iiiti—2 

WIIUieTNOG, eee eee Tittiiioii 101001011018 
MMOUITOM,. sees jee nese 1010077111) 10200010) }—12—82 

Bullerworth's Tear, 

PAWart lice chess edlecadl SiO ectuet ire Tun Tan Gol outst 
UE EheW SOLS 2a, 1111101441 4411142111418 
Vatney..+.---- 1101101001 117011111 1—1% 
CINSDY + 1101110004 1111101110608 | 
Vanigli veer ess 1110101016 101011100 0-11—%6 

Gerald.....:-.- Pecaoeibe UCU tpi oprimirt nite a/b ar si fetii At ESE 

Avconquis Guy Ciun,—Weehawken, N. J., Oct. 25.—Regular 

gumicinonthly mateh for 1 gold badge, presented by our president, 

My, Jas, Dunseith, which was taken by Mr. Male, having won three 

times ; ¥0 balls, three Bogardus traps, 18 yds, vise: 

eee: 1111170021111117111711-18 
—L1idgt_oNtooritoto1o00 107 1412 

Pa es )100110011010110111 1-12 
a eal 101001101010001011 1-11 
G. Willams... 11O114111110011011 00-8 
J, Wantia..ys = 111417110¢1111110111-418 
Tp ERATE pe 111111011100101111 1-16 
7. Cochrane. 41101110017 10111177 45 
L. Brenner 0101011101111111010—18 
H, Burns.-.. TU010101017T1111111 1-4 
J, MOYIAM, jo. ss nee 11101170111111010100—44 
EoMuarphy. ssc 0191101111111001011—14 

Shoot-of, 
ale aE Bl mete pute Sierra occ Ene auger tet J. Male....-- peontel f tae 

Westminster Kennet CLup.—The regular monthly shoot of 

the Westminster Kennel Club for the silver cup took place on Sat- 

nrday last, Oct. 30, at Erb’s, Newark, N. J, Tn spite of the bad 

wenther nine contestants appeared at the traps, and the shouting, 
in view of the fact that it rained hard all the time, was very good. 

The following is & summary ¢ 
Regular monthly contest of the Weslninster Kennel (Muh for 

silver cup, shot for at twenty birds each from five ground traps, 
handicapped rise, cighty yards boundary, ILarlingham rues. 

ards. 
WOGSDAM usar ee) LL DAT IANO AAD ha ad dd d—19 
Smith.... HPOLTOLOLONLINHT 117 12 
Cornell... "11101001007 %*11%21 { 1449 
Granp,... TIOFTOLILP ON 010 P0000 fh 
Hitcheoeh LOPE LOOTIWVFLiLDinioda te 
Donne TIIN10OT ote lLatonr —9 
Wilmer eu*euo00 0 01 i 
Johnson. foo o10v000 =4 
"DOW IISCTIG Ys. - ost peer ace 25 ovr og af 

* Fell dead out of hounds. 
ies. 

Sint. :-; Gesere-cass.2l) 2 g—h Cordele, SAA ASS i} 13 

Tins? Giteras Hontine Coon —Nem York, Oct. 27.—Quarterly 

handicap matoh of seven birds for club medal, shot at Staten Td- 
and, Sea View Race Course : 

Yards. 
DP Masel oan oy pea ace ae arte 04 ha aes 
Chas, Nagel aot hi) b 1 W t-8 
P, Wemuer. TUL eae je al er 
#. Kanz. thal Pate Sa Ay 
R. Mahrig.-.-. Lt sh ee si 
JOWN BONUNg........ cee eee eee et Se ele ar 
Fr. Sauter, .... Le ede fe 5 5 
LP ob th tees PTE eSB oy) ales 
MQ. VORMLENGOVKE: 220.5 we eiyees re iy Pointed 21 14 
An AnD lize ky ep isasae ges ss ae aeaed a getos 21 I ob it ht ha 
By Son TGny ye. 5 see aac ele ae ares eee 2 1io0 0 0 125 
@. G. Klein... . 25 Te Ol oh do ft ap 
ie BEA Ero iE ete Be it at 2h of en ere) ae 
G,. Bechtel... af! OO TtEd t sé 

TMesoft: Kuna,1; Fahrig, 3; Bohling, 4 F. Pr. 

Waxiincrorp Expnatss.—We liye receiyed from the Walling- 
ford, Conn , Gun Club, in reply to an article vecently published re- 

flecting upon that club's action, the following statement, of facts + 

Last spring the Wallingford Club received an invitation to shoot 
a friendly match at glass balls with the New Haven Club. The in- 
vitation was accepted and the match shot, resulting in New Hayen's 
defeat. Before this, however, the New Hayen Club had been in- 
formed that the Wallingford Club could only shoot on Wednesdays or 
Fridays, aud, this being the understanding, Wednesday was named as 
the day. Soon after tlis word was sent the secretary of the Walling- 
ford Club that the New Haven Club would shoot a return match at 
the Wallingford club gronnds on Wednesday of « certain week, und 
named 10 A. m as the time to begin said match. Wednesday 
moring, howeyer, was cloudy, and the New Haven Club failed to 
put in an appearance at the hour named (presumably) on that ac- 
eount, but sent a telegram about 11 a. m., saying they would be in 
Wallingford at 11:30. Now, one of the Wallingford Club's lest 
shots liyes four miles from the centre, and it was impossible to get 
word to lim in time for the shooting, so substituted a member who 
is seyenty-four years of age, and who had never before shot in 
public, but who is an ardent sportsman. ‘The result was Walling- 
ford’s defeat. The last defeated club have aliwuys informed the 
New Haven Club of their willingness to shoot at any tite on the 
above-mentioned days, and said club, after waiting quite a while, 
sont word to Wallingford that they would shoot the daciding 
match at the Parker Gun Club Grounds on Monday, well knowing 
the inability of the Wallingford Clib to shoot on that day. Word 
was sent them that Wallingford could not shoot on that day, but 
no notice was tuken of it, and programmes were sent about an- 
nonueing the final shoot betweon Wallingford and New Haven on 
Monday, As the article says, only three of the Wallimgford Olnb 
put in an appearance, and withont guns. Let me say in conclu- 
sion that six men in the Wallingford Gun Club stand ready to shoot 
with the New Hayen Club under any conditions they may name, on 
the said fourth or sixth days of the week, with one week’s notice, 
and will postpone their match at coots with Branford wntil this 
match is decided. 

Ghe iennel. 
National American Kennel Chib's Second Annual Tield Trials, 

Vincennes, Ind., Nov, 15th. Chas. De Ronge, Secretary, 51 Broad 
street, New York. 

TDastern Field Trials Clib's Second Anmual ‘Trials, Robins Island 
Peconic Bay, L. L, Noy. 29. Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York. 

THE PPNNSYLVANTA FIELD TRIALS, 

N last week's issue we gave the official entry list of the 
trials, the bracés which had been drawn to rin in the 

All-aged Stakes, and the details of the first day's running at) 
Quarryville, Laneaster County, Pa, where Brown's Dash 
and Thunder each won a heat, and the heat between Coun- 
tess and Button remained unfinished. We now append the 
remainder of the running until the end of the fourth day of 
the nufinished trials, when the stakes were diyided on ae- 
count of the rough, rainy weather and the scarcity of great 
birds: 

WEDNESDAY, OcTORER 27. 
All-aged Stakes ab $18 each, First prize, #100 ; second prize, 

#50, and third prize, #25. 
Mr. H. CG. Steahman’s red setter dog Pat IL, by York—Conntess, 

whelped July 29, 1878. 
Mr. &. 8. Brown's roan setter dog Dash by 

187t. 
Mr. I. R. Stayton’s b’k w and tan setter dog Belton IL, by Bel- 

ton—Floss, whelped June 5, 1878, ; " 
Mr. I. Shuster, Jr.’s, b’k wand tan setter bite hy Cornelia, by 

Leicester-Dart, whelped March 23, 1877. ; 
Mr, J. J. Snellenburg’s blue helton setter dog Thunder, by Pride 

of the Border—Pairy T., whelped May 7, 1877. , 
Mr, Isaac Yearsley, Jros, b’k and w setter bitch Tioxey, by Lei- 

cester-Sanborn’s Nellie, whelped two years. . 
Mr. F. A. Diffenderffer’s b’k and w setter bitch Leah, by Roybel- 

Livey IL., whelped October, 187). : 
Vo, J. J. Snellenburg’s b'k and w setter bitel: Muy Layeraulk, by 

Thunder-Spot, whelped June 1), 187). if 
Mr. I. W. Seiler’s b’k zw and tin selter dog Dash, by Colburu’s 
ash-Mullen's Belle, whelped July 6, 1875, i 
Mr. J, R. Hendrielk’s liv w and tan setter dog King Dash, by 

Belton—Ploss, whelped June 5, 1878, fl ‘ 
Mr, Isnac Yearsley, drs, b’k wnd w setfor biteh Countess, Lei- 

eester—Pocahontas, whelped Jan. 17, 187f. ; 
Mr. J. J, Snellenburg’s liv and w pointer dog Button, by Bob— 

Fan, whelped 1873. 
Mr. W. L. MeGonnells’s lem and w setter bitch Lady Layerack, 

by Thunder—Peeress, whelped June 20, 1879, 
“Mr. Isane Yeareley, Jr.'s, bc und w setter bitch Little Lady, by 

Dash II,.-Roxey, whelped July 7, 1879. . 
Mr. Wm. Seager’s b'k wand tan setter dog Doctor, by McDona’s 

Ranger—Pera, whelped 1878. . _— 
Mr, H, C. Steahman’s red setter biteh Biddie, by York-Coimtess, 

whelped July 29, 1878. 

The running was as follows: 
Steahman’s Pat IT. against Brown's Dash, _ 
Stayton’s Belton IIT, against Shuster’s Cornelia. 
Snellenburg’s Thunder against Yearsley’s Roxey. 
Diffenderffer’s Leah agaist Snellenburg’s May Laverack. 
Seiler’s Dash against Hendrick’s King Dash. 
Yearsley’s Countess against Snellenbnrg’s Button, 
MeContiell’s Ludy Layverack against Yearsley’s Little Lady. 
Seager’s Doctor agaist Steahman’s Biddie. 

On account of the scarcity of birds at Qnarryville a change 

—— , whelped 

of locality had been deemed expedient, and af 730 4, M. an 

early start was made from {he Stevens House at Lancaster, 
the sportsnven’s headquarters for the new grounds in the bur. 
ongh of Mankheim, ten miles north of the city of Lancaster, 
Owing to some misunderstanding, the dogs which had he 
left the previous evening at Quarryville were sent. on wit 
out their handlers. This cansed considerable delay, and i] 
was fully two o'clock before the jndges selected the grounds, 
and the special train, which had been sent back for th 
handlers, brougltthem to the meet. On their arrival a 
line was lost in ordering down the brace, Countess and Buf 
ton, to decide their unfinished heat. As on the day previous, 
the former was handled by T. 1. Smith and the latter by bi 
owner. The beat hezan in a narrow strip of meadow, whiel 
was drawn blank. If Countess had won the admiration of 
the field the evening before, she certainly received an ovation 
48 she resumed her work, She is by far the most charming! 
natural Jiltle setter Iiteh we have ever seen in the field, 
Although but small in size, her springy gait makes her have 
the appearance of being a much largér dog. She is as rapié 
a goer as is possihle to conceive, and her style, ranging and 
quartering superb. All she needs is a firm hand and plenty 
of work ina good gane section, and she will be found at 
the fore in company with the best of them. After a fruit- 
less seareh of yer an hour on the least likely looking quail 
country we ever saw, seven birds were moved from the 
corner of a grass field and marked into a patch of open 
woods. Upon being ordered across the fence, Button point- 
ed, drew on and located his birds, and pointed staunchly, 
the birds lying in the dry leaves. Countess was jealously 
working to one side of the pointer at the time. The gun 
was ordered to Hush, and the heat was givén to Button. — 

Diffenderffer's Leah »nd Snellenburg’s May Laverack were 
next called, but as the former was excusally absent, Seiler's 
Dash, 4 fine looking dog, and Hendrick’s King Dash came 
next. A retrograde movement was madeto the sturting point, 
where a large bevy had been reported to huve been moved 
and marked into a thick woods. The brace wus ordered 
down upon reaching the spot and given a preliminary run in 
iin adjoining field before being sent to the woods, Wing 
Dash, handled hy H. M. Short, showed himself to be the 
much faster dog, while Sciler’s Dash, handled by Wm. Seiler, 
son of the owner, seemed out of sorts and needed a deal of 
pushing. The weather had now become threatening and 
dark, the wind blowing steadily from the west northwest. 
On entering the woods, King Dash showed to be under per 
fect command, reflecting great credit on his breaker and 
handler. He ranged excellently, head well up, and quartered 
his ground with sell-judged precision. Near the upper 
corner he feathered, moved on, and flushed the bevy wl ich 
were lying in the dry chesthut leaves which had just fallen” 
from the trees. He dropped to wing, At the upper fence 
corner he flushed a single bird, having had in both cases the 
wind in his favor. King Dash then roaded toward the 
fence, pointed for a second, and Seiler’s Dash backed in- 
stantaneously. King Dash moyed on and no birds were 
moved. The stubble field adjoining the woods was then 
tried. % King Dash false pointed, Seiler’s Dash backing bin 
at forty yards. The brace was then swung round to the lee 
ward of the woods, and Seiler’s Dash began to show much 
better pace, In the cdge of the brush Seiler’s Dash made a 
dropping false point, and King Dash was called up to baek, | 
which he failed wnder the cire=mstances to do, and in con- | 
sequence was nob penalized. ,| 

King Dash passed to windward of a bird, and the crowed 
flushed it. The dogs were sent where it had been moyed,— 
King Dash pointed where it had been and Seiler’s Dush 
backed in grand form. The handlers then pushed on to& 
fast, and the crashing made by the spectators flushed several 
scattered birds. The dogs were then worked up the bed of a_ 
little brook which ran through a small ravine between two 
large wrass fields divided by a fence. Both dows feathered — 
along the fence, and King Dash shortly after crossing it 
inade a deliberate flush of a bevy and at once dropped to ¢ 
wing. It was evident from some cause that he lacked nose 
that day, for he had the wind, and.the Hush wasinexcusable. — 
Moreover it was said by many sportsmen present who had — 
often seen lint in the field that the dog must be unwell, as 
his flushing in no other way could be accounted for. Tha — 
spectators now stationed themselyes slong the brow of the ~ 
hill, where they conld command an unintercepted view, and — 
the handlers and dogs, followed by (he judzes and reporters, 
commenced to ascend the sloping hillside beyond the ravine, — 
Everything was propitious for & good work, and those thal 
were present will long remember what they saw, which was 
indeed worthy of a picture. King Dash when halfavay up — 
commenced to draw, moving obliquely toward the crown of © 
the hill, working broadside to the wind. Tt was a erand 
sight, his head being well up as on he strode, Once or twice ~ 
he pointed, and Seiler’s Dash, who was following in his 
wake forty yards hebind, backed on the instant. Wehaye — 
hardly eyer seen a dog more perfect in this trait. Tle 
birds slipped through the fence at the top, and flushed — 
wild in a road which lay beyond. In sn old ‘orchard 
the birds were marked, and King Dash, upon going 

| there, pointed in the long grassy cover, and Seiler’s Dash 
hacked. The gun was ordered to flush and kill, and King 
Dash ordered to retrieve, which he did ina, rather slovenly. 
way, first failing to locate the bird, and then slititly mouth- 
ing it. The dogs were then ordered up, and ihe heat was 
awarded to Seiler's Dash after the brace having heen down 
two hours. This decision caused considerable comment, as 
Seilers Dash had not yet credited himself with a point. As 
we are obliged to refer to this matter, we shall preface our 
remarks by saying that it is foreign to our wish or purpose (@ 
even criticise the action of the judges, which seems to be the 
baneof American sporting events, and more particularly in this 
case, for since field trials were first run in any country, never he- 
foredid judges have sucha thankless ormore arduonstask map- 
ped out for them. The scarcity of birds, the little progress 
that had been made, and the waning hours stared them in the 
face even after they had been working like Trojans to run the 
trials off. But there is a vast difference between errors of the 
heart and head, and we cannot let this matter pass in justice 
(o both judges and the owners of the dogs without express- 
ing itfrom our light 4 most premature decision. After a 
careful consideration of the subject we believe it to have been 
entirely an error of judgment, and we wish that the matter : 
could lie buried here. Unfortunately the matter did not end — 
here, as if most certalnly would had the judges later on ad- 
hered to their decision as they should have done. We shall 
therefore express our views on their subsequent action as 
freely as possible at this place, and not refer to the matter 
again. Upon returning to the Steven's House at Lancaster 
4 meeting wes held, and the upshot was that the judzes an- 
nounced that they hud reconsidered their decision made on 
the ground, and had decided to order down the brace the fol- 
lowing morming and give the dogs unother try. <Admittin 
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for argument’s sake an erroneous award in this case we con- 

“sider the precedent of changing a decision a very bad one, 
‘Tn this case it was particularly unfortunate, for it was the 
first. decision of the meeting that had been openly announced 
tothe whole field. We consider re-judying should he dis- 
-eourazed by all fhose who do not wish to see our trials and 
shows turned into beer gardens simply because Mr. Smith or 
Mr. Rohinson thinks he has been agarieved, Up to this time 
{here never was a set of judges in America who had shown 
fhemselves more competent to judge or had greater conti- 

“detce from every one present. Next morning the brace and 
handlers were on the ground, but as we state further on the 
rain prevented the running of the trials, on Thursday Mr. 

_Bielereame on to Manheim from Harrisburg, and in ihe after- 
noon was obliged to return home, and his son decided to go 
| With him and take the dog. Just before entering the car's 
Mr. Seiler was informed that the judges lad again reversed 
their decision, and that his dog had been awarded the heat, 
and Mr, Hendricks was told that King Dash would be per- 
Mitted ty run for second and the money, These are the 
fimple facts of the case as they oceurred, and asthe committee 

of the association determined not to tale public the seore of 
points which we consider should Haye been done, we refrain 
froin eriticising it as it was not handed to us officially, In 
conclusion we will say, that thowzh if is a matter of ereat re- 
fret that anything should have occurred to mar the pleasure 
of (he mecting, yet itis no surprise to us that errors should 
occur 48 long as our Field Trial rules remained couched in 
the language in which they are presented. We cannot do 
better, therefore, than quote from our editorial remarks in 
Fornsr Anp Stream of September 2 Tad our words of 
warning been heeded this occurrence would never haye hap- 
pened ; 

No laws for competitions of {lis kind can be foo fully ov plainly 
expressed, They shonld be explicit and admit of Int one conatrne- 
tion. The stiecess of every enterprise depends upon the atraight- 
forwardness and intelligence by which it ik run. Tndefinite ries, 
framed carelessly, even by inadvertence, are liahle to be twisted by 
Intorested parties so that they shall seem to mean the very opposite 
of what is intended, Dissension and eavil rob all true spurt of its 
pleasures, and disgust all mei of gentlemanly instincts. Where- 
6yer competitions of any kind take place there haye been since the 
world began men who cannot take a beating in a manly way, * * 

As i protection for the jud&es, the lows und instructions sliould 
be clearly given, and if will canse the gentlemen who accept the 
enerons oflica much trouble if they are not. 

Of course there are objections to framing rules for running 
dogs mechnnically, but we believe all the field trial rules 
which we have seen can le made more explicit. Field Trials 
areas yel but youngin this country, and there are always 
present more or less persous for the first time whose interest 
ean he secured by placing the nratter hefore them im a sim- 
ple way which they can understand, As they now stand 
ii would take a Philadelphia lawyer to interpret them, and he 
tmight find himself sorely tried. 

To resume. Mr, McConnell’s Lady Laveraek and Mr. 
Jsaac Yearsley's Little Lady were called, and as the former 
did not respond, Doctor, belonging to G. 1. MeLane, Pitts- 
burg, Pa., handled by Wm. Seager and Biddie by T. W. 
Ferrington, were slipped. Across the glade Doctor went like 
i flash, showing himself a merry suing dog of sood speed. 
He soon brought up standing on # Cat, and Biddie ran in 
from across the meadow refusing to back. Both dogs were 
under good conmand, but Doetor had it, his own way from 
the start, showing a ood notion how to quarter his ground. 
Tua little spongy gully in a cornfield Doctor straightened 
himself out, and after drawing a few steps on, pointed in 
excellent style. The birds were ilashed by the gun, and fwo 
were killed by one (discharge. Owing to the faut of his 
handler, who should havé steadied bin, Doctor broke shot 
and retrieved one bird, and the other fairly at command, 
Doctor, further ou in a springy glade, made a false point, but 
wenton. Ie then ran down wind in a raz grass field, flushed 
one bird, and in quartering Wack came to & point on the bevy 
as if jumped. In the same field Doctor roaded and pointed 
where birds had been rniming, Biddie moved up and shared 
(ie point, refusing to back, Doctor then flushed. Biddie 
then nosed a bird up which she should have pointed, and the 
heat went to Doctor. It had now erown quite dark, and a 
move wis made to the railway station, and-$:30 Pp. y1, saw the 
party back at fhe Stevens House at Lancaster. 

Tuvurspay, OororEs 28. 

Although rain was falling quite heavily, an carly start was 
iyide al 7:50 4, M. for Manheim. As the weather did not 
clear, the party returned fo Lancaster by the 1 p. w, train, and 
the affernoon was devoted to visiting Mr. OC. Z. Miley's large 
kennel of dogs and a call upon Mr. Vondersmith, whom we 
found away from home. On our way buck to the hotel we 
were met by Mr. F. A, Diffenderffer, who invited us to look 
at his kennel. There we-found his tao. first-class bitches, 
Leah, Roybell-Livy 11, and Armida, Leicester-Pocohontas, 
and two very likely puppies by Roscoe out of Arniida, 

Fripay, Ocroser 29. 
In spite of a dripping morning, with the whole country 

shronded in a fog, the 7:59 A.M. train was taken for Manheim 
Station. The start was as cheerless a one as it is possible to 
conceive, the judges and the majority of spectators had 
donned their rubber coats, and the dors lad a listless look 
except when shaking the water from their coats. The ground 
lieing reached, the sume where the running ended on Wed- 
nesday evening, if was found that Diffenderffers Leah and 
McConnell's Lady Layerack had been withdrawn, and that 
Shuster’s Cornelia had failed to put in an appearance, This 
brought Stayton’s Belton IIL, and Yearsley’s Little Lady 
together, May Laverack haying thebye. Beljon was handled 
by H. M. Short, and Little Lady by her owner. The dogs 
were slipped ut ten o'elock in the pag-weed field above the 
wade. Goth dogs were off like a shot, the little bitch heing 
a stylish and rapid goer, and Belton setfling at once to lis 
work. Aj the lower end of the field Belton pointed a good 
sized bevy, which flushed ss the gun came up, not lying 
well ou the cold and wet limestone chippings. The bevy 
(ropped apparently in the bottom, On the other side of the 
hottom, in.some woods, Belton, who was under good com- 
mand, pointed in some long grass and stood yery staunchly 
in an awkward position, Lady was called up to back, and 
Belton settled down on his point. Lady refused fo back, and 
passed hetween Belton and the bird, and circled round him, 
‘The =n was ordered to flush and kill. Belton did not drop 
promptly to shot, but retrieved the bird in style and was 
awarded the heut. 

Mr. Brown's Dash, winner of first heat in the stakes, and 
Mr, Snellenburg’s May Liverack, who liad a bye, were then 
run tozether, both dogs being unavoidably handled hy H. M. 

_— 

showed up at once as a very speedy hitch, but Dash seemed 
stale. Ile began by flushing a bird in the bottom, but 
dropped well to wing. The dogs were seit into some thick 
alders along a little stream, where the bird had been marked, 
ind where if was impossible to see the dogs at work, The 
bird was flushed presumably by Dash. It was marked down 
in a corn Jot, but both dogs failed to make it ont. The bird 
was then trodden upon by a spectator, and May pointed 
where if, had been moved. Dash pointed the bird in the alders 
mider amass of drift stuff, and when the gun came wp, jumped 
in and chught it. The glide was followed up into a ravine, 
and many fields of pvags and rag-weed were drawn blank. 
The party then adjourned to a barn and partook of an ex- 
cellent luncheons which had been sent on by mine host, Mr. 
A. Hiestand, of the Stevens Mouse. On resuming, Dash 
made an uncertain point in the first field of the morning, and | 
May went in and flushed. Ttowas a bad day to work any 
doe, There was Wut little ait stirring, and {hat from the 
east; everything reeked with dampness. After the dogs had 
heen down over three hours, the judges, who had been work- 
ing untiringly for a result, asked the representative of the 
owner of Dash and Mr. Snellenburg if they would be content 
with n decision ag the score stood at that fime. _ Ii wasagreed 
to, and May was awarded the heat. It may be said that 
Short handled hoth dogs with great fairness, and the owners 
cannot be otherwise than satisfied with the decision. 

The next brace run was Snellenbure’s Thunder, handled 
by his owner, and McLane’s Doctor, handled ly Wm. Seager. 
Thunder showed the same good ranging and quartering quali- 
ties as on the first day. Tle is an excellent dog, and we be- 
lieve the first pure Laverack ever run in an American field 
trial. Aficr a vast range of ground had been’ drawn blank, 
a meeting was called on the ground of Members of the asso- 
ciation and contestants. Mr. Stayton, scarutary of the P. 8. 
¥. T. Assoe’n, offered a resolution, as follows: That on 
account of the scarcity of birds, the unpromising weather 
and the closing hours of the Jast day of the trials, it beng 
impossible to run them off, the first prize of $100 in the 
All-aged Stakes should be equally divided simong those dogs 
by virtue of their positions, who were entitled to conipete 
for first prize; and that the second and third prizes in the 
All-aged Stakes be pooled and equally divided among those 
dogs remainmg in the stakes.” The motion was seconded 
by Mr. Diffenderffer, and then put to a vote, which was car- 
ried unanimously, the following gentlemen voting in the af- 
firmative: Messrs. Snellenburg, Stayton, Yearsley, Seager, 
Hendricks, Diffenderffer, Farrington and McConnell. 

Division of First Prize. $20 cach—Thunder, Button, May 
Laverack, Doctor and Belton. : 

Division of Seeond and Third Prizes, $10,71 each— Pai IT., 
Biddie, Brown's Dash, Countess, Roxey, Little Lady and | 
King Dash, 
Withdrawals—Lady Laverack, Leah and Seiler's Dash. 

Absent—Cornelia and Minerva. 
Upon returning to Lancaster a meeting yas held, and it 

was decided by the committee to pool the prizes in each of 
the Puppy and Nursery Stakes, and the divisions were made 
as follows: Puppy Stakes, #9 each—Bess, Little Lady, 
Mack, Dick Laverack, Daisy Laverack, May Layerack, 
Count, Lady Laverack, Roxey Boy and Abbey W. Absent 
—Dart, Bob and Ned. Nursery Stakes, $22.50—Dolly Bd- 
win, Smart, Pet Layerack and Ln Layerack, It was also 
decided to tender to the gentlemen of the association the re- 
turn of their entrance fee of 410, and to offer the return of 
the donation prizes to Messrs. James EE. Caldwell & Co., of 
Philadelphia, and Mr. T. G. Comyay, of New York. 
The party then met at supper for the Jast time, and the 

evening trains going both East and West earried the judges, 
contestants and visitors to their respective homes. 
We desire to return thanks to {he local press of Laneaster 

for many courtesies extended to us turing onr stay in that 
city. . 

ee ee ee 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE FIELD TRIALS ASSOCLA- 
TION, 

HE annual meeting of this organization was held on 
T Tuesday, October 26, at 4:30 Pp, M., the evening of the 
first, day of the trials, at the Stevens House, Lancaster, Pa., 
d. Palmer O'Neil, President, in the chair, The minutes of the 
previous meeling were read and adopted, the Secretary's 
report read and that of the Treasurer, which showed a balance 
on hand of $442.45 obtained from membership dues, entrance 
fees and donations. The President then rose and stated that. 
as the Forest anp Srream had written the organization to 
know the reason why the National American Kennel Club's 
Field Trials rules had been somewhat altered by the Penn- 
sylvania Association, he deemed an explanation at that time 
but proper. He had taken the liberty of changing the run- 
ning rules, because the National Trials were run in the West 
on large prairies, where pace and ranging were of more im-: 
portance than on the inclosed farm lands of Pennsylvania. 

ing, and added two pointseach to stauncliness, quartering 
and obedience and disposition. Slight changes had also been 
made in the negative points for demerits which were found 
to be expedient. 
The meeting then proceeded to the election of officers with 

the following resuli: President, J. Palmer O'Neil, Pitits- 
burgh, Pa. (re-elected); First) Vice-President, Samuel G. 
Dixon, Phila., (re-elected); Second Vice President, Saniuel 
S. Brown, Pittsburgh, Pa; Treasurer, Frank A. Diffenderf- 
fer, Lancaster, Pa. (ve-eleeted:) Seeretary, L TR. Stayton, 67 
Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh, Py (re-elected), Executive Com- 
mittee—B. F. Dorrance, Wilkesbarre, Pa.; William A. 
McIntosh, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 5. 5. D. Thompson, Pittsburgh, 
Pa.; Edward Gregg, Pittsburgh, Pa. (all re-elected); Richard 
G. Wood, McKeysport, Pa., and Dr. Robert Heuey, Phila. 

The following ventlemen were then elected members of 
the Association: J. W. Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; James O. H. 
Denny, Ligonier, Pa.; William James McCrickart, Edgewood, 
Pa.; R. J. Wood, McKeesport, Pa.; B. J, McClure, Lan- 
easter, Pa; J. B. MecCasbry, Lancaster, Pa.; W. B. Hall, 
Lancaster, Pa.; T, §. Thompson, Thompsontown, Pa., and 
Dr. 8. T. Davis, Lancaster, Pa. It was then voted that the 
three judges, Major J. M. Taylor, B. F. Wilson and Wash- 
ington A. Coster, Dr. N. Rowé and F. Satterthwaite, of the 
Forest anD STREAM, be made honorary members. 
Mr. Diffenderifer then expressed his regret at the scarcity 

_of birds, which had been such a drawback to the day’s sport. 
He had been promised by a man of. influence residing at 
Quarryville. who was a brother member with himself of the 
Lancaster County Game Protective Association, that the 
grounds should be strictly preserved for the trials, but that 

Short. The dogs were given aspin in the bottom, and then he had learned from five sourees of information that the party 
ordered back into the woods, which was drawn blank, May 

— 

had broken faith with him, and that the birds had been shot 
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at since the opening of fhe season. Alderman A, KK. Spur- 
rier, President of the County Association, corroborated this 
statement, and said that he felt aggrieved; that, the man re- 
ferred to bad not only allowed his friends to shoot oyer the 
grounds but had done so himself, that Mr, Diffenderffer had 
drawn the grounds before the open season, and had found 
birds in large numbers on the beat, and that he was promised 
they should be left unmolested. A change of base was then de. 
cided upon and the burrough of Manheim, ten miles north of 
Lancaster, was selected as the locality in which to continues 
the trials. : 
While the meeting was in progress the Peniisylvania As- 

sociation received a telegrani from W. A. Dumsliee, Presi- 
dent of the MeKeesport Game Protective Association, olfer- 
ing their preserve of thirty-five hundred acres for next year’s 
trials. The President was authorized to appoint a comrnittee 

| to select the location for next year’s trials. 
A yote of thanks was tendered to Messrs, James 1. Cald. 

well & Co., of Philadelphia, for their donation of a prize in 
ihe shape of a solid silyer cup, and to Mr. T. G. Conway, of 
New York, for the donation of a handsome gold and silver 
mounted revolver. 

After a lively discussion on the practicability of allowing 
non-residents of the State to conlest in the future, on whieh: 
nothing was done, thé meeting adjourned. 

COCKER SPANIELS. 

Cricaco, Oct. 25. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 

In your last issue appeared an article under the heading of 
‘Modern Cocker Spaniels,” from Mr. A. C. Waddell, of To- 
peka, Kansas. This article was brought out, no doubt, by 
the very landable request of G. J. D. MeDougall to breeders 
of this strain of spaniels to give their views of the type of the 
modern cocker, that some definite standard might be agreed 
on by which to judge the breed at bench shows in this conn- 
try. ‘‘Stonchenge's” standard, to some whose breed did not 
correspond with it, not being satistactory, ‘‘ Idstone,” in his 
work on the dog, says: ‘! The forms and colors of coc¢kers are 
wl matters of fancy and fashion, but Imay caution those 
who desire to have them that they must jot ex- 
pect a very great amount of work from them unless 
they are of adequate size.” “‘Stonehenge” says: “The 
title ‘cocker’ includes every variety of field spaniel except 
the Sussex and Clumber." Now to whom are we to refer as 
to what the modern cocker is or should be? Shall it be to 
Mr. Waddell or to sneh well-known authority as “Stone- 
henge?’ Forone, knowing how Mr. Waddell’s doesare bred, 
I should prefer the former, ] f 

I beg to correct one statement he makes; ‘To call such 
| dogs as Whitman’s cockers is a farce; they are merely hand- 
some English spaniels. I am opposed to cockers running 
ever twenty-five pounds, and when Mr, Whitman exbibited 
his at St. Lonis—liyer and whites that would run near to, if 
not quite, forty pounds—L. said English ficld spaniels, or, as 
some call them, English water spaniels.” 

Now, the first cockers I exhibited at St. Lonis, liver anc 
white, were the dog Dick and hitch Dixie—hoth I considered! 
quite handsome and good, They both won first prize in their 
respective class, and were neither of them over twenty-tive 
pounds, They were placed first over a very nice pair of the 
Bestor strain, which were considered larger; still, [ think no 
good judee would call them English water spaniels. At the 

| next show given in St. Louis the standard under which cock- 
_ ers or field spaniels were to be judged was ‘‘Stonehenge's,” 
| which says: ‘The fitle ‘cocker’ includes every kind of field 
| Spaniel except the Sussex and Clumber.” 

He had, therefore, taken five from pace and one from rang- | 

Under that stand- 
ard I entered Qarlo, a very fine liver and white dog, under 
thirty pounds, perfectly made, and a well-broken and remanlk- 
ably good worker. He won first prize. I also entered a liver 
and white bitch, heavy with pup, but I do not think she 
would weigh as she was over thirty-five pounds. Under the 
standard she should have won second, but the judges, who 
did not seem to be posted on what a spaniel should be, zave 
second to Mr. Waddell’s liver and tan dog, which, I think, he 
will not. deny is one-half King Charles, and that lis sire was 
owned in Chicago. Te says he entered his Josie in the King 
Charles class, and yon the prize—reason, no competition. If 
he knew she was not a King Charles, why did he enter her im 
that class? Was he afraid she would not win in the tlass 
where she by right belonged? TI leave i, with you to jude. 

With regard to size of cockers owned by me, I will say 1 
have not a bitch that will to-day weigh twenty-five pounds. 
They are what I consider a trifle under size, and I breed them 
to Carlo, producing stock that will run from twenty-three to 
twenty-eight pounds. Their usefulness overbalances all other 
attainments, so Mr. Waddell tells us, and as mine are not bred 
as above for parlor pets, I think I have struck the happy 
medium for usefulness. Bless Vay soe 

— os 

Notss From Forrien Exouances.—The Royal Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, of London, England, 
October 14, had one James Smith, a dog dealer, arrested for 
biting off the tails of five Ning Charles spaniels. Mr. Cat- 
tral, a member of the College of Veterinary Surgeons, tesii- 
tied to having examined the dogs, and found that, inflamma 
tion had set in. He looked upon the biting off of the tails 
as an operation both painful and unnecessary, as part of {ha 
spinal marrow would he taken away, and that at the expense 
of a terrific neryous shock. He further stated that he liad 
never heard that it cured distemper, and that the act wie 
one of ernelty. The defense set up a plea of general custom, 
and that the operation was performed on thousands of fox ter- 
riers. Alderman Sir Thomas Gabriel, in giving his decision, 
said that though the charge was one of ernelty, no one could 
suppose that it was wilful, or that a man would injure his 

_own property, and fined the defendant the nominal fine of 
one shilling and costs. The editor of the Feld remarks as 
follows: ‘* The statement in evidence that ‘part of {he spinal 
marrow is taken away’ is contrary fo fact. The spinal 
marrow does not extend even to the root of the tail, and it is 
only the bodies of the vertebrae (without amy cavity for the 
nerves, or neural canal) that enter into the formation of {hat 
organ. Still there is no necessity whatever for biting off the 
end of the tail, seeing that it can be removed jn a much more 
painless way by the knife.” 

Mr. Mucdona has lost his pointer bitch, Dido, who was 
doubly valuable to her owner, as she was the only daughter 
of Garth’s Drake in his possession. She, however, leayes 
behind her three pups, Drummer Boy, Desdemona and Dul- 
cimer, by Lord Sefton’s Drake, by Sam, ont of Lord Sefton’s 
Morn, 

The Goathland farmers haye been amusing themselves 
with racing hounds under the following conditions: A. trail 
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is carried across country and the hounds laid on, the first 
arriving at the further end receiving the prize. 

Dr. Jaryrs’ New Imeorratton.—The steamer Bolivia, 
which reached this port on October 25, had on board a mag- 
nificent red Irish setter bitch from the kennels of Mr. Jamés 
I. Giltrap, of Dublin, Ireland, for Dr. Wm. Jarvis, of Clare- 
mont, N. H. The bitch arrived in fine condition and was 
forwarded at once to Dr. Jarvis by Mr. E. B. Goldsmith, the 
well-known forwarding agent, who writes us that she is one 
of the finest-looking animals he ever saw. 

Essex County Hunr.—The following are the meets for the 
balance of the month (with the exception of Thanksgiving 
Day, for which a special notice will be issued) Saturday, Nov. 
6th, at 3:30 yp. 2., Mr. Collamore’s, Northfield Road, Orange ; 
Wednesday, Nov. 10, at 3:30 rp. x, Ridgewood Station; 
Saturday, Noy. 18, at 3:00 r. m., Hamilton House, Pater- 
son; Wednesday, Nov. 17, at 5:00 . w., School-House, 
Montclair; Saturday, Noy. 20, at 3:00 p. w., Franklin, 

H. N. Muyy. 

Brz.—There was one dog entered in the Association Stakes, 
at the Pennsylvania Field Trials, which we should have 
liked to see run, and that was Mr. J. L. MeIntosh's very hand- 
some red setter dog, Biz. The owner kindly gave us an op- 
portunity of seeing the dog range and quarter, and we must 
say that he performed his work to perfection. Biz was 
broken by Mr. Chubb, of Cleveland, Ohio, and is out of Flora 
by Dash, first prize winner’s each at New York Dog Show, 
1878. 

= 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Names Onarmmep—Madia.—Mr. N. Elmore claims the name of 
Madin for English hare beagle, whelped June 11, 1880, out of 
Lucy (inno-Old Bess) by Victor (Rattler-Blue Bell). lute.—Mr. 
N. Elmore claims the name of I'lute for a white, black and tan 
English hare beagle dog, out of J. N. Dodge's True by Rattler. 

SaLes—Belle.—Mr. ©. Z. Miley, of Lancaster, Pa., has sold his 
bine j Belton setter bitch Belle (Pride of the Border-Kirby) to Mr. 
H. B. Harrison, Tilsenburg, Canada. Lady.—Mr. C. Z, Miley, has 
sold his aetter bitch Lady (Blue Prince-Nettowitz) in whelp to 
Count Royal, to Mr. B. Jacobs, Selma, Ala. Ruth.—Mr. 0. Z. 
Miley has sold Liewellin setter bitch Ruth, in whelp to Count 
Royal, to Dr. E. C. Franklin, Ann Arbor, Mich. Shot.—Mr. C. Z. 
Miley has cold orangeand white pointer Shot to Mr, H. Howell, Lan- 
caster, Pa., and a black, white and tan setter dog puppy to Mr. 
Frank Diffenderffer, Lancaster, Pa. —Von.—Mr, CG. Z_ Miley has 
sold red Irish setter Von to Mr. O. G. Athey, Marietta, Oho. 
Frank.—Mr. George Van Steenburgh, of Red Hook, N. Y., has sold 
his red Irish setter Frank to Mr. I, A. Davenport, of Dayenport, 
Delaware Co., N.Y. Norali.—Mr. C. H. Dayton has sold his red 
Trish setter bitch Norah (Berkeley-Tilley), winner of first prize 

New York, 1880, to Rory O’More kennel, Greeubush, New York. 
Elcho IL.-Dell Whelps.—Dr. J. J. Jennelle, of Du Quoin, TL, has 
sold a red Irish bitch puppy to Mr. Thos. D. Sheppard, Annapolis 
Junction, Md., and a dog puppy, same litter, to Mr. L, F. Kelly, 
Princeton, Kansas, ‘ one eye 
Wurnes—Grace.—Me. E. F, Mercellott’s (New York City) cham- 

pion bitch Grace whelped on Oct. 26, eighteen puppies, thirteen 
does and five bitches, by Mr. P. H. Morris’ champion Czar. A most 
unusual litter, all dead but five. Floss.—Mn, C, Z. Miley’s im- 
ported red Ivish setter bitch Floss whelped, on Oct. 22, eight pup- 
nies, all dogs, by Yon. Belle.—Mr. C. Z. Miley's Llewellin setter 
itch Belle whelped, on Oct. 23, nine puppies, five dogs and four 

bitches, by Count Royal. Belle——Mr. Burr Hollis’ black and tan 
Burdette cocker bitch Belle (formerly Waddell’s Belle), Hubbell’s 
Blanche out of Hubbell’s Beau, whelped, Oct. 29, six puppies—four 
dogs and two bitches—by Hollis’ Wildair, Waddell’s Josie-Whitman’s 
Doctor. 

2y—Ruth-Count Royal.—Mr, C, Z%, Miley's Llewellin setter 
ea dae te Count Roval, October 20, 1880. Paiti-Aldershot.— 
Mr. E. A. Herzberg’s Patti (Pride of the Border-Jessie), only sister 
to champion St. Elmo, to_owner’s imported Layerack setter dog 
Aldershot. Girace-Gay.—Mr, N. Elmore’s pointer bitch Grace 
(Sensation-Juno), to Gay (Snapshot-Fanny JI.), on Oct. 24. 
Victress-Fluie.—Mr. N. Elmore’s English hare beagle Victress 
(Victor-Luoy) to Flute (Rattler-True), Sept. 25. Luecy-Flute—Mr. 
WN. Elmore’s English hare beagle Lucy (Inno-Old Bess) to Mute 
(Rattler-True), Oct. 21. Nora-Berkeley.Mr, A. A. Sampson's 
(Troy, N. ¥.) Nora (Elcho-Fly) tochampion Berkeley. Judy-Bonmie 
Boy —Mr. Jobn P, Barnard, Jr.'s, bull bitch Judy, winner sscond 
prize, New York, to Bonnie Boy. Lio , Les 

TED GREYHOUNDS.—Mr, John P. Barnard, Jr., Beacon 
ae Boston, Mass., writes us that the steamship Brantford 
Gity hag just brought him two English greyhounds, Baron Walk- 
den and Sharper. Baron Walkden (Farrier-Lady Ratcliff) is faun 
and white, two and a half years old; winner of the Shanaton Cup, 
1879, and of several other events, and he has never been beaten. 
Sharper (Magnolia-Stolen Moments) is blue and white; sixteen 
TORN old. They are said to be a fine pair of dogs, and war- 

ranted trained and m form. 

Ghe Bile. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Mammote Rirte GAutery—Boston, Oct. 29.—The fourth und 

last week in the Inaugural Rifle Match has ontranked all others in 

fine shooting, and the competition has been liyely and interesting. 
Mr. J. Merrill, of the Massachusetts Ritle Association, was nearly 
successful in getting the extra prize of ten dollars for a clean 

score of eight consecutive bullseyes. He made u fine thirty-nine, 

missing the two-inch bull by a hair only. With a two o'clock 

nipper he ended the score with six bullseyes, and started 4 new 
score with five bulls, making eleven consecutive bullseyes, It wae 

the largest number of consecutive bullseyes this month. Mr, E. F. 
Richardson heads the list with 191, closely followed by Mr, Merrill 

with 190. Mr. Frank Hollis is third on the list with 189, Nextin 

order id Mr. 8. A. Pollard with 187. Mr. Geo. F. Ellsworth is fifth 

with 183, and sixth is Mr. L. W. Farrar with 182. Next Monday, 
Noventber 1, will commence a new match, called the Excelsior 
Rifle Match, to continue through the month of Noyember, Condi- 

tions of the match are: Any 22 calibre rifle, three pounds pull; 

position, off-hand; rounds, & ; possible 40; five scores to win, or 
possible 200. The match to close on the evening of Noy. 30. 

The prize winners in the Inaugural Rifie Match for October will be 

npmounced in next week's Forest AND STREAM, as owing to the 

Jatenoss of the hour, Saturday evening, Oct. 30, when the match 

cloved, it was imponsible todo so in this issue, The following nre 
the leading sores; 50 yards, rounds 8, possible 40 ; five scores to 

win, or possible 200 ; 
MF CHAN CISON. 5-25-35 pens ohare meee cg cee Mpa 49°38 38 B—191 

ae pane thee a a 
Frank Hollis, -.....-----.- $B 88 28 35—159 
VU. A, POM. 2... eae eee ie ST 87 8 #9—187 
Geo, B. WUSWOTEM 51. ceseneeeesereee BE dé 86 80—188 

[Novzamzr 4, 1880 

L. W. Farrar .,...---. Dariajeveviectsnces cp wh otecasees 36 36 36 36 38—152 
Geo, D. Edson......-... 4 26 36 56 37—IS1 
Chas. B, Robinson....,.. 35 35 36 37—178 
A. C. Goodspeed,......... «..a-d0 35 35 85 35—17T5 
Chas, B. Otis......... oes § 35 385 35 35-174 
We. S. aM ES 5) ey 34 G4 85 35 g5—173 
q. Warren..... #4 34 85 35 85—178 
Bick: ORE. ue pin ae ies note lout 34 $4 85 35 35—178 
Tte COSAW VEL a chjos ste Wes tesa pha fae Se 8d dt 85 85 35—173 
eA DUEL OM Pre vn velrrtety tee pep baceiddaeia dele Wh 34 34 35 35—172 
O. T, Hart. 34 34 34 54 34—170 
B. H. Daley, 4 34 84 34 34-170 
F. J. Su $3 83 84 34—167T 
Kh. Shumye 32 83 838 33—168 
Geo, Estes. 32 32 33 33—162 
H. B. Furnace 32 32 23 33162 

G, E.R, 

Bostox, .Wass., Oct. 31.—The pavilion at Walnut Will was well- 
filled to-day by the marksmen in the final shooting in four matches 
whith haye heen ronning since July 24. The several matches 
have been well attended, and large results haye been obtained. A 

better wind-up day could not haye been selected; the sti was ob- 

acured all day; a splendid gray light preyailed during the entire 

shooting, and the wind was steady from the east-sontheast, jyith 
hardly force enough to disturb the signal flags. We give a fow 
soores of to-day’s work, and the final prize winners # each match 
a8 follows : 

The Creedmoor Match. 
a Ts We, RAGHATORON te pe-s)s dooce seen ree, 54h 5 5 Fh 4 G 5S S49 

DT PUCNOIS, bn) baeneace esd 4 4645 56 6 OF 4 5G 
H.-G. Bixby... 2.2.0 - i. wh 6 4 6 Fd 4 4 4 5-35 
Kk. F. Brook Be i ea £45 5 5 6 6 6 4 4—45 
Sa 6 2 BO gc he ee 448 § 5 53 5 5 3—dd 
Up BONVEN se ieee as ceee cee eee rc ae tet 22h 4 4 4 d 4 5° £49 
Hy-Aa UB OLB) 35 Poel osg¢ omy.) sce esc eee ee oe 446 4 444 8 4 3—39 

The prize winners in first class were, in 3 scores, possible 150 : 
First prize, E, F, Rivhardson, total 147; second, EF. J. Rabbeth, 
147 ; third, O. M. Jewell, 146; fourth, E. F. Brooks, 146+ fitth, G. 
W. Hinman, 145; sixth, H. 8. Harris, 145; seventh, J. N. Frye, 
141; eighth, E. B. Souther, 139; ninth, W. H, Jackson, 188. 

Prize winners, second class—l,. Saunders, first prize, total 141 ; 
E. B. Archer, 140; CG. C. Wentyss, 140; J. B. Fellows, 139; BH. A. 
Huterbrouk, 138; H. G, Bixby, 138; G. Warren, 137; R. Davis, 
136, CG. R. Griffing, 136, 

The M Paria rs pc Target, 
1 E. J. Cram....-...«s Pree acces 0 12° 11 «10 «1 ID 41 10 12—107 

F. J. Rabbeth (mil). -10 10 12 10 10 17 10 11 10 11—105 
W. H. Jackson (mil). 1 1) 2 10 9 9 10 9 41 1104 
E. B, Souther,.-....,-+ +All 12 12 10°10 10 11 ® T 12—104 
FE. Bennetti (mil)...... Oe ee De aw Maat? eee eg st eri in. 
CG. H. Euterbrouk (mil. oA here Lame eg ake afi SRB) 
G. Warren, Pays OF Toe Uo 0s As. “tear 
J. B. Felloy esa. tue We ed eeite 90 tr mnrg 
G, EB. Field.. 902 ger cll Bh wR ag eae 

Prize winners, first class, 3 scores to count—O. M. Jewell, total, 
337; W. Charles, 331; F. J. Rabbeth (mil), 330; EB. F. Richard- 
son, 329; E. J. Cram, 327; E, B. Souther, 325; BT. Bruoks, 321; 
W. H. Jackson (mil,), $21 ; J, Nichols, 315, 

Prize winners, second class—R. Davis, 318; CO. N. Meigs, 310; A. 
B. Archer, 304; G. Warren, 293; EK. Bennett, (mil.), 292; 0. R, 
Griffin, 276; E. Whittier, 273; C. H. Huterbrouk, 265: J, B, Fel- 
lows, 259. 

Amateur Match, 
RB. F. Richardson.......-..... o % 5 5 4 5 6 & 5 4-45 
E. J. Cram., 25 5 6 4 4 od 5B GB 4H 
E. F. Brooks, 5 5 5 5 6 4 4 f 45 

Prize winners—E. tal 144 ont of 

The 50(-Yards Off-hand Math, 
tf. F. Richardson.5 5 5545 4-83 #, A. Borel.......54 945 5 )—95 

a 

9 
J. Nichols........554563 4-8) G Warrens......304344 493 

Prize winners—W, Charles, E. F. Richardson, N, W. Arnold, J, 
Nichols. O. M. Jewell. 

Ganpner, Mass., Oct. 29.—The last shot at the Hackmetack 

range is rather below the ayerage. The wind and weather was 

against a good score. The distance was 200 yards, off-hand, two 
scores of ten phots each ; using the inch ring and the Creedmoor 

target combined. The score tells the story ; 
% tf R ¢. Totals, 

I. N. Dodge..... Scere Satae ts oe ene errs sae St 46 85 45 16991 
F. B. Nichols...-.«- 86 46 78 45 1H4—91 
A. Matthews 7S 46 88 44 146—80 
Chester Hinds 80 43 69 44 149—87 
Wm. Austin. TS 42 7h 46 148—SS 
Ohas. Merritt TO 44 TT 44 147—S8 
8. L. Walker 70 48 70 42 142—85 
J. BH, Newton. TT 44 63 42 140—86 
Joe Norwood. . 53 45 84 44 137-87 
HB; Pierce, ..7---. 69 43 67 42 1a6—S85 
G. C. Goodale. -. ee -» BB +1 G4 42 119—83 
Chas. SHUMWAY. 5. cose ee cet seme cee ce nee 6) 40 45° 40 95—80 

Maupronp, Mass., Vcl. 30.—A.team match was shot between the 

New Bedford and the Raymond's Sportsman clubs at Bellevue 

Range to-day. The day and weather conditions ware all that 
could be desired. The result is appended : 

Raymond Team. 
W. Olisrles. ...-..--tacppscesacnse rs 545 4 5 5 4 &£ 5-46 
D, Kirkwood § 55 45 4 5 4 4 4-45 
H, Max.... S¢@5 46 45 5 4 444 
AR: Harris; 2, ++: 4544465 5 8 4 5—43 
J, R. 8. Schiaefer......-.-.. #5 444 5 4 &§ 4 542 
Opn eeu |: |: eee Peer ener ree 43444 5 4 4 4 5-41 
BH. Whittier....-.:.:- £44465 3 ¢ 4 4 5-41 
J, 5. Bennetti....- 43544444 4 4 40 
IB, By SPaESs Gal 2-0 te slewele ane oe -in eines $3 4445 4 5 8 4-39-2381 

New Bedford Team, 
CL AS Graiyns es ccspetscsttpeceste ae tf 4d t¢ 4 4 4 4 5 5-12 
BE, A. Bradford:....... veeeept 44 8 6 5 4 4 4 5-319 
G. Eggers, ---.25- sears 47 Rd F 4 Bd 4 
©. KE. Gifford....--.. 9 @4¢444 4 4 5 4-41 
Dy, Di. BEIB ES. 22 sole eels wen - mee == sos! a3 6 4 56 4 4 4 4d—a4yT 
LL. A. Plummer, dr. - 445444 4 4 4-11 
J. Kenworthy..., - 48 4445 4 4 4-40 
W. Nye, dr.... $863 43 8 4 4 5-39 
G. Warren, .-..- 00004 4 5 & 495353 

Denver vs. NEw OpnuEans.—Denver, Ool., Oct. 27.—The match 

which was shot between the Denver Amateur Rifle lub and the 

New Orleans Rifle Team, resulting in a tie, was afterward decided 

in favor of the latter team, according to the rules of the National 

Rifle Association of America. But the Denver team was not satis— 

fied, and challenged them to another contest, which took place to- 
day, and resulted, as will be seen, in a yictory for the home team. 
The following is the score of the Denver team, which foots up the 
splendid total af 612 points : 
A.W, Peterson. --- 202-2 eee econ Slot hGRF 445508 8 +d 
John, PHLOWer....-..------------- 445444545 44444 +63 
W. M. Anderson... ... - ddd dd 5553444 4-68 
J. M. Anderson. ..<- esti dthdddaeodaad a9 
G. W. Lower... -£434544454485 5 4 #2 
R. A. Rochet. whSB4t 35444545 4 5-61 
R, M. Zindle.... 5424844445533 5 5—80 
J. G. Anderson, 44 444444445444 4 59 
J. N. Lower...-.-. 4453448443544 4 4-59 
R, C. Moore... £543 5453344444 359-612 

The following dispatch was received from Captain Dudley Selph, 
of the New Orléans Team, which explains itself + 

"New Orleans, Outober 24.-—Totnl score, 580, Clear, but norther 
blowing, Dopey Serrx.” 

The New Orleans teat was composed of the picked men of four 
companies of the militia of that ity as follows: The Washington 
Artillery, Louisiana Field, Continental Guard and Orescent Cii 
Regiment, while the Denyse team might truly be called a sorn 

team, most of the members being strangers to each other previous: 
to the match of October 3. ; 
A private match was also shot between W. N. Anderson and R. 

G, Moore of the Denver team against Selph and Gschwinde of the 
New Orleans. ‘I'he score of the Denver team is as follows: 
Foc Moore, 458545593 4¢4444385454554544464465 

W~.N. Anderson, 44444455 F 54944444344 4548444 
5 5 4—124, 

OrrEpMooR.—The N, R, A. programme for November matches 
afi Creedmoor includes two day’s shooting, as follows + 

Saturday, 6.—‘*Marksman's Badge” Match—All day; 200 and 
500 yards ; fiye shots at each; State rifles. Open to members of 

the association and members of the N. G. 8. N. Y. in uniform, Two 
entries allowed ; 50 cents each eutry. This will be the last chance 

for members of the National Guard to win the Marksman’s Decor- 

ation of 1880. Mntch will be shot rain or shine. After the match, 

competitors making 25 points or over, can obtain a certificate to 

that effect by applying at the N. R. A. office, No. 23 Park Row, N. 
Y. City. The ‘“ Alford** Match will algo be shot a3 P. a1. 
Wednesday, 17—At9 a. m., ‘Remington Gold” Match. Gon- 

ditions as previously announced. At11:304. a, ‘* Ballard Rifle 

Match, Same conditions as heretofore. At 2:45 p. o. the twen- 

tieth ‘Alford Match. Special trains for Creedmoor on these 

days from Hunter's Point and Flatbush Depot, Brooklyn, at 8 and 
9:55 A. a. and 1;30 P. or. 

—— 

PROFESSIONAL VS. AMATEUR. 

RE we right as riflemen to permit a law to ¥o on our by-laws 

which shall make restriction as to the right of one rifleman 

over the other? We hold you cannot do this and deal fairly with 

eyery member of the N. R. A, As ‘Gun and Gallery” says, ‘The 

gum firms and rifle galleries haye been the making of two-thirds of 

the off-shots that visit the ranges,” We are of the opinion that a 

few rich men, who haye lately come into possession of the Direc- 

tor’s ears, are pushing this to win for themselves their own selfish 

desires which, in our opinion, are detrimental to the welfare of the 
N. R.A. We candidly believe that this lay will work ontan eyil 

consequence. Haye not our gun firms given prizes, and in every 
way tried to make omr ranges # suvcess? We fail ta see wherein 

they have in any way performed an act which should merit such 

rebuke ax this law will bring upon them, Rifle shooting, in onr 

opinion, has grown s0 large that the great executive committee 

should be riflemen who donot reside in New York, and who can 
bring with them the opinions of riflemen in every part of the 

United States. If it does not do this, it fails to perform the duty 
for which it was organized—that of spreading the art of rifle shoot- 

ing all oyer this country. his aseociation, we are afraid, has 

within the last tivo years fallen intothe hands of certain rifle shots 

who wre more alert to cutout the so-called ‘professional than 

they were in 1876 or 1878. We also believe that this resolution is 

of a personal character. Well, if it is, the law-mukers of the N. BR. 

A. are fixing on very poor principles to work out their own ends, 

How are they to change prizes that are now marked ‘ All-comers 

Prize?” Professional riflé shooting ia a very smal! matter, and 
one which could have lived, and will live, and neyer for one ne 

ment have or will interfere with the best interests of the N. Rh, A. 

Now, we would like to haye it explained to us why tle Mussa- 

chusetts Rifle Association conld not make up a representatives team 

of American riflemen, and compete with England or Treland, and 

have a8 much a national character as any team formed by the N. 

BR. A.? Yet this new resolution says: ‘And amatenrs only shall 

be allowed to serve, or to compete for places, upon any American 

Inter-State or International rifle teama to be organized by this aa- 

sociation.” We believe the N. R. A, hag taken a great: responsibility 
on their shoulders and it may result in some hard work in getting 

it off. We helieve it would have been wiser to haye left this matter 

alone, You cannot make the distinction between the one und the 
other clear enough to warrant the soundness of such a resolution. 

We hope through your valuable paper will come protests from 

every rifleman with as much or more yigor than the thanks hava 

poured in upon you for your grand exposure of the Dittmar pow- 
der. Faun. 
New York, Oct. 30. 

—— + 

SHoormne with Guasses.—I would suggest to “ Phils.,” whose 

letter in your last issue stated that he is near-sighted, and shoota 
high when using glasses, that he take aim with his rifle in a fixed 

position, first with and then withont glasses, and he can then dis- 

cover if there is any real displacement of the mark by the glasses, 
or whether it is the result of not being accustomed to the use of 
them. Iam extremely near-sighted, and use two pairs of glasses 

when gunning, but have not been troubled by the displacement of 

the mark guch as ‘‘ Phila.” deseribes. M. H.R. 
East Brimfield, Mass. 

I notice in your isne of Oct. 21 a paragraph entitled ‘Shooting 
with Glasses“ from a near-sighted correspondent. Like this cor- 

respondent I am mear-sighted ; am yery fond of shooting, and, if 
what he says applies to open sights only, I haye had a similar 

trouble, especially in target practice. With « long rifle and open 

sights I neyer could draw a ‘‘fine bead" on the centre without 
blurring and mirage, and I almost always shot high. My remedy 
consisted in getting a short rifle, with a thin polished front sight 
made of silver or some white metal. Au T can sea this sight clearly 
there is no blurring. Then I raised my rear sight so that just a& 

the front sight cuts into the lower edge of the bullsaye the bullet 
strikes the centre, With the sights in that position I have no 
mirage. But as my rifle has combined sights I seldom nse the open 
sights in the target shooting, and not always in hunting, as when 
the light is sufficient I find the globe more réliable. Of course 
short rifles and globe sights may not suit all whothaye defective 

‘vision. All that I claim is that such ariffe and such sights are just 
the thing for me; and I believe that most near-sighted persons, 

whose trouble is similar to mine, will find the same remedy 
effectual, 

Of course the cause or causes of auch troubles must be in the 

kind or position of sights in the eyes or in the glasses, Ax your 
correspondent neglects to mention the kind of sights he uses, 
whether the glasses aid his yision much or little, the appéarance 
of distant objects yiewed through them, etc., itis not possible to 
locate the cande of bis trouble with uny exactness ; wd, i writing: 
aa I hayé, Ttmay haye ebot wide of the mark. A. GB: 

Eimberton, Mo, 
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“your correspondent (**Phila.”) will get a pair of spectacles 
naling bis syosight, and pluca them upside down on his nose, per- 

Hips this will remedy the defect he epeaka of. This is the beat 
way to utilize spectacles in shooting when the sight hay failed 
through the adyance of years, A. U, L, 

Madison, Indiana. 

tm Cuore os Honrixa Rrruns.—Hditor Forest aval Streany:— 

Tn yonrissne of 24th inal, I notice a communication from Bexar, 

af Texas, with reference to ‘ Choosing 1 Hunting Rifle,’ who, 

ter examining all the murkets, hag come to the conclusion that 
Winchester rifle is out of the race, haying distanced all tts eom- 
tors, and saya it is “ plain lunguage,” and ‘that itis true, ar 

ll plain language should be.” Allright, Bexar; owt with it, and 

je frank, ay I will try to be before Tam through, I have learned 
mething by experience, and if is due all parties interested to 

know that there is af Jeast one other magazine rifle upon the mar- 
besides the Winchester that ia safe and reliable. Itjis the Ken- 
ly magazine rifle, brought out last year by the Whitney Arms 

company, of New Haven, Conn. It shoots the Winchester .44-cal, 

farividee, 1873 model, and carries fifteen shots in the mayazine. 
This weapon, for fine finish, thoroagh worlnanship, simplicity of 
mpatruction, strength in those purta where most needed, ease of 

ration, certainty of action in the most rapid firing, combining 
eet strength and acuuracy in shooting, brings it.square out to the 

t, “second to none, and acknowledges; no superior in all 
nits of excellimce, so nich desived by eyury ond who handles a 

, either for game or other purposes. I haye used both Win- 
ester and Kennedy magazine rifles, and must pay, candidly, 
Hint 1 never used a rifle that has given the pleasure and general 

Btisfaction that the Kennedy rifle haa done, Tam not condemp- 
iy the Winchester, not a bit of it, knowing it to be a good weapon. 
Sit when they claim that itis about a gun-shot in adyance of all 
thers, I buy itis not true! Plain talk, ‘ thatis whatit should be.” 

The Winchester has been upon the market a long time, and, in the 

mee, quite alone in the magazine line, but nol withont its faults 

ind imperfections, as is well known, Is it possible that when it 

Was first brought ont that all improvements in that line ceased ? 
Does the fact that it has been a long time upon the market, well 

known and introduced, make its superior weapon over all others 
‘Phat may come after? Are not the chances in favor of the new 

‘Paid improved every time in this age pf improvement? It has boon 
th 6 good luck of the Winchester to be the first successful magazine 

‘Wille introduced, and now enjoys the prestige of a name which olone 

fs « big thing in this country, The article that had been drummed, 
yerlised and kept before the people the greatest length of time is 

the one usually considered the best, whether if is or not. You agk 

sonie men what repeating rifle they like best, and they will say: 

Oh, the Winchester is best." Why? Becanse they have heard 
iid rexd more abont it than any other; that sottles it, with them. 

Sit, remember, whila the Winchester has « reputation, there are 
linther repeating rifles that, for accuracy and durability, cannot be 
mrpassed, I am glad " Bexar" has introduced this matter, for it 

aportant to ayery one who is looking after a good rifle to know 
the weapon he puts to his face (perhaps thousands of times) is 

SHfe and not liable to burat at the breech. Orro, 
GCooperstoim, Penn, 

Bu 

+ = 

THE WIMBLEDON SCANDAL. 

PP HERE is in the following communication from oneof the best 

posted and most enthusiastic volunteer shooters on the other 
much that the Directors of our own National Rifle Association 

ht ponder over with profit. The case of the bribery in connce- 
MW with the Olympic I'rize at the recent prize meeting at, Wimble- 

fon is still fresh in the minds of onr readers, Sergeant Mursh- 
Min, the chief offender, was tried by court martial, and, to the 

Aurpitise of volunteers in every part of the kingdom, he was ac- 

iquitted. What sort of comment has been provoked is best told in 
the communication below, dated— 

: : GRAVESEND, Eng., Sept. 25, 1880. 
‘With the coming of age of the Volunteer Porce one of the most 
mutkauble episodes in its history has just heen bronght to a con- 

on, The trial by conrt martial of Sergeant Marshman, of the 
Marine Light Infantry, on a charge of haying fraudulently 

pired to pive filse returns from the butts in ordey to enable a 
ion at the firing point to win a particular arin lias come to an 
in hig acquittal. Tt is obyions that between the yarious ex- 

@ssiony of opinion there is a yery large gap, and one which it is 
Qposed to fill up with a brief outline of ihe various questions in- 
wed in this disagreeable business. 

the first place, we haye to deal with the constitntion of the 
itions] Rifle Association. Although aot one word can be guid 
ost the members of the Council indiyidnally, their proceedings 
6, 18 is customary with many official bodies, drifted into the 
al groove of allowing what is generally called the Hxeentive to 

funase their affairs pretty much as they liked, Now, with regard 
the Wxeoutive of the National Rifle Association at the Wimbledon 
eting, there is room for considerable diversity of opinion, 
& will divide the Executiya into two bodies—one of which has 
go of the purely military disciplino, and the other, which has 

nagement and administration of the shooting arrangements, 
manner in whch the discipline of the Regimental camps, the 
cintion Imes and the Members’ camps has been preserved for 

Uy years past has shown progressive ad al and a spirit 
general contentment existing between the governors and the 
med. 

[cannot be too carefully remembered by the National Rifle Aa- 
tion that the Military features of the Camp are secondary to 

a development of the shooting qualities of the individual mem- 
of the volunteer force. The Camp, in effect, has prown out of 
uforced concentration at a given point of so many hundreds 
ousands of men for a mora or less prolonged period. It was 

a that this body of mencould not be allowed to camp at 
f own sweet will all over the Common, and to wander in and 
a8 they liked. Ib was obvious, therefore, that the Camp became 
gaa to the principal object of the meeting—yiz., the shoot- 
“& butte. 
is 14 the shooting at the butts that the most stringent precan- 
ought to be observed, and here it is where the greatest acn- 

mM und intullivence ought-ta be displayed- by all who attend the 
iting, in-order to insure the necessary conditions of'airness and 
oss being garried_ont ta the satisfaction of eyery one. ‘The 

Menke nuniber of prizes, some of which ure of the most valuable 
‘eeter, which are every year given by the National Rifle Associa- 
ire immeasurably over those of any similar institution or 

cling in the world. At the prize meetings which take place in 
Thlonies and at; Creedmoor the prizes given will not for a mo- 
haar comparison with those rauged on the prize list at Wim- 

on, Itis obyious, therefore, that the National Rifle Association 
Dugland cannotatford to follow the precedent set them hy any 

) or kindred institution. The Association should be nhéad of 
fétything in the known world, andit should setan example of 
ig the utmost perfection of mechanism devoted to the object in 

: i science and money can bring to bear, 
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The facts are that the Association has hitherto steadfastly resisted 
ovary attempt made in the direction of satisfying the legitimate 
curiopity und inquiries of those for whose benefit if ia supposed 
to exist. It has absolutely refused, under any circumstances, to 
sallow aarka to be challenged, It lina introduced a system of 
targets, which, although mechanically superior from many points 
of view to the old targets, has rendered checking the marking by 
the telescope an impossibility, Tt has niost positively declined to 
introduce any system by which a conversation can be readily main- 
tained between the officer at the firing point and the markers at the 
butts, and only quite resently has thought it worth while to have 
an officer to superintend the marking at the targets. The officers 
who haye been depnted by. the Association to superintend the 
squadding ond arrangement, of competitors at the firing point, ap- 
pear to have overlooked the first principles oF conducting target 
practice, and this we propose to conclusively prove by one single 
Ulustration. In the instrnictions for conducting the tonsketry 
prachees for the srmy if is expresdly laid down-—and, in fact, apeé- 
cially direected—that when 4 party is drayn wp for target practice 
the firing shall not take place in the order in which the competi- 
tors’ names are entered on the register. It is also specified that 
when the target practice of a company of the regulars takes place, 
that 1 representative of another company of the same regiment— 
4 bergeant or non-commissioned officer, if possible—should he in 
the mantlet keeping account of the number of shots. Tt 1s further 
obvious that, owing to the targets in use in the regular army being 
of iron, and owing also to the examination of the targets before 
and atter practice, it becomes almoxt impossible that any fraud 
should escape notice. 
The Executive, in fact, to sum it all up briefly, appear to have 

been absolitely incrednlous that any fraud might, could, should or 
would he possible at any meeting xt which they were the presiding 
genu. Major Thompson, forinstance, says he does not consider a 
score of 102 ont of a possible 105, with a Menry-Martini, an excess- 
ive xeore, We do not know whether Major Thompson is what is 
called a shooting may, bul we presume by his reply that he is not. 
eit thexe circumstances we are giying him the benefit of the 
doubt. 
Among the cus for fraud suggested were many, but shifting 

the taarkers in the mantlets is a yery small precaution to take. It 
is the continuous shiffing at the firmg point that can alone prevent 
such fratids ag are alleged to have taken specs at this and the pre- 
yious Wimlledon ineeting. The Conneil as a body appear to have 
leff the whole of the arrangements in the hands of the Executive, 
The Counéil could not realize, and would not believe, that anything 
could go wrong under the management of such intelligent—alheit 
somewhat confiding—military officers. The Council, as arule, de- 
clined to pay any attention to the many complaints that were made 
to them on this and cognate subjects. It has, in fact, succeeded, 
justly or unjustly, in conveying to the minds of many of the com- 
petitors on Wimbledon Common that even if anything were wrong, 
they would prefer its not being discovered, in order to avoid the 
publication of any scandal, 

Tt appears that had it not been for the yery decided action on the 
part of Mr. Humphrey, as 2 member of the Council, that Ma. Runtz 
would not have been able to fire at the target at which the alleged 
fraudulent marking has been made, and consequently, supposing 
such fraudient arrangement to have been in existence, it would 
never have been discovered. It would appear that everything that 
could be done was done (of course innocently) to prevent the de- 
tection of a fraud, supposing one was being carried out, As we 
have already expressed ourselves in these columns, it is the Coun- 
cil and the Executive of the National Rifle Association who haye 
been on their trial in these proceedings. The facts are now on 
record, and tho conclusion at which impartial obseryers have 
arrived can hardly be gratifying to either the members of the 
Council generally, or their Executive officers in particular. 
Ti appears that Mr, Humphrey, on arrival at the target to which 
he insisted on proceeding against the remonstrances of the 
officer, said to Lieut. Houghton, who was in churge of the 
bntts, ib was very singular that they had got the exact score 
they had arranged for, his fact, the central point of the whole 
inquiry, appears to have been disregarded by eyery one coucerned 
except Messrs, Humphrey and Runtz, 
The enormous length to which the proceedings extended rendered 

it, of course, impossible to bring into eyidence a great maps of tes- 
timony which might haye been brought forward, but which, we 
venture to state, if was the duty of the National Ritle Association 
to obtain. We can further add that, so far from the Assuciation 
showing any rel zeal in this mutter, it has succeeded in conveying 
to iimpurtial observers that it was particularly anxious that the 
proseciition should succeed. 

Now, the question which is before the volunteers of Great Britain 
ik, What will be the next step of the National Rite Association ? 
The constitution and organization of that body is by no means sat- 
isfactory, and this most remoxkable case, which has been so grudg- 
ingly entered into by them, and which has been carried ont in such 
a perfinetory and half-hearted manner, has brought matters to a 
Crisis, 
The National Rifle Association is confessedly, by the verdict of 

the trial, placed ina very mvkward position In the first place, 
who is to receive the Olympic priza? Mx Runtz positively states 
he is not entitled toit. Yet the court martial says that he ia, by 
anqnitting Sergeant Marshman of fraud, and pronouncing that Mr, 
Runtz did make six bullseyesand four centres out of ten shots, with 
i Sneider rifle, at 600 yards, on a windy day, In the second place, 
the Association hive to explain to the Volunteer force why, on the 
report of the intended fraud reaching it, steps were not taken to 
provide such a target at the butt as world enable the fraud, if per- 
petrated, Lo be exposed immediately afterward by counting the hits 
then marked on it, and comparing them with the state of the tar- 
fet preyions to the firing? In the third place, was not every effort 
made to prevent the demonstration of the frand, by resquadding in 
such a way aa to attempt to moye Mr. Runtz and Mr. Humphry 
ayay trom “14” target? In thefourth place, why were not the 
greatest efforts made to procure ull the eyidence bearing on the 
vital point—vyiz., the fact that 46 points was the score agreed upon 
before the firing took place? ‘The Association cannot escape from 
these queries by stating that they left these matters to the milita 
anthorities. Tho authorities in (question seem too easily satistie 
for there is not © shooting club in the smallest English village that 
would not be more wary than the Exeeutiye of the N. R. A, The 
Secretary to the Association cannot yery well plead ignorance nor 
credulity. Some statement from him on the part of tlie Association 
would be heartily welcome which would win buck to the Association 
the confidence hitherto reposed in them. er 

The National Rifle Association had better poy its house in order, 
find that yery promptly, for from the proceedings of the court 
mirtial at Gosport has arisen a cloud whieh, small at present, may 
bear, af no very distant date, some possibly unpleasant results to 
the Association und its future operations. It is not too much to 
suy that at present the chauces of the success of the Wimbledon 
meeting of 1881 are measurably doomed. There are many men in 
Great Britain—yoluntesrs of yarious grades in life—mechanies, 
artisans, and men occupying more or less humble positions in life 
—who have attained, at 2 considerable cost of time and of money, a 
moderate amount of proficiensy with the national arm, These 
men have, some by the liberality of their officers, and some by the 
Bibseriptions of shooting clubs which exist in the regiments, 
been able to come yeur after year to Wimbledon, with a yiew of 
-testing on fhe national arena their capacity as shots, SauisngHy. 

2 - — -o-— 

Sree Cur,—The match annually shot at Hartford, Gonn,, for 
the *"T. Steele & Son's Silver Cup" has been postponed, and is 
bow appointed for next Saturday, Noy. 6. The teams will consist 
of four men bach from various towns in the State, 

a 

Prrty Years with tre Guy ayy Rov. D. W. Cross, Cleveland, 0. 
Short & Forman, Printers. 1880. 

This little book of 138 pages deals largely with the history and 

chemistry of gunpowder, touches lightly upon guns aud boats in its 
deucriptiye portion, but deyoted much gpase to some guu trials 

made in Mlinsis, of doubtful yale, inasmuch as ibwas suspected at 

the fime that they were made in the interest of certain tnanutac- 

turers. ‘Thirty pages are devoted to the velocity, didtance, cifuct 

or force, ebc., of shot, giying the calculations of the late Leonard 
Case, which may be of value, but, being in algebraic formula, will 

prove *‘deep water’ to many, and will provoke a smile from the 

old sportsman when it is proposed that he fignre out the proper 
place to “hold” by therules, snd consider the velocity of projec- 

tion, velocity of flight, tine of falling from the greatest height, and 
uiultiply these by the square of his dog’ nose, subtracting the 

number of crackers in his cout-tail pocket and the square of the 

Napierian logarithm. Tu all this we do not really see much of prac- 
tical field work, as one ig led to expect from the alleged tifty years 

mentioned in the title; but over ou the 77th page the author be- 

gins to have a dawning perception of this fact, and proposes to 
drop theories and turm to practice, This he does by giving short 

aketches of goose and duck shooting, with the charges for different 

sized gund, all of which is comprised in fifteen pages, when he 

leads off again into the capacity of fish tanks, foree of wind, men- 

suration, weightd and qmeéasures, leverage, power of pulleys, ete. 

Then comes a chapter on trapping, in which one is told how to 

catch foxex, mink and marten, with a picture (the only one in the 
book) of a ‘ dead-fall,” an article which sportsmen have little use 
for. 

Now comes the fishing, Ag we haye found so little of interest in 

the shooting portion, the liope arises that as the author is not yery 
interesting there he may be an angler, who drops into shooting: oo- 

casionally: but onteadini¢g through the fishing, of which there aru 

seventeen pages, we only tind a few stereotyped directions haw to 

fish for trout, and an alleged contital adyenture of Mr. Snovks, 

who went on his first trip for them. If any one dies laughing over 

Mr, Snooks’ adventiire we will gladly settle the undertaker’s bill. 
After the yery funny Mr. Snooks, we find s chapter entitled, 

“Big and Small-Mouth Bass—How a Bass Takes a Wy ;" but still 

ow brain varries the information contained without bulging our 

simmer hat, or even requiring a #hoe-horn to get it on. 

When onr author gets into the three-page description of ‘ How 
to Paddle and Pole a Boat,” he soems to have struck the first 

original vein since he staked out his claim, and he works it for nll 

itis worth ; so to those who wish to. perfect themselves in this 

branch of athletic sport we recommend the book. The direc- 

tions how to make trout flies in these days, when anglers can buy 

them so cheaply, are entirely useless to the rising generution, to 

whom this knowledge is not as necessary us it was to the fly-fishers 
of the past generation. 

Taking this book as 2 whole, it is 40 largély a re-hash of what 

has been written, and not entertainingly re-hashed at that, that we 
are wearted with the labor of writing up its excellencies. 

— 

—The greatest appetizer, stomach, blood and liyer regulator on 
earth—Hop Bittters, 

Hachting and Canoeing, 

SINGLE-HANDED CRUISERS. 

iG we can judge by the number of letters received and the warmth 
of their encouragements, a popular chord was struck when we 

broached the subject of ‘‘single-handed ernisers” 2 fortnight ago, 
** Just the very thing we want,” “Haye been hunting high and 
low for something of the sort," ‘Don't stop with diagrams fox 
oaval architects only, but give us all the details of her fitings, how 
you would build her, what she will cost, what must she haye for an 
outfit,” ‘* Will sell my present boat and commence building just as 
soon a8 you publish the promised lines.” These are some speci- 
mens of the expressions receiyed from the public, and we truat that 
they will not be suamepointed when the proper time comes, after 
publishing our annual statisties now in preparation. That there is 
a demand as large as if is enthusiastic for amall cruisers, which can 
be turned into floating homes, there can be no doubt any more than 
that the present wide, flat catboat, or jib and mainsail, fails to sup- 
ly the wantfelt. The cruiser which can be managed by a single 
ind when desired, and that not for an hour or two of extra exer- 

tion, but for day after day throughout all the vicissitudes and trying 
experiences of a voyage, mmst possess a variety of characteristics 
not to be found in the present style of ‘small boat.” Probably no 
one will object to the following features as necessary to the fullest 
enjoyment of a cruise of some length which takes the owner into 
strange waters to meet with happenings and adyentures, the attrac- 
tions of which to the persistent stay-at-home or ‘mud flat” sailor 
muat remain a sealed book, In the first place the little cruiser 
must be “cheap.” The masses can never expend a fortune upon a 
yacht, but that need be no reason at all why they shonld not enjoy 
the sport to the fullest extent and reap its manifold benefits. ‘They 
have only to build boats suitable to the purpose and all the romance 
of cruising lies at their conimand, The boat to satisfy the popular 
taste for distant sailing, for ‘poing foreign,” must cost ttle to 
build and cost next to nothing to maintain. She mmgt be abso- 
lutely safe, in other words uncapsizable in the worst of circum- 
stances. The novice nmast he able to take his tum at the helm 
without the fretting care lest one faus—pis will drown him ; the 
expert must be able to leave the stick and diye down below for 
look at the chart, for grub, or for spare gear of any sortin bad and 
squally weather without his heart jumping imto his mouth at every 
heel with which his little shaver meets the puffy blasts of Boreas in 
bed humor. You must be able to turnin your bunk while ‘the 
other watch” is on deck with no fear of awakening suddenly, wrong 
side up, should your shipmate at the helm happen to fall a prey ta 
dozing from the effects of unaccustomed work the first days out. 
The confidence that you are proof against any gale and any ABA, 
and that no continuation of the two can in the least affect thé nor- 
mal condition of the craft under you we tegard as an essential to 
the small cruiser, in importance far beyond any other, She ahonld 
furthermore have the greatestroom below and on deck for a boat 
of her tonnage, By that we mean bona fide or useful room, not 
simply # deceiving extreme in anyone direction, but judicions re- 
lation of all three dimensions which go to give us the volume of 2 
cabin and of the two which give us the area of the deck. She 
should be able and weatherly. Able, because thereia no satisfaction 
itt cruising in & boat which at the mildest lop of a sea is thrown.out 
of sorts, jumps and pounds, and forgets to so dhead, Wartherly 
becanse the cruiser wants to fetch somewhere, and hia evatt shod 
be close-yinded.and mike as ttle leeway as possible, especially in 
rongh water. Invig she should be handy. Her saily should be go 
cent as to he effective to leave the boat under complete control in 
foul weather; to oifer the groatest variety of changes to suit 
changing cirenmstances, and they should be so readily managed by 
the crew of one or two men that thei handling will not entail over- 
work or call for spasmodic exertion, Aa much speed ay possible 
with the foregving in view should ha aimed atas amatter of course. 
Stowage for the naceasaries of life, the boat's outht and the com- 
forts of the yoyagers should be supplied, araplein amount and im- 
previons to leakage or mould. Strength of construction and thor- 
oughness in detail would seem tu stand tu reason, though complete 
ly oyerlooked in two boatd out of oyery three. Finally, our little 
ship should ‘‘laye gome style about her." She should not look 
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like 2 country production, like a haphazard effort, like an acvidunt, 
or like amass of incongruities, sho should not be a mere rule-of- 
thumb production, but in eyery line the artist eye should discoyer 
beauty and the mechani¢ an intention. 

Audowith such a craft, a little ship unto herself, it needs only 2 
wideawake man at the helm to sail her where lie may list ; and with 
the honest wood beneath him he can laugh at the heayier purse 
and big tonnoage of his neighbor, and like him can ‘* yacht it” with 
qnite 1s much fervor, deeply absorbed in the many little details of 
of his wee pet, whose every characteristic, freaks of waywardness, 
tritle nud tribulations le learns to love, humor or correct. How 
ihwse various essentials may be successfully combined we propose 
to show by a design and specifications m the near future. 

Jy will be interesting in the meantime to give some details of an 
English yacht of small dimensions, for which we draw upon a 
devipn which recently appeared in the London Field. They will 
serye to show how much of “the real thing” can be got out of 
even the most limited tonnage when sound feted displaces the 
skimming-dish vagaries of the men who can conceive of nothin: 
else in w yacht but great speed on a length measnrement, madnoet 
by abnormal spars in a man-trap, a large load of sand and a whole 
water Iront ward for crew—not to forget the jug and the keg. 
The Wulfruna, as the English yacht is named, was built tor the 
rough work incidental to knocking about the south coast of Eng- 
land, and to conform to our ideas and the wants of the Atlantic 
seaboard might be modified in some respects, but she will serve as 
un example, pointing out the direction in which we should modity 
our customs to attain similar qualities, 

Waulliina is a big little boat,” and, best of all, cost, complete 
only $300! A thorough erniser for little more than a mere make- 
shift of a eat-boat of equal length. She is, of course, both deep 
and beamy, room and ability in rough water being thereby secured. 
Ter midship section is bold, with the greatest beam 9in above the 
lond-line. The bilge is round and eusy, the floor with abont 40 
deg. dead rise and a slight hollow at the garbourds, fairing down 
into the side of the keel Length over all, 18ft.; on load-line, 15ft,; 
least frueboard, 20in.; forward, 25in.; aft, 22in.; rocker keel, with 
the forefoot well rounded up, and about 15 deg, rake to sternpost, 
with the heel cut up a trifle ; greatest depth from load-line to rab- 
bet, 25in. The water-lines are long and easy forward, with 
slight hollow. the load-line making an angle of about 24 deg. Aft, 
the lines are round and full, easy section lines being depended 
npon for aelear run, From rabbet to bottom of keel amsidslnps is 
i9in,; greatest draft, 3{t. Sin., which is midship frame ; draft aft, 
3tt. Gin., and forward, 3ft, from bow, itis 34in. A sweep through 
these three points will give the round of the keel. Greatest beam, 
6ft.; lieam at load-line, 5ff. Gin., and one foot below load-line, 3ft. 
sin.; width of rudder, 20in, She carries 16ewt. of iron on her 
keel, contined to a length of 9ft , and about lin. square amidships, 
tupering at the ends, Besides this, 5 cwt. of iron was stowed in- 
side to bring ler down to the best fim. Being so small, she was 
rigged us a sloop, the simplest aud cheapest for a boat of her 
class. ‘The must steps 5ft. from the bow, mininsail contains 160 sq. 
tt., jib 50 ond topsail 40, The accommodations consist of a short 
cabin, the sizo of which is increased by hauling a water-tight slid- 
ing latch over the cockpit, throwing both into one, the steersmen 
rehring to a small “well” abaft the cockpit. The seas may then 
wash her fore and aft without harm, The house over the cabin is 
4it. Giu. long, 4in, high and 4ft. wide. The fore penk is entered 
hy a small hatch 1ft, square. The Wulfruna was built by Hodge 
at Dartmouth, und after trial her owner expresses himself well 
wutisfied with her. She comes about like a cat-bout, is easy on her 
helin and is extremely close-winded, ‘That she affords a fair de- 
gree of comfort is shown by the fact that the owners wife accom- 
pauies him on jus runs from port to port. This type of boat may 
not be exactly what we need, and imiproyements suggest them- 
selyes in seyeral directions, but who, with the least instincts of the 
sailor in him, would not rather skipper a boat hike Wulfina than a 
gaud-bagger, or her first cousin the light-draft centre-board sloop? 

+ 

MEASUREMENT FOR TONNAGE, 

Raitor Forest and Stream: 
We evidently differ somewhat in our yiews on the measurement 

question, and it is therefore not snrprising that while I concur in a 
great many of your remarks on the subject, there are others which 
appear to ine open to criticism, TI shall not now, however, enter 
npon a discussion of the question at large, but merely refer to one 
or two points. Yon svem to admit that a ‘* three dimensions rule” 
would not in all probability work satisfactorily in practice because 
it would encourage an extension of length at the expense of the 
other two dimensions, more particularly depth ; and to counteract 
this evil you propose to adopt a modification by taking a standard 
depth ‘fo depend npon a consideration of the other two chief di- 
qneusions.” Ldonotknow how you would put this in practice, 

but Jet us suppose that you put the depth D=c Vin (¢ heing a 
constant), Instead of the tonnage T=LxBxD, you would haye 

T—=Lxbx ¢ V LF, which may be simplified thns + T= (L B) 3-2. 
Phat is, you would obtain a vessel's size by taking a potential 
fnnction of two dimensions, and lewying out the third alfogether, 
Of course you may choose some other form, but the result will 
inevitubly be something like this. But can this with any show of 
reason bé called a “modification” of the ‘* three dimensions” tule? 
To me it appears a totul departnre from the principle laid down 
that ‘a vessel should puy for excess of bulk, no matter where 
found” If a bulk measurement is the only one devised which is 
correct in theory” then a rule such as the aboye would evidently 
be incorrect, becanse it is not a bulk measurement. / 

But admitting thet some modification of # principle may in cer- 
tuin cases be admissible, the fact that such @ radical change as thin 
in thonght necessary is, I think, apt to raise a doulitas to the cor- 
yeetnoss of the theory; for practice must at last be the test of 
theoretical correctness, and if a theary is found to be practically ob- 
jectionable there is a presumption that it is either founded on 
faulty reasoning, or it niay be imperfect, wanting some important: 
element which would qualify or eyen upsebit. Twill not presume 
to nay that your “momentum” theory is of this kind; but on the 
other hand it has not, I confess, been made clear to my mind that 
iomentum—speaking generally and independent of the question of 
motive power, which you do not wish to tax—is in itself an ele- 
meut of speed and has a ‘‘yirtue entirely independent of linear di- 
mensions, per se.” By these remarks I do not mean to condemn 
the ‘standard depth” expedient. Having doubts as to the cor- 
reetness as well of the ‘ bulk” as the “momentum theory) for I 
must still discriminate between these two) [ cannot lool: npon a 
departure from them as a serious evil. Possibly some such formula 
as that given aboye might be found to work well. Getter still, 
pousibly, to assume the depth to be a fraction of the length only, 
The formula would then read thus; T=c L2 BL, But they both 
puggest the iden of a make-shift. f 

Tf ghall continue to watch with interest the progress of the 
Measurement movement on your side, and hope you will be able to 
devise some rule which will foster a sound, seagoing style of yacht, 
while at the same time it leayes with the designer the utmost 
freedom of judgment. Cony ARCHER, 
Linrvig, Norway, Sept. 6. 

The modification we recommended in the measurement of depth 

wan intended not to cover any fault in the theory of the *! three 

dinousion rule,” but to foster the production of a wholesome type 
of vessel in rexpect to freeboard, Poy light weather racing a sicri- 
flea of the latter might be made to gain an adyantage in respect to 
tonnage, und it wad with wyiew to removing the inducement to 

such gucrifice, and the consequent production of racing thachines 
of low frecboard that we proposed the modification. Racing ma- 
chinos by shirking open water and hard weather matches, can run 

np an enviable sizing of prizes won in smooth water, and by ex- 

ample would indues all racing men to forgo other qualities in their 

craft und seek to excel only in tho requisites of 1 smooth-water 

quug-humter. Haying control of the disposition of prizes themselyea 

they would naturally confine their racing courses to sheltered waters. 
We already suffer quite enongh from such tendeuvies in Americt 

way of a rule partial to their procliyities, 
such limitution placed upon the ‘* three dimension rule’! as will, in 
practice, promote the construction of wholesome yachts which 
sliall not be penalized when racing in fair weather for their posses- 

sion of qualities which cvery sailor desires to see them display 

mnder other circnmstances, Turn any way you like and it willbe found 

next to impossible to tranié a rulé vorrect in theory without some 
modification in pratice for the guke of ready application, and the 

encouragement of yachts of fair “wll round” qnalities, 

we can bee, a rile fonnded upou the principles suggested im these 

columns will more nearly fulfill the wish Mr, Collin Archer ex- 
presses in the last paragraph of his letter than any other. 
be based upon logic in the first place, and then qualified in such # 

manner us {0 lead to the production of an able, safe, roomy craft. 

Under any civcumstances such a rule would not giye special coun- 
tenance to the wash-bow] light-draft monstrosities which are the 
outgrowth of measurement by “ simple length,” nor yet the expen- 

sive moderu Huglish cutter, the outgrowth of the squeezing ten- 
dencies of the old Thames rules. 
fined to the practical side of the question as a re-opening of the theory 
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withont giving the emooth-water turs aay further incentive m the 

Tlenee our desire to see 

So far as 

Itwould 

These remarks have been con- 

of measnrement would lead us too far from the course laid down 

for the coming winter, We conclude by pointing to the recent Re- 

gina-anita match as an illustration of the fallacy of fhe length 

standard which, onder different conditions of wind and weather, 

might haye been misleading in its effect. - 
+r 

WHAT THER LAKES SAY, 

Editor Forest and Stream ; 
We haye no claim to the name of old yachtsmen perhaps, still 

the yachting colums receive our first attention when the Forrsr 
AND STREAM is opened Saturday evenings after supper. We are 
pe to boat sailing here during the warm summer evenings, and 
ove a dashing September breeze, when it will make our cratt spin 
through the water at a lively rate. Wecan always excuse the en- 
thusiasm of the yachtaman who owns and sails his own yacht; 
hence, when some one gives his experience of the pleasures of 
sailing a deep keel yacht we say heartily, ‘Amen.’ We have little 
sympathy on the lakes with u jumping, bobbing boat, yelept a 
yacht, but really a mass of fuss aid feathers. 

It is not my purpose to give my own Secs but to give an 
example of another's experience, induced by a careful inquiry into 
the system adopted by an Eastern builder of light-drafts. 

A gentleman absorbed in business wanted some means of recre- 
ation, As a friend owned some interest in a small yacht, he often 
went sailing. He had a chance to buy a 30ft. yacht ut a bargain. 
She was an open boat, of tine model and a good sailer, In a little 
while his tastes outgrew his small boat, and he wanted a cabin 
yacht, Reading my copy of Forest ANp SpReam he became inter- 
ested in the astern light-dratt model, Some Wastern friends 
knew of one for sale, He went to New York, saw the boat, suiled 
in it, and came home 4s unsettled as he went away. She was too 
much for lim, Hepreferred a keel boat, in spite of his inclina- 
tions being attracted to light-drafts at first by reading the letters 
ii Foresr ANp Stream. A short time after his return a friend 
wrote him about a yacht on Take Erie bemg forsale. She was 
indorsed by yachtsmen as a fine boat in every way. He took the 
night train, say her, went out on the lake with her, and tried her 
working in a smart breeze. That was enough. The coutrist wus 
too great. He went lo the agents ana bought her, and came home 
a deep kecl man, Prom that time on we haye never heard any- 
thing of light-draft loats, or being able to run over bars and 
shuals or tying up atthe docks, He rejoices that he can carry 2 
tender, and during the hot nights they could sleep quietly on board, 
and in safety, away off from shore, anchored in the lake ; while 
she is a0 stiff that his wife enjoys the sailing, and is as much an 
enthusiast ae her lusband, and claims a share in the ownership of 
their floating home. 

This to my mind is one of the surest indications of the yalue 
justly to be attached to the fine lives and deep model of a keel 
boat. Tt has always seemed to mé that there was such an amount 
of work in heating np against the wind in a boat drawing only a 
few inches of water that I prefer a keel boat of deeper draft to 
work to windward with. W. D. L. 

oe 

WHAT THE NONPARHIL IS. 

Rostyn, L. I, N. ¥., Oct, 23. 
Eivilor Burest and Stream. + 

Allow me to say that when an individual attempts an attack 
through the columns of a respectable newspaper he should be sure 
of his facts ff he would avoid being langhed wt, ‘A Yuchtaman ” 
states that my * style of boat”—meaning the patent Nonpareil— 
“Gg yirbuully a skipjack,” ete. Now haye nothing to say for or 
against skipjicks, except that one or two Tum acquainted with are 
rewarkably fast, to windward particularly. Bat permit me to tell 
the party who thinks heis **A Yachtsman"’ that the skipjack is or- 
dinarily a very wide boat, with a eharp deadrise bottom her entire 
length, usually carries a large suit of sila, and is practically noth- 
ing but a jib-and-mainsail racing boat, 

The patent Nonpareil, on the other hand, is w narrow boat, has 
a perfectly flat bottom half its length, and carries a small rig. 
My new ‘style of boat,” that after all is only one of seyeral 

models from which IT am prepared to build, is simply the sharpie, 
with pounding habits teken out of her ; and sharpies haye been fa- 
vorably known these forty years aud more, ‘They have their special 
uses, us the Forms? AND Nrevam puts it, and will speak for thom- 
selyes. ‘Thos, OLApranr, 

12+ 

Knrekpreocken Canon Ciuve.—Under this title w new canoe 
club has recently buen organized, A constitution and by-laws haye 
been putin force, and the following officers elected; Commodore, 
R, J. Wilkin ; Viee-C@ASf Arthur Brentano; Treasurer, A. Lowen- 
thal ; Secretary, Simon Brentano ; Measurer, Nt. BE, Denne. Tt is 
proposed to acquire headquarters within the city Jimits. We are | 
glad to see such active sigue uf the spread of canoeing, 

App One More,—the sloop Imperia, formerly of New York, has 
heen hauled outat Lawley’s Yard, South Boston, and will receive 
an iron keel. 

Wanten vo CuArter,—Darties having a sehoiner—keel pre- 
ferred—of abont eight hundred tous, to\charter fur midsummer 
next year, may send particulars to this office. 

Caxorrme,—A correspondent well acquainted in canoeing circles 
writes us that there seems to be quite a jump in the popularity of 
the sport, and that he is kept busy answeriny inquiries, Glen's 
Fall's has organized a club, and so have Whitehall ; Cleyeland, 0.; 
Duanesburg, N. ¥.; St. J olinsbury, Vt., and several other localities 
huye organization under advisement, 

Tux Ouran Peann,—From the London Wield we take the follow- 
ing in reference to this hig craft ; “The magnificent American-hult 
yacht Ocean Pearl, about 250 tons yacht mexsurement and 147 tons 
moéusurement, is now forsale. She was built this year in Massa- 
chusetts regardless of cost, and claused for eleven years Al, Has 
large saloon, dining saloon and smoking room ; eight staterooms 
(one of which is a family one), all elegantly fitted up in hard wood, 
ind yentilited thronghont with Norton's patent ship yentilator. 
This splendid cruising yacht has justimade a fie run across the 
Atlantic, and is moat admirably adupted for the mediterranean.” 

Ouvsader.—This schooner has been hauled out ut Mumm's new 
yard, foot ot Fitty-fitth ptrect, South Brooklyn, and is being 

lengthened aft, 80 a4 to modify # Iomekle fonud ib her section lin 
when i draft was taken off from the actual bout, 

= 2 
CRUISE IN A CANOE. 

Mr. F. E. Sicgfiied has recently completed oi mteresting week's 
ernise in a canoe, and from the Detroit Pree Press we extract thd 
following + 
yer since reading MeGregor’s exploits im the canoe Rob Roy, 2 

small boat capable of being carried in an emergency—arranged 
be slept in dnd easily propelled—in which extensive journeys had 
been made throughout Europe and the Bast, I have been possessed | 
with the idea of making a trip in a ‘‘eruising canoe,” 

THE CRAFT. 
Canocing has become quite the thing in England and 1a becoming” 

popular in this country, #0 much £0 that that the principal citiey 
now boast their “canoe clubs.” T bought a Racine yeneer canoe, 
weight sixty pounds, with its eyuipment—viz., a donble bladed) 
paddle, jointed ; @ wast, also jointed; a sail, combined lile-pite- 
server, Cushion and mattress, all complete, for S65. * 72 , 

Tt contained apparatus for steering with fhe fect, and water and 
air-tight compartments in which to stow the outlit. The beauty 
the paddle as a means of locomotion is that the navigator faces the 
way he is going, and paddling is far lexs of an exertion than row- 
ing, Twenty miles a day can be accomplished without fatigue, 
Joe was “wwillin’,” so we planned a week's cruise. We decided to 
make a trip from Lake Huron to Detroit, Down the St. Clair 
River, which separates the United States from Carada, to the fa- 
mous marshés or flats’ at the mouth of fhe riyer in Lake St 
Clair ; down one of the numerous channels through “the Wats” to 
the Canada shove of the like and around the xhore to Detroit, nea 
the entrance of the Detroit River, at the éxtreme foot of Lake St 
Ghaizh +e * ‘ 
We prepared ourselves with the followin outiit, which I give 

for the benefit of auy one contemplating such w ornise ; 
CLOTHING. 

Slippers (to wear in the canoe). 
Stout shes. 
Two pair socks, 
Two pair pants (one pair on, of course). 
One heayy coat. 
Tiyo flannel undershirts. 
One blue oyershirt. 
‘Two pair draavers. 
One tnbber blanket, 
Two pair woolen blankets. 
One air pillow. 
We also took an alcohol stove, conrpass, liqnor, twine and cord, 

sketching materials, opera glass, charts, ete,, atc, : 
VRUYISIONK, 

Liehig’s extract of beef. 
Condensed mill. 
Coffee and pugar. 
Lemons. 
Canned soups ; tomatocs. 
Sardines, salinon, ete,, ele. 
Cooking mtensilk. 
T devised a small tent to be spread oyor the canoe at night, sup- 

ported by the mast and Loom, amd capable of heme rolled into 
small compass. ‘The whole outtif, including tent, weighing lest) 
than uinety pounds, was slowed away in Landy packuyera io the 
water-tiglit Compartments of the cunge. We took 1 steamer Troy 
Detroit to Lake Huron. 

Tt was at nine o'clock one beautiful morning that we Jamnelied 
our canoes off the dock at Port Huron, with aw shower of comuiunta 
from a large orowd which never failed, 18 ut overy other places 
civilized or otherwise, thereafter that we departed trom. : 

DOWN THE RIVER §T; (LATE, 
The breeze freshened, and everything indicated that we would 

make the month of the river by night. We rnict great numbers of 
vessels, and the pisscugerd on one big Luke Saperior propeller 
crowded to the rail and railed at us ws we shot past At one puinl 
we ran in close to the shore on the other side+ aman_driving & 
horse and buggy came into view on the highway, which mai for 
quite a distance near the shore, We challenged him; le whipped | 
us hip horse, and we had a merry race for nearly a mile, when the | 
road wound out of view. 

Marine City was reached at one o'clock, where we lind dinner, » 
An old lady, with teara in her eyés, sought our acquaintance, aud 
having learned of ony proposed journey, ruqnestad that we keep iw 
lookout for the body of her little grandson, supposed to haye boat” 
drowned in the St. Clair River. 

At three o'clock we madt the head of Walpole Island, on tie 
Dominion side, Here we landed to cousnlt the charts and nd 
on our future course. We encountered un old Indian, but found ly 
could talk only Chippewa, As we couldn't, a few grunts and 
snort were all the information we got out of him. He left aud” 
bronght unother Indian, whom, I suppose, was noted for his nye 
lish education, He informed usa that the inland was “ Tnjuub 
reserve,” and that the old man was ‘ boss'—**Him Chief.” At” 
this juncture several more tudians approached, mid after treating” 
them to tobaceo, we hoisted sail for Adg otic a sniall village nearly 
opposite, in Michigan, We landed amid the piercing observations — 
of a crowd of about 100 spectators. After a yan attempt fe got a 
deaf mau to watch our canoes, we started to procure rome provi 
sions. Aside from looking like brigands, perhaps, we know of wo” 
reason why our udyent should create Ao profound a sensation. T 
bud omitted to get my lijor flask filled, so we went to the come 
bined dry goods, gracery, crockery, dang and hardware store, wed 
post-ofive. 
Lasked the yonng mun for whisky, 
“Cunt let you have it,” said he. 
is Why ” 

“You must haye « physivian’s preseriplion,” he veplied. 
“Well, I can give you one," said T boldly. 

Are you # doctor?” 
“Tam!” And T here thought of G. W.'s little hatchet. 
Hero's # blank,” producing one;  Allit out properly for whet 

you want.” 
T vogitated for a mionient or two, and here is what T produced: 

Bekele ec peve ty tee at Vesta teres 

Sp'tis frumenti | Viltoz. : 
> Directions : 5 
x Use aa directed when rexnired, 

The youug ian gave a bewildered Jook at my enuburnt nose aod” 
went to potit up. We went ont tu mike ather purchases, aud ow 
our return found the entird store ocuupied by a beyy of yout” 
ladies. The young man behind the eounter, with x worried loo 
on his Classic faatures, was busy distwibuting the mail, and avery 
blessed pair of eyes m eyary one of those blessed heads wax fixed 
pon us two bashful young men when we came mn. We had ta 
wait for the youlig man, Onpr situvtion was truly émbarrissing. 
Had we been dressed in the nawal attire of civilized travelers we” 
would luye buen tatherad; bub ty be caught with read Vnrlieh 
friezes on our heads, with blue shirts aad knee-breedhes on, wd 
with long stockings on, by u svove Or nore of pretty gilts, was ton, 
too much. How they did stare at ue! Joe liid One of lis slihs 

 belund » rake-handle, and Tretreated to tha friendly shelter of a 
suusoge-stnitor, Tinally the yonnp man cane up pmiling, and 
said, 40 loudly that every one of the dameels heard him : : 

“Oh! yon have come for that whisky !* and handed na a bi 
Wack bottle that would hold nearly a gallon, 

We fled from the store armd a choruy of lunghter. Joe and TI 
are going up there te nasassinate that young mun, 
When we reached our canoes we found # regular mass tueetin 

asscmibled—the whole male population. Joe asked @ slim min * 
Any one was sick in Algonac?” The slim mun suid “Yes,” J 
heaved a mighty sigh and responded + ** Phen they're not all here ' 

~ ee 
—Clergymen, Lawyers, Editors, Bunkers aud Ludies need fo 

Bitters daily, for perye force, 
7 
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Archery. 

PRIVATE PRACTICE CLUB, 

SEPTEMBER SCORES, 

HM shooting of the members of this club during September 
shows but few remarkable features, although a general 

dency toward the shorter ranges is perceptible as the hours of 
ractice shorten with the days. During the winter mouths there 

ill be a few members, no donbt, who will have the hardihood to 
shoot the ‘York round” despite the snow and bitter winds, but 

ost of the members will doubtless be content with sixty-yards 

jooting in halls, and leaye the long ranges for next May. We 
st that enough may cling to the outdoor practice to give us a 

dompurison next spring between those who haye practiced only at 

‘short-range, and those who have had even limited practice at the 

Jo nger ranges of the Yorkround, Among the notable performances 
of the month of September, the score of 45 hits, 261 points, made 

Mr. Manrice Thompson on the 30th, stands pre-eminent. Un- 

stionably this is the greatest feat at the 80-yards range yeti ac- 
“omuplished in America, and few instances are recorded in English 

“archery annals where it has been exceeded. 

The most beautiful record thronghont the month was made by 
Mr. Frank H. Walworth, of Saratoga Springs. This archer, who is 
Gf only one season’s experience, has at once pressed to the front 

Yank of American archers, and bids fair to bear away the champion 

medal for the coming year. His 60-yards shooting is now better 

than that of any living magnate of England's archery, and it is 

donbifnl if his equal can be found in America. Shooting 29 scores 

of 24 arrows each, be only fell below 100 points in a single instance, 

ind ten times seored 24 hits, His average was above 120 points. 

This is admirable work. At 80 yards he got a splendid average, 

ind only at 100 yards is he yet weak. His score of 416 at the single 
York is a record of which he should be proud. 

Steady and beautiful shooting by Prof. T. R. Willard encourages 

the hope that we may see the “lone archer” as a competitor in the 

Tront rank at the next National. No progress could be more sure 

and satisfactory than this member has shown, bis double York 

round of 157—703, scored on the 21st aud 22d, being only a trifle 

Breve his average for the month, All honor to the ‘lone archer” 

Who proposes to defy the wild weather of the prairie winter in pur- 
suit of his solitary practice ! 

A new and weleome face appears this month, new fo the Private 

Practice Club, though not new to archery. Itis a pleasant duty to 
Yeeord the name of Mr, Brackett among the members of the club, 

md the score recorded at the single York opposite his name of 76— 

is one of the notable things of the month. 

DM». Hyatt, thongh an old acquaintance, comes newly among us, 
every member will rejoice to greet him. He enters the arena 

with twenty York rounds as tokens of his prowess, and not a single 

&dditional score at the short ranges. Well done! Welcome ! 
Ogr good frieud, De Graff, shows marked improvement this 

mouth. Sorry, however, to see that he has left the Church ! 

Some of our familiar names are absent. What has become of 

Peddinghaus? Of old we leaned upon him for our good scores. 
cly he has not forsaken us! And Hussey, and L. D, Edwin, 

did Jesse Deyal, where are they? 

CLAss I. 

E. B. Weston, Highland Park, IL. 
York Rounds, 
100 yds. 80 yds. 60 yds. Total. 

September 1B so eee el 4. .58 17.67 21.03 52.18 
hie ees we . 15,68 93) 91 16... 60 54, Yl4 

OL arrows at 60 yards. 
BO..84 22..66 17:.75 10..52 17..68 15 U 12.66 19.. 83 14,60 

4 2 18..63 22..98 J6..49 17 ap 69 20.000 20. 96 
. 13..3T 14..40 18..68 18. 48 15..71 16.. 58 16..72 

Average York Toes erqwaeesagul. Average 80 yards, rar 
| Average 100 yards, . -. bWIy Average 60 yards, ., 

Will. H. Thompson, Crawfordsville, Ind. 
York Rounds, 

100 yds. S0 yds. 60 yds. Total 
( plemiber 20, 25,101 88. .168 22, 120 85. 859 

85,151 88..168 22.126 95. 445 
45, .179 39, 163 23.125 107. .A6T 

45 alrows at SO yards, .86..153 85,.163 39..171 88. .178 44.204 41. .209. 

24 arrows at 60 yards, 
125) 28..141 82.184 28,149 24. 14u 23.119 Bt. .4B0 98.193 
118 28,125 22.136 21..117 23..081 22,.94 81..107 Ya 134 
122 Y3..127, 

erage York 1ound. +433 2-8 Average 8) yards ATS 2-9 
Averase 100 yards (2143 2-3 Average 60 yards...0.....126 16-21 

Maurice Thompson, Crawtordsville, Tod. 
York Rounds. 

100 yds. 80 yds. 60 yds. Yotai. 
ccAR AS SAS RLS OR a 30.. 94 36.180 21,,111L ST. .8S5 

14. So beers! 41.208 22.118 96, 454 
SO sa rctiia-ti Kshs ole vis 27... 87 39.103 24, 130 M0. 410 
See SOA ON ele; 28.110 30. .152 23,119 $1..351 
Bee re As fo chy ee ciah 29,123 45.261 22, 122 96. 506 

24 arrows at 60 yards, 
Wi «020.. 94 24.136 21.109 21,,107 92,199 98..419T 94,196 
115 22..128 23.948) 21.113) 221.132 93,,133° 91.191, 

verauge York BES Teach 427 1- 5 Average 80 yards. 197 + 5 
erage 100 yards.......-.109 2-5 Average 60 yards. --121 3-H) 

Frank i. Walworth, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 

York Rounds, 

100 yds. 80 yds. 60 yds. Total. 
September Bocas styecass 2 B85 84 SL. .18T 24194 83.355 

6. BO, 104 28.166 23, 125 91. .395 
32, 108 32,134 23.109 87. .351 

careers: 25.115 BO... 120 22. 9% 47. .327 
25.. 91 40. .190 28, M35, 3S. .416 

ALTOWS at 50 yards—s4..148, 35.167, 38,.158, 
24 arrows av 60 yards. 

22..003° 24..198 B8..115 B8..123 23..191 28.11 g4. 449 
2a. .128 24..124 24.136 24..018> 24..140 0.118 31..113 
23,1287 22..105 23..011 21..121 23,.127 4f. 185 94. 390 

erage York rouad....... 36S 4-5 Average SO yards.......... 455 
erage 100 yards..-....... 1022-5 Average 60 yards.......-..120 3-99 

Chass Il, 

Poster H. Brackett, Boston, Mass. 
York Rounds. 

100, yok 80 yds. 60 yds. u 
BEPLGMLEN Nees eevee eee eedT en 21, 127 10. a tere 

Dia ipacs apiene “aod 4 Pe 25... $6 1... Go 
Nitpreee tet teary ao HG, 21,. 65 19. 10T 
Band 9.,......31,.188 27. 1s 18.. 96 

Boe ITs ee os RS #0. 140 20., 76 
72 avrows it. 100 yards—16.. 60. 

34 arrows at 60 yards. 
PTA 90..72 21.109 22.74 18,82 VW 19.71 21,107 88..117 

M4 14..00, 
ige York rownod.. Pee eS Average 50 yin meenee oe 10) yards. Se s0 yards 2) 107 & 

+ 8228 Average 6 yards, ....... Sd 76 

T. A. Willard, Galesburg, Il. 
York Rounds. 

so yds. 0 yds. Total, 
September Ah Sota the otare es 982. 1T 17... 67 SB 229 

23a. Ot If... 19 +209 
wa 25..119 19,. $5 4,996 
J} 27, 103 17.. 91 74, 306 
. 35. 18.. $4 16 +306 
oe #1. 18,. 58 
3s 33. 20... 78 
© Cea 15.. 75 
tbe od. 2 Mh 
* ay 1 .105 
vi 29 24,130 
sé S08 v2.. 96 
ba Hynde B. a3 5s ob) 7B $1. 133 16., 80 

v4 arrows at 6 yards. ‘ Ps 
“4h. 1A 1S,. 72 IS.. 80° “8f.. 81 18.. 92 93,.99 19.. 81 I7.. 71 
ey) 19..108 17.. 77 17.. 19 18.. 92 21..99 18..: 50 22. 108 
15,. 69 16.. 88 20.. 88 @1,.111 18,.74 2%..109 21,.79 19.107 

Averaye York round.....<..808 213 Average 80 yards. 124 11-18 
Average 100 yards.......,., 91 10-18 Average 60 yards,...... 88 14-37 

¥. O. Hyatt, Cortland, N. Y. 

York Rounds. 
100 yds. 80 yds, 60 y ds. Total. 

September 3, -.-- FF tb ened 10. Bul 20... 8) 17... 81 47..191 
At. 15.. 67 20... 42.191 
ft 19.. 83 18... 45.206 
ae 80. 116 20,, 8 62. 242 
~ 26.. 94 18.. 3 51. 225 
a 31..117 20... GO. 251 
i 25..111 22. 60, 251 
KK 26.. 96 18.. 8 60.240 
a Davee 16.. BL 212 
st 1H.. S4 92.. 52, .238 
i £3... 97 20... 7 61. .265 
BS 38.149 Date 75,341 
Ww 99. 137 22. 69, 315 

* hh 32.148 22. OS. .328 
BS. 28... 96 22... TH. 250 
i SL. .127 19.. mAs 
oe 97. 135 Oe +88 
cA 27, 105 21. 66,310 
os 30, 122 18... 9% 73..809 
bi tattene 27.101 20... 7. .206 

Average York round ,..... 208 1-5 Average 80 yards, 106 9-10 
Average 100 yartls. ......-. 65 1-10 Average 60 yards.........- 96 1- 5 

George F. Henry, Des Moines, Iowa. 

24 arrows ab 60 yards. 
19,.107 19,.93 22..120 17..79 18,,S4 20..96 16..80 21..121 20..86 
12.. 58 25. .99. 

GALT O Wale F064 western eg Paes 6..16 Average 24 arrows at 60 yds. .,.9024 

C. C, Moore, Sing Sing, N. Y. 

York Rounds. 

100 yds. 80 yds, 60 yds. Total. 
PSPLeENVOeN Me. ee sen ty ns. am 7 11,23 W341 41, 123 

ht rs base 19,77 21..59 59.2253 
ac 14.52 18, 45 58, 132 
ox 21..79 19. 81 50, 190 
se ae V1. 45 12—42 41—149 

TSPANTOWES thie LOU, VaREt Stalag Fa slate be nse cies aee wales det alers aivinld gis 2.0 amr 14, .50 
48 arrows at 80 yards, hee een eee th asec 6..22 10..385 6.222 

Average York round.......165 9-5 Average 80 yards,..-...-+...46 
Average 100 yards..,,...... 48 5-6 “Average 60 yards......-..-.. 59 3-5 

Parm, 8. De Graff, Charlotte, Mich. 
York Rounds. 

100 yds, 50 yds, 60 yds. Total, 
September Dees scattered aa 25... 55 26.104 19). 59 0, .278 

15 eae ~82. 104 28,112 20.. 98 SO. .314 
oN easier ae 233.2111 27,107 21.105 81— 323 
i. io eats 27. 126 22, 114 76, 854 
a i esl 05: 23... 95 18..106 60, 306 
ze at, See Pee: 26,106 19.. 7% G9—293 

24 arrows at 60 yards. 
162.53 df 22.102 22,.99 1%.. 71 19. ST 20,100 18, 92 23.99 
20,94 1S Q1..111 19..95 28..104 16..76 23,.109 20,.96 18..104 

Average York round... $11 1-3 Average 80 yardls......... 108 1-6 
Average 100 yards. . 104 23 Average 60 yards.....-.-- 93 13-24 

0, 1. Church, Charlotte, Mich. 
York Rounds. 

100 yds, 80 yds. 60 yds Total 

19.13 14.. 64 37.153 
23..79 W.. 5 O53. 237 
26, .8T 21..109 54.225 
24, St 16,, 6S 57.207 

24 arrows at 60 yards. 
11..52 16..68 15..59 19.. 77 17..71 15..62 16,.92 19.,85 18, .%4 
90..78 18..94 20..72 22,.106 20..52 13..57 15..65 20..68 16..74 
1G. 98. 

Ayerage York round........2053¢ <Ayerage SO yards..........80 3-4 
Average 100 yards. ---...... 454° Average cd yards.......... 7H 10-23 

h Ouass 1. 
M. D, Ewell, South Evanston, U1. 

York Rounds, 
100 ¥ ds. 80 yds. Gl) yds. Total. 

September 6. 12, .68' 15,45 42,180 
Ow. 20,45 13, .49 43.131 

48 arrows at S0 yards, eee Rates poms s Ubeeet ddsdt TT, .bo, “I, 65 
24 arrows at 60 ya Pe 

13..45 10..34 16..55 16,49 13..43 17. 7T..23 13..5y 10..28 
42..48 11..39 16..62 13.47 16. “70, : 

Average York round... ....... 1554¢ Average s0 yards 49 1-8 
Average 100 yards. . . 45 1g Average 60 yards. 50 1-6 

W. eitpeient Hackensack, N. J. 

York Rounds, 
10 yds. 8) yds. 60 yds. Total. 

September lepers tts 5,13 9.51 10.43 Ba. 2 
VP ae BES ee ge analtgac tl T,.38L 9..89 23, 91 

24 arrows at 60 yards. 
16..80 16..90 13,.6f 20,.102 19,,101 18..66 12..58 16 260 13.43 
13..41 12,46 11..89 15.. 65 15.. 47 10..30 17..67 14.62, 

Average York round ..........91}¢ Average 80 yar fe Ae 
Average TOO VAPUS yw eo o ens e's Average 60 yards......-.,-59 14-19 

Howard Fry, Williamsport, Penn. 
York Rounds. 

100 yds, 80 yds. 60 yds. otal. 

September SAU fees t-te ame .6..8 15, 45 6,16 
Fand 11). 4-...-276 13, 45 18. .18 16.75 

a 13 and 16. . 14. .50 18. .61 
% 17 and 18. 10, 24 14,76 
ne 20 and 21. t bee 11..33 
fs GAA Psst aenar 6.24 13, 43 

24 arrows at G0 Ete 
13. .43 9.31 8, .26 15, .49 14. 66 a. 49 13..39 5 ..13 

Average York round.....--..- 114 Average a 1 shag ealdelclera wielesede Id 
Averare i00 yards..........-. afte Average 60 yards............ 44 1-2 

WILL. H, THompson, Sec. 

+e 

Burra.o, October 29.—I send herewith the score of a match shot 

Angust 7, 1880, by fhe North Side Archers, of Chicago, and the 

TYoxopholites, of Buffalo, N. Y, Five men on a side, 6 arrows 

each, at 60 yards ; 
North Side Archers. 

W. Burnham........ 24.122 22. 124 Bb. 142, 28) 123 93. ..511 
T.ReAdams.......022.114 222116 ©1981 884818821498 
Granger Smith......22..106 19.; St 22. 105 19.. 51 $2... 376 
J. Wilkinson,........13,. 79 liz. 97 16.. 87 18.. 92 63, ..355 
Uy O. Blake, jae. 3 3: 18,. 76 16.. 90 WW... 67 16.. 78 67... .311 

STOMA at Padang Sade Sands ct eae eaten ghia, shctalite ale ode bie fal ahobe 0b Gran os OEeF 

: Toxopholites. 
F. Sidway....-..--.. 23. 149 24.120 93) .429 993..129 93.5527 
W. Granyer 2222822113 23.103 23.2131 22,110 91. .457 
EK, ty Parker. .7+....22..112 19... 97 Ot, 95 21,118 83_..41T 
HH. Sill.......- ee Abs OO 20,. 72 1.. 90 2o,, 82 SO... .330 
EB. Smith,.........20.. 96 14.. 66 16.. 74 WL. 50 70...316 

TODAS. lk egsiee smreh pes aecssiovUeerpasceceges Uepaveniserrnssceysht BOLT 

This was the only match which was shot by these clubs, although 

the Toxopholites subsequently shot two scores in pursuance of an 

understanding with the North Side Club, but the latter club were 

prevented from shooting by the weather, or the absence of some of 

the members of their teams. I send the scores simply as a record 

of the shooting of the Toxopholites. Tirst score, shot August 14, 

1880, was as follows : 
B. Sidway..-.....-+- 23,117 22. .126 21. 39 23, 123 465 
W.N. Granger......24,.126 22..96 21..113 40., 94 Aa 
Henry Sill....... 23.113 21.. 99 19.. 95 21..101 .. 08 
EF. l. Parker... .....22.. 96 23. 107 22.106 19... 31 890 

5. Spaulding... .... TARO DROS TT. G5) AR. Ts edd 

2,083 
Second score, shot September 24, 1880 : 

&. 8, Spauldimg....,..22..102, 24 0122 24. 136 23,125 93. .485 
W. N. Granger... 20, 102 22. 122 22, 122 24, Tet $9. .470 
H. L. Parker.... 21,119 Dey 22, 120 29.118 86. .448 
Hetiry Sill, .-..-...26 3.96 6 Sel o5° ps iiss. 19; 701 84, 404 
FB. Sidway............23..145 21.117 ¥2. 116 20,114 86. 499 

ae Ye EE eae an Plott dea ae otc: AE open os 3 437.2,319 
PR, ANK SIDWAY, 

President Toxopholites, Buffalo, N.Y. 

Respectfully yours, 

New York Agourery Croup, October 30.—At the annual meeting 

of this club, Oct. 27, the following officers were chosen for one 

year: President, Dr. A. B. De Luna; Vice-President, Mrs. A. L. 
Hill ; Secretary, 8. 8. Roper, 82 William street; Assistant Secre- 

tary, Miss I. 8. Bailey; Treasurer, Dr, H. T. Elliott; Assistant 

Treasurer, Wm, N. Frazer; Captain, Dr. M. McLean. Executive 

Committee—G. H,. Sheldon, Geo. D. Pond, A, L. Hill, Mrs, A. B, 
De Luna, Miss E. T. Morton. 

Aurora vs. AuzsurN.—Match shot Oct. 16 between the Random 

Archery Club, of Auroxa, N. Y., and the Auburn Archery Club, of 

Auburn, N. ¥.; sixty arrows each ; ladies, 30 yds.; gentlemen, 40 

yds. The complete score is appended : 

Random Club. 
Ist Round, 2d Round, Total. 

WET SS UNS BBS OPIN Sates * bale (eyncancteedtesecoeertls 169 138 807 
TNT E SA RTS EEN Tes Desh ey eae as Ara 133 161 294 
Mig. HW. Tu; Prencl. {22 .. ween esses 82 85 167 
Mrs. Henry A. Morgvan............... 121 97 218 
WN By ING Dao IAT FUN Parapet at 165 138 803 
Wt aL A af 81 164 
Prof. 1450 310 
Mr. 98 52 
Mr. Lov. ett... #9 203 
IV TaseGR Oe isiiny saved a Be caren es Gee oO 136 116 252 

Motus Ad: 2.0586 POME ORE re 1.187 1,083 2,970 
Auburn Club. 

Mrs, S. Sanderson.......... soar 101 158 259 
Mrs. F. H. Griswold, ........... a es 161 136 297 
Miss Lb. Pomieroy.,....-.---.-t. 22: -n- 78 86 164 
Miss Nellie Seward..................- 87 J14 201 
Miss C, Fosgate........ marge Pete b ote eee 16 03 139 
CENA Ooi a ha fee ee 56 iu 156 
W. H, Seward, Jr....... pee LOZ 145 297 
PA PU EA iv, eee ete sei pe = dere eae 140 124 264 
Ae TE RGIIGISS pi Viscsie[tisle ahiie Park etna 98: 40 138. 
DMG sbpiatn eh PO Pe Lola ail 45 G4 112 

Toten nethts wpb nteiet tees rate. g eeaiens ef 997 1,030 2,027 
Majority for Random Club, 243. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT: 

—Hop Bitters has restored to sobriety and health, perfect wrecks - 
from intemperance, 

—The Holabird Shooting and Tishing Suits, 

McLellan, sole manufacturers, Valparaiso, Ind. 

Upthegroye & 

Send for cireular, 

—Mange-ine cures, or no pay. Trial box mailed for stamp. 

Hepworth, Druggist, 206 Madison strect, Brooklyn, 

A Harry Rustroration.—I can truly say that I owe my present: 
existence and happy restoration to the hopes and joys of lite, to 

the use of Warner’s Sate Kidney and Liyer Cure, and I say to 

eyery one suffermg from any manner of kidney or liver trouble, 
* Use this remedy and recover,” W. BE. SANFORD. 

Holly, N- ¥., Feb. 25, 1880. 

Tf you want to buy a W. & C. Scott & Sons’ breech-loader cheap, 
call at C. L. Ritzman’s, 943 Broadway, near Twenty-third street. 

Sixteen and twenty bores of these celebrated makers from $75.00 

and upward, also hammerless 10, 12, 16 and 20 bores on hand. A 

10 aud 12 bore, second-hand, Scott now on hand. Call soon, a4 

they go as fast as they come. An English gun with all improye- 
ments, including extension rib, patent forend, ete., from $40.00 
upward (warranted in every way). Don't forget address, GC. L, 

Ritvman, 943 Broadway. wart? 

sG351) 

Answers te Gorresgondents. 

te" No Notice taken of Anonymous Communications, 

A, J. §., Ripley, Ohio.—Please give the name of the inclosed 

bird. Ans. It is a sora rail (Porzana carolina). 

H. GC. F., New York.—You can examme the gun by calling at 

any of the large gun stores adyertised in our columns. 

hh. A. P., Sackett’s Harbor, N. Y.—You will find either one of 

the two guns reliable, and for the price as good as you can find, 

i. T. P., Carson, Nevy.—You will find what you wish by referring 

to the advertisement elsewhere of Edwin 8. Harris, 177 Broadway, 

Ni: 

Cocker,—Please inform me through your columns of the best 

hook on breaking cocker spaniels? Ans. ‘Hutchinson ou Dog 

Breaking.” We can furnish it. 

G, L.—To go to Robin's Island, where the Eastern Wield 'l'riala 

are to be held, take the L, I, R. BR. from Hunters Point to 

Cutchogue, thence stage to New Suffolk. 

L. P., New York.—You will find plenty of quail all through the 

lower tier of counties in Pennsylvania, but the farmers are much 

opposed to haying sportsmen shoot oyer their land. 

Manwatray,—Your setter puppy has the mange. ‘Try one of 

the mange cures advertised in this paper, and in addition give two 
drops of Fowler's solution of arsenic in food three times a day. 

H. G. F., Peconic, N. Y.—Your fish is the “horse-fish” ( Vomer 
selipinnis), the ** blunt-nosed shiner” of De Kay. 1t is an inhabit- 
ant of tropical seas, but is frequent upon our coast from Maine to 

Florida, aceording to Gill. 
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J. T., Dayton, O.—The best book on training hunting dogs is 
* Hutchinson on Dog Breaking.’ Vero Shaw’s ‘ Illustrated Book 

of the Dog” is one that should be in the hands of every deg man. 
We can furnish numbers already published. 

J. W. E., Pottstown, Pa.—My dog is yery constipated, What 

shall I do for him? Ans. Want of exercise and absence of proper 

food are the principal causes. Giye sulphur—one teaspoonful— 

with food once a day for a week, and give two doses of castor oil 
three days apart twice. 

J. P. W.. South Orange, N, J.—The fore-feet of my setter bitch, 

six months old, seem to be out of joint, or rather out of shape. 

Bhe seems to be bow-legged. What is the matter and what can I 

do for her? Ans. The dog has been improperly confined. All 

young dogs should haye their freedom. Chaining young dogs up 
will get them out of shape, and kennelling puppies in barrels will 

erook their legs. There is nothing to be done. 

H, R, P., Gambier, Ohio.—I haye a puppy ten months old, half 

Gordon and half Black Russian. In June last he got the St, An- 
thony’s dance. Shall I use a battery? Ans. The puppy has chorea, 

or St. Vitus’ dance. We have heard of St. Anthony’s fire, but not 
of his dance, ‘The battery would probably do more harm than 

good, Give nux vomica one-eighth of one grain and two grains of 

quinine made in pill three timesa day. Gentle exercisein open 
air and careful diet may in time bring about the desired result, 

T. E. L., New York City.—My dog, a large mastiff, has canker 

within his ear. The crevices are discolored by a black discharge, 

and the dog frequently shakes and scratches his ear. You were 
kind enough to give a most valuable remedy for the mange; may. 
I ask you to add to the obligation by prescribing for this trouble? 

Ans. Remoye all dirt and hardened wax by careful washing or 
syringing of the ears with Inkewarm water. If the waxis hardened 
it can be remoyed by pouring in a few drops of oliye oil. The fol- 

lowing preparation should then be applied: Goulard’s extract of 

lead, one ounce; glycerine and carboli¢ acid, one-quarter ounce; 

finest olive oil, four and a half ounces. Mix the two first named, 

and add the oil gently, rubbing them in a mortar. The bottle 
must be shaken before the liniment is used. 

C. §., Coleville, Pa,—We were talking about game bids in our 

store the other night in regard to quail (Bob White), partridges and 

pheasants. F. claims quailand partridges are the same and 8. 

claims they are three distinct birds. Which is right? 'The discus- 

sion arose from reading the ganie laws of Pa., where it read pur- 

tridge or quail, He said it was two uaines for one bird, Ans. Par- 

tridge and quail are local names applied in different sections to dif- 

ferent birds. The partridge of Virginiais the quail of New York and 

Connesticut, while the partridge of New England is the ‘‘pheasant” 

of Pennsylyania and the South. In many parts of Pennsylvania 
the terms quail and partridge are indiscriminately applied to the 

Bob White (Ortyx virginianus). In New England, howeyer, the 
quail is Bob White and the partridge the ruffed grouse. 

A Constant ReapER.—My Gordon setter is in good condition 
and seemingly healthy. He has a watery discharge at the eyes, 

which is particularly noticeable in the morning. He is three yeara 

old. My pointer, same age, is similarly afilicted, as is also my 

young pointer, fourteen months old, The latter dog was yery sick 

with distemper, which ended in the formation of a kind of tunior, 

which discharged a quantity of matter and then healed. Thia was 
three months ago; since then I haye found it diftionlt to fatten 

him, What shall I do for my dogs? Ans. The two first dogs re- 
ferred to, if fat, caused from oyer-feeding, you can improve by 

giving limited amount of food and regular exercise. Wash lightly 

once a day with Goulard extract, one drachm, and one ounce of 

water mixed together, Small doses of sulphur will also be found 
beneficial. ‘lo fatten your young pointer, add meat with the meal 
and feed three times a day. 

H. 8., Troy, N. Y.—i, [have black and tan dog, ten months 

old. About two weeks ago the inside of his mouth, and outside 
under his lower jaw, became yery much inflamed and sore, causing 

him to rub and irritate it. I treated him by rubbing his mouth 
with borax water, which entirely healed it, but after a day or so I 
noticed he was yery sore about his throat, and then I found that 

outside there was a sore about the size of a silyer dollar, The 

hair has fallen out, and he is constantly rubbing it, and he can 
hardly swallow his food. His nose is quite dry, and there is 

slight discharge from the eyes. 2, Talso haye a setter puppy, four 

tuonths old, strong and healthy, but whon she is excited she can. 
not retain her urine, Ans. 1, The probalility is that there has 
been inflammation of some one or more of the glands situated 

under the jaw, in which case a flax-seed poultice, or some simple 

ointment, such as two ounces of lard mixed with a teaspoonful of 

tar, will afford relief. 2, Aw the little biteh grows older she will | 
become free from the tronble you spénk of. The less you intimi- 

date her the better. 

F. B. 8., Elizabeth, N. J.—Will you please tell me what to do for 
a hound aged four yeurs who has been troubled since December 

last with a running from one eye. I think he hurt it when bunt 
ing in the brush. ‘here is a small spot about the size of the head 
of a pin on the dark part of the eyeball, from which a yellowish 

white matter is discharged. When the eye is washed be can for » 

short time see with it, but it soon fills up again. At the time of 

the injury the eye did not swell, but was yery much inflamed. At © 
the present time, however, the inflammation seems to have disap- 

peared, but the eye is covered at all time with the thick yellowish 

matter, Ans. You haye allowed ten months to elapse before at- 
tending to your dog. There are too many sportsmen like yourself, 

who, at the ending of the season, neglect their dogs until the be- 

ginning of the next. Such an injury as probably exists is of too 

delicate a nature to he prescribed for without seeing the dog. We 

would suggest that you show him to a competent surgeon, John 

Dancier, Central Hotel, Orange, N. J., is one whom we can recom- 
mend. ‘The trouble you speak of may be one of two kinds. For 

example, if inflammation of the cornea exists yery careful and un- 

inritating treatment is demanded, [f on the other hand itis » small 

growth upon the cornea, a caustic, accurately applied, or calomel 

dusted upon it would be likely toremoyeit. In any caso the aye 

should he kept clean with tepid water, 

—One of the firm of Johu H, Pray, Sons & Qo., wholesale and 

retail carpet dealers, Boston, Mass., is, or claims to be, a sportsman, 

and he will at all times take great pleasure in doing a favor for a 
fellow sportsman in want of any kind or grade of carpeting, rugs, 
ete., ete, Correspond with the house, or call and see him, and see 

if he means what he seys.—Adv. ~ 

Miscellaneous 

KREP’S Shirts, the Best, 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KEEP’S PAT, PARTLY- E SHIRTS, eaaily 

finished. 
KEEP’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP'S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
EKEEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. = 
KEEP’S JEW ELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP'S NECKWEAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas. 

Mie, ou Lor gh, 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50. 
GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE BUTTONS, 

free with every half dozen KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of the 

Union, at KEEP'S risk, 
KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CH AL , 
Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 
Bamples and circulars free to any addrass. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, N. ¥. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING ROD CO. 
36 Boach Street, Boston, Mass., 

‘TQVUL AHL OL LNAOISIG TVUASIT 
"O19UMAIOAZ BIES 104 

5 

= 
Tor cash. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silyer mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 

WwW 

The Bennel, 

GQ PORTING ADVERTISEMENTS 
COST.—Advertisers should send postal card 

with address and receive prospectus of Gwynne 
Price's new work, ‘The Gun, and How to Use It,” 
ete, Dedicated by special permission to Dr. N. Rowe, 

GWYNNE PRICE, st. Louis, West Mo. 
First edition guaranteed 10,000, 

ANTED,—Second-hand Breech-loading Shot- 
zun. Must bein good condition and cheap 

Address with full particulars, W. B. 
SEARLS, P. O. Box 46, Patterson, New Jersey. 

ANTED,—About Novy. 7, 
ing within 100 miles of city. 

expense of gulde and board for two or three weeks, 
JAOK, P. O. Box 3,588, New York. 

Exact Size of No. 7. 

eas 

ABBEY & IMBERIE, 

48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
VITALIZED PHOSPHATES. 

Composed of the NERV E-GIVING principles of the ox brain and whet germ. It rei y 
both aratn and body the elements that aye been at Orb Sear worry, OVArWOrk, CXCBSSES OF 
nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens & falling memory, € y 
sumption. It anenbtnens the brain, gives good sleep, amd recliperates after excesses, Physiclans have 

Wanted. 

WITHOUT 

Noy4,2t 
prescribed 300,000 packages. 

Novi1t 

uall and duck shoot- 
Address, stating 

Oct?28,26 EASTERN 
brice-list. tf. 

For sale by druggists or mail, $1. 

THE SECOND ANNUAL MEERTING 

‘aSy Yyase *g ‘9 “SON ‘[TadexyoId 

“t$ yowe ‘7 *g “son ‘ebucleyse 

2g9 Yowse ‘g ‘s “y “fy ‘SON “‘Sseq Yoel 

It restores to 

Tt prevents debility and con- 

F. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. Y-. 

OF THE 

FELD TRIALS CLUB, 
At Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

ON 

Gor Sale or Exchange. 

UN FOR SALE.—A NEW W. W. 
GREENER, treble wedge fast, top snap. 

extension rib, pistol grip, 12 gauge. .28in. eylin- 
der bore, 7} 1bs.,2% in. drop; 144 stock; patent 
forestock—a Psaitaes ef pen oepene 

un, atasacrifice, an y ult, - 
Soe eene ant MCKOON, Franklin, N: ¥. 
2a = 

NGLING LIBRARY FOR SALE.—An unusually 
A large assemblage of books on Angling and Sport. 
(nv, mainly English, collected by Mr. Jno, G. Fen- 
nell, numbering 282 titles, including many volumes 
of considerable rariety. 

J. W. BOUTON, 706 Broadway, N. Y, 
A printed list of the above may be had on appli- 
San Octzs,2t 

OR SALE—Breech-loading shot-gun, W. & C. 
F Scott & Sons, 10-gauge, 33-inch barrels, 834 1bs, 
weight, 33¢ drop, pistol-grip. In fine condition. 
Cost $150. Will sell for $75, including’ pipet case 
and loading tools. F. B. PULLEN, ambridge, 
Mass, Oct28,4t. 

ARNEGAT SNEAK BOAT FOR SALE.—Model 
taken from N. H. Bishop’s famous “ Centennial 

Republic.” For description and price address J. H. 
RUSHTON, Canton, St. Law, Co., N. Y. Oct29,2t 

qoIC¥YCLE FOR SALE—An English “ Haryard 
Roadster,” 62-Inch, double hollow forks, sus- 

pension saddle, cto. For price and full particulars 
address W. DE RHAM, 24 Witth avenue, N. Y. 

Noy4,4t 

BLUE RUIN IN THE STUD. 
Pure Laverack—Carlowitz-Princess Nellie. Carlo- 

witz is by Pilkington’s Dash ex Llewellin’s Countess; 
Princess Nellie by Pride of the Border ex-Champion 
PetreL Inthe stud. Fee, $25. Blue Ruin ts beau- 
tifully ticked with his own (blue) color, and is the 
handsomest Laverack dog ever bred by the late M. 
Yon Oulin. For sale—Broken and unbroken dogs, 
bitches and whelps of Laverack, Llewellin, Irish, 
Gordon and native bloods. State what you want 
and inclose stamp. E. & C. VON CULIN, P. 0. Box 
218, Lakeview, Dover, DeL Octi-t1 

OX TERRIERS FOR SALE,—A fine young dog. 
nine months old, well inarked, good bone an 

cle. By Flash (c.,1$79, N. Y.)-dudy (8d N. ¥., 
1880). Judy by Brokenhurst Joe-Venus. Price, $20. 
A bitch pup, three months old, well marked, oL 
good promise. By Nailer-Active, etc. Price, $20, 
Post office address, L. M. RUTHERFURD, Jr., 175 
Second ayenue, New York. Nova,it 

OR SALE—Two years old white and lemon 
pointer Frank, bred by myself, out of Cham- 

pion Buff by my Rake I. Thoroughly broken by, 
and tow in the hands of, Wm. Tallman, Drown- 
ville, R, I. In tine condition for fall shooting. Ad- 
dress, J. W. COFFIN, Proyidence, R. I. Oct?21, 40 

ILL SELL my native setter dog; 
handsome, stylish; 

Box 250, Fall River, Mass. 

| ED FOX, Skunk, Raccoon and other furs 
bought for cash—highest prices, Send for cir- 

Kk, C. BOUGHTON, 5 
Noy4,20 

broken 
elehteen months old 

Nov4,2 

cular with Yall particulars. 
Howard 8t., N. ¥. 

OR SALE CHEAP.—A thoroughly broken, fine 
bred English setter bitch, Three years old, 

Pedigree guaranteed. Sold for want of tise. Ad- 
dress P, O. Box 184, New Bedford, Mass, Noy4,1t 

Nov.29 and 3O0,and Dee. 1, 2, Sand 4. 

ALL-AGED STAKES. ; i 

ll Settersand Pointers. Limited to 50 entries. First Prize, $200 ; second 

prion gi00 5 third prize, $50 ; fourth prize, $25. Entrance fee, $25 ; forfeit, $15. 
PUPPY STAKES. ' 

to all Pointers and Setters under 18 months of age. Limited to 25 entries, 
Fire crise, $100 second prize, $50; third prize, $25; fourth prize, $15, Entrance 
fee, $15 ; forfeit $10. 

NURSERY STAKES, 
to all Setters and Pointers under 12 months of age, Limited to 15_ entries. 

Fire prive, $603 ond prize, $40 ; third prize, $20, Entrance fee, $10; forfeit, $7.50. 
BRACE STAKES. 4 it ' 

{l Setters and Pointers. Five braces to run or prizes to be scaled. First 
prion, e200" Sana prize, $125 ; third prize, $50, Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15. 

CLUB STAKES. 
; £ the Club only ; dogs to be owned and hunted by the members 

sae Ane: cee ; cies a hundred dollar piece of plate, to be selected by the win- 

ner. Entrance, 10 per cent. of the value of the prize. Thisstake to be run after the 

close of the running of the Brace Stakes, and entries close on Nov, 18th, 
Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid-day of Noy, 27th, at the office 

of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening before the trial. 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary. 
P, O, BOX 274, NEW YORE CITY. 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases. Judges to be named 
one month before trials, 
ET 
TUD FOX TERRIERS.—Royal (champion) Imp, | 
Particulars sent by mal. Fee, $15. Bowstring 

(Imp.). Fee, $10, Naller (Imp.). Fee, $10. P. O. 
Address, W. RUTHERFURD, Esq., 174 Second Ayv., 
se Nov4,it 

em 
OR SALE.—Black-breusted Reed and Golden 
Duckwing Game Fowls, aid English Heagle 

Hounds. Or will exchange for breech-loa 
shot-gun or ferrets. JO. ENIGHT, Jermyn, 
Lackawani Co,, Pa. Nova,1t 
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Ghe Rennel, 

Ralional American Kennel Club, 
BecRETARY's Orrick, No. 51 Broad St., | 

New York, Sept. 1st, 1880. / 

Field Trials of 1880, 

SETTERS AND POINTERS, 
AT FARMS OF COLONEL A. G. SLOO, 

Near Vincenues, Ind. 

COMMENCING MONDAY, NOV. 152H, 1880. 

| Nov. 15th, Derby Stakes—For puppies born on 
ind after April Ist, 1879.—Closed with 118 Hno- 
tries, $5 forteit ; $10 additiona! for starters; $300 
idded money—$150 to First; $100 to Second; 

to’ Third, with forfeit money divided to 
winners in ratio with added money. 

Nov. 16th, Free For -All Stakes, $600—§250 to 
first; $150 to Second; $1 to Third; $10 

feit; $15 additional for starters; to close 
Woy. 15th, 1880, at 8 o'clock, p.m, 

Nov. lith. Brace Stakes, $250—$150 to First; 
$75 to Second; $25 to Third; $10 forfeit; $16 

ditional for starters; to close Noy. 15th, 1820, 
8 o'clock, P.M. 

_ JUDGES.—Capt. Patrick Henry, of Clarksville, 
Wenn.; Theo. Morford, Hsq., of Newton, N. J.; 
D. 0. Burgundthal, Esq., of Indianapolis, Ind. 

QHARLES H. RAYMOND, President, 
AS. Du RONGH, Secretar. 

| Orricers.—O. H. Raymond, President, New 
York; Luther Adame, 1st Vice-President, Uos- 

in; Harry Bishop, fd Vice-Pr ent, Louisville, 
Ky; Ches. D. Rongé, Seerctury, New York; 
Wheo. Morford, Treasurer, Newton, N. J. 

Pxncuriys Comuriver.—J. WH. Dew, Chairman, 
Columbia, Tenn.; L. H. Smith, Strathroy, Can- 
ada; E. OC. Nichols, Battle Creek, Mich.; Capt, 
Fat, Henry, Clarksyille, Tenn.; M. ©. Campbell, 
‘Spring Hili, Tenn 
——- - - 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

7 HIS POWDER is guaranteed tu kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or money 

returned. Ttisputupin patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly tacilitutes Ita 
ike. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
- A CERTATN REMEDY, 
Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 

stull directions for use. 
Price 60 cents per Box br mail. 

Both ths above are recommended by Rop anD 
UN and Forest AND STREAM. 

CONRGY, SISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

HENRY GC, SOUIRES, 
1 Cortinndt Street. N. W, 

CHAS. H. VAH VECHTEN. 
EERKETS LOR SALU. 

#7 PER PATR. 
#4 TOR SINGLE PEMALE, 
$¢ FOR SINGLE MALE. 
WILE MUZZLES, Toe. 

GHARLES A. VAN VEGHTEN, 
Victor, Cutario County, N. Yo 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 

' In the Stud. 

RED IfUSH SETTERS. 
San Pedro (Hlcho-Lady Palmerston), $25. 
Mike (Elcho-Nell), $2, 
Wedgewood (Elcho-Srella), $20. 

Address CHAKLES DENISON, 
Bep.9-tf Hartiord, Conn. 

Sep. 2,0 

LEN —H, and T.; by Colburn's Dash ex Mul- 
lin’s Belle. Theabove dog, winner of tirst 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trials, will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 ior 
groom, Address 

H, ¥F. ATEN, M-D., 
é4 Hangon place, 

Brook lyn\N. ¥ 
— 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The uns 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magniiicent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dovs una bitches, carecully selected from 
pub eet European Bees ee ne Rela for na 
au ‘or prices, pedigrees, etc., address. - 

‘im ROY Z. COLLINS 
Bept 18-tf Laneaster, Maas., U,8. A, 

ULEGUT EKENNELS.—For pure Oecier 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

tocker Skip 1J_, liver and white, Oat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve. bitches at $10; litters guar- 
fanteed. Address ROBERT WALBEBR, Keeper 
Qulevut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co,, N.Y. 

VOR SALE.—My red Irish sider bitch Nora, with 
* the best of pedipress ; six months old. Pointed 

and retrieved her Tirst bird, and i§ & Slasher in the 
Ted Price sw. Address W. J. MORTON, Ports- 
Mouth, Va. _ Ovles,tt 

A COMPETENT PARTY, who is located in an 
unequaled spot in the Allezheny Valley of 

Western Penna., will receive for Breuking on ruited 
Ouse and woodeock a number of setters and 

Polnters. First-class references civyen and required. 
Address “ SETHI," Bradtord, McKean Co, Pa. 

: Ovt2s,4t 

ASH Til, AND JESSIE.—FOR SALE—Two or 
three dog pps, hwo months old, aut of Jessle 

Shearer's Kine and Pride of the Border) by Daan 
Ui, Jessie tovk V. H. GC. in last New York Dog 
Show. For price Spply to Wu. W. WEBB, P, 0. 
Box S192, Boston, Mass. Oates, tr 

’ 

Ghe Fennel. 

IVC_A_IN Gi. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVER’'S IMPERIALMANGE CURB is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
ig etehel thatisnecessary. ForSCRATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop't'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

. ¥ Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston Feet C. Grubb Market st., bl 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price WW cents, post free, Gives addresses of prin- 

cipal Engilsh breeders. 

Imperial Kenne! 
Setters and Pointers thu: 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled wit! 

skill and judgement. 
Dos have daily access to sal: 

water, 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
rrees. Address H. C. GLOVBR,Toms River, h.- 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
| Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 
ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Towls, etc., to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, in tending to impori 
dogs trom Europe, should have their stuck con~ 
signed to hinmi. Intormation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shippinyr, ete 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
3 Rory O'More in the stud. The bandsomest, 
as well as one of the best iteld and best bred ved 
Srish dogs in the United States. Winner of fret 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the pold necklace at New York, 1530. For sale, 
thoroughbred pups, Address W, N. CALLIN- 
DHR, Albany, N- Y. Junezs, te 

RARH CHANCEH.—For sale, English 
Betters* Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superiorevery way, $50; Muil, a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, twa first 

| prizes, $15; Dick, 4 very tine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa IL, oranve white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $i00; the best brace 
I ever shot oyér. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very tine, full_ of hunt, 
$2). each; also puppies ten months old, Goydon 
find Layerack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Ruse IL. by Don, 
orange white tieked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
naturel fleld qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not #iford to loseif you want ne stock for yery 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N.Y. June2itr. 

“OR SALE—'he folowing stock from the best 
stock in the U. 8. 

Liewellyh setter Bracket, lemon and white, 18 
months oli; a large, strong dog, hous broken, and 
ought to make a rattler in the field; yery obedient; 
his sie, chaminpion Gladstone, Is the best Llewellyn 
setter in the United States, and his dam, champion 
Clip, who won in the field trials, Nushyille, 1879; 
both sire and dam are prize-wlnhers in Meld trials 
and bench shows. Price, 550. 
Mark, deep muhorany red Trish setter. 18 months 

old; was in breakers lands 6 months; fast, good 
mnse and Sfaunth; drops by motion of the hand; 
retri¢ves from witer. His sive is imported cham- 
pion York, and dain Floss, a prize-winner, and im- 
orted trim Ireland from the kennel of Miles Daly. 
Price, $50), 
Gordon setter bitch—a beanty; color, black and 

tan; whelped, January, 1879; lmnted lust fall on 
(quail and grouse; staumeh, fast und good; keen 
nose; has had one litt#ror pups. Price, 340). 

Fannie, red Dish setter; well feathered, good 
head und beautiqul ail over; yery fst, rood nose 
and very stauneh; willstand as long as you want 
hy Speaking to her: does ob know what Hush 1s; 
just served Oct, ij by King Bee, a red. Nish setter: 
Can hunt most of fall, und then have a tine litter 
of Pups worth three Wines amount paid; broken on 
(mall, ete, Pilee, sad, A vargain. HH. B. VONTDER- 
SMITH, Lancaster, Pa. Octet 

INE LODGE EKENNELS.—1I am pre- 
| pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oushly. J egive my puppies sevel: inonths’ work 
out af the twelve, an@ puaranteé satisfaction, if 
the dog has xii the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences On avplication. Prices, $50 and $a, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. <A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Georaia: P 

et Bt 

OR SALE—Seyeral well broken selters trom 24 
lot years Old; also six fine pointer pips, by 

My Snipe oul OL Ruby 11., wltelpad Aug, 24: a) 
Six setter pupples by Oaks (Dush TIf—Diisy Date) 
out ol-my bitch Bessie, whelped Aug. St. WB. 
RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. 

OR SALB—The fine ved Trish setter Brass by 
Rey, Macdonna’s Royer, @Ruby. Also, a 

superlor Gordon setter and a Titst-Chiss pointer. All 
nicely broken; fowlretitvers. Address, HORACE 
SMITH, 31 Park How, W. Y- * Octet, 3h 

OR SALE—A brace of thoroughbred, broken 
covker spaniel dos, liver wod white, and a 

yery fine broken orange und white setter ‘bite, a 
years old. N. M. DRAKE, Stupléten, XN. ¥. 

Ortlt-ut , 

T 
Oct21,8t ° Station. 

Ghe Gennel. 

A RARE CHANCE. 

\ 

For Sale, ty entire kennel of pure Liewellin, pure 
TLaveracks and Irish Setters and Pointers; Brush, 
pure bred setter; a large, strong, handsome setter 
dogs thoroughly broke on quail, woodcock and 
snipe ; a better snipe dog can’t be found, Llewellin 
setter Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton doz. 
Royal Ben, Liewellin setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also winner of Ist and special at 
St. Louls show; also winner at Detroit, Mich. 
Liewellin setter bitch Goll, broken. Llewellin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great beauty. Llewellin setter 
bitch Orphena. Llewellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Perl Y., a beautiful green and white setter bitch. 
Liewellin bitch Belle, in whelp to Count Royal. , 
Llewellin bitch Gypsie Queen, with 7 beautiful 
ups by Royal Ben. Red Irish setter Von, thorough- 

ly broke; retriever trom land and water. Red 
Irish setter. bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Impt. 
Red Irish setter bitch Nora, in whelp to Von. Red 
Trish setter Shot, a beauty. Orange and white 
pointer bitch Belle, broken. Liver and white point- 
er Clyde, broken. Impt. liver and whité bitch 
Nell Also puppies frora 3 to 6 months old of set- 
ters and pointers of the above stock. All the 
above I guarantee to be in the best of health and 
condition, and to be as represented. Will show 
and give trial of any dog on the list. For pedigree 
and particulars inquire of C. Z. MILEY, Lancaster, 
a. ct.7, 

1 

HEVEROINN LODGE KENNELS. 
N THE STUD.—Rough-coated St, Ber- 
tard, “‘Marco;" Newfoundland, ‘Keeper;” 

pointer, “Croxteth;” Blue Belton, “Decimal 
1 ash ;’’ Irish setier, ‘Royer I1;” and in season 
puppies for sale out of +t. Bernard “ Braunfels,” 
champion point: r “Queen,” champion Gordon 
“ Beauty,’ Blue Uelton "Silk," Irish setters 
“Moya” and Biddy,’ cocker *‘Flirt,” colleys 
“Mab” and “ Lassie.’* Besides puppies, I haye 
for sule yard and field broken doga. Write for 
ful! pedigree and catalogues to : 

A. E. GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N. ¥. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
or 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO.,N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest straina. 
T sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to eyery customer. 
These beautif=. and -nieligent t2¢s cannot be 
beaten for pated rouse ane wiwic20e8 souonNng 
are retrey.n.- COorresponaents inv.ceiny samp 
whl get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- | 
nials ete, | 

(Estatlistned L864.) | 

i COATESVILLE KENNEL. | 
i 

TIELD TRIAL SETTERS AND POINTERS FOR j 
BALE. { 

Six very tine sctter pups, two to three months * 
old, by Royal Dike (Carlowitz-True) out of Vixen, 
pmpaned Snipe-Fleet), Price $25 cach for dow, 515 _ 
or bitch pups. Weare also breeding the following 
bitches: Kose (formerly Muuson's), Champion 
Rock-Pickles: Zlltella, (Cliamyfon Rock-Kirby); 
Maud £., (imported Penn-localontas); Prin 
Damo, (Champion Hafttler-Patsy); Princess Day- 
inar, (Champion Ratiler-Patsy). Polnter Bitehes + 
—Hortense and Eugenie, ampion Sleafovd- 
Point.) Pups and older do tor sale at all 
times. Priceslow. Stock first class. Photographs, 
Pedigrees, descriptions and price senttree. Address 
N. P. BOYER & ©€O., Coatesville, Chester Co., 
Pa. Octiz-15 

FOR SALE.—CHAMPION RUSH, EX-QUEEN 
IL., Pointer Pups.—A lew puppies of the above 

celebrated stock forsalé; terins reasonable. Qucen 
Tl. is by champion Sanvho-ex-chaimpion Queen, 
This gstock cannot be exvelied. Address by letter 
only, GARRETT ROACH, 1205 Fifth av., New Yark 
City. Sept.s0,2mos 

Fo SALE—CHEAP—Dolly Varden, black, white 
and tan, seyenteen months. Desmond, blue 

Belton, eleven months. Both by Druid, out of 
Nilsson, sister to champion Queen Mab, Apply to 
ARNOLD BURGESS, Hillsdale, Mich. Sept.30, bt 

ACHINE KENNELS.—Por sale, Flirt Tl, (liver 
colored cocker, no white), litter sister to cham- 

plon Cora, 17 mouths old. Aiso, black cocker dog 
Pups, half brothers to Cora. Full pedigrees. GEO. 

. MACDOUGALL, Box 4342, New York, Oct. 7,tf 
eee 
po® SALE CHEAP—Polnter bitch Fan, imported , 

H180, Pups out of Pan and Button; also setter 
of the best strain, Send tor pedigvee, Address, 
Box 496, Union City, Pa. Och21, 4t 

OR SALE—Druid-Nilsson pup, 13 yem's old, 
well broken, and ready tor the tield; backs, 

drops, retrieves andis staunch on all game; price, 
50. Four Gordons, all food hunters, and a tine it- 
ter of Champion Rupert pups. Dogs trained in any 
style. Two more tuken. J. HASKELL, Franklin 
Keunel, Bradner, O10. Oct21, tf 
6S a a a ee 

, OR SALE. —FPitteen Roxhouads, first-prize stock, 
i the finest and best, Address, wilh stamp, L. 

‘M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. ¥. 

Laer et f 
+ sfhhiz = 

, * . 

Old Dominion Line. 
iq Rate STEAMBERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe countyy. Connecting di- 
reét for Ohincoteayne, Cobb's Istand, and points 
eu the Peninsula. City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Morida and the mountsanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, cio. Norfulk Ateamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del, 
Monday, Wednesday and Fridny,atap.m. Kul! 
information given wt office, 197 Greenwichst., VY. 

FoR 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 

G0 TO 

Sept.25, tr i 

n Sparienpy 

| 

| 
| 
' 

| 

1 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
on Shinnecock Bay, where you will find good suides 
complete auttit of Decoys, Batteries, ett, aS well 
as f0od accommodations and w substantial bill of 
are. Take Long Island R. R. to Good Ground 

M. WILLIAMS, Proprivtor. 

o 

Hotels and Rontes for Sportsmen, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for ie ee most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE CQURSES in the 
Middle States, These lines bein NTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
ficulties and.dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cara which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in eee Re and New Jersey. EXUURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the aD a ea 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BEI 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU A. em@ 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also,*@ 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
S8QU AN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST’ 
renowned for SALT WATEH SPORT APTHR, 
FIN AND FEATHER, = 

L. P. FARMER, Gen"! Pass. Agent. 

Frank THOMSON. Gen’) Mansiver- febli-tt 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnanhShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 5 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are wasurpassed. 
if equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK THKOUT abound in_the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only 1n those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May land ends Sept.1, 

_ The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 
Nov. h = 
_ BLACKS BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 
LONGE, also abound in large nombers in the 
wany lukes and lakelcta of this territory, 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of hia 

skill to his friends or * club” ab home, ~,3ice for 
packing fish can be had at many points. 
PAKEH YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing, The cli-. 
ah is peculiarly béneticial to those suffering 
‘wit 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hetel accommodations are good, far sure 

passing lhenveraye in countries new enough to 
aliicrd the finest of fishing. 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates,und attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Does, Guasaod Fishing Tackle Carried Freagt 

owner'srisk, * ; 
Itisouraim tomakesportsmen feel “at home” 

wathisroute. W r Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
Uustrated book of 8) pages), containing full in- 
formation an.! ccurate maps of the Fishing 
@rounds and ‘ime Cards, addreas_ A. B. LEED, 

dep. Vass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mick, 

ONG ISLAND B.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
4 ULE, taking effect March |ith, 1886,—Leaye 

HUNTER’S P’T (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn,4 min. 
earlier) for . 
Babylon, §.35 A.M., 8.35, 4.35, 6.35 p.m. Sundays, 
A.M. 
Col. P't& Whitestone, 7,35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 A.M,, 

2.84, 3.30, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 1045 P.M, 
12.15 night. M 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.m,, 1.25, 6.35, 7, 10 P.M, 
Flushing, 6.3(, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.85 4.o., 2.39, 3,36, 

4,35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.85, 7, 7-05, 9.151045 P.M., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 8.35, 10.35 Avar., 1.85, 3. 6.35, 7, 10 Bont. 

Far Cato 8.86, 11 AM., 4,35, 5,35, 7 P.at, 
Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.35 Pit Sundays, $A-M. 
aud 6,35 PM. 4 
Great Neck,6.30, 7,85. 11,35 A.M., 3.35, 9.45,6 35 P.M. 

Suturday nifhts, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M, 5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempsiead, 8, 10 A.M, 

1.35, 8.35, 4.85, 5.95, 6.85 PM, From Flatbush ay, 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed,, Fri, and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdaysand Sundays only irim Pjatbush ay. 
10 P.M. Sunday, 94.M., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Guys, Locust Valley, Glen Heed tod Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.85, 4.35, 5.35,6.35 Po. Bundayas, 9 
A M., 6.85 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harhor, 8 A.M., @.25 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, £, 10 a.m,. 4.35, 6.25 

Pw. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 PM. 
DLakeland and Farminvdasile, 8 AM.,3.55, 5.45 P.M. 
Port Jeifersin, 10 A-M.,4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, $35 A.M., 4.35,5.35 Pm. Bundays, 8 

ALM, 
Richmond Hill, Glendaie, 8.35, 11 a.m., (1.85, 4.36. 

6.55,6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Fri 
Suturday nigtts, 12.15) Sundays,9 an, 
Oreedmoor, 8, 10 4,o., 1,35 Pt., Tuesd 

nesdiiya and Saturdays, commenciog A J: 
HUNTER'S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX —Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's Pt, 8.340, 
10.50, 11.30 A.M., 3.10, 4.10, 540,619 Pm. lor fury 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc. 
apply al 229 Bway, cor. Barelay. 

7 W.M. LAPFAN Gen’l Pass, Agent. 

Wild Fow! Shooting, 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY,L L 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AW OLD 
bayman. Ha3alwayson hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train— 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast, The best 
ground io the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Specialattention given 
by himeelf to his guests, and satisfaction euaran— 
teed. Address Wm.N. LANE, Goud Ground, L.L 
Hefers by permission to J.B Shepherd, 691 Broad- 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broudway,. N, ¥, 
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,.. TheDaly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Toany other GQun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shootings Ussurpassed. 
Lists furnished on application. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
AGENTS FOR CARL'S NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. Or W. R. SCHABFHR, _ Or THos. L. Go.cuer, 

(1 Elm st., Boston. 11) Girard ave., Phila 

. | 

Hartel: und Fontes for Sportsmen. 

Chesarcake & Ohio R. R. 
The Konte of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Gest Hunting and Fishing ’ 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
perc Diue Riles Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 

Jerhany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, jishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman exrried free, | ERowsard’s Steel Head Shells--Quality guaranteed, Pricelower than any other. 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque see- REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, | 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

ca Be connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsyille 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South. All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAY KR. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
mayl ly Richmond, 

KEENE'S PATENT. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the 
U.S.Governmentin ths Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. Prices: Carbines, $22 
Ae Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade 

Pp. 0. Box 3,994. Only. SendforCatalogueand Price-Lists. E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. 

THE FO X GUL NT Guns, Fte 

Special Announcement. THE SNEIDER, 
Put, 180% = 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

Rela, 1580 
Pot. 18da. 

THE URIGINAL ENGER, P ietor. MESS roprietor 
AMERIGAN SAMMERLESS, 

eT hee eS NEA HE MANUFACTURERS OF THE FOX" GUN, FEELING THAT DEALERS, | Guns WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
oo as a general thing, have not done justice to the merits of this WONDERFUL AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

. GUN, are devermined to haye them vplaeen pee aponamet mors eenereuy that wee SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
) ar ANY | oreat merits may become better known and appreciated, is needless to speak 0 5 : 

The Pullman Car Company THE ELEGANT WORKMANSHIP AND WONDERFUL SHOOTING POWERS ; Muzzle Toadies eee aaans 
i rel, i ; Fs NSURPASSED BY ANY of ee Se oe is a fact well established that they are UNS 8 Pin-Fire Guus Altered to Central-Fire, 

Neate ae : i i 1X- : Bent to Avy Crook, i ; vith dini d kitch- We propose for a limited period to offer a line of these guns at the following EX Stocks ; Crag 
Sr pete eet a eee sie also NYO: TREMULY LOW PRICES, after which the original prices will be restored, our object GUNS BORED TO pee CLOSE. 

Vided wath racks and closets for guns and fishing | |i, 19 introduce the guns into sections of the country where dealers have failed to Send for Illustrated Catalogue. g r 

$8 PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars ** DayyCrocket" and “Tzaak Walton,” 

SoA ee eet an ancl Oklicr decicon information | present them ; in the firm belief that where they become known they WaT be the es- €L ARK & SN EID ER, 

furnished on application to Gen’) Supt. oe C. | tablished favorite, and we shall reap the benefit in future of this great sacrifice. hii BART PRE ee eT oe 

a peg bbe os Such Inducements Have Never Before Been Offered. memes 
Sportsmen wishing to purchase one of these beautiful guns must respond at once, as = pe 

Gu 48, Ammunition, Ete, tle number offered at these prices is limited. d a Ln tvs ante 

Twist Barrels, 12 or 10 Gauge, Pistol Grip, Reb.Locks, $58 & $63, $40. 5 
Lam’ td Steel ic Fe be ae ‘i ce ae iy re Hate 3 a 

~ge te oe acca ee in oe “ ac 9 50), a 

CHARLES f RITZMANY, viet fe «6 ede ob ti ts 24 si ‘i 160, 60. A STEVE \ S & 09's 

IMPORTER OF | Fine “or Bernard fe KG te OP Ge 8 125, 73, 

nas oe 88 | Breech-Loading Arms 
descriptive catalogue, 

$25 00 $40.00 $45.00 
SINGLE GUNS. 

Plain. ‘Twist. Laminated. 
B12 50 $15.5) $17.00 

' ' 

Finest “* 
Hine Hrnee att AN Hi | Every Gun warranted. Sent C. O. D., with privilege of examination. Send for DOUBLE GUNS, ) very AMERICAN ARMS ce., Twist. Laminated Extra. 

943 Broadway, near 23dSt., N. ¥ 102 Milk street. Boston. Mass. 

eecaliber, A 2.°)\ viaerh etdeaet 
32, 88, 44 caliber . yawn a! 

Extra for globe sights and varnished stock, 63. 
HUNTER'S PET RIFLES. 

Win. in. 22in, Bin. 
2, 88, S8and 41 caliber $18 $19 320 $21 

POCKET RIFLES. 
1050. Win. i5in, Win. 

22, 52 caliber.,..... $12.26 $13.25 $15 $16.65 
GALLERY PISTOLS. 

Light. Heayy. 
$20.00 R $32, 

J. Stevens & Co. haye nearly doubled the ca- 
acity of their works, apd for several months 
ave been obliged to run the factory at night to 

meet the increased demand; showing that the 
SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS IN 

FINE FISHING TACKLE. 
The Celebrated “Fraukfort’ Reels 

ale a “cl . ‘ 
in Stock, THE BEST GUNS for the LEAST MONEY. se THE WORLD, when sold at such moderate 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER, | y, w. GREENER'S und C, G, BONEDILI'S GUNS a specialty. General Agent for UARDS Prides, wal teres their way into favor without 
Bass, 75 ete, eee ou 00: Maska- | STANDARD GLASS BALL TRAP. Send for circulars. Send for illustrated price isto 

= * iG | 

Seep ere eee PLO EiGee WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.Y, CHARLES FOLSOM, LERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY, VE 106 Chambers Street, N. Y, Bie, cleste recat, Ee dae DUNN & WILBUR pean A Z20rs Ww) sare R chmcnts, owle 1Ves, 
7, - sea Hunting Clasp Euives, dtilletos, Dirks, etc. ‘ 7 Fure-Arms, Ammunition, and alt FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. s e Articles connected with the same, 

MAME 2 COMMiIssion Merchants) Rea aoe eae ae eens i J, Stevens & Co,'sCelebrated Arms, ELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 
- GLASSES, CUMPASSES, Ete! POULTRY. GAME, BUTTER, ECCS, CREEN & DRIED FRUITS. DARLINGTON, Wis., Sept. 27, 1580, 

23 ’ Dear Sirs—T receiyed the $2 cal. rifle you sent all 
The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,’ j 0. K Tdid not expect lo get an octagonal barrel 

)(recommended, by FOREST AND STREAM) sent We send saley and check for net amount immediately after sale. Stencils and Price LG TO A EH BA gt To yey tats 
RCH Sdn ee. Current furnished free on application. Your correspondence and shipment solicited. you how the gun shoots. After adjusting the 
GDNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 

LOADED TO ORDER, SEND STAMP FOR a fe Panna aene yp Ranieetee cesar Malay oe Ie Cs 
37 0 ‘ ‘ 79 (oF | Ey yards, and put every siotin a butleeye 16 inchea tn LISY OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. ¢ 192 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK, Tiiheen: -threeot the shots wonld be cavern bya 

five cent nickel piece. I killed & hawk 300 yards the 
1 AL ~] TRADE. a 

peti = uh bp haben pene second shot. I am ¢ontident I could kill » deer 
, = i | with AY siacanitate of a mile away, The gunts 

Th well balanced, and the workmanship is superb, 
} n j shall recommend the gun evhenever i can. , MeCUE BROTHERS, | 

( Truly yours, EUGENE HALSTED, 

vy an T E R S | 4 SPECIALTY. (GEND HOR NEW PRICE LIST OF SUP- 
H A } BO eserves Ne fe Lie eat sea oe reece a Taxidermists and Naturalists, ‘ 

ae ito ya Ashienibaee elt Dena Ponies Laed tial iSamplpa seaaeeae é yer A spn anal the cou ance 

rae BEST QUALITY ONLY. We guar- | F. L. SH E LDON, Rahway, Ni. J. } Ww.J. KNOWLTON, a 
antes sitistsction. TR 188 Tremont street, Boston, ie 

A : ” 7” 
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SPrRATT’SS PATENT 
GENUINE 

NONE ARE OS SSaiNni 

STAMPED, 

Packed in Cans of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

#iublications 

FOR MAGAZINES 

—AND— 

NEWSPAPERS, 
Send for our Catalogue for 

p 181, Now ready. 

Everything at elub rates. 
byerything free of postage, 

All the $t magazines at 
$5.45, and others at similar 
prices. 
We make Foreign 

We send: 
sub- 

Seriptions a specialty. 

‘London Time 

per 

Journal, 7 at mee 
Tusirated London News, per year.......------ 575 

All other prominent English, French and German 
periodicals at corresponding prices. Send for our 

| Catalegue, giving club prices on nearly 2,000 
publications. Wree by mail to any address. A. a. 
EGPEE & CO., 11 Bromfield St,, Boston, Mass. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY} AND 

The American Poultry Yard, 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH, H, Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTRY WORLD 
iS sent post-paid for $1.95 
pe year; the AMERICAN 
POULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00, 
Aserles of twelve magifi- 

cent Chromos, each repre- 
senting a standard breed of 
fowls, Sent for 75 cents éxtra 

Subscribers to either publication. tool 

Any of the Following Books Sent on 

Keceipt of Price by Forest and 

Siream Pub. Co. 

Adirondoks, Camp Litein, Murrays........... $1.50 

Adironiaeks, Camps and Tramps th, Northrup, 1.25 

Aditroidacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition., 2.00 

Adirondack, Wildemess, Jn the, Warner's, Th 

Amateur Trapper—vaper, 500.5 Wis...-. 2222.2 -. 75 

Ameria Anglers Book, Norris.....+2+.-.0cre> 5.50) 

Ameri(gn Bird Pancie.........,2...25-5 olf 80 

American Boy's Own Beok, sports and Games.. 2.00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses...... 5.00 

Atierican Wild Pow] shonling, J. W. Long.;... 2.00 

American Kennel, Burges ....-.-.....0--.---., 2.00 

sling, 2 Book on, Mrails..-,-...6e-2 sees 7.59 

BeUQueT, AVOUCHD, .< ccurcat tee EXESe ays ccsa dence SD 

Archery. Pending and Broadsword......-__..__, 20 

Wiehery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson....,, 1.50 

Around the World in the Yacht Sumbeam, ....- 4.00 

Ray ge TC TS ee Bo son - Bae ads Sanaa 3) 

OF Swimming, MonStury 2. --ceveyeereee =D 

. Fol Switwining, Webb..... ee wards Hi] 

Mihleie's Guide, Harding,.......,......---.08.-. All 

Athletic Sports for Hoys—wboards, 7 1.00 

Athictic Sports, Stonehenge.....,., 1,00 

Billey’s Birds of the United Stutes... = aah 

Mains Birds of North Ameriva.....--......... 30 0 

Haicher'’s Method of Horsemanship. ..:.:....- , 100 

hstein's Chamber and Cage Birds.........-. 1 50 

MBits and Bearluy Reins... 52... 22.21 -0s00r 04: 50 

BOAT Sailing, Prachheal, 2.22... eee eee eee es 100 

Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50¢.; Shooting, 
500,; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50c.; 

Cage and Singing Birds, 500; Dogs, Tc; 
Birds’ Bees and Nesis, 40c.; Fresh and Salt 

Water Aquarium, 50u.; Native Song Birds... 75 

HE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 

Bolges ue to withdraw tbe ust of kecas 
make room for other eave baye on gale to 

aa pre- 

these En eae be Fare 
ST AND 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 
Please see that Every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATENT” and a “X,” 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

IS O. de LUZE & CO., 
NEW YORK. 

FRANC 
{8 South William Street, 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., 
—— AND —— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove M’f’gq Co., 

488, 490, 492 Broadway, : 
Cor. Broome Street, and 

205 Broadway, 
; Cor. Fulton Street, 

NEW YORK CITY. 

RUBBER OUTFITS 
COMPLETE FOR 

7 HUNTING and FISHING. 

Trouting Pants and Leg- 
pins a Specia‘ty. \ 

All Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water- 

. proof, 

¥RON'T VIEW. RUBBER GOODS INSIDE VIEW. 
=) = HALLo¢K HUNTING CoAT.—The game 

s % = ag pocket extends the entire length of coat, 
Every Descriptiom. sith capacity far surpassing’ any ordinary 

Send sor Mlustrated Catalague Game Dag. 

HALLOCK HUNTIrG UCOAT.— 
Six pockets outside and game 

cket inside, 

mo BEATS THE WORLD.”-: 

Oid Judgesmoking Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokersto Know, 

oe ‘MAJORITY OF SMUKERS 

Il 
je 

smoking Cigarettes made of the 
ordinary pure rice paper, they haye been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POL 
SONS, thrown off by all burning paper, 
namely: The Oil of Creosote. CHARLE=> 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

~ OO,, manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE’ 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
a8 wrappers for “OLD JUDGE" Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 

; \ neutralized or destroyed, snd the paper 
<— 4 made saliva proof to prevent its break- 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD JUDGE” Cig irettesis owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
ticht to useit. The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
ell smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Soid by all leading dealers. z em and you willuse no others. 

are perhaps oot aware, that in 

AS 

, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Waterst., 
SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 

(BSEABLISHED 1836). 

first premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman's patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

(2) 

Pail Me 

Send for circular containing full de 
seription. Address _ 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn, 

JOHN KRIDER 7 
4. E, Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia ===, 2 SF Ss 

UNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, . BROWN'S PATENT 
fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, b> 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books, ==5 CUN CLEANE 
TUR BEST ‘ Ete. Ete, 

Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. ‘> 5, Cleaner and Oiler 
ALSO et! For Lreeel ing Aros 

“ Krider's" Celebrated Center Enamel Split and => a 
Glued Bamboo Rods. For One Dollar, one Cleaner Patches, B 

Birds’ Eggs and Rirds' Skinsin Great Varieties. anal di rectighs seaticehs at pra 
Addrsa_ T. YARDLEY BROWN, Muteules, Taxidermy in all its branches. j 

jo READING, Pa. | Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscult, ~* 

FOR SALE, 

Repairing of all kinds. marly 

An Biarthily Paradise, 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayl3,6u 

RONAN'S METAL SHELL CLEANER, 
Cleans by scraping (without water), Is self- 

adjusting. Made forl0and 12 gauge, For sale by 
all gun dealers. J. F. RONAN, Box 34, Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to the trade, 
ee ee ees 

BLY BROS.’ 
Cenuine First Quality Blue 

CARTRIDCE CASES. 
EOR BREECH-LOADING GUNS. 

THE BEST PAPER SHELLS IN THE MARKET. 
We have a lotof No. 12 gauge which we will sell 

fn lots of 1,000 for $7. Larger quantities cheaper. 
Will be sent to any address on receipt of the money. 
Thisis araré chance to get a first-class article 

yery cheap. Call op or address, 
CHALMERS & MURRAY, 76 Reade St., New York. 
a in any 

per day athome, Samples 
$5 to $20 Worth $5 free. Address 
STINSON & GO., Portland, Maine. 

Chromo Cards, etc., name 5 oO ta Speed ve 
on, 10c. Gilt-Edge Cards, 10c, CLONTON 

£ Qo., North Hayen, Conn. 

TRY TEM. 

Diving decoys and new improved explosive 
target balls. Samples of either sent postpaid for 

ota. Circulars free. 
DIVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N. ¥, 

WIL | ) RICE SEED forsale. $2 per 
bushel. CHAS. GIL- 

OHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario, 

se SEED for sale. $2.50 

WILD RICH per intel oumiy 
Canuds two cents per pound, 

R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

sia ls 

$66 a week in yourows town. Terma Pd 
outfit free. Address H. HALLETT ¢ 00.2 

Portland, Maine. 

MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 
‘SPRATIS PATENT” are Furyeyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 

“Pibrine” Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatation, Paris, etc. 
receiving the highest award for Dog Biscuits at the 
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, ete., etc, 

They have been awarded over 40 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals ; 
Paris Exhibition, 1878; Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 

NONE ARE OS S83 1Nn 

STAMPED, 

To be had in smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Ainbligationg, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD _HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
NGELBY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 

A spicyand fascinating story of sportsinan’s life 
in the wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50, 

CAMP LIVE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A.J, Farrar. An amusing account of 
& trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages. 12 Mus. 
Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSPRATED, A complete and re- 
Hable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
Fivers. 256 pages. 50 illus., and a large map. 

*rice 50 cents, 3 
SARTNAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED, A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Mousehead Lake region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map._ ‘Che tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St, John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. seyele 14ijllus, Price 60 cents. 
TARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on toughlinen 
perce cloth covers, _ 5!) cents. 
FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the K: nichec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Priuted on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREUSCOPIO VIEWS, 26 cts. 
Send for catalogue. 

mailed, 
(e, 

fe Any of the atove publications 
pees . on receipt of price. _ Address « 
SHARLES A, J FARRAR, Jamaica Pinin, 
Ves @& T. Déc31 
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PhiladelahiaFishing Tackle House 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SCN, 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every “escription, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel, 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880. 

Reyersed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Reels, Lines, etc. 
Our BETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices as low a3 the lowest, and always firat- 

class Goods. 

Pricelist of wood and rod mountings free. 
Our 5-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
ing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten centa 
in stamps. 

=, FERGUSON’S PATENT 

i » ADJUSTABLE 

:REFLECTING 
LAMPS, 

With Improved 

Locomotive Reflectors 

Kor General Iheminating 
Purposes. 

Whe Universal Lamp, 
For Sportsmen and Others. Combines 

HEAD Jack, BOAT Jack, Camp Lamp, Beir Laue, 
DasH Lamp, DARK LANTERN, Ere. 

JEEXCELSIOR DASH LAMP can be used 
right or left hand on any kind of dash. Un- 
excelled as # Hand Lantern or Bracket Lamp. 
Send stamp for Ilhistrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

Send stamp for Catalogne. Y 
Yj fies, Shot Guns, Her olvers, cent c ey for "bination 

My New Iustrated P. -e List deseribing 
over 1 Goll and Silver\7altham Watches 
sentforaHe stamp. It tolls how I send 
wartcbes ty 11] partsot U.5.to beexaminid 
before paying any money- Undonbted ref= 
erence. N.H.White Jewe'er, Newark N.S, 

50 All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g Cards, (No 2 allie), 
Nameé on, 10¢. CLINTON BROS., Clinton- 

ville, Conn, 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Bliscellayeous Adurytisements. 

TOUROGRAPH,| = 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC 
WONDER! lh | 

i al il Mi Every Tourist His Own Photographer. 

: i il, at WEaSIMPLE AND RELIABLE. 
ANY INTELIGENT MAN CAN USE IT 

WITH A FEW MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS. 

Oranae Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. | 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
| 

Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 
EES showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

Furnished FREE, 

FL & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yes 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting Powder. | 
The most Popular Powderin Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, havea maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-eight years, Man- 
ufacture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der: 

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Noa. 1 (coarse) to 4, (fine), unequalled in strength, 
= etal and cleanliness ; adapted for Glass 
all and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING. 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 
Ball, Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strony, and clean Powder, of yery fina 
grain, for Pistol Shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE EG, ** SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for Long Range Rifle 
Shooting, the FFG and FFFG for general use, 
burning stroog and moist. 

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting 
Powders, 

Of all sizes and descriptions. Special grades for 
export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U.S. Government standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 
grain or proof. Agencies inall citiesand prin- 
cipal fowns throughout the United States. Rep- 
resented b 
F, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wail Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for Long Range Shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 

Number of Pellets to the or. 

on Bach Bag, 

Trap Shot 
Washington Street, Boston, tras, | Soft or Chilled. 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

GunsSporting Goods, 
TINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT c, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

Finglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. V. R. SCHUYLER, J, R, SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE, 

OF the late firm of Special. 

WEBLEY AND JAMES. 

(Camera Closed.) 

Send postal for circulars and twenty-five cents for sample qwor 
made withit. JMJention this Paper, v We 

“(Camera Open.) References—Thos. §. Steele, author of ‘*Ganoe and Camera 
Fred. A. Ober, author of “Camps in the Caribbees.”’ 

BLAIR TOUROCRAPH Co., 
433 Washington Street, Boston, Wass. 

No. of pellets to Oey 888 4T2 6k 
344 

1056 Soft. 
495 116 130 ie 

TATHAM& BRO’ S5 
__ BEEKMAD BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORK. 

Seuenafdvaiaed ae 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Riyaling the English and All Others, | 
* : 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND | 
BAR LEAD. , 

Our stock of breech-loadera is more complete as seasonthan ever before, and is adjusted to meet , } 
every want, It embraces among others: COLT’S CLUB GUNS (genuine) for glass iit ele THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER, 
Canes trap shooting, where closeness and ps penetration are ‘required, EER ; j 

PECIA tt, GUNS.—These cuns contain every eee which can contribute to beauty, ES Office, No, 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
nience, or excellence in shooting. A JOB LOT of WEBLEY'S GUNS, of many Icimds, THOSE Y | eens sess rn= ttt seen 5 
nee aa posal adapted to killing large game, such as ducks and geese, at long range. ENOS 

Hazard’s “Electric Powder." JAMES & COU’S GUNS, for all sorts of work. prety, 3 ee ee GUN. es! a IME TET GU GUN. THE 
desi te for the same class of wo k as the COLT 
WORTH's SINGLE HREEOHAL OA DER, with TOP LEVER, This last is JUSTTHEGUN | FITSt Eng! ish Bo kon Fishing. 
FOR BOYS, or men who cannot afford a bey double guns on 

P. O. Box 4,309, & D, FOLSOM, 30 Warren Street, New York THE TREATYSE vie Se as WYTH e 
ANGLE. 

HODGMAN & CO. 

Noa. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

BGazard’s *‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
@lb. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
jand prairie shooting. Well adapted to shotguns. 

By DAME JULIANA BERNEBS. 

A fac-simile reproduction of the first edition, 
printed by Wynken de Wi orde, at Westminster, 1 

Hazard’s ‘*Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In1 and 5 Ib. canisters 
and 6} and 12} lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

tration. Yor field, forest, or water shooting, 
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

LANE, NEW Psi, 

1496. 4to, unique hand-made paper and binding, Fs 
The extreme rarity of this work, and the great 

interest taken in it by connoisseurs, has suggested 
to the publisher the advisability of producing a 
fae-simile reprint tor the use of those collectors and 
‘anglers who can never hope to possess the almost 
priceless original. The present fac-simile 15 repro- 
duced from a copy of the original edition in the 
British Museum, by means of photogr: aphy, aod Rueeer Fisuine Ourrits, 

COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
| FISHING BOOTS, 
BLANKETS, 

Light, Black, White or Tan Color Goats. 
AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Riifle.’”’ 

BFFG FG, and “Sea Shooting” FGin kegs of 
$6, 12, and 6} lbs. and cansof5 lbs. FEFG is also 
packed inland} 1b. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist, The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘‘Sea Shooting" 
FG is the atandard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOV ERNM ENT CANNON noe MUSKET Pow- 

; also, SPECIAL GRA FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale at our office. 

consequently renders every peculiarity of the 
original in faithful detail; the rude illustrations 
which adorned the first edition of this ‘*lytyIl ~ 
plauntiet” are here given in all their quaint rough~ 
ness. The work is ‘printed on hand-made paper of — 
the same texture and color as that on which the 
first edition appeared, and the binding is of con— 
temporary pattern and Imgterial, so than the reader — 
of to-day in handling this volume can realize the 
form and appearance of the original, which must 
have delighted the eyes ot those who studied 
A) freatyses perteynynge to dyuers playsaunt mat- 
ters bélongynze voto fiablesse.” J. W- BOUTON, 
706 Broadway, New York, 

HARRIS’S 
88 WALL STREET, NEWYORK, | ‘yy .ning Pants. [ES'TA DLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue. | LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

SH O TI N S S. FOR DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING. 
O G UITS Ce aE WIND PROOF. 

W aterproot, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy. | _ CIGARETTES EDWIN S. HARRIS, 

177 Broadway. 

ARCHER'S DRAW AND LOOSE" 
TVES SPLENDID SATISFACTION, — 

A HANDLE makes the DRAW much 
EASIER; aaa neyer touch the string. A 
HAIR TRIGGER to loose instantly-and smooth- 
ly. ‘The RELIEF TO THE FINGERS and th 

Bae OF DRAW gives ACCURACY TO TH 
AIM. Liberal Discount to Cluba of Six oF 
More. Send for circular. Address 
§.E, FRE NCH, Park Avenue Hotel, N. ¥. City 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 

Bird Skins. (Class Eyes. 
For Stuffed Birds and Animals. 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Prise List. 

A. J. COLBURN, 
Boston, Mass. 

UPTHECROVE & McLELLAN, « MILD"—Rare Old Virginta. “ HALVES "—Rare Old Perique and Virginta. 

(Successors to W. H. HOLABIRD,) 

VALPARAISO, IND. Alwavs Uniform and Reliable. 
THE WILSON PATENT | . ; ; x ila. ; Paris, 1878; 

ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1 876; Paris, 2 

WITIE THIRTY CHANGES OF Sydney, 1880. 

oe abe Special concession by the French Government, and on galein all civilized countries. 

aes Peerless Tobacco Works, TW Q_ KIMBALL & CO. 

lid Chair, Child's Crib 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- , 
ness, strength, sim- 
licity and comfort. 
verything toan ex- 

act science Orders 
by mail promptly at- 
tended to. 
Goods shipped to any 

address, ©, «). D, Send Stamp for Illustrated 
Cireular; quote ‘Forest and Stream. Address : 
Wilson Aine; OQhair M*i’g Co.,661 Broadway,NY, 

READING POSITION. 

BiW DEE 
A Pres i OREST, AND FULL, mak ernmanent binding; for sale by F 

HICH, WHEN ISMINGCOMPANY, 20 an
d 40 Park Row, ‘Times ‘ building 

Sent by mall, #1. $1 Boylston Street, 
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that they may veach us before that day). 
i oo 

Tm Narioyan Amurtoan Firnp Trraus.—The trials to 
he run near Vincennes, Indiana, next week promise to be in 
al] respects very successful. From what we learn of the 

arrangements it appears that everything which careful fore- 

‘sight could accomplish has been done to render the meeting 
attractive to sportsmen, and to make if what it should be, a 

field where the hest dogs of America can contend without fear 
or favor, 

Great credit is due to Dr. E. Kellam and Mr. Sloo for the 
vigorous work that they haye done to promote the success of 

the meeting. We look forward with great interest to the 
result of the trials, and feel sure that this meeting will exceed 
in interest any hitherto held in this country. 

Buverisnh Gorse Soure.—The bluefish, Pometonias xcil- 

tatriz, haye left the Northern and astern coast as far as 

New Jersey, and are now on their winter tour. They have 
settled the bills (of the young bill-fish) and with a young one 

under each fin (inside) they have departed from the shores of 

Long Island, like the last summer boarder, not to be seen 
again until next spring when the skipper of a menhaden 
steamer, standing in the prow of his piscivorous craft, erect 
asasore thumb and with a north-east smile of satisfaction 

which expands until both ends of it can be seen behind, calls 

to the cook of his oleagenous ship: ‘Get ont your squid, 

Sam, we'll have bluefish for dinner." 
an 

—We have received from theauthor an ‘Introduction to 
the Study of Mortuary Customs among the North American 
Indians," by Dr. H. C. Yarrow, an extended notice of which 
will be given next week, 

A DEATH TRAP IN SHINNECOCK BAY. 

HERE are now untold millions of fish, mostly young 

ones, which are shut in by the closing of Shinnecock 

Inlet, and which will die soon if not let out. The bay is situ- 

ated upon the south side and near the eastern end of Long 
Island, opening southward into the Atlantic Ocean, and is 

the feeding and spawning ground of millions of fish. Its 
fishery interests are very large; probably two hundred men 

support their families from the bay fisheries, taking the dif- 

ferent fish in their seasons, as bluefish, weakfish, sea bass, 

etc., in spring and summer, and crabs, eels and flat fish im 

winter. The bay is deeper than the Great South Bay, averag- 

ing about fwwelve feef, but its inlef is often filled up and 

stopped by the autumn storms, one of which closed if up 

about two months ago. Jntelligent fishermen place the 

amount. of young bluefish (snapping mackerel), weakfish, 

menhaden, porgies and sea bass of this season’s hatch, now 
confined in the bay at; many millions, while of the older fish 

there is also a great number, one of our informants saying 

that he recently saw fen acres of solid fish im one mass in 

the bay. 

Learning these facts we recently visited the bay aud found 

them confirmed by the professional fishermen of Quogue, 

Atlantieville, Good Ground and Southampton. Tn conversa- 

tion with Mv. Wim. N. Lane, the well known host of the 
sportsman's resort xt Good Ground, so famous for its duck 

and bay-bird shooting, he said that he would open the inlet 

at his own expense if allowed, but that there was a fine of 

#25 and imprisonment for so doing. Astonished at learning 

that a man might be subjected to a criminal prosecution for 

doing so good and public spirited an act as My. Lane proposed 
to do, we made further inquiry and learned that at the last 

session of the Legislature of New York the Supervisors of 

the town were empowered to appoint two commissioners, who 

had power to locate an inlet to be dug at the expense of the 
town, and that it was unlawful for any one to make an inlet 

at any other place. 

Two men have been appointed ; one of them is a man who 

has no interest if the hay and who does not care if it is never 

opened, and the other has a hotel somewhere in the eastern 

part of the bay, where an inlet is not. practicable, and he does 

not care to locate it elsewhere. and in the meantime the fish 

will die. 

The death of the fish is not the worst evil. Many of them 

do not decay until warm weather, according to the fishermen, 

and then the waters are foul, a ‘“‘slick” is formed on top 

from the oil, and this, flowing out at every tide, repels the 

spawning fish from entering next season fo deposit their ova. 
This isa ¢ase which calls for immediate action, and if Shin- 

necock Bay is noi opened during this month we hope that 

some way may be found to punish derelict commissioners to 
as great an extent a8 te law would inflict upon Mr. Lane or 
others who should offer to do [his necessary work. The Leg- 
islature should be called upon to repeal such portion of the 

act as inflicts a penalty upon men who offer fo remedy the 

effect of storms in closing this inlet. It seems fo us not only 

unjust but outrageous. The strip of sandy beach which sep- 
arates the Atlantic from the bay is from sixteen Lo seventy- 
five rods in width, narrowest near Good Ground, in the west- 

ern part, where Mr. Lane’says le ean open an inlet in twenty- 

four hours, and the fishermen at Atlanticville and Quogue, 

still west of that, say that one made there is more likely to 

stand than if made m the Eastern and wider part. 

We call the attention of our public spirited Fish Commis- 

sioners to this grievance. They are stocking the waters with 
young fish and here are millions of fry, one-quarter grown, 
suffering to be let out to find their migrating fellows or to go 
to deeper waters and more congenial temperature, which will 

surely die in another month. We are aware that the Fish 
Commission are powerless in this matier, but call their atten- 

tion that they may see that they should be empowered to act, 

and act promptly, ina caseof this kind. To dig such an in- 

let is a trifling matter, if legal restrictions are removed, for if 

a smnall ditch is made the tides will attend to finishing it, and 
we call on somebody to do something to save, not only the 

fish now living, but the spawning ground of a most valuable 
fishery from a pollution which will render it obnoxious to the 

fish next season. 

TRAPPED BIRDS ON LONG ISLAND. 

E commend to the consideration of the sportsmen. of 

this city and Brooklyn the communication published 

elsewhere respecting the illegal traffic in trapped birds, exten- 

sively carried on by the employees of the Long Island Rail- 

road. 

The writer of that letter tells us that on the occasion of his 

return from a recent shooting trip to Greenport, L. I., there 

being seven other gunners on the same train, the baggage mas- 

ter had in his possession more birds, which he had bought of 

the trappers at the stations along the line, than the eight 

sportsmen could show as the result of their day’s shooting. 

He further avers that this was nothing unusual, but that the 

same thing has been going on day after day, and will proba- 
bly continue so long as the supply of birds holds out. 

The law on this point is explicit. Section XI. of the game 

statute reads : 
No person shall, at any time or place within this State, take or 

kill any ruffed grouse, commenly called partridge, or any pinnated 
grouse, commonly called prairie chicken, or any spruce grouse, com- 
monly called Canada partridge, or any quail, with any net, trap. or 
snare, or set any such net, trap or snare for the purpose of taking 
or killing any of such birds ; nor shall any person willfully sell, ex- 
pose for sale, or have in possession any of the said birds after the 
same have been so taken or killed. Any person violating any of 
the provisions of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misde- 
meanor, and in addition thereto shall be hable toa penalty of 10 
for each bird go killed or had in possession. And it shall be lawful 
for any person to take or destroy any such nets, traps, or snares 
wherever fonnd. 

When sportsmen are accorded the privilege of shooting over 

certain premises on the one condition that they do ‘‘not dis- 

turh the boys’ snares down -in the field,” and when these 

sportsmen—eight of them—after a day’s tramp with gun and 

dog over the snare covered fields, come home bringing in a 
beggarly bag of birds, while the baggage master on their 

train, who has confined his “sporting” to his baggage car 

sends his boy through the train to peddle to these sportsmen a, 

couple of dozen brace of trapped birds the inference is plain 
that there is something exceedingly putrid in Denmark. 

There ought not to be any hesitation or misapprehension 

about their duty by the organizations whose business it is to 

attend to this matter. If the frade in snared birds is car- 

ried on with the boldness alleged by our informant certainly 

no extraordinary detective skill is required to put the guilt 

just where it belongs, and the simplest way fo go about the 

suppression of the traffic would be the arrest and prosecution 

of every baggage master, brakesman, news agent and stoker 
on the Long Island Railroad in whose possession the birds 

might be found. 

This appears to us fo be the simplest and most promising 

mode of procedure. When once the trade of the railroad 

employees is stopped, the trapper will find 4 poor market for 

his birds aud little encouragement to pursue his practices. 
The efforts of the game associations ought to receive the cor- 

dial support of the Long Island Railroad managers, who owe 

it to their sportsmen patrous to stop the contemptible work 

of their employees. The ordinary rules of business ought to 

teach them that the patronage of the passengers who go over 

their road to snd from the shooting districts is much more to 

them than the revenue accruing to their brakesmen and bag- 
sage masters from their services as go-betweens for trappers 
and dealers. A general order from headquarters respecting 

this subject would be appreciated by the public. We are 

coufident that if a committee of the Long Island Sportsmen’s 

Association should confer with the railroad managers they 

would find the latter ready to further their endeavors to pre- 
vent the extermination of the game birds of Long Island. 

2 +e 

Haronine Frosting Eocs.— We publish in another place 

a figure and description of a new hatching apparatus invented 

by Col. M. McDonald, Assistant to the U. 5. Fish Commis- 

sion and Fish Commissioner of Virginia. It is not patented, 

and is generously given to the fish culturists to use, if it so 
pleases them. An examination of it will show that itis on 
the principle of the conical hatchers, but reversed, the eggs of 

the cod having as strong a tendency to rise as those of the shad 

have to sink; and though there are several forms of apparatus 

which hatch cod eggs tolerably well, there was need of a 
better one, and certainly this new device of Col. McDonald's 

looked fair and worked well with beeswax imitations of eggs, 
which are about the specific gravity of codfish eggs. It may 
be that this is destined to work the same revolution in hatch- 
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ing Hoating eres thal thu cones have in shad hatching, super 

seding other apparatus by reason of compactness and the 

facility with which they can be worked, We will watch for 

reports of its use this winter at Gloucester and other places 

whiere the cod will be hatched. 
Se 

YARNS. 

‘T yARK clouds arose, about the time we did, to repulse the 

wooing kisses of the morning sun, and growing every 

moment more and wore threatening, finally struck a moun 

jain top and sprung a leak. Saint Swithin! how it rained! 

(olden showers for the corn, emerald for the grass, ruby for 

the cloyer. The wind howled dismally and foreed his way 

into the parlor. He does not knock ati your door as a gentle- 

manu would, and enter in a modest, unobtrusive manner, but 

he kicks the door open and stalks in like the rough rider that 

he is, overturning cyerything as though he were the hoss aiid 

sole proprietor of the ranch. 

A thoroughly bad day fills its proper place in the angler's 
calender. It is put there partly to make the better ones more 
attractive by comparison, .A whole season of superlatively 

perfect days would bring in its train a sort of contempt or 

perhaps unthankfulness; but sandwiching unlucky and un- 

Pleasant ones between adds infinitely to the charms of the 

perfect angling day, when the wind is just right, the ripple 

just high enough and the fish a-biting. 
‘This is one of my days,” says Tyro, after breakfast has 

heen disposed of, **and I expect, as you are all to be housed 

for a few hours, to hear Mumchausen outdone. Anglers cau 
outdo the most famous story tellers of any other profession.” 

*“How do you account for it, and why do you associate 

with men who have so little regard for probity ?” 

“Tt seems as though the rarified atmosphere up here has 

an expansive effect, and is conducive to exaggeration of fish- 

ing and hunting exploits. It not only braces up a man 

physically, but his conversation gets braced up, and some- 

times so high and well sustained that a judge and jury would 

be deceiyed into accepting as truth his most inflated flight of 

faney. I associate with them, trying by so doing to cor- 
rect their bad habits.” 

"You dre an ass, Tyro; but whether you inherited or 
avhieved or had assininity thrust wpon you I am not prepared 

Lo say, but that you are an ass I do affirm.” 

‘‘ Well, now, Jack, all hard names aside, I have yet to 
meet the man who, as an angling historian, is strictly truth- 

ful. My experience is this: I care not how honest a man is 

in his business relations and his ordinary everyday transac- 

Tions, fhat same man will not tell things exactly as they are 

when he recounts his adventures by field or flood. To il- 

lustrate my position: I went fishing one day with a clergy- 

man, We went to one of the fishing stations on Staten 

Island. We caught seyen weakfish——” ee 

“T don’t believe you caught seven weakfish.” 

‘* Flear me out and then contradict me; but allow, for the 

sake of argument, that we did catch seyen weakfish. When 

we came ashore we met a party who had been out nearly 

aweek, They wanted some New York papers we had, and 
for which they gaye us half a dozen more weakfish, That 

clergyman showed those fish as part of his catch. Te did 

not, I will say to his credit, claim to haye caught them. If 

his friends inferred that he did he was not going to disabuse 
their minds by telling things as they were and damaging his 
reputation as an angler. You are all the same. You all 

utter these little fibs with the most unblushing mendacity. 

You guard your reputations as skillful anglers more zealously 

than any other quality you may possess, and knowing this 

1 take very little stock in fish stories. Inever knew a man 

to guess anywhere near the weight of his fish, He always 

exceeds the mark. ‘There are plenty of men whose words I 
would unhesitatingly accept in regard to anything put fish- 

ing, and on that subject I would not believe them under oath. 

Munchausen tells few fish yarns because he knew that the 

guild of anglers were thoroughly competent to keep up their 

end, and would probably be able to grandly discount his 

most extravagant stories; and I admire and honor his judg- 

ment. He would prove in comparison the embodiment 

of strict veracity. You anglers lie artistically and grow to 

believe your own piseatorial falsehoods. It is blow, blow, 

brag, until the familiar quotation, ‘* That’s a fish story,” has 

become a synonym for every improbable and impossible yarn 

you can spin. No angler hears a brother angler’s experience 

but he either pronounces it fishy, or proceeds to draw some- 

thing still more wonderful from his own well-filled storehouse 

af fiction.” 

“There is a well-defined vein of spiteful jealousy running 

through your speech, You, Tyro, never had any luck fishing. 
Thatisknown of allmen. Youropportunities have been golden, 

jut you never could take advantage of them, You are 
totally lacking in almost every qualification that the angler 

requires. You haye no patience. You are excitable. You 

are mechanically clumsy and stupid. Put a rod in your 

hands atid you are a pathetic picture of ignorance and awl- 

wardness. You cannot learn to tie a decent knot. J have 

spent hours with you vainly endeavoring to teach you how 
1o fasten your hooks, and yet you know to-day as little about 

it as achild. I gave you up years ago.” 

‘Personal abuse is one thing and facts another. There 
was Barney Whistler, one of the most truthful men that ever 

lived. A friend asked him to substantiate a statement re- 
garding some fishing excursion. ‘Wxcuse me,’ said Barney; 

‘you will have to swear to your own lies, for I Laye all J cun 

de to manage and remember my own.’ You young fellows, 

however, are not half as bad as the old veterans. They are 

the most unconscionable old braggarts in existence. Not, 
however, from any intentional tendency to falsehood, but 

fromm an unrestrained habit of harmless exgveration that took 
possession of their souls, and through the lapse of ages has so 

thoroughly fortified its position that it is impossible to dis- 
lodge it. heirs are genuine fish stories, to which they cling 
with barnacle tenacity. It does not take them long to make 

4 bull-frog attain the proportions of an elephant. The fish 
they have caught are like T'alstaff's men in buckram—ex- 

aggerated to an almost unlimited number. But these rusty 

old chroniclers can safely be consigned to the category of 
‘have beens,’ who have no proof of their passed-away 

prowess saye in their own unsubstantiated assertions. They 

depreciate everything of the present, and say, * When I was 

on the Restigouche, or the Beayerkill, in 45, then there was 

fishing.” The still small voice of conscience never smites 
them; but. little fault will you find with them for that. 

You will all be in the same boat after a few seasons more. 

The wrinkles will gather, slowly perhaps, but surely; the 

eyes fail, the limbs grow weak, the blood run sluggishly 

through the veins, tle voice will tremble, imperceptibly at 

first, but the quaver will come; yet the tongue will never 

weary, while memory yearningly reverts to the long-ago 

angling days, to you the brightest tints in Time’s ever- 
changing kaleidescope. Then your talk will be wise and 

reminiscent and ofttimes thin, Ill stick to that, although I 

say, good old friends of the rod and reel everywhere, I for- 

give you all, and may the evenings of your lives be a sunset 

without a cloud.” MILLARD. 
+> 

CENTRAL PARK, 

HE condition of Central Park is a disgrace to the city, 

and a disgrace which is month by month erowing more 
flagrant. 

It ig asking too much that commissioners, who receive their 

appointment through no greater special fitness for office than 

the color of their political creed, should appreciate and respect 

the designs of the landscape artists who plamed the Park; 
and it is therefore a matter of no surprise that those designs 
are ienored and frustrated. But there are other, and to the 
general public more patent, sizus on every hand of the incom- 

petence of the present management of New York's pleasure 
ground. From Fifth avenue to Highth avenve, and from 
Fiftyainth street to One Hundred and Tenth street, the yisi- 

tor is confronted by glaring evidences of shiftlessness and neg- 

lect. 7 

The walks are untidy, the conerete broken and the wire 

fences straggling: and disjoimted. ‘The mall is muddy, and 

through its centre runs a narrow walk of rotten planks. 

Here, unless the visitor exercises considerable agility in get- 

ting out of the way, he is jostled and bruised by the rampant 
gout teams which, with their_noisy, impudent and rowdyish 

attendants, monopolize that part of the Park. 

The stone bridges are inarred by the hundreds of idiots’ 
names scrawled over them, and many of the wooden bridges 

are rotten and patchy. 

The arbors aud rustic works are rotting and falling to 

pieces, without even the pretence of being patched. 

The banks of the lake are seamed with the roadway's of lhe 

huge rats, which vermin, with the English sparrows, are the 

most numerous aud conspicuous members of the animal king- 

dom to be seen in Central Park. 

Add to all this that the Park policemen upon assuming their 

uniform become at once thereby deaf, dumb and blind, and 

that the walks and rambles are infested by ‘‘ gangs” of boys 
aud roughs who salute the ears of the lady passers-by with 

oaths and obscenity, and we have a ready explanation of the 

fact that decent people are year by year shunning the Park 

and relegating it to the undisputed and destructive possession 

of the great unwashed. 

If the Obelisk ever reaches its proposed site, it will hea 

most fitting cireumstance that this monument of the ruins of 

the Hasi should be erected amid the ruins of a great public 

park of the Western world. 
— 

ALLEGED GUN Praups.—J . A. Ross, of the firm of G. W. 

Turner & Ross, 17 Dock Square, Boston, Mass., was arrest- 

ed last week by a special agent of the Post Office, for alleged 
violation of the postal law, which forbids the mailing of cir- 

culars concerning a schenie to deceive and defraud the public 

by obtaining money by false pretenses. This firm lias dis- 

tributed throushout the rural districts, and by means of such 

“papers as will publish their advertisement, yoluminous circu- 

lars setting forth extraordinary bargains in firearms. One 
particular form of inducement held out is the offer to send 

fora certain amount a gun, rifle or revolver worth several 

times the price asked for it, the purchaser in réality recety- 

ing a weapon which he cowd buyin areputable gun store 

for less than he had paid Messrs. Turner and Ross. 

We have inspected one of the breech-loading shot cuns 
which was sent to a purchaser who wrote for one of the guns 

styled “The Empress, Hxtra, No. 6,” represented to be the 

highest grade of a first quality Bouehill or Tolley. ‘The price 
asked and paid was #00. The gun was, to the best of our 

judgment, the lowest grade of a Bonehill that is made with 
all the improvements, and it bears the name ‘* Henry Tolley,” 

‘evidently a play upon the name of the well known firm of 

J. & W. Tolley, This gun could be duplicated in any repu- 
table gun store for $35 or $40, It is in no sense a 200 gun, 

as represented, nor eyen a $50 gun, 

We understand thatit is for an operation of substantially 
this uature that Messrs. @. W. Turherand J. A. Russ are now 

held in 500 Hall cach to appear for examinulion Noy. 16. 

Che Sportsman Tonvist. 

A PRAIRIE FIRE ON THE SEVIER. 

By Cosmopotrpay- 

FTER a long and tiresome day’s march we went into 
: camp ou the west bank Of the Sevier, near old Deseret 

City, at 4p. »., weary, dusty, hunery, thirsty and irritable ; 
and the appearance of our camping place did not add much 
to our Contentment, for there was no shade, and the water, 
which was brackish and scant, teemed with millions of ani_ 
malcule. ‘To get at it the men and animals were obliced to 
wade through soft and tenacious mud for nearly forty. fect, 
Au attempt was made to build a sort of causeway of ruslies, 
but failed, for the more bundles we placed in position the 
more were needed, until the supply failed, and we were as 
badly off as ever, and so pave up the attempt. The sun 
came down as hol as Tophut, but ere long we had up our 
tents, and beneath the canvas roofs comparative comfort was 
attained. 

Our chief and myself oceupied a wall tent, which, com- 
pared to the little dog-houses of the men, was a paluce, 
With my pipe of Durham, and Tolling on my Tinttress, the 
ill-humor I had been suffering O : 
ally evaporated. Gut not so with Mott, who tossed and 
turned in his blankefs, used some bad Janguare, anathe- 
matizing the country, the expedition, the Army, and the water 
in particular, for after several attempts to drink it he had 
given it up in despair. 

““My dear boy,” said I, “why make such a fuss? Why 
not compound a grand big jorum of mille punch and drown 
your sorrows in the flowing howl #” 
A grunt was the only response. Again I fepeated my 

query. Still no reply. s 
Well,” 'said J; ‘if you are too lazy to do your duty us a 

man 4nd an officer, I shail myself make a punch and drink 
it all alone.” . 

“Look here, Pills, what is the use of tantalizing a fellow 
that way? You know very well that all our fiquor is fone. 
Ord begged the last bottle when he started; and whure 
the Old Serateh can you find milk in this blank blank prai- 
rie, unless you expect to get it from the old bell mare?” 

1 answered by running ny hand inside nvy rag pillow and 
bringing out a quart bottle of brandy, the last of twenty-four 
brothers, which had been reserved for use in case rattlers should 
attack the camp. My companion beamed, and when he saw 
mné extract from my haversack a can of Borden's condensed 
milk, eagle brand, he leaped to his feet and favored me with 
an ursine hug. 

‘Hooley! Hooley!” shouted he to the cook, “put on a 
kettle of that water and bring it to a boil,” 

This was to kill the animaleule. While the water was 
being prepared sugar was procured and an old nutmeg 
found, and we anxiously awaited a chance to componnd the 
much needed medicament. 
By this time the sun was gradually sinking, and as the 

shadows lengthened, insects began to come out and disport 
themselves around us, much to our discomfort, Musquitoes 
by the iillions, billions of )mgs and multitudinous moths 
frollicked and gamboled. For awhile I amused myself catch- 
ing some as specimens, but as they became rnore numerous 
Iwas forced to heat a retreat to the open air, Mott bora 
the torments manfully, having in anticipation “a balm in 
Gilead.” But he eventually succumbed, and yelled; “Bop 
goodness sake, Pills, build a fite and smudge into the tent!” 

As I proceeded to tear up the long Indian grass with which 
our camping ground was covered, to strve as fuel and leave a 
clear space for the fire so that it might not spread, Hodley 
advanced to the tent and said, ‘* Here, Leftinant, is the 
wather. It has biled. but I cooled it in the river, and ye can 
use it now.” ‘Go abead with your fire and Pll bring the 
punch,” said Mott. 
Looked carefuliy around to see that there was no danger 

of the tall grass igniting, wet my finger and held it up to see 
if any wind could be felt; all appeared safe, and struck a 
match and soon had a blazing and smoking fire, and with my 
hat Ifanned the smoke into the tent. Suddenly I felt a 
breath of wind from the east which in a second was followed 
by a dust swirl. I rushed to stamp out the fire, but in less 
time than it takes to write the account, some embers were 
blown into the surrounding grass and a terrific flame sprang 
up which was frightful to contemplate. I stripped off my 
coat to beat it, and called, ‘* Mott, quick! help me to put this 
fire out; the grass has caught.” But he, intent only on hisphar- 
maceutical manipulation, or thinking I was joking, refused to - 
stir. My yells brought the men in camp to my side, and, 
with blankets and overcoats, we fouzht the fire and tried to 
keep it down and away from the tents, but in vain. Mott, 
finding it no joke, rushed out and hammered away like the 
rest. In afew moments our tent took fire and we attempted 
to pull it down. Justus the last rape was loosened, Mott 
yelled, or rather screamed, “Onur punch, our punch,” and 
sprang into the tent, determined to rescue it, and, while do- 
ing so, down it came on top of him, afire in a dozen places; 
but with & perseverance worthy of a beller cause he held fast 
to the pannikin and emerged from the ruins with it in his 
hands. He quickly placed it, as he supposed, in a secure 
place, and joined the fire-fighting crowd. ‘The flames still 
capered resistlessly on, and in less than ten minutes had 
swept over the entire camp, with the exception of the place 
where the wagons were parked, and went rushing out to- 
ward the west with ever-increasing fury, until only a long, 
low line of fire Was visible in the dim distance. 
We rested from our fruitless labors and ruefully looked 

around us to ascertain the damage. Hyery tent was burned 
up, the arapajos of the pack train badly scorched, and there 
was a general wailing over scorched and damaged outer gar- 
ments. My valise and gun-case were badly burned; several 
of our blankets barely held together, and a number of bottles 
eontaini ie specimens had burst. In short, we were in a 
bad fix. The men, old mountaineers and travellers, did not 
dare express their feelings too openly in the presence of their 
commanding officer, but the poor ‘tender foot” pilgrim (for 
such I was) came in for a fair share of expletives for stupidi- 
ty and greenness. I knew I deserved all that could be said, 
and held my peace. 
My friend walkedup to me and coollysaid: ‘*See here, old 

fellow, did you see anything of my blouse?’ “No; where 
was it?” “In the tent.” “I expect it is burned up, 

from for several hours gradu-- 

: a 
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enbucks—Governmerit funds.” ‘Great Heavens! 
joking?” ‘* Not atall, Jet's hunt for it.” 

missing garment. 

es had fallen out. Anothersearch, and singular to relate, 

be taken to prevent them falling to pieces, 

Of this money. 

pl viet.” 

warm for conifort. 
Jogubrious sighs. 

elves.’ Lagreed with him, and so expressed myself and 
Witha ‘*Gvod-night” followed hisexample. Nosleepyetawhile, 

fin a few mitutes a drizzling rain commenced which lasted 
apparently for hours, and long before it ceased we were wet 
Pirough, and as uncomfortable as need be. 

Suddenly we heard an approaching tramp coming rapidly 
foward the camp, and in a few moments a band of wild 
Worsts swept over us, shorts, néighsand leaps, and our horses’ 
stainpede followed. It was no use trying to follow at that 
Hour of the night and in the piichy darkness, so we again 

nposed ourselves for sleep which would not come, and sun- 
e siw us still awake, rueful aud disconsolate. This noche 
dé vost us fifteen good horses, although all but five were 

subsequently recovered, 
Buflicient time has elapsed since the incidents related to 

Wear away any little shame or mortification that the principal 
for may have felt, and the story has been told as a warn- 

0 those who are fond of drinking milk punch, and may 
‘haps be ignorant of the danger of lighting fires on a grassy 
airie. My friend and companion still ornaments the Army, 
a better or truer comrade never wore the brass und blue. 
2 

A STORY FROM MONROE. 

GQITUATHD on the broad, shallow river basin, near Lake 
Kk Erie, Monroe, Michigan, presents an attractive side to 
the sportsmen the year around. In the early autumn the wood- 
Bock in the thiek stubble and peat lands that border the river 
pmmand his attention; Jater, he can pursue the ruffed 
rouse, quail and turkeys in the uplands; and when the cold 
fort, winds have turned the marsh grass in the bayous at 
he month of the river to a golden yellow, he can enjoy the 
best sport of all among the myriads of canyas-backs, red- 

8, mallards and other wild-fow! that select this place as 
eir feeding-ground. Nor will his sport end here; for 

When the trees aré again green, and the water-lilies and the 
iwers of the stately lotus are again in bloom, he can quiet- 
ly drop his flies in the ripple below some half-sunken log, 

a three-pound Wass will test the pliancy of his rod and 
he skill of his good right arm. 
Perhaps as remarkable an illustration as has been afforded 
Tate years of the abundance and variety of game at Mon- 

e occurred in the fall of 1875 in the following incident, 
ich can be substantiated by the old gunners and boatmen 

Of the marshes : 
A gentlemen from Syracuse, N. Y., who has passed a por- 

fon of every autumn at Monroe for several years, arrived 
ale one Friday evening, and was grieved to learn from the 
portsmen already arrived that the ducks were so scarce on the 

shes that the sport would hardly repay the unpacking of his 
Buns. Determined to stay and investigate for himself, how- 
ver, our friend unpacked his trappings, and the next after- 

noon, while awaiting the arrival of his dilatory punter, he 
neluded to take alight punt and his Greener, and make a 

prospecting tour in the North Marsh. Paddling about for 
ome time in his accustomed haunts, the sportsman came to 
e conclusion that his fellow gumers had rightly informed 

tim, for at the end of nearly fiye hours of weary punting he 
iad only half a dozen ducks to his credit. Wishing to stretch 
lis legs a little after maintaining a cramped position so long 
ii the boat, our friend landed at the Carry, and walked aim- 
lessly down the sand bar. At Sandy Creck Cut he sprung a 

ck of widgeons, out of which he dropped four, and seeing 
ouple of green-winged teal approaching at a distance he 

iurriedly inserted two fresh cartridees, dropped behind a 
Wanch of rushes, and as the teal passed with bullet-like ra- 
pidity down wind, he gaye them both barrels, and was de- 
Nglited to see them drop in the marsh. He had no sooner 

ured this pair, than half a dozen widgeons, anxious to 
inish their suppers, came circling around a clump of marsh 

ass, along gunshot away, and oné was so unfortunate as 
he cut down by the hunter's right, and while he was re- 
ning toward his boat with his load another, a solitary old 

drake, was added to the pile. Depositing his trophies in 
Vhe oat, the hunter concluded that, us twilight was fast ap- 
proaching, he had better be seeking home, and with paddle 
i hand he was preparing to shore off, when down with the 
West wind came a single ‘honk !" Being on the marsh side 

# the bar, the hunter was near no cover, but trusting to 
ck he dropped tlaf on the sand, and without turning, cast 
8 eager eyes to windward and saw a flock of about a dozen 
nada geese fying low over the top of a clump of dwarfed 
es, ind skirting the lake side of the bar. As they came in 

Ine, about twelve rods away, the motionless hunter gave u 
nele ‘honk! and as the birds hesitated a moment in their 
ight, the gale crifted them closer in, and “bang! bang!” 
poke the Greener, and two noble geese fell, one on the bar 
mid the other out some distance in the lake. Retrieving the 

first one, the hunter concluded to leaye the other to be picked 
ip afterward, as the gale rendered it unsafe to embark on 

lake with the little punt. ‘Glory enough for one day,” 
ught he, as he patted his good Greener and hugged the 
goose on his way tothe boat; buf ere he had progressed 
f the distance he caught a glimpse of something that 

bade him drop the goose on the sand and stop still in amaze- 
bent. Just one glimpse, but enough to distinguish three fat, 
eels turkeys running through a narrow belt of bushes, right 

Inthe path. ‘*Pshaw! tame fowls probably.” thought our 
Bend, Knowing it to be am unlikely place for wild turkeys, 

ough they were frequently shot in the uplands back from 
friver. Just then the old gobbler poked his head through 
hushes, gazing in the very face of the motionless hunter, 

©, still doubting in the uncertain light, took two rapid 
8 forward, and as the birds immediately took wing, he 
wan the gobbler with his right and the bigwest hen with 

15 left, dropped both, and gazed begrudgingly at the other 
eireating fen, thinking whut 4 good thing a three-barrelled 

’ “T hope not, for in the pocket I had over Satur 
e 

Tie called 
some of the men, and lighting fourteen candles searched for 

Tt was found at length a mere mass of 
hed rags, but no money in the pockets, for some- 

dy had doubtless picked it up to beat out the fire, and the 

out $100 was found, but so charred that great care had to 
T may add that a 

ill bad to be introduced in Congress to account for the loss 

‘Well, at all events,” said our chief, our milk puncl) is 
We walled to the place where the can was, and 

@ stopped to raise it to his lips, but dropped it quickly, for 
lie five had passed over it, and the tin and contents were too 

He let it cool, and then finished it with 
We crept into our blankets supperless, and 

in mournful silence Mott ejaculated as he composed hiuiself to 
pst, ‘Oh, Pills, what blanked asses we haye made of our- 
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sess such a fund of pluck and endurance as do {lose St. Joe 
beaulies, ; 

Tn a few weeks the meadows will resound to the cries of 
countless wild fowl, and I venture to predi¢t that in a few 
years Cour d'Alene Lake and its tributaries will become the 
Mecca toward which the best sportsmen in the United States 
will yearly turn their eager steps. ‘ 

This month my duties led me to a little lake six miles long, 
about thirty-five miles north-east of Spokan Falls. A loyely 
sheet of water, nestled among the pines in the foot-hills of the 
Coeur d'Alene range. There one afternoon tivo of us killed 
ninety trout, from one to three pounds weight, and while re- 
turning to the ** Tie” camp at dusk, the wolves kindly droye 
a. two hundred pound buck down upon us, and we, nothing 
loth, gathered him in, with a shot from a .45 cal. rifle, and 
we feasted upon his juicy ribs in the bright moonlight, to 
the tune of ‘A frog he would a wooing go,” played up- 
ona cracked fiddle with two strings. t } 

The sporting world probably does not realize what will he 
universally known ina very few yenrs, that the Northern 
Pacific Railroad will prove the ‘“‘open sesame” to the finest 
game and fish region in America, where sporting will be a 
pleasure, and not the toil that Ihave often fonnd it in Maine 
and New Hampshire while fighting gnats and mosquitoes 
with, one hand and trying to land a poor little half-pound 
trout with the other. We have very little occasion for the 
use of tar and oil Prairie chicken shoodling is at its best 
now, the whole country is alive with them, and athiree hours’ 
tramp in the vicinity of Eng. Scovill’s camp is sure to result 
ina full bag. The numerous lakes throughout this section of 
Washington are beginning to be covered with swans, geese, 
and ducks, and fhe honest, granger will haye a welcome addi- 
tion to his regular diet of potatoes and bacon, H. 5, 

Aatural History. 

OUR WATERFOWL. 

gun might be in some cases, The male bird was a fine spect- 
men, Weivhing fwly fourteen pounds, and the hen about 
nine. Thicir glossy plumage and soft, velvety fur on the 
nécle and legs told our friend that he had not made (he mis- 
také of shooting a neighbor's favorite gobbler, and gathering 
in his gouse as he retreated to the boat, he deposited his load 
and made his way in the darkness to ‘‘Uncle Joe's,” where 
he was awarded the honor of bringing in the best bag of the 
scason, considering the time occupied in securing if. As 
Unele Joe said: ‘* You was foolish for comin’ in so soon, for 
while your luck yas on you might a’ shined a buck or a 
catamount. I shouldn’t expect nothin’ less with such luck 
as you had.” 1 
The abandoned goose (a large one) was picked up next 

morning on the shore, where it had drifted during the night, 
making the bag just fourteen ducks, two geese and two tur- 
keys, all—except six of the ducks—shot within a eee eae, 

ENEVA, 
++ - 

O@UR D'ALENE LAKE, 

¥ Eyernemn’s Camp, NEAR Srokan, } 
M Washington Ter,, Sept. 80, 1880. | 

ARLY last month I received instructions from the Nneg. 
Pen d'Orielle Diy. N, P, R. R., to proceed without 

delay to Coeur d'Alene Lake and its southern tributary, the 
St. Joe River, to look after certain interests in that direction. 
So, one bright morning I left, Asst. Eng. Scoyill’s camp, with 
blankets and fly-rod strapped behind the saddle, and the fol- 
lowing afternoon arrived at Ca@ur d'Alene Post, one of the 
most beautiful and romantic spots to be found withia 
the boundaries of Uncle Sam’s dominion. Taking no heed 
of entreaties to remain there and fish a day or two, and 
proof against the inducement held out by afriend of *‘eighty- 
three trout yesterday afternoon of two pounds,” I engaged a 
boat and guide, and proceeded to lay in provisions for two 
weeks. We were off bright.and early in the morning, the 
guide taking his rifle, and my own outfit being reinforced by 
one of Colt’s new breech-loaders. Rowing leisurely, for tlie 
day was hot, and the trout more than anxions to take the 
fly as L cast from side to side occasionally, at four o’clock we 
made camp on the beach below a Yocky point, about eighteen 
miles from the Post. Those three and four pound trout 
were delicious, but, alas for human ¢caleulation! we found 
that five of them among two men—and men with mountain 
appetites, too—were just two and one-half too many. But 
they were not wasted, for before the dishes were washed and 
stowed away a lank and hungry Indian paddled alongside, 
with three freshly killed deer in his canoe. Addressing him 
in ‘‘Chinook,” we asked hin to come ashore and have some 
“muck-a-muck.” His face wreathed itself into one of the 
most hideous grins I ever beheld, as he exclaimed ‘* Na-wit- 
ka” (yes), and within less than five minutes he had ‘bolted ” 
himself outside of the remainder of those fish, plus four 
pounds of raw bacon, a pound and a half of sugar, three 
pints of coffee, a can of Boston baked beans and a big 
loaf of bread. But there is an end to all things, even an 
Tndian’s appetite, and as he swabbed up the last bit of grease 
in the frying-pan with one hand, I grasped the other, and in 
tearful accents hegred him to visit us to-morrow and to bring 
all his family, from his mothel-in-law down. He gracefully 
accepted the inyitation, and after giving us a big chunk of 
yenison, and the information that we could kill *hi-yu” 
(deer) as soon as we reached the St. Joe meadows, grasped his 
paddle and was soon out of sight around the next headland. 

Tis information was correct, for it is my honest opinion 
that there is more deer and bear to the square inch in St. Joe 
Valley than in any other portion of the known world; and 
Eastern sportsmen should hope for the speedy and safe com- 
pletion of the N. P. R. R., if for no other purpose than to 
opén up this magnificent sporting domain to the guild. The 
lake itself is sonie thirty miles long, but as it has been des- 
cribed in your columns by abler péns than mine, I will con- 
fine myself to tle river, which enters at the southern ex- 
tremity of the lake. It takes its rise nearly two hundred 
miles from here, anid the eternal snows of the Bitter Root 
Range, and near the headwaters of the Clearwater, Its avyer- 
age width from mouth to rapids, which was as far as my in- 
structions told me to go, is about seventy-five yards. Depth 
of water, from fifteen to twenty feet, and clear as crystal. 
The current is so slight as to be scarcely perceptible. The 
banks are lined for the most part with huze cottonwood and 
willows, while here and there tower huge belts of gigantic 
fir, cedar and pine. 

The yalley itself is one huge meadow, from one to three 
miles in width, hemmed in on either side by the majestic 
mountains of the Ceur d'Alene range. Years ago the Catho- 
lics founded a mission there, and as an evidence of the zeal 
and energy of the priests in charge, about ten miles up the 
river, surronnded by fruit trees, stund the old mission houses 
and harns, while acre upon acre of timothy grass waves in the 
wind and gladdens the heart—and appetite—of deer without 
number. Every winter the Indians resort there to participate 
in their annual ‘‘deive,” and an old ‘+Siwash” showed me 
one point where last January they killed one hundred and 
cichty deer in two days. Their modus operandi is as follows: 
First, selecting a narrow neck of meadow land, caused by a 
bend in the river, they divide into parties of twelve or fifteen, 
each under control of a captain; then, proceeding to the 
hills a few miles from the river, they separate, keeping within 
hailing distance of each other and form a semicircle of seve- 
ral miles in length. Now the drive begins in earnest, and 
With shouts and cries such as Indians only know how to utter, 
the frightened deer are driven before them, the outer edges of 
the semicircle gradually closing in upon the timid creatures 
until the river is reached, when crack! crack! go the rifles, 
and the mountains catch the sound, and send the echoes from 
peak to peak, until the last deer is killed. There is plenty 
of danger attached to the drive, as witness the case of friend 
C., who participated in a drive on Hayden Lake last winter, 
and was only too glad to seek refuge in a huge hollow log, 
fo escape the too inany stray bullets that were whizzing about 
his ears, 
I found the hest fishing near the rapids, about thirty-five 

miles from the mouth, and on the eyening before I left, land- 
ed at six consecutive casts eleven trout, whose combined 
weight was twenty-eight pounds. The largest trout I killed 
weighed six and one-quarter pounds, and I saw many larger 
ones, They differ greatly in appearance from those taken in 
the Spokan River—at least, the larger ones de. Their bodies 
are long and slender, tapering from head to tail; above the 
lateral line is a row of bright red spots; eye extremely large 
and bright; under jaw tinged with crimson, two double rows 
of teeth, and teeth upon hyoid bone; tail almost, if not yuite, 
as square ns that of fontinatis. I have fished the waters of 
Muine, New Hampshire and Puget Sound, and have killed 
plenty of hard fighting trout and salmon, but in all my expe- 
tience I hyye neyer seen any fish, trout or salmen which pos- 

er the approach of winter the season for wild fowl 

shooting draws near. Already the guns haye com- 

menced to sound both in the interior snd along the coast. 

Tn the marshes of Canada and the Western States the mal- 

lards, teal and pintail are falling thick and fast, and on the 

Chesapeake the boom of the heayy guns has, since Noyem- 

ber 1, sounded the death knell of many a canvas-back and 
black-head. People are beginning to paint up their goose 

and brant decoys, to bait their blinds, and to load their shells 

with BB's; and, with the first real cold snap we shall re- 

ceive reports of the bags made at the various shooting re- 

sorts, inland and alone the coast, on the geese and brant. 

We so constantly receive inquiries from our readers in re- 
lation to waterfowl of diferent. species, which they haye 

killed, but are unable to identify, that it seems worth while 

to give some facts in regard to these birds in order that each 
one may be enabled to tell for himself the names of such as 
may fallinto his hands. It would be for the interest of each 
sportsman in the country to purchase a copy of Dr. Cones’ 

admirable ‘* Key to North American Birds.” By the aid of 
this work, the reader, after a little practice, would be able to 

settle for himself all questions with regard to the identity of 
any of our game birds, and could learn the dilferences and re- 
lationships between the different gronps. 

The term waterfowl, which is frequently loosely applied 

to our shore birds or bay snipe, might better be restrieted, iL 

seems fo us, so.as fo include ouly the swans, geese and ducks. 

These constitute three sub-families of the Anatide, a group 
of great size and economic importance, and of very wide 
distribution. Dr. Coues gives one hundred and seventy-five 

as the number of species included in it. He says of these, 

‘*They differ a good deal in minor details, and represent a 

number of peculiar genera aside from the ordinary types, 

fbough none are so aberrant as to endanger the integrity of 
the group.” 

North American waters are certainly well peopled with 

birds of this group, of which not far from fifty are enumer- 

ated in our works on ornithology. Of these {here ure tio. 
swans, ten geese and four varieties, twelve species af Anwtine, 

or river ducks, twenty-one and several varieties of Pd'gulinee, 

or sea, ducks, and three of Merging, or fish ducks. 

As arule those species of the Anoffde which inhabit 

fresh waters are more delicate in flavor than those 

which frequent the sea exclusively, The flavor of any 
animal’s flesh depends imvsucha great measure upoti its food 

that it is evident that a bird which feeds to a considerable ex- 

tent on vegetable food will be more toothsome than one which 
contines itself to @ diet of fish or molluscs, and so we find 
that the typical sea duck, such us the genera Qdemia, Har- 

edd, Somdteria and others, and the fishing ducks, Aengus, 

rank very low as table birds. On the other hand, swans, 

geese, the Anatine, and any of those ducks which, though 

included by systematists among the Fwiiguliad, pass the 

greater portion or all of their lime upon inland waters, are 

among the most highly esteemed of our food birds. 

The Angide, from their aquatic habits, are warmly clad 

with a thick covering of feathers, which form an efficient pro- 

tection against cold and wet, und for these feathers they are 

destroyed in yreat numbers. During the excessively severe 

winter of 1874-5 Long Islund Sounrl was frozen over, and 

the black ducks, which were wintering ou it, were unable to 

obtain food in any quantify, and thus hecane extremely thin. 

At this time they were accustomed to resort in great numbers 

to certain warm spring holes in New Mayen County, Con- 

necticut, to pass the night and feed, and here they were 
slaughtered by the hundred, simply for their feathers. They 

Were quite unfit for food, and no one having the instincts of a 

sportsmun would have distuebed them at suvh atime. No 
ane, we think, would feel disposed to criticise the action of 
any one who chooses to saye the feathers of a bird that he 
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kills ina legitimate way. But to kill game when it cannot 
be eaten sinsply for its hide or its feathers is neither more nor 

legs than pot hunting of the worst type, and is entirely unjus- 

tifiable from any point of view. Wappily, such opportunities 
do not often present themselves, for, in the East at least, 

birds are seldom found in sufficient numbers to make such 

butcher's work profita’ile. 
Those members of the duck tribe found within our borders 

are readily distinguishable one from another, and there is no 

reason why all our readers should not be familiar with them 

all. There are, it is true, a few cases in which the yonng of 

one species bear a somewhat close resemblance to the young 

of another, but in most cases (hey are so different that even 

the least observant guiner can distinguish the different spe- 
cies, Years ago we frejuently used to have the question 

asked us, How doesared-head differ from a canyas-back? 

and after answering it for years, we are now led to believe 

that all our read@rs are able to tell the two species apart. 

We shall publish next week some remarks on our swans 

and geese, and shall follow these up with others on the ducks, 

trusting that the information thus given may he of real prac- 

tical value tu sportsmen. 
[6 BE CONTINUED. | 
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Gouits 1n CentRAL ParK.— Visitors to Central Park during 

the fall before freezing weather comes will do well to observe 

the gulls which are to be seen in great numbers about the 
reservoir, either resting on the water or flying over il, Ata 

distance they appear to be snow-white, and whether winging 

their way with gracefui flight from one end of the reservoir 

to the other or floating lightly on the water’s surface, they are 

beautiful objects. 
We have as yet observed but two species. among them, 

Larus argentatus and L. delowarensis, though others no doubt 

are sometimes to he seen. ; 
+ = 

Dreara or rae Woopuvck Diox. — Editor Forest and 
Stream 2 From the time I read your article entitled “A Captive 
Woodcock” 1 decided that I would if possible procure one, 
and also that I would see Ma. Morris’ bird as soon as possi- 
ble. When J did see him 1 was very much pleased, and de- 
cided to purchase him, which [ did, and kept him at first ina 
box about 40 inches by 20 inches by 18 inches, with small 
wooden bars in front, but the hack, top and ends solid. I 
placed moss 4 inches deep over the bottom, except in a bread 
pan 9 inches by 5 inches by 3 inches deep, where I made a 
soft wet place for him to bore in. He did very well, and was 
healthy, and I decided to have a new cage built for him. It 
was 4 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 28 inches high in all. I had 
made a pan 4 inches deep, filling the entire bottom. This I 
filled with moss and put a small hemlock treein the cage. He 
did not seem to like the change as well as [ had hoped he 
would, and acted wild whenever xny one approached his 
cage, but when Lapproached it carefully he was quiet. I 
always fed him morning and afternoon witha handful of earth 
Worms. 

One afternoon when | came home I went up stairs to see 
him and found the maid sweeping the room. ‘This of course 
had frightened him very badly, and all the feathers were 
knocked off his poor head and the joints of his wings, and 
there was blood on the wires. This made me feel pretty bad- 
ly, but I put him in his old cage and proceeded to tack some 
green cambrie on the top and sides of the large cage to darken 
it, as I thought it must be the light which made him wild, as 
he was much more quict in his old place and gentle. One 
morning two days after his accident he did not look well, and 
stood with all his feathers rufilid np, and eat only a few 
worms. I placed him in his new cage and gave him plenty 
of worms, and in the afternoon he looked hetter, but the next 
morning he was dead. Inever felt so badly about anything 
hefore. 

I think the trouble must have been partly the banging he 
gave himself, and partly his food, as he was pretty poor at 
the time of his death. I think the worms given him crawled 
away among the roots of the moss and thus a great many es- 
caped him. 
— A woodeock should be fed each day his full weight in 
worms, say six ounces, three in the morning and three in the 
afternoon. He should haye a place to bathe in, and one to 
hide in, such as some ferns. F. P, Magorn. 

No. 10 East 87th street. 
> -— 

Bais Sim. Fryme.—aA correspondent who writes us from 

Yonkers, N. Y., under date Noy. 5, says: 
“ While I was riding home one evening last week I saw 

what I took tobe a bat. I called the atfention of my friend 
who was in the wagon with me toit. Isaid it was a bat, but 
he didn’t believe that bats showed themselves Jate in the fall, 
Could it possibly have been a bat? It was quite warm that 
evening.” 

It was no doubt what you tookit to be, We saw on the 

afternoon of Saturday, Nov. 6, two hats busily engaged in 

catching insects. rea 

Sxunx Bire,—fditer Forest wand Stream: I read with 
much interest the articles in your paper upon the effects of 
the bite of the skunk upon the plains of the great West. It 
seems to bea case clearly made out that a very common, if 
not invariable, sequence of skunk bite there was hydrophobia. 
J haye heard of no such result, east of the Mississippi, nor 
have I been able to learn of any after considerable inquiry 
among my friends in various parts of the country. The 
following case of a dog in Chester County, Pa., has recently 
come to my notice, J have not been able to collect so many 
facts in the case as are desirable, but those that I could gather 
make the case an interesting one. I submit them to you and 
to your readers without comment, hoping that others may 
follow them up by careful personal observation when oppor- 
tunity offers. The dog attacked a skunk and killed him. In 
the scuffle the dog was bitten. Between one and two weeks 
afterward he was taken sick, refused all food, his jaws were 
set about an inch apart, he lapped water but could not swal- 
low it. Saliya constantly flowed from his mouth. After 
some days he died. 0. B 

This is a peculiarly interesting note, as the symptoms ob- 
served in the dog seem to point towards true rabies, There 

| tion of his crop of corn. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

has been up to this time, we believe, no record of a dog’s 

becoming rabid from skimk bite. We shall hope to receive 
_ further particulars of this most interesting case. 

as 
Hanirs or tik Bravyer.—Recent items concerning the ex- 

tinction of the beaver which have appeared in your paper 
would almost convey to the casual reader the impression of 
their non-existence eastof the Mississippi River. True, like 
the red man, they have fast disappeared before the advance of 
civilization, but from our extended trapping excursions car- 
ried on for the past eight years we know of their existence in 
four of the Southern States east of that river, and think they 
can yet be found within a limited territory in some of the more 
Northern States, It would be almost impossible to get a true 
)and loyal trapper to write to Forest anp STREAM or any 
other good paper the exact whercabonts of a colony of bea- 
vers, Such wholesale information is but, rarely given, and 
we would be yery sorry to throw broadcast such valuable in- 
formation to amateurs of the trap, who would frighten away 
more than they would catch. The beaver seldom takes up his 
abode so near a white settlement as to seriously inconveni- 
ence the farmer by the damming of the creeks or the destruc- 

Although we have seen instances 
of their destructiveness which caused a great desire among 
the farmers to get rid of them as a continual nuisance, The 
beaver is the most industrious of all the fur animals. In fact 
most of the other fur-producing quadrupeds are prowling 
thieves that under coyer of darkness roam through the 
swamp and forest in quest of food, and some, as the mink, 
skunk and opossum, will not hesitate to raid on the hen roust 
oranest of eggs. The very old saying, ‘‘ Work like bea- 
vers,” has been well founded, as they are a most mnocent 
and industrious race, living entirely upon vegetable food pro- 
cured by great industry. ‘They will work the whole night to 
repair a break in their dam, felling small trees and dragging 
them in place, and afterward drawing up a great quantity of 
mud and leaves, which are firmly setuled into place by the 
vigorous use of their broad, flat tail, In our trapping cam- 
paigns we always felt our conscience a little touched when 
we had to kill these very innocent animals. Unlike all other 
wild fur animals of the ‘trap, they are perfectly harmless. 
Their oven-shaped houses are very comfortably constructed. 
We have stood upon their top without causing the least de- 
pression, and, alter cutting through the twelve or fourteen 
inches solid roof, have went inside, which ahoye water was 
amply large to admit of an erect sitting posture, the floor 
being thickly covered with heavy layers of soft inner bark. 

Dugdale, Penn, Now. 9. J. Lee SmMeprry. 
ee. oo 

Morr Praise For THE Srarrows—Kingston, Ont., Oct. 
23, 1880.—In your last issue L noticed a good word for the 
sparrow from ‘ Flint ;” would you kindly allow me to add 
another. We have around our institution here thonsands 
of sparrows, and since the controversy in the columns of 
Forest AND STREAM some time ago T have had a special in- 
terest in watching them, and have lhecome filly convinced 
of their insectivorous habits. ' 

Several weeks ago a couple of friends and mysulf were en- 
joying a quiet smoke in the garden when our attention was 
attracted hy the peculiar darting flight of a large number of 
sparrows. Upon a closer serutiny we found that they were 
busy catching a winged insect of large size. They would 
dart up into the aix and secure it in exactly the sane manner 
as does the kingbird, woodpecker, etc., alighting on a tree or 
the fence, and pound if on the branch two or three times, 
then swallow if. We watched them for nearly an hour, and 
in all {hat time they were yery busy. 

I noticad subsequently that they seemed to enjoy this kind 
of food, particularly just on the eye of a shower of rain. 
They were not drivin to seek this kind of food from lack of 
other. On the contrary, the men (convicts) feed them daily 
on bread which they strew all over the place, and they have 
access to all kinds of grain and fruits. Ihave also noticed 
them busy among the flower beds and plants, hopping allout 
in quest of the insects who infect them. As ‘ Flint” says, 
the cocks do have battles royal among themselves. (Others 
than cock sparrows raise ‘‘ructions” for a preference with 
the gentle sex.) Swallows, martins, robins and grass birds 
are numerous here, but the sparrows live amicably with 
them. The much petted and vaunted robin is the greatest 
robber and fruit destroyer among them all. 

Allow me to tender you my thanks also for 
of that villianous compound, Dittmar powder. 
ee 

Wit wv Live Trroves THe Wisrer?—Aaivodsiurg, Hy., 
October, 1880.—A humming-bird was captured ina room by 
Miss Ada Huff, whither it was attracted by a flower, It has 
been thoroughly domesticated. and is fond of being caressed. 
‘fakes food from band, and returns from its wanderings to 
the room in which it was caught. When shown us by lamp- 
light it was perched npon a flower. Its accustomed perch at 
night is the top of a canary cage. K—y. 

— EEE 

Swakes IN Kentooxy— Jill Springs, Ky., Now. 1.— 
Snakes are humerous aud yaried in vicinity of our new 
mountain home you'll readily eredit when assured that five 
of different kinds were killed one forenoon Jast summer with- 
in half a mile of the house, one, a Viper, within a few paces. 
The subject of hissing in Forest anp SrREAM led me to in- 
terview severul of the old natives, and the universal assur- 
ance was that only the yiper and a species of black snake— 
the racer, I think—have been known to hiss. 
A friend not long ago ‘‘set out” aline and hook baited 

with a lively chub-minnow, on which, next morning, he was 
chagrined to find a huge water snake instead of a toothsome 
bass as the lively motion of the swinging limb led hin) to an- 
ticipate, Wasn't it #rare catch? KENTVORIAN. 

sa 

A Huayy Mausanp.—- Baltimore, Oct. 25.—In the fall of 
1877 1 shot a mallard on the Arkansas River which appeared 
so unusually large tome that T had him weighed at the vil- 
lage store. He tipped the beam at 4 Ibs. 2 oz., and was con- 
sidered by those who saw him as the largest in their experi- 
ence, and truly he was immense. FREDERIOK. 

— 
Waeients or Quam—Mill Springs, Ky., Noo—A tew 

seasons since Capt. G, H. McKinney, of J. M. & 1. R. B., 
and the writer were quail shooting in Rock Castle County, 
where wing shooting was comparatively unknown, when the 
extraordinary weight of a hen quail prompted me to weigh 
it on our return home, thirty-six hours after it had been 
drawn. Its head was pulled off in detaching it from the 
string, and without head and entrails it weighed 8} oz. ona 
pair of druggists! balances. Tt was fifty per cent. heavier 

your exposure 
At, 

(Novemsre 11, 1836 

than the next largest from a string of fifty. Much the larges 
Lever bagged in twenty years’ shooting. Kenytuortay 

2d a 

Weiaur or Rorrep Gronse.—Ashfield, Mass., Nou. B= 
I killed yesterday the largest ruffed grouse that I 
weighed. Jt turned the scale at 11b. 13 0z, He was one 
a bag of eight made that day. The seven others averaged 
than 1 Jb. 40z. each and were about average birds. I ha 
been shooting constantly since September 1, and rarely bag a 
grouse that weighs over 1 Ib. 8 oz, Kurrep GRovsE, 

_ +e : 

Recenr ARRIVALS AT THE PHiwADELPATA ZooLoagioan Ga 
—Three black spider-monkeyr, Alelee ater; four brown capucing) 

Cebus fatuellus ; five rhesus monkeys, Macacus erythrmus ; twely 
common macaques, Macacus cynomolgus ; two bonnet monke 

Macacus rasliatus; one yellow-crowned night-heron, ycta: 
violacea ; two weeper capucins, Cebus capucinus ; one prairie wolf, 

Canis latrans; one entellus monkey, Semnopithieus entellus 
one Ghuva spider monkey, Ateles marginalus; one herring pull, 

Larus argentalus } one merlin, Faleo exalom ; and two yellow Ba 

boons, Cynveephalus babouin, all putchused. One grent-horned 
owl, Bubo virginianus ; three raccuons, Procyon lolor ; one 

nosed snake, Zelerodon platyrhinos ; four marsh hariers, Cire 
cyaneus hudsonius ; one red-winged blackbird, Agelaeus phiz 

ceus ; two alligators, Alligator mississippiensia ; one Wlack-sni 
Baxcanion constrictor ; two sparrow-hawks, Falco sparvertus 7 Ong 

yellow-shafted woodpecker, Colaptes auratus ; two red salamin 
ders, Spelerpes riber; two pine snakes, Pifuophis melanoleuce 
one water snake, Tropidonolus sipedon ; one common bittern 
taurus minor; one Northern loon, Golymbus lorqualis; one 

per duck, Podilymbus podiceps ; one common crow, Corbus a) 

canus; one rattlesnake, Crotalus horridus, all presented ; anit 

one mazame deer, Cervus campesiris ; boru in the Garden. 
——— f 

ARRIVALS AT THE ZOOLOGIOAL GARDEN, Cryomsnata, TO Noy, Le 
Two Baltimore orioles (Ieterus ballimore), three orchard oriule 
(CIclerus spurius), one yellow waxbler (Dendroica estina), 6 
black-billed cuckoo (Coceyqus erythrophihalmus), two indigo 
(Oyanospiza cyanea), one black and white creeper (Mnio 
haria), one chewink (Papilio erylhrophthalmus), two lend-beate 
cockatoos (Cacatua leadbeaterr), two  slender-billed cockato 
(Liemetis tenutrostris), all purchased ; three gronnd squirrels ( 
mias striatus), one coot (Mulica americana), six mountiin qu 
(Oreortyx pictus), six yalley quail (Lophortys californicus), wll p 
sented ; one hog deer (Cervus porcinus), born in garden; fo 
hermit thrushes (Turdis palasii), receiyedin exchange : 

{ Fraxt J, Tromrpsoy, Supt 

Hish Culture. 
XK —, 

ACCLIMATIZATION OF BLACK BASS IN ENGLAND . 

‘ 
DEN, 

R. SILK, fish culturist to the Marquis of Exeter, Bur 
leigh House, Stamford, writes me the following grath 

fying intelligence, Frank Bruok1ann. 
‘“A)) of the black bass that I brought fromthe United Sta 

of America were taken from the Delaware River. I hi 
them caught and placed in boxes, floating in the streamr 
to be taken away when wanted. On the day preceding 
sailing of the steamer for England I had them placed in 
ianks I had prepared forthem by the riverside. We 
them to the train without any loss, and on arriving at 
York had them placed on the main deck of the steamer; it 
was then 1i rp, m., we having leff the Delaware River at 
m. Upto this time I had no loss; my greatest trouble wa 5) 
the high tetiyperature it stvod at—78 deg. all night. I kep 
the water as cold as possible with ice, which I had placed on 
the ship before going for the fish. I stayed by the tanks all 
night pumping air every few minutes, and keeping peopl 
from meddling with them. When daylight came I exami 
the tanks and found five dead fish, which I removed at once, 
It was now 6 4. m., and the ship was to sail at 6a. mu. 1 gob 
some men to assist me in changing the water in the tanks, J 
had one spare tank, which I filled first, then reduced the tem: 
perature from 75 deg. as it came out of the hydrant to 68 de, 
then placed the bass in it, and so on \intil [ had given them 
all fresh water. We sailed at 6 a.m. sharp. When we gol 
out to sea a few miles, I made arrangements with two of the 
steerage passengers to assist me on the voyage. Jt was th 
94.m. I gave them both instructions what to do, and 
that they understood their work. JI had then been twe 
houre with the fish; and wanted a rest. After this T arrang 
with my men to keep watch two hours each, and to relia 
each other at meal times. I always took four hours’ watch y 
the night, from 12 until 4 a.a I then roused one of tht 
men and gaye over the fish in good order, If there were any 
dead I always fook them out at once. IJ lay down on the 
hatchway in a rng, with orders to call me if anything wenl 
wrong. I made it a point never to go to my cabin at nigh 
in case my assistant should go to sleep, then good-bye 10 tht 
bass. We vot on very well the first day, as it wascooler, by 
after this we got into the Gulf Stream; both the sir and the 
sea were very hot, the atmosphere 80 deg., and the water in 
the sea 78 deg. It was during these five days we lost the m 
fish. We cleared the water every day by straining it throu 
flannel, all thick and dirty water we threw away and addeg 
some fresh water made by meltingice. The sixth day oul 
we got into cooler weather, and the fish commenced to de 
better. The temperature of the atmosphere dropped to 57 des 
We used very little ice unless to make fresh waver with. Wt 
kept on like this until we reached Liverpool, after ten day 
passage. I now got fresh water und changed all the tanks 
The fish did not object in the least, but were quite lively. 3 
did not hurt them changing the water from American 

| 

Stamford, 
of them were found dead in a pipe, where they had gob 
med. The pipe supplied a filteler, and they had got in ang 
could not get outagain. From what J could learn they woule 
be about half-a-pound each in weight, so that they had done 
very well. The first lot that were put in will be three y: 
old in April, when they are expected to commence breeding, 
We take the above from Zand and Water of a recent da 

Some one has said, and it appeara to be the general impree 
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, thal all importations of our fresh water black bass into 

sland have been the big mouth, Mteropterus paiitdus, but 

hese came from the Delaware River it is likely that they 

6ithe I, salmoédes, although both species may exist in that 
yer, yet we do not remember to have seen a *' big 

th” from there. They were called Grystes nigricans in 
dand Water, Grystes being an obsolete name for the 

menus while nigeicwns is now known as peiiidus, the ** Wiwe 

zouth."" 
> 

PPARATUS FOR HATCHING FLOATING B8GGS, 
_ SUCH AS THE COD AND MACKEREL. 

GLASS funnel, A, having 4 diameter of twelve or four- 
teen inches (larger if they can be obtained) is supported 

wn wooden, BB, strips four inches high in the shallow 
poden trough, T, The width of this trough is equal to 
“ice the diameter of the funnel, and the depth is six mches. 

Ib thay he made of any convenient length to allow for a row 
of funnels. The upper end of the funnel is connected by the 

er hose, H, with a wooden spile in the wooden tank, C, 
the flow of water through the tube is regnlated by the 
hh cock, D. The level of the water in the tank, C, is 

Miniained constant by an automatic cock communicating 
ith a reservoir which is kept tilled by pumping (this is not 

yyn in the figure). The funnel being in position, and 
ections made, water is turned on and allowed to run 
1 the trough, T, is full. 
hé Hinnel is now filled with confined air, which cannot 

cape. and which may be withdrawn either by suction 

ugh the bent tube, L, or more readily attaching to the 
@ connection R, a rubber hand-pump, by means of which 
fir is rapidly exhausted, As the air is withdrawn the 
er risesin the funnel, and finally fills it and the tube 

nnecting if with the tank. The funnel once filled with 
er it will remain so, and we have now only to rezulate 

fhe flow so as to suit the )uoyancy of the eges to be treated. 
To introduce egys, they are placed in a shallow nan, which 

is completely filled, and # flat cover placed on. The pun is 
sunk in the trough in front of the fulnel and pushed 

Ader it and the top removed. When the eggs, by their 
loyancy, will immediately rise up to the throat of the fun- 
el, aid there, meeting the descending current, will be pro- 

jected down a distance determined by the size of the eggs, 
buoyancy and by the strength of the descending current, 

which must be 46 regulated that none of the exgs shall pass 
Wetween the lower margin of the funnel. 
To remove the eges for the purpose of working then over 

fhe water is checked off so that the eges may crowd up into 
upper part of the funnel. The tube, L, is filled with 
ér by dipping the glass end in the tank and sucking 
ough the other. When the tube is filled with water the 

mbber end is placed in the receiving pan, and the glass end 
arriedt up to the throat of the fuonel, when all the exes will 
rapidly transferred through the tube, L, to the pan, where 

fiey may be examined. worked over and returned to the 
anne) as before. 

the case of the codfish, aud probably of the mackerel, 
p dead eggs are sensibly heavier than the living. They 

therefore he easily sorted oul by 80 regulating the flow 
fhe water us to throw them out of the funnel. The fish, 

ds they hateb, will swim off with the current and he collected 
® in the tank to (ha.nselves. AF 4 

Thi; apparatus will, I think, be found effective in hatching 
my wees of sensible buoyancy. My experiments have here- 

ore heen wilh artificial eggs, and with them the working 
M1 that could be desired. There is no reason to suppose 
tthe working will be less satisfactory with the natural. 
@ apparatus is of the simplest construction, very cheap, 
olulely non-corrosive in salt water, and T respectfully 
mend it to the attention of our fishculturists, who have 

ull liberty to use it. M. MoDonaxp. 
a +s > 

Marx Fisare Nores.—We learn from the Belfast Journal 
Hat on account of the failure of the Freuch fisheries, 

siport sardines have advanced to $2.50 per cise, 
h the prospects of a still further advance. At Boothbay, 
tod, hake and mackerel fishing has been unusually remu- 
‘itive, both to fishermen and fifters......Mr. Wynmun, of 
h, has men at Lee’s Island getting ready for the smelt 

shery...... The selectmen of Nobleboro and Newcastle are re- 
nT Hg the fish locks,..... They use hike sounds for currency 
LSt. Stephen, N. B. Oneoft them will buy a real Havana 

or a plug of tobacco. At Grand Manan lately there 
§ an auction sale of 10,000 Tbs. of sounds, and they brought 

oy Gents per Tb... Up to Oct. 25 there had been packed in 
riland, 65,000 barrels of mackerel, against 52,000 barrels 
Dthe whole year of 1879. There are no mackerel of any 
iportance upon that market. The year has been a succeas- 
dl one in the catch as well as the disposal of the fist, 

ee 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
EGGS OF SPANISH MACKEREL, PORGHE, AN- 
V CHOVY AND OYSTER. 

iene The past week your correspondent dropped in 
at the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, and 

hid the pleasure of again meeting Mr. Juhn A. Ryder, of 
this institution, who has been prosecuting his observations 
with the United States Fish Commission at Hayre de Grace 
during the past swmer on the food of the adult and young | 

| shad. The latter information was in great part gained at; 
the Navy Yard hatching, at Washington, D. C., respecting 
the grewth of the roe shad. Mr. Ryder’s coming report of 
his observations and study will be of a very interesting 
character, and is looked forward fo with grea! eagerness 

| by students of this branch of natural sciences. 
While at Mobjack Bay, western shore, Chesapeake, Mr. 

KR. commenced his work on the development of the Spanish 
mackerel], and he tells me he has discovered the eses of this 
delicious food fish flaat immediately after being ejected, and 
hatch in (wenty-four hours. He succeeded in hatching them 
indoors in a pan of water in this time, changing the water 
hut. terice. 
he eggs of the conumon porgee* likewise float and hatch 

inthe same space of time, The spawn of the filo or fool 
fish he found were of a green color, and but 1-50th of an 
inch in dizmeter. Tn relating to your correspondent sonie 
of his interesting discoveries, he stated that the American 
anchovy’st eggs, when emitted, have four minute threads 
attached to them, all erowing from one point, which at first 
are tightly wrapped around the ege, but which unwind and 
catch on blades of grass, seaweed, et¢., etc., thus tethering 
it, a8 it were, Until the fish is hatched. The egg of the Am- 
erican anchovy, he tells me, is somewhat buoyant. 

Col. MacDonald, of the Virginia Fish Commission, is getting 
up a machine for the hatching of the floating eggs of the 
cod, Spanish mackerel and porgee, which we windegstand is 
of very ingenious structure. 

Mr. Ryder gave me some very interesting points from his 
study of the oyster while with the Maryland Fish Commis- 
sion in July. In eighty-two days after being spawned young 
oysters were collected that had grown nearly two inches, 
and some that measured 4 of an inch in diameter, showing 
that the American variety deyelops much more rapidly than 
that of Europe. 

Maj. Ferguson, of the Maryland Fish Commission, has 
selected a pond in a favorable locality, and intends to modify 
and arrange it after the French plan, for the continuing his 
observations and prosecuting his experiments regarding the 
breeding of the American oyster, and there is no doubt that 
what has been gained this summer will lead to perfection in 
what has long heen looked to as a coming and valuable 
branch of industry. Mr. Ryder also discovered that the 
egos of fhe soft shell clam deyelop like those of the fresh 
water mussel, and succeeded in impregnating the ova, after 
discovering by microscope and removing the male spermato- 
zoa and female spawn in proper season. Homo. 

——— + e+ = —— 

THE FISHERTES AND FISH CULTURE OF HOL- 

LAND. 

B* favor of Mr. ©, J. Bottemanune, Supt. of Fisheries of 
the Netherlands, we have received the report of the 

Netherland sea fisheries for 1879 (Verslag van den Staat der 
Nederlandsche Zeevisscherijen over 1879), and the report on 
the condition of the fisheries in the Schelde and its {ributaries 
for the same year (Verslag omtrent den toestanid der viss- 
cherijen in de Schelde en Zeeuwsche stroomen in 1879), from 
which we gather the following facts: Since 1875 the herring 
fisheries have increased from 303 tons to 3,663 tons. The 
eateh of edible fishes in the North Sea is not so great as in 
former years. Mussels are extensively ‘tished” for and 
eaten, there was received at Billingseate market during the 
past year 1,656 tons from Nerth Holland, 659 tons from South 
Holland and 749 tons from Eugland: while from the British 
Islands and Holland there was received 2.578 tons of peri- 
winkles. 

Of 99,300 eggs of the California sidmion received froin 
Prof, Baird, U. 8. Fish Commissioner, 46,000 youn were 
planted. The sahnon fishery has heen good for the year 
named, The first-nentioned report gives interestine tables 
of the culeh of cod und other edible fishes by the Dutch, 
French, German and English fishermen, aswel) as the min 
bers of each kind of fish sent to the principal markets of the 
different countries. The report on the Schelde gives us an 
accoitnt of the boat fishing for haliwd, the ‘wijtiie’” (preb- 
ably whiting, (Gadus Merangas), the sprat, or sardine, the 
“harder” CWugii?) herring and anchovy fisheries. The 
latter fishéry Das been very bial for the past year, aml (he 
oyster fishery. which in Holland isa large industry, fas uot 
heen good, 

SS 

AtkaNsas Has a Bisn Oowission. — We very auch regret 
that in our annual list of Fish Commissioners it so happened 
that this State was left out. We gave oirreason for doing it, 
which was that no reply io our letters had been received. 
Ag it is onr intention to compile such a list annually, wholly 
for the benetit of the Commissioners themselves, that they 
may exchange reports and correspondence, we hope that as 
Poresr Axp STREAM is the recognized medium of communi- 
vation Gur next oue will need no corrections. The fact is 
that changes are being made in the list all the time, and so 
ih Making it wp for publication we take nothing for eranted, 
bnt proceed as if such a lisl was being made for the first 
time. 

All who «wre interested in the progress of fish cnlimre will 
rejoice to know that Arkansas has a commission, and that 
there is a prospect of their being able to do their State some 
benetit if the Legislature can be made to see the great im- 
portance of an addition to the supply of fish food for the 
people. 
The following letter is explanatory : 

OsAGE Mints, Ark.. Oct. 24. 
Hditer Forest and Streain : 
T regret that you did not receive my respouse 16 yours of 

Sept. 80 in time to insert, the names of the Fish Commissioners 
of our State in your list; they are: 
BY IN es eae Tey Catee regs deed [cea e pier ssieeeeele Osage Mills, 
Capt. Jol E. Reardon......... 3 . Little Rock. 
George Hornebrook, .......cccccceeeseeereeee rr ee oe Little Rook. 

*Ti we are vot mistaken, the name ‘+ porgee* ik applied on 
Chesapeake Bay, to the Parephippus Faber, a feb called **mocn- 
fish "' in New York and ‘angel fish * on the Southern coast, 
+The anchovy, Engraulis viflatus, is the so-called ‘'spearing "| 

ot New York and the "' silyer side" of Peconic Bay, 

| STREAM. 
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The two latter were recently appointed to fill vacancies by 
Gov. W. R. Miller, and we hope to be able to get an appro- 
priation from the Legislature, which meets in January, ta 
enable us to do something. We will be glad to haye the 
Commissioners of the different States send us their reports, 
and for this reason “especially request that you insert the 
names of the Fish Commission of Arkansas in Forest AND 

N. B. PEsrce. 

Hxvort or TRour OvA prom Tasmanta.— Weare indebted ta 
the secretary of the Salmon Commissioners for the following 
return of trout ova sent away during the last few days :—On 
the 19th inst., per Tararua, 2,000 to Blenheim, New Zealand ; 
on the 21st inst,, per Tasman, 2,000 to Sydney ; andon Aug. 
28, per Southern Cross, 12,000 to Geelong, 2,000 to Sir Samuel 
Wilson, St. Kilda, and 5,000 to Adelaide. The total quantity 
thus supplied by the Salmon Ponds establishment is 23,000. 
The demand for ova is increasing. In 1877 the quantity ex- 
ported was 10,500; in 1878, 10,500; in 1879, 18,000, and 
this year, 23,000. Any colony requiring ova should apply to 
the secretary about the months of Aprilor May.—Tusmanian 
Mail, Avg. 28, 1880. 

‘ 

A Trerrapoy LAw SveeEsrep.—ln commenting upon the 
working of the law regulating the size of lobsters to be sent 
to market, the New York Sv thinks that something similar 
should be enacted to preserve the gelatinous terrapin from 
extinction. It says: ‘‘Since the excellent lobster law went 
into force restricting the capture of decapods less than 104 
inches in length, the supply has been steady. The price has 
risen in New York, because the demand is ever on the in- 
crease in consequence of the increased centralization of popu- 
lation here. And if might be well to follow out the same 
plan with regard to terrapin, and restrict the capture to 
specimens fully six inchesinlength. Plenty of much smaller 
ones come into market, some less than four inches in length. 
These are not stewed, but are utilized for terrapm soup. A 
terrapin law would do no harm. The diamond-backed fel- 
lows from the Chesapeake fetch $18 a dozen: those from 
further South are now fetching only $10 per dozen.” 

Tue Use oF MauGors as Fish Foon.—a tew years ago we 
heard a great deal of the use of maggots as food for trout fry, 
and most all our fish culturists regarded its use as an original 
discovery made by themselves, as it indeed was in one sense, 
but in looking oversome old volumes of the Sporting Maga- 
zine, publishedin London, we find in Vol. 32, for the year 
1833, pp. 42-375, it is recommended to suspend the lee of a 
horse or other animal over the pond and Jet the maggots drop. 
There is no doubt that much good focd for fry can be got in 
this way from meat which is too ‘tripe” to be utilized in any 
other manner, if the pond is situated so that the odor is not 
offensive to those living near, The maggot is most excellent, 
food for fish, fully as good us wny other insect larva, and is 
perfectly clean in itself, as many other scavengers are, and 
even if fed to adult trout we doubt if any bad flavor would 
result. We were impelled to pen this paragraph to show 
that their use was nothing new. 

THE OREGON SaLMoN Fiswerims.—Hrom the annual report 
of the Oregon Board of Trade we learn that the salmon catch 
of the past spring and siimmer has exceeded anticipations, 
yielding 530,000 cases. In 1875 a catch of 232,500 cases was 
considered enormous; 1877 yielded 400,000 cases, and 1879 
as many as 439,000 cases. This rapid increase shows the vast 
exten and fininecial value of the Oregon salmon fisheries. 
Of the half million and mote cases packed this year, 211,522 
cases. wer@ sent to San Prancisco, and 239,241 cases were 
shipped direct to Great Britain. 

TourG ar Misting Svorven.—TVhe Utien, N. Y., Herald 
saya» Last week Agent Dodze went to Oneida Lake. With 
unstworlly guides le invade « detour of the lake and suc- 
ceeded in seizing thirty-tour trap nets. They are treacherous 
traps and give the fish wo Ghance of escape, The captures 
were mule in paid about severnls points on the lake. More 
are buried iu the water, and they will be attended to as speed- 
ily as possible, In addition to peeuring the nets Agent 
Dodge obyained the names of people who have been violating 
the special acts relative to fishing aud hinting in and around 
Oneida Lake, and they will have to answer for their work nn- 
less they make a short stop. Among the nets captured was 

) one said to be Owned by a cuime Constable, who was eleeted 

Pa 

fo aid in errying out phe fish and eame Tiws of the State. 
Everybody will rejuive that something is being done to pro- 
teet the figh in Oneida Lake. With (heir usual ereed, the Jo- 
eal fishermen in those waters haul in little and Wig fish aud 
leave the small ones on the shore to rot. They forget that 
this is virtually killing the goose that lays the golden eggs 
for \hem. Tf the State showld stop planting fish for their 
benefit they mivht hevin io realize how foolish they had been 
in disregarding the Jaws intended jo benefit the public sener- 
ally. 

Vie Oateisip—Clvelind, O.—TVhe 6xtveme northern range 
of the caidish is, you may be about certain, Lake Erie. Here 
it is a vamy fish, in hard and perfect, condition of flesh, not. 
exceeding, as a rule, the weight ol twenty-ive pounds, al- 
though sometinies a *' Daniel Lambert" is taken weighing 
thirty to forty-tive ponnds. 1 neversaw but one of the latter 
size, anlit was taken in the usual way some years ago, by 
the hook baited with liver. : 

The catfish here in our waters, in séason. is us fine a fish 
when properly cooked, ‘‘in every style.” as any fish caught 
in fresh waters. The hotel, or any other table, can palm it 
off for lake trout, white fish, or even black bass. as I haye 
seen done many times. he farther South you vo the larger 
the fish gvows, the softer ifs fesh is, nnd the more it tastes of 
the muddy water it tuhabits. A catfish in fhe month of May, 
taken from Lake Erie, parboiled, stuffed and baked, will 
satisty the taste of any one who desires a good fish. 

E, 8Teriye, M. D- 

Weare glad to sce some one tke up the cudgel for this 

fish. We are not familiar with the large ones the Doctor 
mentions a8 table fish, but the small ‘‘bullheads"” CN. ¥.), 
“cutties’’ (Phila), or ‘‘horn-ponts” of the Eastern States 

are, when of a quarter to a halfpoumdl weight, of a high order 

of excellence when fried for brealctiist, brook trout to the 

contrary notwithstanding. 

Forrest AND BrREAM GENERAL Passtnaui ileounp—lfu- 
wigo, Now. 2. I would note the following persons en route 
to hunting grounds, over the Chicago aud Northwestern Rail- 
toad: Mr. Catlin and son, Mr. Lancaster and Mr. Robinson, 
froni Illinois, going to Section No, 17, Mich. W.#H.8. 
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Sea and River ishing. 
FEISH_IN SEASON IN NOVENIBER, 

{FRESH WATER. 

Maskalonge, Esa nobilior. Black Bass, Microplerus, (Two 
Pickerel, Bsow reticulatus. species). ‘ 
Pike or Pickerel, Esox luctus, Rock Bass, Armbloplites. (Two 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed pike) species). 

War-mouth, Chenobryttus qulosua. 
Crapple, Poloxys nigromaculatus, 
Bachelor, Pomoaxys anniularis, 
| Chub, Semotilis carporalia. 

Strzotethium a. 
mriseunt, ete, 

Yellow Perch, Perea fluviatilis, 
Striped Bass, Recens lineata, 
While Bass, Roceus chrysops. 

SALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Centropristis atriariius. | Seu Trout,” Cyneseyon earolinen- 
Sheepshead, Archosargua probato- | st 

cephalus. 
Porgie, Slenotomus argy/rops. 
Striped Bass, Roceus lineatus. 
White Perch, Morone americana. U 
Spot, or Lafayette, Liostomus ob- | Spanish Mackerel, Cybium mianu- 

[vq eres, (atiem. 
apok, Red fish, or Channel Bass, | Cero, Cybiwm regale. 

Seinenops ocellatus, Bonito, Sarda pelamya. 
Tantog, Tautoga onitis. Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulowus. 
Pollock, Pollachius sarbonurius. | Smell, Oamerus nordae, 

+ Weaktish, Qynvscion regatis. 

americanwin, 

3. 
Shore Whiting, Menticirrus littor- 

alia. 
Croaker, Mieropogon undulatics, 
Bluetish, Pontatomus saltatrix, 

ee 

FISHING ON THE MATAPEDIA. 

ECELVING a pressing invitation from two of iny old 
\) friends, Dr. Arthur Armstrong and Will Sutherland, 

well known ‘‘troutists,” if I may coin the word, from Du- 
loup, to join their party for a week's fishing, I was not long in 
replying in the affirmative, as I was sure of some good sport 
the Doctor being thoroughly acquainted with the river, and 
the next. day say me at Duloup, assisting in the preparations 
for our excursion. : a 

Our party consisted of the Doctor, Bill Sutherland, Colin 
Hetherington and self, Everything being in readiness we 
took the J. G. R. train to Mill Stream station, where we ar- 
rived at Do’clock A. M. in a terrible shower of rain; but as 
we expected wet work we did not complain of the early com- 
mencement, and immediately sot the canoe ready 
and embarked our camp and other utensils and 
proceeded up the riyer to MelKinnon’s brook and 
pitched our tent. It was still ruining with a 
vengeance, and, asthe bush was so uninvitingly wet, 
we camped on an islane where was plenty of drift 
wood ; but'it was a hard job fo get that tent up 
the island, being composed of small stones, and 
driving the pegs in them was a wet task. 
However we got things to rights, and as I was 

appointed ‘' Ousinier” 1 managed by the help of 
a little cual oil and wet cedar to get a good fire 
started, hy which time Colly I. managed to land 
about three pounds of trout, which were soon sim- 
mering with a slice of pork, and we sat to breakfast 
and did it ample justice. I think tea in camp is far 
better flavored than boarding” house quality in 
town. I may be mistaken, but it took a gallon of 
tea to supply our party at meal time, and they 
have been in the ten trade some time. Breakfast 
over and things straightened up, and rods got ready, 
we started up the river. 

Good fishing may be done in a canoe if you 
can only manage to anchor it, but we took to 
wading, and wading where the current runs at the 
rate of fifteen milesan hour is no easy or sate task 
as the Doctor found out. He only weighs 225 pounds, 
and when he came down plump on the end of his 
back, he said, as he upended himself, ‘‘?m too 
round to make an anchor.” We are now one mile 
from camp, and only one dozen fish between the 
Doctor and I. We retrace our track, not by water, 
but alone the beach, and on reaching camp, find Bill 
and Colly there before us. They went up McKin- 
non brook and brought back nothing but wet 
clothes, which they were busily engaged in drying. 
All hands were disgusted with the commencement 
of our anticipated good time, but if they lost their 
temper over it they did not lose their appetites, and 
the day's catch was again consigned to the frying 
pan. 
: Doctor said, casting his eye to the east: ‘Boys, 
we must move our tent; there will be no island 
here to morrow!” And move it we did to the 
mnin bank of the river, and a beautiful spot we 
chose, just alongside of the railroad track, and an 
elevation that commanded a view of the river for a 
mile up and down. While the rest of the party were 
moving camp I made a raft, and, with the aid of 
some green withes and clothes-line, managed a 
rather cumbrous-looking vessel, but sufficiently buoy- 
ant to bear one comfortably, and which was stca‘lier 
than our bark canoe, By this time it was getting 
dusk, and the Doctor was roaring al me to get supper 
ready. ‘They had made a good fire, and I soon had their ap- 
petites appeased. Tt was still raining furionsly, but the tent 
was waterproof, and, lighting our pipes, we stretched ont on 
our blankets, while Colly got bis bagpipes ready and we soon 
had the ‘‘Gampbells are Coming,” ‘‘Mrs. McLeod's Reel,” 
and a host more of Scotia’s fayorite tunes echoing among the 
hills. We then fixed the fire for the night, and rolled our- 
selves up in our blankets and forget our disappointment. 

Breakfast over we made another trial. ‘The Doctor was 
ahead of me on the raft, as when I went down for it he had 
possession and was anchored about half a mile aboye the 
McKinnon Falls busily whipping away with better success 
than yesterday, so I proceeded down below the falls and 
was joined by Colly and Bill. The latter had sprained his 
knee and was almost unable to walk, and we could not, use 
the canoe as if had a hole in it, so we hauled if up to dry till 
it could be gummed. We were sorry for Bill as he could do 
very little walking, but when he saw us hooking a few two 
or three pounders he started to jcin us. Theysay, ‘Tis an ill 
wind,” ele. ; so with Bill. Hehad not come twenty yards when 
he slipped, and down he went, and hardly down 1ill up 
again and started for shore as if a shark was after him. When 
he reached the shore he felt his knee, and looked out at ns, 
We ceased fishing to laugh. He slowly bent the knee and 
then straichtenedit out again, walked a few paces, nnd then 
started On the run to us with the exclamation, ‘‘ Boys, I'll be 
busted, but it’s all right again.” The fall had, no doubt, put 
the sinew back in its place. Well, Bill had hardly got out to 
us—we waist deep ina good smooth piece of water—when we 
saw the Doctor and his raft approaching the head of the falls 
at alively gait. ‘‘He’ll be over the falls as sure as fate,” said 

Bill, and hardly were the words uttered than we saw the 
Doctor Jay his rod down and then Jay himself alongside of it, 
and he, raft and all, were in the rapids over the falls and 
alongside of us in about as short a space of time as I take to 
write it. 

Tt appears his anchor line eut and he neyer noticed he was 
drifting till too late to try and pole ashore. ‘ Wasn't that 
neutly done?’ said he, and we thought if, wis, but would not, 
like to try it. The Doctor lost his line, hooks and all his fish 
by his little cruise, but hung on to his rod. 

The fishing not being very good we determined to strike 
camp, and sceing Tom King, the master for that section, going 
down on his *‘pumper? we made him wait and take our bag- 
gage down to Mill Stream and Colly and Bill went along 
with him leaving the Doctor and I with the canoe to go by 
river to jomthem. Doctor and I started, ‘‘ but,” says the 
Doctor, ‘we ure not going straight throngh yet. I'll show 
you some good spots. We will try the pools at the Assamet- 
quaghu Bridge,’ and there we steered for, hauled the canoe 
up and triedihe pools. First fish for the Doctor and a beauty 
of five pounds; next for me, not so large; and for two hours 
we were kept busy. The sky then brightened and fishing 
ceased, the doctor went ashore and stood on the bridge. We 
were fishing about one hundred yards from the foot of_ the 
bridge in still water, and J suddenly heard 4 shout, when I 
ran up the bank and shouted back to know if anything was 
wrong. ‘'Come here und see trout as long as a railroad 
traek,” said he, and up I went, and it was a sight tomake one 
wild, Just under the bridge the water is as clear as crystal 
and about six fathoms deep, all rock bottom; and, lying in 
shoals, one could see the trout without a perceptible 
motion, and larger ones than we had yet caught. We tried 
eyery fly, we had, but could not get a rise. Ithen got on a 
sinker and cut up a trout for bait and tried them with that. 
No better success, although I could see the bait alongside of 
their nose and rub it against their bodies. They would only 
give a wriggle to their tails and move out of the road. I 
then got around a ledge of rock out of sight, and putting on 
2 piece of Bill Sutherland's red hankerchief, which he gave 
ine before starting, as wings for a fly, I gave a ‘ast and 
hooked my fish. The Doctor was watching the movement, 
and when I hooked it he got so excited, being afraid Pd lose 

“FPYSSHYNGE WYTH AN ANGLE.” 

[Pae-simile of Dlustration in Virst Edition, 1496 | 

him as the place where I was standing was very bluff and 
barely room to move, that he got shouting that he'd go round 
and help me, when his feet went from him and in he went, 
and I was very near having to fish out more than I bargained 
for; but he floundered around, and at last got ashore just as T 
Janded my six pound four ounce fish, the largest of all our 
catch. Doctor was delighted at my success, as he did not ex- 
pect I could land him without a net; but it took mesonre time 
to drown bim, he fought so yery hard, 
We tried for over an hour at and around the same spot, but 

not arisefrom one, We then concluded to strike for camp, 
and about six o'clock we arrived, just in time to try Bill's 
cooking, which wus excellent; had our after-supper smoke 
and wrapped ourselves in blankets. 

Next day we went back to Assainetqnaghu bridge with the 
whole party and 5 p. mM. saw us back to camp with a total of 
thirty-three dozen and odd, exclusive of what we consumed, 
to bring home with us and when weighed averaged three 
pound six ounce. There is fine fishing on this river, bnt il is 
uncertain. As onr party had decided to try Lake Malfait on 
our way back we struck camp next morning and took the 
train, but. on loo<ing over ourstock of provisions we con- 
cluded to go straight through to Duloup, where we arrived at 
4:30 p. , well satisfied with our trip, although conimenced 
under very unfayorable circumstances. 

The Doctor was quite ri¢ht about our first camping ground, 
the Island, as when passing in the train where an island was 
three days before only water was to te seen. We had several 
rises from salmon grilse but that was all, it was just as well, 
however, as they were out of senson. 5. 

Quebec, Sept. 1880. 
— 

—Through the courtesy of Mr. J. W. Bouton we publish 
the above cut, illustrating a quaint hook of whith we spoke 
in last week’s issue, 

MR. SCOVEL GOES A- FISHING. Ve 

ie Was @ gorgeous September afternoon, and L sat readi 
the 7imes under the Jofty and leafy pines which 2 

my friend Stover’s esplanade on the upper Delaware, 
Thad justread “ Bodine's” brilliant and sparkling accou 

of how that speckled trout had got away from him, and hi 
“Bodine's” *‘lured the gentle tassel back.” My mind 
verted to ny first day’s fishing out in Indiana in Doughte 
Creek, when T was sixteen years old, and O! what a joy 3 
was to my untutored and somewhat savage mind to see the 
beautiful little sun-tish scattered on the bank, as 1 hauled 
them up as fast as they would bite, and as fast as I could 
them in! If Cicero had any more exquisite delight with 
“listening senates at his heels” than I had with my sin-fish, 
at least history has been silent on that subject. 

The ‘‘ Bodine” trout still lingered in my mind, andT s 
to my friend Jordan H. Stover, who hus the sonl of goodn 
in him, that if I had appropriate tackle I would tackle on fe 
the sun-fish. He told me he knew a hole down by the mill 
tee they most did congregate, and that I might take a has 
or two. 

The ‘‘booming” campaign had no more joys for me fa q 
few hours, and Jordan was soon assiduously engaged in et 
ging me a horse-hair line from the tail of one of is Arabian 
steeds, which hitherto had only voyaged to Frenchtowp 
or led exploring parties when hitched to 4 hay wagon to som 
romantic spotlikethe “ Singing Rocks” in the Ilappy Valk 
Well, in one hour Jordan showed me as pretty a fishing rig § 
if 1 had bought it at Krider's, 

The place under the pines deseryes a word. Here I lay 
rested for three simmers with my household gods about 
(board ST per week). To get here you must o to Frenel 
town, N. J., 25 miles above Trenton, and a line to Jcrlan F 
Stover, at Erwinna (two miles below Frenchtown, N- Jy 
in Bucks County, Pa., will bring our friend Jordan will 
pair of Arab colts, well bred and well trained, to meet you ql 
any train north or south. 4 
And I have derived so much pleasure from the Mores ayp 

SrreaM that I feel like viving others the benefit of whate 
sweet delights can be had to fill the sportsman’s 
with joy without utterly emptying his pockets, unless his) 

be like that of Fortunajus or the devils which # 
said to have neither top nor bottom! 
September and October are said tobe the 

months in which to catch bass, albeit my frié 
Major T. W. Walker, of the U. 5. Army, astoni 
iné with a four-pound bass he had caught with as 
line in the middle of August. My luck don’t 
that way. 1 am some on ducks, brant and willl 
geese, but when it comes to big bass and sheepsh 
Lam not there. For sixteen years I angled wis 
‘and too well for the sullen sheepshend ;at Boni 
and in Grassy Bay and ‘all over Absecom Tnlet 4 
caught one sle:pshead; time, July; year, 1 63, 
had him embalmed, and ever after consoled myeeil 
with flounder and weak fish, and against my prow 
ess in that direction I yield to no superior, fish Nie 
in Barnegat Bay or Atlantic City, he he skippe) 
professional fish-catcher or amateur ; 

But we seem to wander from our mutton. 
AsI sat looking proudly at my horse-hair ‘li 

J thought of my lamented friend Dr. Wm, M. Kk 
now at. peace with all the world. It was scurce 
year ago when the yersatile Doctor bet me the 
supper the Philadelphin Club could proyide— 
its cuivine is proverbial and unexceptionable—il 
caught more {rout with a red worm, in a May a 
noon,in Broadhead’s Creek, on the Delaware, We 
ern wid Lackawanna rond, than the versatile Does 
did with his 2109 worth of ‘ grizzly king” and fi 
hundred other varieties of tly. J baited a ‘ha 
buck,” ten years’ old, with a shining ffty-cent pi 
and away we went, happy as the rosy-finzered Aurom 
at her early bridal with the sky. My youthful tratt 
tions that a worm and a fish went tozether had beet 
sorely outraged by the valiant Doctor's sneer at 
‘red worm.” Blinker, the country boy, gathe 
the bait, and gaily we “trowhadours” started upy 
valley. Never did soldier at Chantilly, amidst 
red rain of the enemy’s artillery, perspire mo 
fight harder than I did for a string of speckled (rau 
Tt was a hot day—stream low, till I had to bew 
double to reach the shady spots, and hud a dozen falls 
with my slippery gum boots. 

The witty Doctor and myself arrived at the 
painted hostelrie almost at the same moment. 
was wet from top to toe, and held out at arn 
length a small chub he had-caught with a * 
-aly” fly. Blinker cautiously opened ‘his bi 
and spread out twelve speckled trout, none more thal 
six inches. The Doctor looked daggers and spoltt 

cross words—and, alas ! the brilliant Doctor died before we ha 
the dinner at the Club, at which I and a certain naval officer 
Rabelaisin wit. anda Talleyrand in diplomacy, Dr. D——, yng 
Barnwell, and one poor poet, mourned. But rest thy yer 
turbed spirit, tired of the world—a true friend, if a hitter foe= 
there must be a place where thy soul can find the repose de 
nied it here. d 

[started off toward the spot pointed out by Stover lig 
the old yill. ‘Where the mill-wheel rolled right steadily: 
As J trudged along I recalled good old Izaak Walton's words 

‘No life so happy and pleasant as the life of a well #0! 
erned angler, for when the lawyer is swallowed up with bust 
ness, and the statesman is preventing or contriving plots thei 
we sift on the cowslip banks, hear the birds sing, 
possess ourselves in as much quietness as these silent si 
streams which we now see glide so quietly by us, Ind 
my ood scholar, we may say of angling as Dr. Boteler 
of strawberries : 

‘*< Doubtless God could have made a better berry than th 
strawberry, but doubtless He never did,’ and so, if T might 
judge, God did neyer make a more calm, quiet or innocel 
recreation than angling.” 
‘Once at the old mill T sat me down fifteen feel above THe 

deep hole into which the dammed up waters of the Delawat 
poured. 

Tt was 4 p. x, and a grateful shade diffused itself aro 
A new “‘ Blincker” [had gathered in to find ‘* cricket 

the hearth” for bait had to he silenced with threats of 
feciual applications of the butt end of my pole—Quig 
reigned in Warsaw.” 

© sooner had the crickets touched the oozing waters 
something gave a well-defined tug. Cautiously I tightened 
my hair-line till I could see the glistening sides of a “su 
larger than my hand, and if not a ‘‘ same” fish he fought 
ten minutes before I dared draw him up to my ‘‘perch.” 

i 
| 

| 
| 

lie 
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This was awlhkward; so I climbed down below the mill’ 
wheel, shortened my line, and with eves cricket I “bagged? 
a noble sun-fish till [ numbered twenty-five. 

Alas! my baitwas all gone! My beer bottle, full of erick- 
ots. an hour before, was empty—dry as a powder-horn ! 

Twas ali iny wit’s end. No crickets, and the bail ground 
was nearly a mile away. The boy from the swamp was 
eqnal to the eniergency, He knew where a wasp’snest grew. 
Asilyer piece made his eyes stand out like saucers, and in 
three minutes he had the adolescent waspsrendy for stringing 
on my hook. That was anew experience, Cautiously [stuck 
a couple of infant wasps on my little houk, and let the horse- 
hair flutter. What is that? Something cavorting through 
the water like a devil-tish; but T hung bravely on to my pole, 
vainly cudeayoring te zive my line additional reach: Sud- 
denly up darted a ‘monster "—a two-pound bass. Softly! 
Softly! He suiks a little, I draw him quietly, breathlessly, 
lovingly toward me. Another flop. My legs dangle over the 
deep hole. T have nothing to hold on to, A sudden jump of 
the nimble bass clear out of the water. My horse-hair line 

_ fives way eight feet from the hook. T tumble into the water 
in my eagerness. Minding: not the wet seersucker suit, I 
scramble out on (he gravelly banks of the Delaware, and only 
know that my five-pound bass majestically darts down the 
shallow falls into which the pool empties into the deeper 
Delaware below, with # longline in hismouth. J. M. 8. 

———— > -@ =e 

* Bie Brack Bass—Monmouth, Titinois, Nev. 1,—I send 
you to-day by express a black bass caught yesterday. Please 
accept with my compliments, As 1 have seen several com- 
munications in yonr paper from correspondents braggirg over 
minnows that weigh from five 19 six pounds, I thought T 
would send you afull-erown fish. This fish when taken out 
of ihe water weighed seyen pounds and five ounces (7 Ibs. 
Hoz.). Teaught yesterday, in six hours, forty-six (46) bass 
that, weighed one hundred and eighty pounds (80 Ibs.). 
When any of your friends that are good fellows wish to 
eatch biz bass, and lots of them, call on me and I will show 
them were they can do so free of charge. 

Yours, ehe., 

The fish came in good order. 
Prep. A. Atnen. 

Thanks. It proved to be a 
a big mouth,” Micropterus pollicis. 

= 

An Eyevsren Hoor—JIi7l Springs, Ay., Nov. 1880.— 
Recent mention of the sacculation of a hook in a fish recalls a 
cirennstance which Dsent to the Foresr awp Stream four 
or five years ago. Old‘ Hopwood,” then one of Stanford's 
experts or “professors,” with a Frankfort reel, landed a six 
or seven pound pike near Livingston, on Rock Castle River, 
in the fall, and was superintending the dressing of his fish 
when a prominence about the iniddle of a side attracted his at- 
tention, and proved to have been caused by a well preserved 
hook and fraginent of a line attached. On investigation he 
Jearned that his neighbor ‘‘ Dilsey,” who is quite sensitive 
to the charge of **slathering "—Dilse does slather fearfully 
sometinies—had claimed to have had his line broken at the 
sume pool by a whale the previous spring, and when ‘ ITop” 
exhibited them in Dilsey’s presence he immediately reeog- 
nized them, wud located their loss without prompting. 

t ICENTUURTAN, 
a 

—Dot’t uso stimulants, but uature’s real brain and nerve tood— 

Hop Bitters. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON IN NOVENXIBER. 

Mook, 4 lee americana. 
Cariboo, Rangifer ecribau, 
Mk or Wapiti, Gerris canadensis, 
ed or Virginia deer, @. virginian- 

Woodcock, Philohela minor. 
Black-betiled plover, 

Squcdtarala helnetita- 
Long-biled curlew Yumenins longi- 

TOStrIS. 
Turnstone, or calleo back, Strep- 

silas interes. 
Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Macrorhamphus griseus, 5 

Red-backed sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tringa american, 

Great Inarbied podwwil, or matin, 
Miinoxm fedor. 

Willet, Totarus senipalmatia. 
Tattler, 7otanus melanalauea, 
Yellow-shanks, Tetanus flavipes. 

U8. 
Sijulrrols—red, Dial andl gray, 
Hares—vrown and gray. 
Reed or rice bird, Polichonye ary- 

ZINOTOUR, 
Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 
Pinnated grouse or pralrie chiec- 

ken, Cuprifonit cupitido, 
Ruled grouse or pleasant, Ra- 
eta Umebellys. 

Quail or partwidga, Ortyx wirgin- 
ianiua. 

Sora, rail, Porzana carolina. 
“Bay birds” goneralty, melding yarlous species of plover, sand- 

piper, shipe, curlew, oysit-catcher, surt-bird, phalaro DOS, FLVORetS 
ete, coming under the group Limacglo., or sliore birds. Muny States 
permit prairie fowl (pinnated groase) shooting atter Ang, 15. 

NOVEMBER SiOOTING GROUNDS. 

Qcam i Maryranp, Vireisia anp Nort Canova. 

WN previons letters la the Morsay savy Srumam I haye 
called the uitention of sportsmen to the advantages of 

the National Capital as a place of rendezvous for those de- 
siring good shooting. Of late years a trip to the West has 
heen deemed the correct thing by gentlemen fond of the pur- | 
suit of wild fowl or game birds. That there is a greater 
abnndanee of game in the Western Stales than in the East 
cannot be denied. 1 thinks, lowever, that sportsmen of the 
Fast, who have made the Western trip, will concede that 
their success in the lake regions and upon the prairies de- 
pends in great measure upon the character of the men into 
whos¢ hands they fall when the hunting grounds ave reached, 
One must Know where game ean be found in the West as 
well us in the Kast if good sport is to he enjoyed. 

The question of expense is a-vilal element in the ealcula- 
tions of & yast majority of sportsmen. The gentleman who 
takes his vacation in the frosty days of October and Novem- 
ber, upon the stubblefields or woodlands, must he able to 
reckon the cost of his amusement quile as accurately as he 
who et upon the beach at Newport ov in the hotels at 
-Saratoga. during the sweltering mid-summer time. 

There are field sports which can only be enjoyed by the 
rich—sports which are as far beyond the reach of the’ ordi- 
nary mortal who loves a dow and gun as the elevated attrac- 
tions of the Newport Polo Club are beyond the humble aspi- 
tations of the youth who rides a stiff hack at a country tour- 
nament. The successful bnmpkin who crowns his sweet- 
heart, Queen of Beauty at) the country fair may enjoy himself 
vastly more, however, than he whe drives the ball beyond 
his oppouent’s goal in the presence of the congregated belles 
of New York and Boston. The poverty-stricken sportsman, 
who killes a dozen ducks from an inexpensive blind at some 
good point on the Potomac, in like manner may enjoy his 
shooting vastly more than he who pays a Hayre de Grace 

| 

| professional $40 per day ta equip him with decoys, sink 
| boxes and assistants for the destruction of innumerable canvas 
| backs. Western shooting is an expensive luxury for Eastern 

a brace of woodcock. 

and then a ruffed grouse will dart with the speed of an’arrow 

sportsmen. If there was no game in the Hast there would be 
an excellent reason for going a thousand miles westward to 
find it, There is, however, magnificent sport to be obtained 
near home. ‘There never was a lime when game birds were 
well protected in Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina as 
at present. The quail, or partridge as the bird is generally 
denominated in fhe South, is increasing in numbers. ‘Bol 
White” thrives best in the prosperous agriculital conmu- 
nities. Jie appears to follow civilization. 

Quail shooting and chicken shooting cannot, in my estima- 
tion, be compared. If & man is shooting for results in bull 
he will undoubtedly enjoy prairie shooting bust. A chicken 
Weirhs more than a quail. On the 15th of August a chicken 
will rise a8 heavily as a crow, and is about as easy to kill as 
an ortolan. The hunter stands upon a vast expanse of level 
ground, ‘There is scarcely a hummock to relieve the same- 
ness Of the prospect. After 8 o'clock in the morn- 
ing the sun beats down with paralyzing effect. His 
shooting is virtually at an end until the shades of 
evening hegin to fall. How different is quail shoot- 
ing! There is first. the accessory of a beautiful Jand- 
scape. Hills, trees, water, and an infinite variety of natural 
colors, The air is sharp and invigorating. The hunter must 
exercise more ingenuity in the pursust of the game. To be 
successful lie must follow his dogs closely. When the covey 
is found and flushed he must shoot rapidly and well to kill 
the birds, There is nothing slow aboutihe quail. He is ac 
live and cunning under all circumstances. There are pleas 
ant surprises almost always in store for the quail hunter. 
Following a coyey into thick bottom he often stumbles upon 

Not thin, puny July woodeock either, 
but large, strong, fat birds, oftentimes heavier than the fat- 
test quailin the bag. Again, driving a cover inio a marsh, 
the dogs may stand a stray jack-snipe whose presence in your 
bag adds greatly tio the attractiveness of the contents. Now 

from the clump of laurel bushes in which yon expected to 
find one of the scattered covey, Tf you kill the noble bird it 
will be a pleasure to boast of the feat when you sit down to 
4 hearly dinner at the farm-house where you are stopping. 

T shall not pretend to direct [sportsinen to the exact locali- 
(ies where quail in abundance can he found. Tf know there 
are more birds in Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina this 
fall than in any previous season for many years past. Tt has 
been the general experience. of Washington sporismen that 
the greatest number of birds could be found uear tidewater. 
Senator Vance, of North Curolina, recently informed « friend 
that there were ‘“purtridges” ly the thousands in the north- 
eastern corner of the State. Albemarle and Currituck Sounds, 
with their tributary rivers, inlets and crecks, water the coun- 
ties of QOurrituek, Camden, Pasquotank, Perquimons, Gates, 
Hertford, Chowan, Washington and Tyrrell. In Virginia, 
hirds are numerous in the bottoms of the Potomac, Ray\pa- 
hannock, York and James rivers. Besides the quail shooting 
sxood ducking can be obtained upon al! of these streams. 
There are plenty of birds inland also, if reports received jrom 
thence are true, but I believe tide-water shooting to be more 
satisfactory. Besides the variety of sport, the cower is not so 

_ dense as on the mountain uplands. 

OS-E78, 

| September. At the last session of the Maryland Legislature 

The general State law of Virginin prohibits the killing of 
quail before Noyember 1, although in some of the upland 
counties the season begins October 15. A general State law 
also protects every land owner's property from trespass, and 
farmers are not compelled to post their lands bo derive the 
henefit of the law, ‘The people for the most part are kindly 
and courteous, and a gentleman very rarely is reftised per- 
mission to shoot upon their lands. Board can be obtained at 
farm-houses from #4 to $7 per week and at the village hotels 
from 46 to #10 per week. * 

(Quail are more abundantin Maryland than for many sea- 
sous past. ‘The Baltimore Sun of a recent date says + 

“This abundance several circumstances have combined to 
effect. Last fall (he weather was so dry that the birds were 
found with extreme difficulty, even by the best of dogs, and 
a much lirger number than usual consetjuently escaped 
Slaughter. The sticceeding winter wus mild and the breeding 
season just past an excellent one, so no damage was done to 
oll or young birds by natural elements, and the plentifulness 
of this fine bird resulting is génerally remarked. The Mes- 
sina quail brought to this country abd turned ont in the vi- 
cinity of Baltimore bred well last year, returned from their 
anual travels south and bred on the same grounds this year, 
and promise to be a decided acquisition-” 

The general Maryland State kuw prohibits the killing of 
quail before Nov. J, but many of the counties haye pussed 
local Jaws on the subject to which the general State law does 
not apply, In the following named counties tie season opens 
Oct. 15: Allethany, Harford, Montgomery, Frederick and 
Talbot. The season opens Oct. 19 in Anne Arrundel and 
Prince Georges; on the 20th in Qucen Anne and Washington, 
The general State law closes the season Dee. 24, but in some 
of the counties the season is extended to a later date. Rab- 
hit shooting is permissible after Oci. 15. In Queen Ane 
County persons dusiring to shoot wild fowl fromm sink-boxes 
must pay a $10 license fee. No wild fowl can ba killed in 
Worcester County before Nov- 1. 

There has heen magnificent rail shooting on the marshes 
along the Pautuxent and Potomac rivers since the 1st of 

the following Jaw was enacted: ‘No person but a resident 
of Anne Arrundel, Prince George's, St. Mary’s, Charles and 
Calvert countics shall shoot or trap any water-fowl, snipe or 
ortolan in fhe Panluxent River, its tributaries or marshes ad- 
jacent. Fine for first offense, not less than $10 nor more 
than #o0; sceond offense, not less than $25 nor more than 
#100." The foo) killer could not have heen in Annapolis 
when this Jaw waspassed. If he had been thememhers of the 
Maryland Legislature would haye suffered. State Senator 
Tiill, of Prince George's County, who owns 1,200 acres of 
marsh on the Pautuxent, at Hill's Landing below Murl- 
horough, was sick when this probibitury law was passed. 
We is indignant af the action of the Legislature, and has, T 
understand, invited friends from Baltimore and Washington 
to gun upon his marshes, telling them that he wonld protect 
them froin tlie consequences. The law is really a dead letter. 
Sportsmen residing in neighborhoods outside of the counties 
named in the act haye gunned upon the Pantuxent marshes 
during the past month unmolested by (he authorities. Orto- 
lan or rai! have been plentiful. Three gentlemen killed 407 
ortolan, and sixteen blue wing teal on the half tides re- 
cently. Your correspondent and a friend killed 204 birds on 
one tide Inst week, We found the teal very scares, only two: 
being killed. 

Washington, D. C., Ost, 1880. 

bunch of geese. 

“PASS SHOOTING” IN MINNESOTA. 

i REACHED Sauk Centre on the morning of Friday, 
ober 8, at 1:18, where, at the depot, [found my friend, 

Mr. B., awaiting me, and within ten minutes we were placed 
at his door, The next morning preparations were begun 
early ; our guns were brought out of their cases; flanmel ras 
and oil were in demand. Such bustling activity brought 
forth deristve and sarcastic remarks from the ladies who were 
engaged in the more wsthetie sulyject of millinery and dresses: 
Bless their dear hearts! I wonder if the ladies don’t secretly 
take as much pleasure in seeing the sterner sex becomin& 
boys again—if not in age and stature, at least in spirits and 
enthusiasm—as we do when preparing for a shooting trip, 1 
believe they do. 

In the afternoon we were scudding along ata rood gail 
over the rolling prairie in a comfortable two-seat, wagon, 
drawn by a teani of large horses—good trayelers—the property 
of # neighbor who accompanied us. 

Our personnel and outfit comprised the following, to wil: 
Four adults, two dogs (one a pointer and the other a water 
spaniel, formerly the property of Col. Gildersleeve of this 
city), four breech-loaders, ammunition enough to last, buffalo 
robes, and last, but not least, plenty of lunch, 
We had not gone more than two or three miles when Mr 

B. asked to stop a few minutes, as he fancied we could have 
a shot at some ducks, I looked all about me and could seu 
nothing. The ducks were not in the air, but [ was informed | 
there might be some over tle fence in that hole, hidden from 
yiew by a few trees not many rods from a comfortable look 
ing farm-house. Climbing over the fence, and cautioned to 
careful, I crawled as slowly and noisclessly as it, was possible 
for ona weighing 192 pounds through the tall, ratk grass 
growing in thick profusion about the edges of the slough, 
risking wet knees and muddy hands. 

Lahorious though the work was I felt the labor was worth 
all the pains, for, carefully raising our heads, we were ré- 
warded by seeing a bunch of mallards fully ten rods off, 
feeding quietly on the wild ricé that grows in almost every 
hole about the prairie; and, while our eyes were made glad 
hy the sight, I conld not help admiring the intelligent actions 
of the pointer, Nero, which, without a word frgm us, had 
leaped from the wagon the moment we did, and crawled as 
carefully through the grass as though he intuitively knew 
Whit was necessary. Starting the flock up, we cach secured 
one apiece, and Nero retrieved them; but, so eager had he 
been, his excited nature could not restrain him from ‘‘chayy- 
ing” one up rather badly. 
We joined the wagon farther down the road, feeling we 

had made a good commencement. 
We spent the night at a farm-house, and roused up early 

the next morning the other two of our party, who went out, 
on the farm to dig holes for a shoot at the geese, as we hai 
word from the farmer that there were plenty about his farm, 
and who langhed at the hole digging, and ‘guessed he'd 
never get a goose if he had to dig a hole for them; it was too 
hard work.” But the others persisted, and were rewarded 
by getting a pair of “honkers.”” 

Fortune smiled not upon us, the other members of the 
quartette, though we carefully hid ourselves along the fence 
where the grass grew high, not 25 yards from the plowed 
field where the previous afternoon we had aroused a big 

Our sheet-iron decoys, though placed in a 
most alluring way, failed to act as a charm. 

In regard to the wild goose shooting on the prairie, I con-_ 
| sider the best way to procure a big bag is to have live decoys, 
and there is no telling what fine sport one could have. The 
weather had been and was still yery warm; no rain had 
fallen for six or eight weeks, and all birds were very cautious. 
We left the farm-house after breakfast for the Westport, 

Pass, mentioned by ‘* Dell” in his last letter to you, and 
there we had some sport. 
Along a ridge that originally was the work of beayers ycars 

ago we distributed ourselves, screening our forms carefully 
from the gaze of the watchful ducks as they flew over in pass- 
ing from one lake to the other. Some good shots were made. 

Pass-shooting is exciting sport, particularly when the birds 
are stirring about. <A low whistle from one of the party is 
‘the signal for attention, or the exclamation, ‘‘ Mark! north; 
mark! south,” puts you on the gz vive, and I consider no 
more exhilarating sport can be had than this kind of shooting. 

The two dogs were kept busy, and demands for Drive and 
Nero were constant, and after two honrs’ shooting we gath- 
ered wp our ducks, quite satisfied with the morning’s sport. 

Leisurely and heartily eating our lunch, we were refreshed 
sufficiently to seek fields and pastures new, and, driving to- 
ward home across the ‘‘ breaking,” a term applied to a tract, 
plowed for the first time, came to one farm, where 50 rods 
off we saw a very large bunch of geese, and farther on a great 
regiment of sand-hill cranes, which with necks erect and mo- 
tionless looked like soldiers on dress parade. They took the 
alarm, howeyer, and soon sped ont of sight. 

Concluding that we might get some shots at their returm, 
Wwe made ou preparations to receive them. 

Our dinner iad strengthened us for hole-digging, and we 
soon had our pits dug, but the canned corned beef and dust 
had conibined to make me so thirsty that I walked a mile for 
a drink: of water. 

Our laborious work was only rewarded hy getting three 
sandhill cranes, and as we had some twelve or fourteen miles 
to drive before reaching home we filled up the holes, and 
drove back to town-looking like coal-heayers. The dust of 
the farm recently plowed had blown into oir eyes, cars and 
noses, and we were sorry looking white men, judezine from 
the ejaculations of our respective wives. 

Lsubsequently had my first taste of crane, and I confess 
the flesh is a8 good eating as wild turkey. 

Our nexf expedition was in another direction toward Birch 
Bark Lake, where for an hour before sunset we had a liyely 
scrimmage with the mallard and teal. 
A stranger visiting this lake—which must present a beauti- 

fully picturesque scene in midsummer, and from whose trans- 
lucent depths of ciehty feet greaf pike, pickerel and faby- 
lously large black bass can be taken—vwould marvel at the im- 
mense flocks of ‘mud hens” or ‘‘hen bills,” called down- 
east ‘pool doos,” that blacken the surface. These birds are 
not considered game, and are undisturbed by the sports- 
man: infact, they seem to understand they are free from mo- 
lestation, and oftentimes approach within easy sun shot, and 
the veriest novice could kill a dozen at one discharge. 
We stopped all night at a log-hut on the shore of the Jake, 

and the proprietor, an old widowed Swede, assuring us that 
he believed he had exterminated the fleas, gave us his only 
bed to sleep on, At 4 the next morning he arose, built the 
fire, cooked about a peck of potatoes, ground before our eyes 
the coffee beans which he had apparently sayed ‘for some 
grand oceasion sneh as this (the receptable containing the 
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beans was a shaying-mug), mixed in a bread howl some flour 
and mille with a sprinkling of sali, and possibly raising pow- 
der, generously Jarding lis bread pans, baked two loaves of 
bread, so that for breakfast we had warm bread, hot potatoes 
and hot coffee, and the contents of onr lunch basket. 
When asked his charges for taking care of us through the 

night, including the fodder furnished the old say horse that 
took us so faithfully about the country through some of the 
roughest roads I ever experienced, he refused to charge any- 
thing, but on our insisting on a price, said twenty-five cents. 
We gave him fifty cents, and he was abundantly thankful ; 
How is that for backwoods or prairie simplicity ? 

I think I must have captired the old man’s heart, the night 
belore by giving him a Havana, the end of which he bit off, 
but furned it around and tried for five minutes fo light the 
Wrong end withont avail, until T set him aright. 
My third trip from the town was two days after, when we 

visited Westport again. Arriving at about half-past four 
P, M. we shot an hour .nd a half with fair success, returning 
to pass the night ata convenient farm-house a mile or two 
away. 
We rose early for the moring flight. I seemed to meet 

with poor success this fime. ‘I couldn’t gét onto them,” 
somehow, though my record was first rate the preyious eyen- 
ing. 
Thus, during the three trips 1 made, we secured about 180 

birds, including geese, crane, mallard, teal, broadbills, Eng- 
lish and yellow leg snipe. 
Minnesota is the sportsman’s paradise, of that there is no 

doubt in my mind. The shootingis of a different character 
from that obtained in the Hast. jThecoy shooting is compara- 
tively unknown. 
An instance which will illustrate the plentitude of game in 

this section I would like to mention. Right in town is sit-. 
uated Sauk Lake, at one end of which is erected a dam that 
supplies water power to an adjacent flour mill. Stationed on 
the bridge Which spans the dam, one can haye good flight 
shooting. On the 18th inst. Mr. P., of Sauk Centre, whose 
house is but 100 yards or so from the bridge, while passing 
over it in a sleigh—for we had a seyere snow-storm three days 
before—shot four mallards at one shot, and one yellow leg 
snipe with the remaining barrel. They were feeding in a lit- 
tle creek Which seryes asa conduit for the overflow of the 
dam, and my friend Mr. P., in an hour's shooting the same 
afternoon, by walking down this creek, procured nine snipe, 

Ttake this oceasion to refer in fitting terms to the hospital- 
ity, generosity and good feeling existing among the people in 
this place. The right hand of fellowship is extended to all 
gentlemanly sportsmen, and I shall long cherish the many 
kindnesses received at the hands of those who became my 
friends during my short sojourn in Sauk Centre. VAN. 

—$ 

UNNECESSARY CRUELTY TO WILDFOWL. 

HE writer of this article is, bas been. and shall continue 
to be a sportsman so long as he is able to indulge in the 

pursuit. He has no donb, therefore, that in numberless in- 
stiinces, always without tutention, he has been guilty of the 
very acts of barbarity und cruelty he condemns in others. 
A certain amount of cruelty is inseparable from every form 
of sport. Tt is not his purpose, therefore, to pose as a philan- 
thropie hypocrite. Cujus tibet re? simulator autgue dissimula- 
tor, He merely wishes to show that much of the barbarity 
practiced by professional and amateur sportsmen may he 
avoided by a moderate degree of care and thoughtfulness. 

It is to be presumed that the object in shooting at a bird 1s 
to killit. He is the most skillful sportsman and best shot 
who succeeds the more frequently in attaining that end. 
Professor Mayer, of the Stevens Institute of Technology, of 
Hohoken, in a paper read before a body of scientists which 
recently met in Bostou, gives the results of a very delicate 
and ingenious series of experiments, by a process of his own, 
as to the velocity of shot from a fowling-piece under yarying 
conditions. A careful examination of this paper shows con- 
elusively the fallacy of attempting to do effective shooting 
outside of a certain limited range. Now, a bird when hit 
beyond this limit, while he may be mortally injured. is yet 
capable of flying a long distance; consequently he dies a 
slow and painful death. Those whoa haye been wounded in 
action, or have witnessed the sufferings of others on similar 
occasions, will appreciate the miseries inflicted by careless or 
inexperienced sportsmen. Nowhere can the foolishness and 
harbarity of shooting at fowl at long distances be more dis- 
tinctly seen and understood than by those who kill wild-fowl 
over the ice in the winter season. While the ice is sufficient- 
ly thick to bear the weight of men and boats there will be 
numerous Open holes in which decoys may be set. Numer- 
ous flocks will, of course, pass by a long gunshot off. If 
these could be allowed to pass unmolested, they would du- 
ring the day return, and offer a fair shot. The gimner, how- 
ever, is so greedy and rapacious that BBB, aud eyen buck- 
shot are fired into these flocks, which continue on apparently 
unharmed. If, however, we walk over the ice in the line 
of flight of these passing birds, we shall see the surface pro- 
fusely covered with drops of blood. While none have been 
killed outright, a number have been struck with sufticient - 
force fo cause serious wounds, and ultimate death many miles 
beyond the locality in which they were crippled. 

Unless some flying-machine be soon invented which will 
enable us to follow the birds through the air, this system of 
long-distance shooting will render the birds utterly unattain- 
able hy the methods now in use. Doubtless many persons 
have happened to stumble on the retreats and secluded nooks 
where these wounded birds seek refuge, either to die or con- 
yalesce. These spots resemble nothing so much as the dead- 
house of the hospital on the Mount St. Bernard, where 
human remains may be seen in every stage of dissolution. 

The penuriousness of the professional gunner is also an in- 
centive fo unnecessary cruelty ta water-fowl. To save a 
charge of ammunition he will chase a crippled bird fora 
mile or more on the water, or so long as the setting-pole of 
his shooting boat will reach bottom. The sensation of the 
wounded bird thus pursued must be similar to that of the 
condemned man who, witha rope about his neck, witnesses 
the erection of the gallows on which he is to be executed. 
It may be argued that wild-tow! have not the finer sensitive- 
ness and reasoning power of a human being. They certainly 
have many qualities in common, For example, when a he- 
duck, accompanied by the female, is shot down, the latter, 
if untouched, immediately deserts him; the male, on the 
contrary, when a similar fate befalls the female, returns again 
and again in search of her, and often falls a vietim to his 
constancy and devotion. 
From time to time an outcry is raised, on the ground of 

inhumanity, against the practice of shooting pigeons from 
traps. In point of fact no form of sport is more humane 

than this. As money consideration is involved in ttap- 
shooting, its followers must be more or less expert, More- 
over, the birds are released at « distance which is positively 
indicated, and within easy range; consequently, if hit, they 
are usually killed outrigh{, or so severely wounded as to fall 
within a limit whence they may bespecdily retrived. Tt will 
be found that those which escape entirely (do sa wnharmed. 
Pigeons which return to the dove-cote in «a crippled condition 
are probably the victims of others than those engaged in trap- 
shooting, Tf fowlin the field could be killed with the same 
certainty as over traps, & vast amount of suffering might be 
spared the feathered race. 

As these lines are being written, the report of firesums 
miy be heard, Off the meadow points of tle bay, opposite 
the residence of the writer, duck decoys are vlistenine in the 
sun. By witching carefully with a powerful lass, flovks 
of ducks may from lime to time be keen glancing by these 
decoys, considerably out of gunshot. Prom tivo to five guns 
are discharged at each flock with no apparent effect; but if, 
as 1 bunch eontinues its fight, we keep it within the focus of 
fhe glass, we shall see now one and then snother of ihe birds 
composing if leave theit companions, spread their wings, and 
settle disabled to the surface of the water. In the evening, 
if the opposite shore from these meadow points be searched, 
a number of cripples will he driven from their Liding-places, 
and painfully attempt to reach the water. If one is captured, 
it will be seen that he has bee strack with the largest size 
shot. As this has occurred two weeks before the opening of 
the close season for duck—October 1—it may be readily 
imagined what will be the chances to kill birds on and after 
that date, when so early in the season they haye been harried 
at long distances, and with such heayy shot.— Gaston Fay in 
Harper's Weekly. 
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FIELD NOTES. 

Witttamsror, Pa., Nov. 6, 
WAS much pleased with ** Bell Muzzle’s" well-written letter 

on ruffed grouse shooting, particularly as he accurately 
describes the manner in which we himt them here. In my 
estimation there is no kind of bird shooting which brings the 
capabilities of man or dog to greater perfection than shooting 
ruffed grouse over a setter dog 

Tn one thing I cannof agree with ‘' Bell Muzzle”—that a 
man who kills six ont of twenty ruffed gronse i8 an artist, 
[ could find several men heve—particularly one gentleman— 
who would make such an *‘ artist’ feel like a bingler if he 
was out with them. Within five miles of this city ruffed 
grouse are gelling yery scarce, and of course proportionately 
wild. Ttisseldom that more than eight or ten birds can he 
raised during 1 day’s hunting, Yet the gentleman referred 
to usually bags from three to six birds ont of from five to nine 
shots, and he fires if he sees only the flash of a wing inside of 
sixty yards. Taking such chances it is of course simply im- 
possible to kill all the birds shof at, but I will venture to say 
that he kills two-thirds of the birds tired at during the season. 
This shooting is not phenomenal, tut simply the result of 
years of practice. When a bird gets up close. and bonds 
up well aboye the scrub oak, tale him, as coolly and deliber- 
ately a8 a pigeon out of a trap, yon then have plenty of time, 
if your nerves are only not upset by the noise he made in 
“jumping ;” if, on the other hand, you only catch a glimpse 
as he is pitching for a thicker part of the coppice, have the 
mun to your shoulder and fire with the rapidity of lightning, 
or a8 near to it as you camcome. Have ove barrel loaded 
with three 10 three and a half dys, quick fine powder and one 
ounce of No..8 or 9, and the other with four to five drs. 
best coarse powder and No, G shot. While bringing your gun 
fo shoulder you must make up your mind which load will be 
4#he suitable one for the way or distance (he bird is rising, 
aud your finger must instinctively find the mght trigger, 

To E. G. B.,of Elmiraywe would state that we also noticed 
the ‘‘gray backed and tailed” ruffed grouse he refers to, and 
this is the first seas.m we lave noticed them, Can they be mi- 
grants from the North ? Bopouinr. 

Wettusvitie, N. Y., Nov. 8, 1880. 
‘* Bell Muzzle’s” article on ruffed grouse shooting in the 

last number of Forest any SrrReAM was very interesting to 
me, and just hit the spot. 
My experience corresponds with his as to the habits of the 

ruffed grouse. I have hunted these birds considerably in 
this vicinity for two or three years last past, and during that 
time cannot recollect of seeing a bird ‘free’ upon being 
flushed. Ajter the Jeayes are off the trees, when « ruffed 
crouse is flushed, he starts off as if he had a head of 120 
pounds of steam on and was working. 

I have a friend living here, with whom I have hunted 
much, that ‘‘Bell Muzzle” would have to concede an 
“artist.” He can, and does, hag on an average more than 
six grouse ont of eyery twenty shots made. Ihave seen him 
jnake five consecutive shots without amiss, and quite a num- 
ber of times have known him to make four consecutive shota 
without 4 failure to bag his bird. 

Grouse are much starcer with us this yenr than usual. We 
hud extensive forest fires in June, and I think they destroyed 
many nests, Most of the birds we get are old ones, Last 
Wednesday three of us, with two good pointers, hunted all 
day over the hills, travelling not less than twenty miles, ond 
we started about a dozen birds, of which we bagged four. I 
weighed two and found them twenty and twenty-two ounces 
each. 

T wish to say to ‘‘ BR; B. G.” of Blmiva that occasionally we 
get a gray tailed parinices with the others, but probably not 
One in thirty, I killed one last year and one the year before. 
In the southern part of Livingston County, Michigan, they 
were as common as the other birds ten years ago, 
Woodcock have lefi is. I have not been able to find one 

since the 20th of October; they seldom stay with us Jater 
than October 10, and generally leave in September. 

Deer are said to be quite abundant on the head waters of 
the Sinnemahoning in Potter-Gounty, Penn., south of us. 
Thisishefrsay. 1 hope to be able to give you some primary 
evidence npon tliis subject before the month ends. F. 

Ayn Argon, Mich., Nov. 6. 
On the 1st of Noyeniber, the open season for quail having 

begun, as Announced in the Forgsr AnD Srream of the 28th 
of October last, Dr. Plowers, of Columbus, Ohio; Mr. Has- 
kell, proprietor of jhe Franklin Kennel, Bradner, Ohio, and 
myself met at the Istter place to [ry our cnniugon Phe mumer- 
ous Bob Whites that were said fo inhabit these parts. Mr. 
Haskell furnished for the ovcasion his three incomparable 
Gordons, Fannie, Ned and Sue Packing our traps together 
in a farm wagon we started for the shooting grounds af ten 

o'clock Monday morning, some ten miles distant. During 
the trip we were intensely aniused by the fund of wit, humur 
and story that flowed from our golden-mouthed friend, Flow- 
ers, like water from its sparkling fountain. We opened up 
our dsy’s sport in a likely piece of meadow adjoining an 
open woods, All being"ready, the three dogs started off ati a 
slashing gait, Fammy taking the lead, We had not gone far 
before I'anny dropped on a trail, with Ned and Sue crossing: 
om the quarter. All three roaded up the game (o fhe top of 
alittle hill, when Fanny struck a point, and the two others 
backed in splendid style. Moying up gradually the dogs 
were ordered on and the birds were flushed, the three dogs 
dropping to wing, and four were retrieyed In handsome style 
by Ned amd Sue. This was the first engagement, and it 
showed how well Haskell had trained his dogs for the field. 
pont the dogs Were cast off down the wind in a ragweed 
field across the road. Away they went at arapid gait, rang- 
ing and quartering in gvand style, till Wed struck scent, when 
he roaded them up cautiously and neatly for over fifteen 
yards, when Fanny and Sue were ordered to charze, the point- 
ing in this case having been given to Ned, which he did hand- 
somely and effectively. Orderins him on to the fiush we 
banged away and bagged three more, which were handsomely 
retrieved by Ned. At this pomt Dr, I", was so captivated by 
the dog’s movements that he bantered Haskell for his pun 
chase, which ended in the dog’s sale for $75; and when his 
ownel’ realized what he had done he alniost shed tenrs to 
think he had broken the brace of that prand pair of pups. T 
don’t think the old man did any more good shooting that 
day. The next day, however, we started off at 8 o'clock a, 
M. for the same grounds and took with us Jim, another of 
the same litter, with Fanny and Ned, and never did dogs 
behave better. One of the finest specimens of backing I ever 
saw done was by Jim, who, while jumping the fence, saw 
Fanny on a stiff point, and balancing himself upon the top- 
most rail, backed his motlier in the most splendid style, TI 
Was asked to go over, and flushed the bird and killed him, 
when Jim crouched close, and Fatnie retrieved her bird, 
Did you ever see a prettier piece of training done than this by 
Jim? ‘The second day ended by my purchase of Fanny, and 
the party bagging in the two days seventy-three birds. Long 
shall we remember that hunt and those vlorious dogs. 

SENEX. 
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PHILADELPHIA LETTER. 

UR sportsmen are now all off for the stubbles, must of 
them having postponed their departure until they had 

cast their votes either for Garfield and Arthur or Hancoolk 
and English. This morning’s 7:15 Del. train took two var- 
loads of men and dogs to he distributed along the line of the 
roud and its branches throngh Delaware and . Maryland. 
Pauore perteix! how they will suffer! We leavn the Penn- 
sylyania Field. Trials did net prove the suecess that was 
hoped for, owing, we understand, tu a scarcity of birds and 
bad weather. Your correspondent should havé been pleased 
to have noticed the further work of the Lavyerack setter 
Thunder, us he was his breeder, haying sold Lim lo Mr. Snel- 
lenburgh with a litter brother, Essex (since dead), at five or 
six months old. Weexpected great things from Mssex, and 
was sorry to learn of his poisoning. Mr, 8. should have 
Besufort, Thunders brother from Fairy’s second litter by 
same sire? Bunt where is he? i 

It is very strange to me that so few sportstiun visil phe 
middle section of Flovida, and that almost every account from 
tourists in your journal names the Sl. Jolin’s River region 
as having been their objective point, when most excellent 
sport can be enjoyed all along the line of the Jacksonville, 
Pensacola and Mobile RK. R,, from Sanderson to Chaitahoo- 
chee. In the neighborhood of Madison and Live Oak the 
shooting is especially good, Quail are plentiful, wild turkeys 
abound, and the lakes near Monticello, northwest of Jackson- 
yille, teem with mallard and teal, and its borders furnish good 
feeding ground for snipe. Deer are readily found, and almost 
every darkey with o hound will agree to dvive one within 
shot. Were it not for the musquitoes of this State that never 
die, Florida would be a sportsman’s paradise. At Gaines- 
ville, on the Atlantic, Gulf & West India Transit Co. R, R., 
there cannot be found better upland shooting, and Lake Pith- 
lachoco, a. few miles northwest from the town, is visited by 
myriads of water fowl, Cedar Keys, the Gulf terminus of this 
roud, wffords a splendid field for the ornithologist, and the col- 
lector would find the Fort Gadden. region, on the Appalachi- 
cola River, 2 most excellent section likewise. Homo. 
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TRAPPED QUAIL. 

New York, November 6, 1880. 
Editar Novest and Streun + 

Tt there is such an institution as the New York or the Long’ 
Taland Game and Fish Frotective Association I hereby call 
ypon them to stop the unlawfnl sale of trapped and snured , 
birds, 10t only in our open markets, buf also upon each and 
every train of the Long Island Railroad, 

This flourish of trumpets to gain new members for their 
pigeon clubs, this offering of rewards to anybody giving 
them clues toward the detection of the infringers ipon the 
laws, when the best proofs are right under their yery 
nose; this wanting all the time of proofs, and all sorts 
und kinds of exouses, are getting,_to say the least, 
rather stale, We want actions, we do not want any 
more resolutions on paper. It cannot be possible that 
every sportsman of New York and Brooklyn has turned 
into a pigeon shooter. Assuredly there must be some 
irne sportsmen left in those cities. If so, let them come for- 
ward, lef us start an organization that will act, a club whose 
sole. purpose will be the enforcement of the game laws, 4 club 
that will spend its money in the detection of the law break- 
ers. Those old so-called game associations are played out, 
Let us start sonie new ones, with young blond in them, 
with men at their head who will talk at a meeting, not for 
the sake of seeing their name in print the next morning; men 
who know more about # dog and and Jess about pigeon 
trap—then, but not until then, we shall have sport again in 
the field. 
To prove what I'say, and for the benefit of the Long Is- 

land Game Association, T ee give ee facts which Jiappen 
) day in the week right under their nose. 
Dean as the trains Ault the stations slong the L. T, R. 

R., either from Greenport, Port Jefferson or Patchogue, 
{here will be seen all along the road, a hoy landing to the 
baggage master of said train from one to six quail or par 
tridges as the case might be, ‘The baggage master wall hand 
thein to the brakesman, who in his turn will hand them to 
the Union News Company's boy. Said boy will peddle them 
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bpenly from one end of the train to the other. By examin- 
nz those birds any shooter will see at a glance that they are 

Wi trapped birds. Things have come to a very low standard, 
Hd the snarers have become very hold indeed, when to let 
Ou shoot on their lands the farmers will exact from the 
hooter Wefore he begins the promise not to touch their 
pares, I say, stop the employees of those railroads in the 

sale of those trapped birds, and the farmers and their boys 
will of their own free will stopsnaring, asit will not pay them 
tosend to the city one or two. birds at a time. Before the first 

November we all heard of the large quautities of quail 
ere were, but when the seuson caine those large quantities 

Were not to be found—they hud disappeared. Bevies that 
Bix weeks ago had from twelve to fifteen birds each did not 
have one-half of that number on the first of this month. 
What had become of them? ‘The farmers themselves will 
fell you, very inhocently, (lat ihey guess thal them boys 
have been snaring them. A. Troe Lover or rim Sporn, 
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Garcr Game is New Yore.—The New York Times lias 
he following correspondence frou Monticello, N. Y.: ‘* The 

‘hunters and trappers that annually find both pleasure and 
prolit in the portions of Sullivan, Delaware, Ulster and Greene 
CGoubties that are still ina condition almost us primitive as 
they were when the Indians held possession of the region, 
fwe now out in full foree, seeking their favorite game, which, 
tom the timid rabbit to the fierce bear, has not been more 
Plenty for many seasons. The mountains of northern Ulster 
“md the lower part of Greene, and the rocky hills of Neyer- 
ink nnd Rockland Townships, in Sullivan County, are the 
Shosen resorts of the hear hunter, while the ridges approach- 
‘ing nearer the Delaware boundary of the latter county, and 
overlooking or holding on their crests many of the lakes that 
“bound ih the county, are sought by the lover of the deer 
ehase. Scores of sportsmen from New York City have en- 
gazed quarters nt the well known hackwoods retreats that 
exist only for the accommodation of hunters, and now that 
the election is over an influx of this class of sportsmen is 
(laily expected. Monticello is the centre of a famous deer, 
hear and partridge region, and as the accommodations here in 
the way of quarters, dogs, guns and guides are everything 
that can be asked for, they overcome the dislike of guests to 
a drive of eight or ten miles to reach the hunting grounds, 
and insny sportsmen remain here for the season rather than 
seck the taverns in the very midst of the ridges, swainps and 
swails. ‘Dave’ Avery, of the Mansion House, of this  vil- 
lage, iga crack shot with both rifle andshot-gun, knows every 
inch of the woods, and is always ready to go after a deer, 
hear, fox or wild cat, as the choice of a ‘ visiting sports- 
man’ may be. Hunters im the Upper Delaware region may 
have an opportunity this fall to encounter game that only the 
aldest residents of the county remember hunting. There are 
well-founded reports that a panther has made his appearance 
4m the woods along the Beaver Kill, Catamounts have not 
een so numerous und bold for years, and the dreaded lynx 
has made its presence known is the Black Lake resion. The 
appearance of these animals, all deadly enemies of the deer, 
is certain evidence that their prey is here in unusual numbers 
this season.” 

Parrern Tusrs.—lt is impossible to fix npon any one pat- 
lerm as & standard by Which to gauge the shooting qualities 
of individual guns, because of so wide 1 diversity in the de- 
gree of choke. We have therefore selected (le two extremes, 
4 cylinder bore and a very full chokehore, und give below 
such patterns a8 good guns Of each class should make. Be- 
tween the two limits of 110 for cylinder and 240 for extreme 
thoke most of our readers will probably find their records to 
core with the divergence of their guns from these two 

Ores, 
A cylinder bore gun loaded with 14 oz. No. 7 shot should 

put 110 pellets into a 30-inch ¢irele at 40 yards. 
An extreme chokebore giti, loaded with 14 oz. of No. 7 

shot should put 240 pellets into a 80-inch cirele at 40 yards. 
A good choke bore, such as we prefer for general shootmg, 

should put between 180 and 200 pellets info the same circle 
mnder the same conditions. 

The patterns given above are with the following charges 
of powders 

TWELVE BORE. TEN HORE. 

8}¢ Ibs. 107 Ibs, .,... we dr. tos dy. 74 1bs. fos ibs... 83 dr. 
Ss. tO 73¢ 1bs,.....8 dr tos dr. 8lbs. 10 Sy tbs...... 42 (lr, [0 + ar, 

TY Tbs. to 83¢ IbS....34¢ Gir. tod lr. BiyTbs. 09 Ibs..,..-4 dr 
Sibs. tol ths... dr. to dy, 

Tre Gamn Laws oy Marxe.—The following letters came 
fo usin the same mail. We publish them together. The 
letter signed ‘* Bangor” is the best possible comment upon 
Mr. Sinith’s plea that the demands upon the Commissioners 
are beyond their ability to meet, and tliat plea is the heat pas- 
sible answer to *‘ Bangor’s ” complaint. Perliaps by another 
year the people of Maine may be encouraged by the good 
already done to increase the appropriition and enlarge the 
facilities for coping with the work : 
Morane Laxx, Me, Now, 7.—Editor Povest and Stream : 

—*We wishit to he distinctly and clearly understood that 
we shall rigidly enforce to the utmost extent of our power and 
resources these laws against all parties, whether guides or 
principals, who shall be guilty of their infraction.’—B. M. 
Stilwell, Commissioner of Fisheries and Gaine, in last week's 
issue of Forest AND BrRRAM. ; 

These ure brave words, but of what avail tinless backed by 
action? These utterances only excite laughter and ridicule 
among the constant violaters of the law, knowing as they do 
(hat nothing will be done as usual. Why, rizht in the Com. 
missioner’s own city (here ave nen who rewularly resort every 
fall to the Lakes in Washington County to hound and butcher 
deer, and this season finds them pursuing their nefarious 
practices with a greater holdness, born of past immunity. 
More than three weeks ago a_ responsible person living near 
the scenes of the law’s violation wrote to Commissioner Stil- 
wtlland his colleague to that effect, yet neither officer hag 
put In an appearance nor sent a deputy to arrest the partics ; 
so the slanehter continues and will continue till the deer 
are exterminated, unless officers ave appointed who will do 
something more than fire paper pellets. Some idea of the 
slaughter can be formed from the fact that, twice a week 
a team oes in from Beddington (five miles distant) to 
the vicinity of Mopang and Pleasant Lakes and takes out the 
venison in the night, carrying: it to Milbridse for shipment. 
Then there are parties at Rocky and Lead Mountain Ponds 
und Alligator Lake in tle same business. The still hunters 
pee doing What they can shooting hounds. Tiwo have al- 

dy been shot by parties at Thirty-five Brook, and st Gray 
and Adams’ camp. In conclusion I would ask the Commis- 
“sioners of Fisheries and Game, what are you going to 

? . Bangor, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Srare or Marwe—DeparrMent or WisnErrs axnp GAME— 
Portland, Nov. 8.—Hditor Porest and Stream: As an exec- 
utive officer 1 am opposed to this constant ‘‘ tinkering,” by 
special legislation, etc.—attempts to better the form of laws, 
at the expense of lessening their practical force. We are de- 
voting our personal efforts and energies as coininissioners to 
the enforcement of \he tood laws that we huve, and devote our 
whole time to the work. We now have added to our duties 
the enforcement of the ganidluws, With the extensive ter- 
ritory and limifed means that we bave our work is a moun- 
tain before us. You will learn from our forthcoming report 
for 1880 that we have not been idle fora moment. With an 
yncertain appropriation of funds to depend upon, and a 
meéapre one at the best. We have a great territory abounding 
with large rivers and lakes and extensive forests that yield 
abundantly of fish and game. 
no less than four officers at the head of the Department of 
Fisheries, and eight to execute the gaine laws. 
those tielve wentlemen devolves upon ¢inv in Maine, aud we re- 
ceive a salary just equal to ve of your game officers—ut- 
terly inadequate as a compensation tor our time and work, 
The work of restoring our river and lake fisheries (by fish 
culture, the construc ion of lishways and protection), and of 
enforcing all our fish and game laws, etc., etc., we are prose- 
cuting with our utmost Zeal und energy. I believe that the 
proctical reaults in Maine are, beyond cavil, muprecedented in 
the United States or the world. Our report for 1880, will be 
issued in January. Eygerer? SMITH, 

TENNESSEE Movyrsiyesrs.—Thomas Hughes has been 
down to Tennessee to found a colony, and this is what hehas 
to say of the mountaineers of that country: ‘' Most of these 
mountaineers, but not all of them, own a log cabin and a 
minute patch of corn round it, probably also a few pigs and 
chickens, but seem to have no desire to make any effort at 
further clearing, and quite content to live from hand fo 
mouth, They cannot do that without hiring themselves out 
when they get a chance, but are most uncertain and exasper- 
atinglaborers. In the first place, though able to stand great 
fatigue in hunting and perfectly indifferent to weather, they 
are not physically so strong as average English or Northern 
men, Then they are never to be relied on for a job. Assoon 
as one of them has earned three or four dollars he will prob- 
ably want ahunt, and go off for it then and there, spend a 
dollar on powder and shot, and these on squirrels and opos- 
sums, whose skins may possibly bring him in ten cents as his 
week’s earnings.” . 

Brresuine Counry—stockbridge, Mass., Nov. 6.—Owing 
to the swamps and low lands being so very dry this season 
woodcoeck were scarce compared to what they usually are. 
Ruffed grouse about the usual number, but are to be found 
more in marshy tracts than in their usual haunts on the hills, 
Ducks at times common shooting, but come in small flocks 
mostly black duck (1. obsouya). The Weautiful woodduck 
breed in this section quite common. Rabbits abundant, grey 
squirrels common, and in some of ou neighhoring hills quite 
plentiful. 

Tt has always been a yery vare thing to see or hear quail in 
this section, hut this last season they have been quite com- 
mon, especially in the spring and summer, Their genial ory 
of Bob White could be heard every day in different parts of 
our fownship, 

Our game laws are well kept of late years. Were i) not so 
With our yreat number of hunters and fishermen our game 
and fish would soon be annihilated. Ri GM. 

Aw Unusuan Bag—Peekshill, N. Y_, Now. 5 —Mr. Eugene 
Depew and myself bagged yesterday in this county within 
forty miles of New York thirty-seven quail, all fine, full- 
grown hirds, All shot over my Irish biteh 't Gussie,” and all 
hnt two were shot over points, W. H. Preror. 

TroripsA ORANGre GRoWERS—NVew York Crm, Gel. 36,— 
Fiditor Forest und Stream: Could you kindly put a couple 
of young nien in communication with any of your numerous 
contributors to the Forzsr AND SvREAM in regard fo orange 
frowing in Florida? We have read with interest; the valua- 
ble work entitled ‘‘Camp life in Florida," but the bool 
scarcely meets Our wants: we should like fuller information as 
to the prospects of orange growing, and to know of the most 
suitable lands, also State Lasys relating to purchase or other- 
wine. R. F. 

CAMBRIDGE—Qet.—Will you pleuse aliswer lirough your 
yaluable columns the following questions: Whai are the 
prospects of a young man going to Plorida to engage in the 
orange business? What part of the Stale is best adapted to 
the business in regard to headthfulness and promt? How long 
before one begins to realize any profit from the business ? 
What is the amount, of capital required to start with? What: 
time of year is best lo begin? Is there any book that gives 
reliable information on the subject? Please answer as soon 
as Space will permit and oblige, TLORIDA, 

Will some one of our Florida cerrespoudents-—nol one who 

has a grove to se]l—ive us some facts on this point? 

CGanaps Goose— Whitestone, D. J,, Now, 8.—While ** sail- 
ing” ducks election day on Long Island Sound near this vil- 
lage, I came upon a Canada goose which, evidently tired 
from a long flight, was resting on the water. It allowed me 
to approach within about fifty yards before rising, and it had 
nol got far when an ounce and a quarter of **B™ shot 
overtook it and proved too heavy aload to carry. Before 
dressing it weighed 93 lbs. Mow does'that compare with the 
averase? Occasionally geese are seen flying over here inthe 
fall, but shooting one is a very rare occurrence. My ‘‘ bag” 
for the day consisted of, hesides the goose, three ducks. 

Tis. BeRDoopLe. 

The bird killed by our correspondent was of about the 

nyerage weight. 

A Costosrry.—The huge gun which is elsewliere offered for 
sale by Mr. Wm. R. Schacter, of Boston, has a history, and 
we advise the man or the club purchasing it to get the story 
along with it. If we remember rightly, this small cannon 
was imported for use on Chesapeake Bay, but its terrific 
uchoes awoke the righteous wrath of the sportsmen of that 
region, and the gun was incontinently stormed, captured and 
sent ouf of the country. Eventually it found its way to the 
Hub, and has there long been an: palecn of open-mouthed won- 
der to the modern Athenians. Tf some of our wild-geese 
plagued friends of the Pacific Coast want tu preserve their 
crops we recommend Mr. Schaefews punt gun, The wea- 

do about | pon would make an interesting ornament fora gun club 
room, 

| so many of the latter. 

You have in New York State | 
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Maryranp—Dover, Del., Nov. 4.—W. G. Smith, trainer 
at K-9 Kennels, has just returned from a ten-days’ hunt in 
Queen Anne County, Md. He reports an abundance of 
quails and a good number of woodcocks, Knowing the coun- 
try ashe does we are not surprised at his success in findin 

For comrades and co-workers he ha 
“ Lothair,” of Orange Valley, N. J., and ‘‘ Fritz,” of Cum- 
berland, Md. Owing to an unusually large crop of acorns, 
among which is the pin oak variety, a choice article of food, 
quail were found more frequently in the woods than in the 
open. The vain which is now commencing may drive them 
out tu feed. BH. ¥-G: 

HaMMERLESs Guxs—-Boston, Vou, 4.—1 ani about to pur- 
chase a fine breech loading shot gun, tem pounds, ten gauge, 
bat aim undecided whether fo get one with or without ham- 
tiers. The mechanism of the hammerless seems simple and 
atrong, and easier to keep free from rust, but I have never 
seen One in use, and do not know how they are liked. Again 
the action bed scems short on all that Ihave seen, and I 
should think they would be more liable to get shaky. What 
do you think of them? Will some of the readers of ForEst 
AND SiREAM who are using the hamunerless give me their 
opinion of them through your columns ? A. B.C, 
We should be pleased to hear trom those wlio have used the 

hammierless gun. 

Oxnio Quam SHoorma—Waisevn, O., Nov. 3.—l think 
your correspondents are mistaken when they assert that in 
Ohio quail cannot be killed hefore Nov. 15. The law of 1879 
to which they refer was passed prior to the code. The code 
supersedes—codifies all laws in force January 1, 1880. One 
game law in the code supersedes the law of 1879, and repeals 
that law by implication. If the law of 1879 isin force, then, 
after Noy. 15, then there is no close season, and quail may 
be killed all fhe year round as that law contains no prohibi- 
tion after that date. The judge of our courts concurs with 
me in this view 

Quail shooting is fair, and some woodtock yet linger with 
us, H. 

Sporn Asour Newark.—A local paper thus sums up the 
reports of the opening of the New Jersey game season there. 
abouts: Quail were found abundant and in large bevies, the 
birds well-grown and strong of wing. Quite a number of 
broods were reported in Hssex and Union counties. Two 
gentlemen from this city killed a dozen on Tuesday between 
Elizabeth and Roselle, and said that they left plenty for 
breeding purposes. The grouse were unusually plenty in 
their mountain haunts. Woodcock are very scarce and no 
good bags have been heard of this fall, but the prospects are 
that the recent rains and mild weather may yet furnish some 
Sport with these highly prized birds. Rabbits, our only 
eyound game, hardly hore out the promise held by the favor- 
able season, as they were nol found to be any more plentiful 
than usual, 

An Earnest Workre—New York, Vou, 1—Hditer Purest 
und Stream, 'Vhe readers of Forest ayp Streax will have 
noticed the article in your issue of Oct, 28, by W. Holber- 
ton, on ‘Sabbath Marauders” at Paskack, N. J. This is by 
no means the first, evidence brought to my notice that Mr, H. 
is interesting himself to prevent the legal depletion of game 
and other birds in this vicinity. We have plenty of sports- 
men who haye time and money to spare for associated effort 
expended in regular meetings, big talk, trap-shooting, grand 
suppers, etc., cte., bunt here isa man disposed to do a little 
actual work. 1 hope that not sportsmen alone, but all who 
feel an interest in the preservation of the feathered tribe in 
this section from the mercenary and wicked assaults of pot 
hunters and wanton butehers will lend him a band, And as 
“fine words butter no parsnips,"’ let that hand transmit a 5 
note for his campaign fund. H. H. THompson, 

Quam of New Jursny—WVew York, Nov. 5.—Our efforts 
to stop shooting at Paseack, N. J., before the law was off 
were entirely suceess!ul, and the parties haye not put in an 
appearance since. J Yegret to say, though, that during two 
days’ shooting (Noy. 1 and 2) in Jersey, I heard but one 
story from farmers and others, and that was that there had 
been quail shouting going on for two weeks before the Ist. 
The wildness of the quatl aud small size of the bevies amply 
proved this fact. Some hevies would not let the dogs come 
within twenty yards of them. Quail were quite plenty early 
in the season, hut the ‘* woodcock shooting” thinned them 
out, so that there are not enough left at this early day to 
make it worth while going after them. W. Horerrton. 

Quart 1x Lyorana—Cloverdale, Nov. 5.—Onur prospects for 
siiall game—the only kind-which we have—are indeed flatter- 
ing, (Quail were perhaps never so plenty. The season this 
year was particularly suited to ihem, being dvy during their 
nesting and hatching time, and they are now well grown 
stroug and ready tor dog and gun, Although our Jaw has 
been off for a few days, l have as yet to see my first dead 
quail; nor have I heard any shooting, By rising about day- 
light any morning, I can course perhaps a dozen covies hy 
their calling, and have in the last few days seen two or three 
covies 4 hundred yards of the house. J know of no place 
in Central Indiana where devotees of the gun can secure so 
good sport a8 here. Should sportsmen from abroad desire to 
make a cull we will do everything we can to make their stay 
pleasant and insure plenty of sport. Water-fowl have as 
yet given us the go-by, nor do they tarry long when they do 
stop. Black buss, since the cool days have set in, have been 
doing good work taking the minnow, for you must know 
that the fly is as yet unknown. ' Da Bzrrz. 

Tne Bram Covsty Mrruop.--A young man in Blair 
County, Pennsylvania, has discovered an ingenious and suc- 
cessful way to capture squirrels, dead or alive, withont either 
gin or ammunition. His outfit consists of a set of climbers, 
such as are used by telegraph repairers, a sheath knife, a 
pack of fire-crackers, box of matches and a dog. The dor 
holes the game. The young man puts on his climbers, and 
goes up ta the hole in the tree, lights a tire-cracker and 
drops it into the hole, When it’ explodes, the frishtened 
squirrel rushes ouf into a bag held over the hole, ‘or if he 
wishes to kill if he strikes its heal off with the sheath Inife - 
if he misses, the clog soon finishes it. By this novel contri- 
vance be often brings in from ten to twenty squirrels a. 
day. Large game is captured in the same way,— 2x, 

_Cosngotion—Putnan, Nov t,—Sportamen of this sea. 
tion (Windham County) report quail and woodcock more 
pletity since the light rains, and it is considered good hunt- 
Ing at this time, especiqlly in the rung and small timber, 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
Gray squirrels are very plenty, and parties bring in large 
hags of them, Itis safe to say that squirrels have not been 
so plenty for several years. Readers of Forest anp StrRAM 
in this part of the State will weleome with (lelight your deci- 
sion to discontinue the cricket department, as there is not 
one¢ in twenty in this State that cares to see it. What we like 
to read best is what we understand best. E.'T. W. 

Anornunr Frorma Parry.—We have the name of a gentic- 
man who wishes to form a small party for a trip down the 
west coast of Morida, and if there are among our readers any 
who have such an expedition in view they are requested to 
communicate with 8. §., this office. 

Sroven Guns.—Caeenovia, N. Y., Oct. 31.—W. Dwyer 
had anew gin bnilt to his order, and one night forgot and 
left if with Burr Wendell in his restaurant, and some villain 
broke in and stole if, and an extra pair of barrels belong- 
ing to Charlie Morse’s gun. It was evident that the robbers 
wanted dangerous weapons, as the above and two pistols 
were all the articles missed. HAMMERIEsS. 

Trexis.—There is a great need of better game legislation in 
Texus. Cannot the clubs of the State unite to carry through 
such a law as they shall determine to be proper? A corres- 
pondent writes from Waco: ‘Very little interest is taken 
here now in sportsmanship, on account of not having a game 
lnw. Ihave been trying for a game law for four years, but 
lave nol yet succeeded.” 

Tlavre de Groce, Md., Nov. 3.—Two parties off Battery, 
Spesusi Island, yesterday killed 173 ducks—20 canvas-backs, 
23 black-heads, and the rest red-heads. The canyas-backs 
have net yet come on. 

A. Winter Homn.— Topeka, Kan., ov, 1.—1 see in **In- 
formation Wanted,” ‘* W. IX.” writes he is a consumptive and 
desirous of passing the coming winter where it is healthy and 
game is plenty. This is the place. I live near the city, alone, 
lave an old darkey couple who have charge of my dovs un- 
der my guidance. Live comfortably and nice, and would 
like a companion for the winter. It will not cost him #5 a 
week. Tell him to correspond with me. A, IE, Wappernn. 

Quainoxn tHE Traok,—One of the best finds for quail in 
ihe Ohio Valley is along the lines of the various railroads. 
Strange as this may seem at first reading, it is not odd when 
the reason is known. The birds are attracted there hy the 
Jarge amount of grain which sifts through the cars and the 
dusty condition of the ground between the rails. They be- 
come used to the sound of the passing trains and frequently 
run ot of the way instead of flying. 

—There isnot much game in market, owing to the warm 
aml wet weather, Small quantities are received from the fol- 
lowing localities: Bear from Maine; quail from Pennsyl- 
vinia, New York and Virginia; deer from Pennsylvania, 
Jowa, Minnesota and Maine; ducks mostly from Havre de 
Grace, Md.; rabbits from Pennsylvania; woodcock from 
Tompkins County, N. Y., and Bueks County, Pa.; pimnated 
rryouse from Wisconsin and Minnesota. 

Spoorine Days At Sninnecock Bay.—In answer to nu- 
merous inquiries we may say that the law recently passed by 
(he Supervisors of Suffolk County affecting the shooting ef 
wild fowl at Shinnecock Bay and other neighboring resorts 
permits the birds to be shot only on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday of each week, 

Witp Fown w New Yorr Crry.—On Sunday, Nov. 7, 

a flock of four canvas-back ducks were seen flying across the 
city above St. Nicholas avenue at 152d street. They were a 

liltle high to shoot at, but we think that a 20-pound P. Mnl- 

lin breech-loader would haye reached them, 

A pair of green-winged teal dropped into the waters at the 

northerly end of Central Park Sunday morning, and after 

paying a visit of an hour or two to the tame ducks and drakes 

who, under protection of the Parl police, occupy that aristo- 

cratic puddle, they splashed out, and rising into the air 

headed for the Southeast. 

Trexas—Judianola, Nov, 3.—Since writing last have had 
another large flight of ducks, nearly all red-head and 
bluck ducks, and some jacksnipe. Was out one day last 
week on a marsh close to town, and bagged a dozen. 
Geese and brant very scarce as yet, and no swan. By going 
eight or ten miles from town fine shooting can be had at 
ducks, chickens, quail and snipe. G. A. 

A Wansas Device.—An ingenious youth living near Burr- 
ton, Kan., has devised an ingenious method of enticing the 
wild geese within range of gunshot. He captured two or 
three wild geese by breaking their wings, lariated them ont 
till they recovered and now he takes them down into the 
wheat field, covers himself up and pinches their legs, making 
them suawk, whieh attracts the others which are almost 
constantly flying over. 

Lancer Anriers.—Patchoque, L. I., VN. ¥,—Will you be 
kind Gnough to give me any address, or put me in the way of 
setling a large pair of deer antlers from the sporting grounds 
of Vermont, New Hampshire or Maine? I. W. Mzrxs, Jn. 

InprAn Territory—Fort Gihson, Nov. 1.-—All kinds of 
same plentiful ; season splendid; sport fine. Mark, 

———— +> +—_— 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

TORONTO GUN CLUB, 

HE members of the club arranged to have a shoot at pigeous 
at Woodbine Track, on Thanksgiving Day, Noy. 3, there be- 

ing five prizes to be competed for—namely; Por first prize in 

first class—The Daily Mail newspaper for one year, donated by 

Mi. Good, the sporting editor of that paper. Second prize—A 
yery fine pickle eruet, given by Mr. Joseph Taylor, of the Dog and 

Dueck saloon, For first prize in second ¢lass—a box of cigars, yalue 
35, given by Mr. Harry Keeble. Second prize—A box of soap, 

given by Alderman Tayler, yalue $3. For first prize in third class 
—A yery fine jewelcase, value $12, given by Mr. Harry Cooper. 

Tn donating this prize Mr. Cooper stated that, as he was a young 

shooter, aud wishing to see the third class men take a lively inter- 
est in the shooting, he thought he would encourage this class, and 

Walworth, of the Saratoga Bowmen. 

that af a future shoot he would 6yen encourage them more, 

Mr. W. Bagg acted as referee and Mr, Lott Dean puller, 

First Class—7 birds each ; 100 yards boundary ; 26 yards ; 
@. COSmall ......111111%1-7 J. Manghan, dr....10111 1 1-6 
8. Staneland....... 1110111—6 

Mr. &matl won first prize, 
Ties in shooting off resulted as follows : 

J. Manenats. si... 02. 1071114—4 §&. Stancland........... tii) 1-5 
Mr. Staneland won seeond prize, 
The second class shooting at 24 yds. resulted as follows ; 

Whe SHUG aa = te 1tLLiLii—T W.G. Gooderhar.o 1141 1 0—5 
36 ii Cia Oe ee 11112011—6 R. Wilson........, T?1 1001 0—4 
A. Pemyman...... 1011011-5 

Dr. Smith takes first prize and G. More second prize. 
Tie third class shooting at 21 yds, resulted ag follows ; 

J. B. Gralam.....- SUN ne ot palpi Sl a Saif sl hee 
G, Leslie... 2. O1 L441 1-6 R. Morrison.......4 107 11 w—4 
J. Cooper, --,---.-- 101121—6 I. Cooper lilw —4 

J. B. Graham takes the prize. 
The following shooters had a sweepstakes at 5 birds each, 26 yda. 

rise : 
E: Perryman.......... 1112117-5 Geo. Lesiie............ 
GUC. Smallisipsoccde 1U211—-4 BH. Moure,...-. é 
J.B, Gratiam.... 4.42 O01111-—4 R. Wilson...... 2... ..0 
W. G. Gooderham ....0 1 11 1—#¢ 

Mr. Perryman takes first money. 
Ties of 4, shoot-off for second money, 3 birds exuh + 

Gj sSpiailssssey espe o 1 1 0-8 W.G. Gooderham....... ij 
J. B. Graham, ..-.--++--- 1 1 0-—% Geo. Leslie... . 10.2.0... 0 
The shoot-off, miss and go out, resulted in Mr. Geo. Leslie kill- 

ing two birds im succession, getting second money; J, B. Graham, 
third money, killing his first bird and missing the second bird : Mr. 
Small and Mr, Gooderham missing their first bird. This ended a 
yery pleasant morning’s sport.; J. B. Grawam, 

- Sec’y and Treas, 

Dexter's Parx—Jamaieca, L. I, Nov. 9.—Ninth monthly con- 

test of the Brooklyn Gun Clnb for the double bird trophy, shot for 
af seyen pairs each from H and T plunge traps, handicap rise, 100 

yards boundary ; Brooklyn Gun Club rules. Ties shot off at three 

pairs each : 

0—2 
1 1-2 

Yards rise. 
BW WES.) eine sete saan are 25 12 11 11 11 11 17 11:11:11: 1—20 
A. Eddy... as it TWLildil@aliibitoo —16% 
C. Brooks... . 260 1111 4111117041 —13 
KR. Barker, ....- 28 114111 11 OL 01 14 —12 
R. Robinson sy! 101171 11 10 1111 —12 
W. Wynn..... oh 25. 1100 00 a 
GaROSUs 22-0 fee nse ag a tatecr es 20 0 11 00 =-49 

Srencer, Mass., Nov. 3.—TDhe Sportsman's Club haye changed 

theirname to the Star Gun Club. To-day they dedicated their 

new range and grounds by a friendly contest between the elnba of 

Brooktield, North Brookfield and their own club, also with an odd 

team made up of sportsmen from Worcester, Brookfield and North 

Brookfield. The traps were 50 located that the balls would some- 
times go up between the marksman and the sun ; this will acconnt 

for some of the poor shots. The day’s pleasure closed with a col- 

lation, The following is the score : 
Brookfield Club. 

Hl. Mathewson...-..-.6.,-.e0e- Bip COAg PERE STINE ie ogg ete 15 
H. Herrideen..... - 6 C.T. Varney. pesees 15 
J. Hobbs. ...-+.+ eel, Ss Moulbones ssi). -ese¢es~ ec ehh 18 
A. Shepard....... -18 8S. W. Whittemore, .-12 
H. Butterworth....... pee du Nae Wea tener nny 16—158 

North Brookfield Club, 

fe CON Pn teles)tcy a= eisle sgh ea Ge ae 12 
L, E. Bliss ..17 M. Bosworth. 9 
J. Wifield. 15 C, W. Deyo. - 
1URNUP Te Anan 4 SAN ...17 W. Reynolds 
G, Reynolds: 2. 2.8.2 a Sek 14 G. Campbell..... qetaa fae 

Spencer Club. 

JOM BOVE). 06.2.6... ess ns 15. Was Bantone eee eee 15 
A, D. Putnam .--.,. 18 L.M. French,,. 18 
Hy Brewer .si+s% 50. ---16 HN, Prouty,. afi 
James Holmes...-.... -.14 D, C, Luther... = 
Hi ME BUSS! 2. 2 owe ase ow hat FP 185 AC Vina Cle nad gaa nce tata 16—157 

Odd Team, 

Bi. Wo Pyvighelt, a2 j eases T ALG. Waikery, 6633402. +-10 
H. P. Gerald, --- .-12 C. B. Holden. 15 
Jd. P. Crosby ol) A.B. PF. Kinne} 
A, Hobbs. S13) SSN Wits. se eas 3— 2 
FYFEROLUA BSS hens siren >-8 sara 

New York Gun Crun—Bergen Point, N. J., Now, 6.—Match for 

birds, shot by Dr. Zellner, Ma. L, FP. Martin and Mx, G, Lawrence, 
at 50 birds each, from five ground traps, special rise, 80 yards 

boundary. New York Gun Club rules. 

L.F. Martin (26 yards)... 1111117071712 011170111111 
TYVDTLALTALLAATVOLAIIPLALTY 110% Killedas. 

Dr. Zoellner (30 yards)... L121L11T1I0110111100111174 
OL21117T1117111110 1111111111. Killedas, 
CG. Lawrence (2 yards)..011 "11211111011 0017T011144 

11111°01171212111101011171701. Killed 3s, 
* Fell dead out of bonds. 

+o 

—You can save Doctor bills and keep your family always well 
with Hop Bitters, ° 

k Archery. 
SARATOGA SPRINGS.—On Nov, 2 the following match was shot. 

Mrs. Townsend Dayis and Mr, Frank Sidway, of the Buffalo Tox- 

ophilites against Miss Corinne B. Bramlette and Mr. Frank H. 
Each team shot on its own 

range. Ladies, 96 arrows at 50 yards ; gentlemen, 96 arrows at 60 
yards. The match was to be decided upon the greatest gross score : 

Buffalo Toxopilites. 

Mrs. Davis...,....--.19—105 19—91 16-—Si 2-192  74—359 
Mr. Sidway.......... 21-106 21—119 28—141 B— 97 S913 

itn) Ne oe Be oe Ee ctu toda 168—S45 

" Saratoga Bowmen. 
Miss Bramlette,.....22-122 I1s— 80 19-9) 2-94 7T9-RST 
Mr, Walworth........28—118 2—J36 4145 98-185 94—ngd 

TOtAl. -2< <5 ee} Me Sch he oe Sota Mae nee Teer erie 173921 
The Saratoga Bowmen won by 76 points, 
The ladies’ share in the match is too great a credit to their re- 

spective clubs to admit of an apology ; but it must be stated in 
justice to them, that their score fell quite below their better prac- 
tice, by reason of their having to shoot at a disadvantage. Mr. 
Walworth, after discharging bnt two arrows of his third dozen, 
turned to speak to a friend, and Miss Branilette, supposing he had 

completed his end, stepped to the line ten yards in front of him 

while he was in the act of aiming his third arrow. The sudden 

warning which the lady received from several quarters at once 80 
startled her that she scored but 1 few points with her next dozen 
arrows, and could not recoyer her equanimity to the end, Thanks 
are due to Mrs. Davis for haying shot at all, as she had but little 

more than nomial practice since winning the distinguished title of 

championess over the most accomplished lady archers in the conn- 

fry at the Grand National, last July. 

Che dionuel. 

FIXTURES. 

Meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club, -Thursday, Nov, 
1880, at 3:30 P. mM. 

National American Kennel Club's Second Annuul Field Trials, 
Yincennor, Ind., Noy, 1ith, Chas, Do Rouge, Secretary, 51 Broad 
street, New York. ‘1 j 

Moeting of National American Field Trials Club, at University: 
Hall, Vincennes, Ind., Nov. 15, 1880, at.8 p, ar, : 

Hastern Field Trials Clut’s Second Annual Trials, Robins Islan 
Peconic Bay, . 1, Noy. 29. Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New Yorks, 

u, 

How to Ger to Vincennes.—To those who propose to attend: 

the meeting of the National American Field Trials Apsocintion at 
Vincennes, 2 word as to the best way to reach that city may be acs 

ceptable. From New York go via Pennsylvanin R. R., $:55 4. Muy 

or $:55 Pp. ot. ; to Pittsburgh at 11:45 yp. a, or 9:00 a. m.; thenca by 

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis BR. BR. to Vineennes, arriving 

9:35 Pr. M., or 12:05 noon. Or Leave New York by Erie RB. R., 8:45 
A. of, Or 6:45 P. ar.; to Salamanca at 11:50 p, o., or 11:20 a. on; 

thence by New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio R. BR. to Cincinnali, ir 

rive ab 5:00 A, o., or 6:00 p, wt; then via Ohio & Missouri R. Ti, to 
Vincennes, arrive at 2:05 p, M., or 1:18 A. an 

er 

HARE SHOOTING WITH BEAGLES. 

Graney, Cr., Oct. 22 22, 1880. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 
The sport of shooting hares before beagles is yearly ine 

creasing in popularity, and is more and more enjoyed ag 
game birds grow scarce near large cities, and compel sports- 
men to look partly to other than feathered game for sport. 
Those who have once enjoyed listening to the music of tht 
little hounds as they follow the timid hare in her windings 
through the thick undergrowth will often afterwards leaye 
setter and pointer at home to enjoy the exciting sport. 

I have no doubt that hare shooting would have been prac- 
tised more if the beagles could have been. readily procured, | 
and at reasonable prices; but it is only within a few yeara 
that they have been bred here, and in sufficient numbers to 
supply the demand. 
= In regard to color of beagles, T much prefer white, black _ 
and tan, as being more readily seen on c¢ither snow or bare 
ground than dogs of solid colors, and a dog standing from 13) 
to 15 inches at shoulder is preferable to a smaller one that 
will tire soon if nsed in deep snow. -As the music of the 
pack constitutes one of the chicf enjoyments of the show, [| 
always select those dogs haying the prolonged bark of the 
foxhound, and they should also be matched in speed, so as 
not to haye any stragglers in the pack. While it is not neevs- 
sary to have more than one dog, a couple are desirable, for, 
the more dogs the merrier the cry, and the more game they 
will find. 
A few hints on the training uf young dogs may not he 

out of place, and will be of use to those who have not had 
experience in working young beagles. 
By far the best time of day is the forepart of evening, ag 

the hares then come out to feed, and if the dogs strike a iil 
if is fresh, and they will not have to follow itfur before start- 
ing the game, and there is no scent left in trails made the 
night before to mislead and trouble the dogs, as there is when 
they are taken outin the morning. In the evening, too, the 
ground is usually damp enough from falling dew, and the air 
fayorable for the scent to lie, so T always select that time of 
day to teach my young dogs, and, instead of walking about, 
select a favorable spot for game, and sit down and let the 
dogs lead off and work over the ground, giving them plenty 
of time before changing position if they fail to start game, — 
Thave seen many hunters keep walking, and the dos, 

being young, would not lead off, but simply follow 4 heel. 
After they have been introduced to zame, and started a few 
hares in the evening, then [take them out by daylight, and if 
T shoot the hare do not go to it and pick it up, but let it lie 
where killed until the pack come up and see that it is dead, 
and has not vanished in mid air, as they would be likely to 
think if picked up. The day I consider most favorable for 
the sport is when the ground or snow is damp, and air mild : 
a southerly wind is favorable for the scent to lie, but any 
cold, dry wind seems to dissipate it. It does notlie well in 
an east wind or when the Jeayes begin (o fall, but a warm, 
cloudy day is almost always good. 

Having selected a favorable day, the ground on which the 
game liesis next to be taken into consideration. Hares do 
not like large timber Jand devoid of undergrowth, bnt prefer 
thickly wooded hill sides wth patches of briers and 
tall weeds, and when started from their form usually 
mun in circles, and are almost certain, unless they 
take to earth or wall, to return several times to 
the place they were started from. ‘The hunter, knowing this 
fact, will take advantage of it and select a stand near where 
the game was started and commanding as many open glades 
and paths as possible, wait for the hare to complete hie cir 
cle, and the approaching cry of the pack will warn him when 
to look out for the game, which is rarely more than a dozen 
rods in advance of the dogs. The hunter must stand as mo- 
tionlessas a statue, for the least motion on his part will he 
seen and taken advantage of by the hare, which would per- 
haps otherwise run directly to gun. I once had a hare stop 
between my fect. while I was standing still in a narrow path 
bordered by thick weeds, showing that they depend almost 
wholly on sight and hearing to avoid danger, and a sharp, 
short whistle will generally stop either yariety ancl cause them 
to sit up and listen, if not too closély pressed by the dogs and 
you are not seen, thus giving a sitting shot. 
The white rabbit (or more properly speaking the northern 

hare, which turns white in the winter, ) affords the hest sport, 
as it never takes to earth or wall and frustrates doz and sun 
like the lesser variety, but runs in larger circles at first, but. 
aiter being chased a short time will frequently rin around 
the outer edge of some small swamp for hours and give the 
hunter a shof. Tt usually keeps a lead of twenty rods, and 
I have known them to come before the pack were in hearings, 
but that israre. When first started they will somelimes cross 
an open field, which T have never known the lesser hard (o do, 
and go fo some neighboring woods or swamp, but are certain . 
to return to starting point, and then generally play in small 
circles until shot. 

The hunting of hares does not compel one to take long — 
walks through thick bushes, which New England bird-shoot- 
ers have to take, but one can fake his little pack into ground 
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where hares liye, and sit. down on some log or stump com- 
inanding a runway and listen to the industrious little hounds 
until their near approach warns him to be on guard and not 
let, the little quarry steal by uiscen and unshot at, 

The writer is fortunate in having hoth varieties of the hare 
wilhin easy reach, and they can he hunted in winter when 
pointer and setter are useless; and many a day the coming 
winter will my pack of beagles make the woods ring with 
their music as they follow the great white hare in his ghost- 
like flight. N. Grarorn. 

6 ——— 

THE CARH OF DOGS. 

Cuaprer IT. 

AVING provided o proper kennel, and hintedat the 
general arrangement of its occupants, let us give 

them a *‘ square meal,” 
Certainly everybody knows just what is best, and four in- 

dividuals out of five will disagree as to bill of fare. How is 
that ? Just this way. No 1 keeps a dog, No. 2, a brace, No. 
3, four or five, and No. 4, twenty or thirty. No 1advocates 
table scraps; No. 2, Spratt’s bisenit, with milk, or soup 
made of hotes from the butcher's shop; No. 3, oatmeal al- 
ternated with wheat bran and corn meal mush; No. 4, corn 
meal mush, with meat and veretable soup occasionally. All 
are well enough in their places, hutis it not evident that exch 
inan speaks for his own particular case, without thought of 
the difference between it and the others. Would it not seem 
ridiculous to tell a man to feed his stock of twenty dogs on 
table scraps or Spratt's biscuits exclusively ? 

I take for my starting point a kennel of from sixteen to 
twenty, because you will set my experience with a kennel of 
twenty as healthy and finelooking dogs as one would care to 
see (twenty is the average number, dogs coming and going 
continually), ont of which I have not lost a single dog this 
year, nor is there a sick one on the place at time of writing 
(Novy. 3, 1880). 

In feeding dogs it is an advantage to chanve the food quile 
often, thereby giving a relish and keeping up good appetites; 
always bearing in mind that in most cases food can be made 
to answer the purpose of medicines. 
Mush once or twice a week in warm weather, remembering 

not to cook at one time more than enough to feed twice, as it 
soon begins to ferment unless kept in a refrigerator. A good 
raul for ull seasons, but especially for summer, is made as 
below : 

1 beef head or 2 large beef shins, 2 heads of cabbage, or 
1 peck of turnip or potatoes, 6 onions, 1 teacupful of salt, 1 
ounce black pepper. Cut the vegetables into fine pieces, re- 
move as much meat as possible from the bone, chop it fine 
and erack the bone. Throw all into an iron kettle and add 7 
buckets (8 quarts) of water. Boil one hour and remove 
bones. ‘Thicken to the consistency of cold soft soap with the 
following mixture: Corn meal 1 bushel, vat meal 1 peck, | 
wheal bran 2 pecks. Stir in while the soup is boiling and let 
if continue to boil three hours longer. Do not let it scorch. 
Feed cold. 

A. good winter food is made thus: Put into the iron pol 1 
peck of hominy, pour on it 4 buckets: of water, and boil 1 
hour. Chop up 4 Ibs. fat pork (fresh) and 2 pecks of pota- 
toes (skins on), put them into the pot and allow water to 
cover them, boil one half hour and then stirin a handful of 
salt, the same of black pepper, aud sufficient coarse wheat 
flour or middling’s to make it stiff, Boil until hominy and 
potatoes will mash with a spoon, and feed moderately hot, 
say ‘* pretfy warm.” 

Plain corn meal mush, with meat fibrine or cracklin 
cooked in it when the latter article is not burned—as is 
often the case when it is nol convenient to examine before 
purchasing—is yery wholesome: but where skin diseases are 
conecrned, avoid fat or cracklin, which contains more or less. 
Use in its place lean meat, neck pieces or other cheap parts, 
Better use no meat than fat. Feed cold, 

As a staple article for all seasons I would recommend 
baked corn bread with cooked meat cut fine and stirred in }e- 
fore baking. The meal should be mixed with cvld water, 
geasoned with pepper and salt,and baked (for a loaf two inches 
thick) one hour in a hot oven, turning the loaf when the top 
is browned, if bottom does not brown well. If there is any 
kind of surfeit, leave ont the meat, giving plain corn bread 
alternated with well cooked yegetables, and where conyenient, 
an occasional feed of fried fish. Weed eold. Except in the 
case of yery young pups, there is no danger in fish bones, 
Where dogs will cat them—and few but will—give occas- 

ionally a raw, ripe tomato, or two small white potatoes be- 
tween meals. 

Soup once or twice a week in cold weather is good; but 
soup in warm weather is a nuisance. It often sickens a dog 

- and causes him to lose his appetite; easily spoils or sours by 
keeping over night, and, if fed in that state brings on diarr- 
leea. 

Bones are of more importance than most persons think. 
Bach dog should have a bone to gnaw, anda few small or 
thin enough forhimto grind and swallow, at least once a week. 
As a mechavical agent they cleanse the teeth, strengthen the 
jaws and hardenthe gmms. Taken into thestomach they con- 
tribute a large amount of phosphorus and lime to the bone, 
muscle and brain, and assist wonderfully in causing worms 
to loose their hold upon the intestines and expelling them 
from the bowels. The exercise and enjoyment which a dog 
derives from gnawing a hone are very beneficial to his health. 

Fresh water, cold and clear, is one of the most important 
items. It should be renewed three times a day in Summer, 
and once a day in winter, rinsing ont or scrubbing the buck- 
ets each lime. Warm, dirty, slimy water is almost as in- 
jurious t0 a dog as if il is nauseous to a person. A man who 
neglects to keep up a constant supply of clean, fresh water is 
no more fit. to have charge of a Kennel than a monkey is to 
run a barber shop. 

Dogs should be chained up at feeding, in order to see how 
each individual's appetite is, and to prevent fighting and steal- 
ing Of the weaker or timid dogs’ share. 
Do not place the food vessel too far from the chained dog, 

and cause him to choke himself. 
The quantity of food given to each, should be canged hy 

his or her size, condition, etc.; large dogs, and thin or poor 
ones needing an extra allowance. Is isoften necessary to use 
a little petting and coaxing with choice bits fed him from the 
hand where the dog is off his appetite or naturally tind in 
company; and sometimes in the latter case, the only plan is 
to move him off by himself at feeding time and allow him 
plenty of time to eat. 

Care should be used to clear up all scrap which may be 
left, and no food allowed to remain about the beds or boxes. 
Tt will prevent unpleasant odor, and teaches a dog to eat sys- 
tematically. Eyerert Vox Curry. 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

\. 
B, M. Cobb, the possessor of extensive pastoral interests in this 

section, has a shepherd dog that discounts the majority of the 
canine family for faithfulness and studied vare to please a maxter, 

| The dog, it seems, has no higherambition to satisfy than to gratify 
her master, and so sehsitive is she that any manifestation of dis- 
pleasnre on her master’s part at her beheayor appears to annoy her 
exceedingly, About six weeks ago Mr. Cobb left for Cnlifornia, 
leaving this dog with others in the care of the herder. He also 
turned his mule out on the range fo pasture at leisure until he re- 
turned. When his sheep were gathered about the camp at night 
the doy discovered that her master was absent, and seeiningly over 
this fact she grew yery unxious ind uneasy. The herder obseryed 
this restlessness on the part of the dog, but supposed that she 
wonld be all right next morning, When morning came, however, 
the dog was gone, A few days subsequently the herder discovered 
her on the range with the mule and succeeded in indueing her to 
follow him to canip, where he fed her, She again disappeared. 
Mr, Cobb was absent about five weeks, and when he returned he 
repaived to the range to get his mmle, which was also a dutiful 
animal, and to his amazement and relief he found the faithful dog 

| in conipany with his faithful donkey far ont on the vange, appar- 
At the sight of her. ently contented and happy companions. 

master, however, the dog becnme perfectly franlic with ecstacy 
and manifested her nnalloyed rapture by actions that were as easily 
comprehended by hint as though they had been spoken in words, — 
Stale Line ( Cal.) Herald, 2" 

Animal instinct of a yery high order was exhibited at the Bulldog 
vanch last Sunday, Mr. Piper, of Rapid City. was there with a fine 
pointer doy. hands were seated at the dinnertuble, when all 
at onee the dog went up to bis master and cuimmenced whining, 
The attention of the master was attracted to the dog and turning 
around he asked him what he wanted. The dog reached up and 
dropped a gold budge in his hand that he had picked up some- 
where. Dr. Meyer recognized it as one that had dropped from his 
yest, but Knew nothing of the loss wnitil the dog fonnd it. —Dead- 
wood (Dak,) Times, se 

As an e¢yidence that whisky is an infallible antidote against 
poison, we will state that Mr. J, W, Jackson, while ont on the 
prairie some few days ago with his fine-blooded hunting dogs, had 
one of them bitten by an cnormous moccasin snake, The reptile 
fastened his fangs on the edge of the dog’s tongue, from which a 
perfect stream of bloodissued. Such was the force of the virna 
that the syouud inflivted became instantly black, and the dog’s 
tongue and lower jaw had commenced swelling rapidly and alarm- 
ingly. The owner, having with him a flask of whisky, lost no 
time in pouring down the animal's throat about one-half of it. 
soon as the whisky took effect the dog lay stretched out as if 
dead, but he was only drunk, as he soon reyiyed from his stupor 
and was seemingly as well a8 eyer, The place struck by the snake 
rotted and fell ont.—St. Landry Democrat. 

VItl. 

Last evening, as the through mail on the Baltimore and Ohio 
Road was passing Alpsyille, a dog started across the track, The 
Hot of the engine struck the canine, and the engineer supposed 
hat if had been ground up by the train, When the engitie reached 

the city the fireman was surprised to find the dog seated on the 
ash-pan under the furnace. The dog did not seem to haye been 
severely Injured hy the pilot, buf the hair was burnt; from its back 
duting the long ride of twenty-one miles on the ash-pan. This 
morning the canine appeared gnite frisky, and was sent hack to its 
owner at Alpsyillo.HM press. 

IX. 

Policeman Charles Egolf, of the Twenty-second district, who 
patrols that dismal part of the Twenty-ninth ward lying around 
Nineteenth street and Indiana ayenne denominated ‘ Stifftown,” is 
generally accompanied by the station house bloodhound “ Nig.” 
This was an advantage fo him on Friday night, Egolf found John 
Brannan beating his wife wbout 10 o'clock, and attempted to. arrest 
him. Brannan knocked Egelf down with a brick, A party of 
roughs gathered to Brannan’s assistance and in a frice Egolf was 
dow and being yigorously beaten. Then the bloodhound came 
into play, like another dog of Montargis and other celebrated 
hounds of history. He dashed into the crowd, bit right and left 
and kept the assailants at bay until Ngolf arose and went at Bran- 
nan with a blackjack. He speedily subdued Brannan and conducted 
him to the police station, his four-legged anxiliavy limping along 
on three feet and with a couple of broken ribs. Egolf fell fainting 
upon the floor and when picked up it was found that his seul was 
fractured, but not dangerously, and that his face was badly con- 
tused. Brannan appeared to have been through a sausage machine, 
he Was so gashed up from Dgolf’s blackjack. Yesterday Brannan 
was given a hearing by Magistrate Severn and committed in de- 
fault of £1,000 bail.—Philadelphia Times. 

a 

A Bap Brrv.—The following story comes to us well au- 

thenticated: Atacertain club house in Boston there was 

kept in the billiard room a parrot which was so tame and 

such 8 favorite that it was not confined to its cage, but was 
allowed the liberty of the room, and was often seen perched 

upon the furniture or wandering abont the floor. On one oc- 

casion, When the bird was seated in one corner of the room, a 

gentleman, a Mr. B., entered, followed hy his dog, whether 

a pointer or a setter we donot know. The dog after afew 
moments winded the parrot, drew on it, and finally stood fast. 

The bird, which had heen up to this time apparently oblivi- 

ous of the presence of the canine, now turned its head slowly 

andin tones expressive of the utmost contempt. said, ‘* Go 

home, you darned fool.” The dog started, looked, and then 

turning tail, slink out of the room. Tt is said that although 

up to this time the animal had been a splendid hunter, he 
would thenceforth never point: a bird. 

Guests Exprorep ar Vixorxnzs.—The following gentle- 
men are expected at Vincennes during the trials: Mr. Luther 
Adams, Boston: Messrs. J. W. Munson, St. Louis; D. San- 

horn and A. HW. Moore and party, Phila. ; C. H. Raymond 

and party and Chas. De Ronge, New York; James Moore, 
Toledo; J. H. Dew, Harry Bishop, E. ©. Sterling, St. 

Louis; H. L. Smith and Brother, Strathroy, Onf. ; Chas, H. 

Turner, &t. Lonis ; Dr. McDermott, Cincinnati; also a num- 

her of prominent sportsmen from Boston, Chicago, Pitts- 

bargh, Toledo, St. Louis, Dayton and Cleveland. 

NarronaL Americas Fintp Trians’ Crop Mrerine.—The 

annual meeting of this organization will be held at University 
Hall, Vincennes, Indiana, on Monday evening, November 14, 
at 8 o'clock. 

Tae Natrionat, Trrats— Vincennes, Ind., Non. 6.—Already 
all the rooms in the Grand Hotel, which is one block away 
from University Hall, where the meetings are to be held, are 
engaged, and the other hotels, the La Platte, Union Depot 
and Central are certain to have their quota of sportsmen. Mr. 
H. M. Short, who handled several dogs at the late Penna. 

As | 

State Field Trials, is seven miles away from here haying ex. 
cellent sport. Mr. CG, B. Whitford is also in tha neighbor. 
hood getting his dogs in trim. 

Hasrern Pizip Trrats.—We are informed on the authori. 
lity of Dr, H. B. Aten, President of the EB, F. 'T. Club, that 
there is an abundance of quail on Robin’s Island, sufficient to 
ensure a successful meeting whether others are obtained or 
wot A meeting of the club will be held this aflernoon at 
3:30 P.M. 

Some Massacuuserrs Doas—Ashyield, Mass., Nor. 5, 1880 
—hiditor Forest and Stream: J have been shooting this fall 
over Cloud sired by Afton, and litter sister to S$. 'T, Ham- 
mond’s Thistle, and owned by R. B. Sabin, of West Apring- 
field, Mass. She exhibits fine nose, and great speed und cn- 
durance for a pup of seventeen months, Must also make 
mention of two or three other of my particular ‘' pets.’! 
First comes Rex, a pure Layerack, one year old, by Lathrop's 
Dick, out of Lathrop’s Luna. He is owned by F. H. Fuller, 
of Springfield, Mass., who has also lately purchased Luna. 
Rex is a king among pups, and if he is kept up to the 
““seratch ” as he has started he will give the ' cracks” cause 
to look to their Janrels at no yery distant day. Next comes 

, Doctor, a six months old pointer pup out of Lathrap's Kate, 
and a remarkably promising dog every way for one of his age, 
He is owned by B. H. Lathrop, Esq., of Springfield, Mass. 
By the way, did you ever hear a dov talk? Ihave an 

English setter owned by G. W. Gunn, of Springfield, Mass., 
that will talk and hold a big grouse in his mouth at the same 
time. His name is Lark, and I have dubbed him ‘ Old 
Honesty” from his quaint, honest ways, though he is Dut a 
pup. | was ouf with him Wednesday when he came to #4 

| point by a hemlock thicket in the alders I passed quietly 
around to the other side and flushed a grouse and shot it. 1 
sent him after it, and he had just picked it up and taken @ 
few steps toward me when he suddenly stopped and mado a, 
rigid point off to the right. As there was no mistaking the 
point I Jet him hold it a little, and then took afew steps in 
that direction, when I flushed a grouse which rose aboye the 
bushes and passed directly oyer Lark, and when it was about 
forty yards distant it passed a little opening, and I cut it 
down. lark stood staunch asa rock, but turned his head 
and watched the bird until it fell, when he gave a perceptible 

| Start, and whined a few times though he dil not stir from his 
tracks or offer to drop the bird in his month. Tlet bin stand 
a little, and then ordered ‘*fetch,” when he came it prompl- 
ly with his bird, but several {imes on the way he turned his 
head toward the fallen bird, and whined, saying in the purest 
dog dialect, ‘‘ Of course I should obey orders, but I am most, 
awfully afraid that we shall lose that last bird.” However, 
[ had him come in and sit up and hold his bird about the us- 
ual Jength of time, and then allowed him to retrieve the other 
bird, which he joyfully did. When remonstrating with me 
the expression of anxiety depicted on his countenance wua 
ludicrous in the extreme, and at the same time very flattering 
to the dog’s future prospects. Tt has been very dry here un- 
til lately. However, by plenty of hard work I have seenred 
fair bags of woodcock and grouse the entire season. Grouse 
are plentier than last year though they have berun to packs 
which of course make the day's bags more variable than when 
they are scattered. The shooting rather improves ascold 
weather drives them out into the sun. Rurrep Grovse. 

War 1s A Cocker ?—Zditer Forest and Stream; Tam 
much pleased indeed to seé that Mr, G. D. Macdouvall has 
taken a step in advance of other cocker spaniel breeders in 
his endeavor to get at a standard by which they may be 
judged and bred up to. I would be very sorry if his very 
landable attempt should be frustrated by breeders themselves. 
Let your correspondents give us their opinions as to what 
cockers should be like and ack up their opinions by showiie 
wherein their ideal spaniel is superior to all others, not by 
pitching into each other and their dogs. It is all moonshine, 
in my opinion, to say that one man’s dogs are half King 
Charles and another man’s English water spaniels (if there 18 
such a breed). We will never come to anything definite in 
this way. Let them preface their remarks by saying thatthe 
modern co¢ker spaniel is a “mongrel,” which no one can 
deny. There is a little of almost every breed of field spaniel 
in them except the clumber, consequently we have the vari- 
ous colors—liver and white, liver and tan, liver, black and 
tan, black and white, black. It isa well-known fact that if 
the lemon and white is crossed by any other breed of spaniel 
the lemon color is lost and that liver color takes its place. 
The old Welsh cocker, lemon and white, is no doubt the 
foundation of the modern cocker, but as we rarely ever eet 
that color it is a sure indication of a cross. 4 

T have written this to endeavor to show that because a 
cocker spaniel is not a certain color or weitht if does not nec- 
essarily follow that it is not a cocker. What Mr. Macdongall 
wants, and I place nyself in the same line, is to know what, 
the various breeders consider the very best style of dog of 
this particular modern breed. WHuzh Dalziel in his work 
gives two classes, the black vocker and the cocker. I think 
he is quite right ; the black cocker is a much larger dog than 
What is now almost universally conceded to be the size of the 
modern cocker. 

To repeat myself, let the various breeders and fanciera of 
modern cockers £0 to work and describe in every particular, 
give the weight and measurements of the breed, length of 
body, height at shoulder, lengih of ear, position, size and 
shape of eye, description and character of hair, and all other 
points necessary to make up a standard, Then I would sus 
fest that the Kennel Bditer or other impartial authority 
should analyze what has been wriften and give the result, for 
we may he sure that no two writers will agree on this impor- 
fant subject. 

I will at some future time give what I consider the proper 
size and shape of the cocker. Although not myself a breeder 
Ltake a great, interest in the merry fellows, be they sixteen 
or forty pounds. M. B 

Lindon, Ontario, Nov. 7. 

THe Dos-pranine Exenish Crenio.—The dog-dealing 
clergyman is a type of the amateur jobber, He often breeds 
some rather uncommon kind of dog, possibly a species of 
wolf-hound, the progenitors of which he purchased during 
his travels in the East, perhaps at an Armenian convent. He 
inyites inspection of these interesting animals, and the in- 
tending purchaser makes a pilgrimage to the hermitage of the 
clerical breeder. This he finds to be an unusually snag 
country rectory, looking the perfection of all that can possi 
bly be expected in a well-ordered parsonage. Pictures of the 

| Holy Lund hang on the walls of the drawing-room, and an 
oak prie-diev, In a little recess lighted by a stained. class win- 

| dow betokens the devotional habits of the family, The diving 
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himgelf presently appears, dressed in strictly clerical, but sen- 
alble garments, well suited for hard work in a country parish. 
He will be delighted to show his pets to his guest, but first he 
would like to take himinto the church, In the dim religious 
light of that lately restored building it seems profane to think 
of dog-dealing, but the clergyman observes with a pleasant 
smile that the. handsome rood sereen, which is not yet com- 
pleted, has been paid for chiefly by money obtained by sell- 
ing his dogs. A. few minutes later, when the ecclesiastic 
stands on his lawn, in his rough serge cassock, staff in hand, 
while three large wolf-hounds bay around him, he looks quite 
like an Eastern monk or a Greek patriarch. No money (so 
he says) would purchase either of the magnificent beasts 
which are playing round their reverend master, but the visi- 
tor’s nuiiie is entered in a book in which it is arranged that 
the first {1 1) ‘ne of the big hounds has puppies he is to buy 
one of the lit \ hings as soon as itis weaned, for 10 guineas, 
and, after givin +) pound toward the host's collection fora 
new lectern lhe de. i'ts.— The Saturday Review. 

Doc Losi—t, 182 Chevtnnt Street, Bitzabeth, N.J., Nov. 
(.— Bditer Forest and Stream: On Tuesday, 2d, I received 
from Gouverneur, N. Y., the cocker bitch Black Bess, which 
T purchased from Mr. Geo. P. Ormiston. On Wednesday 
morning, after I had gone to business, she jumped a 5$-foot 
fence and escaped. She weighs 25 lbs., is long and low, but 
only moderately so, is well feathered, heavy ears, coal black, 
not a white hair, very wavy coat, but not actually curly, Her 
right eye is disfizured by a cataract, caused by a blow re- 
ceived a few weeks since, and is still sore. Her tail is cut 
pretty long, and is earried high, and Jast and most important, 
she was coming in season at the date I lost her. Shonld this 
meet the eye of any gentleman who has seen or heard of ler, 
in this neighborhood or elsewhere, he will greatly oblige a 
brother sportsman by sending word to the above address, 

Guo. D. Maopoueatt, 

New York Kexxecr Cruz Avovioy.—The following dratt 
was recently sold at Goshen, N. Y.: Rake, Jr, red setter dog, 
14 months old, by Rake ont of Belle Il. ( Laverack, 3 
Trish), George IIT., black and white pointer dog, 14 months 
old, by Dr. Strachan’s Flash out of Lady (grandson of Sir 
Fred, Bruce’s,George and one-half brother of Whiskey and 
Flake). Black and white setter puppy, 8 months old, by 
Dr. Strachan’s imported field trial setter Argyll, out of 
Flora, both first class field dogs. Black, tan and white setter 
puppy, 8 months old, full brother to the above. 

2 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Naas Unammp—/et—Mr. H. Allerton claims the name of Jet 
for black cocker dog pup (formerly Dayy Jones), purchased from 
Mr, George D. Macdongall Guny.—Dr. F. H, Rehwinkle, of Chilli- 
sothe, Ohiv, claims the name of Conn (short for Connecticut) for 
his Bnglish hare beagle pup out of Lucy by Victor, received in ex- 
change from N. Elmore, Esq., Connecticut, for bitch puppy out of 
owner's Beauty out of J. H. Stovell’s imported dog Chanter. Belle. 
Professor W 2B. Hall, of Lancaster, Pa., claims the name of 
Tells tor a black, white und tan beagle puppy, whelped May 1, 1880. 
Bred by Geo. Pownall, Christiana, Lancaster County, Pa., by Dan 
out of Bess.  Duste—Protessor W. B. Hall, of Lancaster, Pa., 
claims the name of Duke for a black white and tan beagle puppy, 
whelped May 1, 1880. Bred by Geo. Pownall, of Christiana, Lan- 
vaster County, Pa., by Victor out of Beauty, 
Bren—Banshee-Mark.—Mr, H. B. Vondersmith’s Baushee to 

Mark on Oct. 16. Fannie Avng Bee—Mr, H, B, Vondersmith’s 
Fannis to Bing Bee. Magentu-Rory O'More.—Rory O° More Ken- 
nel Club's Blagenta (Dash-Gypsy) to champion Rory O’More 
(Rafuseiend), Bess- Victor-—Geo. Pownall’s black, white and 
tan beagle bitch Bess, tirst prize winner at Boston, 1878, to Victor, 
importéd Ralteimported Bluebell, Oct. 20, 1880. Beauty-Vietor.— 
Geo. Pownall's black, white and tan beagle bitch Beauty, second 
prize winner at Philadelphia, 1879, to Victor; imported Ralte- 
Bluebell, Oct, 21, 1880. : ca 
Sanes—Dany Jones.—Wo. Geo. D. Macdongall ( Lachine Kennels) 

hus sold the black cocker dog pup Davy Jones to My. Allerton,.of 
Pittsburgh. Black Bess.—Ma. Geo. P. Ormiston, of Gouverneur, N- 
¥., has sold to Mr, Geo, D. Macdongall (Lachine Kennels) the 
covker bitch Black Bess, dam of the latter’s prizesyinning bitch 
Madcap. Black Bess is by Skuce’s Bob out of Willey’s Belle. Eva. 
—Rory O’More Kennel Club has sold to Mr. T, H. Oliver, of Balti- 
more, Md., the red Irish puppy Eva (Rory O'More—Norah), Norah. 
—Mr, Callender has purchased for the Rory O'More Kemnels the 
bewutiful red Irish setter bitch Norah (Berkely—Tilly), winner of 
first prize, New Yor, 1880. This prize was awarded in one of the 
largest classes of the kind eyer shown, and not only unanimously 
by the judges, but without an unfayorable criticiam from the sport- 
ing press, Norah will be bred to Rory O'More. 
Iveortations—WVew York, Nov. 5.—I wish to annonce the ar- 

rival on Monday Inst of a bitch just purchased by the W. K.C. 
She was bought by Mr. R. A. Summerson (Darlington). Her name 
id Polly, 21¢ years old, Sire, Champion Shot, KX, O. 8. B. 6,052, 
winner of seyenty prizes and cups; dam, Nance, of a good field 
stvain. She is a beautiful bitch, and ought to mate remarkably well 
with Sensation, Color, lemon and white ; weight at present, about 
sixty pounds. We also purchased from Mr, Hugh Dalziel w Bed- 
liugton terrie: pup named Lass o’ Blythe. This pup unfortunately 
fell twenty feet through the hold of the steamship Wilton, and is 
how qnite lame. — Rony, C. CORNELL, 
Wuetrs—Lauy Elgit.—Mr. H. B. Vondersmith’s (Lancaster, 

Pa.), setter bitch Lady Elgin whelped, on October 7, eight puppies 
—xéyen bitches aud one dog—by Zanzibar ; Gladtone—Mersey. 

Summertayp Skerours. By Dr. FL. Oswald. Philadel- 

phia. J. B. Lippincott & Co. 
The “Summerland Sketches,” which haye appeared from time 

to time in Lippincott’s Magazine have just been issued by Messrs. 

J, B. Lippincott & Co. in book form. Thus brought together in 

the form of a continuous narrative, they form a volume of more 

than ordinary interest. 
Though much has been written in a more or lexus desultory way 

about Mexico, its wonderful climate and its vast natural resources, 

sve are still without unything ike an adequate comprehension of 

the wouders and attractions of that great southern land, Dr, Os- 

wald's book, though nothing more than a series of “ gketches,” 

gous far foward helping ut to appreciate the enthusiasm of travel- 

ars who haye pushed through Mexico. His descriptions of the 

climate, the fauna and the flora of this little known happy land are 

30 gruphie aud so charmingly written that in pernsing the volume 

one becomes infested with no smull share of the author's enthusi- 

asm for what he calls America felis. 

The Lyok is replete with descriptions of the wonderful scenery 

of both Tierra Fria and Tierra Oaliente, but there is no lack of 

iueident, wid the interest is ulwayé kept alive. Interesting notes 
of the hubits of insects, birds and beasts abound throughont, and, 

thonzh the muthor’s science limpa u little when he attempts to 

identify animals by their scientific names, there is no reason to 

doubt the correctness of most of his observations, — 
The Summerland Sketches” form a yery attractive yolume, and 

ene which we can conacientiously recommend to our readers, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
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BULLETS FOR HUNTING. 

AC the risk of ocenpying with detwils too much valuable space 
and, though somewhat late, the information asked for by 

“Hunting Rifle” and others is herewith subjoined. The bullet 

which they question about is a smooth, patched one (for a 44 eali- 
bre), with six shallow grooyes of two thousandths (02 inch) inch 

depth ; diameter at butt, four hundred and thirty-nine thonsandths 

(.439 inch) inch ; at fifteen hundredths (15) incli length from butt 
the diameter is four hundred and thirty-sight thonsandths (.438) 

inch, 
At one calibre length from the tnitt (44 inch) thé diameter is 

four hundred and twenty-seven thousandth (427) inch, und thence, 
with a proper taper to the point, Length of bullet, 34 inch; with 

orifice in pomt of 3-10 inch and 21-32 inch deep. Weight of ball, ul- 
loyed with} percent. tin, is 275 grains lead. Ball, 280 grains. 

The ball patched in the ordinary way, with two thicknesses of 

paper. Width of patch from ball should be .55inch. ‘Dhe ball 

should he loaded into shell about twenty-two hundredths (22 
inch) of an inth, not further, The ball moying from the shell bears 
on the lands at a point (.33 inch) thirty-three hundredths of an 

inch from butt, which appears to be suflicient bearing to keep it 

true to the centre line of the hore when clean, The indentation of 
the lands on the ball is about one quarter of an inch. 

Balls loaded in the shell, ‘ crunk-sided” ov “out of true,” and 
shot appear to vary very little in accuracy from those loaded true 
to the centre line of shell, which goes to show the beuring is long 
enough to correct this ‘‘erank-sidedness,”’ as well as to insure the 
proper ‘spin.’ 

The power sufficient to oyervome the inertia of a light bullet: is 

not sufficient to ‘*up-set" iti enough to fill the grooves. So that 
with such it is necessary that the butt when patched should fit the 
grooyes snug enough to make the hore gas-tight; and, of course, 
the balls are more or less forced according to the depth of the 
grooves. This ball fles true with lands two thousandths (.002 inch) 

of an inch deep, but it might not with the same bore grooved 

deeper. In cases where the grooves caliper .446 inch instead of 

.444 inch, it is probable the butt of ball, unpatched, should ealiper 

.440 inch with the dimensions heretofore given increased propor- 

tionately. A ball of 40 cal., from 3¢ to 3g inch length, 200 to 

230 grains weight, or of .45 cal. and 16-1tths of an itch in length, 
weighing 290 grains, properly modeled after the above and with the 

same taper, would give satisfactory results for hunting. 

Modeled from a .45 ¢al. English bullet it has more taper, quite an 

advantage in hunting, as it prevents the ‘‘ jamming * of the sh ells 

Those who have nsed the ordinary factory smmunition much tor 

the sporting rifle, with balls of from 1 1-Iith to 13g of an inch, 

shooting consecutive shots without Wiping, aye felt this annoy- 
ance, and sometimes with seriona consequences. The principal 
cause is the slight taper to the bull ordinarily used. Atter the 

seeond or third discharge powder cake forms at the end of the 

shell and commencement of the Lore. The next shell loaded, the 
edge of the patching comes in voutact with this powder cake. If is 
either torn, creased or doubled back, according to the force used, 
and in the latter gase the shell can occasionally neither be shoved 

home nor taken out. Sometimes, atter the patching ix creased or 

‘racked " np, the discharge of the bullet cuts off a cirewlar disc of 
the patch at the base, which, remaining at the vommencement of 
the bore, sometimes slips vyer the next bullet, forming a double 

thickness of patching, which, of conrsé, prevents the cartridge 

from being forced home or pulled out, and there you are. 

If thore is a fat bull elk or white-teil buck that you have missed, 

and has now stopped broadside, within 200 yards, to find ont 

‘what's the row,” itis yery annoying. If with the preyious shot 

you have killed a grizzly, who, after going through the usual 

“ blank motions" of one in mortal agony, has just righted up and 

is bearing down toward you, the word * annoying” fails to do jus- 

ties to the subject. 
1 have Idlled a great deal of game with the 1g meh ball (450 

grains), and, us long as the ball was seated down well inte the shell, 

had no great trouble; but whon loss of powder and consequently 

power waa fully realized, T changed to the 1 1-16th ball, and then 

to tha shorter, hollow-pointed ball, The shorter the ball the less 

trouble trom “jamming,” because there ix usually more taper. 

Were I to use a solid Dall again, one of about an inch in length and 

weighing not exceeding dol) grams would be tiy choice, and I have 

no doubt one of that weight, properly shaped, would fly true. 

The trajectory would be much more favorable, and with equal kill- 

ing power with the heavier ball, as if would pase through almost 

any animal hit with 105 or 10) grains of powder behind it. T used 

the 1 116th inch ball last season (ith a 10-64 hole drilled down 

through the point) on bear and elk, but, it occasionally * jam- 
ming,” I became afraid to use it on grizzlies after the first shot, 

and would be ready for the second shot with the light hollow ball 

before described. This latter ball never “ jammed” or became 

fustened, the reason being that there was bo mich taper to it the 

edge of paper patch did pot come in contact with the rim of caked 

powder, but, passing under or within it, the wedged-shape section 

of ball forced away, to a cértain extent, the powder cake on the 

lands, and there was neyer any ee as this cause a foreing 

cartridge home ; nor does the patch strip or creise to any ex- 

ae antares Ss firing without wiping, the patch, a8 the bullet 

is forced through the bore, is sometimes stripped off, but, judging 

from the amount of leading, not so much so a8 with the longer 

pall. This stripping of patching and consequent jamming of 

shells appears common with the patched ammunition (.40, .44 and 

.45 cal.) of al) the factories, and to such an extent that an experi- 

enced gundealer in the Territory got up a tool for giving & longer 

slope to the lands at the aud of the shell. ‘This vorrects the 

jamming difficulty, but whether ut the éxpense of accuracy I have 

never understood, Certainly some remedy is esgentinI, I see ‘no 

coraplaint om this point in the London Field, and think their oe 

makers must have found aremedy. I once saw 2 Wesley Richard's 

bullet cast with « thin projection of lead just in front of the patch 

ing, and of sufficient depth to protect the edge of patching, which 

ame ellant idea. ‘This diftienlty does not occur so muck 

pee eee is modified » good deal by blowing moist breath 

through the barrel alter each discharge ; but it ix still of sufficient 

consequence to demand a remedy from the rifle makers. 

—— 
(Novemeer 11,1880 

““H. R." asks my opinion of a Sharps mid-range rifle, .40 cal, 
for hunting. ‘There is no hetter of that ealibre with proper ammu- 
nition, but the objection before described holds with regard to the: 
ammunition usually put up for this calibre, I recently used this 

rifle ut a target with the 70-870 grain carfidge. ‘Che taper to the 
ball was so slight that the end of patching titted tight in the bore 
when clean, 80 much so as to render such ammunition ugelesa for 

game where you neéd ammunition with which you can fire six or 

eight shots consecutively without vleaniug, with reasonable ac- 

curacy and without danger of your shells ‘‘jamming.” This am- 

munition was evidently put up for target practice, aud for that, 

purpose was the thing, as the loug-tapered ball has, without 

doubt, advantages in point of acemracy. I huve failed, huwever, to 
appreciate the advantages of ,40 cal., cither for mid-range target 
practice or hunting, oyer the .44 or .45 cal. With a suitable hol- 

low-pointed ball and proper charge of powder, for deer nnd ante- 
lope it would be move efficient than a ,44 or .45 with solid ball. It, 

ia not suitable tor larger game. ‘The ball ‘Bear Paw ” recom 

mended (192 grains) would suit the 7U grain shell, I would prefer 
the 90 grain shell with a bullet heayier, say 230 grains, or as long ax, 

could be made with the tuper before given. The grooves of this 

rifle being three thousandths of an iuch (.003 inch) deep, the ball 
at butt should be 400 inch, At 13 inch from butt, .399 inch di- 
ameter; at .40 inch from butt, 88 diameter, thé usual thickness 
Of patching being used. With new shells some trouble may be ex— 
perienced in placing them in the shell, in which case, with a ‘ fol- 
lower” made a few thousandths of an inch large, the mouth of 
shell can be expanded the proper umount Let orifice in point of 

ball be expanded un eighth of an inch in diameter, and three- 
quarters the length of ball, The usual reloading todls, as given in 
the catalogue, is what HH. BR.” needs A shell can be used from 
five to ten times without reducing, according to strength and quick- 
ness of powder used, 

The question of the '*reducer" is one of dollars and cents, de- 
pending on the extent of his hunt und number of carizidges used. 
I haye neyer heard of any one using a smooth mnked ball. I haye 
known hunters tear off the patching from the ball outside the 

shell in order to avoid the Jamming trouble before alluded to, 
which might with some cause the impression that the balls were 
naked. I know not how accurate such balls flew, nor I think did 

those who used them eyer know. Should think the remedy worse 

than the disease. 

Tt will be more satisfactory if '' H.R.” does his own experiment— 

ing if he has not. yet a projectile to suit. That should be deter- 

minéd before going into the field after game. Why nol try the 
naked bill the rifle companies advertise? It might suit him, 

Don’t adopt or discard any ball without a thorough trial with and 
without wiping. As the old song goes, ‘If at first you don’t suc- 

weed, try, try again.” First-vlasa results are dependent upon thee 

conditions : First-class rifle, first-class ammunition, and first-class 
holding,” ‘sighting * and ' pull off,” the absence of either con- 

ditions giying “wild” results. About as much experience ix re- 
quired in loading (embracing, as ib does, choice of powder, uniform 

packing in shell, uniform weights to powder and Wall, ete.,) as in 
the act of shooting. Bullets, expecially the light hollow-pointed 

(as well as the patching) should be perfect ; the angles at point 

and butt wall filled out, so as to give the full bearing in the lauds. 
To insure uniform packing a three-foof loading tubé should be 

used, and I nsually weigh the charges of powder even for hunting. 
The extra trouble is trifling. P, 

ee 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Manmrore Ripne Gancery—Boston, Nov. 5—The Inaugural 

Rifle Match for October is ended with some very fine shooting. 

Although no clean scores were made, fonr of the leading contest— 

‘auts were nearly siecessfnl in getting the extra prize of tun dollurs 

which the management offer to any one making a score of eight 
consecutive bullscyes. Mo. U. A. Pollard wins the first prize of 
seyen dollars with a fine record of 191 ont of a possible 200. Mr. 

E. F. Richardson wins the sscoud prize of six dollars with 191, but 

onlvanked by Mr. Pollard, Mr, J, Merrill takes the third prize of fiye 

dollars with 190. Mr. Frank Hollis takes the fourth prige of four 

dollars with 189. My, Geo. F. Ellsworth wins the fifth prize of two 
dollars with 1838. Mr. L. W. Farrar tukes the sixth prize with 182, 

‘This last week there has been added a tine pistol gallery, with 

nome new pistols of the latest pattern, and those who desire to 

practice with this favorite arm can haye a good opportunity here,” 
A great noyelty is the Dullssye. 1t is counecled to an electric 

battery, which rings an electric bell at the firing point. Ttis a 

novel idea and very pleasing, 

The Excelsior Rifle Matoh for this month has ahown good shooi- 

ing for so early in the month, 
The gubjoined summary will show how the Inangural Rifle 

Match ended ; 50 yards, rounds 8, possible 40 : five scores to win, 

or possible 200 : 
J. A. POWMMPAL : s 226-2 see nce ee eee ee presse etd teees- é 
E, F, Richardson 5 

rrill 

39-191 
49 191 
89190 
88—189 
M183 
#8182 
37—181 
#7—180 
$5175 

Boston, Nov, 3. new subscription 
match af the long distances was shot, and, with nearly pertect 
wouther conditions, brilliant reeords were made: 

D. W. Perkins. 

S00 yurds - pS FTDOERBSR HG 4a DF eH 
900 yards, Pa 5 O68 F 5 £9 5 SF. 5712 

1,00 yards. feet me Ht beet. cL i S&S 6 5 38—#7—3I1 

W. G. Peabody, 

[SU ee See 66566565 4 & 5 i 5 0—Tb 
900 yafds..,- - 5638 64556665 5 6 & & 0—b? 

1,000 yards... 56 5 4.5 6 4.5 © 5 3 5 5—ji—2v038 
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J, H, Williams, H. Withington, ,.,.. Paigashtep teenies Desires rb ems 6 6 6 6 4 4 432 A DEER HUNT IN SOUTH WEST VIRGINIA. 
S00 yards......8 65 655 4455 FF GG FB a A ppietan vets vies dbase eee Te ae we erie Fi ; 
eA easier Fee ee ey rete Maem ogn (ALM Wetn a. 56 5 4 4 4-31 18 found us on our way to the mountains. A é Saas Pat. J. Eyans.,... 5 6 4 5 4 4—31 half day’s ride from ‘'Pearisburg, Va.,” brought us to 

ib ein: 4 6 6 3 4 5-31 | Mr. Wickline’s residence—our favorite camping place—with 800 yards 4655545 5 6 3 6 5 5-08 W. Henry 6b 5 5 4 BH ted * h with d je loading doubl 
90 yards. . 85 65 6 5 &S $d 4 FH FHL A. J. Greene, 44 4 5 4 5—80 ] abou ays rations, each with a goo muzzle loading double 

1,000 yards. 65 648544 65 5 & 5 5—68—195 | A. Willlams..... 5 6 4 5 8 4~30 | gun anda pack of nine hounds, consisting of some as good 

Fi II, 8. Wilson. Wakejiell, Nov. 6.—The Wakefield Amatew Rifle Association te A neg s see sittbe of Guin ONG ADER EEN 
800 yards SRS 6 4 6 50 4 fF 4 FS 5-H act i are Uy q ded f ( ¢ GEG dog t 

00 yards yeas RR GaP CRS sac kt si ee Se Ere Rt aula SV Sieh hl Ty ee two deer. We managed to get all the dogs off but two which 
Ba eRe eiee ry goose ete aioe Beit See Po de Be ler eae uae s—ss | followed on out of hearing, Dogs struck another trail within 

4-55 { half mile of camp. We blew the horn and they all came in p y Nov. 6.—Thero was only a fair attendance to-day of riflemen to 
inaugurate the new matches previously announced for the day. A 

heuvy fog bung over the range hke a pall, and it was nearly impos- 

sible to discern thea eightinch bull. Im the afternoon there 

were better weather conditions, after a’sharp shower had cleared 
the atmosphere. A good gray lighf was experienced during most 
of the shooting, but the danip, heavy weather caused the smoke to 
hang tenaciously to the ground before the butts, and caused much 

annoyance, Six new matches were on the day's programme: A 

ring target match, off-hand ; a ring target match, atrest ; a Massa- 

chusetts targelb match at rest, and the same off-hand ; also, a Creed- 

moov match and a néw amatenr match. Captain Jackson's score 

at the Massachusetts ut rest was magnificent—118 out of the pos- 
sible 120. He again did fine shooting at the ring target at rest, 
tolling up 111, the bnllseya being only two inches, which counts 12, 

and then inch rings counting down to one. Only the best scores 
ave given in the various contests. The conditions of the new 
matches are as follows: To begin Saturday, November 6, and con- 
tinue on puccessive Keturdays, until closed by the exeeutive corm- 
mittee ; open to all comers; 200 yarda ; rounds, ten; rifle, any 

within the rulea, with sight on the grip. Non-members handi- 
capped by executive officer or committee, Prizes to be won on the 

aggregate of each competitor's best four scores, one of which must 

heshot off-hand on ring target, one off-hand on Massachusetts tar- 

get, and one of the remaining two, one on each of the above 

named targets, any position. ‘Ties, equal scores, will be decided 
by the drawing of mumbers mstead of shooting off. Twenty-five 
prizes. Competitors making the lowest score to be awarded one 

year's subyeription to Fores? AND Stream, donated by T. GC. Banks, 
Esq. 

In connection with the above, an off-hand handicap match will 
be shot on Creedmoor target, subject to the same general rmles— 

best three scores to win. Scores to-day stood ; 
Massachusetts Match (off-hand). 

1111-10 12 10 11 10 9 14 W104 W. H. Jackson 
E. A, Borel -1071 8 7 911 5 G12 He oh 
GROWiAPDET fe as ce iyenlhs sle'cureale sea 83910 S101 11 # 9-89 

Massachusetts Target (Rest). 
Wiehe i ROKSODG updaneh} swecace= ters see 12 12 11 12 12 41 12 12 1% 12118 
F. J. Rabbeth. --1L 11 1) 12 72 11 11 11 12 d2—St 
J. Nichols. 12 12 12:11 10 12 32 10 42 11114 
8. Lewis, 120912 11 11 11: 10°91 12 12101 
G. Warre 1012-10 01 12 1012 10 9 10—106 
AL. Burt, 1141210 8 BAL i147 sim 

get Match (Rest). 
WAPEL es) coizoblic eek atone ie a seeee Me 11 91242 917 1919 11 4-11 
F. J. Rabbeth...." 1012 11 9 1011 $12 10 12—108 
8, Lewis ....:. 294 814 1091 12 10 41 11-104 
dT. Nichols...._ cll 6 $1011 912 9 8 1N— O75 
A. L. Burt.,... ica 1 GOW BIW & #11 IW 57 
SSAVATNOM see siyeenndinos} ch poo eee Ba os Se TTL Fe S— st 

Ring Target Mateh (Off-hand). 

PF. J, Rabbeth 96 6 SH 40 749 ti sz 

5 4-45 J. Nichols, a om F 
E. James 1 5 2 4 4 4 4 G—ae 

4593 5 5 4 & 544 
5405 4 oS 6 g=43 

eH BIE ye sf ge hohe pte tatshedtaat ast 45 24.9 G4 ff & da 
The new vlephone placed i the pavilion, haying connection with 

the butts was used for the first time, and gave satisfaction. 

Boston,—At the Muaguolia Gallery, the October mateh, which bas 

just terminated, proved exerting to the large number who have 
been in regular practice at this resort. The prize winners and 
prizes for the October mtach is as follows: First prize, I. F. 
Schavfer; second, J.C, Rogers; third, W. H. Farnham ; fonrth, 

H. Brown ; fifth, EB. ¥. Brooks ; sixth, §. 8. Fogg. The shooting 
during the past week has been good, and the attendance Jarge. 
The pistol practice has become quite an attraction, and good 1e- 
sults haye been obtained, considering the shooting is done at the 

word, Below ara only the best scores with the rifle and pistol : 
Rifie. 

- £664 5 4 4 4 4 Gat 
8. Fi B44 45 6 4 & 5 4-44 

A ad pd 4 4d 4 Goa 
: 6&4 6425 t d 4 449 

4 Bod bs 4 a 
. Ole 444654 444 6 4-49 
YW 444 4 6 2 5 4 4 gto 

OROWELE.V5 angie seeeri etre! a ex d DH LHR 2 fg db gy 
Pistol. 

C. Wayne. -....24 W. Browen ile 
C, Gilman... -.15 Ff. Worth.. 

Surewssvunry, Mass., Vov. 4.—At the Pine Grove Ringe yester- 
day the following scores were made: 

600 Yards, Garton Match. 

Stedman Clark...-. H5AF6664 066-54 556568665 5 G—55—-109 
B.A. Bartlett..... 055346556 5-52 66669545 6 6 55-107 
A. L. Rice.... »G64565045 54-50 6345565 6 6 b—51—101 
C, Jenkins,.,...-.4%46665)46-49 65645546 4 5—5n— 99 

200 Tards, off-hand, 

A. Lb. Fice-...-- a6 S44 4505-4 544444444 4 41- 95 
Stedman Clark.---. fiddd aa) 44354444 4 3-39— 79 
E. A. Bartlert 453454 8-39 4485445 4 3 3-39— 78 
OG. Jenkins 24494335 3355544544 40— 75 
Dr. Arnold 4343 488-35 8444534 5 3—88— 73 4 

Garpneg, Mass., Voy. 4—The Club, at their last shoot at 
Hackmatack Range, were unfortunate as to the weather; it was 

dark and rainy. The distauce was 200 yards, off-hand. They 

used the inch ring and Creedmoor target combined. The story is 
told by the following score. 

Cc. Le Totals. 
G. F. Ellsworth 44 90 «47 163 -91 
LN. Dodge... 45 76 «43 460—3s 
F, BE. Nichols... 4G SO- 45 157T—90 
S. L. Walker...,...... re 43 4 at |48—8T. 
H, C, Knowlton, . 44 TH 44 144—85 
A. Matthews 42 61 43 152—85 
Wm, Austin.... 42 5S 4 12 -83 
F, Knowlton......... 42 5048 111—s5 
Chas. Merritt, ...-. ; TO © dt 49 «39 119—83 
Chas. SHUMWAaY...:+.--.0.0---...08 896 Ad 40 102—80 

Massacnuserts—Medyord, Vou. 3.—A great many lovers of the 

sport assembled at Bellevne Range to-day to witness the gold badge 
match, The entries were leas in number than usual, only forty 
being made. The best scores were ss follows: 

6 Rast 
6 6_.51 

Ryoor Isnann—Nemport, Nov. 2.—The Newport Rifle Associa- 
tion held their regular monthly meeting on Oct.3. Second com- 

potion for a Ballard rifle, given by W, Milton Farrow, to be won 

three times. At the first shoot Mr, P. Phenning, of Zettler Rifle 

Club of New York, was the winner with 42 out of a possible 3 ; 

second shoot, John Witherel, 4 out of a possible 50 points. 
OCGASIONAL, 

SonunTzEn Noves.—At the monthly meeting of the Jersey Schu- 

etzen Corps, Capt. A. B. Hardekopf, held at their headquarters, 

the following programme of the fall shooting, to be held on 

Thanksgiving Day at the Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, was adopted: 

Target of Honor—Qne hundred dollars worth of poultry will be 

distributed on thia target in about forty prizes. Tickets, $1 each. 
Prize Target—One bundrad and seyen dollars in fifteen prizes on 

this target as follows : First prize, $20; second, $15; third, $12 ; 

fourth, $10; fifth, $8; sixth, $7; seventh, #6; eighth, $5; ninth, 

$5; tenth, $4; eleventh, $4; twelfth, $3; qhirteenth, #3 ; four- 

teenth, #3, fifteenth, $2. Tickets, #1 each, 
Bullseye Target—First prize, #4; second, 53; third, $2. The 

first and last bullseye, $1 each, and 25 cents for each hullseye shot, 
Tickets, 10 for #1. The shooting will commence at 8:30. All rifle- 

men and lovers of this fine sport pre invited to participate, 
Shooting Masters—Henry Oolil, Julins Dehmke. 
Shooting Committee—A. Ermisch, J. Blumenberg, I’. Horst- 

mann, F. Hansen, P. Rademann. A. Appel, Secretary. 

A motion to old a ball in January, 1881, was also adopted, of 
which we will give particulars in due time. New membors were 
elected by ballot and new candidates were proposed. 

- Sa = 

THE WIMBLEDON SCANDAL. 

acoan DIS or 
1S ie 

5 
7 
a 
a 

GravespNp, Enc , Noy. 1. 

HE discussion o1 the position of the N. R. A, after the curious 

finding of the court martial, still continues among British 
Tiflemen, and the geueral feeling is thatit is incumbent on the As- 

sociation to consider the advisability of making some public state- 

ment at the earliest possible moment, and also of canyening a 

Apecial meeting of the members of the Association for the purpose 

of considering the present position of affairs. 

Some of the authorities appear to consider that if some few al- 
terations were made in the way in which the scoring is to be 
cheoked, that is nll fhatis necessary to satisfy the Volunteurs, In 

this they are grievously at fault. It is impossible for matters to 

remain as they are. Without the element which constitutes the 

success of the great rile meeting ati Wimbledon every year, and of 

the ininor meetings which take place throughout the country, the 

Voluiteers, as a force, would simply crumble to pieces. It is too 
much the habit of partially-informed eritics to assume thut the 
drill and discipline of the Volunteer forces are the sole iatters 

with which they need concern themselves, Others more obseryant 
are convinced that without due consideration of the shooting ele- 

ment of the forces it would rapidly dwindle away to nothing. 
It is to men of this stamp that the proceedings for many years 

past have been a source of bitter and grevious disappointment. 
Doubt has noy ripened inte certainty, and unless the National Rifle 
Association, by radical changes, both in its organization and in its 
relations to the outside world, can manage to restore the confidence 
which has at present been destrayed, the meeting of 1881 will he 
but sad business at best. 

The task of the future is not s6 much the adoption of any specific 
plan of resquadding or arrangements at the firing points, as to es- 
tablish in the minds of Voluntewrs of Great Britam such a feeling 
of confidence in the Executive of the National Rifle Association as 
will insure to them the certainty that, whatever mancuvres or 
dodges may be resorted to by either competitors, or markers, or 
register keepers, the Executive will have sufficient ability to -keep 
ahead of any such mancenyres, and at the same time—which is per- 
haps more difficult—will have sufficient modesty to be thankful for 
hints from persons who are probably more experienced than them- 
selyes in such matters. It is to want of modesty on the part of the 
Executive that the present scandal is mainly due. Upon the re- 
constitution of the Council—and the Executive especially—much 
more depends than the Association peers inclined to admit at 
present One may search in yain through the columns of the 
official organ of the Volunteer Force, or of the National Ritie Asso- 
ciation, for some practical remarks upon this very graye question. 
The official organ, however, appears to be perfectly happy, and does 
not appear to realize the serious nature of the crisis through which 
the Association must inevitably pass before the confidence of those 
who are the yery muinstay of its existence can be again secured. 
These are no idle words, and if is becoming to those who are affect- 
ed by them to lay them seriously to heart. SALISBURY. 
gs 

—Hop Bitters eures by removing the canse of sickness and ree 
storing vitality. : 

Osror Many Lerrrrs—JBelleville, Ont.—A military friend 
of the writer, who has been spending a few weeks on leave 
at his home here, but who has since reverted to his regi- 
mental duties in England, writes me regarding your paper as 
follows: ‘‘ Of all the sporting papers which find admission to 
our mess there is not one, I think, at all preferable to Forzsr 
AND STREAM, copies of which I have to thank you for sending 
me from time to time, etc., ete.” 

Under the circumstances, I haye resolyed to ask you to for- 
ward my friend a copy of the paper for a period of siz months. 
At the expiration of which term we will be under orders for 
India, and-as such, uncertuin as to his address. With regard 
to your yery valued paper, I cannot tell you how much I have 
been gratified with it, nor how often I have been indebted to 
its columns during the last six months for frequent, additions 
to my sporting ‘* outfit.” BE. A. 

Novet Suit.—To secure a water supply, the corporation 
of an English town have laid pipe across a moorland, of 
which nearly 8,000 acres are a grouse preserve. The owner 
has brought suit for damage for alleged deterioration of 
value, affirming that the drainage of the land has diminished 
the running streams and consequently injured the supply of 
birds. Damages are fixed at £20,000. 

about sun down. We did not wish to let dogs out as we had 
a heavy load of baggage and could not well get to the 
stands. 

It was late in the day when we reached Mr. Wickline’s, 
However we procured a room, made our fire, got supper, and 
prepared our guns for the morrow’s hunt, 

October 16.—After a good night's sleep in good beds, we 
arose at daybreak, ate breakfast, went out about one mile from 
camp and started a deer. As we had but three standers the 
deer passed through a stand umoccupied and made his way 
to parts too far off for us. At 2 o'clock the dogs had not re- 
turned and I starred on my way to camp for dinner. As I ad- 
vanced through a thicket of red brush—kceping aclose watch 
for a deer, wild cat, or other animal that might chance to be 
lurking thereahouts—I heard a noise-in the brush directly 
behind me, On turning my head I observed something ap- 
proaching cautiously through the bushes. 

I turned and brought my gun to rather a presenting pos- 
ition until I could tell what kind of an animal was there be- 
fore me. Presently it worked its way out in plain view and 
there stood—not morethan 75 yards distant—one of the finest 
does J ever saw. I raised my gun, took good aim just behind 
the shoulder and fired At the crack of the gun it sprang off 
down through the bushes, giving its taila flap ov two as if 
went, my thoughts were, ‘Have I missed?” I went to where 
it was standing, neither blood nor hair could be found and had 
it not haye been for the deliberate aim I should have called 
it a clear miss. 

To investigate the matler more closely I went to camp, 
which was about two miles distant, and brought a dog, took 
him to the place where the deer was standing when I shot. 
He struck the trail and after considerable dodging about 
through the bushes he stopped and ceased to give tongue. I 
went up and there lay my deerdead enough. 4 
One shot had entered near the heart, one in the side, one in 

the breast and another glanced and cut through the skin on 
the head. Had ten large buckshot in a 12-gauge, 32-in.. 
double gun, with 33 drs. of powder 

After taking out its entrails I tied a strap around its fore 
and hind legs, threw if over my shoulder, shot pouch fashion 
and carried it about one mile—not an easy task I assure you ; 
think it would have weighed 150 pounds—I was then in hear- 
ing of camp, blew my horn and soon one of our party came 
to my assistance. We reached camp with our deer about 
dark. 
The rest of the boys had all comein from their stands with- 

out killing anything. 
October 20.—Only one decr passed through my stand to- 

day, and that passed through before I reached the stand. 
Two packs of hounds have been running very briskly to- 
day. Fourteen fresh dogs were brought in by several parties 
to-night. A grea many shots to-day, but no deer killed. 

October 21,—One deer passed through my stand to-day ; it 
was in sight, but about 200 yards off. There being so many 
trees in the way, I did not sheot. As one of our party 
was passing a fallen tree top a small deer jumped out and he 
killed it. Two deer were crippled to-day, but made good 
their escape. I plainly heard one bleat as one of our standers 
fired his mountain gun. He said he knocked it down, and was 
going to stick it, when it jumped up and—to use his expres- 
sion—‘** went through the bush like a streak;” the dogs came 
and followed on, and it is not known whether they caught it 
or not. 

October 22.—A preat deal of shooting done to-day, and 
only one deer killed. The deer killed Tuesday, 19th, spoiled. 
We hung it up without salling, thinking the weather cool 
enough to keep it. The skin I sold for $1 at camp. 

October 23,—We had a short drive this morning before 
leaving camp for home. We had up three deer at one time. 
One was shot through with a rifle, and a party with their pack 
were after him. Onveaching home, I found the dogs that 
had run a deer off on our first day’s hunt. They ran it to 
the river, about fifteen miles from where if had been started. 
Some one on the river killed the deer, and the dogs came 
home. Our friend Mr. Wickline furnished us a yoom and 
good beds, and, as we fell short of horse feed, he also let us 
haye three pecks of cori-and some fodder, and only charged 
us 50c. each for a stay of nearly five days. Moreover, Mrs. 
Wickline cooked our venison for usin the most substantial 
manner without any extra charge. Mr. Wickline and lis 
family used every exertion in their power to make the sports 
man’s stay a pleasant one, andhow well they succeeded I can 
attest by saying that every one who goes there once comes 
awap highly pleased, with the intention of returning next 
season. 

The water is freestone, and so pure every drop sparkles 
like so many diamonds. I know of no better place for dys- 
peptics who prefer hunting as a recreative medicine, and 
who do not care to visit more expensive places. 

I might add, good trout fishing may be had within half a 
mile of camp. “New River, which flows within three-quar- 
ters of a mile of our camp, will soon be nofed for its black 
bass fishing. The rivers have heen stocked, and they seem 
to be multiplying very rapidly. 
None of the farmers here object to any one hunting or fish- 

ing on their lands. 

Hachting and Canoeing. 
Noy.—Royal Berniuda Y, 0. Cruising Trim Race, 
Dec, 2—Royal Bermuda Y. 0. Cruising Trim Race, 

THE HERRESHOFF SYSTEM, 

Etake pleasure in presenting to the public the Government re- 

port on the recent exhaustive competitive trials between the 
Herreshoff and the ordinary systems of steam generation and pro- 

pulsiou. We do this with pleasure because they indorse all we have 

said in fayor of the coil boiler, the incomparable engines of the 
Herreshoff's, and the peculiar and original style of construction 
they follow in their hulls. For adapting means to an end the 
Herreshoffs certainly carry off the palm. Some persons haye 

deemed us a trifle ‘ enthusiastic” in the praise bestowed upon their 
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qivhhods and work, Thoy aré reed mmended especially to this re- 

port mude hyo disinferested and professionally competent board 

of eaginsars. The trials in their thoroughness are an example for 
others, nud ira in strong contrast to the slipshod stitements by 

which it was ineifectualy sought to capture investors for the Per- 
icing adaptation of the game principles, When the Government re- 
portis wude concerning the full consumption of the coil, and the 

Perlius copy thereof we will not be found in error in our preyious 
estimutos in fiver of fhe Hevreshoif boiler, After giving the fol- 
lowing report vonsideration it may well be questioned why the tu- 
bnlar boiler has not long ago been abandoned iu Jwunehes and 
yichte ; 

New York Navy Yarn, Oot. 26, 1880, 

Siv—tn compliance with the Burean’s telegram of the 21at inst., 
to forward  proliiminary report in genural terms of the results of 
the competitive experiments made at Bristol, Rhode Island, by the 
board of Chiet Enpineers of thu Navy convened for that purpose 
liv the order of the Nayy Dapartment, dated June 4, 1880; on a 
Navy steam lanuch and on two Herreshoff stuum launches, we hye 
the honor to submit the following : 

All three steam Jaunches wers of wood snd had nearly the same 
dimeiusions. The Nayy launch was coppered; the other two were 
Viheoppered, but smoothly painted, Who Merreshoif launches were 
duphentey in all respects except engine, one of them being fitted 
with compound and the other with simple engines of equivalent 
power, but the boilers and screws of both were identical, ‘he en- 
pines of both Merresholf launches lad the cylinders connected at 
night augles ; they were condensing engines fitted with surface con 
densore, ind the combustion in the boilers was by natural draft. 
‘Lhe engine of the Navy¥iaunch consisted of a single non-condensing 
eylinder, and the combustion im thé boiler was by the blast of the 
¢xhauat steam delivered into the chimney. 

The extreme length of the Herreshoff launches was 33 feet 1 
juch ; oxtreme breath, 8 feet 9 inches; mean draft of water to 
rabbet of keel with everything ready for steaming, full bunkers 
and seyen persons on board, 1 foot 7 inches ; displacement of séa 
water at this draft, 8,929 lbs. The weight of the launch, includ- 
ing machinery, for stowage on board ship, was 6,555 Ibs. 

The Nivy launch was3s feet $4¢ inches in extreme length ; 8 {cet 
7 inches in extreme breadth; méan draft of water to rabbet of 
keel with everything on board ready for steaming, full bunkers and 
four persons, 2 feet 2 inches. Displacement of sea water iat this 
deaught, 16,682 lbs. The weight of the lunch, ineluding machin- 
ory, for stowage ou board ship was 13,264 the. 

Tho simple éugines of one of the Herreshoff launches had tio 
cylinders of 424 inchos diameter, and 7 inches stroke of piston. 
‘The epmpennd engine of the other Herreshof launch had tyo cy- 
linders of 4! and 7 inches diameter, with 7 inches stroke of piston. 
The boilers of both launches were of the patent Herrashotf coil 
type with 6 square feet of grate surface, ‘The serews wera of bruss, 
fynr Wlnded, 81.3 imeles in disneter, 4.6 inches in length, and 44 
inches ta pith. 

‘The cyhiuder of the Nayy Iamich was 8 inches in diameter and 
tuchesdn stroke of pistou. ‘Lhe boiler was of the vylindrical re- 
Turh tube type aud contained 6.5 sqnarefest of grate surface. ‘he 
surew was fom-bladed, 35 inches in diameter, and 54 inches in 
siteh, 
: Withithe lannclies and machinery aboye described there wore 
made numerous series of experiments as exhaustively as practica- 
ble. ‘The vessels were tried over a measured base atspeeds yarying 
from 6 to 11 statute miles per hour, increasing in regular progres- 
sion by half a mile ot x time, and in both smooth and rough water. 
The machinery was thoroughly tried, both with the yossela in free 
voute aud secured to the: dock, with every possible variation of 
boiler pressure from 10 Its, to 100 ths. per square inch above the 
almospliere, increasing by 6 ths, ata time ; with every possible ya- 
Vintion of piston speed, preserving the same piston pressure ob- 
tuined by dist depressing the sterns with weights, and then raismg 
them by means of a floating derrivk ; with eyery Na seat TENE LE 
of expamsion for the steam of the diferent boiler pressures and 
with the different speeds of pase and finally by disconnecting 
the lech pressure cylinder of the compound engine and operating 
the low press cylinderalone, experimenting with the sameranges 
of boiler pressure, measures of expansion and piston specds as be- 
fove, In brief, the experiments were synads to cover every possible 
yurition of speed of vessel, boiler pressure, measure of expansion 
Yor the steam, and speed of piston, and for both the simple und 
the compound eugins. Lastly, an extensive series of experiments 
were made on superheated steam under the conditions of different 
steam pressures, speeds of piston and measures of expansion. 
Bach of the series einbraced a large oumber of experiments, the 
whole oceupying about ten weeks of wiinterrupted work during 
Tine, July aud Augnat, 1980, from five o'clock in the morning un- 
til eight and wine o'clock in the evening, diving which about 24,- 
000 indicator dingrams were taken. 
From the indicator diagrams, a set of which was taken every ff 

teen minutes during the long dock trials, and as often as the paper 
could be changed on the instruments tor the triala in free route 
over the measured base, the power deyeloped in each case can be 
exactly uscertained. ‘he coal (anthyacite) consumed was all care- 
fully weighed, as well as the refuse from itin ash, clinker, dust, 
und soot, The feed water pumped into the boiler was also accn- 
vutely measured, so that in each experiment not ouly the power ex- 
exted, Unt the cost of that power in weight of ernde con, of its com- 
bustible portion, and of the weight of feed water or steam consum- 
ed, cin bu known. In fact, the data taken was complete in all rée- 
apects, leaving nothing to be desired im this particular. 

Uutil the indicator diagrams ure computed, the data reduced, and 
the results generalized, no exact facts ean be given, but the follow- 
jug general opinions arrived at by close observation during these 
loug and exhaustive Beneeineaey can be depended on with every 
coutdonee that they will be confirmed when our report is made in 
erlensd. 

1, As regards the hulls of launches. The models of the Herre- 
shoff launches and the distribution of their weights have been so 
perfected by long and intelligent experience and experimenting 
fis to Boureely leave room for improyement, the Herreshoif Manu- 
fucturing Company having for many yeara made a specialty of de- 
signing, constructing and testing xteam launches, steam yachts, | 
ufvam torpedo boats and similur yessels, ‘The material is of the 
hest quality, well seasoned and carefully selected. It is 80 dis- 
tributed in the construction of the hulls that the reqnired strength 
is obtained, with the least weight; the dheseheny ete and perfeu- 
tion of the fustenings being depended on, instead of masses of ma- 
(egial puvrly pecured, ‘The workmanship carmotbe excelled in neat- 
ness, finial and skill. These bulls combine the maximum oF 
firength with the minim of weight, which isthe end to be at- 
tiined in this class of vessels where lightness is of the first conse- 
quéuce fOr Ktowage on board ship, carrying capability, small 
draught of water and speed. In all these particulars of model, 
coustruction combination, strength, finish, lightness, quality of ma- 
lorialé and workmanship, the Hérreshoif steam launches are incom- 
paruhly superior to the nayy Juunches, © superiority resulting trom 
the tuat that the latter ale only occasionally designed and built at 
{lie navy yards, and then by persons whose skilland experiance 
lie in the designing and constructing of large vessels, and who de- 
yote little or no attention to what is considered as comparatively 2 
small matter, but which if the highest excéllence is to be attained 
requires much special training and experience, } 

¥, As regurds the machinery. Tho system of machinery em- 
ployed im the Herreshoff lannehes is quite original inmost.of its 
details, Itis diametrically opposits to that which ia used in the 
Nivy lunches and is iu every partionlur greatly superior to the Lat 
to. In the nayy luunc¢hes axingle cylindor is employed and the 
starting and stopping are consequently uncertain and slow, with 
the risk of damage and arcident trom ranning into whuryes and 
yessels, und also loxa of time. 
In the Herreshost liinéhes two cylinders are employed connectad 

ab right angles, with the resulting quick and certain starting und 
stopping, saying of time and freedom from risk of accident ond 
gollision, 

Tn the navy Jaunches, steam of high pressure (80 to 100 ths. per 
square inch above the atmosphere) is used alniost withont expan- 
sion and it is generated in a type of boiler whose strength is only 
moderately in excess of the pressure, This stenui is not condensed 
but is exhausted direct into the chimney of the boiler to cauge sut- 
ficient draught for generating the disproportionately large quantity 
of steam required with this system. 

In the nayy Jannches the steam is (ius used with the least possi- 
ble economy, being worked almost without sxpunsion againsta con- 
siderably higher back pressure thin the atmosphere owing to the 
resistance of the blast; hence, fo agiven power, more machinery 
is vequired, with its mereased money cost und weight and bulk to 
carry, thanif the steam were used more économivilly ; or for a 
giyen weightand bulk of machinery, less power is developed and 
éonsequently less speed of vessel is obtained. Tl mure machinery 
he placed in the vessel to increase the speed the greatur immersion 
given to the hall by the greater weiglit acts of itself to diminish the 
speed, while the greater bulk diminishes the space for the persons 
or things to be ¢arried. hie use of high pressure steam causes 
more heat radiation from the bovler aud engine, which is yery ob- 
jedtionable in the amall sprees of a launch; the quantity of coal 
consumed in 4 given time being greater, the fireman's labor is pro- 
portionately greater ; while the blastin the chimney is not only an- 
noying to the persons embarked by sending sparks, ash und dirty 
water over them, but the noise it makes besides beg very dis- 
agreable, is 80 loud ad to be heard for several miles, giving fill enle= 
iny timely notice of approach and almost wholly unfitting these 
launches for any military purpose where seorecy aud surprise are 
essential, As the steam is not condensed and as the boiler cannot 
use sen water, tanks of fresh water have to be carried for feeding 
it, The yessel’s load is thus increased hy the weight of water and 
tanks carried, deepening her draught of water and correspondingly 
lessening lier speed, besides occupying space to the exclusion of 
persons orthings to he carried, ar fact, the consecutive use of the 
aunch is limited to the time for which the tanks will supply the 
boiler with water, and at the maximum speed of the yessel they 
cotitain but a few hours’ supply. The military value of the lamuches 
therefore, in expeditions, towmg bouts, carrying despatches, etec., 
is yery limited, and any system that would increase their officiency 
in this respect should be promptly adopted. 

Tn the Herroshoft lannches the engines are by preference of the 
compound type and of the simplest design; (he two cylinders are 
connected at right angles and the wontrol of the yesselis thus made 
completo, there being no time lost and no uncertainty in the start- 
ing, stopping and backing, There are no independent ent-off 
yalyes, the difference in the wrens of the pistons of the two eylin- 
deta giving, without that complication, an expansion of from four 
to five times, #0 tliat all the economy possible from this source is at- 
tained. The boiler is practically nexplodible, being composed of 
coil of iron pipe from two to three inches in outside diameter we- 
cording to size of boiler. The steam pressure carried, however, is 
comparatively luw, ranging for ordinary nse from 40 to 60. Ibs. per 
square inch above the atmosphere ; the engines being made strong 
enough to rununder a pressure of 150 ths., or a8 inuch as the boiler 
can beinede to furnish. This boiler has a foreed circulation, is 
absvlutely safe both on account of its atrength and of 
the -yery small quantities of steam and water which it 
containg ; it is operated by natural draft, which, however, oan 
be increased by a small steam jet thrown into the chimney when- 
eyer there may be a demand Lor the maxinuimn quantity of steam, 
The cconomic yaporization is as good as that of any other marine 
boiler, ‘his boiler, owing to its forced circulation, with the teed 
witer entering at the top of the coil while the steam ig drawn olf 
at the bottom, cam be successfully employed with the highest rate 
of combustion given by « powerful fan blast delivering the sir ito 
a closed ashpit; that is to say, with « combustion of 40 tbs, of coal 
ad oyer per square foot of grate sniface per hom; being in this 
respect the only boiler composed exclosively of tules that cam be 
worked at exceptionally high rates of combustion. In all other 
boilers of this kind the rdte of combustion is limited by the fact 
that a4 s00n ti tlre quantity of heat thrown in a given time on the 
tubes reaches a very moderate amount, the water ts driven from the 
iron whieh, deprived of that protection, speedily bursts out. 

The voil boiler is the lightest ever constructed for its power, and 
the weight of water contained in itis the least, This boiler ia the 
peculiar feature of the HerresholY system and the only part 
patented, ! 
The engine is condensing, the team from the cylinder bem, 

exhausted into o surfyve condenser of the simplest design wn 
lightest excention, formed by a copper pipe secured to the ontside 
of the hull just above the keel. By this means the boiler is sup- 
plied with frosh water and the slight quantity lost by leakage is re- 
stored from a small tank situated henesth the boiler. 
The continnonsservice Of the launch is thus limited by only the 

weight of coal it can carry, and not by the weight of water it can 
carry. The bunkers can dasily and quickly be refilled from other 
veurals at any locality, but the tilling of tanks with fresh water can 
only be done where fresh water can be obtained. 
The use of condensing engines with surface condensers renders 

the Herreshoff steam launch of real military value from the length 
of time it can continuously steam and from its freedom from 
noise. There is no polting and screaming of the stexm exhausted 
into the chimney «fter the manner of a locomotive, nor is there 
any noise from steam blown off af the safety-valve when, the en- 
filtes are stopped temporarily, os the steam is then blown from the 
Woilor directly into the coudenser and there condensed, The con- 
denser, under these cireumutances, cannot be overheated, as the 
outboard pipe is in continual contact with continuously changing 
ontside water even when the yessel is nt rest, 
The navy launch carries 960 pounds of coalin the bunkers and 

9,500 poutids of water in the tanks, and in smooth water can main- 
tain a specd of ever Ktatute miles for four consecutive houre, 
after which the tanks niust be velilled. 
The Herreshoft Juwich carries 1,120 pounds of coal in the 

bunkers, and gan maintain a speed of even statnte miles for twenty- 
eight consecutive hours, after which the bunkera must be refilled, 
Pit if there be added to the fuel weight the 2,500 pounds in syater 
in the uayy launch, then the consecutive steaming of the Herre- 
shoff launch can be extended to nitiety-eight hours, 

‘The maximum speed of the navy launch que 8.5 statute miler per 
honr, aid of the Herrashotf lunch ¢leven statute miles per hou. 
When the two launches were tried togethar in very tough water, 

against «a strong hoad wind and sea, the superiority of the Herre- 
shot? Jannch was much more marked than in smooth water. While 
the navy latinch took in so much water over the bows as to endan- 
vor her gafety, and to require conatunt bailing with buckets, the 
Herreshont jaunech was dry. She was auch hetter trimmed, 
lisliter, moré buoyant, and every way superior in umationl qualities 
to the navy launch, at the same time making double the apeed. 

As regards economy of fuel, the Herreshoff lninel develops the 
indicated horse-pawer with less than hal€ the coal required in the 
navy lannch. Li every particular the superiority of the Herreshoft 
lauuiches to the navy duunch was so marked ag lo be apparent to 
tho amost cursory Gbservation. ‘Their weight was one-half and 
their economy of fuel was double, their namtionl qualities ware 
ranch finer, thet carrying capacity was greater, their finish and 
general arrangément were better, they were noiseless, and thew 
capability of continuous service was enormously greater. "The au- 
porior adaptability of the Herreshoif system to that of any other 
known to, us, foretesm Janncher, steam yachts, steam pinnaces, 
torpedo boats, small gunboats, ste., is so unquestionable, that after 
the most extensive experiments and thorough examination of the 
snbject we are constrained to reccommend it, though aonpara- 
tively new, to the serions attention of fhe department for such 
clagses of yessels. The management of the hoilses differs from the 
juanagement of boilers of othertypes, but is soon acquired hy the 
humblest intelligence, and we believe the engineering of the Navy 
should be familiarized with it as speedily az possible, ns iis use 14 
certain to extend us its merit becomes understood. 

Very reapectfully your obedient servants, 

B. F. Tsuprwoon, Chief Engineer. 
Treo. Zecnrr, Chief Engineer. 
Jonx B. OARPENTER, Chief Hngineer. _ 

WM,-S: SHOGK, Enginesr-in-chief, U. 8, Navy. 
Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering, Navy Department, 

|emnll displacement, flat bottom and ‘all the gail in ole.” 

THE CUTTER BEATS THE CAT. 

6s ELL it not in Guth.” At last it has happened, and just as 
we had foretold it inthese columns. The stupid, narrow- 

minded “ spread-ergleism,” which blinds so meny to tlie truth, has 
no effect in these pages. We have to chronicle the defeat of the 
“world-renowned ’ Newport aut-beat by the real exticle in the way 
of the entter. The Little Ayrshire Tage, a deep dratt, * dragging 
a keel” and “Ingging lead™ with a “aiditwlons entter rig,” hae 
thoroughly heaten the Georgie-nnd-Annie in » mute race, and 
that in #pite of the latter's dight draft, contro-boord, great beam, 

Ra- 
tioual paople, who wateh such tmatehes, will conelnde, aa we have 
done, and 1p sauce yery clearly points ont, thatthe theories in 
favor of Leam, coitré-bourd and light draft, préyailing smiong the 
“Know Nothings* in America, are vain and bolt pon sand from 
firat to last, and that whatever success our yachts have achieved in 
international rues must be aseribed to yery different causes than 
those adyanced by the light-draft Bourbons. Bunt the ayerage do- 
called “practical” tun is as obtuse and obdurate as a nitle, and 
will profit naught, though he might kee keels of moderate form 
outsail the washbowls every day im the year, He will carry the 
musty love of his venerable progenitors to the graye; ho is be- 
yond argnment, The intelligent reader of Forest Asp Srrqisw 
will, howeyer, nol permit the logic of the race here vited to ea¢ape 
him, and when he builds and listens ta some romance spun him 
about light draft for speed, he will pnt his tongue in hiy cheek and 
wink his left eye, Im the vivid imagination of your patriot, 
especially of the loud-spoken kind, who hang about the conutry 
grocery store, and whore mentul funetions are phrivelled to the 
level of tie village gossips, there exists nothing in this world 
which can upproach the Newport cat-bostin perfection. Ibias a 
maryel to them, and beyond it conception fails. Be she # tub to 
the eye, uncouth, dlamsy and homely, let her carry her helm a 
dozen turns a-weather, jump and eavort and pound and bounce im 
the easiest of swells, yaw Like a mad bill when before the wind, 
roll and stagger, capsize or lay her bones on a lea Rhore,— all this 
is as nothing to your patriot. The Newport eut-boat is an Ameri- 
can production, md, of course, she“ liys over the world.” But 
she could not éven get away witha tiny (our-ton cutter for all that! 
The Georgio-1md-Annie, the yery acme of the light dratt, light dis- 
plucement, over-sparred, clumsily rigged, oentre-board theory— 
representitive of the pet hobbies ridden to death by your bueolic 
patriotic builder—had to knuckle dowa and stiike her colors to a 
little yer whose speed waa founded not on brag, but in the appli- 
éation of souid naval design and the lessons of practical obperya- 
tion. And if was not wenasarement” either, The Little Lass is 
a four-tonner, 26 feeb water line, & feeti beam and 4 feet deep. 
'The Georgic-and-Annie« is 20 feet waterline, 11 feet beam, aul 3 
feet ) inches desp. Their sizes compara in the ratio of 750 to 
1,072. We quote from the Paisley Henald : 
“On Saturday last a very interesting mateh wad sailed by Mb. 

Jmmes Coats’ Yankee ent-lost, ten tons, Georpie-nud-Annic, and 
Mr, Thomas Reid's Ayrehire Lass, four tons. The match had bean 
wiranged in the warly part of the season, but on acvount of Mr, 
Coats’ absence in the South, where be was engaged with hig famous 
Madge leading the ten-ton feet all through the Enghsh waters, it 
was postponed till his return, md by arrangement Sutneday last 
was fixed for this very interesting match between the Yankee and 
Scotch erack bunts. Mr, Coats, with a select party from Paisley 
om board bis steam yacht Syren, was off Dunoon Pier, where Gap- 
tuin Dunean acted as commodore, and started the race in the nsual 
manner by firing 8 preparing and starting gun, and the start wae 
effected in a burst of wind, the day being somewhat squally, with 
wind veering from west to northwest in the showers ind squalls. 
The Little Ayrshire, steered by ler owner and manned by 1s xon 
and Mr, John Kelly, plumber, Dunoon, 2 keen amntew pailor, gob 
away first, but by a short lead, which she maintained till of Kun 
Pier, when Mr, Coats shook ont the reef he had hanlad down at the 
start, and gradnally drew away from the Laxe, but not before 
there had been some lifting attempted by the Yankee, When Holy 
Loch wad veuched » farce syusll of wind and rain ahnt ont our 
view of the boats, but not before some of the genr in the Yankee 
boat gaye wayas the crew were engaged reefing, When the squall 
passed awity the Little Lass waa leading with two zeofs down, snd 
she rounded the Baron Point Buoy some minutes ahead of the 
Yankee, and drew out this lead considerably in the reach down, til 
off the Gloch the Gage sailed ont of the wind, and the Yankee, 
carrying the breeze along, picked her up considerably and closed 
on ler with a fresher breeze. The Lass again started ind rounded 
the mark wt Tnyerkip a few minutes ahead, and im the reach aeross 
the Yankee still gatued on the Little Lass, which wos coming along 
in a perfect burst of spray, and by the time Donoon Pier wis 
reached, off which the Syren waa waiting to take the time and fire 
the gun, she lidd shortened the distance considerably, This bang 
her best point of sailing, andovith quite aa much wind as she 
wanted, she seemed to be tearing through it will as much white- 
water at lier bow asa trending steamer. The Little Luss seemed 
at times Kmothered 11 spray, witha clond of cotton above her suf 
ficient to drive o teli-tonner. It must have been a very exciting 
ron across. In such o burst ef wind the Laas, however, was not to 
lie caught, and got the gnn tira! by less than a minute, In paasing 
the Syreu, Mr. Tteid wis haartily cheered, and also by My. Conta 
find his crew u hearty hip, hip, hurrah wos accorded Mr. Reid and 
wnateur crew. As there was something like « pnbhe demonstra- 
tion going on ashore on ihe oceasion of the formal opening of the 
Esplunade in the West Bry, ihe firjug of the guns and this, per- 
haps the closing mitch of the season; attracted considerable atten— 
tion, nd whe witnessed by a crowd of interested onlookers ashore.” 

Tt was blowing a stiff breeze, and the forty per vent of extra 
size of the Newport boat ought to live told immensely in her 
favor. And what would huye become of the waslbowl model 
had she Ween bothered by a little sau? 
The tact that. the Lines got syay with her opponent is a refufa- 

tion of the light draft yaguries which requires uO further conment. 
Lt eubstantiates all we hove written on the subject. Bot your 
patriot will go on jurt the same, and the simple-mindod will be 
told until doomeday that the deeper you go dawn the more re~ 
sistance. you fnd.” The triviel fact of water's incompressibility 
atausd not im the way of herves. 

Se 

THE GOMPOSITE STEAM YACHT. 

Wwe quotethe following from the New York Herald < The com- 
VY posite steam yacht building for Mr. Pierre Lorillard at the 

wyorke of Mesars. Ward, Stanton & Co., Newburg, N. Y., under thesu- 
rerintendence of Mr. Charles H. Maswwell, is progressing satisfactorily. 
The coneral dimensions of thia new erat were given in the Herald 
more thau & month yzo, but her constrnction is so novel that fur- 
ther dutvila will be road with interest. The new yucht ib 156 fast 
in length on deck ; 195 feet on the water line ; 20 feot 43; inched 
extreme breath ; 19 feet 2 iiches wide on thewater line; 9 tect 3 
iuches depth of hold, & feet 4inches draft aft and 4 feet 1 uch 
draft forward. Her frame is of sngle iron, d by 3 by 9g inches, 
and 21 inches upart at centres, with alternate reversed frames 25 
ly 244 by 5-16 inches, connecting with the keel and bolted peaeriehie 
it. Her Hoors are of plute iron, 4-16 and }y inch in thickness, ‘Phe 
floors nndur the sugine and aaddla of the boiler ara of double an- 
le irol, 3 by 8 by 83 inches, The deck beam plates are fitted to 
fiternate frames wherever piactioahlée, and at the bulkheads they 
aro of 5 by Bly by ‘4 inches, while im engine and hoilar space they 
consist af 6-inch bulb lates, ‘Che stringer plates are 4s of an inc 
in thickness. hese plates are riveted to the heams and properly 
shifted, itted home and riveted to the jron sheerstrake, with an 
angle iron, and the rough tree stanchions will not pass through 
them. he bracing of the frames consists of dingonal atraps Sho 
by S¢itehies from floors to wales and frames, a8 inmnbered in the 

specification. The wales are plates 2 feat wide amidshipa, 44 of 
an inch thick, tapering fore and aft, and 5-16 of an_ineb thick 
at fie ondy. ‘The bilge keelsons ard of double angle iron, 6 
by 3 by tq inches, extending the whole length. There are two 
gthwarteliip bulkheads of ‘é inch iron plates 6 ed by 
angle iron 23 by 24, by 24 inches.at spacer of two feet ; also a for~ 
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ward collision bullchend, constructed of like plates with angle iron 
‘pports of 2 by 2 by 2¢ inches, placed two feet apart. Chis bulk 

nd extands up to fhe water line of 8 feet 4 inches. A similar 
head ns the last is placed abatt the cabin. The keelis of white 

uk, Sinches wide by 12 inches deep. he planking 1s of white 
k, G by 3 inches, aud fastened with gulvanized iron bolts at cach 
wmé, the heads of the bolts being properly sunk. The deck will 
of white pine, 3 by 3 inches, properly seasoned, free from ob- 
onable knots and fastened with galvanized screws. he eomb- 
will he of yellow pine, 4 by 9 inches, to the trunk cabin, and 
ac, 8 by 6 inches, for all senttles and hatches, The stanchions 
be of locust, 814 inches aquare and 3 feet apart at centres. 
ritil will be of texk, 7 by 84g inches, scarphed and /ashioned 

as to clear the shrouds, ‘The yacht will be schooner rigged, the 
sta being 56 feet each from hounds to att The bowsprit' will 
20 fect long, und fitted so as to resbhip with facility. 
Her engines are of the yertical compound type, Laving three 

tylinders, one of 20 inches andtwo of 26 inches in diameter, with a 
oke of piston of 24 inches. Steam will be supplied by oue tubu- 
boiler, 9 feet 4 inches in diameter and 14 fect long, “It has two 
maces of steel. The propeller will be 7 fet 6 inches in diameter, 

i pitch of 12 feet. The internal arrangements of the yacht 
fill be exceedingly comfortable, The saloon will be 16 feet 
Ting and entered aft by u spacious companionway, on either side of 
yluch wil] be roomy lockers. Sofas will be provided in the saloon, 
fad lurge linen, gun and bath rooms will be within easy reach, 
Phere will be four staterooms forward of the saloou. The star- 
foird rooms, designed for the owner's use, will be 6 feet 6 inches 
pug, while fhose on the port side will be 6 feet 3 inches and 6 
eet 7 inches respectively. The galley, officers’ quarters, mess- 

m ind forecastle are of an ample character and in perfect keep- 
with the size of the yacht. The fittings of the saloon and 

terooms will be neat and costly, A steam) launch will be fur- 
ished the yacht. The pilot house will be 12 feet long, 8 feet 6 
mehes high and 9 feet wide. 

‘his yacht will be n handsome addition to the steam fleet of the 
w York Yacht Club. She will be finished during the winter and 
ned over to her owner ready for service before the early spring 

fays. Next summer she will probably join the club in its annual 
Mutdron cruise, ind if there is a pléamer race out of Newport or 
New Ledford harbors she will no doubt be among the contestants, 

ReaL Yaowrms,—The 30-ton yaw] Palcon, Mv. E. F, Knight, 
Sonthatapton, England, daring the latter part.ot August for a 

ike fo Sonth America. She syrrived at Porto Grande, St. Vin- 
t, Cape de Verde Islands, Sept. 21, haying left Mnnchal, Fayal, 
the 13th, making the run of 1,040 milés in less than eight days. 

16 yawl experisnded strong northeast winds, mid one day it blew 
ale from that quarter. She carried spinnaker and topsail all 
G wy, and generally made 184 miles per day, or over seyen 

mots. The Faleon lett Porto Grande for Rio Janeiro Sept. 28, 
distance to be made being 2,619 miles. Her crew are all ama- 

and consist ot the owner, Capt. Jardein, Mr. Andrews and 
‘Aruan, also « boy slipped at Southampton, 

Kewr’s YAcwt® Desrex,—We are informed that hereafter Bren- 
fetio, Of Union Square, will, by contract, sell Kemp's popular works 
i} London prises, “*Yauht Designing“ for $15, and ‘ Yacht and 
Bot Sailing “ for $6. The latter book, besides being the most 

Mplete aud ablest compendium on fore-and-at't, seamanship, is 
lete with details of small yachts, how to build them, ete,, some- 
1p which the title does uot fully indicate, The works ure stand- 
is, Aud give expression to the observations, collections and in- 
gations of one of the most experienced yachtsmen of the day, 

ois besides & thorough sailor, draftsman and mathematician. 

Ty A SrAway,—A correspondent who has seen the new ‘90," 
Bioens, in bad weather saya she is a grand sea-boat, and 

ighout the season has not dipped her bowsprit. Her dimen- 
ave: Length on water-line, 80ft.; beam, 16.2f., and about 

hold. Her displacement is 140 tons. This testimony goes 
fo prove the soundness of Mr. Dixon Kemp’s proposition that 
yuing qualities are benefited by length, depth and large dis- 

Plicement, and that beam is not a factor in the matter, but rather 
iobveverse. This ebincides with our. own experience m different 

types, the heawmy bouts being the worst and slowest in rongli water. 
Mat where the line is to be drawn is, of course, hard to say, 80 
Much depends upon other co-relatiye elements, 

A Yaour Crm ror Hayowron.—Itis to be hoped that the fellow- 
iy intimation in tha Hamilton, Ont,, Spectalor will soon take 
ichitl shape, and one move club be added to the swelling list hail- 

from the lake ports: 
‘Tt is expected that a yacht club will be organized here next 

Heason, and it is certain that one or more of the célebrated flyers 
built by Cuthbert, of Trenton, will be added to our fleet. The citi- 
zens generally are taking an active interest in yachting matches, 
md wo may expect Hamilton to make a good show at the grand re- 
4) ie which the Royal Canndian Yacht Club propose to hold at To- 
tonto in 1881.” \ 

& OicrxaAL Ror Roy.—The first modern canoe was lnilt for 
repor by Searle & Son of Lambeth, She was prineipilly of 
with cedar decking. Leugth, 15 feet; width, 28 inches, and 9 
hes deep, drawing 3 inches of water. The paddle was donble- 
ded, 7 feet long. The well was elliptic, 54 inches long and 20 
6, ind 1 Muchitosh coyer served as a protection in wet weather. 
weighed little over 80 pounds. In this host MeGeegor 
"the Maine, Meuse, Sambre, Rhine, the Danube and Seine, 
leting a eraise of oyer a thousand miles without serious mis- 
to the canoe, 
a 

POINTS IN CANONING. 

Wliton Forest and Stream : 
| AGREE perfectly with “McGregor” in his remarks abont 
Canovimg, if he refers to the doublé-bladed paddle, As to the 

Miele blade I abjure it; puts the working museles askew, and 
é is too much lost power and too much leeway. Oars are the 
esto go ahead with if you want apeed, of course; bit the 
to make a canoe trip, for comfort, pleasure or sport, is to 
ou look, with the motive power equally distributed and easily 
ied, And as to ming on witer ib is about perfect. More 
once I have laid the paddle atlwart-ships, raised the.gun, and 

down an unlucky duck before it could get a dozen yards start. 

you raise and lower the blades alternately there is u eondtant 
of water that éventuully wets everything in the canoe. I was 

Mvprised to heur this objection raised by a gentleman last smmmer 
Blue Mountain Lake. I answered the objection by handing him 
Y paddle for inspection. He took one look at it and handed it 

remarking, “That kills the last objection to the double 

# there may be » few canoemen who do not know how to flank 
dripping easily, I will pepiaia : It is simply two pieces of solid 

cr. leather, cntiso as to fit around the stem in the shape of 
Is, Opening toward the blades and fitting tightly in the centre. 

one who can use bis hands can fit them on, They should he 
enough the blades to clear the gunwale, and not so near as to 
in the water. A little judgment will place them aright, and 

bar canoe will go through an all-day trip dry as tinder. 
1 see one of your correspondents is a strong advocate of the cun- 
Ms boat, Now, 1do not go back on the canyas altogether, It is 
table, tight, buoyant, dnd yery handy in trapping or gunning, 
i un excellent bont in which to go a fishing. I came near taking 

e into the wilderness last summer, but the lightest Messrs. Os- 
d and Chapin could furnish weighed 20 lbs., and the canoe I 
ily took along weighed less than 18 Ibs, On narrow, still 

Pers, on creeks, bays, pug-holes, ete., the canvas boat is good, 
Mi don't take her into the northern wilderness. She has been 

i there, and the guides say she is uiterly unfit for the lakes, 
n the wind is at all brisk on the Jukes you can't get anywhere 

Hh her, and in ease of an upaet, which is alWwaye fable to Mi 
mM are left aprawling on the water like a broken-legged frog ; 

‘of ee cedar will keen voor head aboye water until you can 
te the shore, 

PAS NE 

Tf you coutemplate au extended trip by river and lake, with car- 
ries at frequent interyuls, get o cedar canoe os light as is compati- 
ble with your own Weight. Always rig her to carty on a neck-yoke, 
and hayeit made as light as possible. The average neck-yoke used 
in the wilderness is just twice ns heavy as it need be. Have a ight, 
strong cord for a painter, and, when on the larger lakes, make the 
line fast to your knapsack or blanket roll, and tie the end around 
the guard of your gun, Reason why : Any man who travels a few 
miles in the North Woods, and seés the immense number of up- 
tormed trees, will infer that furious gusts or whirlwinds are not in- 
frequent there, and the inference will be correet. Now, you might 
gO over & great deal of water without an mpset, but you are liable to 
it any day. . 
Suppose it comes—unexpectedly, of coursé—and yon are organ- 

ized for it, us above mentioned. If your gun and camp-kit were 
loose they would all disappear at once and forever. The canoe 
would blow away from you at a hopeless rate, going three yards 
while yon were swimming one, and you would haye only the paddle 
and your hands with which to make the shore. Butif you have 
taken the one minute necessary to make your dunnage fast to the 
canoe you are safe. The gun will weigh little in the water, but it 
will hold the other duffel nnder, and the whole will act as a storm 
anchor. ‘The canoe will move very Jittle, and if you can swim ton 
yards you may keep your head aboye water for hours. Help will 
come ; or, if hot, and you heeome tired and beaten, cut the line 
and paddle ashore with your hands. Witham open canyas or paper 
boat, or, worse than all, a metallic boat, you would lose your traps 
and most likely drown. NESSMUK, 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

—Holabird Shooting Suits. ipthegrove & McLellan, Valparaiso, 
Ind. 

_ —Sportsmen would do well to notice new Ady. of Wm, R. Sehac- 
fer this week. 

e only yalid objection I ever heard to the double blade is tliat | 

—Robust and blooming health in Hop Bitters, and no family can 
nfford to be without them. 

Attention is called to Ady. of Vitalized Phosphites. It is con- 
sidered yery beneficial for the brain and nerves. 

—Mange-ine cures, or no pay. Trial box muiled for stamp. Hep- 
worth, Druggist, 296 Madison street, Brooklyn, 

There willbe a sale of “about 40 Sullivan and Powell & Schilling 
fine Breach Loading Double Guns, at auction, by Barker & Co., 47 
Liberty st., on the 23d. Tor full partienlars see adv, next issue. 

—The handsomest firearm entalogue eyer published is that issued 
by Messrs. South and Wesson, destriptive of their revalvers. ‘The 
circular is elaborately illustrated with lithographs, aud is a credit 
to its publishers. 

—Mr, Chas. Ritzmann, of this city, has afine display of choice 
guns and sportsmen’s equipments, and a call upon him will repay 
the time spentin looking over his stock. Mr. Ritzmann is situated 
uptown, and deservedly commands a liberal share of the patronage 
of New York sportsmen. See his advertisement elsewhere. 

AROUSING ITs Ruapens,—An alarm of fire at midnight is a start- 
ling thing, but not half so startling to many who hear it is as would 
be the sudden knowledge of their own dangerous physical condi- 
fion. Thousands of thousands are hmrying to their graves because 
they are carelessly indifferent to the insidions inroads of diseace 
and the means of cure. It is the mission of H. H. Warner & Co., 
with their Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, to arouse men to a sense of 
their danger and cure then,.— Memphis Appeal. 

euikwers ta Correspondents, 

'@" No Notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

N. J. D., Philadelphia.—See our game columns. 

C. R., Curto,—The arm is xeeurate up to 300 yards, 

L. A., Applebackville, Pa. —Read game columns of last issue. 

A. B. D., New York City.—Take your terrier to a dog fancier, 

0. E. O.—Write to the National Wool Growers’ Association, Bos- 
ton, Mass. 

N. 8. 8., Meadville, Pa.—Write to Scott & Co., 146 Filton street, 
New York. 

H. M., Astoria, N. ¥.—Watch the reports in ow! columns devoted 
to shooting. 

KR. G.—We haye been informed that the ‘visible effects" are al- 
ready watched by eager claimants, 

J, R. W., Norvell, Mich.—You can obtain the fishing lamp of any 
of the dealers in sportsmen’s goods. 

Reaper, Attleboro, Mass.—To polish your gnostock use file or 

sandpaper, then emery, oil and the palm of your hand. 

T. M, D., New York.—We have heard of the guns, but haye 
neyer examined them and lmow nothing of their merits, 

Trepua, New York,—For robina load your 12 bore with 3 drs. 
powder, 1}<oz, No, 10 shot ; for squirrels same lond No. 6 shot. 

A. Y. De ©., New Bedford.—Thanks for the map, We haye 
added it to our list. ‘The island ought to make an excellent gun- 
ning pars, . 

HRamnop, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—'the sate is not that of a mamufac- 
turer, but itis put on the gunsasa trademark. ‘The weapons are 
considered good. 

A., Pittsburg, Pa.l, We believe the gin fo be sate, bnt do not 
vouch for it, 2, Your load might be inereased, say to tliree drams, 
3. Yes. Send us the reports. 

Supscrinen, Chicago.—i. We answer your inquiry by reprinting 
in our game columns the pattern records published last winter in 
this journal. 2, See advertisements of single-barrel guns else- 
where. 

W. C. E., Chicago.—i, Perhaps an udyertisement would call at- 
tention of a buyer for your back files of Forms, Axn STREAM. 2. 

You can probably find Maltese kittens by looking around in Chicago 
bird and animal stores. 

G. W. B., Biddeford, Me.—We have never heard anything but 

praise of the gun you mention, and we believe zt to be safe and re- 

liable, when properly loaded. We are in frequent receipt of letters 

expressing satisfaction with the arm. 

W. S.. Waterbury, Conn. T have often seen in immseums animals 
stuffed with their tongue showing, and they looked good, too, Can 
you tell me how these tongues weremade? Ant. Such tongnes 
are usually made of wood, though sometimes, in large unimals, 
they are skimmed and stuffed. ‘ 

J. E. L., New York.—My dog, a large mastiif, has, I fear, canker 
within the ear, he crevices are discolored by a black discharge 

quid the dog frequently shakes and/koratehes his ear. Ana. Keep 
the ears clean with warm water ind castile goap, and us) as a lotion 

dilute lead water once a day, 

N, BE, 8., Sparta Centre, Mich.—1, You will find much informa- 

tion about choking in W. W. Greener’s book on ‘Choke Bore 
Guns; but i you want your gun choked we would advise you to 

send if tow regular gun maker who has the equisits tools and ma- 

chinery. 2. We know of no placein this country where you can 

get the calipers. 

C. J. G., Lebanon Springs, N. Y.—1. The rolatiye strength of 
the different barrels depends upon who makes them aud the care 
taken in their manufacture. 2. The rifleis sufe and serviceable. 

3. Conical bage shells have no advantage over the ordinary shells. 
They were originally made because it was thought that they would 

prove like the conival-bored muzzle-loaders, 4. The thread-wound 

cartridges have proved to be ull thatis claimed for them, when 

they tit the bore of the gun exactly. 

M, W. Q., Tilusvillc, Pa.—My small setter dog, diglit years old, 
ia not right this season. Nose warm and dry. No appetite at times: 
Weakness of the lind parts, so that he cannot jump logs, ete., in 

the woods. ‘Tire out very easily. His eyes are bright and his coat 

fair. He howls much at night, especially after he has been worked, 

He shivers constantly. Me seems restless. His food is seraps from 
the table. Ifitis not ‘old age” please advise me what to do for 

him. Aus, The trouble with your dog should not arise from age. 
Give # teaspoonful of sulphur once a day for a week aud two pur- 
ges of castor oil three days apart. Also administer two gruims of 

quinine three times a day for seyeral weeks. Write result. 

G, Al. Have a10%¢ Ib. choke bore gun, do you think they are 

as good fur duck shooting as the cylinder bore? Ido not find thal I 
kill as many in flock shooting. 2. What would you say was the 

proper load for such agun? I use 4drs. powder, 114 oz, shot No. 6. 
5. Will choke bores shoot large shot as well as they shoot small ? 

Ans, 1. Practically settled af the present day in favor of choke 

bores, Your gun may be choked excessively so that its shooting ig 

too close. 2. Your loading will do. Weshould use large shot, No, 

4at least. 3. Choke bores will shoot buckshot if the shot. are pro- 
perly chambered. ‘To do this putin w wad 1¢ in. from mnzzle and 

ascertain proper number to be put in Jayer. See game columuy. 

W., Cosumnes, T'ex,—i. I will find time shortly to write some- 

thing of our game and its habits, and methods of hunting i. We 
have noticed lately an advertisement in the W. Sun, of a re- 

peating rifle, and offering yery liberal terms to. parties who wish 

tosend for six of the rifles. We haye some of us thonght of send- 
ing, but agit is an arm with which we are not familiar, would like 

to know something of it from a disinterested party. Will you please 

tell us? 1, If the rifle in your judgment is equal to the Burgess. 

2. If the firm 18 a responsible one? Ans. 1, We should not recom- 

mend the arm, It is inferior to either of the others. 2%. The frm 

haye bean arrested on the charge of obtaining money through the 
mail by false pretenses. 

J. K., Junior.—l. Can one geta double barrel muzzle loading 
gun for $12 or 315? 2. What is the advantaye of bar locks over 
back actions? 3. For how little money can a double barrel breach 

loading gun be bought? 4. Is the gim all thatis claimed? 5. For 

how little money cana good setter puppy be bought? 6. How 

cheap cana pointer puppy be bonght? 7. Do Railroad Companys 
charge sportsman anything additional for dog that he takes on 

shooting trips? Ans. 1, Yes. 2. More compact and considered - 

more durable, $. $85 to #40, 4, Yer. 5 and 6. Depends upon 
who has it to sell, the strain, age, anda dozen other conditions, 

From $10 to 315 onght to be sufficient to secure a good animal. 7, 
Some roads do and some dou not. 

E. J, L, Mound City, Towa.—l. To brown gun barrels : Tinut. of 
muviate of iron, one ounce ; nitric ether, one ounce ; Rulphate of 

copper, four seruples ; rain water, one pint. Tirst, secnrely plug 

up both ends of barrels, leaying one plug im each end of suficient 
length to be nsed as handles, then tlorouglily clean with soap and - 

water, ufter which cover with » thivk coat of lime, slacked in w ater, 
and when that has become dry, reniove it with an iron wire serateh 

brush, ‘This is to remove all dirt and grease from the barrels. 

Then apply a coat of the finid with a rag,and let it stand for 
twenty-four hours, when a slight rust will have appeared: then 

fake barrels and immerse them ina trough containing boiling hot 

water, after which seratcl them well with the sératch brush. 

Repeat this until the color suits, which will be alter three or four 

applications, When completed let the barrels remain in lime 
water 1 short time to nentralize any acid which may have pene- 

trated. Take great care not to handle the barrels during the 

operation, for the least particle of grease will make Dad Bpots. 2, 

A barrel 32 in. long (10 gauge) is longer than necessary ; 28 inches 

would be equally effective, and the gun appreciably lighter, 3, 
See the account of Minnesota shooting in resent issuea of this 
paper. 

T. 8. M., Newark, N. J.—I haye just had a dispute velatiye to the 
names pike and pickerel, I maintain thut they are generic names 
for the same fish, udmitting that there are seyeral varieties of the 

samiéin this country, but no specific fish scientifieally known aa! 
pike, different from the pickerel. Ans, The names pike and pick- 

erel aré common and not gcientifie. The first is the old English 
name for the single Muropean species, and the latteris used for 
younger or smaller specimens, is » diminutive, like cockerel, ete, 

The generic name is Hsox, the name that the Latins called the pike, 
and therefore can be said to mean a pike. In the vicinity of New 
York the “great lake pike,” which ix identical with that of Burope 
(Eson luctus), is miscalled “pickerel” when weighing ten or more 
pounds, ‘There are some fine species of Hsocidw in America, the EB. 
notion, ox masealonge, and the one named above being the largest. 

Then comes a fish not distinguished by either market men or an- 
glers from 2. lueius whith is also culled “pickerel” and which 

might yery properly retain the name of the good old Nnglish ‘ pike” 
Wus restored to luctus as itis in onr Western and Southern country, 

This fish grows ouly to three or four pounds weight and is marked 
by black net work, or reticulations, ou its sides, which 1 some in- 

dividuals is quite distnet. his is 2, reliculatus. The other species 
are msiginficant. Following old custom and allowing the old Eng- 

lish of many centuries to prevail, the large fish of the lakes, he with 

the oval white spots on a darker ground, shoula be known as a pike, 

This name obtains also in all parts of America, except in the re- 
gion about New York and on theaouthern shore of the Great Lakes. 
In the South, gs in England, 2 amaller one of five pounds or legs ix 
a ‘*jack.” We think the term “ pickerel” shold be confined to the 
rmaller one, 2. reticulatus, 
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Sxms.—Prime the skins well with pulverized alum, salt and salt- 
petre, and dry in open air without exposing to the sun. Before 
folding up for transportation thoroughly smear with arsenical 

soap. To tan small skins you may adopt either one of the follow- 

ing methods : 
1, Take equal parts salt, alum and Glauber salts, and half a pint 

Handle the skins and rub the mix- saltpetre ; pulverize and mix, 
ture in well three or four times a day—the oftener the better. 

there is not sufficient moisture in the skin to dissolve the salts, put 
We are assured that no moths will 

ever attack furs the pelts of which have thus been prepared. 

2. Mix the proportion of six pounds of alum and three of salt, 
Dissolve both in about a gallon of warm water. Use when cool, | 

a little water into the latter, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

inixture, 

If 

Place skins, not too lightly packed, in a barrel or keg, and pour in. 

Skins without injury to hair may be kept any length of 

time in this way, and all in good order at any time to stuff. 

3. Take two parts of saltpetre and one of alum, pulverize them 
well together ; spread the skin carefully, fur side down, before it 

has dried ; apply the mixtures evenly, being careful to touch every 
part in sufficient quantity to thoroughly wet the surface after it 

dissolves ; double the flesh side an rollit up closely ; put itin a 
¢ ol place, out of the way of the frost, and let it remain three or 

four days or more according to thickness; then unroll, and when it 
gets nearly dry with a dull knife remove the fat that may adhere 

in spots, and a little rubbing makes it pliabl - and fit for use. 
4, Glanber salts, two pounds ; rock salt, one pound ; alim, two 

Novemser 11, 1880. 

pounds ; all to be dissolved in boiling water ; leas skins in about 
ten days, take them ont occasionally for a little while during thaf 
time; entthe edge of the skin to see if the tanning has gone 

through ; then take them in the hand and beat them over a round! 

stick or block until the are soft, Thay are to be beaten with the j 

hair side in, 
a | 

—One of the firm of John H. Pray, Sons & Co,, wholesale andy 

retail carpet dealers, Boston, Mass., is, or claims to be, a sportsman, 

and he will at all times take great pleasure in doing a fayor for ay 

fellow sportsman in want of any kind or grade of carpeting, rugs) 
ete., ete. Correspond with the house, or call and see him, and seq 

if he means what he says.—Adv. / 

: 

BHliscellaneoug 

KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &¢., &e. 

SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE, 

KEEP WANUFACTURING CO., 

631, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, New York. 

B. F. NICHOLS & Co., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTOM SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING ROD £0. 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mansz., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality, Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 
price-list- tf. 

HORSE p StaurER, 

EPIZOOTIC--1880. 

Homeopathic Veterinary Specifics 
are the only sure and sate remedies for this dis- 

ease, Basily adiminisured, effective, prompt. Tho 

specifics for this disease are: AwAs ut first, 10 he 

followed by or alternated with the C.C. or E.R. 

the €.. if in the throat, the Ea. if the disease 

has extecded to the limes. Full directions with 
each bottle. PAMPHLET FREE. 

Humphreys’? Homeopathic Med. Co., 

109 FULTON ST., NEW YORK. 

.=> For Bathing or Gargling purposes, use 

HUMPHREYS’ MARVEL of HEALING, 

PHOTOGRAPHAS 

OF 

MR. TRACY'S 

Pictures of Celebrated Dogs 

FAUST AND BOW, 
KESWICK AND JESSAMINE, 

TsrrorTED POINTERS. 

ERIN AND BIDDY, 

Inisu SETrERs, 

PIEICE, 75c. HACH, 

For sale by : 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, 
189 Broadway, New York, 

sent on receipt of price by J. M. 
will be Novii,1t 

TRACY, 1,102 Ollve St., St. Louis, Mo, 

Sor Sale or Exchange. 
SS ee 

SALB—Breech-loading shot-gun WwW. & C. 

Foe ocit x sous, 10-gauge, 33-inch barrels, a) lbs. 

weight, 33g drop, pistol-grip. In fine condition, 

st $15 ‘all for $15, including pig-skin case 
Cost $150. Will sell tor $75, includ 

; 

Bn ReAgHe tools. FF. B. PULLEN, cas 

pICcy: FOR SALE.—An English ‘Harvard 

Se etEcr szinch, double hollow forks, Sus- 

pension saddle, ete. For price and full A 

address W- pE RHAM, 24 Fifth av enue, N- Mowat 

SALE at a bargain, a W. & G, Scott & Son 

ik OE amit Quality’ B. L., 13-12-80, elegantly en- 

eraved, and all the latest improvements. Has been 

ised one season, and as good as new. M ace 0, 

order for trap shooting ati a cost of $300. Patter is 

RB, 200, L. B. 235, Bnglish No. 6 shot, 30 in, circle, 

40 yards. This gun has killed 70 out of 12 wild birds 

at 2 and 31 yards rise, and is sold because ow ne 

has no use for it, Address Box 849, Painesyille, O. 

a eh AEDS SE ES
 

SALE, Stanchion or Punt Gun, for shootmg 

oe Mareniae River and Chesapeake Bay, 
"th of barrel, 79 In. ; outside 
breech, 33f in. ; diameter of 

owder, #¢ to 11b, shot. 

Wetght, 135 Ibs. ; len! 
diameter ot bartel a 

13¢ in. ; charge, 50 dis. 3 

bat ae for samples. . Rk SCHAEFER, | ot 

im Street, Boston, Mass. Novit, 

Aanted 

PORTING ADVERTISEMENTS 
COST.—Advertisers should send postal card 

with address and receiye prospectus of Gwynne 
Price’s new work, ‘*The Gun, and How to Use Tt,” 
ete. Dedicated by special permission to Dr. N. Rowe. 

GWYNNE PRICE, St. Louis, West Mo. 
First edition guaranteed 10,000. Noy4,2t 

n. Address 
Hermon st., 

Novii,1t 

i ieee me ates shot-: 
with particulars, M. BROWN 

Worcester, Mass, 

Lhe Zennel, 

iN THE STUD. 
IMPORTED ROlGH-HTAIRED COLLIE 

TWieED 17 
The only pure Collfe in Ameriva that has won ino 

Field Trials and on the Bench, 
Puppies trom the noted Bench Show Winner 

Lassie by Rex, Ist N. ¥., 1850; also from Lass 
O’Gowrie, 1st St. Louis, 1880, by Tweed IL 
Address SCOTLAND KENNEL, T. C. Piresus, 

Manager, New Market, Frederick Co,, Md. Noyli,tt 
er PRET ake a 

Mount Pleasant Kennet. 
Vor Sale—6 full-blooded Gordo setter dog pups; 

yery handsome; perfectDlatk andtan. sire Da-h, 
the eveat prize winner; dam, the beautiful bitch 
Maud. Full pedigree on both sides, A rare chance 
for a good dog. CHAS. T. BROWNELL, P. O. box 
350, New Bedford, Mass, Novi1,4t 

LAETOLI 

ANNIE, « Red Irish Setter, broken on quail, 
black nose and eyes, good head, well feathered, 

beautiful allover, She is very tast, good nose, and 
very staunch, does not know what flush is, andis a 
beautiful worker in the Held, quarters her ground 
splendid. Whelped March, i5/9; was served by 
King Bee Oct. 17, Can be hunted till Christmas, 
Price $50. 
BANSHEE, linported Red Trish Setter, Imported 

March, 1878, from the kennels of J. S. Skidmore, 
Nantwitch, England, a large, strong bitch, grandin 
every respect. Head not to be equalled, ears hung 
beautitully low, last at hunting, good nose, no tive in 
her; hunted on quail and grouse, Was A. GC. at the 
Crystal Palace when out of condition, and skawn 
among the most noted dogs in the country the only 
time shown. In whelp to Mark Cet, 20, a deepma- 
hogany-red Irish setter. Price 365, 
GORDON Setter Bitch, 4 beauty, whelped Jaa, 

1879, color black and tan, hunted on quail, and is 
fast, staunch and good nose. fil make a rattler. 
A brother sold for $125, and sister for #100. Price 
#0. 
LULU, Lemon and White Liewellyn Setter Bitch, 

two years old; pire the grea Carlowitz, wha was 
bred and imported trom the kennels of R. L, L. Pur- 
cell Llewellyn, England, and has a pedigree of 90 
years; dam, Flirt. Wlirtis by Dash, who won first 
prize at Watertown, 1876, and tirst at Centennial, 
i876. Has been hunted, Luiu is in whelp to the 
Llewellyn setter Zanzibar, who jis by the famous 
(Gladstone No, 1!5, dam Mersey 44. American 
Kennel Stud Book, Zan, 2d Vol. American Stud 
Book, Will guarantee pups, She is ry heavy 
now, and will pup in a few weeks. She is certainty 
very cheap. Price $40. Address H, 5B. VONDER- 
SMITH, Lancaster, Pa. Nov.11.0t 

OR SALE CHEAP—Fointer bitch Fan, imported , 
also, pups out of Fan and Bulton; also setter 

of the best strain. Send for pedigree. Address 
Box 496, Union City, Pa. Octet; at 

prok SALE—CHEAP—Dolly Varden, black, white 
and tan, seventeen months, Desmond, blue 

Belton, eleven months. Beth by Druid, owt of 
Nilsson, sister to champion Queen Mab, Apply to 
ARNOLD BURGES, Hillsdale, Mich. Sept.30,6t 

ACHINE KENNELS.—For sale, Flirt TI. (iver 
colored cacker, no white), litter sister to cham- 

pion Cora, 1T months old. Also, black cocker dog 

~- BRAIN, AND NERVE FOOD, 
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

It restores (7 

OF THE 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUBS 
At Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

ON 

Nov.29 and 30, and Dec. 1, 2, Sand 4. 

OPEN TO THE WORLD 
| ALL-AGED STAKES. | 
Open to all Settersand Pointers. Limited to 50 entries, First Prize, $200; second 

prize, $100 ; third prize, $50 ; fourth prize, $25, Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15. ; 
PUPPY STAKES. 

Open to all Pointers and Setters under 18 months of age. Limited to 25 entries, 
First prize, $100; second prize, $50 ; third prize, $25; fourth prize, $16. Entrance 
fee, $15; forfeit $10. 

NURSERY STAKES. 
Open to all Setters and Pointers under 12 months of age. Limited to 15 entries)» 

First prize, $60 ; second prize, $40 ; third prize, $20. Entrance fee, $10; forfeit, $7.50) 

BRACE STAKES, 
Open to all Setters and Pointers. Five braces to run or prizes to be scaled. First 

prize, $250; second prize, $125 7 third prize, $50, Entrance fee, $2) ; forfeit, $15. 

CLUB STAKES. 
Open to members of the Club only ; dogs to be owned and hunted by the memberé 

making the entry. Prize, a hundred dollar piece of plate, tobe selected by the wim 
ner. Entrance, 10 per cent, of the value of the prize, This stake to be run after the 
close of the running of the Brace Stakes, and entries close on Nov. 18th. 

Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid day of Nov. 27th, at the offica 
of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening before the trial. 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary. 
' P, O, BOX 274, NEW YORE CITY. 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases, Judges to be named 
one month before trials. ti tie 
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COL. JAMES GORDON, Pontotoc Co., Miss, | J, VON LEXNGEREE, West Hoboken, N. J, 
DR. RAWLINS YOUNGS, Corinth, Miss. | R. HEWITT, South Wethersteld, Ot 
MR. L. H. BILLONGS, U. 3. N. f. MONROE, Brooklyn, N. ¥- 

Ghe Rennel. The Rennel, | 

I HAVE received, by steamship Brantford City oR SALE.—Black and white pointer dog, 2” 
the two English greyhounds, Baron Walkden months old; well broken on woodcock 

and Sharper. Baron Walkden is faun and white; | quall; good retriever trom land and water. A 
21; years old, and won the Shanaton Gup, i879, and | setter bitch, well broken on same, Will be &0 
lus wou several Other cups, and never has been | low tomakeroom. Also two brace beagle houwe 
Deaten. He is by Farrier outof Lady. Ratctifi’s | pups, six months old; a@sfineascan be had, Al 
Sharper is blue and white, 16 months old, by Mag- | one wishing breeding stock can be accommodat 
Dolia out of Stolen Moments. They are a fine pair | with pure blood. Pedigree on application, and 
of dogs, and warranted trained and in form. For | doubted references given, Address GEO, POUNALD 
price, &c., Address BEACON KENNEL, 23 Myrtle Novii,i 
St., Boston, Mass. Novii,tr a ~ 

& ee ear aegee uae ID Ae eal Gil 
pare a hound Floral Autograph Album. Conta 

$20 WILL Buy it taken at once, a Thorough- | Birds, Scrolls, Ferns, &c. Tse. postpaid (stamp 
¢ bred douhle-nosed English Pointer, 18 | taken}, 47 select quotations and a s2-column story 
a old, we ts naea th a Meester Pte as paperfree with Gach album. Agents wanted, 
selling, owner has ime TCE . Als ress AM ERIC: OME NE 
Hitch: ayoars old, valuable to breed irom, Address |, 8 Oe DOURNAL, West Hay 
Box 119, Tamaqua, Pa, 

AL 
G, 

Christiana, Lan, Co., Pa, 

Staghonnd and several young Toxhounds +08 
ale. Address ESSEX COUNTY HUNT 5 i U- \ alah ‘ OR SALE, a Full-Blooded White and Montclair, N. J. Novitylt 

Orange English Pointer, 234 years old, fully 
= P broken on partridge, quail, and woodcock. Reason = : - 

pups, half brothers to Cora. Full pedigrees, GEO. | ¢orseuing obliged to leave home. ‘Price $30. Ad- 3 ; P ae pt : a . . OR SALE CHHAP.—A setter, broken on wood D. WACDOUGALL, Box 4342, New York. Oct.7,tf | grass P. 6! Box 61, Brookfield Centre, Conn, Pe cocks quail and partridge, C. aL OORT ‘ 
Novii,1t Westbrook, Cr. Noviiwin 

ED FOX, Skunk, Raccoon and other furs : x or - 

bought tor cash—highest prices, Send for cir ANTED.—Beagles and Dachshunde. Send JLL SHELL my native setter dog; broken 
cular with full particulars. ©. C, BROUGHTON, 5 Tull particulars and price to EB. MARSHALL, handsome, stylish; eighteen months old 
Howard 8t., N. ¥. Noy4,2t Charlemont, Bedford Co., Va. Noviijit | Box 250, Fall River, Mass. Nov, 2h) 

FLY BOOKS. 
REGIA Reeve nies hia Hani, 9 0eens Doeeice Sanus age: aegis ye ee Ure LW. Ler Wyre GET Orme 
BEST MOROCOO, with Leather Stvap.. ...2.5,-.-eceveseeree ees seat ta Pas eee eee 4 3.50 | 
RUSSIA, it PES canes AWN RRS See ROS SRLE FSG le ey 8.00 

“Extra fine * ? SE Eee Ree sn ein tate t teas rind ry heyemen cee ar eaad ders 7.80 | 8.00 | 9.00 | 10.02 
SLIDING into Leather Case..............  --...-. Beebe ssa 5-8 nu Re 2.50 

at “0 5A % With patent Clips. 22. yc sees cess rer arse | } 4.00 
NEW STYLE (holding § dozen flies at full lenyth) with patent clips...... I 2.00 3.00 
SAME, Extra quality (The * South-Side”),-. 22.2.0... cee ete eens eee eres CoS eetnibb-ttlat tents | \ §.00 

TR CHES IGN ee erect anes eters aie anes oa eee feet rete. As Ape S54 + [| 44) 5 § S| 6 6K) T Tig | 8 su] 

TACKLE BOOKS:Regular Quality, $1.75; ‘The Perfection,” large and fine, $6. 7 

NET RINCS. ql NETS. 

Plain, with Screw SO¢Keta.-....:-cce+ eases: feseteseeceesteees HAND-MADE MINNOW DIP NETS. 
Folding Once, Screw Socket tT Whiviene, ere 30.35 .50 .65 .80 $1.00 S115 8140 B14 00). $3,080 
Folding Twice, Screw Socket... eee Aen hh pala 25 600 Bb. rf 7 80 ne rags be 

J me) 12, 16 18 
Bertone, rt foliitn Spring Fy asiaet intense fh 2 sie Be ad ae ‘ i Tnithes deep. h i cs! $0 ae 
omplete, with short Handie and Net.... ND-MADE LANDIN 4 

Complete, with Short Handle and Smaill...... Nt epis ot sais ossuaraeh ae: mw G RBUS 
STEEL 40 0 6.65.78 85 3100 pl.d 

Collapsing, with Screw Socket...............-4- I) -BD 50 A £70 0 a 
Collapsing. Mexia Tine; Lense locales witb cheat ieaewe eb ear) 14 20 2 686 28 #0 ; 

WHALEBONE, ALL GOLLAPSING.  — [ff  — GOWOT ws etree sere retest terest creed $0.20 26 
Tati a: Ge eee $0 | Black Bass......$10 50 | Salmon,.........18 00 or 

ABBEY & IMERIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York: 
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Zhe Hennel, 

ational American Kennel Club, 
Secrerary's Orricn, No, 51 Broad St., {| 

New York, Sept. ist, 1880., 

Field Trials of 1880, 
SETTERS AND POINTERS, 
AT FARMS OF COLONEL A. G, SLOO, 

Near Vincennes, Ind. 

COMMENCING MONDAY, NOV, Jb7TxH, 1880. 

Nov. 15th, Derby Stakes—For puppies born on | 
un 

tries. $5 forfeit ; §10 additional for starters; $300 
added money—$1d0 to First; $100 to Second; 
$50 to’ Third, with forteit money divided to 
winners in ratio with added money, 

and after April Ist, 1879.—Closed with 118 En 

Nov. 16th, Free _For All Stakes, $500—$250 to 
ird; $10 
to «lose 

Firat; $150 to Second; $100 to Th 
forfeit; $15 additional for starters; 
Noy. 15th, 1880, at 8 o'clock, p.m. 

Wov. 1th. Brace Stakes, $250—$150 to First; 
$75 to Second; $25 to Third; §10 forfeit; $16 
additional for starters; to close Noy. 151h, 1880, 
at 8 o'clock, P.M, 

JuDGgES.—Capt. Patrick Henry, of Clarksville. 
Tenn.; Theo. Morford, Esq., of Newton, N. J.; 
D. 0. Burgundthal, Esq., of Indianapolis, Ind. 

CHARLES H, RAYMOND, Presiient. 
CHas, DE RONGE, Secretary. 

- OrricERS.—C, H. Raymond, President, New 
_ York; Luther Adams, Ist Vice-President, Bos- 

ton; Harry Bishop, 2d Vice-President, Louisville, 
| y-; Chas. D. Rongé, Secretary, New York; 

Theo. Morford, Treasurer, Newton, N. J. 

Executiryn COMMITTEE.—J.H. Dew, Chairman, 
Columbia, Tenn; Lb. H. Smith, Strathroy, Can- 
ada; E. ©. Nichols, Battle Greek, Mich.; Capt. 
Pat. Henry, Clarksville, Tenno.; M. 0, Campbell, 
Spring Hill, Tenn, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

IS POWDER is guaranteed tu kill 
fleas on dogs orany other animals, or money 

returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
‘ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates Ita 
use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS Itl DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
‘tions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Ron anw 
Gun and FornsrT AND Srream. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
t Cortlandt Street, N. W, est 13 

CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN,. 
FERRETS FOR SALE. 

87 PER PATH. 
$1 FOR SINGLE FEMALE. 
i FOR SINGLE MALE, 
WIRE MUZZLES, Tac. 

CHARLES I. VAN VECHTEN, 
Victor, Ontario County, N. ¥ 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 

’ Tn the Stud. 

RED IRISH SETTHRS. 
San Pedro (Elcho-Lady Palmerston), $25. 
Mike (Elcho-Nell), $25. 
Wedgewood (Hicho-Stella), a 

Address CHARLES DENISON, 
Sep.9-tf Hartford, Conn. 

i 

Sep.2,tf 

LEN—B. and T.; b; 
lin’s Belle- 

in brace stakes of the Hustern Field Trials, will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 

Stud fee $25, and $2 for form and blood. 
groom. Address 

H. F, ATEN, M_D., 
84 Hanson place, 

Brook lyu,N. ¥ 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned,wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St, 
Bernard dogsand bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for og 
fault. For prices, pedigrees, ete., address.  -- 

& ROY Z, COLLINS. 
Sept 18-tt Laneaster, Mass., U. 8, A. 

ULEOUT KENNELS.—For pure "reker 
Spaniels of ail ages—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip J1,, liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitchesat $10; litters g@uar- 
anteed. Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Ouleout Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 

OR SALE.—My red Trish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old. Pointed 

and retrieved her first bird, and {8 a slasher in the 
field. Price $20, Address W. J. MORTON, Porte 
mouth, Va. Octes ir 

COMPETENT PARTY, who ts located In an 
unequaled spol in the Allegheny Valley of 

Western Penna., will receive for Breaking on rutted 
use and woodcock {. number of setters and 

pointers. First-class references given and required. 
Address **SETTER," Bradford, McKean Ca., Pa, 

OchZ8,4b 

ASH Ill. AND JESSIK.—FOR SALE—Two or 
: three dog pups, wo months old, out of Jessie 
Shearer's Kate and Pride of the Border) by Dasn 

. Jessie took Y. H, GC, in last New York Dog 
‘Show. For price Apply to Wa. W. WEBH, P. 0. 
Box 3,492, Goston, Mass, Oct2s.tr 

at.. N. ¥.; Joon 

grees, Address H.C. GLO 

Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
The above dog, winner of first 

M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y, 

The Fennel. 

WAIN GE: 
sSsCRATCHES. 

GLOVER’'S IMPERTALMANG® CURB is war- 
’ ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 

! withont injury to the animal. One application 
is usually all thatis necessary. ForSCRATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H. G 
Sole prop't'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. Ji 

H. GLOVER, 

Contoy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 
. Lovell & Sons, Dovk Square, 

Boston; Jos. ©. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila. WP. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Ohicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st. St. 

Touis. Price, 60 cents.- 

rents : 

Dr. Gordon Stables, KR. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
expo.ts champion aad other pedigree dows of any 

breed, Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS," 

Pricu 10 Gents, posi free Gives addaesses at pri’ - 

cipal English breeders. 

Imperial Kennel! 
Setters and Pointers thor- 
ane Field Broken. 

Youn ogs handled with 
skill and judgment. 

Dogs have daily access to salt 
water. 

N. B.—Setter and Pointer 
puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 

ER,Toms River, N, J 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW FORK. 
ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, ete, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportemen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should haye their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, etc 

A RARE CHA®CE. 
For Sale, my entire kennel of pure Liewellin, pure 

Layeracks and Trish Setters and Pointers. Brush, 
pure bréd setter; a large, strong, handsome setter 
dog; thoroughly broke on quail, woodcock and 
snipe; a better snipe dog can't be found, Llewellin 
setter Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton dog. 
Royal Ben, Liewellin setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also winner of ist and special at 
St. Louis show; also winner at Detroit, Mich. 
Liewellin setter bitch Goll, broken. Liewellin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great beauty. Llewellin setter 
bitch Orphens. Llewellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Peri V., a beantiful sreen and white setter bitch. 
Liewellin bitch Belle, in whelp to Count Royal. 
Llewellin bitch Gypsie Queen, wilh T beautiful 
pups bY Royal Ren.-Red Trish setter Von, thorough- 
y broke: retriever irom land and water. ked 
Trish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Impt, 
Red Irish setter bitch Nora, in whelp to Von. Red 
Irish setter Shot, a beauty. Orange and white 
pointer bitch Belle, broken. Liver and white point- 
er Glyde, broken. Impt. liver and white bitch 
Nel. Also pupples froza 3 fo 6 months old of set- 
ters and pointers of tie aboye stock, All the 
above I guarantee to be in the best of health and 
condition, and to be as represented. Will show 
and give tial of any dog on the list. For pedigree 
and particulars Inquire of C. Z. MILEY, Lancaster, 
Pa. Oct.7, tt 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O' More in the stud. The nhandsoimest. 

| as well us one of the best field and best bredred 
| Trish dogs in the United States. Winner of fire! 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York. 
1879; shampion at Hudson, 1879, and winner o! 
the gold necklace at New York, 1980. For sale, 
thoroughbred pups: Address W. N. CALLAN- 
DER, Albany, N. ¥. 

RARE CHANCE,—For sale, English 
setters: Don, 2 splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superiorevery way, $50; Moil,a 

black points; usa Il., orange white ticlced, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I eyer shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelye months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
$20 each ; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10, Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa II. by Don, 
Orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want fine stock for very 
litle money. Address ASA L, SHERW( 
Skaneateles, N.Y. J replete : 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
: pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I giye my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts, 
ences on application, 

Refer- 

discount to parties at long ‘tances. A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Benet 

c , 

OR SALE—Seyerul well broken setters from 24 
tod years old; also six fine polnter pups, by 

my Snipe out of Ruby IL, whelped Aug. 26; also 
Six Setter puppies by Oaks (Dash IT1.-Daisy Dale) 
out of mny bitch Bessie, whelped Aug. 31. H. B 
RICHMOND, Lakeville, 

OR SALE—Druid-Nilsson pup, 14; years’ old, ° 
weil broken, and ready for the feld; backs, 

Seon retrieves and isstauich on all fame; price, 
a0. 

ter of Champion Rupert pups. Dogs trained in any 
style. Two more taken. J. HASKELL, Franklin 
Kennel, Bradner, Ohio, 

Four Gordons, all good hunters, ind a fine lit- 

Oct21, ti 

| 4 OR SALE.—Fifteen Foxhounds, first-prize stock, 
the finest and best. Address, with stamp, L. 

Sepn. 23,14 

Junez4,tl 

b t L yery beauli- | 
, ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first | 
prizes, $75; Dic & very tine dog, orange white, 

: Prices, $50 and $75, ac- j 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with } 

ass. Octt-Ut 

ie The Rennel, 

NEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 
N THE STUD.—Rough-coated St. Ber- 
pard, ‘‘Marco;’ Newfoundland, ‘‘ Keeper;” 

pointer, ““Croxteth;” Blue Belton, “Decimal 
1 ash; Irish setter, “Royer IT;’’ and in season 
puppies for sale out of tt. Bernard “ Braunfels,” 
champion point:r “Queen,” champion Gordon 
My, pare Blie Velton “Silk,” Iriah setters 
“Moya” and Biddy,’ cocker ‘Flirt,’ colleys 
‘Mab’ and “Lassie.” Besides puppies, I have 
for eae ‘ard aa gid. broken dogs. Write for 
Tull pedigree and catalogues to 

rey ‘A._B, GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange County, N. ¥. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
or 

M, P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO.,N. ¥. 
5 KHEP ONLY GOCKERS of the finest strains, 

I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 
faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful ano snceligent it7s cannot be 
beaten for retfe0 grouse and woud20ck snuoting 
and renrey.Ds. Correspondents inc.osing swamp 
ea eee printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials etc. 

BLUE RUIN iN TRE STUD. 
Pure Laverack—Carlowitz-Princess Nellie. Carlo- 

y Pilkington’s Dash ex Llewellin’s Countess; 
s Nellie by Pride of the Border ex-Champlon 
Tn the stud, Fee, $25. Blue Ruin is bean- 

tifully ticked with his own (blue) color, and is the 
handsomest Laverack dog ever bred by the late M. 
Yon Culin. Forsale—Broken and unbroken dogs, 
bitches and whelps of Layerack, Llewellin, Irish, 
Gordon and native bloods. State what you want 
and inclose stamp. E. & C, VON CULIN, P. 0. Box 
218, Lakeview, Dover, Del. Octl4-tf 

OR SALE—Two years old white and lemon 
pointer Frank, bred by myself, out of Cham- 

pion Bufl by my Rake TI. Thoroughty broken by, 
and now in the hands of, Wn. Tallman, Drown- 
ville, R. I. In fine condition for fall shooting. Ad- 
dress, J. W. COFFIN, Providence, R. J. Oct2Z1, 46 
PT re eT 

{eas SALE.—CHAMPION RUSH, EX-QUEEN 
II., Pointer Pups.—A few puppies of the above 

celebrated stock forsale; terms reasonable. Queen 
IL is by champlon Sancho-ex-champion Queen, 
This stock cannot be excelled. Address by letter 
only, GARRETT ROACH, 1305 Fifth ay., New York 
City. Sept.30,2mos 

Hatels and Besorts for Sporisnie.. 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonville, Fernar- 

dine, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N. P., and Matanzas, Cuha, 

FLORIDA STEAMERS leave New York 
Eyery Friday at 3 Pp. u., for 

Jacksonville and Fernaiidina Direct, and consti- 
(ute 

The Gnly Line Running to 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Hates. 

Nassau and Matanzas Steamers sail Dee, 15 an 
therentter every other Wednesday. 

After January 1 call at Fernandina, FYa. 

Nassau is the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman, 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautifully situated 
and well kept, is the best and cleanest house in the 
West Indies. 

Tor all parmiculars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freight, Nagsau Pamphlet, etc,, apply to 

C, H. MALLORY & CO., 

Agents, 
PIER 20, HAST RIVER, NEW YORK. 

OJd Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections in the sa oe Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday. Thursday, and Saturday. Lewea, Del., 
Monday nud ‘Thursday at 3a. a. Pull information 
given af office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York. 

FOR 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 

GO TO 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
on Shinnecock Bay, where you will find good guides 
complete outfil, of Decoys, Batteries, etc., 8s well 
a5 food accommodations and & substantinl bill of 
fare. Take Loug Island R, R. to Good Ground 
Station. M. WILLIAMS, Proprietor. 

0. B NYE, 
Of Van Slyek’s Landing, Currituck Co., 8. C., 

Respectiully informs his friends and patrons that he 
has enlarged his house to accommodate more guests 
nnd has also bulL hew boats, sultable to crass the 
Sound lp any aid all kinds or weather. Sportsmen 
furnished with board, skiffs and stool ducks. 
Duck, Goose, Quail and Snipe shooting. 
Ammunition always on hand, 
Steamer Cygnet leaves Norfolk every Monday, 

Wednesday and Friday direct for the House. 

| Hatels and Hontes for Sportsmen. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co, 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the dif- 
Heultiesand seu bers of nealipiient, wales es 
cellent cars whith run over the smoo a 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTID 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania aud New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, B 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU A. ema 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishh\g, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Haunting. 

4iso,*o 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN,CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT’ WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. : 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 
Frank THOMSON. Gen’| Manarer- tebligtd 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapidsandCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THR 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

: Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michiecan North Woods are wasurpassed 
{f equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May land ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 

Noy. 1. © 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, alse abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakeleta of this territory- 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, <3ice for 
pacing eke can be had at many Reintae 
TAKH YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. pine Bce- 

nery of the North Woods and Lakesis yery beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing, The cli. 
mule is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 

h 
Hay Feyer and Asthma Affections. | 
The hotel accommodations are good, far gur- 

passing theayerage in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing. 
Dosing fis season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guogand Fishing Tackle Carried Freeat 

owner'srisk,” is 
It isouraim to makesportsmen feel “at home” 

ynthis route. F xr 'Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
ustrated book 1f 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation an.’ ccurate maps of the Fishing 
@rownods and ‘imo Cards, address A.B. LERT, 

Ser. I'ass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mick, 

[ ONG ISLAND R.R.—_SPRING SCHED- 
4 ULE, t@king effect March 14th, 1980.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P’'T (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.85 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.05 P.M. Sundays, 

SAM. 
Col. P't & Whitestone, 7.35, 845, 10, 11.85 AM.) 

2.35, 3.85, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.at., 
12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 a.m., 1.85, 5.35,7,10 P.M. —_' 
Flushing, 6,3C, 17.35, 8.45, 10,, 11,35 a.M., 2.35, 3,35, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10.45 P.M., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 P.ar. 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.85, 5.85, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 94,M- 
and 6.35 P.M. . 
Great Neck,6,30, 7.35. 11.35 A.M., 4.85, 5.35,6 35 Pm, 

Saturday nights, 12.35. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.a4., 

1,85, 3,35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 p.m. From Flatbush ay, 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush av, 
10P.M. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.36, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M, 3.25, 4.35, 5.35, 6,352.1. Sundays, 9 
4 M., 6.85 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 pum. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 a.m,, 4.35, 6.35 

PM. Sundays, 9 A.M, 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3,35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.sf., 4.35 p.m. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchorue, §.35 A.M,, 4.35, 5.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 

AM. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.35 

5,35, 6,7 P.M. MOnGaY 4 Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, &, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.m., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, EB. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P'’t, 8,30, 
10,30, 11.30 A.M,, 3.10, 4.10, 5,10,6.10 Pm, For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply al. 229 Beye cor. Barclay. 

W.M.LAFPAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE 

TREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. I. 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Hasalways on hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largestrig of train- 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coust. The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay enipe 
shooting of all varieties. a attention given 
by bimeelf to his guests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed, Address Wm.N.LANRE, Good Ground, L. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Bro: 
way and, . Dutcher. 320 Broadway, N. ¥. 

M 

‘ 
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BARGAINS! BARGAINS!!! BARGAINS!!! 

Fine BREECH -LOADERS., 
PURDEY, REILEY, WESTLEY RICHARDS, SCOTT, WILLIAMS & POWELL and NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 

ALL AT A GREAT REDUCTION. | 

5 Purdey’s in Case Complete, 6 Scott ““Premiers’”’ in Case Complete, 5 Scott with Compensating Lump, 2 E. M. 
RE!ILEY’S High Quality, 4 Westley Richards’ High Quality, 3 Williams & Powell High Quality, | 

4 Nichols & Lefever C. and D. Quality. . 

| 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., Pittsburg, Pa. : 

Also a Lot of Medium Grade Greener Side-Action Light Guns, 14 and 12-Bore, at $50 each; former price, $85. The reduction in price im these guns 

ranges from 30 to 50 per cent. SEND FOR DESCRIPTION. 

The Daly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

To any other Gun 

COSTING TWICE TILE MONEY. 
Shootings Unsurpassed, 
Lists furnished on application. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
AGENTS FOR CARD’S NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. Or W. R. SCHAEFER, Or THos. L. GoLcHER, 

Howard’s Steel Head Shells--Quality guaranteed. PriceTower than any other. 61 Elm st., Boston, 116 Girard ave., Phila 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing — 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valiey of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and tish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
¢eock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- | ; 5 % ; y i RNs 7a ; SUL «£2 2 aa =. 

ego iehiesisgase tiaras | REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 
The Only Route via White Sul- | i : 

phur Springs. KEENE'S PATENT, ; = = = 
~ Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South, All modern 
improyementa in equipment. 

CONWAY RR. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
chmend 

yeson ENGRAVER NAY. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the 
U.S. Governmentin tha Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. Prices: Carbines, $22 
Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade 

P. o. Box 3,994 Only. Sendfor Catalogue and Price-Lists. E. REMiNGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. 

CHARLES  HUTMANM, 
IMPORTER CF 

Tine Droveh-Loalng Guns, 
= 943 Broadway, near 23dS8t., N. ¥ 

mayl ly 
ae 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

4 = = = 

EUROPEAN PLAN, LZ S ; | : Ss 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. = 

_—————————————— 

‘To Hunting and Fishing Farties. : 

——- THE BEST GUNS for the LEAST MONEY. Ss | 

™he Pullman Car Company W. W: GREENER’S and ©. G. BONEHILL'S GUNS a. specialty, General Agent lor CARDS | 
STANDARD GLASS BALL TRAP. Semd for circulars, 

TS PREPARED TO CHARTER THE | WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, &. Y. 
new cars‘ DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” ae ee: : j MEd : aS ew al fe 

which are fitted up with cGining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
yided With raps and closets for guns and fishing D uu Pe | E& W H L sS U R 5 

iackle,andkennelsfordogs. J FINE FISHING TACKLE, 

Disgrams, rates and other desired information e ° The Celebrated “Frankfort” Reels 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt. P. Pc. I ral ere an es Heroes 

Bo., Chicago. Je26 dm08. Oona § ri 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. © 

G § A munition Gtr ap a Bass, 75 Contes eA nel 00; Maska- 
Z i onze, 5. UNS, «Vim + teeth POULTRY, CAME, BUTTER, ECCS, CREEN & DRIED FRUITS. | sent by mail on receipt of price. 

HE SNET CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

T 4 DER The celebrated ‘'Le Coutre” razor, in stock, 
ol : ‘ Stanailass iad i ‘nts. Bowie Kniye We send sales and check for net amount immediately after sale. Stencils and Price Bee Che ene ortliotes Dis, et. By 

aa = Current furnished free on application. “Your correspondence and shipment solicited. FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCEIPTION. 

a AT ane 7 AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 192 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK. SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS, ALSO 
Pat, 1880 

opr rican Goons. 
f TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 
i i GLASSES, CUMPASSES, Etc. 

CORDUROY SHO d ING SUI | TESS RED A eon ele 
(recommended by FoREST AND STREAM) gent 

THE ORIGINAL | post-paid for $2. 

ERIGAN HAMMERLESS. ») Vy. A SPECIALTY. 3 TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 
. at m ron | etorencee aaa uunene Pos TION-—-DEAD GRASS COLOR.— N . v 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP Be aT dor Ae Oe eee FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices. | LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 
: . D ; (ONS, 2 A 

ANDIBYET, e575 eee ane heated Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 
to Breech-Loaders. 

McOUE BROTHERS, 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire. yeh ge Rayan of HAT TERS, 
-oceattiae ade 5" Dogs af Great Britain, America and Other Countess | © ase snoanwar,xew ome 

IDER FARICH, $2 00. | UR STYLES ARE CORRECT, and of 
ai W. CLARK & SNEIDE MD "FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. tee oO aU go ute ie aaa 

: 
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GENUINE 

“ Fibrine ? Cakes are used at the Dogs’ Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatatio: 
recel the highest award for Dog Biscults at the Paris Exhibition, 1818; 
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., etc 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 
BTAMPED. 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
18 South William Street, NEW YORK. 

| Sportsmen's Goods. 

CCODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’i’g Company 
AND 

Packed in Cans ef 112 peunds each. 

“SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

#iublications 
——z 

Any of the Following Boeks Sent on 

| Rectkpt of Price by Forestand 

Stream Pub. Co, 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., ; 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broome st., 
= 

Adirondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays,,,... vee $1.50 i 

Adirondacks, Camps and ‘Tramps in, Northrup. 1,25 : AND 
i 25 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST, 

Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, 6th edition.. 2.00 Hi 

Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner’s..,.., ic) t RUBBER CUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

atour 'Frapper—saper, 50¢.; bds,...... FISHING AND HUNTI<E. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 

7, 

Amerjcan Angler's Book, Norris.. 
" eMEYICAN Eira Waniciey.... 2. sss tere nesses teres 

SPECIALTY. OUR CWN MAKE 

American Boy's Own Bcok, Sports and Games.. 2.00 AND GUARANTEED, 

Anierican Roadsters and Trotting Horses...... 5.00 Binieek, Goons oF A 

American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long..... 2.00 TION, —, 

Amoricon Kennel, BUrGeS ......--.e sees reer eee 8.00 ae “ Send for Mlustrated Catalogue. “ab 

Anvline, a Book on, Francls.........0.2... 2-264 T.50 ess EE —— eee 

Birchier, Modera.s...6 cscs. ecseeesseeenecnsenees o| trv BEATS THE WORLD,.,’’—manzz. 
Archery, Feneing and Broadsword.......-...... 2 | & 

vy, Witchery of, Maurice Thompsop...... 1.50 | @ m0 lt @) acGO 

Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam...... 3.00 6 

Art of Swinwolng..............05. Sez a st 80} “he Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

ofBwitaraing, Monstery ..............2..-.- zy Something Important tor Cigarette Smokers to Know, 
Of Swimming, WebD.......cce cece eeere eens 50 wer G aie \( ) HE ‘MAJORITY OF SmuKERS 

: are pormihe not uware, that in 
Micte's Guide, Harding,....-........--..-.-... 50 smoking Cigarettes made of the 

erdinary pure rice paper, Nar baye been 
to lebic Sparts for Koys—boards, Téc.; cloth... 1.00 ie THE vate heat a OF POI- 

yg é Qn rown «- y & Urning paper, Athletic. Sports, Stonehenge.......... hate etenes 1,00 TT namely : The Oii of Creosote. CHAR ES 
; HAT | G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

y's Birds of the Tinited States............. 1% “TED  CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 
' Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 

's Bhs Of Norbh America...<-.-s sires 80 00 vented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Puper used 

Balchers Method of Horsemanship. ,...<:..-.. 1 06 as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 

8: MSveto rs Charaher and Cage Birds.......... 1 50 pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 

A made saliva proof to prevent its bieak- 
ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD JUDGS” Cig irettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in tneir manufacture. no one else having the 
right to useit. The great advantage and importance ofthis invention willat once be recognized by 
all smokers, and its t-uth demonstrated by the firss" OLD JU BGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. 3 them and you will use no others. © 

Manutacturedby GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Water sl., 
WHAT YORK 

Beh Foe lon nensew tt] SY OT earartago tones "| Philadelphia ishing Tackle House 

Bila and Bearing Reins.............. 

BORt Salling, Practical.:........ hes nein 

Books for Sportsmen; Angling, 50¢.; Shooting, 

$06.4 Common Objects of the Seashore, 50¢.; 

Dage and Singing Birds, 50v.; Dogs, 15¢.; 

B ' Rees and Nests, 50c.; Fresh and salt 

ater Aquarium, 5ic.; Native Song Birds... ues) 

eoh Loader, Gloun.............-.- Heed 1 25 (ESZABLISHED 1836), 

#irst premium at World's Fair at New York, and ech Loader, Modern, Greener......,.....,-- 2 50 Gentennial Exhibition. 1 

MUCH Stud Book, 3 VOIS,....4.:se+s.0e eeesee es 30 00 

Hubler On the Dog........ yes. 2D 

Jags dl Singing Birds.............22..0..2.0-. BU. = pPa Re 

Wamp Cookery, Miss W. Parion .........2. fant saeutabie 

anoeing in Kanuckin.,......0.2.+.e0.ee-e22- ,1 85 JOHN KRIDER . 
A W. E. Cor, Sacond and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. 
ANOS Traveling, Powell......... SEE eel 8 00 GUHS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, A. B. SHIPLEY & SGN, 

foyage of the Paper; Bishop's ...,,-..- 2 5) | ishing Tackle, Rods, Reels. Lines, Hooks, Flies, | Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of noe, Voyage Pap Boon) Me Leaders, Snoods, Artitiota Bait, Fly Books, Every escription, 
sell's + of Ss. Dee ee: eQs ot or, 12 iC. Cc. " rep ein OLR EsIAisy at 21S * | g-Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. | BOS COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

B PUN GNCETIET tb Scares ane map teae 3.00}, As ALSO 3 lebrated a, ee Bore: Guns; “Krider's” Celebrated Center Enamel Splitand | ror Archery Nowe guar Mish Hodes: as Haugeonad 
bmplete American Trapper, Glbson,........-. 1 if f Glued Bamboo Rods. elastic us steel. 

Birds’ Eges and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. Great Reduction in Prices for 1880. PGones’ Birds of the Northwest........,)........ 4.50 | Taxidermy in all its branches. j ~ 4 
Dues! Wiskd Ormitholoyy.,.,.. 224-25. peeesesees 

plies’ Pur Bearing Animals. ........6e00.,22... 3 DU) 

es! Key to North American Birds. .....:.... 700 

CLASSIS SSPE ASE SS Bb Gs Bese be create 4s 225 

Oypress, J., Jr.’s, Works, 2 TOM gees oe yeah ety 5 ou 

Add's American Reformed Horse Hook, 8yo,.. 2 50 

Bais Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo..........., 1 G0 

Lat RR RS BBS ok EEDA rin re 15 

Oe Breaking, Hutchinson. ,, 3.75 

The; Links, Mayhew and Hutchinson... 2 00 

EE tts oon eek es As 200 

Me, The; Testone..., ; 125 

BE Paths to Suecess.......... ieee stale nae 059 

Be ini Their Dolnge, Morris....,.2..... 18 

21% zs and Their Wrys, Williams... ...... 

of Great Britain, America and other 
DTIC H oa ese s pre oe 

58; Management of, Mayhew, 1émo... 

Fim bb wean 

eee bpes 

| ae 

“*° WILD RICE 
| Canada two cents per 

1% BVA 

ratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds. 

RONAN’S METAL SHELL CLEANER. 
Cleans by scraping: (without water), is self- 

adjusting. Made forléand12 gauge. For sale by 
dealers. J. F, RONAN, Box #4, Roxbury 
Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to the trade. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman's patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Bead for cfreular containing full de- 
geription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Coun, 

ILD RICE Sarai 
CHRIST, Fishery Tuspector, Port Hope, Ontario. 

$2 per Gil. 

SEED for sale. $2 
per bushe: Supply 

Goverment duty on Wild Rice irom 
ound, 

LENTINE, Janesville, Wis. - 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Keels, Lines, ete. 
Our RETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals. 
Prices as low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free. 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
ing hae sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 

stamps. ; Saati 

TuE 

a 4, Cleaner and Oiler 
= a For bist fees Arms 

= Ss e {h market 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
| «and fuii directions sent free of postare.” 
In oniéring gevo calibre of guu. Send for crreular, 
se Tes T. YARDLEY BROWN, Titcutes 

TAXIBERMIST SUPPLIES. 

Bird Skins. Class Eyes. 
For Stuffed Birds and Animals. 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J. COLBURN, 
$1 Boylston Street, Beston, Mass, 

~ 

pe 

Please see that Every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATENT" and a “X." 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 

& i tl es ” by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels in the Untted Kingdom and abroad. The Pateat 
nine" Gi a easel of tue Doss Home, Lediion ova 4 Paris, etc, They haye been awarded over 30 Gold, Silrer and Bronze Medals ; 

ennel Club Special Medal; Grand Goid Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 

GENUINE 

c 

e EE 
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STAMPED, 

To be had in smailer quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Hublicationég, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

BASTWARD _HO; or ADVHNTURES AT 
ANGELBY LAKES, By Charles A.J. Farrar. 

A spicyand fascinating story ot sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in eloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A.J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
& trip to the Rungeley Lakes, 224 pages, 13 Plus, 
Price 50 cents. : 

FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A compicte and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
armachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 

of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magall oway 
Yivers. 256 pages, 60 illus. aud a large map. 

rice 60 cents, _ ' 
7ARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NOTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TRD, A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Take region and sporting ré= 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘he tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are plainly 
treated, 224 pages. I4illus. Price fh) cents. 

WARKAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lukes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on toughlinen 
paper, cloth covers, cents, ~ 

& RRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, 2nd famous huntine and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the head- 
RRs the wy ee pee SR CHCESSGD and St, 
‘obn rivers. rinted On tough tinen 

cloth covers. 5) cents. ~ he 
FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 26 cta. 

Ee er ees oxo util ny oO: @ above pubHoations m: 
postnald. on receipt of price, Aadneenne ot 
SHARLES A. J FARRAR, Jamatea Plain, 
Masa. © T. Dec31 

FOR MAGAZINES 

—AND— 

NEWSPAPERS, 
\O\Send for our Catalogue tor 

f 1831. Now ready. 

Everything at club rates, 
Everything tres of postage 

All the #4 magazines at 
na OAGYY/ _ 35.45, and others ab similar 

oF Ge * prices. 
- We make Foreign sub- 

scriptions & specialty. We send: 

London Tiines, weekly, per year, for.........-. $3 25 
Punch, per} rote 
Spectator, per 7 40 
Chambers’ J y . 250 
Tilustrated London News, per year......./...., 8 15 

All other promineut English, French and German 
periodicals at corresponding prices. Send for our 
catalogue, giving club prices on nearly 2,000 
public. tions. Free by mail to anyaddress. A. Hi. 
ROEFE & CO,, 11 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard 

(WEEELY) 3 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Pouttry, 

Pablished byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Coum, 
THE POULTRY WORLD 

is sent post-paid for $1.25 
eryear; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

#4 —both papers for $2.00. 
Aseries of twelve magin- 

cent Chromos, each repre- 
“ ef senting a standard breed of 

: fowls, sent for 75 cents extra 
to all subscribers to either publication. 

THE S70RTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
HE great pressure on our advertising spaca 

ebliges us to withdraw the Jist of books 
which we have on gale to make room for other 
matter, , 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

Wiously alvertised in these columne, will be fur- 
Dish on receipt of ice. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy2z9-t£ 

——_____ a 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE 

REFLECTING 
LAMPS, 

With Improved 

Locomotive Reflectors 
Kor General Tileminating 

Purposes, 

The Universal Lamp, 
and Others, Combines 

\ 

Hor Sportamen 

HEAD JAoK, Boat Jack, Camp Lamp, Beir Lame, 
DasH Lamp, DARK LANTERN, Bro. 

EXCELSIOR DASH LADIP can be used 
right or left hand on amy Kind of dash, Un- 
excelied as a Hand Lantern or Bracket Lamp, 
Send stamp for Mustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 
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Alinmunition, Gee. 

TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard 

Number of Pellets to the oz, 

Mliscellageans Adurytisements. 

TOUROGRAPT,| 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC 
WONDER! 

Every Tourist His Own Photographer, 

SIMPLE AND RELIABLE. 

ANY INTELIGENT MAN CAN USE IT 
WITH A FEW MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS. 

Send postal for circulars and twenty-five cents forsample work 
Made with it. Mention this Paper. 

aanunian Ek. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Printed " Oranae Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,chowing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yog | 

CUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, established in 1802, 
have maintained theirereat reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. | (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) iy rie in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Packed in lif canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 3 (fine); burns slowly, strong and yery clean ; 
treat penetration, with a close pattern; adapted 
or glass ball, plgeon, duck and other shooting, 
With either muzzle or breech-loaders. Packed in 
Jib.and 51> canisters and 64/ and 12:1b kegs, 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted 

for **@hoke Bore” Guns, and particularly for 
prairie and. upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong 
and moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, 
gives both a good penetration and a close pattern, 
will be found well adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Made of two sizes, only No, 7 and No. 5. 
No. T being the coarsest. Packed in 61/1b kegs and 
lib. canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting. 
Paoked in 1ib canisters and 647 ib kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘Sea Shooting.*°— 

F¥g. and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg. and FFF¢g. tor general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in 3stb, 1tb and 5b canis- 
ters, 637, 124 and 25fb kegs. Fg coarse, FF Fg. fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, SHirPinc and Blast- 

ing Powders of all sizesand descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. AlsoRifie, Cartridge, Mus- 
ket, Cannon, Mortar, Maramoth, Hexagoral, Cubi- 
cal and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in all the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B,—Use none but DUPON'T’S Fg. or Pre. tor 

long-range ritle shooting, 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s *‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nog. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
eanisters of one pound onl}j. 

Hazard’s **‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b, canisters and 
@ Ib. kegs. _ A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shotguns. 

on Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10, 
472 (88 1056 Soft. 
495 716 1130 Chilled. 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 

(Camera Closed.) 

(Camera Upen.) References—Thos, 8. Steele, author of ‘Canoe and Camera;’ 
Fred. A. Ober, author of “Camps in the Caribbees,” 

BLAIR TOUROCRAPH CoO., 
433 Washington Street, Hoston, Wass. 

~CHUYLER & DUANE, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

GunsSporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

Hnglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. V. &. SCHUYLER, J. R. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE, 

Of the late firm of Special. 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

No. of pellets 10 OF. ie 

§9 BEEKMAN 8T., NEW _YORR. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

American Chilled Shot. 

Riyaling the English and All Others 

ATANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD, iS 

Our stock of breech-loaders is more complete this seasonthan ever before, and is adjusted to meet 
every want. Jt embraces among others: COl.1/8 CLUB GUNS (genuine) for glass ball and 
jizeon ore shooting, where closeness and great penetration are required. ERLEW’s 
BPOA GUNNS.—These guns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty, conye— 
nience, or excellence in shooting. A JOB LOT of WEBLEY’S GUNS, of many kinds, mostiy 
heavy and specially adapted to killing large game, such as ducks and FECSE, atlong range. & Ox 
JAMES & €O.’S GUNS, for all sorts of work. including the TRAP GUN. or COMPLETE GUN. 
desizned for the same class of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUN. FORtHAND ce WaADs- 
WORTH’S SINGLE ee RCA Re SRD Pe me TOP LEVER, This last is JUSTTHE GU 

k BOYS, or men who cannot afford to buy double guns. 
PO! 0 Bos 4,309, i. & D. FOLSOM, 30 Warren Street, New York 

; S ES Goa = : 

> Su i ; r 

NOTICE: 
Lt] In calling aftention to the sale of FINE BREE 

S425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, LOADING DOUBLE GUNS, advertised in Tt 
paper by Messrs Barker & Co. to be sold at auctis 

NWew York, on Novetiber 23, we would say that they are so) 
ARE OFFERING 'THE LARGHST ASSORTMENT OF | under guarantee as to the genuineness of every 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, Maxc¥actuREs. 

Office, No, 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia | 
TE 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to § (coarse). In 1 and 5 Ib. canisters 
and 6} and 12+ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

RUBBER 
and as to their being of first quality, material @ 
workmanship, and only sold to close ie consigm= 
ment accounts. a 
The prices mentioned in the catalozue are absa= 

lute flat cost to import, and they will be sold pas 
tively without any reservation whatever. .J.O—7W edb CN For field, forest, or water shooting, 

ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “‘Kentucky Rifle.” 

FEFG FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FGin kegs of 
85, 124, and 6} 1bs. and cansof5ibs. FEFFGis also 
packed inland} lb. canisters, Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fayorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘‘Sea Shooting” 
¥G is the standard Rifle Powder of the country, 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

P. M@ORE’S SONS, Wholesale Gun Lenlersy 
302 Broadway, New York Clty. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CEAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parior, Library,In 
Jid Chair, brary Tavis 
Bed or Lounge, com-=, 
bining beanty, igh 
ness, strength, sim 
piicity aud comfort 
yerything toane 

Ode 

Huong and Hing Cuts 
Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Hiankhots, « 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue, act scienos 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

is ee aiioe. every prominent city, or whole- TOBACCO READING POSITION. _ Gondsshipped to 

88 WALL S81 REET, NEW YORE. AND address, C. 1). D. Send Stamp for Lilustrate 

v as CIGARETTES | Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Addn 
Wilson Ajus.Chair M'I'g Co.,té)] Broadway,N ¥, 
SE 

HARRIS’S 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

FOR DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING: 
WIND PROOF. 

EDWIN 8S. HARRIS, 
Avy Broadway = 

SPECIAL SALE 
—orP— 

Fine Greech-Loading Donble Guns, 
To close consignment aetounts of Messrs. Wil 
& Powell and V. Chr. Schilling. We shall 
Auction on Tuesday, November 23, all the 3 
ing stock of above guns, about 401n all, by orderat 
John P. Moore's Sons, to whom these goods we 
consigned. Catwlogues will be ready in a few days 

Salé will be absolute and without reservation, 

BARKER & C@., 47 Liberty 81., Ne 

ENCLISH 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 4, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, Superior Hifie, En- 

field Rifle, and ol. Hawker’s Ducking, 5 . 
STITT, 61 Cedar St. N.Y. Agent for the U.8, 

“ MILD"—Rare Old Virginia. “HALVES *—Rare Old Perique and Virginia, 

Alwavs Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, W. S KIMB ALL & CC. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

A FILE BINDER, 
Wee an FULL, makes a permanent binding; for sale by FOREST AND 

SHOOTING SUITS. 
Waterproo!, Duck, Fustiam & Corduroy. 

UPTHECROVE & McLELLAN, 

(Suecessors to W. H. MOLABIRD,) 

VALPARAISG, END. 
STREAM PUBLISHINGOOMPANY, 89 and 4) Pavk Row, “Times ‘pbuilding N.Y. 75 Cts. 

Sent by mail, #1. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1880. 

— This is an excellent time to call the attention af your friends 

to the merits of the Forusr snp Srream. We shall be happy 

to supply specimen copies of the paper to any caldresses which 

inay be sent us for that pumpose. 
= es es 

Nex week the Forest anp Stream will go to press a day 

earlier than usual. Correspondents will please bear this in 

mind. 
= i 

Tux Loxpoy Fierp’s list shows that there are in the British 
Tslands to-day between three and four lnndred packs of hunt- 

ing hounds, and the indications are that the chase is assuming 

each year greater proportions. Some of the English packs 

have been in existence no one knows just how long, and it is 

‘claimed by one hunt that their hounds are lineal descend- 

ants of the dogs introduced from Normandy by William the 

‘Conquerer. 
+e: =< 

Srine REVERBERATING.—Perhaps no other article ever pub- 
lished in an American sporting paper—certainly no one ever 

before printed in the Fores? anp SrregAM—had such a wide- 

spread influence as did the discussion, in our issue of Sept. 

28, of the ‘' Dittmar Sporting Powder.” And we very much 

doubt if any other article published in any sporting paper 

was ever received with such a cordial and decided indorse- 
ment from ita readers. We stopped publishing the letters of 

ow friends on this subject some time ago, but hardly a mail 

comes to us that does not bring words of approval and appre- 

ciation. The echoes are still reverberating. ‘To the writers, 

one and all, we beg leave to acknowledge our satisfaction at 

Inowing that the Forrest axp Srream has won their increased 

respect, and to express the hope that our future may be at- 

tended with equal satisfaction. 

MANSLAUGHTER ON THE RANGE. 

UR readers will notice in the rifle columnsan account from 

a Prince Edward’s Island correspondent of another 

of those so-called accidents on the range, which are becoming 

altogether too frequent. This affair does not differ materially 

from the usual run of such killings. It may be taken indeed 

as atypical one and a study of it will show that these mis- 

called accidents should be treated and punished as cases of 

manslaughter, It is entirely possible to so construct a tar- 

get with its accompanying arrangements of marking that it 

will be impossible for the flying bullet to hit the marker. 

This being the fact, any contrivance of marking butt by 

which a man’s life is sacrificed should be regarded as a man- 

izap and the contrivers and controllers of the engine of death 

held to a strict accountability. It is tio answer to say that 

had sufficient care been exercised here no accident would 

have taken place; the loop-hole for just such an accident was 

left open, and as it is entirely inexcusable that such a con- 

tingency should exist, so the results should meet with no 

Cloaking over under the title of a mishap. 

Tf.a man should construct a boiler, and conclude to make 

up for the absence of a safety valve hy enjoining extra vigil- 

ance upon the engineer, he would be held as liable for what- 

eyer damage might result from the explosion of that boiler. 

He is bound to provide the best appliances known for the 

purpose, and he resorts to any half-way measures and mean 

pinch-penny and slovenly devices at: his own risk. He in- 

yites disaster, and when it comes he should he prepared to 

meet the legal penalties of his carelessness. This reasoning 

applies to the riflerange, where an association, a club, a 

Military organization or it may be a private proprietor by a 

faulty construction of butt invites the killing of an employee. 

Wimbledon went on for years without a single death from 

gun shot, though bullets by the million went whizzing over 

the range, Creedmoor has yet to have recorded her first con- 

tribution to the death list. Meantime with two such ex- 

amples of what can be done by proper precautions, we are 

called upon every now and then to record the striking down 

of some hard working marker on some one of the miserably 

appointed and wretchedly contrived ranges scattered here and 

there over the country. A‘range may be small, but it is always 

large enough to serve as a slaughter pen, if proper safe guards 

are not thrown about the practice. At Creedmoor the most 

careless marker cannot by any possibility put himself before 

the target while the firing is going on. Heis placed in a pit 

and stays there, and at most can only receive flesh wounds 

from the spattering of the lead after striking the target’s face. 

In addition to being safeit is a really very expeditious way 

of signalling the location of hits ; on the other hand the little 

ranges are generally found to consist of a heap of earth near 

the target, behind which very secure breast work the 

marker retires after signalling the shot. -There is a certain 

time of exposure, and a period of occultation of the marker 

so far as the firing point is concerned. Now if there is a cer- 

tainty that the delivery of a shot and the exposure shall not 
be simultaneous, all is well, but the only-way of securing 

their proper alternations is the waving of small flags, or 

merely the exhibition of them. By the doctrine of chances 

the time must come when the marker will catch the coming 
bullet in some portion of his body. This system of marking 

invites just such a climax; and while that possibility remains 

the system should find no use on the rifle ranges. When, by 

the application of vigorous legal definitions, the range officer 

who permits such an apology for a marking butt to remain is 

made to feel after one of these accidents that he has the blood 

of a fellow being on his hands, perhaps something will be 

done to remedy it. The incarceration of a few rifle-range 

magnates to answer a charge of manslaughter might have 2 

healthy deterrent effect on the managers of other ranges and 

lead to an over-hauling of the arrangements on many a shoot- 
ing ground where affairs are conducted in this happy-go-lucky, 

slip-shod murderous fashion. 

If the progress of modern rifle-practice in this country is to 

be punctuated in this fashion by lifeless markers, it is well 

that the thing should be known generally. But we object 

against any such line of murders, for they will be little else 

after the many warnings which have been giyen on this 

point. They alllead to one simple conclusion: That any 
system of marking that permits any exposure of the niarker 

to the pathway of bullets must lead sooner or latey to the 

striking of one of these employees. That risk can be blotted 

out by the use of a properly-constructed range, and any 

shooting ground not so arranged ought to be closed at once, 

and not another shot fired upon it until the possibility of an 

accident has been entirely removed. In the present case a 

complaisant, jury have made haste to lay the blame on the 

dead man; and he, too, in the brief interval between the yeceiy- 

ing of his wound and his death confessed that he was to blame. 

He probably thought so, but the real one to blame is the man 

or set of men who set this place up as a range, and probably 

boasted of it as such when in reality it was nothing but a 

lottery with death, with now and then a blank-drawing in 

the shape of a slain marker. Rifles and guns are sufficiently 

dangerous to make the best of precautions necessary for 

their proper and complete enjoyment. The records of the 

large, well-appointed ranges prove that it is entirely possible 

to have rifle practice even on the largest scale without ac- 

companying slaughter, and the little pest-holes of ranges that’ 

do not present these conditions should be blotted out at onee. 
ee ed 

INDIAN BURIAL CUSTOMS. 

ANY influences have of late years conspired to give a 
decided impulse to the study of anthropology, and stu- 

dents of the subject have not been slow to recognize the mag- 

nitude and importance of the field open to them on this Conti- 

nent. The special task of stimulating and directing researches 

into the customs and social life of the Indian tribes has been as- 

sumed by the Bureau of Ethnology of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution, a most wise provision, whereby the labors of indi- 

viduals; which would otherwise be desultory, or at least in- 

complete, are combined into a systematic and intelligible 

whole. 
At present we have as the result of the work of the Bureau 

a series of introductory volumes, the direct purpose of which 

is to serve as guides for further prosecution of each division 

of this special anthropological observation and research. ‘The 

first printed was the ‘Introduction to the Study of Indian 

Languages,” by Maj. J. W. Powell; the second, an *‘ Intro- 
duction to the Study of Sign Language among the North 

American Indians,” by Col. Garrick Mallery, and the third, 

which is now before us, is an ‘‘ Introduction to the Study of 
Mortuary Customs among the North American Indians,” by 
Dr. H. ©. Yarrow. Other volumes to follow will treat re- 

spectively of Medical Practices, Mythology and Sociology. 

None of these branches of the subject possess a deeper in- 

terest than the one to which Dr. Yarrow’s volume is deyoted, 
for aside from the attention with which we cannot fail to re- 

gard the mortuary rites of any people, these customs are, 

more than all others, significant also of the modes of 

thought of those who practice them, and of their belief re- 
specting the questions which are of the deepest human im- 

port. The way in which these savages, who went before us 

on this Continent, regarded death, the notions they had re- 

specting departed spirits, and the solution they gave of the 

mystery of the future—all these are told in their manner of 

disposing of their dead; and through these we may deter- 
mine the motives and beliefs which governed their lives. In 

his sepultures and tombs the American aborigine has left us 

the key to his life and character. 
In the final work, of which the present volume is the intro- 

duction, it is proposed to collate all the trustworthy mforma- 

tion contained in several hundred of these yolumes. In addi- 

tion to this material, Dr. Yarrow has, by means of circular 

letters, sought to gather all the results of present study among 

the various tribes of the West, and of exploration among the 
remains left by them in other parts of the country; and the 
pages of his Introduction give ample evidence that the author 

has been fortunate in securing tle intelligent co-operation of 

those who enjoy the best opportunities for collecting data. 

For the general purposes of the work at its present stage 

Dr. Yarrow has divided the different modes of sepulture prac- 
ticed by the Indian tribes into the provisional clases of (1) in- 

humation in cists, pits, graves, caves and mounds; (2) crema- 

tion ; (3) embalment or mummifying ; (4) aerial sepulture on 

scaffolds or in trees, and (5) aquatic burial beneath the 

wares or in canoes which are turned adrift. The inquiry alsa 

embraces all the various rites pertaining to each of these cus 

toms, the mourning observances, feasts, food, dances, songs, 

games, fires and other ceremonies; also the superstitions con- 
nected with or inspiring each. ! 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
Concerning each mode of burial, and indeed the subject in 

general, the author has collected for his introductory work an 

immense amount of information which gives promise of the 

great value of the final volume and its interest to the general 

reader as well as to the special student in this particular 

field. 

The purpose at present we are told is ‘‘to make a purely 

objective study of the Indians, and as far as possible to leave 

the record unmarred by yain subjective speculations ;” and 
hence we are to look for plain recitals of facts, and not for 

generalizations drawn from the facts. Bul, as we have said, 

the chief interest with which we regard the mortuary cus- 
toms of tribes and races centres in the story they tell us of the 

. beliefs which prompted them. The ultimate object of the study 
of the subject reaches beyond the Indian’s material disposition 
of his dead and aspires to determine the mental and moral ideas 

‘which inspired his life and shaped his character. To rightly 

draw these conclusions must be the task of those who shall 

have for their guidance ainost comprehensive and authentic 
collection of facts. 

The task assumed by Dr. Yarrow is a preliminary one—it is 
the foundation; it is therefore most important, and the char- 
acter of this introductory volume now put forth is a suffi- 

cient guarantee that the work is in able hands. 

— ae 

NEGLECTED FISHES. 

MERE are tons upon tons of good food thrown away 
within a hundred miles of New York through senseless 

prejudice, and hundreds of families in the city suffering for 

waut of something to appease their hunger. 

This food is mainly fish, against which nothing can be said 
except that it is not customary to eat it, and so it never be- 

comes customary. <A society exists in New York composed 
of gentlemen interested in fishculture, and those who approve 

of that excellent work, which has for its object the eating of 

the class of food to which we refer. They had two or three 
meetings, but have not been heard from lately. They called 

themselves the Ichthyophagists, and whether the name was a 

greater burden than they could bear or not we do not know; 

hut their object was a noble one, taking upon themselves, as 
they did, all the risks of dispepsia by eating Lumesogrammus 
subbifurcatus immediately after Priacanthus macropthalmus, 

and the dangers of nightmare by following a course of Hugem- 

phodus littoralis with fried Branciostoma caribewm and boiled 

Limulus polyphemus, Think of it! Not only these evils may 

occur to these philanthropists, but they are also exposed to 

derangement of the jaw in pronouncing the names, which 

may result in loss of molars or at least further torture at the 

hands of the painful dentist. 

We are moyed to these remarks from having recently dined 

upon the “wing” of a skate, a fish commonly eaten in Europe, 

but cast aside by our people for no good reason. It was broiled 

and was truly good. The opportunity occurred while inspect- 

ing a pound net on Long Island in company with the landlord 

of a hotel, and we took out a large skate from the net for ana- 

tomical purposes and then proposed to eat it. The table con- 

tained fresh roast pork, roast beef and roast duck. We tasted 

lightly of the latter, but made the entire dinner on the skate. 

These foolish prejudices are found everywhere. In one 

place it is against sturgeon, lampreys, turtles, eels, frogs, or 

other aquatic animal which is eaten in other parts as a deli- 

cacy. The squid is eaten in some countries, but our fisher- 

men won't even try it, although it is heldin high esteem at 
some New York hotels, chiefly Spanish and Italian. In speak- 
ing on this subject the Duke of Argyll, in a late number of 

the Contemporary Seview, says of the markets of Munich: 

“The hinder legs of frogs, nailed upon triangular pieces of 

wood, aida large piece of snail (Jez), with the aperture 
closed, apparently by a sort of operculum of clay, seem to be 

a well recognized article of human food.” Further on he 

says: ‘In Mnnich frog legs are much used, and not only over 

the whole of the south of Europe, but over the United States. 

In New York they are among the established dishes’of the 

breakfast table.” 

The squid, Loligo, to which we referred, is only used as a 

bait with us, but the Duke has seen them eaten raw. He 

tellsit thus: ‘Seeing a little squid taken from a net some 

years ago at Mentone I asked one of the fishermen whether it 
was good to eat. ‘Heco! was his reply; and, suiting the ac- 

tion to the word, he popped the poor squid alive into his 

mouth, and the beautiful eyes of the litile cuttle were seen 
gleaming with an iniploring look from the closing cavern of 

the Italian’s jaws. This is rather an extreme case, but well 

cooked with vegetables the gristly substance of the cuttles is 

a wholesome and excellent article of food.” And while we 

think it possible that it may be an excellent dish if properly 
cooked, with or without the ink-bag, we would hesitate at a 

raw oue. They are sold occasionally in New York at $1 to 

$1.50 per dozen, but we do not know of Americans who eat 

them, 

The main obstacle to introducing skates, sculpins, gurnards 

and other strange fishes, which are thrown from the nets by 
ihe ton, into our markets at a price which would induce poor 

people fo eat them, is the freight; and it seems to us that an 

opening for a lucrative business could be made by sonie en- 
terprising fish-dealer, who would take these fish from the fish- 

ermen at a low figure and establish a market in the poorer 

quarter of the city. Hecould most likely get fayorable terms 
from. the railronds in consideration of the fact that these 

fishes pay 20 frieght whatever now. The man who will do 

this, and introduce good and cheap food to the million who 
do not ask nor expect salmon, Spanish mackerel, brook trout, 

nor even shad, when at its cheapest, will do a good thing for 

both humanity and himself, and will be more deserying of a 

statue in Central Park than some men whose effigies have been 
mentioned as deserving that honor. — 

Let us have skate. 
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Tre WickrrsnEmer Frum.—The publication of the 
formula for making this preserving fluid, which we gaye in 

our Jasi issue, has brought us uany letters of thanks. An 

old subscriber writes: ‘Phe publication of the recipe of this 

famous fluid is alone worth the price of many subscriptions. 

I have no doubt that if some private individual bad the 
formula before it was published, he could have made thou- 

sands of dollars while it remained a secret. We haye long 

needed sueh a preserver, and now that we have it we will not 

only prize it, buf also the paper Which gave it to us.” 

Our esteemed correspondent, Dr. Sterling, writing from 
Cleveland, says: 
‘Tam glad (a see your article on Wickersheimer’s fluid. 

The man should have a fortune on it, and a monument, too. 

I have experimented, and find it is all we wanted. I know 

it will produce a revolution in ihe preservation of perishable 
materials.” 

— +>— — 

YVennor, the weather man, has almost completed the prep- 
aration of his almanac for 1881. This seems a little early for 

even Vennor to talk about next year’s weather; but we pre- 

sume that he knows what he is about; and then, for that 

matter, we should have faith in his predictions for five years 

ahead. We believe in Vennor, and there are 100,000 others 
who believe in him enough to read his almanac. 

os 

Anonymous letters do not receive attention ut this office. 
this is remembered, much time will be saved to those curious 

individuals who pen them. 

Che Sportsman Cauvist, 
ROUGH NOTES FROM THE WOODS. 

A Canoe Trip to Brve Mounrarm anp mie Raqurrre 
WaATERS—STEAMERS AND THE Wiusties Turrnor— 
Guipes—Tueir Boars anp WAys—Comrorts oF THE 
Carryine System; AND A Worp Abour Tue LAxns, 

—Yes. Let us leaye the hot payements, the baking, blistering 
walls, and sweltering sleeping, or sleepless, rooms. Let us, 7 
God's namie, take to the cool wuters and calm shades of the forest. 

For brick and mortar breed filth and crime, 
And a pulse of evil that throbs and beats ; 

And men are withered before them prime 
By the curse payed in with the lanes and streets. 

And Jungs are smothered, and shoulders bowed, 
In the poisonous reek of mill and mine, 

And death stalks in on the struggling crowd, 
But he shuns the shadow of fir and pine, 

ie was on the morning of the last 7th of August that ever 
was when I started for Third Lake to fish for salmon, as 

lake trout are invariably called here. The weather could not 
have been fairer. I was well organized to fish a buoy of my 
own, with an informal permit to fish others, and I had not 
the slightest intention of doing anything else. And just here 
comes in the fascination of this happy-go-lucky, care-free sort 
of forest life. You neyer know, or care, one day what you 
are going to do the next. 

After a delightful paddle through First and Second Lakes, I 
passed the Eagles’ Nest and entered the Third, Then it oc- 
curred to me that I had a blanket roll at Sam Dunakin’s 
camp, consisting of gum coat, blanket, pocket hatchet and re- 
yolver. Jt was 4 good time to get the traps. Fourth Lake is 
at times rough. Now it was sinooth. Sam is one of the old- 
est guides in the wilderness, and of course we had a chatty 
sort of a visit, which made me a little late in paddling out 
for the Third Lake. 
Now, a short mile below Dunakin's camp is the cold-spring, 

or Snyder camp, which I had a standing invitation to visit. 
As ] was passing, Mr. M., the head man of the cainp, hailed 
me with a cordial invitation to land. I did. Found the eold- 
spring camp rather a high-toned affair for a forest residence. 
There was an ice-house, a good boat-house and a log-house 
that would be a palace to an early settler. ‘They liad a guide 
who, like most guides, was an excellent cook, and of course I 
was not to be let off until after dinner. I-wish to record the 
fact that the best lake frout I have eaten in the wilderness 
was at that camp. They were also capable of a glass of good 
wine, and people of culture, withal. What worder if it was 
4p. m. when I said good-bye, and paddled out into the Fourth ? 

Then it struck me that I had a seyenanile start toward 
Blue Mountain Lake, with such weather asJ might not get 
again in a month. ‘True, I had no supplies, but they could 
be had at Arnold's, some two miles aboye, aid 1 struck across 
and up the lake for Arnold’s place. Got some lunch, ur- 
ranged my duffle for a trip, and paddled out fora loz camp 
1 kiew of at the foot of the Mifth Lake. It was getting dusk 
when I struck the inlet, and by the time I reached the 
camp it was nearly dark; but I found the camp in good con- 
dition, There was fresh browse and plenty of dry birch 
wood, with « roof invulnerable to rain, I had no tea or 
coffee, or any sort of dish, but I forazed an old tomato can 

and made a pot of hemlock tea, had a glorious fire, and a 
- night just such ag a woodsman Joyes. There was not 2 soul 
within miles of ne, and the shriek of the steam whistle was 
afar off, beyond the keenest earshot. The owls were plentier 
than usual, and i exceptionally good yoice, while a loon, just 
above iu the Fifth, képt up iis strange wild ery at intervals 
through the night. 

At daylight I repeated the dose of hemlock tea, finished the: 
little Junch [I had left, and paddled up the Fifth Lake, which 
is only a frog pond of some ten acres. 
From Fifth to Sixth Lake there is 9 carry of three-quarters 

of amile, which rather turned my hair, for it was a wari 
morning; but from Sixth to Seventh it is clear paddling. 
From §vyenth to Dighthisa stiff carry of one mile and twenty 

if 

rods, according to the best informed guides, and hefore I go 
over this I was pretty well winded. 7 

At the landing on the Highth I met a young man, one of a 
party of two engaged on the Adirondack survey, and who- 
very considerately invited me to his camp for dinner. It 
was well. Like Falstaff when he took a foot command, L 
was ‘' heinously improvided,” and I felt too weak and tired 
to make the tedious carry from Eighth Lake to Brown's Tract 
Inlet without food and rest. I found the two young men en- 
camped in ashanty tent on the southside of apoint which makes 
out from the mainland, and their landing so hidden thut they 
were not likely to be bored with*yvisitors. Stayed with them 
two hours and got partially rested ; also was feasted on pork 
and beaus, and paddled around the point to the carry, not 
feeling very well competent to make it. To a strong, well 
man it might haye been a trifle. To me if, was most exhaust- 
ing. I arrived at the landing on the inlet so tired and beaten 
that I lay down on the leaves for more than an hour hefore 
launching ont, I found the inlet to be modeled after the let- 
ter §, with an occasional oxbow thrown in for variety, and a 
dull,sluggish stream, deep and dark, fringéd with aquatic 
plants, shrubs and dank cold grass, with not-s place in ils 
course of four miles where I would like to venture a landing, 
Af last the broad Raquette lay before me, dotted with green 
islands, and withits quaint bays, points, headlands and islands 
so mixed and mingled to the eye that although my directions 
had been lucid I was puzzled just which way to steer. My _ 
destination was Ed. Bennett’s, and I was 10 turn a green 
island which lay to the left, when I was assured I would see 
his landing with a flagstaff and fag, which on the largerlakes 
is the usual sign of a forest hostelrie. Tsaw no flaz, but afar 
off was what looked to be a new building, and from thence 
came @ sound as of one who drives nails into resonan! boards, 
As Lliveit turned out to be anew church in the course of 
erection on an island, Just where the congrewation is to 
come from I cannot say, but preachers are plenty enough 
here in the summer, and pérhaps it is well that they should 
have a regular house of worship somewhere in the woods in 
order to keep their hands in while domg the wilderness. At. 
length, after much desultory paddling, Lsighted Bennett's flag 
and made my best time for the landing, Tt was time; the 
wind was rising, and Raquetie Lake ean get too roneh for a 
ten foot canoe yery easily. I was surprised to find Genntt's 
as well furnished and more neatly kept than many a first 
class house in larger towns on the direct. line of railroad 
travel. Table, beds and rooms were furnished forth in a 
manner that left little to be desired, and when il is remen- 
bered that all supplics must be brought by along and expen- 
sive route from the eastern side of the wilderness his terms 
seemed very reasonable. Two dollars per day, or ten 1 
twelve dollars per week, are Hd.’s figures, and having been a 
guide for years he knows just what thé tourist requires bebler 
than a greenhorh, 

But alas! for the romance of paddling through the forest 
alone in an eighteen-pound canoe. 

Gefore I was half rested my ears were pained, my soul wis 
sick with the shriek of the steam whistle, and asmull steamer 
rounded to and made the landing after the manner of sma!l 
steamers outside the Adirondacks. 

The little canve serves as a letter of introduction all {through 
the woods, and I soon struck up an acquaintance with the 
pilot of the steamer—she wasn’t lurge enough to sport a cap- 
tain—who said, ‘‘ You don’t want to paddle that cockle-shell 
over this lake. Put her on deck and come with us.” And I 
did. J was very tired and far from strong. Jt seemerl silly 
to do so much hard work needlessly, and I went the rounds 
on the little steamer with the unpronounceable hame, Aeros 
the lake we made another landing —Kenwell’s—and found an- 
other hotel, new, neat, well fonnd and moderate in price. 
Kenvell’s terms are $1.50 per day, #7 to $8 per weck, and 
his place is very pleasantly located. From Kenwell’s to the 
Forked Lake House landing, and here J struck tourists and 
guides in foree. Leavitt was full to overflowing. 1 could 
find a place to sleep after some maniging, and the table was 
excellent, but people were becoming too numerous, aiid T liad 
2 suspicion that I bad left the wilder part of the wilderness 
Dehiad me when 1 left the Wighth Lake, Game and fish were 
by no means plenty. The Forked Lake House had a corps of 
guides employed, but they could not keep the honse in fish or 
venison. I did not take eitherafter leaying the Fulton Chain. 
All the same every tourist had his breech-loading battery, and 
a full supply of rods, reels and lines, which is a great‘comfort 
to the average tourist and does small damage to trout or 
deer, From Forked Lake I went by steamer mostly to the 
carry on the Marion, made the carry, and found another lit- 
ile steamer fo make connections on the up-river side. Went 
on board of her, and became resigued to shown and a teeming 
civilization that increased nearly eyery hour. : 

Passed up the Marion, through Utowana and Eagle lakes 
and saw an-old setpled farm and an ordinary farm house on 
ihe northern shore of the latter, which Deine the only imita- 
tion of a farm on the trip usually induces inquiry, You will 
be told thatlong before the grand rush of tourists and the 
advent of costly hotels this place was cleared and occupied by 
“Ned Buntline,” Here he secluded himself during a part Af 
least, of every year for many seusons ; liere he did his literary 
work, and the place is, and probably always will be, known 
as (he ‘+ Ned Buntline Farm.” ae. 

A. very clearand beautiful sheet of water is Blue Mountain 
Lake. It has offen been called the gem of the wilderness. 
But its days of natural wildness are gone forever. There are 
three large hotels on its banks filled to overflowing with 
guests. Lincs.of stages leave daily for different points to 
the Hastward. All luxuries of the season are to be found at. 
the hotels, and billiards, croquet, boating, lodiging through 
the groves, singing and piano-playing give the shores of the 
lake quite a Long Branchy air. Besides the hotels there are 
private boarding-honses, while many families have private 
residences on the prettiest sites on the lake, which they are 
pleased to call camps. i 
The Blue Mountain Lake House, kept by a genial, thor- 

ough landlord, once a guide, had a hundred and fifty guests, 
and, more coming in, the house was overcrowded, Jolin 
Holland is not the man to turu anybody out of doors, and he 
worked hard until nearly midnight to stow the whole party 
away for acaomforlable sleep. Chairs, sofas, lounges, und — 
finally the dining-room floor were utilized, and at last the tl- 
timate citizen was quieted. I succeeded in getting a short 
lounge with a back-breaking bend in nearly the middlé of it, 
but could not get so much asa cotton sheet in the way of bed- 
ding. I went down to the canoe, got my tent cloth and gun 
coat, wet with the heavy dew, put the dry sides next we, 
and furned in, soon got warm and slept soundly, Of the 
other hotels, the American, just across the bay, lad up 
cleyen wall tents, all of which were full, and the house over- 
run with guests. The Blue Mountain House (Meryin’s) was: 
also full, as well as eyery bourding-house ; and some of the 
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sides at 11 r. w. took their blankets and went out to seek a 
spot to camp infor the night. And little more fhan eight 
years a0 there stood a bark shanty just above, the only sign 
Of human habitation on Blue Monntain Lake. Speaking of 
mis rush to the Northern Wilderness in '79, Colvin says 
Where one came last year ten come this, a hundred the 

next.” eis just wellright. You meet them everywhere. 
They permeate every accessible lake and stream, and if is 
ha re fo say what lakes and streams are not accessible. You 
meet them in the most out of the way places, just where you 
expected to be alone, and always with breecli-londer and fly 
rod which they hang to like grim death. Said an old guide to 
ne, ‘Tf theyaveraged one deer to three gunsthere wouldn't be 

i deer left in the wilderness at the end of three years.” Said 
qmother guide, one of the oldest and best, ‘‘ What few deer 
are killed here had better be killed by parties who employ us; 
{encourages them to come again” And P. Jones, guide to 

Mie Stickney camp and one of the most intelligent, spoke 
ims: “ Wedon’t care io kill many deer ourselves, or to catch 
Homany trout. Just. enough for use, When we hunt formar- 
at we go tO Michigan on the Au Sable. Killed twenty-five 

fhere last fall, and am going asain when the guiding season is 
over. ‘Ihe deer in these woods are worth more to us guides 
alive than dead. They are worth fifty dollars a head as they 
tun.” That is abont the view taken of fishing and hunting 
by the average guide in the north woods. 
Ag I had come to do the lake and mountain T concluded to 

gO through. Climbed Blue Mountain on a hot August morn- 
ing and on arriving at the verge found Colvin’s look-ont lad- 
Her, made by nailing cross strips to the trunks of two spruce 
revs. It was rather an old affair and looked shaky, but I 
Went up and took in the view, which was really exten- 
give and fine; and then I followed the trail which leads 
9 the sigual on the highest point of the mountain, 
Himbed the signal, and tried to make out the 28 lakes I 
irl been told I should see, buf could only make out about 
ial of them. As to mountain peaks the number was rather 
eonfusing than satisfying. They ran together and over and 
by tach other ina manner to throw an ordinary mind into a 
slate of temporary imbecility. 
+ teould dimly discem Marey, and I thought I identified 
Mounts Haystack and Skylight. But they rose in such innu- 
Merable and unknowable billows, peaks, points and ridges, 
fia the mind—at least my mind—can retain only a con- 
fused recollection of them, It had been hot work making 
fie ascent, Tt was cold and windy on the summit of the 
Mountain, and the immediate surroundings were cheerless 
qd desolate. One entire summit had been slashed in 1873 
40 vive an outlook for the signals of the survey, and the 
dead, decaying trees, lying just as they fell, were not plea- 
Sant to look upon. 

There was an excellent bark shanty between the spruce 
udder and the signal, and in a swampy depression near tlie 
summit, and under the edge of a boulder, I found 4 pool of 
gold spring water which rendered the hotile of water I had 
hronght from the hotel quite superfluous, (N. B. When you 
¢limb Blue Mountain it is not necessary to carry up a bottle 
oi water.) 
T liad done the mountain, and it. seemed the proper thing 

fo fothe lake. Ididif. Tpaddled in and around among | 
{lie islands, Janded up and launched out again, greatly to the 
light of the youngsters, who were there in force with J 
Mrents or chaperones and who were exceedingly taken with 
ie little boat, and then Lignobly placed her on the deck of 

tht: round-sterned little packet and paddled by steam to Ed. 
Bennett's landing on the Raqnette. And then it came down 
to the double blade again. After anight’s rest and an excel- 
lent breakfast I started out to eross the lake, and rather got 
down on my muscle, for the wind was ahead and rising, By 
{he time I got into smooth water at the mouth of Brown's Tract 
Tnletit was getting rough, and 1 was lad to be in the tortuous 
bul safe inlet once more. A tedious paddle of four miles, a 
Weary carry of one and a half, brought me to the Eighth Lake. 
Wind ahead andhard traveling. Another tiresome carry of a 
Mile andover and Iwas on the Seventh, with the wind strong 
and the second largest lake of the chain to cross. I was a 
Jon# time making it, and was almost too tired to make the next 
enry from Fifth to Sixth, but I finally shouldered the canne 
and made the distance slowly and wearily tothe Fifth, which 
at least ended carrying for that day. It was well that the 
Wind went down with the sun or I could not have made the 
fous and stormy Fourth, which often drives (he best guide 
Hoats to land. As it was the canoe pitched and danced about 
(bile lively, and it was nearly dark when I landed at Ed. Ar- 
Bold's, on the south shore of the Fourth. 
The Fourth, by the way, isthe largest lake of the chain, and 

is famed for tts lake trout. Arnold's ig a central point for 
cutching them, and he is an experienced yvuide. IJlis terms 
ire low, $1 per day, or even less by the week. He has buoys 
fi (he best points near the honse, ab which you can’ fish as 
much as you please, and you are supposed to bring your fish 
f0 the house. A night's rest at Arnold's, a pleasant canoe 
fide down the Fourth, through the placid Third, by the Hagle’s 
Nest into the Second, by the Stickney camp into the First, 
with its dead timber and long marshy outlet, and at 9 A. mw. I 
Hiauled in, at the Forge TWouse, landing well pleased with my 
Blue Mountain trip, but with no idea of repeating if this 
Beason. Ican do better. Nassiuk. 
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SUMMER SPORT IN ALASKA, 

Sirra, Aus, 2, 1880, 
WO-THIRDS of another summer had passed away, and 

hut for our almanacs we would hardly realize it, for our 
mountain tops are still snow-clad and our winter clothing in 
détiand. Since early spring when the ducks and beach birds 
fithered in countless numbers preparatory to their flight 

thward our guns haye lain idle. Now and then an Indian, 
Widelerred by any scruples, has slain a mallard or buffle-head 
Which are, I believe, the only trne ducks which nest in this 
Vicinity, and an occasional gronse or ptarmigan, whose hare 
Hreast showed that its duty to posterity was being performed 
Whim killed, have been all the feathered game obtainable for 
the fable. But we have shot quite a nuinber of odd-looking 
fowl which Cones’ Key identifies as puffin, auks, guillimots, 
Prehesand divers, and of each genus several species. J find in 
My note-book the names and dates of killing of Northern 
diver, red-jhroated diver, Western erebe, horned puffin, tufted 
Pullin, horned-billed und knob-billed Aleutian auks, marbled, 
s0OLY, and pizeon'znillemots and divers other shags, coots etc., 
tie. Venison hasbeen plentiful and cood, andimproving week- 
ty as family dutics and cares have grown lighter and the grass 
Wore plentiful. 
Fish of several varieties haye been plentiful, and we have 

Had better sport trout fishing than we did last summer, when 
by this time we were sated with the work of hauling out 
ushels of fish that were to be captured ly the yeriest tyro, 
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with the rudest gear. This yeur they have been far less 
plentiful, and a good basketfull is not a certainty. 

The cause is one worth noting; it is simply the immense 
body of snow still resting onthe mountains, which has' kept 
the creeks high with snow water, and the temperature as a 
consequence low. Thesalmon trout (Salmo spectahilis’) still 
lie ontside in the warm, salt water, running in for a brief 
space on each flood tide, and finding no salinon roe (for as 
yet the salmon have not taken to the streams) soon returning 
to the warmer salt water, 

Thus the element of chance has entered into the problem, 
and the fishing has assumed more tle character of sport; the 
more so as although we are pretty sure that each tlood tide 
will bring tle trout into the streams, we haye tio way of find- 
ing out, except by actual trial, just how far they will run up, 
or Where we will find them, or when they will run in. 

The salmon have heen cruising around as usual, but except 
the first run early in June none liave gone into the streams. 
They appear for afew days and the channels are lively with 
them, and the pursuing porpoises then they disappear, and for 
several days none are visible. 

There have heen five varieties which I know of up to the 
present date, and just now a runisin, whichis composed of 
two kinds—yiz.: thehump-backed— Garbosia (Russian name), 
a fish of very little value except for smoking, and the Avboe, a. 
very fair table fish and valuable for canning. Among some 
three hundred brought in by our boat this afternoon the two 
varieties mentioned were about, equally distributed, and there 
was ane only of a variety, the Russian name of which is 
Keesich. This fish is considered to be thehest of all, and is the 
last kind which run, it not being due before the middle of 
Aurust. It differs from the Aikoe and other goodsalmon in 
this, that the tail is nearly square, the scales alittlelarger and 
the roof of the mouth is black. I bought this fish for two 
hits, buying at the same time for use as halibut bait three of 
fhe garbeshas for the same sum. 
The loss of the creeks has been our gain, for haying no 

other occupation for their time, thesalmion have amused them- 
af our expense, in taking our spoons while trolling for a fish 
which has been very plentiful, and which until Dr. Bean 
“ame among us we called black sea bass, but which now we 
who are better taht denominate the Chirus. Of these there 
iret wosp.cies—yizs: the Constellatusand the Deccagramus, We 
get them weighing from one up to eight and ten pounds, and 
as the efforts of a ten-pounder to get clear are about equal to 
those of a half-pound real lack bass or trout, we have taken 
no particular pains eijler in providing very strong gear, or in 
handling. ‘ 

When, however, one day an eighteen pound salmon took 
hold of a bass spoon, fortunately attached to a good line and 
(rolling rod, handled hy a young gentleman from San Fran- 
cisco, Mr. Ben Woodworth, now spending a month with us, 
who under such circumstances thoroughly understands 
lis duties, and therefore landed his fish, and when the next 
day, an cight pounder took the same liberty with a beautiful 
little spoon attached to a line made fast to a belaying cleat, 
and was hauled in hand over hand by a lady and her husband, 
both perfect tyros in the gentle art, and who from the descrip- 
tion of eye witnesses, exhausted nearly every source which 
would ordinarily prove sufficient to get rid of even a bunch of 
kelp, but in spite of which {he fish was saved, and hauled 
into the hoat without the aid of gadf or exhaustion, we con- 
cluded it was worth while to fit out for salmon, 

I of course had not wasted a minute in getting fo work, 
and, fortunately for my reputation as a fisherman, my fifteen- 
pounder was safely in the boat nearly an hour ahead of the 
feat of nyy pupil—the lady. 

Then everybody went at it. I had five spoons, which had 
done good service at; Alexandria’s Bay, Piseco, and Luke On- 
tario. ¥ 
I loaned three, and with the result usual under such cir- 

cumstances—all of the three were appropriated by salmon, 
which in contests of strength had got the best of the fishermen. 
1 then lost anether myself, and on my only one left no sal- 
mon will strike. No lines will express my feelings more 
vividly than those from the ‘* Ancient Mariner.” 

** Water water everywhere, 
And not a drop to drink.” 

which with slight verbal changes will fit. 
I have tried small trout strung on large Limerick Wass 

hooks, after a fashion I learned at the Galloups, by wich a 
curye, which secures spinning, can be obtained. ‘These work 
well enough in getting strikes, bnt the double guts twist up 
so hard that at each strike the snells snap and I lose my fish 
and hook also, 

I spoke of purchasing salmon to use as bait for halibut. 
This may sound odd to you Kast, somewhat equivalent per- 
haps to using gold for the proeureinent of copper; but in 
Alaska it is different, Fresh mackerel or menhaden is not 
better bait for fish of all kinds than fresh salmon, and there 
is nothing cheaper than salmon here, 

Within a radius of five miles from (he ship there are quite 
anumber of sand hanks on which halibut, are plentiful, and 
other rocky patches, where immense rock cod (L caught one 
weighing twenty-three pounds), Norway haddocks and 
other large fish abound, and the only drawback to good fish- 
ing being the usual one, a snperabundanee of dog-fish, who 
don’t seem to be wt all pardiculur, haunting the resorts of all 
sorts of fish. 

The halibuf of Alaska are bound to help develop the coun- 
try. They are plentiful and of excellent qnalify, and we get 
therm in from five to forty fathoms water. 
The schooner General Miller, Capt. Morrissey, 100 tons ca- 

pacity, left San Francisco, June 13, to search for halibut. 
Tried thoroughly Queen Charlotte Sound, Dixon Entrance, 
Chatham Straits aud various other places en route here un- 
successtully, July 15, in sight from this ship, she began to 
take in fish in paying quantities, and on the 21st when I 
bourded her she had with three of her six dories (a new boat 
in this locality) taken about seven tons. With her other do- 
pa three innumber, the time was occupied in seining salmon 
or bait. 
Asa ten-pound salmon can he bought for five cents, and 

caught perhaps for less than a cent, and as one such fish will 
cut up into about thirty bait, which will probably catch not 
less than 500 pounds of halilyt, it is evident (hat the cost of 
hail 1s a Smaller tlet in proportion to the returns than is the 
cost of bali on our Hastern banks. 

The schooner has just came in from a ten-days’ cruise | 
among the outside banks, during which her catch has averazed 
over 7,000 Ths. per day, and she js now over a third loaded 
with every prospect of filling up during August, which is al- 
Ways a calm, pleasant month here. 
The salt used is procured in San Franciseo, at $16 per ton, 

and is manufactnred at Redwood City from sea water. We 
all got the halibut fever, and have had lots of fun, hard work 
and excitement, My biggest so far weighed 150 ths., and | 

was 5 ft. 8in, long. I liadalog of wood slung with spans at- 
tached to the end of fifty fathoms cod line, and it was very 
exhiliarating to see that log go diving under at about ten 
knots an hour. 

I learn that within a short distance the halibut are far 
tore plentiful than here. So there can be no question but 
that in time the business will be well followed up, that is if 
this present venture finds a good market, which, as most all 
South Americans like salt fish, I fancy it will, 
Mining enterprises have received little attention this year, 

The snow hus postponed everything. We live in hopes. 
Pisco, 
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NOVEMBER, 

N OVEMBER'S frosty daya are here, 
With faded grass and foliage sere ; 

The tufted woodland tops are brown, 

The oak tree wears a yellow crown. 

The landscape far and near 
Ts painted with a russet hue; 

The distant hills, erewhile so blue, 
Reddened by autumn’s layish brush, 

Glow with an evanescent blush 
Enchanting to the view. 

The brooks that thro’ the meadows sweep, 

Or thro’ the tangled thickets creep, 

No longer flash and gleam ; 

Dor dead leaves fill the woodland walks ; 

The wild flowers droop their wither’d stalks 
And choke and stain the stream, 

The mill-pond where the wood-ducks swim, 
Swoll'n by fall rains to the brim, 

Pour o’er the mill-dam's mossy stone 

A tide that makes the old wheel groan, 

Reyolying on its beam. 

The angler no more plies his craft 
Tn shapely boat or anchored r&ft 
By brook or pond or bay ; 

But uow it 1s the joyous time, 

When crispy grass 1s white with rime ;— 
" This the sportsman’s day ! 
The brown quail fill the stubble field ; 

In the bare woods, but half conceal’, 

The partridge is his prey. 

And where the salty marshes spread 
Nhe bay-snipe circle overhead ; 

And where the breezy bays expand, 

Tu shallow coye, by shelly strand, 

Phe honking, quacking wild fowl poise, 
And yield the gunner endless joys. 

Sleller Island, Nov. 7. Tsaac McLennan, 
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TRIGGER AND REEL ON MARTHA’S VINEYARD. 

HILE such a yast number of the countless resorts for 
the sportsman with their manifold allurements have 

been so closely, and J doubt not faithfully, described in the 
columns of the Forrest anp SrrEAm, I have never seen dur- 
ing the time I haye been a reader of that journal even an allu- 
sion, if I may be allowed to except a single hotel advertisement, ° 
to the by far more than ordinary facilities for healthful and 
sportive recreation offered to votaries of the rod and gun by 
the interior and southern and wcstern shores of the ‘far 
famed isle” of Martha's Vineyard, which though situated 
within easy access of the fraternity from nearly every city of 
the Eastern and Middle States isas yet well nigh aterra ineag- 
nita to the sportsman from those districts. 

The island of Martha’s Vineyard, situated asit is in a posi- 
tion peculiarly adapted for the purpose, forms a sort of medias 
res, oy middle ground, for large tlocks of Canada honkers and 
imniense numbers of widgeon, teal, bluebills, sheldrakes and 
whistlers, with anoccasional mallard more hardy and nomadie 
than its wont. In times past mallard were found here in 
abundance, but with the genesis of ‘bottom action shooting 
irons,” as those not fortunate enough to be the owner of a 
breech loader sarcastically term that useful innovation upon 
the *'Queen’s Arms,” the last named has almost entirely 
disappeared, and during the spring and autumn flights of these 
birds if is in the sheltered bays and lagoons of this island, be- 
fore the advent of the summier visitor, and after the exodus 
of the camp meeting pilgrims, for which latter this is a verila- 
ble Mecca, may rest in comparative security from the labors 
of their wearisome isarch from Northern or Southern fields, 
and with but little fear of that obiquitous pest, the pot-lunter, 
plume themselves for the homeward run. This is in no wise 
a paradise for the before-named pot-hunter, He would either 
starve here, or what is more probable, would spend a consider- 
able portion of his fime within the walls of the county jail; 
for although there is no regularly organized sporting associa- 
tion here, which is a matter to be greatly regretted, yet the 
‘‘natives ” have many old customs which are religiously ob- 
served by them, and which if prevailing in other districts 
would almost entirely obviate all necessity for legislative in- 
terference to protect the game from annihilation. They are 
also scrupulously exacting in obedience to the game laws; 
they neither infringe upon them themselves nor allow others 
to do so, and woe betide the unfortunate whose avarice tempts 
him to pull trigger upon an unsuspecting feather out of 
season, 

But for a sportsman, whose nature would revolt at the idea 
of practicing the nefarious slaughter so easily accomplished 
with the battery and its swivels, who is willing to give the 
birds a fair chance of retaining their liberty, the sport is 
abundant and well worfh a trial: and any son of Nimrod pos. 
sessed of a good gun, a sharp eye and moderately control- 
able temper, can reap here as large a crop of pleasure and 
ruddiness as anywhere upon the Atlantic coast. The large 
ponds and coves which abound here and in close conjunc- 
tion are favorite resorts for the different species of ducks of 
which Ihave spoken, as well as of large numbers of the 
dusky—or what is more commonly known as the black duck 
—which, unlike the others, make this a permanent abiding 
place. But he must be gifted with the craft and patience so 
necessary to entitle him to the dignity of being a sportsman 
to bring this wary bird (o bag; for heis '' to the manner born,” 
and in diplomatic parlance is '‘up to snuff.” In the proper 
seasons the Anser canadensis, the bare mention of whose name 
taust make the pulse of all true sportsmen thrill with excit- 
-ng desire, is to be found here in qnite lurge numbers and 
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fairly easy to secure. Although this locality, isolated as it 
is, includes a territory of but small compass, and is stationed 
like an advance post upon the very border of the restless At- 
pes there are many other yarieties besides migrating sea- 
owl. 
In no other portion of Massachusetts, and | know not if 

in any of the Eastern States besides, can be found the gamy 
and toothsome prairie chicken, which abound here in quite 
large numbers and retain the primitive purity of its Western 
fellow. Many have supposed this to be the ordinary par- 
tridge, so common throughout the sections of this and other 
New England States: but examination has proyen beyond 
question that this ‘‘heath hen,” as it is called here, is the 
veritable pinnated grouse of the prairies, but in what manner 
they cainé to locate here in preference to any other portion 
of the Old Colony is not Imown. However, they are quite 
abundant and extremely tame, and being well protected du- 
ring the greater part of the year by a special law, they are 
allowed to breed in security, and their ranks are but slightly 
thinned during the ‘off months.” 

Here also are quite large numbers of quail, which during 
the season form one of the most pleasing subjects for the 
sportsman’s cunning. Although the winters here are, short, 
yet they are sometimes yery severe, which, coupled with 
scarcity of food and the destructive foraging of hunting fe- 
ines, of which {here are hordes here, tend to,Teduce their 
numbers very materially. 

Tn their season, plover, willet, rail, snipe and most of the 
shore birds generally found along our sta-board, are to he had 
in abundance, and the immense flocks of coots, which lie 
just off these shores, afford very exciting sport to those who 
are willing torisk a wet jacket or a cold bath in the small 
dories used by those who make it a business to go after these 
fowl. The gunner finds no difficulty in approaching within 
shot of them, and if after several shots have been fired they 
show signs of uneasiness, or an inclination to seek Jess dis- 
turbed waters, it is only necessary to wave a red handker- 
chief, or any other piece of red cloth, in the air, attached 
either to a liller or gun stick to bring them back at once to 
eratify their eager curiosity and learn ‘* what?s in the wind.” 
To the novice ‘‘cooting” isa strange chapter of amazement 
and mishaps at first. If the sea is somewhat rough and the 
sinall boat a little unsteady, the young man wlio can slow a 
score at his sporting club is wellcalculated to excite the envy 
of even veteran marksmen, if he has eyen been out after 
coots before in an open dory, will be very apt, immediately 
after pulling the trigger. of what has always before proven 
his (rusty choke bore perhaps, and with his imagination fired 
with the certainty of bagging at least four or five fowl, to be 
dumbfounded at seeing the crest of the oncoming waye not 
{wo feet from the boatside, blown into watery ribbons after 
receiving the entire charge; but practice and perseverance 
in (his as in other cases bring about better results, so that in a 
short: time the tyro learns to his profit that it is better to fire 
when mounting on the crest than to shoot through a follow- 
ing sea, while the small boat in which he is is pitching in the 
trough. It is but little use to endeavor to pick up crippled 
coots; either they must be shot dead at the first fire, or the 
eunner must wait for another chance. 
broken cool no sooner strikes the water than under he goes 
and is lost to all sight, and it takes a yery keen eye to discern 
the tip end of his bill above the surface, an eighth of a mile 
nearly away, when he rises for breath, and a very quick hand 
to send the shot into the back of his head before he dives 
again, to add that duck to the day’s string. 

But I haye digressed from my purpose, and instead of de- 
scribing the shore game of this island haye returned to the 
sea fowl] found on these shores. I must not forget to mention 
the raccoon as one of the game subjects of Martha’s Vine- 
yard. Upon being informed of the presence of these animals 
here I must own that it was not util after I had received con- 
clusiye evidence of that fact before my incredulity was over- 
come. Neyertlieless, there are ‘‘coons” here and in plenty, 
and so annoying and destructive are they that ‘ coons” and 
black-birds are: hutsecondary objects of the farmers’ dread for 
the safety of his cornfield. They are but little hunted, because 
of the scarcity of dogs suitable for that purpose; but with a 
good ‘‘coon” dog, and I must not forget to say with suffi- 
cient previous experience to enter into the hunt with open 
eyes, but few localities can afford better facilities for this his- 
toric pastime of “coon” hunting than this very island. And 
for those who despise not little things, there is as fine rabbit 
shooting here in winter as any man of moderation can desire, 
Thus far I have eonfined my very meagre description of the 
sporting character of Martha’s Vineyard to the fur and feather 
of the island, but in my next paper disciples of the rod and 
line, which exn be used to such varied advantage as is offered 
by few resorts, shall receive their meed of information. a 

ih, A. D, 
—-~e+—<—_ 

TENNESSEE HUNTING GROUNDS. 

WN aformer article T briefly mentioned some of the geozraph- 
ical features of the Cumberland table land, which is 

situated mostly in the north middle part of Tennessee. This 
table land has an elevation of 1,000 feet above the valley of 
fast Tennessee, and its area is about 5,000 square miles. ‘The 
eastern rim is bounded by a continuous line of rocky 
blniis, which break off abruptly, forming a barrier which in 
most places is impassable for man or beast. The western 
edge is more ragged, and notched by deep, narrow valleys 
and gorges at irrerular distances, and separated by huge tow- 
ering clifts that rise in massive grandeur far above the aver- 
age level of the table land. This broad and extensive pla- 
teau extends from northeast to southwest abont 100 miles, 
and bas an average width of fifty miles. The C, 8. R. RB. 
crosses the northeastern part, thence following down the Big 
Emory River into the Tennessee Valley. The prevailing 
timber is oak, of which there are several varieties. The 
woods are opon except occasional thickets, and during the 
summer tle whole country is coyered with a thin growth of 
wild grass. 

Here, if history is correct, was once # noted buffalo range. 
In Heywood’s ‘* Early History of Tennessee” he says that 
when the first settlers caine to the bluff, in 1779, nothing was 
presented fo the eye but one large plain of woods and cane 
frequented by buffaloes, elk, deer, wolves, foxes, panthers 
und other animals suited fo the climate. The lands adjacent 
to the French Lick was alarge open space, frequented and 
trodden by buffaloes, whose large paths led to and from all 
purts of the country and there concentrated, THe says that 
here were evidences as everywhere else of having been in- 
habited many centuries before by a numerous population. At 
many springs is the appearance of walla inclosing ancient 
habitations, the foundations of which were visible where- 
ever the earth was cleared and cultivated, and to these walls 
entrenchments were sometimes added. 

A wounded or wing-. 

Mr. J. G. M. Ramsey, in his ‘* Pioneer History of Ten- 
nessee,” says; ‘!The woods abounded in game, and the 
hunters procured a full supply of meat for the inhabitants 
by killing, bears, buffaloes and deer, and that n party of 
twenty men went up the Caney Fork as high as Flinn’s Creek, 
and returned in canoes with their meat in the winter; that 
in their hunting excursion they killed 105 bears, 75 buffaloes 
and more than 80 deer, and that this source of supplies fur- 
nished most of the families at the Bhuif with meat during | 
the winter.”’ 

Caney Fork ig made up of numerous small streams, which 
drain a portion of the table land, and after running zig-zag 
courses between outlying ridges and over precipices and 
through deep gorges, finally breaks through the western rim 
into the Central Basin, thence into Cumberland River. 
reat Central Basin, which is drained by the Cumberland and 
its tributaries, seems to have been a theatre of stirring his- 
torical eygnts. Here the Indians and white meu contended. 
for the mastery many years, until the pale-faces conquered, 
as usual, after much bloodshed, terror and distress. The 
whole region of country, embracing the tributaries of Caney 
Fork, remains a wilderness still, ‘The surface is rough and 
broken. Deer and wild turkeys are found here in moderate 
numbers, with a few bears, and occasionally some gray 
wolves are found ; but the oldest mountaineer cannot remem- 
ber back to the time when elk or buffaloes roamed through 
these forests. 

The Sequatchie River drains a portion of the southeastern 
part of these table lands. ‘This stream is about forty miles 
in length and runs a southerly course through a rich fer- 
tile valley, which has been sparsely settled more than fifty 
years, yet the beavers remain here still and are frequently 
caught during the winter months. Otters are found in most 
of the smaller streams; also raccoons and mink; but the 
latter are not plenty, and the fur is rather of a poor quality, 
and I hiave seen no real prime furs here. Wild turkeys and 
quail are found more or less through the length and breadth 
of the State. ANTLER. 

Piney Falls, Tenn. 

T have so frequently noticed inquiries made in the Forrsr 
AnD Srream as to where good hunting and fishing could be 
had, I fancy that an answer from nie would be opportune. 
"Tennessee is the place; il is easy of access, thickly populated 
by a most hospitable people, has a temperate climate, and as 
many varieties of game and fish and more of them than any 
other State in the Union. In the mountains black bear are 
numerous, in the middle and western counties deer and tur- 
keys are abundant, millions of quail, while at Reelfoot Lake 
ducks, geese and swan can be sluughtered by the wagon load. 
The greatest trouble the huntsman would encounter would be 
the embarras de chatz. The following letter to Col. Geo. PF. 
Akers from the famous old sportsman, Matt McKinney, gives 
a fair evidence of the above assertion. 
A turkey hunt to be supplemented with a fine old “buck” 

is not met with frequently, especially in a country where 
every thicket has its covey of quail and the trees made musi- 
cal by the chattering of squirrels. When the weather is fine 
and the earth illuminated by one of our almost tropical moon- 
lights, the wily Reynard can he chased or the sly ‘‘ pdssum” 
may be hunted. Satiated with these sports, at each few 
miles streams filled with the finest fish, such as hass, perch, 
suckers and catfish, are met with, and from which the expert 
disciple of Sir Izaak can derive the most delightfnl pleasure. 
The beauty of this section isthe climate and the comforts 
which the sportsman can enjoy while in the midst of the 
hunting grounds. Birds are abundant within afew miles 
of this city, and a good fox chase can be had within the same 
distance. For the larger game more remote places musi be | 
visited, but in no case very great way from telepraphic 
cormmunication. There is scarcely a farmer who will not 
provide comfortable board, wagons and horses, and in most 
instances be glad to join in the chase or fishing near his 
place, Orif the party prefer camping out, as I have already 
said in the Forma? awp Stream, they can do so convfortably 
even in the depth of our winters. Parties coming this way 
had better bring their own dogs and equipments, although 
we can boast of as finely bred and well trained dogs as are in 
the country, and several of our hardware merchants keep on 
hand good stocks of fishing tackle ; and we have also a gun- 
smith, who can furnish ammunition and all the parapherna- 
lia which may be required. IT mention no names, but simi- 
ply the facts. so that unnecessary pre arations may be 
avoided by gentlemen who will be induced to visit_the 
“Volunteer State.” J. i. 

Nashville, Tenn. 
The letter referred to is as follows: I have been idle all 

this fall and I have put in my time hunting and fishing pretty 
well. Last week, having grown a little weury of the monot- 
ony of this side of the river, I proposed to Major Bingham 
that we would erogs the Cumberland at Rock Castle and go 
out in the bottoms and kill a wagon load of turkeys. He 
agreed to it forthwith, So early next morning T heard Bing- 
liam’s horn, and a yelp from Tom and Jim, ‘his two famous 

old deerhounds, told the'story at once that his cartridges 
were not all charzed wilh turkey shot. Me had sent up to 
the Springs for his son By; and off we went. 

Well, we crossed the river at eight o'clock and landed at 
old Sam McWaters’, about three miles above the Barbour 

place, about nine. Old Sam was adjusting the sights of his 
Tifle, T never saw as much turkey sigh in my life. By ten 
we had fed our horses and were oul fora lint. 1 did man- 

age to kill one stray turkey, but saw very soon from the mo- 

tions of Bingham and old Sam that devilish little turkey 

hunting would do them. In about half an hour a yell from 

the two hounds and a scream from old Sam confirmed me. 

A large old buck was up, and away they went, Bingham 

and old Sam with them. The wood-choppers had fortunately 

seattered a flock of turkeys, and while the old fellows were 

following the Buck, By and I succeeded in bagging two more 

young gobblers. In about three hours they returned, haying 

stopped the dogs at the celebrated old Post Oak stand, be- 

tween Skinnerhorn’s and the old Colley Place, But nothing 

daunted, in they went again through the same drive, and 

with about the same success only, ‘This time he made for 

the Cumberland instead of the Tennessee, and old Sam got a 

shot about a quarter before he took water at the mouth of 

Crooked Greek, Sv you can very well see now, with those 

fwo old hunters in the woods, that there was a dull prospect 

for turkey hunting, But we talked the matter oyer that 

night, and they both agreed to do better next morning. By 

sunrise the horses were sadaled, and a blast from Bingham’s 

horn was the signal to be off. We hadn't gone a quarter 

before, under the pretence of a turkey hunt, 1 saw the old 

hunters meant the same programme as the day before, So I 

placed By at the old well, and 1 took up 4 position at the 

deep cut on the old railroad track. In about twenty minutes, 

This } 

sure enough the dogs and old Sam and the major were all 
booming. They were gone up the river out of hearing for 
about an hour. But weheld our places, and here they came. 
About the old Wimas House I heard the dogs separate. Tom 
put one through about 300 yaras below By, and I could hear 
Jim. coming like a locomotive directly for my stand. 1 
could see in a twinkle that I ‘held the ago” on him; and 
Sure enouzh here he came, a four point buck. Two shots in 
quick succession as he crossed the railroad track, my Barlow 
in his throat, Jim ahold of his quarters, and the jig was up. 
We landed with him and three turkeys in Wallonia by three 
o'¢lock in the afternoon. Wharton’s hunt comes off iamme- 
diately after the election. Iam going to slip oyer again next 
week. I don’t think I can go in their regular hunt, but will 
be slipping round on the outskirts. 

= 

Aatural History. 

OUR, WATERFOWL, 

iL. 

| aie t erates among our waterfowl stand the Swans. 
Their very name has become synonymous with grace 

and purity of coloring, and a wild swan is certainly one of the 

most beautiful, as itis one of the most majestic, of birds. 

The sportsman, however, usnally regards his game from a 
practical rather than an esthetic point of view: but viewed 

in this licht these birds are no less interesting. We know of 

no game that will cause the blood of the man who uses the 

shot-stin to course through his veins with more rapid flow; 

and the prospect of getting a shot at a swan is worth almost 

any amount of crawling through mud and wet. They are 

very wary birds, and besides, even after one has come within 

gunshot of them he is by no means sure of his game. ‘They 

are so large and so well protected by feathers that unless they 

aré struck in the head, neck, or wings they are very likely to 
escape the disappointed gunner, If wounded only, their ten- 

acity of life is great, and their strength is such that they will 
fly or swim fora long time after haying raceived a fatal 

wound, Although swans appear to little udvantage on (ry 
land they move through the air or over the wuter with 

ereat swiftness. It would scarcely seem possible that such 

great birds could fly with the enormous speed which they l- 

tain. It is, however, a matter of some difficulty for them to 

rise from {he water, and they are obliged to fly and run along 

its surface for some distance hefore they can fairly take to 

wing. On some of the small alkaline lakes of Nebraska, 
where Cygnus americanus certainly breeds, and perhaps also 

©. bueninator, we have seen them fly several times around the 
lake, the repeated striking of their wings against the water 

sounding like a rapid succession of pistol shots. Once undél 
way, however, their powerful wings bear them along with 

astonishing speed, and it is necessary for the gunner to sim 
swell ahead of his birds if he is to bring them to bag. Their 
progress through the water is so swift that they can without 
difficulty outstrip a boat propelled only by a single oarsman- 

Audubon testifies to this, and mentions that he frequently 

pursued the Trumpeter swan in canoes without being able to - 
approach near enough to it either to shoot orto force it to 
take to wing. He also quotes from a letter received from 
Dr. Sharpless, the following statement with regard to the 
American Swan: ‘A gentleman who resides on the Chesa-_ 
peake, near Brush River, informed me that a few years since 

he lad wounded a swan, and afterward cured and tamed if, — 

To prevent it from flying sway he clipped its wing, but it 

occasionally escaped to the water, where he had often fol-— 

Jewed it for several miles, with two rowers, before he could 

éateh it.” 
The range of the Trumpeter Swan appears to be restricted 

to the western portion of North America, and ornithologist | 

generally speak of it as not being found east of the Mississip- 

pi River, though it is included in some lists of birds of the 
wore éastern States, on evidence, however, which is not alto- 

gether satisfactory. The supposed Cygnus puismore:, which is 

quoted by Dr. Couesas belonging to this species, was taken 

in Canada, 
Cygnus umericanus is found throughout the United States, 

although on the Atlantic coast it does not appear to be come 

inon either in New England or south of South Carolina, The 
centre of its abundance on this coust would seem to be the 

Clesapeake Bay and the Virginia coast generally. In the 

west these birds occur in small] numbers during the sumniey 

about fifty miles north of North Platte, Nebraska. 
during the migrations, however, and in winter that they are” 

found within our boundaries tu any considerable numbers, 

They breed, however, in Alaska, according fo Mr. Dall, 

where algo the Trumpeter is found in summer. 

‘As these articles do not pretend to have any other purpose 

than lo teach the sportsman how he may without difficulty 

distinguish one species of witer-fowl from another, any 

tended remarks on the habits of the different species woul 

be out of place. For alike reason it is unnecessary to give 

the special character by which the swans are to be distil 

guished from their nearest allies among the 17utide. 

oue who shoots one of these birds in this Gountry will he 

donbt as to whether or not it is a swan, and if is therefore 

only necessary {6 coinpare the two species. 

Cygnus huceinator, Richardson. "Trumpeter Swan. Whit 

pill and feet black, Tail of (usually) toenty-four sealers 
Bill longer than head. The nostrits newer the base than the 

point of the bill, Usually larger than (7. aunertcanus. 4 

 Gygnus americunus, American or Whistling Swi 

on 



youy betocen base and tip. Tail of tenty feathers. 
‘The young of both species are gray, and are smaller than 

the adults. The spot on the bill of Cygnus americanus is not 
always to be found, bemg often absent in young birds, iv 
which the pill is sometimes flesh colored. The size of the 
bill, position of the nostrils and number of tail feathers will, 

howeyer, serve to distinguish the two species. 
The geese of North America helong to four genera, one of 

which, Dendrucygna, is quite southern in its distributioa, and 

is scarcely likely to come to the notice of any of our readers, 

except those of Texas and Southern California, One species, 
D. wutumnaiiz, merely crosses our southern boundary line, 

while J. fulow reaches California, and is stated by Belding 

to occur as far north as Stockton, Cal. The former species 

is reported by Dr. Merrill to be extremely abundant in the 

vicinity of Ft. Brown, Texas, where it is called patos mazzal, 

or cornfield duck, from its habit of frequenting such locali- 

ties. A correspondent of ForEst AND SrREAM recently gaye 

some account of shooting this species in Texas. The birds 
included in this genus ure duck-like, tree-inhabiting geese, 

and serve to connect this group with the true ducks. 

Typical forms of the three remaining genera of our geese, 

sAnser, Chen and Branta, ave to be found generally distributed 

throughout the United States during the migrations. Of 

these by far the most abundant and generally known is the 

common gray or Canada goose, and this is probably the only 
oné which ever breeds with us, all tiie others proceeding to 

high latitudes for the purpose of nesting. The peculiar little 

“wavy ? Chenrosst is more Arctic than any of our geese, and 

is very rare in collections, but reaches the United States in 

Winter, and has een taken at San Francisco. The Painted 

Goose, Philacte canagica, is an Alaskan species, and is only 

found on the northwest coast. 

[CO BE GONTINTED. | 

ne A 

SNAKE BITES. 

Hditor Forest and Streun = od 

Dr. Stradling, surgeon on board the British man-of-war 
Elbe, is creditéd with having made a very foolish experiment 
by allowing himself to be bitten, on the Ist of last August, 
‘by arattlesnake (Crotalus horridus), The doctor seems to 
have provided himself with the usual antidotes, such as am- 
monia, brandy, escharotics and ligatures, but feeling no im- 
mediate bad results from the bite permitted himself to be 
thrown off his guard and failed to make use of them. After 
the lapse of some four hours he was found suffering under 
excessive prostration, and was restored to life again through 
unwearied exertions, lasting over two or more days. 

Such is the account [have just read in a leading American 
journal, purporting to be taken from an English scientific 
publication, in which the details of the occurrence are mi- 
nutely given. It differs materially from another narrative 
that 1 aye seen in several papers, to the effect that the 
‘Quixotic experimenter professed to have discovered and used 
an infallible remedy against snake bites ; did actually resort to 
if successfully at Rio, and subsequently aboard ship. I refer 
to this circumstance simply as introductory to an event, 
magna pars fur, which interested me very much at, the time, 
and which seems to me worthy of being generally known. 

Intending to spend the summer several years ago in the 
iountains Of Virginia I took with me, to have constantly 
about me as a precaution against the perilous venom of 
rattlesnakes, a small vial of ammonia. One day while out 
shooting with my son, and being a short distance from him, I 
heard him call several times loudly to his dog, and finally fire 
his gun. 

Instantly I heard the yelp of the dog, a pointer, and the 
voice of my son urging me to come to him. Wurrying to bis 
assistance, questioning whether he bad shot the dog or had 
himself suffered some injury, | found on my arrival near 
him that the dog had pointed a copper-head snake (Grigono- 
cephsaus contertriz), or rather two of them, which seemed to 
be male and female, and had been strack by one of them on 
the fore leg just above the ankle joint. My son had shot the 
one he ahserved with head erect, which probably had inflicted 
the “wound, not seeing the other which was killed a few 
moments later by a companion. 
The poor dog seemed to be suffering great agony, and was 

struggling about on three legs uttering mcessant cries of pain. 
Ti was the work of a moment, to bring™forth my hartshorn 
and thoroughly saturate the wound, the situation of which 
was very apparent from the presence of a drop of blood that 
stained the hair around it. The relief! seemed to he instan- 
taneous, Not another ery he uttered, and seemed to experi- 
ence no ill effect except that the leg and corresponding shoul- 
der swelled to twice their natural size, and remained so for 
a day or two. Could the remedy have been instantly upplicd 
it is quite possible even this result of the wound might not 
have taken place. Two or three minutes elapsed between the 
infliction of the bite and the employment of the remedy. 

Tn India it is acommon practice, 1 understand, for the army 
surgeons to have ahout them convenient for instant use 
supplies of Aga« ammoni in order to neutralize the poison 
of the deadly cobra. Why should not sportsmen, and hunters 
especially, and all other persons according to the measure of 
their exposure carry with thet in their mountain expeditions 
a, small glass stoppered phial filled with the same liquid as a 
precaution against mischief from the hardly less dangerous 
eopper-head and rattle snake ? E. & 

Cambridge, Md. Nov. 9, 1880. 
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Dors THE Pantner Sorzesw?—In Forrst anp Stream 
for October 14 your correspondent “‘Ap-wa-cun-na” expresses 
a doubt of the screaming of the catamount or panther. While 
T leave it to Mr. Cornish to describe the “kind of noise” his 
animal made, TJ beg leave to say that if the Northern panther 
is identical with fhe panther or jaguar socommon along the 
lanks of the Amazon and other parts of South America, its 
vocal powers sre decided enough, Its common cry is a loud, 
snarling yell, increasing in shrillness and. volume, and then 
gradually diminishing in sound. When the opposite sexes 
meet, they play cat in a manner that makes the ides ae a 
forest pretty musical, as each strain is generally answere 

‘by the whistle of the monkeys and screams of the alarmed 
| parrots. T baye no doubt that in such districts as the Adiron- 
dacks, etc., where the larger animals have hard time to hold 
their own against the frequent incursions of hunters and other 
visitors, they are moré silent and hideling in their habits than 
they arein the jungles and forests of more unfrequented places. 

| Such has been my experience everywhere with wild animals. 
T helieve all the /elidm have the same habit of serenading as 
our domestic cat: I know the South American and African 
species haye. Like the questions, Do snakes hiss? and 
Will the shark attack a man? I presume there will be plenty 
of answers in the affirmative to the question, Does the 
panther scream ? PEREGRINE. 

There is no doubt that the panther (ely concolor) does 

scream, Jisery is merely an exaggeration of the voice of 

the cat. We haye frequently heard caged animals of this 

species give utterance to sounds which were exactly similar 

to cries heand im the Rocky Mountains and said by old hunt- 

era to be made by panthers. 

It should perhaps be remembered that the jaguar spoken of 

by “Peregrine” is not identical with the panther, The lat- 
ter is found in Sonth America, but is apparently an imhabi- 

tant of higher ground than the former, its range including 

mountains and elevated plains, while the jaguar seems to pre- 

fer jung le and river botfom- 

RaLnipar IN Kentucky—Bardstoun, Nentuchy, Nev. 
10.—Hditor Horest and Stream» A good many sora rail haye 
been killed in this vicinity this fall, a bird which, so far as 1 
can lear, has mever been found here before. In October I 
also shot two yellow rail (Porzana noveboracensis, Cass). 

The coot (Multa americana), another bird- which seens to 
be entirely new to this region, has lately been found here. I 
have only heard of four, and they were all captured alive, as 
{hey were apparently unable to fly. Now as they were evi- 
dently migrating and must have got here from the North in 
some way, and couldn’t very well come by rail and steam, 
will you kindly explain how they accomplished the feat? I 
obtained two of them and have had themin confinement for 
over three weeks. They thrive well and are becoming quite 
tame, eating freely from the hand. They appear to he rather 
omnivorous, their wen yesterday consisting of grub-worms, 
angle-worms, crickets, tomatoes, corn bread, grass and cal- 
bage leaves ; the latter fhey seem fo be particularly fond of. 

Quail are abundant here this season. C. W. B. 

Tt. occurs to us after mature consideration that perhaps they 
flew. 

It must be mentioned that most of the members of the 

rail family live in such localities that the sportsman might not 

in a long time catel, sight of one. Most of the rail fly only 
when foreed to and usually run away through the tangled 

grass or high and thick reeds soswiftly that they cannot easily 
be flushed. Jf itis really the case that they are now but 

rarely found in Kentucky the fact is an interesting one, and 

we should be glad to hear more on the subject. It seems 

likely that the coots in question had been blown out of their 

course by recent seyere storms and this, if true, might ac- 

count for their inability fo fly. 

We hope that C. W. B. will advise us of the success which 

may attend his atfempts to domesticate these birds. We be- 
lieve that they can be domesticated and that they will very 

likely breed in confinement. 

Winter Brrvs Coming On.—The appearance of some birds 

which ave with us only during the winter months would scem 

to hint that cold weather is near at hand. We noticed in 
Connecticut, Noy. 6, specimens of Spizelia menticola and 
Hyiotivs tinarin, and in this city near One Hundred and 

Fifty-seventh street and Eleventh avenue, a specimen of 

Loxie leicaplera was seen feeding on the hemlock cones, Noy. 2. 

Lave Sray oF Swarrows—Aditor Forest and Stream; On 
the 13th of October, being at Clark’s Island, Plymouth, 
Mass., I observed an immense flock of the white-hellied swal- 
low (7. bicolor). Tt seemed as if all the swallows of the 
eastern part of the State were collected at a single special 
point of departure. There were certainly one or two thon- 
sand of them coyering the haystacks ou the marsh, the wild 
plum bushes and every place available for alighting, even the 
swaying leaves of the beach-grass. At One tinie When wheel- 
ing about over the water they took 4 notion to alight on the 
tigging of the sloop yacht Siren—no mean rival, by 
the way, of the swallow in speed, as your columns 
have recorded in the two seasons—then at anchor off 
the island, and shortly every part of standing rigging 
was occupied, and many not finding foot-rdbm_ there 
descended to the boom or rail. They perehed with al- 
most mathematical regularity, with intervals of say three 
inches between every two birds (just enough to avoid inter- 
ference of the wings in alighting 1 suppose), presenting a very 
curious appearance, as if the ropes were regularly studded 
with large knots. When the skipper went ubosrd and saw 
the condition of his decks his rernarks indicated that he held 
swallows in about the same estimation as Dr. Coues does 
English sparrows. F. G. Browne. 
Framingham, Mass., Now. 4, 1880. 

The swallows were certainly late, for they usually leaye 

early in September. The species referred to, however, comes 

first of all our swallows and is the last to leave us. 
In connection with this note we may mention that we saw 

in this city on the evening of October 24 anight hawk. The 

bird passed close to us and the identification was unmistak- 

able. 

Hapirs or THE Buayer— Val, Joma, Nov. 9.—Hditor Forest 
and Stream: J have just been to the river to visit the beaver 
dams I mentioned some time ago in Forrst anD STREAM. 
I find they haye just completed a large new dam, not more 
than twenty rods from a farmhouse which stands on the bank 
of the river. There are seyen dams within three miles of 
this fown,  ‘‘Nessmuck’ terms these beaver semi-domusti- 
cated, which may be true ; but if beaver are so shy and go 
dread the presence of man as Nessmuk would have ur he- 
lieve, how did they become semi-domesticated f 

While living on Cedar River in this State some twenty 

ears ago TP ay : 
ereanie which is some 800 feet wide and navigable for small 
steamers, ‘The country is now thoroughly settled, and has 
been for years, but there are beaver to be found there yet. 
They only disappear about as fast as they ure caught off. 
There were two shot near here by a boy only a few days ago. 
«They have disappeared.” E, B. By 

ish Culture. 

THE CULTURE OF CARP. 

4 
HE widespread interest. manifested in the culture of this 

fish sinee ils introduction by the U. 8. Fish Commis- 

sion is so great that, we are certain that our readers will find 

the following letters from My. Rixford and Herr you Behr, 

the well-known President of the Deutsche Fischerei Verein, 

who has done 80 much for fish culture in Germany, of great 
interest. 

Although we haye many fish which excel jhe carp asa 
table fish, yet we believe that its introduetion will prove of 

the greatest value in those portions of the country where the 

warm waters produce nothing edible, and that we could with 

more profit dispense with any other fresh water fish, outside 

of the whitefish of the lakes, than the catp, speaking from 

the fishculturist’s and an economical point of view: for there 

isno fish which in confined waters will turn out so many 
pounds of food as the carp, and its food costs little or nothing. 

Its rate of growth here has exceeded that in its natiye land, 

and its introduction into American waters will prove to be 

worth a vast sum within the next ten years to our hog-eating 
farmers, who seldom get a fish dinner, 

we give the following correspondence : 

With this prvface 

i Rixrorp, Suwannee Co., Fla., Noy. 1, 
Liditor Forest and Stream : 

Your fayor of the 28d of October covering a very inter- 
esting letter from Baron yon Behr, came to mein due sea- 
son. It appears that lam indebted to you for this corres- 
pondence, as if was through the medium of the Forrsr ANp 
Stream that the Baron’s attention was drawn tomy letter to 
Prof, Baird, which you published, and I cheerfully send you 
acopy of his letter for your use, as well as a copy of ny re- 
ply, which you can use or not as you deem best. 

Gro. C. Rixrorp. 

ty ScumoLpow, in Pomerania (Germany), i, 
October 4, 1880, | 

My dear Mr. Rivford - 
It is after haying read in Forest ann Srrmam of Sept. 1 

your letter about carp that I take the liberty of wriling you 
some lines. is 

I have been receiving such manifold assistance from your 
countrymen in my fishcultural interests, that Tam glad to be 
able, perhaps, to assist you, though, of course, Prof. Baird 
will haye furnished you with the most, needed hints. 

I dare say carp will delight in the climate of Florida. 
They area fish liking warmth before all, and therefore retire 
in my climate (Northern Germany) from October to May, 
info the deepest possible mud in the ground of our carp lakes, 
and seem to slumber there in entire apathy. They spawn 
with us in May, June and July, the special time depending 
entirely upon the warmth of the water. We are of the 
opinion that they need for spawning something like 15 deg. 
Reawnur*. All this is rather superfluous for you, Int now I 
may be able to give you good hints. 
We put branches of different trees—eyergreens or others— 

in the pond a short time before hatching begins. fixing one 
end of the branch in the soil, and leaving it swing in the 
pond some inches below the surface. As soon as the carp 
begin to spawn they fix their glutinous (adhesive) exgsin innu- 
merable quantity upon the branches we had putin, but alas! at 
the same time Mr, and Mrs. Carp begin to eat cvagerly their 
own eggs. It is only in consequence of the immense quan- 
tity of eggs they spawn that the carp is as plentiful as it is. 
But as for your country, which wishes to get quickly great 
quantities of young carp, you could make no better arrange 
ment than fo take out, after seeing the branches covered with 
eges, either these branches (transplanting them in a tub of 
water in order that the exes do nof get dry) and bring them 
to a neighboring pond, quite empty of other fishes, or take 
out the old carp altogether from your spawning pond and 
leave this alone to the young ones, which after 4 short time 
will swarm there by iflany thousands, and very soon begin to 
take food of any kind, say cooked potatoes or bread. By 
giving bread constantly my children got our ciirp so tame 
they would come and eat bread from their hands. They get 
very tame indeed. 

The best plan is to haye many ponds for the carp all of 
them being arranged in such « way that they can be made 
entirely dry. That gives you the possibility of having the 
carp divided according to their ages—say of one, hwo, 
three or four years. 

At four years they will grow in your climate Lo about ten 
pounds easily. You know that in rare cases we haye carp 
of thirty or forty pounds, while it is nothing unusual to have 
them up to twenty pounds. If you read German, oY have 
anybody who understands this, my language, | could send you 
by care of Prof. Baird some books about carp, their hreeding 
and nursing. You know that the Greeks (Aristotle), and 
old tomans knew this. They came from Italy to Germiny 
in the eleventh century—of course by the monks who were 
the great protectors of fishes. 

Tn the ponds which contain your carp of two, three and four 
years you will do wisely to keep with them a few voraclons 
fishes as sor (pike), or similar ones. This seems to prevent 
their desire to spawn, and therefore assists their quick 
growing. This principle is generally followed wherever 
we have large carp culture in Germany or Austria (Bohemia). 
Beware of huying other fishes of a similar family in the same 
pond with your carp—the crossing gives very bad fishes fall 
of hones and of had taste. 
Now this, my letter, may go. Jf it reaches you Thope you 

may find it ofa little use. I finish as [begun. IJ got auch 
kind assistance from your countrymen that I shall he yery 
glad to be useful to you. Newspapers make now in o few 
weeks le tour dé miorde. Let everybody try to make nse of 

* About 66 degreesFahrenheit. 
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them, and he of use through them to mankind, f ** Good wall 
to Nations” is a beautiful duty. I subscribe myself, 

Your Benr. 
President of the German Fisheries Verein. 

sa 

Rixrorp, Fla., Vou. 1. 
Baron von Belir: 
My Dear Str,—Your letter under date of the 10th of Octo- 

ber, was forwarded to me through the courtesy of the Forrst 
AND SiREAM and reached mein due season. Allow me at Lhe 
outset to express my hearty thanks for your kinduess in writ- 
ing me, as well as forthe valuable information you have given. 
My carp (which are of the scale variety) continue to thrive 
splendidly, and are a marvel to all who see them—especially 
those who saw them when I first procured them in Noveni- 
ber last, when they were only about turee inches long—and 
who now compare them. Many of them are from fifteen to 
seventeen inches in length, and six to seven inches in breadth. 
They show no signs as yel of going into winter quarters, 
coming for their food regularly, and J hope to be successful 
in carrying them through the cool weather without their re- 
sorting to the old habit. T find our natural ponds are not ex- 
actly fitted for them, as they are generally deep, and not 
easily drawn off, with no yisible outlet or inlet. Small fish, 
such as minnows, and perch generally inhabit them, which 
were better destroyed, as they will likely feed upon the eggs. 
Turtles are also plenty, but we must do the best we can to 
destroy the pests. 

Your information that the carp deyour their own eres was 
new to me, and has sugested the idea to me that possibly at 
that time they need a different variety of food, and 1 shall 
about that time change it to one composed more of meat. At 
the same time I can protect the bushes on which they have 
deposited their eges from their depredations by a wire fence. 
I expect they will spawn in the early spring, say March or 
April. 1 will be much obliged to you for any works on their 
culture that you may send me, as I have friends who will 
lake pleasure in translating them for me, and the publication 
of them may benefit others who have the fish in other por- 
tions of the country. You will, I am sure, pardon me for 
the liberty I haye taken in sending a copy of your letter to 
the Forray anp Stream for publication, as the information 
fiven will be valuable to many of its readers, and will very 
likely be copied into many other papers, as the subject is one 
that is attracting much attention. Your allusion to the assist- 
ance that has been afforded youby my countrymen is certainly 
a compliment to them, and I feel warranted in saying that, 
as in the past, they will in the future, do all in their power to 
promote and strengthen the beautiful duty to which sou have 
so pleasantly referred. Allow me to subscribe myself very 
truly yours, / 

: Gro. C. Rixrorp, 

=o 

THOSE RANGELBEY SPAWNING TROUT. 

Forriann,Me., Nov. 18. 
Tiditor Forest and Stream: , 

In Forrst AND Srream of Noy. 4, a correspondent (‘‘ Pair 
Play”) writes of Rangeley Lakes as follows, in criticising a 
mode of bait fishing that he advertises to the uninitiated as 
being very deadly, etc.: ‘‘ Parties who had permits to fish 
out of season, granted them by the Fish Commissioners in 
five days took over fifty breeding trout, weighing in the 
aggregate over two hundred pounds. Every fish was taken 
off the spawning beds, and no man can say how many young 
trout, which would have aided in the restocking of that great 
fishing resort, were destroyed by these captures.” ; 

Lest ‘Fair Play" misapprehends the facts and by his 
strictures mislead others in their inferences I swill state briefly 
that the taking of those fish was in no sense a matter of sport 
but of business. The fish taken under permits from the Com- 
missioners were kept alive until ripe, their eges then taken, 
impregnated, and placed in a hatching house, and from those 
eggs will be produced ninety-five per cent. yield of young 
trout instead, of a probable increase of Jess than ten per cent. 
had the fish bred naturally, leaving the majority of their ergs 
unimpregnated and only such of the balance as escaped des- 
fruction to hatch young fish that would be exposed to all their 
natural eneimies during the first few weeks of their existence, 
when they are so helpless. But it seems idle to repeat what 
is presumed to be well-known to ‘!Puir Play” and all the 
readers of Forrst anp Srream. In taking fish for the pur- 
pose of artificial propagation it_is impracticable to depend 
upon sportsmanlike methods, It is purely a matter of busi- 
ness to take the fish without injury and release them alive 

er the eges are taken. ' 
atthe Gaiam iesanere realizing fully the great evil that would 
result in any abuse of our permits for this purpose use all 
precaution to intrust the business to honorable men. We 
must of necessity depend upon the noblesse oblige of the 
holder of a permit fo guard against any possible abuse. My 
colleague, Hon. E, M, Stillwell, and myself visited Rangeley 
Lakes early in October, and finding that many of the fish 
then being taken at Rangeley Stream were *‘spent,” haying 
deposited their eggs ere caught, weinstructed Messrs. Stanley 
and Henry to suffer no further delay but to catch the desired 
number of fish in the most expeditious manner, authorizing 

i of a net for the purpose. 
poker upper dam a fine lot of trout had been taken. and 
kept in confinement, and none of them were " spont” fish. I 
stripped a lot of 50,000 eggs in one day there, snd liberated 
the fish used. Mr. Stanley continued to strip all the fish 
taken as fast as they became ripe, and placed the eggs in the 

atching house. : 
ni ve have no reason to believe that any permits have been 
abused, and regarding the holders of the only permits granted 
this year as sportsmen and gentlemen we must rely upon their 
honor that the work shall he so guarded and conducted as to 
accomplish all the benefits sought and protect us from incur- 
ring the abuse that so often is the only recompense received 
for our efforts to benefit the public. ‘ 

Should there ever be any wrong committed under the cover 
of permits granted by us for this important work of fish cul- 
ture it is within the province and duty of every sportsman 
and citizen to bring to our knowledge the facts. But we can- 
not act upon mere insinuations, nor prosecute violations of 
the law upon charges unsupported hy evidence. bis 
We regard our permits as sufficiently guarded and explicit 

in their stipulations, and as this is public business all the de- 
tails are open to public knowledge. Permits to take tront in 
October for the purposes of propagation at Rangeley Lakes 
were granted to Messrs. H. O. Stanley and the President of 
the Oquossoc Angling Association, J. H. Kimball, Esq:, and 
a permit to take lake salmon in Dobsis stream and_adja- | 

t waters for a similar purpose was granted Harvey J) ewell, 
Ba, The conditions of these permils require that “' the fish 
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shall be returned aliye to the waters whence taken and none 
destroyed for any purpose,” and that ‘the ezgs shall be prop- 
erly taken from all such fish and Hatched. Furthermore, 
“no ezes or young fish shall be disposed of in any manuez 
except by and according to the written direction of the Gom- 
missioners.” 
Under our present laws it lies within the power of any 

person to bring offenders to jnstice, and those intercsted in 
the enforcement of onr fish and game Jaws should bear in 
maind that an officer is powerless as regards prosecutions un- 
less theré is evidence to accompany complaints. To your 
correspondent ' Bangor,” who dates his letter at Mopang 
Lake, we wouldsay that we had no funds t6 cinploy a special | 
officer to gv to the locality mentioned, and we cannot find one 
who will devote his services to such work solely from a pub- 
lic spirit to do good. The Commissioners had absolutely no 
more power in the case referred to than ‘ Bangor” himself, 
nor even as much if he has evidence to prove his assertions 
in regard to violations of the deerJaw. We do not havethe 
power of arrest such as is held by wardens or police officers, 
and could not even obtain a warrant on compliint without 
having in owr possession enough evidence 10 ut least show 
“ probable cause” or conviction on trial. > 
Onr duties are too multifarious and continuous to permit 

personal service as wardens or constables, but we will per- 
sohally prosecute whenever evidence is put into onr posses- 
sion. 

If the necessary appropriations are granted for the use of 
our Department of State we can have at our command an 
organized police: force with which we can respond to good 
effect to specific complaints, and have the means to employ 
special service whenever and wherever it may be needed, and 
make justice swift and sure. We regret to say that there is 
much work left undone, but we have truly accomplished a 
great deal with the few tools at Our command, With a more 
complete equipment we can acconiplish still more in the 
future. We have the will and know the way. Wurnish us 
the mean?. Hyerer: Swi. 

This plain snd straightforward explanation by Com- 

missioner Smith mnst cerlainly convince our correspondents 

that there has been some error on the part.of their informants, 
or that they did not get at all the facts. The commissioners 
are evidently doing their best to inereuse the fishing. 

a = 

‘Tim Opviure or tie, Suy-risu,—We learn that Dr. J. J. 

Seeley, of the “ Water Cure,” Cleveland, O., has a pond de- 

voted to the little fish which bears the above popular name. 
The pond isan acre and ‘a half in extent and the quantity of 
“pumpkin seeds” in it is said to be considerable. Whether 
he “kivers” if in whater or nol our informunt saith not. The 

*“summy ” isi lively little fellow, 7 faith, and a handsome, 
and the Doctor takes pride in him, Well, le was our first 
loye when we courted him witha pin hook, and many a 

spanking from the maternal slipper he brought for luring us 

to the muddy mill pond, to the complete demoralization of 

trousers. Ah, me! So long ago, and yet but yesterday, 

Mors Carp For Distrineriox.—The demand for this fishis 
increasing from all parts of the country, and for the first time 
the U.S. Fish Commission has heen able to meet the demand, 
They Laye been sent all over the Southern and Western 
States, as well as to the Kast and Cunada. Mr, E.G. Black 
ford, of Fulton Market, New York, is the distributing agent 
for the Hast. is first lot were all called for, und this wevk 
he has received from Professor Baird twelve hundred more. 
Persons in adjacent States wishing a few may apply to him, 

Dr, HB. Sterling, of Cleveland, O., has also received twelve 
hundred for distribution to applicants in his State. 

Carp ron Ouso—Clevelund, O., Nov. 6.—We received here 
Monday, the ist inst., 1,200 Buropean carp through the 
Smithsonian Institution, of which Prof, Baird is the honorable 
suardian. ‘They are being well distributed to ile many ap- 
plicants. The introduction of this cultivated fish I consider 
as one of (he best works to the present time of the U. 8. Fish 
Commission, and I doubt if Congress in the last ten years 

has done better work for the interest of the puople than the 
appropriation il has made for the culture of fish and fish pro- 
tection, Dr. EB, Staring. 

Fisaways are being constrncted in the Contoocook, al 
Hillsborough Bridge, N- i. Salmon fry were put into the 
headwaters of that stream two years ago. 

Sea and Ziver Sishing. 

GRAYLING FISHING IN NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 

A Yisrr vo une Storcron River. 

N the latter part of July lust there were encatiped on the 
il banks of the Indian River near where il debouches from 
Burt Lake, the following gentlemen; Messrs. Dunmead and 
Hubbard, from Columbus, Olin; Prof. Franklin, of the 
Michican University ; Mr. Keeney, of Cinehmali, Ohio: the 
veteran steamboat captain and fisher, Dayid Sinith, of Che 

|boygan. Jt was agreed that after surfeiting ourselves with 
lake fishing, where we took captive scores of pounds of maska- 
Jonge, pickerel, black bass and perch, we should try our skill 
on the gamy beauties of Sturgeon River, which wus said to 
be the best place for grayling fishing about these paris. ‘The 
day fixed for the expedition was one of the most delightful 
of the season, and this to our imaginative minds was to be the 
crowning suecess of all our pleasure excursions. Getting all 
things ready, our pack wagon well stored wilh food for the 
inner man, and Gur camp equipare lashed lo the box, we 
jumped into the boat that was to carry us neross the river, 
and ina (rice were landed on the opposite shore. Here we 
found our teamster and guide ready to move; our wazon 
that was to jumble us toether oyer the woody road, made 
up in size what it lacked in show, and its seuts were not over- 
bending with cushions or springs. We role “on top,” and 
experienced a kind of elevation that does not belong to the 
Spiritual order, It required all the dexterity of a circus per- 
former to hold on jo our seats, and frequently we found our 
selves occupying each other's seat when we least expected it. 
Tt was the roughest and most animated road I ever passed 
over, yet in this country it was called a good turnpike. After 
holding on for two or three hours and all tired with the effort 

of keeping 
take a drink and catch a mess of grass-hoppers for Dnit. 
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our equipoise, we halted at an ice-cold spring Lo 

Finding our labors poorly compensated by individual running 
aller and grabbing the little jumpers, we conceived the idea 
of coralling them by means of a mosquito bar close at baud, 
One taking hold of each end and running in parallel lines and 
holding the net perpendicnlarly, we soon sueceeded in cetling® 
all of this kind of living bait we needed. 2 

At the ery of “all aboard” we jumped on our lofty seats 
and Were soon off again through the woods und over the 
plains for the Sturgeon River, distant thirteen tniles, and at 
night-fall we were forced to campon Silver Lake, about three 
miles distant from the river. Here we lost one of our wagon 
tires, and were brought to a precipitate halt, while all turned 
out to help remedy the difficulty. Building a huge camp-fire, 
both for the light and to consnme the pesky mosquito, our 
veteran Captain Smith set about preparing our supper, while 
the others with hammer and tongs heated and adapted the 
tire to its lonely felloe, "This over, we sat down to supper, 
ind hog and coffee, crackers and potatoes supplied our even- 
ing meal, which was enjoyed with a relish. Our camp-fire 
was (0 me one of the pleasant features of the trip. Strongand 
Willing arms piled up large logs and fallen trees for a buck- 
ground to the fire, causing it to throw its light and cheery 
warmth directly into our tent, and hy fastening back the 
front flies we had a warm, dry and inviting bed to spread our 
blankets for the night's rest. Our camp-fire birned bright and 
cheerful all night, and lying on our lowly beds we could lool: 
out beyond the fire and see the beautiful lake in the distance, 
and the changing shadows caused by its flickering light made 
a, beautiful and weird-like picture, on which we guzed till 
tired natures? sweet restorer, balmy sleep, threw its soothins 
mantle over us, from which I did not awaken till the early 
morning gray told us of approaching day. 
The first sound that greeted us was from our musical friend, 

Wubbard, who sang '*Come Jine the Huckleberry Picnic.” 
In a trice we were upon our feet and shouting for Captain 
Smith to hurry up breakfast. We made onr toilets for the ma- 
tulinal refreshments, which differed but a little from our pre- 
vivus supper, except the hor exceeded in bulk the potatoes. 
The coffee was measured out in infinitesimal doses. Neyer 
was coffee better or pork eaten with a keener relish, Our tin 
plates and cups seemed more inviting than the finest China 
and polished silverware looked at home, Breakfast over, 
we started early for our fishing frolie, three of the party tak- 
ing it on foot. About two miles oul ourroad became impass- 
wble for the fallen trees that pridironed it for the space of a 
quarter of a mile. The only alternative left was to cut a new 
way wherever the smallor trees and brush permitted access to 
the passable road beyond. So much time was ocenpied by 
this slow mode of locomotion that we did not reach the dam 
of the north branch of the Sturgeon till nearly 11 o'clock in 
the morning, Gathering together our fishing tackle we hur- 
ried down the steep bank, and in a jiffy comijenced throwing, 
out for the little beauties, and bets were made as to who 
should catch the first fish. Some tried the brown-backed fly, 
others the grasshopper, while the yeteran Capt. Smith és- 
sayed the red butterfly, a few having been caucht on the way. 
Tt was really a pretty sight to see the old pioneer wading inte 
the stream, casting here and thére near some fallen trunk or 
log to catch the first fish. In an instant a ripple is seen, the 
hook is taken, and whiz goes the line as it escapes from the 
reel, and the first grayling is landed with three cheers for the 
gallant and successful captain. A moment more and a shout 
goes up at a little distance, and Mr. Hubbard is declared 
second winner, he baving Janded a beautiful half-pounder. 
My turn had not yet come, though I felt all the ecstacy of (he 
occasion, and barring a few glorious nibbles I lived in hopes 
of being the third on the list of successful anglers. But no! 
On all sides zousup the spirited ejaculation of ‘Another !" and 
“Another !” till the sport becomes to me not only monotonuus, 
but absolutely invidious. I eonclude my fly is not the thing 
to entice these samy beauties from their favorite haunts, anc 
exchange it for another kind bought of Mr. J. B. Long, of 
Detroit. Getting ready, we make a graceful cast near an oli 
log, and in an instant we feel the jerk, our line spins out, and 
now we haye caught a perfect beauty of nearly a pound in 
weight, the largest yet taken. Three of us try our luck fishing: 
down stream ; the others move up against the current. 

Our camping ground for the night being at the bridge two 
iniles helow, where the Gaylord pike crosses the Sturgeon, 
we fished til three o'clock, having taken all we could con- 
veniently carry, and now concluded to try a short cut through 
the wool to camp. We had not traveled ovgr a quarter of 
a mile when we struck a thick, inypenetrable jungle, and the 
concentrated smell of a dozen menageries almost stifled ys, 
We peered around in the deep shade and saw the sight of 
bruin. We smelled, we saw and we almost felt, his bare pres- 
ence, when it was put to vote whether we should go on or 
seek our way back again to the dam and await the coming oF 
the others. I never knew a party that was more unan- 
imous, and suiting the action to the word weskedaddled; and 
Tassure you your correspondent was not behind in that race, 
though his spectacles were never seen more. We couldn't 
bear to stay there, so made track, on our way back, to enjoy 
our piscatorial exercise in 4 less aromatic atmosphere. Hither 
our luck had forsaken us or the fish were all caught about 
the dam, so we really did nothing but laugh at cach other 
and admire the cool und daring valor that animated each, 
Toward sundown the Captain and his comrade made their 
appearance, After hiving a hearty langh over the recital of 
om bare escape we tugged on with our load of fish and 
reached camp a little betore dark. Our teamster had a fire 
made, tents pitched and everything ready for a forgeous sup)- 
per of prayling. The younger members of the purty washed 
or prepared the fish for the pan, while the older ones, under 
the direction of the Captain, were intent upon saving as much 
as possible of their persous From the maliciots and persistent 
athacks of the ‘ nosee’ems,” as they called the little fra 
enat that swarmed like bees around us. One hundyed and 
ninety-thvee grayling were the number taken, and we lived 
on these luscious captives till the last one succumbed to our 
insaliale appetites. This spoiled us for the hoe and hom- 
iny” left in our commissariat, and the next day we spent in 
convivial fellowship rehearsing the trials and triumphs of our 
griyling expedition and enjoying the escapade which now 
had heeome areal and most, daring adventure. Turning our 
faces homeward we reached our camp on the “Indian River,” 
nbout used up as 

— 

Tne Micrarion of Heis.—About this time, as the almanacs 
say. look out for a movement of eels from the mill-ponds 
toward saltwater. All cels who pretend to any style at te 
think il necessary to spend the fall and winter months near the 

sea-shore, while the poor cousins go into the mud hoping tha’ 

the neighboring catfish will imagine that they are at Newpor 



— 
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> Nahant among the sea-serpents. The family oceupying 
Esopus Creek, New York, haye hegun to move, with a few 

exceptions, who stay behind {to sce the mud turtles bedded 
‘down for the winter. In moving a sad accident happened, 
Which we puiilish for the benetit of other excursion parties of 

Apoditts, While leaying the mill-pond on the creck the ad- 

yulice chard by accident mistook the way and got into the 

turbine wheel of the grist mill of Jacob Freligh at Saugerties, 
and many were cut to picecs before the mass of bodies stopped 

¢ wheel. Many bushels of ecls were killed or capinred and 

heir friends at the sea-side will await their arrival in vain. 

A Mantis Sime tome Easr Rryek.—Arthur Boyce, 
of No. 45 Whitehall street, one of our oldest readers, and a 
noted fisherman of the Black Warrior recion, has kindly sent 

fo this office for inspection what le and others récard as a 

yery interesting nondescript. It was caleht on the surface 

of the water, in the slip of the Mamilton Avenue Ferry, New 
York side. Jt was swimming apparently in starch of- food. 

Japtain Peter Silvie, of the above named ferry, captured it in 

scoop uct on the night of Oct. 21. It proves to he a yery 

fine specimen of the Squcliempusa, or Mantis shrinyp. 

This species of shrimp, though not common in our waters, 

ceurs geile frequently. It is found along our Southern 

Hast as far as easbern Florida, In countries where it is suf- 

ficiently abundant the sqnill is highly esteemed as food. 
The specimen captured by Mr. Boyce is an unusually laree 

and yery fine one. Tt has been preserved in alcohol, and is at 
“present iui this office. 

Awovinmr Bie “Sxarr-Moorren ” -Bass—(Cineinnati, 0., 
Ovt. $1,—I notice in your issue of October 28 an acconnt of 
a black bass of 6; pounds weight. TI also contribute a photo- 
fraph, Wut whether of a small or large mouthed bass 1 won't 
venture to say. ‘The fish was caught at Middle Island, Lake 
Drie, ih the fall of 1878, by a gentleman, a. minister, L believe, 
ot Indianopolis, Ind., and was the fitst bass he ever 
eanzht. The bass weighed 64 pounds, and was also short », 
Jead sinker. Jno. 8. Dollar, Put-in-Bay, O., can furnish di- 
rect testimony to the above: Heavy Bass, 

The picture is that of a ‘smallmouth black hass” (Misrop- 

tems Kalmoides, and the weight given is exactly that of the 

one sent by Dr. BE. Sterling; of Cleveland, and we now think 

it firmly established (hat this fish reaches a weight of 64 Ibs. 
in Lake Erie, but whether it grows as large as that in any 
other water or not we cannot say, as before the two pictures 

were sent we doubled its ever growing above 5 Ibs. We lean 

us we live, however, and may yet learn that other larga and 

deep waters contain as large fish of this species. The other 
one (big mouth) grows very large, especially in Southern 

Walcrs. 

THs Anonoyy—Phiiadelphia, Now. 12.—Mr, John A. 
Ryder, in giving me the account of the exes of the American 
anchovy referred {o the silver sides, Chtrastoma Notata, not 
to the so-called spearing, /nygrailis vittatus. Homo. 

We were inisled by the common name, never having heard 

©. notatu called “anchovy.” It is known as ‘* friar” and 

‘sand smelt” in ofher parts, while “silver sides” is common 

{o both fishes named and also to others. It is important to 
know whit fish Mr, Ryder referred to, and we are glad to be 

corrected. 

Exrorcrxe Fisu Laws 1 New Jersey—Red Bank, NV. J, 
Ni, 10.—A, case of great interest to the people of the State, 
purticularly to those engaved in the fishing business, has just 
Ticen decided by the Supreme Court. An act passed April 5, 
1873, prohibits the use of seine nets in the Shrewsbury and 
Wavesink rivers. More than a year ago George Curtis, Fish 
Warden of Monmouth County, caused the arrest of Jehu P. 
Gooper for drazging a seine in the Navesink River, and at the 
{ial before Justice Jacob Curlis, judement was given in favor 
of the Fish Warden. Thereupon the case was removed on 
certiorari to the Supreme Court, which Court affirmed the 
judgment of Justice Curis. 

. Oareisi Taxe Tne Fry—Tiveln Lakes, Fla., Now. 10—You 
lhave noticed two instances of eatfish taking the fly—Iadd a 
third, A neighbor fishing in the St. John’s last season for 
bass with the fy caught 4 catfish that rose finely. Now we 
hive started this thing [think “cats” can be educated. 

Ducks flying frequently within a week. S. 

\ Thr Sinver Bass of CAxapa—Queber, Von. 11,—Inclosed 
please find sketches of fish sent, me some time ago, and in 
reference to silver bass you will see it is the fish you call 
white lake bass, or /tocovs eliryseps, and is caught only in the 
Lower Proyinces. Black bass are the only kind canzht west 
of (he Miramichi. Simon Fraser. 

“Dracox Dini av Tome.—‘"Deacon Dill’s” letter in last 
wook's Fortsr AND ApRRAM on ‘Fishing at Belle Ewart” is 
well worth reading. We regret that it is too long jo reprint. 
— Toronto Mail, 

—The Pores AND BrkEAM presents its compliments to 

++An Old Subscriber,’ and respectfully intimates that he 

Sulit to mow ils rules well enough hy this time to have 
gimned hisname.  Werlaum sep. 

PepustrtAstsM.—The record of long-distance walking has 
just been eaten by Rowellin the six days’ mateh at Lon- 
dun, The snecessive performances have been: Weston, 431: 
Luury, 501, 519, 520; Corkey, 621; ‘Blower’ Brown, 
a42; Weston, 550; Brown, 553; Hart, 665; Rowell, 566. 

—It takes very little to collect a crowd in New York 
City. We haye seen a whole street blocked up by an eager 
throng pressing around a mouse trap. The other day there 
tiust hive been a thousand persons collected in Union Square 
watching the didoes of an enraged gray squirrel, who was try- 
ing to save his peanuts from the thieving sparrows, 

— 

—#500 will be paid for any case that Hop Bitters will not cure or 
help. Donbt not, S 

Game Bag and Gan. 

GULL ISLAND CLUB. 

OR seyeral years past certain members of the Jersey City 
Heights Gun Clnb with others have taken their yearly 

irip fo Sonthern waters in pursuit of swan, geese and duck. 

As year by year the water-fowl seemed to decrease or go fur- 

ther South on account of the multiplicity of the shooters, a 

project often talked of and over hy the aboye mentioned mem- 
bers has finally assumed tungible shape. The Gull Island 

Club was formed with the following officers and members: 

Ben Payne, President, J. C. H. G. C.; Livingston Gifford, 
Secretary, J. C. WH, G. C.; A. Heritage, Treasurer, J. C. H. 
GC. 

Memobers.—T. Mall, J. ©. H. G. C.; BR. C. Johnson, J, C. 
H. G. €.; F.C. Cuumins, J.C. I. G. C.; J. A. Van Gilder, 

J, 0. HL. G. C.; D. Toffey, J.C. H.G. ©.; John J. Toffey, J. 

C, IL G. C.; Win. B. Wheeler, J. C. H, G. C.; G. BéEaton, 
J, O. 1. G. GC. J. B. Burdette, J.C. H. G. C.; F. M. Thom- 

son, J. 0. H.G. C.; N. E. Nash, R. 1; Capt. J. Brown, 

R. 1.; EB. Z Wright, Utica, N. Y.; F. Harrison, Newark, N. 

J. (Wssex G. 0). ; I. Ieinrich, Newark, N. J. 

A committee with full power, consisting of Thos. Hall and 
N. B. Nash, was sent down last spring to Pimlico Sound ; and 

Gull Island, noted for ifs splendid swan and geese shooting, 
was purchased. Gull Island, about one and three quarters 
of a mile long by half a mile in width, contains about 200 

acres. The club also secured by deed over ten miles of marsh 

guarding all the points, including several small islands that, 

are contizuous to Gull Island, makin one of the finest shoot- 

ing preserves for water-fowl and snipe in the United States. 
The laws of North Carolina amply protect property owners 

in the matter of shooting preserves. The club have erected 

a substantial club-house, and, 17thinst., Al. Heritage (jolly old 
*Sonth Paw”) and Capt. Johnson (‘‘ Ye Ancient Mariner’), 

committee, will ship by Old Dominion Line fifteen cots and 
mattresses, fifteen comforters and pairs blankets, two stoves 

(one large cooking and one office do.), together with eanned 

meats, hard tack and ofher provisions too numerous to men- 
tion, to say nothing about the ton and a half, more or less, of 
ammunition. 

Capt. Johnson, Al. Heritage and Nash will start the last 

of next week for the island to get everything in shape for the 

rest of the boys, who expect to leave Jersey City, Dec. 4, 
for a three weeks shoot. 

The club haye moreover some 140 live wild geese decoys, 
that they purchased and are already on the property. Thir- 

teen of the members will positively be on hand at the dedi- 

cation of the new club-house. As your correspondent pro- 
poses to be among the first on the ground and to stay as long 
as possible, tlie big stories told, the wonderful shots made 

and tremendous bags brought in you will probably hear of 
anon. 

Don't you wish you were going yourself.? 

JACOBSTAFR. 
— on 

PHILADELPHIA LETTER. 

was told by £00d authority this morning that there is a 
moyenient on foot by the members of the West Jersey 

Game Protective Association, residents of Pennsylvania and 
theformer mentioned State, to try the experiment of import- 
ing from England a large number of Hnglish pheasants and 
liberating them in the five lower counties of New Jersey. I 
cannot see why such a project would not succeed under the 
Management of this indefatigable society, as its members , 
exercise a great influence over the farmers of this section of 
the State and many of the latter are a part of the associa- 
tion. I understand a subscription will be made for the pur- 
pose, my informant expressing his intention of donating. 

Should we be blessed with a mild winter followimg the im- 
portation of the birds, and it be succeeded by a favorable 
hutching season and a stringent law protecting them for five 
or ten years be passed, we have no doubt that success will 
follow the efforts of this model association of sportsmen. 

The English pheasant isin a measure soon domesticated 
and will readily be drawn to the barn of the farmer for food in 
seyere winters, and if the proper means be taken to thor- 
oughly interest this class of the community in the enterprise 
ee can be gained in this way for the protection of the 
irds, 
Sportsmen who were at Havre de Grace last week and those 

who are there at this writing are liaving great sport duck 
shooting. The bull of the fowl being killed, however, are 
red-heads and hlack-heads, yery tew canyas-back haying yet 
come on. hooting, you know, is allowed on the flats at 

| this point only every other day, as {he machines or batteries 
being moored or anchored directly on the feeding grounds, 
would soon have a tendency to keep the ducks froin visiting 
them at allif prosecuted every day. Asit is the number of 
canyas backs at Havre de Grace is diminishing every year. 
We beard of one hundred and twenty-five red-heads and 
black-heads being killed there in one day last week by one 
sportsman and his attendant. 
We were shown this morning a very remarkable Irish set- 

ter dog, the property of our mutual friend Mr. John 8. Davis, 
of Philadelphia. Dush, the youngster in question, was sired 
by Mr. D.'s Glenn, so well known on the snipe meadows in 
the neighborhood of Philadelphia, and was broken hy John 
tickhurdt. The dog is of a beautiful deepred, handsomer, 1 
think, than his sire, and as Mr. Dayis tells me wonderfully 
staunch at his point and as firm a dos to charge at the report 
of agun as he ever saw. 
uses a muzzie-loader and insists upon all his dogs renimining 
Steady after firing until he has leisurely ve-charged. All his 
setters ind pointers are as firm. Does not (he fact of his use 
of a muzzleloader account for the steadiness of his animals ? 
Vive years ago your correspondent wrote his views on this 
subject, and as practical illustration here presents itself the 
article will be reproduced. 

“Tt was remarked to me afew days ago by a prominent | will oblige 

Mr. Rickhardt, bis breaker, still 

| 

sportsman of Philadelphia that since the invention of breech- 
Inading shot-guns we haye fewer steady dogs at the charge 
than before, and the reason given was that the reloading of 
the breech-loader took such a short time the dog naturally 
hecame more careless on account of the brief space required 
of him in which to remain with the gun before advancing; 
more so also from the fact that the sportsman himself anx- 
ious to make a large baz moved forward at once as soon as he 
had recharged. In old times when we used the ramrod it 
took some minutes before the sportsman was in readiness, 
and during this time his dog remained charged and steady 
until his master had reloaded. This practiced him in obedi- 
ence and staunchness, In conclusion my friend said to me, 
‘Mark what I say, and I wish you to note if, the man that 
still uses a muzzle-loader has the best trained dog.’ I confess 
I see reason in what my friend said, but do not know why one 
cannot be particular in this branch of the dog's tuition and 
be more on his guard to have his dog obey. It is a common 
fault in the hurry of the moment and the excitement of be- 
ing among a bevy of quail, to push forward too quickly after 
killing a bird and paying little attention to the dog, now 
that. we can reload so speedily. Our four-footed companions 
in their eagerness are ever ready to take adyantage of the lib- 
erty unintenticnally given them and forget gradually that part 
of the education which is so necessary to good sport and suc- 
cess in the field. I finda great many of my friends are break- 
ing their dogs to come in before charging, and they give me as 
aréason that in cripple shooting, woodeock shooting and the 
like it is far better to have your setters come to you and 
charge that you may know where they are before starting 
them for fresh game. Ido not see the utility of the method 
especially in the case of a retrieving setter or pointer, for in 
tle usual manner of breaking your-dog charges at the report 
of the gunn and remains so until he is ordered to seck and 
bring the bird 1o you.” 

Since writing the aboye I have had many proofs of the 
correctness of my friend's views, but I would not haye it un- 
derstood that I decry the use of the modern breech-loading 
shot-gun. Their invention, however, should make us all the 
more careful that our dogs are not lost sight of and are kept 
in as full subjection as in the days when the shot pouch and 
powder horn were carried to the field. 
Lam rapidly becoming a convert to. the English style of 

breaking, rever to allow a field dog to retrieve, There are, 
I know, many opponents to this system, but say what you 
will, a setter will become unsteady eventually if he is permit- 
ted to touch a bird at all. Homo, 

oP 

THE LONG ISLAND TRAPPED BIRDS. 

Editor Forest and Stream. : 
In the Forest anp Srream of November 11, 1880, ap- 

peared an anonymous article entitled ‘‘ Trapped Quail” and 
signed ‘fA True Lover of the Sport.” It was in substance a 
charge by the writer that a regular business of trapping quail 
and of the sale, possession and transportation of trapped 
quail existed on Long Island. It implicated the employees 
of the Long Island Railroad. 

The Long Island Sportsmen's Association, including most, 
of our leading clubs, stands pledged to prosecute all such in- 
fringements. We cannot play the part of detectives. We 
protest against the prevalent custom of making sweeping 
Charges without an iota of proof to suppért them. We de- 
nounce as cowards those possessing such proof who sneak be- 
hind a pseudonym and haye not the manliness to furnish a 
responsible name, 
We demand that your correspondent immediately furnish 

us sworn evidence of the graye charge made by him or that, 
he forever hold his peace. We will guarantee him exemp-' 
tion from expense. He has rushed into print with full knowl- 
edge of the existence of this Association, instead of visiting 
any of our officers, and we believe his motive was mere 
covert notoriety and a desire to abuse rather than assist us. 
We respectfully request henceforth that you publish no 
anonymous charges against this Association, which you cer- 
tainly know to be unfounded, buf on the contrary that you 
will insist upon printing the true name of your informant as 
an evidence of good faith and a duty to us. 
By order of the Standing Game Law Committee of the 

Long Island Sportsmen's Association. 
AxpEL CROOK, F 

: Seeretary L. I. 8. A, 

The request that the necessary evidence upon which to 

base an action be furnished is certainly a fair one, and we 

trust that if may meet with the proper response. As to thie 
“unfounded charges,” we may be allowed to suggest that so 

long as the illegal traffic in trapped birds, now alleged to he 

carried on along the line of the Long Island Railroad, is not 

stopped, criticism of game societies is both well-founded and 

legitimate. Nor can game societies ever hope to accomplish 

much if they are content to wait for the information yvolun- 

teered by outsiders. They must ‘‘ play the detective” them- 
selves. If the Long Island Sportsmen’s Association are not 

prepared toadopt the initiative in such action, we prefer to 
ascribe this to some other cause than their failure to recognize 

the propriety and necessity of their undertaking this kind of 
work, We know that the Association is young, and not 

yet, perhaps, in trim for solid work; and for that reason 

it may demand reasonably that its character be not hastily pre- 
judged. It has an extensive field of effort before it, and we 
are quite confident tliat the Association is now in the guiding 
control of men who properly appreciate what a true game 

protective society should be, and who must ultimately give 
character to the society. 

Lone Isnanp Trappep Brrps—iVew York, Nov. 13, 1880. 
—Hditor Horest and Stream: Tn reading your editorial of the 
11 inst., inregard to my letter Nov. 6, 1880, one miglit infer 
that I conyeyed you the idea that the employees of the L. L 
R. R., were all willful law-breakers. In justice to those men 
T would say, that they not being shooters themselves and nof 
knowing trapped game from shof game, might morally 
be ag innocent as you or J. They have game offered to them 
cheap and of course take advantage of it. But let them be 
stopped from buying or selling game on their train and this 
will all cease. My letter was intended more for the farmers 
and their boys who really are the guilty parties. I also no- 
tice that in my letter [ forgot to insert the word rabbits, when 
I wrote that the boy hands in from one to six quail or part- 
ridges. It should have read, from one to six quail, partridges 
or rabbits, as the case might be. By inserting the above you 

A Trouz Lovzr of Tue Sport. 



SHOOTING IN VIRGINIA. 

WV YSELF and Dr, Talbotlets Pier 42 on the Old Dominion 
Lineship Manhattan—Captuin Kelly and Purser Llewel- 

lyn, by whom we were treated eleganthy. Seen off of conrse by 
some Fountain Gon Club boysin their usual manner. <Ar- 
riving in due time al) Norfolk, Va., we went from there by 
cars to Bellefonte, Nottaway Go., Va., where we were received 
by our kind host, Captain Tylor, formerly of the Torrsr 
AND STREAM staff, a right good sportsman anda, pleasant com- 
panion. Getting dogs, bagzage and ourselves in shape, we 
started for Taylor's Retreat, fiye miles from the depot, where 
we pul oar trapsin order for the fray. Monday, on quail, 
three guns, bagged forty-two. Tmesday, two guns, thirty- 
seven. Wednesday, raining nearly all the day, two guns, 
twenty-seven. Thursday, seventy-three head of game over 
two ene. Friday, fifty-four; and Saturday thirty-seven ducks, 
ete. 
We let, for home Sunday night, 5:50, arrivmg at Norfolk 

thal night, and the next morning went on board the ship 
Breakwater, Captain Gibbs, o thorough sportsman, who 
kindly gave usa few hours’ shooting with the engineer Lar- 
fand, on Major Mniling'’s plantation, where we bagged seven- 
teen quail, or ‘right smart gangs of partridge,” as the term is 
in Virginia. 
Wereached New York Tnesday night well satistied with 

our trip, which we enjoyed much. 
Jn reference to the country, game and people [ would say 

the country is fine open plantations of tall grass, wheal or 
rag wheat and cotton, surrounded by vast pine forests, 
Deer and turkeys can be shot, but require time and 
patience. Deer are shot on runways by the use of 
hounds. Turkeys are first flushed by a dog, then a blind is 
built where the gunners are concealed, and when the turkey 
bevins to gobble he is answered until close enough for a shot. 
Tie quaillie, generally spealing, close to the pines into which 
they vo “right smart,” sometimes alighting in the trees, and of 
vourse sporismen well wnderstand it is useless to try to do 
anything with them onsuchoecasions. When, however, they 
vo to thé open fields then they begin fo collect im the bag. 
The birds are full grown ‘and Hy fast. Most of the grounds 
are posted, Wut permission can generally be had hy asking for 
it amd by behavinglike gentlemen while on the grounds. As 
far us we were coneerned we were nsed with the very best, 
aod both Dr. Talbol and myself returned all onr sineere 
thanks for the generous hospitality showed ns, not forgetting 
Handy, our guide, whois a character. His ‘* Look out dar! 
there gous Old Thave,” was side-splitting. Old Aunt Mary 
was always on hand with her cikes, and the Retreat of Capt. 
Taylyor’s was always brigh{ with thesportsmanlike surround- 
ings. 

In conclusion would say {to sperisman they can find good 
quail shooting in any direction from Norfolk ut a moderate 
cost. SMOKE. 
ye 

THE CHASE: ITS HISTORY AND LAWS. 

RY ‘HE LORD OHIBFE JUSTION OF ENGLAND, 

T « time when Parliament has recently been occupied 
with an important modification of a portion of the law 

relating to game, it may not be uninteresting to passin re- 
view the leading incidents in the history of the chase, and ihe 
laws which have regulated its exercise or determined the ex- 
tent 1o which property could be asserted or acquired in the 
wild animals which it is beyond the art or foreign to the pur- 
pose of man to domesticate. 
From the earliest ages of man’s history, the chase has been 

one of the favorite as well as one of the necessary occupations 
of matkind. Manhas been s hunter from the beginning. 
The state of the hunter must have preceded that of the shep- 
herd; it must equally have preceded that of the tiller of the 
soil, which was probably of still later date than that of the 
shepherd. In jhe early stages of his existence man must in 
a great degree have depended for food on the animals he was 
able to capture; and {hough the facility with which certain 
kinds of animals could be brought under his dominion might 
sive rise to the pastoral state at a comparatively early period 
of human existence, yet he would have to wage war with the 
beasts of prey for fhe protection of himself and his belong- 

How. in the beginning, without weapons, or such only as 
modern discoveries have shown him to have possessed for 
ages, man can haye succeeded in defending himself against 
the fiercer animals, or in capturing even the least active of 
those which served him for food, while in their wild and un- 
domesticated state, if is difficult to imagine. Yet his carliest 
implements have been found in connection with the hones of 
the lion and bear and other beasts of prey, as well as with the 
remains of the animals which has served him for food. It 
was not till after the lapse of ages that, in addition to or su- 
perseding those of stone, implements of wood and bone—the 
harpoon, the Jance, and lastly the arrow—thesinews of the 
dlanghtered animals serving for the bowstring—enabled man 
the better to supply his wants or to cope with his natural 
enemics. The domestication of the dog—the animal the most, 
readily atlaching itself to man, and in all ages the willing in- 
sirument and ally of the hunter—which most probably pre- 
veded that of any other animal—would tend materially to im- 
prove the pusition of man with reference to his power over the 
animals by which he was surrounded, The instinctive habit 
of the dog, and other animals of the canine race, to hunt in 
packs, would be obseryed by man, and after a time would he 
made available for his purposes. 

The domestication of the animals capable of being tamed, 
and thus nendered subservient to the purposes of man, would 
be the next step in the onward march of human progress. 
The cultivation of the soil, and the systematic raising of the 
ceres)] products which form so essential a part of man’s nour- 
ishment, would be an equally important incident in the his- 
tory of mankind. But neither the pastoral nor the agricul- 
(ural condition would supersede the calling of the hunter, 
fiough it might diminish its importance. The flesh of the 
wild animals fit for the nourishment of man would still form 
a valuable article of food—not the less so on account of its 
sayory character—and their skins would be useful for cloth- 
ing. Above all it would be necessary for the protection of 
the domesticated animals, as well as for fhat of man himself, 
that the number of beasts of prey should be kept down as 
much as possible. Jlappily, the discovery of the metals, and 
their use in the fabrication of weapons, which doubtless had 
its origin in the Hast, as well as the manufacture of the net, 
perfected by the invention af twine and cord now substituted 
for ruder materials, placed the hunter in a more favorahle 
position for warring with his four-tooted enemies, The para- 
mount importance of this warfare could not fail to be appre- 
viotod. Ti is in the primitive period of the world's history 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

that so much admiration and respect attaches (0 the character 
of hunter. 
when tribes had grown into a people or nation, of the king— 
second only to that of heading his warriors and defending his 
subjects against their foes, to hunt down the wild bensts, 
which, next to the external cnemy, were the terror of the peace- 
able and industrious inhabitant. Hence, in the lezendary 
hero the character of hunter is commonly associated with that 
of warrior. The legendary Nimrod is not only a ‘mighty 
one in the earth,” but also a ‘mighty hunter before the 
Lord.” The fabulous Ninus was as renowned as a destroyer 
of wild beasts as he was a conqueror. The legendary heroes 
of Greece, of whom Xenophon gives a long list, were all re- 
nowned as hunters. He suggests that their merit as such may 
have contributed as much to procure for them the character 
of heroes and the admiration of mankind as their other ex- 
ploits or virtues. *‘.A conqueror and founder of an empire,” 
says Mr. Layard—herein corectly expressing the sentiments 
of the ancient world—*' was at the same time a great hunter. 
His conrage, wisdom, and dexterity were as much shown in 
encounters with wild animals a8 in martial exploits. He ren- 
dered equal seryiee 40 his subjects, whether he cleared the 
country of beusts of prey orrepulsed an enemy,” 

The keeping down the number of the beasts of prey, as one 
of the duties of kings and rulers, appears fo have been full 
recoznized from an early period, at least in the Hastern world, 
where the fiercer und more destructive forms of animal life 
were unhappily far too abundant to be consistent with the 
welfure ov safety of man. The frequent representations in 
the Assyrian sculptures of hunting scenes, in which the king 
is the principal actor, is very jnstly referred to by Mr. Layard 
as a proof not only of the chase being deemed the fitting 
oeeupation of a king, but also of the high estimation in which 
it was held by thé primitive inhabitants of Assyria. The 
sculptures of the palaces of Nineveh and Babylon, made 
known to us by Messrs, Layard and Botta, exhibit, im all its 
energy, the royal sport. of some thirty centuries ago, when a 
king of Assyria or of Babylon went forth to give battle to the 
monsters of the forest or the plain. In the Assyrian bass- 
reliefs the king is represented, when liunting, as in his war- 
chariot, well furnished with arrows, darts and speurs, and as 
accompanied by warriors fully equipped for fighting. The 
same thing took place in the neighboring kingdoms. Weare 
told by the Greek writers that in Persia the kings went out 
on such o¢easions at the head of a largeforee, as on a military 
expedition, the march spreading over a considerable extent of 
country, and sometimes occupying several days, Xenophon 
describes a Persian king, when going forth on such an expe- 
dition, as accompanied by half his guard, each man fully 
armed as if he were going into battle. Kings and great men 
were proud to have the fact that they had been hunters and 
slayers of lions and wild beasts inscribed on their monuments. 
Darins is said to haye desired to have it statedon his tomb 
that he had been an excellent hunter, as well as a steadtast, 
friend and good horseman, and one to whom nothing had been 
impossible. 

But hunting was not confined in these countries to kings 
or their attendants, or to the pursuit of the more ferocious 
animals alone. Game was abundant, and the love of the 
chase universal. Ma. Layard is supposed to aseribe to the 
Assyrians the first; establishment of the incloged parks, which 
at w later period were maintained on so extensive n scale by 
the Persian kings and great men. In these parks game of 
every description was preserved for the purpose of sparl—ac- 

, cording to Greek writers, lions, tigers, and other beasis of 
prey, a8 well as ordinary game. Bunt this may well be doubt- 
ed, us the destruction of the other animals, if shut up with 
the beasts of prey, would have been such asin a very short 
time to leave nothing but the latter. - When, therefore, lions 
and tigers are represented as being Inmted in these inclosures, 
the probability is that, if this took place infact, the animals 
had been captured and purposely introduced, with a yiew to 
their being forthwith limted and killed. In a series of bass- 
reliefs, discovered af Kouyunjik, and now in the British Mu- 
scum, the king is exhibited hunting lions, which are tuned 
out of ages in whieh they have been brought to the hunting 
grounds, That at a later period wild beasts were taken alive 
for the purpose of being afterward Killed is, of course, a 
well-known fact. 

The Babylonians appear to have been as keen sportsmen as 
the Assyrians. We now know from the modern discoveries 
that the walls of their femples and palaces were ornamented 
with pictures and sculptures representing the chase; and 
similar subjects were ¢yen embroidered on their garments. 

As appears from the bass:reliefs, the animals hunted were, 
besides the beasts of prey, the wild bull, the wild ass, the 
boar, ihe different kinds of antelope and deer, the wild gont 
and the hare: The game, if it escaped the arrow of the hun- 
ter, .a8 caught with the lasso, or driven into the nets-and so 
taken, or was rum down by large and powerful hounds. 

Like their Asiatic neighbors and congeners, the Egyptians 
were ardent followers of the chase, Lion-himting, we are 
told by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, speaking from the represen- 
tations on the tombs, was a freqnent oecupation of the kings, 
who were proud to have their success on sneh oecasions re- 
corded. Amunoph the Third boasts of haying destroyed no 
less than 102 head in one battue. Ethiopia, im which lions 
abounded, was the principal scene of this sport, but lions 
were also to be found in the deserts of Egypt. Athensens 
mentions oné as having been killed by the Emperor Hadrian 
when hunting in the neighborhood of Alexandria, Accord- 
ine to Sir Gardner Wilkinson, the kings sometimes went far 
tu the south in the pursuit of elephants. He does not men- 
tion whether any representation of an elephant hunt is to be 
fonnd on the monuments, The taste for hunting Sir 
Gardner tells us, was general with all classes. The aristoc- 
racy had their parks for preserving game in the valley of the 
Nile, which, though on less extensive scale than those of 
their Asiatic neighbors, were still sufficiently Jarge to enable 
them to fully enjoy the sport, 
The animals they chiefly hunted were the hare, the gazelle, 

the stag and other deer, the wild goat or ibex, the oryx, the 
wild ox, the kebsh or wild sheep and the porcupine. The o8- 
trich, too, was pursued for the sake of its plumes, which were 
highly valued by the Egyptians. 

One form of sport in which they indulged was that of pur- 
suing the game with dogs, which, however, do not appear to 
haye heen used on such occasions for the purpose of finding 
the game, hut were kept in slips, ready to let go as soon as 
the same was started. If the dogs succeeded in catching the 
animal, well and good; but generally their speed was not 
trusted to alone, though this might, sometimes he done. Usu- 
ally the sportsman followed in his churiot, and, urging his 
horses to their uttmost speed, endeavored to intercept the ob- 
ject of pursuit, orto getsufficiently near as to be enabledto use 
his bow witheffect. When the nature of the locality pre- 
vented the use of the chariot. the hunter, tfakingadyantage of 

It was the duty of the chieftain of the tribe—or, — 
| the sinuosities of jhe ground, endeavored to set within re 

of the game as it doubled, and to hring it down withan ary 
‘The horned animals of the larger kind, such as the 
oryx or wild ox, if wounded only, sometimes turned on thi 
| ae and required the spear of the hunter to dispute 
them. 
» Sometimes, especially when fhey wished io take the ani 
{ mals alive for the purpose of placing them in the parks, th 
‘caught them with the lasso or noose, in the use of which Wie 
| Egyptian huntsmen appear to have Ween extremely skill 
| throwing the noose around the neck of te guzclle ov dagp 
; or over the horns of the wild ox. 
“ It may not be uninteresting 10 observe that while {f 
l Egyptians had several varieliesof dogs—some of f 
chosen, Sir Gardner Wilkinson slyly observes, ‘‘ weal lhe py 

— 

ent day for their peculiar uglinéss”—prohably the pet do, 
the Feyptian ladies—the hound, as, ¢. g., exhibited in 
ing 236 of Sir Gardner Wilkinson's work, has, as with u 

+ peculiar and unmistakable characteristics. The hound ty 
t Egyptian painting would give one the idea of a crosshet 
i the English harrier and foxhound, though perbaps a I 
, taller and longer than the former and lighter thuu the latig 
) The head is unmistakably that of the hound, The king 
i great men sometimes hunted with lions tamed and trained, 
h the cheetalis are in India, expressly for hunting. Ti 
¥ 240 of Sir Gardner Wilkinson’s drawings is the represent 
ij tion of a lion, with which the chasseur is hunting, and wid 

- Has just seized an ibex. 
When sport was desired on a larger scale than could hel 

) in the immediate yicinity of the Nile, where the land wast 
tivated and thickly peopled, it was sought in the neighha 

: deserts. When this was to be done a considerable extent 
; ground was inclosed by nets, into which the animals y 
' driven by beaters, the place chosen for fixing the nets bel 
if possible, across narrow valleys of torrent beds, lying § 
tween rocky hills. In the Egyptian paintings these luni ag 
are represented a8 surrounding the space in whieh the ij 

| is fo We carried on. The net used for this purpose is f 
scribed by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, and the description, a 

t responding as it does with that given by Xenoplion, may 
taken as perfectly deseriliny the nets in vwniversal use iff 
ancient world, ‘' The long net was furnished with sé 

, Topes, and was supported on forked poles, varying ih | 
to correspond with the inequalities of the ground, and ¥ 
contrived as to inclose any space, by crossing hills, vulleys 
Streams and encircling woods, or whatever nught presi 

| self. Smaller nets for stopping gaps were also uscd; al 
circular snare, set round with wooden or metal nails, ada 
tached by a rope to a log of wood, and used for catching d 
resembled one still made by the Arabs.” Being thusinelit 
the game was started ly beaters with dogs, the sporistiel 
ing so placed as to Waylay the animals or to get within Tait 
of them with the bow. A spirited sketch of a chase § 
desert of Thebaid, copied by Sir Gardner Wilkinson fra 
tomb at Thebes, gives a yivid representation of such a fi 
ing scene. Hares, deer, gazelles, wild oxen, the ibe 
oryx and ostriches, together with foxes and hyenas, pure 

i by hounds, ure dashing atfull speed across the plain, whit 
the midst of {hem 1s a porcupine who is takin thing 
eoolly, as if conscious that his rate of speed was )y a 
equal to that of his nimbler associates, und that any aeupl 
to keep up with them would be vain. The slaughter on 
oecasions would appear to have hoen very grewl, 

In one respect the Egyptians were sportsmen in ti 
in which we should use that term. Except, in these} 
in the deserf they appear to have lalled wid taken ili 
mals which cowd properly be called game oaly in ope 
suit, They employed no snures or taps for the pin 
The noxious animals, on the other hand, such asleopa 
enas, wolves, jackals, foxes, were not only hunted for aml 
ment, but might be destroyed by the peasant, to whose li 
or farm-yards tley were standing enemies, in any We 
which they could be taken. The poacher appears b 
been unknown. 

Not less striking than their hunting was the fowling OF 
Egyptians. The lakes and miarshJands of the Deltay 
the reedy marshes which in many places line the banks ii 
Nile, haye ever been the resort of innumerable wild’ [iw 
Hence fowling appears to have heen 9 general pucsnil. 
professional fowler, who followed it for his livelihoo 
nets and traps; but the sportsman bronght fhe birt 
{with the throw-stick—a stick made of heavy wood, 1@ 
foot and a quarter to two feet in length, and about te 
and a half in breadth, slightly curved at, jhe upper ent 

| which, being flat, and thus encountering’ but litle reste 
from the air to its flight, could be thrown to a distance; Waly 
when thrown by a dexterous hand, with considerable igen 
of aim. The method of proceeding appears fo havene 
creep in puts made of the papyrus us noisclessly 1a it 
into the reeds, the height of which concealed thei ap 
till, the birds rising, the sportsman was enabled fo Ue 
throw-stick, an attendant being at hand, who, as fast m@ 
stick was thrown, supplied another. ‘Three of 
spirited sketches in Sir Gurdner Wilkinson's collecti@l 
representations of such fowling parties, Strange to® 
two of them there appears 4. vat, employed to act the pal 
a retriever in getting the fallen hirds out of the thigktt, 
No trace of hawking is to be found in the Reyptianyl 

ings. The use of the hawk species for tlie purpose OF 
ing appears to haye been unknown to lhe Ngyptians, @ 
fo the Asiatics. : 
From their enrly contuct with the Heyptigus i) mig 

heen expected that the Jews would have acquired a tet 
hunting, but this does not appear to have been 
They had, no doubt, occasion lo destroy the beasts 
for the protection of their flocks and herds, qt 
legend of Samson, and the statement ascribed [a Davi 
he had slain a lion and a bear, and the story of Fim 
who is said to have slain a lionina pit in time OF 
it would appear that Hons, thongh there is mo reason 18s 
pose them to haye been numerous, were occassionally 1 
some in Judea. Several allusions in the Bible also sha 
the various devices for taking both ground and wingett 
were not unknown to the Jews; andthe express enumel 
of barts, roebucks and fallow deer among the pre 
daily supplied for the household and table of Solom 
that game of this description was not wanting in JuO 
that its capture was not neglected. But there is O 
lead us to suppose fhat hunting or fowling was 
pursued aS an amusement, or on an extensive BC 
Egypt or Assyria, The prohibition ss to galing the’ 
certain animals, as the wild swine, the hare and "hes 
elsewhere the objects of pursuit but forbidden by hee 
law, no doubt on the supposition that their flesh 
wholesome to man—though we are at a loss to se 0 
flush of an animal which chews the cud but does nuh 
the hoof should necessarily be unfit far man, WI 
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so to account for the lawgiver having fallen into the mistake 
of supposing that the hare and coney were animals which 
chewed the cud—may have tended to check the practice of 
hunting, the pursnit-of the hare and the wild boar, especially 
the former, forming generally so large a portion of fhe hunt- 
e's occupation. It doves not appear from the Bible that the 
Jews availed themselves of the service of the dog in the. pur- 
suit of game. Possibly the prohibition contained in the 
seventeenth chapter of Leviticus against eating the flesh of 
any animal that had been fern, may have led to the non-use 
of the doz, a serious drawback to the success of the hunter, 
and which would necessitate the use of the snare, the trap 
and the pitfallin substitution for the chase.—WVineteentl Cen— 
Try. 

[2G BE CONTINUED. | 

+e 

Prins ror tan Srare Conyention.—The Prize Commit- 
tee for the State Convention, appointed by the Long Island 

Sportsmen's Association, are: Chas. W. Wingert, chair- 

tan; A. Eddy, Chas. W. Rodman, Deslie Wild, also 
Presidents: Abel Crook, G. A. Chappell, Dr. Aten, Dr. 

Wynn, Austin Appleyard, Judge Henry 8. Scott, C. W. 
Havemeyer, Chas. BE. Fiske, Henry Altenbrand and Sanuel 

5, Conant. 
Orders for voluntary prizes should he sent ia Chas. W- 

Wingert, No, 54 South Portland Ave., Brooklyn; or to Abel 

Grook, Bennett Building, No. 93 Nassau street, New York 

city. All prizes are to be delivered by March, 1881, to en- 
able proper classification and preparation of programmes and 

advertisements. 

Gons ix PAsseycer Cars.—Diiferent regulations are in 
force on different railroads respecting the carriage of guns in 
passenger cars, and these rules are in cach case, we opine, 
yuade for the purpose of securing to the yeneral traveling pub- 
lie the greatest security and conveniehce. Some ronds do 
not permit a nian to take his gun or rifle into the car with 
him; and there are seyeral very good reasons why this rule 
should be enforced, primarily out of deference to the righis 
‘of others, and particularly of the lady passengers. On the 
other hand, the sportsman who possesses a costly gun hesi- 
tates to entrust it to the tender mercies of employes. But 
we have traveled extensively over the railroads of this coun- 
try and have never found any trouble im satisfactorily dispos- 
ing of our arms and ammunition. A slight fee to the porter 
or a special word (o the baggage-master las always secured 
from them satisfactory carein handling and keeping in safety. 
We received not long ago a letter relative to this subject, a 

proof of which we transmitted to the General Passenger and 
Ticket Agent of the road in question, and below we publish 
the letter and the reply from the agent ; 

Editor Iorest and Stream: 
T haye returned from a hunting trip in Dakota, and for the 

henefit of fellow sportsmen I desire to acquaint them with 
the inconvenience they will be put to should they patronize 
the line of the Pittsburgh, Chicago and Fort Wayne Railroad. 

Should any spor{sman attempt to enter the passenger-cars 
of that company with lis favorite rifle, endeared by many 
long and fatal shots, uo matter if the weapon be carefully 
‘eneased in a next cover, he will be met at the door with what 
will at first impress him as the owner of the road, by the of- 
ficiousness of fhe individual, but who will prove to be the 
brakeman, who, in-an insulting manner, will order you out of 
the ca’, or prevent you entering with your gun, no matter 
how carefully covered. Now you can imagine the feelings 
of a sportsman who is obliged to consign his rifle to the bag- 
cage-car without check, fee the baggage-porter, and trust to 
luek that your gum goes through fhe journey uninjured. 

The New York Express arrives in Pittsburg about 2 o'clock 
ju the morning; all the baggage is changed to another car, 
and one must he on hand at that, hour to take charge of his 
1. ; 

2 Nearly all of the railroads in the West, extend to the sports- 
nian many courtesies, and if this road should prohibit sports- 
men with uncovered guns, accompanied with dogs, from 
venturing first-class railway coachesit would he to their credit ; 
but toa fatigued traveler, with a gun in a neat case, to be 
obliged to pass it oyer to the tender mercies of a baggzage- 
smnasher makes one pass a series of resolutions, among which 
are to rush into the fostering arms of the Forgsr AND STREAM, 
ever open to protect her patron huntsman, and a determina- 
tion to advise all of your sporting friends who contemplate 
visiting the West, not to go via Pittsburgh, Chicago and Fort 
Wayne Railroad. TRAITEOTORY. 

Biter Forest and Stirean + CnroaGco, Noy. 9. 
J have received your kind note of the 4th inst., with copy 

of article by *‘ Trajectory,” for which I am much obliged. 
The subject of carrying of guns and fixed ammunition in our 
passenger coaches has had full and serious consideration, and 
if sportsmen would contemplate the danger, to which a car- 
load of passengers are exposed from such explosive materials 
they would nof ask us to thus expose them. Sportsmen with 
pons in cases most always have a quantity of unused ammu- 
nition, sud should un aceident occur to the train this amount 
ot death-dealing material would, or might, seriously jeopar- 
dize the lives of not only the sportsmen, but all others in the 
car. I can readily see the inconvenience to this class of our 
patrons from not haying their ¢uns checked as any other bag- 
cage, aud T can sve no reason why guns in cases should nob 
be checked, except that then the company would assume a 
responsibility without receiving any compensation for it. 
Many guns are very valuable, and my experience with a, bor- 
rowed one fully impresses me with an idea of how much a 
sportsman values his own, I {rust you will not publish this 
as coming from me, Iam modest and do not want to see 
rny name in print, but you can rest assured that I will estab- 
lish any rule which I can do consistently to ayoid any cause 
of complaimt such as this gentleman makes. 

Frorina Resorts—Puinam, Nov. 8,—It may be interesting 
to many of your readers to know one of the most desirable 
laces in all Florida for a hunting visit. I would recommend 
we Port, for T have just received a letter from my friend 
there, who writes me that game is very abundant, there 
having been no hunters there since I was there three 
years since. Bay Port is situated fifty miles south of Cedar 
Meys, ona point of land at the mouth of the Wichawacha 
River, u swift clear siream abounding in fish and water- 
fowl and otter. .A mail steamer touches twice a weel also 
two miles from the mterior. The Gulf Hammock is just one 
ynile on the east side while the waters of the Gulf bound the 
west, A little place of eight families, the nearest, yillage, is 

twenty miles inland, and the Gulf hammock, six miles wide, 
abounds in deer, wild turkeys, bear and game of lesser size 
with catamount and an oevasional panther. Mrs. Garrison, 
of Connecticut, las a very desirable hotel or boarding house. 
I stopped there one winter, and with her New England cook- 
ing, soft beds and homelike comforts I enjoyed myself more 
there than in any other place in all Florida—and 1 have 
spent seven winters in the State, for I prefer comforts com- 
Dined with sporting to roughing it, There are some three or 
four boats always to be had free, and pushing out 100 feet, 
one has to be lively fo attend to a line for trout, black bass, 
jack, red fish, channel bass, red snappers, groupers, sheep 
heads, sailor's choice and many other kinds of fish abound. 
I never saw fish in such abundance in any other place in my 
life. A mile and a half tramp into the Gulf Hammock brings 
you to the first deer crossing, where deer paths are worn like 
sheep paths. Two Kentucky gentlemen. located their fami- 
lies four years azo on the pine lands, just six miles from here, 
for the purpose of hunting and raising stock, but the deer 
and wild turkeys ate np their garden and the panthers and 
hears ate up their stock, and they abandoned their dwelling, 
which still stands there empty. Board can be obtained, and 
is solicited by Mrs. Garrison, at $4 per week, and she reserves 
the oranges on the large trees’ in front of her house for the 
special benefit of her guests. Among other things be sure 
and take with you two or three large steel traps that will 
hold a bear or otter. The otter abound, and those I caught 
there I sold for $4 each in Boston, .ITam snreT could catch 
a dozen a month with three or four traps. My friend writes 
he neyer saw so many semi-tropical birds there before as 
are there this year. G. F, Waits. 

Nepraska GAme.—The Omaha Herald of a late date says: 
“The fine bag of game made by 8. A, Tucker, representative 
of the Parker gun, of Meriden, Conn., and J. W. Petty, of 
this city, on their expedition Monday, shows the possibilities 
of hunting on Nebraska waters. Famous bags have heen 
made heretofore on the North Nebraska lakes and alone the 
sandbars of the Platte, and {his last achieyement comes simply 
to emphasize what they had already proclaimed. Tn one day’s 
shooting Messrs. Tucker and Petty, hunting along the Platte 
River between Clark’s and Silver Creek, about 115 miles west 
of Omaha, captured 64 reese, 8 ducks and 12 quail There is 
no doubt but that if they had cared to shoot more they could 
have bagged a hundred birds; )ut they did not know what 
to do with all they had, and were not disposed to slaughter 
uselessly. Neither is there any doubt that they could have 
fone ont on the following day and with proper management 
gave brought down a hundred more. 

“Mr. Tucker is an enthusiastic and observant sportsman, 
and his business takes him to all parts of the country, where 
he has splendid opportunitics for shooting. He has studied 
the feeding grounds and habits of sea fowl, particularly of 
ducks and geese. In yiew of these things a Herald reporter 
sought Mr. Tucker's opinion on the hunting along the Platte 
as compared with what he had seen elsewhere. 

“Mr, Tucker said; *I think there is no place in the United 
States this side of the mountains where a man can get so 
large a bag as on the Platte River. I have shot on the Sacra- 
mento River in California, on the Currituck Sound, North 
Carolina, and at other famous localities for years, nearly all 
over the United States.’ 

*** We find the Canada goose,’ he added, ‘as far cast as 
Maine, but they winter as far Southas Currituck Sound. The 
Huteliins and snow geese are not found in large numbers 
there, and the white front, or western brant, which is also 
abundant here is very scarce there. I shall try to find. on 
my trip South, where the white fronts and snow geese winter. 
They do not get as far East as New York, and I presume they 
winter in Texas.’ ” 

Nort Canora Game Grounps—Wurvrenton, WN. C1, 
Nod, 8.—I notice in a recent issue of your paper an inquiry 
from some Northern gentleman asking where good quail 
shooting could be found in North Carolina. I answer in 
nearly eyery part of our State, and it is very food in this sec- 
tion of it. This (Warren) County is bisected by the Raleigh 
& Gaston Railroad. Warrenton, ifs county seat, a pleasant 
town of fifteen hundred people, on the railroad, is thirty-six 
miles from Weldon by rail, twelye hours’ of New York, and 
four of Pittsburg, Norfolk and Richmond. It has a daily 
Northern and Southern mail. Tt. is no great work for a couple 
of good shots to bag from seventy-five to a hundred partridves 
inaday. In addition {o partridges, which are numerous be- 
cause of the dry summer, deer are plentiful and three or 
four fine bucks are sometimes killed in one day hy the same 
party of sportsmen. Squirrels, old hares and coons also 
abound. The Roanoke River, ten miles distant, is covered 
with wild geese from December to February. Six or eight 
varieties of ducks—some very fine—ahound in cold winters 
on our ¢reeks and ponds, 
Fox hunting is also one of our best sports. The hunting 

here, however, is rougher thanup North because we have less 
cultivated land. I have frequently seen five fill covies of 
birds ina ten acre field. We have but little “ posted” land, 
and every one can hunt pretty much where he wishes. If 
your Northern friends wish good sport let then come down 
and they will get it—also a kind welcome. Our ressons for 
wanting intelligent Northern gentlemen to visit us are patent. 
Any Northern gentleman who wishes to spend with usa 
pleasant, though possibly monotonous winter so far as the- 
atres, etc., are concerned, will be treated just as gentlemen 
know how to treat each other. Onr hotel, the Carolina 
House, is well kept, and is a model of neatness and comfort. 
So come to Warrenton, Warren County, N. C., and we will 
try to make your time pass pleasantly. SHor. 

Cuicaco, Vov. 8.—Good shooting continues in this vicinity, 
and game seems more plenty than ever before. Mr. George 
Farmer, of this city, just returned from a week’s shoot at 
Senachwine, where he bagged 175 ducks and two geese of 
the class known as the “wavy” or snow goose. These, I 
am informed, are the first of this kind ever killed in this 
vicinity, their fight when migrating being usually through 
Montana. i Ty 
The geese referred to are probably snow geese (Anser hy- 

perboreus) and not wavies (4. rasiz). 

Crtcacao—WNov. 13.—Messrs. Slade, Mears, Cowles and 
Oliver, of this city, returned yesterday from the woods of 
Wisconsin, where they had been spending the past ten days. 
Besides good bags of small game, these gentlemen killed 
twenty-nine deer. The following item, clipped from the 
Daily Newz of this city, may interest you! ‘The sucenlent 
prairie chicken, which formerly was exported ‘4 the Bast from 
Illinois, Wisconsin and other States of the aftuents of the 
Miesissippi, the New York journals now stute is taken to that 

market almost entirely from the prairies heyond the Missis- 
sippi. The reason givenis that Illinois, Michizan, Indiana ° 
and Wisconsin have become so depleted that they can afford 
to export but veryfew. It is stated that formerly the fine 
bird was abundant all through Nortlern New England and 
the Middle States, where it was long known #s moor-hen and 
moor-fowl. The plains and pine-harrens of Long Island and 
New Jersey were especially its favorite resorts. Unlike its 
woodland cousin, the ruffed grouse, however, this hird could 
not withstand the pressure of civilization, and migrated fo 
its present ranges on the Minnesota and Nebraska plains. 
But may not the New York journals he mistaken ag to the 
falling off in the numbers of the birds in the States numed? 
They forret that the Western people are crowing rich, and 
can now afford to eat that which we formerly were compelled 
to sell.” J. 

Nepraska GAmE—Worth Platte, Nov. 3.—TE any of the 
sportsmen of the East Want # good place for sport they cau 
find it here. Game of all kinds, deer, antelope, elk, ducks, 
etc. One mau killed twenty-four deer, thirty miles from here, 
up the North Platte, in two days, A man killed two ducks 
to-day. and brought them into my store, of a kind I have 
never seen. They have «a topknot on their heads two inchea 
long. Can you tell me what kind of ducks they are? Majov 
North came in to-day from his ranch on the Dismal River, 
sixty miles from here, and reports game of all kinds out 
there thick—the best shooting for years. The Major is the 
best pistol shot in the West, and killed two deer with his 
pistol coming in. By the way, thanks for that Dittmar 
powder aipose. Lam a dealer, and had two dozen cans on 
hand when I received your issue of Sept. 28. Those cans 
are now at the bottom of the North Platte River. I could 
not afford to fake the risk of selling them. M. 

The ducks mentioned may have been wood ducks, thouzh 

lt is impossible to identify them from so meagre a description, 

Hamnerness Goxs—Providence, #. £., Woo. 13,—I would 
certainly udvise your correspondent A. B. OC. to purchase 
hammerless gun. I have used a first quality W. VW. Greener 
hammerless gun (which was made {o ordet through his agent 
Henry GC. Squires) since the commencement of last season. 
Lam perfectly satistied with its performance, and consider ii 
a valuable improvement over the old style of hammer ons, 
The relief from the catching of hummers in brush, briars and 
in boat adds greatly to the safety and comfort of shooting. 
There is no reason why the hammerless guns should become 
shaky sooner than the old style. The action plate is made 
shorter to increase the leverage and make the cocking easier, 
but is compensated for by increased thickness of the plate 
and extension of the rib. 

It will probably be but a few years before the breech loader 
with hammers will be classed with theobsolete muzzle loader. 
Gum makers and dealers will not push the sale of hammerless 
guns until their stock of the old style is disposed of. F. TH, 

THRocen to tHE Missour1—The Chicigo and North 
Western Railway hasextended its Central Dakota line to Fort 
Pierre, on the east bank of the Missouri, in nearly an air 
line east of Deadwood. The North Western Stage Express 
and Transportation Company run a daily line of Concord 
stages for first and second class passengers, betiyeen Fort, 
Pierre and Deadwood, and a line of fast express wagons [or 
third class passengers and freight. The distance from Chi- 
cago to Fort Pierre by rail is 780 miles, time 34 hours. The 
distance from Fort Pierre to Deadwood by stage is 180 miles, 
time 30 hours. Baggage destined to any point in the Black 
Hills can be checked to Fort Pierre. The railroad carries 
150 lbs. free for each passenger. The stages carry 50 Ths. 
free. The fare from Chicago to Deadwoad is, first class, 
#49 25; second Class, $40 ; third class, 830. 

Towa—Duibuque, Nov. 12.—Everything in the shooting 
line is quief at present, and we won’t have much nitil spring. 
Duck shooting was unusually food for a short time, but the 
weather turned rough so suddenly that most of the boys 
missed the golden opportunity and only those that happenud 
out at the time had any luck, One party of three killed 130), 
mostly mallards, in about four days’ shoot. Their shooting 
was done on the river about 80 miles north of here: and an- 
other party of four who went later killed some 250, but con- 
sidering the weather both had poor luck, Jacksuipe were 
very plenty and could have been killed in large wunybers, but 
all were after ducks. Ruffed gronse are in their prime now, 
and a good bag can be made by taking alittle trouble. Quail 
scarce and hard to find, JULIEN, 

Rurrep Grouse Tremme—New York, Nov. 15.—In read- 
ing the latest issue of your valued paper I noticed the article 
from ““F'" relating his experience as to the habits of the 
rutfed grouse, 

I wish to say that my experience does not agree with his, be= 
cause when on a shooting trip last season, and while lunting 
for ruffed grouse, a bird flushed while the dom was yet twenty 
yards away, and flew to the branches of a tall oak on which 
he rested for a second and then darted away. 
With quail T have had on one occasion a similarexperience. 
While shooting on the ‘first’ this serson T flushed 4, bevy 

ot quail, one of which I noticed flew to a. tree. ‘ 
It of course remained there only an instant. A, 8 PB: 

Keytuoky—Ohistion Oounty.—Game of all Kinds svarce 
here this season. The largest bag of quail heard of was 
made by Will. Gaul and Geo. Merritt, twent y-six in one diy, 
Tennessee is reported to have a sreat many quail this season 
Party from here going there in a few days, Will réport when 
they return. F. L. BE; 

- 

Martarp Sxoorme i Innrana— Pincennes The E been great mallard shooting here, The storm on {hie pate ern lakes two weeks ago sent down thousands of ducks, Three men, J. M. Sheer, Richard Roe and A. McMeintz, of Past St. Louis, Mo., killed 157 mallards in one eyenine and morm- ing at Bllison Prairie, seven miles away. There are plenty of snipe and a fair scattering of woodcock. . 

Connectiont—Nen Haven.—Some of the 
men were out yesterday, and returned 
hirds. Robertson and Peck secured 
a Hamden man 18, and David and 
out only a short time, 8. 

; local sporting 
with good strings of 

21, Penn and Potter 16 
Henry Cowell, who were 

Oa? Stoves —Salt Lata City Vow, 4,—T would like t 
: City, , 4, Qf ask if any of your correspondents have found good stove to take on a camping trip that will do to put up in a tent and 



burn wood and bake. 
the stove be got ? : 
The Hobb'sstoye, manufactured by W. A, Perey, Plattsburg, 

N.Y., and the campstove made by the Taunton Iron Works, 

Taunton, Mass., are both highly-spoken of by those have 
tested their merits. 

If so who is the maker and where can 
8. 8. 

— The game in market is improving in both condition and 
quantity. Bears are now beginning to come, a few having 
been received from Tioga County, Pa, Deer are received 
from Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Nebraska, Mlk from 
North Platte, Neb., ruffed grouse from Pennsylvania and 
Massachusetts, quail from Pennsylvania, Massachusetts 
and New York, English snipe from Hummelstown, Pa., grass 
ployer from Quincey, Mass., woodcock from New York and 
Pennsylvania, and ducks from Havre de Grace, Md., and 
New Jersey, 

Watqur or Rurrep Grouss—Monticello, Sullinan County, 
NV. Y¥., Nev.,10, 1880.—ditor Forest and Stream: 1 have 
hunted and shot these birds from my boyhood, and desire to 
state that the largest that I eyer brought to bag weighed 
thirty ounces each. J also once killed one that weighed 284 
ounces. I consider that twenty-six ounces is above the aver- 
age weight of grouse, and should be disposed to consider 
twenty ounces as nearer the mark, Cras. F. Kenv, 

Wry He Appreciarep Iy.—One man came into this. of- 
fice the other day who said that he had appreciated the recent 
articles regarding Dittmar powder, and the great scar on his 
hand caused by an accident with the powder was sufficient 
evidence fhat he ought to have appreciated them. 

Brooxtyy.—Mr, Gustaye Spiegel, says the Hagle, one of 
the best known of Brooklyn sportsmen, took a trip last week 

.to Jlavre de Grace. While there he met with extraordinary 
snecess in duck shooting, and returmed with twenty-three as 
finé canvas-backs as ever tickled the palate of mortal man, 

Ruope Isranp—Verport, Now. 1.—Some few snipe re- 
main on our marshes, Wild geese are very shy hereabouts. 

OGOASIONAL, 

PuxnsyiNanrA—Ooaperstown, Vov., 9—Am going to Forest 
County next week with a party after deer and bear. Will 
be there seyeral weeks, OQ. G. W. 

A Worp to Ovr RrapErs.—Hyery reader of the Forrsr 
AND STREAM is requested to send us the names and addresses 
of snch of his friends as are interested in field sports, but who 
are not among our subscribers. 

= 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

THE NEW YORK TOURNAMENT, 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
The writer has just returned from a visit to New York, and in his 

peregrinations was fortunate in meeting a number of the Long 
Island delegation, who made themselves so famous and pleasantly 
prominent at the Seneca Walls State shootin June. They are all 
enthusiastic, and every man is working lke a beayer. There is 

scarcely any doubt but that the meeting of 1881 will be the largest, 
most attractive and enjoyable of any ever held. Permit me 

through this medium to present to the State committee and Presi- 
dent Crook a suggestion that will renter the event still more at- 
tractive. Itis this: Let all winners of prizes in previous contests 

be handicapped back fiye yards, more or less, according to the 
judgment of the committee, and if will then be of some encour- 
agement to those of us who always weaken and lose before such 
cracks as Newell, Smith, Witmer, Crouch, Tompkins, Hooker, Hnd- 

son, Luther, Wingert and West, ef al. 

There can be no question regarding the propriety and justice of 

auch a restriction, and I trust the delegates and members of the 

clubs of the association may give us through your columns their 
yiews on the subject 7 evlenso, Another suggestion has been 

made: Let the association offer a first, second, third and fourth 

prize for the best retriever. Let entries be made by such owners 

of eligible dogs as desire to, and let every bird hit be retrieved, 
thus killmg two birds with one stone, satisfying the scruples of 

Mr. Bergh, and doing that which neither bench shows nor field 

trials fully accomplish. EN Garpx, 

Owners of valuable dogs will hardly wish to enter them for 

pigeon retrieving, as this bad work for them. 

Rotary Trap Ruves.—Rochester.—Our habit in this neighbor 
hood of ball shooting from rotary traps is to call ** Ready !” for the 
puller to get the trap in motion, and then ‘ Pull!” for him to 
spring the trap. We are governed at presont by Bogardus rules, 

which were made for his traps and not for the improved rotaries, 

and these, itseems to me, should be revised, In a recent match 
here a man was challenged, and his ball, though broken, declared 

lost by the judges on the ground that after stepping up to the 

score, and before saying ready or pull, he had raised the gun aboye 
his elbow, not however to take aim, Some of us contended that a 
man ¢annot be considered at the score until he says Ready! When 
aman takes his position at the score it often happens that the ball 

falls from the trap, or the cord requires winding up, and what 
more reasonable than that during this delay the butt of the gun 

should be dropped under the arm as the most natural and restful 
position ; bub according to our judges (and in the. strict interpre- 

tation of the Bogardus rules they seem to be right) this cannot be 
allowed. The sensible plan it seems would be to make rules as 

near 08 possible like those governing bird shooting from traps—re- 

quire a man only to haye his gun below his elbow at the word Pull 

and until the ball leaves the trap, Under the Bogardus rules it is 

allowable to raise the gun to the shoulder at the word Pull, and 

miny take advantage of this. This is elearly wrong, as it is con- 
trary to the natural habits of field shooting, where certainly one 

would not put his gun to his shoulder before the bird leayes the 
ground, Will the readers of Forrst AnD STREAM please give us 
their views of the interpretation of the Bogardus rules, and inform 

us whether there are other and newer regulations governing ball 
shooting from rotary traps. Ein GARDE. 

FOREST AND- STREAM. 
badge, presented by our ex-president, Jas. P. Robertson. The san 
reflecting on the balls accounts for this poor seore ; 
J. Male a alele- hapelttE lesen arseed »-LOLTVO1O0101001101110041 
Js COCHTLATELIA saps tiek aah T1IGOTOLOLOLTIDN1OOHUOHO 8 
T. Loughery,. -OLILLAT1TOO1111 120000 1418 
Jas, Moylan, . = LOTLIT100TONOLO001T101 LH 
Jos. Hanna, .. 101 01T0TLT1L00111110107+33 
J. EEL te ah. ly = DDI LA LODO TT 1 Wd 14197 
Hdw. Murphy.. -LOLT0000N00T0110141000—-7 
R. Auld ..._, LUVTECO0ONTOL100L1011I0Iit gs 
AGO AUG Le pee wiien me seages 1017110007119 017114 145 
L. Brenner wl OT VOT1014110111001 41-18 
Jas. Dunseith »LITLO1O17121110311101-—46 
Jas. Monuomery........ 6.0 OLO1701001L01T 011007 0-10 

New York Guy Crur.— Bergen Point, N. J, Now. 13.—Mateli ab 
50 birds each, 5 ground traps, 80'yards boundary, lub rules : 

HA. Dunleavy, 28 yards—O00071101T1111100LL1i1in 
“LOOLTOPTIVIOLTTLVLI1101 P14 *7 86. 

R. Benjamin, 26 yards—-1 11100117117 01***it4121"1 
110171711112 0011*01201*%1101 0 03% 

The elub will give a three days’ tournament on their grounds at 

Bergen Pouit, Noy. 25, 26 and 27. ‘Lhe prizes will consist of picees 

of plate, guns, ete. The tournament will be open only to mem- 
bers of the New York, Long Branch, Philadelphia, Narraganselit, 

Riverton, Maryland and Orange gun clubs and the Westininster 
Kennel Club. 

Wasnineron Gun Cour—Brooklyn Driving Park, Nov. 9—Pitth 

monthly shoot for club badge; 7 birds, from H and “I' traps, 80 yds. 

boundary. The contest was close on the first four birds, but finally 

the interest settled on old Ben Watts and Theo. Obrig, who killed 
their seyen birds in sitccession. Jn shooting off the tie, Watts 

killed three birds straight to Obrig’s one, and carried off the trophy 
of victory. The following is the score ; 

Yards, , 
SIN GY AUS ree nee tena eee eee OL UA Seas eee) heh ayaa) 
Theo, Obrig... stn \e|> bhelgha’e 6 oat aL 1 Le TT ME Te Tes 
Thos. Kellet. . 23 (ae up te) ie hea —+4 
Mejigen (alerne She es ee ee ee. e 21 ON ik FP tilmel Ue —4 
MHOSTR'ENneGd ya Vow eo tdueesoteaeh 2L OTS te aos. th — 4 
John Dierking.... 428 Prtdw oa 4 —h 
LPR NGA Se ae 21 TD Os eer I! —5 
Leslie Wilde,. BL {RL aD ah Tg hey —5 
H. Hedeman,... 21 10070 1 7 —t 
P. Ravenhall, J Spe eh iy a Sk ih i —5 
GEO. Vall S186... we ee ee eee a ME Mk ete ry a —4 

After the regular club match several sweepstakes at 3 birds each, 
25 yds. rise, with the usnal boundary, took place. In tlie first 

sweepstakes H. Hedeman won first money, and L. Wilde and T. 
Obrig the second money, In the second match Messis. Hedeman, 

Altenbrand and Obrig diyided first money, and Messrs, Watts and 

Cotter the second money. The following is the record : 

Tirst Match. Second Mateh, 
H. Hedoman...... 11114 IL Hedeman....... «1111-4 
G, Van Sise......... 1110-8 G. Van Sise.. bod = 
B. M Watts..-: 0. -L110—3 Theo. Obrig.... ewe Dats: 
TOD LIS ee = cpp =rtatn - 1011-3 H. Altenbrand. ~titi—4 
L. Wilde@.........- 1 011-38 L Wilde,.,...:, elild —$ 
P. Ravenhall..... ..0 110-2 J. Cotter... sll) —2 
H. Altenbrand.... > 100 —1 B.M. Watts. - 110 —9% 
Te COULET. vies -ctverve suas 1010-2 P. Ravenhall............ 1110-3 

Dexrer’s Park, Jamaica, L. 1, Nov. 15. —Ninth regular monthly 

contest of the Long Island Shooting Club for the championship 

cup, entitling the winner to $25 from the club; shot for at 7 birds 

each, from H and T ground traps, handicapped rise, 80 yards 

boundary. Long Island Shooting Chib rules : 
Yards. 

Cc, Hance tt ob te] fe 
Dr. Willard. Wheat mh Wee chats 
J. Jaeger PDP 
R. Robinson 10 OF SLE sty 
G, Gillette eel eae te Oy 
B. W. West Oe Oe 
Dr. Talbot... 00 0 1 0 O er 
Dr. Murphy... i 0 ow 
J. Langeake 00 0 Ww 

Moniz, Alad., Nov. 10.—Phe monthly shooting match for the 

club medal by the Gulf City Gun Club did not take place yesterday, 

owing to the property of the club at their lodge having becn seri- 

ously deteriorated by some ruthless fiends, withont any cause or 

purpose, The traps were found broken, the screens shot to pieces, 

and the internal accommodations of the clu} room serionsly dam- 

aged. It is hoped that the perpetrators will be caught and seyervly 
punished. 8, GC. Onur. 

4. ~ 

—Remember that a little Hop Bitters sayes big doctor bills, and 
cures when all else fails, 

Che Ziennel, 

FIXTURES. 

Eastern Field Trials Clnb's Second Annnal Trials, Robins Tsland 
Peconic Bay, L. I, Noy, 29. Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York. 

[Fromm a Stall Correspondent.] 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS, 

Vinceyxes, Ind., Nov. 8. 
NOW covered the ground here on Saturday, but yester- 

day’s stn caused it to entirely disappear. Great prep- 
arations have been made for the coming Field Trials, and 
they are the topie of conversation at all the hotels. The 
grounds where they are to be run are on the estate of Col. A. 
G. Sloo, about six miles southeast of this place. Whitehall, as 
Col. Sloo's seat is called, is beautifully situated, and his resi- 
pence is almost in the centre of his property, which contains 
between thirteen and fourteen hundred acres. The manor 
house is on a high ridge or back-bone, and to the north and 
south large fields of sixty or seventy acres stretch forth, in- 
tersected with numerous ravines running almost parallel to 
each other. These are filled with stunted brush and fringed 
with weeds, affording the best of lying cover. Fortunately 
the weather has been moderately wet of late, and the scent- 
ing promises to be excellent. We have shot for many years 
in this vicinity, and know to our sorrow what a dry season 
means. The land is covered with a dense undererowth, 
which in a drought emits the finest kind of dust. This when 
disturbed by the dog’s passing through the weeds is inhaled 
by bim and destroys his scenting powers. We could not 
conceive of a more appropriate place for the running of dogs 
than’the one described. It is a wonderfully picturesque spot. 
Moderately large groves of beach and walnut are detted here 
and there across the property, having been left standing 

AnGonquin Guy Cuus.—New York, Nov. 8.—The following is | more for the shade which they afford the cattle than for tim— 
the geore of the semi-monthly shoot and first contest for a gold | ber purposes. In addition to Col. Sloo’s estate, there are six 

hundred acres belonging to two adjoining farms, which have 
been preserved also with the most vigilant care. Birds are 
said to be plenty, but before the trials are run the ground is 
to be drawn, and if itis found that there is not « sufficient; 
niitoher, & large number of trapped birds are to be procured, 
so that in no event will the trials be a failure on that score. 
Judging from the test made last February, when {his section 
of the country was first talked about, there should be a large 
number of bevies on the beat. Col. Sloo and Mr. Sanborn 
both drew the grounds at that lime, and then found fourteen 
bevies, the smallest. containing seven birds and the largest 
twenty-two. Since then not oue gun has heen fired on (he 
ringe, and the past season is considered to have been a fine 
hatching one. Weevill be able to determine more positively, 
however, within a Tew days, 

Vinornygs, Typ., Nov. 15, 
The National American Field Trials opened to-day the 

Derhy alone having 118 entries in all, equivalent to seven 
hundred and eighty-five dollars in entrance fees. ‘These 
are the largest stukes ever run for, and their amount and the 
number of the entries speak yolumes for the interest taken 
by our sportsmen in the success of the Trials, aid show, too, 
how wide-spread this interest is. 
During Saturday and yesterday eyery incoming train 

brought sportsmen from all parts of the country, and as the 
trials haye yery influential support they promise to be emi- 
nently successful in every way. This morning at 7a. mu. the 
drawing in the Derby Stakes took place at the Grand Hotel, 
the headquarters of the officers of the club. The judges 
were Capt. Patrick Henry, of Clarksville, Tenn,; Theo. 
Morford, Esq., of Newton, N. J.; D. C. Burgenthal, Esq., of 
Indianapolis, Indiana, three gentlemen whose well known 
capacity have inspired the confidence of both owners and 
handlers, An early start was made for the #ronnds, 

The trials will last throughout the week, many crack dogs 
being expected to be present. 

These ure the arrivals to date: 
Capt. Patrick Ienry, Clarksonville, Tenn., judge; D. C- 

Sauborn, Baltimore, Mich,; Tsauc Yearsley, Jr, Coites, 
ville, Pa. ; Thos. 1. Windle, Coatesville, Pa. ; George Fox, 
Phila., Pa,; J. W. Patterson, Phila., Pa.; IL M. Short, 
Pittsburgh, Pa.; F. A. Taft, Dedham, Mass.; BE. S8. Wan- 
maker, Cold Spring, N. C.; 0. 8. Whitman, Chicago; Jolin 
Davidson. Mouroe, Mich, ; Dr. Wm. Jarvis and B. F. Clark, 
New Hampshive, Luther Adums, Boston; CG. B. MeMurdo, 
Lynehburg ; Geo. Waddington, Geneva, Iowa; Chas. 8. 
Raymond, New York; ‘Theo. Morford, Mewton, N, J. 

The stakes to he run for and fhe entries are given below. 
Nowember 15, Derby Stnkes—For puppies born on and-after 

April 1, 1879—Closed with one hundred and eighteen entries, 
#5 forfeit ; 210 additional for starters; $300 added ioney— 
$150 to first; 4100 to second; #50 to third, with forfeit 
ioney divided to winners in ratio with added money. 
November 16, Pree-for-Ail Stakes, S500—$250 to first; 

#150 to second: 100 to third. 10 forfeit: 815 additional 
for starters; fo close November 15, 1880, at 8 o'clock rv. a. 

Nusember 17, Brace Stakes, $250—$150 to first; #75 tio 
second; $25 to third. #10 forfeit; 415 additional for start 
ers; to close November 15, 1880, at 8 o’clock P, w. 

FREE-FOR-ALL STARES. 
The Free-for-All Stakes closed with fourteen nomiuations, as 

follows : 
J, J, Snellenburg’s Nev Castle, Pa,, setter dog Thunder (Pride 

of the Border -lauy IT., blue belton. 
a . Li. Stayton, Pittsbursh, Pa., setter dog Belton IIL, (Beltou- 

Tloss). 
J. Ri. Hendricks’ Pittsburgh, Pa., setter dog King Dash (Belton- 

Tloss) lemon, white and tan. 
Hendricks’ black, white and tan setter bitch Skip, hy Dopwhip 

out of Daiay Dean, whelped in 1577, 
Mountyiey Kennel Club, Columbia, Tenn., orange und white 

setter dog Lincoln, four years old, by Dan out of Till J. 
P. HH. Bryson, Memphis, ‘Tenn., black, white and tan setter dog, 

Gladstone, four and one-half years old, by Dan out of Petrel, 
D. CG. Sanborn, Baltimore, Mich., setter dog Count Noblo. 
L. D. Rumsey, Buffalo, N. Y., black, white and tan sétter biteh 

Belle, four years old, by Carlowitz—Trne. 
J. WH. Whitman, Chicago, Illinois, lemon and white petter dog 

Pride, 22 months old, by Charm out of Seip, 
Ri. Lansing, Albany, N. Y., white and lemon setter dog Max 

Harkaway, two ond one-half years old, by Guy Manuering out of 
Rosie 

A, H, Moore, Philadelphia, Pa., black ind white setter dog Cont t 
Fred, tivo and one-half years old, by Count Windom ont of Norns. 

A, H, Moore, Philadelphia, blaé beltou setler bilch Lasso’ Gowrie, 
three years old, by Paris—Pearl, - 

A, H, Moore, Philadelphia, Pa., liver and white ticked pointer 
dog, LaGuy, three years old, Bang-Juno. 
® H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa,, white and lemon setter bite 

Lana May, to years, by Paris—Pearl. 
BRACE STAKES, 

The brace stukes closed with seyen uominstions, as follows : 
J. 8. Mendvicks, Pittsburgh, Pa., King Dash and Belton TIT. 
Moumitview Kennel Clib, Columbia, Penn., Lincoln imd Coutit 

Nailer. 
Harvard Kennel Chib, Cambridge, Mass., blue beltou setter dog 

Dash IIT, three and one-half years old, by Blue-Prince ont of Kate 
and Countess May, a black and white setter biteh two years old, by 
Dash out of Countess Ada. 

P, I, Brysou, Memphis, Team., Gladstone and Peep o' Day. 
J. H, Whitman, Pride and Judy, tyenty-two months old, by 

Charm ont of Seip, 
A. H, Moore, Philadelphia, La Guy and Lina May. 
A Hf. Moore, Philsdelphis, Pa., Lass o’ Gowrie and Comuitess 

Bang, «liver and white ticked pointer hitch, two years old, by 
Bang out of Luna. 

FIELD PREAG DERLY STAKES, 
The entries for the Vield ‘Trial Derby Stakos closed with seven- 

teen nominations, Che following braces wore drawn to run : 

Chas. H. Raymond's (New York) Dodo, white and Jumon bijel set- 
ter, by Roderick Dhu-Mina ; born May 10, 1879, 
Against Jos, J, Snellenburg’s (New Castle, Va.) Diol Laver- 

ack, blue belton setter dog, by Thunder Peeress ; botu Jane 
19, 1879. 

Wm, A, Strothers (Lynchburg, Vu.) Frost’s Lonh, lomon and 
whits setter kiteh, by GladstoneFrost ; born Aug. 25, 1870), 

-\gainst John 8. MeIntoch’s red bitel: setter, by Eluho-Gyprey 
Quéen ; born Sept, 10, 1879. 

D. Brysons (Mémphis, Tenn.) Peep o Day, white, black and 
tun bitch setter, by Gladatone-Clip ; born April 28, 187), 

Aydinsl Jos. J, Snellentie’s (New Castle, Pa.) Datey Tuever- 
ack, leon belton setter biteh, by Thinder-Pecress> born 
June 19, 1879. 

W. L. MeDonald’s Brice, lemon and white setter dog, by Glad- 
stons-Daisy ee ; born duly 4, 187), 
Aguust John Davidson's (Monroe, Mich.) Abbess, white, 

black and tan settar bitch, by Alton-Punnie: born April 6, 
1879. 

D.C. Sanborn’s Count Noble, blsck and white ticked setter dog, 
by Count Windom- Nora ; whelped Aug. 27, 1579. 

Against Jos. J. Snellenburg's (Nuw Caatie, Pa.) May Layer- 
ack, black and yhite setter bitch, yy Thunder-Spot ; born 
May 11, 1579, 

: 



Huns Yearsluy, Jv.’s (Coateryille, Pa.) setter bitch Little Dady 
(Dash TIT.-lioxey), black and white, 
Agate D.C. Sanborn’s MeDutt, white and blick setter dog, 

hy Leicester-Nellie ; born May 8, 1879, 
“Mountview Kennel Club's (Colimbia, Tenn.) Count Nailer, black 
| An white setter doy, whelped Aug. 27, 1879, ly Gout Windem- 

ora: 
“Aycins! L. D, Rumsey’s Nimrod, black, white and tan setter 

dog, by Leitester-Sauborn’s Nellie; born May 8, 1679. 
J, Hopkins Smith's (Portland, Me.), Jill, red setter biteh, by El- 
cho-Mex ; born July, 1879, 

Against Mr. Ttobert Sowell’s (New York) Cecile. 

0. Hopking Smith's (Portland, Me.) Jack, red setter dog, by Ml- 
gho-Meg ; burn July, 1879, a bye. 

The weather here has not been pleasant since my arrival. 
Since reaching Vincennes snow has fallen more than once, 
and it has been cold, raw and disagreeable. This morning 
opened with «cold east wind, the sky was cloudy and the air 
raw ind picreing, The weather looked threatening and there 
Was eyery prospect of snow; besides this, the round was 
frozen and there was no scent. 

After drawing for places, the party left Vincennes at 8 A. 
m. for a place called the Barrens, since it. had heen learned 
that birds were nop as abundant on Coj. Sloo's land as liad 
been supposed, 

Col, Sloo met us wilh wagons and saddle horses for the 
conveyance of the party to the grounds, Messrs, Patter- 
son and Luther Adams were chosen field marshals, and with 
about sixty spectators on foot, and the judges and reporters 
on horseback, the trials began. 

TUL DERBY, 

Dick Lawerack against Dodo. 
The first brace ordered down were Dick Laverack, han- 

dled by Mr. Short, and Dodo, handled by Mr. L. Rt. Morris. 
They were put down at ten o'clock in the old field, with high 
vovers and woody brakes. The ground was gone over and 
the whole field drawn blank. This was a surprise and disap- 
pointment, for, when he wentover it before the trials, Col. 
Sloo had moved four bevies. Dick Luyerack exhibited the 
liihest speed, but the burrs were exceedingly troublesome to 
both dogs. At eleven o’clock they were ordered up for rest 
and to be ran again. 

Frost's Leah against Abbey Whinnery. 

The second brace at. once put down were Frost’s Leah, 
handled by Capt, McMurdo, and Abbey Whinnery, 
handled by Mr. Short. The rag-grass fields which 
they entered were very dusty and lard for the 
dors, Passing into an old orchard they showed equal 
speed and not very great speed af that. No birds were found 
here either, althongl it was supposed that they were on this 
beat, By the creek Leah made a false point, Abbey backing 
lier beautifully. In the tall rag-grass bottom of a little 
vale on the leeward side of a knoll Leah pointed a large 
bevy, which Capt. McMurdo was ordered to flush. The 
birds divided, part of them flying along the fence along the 
woods, and the rest going toward the bottom. Leah feath- 
ered and fiushed again. Later Abbey made ® capital point 
and after allowing her to stand staunch some time the birds 
were sprung. Going forward Leah made a magnificent point 
on five birds and Abbey backed her in grand style, the two 
making a fine picture, which was appreciated by all present. 
Leah afterwards in running down the wind flushed a bird in 
the weeds. At one o'clock the dogs were taken up and the 
party repaired to lnneheon. 

After an hour and a half work was resumed in a spitting 
snow. Abbey won the heat. 

Peep o Day against Daisy Lanerach, 
The third brace were then put down. Peep o’ Day, han- 

dled Wy Mr. Whitford, and Daisy Laverack, sister to Dick 
Juverack, handled by Mr. Short. Peep o’ Day was yery 
fast, and proved a fine open ranger with superior pace and 
style, and capable of good work. She was hunted last Sep- 
tember on prairie chickens in Minnesota. The brace passed 
a large bevy, which the judges walked up to and flushed. The 
birds pitched into a thicket, where Peep 0’ Day pointed 
them. Daisy showed herself io be a smart, sharp, busy 
worker and quick in her turns. She pointed the birds in the 
thicket; and again a single bird, which was shot at and 
missed. Daisy dropped. 

The brace speeded in ihe open; and Peep o’ Day flushed 
a bird in the thicket. They were a wonderfully fine pair, 
and showed excellent work. It was a well contested heat, 
considoring that the ground was a hard one for the dogs, 
Daisy is a Superb cover dog. The dogs then passed into a 
sedge field, which was drawn blank, Peep o’ Day making a 
false point and a flush when running up the wind, At 2:40 
o'clock, after a grand trial, the Neat was closed and the 
brace taken up, Daisy being awarded the healt. Mr. Short 
was now cheeriul, as he had reason to be. 

Bruce against Abbess. 

The fourth brace put down were Bruce, handled by Whit- 
ford, and Abbess, handled by Davidson. Abbess was out of 
sorts, having a bad diarrhoea, and needed urging. In the 
tall cover Bruce pointed a bevy, which lifted and lit twenty 
yards away. Bruce flushed, and both dogs were sent into a 
deadening. Bruce showed a fast gaifand good style. Among 
the lozs he flushed a bird in the dry Jcaves, but dropped to 
wing. Bruce again pointed three birds in a brush heap, Ab- 
bess backing him in grand style. During a rapid spin in the 
open Abbess proved herself a fine qnarterer, and under better 
control than Bruce, who at one time ran fur. The dogswere 
tulcen on a mile of fearful cover of high weeds and standing 
corn, and yery dusty. Bruce pointed a bevy in the high 
weeds, They ran, He then roaded, and pointed again, 
There was bere a fine exhibition of sharp all-round handling, 
Abbess made several flushes going down the wind and fulse 
points. Bruce pointed true and Abbess hacked him. Again, 
Bruce false pointed and Whitford was too qnick in claiming 
the point. Three birds were marked down in a wood, but 
the dogs failed to find them. Abbess pottered about, eyi- 
dently ont of condition, and Bruce failed to mind and did 
not work to the zum. Abbess pointed in the briars, but she 
failed to-trail and find, She was kept on the point for Bruce 
to back, The brace was taken up and Bruce awarded the 
heat. 

It was now dark, and (le party, men and dogs, returned 
to the hotel, The annual meeting of the club was adjourned 
to Tuesday night, | 

Srconp Day, 
Vincennes, Ind., Vor. 16. 

The weather to-day was warner and more favorable, with 
The ground worked a wind blowing a little south of west. 

over was on Col. Sloo's farm, a clay soil. 
The farm was reached about. a quarter past ten, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Count Noble aguinst May Laverack. 

Of these Comt Noble was handled by Mr, Sanborn 
and May Layerack by Mr. Short. The dogs were put down 
in the rag grass, and Count Noble, having the wind in his 
fayor, soon pointed, and then roaded round a bevy of Dbirds. 
Muay was called up to back, moved in from the place where 
Noble pointed and stood staunchly, and « moment later No- 
ble made a point on a large bevy on the far side which -were 
seattered in a branch in the grain ficld. Noble has a fine 
head and is a powerful dog. The liffle bitch and Noble 
were given a spin in the grass ficld, and she proved herself a 
rapid flyer, superior in pace and quartering, exciling the 
admiration and surprise of all at. her speed. 

The dog being ina grain field, Noble at once ran up the 
leeward side of a branch filled with briars aid weeds, and 
seventy yards further on Game to a point in splendid style, 
May was called up to back him, bnt she refused, when Noble 
settled down on his hind quarters on the point, Sanborn 
fiushed and killed, Noble retrieving it and fairly locating 
another bird which had been winged and had fallen in the 
open; May then flushed aud Noble inadea flush in the briars, 
but dropped on point and remained staunch in a very awk- 
ward position for five minutes, when three birds were put up. 
The brace were down twenty minutes, Noble winning. Ile is 
a wonderfully fine dog for his age, level headed, with good 
nose and displaying Much brain power. 

Dodo against Diek Laverak. 

Dodo, handled by Morris, and Dick Laverack, handled 
by Short—the first brace run yesterday—were again put down 
by this same branch where seyeral birds had been marked. 
They had several trials, Dick showing himself the busier | 
worker, Dodo lacking ambition, After the brace had been 
down half an hour the judges decided that neither could win, 
and ruled them out. They were only ordered up yesterday 
after running a long time to find both poor, 

. Little Lady against MeDug. 
At quarter past eleven o'clock Little Lady and McDuff were 

put down, the former handled by Mr. Sanborn—against his own 
dog because he trained her—the latter by Mr. Short. A spin 
through a grass field showed that Lady, the faster of the 
two, had the better style, though she held her head a litile too 
low. Wunning down the wind a bird was flushed on the edge 
of a deadening, and Lady having been sent across the fence 
into some briars flushed a bevy which were marked down on 
the hillsideinthe deadening. McDuff appeared somewhat out. 
of sorts and did not work as wellas had been expected. A 
bird was flushed from a fence corner by the spectators, and 
Lady pointed where it had been. The dogs having been sent 
into the briars MeDuff made a point in the ravine. Soon 
after he pointed fur and Lady refused to back. A little later 
Lady flushed a bird along the fence. A 12:30 the dogs were 
ordered up by the judges with the privilege of ordering them 
down again later. 

Count Nailer against Nimrad. 
Count Nailer, handled by Dew, and Nimrod, handled by 

Short, were now put down, ‘Nailer is a Jitter brother to No- 
ble by Count Windem out of Nora. A short spin in the grass 
field showed that the dogs were about equal in pace, style 
and quartering. A beyy, moved in the deadening by the 
crowd was marked down in the bottom of a ravine, where 
Ninirod flushed three birds, the rest having apparently run 
into the standing corn. <A large bevy was flushed by the 
noise and skimmed along the corn. It was followed up, and 
onthe hill in the corn Nailer made a rattling down-wind 
point, which didnot, however, count. At the side of the ravine 
Nailer pointed fur and Nimrod at the bottom made a false 
point. On the hil-top, neara heap of logs, Nailer made a 
point and Nimrod, who had been called up to back, also 
pointed what proved to be three scattering birds. The dogs 
stood beautifully, and the picture was as pretty a one as is 
often seen. When the birds were moved Mr. Short killed 
two at one discharge of the gun, but, as retrieving did not 
count in the Derby stakes, the birds were not. retrieved, 
Both dogs now made seyeral flushes. At 2 o'clock luncheon 
was seryed, and at 2:30 the dogs were again put down in the 
same gully, lower down, In some high corn a point was 
scored for each of the dogs, and at 3:20 they were taken up, 
Nailer being awarded the heat. The weather had now Ve- 
come much colder. 

Jill against Cecile. 

Jill, handled by Mr. Taft, and Cecile, by Mr. Moore, were 
next put down in corn. The crowd flushed a large bevy, 
which flew along distance. The cover here was very bad, 
and the place a hard one for the dogs to work in. 

After making some flushes, the brace were ruled out, hay- 
ing shown no style or quartering. 

Tittle Lady against Me Duff. 
Little Lady and McDuff were now ordered down in high 

corn where some birds had been marked down. None were 
found, however, and moving back toward the starting point, 
Lady made a flush. The dogs were now ordered up as it bad 
become dark? McDuff was given the heat. A drive of seven 
miles back to town was a tedious one. The roads were very 
had and the transportation poor. ‘The judge's wagon broke 
down, and many of the spectators had to walk the whole way 
in. The grounds are inconyenient, as it takes too much time 
Lo reach them. 

There was a large attendance at the meeting of the National 
American Wield Trial Club held at University Hall at 8:30 in 
the evening. Mr, C. H. Rayniond occupied the chair. The 
Secretary read the minutes of the meetings of November 24, 
and 27, 1879, which were adopted. Mr. Raymond stated that 
Mr. Sanborn had selected the grounds for the present trials 
and that the club had every reason to congratulate itselE om 
the number of entries. The Secretary’s report was read and 
adopted. The Treasurer's report showed a balance of $452.48 
on hand, exelusive of the entrance fees. The election of 
officers was next in order. It was moved that a comunittee 
of three be empowered to make nominations, Chair ap- 
pointed Messrs, Jarvis, Morford and Rowe, amd the following 
officers were elected for 1881; President, P. H. Bryson, 
Memphis, Tenn.; First Vice-president, Luther Adams, 
Boston, Mass. ; Second Vice-president, Henry Bishop, Louis- 
ville, Ky.; Treasurer, Jos, H. Dew, Columbia, Tenn. ; Hx- 
ecutive Committee, Thos. Morford, N. J.; L. H, Smith, 
Strathroy, Can.; H, ©. Nichols, Battle Creek, Mich. ; P. 
Henry, Clarksville, Tenn.; M. C. Campbell, Spring Hill, 
Tenn. Board of cola H. Raymond, N. Y.; Anthony 
Higgins, Delaware City, Del.; John Fottler, Boston, Mass. ; 
‘Wm. Jarvis, Claremont, N. Hy 

Commitice for field trials next year: The President, the Se- 
cretary, and Messrs, Bishop, Campbell and Henry. 

Mr. Bryson said that for several reasons the trials could 
not he held again at Vincennes. There are more birds fur- 
ther South. Mr. Dew suggested that some place south of the 

show line would be hetter, as the birds were so often des- 
troyed from this cause in the North. 

Mr. Henry said that the trials conld be held Jater m some 
nore Southern locality. 
Mr. Adams moved and it was earried thaf the committee 

report through (he sporting’ press by Feb. 1 the selection of 
some grounds which would be suitable for the trials. 

Mr. J. H, Whitman was appointed a committee of one, 
with power to add others toil, to arrange special rates with 
railroad and express companies, 

Mr, J. J. Snellenburg suggested a change in the field trial 
rule with regard to tle withdrawal of the winner of a Neat. 
The matter was left to the standing committee on field 
trials. 

The following were clected members of the club; J. H. 
Whitman, Col. A, G. Sloo, Geo. Fox, L. D, Rumsey, Isane 
Yearsley, Jr., Wn. B. Banks, J. B. HWendrieks, J. W. Orth, 
B. FB. Wilson, D, McKinney Lloyd, W. H. Drane; Dr. If. 
T. Drane, Bd. Drane, T. Ff. Henry, W.'T. D. Orth, Frank P, 
Gracey, Walker Williams, Dudley Ware, BE. 4. Wannae- 
maker, John H. Wise, Clarence K. Drane, Dr. Jas. Rodman, 
Geo. Waddington, D. €, Burgendthal. 

At eleven o'clock to-night there is a heavy full of snow, 
which if it continues will interrupt the trials. 

Ladusy News FROM ue TRIATS. 
Vincennes, Nov, 17. 

Snow is still falling and it is impossible to go ouf. ‘There 
are now two inches on the ground. 

ip: —=—____ 
WHAT IS A GOOKER? 

Hditor Povest and Stream: 
Your correspondent, M. B., has, with his usualucumen, hit 

the nail straight on the head in his communication which ap- 
peared in your last issue. Every one, whether interesied or 
not in the breed, must be aware thal we are at present navi- 
rating our cocker ship without a rudder, and are hopelessly 
oundering about. The rudder we want in this case is 1 

standard to breed to, and we must haye it, or what is fhe use 
of breeding cuckers for exhibition purposes, and filling the 
benches with a yariety or miscellaneous class under the name 
of cockers. All of our English authorities steer clear of any 
definite description of a cocker, though clumber, Sussex and 
black spaniels are treated at length, and specified points given 
for the guidance of breeders and judges. I think it may be 
accepted that by a cocker we meair a small field spunicl, and 
such being the case, the line of demarkation is eyidently one 
of size or weight, the latter being the easier point to arrive at, 
with accuracy. Beyond that we must of course have the 
full details given as to the make, shape and style of dog, with 
a code of points indicating the value of each properly. Color, 
as in English setters, is a matter of faney, and while on this 
subject I would like to ask where the authority is to be found 
for the statement of M. B. and others I have conversed with, 
that Welsh cockers are lemon and white. Welsh cockers, 10 
the best of my knowledge and belief, and I think Stonehenge 
and Mr. Dalziel will bear me out, are liver-colored, while the 
lemon and white is to be found in the Norfolk spaniel. 
Iam certain that cocker breeders will agree that a standard 

must be made, and the sooner the better; and now how is it 
to be done? My notion is that we should get up an American 
Cocker Club, and that that club should adopt a standard and 
do all in its power to advance the breed by a combined effort. 
There is no surer and more direct manner to bring any given 
breed prominently before the ‘‘ doggy” public, and I speuk 
from experience gained in England, than by having the inter- 
ests of the breed looked after by a properly constituted chub. 
It is possible that some breeders may fear that such a club 
would be worked to the advantage of certain parties, but any 
such idea is ridiculous, and perhaps [ had better outline the 
work which falls within the province of such 4 club. First 
of all, a Secretary pro tem. is requisite, and I would nominate 
Mr. Geo. B. Macdougall to fill that position, if he will kindly 
accept it. All who are in any way interested in the breed 
should at once send him their names, so that communication 
may be established with them, From the list thus obtained 
a committee of say half a dozen should be struck—it would 
not be possible at present to hold a meeting and elect a com- 
mittee, but the leading breeders are sufficiently well known to 
enable the New York residents who could meet to get up a 
committee to hold office until the armnal meeting, which 
should be held here during the Westminster Kennel Club 
show week, This commitee should without delay draw up a 
cocker standard and rules for the government of the club, 
and the enrollment of members would then be in order. 
The annual dues should be small, say $2 or $3, so that no 

one could complain of being excluded by a high tariff, and 
this money should be used for the purpose of giving special 
prizes or augmenting premium lists at the various shows 
throughout the States and Canada. A list of known compe- 
tent judges of the breed should also be compiled, and when 
money is added to any premium listit should be wilh the spe- 
cific understanding that a special judge must he selected from 
the list so made up. Dog show committees will always gladly 
concede this point if thereby they can haye better prizes to 
offer and be assured of the suppert of the prominent exhibi- 
tors. Beyond this the club would inno way interfere with 
breeders, so that it will be seen that all the acts of the com- 
mittee are fair and above board, and the programme of the 
club managers being made public with the premium list for 
each show, every member of the club would be on an equal 
footing when it came to the judging. 

Time, ink and paper have been wasted long enough in dis- 
cussing the question of ‘' What is a Cocker 2” and it is high 
time an answer was supplied, so Lhope next week fo read 
Mr. Macdougall’s acceptance of the position of Secretary ma 
tem. when it will be in order for all of us to send him our 
names and so start the machine and have things in rungin» 
order for the shows in 1881. Tin my small way will do all I 
can to induce my friends to join whether they are cocker men 
or not, for it is not necessary for a man to own and breed 
cockers Lo procure admission to such 4 club as I propose. 

T would just add that if a line is drawn at a certain weight, 
I favor 25 ths. for bitches and 28 Ibs. for dogs. It might be 
advisable to call all aboye that weight fleld spaniels, either 
that or divide cockers into large and small classes at some- 
where about the weights stated. LEA, 
New York, Now. 12. 

a 

Eastern Fincp Trias Cioe.—A meeting of the officersof 
the Eastern Field Trials Club was held on Thursday tha 
1ith inst. It was resolved that the money collected for Mis. 
Tileston, amounting to #791, should be given to her witha 
copy of the resolutions passed by the club at the time of Mr. 
Tileston’s death. ' 

It was reported that there were at leas two hugdred and 
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fifty birds on Robins Island, and in case the club was not able 
to getany more there would be enough to run the trials suc- 
cessfully. A committee of ten was appointed to solicit special 
prizes. The following gentlemen were appointed: Messrs. 
Donner, Livingston, Coster, Von Lengerke, Hamilton, Pentz, 
Danforth, Leech, Munn, and Aten. ‘There was quite a dis- 
cussion in regard to the question thaf, if in the first trial 
heats two dogs should run together and the winner should 
withdraw, whether the other dog should have a chance for 
second prize or he thrown ont. The gentlemen present were 
decidedly in fayor of giving the dog a chance for second 
prize, but it was finally agreed that it should be decided hy 
the siewards of the trials. It was decided that the trials 
would be min in the following order: Noy. 29, the Nursery 
Stakes; Noy. 31, the Puppy Stakes; Dee. 1 and 2, the All- 
agad Stakes; Dec. 8, the Brace Stakes, and Dee. 4, the Club 
Stakes. 
The next meeting will be held at No. 24 Park Place, Nov. 

22, af 8 p.m. 

We learn from Mr. Hall, of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 

that alarye number of quail have just been turned out on 

Robin’s Island, so that there is every prospect that there will 

be Ho trouble ou that score when the trialsarerun. There are 

now believed fo be about 600 birds on the island, or about one 
to the acre, and they can’t get away. 

= ——— 

FOLLOWING THE HOUNDS. 

N Y mid-summer fox chase resulted asT conjectured in the 
: death of the red fox some half mile from where I was 
tnhorsed by # collision against a tree, I soon recovered from 
the accident, and as soon as the cool nights and heavy dews 
occurred I was again in my saddle and eager for the sport. 

On the 9th of August at early dawn I set out for the scene 
of my mishap, and was scarcely as far advanced in my hunt- 
Ing grounds as on the 23d of July, when the joyous note in 
ita full yolime of Logan greeted my ears annowncing that a 
hot trail of ared was there. The pack huiried to his sum- 
taons, and in a few minutes the fox broke cover and passed 
me in lightning speed and made up the Roanoke for a half 
inlle, then abruptly whistling back again passed me with no 
‘iminution of spced Init incteased fright. The race then em- 
braced a compass of half a mile, fierde, ttirioiis and earnest 
when the earth was sought for safety after only (hitty min- 
utes of fun. I examined his hole and discovered that I could 
easily reach him, but preferring to save him for more sport 
did not attempt it. On the 11th of August the race was re- 
peated and differing in one essential fromi tliat of the 9th; 
but on the 18th of Auguist, starting as before, ] encountered 
the old male near the same point and a severe run indeed he 
gave me. He went tip the Honnoké ito the County of Mech- 
lenburg, Va.,; before he was caught; on the way several fine 
dogs joined in the chase and aided in its favorable tetmina- 
tion. Every other morning with no intermission I have been 
In the field, and each day was a tepetition of the preceding 
with one exception, when I put a fed to earth who stealthily 
crept out at a lower hole from the one he entered and made 
his escape. On the 6th of September I was again in the 
field and on the same ground. As before I struck a lively 
trail and soon had what proved tobe a very old male red onhis 
feet, He dashed off up the Roanoke some distance in ad- 
ance Of his pursuers for three miles into the Eaton estate 

and above Baton's Ferry. There he doubled back, passed me 
in double quick but evidently distressed, and right upon his 
heels came thundering down the whole pack in full view. 
The fox squatted like ayrey; the second instance I have ever 
Witnessed of (he kind ima red, but in an instant kept his di- 
rection back toward his starting, which, by the by, he failed 
fo reach. He was a very large and very old fox, and did not 
pone as well as is usual with red foxes of his age and size. 
ndeed the young reds, those [have been putting to earth this 

season, excelled him- 
On Friday, the 17th of September, as heretofore, I again 

went oui. I had the holes closed intending to let my pack 
have some blood, which every huntsman knows greatly in- 
creases their vim and eagerness. J started as ta near the 
same point a young red who being closely pressed from the 
start attempted to go to earth in afew minutes, but finding 
the doors closed made off down the Roanoke for a mile, and 
on its hanks found safety in a beaver den. I could hear Red- 
bird, Fancy and Nanny distinctly some ten or mote yards in 
the hole, but tuite near the fox. I would not attempt to dig 
for him, but blew my horn and left the fox and hounds in the 
hole. I shall have that retreat closed by Monday, September 
20, at which long hefore dawn TI expect to be out and after 
him, It is very warm and dry, in fact, unsuited for the 
sport; but nevertheless I must venture, MUTE ai 

(faston, WV. CO. 
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A Sap Acomwent.—A lamentable accident occurred week 

before last in New Jersey, which resulted in the death of a 

Valuable pointer dog. The circumstances, which were pecu- 
liarly distressing, are us follows: Mr. K., the owner of the 
dog, with a companion, had been shooting, and had killed 

several birds. A bevy having been fiushed Mr. K. killed two 
birds with one barrel, and after loading, the dog was sent to 

feteh the birds, As he approached with one of them, his 
muster foul: a few steps forward, and catching his foot in a, 

grapevine, fell forward upon his gun. The stock was broken 
and the gun discharged) the entire charge passing through 

the dog, which was now within a few feet of his master. 
The brave animal, without uttering a sound, continued to 

adyance, dropped the bird at his master’s fect, licked his 

hand, Joonked up into his face with an expression of fondest: 

affection, and fell over dead. 

Pointers ys. Serrers Ar VinorNnws.—All those who 
have shot in the southern part of the three States—Indiana, 
Tilinois and Missouri—know that the sheep-burr is a great 
drawhack to the sport. Setters that are well feathered are 
erippled within a few hours if not properly sheared or 
trimmed before taking the field, and then they are liable to 
take cold. We hayetound from experience that a moderately 
coarse haired pointer is the most killing dog for these sections. 

Two Bru.es.—Mr. H. B, Harrison, notice of whose pur- 
chase of Bolle (Pride of the Border—Derby) appeared in our 
issue of Noy. 4 wishes to have it understood that his Belle 
is not the Belle referred toas having whelped to Count Royal, 
Oct. 23. My. Harrison’s Belle is now in whelp to Paris, due 
Noy. 28, 

Cooxrr Peprarens.—We have received from Mr, Burr 
Hollis, of Hornellsyille, N. Y., pedigrees of his Wildair, 
Belle and Topsy W., all well-known cocker spaniels. 

Tne Soup Boox.—Volume LL of the National American 
Kennel Stud Book will be published immediately after the 
ruuming of the field trials ut Vincennes, Indiana. Tt will 
contain oyer 1,200 entries. ’ 

Bragrus—Thomaswille, Ga—I don’t know much about 
cockers ; they seem to engross the attention of many of your 
correspondents just now, but IT do profess to know a beazle 
when I see him. J lave a little dog that 1 bought some time 
ago of G. W. Pownall, of Christiana, Pa., and am willing to 
match him against any other beaglei America, — HH. 

Pouty to Go Tro Viremia.—The Westminster Kennel 
Club's newly imported setter bitch is in this city, and yill he 
sent at once for work to Mr. Hammond, in Virginia. She 
will run in the Eastern Trials. r 

Pointer Fou SAre.—We understand that the N. Y. Kk. (, 

have a very fine young pointer bitch, eighteen months old, 

for sale, She is by Dr. Strachan’s Flash and is half sister to 

Flake, Whiskey, etc. She is said to be fairly broken, points, 

retrieves and hunts well. She is to be had, we understand, 

for #50, 
— +H 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

x. 
But if you are looking for downright intellect ell on the pointer 

dog. Itin safe to say that the pomler hay mind enough for any- 
thing. He is far more human than the monkey, and, we cheerfully 
acknowledge, far worthier of the relationship. Why, look at * Jef” 
—aeyorybody knows *fJelf’—Dr, Mattauer’s liver-colored pointer. 
The dog carries notes, goes for the horse and buggy, foes for beet, 
and fetches iceregulatly Besides all this, ‘Jeit” has many accom- 
plishments that make him 1 finished dog. Would anybody deny 
*' Jeft’s” intellect? Hardly. Why, last week “Jeff? was sent for 
ice, and what did hedo? He started with a towel, in one corner of 
which a nickel was tied up. “Jeff” saw that nickel put in, and 
immediately temptation assailed him. He could buy ice on credit, 
and beef was always cash. Now watch the dog, He reasoned. 
He labored under the temptation until he reached Hufl’s corner, 
and then he yielded. Down in thie dirt be cronched, and after a 
tussel got the knotuntied. What next? I would never do to ear- 
ty that nickle into Corput’s, He reasoned agnin. He buried the 
nickle, carried the towel in, recetyed the ice, and came out, but not 
for the nickel. Ol no; he had studied that out, too, The doctor 
must be left to believe the uickle had gone fori¢e. The ice was 
carried to the office, and then the dog came hack like a flash, se- 
curéd his cash, galloped onward to the beef stand, andin a few 
minutes he was obseryed homeward bound with his dinner. He 
was not afraid to carry it home. He reasoned that the doctor 
would suppose some one had giver itto him. This is yonehed for 
by three witnesses.—Macon ((a.) Telegraph. 

XI, 

At the Saddleworth Patty Sessions a few days ago a man named 
John Torkington was charged with stenling a dog yalued at £5 be- 
longing to a man named Hosea Hill, The prisoner stoutly denied 
the charge, and set up as his defense that the animal know him 
and was yery fond of him. He saw it following him and did all he 
could to send it away again, but it would net return, The chair- 
man asked if the dog was in conrt, and on being answered in the 
affirmative he ordered the prisoner to call the dog by name, This 
was done, and immediately the chain was taken from its neck the 
dog left its owner's side-and, bounding on the platform where the 
prisoner stood, reared itself on its hmd legs and placed its fore- 
paws on the man’s breast, joyously wagging its tail, the incident 
causing considerable merriment in court. This evidence, coupled 
with the testimony of other witnesses, satisfied the Bench so much 
of the man’s innocence that they discharged hin.—nglish Br. 
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KENNEL NOTES. 

Names Cuammp—Maud 2d,—This name is claimed tor a brindle 
greyhcund bitch by Spring out of Mand. Tliese dogs were sold 
together for the benefit of the Herald Trish Relief Mund, and are 
now owned by Fred. J. Englehardt, of Chicago. Bonnie—Mr. 
Elliott Johnston, of New York, claims this name for a Scotch col- 
lie bitch ont of Downey’s Lassie, by Watts’ Hoy, whelped March 3, 
1880. Bonnie is'a tawny fawn, agood deal of black in in tail and 
ears edged with black; white throat. Blanche Hubbell—Mr. 
Burr Hollis claims the nama Blanche Hubbell for his black and 
tam bitch puppy out of Belle by Wildare, whelped Oct. 29, 1880. 
Burdetle Kennels—Mr. Burr Hollis claims the name The Burdette 
Kennel] for his Burdette cocker spaniel Kennels, now established in 
Hornellsville, N.Y. As My. Hollis injends to make a specialty of 
this celebrated strain of cockers only, the celebrated chestnut and 
tan Burdette cocker stud Jdog, now known as Waddell’s Beau, will 
be added to his kennel on or abont Dec. 15, 1880. Bh, Hollis’ ad- 
dress will hereafter be The Burdette Kennel, Box 1,556, Hornells- 
ville, N.Y. Gilroy—Mr. Burr Hollis claims the name Gilvoy for 
chestnut and tan Burdette cocker spuniel dog puppy out o! Belle by 
Wildair. 
Dreatu—My. Burr Hollis reports the finding dead in his kennel 

on the morning of Noy. 12, cneof his Burdette cocker dog pups out 
of Belle by Wildair, The puppy was one ofthe Oct. 29, 1880, litter, 
and was to haye gone to Messrs. C. B. Cominmgs & Son as soon as 
old enough to make the journey. : 
Saves —Springand Maud TT, Ma. Bred J. Englcharat, of Chicago, 

Ill., has sold to Mr. L, C. ¥. Lotz, of thatcity, his fawn greyhound 
dog Spring, winner of the Centennisl Medal, af Philadelphia, Pa,, 
1876, and Maud IL. brindle greyhound bitch by Prince ont of Mand, 
both imported,—Ih. Jas. Watson, of New York, has sold his two 
Trish terrier pups out of imp. Kathleen by Mr. Leake’s Tim, to Mr. 
G, ©. Barnette of New York. 
Wuetps—Lillie—The Baltimore Kennel Club's pointer biteh Lil- 

lie (formerly owned by J. Addison Smith, and previously by Ed- 
mond Orgill) whelped, Noy, 2, 1880, mine pups: fye bitches and 
four dogs by Sensation, They are duing well and are a fine litter. 

elichenp. 

A Prorosrp Matcx,—On November 25 2 match will be shot be- 

tween Frank O. Havens, of San Francisco, Cal., and Will. H. 
Thompson, of Crawtordsyille, Ind, The terms of the match to he 
96 arrows at 60 yards. These gentlemen desira to make the match 

open to all comers, and to that end, and for the purpose of obtain- 

ing a fair test of the general accuracy of American archery, they 

suggest that all archers desiring to join in the match shoot the 96 
arrows in four lots of 24 arrows each, without any trial shots or 
préliminary shooting at any range, each arrow shot to score in the 

match. If archers so shooting will forward their scores to Will. 

H. Thompson he will put them in tabniated form and cause ther 

to be published. They should be sent to Mr, '’hompson, recorded 
thud: First 24, second 24, third 24, fourth 24, total. H.T. Church; 

18-92, 21-118, 17-81, 22-110—78-406, Tet ma all sho be the 
weather good or bad. 
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. “PAINTER” HUNTING IN THE OLDEN TIME, 

#"* SILSBHE thus discoursed to a World correspondent 
The locality referred to is the Delaware Valley, Penney). 

yania, and ihe time many years ago, when Fin was a yo ng 
man: 

“never was much on the painter hunt, but I never took 
any extry steps to get out’n the way o’ one. Tye made many 
# one 0’ the onsartin cusses chaw the dirt. I happened by 
once, up nigh the S'trucky Creek, jist as a whollopin’ big 
painter (dropped oul’n a tree on to a doe that was takin'§ 
snooze on a bunch o’ sweet fern. The deer blatted like ¥ 
stuck calf, but that painter never got his sucker in on he 
throat, for I let ole smooth-bore talk, an’ Mr. Painter clawed 
around on jhe earth a spell, an’ then his lamp didn’t conti 
ner to burn no longer. The doe wa’n’t hurt much, but 
was so infernal skeert that she stood there a trembling lik 
yaller dog on a frosty mornin’, an’ looked at me with eye 
bigger’n a couple o tea sassers. ‘Thinks,’ says I, ‘my lady 
mebbe you won't strike such good lick some other diy, gb 
Til jest put you out o’ the way o’ \hese wicked painters 

) An’ I did. She didn’t scarcely kick, an’ so never know’ 
what a favor me an’ ole smooth-bore done her. 
“Tall o' painter hunters! You orto hear Pete Stewart 

o’ Rockland, tell about killin’ the yarmints. He's getherég 
‘em in by the dozen. An’ there’s Nelse Crocker. If ii 
hadn't @ went an’ shot hisself *canse he couldn’t ketp the tom 
prince pledge, he would tell you things that 'd raise yer hail 
Well, not exactly he wouldn't nuther, come to think on i 
fur he killed hisself in 1820, an’ he was about sevent 
then. Colonel Bush, o’ Liberty, and Flip Hurley, also @ 
Sullivan County, war proba'ly, from all accounts, i 
boss painter-killers the region ever see.’ They begun ff 
make the woods warm for painters about 1814. L 49 
‘ong about ten years old then, an’ ‘fore I was a year old 
I followed and killed a painter miyself, cause it had oa 
meal off'n a calf that blonged to us. We usty hear o’ Bog 
an’ Hurley’s doin’s, an? [remember one o’ their hunts isl 
some feller from over there told my father. 

“ Hurley had a hut near a swamp where the town o Diy 
ley isnow. One mornin’ he sees a replar path o’ palflé 
fracks on the edge o' the swamp, nof moye’n ten feet fg) 
his door. He know'd they was « heap o' fun waitin’ fur 
so he slips over to (al Bush’s cabin an’ tells him. Cal 
the only good painter dog they was im the woods. e 
took the dog, their guns an’ their knives an’ axes, an’ in 1 
than an hour they know’d by the dog’s bark that he had 
painter up atree. They didn’t get to the tree none too sag 
fur the painter was jist in the act o” lettin’ hisself slide fr0i 
the tree onto the dog. Led actwily started to spring whi 
Bush’s bullet met him an’ made him fall a leetle short o! tig 
mark, But he was ouly wounded, and to save his dog, whi 
was as gritty as sandpaper, Bush had to fall into the paint 
an’ go fur him with his hatchet. Hurley pitched into he 
an’ twixt the two of ’em, the painter an’ the dog, they 
nigh on to the liveliest mixin’ up o’ dirt, blood, hair an’ hui 
in’ clothes as ever was got together in the Sullivan Co 
woods. The painter was soon sent over Jurdan, but I spe 
if a patent swivel plow had been draw’d through that path 
the county by four yoke o’ steers the sile couldn’t a i 
better fixed for a ‘tater crop than it was after the nib 
Bush and Hurley thought they'd so home an’ mend up 
harness and serub otf the blood ‘fore they tackled any mi 
o' the painters. Next day they went out agin, and when til 
got back that night they had more painter skin than the 
0 their own. They had killed five more o’ the ugly o 
From that time Bush's dog got to be known all oy 
country, and eyery day, most, somebody sent for hi 
Bush to come and Kill a painter that was provlin’ ard 
some’rs in the region. They were in at the killin’ of mo 
a hundred, but finally a big he-painter that Bush woul 
got the hip-lock on the dog, an’ fore if had time to yelp ia 
tore if into so many pieces that they say you'd a thoupll 
it, had gone through a sassage-machine. Then Bush kep) 
killi painters just for reyenge. Wen they wa'n’t nog 
in the woods he went home and died, for he was oyer 
years old and he’d did his duty. , 

‘*T spect to be gone till sprmg over in Potter,” ss 
Fin, picking up his bundles fo go, ‘‘but if any one he 
4 sariainty that they is a painter up alone the Beayer 
Pll be obliged to him if hell send me word, an’ Pil e 
back and rassel with it,” 
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Canapa Dvuex SnoormnG._-Away down in arise 
Amherstburg, can be found the spol; but the time, 
alas, years ago, when no business cares compelled ne 
main pent up in the city. Then we camped fromd 
September, when school would compel us fo return 
next few years found us with more time to ourselves 
from August to November would catch us sure, Now) 
can get ‘* two weeks,” wellenough. The writer has fol 
days been confined to his rooms by malaria. etc., anim 
not get his ‘ two weeks.” 

The margin of the marsh wus, of course, spongy 
inany footprints of snipe, etc., could be seen on the 
of the soft soil, while up the hill {he trees were thic 
near at hand could be seen our two tents, and six of ua 
posed the party. 
The morning had opened grandly. The boys hud 

two quietly lef; us—Mike and T intending to ves} ub 
Then taking a short trip, through the woods after di 
partridges, to return to the hill to view the ‘open 
which from the hill you could plainly see. The ten 
in the hollow and on the other side, and our compantone 
absent in the adjoining marshes demolishing snipe, Gt) 
sportsnian-like way. / R:. 

As my setter Zero was ahead, | heard Mike, who [ell 
up the rear, say, ‘‘ Wud yer plaze look in the thia on 
posite from yiz,” and glancing to the left 1 observed il 
mous eagle perched on the branches of a half dead 
looked so grand that although I had time to bring Dit 
Tallowed him to fly gracefully away, and up (hrou 
trees he sailed round and round until he becames 
speck in the air. What a beauty he was, and so ditt 
the poor ‘jaundiced beaks” birds in captivity! Th 
ing passed, and with fair luck T had utanaged to 
brace of fine birds, when on getting near alot of haa 
Mike said he heard a ‘‘chune” The tune was 
more or less than a Swarm of bees. A faint report 
me. Then the puif; smoke followed and another fails) 
Then L obgeryed a wumber of birds ; immediately 1 8 
were ducks, bul a goose was with them, so it seemed. # 
along like the wind they were, and what joy! ™ 
seem to be filled with electricity. I then observed 
body was not a goose but a duck. It flashed upon ™m 
reports! Hunters almost out of shooting distance, 

: 
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‘distance had seen the duck and tried to obtain him. By this 
‘ime they are near here. Ihearthe whistle of the wings. 
The trusty breech-loader comes up like a feather and the 

arge leaves the muzzle. Yes, he dropped. I had aimed 
‘some six feet ahead, and by the time Zero lad retrieved the 
duck a faint Lorrah was borne to my ears. A true sportsman 
jhad congratulated mc. When the boys canie in two were 
at the tents and met me, immediately picking up my duda 

and allowing me to walk in with nota shell's weight. We 
had scales. The duck was twenty-nine inches long, over 
forty the extent of wings, and weighed over five pounds, and 

often now I glance toward the big mallard. 
Brrr. NAVARRE. 

' Nessmuk” writes; '*I am among the oldest canoeists in 
the United States. Have a record of over forty years, and 
am frosted cast iron for the double-bladed paddle as against 
oars or canvas. Shall vo through further and faster next 
season than I did this, and with a longer, larger cange, say 
of twenty-five pounds weight and of racing model. I take 
no guide—I ama guide myself wherever I can get a clean 
four inches of water. Lam never half as much at home and 
never find myself so easy.as when I am lost in one of our 
forests, where there is no track or trail, saye of the wary 
natives I there meet." 

TexAs—Indianola. Nov. 6.—Game now in abundance and 
‘continually arriving. Saw several flocks of swan this morn- 
ing, the first of the season, and a great many geese and 
wrant. Was out this morning close to town and bagged one 
fine goose, one brant and a brace of fine ducks, and was not 
gone from home altogether over one hourand a half Byery 
éold snap there is a regular fusilade at the passing fowl— 
«very one who owns a gun or musket turns out. G. A. 

Sumer vs. Deer.—tIt has been a frequent complaint in 
Scotland that a potent cause of many evils, especially depop- 
ulation and high-priced meat, was the large extent of the 
Jands devoted to deer forests instead of to sheep culture. At- 
tention has been called to the subject by a discussion in the 
London Yimes. In 1873 a select committee of the House of 
Commons was appointed to inquire into the merits of the 
case, and that committee reported that the evidence hore out 
none of the charges. 

—The Scientific American of last week contains two full- 
page illustrations of Captain Eads’ proposed railway for 
‘iransporting ships with their cargo across continents. 

Captain Eads claims by his plan to be able to take loaded 
‘ships of the largest tonnage from one ocean to another across 
the Isthmus of Panama, as readily as can be done by a canal 
after the Lesseps plan, and at a much less cost for engineer- 
ing construction. 
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—No one can be pick if the stomach, blood, liver and kidneya 

are well, Hop Bitters keeps them well. 

Ghe Bijle. 
Purase Vist tHe Ranaegs—Charleston, 8. 0., Nov. 8.—Seeing 

what Mr. Murphy, of Worcester, has done in shooting, I send you 

this: Oot. 16, 45 shots, one hundred measured rods, at 10-inch bulls- 
eye, other ways third-class target, he made 32 bulls, 10 centres and 

8inmers, Noy, 1, 40 shots, 500 yards, at 8-imch bull and four-foot 

target. Score—29 bulls and 8 centres; 22inch, 2 inners. One 

outer the first shot. 
The shooting was done by James Pixley, of Otsego County, in 

the presence of ten or twelve persons. Hé has now returned home, 

Sight on heel of gun, He used Remmgton Creedmoor rifle, 107 

gre, Hazard, 550 bullet, his gun kicking so one would think it was 
impossible to hit anything across a barn-yard. He did his first 

shooting at long range this summe ; first score was 179, last 217. 
Ts also splendid off-hand shot, Will sight his gun on anything, 
distance unknown, quickest of any man I eyer saw. When le 

shoots he always paces to see how far, and calculates his eleyution 

from this. J.B. 
SS 

NEAR-SIGHTEDNESS, 

si your issue of October 21 I see a cominunication from ‘' Phila” 
on the subject of near-sighted persons shooting with glasses, 

Haying had much experience as a near-sighted shot for the last 

seven years, and as your correspondent’s case peems 80 similar to 

my own when I first began to use the glassy ovals, J venture to 

five a small bit of personal history which may probably interest: 

other near-sighted sportsmen. 

From earliest childhood I haye been an ardent loyer of every 
kind of shooting. As a youngster, too small to walk, I followed 
the hunters on my pony, my older friends kindly pulling down the 

rail fences for my passage. Near-sighted! Ineyer thought of it. 

Grown older und swinging my light squirrel rifle I found I conld 

fill more than my school-muates, but one or two of them could 

always beut ine shooting atamark. I would not admit even to my- 
self that I wae nearsighted. In fact I doubt if such a thought 
eyer entered my head i those days. Yet how distinctly I even 

now remember whut a large, dim, hazy look each serap of white 

paper assimed that was put up fora target. In 1873 T began my 
college course in New York city. Tronbled in copying the intri- 
cate formulu from the board, aud sceing others with glasses, I bor- 
rowed a pair from # class-mate, and oh! wonderg! I hadn't im- 
apined any one could see so pluinly. Returning home I resumed 
my hunting aud target practice, always using glasses, fecling con- 

yineed it was the only way for me eyer to: become an excellentshot. 
For tivo years how it tronbled me to see that front sight plainly ; 

a thing very easy to do without the spectacles. I painted it every 
color of the rainbow, But in the two years” practice I had trained 

niy eyes 60 as to see the naked gray aight on a long Springfield 

ville ag pluinly as any one could wish. How well, my winning 
many successive prizes can testify. In my earliest experiments I 

discarded eye-glasses completoly, as, no matter how good, they are 

aitterly unfit to shoot with, jumping off st every explosion of four 

‘drams of powder in shot-gun orrifle, und, worst of all, by actual 
experiment cunsing the bullet to slwaya go wide of the mark— 
seyerul inches at 100 yards, the variation increasing or diminishing 

as the distance became greater or less, My belief is that all glosses 
which hang diagonally scross the sye] cause a certain amount of 
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FOREST AND STREAM, 

refraction, which is the case with almost all eye-glasses. Perfect 
si¢ht can only be obtained by looking perpendicularly through the 

yery axis of the glass. Good spectacles are all arranged according 

to this fact. ‘'*Phila’s” glasses may all be badly ground, which 

would of course cause much aberration of sight. Yet I think the 
difficulty lies in their not standing squarely across the centre of 

the eye, 
Lown 2 number of rifies, shot-guns and pistols, and shoot them 

constantly, and from my long thirty-four inch to my short three- 
inch Derringer, I haye found, by repeated contests with others, 
that there is no yariation in the amount of elevation necessary be- 

dween good ordinary eyesight and my eyes assisted by glasses. T 

lave sighted many rifles for friends, and have repeatedly taken up 

& gun never in my hands before and shot us well as with ny own, 

showing my sight was not made abnormal by the nse of glasses. 
Pardon me for my intrusion on your yaluable space. My only ex- 
cuse for speuking so much of mysélf is the hope that it might aid 

and encourage others afflicted as OoNULGEE. 

Five years ago I aecidentully discovered that I had become near- 
sighted. So gradually had the focal point changed that I was un- 

aware of it until I happened to try the glasses of one of my near- 

sighted friends, when lo and behold! a brighter world lay before 

me, Preyious to that time, when in the woods, J experienced some 
difficulty in judging distances, and detected myself squinting 

continually, as that seemed to clear the vision somewhat, At the 

ordinary reading distance my eyesight is perfect, apparently, but 

beyond that a glass abont No. 30 is necessary to give me a clear 

outline of anything. 
In shooting with o rifle or gun I always use glasses, but haye 

neyer experienced the difficulty that “ Phila’ complains of—yiz., 
shooting oyer; and, if he will use his glasses whenever he does his 

rifle, I think with properly adjusted sights he will have no trouble. 

T haye made and used several varieties of fixed rear sights, but the 

yery best one I hlaye eyer had I haye just purchased from Wm. 

Lywan, of Middlefield, Conn, The front sight viewed through 
this, a8 well asthe object aimed at, is rendered perfectly clear. 

This sight is one of the many good things with which I have be- 

come acquainted through the columns of Forms anp SvREaa. 

As a relief from the cares of business, it is hailed from week to 
week with delight Aside from the information that interests all 

lovers of rod and gum, it stimulates « desire for more out-of-door 
life and sensible recreation: Long miny it wave. D. H, #, 

Riverton, Conn. 
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HUNTING RIFLES. 

N yourissue of Noyentber 4 I read a letter signed ‘* Otto,” 
with reference {0 the Kennedy magazine vifle, and claiming an 

undisputed superiority for itin its class as a repeating arm. IT 
haye yery lately had an opportunity of inspecting a Kennedy rifle 

and of comparing it with one of the Winchester pattern, but failed 

to see any advantage in the new arm that is not possessed to an 
equal extent by its older rival, and am inclined to look upon it as 
copy in which the modification of parts is so trifling as hardly to 

constitute a difference. With the comparatively small powder charge 

used with both these ries (small in a pporting sense), I do not 

fear uny chance of one of them on either system bursting at the 

breech ; and should any uccident occur from the explosion of a de- 
fective cartridge, the results would be more serious in the Kennedy 

than in the Winchester, as the gliding lock cover in the former is 

closed when the rifle is fed and the escape of gas is retarded; 

while in the latter‘the lock coyer remaing open, and the gas can 
escape freely into the air. Were I buying a rifle L would prefer 

the old well-known arm, whose performances in skilled hands are 

of world-wide renown. J do not think that the limit of excellence 

has yet been reached in repeating arms, and as a hunter I would 
welconie any improvement that would lend to the greater efficiency 
of the arm. ‘The small charge of powder and consequently low 

velocity of the projectilé is the weak point of the repeater, and I 

would suggest to the manufacturers to direct their attention to 
the production of really powerful Express rifles on the repeating 
prinociple—arms that would compete with the performances of the 

English Express rifles, and capable of being safely used with large 

charges, say 185 graius of powder behind a 300-grain bullet in a 

bore of .5 inch. 

Constructed as the present repeaters are, a charge like the above 

might be dangerous, as any flawin the parts of the mechanism 
sustaining the breech-stopper might cause if to giye way and give 
tise to an accident. The breech stopper itself does not entirely 

close the barrel, as any one can obseryetfor himself, a ring of the 

metalof the base of the shell being plainly visible and unsupported, 
and this in some cases might givesway and allow the gas to flash 

back. Toobvyiate anything ef this kind, I would recommend that 

the metal of the cartridge shell should: be encased in that of the 
barrel, the breech end of which should be recessed to include the 
flange of the cartridge, while the top of the breech-stopper or bolt 

should be made mitre-shaped to fit into this recess and effectually 

seal the end of the bore, An arrangement of this kind would give 
perfect safety in the event of the bursting a weak cartridge, It 

remains to be seen to whut extent the present breech mechanism 
will be able to resist the backward strain of a heavy charge, but in 
eyery case some arrangement should be xdded, that in the event of 
anything giving way, the bolt be kept from being liable to fly back 
in the firer’s face. 

To fully secnve the advantages of the Express system, such a 

velocity must be communicated to the bullet that after the penetra- 
tion of any sott body, it should break up and the component frag- 

ments ily forward like ¢ charge of buckshot just utter leaving the 

muzzle of 4 gun, and convert the parts lying in their path into 

pulp. 1 have seen a tiger drop stone dead on being hit by a bullet 
fired from a Henry Express rifle, using five drams powder, and 

on opening the careass hardly a trace of the metal of the bullet 

vould be found, but the work done inside the animal was terrific. 

The lungs were pulped mto a semi-finid mass that conld be ladled 
ont with a Kpoon, This was with a soft-skinned animal, and done 
with a soft metal bullet with large central euyity. Against thick 
slanned game the hardness wid cavity of the bullet must be modi- 

fied, the cavity in some cases being entirely suppressed. 

I am certain if your rifle makers would turn their attention 

toward the perfecting of » powerful repeating Hxprega rifle that it 
would mest wif a ready sale in all parts of the world where the 

sport-loying Anglo-Saxon seeks the excitement and pleasure of the 

chase, . GunnEr 

MILITARY SMALL-ARMS, 

RIG-GEN'L 8. V. BENET, Chief of Ordnance, U. 8. A., has 

just made a. very interesting report of the doings of his de- 

dartment during the past year to the Secretary of War. In addit- 

ion to the routine notes of progress he gives yery fully his views 
about the adyantages of a really National Guard, Speaking of the 

Frankford Arsenal ammunition he says : 

‘*Tt has for some time been my intention to recommend the adop- 

tion of a reloading cartridge as an economy, and the trials and ex- 

periments conducted with that in view will soon enable me to reach 

a definite conclusion. The present long-range excitement points 

to heayy charges and gevere recoils, but the experience of other 

armies and a little reflection conyince me that for Army purposes 

the best average results can be obtained by keeping the charge with- 

in moderate limits,” 

The report shows that there were mannfactured at the Springfield 

Armory during the fiscal year, 20,387 rifles and carbines, and on 

this subject Gen. Bennet says : 
“The operations at the armory have been conducted in the ad- 

mireble and satisfactory manner which always characterizes the 

performances of every duty by Col. J. G. Benton, commanding. 

The reputation of the work there done has neyer stood higher than 

now, and it can safely rest on the deseryed excellence of its arms, 

known and recognized everywhere. 

** On the Ist of July there were in store as a reserve supply, in- 

cluding the aboye number made, only 22,979, showing that the 

number on hand at the beginning of the year had been well-nigh 

exhausted during the twelye months, by issues to the Army and 

malitia, etc. At this rate of manufacture and consumption, the 

day is far distant when our reserye supply of arms will haye reached 

what all nations consider a proper one, : 

‘At its last session Congress made an appropriation of $300,000 
for small-arms, being an increase of $3(),000 oyer the appropriation 

for the year preyious, and I indulge the hope that the amount will 

continue to be increased from year to year until the comntry is bet- 

ter prepared for any unforeseen exigency. 

“The Springfield rifle continues to give very general satisfaction, 

and the complaints made against it are not greater in number nor 

more intense than is the case in other armies the world oyer. Iam 

satisfied that as a single breech-loader it has no superior as a mili- 

tary arm, and that it will not be superseded by anything short of a 
magazine gun. The latter will unquestionably be adopted, and 

we will as certainly do so, as not many years ago we adopted the 

revolver. No magazine gun has yet attained that perfection and 

completeness that will warrantits general introduction in the army, 

The Hotchkiss has met with reverses, due to hasty manufacture 

and imperfect design in some of its minor parts, which can hardly 

be charged to the invention. It is believed that these defects, in 
which the mechanical principles of the inyention were notinyolyed, 

haye been corrected in the new model, and more fayorable results 

may now be anticipated. The manufacturers experience with this 

gun proves that difficulties are ever to be met and overcome in per- 
fecting # new invention that has to stand the seyere test of field 
service. Asarule, a first-rate military arm must!be of gradual 
growth; and be finally made up of successive improvements ren- 

dered necessary to correct defects developed in the hands of the 

soldier, The principle of the Hotchkiss is a good one, bul there 
seems to be some prejudice existing in our seyice againat the bolt 

system and its awkward handle that time and custom may overcome. 
‘The calls for magazine guns by our cavalry, the improyements 

being made in these arms, and the necessity of extending the in- 
quiry in order to get the best, induces me to reccommend that an 
appropriation be made to enable this department fo further study 
and test by trial in the field a few of the best magazine systems, 

“ An appropriation of $500,000 for the manufacture of the Spring- 
field gun during the next yeai' is deemed & reasonable one. The 

strongest and most conyincing argument for 2 continued peace is 

being thoroughly prepared for war. Our armories and arsenals 
fully stocked with war matarial, our fortresses well armed. and our 
malitia well organized, armed, and equipped to march shoulder to 

shoulder with our small body of regulars,constitute the hest peace 

offering wecan present to the world. In the matter of preparation 
economy during peace means extravagance in war and, aa a finan- 

cial problem, the wise and timely expenditures of the present will 
be the truest economy,” 

As an appendix to the report there is an account of a series of 
trials on the extreme ranges of military small-arms. These trials 

were conducted by Col, Benton and Capt. J. BE. Greer, These 

trials were undertaken and prosecuted under instructions from fhe 

Ordnance office, and the work has heen performed with a great de- 

gree of thoroughness and completeness. These reports will am- 

ply repay careful perusal by those in the Army and out of it who 

are interested in rifle firing, and much of the data given will be 

found new and nseful. The use of the telephone in determining 
the time of flight of projectiles, especially at very long ranges, wax 

first mude at the Sandy Hook Proying Ground, and its application 
in these expriments was found most valuable and important, 

Among Captain Greer’s conclosions are the following ; 

As a resolt of fhese trials it will be seen that the service rifle 
with service cartridge is amply sufficient to disable and possibly to 
kill up to nearly 3,000 yards ; that the same is true of the carbine 
using the rifle cartridge ; that the 500-grain bullet fired trom any 
rifle with a twist sufficient to give the necessary rotation will range 
nearly 3,700 yards; that yariations in weight of powder charge 
within ordinary limits have no eifecton elevation af extreme ranges, 
velocities approximating to each other ; and finally, that with o 
eartridge prepared as at present, but with an increased weight of 
ball, the service rifle may he made, if desired, as Jong a ranging 
arm a6 any known, 

: _ 3s) eee 

AnorHER RANGE SuAucHTEeR— (Charlotleloion, P. BE. Island, Now, 

4.—We are having an inquest to-day oyer a dead marker, shot in 

the nsual manner by stepping out from the target while shooting 

was still in progress, and Jas, J, Heartz was pierced with a bullet. 

Capt. Longworth who fired the fatal shot tells his version of the 

manslaughter by stating that * Noy. 3 was set apart for the band’s 

annual shooting match, aud aa itis attached to the $2d Battalion, 

myself and Lieut. Daniel Stewart, itttended in command, When I 

went to the range before thematch commenced, I found there were 

no signals. Timmediately sent to town for them, When they ar- 

rived they were put inthe proper places and given to the proper 
parties, and the match commenced—deceased, acting a3 marker, re- 

ceived the signals which the markeruses. Dverything went on 

well. When the bandsmen had finished shooting at the 500 yards 
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range, Lieut. Stewart and myself wera to fire, but Lieut, Stewart | _ : rf + + 
was not reddy, and Mr, Hooper asked permission to fire a few aay senate oie a chti n Ni a nd angels My + 
shots. He got np and when he fired, I took up my rifle. I noticed | 1,000 yards .......... 

the danger flag on the proper post and proceeded to taka aim. My 
eye was then on my rifle sights and target. The instant I pulled 
the trigger T saw the marker runout. The next instant he toppled 
over. [got much excited, A few of the firing par'ty went up and 

when they returned mformed me that he was wounded on tlie hip, 

I then wentup and spoke to him, Hesaid he was badly hurt. He 

also said ‘I wish they would come'—meaning the doctors. Dr. 
aayson came and Mr. Heartz shortly expired. 
"I believe that all the ordinary and necessary signal precautions 

werd faken inthis match, I attribute the accident to the man’s 
going out to the target when he knew that shooting was ny OgTess- 

ing. Icannot account for the fact of his going out. TI attribute 

his death to a mere accident, which was totall¥ unavoidable on my 

part. The deceased was in the butt when I arrived on the shooting 
range. I did not see him until he was lying dying on the ground, 

Me does not belong to my company. We were always onthe most 
intimate terms.” 

Capt. Longworth sapiently replied to the question of the coroner” 
that the practices were all conducted ag carefully as possible. He 
did not think there was any danger nt the butts ; on the contrary, 

thought them perfectly safe, but’ he thought the system of mark- 
ing should he improved. 

Another witness said when qnestioned by the coroner “that the 

duigerslag was up when Mi. Hooper fired, but the deceased took it 

down when Capt. Longworth was about firing, but the captain did 

nof see him taking if down; neither did any of us. The flag is 

visible from where we fire, but if a person was taking sight he would 
not see it. Ihave large experience in shootmg matches and believe 

that all the signal precautions were taken in tis match which are 

taken im others. I attribute the death of Mr. Heartz to comme 
ont after marking a shotand when the band was playing.” 

Tha Jury finally concinded ‘that the deceased came to his death 

fom a ball tired from a rifle in the hands o! Capt, F. 8. Long- 
worth, and that the accident occurred on account of the deceased 

hoglenting fo show his danger signal before leaying the butt.” 
+g = 

AND GALLERY. RANGE 

Masmorn Rirnr Gatmmrry—Boston, Nov. 12.—The Dxcelsior 

Rifie Match, which commenced on the Ist, has shown for so early 

in the month very fine shooting. The gallery has been well filled, 
taany members of the Massachusetts Rifle Association and the 

Medford Rilie Association bemg among the uumber. ‘This last 
week Mr, IP, H. Holton, of the famous Empire Rifle Club of New 

York, visited the gallery and proyed himself a capital gallery shot, 

taking a place with the leading competitors, In the Dxcelsior 
Rifle Match, Mr. U. A Pollard heads the list with 184 out of a pos- 

sible 200. Myr, Frauk Hollis ig second with 182, closely followed by 

Mr. A. L. Locke, the Rod and Gnn Chib of Springfield, Mass., 
With 180, Fourth on the list is Mr, Chas. B, Robinson with 177. 

Nextin ord Mr. L, W, Farrar with 177, but ontranked by Mr. 

Robinson, he sixth place Mr. I’, H. Holton, of the Empire 

Olub of New York, with 175. This mate will continue through 

tlie month, closiuy on the evening of November 80. The follow- 
ing are the levdiug competitors, 50 yards, rounds 8, possible 40, 
five scores to win or possible 200 ; 

WAM RL, 25 cre rewmen scremegesrugisepeete avail ect, Ah Sh Set Ot 
Frank Houls........-...+...5 35 36 36 86 38—1R2 
AY Ti. GobKe e574 eecesne 36 36 36 36 36—150 
Chas. B. Robinson. 34 35 35 36 BI—a77 
Ly W. Farrar .... 5 35 35 86 36177 
¥. H. Wolton,..-. Ate erho 85 85 85 35175 
WS. JANUS. ... 2222-2. 35 85 35 45—47. 

34 85 385 35—173 
34 34 35 35—172 
Bt 34 34 85-171 

a3 34 34 34 34169 
83 $8 34 B4 34 168 

HB, PUPrvace. ..,-- +. eewese es rrr yeesencesees SS 38 83' 13 84-166 

Pistol Gullery.—Although a uew feature in this gallery, this 

duyorite weapon has at once sprung into popular favor this last 

aveck, A large number haye availed themselyes of the oppor- 

tunity fo practice, The management will give a prize of fiye dol- 

jms in gold to any one making a clean score of eight consecutive 

bullseyes on the pistol gallery with this weapon, The following 
are some of the leading scores made this last week ; 50 feet, rounds 

8, possible 40 : 

BPS, RADON 4. cenit e sie sjo\sjereiein ss adan beeen es = 445 4 4 4 5 5-95 
A. L, Andrews: ..-,--.- 54 4° 4 6 4 485 

45 4 4 6 4 4 84 
4544 4 4 4-94 

Mee Pe recor Pet epi b- Go oe 44 4 4 4 a 433 

Guo, E. Raymore, Manager. 

Macnorta GAuLeny, Bosion, Nov. 8,—The shooting during the 

lust week has been good and the attendance large. ‘The pistol 

practice has become quite an attraction, and good results haye 

been obtained considering the shooting is done at the word; 10 
shots, 50 feet, possible 60 ; and in the November rifle match #25 is 

fiyen in cash, divided into six prizes, fiye scorés to win ; possible 

250, 100 feet, and au extra prize of $10 for ten consecutive bulls-. 

eyes. Whe scores for the past week show : 
Rife. 

BO ORR ad siadsck tes ede hsehansete ---t F ¢ 5 4 5 4 5 f dhs 
a Gy IRGHES as se9 9 ts ettemaes nether 5 45 5 45 ¢ f 4 4-45 
Vi5ES Be EVN) co 46 6 4h ¢ 44 4 G—44 
SYVEDES TP Y EL late etifebo ohio]. sae oenist- Se tclole beceses 4h 4°54 44 4 pas 
TORY E S00 rib Dee ere eee EO ar a 54 5 446 4 4 4 4-43 
Ui AVG eS a Cee ry eee wo Haid 6 4 4d 4 4 4 448 
MAL LSND waa ers sales alto ort tiles dink Siapede hep atl 444544 4 4 6 4-49 
eR aNY CONUS ea ctralemngmy Sau = ros sata e teen 4444 54 5 4 4 d—49 
UR dee sgn ee Be anaeee epee eed dann eae Che dy ae ae, 

Pistol 
Be DOR i atiendsh aat=as oat oe eae — 86 de G, ROQGUB: . c.sesds daa tys belo 
0. Wayiid...- 3 W. Brown. 16 
MPG ibabdesie te sieeeeetine tre TSE WWE 9 ./5. by ata. berate ae 15 

Bostox, Muss., ov. 10.—I'he second subscription long-range 

mateh at Walnut Hill to-day received a large number of entries. 

The four gentlemen whose full scores are given below were the 
prize winners : 

J. 8 Sumner. 
AOO yards .......... 45 550 F465 GH 5 FHF 5S 5-73 
00 yards , ‘i 5 o45 5 f 5 b 6 § b F 573 

1,000 yards S44 5 35 5 44 4 4 5 568214 
H. Tyler. 

Aa) yards 355 6 6 6 6 5 56 5 & & 569 
100 yards ; 55 6 § 5 45 8 6 F 5 6 b—T 

1,00 yards 545 45 45 5 G4 5 5 5—69—211 
W. H. Jackson. 

S00 yards --..-...8 6 46 8 ' 4 fh 4h GF 5 BH 471 
00 yards... 6bb5b 6 4h 45 5h 4 5 F- 

7,000 yards 854 045 44 5 5 5 4 FS 405-911 

+8. Lewis and W. G, Peabody also scored 208 ; Salem Wilder, 201 ; 
and EB, Perkins, 199, 

Vov. 13,—The new novelty matches were continued at Wulnut 
Hill to-day under most discouraging circumstances, the wind 
blowing « gale from the west, making it almost impossible to hold 
on the target much less the bull, and yery ordinary scores were the 
result, The scores were as follows : 

Creedmoor Mateli, 
TED YIS Tn oe al-wtsaoht See Tee Oe Wy Pe 14 5 8 #4465 5 445 

. heaters 56445 4 @ 5 4-44 
t4t4 656 4 4 4 4-41 

ils, Sy eR AE B4d44 4 4 6 4-40 
Ring Target (Rest). 

BE. Toe DOG BES go. ape aye eels set 11 11 11 10 12 129 8 B&B TH 
COR ROBLED. poh osc op enw e+ ves 810 6 12 10 S $ 12 10 S—92 
If. G. Bixby 1010 8 S$ 17 % (9 TO) & 9291 
8. H. Frost. epee 1 2 AL It 9 WY 11 Al ‘0=ss 
7.7 DAM Shh 4 re i ge etch wt Seabee get Uy safie Gn EEG 

Massachusetts Match (Rést). 
FIAMMAR AY oe, en et «12 10 40 1) 12 12 12 41 12 10-111 
H. G, Bixby 12 11 10 11 11 10 71 12 11 11-410 
M, Howard... «Wl IL 12 12 12 4) 129 40 10 =T—108 
B. H. Gridley. »9 10 10 1 12 11 12 11 18 10—107 
E. A. Bovel. 432... i. 7 9 I 12 4% 11.12 10 12 11—105 

Massachusetts Maich (Off-land). 
F, Nichols..... ie ae tt oe eels dee iate 11 $ 11 9 10 8 9 11 11 ib—99 

CampEN, N. J., November 1.—Fifth Sharp's match for military 

rifles ; open to all comers, 200 yards; ten rounds. Prizes—To tho 

highest score in each competition a Sharp's military rifle, model 

1878 (Borchard pattern), value $25.00. 20 Entries, possible 60, 

Best scores: Col, G, IE, P, Howard, 45; Maj. W. H. Cooper, 41; 
Maj. Jos. H. Burroughs, 40; Geo. D. Bower, 39, 

Newton, Jfass., Nov. 13.—The Newton Rifle Association gave a 

house warning this Saturdiy afternoon, on the occasion of the 

opening of the new wintershed at their range at Newtonville. In 
spite of the weather, a considemble number were present. he 
following are the best scores at 200 ynrds ; 
TS Ee SLevGtiswns serch b sede baaene eo patee ceaveemtes ( bb 5 53s 
K. B. Hitcheock. 45 5 4-382 
i. L. Clatiin..< 5B 4 4-31 
CDF IBRICOM. 2-5 oeectiden deemeee 25 8 4—95 

Minit1a4 Riri» SuootmG.—Wulnnt Mill Range near Boston will be 

giyen up to militia shooting on Noy. 22, The price of entries to be 
50 cents, with re-entries ab 25 cents each, Wiye shots will constitute 
each seore, The amount of prizes, four in number, in the in- 

dividual match, iggregate #75, The comfittee of arrangements 

haye decided to use the new Lowell ammmnition. Shooting will 
commence at 11 o'clock A. m Separate prizes are offered 1m the 

officers’ match, which will be shot in teams of five men each, In 
the matter of uping “ Buckhorn sights" on the weapons used in 
these competitions, it was voted that the contestantate required 
to use the tegulation rifle furnished by the State, with no change 
of sights. 

Portuann, Me., Nov. 4.—The Regulars at Mort Preble and the 

Militia of Portland enjoyed a match to-day, with a not unexpected 
yictory for the troops of Uncle Sam. The match grew out of a 
challenge issued by Major Haskin, of the Furt Preble Garrison, for 
a trial of skill, 

But a few days elapsed after the issuance of Major Haskin's chal- 

lenge before he received word from Captain Davis, of the Mechanic 

Blues, that his company had taken up the ganntlet thrown down 

by the regulars, and that Noy. 4, at 2. 2, a1, should be the day 
and hour for the struggle. 

Although a little chilly, to-day was propitious, anid with fair 
weather, a good range and good targets. 

Promptly at the hour appointed, Capt, Dayis and Sergeant 

Knight of the Blues faced the target at 200 yards the toss deciding 
that the Blues should lead. The Captain opened with a center; 
Sergt. Knight following with an outer—neither bringing ont white 
dise during his shooting. Thirty-six and thirty were their totals. 

Lieut. Best and Sergt. Broderick, of the regulars, following with 

scores of 34 and 32 respectively, thus leaving the teams tied at the 
end of the first stage. 

Thus the shooting continued, cach team shooting by pairs mntil 
the end, the regulars, meanwhile, pulling slowly ahead, the close 

showing them victors by 75 points, as shown by the detailed scores 

following, Bugler Emerson and Private Donahue closing the match 
in fine form. 

Fort Preble Team, 
DAG BESI Aaa os = Bateicn cenit teas ore ba 4403 3 45 4 3 4-31 
Sergt. Broderick, top 5 4 3 2 3 Ye YR a9 
Sergt. Wilson,........ 244 4 4 48 5 4 BT 
Sergt. Ford ...... -t td 4 8 4 4 4 3 3 4-37 
Corp. Poulsen, .... -t 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 5-37 
Private Allén....... 5b +444 44 4 3 4-40 
Major Haskin......... -4 44 45 4 4 4 5 4-49 
Corp. Nelson......--...... £5 44 8 5 4 4 G41 
Bugler Mmerson..........2 cas 4 544 4 4 4 4 4 49 
Private Donahue, ..... 43 Fee ee- be ae 4644465 5 6 4 4-44-3900 

Mechanic Blues Team. 
Capt, Davis... ses cesnseeessecs as 433 4 3 £ 304 4 4—36 
Sergt. Knight........ 2244 3 8 + 2 3 5—#0 
Corp. Blondhsim,.,, 3 23 3 3 4 2 3 B 9 98 
Private Clark....... i 3 os ee ft Te 97 
Sergt. Curtis. ..... a 3 3 3 4 ® B 2 & 4-33 
Private DOW... 02045 2.2422 she cee ee 22 3 8 B 4 4% 3 §—31 
Priv ties PICUC arr a eigen bees sete et sts 2 £5 3 4 6 B 8 4 4-37 
Private Maxwell.,...-...2. 00.2000 3.2 4 4 32 4 6 4 42°35 
Private Ross....... 4 444 4 0 3 4 5 4-26 

|| Private Buzzard,,....2....-..4...8 83 20 23 8 2 4 4 95319 

There ig to ba another contést between th 
month. 

two teams next 

SCHUET“ZEN NOTES. 

The Zettler Nifle Club of New York held a grand shooting match 

at Steinbrenner’s Park, Guttenburg, N. J., Noy. dd, of which the 
following is the result : 

Match for the silyer enp, 200 yds. distance, 10 shots each, possi- 
ble 250 : 

is ACTER 3.7 So eees seg t «205 
P. Penning 2210 N: Ward_.-.., + 201 
W. Farrow -211 J. Blumennurg. >. 198 
M. Dorler pest, (OU Gs es ys hoses: eed genes 185 

Oe Ee eee 209 
Match for Ballard rifle, 200 yds. distance. Ont of w possible 75, 

in 3 shots, m the first round the vemilt was as followa : 
G. Browue-- 
W. Farrov 
O'Neil 2... 

H, Ochi... PETITE So et neaotsi ele rele aisle 47 
B. Zettler G. Browne. - att Oft 
W. Farrow. WESOMNIGTSS Secon eee ne tenet 62 
Third round: 

W. Farrow,,.5.-..... Hp BA oe OS: TM DONTEP: ys.6 sr vas Benaacee+ oe 65 
BoZethiler: .. ol... She Ue 110 2 aS Ay Peas Tass 68 
GABIOWIGH 2 rande kanal ase seb) oF A. 

|| popular notions ought to have been yery # 

ARROW. 

4 es record made by Mischief during the past seadén has per- 
haps been without parallel in America unless indeed the per- 

formance of Arrow is to be recalled as something which may fairly 
be compared to theron sloop’s brilliant series of victories. Onr 
attention haying been called to the sailing of the Rye-huilt fiyerwe 
have gathered her history as a racing yacht, and in common with 
others can only regret that the career of so notable a yessel should 
haye been brought tu an abrupt termination in consequence of fam- 
ily considerations of the owner. It is to be hoped that she will 
again hoist fighting colors, and come out in the new-fashioned halt - 
cutter rig to merease the list of possible entries in her Glass. Al- 
though the Arrow is not exactly the sorb of boat we should 
like to see come into general favor she has some decidedly con:- 
mendable points. Mr, David Kirby, of Rye, Westchester County, 
N. Y., whose name is fayorable known in counection with some il- 
teresting articles contributed to this journal on the subject of de- 
sign, has after a long and extensive experience come to conclusions 
yery much the same as ourown. He thinks that a moderate form, 
neither extravagantly flat and wide, nor yet “a plank sét on edie,” 
will give the best all-round qualities, and that good depth, drait, 
and aboye all weight are assentials in boats intended to combine a 
wide range of service with the exhibition of speed. Arrow repre- 
sents those ideas, carried out as far as Kirby deemed advisable in a 
racing yacht modelled mainly with a view to snecessful competition 
over the New York Yacht Club course, and we believe that he would 
go considerably further in the directions pointed out when he de- 
sired to build something in which rough-water qualities werd to be 
paramount, Arrow was built for Mr. Daniel Edgar, in 1874, and 
subseqnently became the property of Mx, Ross Winans, of Balti- 
more, the sloop hailing from Newport during the summer months, 
Her tonnage, old measurement, is 66.51; new, 41.76 and 8847.51 cu- 
bic feet according to the rule of the N.Y. Y. (, She is 65.7 feet 
long oyer all, 61.5 feet on the water line, and has 4 beam of 20.2 
feet, with a depth of 6.914 feet. Without board she draws 5 feet 6 
inches aft and 3 feet 10 inches forward, and with it abont 18 fest, 
Her canvas is by Sawyer, with a hoist of about 52 feet, When 
the new sloop first came out as 4 racer, owing to defective 
calking, for which the builder was not responsible, she leaked 
when put under the strain of her big sails, and the story gained eur- 
rency that she was poorly put together, his was, howeyer, yery 
far from being the case, as any one who knows Mr. Kirby's style of 
work will testify. But those who have had experience wilh snch 
large sloops, especially those of the beamy kind heavily sparred for 
summer weather, know full well the terrible racking the hull is put 
to swinging a whacking stick and an enormons mainsailin a breeze 
and asea. Itis almost impossible to stay such a rig; the lun- 
yards will stretch mntil stranded, and something is bound bo give, 
well calked or not, To this liability the Arrow 1s of course no ex- 
ception, An easier form, requiring a more moderale spread and a 
handier and safer rig, such as the cutter, would do away with (hia 
objection, of itself insurmountable under the cireurmstancos, 
Perhaps the only escape from the legitimate consequences of hard 
bilges and towerlng spars is to build of iron, a plun whioh hag 
worked wellgo far in Mischief, and one which is likely to be fol- 
lowed in some flyers to be laid down this winter, 

‘The hull is of the best seasoned stuff. Itvames of white oak und 
chestnut, 24 in, between centres, sided 4in. double, and moulded 
7 in. at heel and 41¢ at head. There are 13 frames or 26 futtocky 
in her midships, which have no butts, being in one length from 
gunwale to keel. Planking of yellow pine, garbourds and sheer- 
strakes of oak, 2in. thick on bottom and 21% on gidesx. The deck 
beams are of chestnut, 9x5 in. and 314 feet from centres, with enr- 
lins between. Knees of hackmatack. Deck of white pine, 2x4 in, 
Cabin house 18 in. high and 22 ft. long, with black walnut compun- 
ion-way and two skylights of same material. The cabin makes up 
four ‘‘ wing berths,” and further accommodations ure afforded by 
two state rooms, Captain's room, palley with i¢e-box, closela, ete., 
and forecastle with four berths. Total length of nist 77 £t,; 18 in. 
diameter in partners. Boom 68 ft. and 11 in, diameter in contro, 
Gait 33 ft. and 7}¢ in. in centre. Bowsprit outboard 32 4t, and 
lixid}¢ at knightshead. Topmast 25 ff. 8! in. incap, As launched, 
she carried a mainsail of 52 ft. hoist, 59 ft. foot, 30 Tt. head ; the 
jib on foot being 44 1t. and balloon jib 60 ft., hoisting to masthead, 
The balloon jib topsail was 100 feét on stay and 22 ft. avross to 
clew. Working jib topsail $¢ ft. on stay and 18 1. seross, Bal- 
loon gaff topsail yard 40. ft. and the club 261t. Tif of same, 64 
ft.; foot 50 ft., and leech 3416. Ballast, 23 tons of iron, half cast 
to fit frames and half in pig. 
Arrow showed fighting colors for the first time st the anmmal 

matches of the New York Yacht Club, June §, 1876, and displayed 
such form and such a burst of speed that she jumped into popus 

‘lar favor at once, and commenced a career which justified tle 
highest expectations. She is in hull of the well known Kinby 
stamp ; long, sharp bow with the right amount of hollow, as Gasy 
a bilee as possible on the dimensious, a short full stern on the 
water lines, compensated by a gradual lift of the floor from well- 
forward, the rise quickening going aft, producing a somewhat 
heavy quarter and causing her to steer hard when pressed, owiny 
to the antt aft of the centre of grayity of the immersed wedge. Tn 
appearance, according to the orthodox sloop standard, phe was not 
considered ‘a beauty, because of the fnllness aft. In fact many 
termed her ‘* too much of a smack.’ Tow well her builder had 
fashioned, and that he knew what he was about her subsequent 
career demonstrated as fully as that “popular” conceptions on 
the subject of naval architecture and design are often extremely 
fallacious ; any departure from the “truly loyal” standard being 
ascribed at first sient toignorance, without even being in posses 
sion of a boat's clements not visible or discernible to the eya- 
Arrow was a deep boat of large displacement, and in conformity to 

low, for she made no 
retensesto being a ‘skimmer’ or ‘sliding over the water,” but did 
er business in an honest way through it. Her string of winnings 

ought to have knocked the last straw from nnder the ‘on top of 
the water” vagaries ; butit did not. for the same purely imagmary 
doctrines entirely without foundations in fact ave still the stock in 
trade of nine ont of ten who should know better by this time. 
Arrow met a fairly good lot when she made her name off Stuple- 
ton, and withont much ceremony beat everything of her size and 
under as well as the biggest half of the tyo-stickers in the fleat. 
There were Rambler, Alarm and Wanderer among the large kesl 
schooners ; Tidal Wave, Idler, Madeleine and Palmer among the 
first-class centre-board schooners ; Meta, Restless, Estelle, Comet, 
Peerless, Clio among the second-class centre-board schooners ; 
while in her own class Arrow met Gracie, Vindex, Addie Yoorhins 
and Petrel ; the smaller sloops being represented by Actiye, Wind- 
ward, Madcap, Breeze and Coming. It was blowing a good 
lower sail breeze from 8, W. steady, without much sea, and bu 
ring a few boards throngh the Narrows, the feet could lay 
its way all around the course, which accounts for the fast time 
made. At Sonthwest Spit Arrow had gone to the fore and was 
making a wake for all hands, with Gracie close aboard, Idler, 
Tilmer, Coming, Vindex and Madeline in the order named, Ont- 
side a little kick-up began to bother some of the beamy felluws, 
and Addie Voorhies had to ent and run for shelter, Peerless seon 
following. Madeleine jumped the mainmust head off her. Gracie 
was naling fearfnl weather of it, and after hammering away ata 
terrific rate caved in, and syvared away for home, Reefs were 
hanled down by most and the few who could house topminsts got: 
them snug ; for in those days, be it remembered, a honsing top- 
inast Was still considered ‘snobbish" and '‘aping the Bnuglish.” 
The World chronicler of the times puts ina good word for the 
Vindex, saying ‘she did nobly, and was well up with the leaders.” 
Arrow was the third yacht aronnd the lightship, and in the lan- 
guage of the same journal was “a most wonderful yessel, and 
Basile the fastest sloop in this country. Tor # yessel so dispro- 
portionate in size to Nave hung on to w yacht like the Palmer in 
such weather as that of yesterduy is something that has never been 
done before inthe history of yachting," ‘his is certainly praise 



ough, and comes from yery goed authority into the War- 
in. Idler got around tirst, Palmer next and Arrow u few minutes 

Ter It was her hig displacement sud fine lines thut did the 
Dnsiness, butit was rongh on lull and gear. The weather was 
Téally no more than a good vacing breeze—it would not have both- 
ered 9 10 or 20-ton cutter in the least: but the snd havoc it played 
among our crift justifies tho opinion we lave offen exprossed con- 
cerning the rig and fittings of our fleet. Tortonately, tliere has 
heen w great change since 1876, and people haye learned enongh 

“not to condemn a man as a snob ox a ‘lime juicer” simply because 
he is sailor enough to know a handy riz from 4 libber’s makeshift, 
and to put his ideas into practice. Booms wore off on {he run 
home, and the Atrow's maiden match was finished asunder: Ar 
row, corrected fime, 4h. 111m, 30s,: Vindex, the only one of the 
lash who finished also, 4h. 21m. 1434s,, not a bud showing for the 
Jatter cither, by the way, considering her want of tonnage in such 
a breeze. Of the schooners, only Gomet, Idler, Palmer and Wan- 
derur finished alead of Arrow. he repulir club prize in her class 
ad the Bennett Challenge Cup both went into her loeker. Bar- 
ring Vindex, the rest of her class went to pieces in a lower pail 
wind. 
Arrow tired up again two days Jater for a start for the prizes 

offered by tha Braoklyn Yacht Clnb, thin stillin its pristine daya, 
Theschoouers inchided Estelle, Comet, Louise and Gypsy; the first- 
class sloops numbered Arrow, Gracie, Vudine and Kate; the sec- 
oud class, Pirate, America, Lizzie LL. and Selene, » collection of 
pund-bag affurs going to make up tho “open boats.” By a pecu- 
Tiar hoeus-pocus rule, measurement was based npon the area of 
nothing in particular, Gracie figuring in the papors of the day at 
1,852 minus; Arrow, 1,165 minus ; Padine, 878 minus, and Kate, 
$02 minus. This measurement was a staggerer, but Arrow gof the 
better of Gracie eveu under such a mysterious dispensation of al- 
Jowances, and boat everything that started, from the Comet down 
to the sand-hag athletic societies in their open boats, The course 
was the usual one around the Spit aud lightehip and return. The 
wind came moderate from the southward, and it was long and 
and short lee work down to buoy §!g, whieh Arrow rounded with a 
long lead of 7m, 425., Oomet second, Gracie and Undine following, 
The sex was smooth outsidd, and topsails were carried, 86 that no 
Hplinters were made of the fair weather feet, and all got ont and 
Wack im safety. The “ship” was lied around by Arrow first, 
with 2m, 50s. to spare, Comet second, then Gracie, Undine, Kate 
nnd Matelle. ovine, kites were in demand all the way home, Ar- 
tow being third boat in, the two schooners outrunning her on ac- 
count of size. After allowing fimo according to the club seale, 
Arrow had made the best work of all, her co¥rected time being 4h. 
24m. 338.; Comet, 4h, 25m. 4fs.; Undine, th. 32m, ts.; Gracie, th, 
33in, Ts,; Kate, 4h, dim, 38s,, and Wytello, 4h. 62m. 28s. Gypsie 
nud Lonise distineed. 

Jn the centennial races Arrow was again successful, this time with 
only Gracie as her competitor, and allowing the Rye-loop 2in. 
504. for tonnage. The éntriés iueluded a string of schooners and 
floops, it only one fmned np to du hattle with the Arrow, Her 
mane had become a warning, aud she was no longer viewed with 
ths complacency current: before ler tiaiden race. The matches 
Wore sailed June 22, 1876, in a moderate wind from 8. W. and a 
fair day generally. Arrow and Gricie got away well together, the 
luitur furning the Spit a fow seconds ahead and keeping the lead 
beyond the Hook. Avrow carried “way her whisker pole, and got 
in a mess with her jib-topauil, but gained atendily, and making a 
neat turn Inffed around the ight ship with a narrow margin of 11 
seconds In her favor. The wind Aeedzed tip, and topsails were 

donsed for awhile, the feet standing into the Jersey beach ag usual. 
Arrow maintuined her lend, and after turnmg the Spit sent kites 

aloft, and made the line in 4h. 371m. 17s. corrected time: Gracio, 
41:. 47m. 583., wud so the third victory was addud to the swelling 
list of the new sloop. Two days‘later (dime 24) she started in the 

| Cupe May race from Sandy Mook anound the Vive Fathorn Lightship 
and veturn. Attar ties getting away from Gracie, und bemg each 
time ont-lucked by a shift in the wind, she nevertheless won with 
forty minutes to spare. During the crnise of the same year Arrow 
exhibited unmistakable signs of being a smart sailer in wll kinds of 

peenbhier, and she was found in the yan no mutter whether 2 @ringle 
or tivo had te be hardened down or kitios mastheaded, 

Later, in 1877, die again appeared at the line in the Corinthian 
“inatehes of the Seawanhaka Yacht Club, June 16. Unfortimnutely 
she met only the Vision, und ay a rongh day was promised, fhe fa- 
“mous * scoop model of Bol Fish was known to stund but little 
show against as howestaship as the Kirby faney had shown her- 
Belf to be. Of course, the “truly loyal” still pirmed their faith on 
Vision—she drew Jess water, was as broad us sha wits long, went 
“over the water,” and had many a battle to her credit; Wnt the 
shallow thwory is as shallow ap its productions, and avails nothing 
in # breeze, and this day agnin was ‘uoeked into a cocked hat, 
The schooners entered were Mstelle and Peerless, und the gmnller 
sloops included Active, Kate, Orion, Windjyard, Schemer, Petiel, 
Pilgrim, Regina) and Winsome, Arrow was sailad by Mx. Robert 
Centre, and a picked crew of Corinthinus—a smiarl lot which conld 
handle a yacht better than any professional erew whieh could be 
hired or borrowed. Vision hud her owner, Mr. J. J. Alexandre, ut 
the wheel, Well, Avrow beat the whole congregation, bye and 
Nitile that is the whole story. 

_ Partly this was no doubt due to ler skipper, one of the smartest 
Aiilermen ont of New York, but the boat did the rest. It looked 
like ugly worl abead, as there were heavy clouds oyer hend, and 2 
heavy rain came down to give the Corinthians a taste of rual busi- 
ness, Estelle sot around the Spit first, Arrow 3m. 43s. later, Peer- 
less a good third, aud Vision « poor fourth, the rest straggling. 
With kites aloft the fleet went ont to the ship in a soukine storm, 
Arrow showing the wey onee again. On the heat home the sun 
cume ont and the wind begun to veerandhaul. Estelle gota slant, 
took it uround the Hook and fetehed the home line in the npper 
harbor in the lead with Arrow 8m. astern, the corrected times being 

for the sloop, Sh. 82m. 33s., and forthe schooner, 5h. 88m. de. 
__ Vrom that dale Atrowy was retired ap arucine craft, aud she has 
done but little ernising sinew, her presont owner, Mr. Ross Winans, 
passing much of his time abroad, The sloop did enough work to 
show that she is a dangerons eustumer whenever she las o mind 

hioist her colors, and we hope thint dnring the coming season 
she will he raced again. Her snesead Tas shown that we have not 
Touched perfection in our light drafts by amy mems, but that ves- 
sels of more moderate beam and greater depth will not only possess 
better seagoing qualities, but can also be made to possess speed to 
wu high degrees. In the next ship Mr, Kirby builds we hope lie will 

6 allowed to follow ont hig ideas to the full, and tliat he will give 
is a yacht which shall not be only @ facing machine, bret attain her 

Supocd under spars and canvas which ean be curried im safety at 
a. What we would counsel as to lull is well enough known with- 
ni further reference here; and as to vg, lot. iim try less hoist, 

Bees gaft, the cutters head sail and big a topmust, with acres of 
bites for hght weather, which can he doused with the sticks they 

aire set On when not wanted. Tht is the sailor's rig. The sloop is 
the 1x of an overgrown iursery toy, 

ra 

GO SLOW ON THE LIVADTA, 

‘ is OME contemporaries are again going off halfcocked. ‘The first 
reports of the Gzar's new yacht Livadii ara uceopted with 

childlike faith, though emanatiny from interested sources and ex- 
biting eolewr dé rose in wnstiited quantity. Upon the strength 
{ oue fighty cable dispateh onr contemporares sre onue more 

“creating w rayolution™” in naval Sahisieetanee The lesson of the 
thracite.cught to have made them a little more guarded in their 

haste to * create revolutions” before tiie facts are in their posses- 
ion. ‘hat revolution has ended in smoke, and the uew one anent 
e Livadia will fare no better. The “Popoffkas,” which ave Li- 

iudin’s, '* only 4 little more so,” were hailed with the same delight 
hen they first uppeared, but have since proven grotesque failures, 

The Livadiv is a territié pounder in 4 sun, and for that reason alone 
nnot be fast or manageable in rough water, whatever report mity 

to the contrary, Moored permanently in the Neva, she will 
ly agrand floating palace, aud will under these circamstancas 

byiity the terrible malde-mer to thoimperial gastronomic machin- 
Y, bub a8 wv seugoing slip pho wyill proye a lamentable failure 

a Or — 
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wid a huge white elephant. The supposition that the is fast is an 
error, For the power wpplied, she is yery slow. The idea that 
such a form ean be made to pay commercially is an hallicination; 
freight cannot be caried cheaply at an enormous expenditure of 
powsr, nor will passenger tratic of the high-priced lund be large 
enough for many years to come to support alone such an extraya- 
guut yessel as the Liyadia, even supposing her to be of yery great 
speed, 
oavapaKtig contemporaries engaged in * creating revolutions,” 

aré too munch in the habit of oyerlooking yery ordinary logic, and 
to it we invite their attention. The science of naval design 1s the 
reanlt of many years of observation, thousands of experiments 
and an untold amount of patient and accurate investigation. Is it 
likely that the lobbies of a haphazand admiral, a prince, or even 
an occasional brusque editorial writer can upset all the knowledge 
the world has developed and collected during fifty years with » 
simple snap of their fingers? And unless they can the Livadia is 
destined to be a failure, and will become known as such just as 
soon as the bottom faets leak out. 

Tn the case of the Anthracite, the garrulous and entirely unsub- 
stantiated stories of an illiterate engine driyer were acuepted as 
reason enough for a summersault “revolution ” in steam engineer- 
ing: and now we have an anonymous cable dispateh, evidently dic- 
tafed by a non-professional person, as the basis of another great 
“yeyolution,’ this time in the hulls of vessels, and as likely to 
play the prophets false, as did the Autliracite quackery. 

* + 

THLE AMERICA CUP MUDDLE, 

Fever ves clearly it may be understood by the few gentlemen 
who haye had an opportunity of arriyimg at the bottom facts, 

if is nevertheless trae that the conditions under which the America 
Cuy) is open to challenge are not in the possession of the public at 
large, leust of all are they comprehended by our cousins across the 
sea. The untortunate Ashbury imbroglio has served to mix up 
tatters to a deplorable degree, and the impressions of former dif- 
ferences haye not yet worn away. ‘* What do we care whether the 
Dnglish send over a yacht or not? We don't care a continental 
for their opinion of us one way or the other.” These and much 
stronger words were used by a prominent yachtsman when the 
snbject was recently broached. Such braggadocio may serve as a 
vent for the self-conceit of curbstone patriots, but among gentle= 
men the sentiments are not likely to be secouded with much fer- 
yor. The New York Yacht Club is simply the trustee of the America, 
Onp, #nd notits owner. Itis manifestly the busimess of the trus- 
ties to seo to it that the yachting world is given authoritative and 
official information coneérning the conditions under which the eup 
they haye in trust is open to challenge. hat it is improper to 
keep the cup with s suspicion abroad that a fair chance for com- 
petition is not afforded, no one will dispute ; and that it is the duty 
of fhe frustees to avoid even the semblance of grounds for such 
suspicions, whether justifiable or not, is equally cloar. We have 
hid an intimation of the possibility of a visit froma foreign yacht, 
if a precise understanding can be arrived at, concerning the latest 
interpretation put upon the deed of trust transferring the cup to 
the custody of the N. ¥. Y. C. without necessitating wordy warfare 
and windy correspondence beforchand. Since we fondly beliaye 
burselyes 0 safe in the posstasion of the cup, asking for the pub- 
licstion of the precise terms attaching to a challenge for the same 
cannot be deemed an extravagant request, By acceding to this de- 
mand the N. ¥. ¥. ©. will be complying with a wish we know to 
exist both at home and abroad, and they will in no wise be com- 
promising iheir dignity in deigning, once tor all, to clear away the 
clouds of misapprehension, by giving the inforniation in a way ac- 
¢éasible to all. We suggest the printing of the conditions referred 
to in the next annual chib book, soon to appear, 

+ 

YACHTING NOTES. 

Baooxnyn Vac? Crap.—From various sources we hear that the 
efforts of this journal to nullify the scheme of « bad character to 
capture the Secretary's chair will be heartily seconded at the proper 
time, and that there will be a decided stand made by the members 
against further encroachments from the quarter indicated. ‘his 
is as it should be, for the club must be well aware that a person of 
questionable integrity, holding official position, would compel other 
organizations to refuse that brotherly recognition which ought to 
exist among all reputable sailing clubs. 

Tae LemA.—This famous high-speed yacht, the fastest of her 
length or size in America, has heen completely refitted and oyer- 
hanled by the Herreshoffs, of Bristol, It, I., and is now onthe mar- 
ket at a very reasonable figure. We have details concerning her, 
and a line of photos of the Herreshoff boiler, engines and yachts at 
onr office for Inspection of interested parties. As we have had the 
privilege of crnising in the Leila in smooth water we can personally 
testify to her speed, and as we have driven her in a Seaway we 
Iniow her to possess extraordinary seagoing qualities for a boat of 
her type, She can make good weather of it when other steam 
yachts wonld break mp or be swamped. The builders are prepared, 
we beliave, fo substantiate these facts to any parties with bona fide 
intentions. What a conpetent board of engineers has to say allout 
tho Bristol boats can be found in our last issue, the demand for 
Which has almost exliausted an extra large edition. 

Deer Boars.—The tide is on the turn. A gentleman with a 
wide range of acqnaintance among yachtsmen reports a decided 
prepouderance in the demand for deep, safe boats, with [eruising 
qualities as the main consideration, 

CRouIsinG iN Cayapsa:—The 7-ton cutter, Guineyer, 24 ft. water 
line, 8 ft. 3in, beam, and 5 fect deep, stowing 414 tons ballast, and 
huiling from Toronto, Ont,, has eruised over 1,500 miles lastseason, 
and her owner is so well satistied with is experiences that he pro- 
poses to do considerably more next summer, 

YaNpAtra,—Through the kindness of Capt. Neils Olsen, we have 
received some photos of the famous Vandnura, taken while in douk 
at Cowes, The speed of this cutter must be a conundrum to the 
hobby ridden, light draft theorists, 

A Caxodrrsa Trre,—The interesting and lmmorons descriptive 
articles Of & canoe criise now heing published in the Detroit Iree 
Tress, and from whieh we quoted, are to be credited to the pen of 
Mv. red I. Seymour, not as before reported throngh attributing 
the initials to another well known expert with hoth quill and paddle. 

Syear Boxes,—Mr. Rushton, the canoe builder of Canton, N. ¥. 
has recently added a sneak box model to his stock, and is prepared 
to famiish these useful ducking punts at reasonable rates. They 
can be shipped to any part of thé couutry, : 

Intrerim,—Sailed from Cowes Oct. 31 for Alexandria, She will 

tim Archipelago, 

New Sredm YAacur.—Wo hear that Mr. Bennett has ordered a 
large sea-going steam yacht from Messrs. Ward & Stanton, of 
Newburgh, Sheis to be 225 feet long and to steam 20 miles, 

em 

PU BLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

call at Lisbon, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Malta, etc., and algo visit the Gre- 

—We haye received from Messrs. Upthegrove & McLellan their 
cirenlar idyvertising their shooting suite claewhere advertised, We 
heheye that their articles are good and worthy of a trial. 

—Mange, Cankerin Bur, worst cases cured, 
stamp. 

Sample mailed for 
Hemyorth, 296 Madison street, Brooklyn. 

—Dyspopsii, biliousness, nervousness nnd miserableness all eured 
with Hop Bitters, 

: Fins aa Shouting Suits. Upthegroye & McLellan, Valparaiso, ral 3 

== 

aluswers to Correspondents, 

t2" No Notice taken of Anonymous Coniumunicalions. 

R. B, ¥., Sumter, 8. C.—See avticles on wild rice im onr isencs of 

Sept. 30 and Nov, 4, 

Tats, Saline, Mich,—The work you mention is not highly thought 
of by ornithologists. 

A. W., Lawrenceburg.—Write to Dunn & Wilbur, game dealers, 
192 Duane st., this city. 

L. H., Atoka,—Ior the lamps send to any of the gun dealers ud- 
vertised in our columns. 

V. B. M., Raleigh, N. C.—For oiling all parts of a gum we have 

used Riggs’ belmontyle oil with niuch satisfaction. . 

W. A. W.;, Charlotteyille, Ya.—lor game and fish ot Lake Isto- 
paga see the article * Sonthwest Florida” in our last issue. 

KR. D., Salmon Walls, N. H.—Can I use B shot in au extreme 

choke-hore? Ans, Yes; we haye done so without any bad results, 

0. W. 8,, Fort Gibson, Ind. Ter.—Is there any danger from 

docking a dog's tail, he being eighteen months old? Ans. The 
dog is too old, 

I. W. B.—Confer with Sam’l Holmes, consulting naval archi- 

tect, 122 Front at., N. Y., for iron steam ships ; or with our adyer- 
fisers for iron yachts. 

J.P. E., Montreal, Can.—l, For maps write to Colton & Co., 172 
William street, New York. 2. We have withdrawn cricket from our 
columns permanently. 

Noyter.—The flatter the floor of your canoe the less will she 
draw, but for racing under paddles flat floor and munch beam will 
produce a slow canoe. 

“ § Youne Sporr,” New York.—Feed your setter on table seraps 

and dog biseuit, Give no meat unless cooked, and better none at 
all, except when working. 

OC. W. M., Jordan Station, Kentucky,—In his business dealings 

with us the person you qnention has always been found reliable. 
Further than this we cannot say. 

Srar, Rome, N. Y.—We cannot refer you to 1 dog fancier, and 

would advise you to watch our advertising columns, or ingert an ad- 
yerlisement yourself telling what you want, 

Massacuuserts, Cambridge, Mass.—)Vill you give me your 
opinion as to what Western State is’ considered the best for cattle- 
raising ? Ans. Wyoming, Colorado or Nebraska. 

H. H., Rockland, Mé.—Is any one liable to hydrophobia if bitten 
by a dog in perfect health? Ans. No.- But if he were would you 
send an anonymous note for the doctor ? 

W. LB. N., Gardiner, Me.—We know of no party who can furnish 
you wild rice nearer than those whose adyertisementa have appeared 
in this paper. For instructions about sowing it see issues of Sept. 
30 and Noy, 4, 

A. B.—A1l modern yachts, American or foreign, have the greatest 
beam abaft the centre of their length, ‘The ‘fish model" is ex- 
ploded. No similarity between fish wholly submerged and ships 
partially above water. 

HE. A. P., Madison Barracks, N. Y.—Would there be any difference 
between the shooting of a 12 bore 28 inches long and one of 30- 
inches? Ans, If the guns are bored exactly alike the 30 inch bar- 
rels would shoot a little the best. Practically, the difference would 
be very slight, . 

L. H. H., Savannah, Ga.—Had you been a reader of the Forrar 
AND STREAM you would not have asked about the danger of the 
Dittmar sporting powder. That subject was very fully discussed 
in our issues of Sept. 23, 30 and Oct. 4, Read these articles and 
you will no longer be in any doubt. 

B. C.—The Cape Ann people have their gaile treated by parties 
in Gloucester in special solution, the formula of which is uot mude 
public, Steep your sails thoroughly in 14 gallons of waiter, 1 pound 
powdered alum and 2 ozs, powdered sugar of lead. Will préeserye 
from mildew, keep pliable and white. 

E. P. G., Lake City, Minn.—1. We do not know the name of tie 
gnnmaker. Probably adirm name given to the work of some Eng- 
lish manufacturer, 2. In a No. 10 breech-loader for chickens andl 
ducks use 137 oz. shot, 4 to 5 drs. powder according to weizht of 

gun. 3. The boats are good for general sporting purposes, 

E. G., New Orleans.—Do you think it safe to use thiead-yonnd 
cartridges in afull-choked gum? Also largest buckshot? What is 
the greatest range of the thread-wound cartridge? I have seen no 
acconut of buck-shot tests in choke-bores. Aus Yes, if the eart- 
ridges will pass easily the choke, and if the shot will ¢hamber in it, 

H. J. D., Phila., Pa.—My Gordon setter bitch puppy, fonr 
months old, keeps yery poor, constantly younting its food. Its 
stomach is very sore tothe touch, Sometimes touching its stomach 
will cause it to have a fit. Whatcan I doforit? Ang. The puppy 
probably has gastritis. Ciye cold broths and milk and #00 d fresh 
air. No solid food. 

L. M, Brooklyn.—Will you please answer, under heading in 
coming number of “ Answers to Correspondents,” whether Captain 
Matthew Webb did or did not swim across the English Chanuel, 
froin Dover to Calais, Ang. 24 or 25, 1875, or when? Ans. 
Matthew Webb swam from Dover Fier to Calais in 21 hours, 45 
minutes, August 24 and 25, 1875, 

G, H. B.—1, Can you give me some remedy for the great smount 
of dandruff on my dog’s back. He is combed and brushud daily, 

and great care given to hia cleanliness. 2. What is canker in the 
ear? 3. Isit ulwaya accompanied by an offensive odor? Ana. 1. 
Wash the dog's back with Juniper tar soup and Hive a little sul- 
phur with his food for a week. 2, Canker is an inflammation of’ 
the lininy membrane of the ear. 3. Yes, 

J.B. W., Lowell, Mass.—1, Why are not the small ducks called’ 
divers good to eat? 2. Are red squirrels good to ext? 8. What is 
meant by the term pot-hunter? 4. How much will you send the 
first seyen numbers of this yohune for? Ans, 1. On account of 

their food, which is mainly fish. 2, Yes, for those that like them. 
3. The term was originally nsed to designate those who sola their 
game, andis now used about any one guilty of nnsportsmaniike: 

Ree ady. of gum stolen from Mr. Wm. B, Hall, of Lancaster, Py, / practices, 4. Seyenty cents, 
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J, D. F., Pittsfield, Mass.—My pointer, three years old, holds his 

head on one side, shaking it very frequently, and quite often 

scratches his ear with his foot, Sometimes while doing this it ap- 
pears to give him pain, His eyes are running more or less, and I 

sometimes think his hearing is nffected. Ans. Your dog has 
tanker, Ixercise care in the matter of diet. Cleanse the ear with 

tepid water, and then pour in a little weak lead water once a day 

and hold it there for a minute or two. 

L. E, W,, Hayt’s Corners.—i, We know nothing of the man’s 
race ; nor would wemake any distinctions if we did. 2. We believe 

him to be reliable, in the same way that all the established houses 

who adyertise with us are reliable. 3. We know of no pawnbroker 

to whom we can refer you for second-hand guns, and would advise 

you to stick to regnlar gun dealers if you want square treatment. 

4, The trouble is not with the reyolyers, but with the hand and 

arm holding them, 5. Patched bullets are not used in Winchester 

rifles. 

C, A. C., New York.—l, I have a very fine double gun, muzzle- 
oader, 22-bore, 33-inch barrel, 7 lbs. weight, what would be the 

proper charge of powder and shot for it? 2. Would a 10-bore, 
breech-loader, 8-Ib. gum, be as safe as a 12-bore breecli-loader of 

the samo weight? 3, If I haye my 10-bore, 8-lb. breech-loader 
choke-bored willit be as sale as before? Ans. 1. 215 drams powder 

and an ounce of shot would be a good charge, though three drams 
might be used without unpleasant effects, we think. 2. Practi- 

cally as safe, though of course the barrels of the 10-bore would be 
a little the thinnest. 3. Yes. 

W. M. B., Phila., Pa.—My setter. dog, three and a half years old, 
broke through the ice two years ago and was shortly afterward 
very bad with the distemper. He was cured of that, but was left 

with what was at first avery mild twitching. It has grown on him, 
and now while at vest or attempting to sleep he becomes quite 

violent, throwing his legs about, barking with his mouth shut. He 

is worse when heated, and in warm weather, The trouble seems to 

be mainly confined to the right side, limbs and all. Ans. Your 
dog has chorea or St. Vitus dance, a result of distemper. There is 

little hope of 3 cure. He may be benefited by giving him 3% grain 

of nux yomica, with two grains quinine three times a day for a few 
weeks, 

J, M., Chicago.—My setter pnp, nine months old, is troubled 

with diarrhea, She is yery much emaciated, her coat looks rough, 

eats sparingly, and her eyes run to some extent and they do not 

look very bright. I treated her for about ten days with fifteen drops 

tincture of catechu twice a day, and fed her on such food as boiled 

milk, beef tex and a few scraps from the table. She seems to be 

getting better, bnt is not gaining flesh. Judging from her general 

appearance when I received her, I concluded she had worms, and I 
accordingly gave her a small dose of pink root tea, bub ax she did 

not pass any I gave up the idea, and now come to you for adyice, 

Ans, As long as the diarrhoea continues, use as an injection by the 

bowel fifteen drops tincture of opium and fifteen drops tincture of 

catechu in a teaspoonful of starch water. Also, give half a tea- 
spoonful of castor oil in a little warm milk twice a day. 

8. F., Hollidaysburgh, Pa.—While out hunting recently I shot and 
wounded a rabbit. Knowing that the same could not go a great dis- 

tance I sent my setter dog after him to retrieve him. Waiting about 

five mimutes, and the dog not coming back, I started in the direc- 

tion whence I supposed the rabbit had gone and, coming to a fence, 
I sawmy dog standing half way up in a field grown partly over 

with weeds, haying the rabbit in his month, Calling on my dog to 

fetch he still stood there, not making any motion to come in. 

Thinking something was wrong I started to investigate and, coming 
near the dog, I found that he was pointing some game. Walking 
up to him I found a coyey of qnail which he had pointed, all the 
time with the rabbit in his mouth. Haye you éver heard of a sét- 
ter or a pointer dog doing the same? Ans, Yes, We haye seen 

seyeral dogs point with rabbits in their mouths, We, however, are 
opposed to allowing either setters or pointers to retrieve or even. 
point fur. 

Sunscrrser, Columbus, O.—I have a Newfoundland dog which 

has been lately suffering from a peculiar trouble with his 

ear. I noticed one morning that one of his ears was badly swol- 

len, I took him to a physician, who lanced his ear, taking from it 

quite a lot of blood, This operation was repeated three times in: 

four days. At the second operation about half a goblet of blood, 

somewhat clotted, was drayn. To-day I hed his ear lanced again, 
and a wooden clamp, made of two sticks tied together, fixed at the 
ear to stop the flow of blood from the arteries. I am anxiously 
awaiting the result of this. In case the ear fills again (it usually 
swells to about the thickness of an inch or more) what shall I do ? 

Some fever attends it, and’a general feeling of sickness and torpor 
comes over the dog, He is yery large, usually yery active. Age, 

fiye years in February. Ans. There is probably an aneurism of the 

earlobe. Pressure after evacuation should be used, and probably 

an injection of some astringent—as per-sulphate of iron—into the 

cavity. 

—One of the firm of John H. Pray, Sons & Co,, wholesale and 
retail carpet dealers, Boston, Mass., is, or claims to be, a sportsman, 

and he will at all times take great pleasure in doing a favor for a 

fellow sportsman in want of any kind or grade of carpeting, rugs, 
ete., ete. Correspond with the house, or call and see him, and see 

if he means what he says..—Adv 

discellaneaug Aan ted 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 

timore, Md, 

W ANTED to Exchange one of Remington’s finest 
Creedmoor Rifles in Sole leather case com- 

pléte, cost $140, for an 8 Gauge Breech-loader. Ad- 
dress J, 5. §., Holliday and Pleasant streets, Bal- 

Novis,1t 

KREEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 
finished. 

KEEP'S KID GLOVES, none better. 
Che Fennel. prescribed 300,000 packages. 

KEEP’S UNDERWBHAR, the best, 
KEEP'’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 

Vor sale by druggists or mall, #1. 

KEBEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate, 
KEDP's NECK WEAR, latest novelties. 
KEHP'’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas 

Ure, & Lor So, 

KEEP'’S PAT. PAR'TLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50, 
GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE BUTTONS, 

tree with every hall dozen KHEP’S SHIRTS. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered tree in any part of the 

Union, at KEEP’S risk. , 
EEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 
Money refunded for goods 10t satisfactory. 
amples and circulars [ree to any addrass. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
G31, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, N. ¥. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CoO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT SAMBO FISHING HOD CD. 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BATT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silyer mountings, 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send atamp for 

price-List. tf. 

Sor Sule or Exchange. 

OR SALE—Breech-loading shot-gun, W. & C. 
Scott & Sons, 10-gauge, 33-inch barrels, 83¢ lbs, 

weight, 34 drop, pistol-grip. In fine condition, 
Cost $150, Will sell for 375, including pig-skin case 
and loading tools. F. B. PULLEN, Cambridge, 
Mass, Oct28,4t, 

=>ICYCLE FOR SALE.—An Bnelish “ Marvard 
Bb Roadster,” 5%inch, double hollow forks, sus- 
pension saddle, etc, eee and fil Renee 
F ss W. DE RHAM, 2 Filth avenue, N. Y. address ’ y Novi,ét 

OR SALE, Stanchion or Punt Gui, for shooting 
on Potomac River and Chesapeake Bay, 

Weight, 185 lbs. ; length of barrel, 7 in. ; outside 
diameter ot barrel at breech, 37 in. ; diameter of 
boré, l3gin.; charge, 50 drs, powder, #4 to 1b. shot, 
4.000 caps for samples. W. RK. SCHAERPER, 61 
Elm Street, Boston, Mass. Novyi1,tt 

OR SALE, 4 Parker, fine Damaseus, brand-new, 
‘and belt, cost $52 Price $50 C. 0, D. Address H 
SON, 31 Aborn street, Provinlence, K. I. 

Se ta ‘ Novis,it 

ry.WO fine Willams & Powell Muzzle-loaders, 15 
- 40, Tu [bs,, oak case an SI cost 

ive gis, Box 1s, Tom's River, N. J, £105, prike 7h. T ry z, NOvSAt 

. STOLEN 
Trom the office of A. V. CANFIELD, JR. & CO., 
ar German street, Baltimore, a very fine double 

Dreech-loading shot gun weighing 7% Tbs. The bur- 
rels ure 28 mehes in length, top rib extension, 
double bolt, with lever in front of guard, and are 
marked on under side *'T. Kilby, best Damascus,” 
on top rib W, B. d., Lancaster Arms Co., Lancas- 
ter, Pi.’ The gun has sunken lock plates, and 15 
very elaborately engraved. The stock 1s pistol grip, 
with hom ¢ap and butt plate, snap fore.end with 
gold tip. ADY anne Jead’ng Be a 

o ay be addressed as abov . B. the gun uiay be address! 7 Novinit 
HALL, Lancaster, Pa. 

HAVE receiyed, by steamship Brantford City 
the two Enelish greyhounds, Baron Walkden 

and Sharper. Baron Walkden is faun and white; 
2s years old, and won the Shanaton Cup, 1879, and 
has won several other cups, and never has heen 
beaten. He is by Farrier outof Lady. Ratcliff’s 
Sharper is blue and white, 16 months old, by Mag- 
nolia out of Stolen Moments. They are a fine pair 
of dogs, and warranted trained and in form. For 
price, &c., Address BHACON KENNEL, 23 Myrtle 
St., Boston, Mass. Novii;tt 

Mount Pleasant Kennel. 
For Sale—6 full-blooded Gordon setter dog’ pups; 

yery handsome; perfectblack and tan. Sire Da-h, 
the great prize winner; dam, the beautiful bitch 
Maud. Full pedigree on both sides, A rare chance 
for a good dog. CHAS. T. BROWNELL, P. O. box 
350, New Bedford, Muss. 

} 

| 
OR SALE.—My entire Kennel of broken dogs 
now of hand. One liver and white Pointer; 

one Gordon; one red Trish Setter Bitch (sire Phun- Open to all Pointers and Setters under 18 months of ,age. 
ket, dam Carrie), broken and a beauty; one red 
Trish and Hnglish. I will show any of the four dogs 
on Woodcock or Ruffed Grouse. Sportsmen can se- 
cure a bargain by applying at once. CHAS. F, 
KENT, Monticello, N. Y. Noy 18,16 

f°’ SALE.—CHAMPION RUSH, EX-QUEEN 
IL., Pointer Pups.—A few puppies of the above 

celebrated stock forsale; terms reasonable. Queen 
IL is by champion Sancho-ex-champion Queen. 
This-stock cannot be excelled. Address by letter 
only, GARRETT ROAOKH, 1305 Wifth av., New York 
City. Sept.30,2mos 

Hee SALE.—My matched brace of liver and 
white Cocker Spaniels, Frolic and Frisky, § 

months old, weights 16% and i7 1bs., sound und 
beantiftulL Address A. MCDONALD, Box 820, Rock- 
land, Me, Noyis,1i 

OR SALE,—My Gordon Setter Bilch, staunch, 
stylish and well broken, Good retriever, G. 

W. DALL, Fall River, Mass, Novis,3t. 

GOR SALE.—My red Irish setter biteh Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old. Pointed 

field. Price $20. Address W. J, MORTON, Ports- 
mouth, Va. 

ported stock; 11 months, In whelp to mag- = 

Open to all 

Novit,4t Open to all Setters and Pointers. 
pare $100 ; third prize, $50 ; fourth prize, $25. Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15. 

First prize, $100 ; second prize, $50; third prize, $25; fourth prize, 15. 
fee, $15 ; forfeit $10. 

Setters and Pointers. f } t 

prize, $250; second prize, $125; third prize, $50, Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15. 

Open to members 
making the entry, 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

Composed of the NERVE-GIVEING principles of the ox brain and wheat germ. 
both brain and body the élements that have been carried oif by disease, worry, overwork, excesses ol 
| nervousness, It promotes digestion and strengthens a failing memory, It prevents debility and con- 

Tt restores to 

sumption. Tt strengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excessls, Physicians have 

F. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. VY. 

THE SECOND ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB 
At Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

ON 
NBov.29 and 30,and Dec.1, 2, Sanda. 

OPEN TO THE WORLD. 
ALL-AGED STAKES. 

Limited to 50 entries. First Prize, $200; second 

PUPPY STAKES. 
Limited to 25 entries, 

Entrance 

NURSERY STAKES, 
Open, to all Setters and Pointers under 12 months of age. Limited to 15 entries, 

First prize, $60 ; second prize, $40 ; third prize, $20. Entrance fee, $10; forfeit, $7.50. 
BRACE STAKES. 

Five braces to run or prizes to be scaled. First. 

CLUB STAKES. 
of the Club only ; dogs to be owned and hunted by the members 
Prize, a hundred dollar piece of plate, to be selected by the win- 

ner. Entrance, 10 per cent. of the value of the prize. This stake to be run after the 
close of the running of the Brace Stakes, and entries close on Noy. 18th. 

Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid-day of Noy. 27th, at the office 
of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening before the trial. 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary. 
P. O, BOX 274, NEW YORK CITY, 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases, Judges to be named 

and retrieved her first bird, and is a slasher in the | 928 month before trials. 
rs) COL, JAMES GORDON, Pontotoc Co., Miss. 

ct2s,tf | DR. RAWLINS YOUNGS, Corinth, Miss. 
1S, U.S, RAND BULL BITCH—White, tan ears; im- | #1. H. BILLINGS, U. 3 N 

JUDGES: h 
J. YON LENGERKE, West Hoboken, N, J- 
R. 'T. HEWITT, South Wethersfield, Ct. 
I. 6. MONROE, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

nificent dog, imported. Price $55. Address * BOS 
CAIUS,” Office of this paper. Novis,1t The Fennel, he Bennel, 
NOR SALE VERY CHEAP.—Lemon and white 
k Pointer dog ‘‘Joe.”’ Well broken on Par- 
tridge. Quail and Woodcock, Also, Cocker Spaniel 
bitch ‘* hose,” 15 months old, anda great beauty. 
Lock Box 287, Susp. Bridge, N. Y. Nov1s8,1t 

ED FOX, Skunk 
bought for cash— 

cular with ful particulars. 
Howard St, N. ¥. 

Raccoon and other furs 
ghest prices. Send for cir- 

E. C. BOUGHTON, 5 

OR SALE.—A red Tish Setter Bitch, 14 mouths 
old, Rodman's Dash and Old Plunket, sires of 

parents of same; $25, Willshow herim field. Need 
Noyls,2t muney. JAMES AMOS, Nyuck,N. ¥. Wovis,it 

Large 4 er 

per dozen extra. 

2 

a 
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, REVERSED WINGED 

trolling on double gut, - - > 

Sahnon flies according to pattern, = = - 
The celebrated ‘! Corduroy” (silver or gold) trout and bass flies, #3 per dozen. 

We have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tie any pattern to order. 3 y 
per dozen; we do not sell less than one dozen, but give any assortment in the dozen, All our flies are tied! 
on our celebrated Spring Steel Sprout Hooks. 

ABBEY & IMERIE, 
48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE’S 
Highest Quality Flies. 

Small to medinm Trout, reversed wings, = = - $1.80 per doz. 
Large Maine *f Fe oF - - = 2.00 «sg 
Small Black Bass, ry - - - 3.00 sf 

4,00 4 

Any of the above flies tied with jungle cock shoulders and golden pheasant crest tails at 50 cents 

$8.50 to 7,50 per doz. 

Prices are give 
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“OLD RELIABLE.” 
The SPORTSMAN’S COMFORT. 

The Hennel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

| Rae POWDER is guaranteed tu kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or mone 

returned, It is putwp in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates lta 
use. imple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by niail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS It DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 60 cents per Box by mail. 

Roth the above are recommended by Ror anp 
GUN and FOREST AND SrHEAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton street, N. ¥. 

HENRY CGC. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street. N.Y, ect 13 

CHAS. H. VAR VECHTEN. 
FERREDS FOR SALE. 

$7 PER PAIR. 
${ FOR SINGLE FEMALE, 
$3 FOR SINGLE MALE, 
WIRE MUZZLES, Thc. - 

CHARLES H. YAN VECHTEN, 
Sep.2,te Victor, Ontario County, N. Y- 

beautiful dark red Irish Setter, eyes and nose 
black; good size dog; Carries a beautilul tail, 

a fine head and @ars. Boih his dim and sire were 
imported, and prize winners, Full pedigree given 
it taken atonee. Price only $30, 
BANSHEE, Imported Red Irish Setter, imported 

Mareh, 1878, fram the kennels of J. 8. Skitimore, 
Nantwiteh, England, a large, strong bitch, grand in 
every respect. Head not to be equalled, eutrs hung 
beautiqully low, fast at hunting, good nose, no tire in 
her; hunted on quail and grouse. Was H. C. at the 
Orystal Palace when out of condition, and shown 
amoie the most noted dogs in the country the only 
tine shown. Ip whelp to Mark Oct. 20, a deepma- 
hogany-red Trish setter, Price 365. 
GORDON Setter Bitch,a bewuty, whelped Jun., 

1979, color black and tan, hunted on quail, and is 
fast, staunch and good ose. Will uke a rattler, 
A brother sold for $125, and sister for $100. Prive 
$40. 
LULU, Lemon and White Llewellyn Setter Bitch, 

two years old; sive the great Carlowitz, who was 
bred and imported trom the kennels of R. L. L. Pur- 
cell Llewellyn, England, and has 4 pedigree of 90 
years; dam, Flirt. Flirt is by Dash, who won first 
prize at Watertown, 1815, and first at Centennial, 
1876. Has been hunted, Lulu is in whelp to the 
Llewellyn setter Zanzibar, who Is by the famous 
Gladstone No. 113, dam Mersey 444. American 
Kennel Stud Book, Zan, 24 Vol American Stud 
Book. Will guarantee pups. She is very heayy 
now, and will pup in afew weeks. She is certainly 
very cheap. rice $40, Address H. B. VONDER- 
AMITH, Laneaster, Pa. Noy.11,tr 

CHARTER OAK KENNEL, 

In the Stud. 

RED IRISH SETTERS, 
San Pedro (Hlcho-Lady Palmeraton), $25. 
Mike (Blcbo-Nell), $25. ht 
Wedygewond (Elcho-Stella), $20. 

Address CHAKLES DENISON, 
Sep.9-tf£ Hartford, Conn. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either betters Or pvinters, sud train them thor- 
oughly. [give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog bas ali the natural iostinets. _Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $74, ac- 
eording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Seon - 

set 3, 

= A AIL NT 

LEN —8, and T_; by Colburn's Dash ex Mul- 
lin'’s Belle. ‘Cheaboye dog, winner of tirst 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Vield ‘l'rials; will 
be allowed to serye a few bitches of approved 
form aud blood, Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Address 

H. F, ATEN, M-D., 
34 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N. ¥ 
SS RS ETE 

1T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offera 

for sule seyeral magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs ano bitches, carefully selected from 
phe peek uropean see ae cr le Tor no 

. For prices, pedigrees, etc., address. -_ 
eu Pricey Poets HOY 2. COLLIN 
Bept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., 0. 8.4. 

ee 

ULEOUT KENNELS.—For pure ccker 
Spaniels of ull upes—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip I1., liver and white, fixt-couted, tine 
feather; will serye bitches at $10; litters guar— 
anteed, Address ROREKT WALKER, Keeper 
Oulevut Kennels, Franklin, Del, Co., N.Y. 

ASH TIT. AND JESSIE.—FOR SALI;—Two or 
three dog pops, two months old, out of Jessie 

(Shearer's Kate ami Pride of the Border) by Dasn 
Ill. Jessie took ¥. H. ©, In lash New York Dog 
Show. For price spply to War W. WEBB. P. 0, 
Box 3,492, Boston, Mass, Octss,tt 

COMPETENT PARTY, who is lovated in an 
unequaled spot in the Allefhéeny Valley of 

Western Penns., will recelve tor Breaking on ruffed 
grouse and woodcock a oumber of setters and 
pointers. JWirst-olass references piven and required. 
Address “ SETTEN,* Bradford, McKean Co., Pa. 

Octas 4b 

| 
| 

, and give trial of any dog on the list. 

Vanity Fair 
TOBACCO, 

Che & ennel, 

MAIN GB. 
SCHRATOCHES. 
GLOVB5K'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURB is war- 

runted to cure all kinds aud conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually wll thatis necessary. ForSCHATCHHES 
in HORSES it bas no equal, 3LOV ER, 
Sole prop't’r Imperial Kenne), Tom's River, N.J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

at, 5. Y.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
' Boston eS G. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila. F. P. Taylor, 72 East Madison at., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st... St. 

Louis. Price. 50 canta. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, RK. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 
‘PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.* 

Price 10 cents, posttree. Glves addresses oT pric- 

etpal English breeders, 

Imperial Kenne! 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and pore 
Dogs have daily access to sali 

water. 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees, Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

Zo 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREBT, NEW YORE. 
aCe eS AND FORWARDS Dogs, 

Fowls, etc, to any destination. Kennel 
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ote. 

A RARE CHANCE. 
For Sale, my entire kennel of pure Liewellin, pure 

Laveracks and Irish Setters and Pointers. Brush, 
pure bred setter; a large, strong, handsome setter 
dog: thoroughly broke on quail, woodcock and 
snipe; a better snipe dog can’t be tound. Llewellin 
setter Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton dor. 
Royal Ben, Llewellin setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also winner of ist and special at 
St. Lowis show; also winner at Detroit, Mich. 
Liewellin setter bitch Goll, broken. Llewellin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great beauty. Llewellin setter 
biteh Orphena. Llewellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Perl V., a beautiful green and white setter bitch. 
Llewellin bitch Belle, in whelp to Count Royal, 
Liewellin' bitch Gypsie Queen, with 7 beautiful 
pups by Royal Ren, Red Irish setter Von, thorough- 
ly broke; retriever from land and water. Red 
Trish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Impt. 
Red trish setter bitch Nora, in whelp to Von. Red 
Trish setter Shot, a beauty. 
pointer bitch Belle, broken, Liver and white point- 
er Clyde, broken. Impt. llver and white biteh 
Nell. Also puppies trora 3 to 6 months old of set- 
ters and pointers of the above stock. All the 
above I guarantee to be in the best of health and 
condition, and to be as represented. Will show 

For pedigrees 
and particulars inquire of C, Z. MILEY, Lancaster, 
Pa. OCL.7,tL 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'More in the stud, The handsoniest, 

as well as one of the besttield and best bred red 
Trish dogs in the United States, Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 

| 1879; champion nt Hudson, 1879, aud winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880, For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. June?s,tf 

A RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
+ setters: Don, a splendid large orange 
white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superioreyery way, $50; Moil,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points. two first 
prizés, $75; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa Il., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Diek, $100; the bust tirace 
I ever shot over, Three oranye white ticked 
dogs, twelye months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
320 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each, A 
brace, black and white, wel] matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa IT. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural fleld qualities. This isa chance you ean- 
not afford to lose if you want Hine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L., SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. JuneZstt. 

OR SALE—Druld-Nilsson pup, 137 years old, 
well broken, ind ready for the field; backs, 

(Irops, retrieves and is staunch on all game; price, 
$50. Four Gordons, all good hunters, und a fine 1it- 
ter of Champion Rupert pups, Dogs trained in any 
Style. Two more taken. J. HASKELL, Franklin 
Kennel, Bradner, Oto. Octz1, tf 

|) Peckesr KENNELS.—¥or sale, Flirt I. (iver 
colored cocker, no white), litter sister to ¢ham- 

pion Cora, 17 months old. Also, black cocker doz 
pups, hall browhers to Cora. Pull pedigrees. GEO. 
D, MACDOUGALL, Box 4442, New York. OCKT,t£ 

OR SALE.—Fiiteen Foxhounds, first-prize smock, 
he finest and best. Address, with stuinp, Ly 

M. WOODEN, Rochester, WN. Y. Sept.28.tf 

Orange and white | 

| 
' 

Ghe Fennel. 

BETTER THAN EVER. 

Hotels and Rontes for Spartsmen. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
oF 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO.,N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains, 
T sell only young stock. I guarantee satis 

faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beautifiz. and cnteligent 4cvs cannot be 
beaten for :eted grouse and woud2o0e® sovoting 
acid retrey.o,. Corresponaenis intwiosing samp 
Lie wet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials € 

BLUE RUIN IN THE STUD. 
Pure Laverack—Carlowitz-Princess NeHie. Carlo- 

Wiltz ls by Pliikington’s Dash ex Llewellin’s Countess; 
Princess Nellie by Pride of the Border ex-Champion 
Petrel. Inthestud. Fee, $25. Blue Ruin is beau- 
tifully ticked with his own (blue) color, and is the 
handsomest Laverack dog ever bred by the late M. 
Von Oulln. For sale—Broken and unbroken dogs, 
bitches and whelps of Layerack, Llewellin, Irish 
Gordon and native bloods. State what you wan 
and inclose stamp. E. & C. VON CULIN, P. 0, Box 
218, Lakeview, Doyer, Del. Octiltt 

IN THE STUD. 
IMPORTED ROUGH-HAIRED COLLIE 

TWEED II. 
The only pure ColRe in America that has won in 

Field Trials and on the Bench. 
Puppies from the noted Bench Show Winner 

Lassie by Rex, ist N. Y., 1880; also from Lasy 
O’Gowrie, 1st St. es 1880, by Tweed IL. 

dress SCOTLAND KENNEL, T. G. PHERUS, 
Manager, New Market, I’rederick Co., Md. Noy1i,ti 

s 

Betels and Zesagts far Sparfsmen 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonville, Fernan- 

dine, Florida, and for 

Nassan, N. P., and Matanzas, Cuba. 

FLORIDA STEAMERS leave New York 
Every Friday at 3 Pp. M., for 

Jacksonville and Fernandina Direct, and consti- 
tute 

The Only Line Running to 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Eates, 

Nassau and Matanzas Steamers safl Dec. 15 an 
thereafter every other Wednesday. 

After January 1 call at Fernandina, Fla. 

Nassau is the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman. 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautifully stiated 
and well kept, is the best and cleanest house in the 
West Inadtes. 

Por All particulars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freig}jt, Nassau Pamphlet, eta,, apply to 

C. H. MADLORY & Co., 

Agents, 
PIER 4, EAST RIVER, NEW YORK. 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowland upland 

shooting seetions inthe countyy. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobl’s Jeliund, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc, Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, Lewes, Nel., 
Monday nod Poursiay at 3 pow, Pull information 
given at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York, 

FOR 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 

GO T0 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
on Shinnecock Bay, where you will tind good guides 
complete outtit of Decoys, Batteries, etc., as well 
45 good accommodations and a substantial bill of 
fare. Take Long Island R. RB. to Good Ground 
Station, M. WILLIAMS, Proprietor, 

~ Wild Fowl Shooting, 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S KE 

TREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY,L.L 
¥Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman, Hasalwayson hand the vest of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train- 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
ECOMEE in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all yarieties. Special nttenticn riven 
by himself to his gests, and salisfuction guaran- 
teed, Address Wm.N. LANE, Goud Ground, LL, 
Refers by permission to J.B, Shepherd, 691 Broad- 

* way and, Wm. Dutcher, 34) Broadway, N.Y. a — 

=] 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully inyite gttention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE CO Es in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury, 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING ANB FISHING 
In Pennsylyania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold atthe offices of the oe in 
all the principle citiesto KANE, RENOVA, B 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA. aa 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

4lso.+9 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST! 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER, 
FIN AND FEATHER. s 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Agent. 

Frank THOMSON, Gen’l Manager. febl7-t4 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & IndianaR.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincianatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES a 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, ° 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are casurpassed 
if equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 
filah contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the -imous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

*The TROUT heason begins May 1 Ci ‘T senson begins May land ends Sept. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and Gnas 
ov.l, & 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PIOKERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of hia 

akill to his friends or “ club” at home, “3ice for 
packing fish can be hadat many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. Thesce- 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the iris pure, dry and bracing. he eli- 
me te is peculiarly benelicial to those suffering 

Hay Feyer and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far sure 

passing the average in countries new enough te 
aiford the finest of fishing, 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Ticke 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Gungand Fishing Tackle ied Frgeat 

owner's ris,” = 
It isouraim to makesportsmen feel “at home” 

yn this route, -F r Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
iustrated book if 80 pagea), containing full in~ 
formation an ccurate maps of the Fishing 
@ronndsand ‘viw),) Cards, address A.B.LEET 

Ser, fuss. Arent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

ONG fSLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
4 ULE, takins effect March J4th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S Pf (Flatbush Ave., B'kiyn,5 min, 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5,45 p.m. Sundays, 
A.M. 
Col. P’t & Whitestone, 7.85, 8.45, 10, 11.25 A.m., 

2.50, 3.00, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6,35, 7, 7.8%, 0.15, 10.45 Pat, 
12,15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.25 A.m., 1.85, 5.35, 7, 10 p.m, 
Flushing, 6.3C, 7.35, 8,45, 10., 11.35 A.at,, 2.35, 3.85, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.151045 p.M., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.33 A.M., 1.35, 8. 5.35, 7, 10 Bm. 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.35, 6.35, TP.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.39 Pp. Sundgys, 94.M. 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck, 6.30, 7.35. 11.35 a.m., 4.35, 5.35.6 35 Po. 

Saturday nights, J2.15. Sundays, 9.35 4.M., 5.5 P.M 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 Ava, 

1.85, 3.35, 4.35, 6.35, 6.45 P.M. From Flatbush ay, 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10pm. Sunday, 9 a.m., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.85, 4.35, 5.25, 6.25P.mM, Sundaya, 9 
AM,, 6.35.P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, $ A.M., 3.35 Pat. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4,35, 6.35 

PM. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 PM. 
Gakeland and Farmingdale, § A.M.,3.95, 5,35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M.,4.8.P.M, Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A-M., 4.35,5.25 Par. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 a.m. 3.35, 4.85 

5.35, 6, 7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday aud 
Saturday nights, 12.15, Sundays, A.M., 6.39 Pa, 
Creedmoor, 4, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.w., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April ad. 
HUNTER’S P'T © WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R, (foot Pinest,) for Hunter’s P't, 3,30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M, 5.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 pw. Por fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply al 229 B’way, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFFPAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
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Hotels and Houtes for Sportsmen. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
“fhe Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing ¥ 

* Grounds of Virginia and : 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, aaah snipe, wook— 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their moat fs- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

* Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South. All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAY EH, HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Aernt, 
Richmond. 

STOLE Em TN 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

mayl ly 

f} 

EUROPEAN PLAN. 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

5 PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which sre fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
on, elecping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
yided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle,andkennelsfordogs. _ 
Disgrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. P. c. 
Qo., Chicaso. je26 gmos. 

Guiz, Ammunition, Ete, 

J. STEVENS & C9,’ 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUDLE GUNS. 

Pwist. Laminated Extra, 
$35.00 $40.00 $40.00 

SINGLE GUNS. 
Pisin. Twist. Laminated. 
$12.0 $15.60) $i, 

RIFLES. 
. fin. 26in, 28 in, 

22 caliber... 2... 225). 22. FRU $22 $24 
32, 88, 44 caliber ye... ese 20 21 22 
Hixtra for ¢lobe sights and varnisked stock, $3. 

HUNTER'S PET RIFLES. 

Win. 20in. 22in, 241n. 
22, 32, 38 and di caliber, $18 $19 $20 $21 

a POCKET RIFLES. 
101in. With. Win, I8in 

Ra, 32 caliber....... $12.25 = $13.25 «Bib BIG bt 
Heh GALLERY PISTOLS. 
ig Heavy. 

$20.00 22.00 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
106 Chambers Street, N. Y., 

DEALER IN 

ire—Arms, Ammunition, and all 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Stevens & Co's Celebrated Arms 
DAkLIneTON, Wis., Sept. 27, 1880. 

Dear Sire—t received the 32 cal. rifle you sent all 
‘0. K. I did not expect to get an ottagonal barrel 
and wlohe and peep sights. I thank you very much 
for your fair dealing toward me. But I must tell 
‘you how the gun shoots. After adjusting the 
signts I fired tive successive shots at a rest, 125 
yards, and put every shot in a bullseye Ug inches in 
diameter, fives of the shots would be covered by & 
five cent nickel piece. I killed a hawk 500 yards the 
second shot. I am confident I could kill a deer 
wibh it three-quarters of a mileaway. The gun is 
well balanced, and the workmanship ts superb, I 
shall recomumend the gun whenever I Gan. 

Truly yours, EUGENE HALSTED. 

Terms and $5 66 Laue lu your owa Lown. Cont 
iifit free. Address H, HALLETT & 

Portland, Maine. 

The Daly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

; THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Toco any other Gun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Bhootinses Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished en application. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or W.R, SCHAEFER, Or THos. L. GoucHER, 

61 Elm st., Boston. 16 Girard aye., Phila 
AGENTS FOR CARD’3 NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP, 

Uoward's Steel Head Shells—Quality guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 

REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the 
U.S. Governmentinths Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. Prices: Carbines, $22 
Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade 

P. 0. BOX 3,994. Only. SendforCatalogueand Price-Lists. E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. ¥. 

CARD’S J. Guns, Ete. 

STANDARD TRAP, | CHARLES 1 RITEMANY 
IMPORTER OF 

PRACTICE. 

Hine Bregcl-Loadinr (uns, 
| 943 Broudway, near 23dSt., N. ¥ 

| (a> FOR Wing F 
= STANDARD" 

Stationary. | Double, Single, Rotating, 

EVERY WAY (EXCHPT AT SHOOTHI), ANY DE 

a fh , ee hicttinitiiue afte Gentes ww) a 
HR ATA ANT 

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols, and ui] Kinds of Sporting Goods. 

GREENER'S AND BONFAILINS GUNS A SPECIALTY. 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.Y. | 

HA WY H’°S PIGEHON TRAP. 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 
The Celebrated “Frankfort” 

in Stock, 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 
Bass, 75 Conts: Pickurel, #1 OU: Maska- 

lonce, 1 25, 
Bent by mail on receipt of price. 

CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY, 

The celebrated “Le Contre” razor, m stock, 
Razors with safety attachments, Bowie Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Kuives, Stilbetos, Dirks, ete. 

FIRE-ARMWS of EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING T@ 
SHOUTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OYrTICAL Goopvs. 
TELESCOPES. MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

Reels 
New, 

le is 

SIMPLE AND 

Ffecti~ve. 

FO Sprit 

rincip uos] ~poZIUBAler 
P 
rNHIs TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface, 

the cord is pulled one-half of the hid revolves within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 
THE AIR. Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages. Prive $4, 

. 

DUN & 

Commission Merchants' 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York, 

WILBUR, 

SS 

POULTRY, C4ME, BUTTER, ECCS, CREEN & DRIED FRUITS. 

We send salex and check for net amount immediately after sale. 
Your correspondence and shipment solicited. Current furnished free on application. 

Stencils and Price 

192 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK. 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUIT, 
A SPECIALTY. 

OM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DHAD GRASS COLOR.— 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices, 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and Other Counties 
FPHRIicE, $2 co. 

FOR SALE AT' THIS OFFICE, 

VINCENT BiSssic, 
PRACTICAL GUNSMITH AND MANUFACTURER 

OF FINE BRASS WORK. 
Successor to A. G. GHNEZ, 

No. 9 Chambers St., New York. 
Guns, Pistols and Sporting Arsicles sold at the 

lowest prices. Muzzle and breech-loading firearms 
mide to order. Al kinds of repairing executed 
With neatness aml dispatch. Pin cartridge guns. 
converted to ventral fire, 
loaded to order. 

Shells for b-eech-loaders 

BIRDS’ EYES, 
Birds’ Skins, Tyxidermists’ and Naturlists’ 

Supplies. 
Send for New Privé List. Reduce Rutes. 

W. 7. KNOWLTON’S Natural History Store, 
165 Tremont St, Boston, Wass. 

Birds and animus preserved by siperioy Prench 
and American workmen. 

When | 
GLASSES, CUMPASSES, Et. 

The “RED RUBBER RECOHL PAD,” 
(recommended by Forest Aanp STREAM) Bent 
post-paid for $2. 
GUNS TAKEN [N HXCHANGE. SHELLS 

LOAPED TO ORD+k. SEND STAMP FOR 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. t 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 
SE 

. THE SNEIDER. 
5 Po Whe 

; Reix 1450 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMERIGAN HALUMERLESS, » 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLEGRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered 
to Breech-Loaders. 

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire. 
Stocks Bent to Any Crook, 

GUNS BOKED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for T)listrated Catalogue. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
U4 W, PRATT STREET, ‘BALTIMORE, MD 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
FREE BY MAIL. 

re S 

PIOGNEER WORKS 
wigs SIRMINGHAM, 
pe ENGLAND. 

$5 to $20 perdayathome, Samples 
troa. (nese 

STINSON & CO., Portaml ahines Coe Nae 
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SP PHRATTT’SS PATENT 

recet the 
NONE ARE OS SSSqNN 

STAMPED, 

Packed in Cans ef 112 pounds each, 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1878; 
edal, 

ardin Gee estates eal etc. 
enn 

MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 
*SPRATIS PATENT”? aro Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 

*Fibrine” Cakes are used at the Dogs’ Home, London; 
hest award tor D 

minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver etc., etc. 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 
Please see that Every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATENT" and a “X." 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
(8 South William Street, 

Publications 

Any of the Following Books Sent on. 

Receipt of Price by Forest and 

Stream Pub, Co. 

Adirondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays...........$1-50 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1.25 

Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, 6th edition.. 2.00 

Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner’s...... 5 

Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bds.......,.-.+- (es 

American Angler’s Book, NOIris......-.sceece0s 5.50 

American Bird Fancler.....-:.22.56..-ifssesssee 80 

American Boy's Own Book, Sports and Games, 2.00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses...... 5.00 

American Wild Fow] Shooting, J. W. Long..... 2.00 

American Kenuel, Burges ....,.---...-.e.e0ee ee B00 

Angling, a Book on, Francis..............seee ee 7.50 

Archer, Modern.....-....-. +... ale hese oe bi aiirsest 2 

Archery, Fencing and Broadsword.,.,.......... 20 

Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. -.,.. 1,50 

Aronad the World in the Yacht Sumbeam...... 3.00 

Aw, of Swimmlsg 80 

Art of Swimining, Momstery .-...-.. secs eeesse es 50 

Art Of Switnming, WeDD.....secesseseserese=ees 50 

50) Atiete’s Guide, Harding............... cee eee ee 

Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, T5c.; cloth... 1.00 

Athletic Sports, Stonehenge. ..,.........+« ether 1200 

Bailey’s Birds of the United States..........,.. 1 25 

Baird’s Birds of North America. .ss...).s00e00e 80 00 

Baucher’s Method of Horsemanship. ... 

Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds.... 

Bits and Bearing Reins,.... 

Boat Salling, Practecah . i... i. ccc cess cece en oes 

Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c.; Shooting, 
50c.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50c.; 

Cage and Singing Birds, 50c.; Dogs, 75¢e.; 

Birds? Eggs and Nests, 50c.; Fresh and Salt 

Water Aquarium, 50¢c.; Native Song Birds,,, 75 

nave necorearereres 

Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.... 2 00 

Breech Loader, Gloan........ Nooo! Boe as 1 25 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener...... oy sates oO 

Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols..-.....- 

Butler on the Dog..........0..4. 06 

Gage and Singing Birs....................2-.-5 

Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa ............... . 50 

Canoeing In Kanuckia..... 2.0.02... ca cc ee esse st . 1 25 

Ganoé Traveling, Powell..........:00scesceeeees 2 00 

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop's ......... 2 50 

@assell’s Book of Birds, 4 vols........,.)+..-....12 00 

Choke Bore Guns, Greener....-...--..-.eae- eee 8 00 

Complete AmMmerittan Trapper, Gibson..... [-Be-ty 176 

Goues’ Birds of the Northwest, -...45....---.... 4 50 

Coues’ Field Ornithology... ... cess ese cee peer ee 2 50 

Goues’ Fur Bearing Animals.............<¢.04:, 3 00 

Coues’ Key 10 North American Birds....,;..... 7 00 

OPT OAE OOty ne Faas pt mca tsa ee tt nee e roots delnus alt 1-85 

@ypress, J., Jr.’8, Works, 2°VOIS.... 4.2 ,.654---05 

Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, Svo... 

Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo0....... 

Ded SHO, 2.1 ee cee. wy An re eees-« 1% 

Dog Breaking, Hutchinson...... araan og sae eie+-Fipy SUMO, 

Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson.,.. 3 00 

Dog, The; Hill........ Aaa A SPE ORE ey | 

Dog, The; Tdstone................ + PPT aM cles wn aja 125 

Dog Paths to Success....-..ceesceseaceeree ee Hs. oko, 

Dogs and Thelr Ways, Wiliams... 

Dogs of Great Britain, Ame 
Countries..,...2.-..0.+5-- ; 

Doge, by Stables 

Dogs, Managemento?, Mayhew, 16mo.,,,... 

weeee . there meee 

Sporignen 

he 
iW 

Coodyear’s 

SPECIALTY. 

Clove M’f’z Co., 

488, 490, 492 B’way,cor, Broomest., 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON Si. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE for 

FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rueser Goops or Every Drorierion. , 

Send for Ilustrated Catalogne. 

NEW YORK. 
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Rubber M’f'g Company 
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OUR OWN MAKE 

mae BEATS THE WORLD.” mn. 

Old Judgesmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, | 

Something Important jor Cigaretie Smokers to Know. 

Wwe 

IT 

PATS 
ing or melting in the mouth, The unprecedented popularity of * OLD 

HE ‘MAJORITY OF SMUKERS 
| are pone s not aware, that in 

smoking igarettes made of the 
ordinary pure rice ea have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POT- 
SONS, thrown vff by all burning paper 
namely : The Oi! of Creosote, CHARLES 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco In- 
yented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its breax- 

DGE” Cigarettes is owing 

ir 

to the fact that this process has been used excl usively in, their manufacture, no one 6lae having the 
right to useit. The great advantaye and importanes of this invention willat once be recognized by 
allsmokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first * OLD 
Sold by all leading dealers. 

Manulactured by GOODWIN &C 
NEV 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, 
(ESTABLISHED 1838). 

First premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

IDER 
we 

N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia 

GURS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificis! Bait, Fly Books, 
Etc. Ete. 

"Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 

JOH 

ALSO 
“ Krider's” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 

3 Glued Bamboo Rods, : 
Birds' Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. F 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit, “ 

Repairing of all kinds, 

RONAN’S METAL $HELL CLEANBR, 
Cleans by scraping (without water), is self 

adjusting, Made foridand 12 gauge. For sale by 
all gun dealers. J. F. RONAN, Box 34, Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to the trade. 

@ WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE, 
z Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

is & great improvement in rear sights, 

Send for circular containing full de- 
_ Seription. Address 

i WILLIAM LYMAN, 
ik _ Middlefield, Coun, 

WILD RIC j) SEED for sale. $2 
4 per bushel. Supply 

Limited. Government duty oo Wild Rice trom 
Canada two cents per pound. 

kh. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis, 

» 

JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Try them and you willuse no others, 

..207 and 209 Waterst., 
YoRK 

PhiladelphiaFishing Tackle House 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle ot 

Every escription, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood, 

for Archery Rows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880. 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Files on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bazs Reels, Lines, ete. 
Our BETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franikiin Institute Medals. 
Prices as low as the lowest, and always firat- 

class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free, 
Our #5-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
ing pe see hs post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 
in stam pe, 

GUN CLEANER. 
THE BEST € 

Cleaner and Oiler 
Por Hreecti-loading Arme 

In market, 
C ) Patches, Brush 

* and fuii directions sent free of postare. |, 
Is ordering glye calibre of gun, Send for arcular, 

address Ts YARDLEY BROWN, Patentes. 
READING, Pa. 

|For One Doliar, one Cleaner, 

5 Landscape, Chromo Cards, ete,, name 
on, 10c. 2 Gilt-Radge Cards, 10¢. CLINTON 

& Co., North Hnyen, Conn. 

They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Mi 
el Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; 

edals ; 
West- 

NONE ARE 

* STAMPED, 

Te be had im smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Pabligationg, 

TTT ALL READERS of FOREST 4ND STREAM 
Bi! 

bh Need one of these = 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS 

STWARD HO; or ADVENTURES A'T 
GELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J, Farrar. 

A spicyand fascinating story of sportsian’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
aT bound in.cloth, $1.50! 

OAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS, By 
Charles A. J. Farrar, An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes, 224 pages, 12 ius, 

rice 50 cents, 
PARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKESILLUSTRATED, A complete and re- 
Hable guide to Richardson and seeeiyien td lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
Fivers. 256 pages. 60 illus,, and a large map. 

; 7 . Price 50 cents. 
fFARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THH 
NOTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED, A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Movuséhead Lake region and sporting re- 
Sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘Che tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated, 224 pages. Millus, Price ficents, 

FARKAR’S POCKET MAP ef the Richardso’ 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters o 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on toughlinen 
papers cloth covers. cents. 

FARKRAR'S POCKET MAP ot Moosehead Lake 
° and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 

resorts of wvorthern Maise, also the head- 
waters of the K:nnuehee, Penopscot and Bt. 
John rivers. Priuted on tough iinen paper, 
cloth covers. 5() cents. 

FPARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIO VIEWS, 26 ata. 
Bend pits geste bloat 
ge Ary o i@ etove publications matied, 
ostpaid. on receipt of price. Addreas « 

baa RLbS A. J FAR a 
Masa. ¢ =e 

Plain 
; Dec3i ' * 

FOR MAGAZINES 
—AND— 

NEWSPAPERS, 

Send for our Catalogue for 
a \ 18S1, Now ready. 
Of Everything at club rabes. 

Everything free of postage 
All the $4 magazines at 

fe $3.45, and others at similar 
ces. 
We make Forelgn sub- 

We send: 
London Times, weekly, per year, for........... $3 
Punch perweaks. oases 3 
Bice or DELVCARN recon sh acdeeee 740 
Chambers’ Journal, per year.......... 2 60 
Illustrated London News, per year......-...... 8 75 
All other promineut English, French and German 

periodicals at corresponding prices. Send forour 
catal Cautes giving club prices on nearly 2,000 
ublicutions. Free by mailto any address, A. Hi, 
OFEFE & CO., 11 Bromfield 8t., Boston, Mass. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard 

(WEEKLY) ; 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry, 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Martford,Comm 

ne THE FOULTRY WORLD 
ae. is sent post-paid for $1.25 

eryear; the AMERICAN 
-QULTRY YARD for $1.50 

= —both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve magifi- 

cent Chromos, each repre- 
senting a standard breed of 

= fowls, sent for 76 cents extra 
bers to elther publication. 

THE S20RTSMAN’S LIBRARY, 
HE + pressure on our Bavertienn space 
obliges us to withdraw the list of books 

which we haye on gale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any beok on yachting or field sporta, as pre- 

viously advertised in these columns, w1)l be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. .FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy2n-tf 

___ ey 

Spartimen’s Goods. 

= FERGUSON'S PATEN? 

ADJUSTABLE 

REFLECTING 
LAMPS, 

With Improved 

Locomotive Reflectors 

Fer General Illuminating 
Purposes, 

to all subsert 

y= The Universal Lamp, 
For Sportamen and Others, Combines 

HEaD JACK, Boat JAck, Camp LAMP, BELr Lame, 
Dash Lamp, DARE LanTurRN, Ere, 

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP can be used 
right or left hand on amy kind of dash. Un- = 
excelled as a Hand Lantern or Bracket Lamp. 
Send stamp for Dlustrated Catalozue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
65 Fulton Street, 4, ¥, 
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Ammunition, Gtr. - giscellaneons Advertisements. | | inmunition, Etc. 

ORANGE SPORTING TOUROGRAPH T AT Hl AW N 

POWDER. A PHOTOGRAPHIC 
Orange Lightnina. | WONDER | Selected Standard 
Orange Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. en Each Bag, 

ANY INTELIGENT MAN CAN USE IT (Camera Closed.) 
* ! Le | WITH A FEW MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS. 

: Send postal for ct F s Creedmoor: [, A, oie ENR Soon pays ren sve comet samme work ra Shot, 
ELECTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. "(camera Open.) References—Thos, §. Steele, author of Canoe and Camera; 6 

fend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- Fred, A, Ober, author of “Camps in the Carlbbees,* 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

ae re Be ee eo vcm | Sattor Chilled, 
LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, SCHUYLER & DU ANE. NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 

No. 29M Street, N. ¥. Sill saad IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN No. of pellets to o2.,88 472 688 1058 Sort 
IC UNPOWDER! ‘ ce es oot 

moregsumeear = UNS Sporting Goods, rN amineee 
Duronr’s Gone twee MILLS, established ‘in 1802, 

haye maintained their great reputation for seventy— Founded J as 4, 1803. 

Pesci menacremnvessioern | EINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 
ri 4 (fine) by us Senet ae nee and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass ball an se0n 
shooting. Packed in 1ib canisters. ri 189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
UM: ene a fab acct tw 1 eee . 

ne); burns slowly, strong and very clean; N 
great penetration, with a’ close pattern adapted Agents for W. OZ ‘We SOO & SO S 
for glass Dall, pigeon, duck and other shooting, 
Th eee muzzle See anata Packed in 5 li 5 4 

an canisters an ani ib kegs. i - _ 
ont’s Choke axes sacacls ally adapted 10 GS ish Bicycles a Specialty. 

J, R. SOHUYLER, J. M. DUANE, 
Special. 

tors ohoke Bore” Guns, and particularly for 
prairie and upland shooting, Burns slowly, Teens R. Y. R. See Peas 
and moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, Sc H the gt ot 
gives both a good penetration and a close aera SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 
will be found well adapted for glass ball and pigeon 

ee aaa a eal iA \) WEBLEY AND JAMES. 
\ foal = a Tb canisters. 

Dupont’s Eagie Rifle.—A quick, stroug and 
clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting. 
Packed in Ii canisters and 634 1b Kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fe. “Sea, Shooting.??— 

FFg. and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in 3sIb, 1b and 6ib canis- 
ters, 647, 1214 and 25lb kegs coarse, FF Fg. fine, 
Duport’s Sporting, Min HIPPING and Blast- 

ing Powders of all sizes Hee eseriptions. speciny 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Mus- 
ket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubi- 
oal and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in all the citles and principal towns 

throughout the United States. epresented by 
F, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall § pereete N.Y. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

N. B.—Use none but’ DUPONT'S Fg. or Hg, for Our stock of breech-loadera is more complete this seasonthan ever before, and is adjusted to meot 
long-range rifle shooting. | @yery want. It embracesamong others: COLTS CLUE GUNS (genuine) for @lass ball and THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Pe feon trap es where closeness and great penetration are required. EBLEYW’'S Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphim 
ee Se eee eee PECIAL GUNS.—These guns contain every appliance which can contribute to beauty, conye- 

The Hazard Powder Co ! nience, or excellence in shooting. A JOB LOW of WEBLEY’S GUNS, of many kinds, mostly 

~> Ecru eats She alas arte ease NGEAADG BRU EA URE or all sorts of work. ineludin (a Or A 
MANUFACTURERS OF designed for the same class of wo k as the COLT CLUB GUN, FOR 

| WOR THC’S SINGLE BREECH-1LOADER, with TOP LEVER. This. est is SD JUSETHEY GUN, 
U N P VW E. R. nee BOYS, pF men who cannot aiford a eH is double guns. 

2 . O. Box 4,309, D. FOLSOM, 30 Warren Street, New York. 

Hazard's ‘Electric Powder." Hl 0 

Wos.1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 

5 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW si be 

THE SNEIDER, 
Pat, 1865. 

ef strength and cicanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

Hazird’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

ae bead to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
Tb. 

THE ORIGINAL 
kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK O 

land prairie shooting. Well adapted toshot guns. Y F, AMERIGAN HAMMEBLESS, 
Hazard’s ‘‘Duck Shooting,’”’ R, F = 

1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1and 5 1b. canisters GUNS WITH HAMMERS OWN OUR GRIF 
Mort 6E er 12 12} fos kegs. Burns slowly and yery U B S E R Ss Hi ] i C. U T F j TS, AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 
olean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
enetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
Ei ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.’’ 

FFFG FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FGin kegs of 
$5, 124, and 63 lbs. and cansof 5 Ibs. FFG is also 
packed inland 1b. canisters, Burnsstrongand 
moist, The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the *‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rijle Powder of the country. 

COMPRISING SIZES FROM 4 TO 20, 

F i S$ Hi i N G PAN TS, Muzzle-Loaders Altered 
to Breech-Loaders. 

Fl SH ING BOOTS, Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire. 

BLANKETS, Stocks Anup TO SHOOT CLOSE” 
Send for Illustrated Catalozue. 

Light, Black, White or Tan Color Goats,|} . ¢LARK & SNEIDER, 
Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. AND COMPLETE 14 W. PRATT STREET, ‘BALTIMORE, MD 

VERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET Pow- Bat; also, SEEUIAL GRADES ROR EXPORT, | RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. THE WILSON PATENT 
+ B 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. ‘| Wishing Pants. [ESTADLISHED 1838.) Send for Catalogue, | Seatac Eaaniy calaean or 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

73 A ts,in every prominent city, or whole- 
caracanamn Ria TOBACCO 

$ WALL SNREET, NEW YORK. ~ AND gr Ube ee CIGARETTES 

Zz BIRDS’ EVES. “ MILD "—Rare Old Virginta. “ HALVHS ”—Rare Old Perigue and Virginia. 

Birds’ Skins, Pa cilerns es and Naturlists? supplies Always Uniform and Reliable. 
Send for New Price List. Reduced Rates. 

W.J. KNOWLTON’S Natural History Store, 7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

POSITIONS. 

Parior, Library,Inva- 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light 
ness, strength, sim— 
| aN and comfort, 

yerything toanex- . 
act science Orders 
by mail promptly at- 
tended to. 

READING POSITION Goods shipped to any 
address, 0. u. D. Send Stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
Wilson Ajns.Chair M’1’g Co.,661 Broadway,NY. 

168 Tremont St., Boston, Masse Sydney, 1 880. 

Birds and animals preseryed by superior French i F 

ee oien Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. HARRIS’S 

SHOOTING SUITS. | Peorless Tobacco Works, WHS KIMBALL RCO, | x2 poor ano riarox suoorxe 
Waterproof, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy. ROCHESTER, NEW YORE, aan seers a Oo a4 : 

Ns ee " A R Ss. 

UPTHECROVE & McLELLAN, A BFE Er orh eer rn ahs GG uD 177 Broadway. 
bi or C) dren Sha EEE enEree owen -a-zeanmo) | YYTRIGH THEN VEL mabe ronan Ninf PORE" AND | SB 49 G20 Sire GS 

VALPARAISO, IND. : Sent by mail, #1. ' STINSON £ CO., Portland. oMaine, 
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This ix an excellent time to call the attention of your friends 
10 tlie merits of the Wo> usr ann Stream. We shall be happy 

supply specimen copies of the paper te any addresses which 

ay he sent us for thal purpose, 
+e — 

Weeo io press this week on Tuesday, instead of Wednesday 
As usual, and many communications which woud otherwise 

have appeared inthis number are necessarily deferred a weck. 
: yeas 

Pirnive Fisn.—While on a fishing excursion recently we 
brought ma string of black bass which looked so nice and 

fresh that all at the country hotel where we stopped thought 

they must all have been caught on the last day, for they 

mew we had been in camp three days. When told the fish 

Were ‘‘pithed” as soon as caught they seemed no fwiser than 

before, and so it occimved to us that many other readers of 
FOREST AND SrEAw may not know the word. Take down 

four ‘‘unabridged” and you will find that pithing is the act 

M@ severing the spinal marrow, usually next the head, and it 

probably is so called because it cuts the pith, or marrow. 

The operation renders a fish, or any other animal, senseless 
Mmediately, bleeds them somewhat and keeps them from 

ising themselves while dying in the ordinary manner by 

hyxia, or drowning in the air, whereby the -gills become 

and the blood clots. All fish should be either bled in the 
fills or pithed as soon as caught; they look better, keep het- 

rand do not suiter. 
7 —-o+—+ 

Fack vrom tHe Souru.—Mr. 8. T. Hanimond, whose de- 

parture for the South we announced in our issue of October 

8, lias returned withall hisdogs except Thistle. She whelped 
ibout ten days since and was left for the present in Virginia. 
Mr. Hammond has been in Virginia and Maryland and re- 
orts birds fairly plenty. He is well pleased with the way in 
Which all the dogs acquitted themselves, although the time 
that he has had them is but short to fit them for the trials. 

fe shall expect to see them at) Robins’ Island next week. 

A PROPOSITION TO GENTLEMEN 
SPORTSMEN. 

East Roakaway, Queens County, L. L 

Ediior Forest and Stream = 
I noticed in last week's edition of your paper a communication 

with editorial comments on the trapping of game on Long Island. 

The idea of your correspondent and your comments are but in con- 

sonance with the encroacbments which are constantly being made 

upon the liberties of the people by the wealthier classes. The law 

forbidding the trapping of game on Long Irland is, or ought to be, 

unconstitutional. The farmer, upon whose land the game is found, 
and upon whose crops it has lived, is virtually the owner of it, and 

if his children want to trap it there is no equitable objection to 

their doing go. By what right does that unmitigated nnisance— 
the ‘real sportsman” (?)—trespass upon our land, throw down 

our fences, wound our cattle and kill game which we haye grown, 

which has fattened upon our crops? ‘The law and the complaints 

of your correspondent have induced the farmers in this vicinity to 

club together and put up the required legal notice forbidding all 

trespassing, aud if your correspondent oy any other ‘real sports- 

man” (?) is caught shooting in this vicinity, he will have a bill of 

damages and costs to pay. We have determined that, if onr boys 

cannot trap our own game, aristocratic (2) trespassers shall not 

shoot it, and woe unto any man who disregards our notice, 

i, H. Grierirn. 

HE letter which we have placed at the head of this col- 

umn is certainly frank snd outspoken. The writer 

does nof mince matters. He claims fo be a farmer and to 

represent the feelings of his fellow farmers of East Rock- 

away. We know that the views expressed are those held by 

other land owners on Long Island, in other parts of the 

State, and in other States of the Union. 
Tt is most important im this discussion of the game laws 

which refer to the game on landed estates, that we should 
have a clear appreciation of how such laws are regarded by 

a class who are so directly interested—namely, the farmers. 

We believe that Mr. Griffith’s letter fairly expresses the atti- 

tude of thousands of farmers toward the gunners who shoot 

over their Jands. It therefore deserves fair and candid con- 

sideration. ‘This we are prepared to give to it. 
We do not propose to waste our time by attempting to prove 

to Mr. Griffith, and to those who share his opinions, that the 

game which he claims to be his belongs to the State, that the 

State has then the right to prescribe the conditions of its cap- 

ture, and that the law against trapping therefore ought to he, 

and is, constitutional; nor shall we attempt toexplain to him 

the exterminating efiects of thepractice of snaring game birds. 

All this being proven even fo their own satisfaction would 

not, we opine, change the attitude toward sportsmen now 

maintained by many farmers, nor would the end sought, which 

is the due protection of game, for all onr logic, be any nearer 

of attainment. Indeed, for the time being, we are willing to 

erant to the farmer all that he claims in this matter; accede 
to his proposition that the birds on his land belong to him: 

and even acknowledge that he may do with them as he 

pleases. For we shall try to show to him a wiser disposition 

than that of smuggling them with broken necks to the bag- 

gage-master and marketman. 

It happened that this letter came to us only after that part 

of the presentarticle, which follows this paragraph, was writ- 

ten for to-day’s issue of Formsr anp Stream. It is an ad- 

mirable indorsement of what we had written. A further 

consideration of it must be deferred to» a future number, 

when, in accordance with our previously determined plan, 

we shall address the farmers directly upon this subject. Our 

proposition now is to gentlemen sportsmen. 

The provision against snaring and trapping game birds is 

eminently wise and proper, but ontside of certain restricted 

territories which are leased and protected by game societies 
the law is practically a dead letter; so much so that the traf- 

fic in trapped birds is conducted without concealment, and 

game dealers in New York openly advertise for trapped birds 

and openly sell them. 
The law is not respected by the farmers, who have it entire- 

ly within their power, if they will, to prevent the setting of 

Snares and traps on their lands. 
They do not regard tne law because it is not to their in- 

terest to do so. Public opinion in farming communities does 
not sanction the law. Its enforcement is regarded by land 
owners as an infringement of their rights and of the rights of 

their children. 
The only way by which this law can be made anything 

more than a dead letter is by enlisting the interest of the 

farmer in securing protection for the birds. The policy to 

be pursued is that which has been repeatedly indicated in this 

journal. We cannot better outline it than by reproducing 

here what we have said before, and we accordingly repeat. 

from the Forrsr anp SrrREAM of March 11, 1880 :— 

“ Omitting at present the discussion and even the mention 

of all other means, there is one precaution and protection, 

which of itself alone would suffice abundantly to enforce 

thoroughly all the game Jaws, and in fact go far beyond the 

scope of the laws—namely, such a uniform system and 

policy on the part_of all sportsmen as will give all the land- 

owners a warm and steady interest in raising and sheltering 

and defending all the broods of young birds on their farms. 

If all the farmers on the Island were one and warmly one in 
this matter the work would he done up thoroughly, for they 

are lords of the land. 

‘Tn very many instances, as matters now stand, farmers 

fd gunners are not friends in these matters, and haye no 

interest to befriend each other. Without going closely into 

particulars—which in fact is not necessary—the fact is thai 

there are gunners who are brutes and wild beasts when their 

gunning fever is at the height, and who, like so many Malays 

running aanuck, will recklessly trample down crops in a 

ten-mile walk, damage and exasperate the farmers all the 

way ; perhaps if accosted, and that in a proper way, insult- 

ing or damning the farmer: or, to the disquiet or alarm of his 

wife and daughters, shooting into his doves, possibly while 

the doves are near the house or on the bome lot or on the 

barn roof. Sueh gunners come out from the cities every 

year and are a disgrace, and worse yet, a great injury to all ° 
the real gentlemen who like now and then to handle a sun in 
the right way and time. One is an offender and the next 
ten are blamed and hated on account of this onc., 

‘* Let all the farmers and their sons and hired men find that 

it pays them to protect birds and they willdo it and satisfy all 
parties. The gunners are willing to pay for their sport more 

than the pittance of ten cenis a quail, which a sly and stingy 

baggage-master hands out secretly to the trapper. The dime 

is a bigger coin to the hard-handed farmers boy, scanted of 

spending money, than a quarter is to many a sportsman. Let 

all parties understand each other and the birds will be left 

undisturbed and will be carefully protected till the honor- 

able gunners come for the sport at fhe appointed time and 

pay for the sport that is then and thus guaranteed them on 
good grounds, something as in the old country, but in the 

right way for American citizens. The practical details oucht 

not to be at all difficult to arrange in most parts of the Island, 

nor in other sections of the country. But if some farmers 

are dogs in the manger—do not shoot nor let others shoot on 

their farms—all the better, for there will be safe harbors, 

secure game preserves, where the birds will come up to full 

strength, and from which they willtake wing, to be shot else- 
where or to procreate another generation. 

‘Tf the gunner would always pay for the birds he shoots, 

and if he shoots only what can be properly used, the farmers 

of the Island and the State and the Union in a vast majority 

of cases would welcome such gentlemanly gmmers and per 

haps be proud to rank among them as warm friends of fair 
and lawful sport. 

“These two points, upon which we cannot too strongly 

insist, are of vital interest to many thousands of men whose 

interests in the matter are really identical in the long run, 

if only regarded in the proper light. But if the farmers are 

expected to protect and support and favor quail and meadow 

larks in order to let mischievous or butchering gunners kill 
ninety-five out of every hundred, without thanks or pay, 
and perhaps with serious damage to crops, temper and com-~ 

fort, the sport is rather too one-sided. Rather let mutual ar- 
rangements be made to equalize it and to harmonize if all 

round.” 

Only by adopting such a policy as we have outlined can 
gentlemen sportsmen hope to preserve from extermination 

the game of Long Island and of other sections of the conntry. 

We commend to game societies and to individuals aconsidera- 
tion of this view of the case. 

The Forest anp SrrzAm does not stop with a reiteration 

of the general recommendations here given. It is prepared 
to go further, and for the benefit of its readers attempt to 
put this into actual practice by arranging the details and 
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bringing into direct communication with each other, the gen- 
tleman sportsman who is willing to make a suitable return 
for services rendered, and the farmer who is willing in con- 

sideration of fair treatment to preserye the birds on his land. 

We propose the fair trial of a carefully matured scheme, 

of which the general purposes are ; 

1. The protection of game birds by farmer and landowner 

for the benefit of the gentleman sportsman, 
2. A fair remuneration of the farmer by the sportsman for 

privileges granted. 
8, Putting the two interested parties into direet conmiltni- 

cation with each other. 

4. A discrimination between gentlemen and rowdies, and 
the protection of the farmer and the gentleman sportsman 

alike from the direct and indirect injury of lawless gunners. 

5. The uncompromising enforcement of the law against 

- netting and snaring—not in the interest of the sportsman as 

against that of the farmer; but for the mutual benefit of 

both. 

6. The united efforts of farmers and sportsmen to duly pro- 

tect and replenish the supply of game. 

To put into tangible shape such a schemes this, we must 

at the outset receive the endorsement and co-operation of the 

sportsmen who are interested. If we have not mistaken, we 

shall receive this; and without further preliminaries, we now 

call upon such of our readers as approve of the plan, and are 

willing to join us in it, to send their names and addresses to 

this office. We invite correspondence on the subject. 

— 

THE DEATH TRAP IN SHINNECOCK 

BAY. 

INCE the publication of our article with the above head- 
5 ing, which was taken up and commented upon by the 

New York Zimes and Brooklyn Hagle, we liaye had several 

letters and interviews upon the subject. A lawyer writes 

us that he finds that no law appointing commissioners to 

locate an inlet for the bay was passed by the last Legislature, 

and thinks that this may be an error. 

We have not looked into this portion of the affair, having 

recvived our information from the fishermen about Quogue, 

Atlanticville, and Good Ground, The facts about the clos- 

ing of the inlet and the certainty of the death of the fish, if 
not released, allagree upon. During the past week many 

young bluefish (snapping mackerel) have come to New York 

market from the bay, fish of half a pound; and if they serve 

for food it is better than to have them entirely lost. The 

Dluefish left this part of the coast (Long Island) fully three 

weeks ago; and the millions of young of this species, as 

well as those of the menhaden, weakfish, etc., should be ai- 

lowed to go and return with increased growth next season 
to say nothing of the injury of the bay for spawning pur- 

poses by allowing the fish to die there. 

Mr. H. D. Butler, well known as the Superintendent of 

the New York Aquarium under the old vegime, has been at 

Good Ground all summer, He tells us that the location of 

an in'et has been decided upon, but that it will not be dug 

until the people have finished their fail farming work, per- 

hapsin January! This is surely covering the well after the 

calf is drowned. The bluefish, weakfish and menhaden 

will then have died, and their carcasses, such as are not 

devoured by the crabs and eels, will lie until the warmth of 

spring causes them to decay, when the scum on the top of 

the foul water will repel every fish seeking to enter to de- 

posit its eggs, The closing of the inlet has resulted in a rise 

of the waters of the bay from the inflowing creeks until it is 
between oue and two feet higher thanusual, and the cellars in 

the yicinity are flooded. The only outlet is the filter through 
the sands of the beach. Mr. Butler stood upon a temporary 
foot-bridge, made necessary by the rise of the waters, and 

counted thirty-five dead bluefish in the little creek. They had 

chilled and died. 
The fishermen say that in former years while the bay was 

closed they got cartloads of large striped bars which, becom- 

ing chilled, floated upto the surface. Weaktish of eight to ten 
pounds are readily caught by dipping up ia a net, they being 

too cold to escape. These fish cannot stand the cold weather 
that some of our fish which remain all winter with us do. 

The different fishes are similar to the birds—some are hardy 
and will endure cold and others will not, While men are 
disputing over the location of an inlet, itis well to bear in 
mind these facts as gained from those long familiar with the 

bay. Seventy years ago the inlet was away east of where the 

lizhthouse now stands. The one opened last'season was two 
and-a-half miles west of it. All the inlets on the south side 

of Long Island are working west, The great inlet at Fire 

Island does not cross the beach at a right angle, but runs 

from the bay ima westerly direction, and perhaps this might 
prove of advantage to Shinnecock. 

This is a question which does not alone concern the men 

who live around and from the bay. It has a wider applica- 

tion. It affects the food supply of a great city, and while 

our Fish Commissioners are giving their time and energies to 

the stocking of the waters, and the people are willing to fur- 
nish the means to do it with, here are untold numbers of 

fish dying just as they have arrived at the age when they are 

fit to go to sea togrow. We would like to see our State 
Fish Commissioners empowered to meet cases like this; they 

are the ones who should have entire chargé of it, and they 
would arrange the inlet where it would promise the greatest 

permanency without regard to any man’s front door. They 

should have a distinct appropriation to meet such a great 

emergency as this, and we know they would not wait until 

January to do it. 
-— + B-— 

Forest and Stream Bird Notes. 
AN INDEX AND SUMMARY OF ALL THE 

ORNITHOLOGICAL MATTER IN FOREST AND STREAM. 

VOLS, I—XIL 

Compitep BY H, B. Baivey. 

Mes volume, as its tifle imports, is a complete and com- 

prehensive summary of all the ornithological matter con- 

tained in the first twelve volumes of the Forest anp STREAM. 

The material here condensed comprises extended essays and 

descriptions, field notesand observations by sportsmen and nat- 
uralists. They include every part of North America; em- 

brace a period of six years; and relate to the life history, 

haunts and habits of all the familiar birds of our seashores, 

fields aud forests. 

Much of this material has been written by well-known or- 

nithologists, who have from the inception of the Forrsy anp 

Stream recognized its value as a medium for the inter- 

change of information of this character. In addition to hay- 
ing secured the contributions of so many writers of accredited 
authority, the paper has been remarkably successful in stimu- 

lating origimal study and observation on the part of its read- 

ers, and the good result has been the acquisition of a vast fund 

of new and useful information pertaining especially to the 

game birds of North America, The great bulk of the book 
indeed has been furnished by sportsmen; it embodies their 

own personal observation, and is what has interested them, 

It is, therefore, what cannot fail to interest all sportsmen. 

The Jabor of compilation, which has occupied the leisure 

time of several months, was undertaken at the earnest and 

repeated solicitation of numerous readers of the paper, who 

were cognizant of the wealth of ornithological material stored 

away in its files, and who felt the need of having the same in 
compact and accessible shape. ‘The book as completed fully 

justifies their opinion ; it contains more useful information 
about the game birds of this country than can be found in any 
other single volume published, 

The plan followed in the preparation of the Forest anp 

Srream Brrp Noes has been to make (1st) an alphabetical 

index, all the articles relating toa given subject being desig- 
hated, with references to volume, number and page; (2d) an 

abstract of each article, and so a complete abstract of all the 

matter contained in the twelve volumes relating (0 each sepa- 
rate subject ; and (3d) a complete list of the writers. 

The book will be of equal value to those who do, and to 

those who do hot, possess complete files of the paper. Under 

each head, as Quail, Rufied Grouse, Snipe, Wild Turkey, 

Woodeock, etc., will be found a digest of all the contributions 
concerning each of these birds, the localities where they 
are found and the seasons, the migrations of the migratory 
species, and their breeding and other habits. 

The book is now in the printer’s hands. It will be printed 

on fine calendered paper, with wide margins, and will make 

a volume of about 200 closely printed pages. The date of 

publication and the price will be announced in due time. 
»—++— 

DEFIANCE OF LAW IN NEW YORK, 

HE law of the State of New York prohibiting the sale of 
striped bass (rock-fish) under half a pound in weight 

has been generally observed by the market dealers of this 
city, until recently. The fact is that striped bass weighing 

less than one-half pound are now sold in the New York mar- 

kets six days out of the seven of every week. It was sup- 

posed by the dealers that those who were instrumental in 
procuring the passage of the law would be on the lookout for 

its violation and enforcement. This is not the case, nor is it 
to be expected. Men may advocate the passage of a law and 

there their duty ends. Neither is it our duty-to make com- 

plaints to the courts, as we consider that we fulfill it when 

we publicly call attention to a violation of the law. 

The fact is that New York City needs a Game Protector, 

and Long Island needs another—men who reside on the 
premises and can watch the markets. These markets, as we 
haye beforé said, are the great incentive to poachers, and if 

the sale of their plunder is stopped they cannot follow their 

unlawful business. 

There is entirely too lax a state of public opinion in regard 

to the violation of the game laws, many people looking at 

them as a venial offence; butitis robbery ; robbery of the 

whole people, which, if practiced upon an individual, would 

be dealt with severely. These laws are made, or should be 

made, to give every man a fair start in the race for sport, and 

he who starts in a few days, or weeks, in advance is a rob- 

ber, whom it is base flattery to call simply a violator of the 

law. : 

The striped bass law was enacted to save a valuable fish 

from extermination by the killing off the young—and surely 

half a pound is small enough limit for a fish which often is 
seen in the market of thirty pounds, and sometimes of double 

that weight. : 
The poachers are now in arms to resist the law. Our au- 

thority for this is the Oswego Palladium, which says: 

Tyo weeks ago William P. Dodge, of Prospect, a State game con- * not among our subscribers, 

stable appointed under the act of last winter, madea tour of Oneida 
Lake and destroyed about thirty trap nets which he found set im 

violation of the gamelaw. He used some boats from Messenger’s 

hotel livery. That night, it is reported, the fishermen, learning of 
their losses, gathered at the hotel, armed themselves with axes and 

destroyed all the boats, to the value of about $400, ‘They haye re- 

set their nets, and every night from ten to fifteen fishermen, armed 

With guns, patrol the beach all along the fishing grounds. They 
keep 1 man stationed at Canastota to send out the alarm if any 

State constable or any other officer starts out for the lake. The 
fishermen openly declare that they will lil the nest game officer 
who appears. They are lawless in their habits, and it is not 

doubted that they will fulfill their threats. One man has thirty of 

these trap nets, worth #40 apiece. If the enforcement of the law 
is insisted on. it is believed that there will be trouble, and at the | 

same time it looks cowardly for the Oneida County Game Associa- 

tion, which started the moyement, to back out, 

If what this report saysis true, then no language is too 

strong to use in this matter. We hope tolearn that the One- 

ida Game Association has not backed down, but that they 
will support Mr. Dodge in his laudible undeftaking. If not, 

then we trust that Mr. Dodge has the requisite backbone to 
call on the State for aid. We have great hopes of the effi- 

ciency of the new Game Protectors. ‘The only fault is that 

there are not enough of them to watch the great markets and 
Long Island, the home of the poacher, and we will give them — 

our unqualified support in all their lawful undertakings. 

There is no use in mincing matters when poachers are as 

daring and defiant as these Oneida Lake robbers are. They 

must be put down at all hazards. 

Since the above was penned the Rochester Democrat and — 

Chroniele came to hand with an account of an attempted as- 

sacsination of Mr. G. M. Schwartz, the Game Protector of 

that city. After recounting a splendid raid hy Mr. Schwartz, 

on the illegal netters of Cayuga and Seneca Lakes, whereby 

over 100 gill nets and many fine lake trout were confiscated, 

it says; 

As they reached Tyo Mile Point several men were seen in honts 9 
laying their nets, but upon the approach of the steamer they pulled 
hastily to the shore and ran away. The nets—fiye in number, 
each loaded down with magnificent salmon trout—were confiscated 1 

by the officials, and the steamer resnimed its course. It was a | 

bright moonlight night, and Mr, Schwartz and Mr. White were — 

standing on the deck engaged in conyersation, when the report of 
a gun was heard on theshore, and a bullet entered the post against 
which Mr, Schwartz was leaning, within two inches of his head. 

The lead knocked off a splinter of wood, which struck the gentle 
man ovér the eye, but beyond this he was not injured, allhough 

the call was exceedingly close. Wor the remainder of the frip Mr. 

Scwartz stood guard with a gun in his hands, while Mr. White 

pulled ont the nets, and before they reached Hammondsport they ~ 
had seized twelve nets and torn up between thirty and forty, 

Mr. Saunders, superintendent of the Cayuga steamboat line, of- 

fers a reward for the discovery of the man who fired the shot and 

every effort is being made for his apprehension, It was certainly 
a dastardly attempt at murder, and shows plainly the character of 

the men who are engaged in Wegal fishing and the means to which 

they will resort to resist the officers of the law. Mr, Schwartz has 
done and is doing splendid work in protecting our fishing interests, 

and he should receive a substantial support. 

ro 

FISH EGGS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION, 

ROFESSOR BAIRD, United States Commissioner of 

Fish and Fisheries, will have eges of salmon, land- 

locked salmon, whitefish and California trout for public dis- 

tribution during the months of December and January. — 
The salmon eggs are those of the Atlantic salmon (Salmo 

salar), from the Penobscot. River, and will be sent from 

Bucksport, Me. The landlocked salmon egzs (5, Sebago) 

will be delivered at Grand Lake Stream, Me., the eggs of the 

whitefish ( oregonus albus)\at Northville, Mich., and the trout 

from the United States saimon-hbreeding rancli on the MeCloud 
River, California. 

Now is time for all fish commissioners or fish Gul(iueists 
to make application for the eggs of such species as they may 

require to Prof, Baird, Washington, D. C. There will beno 
charge for the eggs, nor for their packing, the only cost to 

the receiver being the express charges on the packages from 

their point of shipment. 

+h 

Dr. Garwiok oy THE CAry.—The yenerable fish culturist, 

Dr. Theodatus Garlick, now in his seventy-sixth year, las 

bezun the culture of the carp. The Doctor, as some 6f our 

latest readers may not know, is the father of fish culture in 

America andis an invalid of sixteen years’ standing, now 

confined to his house. Ile writes to us as follows from Bed- 

ford, O., Nov. 13: ‘I receiveda very nice letterfrom Prof. 

Baird a few days ago. Healso sent me some German carp 

and I have placed them in as good a place as can be found 

most anywhere. Prof. Bairdis doing more good for our big 

human family than any other man living.” 

2+ —__ ~——_— 

Srarze Assocation Prizks,—Last week we published the 

names of the prize commitiee. We are informed that many 
prizes of a most substantial character haye been already 
promised and that the full list, when completed, promises to 
be exceptionably full and valuable. 

ee 

A Worp 70 Our Reapers.—lLvery reader of the Forest 
AND STREAM is requested to send us the names and addresses 

of such of his friends as are interested in field sports, but are 
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CHILCAT AND CHILCOOT. 

StzAmer Fayorrrr, Porrace Bay, 
Cnitcoor Ixret, Chatham Straits, Alaska, 

- 4 August 24, 1880. 
DON’T feel at all sure that the above long and apparent- 
ly comprehensive heading will give yuu or your readers 

a very cleay idea as to ‘ Piseco’s” whereabouts; so I will 
explain a little more in detail where I am, and for the benefit 
of such of your readers with adventurous tarn of mind, 
fondness for trayel, and who may be bothered every summer 

with the great question ‘Where shall I go?” will tell you 
how and why I got here and what I am doing—the latter 

first, as it is the shortest story. I am simply waiting, with 

such patience as IT can muster up, the getting sober process— 
now I hope in operation upon a number of Indian chiefs 
with whom to-morrow Iam to hold converse on affairs of 

importance; of so great importance, in fact, that there are 

al this present moment, within thirty miles of this place, at 

Jeast three thousand Indians, who aré more or less advanced 

in the different stages of intoxication which sre incidental to 

a potalack, which potalach is the commencement ceremony of 
a war which has been declared between the Chileat and Chil- 

coot Indians. 

A self-constituted commission, consisting of Major Wm. 
Gouverneur Morris and myself, which is irreverently termed 
by the Shaman and hydrographer who accompany it the 
“Hyus Joint,” has been cruising around among the islands 
of the Alexander Archipelago, the icebergs of Cross Sound 
and Icy Straits, the ‘‘glorious” glaciers (1 got that ndjec- 
tive from Prof. Muir himself) of Chatham: Straits and Lynn 
Canal, andthe dangerous rapids and reefs which characier- 
ize Peril Straits, visiling the most powerful of the Oranans 
or coust tribes, and settling up many troubles and little dis- 
putes which have sprung up since the white men have begun 
to penetrate the country. 

Our trip is being made in a trim and very comfortable little 
steamer, the Favorite, which is owned by a company of en- 
ferprising men, who have determined, Elliott to the contrary 
nolwithstunding, that the resources of Alaska are well worth 
developing, and who, haying organized themselves as the 
“Northwest Trading Conipany,” are following as far as 
they go, and reaching out beyond, when they fall short, the 
footsteps of the Hudson’s Bay Company, which for years 
controlled ihe trade of southeast Alaska. 
The company has established and is establishing trading 

posts ab yarious suitable locations, where, comfortably en- 
scunced in a neat frame house and store combined, their agent 
employs his time in trading with the Indians his stock of 
cloths, buttons, shoes, hats, beads, blankets, combs, in short 
nearly all and every article down to bogus meerschaums and 
cheap umbrellas usually to be found in a country store, re- 
ceiving in return the skins of sea otter, fur and hair seals, sea 
lions, heavyer, mink, marten, land otter, bears, wolverines, 
lynx and others, and the oil of whales, porpoises, and seals 
aud between intervals of active trade beguiles his lonesome 
weary hours by learning Chinook from i Olootchman., 
The Fayerite is the connecting link between their agents 

and the outside world (in which dignified position Sitka 
stands to them), and, making a monthly Lrip, distributes and 
collecta. 
Upon this trip the interests of trade were sacrificed, and 

the coach-whip which floated from her main gave indications 
—which were confirmed when the howitzer gave forth its peal 
and the gatling, mounted on the upper deck ,came into view— 
that the ‘fire canoe” was upon a more important mission ; 
and at each village we visited there was a hurried discarding 
of blankets and scrubbing up and arrangement in gorgeous, 
although often mcongruous costumes, by the Liwash Tyhees, 
preparatory to their wan-wan with the **Hyas Clotche J. 0.” 

Yesterday we reached this place, and here only ihe post 
traders greeted us, and a few women remained to welcome 
nnd sell us salmon berries. All the men and boys had cone 
to the great potalatch which was going on at the Chilcoot 
village, some twenty miles away, and at Chilcat also (do be 
cureful of the last syllables of Chilvat and Chilevot, otherwise 
yoy letter will be badly mixed) a potalatch was taking place, 
which was enlivened by a little fighting, in which already 
some blood had been shed, one lite lost, and much more 
of the same to be expected. 

1'}] try to give you a clearer ([ won't say clear) idea of the 
situation, The Chilcais and Coots occupy each large villages, 
which wre about thirty miles distant from each other, situated 
well up the rivers, one of which, the Chileat, flowing south- 
east, aud the other south-yest, converge to the head of a nar- 
row peninsula which divides the upper end of Chatham 
Btrails into two bays. There is a trail and portage across 
this peninsula, and at the lower Chileat village on the west 
side, and at Portage Bay on the east, the fwo tribes meet to 
trade or get drunk when in harmony. At Portage Bay the 
Post Agent is in the confluence of the two. 

The Chileats are the ost powerful and warlike of all of 
the Alaska Indians, and have always been opposed to the 
coming amongst them of white men, principally because they 
feared an interference with a right which they have always 
claimed and misintained to the trade with the interior In- 
dians, the Sticls, aud also because, as their chief, Klotz-Klotz, 
said, **The while men demoralize the Indians by selling or 
giving them liquor and debauching the women,” which, I re- 
fret to say, is only too true. 

Nearly all of the Indians of Alaska are, according to tradi- 
tion, descended tram the Chileats, and among these descend- 
ants are the Chilcouls, who, living in proximity, have inter- 
married to such -extent that n war between them has all the 
horrors of a civil war Such a war we found in progress, 
slarted afew days ago, as are nearly all the troubles in this 
country started, by a barrel of molasses, which had produced its 
usual effect upon an Indin who, last summer, had been 
stabbed at Wrangel by 2 white rowdy, and who, as a natural 
oonsequence, cherished a blood fend, fo be allayed only by 
the ‘getling even” process of killing a white man. This 
ceremony he attempted to perform on a French trader (from 
whom in all probability the molasses was procured), but got 
whipped in the attempt, as the trader was protected by the 
chiefs, who thus kept their promises to me, and satisfied him- 
self by settling up a grudge with another Indian, who some 
time ago had, in a heated discussion, bitten off his right ear, 
This little aifair he settled by shooting to death thie cinnibal- 
istic Indian, Unfortunately the man with the broken ear 
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row, Which blood ssi aR alone can settle, aud both par- 
ties are getting up Dutch courage for the fight. 

Our only hope is that the messages we sent to both sides 
on our arrival yesterday will meet with respect, and that 
they will, as we request, establish a truce, get sober and 
come to talk the matter over with us. If they do I have full 
faith that we will he able to stop the war; but until they do 
come, or send us word that they refuse, we are reduced to 
the monotony of expectancy, which is the more trying inas- 
much as within easy distance there is a grand glacier, whose 
terminal moraine is accessible, that we would like to visit, 
a marsh and flut where wild geese and ducks congregate, and 
a stream where Salmo spectabalis are abundant, all of which 
ure to us now oul of reach, for it would neyer do to let these 
Tyhees, if they do come, catch usin the dishabille incident 
to elacier exploring, shooting or fishing trips. Ye would be 
sure to sacrifice prestige, while gaining comfort, by the sub- 
Stitution of slouch hats, flannel shirts and rubber boots for 
brass buttons, cocked hats and gold lace. 
The Major and Ihave, however, our resources—he up to 

his elbow in papers which are im course of embodiment in his 
forthcoming report, and I my note-book, which is crowded 
with items, among which those for Piseco’s Forssr AND 
Srream friends are badly mixed with others of dry statistics 
and other matter better adapted for official papers. 

Iwill while waiting employ profitably a portion of the weary 
hours in getting into shape some of the former, which in due 
time I will transmit to you as ‘‘The Log of the Favorite.” I 
trust that in so doing I may be able to interest first of all 
myself, for itis hard for me now to withdraw my mind from 
the contemplation of the alternative which is facing me, If 
my message to the Chilcat and QOhileoot chiefs is received 
with respect, and I find that I haye not over-rated my influ- 
ence with the Indians, and if they do get sober, do declare a 
truce and do come to me as I bid them, and when they come 
do submit to my counsel and do re-establish peace, I shall 
have rendered a great service to them and to such whites as 
ave now prospecting the country far beyond protection, and 
the results of this trip will be of more value to the future 
of Alaska than any which I haye been enabled to accom- 
lish. 

5 But, on the other hand, if I have overrated and they won't 
come, and seud me instead a message to clear out; or, if 
coming, they refuse my intervention, the prestige I have es- 
tablished will be ruined and my usefulness in this country at 
amend. 

Thave a great deal depending upon the next few hours. 
When they are passed and I shall know the result I shall 
either finish this letter or commit it to the wastepaper 
basket. 

Pyramip Harsor, Ang. 25, pM, 
That you get this letter may be a sign and token to you 

that suecess has crowned onr efforts. I gave in yesterday 
afternoon, too resiless to continne my suniming up, and in 
spite of my prudent resolution donned my shooting labili- 
ments and started across the trail for a peep at a little lake 
where the evening before the Major had seen signs {hat con- 
vinced him that when the lime was right ducks must flock 
to it. 

About half way over I met in single file, first Pierre Erras- 
san, who, with his handsome six feet of figure arrayed in 
red shirt lezvins and well revolyered, would laye made a 
capital robber in Fra Diavolo; aud belind him five Indians, 
the foremost of whoni I at once recognized by descriptions 1 
had had as Klotz-Klotz, the chief of ihe Chilcats, a tall, well- 
built, dignified old fellow, from whose good looks, however, 
a wad of cotton, stuffed into a hole in his left cheek, somewhat 
detracted, From this hole, caused by a gunshot wound, one of 
his sonbriquets, ‘‘Hole-in-the-Cheek,” has heen derived. With 
him was another veteran, almost equally powerful with him- 
self and tnuch older, Klotz being about sixty and Kak na tay 
about seventy or more. Both welcomed me miost heartily, 
tor in spite of my decidedly unmilitary rig, Errassan, with 
true shrewdness and French politeness combined, drew him- 
self stiffly up as we neared each other, and making to me the 
host profound obeisance omitted to offer me his hand, thus 
paying tribute to my greatness, which was his trump card 
with the Indians, and most gracefully and solemnly introduced 
me. 

The costume of Klotz and Kat were not so gorgeous as to add 
to my discomfiture, as both they and their attendants were 
arrayed in blankets and legzins; but in a big box carried by 
the latter was Lhe wardrobe, in which he had expected to 
astonish and impress me. 
The retainers were in war paint, with cotton or down on 

their heads, which indicated determination. 
Thus stripped of all external show of power, the old chief and 

T sat, down under a great cedar tree and discussed the situation. 
T think that this meeting was a fortunate one, for I had with 
me cigars and a breech-londer, the free use of both of which 
T at once accorded ; and the influence of a large meerschaum 
pipe, mich some months ago J sent him as a present, had its 
weight. 

After all, if the true history of wars and diplomacy could 
be written, how many times such little matters have had 
more weight than elaborate speeches, convincing only their 
utterer, 

Free from disturbing influences, Klotz-Klotz unhosomed 
himself, and during that interview he admitted tome thut bis 
family was in the wrong, and that he would willingly assist, 
in establishing peace. He claimed that the killed Chilcoot 
Was not worth a hundred blankets, but that he would pay 
two hundred if no less would heal the breach. 
The post trader made Klotz & Oo, confortable for the 

night, and this morning about ten o'clock several large ca- 
noes, with flags flying, drums (Indian drums) beating, and 
propelled by about a dozen painted paddlers, each came 
avound the point of Chileoot Inlet and were shortly along- 
side. In the foremost was Danawah, the Chief of the lower 
village, anda blind old Shaman, who is Chief of the Chil- 
coots, 

They were directed to go ashore to the post trader's, to 
wait until the firing of a gun announced the readiness of the 
Tyhees to receive them. They refused fo go to the trader’s, 
because the Chilcats, their enemies, were there, but instead 
paddled in to the mouth of a creek, where on the beach they 
prepared and ate their meal and donned their pow-wow gar- 
ments. At 11 the sharp bark of the howitzer sammoned 
them to the meeting, and both parties came alongside on 
different sides of the boat, and avoiding all intereourse with 
each other. 
When duly seated in the cabin they presented a not undig- 

nified appearance. All wore good American clothes, of whic 
the coats were ornamented with more or less insignia of vari- 
ous ranks of American and English officers of both army and 
navy, white shirts and shoes and stockings, 

a Chileat and the ear-breaking defunct a Chileoot, hence this | On our side of the table, epaulets and full dress undoubt 
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edly produced good effect. 
The interview lasted two hours, and during it the whole dif- 

ficulty was adjusted, and when we left the stifling atmosphere 
of the cabin—tor Indians eyen of Ligh rank are odorous—for 
the upper deck we were a party of friends all under pledges 
for mutual benefit. 
Mine to them was, in answer to the request, of both parties, 

‘Yes; I willdo my utmost to assist you in this matter,’’ 
which matter was this, ‘‘ When you go to your country please 
tell them to send teachers to us as well 9s to the Stickienes, 
so that our children may not grow up stupid like their 
fathers.” (The Stickienes are the Indians at Wrangel, where 
the Presbyterians huye established a mission school which is 
doing much good.) I believe that they will keep their prom- 
isés to treat well all white men coming to their country, and 
I know I will inine, and through you I now ask of any Chris- 
tians you may haye among your readers— and I doubt not that 
such there are—tosend tothe Rey. G. Lyon, Missionary at Sit- 
ka, such articlesas will be useiulto theschool which Mrs. Dick- 
son, the wife of the post trader, hasstarted on herown hook, and 
at which half a hundren children are being taught, and which 
is soon to he transferred toa neal [rame building, which, designed 
for a store at Taku, has been, by Capt. Vanderbilt, given to 
the Indians at Portage Bay, and on each side of which build- 
ing the Chileats and Chilcoots, now re-united, promise to 
build villages so that their children may attend the schools. 
The Indians were entertained by a few shots fired from the 

howitzer, and more by several] volleys from the gatling which 
was mounted aft, and which was made to sweep an are of 180 
deg., at good canoe distance, 

Then they paddled ashore in company, lit a camp fire, and 
began a friendly potalatch on the beach, and we, satisfied 
with the day’s work, started at 3 Pp. w for home, as we have 
learned to consider Sitka, and are now anchored in a snug 
harbor for the night, during which I hope to make up in 
sleep for last night of wakefulness and unrest. 

AlPs well that ends well, PisEco. 
—————— 

ROUGH NOTES FROM THE WOODS. 

Firrn Parser. 

Ourrer or Fourtna Lars, Brown’s Tract—Anp Jonze! 
Camp oN THE Si1~n~LwArER—Goine Iy axp Comme 
Our—Some REMARES oN THE Presenr STavros oF THE 
Norrnurn Witperness—Tae ‘' Arnoup House "—TsE 
GexrLe Tourrt—Wnat He Caroners—Wuar He 
Kitts, anp How Hz Doxs Ir. 

T isthe 2d of September, as sitting in my shanty at’ the 
foot of Fourth Lake I lazily scribble a few notes of a 

(wo months’ puddlé in these Northern waters. I have perhaps 
paddled too much. My unqnenchable love for fresh water 
seas—large or small—has kept me from prospecting the for- 
est a8 much as in all honesty I ought to have done. y 

But the Wooddrake was such aduck; it was so delightful 
to drift about the cool, clear lakes, by day or night in her. 
The weather during the heated term wis so perfect, and the 
woods from side to side, and from end to end, are so fearfully 
heavy to a footman that I came tu spend most of my waking 
hours afloat. More times than I can tell I flied her with the 
coarse, soft brakes, (ferns, botanically) piling them a little 
more at each end of the canoe than in the middle, then lying 
down in the easiest, position I could get, Jet myself drift—just 
where it pleased winds and waves to send me. 

The easy, gentle rocking of the canoe was the best incen- 
tive to drowsiness I ever found, and by night or day, was 
nearly certain to send me into dreamland. A score of times 
Lhaye gone to sleep drifting on deep, wide water, to he 
uwakened by the pressing and bumping of the little craft 
ainong the dead balsams and sprevees that—Sathanus con- 
found them—make half the shore-lines of all the lakes in the 
North Woods anuisance instead of adelight. Government does 
it. Authority decrees that because a certain ditch on which 
boats may be floated, taxed, locked, loaded and, let us hope, 
ultimately sent to the demnition bow-wows—requires more 
water, the most beautiful and useful water system in 
the werld shall be laid under contribution for the needful 
liquid to floata bull-head scow, The bright, green shores 
are to be conyerled into adismal nightmare of "drowned 
lands.” The outlet of First Lake has a most powerful and 
commanding dam which has lowered the first three lakes 41 
inches since July 12. A dam is being built at the foot of 
Sixth, where there is 60 feet fall or thereabouts. 
A coffer dam isin progress hetween Seventh and Highth, 

the Woodhulls, the Béaver, the Grass, the Oswegatchie. AIL 
the waters in the western und northern portions mf the wilder- 
ness are ‘‘ essentially damned.” As tothe shortsighted policy 
that has caused this time will show. Jor the present Iam 
tempted to quote from ‘‘As You Like It:” ‘Touchstone. 
‘Tf thou be’st not damned, for this the devil will have no shep- 
herds. I cannot see how else thou should’st eseape.’” 

I cannot dwell on this dreary feature that every intelligent 
tourist sees and execrates. If Verplanck Colvin’s proposition 
of a grand aqueduct from the head waters of the Hudson to 
Wew York City (supplying the Huson Valley) should ever 
become an accomplished fact, it will change the entire char- 
acter and status of tha Wilderness in a manner that guides 
and landlords have yet to learn. 

Wever in the history of the Wilderness was such an influx 
of visitors scen as in the simmer of1880. One naturally 
asks, is thisto continue? When ‘ Murray’s Fools” rushed 
tothe North Woods in 1869, it was thought by many, even 
the enides, that the thing was overdone. 

Tn 1870 guiding was poor business. It lias picked up won- 
derfully since then, but te my friends the gnides of the North 
Woods, I want to give a few words of advice. I have made 
it a point to get my information from the meén most able to 
five it, and these are the guides. 
My good fellows, don’t ran yourselyes into the ground, 

You know, and I know, that when the guiding season is over, 
iistead of #3 per day you are rendy to ‘‘hire out,” for the 
winter at a-wage of $1 per day and board, and few of you 
cum get that much. 

More: when you skin a gentleman he pays the swindle 
and makes a note of if. 

For weeks I fished, paddled and hunted about the head- 
waters of the Moose. My soul was sated with trout and ven- 
ison. Tlonged not for the flesh-pots of Egypt, but for the 
vegetable gardens at home, green peas, 50 to speak; suc- 
cotash, as it were; the early harvest apple; thesweethough; - 
the summer sweetine; the fresh tomato; thedozensof things 
unattainable in the woods. All this said to myself, as at 
midnight Isat at the ouflet of Fourth Lake and hailed and 
interviewed guides and tourists, who row over these waters 
at all times of day and night. It was the fourth of Septem- 
ber. Ina week more my holiday was out. Why should I 
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stay longer? I had camped on the outlet of Fourth Lake un- 
til there was nothing new there. ‘The immense timber cut 
by Goverment to dain the lakes had furnished me chips and 
bark, within six rods of my shanty tent. Intelligent, cul- 
tured men had stopped at, my camp daily to see the eighteen- 
pound canoe and the little pennymite who had paddled her 
over 600 miles without a guide. I wanted one week on the 
still water of the Moose River. Why, it was just the time to 
start. J built» fire that marked my last chance at Govern- 
ment chips snd could be seen for miles, put my duffle in 
shape und at daylight struck out for Jones’ camp, 18 miles 
below. 

1 stopped at ‘* Buell’s camp” on the 8d to bid the quiet old 
owner a last good-bye, and I had a last: argument with Perrie 
on the relative merits of our favorite flies. But, having quar- 
relled him all over fhe Fulton Chain (because he held me in 
the rain while he fished his deuced spring holes and I was in 
his boat and conldn’t gef away), I will do him the justice to 
say that he can furnish the best cast of flies for the Moose 
River waters that I know of; and he can throw them at the 
end of G0 feet of line ina way that puts me quite in the back- 
ground, Ihave no interest in the fly business, but I like a 
good cast for the particular waters I am fishing on. 
From miy camp on Fourth Lake to foot of Fulton Chain, 

7 miles, 100 rods carry, and 12 miles to Jones’ camp—a little 
over 19 miles. But sacilis decensus averno.” Not that Jones’ 
camp is averne at all, bul jhe descent from the Forge House 
is delightful and fwelis. Coming down I stopped at the old 
deserted house marked on Colton’s map as, the ‘‘ Arnold 
House." For years this was the headquarters of guides, 
trappers, hunters, surveyors, tourists and speculators. Ilow 
many of the present generation who pass by the doors of this 
old building have the leastidea of the tragical events connect- 
ed with the old louse and the large, sandy, weed-grown 
clearing about it? 

The buck-boards that almost brush its sides as they pass it 
Stop there no longer, The Forge House, two and a half 
mile above, is the present, starting point for the Fulton Chain 
and the Moose waters. But there is not a house in the State 
with sich a record as the old ‘‘ Arnold place.” Here it was 
that Joseph Harisoph, after losing a princely fortune in the 
vain attempt to make a fortune out of the plentiful iron ore 
hereabout, shot himself in despair. And here it was thaf 
“Old Doster,” after his quarrel with the ‘‘ Injun,” ‘‘ skinned 
out for the Point,” as the guides put 1t. 

‘' The Point” is on First Lake, nearly two miles from the 
outlet, and i is four miles from the Arnold place to the out- 
Jet by water, with a carry of 80 rods, while by trail it is two 
and a half miles. The quarrel had been bitter. Knives were 
drawn and }lood shed, but hunters and guides were there in 
force and the men were kept apart. 

‘You never see Christmas,” said the Indian, fiercely. 
‘* You never see to-morrow,” said Foster, as he took his rifle 
and disappeared in the forest. 
When the Indian left the Arnold place with his canoe, two 

friendly whites went wilh him. They did not really suspect 
danger; but, as they were passing Indian Point, single file, 
three canoes, the Indian in the middle, old Foster rose up, 
with rifle at his shoulder. The Indian gave a yell, dropped 
his paddle, and only said: ‘‘Me dead man!” Even as he said 
it Poster's bullet whistled through his lungs and be tumbled 
into the water dead. 

Every man who goes up the Fulton lakes knows ‘Indian 
Point” and ‘“Indian Rock.” J have passed them more than 
a score of times this summer, and neyer without a thought of 
the tragedy that occurred at this spot. Becnuse it happened 
that Foster, after a tedious tournament in the courts on atrial 
for murder, got clear ona plea of self-defence and came to 
Tioga County, Pennsylvania, to finish his days, being justly 
afraid of the Indisns who had sworn his death, 

Lastly, there is the room where the elder Arnold, father of 
"BEd." and ‘Ote” Arnold, “ Brown’s Tract gnides” of the 
present, shot and killed the guide, Short, in a foolish quarrel 
about a dog chain, Jt was a brutal deed, and no man here 
has one word of excuse or ‘extenuation for it. The family 
say tliat after the shooting Arnold went into the bush, direct- 
ing a daughter to hang a white eloth out of an upper window 
if his victim died before sundown. Short died aliout 3 Pp. a., 
the cloth was duly hung out and Arnold went over to Nick's 
Lake, weighted himself heavily with stones, and waded out 
of his depth, coolly drowning himself. There was a coffin 
buried at Booneville, anyhow, and a fumeral attended by the 
Arnold family as mourners. But the prevailing opinion is, 
here, that the funeral was a sham and that Arnold, who knew 
the woods to perfection, calmly walked over to Canada, that 
being quite as easy and more agreeable than to drown him- 
self. Quite a tragical spot is the ‘‘Old Arnold Place,’ I 
spent a couple of hour wandering about the sterile clearing, 
counting and inspecting tle rooms, noting the broken furni- 
ture and discarded tin or iron ware and the moldy boxes, bar- 
rels, etc,, that remain as they were left in the large and com- 
modious cellar The ruins of 2 dozen castles on the Rhine 
would have less interest for me. 

There was arusty seythe hanging in what was once the 
drawing-room, and in an upper room was a bunk, well filled 
with soft, dry grass. An old tin pail, half full of ashes, had 
recently been used for making a smudge, and the bunk had 
been used within two or three days by some sleeper, who. 
had come to the clearing to watch for the deer which feed at 
early morning or Jate evening in the lonely fields. Belowthe 
house is the landing—not on the main river, but on a small 
pond with an outlet to the Moose, easily rowed or paddled — 
and this landing is almost classic. For a time beyond 
eyen the oldest Indian tradition, this has been a favorite Jand- 
ing forthe red men; but the birch is seen here no more, and 
even the narrow blue boat of the guide goes up the channel 
but seldom. Halfway from the Forge House to Jones’ is 
‘* Tattle Rapids,” and twenty-five rods above the rapids there 
is, on the left bank, a clear, dry, spruce-covered point. Just 
here there is a good runway, and as I swing around in sight 
of the point there he stood! a plump little yearling buck, al- 
teady bevinning 10 show the sioré blue, and within forty yards 
of me. He let me drift down within five rods of him and 
then, raising his flag, whistling and snorting his loudest, went 
off with a succession of hich, defiant bounds. My rifle was 
back at the Forge House and the revolver, which would have 
done for him, was tucked away in my knapsack. Ah, well! 
Fet him live, I have had my share of venison, bear meat, 
and trout even if I never taste either again. Only one does 
not like to miss such a chance. By the time he was out of 
hearing the rapids claimed my attention, and, shooting swift- 
jy down the narrow channel, I glided into the deep, smooth 
water below foraspleasunt a six-milepaddle as one could wish, 
The weather was perfect, the banks thickly studded with 
trees, mainly spruce and balsam, and I caught frequent 
glimpses of beaver meadows, with the light, graceful foliage 
of the tamaracks showing beautifully as a background to the 

dark, sombre evergreens of the river banks. The six miles 
was passed too quickly, and I ran the canoe into the tiny 
landing that Eri Jones had prepared for her, let him take her 
to the boat-house, and laid away the paddle, feeling that my 
canoeing was over for the season. I have not stepped into 
her since. 

Jones' camp is pretty nearly a forest solitude. A high hill 
to the south, across the river ; another to the north and east, 
and deep, heavy woods on all sides. Tt is emphatically a 
place of rest. The low, constant murmur of the rapids, a 
hundred yards below, is audible at all honrs of the day and 
night. To me it is somnolent music. Often, when Jones 
and his son were off fishing, I dropped asleep over pen and 
paper, lulled by the low, unvarying monotone of rushing 
waters, and at night it was better than an opiate. 

Here I rested, fished a little, wrote less, and loafed away 
my last week in the woods. Itis worthy of mention that we 
had brook trout on the table every day of my stay. I got to 
care very little for them, In common with the majority who 
come here I much prefer the Jake salmon. We made the 
eyenings shorter by exchanging notes. Ihave been some- 
thing of a wanderer by sea and land, while Jonesis a Forty- 
niner, has been a tamer and catcher of wild horses and was 
in the thickest of the fight at the Panama riots, when 
Walker's actions got two steamer-loads of passengers into the 
hottest kind of water and cost nearly or quite a thousand 
lives. 

He is well posted, too, on the North Woods and matters 
pertaining thereunto, and he gave me some interesting and 
instructive points not laid down in the books. Owning a 
cainp, with boats to let and being on the guide list himself, 
he could give stories and incidents concerning the guiding 
business quite amusing and perbaps slightly suggestive to the 
prospective tourist. For instance take the following, for the 
truth of which I can vouch. 

Dick Cragoe is a Brown's Tract guide and a good one. 
Last season he had a party consisting of a gentleman and his 
wife, who came to the woods for rest, recreation and amuse- 
ment, and as usual the gentleman brought a breech-loader, 
with which he was anxious to kill a deer, But his vacation 
neared a close and he had been unable to get a shot. The 
lady, who was his constant companion in boating and fishing 
excursions, also desired to see how it was done, for once, and 
thus the gentleman to his guide: 

‘Dick, I can’t go out without shooting a deer. 
shot (o-morrow and I'll give you five dollars.” 

Dick got the dogs out early, while he lay off on the lake 
with his boat and party to cut the deer off. The hunt was a 
pretty fair success all round—even for the deer. The dogs 
succeeded in driving the deer (a doe, as usual) to water. Dick 
suceeeded by rapid rowing in cutting her off and getting a 
‘(tail-holt,” which, by the way, is a favorite ‘holt with 
the average guide, and the gentleman emptied his six-shot re- 
peater at her head as Dick held on to the tail, and actually 
missed with every shot. 

Then the woman was aroused. ‘'Cragoe,” said she, ‘‘ it’s 
ashame, Let her go, and I'll give you more than my hus- 
band gave for his shots.” 

Dick knew his little biz, and he knew her word was good 
as gold. He loosened his grip on the tail and the doe scuttled 
through the lily pads, climbed the bank und was soon safe in 
her forest home. The gentleman paid his five dollars like a 
man, and next day the party went out. On Jeaying the lady 
handed Dick a package, saying: ‘‘Don’t open if until we 
are away.” ‘The package contained a fine silk handkerchief 
with the name of Dick's wife neatly worked in one corner 
and also a ten-dollar greenback. 

Dick’s account of the hunt borders on the humorous. ‘It 
was,” he says, fone of the most satisfactory hunts 1 was 
eyer into. The man gof six shots at a deer, fifteen feet off, 
at less than a dollar a shot. Anybody would give that much. 
The Jady was satisfied and well pleased, while the doe ought 
to he, It stood me in nigh on to twenty dollars, and I don’t 
feel as I ought to be dissatisfied if the deer did get away from 
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Dick would feel insulted if anybody should hint at cheeki- 
ness or extortion. 
Another case of deer hunting came within my own know- 

ledve in August last. ‘Slim Jim," a muscular guide of the 
Forze House clan, had a party of one, a Mr. George B—, 
of Philadelphia, who was rather profitable, Jim’s bill, foot- 
ing up to about $65. Jim was faithful, took good care of 
his man, and did not overcharge him. Therefore, when Mr. 
B—expressed an earnest desire to shoot one deer before 
going out, it was Jim’s bounden duty to get him the chance, 
As floating was a failure they went oyer to the North Branch 
Lakes, with Jim’s old speckled hound for a right bower, to 
iry driving, and there met another party, with Si Helmer for 
puide. 
~ Helmer's party had killed deer before, and were anxious for 
venison rather than the fun of shooting it. Therefore, when 
Jim explained that his man was very desirous of shooting a 
deer, and asked 8i to nssist, it was agreed that, Mr. B—— 
should have a shot if possible. It turned out quite possible. 
The doe—a doe avaih—came to water along way from the 
boats and made for the opposite shore. By dint of his best 
rowing Helmer succeeded in cutting her off at the last instant 
and turning heront into the lake, where he got thie tail hold and 
waited for Mr. B——to shoot. One would suppose that the 
merest tyro who ever fired a gun might be able to shoot a 
deer in the head while it was held fast by the tail, but the 
shooting of the tourist is often fearfully and wonderfully 
done. Mr. B—— puta heavy charge into the doe’s hind- 
quarters, within a foot of Si Helmer’s hand, pretty well des- 
troying a hindquarter of yenison and drawing some yery 
energetic remark froin Si. 

Slim Jim was stopping at Buell’s Camp, and on the return 
of the party Mr, B. remarked, with a satisfied air, “ Well, 
you can score onefor me.” Ishould say so. ; ay 

Small wonder that the guides have, asa rule, little faith in 
the shooting of their parties, at least until they have heen 
tested by actual trial. ) . 

If these rough notes find fayor, I will at another time give 
some hints for parties who wish to go, in light boats or 
canoes, through the wilderness without guides. Nzssmur. 

i ——_— 

A Parry ror ArKansss.—Mr.. H. N. Fuller, seneral 
eastern agent of the New York, Lake Erie and Western 
Railroad, left the city Saturday evening to join a party who 
go on a hunting expedition to the Swan Dake country, thirty 
miles from Newport, Ark. They will camp out two or 
three weeks and the Forest anp Srream is promised a re- 
port.on the game found. The party consists of Messrs. H. 
N. Fuller, Hon. William Brown, Jacksonville, Ill.; Mr. 
Hempstead, Professor H. C. Hammond, Little Rock, Ark. ; 
William Benson, James T. King, Jacksonville, Ark. ; Colonel 
Hughes, 8t. Louis, Mo. 

Get me a 

[Novemper 5, 1880, 

GAME AND FISH ABOUT DENVER, 

HIE glancing over your always interesting pages, 
\ lam reminded that it is a Jong time since I con- 

tributed even a paragraph to the common fund. And first, 
I desire to compliment you upon the yery great improve- 
ment in your journal, and especially within the last year. 
Tt shows prosperity and the just appreciation in which it is 
held. Its place in public esteem, or as an authority upon 
the subjects with which it deals, cannot be questioned 
while its standing grows stronver with each and eyery 
succeeding issue. 

This region has been especially favored the present au- 
tumn with an abundant supply of water fowl” The ducks 
came early, haye heen plentiful and in excellent condition. 
The ‘The Great American Desert!’ would not seem from 
its name a natural resort for webbed feet; yet, thanks to the 
system of irrigation we are obliged to practice in order to 
promote agriculture, this portion of it is fast becoming a 
favorite spring and fall resting place for the migrating 
flocks, The irrigating canals fill ap and keep full ponds 
and liftle lakes all over the country through which they are 
extended. These soon become filled with aquatic plants 
which supply food and shelter for the birds and they linger 
about them for days or weeks. 

Just now the murkets are also plentifully supplied with 
geese. Owing to the rapid filling up of the country, the 
pushing forward of the frontier settlements, and the exten- 
sion of our mountain system of onr railways, large game is 
growing scarceand more and more difficult to reach. A fair 
supply of venison and an ocessional elk, or bear yet find 
their way to this market, but itis very different froma few 
years ago, Buffalo meat is hardly ever seen, and even aute- 
lope is no longer common. There has been good sport this 
fall in Middle and North Parks, and west of them, bub 
very little of the meat killed has come to Denyer. lk have 
been killed most, mule deer next, and then antelope. A 
mountain sheep is hardly ever seen any more. 

The diminution of fish has been even more rapifl and 
marked than the destruction of game. During the Jast sum- 
mer mountain trout haye been a rarity in the Denver mar- 
ket, and when found they have generally been stale and un- 
palatable to those whose taste had been educated to esteem 
them only when fresh from their native element. The fact 
is the streams on the eastern slope of the mountains are 
nearly depleted of their finny denizens, and those of the 
western slope will secon share the same result. Meantime 
very little is being done to make good the loss. We havea 
Fish Commissioner who is zealous to enthusiusm, but the 
last Legislature gave him bot $1,000 fortwo years’ expenses 
and of course he can do but little. ‘ 1 

He has obtained in the last season a few German carpfrom 
Prof. Baird, which prospered well under his care until dis- 
tributed among the yarious portions of the State a few weeks 
azo. He has also prosecuted successfully a number of of- 
fenders against the State fish law. An important test case 
transferred from Weld County to this, and foughi to the hit- 
ter end was concluded only a few days ago, the offender he- 
ing ‘‘sinched” to the full extent of the Jaw. If the commis- 
sioner could secure an appropriation sufficient to establish a 
hatehing house, and then our fish protective laws could he 
made alittle more effective, it would not be diflicut to keep 
good the fish supply of the State with even the more delicate 
and valuable varieties. As if is every artificial pond soon 
teems with the common, coarser kinds which “heat, nothipe.” 
We have long had a kind of passive game protective agso- 

ciation here open fo membership in all parts of the State. Ti 
has done something occasionally in securing punishment for 
yiolation of the game and fish laws, and hasaccomplished one 
other thing which is a gratifying recompense for all its trouble 
and cost. The quail was not indiginous to this region, and 
the first thing the association did was to secure a supply from 
both East and West. These were colonized in the farmin 
districts, and stringent laws passed for their protection, Ti, 
is not yet lawful fo kill them at any season of the year, and 
the consequence is that Bob White is numerous in most, or 
all of the valleys east of the mountains. At harvest time his 
notes are heard in every field, and he can be seen on every 
fence, while he is almost as tame as the domesticfowls. The 
Calitorale variety disappeared—prohably migrated South- 
ward. 

This has heen a phenominal year in this region; first an 
excessively severe winter on the western slope of the moun- 
tains with an extreme snow fall, while on east it was very 
mild, with hardly any precipitation ; then a remarkably dry 
spring and carly summer all over; succeeded by unusually 
frequent rains from the middle of July to the present time, 
(only recently it has heen mainly snow). For more 
than # month past there has heen rain or snow, 
or both every two three or fow days, and the streets 
of Denver have rivalled those of an Illinois town for mud. 
The ‘oldest inhabitant "neyer saw the like before; he'll 
swear to that. For the Jas week it has been cold, frosty 
and ioy ahead of time, and IT am just wishing [ could follow 
Al Fresco's chart ‘‘ away down” along the Southwest const of 
Florida, until the genial springtime comes again. 

W. 
Denner, Col., Now. 14. 

_—-+>+ =< -—_—_____ 

x THE ST. REGIS RIVER REGION, 

ir HAVE just returned from the woods, where I have been 
in camp for the last ten weeks. I camped most of the 

dime on the Sixteen-Mile Level of the middle branch of the 
St. Regis River, above Blue Mountain, but visited several of 
the ponds and other streams in that vicinity, while there. 
With three others | went to Long Pond, three miles west of 
the Level, where we found some of the best trout fishing 1 
have had in several years. We caught a fine lot of large 
trout there, from }Jb. to 1 1b. in weight. We also found 

| good fishing in the outlet, but (he fish were not of so large a 
sizeas in thepond. I did not find the fishing as goud!in 
the Level as I did last season, owing, no doubt, to gill neta 
being set in the spawning beds last fall. I was informed hy 
persons who were trapping on the Level last October that two 
men from the northern part of the county came therein that 
month and caught over 200Jbs. of trout with gill nets on 
the spawning beds. One of the men came up to the Level 
with boat, tent, etc., and I haye no doubta net among his 
baggage, just before I left. I would have stopped and kept 
a watch over him, but could not stay longer, so arranged 
with the trappers to keep an eye on him, and if he put a net 
into the water to let me know it and I would bring him to 
the District Attorney's notice. 

¥ 
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Deer are very plenty all over that part of the Adirondacks. 
T hunted them with dogs, with several others, a week ago Jast 
Saturday, and we got three deer among us that day. The 
dogs were put out across the river directly opposite the Blue 
Mountain House. The next day, Sunday, one of our party 
who went down to Spring Caye, three miles below, heard 
some dogs barking in the woods across the river and went 
out to see what they were at. fe found them around a 
large buck, who was fighting them. Having his rifle along 
he sent a ball through him and ended the fight. It was the 
largest and landsomest deer I ever saw; and would weigh 
200 Ibs, or over. He had eleven prongs on his horns, five on 
one and six on the other, and a fine blue coat of hair. It 
was supposed that the dog, which was a# strange one, had 
driven him over from the East Branch, some ten miles away, 
and one of our dogs, coming to his help, had headed him off, 
and he being tired showed fight. 

A party of six Philadelphia gentlemen, with guidesand dogs, 
came on to the level the Jast week of August, and hunted five 
dogs and killed five deer, one each day they hunted. Three 
of them were shot within eighty rods of my camp, near In- 
dian Rock. Two of them were large bucks, and the head 
and horns of one they sent liome to be mounted. 

There is a tract of country between Middle and West 
Branch of the St. Regis, and running south to the Great 
Windfall, some twenty-five miles long by twelve to fifteen 
wide or more, which is now about the only part of the Adi- 
tondacks where the steamboat and Concord coaches have not 
reached or the whistle of the locomotive been heard. This 
isan unbroken wilderness, with not n. dwelling-house on 
it south of Blue Mountain, and within it are many ponds 
and streams which are as full of trout as they were fifty 
years ago, and several that don’t know a hook east into their 
waters from one yeur’s end to another, 

One large stream, some fhree or fow miles west of Blue 
Mountain, has only been visited by three persons thissummer 
and never in the fishing season by more than half a dozen 
different ones. There isno signs of a path or road to it. 
One of the party told me he found everything just as nature 
jhade it there—not a stick cut or any sign of a human being 
there. He told that in the deep holes where the stream ran 
through a beaver meadow that the water was alive with 
trout, and that he had three fies on his leader, and often 
liad a trout on each at one time.* He said they were all 
nearly large brook trout, and some he caught would weigh 
a pound. ‘There are many other streams within that tract 
of country of the same kind. One large stream formed by 
the outlets of Long and Wolt ponds, has a rough road into it 
from Blue Mountain, und there isa very good log shanty at 
Wolf Pond, which is only a short distance from the river. 
This streain takes its rise from Long Pond, and tlen Wolf 
Pond outlet comes in, which makes quite a river. It 
wnpties into the west branch of the St. Regis some ten to 
twelve miles west of Wolf Pond. It is mostly after taking 
in Wolf Pond outlet still water, with occasional rapids, 
down whichea boat can run by drawing over the rapids. Ii 
russ through a heavy timbered conniry until near its mouth, 
where there is a beayer meadow and a rough shanty, 
where settlers below come to cut the wild grass for fodder. 1 
went over this stream, or part of it, and found the trout- 
fishing all one could wish for, and many of large size. They 
will run from one-quarter to two pounds in weight many of 
them. Very few visit this stream at any time, owing to the 
difficulty of getting provisions and camping ouffit, ete., into 
it. It is eight miles from Blue Mountain House lo where 
the trail strikes it at Wolf Pond. A horse with a sled is the 
best way to get one’s traps in, and by walking yourself or 
foing on horseback one could go in very well. I went in 
that way and had no difficulty in getting along, Mr. Phelps, 
of the Blue Mountam House, has horses and a suitable sled, 
wagons, etc., also tents and camping outfit. 

There are many other streams similar to those I have de- 
scribed, All this region is but very little frequented—no 
doubt less than any other portion of the Adirondacks that is 
anywhere near as extensive. Game of all kinds is found 
anywhere in this part of the State, andcan I believe, by what 
I have seen myself and learned from others, be found 
there more plenty than in any other locality, and nothing 
preventing, more than I know ofnow. I shall with a friend 
pitch my camp next season in its centre. Partridge or ruf- 
Hed grouse are plenty all over this county wherever there 
is one acre of woods, which will be a large share of it, Around 
Blue Mountain, go in any direction you may, you are sure 
to scare up 4 flock of them. ApRION ONDACK, 

Qlatural History. 

OUR WATERFOWL. 

Ill. 

rey ALBIFRONS GAMBELI. White-fronted 
Goose; Prairie Brant; Speckle-belly, Bill, red ; feet, 

orange, with white claws; general color, grayish brown, 

darkest above, paler below, especially on forebreast; all the 

feathers with paler edges; forehead. line-at sides of bill and 

chin, upper and lower tail coverts, white; many black 
fuathers on lower breast and belly ; length, about 27 inches. 

The white-tronted goose is not especially abundant on the 

Afluntic coast, and seldom comes under the observation ot 

our Bastern gunners. They are not often seen exposed for 

sale in our markets, and those which are seen there come, for 

the most part, from the West. In the Wostern States they 
are much more abundant, and are found in considerable num- 

bers during their migrations in the Mississippi Valley. They 
are, however, by far the most abundant on the Pacific Coast, 
where they pass the winter, and afford great sport to the 

gunners of California, Oregon and Washington Territory. 
A fayorite method of hunting them on the coast, as described 
by Dr. Coues, is by means of a stalking‘ox, He says: ‘A 

bullock is taught to feed quietly along toward a flock, the 
gunner meanwhile keepirig himself screened from the bird’s 

Though view by the body of the animal until within range. 
T have not myself witnessed this mode of hunting, I should 

judge the gunners killed a great many geese, since they talk 
of its ‘raining geese’ after a double discharge of the tremen- 
“dous guns they are in the habit of using.” 

This species is said by Dr. Richardson to breed north of 
the sixty-seyenth parallel in the wooded districts, and from 

there to the Arctic Ocean. Mr. Dall found it breeding in 
great abundance on the Yukon River. 

The American bird is regarded by ornithologists as a vaniety 

of the white-fronted goose of Europe, which, however, it so 

closely resembles that it could not be distinguished from it 
by the unpracticed eye. 

can form is the only definite character assigned as distinctive. 
A slichtly longer bill in the Ameri- 

Anser hyperboreus. Snow Goose; White Brant. Bill and 

feet pink, the toothed border of the former very prominent; 

color, white, except the primaries of the wing, which are 

tipped with black ; the head and neck often washed with rust 

color; young said to be ‘‘ dull bluish or pale lead colored on 

the head or upper parts of the body;” length, about 30 

inches. 

Variety albatus differs only in being somewhat smuller, 
measuring about 25 inches in length. 

The snow goose, during its migrations, is generally dis 

tributed throughout the United States, though less abundant 
on the Atlantic coast than farther westward. Like the pre- 

ceding species it is most abundant on the Pacific coast, but 
we have found it in considerable numbers in the Rocky 
Mountains and on the plains. 

sissippi Valley, and a few are sometimes taken on the Lakes. 

It is a most-excellent table bird, far more delicate and juicy 
than the Canada goose. 

Many are killed in the Mis- 

The distribution of the lesser snow goose, var. adbatus, ap- 
pears to be much the same with that of the snow goose prop- 

er, but it is perhaps less frequently taken on the Atlantic 
coast than 1. Ayperboreus, 

specimen taken some years ago on Long Island. When 

killed it was in company with a flock of the common brant. 

(Brunta bernicla), and excited much interest among the local 

gunners, who were disposed to regard if as an albino brant. 

We have in our possession a 

inser vossit. Ross’ Goose; Horned Wavy. ‘‘ Bilistudded 

at the base with numerous elevated papille ;” exactly like 

the snow goose in color, but much smaller; less than two 

feet in length, and weighing little more than a mallard duck, 

Very little is known about the habits of this little soose. 

Tt is the most boreal in its habits of any of our species, and 

only enters the United States in small numbers duripe the 
winter. 

enter the Missouri River country, but to the sportsmen of 

It has been taken at San Francisco, und it may 

this country it isan unknown bird. Accounts have ocea- 

sionally appeared in Forks: anp Srream, from some of our 

correspondents near Winnipeg, of the shooting of wavies on 

the little lakes which dot that region. Tt is said that these 
birds are quite alundant in that section ‘during the fautumn, 
and that they afford good sport. 

Anser cerulescens. Blue Goose; Bald Brant. Mead, 

neck, upper tail coverts and most of tle under parts, white; 

upper plumage, generally ashy or slaty gray, varied with 

brown ; size of the snow goose, which it closely resembles in 

form. 

The blue goose, which was for a long time regarded as the 

young of the snow goose, is now considered a perfectly zood 
species. It has much the same distribution as A. iyperboreus, 

and, like if, is perhaps most abundant on the Pacific coast. 

It is not uncommon, howeyer, in the Western States, and 

we have seen numerous flocks of this species in the Rocky 
Mountains. 

Philacte canapica. Painted Goose; Enuyperor. ‘* Wavy; 

bluish gray, with lavender or lilac tinting, and sharp, black 

crescentic marks; head, nape and tail, white, former often 

wasbed with amber yellow; throat, black, white speckled ; 

quills yaried with black and white ;” length, over 25 inches, 

This species is peculiar to Alaska and the Northwest coast, 

We have never seen it, and take the above description from 

Coues’ Key. Little has been written about it, and its habits 
seem to be comparatively unknown. 

The remaining North American geese are all included inthe 

genus Banta, and are not likely to be confounded with any 

of those which have gone before, even by the least observant. 

Birds belonging to the genus Anser have the bill and feet 

pale or bright colored, and the plumage white or much 

varied in color: while those which fall within the genus 

Brant have the bill and feet black, and the head and neck 

black with white spaces, the general color of the body heing 
gray. The common wild goose (Lranta canadensis) is a 
typical example, and one which is known to every reader. 
Branta canadensis. Canada Goose; Gray Goose; Com- 

mon Wild Goose. Tail of 18 feathers; head and neck, black, 

with a broad white cheek patch on each side; upper parts, 

smoky brown; tail, black, its upper coverts white, lower 

parts ashy gray, sometimes almost white, becoming paler on 

belly ; about three feet in length. Variety leweoparcia re- 

sembles the ubove, but where the black of the neck ends 

there is a broad collar of white. Under parts somewhat 

darker than in the Canada goose, to which it is about equal 

in size. Variety fwdéchineii—Smaller than either of the 
above; tail of 16 feathers; about two and one-half feet long. 

The Canada goose is found everywhere throughout North 
America, and breeds in many sections of the United States. 

There is some reason for believing that within the last ten 

years pairs of-these birds have nested in Connecticut, though 
these may have heen wounded ones which did not have 

strength to accompany their companions to the North. We 

have found them breeding in considerable numbers on the 
Upper Missouri, the North Platte and on otherstreams in the 

West. 

During the migrations they ave everywhere more. or less 
abundant, and their loud honking as they pass over high in 

air is a sound familiar to the ear of almost every one. The 

habits of the wild goose during the migrations are pretty well 

Inown to all sportsmen, and the bird is universally acknowl- 

edged to be as wary and cunning as almost any game bird 

with which we have to do. 
The variety lewcoparcia appears to be confined to the North- 

west coast, while canadensis and hutehinsii are found almost 

everywhere. The latter is said to be especially abundant on 

the Pacific coast in winter. On the Atlantic coast we have 

often heard gunners speak of a goose smaller than the Can- 

ada, which appears a little earlier in the fall and a little 
later in spring than the common form, and which they 

termed the Southern goose. This is yery prohably hetehinsiz. 

Audubon speaks of a bird mentioned by Maine gunners and 
termed by them Winter or Flight Goose, which was probably 

the same. 

Branta leucopsis, Barnacle Goose. Forehead, sides of 

head, throat and tail coverts, white; wing coverts and inter- 

scapulars, bluish gray; under parts, grayish white: else- 

where, black or blackish; length, about 28 inches. 

The barnacle goose is a European species, the capture of 

which in America has only been recorded three or four times. 

It will readily be distingnished from any others of our geese, 

and sportsmen would do well to keep a sharp lookout for it, 

and if they should be fortunate cuough fo bring one to hag, 

they should at once record it, and see that the specimen is 

preserved. 

Branta berniela. Brant Goose. Head and neck, black; 

‘a few touches on the side of the neck, and the upper tail 

coverts, white; above, smoky brown; below, paler, whiten- 

ing toward the tail. Variety xigrivans resembles the above, 

but the black of the lower neck extends further backward 
over the breast. The white neck patches are also larger. 

The brant is generally dispersed over the northern part of 

the United States during the migrations, the common brant 

being the ordinary form met with in the East, while var, 

nigricans is much the most abundant on the Pacific coast. 

Dendrocygna fuloa, Fulvous Tree Duck ; Cornfield Duck. 

** Pale cinnamon or yellowish brown, darker on the crown; 

the nape with a black line along; bend of wing, chocalate 

brown; rest of wing, rump and tail, black, its upper and 

under coverts white; scapulars and foreback dark, with pale 

cinnamon edgings; bill and feet, blackish;” length about 
20 inches. 

As already remarked, the birds of this genus are not com- 
mon except along our Southwestern border, In this genus 

the bill islonger than the head, and the legs are very longand 

haye the tibia bave for some distance above the tibio-tarsal 

joint. In other words, the leg is bare above what is com- 

monly but improperly called the knee. 

Dendrocygna autumnalis, Autumnal Tree Dueck. - Black- 

ish hrown ; crown, most of neck and fore part of breast, 

middle of back and scapulars; reddish chocolate; a patch on 

the wing, white ; bill and legs, red. 

Merely crosses our Southern border into Texas. 

[cO BE CONTINUED, | 
: ae E 

Tus Navionar Acapemy or Screncze.—The fall meeting of 
the National Academy of Science was held last week in this 

city, the session lasting from Tuesday to Friday. The meet- 
ing, which was largely attended, was presided over by Pro- 

fessor March. Professor W. B. Rogers, the President, being 

prevented by ill-health from being present. 
A number of interesting papers were read, most of them, 

however, 6: physical subjects. Prof. Alexander Agassiz, 

gaye a most interesting account of the cruise of the Blake, 

and the conclusions reached from his dredging operations. 

The following abstract from his remarks appears in the 

Times: 

Atter giving some details respeeting the previous cruises 
of the Blake and the points intended to be elucidated by the 
several expeditions, Professor Awassiz said the results obtained 
had shown that the deep sea fauna extended toa limit con- 
siderably higher than was formerly supposed—namely, to a 
depth of about 450 fathoms: At about this depth lay the 
outermost limit of another belt of animal life which he 
should style the continental fauna, and which extended from 
a depth of about 450 feet to one of 150 fathoms. To ob- 
serye exactly the connection «and relation of these 
faunse to each other was one of the purposes of the cruise 
of the Blake last summer. The coast of South Carolina 
was selected as a base of operations, and the region to be ex- 
amined was Jaid out, in regular sections. The first proce- 
duré was to run a line south of Cape Hatteras in an easterly 
direction, another north of Hatteras, and a third at Cape 
May. Each of these lines began at a depth of abont 150 
fathoms, and extended completely across the Gulf Stream. 
For a distunce of 150 miles from the shore a greater depth 
than 150 fathoms of water did not oceur at any point em- 
braced in the survey, and there was very little variation from 
a general average, thus showing that the Gulf Stream courses 
along an immense plateau, which was probably the original 
limit of the continent. The breadth of this gigantic sub- 
marine plain was from 120 10 150 miles. Off the coast of 
South Carolina, at a depth of about 100 fathoms, the margin 
of an abrupt and very rapid declivity was found, and then 
for some distance a deep submarine valley. - After this in- 
terval was crossed the ascent was equally abrupt. The ex- 
fernal margin of the stream has not yet been determined, but 
its general topographical relations are how pretty well under- 
stood. ; 

Prof. Agassiz next described the external margin of this 
vast submarine plateau and its extreme fertility in anim’ 
life. For a distance of ninety miles off the South Carolina 
shore our submarine explorers never carried a depth of more 
than 250 to 275 fathoms; but when the outer edge was ance 
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arrived at the abruptness of the descent was somewhat start- 
ling The ground fell for the first ship's length after the de- 
elivity commenced full 150 fathoms, and for three ships’ 
lengths 450, or 1,350 feet. It was along this margin that princi- 
pally the zoological interest centered. The elevated plateau it- 
self which adjoined the shore waa practically swept clear of slit 
and mud by the eyer-restless currents coursing over it; but 
upon its extreme margin the deposit was something enormous, 
and the expedition found at the outfall of the Gulf Stream a 
wealth of marine life larger than at any point in. the tropics. 
The shot would sometimes sink from eighteen to twenty fvet 
into this slimy mass, which had been cleaned from the level 
plateau by the uction of the water, and here dropped in an 
enormous drift which was peopled with submarine fanna. 
Of course, owing to this freedom from slit, the plateau could 
not furnish food for any large development of animal life, 
and it was consequently concentrated in a narrow belt at the 
margin, which furnished an interesting field for investigation. 
The deposit did not appear to embrace any great number of 
species, and was mainly remarkable for immense quantity 
rather than for variety or range. In summing up the re- 
sults of his summer's work in connection with the Blake, 
Professor Avassiz reported that the important point was the 
Troot that the deep-sea fauna of the Atlantic bottom ex- 
tended shoreward to a depth very considerably less than had 
been heretofore supposed by naturalists. Tt had been ascer- 
fained that it was substantially identical with that of the 
Gulf of Mexico, while the fauna of the West Indian track 
was of the peculiar type he kad styled continental. The 
cnrrent of the Gulf Stream being extremely strong, its track 
was peculiarly barren in forms of abimal life, and the exten- 
sion of the continental fauna from the West Indies north- 
ward was to be sought only along the edge of the plateau he 
had previously described, He would allude in conclusion 
to the great success of the expeition. Their facility in 
dredging had become something extraordinary by long prac- 
tice, and the work they had been able to accomplish in six 
weeks was wonderful. When the Siake made her first 
cruise one haul a day was considered pretty active em- 
ployment; the last day they were out they made eight 
hauls. 

Professor Cope read an important paper on ‘*' Extinct Ver- 

tebrates,” aiid Professor Marsh an interesting ove on the ‘ Di- 

mensions of the Brain and Spinal Cord in Some Extinct Rep- 

tiles.” Some of the Dinosaurians have brains scarcely larger 

than the spinal cord. In Stegosaurus the brain is not larger 

than a common sized tumbler, but there is an enlargement of 

the spinal cord in theregion of the sacrum eight tines as 

large as the brain case proper. The Academy will meet 

again in April, 1881, at Wasbington. 
pe 

Persistent Flouse Wrens— Vail, Loin, Nov. 16.—Haiter 
Forest and Stream: While visiting a friend last summer 1 
noticed an inverted collar-box nailed to the top of the wooden 
pump near the door and inquired why it was there? I was 
told that a pair of house wrens had taken up quarters in the 
pump and persisted in building their nest there, nor would 
they abandon their project: intil the box wns furnished them, 
They then immediately took possession of it, built their nest 
and soon became so tame as to alight on persons going there 
for water. : ©. B. B. 

Shortly after my grandfather's settlement here he had oc- 
easion to cross over Lig Harpeth River one day when 
the water was even, and he discovered an immense 
“quantity of fish in the mouth of a little stream emplying into 
the river, and when he returned home he informed the boys 
of his discovery. To haye a little fan, and also to get somie- 
thing to eat, they felled a tree and dug them out a canoe as 
quickly as possible, and launched it in the stream about five 
miles below where the fish had heen seen, and paddled up to 
the place and readily found great numbers of fish, They 
pitched into the water with their paddles, and in a very short 
time killed enough fish to Joad their craft down, leaving just 
room tor one boy to sit and paddle their boat homeward. In 
the meantime they sent runners across the neighborhood, 
notifying the neighbors of their catch, and to meet them at a 
certain place and divide with them. On the arrival of the 
craft nt a point within a mile of their home tey met their 
tnothers and sisters, the matrons and maidens of their neigh- 
borhood, and they had a general division and scaling of fish 
and a merry time, 

The streams were 30 well stocked with fish I have often 
heard my father say that when they wanted fish they would 
provide themselves with torches of a dark night, just paddle 
up or down stream, and the fish would jump into the canoe 
until it was filled and they would be compelled to extinguish 
their lights to save their canoe from sinking and from being 
swamped by fish jumping in. The principal fish then in the 
streams were what they called ‘trout;”now you call them black 
bass, striped and speckled bass, red horse, black and red 
perch, suckers and cat. Great quantities of these fish swam 
in these waters Wntil the cane was destroyed and the country 
cleared up; then they diminished by degrees, and they be- 
came quite scarce, the rivers haying filled up to a great ex- 
tent with gravel from the cleared land. Now we have some- 
what of a fish protection law againat scines or nets, and the 
waters are again filling up rapidly, and fine sport is offered 
to the angler, and it really makes anamateur angler sick to read 
anew the trout stories in your paper, and the fly-fishing and fun 
the anglers haye, while we are confined to what you call bass or 
perch fishing. Well, there is a little more sport in it than 
you might jinagine. Iwill tellyou something abont it, and 
inaybe something about field sports. 

Reeollect I am about sixty summers, but I do not fail to 
fo with the boys, and I generally count up with, if notahead, 
of the best of them, We do not have these twenty-five, fifty 
and one hundred dollar rods, and such fine and expensive 
tackle as the New York boys can afford, but for our rods we 
ase the best native and Japanese cane. We send to Bates 
ind get the finest hooks, the best gut for snoods, and prefer 
single to double snoods. You of course kiow Bates is 
rather crabbed, and I was in his store on one occasion and IT 
was anxious to get the longest gut I could find to please the 
boys, and after looking over his lot some time, I said, ** Mr, 
Bates, is this the lougest gut Tcun find?” fe replied, crusti- 
ly, ‘' Yes, do you suppose one worm has 4 longer gut than 
mother?’ I subsided and took a few bunches. We use 
the best silk or Japanese grass lines and Meek’s reels, which 
cost us from #14 to $21 each. In short we go out decently 
well rigecd to take in the bass and jack. from one to fourteen 
pounds. The sport last fall was better than I ever saw 
it, and lasted from September to ist of December, and 
dur parties, all told,.took in between G00 and 1,000 fine fish. 
Among onrselves we say trout, hlack, speckled. white and 
striped bat your fishermen woul say bass. Well, we will 
not dispute about that. If one of your best anglers could 
cast his hook in our clear waters and take a 6 lb. bass and he 
did not give him all the fun he wanted Tam no judge of fun 
and frolic, Twill wager no angler in thie United States can 
tell a gamer bass story than I can, 
Some time since a party of four of us yenl olit, as we said, 

fishing. Two of the four were fishermen, the other two knew 
but little about it. We went down the river from our own 
town about three miles and the day was hot. We came toa 
tall, rocky blulf and the sun was beaming down, T and one 
other of the party cast in at the foot of the bluff. I remained 
below and advised my friend to go on the top of the bluff and 
drop in where I knew he was likely to get a bite, He didso, 
and I threw ont so that our lines ran pretty close together. 
Tn less than a minute my friend’s cork (he sometimes uses 
éorks) flew by me almost like lightning, und soon he gaye it 
a quick jerk, and a five-pounder flirted out of the water about 
four feet and broke off his tip and about a foot off the end of 
his rod, and away went the fish. He came down to me and 
said he was done, for his pole was broken and he could not 
fish any more. I told him that was not so, he could fish as well 
with a stiffrod as any other, and I took hold of his red, netted 
on the line to the end of his pole quickly as possible, put 
on a minnow for him and directed him to go back to his place 
on the bluff and drop his minnow in the same place. He did 
80, and in Jess than a minute he brought up the mate to his 
first fish about ten feetout of the water. Iftell back, leaving 
the minnow on the hook, which was dropped back to him, 
and this thing was repeated fifteen times by my friend, and 
he gave it up in disgust aud Jaid himself and vod on the 
cround, 

In the meantime another of the party came up aud pulled 
out the fishin the same way three times and eave itup. By 
this time the third, who was a splendid fisherman, came up, 
and he dropped in and brought up the fish three times and 
lost him, and he gaveitup. was lyime by watching the 
operations. I then told the party that I would het $100 to a 
nickel that 1 could call up a country boy, who was below with 
iny pole, and that he could catch that fish in one minute. 
They laughed at me. 

I called the boy up, told him to lay aside my pole, tuke hold 
of the broken pole and take ont that trout. He did so and 
his first effort failed. He dropped back immediately, and 
in less than a minute dropped the trout in my hand. I took 
him off the hook myself, and he weighed 24 lbs. and was a 
male fish. On examination we found that the skin which 
holds the rim of the mouth had all been pulled off, excepf 
about the size of my finger nail, and by the old-fashioned 
jerk of the’ hoy the hook was jerked into-the roof of the fish's 
mouth and he was secured. P 
After we left the bluff the boy went off and got a net and 

caught the first fish which had been hooked. Tt was a female 
and weighed 5 lbs. The upshot of all this was that-my friend 
had dropped his miniows ‘within a ring, being watched by 
the male and female trout. When the female had been 
wounded she ran off, but the male fought for the nest to his 
death. 
Now if any man can produce and showa gamer fish than 

this two and a half pounder I will surrender, I find that I 
am growing rather lengthy, and will stop, promising to tell 
you something more about our fish and fishing and some- 
thing about our field sports, quail, pheasants and foxes. 

J. B. M. 

Ixstryet 1x Erts.—The fishermen on Shinnecock Bay, 
Long Island, say that when the bay closes by the filling up 
of the inlet and imprisons thousands of eels that the latter 
can be seen in great numbers where the inlet was, when they 
wish to go to sen again. ‘The bay is now closed and we are 
informed that near the point where the eels came in last surm_ 
mer they aré now gathering in force, searching for the lost 
inlet. 

Sea and River Hishing. 
OLD TIME FISHING IN TENNESSEE. 

Frangiin, Tenn. 
i (gee ra ao that it might interest some of your many read- 

ers to see a few lines from.the backwoods and wilds of 
Middle Tennessee, Tam induced tosend youa few. My part of 
the State is nearly as oldas the hills, and almost in the suburbs 
of the Capital of the State, which is abovt to eclebrate its 
centennial this year. That shows that we are 100 years old, 
and yet all appearances indicate that we ave quite young 
still. When Davidson County was laid off aud Nashville 
was located, if was quite a wilderness, and a great breadth of 
land being embraced in Davidson County. In October, 1799, 
the Legislature of the Stale appointed a set of comunissioners 
to survey and lay off out of Davidson and south of it a new 
county to be called Williamson County, often one of onr In- 
dian fighting grounds. The commissioners proceeded to the 
discharge of their duties, and by January 1, 1800, laid us off 
quite anice county, located the county site, and called it 
Franklin, on the south side of Big Harpeth River, on a mag- 
nificent section of 640 acres of excellent level land; and in 
February, 1800, the county was established and we have 
heen pesaing away ever since. Ten milessouth of this town 
was the Indian boundary, but some of them still claimed Big 
Hurpeth River as the boundary, and were very reluctant to 
yield up that boundary because the valleys of Little Harpeth, 

iz Harpeth and West Harpeth rivers, three powerful streams 
running across the county, weremasnificent hunting grounds, 
abounding in bear, deer and other wild animals, and the 
streams with abundance of splendid fish. 
My ancestors had settled in this portion of Davidson 

County two years befora the county of Williamson was laid 
off, and among the very first who had dared to do so, and of 
course the descendants lave grown up with the country, 
fought the Indians with General Jackson, and aided in clear- 
ing up the wilderness and familiarizing themselves with the 
forests and streams. Jam familiar with the stories of my 
fathers and uncles of the bear hunts, Indian fizhts and fish- 
ing frolics of the early times, of the great abundance of game 
and the wanton destruction of the same from the first settle- 
ment of the connty to the present’ time. The story told on 
one of my unclesis something like this: The first year of 
his settlement in this county was 1789. Provisions were very 
scarce, and he had rather a large family, and all the pro- 
visions -he was able to lay in for his year’s support were five 
bushels of Indian corn and one hos. Being visited by some 
of his North Carolina friends, andthe being told what ie first 
year's supplies were, they asked my uncle how on earth he 
managed to support so large a family on.so little. He replied 
he never lived better in his life. He said he used hear for 
meat and-wild turkey for bread, and the children and ser- 
vyants subsisted on eggs and grew fat. , 

FISHING FOR COUNT. 

Bese Alhany Bening Journal, whose editor in chief, Mr. 

Geo, Dawson, is. a salmon angler of perhaps fifty years. 

standing, takes a text from Forest AND Srream, and com- 
ments upon it in no uncertain tones, winding up with a per- 

sonal letter from Mr. Dawson himself. We give the text 
and sermon entire. - 
We haye spoken in no uncertain tone upon seyeral occasions of 

the destructive practice of killing small fish for the jmrpose of 
swelling the connt. Weintend to keep at it until the whole body of 
anglers join in the chorus and cry shame" on the man who ig 
guilty of it.—Forest and Stream. 

This ‘fish for count” has depopulated half of our trout 
streams and will soon destroy the best salmon rivers on the 
Continent, Last year three titled flunkies from England 
killed six hundred salmon on the Cascapedia. Most of these 
were taken thirty or forty miles from any habitation where 
they could he utilized. The result was that most of them 
had _to be buried as offal. But this disgraceful fact did not 
accompany the published scoré, which went the rounds of all 
the sporting papers in the world as the best catch on record 
and as proof of the great skill of the fellows who perpetrated 
the slaughter. 

But there was no special skill about it. The river was 
simply full of fish. Every pool was packed, and the only 
thing necessary was to cast, strike and kill as rapidly as 
muscle and gaff could perform their office. The fellows 
were ‘‘iishing to count,” and they kept up their slaughter so 
long as the season lasted. 
And what was the vesult? Of the six hundred salmon 

killed quite one-half of them were full of spawn. The killing 
of these three hundred ripe fish was the killing of three 
hundred (housand embryo fry and a most ruinous draft upon 
the producing power of the best salmon river in the world. 
The effect of this disgraceful slanghter was seen the pre- 

sent season, when (we are told) not one-quarter of six linn- 
dred were caught by those who visited the river. 

Anglers who visit) a stream where fish, whether trout or 
salmon, are abundant, will, unless they are the merest eock- 
ney pot-hunters, keep—within sportsmen-like limits in their 
catch. To ‘fish for count" where the connt, because of tle 
abundance of the fish. can be made ten times wlint is reasen- 
able, is to violate every luw of the ‘‘pentle art.” 
Asa casein point, and to show how an angler should be- 

have under such circumstances, we subjoin a note sent to one 
of the brotherhood who was never known to '‘ fish to count” 
unless it was to catch the exact number needful for use or for 
legitimate distribution : 

Aupany, Nov, 6, 1880, 
The talk we had yesterday on the bad habit of “ fishing to coun!” 

ealled to mind an incident of my angling teur in the wilds of 
Canada list summer. 
The salmon not. haying yet shown themsclves in our river, mr- 

self and the Judge determined to visit a tront lake we had heard 
of u mile or two from camp, We reached the lake in the middle of 
the afternoon, when the sun was a-glore, nnd fold it an hour's 
work for both of us to take fish enough for supper, But wo took 
them and relished them, 

As the shadows began to show themselyes npon the surface of 
the lake the trout began to show themselves also in such numbers 
as I had never dreamedot. The little lake was almost literally w 
boiling pool, and a9 the sun went down T determined to fish thirly 
minules, expecting to be able in that time to kill all weshould 
need (six of us, including cook and gnides) for an early brenlefast. 

I cast from the shore. At every cast Thad a rise and a etrike, 
andatthe end of twenty minutes Thad landed tinentyfive halp 
pound (row. Reluctantly believing that that number would hu 
sufii¢ient for breakfast, I reeled np, slthongh ten minutes of my al- 
lotted time still remained. The temptation to keep on was very 
strong, of conursé: but during my forty years of angling T only re- 
member two instancés—and those T should like to forget—when I 
took more fish (either trout or salmon) than we conld either con- 
suméin camp or distribute, in eatnble condition, to those who 
were glad to get them. Those who do mora than this ave vandals, 
and yel there aré a great many who do more, aud yet claim the 
honored title of ‘brothers of the angle.” 

Nor is this spirit of slaughter confined to anglers. Although no 
hunter myself, in my angling rambles I haye often come across 
rotting carcarces of deer that had been wantonly slanghtered to 
“count.” T hope yon will help educate up to their duty all who 
haye a taste for the chase or loye to go a-fishing, G. D, 

oS 

Tue Larcesr Tacroc.—tt is an interesting fact to know 

the extreme size attained by any fish, and we do not remem- 
ber to have seen the black fish, or tautog (Tautoga onitis), 

recorded as a fish of great size. The ordinary specimens are 

from one to five pounds, with an occasional ten pounder. 

Last week Mr. Blackford had one which tipped the Beam at 

{aventy-one pounds. 

Raove Istaxp—WVew Bedjord.—The wreek of the steamer 
Rhode Island is furnishing a good fishing ground for most of” 
our fishermen at present. They fish for the sunken caro 
which is yielding a rich harvest. Some few boats still catch 
a few mackerel, others try for cod and blackfish, William 
Hughes and Bill Brown being high line, catching 800 ls. of 
hlacktish Tuesday, Dth. 

Fisime Near New Orppans—Vew Orhymea, Oat. 8.—Mv. 
Thorn, Mr. C. Melile and myself went. on Sunday and eaneht 
eighty fine fish, forty sheepheads, balance redfish or hasa aud 
sea trout. The fish were caught in ‘back Bay of Bolivia,” 
Miss., Just the place for Northern gentlemen Wishing nice 
winter sport. Can reach New Orleans in a short run of 
three hours by rail, visiting qur French Opera and ditferent 
flieatres. Plenty of ducks and snipe, ete. J.D.°s, 

—The photographic copy of “* Fysshynge Wyth an An- 
gle,” by Dame Juliana Berners, A. D., 1496," is a landsome 
“‘plaunflet” in the old ‘* black letter." Our rearlers will do 
well to remember that we have several copies of the delight- 
ful old hook, edited by Mr. George N. Van Siclen, hand- 
somely bound, and in good plain type with the quaint apell- 
ing preserved, which we can supply al. $1.30 per copy. (A 
few rubbed copies at $1.25.) Send your orders to this 
otlice scon. 

x Tuose Raycevey Trour Srawn—Rangeéley Lakes, Me. 
Nov. 12.- It scems that your correspondent, whose article 
appeared in alate issue of Forrest AnD SrkEAM, under the 
head of “ Spawn-Fishing in the Rangeley Lakes," bas a very 
wrong idea of the’ use that the trout are put to that are taken 
out of season-by gentlemen. authorized to fish by our Fish 
Commissioners. These trout, after being caught with an ar- 
tificial fly and carefully handled, were put in tanks prepared 
for them, and when ripe the eges were taken from and dae- 
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osited in the hatehing-house and the trout, minjured, re- 
urned to their native clement. <A large part of the trout 
aken by these gentlemen before the close season (when they 
ad a perfect right to do what they pleased with them) were 

returned in the same way. It is too true that many large 
rout were taken ut the Upper Dam this fall (previous to the 

close time) by useing spawn for bait. The best remedy for 
his, we think, would be to have our much-tinkered fish law 

tinkered just once more, and after the first of September (if 
‘not before) to have trout taken in no other way than by fair 
angling with the artificial fly. F.C. Barker, 

Capt. of Stmr. Oquossoc, on Mooseluckmaguotic Lake. 

High Culture, 
WHY LOBSTERS ARE SCARCE. 

Py New Maven (Conn.) Aegixter has been interviewing 
ik Mx. Fuller, of the Long Wharf Fish Company, on the 

‘subject of fish, lobsters, ctc., and Mr. Fuller says, in speak- 
‘ing of the latter: 

“ Lobsters, which are a favorite article of food in the sum- 
“mer, are keptalivein cars, Theyarea peculiar sort of sea-bird, 
‘are lobsters, and they are a sort of communists who live very 
‘much by themselves and in selected localities only. Ten years 
‘azo the Long Wharf Fish Company required a half million 
pounds of lobsters to supply their customers, but now 350.000 
pounds will fill the bill. Then ihe lobsters were worth $2.50 
fo 88 a hundred pounds, now they are worth $6, the reason 
for the inerease in price being the great demand for the fish 
‘and the limited supply. They forinerly retailed for four cents 
‘a pound, and now the price is from eight to nine cents, and 
awhere a taan could once get enough Jobster for a good hearty 
mieal for a quarter he has to pay ahalf-dollar. There wre two 
‘reasons for the marked increase in price, the demand for the 
‘fish and their scarcity. Lobsters have been Inmted very 
‘closely for the past ten or twelve years, and the resulf is that 
they have not been allowed to grow to the necessary age for 
propagating. A lobster has to be three years of age hetore it 
propogates, and until they reach about that age they are not 
“good for much as aii article of food. Until recently the laws 
Of none of the States looked out for the preservation of the 
Jobster. The laws of this State prohibit the catching of lob- 

-sters ofl our shores until they are 64 inches in length. The 
laws of New York, Massachusetts and Maine prohibit not 
only the catching, but the exposing for sale, of lobsters under 
10% inches in length, and these laws are expected to help pre- 
serve (he lobster as a food fish, A dozen years azo the lob- 
sters which came to our market were brought in smacks by 
fishermen, who bought them from parties owning the pots in 
which they were cauzht. The lobsters used to run then from 
three pounds up to twelve and fifteen in weight, and dealers 
efused to take those weithing over ten pounds, on the 
Fround that they were to large to be saleable. Smackmen 
used to buy lobsters in those days at three pounds, that is, 
each lobster was counted as weighing three pounds whether 
it weighed three or ten, ‘Those weighing above ten pounds 
were not accepted, and the lobsters were purchased at so 
Much per pound and sold in the sume way, He who caught 
them found that when he came to be paid each lobster weighed 
three pounds, no more, no Jees, but he who bought of the 
smackmen paid for actual weight, so that the business was a 
very profitable one for the smackmen, Then the lobsters 
Swould average about five pounds. Now itis a rarer sight to 
see a five-poind lobster than it then was to sce a fifteen- 
pounder, and a $10 bill wouldo’t buy a ter-pound Jobster 

now-a-days. The lobsters that find their way to the market, 
now average only from one and three-quarters to two and a 
“quarter pounds. ‘Phe reason for the decrease in size is that 
ull the large seed lebsters have been cauzht up on the princi- 
pal fishing ¢.ounds and only the partially-zrown offspring re- 
main 1o be caught and eaten, so closely hayethey been hunted 
for during the past ten or a dozen ‘years. 

“The lobster is a srubber on the bottom of the sea, and 
when caught and plugged and brought to market here some 
funny facts are brought to hght about them. One of these is 
that when a lobster is given his liberty in the waters of our 
harbor it will always strike out for the east, none going to the 
westward. This is proven in this way; occasionally one of 
the ears in which they are kept at the mouth of the harbor 
will be struck aud token by some vessel making or leaving 
the harbor. The lobsters seamper away trom the broken car 
and with ereat rapidity crawl to the eastward, where they 

are frequently caught in the lobster pots spread between 
Branford and New London, They are known to have es- 
taped from the car because their claws ave plugsed and be- 
canse they are larver than the Jobsters which frequent our 
shures, Never yet have any of (hese escaped prisoners been 

captured west of this city, so far as is known hereabout. The 
lobsters dow like New Haven harbor as & place of residence,. 
and get away from it as quick as they can do so. The lob- 
ster has to crawl away, too, for heis so peculiarly constituted 
that he can only swim backwards. This he can do qnite rap- 
idly, loo, by the quick: folding under him of the flexible tail. 
So the lobster is an ‘Irish bull’'—when he wants to swim 
alead he has to swim backwards.” 

$$ Ko 82 —___. 

Mare Sanrvrses.—The Sullivan Bulletin publishes an in- 
teresting acconnl of the work done at fhe sardine factory at 
‘fast Lamoine. The fish used are the smallest herring such 
as used to be thrown on the ground for fertilizing purposes, 
and the labor involved in their preparation for market is thus 
described: First, the boatinan goes on a visit to the weirs 
in Frenchman’s Bay and if not successful, around Mt. Desert, 
and through Union River Bay into the rivers and among the 
small islands where weirs are built, and if possible gots fish 
into the dories he has in tow; then through fog or blow makes 
the quickest tine possible for the works, Oftentimes he re- 
turns without any colors being set, that being the sign of 
‘tno fish : when successful he runs in to the tracl laid down 
to low water aud the dory having the fish is placed on a car 
and drawn up under along shed, the fish are washed and 
sorted, the small ones placed on long tables, and the 
larger ones packed in barrels. This is called the cutting 
shed. Alongside these tables, baying boxes ranged on them, 
‘are young boys and girls, armed with small sharp knives, 

ho cut the fish into just the length for the sardine boxes, 
and when these boxes are full they are passed into another 
room called the flake room; they are then taken and 
placed singly on flakes made of wood, and after dripping are 
yassed into the drying room—a close room on the second floor 
ith racks into which the flakes of fish are passed, Below isa 
y large atore, burning wood, which soon dries the flakes 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

of fish. Thence these dry flakes are passed into the frying 
room where a large furnace or oven is at feyer heat, and the 
fish are placed im large pans and with great care are fried. 
Again the carriers take them and pass them to the packing 
room, Where the quick fingers of women and girls place them 
in boxes and pour pure olive oil and other seasoning prepara- 
tions oyer them, aud info another room they go called the 
heading room, where each box receives the heading or cover. 
From this place the boxes pass to the sealing roam, where 
long tables with portabie furnaces and all necessary tools for 
soldering purposes are found, and young men with soldering 
irons soon prepare the boxes to be passed into the bath room; 
a large tank, holding more than a hogshead of water, heated 
to a boiling pitch, receives them, and after remaining in the 
bath a Certain time, the boxes are passed into the examining 
rooin, where every box is examined carefully for leaks, and 
if any are found they are passed back to the sealing and bath 
rooms. Those that are passed are sent to the cleaning room, 
where large box-like tables, filled with dry sawdust, receive 
and deft little fingers cleanse them of every particle of oil and 
dirt, and they are then passed to the final examining room, 
every box pressed between fingers and thumb to see that they 
are all perfect. Thefinal packing roomreceivesthem, and they 
are packed one hundred boxes im each case, branded and 
ready for shipping. 

The boxes in which the sardines are packed are uniform 
and bear the same marks in all the several factorics. Making 
the tin boxes is a separate business, requiring a large amount 
of machinery, and as the business increases the yeveral com- 
panies will have a manufactory of their own. 

This company, andin fact all the companies, pay their 
work-people every Saturday, by the piece, or, as it may be, 
by the day. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

THE RISKS WE RON. 

SILORT time before the war the writer, a younglawyer, 
full of hope and manly ambition, a resident of the 

beautiful country town of Magnolia, in the southern part of 
Arkausas, fond of his gun and the woods, and never miss- 
ing an opportunity to indulge in his favorite and healthgiving 
pastime, was, onasultry day about the middle of September, 
sitting in {he coolest part of the office poring oyer some knoitly 
law quession, when a little darkey entered, having a puir of 
saddle bags across his shonlder. Pumbling in his pocket he 
produced a bundle of newspapers, which being unwrapped 
disclosed a modest little dillet-douz whichhe handedover. T. 
proved to be short, pointed, but to me full of meaning; it read 
thus: 

‘Protracted meeting at Christy Chapel next Friday. Suturday 
and Sunday. GroRGIE,” 
Now, there was nothing apparently in this notice calculated 

to stir a man up, but short that it was, and only referring toa 
church meeting, yetit whispered to me of a peacefnl home, a 
future of love and bliss, shared by a pure, noble, warmheart- 
ed girl who was then thinking of the poor, ambitious youne 
attorney, and the knowledge of this fact sent the warm blood 
lingling to my finger tips. 
Tgathered wp the text books and State reports scattered 

abont ny clinirs, placed them on theshelves, consulted the of- 
fice docket, and found one case before Squire Nelson set for 
Friday. That put a quietus on starting at once. S, next 
day, after being granted a continuance, I hurried through my 
preparations ordered my buggy for one o'clock sharp; and 
dressed in a lightsummer suit, part of which was white pants 
and close fitting cloth gaiters. One o'clock found my rig at 
my office door. 

Tt would be supposed that a person dressed as I was would 
have no use for a gun; I thought different. I knew that the 
father of the young lady who had sent me notice of the 
meeting at Christy Chapel was a great huntsman, a splendid 
shot, kept aypack of hounds and was in the saddle half of 
his time behind them, and I thought it best to be prepared 
for either church or the chase. I took my gun, # six and a 
half pound, thirty inch, fonrieen gauge, highly finished 
double German, with a supply of Ely’s wire cartridges. Also 
pulled out my high waterproof boots from their corner, but 
after reflection put them back, for really I had no thought of 
hunting. 

I started on my journey of twelve miles to the Jarge, hivh- 
ly-cultivated plantation of J. T. Furlow, Esq., situated on 
the south side of Horschead Creek, in the southern part of 
the county. My horse was fresh, I made good time and in 
due time reached my destination, and found that the gentle- 
men of the house were out on a fox chase: 

That evening when the tired huntsmen returned, a uew 
and extended hunt was planned for the morrow, in honor of 
my—tiall save one—unexpected visit. This did not suit me, 
but I could say nothing. Had I not told the old gentleman 
the object of my coming was a hunt, and he knew I Joved the 
sport, so I held my peace. 

Saturday morning saw five of us mount. Mr. F., turning 
his horse toward me, stopped suddenly, looked at my linen 
pants and cloth gaifers and queried, ‘t‘ Where are your boots, 
man? You cannot fo into the bottom with those shoes. Por- 
got your boots? That is unfortunate. However, you can 
take the stand in the overflow, there is no underbrush there.” 
So each one took their way to their allotted places, Mr, F. 
taking the dogs down the bottom, intending to drive up the, 
creek. My stand was in the centre of the bottom in a dense, 
unbroken forest, ata point where the last spring overflow 
had swept the ground clean of all robbish. leaving a space of 
about two acres as clean as a threshing floor, with the excep- 
tion of a large hollow log that had stranded near the centre. 
The standing trees were wide apart, with spreading tops, 
(hat shut ont the sunlight. After securing my horeé in the 
edge of the thicket, I selected the stranded log for my stand, 
hit after remaining there a short time IT moved forward and 
a see behind a large spreading oak, some twenty steps from 
the log. y : 
The forenoon had passed in silent watching and wailing to 

hear from the dags, which seemed to be playing from side to 
side of the bettom, far down the creek, but coming no nearer, 
Past experience had iaught me to stick to my post in silence. 
When thesun had reached the meridian I had intended to eat 
my lunch; but I deferred it on account of a strange chilly 
sensation that crept oyer me. This feeling returned at short 
intervals for about half an hour. T paid but little attention 
fo it, but as time passed the feeling grew more intense, 
Sharp, tremulous thrills would runup my back, leaying a 
twitching sensation that made me yery- unfomfortable. This 
Coatinuad for shout an hour. and-settled inte a deadly fear, 
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I trembled from head to foot. IJ glanced furtively from side 
to side, but all was clear and still. I strove to brace up 
against it, tried to shake it off, to no purpose. The more [ 
tried to master it, the more intense the feeling grew. At 
length I thought of a panther, for they were no strangers in 
the bottom. Perhaps there was onecrouching in the branches 
overhead ready to spring on me. I held my gun firmly, on 
full cock, searched every linth and branch overhead on each 
side and hehind. I could see nothing. IT held my post, rigid as 
a statue. It was a perfect calm; all was silent; the stillness 
was oppressive. That suffocating sense of danger grew up- 
on me; I was afraid to moye, yet could hear, could see no- 
thing to cause it. 

Calling up all my fortitude, I determined to shake off the 
terror that had seized me, and I liad partially succeeded, 
when a sharp sound, quick as the stroke of a battery, went 
through ny ears, adding intensity to my bigh-strung nerves. 
Not knowing where the strange, and to me new, sound came 
from, my eyes searched the ground, first on my right, then 
in front, next on my left, all in quick succession, when the 
same infernal, blood-freezing sound was repeated—nearer, 
clearer, deadlier than before. Quickly peering over my left 
shoulder I saw, coiled up, within three feet of where I stood, 
a monster rattlesnake, its head flattened out, swaying from 
side to side, drawing back, preparing for a spring, its tail 
erect, and for the third time sending forth that blood-curdling 
whir-v-r-rr. All this took place and was seen in a second of 
line, and while my eyes were fixed on those of the reptile its 
jaws were opened to their fullextent; thenthe bright barrels oF 
my gsuacaire in line with my sight—how it came there Lknow 
nut—I had made no elfortin that direction, but therethey were. 
I pressed the trigger, then a flash, report, and a heavy blow 
on the calf of my rightJeg. JI had missed and was struck. 
Miles from a house, no help near; death stared me in the 
face. My first thought was to spring from the free and liga- 
ture my limb. Ipuiled out my handkerchief and tied if 
round my limb, using my knife as a twister, The smoke was 
slowly lifting and I saw the repulsive monster writhing in its 
death agonies, headless, at my feet. I then examined iy 
limb, My fine white linen pants, from the knee down, in- 
cluding my dainty gaiters, were smeared with the blood of 
the snake. It struck, and that hard, but headless. My pow- 
der was too quick for it and had blown the head to atoms 
while in the act of making the spring. I actually kissed my 
faithful little gun, for it had saved nvy life. 

T went off and sat down, sick and trembling, my lips and 
ihroat purched, Atter a rest | went to the creck, laved my 
temples and drank a mouthful of the tepid water, returned 
to my stand, loaded ny gun and calmly investigated my now 
past danger. 

The snake had itsden in the stranded log. It had seen me 
sianding motionless by the tree and had crept with the still- 
ness of death toward me, as its broad trail on the bare, dusty 
ground showed, and while my thoughts had been directed in 
search of a panther in the tree-tops it had escaped my notice 
on the ground behind me. It must have made slow progress, 
as the tecling of danger was on me more than an hour, and 
when it reached striking distance gave the first note of warn- 
ing. Buf what inyisible power told me of my danger? Can 
any one explain it? I cannot; it is a niysteiy to mé even to 
this day. 

T measured the reptile, which, withouf the head, was a 
fraction shorter than two lengths. of my gun barrels. I cut 
off the rattles, whieh were nearly eight inches in leneth and- 
eighteen in number, with some buttons. This ended my ° 
hunt that day. 
When I returned to the plantation with my (rophy T found 

the other hunters there before me and two large bucks hune 
beneath the sioop of the smoke-house. After recounting my 
adventure and exhibiting my pants and gaiter, the old gen- 
tleman remarked: ‘'T thought you ought to have your boots 
on; you will bring them next time, T think.” 

I was easily persuaded to stay over the next day. The wide- 
spreading grove thst surrounded the cool porches of the 
dwelling of my generous host was so inviting that we con- 
eluded not to attend Christy Chapel after all. Tt is but fair 
to state that the faithful little gun that saved my life was a 
short time afterwards forcibly taken from me, while return- 
ing from a squirrel hunt, by a squad of Texas troops then on 
their way fto—as they stated—Chicago, Cave Rook. 

Wape Girardeau, Mo, : 

We tnvite the special attention of the readers of this catunn 

to oun Proposition to Gentlemen. Sportsmen, to be found on an- 
other page. 
+ 

NORTH CAROLINA QUAIL SHOOTING. 

DAVE just returned home from a thoroughly enjoyable 
: shooting trip to North Carolina, and as you haye re- 
quested your readers, for the benefit of the rest of theiv spe- 
cies, 10 give the result of such expeditions, I send you this 
account in the hope that some forlorn, disheartened brother of 
the craft “seeing, may take heart again,” and follow in my 
footsteps, for I can assure hini that if he will take the point I 
will mention as a center he can go iu any direciion and find 
all the quail shooting he could, would, or should desire. 

For nearly a year past Fred and T had talked of a trip 
South to see if the shooting was really what it was ‘cracked 
up to be,” and after having consulted enide books and 
wearied our friends with inquiries, it suddenly occurred iv 
me that the likeliest person to tell me where ta go would be 
the man who cultivated my inherent love of the field, and 
who taught me the first principles of ** holding my pipe 
straight,” now a resident of North Carolina, so to hi [ 
wrote. His answer came at once—‘*Come down here,” 
and although we had rather settled on Virginia as a tempor- 
ary abiding place, we altered our planus. 

Saturday afternoon, October 30, found us on the deck of 
the steamship Old Dominion, bound for Richmond, for, 
although we could have gone by rail all the way, we found it 
easier On the dogs and less fatiguing for us to travel part 
way by steamer. The fare to Salisbury, North Carolina, by 
Tail or steamer is the same ($22.80), The company makes no 
charge for dows, and the baggave master took care of them 
and saw that they were fed and watered, and was apparently 
satistied with the gratuity of 4 dollar for each dog that I 
gave him. 
Now we are fairly off and run down the bay in a cold 

northeaster, with its niuserable, penetrating drizzle, until off 
Sandy Houk Fred suddenly realizes that all is vanity, and 
“seeks the seclusion that the cabin grants.” I, after vainly 
essaying to eat my supper, follow suit, but after lying in my 
berth a while, feel quite chipper, and actully have the ma- 
lignity to chaff him on his unhappy oGuuluch pid remind 
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him of the old but yery excellent description of sea-sickness, 
fe., that ‘‘ during the first hour a man is afraid he will die, 
and during the second he is equally afraid he won't.” How. 
eyer, by morning we are all right, and make up for lost time. 
Sunday evening we arrive after a rough passage, which had 
no other effect on me than to develop an inordinate appe- 
es and going ashore Wwe give the dogsa good run and go to 
ped. 
Monday morning when we awake we find it a lovely day, 

and that we are quietly sailing up the placid, mud-colored 
James. We spend the day sitting in the sun, which feels very 
comfortable in the crisp air, reading, watching the flocks of 
ducks that the steamer flushes and seeing how near we 
can come to hitting with our revolvers those that tempt Proy- 
idence by remaining in the water within twenty-five or 
thirty yards of us. The scenery of the James is low, flat 
and uninteresting for the most «part, but you have this one 
advantage not offen enjoyed in other localities, that you see 
both sides of any rises there inay be, for the river winds 
three-quarters of the way round each of them. 

Ad, City Point there is time to run the dogs again, and then 
we arrive at Richmond at about five o'clock. 

Taking a hack we drive to the Richmond and Danville 
Railroad depot (fave $1.50 for the party), and haying checked 
our trunk and left the dogs in the baggage-room, we wander 
yound the city til] 10 o'clock, wher we return, secure berths 
in the sleeping-car ($2 euch), and have time to set comfort- 
ihly asleep before the train starts at 10:30. This road has 
adopted the very sensible rule of having a tariff on dogs, 
which is fifty cents per 100 miles, fhus making the cost of 
each dog $1.25 from Richmond to Salisbury, and the eni- 
ployees do not expect, but actually refuse the bonus J offer 
them. We ave roused in time for breakfast at 7:30 at Dan- 
ville; forty-five minutes are allowed for the meéal—so using 
half an hour for ourselves, we give the dogs the benefit of the 
rest, We reach Salisbury at 11:30 a, »., and here is the 
point T have been reaching all this while, 

Tere, at the Mount Vernon [Motel (terms #2 per day), you 
will find good beds, an excellent table, a genial, pains-taking 
jandlord-—MacNealy by name, called “ Mac” te save time— 
und more invitations to go shooting with parties wlio are 
happy to share their plenty with strangers, provided they are 
gentlemen sportsmen, than you can accept, unless you stay 
all winter. I won't guarantee longer than that, but I wide 
suarantee that you can find and, if you hold straight, can kill 
from thirty to forty quail a day and not exert yourself in the 
least; and if you are 4 sportsman you won't wish for more. 

The Western Railroad of North Carolina starts within 4 
hundred yards of the hotel and runs two trains a day, so that 
at any tire you can step on the morning train and by run- 
ning ten or fifteen miles visit ‘fresh fields and pastures new,” 
and at any place find as much shooting as any one can desire 
and return to your hotel on the eyening train. 

Our objective point being Cool Spring, twenty-one miles 
from Salisbury, we take a carriage and drive over a very bad 
road (fare #8 for the party), arriving about 7:30 p.m. We 
are hospitably received by my friend Ed. and his wife; and 
are ushered to vur room, where the huge wood fire that burns 
in the open tire-place looks very comfortable after our chilly 
ride. They tell me they have had no rain since August 4, on 
the strength of which I guarantee them a sufficiency, for I 
am éxceedingly lucky (?)} in that respect on my shooting ex- 
peditions, Surely enongh—the next day when we awake the 
sky looks very dubious. However, we take a brace of fresh 
dogs and sally forth, and less than a quarter of a mile from 
the house find in the corn stubble. The bevy rises: Ed does 
not shoot, so as not to disconeert us in the least; T miss beau- 
tifully with both barrels; but what is the matter with Pred ? 
Without raising his gun from his hip he has fired both barrels 
into space and is looking round in a dazed manner, | What 
is the matter with you, Fred 7" say I. ‘ Meavens! I don’t 
iknow,” he answers: ‘but the air seemed full of them, so I 
cut loose. Tt did not seem asif Leowld miss all.’ After a 
lauzh at him and considerable ebail for me, we go on to pick 
up the seattered birds, which have dropped into the hushes 
that fringe a narrow ‘ branch,” and in less than an hour we 
have twelve birds, when down comes the rain and we start 
home, contented with everything hut the weather, and hoping 
and planning for the morrow; but ‘‘the morrow” rains al 
day hard and does not clear until the night. 
The next day we go out, but find comparatively few birds, 

as they have not yet worked out of the heayy cover, where 
they have heen driven by the two days’ storm. However, as 
we rise over the crest of a hill I see what I think are crows 
feeding on the opposite hill-side, perhaps a quarter of a mile 
from us, and point them ont to Hd. ‘*Crows!" he says; 
‘those are wild turkeys,” and as he speaks they have seen us 
too, and we count twenty of them as they fly over the river 
into the heavy timber. Wespend a little while trying to 
head them off, but do not see them again, and resume our 
quail shooting. : f } 

Lest, I should be considered vain-glorious, I will hereafter 
not mention the number of birds bagged, but will content 
myself with a report of the number of shells emptied at quail 
each day. To begin with this one, we find when we return 
home that we have fired about thirty shells apiece. 

The next day, fired by the sight of the ‘‘turks” the day 
before, we determine to hunt them, and after considerable 
crawling and creeping find a flock of fourteen. We get with- 
in 200 yards of them twice, but each time they feed from us 
and we do not get a shot, and conclude that when one’s time 
1s limited he had better stick to quail, ! 

So followed one day after another, except that we did not 
again have two successive days’ rain, but only had about 
every other day, which kept the birds from running out into 
the stubble as freely as they would have done otherwise. Still, 
we always had a bunch of birds, rabbits, gray squirrels, etc., 
hanging, and used regularly to eat about twenty each day. 
We never got less than thirty good shots apiece during the 
day’s shooting, from 10 till 4 o'clock, and we generally had 
nearer fifty. The last day we were out we found fourteen 
bevies, containing from fifteen to thirty birds each. We in- 
yariably found in the rag weed or!corn stubble, and the birds, 
when flushed, would drop either in the ‘broom grass,” the 
blackberry bushes that lined the fences, or the woods, but as 
the last are free from undergrowth, they do not bother one 
much. 

So our three weeks’ vacation slipped away, and we had to 
turn our steps reluctantly homeward. Wespent some time 
in Richmond, Norfolk, Fortress Monroe, etc., on the way up, 

and so increased our expenses somewhat. We paid everyone 

the price asked and did not economize in any particular, and 

yet we found on reaching home that our expenses had been 
less than $90 each, including cost of ammunition, Alto- 
gether I look on it as a most satisfactory and pleasant trip, 
and 1 sincerely trust, that before long the same hills will again 
re-echo the report of the trusty Scott of Sauk, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

LONG ISLAND TRAPPED BIRDS AGATN. 

7 Nuw York, November 20, 1880. 
Aititer Movest unk Stream, 

Tn suswer to your most politeinyitation to mné to come for- 
ward and prove by sworn testimony the contents of my let- 
ter fo you of November 6, [would say that, with mosf due 
respect to your invitation, I inust and will decline for the 
following reasons. 

In writing you suid letter, I wrote and gave you my 
knowledge and impressions ag a slooter, and not as a detec- 
tive and aspy. T have shot game for the last twenty years, 
from the Jargest to the smallest, from & deer to a Messina. 
quail: aud, therefore, a8 a shooter, [ can form an opinion 
whether a bird is a shol one or a trapped one, especially after 
holding it inmy hands. On the oeeasion I have reference 
to, and what gives more strength fo my opinion, I was in 
company with another game shot of a good many years 
standing. We both examined the birds and both came to 
the same conclusion. Mind, we did hof lay any birds, nor 
did we pluck any, und, therefore, my opinion could not he 
turned into sworn testimony. 
When I wrote you my letter Twas not thinking about the 

past. T was thinking of the future, of the birds that might he 
saved, and bout what might be and ought to be done to saye 
them, I cave say a good many nore men than I haye put 
their heads together to solve that problem, Wof one man, 
nor ten men, Hor one hundred men can do if wt anee—it will 
fake years of labor and study, I might even say education. 
Legally a man inight be wrong, morally he might be imocent 
in infringing upon 4 law of which he does nol know any- 
thing, which he cannot comprehend because if has never 
been explained to him, 
liave been so changed and amended that it is 10 wonder that 
our country cousins do not know them, por care to know 
them.’ 

Whaat then are and ought to be the daties of our game au- 
sociations? First of all 16 teach (he people ihe game laws. 
The laws ought to We sent lroadcast all over the country + 
there is more to be done by woralinfluence {han by coercion. 
Everybody knows that there is a game law: but how many 
know its Goutents? Print the game Jaws by the thousands, 
scalter thom over the country, offer rewands, but by all means 
do not let (he game associations fall inte the error of expecting 
the community to be their dectives and their spies, Each 
man to his trade. 
Now a few words in answer fo this letter, written by order 

of the standing Game Law Committee of the L. 1.8. A. 
Those gentlenven accuse me of being» coward, and of writing 
fo you letters more for the sake of notoriety than of being of 
any assistance to them. ‘They say that they caimof play the 
part of detectives, but of course they expect me to be one. 
Tf I wanted the notoriety that these gentlemen say I court, T 
would certamly answer them in a different style. I would 
answer theiz letter in the same spirit that they answered 
mine. Unfortunately, one allercation micht bring on another 
and before T would get through with them their own answers 
might show to the public that they are not quite the Nim- 
rods that they appear to be. But, as you sayin your editorial 
note, they aré a young organization which wants to be, and 
ought to be, encouraged: and therefore I shall refrain from 
any further remarks, which by some people might he turned 
intoreproaches. Those gentlemen protest ageainstmy assuming 
a nom de plume. Do I, hy doing so, commit a greater offence 
than that of many of our foremost and most pentlenantly 
sportsmen. Haye you oyer seen the ‘Gillettes,” the 
‘ Alking,” the “Steeles,” the ‘ Butlers,” the *‘Lees,” the 
“ Williams,” and hosts of others. I have uot. But I have 
read about them. After all, whit is there in a vame? 

A Truk Loyer or var Sror'p. 
P. 8.—I send to you to-day a pair of snared quail. Be so 

kind as to acknowledge reception of them. These quail were 
bought for me by a friend al one of our public markets. 
This same friend informs me that he cun vet all he wants of 
them, at fle same market, by asking for them snd hy paying 
for snared birds, one dollar per dozen extra. 

ae en Ve ES ” 

PHILADELPHIA LETTER. 

AST week a half-grown prairie chicken was brought to 
Mr. John Krider, of Philadelphia, for mounting, the 

bird haying been sent from lower Delaware or Maryland 
with a lot of quail toa game dealer of ow city, Tt will be 
remembered that some years azo Dr, Purnell, of Berlin, or 
Snow Hill, Md., liberated several pairs of pinnated grouse or 
prairiechicken. Ii is known that they had bred and hatched, 
ag broods were seen on several occasions, and their nests were 
even located. The writer, while shooling on Sinnepuxent 
Sound, in the section of the country referred 0, made im- 
quiries as to the success of Dr. Purnell’s experiment, and sat- 
isfied himself that the “flocks of strange birds” seen by the 
natives were veritable pinnated grouse. Why do not those 

of your readers who were interested *‘in planting » prairie 
chiekens in the State of New Jersey inform you of the result 
of their laudable undertaking ? Buch matter is always inter 
esting to the true sportsman. i f i 
We haye learned that hawks and other like birds of prey are 

unusually plentiful this year. Taxidermists are securng 

quantities of them. This does not argue favorably for the 

quail, as poor Bob White suffers much more from the depre- 

dations of the winged pirate than from the sportsman. The 

souched-legged falcon is more numerous with us this year 

than it has been for five years. The red-tail hawk does little 

damage to the quail and is mainly a mouse hunter. It is less 

plentiful. Last week a white or snowy owl was seen In In- 

dependence Square perched on the top of one of the lofty 

trees. He remained quietly gazing on the scene below him 

for fully two hours and then on folding his wings sailed 

Westward. 
We were handed « letter to read trom Maine, dated Nov. 5, 

last week, At the time of writing the correspondent stated 

that snipe and woodcock were stillin his State, and that litfle 

or no frost or cold weather had been experienced. Ruffed 

grouse were very plentiful with them, bringing but bwenty- 

five cents per pair. F 
We minh farcnake mention of some remarkable rifle shoot- 

ing done by our fellow townsman, Mr. Lancaster Thomas, & 

short time since, Mr. Thomas, wanting a little practice, took 

with him twenty-five cartridges only to the Stockton range, 

and without a sighting shot made twenty-five bullseyes at 

500 yards, the last six shots being fired late in the afternoon 

quite neat.dusk. This certainly deserves to be recorded, and 

we request Mr, Thomas to score as well in the next tourna- 

ment. bis ~ 
The Hasterly storms 

the New Jersey hays. 
of Jast week brought a few brant to 
Not many haye been killed however, 

————— 

For the last. ten years our game laws | 
an neconnt of this promising doe, 

| Quires a sturdy constitution, a willingness to endure hard- 

[Novyemurr 25, 1880. 

and there are only a small number of young fowl among 
them. For fine shooting we always look for a good propor 
tion of young birds in the flocks, as they stool much better, | 
the oll brant coming along wifh them. ‘The peculiar honk 
of a “this year’s bird” is readily distinguishable from that of 
an elderly one, and always delights the ear of the fowler. 
Your correspondent could relate of many a day of elorious 
sport in Little Ege Harbor, at the Bunches, East Sedge, 
Goose Bar or Little Island. when the brant were on, and the 
wind and tide just suited, but will reserve the account for a 
future letter. Let me say now, however, il is & sport that re- | 

ship and the patience and cumming of a cut. ** The more 
dirty the weather the better brant fly "is an expression of 
the bay men. 

Ourmutual friend Dr. Twaddell, and his brother George, are 
off at present ona shoot, George and a friend are paying 
their attention to (juail and woodcock only, while the Doctar 
has with him his metry litile beagles and will deyote his time 
to the cotton fail, and enjoy the musical voices of his hounds. 
We stopped at the Doctors house during his absence and had 
the pleasure of looking at his Dachshunds, Unser Fritz, Ban= 
kerlie and Fraulein a yery beautiful beagle bitch, and 
black-white-ind-tan Southern beagle. the two latter new ud- 
ditions fo his kennels. 

Your correspondent lias just reeviyed a letter from Mr. OC 
Hi. Whitman, of Leavenworth, Iansas, enclosing two beau- 
tiful photos of the Laverack setter Pedigree now dead. Mr. 
Whitman has just returned from Europe, haying had a fine 
opportinity of visiting the noted kennels of Great Briain, 
fife tells me he has a son of Pedigree the image of his sirt 
but larger in every way. 
Now that Mr, Whitman is with we we shull expec! to hear 

Homo. 
, a " 

THe gun whe thinks that he can atford te pay the farmers 

hoy mare for quiil than thé bay is pitd by the biyygagemitaters 

ia inibited te send his dldiess to Uhis aifice. 

a 

STRAY NOTES FROM PHILADELPHIA. 

, PHibapELpuia, Pa,, Nov. 18. 
HE biting air which last night began to make our ears | 

tingle has served to precipitate the movements of | 
those leisurely sportsmen who haye for many weeks been 4 
planning elaborate expeditions to Pike, Wayne, Monroe and 
other interior counties of this State, and has caused a few 
individuals of the alleged feather-bed sort to postpone indefi- 
nitely expeditions, which were as yet too embryotic to de- 
seryé the name of “expeditions.” Whether or nob George | 
Kennan’s ‘Dog ‘Sledge Journeys in Siberia” precipitated 
things cannot now be determined, Wut several acquaintances — 
who on last evening listened to this excellent lecturer's por-_ 
trayal of the hardships and privations incident to a life in a 
well nigh sunless part of the country of the Tehooktchees, 
where such winter temperature us 60 deg., 64 degz., and 68 - 
deg. below zero are noi, nnusual, exhibited this morning in 
disputable signs of having the *' Movida fever”: ani during 
the day at the gun stores and other places where sportsmen 
most do congregate, I have heard of more than a dozen who 
propose soon to start to that State for the winter, some of 
them persons of leisure and means. 

Curious enovgh, Bayport, Fla., wus on every tonmue. 
several men declaring that Willis's letter telling of Mors. Gar- 
rison, who'd furnish good board in » game district for #4 per 
week,” was all they wished: that they meant to start al 
once and ‘head off the crowd,” ete, Those who spoke of 
going ‘at ones” were not of the moneyed class, {woof then 
being trappers from northern Michigai, or somewhere vp 
there, claiming to haye im all an wssortment of seventy-(lires 
steel traps. here is ny donbt that but for the rather stiff 
rates of passave thither, and comparatively igh rates for 
board in Florida, the exodus from the North this winter 
would prove a most astouishing one. <As it 1s it will be 
freat; and it 1s interesting 16 note the almost inslintaneous 
effect, produced by the publication in Forest ayn Bvunam of 
any apparently truthful account of a new Ploridian ‘‘ para. 
dise.” Without a doubt Willis's letter lias already started 
enough sportsmen to Bayport to fill Mrs, Garrison's house— 
garret and corn-crib ineluded—to overflowing; and if she 
provides one orange for each guest, possibly she'll 
have to ‘ draw” upon Dummitt’s Grove, in the Indian River 
country, for the golden spheres. 

A. continual joy alike to citizen and sojourner are the gun- 
stores of our goodly city in which may often be found squads 
of sportsmen of very various degrees of knowledge and skill. 
eagerly and inthemost friendly manner discussing *'the latest” 
wrinkle in sportsmanship and its myriad appliances. So 
creatly do ‘‘the brethren” congregate at ‘‘ Uncle John” 
Krider’s that itis difficult to get many extended personal 
chats with Seimer, his superintendent—always called ‘John” 
by his customers and friends—hut they seem 66 covet these 
“chats” greatly and scarcely cive him time to eat hisdinner, 
Mr. Seiner’s opinion is valued for the simple reason (hat he 
is known {0 be a conscientious man. Theold rentleman 
*Tinecle John” K., kas for twenty-six years seryed as treas- 
urer of the Order of Mechanics. ‘Taxidermy is now his pet 
and all engrossing theme. The Grubb House (J, 0. G. & 
Co,, 712 Market street) is one of the vast gun honses of the 
land, and after a sojourn in the far West exchanging "' field 
notes” with the keen and companionable dealers of St. Paul, 
Oheyenne and ‘Frisco, it is no small treat to be able to in- 
spect in this establishment guns of almost every sort under 
the sun from the cheapest Belgian, to the ‘ gems —turned 
out for princely purses only—by such builders as Pape, Lang, 
Dougall and Purdey, Weapons of the latier class seem to ba 
the ‘best holt” of the house, some of the aristocratic ‘* Pur- 
dey’s” being so artistic that it seems almost sacrilege to soil 
them with villainous gunpowder. The storm-tossed sports- 
man from prairie or sierra in quest of sun bore could scarcely 
fall into the hands of a more genial gentleman than Col. Jno, 
McLoughlin of the above named firm. 

The wonderfully entensive establishment of Tryon & Co. 
is doinga fine business. Maj. Comstock—the genial ‘‘Harry" 
so long with the Remingtons—was in town the other day, 
He now represents L, C. Smith, the ‘' Baker gin" man, and 
seems resolved to go atonceto Florida, With him this is 
the ‘law and the prophets :” ‘Buy a ‘three-Warrel.!’ Then 
everything—hnmming-bird or bison— is ‘ your meat.' 

W. McK, H. 
a 

Tows— Vail, Vo. 16.--Quail have heen more plontifal 
hereabout this fall than for many years previously. 

Bh. BEB 
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SOUTHAMPTON SPORTSMEN’S CLUB. 

Se well timed and highly interesting apticle which re- 
cently appeared in your valuable journal calling atten- 

tion to the practiceof snuring birds by farmerson Long Island, 
which threatens the destruction of the favorite sport of shoot- 
ing, and pointing out the necessity of some new club with 
young blood who will not pursue pigeon shooting as if this 
was the only sport left, does not, I beg leave to assure you, 
apply to one club, at least. 

Situated at the east end of Long Island is an association of 
twenty, gentlemen who during the short time of their existence 
as a clib have done much toward the protecting of game and 
promoting the interest of shooting generally. J refer to the 
Southampton Sportsmen's Club, chartered under the laws of 
the State in 1878. They have acquired preserve lands to the 
extent of 8,000 acres. By a resolution the membership is re- 
stricted tothe number of twenty members; one-quarter being 
shining lights of the New York bar, the legal rights of the 
club are therefore fully protected. 

At arecent meeting it was decided to employ counsel to 
prosecute persons detected shooting or sharing game in viola- 
tion of law. Judge Thomas Bisgood was assigned to this im- 
portant work, and 4 man yas employed to detect persons 
guilty of ivespass. Within a few days two persons were de- 
tected in the act, one being a wealthy farmer of tlie vicinity. 
It is determined to prosecute these parties to the full extent 
of the Jaw. 

Let oler associations follow this example and there will 
soon be a stop put to the destruction of a sport which in the 
past made Long Island famous. 

At the meeting mentioned it was resolved to stock the 
ponds ont the lands of the club with bass. TiAMBLER. 

=f) —__— _ 

KENTUCKY NOTES aI 

Mn. Springs, Ky., Nov. 1. 
UALL are not so plentiful as we were led to hope during the 
early summer. No good reason assigned. Iwasouta few 

honrs Friday and put up but two half-srown beyies. As 
they were not out of the ‘‘ peeps” [returned homeward de- 
lighted with the performance of my young pointer, which 
evinced a wholesome recollection of a dose of No. 10's, soon. 
followed by one I was startled to find 3's, administered last 
season at forfy yards. It cures him of his uncontrollable pro- 
pensity to flush and chase, which had heen developed by the 
boys stealing him out to trail squirrels befere he had been 
worked on quail. Tail snd liead in line, the ears protect the 
eyes, and T have in every instance found a charge of 8 to 10's 
the most soothingly persuasive argnment at forty to fifty 
yards I eyer submitted to a refractory worker in the field. A 
broadside is never to be risked, nor should a timid youth be 
shot. But my wilful gent always catches the peppering, 
which I esteem infinitely more lumane and know to be won- 
derfully more efficient than the ear-pulling, side-thumping, 
whilk-raising punishments administered by many hunters. yt 
have almost exhausted myself with whip for chasing to en- 

- joy (2) the whooping up of arabbit, who had been an eye- 
witness of the punishment, and seemed to hie away, as 4 
matter of solace to the sufferer. 
What sportsman has not had similar experience and found 

hittle comfort in thinking, *d—n it!" loud enough for his 
companion to shrewdly guess the curent of his feelings? IT 
would not We understood as an advocate of indiscriminate 
use of shot, but experience has created within me a a weak- 
ness for the remedy in malifnant cases, haying always found 
it a specific. Dut rimallards and bluewings are appearing in 
small bunches. Pheasants plentiful in mountains, turkeys 
scarce. No pigeons. Squirrels migrated last fall and huve 
but just began to return. No parties have heen deer-hunting 
usyet, Bears are represented as plentifulon our favorite 
hunting cround near Tennessee borderas deer. 

A neighboring paper Jaicly published a paragraph to the 
effect that some destructive epidemic has attacked the deer 
in the vicinity of # svimmer resort or two, and that as many 
us fourteen carcases had been stumbled over in a day. A 
wmosquito-har 18. thick fabric in comparison with that fwdrte- 
ution: - ICEN'TYCKETAN, 

MORE ABOUT WILD RICE. 

NOTICE an article in your last issue ou wild rice, over 
the signature of “‘ Lutron.” He remarks: ‘! There seems 

fo be a desire among sportsmen to introduce this most at- 
tractive waterfowl food where it is not natural to grow. Ar- 
ticles in Former AnD StREAM, seems to me, will lead those 
who are getting seed to plant to failure. Some time ago the 
Forest AND SiREAM recommended planting in six feet of 
water, I have never seen a spear reach the top and head out 
at that depth.” 
Now, not having the slighest reason to doubt the correct- 

ness of your correspondent's observation (I haye never been 
in Michigan), yet in this locality my experience und observa- 
tions differ very widely from his. For instance, in Rice 
Lake, a body of water twenty-cight miles in length, with an 
average width of three miles, the wild rice is frequently 
found prowing in water from six to eight feet deep, and this 
is no exceptional case, but the rice is found from one end of 
the Jnke to the other growing at that depth and producing an 
abundant crop of plump, well-filled grains, upon which not 
do ihe various kinds of ducks and other water-fowls feed 
with avidity, but also the Indians (who haye an exclusive 
vipht to it from the Government) collect it in large quanti- 
ties, both as. an article of food and for planting purposes. 
They prepare it for eating by parching, or roasting, until the 
hull separates from the grain, and then fanning off the chaff. 
Being prepared in this manner and boiled, it forms a thick, 
mucilaginous paste, which is very palatable and highly nutri- 
tious. 

Tn 1876 IT sent twenty-five bushels of rice to Camphell’s 
Bay, Ottawa, where it was sown in water from two to five 
feet deep. It erew well, and in the fall produced a good 
frain crop and extended rapidly. The person trying this ex- 
periment and his neighbors, being so well pleased with the 
Tesult, have nearly all their waters stocked with rice this 
present year fromme. They have also obtained eighty bush- 
els of seed to be planted in the adjacent waters. 

As regards the sowing of this rice, I consider the fall the 

dried, it may be sown very successfully in the spring. : 
One correspondent asks: ** Will any one tell me whether 

or not thoroughly dyied rice will grow?” I can verify that 
it will, hayihs dried it for two months hefore sowmgz, In 
fuct. this is the only proper manner to send it any distance, 
43, if damp, it is liable tu leat and turn moldy, which would 
destroy the cerminating principle und render i, worthless. 

hest time; but with care, and having it kept thoroughly 

Your correspondent also states that the rice that he exam- 
ined was sprouted as early as March 20 to 25, which is much 
earlier than it does here. As soon as tie ice disappears from 
Rice Lake, which is from the 15th to 20th of April, the ducks 
appear in great numbers and feed on rice yy diving for it on 
the old rice beds in water froni ten to fiwelve feet deep, the 
water being higher in the spring than it is in autumn. IT 
lave watched those birds feeding and shot them, and on ex- 
Mnining their stomachs found them gorged with ‘rice; but 
pe of the grains had shown any sigus of sprouting at this 
time, 
A year ago this fall I sowed a peck of rice which had been 

extra well dried. This was planted in water four feet deep, 
on mud and‘grayel bottom. It made itsappearance about. the 
middle of June and ripened the first of September, produc- 
ing a fair crop. ©, GILCHRIST. 

++ ——__—_ 

flow iv 1s Ersrwnrrn.—The ganie grounds of New York, 

are not the only ones which are being depleted of their “ame 
birds by the trappers. Commenting on the Formsr anp 

SrREAM’s remarks about the opening of the (nail season the 

Evansville, Ind., Avyus says : 

In this part of the country the birds gve nearly all fully 
grown, though we lave seen since November 1 two coveys 
of birds that, were only half grown. Quail are becoming very 
scarce inthis section of the country. A few years ago an 
averaze shot could yet from forty to sixty birds in a half 
day's shooting, without much tronble. Cold weather of two 
Winters agoj killed a vast number, bui on an average the 
weather does not have one-tenth the bad effect on quail that 
uetters-do, Thete is «law in this State regarding the offer- 
ing for sale of netted and trapped quail, yet never was a law 
more entirely disrerarded. Merchants constantly offer them, 
hung up boldly outside of their doors, and never # word is 
said to them, though there is. oris supposed to he, a Sports- 
man’s Club in this city. Various devices are resorted to by 
the pot-hunters to deceive buyers. The most general way is 
to pick the netted birds, hang them np and then blow shot 
at them from an air gun. The shof make blue spots on the 
naked birds, which look very much like real shot marks. As 
it now is, there is no good shooting i this neizhborivod. 
This vicinity is overrun with boys and reckless hunters, who 
thinkitisa good joke to shoot hogs and cattle and even 
horses. Is it any wonder that farmers make mo distinction 
between good and bad jiunters, and order all off their ground? 
What shall be done? We put this question very respectfully 
to the Sportsman’s Club, hoping that they will take some 
steps to see fhat the game law, which is a just one, be en- 
forced. If things continue as they have been, a day’s good 
quail shooting will be a thing of the half-forgotten past. We 
hope to receive some communications on this subject, ‘True, 
many of us do not hunt, but for the benetit of those to whom 
hunting is theironly relaxation from business, for Heaven’s 
sake let's do something, or sell our guns for old iron. 

EXTERMINATION OF QuAlL— Wauseon, O., Nor. 20.—Your 
correspondent, ‘tA. 8. P.,” speaks of quail treeing, and says 
‘of course” the quail remained treed ‘‘but an instant.” Ihave 
shot a number of quail this season and I notice whole flocks 
yery offen scatter and take to the trees, und when they tree 
they stay treed until the hunter gets almost close enough to 
shoot, One treed this weelz while T was shooting: in the flock. 
My doy pointed two on the ground within 200 yards of the 
treed bird. IT shot the birds my dog pointed and the bird in 
the tree remained there until [ went toward lim, He must 
have remained treed five minntes at least and wus not dis- 
turbed by my shooting. As to ruffed crouse, I know that 
some market hunters in the north part of our county (Pulton’ 
use 1 cur for hunting them altogether. The cur burks when 
the erouse take to Wing, and they alight i the trees and the 
market shooters pick them off. (Quail-shooting here, I fear, 
will soon be used up. The pot-hunfers take cold days and 
evenings for their work, find the birds huddled to keep warm, 
and then they villainonsly destroy a whole bevy at a single 
shot. J have heard of many such instances and have seen 
the marks of their work myself. The sportsmen here are 
agitating a law against-marketing quail, and for one, Tam in 
favor of it. TI don't helieve in paying « premium to pot- 
hunters and quail trappers. J saw 200 (uiail and 100 grouse 
in one wagon to-day, and probably not twenty-five of them 
were shot onthe wing. Let us step this slaughter. 

W. H. H. 
Tuk sportsmen hereabout will soon fiid quail coming into 

market which bear no signs of having been shot. These are 
‘trapped birds. and (he legitimate sportsmen should see 
fhat parties offering them for sale shouid bearrested and pun- 
ished.— Harrisburg (Pa. Patviat. 

We invite an expression of opinion respecting the scheme to 

secure the protection af gamé, ai outline af whieh will be found 

on our editorial pages. 

Game Laws tn MArme—Maehius, Me. Nove. 12.—The 
article in Forrsr AND Srream signed ‘Bangor,’ and its 
answer, by Everett Smith, Hsq., Commissioner Fisheries and 
Game for Maine, show that sportsmen residents of Maine 
have something to do the coming winter. Let us be calm 
andl unselfish and make our plans. I will state as near as I 
am able the wish of the sportsmen in this part of the State. 
We would like the season for deer to open Sept. 1, and close 
the same as at present for this reason, ‘Temptation is strong to 
break the law when by accident a deer is seen while shooting 
ducks, grouse, etc., besides ij is impossible for wardens to 
preyent gunners killing them when the woods are full of 
hunters, nor does it seem reasonable they should not, as 
they are in good condition at this season, and, nioreover, the 
mumber killed would be small. Yet, if ‘‘no tinkering” is 
the wish, we yleld and go im for whut we have, only plan 
for the future enforcement of what we now have. Weare 
decided that the dog clause is proper and needs no change, 
that pot-hunting isa nmsanceand an injury not only to the 
community, buf fo the hunters themselves, asthe money that 
would be paid for guides, transportation and supplies would 
much more than balance that received for the game now 
killed. * Game‘itself is a luxury, but its pursuit a still greater 
one to a large portion of our hard-worked business men, 
besides its importance is growing rapidly in the opinion of 
our best medical men, who ure now giving their attention to 
the diseases of the brain, its tveatment both preventive and 
curative, and as a general rule this class who need the rest 
and change, that Maine forests and lakes can give, are 
abundantly uble and willing to pay liberally for the same— 
examples, Rangeley and Moosehead. We believe nothing 
short of pairl vardens can stop this mischief—yiz., three 
special wardens 19 be paid by the State and under the direc- 

tion of Commissioners, also detective service for special 
work when Commissioners deem proper, with an appropria- 
tion to Gover expense. 
Jam over fifty years of age, but still enjoy the woods. 

Never killed a deer in my life, but expect I shall every time 
T shoulder my rifle. I spent the first week in October with 
a small party at the Mopang. T need hot tell you that we 
all decided to spend two next yeu. 

Let us hear from others, Oxo Tra, 

GAME IN Penysynyanra.—The Harrisburg, Pa., Patriot 
lias this to say about the game in that vicinity :—George 
Keller, a well-known Hummelstown successful wing-shot, is 
slathering the quail at a lively rate down the Lebanon vyal- 
ley. The pheasant tribe is beginning to be thinned out pretty 
well on the chestnut ridge, between Hummelstown and the 
ridge buck of Camphellstown, Mr. William F’, Lewis, of Read- 
ing, a famous sportsman, is playing hayoe with the ducks and 
other game in the vicinity of Millersburg. He is the guest 
of Mr. Roland Freck, the postmaster af that, place, and in- 
intends to remain in the valley a full week. An wp-town 
crack shot got into a covey of birds out the Jonestown road 
yesterday with a young setter dog and succeeded in bagging 
five ont of a flock of eight old and very plump birds. A 
party of lunters from Harrisburg, among whom was our 
old friend W. B. Meetch, Esq., Register of Wills, we learn, 
shot fourteen wild turkeys in one day on a trip to Clark’s 
valley recently, ‘and it was a poor day at that for wild tur- 
key shooting. "—/ykens Register. The Nimrods yesiding alony 
the base of Robert's, Kittatinny and Peter’s mountains, and in 
Powell's, Robert’s, Stony Creek and other yalleys, report 
quail, grouse and wild turkeys scarcer than in former years. 
The old foresters along the several mountains north of the 
city altvibute the scarcity of game to the destructive fires on 
the mountains aid hillsides late last spring, when, they 
aver, all kinds of game were driven off and their haunts de- 
stroyed, and that the yonng of grouse, woodcock and other 
species of game were killer to a considerable extent. 

Trapping ts ARKAnsas— West Po/nt, Wiite County, Nov., 
18,—As the fur season approaches the enthusiastic trapper 
naturally thinks of his traps, and if possible selects a field of 
Operation, then is soon off for 4 winter's sport. His 
feelings are offen so eager to get into the woods 
that he would not mind sparing a few weeks from 
the record of time. But to the point. My campaigning 
the present season will be confined to the western portion 
of the White River swamp, wherein, owing to its natural 
features, mink, coon, skunk, opossum and a limited number ~ 
of ofter abound. The good advantages these animals enjoy 
here are sufficient to secure them from the molestation of in- 
truders, unless a little steel trap warfare is waged, as the 
overflow does not admit settlers and the country is comprised 
of almost impenetrable cypress brakes and heavily timbered 
ridge lands. These brakes afford them splendid facilities for 
(lenning and safe retreats in time of danger. Coon and mink 
seem quite abundant, and by good work one could make it 
very profitable in taking them alone. An occasional otter 
could be captured if the waters of the small lakes, creeks and 
sloughs were deep and free of logs enough to allow of hoat- 
ing thereon. It must not be understood that there are no 
beavers here, for in the exstern part--across the river—of 
these bottoms large families can be found, but this probably 
includes the valuable part of the furrier's fauna. Furs taken 
in this locality before the middle of November seldom show 
prime, so the trapper must confine himself to nature's pre- 
scribed limit of aboul four months. The success that has 
crowned the efforts of the writer as an amateur trapper so 
far is extremely favorable, and no doubt an expert in these 
woods could fare profitably. Should any of the trapping fra- 
temnity lave inclinations towards these haunts we are willing 
to Mrnish them any information in our power and extend to 
(hem a hand of welcome should they venture. 

Watrer D. Cricpress, 

Derrorr—Nvy. 19.—A merry party of hunters consistiny 
of Messrs. Murray and Pierce, of Niagara Falls; Poole, of 
Buffalo; Hill, of New York; Moore, of Toledo, and B. H. 
Gillman and John B. Long of Detroit made this a clorious 
day in the way of sport. The snow was in good order for a 
fox chase, and about 9 o'clock this morning the party crossed 
the river info Canada for the purpose ofa day’s English enjoy- 
ment. At Windsor they were joined by a party of Canadian 
Nimrods, took hacks for the real starting point—Chaffell’s— 
about 6 miles down the river. Arrived there deer tracks were 
discovered, and there was much rejoicing ut the unexpected 
doubling of the promised sport. ‘The day was simply mag- 
nificent. Chaffell’s dog Harkaway was the first to give ton- 
gue. All the remainder of the pack took it upand away went 
everybody in hot and eager chase. Within an hour a deer 
was brought to hay and shot by the jolly Murray, when 
Poole and Pierce rushed in and captured the head as a trophy. 
At 11 o'clock Gillman and Long started a fox, and ufter a 
long chase he was laid ont by a shot by Mr. Hill, the New 
Yorker, who will take the brush home. The party arrived 
here about 7 o'clock, and as I writein sound of their yoices 
and the clinking lemonade glasses, I hear many an en- 
thuiastic fragment of recitul of the day’s doings. While in 
Windsor to-day seeing the hunters off in behalfof Forrest 
AnD Sreeam I noticed a quartette of uimpeachably pure- 
blooded Dandy Dinmonts, the property of Alex. Crawford, 
a well-known amateur fancier, The Jittle fellows were cap 
tivatingly cttte and drew a big audience wherever they 
went prancing along after their proud any happy owner, 

G rT. 

A New Game Prorecrive Soorery—WVew York, November, 
1880.—We hope you will give the following communication 
yonr favorable consideration, and we earnestly invite you to 
join us in our endeayors to put down poaching. The ‘f Game 
Protective Society for New York and Vicinity” is organized 
for the protection of game (including game fish) und insect- 
ivorous birds, and to put down poaching of every description 
in the vicinity of New York. During the months of Septem- 
ber and October particularly, the country is overrun with 
gunners killing everything in the shape of a bird, and the 
frains running out of the city are fullof poachers. We pro- 
pose to haye cards printed giving a list of game in season and 
the fines also, offering areward of at least $25, payable on 
conviction of the offender, provided the penalty exceeds the 
reward, These cards to be posted in all the different sia- 

| tions, stores, post offices, etc., and in the hbugeave and 
sinoking cars of the roads rumniing ont of New York, L. 1. 
City, Jersey City, ete. We also shall endeavor to stop the 
sending of snared and trapped gameto the city, and do every. 
thing we can—with the aid of the proper suthorities—to ar’ 
Test and punish poachers. Wot only sportsmen but farmers 
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and others living in the country near New York should join 
‘us. The expense will be only $5 a year. 

We hope you will send your name and address to any of 
the following gentlemen: H. 4. Thompson, ‘Treas., office 
N.Y.L.E. &W.R. KR. H.W. Fuller, N. Y., Lb, B. & W. 
R. RR. W. Holberton, with Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 
Fulton st., N. Y. Gustave Walter, 47 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 

Respectfully, Gy sleet Pauly Aen YL 

Maine Game Nores—Lamoine, Hancock Co., Nov. 17.— 
For the most part game has not been more plenty for years 
Than itis now. Yesterday two deer were shot some three 
miles from here, and within a few days I have heard of sev- 
eral deer taken in this vicinity, I have it on the most trust- 
Wworty authority that dogs ave feely used. Here seems to he 
another task: for Messrs. Stillwell and Smith, and if they are 
“prosecuting with their utmost zeal and enerey” some- 
thing may be done. MRuffed grouse (partridge) are 
quite plenty and tame. What ‘Bell Muzzle” says 
about their not éreefng in his vicinity is not true 
here, though nearer 80 in the ‘western part of this 
State. They tree yery readily with dogs, and even without, 
dogs, us part of each bevy will light in plain sight of the hun- 
ter, ‘The trees and bushes as so thick as to preclude the idea 
of wing-shooting fpr the most part. Sea-fowl are 
plenty in Frenchman’s Bay, but are wary and hard 
to shoot. Two ways. of shooting are practiced—one is 
by taking a sail-boat, and, after ectting to windward, sailing 
down upon them; the other is by sculling float, which is 
moderately snecessful, but there does not seem to be a good 
model in use for a float. Cannot some ef your readers sug- 
gest a ood plan that is not expensive? Rabbits are very 
Tuimerous, but seldom hunted. Black ducks are not plenty 
as yet. Brown Coor, 

THE MARKETMEN are now receiving large quantities of 
game of all kinds, as the following list will show. Bears from 
Florida, Texas, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Missouri and Michigan ; 
deer and ruffed grouse from Florida, Texas, Ohio, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Missouri, Dlinois and Michigan; quail from 
Florida, Texas, Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, Missouri, 
West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Illinois; 
ducks from Florida, New York, West Virginia and TMlinois ; 
woodcock and squirrels from New York, and rabbits from 
Illinois. Ballard, Branch & Co. have on exhibition at No. 
112 Broad street, a white opossum which was sent to them 
from Quincey, Florida. It is quite young and perfectly white. 
They are very rare, this being the only one that has been seen 
in + long while. They also received from Toular, [ll., a ruf- 
fed grouse which weighed three pounds, which is the largest 
We ever saw. 

Syow Suors—Telluride, Ouray County, Colorado, Nor. 7. 
—()it in this boreal country, 9,600 feet above the ocean, we 
have lots of snow for six or seven months of the year, and 
4 good snow shoe is a desideratum that can hardly be over- 
valued. The common long straight stick of light seasoned 
spruce, three to four inches wide and ten to twelve feet 
long, is about the most tedious thing imaginable to climb a 
mountain with. There ave two or three models of snow 
shoes that are hithly spoken of by those who have used 
them, but I neyer saw any of them, having only others’ word 
for it, but want to avail myself of the experience and inge- 
nuity of those who have given the matter earnest study. I 
have heard the ‘‘Alaska” much praised, also the ‘St. 
Rezis" and the ‘‘ Canadian Club Shoe.” G. M. L. 

PeyysyivaniA—Pitishburg, Mov. 16.—Game around this 
vicinity is pretty plenty just now, though some distance from 
the city squirrels are plenty, but very wild, even scampering 
off when they see you at 100 yards distance. Rabbits are 
also very wild, but at the same time thick in numbers and if 
the hunter is quick, as every hunter should be, he will be re- 
wardeil by a large bag. Bob Whites and pheasants are on 
the increase (thanks to the sportsmen’s clubs) and arein a 
fair way to remain so, if the comin winter is not too severe. 
You shall hear from here again. C. ALR, 

Rourrep Grouse Sroorme—Bradjord, Pa, Now. 16.— 
Tn my note on ruffed grouse, perhaps [ had better modifyit to 
read, or should have done 80, “‘six out of eighteen,” or one-third 
of the shots, instead of ‘‘ six out of twenty.” We usually 
find more good shots on paper than out. IJ have shot in com- 
pany with as good as the country affords, and they don’t bas 
one-half of their shots, I have myself, when everything was 
favorable, killed five and six straight, but the following day 
perhaps would fire six or cight shots and not bag a bird, and 
80 if is with the best of them. Bett Muzziz. 

A Decxine Score—Cleveland, O., Nov. 18.—Our season 
closed the day before yesterday. The club killed 7,600 ducks, 
a few over, quite a number of canyas-backs being of the num- 
ber, JT have shot during the season sixteen days and have 
bagged 690 ducks—an average of 434 per day. Pretty good 
for a ground so easy of access. Our clubs owns or leases 
about 10,000 acres of marsh, including land and water. We 
protect it, as you will see by reading the bylaws, Our shoot- 
ing has increased steadily since we have protected oe at 

Isprasa.— Vincennes, Nov, 18.—Quail are not plenty this 
season throughout the State. nor in fact in either Illinois nor 
Missouri, north of the snow line. Winter before last the 
snows destroyed the bevies on the prairies and in the bot- 
toms, those only escaping that wintered in the corn-cribs and 
outhouses. Wild turkeys are more abundant than usual, 
Bnipe haye been shot in large numbers, and the wet weather 
has brought a few woodcock, which are found on the islands, 
in the marshes, or in wet cornfields. 

LourstAna—lV. 0., Nov. 11.—Wild geese and duck abound 
in and around Ship Island, Cat Island and Doz Keys. Last 
week a hunter killed fourteen wild geese at Cat Island on a 
single shot. This may seem Maunchausen, but it isa fact. 
The quantity of wild geese at Cat Island might have been 
measured by the acre. The promise of gaine this season is 
nnusually good. These islands are ten miles out in Missis- 
sippi Sound, are easy to reach and Afford excellent shooting 
ing the winter. There®are also fine oysters and fish ai all 
Seasons, EYVERGLADE. 

Wueret He Was From.—A disgusted looking man with a 
doyble-barrelled shotgun came wearily up Woodward avenue. 
“ Well Jones,’ said a friend, ‘‘just in from the Flats?” 
‘* Yes," said Jones, dropping the butt of the gun heavily on 
the payement, ‘‘I'm in from the Flats, Siz of us haye been 

' 

sitting in the rainin a wet boat for two days looking for 
ducks. Not seeing any sport in this I left. The other five 
are there yet and I’m oi your opinion that theyre flats. Yes 
sir,” shouldering the ¢un again, ‘1m jyst iv from the flats,” 
—Detroit Free Press. 

AxyotnEr Ong.—Tbey are all having their hits at the um- 
fortunate amateurs. Here is one from the Cincinnati Ga- 
zette. ‘* A good story is told of a certain well-known gentle- 
man of this city, a clerk in the office of M. EB. Ingalls, presi- 
dent of the Indianapolis Railroad. He obtained a shortleave 
of absence to spend on a hunting excursion in sonthern 
Indiana, His success as a sportsman was about equal to that 
of the average amateur, and he returned to the city without 
even so much asa chipmunk. After getting back to the city 
he wrote Mr. Ingails a polite note, thanking him for his cour- 
tesy and begging lis acceptance of the accompanying pack- 
age of game as the result of his efforts. Wanding the note to 
the porter and giving him at the same time a 5 note, he re- 
quested the latter to purchase a couple of dozen quail or 
prairie chickens and present them to Mr, Ingalls, with his 
compliments. "The porter, whois a zealous fellow in what- 
ever he undertakes, not suceeeding in finding ¢ither quail or 
prairie chickens, invested the money in two cans of oysters 
and a dressed turkey, all of which he faithfully delivered, 
with the note. Mr. Ingalls’ astonishment at receiving this 
novel preseut froma city ‘blood’ fresh from the hunting 
fields of Indiana may well be imagined. The turkey was all 
right; even the dressing might he accounted for, but the 
oystergs—— !” 

Wuo Cas Marc Tis ?—The foliowing comes to us from 
Nashville, Tenn. The story is told hy a Grundy County 
gentleman: **About ten days since Mr. T. $8. Pattie, of 
Cowan, and some friends were hunting a few miles from 
Tracy City, when a deer ran by Mr. Patiie and he fired at it. 
Jt fell and he walked up to it and ent its throat. After an 
examination Mr. Pattie found that not a single shot had 
touched the deer. In making the turn when he fired, it fell, 
and was so stunned by the fall that it was unable to get up.” 

Missour!—Cupe Girardeax, Nov. 11.—Duck and quail 
shooting is now in full blast in this section. A few days azo 
Mr. Penn, of this city, killed twenty-three ducks with twenty- 
three shots, all mallards. Quail are plenty, but 50 per cent. of 
them are but half grown, I haye been getting fine bags. To- 
day I killed five ont of a gang of six without missing a shot, 
permitting the last one to go from sheer want of bag room to 
earry it home. They are yery fat and hug the corn fields 
closely. 

A. Goop Rusr Prevexziye.—The best rust preventive that 
Thave ever tried, and [have about tried them all, is obtained 
by carefully trying out the fat of wild ducks. J don’t know 
but that domestic ducks or geese would be equally as good, | 
but have not tried it. Chicken and turkey oil is good, but 
not as good as duck. Hematite, 

Ono Norms—Pranklin, Noo. 19.—A few ducks grace the 
watersof {he Great Miami—mallard and (eal. Quail arereported 
plenty in the western part of this county. T'wo pot-hunters 
made a bag yesterday of 20) qual in cight hours. There are 
plenty of rabbits. Bix inches of snow, 10 degrees below 
zero last night, More anon. C.A. M. 

Consroriori—New Laven, Nov. 1%.—Superintendent 
Charles §. Davidson, of the Consolidated Road, and George 
W. Dory, of Hartford, ninted on Anson O. Williams! farm 
in Andover, on Wednesday, and brought home thirty-three 
sray squirrels. 3 

Weicurs or Rrerepn Grousse—Aath, Me., Nov. 19.—Please 
record among the weights of ruffed grouse that Noy. 15 I 
shot one weighing one pound eleyen and one-eighth ounces. 
He was in fine feather and I have him stuffed. C, H. G. 

~—_——_--+ +8 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

SIX DAY'S TOURNAMENT. 

The three day's pigeon tournament given by the New York Gun 

Club will begin on Thanksgiving Day, on the ground of the Club 

at Bergen Point. The competitions will be participated in by the 
| members of the Long Branch, Maryland, Philadelphia, Riverton, 

Narragansett, Orange, Staten Island and New York Gun Clubs 

and the Westnunister Kennel Club, The programme for the the 

three days is as follows : 

Tuurspayv—Match, 10 birds each, 5 ground traps, handicap rise, 

80 yards boundary. 

Fripay—The Barron Cup, open to members of the New York 
Gun Club only; 10 birds each; other conditions as above noted, 

Saturpay—The championship match, limited to 18 entries ; 25 

birds each, 30 yards rise; other conditions as before noted. 

On Thursday and Friday matches at glass balls, 10 balls each, 3 

traps, 21 yards rise, will take place. The shooting will begin at 10 
A.M. on Thursday, half-past nine a.m, on Friday and quarter to 

eleven A. Mm. on Saturday. 

Fountais Guy Crus—Brooklyn, £. L.. Nov, 16.—DLhe second 

practice shoot, under New York Stata rules, will be held at the elub 

grounds November 25 (Thanksgiving Day), commencing at nine 

o'clock 4. wr. and closing at 5. ™, Three yaluable prizes will be 
competed for, all of them donated by subscription from members 

of the club. The object of the shoot is to add to the sinking fund 
to aid in defraying expenses for the next State Tournament, which 

will be held at Coney Island, on or about June, 1881. The shoot- | 
ing will be at seven birds each, and the? members will be handi- 

capped, being placed in three classes according to their shooting 
record. Members may purchase one or more tickets, and those 

not desiring to shoot may transfer their tickets to other members 
fo shoot for them. 

—Hop Bitters give good digestion, rich blood and healthy action 
| of all the organs, 
> 

One or Many Letrers.—Camden, NV. d., 1880.=-Your 
elegant weekly is ever a joy to me, for in my busy life I only 
get two weeks or so to breathe the country air, and try the 
“angle worm,” 

‘ip 

[Novmncm 25, 1880, 

Che Senne. 

FI XTUR ES. 

Eastern Field Trials Club's Second Annual Trials, Robins Island 
Peconic Bay, L. 1, Noy. 29, Jacob Pentz, Secretary, New York. 

Western Penuu, Poultry Association Bench Show, January 17, 
18and 19, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Charlos Lincoln, Supt. 

GENERAL HANCOCK’S. “TURK.” 

URK has a very interesting history. He is owned by 
General Hancock, to whom he was given by General 

“Pally” Smith. Ie isa genuine St. Bernard mastiff, and 
was born at the famous Monastery of St. Bernard in the 
Alps mountains, on the line between Italy and Switzerland. 

; When-a mere puppy ke was brought to America and sold to 
General “Baldy” Smith, who, after keeping him several 
years, gave him to General Hancock. The dog is now about 
seven years old, and is undoubtedly the largest specimen of 
the canine race in America. He weighs 125 pounds. He is 
a great pet with General Hancock, and the General says that 
he would not sell the dog for any money. Recently Senator 
Pinckney, of North Carolina, saw the animal and wanted ta 

/ purchase him. 
“T will give you $500 for that dog,” said the Senator to 

the General. 
“Turk is not for sale. I would not trade him for your 

North Carolina plantation,” was the General's reply. 
“W-l-ew!" exclaimed the Senator, ‘any plantation is 

worth more than $50,000.” 
Since Turk tirst took up his residence on Governor's Island 

he has made himself very useful in many respects, No hu- 
man) sentinel is so vigilant as is this intelligent member of the 
canine race, Turk is a model watch dog. Inthe daytime he 
is as mild as a kitten, but at night he becomes almost as 
ferocious as a tiger. Woe be to the trespasser who steps 
upon the island under the cover of darkness. The dog’s 
keen sight, scent and hearing will detect the intruder in a 
trice. 
A little over 2 year ago two men rowed over to the Island 

from Brooklyn in a sma!l boat for the purpose of stealing a 
quantity of old iron and brass that was piled upnear the dock, 
They had just commenced to load their boat with plander, 
when Turk discovered their presence, and made such a yigor- 
ous onslaught upon them that they were glad to jump into 
their boat androw away. The dog swam after them, al 
they were obliged to beat him on the head with their oars to 
prevent him climbing into the boat. A sentinel who heard 
the barking of the dog ran to the shere. He fired his musket, 
which attracted the attention of a policeman on the Brouklyn 
shore opposite, and the men were taken into custody as they 
landed near Martin’s Stores. Poor Turk was so terribly 
beaten by the rascals that his head was swollen to almost 
twice its natural size. 

On another occasion a soldier, belonging on the Island, 
having obtained a leave of absence, remained in Brooklyn 
until late at night. Then he hired & boy to take him over to 
the Island in a boat. It was his intention, as he had been 
wuway longer than the prescribed time, to slip past the guard 
and vel into his quarters without being observed. He would 
have succeeded admirably in carrying out his plan had it not 
been for Turk. The truant soldier had evaded the guard and 
was at the donr of his quarters when the dog rushed upon 
him, and catching him by the throat, threw him to the 
ground and held him there until the corporal came and took 
him if charge. 

The dog has a great dislike for cats. He will not tolerate 
a member of the feline Wibe in his domains. Several of tke 
olficers’ families who reside on Governor's Island have at- 
tempted to keep cats as pets, but Turk would either kill ov 
drive the Toms and Tabbies away. This is the ouly ignoble 
trait in Turk’s character. 

The reporter was Informed that Turk was fond of nimsic. 
There is an excellent military brass band attached to the 
post. Whenever this band plays the dog will take his place 
near the musicians, so as to get the full benefit of the music. 
Turk knows the old members of the band so well that when- 
ever a vew musician comes among them the animal notices 
the fact at once. The dog manifests his displeasure at the 
presence of the new comer by giving voice to a series of ter- 
rile howls that can be heard above the music of the hand. 

There is a news stand at the ferry landing on Governor's 
Island, where an enterprising young man dovs a thriving 
business in selling the Star and other papers. Every morn- 
ing Turk will come tothe news stand after the papers for 
General Hancock. He will not carry the papers in his 

| mouth, and so they are tied in a little bundle about his neck, 
and then he trots off to the General's house. If the General 
lias left the Louse and gone to the headquarters building, 
"Rastus, the old colored man at the door, will say: ‘* Turk, 
your master is at the office.” The dog®does not need to be 
told a second time. He tvots off jo the office with the papers, 
wagging his tail in evident: delight because he can he of 
service. : 

During the political campaign which has just closed, 
thousands of people have visited General Hanook, and, as 
Turk was alwayeat the dock when the boat landed, there 
were very few of the visilors who did not observe and admire 
the noble animal. Thus the doe has a wide circle of friends 
residing’ in many parts of the United States. 

This chapter about General Hancock's dog wonld be in- 
complete without some account of Turk’s ancestry. Turk 
belongs to a royal family of canines. The 8t. Bernard dogs 
have been world-renowned for the past 250 years. Away up 
in the Alps Mountains is the famous Monastery of St. Ber- 
nard. Here a band of pious monks have lived since the 
beginning of the fifteenth century. These faithful disciples 
of Obristianity believe in doing all the good they ean. In 
the winter the roads over the Alps are frequently renderéd — 
almost impassable by ice and snow. Frequently travelers, — 
while crossing the Alps, are overcome by cold and would 
perish in the snow were it not for thé thoughtfulness of the 
good monks of St. Bernard. These monks keep a large 
number of dogs that are trained lo go ont and search for 
travelers who have fallen in the road. To each animal's 
neck is tied a casket containing food and a flask of wine. 
Many a life has been saved by the dogs of St. Bernard, of 
which General Hancock's Turk is a noble representative.— 
Star.” eS 

‘ 

Mr. Fotzer's '*Rex "—Springsield, Mass., Noo. 20,—Edi 
tom Forest and Stream: Yn your issue of Nov. 11 “ Ruffe 
Grouse” makes a very Queer statement concerning the p 
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Rex,” owned by Mr. F. H, Fuller, and which he, ‘ Ruffed 
Grouse,” is breaking, when he states that ‘‘ Rex" is u pure 
Taverack by Lathrop’s ‘ Dick,” out of Laitlrop’s * Luna.” 
“ Ruifed Grouse” onght to know that there is not 4 drop of 
Laverack blood in ‘* Rex” or any of hisancestors. ‘‘ Rex” is 
by my “ Dick” out of my ‘‘ Luna,” and is a wonderfully 
promising pup, but dog men who know '' Dick" and his pedt- 
Ss will smile indeed to hear him called a Layerack. Every 
one well posted knows thatthe number of ** pure Laveracks” 

in this country can almost be counted. on the fingers. **Dick’’ 
ind ‘' Luna” are pure natives, and | hope ‘‘Ruffed Grouse” 
or any one else writing about my dogs, will never hereafter 
nndertake, either through ignorance or perversion, to ‘turn 
fivay the current of their blood.” E. H. Lararor, 

— es ————_—__—__ 

[From a Staff Correspondent.) 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 

FREE FOR ALL STAKES 

900. $2350 to first; $150 to second; $100 to third, $10 
forfeit; $15 additional for starters; closed Noy. 15th, 1880. 
The drawing was as follows : 

J.J: Sneilenberg's Thonder against A. H. Moore's La 
Guy. 

AT. Moor2's Lina May against. J. 1. Whitman's Pride. 
J. R Stayton’s Beltow IIL against P. JT. Bryson’s Glad- 

‘stone. 
1. CG. Sanborn's Gount Noble against J. I. Henrick’s 
Blip. 

_ J. i. Henrick's King Dash against A. Lansing’s Max 
Harkaway- 

Montyiew Kennel Clubs’ Lincoln against A, H, Moore's 
Connt Fred. 

A. TH, Moore's Lass o’ Gowrie a bye. 
L. D. Rumsey’s Bella withdrawn. 

Visonnnas, Ind, Vor. 18,—Ata meeting called to-night on 
‘account of snow, six inches having fallen and now lying on 
‘ihe ground, the trials were called off, 

$+ 8 __ 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

T]HE second annual field trials given by the Hastern Field 
: Trials Club will begin at Robins’ Island next Monday 
morning. The ground, as we have already stated, lias been 
well stocked with birds, and there is little reason 6 apprehend 
any trouble on that score, The list of entries 15 a large one, 
including many of the erack dogs of the country, and should 
the weather be propitious there is every prospect of a good 
wecl’s work. 

Several extra prizes have been sceured by the club, and to 
the first prize already assigned in each stake the following 
avendded: Nursery, 2,000 Winchester shells; puppy, Bng- 
ish gun case; all-aged, a Fox gun; brace, an arm-chair, A 
‘silver cup will be given for the hest pointer. : 

The entries for ¢ach siuke will remain open until the even- 
ing previous to the day upon which it is advertised to be run; 
and the stakes will be run in the order named asi, week. 

Paymaster L. H. Billings having been, by reason of his 
‘Oficial duties, compelled to decline to act as one of the 
judges, his place will be filled by another, elected by the com- 
eliiors in the several stakes. Nir. F. N. Hall will serve as 

official scorer. The club will take a special train from Wlat- 
bush avenue, Brooklyn, at 8 oelock on ihe day previous to 
tlie opening of the trials. The ronte to Robin's Island is via 

ong Island Railroad to Cutchogue. 
Trains leave Hunter's Point for Cutchogue daily alt 84, 

M,. four hours’ ride; aid 3:60 rw, avide of three hours; 
fare, round trip $425. Stage and ferry from Cutchogne, 

a a 

-. The Cooker Crus—NVoo 21,—ditor Forest aad Stream: 
Tn last week's issue your correspondent, ‘* Lean,’’ asks me 

{o accept the seeretaryship of the embryo Cocker Club, to 
which request I gladly accede. My fricnds know me well 
enough to know that lam willing to do anythingin my pow- 

er to forward the interests of my favorite breed, and if is 
with great pleasure that I note the intended formation of this 
club. Our friend ** Leam,"” myself and two or three others, 
have long thought sich a step necessary, and I hope that 
‘avery person interested in this breed—whether owning speci- 
anens or not—will join us in our attempts to forward its in- 
feresis. A membership of upwards of fifty is anticipated, 
but I hope that our anticipations will fall far short of the 
teality. ““Leam" has put the objects and purposes of the 
‘club so plainly before your readers that there is nothing for 
the to add now. Intended members will oblige by commnu- 
nicating with me, when I will furnish them with full partic- 
milars. Guo. D. MAgpowe atu. 

1,182 Chestnut Si., Mlizaheth. No. _ 

Te Dog Pounp.—The dog pound was officially closed 
‘Saturday. During the’season there were received in that in- 
stifmtion §,655 canines, of which 8,513 were drowned and 142 
redeemed, or released hy order of the Mayor, The amount 
¥eceived for the redemption of dors was $252, The amount 
vealized from the granting of dog licenses from the ist of 
January to November 1 of this year is 86,115. The total 
‘amount paid to the city for doy licenses since 1877, when the 
‘ordinance first went into force, is £42,290. 

ee 

THE SETTER. 

{Reprinted with the exptene ermission of the Author and 
flrough the courtesy of his publishers, Messrs. Cassell, Petter, 

pin & Co., New York, from Vero Shaw's '* Book of the Dog."] : 

W* are decidedly of the opinion that field trials have 
done much foward improving sporting dogs, and hope 

tosee (hem more extensively held allover the country. They 
have in some degree, if not perfectly, the merit of combin- 
hy the element of public competition with those practical 
ests 80 desirable in judging of sporting dogs. In these field 

trials the setters have hitherto managed to hold their own 
commonly well, and up to the year 1880 no pointer has 

the cup was first offered that if should become the property 
of any member who should be fortunate enouzh to win it 
ree times, but not necessarily in suecession, or with the 
me dog. ‘To the astonishment of the sporting world Mr. 
De Landre Macdona has accomplished the feat with 

anger, & black-and-white setter. This grand dog, though 

_ FOREST AND STREAM, 
not himself a perfect model of heauty, has by carrying off 
the Challenge Cup upon three oceasions stamped hiniself as 
the setter of the day, and has moreover shown what is be- 
hind him in the matter of pedigree by begetting many first- 
class specimens of the breed.* 

With reference to Ranger's marvellous behavior in the 
field, we extract the following from a report of the field 
trials which appeared in the Line Stoek Journal, April 25th, 
1879. Inalluding to Ranger the writer says: 

“He made what is so much to the public taste at these 
trials—a sensation point. When running down a large 
grass meadow with Darkie he rushed with niarvellous speed 
to the bottom, against which appeared a large embankment. 
The dog suddenly found himself hurled by the impetus of 
his going into the midst of a twelve-foof river that ran he- 
tween the embankment and ihe grass field in which he was 

/tuoning, The impetus with which he went threw him to the 
opposite side. Crawling up the bank half dazed with the 
shock, he scented some birds, and immediately coming to 
life again, dropped. The birds then dising he plunged 
back into the river, swam across, and shook himself in the 
face of the judges and spectators. Anything more unique or 
sensational in the matter of field trials las nof been wit- 
nessed before, except when he won the all-aged stake at the 
Kennel Club field trials, when, rushing down the hill, he 
suddenly winded birds, and stopped, and the impetus of his 
coing caused him to make a somersanlt in the air, when 
he landed on his back, and as stiff as starch. His four lers 
were seen in the air, and his neck and head turned round in 
the direction where the birds were soon put up about a foot 
from his nose." 

} Tanger, in addition to lis Challenge Cup trinmphs has won 
| the following stakes: WReynold Stakes, Shrewsbury. 1874; 
Champion Cup, Shrewsbury, 1874; Champion Cup, Shrewa- 
bury, 1877; Shrewsbury Stakes 1877; Hawkstone Stakes, 
Shrewsbury, 1873; East of England Stakes, Ipswich, 1873 ; 
Trehill Stakes, Devon and Cornwall, 1875. Such perform- 

| ances, even unaccompanied by the fact that he has won the 
| Challenge Cup outright, stamp Ranger as mdoubtedly the best, 
do of his breed which has hitherto appeared. \ 
Yo recommend the setter as a companion dog to the non- 

sporting philo-kuon may be to invite a sneer from many a 
knight of the trigger, but nevertheless there is much to be 
sgicdin favor of these dogs in the character of mere compan- 
ions. 
lines of a well-forme(l specimen are eminently beautiful, and 
his every movement most graceful. The coat is beautifully 

| soft and rich, the featherings especially being of a fine silky 
texture, and the colors and distribution of them generally 

, striking and pictureeque, as they are soft, refined and lovely. 
Tn intelligence the setter has few equals, so tht he soon ac- 
conimodates himself to circumstances, and isso easy of con- 

| trol that he readily becomes a companion tliat can thoroughly 
he trosted, for his intelligence is great, and he seems to think 
for himself, and make the pleasing of his owner his sole de- 
light. Intemper they are almost invariably reliable, and 
their affections become-deep and lasting. And added to all 
these qualities there is an air of refinement and superiority 
about him, inherited from a long line of blue-blooded gan- 
cestor's, that commends him to all. 

| Those who keep but few setters to shoot over themselves 
should never fail to make friends and constant cotpanions of 
them: the mutual understanding and trust arising from this 
doubles the pleasure of the sportsman in the possession of his 
dogs, and adds greatly to his success in the field, 
We had Mr. Macdona’s Ranger with us while Mr. Barber 

wis sketching him, and although we met as strangers we were 
soon friends, and parted we firmly believe with mutual re- 

) egret, Never have weseena dog who so readily accommo- 
dated himself fo circnmstances—he seemed at once to be as 
mauch at home in London as he is in (he stubble or the heather, 
and took his scat in &hansom cab as niturally as though 
to the manner horn. 
One word of caulion only in respect to keeping setters as 

companions. We should always advise having them broken 
to gaine, although there miay be no prospect of using them ; 
because if unbroken dogs were bred from an unbroken line, 
while their beanty and general intelligence might be sus- 
tiined, they would lose the aptitude for their natural work. 

As stated at the commencement of this article, tt is an un- 
questionable fact that, whatever the source was from which 
the modern English setter sprung, there are several distinct 
families of the breed at present in existence. Hut even these 
ave themseives offshoots of older types, which in their turn 
originated from the setting dog, either by breeding and se- 
lection, or to the judicious admixture of foreign blood. It 
may therefore be as well to draw attention fosome of the 
most fatnous of the old breeds, as well as make allusion to 
the most fashionable of the modern ones, before proceeding 
further with the subject. ; 
Reference has already been madetothe Welsh setter, abreed 

now practically extinct, and Whose loss is so greatly tobe de- 
plored that supreme efforts should be made to restore it be- 
fore all hopes of doing so are vain. Mr. William Lort, of 
Fron Goch Hall, Montgomeryshire, who has before heen 
quoted in this clapter, has kindly given us some, valuable 
information concerning this variety of setter, which is in 
purport as follows: The coat of the Welsh or Llanidlocs 
sefler, or it all®events of pure-bred ones, is as curly as the 
jacket of a Cotswold sheep, and not only is it curly, but it 
is liard Im texture, and as unlike that of a modern fashiona- 
ble setter as itis possible to imagine. The color is nsually 
white, with occasionally a lemon-colored patch or two 
about the head and ears. Many, however, are pure 
white, and it is unusual not to find several whelps in 
every litter possessed of one or two pearl eyes. Their heads 
are longer in proportion to their size and not so refined look- 
ingasthoseofthe Englishsetter. Sterns are curly and clubbed, 
With no fringe on them, and the tail sweils outin shape 
something like an otter’s. This breed is more useful than 
any spaniel, for jt 1s smart, handy, with an excellent nose 
and can find with tolerable certainty at the moderate pace it 
gocs. It usually has the habit of beating close to you and is 
not too fast, being particularly cleyer at cocks and snipe, 
which they are no more likely to miss than is a spaniel. 
With so much to recommend them, we cannot help repeating 
that {his isa breed well worth saving from extinction, es- 
pecially asit is so hardy and far less liable to disease than 
the modern fashionable dog. Some excellent specimens of 
‘this variety have been in the hands of Mr. Charles Beck, of 
Upton Priory, Macclesfield, and he said that they stood hard 
work and briery dingles, when he worked them in Wales, 
better than any breed he could procure. 

There was alse a liver-and-white strain of setter which was 

*The pedigrees of Ranger IIT, and of FR, Tare gi by Mn. Shaw of Ranger“are given at length 

There isno more elezant dog than the setter: the out- | 
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well known in the north of England, especially in the Car- 
lisle district, Though this dog was coarse and Juinbering, it 
has heen argued, and as often denied, that the famous Laver- 
ack blood is tinged with that of this variety, Jlowever, this 
will be more fully referred to almost immediately, when the 
Laveracks are touched upon. . 
Another famous strain of jet-black Welsh selters is now 

lost, and gone forever. It wasa blood that was to he fonnd 
in many parts of the Principality, and as a strain was se- 
cond to none. Unfortunately, though jealously guarded by 
its owners, their interest in it gradually lessened, and it finally 
has disappeared entirely. 

The Anglesea setter, as it was once called, did not spring, 
as might be supposed, from the island of that name, but from 
Beaudesert, the residenee of the Marquis of Anglesea, where 
it wascarefully treasured. They were in character a light, 
active, yery narrow breed of dog, with no chest, though 
deep in ribs. They were rather leggy and possessed ihe 
habit of standing with their fore-legs and feet close together. 
This breed of dog was constitutionally delicate, but aslo g 
fis they stayed, showed great pace in the field. In color they 
were mostly black-white-and-tan, and in coat, though not so 
smooth and flat asa modern setter, the Angleseas were not 
nearly so curly as the Welshmen described above. 

To arrive more rapidly at the leading strains in 1880, wu 
how come to the magic name of Hdward Laverack, a gentle- 
man who has done more to bring this setter in all his glory 
before the public than any other has ever done or is likely to 
do. Mr. Layerack, who was an ardent sportsman, for half a 
century was engaged in improving the English setter, and 
with most flattering results. ‘The corner-stone of his breeding- 

| stud was a pair he first obtained from a clergyman named 
Harrison, who resided in the neighborhood of Carlisle. That 
he conscientiously followed the principles of strict in-breed- 
ing is amply proved by a reference to the pedigree table of 
Ranger, where it will be observed that all Mr. Laverack’s 
best blood is represented on the one side; and the success of 
his system is clearly demonstrated by the position his strain 
occupies inthe estimation of modern setter breeders. In short, 
most of the leading strains are either pure Layeracks, or clse 
they partake largely of the Laverack blood. The formation 
of the Laverack setter, to quote his own words, isas follows: 

“Head long and light, not snake-headed or flewed, bnta 
sufliciency of Jip; remarkable for being very strong in the 
fore-quarters; chest deep, wide, and ribs well sprimg behind 
the shoulders, carrying the breadth of back to where the tail 
is set on: immensely strong across the loins; shoulders very 
slanting or oblique; particnolarly short from the shoulders to 
where the hind-quarters meet, A setter should not rise or be 
too upright in the shoulder, but level and broad; tail well set 
on in a line with the back, rather drooping, scimitar-shaped, 
and with plenty of flag, Legs remarkably short, and very 
short from hock to foot ; feet close and compact, thighs par- 
ticularly well bent or crooked, well placed and close under 
the body of the animal, not wide or straggling. 

“Color black, or blue-and-white ticked; coat long, soft 
and silky in texture; eyes soft, mild and intelligent, of adark 
hazel color; ears Jow set on and close to the head, giving a 
round development to the skull. ‘There is another yariety of 
the same strain called the lemon-and-white Beltons, exactly 
the same breed and blood. These are marked similar to the 
Blues, except being spotted all through with lemon-color in- 
stead of blue, and precisely of the same form and character- 
istics; equally good, hardy and enduring.” 

These words of Mr. Edward Laverack mnst surely be ° 
treasured by setter breeders, and the only unsatisfactory part 
in them to our mind is the total absence of any allusion to 
liver-color. We cannot see how he can reconcile himself to 
ignore all reference to this liver-color since, in the following 
letter to Mr, Rothwell, an old friend and fellow-breeder, he 
distinctly admits that there is a strong dash of liver blood in 
the Laverack setter. The letter referred to runs as follows: 

LCopy. | ‘* BROUGHALL CorraGy, } 
“Whitchurch, Shropshire. [ 

“Dear Rornwert: [ am glad to hear your bitch has giyen 
birth ; save mea Blue, All five are true bred, and all take after 
(he sire, Blue Prince, The liyer-and-white will be quite as hand- 
some and good as any. He strains to Prince's sire, viz., Pride of 
the border, a liver-and-white ; he strains back for thirty yearsto a 
change of blood I once introduced—the pure old Edward Castle 
breed—Connty Cumberland liver-and-white, quite as pure and as 
good as the Blues, You may haye heard Withington speak of the 
handsomest setter he eyer saw, viz., Pilot ; he was this colour, and 
a clipper, Pride's dum was my old bhie-and-white, with tan cheeks 
and eyebrows. Why I reseryed Pride was to breed back with him 
wud my Blues. He is invaluable, as by himTcan carry on. the 
breed [hayéa demand from America for more than I can 
sell, but they are the best, and I guarantee all I send bred by me. 

* Yours trily, BH. Layrrace. 
Majj 23, 1874." 
There is a possibility that Mr. Layerack, knowingly or 

otherwise, had introduced some of the blood of the Jiver-col- 
ored setters we have alluded to as being in the neighborhood 
of Carlisle. This breed was not a popular one, we under- 
stand, and therefore it might not have heen worth his while 
to make a special reference to it. But be this as it may, one 
thing is yery evident from the letter, and that is that Mr. 
Rothwell, who bred many dogs for Mr. Laverack himself, 
was unaware of any such taint, or this letter would not have 
been written. Its present publication may be a consolation 
{o hreeders of this kind of dog, as the appearance of a liver- 
colored whelp will convince an owner who has read these 
lines that it is not necessarily a bar-sinister in the pureness 
of its pedigree as a Layverack. There could in fact be a great 
deal said upon this subject of the liver color, which Mr, Lay- 
erack here remarks upon as being likely to appear now and 
\hen in pure-bred dogs of his strain. <A tendency to throw 
back is of course ineyitable in eyery breed of animal, and it 
is greatly to be regretted that in his work Mr. Laveracic 
threw no light upon the origin of his breed. Tn fact, in his 
description of the setter, he only alludes, in referring to his 
own strain, to black, or blue, and lemon-ticked ones. This 
reticence on the part of Mr. Laverack would seem to imply 
that, though he did not attempt to deny the fact that there 
was liver blood somewhere in his strain, he was not partieu- 
larly anxious that this should be generally known, and conse- 
quently kept even his Midus Achates, Mr. Rothwell, in the dark 
about it until some puppies of the color appeared in his breed- 
ing operations, when he hastened to assure the latter gentle- 
man that such an event was by no means impossible. 

Tt would appear, further, not only from the above letter, 
but from others which passed between Messrs. Laverack and 
Rothwell, and which subsequently came into our hands, that 
the latter gentleman, who appears to have had the free use of 
any of Mr. Laverack’s stud dogs, was in the habit of giving 
Mr. Layerack puppies as the latter required them; and also 
that the great breeder himself was kind enouph to sell Miss 
Rothwell’s whelps for her. We do not consider ourselves 
that there is any harm in such athing being done; but the 
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practice is unfortunate, inasmuch as if opens the door to ill- 
natured remarks on the pedigrees of dogs, and is a practical 
illustration of the dangers to which breeders are liable. What 
we particularly allude to is the chance that is run of the au- 
thenticity of pedigrees being dispnted afterwards, if it could 
he proved that certain dogs were actually bred by Mr, Roth- 
well and not by Mr. Laverack. 'We do not impute any de- | 
ception to either of these gentlemen, but itis possible that 
persons who purchased pure-bred Layeracks from himself 
inight describe them as bred by him, when in reality Mr. 
Rothwell deserved the honor. : 

Anofher and generally unknown fact in connection with 
the English setter-hreeding operations of Mr. Hdward Laver- 
ack is beyond a doubt+ and that is, (hat im the year 1874 he 
was practically ‘‘ out of " his own blood. Whether the fatal- 
ities to which he so pathetically refers in the following cor- 
tespondence were in any way accelerated by the excess of in- 
breeding to which he lind resorted we cannot say, but it 
would seem that for some years his stock lad liven dying off 
in a manner which was surprising to the great breeder him- 
seli, und caused him to draw upon the kennel of his friend 
Mr. Rothwell for dogs to supply his customers. The fol- 
lowing extracts from some of Mr. Laverack’s letters may be 
read wifh interest : 

“ BrouGHanL CorvaGs, | 
“Whitchurch, Salop. | 

‘* Dear Rovewunn: IT vequiyed your dunghter's letter relative to 
the puppies, When old enough fo lake from matnma, place in a 
hamper, and send ag dirceted above, snd advise we prior m or- 
der Tinay send to statiou for tein. Keep then till six wooks old. 
T shall be able to sell your daughter as many as you can spare: and 
when sold will gend either you ov Miss Rotliwell the money. 

“Yours truly, BR, LAVERAUK. 
© June ll, 1874," 

SProugirary, Goppagse, Whitvhurch, Salop. 
“Dean Mr. Rowrtwann: regret very nich to inform yon the 

three puppies you sent died 4 week ayo in distemper, after reaving 
them all straight, und they really became beautiful, and showed 2 
deal of quality. They syere wll tliree bespoke by an American at 
15 guineas, fo bo sent im March. But what is still worse, I have 
lost six move dog, tvo brood Witches 15 months old, which T re- 
fused tu sell at fifty gnineas siete, and four more yonng dogs, all 
out off in distemper sud fils. All were the handsomast 1 ever bred 
ol say. Indeed, I am quite broken im spitity to think after wll my 
iwouble and expense (# life’s), T teat T have on shall Jose the breed, 
us T have only ond old brood hiteh left, T fear too old to breed, The 
only dog I haye left except her is Prince, Yonrs yery truly, 

ft 1, LAVEWAGK.” 
There is no date to the above lefier, Dut the post-mark on 

the envelope is November 13, 1874, 
*BrovGhann, Whitchurch, pace 

“Dear Rownwenn : * * * Lam qnitedisheartened with the loss 
1 have sustained—nine. Six were such as ! neyer naw for beauty, 
aud the three that came from you had greatly improved. I huye 
only two old dogs left—yiz., Prince and a lemon bitch, Cora. I 
have been here three years and only reared oue doy out of 30, As 
T took this place upparently everything [could wish, and built an 
excellent kennel, and haye atree range of fields, my dogs being 
cut off seems a fatality, as no expense is spared_...T will brin 
over several letters from América relative to dogs, aud I think if 
approve of your youuz ones I may perhaps get you & cristomer. 

‘Yours, niost truly, E, LAveRAck,” 
“© Warel 24, 1875." 

Such letters clearly show the difficulties under which Mr. 
Laverack labored at the close of his career, and have no 
doubt been instrumental in earning the pure-bred Layerack 
Setter, a reputation in certain quarters for being delicate and 
hard to rear. On the other hund the suecess of crossing the 
Laveracl: blood with other strains is proved by the success 
of Ranger; and in our opinion tiere is a great probability of 
the Envlish setter deteriorating if modern breeders stick too 
closely to their own blood. 
Amongst the number of great setler hreaders may be men- 

tioned these of George Jones, of Oseott, who was a great 
lich, at the first institution of dog shows, aud showed Rap. 
Mx. Jones plorified in the Laverack blood, which he grafted 
on his own stock, and cheurfully acknowledged the benetits 
he received fron it, The Brothers Withington, too, were 
vreat setter mien, anc goud friends to Mr. Laverack. They 
are said to have given the latter £100 for fou unbroken pup- 
pies, which was then a, yery long price to give tor dogs of 
such a tender age, Normust the nanies of G. R. Rogerson 
and the Rey. Mrancis Adey he forgotten by lovers of the set- 
ter, Mr. Statter, too, will always ve remembered in connec- 
tion wilh this breed. is great kennel is very near the top 
of the tree in setter circles, und though its members are not 
all pure Laveracks, their owner sensibly admite that the more 
of thid blood he gets the better pleased heis. Mr. R. Ll. 
Parecell-Liewellin, of Lincolnshire, is one Of the greatest 
Laverack breeders of the day, and spares no trouble or ex- 
pense in perfecting his strain. Jn consequence he has many 
grand specimens, though many breeders say that his bitches 
are better than his dogs. Lord Waterpark’s handsome, 
heuvily-flecked setters, which appeared at a very early Glas- 
gow dog show. were, and have heen, mich admired. They 
are believed by many to be closely allied im blood fo the 
original Laveracks, and their appearance certainly justifies 
the supposition. 
The kennel of Mr. William Lort, now of Fron Goch Hall, 

Lidnllugan, Montgomeryshire, is also one which must always 
be regarded with respect. ‘To quofe the words of Mr, Laver- 
ack himself : / 

‘Mr, Lort has also a beautiful and excellent breed of set- 
ters, descended principally from the strain of the late Rich- 
ard Withington, Ashfield Honse, Pendleton, Manchester, an 
old friend of mine, and who shot with me for many years m 
the Highlands. They are black-and-white and lemon-and- 
white; long, silky coats, hard enduring, and good rangers, 

“Mr, Lort, from judging so constantly at doz shows, has 
eiven this fine strain but little chance, and they are not 
known as they ought to he; but from what I am told, and 
believe to be the case, there are no better............Setter 
breeders are under the greatest obligation to this gentleman 
for his unflagging gee aiDs to improve the setter, and he 

ares no time, trouble, or expense.’ 
rach praise from one who, like Mr. Edward Laverack, is 
the recognized father of the modern setter, is a sufficient 
guarantee for the quality of Mr. Lort’s strain, whilst his 
popularity as facile princeps the leading setter authority now 
alive, ig quite beyond a doubt. Mr. T. B. Bowers, of Wool- 
ton, near Liverpool, is also a noted setter breeder. and glories 
in hig admiration of the Laverack blood _ Mr. John Short- 
hose, of Newcastle, whose grand bitch Novel is illustrated 
in this chapter, has several good specimens of the breed, and 
isa successtul exhibitor atrmost of the leading shows. The 
great Shropshire kennel of Mr. Daintry Collins contains some 
of the best, blood we haye, being mosily pure-blood Layer- 
acka, Bir Frederick Graham, too, bas made his mark as a 
succeseful breeder; and both Lord Down and Mr. Barclay, 
Field have been fortunate to produce successtul feld trial 

winners, Nor can the name of Mr. George -Lowe’s Tsm 0’ 
Shanter be omitted from any list of the léading setters and 
sires of the day. 

[20 BE CONTENTED. | 
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ELD TRIAL RULES. 

THE RULES OF THE BNGLISH KENNEY cLUL, AS G1YLN IN VERO 

SHAW'S ' BOOK OF THE DoW.” 

1, Management of « Mectng.—The management of a meeting 
shall be entrusted toa committecin conjuction with Field Stewards, 
the latter of whom shall be appointed by the committee before tha 
time of ruming. The stewards sliall decide any disputed question 
by a majority of those present, subject to an appeal to the commit- 
tee. No steward shall yofs during & meeting in any case relating 
to his own dogs. 

2. Election of Judges.—The judge, or judges, shall be elected by 
the committee, and their names suali be announced as soon as pos 
sible after their election. Wien «a judge, from ill-health or any 
other unexpected canse, is prevented attending a meeting or finish- 
ing it, the sommittes shall have the power of deviding what is to be 

onde, 
3. Description of Hntry.—Every subseriber to a slake must name 

his dog at or before the draw, giving the names of the sire and 
dam of the dog entered, and also, in puppy stakes, the name of the 
dam’s owner. The Sceretary shall publish on the card the names 
of those who are subseribers, but do not comply witli these condi- 
tious, These nuininations shall uot be drawn, but must be paid 

Dixqnalification,-Yor Puppy Stakex, fhe namen, pedigrees, 
ages, volors, and distingnishing manks of the puppies shall he de- 

iled in writing to the secretary of a meeting at the time af entry. 
Any puppy whose age, markings, and pedigree shall be proved not 
to correspond with the entry gryeu shall be disqualified, and the 
whole of its stakes or winnings forfeited, 

5, Definition of Puppy.—No dog is to be considered « puppy that 
was whelped before the Ist of dununry of the year preceding that 
of its competing. 

(. Payment of Stakes. —All taoney doe toy uoniinations taken 
Tnust be paid on or betore the draw, whethertho stale iL or 
not, suibalfhough trom insuitlviont description or amy other cause 
the dogs named may be disqualitied. No entry slull be yalid wn- 
less the amount due for it luk heen paid in full, Por all produce 
aid other stakes where u forfvit is payable no declaration is neces- 
sary; the nonpayment of the ramumader of tie entry oney at the 
time fixed for that purpose is to be considered 4 declaration of fur- 
feit. The secretary is responsible for the entry money of all dogs 
Whose name appear on the enril, 

7. Alteration of Name.—tlt any sihseriber should euter a dug by 
2 different name from that in which it shall haye last been known 
in public he shall give notice of thealteration to the seeretary 
atthe time of entry, and the steretary shall place on the card both 
the lute and the present name of the dog. Tf notice of fle altera- 
tion be not given the dog shall be disqualilied. 

8. Prefix of“ NS.’—Any subscriber taking an entry in astake, and 
not prefixing the word ‘names’ to a dog which is not his own 
property, shall forfeit that dogs chance-of the stake. He shall 
likewise, if requested, deliver in writing to the secretary of the 
meeting the name of the lon. file owner of the dog named by Lin, 
and this communication is fo be produced should any dispute aise 
iu the matter. 

, Death of Subseribers,—Dhie death of 2 subseriber shall only 
attect his nomination if if oceur before the draw, iu which case, 
subject to the exceptions stated below, it shall he yoid, whether 
the entries have bean made or not, and any money received for 
forfeits or stakes shall be vetwmerl. If he hes parted with all 
Interest in the nominations, and dogs nub his property are entered, 
paid for, and drawn in ignommce of his bemg no longer alive, such 
entries shall not subsequently be disturbed. When dogs who hays 
been entered in produce stakes change owners with their engage- 
ments and with their forfeits paid, the new counter, if otherwise cu- 
titled to ron fem in these stakes, shall not be preyented from do- 
ing 80 by reason of the death of the furnier owner. 

10. Power to Refuse Entries.—The committee or sLewards of aly 
meeting may reserve to themselves the right of refusing sy en- 
tries they may think ft to exclude; and uo person wlio has been 
proyed to the satisfaction of tha Committee of the Kennel Club to 
have misconducted himself in any way in connection with dogs, 
dog shows, or dog trials, will be sllowed to compete in any trials 
that may be held under the Kennel Club Rules. 

11, The Draw.—Immediately hefore the dogs are drat wt any 
ileeting, and before nine o'clock on every subsequent evening di 
ing the continnance of such meeting, the time und plave of put- 
ting down the first brace of dogs on the following morning shall he 
declared. A card o cotlnter beariig & correspouding nuuiber shall 
be assigned to each entry. There numbered cards or counters 
shall then be placed together and drawn intliserimiuately, his 
Classification, once made, shall not be disturbed throtghout the 
eae D except for the purpose of guarding, or on acconnt of byes, 
Dogs whose position on the card has been altered in vonsequence 
of guarding or of byes must return to their original position in the 
next rownd if guarding does nob prevent it. 

12. ‘The stakes shall be miu in the order they are given in the 
programme, unless the whole of the competitors, or thew repre- 
sentatives in the various stakes may agree otherwise—in which 
cusé the order may be changed, with the cousent of fhe Stewards 
or Comniittee. 

13. Guarding.—When move than one nomination in » stake is 
taken in oné name, the dogs, if bona Jide the property of the same 
owner, shall be guarded thronghout : this is always to he mvanged, 
as fur as possible, by bringing up dogs from below to meet those 
Which ave to be guarded. This guarding is not, however, to 
deprive any dog of # natural bye to which he may be entitled, sither 
in the draw or in running through the stakes. 

14. Byes.—A natural bye shall he given to the lowest available 
dog in eachrunnd. No dog shallrun a second such bye in any 
stake unless it is unavoidable. When a dog is entitled to a bye, 
cither natural or accidental, his owner br nominator may run any 
dog he pleases with him. 

15, Postponement of Meeting.—A meeting appointed to tuka 
placa on a certain day, may, if “ majority of the Committee and 
Stewards (if appointed) consider the weather unfit, be postponed 
from day to day ; but if the running docs not commence within the 
current week all nominations shall be yoid, and the expenses shall 
he paid by the subscribers, in proportion to the wnmber of nomina- 
tions taken by each, In the cage of produce stakes, however, the 
original entries shall continne binding if the meeting is held at a 
later pene of the season, ; 

16. Raining im Order.—Every dog must be brought up in its 
proper turn, withont delay, under a penalty of £1, If absent tor 
Taore than a quarter of an how its opponent shull be entitled to 
claim the trial—and shall, in that case, rmna bye. If both dogs 
be absent at the expiration pf a quatter of an hour, the judge or 
judges shall haye the power to disqualify hoth dogs, or to Sine 
their owners any sum not exceeding £5 ech, 

17. By Whom a Dog is to be Hunted.—An owner. his keepe, or 
deputy may bunt a dog, but it must be one or the other; and, 
when once the dogs are down, on owner must not interfere with his 
dog it he has depnted another person to hunt him, 

8. Method of Hunting.—The-person hunting 1 deg may speak, 
whistle, and work him by hand, as he thinks proper; but he can 
be called to order by the judjres for making any unnecessary noise, 
und if he persists in doing so they can order the dog to be taken 
up, and he jill be out of the stake. An opponent's dog may not 
be purposely interfered with or exeited, or an appeal can be made 
fo the judges; and if the opponent's dog points game, the other 
dog is not to be drawn acroas him to take the point, butif not 
backing of his own accord, he must be brought rownd behind the 
other dog. Doge must be hunted together, and their keepers must 
walk within a Teasonable distance of one another. Aftera caution, 
the judge or judges may heye the power to disqualify the dog 
whose keaper persista in neglesting this role. 

1§, Control of Dogs Competing.—The control of all matters con 
nected with the dogs under trial shall rest with the judge or judges 
of pe meeting, assisted in cases of peculiar difliculties by the Bte- 
wards, 

20. Wearing Gollars.—All dogs, when necéssary, shall wear col- 
Jars—the red for the highest dog on the card, whose place shall be 
on the left, the white for the lowest dog, Whose place shall be on 
the right side. P 

21. The Judge or Judges.—The judge or judges chal be subject 
to the general rnles which may be established by the Kennel Club 
for his or their guidance, At the termination of each triul, he or 
they shallimmediately proclaim his ur their decision, either b 
word of mouth, or by the exhibition of a color corresponding wi 
that worh by the winning dog. No recalling or reyersing of that, 
decision shall be afterward given on any pretext whateyor, 

22, Leugth of Trinls,—The length ofa trial shall be determined by 
the judge or judges. When he or they sre satistied that decided 
superiority hag been exhibited by one of the contending dogs the 
trial should end. 

23, Injuring a Dog.—It any subseriber or hig servant shell, will 
fully or by carelessnees, injure, or canse to be injured, an oppo- 
nents doz during 2 trial, the owner af the dog £0 injured shal! (al- 
though the trial be given against him) be daemed the witmer of it, 
or shall have the oplion of allowing the other dog to remain and 
vin out the stake, and in sneh cage shall be entitled to half its win. 
pings, if any. 

24, ‘No Trials * and “ Undecideds.°—A. ‘*no-trial "ia when, by 
aceident or some obher miforeseen cause, |he'dogs are not tried to- 
gether, Ap ‘tndecided” trial is whiere the judge or judges con- 
sider the merit of the dogs eqnal. If cithey is then drawn the 
owners Iiust at the tire deelare which dog remiims in, A 'no- 
trial” oran fundecided” may be run again immediately, or at 
stich 2 time during the meeting as the judge or judges may direct. 
Tf it stand over until the next day it shall he the first trial ru, 

95. Withdrawal of Dog.—It a dog be withdrawn from a stake on 
the field, ite owner, or sone one having hisauthovily, must wt once 
give notics to the secretary or stewards. If the dog helong to either 
of these offieinis, the notice nist be given to one of the othurs. 

26, Impugning the Judge—tt any subscriber openly impugns 
the decision of the judge or judges on the ground, he shall for- 
feib not more than 65, or less than £2, at the di-cretion ol the 
majonty of the stewards. 

27, Biakes not Rut: Ont, aud Arrangements Made Therevu.— 
‘When two dogs vemain in for the deciding trial, the stakes shall ba 
considered divided if they belong to tha kame owner, or to confed- 
erates : and also ifthe owner o! one of the tivo doys indyces the 
owner of the other to draw him for any consideration ; but if one 
of the twa be drawn without consideration (fvom lanieness, injury, 
or from wny cause eloarly affucting his chance of winning), the 
other may be declared the winner, the fucts of the case being 
clearly proved to the satisfaction of the stewards. The same rule 
shill apply when more thai two dogs remain in at the end of a 
stake which is notrpn out; and in the case of a division between 
three or more dogs, of which two or imere Lelonging to the same 
owner, these latter shall be held-to take equal shures of the to- 
tal amount reveiyed by their owner im the division. The terms of 
aly arrangements to divide winnings, aud tha amount of any 
money piven to induce the vwner of a doy to draw lim, wnst be 
declared to the secretary. 

28, Objections.—An objection to 2 doy my be male to fhe Kee 
retury or to any one of the stewards of a meeting wt uty time with— 
inten daya of the last dey of the meeting, npon the ohjeoter lodg- 
ing im the hands of such steward or secretary tie aum of £5, whic 
pnall be forfeited if thy objection prove frivolous, or if he shall not 
bring the cage before tle next meeting of the Kennel Olnb Com- 
mittee, or give notice to the secretary previous thereto of hig In— 
tention to withdraw the objection, ‘The owner of the dog objected 
to must deposit equally the sum of £5, and prove the correctuesa | 
of hig entry ov case. All expenses in consequence of the objection 
shall be borne by the party against whom the decision ix given. 
Should an objection be made which camot at the time be subsatan— 
tinted ov disproved, the dog may be allowed to compete mder pro- 
teat, the secretary or stewards retaining lis winnings mntil the ob-— 
jection has been withdrawn, or heard snd decided. U1 the dag ob- 
jected to be disqualified, the amount to which he would otherwise 
have been entitled shall be divided equally simong the dogs bexben 
by Lita, nud if a piece of plate or prize has been added and wok 
by him, only the dogs which he beatin the seyerul rounds shall 
haye aright fo contend for it, 

2). Defaulters.—No perso shall be allowed to enter or rin a dug 
in his own or any other person's ame who is a defantter for either 
stakes, forfeits. or bets in connection wilh fleld trials or dog shows, 
or for any money due under an arrangement for 4 division of win- 
nings, or for pennities regularly Doposed for the infraction of rmles— 
by the ptewards of sny meeting, or for any payment required by a 
decision of the Kennel Club, or for subscriptions due to any. 
club entitled to acknowledgment by the Kennel Cinb. As regards — 
bets, however, this rnle shall only apply when a complaint is lodzed 
with the secretary of the Kennel Clnb within xix months after the 
het becomes due. On receipt of such complaint the seeretary ehall 
five notice of the claim to the person against whom il is made, 
with a copy of thia rule, andif he shall not pay the bet or appear 
before the next meeting of the Keunel Club and resist the claim 
successfully, he shall be considered a defaultur. 

80. Tneligible Persons.—Any person who is ;proved to the satis— 
faction of the Nennel Clnb Committee to have been gmilty of any 
fraudulent or discreditable conduct in connection with dogs, may, in 
addition to any pecuniary penalty to which he muy be liable, he de~ 
clared incapable of entering a dog in his own or any other person's 
name during any subsequent period thatthe club may decide upon, 

él. Uniitness to Compete.—Shonld any dog be considered hy 
the judges of u meeting untit fo compete by reason of being on 
“het,” or haying any contagious disease, or any other dause 
which clearly mterferes with the safety or chance of winning of his 
opponent, such dog shall be disyuulified,, A ; 

N. B.—In the foregoing rules the term ** dog” ia understood to 
mean both sexes, 

+o 

KENNEL NOTES. 

S$anEs—Colgnel,—Mr. N. Elmore has sold to Mr. D. H, Stevens, 
of Riverton, Conn., the English hare beagle dog Colonel, by Vio— 
tor. out of Lucy. : 
Bren—Bunnie—Mr. Daniel Kelleher’s beagle biteh Bunnie, by 

Ranger out of Luey, was bred to My, N. Elmore’s Flute, by Rattler 
ont of Time, November 18. ; 
NAsm Cramep—Rose Laverack,—Theo, Meyer, of Jersey City), 

claims the name Rose Laverack for bia beautiful pure Te yoracea 
bitch pup. Born July 14, 1830; bred by John 0, Higgins, Delaware — 
City, Del,, out of Petrel IL, by Young Laverack. Color, lemon 
helton qith lemon ears. @oquetle.—The Lachine Kenvel claims 
the name of Coquette for black cocker bitch, whelped Oat, 25, by — 
Wildair out of Cova. Hileen.—Mr, A. G, Fleischboin, of Belleville, 
Ont., claims the name Eileen for iis red Dish setter bitch pup, © 
now six months old, presented to him by W. H. Linn, of Mlinois. 
PRESENTATION.—From the Lachine Kennel, the black cocker dog 

pup Tim, five months old (Rollo-Queen) to Master Prank Wein a, 
Dearus.—At the Lachine Kennel, on November 21, the black 

cocker dog pup Aladdin (Wildair-Cora) was tonud dead, He had 
managed to creep ont of his kennel and could not get back, so w 
froxen.—At Pittsburgh, Pa., Mr. WH, Allerton’s black cocker pup, 
Jel, from conyulsions, Purchased from the Lachine Kennel— 
Dr. A. B. Clayton, of Chatham, has lost, from distemper, his field 
frinl setter bitch Fausta, Leicester—Rose. F , 

Waueurs— Bridget Plunket. Mr. E. J, Robbins, of Wetherstield, 
Gonn., red Irish setter bitch Bridget Plunket, whelped Noy. i 
thirteen pups, azht of them dogs, by his Dick Hatterich, Bridge 
haw had but five litters, and has had sixty-six pups. Jessie.—Mr. 
Hermann Kellner’s English setter bitch Jessie whelped Nov, 
nine pupa, five of them dogs, by Champion Duke. All are heal 
and strong. 
ae 

—It is impossible te remain long gick on ont of health wh: 
Hop Bitters are used. 

i 
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The Rifle. 
BULLETS FOR HUNTING. 

Nrwporr Bannacks, Ky., Noy. 13, 1880. 

| N your publication of the 11th inst. [notice an article entitled 

“Bnllets for Hunting ;" and while I admire the spirit of the 
communication, still I cannot understand why such stress should 
he laid on patches and patched bullets for mere game-killing pur- 

ORES. 

| For my part I object to patched bullets for hunting for a good 

many reasons, and cannot see that they possess any advantage 
oyer their naked brothers. In the first place they haye to he 
‘carried with great care, and, if in a belt, whieh is the most con- 
jenient way, the paper soon becomes worn off or crumpled up, 

hereby preventing the introduction of the shell into the breech. 

gain, should these patches become wet, or even damp, they ure 

rendered unserviceable—the bullet haw to be taken ont and re- 

atched before it can be used. 
The point in question is, What is the nse of a patehed ball for 

ing purposes? How is it that some of the very best hunters 

‘who use Winchester and other repeating rifles never use patched 
Dalla? What is the reason that a man who is a good shot can loll 

ads of game with a Springfieldgrifle and service ammunition ? 
How is it that at the reculation rifle matclies such good scores are 

made with naked, but well lubricated bullets? In fact, what is the 

use of multiplying intricacies? Why not use the ammumition that 

will stand the most rough usage both for hunting and for army 

purposes? In other words, why make mountains out of mole- 
alls? I have killed lamdreds of head of game over this entire 

continent—from the frontiers of Patagonia where ostrich and deer 
bound; at the foot of the Cordileras where llama, puma, tigers 

and nutria are found ; in the south of Brazil IT haye hunted and 

ed the greatant-eater, wild boar, etc., and in Montana, Nebraska 

id Dakota, elk, buffalo, antelope, deer, ete.—and haye never yet 

been able to appreciate the advantage of a patched bulletfor off-hand 

Sporting work, and so far haye only been able to discoyer its dis 

advantages, just because it will jam, because it won't keep a gun 

as clean as a lubricated ball, and, enfiin, because it is not the thing 

for rough-and-ready work. 
T wish it, however, to be distinctly understood that Iam dealing 

Only in a sporting sense, and not for accurate target shooting, 

vyhere a rifie is or may be cleaned after each discharge, where avery 

artridge is handled as carefully as an ege, and where the least im- 

perfect one is rejected. For this kind of work a patched bullet is 

as superior to a naked one as it is inferior to it for frontier service 

game, The patch protects the bullet and prevents it from being 

owed by the grooves, thereby rendering its flight more ac- 

Catate and uniform, especially at long ranges. Italso insures a 
more elastic and perfect fit, and in a muzzle-loader, where both 

Gre out of danger of being touched, it is a decided improvement. 
n this connection I have nothing fo say; but for a hunting rifle, 
here this jamming is likely to cause some inconvenience (for in- 

tance, when the grizzly referred fo is “ still coming on”), I claim 

hey are no actual use, and may prove very detrimental. 

ow, then, what is a good killing, hone-crushing bullet? Why, 
Iinply one that will fly accurately up to, say, 300 yards, as game is 

Beldom bagged oyer that distance, and generally between 75 and 

150 yards. A bullet that has a rounded front and large striking 
arface, say a calibre .45 or .50, weighing about 350 grains, hollow 

inted, with good deep canelures, and well Inbricated with tallow 
d beeswax. An introduction of tin with the lead seems to be an 

provement in the minds of some hunters. This, in my opinion, 

Gepends upon the kind of game it is used on, and is really and 

Practically of no yital importance. 
1 Jmow of no better shape than the Regulation (cal. 45) Spring- 

field rifle bullet. It seems to combine more advantages in point of 
eusity and form than any other, The weight is 405 grains 
When solid, and when cast in a hollow-pointed bullet mould 

téighs about $70 grains. This of course depends upon the size and 

depth of plug inserted in bullet. 
Such a missile driven by 100 grains of good strong rifle powder, 

edium coarse grain, will prove a deadly dose to any animal on 

this continent if it hits him squarely and fairly, and will be found 

6 do as little glancing as a round ball, and will ‘mushroom ” to 

perfection. 
[ will conclude with saying that I like a bullet to be deeply 

mnken into the shéll, as then the lubricant is well protected; and 
Leontend that x well-grooved rifle can be shot 100 times with such 

f bullet, well lubricated, and need not be cleaned, and yet will 
arry with sufficient accuracy to kill an antelope at 300 yards, it the 
8 be properly held and sighted for that distance. 'Trmapor. 

P. §8—Fancy in an Indian country a man being pursued by the 
Biemy and having to ford a stream with nothing but patched 

milets in his belt! How would he keep the patches dry? And, 
wet, what could he do with them? Besides, itis well known 

hntif you are fo have a torn or crumpled pateh in » thousand it 

ill be sure to come when yon are in a tight fix ; ergo, don’t nse 

patches for hunting. 

FHROUGH the medium of your yaluable journal, I shonld like 
fo ask your exceedingly clever correspondent *! P,”* in your 

16 of Noy. 11, a few questaons, 

T have a short-range, .40 cul. Sharps rifle. I discarded the 
itched bullet, as I found the Inbricator apt to make the patel: re- 

iain on the bullet, particularly in warm weather and if long loaded. 
Tthen used the Lowell naked bullet, bunt this gave uneven re- 

3. Tho least push would put the bullet through the barrel, 
then there were no marks of the rifling on the bullet. War 

ot the bullet too small? ‘There was, in my opinion, a great loss 

f power by too much windege, and I doubt if the bullet gets sufi- 
ntapin. I tried the Remington No. 40. Pushing it through the 

el the rifling was marked beautifully, but it won't chamber 

Sharps rifle, 
hatis a hollow pointed bullet? Should not the tnilet, when 

i through the gun, show the marks of theriflimg? Does it 
any difference if the naked bullet is deep seated in the shell, 

a, BLY, the last canelure toward the point. 
d naked bullets be lubricated, exceptin the swedges? I 

dl ipicoins of powder and 1g shells, I wish to use Curtis & 
ya 45 grains. ‘The bullet will seat even deeper then. Should 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

a wad he put between the powder and the bullet? I would not 
tronble ‘*P.,” but that I tried to satisfy myself with experiments 

last summer, but could not; and if he will be so kind as to giye a 

tyto the benefit of his large experienceI will be ever so much 

bliged. J. K. 

Without anticipating “P.'s” reply to our correspondent’s in- 
(juiries, we may give him a point or two. A hollow-pointed bullet 

seems to be deseribed in the naming of it. A hole is sunk from 
the point directly toward the base of the bullet, About .22 of an 

inch for a .44 calibre bullet is the size of the hole generally left. 

A bullet may fall entirely through a rifle, making a snug fit oyer 
the rifling, and yet be a very accurate shooter. This is particularly 

the case with bolt or elongated bullets. That a bullet should be 
driyen into a weapon in order to shoot well from it is an idea 

which has been exploded by actual experience. Generally, the 

less a bullet is seated in a case the better, though this will depend 
on the chambering of the rifle. Too much lubrication is acommon 

foul, and if other conditions are proper, the slightest uniform dis- 

tribution of lubricant will be sufficient. Of the choice between a 
deep-seated bullet and the use of a wad, the latter would, in the 

majority of cases, be preferable. The gun should, however, he 0 

chambered a8 to avend hoth disadvantages. 
-— - =. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THANKSGIVING Day will be generally observed by the lovers of 

range sports by a series of matches. Creedmoor will haye its curi- 

ous Charlotte Russe Match where there is fo be a great deal of 

shooting, a good share of cating and considerable of a lottery in 

the distribution of prizes: At Walnut Hill the shooters will dis- 

play thei: pink-of-perfection style hefore proceeding to their home 

dinners. With the prospects of a fine day there is every chance 

that some good sport will be had, and the traditions of the day are 
sustained in the announcement of a amber of real old style turkey 

shoots wherein Mr. Gobler is given the limited option of dodging 

leaders for a time. 

Goy. Punxrs had presented a very handsome medal to the Cali- 

fornia Rifle Association, to be contended for annually at the Fall 

Tournament in one of the matches where the National Guard and 

officers and men of the Army and Navy will compete, in order to 

stimulate an interest invifie shooting, and to bring ont the best 

skill with the military rifle, ‘ Governor Perkin’s Medal,” as the 
trophy will be called, will be eagerly contended for, as the wearer 

will be distinctly designated as the Champion Marksman with the 

weapon in use by the troops of the Army and the National Guard 

of California. 

Mammrorn Riruzn Gar~ery—Boston, Nov. 19.—The third week 
in the Excelsior rifle match at the Mammoth Gallery has shown 

good work and better scores than any week this month, ‘The gal- 
lory has been well filled with riflemen and their friends during the 

week, Among others Mx. Ira A. Paine, the well-known rifle and 

pistol shot, visited the gallery and did some excellent shooting 
with both arms, and the erack of the Ballard, Maynard, Steven's, 

Wesson’s and Remington rifles haye been incessant. Mr, R. 8. 
Gray, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, heads the list with 

191 out of a possible 200, and his five scores of four thirty-eights 

and one thirty-nine will be hard to excel. Mr. U. A, Pollard is 
second on the list with 188. Mr. H. Appleton, of the Walpole Rifle 

Club, is third with 186. Mr. Charles B. Robinson is fourth with 
182. Mv. Frank Hollis, of the Medford Rifle Association, is fifth 

with 182, but is ontranked by Mx. Robinson. Mr. A. L. Locke is 
next in order with 180. Mr. Locke is a member of the Rod and 

Gun Cinh of Springfield, 
The subjoined summary will show the standing of the leading 

competitors to date: 40 yards, rounds 8, possible 40, five scores to 

win or possible 200 
Hi, Be GAY cosa rile -ic ams a here saat Bese Bog 4 38 38 58 38 #9—191 
{EINEP Ua eee eee eu nlnod hoes Same oes e 8T 87 38 39 3S—18S 
ET CA TIDI GRO are ee cee cs epee anti aiiaeleldelein aimee « 3T 8T BT 87 38—136 
Clas, By RODINSOM:.. 2.2 iv. eee ttpess=s tees sere 36 46 36 37 Bi—182 
WAIT OUTST Obes ei clare tee sis one 86 36 36 36 38—1S2 
A. L. Locke... aad hes tat 36 36 386 36 236—I1S0. 
L, W. Farrar «. 6854 35 35 36 36—1i7 
N. 8. James. 85 #6 36—177T 
D. L. Neal. 35 36 86—177 
A, Holto: 35 35 85—175. 
PF. J. Snow. 35 85 85—IT4 
Chas. B. Otis 85 35 35—173 
R. G. Sawyer 35 35 35—1T3 
O. T. Hart..... $4 34 24-170 
EP Ep DANY gree ddacleel, Sheth beseitrheiehees Hae gre? 84 34 84-169 
FL EB. Urn aCe sy, 202s a5 sak ee ce ete tala als Bs ee 8 He 9 = 33 33 33 83 34—166 

Pistol Gallery.—Althongh the vifle gallery has been busy, the 

pistol gallery has not been much behind, many availing themselves 
of practice with this favorite weapon. Myr. §. Odiorne was nearly 

successful in getting the gold prize of $5 for a clean score of eight 

consecutive bullseyes. His sixth shot was a three o'clock nipper, so 
close as to flit tha bullet. His re-entry of 38 also showed good 
holding. The following are the leading scores ; 50 feet, rounds 8, 

possible 40 + “ 

wo 

a i CEE eth Ge ore oe ho ee OP oT WP ae om oot oy oe OUR Oy Si Re Te 

ih & 

pe 4—32 
Gro. BH, Raymore. 

Bostoy, Mass., Nov. 17.—The third long-range match of the 
‘winter series was shot at Walnut Hill to-day, The record of 
the contestants, given below, is most brilliant, and with anothe; 

such squad, the Palma might show a record of 1,750 and better : 
Wm Gerrish. 

800 yards -- B5 hf 55h 5 fF 6 F 5 6 & & 5S—TH 
900 yards 65 6 4 6 § 6 6 6 6 6 SF A 5TH 

1,000 yards -.-. - ht Oo 5 56 5 5 ¢ BOP fF & & §—78—299 
J. EF. Brown. 

500 yards hoebAS 6 6 5 5 59 F 5 5 FT 
900 yards . BERR45 65 5 £2 h § BH 5 

71,000 yards 46565665 65 5 6 4 4 4 5 5 5 5—T2—220 
W. O. Jackson. 

S00 yards .:....2..08 BS 65 FF FFF 5K FT RID 
900 yards .. 65606 55 6 6 5 5 5 B70 

1,000 yards 56 5b 6 4 5 6 5 6 5 § 5—M—219 

J. « Summer, 
800 yards 6 & 4 b BS 6 Fh 5 5 5 G 5 RT 
900 yards ......... 6 6836 6 6 35 AF 4 4 5 5 569 

1,000 yards ......-. 5b 5 8 5 6 6 6 6 6 8 6 6 4 B G—T2—216 

Nov. 20,—A pouring rain made things yery uncomfortable to- 

day, though it was a good day for shooting. The scorer of the 

several contests stood as follows: 

Massachusetts ues Che h 
J, en wens defem cc melinielelren 12 12 12 i il ii 12—116 

PUM iit «cs fecal Pe TL ie i 1% 8 9 12 11—109 
G. C. Foster AL i1 it 12 1 11 10 11 10 9-107 

G. Warren, 1110 Wi 11 «9 12 10 11 10 10-105 

E. A. Borel 10 11 12 #9 1 10 Ti 10 11 10—104 

A.C. Adams.... 10 10 11 12 10 8 11 10 10 12—104 

BH. FE. Richardson 10 10 11 10 11 12 11 10 11) ~=2b 101 

#, Bennett (Milit 8 12,10 7 10) 8 6— 186 
By ia ok as 8 8 6 8 12 78 

A Me Adams. 12 11 11109 
W. H. Jackso 10 11 9—105 
J. Nichols... 12 4 J—92 
@. 11. Butebren Ss 9 l— 85 

Ring. eae (Rest). 
J. Nichols....-.-. it 1 10 12 10 10—108 
ft. F. Richardson o 0 th Woitoso8s 12 11 10 10—101 
AC, Adams .. 1 10 17 12 12 12 9 TFT 1 B01 
C. H. Entebror odes eye homes *G>9i4s = 9-— 78 
G. Warren... 4 6 £ § 1 & G bB—T1 

Ring ‘Target hae hand), 
Ane (Sn AED geen eet cer einen ns Te cae ey 

Pee Sate. 
FROIN soe ee teks hoon steam ealreietn em alee 45 6 6 5 6 5 5 4445 
J. Nichols.........- Oe eg gale. aoe Veh ade 
©. A. Butebroulk. 445 5 8 4 4 4 4 4-41 
G. GC. Arthur (Mil 4444 4 65 5 4 3—41 
G. Warren....-... B58 4 5 5 4 3 441 

Surewserry, Muss., Nov. 19.--Thevifle club which haye an occa- 

sional practice at the Pine Grove Range have elected the following 
officers for the ensuing year: President, A. B. Plympton; Secre- 

tary and Treasurer, Stedman Clark, of Worcester ; Directora, 

Curtis Jenks, H. A. Bartlett and A. L. Rice, of Worcester ; Steward, 

M. G. Fuller, ~ Yesterday the wind was cold and yariable, but in 

spite of this drawback the following is the score : 
500 yards, Carton Match. 

Mos Carler......4566656666-56 4565 6 5—55—111 
C.J  ins,.......444566465 6-50 G46 6 6—56—106 
Sted nOlark...455456565 6-51 bh4 5 6—54—105 
AL cf... F466 47 6546-81 F465 4 6—h1—102 

200 yards, i nt ae 
Mo ‘fCarter...... ea eet bee eb ia ddd attest 6445 5 5 4 4 5-4 
Stedman Clark... ‘ 243 £4 4 6 5 441 
Asa IRI Get eS dss {48 43 4 4 4 4 4-25 
PM ENKINE Coes pitieh acsc taki set. ate te 38224 8 4 2 4 0-27 

Garpven, Mass., Nov. 19.—At the last practice at the Hackma- 

tack Range the wind was treacherous. The distance was off-hand, 

using the inch ring and Creedmoor target combined. ‘Their work 

is told by the following acore: 
Ki. Gs ru Total. 

G. FE. EN, A 285 45 46 176 8692 
F. Ee. Ni Sth 46 160 = «92 
A. ih da 45 156 80 
C, Merrit... 42 45 134 8T 
GC, Goodale... ... 45 40 13880886 
HB. iknowlton........ 45 Ati 188 82 
Wi, Austin.,...,-..- 465 42 132 ST 
Joe Norwood, ........... 60 42 40 115 82 
Chas) BHCINWSyy bee ks 60 842 40 109 82 

Winttoweroox, Conmn., Wor. 17.—A clear day delighted a great 

many marksmen in the contest for the Steele Cup on the range 

here to-day. The elegant trophy wad firat offered by T, Steele & 
Son, the Hartford jewelers, in the year 1876, to bé contested for 

annually by teams of four each from the yarious towns in the State 
at 500, 800 and 1,000 yards ranges, and by the conditions was to 

become the property of the team first winning if three times. It 

was first won in 1876 by the Middletown team; in 1877 by the 

Hartford fonr, and in 1878, 1879 and 1880 by the New Britain team, 

who will hereafter keep it in their possession, The cup was among 

the first of the prizes offered to marksmen in Connectient, and was 

known as the State prize of the Connecticut Rifle Association, and 
by it rifle shooting has been stimulated ever since. In addition to 
the honor of winning the enp, Messrs. T. Steele & Son haye pre- 

sented to each member of the successful teams, at the respective 
contests each year, a personal badge, and during the five years 

tiyenty of these haye been distributed. The cup has frequently 
been described. It is elegant in design and costly in workman- 

ship, The individual badge is very neat and pretty. It is a pencil 

of gold in the form of a rifle cartyidge, suspended by a maroon 

ribbon from a handsome bar pin, Each badge is snitably engraved, 

and will be preseryed by the wimmers as souvenirs of I. Steele & 

Son's generosity. 
The day was clear with yery little wind to anmoy the marksmen. 

The remarkable score made by the Middletown teams two weeks 

since, of 198 ont of a possible 200 points at the 500 yards range, was 

not allowed to-day, but they were again obliged to shoot over the 

game range, but with only a difference of three points. At the 

esnelusion of the match Mr. T. Sedgewick Steele presented the 

winning team with the badges and cup, and after three rouring 

cheers for the donor the crowd dispersed. 

The full scores of the shooting stood : 
New Britain Team. 

500 yds. sv yds. 1,000 yds, 
GOO RGHS Ge aact werk eet. k tds aera As a s/s 4S 47 44 
Win. Parker... 0.2.2.5. As v 46 
Atkinson ,... 48 48 4) 
LGC ea eee tS ee ee 43 45 45 

Ti habe ann aera eT AA 1st 168 

3. H, Hubbard Bi) aT 
D, N. Conger...... Ay 28 
C. P. Graham, 4 44 oF 
Trae EMIT US oe poe ek he ibe folere lelpie tiesto a sirietr 5 48 39 

Tifa Weer ieee ee ee eee, 195 189 150 
Totals » New Britain team, 542 ; Middletown team, 514. Major- 

ity for New Britain, 28. 

Srring Sroormne.—Saugerties, Nov. 18.—Match for an ox valued 

at $100. Second-class target, 100 yards, string measurement, 5 

shots per ticket: James Pixley, 148¢ inches; K. Post, 208% in.; 

George Valen, 224¢ in.; lL. Morehouse, 2344in.; H. Wade, 2324in.; 

B. MeGreges, 26 in,; R. Hause, 2919 in.; D. Haven, 34in.; 0. Grant, 

3884 in.; J. Hoyt, 47in. Shot from a rest; no teleanopa sights 

allowed. 

Warren, Ohio, Nov. 13.—The 200-yards tournament commenced 

last Wednesday with a limited number of shooters. The weather 

was unfayorable throughout the day, strong head and fishtail winde 

prevailing that made close shooting au impossibility, he shooting 

was at a two-inch bullseye connting fiye, a fonr-inch circle counting 
four, a six-inch circle three, ete., making a possible 25; muzzle 

rest, with butt of gun held at the shoulder. Seven strings were 

shot with the following result : 
BIONAOT ec o's\.)-|-| ae. tescescey th: al 15 16 «419 22 19 

= oe — 19 21 18 16 21 20 
19 7 16 J4 16 22 18 
20 21 20 20 21 17 17 
22 WW 19 19 19 19% 22 
19 18 19 21 l4 1g 18 
21 20 20 19 al 19 23 
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BUCHAN rat bat lela 2s Ke rllee 
Beckwith... 7 boa 
Ri 

The weather throughout the shooting was unfayorable, but ia 

spite of the wind, which at times diverged the bullets trom six to 
eight inches from their true line of fight, the skill of the marks- 

mem oyereame it in a great degree, and the scores made are the 

best ever recorded. A year ago the highest ayerage was eighteen, 

the honors going to Mr, Bacon, of Jamestown, New York, Ib will 

pe seen that there is a marked improyement im the scores made | 

last week. The following is the summary of the scores of the 

marksmen sho shot ont the matches in which they entered with- 
out withdrawing after seyeral bad shota, as was the case in & num- 

ber of instances + 

Shots, Score. Average, 
TN AG ee ook sconce cS! Br) 3 S8cr 24 437 Bi) 7-24 
ROC. Rice... Bt aTb WwW 5-6 
Wm. Bronson... oe 464 19 4-38 
W. A. Birchard ...,..- z Hoe 15 16-21 
igh N.S EMC wt mm) a) fel chal cls afr iol ma g91 10 #5 
FIV AP GIR ~ 2), a 279 18 8-5 
TERA VRE Bae Se econ 284 18 14-15 
Hi. Rawdon.... a 194 19 2-6 
Sy DM laaes Fee rersneassceeshOeencae 4 66 16 Lg 

Pet Barber shot in nineteen matches, three of which were drawn. 

His average on the balance was 20 1-16, which would haye been 
reduced lied his full score been shotout. ‘The honors of the tour- 

nament belong to Mr Tyler, who won the ppecial prize on Thurs- 

day, besidea making the higheat aggregate count and average 

shooting in all the matches, His competitors were among the 
most noted expsrts in this section of the country, who did their 

leyel best to change the result without avail, and a number drew 
out of the tournament af the end of the sevond day, thus yirtually 

confessing that the gait was Loo fast to be agreenble. 

Hasriron, Onttrio, Nov. 13,—Thé annul piatches of the Vic- 

oria Rifle Club tool place to-day on the club ranges, The weather 
was more favorable than might have been anticipated, although at 

times the light was diticult for accurate sighting. The attendance 
of competitors was yery fair, Next year it is inlended to try and 
gecure ranges on the line of the street railway, where four targets 
at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards can be had. This would enuble the 

tlob not only to hold first-class matches, open to the province or 

Dominion, but would'also make it possible to hold the return iiter- 

national mateh with the Amateur Ritie Club of New York, a most 

desirable end to have in view. 

As usual the matches were divided into the Snider and small- 

bore series, the former at 200, 500 and 600 yards, and the latter at 

900 and 1,000 yards. In the former, A. Miller, of the Thirteenth 

Battalion, came ont easily first with the excellent score of 89, 

winning the Snider rifle presented by Lieut. Col. Gibson, and the 
Snider gold medal for the year, which last year was won by Col. 
Gibson with a score of 92. 

In the small-bore match the competition was keen and the seore 
yory fine. Ma. I. Schwarz made 96 out of a possible 100, being a 

lightly better score than Col. Gibson’s 99 out of a possible 105 

jJast year. Mr. Schwarz put together in his ten shots at 1,000 yards 
one inner and nine consecutive bullseyes, making 49 ont of a possi- 

lle 60, He was warmly congratulated by his old fellow shots on 
being announced as the winner of the small-bore medal for the 

year. Of the nine small-bore scores given below, all but two were 
made with the Remington Creeamoor rifle, and both the medals 

were awarded to shooters with the Remington arm. 

The Dominion Ride Association and Outario Rifle Association 

medals, which the club usually award to the highest grand aggre- 
gates of the whole day's shooting, were taken respectively by Mr. 
Juinies Adam and My, Schivarz. 

aid partly in cash, 

The list of prize winners ia as follows + 
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SCHUETZEN NOTES. 

To fuliill the wishes of many of your subseribers, lreported from 

tims to lime the dilferent Schuetzen Coxps and their summer 

and fall shooting festivals. Since these festivals have been closed 
(with the exception of that of the Jersey Suhuetzen Corps, which 

The prizes were partly in kind 

FOREST AND STREAM, — 

I feel myself duty bowhd to follow the Schnuetzen Corps to their 
winter festivals in the ballroom. Saturday, the 20th of Noy., the 

General Herzog Co, No. 81 of the Germania Schuetzen Pund, of 
which Jacob Neschbach (the well known Plattdeutsche Schwitzer) 
is the Capt. held their second annual ball at Weber’s Hotel, 

Hoboken, which was indeed a grand success in every respect. 

Schuetzen from different parts, as New York, Brooklyn, Union 

Hill, Jersey City Heights and Jersey City were present. Great 

credit is due to the different committees, and especially to the 

Captain, AL 

StHveTzEN Corrs.—The annual ball of the New York Sehuetzen 
Corps will be held at Beethoyen Hall, Wednesday eyening, Decem- 

berl. ‘The eyent is looked forward to with many pleasant antici- 
pations, 

ot 

—The greatest nourishing tonic, appetizer, strengthener and 
curative on earth—Hop Bitters, 

Hachting and Ganaving. 
THE ANTHRACITE FIASCO. 

"THERE is no longer the slightest probability that any oné in 
America will build a Perkins’ boiler, much less the peculiarly 

clumsy contrivance with an extra cylinder introduced to do away 
with a gland, known as the Perkins engine. It would therefore 
be merely wasting words over a dead issue to deal with the matter 
any further than to cite the Perkins Company and their agents 
before the bar of public opinion, When the Anthracite arrived in 
American waters it was given out that her consumption of fuel 
wis one pound of coal per horse power per hour. It was upon the 
strength of this statement that the Perkins system obtained a yast 
deal of free advertising from the unprofessional press, and among 
those journals which ought to haye known better than repeat the 
brazen prevarications of the Anthracite people Forresr anp 
STREAM was the only one which had the independence and courage 
to stamp the statements made concerning her economyasa common 
falsehood. We quoted the Muglish engimeeriug journals in proof, 
and took several contemporaries to task for the manner in which 
they slobbered their puffery over the Anthracite, without facts or 
data to justify them in their sensational accounts of her econonty, 
and the wonderful ‘'reyolution” she was going to create in marine 
engineering—and that after the ‘‘invention” kad been on the 
market for years, and had been thrown out of every vessel it was 
eyer put intoin England. The Athracite’s successfully crawling 
across the ocean and hack proves nothing for her engines or 
boiler, it goes to show simply that a hundred-ton yessel need not 
founder every time she goes to sea, something the world had 
known eyer since the Ark fouled Ararat. Neither did her boiler 
blow up, from which we arrive at the conclusion that wrought-iron 
pipe will stand more than 500 pounds to the square inch, informa- 
tion which could have been equally as well procured from the 
nearest plumber and gasfitter. The sole object for which the 
Anthracite was sent out Was to convince the engineering world— 
not greenhorns—that the Perkins boiler was economical in the 
generation of steam, that; in the language of her engine driver, 
she consumed less than half ag much coal as the ordinary tabular 
boiler. Thatis the whole aim of the Perkins boiler, and that is 
the only point of interest in the whole matter. How effectually 
the Anthracite belied the wholesale nutruths told about her, the 
publication of the report of the Government Board of Engineers 
shows in the most glaring reber. And itfurther shown that Worrsy 
Ay» BrreAM took just issue with its contemporaries in holding up 
the statements of imterested parties, notably of the Secretary of 
the Perkins Bugine Co. and the disreputable sateUites he permitted 
to gather about him, as made ont of whole cloth. In place of con- 
suming 11b., the Anthracite cousumes 2.7 lbs. of coal per H, P, 
fier hour, a consumption which proves her to be a total failure 
from an economical point of yiew aud proof absolute of the falsity 
of the reports given out concerning her, She consumes as much 
coal as an ordinary transatlantic steamer without any pretences to 
the least economic arrangements, and she consumes more coal 
than many an ordinary trading steamer or tugboat in our harbor ! 
Such is the truth us deyeloped hy the experimental trinls at the 
Brooklyn Nayy Yard. Had the Perkins people not made them- 
selves a langhing stock among engineers by, their extravagant 
clainis at the outset, the resulta Obtained might be looked upon as 
ordinary or fair, such ap would be shown by any first-class boiler 
worked with a view to the greatest economy. In the light of the 
preposterons claims made, however, the Anthracite is a saieyious 
failure How to account for the wide difference between the 
substantiated results made in America, and the unsubstantiated 
reports of Braniwell and the Perkins Co, in England upon any 
other supposition than that of wilful deception, we ure willing 
to let the reader settle to his own satisfaction. No wonder the 
Board of Naval Engineers attach this yery oareful and non- 
committal paragraph to the close of theirreport : 

‘Sts economy, iis superiority to the systems vow in yogue, and 
its future career mnst be determined by experience, of which the 
record and resulta of the trial will form an item.” 

As the experience with the Perkins boiler exfends already over 2 
long number of yours, und as it has failed to receive the indorse- 
ment of practical steam users or of the engineering frateduity dur- 
ing those years, the probable extent of ‘its future career” can he 
readily surmised, 

.————————— 

MINIATURE YACHTING. 

Lditor Forest and Stream: 
The healthful and delightful sport of miniature yachting is fast 

growing in popularity m this country, and assuming proportions 
which already compel the members of the Metropolitan Miniature 
¥. OG, to go to tide-water in order to sail in the races und regittas, 
as the small lake kindly granted for the purpose by the Park Com- 
Tixsioners is too small for racing or testing the speed of the differ- 
ent mudels. ‘The supreme delight of the sport can only be known 
by those who participate init. -There are, however, a great many 
who never go to fide-water to sail, which is greatly on account of 
tlie inferior sizé of their boats, and in some cases owing to the shal- 
low models, which are wholly unsuited to tide-water sailing. 
Speaking of shallow models reminds me of the innumerable trials 
Thave made with them, the multipheity of models I haye made, 
and the tims and money expended in these fruitless efforts, 
until at last T made an entire departnre from this kind, and have, 
by repeated experiments, tound the following dimens‘ons abont as 

| near right for sea-goiuy vessels as my varied experience has proyen; 
Divide the keel into four parts for the beam, and half the beam for 
depth of hold, When I speak of keel I mean that portion which 
would be the keel of a large vessel, and not. the ** false keel” which 
we add to our small eraif, giving the model an easy bilge, with 
trom 2 to 35 deg, dead-rise, a long floor and an easy run; width 
of deck line 45 to 50 per cent. at bow, and at stam 60 per cent. of 
greatest beam, Guard against any fiat eurfaces, and mixke all lines 
either donvaye or conves. Ido not, however, wish it to be mnder- 
stood that the above uve the only dimensiony upon which a saa- 
going vessel can be modeled, Limited departures from these can 
he made with success either in increase or decrease of any of the 
measurements, which, of comrse, depends upon the uses to which 
the vessol is to be puf and the waters in which sheistosail, My 
experiments have, however, proyen to me one matter more import~ 
ant than the mere building of these small craft for the purpose of 
racing a8 4 delightful pastime and healthful recreation, which, is 
the modéhng and building them for the purpose of constructing 
large yessels from them, which would save a great deal of money 
in experimenting on the large yessela built from half models, 

will be held on Lhanksgiying in the Achuetzen Park, Union Hill) | which conyey no accurate informution, either of shaps or of the 

[Novemprr 25, 1880. 

correct position of mast or spavs, the cut of the sails, or anything) 
else about then, either aboye the water-line or below it, until after 
she has been launched and sailed, and so, after repeated trials, 
has been found not to be the fast boat which the owuer anticipated, 
Owner and builder are taken aback, aud then follow the multitu- 
dinous suggestions, and the Ea are ae alterations Legiu—prob=— 
ably with beneficial results in the end—whereupon others folluy, 
and so on, until at last all the speed which can be got out of her 
has been attained, The builder, of course, is not the loser by thik, | 
¢vitheir in pocket or reputation, as he is a man who understands hia 
business so Tar as he has learned it; sohe is happy. But the | 
owner, on the other hand, feels quite different about the matter, 
us he tinds that the boat has cost him from $15,000 to $20,000 
more than hie calculated, and is therefore nob in the best of humor, 
and in many casés is ready to sell her for less than she cost him, 
more particularly if, after all the experiments, she has not yeb 
come up to his expectations. Now, I predict thatif some better 
method of voustructing vessels than the present oue is not adopted 
inside of fifty years, yachting will be a thing of the past, 1 haye 
experimented enough to know that building the mininture first, 
then trying her in twenty winds and seas—not alone, but by con 
parison with others which are the exact models of known fast boats, 
sparred and weighted the same, is the best way of acquiring am 
estimate of the large yacht’s probable performances, Wheu the 
lime comes that this will be done, then you will have fast and sen- 
worthy boats at less cost than through the present system. Hxperi- 
ments with small or miniature craft cost a mere trille when com- 
pared with those exeented on large vessels, At present it is no 
wonder that yachtsmen become tired in mind as well na purse, sell 
their boats, and abandon the whole sport in disgust, In a futive 
article I will treat the matter more fully, as well as give some Hinta 
in regard to rigging large eruft, which will save a great deul of 
labor in sailing, GustAy GRAHn, 

3 100 Hast 84th St., 8. E, cor 4th Ave., N. ¥, 
The communication of Mx. Grahn is doubly interesting for the 

deductions in model cited, and for the proposition to muke use of 
the minjature yaelit as » subject of experiment before risking 

heavy sumsii their reproduction ona largeecale. The obserya- 

tions on model must be accepted as of the ntmosrt yalne, and 
wé are inclined to lay much store npon the conclusions Mr. Gralm 
has come to. His experience is at once more extended and 

his deductions more accurate than those any builder oF 

owner of largé yachts cau offer, for the reason that he builds 4 
score of yachts to their one and galls compuretive matches in mitch, 
ereater number under all possible variations of wind und weather, 
irim, tig and ballasting, Granting for the nioment that miniature, 

ov, a8 We should prefer to call them, model yachts, can be taken as: 
accurate exponents of large ones in their performances, no one cin 

logically rate lightly the conclusions arrived af frou extensive 

uxperience with the models. Mr, Grahu started out, asnine yachts- 
menout of ten in America, strongly prepossedsed in favor of the 
prevailing Hataron type of sloup. By yarying fhe proportiona 

of length, depth imd beam he svon found that the light draft and” 
Wide boat by no means exhibited the highest speed attainable and 
iyas certamily not to be considered & satisfactory performer in rough | 

Water, By experiment he was induced to modify prevailing forms 

more alid ioyve, until fmally led into the proportions mentioned in 

his letter. ‘These so closely coincide with the obseryations we haya » 
made ourselves during years of sailing and study of vessels of i 
types, and they so thoroughly corroborate the deductions of navi 

science that we place Mr, Grahn’s experiments before the public ug | 
further proct in favor of A moderate form. We believe, with Lin, 
that considerably less bem and more depth than the custom witlt 
us, is not oly permissible, but would lead to more satisfaction for 
the money invested than now obtuined from our smooth wate) 

sailing machines with their lack of accommodation, hard quulitien. 
big rigs and capsizing provlivities. It will be interosting to ob= 

serve in the future to what extent the model craft will be relied mp- 
on as an index to the qnalities of the fullsize yacht. ‘The mpor- ' 
tant scientiis and practical results obtained by the late My, Pronde 

from Lis experiments upon models of naval vessels lead us to 

think fayorably of the claims Mr. Gralin adyandes concerning - 
small scale prototypes of yachts about to be built. 

oO 

ARROW TO WINDWARD. 

EKiitor Forest and Stream : 
4 all the recorded yaccs of the Arrow she did nob in any one of” 

them have the wind ahead move than one-third of the couse, 
During some of her races she found seareely any hexd-wind at all, 
as wad the casein theregatta of the New York Yacht Club, Jaue o, 
1876. As her greatest supériority in sailing qualities ia in working 
to windward, if may be well to give you a sketch of the Capu May 
Regatta of Jine 24, 1476, as the wind was dead alead trom Sandy 
Hook to Caps May Tt was aot light with the exception of the 
Inet three or fou hours sailing, which was tather ngainst her 
chances as compared with those of her only competitor, the Gracie, 
The Gracie started trom Sandy Hock atabout 1:30 2. 0., eaven and a 
half mimtes ahead of Avrow, with wind light. Tn lilly minnies! 
sailing, when off Seabright, the Arrow had passed her. This was | 
at the rate of nine minutes wn how, und by dark she was nearly wu 
of sight to leaward, hen it became a matter of ansiety to liosé 
ou board the Arrow whether the Gracie would keep in phore or ont 
ding the night, As we were too far from her to ave her lizhta, 
shu night keep inside or outside of ns, and by petting a different 
Wind might pass nus. The sequel proved that our fears were well 
founded, 8 ubout five o'clock io the morning she was discovered 
five or six miles at fea, and directly wbreast of 11s, as near 1s we 
conld tell, nud just about as near the Cupe Muy lightship as we, 
Then we had to go to work and beat her over again. The wind waa 
still light, and we stood ont to sea until we passed a long way to 
windward of her and nearly abreast of her when we hoydabont ae 
and stood in shore. The wind now began to freshen. We stood” 
inuearly to the beach when we again love #bont and stood off 
with the Gracie « long way astern and to leeward, aud as it becume 
a little smoky we could not muke her out clunrly. We passed the 
lighiship on this stretch at 122%. It was now blowing iresh, anid 
tha smoke had cleared away so that when the Grucie passed to lee 
ward of us she ollce more came in sight, We kept the Gracie in 
viewy with the nid of glasses until 3h. 12m,, when we lost her again 
hefore she lad passed the lightship. The wind was very steady 
all the morning, so theb one boat could not get more than the 
other, yet the Avroy beat the Gracie more than hyo lonrs and 
tiwelye minutes in about seven honrs of suiling, or nearly nineteen 
Toinutes an honr, ‘his is on the supposition that we sighted the 
Gracie at 5 o’vlock A. a, and that she was eyen with us then, 
which I believe to bo about correct _ 
On the way back if got to blowing yery fresh, and at about 9 

o'clock P, i. we ran into & squall from the north, which lasted but 
a few minutes, and then we were lett between three andfour hour 
without any wind at all, the Gracie runing up in the teantin 
withiu a few hundred yards of us, she holding the fresh south 
wind until she steuckiuto the squall. Finally a light air sprung mb 
from the westyard, and we pasked Sandy Hook Lightship sbout 6 
A, M, next Morning, and about 40 minutes ahead of the Gracie, 
There are two reasons why the Arrow beat the Gracie so much 

more per hour on the second day of the race than ebe did on tle 
first. One is that (apt. Starkins would not allow the Arrow t 
carry more than about half her centre-board until she had passed 
the Gracie. The other is, that on an average there was about 
twice aa much wind the second day us on the first. i 
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AMERIOAN CANOD ASSOCIATION. 

Bet pes LALLY es of canoeists in the United States and Can- 
fda, assembled in camp at Lake George, Warren Co., N. ¥., 

bn the 3d day of Angust, 1880, and organized the Americun Canoe 
Association, elected officers aud udopted the following Constitution 
and by-laws : 

OFFTIOHRS. 

Commodore—W. L. Alden, of the New York Canoe Club. 
, Pee nore Nebulae Lougyorth, of the Cincinnati Canoe 

10, 

Bre RaS COmnoaS— BOnk. D. Wynkoop, of the Jersey City ange 
| Olnb. 
_ Secretary—Nathaniel H. Bishop, Lake George, Warren Co., N.Y. 

Treasurer—J. Morris Meredith, Boston, Mass. 
CONSTITUTION OF THE AMENIUAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

Article 1—Name and Object. This association shall be eulled 
The American Canoe Association, and its object shell be the pro- 
motion of canoeing. 

Apticle 2—Canoeés,—A canoe, in order to be placed on the asso- 
ciation list and to be entered for’races, must bea boat sharp at both 
ends and not more than thirty-six inches im width on deck, She 
may be propelled by sails or paddle, or both; but she must be ca- 
pable of being efficiently propelled by a double-bladed paddle. 

Article 83—Membership.—Any person may become a member 
of this association who has been elected by a three-fifths vote of 

the Directors, or has become a member of a Branch Clyb, and who 

has thereupon paid his initiation fee and annual dues for the en- 
suing year ; but only canoe owners shall yote at association meet- 
ii or be eligible for office. 

Article 4—Branehes.—Eyery canoe club connecting itself with 
the association shal! pay to the secretary or treasurer the initiation 
fee and annual dues tor each of its members. It shall therenpon 
become a branch of the American Canoe Association, and may 
adopt any rules not in conflich with those of the association, Ail 
members of the association shall have the right to temporarily use 
the boat-houses of Branch clubs. 

Article 5—Officers.—The officers of this association shall be a 
Jommodore, 2 Vice-Commodore, a Rear-Commodore, a Secretary 
and a Treasurer. ‘They shall be elected by ballot at the annual 
meeting of each year, and shall hold office until their successors 
‘are elected. They shall constitute the Board of Directore, and as 
such shall have in their hands the general government of the asso- 
ciation and the power to elect members. 

Article 6—Honorary Members.—Honorary membhérs may be 
elected by the umanimous vote of the Directors, All honorary 
members of Branch clubs at the time of the adoption of this con- 
stitution shall be thereby made honorary members of this associa- 
tion, 

Article 7—Initiation Fees and Dnes.—The initiation fee shall be 
one dollar, and the annual dues shall be one dollar, payable in ad- 
vyanceto the Secretary or ‘Treasurer. 

Article 8—Publications.—It shall be the duty of the Secretary to 
publish annually, in the month of December, the Association Book 
and the Canoe Pilot, two copies of each of which shall be sent free 
to each member, and the remaining copies shall be sold at cost, 
The Association Book shall contain a list of the officers and mem 
bers of the association ; its constitution, by laws and sailing direc- 
tions ; a list of the canoes belonging to members, with diagrams of 
ilags of officers and private signals, and a list of the othcers and 
members of each Branch, The Canoe Pilot shall contain brief ac- 

) 

ats. 
‘Article 9—Club Signal.—The Association Signal shall be a pointed 

purgee, fifteen inches long and ten wide, of red, with a longitudinal 
stripe of white two inches wide, on which shall be displayed, in 
red, the letters A. C. A. 

Article 10—Officers’ Signal.—The fleet officer’s signal shall be a 
Yond pennant, swallow-tailed, fifteen inches long by ten wide, 

with two crossed paddles with four stars between the blados there- 
of, Tbe Gonimodore’s signal shall he of blue, with the device in 
white ; the Vice-Commodore’s signal shall be of red, with the de- 
vyice in white, and the Rear-Commodore’s signal shall be of white, 
with the device in red. 

Article 11—Private Signals,—Each canoe shall have a private 
‘rignal, rectangular in shape, fifteen inches long by ten wide, a 
drawing of which must be filed with the Secretary. The Associa- 
tion signal muxt be carried at the mainmast-head ; the private mg- 
nal at the main-peak, or the leach of the mainsail ; and the officers’ 
signal st the dandy-mast-head. When paddling, the association 
signal shall be carried on a stafl in the step of the mainmant, and 
the officers’ and private signals on a staff of the dandy-must. 

Article 12—Rank.—The fleet officers of the association shall rank 
the fleet. officers of the Branch clubs, ‘The fleet officers of the 
Branch clubs shall rank according to seniority, 

Article 13 —Amendments.—The constitution, by-laws and sailing 
regulations may be amended, on the recommendation of the Di- 
rectors, by a wiajority yote at the annual meeting. 

BY-LAWS. 

J, The annual meeting of the association shall be held in August 
of each year, at such time and place as the Directors may demg- 

nate. 
9, The Commodore, immediately after his election, shall appuint 

@ Regatta Committees of three members, who shall have full charge 
of all association regattas during the ensuing year. 

3. The uniform of the club shall consist of @ Ilue shirt, blue 
gusers, white belt and straw hat. The Commodore shall wear 

three rows of gold lace on each sleeve, the Vice Commodore tyo, 
und the Rear-Commiodore one. 

4, The Treasurer shall pay out money only on the draft of the 
‘Seeretary indorsed by the Commodore. 

5. Members are expected to furnish the Sepretary, prior to the 
‘5th of October in each yeur, with accounts of such ernises as they 
may haye mado during the year, for publication i the Canoe Pitot. 

THE CANOE ISLANDS, 
This organization is now perfected and ready for work, the clubs 

‘previonsly in esistence being enrolled as branches of the axssocia- 
tion, The Secretary has received most cheering promises of sup- 
Mort from ll parts of the country, Several new Branch clubs are 
being formed to attend the next annunl meeting, which will be held 
during Ausrust, 1881, on the Canoe Islands, known as the ‘Three 
Histers,” which are located on Lake George, five miles north of 
Caldwell, and ure owned by members who haye reseryed them for 
this special purpose, 

; MEMBERSHIP. 

All persons of respectable character, of any age, who possess a 
d#rne love of nature, and are in #arnest sympathy with the brother- 
hood of cruising canceists, whether owners of canoes or hot, are 
mvited to send their names, with the sum of two dollars (initiation. 
Yeo and first annual due), fur membership, to the Secretary. 

THE LAKH GEORGE REGATTA OF 1881, 
The Regatta Committee—Messrs. C. I. Gardingr, Edgar Swain 

and N. H. Bishop—will issue w circular containing the rules, classi- 
fication of canoes, ete., which will govern the races of August, 

GS81. ‘These races will be innocent competitions between members 
for prizes contributed by friends and members of the association, 
‘All members being strictly amatours, professionals will not be ad- 
Tilted to membership, as the association is uot w sporting club and 
dloes not countenance betting or gambling at its races, 

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED. 
Tn order to facililate the compilation of the Association Book, 

With its list of branches, members, wlc., a early response to this 
is vespecifully requested. Members will please furnish the circolur 

Seervtary with a list of cruises made by thei. 
NarHanren HH. Bisnor, Secretary, 

Lake George, Warren Oo.. NV. ¥., Nou. 1, 1880. 
i 

Crntre-Boarp For Canors.—We haye received from Mr. Gar- 
iuer Skinner, of Clayton, N. Y., the Atwood patented centre- 
y a fe canoes, @ diagram and description of which will soon be 

a 

‘counts of cruises of caves, and other matters of interest to can-— 

— — 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
YACHTING NWHS. 

Nertm.—Mr. @. M. Padelford arrived at Baltimore, Sept. 19, in 
this topsail schooner, the only yacht of thatmg im America, On 
the passageé south she is reported as haying made 1334 knots watch 
on aud watch off. he Nettie dvawa 10ft. on a length of 8Uft, 
water-line, and is one of the ablest yachts we have built, Mr. 
Padelford is bound on acrnise to the West Indies in her and has 
shipped twelye hands for his crew. Captain Dn Verge, formerly 
ot the I'vench Navy, 18 in command. 

Axyorunr Hieo Srnup.—The Herreshoffs ave trrning ont a lot 
of work, atid the growing popularity of their specialties insures 
them a brilliant future. They ate the Thornecrofts of America. 
Dr J. G. Holland is to receive from them an elegant and fast 
steam yacht tu hail from Alexandria Bay on the St. Lawrence, 

SINGLE-HANDED Onvistno.—Thid is whatthe N. Y. Herald saye 
in reyiewing ‘!An Experimental Crnise tm the Procyon,” already 
noticed in this journal : 

‘© Ali of this trip was over open sea and rough water, and only 
about half the mghts were passed in harbors, The rig and equip- 
ment of the yessel are minutely described, and so are most of the 
master’s mandétuvres, Although the trip was not as long as some 
mude by some small boats starting from this side for Nurope, the 
eather was worse for a single sailor to force his way against. The 
atory is one that should put most of America’s yachtumen to shame 
and show them how little they really know of the possibilities of 
small boats, stoutarms and quick wits. The volume is from the 
press of Edward Stanford, Charing Cross, London,” 

The Herald takes the right yiew of matters, andin these remarks 
has not allowed localism or pot-honse patriotism to obsenre its 
honzon. We can vow add one more contemporary which has 
found ont that we huye much to learn yet in yacht and boat sailing 
in Americn, 

New Yacvur.—Mr. Clapham, of Roslyn, Li. I, has in hand a 40ft. 
Nonpareil, to be yawi-tigged, Sportsmen nayigating the shoal 
pees of Southern bayous will find the Nonpareil type just the 

hing. 

New OCurres.—Mr. J. C. Reddie, Wemyss Bay, N. B., has sent 
an order to Fife & Son, of Fairlie, Scotland, for a 20-ton entter. 
Sheis to be 50ft. din, stem to stern, and ft. Sin, extreme beam, 
and will be sailed across the Atlantic to her destination, 

A Roomy Yacur.—Laet yem' we designed a crmsing cutter for 
Onnada owners. She was only 24ft, on water-line, 8lt. Gin. beam, 
and had 5ft. 6in, head rooni im her cabin. This summer, during 2 
two weeks’ cruise, a crew of six were berthed in her, and nots 
inéal was taken on shore, nor did any one quitthe yacht for & sleep. 

Roya Canapran.—The club has purchased the steam yacht 
Hsperanza, 15 tons, 6 horse-power, from Mx. David Bell, of Buffalo. 
She is to ply between the new club house on the island and the 
main Jand. The new quarters of the Rt. GC. ¥. G. are fo be hend- 
some and complete, They will cost nearly $4000, A wharf and 
landing accommodations are also under cvustruction. 

AnvHRAcITE.—The following extract is the most important por- 
tion of the report of the Board of Engineers appointed to carry 

| out experiments with the Anthracite while ab the Brooldyn Navy 
Yard during September ; 

The Anthracite is aniron vessel, built especially for ocean yoy- 
ages. Sheis schooner-rigged, with fore aud afteail only. Her 
principal dimensions are: Hull, Jength, 86 feet4 inches; breadth, 
16.1; depth, 1.2; draft, loaded, 9, Tier engines are: Diameter 
of first eylinder, 787 inches, single acting ; diameter of second cy- 
hinder, 15 13-16 inches, single acting; diameter of third cylinder, 
22 13-16 inches, double acting; stroke of piston, 15 imches ; 
diameter of piston rods, 25¢ inches; diameter of crank shaft, 5}5 
inches ; diameter of air pump, 11g inches; diameter of cirenlating 
punrp, 11+¢ inches ; diameter of feed pumps (twoin number), 2 
iiches ; diameterof bilge pumps (twoin nmmber), 3 inches; stroke 
of all the pumps, 4i¢ inches ; condensing surface, 422 square feet. 
Total weight of machinery, engines, boiler, screw, shaft, propeller 
nnd all fittings is 25 tona, 
The test was for the purpose of ascertaining the cost of the horse 

power in water aud f' Ret sotels to whieh end all the water evapoi- 
ated by the boiler was carefully measured by tanks especially con- 
structed for the purpose, and all the coal was accurately weighed, 
big by bug, as it was brought on board for immediate consnnip- 
ion, 
‘Nhe results of this rigid trial are as follows : 

Total quantity of coal consumed................5 vee» 4,400 Ibe. 
Tota! quantity of feed water pumped inte boiler...,.., 35,114 fhe. 
Average steam pressure in boiler.......-..... saz} eek, S46h4 the, 
Average vacuum in the condenser, in inclies.......... BO3G 
Average pounds of coal consumed per honr...,..,.. wos LBS. 
Average pounds of coal consumed per honr per square 

foot Of prate.::.:...2..,6: pore vibe tee =r 11,98 
Average indicated horse power.,.....,--.-. ee ie 67.7051 
Pounds of coal consumed per hour per indicated horse 

OMGloy ec a. pare eas pleas Pevgce = ee ees wc lotr ca emma 2.7116 
Pounds of feed water consumed per hour per indicated 
Tis eGo re evig VASA @ pesos Rac ene od“ bonen 21.6874 

Yn LAwes.—Says the Toronto Ifail: What to our mind is the 
truest, noblest form of yachting —genuine croising—has heen enr— 
ried on with great energy, amd, ana consejuence, the amount of 
enjoyment has been very preat, The Oriole made one of lier 
splendid “ yoyages over many seas" to Chicago and back, friit- 
lessly, we regret to say; and of the smaller fry, almost, in fact 
avery one, went away on some trip or olher, Ibis one of the hest 
anid most healthy rigns of yachting Wheo sucha general loye for 
cruising holds sway, but still we cannot helj wishing that there 
had been more racmg. Around onr own port it was almost nil 
The redeemer of onr Cauadiau name pnd interests was the City 

of Hamilton, and os we recorded at the t me, the regatta held there 
was eminently miccesstul in every particular, snd we here take the 
opportunity of acknowledging the vate of thanks paseed by the 
committee, and to assure thei that they are most cordially wel- 
Gume to-aly assistance or adyics wicun give. We suppose that 
now, a8 w matter of course, the re-estublishment of the Burlington 
Yacht Club will follow. 

A Taree Too T'nix.—Here is the latest English ten tonnar design- 
edby Mr. A. B. Long, and thinner fhan any of her predecessors: 
Leugthonload line, 45 feet; beam, 7 fect audi depth nearly the same, 
Her displacementis 22 tons and she carries 13 tons of ballast, 11 tons 
of Which is on the keul. It is hard to sayjtowhat extremety the pecu- 
liar thoasurement rule in force across the water will eyentualiy drive 
thedesignex, We ape British yachts will go on becoming thin- 
ner and thinner until they ut last will lave no insides” at all! 
How many years will elapse before the English alter their rule and 
male its third factor independent of beam would be interesting to 
know. Butitcannot be long before ‘!yaxsted interests have to 
give way to comimon sense. 

Tae Procvox.—Mr. MeMullin writes that since the publeation 
of his ‘Experimental Cruise,” he has beem to sew in the Provyon 
for forty-two days on «a stretch, passing only two daya and two 
nights in port. Move than a month was spent ermsing off aud on 
between the South Foreland, French Coust and Brighton, The 
weather at the time was so bad that with the exception of a couple 
of mshts the little 27/t, yacht wae under reefed canyas, 

Tin Karn.—The following description of the little Kate in which 
Mr. Middleton sailed around the Britigh Isles will be of interest to 
single-handed sailors; Keel, 21ft.; deck, 23ft.; beam, Tht.; draft 
alt, 8ft. 9, and forward, 2ft. She has 70Mbs. of iron on her keel, 
ili iron keelson weithing 4501bs. and 1,200lbs. cast to fif the bants 
inside; a total of 2,360lbs, She was yawltigged. Hoist of main- 
sail, 13ft., with 11ft on foot, and high peak and long gait, The 
sail hag three reefs and a balance reef, there being 2ft. Gin, be- 
tween each row of points. ae jib is 6ft. on the foot und 13 on 
the leech, with 2 single reef 2ft. up, The mizzen was a lug sail, 
about 7ft, hoist with one reef hand 2it. from the foot. 

oat 

Barish Wixnivas.—The famous steel cutter Vanduara, 90 tons, 
heads the list for 1880 with $5,000 to her credit for the year. Her 
rival, Samoena, counts up her winnings at $4,800 ‘The yawl 
Latona, 160 tons, comes next with $4,425 Cutter Norman, 40 
tons, is fourth with $4,050, Schooner Miranda, 132 tons, is fiith 
with 4,000, Yawl Florinda, 184 tons, sixth with #2,825. The new 
Freda, 20 tons, follows with $1,830, Then the beautiful Maggie, 
15 tons, with $1,615, or nearly half her originel cost! Ninth on 
the list is the 10-ton Madge, pocketing $1,500, also nearly half hey 
first cost. Coryphee, 40-ton cutter, wins the same amount, and 
then the rest of the racing fleet follow with sums to their credit 
ranging from $25 up. 

Sprep or YacuTs.—The crnising schooner Asteroid, 92 tons, 
logged 121¢ knots, or 15 miles, “with little fuss,” off the west 
coust of Ineland. Sheis 76,5f%. between perpendiculars, 171t. bean, 
and 1(ft. extreme draft, 

Canty Locxer.—aArea, of sails for fast sailing canoe: mainsail, 
80 sq.ft., and mizzen, 21 sq,ft....For sparring cat-boats, large vig, 
hoist equal length on water line or a little over ; foot equal once 
and a quarter the water line ; gaff equal to seventy-five per cent. of 
Water line. For cruising, cut down to three-quarters the area. 

answers ta Gorresyondents, 

te" No Notice taken of Anonymous QCommiinications, 

A, G. B., Emlenton, Pa.—We should be happy to explain wliy 

your article does not appear if we had your name and, could ywrile 

to you. 

_4H.K,, Danbury, Conn,—-1. Are bitches svorth as touch as dogs? 
2. Are nine pups too many for a bitch to rear? Aus. 1. Not ordi- 

nirily. 2. A bitch cannot do justice to more than eight at most. 

J, N.—1, We have heard the gun highly recommended, and ke- 

lieve it to be well made and safe. 2. Black powder does not lose 

its steength with age if kept dry, but sometimes rather improyes 

with nge, 

W. J. G., Providence, R. I.—1. You can procure the dog collar 
of the dealers im sportsmen’s goods adyertised in our columna. 

2. Chas, A. Denn, editor of the New York Sun, has some fing 

deerhounds. 

8. C., Marshall, Texas.—Please inform me where I can obtain 
photographs of bird dogs? Ans, You ean get photographs of 

some celebrated pointers by writing to Mesars. Schuyler & Duane, 

189 Broadway, New York. 

Hemarire, Lakeville, Conn.—You will probably have to take 

your dog with you and put him in the haggage car. It will cost 
you sompthing in fees to the baggage master, but will be cheaper 

than sending by express, You cannot take your dog in the car 

with you, 

H. W. G., Philadelphia,—Are there any double-barrelled breech- 
loading rifles madeiu this country? Would it. weaken a cylinder 

bore, dowble-barrelled breech-loading gun, 7!4 lbe., to haye it 

choke-bored? Ans. We donot Imow of any. No, if the barrels 

are of usnal thickness. 

F. WW. K., Montpelier, Vt.—1. Where can I obtain beagles? 

2. What would be their probable cost? Ans. 1. We refer you to 
the advertisement of Geo. Pownall, Christiana, Lancaster County, 

Pa., whose advertisement appeared in our issne of Noy. 11. 2. 

Price will depend on age, whether broken or not, ete. 

J. G., Norwich, Conn,—I have a double breech-loader, Parker, 

30-inch batrelx, cylinder Lore, 12-gange. Would it injure the 

shooting to cut it off one or two inches? Ans. It might very 
likely make it seatter a little more, but we have known ef a 30-inch 

cut down to 26 inches without altering the shooting materially. 

B. E., New Youk.—1. Do all choke, 10-bere guns require the same 

charge of powder and shot? 2. What quantity of each is most 

effiective2? Aus. Almost every gun has its own idiosyneracies, and 

the proper charge for it can only be detrrmined by experiment. 
2. That depends on the weight of the gun and what you wish tu 

shoot. 

Trrtp.—Vout will find a fill exposition of the dangerous nature 

ofthe Dittmar pporting powder, in ont issue of Sept. 28d, You 
should read that paper and then you will be able to decide for your— 

self whether the powder isa fit stuff fo sein yon valuable gun, 
Phé issties of Sept. 20 and Oct. 7 also contained some yery in- 

teresting and matructiye reading respecting that nitro-cellulose 

detonating compound, 

H. W., Baltimore, Md.—I have 4 fine Scott gun which scatters 

shot badly, Do you think il advisable to haye it fullchoked? Tt 

is a modified chokenow. I use the gnn for general shooting— 
ducks, birds, squirrels and rabbits. Ans. We would not have the 

guwrebored unless you find after very fulland careful experiments 
that it always scatters badly. We judge from your account that 

the fault is perhaps with the loading, Try different charges. 

Rh. L. H.—My Penn-Pocahontas pup, abont one year old, has a 
neryous twitching of the muscles of the left side of nose and lip. 

He had an attack of distemper when eight mouths old, and this 

{witching was noticed soon after, Itisthonght it resulted from 
distemper. Is thers any remedy? Ans. Yonr dog has chcres, 

A complete cure is improbable, but the following treatment may 

help him: Give him 3g grain nx yoniiea, with two grains quinine, 
tlivea times a day for a few weeks. 

N. O. W., Charlottesville, Va.—l. Will yon be bind enough to 
give ms your Own opinion of the lake Istokpoga (Mlorida) region 

ada game country? 2, Lhaye seen the yarious communications 

in the Fours anp Stream about it, but 1 presume the writers gen- 
erally haye an ‘axe to grind” and govern themselyes accordingly. 
Tsitnotso? 9, Also the best time for a “camping out” trip to the 
above named region. Ang. 1. We haye never been thee and per- 

‘sonally know nothing of the region. Tb ia said to he a good geme 
country, 2, ‘The writers generally haye nol *!an axe to grind.” 

(©41 Dresco,’ to whose article we referred you, has been writing 

for the Toresr asp Srreastfor many yeara and his inforniation 

hus been proved reliable by many of onr readers who haye syailed 
themselyes of it, and. huye subsequently acknowledged their in- 

debtedness. 3. December, Januury, Vebruary and March, 

Cosstay? Reapen, Portland, Me.—Whatis a weakfish? Ans. 

The fish so-called in New York market and ita vicinity is the 

Cynoseyon regalis. Tt is the “salt water trout" of the southern 
coast, and is called chequit or chickwit to the eastward of Long 
Island Sound, squeteague or squittin parts of New England, and 

biuefish about Cape May, The name weaktish is paid to he a cor 
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roption of wheatfish, which in its turn is said to be a translation of 
You probably know the fish by one of the 

We try to use the popular name for all fishes which 
has the sanction of the greatest number of people, irrespective of 

locality or what we were taught to callitin boyhood. We have 
little donbt but what the New York marketmen will, in the next 

century, force their names for fish upon all the fishermen with 

whom they deal, and they are extending their range all the time, 

Hence our preference 
for the name given by the old Dutch settlers to the fish iu ques- 
tion, as we think it is the one which will eventually be the name 

from Maine to Florida, or wherever New York market men buy. 

ome Indian name. 

names giyen. 

They have done so in many cases already. 

Brown Coot, Lamoine, Me,—My gun is a choke bore, 10 gauge, 

1, How much powder, how 
much shot, and what size shot shall I use in shooting ducks and 
eoots? 2, What is the proper charge and size of shot in shooting 

ruffed grouse? 3. With several choke-bores I haye found that 

of nine and 9 quarter pounds weight. 

aper shells give a nich better pattern than metallic sh ells. 
this the case with most choke-hores? 4, Ara Hley’s concentrators 
good for such a gunas mine? <A limited experience has impresied 
me fayorably, 5, How sball I preyent my gun from leading? 6, 

Would wire cartridges of No. 3 or 4shot make my gun effective 

ab any greater distance? 7. In using coarge shot ia it not neces- 
sary that they make perfect layers in order to do the best shooting? 
8. Is Lafiin & Rand's Orange Lightning powder among the best 
for my gun? And whatsize shall get? Iwanta clean powder 
if I can get it. 9. Is not 70 to 75 yards as far as most good guns 
are sure of a bird? 10 Whatcan I do to keep the rust off my 
gun? Ans, 1, 4 drs.2powder and 14y ozs. No. 4 shot, 2, 344 drs. 
powder and 17 ozs. No, 9 sh«t. 
shaken up in the metallic shells., We have found that the latter 
give good results in choke-bores. 
what is commonly called “leading,” but it can easily be removed 
with a wire brush. 6, Yos, if they will easily pass the choke. 7. 
Yes, if practicable. 8, Yes: a coarse powder for sea shooting. 9. 

Yer, 

5. Very likely the wads have stamp. 

4. Yes, 5. You cannot preyent 

10, Use some rst preventer. 
in our columns, 

Halt a dozen are advertised 

—Any subscriber oy reader of Forrsr anp Srream in want of 

any kind of carpetings, oil cloths, rugs, ete., efe., can be sure of 

fair treatment at the hands of John H. Pray, Sons & Co., Boston. 

Call or correspond with them, and get their prices before buying. 
Tt will pay you to try them.—[Adz. 

a+ 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Manan, Canker in Har, worst cases cured. Sample mailed for 

Hepworth, 296 Madison street, Brooklyn. 

Houapiep Shooting Suits. Upthegrove & McLellan, Valparaiso,Ind. 

Sun advertisement of **Guns to Hire.” 

No matter what your feelings or ailment is, Hop Bitters will do 

you good. Prove it. 

diliscellaneoug 

KEEP’S SHIRTS.. 
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &c., &c. 

SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE. 

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.,, 

631, 633, 635,637 Broadway, New Work, 

B, F. NICHOLS & CoO.,, 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOG FISHING ROD C0. 
36 Boach Street, Boston, Mass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality, Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 

Drice-list. tf. 

GUNS TO HIRE 
—AT— 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN’S 
943 Broadway, Near 23d Street N. WY. 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 

Bird Skins. Glass Eyes. 
For Stuffed Birds and Animals. 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J. COLBURN, 

Boston, Mass. 31 Boylston Street, 

PUBLISHED THIS DAY. 
A SPLENDID HOLIDAY GIFT. 

FARM HOMES 
In-Doors and Out-Doors., 

By E.H. LELAND, 
ILLUSTRATED. 

This is a most charming book and should be in 
every farm home in the land. {ft is writtenina 
most captivating style by a writer thoroughly 
familiar with the subjects treated. Every page 
ubounds in valuable hints and suggestions, com- 
municated in an entertaining, narrative form. The 
volume is yery handsomely printed on tinted paper, 
bound in extra cloth, beveled edges, black and gold, 
and will make a most handsome holiday present 
or rural friends. 

Price, Poest-Paid, $1.50. 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
245 Broadway, N. W. 

Sor Sale. 

IGYCLE FOR SALH.—An English “Harvard 
B Roadster,” 52-inch, double hollow forks, sus- 
pension saddle, ete. Fer price and full particulars 
address W. DE RHAM, 24 Fifth avenue, N. mee ny 

ova, 

OR SALE, Stanchion or Punt Gun, for shooting 
on Potomac River and Chesapeake Bay. 

*W eight, 135 lbs. ; length of barrel, 79 in. ; outside 
diameter of barrel at: breech, 334 in. ; diameter of 
bore, 13¢in, ; charge, 50 drs. powder, 7 to 1]b, shot, 
2,000 caps Jor Samples. W. R. SCHAEFER, 61 
Elm Street, Boston, Mass. Novit,it 

OR SALN, 1 very fine Scott breech loader, in per- 
tect order, only used a few times, 12 gauge, 28 

ipches ; cost $115; pricest5. CONROY, BISSETT & 
MALLESON, 65 Fulton 8f., N. ¥. Noy25,1t 

ROOK TROUT EGGS.—A quantity of No. 1 
Brook Trout Eggs for sale cheap; ready for 

shipment from Nov. 20 to Dee. 15, For prices, etr., 
address at once, BRAINARD & WILLOUGHBY, 
Randolph, Cattaraugus Co., N. Y. Nov25,2 
—aaa, 

Remington sporting rifle for sale af a great bar- 
A gain. Length of barrels, 26 in.; calibre, .44; 
weight, 814 Ibs.; pistol grip, beautiful stock, beach 
and combination sights; made to order, warranted 
accurate and as good as new, with full loading kit, 
canvas case; 60 loaded and 100 unloaded shells: 
Cost $62; will sell for $40, not haying any use for it. 
Address T. E. P., Box 318, Lynn, Mass, Nov25,5t 

50 
ville, 

All Gold, Chromo & Lit'g Cards, G¥o 2 alike), 
Name on, 10¢c, CLINTON BROS., Clinton- 

Wanted. 
ae EXCHANGE, pair Rob Roy canoes, good order 

sound and tight, for B. L. gun, Scott, Greener, 
or Webley, seven or ten pounds, o1 for eighteen-1oor 
cat-boat, Address H, GR: Flus . O., L, I. Novae tt RATG, Flushing P. 0., L. I 

He EXCHANGE, Billiard Table with outfit for 
breech-loading shot gun or th oroughbred set- 

ter dog. HE, F.'T., Box 169, South Weymouth, Mass. 

Ghe Kennel. — 

. MOUNTVIEW KENNEL, 
FOR SALE TO CLOSE PARTNERSHIP, the en- 

tire kennel of dogs, composed of animals of the 
rarest breeding and most successful fleld winning 
Strains, to-wit; : 
Linconn—White and orange a0 whelped 1876, 

and imported from Mr, Liewellin’s Kennel. By Dah, 
ex-Lill I, second in brace with Gladstone, Tenn. 
field trials, 1878; first Free-for-All N. A. K. C. Held 
trials, 1879; second in Braces with Count Fred, N. 
A. K. C. field trials, 1879, at_Patiokay Il. Heisa 
ieee field dog and a splendid breeder. Price 
75 b 

Count NAiLEr—White and black dos, whelped 
August, 1879, imported from Mr, Llewellin’s kennel ; 
by the great Count Wind’em, ex-Nora. Price $500. 
Lap—White and orange dog, whelped 1879, by 

Lincoln, ex-Daisy Dean. Price $200, 
CounTEss BEAR—White and lemon bitch,whelned 

1874, bred by Mr. Liewellin, and imported isi9; by 
Dan, ex-Countess. The only Derby winner in Amer- 
ica. First Field Trial Derby, i875, Englan 5 
Crystal Palace, 1875; second All-aged Stakes 1876, 
at Shrewsbury; second Birmingham, 1876. Her 
puppies, Dashing Beauty, won the Puppy Stakes, 
and Dashing Bondhu the All-aged Stakes in Eng- 
land this year. Also dam of Bafile, a bench winner. 
Bred to Lincoln in September. Price $70. 
Daisy DEAN—White and liver, whelped 1815; by 

Pride of the Border, ex-Ruby, dam of Pearl of Mau- 
ry, winner of Puppy Stakes, Tennessee fleld trials, 
isi8, and dam of Skip, who ran second to Dew’s Rill 
in the St, Louis K. C. Cup, 1877. Price $250, 
BLAzE—Bblue belton, very handsomely murkea, 

whelped, 1878; by Sam, ex-Countess Bear, bred by 
Mr. Liewellin, and imported 1879; bred in Septem- 
ber to Lincoln. Sam won first in three field trials 
in England, Price $350, 
DASHING PLOVER—White, with black ears, whelp- 

ed 1879, imported 1880; bred by Mr. Llewellin; by 
Dash Il., ex-Phantom, the dam of Count Wind'’em. 
Dash II, the greatest field trial winner that eyer 
lived, and the highest priced dog that Mr. Llevwel- 
linever bought. Price $200. Address JOSEPH H. 
DEW, Columbia, Tennessee. Noy25,4 

Mount Pleasant Kennel. 
For Sale—6 full-blooded Gordon setter dog pups; 

very handsome; perfect black and tan, Sire Da-h, 
the great prize winner; dam, the beautiful bitch 
Maud. Full pedigree on both sides. A rare chance 
fora good dog. CHAS. T. BROWNELL, P. 0. box 
350, New Bedford, Mass. Novii,st 

—_—. 

SP 
OR SALE.—My Gordon Setter Bitch, staunch, 

Stylish and well broken. Good retriever. G. 
W. DALL, Fall River, Mass. Nov1s,3t 
(ec Sa ES NEE 

UPERIOR IRISH SETTER PUPS.—for sale, a 
brace (dog and bitch) of very handsome Irish 

setter pups, 4 months old, in perfect condition. 
Dam, the grand biteh Norah (out of Tilley by cham- 
pion Berkley), winner of Ist prize N. Y., 1880. Sire, 
Champion Rory O’More (out of Champion Friend 
by Champion; Rutus). These pups are exceedingly 
fine in color and form, and for blood and quality no 
better can be imported. Price, dog $30, bitch $25. 
For printed pedigree and particulars address W. 
H. PIERCH, Peekskill, N. Y. Novy25,1h 

N_ THE STUD.—Gordons: black and tan, sfre 
Rupert, imported 1877, by Shot, Jr., 1630, bh KC 

5S B, ex Rhona, 1630, EK CSB, dam Whip, Stod- 
dard’s imported Duke and Gypsy. Fee $25. Duke 
of Locust Valley: black and tan, limited to 5 bitches; 
sire, Toledo Kennel Club’s imported Grouse, KE K C 
§ B 5,097, ex Grace, 3d prize winner Gilmore's, 1579 
Fee_$25. Pupstrom the above and others of best 
knoWn Gordons on hand and for sale, also matured 
brood bitches inwhe'p. Address JAS. R. TILLEY, 
Locust Valley, L. I. Nov25,tt 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
VITALIZED PHOSPHRITES. 

Composed of the NERVE-GIVING principles of the ox brain and wheat germ. Tt restores to 
both brain and body the elements that have heen carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses or 
nervousness, 
suinption. 
prescribed 300,000 packages. 

For sale by druggists or mail, $1. 

Tt promotes digestion and strengthens a falling memory. It prevemts debility and con- 
Tt strengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses. Physicians have 

FE. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. WV. 

THE SECOND ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB, 
At Robin’s Island, Peconic Bay, Long Island, N. Y. 

ON 

NMov.29 and 30,and Dec. i, 2, Sand 4. 

OPEN TO THE WORLD. 
ALL-AGED STAKES, 

Open to all Setters and Pointers. Limited to 50 entries. First Prize, $200; second 
prize, $100 ; third prize, $50 ; fourth prize, $25. Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15. 

PUPPY STAKES. 
Open to all Pointers and Setters under 18 months of age. Limited to 25 entries, 

First prize, $100; second prize, $50 ; third prize, $25; fourth prize, $15. 
fee, $15 ; forfeit $10. 

Entrance 

NURSERY STAKES. 
Open to all Setters and Pointers under 12 months of age. Limited to 15 entries, 

First prize, $60 ; second prize, $40; third prize, $20. Entrance fee, $10; forfeit, $7.50. 

BRACE STAKES, 
Open to all Setters and-Pointers, Five braces to run or prizes to he scaled. First 

prize, $250; second prize, $125; third prize, $50. Entrance fee, $25; forfeit, $15. 

CLUB STAKES, 
Open to members of the Club only ; dogs to be owned and hunted by the members 

making the entry, Prize, a hundred dollar piece of plate, to be selected by the win- 
ner, Entrance, 10 per cent. of the value of the prize. This stake to be run after the 
close of the running of the Brace Stakes, and entries close on Nov, 18th. 

Entries will be received for the open stakes up to mid-Gay of Nov, 27th, at the office 
of the Club, and on the grounds up to the evening before the trial. 

JACOB PENTZ, Secretary. 
P, O, BOX 274, NEW YORK CITY, 

Entries must be accompanied by forfeit money in all cases, Judges to be named 
one month before trials, 

JUDGES: 
COL. JAMES GORDON, Pontotoc Co., Miss. 
DR. RAWLINS YOUNGS, Corinth, Miss. 
MR. L. H. BILLINGS, U, 8 N. 

J. VON LENGERKE, West Hoboken, N. J. 
R, T. HEWITT, South Wethersfield, Cf. 
L €, MONRO®, Brooklyn, N, Y. 

Che Gennel, he Bennel, 

ED FOX, Skunk, Raccoon and other furs 
bought for cash—highest prices. Send for cir- 

cular with full particulars. H.C. BOUGHTON, 5 
Howard 8t., N. ¥. Nov18,2t 

OR SALW, 1 superb mastiff, just imported, cost 
$300, price $250, Address MASTIFF, care of 

FOREST AND STREAM, Nov25,1t 

ANTED.—A thoroughly broken lemon and 
white pointer dog, Not over three years old. 

Address, giving pedigree, price, etc. B. A. L., Forest 
and Stream Office. Nov25,1t 

OR SALE, red Irish setter pups, Plunket-Moya. 
stock; also well bred and broken setters. For 

further particulars apply to DAVID G. HART, 
Northport, L. I. Nov25,4t 

W ANTED, a beagle hound dog pup not less than 
three months old (must be warranted kind to 

sMall children) in exchange for dark Brahma hens, 
pure blooded stock wanted and given in exchange. 
V. u. SHEDD, Waltham, Mass, Nov25,26 

OR SALE, direst imported cocker spaniel, white 
and red, two years old, thoroughiy broken to 

wootcock and partridge, also to retrieve, beg, jump. 
efc., a good gentleman’s companion; cat be fhunted 
and tried on the spot. Price $30. Further particu- 
lars direct to F., P. 0, Box 4, Summit, New Jersey, 
Nov25,1t 

Gor SPANTELS.—For sale, one dog pup, 4 
months old, color liver and white, imported 

Stock. Price $20. 
color and markings, $15. 
ford, Conn, 

litter sister of above, same 
CHAS. DENISON, Hart- 

Nov25,16 

OR SALE CHEAP, a broken pointer dog, two 
H years old; or will exchange for B. L, Gun, 
beagle hounds, etc. THEO. MEYWR, 318 Bighth 
street, Jersey City, N. J. Wov25,1t 
een SE Le ET 

OCKERS IN THE STUD.—SHELL, black, by 
imp. Shot—imp, Rose. DOCTOR, Jn. (Second 

New York, 1879), Hver, by imp. Jack — Brownie. 
Feedl5each. Also best of puppies for sale, Ad- 
dress the LACHINE KENNEL, 1,182 Chestnut sv. 
Blizabeth, N. J. Noy25,tf 

Spanish Silk Worm Gut. 

THE GRHAT REDUCTION in the quality of this article, and the increasing admixture of rough strands, has forced us to go into the 
manufacture of it for our own account. Our Mr. Imbrie has recently established in Murcia, Spain, where all the high quality gut is made, 
the most extensive and perfect factory of this article in the world, ‘The grades named below will run af least 25 per cent. better than tose 
al ony other manafacturers. 

Per Thousand. 

GON bat hvabeccttsieacectabareeen gents op veers mete MU) 

Regular Ordinary. ...---..--ssssiecue 1 95 

Padron fr pg eeskate ge) a) 

Regular Superior ........... tah vee 4 00 

adton ea OSs sree re eres enon OD 
! 
; 
i 

Per Thousand. 

Padron ist Superiov,......:.0:0.. T 50 

Marafia 2d bh capretasatstgcmrens an bese 

Marana 1st GCs Oc nernies fe heen LOU! 

Imperial fa syctanmp aes ops o's pp OO) 

Pe Thousand, 

Regular Superior, 16 inclies......... 12 00 

Padron 2d ‘* LB? OU) Raper RESLUD 

Padron ist ‘ OG UP obi Nt) 

Marafia Ist ‘ LD) ee 50 00 

DISCOUNT TO MANUFACTURERS. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York, 



OVEMBER 2), 1890.) FOREST AND STREAM, 

: @ he Benuel, 

eas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

_A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

: J‘HIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fieas on dogs or any other animals, or mone 

eturned, Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
& pepper box top, which greatly facilitates Its 

Mise. Simple and efficacious. 
Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid, 

ARECA HUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
= A CERTAIN REMEDY. 
Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 

directions for use, 
Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommoanded by Rop AxB 
Gow and Forest Anp STREAM, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
eet 1B _ 2 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥, 

CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN. 
FERRETS FOR SALE. 

#7 PER PAIR. 
#4 FOR SINGLE FEMALE. 
$3 FOR SINGLE MALE. 
WIRE MUZZLES, 750. 

CHARLES H. VAN VECHTEN, 
Victor, Ontario County, N. Y. Rep.2,tt 

Deautiful dark red Irish Setter, eyes and nose 
black; goad size dog; carries a beautilul tan, 

i fine head and ears. Both his dam and sire were 
mnported, and prize winners. Full pedigree viven 
iftaken at once. Price ons $30. 

_ BANSHER, Impcrted Red Irish Setter, imported 
March, 1878, frota the kennels of J. 8. Skidmore, 
antwitch, ‘pngland, a large, strong bitch, grand in 

yery respect, Head not to be equalled, curs lung 
eautifully low, tast at hunting, sood nose, no tire in 

; hunted on quail and grouse. Was H. C. at the 
Crystal Palace when out of condition, and shown 
among the most noted dogs in the country the only 

Tn whelp to Mark Oct. 20, a deep ma- 
‘any-red Irish setter. Price $65. 
ORDON Setter Bitch, a beauty, whelped Jan., 

79, color black and tan, hunted on quail, and Is 
staunch and good nose. Wil make a rattler, 

A brother soid for $125, and sister for $100. Price 

: LULU, Lemon and White Liewellyn Setter Bitch, 
years old; sire the great Carlowitz, who was 

red and imported from the kennels of R. L. L. Pur- 
ell Liewellyn, England, and has a pedigree of 90 
years; dain, Flirt. Fitrt is by Dash, who won first. 
prize at Watertown, 1875, and first at Centennial, 
1876. Has been hunted. Lulu is inwhelp to the 
Liewellyn setter Zanzibar, who is by the tamous 
Glasistone No. 1128, dam Mersey 44. American 
‘Kennel Stud Book, Zan, 2d Vol. American Stud 
Book, Will guarantee pups. She ls yery heavy 
now, and will pup in a few weeks. She is certainly 
very cheap. Price $40. Address H. B. VONDER- 
SMITH, Lancaster, Pa, Noy.11, tt 

HAVE recetyed, by steamship Brantford City 
the two English greyhounds, Baron Walkden 

‘and Sharper. Baron Walkden is faun and white; 
234 years old, and won the Shanaton Cup, 1879, and 
has won several other cups, and never has been 
beaten. He is by Farrier outof Lady. Rateiiff's 
Sharper is blue and white, 16 months old, by Mag- 

olia out of Stolen Moments, They are a fine pair 
Of dogs, and warranted trained and in form. For 

rice, &c,, Address BEACON KENNEL, 28 Myrtle 
Noyil,tt 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
} pared to take a limited number of doga, 
either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
eeent . Igive my puppies seven months’ work 
‘out of the twelve, and guarantee sutisfaction, if 
‘the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
‘ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ne- 
‘cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
‘discount to parties at long stinees, A. 
W. , Cairo, Thomas County, Georgia 

ct 2,1 

Boston, Mass. 2 

| pen A a 

(ALEN-B. and T.; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
G lin’s Belle. Theaboye dog, winner of first 
‘In brace stakes of the Eastern Held Trials; will 
‘He allowed to serve a few bitches o! approyed 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Address 

. H. ¥. ATEN, M.D., 
34 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N. ¥ 
oe 

QT. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs ané bitches, carefully selected from 

@ best Huxohean sah ns. aa BB gua ten na 
j s igrees, ete. ress. > 
Fault. For prices, pon HOY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Muas., U. S.A. 

See 

QuEEour KENNELS. —For pure Cvcker 
- Spanie)s of all ages—also in the stud, pure 
cocker Skip IT., liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; littera _guar- 

teed. Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
@ulecut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y, 

ASH Til. AND. JESSIE.—FOR SALE—Two or 
three dog pops, two months old, out of Jessie 

earer’s Katé and Pride of the Border) by Dash 
Jessie took V. H. C. in last New York Dog 

ow. For price apply to Wa. W. WEBB, P. 0. 
‘Box $,492, Boston, Mass. Octzs tf 

OR SALE.—CHAMFION RUSH, EX-QUEEN 
I, Pointer Pups.—A few puppies of the above 

‘orated stock for sale; terms reasonable. Queen 
is by champion Sancho-ex-champion Queen. 

stock cannot be excelled. Address by letter 
y, GARRETT ROACH, 1205 Fifth av, New York 

ity. == _- Sept.30,2mo0s 

“OLD RELIABLE.” 
The SPORTSMAN’S COMFORT. 

Whe Zennel. 

IM_A_IN G-E1- 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVER'S IMPERTAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal, One application 
is usually all thatis necessary. ForSCKATCHES 
in HORSES it bas no equal. : GLOVER, 
Sole prop't’'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, W. J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fuiton 

gt., N. ¥.; Jonn P, Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. C. Grubb & Co,, 712 Market st., 
Phila. FP. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 

Louis. Price, 50 cents. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERES, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prin- 

cipal Rnglish breeders. 

Imperial Kennel 
. 

Setters and Pointers thor- 
oughly Field Broken. — 

Young Dogs handled with 
‘skill and judgment. 

Dogs haye daily access to salt 
water. 

N.B.—Setter and Pointer 
puppies; also, broken pee for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

E, B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STRENT, NEW YORE. 
| Re eo AND FORWARDS Dogs, 

Fowls, etc., to any destination. Kennel 
Clubs, Sportsmen and othera, intending to import 
dogs from Hurope, should have their stock con- 
signed to him, Juformation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete 

A RARE CHANCE. 
For Sale, my entire kennel of pure Llewellin, pure 

Layeracks and Irish Setters and Poimters. 
19 bred setter; a large, strong, handseme setter 
og; thoroughly broke on quail, woodeock and 

snipe; a better snipe dog can’t be found. Llewellin 
setter Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton dog. 
Royal Ben, Liewellin setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also winner of ist and special at 
St. Louis show; also winner at Detroit, Mich. 
Liewellin setter bitch Goll, broken. Llewellin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great beauty, Llewellin setter 
bitch Orphena. Lilewellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Perl V., a beautiful green and white setter bitch. 
Liewellin bitch Betle, in whelp to Count Royal. 
Llewellin bitch Gypsie Queen, with 7 beautiful 
pups by Royal Ben. Red Irish setter Von, thorough- 
y broke; retriever from land and water. ed 
Trish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves, Impl. 
Red Irish setter bitch Nora, in whelp to Von. Red 
Irish setter Shot, a beauty. Orange and white 
pointer bitch Belle, broken. Liver and white point- 
er Clyde, broken, Impt. liver and white bitch 
Nel. Also pupples from 3 to 6 months old of sel- 
ters and pointers of the aboye stock, All the 
above I guarantee to be in the best of health and 
condition, and to be as represented. Will show 
and give trial of any dog on the list. Wor pedigree 
and particulars Inquire of ©, 4% MILEY, Lancaster, 
Pa. Oct 7, tt 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 

rize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
is7as champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 

Ry. 

RARE CHANCE.—Ffor sale, English 
setters: Don, a splendid large oranze 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superioreyery way, $50; Moll,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, a yal ke white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa IL, orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
i ever shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very fine,full of hunt, 
$20 each ; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa Il. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist, They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chance you can- 
notaffordio lose if you want fine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
SEaneateles, N. Y- June2stt. 

DER, Albany, 

Ro SALE—Druld-Nilsson pup, 1#y years old, 
well broken, and ready for the field; backs, 

drops, retrieves and is staunch on all game; price, 
$50. Four Gordons, all good hunters, and a fine lt- 
ter. of Champion Rupert pups. Dogs trained in any 
style. Two more taken, J. HASKELL, Franklin 
Kennel, Bradner, Ohio, Oct21, tf 

OR SALE.—My red Trish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old. Pointed 

and retrieved her first bird, and is 4 slasher in the 
field, Price $20. Address W. J. MORTON. Ports- 
mouth, Va. 

} ORSALE—Fitteen Foxhounds, frst-prize stock, 
the finest and best, Address, with stanrp, L. 

M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. ¥. - Sept.23, tf i . wayand, 

. BETTER 

The Benne. 

THE BLUES STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
oF 

M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL, CO.,N. ¥. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
T sell only young stock. I guarantee satis~ 

faction and sate delivery to every customer. 
These beautifc. and amiteLigent 4c78 cannot be 
beaten for retfed grouse ane woodzock savoting 
ani renmeving. Correspondenis int.osiny samp 
pea oe printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
n ete, 

BLUE RUIN IN THE STUD. 
Pure Laverack—Carlowltz-Princess Nellie. Carlo- 

Witz is by Pilkington’s Dash ex Llewellin’s Countess; 
Princess Nellie by Pride of the Border ex-Champion 
Petrel. Inthe stud. Fee, $25. Blue Ruin is beau- 
tifully ticked with his own (blue) color, and is the 
handsomest Laverack dog ever bred by the late M. 
Von Culin. For sale—Broken and unbroken dogs, 
bitehes and whelps of Layerack, Llewelllm, Irish, 
Gordon and native bloods, State what you want 
and inclose stamp. E. & C. VON CULIN, P. 0. Box 
218, Lakeview, Dover, Del. Octl-ti 

IN THE STUD. 
IMPORTED ROUGH-HATRED COLLIE 

TWEED ITI. 
The only pure Collie In America that has won in 

Field Trials and on the Bench. 
Pupples from the noted Bench Show Winner 

Lassie by Rex, 1st N. Y., 1880; also frém Lass 
O’Gowrie, Ist St. Louis, 1880, by Tweed TT. 
Address SCOTLAND KENNEL, T. C,: Piaprs, 

Manager, New Market, Frederick Co., Md. Novil,t? 

Hotels and Hesorts for Sportsnen 
t c 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonyille, Fernan- 

dine, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N. P., and Matanzas, Cuba, 

FLORIDA STHAMERS leaye New York 
Every Friday at 3 p. w., for 

: mC eSOny ule and Fernandina Direct, and consti- 
tute 

The Only Line Running to 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Hates. 

Nassau and Matanzas Steamers sall Dec. 15 an 
thereafter every other Wednesday, 

After January 1 call at Fernandina, Fla. 

Wassau is the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman. R 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautifully situated 
and well kept, is the best and cleanest house in the 
West Indies. 

For all particulars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphlet, etc,, apply to 

C. WH, MALLORY & Co., 

Agents, 
PIER 20, BAST RIVER, NEW YORK. 

Old Deminion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect tor Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday..Thureday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 
Monday and Thursday at 3 ear. Full information 
fiven at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York. 

FOR 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 

G0 TO 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

on Shinnecock Bay, where you will find good guides 
complete outfit of Decoys, Batteries, ete., as well 
as food accommodations and a substantial bil of 
fare. Take Long Island KR. R. to Good Ground 
Station, M. WILLIAMS, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE 

TREAT, SHINNECOOK BAY, L. I. 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Hasalwayson hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train— 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
round in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
ooting of all varieties. Speen attention given 

by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaran— 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, LL. 
Refers by pee to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 

m, Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y- 

| Vanity Fair 
TOBACCO, 

THAN EVER. 

Hotels and Rontes for Sportsmen. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE C SES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
eéllent cars which run oyer the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyanis and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold atthe offices of the i act A 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, B 
¥F , CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU.A, am® 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
. Hunting. 

also. *o 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’! Pass. Agent, 

Prank THomson, Gen'l Manager, febli-ta 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana RR. 
Mackinay,Gran 

FOR TRH 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAHEHS B 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michigan North Woods are t-nsurpassed 
if squaled, in the abundance and great variety o: 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMHRICAN GRAYLING is found 

OTe TROUT season begins May 1and e Season begins May land ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June land aad 

Nov.1. © © 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakeleta of this territory, 
The aporeman can readily send trophies of his 

akill to _his friends or ‘*club” at home, ijsice for 
packing fish can be had at m: oints. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WIT OU. The ece- 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry andbracing. The cli- 
mate is peculiarly beneiicial to those suffering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The el SC Cne: are good, far es 

passing theaverage in countries "new eng 
eiford the finest of fishing. eee 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Ticke 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
eu ae Tisha ee Sportsmen, 

Ors, Tg g.D. ‘ackle ried Free. 
owner'srisk, peat 

It isouraimtomskesportsmen feel “athome* 
sathis route. F rTourist’s Guide (an attractive 
iiwstrated book +f 8) pages), containing full in- 
formation ani ceurate maps of the Fishing 
@rovundsand ‘Vin, Cards,address A.B. LHET 

Ser. Puss, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich 

ONG ISLAND R.R.SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March Ith, 188)— Leave 

HUNTER'S P'T (Flatbush Aye., B’klyo.& min. 
earlier) for 
: Babylon, 8.25 A.M, 3.35, 4.35, 6.35 pat. Sundays, 
A.M. 
Col, P't & Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 Aa.m., 

2.85, 3.85, 4.35, 5, 5.05, 6, 6.35, 7) 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 Pom., 
13.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35-A.M., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 P.M, 
Flushing, 6,40, 7.35, 8.45, 10,, 11,85 a.M., 2.35, 3.85, 

4,35, 5, 8.30, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9-1510,45 P.m., 12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.30, 10.35 4.M., 1.35, 8, 5.35, 7, 10 P.a, 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 .A.M., 4.35, 6.35, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.35 P.w Sundays, 9A.M. 
and 6.85 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35, 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 35 pm 

Saturday nights, (2.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 5.39 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 6, 10 A.at., 

1,55, 3.35, 4.85, 5.35, 6.35 Pm. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, eee Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, ed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay, 
10P.mM. Sunday, 9 4.m., 1.35, 6.45 P.M. 
Glen Coye, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M,, 3.35, 4.35, 5,40, 6,35 P.M. Sundays, 9 
A M., 6.35;2.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, § A.M., 3.25 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M, 4,35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 PM. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.35, 5.35 Pm. 
Port Jefferson, 10 ee P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 

es Patchogue, §,35 A.M., 6.35 PML Sundays, 9 
A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 9.35, 4.35 

5.20, 6, 7 P.o. mouGaye Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 a-m., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, §, 10 A.M,, 1.35 p.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P'T &WALL 8T. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.20 A.M.) 2.10, £10, 5.10,6.10 Pm. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc. 
apply al 229 B'way, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. FAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
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BARGAINS! BARGAINS!! BARGAINS!!! 
E* I NI E: BREECH-LOADERS., 

PURDEY, REILEY, WESTLEY RICHARDS, SCOTT, WILLIAMS & POWELL and NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 

. ALL AT A GREAT REDUCTION. 

6& Purdey’s im Case Complete, 6 Scott ‘‘Premiers” in Case Complete, 5 Scott with Compensating Lump, 2 E, M. 
REILEY’S High Quality, 4 Westley Richards’ High Quality,3 Williams & Powell High Quality, 

4 Nichols & Lefever C. and D. Quality. 

Also a Lot of Medium Grade Greener Side-Action Light Gums, 14 and 12-Hore, at $50 each; former price, $85, ‘The reduction im price im these gums 

ranges from 30 to 50 per cent. SEND FOR DESCRIPTION. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., Pittsburg, Pa. 

The Daly Gun, 
-HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR | 
Toany cther Gun 

Hotels and Houtes for Sportsmen. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R: 
‘Zhe Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

; the Best Hunting and Fishing — 

. Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
eock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, | 

Shooting Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished on applicaiion. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
= AGENTS FOR CARL'S NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. Or W. BR. SCHAEFER, Or THos. L. GoLcHER, 

lioward’s Steel Head Shells—Qualify guranteed. Pricelower than any other. 6] Him st, Boston. 116 Girard aye., Phila | 
_The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
¥ phur Springs. 
-*Raflroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, All modern 
fmproyements in equipment. 

CONWAY HK. HOWARD, 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

mayl1 iy Richmond. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

= Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the 

U.S. Governmentin tha Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .46 

Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. Prices: Carbines, $22 

— Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discountto the Trade | 

P. 0. Box 3,994 Only. Sendfor Catalogue and Price-Lists. E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N.Y. 

CHARLES 1 RITZMANY, 
IMPORTER OF 

tine Breach-Loadmne Guys, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

H —_ r THE BEST GUNS for the LEAST MONEY. 

TS PREPARED TO CHARTER THE | WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.Y. 

tackle, and kennels for dogs. 
FINE FISHING TACKLE, 

Tonge, #1 25. 

W. W. GREENER'’S and ©. G. BONEHILL’S GUNSa Spectalty. General Agent for CARD'S STAND- 

new cars * DayyCrocket" and ‘Izaak Walton,” 
which are fitted up with dining room and kitch~ 

UR, | 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information e e The Celebrated “Frankfort” Reels 

furnished on application to Gen’l aor nae G, C | | in Stock. a 

Bo. Chicago, OmmMmIssio0n ercnants = THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER, 

Of Van Slyek’s Landing, Currituck Co., N. C., x Sent by mailon receipt of price. 
Respectfully informs his friends and patrons that he POULTRY, cam E, BU TTER, EGG sy CREEN & DRIED FRUITS. CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY, 

5) 1 = 

The rE ullman Car Comp any ARD GLASS BALL TRAP. Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Sporting Goods, Send for cireniars. 

en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- - _ 

vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing D> U Ni N & Wi H | = 

D EB. NYE, Nts Bass, 75 Cents: Pickere], #1 00: Maska- 

has enlarged his house to accommodate more guests (The delebrated "Le Contre? mein atcae 

and has also built new boats, suitable to cross the - : 
Sound in any and all kinds of weather. Sportsmen : j : Te ; paren a gate ft noe oives 
furnished with board, skiffs and stool ducks. We send sales and check for net amount immediately after sale. Stencils and Price pees 3 i oa ei ae aes 4 AP 
USF Spl SPSS EAR SEs SUG Te Current furnished free on application. Your correspondence and shipment solicited. ean Ons ES Lett Ey 
Bloamer Cygnet leaves Norfolk every Monday | AND RYERYTHING PERTAINING TO. amer Cygnet 2S < 7 “Vy o ANH & > 7 Falk = | TING AN § 5. 4 
Yednesday and Friday direct for the House. 192 DUAN #B STREET N. H WwW VY ORK 

pee ee if ¢ ‘ oPprrcaLn GOoDs. 
TELESCOPES. MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

q ste GLASSES, CUMPASBES, Etc. se=serer=-S—QRDUROY SHOOTING SUIT, moet ns a Hy | (recommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
- post-paid for $2. 

yY GONS TAKEN IN. EXCHANGE. SHELLS 
A SPECIALT * LOADED TO ORDER, SEND STAMP FOR 

LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. € 
ROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DHAD GRASS COLOR.— | yp 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices, : 

Send for Price-List and Samples, Address VINCENT BISSIC, 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, Ni. J. Poe a acTuRER 
Successor to A, G. GENEZ, 

ERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

= = 

~ PIONEER WORKS 
a 
_ 

os BIRMINGHAM, \ oa ' : No, 9 Chan St., NW prt __TENGLAND. Dogs of Great Britain, Ameria and Other Countries, |, cosressmamrsrte Seti a 
Taade to ordur, AM kinds of rapa executed a. week in your own town. Terms and $5 : 

G6 butit tree. Adaress it, HALLETT & CO,,¢ PRICE, $2 00. with neatness aud dispatch, Pin a : PPSonitlokioae Portland, Maine. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. pone ect ne oa fire, Shells for breech-loade | 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 

*SPHATWS PATENT” are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Showa and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. ‘he Patent 
“ Wibrine” Cakes are used at the Dogs’ Ho: London; Jardin @’Acclimatation, Paris, ete. They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals ; 
receiving the pene award for Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1878; kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal; Dish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, ete., ete. 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMiTATIONS. 
Please see that Every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT'S PATENT” and a “X." 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, fo be had im smatiler quantities of 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 

OS SSS INf NONE ARE 

BIAMPED, 

Packed in Cans of 112 pounds cach. 
Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

#iublications 
—— 

my of the Following Boeks Sent on 

Hecetpt of Price by Ferest and 

Stream Pub. Co, 

‘Adirondacks, Camp Life in, MUITAyS,,..-..+5-+ $1.50 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1.25 

‘Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th editien.. 2.00 

Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's.,.... 15 

Amateur 'lrapper—paper, 80c.; bds............. 15 

Amorican Angler’s Book, Norris......-<+-1-+++ 

American Bird Fancler,.,.... Saat rare pagers - 380 

Americam Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games,, 2.00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses...... 5.00 

American’ Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long..... 2.00 

American Kennel, Burges .......+.sceseeseeee ee 3.01 

7.50 Angling, a Book on, Francis....... AES Ath 

Archer, Moderm..........+ 

Archery, Fencing and Broadsword............-. 2 

Archery, Witehery of, Maurice Thompson...... 

Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam...... 4.00 

“Art of Swimming .......eeseeeesee 
Art of Swimming, Monstery.-.....- tho es 50 

“Art of Swimming, WeDD....cuesse-cssetseeeees= 50 

Athlete's Guide, Harding... .eseeseeeeeresseeres BO 

| ‘Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, 760.; cloth... 1.00 

“Athletic Sports, Btonehenge........-...+- 

Bailey’s Birds of the United States. 

‘Baird's Birds of North Amertoa.... 
“Baucher’s Method of Horsemanship... . 

wens bte weep ere enn eeee 

serees 1,00 

Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage BAGS... 3541+ +150 

Bits and Bearing REUMS.......ceeeerseeesetenees 50 

Boat Sailing, Practlcal.....-.seere recess enter eee 100 

r Sportsmen: Angling, 50c.; Shooting, 

vate Te Objects of tho Seashore, 50c.; 
id Singing Birds, 60c.; Dogs, 75¢.; 

Bie s Ease and Nests, 50¢; Fresh and Salt 
Water Aquarium, 60c.; Native Song Birds... 15 | 

Boy's Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.... 2 00 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener....-+,+. 

Bruce’s Stud wis Sis Sey bes +h bteaer 

Butler on the Dog........-- eeeetin Fe ori 

‘eago and Singing Birda..... diya datig he Weigel Be > 50 

Gamp Cookery, Miss W.Parloa ....-sseecseryes 50 

Canoe and Camera.........-.erree ss ratte suse n 29h 

‘Canoeing in Kanuckla.....- DP eigia doy sufoltlelel ee BF +. 1 85 

Canoe Traveling, Powell...........--- a 

Ganoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop's 

Gassell’s Hook of Birds, 4 vOIS..-...------+--+ > 12 00 

Choke Bore Guns, Greener.........--.-see0e 2-98 00 

Complete American Trapper, Gibson.........-. 1 75 

Goues’ Birds of the Northwest, .---..----..+.6.. 450 

Coues’ Meld OrnitHology...csvevereserreevereees 250 

Goues' Fur Bearing Animals,.....-,..--... jon ca 00 

Cowes’ Key to North American Birds..... dO 

MACK BHO... cee ee ec eee eee seeespeeertenereeesy 1 BS 

Gypress, J., J7,’8, Works, 2 VOI. 12... .eceeve eee 5 60 

Padd'’s American Reformed Horss Book,Syo,., 2 50 

add’s Modern Horse Boctor, 12m0,..... -...+- 1 50 

Mend BHO, cies ho ecesar anne ete Pattern hice 1 5 

Dog Breaking, HutchMson,......,...6. essere 8 15 

Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson... 3 00 

Bog, The; Hill........ 3 Bi rosy + 200 

peseat 135 

Bog Paths to Success,.... pa seeateteecng = tcae 1 50 

Bogs and Their Doings, Morris,... ms eBpobioiel)s\eiolnla spies 

‘Dogs and ‘Their Ways, Willams.....y........5 135 

Dogs of Great Britain, Amerioa and other 
DGUUSTIOS, 2. hence nei see vene wintiettntame den B00 

96S, BY BUAUIES... esac eeee ees Are elle 6 
Bogs, Managementot, Mayhew, 16iag,......... 75 

18 South William Street, NEW YORK. Trade Generally, 

Sportimen’s Goods. 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., 
—_AND— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove M’f’g Co., 

205 Broadway, 

FRONT VIEW. 

HALLock HUNTING’ COAT.— 
Six pockets outside and game 
pocket inside. 

488, 490, 499 Broadway, 
Cor. Broome Street, anc 

Cor, Fulton Street, 

NEW YORK CIry. 

RUBBER OUTFITS 
COMPLETE FOR 

HUNTING and FISHING, 

Trouting Pants and Leg- 
gins a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed  \ 
Thoroughly Water- 

proof, 

RUBBER coops 
Every Description. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. game bag. 

INSIDE VIEW. 
HALLOcK HuNTING CoaT.—The game 

pocket extends the entire length of coat, 
with capacity tar surpassing any ordinary 

morz-"BEATS THE WORLD.” ~«s:. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bitethe Tongue. 

xT AAA 

ing or melting'‘in the mouth, The unprecedented popularity of “OLD 

HE (MAJORITY OF SMUKEES 
are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary aT Ta have been 
wu E MOST DHADLY OF POI- 

» SONS, thrown off by all bring paper 
pamelye The Oil of Creosote. CHA Ss 

. EMERY, ot the firm of EEE 
JUDGE” ik O,, manufacturers of “OLD 

i AN Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco In- 
@ process, Marc oi ii vented and paten hb 

INN Sth, 1898, By which the Rice Paper used 
ag wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oll of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its break- 

EK” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
tight to useit. The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recogn’ 
ail smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first * OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by sll leading dealers. 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Waterst., 
by 

them and you willuse no othera. | 

NEW WORE 

>| Pifadelphia ishing Tackle Hous 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Oescription, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood 

forArchery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel, 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880, 
Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Mies on hand, 

and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Reels, Lines, ete. 
Our BETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals. 
Prices a8 low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free. 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
& ences sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 

mp3. 

— ey 
. BROWN'S PATENT 
= GUN CLEANER. 

SY pp cleaner and Oiler 
- ee For Bivech-loadiug Arme 

in market, 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
ostayre. = | 
for circular, 

BROWN, Patcutes, 
READING, Pa. 

® and fuil dirsctions set free of 
Imorderlngstve calibre of eun. S 

Addrets, Ta YARDLEY 

$5 to $20 Wosth #5 ince. 
STINSON & CO., Port’acd, Maine, 

ar day at ome, Samples 
i Address 

Will furnish Trout and Trout Spawn at low prices. 
For price list, address 

G. A. STARKEY, Troy, N. H. 

PUBLISHED THIS DAY, 

A SPLENDID HOLIDAY GIFT. 

FARM HOMES 
In-Doors and Out-Doors. 

By E.H. LELAND, 
ILLUSTRATED. 

This is a most charming book and should be in 
evéry farm home in the land. ft 1s written in a 
niest captivating style by a writer thoroughly 
familiar with the subjects treated. Every page 
abounds in valuable hints and suggestions, coms 

he municated in an entertaining, narrative form. 
volume is very handsomely printed on tinted paper, 
bound in extra cloth, beveled edges, black and gold, 
and will make most handsome holiday present 
or rural friends, 

Price, Post-Paid, $1.50. 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
2415 Broadway, N. ¥. 

* 
Sportsman’s Companion. 

Gives cublines ofnear- 
ly two huudred 
Different Works 
on Unt-Doeor Eports 

> aid Pustiv Con 
luitkhs nearly One 
Hundred Spirit- 
ed Ulustrations 

ores, Dogs, Fisli, 
5, aii Wild Game 

(8 ily — drawn 
fromm life, Diegantly 
printed, tinted puper. 
Sent post-paid 

pn receipt of two 
-cOnt STRIMDS. 

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, 
~Publishers-of ull. Works on Fielil Sports. 

245 Broadway, New York. 

Paubligations, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES, By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in-cloth, $1.50: 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages, 12 ius. 
Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, <A completeand re-~ 
Hable guide to Richardson and Rangeley Jakes, 
armachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 

of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magaloway 
Yivers. 256 pages. 60 illus. and a large map. 

Price 5) cents, € 
SARRAR'S, MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THH 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED, ); A eo uprebn ei hand-book of the 
Moosehead e@_ region and sporting re- 
Sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘fhe tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and 8t. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are p 
treated. 224 pages. I4illus, Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardsom 
and Rangeley Jakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed en tough linen 
Ve er, cloth covers, 5 cents, 

g AR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Eake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fis 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the hea 
waters of the Ki: nnebeo, Penobscot and Bt 
John rivers, Printed on tough linen papes 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIO VIEWS, ots, 

Ee Any of the stove publications mailed, n ove publications 

RSs Pe yaa e Ce 
Masa. ¢ T, Decst 

FOR MAGAZINES 

—ARND— 
NEWSPAPERS, 

Send for our Catalogue for 
§si. Now ready. 

Everything at club rates. 
Everything free of postage 

All the $4 magazines at 
$3.45, and others at similar 

? prices, 3 
We make Foreign sub- 

scriptions a specialty. We send: 

London Times, weekly, per year, for. 
Punch, per year.....,.... 
Spectator, per year......... 
Chambers’ Journal, per yea: 
Tilustrated London News, per " 

All other promineut English, French and German 
periodicals at corresponding prices. Send for cur 
catalogue, ei elub prices on nearly 2,000 
ublications. y inail to any address. A. Hy 
OFFE & C®O., 11 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yardg 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Pouitry, 

Published byH, H. Stoddard, Hartford,Cona, 
THE POULTRY WORLD 

is sent post-paid for $1.25 
eryear; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00, 
A series of twelve magifi- 

cent Chromos, each ih 
~s senting a standard breed of 

E Sig Towls, Sent for 75 cents extra 
to.all subscribers to elther publication, 

THE SUBSCRIPTION EDITION 
—or— 

Walton & Cotton’s Angler, 
with additions and corrections from the Editor's 
(the late Dr. Bethune] own copy, 

IS NOW READY FOR DELIVERY. 
This edition is printed‘ on the finest plate 

18 Of 2 Small 410 size, and is put up uncut an 
In a unique portfolio for illustrating, and 1s 

LIMITED STRICTLY TO 

ONE HUNDRED COPIES, 

ts ig an elegant volume and a model of typogra- 
phy. phy. 
Also now ready, an OCTAVO EDITION of the 

A#AIDe Work, printed on fine thick paper, with all the 
flustrations. 

Price in extra vloth, ¢ilt head, gs. Price in heavy 
Calf, extra, $12. Price in tll morocce, extra, $15. 

JOHN WILEY & SONS, 

15 Aster Place, New Work. 

THE SPCORTSMAN'S LIBRARY. 
IPHE reat pressure on our advertising space 

obliges us to withdraw the list of books 
which we have on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field eports, as pre- 

wiously advertised in these columns, wil be fur- 
Diahed on receipt o rice. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jyao-te 

Aper 
10038 



Ammunition, Ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Oranae Duckina: 

L Orange Rifle. ~N 

mm sivexhs Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DHE, Furnished FREE, 
pene 

LAFLIW & RAND POWDER tO, 
No, 29 Murray Street, N. re 

ICUNPOWDER!) 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dvurone’s GUNPOWDER MILLS, established in 1802, 
havemaintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. ‘Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Mere par Diamond Grain.—Nos)1 (coarse, 

ena in strength, quickness ant 
tenmianern? i yet SH for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. in ib canisters. 
Devpnaie 5 Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

te § (fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; 
‘penetration, with & close ‘pattern; 

‘or glass! ball, pigeon, duck: and! other shi 
withieither muzzle or breech-loaders. Packed 
Ub aiid bib canisters and 644 and 123;1b kegs. 
Dw Ue Choke Bore.—Specially F adapted 

Praise o noke Bore” Guns, and particularly ‘for 
hae ia shooting. Burns'slowly, strong: 

Ha moist: oes not cake or burn on the barrels, 
givesiiotie a good penetration anda close j yen Da, 
will be igang well paapted tor eee ball an dipigeon 
5h Made -ot two sizes; only No, Tan 5. 
No. 7 the coarsest. Packed in 6b kegs and 
llb.canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder of very fine grain for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1lb canisters and 61; Ib kegs. 
Duponts Rifle Eg. ** Sex meee a SD 

FFE. and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rif fe 
ingy the PF¢e. sand FFF: tor general use, burn 
trot alid-moist. “Packed in 4616, 11b amid bib 0 

rae; FHF eg. fine. and 265tb aia 
Lie Dorney whe. ae, and Biast- 

ptions. Speciat 
Mus- 

\y Cubi- 
Gal and Pellet Powder, U. 8. Governmeént Stamdard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Ageneies in all the cities and welt ak towns 
tL EN the. United. States. rect. N. Y. 
F.'L, KNEELAND, 70: Wall Street, N 

WN: B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fé. or FFE for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard's “Electric Powder.” 

Moe. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength end cleanliness. Packed in square 
oanistera of one pound only. 

Haz:rd’s “ American Sporting.” 

Nos-1 Seek to6 (coarse), In Tlb. canisters and 
Gi lb. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns, 

Hazard’s ‘‘Duck Shooting,”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 651b. canisters 
and 6} and 12} 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
elean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
enedration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
ged ranks any other brand, 9nd it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Rifle.’ 

FHVG FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
95 12}, and 6} lbs. and cansof5 lbs. FFFG is also 
panes intand ¢ lb. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG and FG are fayorite brands 
‘or ordinary sporting, and the ““Sea Shooting” 
FG is the afanda rd Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET) Pow- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR ed 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

ENCLISH 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
OURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
ry “7; and B, Superior et ee 

sels Pike ain i 8 eat. Hawker’s Duckin, : 
STTTT, 61, Pena St. N.Y. Agent for the Uv. % 

BIRDS’ EYES. 
Birds’ Skins, Taxidermists’ and Naturlists’ 

Supplies. 

Send forfNew Price List, Reduced Rates. 

W.d KNOWLTON’S NaturabHistory 8 Store, 
68 Tremont St., Boston, NEass, 

pas and animals preserved by superior French 
erican workmen, 
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WONDER! 
)Xvery Tourist His Own Photographer, 

SIMPLE AND RELIABLE. 

ANY INTELIGENT MAN CAN USE IT 
WITH A FEW MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS. 

(Camera Closed.) 

Made with it. Mention this Paper, 

(Camera Open.) 

Fred, A. Ober, author of “Camps in the Carlbbees,” 

BLAIR TOUROCRAPH CoO., 
433 Washington Street, Boston, Wings. 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS JN a 

GunsiSporting Goods, TATHAM& BRO’S, 

FINE ENGLISH BREEGH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 
189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

|| Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

English Bicycles a Specialty 
R. V. R. SCHUYLER, Jd. R. SCHUOYHER, J. M. DUANE. 

Special. 

A (OGM A OO 
Scuuyser, HartLEy & GRAHAM. 

4425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 
News Fork, 

ARE OFFERING HE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

lig ul Fig ul , 
Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 
RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 

RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 
Rubber Blankets, -« 

And Complete Rubber Oulfits. 
{ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue. Bubber Sheoting Jacket. 

Ylit> AMPACNEL. K 
"}' WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN INVOICE OF 

JULES MUMM & CO’S PRIVATE STOCK, 
Of such exquisite quality as never before waa shipped to this country, and of wh! Sa MECH Re Y ped Yy ich 2 veteran sportsman 

‘his wine nhever ought to he absent from a gentleman sports 9s gam 
dinner table,” s = P maiws game 

For Sale at Grocers and Wine Dealers, 

iL, SOMBORN & CO., 12 Vesey St, N.Y., 
SOLE ACENTS. — 

VANITY FAIR 
“ HALVES "—Rare Old Perique and Virginia, 

cH 

Tee. SECO 

CIGARETTES 

4“ MILD”—Rare Old Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880, 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, .W § KIMB ALL & CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

SHOOTING, BOATING and FISHING. 
PRICE aL 

POR SALE AT THIS OF FICE. 

Rennspedtal for circulars and twenty-five cents for sample york 

References—Thos. 8. Steele, author of “Canoe and Camera:* 
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TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard 

Number of Pellets to the or, Printed 

on Each Bag, 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
No. of pellets to 02., 388 472 688 1056 Soft. 

= "345 495 716 1130 Chilled, 

82 BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORK. 

Founded Tuly 4, 1808. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT ANE 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, ManvFactuRER. 

Office, No. 121 Waluat Street, Philadelphia. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library, Inva- 
lid Chair, Cinid’s Crib 
Red or Lounge, com- 
bining remeas A slight- 

sim- 
iol and comfort 

by mail promptly at- 
tended to. 
Goodsshipped to any 

SR nee u. D. Sena Stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
WilsonAja as.Chair M’f’g Co.,661 Broadway,NY. 

SHOOTING SUITS. 
Waterproof, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 

(Snecessors to W, H. HOLABTRD,) 

VALPARAISO, IND, 

HARRIS’S 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

FOR DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING. 
WEID PROOF. 

EDWIN S- HARRIS, 
177 Broadiway. 

READING PORSITIO! 

Business & Literary Agency 
81G BROADWAY, N.Y. 

This Agency is under the direction of MR, WIL- 
LIAM HUMPHREYS, formerly Managing Editor of 
the Rod and Gun. Partles who may require the 
assistance of an Agent for Literary or "Business pur- 
poses in New York City are invited: to communicate 
With the Manager. Purchases, inquiries or pen 

per Tee = 

work. 

Government: ay fy on W: pls 
WILD RICK 
Canannane cents HO VALENTIN, Janesville, Wis. 

BEED for sale. 
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*. The Forest ann Srream goes to press Wednesdays, 
Correspondents are requested to mail their vommauntentions so 

that they may reach ua before that day. 
ee 

Tr is our conviction that any man who will shoot on Sun- 

day in New Jersey will break any and every other provision 

of the game laws. 
——e — + 

Tres have come to a pretty pass when the 25c. and 50c. 

pools on the dogs at field trials are telegraphed over theland. 

This boys'-play gambling is ridiculous, but if we are to turn 
the field into a race track, withall the accessories, we might, 

better stop now. 
= es 

Tere is at least one game protective society in this coun- 

try which has succeeded in doing what ij started out to do. 

Some of its methods are explained elsewhere. We commend 

a study of them and of their results. 
= ne ee 

AprmonpAok Fimes.—Many destructive forest conilagra- 

tions have resulted from the carelessness of Adirondack vis- 

iors who, upon abandoning camp, have lett their fires burn- 

ing. There is af present no provision of the statute which 

touches this point, and we hope that those who are now 

amending the game laws will see to it that a clause is intro- 

duced, which shall oblige all parties to carefully extinguish 

their fires before leaying camp. It should also be forbidden 

under severe penalties to leave any offal near a spring or 

prook, this practice inevitably driving away the game. 

As the parties who commit these abuses are generally 

known, it would not be a difficult. matter to appreliend them 

were there something in the law to cover the case. 

+o = 

ae Comprere ANGLER.—We have received a copy of a 
new addition of ‘The Complete Angler ; or, The Contempla- 

tive Man’s Recreation,” by Izaak Walton, and * Instructions 
How to Angle fora Trout or Grayling in a Clear Stream,” by 

Charles Cotlon—with copious notes, for the most part origi- 
nal, a bibliographical preface and a notice of Cotton and his 

writings by the American editor Geo. W. Bethune, D, D. 
New edition, with some additions and corrections from the 

editor's own copy. Two volumes in one, published hy John 
Wiley & Sons, New York. A large octavo of 662 pages 

printed on good paper in clear type and beautifully illustrat- 
ed. We willreview this important addition to American 
angling literature in a future article. 

1880. - { Vol, 15—Na. 15. 
Nos. 39 and 40 Park Rew, New Work. 
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A GIGANTIC FISH TRAP. 

E have seen a cireular headed ‘* The Long Island Fish 

Company,” which is now being circulated, It states 

that the company has been organized under the laws of the 

State of New York ‘for the purpose of leasing and owning 

suitable locations for the erection of weirs, and erecting weirs 

or pounds (sometimes called traps) at such locations, and 

catching and selling all kinds of fish, and rendering fish for 

the oil and for fertilizers.” 

We also learn that the company has become the Owner of a 

tract of land at Napeague beach, near the eastern end of Long 

Tsland and a few miles west of Montauk Point. Here they 

propose to put out a monster trap; and as one built in the or- 

dinary manner with poles would not stand a week on this 

straight line of the Atlantic beach which issofrequently storm- 

swept they propose to put down iron piles after the manner of 

the ocean piers af Long Branch and Coney Island. They have 

chosen a place where the island is only half a mile wide ; 

Napeague Bay, an indentation in Gardiner’s Bay, being on the 

other side, where their vessels can load for Sag Harbor and 

where their factories and ice houses can be built. There is 

no question about the millions of fish to be captured there, as 

all the fish which traverse the beach coming from the Hast 

secking the inlets of Shinnecock Bay and Fire Island, as well 

as those moving to the eastward to round Montaulx and enter 

Gardiner’s and Peconic bays, or to enter Long Island Sound, 
traverse {his route, and the fishermen often make enormous 

hauls there when the weather permits. Here, too, they come 

nearer the shore than at any other pomt, for there are no 

sand bars outside fhe beach to force them out for deeper 

water. 

This monstrous affair will fish night and day the year 
round, and take fish which should be allowed to fill their mis- 

sion of spawning. They say ‘‘a weir is fishing night and 

day and not only catches the schools of fish accidentally seen 
from the shore or from thedeck of a fishing smack, but catches 

everything that comes along, and schools of fish not apparent 

from the surface.” 

The weir is tovun 600 to 700 fect into fhe ocean, into 

thirty feet of water, and with this they suggest that persons 

taking stock may receive a great return, say $1,000 per annum 

for every $100 invested, and assert that *‘ with the iron weir 

more menhaden ean be caught than the whole fleet of boats 

ean catch. We haveno opinion to offer as to these statements, 

being content, for the present, to present the facts as they ap- 

pear. We do not hesitate to say, in this connection, that all 

fish seeking our shores to spawn should be allowed to do so, 

and that the Menhaden Association are killing their goose by 

allowing the fish to be taken for manure when they come to 
spawn and are worthless for oil. 

An article in the New York World describes the trap as 

follows: ‘‘ The weir will be an iron pier ten feet wide, with 

bents or sections twenty fect long. It will run out 700 feet, 

with thirty feet of water. At the outer end will be the heart- 
shaped pound, the large end of the heart in-shore. This 

heart is about seventy feet across and outside of it is a box 

of iron piles and netting about seventy-five feet square. The 

fish striking the pier netting will run out seaward to theheart 

and, passing out at the lower end, will find themselves in the 
outer receptacle. In the sections of the iron weir storage for 

thousands of tons of fish can be provided, where they will 

keep alive in their native element for a month or longer, and 
need not be brought to market when the price is low.” 

The office of this company is 71 Broadway, New York. 

Mr. Herbert M. Rogers appearsas president and Mr. Herhert 

C. Plass as secretary and treasurer. 
Ce a es 

Basrern Firip Tran Gossir.—We shall now have a 

chanee (o see the Eastern and Western dogs work together. 
Mr. 8. T. Hammond, of Springfield, Mass., has a lot of good 

ones in hand, and Mr, C. B. Whitford is at the Hastern Field 

Trials Meeting with Gladstone and Peep o' Day. ’ 
Mr. A. H. Moore’s kennel is af New Suffolk in charge of 

Mr. E. §. Wannamaker as handler, Mr. 8. 'T. Hammond is 

there with Afton, Sensation, Rattler and Bob; Mr. John C. 

Higgins, of Delaware City, Del., is on hand with some of 

his fine dogs. Dr. 8. Fleet Speirs kennelis in charge of 
Jefferson Cooper, Mr. Godeffroy’s entries for the trials, 

among them Croxteth, are in charge of J, E. L Granger. 

Bassford, of Weschester County, is also there with good dogs. 

UR proposal last week, that those of our readers who 

would be willing to make a fair remuneration to far- 
mers for the privilege of shooting over their lands should 

send their names to us, has met with the response it deserved, 

and we are encouraged to again bring the matter before the 

gentlemen sportsmen who read the Forssr anp Stream. AS 

the general plan of the work which we have undertaken was 

fully set forth in our last issue we may here repeat : 

The Forusr anp Stream does not stop with a reiteration 

of the general recommendations here given. 
We propose the fair trial of a carefully matured scheme, 

of which the general purposes are : 
1. The protection of game birds by farmer and landewner 

for the benefit of the gentleman sportsman. 
9. A fair remuneration of the farmer by the sportsman for 

privileges granted. 
8, Putting the two inter®sted parties into direct sommitini- 

cation with each other. 
4, A discrimination between gentlemen and rovwdies, anc 

the protection of the farmer and the gentleman sportsman 

alike from the direct and indirect injury of lawless gunners. 

5. ‘The uncompromising enforcement of the law agaist 

netting and snaring—not in the interest of the sportsman as 

against that of the farmer; but for the mutual benefit of 

both. 

§. The united efforts of farmers aiid sportsmen to duly pro- 

tect and replenish the supply of game. 
To put into tangible sbape such a scheme as this, we maust 

at the outset receive the endorsement and co-operation of the 

sportsmen who are interested. If we have not mistaken, we 

shall receive this; and without further preliminaries, we now 

call wpon such of our readers as approve of the plan, and are 

willing to join us in it, fo send their names and addresses to 

this office. We inyite correspondence on the subject. 

We publish elsewhere some correspondence on the subject, 

and have received other letters, which will appear next week. 
ee rn 

HOW HE IS MISTAKEN. 

Pies old time friend and correspondent of the Fornsr anp 

Srrmam sends us some articles with this remark : 
Tf you think as I do you will see the necessity of haying fiue arti- 

cles on the closing of the year so as to induce old subscribers to 

venew and new ones to subscribe. 

We know that our friend means well, but he is mistaken. 

We do want fine articles at the closing of the year; but we 

want equally fine letters and sketches at all other seasons. 

The current numbers of the Forusy anp Stream are such as 

ought to induce old suwhscribers to renew and new ones to 
subscribe, but casual readers may rest assured that: these num- 

bers are not exceptionable in merit. We mean fo make u 

good paper for twelve months, and fifty-two weeks in the 

year. We hold out no inducements to subscribers at this 

time that we do not also strive to hold out all the year 

around. We are trying to conduct the Forrsr anp Scream 

in such a way that it may be depended upon every week for 

a supply of the best sportsman’s literature published in the 

world. This effort is not sporadic nor confined to occasions. 
—— 

OUR FIELD TRIAL REPORTS. 

O™ reports of the National American Field Trials Meet- 

ing, which gave full telegraphic accounts of the running 

up to the day of going to press, were a step in advance of 

any similar work done by any weekly paper in this country. 

It is certainly a new thing for the readers of a sporting: 

paper to have the news of curremt events furnished to theny 

so fresh as was tlic case in tnis instance, and as it 1s dole to- 

day in our reports of the Eastern Field Trials Meeting. 

Great credit ig due to our representative in the fleld for 

the careful and accurate account which he gives of the run- 

ning, and we haveno doubt that our readers in all sections 

of the country will appreciate the efforts that we are making 

to give them the very fullest and latest news on all current 

events. 

The full news of the runnings of the National Trials was 

published at least eight days in advance of any other paper 

in the United States, and cameto the readers of Forusy 

axp Sreeam so much ahead of the general public. 
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Ghe Sportsman Canrist, 
A WEST VIRGINIA FOX-CHASE. 

JIE snow had heen falling all the day—great, soft, feath- 
ery flakes that changed the leafiess shrubbery into fairy 

jowers and powdered piné and cedar with gems and jewels. 
My friend Hal was with mie—his farm lies next my own and 
we have hunted together many a year. Our packs ave small, 
but of the choicest strain of blood; and I had only a little 
while before added to mine Ringwood, a beautiful black-and- 
tan from one of the most celebrated packs in the Old Domin- 
ion. 
‘What say you to a chaseto-morrow, Xil?”’ said Hal, look- 

ing out upon the falling snow. “If the night keeps warm it will 
be a splendid day, with the show deep and soft; then we will 
see what Ringwood can do, and I will wageryou my hunting 
aie against your spurs that he is not so fleet as my dog Ash- 
y- 
“Done,” said I; ‘be ready early. We can soon have up 

a red in the old beech woods, and then we will see whose dog 
is fleetest.” r 
By break of day next morning Hal blew his horn at the 

meadow gate and I soon joined him with my pack, having 
fed them well the night before, but giving them no breakfast. 
Tt was still quite warm, with the snow melting rapidly. We 
rode at a lively pace to the river bank in the great beech 
woods and cast off the dogs, who were impatient of restraint 
and full of fire. Ina few moments we heard a solitary dog 
giving tongue over the hill among the laurel, and in an in- 
Stant another joined him. ‘‘It’s Ashby,” said Hal. “' Yes, 
and Ringwood," said I, ‘* Did you ever hear the the yoice 
of hound so clear and musicul?” Just back of the Jaurel 
thicket is a meadow a third of a mile in width and smooth 
and level as any Texas prairie. Dog after dog joimed in the 
cry until the whole pack were giving tongue in wild excite- 
ment. We galloped to the edge of the meadow just in time 
to see the fox break cover and away across the meadow tothe 
cliffs and stream beyond, the pe not three hundred yards 
behind and racing by sight, Ringwood and Ashby running 
side by side and the others close hehind. ‘He will never 
reach shelter,” eried Hal, dashing spurs to his thoroughbred 
and riding well up to the pack. ‘‘ We must have alarmed 
him and turned him back, or he would never lave risked it.” 
Ti was a mad, wild chase, the gap widening every moment 
hetween the leading dogs and the pack and closing between 
them and the fox. 

“Don’t you see, Hal,” I cried, ‘‘that Ringwood is pulling 
away from Ashby? He is now half his length ahead and 
gaining ; now there is a good yard of daylight between them, 
and that Texas hornis mine!” Reynard was flying like the 
wind, but still Ringwood was closing up the gap and was 
now not fifty yards behind him and gaining at every bound, 
Ashby ten paces off, and the rest of the paek running well to- 
vether in the rear. Two-thirds of the distance had been 
passed when Ringwood pressed him so closely that Reynard 
turned and offered battle and was torn to pieces before he had 
time to feel the pangs of death. Xit Yorris. 

Bridgeport, W. Va. 
0 

IN THE CANADIAN WILDS. 

Matawin R ? 
August, 1880. I 

AIN, wind and cold; salt pork, misery and desolation, 
R und all the ef ceteras that help to make life in a seyen- 
foot tent unconifortable. However, rainy days are good for 

something, for then we mend our ragged corduroys, clean 
our guns, look over and repair our fishing tackle, and plan 
future excursions. Rainy days are also days of letter-writing 
und as | want to ask Fores? AND STREAM a few questions I 

willat the same try and giye those who have not ‘‘ been 
there’ a notion of toughing it in the Canadian backwoods. 

Tf this is not backwoods, where is it? Looking out of the 
tent door this same rainy day, one sees asmatl lake with very 
black water, weeds and a few pike and dort. The suronnd- 
ing country is brilé—forests of dead und blackened spruces 
and windfall and second growth, hills and valleys of sand, 
the valleys usually occupied by lakes, with here and there a 
mountain of the old Laurentian gneisses showing his head 
up through the remains of u forest that partly clothes him, 
as though he were not ashamed of his ugliness. When a 
cold wind is blowing, sky clouded, and heayy rain falling, 
such a © bit” does not send 4 matter-of-fact individual into 
eostasy over the beauty of the country. But to the coun- 
try’s credit be it said that it is not all like this. ‘There are 
some beautiful lakes among these old hills, and they are the 
more charming 1o the sportsman who, as he begins io put his 
rod in order, sees Many a large trout break the surface into 
ripples. 

What to call this ‘' blawsted country” Ihave not decided 
—‘*Tand of Rocks and Lakes,” *‘ Paddle and Portage,” or 
“Land of the Mosquito and Blackfly.” A mixture or com- 
bination would suit it best 1 Uhink, for all the above are in 
strong force, and the two last will not allow themselyes to be 
left out of the programme, 

Here T sit in my dreary tent, and the musical mosquito 
takes his dinner while J wait for my mine, The blackfly 
contributes his (uota to ihe general amusement, and though 
he will vanish al sunset his place will be ably supplied by the 
brlot ormidge. I don’t know who first originated the yarn, 
but yarn there is, that the blackfly goes to his long home in 
the middle of July, and that when their feet are white they 
are going lo leave. I say [ don’t know who was the inyentor 
of this bit of nutural history, but if I had him here, pro- 
yided he were a stnall man, I would inflict severe corporal 
punishment, and then, ‘*iyjun” fashion, tie him toa tree in 
his bare pelt and let the flies at him. Why, the blackfly 
bites until the frostscome. 1 haeve seen them, yea, and felt 
them in October and three days after winter set in. Very 
like a fish story, but true, nevertheless. 

But to the country. Around us stretches for miles a vast 
wilderness—it is lillle better—of lake, rock, forest and 
bralé; lakes abonnding in trout or pike and doré, support- 
ing broods of ducks and, 50 naturalists say, produeing all 
kinds of blood-thirsty flies ; river-valleys well stocked with 
grouse, ruffed and Canada, hares, beaver, otter, mink and 
Joup ceryier, or lynx, for small game; and moose, caribou 

and black bear forlarge. But 1 haye forgotten the muskrat, 
or musquash, an unpardonable fault, for many 2 meal of 
sayory bouillon of that same ‘‘rat” have I euten by the 
camp fire, and though of course one would prefer deer, bear, 
or beaver, rat isnot to be despised when there is nothing 
put ‘‘ cookoosh” (salt pork) in camp, 

In spite of these numerous attractions in the way of game 

we are not likely to be overrun by sporfsmen from the cities 
for a few years, as there are gvonnds more accessible and, I 
hope, betfer stocked. However, the country will keep, and 
will not apoil by keeping either, as far as settlement is con- 
cerned. It offers no attraction to the farmer, as none of that 
class with jhe average amount of sense would come in here. 
There have been found us yet no minerals of importance, so 
that mining is not likely to be an enterprise, and fo the chas- 
seur and trapper does it belong. Lumbermen had a share in 
it, but as most of the best timber has been cut oul and burnt 
out, not much is done in that line. 

Of course in such a country things are done in # different 
style from on the Western plains, where it was_a saying that 
a horse and buckboard could go anywhere. Here roads clo 
not exist in summer, and to travel with a horse in these 
mountains would be as absurd {o attempt as impossible to 
accomplish. Canoeing and portaging are (he only means of 
transport in summer, and every pound of outfit thal comes 
into camp comes on a man’s back a great part of the way; 
80 little is taken on a long trip save necessities that no fellow 
can do without. 

This portaging or carrying is done by means of a long 
strap, broad in the middle, which middle passes over the top 
of the head, and the load rests across fhe packer’s back—no, 
it doesn’t rest, it hangs, and neurly ull the “hang” is on a 
fellow’s neck. Most sportsmen of the North know a ‘‘col- 
lier,” but to all it is not given to experience the sensation of 
walking along a log with 100 or 150 pounds onone’s back and 
haying the bark come off, so that a gentle drop of 1 few feet 
shortens your neck with a jerk on reaching bottom. I think 
I should have been a six-footer if I had not taken to the col- 
lier, and firmly believe that several of the vertebra of my 
spine are welded together simply by that infernal strap. 

This carrying on the head has its adyantuges, however, for 
in case of a slip an old hand will throw off the load and come 
to grass with only his own weight, and had the strap been 
over his chest he must have gone down with it and perhaps 
have been hurt; indeed, 1 knew of a case where aman, walk- 
ing on a log oyer a creek, slipped and fell with the collier on 
his chest ; with the usual perversity of loads in such cases, 
the pack fell oné side of the log and the man on the other— 
strap slipped up across his throat, lie liudn’t his knife handy, 
and was tolerably well choked and black in the face, when 
another chap, who was fortunately behind on the trail, putin 
an appearance and set him onhisfeet again. ‘Tremendous loads 
are carried by these yoyageurs—200 or 250 pounds is not 
called a heavy load for a good portage, and should I say what 
weights I believe have been carried, people would probably 
set me down as a Munchausen. 

The primitive bark canoe is the only means of conveyance 
by water. Here the many patent canoes of the United States 
are unknown, and should any one advise their use to a bush- 
man he would most likely remark that ‘‘his old bark was 
better than any bloody new-fangled concern,” as one said to 
me when I praised a ‘‘ Lakefield.” These are not apparently 
the same vessels that novelists write about, for the latter are 
generally described as ‘‘ frail as an egg-shell," and even Bal- 
Jantyné, whom I worshipped in my youth, falls into the er- 
ror. Now, our canoes will stand a blow from a round stone 
that would make an ordinary boat leak at a good many seams; 
and if they do leak—well, a birch-bark torch, a little gum, 
and a piece of rag, and we are O K again. 

Only twice have I smashed my canoe and both times it was 
the fault of the crew. Crossing from the Gatineau River to 
the Lieyres one fall, I could get 10 men, as the season was 
near its close; so after much deliberation my chum and my- 
self decided on going alone. I was a poor canoe-man and he 
was, if anything, worse, and neither knew anything about 
the country.. However, off we started, and all went well as 
long as we had the stream to paddle agaist and not: to run 
down. We only got lost once, bn} found ourselves atter a 
couple of hours’ search, and had no accident untilwe reached 
the water-shed of the two rivers, Now we couldn't get lost, 
but we could get smashed; and this wasourfear. One rainy 
morning, haying run several smull rapids safely, we were con- 
eratulating ourselyes on progress made, when wereached the 
head of a small rapid—steep, swift water, and in the middle, 
at the foot, one huge boulder, ‘‘'T.,” said I—he was in the 
bow—' how goes it?’ ‘* We can easily reach the foot by 
holding back, but there the only water is close to that rock.” 
“Well, we'll go to the left of it—and mind and don't reach 
forward —he had an abominable habit of reaching forward 
and puttin# his paddle on a rock, instead of viving a lift to 
one side. *fAllright,” says TL, 'tyou mind your end, I'll 
take care.’ ‘* TJ) run her ul tle rock; it’s the only water,” 
say IL ‘All right.” Down we go, “backing” here and 
giving a stroke there, and not a touch until we near our 
friend the rock, gathering speed every instant. ‘!Now! 
Left!" I shoul. Swifter is the puce. ‘* Left! left!” Thowl, 
as T. reaches forward, and there is a hideous crash—then we 
are inthe eddy, and then in shallow water, as she sinks un- 
der us. Fortunately T was knecling on the tent and that 
cuntked her 4 little. There is a hole you could put your head 
into in the bow, and we almost weep as we think of the su- 
ar, ¢te.—a mass of ‘‘mush." No mse crying over spilt milk, 
80 we turn her over, light bark, melt gum, tear oub the back 
of my vest and stick it over the hole, and paddle 140 miles of 
river with that printilive patch ou the canoe. What Lake- 
field could he mended thus? 

Another upset I had that nearly cost me my gun and 
rods and other “etcetera” may warn vther fellows if they syer 
sojourn in the same clistricts. Camped ona viyer, which a 
day’s rain would flood, and two days of wet weather make 
into a nice little torrent, my cook one Morniag woke me with 
“Sixo'clock, sir, and breakfast nearly ready” So throwing olf 
the blankets L turned out and looked out of the old Iumber 
shanty we had appropriated. A gloomy morning, with heavy 
steady rain, and as the same wedther had held good for two days 

before, we had our torrent ready, the river being nearly three 
feet over the ordinary level. We could not afford to lose 
fime, and, going on the principle of * the better the day, 

ete,"—il was Sunday—lI resolyed to start. For some reason, 

possibly because it was haying season, Leouldn't get a man 

who knew the river, and we had Lo go if as we best could. 

Now ‘Jim, so good at fish-balls and plim-duff, etc., was 

no ¢anoeman. Arthur was but a youth, und I was decidedly 

average with « paddle, Of course the bow was the delicate 

part, but I took that at once, and Jim, sleering—or, rather, 

not steering—ran me down a rapid hrondside on and we 

*fluked” through it by having the canow light. So we take 

our usual places, Jim in the bow, Arthur in the middle and 

myseli in the stern; and with three incheso; the gunwale 

above water we embark. ‘Two rapids are run with a little 

water shipped; and we come to the headof a nice short little 

one—nice and steep and rough, too. We had run it before, 

and thongh [had sundry qualms as T saw how low we were 
in the water, I gave a word to the boys and in we ran, 

ter had we gone ashore, Bhe goes down the slope like 9 flash 
in spite of our holding back ; through the first swéll oes her 
sharp bow and she is half full. I dare not yell ‘‘Out!” for the 
boys va know how to take the water and not upset her. 
No use ng back now, we must keep hergoimp. Down we 
go, her nose goes under, and she gets lower and lower, till, 
when haying escaped the rocks, we reach the eddy at the 
foot, she is nearly out of sight. ‘Out! I howl, and out I 
go, Arthur slips over the side, and Jim, who thinks shore 
the driest piace, makes a dive for it; over pues Lhe canoe, 

| and down go my rods and gun into fifteen feet of water. 1 
come to the top, shake the water out of my eyes, and could 
langh, if I didn't feel more like swearing. Jim is trying to 
get away from a box that evidently wants to get on his back; 
Arthur has the canoe by a bar and a grip cf a branch; the 
impedimenta are running a race round the eddy, and I am 
off down stream. I graba bundle, get hold of a rock.and 
climb ashore, but would prefer not to haye fishing boots on. 
The others, who are better swimmers, are on dry land. We 
rescue the floating ‘‘kit,” bundle the traps into the canoe, 
and paddle down to the cache of the day before. Heretents 
are pitched, a fire lichted, clothes changed, and we are once 
more comfortable. When theriverfalls to its usual level we go 
up and by a few lucky dives recover my traps, not much the 
worse for their dip, But the chaff [fet makes me vow never 
to try it on again alone and with a heavy load, until, in a fit 
of laziness this summer, I rum a rapid, or rather run a little 
of it, break the canoe, go down a hundred yards of the swift 
water, hanging on to the stern to keep her upright, and when 
Ido get ashore, portage and reach camp, am told by my man 
that “no fellow” ever runs that rapid. Such is life. 
Pshaw! here am I spinning yarns without a moral. I had 

intended to go into outfit thinking thal we who camp all and 
every sunimer, and frequently in the winter, might give a 
wrinkle to those who have not been ‘‘out;” but as [ have 
wasted several sheets of paper and probably ‘it will all end 
in amoke,” TI will subside. Wasav. 
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IN A COUNTRY HOUSE LIBRARY. 

HERE are times when one wearies of the continuous 
flare of bright sunshiny days that ever inyite from seri- 

ous occupation with the irresistible influence which pervades 
the sunlit smile of beautiful nature. The sid afforded to 
meditation and the increased gladness and sympathy felt in 
colnpany with one’s books opens a new and increased appre- 
ciation of the charms of rural beauty when the blurred veil 
of rain is upheld. 5o thought I one wet November afternoon 
succeeding a previous day’s good shooting, as I was gazine 
abstractedly from the window of what my young host termed 
his den—a half library, half gun and smoking room. 

Between the scantily clothed lawn trees could be seen, be- 
yond the faded green of sloping hillside, the dark waters of 
the yalley-lying lakelet sizzing between two wooded hills, 
which rose precipitously from ihe flood that lapped the rocky 
shore where the ferns Iny yellow and deud in the cold, damp 
gloom of cavernous recesses. And along the farther shore 
where the brown hillocks of a bog meadow were seen in the 
narrow vale of the hillsides’ spurs, the reeds und cat-tails 
were sere and brown back of the withered lily pads. And 
one turns from the window wondering if this was the scene 
that was so enchanting yesterday, when ranging the coyerts 
“all in the golden weather.” 
The oil-covered Jaminations of the guns npon the rack 

glinted in the rays of the brighily-illumining fire, while above 
the long, low book-case covering the lower quarter of the 
farther wall, where curious shudows lay behind the vanes 
and fantastic ewries that adorned the top piece, the fly-rods 
have rested since the bass ceased to strike end the troutin 
season closed. ‘The stuffed game birds, silent mementoes o 
sporting scenes and sometimes of comrades past and vone, 
adorned the bracketed corners, the English sporting prints 
upon the walls—all indicated the healthful taates of the sport- 
loving owner. 

Notwithstanding the great interest taken in sport and 
sporting accessories, we yet have to look to the mother 
country for the means wherewith to filtingly and economi- 
cally decorate our walls and libraries with illustrations of the 
most fascinating of all field recreation—shooting. No other 
shooting in the world affords such a diyersity of picturesque- 
ly rural views, bordering at times upon primeval wildness, as 
does Amesica, and with such buckgrounds, and with natural 
delineation of (he statuesque grace of the panting dog, and 
the human figures expressive of the gentle and absorbing ex- 
hileration of the moment, this vacant branch of American 
art is woutly of the most artistic filling. 

But an engraving akin to the ‘Sportsman at Home,” 
though English, is entirely applicable with us now, as the 
habilments and sporting adjuncts of our two countries are 
identical; and we experience alike the same congenial 
thoughts and synipathies upon our return from field and 
cover, while the amber twilight hangs over the russet hill 
top, and come into the blaze of the firelight with ruddy 
visage and muddy gaiters, while 1 privileged setter drops 
upon the hearth rug, And nothing have we in our illustrated 
literature comparing with the felicituus reproductions of 
sporting and vural life and hunting storics in colors, as is 
embraced by a standard London weekly. 
A like dearth of sporting cognizance there seems to me in 

the annals of American fiction. The delineation of Ameri- 
can farm and manor life and rural sports has been, as yet, the 
almost exclusive property of our sporting writers, and advo- 
cates more extenuation in praphie portraiture of their varied 
ulluremenis and protean charms, they could not have; and, 
with but few and anomalous exceptions, has the higher 
order of country life, its idyls, common places and diverse 
exhilerative sports, been interwover in the thread of an e¢s- 
sentially American novel. 
And to this one cannot but atiribute the popularity of 

the English society novels to the presence of scenic repre- 
sentation, manorial occupations and well defined charac- 
ter sketches, as in comniunion with that innate sporting in- 
stinct that is possessed by most of thea Anglo-Saxon race, ir. 
respective of sex or vocation. Descriptions of the grandeur 
of the love of mountain anil flood has often uppeared as the 
background snd settings of some gentle, chaste lave story, 
pervaded with fhe hearty essence of the moor and the 
breeze from the loch, the report of the gun drowning the 
whirr of many wings, o¥ the clicking of the rapidly-unwind- 
ing trout reel ; the roar of the stream before it is engulfed by 
the silent tam, dark under the shade of the purple hill; all 
antithetically contrasted with hext, dust and glare of the 
London season, as, for instance, the delightful works of Wil. 
liam Black and Miss Grant’s ‘‘ My Heart's in the Highlands” 
examplicate. : 

Tt was Maleolm hidiself who interrupted my reverie up- 
Bet- | pearing upon the threshold, saying that the occupants in the 

a 
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library had done me the honor of wondering at® my hermit- 
like absence. He, however, was talked out and had come to 
his hiven of refuge for a pips. E 

Tt was while lighting his yioletwood that he pointed 
across the lake with ‘‘ Look, Warwick, are those not ducks 
in the west end?” ‘Teal? Your’e right. Rig up, old fel- 
low, and we'll take the skiff after them” Then ven 
out an oil-tanned leather jacket from a cupboard, he opene 
a cabinet, whose interior did service for an ammunition box, 
and I left him swabbing out the oil from the harrels of a ten- 
bore as [hastened t»> my room for my Scott, Mackintosh 
coxt and Glengarry bonnet. Frank WARWICK. 

Alatural History. 

OUR WATERFOWL.* 

TV. 
HE Anating may be distincuished from the Anserine, op 

geese, oh the one hand, by having the tarsus scutellate, 

and from the Fdiyuline, or sea-ducks, on the other, by 
having the hind toe simple. In other words, the tarsus, 
which is the naked portion of the bird’s leg between the 

origin of the toes and the next joint: above, is covered in front 

by broad, overlapping scales, instead of being, as in the 
geese, “reticulate,” or covered with small, approximately 
six-sided scales, which merely meet and do not noticeably 

overlap. ‘The hind toe is short, elevated, and has no lobe of 

skin depending from it. 
The Anating have been termed by different writers Fresh- 

water, River, Shoal-water and Inland Ducks. As a group, 
they may be said to be confined to fresh waters, although 
they are often found on the sea shore, and some species occur 
during the migrations more abundantly on salt water than on 

inland lakes and streams. They feed to a very great extent 

on vegetable maller, and a8 a result of this diet their flesh is 

excellent eating. The legs of the Anatinm are placed well 

forward, and hence they are quite at home on dry land, where 

they walk and run with tase. Unlike the geese and swans, 
in which the two sexes resemble each other in e lor, the 

males of the Anating are, as a rule, more brightly plumaged 

than the females, while the young of both sexes resemble the 

Jatter- 
The female alone performs the duty of rearing the young, 

the males deserting her as soon as the eggs are laid. 
Anas boscha’. Mallard; Greenhead (male); Gray Duck 

(female). Male, head and neck, brilliant glossy green, 
bounded below by a collar of white; breast, deep chestnut, 

fading on the back into brownish gray; lower part, gray, 
transversely waved with black; wings, black tipped; specu- 

lum, or *‘wing spots,” violet, with a black border; tail 

feathers, white; bill, greenish yellow; fect, orange. The 

female has wing as in the male; everywhere else, yellowish 

brown, marked wilh streakings and specklings of black. 

Length, about two feet; weight, about three pounds. 

The mallard is perhaps the best known of all our ducks, 

and as the progenitor of the common domestic duck, its ap- 
pearance is familiar to eyery one It is found almost every- 

where throughout the United States, being least abundant in 

New England. We have oceasionilly found them in Con- 
necticut associated with the next species, but they are unusual 

even there, and occur still more sparingly in Massachusetts 

and to the eastward. In our Western and Southern States, 
however, it is exfremely abundant during the migrations, 
and probably in these sections more ducks of this species are 
killed each season than of any other. They are shot in the 
grain fields, in the sloughs and in the rice swamps, and come 

well to decoys. 
The niallard breeds in considerable numbers within our 

borders, and on the plains and in the Rocky Mountain region 
may fairly be considered a resident. We have seen them in 
the dead of winter, when the thermometer stood 12 degrees 

below zero, on Open spots on the Lodge Pole Creek in Ne- 

braska and Wyoming, and know of their having been taken 

on warm spring holes in the Ek Mountain Range when it 

was much colder. In fact, from favorable feeding-grounds 
they are only driven by the absolute closing of the waters. 

In California, during the winter, they are very abundant, 

and form alarge proportion of the ducks that then abound 

there, 
Anas obscura. Black Duck; Dusky Duck; Black Mal- 

jard. ‘The black duck closely resembles the mallard in fort, 
and ii color is like the female of that species, hut the general 
tone of the plumage is much darker. The hill is yellowish 

green, and the feet orange, with dusky webs, or wholly 

dusky. It is about the same size as the preceding species. 
The female is somewhat duller in color than the male, and is 

smaller. 

In New England and along the Northern Atlantic coast, 

this species almost wholly replaces the mallard. It is found 
in less abundance in the West, and is not common beyond 

the Mississippi River. We have seen occasional specimens, 
however, in Nebraska, and Dr. Yarrow has reported the 
bird from Rush Lake, Utah. On the Northern Atlantic 
coast it is the only one of the Anatinw that occurs in suffi- 

cient numbers to furnish good sport. 

* Many of the descriptions of waterfowl given in these articles 

tre taken, ‘most without change, from Dr, Couea’ ‘Key to North 
American Birds.” Since that author's descriptions are models of 

conciseness, and, at the same time, call attention to the salient 
features of each species, it has been thought better in many cases 

to follow him rather than to attempt to better what is already so 

Where black ducks have been much shot at they feed only 
af night, and in some localities we have known them to be so 
suspicious that they would not leave the open water for their 
feeding-cround before midnight, and would be off again be- 

fore daylight. In some localities the species comes well to 

decoys, and is shot from blinds built on the feeding-grounds, 

or from batteries; but most of those taken on the Atlantic 

coast are killed as they fly from the open water to places 

where they pass the night. In very severe weather, when 

the feeding-grounds are covered with ice, the black ducks 

suffer severely. They are then obliged to resort for food to 
such warm springs as may be still open, and the gunners, 

taking advantage of this, kill great numbers of them. 
The black duck sometimes breeds with the domestic duck, 

and the offspring of this intermixture makes an excellent 
table bird. It has also been domesticated, and after a few 
generations reared in captivity would, no doubt, make a val- 

uable addition to the poultry yard. Being usually kept with 
other ducks, hewever, they soon lose their characteristic 

color, and cannot be distinguished from the ordinary domes- 

tic bird. Sueh of the offspring of the black duck and the 
tame mallard as take after the wild parent make excellent. 
black duck decoys, and can without much difficulty be trained 

80 as to be of great service to the gunner. 
A smaller variety of the black duck, denominated by Mr. 

Ridgway Anas obscura fulvigula, is resident in Florida. 

Dafita asut«. Pintail) Duck; Sprigtail; Pheasant. Male, 

head and upper neck, brown; stripe on side of neck, breast 

and lower parts, white; sides and back gray, waved with 
black; dorsal line of neck and tertiary wing feathers, black ; 

scapulars, black, bordered with silver gray; speculum, green ; 

tail, long, 4 to 9 inches, the black middle feathers extending 
far beyond the others; bill, black; feet, gray blue. Female 
colored much like the female mallard, but paler; always to 

be distinguished from that bird by the narrower, differently 

colored bill, different feet and more pointed tail. 

The pintail is an extremely abundant and widely distrib- 

uted species. It occurs in greater or less abundance every- 

where from New England to California. During the migra- 
tions it affords much sport to gunners in the Western and 

Southern States. Up to within a short time it had been 

supposed that this species always retired to the far North to 

breed, but Dr. Coues has shown that some breed in Montana, 
on the tributaries of the Milk River. During the month of 
July he found in this region young birds scarcely able to fly. 
In Alaska, according to Mr. Dall, they breed in considerable 

numbers. 

The pintail is one of the most graceful of our ducks, and 
appears to equal advantage whether seen in flight, on the 

water, or on dry land. They associate freely with mallards, 
teal, and other fresh-water ducks. 

Chaulelasmus streperus. Gadwall; Gray Duck. Male with 

the pale gray plumage, somewhat barred with black; shoul- 

der, chestnut; greater wing coverts, black ; speculum, white. 

Temale smatler, with little or no chestnut, but with the other 

wing marks. Biil, black; feet, dull orange; length, about 

twenty inches; weight, about two pounds. 

Although the gadwall is said to be distributed throught 
North America atlarge, we have never found it yery abundant 

on the North Atlantic coast. In the interior it is much more 

plenty, and furnishes good sport, decoying readily. In 

the Rocky Mountain region it is abundant during the mi- 

grations, and some remain through the summer to breed. 

Dr. Coues found their nests in Montana, and we have taken 

them in the mountains of Wyoming, not far from the line of 

the Union Pacific R. R. In California if is rather abundant. 
Mareca penelope. European Widgeon. Head and neck, 

grayish brown, speckled with black, the top white or hrown- 

ish white; faint traces of glossy green on its sides; breast, 

brownish red; belly, white; under tail coyerts, black; a white 
patch on the wing; speculum, green, bordered with black; 

back, gray, waved with black; billand feet, blue gray. The 

European widgeon is merely an accidental yisitor to ‘our 

shores, and occurs 80 rarely that any specimens of it which 

may be killed should be recorded, and their skins preserved. 

It can readily be distinguished from the succeeding species 

by the brownish, instead of gray, head and neck, and by the 

mere trace of green instead of the broad patch seen on the 

American bird. 

Marece americana, American Widgeon; Baldpate; White- 
belly. Head and neck, grayish, speckled with black, the 

top white; a broad patch of glossy green on the side; other- 

wise like the preceding, which it abont equals in size; weight, 
about one pound fourteen ounces, 

The widgeon is found almost everywhere throughout the 

United States, being equally abundant on the seaboard and 
inland. They are found in great numbers on the brackish 

waters at the mouths of many of our rivers and bays, and 

many are shot om our inland waters. We haye found this 
species breeding abundantly in Montana and Dakota, near 
little sloughs and narrow streams. 

[TO BE CONTINUED. ] 
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PROOKEDINGS OF THE ParmapELPurA AcADEMY.—Part IT. 
of the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural 
Sciences, covering April to September, has just reached ur, 
and for it we desire to express our acknowledgements. It is 
replete with interesting matter, and contains contributions 
from the pens of Dr. Leidy, Mr. Kingsley, Dr. Chapman, 
Capt. Yogdes, Mr. Theo. D. Rand, Dr. Harrison Allen, Dr, 
Hartman, Mr. Barbeck, Mr. Lockington and others. 

Av Sasre in another column gives some new testimony on 
the beaver question, 

SOMETHING ABOUT SQUIRRELS. 

QUIRRELS are wonderfully mixed up with childhood 
reminiscences. Solitary indeed would have been the 

grand old woods without those ever-present and active little 
nut-crackers. : 

The striped or ground squirrel is & sprightly and industri- 
ous little body, He is not fastidious in his diet, but his favor- 
ite food seems to be beech nuts, of which he frequently stores 
away large quantities for winter use. It is quite amusing to 
see the amount of nuts which he will gather and cram into 
his mouth until his cheeks are distended seemingly to burst- 
ing. His deposits are invariably underground, where he 
abides during the winter and seldom comes out while cold 
weather lasts. In the spring when his supplies are short he 
is sometimes driven to the necessity of digging up young corn 
which has been lately planted near the woods, which brings 
him into bad repute among the farmers’ boys, who often wage 
an exterminating war against the whole race. 

The red squirrel or chickaree is a hardy specimen of the 
race, and is bound to liye whether nuts are plenty or scarce. 
They are out in all kinds of weather, and we frequently find 
them in midwinter in deep pine forests, where they subsist 
chiefly on pine cones, or rather the small seeds which are 
found in the cone. He is the most lively and active of all 
squirrels; his every moye, ]ook or action denotes mischief. 
His favorite home is near scitlements and among butternut 
groves, from the nuts of which he has such an ingenious and 
workmanlike manner of extracting the meats. He willsome- 
times lay up large stores of these nuts in hollow stubs and 
trees for future use. The red squirrel is found sitting upright 
on a limb with his back turned to the body of the tree and 
tail curled over his head, while he keeps up an incessant chat- 
tering and sputtering which no other species could imitate. 
Regardless of the boy who is filling his pockets with small 
rocks, determined to pelt the life out of him, and who, for- 
gets the fact that he generally came out second best in all 
his former attempts to stone a red squirrel out of a tree top, 
Chickaree awaits the attack. He does not seem to be much 
alarmed at the boy’s approach, merely making a few bounds 
upward and squats hiniself lengthwise on top of a good sized 
horizontal limb, asmuch as to say, ‘Now, fire away; if there ia 
any danger you can just see how easy I can slip over on the 
other side of the limb,” Boy begins throwing stones and 
finally expends all his ammunition without effect, while he 
knows hecannotget him, Becoming exasperated, he declares 
he will hoist the squirrel out of that, and begins climbing it. 
When he gets pretty close to the game the little red runs out 
on the end of the limh, makes a flying leap, comes to the 
ground right side up and runs off as though nothing had hap- 
pened. Boy slides down, and while pinning up divers rents 
in his pants discovers the little rascal in the top of a neigh- 
boring butternut tree skipping from branch to branch, clipping 
oif the stems and letting the butternuts fall at a lively rate. 
Boy concludes to wait a while; he will make something out of 
that squirrel yet, and after a sufficient time he fallsto and 
gathers up quite a pile, andfor lack of a sack to carry them 
he decides to cover them with barks and rubbish and come 
for them early in che morning. But in his absence Chickaree 
has carried off every nut and stored them away for his own 
use. He is a great robber of birds’ nests, whether there be 
eggs or young birds itisall the same to him. He is also ad- 
dicted tostealing hens’ eggs, of which he has a peculiar knack 
of inserting into the small end his sharp teeth without other- 
wise breaking the shell, and carries them off with apparent 
ease ; in fact, his petty larceny proclivities render him some- 
what obnoxious and frequently brings down vengeance on his 
devoted head. 

The nature and habits of the black and gray squirrels are 
nearly alike, the only difference seems to be in color and lo- 
cality. I belieye the former ig seldom found except in the 
Northern and Middle States, while the latter is found in 
nearly all the Western and Southern States as well as in some 
localities in the Middle and Eastern States. I haye never 
found the black and gray both occupying the same ground. 
I haye found the fox squirrel among the gray both West and 
South. They differ in size but not much in habits. 

The natural home of the black squirrel isin heavy beach, 
maple, hemlock and pine forests where they are able to travel 
ata fast rate on the tree tops, leaping from branch to branch 
with surprising agility. They rarely if ever lay up food for 
winter, as they seem to be well adapted for foraging in all 
kinds of weather. However deep the snow may be they haye 
a natural instinct for finding nuts or other food which may 
be lying under the snow. 
The flying squirrel is perhaps scattered over more territory 

than any other variety, and is not often seeneven in localities 
where they are plenty, as they are decidedly nocturnal in their 
habits, seldom moying in daylight unless when disturbed. 

They are socially disposed, and it is rare that one is found 
alone. They seem to keep together in families of a half 
dozen or more high up in the hollow trunk of some old tree. 
Their power of flying, or rather sailing, is attained by their 
extending the legs at right angles with the body, which also 
distends the skin and flattens the squirrel to the dimensions of 
about five by seven inches. The tail is thickly furred, wide 
and flat, and doubtless aids them in their flight. Their mode 
of travel isto run up a tree nearly or quite to the top, and 
sail off on a descent of about forty degrees until near the 
ground, when with a sort of swoop they shoot upward ten or 
fwelve feet striking another tree, thence, running up to the 
top, repeat the mancsuyre, and in this way some distance is 
gained ina short time. 

T have frequently while being camped out on dark nights 
heard those little night ramblers come spatting along from 
tree to tree, one after another, until a whole family had 
passed. ANTLER. 

Piney Falls, Tenn., Nov. 23, 1880. 
ot 

A Siok Orane.—The orang which is at present at the 
Westminster Aquarium has had a severe attack of sickness 
from which, however, it is now happily recovered. The 
London correspondent of the Liverpool Post says: ‘‘ The 
missing link who parts his hair down the middle, and has 
been for some time past on exhibition at the Westminster 
Aquarium—namely, the orang-outang—has not escaped fall- 
ing a victim to the malady which has proved fatal to so many 
of his kind in our climate. The stranger caught cold, which 
ame developed into a severe attack of bronchitis, and on 

iday night last his medical attendant held out little or no 
How- hope of the patient being able to survive the night. 

ever, Mr. John E. Carrington, F. R. §., the naturalist of the 
aquarium, was determined, if possible, to save the creature's 
life, He sat up all night with him steaming and doctoring 
him, and by morning the symptoms were so favorable that 
the orang-outang was declared to be out of immediate dan- 
ger. Since then, by dint of careful nursing, the animal has 
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been brought around, and is mow happily convalescent. His 
patience under his sufferings was, I believe, above all praise, 
and he took Mr. Carrington’s bot baths with all the compla- 
cency of a Major Pendennis.” 

GovERNMENT PrericAtrions.—The Natural History Editor 
desirestoacknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following 
works: From the Interior Department, Professor J. A. Al- 
len’s ‘‘ Monograph of North American Pinnepeds ;” from the 
War Department, Part Il. of Professor E. D Cope’s ‘‘ Re- 
port on Extinct Vertebrates Discovered in New Mexico dur- 
ing 1874, by the U, 8. Geological Surveys West of the 100th 
Meridian.” 

Sea and River Hishing. 
FISHING ON THE 5T. LAWRENCE. 

Brockvit_z, Ont-, Noy. 13, 1880. 
FEW words about fishing, for ‘‘recreation,” in the St. 
Lawrence may not be out of the way, now that fishing 

in that respect may be considered as a thing of the past for 
this season. 

In general, it will be conceded by all who frequent our 
beautiful water that the quantity of fish has greatly increased 
siuce our fishery laws have been enacted, especially black 
bass and maskenonge have augmented since 1875 wonder- 
fully in numbers and also in size. It is natural that now and 
then an unlucky sportsman will say everything to the con- 
trary, but a steady observer will agree with me. Certain lo- 
calities are always ‘‘fished out,” but that is even local and 
detracts little from the immense extent of fishing grounds, 
which are composed of the innumerable bays, channels, shoals 
and inlets of the river between Kingston and Brockville, I 
huve observed that since 1875 black bass are caught on 
#rounds where, in 1872, not one could be found. I ascribe 
this not merely to the direct effect of the law preventing net- 
ting und unlawful fishing, protecting fish in spawning season, 
cle.. but also to the fact that the public mind has been edu- 
cated to a more Civilized view of these matters. 1 have fre- 
quently seen, and as late as 1874, bushels of small black bass, 
rock bass and sunfish lying in heaps on the rocky shore of an 
island, blackened and decaying in the sun; only one case of 
this kind has come to my knowledge since. Thus it was that 
tle poacher emptied his nets and took not eyen the little 
trouble to throw the small fry back into the water. 

The ‘Brock group " of islands, in the immediate vicinity 
of Brockville, are divided by the navigable channel of the 
riyer, and offer, in shoals and small channels, fayorite feed- 
ing grounds for black bass, maskenonge and the unavoidable 
pike. At the head of this group, where the river is three 
niles wide and suddenly forced into small channels, the nias- 
kenonge, our ‘ monster of the deep,” lies in wait for his prey 
hehind a rocky ledge, under the current which rushes over 
it, his head up stream, ready to dartat any unfortunate mem- 
ber of the finny tribe which the cnrrent may bring down into 
deeper water. Now and then you can see him disperse a 
school of silvery cisco and behold the water foam from the 
powerful stroke which has carried him to the surface after 
his victim. Here, every summer, quite a number of maske- 
nonge are caught, and J have preserved the head of one, taken 
last October, weighing forty pounds. 

West of these islands, and up the river, a lake-like expanse 
of water meets our eyes, until the Amherst group is reached. 
Large shoals on both sides of the river give miles of good 
trolling ground, and especially the shoals on the foot of the 
Amberst sroup of islands harbor blass bass of goodly size in 
July. These. shoals, as well as the islands, can easily be 
reached by stopping from the little steamboats running be- 
tween Alexandria Bay and Ogdensburg at Allen’s Landing. 
Below the “Crossover” light-house, on the ‘‘ American 
side,” as it is called here, down stream to below Oak Point, 
is a suceession of rocky shoals which have giyen us many a 
day's happy sport—and hard work. ' ‘ 

After middle of July the phantom minnow is most effi- 
éient, and trolling, even when using flies, is most practiced. 
On the Canadian side extensive shoals are found from the 
light-house up river to Jones’ Creek, where a string of five 
islands separates a fine bay from the channel. Into this bay 

empties Jones’ Creek, and a more romantic and interesting 
spot can hardly be found on the shores of the river. Before 
entering upon a description of this part of the river, which 

truly merits to be noticed by the sportsman, I will return to 

the above mentioned Amherst group of islands. These are 

situated right in the middle of the river and number ten or 

more, surrounded by numerous shoals and large extent of 

weedy bottom in every direction, forming the well-known lo- 

cality for black bass, which are landed here in large num- 

bers, and sometimes three and more islands at a time are 

occupied by parties from Ogdensburg, Brockville and other 

places, and their tents by day and camp fires at night fre- 

quently attract the attention of the passengers of the numer- 

ous steamers and the solitary sportsman. . ov: 

In the foregoing I have touched upon the different feeding 

grounds of black bass between Brockville and the Amherst 

islands. They comprise the shoals and channels around the 

islands of the Brock group. ‘These shoals are on both sides 

of the river in that wide and beautiful stretch between the 

Brock group and the Amherst islands, and lastly the large 

area of rocky shoals and weed beds around the Amherst 

Islands. 
In the first part of the season and up to end of July bass 

fishing is always good in all sheltered places, in bogs and 

around islands and where weed beds are near. After the 

disappearance of shad-flies the rocky shoals near the steep 

channels afford better sport. But the black bass of largest 

size Lhave always found near the places where food and 

shelter for minnows collect in July and August and large num- 

bers of small fish. On the rocky, open shoals it is very Tare 

to land a bass of three pounds or more, whereas I haye 

catight them of five and more pounds near sheltered weed 

beds, in bogs and on the mouth of creeks. A lady last July 

landed one small-mouthed black bass of such size aa I 

treme length was twenty-six inches, depth of body over 

seven inches, and weight seven pounds and two ounces. 

week later the same skillful hand landed a black bass of over 

five pounds and a pickerel (pike perch) of eight pounds. 

They were hooked with a phantom minhow of the smallest 

size, single gut leader and light fly-rod. These fish were 

killed in the last week of July, ina sheltered bay inside of 

the islands, on the Canadian side of Crossover Light-house. 

‘A look on the maps of the river will show that at the Am- 

herst group the river is extremely wide; on the south side 

Chippewa Bay and on the north side a large bay-like cut, 

making it about fiye miles wide, but divided by numerous 
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islands. This part, from the Amherst group to the Alex- 
andria Bay, is more known to sportsmen in general and will 
form the subject of my next letter. Ve 

an ated 

SPAWN FISHING AT RANGELEY ONCE MORE, 

Boston, Nov. 26. 
ILL you allow the writer of the article in your issue of 

Noy. 4 on spawn fishing at the Rangeley Lakes to | 
say a few words called out by two letters referring to his 
article which have since appeared in your paper? 

His position is, that spawn fishing in September or in Octo- 
her out of season, by ‘‘sportsmen’’ who do not primarily 
fish for propagating purposes should not be permitted. And 
he fully agrees with his old friend *‘Captain Fred” in his | 
recommendation in your issue of the 25th inst., that nothing 
but fly fishing should be allowed after September 1. And 
le further asserts that the case which he referred to in his 
previous letter was an outrageous action on the part of the 
holders of a permit from the Commissioners in that the fish- 
ing was not solely for propagating purposes, that fish were 
killed under the license held from the Commissioners and 
that only a small proportion of the trout so taken by the par- 
ties referred to ever contributed to the stock of eggs which 
were saved, that the object of the licensed persons was to 
make a big score after the season closed and that they ac- 
complished their object. 
He further asserts that he can proye what he has stated, 

and that Mr. Commissioner Smith, in his letter in your issue 
of the 28th inst., did not state all the facts, because, as the 
writer believes, he was ignorant of them, and that when Mr. 
Smith said the only permits were held by Messrs. Kimball 
and Stanley lie either did not know or forgot to state that 
other parties fished uninterrupiedly in his presence during 
the first five days in October, and itis to their conduct only 
that the undersigned referred in his previous letter, well 
knowing that neither Mr. Stanley nor Mr. Kimball would 
abuse their privileges. 
Having attained his object in calling public attention to the 

subject the undersisned will continue to discuss the question 
privately when he receives a reply to a letter lately written 
to Mr, Smith personally; in which all the facts are stated for 
his information. Farr Pray. 
—— 

FISHES, NAMES GET MIXED 

d Monrenat, Canada. 
URING several seasons in different parts of Quebec I 

haye taken generally with a spoon what I consider as 
three different varicties of lake trout. First is a trout nearly 
black in color and called truite noire hy the ** habitants” run- 
ning to large sizes, not so thick and clunky as the gray 
trout, and not so pretty a fish. Although I had not the two 
fish to compare I think the eyes of the ‘black trout” larger 
than those of the sray, The spots and markings very indis- 
tinet and the lateral line not marked; fins black, with red 
edges: belly nearly black; irides yellowish brown; flesh (of 
all I got) white, and I aim told by the “‘habitants” this is 
always the case. 

Then there is the gray trout, lake trout, or salmon trout of 
the Ottawa waters, and the ‘*Tuladi’ of Lake Metapedine 
anu Metis lakes and vicinity. Are these latter the same 
fish? ITlook up Hallock’s *' Gazetteer” and find that they 
are ‘‘mixed.” Ihave asked Mr. Whiteaves, meutioned in 
the ‘* Gazetteer,” and he can give no moreinformation on the 
subject than ordinary mortals, so I turn to you. What are 
theae fish ? 

Again, I find in the “Gazetteer” “pond pickerel, doree 
(Canada), sox reticulatus.. The writer first insults our 
dore by putting him into the pike family, and then says 
‘he igs so small and bony that he is hardly worth cooking 
when caugiit.” Now I want the author to ‘take it all back,” 
for the following reasons: 

First, the dore is nota pike at all, but a perch, and only 
second to the black bassin that family. Again, he is not 
small and bony. Ihave taken them myself of fiye pounds 
weight, and know of one being killed in Lake Rosseau in 
Muskoka that turned the scale at ten pounds. Donbtless I 
could collect more instances of even larger fish being taken. 
His flesh is delicious. The nearest fish in the ‘‘ Gazetteer" ts 
the ‘‘ Pike perch, glass-eyed pike, white salmon, etc., and Sf- 
zostedion americana, Girard ;” but one fish ismuch darker 
above and a bright yellow below, as his name implies— 
‘+ oilded.” 

That skilled fisherman, the ex-secretary of the F. and G. 
P. C. of P. Q., at the last ‘blow out” given by the clab 
called him Jueivperea eanadensis,and some of the mem- 
bers were down on him for so doing, 

Thirdly, let me ask what the difference between a pike 
and maskinonge is? I haye asked Mr. W., and he said 
the first was dark with light markings and the Jatter had 
the reverse. The habitants say a maskinonge is striped ; 
‘‘ Gazetteer” says, ‘‘The northern pike, first described by 
Agassiz, is sometimes confounded with this fish, but may be 
easily detected, as it has the lower jaw filled with teeth, 
whereas the anterior half of the maskinonge is toothless.” 

T have before me the head of a pike that weighed twelve 
pounds, a pike such asthe author goes on to describe. The 
head is nine inches long from the lower jaw (longest) to the 
gill, from the end of the lower jaw for a distance of one and 
three-quarter inches the teeth are, even dry as it is now, hut 
one-twentieth of an inch long, and from this point back on 
each side are six or seven teeth from one-quarier to nearly 
one-half an inch long. The upper jaw has three terrible 
banks of teeth in the roof of the mouth. I have taken a good 
many pike in a good many waters, and all identical with this, 
and have to confess, to my shame, that I neyer saw a mask- 
inonge. Perhaps you can tell me what difference {here is 
between it and the despised pike that has sooften appeared at 
my table or substimte for such in camp 7? W Asau: 

Only four ‘‘trouts” are now recognized by naturalists as 

being east of the Mississippi River. These are brook tront, 

| Salmo fontinalis; blue-back trout, S. eguassa ; the lake, or 
would have never believed black bass could reach. Its ex- | 

salmon-trout, S. 2amaycush ; and the siscowet, S. s/xcowet. 

The tuladi, S. tema, is now included in the third. 

The color is wef enough to found species upon in ichtlry- 

ology, and this is the ereat mistake of anglers in general. Ti 
goes for very little because it is not constant. There is a pos- 

sibility that you have both jontizalis and namaycush, tnt the 

former is subject to great variation in color, from white, 
through amber and pink, with green Wack, to almost. black 

and in the case of the large ones roiny to salt water the spots 

often become invisible. 

[Drcemesr 2, 1880. 

| The ' dore} is not of the pike (sex) family, but 1s the 
pike perch (pickerel in paris of Canada,) Stizvstethion of 

Rafinesque, whose nuine has been restored to replace that of 

Lneioperce of Cuvier for the same fish. As the Hsox retivula- 

tusisa ‘‘ pickerel” in New York it was anatyral error to 

give this name to another fish called “pickerel” in Canada. 

Often the body of the maskinonge is plain olive. In 
some cases it has large dark oval spots, and in others it as- 

sumes the appearance of faint lines. Color, as we have said, 

is nearly nothing in fishes. The best way to distinguish the 

maskinonge, #, nohilor, from the great pike, A. wes, is 
that the former has the lower half of the cheek and opercle 

bare, while the latter has the cheek scaly and opercle hare, 
The smaller, 2, reticnlatus, has, in addition to thenet-work on 

its sides, from which itis named, both check and opercle 

scaly. 
= 9+. 

THE CATFISH. 

Beproxrp, Q., Nov. 16, 1880. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 

R. E. STERLING is quite right in what he says about 
the edible qualities of our northern catfish. It is really 

one of the yery best of our many good fishes when properly 
served up. 

The late Prof, J. P. Kirtland, whom nobody knew but to 
love and respect, gaye me a sound leeturing because I did not 
say more good words about this fish in the first edition of my 
book. Healso gave me the following method of preparing 
and cooking this fish: ‘‘ Neyer take off the skin, hut scrape 
it with a knife, pouring over it hot water, repeating the 
operation until the skin is as white as a picce of bleached 
linen; then remove the gills and intestines, leaving the head 
on, and stuff it as you would a goose or duck, adding to the 
stuffing, for aten or twelve pound fish, a little garlic (not 
Garlick), in quantity about as much as one-fourth of the size 
of a nutmeg, chopping the clove of garlic fine, and distribut- 
ing it through the stuffing, then sew up the fish tightly and 
hold in betting water by the tail for ten seconds, no longer ; 
then Jay it on its belly ina baking pan, and bake it slowly 
for fonr hours if you are not too hungry to wait so Jong, but 
if you are three hours will answer. Bul do not forget the 
garlic, and you will ever after hanker for baked cittfish. 
Try it, and if you cannot get a catfish take some other large 
fish and serye it up in the same manner. Care should be 
taken not to put in teo much garlie in the stuffing, not 
enough to give it a distinct odor of it.” 

Tn a late number of Forest anp Stream, Dr. BE. Sterling 
states that he has caught the black hass af the Sault Ste 
Marie, which was a great surprise to me. I have fished at 
that place at different times for as much as six months 
altogether, with minnows and flies, for large trout. I have 
fished there in the months of June, July, August and Sep- 
tember, and on two occasions I fished there for four weeks, 
and on two or more times that prince of anglers, Judge F. 
D. Potter, of Toledo, fished with me, and neither 6! us ever 
caught or heard of a black bass being caught or seen there. 
I do not make this statement as doubting what Dr. Sterling 
says in his communication, but it is strange that I never 
caught any there, nor did I ever before hear of any being 
taken there. T. GARLIOR. 
Av Sanne also lias something to say about this subject in a 

letter on another page, in which he establishes the valuable 

fact that the catfish is more northern in its range than if has 
usually been credited. 

ee 

Tue MascaLtosce—Cleveldnd, O.—I will send you a pho- 
tograph of a female maskalonge (Hex nubilivr, Cuvier), that 
weighed fifty-four pounds and was faken in the Maumee Riv- 
er, near Toledo, O., by Judge Hmory D. Potter, of the Ohio 
Fish Commission, The cast of this fish is now in the Kirt- 
land Society of Natural Seiences here. I speared 4 fish of 
this kind in the spring of 1842 near the Hones Point cluh- 
house, on Sandusky River, which weighed eighty pounds. I 
gave it toa “swamp Frenchman,” and he took it to San- 
dusky and was satisfied with a silver half-dollar for it. This 
fish I considered alsoa ‘‘ Daniel Lambert” umong his kind, 
The waters of Sandusky Bay teemed with this noble fish in 
those days, now none are found there except now and then & 
fingerling (comparatively speaking), which is to be seen in 
the market. I have at present the mould of a male and fe- 
male of this fish, which are perfect. The former weighed 
thirty pounds and the latter fifty pounds. The fish from 
which these moulds were taken were sent to ine from Bay 
City, Mich., twelve years ago, and cost me 215. I yery much 
doubt if the like are to be found in that vicinity now. 
i E. Stertine, M.D. 

a hg et 

A Fisp Parasire—Wem York, Nov. 20.—While fishing 
in Westchester creek on the 2d of this month I caught 
a tomcod to which was attached a peculiar parasite, 
three of which I send you in aleohol with this. They 
were fastened to various parts of the fish by the 
root, which you will notice at one end, being firmly 
attached to the flesh, and the sucker passing through 
the skin, allowing them to waye around with the action of 
the water. When removed from the tish the sucker, or duct, 
or whatever it may be, was filled with blood, as also the 
pouch to which it conducted, which seemed to form the 
hody, but the feelers were white. The skin immediately 
around where the blood duct entered the fish was red and 
inflamed. The fish itself was in good condition and remark- 
ably gamy for a tommy when caught. The parasite seemed 
to be very tough, so much so that it resisted without injury 
a sufficient strain to detach the root from the flesh. They 
have heen inspected ly several old tomcoders who * never 
see the like afore,” af the same time you may be perfectly 
familiar with them. Please inform me through your columns 
what they ave. Will you at the same time tell me whether 
it is lawful to set pound nets im the Westchester creek, as I 
saw one running out from the shore of Pierre Lorillard's 
estate, The net hada very small mesh, small enoyzh to 
entrap a quarter pownd bass. This may in part account for 
the scarcity of bass in the Harlem River and the Big and Little 
Gate. SHapo. 

The parasite is Lerneonema rudiate, Steenstrup and Luet- 
ken. Itis figured in Rep. U: 8, Fish Commission, 1871-2, 

Pl. VIL, fig. 30, and recorded by Prof. E. A. Verrill in 
same, page 578, as found in Vineyard Sound. The net is 

unlawful. 
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Hish Culture. 

ANOTHER ATTACK ON A GAME PROTECTOR. 

AST week we chronicled the attempt on the life of 
Game Protecter G. M. Schwartz, of Rochester, N. Y., 

by a rifle shot from the shore while he was in the discharge 
of his duty, and we now learnfrom the Syracuse Cowrver that 

John 5. Collett, one of the ganie protectors recently ap- 
pointed by the Governor under an act passed by the Legisla- 
ture last winter, left Albany for a trip to Otsezo county, 
haying heard that fishermen on the Susquehanna were killing 
fish in great quantities and in violation of law. He secured 
the assistance of the Deputy Sherif of the county, Mr. Mead, 
and mecting that functionary at Unadilla, the pair proceeded 
to the little village of Wells Bridge, near which it was under- 
stood the illegal operations were going on. While in the 
discharge of their duty the officers were stoned hy the fisher- 
inen and narrowly escaped with their lives. 

In commenting upon the remark which we quoted from 

an Oswego paper, last week, the Utica /Zerald says: 

“The Oneida County Game Protection Association is no 
more deeply interested in this work than any other associa- 
tion of its kind ouly as far as the enforcement of the law is 
concerned. The secret of the whole trouble is that county, 
town and yillage officials and local game constubles around 
Oneida Lake, with but few exceptions, are as deeply in- 
terested in illegal fishing as the poachers, and for years haye 
willfully neglected their duties and winked at the open yiola- 
tion of the Jaw. The people of the State are spending money 
to feed and support the outlaws and moonshiners who 
threaten to shoot the State officers. It is probable that they 
will have an opportunity of testing their bravery, and possibly 
they may discover that shooting is a game that can be played 
at by others. Tt would be a just judgment on the sharks to 
withhold all supplies of young fish and allow them to scoop 
ouf all the fish within the lake and then starve out the re- 
mainder of their days upon its banks. When the nextraid 
is made by State Gume Agent Dodge and his men there will 
be few nets left to work with.” 

ee 

THE CENTRAL FISHCULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The following circular has been issued : 
Drak Six: The second annual meeting of the Central 

Fisheuliaral Society will take place at the Grand Pacific Ho- 
tel, Chicago, on Wednesday, Dec. 14, and your attendance is 
respectfully requested. It is expected that the meeting will 
be of 2reat interest, as many papers are expected to be read 
and discussed during the day or two which the society may 
remain in session, 
Wo list of the papers to be read has been received, Iut it is 

usual, for such members as may choose, to preparea paper on 
some branch of the subject with which they may be familiar, 
anu all members are invited to do so without further imvita- 
tion: or, should you be unable to attend, the secretary will 
read your communication. 
Avrangements have been made for reduced rates at the 

Grand Pacifie Hotel, and it would be well for those who pro- 
pose attending the meeting to engare rooms in advance, 

Oorrespondence previous to the meeting may be addressed 
to the President, Mr. N. K. Fairbank, 59 Wabash av., Cli- 
cago, Iil., or to the Corresponding Secretary, office of Forgsr 
AND Srreeam, New York City. 

By order of the President, 
F. Marner, Cor. Sec. 

ee 

PISCATORIAL PIRATES. 

Under this head the Syracuse, N. Y., Daily Courier gives 

an account of the lawless fishermen of Kenka and Sencea 
lakes, fo which we referred last week and from which we ex- 
tract the following: 

It. is a lamentable fact that the lakes of Central New York 
are raided by lawless gangs of pirates who care naught for 
the laws or legitimate sport. This is the spawning season, 
but the piscatorial pirates seem to be intent on depleting the 
waters and leaving them barren of their finny populations 
These buccaneers snap their fingers at the statutes and bid 
defiance to the officers. In not a few instances they pursue 
their vocations armed to the teeth and threaten to empty a 
charge of lead into any one who interferes with them, 

Thanks to the efforts of the Onondaga Fishing Club, the 
eval fishermen have learned that they can draw their seines 
ind set their gill nets only at their peril, Game Constable 
Travis has a sharp eye for the malefactors, and it is seldom 
that one escapes him. The wafers are rapidly lecoming 
stocked, and it willnot be long before as fine sport can be 
obtained on the Onondaga as on any lake or river. Last 
summer the fishing was finer than for ten years. 
The Seneca river suffers from the predatory operations of 

the robbers, but it is hoped that before long they will he 
made to answer for their transgression of the law. 

On Skaneateles Lake the pirates carry on their unlawful 
work in open defiance of the law. Ivy the vicinity of Glen 
Haven the water is lighted up at night by a large number of 
jack lights. The fishermen are rapidly depleting the waters 
of the fine trout for which the lake is noted. The robbers 
threaten vengeance on any one who interferes with them or 
makes complaint against them. The people living on the 
lake hardly dare say their souls are their own owing to the 
reckless acts of these nocturnal fishermen. This is « splendid 
field for some daring officer. 

The people living in and about the adjoining towns have 
endeayored to stock Owasco Lake but the pirates have resisted 
their efforts by robbing the lake, inlet and ontlet.. HY the 
robbers are allowed fo continue their work Owaseo Lake will 
never hé known as a fishing ground. 

On Oneida lake it is well known the poachers are wp in 
armsand defy thelaw. A short time ago their nets were 
raided by State Game Constable Dodge. “This aroused their 
ire, and they now patrol the beach along tbe fishing grounds 
with loaded guns and swear they will kil! any one who ap- 
proaches. There is little reason to doubt their threats, as 
they are lawless in their habits and a-bold set of rascals. 
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Wurrerisn Curryre on ‘tHe Derrorr Riyver,—Very good 
progress has heen mide in stocking the lakes with the white- 
fish, Coreyonus dTbus, by depositing the fry at the great 
Yatural spawning grounds in the Detroit River. The Hssau 
Reord, of Windsor, Ontario, recently said: 

“Every day we hear of fresh evidences of the great good af- 
fected by the establishment of the fish hatehery at Sandwich. 
The main bulk of the white fish taken this season are of an 
average weight of a pound and a half cach. There are hard- 
ly any old ones taken, showing beyond a doubt that’ the 
hatchery has provided the catch, and that but for its having 
been put into operation white-fishing on the Detroit River 
and connecting Jakesand rivers would hy this time practically 
have become a thing of the past. So long as the catch was 
made up larvely of old fish it was difficult to convince 
skeptics that the fry turned into the river each spring sur- 
vived the dangers of young fish-life and returned to the place 
where they first took water; but none now can find a reason 
for disbelief. Not only is the existence of the fish unques- 
tionably due to the hatchery, but their numbers are immense 
—just what we and others fayorable to the enterprise at the 
outset predicted they would in a few years become. JEyen in 
parts of Lake St. Clair where a white fish had not been taken 
for a long period, they are now quite abundant. All that is 
necessary to bring back the old-time big fish-harvests here 
and consequent cheapness of price to consumers all over the 
continent, is to work up the fish hatcheries to their highest 
capacity, The matter of supply is entirely in the hands of 
the authorities.” 

CiiyeskE AND Orugr PoAcnERs in CAtivorntTA.—The $o- 
nora Unon-Demuerat says: ‘ Quantities of dead fish are fre- 
quently seen on the Stanislans River at or near Reynolds’ 
Ferry. The belief is that giant powder causes their destriuc- 
tion. Jf such be the fact the parties engayed in the nefarious 
business should be hunted out and punished as the law con- 
templates.” The Tuolumne 7ndependent says : ‘“Repvorts reach 
us from various sources that at different points on the Stanis- 
laus River, above Knight's Perry, Chinamen are killing and 
taking fish in violation of the law by the introduction of med- 
icated bait and blasting with giant powder: and furthermore, 
are obstructing the passage of fish to the upper waters of the 
river above named by constructing dams in the operation of 
mining their claims. White men are also taking fish in these 
waters by unlawful means. We are informed that the salmon 
are quite plentiful in the upper waters that have passed the 
fishways at Knight’s Ferry dam: therefore it is to he scen 
of what vast importance to this part of Tuolumne County the 
construction of a fish ladder at that place has proved.” = 

A Dowarion to 1HE Care Crear Fisuermen.—The Bar- 
oness Burdette-Couts has taken a great interest in the tisher- 
men of Great Britain and Ireland and has made them several 
charitable bequests, as well as having built a large fish mart- 
ket in London, which, however, was never occupied, as the 
dealers would not leave old, cramped and uncomfortable Bil- 
lingsgate. ‘This truly good lady has just sranted (that is the 
word used for her gifts) the Cape Clear fishermen the sum of 
$14,250 to help them start again in business after the disas- 
trous season just closed. This swells her bounties to the fish- 
ermen done to the princely sum of hulf a million of dollars, 

Usrawrut Bass—New York, Nov. 25.—I saw in a fish 
store in Harlem a few days ago a string of striped bass, not 
one of which would weigh over ~ quarter pound, and have 
seen sniul] bass for sale in many other places down town. 
What can I do to prevent their sale without appearing per- 
sonally in the matter? What is the price of the “U. $8. 
Tide Tables,” of which you speak in the Forrmsr aNnpD 
STREAM ? SILADO. 

You may complain to the nearest Game Protector, who 

nimst prosecute. Apply fo Thomas Manning, 53 Beaver 
strect, New York, for the tide tables. 

Carr ror THNNESSEK AND ARKANSAS.—Mr. J. F. Ellis, 
of the United States Fish Commission, recently delivered one 
thousand carp to Judge W. W. McDowell, Memphis, for dis- 
tribution in Western Tennessee and Arkansas, 

Gane Bag and Gun. 

OUR PHILADELPHIA LETTER. 

lia the Southern portion of New Jersey there is an extent 
. of country, especially in the counties of Atlantic and 
Burlington, covered with extensiye growth of scrub oak and 
dwarf pines, which has long furnished an excellent harbor 
and range for deer, and although they do not exist there in 
ay great numbers itis of very common oceurrence for par- 
ties going out properly equipped in quest of them to brine in 
cone, two or three as trophies of the hunt. > 
We have been on a Jersey deer hunt, and imust confess it 

is a very tedious, if not unsportsmanlike affair. A party of 
this kind is composed of anywhere from five to fifteen men 
all armed with double-barrel shot-cuns loaded with buck 
shot. Every point where the deer is expected to pass (it is 
all guess work) is guarded by a sun, while one or two of the 
party make the drive with the dogs. Purely-bred hounds are 
seldom used, and T haye seen pointers, half-pointer and 
hound terriers, beagles and the thoroughbreds making up a 
pack in one of these Jersey deer hunts. The drive is een- 
erally a short one, and one section being ‘drawn blank.” a 
second and even a third and fourth is tried. When a deer 
is killed the carcase is divided, and us the party is eenerally 
a large one, a small portion only falls to the share of each. 
Your correspondent has made a vow never to eo deer huut- 
ingin New Jersey again, for it has always been my luck 
never to have either buck, doe or fawn come my way or 
pass ny post. Ini fact, but two deer were ever killed in the 
humerous hunts I have been fortunate or, I should say, un- 
fertunate enough to have attended. There is too much 
**needle in the haystack” chance in them for me. 
Very many deer from our own State are coming into mar- 

ket and @ plentiful crop of mast is reported ; in fact there has 
heen a great srowth of beech trees allover through our forest, 
counties, which accounts for the number of wild Pigeon ex- 
posed for sale at our game Stores. 2 

branch of the Erie Railroad last w 
from Hawley to Laeckawaxeh, Pa., a distance of fifteen miles, 
passing through a very wild section of the State and winding 
its way along the conrse of the Lackawaxen River the entire 
length of the road. The other day as a londed coal train was 
moving under full headway thrée large deer bounded from 
the woods and leaped upon the track. They stopped, 
looked at the coming eugine, and then like a flash darted 
down the track a few yards in advance of the train. The en- 
gineer increased his speed considerably, and at skort intervals 

* 

eek. This branch runs 

A yery remarkable scene was witnessed on the Hawley | 

the engine whistled, when the deer would toss their heads 
defiantly ; but in spite of the efforts of the engineer he was 
unable to overtake the animals. The race continued for over 
three miles, when amun who was walking up the track 
frightened the deer from the rails, and they leaped down the 
embankment to the Lackawaxen River, which they crossed, 
and disappeared into the mountains. The engineer fired sev- 
eral shots at them from his revolver-as they ran down the 
track, but they apparently escaped untouched. 
We met Dr. Twaddell at Krider's this morning and Jearned 

of the great sport he had in Maryland with his beagles, Blun- 
der and Melody, eighty hares having been killed during the 

trip. It isnot generally known that the marsh or black- 
| footed hare of the Middle and Southern States makes a much 
better run than the common variety of * cotton tail” whieh is 
found nearer timber and frequents the upland more. It was 
the little black-footed fellow that afforded the Doctor and his 
party so much amusement, and the runs made, he stated, 
were astonishingly long and quick; few hares escaping ex- 
cepting those that “holed.” The portion of the company 
that devoted their time to the quail found the birds abundant 
und the coveys full. 

As Iwrote you would be the case, now thal we are having 
areal touch of cold weather, the ruffed grouse shooting 
through our State has hecome better. The birds are seeking 
the valleys along water courses for shelter, and are being 
found there. More canvas-back ducks have been killed this 
week at Havre de Grace than since the opening day of the 
season, but they are not by any means plentiful. From par- 
lies that have returned from the New Jersey coast we learn 
that the brant do not stool well, and many Canada geese pass 
“richt along high” without stopping or paying the least at- 
tention to the decoys. We imagine that the numerous im- 
mense. hotels that have been built on the narrow strip of 
beach which separates these inland bays from the ocean, has 
the effect of frightening the fowl. We have frequently seen 
flocks of both geese and brant, when coming in sight of these 
barns of buildings, to ‘‘ climb” right up into the air and con- 
tinue their journey southward without touching, when it was 
evident they would have alighted to the stools had they not 
been driven from their course by the buildings. Homo. 
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METHODS OF GAME PROTECTION. EFFICIENT 

THE WEST JERSEY GAME PROTECTIVE SOCIETY. 

HAVE been reading with considerable interest in the 
late numbers of your paper the articles written by your- 

self and others in regard to the protection of game and the 
formation of game societies, and I should like to add a few 
lines of my experience for the last six years, both as one of 
fhe committee on the purchase of game and the committee on 
policing and prosecuting violations of the game laws of the 
West Jersey Game Protective Society. 

I contend in order to protect the gamesuccessfully the pro- 
per laws must first be passed: and, secondly, there must he 
pluck and nerve enough to enforce them, otherwise they are 
a dead letter. 
We see in your columns the formation of numerous zame 

societies throughout the country, but fail, except in rare in- 
stances, to see that they eyer achieye anything, and in the 
course of six months they either go out of existence or dwin- 
dle into a pigeon-shooting club. the very reverse of what they 
were formed for. 

This arises from various reasons. A want of funds isno 
doubt often a stumbling block, and when such is the case itis 
to be deplored. But too often it arises from an apativy snd 
selfishness upon the part of the members, who are unwilling 
to give the time and trouble necessary in seeing that the laws 
are properly carried out. It is surprising fos me to see how 
many intelligent men who shoot who will not even take the 
time to inform themselves upon the objects, letter and spirit 
of the game laws, butrush madly into print and condemn 
the very laws as unconstitutional which two weeks before 
they considered right and proper. 

There is no doubt that the people of this country huve to 
be educated up toa knowledge of and a proper respect for 
the game laws. This, however, is heing done rapidly by the 
sporting papers of the country, and I know of no one who 
deserves more credit in this respect than the Game Protective 
Society of New York. With plenty of money, intezrity of 
standing and purpose, backed up with nerve and most able 
counsel, they pushed their cases to the courts of the last 
resort and the community were thus given a line of decisions 

| which not only placed the standing of the game laws upon @ 
proper footing, but also put to flight the curbstone lawyers 
and the unconstitutional letter writers. 

The first duty of n game protective society is to employ « 
lawyer of good standing, who will examine the game luws of 
the State and post himself npon the Jaws and the decisions of 
the different States. Let him then, under the directions of 
the society, frame the game laws which they intend to pre- 
sent to the Legislature. If this is done the society will fd, 
when the time comes to prosecute their cases, that the offend- 
er will be unable to escape by any quibble, and that the Court 
itself will not be in doubt as to the meaning of the phraseolu- 

| #y used in the act. To haye an offender arrested with all 
the evidence against him, and yet to allow him to get off hy 
the insufficiency of the law, is the very worst thing that could 
happen. 

The next step should be, after appointing a police commit- 
tee, isto get an intelligent, sober and industrious ollicer. 
This individual is a most important person, as upon his intel- 
lizence and ability will depend the successful termination of 

allsuits. The officershould be supplied with an official paper 
setting forth his appointment, and should also be supplied 
with blanks drafted by the counsel of the society. Most of 
the justices of the peace before whom the offender first comes 
are 80 ignorant as to be unable to draft the papers properly, 
and in the event of an appeal to a bigher tribunal the cause 
will fail in consequence of this want of knowledge. 

> Then let the laws be printed in book and card form, anc 
printed in the papers, so that people may have every oppor- 
tunity of reading them, and be distributed wherever they can. 
Solicit the aid of the railroad companies, and get their per- 

| Mission to post your cards in their depots. Show them they 
are liable as common carriers in violating the game laws. 
When you suspect persons of shipping game ont of season, 
use your search warrant freely, and go through the depots, 
freight cars, boats, or any other place that you have good 

| reason to suppose harbors game out of season. Of course 
this must be done in the proper legal way, and with good 
reason (which is supported by affidavit), that you have cause 
to suspect the person of violating the laws. The railroad 
companies are always ready to help you, and you can get 
them to issue an order to their employesthat any one knovw- 
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ingly violating the Jaws in shipping or receiving game out of 
season will lie dismissed from their employ. 

Let it algo be known that upon any person giving any in- 
formation of any violation of the law by letter to the secre- 
tary of the society that the case will be prosecuted without 
dragging in the informant in any way. It will soon be found 
that.a vast amount of information will be obtained which oth- 
erwise never would be heard of. In this way your detective 
ean go quietly (o the spot where the violation has been com- 
mitted and work up the case, and the society as a body he- 
comes the prosecutor and the ealarici| officer the informer. J 
say salaried, because if he is so it can make but little differ- 
ence to him whether the reward is paid or not, and it puts 
him before the community in a better position than a mere 
informer trying to convict a person for a reward. 
By thus adhering strictly to the Jaw, and using good juds- 

ment when a case should or should not be prosecuted, il will 
not be long before the violations of the law will be few and 
far between, and the countrymen generally respect you for 
your good efforts. 

I contend that no society has done mnore for the protection 
an propagation of game, and certainly no society ever had 
in the beginning greater enemies than the West Jersey Game 
Protective Society. But by persistently adhering to its rights 
and enforcing the law without fear or favor, I think I can 
truly say that it now stands for integrity and ability beyond 
reproach. 

There are still some grumblers who find they cannot shoot 
out of season, who stick to the old stale argument that 
the law is unconstitutional. As I wrote along article in No- 
vember of 1875, which your paper kindly printed, I do not 
jntend going over the ground again, but should any of your 
readers wish to inform themselves they can either write to you 
for the information or read the case of McClerg vs. The State 
of Virginia, 4 Otto Reports, where the subject is discussed by 
the Supreme Court of the United States. I would also recom- 
mend your correspondent, Mr. J. H. Griffith, to read the 
above case and the decisions printed in your paper in 1875 
and 1876, and given by the New York courts, upon the right 
of State passing game Jaws, and the property of the game at 
large belonging to the State. The prosecutions by the society 
have been too numerous to mention, hut they have always 
been successful, except in a few cases. 

IT *eheve we now have, since the law is understood hy the 
farmers, their support. The arrests for trapping and snaring 
have been numerous, but in every case suecessful. The 
trapping is now in a great measure stopped, and I hope in 
next week to make some four arrests which will completely 
break it up in that particular section of country. 

Tf the officer employed will make a stay of a week in that 
particular section of the country where the trapping is and 
make all his arrests at once he would completely break wp the 
Bee there. To attempt to arrest the game sellers for hand- 
ing trapped game is impossible, as it can never be proved that 
the birds were trapped except by picking them, which of 
course no game seller will allow. Let all sportsmen adhere: 
strictly to the law, Let them inform secretaries of the 
different clubs of the persons who are violating the laws and 
their residences, and if they will not appear on the witness 
stand themselves let the secretary send his officer to the 
place and work up the case. 
A farmer who violates the law to-day will do it to-morrow, 

and you will almost always find him out. Let all sports- 
men be civil when ordered off a farmer’s land and do not, 
let them claim the right of shooting on any one’s place with- 
out permission, and it will not be long before they can shoot 
wherever they please, unless he be a yery ugly character. 

T have written this article with the hope that it may be of 
some henefit to gentlemen who propose enforcing the game 
Jaws, and I can only add my hope that they will be as suc- 
cessful as we have been. A MrEnpEr, 

— 

We want the mime of every sportsman in New York City, 

and tn other cities, who thinks that fe con afford to pay the 

farmers doy something for preserving the quoal for him to 

shoot. 
oe 

ROUGHING IT AMONG THE DUCKS, 

BY A VETERAN. 

BEFORE the terrible storm was well cleared away, my 
brother and I started Thursday evening. That night 

it cleared away cold, witha gale from the northwest that blew 
great guns all that night and the next day. When we got 
up in the morning we found the ice had formed rapidly in 
the pond and seemed to make faster after sunrise, spite of 
the hich wind. One of our company thought no boat could 
live in the pond, and said no one but an Esquimaux would 
attempt to launch in it. But my brother and 1 saw about 
200-fowl in the middle and made up our aminds to try it. 
The thermometer was nearly zero, and after getting our lit- 
tle skiffs clear of the ice, a task of about half an hour, we 
found every wave puta coat of ice over boat and rower; 
still we started for those ducks, andineant tohave a ‘‘whack” 
ab them any way. Heading our skifis off before the wind 
we went down upon them like arrows, about a good gun 
shot apart. 

Coming near enough we gave them two barrels each in the 
water atid as they rose, loading quickly, gave them right and 
left as they passed. Picked up dead birds from the first 
volley, seventeen. This was better than we expected, for 
the wind tossed us so our aims we expected to be very un- 
steady. Then too, the wind would not let us stop where 
the birds rose from, but away we went to the leeward side 
of the pond, where we were soon in difficulties among the 
cakes of ice rapidly solidfying. Besides the birds we picked 
up others came down among the little cakes to the edge of 
the pack ice, and the pack made sround them so fast we 
gould not reach them, as our skiffs could not penetrate it. 
Nor was it strong enough to bear us. Then came a fight of 
one-half or three-quarters of an hour getting clear of this 
pack and back to the windward side of thepond. Our boats 
and our bodies were sheets of ice, and, as I found gloves in 
the way and went bare-handed, my hands were nearly 
frozen. After alittle rest we paddled to a point to wind- 
ward of the ducks for a second rally. Although many went 
out of the pond into the ocean and did not come back, 
others did come, for it was so rowugh outside. Again we 

came down upon the birds. This time they did not wait for 
ue, And we had to shoot them flying. Result of second rally, 
nineteen ducks. Awain we worked wp to the windward shore. 
his time I found so much ice in my boat and on her that 
she hadto be pulled out and clearedyof it. Also, toward 

the latter end of the rally, there was so much ice on my 
coat—fully half an inch I should think—I could hardly get 
wy gun to my shoulder, and when I did the butt slipped up 
or down on the ice of my coat, so as to be very unsteady. 
The ice on my mustache, too, was very uncomfortable, and 
on my eyelashes almost closing my eyes. But I had to have 
one more crack at them. So my friends broke the ice over 
the buttons of my coat until we got that clear. Then I was 
going to try them in my shirt-sleeves, but my friends insisted 
upon my donning an oilskin coat, so with that we started a 
third time. 

My brother got two. I snapped six times at capital shots, 
but the ice was so thick over the firing pins of my gun .that 
the cartridges would not explode. Opening the gun to fix 
them, I could not get it shut. Then, coming into the drift 
ice, I came so near not getting clear this time that I thought 
when a man’s gun was frozen up he had better not. try to 
shoot any more. After a desperate effort we get ashore 
again and then we quit. Result of the three rallies, eighteen 
proadbills, a bhiebill and a widgeon for my brother, cighteen 
broadbills for me. You see we shoot very nearly alike, and 
there is much generous rivalry between us, My brother 
then took the guns in the house and cleaned them. I dis- 
mounted the boats, got them, the oars, the game, ete., safely 
housed and packed, and then we changed our clothes, had a 
capital dinner, and home we came. never had better fun 
ormore excitement in my life. 

Our heavily-laden wagon broke a spring coming home, so 
we came but slowly, otherwise no calamity befel us. I find 
myself suffering ever since with my hands, because of my 
indiscretion in leaving off gloves, The ends of my fingers 
are numb yet, five days after the event; the skin has broken 
in three places on my left thumb, and the whole top of my 
tight little finger has risen in a water blister. But I would 
fo through the sane experience again for the sake of another 
such day. The exhilaration wus such, as I fought the waves, 
I found myself shouting with exultation at every stroke, 
and no one could hear me for the roar of the wind. IT was a 
boy again, and know I shall be a better business man for the 
year to come, until I can get another such day of recreation, 

Next day a hoy went out on the ice which had formed, 
got eight frozen in, dead as we left them, and I think the 
Same number of cripples he shot out of an airole. Con- 
sidering the weather our score was good. 

It was our last chance; the fowl are all'gone. If it had not 
heen for a misunderstanding we should have been there 
Wednesday—iny friend was there we found afterward, the 
day appointed. There were more than 1,000 birds there that 
day. It was a flat, calm and lowering and I believe we could 
have bagged 150 fowl. Tt was a pity, for the larger part went 
out before the storm of ‘Thursday, but we had great sport as 
it was, and better than all, [shot as I used to, o thing I have 
failed to do heretofore this fall. I used to discount my 
brother. Up to this last excursion he has beaten me shame- 
fully this fall. This day the quality of the shooting was a 
little in my favor again considering the miss-fires of my gun. 
Once or twice I took a bird from one flock passing to right 
with one barrel; one from a flock passing to left with the 
other, As these birds fly faster than any swallow or quail it 
is nof an casy feat. 

Our boats are especially constructed for this purpose, My 
brother built them, His is ten feet long, three feet wide and 
one foof deep. Mine nine feet nine inches long, two feet 
nine inches wide and ten inches deep, otherwise they are just 
alike. By this arrangement of sizes hissitsin the wagon body, 
mine fits inside his, We put a seat across mine, load in our 
equipment, hitch up the horse, and away we go to any pond 
where we hearthere are birds. The boats weigh ahout sixty 
pounds each, and another gentleman whoa sometimes goes 
with us has one just large enough to hold my brother’s so 
when he Bogs along his boat sitsin the wagon and ours are 
placed inhis. Iwill describe my boat, which description will 
answer for all, though the internal arrangement of each is 
made to suif the owner and user: 

The sides being sprung—they are made of fin. white 
pine—and secured to (he stem and stern board, and the braces 
inplace, the bottom wasput on, The first covering was of Hin. 
cedar, carefully put on and copper tacked to the braces. 
This was well coated with lead paint, and while wet, heavy, 
close woyen drilling was stretched over it, The drilling was 
then well painted on the outside Before this was quite 
dry, another was put on, filling all the spaces in the threads 
of the cloth with paint. Over this painted drilling was then 
put another bottom of one-quarter inch cedar, and the bottom 
protected by strips one inch wide, running lengthwise of the 
boat, six inches apart. This made a light skiff with a round 
hottom, that, after four year's service, never leaks 4 drop. 
The sportsman sits in the bottom, and so is very low in the 
water, The boat is fitted with patent bow Facing oars, so 
one can watch his game as he rows up to it; and with his 
cocked gun lying between his legs, the muzzle elevated by 
lying over a bulkhead, B, so arranged that he can 
paddle almost up to his game, approaching them from the 
windward. They alwaysrise against the wind, so start to- 
ward the boat; then as they pass, drop the oars, swinging 
the boat with one as you release it, toward the game, up 
with the gun and let them have it right and left. At the 
sportsman’s right is an open topped box, containing his 
loaded cartridges, which can be shoyed under the thwart 
if il is very rough, or there is rain. The bulkhead serves 
a double purpose of keeping the muzzle of the gun elevated, 
and making a space in the how of the boat to throw the 
game to keep them out of the way and keep the hoat 
clean, It is movable, so as to slip out in packing the boats. 
My brother has none in his, his gum Jies in the bottom, and 
Jast year an accidental discharge sent 14 oz. No. 2 shot 
through the bow of his boat, and he came near haying a 
swim ashore. As it is always cold when we go for broad- 
pills it is very uncomfortable taking them out of the icy 
water with the hands after they are shot. So beside the 
right leg of the gunner Jies a short-handled Janding-net 
to lift them. At the time of our last frolic the water froze 
on our nets each time we dipped them, so that they became 
solid ice, were so heavy we could not use them, and after 
the first rally, bare hands had to take their place. That day 
Tused a Remington 12-hore 941b. gun, loaded four drams 
powder, and an ounce of No. six shot. It is a cheap 
($50 new), but is (he best shooting, best balanced gun I 
ever shot, with the beastliest, most ageravating breech-open- 
ing mechanism. There are so many pieces it is constantly 
out of order, and so much of it on the outside, the old thing 
froze up solid. That pair of barrels on a good stock would 
beat the world. I think there is nothing further to say, ex- 
cept that Ihave since been told that the dead birds and 
cripples picked up-the day after our battle were twenty-two 
instead of fifteen, making the total score sixty, 
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GAME AND FISH CHAT. 

FEW items of Quebec news I can give you of the past. 
fall. Most of our game has for some unexplained 

Teason been unusually scarce; there have been but few snipe 
or cock, and bags have been small in consequence, atid in the 
markets high priced ruffed grouse are scarce; Irut this state 
of things is easily accounted for, they are snared almost to 
extinction under the vile law that allows of hare snaring, 
and this state of things there is no remedy for unless it is the 
repeal of the law. But few large ducks haye come in, and 
most of the kinds in market are green and blue winged teal, 
buffle heads and blue bills. Geese have not been so scarce 
for many years, and but few have been shot. Hares, Tam 
happy to see, are getting scarce, and if there were none at 
all our ruffed grouse would benefit by the loss. We have 
had a mild and pleasant season, 110 show of aby account 
until within the last week. Some vessels in the harbor load- 
ing yet. Caribou hunting will very soon be in order; it only 
requires about cighteen inches of good snow witha good 
hard frost, and everything is ready. Everything promises 
well for the sport, So much for sporting notes. 

I see in a copy of the Forrsr anp Steran of Nov. 11 that 
Dr. Sterling in an article on the catfish says: ‘*The extreme 
northern range of the eatfish is, yon may be certain, Lake 
Eric.” In this I beg most politely to differ with him. Dur- 
ing the summer of this year (1880) while ona trip to the 
Northwest I caught over twenty of these fish, yarying from 
ten to twenty-five pounds, in the mouth of small river 
running into the Red River of the North, near the village of 
Hallock, in Minnesota; while in Lake Winnipeg they are 
one of the most common fish in those waters. They seem to 
be of two varieties, one a black, unpleasant looking fish with 
a body sniajl in proportion to the size of the lead, the other 
longer, better shaped, with smaller head and mouth, and yel- 
low in color. I am not sufficiently versed in fish lore to 
know if they really are different varieties, or whether they 
are only male and female of the same kind. One thing I do 
know, that asa table fish they are second to none of the 
fresh water fish except trout. I caught them with small 
green frogs, and in one instance took one with a spoon 
while trolling a rod from the bank for pike. By the way, in 
the Northwest they reverse things as regards the pike family, 
The fish called in all parts of Canada pike are there called 
pickerel, while the pickerel of Upper Canada, and the *‘doré” 
of the Lower Canadian French is the same fish as the wall- 
eyed pike of Minnesota or Dakota. 
They get names mixed up there in the game line as wellas 

the fish. In northern Minnesofa and Dacotah, as well as in 
Manitoba, there are no prairic chickens ( Tetras cupide). There 
are plenty of what are called chickens, sharp-tailed gronse, 
( Tetrao phasinellus) but the chicken is only found where civi- 
lization has come in and cultivated the ground to a certain 
extent. They are plentiful, I believe, in the southern por- 
tion of Minnesota, but in a three months’ trip in the horthemn 
end of the State I never saw or heard of one. Ruifed gronse 
(Tetrao umbellus) are fairly plentiful wherever woods are 
found, while in the eastern portion of the State ptarmigan 
will most prohably be found, as well as. the spruce prouse 
(Tetraa canadensis). 
Your correspondent, who says that, beaver are the first ani- 

mals to fly before civilization, has most probably becn lool 
ing for them near Chicago, New York, or some of the other 
large cities. Let him come to Canada and I will show him 
colonies of them and their dams within five miles of a town 
of 10,000 inhabitants, and they have been there since the first 
setfler began his clearing. They do not decrease, hut increase 
to such an extent that three years ago men were cmployed to 
trap them off, as they spoiled the roads hy undermining them 
until they fellin. They are also fairly plentiful in Muskoka, 
in any of the back parts of Lower Canada, where they are 
nnceasingly persecuted, and in many places in *Ontario, in 
spite of all the civilization that comes in. Wherever they are 
found they are hunted and trapped ‘‘in season” and still they 
hang on and increase and show no signs of clearing out, and 
Tam sure if they were let alone for, say five years, they 
would be as plentiful at the end of that time as they were in 
carly days. They are a very productive animal, and their 
perseverance in building and maintaining their dams in good 
order ig almost unbounded. Tt will hea long time yet before 
the spirit of the last Canadian beaver will be gathered to his 
fathers if they do not disappear any faster than they are 
doing. Av SAvBLz, 

= Or 

A PROPOSED CLUB. 

New Yors, Noy. 27. 
Editor Porest and Stream : 

HAYA just read your “* Proposition to Gentlemen Sports- 
men” with much interest, and I must confess to con- 

siderable satisfaction, although of a rather inverse order, be- 
cause several years ago I foresaw what is now patent toevery 
one, and tried to inaugurate an experiment, which, lad it 
met the success if warranted and been generally adopted, 
would, I think, have done much toward saving the game of 
the Hast, and would certainly have put the farmers and ‘‘gen- 
ilemien sportsmen” on a pleasanter footing. 

Some years since I saw that unlessa man fond of rod and 
gun had a fol) purse and, as is more unfrequently the case, 
abundant time at, his disposal, his chances for having any- 
thing like a reasonable return for his ontlay of time and 
money in pursuit of his favorite pastime were of the ‘*slim- 
est" order, and having found from a liftle experience of a 
rather expensive kind that colossal preseryes after the nature 
of the Blooming Grove Park Association were impracticable, 
T conceived the idea of forming a club of ** gentlemen sports- 
men,” who, like myself, were so situated that they could not 
leaye their business for 4 month at a time, and who would be 
willing to subscribe toward hiring from the furmers the 
shooting privilege over their fartns. 

It seemed to me entirely possible to form a club of twenty 
gentlemen, to subscribe $29 each, which would be $500 per 
annum, for which they ought to be able to obtuin the shooting 
over enough land to secure a couple of dozen birds ina day's 
shoot if properly stocked and preserved, and this within eas 
access of home, They would in the first place have to stock 
and post the land, the farmers to see that no trapping or 
shooting was done over it. ‘The farmers would Certainly 
make more out of the rent paid them than they could get for 
a few illegally trapped birds, and if, as is likely would he the 
case, the club would board with them when down, they ought 
to do decidedly better, besides being free from the annoyance 
of having their Jand overrun by Tom, Dick and Marry. Long 
Tsland, for instance, combining as it does what were once 
good trout streams, facilities for ocean and bay fishiup, eood 
woodcock, quail and grouse cover and points for ducks aid 
bay birds, could be made available to New York eportsmien, | 
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thought, and I was, and still am, willing to try the experi- 
ment. 

So I wrote to Forusr anp Srream and detailed my plan, 
which you kindly published and gave a little “puff,” in re- 
sponse to which I received quite a number of letters from 
gentlemen who would be perfectly willing to contribute to- 
ward my project, thought it perfectly feasible and were anx- 
jons that Ishould at once search for, select and stock the 
grounds, make all arrangements and have them ready to shoot 
over when they saw fit. Others assured me that my idea was 
old and had been tried numberless times ; that the farmers 
would trap and sell the birds; that they would take your 
money and make no effort to preserve; and s0, as no one 
seemed willing to afford me any practical assistance, and as I 
am not enough of a philanthropist to do all the work myself, 
Iconelnded to let the matter drop for the time being, but 
fully intending to ‘‘ put it through” some time, even if [had 
to ‘* go it alone,” for I do not feel that I can afford to waste 
one of my two weeks’ vacation in transit to and from some 
“happy hunting-grounds.” 
Now, as you have re-opened the subject and invited corres- 

pondence, and as J think my plan more feasible than the one 
you suggest, I will reiterate what I said before—that I would 
be glad fo be one of such a club and would do all in my pow- 
er {0 make it a success, and should any others take sufficient 
interest in the niatter to wish fo investivate it further, I would 
be happy to hear from them, either through the columns of 
the Forrsr AND STREAM or by addressing me personally at 
this office; and more particularly, if among them there should 
be any who have seen the experiment tried, they will confer 
a favor by giving the result of their observation ta Saux, 

—<— 

GROUSE, QUAIL AND DEER. 

WELLESVILLE, N. Y. Noy. 22. 
TS my letter of November 8 I stated that for several years 

back I had not seen a partridge ‘‘tree”’ upon being 
flushed. The next day I was hunting with my pointer and 
flushed a bird that fiew up into a maple tree; rested there a 
moment and then left for parts unknown. I iniagined the 
bird said, just as he started off, ‘Tut, tut, tut! Don’t tell ‘Bell 
Muzzle’ again that grouse don't tree in your country.” On 
the same day I bagged a gray-tailed partridye—the only one 
this year—whose weight was 23 ounces. 

The altitude of our village is upward of 1,500 feet above 
the level of the sea, and the hills around us are from 1,700 to 
2,000 feet, so cold weather sets in early. Our winters are so 
severe that quail do not thrive here. Not one of our resi- 

. dents in a hundred eyer ssw one of these beautiful birds shot. 
No quail have been killed this year. I knew of a covey with- 
in a couple of miles of our village a short time before the 
Open season, Since the first of November our sportsmen 
have called at their old quarters, and each time the answer 
has been, ‘‘ Not at home.” Query: Do the quail know when 
the open season begins? If they do they must consult the 
New York statutes oftener than most of us. 

One of our citizens has ordered sent from Nevada half a 
dozen pairs of California quail, with the intention of liherat- 
ing them and ascertaining if they will thrive here. He tells 
me that he has seen them on the mountains in California and 
Neyada, where it must be colder than our country, and that 
these quails breed like ruffed grouse. If so, I do not know 
why they sliould not do well here. 
When I last wrote youl anticipated haying fine sport 

hunting deer in Potter County. Penn., but neuralgia. has 
struck me in the back with such foree that I can hardly walk. 
Lhope some of your readers will tell us through your col- 
ums what success {hey met with in Potter County. F. 

———_ =» +@i-—.— - _ 

Tue WASTE OF WATERFOWL—City, Nov. 24.—In your last 
number you spoke of the reat waste of food fish that rman wn- 
appreciated and consequently not made yse of. Anotherclass 
of provender that the poor could afford 10 buy and that might 
be furnished in great abundance in our markets is wasted in 
an almost wicked manner. I refer to {he sea ducks. All 
along the Connecticut coast the duck-shooters kill immense 
quantities of ducks from the iniddle of September until the 
first of May. Some of fhese ducks are eaten, others are sim- 
ply picked for their feathers, and a large proportion are 
thrown away without any further use being mace of them 
than to furnish the sport of shooting. A friend of mine visit- 
ing Branford last week counted over two hundred dead ducks 
strewn along the beach that had been killed by the swell 
shooters who did not care to use the birds because they were 
of an inferior sort; and [myself have seen aman sit ina 
boat ‘in line” and shoot for hours, neyer troubling himself 
to pick up a single duck, These ducks—coots, as they are 
called—are very much better eating than a large part of the 
food that the poor of this city arein the habit of using, al- 
though of course they are somewhat inferior, still no one 
could question the fact that they are worthy of being reck- 
oned as a valuable foad supply. Any man who will go to 
Milford, Merwin’s Point, Branford and & dozen other places 
on the Connecticut coast can buy barrels of these ducks at 
the rate of ten cents or less per pair of ducks, und it seems 
as though it would pay some one to try the experiment, retail- 
ing the birds in this city at alowprice, but making enough to 
ay for expressaze and time with na moderate profit. At 

Brinford, the place ] am most familiar with, the runners 
shoot every day that the weather will permil, aml! often kill 
hundreds of ducks in a day, almost all of which might be 
bought all the way from ten cents per pair down to nothing. 

Forrx. 

Heavy Birps—/yvanklin, N. ¥., Nov. 23.—1 notice in 
last issue of Forest AnD StrEAM Chas, F. Kent reports the 
killing of rnfied grouse weighing 30 oz. each ; also one weigh- 
ing 284 0z. Also, notice ‘* Ruffed Grouse,” of Ashiield, 
Mass., having killed one weighing 1 Ib.180z. Now, as lam 
the one that asked for the reports upon the weight of this 
noble game bird, upon which I have had such an extended | 
experience, and the heaviest one I ever killed weighing 1 Ib. 
12 oz., or 12-1bs., the ruff of which was sent to the office of 
the Rop anp Gow at the time, allow me, together with my 
prettiest how, to withdraw the long-worn plume of honor 
from my own hat, and, with due appreciation, implant the 
same, with the honors thereof, upon the worthy hats of my 
brother sportsmen, ‘' Rutfed Grouse,” of Ashfield, Mass., and 
Chas F. Kent, of Monticello, N. ¥., and may they have the 
honor and pleasure of wearing them as lonz and with the 
same amount of pride as I have been enabled to. Now, hay- 
ing lost my ruffed grouse plume, T shall hug still tizlter my 
heaviest woodcock plume of 11} 07. As none huye reported, 
I believe, fo have excelled it, and as that old boy in New Jer 
sey is dead, Lhope to be able to wear it still longer. 

M. P. MoKoon. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

I 
Prymovrm County, Mass.—Game scarce up to Friday | 

night, Noy. 19. At Silver Lake, a sheet of water three miles 
Jong and about a mile wide, there are seven stands, each one 
having from ten to twenty-five live geese decoys. They have 
made the following scores: Geese —11, 7, 6, 4, 4, 8, 0; total, 
34. Noducks. At some of the small ponds, where black 
ducks have always been plenty in former years, the score is 
very small, viz.: ducks, 112; Teal, 41. November 11 and 
12 there was a good flight, but they did not stop. Never he- 
fore have there heen so few seen in this section. The small 
ponds are now freezing oyer and ducking for the season is 
abont closed. Quail about Duxbury, Mingston and Plymouth 
scarce. Partridges few and far between, and not more than 
half grown. In Marshfield I hear from my sporting friends 
that quail are plenty. In Plymouth Woods, as far down as 
Sandwick and Falmouth, there have been quite a number of 
deer. Killed one, a fine buck, weighing 250 pounds—all the 
others small, Wooncodr, 

Massacnuseris—Ohariton, Nov. 21.—L wish to express 
my sentiments on game in Massachusetts. Ever since I was 
old enough to carry a gun I have handled one, but since I 
have hunted I never saw game birds so scarce as now. 
There are plenty of rabbits, but those I do not hunt. I for 
one wish that there could be a law passed and enforced to 
prevent. any shooting for the next three years, excepting 
birds of prey, foxes, skunks, etc., and would have a heavy 
fine on partridge, woodcock, quail, duck and all game birds, 
also on rabbits and squirrels. I think that then birds would 
be plenty and every one would enjoy a day’s shooting. I 
would like to hear through the columns of your yaluable 
puper from others interested in sporting in Massachusetts. 

; HUNTER. 

Prxxsyiyanta—Brickercille, Pa., Nov. 22.—This country 
is full of ruffed grouse and considerable quail or partridge, 
while the common red rabbit is as plenty as bad weeds. 
Quite a number of Philadelphia sportsmen frequent this sec- 
tion. Shooting matches are of frequent occurrence. Foxes 
are as numerous here as in any part of the State, and within 
a few miles of here are some of the best packs of hounds and 
old fox hunters in Pennsylvania, Opossum and ‘ coons” are 
getting pretty well hunted out, though one party I know of 
has caught ninety-five skins this past winter, seventy-nine 
and eighty with one good night dog. 

Cortranp, iV. ¥., Nov. 21.—I was somewhat interested 
in the statement of Mr. Kent published in last issue of Forrsr 
AnD STREAM in regard to weight of ruffed grouse. I once 
shot what I supposed to bean extraordinarily Jarge bird that 
weighed, after carrying in the gume bag all day, twenty-eight 
ounces. I would like to know if the thirty ounce bird he 
mentions was alen or cock partridge. I understand from 
observation that the hen attains the Jargest size. In connec- 
tion with this L would like to speak of a tame partridge once 

| owned by a friend of mine, a captain of a schooner on Cayu- 
va Lake. The bird was brought down and found to have a 
broken wing. Mr. C., wishing to try’ the experiment fof 
taming apartridge carried him home alive. By care and at- 
tention the bird grew so tame that after a time he would re- 
main upon Mr. C.'s, shoulder while he played the violin. 
Until the bird died he accompanied Mr. C, on his trips up 
and down the lake. Mia. 

Noves rrom Virarsra—Vov. 22.—Gume of all sorts is in 
fair quantity. The partridge, or quail—our favorite for 
sporl|—is in fine condition, but I am sorry to say that the 
game Jaw was largely violated, and the boom of tle pot-hunt- 
ers muzzle-loader was heard far and wide in the land before 
the close season expired. Wild turkeys and deer are quite 
abundant in some sections, and the ‘old hares,’ though ap- 
parently exterminated every winter, are as plentiful as ever. 
November is our best month for catching large pond bass 
(Myeropterus pullidas), here usually called *‘ chub.” The cool 
nights drive them from the brush and Jogsnear shore out into 
the open, deep water, where they afford good sport. But 
the early ‘!cold snap” now upon us has been foo severe, and 
preyented them from biting at all. They donot exactly ‘hi- 
bernate,” hut in cold weather they lie alnost dormant in the 
deepest water, and willnot nove three feet for the most entic- 
ing bait. ‘They will then only take small minnows, as if con- 
scious of a slow digestion. But after the water has reached 
the ice point they make a dish almost us delicate us the trout. 

West ViremtA—Berheley Springs, Non. 27.—A large flock 
of wild geese were seen on the Potomac about three niles 
from here yesterday. <A fine yonng bear weighing 145 1bs. was 
also brought into town a few days ago, having been killed on 
Cacapon Mountain. On Thanksgiving Day KE. Gray Pendle- 
ton, of this place, brought in a wild Turkey which weighed 
28 lbs., being the largest I ever saw. I have two fine fawns 
that are so tame they will eat ont of our hands, and it is all 
we can do to keep them out of the house, but as we are 
foing to the city very soon I will he obliged to sellthem. I 
will take $25 for the two, as IT do not want them parted If 
you heur of any one that wants them] shall be much 
obliged if you will let me know. Vroror. 

Fuorwa—st. Auyustine, Nov, 28.—Our sportsmen have 
but little opportunity for hunting or fishing nowadays. We 
have often remarked, when riding over the bridge over the 
Sebastian River, the motley crowd assembled there fishing. 
Soldiers, white men, colored men ladies, negro women 
and children; the two Jatter classes generally in an 
assortment of ragged clothes, and they haul out 
the fish too. Mr. de Laureal, an old French gen- 
tleman who is » resident here and a great sportsman, coni- 
plains that this year the quailare all trapped und he can shoot 
none. He said that one day returning from a long hunt as 
he was crossing the Sebastian Bridge a lady friend asked him 
What success?” ‘None at all.” ‘' Then T have done bet- 

| ter than you, for while I haye been standing here fishing I 
have bought fourteen live quail for fifty cents.” Con1ins. 

Monrrzar, Canada, Nov. 20.—Mr. ©. C. Beatty, of H. R. 
M. Postal Service, and the writer have spent the past two 
weeks duck shooting in the marshes near Missisquoi Bay on 
Lake Champlain, where we have had good sport and made 
fair bags of whistlers, butter-balls, black ducks, red-heads, 
blue-bills, ete. The cold weather and the snow that has fallen 
during the past few dayshave driven the last named ducks 

| wway to warmer regions, Int large flocks of Canada gvese 
haye taken their place, and will give good sport for some 
time yet. We are enjoying fine sleighing here in this north- 
ern metropolis, The snow is fully twelve or fifteen inches 
désp, STANBTEAD. 
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Tue Gort Isranp Crvn.—Several of the members of the 
recently formed Gull Island Club are now at their club house, 

and others are to follow shortly. Messrs. R. ©. Johnson, 
Al. Heritage, Thos. Hall, A. E. Nash and Ben Payne went 

down last Saturday with a huge store of ammunition and 
provisions. Next Saturday Messrs. Geo. B, Haton, Frank 

Harrison, J. B. Burdette and R, Heinich join the party ; and 
with Sheriff J. J. Toffey and Messrs. EB, Z. Wright and 
Frank Thompson, the list will be complete. We know that 
the score of birds brought to bag will be a large one; but, 

without anticipating, we wait for the report promised by 
‘* Jacobstaff.”” 

Deer in Suntivan Counry—Zildred, WV. ¥., Nov. 22.— 
Samuel Hutts killed six deer in the last ten days. Daniel 
Hallock killed one last Monday, and Tuesday he killed an- 
other, and a hunter by the name of Runels, hunting with D. 
Hallock, killed a large buck Tuesday. Hallock’s two deer 
fetched him in market $35 cash. Deer are unusually plenty. 
The writer was hunting but not in luck: had two shots at 
different deer, but they were too far off for buckshot, A rifle 
is best on open ground, and the deer are about all in the 
burnt districts where the brush is thin. Hoyrer. 

Expren, Sullivan County, N. ¥.—I have taken great 
pleasure in reading your Dittmar Powder exposure, as well 
as everything else in the paper. I can kill three partridges 
out of every five over my setter. David Halleck killed thir- 
teen straight over his on the 10th and 11th of November. 
Partridges here weigh from nineteen to twenty-four ounves. 

HUNTER. 

Cotorapdo Mars—Denver, Col., Nov. 18.—I take pleasure 
in mailing to-day copies of the new maps just prepared for 
the Denver and Rio Grande Railway. They are typographi- 
cally correct and show the principal points of interest to tour- 
ists and sportsmen, and I hope will aid you in your labors, 
which prove so sincere a source of delight to us sportmen. 
Game is exceedingly abundant throughout the entire State, 
and particularly through the San Luis Park. C. M. H. 

An AMATEUR GuN-MAKER.—Many of onr Pennsylvania 
readers will sympathize with Prof. W. B. Hall, of Lancaster, 
Pa., the loss of whose valuable gun appeared in our columns 
last week. Professor Hall is perhaps the most skillful ama- 
leur gun-maker in this country, and his work is wonderfully 
good. His engraving, done by Mr. Stephen Summerville, 
of Philadelphia, is very beautiful, and the completed gun 
worthy of the very best workman. We hope that Professor 
Hall may recover his gun. 

A Froriwa Parry—Vitehburg, Mass., Nov, 22.—We have 
organized the past summer, with the aid of your columns, 
and from among your readers in different parts of the country, 
i Florida party for the coming winter. Our route is down the 
Kissinmee River to Okeechohee, then to the southwest coast 
via Caloosahatchie River. Ifin the course of our trip we 
should meet with anything of interest to your readers we will 
communicate it to you. G. O. A. 

Lone Isnayn—Port Jefferson, Nou. 26.—Quail are plenty. 
Chas. M. Ivines killed twelve quail and two rabbits yester- 
day. Ducks plenty;; on Wednesday they were here by the 
acre. Men go off and get twenty to thirty ducks. Ducks 
shot from blinds with decoys. Bay is sixty rods from P. J. 
House. In one corner of the bay is marsh, where black ducks 
and geese are found: The Narrows are always open, and in 
severe weather ducks are plenty; and in season, black duck, 
shelldrakes, whistlers, coots and old squaws, the latter too 
very plenty. 

Drer StaucnrEr—Canton, St. Luwrence County, N. Y., 
Now, 26.—I am told that Richard Allen and a party of gen- 
tlemen (?) from Redwood, Jefferson County, have during 
the past month killed between twenty and thirty deer in the 
south part of this county with dogs. Here is, or ought to 
be, work for the State Association. Hounding deer must 
be stopped, or good-bye deer in this part of the world. N. 

Tre Gamxininarket is the same as last week with the addi- 
tion of woodcock from Morristown, N. J., and deer, quail 
and ruffed grouse from Tennesee and Kansas. 

Towsa— Washington.— Weather cold and game scarce with 
the exception of rabbits. We JiiGs 

——— +9- —____.. 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

NEW YORK GUN CLUB 'TOURNAMENT. 

HE tournament held nnder the anspices of the New York Gun 

Club, on ‘Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Noyember 25, 26 

and 27,in whith also members of the Tong Branch, Maryland, 
Narragansett, Orange. Philadelphia, Riverton, Staten Islandjand 

New York gun clubs and the Westminster Kennel Club competed, 

ws opened on Thursday with the visitors’ match ; entrance fee, 
$10; 10 birds, handicap rise, use of both barrels ; 21 entries : 
S T Arthur_, 26 yards. * a) BRS a ey eel 
Dunievy 27 A Py 2d PP) tee esa 
Trane. BT OS Dek te Tea Say 
Travis. +28 2 Te ok Dt te Peaiesss 
“ Martin ”.. 28 Ol1to0071 0 WS 
Parker... 28 Det ee a ee 
ehneo lk Ghee. es eke BF tote a eee 70 
Col Butler. ...-.-...29 Lier hat Tw es 
AITIONN. 22... as Date ie ee tere 
JoUuGS ce org a Dea et Ts ee 
Warr O41 1TV000 10 1—8 
Balley ie} Deel? lad te ig 
Reblin....... fi he Da 
Col 4rmstron eT kot Teh Tee 
Wallace... -., Ted Tee aa 
Edmunds... IL-6 td) 2. 1. Der 
Martin. ...... 11, 2 * 0) 4.0 es 
Es Murphy.......30 L ed (0 aah’ # AP ae 
Baldwin........... a5 Lo? Leu te ee 
GOURTRY er yeacsc-xee20 98 @  Sedawc deen ee OLidatwy +s ) es 
Welson, ...-...--- 24 oes Ho Fis tg Le awe a a a es nals Fen fy 

Ties, miss and go out. 
PDO Leyes bod oc od reps Avi als bop! v anal tn aa a lee eek ote ee 
Baley ries. ses. - oe OU he Lari eee be esis Dele oy Sf eee 

Mr. Bailey's ninth bird dropped dead just out of bounds, Mr. 
Stroud, who is a member of the Riverton Club of Philadelphia, 
wou the first prize, a Reilly double Express rifle in case, with im- 
plements complete, yalued at 3350, ~ 
The ties On nine for second prize scored as follows : 

Dunlevy....2T yards......1 1 0—8 Edmunds....29 yards. .... {sor 
Col Butler seen ee) Wi Baldwin. ....25 5 eee 
Arnold... 1113 
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Mr, Arnold, who is also a member of the Riyerton Club, won the 
second prize, S100. 

Ties on eight, 
Arthur..... 25 yards..... OW Martin, ....26 yards...,,1 

-. «1 110-3 Godfrey. ...29 
Wee 1iiti—t 

Col, Armsivong, of the New York Club, won third prize, 350. 

The day was almost as bad as could he imagined for shooting, as 
4 pHOWwstorm prevailed during the shoot, aud, as the birds were all 

of light color, if made it almost impossible to see them. After the 

above match was fimished the gentlemen present shot optional 
sWeepatikes until dusk. 

Friday was cold and clear, but the sun on the snow made a glare 
which was very trying fo the eyes. The first event for the day was 

jhe match for the Barron Cup, open to members of the New York 

Gun Club only. The cup was presented to the club by Dr. John 

©, Barron, to be contested for under the following conditions 

Bntrence fee, $1: ten birds, handicap rise, to be won three times 

by the same person before becoming his property. ‘The preceding 

wilners are as follows; March 20, G. B. Greer; April 3, R. 
Knowles ; April 17, H. Reblin; May 1, Col. Ammstrong (second 
time); May 22, J. Hoey, There were thirteen entries for this 

match Friday. The scores are given Lelow : 
; Le Rl Sy sie 

de Dw) hd) 8: 
6 0 0 W 
DS 0 05d: of) 16 

te) ee es enka 
Le teh el One of oa 

M Atorr Boece UGE ae 
PO: ‘Lal do ot es. 

DOS er Oe 3457 
Edmunds: De 00 
Bristol... DPR se i Si. 

29 SU AE See ere tas Eat By 
Col. Butler and Mr. Arnold tied, On the shoot off Myr. Arnold 

won with the following score : 

Col Butler.....30 yards....004—2 Arnold...,..2¢9 yards....., 11ia—3 

Whe next eyent was the handicap match. Entrance fee, $5: 10 
birds, re-entries allowed. 
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re-entry. Pb 2 15 2 1s 
Mr. Soule, of the Riverton Club, won first, 

yalued at 380. 
In the ties on nine Col. Armstrong had three chances, Gol. But- 

ler two and Mr. Murphy one, They shot off, miss and go ont 
scoring as follows + : 
Col Armstrong: ...21...5 28 yarils..:.:.....- I 
Ool Butler. ..2;+--. +29) 

tint 
9 ei 

BG Marpliy...... cco e. 30 

11721 0-8 
12d 1 3-9 

Ll 
1 | 

U1 chane..25 ! 

As it was too dark to finish, 
the third prize, $20. 

The only match on the programme for Saturday was the cham- 
pion match at 25 birds, 30 yards rise; entrance fee, $25. ‘The 

day was 2 yery good one for shooting, excepting that the glare 

cansed by the sun on the snow made-a sort of a mirage which was 
trying to the eyes, The birds were mostly blue rocks and strong 

flyers. The number of entries was fifteen, The scores are ap- 
pended : 

Mezars, Arnold and Jordan divided 

Col Butler........ O01 TLTEL1O*I 11 *0114941190%111 1418 
pS a en Pe Em Ba RO oe ae Br ey hn in ek 
-L1111010111211117111101106 L4 
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el Vito t1110170107111111417- 91 
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Sherwoad... +217T1111111171111000001101 1-49 
Dunleyy.... Pe Tk ee Lee Sat nor 
Martin.... -1100112100700111111111100 0—i6 
Peterson, .-:. 01 0110111011000W 
Arnold... gs belle E Pp bath tei Anika LSE vee war Pb ee 
Arthur. . OHDOT 0s Bs Mis FO) Bs an eV STs Unease Ua iD ii fs es bg 
Godfrey. 2 O0101*10wW 

Col Armstrong ....0101211211*110110414101117 1-49 

Mr, F. ©. Arnold, of the Riverton Club, won the champion cup 
and £10) by the excellent score of 25 straight killed birds, and 
miost of them hard drivers. Mr, F, P. Sands, of the Narragansett 
Club, won the second prize, $100, with a score of 21. In the ties 
on 20 for third prize there were four men. The tie was shot off, 
iniss ond go out: scores as follows: Edmunds, 0: Gardner, *; 
Ii, t+, Murphy, 0; Dexter (25 yards), 1. } 

Mr, Dexter, who is a member of the New York Club, won the 
tiird prize, $50. Mr. Dexter was given two yards on account of 
using a 20-bore gun. After this shoot Judge Gildersleeye pre- 
ented the champion cup to Mr, Arnold with a few appropriate re- 
ijuarks, and proposed three cheers for the champion, which were 
riven with a will, j 
The glass ball match was rhot on Thursday and Friday under 

‘be following conditions; Entrance fee, $1; ten balls from three 
Hogardus traps. Mr, E. G. Murphy won the first prize, a Greener 
club gun, valned at 385; Mr. W. G. Murphy the second, $25; Mr. 
Jamison the third, a set piece, “‘ Game Birds,” presented by Edwin 
‘5. Harris; Mr. J, Hoey the fonrth, 310. 

This ended the tournament, the Riverton Club of Philadelphia 
taking all the first prizes except in the®glass ball match. The 
birds were fnrnished by the veteran, Miles Johnson, and a better 
lot are seldom seen, Mr. Arnold’s shooting was excellent, as in 
the three days he only missed ten birds. The tournament was a 
perfect success, and the gentlemen parted expressing themselyes 
well satistied with the way the arrangements had been carried out. 

a 

Fouxraix Guy Cruus—Brooklyn Driving Park, Now. 25.—The 

xecond practice shoot, under New York State rules, for three 
valuable prizes, donated by subscription from members of this 

club—objeet, to 1ddto the sinking fund to aid in dgtraying ex- 

Island, on or about June, 1881—was held at the club grounds on | In each case the above prizes to go to first prize winner in 
Thanksgiving Day. The shooting was at seven birds each, and 

members handicapped in three clases, Ist, 2d and 3d; the prizes 

equal in value, and members placed in their respectiye class ac- 

cording to their shooting record. The club house was warm 

and the snow cleaned from the plank walk to the scoring points, 
and every convenience well arranged for the comfort of the 
shooters and spectators. The birds, provided by Mr. Harry Miller, 
were good flyers, aud the snow on the ground made shooting diffi- 

eult, but good work was done for all that, There were 1,000 birds 

ou the ground, and shooting was kept wp until dark, during which 

time 38 men shot 411 birds, notwithstanding a blinding snow 
storm in the afternoon, which did not at all disconcert the mem- 

bers. The match was not shot off, and will be resumed on the 

first Wednesday in December, when a number of new entries will 

bemade. As far asit has gone the chances for prizes stand as 

follows, viz.: 1st class—Dr. Talbot, seven straight in each of four 

entries; Mr, G. W. Wingert, seyen straight on one entry; My. 

Baylis, also Heven on one entry, and Mr. Benson, seyen on same, 
2d class—Mr. Geo. Chappell had five entries, and a clean score was 

made on each ; Mr. Cherry had two entries and made his seven on 

each ; Mr. Schuorer made his seven on one entry. 3d class—Mr. 
Abel Crook was left alone with seven straight. The total results 

will be given after the ties are shot off. The club had a jolly day 

of it with plenty to eat, ete., and adjourned to the club rooms in 

the evening. 

Essex Gos Cius—Newark, N. J., Nov. 23.—tTuclosed please 
find the scores of the few members who were not in the field at onr 

last competition. We usually tarn out from eighteen to twenty- 
fiye men at our shoots, but many of them are off worrying the quail 

Regular match, 25 yards, Noy. 17: and grouse. 
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Go to GC. L. Ritzmann, 943 Broadway, if you want to buy a gun 

cheap. 
SH 

Purify the blood, Cleanse the Stomach and Sweeten the Breath 

with Hop Bitters. 

Ghe Hennel. 

THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

SPECIALS TO FOREST AND STREAM. 

New Svrroix, L. 1, Noy. 29, 1880. 

HE second annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials 

Club was commenced to-day under the most favorable 

circumstances. Following closely on the heels of the two 

unfortunate meetings at Lancaster, Penn., and Vincennes, 

Ind., it was with many misgivings that the philo-kuons 

started for this place. The stormy weather that spread 

throughout the country last week no doubt had the effect of 

deterring many from putting in an appearance, but those 

that were plucky enough to brivg their dogs here will find 

that the grounds on Robins’ Island are wonderfully well titted 

for the purpose of running dogs, and that there are enough 
native and imported birds on the range to enable the speedy 
running off of the heats. 

An advanee guard of many of the handlers of crack dogs 
came this way several days ago. This was a wise move on 
their part, for if is necessary to acclimate stock in this 
section if good work is to be expected from it. We know 
this to be so from personal experience, often having moved 
our dogs during the summer months from fhe mountainous 
region of New York State to the cliffs of Montauk. The 
strong salt air and change of water does certainly affect the 
scenting powers, and, when competitions of this kind are to 
be-entered into, every point should be observed. 
‘_ Saturday evening’s train bronght down a goodly nuinber, 
and the special train which ran out from Brooklyn on Sun- 
day afternoon added to the party. Monday again saw a 
large arrival, and as the running of the All Aged Stakes is 
neared many more will unquestionably turn up. An informal 
meeting of the members of the Association was held on Sun- 
day evening at the New Suffolk Hotel, Dr. Aten, President, 
Eastern Field Trials Club, in the chair. The business of the 
evening consisted in the appointment of three field stewards, 
Messrs. John E. Hecksher, New York City ; Edward A. 
Spooner, New York City ; and Dr. J. C. Munroe, Brooklyn, 
N.Y. The latter gentleman being one of the judges, but 
not one of those selected to act for the Nursery Stakes. It 
was stated that the three Judges appointed to care for the 
Nursery Stakes were Col. James Gordon, Pontotock County, 
Miss.; J. Von Lengerke, West Hoboken, N. J.; and Dr. 
Rawlins Youngs, Corinth, Miss. It was also announced that 
no dogs save those belonging to the stakes being run would 
be allowed on the Island. The drawing for braces in the 
Nursery Stakes was then gone through with, and the meet- 
tne adjourned until Monday evening at 8 Pp. mM. 

According to the official programme the Club Stakes were 
annouced to close on Nov. 18, but on account of but a few 
members being aware of the fact, it was decided to leave the 
entry list open until the evening before the running off of 
the stakes. 

SpPEoIAL Prizes. 
AuL-Acrp Sraxes.—Fox gun from American Arms Com- 

pany. 
Porry SvaKes,—English gun case, fom Schuyler & Du- 

ane, 189 Broadway, New York City. 
Brace Srakes.—EHasy chair, from Wm. Schwarzwaelder 

& Co., 9 East Broadway, New York City. 
Norsery Svaxes.—2,000 Winchester shells, from Winches- 

ter Arms Company. 
Cus Sraxes.—Pair shooting boots, from Thompson & 

Son, 301 Broadway, New York City. 
For Best Poiwver iy Any Srakes.—aA silver cup, from 

penses for thé néxt State tournanfent, which will be Weld at Coney | Durfey & Schibler, John street, New York City, 

stakes. 
Nursery Stakes.—Open to all setters and pointers under 

12 months of age. Limited to 15 entries. First prize, $60; 
second prize, #40; third prize, $20. Entrance fee, #10; for- 
feit, $7.50. Closed November 28, 1880, with seven nomina- 
tions, out of which there were five starters and two with- 
drawals. 

ENTRIES. 

John G. Hecksher, New York City, liver and white poimter 
bitch Queen (Dan-Imported Hebe), 11 months. 

John G. Hecksher, New York City, liver and white pointer 
dog Blue Chips (Dan-Imported Hebe), 11 months. With- 
drawn ; paid forfeit. 

D. 5. Gregory, Jv., Jersey City, lemon and white pointer 
| bitch Belle, formerly Leona (Sensation—White’s Grace), 11 
months. 
Wm. Tallman, Drownville, R. L, white and black setter 

bitch Jennie I. (Scranton’s Patch—Jennie), 8 months. 
August Belmont, Jr., New York City, liver and white 

pointer dog John (Dan—Imported Hebe), 11 months. Dead. 
James R. Raymond, Brooklyn, N. Y., liver and white 

pointer dog Rover, 11 months. 
J. Benkard, Jr., New York City, liver and white pointer 

bitch Hebe Il. (Dan-Imported Hebe), 11 months. 

SUMMARY OF THE DRawine oF THE Bracers. 

Benkard’s Hebe IL. against Grezory’s Belle. 
Raymond’s Rover against Tallman’s Jennie IT. 
Hecksher’s Queen 2 bye. 

Monpay, Novemeer 29, Firsy Day. 

As agreed upon the start was made punctually at half-past 
eight o’clock from the hotel, and as the rain had stopped fall- 
ing early in the previous evening, and the clouds had opened 
a little the party that boarded the little steam yacht which 
had been chartered to convey those interested in the trials to 
Robin’s Island threw away dull care, and seemed as jolly a 
lot as ever met together. Sharply did the boat's whistle 
pipe away to hurry down the laggards to the landing place, 
and soon the ropes were cast olf and the little propeller went 
steaming toward the Mecca for Hastern Field Trial Meetings. 
Passing through a small fleet of scallop-boats and occasionally 
moving small beds of ‘‘coots” and ‘‘old wives” the boat 
reached theisland shortly after nine o’clock after a mile and a 
half sail. 

STAT MILES 

Fae 
Robin's Island, where the running of the trials had been de- 

cided te be held, is the property of Mr. Ira B. Tuttle, of New 
Suffolk, . I. It divides Great Peconic Bay from the little 
Peconic Bay and lies in the middle of the entrance to the 
former. ‘The island lies nearly north by west and south by 
east and is a mile and three-quarters long, but a large portion 
of this lengh is due to the narrow sand spits which extend to 
the northward and southward from the main body of the is- 
land. 

It is ef moderate height and grassy, being destitute of 
trees, but stunted scrub oak thiekets cover the crowns of the 
hills that rise from the centve of the island and extend to the 
southward. From the water the Island shows steep faces 
from ten to twenty feet high on all sides save to the north- 
ward. The soii is sandy as a general thing, but there are 
several clay pits toward the northwestern shore. The extent 
is said to be about 500 acres, seventy-five of which are under 
cultivation. The vegetation is rank, and the rolling hills to 
the north remind one of those near Reedy Pond on Montauk 
Point. Salt water grass and bay-berry bushes, with a deal of 
nasty briars, form the principal cover and make it a hard 
place for youngsters to run, indeed, a strong, lusty dog finds 
his work cut out for him to make any kind of speed. But 
there 1s a large portion of the island to the westward where 
dogs can be speeded on the rolling hills and where they can 
be seen at all times, 
The day opened cloudy and raw, with the wind in the &. 

W., but later on the wind shifted to the northward, and the 
sun peeped out from time to time, and when it sank behind 
the Shinnecock Hills the sky was as clear asa bell. Having 
left our rubber Goats and wraps at the house near the landing 
a move wasmade for the most likely find, Before reachin 
the fields to be drawn a large beyy of birds were aieconene 
near the barn, and from every nook and corner the calling 
note of quail was borne down upon the wind. This argued 
well for good sport and if the trials do not terminate in a 
grand success it will not be caused from a scarcity of birds, 
or lack of a proper place for the running of the trials. 

Belle against Hebe II. 

Mr. Gregory’s Belle, was handled by Mr. Elias A. Haight, 
apd Mr. Benkard’s Hebe IL by Mr. W. Tallman. The for- 
mer is a beautiful all-over little bitch, the latter see ly 
out of condition, with size in favor of Belle. The handlers 
were sent.down to the leeward side of an old stubble field 
grown up Wifh rag weed. Toward one side along strip of 
buckwheat ran across the field. Before this could be reached 
a cow that was pastured there flushed along a fence a very 
large bevy of over fifty strong and unusually large birds. 
They whirred up with socb a noise as to even startle the 
weary Vincennes travelers. The birds topped a knoll and 
pitebked in the bay-berry bushes covering the tract of ground 
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beyond, which lay on the north shore of the island. Belle, 
‘On approaching the spot where the birds had moved from, 

ul a remaining brace of birds flushed, and she dropped to 
wing. In proceeding to where the birds had been marked 
down Belle straightened herself out and pointed hesitat- 
“ingly on a small fresh roost which sume birds had just left, but 
‘she was uncertain and roaded on. Hebe was sent to the fore, 
but the cover was too thick to work the dogs in, and some 
grassy patches were tried. ‘Tallman ahead of his puppy 
flushed a single bird, and Hebe dropped to order. Belle then, 
having the wind, pointed staunchly stern well up and 

“straightened herself out. At order she drew on grandly re- 
minding one of the old sort, and after roading about twenty 
eet the bird which had been running flushed of itself. 

elle was given the point, which she deseryed thoroughly. 
Warming to her work she showed form and srand style. 
Further on a hevy was moved by Tallman, and at the sound 
of its taking wing another bevy flushed where Belle had 
first taken up the frail of the single bird. All of these 
birds were proclaimed to be natives, as the three hundred 
imported birds from Illinois had been planted in another gec- 
tion of the island. As the second hevy scattered in u narrow 
strip of scrub oaks near the beach, both bitches were swung 
around to the leeward of the patch. On the outer edge Hebe 
pointed and the birds were flushed and shot at by Tallman. 
One bird started for the main land, but tired out and fell in 
the water a quarter of a mile from shore. Belle a moment 

later pointed, and the brace was ordered up at 9,05 4. uw, 
after being down just half an hour. Belle was awarded the 
the heat, provision being made to have her back later on. 

_ Certainly over 150 birds had been moved on the range. 

| Rover ugainst Jennie If, 

' Mr. Raymond’s Rover was put down, a large, leeey 
pointer, with good head, being handled by Ma. G. H. New- 
ton and Jennie IL by her owner, the latter being a tiny set- 
ter infant. In same part of ground the sturt was made. Both 

dogs at once pointed on separate birds, being somewhat apart. 
The handlers were ordered to flush and kill, but both birds 
escaped. Jennie dropped to order, but Rover held his point, 
and later a bird was flushed in front of him. Under the cir- 
cumstances this performunce was worthy of high rating. The 
brace was then given a spin in the old stubble field, the little 
Ditch moving quite sharply, while Rover measured off the 

ound with a slow rolling lope. Back to the bay-bushes the 
race were sent, and in the scrub-oaks Rover made a rattling 

point, head well up and turned to one side. He was staunch- 
ness itself, and stopped where he was until Tallman, in cat- 
and-mouse-like-manner, could conyey his little bitch in sight 
for her to back. She was allowed this, we think mistakenly. 
Jennie was then put on some birds and Rover was given a. 
ehance to back her, which he failed todo. The judges then 
requested the handlers to establish a point to enable Belle, 
winner of first heat, an opportunity to back, the brace, for 
the time, being relieved trom penalty should flushes oceur. 
Rover found and remained staunch on point and bevy was 
moved. Jennie, upon reaching place where beyy pitched, 
pointed excellently, and Rover, who was ascending the hill- 
side beyond, caught sight of her and backed grandly, thirty 
yards away. Belle was brought up and allowed a back. The 
brace was then ordered up at 11 a. w., after being down for- 
ty-five minutes. Jennie was awarded the heat, which, we 
think, should have gone to the pointer. He had shown a 
good nose, unusual staunchness and his backing ahove de- 
scribed was first-class, 

Queen against Belle. 

| Queen, who had a bye, handled by Mr. allman, and Belle, 
winner of first heat, handled by Mr. Haight, were put down 
for the second series in a thick lot of serub-oaks on the hill 
Belle at once pointed, drew on and stopped, roaded for some 
thirty yards und pinned the bevy, which had been running. 
The birds were flushed by handler. Belle continued to road 
on carefully, and when birds were reached Tallman flushed 
ihe bevy. Queen up to this time had shown no disposition 
jo work, and at 11:20 a, 4, after brace had been down ten 
minutes, the dogs were ordered up, Belle winniny: the heat. 
A breeze began fo freshen up, and the sun coming out made 
it a perfect day for working dogs, and really the sport was 

"most enjoyable. 
Jennie LL. aguinst Belle. 

At 11:30 Jennie Il. and Belle came together in the same 
patch of scrub-oaks Jennie almost immediately pointed in 
srand form and Belle backed her. The bird was moved. In 
Fearing the brush a grand view lay before us. We had 
reached that part of the island, before spoken of, asresembling 
Monfauk. Therolling hills, cut between with gulches, spread 
out from our feet as we stood on the highest point of the 
island. In the hazy background stretched forth the larger 

“bay, hemmed in with blue hills and steep, sandy slopes, 
while above us the white clouds cansed the aufuninal sun to 
fight up only a broad strip of the bay and the marsh land. 
The hills were drawn blank, and at 11;45 4, Mw. the brace was 

“ordered up, the heat going to Belle, nmuking her first-prize 
winner and leaving Jennie II. second. Belle, the winner, is 
tlie first of the Sensation strain ever run in this country. 
An adjournment was now had for luncheon and the field 

was not taken until an hour later. 
Hebe against Rover. 

Hebe and Rover, suine handlers, were pul down on the 
rolling ground west of the house. Hebe at once warmed up 
and showed good style and clipping pace in the open, out- 
ranging her large companion. ‘The hills were drawn blank, 
the imported birds having moved their location. It was not 

til three-quarters of an hour had been consutied that a 
feather was seen. The beat had been directed to the south 
part of the island, and at last the judges flushed a strong-fiy- 
ing bevy out of a brush heap. They scaled the serub-oaks 
and pitched several hundred yards away ulong the high slopes 
on the east shore. In some longish grass there they were 
found and both dogsflushed. Rover made a careful point on 
some dry leaves and the birds were flushed by thehandler. Ina, 
washed gully he tripped over a brace, which were somewhat 
id, and Hebe followed suit with two flushes. The dogs 
ere then ordered up and the heat given 10 Rover, after he- 
@ down an hour and twenty minutes. 

Rover against Quéei. 

‘The finishing heat lay between Rover und Queen, but as 
e latter again showed no push, Royer was awarded the third 
oney- 
The boat was soon reached, and 3:20 P.M. saw the party 
ck at New Suffolk. 

‘The first day’s sport passed off smoothly. The weather 
‘is fine, and the running of the youngsters fair. 
In the evening a meeting was held wt the New Suifolk Ho- 
and President Aten, us chairman, congritulated the club 
the successful termination of the first day’s ronniog. Mr. 

ers, at last found and pointed a single bird, 

Washington A. Coster, of Flatbush, L. I., was appointed 
Steward in place of Mr. Hecksher, who was obliged to re- 
turn ta New York. The entries then closed in the Puppy 
Stakes, with the nominations noted below. 
Pwrry Sraxus.—Open to all pointers and setters under 18 

months of age. Limited to 25 entries. First prize, $100: 
second prize, $50; third prize, $25: fourth prize, $16. En- 
trance fee, $15: forfeit. 10. Closed November 29, 1880, 
with eight nominations, ont of which there were six starters 
and two withdrawals. 

ENTRIES. 
J. O. Donner, New York City, white, black und tan setter 

bitch puppy Jersey Queen (Ranger IT—Silk), 14 months. 
A. i. Godeffroy, New York City, white and orange setter 

bitch puppy Daisy (Ranger IT.—filk), 13 months, 
H. W. Livingston, New York City. lemon and white poimter 

dog puppy Baronet (Rush-Kose), 1 year. 
D. S. Gregory, Jr., Jersey City, N. J., lemon and white 

pointer bitch puppy Belle (Sensation—Gruce), 11 months, 
W. Tallman, Drownville. R. I., white and black setter 

hitch Jennie If. (Scranton’s Pateh—Jennie), 8 months. 
Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J., red Irish setter dog puppy 

Chief (Berkley—Duck), 15 months. 
John GC. Higgins, Deluware City, Del., white and lemon 

ear setter dog puppy Lincoln IT. (Lincoln—Petrel I1.), 15 
mouths. Withdrawn. 

W. Buckingham, 
Withdrawn. 

Norwich, Conn., unnamed pointer. 

SomMary Or tue DEAWING OF THE Braces. 

Tallman’s Jennie IT. against Livingston's Baronet, 
Gregory’s Belle against Godeffroy’s Daisy. 
Domner’s Jersey Queen against Wenzel's Chiet. 

[By Telegraph. | 

Srvoxpn Day—Nov, 30. 

Marrirvok, Lox Is.anp, Dee, 1, 
The morning broke bright and clear, ind throughout the 

day the weather was perféction, A rather fresh breeze was 
blowing from the northwest, und at 5:30 the party of yester- 
day, increased by many new arrivals, took the litle steam 
yicht Psyche and Started for Robins’ Island. 

Jennie LI, against Baronet. 

Arriving half an hour later, the first brace were cast off at 
9:10—Jeunie IT., handled by her owner, and Baronet, a fine 
little pointer, handled by William W. Titus, Circleville, L. 1. 
A cornfield was drawn blank, Baronet showing himself to be 
a good ranging and fast-going puppy. On approaching the 
Wayberry-bush field the judges flushed a bevy and Baronet 
dropped to wing and Jennie to order. Jennie then pimned a 
bevy and pointed staunchly, but as the judges were intent on 
following the first bevy, the point was not scored in her favor. 
On following the bevy, both dogs flushed if ina hollow, but 
Baronet, who had been showing much greater working pow- 

; Titus, knowing 
his dog, claimed a point too quickly, as we thonght, for 
Baronet was unsteady at the time. A bird, however, 
was subsequently flushed, and the little pointer was allowed 
the point, Jennie having all this time been sticking closely 
to the heels of her handler. A moye was thei made for the 
second bevy, and Jennie was penalized with a false point, 
althouch birds were in the briars, and Baronet, refused to 
back. Baronet found a single }ird along a path in the 
briars, and pointed grandly and Jennie backed. Titus 
flushed and failed to Kill, Jennie winded and stopped 
cautiously, and Baronet backed; both dogs roaded on, and 
Jennie got to the birds and pointed. Tallman flushed and 
crippled a bird. The bevy, which was « very large one,- 
pitched into the scrub oaks alone the shore, and Jennie 
yetrieved the dead bird. Baronet then pointed hindsomely, 
and Jennie failed to back, and Titus flushed a single bird, 
ind on moving on walked into the bevy, aud, shooting twice, 
rot one down, the little pointer dropping quickly to wing. 
On being sent to retrieve the dead bird, he mouthed and bit 
it badly, but the bird was a cripple and the cover thick. 
All alony Baronet had shown good finding qualities, and the 
brace was ordered up ufter being down three-quarters of an 
hour, with Baronet fhe winner. 

Belle against Ditisy. 
At exactly ten o’elock the second brace, Belle, the tirst 

winner of the Nursery Stakes yesterday, handled by Haight 
and Mr. Godeffroy’s Daisy, handled by his trainer, Philip 
Thurtle, who has established a reputation from training 
MeDona’s Plunket, were cast off in the old stubble field as 
i most favorable place for the opening spin. The little set- 
ter bitch Daisy showed herself to bea very quick worker, 
exceedingly sharp in her turns, and a grand free ranger, he- 
ing astonishingly fast. Belle also showed her stylish form to 
freat advantage, and was evidently a plucky one, for one of 
the toes of her off hind foot was greatly enlarged from an ac- 
cident on the cars on Saturday exeniny, and her foot wus 
like a ball of fire and very painful, Across the fence im the 
briars Daisy passed to windward of a bevy, which her hand- 
ler flushed, the bitch dropping instantly towing. Belle se- 
cured a point andamoment later a magnificent back, as Daisy 
stopped for a second where birds had been running. Belle 
false pointed along the east shore, and the brace was swung to 
the leeward of the range. Again the old field was entered, 
and Daisy more than before gave an exhibition of her flying 
qualities, ags-she scoured the hills far and near. Along the 
brush which skirted the shore Belle began to wind, feeling 
in the air with head well np for the scent. On she drew, fast 
but cautiously, for oyer a hundred yards, and at last settled 
on her point. Daisy, on being called up, failed to back, pass- 
ing her companion, and fifteen yards further on she suddenly 
became aware of the presence of birds and pointed staunchly, 
Belle keeping her point. Thurtle killed and Belle, with as- 
sistance of handler, after pointing dead, retrieved in aslovenly 
manner, The hirds having been niarked along the shore in 
some salt-waler grass, were at once followed, when Daisy 
pointed staunchly and Belle followed suit. Five birds were 
moved and marked on a sand-bill. Daisy, in running down 
wind, flushed a bird, and then Belle flushed another. Back 
from the shore the latter found a wide-scattering bird and 
pointed it grandly. Daisy ran on and flushed it, Haight 
killed it as it quartered past him and Daisy failed to retrive. 
Brace ordered up, with Belle the winner, after being down 
an hour and a quarter, Daisy had outranged her lucky com- 
petitor, but Belle showed much superior nose and tots of 
gume. 

Tersey Queen against Chief. 

At11:30 Mr, Donner’s fine little setter bitch Jersey Queen, 
handled by John Bunnell, of Forked River, N.J., and Chief, 
a large, good-looking red Irish dog, by James Miller, Sloates- 
big, N. Y., were put. down on the hills. Queen showed s- 
perior ranging and style and Chief at first seemed rather dull, 
but, warming to lis work, rau jauck better. The brace was 

taken to the extreme south end of the island, where birds were 
moved last evening. Jersey Queen, upon passing out of the 
scrub oak thicket, pointed a bevy which, when flushed, was 
not followed. A hundred yards further on a bevy was flushed 
by the judges. Jersey Qneen then cut her tongue hadly by a 

| briar, but not seriously enough to prevent her running. At 
| the extreme south end of the island Chief made an excellent 
point on a bevy ina bunch of briars. Jersey Queen being 
ordered to back practically refused, but it was allowed her. 
She went in and shared point. Miller flushed and killed, 
and Queen moved in, not dropping. Chief retrieved very 
nicely after pointing dead. Proceeding to where hevy lit 
Chief pointed the bevy, and Queen being ordered up to hack 
shared the point. Miller killed and Queen retrieved, but in- 
differently. The brace ordered up after being down an hour 
and a quarter, Chief winning the heat. Queen had shown 
that she was under poor control and Chicf that he was a 
steady and Jevel-headed dog. 

An adjournment was made to the lfouse for luncheon. 

Belle against Baronet, 

On resuming at 2:10, the second series was commenced 
with Belle and Baronet each one heat winners. Running 
down wind in the old grass field Baronet flushed a bird and 
ehased. Upon being sent into the scrub oaks on the crest of 
a hill, Baronet pointed a bird and Belle winding it, refused 
to back. Working to the wind in the bay-bush field, Belle 
threw up her nose and drew handsomely on for a long dis- 
tance, into a briar patch, where birds were seen running but 
could not be moyed, the cover being so very thick, The 
crowd of spectators, which numbered about fifty, 
stirred’ np another bevy, and both dogs pointed the scattered 
birds simultaneously and ench handler killed, Baronet held 
his point although three guns had been discharged, and a 
single bird which had remained was flushed in front of him. 
This was certainly 2 grand exhibition of steadiness for so 
young a dog, and he was wwarded a second point. Hach dog 
retrieved. After being downa half hour the brace was taken 
up, Baronet winning the heat, justly according to the rules, 
Chief and Baronet then came together in same place. Chief 
found a brace und Baronet. failed to back. Chief had his 
own way and pointed, and Baronet failing to back moved on 
past him and located birds. Millerkilled and Chief retrieved. 
The heat and first prize was then awarded to Chief at three 
o'clock after running ten minutes. Five minutes later the 
third series commenced with Jersey Queen and Baronet run- 
ning for second place. (Queen flushed a single bird and then 
a. brace, pointed a bird in the briars and flushed again on the 
hill in some brush. Baronet seemed tired out and needed 
much urging. Further on Queen pointed in hollow by a 
scrub) oak bush: Baronet came up and the bird flushed be- 
tween them. The judges ordered hrace up, awarding Jersey 
Queen the second prize, and, as they were empowered to do 
so by the rules, gave Baronet third and Belle fourth. The 
judges adhered strictly to the laws of running, and in conse- 
(uence the dogs were not placed according to their apparent 
merits. We consider that Belle was out and ont the best 
dog in the stakes, although we like Chief's work very much 
indeed. Heis not as stylish a dog as Belle, but one of the 
sure and steady sort. 

Following is list of winners Monday and Tuesday : 

WinNers oF Nursery STAKES. 
D. §. Gregory's, Jr, Belle (Sensation—-Grace), lemon und white 

pointer bitch, 11 months. First prize. 
W. Tallman’s Jennie IT. (Scranton Patch—Jennie), black and- 

white setter bitch, Smonths, Sevond prize, : 
James R. Raymond’s Rover, liver and white pointer dog, 11 

months. ‘Third prize, 
WINNERS OF Pupry STAKES. 

Max Wenzel'sred, Irish setter dog puppy Ohiet (Berkeley—Duck), 
15months. Virst prize. j : 

J. O. Donner’s white black and tan eetter bitch puppy Jersey 
Queen (Ranger T-Silk), 13 months. Second prize, : 
H. W. Liyingston’s lemon and white pointer dog puppy, Baronet 

(Rush-Roze), lyear. Third prize. ; 
D. 4S. Gregory's lemou and white pointer bitch puppy, Belle 

(Sensation—Grace), ]1 months. Fourth prize. va 
The braces for the puppy stakes were drawn as follows : 
W, Tallman's Jenme IL, against H. W. Livingston’s Baronet, 
D. 8. Gregory’s Belle, ageinst Godeffray’s Daisy. 
J. O, Donner’s Jersey Queen, against Max Wenzel’s Chief, 

oe : 

[By Telegraph.] 

LATEST FROM THE FIELD TRIALS. 

New Surrous, L. I, Dec. 1, 1880. 
At the meeting last evening little was done besides closing 

the All-azed entries and the draw for braces. The same 
judges as served in the Nursery and Puppy stakes were 
appointed to act, and Mr. Hecksher was added to the list of 
Field Stewards. Mr. G. W. Bassford, of White Plains, New 
York, entered protest against dogs running in Club stakes 
entered after advertised date for closinx same on November 
eigh teenth. 

All-nged stakes open to all setters and pointers, limited to. titty 
entries. First prize, $200: second prize, 3100; third prize, $50’: 
fourth prize, $25. Entrance fee, 325. Forfeit, 215. Closed with 
27 nominations. 

Entries—P. H. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black, white and tun set- 
ter dog Gladstone (Dan—Petrel) fonr and a half years. 

P. H. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black and white setter bitch Peep 
o’ Day (Gladstone-Clip) twenty months. 

C, Dubois Wagstaff, Babylon, L. 1., lemou aud white pointer dog 
Lord Dniferin (Golden's Dash-Howson’s Fanto), two and a halt 
years. 
” Westminster Kennel Club, N. Y., lemon und white pointer dog 
Sensation (Jim—Nell), six and a half years. 
Newton Earle, Providence, R. 1., black setter bitch Smut (Pete- 

Queen Bess), four and a half years. 
Horace 8. Bloodgood, Providenve, R. 1., black and white setter 

dog Nat (Kent-Mott), three and « half years. 
Dr, 5. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y., black, white and tan setter 

bitch Maida (Dick—Clio), three and a half years old. 
Dr, $. Pleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y., black and tan setter doe 

Pred (Bryar’s Grouse—Fisher's Belle), four years. = 
Dr. 8 Fleet Spier, Brooklyn, N. Y., black and white ticked setter 

biteh Lizzie Lee (Drnid-Millie), twenty months. - 
Dr. 8. Fleet Spier, Brooklyn, N. Y., black and white setter dog 

St, Ehmo, by Pride of Border-Jessie four years, 
J, OC, Higgins, Delaware City, Del., black and white setter dog 

Dashing Mouarch (Dash I.—Countess Moll), two years, 
W. H. Thayer, Bristol, R. I., liver with white breast pointer dog 

Trim (Strong's Pete—Day’s Nellie), two years. 
C. 8. Lincolu, Warren, Mass., orange Belton setter dog Afton 

(Rock—Flora IT.), four and a quarter years, 
Dr. H. F. Aten, Brooklyn, N. Y., black, tan and white getter dog 

Glen (Dash—Belle), six aud a half years. 
H.W. Ganuse, Wilmington, Del, lemou and white gutter doy 

Warwick (Leicester—Petrel), two and « half years, 
Wm. Stanley, Englewood, N, J., black and tan setter bitch Belle 

(Jack Walliamson and Lawless bitch), five and a half years, 
J, O, Donner, New York City, white and lemon ear setter bitch 

| Bessie (Ranger [1.—Belle), two years, 
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A. H, Moore, Philadelphia, liver and white pointer dog LaGuy 
(Bang—Juno), two and 2 half years. 

A. H. Moore, Philadelphia, red Irish setter dog Raleigh (Elcho-. 
Rose), two and a quarter years. : 
_A, H. Moore, Philadelphia, blue belton setter bitch Lass o' Gow- 

rie (ParisPear]), three years. 
G. W. Bassford, White Plains, N. Y., white and black setter dog 

Tron Dnke(Dash-Flirt), five years. 
C, T. Goodwin, Norwich, Conn., orange and white setter dog 

Grousedale (Grouse—Daisy Dale), two years. 
Edmond Orgill, Brooklyn, N. Y., lemon and white pointer dag 

Rush (Flake—Lilly), four and a half years. 
_“’, Tallman, Drownyville, R.T., black and white ticked setter 

bitch Isabella, 
H.W. Livingstone, New York City, white with liver ears setter 
Bee (Pride of the Border—Dimity), four and a half years. 

E. Godeffroy, Guymard, N. ¥., liver and white pointer dog 
Croxteth (Bang—June), three years. 

5. D. Ripley, New York City, red setter dog Ypy, two and a half 
yeil's. 

The following was the result of the drayying : 
(len against Dashing Monarch, 
Tron Duke against Isabella. 
Ray against Spy. 
Croxteth against Trim. 
Lizzie Lee against Sensation. 
Lass o° Gowrie against Peep o' Day, 
Lord Dufferin against Fred. 
Raleigh against Bessie, 
Warwick against St. Himo. 
Rush against LaGny. 
Smut against Belle, 
Gladstone against Nat. 
Maida against Grousedale, 
Afton, a bye. 

Bnow andrain are falling, and the trials are postponed for 
the day. Our next issue will contain full particulars of the 
further running. 

JUDGES AT THE HAstERN Fienp Trrars.—Col. James Gor- 
don, Pontotoc County, Miss.; Dr. Rawlings Youngs, Corinth, 
Miss.; J. Von Lengerke, West Hoboken, N. J.; J. G. Mon- 
roe, Brooklyn, N. Y. Besides these gentlemen, L, H, Bil- 

lings, U. 5. N., and R. T. Hewitt, South Wethersfield, Conn., 
were chosen by the committee, the former, however, resigned 

from serving and the latter was preyented from putting inan 

appearanee from illness. 
moe 

NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 

Vincennes, Ind., Noyember 17. 
HE snow which commenced to fall last evening has con- 
tinued al! day until about four or five inches cover the 

ground. It was therefore deemed expedient to call a meet- 
ing this evening to determine on some course of action. The 
expression of those present. was to call the Derby stakes off, 
and the judges were requested to make their awards based on 
the heats that had been already run. Sanborn’s Count Noble 
was declared first, Snellenburg’s Daisy Laverack second, and 
the third money was divided equally between Bryson’s Peep 
0’ Day, Snellenburg’s May Laverack, Mountview Kennel 
Club's Count Nailer and McDonald’s Bruce. As the total 
amount of stakes amounted to $870, Count Noble woo #435, 
Daisy Layerack $290, and each share of the four third money 
winners was $36.25. Great satisfaction was expressed by 
every one at the decision of the judges, and we thoronghly 
endorse their awards. We greatly regret, however, that the 
trials have to be ended in this way, as we should have liked 
to have seen Mr. Snellenburg's pocket edition Daisy run 
against the famous Count. When she was down on Monday 
she showed herself to be a rattling good one; and the ground 
was much more difficult and the day nothing like as good a 
one as fell to the fortune of Mr. Sanborn's crack. Under 
equal conditions Daisy would make it hof for him. Besides 
this the little bitch was down several hours while Noble was 
awarded his heat in something like twenty minutes. 

Before the meeting adjourned it was determined to return 
the forfeit money in the brace stakes. 

Vincennes, Ind., November 18. 
A meeting was held at eleven this morning, which was 

largely attended by members of the. National American Ken- 
nel Club, owners of contesting dogs and handlers. The club 
swith great liberality voted to divide equally the #500 stakes 
among the thirteen confirmed entries in the Free-for-All. 
Mr. Rumsey’s Belle having been withdrawn, each nomina- 
tion received $38.46. It was then decided that as the judges 
were of tlie opinion there was no possible chance of continu- 
ing the trials on account of the storm, that the meeting be 
brought to an end. The late afternoon trains carried away 
those interested, and the trials were a thing of the past. 

{ By an unfortumate combination—Thanksgiving and the 
Western snow storms—last week, the reporf above did not 
reach us in time for our Jast issne, which was sent to press 
earlier than usual | 

ORS 

‘““GOUPLES” ON FIELD TRIAL RULES. 

Hditer Forest and Stream : i 
OME time ago Tyentured to send youa screed suggestingin 
the most humble manner, and with » due sense uf my ow 

ignorance, that the Field Trial Rules as elaborated by the Na- 
tional Field Trials Association and the Hastern Field Trials 
Club were in some particulars defective. I made my sug- 
gestions—far be it from me to call them criticisms—ywith fear 
and trembling. I avi nota member of any kennel club or asso- 
ciation for the imspovement of dogs, and am therefore presum- 
ably less qualified to speak intelligently on such a topic than 
the gentlemen who give more time and attention to such mat- 
ters than Lean. J am simply oneof the great army of sports- 
men: [Lown ald breed dogs that I consider good, and haying 
hunted and shot in many of the States and Territories I aye 
formed opinions of my own on matters connected with doxs 
and their working, to which, although they may be open to 
criticism, 1 cling with a certain degree of tenacity. ‘ 

In my letter of August 80,1 complained that the Field 
Trial Rules a4laid down by the organizations above men- 

tioned were obscure and in many respects unintelligible, and 

endeavored to point out that the blind language employed by 

the framers of the rules might give great opportunity for 

cavil and wrangle on the part of disappointed owners. In 

an able editorial which appeared in the same issue of ForEstT 

AND Strvam which contained my letter you still further em- 
phasized these points, and nrged clearness of wording in the 
framing of rules as a protection to judges as well as vo ex- 
hibitors. : 
Thad hoped that your earest words might have called 

forth a reply from some one in authority explanatory of the 

| ness and will be fully qualified to decide as to whether a dog 

judges, and the few rules by which they are to be governed 

wretchedly muddled language of the rules, or, better still, 
that they might have been revised by some one who was fa- 
miliar with the handling of dogs, and at the same time had 
some faint idea of how to write an intelligible sentence in 
English. Having been disappointed in both these hopes I 
cannot refrain from once more referring to the harm that may 
result from the adoption of rules and directions to judges so 
hopelessly inadequate to the necessities of the case. 
The Pennsylvania Trials were run under rules essentially 

the same as those adopted by the N. A. I’. T. C. and the E. 
¥. T.C., and with what result? So far as can be judged 
from the published reports and from the accounts of those 
wlio were present at Lancaster the meeting came very near 
breaking up inarow. The judging was more than once re- 
versed, and general dissatisfaction was the result. The sys- 
tem of marking dogs as practiced in the past and to be prac- 
ticed at coming trials this month is radically wrong, and un- | 
til chanzed will cause dissatisfaction and sive rise to quarrels 
and bad feeling to the end of the chapter. 

Field trials are young as yet in this country, and we are 
still groping in the dark after a plain and common-sense 
method of carrying them out. It is clear that up to the 
present time we have not hit upon any such method, and 
until we do so we cannot hope to have the contests succéss- | 
ful. I believe the present system to be a wrongone. Ido 
not think that judges should be fettered by being compelled 
to make use of any system of marks, and the rules governing 
them should be general rather than specific. It is reasonable 
to suppose that men chosen as judges will know their busi- 

or the pointer. For our own part we should prefer the setter, 
but a good dog, like a good horse, is good under any circum- 
stances, Mr. William Lort, in answer to a question, has’ 
written us as follows: *‘T am often asked which is the better 
dog—the pointer or the setter. Itis difficult tosay. I keep 
and use both, and the only disadvantage I see in the pointer 
is that on high storm-swept hills he does sometimes, afler 1 
protracted lunch, shiver and shut up; but this is only on 
exceptionally wet and cold days. The setter is nndoubtedly 
the best dog we have for grouse shooting, and this is beyond a 
doubt the poetry of all shooting. 
_' Now, as to the points of the English setter, it is really 

difficult to give them in an understandable form—general ap- 
pearance, or tout ensemble, goes for so much. The head 
ought to be long, and the eyes, which should match or be in 
keeping with the color or complexion of the dog, should not 
be too wide apart, or placed in too deep a stop, or be sepa- 
rated by too much of a grooye—all or any of these defects 
spoil the expression, a most important point in a setter. The 
ears should not be set on too high or be carried too far from 
the head. The front of the ear should not gape open so as 
to show the inside of the ear. The ear should not be spaniel- 
like and large. The neck should be long and well set baek 
info the shoulders. The chest should be deep and the ribs 
carried well back toward the hips. N.B. Some loose-loined, 
badly ribbed-up setters go a great pace, but they are usually 
bad feeders aud not every-day workers. The stern should 
not be too long: it should be carried in a line with the back, 
and he straight and be ornaménted with a little pendant 
fringe. Nothing indicates mongrel blood in_a setter more 
than a defective stern. The forelegs should he straight, 
strong and not too long; the hind ones should be muscular 
and well bent. The feet should be round, and well supplied 
with hair between toes, not toofar apart. The coat is affected 
by climate ; the most approved is devoid of curl. The best 
colors are black and white, ticked, or blue Beltons, lemon- 
and-white and lemon-ticked. Laverack preferred the blue 
Beltons; he thought them rather hardier than dogs of other 
colors.” 
Having thus given the ideas of the leading living authority 

upon setters it only remains for us to give a short, description 
Hi the principal points of the variety. They are as fol- 
ows :-— 
The head moderately long and not too heavy ; ruther in- 

clined to he narrow between the ears; a dip helow the eyes, 
and with the muzzle rather uprising at the nose, 

The nose should be large and the nostrils spreading; the 
color black or dark liver, dependent upon the color of the 
dog himself. 

The ears not too heavy, set on low, and lying close to the 
head, not pricked up, and covered with a silly fringe. 

The eyes large; bright and intelligent ; nothing is so bad as 
a ‘‘pig-eyed ” setter. 

The neck long, curved, sloping, and well set on the shoul- 
ders. 

The shoulders very muscular and sloped. 
The chest deep. 
The body.—Ribs rather round, wide at the shoulders, well 

ribbed up and muscular ; loins a little arched. 
The legs and feet.—Legs not too long, quite strai¢hf and 

feathered down to the ground; feet well supplied with hair. 
In hind legs the stifles must be well bent, and the hocks and 
pasterns unusually strong. 

The stern or flag not too long and free from curl, and car 
ried in a slight curve ; it should be well featheregl. 

The coat is soft, silky and free from all curl. 
The Color.—Lemon-and-white, blue-and-whife, orange= 

aud-white, black-and-white, white, black, and liver-and. 
white. There are other colors, but they are seldom met with. 

In general appearance the setter is a handsome, though del- 
icate-looking dog, in many instances increasing this appear— 
ance by a tendency to crouch and seem afraid. He, however, 
ought to give evidences of stamina, and should haye a cut- 
and-come-again appearance in spite of seeming delicate. 

The dog selected for illustration in our colored plate is Mr, 
Macdona’s Ranger IIL, a grandson of Old Ranger. This 
dog’s pedigree has already been given, and, as he has been 
expatriated to Germany, it would be unfair to criticise his 
performances upon the bench. 

The engravings of Ranger and Novel are, we consider, two 
excellent likenesses of the animals they represent. Ranger, 
also Mr. Maedona’s, has already been done justice to above, 
and we can only add that he is as affectionate and obedient in 
private life as he is feared and formidable in the field. Mr. 
Shorthose’s Novel was bred by Mr. T. B Cockerton in 1877, — 
and is ly Blue Prince out of Flame, by Rail out of Countess, 
Blue Prince II. by Blue Prince ont of Cora. She has won 
the following prizes: Gateshead first and cup, Whitby first, — 
Preston first, Kendal cup, Bishop Auckland champion, and — 
Birmingham second prize, 1879: first Crystal Palace, first 
Darlington, 1880. 

STANDARD OF POINTS FOR JUDGING ENGLISH SETTERS. 

does his work in good shape or not. Such men will not re- 
quire to be told what they must or must not do. Of course, 
if judges are to be chosen who have no experience, who 
need instruction as to what constitutes pointing, backing or 
retrieving, you must haye yery exact rules, but do you want 
such men for judges in field trials? It is surely possible to 
select each year for these important and onerous positions 
men who shall command the confidence of the sportsnien of 
the country at large, and in the hands of such men the judg- 
ing may be left with safety. 

view of the number of gunshy dogs that cumber the 
kennels of our breeders, one amendment to the rules goyern- 
ing trials suggests itself to me as important. Every puppy 
should have at least one gun fired oyer him or her during the 
running. At present, in the course of the heats, guns are 
fired over perhaps half the puppies run; they should be 
fired over every one. 

It is a matter of very great regret tome, and no doubt ta 
all sportsmes, that the field trials run this season have all 
been failures. No birds in Nebraska; no birds, bad weather 
and dissatisfaction at the judging in Pennsylvania, and bad 
weather at the National Trials, make up so far the sorry 
record of this autumn’s running. Will the Eastern Trials 
prove a brilliant success, or, like the others, a hopeless 
failure? ‘The former I sincerely trust. 
No matter what the result, however, it is clear to my mind 

that if these contests are to be successful in America, the 
rules which govern them must be altered in many particn- 
lars. Great latitude of judgment should be given to the 

must be so clear and simple that there cannot be two con- 
s(ructions put upon them; they must be adapted to the 
feeblest comprehension, 

Before advancing my own yiews further on this point I 
prefer to wait to see if the matter will not be taken in hand 
by soitie sportsman of greater experience than CovprEs. 
“New York, Nov. 26, 1880. 

— 

THE ENGLISH SETTER, 

[From Vero Shaws “ Book of the Dog.” Republished by ‘the 
express permission of the Author.) 

Amongst the most prominent setters of recent years the 
name of Rap will always be conspicuous. We believe that 
this dog was beaten in his day by Mr. Laverack’s Prince, 
but he is generally credited with having been the best dog 
of his breed ever seen in public. A gentleman who knew 
him well when in his prime has kindly given us the follow- 
ing description of this “reat Tinglish setter :—*‘* Rap was 2 
black-white-and-tan dog, with a most refined head, and yery 
intelligent eyes. His curs were beautifully placed. and his 
long neck was well set into his back. His ribs were deep, 
his feet were good, and his legs as straight as fun-barrels; 
his hind-quarters were powerful; and last, but not least by 
any means, he had a well-carried, well-proportioned stern. 
His single fault, if fault there could be found in Rap, was 
that he was a trifle—just a trifle—high on his Jeg.” : 

Mr. William Lort’s Shot (1865) was another famous pure 
Laverack, and own brother to Sal, who was pronounced by 
Mr. Richard Withington to be the best bitch of the day, Mr. 
Laverack, however, who never saw either Shot or Sal, said 

Walter was the best setter he had ever seen; they were by Vile. 

Withington’s Frank, out of Flash. Nor must. the merits of ad lesveesrt lth ee eee ee 
Quince Il., Ranger's father, be overlooked, unlucky as this Fiyes and €A0W...ec.-scsesse-ee- 5 

grand dog wasin his owners, for he never seemed to he Shoulders and neck........ is 

properly appreciated by those who had him in their posses- Body and chest,........ 40 

sion. Quince JJ. was sold for a few shillings when worn Loins and. stifles......-:- rh te 

ont, at Aldridze’s Repository in 1878, for the public never Legs and feet...-...-+.- 5 

seemed to realize that very much of Ranger's excellence wus Goat and feather..,.... 5 7 

inherited from his brave old sire. Count Wind’em, Countess General appearancé..eccresseeceesercteere  D 

Moll, and Countess Bear are the bright particular stars of Mr a 

Llewellin’s kennel, and the first-named is a great, big, use- Wotaleess cite? Pe MET yo, on Bat .. 60 

ful looking dog. Mr. James Fletcher's blue-ticked dog Rock, 
Jate Mr. S. 5. Shirley’s, has done a lot of winning, and Mr. ee 

Lort’s own brother to him—Jock—is a successful sire, having 
fathered Belfast and other good ones. Milano, a black-tan- 
and-white (very little tan-and-white) dog, and Bandit, have 
done much to sustain the prestige of Mr. Bower's kennel, 
and Mr. Shorthose’s Novel has kept his name well before 

the public. Another English setter who is, in our opinion, a 

very grand but unlucky dog, is Mr. J. Robinson's Emperor 

Fred: his chief fault isa want of spring in histibs, but 

with this exceplion he is a setter all over. Mr. T. Bowers, 

in addition to Bandit, is the fortunate possessor of an excel- 
lent bitch in Maid of Honor, who closely resembles the great 
dog in both color and formation. : 
Having thus endeayored to trace out the history of the 

English setter from its earliest, origin to the present day, and 
haying drawn attention to many of the men who have done 
best forit, and many of the dogs who have done most to sup- 
port the English setter’s reputation, there remains for us but 
yery little ore to say. Opinions on the setter’s merits must 
always be re-occurring, when the large number of sportsmen 
is taken into consideration ; and even in former days, as we 
have already shown, it was a debatable subject in sporting 
circles ag to which was the better dog in the field—the setter 

INSTINCT OR REASON? 

ET ine add one to the number of your 
Stories.” 

Almost every old sportsman of fifty years’ experience hus 
owned in his time one or more dogs whose mental und moral 
qualities were so great and distinet as to justify a doubt 
whether the mous of the animal does not differ from the soul 
of man more in degree than in kind. Certainly I have had 
several such, who have rewarded my affectionate and pains-— 
taking teaching by an active intelligence which was a never 
failing source of wonder and delight. One incident in the 
life of my last canine friend is recalled to mind by reading 
your last number, and it may be worth the telling. 
~ Right years ago [ picked up in Wiscongin a brown half 
bred retriever (setter and pointer) whose great strength and 
ambition seemed tafit him for my lieavy work of duck an 
syose shooting in California, where, to swim its rapid and 
icy vivers with a goose in the mouth, more than ordinary 
courage apd muscle are required. During a service of Fo! 
bright seasons, this dog saved me thousands of geese a 

“Current Dog 
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‘ducks, which I should have st but. for his extraordinary 
nose, pluck, perseveranee, and tat good sense which passes 
by the name of Sagacity. The dog so often showed that he 
knew more than his masterthat I ended by giving him gener- 
ally his own way, and rarely presumed upon more than a 
deferential suggestion of his duty. How greatly his intelli- 
pe and moral character were worthy of respect the fol- 
owing anecdote may show. 

: Tt wasa breezy day at the end of Jannary, and my last | 
day's shooting at the Alamitos ranch. This is a sheep 

“range of thirty-five square miles, half marsh, half mee, 
Bie between mountain and sea, twenty miles from Los 
Angelos, Ihad sent my man and horses to town for sup-_ 
plies, and, being alone, concluded to take my boat.(a Bond) | 
and try the ducks, leaying the dog behind me. A dog is 
seldom desirable in a boat when the birds mostly fall on 
open water ormud. So I chained him up, preferring to | 
lose a few ducks to the alternative loss of my temper. Half 
an hour later I was doing good work on a favorite stand at 
. the confluence of two streams, when I noticed that the dog 
fad slipped his collar, and was hovering ut a distance, in- 

Yently watching my every motion, but carefully keeping ba- 
yond shot. 
_ Probably the remembrance of former discipline admon- 
ished bim just then that diseretion was his better part. Not 
"wishing to encourage disobedience I did not call him in, bt 
continued to retrieve my own ducks for an hour or more, 
when, a wounded mallard slanting down far off in his direc- 
tion, the dog started after it, and 1 forgot for the next busy 

half hour his very existence. Then a rustling in a bunch of 
teeds behind me caused me toturn, and behold! there was 
the dog again, sheepishly approaching with a mallard in his 
mouth. He stopped, hesitated a moment, and then creeping 
up slowly upon his belly to my feet he lay down, head 
between paws, blinking and begging forgiveness. There was 
something so penitent and beseeching in his look and manner 
that of course I was conquered. I accepted his peace-offer- 
pe jnad his joyful service for the rest of the afternoon. 

ut the incident of that day which I intended to relate 
38 this: IT had chanced a shot with No. 4 at a white-fronted 
goose (A. alb/frons) which fell dead a hundred yards off 
directly across the river. There had been a sudden thawing 
bt snow in the mountains, so the water came dashing along 
icy, swift and strong. But the dog plunged in, and was 
Swept by the current some hundred and fifty yards down 
the river hefore he made a landing on the farther bank, 
when, after one violent shake, he tore back along the ooze, 
grabbed the goose and sfood before me with it on the oppo- 
site shore, happy Dut reflective. Hvidently he felt his respon- 
sibility and the difficulty of the situation. He had a 
goose to convey safely to his master, but how? He 
looked down tlie river, he looked up the river, he looked 

“across fhe river; then, with the decision of a philos- 
pher, sure of the right path and not to be diverted from it, 
if trotted right away from me, heedless of my call and 
Whistle, about 200 yards along the bank up river, slid into 
the water and swam, easily borne, goose and all, by the 
down-rushing current directly to my feet. 

Oan # thinking man be satisfied to explain this by the cus- 
domary formula of words without knowledge—“ Hereditary 
habit, organized into instinat ?” 

Perhaps such acts are common. If so, the greater reason 
or the doubt suggested, whether man alone possesses that 

fational faculty which evinces itself in the power of adapting 
micas to ends under changing circumstances, and whether 
some measure of our bousted reason must not be admitted to 

Sxist in many forms of the mute creation. Whe ean wonder, 
‘too, if—in yiew of such facts of developed intelligence in 
animals in association with man—the ‘‘untutored mind” 

"should believe that in that ‘‘humbler heaven,” which is the 
hunter's paradise, 

“His faithful dog shall bear him company." 

4 NE 0 YE 
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WHAT IS A COCKER? 

Toronto, Noy. 9, 1880. 
What I breed for is a small-sized, eager, active spaniel; 

Aigh-couraged, so that no obstacles in the shape of thorn- 
bushes or brambles will daunt him when hunted in cover, and 
low and strong on his legs to enable him to work ont small 
Tunways. He must be well-muscled and strong in the coup- 
Tings, and not too long in the back. His coat must not he 
(oo fine and silky in texture, but bright and glossy, slightly 
Wavy and not too heayy. His head should be of medium 
‘Size, and good length, fair width between the ears, not so 
flat as a setter’s, and having the eyes set well apart. I like 
to see the face of good length from nose to stop (say three 
inches) with muzzle truncated or square-cut like a setter’s, 
“but without any looseness of lip which should be clean cut. 
The teeth should be even and regular, white and sound, 
neither under nor over-shot. The eyes of medium size should 
be dark, bright and full of honesty and intelligence, an ex- 
presssion in them continually asking their master, ‘‘ Only 
‘tell me what you want me to do and give mea chance to 
please you.” While the color of coat most pleasing to my 
Taste is black or dark liver itis sometimes undoubtedly an ad- 
yantage to have them pied as being more easily seen in the 
bush, Black, black and tan, liver, liver and white, liver and 
tan, black and white are all legitimate colors, and it is merely 
a matter of individual taste as to which is preferable, and 
should influence a judge very little in choosing a prize-win- 
ner. While heavy featherine on ears and legs adds to a 
Spaniel’s attractive appearance it is of less value in the cocker 
than in the King Charles where ornament is the paramount 
consideration, and indeed it may impair his usefulness by 
Tendering him Absalom-like, Jiableto be caught in the thicket. 
he leather of the ear shonld be fine and soft, and in shape 

should be long and Jobe-shaped, set neither too high nor too 
ow, Thefeather thereon should be flat and silly, not in- 
elined to run into cords or ringlets. The géneral appearance 
Of the cocker is eminently symmetrical, and any clumsiness 
or slovenjiness of action or want of energy and activity should 
be heavily penalized in judging. The less should he straight, 
as well as short and strong, and the feet should he well- 
slothed with hair between the toes, less spreading than those 

the water spaniel and having horny soles of fair size. 
The hody should be compact and well-balanced, and the 
weight should nol exceed thirty pounds. A dog standing 
fifteen inches high at the shoulder should measure almost ex- 
ctly (the nearer the better) thirty inches from tip of nose to 
setting on of tail. The tail should be docked to about six 
inches, and must be carried low and worked with great rapid- 
ity and unceasing vigor when excited. The tail is a good 
iy ex of the temperament which should be nervous, eager 
ind energetic, LF. EK 
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T have received a letter from Mr. EB. Tinsley, of Hamilton, I breeders in the United States, I am certain ; but we want no 
anent the Standard. Mr. Tinsley's dog Dash is well known 
as a thorough worker, and is one of the most perfect cock- 
ers I have ever seen, He is bred from stock imported from 
the Earl of Wilton’s kennel, and Busy (ist Toronto, 1880, 
where Dash was 2d and shotild hive been Ist) is a daughter of 
Dash. While Busy ls, tomy mind, a little bit too chunky, 
she is about the best bitch, all around, that 1 know of. She 
might be five or six pounds heavier, or, to put it more plainly, 
a little larger, without hurt, but 1 would neyer penalize a 
cocker for that fault, if it ean be called such, for there are too 
many that run to the opposite extrenie. While on the sub- 
ject of size, L may as well say that '‘ Leam” puts the division 
a little too low, as there are too few cocker bitches under 25 
Ibs. to make that the line; 801bs. forde +, 281bs. for bitches 
would make it a mote equal division; but there is plenty of 
time yet to settle that point. I also hand you to-day a letter 
from Mr. J. F. Kirk, of Toronto. He is a better all-around 
judge than most dog-men, has always a few of the very best 
dogs obtainable, and owns a grand old black cocker bitch, 
Queen, who was formerly owned by L, Willey, of Baltimore, 
and took several prizes when in his possession. 

. Gro. D. Macnoucatt. 
1,182 Chestnut St., Blizabeth, N. J. 

Haanrron, Noy. 12, 1880. 
Dear Sir; Yours of Oct. 80 to hand and contents duly 

noted, You request me to send you the measurements and 
weights of Dash and Busy, with which request I willingly 
comply. As you aré aware, they are a dark, rich liver-and- 
tan color. 
Busy—Height at shoulder, 14 inches; length from nose to 

stern, 28 inches; weisht, 20 lbs.; Jensth of head, 7 inches; 
eurs, from tip to tip, 15 inches. 
Dash—Height, 16 inches; length, 82 inches; weight, 26 

Tbs.; length of head, 74 inches; ears, 18 inches. 
I saw the letter in Furesr anp Sy, amfrom your Kansas 

correspondent, who, I think, is some. hat astray on the cock- 
er spaniel question. While it may be very convenient for the 
show business to haye dogs that will take prives either as 
cockers or King Charles spaniels, for my part, Ido not want 
any of that kind, Isawmore than enough of them at the 
late show in Toronto, I would respectfully call your atten- 
tion to the respective plates of cockers and King Charles 
spaniels in Stonehenge’s last edition of ‘‘ Dogs of the British 
Islands.” Tam at a loss to understand how any man having 
the least knowledge of the two breeds should confound them 
with each other. 
By reterring to Forrsr anp Stream of Oct. 2, 1879, you 

will find, over the signature of ‘Ranger,’ my opinion of 
what a cocker spaniel should be. E. Trxstey. 

IT must say a word to ‘‘Leam” on ‘! What isa Cocker?” 
in last issue of your paper, As he states, they are flounder- 
ing about without arudder. I should say that I think hes, 
and most of the judges at our dog shows have also been floun- 
dering about, or badly mixed up at least, because they have 
not taken due pains to post themselves on modern cockers, 
For this breed of dogs has been an established breed for be- 
tween fifteen and twenty years, and but few have taken the 
trouble to become well posted on them is what's the matter. 
Modern cockers are from twenty to (hirty pounds in weight, 

and toy cockers from ten pounds to twenty pounds, and of 
the modern cockers the twenty-pound ones are in some places 
better than the thirty-pound ones, but those from twenty-five 
to thirty pounds fit most localities better, and all except the 
toy cockers are almost equally good. Would it not be absurd 
to restrict a cocker to a certain weight when they are better 
to vary in size as they do at present? If ‘* Lean’ will refer 
to my article in September 9 issue over sicnature of ‘ Span- 
iel,” he will pet therein afew other points of fhe breed. 
Noy, again, “‘Leam” proposes to get up an ‘American Cock- 
er Club” and put in Geo, D. Macdougall as Secretary, and 
says “ willinduce my friendsto join whether they are cock- 
er men or not, for it isnot necessary for a man fo own and 
breed cockers to procure admission to such a club as I pro- 
pose.” Yes, exactly; would it uot be better to haye men 
compose the club that never saw a cocker and don’t know 
ong from a mongrel bull-doz? We don't care to £0 into any 
such deterivrating enterprise, sand guess you will find the 
other cocker men of about the same opition. Ma. Geo. Mac- 
dougall, is a highly respected and enthusiastic young inan, 
hut his experience is very limited in relation to cockers, 
and he hus only bred a few spaniels of any kind in the short 
time he has given any breed of spaniels his attention, Such 
a club as this is intended to work to the advantage of certain 
parties, and therefore deteriorate the already well established 
and perfected strains that are in every way perfect as in per- 
fect field qualities, heauty, health, disposition, color, temper- 
ament, efc., and drag them down to a standard originated by 
im Imcompetent and inexperienced club. Every cocker 
breeder of note at all will most certainly give such an air bub- 
ble concern @ very severe letting alone; and it will certainly 
more yel prevent breeders from exhibiting them at any shows 
under rules to make the poorer dogs win. T should think we 
had seen enough of poor judging in this class of shows with- 
out handing judges a set of rules to judge by that will render 
the matter still worse, for with no more competent judging 
than has beenshown in this¢lass, what mustit be if governed by 
rules got up by utterly incompetent parties. If bench shows 
will persist in furnishing judges that don’t know a water 
spaniel ora King Charles, or those that are half-bred, from 
modern cockers; and if folksare willing to shove their 
cockers into such shows let them reap the advantage of such 
rash conduct. For my part I don’t care to: and in convers- 
ing with the other breeders of repute I find they are of the 
Same opinion, and out of the hosts of fine cockers that now 
grace our land, I find not one of them has eyer entered a dog 
show, and probably never will; and in fact this may be said 
of many other breeds. A competent, judge needs scarcely 
any rules to guide him, but I should be happy to see a most 
reasonable set of rules in the hands of incompetent judges, 
so asto keep them somewhere within bounds, that their 
friends might not be ashamed of them, I should dislike to 
have a fine King Charles or Blenheim spaniel of mine get 
first prize in the pondle class. I should feel honored, I think 

It was a surprise to me at last dog show in New York that. 
Hollabird’s Trish water spaniel (a. fine specimen) did not get, 
second prize in the cocker class, the way prizes went there ; 
hut Music happened to get his deserts for some reason that 
day, as he took first in cocker puppy class. ‘* Leam’’ says 
that “by a cocker we mean a small field spaniel.” Tn this 
he is correct, although they are liandsomer than the field 
spanicls proper, and have a peculiar style of their own which 
every one cun readily perceive. T for one would heartily re- 
joice to see a competent rule for judging this class at shows 
established, and it would reecive the co-operation of ul] cocker 
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boy’s play about it, nor to work for amy one man’s dog’s in- 
terest, and then all will put a shoulder to the wheel. 

“M. B.,” in Noy. 11 issue of above paper on ‘' What 
is a Cocker?” says cockers are ‘‘mongrels, which no 
one can deny.” I most certainly shall disagree with bim, but 
shall not stop to argue it now, as I disagree with him on go 
many other points, and lat present have not the time to 
give them the requisite reply, but at some future time I will 
endeavor to do so, as 1 intend at first opportunity to give 
you a few lines on the breeding, rearing and breaking of 
cockers, for the pleasure and benefit of those interested in 
this most valuable breed, M. P. MoKoon. 

Franklin, N. ¥., Nov, 22. 

The article from ‘‘ Leam,"” in your issue of Noy. 16, seems 
to me in most respects a very sensible one. That cockers in 
this country are a made breed, or mongrels, I think no breed- 
er will deny. Wesce them of all shapes, colors and sizes; 
some on long legs, some on short; sume fifteen pounds’ 
weight, others thirty to forty. Parties owning such dogs 
claim them, without reference to size, form or color, to be 
pure-bred cockers, insisting that those which differ from them 
are not the right sort. Stonehenge’s standard does uot suit 
many of the most prominent breeders, and in the principal 
works on the dog there is no satisfactory description by which 
one tan be governed. In the different kennels with which I 
4m acquainted there is not that uniformity which stamps 
them as a breed that would be recognized as being from any 
particular kennel, as is the case with the Llewellen or Laver- 
ack setter. It is that point which we-desire to reach. How 
shallit be done? ‘‘Leam’s” suggestion that an American 
Cocker Club be formed is a good one. Let the different 
breeders all exhibit their best specimens at the first bench 
show given in any of our prominent Eastern or Western 
cities, that the relative merits of those shown may be com- 
pared, and of those exhibited let the club agree upon the 
standard dog and bitch by which future exhibitions shall be 
governed. If necessary to please all, make two classes, one 
for those dogs under twenty-eight pounds and bitches under 
twenty-five pounds, and one for dogs or bitches over that 
weight up to forty pounds, but not oyer. ‘This will cover the 
question of weight—the form will have to be agreed on, as 
well as coat, etc., etc. Let a special effort be made to have 
the best dogs in the country, whether belonging to a breed- 
er’s kennel, or private individual's who keeps but one, exhib- 
ited. 

To bring this about I would suggest that a prize of say 
$50, or eyen more if thought desirable, be offered in addition 
to the regular prize offered by the association giving the show 
for the best dog or bitch exhibited which comes the nearest 
to our present standard (‘‘Stonehenge’s”). This prize to be 
raised by subscription among those who take an in- 
terest in the breed. - I will head the subseription with $10, 
and have no doubt a very good prize can be raised sufficient, 
to induce those who claim to have the best to exhilnt. There 
can be no more attractive feature of a Bench Show than this, 
and managers will find ita winning card to offer a liberal 
prize for this class. The prizes offered in former shows has 
been entirely too small to bring out yaluable specimens, 
This breed is bound to take the front rank with those who 
desire a useful us well as a handsome dog. As pets, compan- 
ions or hunters for many classes of game there isnone su- 
perior or equally handsome. JT am quite anxious to hear 
from principal breeders on the snbject. Nowthatitis fair- 
ly agitated I would be glad to haye some good result from il. ~ 
Don’t claim it isa farce for your brother breeder to call his 
specimens cockers because they differ from yours, aud have 
Won prizes where yours were exhibited, but strive to arrive 
at. some definite standard which all may closely follow, and 
in time bring about a uniformity of breed, so that whenever 
one may be seen he will at once be known as a cocker span- 
jel up to the standard. SHAMROCK, 

Chicago, Tul. 

Lam well pleased with the general tone of the article in 
your paper of the 18th inst. by ‘“‘Leam,” entitled ‘‘ What is 
a Cocker?” ete. While it is a matter of a great deal of mo- 
ment to have some standard prepared by which the cocker ia 
to be judged and bred to, I am opposed to *‘ Leam’s” method 
of reaching the solution of this question. I would suggest 
im lien of appointing a Secretary by the one man's nomine- 
tion, which will nof meet the co-operation of a large numher 
of breeders, that a circular be gotten up for those breeders 
who feel an interest in haying a standard established for 
judging their cockers. This circular can be sent not only to 
the breeder but to such persons as are known to take an 
active interest in the raising and breeding of this intelligent, 
and beautiful dog, who will vote for a committee rof three, 
The three obtaining the largest number of votes shall be de- 
clared the committee for the purposes set forth in ‘‘ Leam’s” 
article, Let the editor of the Poresr anp Srreas prepure 
these circulars and have them sent outin his paper, addressed 
‘To those who are breeders and raisers of the cocker.” On 
each circular will be written three names, which shall be 
forwarded to the said editor. The three gentlemen receiving 
the largest number of votes shall constitule ‘the conimittee” 
who will proceed to a proper organization, and draw up as 
soon as possible a cocker standard, and the rules and require- 
ments governing the same. This is « fairer and better way 
to reach this conclusion, that all of us who are lovers of the 
cocker desire to have settled. I am even indisposed to pre- 
judge this matter in the least possible manner, either by 
mention of color, size, weight or any other condition, but 
will leave all to the wisdom and judgment of the committee 
appointed to make a standard. To defray the expense of 
such circulars and their distribution, and for the purposes set 
forth in this article, I hereby agree to donate one dollar 
Wheneyer the editor of this paper shall enter upon the duty 
imposed upon him. Wow let the lovers of the cocker assist 
in the preparation of this standard, the sooner the better for 
all of us who want to see ‘‘u standard” made rather than 
talked about. SENEX. 
Ann Arbor, Now. 21, 

T think *‘Leam" is right, and second his motion that Geo, 
D. Macdougall accept the office of Secretary pro tem. of the 
American Cocker Club. That gentleman has been trying 
for some time to have a standard made by which to judge 
the American cocker, and I think he will surely accept the 
office. It is certain we must have two classes, for now any 
spaniel from eighteen to fifty pounds is called a cocker. Ler 
those over thirty pounds go where they belong, in the field 
spaniel or large class. A dog aboye that weight is better 
tted for open or field work than he is for thick cover. For 

my part T do not believe in a dog for woodcock or grous- 
much over or under twenty-eight pounds, Over that weiglit 
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they are too large for me, and much under it they cannot 
stand the hard work that is sometimes required of them. 

- Let the work go on, my dues aré ready any time they are 
called for. J. Qvis Fernows. 

P. $.—The distemper is epidemic here at present. 
TTornetisviie, N. ¥., Now. 4. J. O. T. 

Tam truly glad to see that. my short hole has set the dog- 
men a-thinking, as Tsee that ‘* Leam” has just hit on the 
tight way to solve the difficulty. Let the cocker club be 
formed at once, and from the members of if form a commit- 
tee, who could draft a slandard ; also make by-laws for goy- 
erning the elab. The cocker spaniel is well worth the trou- 
ble, as not only very many who do not usé a dog for field 
purposes like to have » good dog as 4 companion for their 
walks, house and office, and no dog extant is better fitted for 
this purpose than the cocker spaniel. 
He is not, too large, nor is he quarrelsome, besides being 

most faithful and easily taught tricks; he is a very beautiful 
dog, and, from the character of bis hair and skin, he is in no- 
wise an offensive dog in the parlor. The cocker has all these 
zood qualities us a companion, and many more, too numer- 
ous fo mention. 

A few days ago I received 4 letter from a gentleman who 
has devoted a great deal of care and time to the subject of 
cockers and cocker spaniels, and as I think they are really so 
good, and I know they are not written at random, I would be 
doing an injustice to many if I kept it fomyself. With your 
permission J will give part of his letter verbatim, as what he 
wwauts to inipress could not be given better, nor could it he 
shortened. He writes*thus ; 

‘The cocker was a dog of the olden time, of from fourteen 
to eighteen pounds in weight. His head was round, with the 
forehead raised, nose somewhat pointed, ears of good length, 
but rather light, and covered with soft, wavy hair. Tis eyes 
were not prominent and were of medium size. The body of 
medium lenzih, with the shape of the setter. Cockers were 
well feathered, with a thick, wayy coat. The colors were 
dark liver, liver-and-white, black-and-white and white, 

“The cocker spaniel is a breed produced by crossing the 
old cocker with the Norfolk spaniel or the Surrey spaniel. 
The get of these have been inbred and interbred, producing 
spaniels varying in weight from eighteen to forty pounds, 
with various colors, as liver, liyer-and-white, black, black- 
and-white, chestnut, clestuut-and-white, orange-and-white 
and lemon-and-white. The rounder the head the greater the 
proportion of the old cocker blood; the more prominent, the 
eyes appear, especially when accompanied with tan markings, 
the greater the suspicion of the King Charles cross, and the 
greater the number of ticks over the face, legs and body the 
ereater the quantity of Norfolk blood does the animal con- 
fain. The intense black specimens appear to he produced by 
crossing the old cocker with the Sussex spaniel and then by 
judiciously crossing their get to haye established the black 
cocker. 

“ Femon-and-white and orange-and-white cocker spaniels are 
produced by inbreeding the liver-and-whites. ‘ 

‘For the bench I would suggest that if the old cocker still 
exists in his purity that he should be awarded a class in the 
show, 2nd that he should have around head, with the fore- 
head raised; weight, fourteen to twenty-one pounds. That 
the cocker spaniels should be divided imto three classes— 
large, small and dark. Large from twenty-eight to thirty- 
five pounds, small not to exceed twenty-cight, pounds ; color, 
liver, liver-and-white, chestnut, chestnut-and-white, orange- 
and-white and lemon-and-white. 

‘(Phe dark division to be made up of the black, black-and- 
fan, and black-and-white ; weight not specified.” 

This is what he says about cockers in general, and I think 
in many things he is very right, specially in his division into 
three classes, us there is 4 fear that because the black spaniel 
is so very fashionable at present that the other colors yill be 
neglected and indiscriminate crossings will be made between 
the blacks and the livers, which will not heproductive of any 
goud to the cocker spaniel. 
~ Trusting I have not frespassed uselessly on your valuable 
space, I remain, etc., N 

London, Can., Now. 23. 

Haying taken a great fancy to the breed of dogs called 
cocker spaniels I have derived a great deal of pleasure from 
the articles which have appeared in the late issues of your 
valuable paper. ; 

The original suggestion of Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall, to have 
each breeder and Joyer of the handsome cocker write his 
view fur publication in your journal is, I think, a very good 
one, buf your correspondent ‘“Leam,” of the 18th inst., is in 
too gveata hurry, let lim wait until all have been heard. 
There is plenty of time to haye a meeting such as he speaks 
of, as the Beach Shows will not take place until the latter 
part of next summer. I say, let us carry ont Mr. Macdou- 
val’s idea, and get the opinions of each cocker spaniel breeder 
on this important subject. I would suggest that the origina- 
tor of the idea should set the « xample and give the public his 
views as to the proper size, weight and color of this class of 
does, then Mr. Burr Hollis, Mr. Fellows, Mr. Robt. Walker, 
Mr. MckKoon and others of note should supplement it, with 
theirs. To call x meeting now as suggested by your corres 
pondent of the 18th would, I am afraid, turn out to be in the 
interest of a few in the vicinity of New York City, while if 
we had the views of all the noted breeders published in your 
widely circulated paper the public would not only be in- 
structed on a matter about which at present they are some- 
what in the dark, but these same ideas of the different breed- 
ers could be discussed at the meeting When it is held. 

J do not profess to be a thorough judge, but my opinion of 
about what a cocker should be is something like this: Color, 
dark liver; weight, from twenty-eight to thirty pounds: 
height at shoulder, from fourteen to fifteen inches; this, of 
course, for a sporting dog. If wanted for a lady’s pet the 
little fellows would be preferable. Black looks yery pretty, 
but Lean't shoot over that color. I have found by experi- 
ence that [can do better with the dark liver, having fried it 
repeatedly against black, liver and white and black and 
white. Hoping that you will be able to find space for this in 
the Horest ayn Stream, J remain yonrs trnly, Cooknr. 

Tinvnto, Nov, 23. 
> +@ 

Noreen.— While at Vincennes we had the pleasure of see- 
ing Dr. Jarvis’ new importation, Noreen, one of the most 
beautiful dark red Irish setter bitches we have ever seen in 
America, She is certainly a grand hench dog, and we make 
room) for her famous pedigree below : 
Noreen was bred by James J. Giltrap, Whitehall Honse, 

Dargan Terrace, Dublin, Ireland, She ia ont of My, Gil 
trap's Cora by his prize dog Garryowen. Cora is little sister 
to Captain Anuerly A, Knox's (Rappa Csatle, Co. Mayo) 

. 
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Ben, winner of first prize at Dublin, 1879 and 1880. Garry- 
owen is out of champion Belle by champion Palmerston. Capt. 
Knox has possessed the strain of which Ben is the repre- 
sentative for years, and shot over them, but never exhibiting 
until he exhibited Ben. Noreen was shown at Dublin, May, 
1880, in a large class of twenty-five puppies, dogs and 
bitches, and won first prize. She was whelped June 18, 1879. 
Capt. Knox hus kept his dogs for field work and not exhibi- 
tion, but from the success of Rex, one of his strain, upon 
the show bench in Treland and England he was first induced 
to exhibit. 

A Remepy ror Manes.—A number of my friends during 
the past spring and summer have had excellent results from 
i new mange remedy, the formula of which I giye you for 
publication : One quart of coal-vil, $ 02. carbolic acid, 2 drs. 
tincture cantharides, and 1 oz. of flour of sulphur, thoroughly 
mixed together and well rubbed into the affected parts of the 
skin three times a day; the diet of the dog entirely changed 
and green yegetables put into his mess. We all know how 
difficult it is to eradicate this malady from a kennel where it 
has once found its way among a collection of dogs. It isnext 
to impossible to get rid of if. Season after season it will 
crop out, in spite of disinfectants, and canker not unfre- 
quently follows a continued presence of this contagious ca- 
nine disease. Homo, 

Doe Lost—$25 Rewarp,—During last August Mr. Chas, 
Heath, of Newark, N. J., lost his black pointer dog—all 
hlack excepting his fore-paws and white spot on breast. The 
dog strayed away from the kennels of Mr. Thos. BE. Smith, 
Stockholm, N. d., aud a reward of $25 will be paid for his 
return io Mr. Smith. The doe is well known by us, and the 
party now keeping him will save himself trouble by return- 
ing hin ab once, 

Dern Svar Waetrs.—Mr. W. B. Wells, Jr., of Chat- 
ham, Ont,, writes us that his beautiful setter bitch, Star, 
whelped on November 15 eleven puppies by Mr. Burges’ 
famous Druid. The litter is an exceptionally fine one. Two 
of the bitches are nicely marked black, white and tan, and 
promise to equal their splendid sister Dido in point of beauty. 

Pirrssure Bexce SHow.—We take pleasure in announc- 
ing that; Mr. Charles Lincoln has been appointed the superin- 
tendent of the bench show which is to take place at Pitts- 
burg in January next. We understand that the committee 
anticipate making it a first-class exhibition. 
Guapsrone-Lincoty.—One of the many disappointments 

of the National Field Trials meeting was that Gladstone and 
Lincoln did not get a chance to be down together. The Free- 
for-all Stakes would have been a feature long to remember 
had it been run throughout. 

Ty tHe Corx.—When Count Nailer and Nimrod were 
down together, the following was the position during one 
part of the race: Mr. Drew and Mr, Short even first, judges 
second, reporters third, and the dogs a good fourth. 

PerrsonaL,—Dr. W. Jaryis and B. F. Olark attended the 
trials at Vincennes last week, and at their wind up left for 
several weeks’ shoofing in Tennessee, 

Mr. J. M. Tracy, the famous artist, was present at Vin- 
cennes making sketches of the winners and other crack dogs. 
He had with him a very excellent study of Leicester. 

SS et Cts = = 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Waires CLAIMED, 
Blue Belle—My. L, B. Ribbett, Caledonia, Ill., claims the name of 

Blue Belle for setter bitch puppy out of Mr, W. H. Mills’ Belle by 
Mr. J. H. Whitman's Blue Dash. 

Lord Elgin—Mr. F. B, Farnsworth, of Washington, D. C., claims 
the neme of Lord Elgin for Liewellin setter dog puppy byimported 
Penn out of imported Livy. 

Kale Leeceister—Mr. F. B. Farnsworth claims the name of Kute 
Leceister for Liewellin setter bitch puppy by Champion Leceister 
out of Mills’ Belle. 

Countess Elgin—My. F, B. Farnsworth claims the name of 
Countess Elgin for Llewellin setter bitch puppy by Zanzibar out of 
Lady Elgin. Zanzibar is by Charmpion Gladstone ont of Mersey, 
and Lady Elgin by Carlowitz out of Queen Bess. 

Larry II—Mr, H. Courtenay, Milwaukee, Wis , claims the name 
of Larry II. for red Irish puppy, whelped Oct. 1, 1880, bought of 
Mr. W, B. Stafford, Mankato, Minn., by Larry out of Faith. 

Blue Belle II—Mr. 7. 5. Smith, Rockford, Ti., claims the name of 
Blue Belle TL. for Layeravk {bitch puppy out of My. W. H, Mills’ 
Belle by Mr, J, H. Whitman’s Blue Dash. 

Dell TI—My, ‘Phos. D. Sheppard, Annapolis Junction, Md. 
claims the name of Dell TL. for red Irish bitch puppy, wholped 
Sept. 11, 1880, purchased from Dr. Jennelle, by his Blcho I, out 
Dell (Bob-Duck). 
King Dash—Mr. J. R. Hendvichs changes the namie of his setter 

dog, formerly the property of J. Palmer O'Neal, from Dash of 
Pittsburgh to King Dash, 

Tom Clark—Mr 'Thos. D, Sheppard, claims the name of Tom 
Clark for Irish Gildersleeye dog puppy, whelped Ang. 1, 1880, by 
Dr. T. CG. Maddix’s Inish setter Snipe ont of Mr. CG. Tt. Diffenderf- 
fer’s Annie. : 

Grace Darling—Mr. ‘Thos. D, Sheppard claims the name of 
Grace Darling for pointer puppy, whelped May 16, 1880, by Mr. ©. 
B. Cofiin's Bragg (Morris? Guy Il-May) ont of Kate Sensatiou— 
Dodge's Dolly. : 

Pegotly—Capt. A. BE. Woodson, of Port Laramie, Wyoming, 
elaims the name of Pegotty Tor his eetter bitch puppy (Take 
Phyllis) recently pnrehased from Mr, 1D, C, Burgenthal, of Tndian- 

| apolis, Ind. 
Roy—Capt. A, E. Woodson claims the natne Roy tor his emooth- 

coated black retriver out of Mr. L. UC. Hunt’s Nelly by Mr. Jno. 
Gosling’s Nero, both imported. hi J 

Bran, Oscar, Lufra, Kilda—Capt. A. EB. Woodson claims the 
ames ‘Bran, Osear, Lufra, Kildar tor fonv deerhound puppies ont 
of his Maida by Mr. N. R. Davis’ imported Forruni, 

Delt LI—M. Philip Lumbreyer claims the name of Dell Tl, for 
his liver colored pointer biteh out ol Tumbreyer’s Queen, sired by 
Culber's Duke, whelped April 2, 1880, 
Maud TI—1 see by your last issne that the namie Maud IT, is 

elaimed by Mr. W. B. Barlow, for a greyhound bitch, whelp from 
my bitch Mand Il. The Mand I. 1 owmed, the mother of the whelp 
for which this name is claimed, isnow (also my dog Spring) the prop- 
erty of Mr. L, @, P. Lotz, of this city (Chicago), 

Prep. J. WNGLEHARDT. 
Spigot—Mr. James Page Stinson, of Leayenworth, Kan., claims 

the name Spigot for imported fox terrier dog by Trounce out of 
Barmaid. Spigot wou second prize at the Boston show of 1878, und 
V. H. GC. at the W. K. C, show in 1879 nnder the name of Lottery— 
white and tan. j 

Oricket-—Miy. James Page Stinson claims the name Cricket for 
fox terriu dog one year old by Vandad ont of Mettle—black, white 
and tun. 

Sir Beoys—Yi, Foxe Stinson elaims the name Sir Beyys for 
black and tan gelter, Tow months old, by Redfeld’s Glen, he by 
Aten's Glen, ; 
Daisy—Mr. Jomes Page Sinison claims the nume Daisy for liver 

and syhite pointer bitch, two yeara old, by Strachan's Flash ont of 
his Belle, 

and white pointer, three months old, by Hubbard’s imp. Shot out 
of Daisy. 

ae of Kirkwood for red Trish setler puppy by Elche If. ont o 
ell. 

for red Irish bitch puppy by Dlcho IT, out of Fannie. 

name Gypsey for his bitch puppy by Heck out of Buff. 

name Josiel for an Irish setter bitch puppy, bred by Dr. Jennelle; 
by his Eleho I. out of his Dell (Champion Bob-Champion Dnek) 

white pointer bitch puppy formerly Leona by Sensation ost of 
Grace, 

Star, whelped Noventber 18, 1880, eleven puppies, eight dogs ai 
three bitches, by Druid. 

pies, two doys and two bitches by, Prince of Orange. 
sale 

setter bitch May by Lincoln and Hellyar’s Dash, whelped Octobe 
10, nine puppies, seven dogs two bitches, by Mr, C. De Rongely 
Montague, Salter’s Dash—Lill IIT, 

Border-Kirby) has recently giyen birth to a litter of puppies by Te 
H. Smith's Paris (Leicester-Dart). 

(5,076 Eng. K, 0. 5. B.), bred by Mr. Llewellin, by Dan out of 
lie, whelped four on Noy. 8, 1880, two dogs and two bitches, 
Champion Teicester. 
of the litter is yery promising 
of Leicester in color aud markings; the bitches, black, white umd 
tan like the dam. Norna was a very celebrated field bitch in thé 
old country haying been used for several seasons by Mr. Cunning 
ton, of London, on his extensive estate in Scotland. She neyer 
was exhibited either on the field or on the bench, but we unde 
stand that her present owner intends to put her on her merits in 
the ranning trials next year. 
one of the best brood bitches iu America to-day, being own sister 
to Mr, Burges’ Queen Mab, and combining to a remarkable degree 
some of the best qualities of her sire and dam, the renowed Dan 
and Nellie, 

black and white cocker bitch Mignon (Dai 
Dart), whelped Nov. 25, six puppies, two dogs and four bitches 
by Hollis’ Wildair. 

Champion Dash I, whelped Noy, 27, 1880, two dogsand four bitches | 
sired by his imported pure Laverack Aldershot, 

Flora (Lill I1.-Fop), first prize New York, 1878, ond first pr 
Boston, 1879, to Mi, Charles De Ronge’s Montague (Dash-Li 
I.) first prize Philadelphia and second prize New York. 

Noble (Count Wind’em—Nora). 

Shot-Tilley’s Mab), owned by John Fitzpatrick, Watevlniny, Conus 
was bred to G. §. Sedgewick’s Jock, Jr., (First W, W. C. Show, I 
¥., 1880), Noy. 17. 

poses to exhibit his dogs. 

Fannie, to Mr. Knowles, of Sobetha, Nemaha Co. Kun., a dog pup 

Bravo—Mr. James Page Stinson claims the name Brayo for liye 

Kirhwood—My. Line. F. Kellogy of Princeton, Kan., claims the 

Lady Htcho—Mr. Line F. Kellogg, claims the name Lady Bleu 

Gypsey—Mr. 8. G. Bering, Jr., of Winterset, Towa, claims 

Josiel_Mr. T, D. Geoghegan, of Louisville, Ky., claims the 

Belle—Mr. D. 8. Gregory claims the name Belle for his lemon and 

Witkues. 

“Star. My. Win. B. Wells, Jr2s (Chathym, Ont.,) setter bikehi 

Dotl—Mr. John Dayidson's Doll, whelped October 15, four pup 
None fot 

May—My. Wim. H. De Forest, Jr.'s (Sumina, N. J.), pure red 

Belle—Mr. HB, Harrison’s blue Belton bitch Gell (Pride of thé 

Norna—Mr, James H. Goodsell's imported setter bitch N: 

One of the bitches is dead, but the temaindér 
The dogs are a close reproduction, 

At all events it is certain that she ia 

Wuewrs.—Mignon—"“ Mr, Eugene Power's, Cortlandt, N Y., 
TL, ont of Vindley’e 

y Two of the puppies have since died. =! 
Kate I[—Mr. E. A, Herzberg's Kate TT. sister to Liewellin’s | 

BREb. 

Flora—Montague.— Messrs. Wm.B. and James L. Batiks, Jy 

Oountess= Count Nohle—Mo. Isaac Yeavsley, Jr.s(Coatesville, Pa } 
Countess (Leicester—Pochahontas) to Mr. D. CO. Sanborn’s Ca nub 

Jock, Jr..Jennie—The Gordon setter bitch Jennie (Copeland's 

Sa Se 

Imporrarron—We lJearn that Mr. A, Talbot, of Boston, has ve 
cently imported from England three beagles, one dog and 
bitches and one pug bitch, All are yory fine specimens ; the bee 
gles in the opinion of some judges Weing far ahead of suything ir 
Boston. Tf a showis held in this cify next year Mr, Talbot pie 

| 
| 

| 

Sane—Dashing Lion.—Myr. Isaac Youreley, Jr., has puvchased , 
trom Mr, D. @. Sanborn, the white, black and tan selter doy Dash= 
ing Lion (Dash I1—Ledy), 

Mr. Line F. Kellogg, of Princeton, Kan., lias sold to Mr. Bd 
Fuller, of Ottawa, Kan., a Yed Trish dog puppy by Eleho I. out of 

by Eleho TI. out of Fannie, and Tiady Elcho ta Mr. Wm. Smathure 
of Ottawa, Kansas. 

Correction—In our issue of two weeks since, one oy two typos 
graphical errors need correction, For Count Windom reud Count 
Wind’em and for Mr. Moore, the hundler of Cecile, read My, Morrisy 
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KENNEL MANAGEMENT, 

1. 2. M. G., Lambertville, N. J.—What is the matter with my 

pointer puppy, fifteen months old? Ho has spells that 1 di f 
mow anything about. very six or eight days he hus them. 
looks gmint and poor. Hestarts and mopes around the ho 
and #lobbers at the mouth a thick slime, It is stringy, and he wilh} 
commence drawing air throngh bis nose, us it there is something 

it that he cannot get out. He scratches his ears all the fine, 
likes to have them vubbed, Ans. Give your dog an emetic of 7 
salt once a day for three days—a tablespoonful is evough, T 

give five graius of éalomel, and ten hour's alter, a dose of castor 

oil, Weed carefully during the time, 2nd keep warm and contort 

able, with plenty of fresh air. ‘he trouble with bis ens you d 
nol describe fully euongh. Js there any running from them } 
so, he has probably got canker. To treat same we refer yon fh 

answers in late numbers of Torus xb ArkeAM On fhe anhjeect. 

y, A, D. B., Irvington, N. ¥.—I will endeavor to give you sont 

idea of the condition of my dog's eyes. I bays noticed sey 

timés, particwarly in the morning, that there is considerable wh 

matter on the eyes and lids ; once or twice it has partially cove 

the eye. Sometimes the lids are wet, as if the eyes ave weak. 
jz about all Tan tell yon. There is probably not mneh the i 

with the dog, but I think something to strengthen his eyes wou 

do ood. Ans. Wush the ayes with tepid water twice a day, if 

give 4 purge twice a week, Do not feed too much meat. 

3. C. B., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—I had o beautiful red hieh set 
puppy, four and # half months old, Lust Thursday 1 guve fii uJ 

large dose of sulphur—not quite a fublespoonfal—n his grac 
and milk. He ate it with a relish, as itpeemed. Friday he w 
little off. Saturday he became a little weak in his back and 
and Sunday morning he was very weoltand could not stand. 
called in a dog fancier and judge und he gave hima teaspoonful | 

table salt ubout eleven o'¢luck. At one o'clock he was dead. Gs 

vou tell me the canse of the dog's death? Ans. There shal 
have been & post mortem examination which would defsitely 

séttled the cange of death, and speculation as te the cust 
your deseription, not having seen the puppy, is rather useless. 4 

dose of sulphur was too large, but should not haye aansed death 

4, O. X,, Millersburg, Pa.—An incision can easily be made 12D 
large the sheath by any surgeon, if he thinks 1 necoasury, and Bb 
sill cure the trouble which is called phimosis, 

5, F, S. P., Portyille, N. ¥—1, My Newfoundland dog wig 

large sore on bis back, orrather rump, tis very mnch inflam 
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Te has been 60 bout threa months, At times he will both serateh 
mid lip it. 2. My hound is very much swollen abeut the abdomen, 

Which suoms yery hard. He runs badly at the eyes. He has been 
80 abont three weeks Will you please subscribefor both dogs and 

blige, Ana. 1. The sore is probably due to mange. Rub sulphur 
intment over it each day and try to coyer it so that he cannot lick 

Give him a teaspoonful of sulphur in his food each day for a 
veel afd two doses of sulphate of magnesia during the same time. 

Write results. 2. Try the sulphur and magnesia with the hound, 
heey him qniet and feed no mest for two weeks. 

6. J. H., Swanger, Vt.—l. My liound hurt one of his eyes by a 
fig abont the first of this month, J washit out in tepid water, 

but it looks milky and wins. Whatshall I do for it? I had an 
ecnlist look atit, and he saya it will soon be allright. Ans. 1. The 

‘opinion of the oculist is probably correct, and washing with tepid 
water will be likely to do good. 2, The gun is highly commended, 
md is, we believe, entirely reliable. 8. The powder does not lose 

‘ite strength. 

7. H. A. M., Hammond, N. Y.—<A setter bitch has watery sores 

break ont over herbody and legs. After a time the scabs become 
ard and dry, and seem to ammoy her very much, so that she 

crutches them continually. The puppies are two months old now. 
few days after their birth I fonnd them sore on various parta of 

their bodies. They grow fairly, but look rough, and the scabs 
@making them losé their hair. They eat well, and are bright 

and playful. What shallI do forthem? Ans, The bitch probably 

fins eezema, See that she has a healthy, clean bed, and feed her 

aréefully. Give her a teaspoonful of sulphur once a day for a 

week, and a dose of sulphate of maguesia twice during the same 

time. She showld also be washed three times a week with good 

bolic seid soap, If this does not cure her you must resort to 

mic and quinine, The puppies may be occasionally washed 

vith the soup, bul be careful to keep them warm and dry. Write 

asult. 

§. J, 8..8., Rockford, Til.—1. Plain cornmeal mush, with cooked 

meat, and occasionally yegetable matter baked in it, is good, 
found food for your dogs. 2. You shonld consult u first-class 
Pinsmith regarding the ve-boring of your gun. 3. We consider 
fhe spring snipe an excellent bird to train dogs on, especially in the 
Bast. Chickens ave first-class to work young dogs on, for the high 

priinie grasx males them hold their heads well up, and feel for the 

“scent in the air. 

9. BR, G., Gotinerville, Md.—If your dog is in good health, and 

not ovyerfed on moat the want of noseis a misfortune that cannot 
be ramedied. Your dog, however, may be out of condition, We 
would adyise youto giye him a thorough trial before casting him 

“aside, aa he comes of excellent stock, We haye seen dogs in ap- 
purent health that we haye known to have been good ones in the 
field kometimes show an absence of scenting power. Distemper 

TWraquently destroys power of scent, and in such cases nothing can 
be dons to restore the lost: sense. 

io. J, 4, D., Gainesville, Ala,—t want instructions how to break 

i setter or pointer on ducks, snipe and quail. What work should 

feet? Ans. For breaking either pointers or setters on snipe or 

ail see articles revently published on Dog Breakingin Toresr 

* Hutchinson on Doy Breaking” is the best book we know of. We 

amnot udyise you to prt to Bo base a use as retrieving ducks either 
‘a setter or pointer, An Trish retriever is what you want. 

ti. . G. P., Bast Randolph, N. Y.—Haying had a controversy 

as to 2 cross between an Irish setter and a cocker spaniel in regard 

40 its field qualities I write to you to decide the point and thereby 

oblige a reader, Someclaim that this cross will not stand nor 

point. but abvays flush the bird and is not good for wing shooting. 
Ans. The offspring of a staunch Trish setter and a careful working 

cocker spaniel could, by patient training, be tanght to point and 

reniain steady while on point; but who would go to the tronble of 
Yraining a mongrel that would be valueless, when the task was com- 

pleted. 
412. J. 'T. W., Touia, Mich —1. I have a bull terrier bitch one 
bv When about six months old she had the distemper and 

ft lott herina bad state, She looks and eats well, is playful and 

fhen in action you would not know there was anything the matter 
vith her, but when she stands she keeps dropping on her forward 

sand can’t stand still, She had fits fora few days, but has not 

itd any lately. Haye given her most everything, Nux vomica 

ssemed to do her as much good as anything, but still she don’t get 

yell and I don’t know as she ever will. If you can thinkof any- 

fling that vill do her any good please let me know. 2. Do you 

dink it would be a yond thing to let her get with pup? 3. Do you 

‘how of any one who breeds the small white bulldogs? Ans, 1, 
Nux vomica one-eighth grain and qninine 

iro rains three times a day will probably benefit her. 2, We can- 

mot, advise you to breed to yourbiteh. 3, WriteJ. P. Barnard, dr., 
Rexcon Kennels, Boston, Mass. 
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QURRENT DOG STORIES. 

XII, 
A gentleman of this city informs us that he was lunting with a 

friend several wecks ago nearPensancon Oreek, N. J., about four 
Miles above its mouth, when he amy a rabbit ahead of him, 
utionsly appronohing it he discovered thatit was dead. They 

Xomined it carefully and saw no evidence of injury on the body. 
As they were departing from the yieiity, they found at u short 
Wistunce the dead body of « hound with head pointed im the di- 
Yection of the vabbit, As no injury could be found on the body of 
fither, they concluded that after u long pursuit, both hound and 
rabbit died from eghanstion at about the same time. The tracks 
bf vabbit and hound were found alongside of each other clearly 
Mprinted in the sund, It is not an uncommon ocourrence for 
hounds to dic from exhaustion after retiwning from protracted 
Wnts, butan instance like this is yery extraordinary.— German- 

tiinn Telegraph, 
XII. 

‘One morning last week a little brown and white dog, owned by 
e of the bosses on the Pennsylyunia Ruilroud, was playing about 
depot shortly before 9 o'clock. During his gambols he got be- 
en the tracks justas the two lightning through trains were ap- 
aching, which pass each other directly in front of the depot. 
e doe apparently saw his danger, for he quickly looked in either 

tion, and calculated that if he should attempt to cross the 
kc on either side he would certainly be crushed to death. Now, 
dog did the only thing which could haye been accomplished 

a human being—be stretched himself ont upon all fours, placed 
nos6 between his paws and remained in that position until the 
shad passed, A number of gentlemen witnessed the actions 

' 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

of this dog, one of whom gaye the particulars to the reporter.— 
New Brunswick (N. J) Fredonian. 

XIV. 
I send you the following dog story, the truth of which is youched — 

for by the young lady who owned the animal; He pet dog, a black 
and tan terrier, was well-known to the neighbors for his intel- 
ligence, He had established a remarkable friendship for a certain 
kitten, although given to fierve attacks on all others, ‘This kitten 
was infested with tleas, which, when the dog discovered, he took 
her by the nape of the neck, in truly parental fashion, and soused 
her up and down ma bucket of water. He would then take her 
out into the sunshine and carefully pick ont the Sg 3 fleas, 

Navoune. 
So 

Go to C, L. Ritzmanun, 943 Broadway,to buy your Skates. 

OLD TIME PRACTICAL JOKES. 

JOLLY crowd it was that used to sally forth from this 
city in pursuit of game, from 1857 ta '61—a score of 

kindred spirits, whoselike it would be hard to find in these 
days of ame preserves and exclusiveness. The bags they 
frequently made would seem incredible now; so perhaps it is 
just as well not to tax the credulity of the present generation 
with a narrative of their doughty deeds with gun and dog, 
A few anecdotes will suffice to show that they did not depend 
entirely on slaughter for amusement. 

Practical jokes had become so numerous, and tricks so 
common, that it was almost as much as & man’s life was 
worth to be off his guard; therefore the nimrods always 
kept a sharp lookout and slept with one eye open; but even 
then they often caught each other napping. State Senator 
Coombs, of Alameda County, was the victim on one occasion, 
when a party of five were hunting and fishing in the Contra 
Costa Wills, Coombs was deeply interested with hook and 
line, while the others spun yarns. Bears were the subject 
under discussion. Coombs finally came to the conclusion 
that he wasn’t afraid of bears anyhow. Conversation lag- 
ging, the others picked wp their guns, and started up the hill 
after some birds. The hill was steep and the brush was 
thick; but they finally reached the top, and the first object 
that met their gaze was a brindled calf. The thought crossed 
them all like inspiration to drive the calf through the brush 
on to Coombs below. The calf was surrounded and driven 
quickly down the hill Coombs heard the noise, but could 
see nothing. ‘The calf was on the point of breaking through 
the bushes into yiew, when Ned Gallagher shouted; 
“Coombs, look out for the grizzly.” At the same moment 
the animal dashed toward Coombs, and theterrified fisherman 
plunged headlong into ten feet, of water, and dove and kept 
diving until the shouts of laughter on the bank reassured 
him that the coast was clear. Then he came out, only to find 
a scared brindle calf and four men rolling on the ground. 
Coombs looked serious for a moment, but finally he laughed 
and rolled too. 

Not long after this event a party of the same sportsmen, 
including John K. Hackett, afterward the celebrated Re- 
corder of New York, Ned and Charlie Gallagher, Johnny Orr, 
George Coffee and William Kohl, made in Amador Valley 
what they thought then, and still think, was the biggest bag 
of game ever made in the State in our day. Besides untold 
numbers of ducks, geese, quail and rabbits, Gallagher, Kohl 
and Coffee bagged fifteen dozen and four English snipe. 
Coffee Killed sixty-one, Gallagher sixty-three and [Kohl sixty. 
On the way back Hackett and Kohl rode in one buggy, Ned 
Gallagher and Coffee in another, and the two others in a 
third. Hackett succeeded in having all the snipe placed in 
his bugey, and as he and Kohl hada fast horse, they soon left 
the others behind; and when Gallagher and Coffee reached 
Hayward’s Hotel, and were about to register the game (each 
hotel kept a resister for game then) what should they sce, 
ut recently written: ‘‘ Kohl, Hackett and friends, so many 
ducks, so many geese, and fifteen dozen and four English 
snipe.” The same thing was done at San Leandro, and when 
they reached the city, to make matters worse, they found 
that Hackett and his friend had given every single snipe 
away. 
but Ned Gallagher and George Coffee were not easily 

beaten in playing pranks, so they kept quiet and bided their 
time. Not many days elapsed before the same gentlemen 
made another trip to the same place and met with their ac- 
customed good luck. As the day drew to a close Messrs. 
Gallagher and Coffee came into camp, a little in advance of 
the rest, as per agreement, and proceeded to develop their 
little plot. Knowing that the greater part of the road home 
was along the side hill and very steep, they took the hind 
wheels of the two buggies and put them on the uphill side, 
and put the small, front wheels on the down grade side, and 
screwed them on lightly, took all the monkey wrenches out 
of the buggies, and started rapidly for Hayward’s and spread 
the joke. Kohl, Hackett and friends were thus compelled to 
drive all the way in that strange rig, and on arriving at Hay- 
ward's weremet by a laughing crowd of spectators, whose 
shouts and cheers so incensed the uolucky hunters that they 
threatened to clean out the place. It was some hours before 
good feeling was restored, when the parties met and declared 
a trace for the time being. These incidents are still referred 
to by the survivors of the halcyon days, a number of whom 
still reside in this city, Prongrr, 77 Pacific Life. 
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WHAT THEY SAY OF US. 

: Brrutenem, Pa., Wow. 12. 
FIND the Forest ANp Stream up to its oldstandard, in 
some respects better. Iam glad that you propose to omit 

cricket entirely, so as to give more room to the rod and gun. 
and I think this change a decided improvement. Keep right 
on, you are doing a good work in elevating the literature of 
Sportsmen, 

For another thing I cannot thank you enough, that is your 
rigorous exclusion of the bottle. Don’t letit creepin, Tt 
causes many an accident, and it Inevitably degrades the man 
who uses it. From you the young men may learn that a man 
may have a keen enjoyment of sport, may be a good shot 
and an artist with the fly and yet haye no use for the accursed 
bottle. Again Isay, my sincere thanks for this. G. B. 

Bosron, Mass. 
One morning in cach week I receive my mail with 

greater pleasure than usual. ‘The particular morning re- 
ferred to is the day which brings me the Forest anp 
STREAM. For atime lam taken away from scenes of busi- 
ness strife to the happy hunting grounds of the past, and in 
turning the leaves of this able journal I seem to scent the 
breezes of forést and stream from the many districts of the 
country, some of which are as yet unexplored by the writer, 
and many from localities old and familiar to your scribe. 

. OTORY. 

The Kifle. 
Vermoxt—Bratllebora, Nov. 18.—Thinking that perhaps it 

would be of interest to some of the readers of ForEsT AND STREAM 

Tsend an account of the mid-range mille match which took place be- — 
tween the Rod and Gun Chib, of Sprmgtield, Mass., and the Fort 
Dummer Chih, wf this place, at the range of the latter club at Ver- 

non to-day. The scores of both teams at the 40) and 500-yard 

ranges were excellent and have naver been excelled on our range. 

The highest possible of 75 was reachod by members of both tearaa 

on the 400-yards range. he wind, which freshened up some at 

500 yards after dinner, developed into a perfect gale, varying front 

12 to 3 o'clock, requiring the use of all the way from 1 to 10 points 
of witidage, and the score at 600 yards suffered accordingly. Mem- 

bers of our club were high in praise of the gentlemanly qualities of 

the Rod and Gun Club, and another season will probably see the in- 

auguration of a series of friendly matches, ‘The following is the 

score in full : 
Fort Dummoer—k, L. Hawley, Gaptain. 

400-6 5 5h 5b 5 5 D5 DF HR SF S 5TH) 
Howt.....--- 500—4 4545 5 5 5 & 5 5 5 5 4 b—T1+2909 

GwO-5 45 6h Ht 4d do d BG t BKB 
0-5 6 5b 5 5 F 6 5 5 GF B 2 BT 

ALS. Nithols.< 500-65 56 5 ¢d $8 446 44 8 5 & 5 G-—H9L ONT 
(05 25 223 35 4A 2 3 BF FF. 
4U—5 fF G FS GF fF 5 FS 2 FS 

A.W. Nicliols4 500-5 5 455 546 565 6 5 5G 
(hots 4 85 5b a YO BO 
Pii0—69 Go Ih S a beh 6 ab 8 oF of 

Read ....6::2900-5 6 6) 5 5h FFF 45 FH 
b0N—5 424 dd SG 5BVYE 24 

jW0-5 BF FH HFG Gb oa 
Hawley. ....4 500-5 §# $556 5th FAH AE SA 

(M3 8 ¢2 6 4h BF HO 1 S$ 4 a 
fas PF RS a 45.0 6 7 5 

Halon 2.1.4 AW0—4 & # 5 F eG 44 5 5 8 
ono 4 4 Ye 78 4 2 5 ot 

TECVUSILO ide ity ch esas Device pam po ee ube tha ar sett deat atavelete stats 

To amk Gun Loses, k 
(Wi—F 5-5 5 & BD. F > > & BB 575) 

Mosus,........00-5 GS 4 £4 9 5 a 4 4 F 5 0 F—6T} 203 
Ven08 5 22 4a 2h 5 5 4 36 5 4= 61 
Mf AS 6 Fb 5H G5 SG Th 

Barretticse-, 500-5 6 6 ¢@ F & 5 fF Gh & f& 4 5 
0-5 0 98 2 4.4% > 4 4 4 fh 5 5 
jM0-4 4546 6 6 5 OG 5 

Mayott.....-5 +~H00—5 ob FF 4 5 8 FF 5 5 
lq0=3 45 25 482 SHB RBs 4 
({W—5 Fb FFB OF G5 FASS 

Titan Ape ~H0U—-4 4 26 $5 6 4 5 4 5 5 3 SG 
00—5 0 0 24 6 F 4 5 BE OS 4 8B 

(W004 G5 Fd 456 5 6 6 Fo 
Mifiver ...... MN-+ 6 A + 4 t on Fd f Hh 2 5 

H (Pe Lee Ne ast manip aie ely 
{ Bf 6S + 5d 5 G5 & 5. 5 

Chapin ,... PbS 6 F 5 444M 4 4 
0G 28 8 24 4 PF 24 F 

Totulosgn, AS ERG AP EMAL A EN S82 OMS RO ASAIN Sh RL Ban 1186 

GrempMoor, Vou, 25.—The Thankspiying Day match was declared 

a most enjoyable success by all who took part in it, as it certainly 
was areal novelty in the shooting line. It was, in fact, a noyel 

mode of handicapping, so pleasantly were the poorer shots led 

to suppose that they were having a close call on the shekels, The 
match was an all-day one, open to everybody, at 200 yards, using 

the State model rifle. Every freedom was given to contestants, 

and the same rifle could be used by a number of shooters if the 

match was not thereby delayed. The entrance fee was one dollay 

for first entry and fifty cents for each duplicate entry—fiye shots 

each entry. Competitors to enter 1s many times as they please, 
but only the aggregate of their two best scores to count. All nu- 

merical ties to be decided by lot. Upon payment of amount of en- —~ 

trance fee, ammunition will be furnished without charge. 
Pool targets were kept running ad (/ib,, and all day long the crack 

of the rifle was heard. Seventy men were out with their rifles and 

the entries ran up to nearly 400, one gentleman, in his eagerness 

for a good score, entering no less than thirty-two times. Sharp at 

4 o'clock the firing ceased, and then came the settlement of the or- 

ders of ties. Before 5 o’clock the fifty leading scorers were sented 

at dinner in the large dining-hall of Klein’s Hotel, by the range, 
and, with appetites sharpened by a day’s shooting, the lucky fifty 

fell to with vigor. With the dessert Assistant-Secretary Weston, to 

whom the credit of suggesting the match should be given, appeared 

with a broad tray, on which were fifty charlotte russes, The shoot- 

ing of the day had determined the distribution of these charlottes 

as follows : 

1. The competitor making the highest score, as stated, to select 
four of the charlotte russes. 

2. To select three charlotte russes. 
select two do. 5. To select tiwo do. 

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
2g, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32, one charlotte russe eich. 

33, 34, 35, two charlotte russes, ownership to be decided liy com- 
petitors themselves. 

36, 37, 38, two charlotte russes, ownership to he decided by com- 
petitors themselves, e | ; 

39, 40, 41, two charlotte russes, ownership to be decided hy com- 
petitors themselves, ' 

42, 43, 44, 45, two charlotte russes, ownership fo he duecided ly 
competitors themselves. 

46, 47, 48, 49, 50. two charlotte rmases, ownership to be decided 
by competitors themselves. 

Secretary Donaldson, who presided at the nieeting, was entitled 
to second choice, but he consented to take the three bits of pastry 
remaining on the tray when all else had been served. The contents 
of the charlottes were as follows, cach one cantaining a single ecin : 

One double-eagle, $20; four single eagles, S40: six half-eagles, 
#30 ; fourteen quarter-eagles, $35 ; twenty-five gold dollars, #25 ; 
fifty coins, $150. 

There was to be no *hefting,” and the rule of dranghta, that a 

piece once tonchad should be taken, was adhered to. When all had 
been seryed, on the call from the chairman, ‘‘Searvli and ye shall 

find,” all spooned down into the depths of the charlottes, aud from 
all sides came np expressions of joy or disappointment. Yau Heu- 
seu’s Four selections netted hint #26. MelInnis was the lucky man, 

and drew the double-eagle, with an odd dollar besides. Secretary 

Donaldson secured $4.50 for his three pieces, and all down the ta- 

ble odd ptreake of Inck ran, und the only regréli of the men was 

that the wretched weather of the day had kept many shooters from 

attending on this wind-up day of the regnlar matches. The scores 

of the match stood : 
1.4. B. Van Heusen....-..-.... 
oF. J. Donaldson....-..-- 
3 A, McInnes. ... 
4 J. L, Paulding. 
5 J. W. Mangin. 
i TK. Simpson. 

3. So select two do. 4. Ty 

26 W. HW. Dumlop.-..----...--.-.3 
27 J. Dempter....-... 
25 0, Barker. 
29 7. Schulien. 
#0 M. Cochrane 
31 TJ. Purre 

7 N.D. Ward. 32 °C, F. Rabbi 
3 W. Robertso a3 J. H. Meyer aT 
9 F. H, Holton 34 W.. Hamilton 37 

10 W. J. Underwoo 2 35 J. Behan........-.. as 
11 J. R, Grohinan...,-.......... 42 36 W, HL. Nordbruch ..:.....-:-- 37 
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12 W, Cushing. ...-..,.,-.62..-. 41 37 H. Douglass,....., .-...-.. ..37 
18 A. H. Cobb’.......... veepeetl 88 EH. B. Thomson._..,.-,--..-. .46 
14D CG Wiliiamson..--4.s¢e44dl SOW. C. CUA... ,,ce-sevece 
15 G. Williams... betl TAQ NBS WLAN oon sete cle ceiocles « 
160.7, R. B. Bayly . 41 41 J. P.Silvernail. 
17 J. W. Wright .41 42 J, M, Tomer 
18 E. Demmier. 4d) 43 J, Moora. 
19 Jas, Ross.. 40) 44. B. Hart 
20 J. 1D. Riley 39 45 F, F. Miller 
21 WH. Scott. 45 H. Downey 
227, W. Hale.... T J. H. Sander 
23 A.J. Howilelt....:.. ARC SUNG a heasag sas 
84 BE. O. POSEY... AGW, AL TAVIMD eee 
SSAA BGILGIO oo cel acepeet tise ay 50 WLM SubimeFs 2. 00.... 2. 

Garpver, Mass., Nov 26.—There was a good attendance at the 

Hackmatack Range yesterday. A series of meetings was inaugu- 
vated. There is to be 4 contest each wosk until a certain sum is 

realized. It is open to all. The prizes to be awarded aggre- 
gate #50. The first prize is $10. Distance, 200 yards, off-hand, 

naéing tha inch-ring and Creedmoor target combined, 'The work 

of yesterday is told hy the following score : 
Tl, Tl. 

I. N. Dodge.... $j—I1s6 Geo. F. Elisworth 835 89—172 
64-110 G. R. Pratt 1 68—134 
66-142 A, Matthew: 64 H— 125 
68-125 H. 9 S9—178 

6 Te—152 A 8 64—134 
46 S4— 79 31 6T—148 

H.8. Pierce....... ....11 16-147 FE, Nichols..........: 84 88—16T 
OG. O. Bent..,..,., .1:.80 80-160 

Mammore Rirtze Gatiery—Boston, Nov. 26.—Thanksgiving 

week was 2 busy one at the Mammoth Gallery, and the contestants 

in the Excelsior Rifle Match were largein point of numbers ; the 
gallery was well filled both day and eyening during the week with 

riflemen and their frietids, many members of the several rifle 

olubs in this vicinity being among the number, 
Mr. R. S. Gray, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, still 

holds the lead with 191, closely followed by Mr. N. W. Arnold, of 

the same Association, with 191, and Mr, U. A. Pollard with 191 

ranking in the order named. The three leading contestants are so 

close thet it will be hard for any one to name the winner, Mr. I. 

I. Richardson follows closely with 190. Next in order is My. J. 

Merrill with 188, and sixth is Mr. 8. Canterbury, with 186, out- 

ranking Mr. H, Appleton, who also has 186, 
On Dec. 1 will commence a new match, called the Any Rifle 

Match, with six cash prizes, as follows: First prize, #7; second 
prize, #6 ; third prize, $5 ; fourth prize, 34; fifth prize, $2; sixth 

prize, $1. Conditions of the match are: Any twenty-two calibre 

rifle three pounds pull; rounds, eight; possible 40; five scores 

to win, or possible 200; position, off-hand. 
The management, desiring some one to make a clean score, will 

offer an extra prize of $15 to any one making a clean score of 
eight consecutive bullseyes. This the management thinks will be 

an incentive for the crack shots to put forth greater efforts in this 

direction. This new match will commence on next Wednesday. 
The following ave the leading competitors, with their scores to 

date ; 50 yards, rounds 8; possible 40; five scores to win, or pos- 

Bible 200: 
As Se CRTGUY fee pee's pons boon d deine owe Ree a8 ketene 35 38 38 38 39-191 
oeWa ATMO ee. by ee ee cte mess p habe ST 38 38 39 39-191 
AU peAG VE GIVATA RonF. cele 38 35 88 88 s9—191 
Lay DEV ele a ye REE BAO) Sen) 83 38 33 39—190 
J. Metrill,........- 87 38 88 33—iSS 
S$. CanterGuy:.. pena saree ese 3T 37 3T 38—186 
H, Appleton 37 37 37 38—186 
Chas. B, Robinson.. $6 37 8T 37—153 
Frank Hollts. 86 36 86 35—182 
G. Warren, 36 36 36 3T—is 

5 #6 36 36 3t-—150 
A. 835 36 36 36—175 

N.S. 85 36 86 36-17 
tL. 85 85 36 36—1TT 

Jae gh hE Aigo 5 0e 865 385 36 36—1T7 
Wp EIOIUON 45 soe oe itdee cee teameleims 2 pe 35 35 35 35—176 

85 35 85 35—17 
$6 35 35 3h 
34°55 85 26—173 
34 B4 85 35—172 
$4 84 34 35-171 
34 34 S4- 84-170 
B4 34 B34 S4—169 

Pistol Practice—This fayorite range hag been lively also during 

the week, aud the crack of this littla arm has been almost inces- 
sant. Mr, J. J. Dunne was nearly successful in getting the gold 

prize, twice waking thirtyaunes, his third shot on one score was a 

three o'clock nipper, and his sixth shot on his next score wasa 
seven o'clock four; it jas a fine effort, and showed capital holding. 

On Dee, 1 wiil commence a pistol match with three cash prizes, as 
follows : ist, 85; 2d, #3; 3d, 32; also an extra prize of five dol- 

lara to any one making a clean score of eight consecutive bulls- 

eyes. Conditions ave: Holding the weapon at arm’s length, 
rounds 8, possible 40, threa seores to win, or possible 120; dis- 
tancé 50 feet: the match to continue during the month of De- 

comber. The following are some of the best scores; 50 feet, 
rounds 8, possible 40 : 
J. J. DUNNE: -.c. er ceee. Phcocattortstrrrress Bn 8si) 6—$9 

we TOBE: yep dese d rate tepaeee pines od 5—29 
§. Odlorne........-6 oes 5—39 

Fi re-entry.. 4—33 
¥, J, Rabbeth.... 
A. L. Andrews 

dm re I en Ne I 209 Re pe POL ST ot Wm ee ie Re ee YS 
Sm Pe OU ee Oy ae ST 
es OV OF ee SN on or 

ih 2 
H. M. 484 

. &. an 

A. B. Prescot il 

a fe . 8. Gray. ; > 5 4—39 
pei te Geo. E. RAYMORE. 

Brooxrrenp, Mass., Nov, 26—Yesterday, Thanksgiving Day, 

several of tho members of the Sportsman’s Club had a practice at 
the range, breaking glass balls, Each had ten shots ; the balls 
wore thrown from a rotary trap, with eighteen yarda vise, The 

record was asfollows: C. H. Griffin, 10; J. P. Crosby, H. P, Ger- 

ald, George Chapin and Henry Crosby, 9 each. The two last are 

but 18 years old, 
oe 

HUNTING RIFLES, 

Newport Barracks, Ky. 

LLOW mie, a8 a sportsman of many years’ experience, to yen- 
tilate my yiews on what I consider good, serviceable sporting 

xifles—rifles which in their way and for actual work cannot be ex- 
celled ; and although I admit they still may be improyed upon, at 
all events, for the present, they stand, in my estimation, ay the 

best in this country, vegardleas of cost. 
T will commence with what I consider to be the best rifle for 

sporting in timber, for self-defence against adds, for general utility, 
and, in fact, the best rifle tor killing game on the run, and quick 

phap-shooting generally. 
Jn 1870 T bought a cal, .44 rim-fire Winchester repeater, which 

1 | shot a heayier load—40 grs. powder and 200 gra. lead. 

shot 28 grs. powder and 200 gers. lead, With this rifle I killed a 

good many deer and some elk, and in its day it was the best 

American repeater made; but then it had many shortcomings, 
especially for killing large game—the load was entirely too smiall to 

give good results, and although a most convenient gun, yet it was 
not ‘the thing.” 

In 1873 I bought one of same make, but of latex model, which 
This gun 

Was a good one, and with it T killod amany deer, antelope, elk and 
| buffalo. Still it was not a '* boue erusher,” and although T always. 

used a hollow-pointed explosive bullet, in many cases I did not bag 

game which a heayier baliand larger load of powder would have 
“called in,” When first J used this gun 1 tried factory ammnuni- 

tion—viz., solid bullet and ordinary rifle powder. Afterward I 

| used Curtis & Haryey powder, and made my own hollow-pointed 

| balls. With these T came out very well, and consider that for 

| light sporting rifle—oue that is not intended for game any larger 

{ than deer, und exclusively for shooting in timber, where the range 

4 | seldom exceeds 100 yards, and no wind to disturb the flight of the 
ball—this is an excellent rifle; but for prairie work the bullet ia too 

light, especially when cast hollow-pointed ; and I haye been sadly 
} disappointed when shooting at black-teil deer across ravines, at 
| say, 250 to 300 yards, to see my bullet drift away to one side, per 

haps several feet, when I knew I held where I thought was right 

! making due allowance for wind, depression of ground, ete. 

Since then this same firm (Winchester) has turned out what 
consider the yery best ritle in the world as an all-roiind gun—yiz. 
a cal. .50 Winchester Express, burning 95 grs. powder and 300 ers. 

jead (hollow-pointed bullet). This gun is rather heavy, to be sure, 

but that is all that can be said against it, and it must be borne in 
| mind that a strong shooting gun must be full weight, as a light 

gun would kick fearfully with 95 grs. powder, even if it does shoot 

ia light bullet. I don't like the long magazine, but one that car- 

\ ries, say, six cartridges, and that, making with one in the barrel 

, Seven. shots, is as many a8 are generally required, Such a weapon 

j in the hands of a slillful marksman is a perfect armory in itself, 
} and will stop any animal at which it is fired, backed by an accurate 
aim and good judgment, 

The penctration is not so great as that attained by rifles which 
shoot a more poiited and heavier bullet, but if will be found 
amply anflicient to howl over a grizzly, buffalo, or any animal that 

1s a native of this hemisphere, and that with one shot, if properly 
delivered. But what if the first shot doesn’t? You still have six 
others—and there is the beauty of the repeater, Should you jump 

} a band of deer, by keeping cool and giving the gun a show, you 

j may bag three or four before they get ont of range. This, of 
/ course, depends upon the gronnd, ete. At all events, you can 
\ always count upon doing more iischief with seyen shots at your 

'| fingers’ ends than you could under the most favorable cirenm- 
stances expect to with only one or two shots. Then again, when 
hunting in the Northwestern States in the winter, it is an inexpli- 

! cable luxury to be able to do all your loading at home before you 
start, as when it is fen or twelve degrees below zero I have alwaye 

| found it was more comfortable to keep on my gloyes—or, rather, 
mittens—and no other gun (other than a repeater) can be handlec 

successfully with these ungainly but indispensable appendages, 
By the way, for hunting in cold weather, a regular mitten for the left 

4 

: \ hand and with one a forefinger for the right is what iswanted. The 

trajectory of this cal. .50 Winchester Express is very flat, and that 

ae | is one of its best pomts. To those wishing a somewhat lighter 

77 | gun I would recommend the gun of this make which shoots 60 prs. 
powder and 300 gra. lead (solid ball), but for » smashing, killing 

bullet, give me the cal. .50. As to the gun being too complicated 

and Hable to get out of order, that theory has been entirely for- 

gotten out West, where they are most extensively used, and with 
decent care and attention they will last as long as can reasonably 
be expected, considering their price, 

Regarding the Express system—or hollow-pointed ball and pecu- 

liar grooving—there is, I believe, no one who now donbts their 
superiority over a solid ball, any more than that a choke-bore shot- 
gun will outshoot a cylinder, or but what 4. 10-gauge gun, if properly 
built, will ontshoofa 12, These things happily seem at last to be 

settled facts, and it would be folly to argue with a man who 

would not accept them, as such an individual conld never be 

conyinced. For my partTam fully convinced that a 160-grain 

hollow-pointed bullet, driven by 40 gra. powder, will do more 

damage and have a more demoralizing effest than a 500-grain 
sharp-pointed bullet, with 100 grs. powder. This IT know to be a 

fact on antelope and deer. For buffalo and other lurge animals 
the former is too lightjand has not the reqnisite penetration; but 
the 300-grain ball from the cal. .50 Express is just the thing. 

I hope I have not opened a hornet's nest by advocating a certuin 

rifle in preference to others, as I do this merely as a word of adyios 

to beginners, and not in contradiction to ideas which may be too 
deeply rooted to allow of any change. TIRADOR, 

Boston, Mass. 

F late much has been written upon the subject of ‘* Hunting 
Rifles," snd ihe articles haye been eagerly deyoured by me, 

The late Bayard Taylor used to say that lie never found himself in 

the company of a person but what he could learn something, and 
80 each of the new contributors [ am introduced to through your 
columns tells me some little useful point, which adds to my store 

of knowledge on this subject. 
Rifle shooting is my madness, Hunting with a rifle T preter to 

all other sports, soif I may tell fellow sportsmen my opinion of 

hunting rifles, perhaps—even if I am thoroughly thrashed by some 

abler seribe—some one may ind x grain of wisdom which will profit 

them. 
Tn hunting with a rifle we are supposed to be in pursuit of game 

which is too large and too shy to be bagged with the shot-gun, 
therefore we want 1 move powerful arm. The question natnrally 
arisen, ‘What calibre do I require and how much powder do TI re- 
qnire to charge my rifle?” Took over the market, and yon will 

find many excellent weapons, but a large, very large, proportion of 

the so-called hunting rifles in the gun-stores to-day ave totally unfit 
to kill anything above the size of 2 hare, Rifle makers generally 

of usefulness and defense. 

When I go hunting I take either my shot-gun or rifle, and when 
T tuke the latter I go to kill what I cannot kill with a shot-gun, and 

i re 

to-day seem to be manufacturing objects dart instead of weapons | 

I therefore haye a weapon with which I can kill my game from 100. 

to 500 yards. ‘To do this, 60 grs. powder is theleast I should think 
of using, and neyer have shot less than 70 gras. Tho bullet I want 
to weigh at least 420 gra. The rifle to be .45 caL., and to weigh not — 
under 9 Ibs, Now, some of your readers will exclaim, ‘None of — 

that for me,” and will cito cases of tigers and bears being killed 
with .38 cal, rifles ; but because such a caso has been brought to 
to their attention, it is no reason thatthe weaponis suitable to hunt. 
such animals, Dr. Cones once shot a wolf dead with No. 10 shot, 

but I don't helieve our ornithological encyclojyndia world go wolt- 

hunting with such ammunition, 
Thaye owned many rifles, and what I tell your readers is the 

result of a long experience and many tests, Tha finest and best 

hunting rifle I eyer owned I bought in a city gun-store—a poor, 
despised, svcond-hand, Sharps ‘‘Old Reliable Business" rifle, the 

old model, syith an outside hammer. How insignificant it looked in. 
the background, for in front werd those objecls darl—thoss 

beautiful, high-priced, hot-house-fowér rifles, with Italian walnut, 
stocks, natty white straps attached to the slings (how white and 
clean those straps were !). But my eyes were upon that plain, sub- 
stantial Sharps, and as an art connoisseir would seize 2 Rem- 

brandt, u Titian, or a Guido, I seized that rifle, paid for it, and bore 
away my prize. 
Now, if I may be permitted to, transfer thé reader to the plains 

of the Great West. Time, early in the morning; yery cold, a strong 

wind blowing; in the distance, five antelope; two hunters 
approaching them, one armed with a light rifle, shooting about 

30 gra. powder, and bullet to correspond; the second, the writer, 
armed with the Sharps rifle above mentioned, charged with the 
Winchester government ammunition, 70 grs. powder and 420 gra. 

lead, We manage, by being mounted, to approach within about 

250 yards, when away go the antelope like the wind. They run 
about 50 yards, and with that habit so fatul to them, stop for an 
instant to indulge their curiosity, In a second two shots are fired, 

the lighter bullet strikes the ground abont 150 yards from the 

shooter. The antelope run, but before they haye coyered fifty 

yards, oné is down, stone dead, bored through with the 420 grains 
of lead. I look around, and in the distance, upon a slight emi- 

nence, stands a noble buck, In as quick time us I conld ‘ pump” 
a shell into a Winchester, I had slipped one into ‘Old Heliable.” 
‘The buck was so far away thatas he faced me he looked like a tiny 

object, but he soon presented his side, and my rifle was at my 

shoulder. ‘‘ Don’t fire,’ shonted my companion. Crack went my 
tifle. “You've hithim! Whatashot! He's allright!" T heard 

as I jumped into my saddle. What a distance, I thonght, us I can- 
tered up to my game. How pretty he looked, so sleek and clean. 

He was shot behind the shoulder—a well-placed shot, but he was 

not dead, and he jumped to hia feet. Another shot brought him 
down, and I cut his throat just as the boys from camp came riding — 

up, ‘We thought you wild,” they exclaimed, ‘‘to shoot at such 4 — 
distance. Whatagunto ‘holdup.’” The distance was paced, 

and 468 paces counted. 

I haye detailed this account—which is a truthful one—to ilus- 
trate what I wish to say in conclusion, Ihave shot many deor and 
antelope ; of the latter I have rarely killed one under 200 yards, and 

from that distance up to 468 paces. 

I want and have a rifla—the one mentionsd—that 1 can shoot, in 
cover, bears and moose ; and my bullet, with the churge of powder 

mentioned, will, if well placed, bring to bag the largest game, If 

will also shoot perfeutly at long range. When antelope shooting, I 
solnetimes use the Government shell, 86 gra powder and a 500 gr, 
patched bull, This is yery effective in making long shots. 

T do not believe in magazine rifles, I haye used them, and larow 
their merits and demerits, and cannot but believe that, sooner or 
later, hunters who now fayor them will believe as I do, 

To sum up my statements in a concluding paragraph : I do not 
belieye any rifle is fit for actnal field service but what takes powder 
and lead enough to make a nearly flat trajectory up to 150 yards, 

Have your rear elevating sight fast, and learn to shoot at different 

distances by drawing « fine or coarse sight. Let the front sight 

regulate the elovation, Get such a rifle, brother sportsmen, aud 
you will find it a fit weapon to shoot in timber or on the open 

prairie, Hwvye target sights, if you like, interchangeable with the 

hunting sight, and you will find you have a “thing of joy forever.” 
‘TRAJECTORY. 

os 

Hop Bitters have more patience than Job, curing thousands of 

patients daily. Ses Proverbs, 

; 
Goto 0. L. Ritzmann, 948 Broadway, if you want a good Knife. — 

Pachting and Ganoeing. 
RIGHT AS FAR AS HE GOES, 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
1 HAVE observed that you think American builders giyetoo much 

beam and too little depth to» yauht of given length; also, 
that you oppose the use of the centraboard and the use of much 
canyas in one sail. J infer from your account of the race between 
Georgie and Annie and Ayrshire Lass that you eapecially object to 
the cat rig, probably as the smbodiment of all the aboye-mentioned 
defects. | think your condemnation of these models and nig just, 
50 far 48 applied to large yachta intended for rough work and much 
“ ontside” crnising, but when applied to our smaller sailing boats, 
of which the cat is the chief, leonsider it entirely too sweeping. 
The yery things which seem failures when applied to sea-going 
yachts are, itpesms to me, those which muke the cat such a fayor- 
ite. Her small draft and centrebonrd enable her to sail in yery 
shallow water, and when in deep water to use a large keel. As we 
canuot deepen our inlets and shallow lakes, und still like large 
boats, we can only increase the beam to add to their size, which in~ 
crease of beam also prevents the necessity of much ballast—a grat 
sonsideration to a small crew. 
I suppose almost every one has had experience of fhe conyenience 

of the single sail plam, Eyery summer I handle cat-boats alone, 
which it would be impossible for me to handle if the canvas was 
diyided into tyvo sails, ; 

In your review of Kemp's ‘' Yacht and Boat Sailing,” you guid, in 
speaking of the part relating to the ten and fiye-tonners and smaller 
oraft, that we had practically next to nothing to learn trom the 
English, our small sloops being far superior to anything of their 
class described in his book. And as concerning smaller sail-boate, 
‘(On smooth water we are king.” Now, the eat 1s the chief of 
these smaller boats, and I claim that it, is in her class especially 
that “ we are y.'' Dixon Kemp speaks very highly of the cat- 
boat, 2s represented by the Una, baying that the handiness of th 
boat was a marvel to those whose simplest rig was that of a water- 
min’s beat with three sails, I think it should also be remembered 
that our waters are not as rough and choppy as those surro 
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depth ond amall beam. 
Boston, Nov. 20. 
We take no exception to the uboye letter, Av long as we are 

content fo remain m smooth water and shirk good breezes, our 
Veamy light-dratta is all that are required. Sofarag small ‘open 

Moats” aro concerned, not even this much cam be suid of them, how- 

Byer. for the eatiimaran is their superine on every pomt, But a 
Weis lange oud wowing draction Of the yachting community ix de- 

fivous of haying sate and comfortable yachts of dmall tonnage in 
which to cruise in open water and weather a gale if necessary, As 

fi class, We are becoming sea-going yachtemen more and mora 

SyéLy yea’, aud oventually will graduate as such quiteas thoroughly 
13 the English alroady haya done, Wor the nae of that class: we 

dyocate a modititution in preyailing Guatome, and we have never 
ét met uny one who has tried the orthodox sloop under such con- 

ditions Wnt what he was prepared to acknewledga the truth of our 
strictures concerning the umitness and danger of cruising at sea 
in ninety-nine out of every one hundred yachts asx they are mod- 

sd at present, It is not necessary to go to the English extreme 
n depth and want of beam to secure an honest boat. Something 

alf way between the sloop and cutter in mode) will secure the 
good qhalities of exch without any of their objectionable points. 
The yery nature of yachting in America is sfill in a shifting condi- 

m. Itis not yet helf developed, and, until the sport reaches mia- 

ity, we must expect and counsel a change in model to anit the 

vance in the acquirement of seamanship and aloye for the sea, 
tis 4 uneomplimentary slight to the stamina aud courage of 

Amoricun yachtsmen to assume that they will foreyer rest content 

vith pottering abont New York Bay and the Sound, and that we 
Will neyer become sea-going sailors like our brethren across the 

Atlentic. Any one who has observed the signs of the times, indi- 
mied by the growing popnlarity of handy rigs, depth, keel and 
rmEing, will conclude with us that the day is not far distant when 
fhe line will be sharply drawn betyeen the mere yacht owner andthe 
yacht awilor. Jnet at present the forniey carries lis head as high— 

uid often a lithe higher—than the latter, because the length of a 
person's puree iy still confounded with his claims asa seaman. We 
innot go to sen until we haye sea-going yachts, in which tonnage 

shall not he the criterion of rough weather qualities, but model 

Wd wiibrig and equipment. Ttis to encourage the highest form 
of yachting that we are doing what we can to have a rational 
modification of the smooth-water racing machine extensively intyo- 

dnecd, and the liberal suceess met with already encourages us to 

“keap hammering away" util even the Bourbons catch the drift 

of our ideas, and are takoun irresistibly with the sea-going and 
eruisiug fever. During the coming winter we will have something 

practical to aubmil to the reader on this seore, 

the British Isles, and conseqnently do not demand such eet 

—s— ps 
MEASUREMENT. 

Huilor Forest and Stream : 
Wf OSP ysachtemen are beginning to reulize that if yacht racing is 
‘ to continue at its present height a new system of measure- 
Ment must bo adopted, and that before long. Many men have 
given up racing because they cannot indulge in the sport, except in 

| boat that they dislike for all other purposes. Length is used as 
i basis for classilication in most of the races for small yachts. This 
Encourages the building of short, wide, shallow boats which are 

eless and dangerous in rough water, but which, owing to their 
ormous spread of sail, and to the preysiling light breezes and 
ooth water during racing time, are enabled fo walk off with the 

Prizes. Many of thege boats are used for no other purpose than 
acing and the yacht thatis used principally for cruising does not 

haye w fair chunce when she enters forarace withthem. Now wewant 
# classification which will enable boats of different types, and which 
Bre used for different purposes, to come together in a regatta under 
'@ lime-wllowance rule which fayors no one type to the exclusion of 
Bll others. I thinle * Length plus Beam™ will answer the purpose. 
Theoretically, length plus beam pie depth unquestionably is bet- 
ter, but if we adopt a rule which taxes all dimensions racing men 
Will certainly expand those dimensions which give speed at the ex- 
pense of those which give other desirable qualities and with L, B, 

we would build long, narrow and shellow boats which would be 
mnaate, Now, if we leave depth out men wight build extravupwntly 
Heep boats so 28 to carry monstrous sails, I very much doubt if 

thig would be the cause, but even if it were we should haye at least 
fe, uneapsizable type. If we consider wa céntreboard sloop B8ft. 

long, with loft, beam; with the sum of these dimensions, 53ft., lot 
is #66 What kind of bonts we can build that would sail ou eyen 
feria with her. Jf we want a handy, coWfortable boat, with good 
depth and exsy lines, we can build 41ft. long with 12ft, beam. If 
Hiike the extreme English type we can have it with 44ft. length 

fid 9ft. beam, In the smaller classes 2 sloop with 25ft. length 
dnd 1ilt. beam gan, by making a uw changes in model and keep- 
ing the sum of dimensions the same, be made a  erniser ” 27 by 9 
pL 28 by 8, or 24 by 7, or, if we like it, 80 by 6. 
Length plus 6am encourages the ‘*medium’' type—the one 

Which moet qe nowadays agree in considerig the most 
Hheful. At the aime time it allows boats of either extreme to be 
Milt and sail tugetlicr on fair terms. Neither fhe ‘narrow deep” 
nor ‘* wide fiat are hopelessly handicapped. I belicye in taking 
the bert type of boat and malang « tims allowance rule to encour 
mee tho building of that type, But as sh presenti we cannot all 
ree Oh wlirt id the best type, let ua establish a rule which will 

mive all classes a fair chunce. he interest in regattas will he 
moutly increased, aud navel architecture will be improved. BE, 
Boston, Nov, 26, 
The uddilion of length and broadth would work too strongly in 
vor of width, and produecé the short, stumpy model our corres- 

Pondent yery justly objacts to, Aa boats ave loager than they are 
broad, a foot more added to beam would moan a much larger bout 

thin « foot more added to length, though the smmmation of the 
Wo Would in both cases be alike. The builder qwill, of course, pre- 
fér the greatest tonnage and power, and would continue in his 
meant beany ein. If longth and beam sre to form the basis of 2 

Tule, the two must be treated us factows and multiplied. This re- 
Moves the preponderating advantage to beat offured by their 

nmation, as & little reflection will show, Under such a rule the 

ek door” would lie in the direction of depth, and it remuins a 

ation whether the wily builder wonld not soon follow in The 
otstape of the Mnglish. At all events, multiplying length and 

H would ba « step in adyince over the present. clamey method 
H mearuring only the former. Should it be found in oxperienca 
Hof yachts are rimning too strongly into the English type, a third 
stor could be rendily introduced either in the sliape of the actual 

depth, or, better still, of geome ‘standard dependent upon both 
he other two. Then the role would be about ag perfect in logic, 
Ad ah the same time Tair to all types and benefivial in its work- 

Iga, as any yet suggested, Bot we will weloome any change from 
ié length rule, which is perhaps the least reasonable und the 
lost pernicious im effect of all, American or English, a fact now 
paused by all who have given tho matter more than superficial 
longht, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
SuccuMBED TO THH Wasuion—The ‘old America” will soon bs 

no more. Sheis to be improved.” Let ua hope tha job which is 
to rob the world of such « famona relic¢ will be doue by men who 
will undérstund how to assimilate the “improvements’ to the rest 
of the structure. We could haye wished to see improvements in 
more yital parts than mere counter and deck, but the old wood will 
not stand much below without complete rebuilding, Fast and 
weatherly ad this famous craft may be—and in proper hands and trim 
sie is faster than any new farigled soiling machine atfloat—she tov 
Tiag her faults. She is terrib)y slow in stays and lacks the round 
pp aft, the rocker to her keel and 2 ruling post, whieh give to the 
niodern leet of keels their wonderful haudiness and Jife in short 
work. Many 4 time haye westood at her helm while beating up 
f marrow channel and wished the heel knocked off her: it was too 
much ofa good thing, From the Boston (lobe we take the follow- 
ing: The America was built by George Steers in New York in the 
full and winter of 1849, and was launched in the spring of 18)0. 
Tn the year 1351 she was taken to Cowes, England, and sailed in 
therace for the international cup. ‘This race she won, and a short 
time afterward raced with the schooner yacht Titania, for a purke 
of £1,000, easily beating the British craft, She was then sold to 
an English nobleman, and was in turn beaten hy the cutter Mos- 
quito aud the Alarm. She neyerdid much while in English bands, | 
dnd after a few segsons was laid up fer twe or three years, A 
builder on the Thames next bought her in 1860, replanked her and 
mt in new timbers, In the year 1861 a confederate agent in Lon- 
on, looking after fast vessels to run the blockade, purchased this 

yacht and she was taken to Nassau N. P. Who it was that pur- 
chased her, or who it was that owned her ab this time could neyer 
be ascertained. She was thoroughly fitted out at Nassau for a 
blockade runner, and ran for four successful trips to and from 
blockaded ports, On her fifth trip phe was chased hy a federal gun- 
boat up the St. John’s viyer, Florida, and the rebels, finding that 
they could not escape, scuttled her. Here she laid’ under water 
for fon months, at the end of which time she was raised by the 
United States government, taken to Key West and thoroughly re- 
fitted for a tender to the Atlantic squadron. After some service in 
this line she was taken to Newport by Admiral Porter, a new set 
of spars were puti into her, she received a new sel of sails and 
new rigging, and her bottom was sheathed with yellow metal. 
She was then entered for a race from Staten Island light to Handy 
Hook lightship and back, and out of a fleet of thirty yachts, in- 
cluding the Cambria, she came in third. In this race she was 
sailed by nayal officers, with a crew from the men-of-war, and it is 
safe to pay she would have done better if she had had a regular 
yachting orew aboard. After this race she was sent to Annapolis, 
and used as a practice boat for the midshipmen in the Naval 
Academy at that place up to 1874, when she was bought by General 
Butler, She sailed her first race under her new owner in 1875, 
This race took place at the Isle of Shoals over a thirty-eight mile 
course, and the América won, beating the Resolnte of New York. 
Tn 1876 sho sailed in the race of the centennial prize and a silyar 
service, the cow'se being from Sandy Hook light to Cape May 
lightship and back, a distance of twenty-four miles, This race 
was wou by the America, but only the centennial prize was received. 
After this General Butler caused a challenge to be issued offering 
to suil amy boat in the New York squadron twenty miles to wind- 
ward and back, but this challonge was never accepted, ulthongh 
the America laid about New York for over three weeks. In August, 
1876, she sailed for the Bennett challenge cup from Sandy Hook to 
Brenton's reef, off Newport, and back, a distance of 228 miles. In 
this race she suffered 2 mishap, her head-gear being carried away 
while between Shinnecock and Wire Island, ut a time when she was 
lead by only onv boat. In 1876, when the yacht Countess of 
Dutferin came from Canada to sail the Madeleine of the New York 
squadron, the America met the to boats outside of Sandy Hook, 
and beat the Madeleine by 4 minutes 42 seconds, although the 
Americu had only her sailing erew aboard and also carried a pleasure 
party of ladies and gentlemen, ince this date the America has 
been used solely for cruising as she could make no races with other 
craft. The America is built of oak and hackmatack and planked 
with teak, au Eust India wood, She is copper fastened and 
diagonally braced. The repairs she is now undergoing are quite 
extensive. She is to receiye new top timbers, new planking, new 
stanchions, new deck beams and new carlines, and is also to have 
her forward deck raised even with the after deck and a new over- 
hanging stern, which will extend about seven or eight feet. Her 
length oyer all is 107 feet; length on the water-line, 90ft. 4in. and 
beam, extreme, 22ft. bin., with a draft of Sft. She has been sailed 
éyer since heing owned by General Butler by Captain Reed, who 
has ssiled in yachts ‘all his life.” . 

A Pres Conyent.—The Herald's horizon has cleared up. In 
reviewing ‘A Daring Voyage,”’ published by 1. P. Dutton & Co., 
N. Y., in which the brothers Andrews detail the adventures of their 
ill-considered yoyugée across the Atlantic in a dory, the Herald re- 
marks; ‘* The brothers Andrews, who made the trip, were not ex- 
péricnaed puilors, as were most of the other men who have croxsed 
the Atlantic in boats nuwhere near ag large as some of the yachts 
that hide from such rough water as is to be found in New York Bay 
or Long Island Sound ; they were mere umateurs, Their log is 
quite suggestive in many ways to amateur cruisers who manage 
their own boats ; itis also a warning to other yenturesome spirits 
to confine their hardihood to shorter trips than that between Amer- 
ica and France,” 

Porw Jerrursoy,—Our correspondent sends the following list of 
yachts wintering at Port Jefferson, L.T.: Stranger, steamer, Os- 
good, New York. Promise, steamer, Belden, New York. Rambler, 
schooner, W. H. Thomas, New York, Fleetwing, schooner, Osgood, 
New York, Sylph, schooner, Mallory, New York. Osprey, sclioon- 
er, Kete Claxton or Stephenson. Alice, sloop, , Buston, 
Active, sloop, Wim. H, Horton, Boston, YVindex, sloop, Robt, Cen- 
fre, New York. Volante, sloop, Hitchcock, New York. Orion, 
sloop, — Cooper, New York. Curlew, Sloop, ; New York, 
Siren, sloop, Thos, B. Hawkins, Port Jefferson, and two others 
hames not known. The popularity of Port Jefferson as a yachting 
harbor is constantly growing, especially pines the conveniences at 
Gowanus, Brooklyn, haye been destroyed by filling in. 

A CHance WAStED—LHidifor Forest and Stream: The leading 
clubs of Boston are ripe for x change in measurement, and may be 
preyailed upon to adopt something like you suggest. But to maka 
a rule good for anything itis necessary for wll ports to establish it. 
Tf a yacht snils under one) measurement one day and another the 
next it is impossible for the designer to turn out a good bout. N. 

AyxorHEn Conyery.—Still they come. The schooner Alice, for- 
merly the hig sloop of Providence, has been heuled out at Leigh- 
ton’s yard, Boston, and is reoeiying a keél in place of ler board. 
With the exception of small bay craft, the centre-bonrd haa about 
become a relic of the past in Kastern waters. We hear of many 
new yachts to be builtin Boston, and every one of them will go in- 
to commission with a keel and outside ballasts 

Sounp Views Growra.-—dilor Forest and Stream: All the 
yachting we do here in Buffalo now is to sit around the fire during 
these cold winter eyénings and talk over our cruises, capsizes with 
our pancake yachts, and everything and anything connected with 
yichts and yachting Tho, if not three, new yachts are contem- 
plated for next spring, but I trust we will haye no more shallow 
boats. Deop draught and seu worthiness is what we want here as 
élsewhere, and then we can make up or minds to enjoy eurselyes 
without being in chronic danger of being spilled ont. We are anx- 
jously waiting for your articles on your own model, A small yacht 
with good stability and not expensive fo build or run, That is 
what we want, and then look out for a ‘‘voyolution™ in yacht de- 
BIEDS. a. 

_ ANTHRACITE.—From the Seientisic American we take the follow- 
ing : “It is to be ee oer that the experiments with the Anthracite 
were not continued long enongh to practically damonstrate whether 
the Perkins system would or would not do all thatis claimed for it.” 
We desire to call the attention of our contemporary to the fact that 
the experiments with the Anthracite were entirely superiiuous. 
The Perkins system had already been extensively tried for months 
on board the steam yacht Wanderer and the ferry-boat) Loftus Per- 

| case with the Perkins machinery. 

kins, and in both cases had bean rajected as a failure, engines and 
boilers of the ordinary type having been substituted. Of the Lef- 
tus Perkins it was truly said that sho spent. 1s much time in dock 
for vepairs as she did on duty. Extended experiments with the 
Anthracite were therefore uncalled for, a8 the system had been 
demonstrated a failure long before her arrival. The trip across 
was made with a view of enticing American capital into a dying 
scheme, and it failed completely. The Board of Nayal Engineers, 
a4 wellas the preas generally, have overlooked the fact that the 
Autbracite steamed across the Atlantic at balf-apeed and ised con- 
visas much as possible, and that ler sueesssfnl pugsage proved 
nothing for the durability or wear and tear of engines or boiler, 
UWngineers know fnll well that many an old rattletrap may be rin 
for a long time at half-speed which would fly to pieces if the throt- 
tle were opened wide eyen for a moment, and that is exactly the 

As a sensation the visit of the 
Anthrucite was worth noting; as an element of a coming “ reyolu- 
tion” in steam engineering she isa laughing stock to the protcs- 
sion, 
GuLNARE.—Mr. Samnol Holmes, No. 120 Front street, annonncea 

thé sale at auction of the steamer Gulnare for December 11, at J 
», o,, foot of Exst Ninth street, where she can be seen for « weelk 
beforehand, She is 188 feet long, 23 feet beam and 11 feet 6 inches 
desp, composite lmll, two ¢ylinders 26x24 inches, schooner rigged, 
Speed 10 knots on 8 tons per day. 

———— + 

CANOEING, 

SINGLE-HANDEUS—Ldi(or Forest and Strean.; I haye for along 
time been iiterested in the single-handed cmiser from the de- 
scriptions of Macgregor’s boat and others, and bhaye heen glad to 
seq them advocated in your columns, as I think thut, like a canoe, 
they tend to develop yachtsmen and a knowledge of séatnanship, 
and nob mere mugehasers, Tam interested in them, as I think 
they will extend onr yachting and reclaim some blind followers of 
the cai-boat ; besides which f think theré will undoubtedly be abig 
demand for them, 8. 

Derrrorr Canor Cros—Hidilor Forest and Stream: We are about 
perfecting the organization of a carioe club here, to be composed 
entirely of prominent business men of Detroit. I shall interest 
myself in posting you as to the matter, The number of letters I 
haye received from all parts of the country leads me to suppose 
that the following season will see quite a furore in our Sane 

Oscoop Forpinc Boar.—These canvas boats haye found much 
favor and are used extensively by sportsmen throughout the land. 
They are niade in two sizes, 12 and 15 feetlong. The width of the 
formor is 33 inches, with 12 inches depth: weight, 45 lbs.+ designed 
for two men, and will carry 600 Ibs. on 4 inches draft. The width 
of the larger size is 36 mmches, with 13 inches depth. It weighs 70 
Ibs. and is designed for four persons. Carries 850 Ibs. on 4 inches 
draft, These boats can be folded into chests 88x17x18 inches and 
40x20x22 inches. The canvas used is woven especially for the man- 
ufacturer, Mr. N. A. Osgood, of Battle Creek, Mich., and is ren- 
dered waterpoof and pliable by a special process. From numerous 
testinonials we jndge them to be superior to bireh-barks und cer- 
tainly ‘fas much” as any one could possibly wish for the money, 
for the two sizes are sold at $35 and $45, oars and fittings, duel 
sack and chest all thrown in, and they are shipped ©, O. D. upon 
prepayment of $10, with the privilege of examining before accept. 
ing. ' 
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UNSINKABLE CANOES. 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
‘| HE objections of “Néssmuk”™ to the use of oars in hunting 

inight be oyercome by using “bow-facing onrs,” and the ob- 
jections to the canvas and metallic boats, on account of their sink- 
ing when full of water, by the use of air-tight compartments, such 
as all prudent men now use. 
Apparently ‘*Nessmuk’s”? experience with canvas ciuincs his 

been confined to collapsable boats,, A canyas canoe can be made 
yery stroug and seayorthy and light, and, if well made, will liye 
with ease in any sea in which an 18-pound cedar ean, : 

With regard to the portability of collapsable boats, it depends ag 
much upou the shape as on the weight of the boat carried. ¥ 
would mich rather carry a long pole of 20 Ybs. than a boat of same 
weight, Coughtry’s hunters’ boats when closed form a long 
bundle lke a pole. I used one in the woods last summer and 
found it very convenient. I think it weighed only 25 Iba, I men- 
tion here, for the benefit of sportsmen ‘using eollapsable canoes, 
that I saw last summer an Osgood" fitted with two airtight 
bags in bow and stern. They were only rough-paintedeanyas 
bags, but they supported the boat when full of water and two men 
holding on. J wonder Osgood and Coughtry do not fit their boats 
with collapsable bags that can be blown up whenwanted. 

Canvas Back. 

1 Oey _- 

Qhiet nerves and Balmy Sleap in Hop Bitters, for sleepless Ladies 
and Inyalids. 

— os. 

Go to GC, L, Ritzmann, 943 Broadway, if you want to hire a Gun, 

Answers to Worrespaudents. 

t" No Notice laken of Anonymous Communications, 

W. J. C., Norwich, Conn,—Thanks for the seeds, 

B. C, M., Owen Sound, Ont.—The nse of salmon rve for bait ig 

not considered fair fishing. It does not retain ite color, 

H, G. C., Liberty P. O., Va.—We haye referred your inquiry to « 

Colorado authority, whose answer can be depended upon. 

A. W. B., Hyde Park, Mass.—The dog you refer to in a St, Ber- 
nard, The name given it in the quoted article was wrong, 

FW. G.—*Hxperimental Crnise in Procyon,” is not to be ob- 

tuined in America. Order through book honse, or send P. O, order 

for #1 to Chas, Wilson, 157 Leudenhall street, London, England. 

J. BE, A.—You will find description of Heérreshoff coil in issues 
for March 11, April 15 und June 24, 1880. Will publish more 
shortly, Only boiler which has any business to bein a launch or 
yacht of moderate tonnage, 

J, H.D, Ponghkeepsee, N. Y.—Pleasainform me exactly whatkind 
of bird is meant by ‘‘eoot,” so often referred to by writers im 

Fores? AND Stream Jsit tha yelyebduck? Is it the clapper rai} 
or mud hen, or-vhat isccallod on tha St. Lawrence, nigger duck, 
which latter I believe to be the velyet dnek of Wilson? Ans. We 
are anable to give a categorial answerto your question. The name 

coot is used to designate a duck in some Sections, and the so-called 

tind hen in others, An ornithologist in spewking of # coot refere 

to Puliva americana, which bears the local names, mud hen, king 

rail, seu crow, crow duck, But along the New England coast a coot 
is any one of the three species included under the genus (@uvenia— 
nemély, the seoter, the yelyet and the surf duck. Where this 
term is employed you will have to decide for yourself what is meant 

by it, beiag guided by the context. We do not know the * wigger 
duck" by thnt name, 

H, P.—Much information on canyas canoes Hosttered throug hy 
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B. C.—Best plan to renew your Cape Ann suit is fo giye one or 

two coats of boiled linseed oil with a little beeswax dissolved in it, 

if the thread of the cloth is still worth it, 

$. N. J., Philadelphia,—We know of no one hayiag such a gun 

for sale, You will perhaps find it by making your wants known to 

gnndealers, or by advertising in this paper. 

J, B. L., Lockhaven.—-Your duck may perhaps be a wood duck, 

but as you do not describe it we cannot tell with any degree of cer- 

tainty. It is not, however, a goosander, that is certain. Write 

more full particulars. 

H. A. G., Utiea, N. ¥.--1, What is the scientific name of the 

bluefish? 2. What is the scientific name of the fish canght along 
the coast with hook and line, generally called snappers and snap- 

ping mackerel and somctimes young bluefish? Ans. 1. Pomato- 

mus saltatrix. 2, They are the young of the bluefish, 

D. L. T.—All large yacht clubs publish an annual pamphlet giy- 

ing namos of members, yachts of the squadron, constitution, by- 

laws, ete., for private circulation among the members only. Yon 

may obtain a copy through the courtesy of the secretary possibly, 

by addressing him at the club rooms, Madison avenue and Twenty- 

seventh street, New York. 

“J. McN.—The waterproofing process you refer to is probably the 

following: Dissolve parafline in naphtha or benzine and soak the 

garments thoroughly, letting them dry slowly. Another recipe is : 

Half pound sugar of lead and half pound powdered alum dissolved 

in bueket of rain water ; pour off into another yeasel and steep the 

garments. Hang up to dry without wringing. 

Samm Boar.—We do not like to discourage any inyention, The 

one you speak of will be hard to place on the market. It seems, as 

far as we know, more suitable to models than to large yachts. You 

can address the inventor through us. Only actual experience can 

demonstrate the extent to which it can be applied with success, and 

that experience we have net had. 

y. A. N.—The dimensions 32x8x3 will make a good boat of the 

Sharpie style. A little more beam would make her safer, She will 

do yery well for Mississippi and Wlorida waters. The chief danger 1s 

her great liability to capsize, and if green hands are to accompany 

you keep your eyes open in bad weather. A keel with iron on it 

would make her safe, but would not suit for exploring shallow and 

unknown waters. An iron centrebord would help you much. We 

counsel 91¢ft. beam. Mr. Clapham makes a specialty of such boats. 

See his card. The drawings of the Newport catboat were published 

before our advent and we cannot youch for them. All three plans 

ought to coincide, 

Frorma.—Tuin Lakes,-Orange County, Nov. 17.—‘Vlorida,’ 

in your issue of the 1ith, wants to know what are the prospects of 

a young man going to Florida to engage in the orange business? 

Ans. It depends mostly on the man and depth of pocket. 2. What 

part of the State is best adapted to the business for healthfulness 

and profit? Ans. Bleyated pineland for the first, almost any- 

where south of danger of frost or freeze, For quickest profit get 

live on healthfully the year round, Pineland ig not rich but ia 
healthful, and takes much manuring. Locate near transporta- 

tion. Tf possible get hammock for grove, with pineland near for 

residence, 3. How long before one can realize, ete.? Ans. It de- 

pends on whether you plant seedlings or budded trees. 4, What 

amount of capital? Ans. How much do you want to plant? 5. 

What time of year best to begin? Ans, September or October. 

6, Any book treating of orange culture? Ans. Send to T. W. 
Moore, Fruit Cove, Fla., for his ‘Treatise on Orange Culture.” 

I haye been on my present place five years. Haye had some expe- 

rience; groye (part) coming into bearing. Shall be glad to give 

inqniving parties information, Haye done nearly all my own work 

and know considerable about the difficulties of orange culture. 

It’s not a ‘flowery bed of case.” “There is no excellence without 
great labor.” 

P. 8.—One thing more, very emphatically : Let no man come to 
Florida expecting to support himself from his pineland place in 

south Florida and raise a grove at the same time. If one can com- 

bine the three desiderata (healthfulness, good garden Jand and 

suitable orange land), then he can raise vegetables for Northern 

markets, and so keep the pot boiling or help thereto. There is a 

divided opinion as to the degree of latitude north of which tha 

orange can safely be grown, 8. 

—Any subseriber or reader of Forrsr AND StReAm in want of 

any kind of carpetings, oil cloths, rugs, etc., etc., can be sure of 

fair treatment at the hands of John H. Pray, Sons & Co., Boston. 

Call or correspond with them, and get their pricey before buying. 

Tt will pay you to try them.—[Adv. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Montyiuw Kunnin Cuun,—Special attention is called to a notice 

in another column, advertising for sale the splendid draft of the 
aboye-named kennel. 

Manax, Canker in Har, worst cases cured. Sample mailed for 

stamp. Hepworth, 296 Madison street, Brooklyn. 

Hotapmn Shooting Suits. Upthegroye & McLellan, Valparaiso, Ind. 

Srz advertisement of ‘fGuns to Hire.” 

Go to C. L, Ritzmann, 943 Broadway, to buy your Holiday 

Presents. 

Hop Bitters ueyer does harm to the smallest child, but good, al- 
ways and continually. 

William Humphreys, known to the old readers of the Foresr 

AnD Stream, has jomed a Literary and Business Agency enterprise 

in this city. We take pleasure in recommending our old friend. 
See the advertisement. 

The photographic copy of * Fysshynge Wyth an Angle,” by 
Dame Juliana Berners, A. D,, 1496, for sale by Mr. Bouton, is a 
handsome ‘‘ plaunflet” in the old ‘* black letter.” Our readers will 

do well to remember that we have several copies of the delightful 

the richest land to be had, which is hammock, which you can’t | old book, edited by Mr. George W. Van Siclen, handsomely bound 

and in good plain type with the quaint spelling preserved, which 

we can supply at $1.50 per copy. 

Send your orders to this office soon, 

Stream: Very often I see the question asked about the responsi- 
bility of some one who advertises in Forest AND STREAM. 

knowing but it refers to your humble servant, [ send you a few 

names, any one of whom will tell you how If do biz with them: 

Lane; Charles L. Obry. 63 Nassan street; T. Irwin & Sons, 39 

Pine street ; J. H. T. E. Burr, banker, Cazenoyia, 

Mr. Cruttenden, and had we received them it would nol have been 

necessary for us to ask him for references. | 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

an ' 

A few rubbed copies at 31.25, 

Nor rim Man.—Cazenovia, N. ¥., Nov, 22.—Hdilor Forest tind. 

Not 

Jolby & Johnson, 17 Maiden Lane; L. & A. Mathey, 16 Maiden 

Witt. H. Caurrenpen. 

We do not recollect having received any inquiries respectin 8 y Inq 

A WEEKLY JOURNAL, 

DEVOTED To SHOOTING, THE KENNEL, THE RirLe, ANGLING 

AND OTHER FIELD AND AQuATic Srorts, Practica Nat- 

URAL THisrTory, Fist Cunrure, tuk Proreerion oF GAME, 

AND THE INCULCATION IN MEN AND Y'OMEN OF A HEALTHY 

INTEREST IN OUTDOOR RECREATION AND STUDY. 

Tublished by FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
Nos. 39 Anp 40 PARK Row (Times Building), New York, 

Terms; 

Four dollars per year, in advance; two dollars for six months; 
one dollar for three months. Trade supplied by the American 
News Company. 

Advertisements. 

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per Jine; outside page, 40 
cents. Special rates for three, six and twelve months, Reading 
notices on editorial pages, 50 cents per line—eight words to the 
line, and twelve lines to one inch. 
Advertisements should be sent in by the Saturday of each weed 

previous to the issue in which they are to be inserted, We can- 
not receive new advertisements, nor alter standing adyertise- 
ments later than Tuesday morning. 

Correspondente, 

Communications intended for publication must be accompanied 
with the name of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but 
as a guaranty of good faith. Anonymous letters will receive no 
attention, 

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are invited to fayor us with 
reports of their movements and transactions, and sportsmen and 
naturalists are urged to contribute to our columns their experi- 
ences and observations. 

Address. 

All communications, of whatever nature, relating to the busi- 
ness or editoria\ departments of this paper must be directed simply 

PGREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 

New York City, N. Y. 

iscellaneang 
——— 

ESTABLISHED 1820. 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS, 
(Late 502 and 504 Broadway,) 

184 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and 234 Si,, NEW YORK. 

In ordering Stoek or Pants please state the Size—you can easily obtain it from your Shoemaker— 
of the Boot or Shoe you are accustomed to wear. 

Seal Sacques and Dolmans, 
(English Dye, all sizes and qualities), 

Fur-Lined Circulars 
AND WRAPS. 

FUR TRIMMINGS, MUFEFS and COLLARS, 

In Large Assortments, Choice Styles, Low Prices. 

Orders by mail, ov any information desired, 
will receive special and prompt attention. 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KBEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-. E SHIRTS, easily 
finished. 

KEEP’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP’S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KBEP'S NECK WEAR, latest novelties, 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, 6 Lor 59. 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50, 
GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE BUTTONS, 

free with every half dozen KBEP’S SHIRTS, 
KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of the 

Union, at KEEP’S risk. 
KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 
Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 
Samples and circulars free to any addrass. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, N. X- 

AVanted 
7 en 

ANTED, an 8-gauge breech-loader. Address, 
stating full particulars and price, JOS. S. 

SMITH, Baltimore, Md. Dec2,1t 

new. 
N. Y. City. 

26 dollars. 

ood condi 

Conn, 

[OR SALE, Stanchion or Punt Gun, fer shooting 
F on Potomac River and Chesapeake Bay. 
W aight, 125 Ibs. ; 
aanatee of barrel at breech, 334 in.; diameter of 
pore, 13in. ; charge, 50 drs. 
2,000 caps for samples. 
Elm Street, Boston, Mass. 

ROOK TROUT EGGS.—A quantity of No. 1 

B Brook Trout Eggs for sale cheap; ready for 

shipment trom Noy. 20 to Dec. 15. 
address at once, & 
Randolph, Cattaraugus Co., N. Y. 

sporting rifle for sale ati a great bar- 
gain. Length of barrels, 26 in.; caldbre, .40 

weight, S1¢ Ibs.; pistol grip, beautiful stock, beach 

and combination sights; made to order. warranted 
accurate and as good as new, with full loadin: 
canvas case; 60 loaded and 100 unloaded s nels, 

Cost $62 ; will sell for #40, not haying any use tor it. 

Address T. E. P., Box 318, Lynn, Mass. 

Remington 

AOR SALE CHEAP, archery butts; two good cot- 

ton butts, 4 inches in thickness. : 

‘Address 8. E. FRENCH, Park Aventie Hotel, 

ARE CHANCE to get handsomely bound Vols. 1 

to 13 inclusive o t 
Address J., this office. 

RoE SALE, supine tac 
§, cap extractor, 

enti splendid shooter, sold for no fault. 

rice #20. Address A. B,, Box 5v1, New Haven, 

MacIntosh Waterproof Goods. 

The quality of these goods is so well and widely known as to require no comment. 
that of any similar manufacture in the world. By a special arrangement with the Messrs. MacIntosh, we are enabled to place their geods | 
in the hands of Sportsmen at prices which will certainly drive all inferior makes out of the market. 

Stockings, full length, any sized foot, per pair - 
Pants, reaching nearly to the armpit, - 
Heavy flax ground sheets, weight 6 1-2 

ABEEY & IMERIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD, 
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

Composed of the NER VE-GIVING principles of the ox brain and wheat germ. 
poth brain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses or 
nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens a falling memory. Tt 
sumption. It strengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses, Physicians haye 

Gor Sale. 

length of barrel, 79 in. ; outside 

owder, 3 to 11b. shot. | 
alts SERA et 

0 
pe | presoribed 300,000 packages. 

For prices, ete., 
BRAINARD & WILLOUGHBY, 

Nov25,2t 

kit, 

Nov25,3' 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

12 by 143 nearly 

Dec2,16 

of best quality. 

FOREST AND STREAM. Price | German silver mountings. 
Dec?2,20 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 
4477, with about titty 

jel price-list. owder gauge, etc, In 

pec3,it 

lbs., Size 7 

Yor sale by druggists or mail, $1. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO..,| 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING ROD GD 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Masz., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

Six strands from butt to tip. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED, 

Send stamp for 

ET 
504, Figured and Actress Chremos,l0c. A) 

Sample Bookk,26c. SEAVY BROS.,Northtford, Ct. 

It is not only unequaled, but also unapproached by 

= = = Wy - - $8 00 

{-2x4 1-2 ft., each, - = 

Tt restores to 

prevents debility and cou- 

E. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. Y- 

Ghe Rennel. . 

! OR SALE, one liver and white Hnglish setter 
(bitch), 2 years old, one Gordon setter (dog\,1 

yearold. Both trained by Elias Sindle, Greenwood 
Lake. Not having sufticientroom would like to sell’ 
either one of them. H. HUENECKE, 207 Provost 
st, Jersey City. Dec21b 

OR SALE CHEAP, a thoroughly broken red” 
Trish setter; three years old and a splendid re- 

iriever from land or water. Must be sold. address 
F. A. CHESTER, Moodus, Conn, Dee?2, 1h 

OR SALE, 4 black and white setter pup, 8 mos. 
old; out of owner’s Fannie by Mr. Ethan 

Alles Fag. Thoroughly house-broken. Price $14., 
W. H. BROWN, Versailles, Ct. Decv21b 

OR SALE, a thoroughly broken Gordon setter, 
three years old; has been hunted by a market 

shooter; will be sold cheap. G, P. LECRENIER, 
Moodus, Conn., Box 162. Deez, 1b 

5048 Lithographed Chromo Cards,n0 two allk 
10c. <Agis, big Outfit, 10c, GLoBe CaRD Co., 

Northford, Ct. 

tf. 

ets 
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“OLD RELIABLE” 
VANITY FAIR TOBACCO 

BETTER THAN EVER. 
Zhe ennel, 

Hleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Bogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

| eh: POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or money 

returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing Peprem hex. top, which preatiy facilitates its 
use. Simple and efficacions. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN BOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put wp In boxes containing ten powders, with 
ful! directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Rox by mail. 

Roth the above are recommended by Rop an 
GUN and FOREST AND STAEAM. 

GONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥, 

HENRY G. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥, oot 

beautiful dark red Irish Sett 
black; good size dog; cart & bewutilul tall, 

atine head and ears. Both his dam and sire were 
imported, and prize winners. Full pedigree given 
iftaken atonce. Prive only $30, 
BANSHEE, Imported Red Irish Setter, imported 

Maton, 1873) trom {he kennels of J. 8, Skidmore, 
Nantwiteh, Paglind, & arge, strong biteh, grand In 
every respect, Head not to be equalled, ears hung 
beautifully low, fastat hunting, good nose, no tire tn 
her; Aunted on quail and grouse. Was H. C. at the 
Crystal Palace when out of condition, and shown 

the most noted dogs in the country the only 
own. In whelp to Mark Oct. 20,4 deepma- 

hegany-red Irish setter. Price $65. 
RDON Setter Bitch, a beauty, whelped Jan, 

1879, color black and tan, hunted on quail, and is 
ast, Blaunch and gootinose, Will make a rattler, 
A brother sold for $125, and sister for $100. Price 
$40, 
LULU, Lemon and White Llewellyn Setter Biteh, 

two years old; sire the great Carlowltz, who was 
bred and imported trom the kennels of KR. L. L. Pur- 
cell Llewellyn, England, and has 4 pedigree of 90 
years; dam, Furi. Writ is by Dash, who won first 
rize at Watertown, 1876, and Tirst at Centennial, 

1876. Has been hunted. Lulu is fn whelp to the 
Liewellyn setter Zanzibar, who ls by the famous 
Gladstone No. 118, dam Mersey 444. American 
Kennel Stud Book, Zan, 24d VoL American Stud 
Book. Will guarantes pups. She is very heavy 
now, and will pup ina tew weeks. She Is certainly 
very cheap. ce $40, Address TH. B. VONDER- 
SMITH, Laneaster, Pa Noy. 11, tt 

ar, eyes and nose 

Mount Pleasant Kennel. 
For Sale—4 full-blooied Gordon setter dog PUPS 

yery handsome; perfectblack and tan, Slré Dash, 
the preat prize winner; dam, the beautiful bitch 
Maud. Pull pedigree on both sides, A rare chance 
for a ddog, CHAS. T. BROWNELL, P. 0. box 
350, New Bedford, Mass. Noyi1.4t 

lf THE STUD.—Gordons: black and tan, sire 
Rupert, imported 1877, by Shot, Jr., 1630, EK C 

§ B, ex Rhona, 16s), BE CSB, dam’ Whip, Stod- 
dard’s imported Duke and Gypsy. Fee #25. Duke 
of Locust Valley: black and tan, limited to 6 bitches; 
sire, Toledo Kennel Clul’s imported’Grouse, HK C 
& B 6,097, ex Grace, 3d pile winner Gilmore's, 1879 
Fee. 225. Pupstromthe above and others of best 
ion Gordons on hand and for sale, also matured 
brood bitches Inwhelp. Address JAS. R. TILLEY, 
Locust Valley, 1. I Noy2i,tt 

eee en ea Te Ee 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am ore- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointera, and train them thor- 
ca) tal give jay puppies seyen months’ work 
out of the twelve, and fuarantce satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $79, ac- 
cording to length of time I kéep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long Btanees, A, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Eola 

ICT oy 

ee este 

LEN-B. and T.}; by Colburn's Dash ex Mul- 
lin's Belle Theabove dog. winner of first 

{pn brace stnkes of the Rastern Field Trials, will 
pe allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom, Address 

H. F, ATEN, M_D., 
8 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N. ¥ 
— 

tT. BERNARDS FOR SALE,—The un- 
dersignued, Wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sule.several marnificent imported Mount St, 
Bernird dogeand bitches, carefully selected from 
the best pean aan mB. rs pee a for 0 

‘ rees, etc., address. - 
Faults’ HOF Prices Posie HOY 2. COLLINS, 
Bept 18-tf Lancaster, Maas,, U.S. A 

Ory ert KENNELS.—For pure Vocer 
Spaniels of all azes—also in thestud, pure 

cooker Skip J1., liver and white, Hat-coated, tine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guar 
anteed. Address ROBERT WALEER, Keeper 
Ouleout Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. 

ASH Ill. AND JESSIE.—FOR SALE—Two or 
three dog paps, two months old, oul of Jessie 

Derren Kate and Pride of the Border) by Dash 

SLOW HOE price apply to Wa. W. WEBB, P.O qd. apply uM. OW. ap on 
Hox 3,492, Boston, Mags. Ovtes,tr 

OR SALE.—My Gordon Setter Bitch, staunch, 
Te and well broket. Good retriever. G. 4 

W, , Fall River, Mass. Noys,3t 

kind to 
sinall children) in exchange for dark Brahma Neng, 
ure Dicoded Wanted and given in ex en 

E. SHEDD, Waltham, Mass. Novas, 

SSS 

The Bennel. 

IVL_ALIN GB. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVER'S IMPERIALMANGE CURB is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal, One application 
jis usually ullthatisnecessary. For SCRATCHES 
in HORSHS it has no equal. H, GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's Riyer, N.J, 

ents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 
at., N. Y4 Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st, 
Phila, F.P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 
Grookes, Hilder & Co., 404 North Fourth st., St. 

Louis. Price, 5 cents. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, RK. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion wid other pedigree dows. of any 

breed. Send for 
S PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 

Price 10 Conts, posal fie. Gives addresses of prin- 

elpal English breeders. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken, 
Young Dogs bandled with 

skill and judgment, 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water, 
a N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N..) 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

63 WALLSTREET, NHW YORE. 

pS BOE ya AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, etc, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportemen and others, intending to import 
doge from Kurope, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, etc 
RE 

A RARE CHANCE. 
For Sale, my entire kennel of pure Lilewellin, pure 

Laveracks and Irish Setters and Pointers. Brush, 
Bite bred setter; a large, strong, handsome setter 
dog; thoroughly broke on quail, woodeock and 
Snipe ; a better snipe dog can’t be found. Llewellin 
setter Robin Flood, a handsome blue Belton dog, 
Royal Ben, Liewellln seiter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also winncr of ist and special at 
St. Louis show; slso winner at Detroit, Mich. 
Liewellin setler bitch Goll, broken. Liewellin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great beauty. Lilewellin setter 
bitch Orphena. ~ Llewellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Perl Y., a beautiful green and white setter bitch. 
Lewellin bitch Belle, in whelp to. Count Royal. 
Liewellin biteh Gypsie Queen, with 7 beautiful 
ups by Royal Ben. Red Irish setter Von, thorough- 
y broke; retriever from land and water, . 
Trish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Impt. 
Re@ Trish setter bitch Nora,in whelp to Von. Red 
Trish setter Shot, a beauty. Orange and white 
pointer bitch Belle, broken. Liver and white potnt- 
er Clyde, broken. Impt. liyér and white bitch 
Well. Also puppies fom 2 to 6 months old of set- 
ters and polnters of the above stock. All the 
aboye I guarantee to be in the best of heaith and 
condition, and to be as a egtean Wil show 
and frive trial of any dog on the list, For 
and particulars inquire of C. Z, MILEY, a 
Pa Oct.7,tt 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'More in the stud. The nhandsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bred red 
Trish dogs in the United States, 

1879; ehampion at Hudson 
the gold necklace af New 
shorous ee Rupe: Address W. 
DER, Albany, June24,tf 

RARE OCHANCE.—Yfor sale, English 
J setters" Don, a splendid large oranze 
white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superiovevery way, $90; Moll,a very beauti- 
ful biteh, orange white, bluck points. two first 
prizes, $74; Dick, a yery fine deg, orange white 
black points; Rusa IL., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over. Three orange white ticked 
doga, twelve months old, yery fine, full ot bunt, 
$2) each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined, Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 ench. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $295. A 
black white tan pyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa IT. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July lst. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chiace you can- 
not alford to lose if you want fine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y- Junetitf, 

OR SALE—Druid-Nilsson pup, 14 years old, 
| well broken, and ready for the field; backs, 

drops, retrieves and is sLaumch on all game; price, 
$50. “your Gordons, all good hunters, anda Tine lit- 
ter of Champion Rupert pups. Dogs trained in any 
style. Two more taken. J. HASKELL, Franklin 
Kennel, Bradner, Ohio. Oct#1, tf 

BS SALE.—My red Irish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees; six months old. Polnted 

and retrieved her first bird, and Is & SlasherdIn the 
field. Price $20, Address W, Jd. MORTON, Ports- 
mouth, Va. Oct2s tt 

FoR SALE.—Fifteen Foxhounds, first-prize swck, 
the finest and best, Address, with stamp, L. 

M. WOODEN, Rochester, N, Y: “Sept. 23-if 4 Augusta, Main 

doo 

FRAGRANT VANITY FAIR! THREE KINGS! and NEW VANITY FAIR! 

THREE EXCELLENT CIGARETTES, BAGH HAVING THEIR OWN PHCULIARITIES. 

NEW VANITY FATE just ont, and is the WILDEST CIGARETTE yet produced, 

A DAINTY SWEET BIT. 

SEVEN FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.—Vienna, 1873. Philadelphia, 1876. Paris, 1878. Sydney, 1879, 

Wm. S. KIMBALL & CO., Pxentzss Toracco Worxs, Rocursrer, N.Y, 

Ghe Hennel. 

MOUNTVIEW KENNEL, 
FOR SALE TO CLOSE PARTNERSHIP, the en- 

tiré kennel of dogs, composed of animals of the 
rurest breeding and most successtul Veld winning 
Strains, to-wit: 
Liycomun—White anil orange dog, wiitlped 1876, 

andimported from Mr, Linwellin’s kennel By Dan, 
@X-Lill I1., second in brace with Gladstone, Tenn 
Held trials, 1878; first Free-for-All N. A. K. ©. fiela 
trials, 1879; second in Braces with Count Fred, N. 
A, K. ©. field trials, 1579 at Patoka, Ti. Hels a 
a emi field dog and a splendid breeder. Price 
$1,500, 
CounT NAMER—White and black dog, whelped 

Aupust, 1879, importad trom Mr. Liewellin’s kennel ; 
by the great Count Wind’erd, ex-Nora, Price $500, 
_ Lap—White and orange dog, whelped 1879, by 
Lincoln, ¢s-Daisy Dean. Price $200, 
CouNTEss BRAR—White and lemon bitch,whelped 

1s74, bred by Mr. Licwellin, and imported 1879; by 
Dan, ex-Countess. The only; Derby winner in Ame~ 
tea, First Field Trial Derby, 1875, Envland: second 
Crystal Palace, 1876; second All-aged Stakes; 1874, 
at Shrewsbury; second Birmingham, 1876. Her 
puppies, Dashing Beauty, won the Puppy Stakes, 
and Dashing Bondhu the Allaged Stakes In Eng- 
Tand this yeur. Also dam of Battle, a bench winner. 
Bred to Lincola in September. Price $750. 
Daisy DEAN—White and liver, whelped 1875; by 

Pride of the Border, ex-Ruby; dam of Pearl of Mau- 
ry, winner ot Puppy Stakes, ‘Dennessee field trials. 
1818, and dam ol Skip, who ran second to Dew’s Rill 
in the St. Lonis K. C. Cup, 1877. Price $250. 
BuazeE—Blue belton, yery handsomely marked, 

Whelped,.1878; by Sam, ex-Countess Bear, bred by 
Mr, Liewellin, and imported 1879 ; bred in Septem- 
ber toTincoin, Sam won first in three field trials 

Nov26,41 

THE BLUE STAB KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
or 

M. P. McKOON, FRANEGIN, DEL. CO.,N. ¥. 
EEEP ONLY COCK ERS of the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery tc eyery customer. 
These beautif=. ana mtelieent d3¢s cannot be 
beaten for peifed grouse anc WouSzo0k sovotng 
Buf renrey.n4. Oorresponaenis inwiosiog ywamp 
win eee printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
niala ete. 

BLUE RUIN IN THE STUD. 
Pure Laverack—Carlowitz-Princess Nellie. Carlo- 

witzis by Pilkington’s Dash ex Llewellin’s Countess; 
Princess Nellie by Pride of the Border ¢x-Champton 
Petrel, Inthestud. Fee, $25. Blue RuinJs bean- 
titully ticked with his own (blue) color, and is the 
handsomest Laverack dog ever bred by the late M. 
Von Culin, For sale—Broken and unbroken dags,; 
bitches and whelps of .Laverack, Liewellin, 
Gordon and native bloods. State what you want 
and inclose stamp. E. &C. VON CULIN, P. 0. Box 
218, Lakeview, Dover, Del. Octi4-tt 

IN THE STUD. 
IMPORTED ROUGH-HATRED COLLIE 

TWEED II. 
The only pure Collfe in America that has won In 

Field Trials and on the Bench. 
Prpples from thé noted Bench Show Winner 

Lassie by Rex, ist N. Y., 1880; also from Lass 
O’Gowrie, Ist St. Louis, 1880, by Tweed IT. 
Address SCOTLAND KENNEL, T. GC. PHEBUS 

Manager, New Market, Prederick Co., Md. Noy11,ti 

OR SALE, red Irish setter pups, Plunket-Moya 
stock ; also well bred and broken setters. For 

further particulars apply to DAVID G, HART, 
Northport, b, 1. Noy254t 

(egReas IN ‘THE S17UD.—SHELL, black, by 
inn. Shot—imp. Hose, DOCTOR, Jz. Second 

New York, 1879), liver, by imp. Jack — Brownle: 
Feo $15 euch. Also best of puppies for sale, Ad- 
dvesd the LACHINE KENNEL, 1,182 Chestnut st. 
Elizabeth, N, J ~ Noves,tf 

Hatels und Ziesorts for Sportsmen, 

Old Dominion Line. 
{ES STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
on the Peninsula, City Point, James Kiver, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail, 
Tuesday, Thursday. and Saturday. Lewea,Jiel., 
Monday and hursday atl 3 2. mM. Full information 
given at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York, 

FOR . 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 

GoTo 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

on Shinnecock Bay, where you will find good guides 
complete outtit of Decoys, Batteries, étc., as well 
AS good accommodations and a substantial bill of 
fare. Take Long Island R. R. to Good Ground 
Station, M. WILLIAMS, Proprietor, 

— 5 

A WHEE, $129 day it home easily made, 
$ 7 2 Costly outfit free. Address TRUE & CO., 

& 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co.; 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for renee, moat of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE et RSES in the 
Middle States. ‘These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTAN®DT POIN avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dan: of yeshipment, while the ex- 
céllent cara whith run over the smooth» steel 
tracks enabie STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failuye or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in iid Peseta and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Poy a im 
ail the rE cities to KANT, RENOVA, B 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, 
other well-known centers for 

Tront Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also.to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE‘MAY. 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COABI 
renowned for SALUT WATER SPORT AWTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. pm 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
Frawe THOMEON, Gen’] Manager. febli-t 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonville, Fernan- 

i dine, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N. P., and Matanzas, Cuba. 

FLORIDA STEAMERS leaye New York 
Every Friday at 3 r. u., for 

¢ Jaolnonvale and Fernandina Direct, and conusti- 
a : 

The Only Line Running to 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Eaten. 

Nassau 2nd Matanzas Steamers sail Dec. 15 an 
thereafter eyary other Wednesday. 

After January 1 call at Fernandina, Wa. 

_ Nassau js the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman. 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautiindpy situated 
and well kept, is the best and cicancst house in the 
West Indies. 

For all particulars, Florida Kates of Pessage and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphlet, etc., apply to 

C. H. MALLORY & CO., 
Agents, 

PIER 20, EAST RIVER, NEW WORK, 

a ey ee SE 2 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 
J 

§ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars DayyCroeket” and “Izadic Walton,” 

which are fittéd up with dining room and kitch- 
on, sleeping apartments, layetories, etc., 2lso pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
Yackle, and kennels for dogs. 
Disgrams, rates and other desired Information 

furnished on application t Gen’) Supt. P. P. C. 
Da., Chicago, jer dmg. 

D B. NYE, 
Of Van Slyek’s Landing, Curritnek Co., N. C., 

Respectfully informs his fiends and patrons that he 
has enlarged his house to accommodate more puests 
and has also builtinew boats, suitable to cross the 
Sound in any and all kinds of weather. Sportsmen 
furnished with board, skiifs and stool ducks, 
Duck, Goose, Quail and Snipe shooting. 
Amamunition always on have. 
Steamer Cygnet leaves Norfolk every Monday, 

Wednesday and Friday direct for the House, 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RB- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY,L. L 
B* A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
x bayman. Has always on hand the pee of 
0) battertes, etc., with tholargest rig of train- 

ed W. pies ayaa on the coast. ethe beat 
ground in-the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all yarieties. Brea attention given 
by himself to bis ¢uesta, and satisfaction rnaran- 

Hie dig mrauaig RA Phoehenr alone ‘a 83100 to J.B, Shephe 
way and: Wi, Dutoher, 430 Broadwas, N.Y. 

66 f@week in your ows town. 
outit free AddvessH. HALLETT & CO.,t 

‘Terms and 35 

Poftiand, Maine 
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otels and Houtes for Syortsmen, 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R: 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing : 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, e, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dug for each 

sportsman carried tres, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque see- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

-’ Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsvills 
with the Nerth and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, 2All moderm 
improvements in equipment. 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 11th, 188),—Leave 

HUNTER’S P’2! (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn, 5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 4.M., 3.85, 4.35, 5.35 p.m. Sundays, | 
A.M, ; 

Col. P't& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 a.s., 
2.855 Bt, 4.85, 5y 6.35, 6, 6.85, 7 7,83, 9,15, 10,45 PM, | 
12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.m., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 pum. 
Flushing, 6.30, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 a.m., 2.35, 8.35, 

4,35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.85, 9.15 10,45 e.m., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.85, 10.35 A.M., 1.85, 3, 6.85, 7, 10 p.m. 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.35, 6.25, 7P.M. 

Bockaway Beach, 1] A.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 9A.M. 
and 6.85 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.80, 7.35. 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 35 P.M. 

Suturday nights, 12.15: Sundays, 9.35 A:M.)5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.af., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35,6.35 P.M. From Flatbush ay. 
daily. ercert Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 nicht, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay, 
10Pp.m. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.85 P.M. e 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.85, 4.35, 5.33, 6.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 
AML, 0.95/P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Orepors 8, 1C A.M.. 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M, 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8.A.M.,6.39, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jetferson, 10 A.M.,4.35.P.M. Sundays, %A,M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35 P.m. Sundaya, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.35 

§.85, 6,7 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, I'riday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

bat oR and Saturdays, commencing April ad. 
UNTER'S P’'T &WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter’s P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.m., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 pw. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
Apply at 229 B’ way, cor. Barclay. t-] 

» W.M.LAFFAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Arent, 

mayi iy Richmond. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
; TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. eg Mackinaw,Gran pidsandCiacinnatiShort Line 
FOR THE 

Trout, Greyling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 
AND THE 

FAMOD SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the [ 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are wasurpassed 
if equaled, in the abundance and grest variety o 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and 

thefamous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only a ese bid eae. gina M 
tha TH season begins May Land ends Septal. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June J and rat Hy 
ov. lL. ©: 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 
INGE, also abound in lores numbers in the 

many lakes and lakeleta of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of higgs| 

akill to his friends or “club” at home, 43ice fork | 
peeling fish can be had at many points, y] 
TAKE YOWR FAMILY WITH YOU, Thesce- | 

rere of the North Woodsand Lakesis yery beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing, ‘The cll-! | 
mae is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering | 
with 
Hay. Fever and Asthma Affections, 
leh ote Bgoommadetouy are good, far dee H 

passing theayerage in countries new eno te" 
afford the finest of fishing, ™ | 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Niche “| 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive train | 
paciied oer Sas ae S) amen t 

logs, Ungen ing Tackle ‘ie ear | 
owner'srisk, epee 
It isouraim tomakesportsmen feel “at home” " 

wnthis route. F .r Tourist’s Guide (an attractive \ 
Ilustrated book +f 80 pages), con fullin- }, 
formation an .ccurate maps of the Fishing " 
@ronnods andy'lime Cards, address A.B, LEET 

Ser. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mick, | 

Bromfield House, Koston. 

= 

EAN PLAN, 

AGENTS FOR GARD'S NEW DOUBLE RRYVOLVING TRAP. 

Howard's Steel Head Shells—Quality guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 
Or W. R. ScHA 

il 

——_—= ~~ 

» theDaly Gun, 
-HAS FINER BARRELS, ‘ 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Toany other GQ@un 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished on application, 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
EFER, Or THos. L. Goicaur, 

Elm st., Boston. 11h Girard ave, Phitg 

REMINGTON’S MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES. 

KEENE'S PATENT. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, 

Z 0. Box 3,994 Only. Sendfor Catalogue and Price-Lists. 

CARD’S 

STANDARD TRAP, 
£OH WING PRACTICE. 

“STANDARD” 
Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary. 

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT A'l SHOOTER) ANY Dit- 

SIRED DIREGTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP 

AND ONLY ONE SPRING TSED. 

iN | 
il I 

DUNN & WILBUR, 

Commission Merchants 
Ly 

POULTRY, GAME, BUTTER, ECCS, CREEN & DRIED FRUITS. 

We send sales and cheek for net smount immediately after sale. Stencils and Price 
Current furnished free on application. Your correspondence and shipment solicited. 

1I92 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK, 

CHARLES | RUTMANY, 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Bieech-Loadine Guns, 
943 Broadway, near 23dSt,, N, ¥ 

| 

\SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

first premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

JOHN KRIDER 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reela, Idnes, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artifictet Bait, Fly Books, 
tc. Ete. 

Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“ Krider's’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Birds’ Eges and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties. 
Taxidermy in all its branches. y! 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds. marily 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
FINE FISHING TACKLE, FREE BY MAIL. 

= wee i = The Celebrated “Frankfort” Reels 
"ae in Stock, eo 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER., 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickercl, #1 00: Maska- 

longe, ®1 25. 
Bent by mail on reeeipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

PIONEER WORKS The celebrate? “Le Coutre” razor, In stock. 
4 IRMINGHAM, \ Razors with safety attachments. Bowie Knives. 

onl gs e ENGLAN D \ Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, etc. 
we ~ FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OFTICAT Goovps. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIHLD 

GLASSES, COMPASSES, Etc. 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 

(recommended by FORE! AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid for 32. 
GDNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGER. SHELLS 

LOADED TO ORDER. SEND STAMP FOR 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. f 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 
Bird Skins. Class Eyes. 

For Stuffed Birds and Animals. 
Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J, COLBURN, 
Boston, Mass. 

NONANS METAL SHELL CLEANER. 
Cleans by. acre: (without water), i5 self 

atjueting. Made toridand 12 gauge. For sale by 
All gun dealsrs, J, F. RONAN, Box o4, Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to the trade. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman's patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circvlar containing Tull de- 
seription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn, 

31 Boylston Street, 

: indestructible. 

U.S. Governmentin the Navy and Frontier Service. 
Cal. 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to the Trade 

E. BEMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. VY. 

Adopted by the 
10 Shots, .45 

Prices: Carbines, $22 

J: STEVENS & C9.’S 

Breech-Loading Anns 
DOUBLE GUNS, 

Twist. Laminated Extra. 
$28.00 $40.00 $46.00 

Plain STN ert Laminated n. Twist. minated . 
$12.50 $15.50 $17.00 

RIFLES, 
241n. 26in, 2%in, 

22 caliber $24 
32, 88, 44 caliber , 4 . 20 al 2a 

Extra for clobe sights and varnished stock, $3, 
HUNTER'S PED FLEES, 

Bin. 2in. 23jn, In. 
22, 32, 38 and 44 caliber. $15 $18 $2) Sal 

POCKET RIFLES. 
j 1000, IZin. in. 18in 

22, Scaliber,......$12,25 $13.25 $i5 316.5u 

: GALLERY PISTOLS. 
Light, Heayy. 
$20.00 $22.00 

J. Stevens & Co, have nearly doubled the ea- 
pacity of thei works, and for several montha 
pave been obliged to run the factory at night to 
incet the increased demynd; showing that the 
SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS 1N 
THE WORLD, when sold xt such moderate 
prices, will foree their wuy into favor without 
the aid of elaborate pufling or paid shootera. 
Send for illustrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
106 Chambers Street, N. Vi, 

. PEALER IN 
vre-Arms, Ammunition, and alt 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Sevens & Co.'s Celebrated Arms, 
Dariiveron, Wis., Sept. 27, 1880. 

Dour Sirx—tT received the 82 cal, rifle you sent all 
O.K. Tdld not expect 6 get an octagonul barrel 
amd ¢lobe and peep sights. I thank you very much 
for ycnur fair dealing toward me. But I must 
you how the gun shoots. After adjustiog the 
sithts I fired five successive shots al & rest, 125 
yards, ant put every slot in & bullseye Lig inches tn 
diunteter. Three of the shots would be covered by a 
Jive cont nickel piece, T killed a hawk #00 yarde the 
second shot, I am confident 1 could kill a deer 
with if tiree-quarters O£ a mile away. The gun ia 
Well balancerl, andthe Workmanship is superb. I 
shall recommend the gun whenever I can. 
Truly yours, EUGENE Hatstep, 

THE CRIGINAL 

AMERICAN HAMIMERLESS. 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR. GRIP 
ANDBOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20, 
uzzle-Loaders Altered 

M to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire, 

Stocks Bent to Any Crock, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

e CLARK & SNEIDER, 
M4 W. PRATT STREBT, BALTIMORE, MD 

GUNS TO HIR 
—AT— 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN’S 
943 Broudway, Near 23d Strcot A. Vy 

a rr ee ee ee ee ee ae ee Se 
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GENUINE 

Tecei the 
tainster Kennel 08 SS4 INI 

STAMPED, 

Packed in Cans ef 112 pounds cach. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Publications 
Any of the Following Hooks Sent on 

Receipt of Price by Forest and 

Stream Pub. Co. 

Adirondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays........... $1.50 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1,25 

Adirondacks, Guide to. Wallace’s, 6th edition... 2.00 

Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner’s....., 75 

Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bds............5 15 

American Angler's Book, NOITiS......00.---ss++ 65) 

American Bird Fanctler........ ee SAAR 357 38 8) 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games.. 2.00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses...... 5.00 

_ Americon Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long..... 2.00 

American Kennel, Burges ...-.:ss-+2+-+s0000 5 3.00 

Angling, a Book on, Francis......--...---+...4. 7.50 

Archer, MOG@erLh..... 22.2... ++. eeeeee tec ee eees 25 

Archery, Fencing and Broadsword............-. 20 

‘Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson...... 1.50 

Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam...... 3.00 

Art of Swhmming ............---0 ee 30 

Art of Awiraming, Monstery ,...-.<.- 50 

ArtofSwitaming, WeDD...,.crre.- 50 

Athilete’s Guide, Harding........  Perscl ete 50 

Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, T5¢.; cloth... 1.00 

Athletic Sports, Stonchenge...-......cesseere ee 1.00 

Bailey's Birds of the United States.....-.....-+ 1 25 

Htaird’s Birds of North America.....+.+---+++.+ 30 00 

Baucher’s Method of Horsemanship............ 1 00 

Reehstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds......-... 1 50 

Birs and Bearing Relus..... ot 50 

Boat Saillug, Pracvhcal.. co. ..eeesseereertree-++ 100 

Bo te ae Opledia or the Seashore, 50C 
Cae nd ne Nests bie; resh and Salt 
Water Aquarium, 5lc.; Native Song Birds... 5 

Boy's Vraastiry of Sports and Pastimes, etc.... 2 00 

Breech Loader, Gloan, ...---s+---- eve seswere sree 1 265 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener, ...+++)----+++ 2 50 

Bruce's Rtud Book, & WOR secse ate ctgen aeeesosLad OO 

Furtler Ot WHE DOE... 25. - eee pence eee Ree shee 200 

Gage wud Singing BUS.+....+se---s4teeerrere ee 50 

50 Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa. 

CADE BIL CAMETA...beesr ee eer eee cures 

Canoe Traveling, Powell. «+ 

Canoes, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop’s-...-..,. 2 30 

Cassel’s Book of Birds, + VSL s tees) ba taleirieliotle 12 60 

Oboke Hare Gums, Greener. .-. + .esere see see ens 3 00 

Coraplete Anierican Trapper, GIDSOD. +.+:.---.. 1 15. 

Gones Birds of the Northwest..-..+----++++++-- 4 50 

Govied’ Wield Ornithology... ..s--aee sees eee sere es 2 50 

Coues’ Fur Bearing ANIMALS... --..seeeeeeee ss 3 00 

Coues) Kéy to North American Birds.......-... 7 0 

Grack ShOt...,-.---- sre esee teens oh 380 Pee hae i 26 

Gypress, T., J7.'8, WOrkS, 2 VOIS.+4 5 -cpe-re rene 5 00 

Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book,'Syo... 2 50 

Padd's Modern Horse Doctor, 12m0..-...------ 1 50 

Dead SHO. ....-..---- ease eee eewere ey ate 1 % 

Dog Breaking, Hubchimson..-..--/2---- weer 4. 3 76 

Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..., 3 00 

Dog, The; Hill........ CoE 24 ehoints See ae 

Dog, The; ldstone........... ay ee eee a Sl. 

Bog Paths to Success....-. these see epererees a =D 

Dogs and Their Doings, MOrris.........0+...-.+. 13 

1 2% Dogs aud Their Ways, Williams...,-...+..++,. 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
COUNEIIES...- +. .ee esos Sib ole wodebteteteresen een @ U8 

Dogs, by Staves. ... use eeeecpecereenees 7s 

 pows, Managementof, Mayhew, 16mo.......... 1 
whee 

Ear award for DOF 
lub, New York, Gol 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

“SPRATI’S PATENT” are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal 
“ Wibrine Cakes are used at the Dors’' Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatation, Paris, 

ts at the Paris Exhibition, 1878; Kennel C 
Medal ; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., ete. 
Biscut 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
{8 South William Street, NEW YORK. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

=a 

Rupser Goops or Every Drscrrr- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

CCODYEAR’S 
Rubber M’rg Company 

AND 

Goodyeatr’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488,490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

25 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON STZ. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTIXG. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

=i A 

mor BEATS THE WORLD.” ==. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

iil 

ar 

th i87 

Something Invportant jor Cigarette Smokersto Know. 

HE ‘MAJORITY OF SmuUKERS 
are Dera not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they hayé been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 

& SONS, thrown uff by all burning paper, 
"| namely: The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
«| G, EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the ee Oe used 

® as wrappersfor “OLD JUDGE” Gigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOK and the injurious effecte 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its break- 

in 

ing or melting in the mouth, The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD JUDGE” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
right to useit. The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “ OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. 

Manufactured by GOODWIN &CO., 
them and you will use no others, ° 

207 and 209 Waierst., 
MEAT TORT 

Philadelphia ishing Lackle House 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

Wanufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Description, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough ané 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880, 

ence Wing faa el ais ee. hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Golor Leaders. 
ee Reels, ess etc. por ene 

tir BE A FLY RODS and INSIDE 
ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals. 
Prices 28 low as ths lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings frec. 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
jog ae sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 

ps. 

BIRDS’ EYES. 
Birds’ Skins, Taxidermists’ and Naturlists’ 

Supplies. 
Send for New Price List. Reduced Rates. 

W.d = KNOWLTON’S Natural History Store, 
Tremont St., Hoston, Mass. 

_- Birds and animals preseryed by supertor French 
and American workmen. 

$ 7 2 _A WEEE, $12. day at home eastly made. 
Costly outfit tree. Address TRUE & CO., 

Augusta, Maine. 

Monadnock Trout Ponds 

Will furnish Trout and Trout Spawn at low prices. 
For price list, address 

G. A. STARKEY, Troy, N. H. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

first premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Pies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books, 
s Ete, Ete. 

=" Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
A Ls0 

““Krider’s” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods, 

_ Birds’ Eegs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties, 
Taxidermy in all its branches. eo) 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds. ~  mar4iy 

THE S20RTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
HE {pressure on our SY eNESUIE: space 
obliges us to withdraw the Jist of books 

st we baye on sale to make room for other 

Anno on yachting or field sports, ss pre- 
viously advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on réceipt of price- ers AN x 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

5) Lithovraphea Chromo Cards, no 2 alike, 
« 10c, Namein fancy type. Conn, Carp Co., 
Northford, Ct, - 

Please see that Every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATENT” and a “X." 

| 

SPRAT?T’S PATENT 
MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 

Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 
ete. They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals ; 
lub Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 

NONE ARE OS SSSTNN 

” STAMPED, 

‘ro be had in smaller quantities 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Mublinationé, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

BASTWARD HO; or ADVHNTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES, By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinuting story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in eloth, $1.50; 

CAMP LIK IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages. 12 ius. 
Price §0 cents. 

RARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A completeand re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magal!oway 
rivers. 266 pages. 60 illus., and a large map. 

Price 50 cents, « 
“ARRAR'S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THR 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
THD,.,.A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake région and sporting re- 
Sorts of Northern Maite, with map. ‘The tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St, John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc,, are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. l4illus. Price 69 cents. 

VARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Kangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on teugh linen 

per, cloth coyers. _ 6) cents. 
PARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts “of sNorthern Maine, also the head- 
By ater of the ri D aE DBGs Pr en and St. 
ohn rivers. rinted on tou, inen 

cloth covers. 5() cents, a eid 
FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS,25 cts. 
Send ae eae a ‘steal 

ny 0 @ atove publications mail. 
poptpar . on receipt of eae A ldress yess 
>. | FARRAR, Ji HARLES A. J amsaica Plain, 
Mam. ¢ = TD 

FOR NAGAZINES 
—AND— 

NEWSPAPERS, 

issi. Now re: . 

Everything at club rates. 
Everything free of postage 
All the $4 magazines at 

$3.45, and others at similar 
prices. 
We make Foreign sub- 

scriptions a specialty. We send: 

.ondon Times, weekly, per year, for........... $3 
munch, per year...1..... Witt be nats As 

Spectator, per year........... 
Chambers’ Journal, per year......-... 4 
Tilustrated London News, per year...........+. 

All other promineut English, French and German 
periodicals at corresponding prices. Send for our 
Case eres giving clnb prices on nearly 2,600 
publications. Free by mailto any address. A. Hi. 
ROFFE & CO., 11 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass, 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard. 
(WHEELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Pouitry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conm. 

THE POULTRY WORLD 
is sent post-pai@ for $1.25 
er year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve magifi- 

cent Chromos, each repre- 
- ms senting a standard breed of 

en —— fowls, Sent for 75 cents extra 
to all subscribers to either publication. 

fess ee mi) 

This usefnl and ele- 
rantvolumeisacom- 
plete Library and En- 
eyclopsdia.ns wellas 
the best Dictionary in 
the world — superbly 

| bound in Cloth and 
i} Gilt. Jt containe every 

|| tourd of the Fnglisk lan= | 
Guape, wil us iruemean~ | 

i + spelling 
ati 

Tha American Popular Dictionary, SL Only 

Zoe 

tulely neceseary (nforma- | 
tion upon Science, Mytiiol- 
oy, Bioyraphy, American 
History, Law. etc., being 

tionary 
costs $9.00, and ths 
American Popular 
Dictionary costsonly 

OO, ‘Worth ten 

equal, eitherin price, 
finish or contents." 

- —Chiris, Advorate, “*& 
perfect Dictionary and Lihrary of Reference. ''—Lesle's 
Tits. News. N.¥. One copy of the American Popular Dic- 
tionary (Tilustrated), the greatest and best book ever 
published posrpaid, to any address on receipt of only $f 

Entire satisfaction guaranteed. Two copies pos! 
for $2. AGRAND HOLIDAY PRESENT. Order at 
This otfer good Cor 60 days only and may arver appear again 
5,800 copies sold in two months! Address H.C. DEAN, | 
Publisher, 8 Metropolitan Block, Chicago, DL 

WILD RICE perhuste. “Sippiy 
limited Government duty on Wild Rice from 
Canada two cents per eo 

R, VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 
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ammunition, Gite. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Oranae Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER, Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN' & RAND POWDER C0. 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yo 

CUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

DuPont's GUNPOWDER MILLS, established in 1802, 
haye maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—No0s. 1 (coarse 

to 4 (fine) unequalled in strength, quickness an 
eleanliness; adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting, Packed in 1th canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—N0s, 1 (coarse) 

to 3 (fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; 
at penetration, with a close pattern; adapted 

or glass ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting, 
with either muzzle or breech-loaders, Packed 
lib and 5ib canisters and 634 and 12:sib kegs, 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted 

for “Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for 
prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong 
and moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, 
gives both a good penetration and a close paren. 
will be found well adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Made of two sizes, oniy No. 7 and No. 5. 
No. T being the coarsest. Packed in 6471b kegs an 
1b canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Bifie.—A quick, stroug and 

clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1ib canisters and 64; tb kegs. 
Dupont'’s Hifle Eg. Sea Serer at te 

F¥g. and FFPg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg. and FFI¢g. tor general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in wih, 1tb and 5tb canis- 
ters, 644, 12%; and 25tb kegs, We coarse, FFFg, fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, SHIPPING and Blast- 

ing Powders of all sizesand descriptions. Special 
Grades for Expert, Also Rifle, Cartridge, Mus- 
ket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubi- 
cal and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard. 
Powder manutactured to ordtr of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in all the cities and pea towns 

throughout the United States. epresented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'’S Fg. or PFe. for 

long-range rifie shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Mazard’s **Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cieanliness. Packed in square 
®anisters of one pound only. 

Hazird’s ** American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
6ilb. kegs. A finegrain, quicic and clean, for up- 
land prairieshootiag. Well adapted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s “Duck Shooting,” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 6 1b. canisters 
and 6} and 1%} lb. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

tration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
is ranks any other brand, snd it is equally ser- 
vyiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Reutucky Rifie.”’ 

FFFG FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
25, 124, and 6} lbs. and cansof5 ibs. FFFG is also 
packed inland} Ib. caisters. Burnsstronzand 
noist. The FFFG and NFG are favorite brands 
‘or ordinary sporting, and the ‘‘Sea Shooting” 
BG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET Bow- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRY, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOP, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale at our office. , 

83 WALL S®} REET, NEW YORK, 

SHOOTING SUITS. 
Waterprooi, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy. 

UPTHECROVE & McLELLAN, 

(Successors to W, H. HOLABIRD,) 

VALPARAISO, IND. 

HARRIS’S 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

FOR DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING. 
WIND PROOF. 

EDWIN S. HARRIS, 
177 Broadway. 

Miscellaneous Advertisements. 

TOUROGRAPH,| 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC 

WONDER! 
‘Every Tourist His Own Photographer. 

*SIMPLE AND RELIABLE 

ANY INTELIGENT MAN CAN USE IT 

WITH A FEW MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS. 

Send 
made 

(Camera Closed.) 

ostal for circulars and twenty-five cents forsample work 
th it. Mention this Paper. 

\ 

(Camera Open.) References—Thos. 8. Steele, author of ‘‘Canoe and Camera;’ 
Fred. A. Ober, author of “Camps in the Caribbees.” 

BLAIR TOUROCRAPH CoO., 
433 Washington Street, Boston, Wass. 

SeHUY LER & DUANE 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

UNS Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

Hnglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. V. R. SCHUYLER, J, R. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE. 

Of the late firm of Special. 
ScoHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

HODGMAN & C0., 
425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

fli. ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Ruscer Fisuinc Outrits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, | 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color Goats, 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTEITS. 
[ESTADLISHED 1838,] Send for Catalogue. Fishing Pants. 

WE HAVE gh era Ra: OF 

JULES MUMM PRIVATE STOCK, 
Of such exquisite quality as never before was shipped to this country, and of which a veteran + portsman 
and epleure said: 

‘(his wine mever ought to he absent from a gentleman sportsman’s fame 
dinner table.’ 

For Sale at Grocers and Wine Dealers. 

L. SOMBORN & CO., 12 Vesey St., N.Y., 
SOLE ACCENTS. 

VANITY FAI 
“ MILD"—Rare Old Virginia. “HALVHS "Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Alwavs Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on sale in all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, W. S. KIMBALL & CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

SHOOTING, BOATING and FISHINC. 
PRICE $L 

FOR SALE ATTHI8 OFFICE. 

TOBACCO 
AND ) 

CIGARETTES 

Ammunition, Etc. 

TATHAMS 
Selected Standard 

Printed Number ef Pellets to the or, 

on Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
No. of pellets to oz., 338 472 688 1056 Soft. 

se Pes 7 wo 345 «495 «T16 1130 Chilled.” 

TATHAM®& BRO’S, 

8? BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORE. 

Founded July 4, 1802. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Othors/ 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND! 
BAR LEAD, ; 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER, 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphix. | 

THE WILSON PATENT) 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library, Inya- 
lid Chair, Chila’s Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light 
neag, strength, sim- 
plicity and comfort. 
Everything to an ex- 
act acience O;ders 
by mail promptly at- 
tended to. 

READING POSITION. Socdsaienes toany 
address, GO, @, D. Send Stamp for lilustratea 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
Wilson Ajus, Chair M’t'g Co.,661 Broadway,NY¥. 

THE SNEIDER. 
SP 

Pot. 1885. 

Sin Tels, 18h: 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMERICAN HANMERLESS, 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLEGRIP ACTIONS. | 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20, 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire, 

Stecks Bent to Avy Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

e CLARK & SNEIDER, 
34 W. PRATT STREET, {BALTIMORE, MD 

Business & Literary Agency 
— AND— 

BUREAU OF INFORMATION, 
Parties requiring the services of! 3 ‘confidential 

AGENT for Purchases, Sales, Business or Litera 
matters generally In New York, are invited to com. 
municate with the manager, WILLIAM HUM- 
PHREYS, formerly: editor of Rop anp Guy, 8 
Broadway, N. Y. 
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CONTENTS. 

Eprronran -— 

Back from the Field Trials: The Dittmars’ Abracadabra; 
Walton’s Complete Angler ; The Eastern Field Trials..... 363 

THE Bronrsman Tourtsr :— 

Notes on Deer Hunting in Canada.....-... 2.0.42 ;s00-- eee 865 

WaroursL History :— 

Our Waterfowl; Snakes : The Nuttall Bulletin ; A Black Rab- 
ae English Sparrows in Canada ; Toe Naturalist’s Direc- 

Breas fel Neictatei aah eee ae ee Meee Wa aiid et Facey ee} 

Psu Courore — ; 

German Carp in Canada ; Fertile Hybrids ; Nggs for Distri- 
bution ; Fish Notes from Maine; Growth of Carp; Cama- 
dian Fish Galture,... 

366 

366 

A AND River Fisame :— 

Concerning Robbers ; The Illegal Fishermen; The Beaver- 
kil Club for 1880; The Death Trap in Shinnecock Bay ; 
Oiveitld: eke SPOaGHERS o6 o0as ac ecy poe sete tle riom sided oh 367 
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*,* The Formst AND SrREAM goes tw press Wednesdays, 

Correspondents are requested to mail their communications 80 

that they may reash us before that day. 

ee 

— Thia is on excellent timeto call the attention of your fricnds 

to the nierits of the Forrst AND BrREAM. We shall be happy 

‘fo supply specimen coptes of the paper to any midresses which. 

muiy be senéus for that purpore. 

NE 

Tue man who thinks that he can afford to pay the farmers 

boy more for quail than the bay ix paid by the baggage-masters 

is invited to send hix address to this office. 
$$$ 

Wr must beg the indulgence of numerous contributors 
whose communications are deferred this week. 
ta 

Back rromM rut Frsnp TRALs.—A portion of the return- 

ing throng of sportsmen who had been interested wituesses 

at the Hastern Fieid Trisls, passed through this city on Mon- 

\ ay, and we had the pleasure of seeing many at this ofiice 

‘during that and the following days. Among those who 
called were Col. James Gordon, (Pious Jeems), Dr. Raw- 

ings Young (Guysn), Mr. J. C. Higgins, Mr. J. O. Donner, 

Mr. T. Gladston, Mr, Theo, Predmore, Mr. Tailman, Mr. 

_J. Marlin and Mr. G. W. Bassford. 
— $i 

Tr is about this time of the year that the American bear 

‘yaunteth himself in all his primitive immensity and blood. 

‘curdling ferociousness. Our county exchanges teem with 

“hair-raising accounts of the frightful encounters and howling 
struggles of man and beast. There is one venerable old bear, 

who makes his appearance in the paper year after year, with 

all the regularity of the revolving planets; and along with 

him in this year of grace, 1880, comes the same unhappy 

‘tgettler” to die again for the fortieth time his lingering 

death in the embrace of the monster. He is dead again; but 

shall look for him, just the same, nextyear. He andthe 

bear are as fixed in the newspaper world for all time to come 

sis Ursus Major in the heavens. 
‘And, by the way, what about that family out in Towa who 

€ eaten up every winter by the wolves? Is it not almost 

time-to hear from them again ? 

THE DITTMARS’ ABRACADABRA. 

HERE came into our hands some time ago a printed cir- 

cular, issued by the present Dittmar Powder Manu- 

facturing Company, setting forth as a reason for the stop- 
page of their ‘‘ sporting powder” mill the alleged sickness of 

Carl Dittmar. The circular letter further alleged that the 
failure of the company to make any more ‘‘ sporting powder’ 

was not due to the effect of our publication of the true 

nature of our compound, but that, on the contrary, the pub- 

lications of the Forzsr anp Streeam articles had rather 
helped their business. Within the past week the Dittmars 
have published what they state to be extracts from a seventy- 

five page pamphlet prepared in reply to these Horner anp 

Srream statements, which bad helped them so substan- 

tially. The Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company (No. 

2) is not altogether consistent. 

The Dittmars preface their pamphiet by assuring the 

public that they did not themselves write the Formsr 

AND Stream’s article. The simple fact that the Forrsr anp 

SrrEam’s article contained the exact truth about the “Dittmar 
sporting powder” issuflicient proof that it was not written 
by the manufacturers of that explosive. 

The pamphiet which the Dittmars have been two months 

and a half in preparing is, as we supposed it would be, 

mainly an abusive attack upon the Forest anp Stream. Had 

the Dittimars been conscious that the truth was on their side 

they would not have tried to bury the powder beneath the 

gutter refuse and muck of their ribaldry. We insist, and the 
public insists, that the “‘ Dittmar sporting powder” manufac- 

turers must not attempt thus to evade the facts adduced by 
the Forest AnD STREAM. 

Stripped of its personality, the Dittmar’s ‘‘reply” is this: 

1. That the truth was published by us in consequence of 

the withdrawal of their advertisement. We simply repeat 
what we said before respecting the withdrawal of that ad- 
vertisement, namely, that ‘‘ajter thetr agent had been in- 

Sormed that we were about to publish the results of cur in- 

vestigation, the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company, 

upon the trumped up pretext that our refusal to publish what 

we thought to he a libelous letter profiered by them was tn- 

fair, judiciously withdrew their advertisement.” The Ditt- 

mars allege that we published the article because they with- 

drew the advertisement. We affirm our belief that they 
withdrew the advertisement hecause we had told them that 

we were about to publish the article. This is a matter con- 

cerning which the public may draw its own conclusions. 
Right motive or wrong motive, the facts adduced respecting 

the powder remain. The Dittmars may ‘‘ publicly charge” 
until the crack of doom; the facts are not altered thereby. 

2. That the truth was published by usin the interest of 

other powder concerns. This is unqualifiedly false. The ex- 

position of the powder, except such portions of it as were 

then eredited to others, was written entirely, every paragraph, 
sentenceand word of it, by the editor of this paper, and inthe 

interest solely of the sporting public and for its protection. 

The Forisr AND STREAM insists upon the right to expose 
any and every fraud and swindle, which endangers the per- 

sonal safety of its patrons, and to gather its information from 

every available source. In investigating the ‘Dittmar Sport- 
ing Powder” we pursued this course, and we did not stop 

until we had inquired if Mr. Dittmar’s sworn testimony 
concerning his sporting powder tallied with the letters writ- 

ten by him to forward its sale. We consulted the records, 
We found that they did not so tally. We published them. 

Rine ille lachrymve, which means, literally, ‘‘hence these 

tears ;” freely translated if means hence Carl Dittmar’s ‘‘sick- 

ness.” 

3. They quibble on the patent specifications we published. 
By referring to the notice on the backs of the “* Dittmar 

aporting powder ” cans it will be found that the patent there 

called for is the one published by us. The reissue of the 
same patent does not affect the case at all. That those, who 
are interested in following the present Dittmar Powder Man- 
ufacturing Company in their crayfish moyements, may satisiy 

themselves that Mr. Dittmar’s patent was correctly presented 
they may send to the Patent Office at, Washington and pro- 

cure all of his patents upon payment of a fee of twenty-five 

cents for each one. The numbers are 98,854, 99,069, 99,070, 

| 145,403; reissues, 6,759 and 6,645 and No. 179,688. More- 
- 

ee Se 

over, if Mr. Carl Dittmar will send us a copy of a patent and 

accompany it with a sworn affidavit that it is the patent un- 

der which his powder is made, we will publish it, and the 

aftidavit with it. 

4. Professor Morton’s report. We have not the patience 

to follow the, writers of the pamphlet through the tortuous 

course of self-contradiction here, wherein one sentence they 
deny that the Morton powder was ‘‘sporting powder,” and 

in the next affirm if; and then go backward and forward 

again. For example in one sentence it is: 
“The alleged Dittmar powder presented him [Prof. Morton], 

and which we claim to have been nothing more nor less than Dua- 

lin, a blasting powder generally called Dittmar powder.” 

Then: 

“Sufties it fo say that no nitro-engar, etc., not even in infinitely 

amall proportion has for many years been used inthe production 
of Dittmar sporting powder.” 

And again, forgetting what they have said, furtheron they 

affirm : t 
“Now, asfaras the nitro-starch and nitro-sugar mentioned in 

that deposition are concerned, they beyond cavil, are purely deto- 

nating powders, and as such highly beneficial to a blasting com- 

pound, but, although scienca owes the production of such nitro 

bodies on a commercial and practical scale to the inyention of Mr. 

Dittmar, we have nothing to do with them here because, as Prof. 

AMorion states, they (i. e., nitro-sugar and nitro-starch] are present 

in the sporting powder in such smail quantity that they do not ef- 
fect the character of the material.” 

That is to say—and after ten weeks in which to say it—the 

powder referred to by Prof. Morton isin one breath ‘ blast- 

ing powder” and in the next ‘‘ sporting powder.” ‘No nitro- 

sugar, etc., used, not even in infinitely small proportions,” 

and then ‘“‘they are present.” The Dittmars deny that Prof. 

Morton referred to sporting powder and then they acknowl- 

edge it; they deny the nitro-sugar and then admit it; in ~ 

short, in one of these statements the writers of this Ditt- 

mar pamphlet are guilty of falsehood. 

Their pamphlet sorely needs editing The concerted efforts 

of all the editors in New York could not prove the safety of 

the ‘Dittmar sporting powder,” but the youngest and most 

inexperienced editor in the Jand, if he were given ten weeks 

in which to do it, could have doctored up this pamphlet so 

that its successive assertions should not have directly or by 
implication proved themselves false. : 

We advise the Dittmars to take another ten weeks and fab- 

ricate, if they can, a rejoinder, of which one-half shall not he 

a contradiction of the other half; a rejoinder, in short, which 

shall contain a decent proportion of truth, 

The report of Prof. Morton referred explicitly and solely to 

Dittmar sporting powder, which had been received by us in 

person from the preseni Dittmar Powder Manufacturing 

Company, and by us delivered, sealed as received, to him. 

Had the Dittmars entertained any honest doubt about this 

they might have written to Prof. Morton, His reply would 
have satisfied them. 

Orricz oF THE Forrest AnD StRuAM PusLisuine Company, | 

New Yor, Dec, 7, 1880. } 
Pror, Henry Moxton : 

Dear Sir—The Fornsr AnD Stream of Sept. 28, 1880, contamed 

a report written by you on Dittmar powder. May we ask yon to 

state explicitly whether or not that report referred only to * Ditt- 
mar sporting powder,” simples of which in sealed cans were fur- 

nished to you by ourselyes, Truly yours, 

FoREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 

Srnvens Instirore or TEounoioey, | 

Hozorex, N. J., Dec. 8, 1880. if 

Editor Forest and Stream > 

The powder examined by me and reported upon to you as Ditt- 

mar powder was contained in a sealed oan labelled * Dittmar’s New 

Sporting Powder.” 
The paper seal was intact and was broken by me. 

My report was therefore founded upon the material sold by the 

Dittmar Company as sporting powder. 

On the reverse side of the can were directions about the use of 

the powder in shot-guna, Truly yours, 
Hexry Morton. 

Tf the Dittmars will furnish us a sworn affidavit that this 

powder, which they deliyered to us in sealed cans, was blast- 

ing powder, and not sporting powder, we will with pleasure 

publish that affidavit also in our next issue. 

As to the influence of the nitro-starch and nitro-sugar con- 
tained in the sporting powder, we adyanced no opinion. We 
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sunply stated what Carl Dittmar—under oath—said that he 
thought of them. And this brings us to the sworn testimony. 

5. Respecting the sworn testimony of Mr. Dittmar, which 

we published in our issue of September 23, the Dittmar Pow- 
der Manufacturing Co. explain : 

‘In the first place, this deposition has no even remote application 
to sporting powder. It refers only to blasting powder and to the 

ingredients used to produce such powder.” 

A portion of that deposition was as follows: 

Unirep Srarrs Crrourr Cour. 

New York, Heb. 19th, 1880.—Before John A. Shields, 

United States Commissioner Southern District of New York. 

Deposition of Carl Dittmar, of Binghamton, N. Y., who, be- 

ing first duly sworn, deposes and states : 

‘(My GUNPOWDER, when I first made it, had the same ten- 
Té burst most all the guas at 

It was just the same as if 
Lt have it now so that it vs 

dency as nitro-glycerine powder. 

JSirst, when I began to introduce tt. 

I would use nitro-qlycerine powder. 

tamed down, and dowt burst any more guns.” 

“My gunpowder,” the Dittmar pamphleteers explain, 
‘refers only to blasting -powder.” 

guns” “has no even remote application to sporting powder. 
It. refers only to blasting powder.” 

leaves the seal unbroken. 

We may explain just here that the deposition from which 

we have quoted Mr. Dittmar’s confession, referred princi- 
The statements therein made 

hy him respecting his ‘‘ sporting powder” were im no wise 

pertinent to the case, and Mr. Dittmar might just as well— 
Bunt the words, which we 

have quoted, he did utter under oath, little dreaming that 
they would ever be brought before the public in contrast with 

the delusive letters he had written about his ‘sporting pow- 

pally to his blasting powder. 

and better—have omitted them. 

der,”’ 

The Dittmars allege that we have garbled the testimony. 

A copy of the deposition, as written out from the stenogra- 
pher’s notes and printed under the supervision of Mr. Carl 

Ttis open for 

Any one who has sufficient interest in the mat- 

ter may satisfy himself that we have quoted Mr. Dittmar 

We invite the fuilest reference to every letter depo- 

Dittmar’s own counsel, is now at this office. 

inspection. 

fairly. 
sition and article cited by us in this discussion. 

The Dittmars lay stress upon the fact that Bogardus and 
Carver used ‘‘Dittmar sporting powder.” Well, Bogardus 

was paid to use it. Whether or notheis paid now, we have no 

Moreover, we refuse to believe that Bo- 

gardus ever used it alone ina pigeon match where he was 
shooting for bona fide stakes. He has admitted to us, person- 

ally, that in such a match he would not use it in the second 

parrel. And as to Carverhe, too, used the ‘Dittmar sporting 
powder” for pecuniary considerations. Moreover, we are 

credibly informed that Carver shattered two guns with the 

means of knowing. 

“Dittmar sporting powder.” 

The Dittmars strenuously deny that their ‘‘sporting powder” 

is a nitro-glycerine powder. The Forxsr ann Stream stren- 

uously denies it, too. 

The Dittmars and the Forrest AND StREAMm are agreed on 

that. 
+ Dittmar sporting powder” is analogous to nitro-glycerine 

powder, that is to say, that under given conditions, which 

are absolutely beyond the control of the man who uses the 

powder in his gun, the ‘Dittmar sporting powder” will deto- 

nate. . 
We insist that the Dittmar pamphleteers must not évade 

this statement of the true nature of the explosive. Mr. Ditt- 
mar, being first duly sworn, knows if to be correct. That is 

where Mr. Dittmar—under oath—and the Forrsr snp 
STREAM agree again. 

And when the Dittmar pamphileteers issue their second 

edition, we advise them to omit the self-contradictions and 

falsehoods now existing in their pamphlet, and in place there- 

of, to explain in their rationale of their nitro-cellulose com- 
pound that the conversion of the powder into gas may be 
by detonation; and for a “‘more extended scientific considera- 

tion” let them explain that the man who pulls the trigger of 
a gun loaded with their ‘ tamed down” stuff is just as liable 
to blow off his own head as he is to kill the bird. 

The Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company accuse us 
of having been personal in our discussion of their explosive, 
We recognize this bidfor sympathy on their part as an old 

dodge, but we submit that any reflections, which may have 

been cast upon the character of themanufacture of the ‘Ditt- 
mar Sporting Powder,” have been only the reflections sug- 

gested by a fair presentation of his past written and sworn 

utterances respecting his powder. Wesuggest to the manu- 

factures of the ‘‘Dittmar sporting powder,” that the sporis- 

men of this country are not tobe caught with their chaff. 

A burnt child dreads the fire: the ‘‘rationale”’ of the process 

of combustion will not induce the child to put his hand into 

the flame a secondtime. The most yigorous pumping of gas 
will not keep a bursted balloon in the air. Scurrilous 

pamphlets will not float ** Dittmar sporting powder.” 
We have repressed our indignation at the course of aman 

who for greed of paltry gainhas placed a powder analogous to 

‘Tt burst most all the 

“Don’t burst any more 

guns” ‘refers |Web. 19, 1880] only to blasting powder.” 

This ‘‘tamed down” stuff, which “refers only to blasting 

powder,” is, or was, forsale at No. 24 Park Place. The price 
per can is, or was, 65 cents and 85 cents. “ AJl canisters are 
sealed, and only warranted when the seal is unbroken.” 

The manufacturers warn the purchaser that the powder is 

‘not guaranteed if this seal is broken.” He is sensible who 

But we have said, and we reiterate, that the so-called 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

nitro-glycerine in the hands of the sporting public, and then 

systematically and shamelessly bolstered it up by fraud and 

deception. We have directed our remarks so far as possible 

to the powder and not to the man. We have preferred, and 

we still prefer, to leaye any reference to Mr. Dittmar’s per- 
sonal character out of this discussion. But if Mr. Dittmar 

and the present Dittmar company want a change, and would 

have us leaye the discussion of the powder for a considera- 
tion of Mr. Dittmar’s “honesty with respect to past and 

present life, and the purpose which guides him,” let them 
distinctly say so. 

We fail also to see what is the bearing on the case of the 
statement that the Forest AND STREAM in the past has eom- 

mended the powder. Murderers go unhung and thieves 

associate with honest men until they are foundout. That 

the powder looked well at first is shown by the fact that it 

was accepted without question and thoughtlessly commended 

by many until we set to work to find out what its true nature 

was. Our investigation showed that its true excellence 

was all seeming, and the deeper we got into it the more ex- 

traordinary it seemed that the public showld so long have 

been imposed upon. It appeared to us, after we had discoy- 

ered the nature of the explosive, a plain duty to announce it 

to the shooting world; and having done that, we have done 
all that can be expected of us. 

The allegation of the Dittmar Company that their business 

has increased and that ours has diminished since the publica- 

tion of the article is one which has nothing whatever to do with 

the question of the safety of the powder. Jt makes not a 

particle of difference to us whether they sell ounces or tons 

of their compound ; that is a matter which interests, we pre- 

sume, only the manufacturers and the consumers of the 

article, and among the latter we are not to be counted. On 

some accountsit would be un excellent thing if their business 

were toprosper greatly, It would cost some lives, no doubt, but 

if certainly would make the gun trade very lively, and many 

of our advertisers would accumulate wealth at s surprising 
rate. 

The public do not care whether the exposure of the char- 

acter of the powder has benefited or injured the Forrsr 

AND SrrEAM, nor did any calculation as to what would 
be the effect on our business enter our minds when the 

articles were published. We had a duty to perform; we did 
what we thought proper in the case. 

The Dittmar Company thought that the price of their 

advertisement should have purchased our silence. We dis- 
agreed with them. 

This paper is not managed to please the Dittmar Company, 
but the Forest and Stream Publishing Company and the 

subscribers to this journal. If its management suits them 
the Dittmar people may, we think, possess their souls in 
patience. 

As a matter of fact, the circulation of Forssr anp SyrEam 

is, and has been steadily, increasing since the publication of 

Beptember 23. But that is wholly beside the question. 
We have purposely avoided any discussion of alleged results 

ot tests alleged to have been made by the Dittmar manufae- 

turers. We do not question Mr. Carl Dittmar’s ability to 
safely perform, with given saniples of his ‘‘sporting powder,” 

any experiments he may see fit to devise. It is a matter of 
record, and he swears to it, that ‘it [which does not refer only 

to blasting powder] burst most alithe guns at first.” But Mr. 
Dittmar has repeatedly told us before thet he never had any 

accident with the powder and that he never burst any of fits 
oon guns with it. Moreover, in the absence of other proof 

than the Dittmar powder manufacturer's unsupported asser- 

tion, we must be excused from giving credence to what they 

may say. 
The Dittmars again characterize our exposition of their 

‘sporting powder” as maliciously false and slanderous. 

Thies we again deny. If they think that they can make good 

the charge of wrong motives and false representations, their 

proper course is to sue us, prove it in the courts and recover 

damages. ‘They may easily satisfy themselvesof our respon- 
sibility by consulting any of the mercantile agencies. And 

if they did not recover six cents, a simple judgment in their 

favor would be of more decided advantage to them and their 

product than they can ever hope to gain by the dissemination 

of twenty tons of such rodomontade as this pamphlet. 
The Dittmars have proved such adepts in misrepresenting 

their own powder that we camnof trust them to fairly repre- 

sent the charges of the Forest AND STREAM agains! the ex- 

plosive. We have therefore reprinted in convenient shape 
our scientific discussion of their nitro-cellulose detonating 

explosive, and we shall be happy to supply the articles upon 

application. They contain the simple and direct explanation 

of the difference between the * Dittmar sporting powder,” a 

chemical combination, and common black powder, a me- 

chanical mixture, and the different explosions of the two. 

The manufacturers wholly ignore this. There was nothing 

else for them to do. 
— +o = — 

Morr Carp ror 1Hz East.—In drawing down the national 

carp ponds at Washington Prof. Baird found 1,000 young 
“Teather carp” which he did not know of. These have been 

sent to Mr. E. G. Blackford, Fulton Market, New York, for 
distribution, making the third lot. These are fine fish, from 
four to six inches in length. 

oe 

‘*Homo” manages to put a deal of information into his 

weekly letters from Philadelphia, 

[Deormezn 9, 1890. 

WALTON'S COMPLETE ANGLER. 

ESSRS. JOHN WILEY AND SONS, 15 Astor P 
New York, have supplied a want in giving the ang 

ing public a new and handsome edition of the late Db 

Bethune’s Walton. Of all the editions of Walton, eithey 
English or American, we have preferred Bethune’s, and i 

popularity is attested by the fact that his editions were 6 

hausted before his death and haye been in demand sing 
The volume now before us isa reprint of the original, an 

opens with a letter from the Doctor to his friend Charkh 

Lanman, the graceful writer and accomplished angler, and 

followed by Bethune’s poem, ‘‘ Saptogus,” which, when req 

in winter, stirs the angler’s blood until the lines, 

O, that the willow's leaf were free, 

And the dogwood were in flower 

rise to his brain during the cares of business, and he kno 

that there is a time coming when he can throw aside his car 

and get beyond the screech of the locomotive. Dr. Bethul 
seemed to be thoroughly imbued with Walton's spirit of @ 
admiration for nature, the feeling that is at the bottom | 

all true angling enjoyment, and which gives more pleasure! | 
its possessor than the mere capture of a few fish which af 

be bought in the market for a dollar. How many men mi 
this enjoyment and measure their pleasure by the number 

trout in their creel. They find no musie in the chirr of f 

kingfisher, the call of the loon, nor companionship in # 

chattering of the squirrel, which scolds them as an intrud@t 
into his domain; but Walton felt all this and more, and if ff 

modern reader is occasionally tempted te smile at his cred 
lity and superstitious notions he cannot help admiring fi 

quaint style, which is in perfect accord with his simplicit 

and freedom from technical lore. 

In the bibliographical preface to the first volume D 

Bethune gives us ninety-two pages of notices of fishing book 

before the time of Walton, which is foliowed by *‘ The Com 
plete Angler,” with copious foot notes, and illustrated wil 

fine steel engravings of Walton, ‘*The Salutation” 
‘sTanding a Trout,” as well as numerous woodcuts, all fron 
the original, 

The second part opens with ‘‘ some account of the life al 

writings of Charles Cotton, Esq., by the American Editor 
and steel portrait of Cotton. The list of birds is interspersi 
with entire poems and precedes the second part of the ‘‘ Con 

plete Angler,” while the appendix contains songs and poem 
and an ‘‘ Arrangement according to the method of Cuvier, 

the American species of fishes alluded to in the precedi 
pages. By James E. De Kay,’ which was authority thi 
years ago, but is not followed now, 

In the appendix is also found ‘Extracts from the Journ 

of the Lake Piseco Trout Club,” and Trout Fishing on Lowe 
Island (Frank Forrester); a ‘list of books on fish and fil 

ing founded on Sir Henry Ellis’ catalogue, as reprinted fy 
Pickering, but very greatly enlarged and carefully correcté 
making the most complete list ever published,” and ‘ bool 

in the cathedral library, Salisbury, formerly belonging 

Isaak Walton. 
The yolume is aJarge one, printed in large type on god 

paper, and will no doubt meet withalarge sale. Itis a arg 
and handsome volume ; price $8 to $15, according to style. 

—————_+ -# 

THE BASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

N last week's issue we gave the full account of the ruunin 
of the Nursery and Puppy Stakes, with the names of tif 

successful youngsters. The running of the All-Aced Stalk 

commenced on the day of our last publication, Thur 

day, and continued during Friday and Saturday, ending onh 

as the sun went down on the last day of the week. Thre 
days therefore kad been devoted to the ereat event, anda 

was deemed expedient to declare the running of the Brae 
Stakes off and postpone the running of the Club Stakes, it 
definitely. A special train was engaged, aud the part 

returned home late on Saturday night, well satisfied at havin} 
been present at a most successful field trial meeting. 

Considering the lateness of the season the Clubis to be com 

pratulated on haying secured the good services of the clerk 
the weather, for ouly one day, Wedneeday, turned ont tobi 

a bad one. 

The entry of twenty-seven namesio the All-Aved Stake 

was a very large one, and brought together many of the fined 
atraing of dogsin the land. Tbe draw was remarkable, ug 

only that the braces were to an extent evenly balanced, bu 
it cerlainly was strange that the pointers should fall togethé 
as they did in the different heats. 

There were plenty of birds in the openings at the start, bul 
towards the closing hours of the trials the bevies bad drawl 

into the dense cover and breaks, where they were hard to find 

avd when found in many instances impossible to move, 

Taking the words in Instruction to Judges, ‘‘Tha dog 

are to be hunted in all respects 28 in an ordinary day's shoot 

ing in a sportsmanlike manner,” as our text, we have writteml 

our report as we daw if with our own eyes, without fear o 

favor. We consider that the decisions rendered by the judge 
were in the main correct, seyeral of them astonishingly 80, 

particularly in those cases where a good dog was handicapped 
by an inexperienced handler. But in several decisions we 
haye begged to differ in our report, and we have tried fh 

make it clear why we cid so. 

Asa rule there was less “kicking” than is usually the case 
at competitions of the kind, and the only regular withdrawal 
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Was one that we were told was suggested by the President of 
the Club. 

The dogs us a rule turned up in fine condition, but there 

were two of the youngsters afflicted in 4 manner that rule No, 
G was drawn tip specially to cover. No man has a right to 
présent any dog in a mangy condition, and it is a breach of 
contract with every owner present if the dog is allowed to 
run, - 

The largest draft from any one Kennel was that from the 

Moorefield, owned by Mr. VY. H. Moore, of Philadelphia, in 

charge of Mr. Wanmaker, of Goolspring, N. ©. Lass 
o’ Gowrie, Raleigh, Luna May, Count Fred and La Guy were 
all on hand, who with Countess Bang, constitute the 
Strength of the kennel this season so far as preparation for 

field trial events isconcerned. Mr, Moore was singularly un- 

fortonate in haying but three ofthe lot -in running order. 

Oountess Bang a superb gmall poiater bitch who was entered 

at Vincennes, and in fine order there, came in season on her 

retura anil had tobe left at home, Both Luna May and 

Count Wred were taken sick two days before the opening of 

the trials trom exposure from travelling from Vincennes. 
The former, a fine bitch of rare excellence and perfectly 

Wained is one of the best field dogs in Mr. Moore's kennels, 

and Count Fred who was winner at Patoka last year in 

Puppy stakes, and also second with Lincoln in braces in same 

tridls Was a stand-by whose loss was keenly felt. Raleigh, 
as we have noticed in our report, was just over a severe at- 
lack of rheumatisn: so that out of the draft of six superior 

dogs only one half, and not those that were considered the 
best for the Robin's Island ground were left to run. 

Their was a deal of luck in running off the heate, and in 

several instances dogs of grand ability were cnt down by dogs 

of less merit, As shown in our report (Uladstone 

won first; Dashing Monarch secoud, and the judges awarded 

Sensation third, and Glen came in for fourth place under the 

rules. 

Ata meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club held at, Mc- 
Nish’s Hotel, New Suffolk, L. I., during the trials it was de- 

termined to secure the privilege of the purchase of Robin's 
Island from the owners, This was done, and # three monte’ 

refusal was secured. 

Ghe Sportsman Gonrist. 

NOTES ON DEER HUNTING IN CANADA. 

HE American readers of Forest anp STREAM, as a rule, 
do not appear to hunt much in Eastern Ontario, at any 

rate for its larger game, judging from the columns’ of the 
Sale paper, hounds are not allowed to be used or are not used 
io any great extent in the more settled States of the neighbor- 
ing Republic for the purpose of running deer. I may be par- 
doned, therefore, if in the following notes, I particularize 
moré¢ than is probably necessary, and I may add, that although 
running deer with dogs has a tendency to exterminate deer, or 
at least, to drive them to other resorts, yet while if lusts the 
iun is fast and furious. Who would enjoy fox hunting if 
the music of the dogs were wanting ? thongh of conrse, tha 
excitement of the ride lends often pleasure to the sport. 

In Ontario deer hunting with hounds for the sportsman 
is the rule, for the pot-hunter the exception ; although pot- 
hunters from your side of the line formerly brought dogs 
over here and carried off numbers of deer. Now that the 
Legislature has stepped in, the sportsman has a Clear field. 
On my trip this year we were fortunate in haying located 
ourselves where we weréin no danger from dog poisoners, 
who flonrish in some sections, and we were not even troubled, 
as some are, by the ‘natives,” on hearing our dogs betaking 
themselves to the runways and killing our deer ahead of the 
hounds. 
My brother and myself, with a couple of men who thor- 

oughly understood hunting, and seven dogs, put in a very 
ood time of it for about ten days near the head waters of our 
Janadian Mississippi, and managed to bag fourteen head, 
which is considered about the average brought in by those 
who were out this year. 

After a two day’s drive over the most infernal road that 
statute labor was ever performed upon we arrived at a lum- 
ber shanty, the first, by the way, that I had ever seen. So 
we gazed upon that shanty and poked our noses into every 
corner thereof, and the result is that we now know that a 
lumber shanty is a log building with a large hole in the roof 
through which the smoke of an immense fire finds its way or 
not, as the case may be and the wind may decide, Around 
the sides are the ‘*hunks,” or beds, or whatever you like to 
call them, and in these shanties as many as thirty men live 
and sleep—if they can—for I fancy they are often troubled in 
their dreams with things just as annoying as the point of 
Shakespeare's ‘bare bodkin” would be, realizing to the full 
the expression ‘‘ packed like herrings in abarrel” and livin 
on pork, beans and bread (the latter baked in the ashes ae 
yery good) without butter during the whole winter. As I am 
partial to butter we moved on and reached our headquarters 
on the shore of the lake at dusk, At daybreak our plan gen- 
erally was to send a man into the bush with two sets of dogs 
in order that we might have two chases in the morning, and 
again after lunch haye two iiore, as some of the deer were 
yery likely to run to other Jakes than the one we were watch- 
ing. As soon as the first pair of dogs ‘start? the man 
loosens the others and they start in their turn, provided they 
can find a track, and the man hurries back to the lake to help 
watch. As we could always depend on our dogs ‘‘water- 
ing” the deer somewhere, we rarely watched the runways. 
In the event of any of your readers not fully understanding 
the term *‘runways,” I may say that the red deer have reru- 
Jar ‘‘runs” or paths by which, when they are chased by dogs, 
they make their way to the Jakes where they have been ac- 
customed to drink. Hunting on runways is probably better 
sport than hunting on the lakes. as you generally hear and 
see more of the hunt and frequently get more chances to 
shoot. 

Last Wednesday, fifteen miles from here, I went out for a 
unway hunt, bringing two dogs along with me, and much to 
y disgust the deer took the water almost at once, although 

not till he had been fired at and missed by the men with the 
dogs. In the afternoon of the same day we ran two more, 
which were both missed, much fo our disgust, while I had 
not the lick even to see the “deers,” as the hunters call 
them, all day. Old Charlie, my best dog, when last seen was 
within thirty yards of the fawn he was running, though of 
course he would never eatch it. 

To resume what I was saying about hunting on the lake. 
On the Monday after we arrived I had been watching for 
about three hours where by the well-known crash of the 
bushes in my rear I was put on the gw vive, andin a few 
seconds a nice buck jumped literally oyer my head into the 
Jake. Of course a fallen tree under which I lay hid me from 
the deer. After looking around to see if any danger threat- 
ened, he struck boldly out into the lake. Thus the fun he- 
gan as my boat into which I had by this time thrown myself 
was tossing wildly in a heavy sea. I pumped cartridgesat the 
buck for some time before he got his cowp de grace. By this 
time the dogs had come to the shore, and were rewarded 
with a taste of the blood, and as one of them was a pup it 
did him a great deal of good. We got another deer that day, 
and kept on at that rate till we left. One day we put into 
the Jake three separate “chases,” but killed none of them on 
account of the high wind which caused them to ‘*skulk the 
shore,” as it is called; that is, they strike, out along the shore 
for a couple of hundred yards and then land, and are off for 
good, as they are rarely shot when they try this plan of as- 
caping. . 

There is no better sport than to sit on the shore of a lake 
listening to the baying of the hounds, every moment expect- 
ing them to *‘ bringin” their deer, now coming straight to- 
ward you, and then off almost out of hearing. I tell you one 
is kept in a delightful feyer of excitement; but on windy and 
rainy days there is the other side of the picture, as frequent- 
ly you can’t hear the dogs, and you may have to remain for 
five or six hours wet without and dry within, without a drop 
of ‘the crature” to puta little warmth into the cockles of 
your heart, or anywhere else about your half frozen person, 
and you have got to stay there till you receive a signal to go, 
for it is a point of honor ‘‘neverto give up the ship” when 
watching for deer. Ye gods! I would just say that if any- 
one wants to hunt deer at the proper time—the first week 
in November—he will find sport, but will haye to have the 
patience of Job, with a fair share of endurance and cheerful- 
ness under discouraging circumstances ; for the yery time he 

‘| leaves his post, may be the time the dogs will put in the deer 
and he had better had been the piper who played before 
Moses, and haye been ‘‘dead and buried and embalmed he- 
fore Romulus and Remus were suckled” than the man he is, 
for he may look out for squalls when he returns to camp if 
the deer has gone in at the place deserted by him. 
The two men who were with us were almost as good as 

Indians in the woods, and, asis no rare thing with an old 
deer hunter, could take a track, and by carefully noting the 
different sizes and the general direction the deer seemed to be 
taking, follow it till ‘started.’ This is useful, as very few 
dogs can take a track more than a day old, and some dogs 
are so keen of scent that they will work away at an old track 
for half aday, and in tho end make nothing of it, for deer 
travel so far when they move about that it might be a long 
time before the dog could reach the fresh scent. For this 
reason some prefera dog which is not too finely bred, since 
it isnot worth while wasting time over an old trail, since while 
a very keen scented dog is wasting time one not bred quite so 
fine would pass on and take a fresher track. I am getting 
Jazy, and what is perhaps worse, prosy, so I will just say that 
this paper has been written solely for the purpose of stimu- 
lating the interest of the readers of Forest anp STREAM so 
that they may also give their ideas and experiences on deer 
hunting ; for duck hunting, etc., is all very well, buf any one 
who has hunted deer with dogs afew times will do as I 
have, put aside his double barrel and fishing rod and take 
to therifle. We only shot one partridge, and that from the 
wagon with aball during this fall’s trip, and although lake 
trout—magnificent fellows twenty inches long—might he 
caught in dozens where we were i never put in a line. 

orth, Ontario. Riruz, 

Shatural History. 

OUR WATERFOWL. 

Querquedula creed. VWinglish Teal. In the male the head 
is slightly crested, and is bright chestnut, with a broad glossy 
green band on each side, becoming black and meeting on the 

nape of the neck behind; breast and under parts white, the 
former marked with circular black spots; upper parts and 

sides waved with black, and whitish; under tail coverts, 
black; speculum, green; the long scapularfeathers are black 

externally, and creamy white internally; bill, black; feet, 
brownish; weight, about ten ounces. In the female the col- 
oration is very plain, and the bird resembles somewhat the 
female pintail duck. 

This is a European species accidental on the Atlantic 
coast. 

Querquedula curolinensis, Greenwinged Teal. Resembles 

the preceding species, but has a conspicuous white crescent 

on the sido of the body, just in front of the bend of the wing; 
scapulay's, plain. Female resembles that of Q. crecca. 

The greenwing is so abundant and well known throughout 

the country that if seems almost superfluous to speak of it at 

length. Almost everywhere it is highly esteemed as a table 

bird, and its gentle and unsuspicious nature causes it too 

often io falla prey to the wiles of the small boy as well as to 
those of the more mature gunner. 

The greenwing is a hardy bird, and usually remains with 
us until the advent of really cold weather. It breeds in con- 

siderable numbers in Montana, where, during the summer of 

of 1875, we found along the mountain streams many females 

with newly-hatched young. 
Querquedula discors. Bluewinged Teal. Male with head 

and neck dark slate color, almost black on the crown, with 

metallic reflections; a white crescent in front of the eye; 

under parts, yellowish brown, thickly spotted with black ; 
upper parts, barred with black, almost to the exclusion of 

the brown; scapulars, striped with tawny; wing coyerts, 

sky blue; speculum white, green tipped; bill, black; feet, 

yellowish brown. Female plainer, without head markings, 
but may be known from any except the female of the next 

species by the wing markings. Size of preceding. 

The bluewinged teal appears to be confined to thal: portion 

of North America east; of {he Rocky Mountains, being ro- 

placed to the westward of that range by the succeeding species. 

Throughout the country which it inhabits, however, it is & 

well-snown bird, and, especially early in the season, affords 

good shooting. It shuns cold weather, and usually disap- 

pears soon after the first frost. It is a gentle little bird, and 

is usually very easily approached. When flying, loth this 

aud the preceding species often crowd quite close together, 

and a single discharge will sometimes bring to the ground a 

dozen individuals out of » flock. 
Querquedula cyanoptera. Cinnamon Teal. Male,with head, 

neck and under parts, rich purplish chestnut, becoming 

darker on crown; chin and under tail coyerts changing to 

black on the belly; wings asin Q. discors. Female difficult 

to distinguish from the female of that species but usually 

darker and with some traces of chestnut. Somewhat larger 

than the last, and with bill a little longer. 
The cinnamon teal is a South American species which has 

only within a few years been ascertained to occur in any 
numbers in the United States. It is very abundant in Cali- 
fornia, and is found from the Pacific coast east to the Rocky 
Mountains. It also occurs occasionally and as a straggler in 

some of the Gulf States, having been reported from Louisiana 

by Pilat6, and from Florida by Maynard. It breeds in con- 

siderable numbers in the Rocky Mountains, whence we haye 
obtained both eggs and skins. 

Spatula elypeata, Shoyeller, Spoonbill. Bill greatly ex- 

panded in front, being twice as wide at tip as at base and 

with numerous and prominent lamin. The male has the 

head and neck green, the breast white, sides and belly chest- 

nut. Wing coverts, blue; speculum, green ; scapulars, some 

blue.and others black ; all with white stripes ; bill, black; feet, 
red, Female colored much like the female mallard but always 
to be knewn by the bill and the blue wing markings. Billin 
female and young, yellowish brown. 

The shoyeller is abundant almost everywhere though per 
haps less so in New England than elsewhere. It is an excel- 
lent table bird and affords good shooting in many places, 

being, like the little teal, rather an unsuspicious bird. It 

breeds in considerable numbers in the region west of the 

Missouri River, where during the migrations it is found in 

considerable numbers. If has also been found breeding in 
Alaska. We have found shovellers abundant in California 

and have had fine shooting at them in that State. 

Alig sponsd. Wood Duck. Crested. Head with sreen and 
purple reflections, with parallel, curved, superciliary and post- 

ocular white stripes. Throat and upper fore-neck white, 

sending out two short stripes, one below and behind the eye; 
and one below the back of the head. Breast, rich, purplish 

chestnut; marked in front with arrow-shaped white spots, 

Lower parts, white; sides, gray, wayed with black, and barred 

behind with black and white. Upper parts black, with glossy 

reflections. Jill, red and white; feet, brown. Female, less 

brightly colored, the head gray. This most beautiful of all 
our ducks is very generally distributed throughout North 

America. We have seen it in Nebraska, and it has been re- 

corded by Dr. Hayden’s expeditions from Heart River, Dakota, 
and other trans-Missouri localities. It is especially note- 

worthy, in addition to the beauty of its plumage, for its habit 

of nesting in hollow trees, The young either drop from the 

nest to the water or are carried to it by the motherin her 
bill. 

The woodduck does not decoy well, and is perhaps most 

often shot hy jumping it from craeks and pond holes. Tn 

many sections they are killed by paddling up to them on the 

narrow, winding creeks in which they feed, and shooting them 
as they rise from the water. 

ee 

SNAKES, 

Hf SCARCELY know of an animal that crawls the earth, or 
cleaves the air, or swims the sea toward which I instinc- 

tively cherish a greaterrepugnance, and for which, at thesame 
time, I show more consideration than the snake, Let a lot 
of boys encounter a snake in their rambles, and however 
good natured and accommodating he may show a disposition 
to be, by turning ‘‘tail to,” he is a lucky snake if he escapes 
a Merciless visitation of cobble stones upon his head. 

The best of saints do not seem to have grace enough to 
permit a snake to enjoy, unmolested, the pursuit of happi- 
ness. People generally can’t leave a snake alone, though to 
my mind it is the easiest thing in the world. If, on a bright 
day, a snake sees fit to crawl out of some dark cavern or 
nasty marsh to sun himself on the roadside, it is pronounced 
trespass worthy of capital punishment, andthe weapon near- 
est to hand, be it club, fence-rail, stone, or what not, is seized 
for the unequal and deadly fray- 

For one, [ never stop to interview a snake with stones or 
sticks, or to molest him in anywise. If I’m in his way I get 
out of it. Ifhe'sin my way I allow him to enjoy ‘it, he, 
being the weaker animal of the two is entitled to the courte- 
sy. I always accord to him the right of way, even though I 
have to go across lots home sometimes, If he lifts his head 
and hisses forth his complaint, I say, ‘‘Yes, you're right, 
every man’s hand is against you but one, that’s mine.” 

Athetoricians, who love to indulge in figures of speech, 
talk about “the milk of human kindness.” Why, for the 
snake, my cup is always brimful of this milk. He enjoys 
it; he likes tofeed upon it just as much as your cats and 
dogs and pigs do. Now let me be understood, tor I would 
not have anybody to think of me as strutting about on great, 
tall stilts, disdainfully loosing dewn on the rest of mankind, 
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with the sentiment on my tongue, ‘T am better than thou,” 
for treating these hated vipers with so wnueh grace and 
merey. I put ion no claim for superior virtue. The truth is, 
this ‘‘ hands-off," this ‘‘leave them alone," this ‘let them 
live” policy of mine is simply to accommodate my 
cowardice, As I hate snakes with a perfect hatred, so I fear 
them witha perfect fear. The very sight of one, however 
harmless he may be, makes my flesh creep. There is 
nothing in the world that I will run quicker, faster 
and farther from than # snake—except the small-pox. 
Somehow there is soniething about hiin that imparts wonder- 
ful acceleration to iy locomotion. And I think it most ar- 
dently, if I don't say it audibly, ‘‘ Now, snake, you attend to 
your business and Ill attend to mine, and don't you dare to 
stare iné like that again, or Vl be hanged if I don’t join issne 
with the rest of maukind and kill you every time I meet 
you,” Butin spite of my rasclution my cowardice proves 
more than amatech for my courage and the usual tender 
mercy is the result. The viper proves the victor every time. 

Ti was my uncoveted lot once to have a black-snake for a 
bed-fellow, between my cium and myself, on the tented field. 
He taid himself down to sleep all coiled up in a little heap. 
Tshall never forgetit. Ib waa the night the Army of the 
Potomac rested on the banks of the Pamnnky. We arrived 
there late and so fatigued by a long mareh that we spread our 
blankets at once without the precaution of inspection by the | 
aid of a sighted eandie as was our wont. It happened to be 
near a dilapitated old fence, Half stone and half wood. At 
the sound of the reveille we arose, and in rolling wp onr hed- 
ding we uncovered an immense black-snake all snugly coiled 
up in his warm nest. Many a night after this episode would 
{i waken from the slumber so sweet to the weary soldier and 
feel the subtle movements of serpents underneath me, some- 
thing like vibrating bed-cords, and no sleep wonld eome 
aguin to my eye-lids till | had been assured by actual exami- 
nition that they existed in fancy rather than in fact. You 
should have seen that old fence about an hour after sunrise 
that morning. Tt was fairly animate with the life of reptiles. 
ikt a little distance it looked as if it were veneered with pol- 
ished ebony. Companies of men gazed at the scene in amaze- 
ment and then, as if suddenly seized by one impulse, they 
hurled a perfect fusillade of stones and sticks and whatever 
came first to hand at the vile creatures, quite demoralizing 
them and the fence in the bargain. : 

Barring my Virginia experiences I believe that I have not 
witnessed in all (he forty years of my life as many snakes as 
T have seen this summer at Ilinois. While the most of them 
are harinless many are not. ‘Their sting is death unless the 
antidote bé at hand. And in my judgment a small phial of 
agna ammonia is as necessary to insure safety on the prairies 
a8 in the mountains. Indulge me now in a moment of serious | 
discussion. 1 will preface it with an incident or two, I haye 
2 brother a farmer, a few years my senior, living on a farm 
four miles west of our villaxe. Last summer while harvest- 
ing his hay he killed a snake of a brownish hue, about four 
feet long and of disproportionate thickness. Curiosity led 
him to take his knife and slit it open, whereupon sixty Jiltle 
snakes (he counted every one of them) issued forth, each oue 
about a foot in length. [asked him low he accounted for it, 
and he said, ‘‘On the theory that snakes in time of danger 
swallow their young.” To me it was a new idea, and I was 
disposed to be incredulous. A cousin from New Jersey, now 
an old man, who had always been a farmer, was visiling us. 
J asked him if he had ever seen anything corroborative of 
that fact, if factit was. He said ‘‘ Yes; 1 once saw on my 
farm as many as fifteen or twenty small snakes run out of 
the mouth of a large one.” I haye since argued tlie question 
a little, and J tind a difference of opinion. One of our best 
lawyers is somewhat skeptical on the question, while, on the 
other hand, one of our merchants is a firm believer, His 
faith is founded on ocular demonstration. He was down 
the river one day, when his dor encountered a snake. He 
attacked it, and shook out of the snake’s mouth at least 
twenty little ones. I have consulted two encyclopedias. In 
one there is no reference to the subject. In Chiumbers’ I find 
this paragraph: ‘It has been often alleged that vipers and 
other serpents, when alarmed, swailow their young, and 
eject them again after reaching a place of safety. There 
still remains some doubt on this curious question, which has 
recently been much discussed, and it is not improbable that 
the alleged proofs of it from living young ones issuing out 
of the body of the parent when crushed are to be accounted 
for by the oyoviviporous mode of veneration.” What is the 
latest on this subject ? With this inquiry I subscribe myself, 

Batavia, Ill., Nov. 23. Hix. 
This question was discussed at some length in early issues 

of Forrest AND SYREAM, and the conclusion was reached that 

anakes do sometimes swallow their young. We should he 
glad to hear any furtherevidence on this quesiion that our 
readers can contribute. The following are some of the re- 

ferences to this subject: Vol. 1, p.54; do., 86; do., 118; 
do, 166; do, 198; do., 214. 

tee 

Tas Nurrar, Boitetiy.—The October number of the 
Bulletin, which is the last of the fifth volume, contains, as is 
usual, a great amount and variety of valuable matter. The 
opening article, by Dr. Cones, is especially interesting, as it 
treats of a great quantity of manuscript letiers and papers of 
Wilson and Audubon, the existence of which has not, up to 
this time, been generally known. The letters referred to will, 
when published, throw a flood of light on many points whieh 
have always been obscure, and will no doubt render clear the 
facts iu the case of the ever-to-be-deplored misunderstanding 
which existed between these two great men. Dr. Coues, in 
iving us alittle gossip about what he saw * Behind the 
eil,” tells the story in bis own inimitable style, and our read- 

ers know how interesting all his writings are. Mr. Lonis A. 
Zerega, in his ‘* Notes on the Northern Range of the Pish 
Crow (Corvus ossifragus), with Some Account of its Habits,” 
ives sme important particulars in regard to this species. 

fle is inclined to believe that ‘one-third of the crows that 
fly about the Lower Bay of New York are C, ossifragus.” 
This will be to most readers,a surprising announcement, but 
the writer of the paper supports it by the statement that out 
of twenty-six crows killed during the past year between Sandy 
Hook and Seabright, N. J., eleven were fish crows. He also 
notes the interesting fact that crows will come to decoys. — 

Mr. Frank W. Langdon’s description of this new species 
of Helminthophaga, H. olnein) atiensis, is here reprinted from 
the Journal of the Cincinnati Sooiety of Natural History, 
whore it first appeared. Part Il]. of Mr, J. J. Dalghish's 
‘List of Occurrences of North American Birds in Europe” 
concludes the series, the number of species detected on the 
other side of the water reaching sixty-eight. 

Mu. Ridgway gives an interesting description of the eggs 

of the Caspian tern (Sterna cuspia) found at Calb’s Island 
during the past summer, and the number concludes with 
some ** Notes on Colorado Birds,” by I. D. Minot. 

Recent Literature contains a nuniber of interesting notices. 
Among ‘' General Notes” Mr, Nathan Clifford Brown records 
the capture of Palioptela caerulea in Maine aud Mr. Jencks 
that of Thryothorus Wwdovicianusin Rhode Island. Mr, Ridg- 
way suggests that Melminthophaga eneinnatiensis may be a 
hybrid between H. pinus and Qporernis formosus. There 
are other notes of much interest to bird lovers. - 

A Braox Raseit—Moria, Franklin Co., N. ¥., Dee. 3.— 
Two friends of mine, while hunting foxes last week back of 
this village about three miles, came across a black rabbit. 
They put their dog on his track and the dog caught and killed 
it after a long chase. They gave it to me and I huveskinned 
it and intend to have it mounted. It is black all over, save a 
sinall white spot on the breast about the size of a silver quar- 
ter Woone about here ever saw a black rabbit before, that 
is, awild one. Ionce sawatame Black English rabbit, but 
this is the same species as tle common wild rabbit about here 
which are all white now and brown in the summer. Please 
let me know in your Answers to Correspondents if such cases 
are common. The two gentlemen trom Bridgeport, Conn., 
that went up to Blue Mountain a week ago Saturday came 
down Tuesday with two deer, They had a very unfavorable 
week while there, being very cold weather, making it bad for 
still hunting. The snow is about afoot deep here on the 
level, and the cold ranged from twenty down to two degrees 
above zero the last week. A. C. 

Eyauisn SpARRows my Canapva.—Mr. H. G. Vennor, the 
Almanac Man, writing to the Montreal Gazette, says: 

‘A colony of English sparrows have reached St. Jerome, 
Provinee of Quebec, and have taken up their residence around 
ihe Convent and House of Cure Labelle. In this spot they 
appear to take great delight, and the louder ring the church 
bells the louder they chatter. Up to the present date the 
sparrow has not made much inroad through the country 
worth of the Ottawa Valley. They are not seen to the north- 
ward of Buckingham Village, Thurso, Lachute or St. Jerome, 
and if would appear as if the range of Laurentian Mountains 
limited or arrested their migration. Ihave not met with 
one individual of this species anywhere beyond 8t. Jeronie, 
although the villages of Piedmonte, St. Sauveur, 5t. Adele 
and St. Agathe all possess as suitable places fur their abode 
as St. Jerome. Possibly hawks and shrikes are too numerous 
for the sparrows’ liking among the Lanrentian hills, but 
however this may be, their loss is not felt, as the forests are 
full ef our own native birds, which have not only higher 
musical powers, but likewise much more insectivorons 
tastes.” 

Tun Narvrarisrs Dimzcrory.—This manual is ar great 
convenience to all naturalists who wish to know the addresses 
of others who are working in the same line with themselves. 
The new volume for 1880 centains the names, addresses, 
special departments of study, ete, of the naturalists, chem- 
ists, physicists, astronomers, etc., etc., and also a list of the 
scientific societies, of scientific periodicals and the titles of 
eciehlific books published in America, from July 1, 1879, to 
October 1, 1880. 
We think this is the third year that the directory has been 

isssued and it is enlarging its list all the time. This year it 
has adopted the plan of arranging the names by States by re- 
qust, a plan in which it is donbtful if the advantages balance 
the disadvantazes, and the publishers say that next year they 
will return to the old plan of an alphabetical arrangement ir- 
respective of geographical location. The list of names occu- 
pies 118 pages averaging thirty Hames, or about, 3,500 names, 
and gives a list of those who have died within the past year. 
[t ig edited and published by 5. E. Casino, 299 Washington 
street, Boston. 

Kish Culture. 

\ GERMAN CARP IN TENNESSEE. 

WN last Wednesday, the 24th of November, the second 
consignment of German carp intended for distribntion 

in this State, arrived in charge of Mr. J. T. Ellis, an assi=t- 
ant of Une United States Fish Commission. Col, Akers, our 
State Fish Co:nmissioner, had been notified by telegraph and 
was at the depot to meet Mr. Bllis and receive the fish. The 
local press gave notice of their arrival, which brought to- 
gether 2 number of gentlemen who have ponds on their 
farms, with numerous buckets in hand to transfer their al- 
lotted number of fish to their new homes. 

Ag there are no protection laws for fish in the State, or ap- 
propriations made to meet the necessary expenses incurred in 
introducing new varieties of fish, Col. Akers determined to 
give this consignment only to persons whom he knew would 
take care of the trust and footed the bill himself. A bath tub 
was at once secured at George Barbour’s tonsorial parlors and 
the fish not actually disposed of put into it; there they will 
be fed and watched until called’ for. Mr. Ellis said to me 
that he had never seen a finer lot of young carp than the 
ones he brought here. He had with him 1,000 in ten cans, 
each containing 100 fish, to be distributed as follows: 600 for 
middle Tennessee and the others for the Western portion of 
the State. Out of this large number, though they had been 
ou the road several days, not one died. The weather was 
favorable and the water was changed every five hours. Mr. 
Ff, is entitled to much credit for the watchfulness and skill 
displayed during the journey- : 

It is gratifying to notice the growing iiterest on the part 
of our farmers for fish-culture, and it is to be hoped that 
the protection laws, so nearly passed at the last session of our 
Legislature, will pass the one assembling here in January. 
They should make a reasonable appropriation for the stock- 
ing of our principal streams with such fish as will thrive in 
them. By this means in a few years we will have an ubund- 
ance of this delicious and wholesome food. 

The carp distributed here last yearare all doing remarkably 
well, but those entrusted to Dr. Callender, Superintendent of 
jhe Insane Asylum, haye made phenomenal progress. When 
placed in the ponds of the asylum grounds the fry did not 
exceed one and a half inches In length, and they looked very 
puny. The wther day he brought into town five of the 
smallest he could cateh in order to show Col. Akers. These 
would weich one and a half pounds each, and livelier or 
finer looking fish could not be seen. The doctor could not 
aay definitely if any of them had spawned this year, though, 
judging from their present condition, they certainly will next 

spring. Every care has heen given, feeding regularly and 
uot allowing any oné to disturb them. They have become 
80 {ume as to come at call to be fed, 

Rather an amusing scene occurred on Wednesday while 
the distribution was goingon. An elderly colored man came 

| up with a bucket on his arm to yet some fish, being, as his 
whole race are, fond of them, and, being told the -Govern- 
ment were giving them away, said to one of the assistants : 

‘Took a heah, I wants some of dem fishes.” 
“ How many will you have, my good man ?”” 
‘ Dat's ’cording lo the size; 'specks two dozen is 'nufl.” 

2 . Bee have you a suitable pond to put them in?” inquired 
ol, A. 
‘Ain't got no pond, but suah de ole ’ooman’s got a pot 

big ‘ruff to hold what I wants.” 
** Old man,” said the colonel, ‘these fish are sent here to 

es from and cost about 5 apiece, and hard to vet at 
that.’” 

**Den honey, dem creeturs not ‘tended for de black man, 
so you can keep ‘em; de cats and buffaloes good ‘nuff for 
dis chile, and five dollars’ wutt of dem las’ me all my days.’ 

With these few retnarks he walked off, showing no great 
disappointment at his vefusal. J. D. if. 

Nashville, Tenn., Neo. 20. 
oe 

FERTILE HYBRIDS. 

y 
Editor Horest and Stream > 

At the New York State Hatchery we have a pond contain- 
ing sixty hybrid trout. The cross is male salmon trout with 
the female brook trout. ‘Chey are now three years old and 
will average one-half pound in weight ; the largest will weigh 
three-quarters of a pound. They resemble both parents, but 
are inclined toward the salmon trout a little the most. 
November 1st they commenced spawning for the first 

time and continued until November 12th. We succeeded 
in obtaining 19,400 spawn. A remarkable fact con- 
cerning the spawn is that they are fully two sizes smaller 
than brook trout spawn. It may be necessary for me to state 
that salmon trout spawn are twice as large as brook trout 
spawn. One would suppose that the spawn would be in size 
between salmon trout and brook trout, bul instead they are 
amaller than either. 

The eges aré perfect in shape anda good percentage are 
impregnated and doing well. The formation of the fish in 
the egr can be seen plainly at present. They commenced 
spawning just after the salmon trouf in our ponds had 
ntoppe and just before the brook trout had fairly com- 
mémced. It is my opinion that they will make a fish well 
adapted to'either lakes or streams. They are well-formed 
and handsome fish, and the prospects are they will be a valu- 
able addition to our better class of food fishes. 
We also crossed a few hundred of the hybrid spawn with 

male brook trout, A good percentage areimpreswated, All 
the fish at the hatchery sare looking exceedingly well. We 
Shall take a large supply of brook trout spawn, also Califor- 
nian mountain trout spawn. The breeders of this variety 
ire in fine condition, and we shall be able to furnish all par- 
lies in this State with a good supply of the young fry who 
are desirous of procuring them for the purpose of stocking 
public waters, Sura Gerry, 
a 

NEGS FOR DISTRIBUTION, 

Rocnzsree, Dec. 8. 

The following circular has heen sent out. 

eges shonld apply at once. 

Untrep States Commission, Pyar Ann WisHEriss, ) 
Wasnrseron, D; ©., Nov. 27,1880. § 

Dear Sir—The eggs of the species of Salmonide# mentioned 
below, are now beirg matured by the U. S. Fish Commission, 
and I write to ask what number you are desirous of receiving 
in behalf of your State to be hatched out and planted in pnb- 
lié waters, They will be ready for distribution during the 
months of January, February and March 1881. 
No charge will be made for the eggs themselves, but the 

expenseat transportation from the hatching houses must be 
paid by the recipients. 
Due notice will be given by telegraph or otherwise of the 

time of shipment of any egzs that are assigned to you. 
Tt will of course be understood that the supply of eggs is 

limited, so that no larger number should be asked for than 
cau be properly hatched oul and distributed, 
The eres will be supplied to localities, the temperature and 

the waters of which are known to be favorable to the growth 
of the fish asked for. 

Should (as is probable) the aggregate of eggs be less than 
the number for which application is made, 3 pro vata reduc- 
will he made. 

Respectfully your obedient servant, Spencer IF. Batrp. 
Commissioner. 

Those wishing 

APrEcIEs. 
Salmo sala (Sea or Atlantic Salmon), 
Salmo salar (vatiety Sebaga). Land-locked Salmon. 
Lake Stream, Maine. 
Salmo trie (California Trout). 
fornia. 
Coregonus alius (White-fish). Northville, Michigan. 

oe 

Fish Norges rrom Maine.—The Belfast Journal is re- 
sponsible for the following statements: The salmon-breeding 
works at Orland, under the supervision of Harry Buel, re- 
port good success in procuring eges, and are making ready 
for hatching. Mr. Ellis Hanscom, of Machias, is making 
preparations for the hatching of salmon from spawn to he 
furnished by the State Fish Commissioners. He will have 
50,000 or more spawn. The York County Game and Fish 
Protective Society intend to have fishways constricted on 
Saco River, and persevere in their efforts till the river is 
stocked with salmon. Gov. Dayis has appointed 8. Black 
Fish Warden at Brooksville. Smelts have been biting lively 
at South Waldoboro. The new latching house for fish at 
Kine, Moosehead Lake, contains many thousand eggs, which 
will keep the lake yell stocked with fish of various species. 
There are now thirteen sardine factories in full operation in 
Eastport, employing about 800 hands, These factories are 
running night and day, and turn ont about 5,000 cases per 
week, Sotne $8,000 per week are paid out weekly to the 
hands, men, women and children. The sardines bring from 
310 to $12 per case In New York, and yield, at the lowest 
ficure, $50.000 per week. The Bay Chaletr fishery has 
proved a frilure this season. 

Bueksport, Maine. 
Grand 

McCloud River, Cali- 

Asroonpine Growrn or Carp.—lt is 9 fact that the carp 
has grown faster in America than it does in ita original home 
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but the most wonderful story comes fram Georgia, A gen- 
tleman in Macon sends Professor Baird the following élip 
from a local paper and vouchers for its truth. It says: 
‘Yesterday afternoon Mr. E. Witkowsky, who owns the tan 
yard on the old confederate armory property, concluded to cut 
the dam and clean out the pond in order that he niiglt intro- 
duce his new German carp. The pond contuineil a large 
number of smaller fish and among them Mr. Witkowsky 
hoped to find his four carp which lind been pnt into the pond 
last May. He found three of the fish, but to his astonish- 
ment they were by actual measurement twenty, twenty-two 
and twenty-five inches in length respectively. The fourth es- 
eaped through the cut in the dam. These carp were but two 
or three inches long when put in the pond and their growth 
is remarkable. They are now in the tank in the rear of their 
owner's store on Cherry street, where we saw them Jast night 
and where the public are invited to see them to-day.” 

Canavran Fist Corrvre.—Notwithstanding tle most in- 
clement and boisterous autumn for many years past the New- 
castle (Ontario) Hatching Commission has laid down up- 
ward of five million of salmon trout eggs, collected in the 
waters of Lakes Ontario and Huron, Ail of these ova were 
taken from fish in the act of being conveyed to the markets 
of the United States and Canada for consumption. The pet- 
centage of young fish hatched from these eggs will therefore 
be a clear gain to the country, as azainst a total loss. 

Iy speaking of the increase of whitefish (Coregonus) since 

artificial propagation has been carried on, the Tssex Register 
registers the following : 

At one of Mr. Chas, Gauthier’s river fisheries two thou- 
sand whitefish were taken last Monday. At the saine place 
only three thousatid were taken in the whole season of 1879. 
They are making hauls here of from twenty-tive to 150 white- 
fish, averaging about 14 to 14 pounas apiece. 

Sea and Biver SHishine. 
CONCERNING ROBBERS. 

WN 4 recent article on the violation of the laws and the 

facility with which fish and game can be disposed of in 

the great city, we said: : 

The fact is that New York City needs a game Protector, 
and Long Island needs another—men who reside on the 
premises and can walch the murkets. These markets, as we 
have before said, are the greaf incentive to poachers, and if 
the sale of theiv plunder is stopped they cannot follow their 
unlawful business. There is entirely too lax a state of public 
opinion in regard to the violation of the game liws, many 
people looking at it as a yenial offense, but it is robbery 
—robbery of the worst kind. 

The New York Market and Indes Journal publishes our 
article entire, and remarks ; 

We will allow this is an unpleasant position for our fish 
dealers to he placed in—‘“* robbers” and a stillless pleasant ime 
forihe markets generally—" the great incentive to poachers, ” 
The latter acensation we think entirely too sweeping, inas- 
much aS one would be led to believe thal marketmen were 
hand in glove with the poachers, which we deny unhesitat- 
inely ; and yet, we shall not for one moment attempt to de- 
fend roguery or the law-breakers, and we trust that, for the 
good name of the markets, the marketmen shall do all in 
_fheir power to assis{ the game and fish protective associations 
in their endeavors to sustuin the laws, and not necessitate the 
appointment of a ** gume protector to watch the markets.” 
We do not mean to msinuate that the great body of inarket 

men of New York are violators of the law. As a class they 

contain as many honest ad upright citizens as any other, 

but it is folly to assert that they are all saints, and among 

{hem may be found a few who have no higher iden of respect 

for Jaw than—well, perhaps lawyers, doctors, editors, or 

other men taken in Inmp, and these have the same lax state 

of Morals which we charged upon the general public, 7. ¢., a lax 

idea of the morality of a violation of the gume law. They 
know that the law says that a striped bass shall not be sold 

if under a half a pound in weiglt, but their customers will 

buy them and they are offered them, und so the trade is 
opened as if it were the most legitimate thing in the world, 
and we contend that the mere knowled#e of the presence of 

an officer empowered 19 enforee this und kindred Jawa 

would have a salutary effect upon a class of marketmen who 

perhaps have not the slightest idea of being “robbers.” 

Nevertheless, Wé repeat what we snid before: ‘+ These laws 

are wade, or should be made, to give every man a fair start 

in the race for sport, aud he who sturts a few days, or weeks, 
in adyaiice is a robber, whom it is base flattery to call simply 

a violator of the law.” The striped bass question is one 

which aftects the food supply as well as angling, and, there. 
fore, demands enforcement. 

We think that the Warket uid Lulex Journal will tind that. 
the interests of the markéf men sre on the side of the ab- 

seryance of all Jaws intended to protect fish and game, and 
that these laws ure forthe good of tot only anglers and 
sportsmen, but for the whole people. 

+ —__ 

Tre Catriss—Cleveland, O., Deo. 8.—I am glad to know 
that the cattish jis found farther north than Lake lrie, on 
Lake 8t. Clair. The farther north you find the fish the bet- 
ter food if will be for the table and probably the more expert 
in taking the fy. Perhaps we may yet find it within the 
Arctic circle, in which case he will probably be half salmon 
and the other half cat. Let some brother angler from the 
Red River or Lake Winnipeg region respond. —_ 

ie. E. STERLING. 

We would like the address of Mr. John J. Collett, one of 
the recently appointed gaine protectors of the State of New 
York. We have written him at Cobleskill, Sebolarie Coun- 
ty, the address given in the original list, and phe postmaster 
at that place forwarded it to Albany, from which place it was 
returned to us. 

| 
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THE ILLEGAL FISHERMEN. 

OW when the law breakers have assumed an attitude of 
defiance to the laws and are parading the shores armed 

and threatening death to all officers of the law it may be of 

profit to read the following learned, and yet humorous opinion 

of Judge Riegel, and the comments of the Syracuse, N. Y., 
Sunday Times, which under the heading of ‘A Just Law 
Defied,” says: 

The moment a law is enacted, the provisions of which 
are for the veneral good of the people, and yet encroach 
somewhat upon the privileges of a small class, it is almost 
always the case that such law, however beneficial it way be, 
is denied by the class who imagine themselves injured by it. 
This lias been the case, to a great degree, in this State, with 
reference to the just laws for the preservation of fish aud 
game; aud within the past few weeks the opposition to the 
Ulcers of the law by the piratical tishermen has arisen Lo at- 
(euipted assassination, arming of the law-breakers and threat- 
ened murder to any olflcer who seeks to do his clear duty. 

All good citizens will rejoice at every triumph of justice in 
this miatter, and, therefore, will read with pleasure the fol- 
lowing Upinion of Judge Riewel, given the past week in the 
case uf William Fancher, of Baldwinsville, against Reuben 
Wood and George Travis, Fancher having sued for the re- 
covery of the value of u net destroyed by the game constable, 
Haneher had recovered judgment before James R. Shea, of 
Baldwinsville; but Judge Riegel, as will be seen, ditiers 
with him : 

It appears by the Justice's return that the defendants took 
whiat is called x fyke net from where it had been set by the 
plaintiif, in the Seneca Kiver, for the purpose of catching 
fish, and substantially destroyed it. That when the net wus 
taken trom the river, it had in it bullheads, pike, pickerel, 
sunfish, perch and rock bass. The plaintili testified that he 
had at that time six or seven nets in the Seneca River. He 
was allowed to testify, aguinst the defendant’s oljection, that 
when he canght any fish aside from bullheuds, suckers, cat- 
fish and eels, he threw them back into the riyer without in- 
juring them. 

Ou this testimony ike Just ce gaye the plaintive a judg- 
ment for $25.00, the Vasu vi the net, from which this appeal 
is broughe. 
By sec. 23, chap. 554, laws of 1879, it is enacted that ‘* No 

person shall kill or catch, or attempt Lo kill or catch, any fish 
excepl minnows, bullheads, eels, suckers and cattish, in any 
of the fresh waters and canals of this State by any device ex- 
cept that of angling with a hook aod line.” Certain waters 
aré specilically excepted, not material to this case. By the 
sani’ section it is furtherenacted that ‘* All nets, seines, weir, 
(raps or other devices forbidden by this section are hereby de- 
claved contraband, and any person finding the same in any 
pluce where they are jurbidden is hereby authorized to destroy 
such contraband’ articles; and no action for damage shali lie 
against lini for such destruction. 

It appeurs that the riglt of the defendants to take and de- 
stroy tle net in yuestion, depends upon te question whether 
they fuund if ina place where it was furbiuden. ‘The statute 
inentious mo place where the devices of catching fish therein 
inentioned aré forbidden except intrequenuy ; but the plain 
ifurence is, that when one of the devices therein mentioned 
is found in a plaice where it was manifestly set for the pur- 
pose of catching fish other tha bullheads, suckers, eels aud 
catlish, it isin a furbidden place. It is in a forbidden place 
for the reason that at is in a place where it will, in the 
urdipary course of things, do the mischief which the statute 
forbids. 
The Jaw will presume that the person setting the net or 

other device, intended the natural consequences of his act. 
The defendants could not know what disposition the plaintiff 
would make of the fish when caught, nur was the stutute su 
unreasonable as to require the jo know All that the 
statute required wus that they should find the net under such 
circunmisiances, and 80 placed and set that it would necessarily 
aud according to the ordinary course of things, do what ihe 
statue had forbidden, 

it is possible that Mr. Fancher did throw those fish back 
into (he river, which the law furbade him to cate. But this 
law was framed with reference to the known moral charac- 
teristics of ordinary mortals who would not do any such thing, 
and whom thie Legislature knew betler than to wiist to do nny 
such thing. Angels’ visits ou this planet are tov few and far 
between to intiuence the ordinary course of legislation, 
A fisherinun all aloe iu the darkness of the wivht ur ut the 

early daw, in the act or sorting out the nice, plump pike, 
pickerel and bass, und throwing them back into the river, for 
uo other purpose than to afford sume enthusiasiie disciple 
of Sir Isaak Walton the rare sport of catching those sane fish 
with hook and line, would be « spectacle worthy the admira- 
tion of gods and men; bat whether aby such transaction ever 
vecurred on this sublanury sphere, aside from the one testi- 
fied to by the plaintiff, way well be considered a matter for 
erave doubt. If the Legislature had known Mr. Fancher, it 
is barely possible it would have trusted Jim to co what he 
sweurs le did do; but such cases aré tv0 exceptional to form 
the basis of levislation. J never knew but one man whom I 
would have trusted under such circumstances. He died 
thiriy years ago, quite young. All the ald women in the 
neighborhood declared they knew he wasu’t long for this 
world; he was too good. It is agninst all probability \lat 
ou legislators intended to expose lhe fish they assumed to 
protect to such dire peril, or the fishermen to such grievous 
temptation. Certail it is, that if the construction contended 
‘for were lo prevail, the object of the act would be wholly 
frustrated. ‘ 

lt is claimed that the Board of Supervisors have passed an 
act authorizing the taking of bullheads, suckers, catfish uod 
cols, by means of fyke nets, during the months of April and 
May. But it is plain that the Board of Supervisors cannot 
modify the force and effect of an Act of the Legislature, 

Tt was not claimed before me that that part of the Act 
authorizing the seizure and destruction of the net was qn- 
constitutions), aud I have uot, therefore, examined tyat 
question. 
Judgment reversed. 
P. B. McLennan, for appellant; George Hall, for re- 

spondent. 

The New York Ties, in commenting on this, says: 

The Judge's opinion is full of good, common sense, and 
is af fhe sanié lime quile amusing. As all nets, svines, weirs, 
taps, or oller devices, forbidden by section 23, are declired 
contraband, any person finding the sauié in any place where 
they are forbidden, is authorized to destroy such coulrabaud 
articles, and no action of damage shall lie against bin for 
such destruction. Nucessarily, then, the nets being in for- 

bidden places the constubles had the right to destroy them. 
As to Fancher's throwing away certain fish and keeping 
ovbers, his Honor treated that part of the story exactly as if 
deserved. The law was not made with reference to the 
differences of moral character in those given to setting fyke- 
nets. A might be a moral poacher, and B an immoral 
poacher and the distinction would be hard to understand. 
It would take a very moral fyke net setter, should he be tak- 
ing fish al night, to determine what were suckers or young 
shad or black bass. 

———— EE 

THE BEAVERKILL CLUB FOR 1880. 

“f 
Hiditer Forest and Stream: 

The report for the Beaverkill Club for the past season 
shows that the spring and su'vmer, indeed all the seasons, 
have been very dry. Whether the effect of this will be to 
lessen the number of trout, next year’s sport alone can deter- 
mine; onthe whole, I do not expect to find it diminished. 
Our warden reporied late in October that hethinks there were 
more fish on the spawning-beds than ever before, although 
this seemed hardly possible. 

Six of our ten members have been up on the stream this 
year. 
: There have been caught, so far a8 known: 
1,691 trout on Mead’s (Bullley’s), weighing... . 

139 “  Ive’s (Merwin’s), Li cor 

New York, Novy. 25. 

wy 
i 

see 2164 Ibs, 
* oe 

488 ‘© Weaver's, * is! .. 6G 
396 ‘© Bank’s, AG . 498 * 

1,364 “Balsam Lake, oT eee ce 205% * 

4,078 trout in all, Weighing. ..........2.;.2eecseeee een eeeeee Sa54 “ 
Balsam Lake has been our standby; five of our members 

caught there, in # total of eleven days’ fishing, 523 trout, 
whicu weighed 83 pounds. Every one of those five willsurely 
make a cup of coffee and broil some trout at a camp-tire on 
that Jake again next year. The stream almost dried up. 

In the matter of size, the fish seem to runlarger upon Bulk- 
ley’s (Mead'’s). Bulkley has noted thirty fish taken which 
measured from nine to twelye inches each in length abd 
weighed from five to ten ounces apiece, the thirty weighing 
in all 17$l1bs. Besides this, Mr. Geo. W. King, while fishing 
on Balsam Lake with me, caught a trout which weighed eight, 
ounces and is the largest that I ever saw taken from that, 
lake, which has always been noted for the uniform size of its 
fish. On August 31 Mr. J. S. Van Cleef caught one there 
which weighed three-quarters of a pound. On the 14th day 
of August I caught 123 Ibs. in Balsam Lake, and again on 
August 20 I caught there and kept twenty-five trout which 
weighed five pounds and put back alive 44 of large average 
size, which weighed about eight pounds more. Mr. King 
took on the same day 104 Tbs., and on August 80 Mr. Van 
Cleef took 123 lbs. from the lake. All who went there had 
days as satisfactory. The expenses this year have been $40 
per member. 
The average temperature by our warden’s thermometer has 

been rather higher, but on the 1st of May it snowed and again 
on May 14 it froze ice half an inch thick, with frost on the 
4)h and 18th of June. Between the 19th of June and the 
17th of July there were ten thunder showers. On June 28 
Bulkley has put a X against the thunder shower, and July 10 
he says if was “heavy.” There was frost again the 29rh of 
July and the 6th of Angust, and on the 15th of August 
‘‘everything was killed by the frost.” I happened to be 
there at the time. [never realized more the injury that is 
often suddenly effected by natural agencies. The crops, the 
winter's food, the support of many families, were ruined in 
a night by a magic touch The thermometer reached ninety 
again Sept. 16. The first snow came on the 20th of October, 
and by Nov. 22 the Balsam Lake was frozen ‘solled so it 
would bare up a man ;” the trout bad all left the inlet and 
were olf the beds along the stream. Gro. W. Van Sicies. 

pete 

THE DEATH-TRAP IN SHINNECOCK BAY. 

d Ponp Quosug, Noy. 20, 1830, 
Editor Forest and Stream + 

Tt was with much surprise that I perused your article un- 
der the al xve heading in your issue of Nov. 11. I was the 
inore interested us 1 was intending to visit this famed locality 
and spend 1 few days on the waters and along the shore of 
this beautiful sheet of water. I arrived here about a week 
ago, and so much was Limpressed with the truly lamentable 
stite of affairs that instead of devoting my time to the ducks, 
L have spent most of my vacution in trying to find a remedy 
for this disastrous eyil—doubly disastrous in many ways, 
You well siy that the State should have sole charge of so im- 
portant an interest as the food supply obtained from the tidal 
waters along tle const, for in this case, not only is the vast 
aniouit Of fish food usually secured in these prolific waters 
entirely cu off, but the inbabilauts of this vicinity ure oblived 
to draw from their hard-earned store and send to New York 
for what fish they consume, This seems incredible, but you 
have only to appeal io Lue express company to substantiate 
its truth. This sad state of affairs throws two or three hun- 
dred hardy '* toilers of the séa” out of employment, and of 
conree their families must, in many instances, suffer for the 
necessaries of life. Wot only is the fishing imleresh anunihi- 
lated, but should the hay continue ciosed the ducks will most 
assuredly Jeave and thus destroy the last remaining chance 
that the poor man, living here, has to eke out a scanty liveli- 
hood. While all agree that an inlet is of yital importance I 
find that there is great diversity of opinion as to where if 
should be located, and upon sifting the evidence obtained by 
interviewing many individuals, from Indian Reservation to 
Atlanticville, I have come to the conclasion that the greatest 
good to the greatest number reqn‘res that the inlet should be 
opened as far west as possible, snd Lum thorouzbly convineed 
ihat the old inlet, just east of Atianticville, will entirely meet 
this requirement. 

- Witbout ding inte elaborate argument to provethis I can- 
not forbear stating the well-known fact that all along our ex- 
teasive coast there are tt very few exceptions to the mile 
that our laud-locked bays communicate with the sea at their 
western extremities. While I find that nearly all wish the 
inlet at their doors, [ have almost invariably succeeded in ob- 
taining from them at least a partial adnvission that upon the 
whole a western inlet would serve the best purpose and last 
the longest. It strikes ine that the State anthorilies should 
take cianze of this matterand give this stricven comninnity 
such legislaiion as niay be needed to protect them in their 
rizhiss and il Tay be allowed @ word, T would Yespect fully 
Suuiest that the committee having charge of the wintter do 
not alluw their judsment to be warped by the swoothly-How- 
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ig sentences and well-rounded periods of some ‘‘oily- 
tongued ” advocate, but rather let them listen to the hardy 
sons of toil, who muy not be able to quote you Chestertield, 
but who can and will tell the truth if properly approached. 

There is Ane great and crying evil connected with 
the inlet just closed that should be abolished by 
the Legislature or Commissioners, if they have the power, 
and that is the use of seines or ‘bull nets” at its 
mouth. IL presume; although I de not know this for a fact, 
that the men who use these nets are ‘‘simple-hearted and 
free from guile,” and are honestly plying their calling with 
the sole object in yiew of keeping the wolf from the door., 
Certain it, is that they catch a fair amount of fish that, 
owing to the scarcity, bring an exorbitant price. Now let 
me tell you how their proceedings strike a disinterested 
Jooker on. The fishermen tell me that while the tide is.run- 
ning ont of the bay the fish are hovering about the mouth of 
the 1ilet and just before slack water they ascend np the 
slight. current. Nov is the golden opportunity. Our honest 
fishermen spread their nets at the lower end while a party at 
the upper end, with much pounding on their hoat’s end and 
splashing in the water, turn the frightened fish and scare a 
portion of them into the nets while the rest go out te sea, 
and as a vatural consequence the fishermen of the bay se- 
cure none, and are obliged to purchase their supply of these 
honest fishermen at an exorbitant price or send to New York 
for what, they use. 

Far be it from me to sitin judgment upon these men, T 
do not even impugn their motives. I merely state the naked 
facts, and but echo the wailing prayers of hungry fellow 
creatures when I earnestly eall upon “the powers that be” to 
so restrict and regulate this abuse that in the dwellings 
around this fair bay not in yain shall be theprayer, ‘‘ Give us 
this day our daily bread.” SHapow. 

Nzw Yorr, Noy. 28. 
Riditor Forest and Stream : 
Many trips to Shinnecock Bay have interested me in that 

once famous shooting ground, and I beg leave to offer a word 
in regard to its inlet, concerning which there is some misun- 
derstanding, 

There was a State law passed about three years ago pro- 
viding for the appointment of commissioners to fix the place 
for an inlet into that bay and making it an offense for any 
one to cut through the beach at any other point than the one 
decided on. Such a law was necessary , because it was thourht 
that an inlet must be in the west end of the bay, in order to 
remain open, and because, whenever an attempt was made 
40 cul an inlet there, the east end people would cut through 
the beach in their neighborhood (which they could do in a 
few hours, because of its narrowness), and thus obtain the 
head of water in the bay without which no large inlet can be 
secured. It isa work of many days to cut through the high 
beach further west. 

Since this law was passed two inlets have been made, one 
opposite the lizyht-house and one further west Neitherof them 
kept open a year, nor do I helieve that any inlet from the 
ocean which local enterprise on Shinnecock Bay is capable of 
making will keep open, 
Two things are to be proposed in this connection. One is 

that the State perform the work ona larger scale than has 
yet been attempted. The State appropriates a larger sum of 
money, which Long Island tax-payershave to help pay every 
year for Hudson Riven improvements. Why should it not, 
spend a little on Shinnecock Bay? Another proposition is 
that instead of entting through the beach to the ocean a 
channel be dug across the neck of land from Shinnecock Bay 
from Moriches Bay. Ido not believe that any ocean inlet 
ean remain open very long, while a good channel leading to 
Moriches Bay (the eastern part of Great South Bay) would 
be certainly permanent, Such » channel would not make 
Shinnecock bay so good a fishing ground as an ocean inlet, 
but it would keep down the water, and so restore the feeding 
grounds for snipe and wild fowls. It isa fact, all reports to 
the contrary notwithstanding, that snipe and wild fowl shoot- 
ing there grows poorer annually, and an honest bayman whom 
T instruct to send for me when there is good duck shooting 
las not been ble to send me the wished for message in two 
years. L. 
The great objection to the opening into South Bay is the 

fact that the waters would become fresh, or nearly so. The 

water at the eastern end of South Bay is now so fresh that 
the horsefoot (Limulus) cannot live init, and itis full of 

small pike, a variety inhabiting brooks and ditches, 

$4 — 

Onrma Larr PoacnErs.—The New York Telegramrecently 
contained the following: ‘‘ ASchwartz is needed at Oneida 
Lake. So bold have the illegal fishermen become that they 
threaten to kill the next game officer that appears. The Os- 
wero Palladium suwys: ‘ They are lawless in their habits and 
if is not doubted that they will fulfil their threats. One man 
has thirty of these trap nets, worth #40 apiece. If the en- 
forcement of the law be insisted on it is helieved that there 
will be trouble, and at the same time it looks cowardly for 
fhe Oneida County Game Association, which started the 
movement, to back out.’ Tf there is such a thing possible 
as a thoron¢h exposnre of the illegal fishing on Oneida Lake 
jt, should be done. Tis a notorious fact that is talked of 
among all classes in Central New York that the authorities 
dare not do their duty. The matter should be agitated all 
possible and the guilty ones, who compose the wealthier 
classes all round the Jake, be brought to justice. C, 

Towa—Keokuk, Nov. 29.—We have enjoyed an immense 
amount of fine sport at this place this summer with the rod 
and line, and have caught some fine specimens of the black 
bass, striped bass, croppun, etc. What we need here is a 
strict enforcement of the Statefish laws, and were they properly 
enforced we would hnaye some of the finest fishing waters 
that there are in this State, or even in the West. Iam in 
hopes to contribute something In the future in regard to the 
fish and fishing grounds of Southern Iowa. W. #. 

A. Frorma Parry— Washingtonville, N. ¥., Nov. 26.— 
My wife and self are preparing for a trip to the Gulf coast of 
Florida, haying spent three winters there yery pleasantly, 
our only drawhack being a want of congenial companions. 
Should you know or hear of any gentleman who is fond of 
shooting and fishing, and his wife, not afraid of ronghing it 
a little, you will pleuse haye them adress Manata, P. O. Box 
101, Washingtonville, Orange Co., N. Y. 

Missovri—Sédalia, Nov. 27.—Weather fine and quail and 
rabbit-shooting good. Ocorpent. 

Gune Gag and Gan. 

SPORTSMEN AND LAND-OWNERB. 
—_——2___ 

COMMENTS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM’ PLAN, 

A NOTE published in your issue of the 25th inst. from 
Hast Rockaway, Queens County, L. T., and signed ‘‘J. 

H. Griffith,” is replete with gross ignorance, spite, Offensive 
references and unnecessary ikreats, and but for the promi- 
nence you give it would not be worthy of notice. 

The writer’s objection that the game laws involve an ‘en- 
croachment upon the liberties of the people by the wealthier 
classes,” and “‘if not unconstitutional ought to be,” evinces 4 
desire to excite unworthy prejudices and shows an obliqnity 
of mental yision which would delight Dr. Hanimond as a 
specimen from the Island. 

All laws are in one sense an ‘encroachment wpon the lib- 
erties of the people” by the dominating classes to which Mr: 
Griffith himself, if he owns a farm, belongs, What protects 
him in his property? What deters the ubiquitous tramp 
from occupying and using Mr. @’s house and barns, and 
what punishes the genius if he invade them or rob or desiroy 
his chicken-roost or his crops? Andisatramp not one of 
*“the people” and outside of ‘‘the wealthier classes?” But 
for the laws he might, if the stronger, reverse his position 
and convert himself into 2 member of the ‘‘wealthier classes” 
and turn Mr. Griffith out of his possessions and into one of 
“the people.” Does not this wandering factor in society 
consider this law ‘unconstitutional or that it ought to be 7” 
But who stand more sturdily for it and insists upon its en- 
forcement than East Rockaway farmers? Who denounce 
‘woe unto any man who disregards these notices” to keep 
off their farms ? 

Mr. Griffith, with felicitous inconsistency, stigmatizes one 
part and in the nextinstant calls for protection upon another 
portion of these very game laws. He and his neizhbors have 
put‘up ‘the required legal notice.” Whence is the authority 
for this notice derived and what is its effect? Why form 
these game laws which he so glibly arraigns? But for them 
a shooter on his or any other farmer's lands would in ordi- 
nary cases, where no special injury was done, he liable only 
in nominal damages—say six cents—for the technical tres- 
pass, whilst these laws assure him of any actual damaze and 
entitles him besides ‘‘to exemplary damages to an amount 
not excéeding twenty-five dollars.” The gunner, heedless 
thereof, is assured that Mr. G. and his neighbors will exact 
this pound of flesh. Is nof this part of the law ‘‘ unconstitu- 
tional,” Mr. Griffith, or ‘tought it not to be?’ Jt would he 
difficult to compete with Mr. Griffith in his senseless appeals 
to the prejudices of the unthinking or ignorant. ‘‘Encroach- 
ments upon the liberty of the people "—‘ the wealthier class- 
es""—‘‘ that unmitigated nuisance, the real sportsman’’—‘“‘aris- 
tocratic trespassers " and such like phrases dance through his 
inflamed imagination with all the inaptness and jumble of a 
Rocka way-clam-produced nightmare. 

The experience of every man who has come in contact with 
areal sportsman will rise up and testify that a kinder, more 
genial, liberal, considerate and unaristocratic member of the 
human family than he, cannot be found on or off Long Is- 
land. 
He does not ‘‘ throw down" farmers’ fences, or intention- 

ally ‘* wound their cattle,” and if by accident any injury oc- 
curs from him to land, or living thing, the real sportsman is 
always ready and prompt to make full reparation. Nor does 
he plume himself upon his wealthifhe possess any, or his so- 
cial position if he haye it, or in any way or manner obtrude, 
or make himself offensive. He is retiring, and consorts on 
equal terms with all whom he meets. He is forgiving, too, as 
well as consolatory; for should he meet even Mr, Griffith, he 
would shuke his hand cordially, and assure him that he had 
not the slightest intention of invading his farm, and probably 
exclaim, ‘‘ Lord! Griffith! the sea must have been running 
pretty high on the bar the other night before you overhauled 
your sheet.” 
No farmer is, notwithstanding Mr. Griffith's assertion to 

the contrary, ‘‘ virtually the owner of the game” by which he 
is understood to mean quail and partridges. They are lo- 
cally migratory birds—particularly the former—and feeding 
here to-day and there to-morrow. By What right then, does 
any particular farmer claim to virtually own them? If he 
were proprietor of all the country they might behis, butfrom 
time immemorial every where these birds haye been regarded 
as fere nature—wild birds—with ownership inno one until 
captured and in hand. The sole proprictor of them in their 
natural freedom is the people of the State. It is to the in- 
terest and enjoyment—and some cases the health—of the 
public that they should not be exterminated, hence the game 
Jaws and the prohibition against certain means of capture 
sure to extirpate them if permitted. 

There is much more on this subject, and the cognate sug- 
gesiion in your issue of the 25th inst., as to the ‘‘ proposition 
to Gentlemen Sportsmen,” but there isneither space nor time 
to discuss them at present. If this long screed does not 
weary and scare you I may return to it, MANHATTAN. 

Please add my name to your list of subscribers and send 
copies to this office weekly. I also wish to give my hearty 
indorsement to your scheme for the preservation of game. I 
will willingly pay any farmer from $2 to $5 per day for 
shooting over his land, where quail are plenty, or rather, say 
twenty to twenty-five cents for eyery quail brought to bag. 
There are plenty of quail on Long Island, at Moriches, Yap- 
hank, Manor, Southampton, Good Ground, etc., etc., and if 
your plan were put in operation fine shooting could be had 
near at home. 

I would also suggest that not only quail be protected, but 
that where there exists a town law against battery shooting, 
as in Moriches Bay, the law-abiding gunners should be en- 
couraged in their efforts to prevent the lawless ones from 
batteries. ‘There would be as fine shooting in this bay as any- 
where, as the flats are wide and feed plenty if the law were 
ailhered to, There is one man especially who uses batteries 
in the spring and by ‘‘driying” the birds curtails their stay 
in the bay. His name can be given if necessary, Geese are 
also plenty, but in regard to them a worse evii exists. The 
life-saving crew being near at hand, under cover of darkness 
fire-light them on their feeding-grounds. 

This matter should be looked into by some one in authority. 
With all these disadvantages against good sport, | have shot 
from twenty-five to thirty ducks and thirteen geese ina day 
inthe bay. J would willingly subscribe my pro rata for an 
enforcement of the law to make the sport still better, as it 
does not continue goed very long once fire-lighting tnkes 

place. Ihave no doubt that a number of sportsmen would 
rather pay the full price of the game to law-breakers (han 
have to travel miles for good shooting at heayy expense. I 
am one of them. B. 

In going into the details of a scheme for preserving game, 
the following ideas suggest theinselyes to my mind : 

Given a cortain locality, the farmers of the township, vil 
lage or hamlet organize a club for preserving game, thosenol 
entering into the association to be debarred from the benefits 
of the club and to be prevented from illegally killing or 
snaring game of any kind by process of law. ‘The members 
ot ihe club to constitute themselves into an organized body 
of game-keepers, appointing certain ones among them to see 
that the laws are enforced. To keep posted at the railroad 
stations nearest their town the names of parties, members of 
the association, where good board can be found; they also to 
act 48 guides and keep tally of the game killed. A liberal 
rate to be fixed upon per bird, to be paid to the club, and the 
man or boy who acts as guide to be paid for his services, suy 
#2 to $s per day; a reasonable rate of board to be fixed. The 
funds thus earned to be divided among the merubers of the 
club. Advertisements to be inserted in good sporting papers 
of the localities where such clubs exist, with details as to 
board, rates, prospects for birds, eéte., ete. 

I think that these suggestions, conyeyed to the farmers of 
Long Island in a liberal spirit by some of the game associa- 
tions, would soon make ns fine shooting grounds in our near 
neighborhood as can be found anywhere. The farmers’ elubs 
would find it to their interest always to have plenty of birds, 
securing remuneration to theniselves and sport tothe eunner. 

New York. B. W.8. 

If our sportsmen jould inyest a few dollars with the fariner 
boys and sect an example of liberality they would have no 
trouble to monopolize all the desirable preserves they wish. 
T bought about 1,100 acres for a stock farm near this city, 
and I found the farmers very prejudiced against the town 
gentry (as they called them) hunting on their lands, and had 
notices put up warning them from going on their lands to 
hunt. I soon-got the seeret. Indiscreet hunters had heen 
there and shot stock, frightened their cattle and left down 
fences and open gates, I tried a eareful, generous conrse, ly 
handing the boys a few dollars and uvoiding oll carelessness, 
I now have at least fifty coveys of quail and prairie chicken 
and rabbits in abundance on my own land, with almost un- 
limited privileges. 
Two years ago I had to winter the, Bob Whites among my 

fat cattle in my brush heaps. [cut and piled brush heaps, 
then threw wheat straw over the brush piles, and over eighty 
quail wintered nicely. This winter has set in so hard 1 am 
preparing to do the same thing. VG, 

Tread with great interest the letters in the Forresr ayn 
Srream on the subject of protecting same. Keep it going: 
it will help to call the attention of true sportsmen to the dun- 
gers which threaten the extinction of game in our vicinity, 
aud perhaps stir up the game clubs to a sense of {heresponsi- 
bility resting on their shoulders. I must say that I consider 
Long Island one of the worst-poached placesin this State, ex- 
cepting, perhaps, the Adirondack region. 

T have shot and fished on Long Island a great many yeurs 
and I know that the evils that ‘‘ A Tre Lover of the Sport” 
complains of are only too true, andif our new soc%ety is a suc- 
cess we shall do our share toward breaking them up, whether 
the farmers like if or not. But I think that the farmers will 
find it greatly to their advantage to stop poaching and pre- 
serve the game. Memser New Prorgorive Sooty, 
New York, Dee. 3. 

As you invite comment on your plans for bringing the 
sportsmen and farmers more into accord, I would suggest 
that the sportsmen put themselves in direct communication 
with the farmers for the purpose of securing board, lodging 
and a guidé and companion for their sport instead of going to 
a hotel, where the charges would be higher 

It is generally conceded that the influx of sportsmen intu 
any locality is the means of carrying a good deal of money 
into that, place. This being so, why not give the farmers 
whose land furnishes the game the benefit of that money? 
Tt will also be the means of bringing the two into contact, 
and if the sportaman be a gentleman he may make a conver, 
of the farmer, whose previous ideas of a sportsman may have 
been formed from the roughs or market-hunters he nity for- 
merly have thought fit to order off his place. As a farmer 
(and also, I hope, a sportsman) T know whereof JY write. 

Siitehfidld. Conn. B. H. A. 

Asa sportsman and haying a wish to pour oil on the 
troubled waters apparently existing between shooters and far- 
mers, and also to start the ball rolling you suggest, I will 
guarantee to pay the boy or farmer on whose grounds I may 
shoot next scason the rate of $12 per 100 quail, or I will pay 
a yeasonable price for permission to shoot and giye one-half 
the birds killed on said grounds. Now, game preservers, 
come up to something that does look like action. Smoxrx, 

Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

I fully indorse your plan as between farmer and sportsman 
in commenting on the letter of Mr. Griffith in to-day’s paper. 
I have preached this doctrine to farmers and sportsmen 
wherever I have met them during my shooting for last five 
years and am glad you are putting it before us in tangible 
form. A. 8.8. 

Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

TI heartily approve of your plan for the removal of the dif- 
ferences of opinion between ‘‘the farmer's boy” nnd ‘‘ the 
city sportsmen,” Wm. D. 
New York. 

’MosnzsotA Derr Sxootinc—Pillstury, Minn., Nov. 30.— 
The open season for deer_ commenced in this (Todd) county 
November 1 and closes December 15. That the came has 
been reasonably plenty the following list will show: The 
Bain brothers (three of them) have killed 45 deer aud 4 bears; 
Peter Aleshire, 20. deer; Loring Bachelor, 22 deer: Marshall 
Adams, 22 deer; Henry Adams, 17 deer and 2 bears; A. Pil- 
son, 14 deer; Peter Roy, 17 deer; Millard Aleshire, 16 deer; 
N. Kinney, 17 deer; Peter Roy, 18 deer; while almost every 
man in town has killed from 1 to 10. Af least 4 tous of yeni- 
son saddles have been brought into this village this season, 
and all killed within a radius of ten miles. Iam sorry to aay 
that but little regard 1s pald to the game law, and ina few 
years the deer will be utterly exterminuted. Pheasants, gray 
and black squirrels, coons, wolves, etc,, are quite TE 
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GUNS, POWDER AND SHOT. 

PRAQTIOAL HINT# AND INSTRUCTIONS. 

Parxuresure, W. Va., Nov. 23. 
HAV® tread a number of rather scientific articles in your 

recent numbers, which I found very interesting and 
Which could nof fail to impart much valuable information to 
any sportsman. It is only within the past few years tliat the 
be OF the shot-gun for shooting birds en the wing hus be- 
come a science. The scientific knowledge of this manly and 
fascinating sport is yet confined to a very limited number of 
jportsmen. / 
The minutix of shot-cun practice, if closely studied, show 

that to become an efficient marksman it is not only necessary 
fa be a food shot, but also to regard the peculiarities of your 
Bun, noticing closely the proper charge, the kind of ammuni- 
ion best suited to it, ete. Every gun has its peculiarities, 
sbInG requiring more powder and less shot, or less powder 
mil more shof, a lighter or heaver wad, as the case may be. 
fy ig often found that: two cuns, supposed to be exact dupli- 
saies, charzed exactly alike and fired under the same circum- 
Blances, will not give the sume result, and it yet remains for 
Hic wisdom of future generations to discover some system of 
poring suns and loading them which shall insure absolute 
certainty and uniformity in every discharge. .A sportsman 
& sometimes disappointed when he knows that his aim is 
eorrect, and he generally blumnes his gun, when, in all proba- 
bility, the fault is owing to some defect in loading or in the 
quality oF ammunition, Most guns shoot well when properly 

ed and the finest ¢un will only give its best result when 
ded just righ{. Many persons think that ¥y using ridicu- 

misly Jarge charges of powder greater penetration is obtained; 
Olirs fssert just the reverse. Discussion without practical 
khowledse is useless. By experiment only can such infor 

tion be gained. My object is not to appear learned in this 
pect, but fo offer a few suggestions which may lead to ex- 
ment and a more perfect knowledge where, in many 

es, ideas have existed based only on hearsay evidence. 
Among beginners, and those who have not had large expe- 

gence, the idea seems to prevail that a good gun should kill 
from 100 yards to as far as the object can be distinetly 

. Thigisalla mistake. Forty to sixty yardsis as faras 
ny fun can he considered reliable. Shots may occasionally 
ye niade at longer range, but they are more the result of 

ince than calculation. The majority of birds killed in 
(shooting are within thirty yards. In duek-shooting 
ere large shot are used, the range is longer; but the most 
eful and successful market shooters depend upon close 

fiyers and seldom attempt long chancé shots sometimes made 
hy amateur sporisinen, who thinlclittle ofammunition wasted 

tmany unsuccessful long shots, but prefer the credit of oe- 
sionally making a brilliant exhibition of long-range shoot- 

A. gun that will distribute two-thirds of the pellets con- 
fined in the load evenly in a thivty-inch cirele at forty yards 
isan exceptionally good gun, and one that will put half the 
foiid in the same space may be considered a reliable field gun. 
Phe most important requisites in a gun are even distribution 
HW ihe shot and penetration ; these are not only dependent 
jpon the manner in which the barrel is bored, but also on the 
Way in which it is loaded, the sorf of ammunition, ete. This 
itty be reculated very much by varying the charge, or per- 
lips hy using a faster or slower burning powder, as the gun 
may require. Among the peculiarities of shot-cuns those 

ich claim the most attention are scattering, concentrating, 
ling or throwing the shot in bunches, penetration, recoil 

Md leading ; all these nay be regulated to a great extent by 
eAreful attention to loading. 
Tn frying a eon, I would advise a forty-yard range. Tar- 

Rel. a thirty-inch circle, with a pamphlet or pad of sufficient 
fickness hehind it to show pehetration by the number of 
pages penetrated. Rerular penetrafion pads, made of sheets 
of paper of uniform thickness, may be obtained from most, 

n dealers. Find out how much powder of a certain brand 
ur gun will burn hy firing over white paper, a sheet, or 

smooth surface of snow; what is not burned can thus be seen. 
Ti is of no use to Joad more powder than can be burned, it 
only increases the recoil and only that which is burned in 
the barre! propels the shot. 

After finding out the largest quantity of powder that 
Pour gun will burn vary the load of shot. Shoot at least 
fon loads of the same quantify in each barrel and take the 
average. For number 10 bore, 14 to 14 ounce; number 12, 
ato1} ounce; number 14, # to 14 ounce. Try light: and 
itavy wadding over the powder, one, two or three ‘pink 
bdize” wads; axamine them and see that they are perfect and 
is nearly the same thickness as possible. Wads that are 
flicker on one side than the other will be apt to turn while 
passing: from the barrel, throwing the shot one side and pro- 
(cing a yery irregular pattern. The lighter the wad over 
the shot the hetter. The thicker and more elastic the wad is 
between the powder and shot theless the shot will beknocked 
ut of shape by the sudden concussion and, therefore, more 
lets will reach the object. Shells for breech-loaders should 

ways be exactly the length of the chamber of the gun and 
Durht to fit snugly in every way. Breech-loaders require 
Wout one-sixth more powder than muzzle-loaders of the sane 
BIzc. 
In selecting a gm get if tafit you; one that comes up and 

balances well so it will naturally point at the object of your 
fiin without requiring you to feel around to find the sizht. 
When ordering state the weight, length of barrel, size of hore; 
aneth of siock from the front trigger to the middle of the 
butt plate, the drop of stock, measuring from a straight line 

th the top of the barrel to the top of the butt, also from 
mt line tothe top of stock just back of the crip, and as 

Hearly as possiblehow you want it to shoot, whether a, close 
Or spreading pattern. 
Too much attention cannot be paid to the quality and 
aptahility of ammunition. After deciding on the kind hest 
ted to your gun use it only, Don’t be changing all the 

ime until you become so confused that you are af the mercy 
af every whim. A slight additional cost is often more than 
tompensated for by an increased quantity of game, to say 
hothing of the satisfaction. 
Improyements recently made in the manufacture of shot 

have set many {to thinking and given rise to many theories, 
The subject is undoubtedly one of more importance than is 
conerally supposed. The general idea for many years has 

en that if shot were uniform in size, spherical in form and 
ooth in finish, the best results would be obtained; every 

One considering only quality and appearance when put 
into the gun, and not its quality upon its leaving the barrel 
and during its flight to the object of the shooter’s aim. A 
Humber of years ago upon the introduction of hardened shot 
in England, various experiments were made, all going to 
how that ¢oft shot, although absolutely perfect when putin. 

pl 
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: | to the load, were so deformed and out of shape upon leaving 
the gun, that a very large proportion of the charge was lost ; 
this was owing to their being crowded against each other 
with such treméndous foree by the explosion of the powder, 
and by contact with the surface ofthe barrel, that very few, if 
any, of the pellets retained their original shape. Jf any one 
will take the trouble to erect a soft target, eight feet square, 
made of plank thickly padded with cotton waste, or batting, 
stretching a cloth on the ground from the gun to the target, 
say forty yards, they will find upon firing soft shat that the 
pellets hegin to fall at a very short distance from the muzzle 
of the gun and will be sprinkled along on the ground in an 
increasing ratio up to the target, and that the shot caught in 
the target arenearly all badly out of shape, many of them hay- 
ingindentationson their several sidesirom compression against 
other pellets while passing from the barrel. Most of the pel- 
lets which have fallen short of the target will be found to be 
flat, three-sided and have every shape except round. 
A few yearsaso W. W Greener, 4 celebrated gunmaker of 

Birmingham, England, published in a cirewlar the results of 
atumber of trials, proving conclnsively that to secure the 
best result, it was necessary that shot should possess the qual- 
ites of perfection during its flight throngh the air, and to do 
this if must be hard enough to resist fhe concussion incident 
upon the discharge. Shot of an irtegular shape, or mixed 
size, will have a scattering and uncertain effect. The princi- 
pal quality of perfection im soft shot is that each pellet in a 
load should be of the same weight. If some pellets are 
heavier they will fly faster and in their passage throw the 
lighter ones out of range. This of course holds good with all 
drop shof. ‘Improved Chilled” shot possesses qualities of 
perfection that soft shot does not, resisting concussion and re- 
taining its spherical form, fliesin a more compact and uniform 
mass and therefore, meeting with less resistancein its pas- 
sage, penetrates deeper; it will not flatttn on the feathers of 
aljird, or skin of an animal. Squirrel shoofers when taking 
off the skin often find many of the shot just underneath when 
soft shot has heen used. In brush shooting hard shot is of 
great advantage as it ents through the foliaze and branches, 
often killinz game where soft shot would allow it to escape. 
Shot that may be hard upon the surface only would not se- 
cure the advantages to be found in an article of uniform re- 
sistance to concussion and of such toughness as to prevent 
splitting or breaking. 

In June, 1878, the New York State Sportsmen's Associa- 
tion adopted a standard of sizes known as the ** American 
Standard.” The object was to induce all manufacturers to 
number their shot by the same scale, so that any specified 
number should represent the same size everywhere. Some of 
the shot-makers conformed to this standard, many did not, so 
there is a considerable difference in the sizes of shot made by 
different manufacturers. Tn experimenting, or for accurate 
shooting, it is necessary to know that shot is of the right size, 
Among other ridiculous theories is one which prevails only 
among those who form hasty conclusions, without considera- 
tion or experiment, that chilled shot may injure finely fin- 
ished gun barrels. In loadine the shot is poured in and set- 
tles into its place entirely by chance. It is not likely that 
the pellets in any two loads take exactly the same positions, 
therefore the points of contact of the different loads upon the 
surface of the barrel is never the same, so it Gould hot eut or 
wear grooves as many suppose. The surface of the shot be- 
ing smooth, no sharp edges or corners, it is inypossible that 
the barrel could even be scratched. The shot in the outside 
layers of the load, even of the hardest metal, after being fired 
from a gun, will be found to have their sides flattened and 
ground off by friction in passing from the gun; but no pel- 
lets can be found possessing any sharp, irreular surface that 
could scratch or injure the finest barrel. Soft shot wears a 
gun out in time and hard shot may wear out one atrifle sooner, 
but the wear will be as smooth and nniform as by soft shot 
and so slow that no one will ever notice fhe difference, 
Regarding “leading,” about which there seems to be such 

a diversity of opinion, when a gun does become leaded it is 
with metallic lead, not plimbago or black lead, which is a 

| fine lubricator, and the best safeguard against leading, To 
prove this wash all the polish off the shot before using and 
note the result. Load several shells with black lead instead 
of shot and after firing several rounds, enough to dirty your 
gun, wipe it ouf clean and find any lead adhering to the bar- 
rel if you can. Tfitis remembered that plumbago is not 
Jeud and that its characteristics are such as to make it valua- 
ble to prevent the metallic lead, of which the shot are made, 
from adhering to the barrel, the great advantage of * patent 
finish” cannot bot be seen. The cause of puns leading has 
neyer heen satusfactorily explained ; it seems to be peculiar to 
some guns. You will sometimes find 9 gun that leads with 
soft shot and not with hard; other will lead with hard and 
noti with soft, and some will lead with either kind. Many do 
not lead af all. ‘There are some powders tliat leaye a hard 
and almost insoluble residuum. This is often mistaken for 
lead, especially when the om has not heen wiped before the 
accumulation has hecome hard. 
The best way to treat a gun when loaded is to wipe it out 

clean, then rub plenty of strong mercurial ointment on the 
inner suiface of the barrels, put it ina warm place and the 
mercury will dissolve the lead, which can be easily wiped out 
with a rag’: fhen polish the inside well with plumbago and it 
will be some time before it leads again. By this treatment 
there can be no injury to the barrels, as might occur by the 
use of a wire brush or scraper. 
Powder used in breech-loaders is generally of coarser grain 

than that sed in muzzle-loaders, The larer prain burning 
more slowly, allows of a larger charge and distributes the 
shot more regularly than a quick sharp powder. A powder 
that burns moist and can easily be wiped out is preferable to 
(hal which burns dry and hard. The recent articles on the 
manufacture of powder in the Forest anv SrREAM give the 
greatest information. 

What is known as ‘‘ balling,” or the shot being thrown in 
bunches, seems to be dependent on various cavises and can 
generally be remedied by care in loading. A shell that is ton 
short or too long for the chamber of the gun may occasion it, 
or the use of powder that is too quick. Sometimes it can 
be cured by the use of a stiff wador a soft wad over the 
shot, as the case may be; sometimes by increasing the wad 
between the powder and shot and it is often dependent upon 
the boring of the gun. 
The great increase of interest infield sports during the past 

few years has so increased the number of experts in wing 
shooting that it has become necessury to protect game by law, 
especially during breeding season. The organization of 
clubs for that purpose has accomplished much good in many 
localities, and it is to be hoped that the good work will con- 
tinue: that farmers and landowners will see that their inter- 
est in the matter is identical with that of the best class of 
sportsmen. If these two classes will work together for rea- 
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sonable and judicious game protection and the advancement 
of field sports In a gentlemanly way, the rougher and ill-bred 
class of persons who cause so much annoyance, and go out 
merely to butcher something, anything in fact, from harmless 
songsters to “‘ barnyard pheasants,” will soon be compelled to 
behave themselves or quit. Game laws should be so made as 
to protect both the interest of farmers and non-resident 
sportsmen, and clubs should be organized with this object in 
view and beable to aid in enforcing the laws by maling 
members, whether farmers or non-resident: sportsmen, same 
constables, with power to act at any time. Brprorp. 

One-half of the guns that are condemned by reason of 
their poor shooting are in no fault, the fault being in the user 
or the improper manner in which they are loaded. Ts a gun 
to blame for haying the charge improperly placed in its bar- 
tels? Is @ horse to blame for heing poor if it is poorly fed ? 
Is a locomotive to he blamed and thrown aside if it isiinprop- 
erly used and consequently does not perform as its mannfac- 
turer intended it to? A horse may be a young, good blooded 
animal, full of life and yigor, but on passing into hands that, 
do not know how to take care of and feed it, does not do the 
work assigned it in a satisfactory manner. 
A locomotive may not be wanting in those essentials which 

constitute a masterpiece in the art; its proportion and 
strength may be such as to render it capable of lugging thon- - 
sands of tons up the steepest grade, and yet, if it has not the 
proper amount of steam it cannot do the labor or work which 
it was designed to do, 
The same argument holds good with firearms as wall, and 

since the makers of ‘‘choke-bores” intended them to shoot, 
well they ulso intended them to be properly loaded in order 
to do so. 

For instance, take a No. 12 gun and place one dram of 
powder in it, and put an ounce of shot on top, and on firing 
at a target you will see at once that something is wrong, Its 
killing power is ‘ very small,” but on increasing the powder 
to 33 drams we find a vast difference both in range and pat- 
fern. 

The proper way to test a gun has been hinted at in these 
columns some time ago and was correct as far as it went, but 
there is such a wide difference in the boring of guns, espe- 
cially the ‘‘choke-bore,” that a set rule will not always win; 
conseqnently many a good, close, hard shooter is thrown 
aside with the fault in its owner. 

J. W. Long says that choking a gun is performed by in- 
serting a tool made for the purpose in the rear end of the bar- 
rel and working (turning around) it forward until a point not, 
to exceed one-eighth or one-quarter of an inch from the muz- 
zleisreached. This is repeated by placing a slip of paper 
between the tool ‘‘a short bar of three-eighths to one-half an 
inch square, steel, about six inches in length, the corners 
ground and sharp, and welded to a handle of one-half inch 
round-iron the length of the barrel. To one side of this bit a. 
thin, flat piece of pine or other soft wood, rounded on its 
outer side in conformation with the bore of the gun is fitted,” 
and the wood, untilenough boring is accomplished, when the 
gun hee be tried at a target andif ‘‘sick” properly ‘‘ doc- 
tered.” 

This constriction at the muzzle must affect the shot in their 
exit, hence the better the shot chamber af this point the more 
regular and even they are thrown from the gun. Some sup 
pose the shot, more especially thelarge kind, should chamber 
at the breech ; but this is a dangerous mistake in a closely- 
choked gun. A very fine shooting ‘‘choke bore” improperly 
loaded will ‘‘ disgrace its race,” and when the shot are cham- 
bered at the breech a cylinder-bored gun will outshoot the 
choke-bore in an astonishing manner. My plan, which I 
have found to win, is to take a cardboard wad which will 
fit tightly in the mnzzle and ram down about half an inch, 
and then try the shots and see if they will chamber, keeping 
the number of all the kinds you wish to.use. Now load your 
gun with 84 drs, of coarse-crained powder and 1 oz. of the 
shot you have found will fit at the muzzle, when yon will 
be surprised at the evenness of your target if your gun js 
properly choked. 
Always take a * rest,” so you may know whether your gun 

shoots over, under, or sideways. If if does not suit all you 
have to do is to take your gun to the right man and get it 
‘‘cured” to your heart’s content.” Chilled shot are better 
than soft, for the reason that they do not flatten at the choke 
of the gun, consequently they make better pattern and pene- 
tration. Some time since [ saw a young sportsman trying a 
No. 12 at a target with B Band buck. He told me he did 
not know what was the reason his breech-loader would shoot 
them no hetter, saying, ‘They just chamber in the brass 
shell perfectly; now, what is therip 2?” I loaded some of his 
empty shells and tried my plan, which wasn decided success, 
much to his pleasure and edification. 
Now, all who read this article that own poor shooting guns 

please test my method, and let me hear from you threugh the 
-columns of Forrest AND STREAM. 

Tneglected to state that when buckshot were used the 
spaces between the shot as they are placed in the shell should 
be filled with bone dust. Dent. 

Sauk Centre, Minn., Nov. 26. 
Pt 

WE want thenume of every spartsma *1. New Fork City, 

and in other cities, who thinks that je air afford to pay the 
Farmer's boy something for preserving the quatl for him te 
shoot. 
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A DUCK SHOOT ON THE KANKAKER. 

N November 5 our party of four made an arrange- 
ment to go to the Kankakee and neighboring swamps 

duck shooting * Af midnight, the time of taking the 
train, the weather was very disagreeable, raining and 
snowing. When we arrived at Momence, Ill, at 8.50 
A. M., the snow was some four inches deep and still 
snowing. Our ardor was considerably dampened and we 
hegan to get a little blue over the prospects. But having 
fone 80 far we determined to make the remainder of the trip, 
We left our baggage at the depot and went down for breal.. 
fast, after which we made inquiry as to the shooting. The 
resident sportsmen told us that the shooting had been good 
and was now alittle ‘‘ off,” but with the present snowstorm 
they thought it would be good again on the river. We hired 
a livery team to take us eight miles up the river to Taylor's, 
with the understanding that we should be taken farther if we 
desired. On arriving at Taylor’s he informed us that he 
could not keep us.as his spare room was already occupied, 
He said that the shooting was not yery good at that point, 
that if was much better farther up the river, and advised us 
to goup some eighf milesto Bradys, for which point we 



started, and found the roads very bad, having not been latel 
worked, The tean: could only go in a slow walk. e 
arrived at Brady’s at one o’clock p.m. Having ridden in the 
Northwest snow storm ail the way out we were much chilled. 
I went into the house and introduced myself. We soon had 
a good warm dinner and were made to feel comfortably at 
home, which we duly appreciated after our cold ride. 
We found here quite an extensive place, Messrs. Adams 

and Brady owning 5,800 acres of Jand, mostly under fence, 
with a nice frame dwelling and large barn, in which were 
eighteen head of horses for use on the ranch. The fim bad 
2,000 head of sheep on the ranvh, and put another 1,000 
head on that week. After dinner we donned our hunting 
clothes and rubber )oots, and under the enidance of Prank 
Fuller, son of our host, we went to the river to try 
the ducks, but if was snowing so hard that the ducks 
were flying but very little, and only two ducks were 
killed that evening, We found that the river shooting would 
not do, and that we should have 16 try the swamps. 

Next morniig the snow storm was over, and the prospect 
was much better, After an early breakfast we crossed the 
river and made our way some three miles across the country 
to alarge rice swamp. Here we found very hard tramping 
to get into the swamp. ‘The prairie grass and wild tice had 
falien down, covered with snow, anc underneath water and 
mud. We did not see any ducks flying, and it looked dis- 
couraging. Kerdoiph, Bishop and Hopkins stopped at the 
edge of the swamp, while Frank Fuller and myself con- 
eluded to make our way to the centre, which we did after 
hard work, 

Suddenly the ducks rosé out cf the wild rice by 
the hundreds. We both fired, but were too far away, I 
quickly put in two move siiells, and as a second flock 
rose nearer and circled toward us 1 got one witha right and 
one With a left. both tine mallards. We then waded into the 
rice and took our positions, each on a muskrat house. Soon 
the ducks commenced flying and we had good shooting all 
day as they flew over us. We lost quite a number of crip- 
pled ducks that fell oul in the rice and water and wou!d get 
away before the dog could gefi to them, it was so hard for 
him to get through the thickly-grown rice and the rat holes, 
and we would have lost many more if it had not been for my 
young Gordon setter Sigel, 1 was Lard on him. The weather 
and water were so cold 1 had to keephim covered with a rub- 
ber coat after each bath. By 5 o’elock frank and I had all 
the ducks we cared to carry out of the swamp, We loaded 
up and started for home. After tramping about one-half 
mile we sat down and poured the water out of our rubber 
boots, which had got in over the tops by sinking into the rat 
holes and runways. After going some distance further 1 
found I was going to give out with my load, being very tired 
and weak, not having had anything to eat since early morn- 
ing. Frank took the ducks and I the guns, and thus weighted 
we trudged on another quarter-mile, when I told him I could 
not go any further: it was then after dark, I told him I 
would have to stay there until he went home, two miles, for 
ateam. He said there was a Swede lived about a half-mile 
across the country wd he would go there and get him tohaul 
ushome. He took my jight gun and some shells in case he 
could not find me on his return, he eould shoot and I could 
answer. He left ducks and his gun with me, After he had 
gone | sat down by the side of alog to rest, but being wet 
and getting chilled after walking, } thought I would certainly 
freeze. T was too tired to walk around and deep warm, I 
tried to start a fire, but the srass sticks were too wet. Ithen 
examined the ducks and found quite a number of them still 
warm. J piled them up and sat down on them and threw the 
wet rubber coat that I had used over the dog over my shoul- 
ders; I was then a little more comfortable, but still I shook 
like the ague. I must have made a comical and forlorn- 
looking picture sitting humped over on that pile of ducks in 
the moonlight, with the gun lying against the log and Sigel 
curled up near me, and I moralized thusly: What fools some 
men can make of themselves for a little sport! It would have 
been a good subject for Thos. 8. Steele and his tourograph, 
entitling it ‘‘ The Weary Sportsman.” 

After what seemed to me an hour, which was really but 
half that time, I heard a team coming through the woods and 
then Frank’s welcome halloo! I answered, and he was soon 
wilh meé with the Swede and a spring wagon, We loaded in 
and quickly droye the two miles home, for which T paid him 
one dollar. The rest of our party had come in much earlier. 
We soon exchanged our wet clothes for dry ones and did am- 
ple justice to a good supper, which Mrs. Fuller knowsso well 
how to prepare. On going to bed I took a heavy dose of 
quinine, but I did not get to sleep until after midnight, Twas 
so completely fagzed out. : 

Next morning T found myself all right and ready to do the 
“same thing over again,” and had forgotten all about that 
moralizing on the pile of ducks. We dried our boots by fill- 
ing them with hot oats and (hen started for the swamp again. 
This time we crossed the river in the boat and ran op the 
bayou to within a mile of the swamp. Bishop went with 
Frank and IJ into the centet, where we had been the day be- 
fote. He took his positionas we did onarat house, About 
one hundred yards from us we saw Bishop knock down sey- 
eral duck during the first hour’s shooting, and then we heard 
a report like a young cannon. We looked over that way, but 
did not see Bishop. He had an old muzzle gun that he had 
bragged about the day before how well and far it would 
shoot, aid he had loaded very heavy and fired at a duck, 
when both barrels went off, making the lond report, and 
when Bishop came to he was on his back in the water at the 
foot of the rat house. The gun had “ kicked” him clear off, 
A few minutes after we saw him going slowly across an open- 
ing in the marsh, oceasionally looking back with a sorraw- 
ful, ill-used look. He did not shoot any more. His ari was 
black, blue andJame. Our shooting was not so good this 
day, {he ducks were wild and flew high. Tcould only use one 
barrel of my gun, having lost one of the plungers the evening 
before. But we had our dinner with us and got home a little 
after dark in good condition with a heavy Wunch of ducks. 
Allthe ducks we shot on this trip were mallards, except two 
teal, and they were the largest and finest Tever shot, The 
next morningMr. Fuller drove us to Momence. , 
We purchased here a fine lot of pickerel and bass for our- 

selves and friends at home. We did not make as large a bag 
of game as some others who have heen on the “* Kank” duck- 
ing, but we enjoyed the trip and retummed feeling strong 
from the out-door exercise and with huge appetites, except 
poor Bishop, and we shall never ask to be more generously 
trented or to sil at a better table than that furnished by Mr. 
and Mrs. Fuller at Brady's. R. EB. 
Newport, Tnd., Nov. 20 
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Tye Foresv Ano STREAM’s exposition of *‘ Dithmar sport- 
ing powder” will be sent upon application. 
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DUCKING IN A SNOW STORM. | 

HAVE been tiway for a few days duck shooting in the 
neighborhood of Bond's, Long Beach, N. J. Thought 

you would like to know how the shooting was. We left the 
Market Street Ferry-at at 6:40, November 22, bound for Tuck= 
erfon; arrived at Tuckerton about twelve o'clock; found 
our gunners, Sam Shords and son, allready with skiffs, sneak 
boxes and decoys. A northwest gale had been blowing hard 
two or three days, and had blown the water out of Tuckerton 
Creek so that Capt, Geo. Burton, who was to lake us over to 
Bont’s, could not get his yachtafioat. After waiting some 
time the tide came in so that we got the yacht off and started 
for the beach, Afteracold but pleasant sail of about one hour 
we arrived at Bond’s. The cold was increasing fast, and it 
looked like a freeze up. However, we made everthing ready 
for a. early start in {he morning. Next morning we were up 
by daylight, Wut found we could haye no shooting. Sam re- 
ported the bay frozen out to the edge of the channel, and a 

yery low tide, soit wasno #0, We spent the day watching 
the fight of brant, black duek sand broad bills fying up and 
down the channel hoping for Wetter Juck next day. It was 
getting colder all day, and Wednesday was no better, A few 
sunuers broke their way through the ice with their sneak 
boxes and tried stooling in the ice with poor success. Two 
boats shot one pair of dippers, three cub heads and one brant. 
The next.day the weather was warmer with good tide, wind 
@ast and the ice moved off the fats so that we could get to 
the bunches. . We got off before daylight, putoutdecoys and 
fixed ourselves snug, thinking we would get sonie shots at the 
black ducks us they came on the feeding ground. We did 
nothing early, although we heard the ducks and geese honk- 
ing all round us, but they did not want ta fiy. About nine 
o'clock we liad a long shot at two broad bills high over head, 
Sam gave them lis big gun and dropped them both, After 
waiting an hour or so we hid # shot ata single brant and 
down he came. Nothing was done after that, until, after 
twelve o'clock, fiock ufter flock passed us both sides of the 
bunch; they did not uotice our stools; the tide was now 
making fast and we began to get ready for work. In a short 
time we saw alunchof brantmaking forthe goosebar. Sam 
began honking and turned them toward us. They came on 
splendid. ‘‘ Don’t shoot till Lgive the word,” said Sam. On 
they came; rounded up in the wind, hovered over our de- 
coys, and at the word we gave them three guns, and down 
came eight. We gathered and hardly gotfixed when two black 
ducks came in. Three guns again, and down went a pair. 
After that we had shots at single and double ducks until we 
had fifteen or sixteen, 

It now began to snow; the wind went from east to 
northwest again; it began to thicken go that we could not 
see the shore. We ptodd this fora good while thinking to 
get some moreshots, but it grew worse, su we took up decoys 
and left. Next morning it was frozen on the west side of the 
channel so that we could make no hide in the bunches, We 
concluded that we would leave for home, and we left in a 
snow squall; wind northwest blowing o gale. Capt. Bur- 
ton put in a double reef and started forTuckerton, When we 
got off Tuckerton Coye found the coye and mouth of creek 
frozen up, but we had a good crew and cut our way through 
the ice into the creek which we found open, the ice having 
gone out with thetide, We soon made our way to the rail- 
road, took the five o’clock train for Philadelphia, and arrived 
at Market street wharf nine o'clock well satistied with our 
trip, and think if we had good weather so that we could have 
shot four days we would have made a big bag, for the brant 
and ducks were very plenty. LAPAYRTTE. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
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OUR PHILADELPHIA LETTER, 

6¢ \ N important discovery has just been made by Prof, 
Toussaint, of the Veterinary College of Toulouse, with 

the view of protectin animals fromepizootic diseases by pre- 
yentive inoculation. M. Pasteur, of the ‘sane college, had al- 
ready succeeded in shielding gallinaceous birds to 4 ereat ex- 
tent from the zymotic disease known as chicken cholera by 
vaccination with attenuated virus. Recently young hunting 
dogs haye been inoculated with vaccine virus to protect 
them from a disease (distemper) which decimates them when 
quite young, which has proven qnile successful, the average 
number of puppies succumbing to this fatal malady in large 
kennels, where tt frequently rages to a fearful extent, being 
much Jess, and those attacked by it have it in a much milder 
form than animals not inocnlated.” ‘The aboye I have taken 
from the French, heing from a letter dated October, 1880, 
written ut Paris to a medical jouroal of this city, and will no 
douh!, be interesting 10 your readers having kennels and ex- 
pected litters of valuable dogs (Oraise. Certainly the experiment 
ean easily be tried here, and we wouldrecommend the purt of 
the body of the youngster most easily operated upon to be 
directly under the forearm where the skin is free from hair. 
We would use the freshest of vaccine virus, which can be 
readily purchased at ten to fifteen cents per pint from any re- 
liable dispensing (druggist. 

In the came article we read that '' M. Toussaint has direct- 
ed his attention to the extension of these experiments to 
other avimals, especially to sheep, with the belief that they 
muy be protected froin the Invasion of certain forms of ma- 
lignant maladies which annually carry off victims innumera- 
ble among the horned beasts in various parts of Europe.” 

Your correspondent will be having access to a large list, of 
medical journals which give interesting accounts of experi- 
ments on dogs and articles of value to the kennel man will be 
incorporated in my weekly letter. 
An important test bas been nade asto the virtue of Lie- 

beg's extract of heef os 4 nutriment. Beef extract being often 
advised in the reaving of puppies, it may be well to give the 
article on the subject to your r¢aders. 

The London Lancet says: ‘It has been proved that dogs 
fed exclusively upon Liebeg’s extvact were found to die soon- 
er than those not fed at all. This lias been accounted for as 
due to the deleterious infinence of the potash salis of the ex- 
tract; Tor although these are indispensable to the economy, a 
large dose of them is injurious in the absence of the food 
whose melabolism it is their office to direct.” The food here 
referred to is the al)mmen and fabrine of flesh wantingin Lie- 
beg's extract, by his uwn confession; in fact, all simple ex- 
iracts of beef are flavors of beef only, in no sense nutritious, 
and are valuable as stitiulants but not food, the entire 

| nourishing properties being in the albumen and Gbric or in- 
soluble portions. 

Referring again before closing my letter to the vaccination 
of puppies a8 a preventive or jo cause 4 wodification of yio- 
lence in the attack, I would advise, after the skin had been 
abraded with ‘he ivory point on which the virus has been | that is attributable, T think, to tle abundance of birds 

[Deozmpar 9, 1880, 

spread, and the matter had been well rubbed into the par’ 
that 1 smull piece of court plaster be placed over it as is don 
with jhe human patient, Care should be taken, however 
that blood is not drawn, as there is danger of its How wa 
ing away the virus and not taking it inio the circulation, an 
thus preventing ‘a good take.’” We should try the experi- 
metil a8 soon as the puppy was weaned—certainly before his 
second teeth were visible. 
We are now having winter in eatnest, with every proba. 

bility of a severe and prolonged one before us, with plenty 
of snow. So there is more need, Mr. Hditor, that you con: 
tinue to agitate and call the attention of (he sportsmen of th 
couniry to the necesstiy of perfect protection tor game birds 
and to freely exchamie their views on the subject, as is ine 
yiied in the columns of your journal last week, 

Mlustrative of what can he done hy systematic effort, not 
the result of the labors of the West Jersey Gume Protectivyi 
Association. 

_ Thave been reading with much interest the papers on nat. 
ural history in Foresr anp SneeaM. In ntimber three, un 
der head of **Our Water-Fowl,” the writer states the sno 
coose CAnser hypertarus) is Jess abundant on the Atlanti 
coast than further westward. This we know to he the case, 
but we would like to mention as an incident in the change of 
migrations of birds, that for the past three years larve {locks 
of the fowl mentioned have made their appearance in Dela- 
ware Bay, below Bombay Hook, The first season of their 
arrival none of the local gunners knew whut they were no 
were they at all molested for two or three weeks, until two 
Philadelphia duckers—Johu MecCullum and John Brown 
who were down the bay, came across them. Many were shiot 
and sent to the city to be sold for what they would bring, 
McCullum and Brown being unacquainted with the bird, they 
were offered for salefor a trifling sum und ihe wise ones 
readily and eagerly purchased them, for they are ofall water 
fow! the most delicious. They have again appeared in Dela 
ware Buy, but notin such great quantities, These are th 
larger birds (/Zypertarus), not the smaller variety (Albutus), 
The writer, in 1875, killed three about twelve mile§ fren 
Valparaiso, Ind., while snipe-shooting, a pander and two 
geese, one of the lutter, having a wounded and festered leg; 
had evidently sought the upland pond, where they were 
found, for rest, leading the other two with it. Homo, 
er 

HOW THEY DO IT IN ARKANSAS. 

: Bairmorn, Novy, 26. 
HERE are doubtless inany of your readers who are nop 
acquainted with a method used in the South—and pro 

ably other portions of the States—by pot-hunters for Capture 
ing the persecuted little quail; and for the enlightenment, © 
these I will deseribe the jnodux operandi, prefacing the de 
scription with the hope that although they may hereafter be 
acquainted with the manner, they will, not one of them, make 
nse of their information. It is merely for their general knowl- 
edge, 10t instruction. 

The *Squire was the only one in the village who practice 
netting, and was very fond of if. Often was he seen astride 
his gray nag, with his net slung from the horn of his saddle 
bound on @ pot-hunting expedition azamst Boh White. ‘The 
‘Squire was one-levged, but rather active if he chosa to be 
which was rather seldom, a8 he was lazy; lie was poor, he had 
a wife and tive small children to feed, but forall that I hard: 
think the means were justified. IT had never seen how it wae 
done, and once accompanied bin, 
As quail were plentiful in that region, we had hardly pro- 

ceeded above a quarter of a mile through lle woads era we 
fiushed 8 bevy. Marking them down about a hundred yards 
off, undera bush, the "Squire selected a plave about thirty cr 
forty yards distant from the birds, dismounted and set the 
uet, which was composed of twine, the meshes being about 
one inch and consisted of a barrel ten feet long, the opening” 
being fifteen inches in diameter, tapering to a point uf the 
other end, The opening had stukes on each side, which were 
stuck into the ground and the barrel drawn out its full length 
and staked at the pojut, thin wooden rings preventing the 
net from collapsing. Wings twelve feet in Jengih, of the 
samt material, about fifteen inches in width, were then staked 
obliquely from each side of the opening, forming a figurelik 
the letter Y. This was done with a quickness denoting prae- 
tice, Then remounting, after posting me at a sulficient, dis- 
tance not to frighten the birds, but near enough to witness 
everything, he made a detour, and coming toward the bird! 
on the opposite side from the net, so slowly as nol to make 
them tike wing, he started them from the cover where the 
had lit. Slowly he advanced, whenever the birds abbeurcd 
inclined to scatter, he stopped altogether. Now a little on on 
side to steer them, now on the other, he gradually drove them 
into the oulspread wings well bunched. Runuing along, they 
came to the opening, and of course entered. AS {he last oO! 
the birds entered, the Squire quickly dismomited and run 
ning up drew the stakes at the opening, imprisoning the en. 
tire bevy, which one by one niet an ignominious death by the 
applicatiou of the Squire’s thumb to their skulls. Fourteen 
quail were thns killed. TI tried hard to get him 10 set at least 
one pair free, that a chance might remain tor a next years 
brood, bul was unsuccessful; le wantecl them for his young 
‘uns. | was my first and last participation ii this kind of 
bird-killing. 

‘There is, or was, no guine Jaw In that State—Arkausa: 
protecting quail During the season the ‘Squire probably 
killed more quail in this manner than J did with shot-cun, 
the net frequently nat leaving a single bird of the bevy. Di 
the Long Islanders do the same? PREDERION. — 

——$<$<——-¢-— _ _._ 

DOWN IN SOUTH MISSISSIPPI. 

Woopvinre, Wilkinson, Co., Miss., Nov. 28. 
io SEE in your department of Ganje Bag and Gun sport- 

ing notes from all parts of the country except ibis. T 
thought perhaps your readers would like to know how things 
are done with gun and dog away down in South Mississippi, 
Tn the way of sanie we have the quail, turkey, wild fox anud_ 
a few deer out herein the hills, though twenty miles from 
here, in the swamp lands, dear are quite plentiful. The abov 
list comprise what we consider game, Besides that we he 
innuinerable quantities of rabbits, squirrels, coons, ete 
Quail (or, as they are more commonly called here, partridge) 
shooting is our principal sport: jn this imojediate section, 
Our dogs are altogether pointers and principally native sto 
though they havé lio long pedigree attached to their nani 
Yet, I fancy, tor the work we Have them for they would b 
able to hold their own with the best ‘blue blaods" of 
North and West, Ow: dos have one very serious objection 
however: yery iew of them are thoroughly broken, thou 
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the way we huntthem, We hunt together on horseback 
until the dogs finda covey. We then dismount and fire into 
them, We then work up the single birds as long as we can 
find them. After th-y are too badly scattered we mount our 
horses and hunt for another coyey, and so on throughout the 
hunt. Itissuch an easy matter to find new coveys that we 
donot work up the scattered birds anything like as thoroughly 
as our Northern brethren do. Our dogs generally run in and 
get the dead birds as soon as the gun fires, consequently a 
greal many birds are flushed. It is a common thing to tind 
ten or fifteen coveys of quail in halfa day’s hunt. It is only 
within the last two or three years that Mississippi has had 4 
game law, and considering the fact that we have never been 
accustomed to much resiraint of that kind the game law is 
very well observed. The closé season for quail and turkey 
is from April 1 to September 15, deer from May 1 to Sep- 
tember 15. 

Although this is such an out-of-the-way place that we can 
scarcely ever hope to have woy of our Northern brethren 
partake of our hospitalities or share with us our field sports, 
yet | will say to them that if any should ever stray down 
thus far J will assure them a hearty and cordial welcome, 
and that they will receive all the courtesy and attention that 
the circninstanees of our people will admit of. And I will 
further assure them that we aré nothing like as bad down 
liere a8 our stalwart Republican friends would have the 
country believe, und though some of us are pretty handy 
with the shot-cun yet we rarely ever use anything larger than 
No. 8 shot. 

Well, Mr. Editor, if this should prove of any interest to 
your paper, you may possibly hear from me again at some 
future time. J. A. R 

(| 

SQUIRREL-SHOOTING. 

Mirritintown, Pa., Dec. 2. 
HY is it that in your paper so little is said about squir- 
rél-hunting? Certainly the sport is exciting and while 

possibly not to be ranked with grouse and quail-hunting, it 
nevertheless requires a good shot to bring down a squirrel 
when running at the top of his speed through the leafy 
branches of the trees, when ‘now you see him and now you 
don’t” follow in such quick succession. Did you ever stand 
at the corner of a field and attempt to shoot # red squirrel 
running on a2 worm fence? If you haye not, try it, and then 
suy if it requires no skill to shoot squirrels. There are cer- 
tainly some of your many readers that are fond of this sport 
aud who could octasionully say something in the Forusr axp 
Srream in itsfavor. To introduce the subject I will give 
you my experience with an old fox-squirrel Me and I had 
known each other for three years—that is, we were acquainted 
at long range. I knew where he harbored and he knew f 
knew it, and whenever I could make it convenient [ called on 
him, but he invariably closed the door in my face, It hap- 
pened, however, that he was out one day and I called in his 
absence. As he was on his way home he discovered that I 
“held the fort.” He at once resorted to strategy. About 
seventy-five yards from his harbor stood a large oak; when 
he reached it he took up his position and I went round and 
round that tree—I was going to say one thousand times, but 
I'll come down one. 1 threw stones to the opposite side, 
flung my lat, shook bushes and did everything to frighten 
him, but he persisted in siaying on the opposite side of the 
tree. He knew if he left it he would never reach home, and 
I knew if he remained where he was I wasoutwitted. After 
spending over an hour in endeayoring to get a shot at him, 
an idea penetrated my cranium. I bethought me of a fishing 
line I had in my hunting-coat. To pull off my coat, hang it 
on a bush, place my hat on top, tie the line to the bush and 
unreel sutlicient to allow me to get to the opposite side of the 
tree to my improvised hunter required but a short time. Qiy- 
ing my line a quick pull and instantly throwing my gun io 
my shoulder I had the satisfaction of seeing him whisk 
around to my side. He did not whisk back. 

BaNCHO Panza, 
——————— 

AN AFTER ECHO, 

Perro, Ontario. 
adttor Forest and Stream: 

Enclosed pleuse find #4, renewal of my subscription for 
Forgsr anp Stream. The Fores anp STREAM’s exposé of 
the Dittmar powder is complete and crushing. The man 
who worked up the case either is, or ought to be, a lawyer, I 
8 iould say. 

T don’t think that a ‘Dittmar Powder Co.” (No, 24,286), 
placing a label on the bottom of each can, two on each side, 
a seal on each cover, and a duplex patent safety plug in the 
nozzle, could revive it. 

If any man, after reading the able article in Forrest anp 
Srream, uses Dittmar powder he will have to thank inborn 
miulishness for his poor bag one day. and his burst gun (with 
accompaniments) the next. 

Most sportsmen have experimented with Dittmar powder : 
many had already givenit up; many more, in consequence 
of your article, have given it up, or will give it up in the 
immediate future. 

Dittmar powder is practically dead, and sportsmen who 
were using it, or were going to use it, are deeply indebted to 
the Pures? AyD Stream for giving the diabolical compound 
its death blow. 

The scientific prelude to the Dittmar article was very 
happily thought of; something of the sori was no doubt 
necessary for a considerable class of readers. H. AF. 

$a 

A Tranxservine Huxr—Batavia, Ml, Nov. 29.—Among 
the most vivid of my boyhood recollections ure the shooting 
matches that used to take place in my native village in New 
Jersey, on Thanksgiving Day. I remember well how my 
boyish enthusiasm would rise to 4 white heat on those occa- 
sions. I remember too how, during ohe of these inatches at 
Bound Brook, on the low land siretching from the New Jer- 
sey Central R. B., to the Raritan River, the contest was 
broucht to asad and sudden close by the bursting of a 
which e¢fiectually severed a man's hand from his forearm. I 
find that eS and hunting are popular pastimes 
for sportsmen in Mlinois on Thanksgiving Day. A number 
of gentlemen in our village combined the two sports on Inst 
Thursday ina rather novel manner. They came together 
aud chose sides, tossing up J suppose for the first choice as 
they used to do when we were boys for an old fashioned 
game of base ball. They then sallied forth in every direction 
gach to his favorite hunting grounds, with the understanding 
that the side that bagged the least game should pay fora 
good Thanksgiving supper, At night all hands returned to 

the village with an aggreyated score of eighty-six rabbits, 
three quails, three partridges and two ducks. True to the 
agreement the losing side provided a first class supper, of 
which all partook with a keen relish after their hard day’s 
tramp. Hr, 

Trxas—/ndianolu, Noe. 18.—For the pxst two days have 
had the coldest snap | have ever seen thus early for years. 
Large flocks of swan, geese and ducks have been passing 
over town. Jacksnipe yery plenty in the marshes around 
fown. From your answers to my queries I suppose my gun 
must be excessively choked. The gun isa ‘‘Scott,” bought 
by me from Messrs. Head & Son, Boston, and the patterns 
sent with the gun are 263 R, H. and 272 L. H. barrel, No. 8 
shot, 30 in. cirele, 40 yards. Haye shot her at the bottom ofa 
common soup box, 100 strides, and stuck twelye No. 6 shotin 
the box go they would have to be picked out with a knife, 
four drs. powder, 13 shot. No. 4 shot, same disiance, struck 
it with five pellets, one of which went clean through. Do 
you think this a good record? Can I do anything to improve 
the gun for general shooting? There are spots inside the 
barrels which I cannot remove by the ordinary mode of clean- 
ing, although I try very lard. They can’t rust, as I take 
great pains to keep my gun very clean. Is it lead? and what 
would you advise to remove them? Gun is almost new, has 
been shot only this season. m AL 

The spots, if they are situply the so-called lead, can prob- 

ably be removed by a wire brush with kerosene. We would 
not risk changing the gun, 

Seoorwe FROM ‘TRexs—T'eul, Me., Nov 23.1 notice 
in your paper various opinions in regard to ruifed 
grouse treeminm In several years experience hunting 
this bird I have found that with the right kind of 
i dog {hat fully one-half of the birds found will tree. 
The dog used was a Blenheim spaniel. Ihave shot as many 
is five from one tree. Canada was the shooting ground, In 
that part of the world we do not have quail nor pinnated 
grouse, and 1 good partridge dog is very valuable;.T had 
one. J brought the dog to this country with me, and found 
the habits of the bird the same. In one instance the dog kept 
one in a tree while I went at least a quarter of a mile for my 
gun. The birds are not plenty here, but habits the same as 
in the North. Can if desired send you an occasional note in 
referenve to sporting resorts in the central part of Canada, 
also some hints about wild rice and fishing. H. 

We shall be much pleased to receive the notes. 

Cativoxsia Srare Assocrarion.—The California Btate 
Sportsmen’s Association lave adopted a constitution which 
sets forth that the object of the association is; The preser- 
vation of tame and fish; protecting the same by legal means; 
influencing, 4s far as practicable, the enactment of such ad- 
ditional laws and ordinances 4s may be found necessary to 
accomplish that end; to enforce those laws; to bring to and 
stock our State with the different varieties of fish and game 
birds; to encourage and advance the interest taken in field 
sports, and generally to attend to and guard such miatiers 
therewith connected as may be of benefit to the sportsmen of 
California. The Association has the following membership : 
Grass Valley Sportsmen’s Club, Pajaro Valley Sportsmen’s 
Club, Oakland Pigeon Shooting Club, Oakland Gun Club, 
San Francisco Sportsmen's Club, Stockton Gun Club, O'Neill 
Gun Club and the Calusa Shooting: Club, 

Nesraska—Worth Platte, Neb., Nov. 30.—Well, the boys 
are having lots of sport uow. There have not been as many 
deer or elk killed for years. M. J. Cohn’s man killed two 
mountain lions between here and old Fort McPherson. We 
had a grand Thanksgiving shoot in this city—glass balls, 
pigeons and turkeys. Dillon, Baker and Bradley did the best 
shooting at balls and pigeons, getting their balls and birds 
every time. David Perry, C. Grome, Bradley and Baker left 
all the rest on the turkeys. We have as good material here 
for a rifle club as there isin this country. R. Watis anda 
party of friends are up on the Dismal River hunting now, 
having a good time. Jimmy Canon, the old Government 
scout, 18 trapping this winter. M. - 

Tennessrr—Savannah, Nov. 27.—Owing to heavy rains 
bird-shooting has been very poor this month. Quail are not 
to be found in their wonted haunts and are supposed to have 
taken to the woods and thickets for shelter. ‘The late cold 
snap brought in the ducks and geese at an earlier date than 
usual snd some good bags have been made. While out after 
quail on the afternoon of Thanksgiving Day I found a small 
“tmch” of mallards in the creek Mace oe in two shots, bag- 
ging four, three of them large drakes, The change in the 
day of publication of your paper suits me exactly, as I now 
get that most interesting journal on Saturday night—a most 
pleasant close to a bard week’s work. ILL. 

Rurrep Grousre—Boston, Mavss., Dec. 4.—L notice in this 
weck’s issue the weights of ruffed grouse, which I call par- 
tridge. In October, 1878, Mr. O. H. Davenport and myself 
were gunning in Templeton in this State. Mr. Duyenport 
killed a partridge which weighed twenty-eight ounces, and I 
shot znd killed an old cock which weighed thirty ounces. 
These were two of the heaviest birds of the kind that have 
éver seen in Massachusetts. H, 8. 

Ty 1s sux Car.—A private letter from Mr. 8. V. R. Bray- 
ton, one of the newly-appointed Game Protectors of the State 
of New York, says that the great enemy of the ruffed grouse 
is the cat and that its depredations in Albany County exceed 
that of all the other enemies combined. As there isno bounty 
offered for these small tigers we hope ihat all good sports- 
men will regard it as a matter of duty to shoot every cat 
found in the fields or woods. By all means shoot the cat. 

Sexp us His Name—Greenpoint, Nov. 25,—Lditer Forest 
and Stream: J heard of a case where a man laid poison on 
his sroutid for the purpose of stopping gunners from hunting 
on his grounds. Two hounds were poisoned there last week 
and died within fifteen minutes. This happened on Great 
Neck, L. I, Wiil you please inform ine if this cannot be 
stopped? GREENPOINT, 

Ruoveg Isranp—WVeroport, Dex, 4.—lLast week Isaac Chase 
brought into town four woodcock that he shot on our island. 
He says ployer and woodcocdk shooting has heen the best this 
seasun for a number of years. Grant Lafarge shot a Florida 
galina at the pond. If was ih fine condition and has been 
wounded. The bird is seldom found so far North, F 

Bia Buacok Bass.—A black bass of six and a quarter 
ounds was taken from Oswego Lake (N. Y.) by Mr. Justus 
‘otter, of Cooperstown, one daylast month. The people who 

have done so much toward stocking this beautiful sheet of 
water until it is fairly swarming with fish sare about making 
it warmfor poachers. 

— 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

YacuMsMeEN AT tHE Scorr.—Port Morris, Nov, 26.—The Knick- 
erbocker Gun Club is composed of the members of the Knicker- 

bocker Yacht Club interested in shooting, and seryes to keep the 

members ot the yacht club together during the winter months, 

Our club house at Port Morris is open the year through, and we 

ave pleased to welcome visitors at all times. At the meeting of 
the Gun Club, held Noy. 16, the following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year: President, Geo. KR, Hobby; Secretary, Alfred 
Varian; Treasurer, Wm. Potter, Jr. 

The glass ball match for the gun club medal was a handicap 
match, rotary trap used. 
TON Jacques. ......:-.25 yards,.:.-. -I101101110111141 1-42 
W Potter, Jr a = ot ADD ee 11 
dV Seaman 18 1060011100101111—9 
A Steinke... 235 -101001101011010—8 
4 E Miller.. 18 OOT00TOO0110000I1—5 
£ P Mowton.. sat 1S -s---: UVO0T000TOIOIODO10—-4 
GR Hobby .....-... 18 ------ 1LLT0T00000000000—8 
D F Caughian,........26 eles VLOGCHO0100000000—4 
WAP UIGOI STs aesesseeo || eseeeyat OUO1610W 
REE Miller. on ccess TSR Patera oooo WwW 

Jacques therefore wins the medal and the first extya prize, 
Potter receiying second prize, 

At the conchision of the glass ball match the shooters and their 

friends adjourned to the club house and enjoyed a good turkey 

dinner, At2», mM, the pigeon shooters were called to their marks. 

This was also a handicap match, 5 birds being shot at. ive traps, 

5 yards apart, 80 yards boundary, The following is the score ; 
W Potter, Jr 25 yards... le Lest 
TN Jacques 0 i wb lay Tea 
F B Chedsey 111 0-—¢ 
JV Seaman. . Qo 2 1 Ia 
AA PreneW. 2... stad 30 10 0 1—3 
ArSt@iKe. 05s .es28 ile. 5, po ABABA BRA eee Lt 0°13 5 
DCAD ANE ea bi sieyeaene | ns da aed See 0 0 0 1-2 
WOR NICONIS Sica tags ad ers aco 00 0 1-8 
ASH NTMAGIic eect steers en inet mle Pi nee 0 11 0-2 
TT Nixon... the +228 0 0 1 0-1 
GR Hobby...., RO alele hc Balok o Slee es 0 0 0 O96 

Two prizes were offered in each match in addition to the medal. 
No man to receive more than one extra and prize during the day, 
The tie between Jacques and Potter was shot off at three birds, 
Potter killing his three straight, Jacques twe. Neither of these 
gentlemén were entitled to the prizes, haying won first and second 

prizes in the glass ball match. Mr. Chedsey therefore received 
the first prize. Messrs, French, Seaman and Steinke then shot off 

the tie for the second prize, Seaman killed his three birds, win- 
ning the prize. French killed 2, Steinke 0, 

WASHINGTON Gun Cuus.—brooklyn, . D., Nov. 30.—Score of 

the first practice shoot, under the N. Y. State rules, for two prizes— 

one silver ice pitcher, one set fine curyers. Object—To add to the 

aiuking fund; to aid in defraying expenses for the next State 

tournament. The weather being stormy the attendance was yery 

small, only thirteen members coming to the seore. Mr, Metcalfe 

won the first prize, and Mir. B. N. Watts won the second for H, 
Miller. 

First match, 25 yards : 

LONI ICT HAMI g oye hee -tab dos decls nop ec ayer see hd AS Woh al oh ai) eet 
CH PULTTUSIOW. 1. a deeds acces a (8 al ty sh Sr Gee 
RE RECk ses wens ch Econ dea nana a ak 0O0O421121 4 15 
K. B, Rittenhouse. L O00 0.0 1 T= 
Bb. N. Watts UT meh ee Hik 5 
A. Metcalfe. pes toew a1 3 We 5, 
J. Cotter, tor H. Kornany 2 Ps Oe 
H. Carrick, for Mr, Bouer. a 0.0 a pe 
GHEAMIOLUSUCLS- sua. Fie duldces ab debi lecliclitdaoniaa 02 01 1% 18 
H. Carrick ......... ROSAS abate Ea ho sh ote Et wb hy a re eee 
J. Cotter, for Mr, De Oo 0 03 1 1 O— 
J. Evans Oo a (i Nis a: Us =} 
H. Hedeman.......... ida id 1 7 0-6 
WirbureObbeliny <a semi tite basin iin deren. shh nite gua Ost EO" ards 
Sécond match ; 

A SCOP Ie ae eee EP be hs fee acto her el. 0 QU cli eghee te panes 
UB ts od hijee ea Re, a the tits wile (Leal ET 
Re HATPCHUOUSG. o 20 ab meus tua tas tee neeuees ae ae Wawel Gh Bice A, 
H. Altenbrand,......-.:. Ts ESS bee SSE Sore OWL iL ie ip 
BPP IC NEOEEAME yc) y dbs icledcns cies niet eleuibete ds adie al dt 0 tO Ss 
H, Hedeman AoW. 30) 10548 Ae oT eia6 
J. Cotter, for H. Kornan al ?ti-i- @ We 
Baws Watterson, clipe ares s D0 Neb 7 as 
H, Hedeman, for if. Kornan RUE PRT Ti eke 
B. N. Watts, for H, Miller... ot PL 1 tod SS 
J. Cotter, for H. Altenbrand... sb 1 Of 0! to v= 

Nothing puriges and enriches the blood and destroys all poisons 
in the system like Hop Bitters. 

Che Fennel. 

FIXTUR ES. 

[Western Penna. Poultry Association Bench Show, January 17, 
1sand 19, at Pittsburgh, Pa, Charles Lincoln, Supt. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

Wepwnespay, Droumser 1, 

5) Piss snow, which had commenced falling on Tuesday 
evening, changed into a dripping rain early in the morn- 

ing, 80 that when we rose betimes and looked across the bay 
Robin’s Island was shrouded in afog. ‘There was a disposi- 
tion on the part of some to brave the storm, but wiser coun- 
sels prevailed and the dogs were given a full feed and stoves 
were hugged throughout the day. 

Tuurspay, DECEMBER 2. 

The morning opened rough, with the wind blowing a gule 
from the northwest—auything but a day ou which to test the 
scenting qualities of dogs. Anu early start was made across 
the bay, at 8 o'clock, and another judge, Dr. J. C. Monroe, 
of Brooklyn, N. Y., was added to the trio which had acted 
in the Nursery and Puppy Stakes, and Mr. George T. Leach, 
of New York City, was appointed Referee. Treasurer Mall, 
tle official scorer, with 4 view to signaling the decision of 
the judges from time to time. had armed himself with a red 
and a blue flag, the waving of the former intending to denote 
a demerit and the waving of the latter a merit, but as no 
méans had been provided for specifying which dog in the 



—— 

Iwace was under discussion, the spectators, held in check 
seventy-five yards behind by the field stewards, were not en- 
lighLoned to any remarkable extent, but viewed the perform. 
mice 1s one hidden in deep mystery. 

Avtiying at the island, overeonts were stowed away in the 
house near the landing and the contestants called toeether 
and qddfessed on the part of the judges by Dr. Rawlings 
Young, who tersely said: ‘“‘ Gentlemen, the judges in these 
trials propose to do their best in rendering their decisions, 
Which shall be based upon the rules and upon their best judg- 
ment.” 

All-aved stakes open to all seftera and pointers, limited to fifty 
futries. Firet prize, $200; second prize, $100; third prize, $50 ; 
fourth prize, F225, Entrance fee, 225, Forfwit, $15. Closed with 
27 ominationk. 

Hutrics—P. H Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black, white and tan sot- 
ter dog Gladstone (Dsn—Petrel) four and a half years. 
lH. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black and white setter bitch Peep 

vo Day (Gladstone-C lip) twenty months. 
©. Dabois Wagstatf, Babylon, L. L, lemon and white pointer dog 

Lord Dulferin (Goldens Dash-Howson’s Fan), two and a halt 
veurs, : 
' Westminster Kennel Club, N. Y., lemon and white pointer dog 
Sensation (Jim-Nell), six and a half years, 

Nowton Harle, Proyidenea, R. 1, black setter bitch Smut (Pete— 
Queen Bess), four and a half years. 

Horace 8. Bloodgood, Providence, R. J., black and white setter 
dog Nut (Kent—Mott), three and a half years. 

Dr, 8. Tleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. ¥., binck, white and tan setter 
bitth Maida (Dick-Clio), three and a half years old. 

Dr. 5. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. ¥., black and tan setter dog 
Pved (| Gryar’s Grouse—Fisher’s Balle), four years. 

De. 8 Fleet Spier, Brooklyn, N. Y., black and white ticked setter 
biteh Lizzte Lee (Drmd—Millie), twenty months. 

Dy. &. Fleut Spier, Brooklyn, N. Y., black white and tan setter 
doy St. Elmo, (Pride of the Border—Jessie) four years. 

J, C, Hivgins, Delaware City, Del., black and white setter dog 
Doshing Monarch (Dash I1,—Conntess Moll), two years. 

W, H. Thayer, Bristol, R. I, liver with white breast pointer dog 
Trim (Strong's Pete-Day's Nellie), two years. 

©, 5. Lincoln, Warren, Mass., orange Belton setter dog Afton 
(Rock-lora I1.), four and a quarter years. 

Tr. H. F. Aten, Brooklyn, N. Y., black, tan and white setter dog 
Glen (Dash—Belle), six and a half years, 

H. W. Gauss, Wilmington, Del., lemon and white setter dog 
Warwick (Leicester—Petrel), two and a half years. 
Wm. Stanley, Buglewood, N. J.. black and tan setter bitch Belle 

(Fack—Willamson and Lawaons bitch), five and a half years. 
J. 0. Donner, New York City, white and lemon ear setter bitch 

Bassin (Tanger TI.-Belle), two -yearr, 
A H, Moore, Philadelphia, liver and white pointer dog LaGuy 

(Ving-Jnno), tivo and a half years. ‘ 
A. H. Moore, Philadelphia, red Ivish setter dog Raleigh (Elcho- 

Nose), two and « quarter years. 
A. H, Moore, Philadelphia, blue Belton setter bite Lass 0° Gow- 

vie (Parts-Peml), three years. 
G. \7. Bassford, White Plains, N. ¥., white und black setter dog 

Lion Dike (Dasb—Flirt), five years. 
J. B. Goodwin, Norwich, Conn., orange and white setter dog 

Gronse-Dale (Grouse—Daisy Dale), two yours. , 
Hdimend Orgill, Brooklyn, N. Y., lemon and white pointer dog 

Tush (Wiake—Lilly), four and a half years, 
/, Tallman, Drownyille, R. I., black and white ticked setter 

hiteh Icubella, (Chester—Fannie IL.,) five years. 
H. W. Livinestone, New York City, white with liver eaxs setter 

do Rwy | Pridé of the Border—Dimity), four and a half years, 
A. &. Godeffroy, Guymard, N. Y¥., liver and white pointer dog 

OCrosteth (Bang-Jane), three years. 
§. D. Ripley, New York City, red setter dog Spy, (Duke—Belle), 

two aud a half years. 
‘Phe following was the result of the drawing : 
(sien against Dashing Monarch, 
jvon Duke against Isabella. 
Ray ngzuinst Spy. 
OW th aguinst Trim: 
Lizzie Lee avainst Sensation. 
Lars o° Gowrie against Peep o' Day. 
Lord Dniterin against Fred. 
Raleigh against Bessie. 
Warwiek aginst St. Simo 
Riish against LaGuy 
Sunt against Belle, 
Gladstone against Nat. 
Maids neainst Grouse Dale. 
Atjan, whye, 

First SERIES. 
Glen against Dashing Monareh. 

First Braoe.—It was quarter to nine o'clock when Dr. 
Aten's laraé black, tan and white setter dog Glen, the winner 
witht Ned of first io the braces, same trials, last year, handled 
liy Mr- Sidney Blydenburg, of Long Island, and Mr. Higgins’ 
hinck and white imported setter dog Dashing Monarch were 
cuat down for the first heat. Monarch is a very handsome 
and powerful dog and was handled by Mr. E. J. Martin, of 
Wilmington, Delaware. In crossing the hill-side of the old 
afubtde Monarch went lame in his near fore foot, having 
twisted it on the frozen ground. It appears that soon after 
his atrival liere last January his foot was bitten through, but 
since then it has not troubled him. In a moment, however, 
Monarch was himself again, and away he sped, showing 
grand style and pace, ea his companion somewhat in the 
rear, On the strip of buckwheat Glen winded along the 
fence, Entering the briar and bayberry-brush range, Glen 
showed up a trifle headstrong. I a briary hollow Glen 
pointed and Monarch, being called up, followed suit, not 
seeing lis dark-eoated competitor in the dense under- 
rush. The birds were not moved, although sub- 

Jen was sequently one of the spectators stirred them up, and 
given a false point, Monarch being called off, quartered tio 
the shore, and Glen began to potter, winding up with a false 
point, which Monarch backed in good form. Monarch got 

his blood up avd imcreased his speed. At the end of the 
seyub-oak strip near the shore a brace of birds was moved by 

Monu'ch flushing one and stopping at sound of wing, Glen 

packing. Blydenburg sent a charge of shot after the second 

pird, which Hushed as the dogs stopped. Monarch dropped 

jo shot and Glen to order, Monarch on being ordered on in- 
stantly pointed, wid Martin flushed bird and missed. Glen 

roaded und pointed along inner edge of bush and Monarch 

fucked. Both dogs roaded on and Monarch forged ahead. 

tien turned off sharply and secured an excellent point, and 
the bird was flushed, ‘Shifting positions again Monarch 

pointed a single bird, and Glen hacked, Martin moved bird 

and oniseed. Monarch remained on his point, but Glen at 

the shol moved in, and five birds were flushed. Each 

iandier killed, and Monarch was ordered fo retrieve. | He 

al once locatalind secured one bird, and on way back pointed 

the second wilh dead bird in his mouth. This he also picked 

np and carried il afew steps when he dropped it and deliv- 

ered (he other in style. Glen was sent for remaining bird, 

Which he relaieved with assistance of handler. The heat was 

qwirder to Dashing Monarch after the brace had been down 

qhivty minules. We consider that Monarch won with ease, 

4s he was far superior in style and nose. He handled himeelf 

ihroughout for the body scent and pointed with head well up. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Tron Duke against Tsabellis. 

Szconp Brace —Mr. Bassford’s black and white setter dog 
Tron Duke, handled by owner, and black and white setter 
bitch Isabella by Chester, out of Fannie 11. winner of first in 
puppy stakes af Memphis, 1876, and formerly owned by Mr. 
John Davidson, handled by Mr. W. Tallman, Drownville, 
R. I. The brace was slipped at 9:45. 4. m, on same range, and 
along the northeast shore Isabella was penalized with a false 
point, and Duke for failure to back. The bank was followed 
avound until the high ground was reached, when the brace 
was away to leeward of a briar hollov where some birds 
were heard calling. Isabella false pointed again, and again 
Duke refused to back. The judges then ordered the brace up 
after being down a quarter of an hour with decision reserved, 

Ray againat Spy. 

Turp Bracr.—At ten o'clock Mr. Livingston's white (with 
liver ears) setter dog Ray, handled by Mr: W. W-. Titus, of 
Centerport, L. I. (not Circleville aspreviously published), and 
Mr. Ripley's red Irish setter dog Spy by Duke, out of Belle, 
known on the bench as a wimer, and handled by Mr. O, B. 
Edwards, of Sag Harbor, L. I., were put down, As the 

| wind had increased in fury, a move was made for a more 
sheltered position at the south side of the island. On the 
way a bevy was flushed by spectators, Spy winding at the 
time. The birds topped the crest of the hill and were marked 
in some serub oaks. Then Spy half pointed, drew on 
and pointed, Ray failed to back and passed on and flushed 
several birds. Edwards shot and tnissed, and both dogs 
showed great unsteadiness. Spy further on winded and 
flushed, Dogs ordered up by judges without chance to range 
or retrieve after being ten minutes down, with Spy the win- 
ner, 

Crozteth against Trim. 
Fourth Brace.—Mr. Gedeffroy’s liver and white pointer 

dog Croxteth, handled by Philip Thurtle, and Dr, R. Day’s 
(Norwich, Conn.) small liver pointer Trim, handled by W. 
H. Thayer, of Bristol, R. J. The brace was pnt down at 
10:15 A. a. in a cornfield, and the rough, frozen sround was 
well beaten by both dogs. Wehad neyer seen Croxteth in 
better condition, which speaks well for Thurtle, who has had 
no end of tronble with him. He is a grand dog of the heavy 
hone sort, while Trim was of the light, wiry build. Croxteth 
led off with a draw obliquely across the field and pointed a 
game-cock on the edge of the brush. Trim hacked finely, 
huf moved on as the judges crowded him. For this perform- 
ance Croxteth was penalized with a false point and the back 
of Trim’s was not allowed, although he deserved it. A long 
sweep of grassy and brushy range was drawn blank, the beat 
unavoidably leading down wind, Trim flushed a woodcock, 
hut was not penalized, as it had been ayreed that the trials 
should only be run off on quail. The beach being reached, a 
detour was made along the shore to the extreme end of the 
island. Ona sheltered range of rolling ground, intersected 
with strips of cover and ending in several lurge, srassy flate, 
the brace was cast off again. Croxteth at onee winded and, 
with head well up in grand style, roaded fo a bevy, which 
flushed wild. Thurtle shot and missed and both dogs dropped 
to order. Croxteth, at edge of brush, pointed where a mo- 
ment before we had seen a bird flush wild. Trim backed and 
the big pointer was penalized for a false point, the judges not 
having seen the bird. Trim pointed where bevy struck, but 
left the scent, and Croxteth drew on forty yards on his belly 
and pointed like a rock, head up and stern down. Thurtle 
flushed and killed and Croxteth, on being ordered to retrieve, 
fook a few steps and pointed grandly on a new bird. The 
judges ordered Thurtle to take his dog off the point. He was 
pulled off und retrieved nicely. Tt was a grand exhibition of 
careful work, done in such good style as to catch the judges’ 
eyes. and Croxteth was proclaimed the winner after being 
down fifty-five minutes, out of which there were twenty-five 
of actual work. This by no means, however, should infer 
that Trim is not a good working dog. 

Sensation against Lizzie Les. 
Firte Brace.—In the same place on the grassy plain at 

11.15 ant, the Westminster Kennel Club made good their 
promise of showing that there was something more than 
looks in their stand-by, Sensation. The old fellow turned 
up drawn as fine as silk—perhaps too fine—and considerin 
ihe many hands through which he had passed, Mr. 8. T. 
Haminiond certainly showed him off to the best advantage. 
“Don,” as Sénsation is called in the field, was cértainly in 
Inck to be put down in thé centre of a scattered and well 
lying bevy, and there was much curiosity expressed by the 
large numbers of spectators to see how he would come ont. 
Among the number we noticed more than one who has for 
years been decrying Sensation simply because they have been 
inspired with that fallacious idea that because a dog is a win- 
ner on the bench he is good for nothing in the field. Ali 
(his shows the absurdity of expressing opinions derogatory 
about any dog before seeing him work. Jt was a lesson worth 
something, and we trust it will be remembered. Against fhe 
eld dog had been drawn e rattler in Dr. Speir’s Lizzie Lee, a 
remarkably handsome black and white ticked young setter 
bitch. She appeared with a record, haying won first prize 
at the late Nebraska Field Trials, where she obtained a score 
of 98 out of 100. Welhad the pleasure of meeting her late 
owner, Mr. George Waddington, of Geneva, Lowa, at Vin- 
cennes, and he expressed his opinion that she was a dog of 
unusually fine qualities. Lizzie Lee was handled by Mr. 
Jaifergon Cooper, of Blauveltsville, N. Y. Sensation hac 
not taken half a dozen steps forward before he threw his 
nose up and winded. Every eye was upon lim, and the spec- 
tators drew up within thirty yards. The scent was so hot 
that: it took the legs from under the old dog, aud he crawled 
on his belly roading where it was supposed the birds had just 
been where later on birds were moyed by the lookers on. He 
was called off, and at once pointed grandly. and Lizzie cir 
eled round between hin and the bird, failing both to back 
or wind, Hammond flushed a brace andkilled, and Sensation 
sent to retrieve, Which consisted in lifling and mouthing the 
bird. After ten minutes down Sensation was given the 

heat, which was vemarkably short and sweet—not lo 
Lizzie, however, who might haye had more of a 
chance. We shall never forget the ‘‘Ah!” that came 
up from the crowd as Sensation pointed, or how the West- 
minster Kennel Club stock went booming. Naturally we 
consider Sensation tohavethe grandest style we haye everscen 
in a pointer. His nose is as keen asa briar, and his moye- 
ments graceful in the extreme. He is a plucky one, too, for 
later on in other heats he never once shirked his duty or 
turned one inch from the briars. This is more than can be 
said for some of the setters that ran. If Sensation had been 
placed in proper hands in his early days he would have shown 
up in this hent simply to perfection. Tollowing immediately 
in the foot-prints of Croxteth, the old fellow had a good 
chance from his near position to keep his weather eye open 
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| as to what was going on, and in our heart we believe he 
turned it to good account, but this is the more to his credit, 
for it shows he is not lacking in intelligence. No comparison 
canbe drawn between Sensation and Croxteth, bocalse tley 
are of an entirely different fype. The latter isa srand, pow- 
erful, lusty dog, with strong action, a goer and a luster. He 
is tinder most excellent command and free from most faults 
that dog flesh is heir to. Those that were fortunate enough 
to see these two dogs, one following the other, will long re- 
member the pleasing sight. We were glad on our own ac- 
count the pointers did so well, for we predicted as long azo 
as last March that there was good stuff in Croxteth, whom 
we had seen do rood work at Guymard on quail; and later, 
from personal knowledge, we suggested that it woul he well 
fo se¢ Sensation first before decrying him. All the harm we 
wish those that have spoken slightingly against the old dog 
is that they had been present and seen what we did. 

Lassi o Gowrle against Peep o Dey. 
Sixta Brace.— Mi. Moore's very handsome blue actter 

hitch Lass o’ Gowrie, handled by Mr. BE. 5. Wanmaker, of 
Ooolsprings, N. C., and Mr. Bryson’s black and white youns 
setter bitch Peep-o’ Day, handled by Mr, C, B. Whitford, 8t. 
Lonis, Mo. ‘The brace was turned down on the same range 
at half-past eleven 4, w., and Peep o’ Day at once pointed at 
edge of scrub bushes, As previously ordered, Sensation was 
called up to back, which le did magnificently, and then put 
on the chain. Lass then backed beautifully. Whitford killed 
and Peep ordered to retrieve, which she did indifferently: 
Turning back the brace was given an opportunity to show 
their goimg qualities. Both ranged and quartered su- 
perbly, #wnd showed up at this period of the 
heat as very evenly matched. Both dogs were very 
fast, but Lass o’ Gowrie showed the beststyle and form. Cir- 
cling round, Lass pinned a bird grandly while going at great 
speed and dropped on her point. Peep backed excellently. 
Bird flushed; not shot at on account of spectators. The work 
was first-class and was duly appreciated by all present. Lass 
half pointed in grass and roaded into the cover, where she 
dropped to point. Peep came up and failed to back. Spee- 
tators flushed two birds on coming up. Evidently the seent- 
ing in this sheltered position was excellent, but as theday ad- 
yanced and became warmer and the wind was again faced 
the dogs fell off considerably. The brace continued to do 
food work and as the beat was Jocated so that spectators 
could keep the dogs in sight the interest never flagzed. Lass 
dropped on half point where birds had been, Peep passed ler 
and also dropped to point. Lass instantly nioved up and 
backed, and this was repeated twice, the dogs roading: and 
changing their positions, but, strange to say, maintainines the 
came relative distance when either backed. The action of 
the dogs spoke volumes for the handlers. On top of ill Peep 
pointed where birds had just been moved and Lass backed 
instantaneously, sixty yards behind. A large range was 
drawn Wank and Peep began to fall off in pace, though not 
in ranging. Lass pointed in briar hollow and the judges were 
about to give her a false poinf when Wanmalcer declared 
point. Le stated that he could move the birds. Tass poaded 
on through briars, and up the far side the bevy finshed wild. 
She was allowed the point, but penalized for slight wnsteudi- 
ness when hirds rose. Lass, in bunch of briars, pointed, ancl 
Peep backed. Wanmaker flushed and killed, Lass dropped 
to wingand Peep to order and Lassretrieved perfectly. Luss 
pointed suddenly on slope beyond and Peep refused to back 
and birds were flushed. The brace was ordered up while 
judges compared their scores, and it resulted in (he race be- 
ing ordered down again. Peep flushed and this brouzht the 
judges together again, and Lads was given the heat after rmin- 
ning an hour and three-quarters. The storing was said to 
have heen very close, but Lass had shown herself .the supe- 
rior of Peep in training, being a much older deg, with more 
bottom and nose, and a much more useful cover doz, but no 
hold enough in the open ut times. Luss was broken by L. H. 
Smith, of Strathroy, Ont., and van af Nashville, 1878. She 
won 2d New York show, 1880. Tass is a beanty. 

Lord Dufferin against Ired. 

Szvenrit Bravs.—Mr. Wagstafi’s lemon and white pointer 
dog Lord Dufferin, handled by Mr. W. Tallman, and Dr. 
Speir's black and tan setter dog Fred, handled hy Mr. Fh. A. 
Height, Allaire, N. J., were the next brace. Fred Jed otf with 
the scent in his nose. He roaded along the fence by the strip 
of buckwheat turned out on the stubble and straichiened 
himself out and pointed stanchly—a point of the old-fashioned 
sort. Lord Dufferin caught the hot scent slong the fence 
and pointed. Weight flushed four birds and killed, Lord Duf- 
ferin dropped to shot and Fred to order, and a moment later 
retrieved properly, Thedogs haying the stubble field to cross 
showed good going quulitics, and at ten minutes of tivo 
o'clock the brace was ordered np, ahd the party adjowned to 
luncheon in the house. Resuming at half-past two the game 
brace was put down on hill side of the old stubble, the brace 
dividing honors as to pace and style. At edge of brush a 
bevy was moyed, which pitched into a briar patch in the 
bush, Fred on reaching there pointed and Dufferin failed try 
back and shared point. Tallman flushed a single bird which 
he failed to grass. Both doga retained point and hevy was 
then walkedup. Haight killed and both dogs dropped to or- 
der. Dufferin was sent to retrieve and pointed where scalter- 
ed birds had moved. Fred pushed past him failing to hack. 
Dufferin then retrieved and dogs were ordered up with 
Fred the winner after thirty-five minutes actual work. 
Hicurm Brace.—Mr. Moore's red Trish setter dog Raleigh, 

handled by E, S, Wanmaker, and Mr. Donner'’spretty white and 
Jemon setter bitch Bessie, handled by Theo. Predmore, 
Forked River, N. J. Raleigh was winner of second in All- 
aged stakes last year in same mecting, being then owned by 
Dr. Wi. Jarvis, of Claremont, N. H., and handled by same 
trainer, and Bessie won second in puppy stakes last year 
in same meeting. The brace were pnt down in same place 
on the scattered bevy. Bessie is a lovely medium sized 
bitch, and the smartest we had yet seen, but she wants finish- 
ing touches to her education. She seemed a bit tender in her 
going, hut it came from being over careful. Raleigh went 
stronger, and if was generally supposed he had an easy 
walkover, but he was decidedly off, having heen suffering 
from rheumatism all autumn, and recently increased Dy 
plunging into a cold spring. In briar hollow Bessie winded; 
showing @ delicate nose, and further on on hill sideagain drew 
and pointed. Predmorethen managed to et her a fulse point, 
which later of was withdrawn. 4s birds were Hushed. Ru- 
leigh in splendid style roaded and pointed, and Bessie backed. 
The birds were evidently minning: Raleigh continued to road; 
Bessie passed him and pointed, and judges walked up the 
bird. Again Bessie poimted and her handler injudiciously 
failed fo call the attention of the judges, and flushed bird. 
Raleigh pointed, a bird was flushed and killed, the dog drop- 
ping to shot and the bitch to wing. Raleigh retrieved care- 
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fessly. Both dogs warmed to their worl, and Bessie showed 
herself to bea sharp working, busy little animal. Raleigh 
going down wind flushed ay Bessie on crown of hill 
ropped to point, got upand roaded. Raleigh, a jealous 

worker crowded her and a brace of birds was flushed by 
handler off to one side, That Bessie might show ler quali- 
fies 18 & retriever, a dead bird was thrown up and a gun dis- 
charged, She dropped to shot, and retrieved the bird down 
wind very prettily. The leat went to Bessie at 3:35 Pr. x, 
afler Hiving down within ten niinntes of the hour. 

Warrick against St, Elmo, 
Nisvit GrAok.—Mr. Gause's lemon and white setter dog 

Warwick, handled by Mr. HN, J. Mavtin, who handled Dash- 
ine Monarch, and Dp. Speir’s black and white setter dog St. 
EBimo, handled ly Mr. Jefferson Cooper, of Blauveltsville, 
WN. Y_ St. Bimo, besides being awell-known bench winner, has 
woninthefield at Hampton, Towa, 1877, at Robin’s Island, third 
in All-ayed stalces lust year, and second at the Nebraska trials 
fast nulunin, having at the last-named place a score of 804 
out of 100. The cast of! was in the brush, and as the brace 
started sway there was little to choose between the two, 80 
‘evenly were the dogs matched. 6t. Elmo dropped to point 
in brush leap; Warwick backed instantaneously ; bird was 
flushed hy judges on coming up. Both does showed grand 
training and that they were at homein the cover. Busily 
they took their turns, and Warwick wade his score good by 
iinting and St, Blmo backed. A single bird was moved, 
bit Hot Shot at. In open pasture hoth dors moved and quar- 
tered finely, At edze of brush St. Elino dropped to point, 
Hot away and roaded, Warwick backed. §t, Elmo continued 
roading, twisting and turning through the brush over the dry 
leaves, and making but little noise. Warwick followed each 
turn, Yoading also, passing through the brush over one hun- 
dred yards, St. Elmo on reaching the open brought up on 4 
dropping point, and Warwiels, close behind, backed, his head 
and tail wp, & beautiful piece of work for both dogs and the 
est roading of the trials. The bevy was flushed and a bird 
killed, both dogs dropping to shot. St. Elmo retrieved finely. 
The dead bird was then thrown ont. and gun discharged for 
the benefit of Warwick and he retrieved if to perfection, set- 
Wing up and holding bird up, as all dogs should be trained to 
fo. A few scattered birds dropped on the crown of the bill, 
anil there both dogs secured » point and half a dozen birds 
were moved. The heat was a hot one, the most evenly con- 
tested one of the tials, and ended without one single error 
for either dog. Jn hollow Warwick pointed in grand shape 
anda bird was moved, Again on hill-topin less time than 
Th takes to write both dogs pointed a single bird, a grand pic- 
fnre, ind on slope leading to a brashy gully St. Elmo pinned 
a bird, this time standing, and Warwick backed across him, 
both dogs being near enough to cover with a cloth. The 
hent, which was 2 nip and tuck one from the start, was then 
given to St, Elmo, who had little the best luck, snd was 
perhaps a shade quicker in his turns; but both dogs were 
Tathlers, and eannot be spoken of too highly for work done 
in this heat. The race lasted thirty-five minutes. 

Rush. against La. Gry. 

Tenta Brace.—Mr. Orgill’s lemon und white pointer dor 
‘Rush, handled by Ma, OrgilPs new kennel man, Charles A. 
Gladston, of Baltimore, Md, and Mr. Moore’s liver and 
white pointer dog La Guy, handled by E. 5. Wantnaker. 
The dogs were much of a kize and a remarkably fine-looking 
Drace, again showing the strange good fortune of the draw. 
Ta Guy st once began to show Rush the way and Rush took 
two looks at a long stretch of bull briars before he followed. 
Rush flushed bevy on opposite side of hollow and seemed al- 
jozether off. Wethen learned that not expecting to be run 
nntil the second day, and not being amonethe braces ordered 
‘over in the morning, he had been worked until noon and 
wives two feeds. Under these circumstances he should not, 
have been slowed to run. Rush false pointed and Guy 
backed, Rush moved on and Guy came alongside and both 
pointed. Both dogs were so much of a size and pointed so 
exactly alike that, looking broadside at one the other dog was 
eompletely hidden, for their taila were held up the same way, 
ot the same length, thickness and curve, and if was impossi- 
‘ble to see the one furthest off, although the dogs were several 
feet apart. As the north shore was reached the full force of 
the wind, which was blowing a gale, was felt, and Guy made 
‘an unfortunate flush. Gny then false pointed and Rush 
backed grandly, Guy pluckily took the briars and landed 
himself first in the stubble field, where he flushed & bevy, the 
birds lying on a bare spot. The bevy scattered alon> the 
shord if some Weeds gnd crass. Guy pointed in briars and 
Rush went in and flushed, thus extinguishing his chance for 
the day. The brace was ordered upafter being down twenty- 
five minutes, with decision reserved. 

As the tide was at ebb the little steam yacht could not 
make the landing and it was late before the party was con- 
yeyed on hoard by small boats and the welcome lights of 
Wew Suffolk were sighted. 

At the evening meeting of the club the following gentle. 
iien were proposed for niembership: 

Messrs. Benj. M. Earle, Providence, R. 1.; Newton Barle, 
Providence, R. L.; R. C. Cornell, New York; H, 8. Blood- 
yood, Providence, R. I.; Dr. §. Fleet Spier, Brooklyn, N-. 
a and Crump Ormsby, New Yorl City. 

Fripav, DecemMprr 8, 1880. 

The day opened as badly as if could for the running of the 
dogs, a terrific northwest pale swueping the island and freez- 
ing one to the marrow. The bay wus crossed betimes and 
the field taken st quarter past nine. 

Rush against. La Guy). 

Tenra Brace—Continued.—Rush and La Guy were again 
ordered down to finish their heat of the preceding evening. 
‘The road was taken to the south side of the island, that the 
dogs might be worked in u sheltered position out of the fury 
of the wind. On hillside beyond the last pully leading to 
the east shore-a bevy was flushed wild by the judges. Rush 
showed much beller going qualities than on the afternoon 
before and seemed awake to what was going on. Both dogs 
“worked jealously. On bankin serub-oaks La Guy pointed 
and Tush also winded af same moment and pointed and a 
single bird was flushed by the noise. La Guy dropped ta 
wing. Rush, furtheron, flushed a bird and the brace was 
ordered np at 10;05 ’.™., after being down fifty minutes, 
with La, Guy the winner. 

Smut against Belle, 

Eyrverrs Brack.—Mr. Harle’s sniall black setter bitch 
Smut, winher with Grouse Dale of second in braces, Robin's 
Tsiund, 1879, handled by T. M. Aldrich, of Providence, R.L., 
ind Mr. Stanley’s mediam-sized black and tan imported set- 
jer bitch Belle, winner of first in champion class, New York, 
1830, handled by Mr. C. C. Townsend, of Englewood, N. J, 

Belle started off a8 wild as a hawk and showed up as a very 
frees goer. The brace had been put down on same bevy on 
the dry leaves in brush along the shore Belle flushed a bird 
and chased, which was not seen by the judges; she then 
pointed finely in hollow and Smut refused to back; went in 
and took point. Townsend flushed and Belle ran in and 
chased. Smut, after being rolled over, dropped to order. 
The brace was ordered up, to be pul down later, at discretion 
of judges, Time of heat, ten minutes, 

Gladstone against Nit. 
Twerrrn BrAor.—Mr, Bryson’s well-known black, white 

and tan setter dog Gladstone, handled by C. B. Whitford, of 
St, Louis, Mo., and Mr, Bloodgood’s small black and white 
setter dog Nat, handled by T. M. Aldrich, Providence, R.1., 
wasthe next lrace, af 10:16 A.m. They had been appropriately 
termed by Mr. Aldrich as the giant and the midget. Gladstone 
was turned down in fine condition andis, beyond question, the 
best built dog for going that we ever saw. He swept off at 
i. terrific pace coursing yer hill and dale with tremendous 
strides, his style being simply perfect. To the astonishment 
of every one tiny Nat kept his little legs going to such good 
purpose that after being down five minutes a half a mile of 
the beat had been gone over and judges and spectators were 
alike left in the rear, and the little fellow was not a bad sec- 
ond. On went Gladstone at an air-splitting pace, now and 
again slightly checking to the wind and off again like a bird. 
At one word and hint from Whitford he would drop to a trot 
i) the brush and away again in the open. Nat was all busi- 
ness during this trying ordeal. When the highest groundhad 
been reached on the east shore, Nat pointed in a briar patch 
where birds haye been running. There was no one presentsave 
the two handlers, Judge Von Lengerke, who throughout kept 
well up with the dogs, and one or two others and ourself. 
Whitford called Gladstone up, and as he rounded the briars 
he caught sight of little Nat and hacked. Natwas ordered on, 
and quick as a wink Whitford, who was letting Gladstone go 
for all he was worth, circled him on ahead and in a moment 
he brought up standing in grand form forty yards away on 
the beyy which lay along a hillside, pointing them at fully 
twenty-five yards. Nat at once stopped roading and backed 
perfectly. Gladstone was awarded a point and Nat a back, 
who against any other dog and handler would have been in 
first, as he had undoubtedly been the first to find. ‘The bevy 
sprung wild, and Gladstone dropped to wing and Nat to or- 
der, On hill topthe bevy pitched, and Nat got there first 
and pointed in some briars where birds had struek and run 
down ina brushy hollow neara fence. A moment later, 
Whitford, who was in the hollow below, sent Gladstone up. 
On he came, going down wind at great pace; he had passed 
between the briars and the fence some fifteen yards when 
suddenly he whirled and came to 2 dropping point, with his 
head turned round toward the fence, and there he pointed 
like a rock, beyond question one of the finest points we ever 
saw or ever expect to see. The birds were moved along the 
fence in the brush thirty yards away. Ina hollow filled up 
with briars, through whieh led a narrow path, Glad- 
stone winded and pointed, went on and beat out 
tle opposite hill side, returned and in sare path pointed and 
Nat backed, and the bevy flushed very wild and topped the 
hill On hill top in bunch of briars Nat suddenly 
pointed, and Gladstone, who was a few fect back to one side, 
the next moment pointed a different bird, Three birds were 
moved, a brace in front of Nat and a single bird by Glad- 
stone. Whitford shot and missed; Nat dropped to wing, 
and Gladstone to order. It was then asserted that, Gladstone 
had been called off point a few minutes before in some place 
—Whitford supposing it to have been the place from where 
the bevy jumped. All this may be true, but we give Nat 
the full credit foran excellent findand greatstaunchness. Both 
dogs were scored a point by the judges, but Nat certainly 
had the best of it, Jfurther on ina bushy hollow Gladstone 
pointed, and Nat, twenty feet behind, backed splendidly. A 
bird was moved, and Whitford’s wing hroke it. On being 
sent to retrieve Gladstone passed the cripple several times, 
failing to locate if. Nat on being ordered to retrieve crawled 
up the steep bank and returned at once with the bird alive, 
an excellent piece of steady work Over the bank Gladstone 
pointed and Nat came up and backed splendidly. A bird 
was moved, but not shot at. The dead bird was thrown into 
the bush and a gun discharged and Gladstone retrieved pro- 
perly. The brace was ordered up at 11.10 4. o., after being 
down five minutes under the hour, with Gladstone the win- 
ner. There is no doubt that Nat three times during the 
heat showed either Gladstone or his handler the presence of 
the birds first, but while he was carefully roading Gladstone's 
handler would boldly circle him the bird first. It was'a very 
creditable performance for little Nat, who found, backed and 
retrieved in much better form, but though he has a clipping 
puce for so small a dog he was out-styled and out-paced from 
the start, but in our opinion Nat won the heat, as it was a 
race between dogs not handlers. 

Tron Dike against Trabella, 

Second Brace—Second Opportuniy,—Mr. Bassford's Iron 
Duke and Isabella, handled by Mr. Tallman, were again 
given achance. The brace was cast off af 11.10 a. a., in 
the scrub oaks on the same bevy. Isabella pottered and Duke 
half pointed, went on and flushed bird. Bassford shot and 
Dnke failed to drop to shof. After being down quarter of 
ap hour, Tron Duke was given the heat. 

Smut against Bells, 
ELEyeNtH Brace—Second Opportunity.—My. Harle's Smut 

and Stanley’s Belle had their second try at 11:40 4. a. The 
brace was cast off in the corn field. A hevy was flushed 
wild in the scrub oaks and not followed. A long range of 
brush and hilly country was drawn blank, and it was not 
until the extreme western side of the Island was reached 
that afeather was moved. Smut then pointed a bevy in a 
briar patch neara salt marsh. Belle circling around the 
cover catne up, failed to back, and shared point. A large 
bevy was flushed, and a bird shot down winged. Belle 
broke shot and Smut retrieved nicely and won the heat. 
As it was not 12:40 p.m. amove was made to the house for 
luncheon and a rest taken until 1:10 pw. 

Maida against Grouse Dale. 

THiRTEENTH Brace.—Dr. Speir’s black, white and tan set- 
ter bitch Maida, handled by E. H. Haight and Mr. Goodwin's 
Grouse Dale, by W. Tallman, Resuming where bevy had 
been flushed before luncheon. Both dogs showed good pace 
and ranging powers. Grouse Dale false pointed, and Maida 
backed fo order, On edge of impenatrable briar thicket 
Maida pointed and birds ran, while waiting for Grouse Dale to 
be brought up. Grouse Dale failed to back and roaded off 
to one side. The birds could not he moved. On hilltop in 
brush both dogs pinned a bird between them. Haight shot 
and Maida broke shot and chased very badly, which threw the 
heat to Grouse Dale after being down forty minutes, 

of her. 

Sxoonp Seriss. 
Afton ase Dashing Monarch. 

First Brace.—Mr. Lincoln’s orange Belton setter dog Af- 
ton, who had abye, a well-known winner on the bench, 

| handled by Mr. Hammond, and Dashing Monarch, by Mr. 
Martin, were turned off at two o'clock. Monarch found 
bevy on edge of brush above the stubble field and pointed in 
grand form very staunchly. Afton backed finely. Martin 
shot and killed. Both dogs dropped, and Monarch retrieved 
perfectly. The bevy split, part of the birds sailing into the 
briar range where most Of the birds had drawn to for shelter, 
Afton on bue wheat stubble half pointed and went on. Af- 
ton quartered finely and showed wp us a wide ranger. Mon- 
arch, however, took the lead andin serub-oaks along the shore 
pointed, and Afton backed. -A brace of birds were flushed 
and the heat given to Monarch, after ronning half an hour. 

Tren Duke against Spy. 

Srconp Bracr.—tiron Duke handled by owner, sndSpy by 
O, B, Edwards, were cast off in sanie place at 2:30 P. mw. 
The bevy was flushed while waitine for dogs, which scat- 
tered in the long sedge grass. Iron Duke flushed a single 
bird, and a second anda third. Spy flushed a bird in brush. 
and Iron Duke secured a point in the srass. Spy bounced 
around Iron Duke failing to back, and the bird was flushed 
and Bassford missed. Iron Duke pointed staunchly, and Spy 
failed to back. This gaye Tron Duke the heat, after being 
down fifteen minutes. 

Sensation against Croateth. 
Trigp Bracz.—Sensation and Croxteth came together 

being handled by Hammond and Thurfle. There was con- 
siderable private betting on fhe result of this heat and great 
interest felt by all present. Sensation led off with a flush of 
a single bird, going down wind, and chased. He then turned 
into fhe brush and pointed; Croxteth came up and pointed 
behind, also having the scent. The bird was moved and hard 
hit and Sensation partly retrieved, biting bird badly. Along 
the fence by the buckwheat field Sensation azain showed his 
excellent nose by pointing in the ditch with his head level 
with the field beyond. Croxteth came up and backed and 
went on past Sensation, failing to catch the scent. Hanimond 
killed and the bird was not recovered, although hoth dogs 
had a chance to retrieve. Sensation false pointed and Crox- 
teth backed. Croxteth pointed and Sensation coming up be- 
hind, fifteen yards away, caught scent and pointed, iol see- 
ing Croxteth. Thurtle killed and Croxteth retrieved excel- 
lently. Along the fence Sensation dropped suddenly to a 
capital crouching point, with lis head turned downwards. 
He was firm asa rock. Croxteth came up, bucked, pointed 
over him, became unsteady, went in and flushed brace, thus 
ruining his chance to be placed, Sensation continued to hold 
his point and, being ordered on, caught a winged bird he 
had directly under his nose. The heat was given jo Sensa- 
tion after lasting twenty-five minutes. It wus evident that 
Croxteth’s nose was off from the start. 

Lass a! Gowrie against Fred, 
Fourra Brace.—Lass 0’ Gowrie, handled by Wanmaker, 

and Fred by Height. In hollow Fred made a grand point 
and Lass backed; single bird was moved. Lass made drop- 
ping point, and on being sent on the bird was fiushed ahead 

Fred false pointed in brush heap and Lass backed. 
any was then awarded the heat after being down half an 
our. 

Bessie against St. Hlmo. 

Firrn Brace.—Bessie, handled by Predmore, and St. 
Elmo by Cooper, were ordered down in stubble field. Bessie 
sailed off, showing a lively pace and outspeeding her com- 
petitor. Upon reaching the far side the brace was ordered 
up for the day, as it was already dark, and fhe party was - 
soon steaming to New Suffolk. 

Saturpay, Droemper 4. 

The morning was one of the most perfect, ever seen for ihe 
season, The wind had died out. and the warm sun shone 
brightly, without a cloud in the sky. Later on a slight breeze 
from the N. W. stirred the tops of the grass and enabled the 
dogs to do some fine work in the exposed portion of the 
island. 

Bessie against St. Elme. 

Firrn Braoe— Continued.—Shortly after nine o'clock 
Bessie and St. Elmo were put down in a grassy valley at the 
south side of the island. Bessie struck scent and roaded 
down wind, worked around and flushed a good sized strong 
flying bevy, which skirted the valley and towered oyer the 
brush on the crown of the hill. Bessie upon going down 
wind in cover along the shore, had several birds flush very 
wild by the noise in the dry leaves, St. Elmo being away be- 
hind. Bessie pointed staunchly and several birds were 
moyed. §t Elmo false pointed along bank and Bessie failed 
to back. A moye was mare across the opening to where 
birds had been marked. Here Bessie pinned a bird in splen- 
did form, being very staunch. St. Elmo came up and backed 
for a second, crowded in on the bitch and flushed and chased 
badly, which ended his chances in the race. Bessie won 
handsomely after running twenty minutes, No one who had 
seen the superb work of the dog on the first day would haye 
imagined that it was possible for him to show such unsteadi- 
ness. Mr. Cooper was certainly greatly astonished as hehad 
handled St. Elmo with full confidence. Tt. shows that dogs, 
like white men, are at times, ‘‘ mighty unsartin.” 

La Gay against Smut. 

Sixtn Braor,—LaGuy, handled by Wanmaker, and Smut 
by Aldrich were cast off along the south-cust shore, both 
dogs winded, and a single bird was moved. Further on 
both dogs roaded, and near South Point one of the judges 
flushed the bevy. In sedge grass Smut pointed and La 
Guy backed, a gun was shot at each of the three birds 
that moved. On extreme point Laguy pointed single bird 
and Smut flushed. When this decision was rendered it oc- 
curred to Aldrich to take the change out of the little bitch. 
La Guy was scored a false point when hereally had birdsrun- 
ning in front of him, and Smut failed to back. She then 
passed two birds on the sandy beach and crawling up the 
bank picked up the bird La Guy had been roading, left the 
trail and pointed fresh bird, while La Guy was kept at charge. 
The heat was given to Smut after running forty minutes, 
which decision we consider a premature one, to say the least, 
as La Guy had shown the best work. 

Gladstone against Grouse Date, 

Szyentsa Braor.—Gladstone, handled by Whitford, and 
Grouse Dale, by Tallman, were put down on same Tange of 
sand hills along west shore of island. Grouse Dale troubled 
the scorers with a flush alone the beach. In briars in open, 
Grouse Dale pointed and Gladstone backed; s. brace was 
flushed, Tallman killing, Grouse Dale broke shot badly, ra- 
irievying when ordered very cleanly. Birds were passed alone 
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the beach, In briar hollow Gladstone half painted, Grouse 
Dale pointed brace, and judges in going to him moved beyy 
to windward of where Gladstone was roading to. Gladstone 
false pointed and Grouse Dale made # capital point, Glad- 
stone bucking grandly, Single bird moved aud Grouse Dale 
dropped quickly to wing. Grousedale again pointed bird in 
thies uiderbrash, Gladstone again backing. At stot Grouse 
Dale again broke in. This unsteadiness on his part was what 
was beating him, for he was picking up his birds in grand 
style. Bya little pond Grouse Dale flushed a single bird, Glad- 
stone in brush pointed ; bird shot at and nissed, Gladstone 
pointed in same place and bird was killed. Gladstone sent 
to retrieve, located fairly and returned quickly with bird. 
Gladstone won the heat, after brace had been down forty 
minttes, 

Turrp SERIES. 

Dashing Monarch against Irom Duke. 

Fiest Brace,—Dashing Monarch and Iron Duke. Both 
dogs flushed. Monarch false pointed in dropping position 
and Iron Duke failed to back. On top of ridge Duke flushed 
and Monarch was awarded the heat, after being down forty 
minutes. 

Lass 0 Gowrie ugainst Sensation. 

Seconp Braok,—hLass o' Gowrie and Sensation put down on 
same range alone the northeast shore. Lass got quickly away 
and false pointed badly. Sensation backed in form. It was evi- 
dent Lass was far from being herself. A long range was 
drawn blank, the birds, from haying been disturbed so much, 
hid away in the brush and dense briar thickets. Sensation 
pointed staunchly in hollow and small lot of scattered birds 
flushed wild. Ina briar patch Sensation false pointed and 
Lass dropped to back. Lass pointed birds in briars and Sen- 
sation backed, as the hirds werenot moved Lass was scored 
afalse point. Sensation winded and bowled through the 
thick bull-briars and pointed. Hammond was ordered to 
take him off point and Sensation was given the heat. This 
Wanmaker stated was done while Lass was pointing, and be- 
ing dissatisfied with the judge’s decision he left the ground. 

Smut against Bessie. 

Tiirp Brace.—Smut and Bessie were cast off in the scrub 
oak belt alone the beach. Bessie pointed and Smut passed 
her on point and flushed bevy. Both dogs, however, were 
awarded a point. Smut pointed and Bessie backed, but was 
given a point, Along the shore Smut pointed and Bessie 
backed to order. The judges, recognizing that Bessie was 
handicapped by having an inexperienced handler, allowed 
the heat to ran Jone'er than it otherwise would haye done, 
Smut won after brace had been down just half an hour, A 
half hour was taken for luncheon and a yery acceptable rest, 

Fourtn Szrres. 
Gladstone against Dashing Manareh. 

Firsr Braor.—Gladstone and Dashing Monarch were put 
down in briar range, and a bevy which was flushed by spec- 
tators made along flight and was marked down in brushy 
ravine along shore. There Monarch secured a capital point 
on hill side and Gladstone backed. The bird was flushed and 
killed by one of the judges and Monarch broke shot, but 
checked himself after going afew steps. He then retrieved 
splendidly. Behind brush, where we could not see, a bird 
was flushed, beth dogs being there. Monarch was found 
pointing staunchly, and we subsequently learned that Glad- 
stone had circled around him and had made the flush, Glad 
stone came up and backed and Martin this time shot and 
killed. Monarch dropped to shot, showing the necessity of 
the handlers doing all the shooting. Gladstone was sent to 
retrieve, and the bird turned out to bea winged one, He 
then pointed dead, and the bird fluttered up again, and he 
flushed a fresh bird and chased, which was excusable under 
the cireumstances. Gladstone then plunged into the thick 
briars and retrieved the winged bird alive. It was a grand 
piece of work, but he should not have been subjected to an 
ordeal that is apt to uusteady any dog. Gladstone pointed a 
bevy very finely, and after being down three-quarters of an 
hour the heat was given to him. 

Sensation against Smut. 

Sevonp Braoz.—Sensation and Smut were started in briar 
lot, along the shore in scrub-oak belt. Smut pointed and 
Sensation backed indifferently, three birds were moved, 
Smut turned to the left and after going six yards pointed 
bevy. Sensation failed to back and shared point alongside. 
The birds were flushed and both handler shot and killed, but 
the birds were not ordered to be retrieved. Smut again 
picked up a point by bush and Sensation ‘backed her. In 
long grass along sliore Smut roaded where birds had been and 
Sensation followed suit. Across the fence in the stubble edge 
Sensation came to an excellent point and Sinut backed; a 
brace of birds were flushed and one lilled, which Sensation 
retrieved indifferently, biting the bird. The heat was awarded 
to Sensation after the brace had been down twenty-tive min- 
ules. This decision caused great dissatisfaction, and the 
owners of Smut and Nat, who were present and had seen the 
running, withdrew their dogs front the trials. There is but 

one opinion in our mind, and that is that little Smut had the 

best of it from the start. 

Pirrn SEREs. 
Sensation against Gladstone. 

Sensation and Gladstone, at 2:40 P. M., met at Jast for first 

place. Gladstone flushed a bird and Whitford rang in a shot. 

Sensation pointed and single bird was flushed. Gladstone 

flushed a single bird; he then, across the fence, along shore, 

yoaded, haying the wind, and flushed deliberately. Both 

dogs were evidentiy off and Sensation was plainly showing 

his overwork. He was tired and used up. Gladstone again 

flushed a bird and it seemed that the retrieving of the winged. 

bird in his heat with Dashing Monarch had unsteadied him. 

The brace was then taken beyond the house to the west, 

+wlile « lot of imported birds were planted along the shore in 

the crass. The dogs were then swung around to the leeward, 

ut both failed to make the birds out on being brought to the 

spot. Just at night Sensation winded a bird ina weary way, 

auld before he could establish his point Whitford sent Glad- 

stone down on the beach, where he secured a magnificent 

point A consultation among the judges was held and the 

decision came up from the beach that Gladstone had won, 

aiter being down fifty minutes. Reviewing the heat and 

number of flushes made by Gladstone, we consider that the 

old pointer showed the best. nose and work, and should have 

been the winner. 
SixTH SERIES. 

Sensation against Dashing Monarch. 

In the moonlight Sensation 
for second place on the same 

and Dashing Monarch wererun 
birds. Monarch pointed a sin- 

gle bird and Sensation hacked; at shot both dogs showed un- 
steadiness. Monarch pointed another single bird and Sensa- 
tion again backed. Thus Mouarch landed the second prize 
With ease and the judges awarded Sensation third place. 
A discussion then ensued about the interpretation of the 

elub rules, and it was found that according to their absurd 
wording Glen, a dog that had not won a heat, was the 
fourth winner. The following is a sammary of the heats as 
they were run in series and the list of winners : 

SUMMARY OF DE RUNNING OF Att-AGED StaKEs. 

First SExRrzs. 

Dashing Monarch Geat Glen. 
a Tron Duke Tsabella. 

Spy “Ray. 
Croxteth * Trim. 
Sensation ‘Lizzie Lee: 
Lass 0’ Gowrie ‘* Peep o’ Day. 
Fred ‘Lord Duitferin. 
Bessie “Raleigh. 
St. Elmo “ Warwick, 
La Guy ‘! Rush. 
Smut “Belle. 
Gladstone ‘Nat. 
Grouse Dale ‘| Maida. 

Afton a bye. 

Sroonp Serres. 
Dashiug Monarch beat Afton. 

se - Tron Duke Spy- 
Sensation ** Croxteth. 
Lass 0’ Gowrie ‘Fred. 
Bessie * St. Elmo, 
Smut ‘© La Guy. 
Gladstone ** Grouse Dale. 

THInp SERIES, 
Dashing Monareh deat Iron Duke. 
Sensation ‘* Lass o’ Gowrie. 
Smut ** Bessie, 

Gladstone a bye. 

Fourti Series, 
Gladstone deat Dashing Monarch. 
Sensation ‘ Smut. 

Fier SERizs. 
Gladstone leat Sensation. 

First prize, $200. and special prize, Fox gun, to Gladstone. 

SIXTH SERIES. 

Dashing Monarch deat Sensation. 

Second prize, $100, to Dashing Monarch, judges awarding 
third prize, 50, to Sensation ; also winner specinl prize, sil- 
ver cup, for best pointer dog in any stakes. Fourth prize, 
$25, to Glen, under the rules, being the best dog, in their 
opinion, beaten by second-prize winner, 

——e os 

A PLuoky CHaLLENGE,—Mr, Horace &. Bloodgood, of 
Providence, R. IL, bas forwarded a challenge to ihe owners 
of Gladstone and Sensation, offering to run Nat and Smut 
either in braces or singly on Robin's Island against those two 
dogs, a two days’ match for $1,000, each party to select a 
judge and they to select a referee. 

thee. 

THE CART OF DOGS, 

OnaprEr IIT. 

HE sickening odor which greets our entrance at most of 
the prominent kennels is due not so much to the mo- 

rocco dresset’s portion as to the unsnecessful effort or total 
neglect to remove all traces of impurity from the floors and 
lower portion of walls and under benches. Dusting floors 
with sifted road dust to the depih of one-sixteenth of an inch 
and cleaning out for a fresh supply each day will keep them 
disinfected; but the parts most needing attention are the 
walls and sides of sleeping benches. After removing ail bed- 
ding and dust from floor the sides should be scrubbed with a 
broom and rinsed by dashing clean water over them. A rigid 
adhering 'o this practice will enable the kennelman to dis- 
pense with carbolic acid and other troublesome disinfectants. 
Carbolie acid is good in its place—especially in the hospital 
quarters where there are cases of a loathsome nature and 
where it 1s not convenient or advisable to freely use water 
upon the boards; but for general use in the kennel I cannot 
indorse it, That an excessive quantity exposed is injuricus 
to the olfactory nerves (though the injury be but temporary), 
few who have studied the subject will hesitate to assert. 
Knowing that « theory which cannot be brought down to 
practice remains but a theory, let us say thatit does not di- 
rectly affect those most sensitive nerves; let us only say that 
it interferes with their natural power of scenting game aud 
let us prove it beyond a possibility of a doubt by a very sim- 
ple practical test, which any person can make without going 
into a scientific discussion. 

To prove that hair—not only the coat ofthe dog, but human 
hair—will absorb and retain a great amount of scent, let a 
person remain for half an hour in a kitchen where fish, oys- 
ters or onions are frying or fragrant cabbage boiling: let 
them walk in the open air until the clothing is free from all 
taint, then apply your nostrils to the hair of their whiskers ar 
head Gf no hat was worn in kitchen) and tell them what they 
saw cooking, You can do it, provided your “dose aid 
stobbed ub” with a cold. 
Now, to fest the scenting power interfered with by car- 

bolic acid, or the scent of it, upon the hair, against the same 
power under ordinary circumstances. Take small tin orwood 
boxes and label them on the bottoms as they are filled with a 
very faintly-scented mixture of flour and one of thefollowing 
avomatics for each box: Cloves, allspice, cinnumon, zinger, 
lemon peel, orange peel. Dilute each until the person upon 
whom the test is being made can only detect and distinguish 
the aroma by the greutest possible exercise of his olfactories, 
each box being held four inches from the tip of the nose. 
Now moisten his mustache and the hair of his head with a 
very weak solution of carbolic acid (or let him sleep during 
the night iff a room corresponding with the kennel disinfect- 
ed by carbolic acid), let him walk around the room in which 
the test is made twice before placing the boxes successively 
at the aforesaid distance from tip of nose, and ask him to dis- 
tinguish lemon from orange, singer from cinnamon, or cloves 
from allspice, and note the difference in the time required to 
so distinguish, if he succeeds at all. 

In applying this experiment to thedog we find no difficulty. 
His coatis all hair, itabsorbsand retainsan immenseamountof 
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scent when kept over night in a closed kennel i:npregnated 
with a powerful odor. This scent is retained for a consider 
able length of time, even in open air. His power of scent is 
keen sind delicate to a degree not exceedrd, we believe, by 
any other animal. The scent of the bird is sometimes strong: 
often faint, and it must be detected at 2 considerable distance 
to be of use to the dog and master. Now is it uot reasonable 
to suppose that this powerful scept carried in and thrown 
from the coat of the dog will interfere materially with his de 
tecting and locating the scent of the bird? 

Beside all this, I have frequently seen doxs made deathly 
sick by the odor of this most exceilent disinfectant. So muelt 
for carbolic acid. 

There are times, such asrainy days and freezing o 
when scrubbing and wet boards are out, of the question; for 
4 wet kennel on a rainy day when the dogs are or should ba 
in-doors, is quite a serious manner, breeding colds, rhumas 
tism, and often distemper. When scrubbing niust be dis: 
pensed with, careshould be taken totakeupall droppings, 
on the first bright, warm day give the neglected places a tor 
ough scrubbing anda thin coat of whitewash early in the 
morning, so as to allow it to dry perfectly before night. The 
beds should be clezred of all droppings, vomit or litter, a 
the straw turned over to air, if not renewed. Don't sweep 
the pile just outside the door and leave it; but remove it to 
the manure pile, and keep your yards clean. 
To clean kennels and yards I owe my snecess as a Irennele 

man. No ease of mange or distemper has ever orizinated at 
our kennels, nor (as I remarked before) haye we lost asingle 
case frem any disease this year, I boldly assert, without fear 
of contradiction, that one half of all diseases to which 
canine flesh is subjected are the result of filthy kennels, ime 
proper food and mismanagement. ( 

It would make your heart sad to visit some of the noted 
kennels of the East and the West and look upon the dogg 
crowded together in a filthy den, the stench of which is 
almost unbearable, and chained with a four feet chain to ¢ 
diminutive square bench, upon which they may manage té 
curl, but cannot stretch ont their cramped and weary limbsy 
Their eager, pleading eyes bee earnestly for air and freedom, 
Or look at the score of high strung ambitions champions of 
the bench and field confined in the narroty, cramped, highs 
fenced close pens, more fit for slaughter-house bullock pens 
than for the permanent quarters of sporting dogs. 
Why do sportsmen and breeders persist in ignoring the 

fact that the respective natures and provinces of the doz and 
hog aretotally different and widely separated ? Might not that 
account for some of the porky performance shown at our 
field trials by dogs from which we looked for better things? 
Dogs will dig when they get the chance. Let them dig, 

the exercise is strengthening and the excitement a whole 
some stimulant and the fresh mold an excellent disinfectant, 
If they are in yards drive stakes along the bottoms of { 
fences to prevent digving through; if on exercise wire 
drive stakes around posts fo prevent becoming logse, ant 
carefully block or prop up any house or small kennel whieh 
they may undermine, so as to prevent its falling upon af 
injuring them, 

It is no use to attempt filling up the holes permanently 
hefore the ground begins to freeze. 'The best you can de 
warm weather is to move wires and houses to new groutide 
a decided advantage under all circumstances. Where thei 
of grounds will not permit a change or remoyal, plow or bred 
with a cultivator aboul one third of the ground at a time ene 
month unti! the whole is turned over, then begin at the fi 
part and repeat the process, If is worth the lubor expen 

Evyrererr Von Cui, 
TO 

Deer Hovnns and Tuer Trainine.—in regard to the 
training of deerhounds, I haye often inclined to the belief, 
that like poets, they are born, not made, for 1 have seen 
hounds which had been trained all their lives to ron foxes, if 
the Middle States, never huving seen nor smelleda deer track; 
when put on the latter take with alacrity and delight to vie 
nobler game, and ever after pass a fox track with silent com, 
tempt, and a good judge can usually select those which ap 
likely to do this thing. Itis necessary that 4 first-rate deém 
hound should possess in a high degree courage, endurance 
speed and intelligence; their heads should be wide in pra 
portion to their length, ears well rounded and not over-long 
muzzle broad, and lips not too pendulous; chest deep and 
broad, and forelegs well set apart. They should never be 
put on the track before they areone year old as their stren 
is, before that time, not always equal to the task of holdi 
ont till the game is bronght to, bag, and this someting 
affects their endurance afterward, but not neeessw 
Young dogs should, if possible, always be put on at first il 
company with old and well-tried hounds; if this cannot i 
done, then the trail should be followed, and the dog € 
couraged to take the track again, in case helenvesit; and 
should be repeated till the deer is caught, if possible. The 
is a vast difference in the manner in which deer hounds ruil 
their game. Some which will neverleave the track, whileé 
dry ground, will return the instant tle deer takes water 
even if the stream is less jhan a foot in depth; others w 
cross streams which arenot beyond their depth, but declin 
to swim, and will be at; fault if the game courses wp or dune 
the siveam ; others again, will, upon their game taking water 
awitn across and follow upand down the bank for mils 
then recross aid do the sanie on the other bank, and devel 
more than human sagacity in Rearching out the trail. Thee 
are the deer hounds pur toellencé, and veadily conuy 
from seventy-five to one hundred and fifty dollars. W. 
hound leaves a track, for any renson except inability to i@ 
low it farther, he is worthless, and should be discarded, 

Penunsoor 

> 

Weermrxstrr Kennet Cros's Orrcers ror 1880.—THe 
following is the list of oificers to W. K. ©. for 1880: Ga 
A, 8. Webb, President; GC. DuBois Wagstaff, Vice-Pré 
dent; Robert ©. Cornell, Secretary; Edivand ©. Stantot 
Treasurer. Board of Governors—Alex. 8. Webb, Wm 
Morgan, Robert OC. Cornell, C. Du Bois Wagstaif, Eliot Snyita 
George De F. Grant, Walter S. Webb, Lewis B. Wrigl 
Wm. A. Baines, B. C. Stanton, Lewis K. Wilmerding, 4 
G. Mortimer, F, O. De Luze, R. Ray*Hamilton, William} 
Webb, The club is in a most flourishing condition. A ni 
ber, of important improvements have Seen made on cli 
evounds at Babylon. As the cluh has no vacancies, it is pi 
posed ta increase the members to 100. 

“Rex!—Ashjield, Hass., Nov. 26.—Noticiog Mr. Lathrgy 
communication, I would merely Suggest that this is a Ve 
large world, and that there are several dogs in it, and thd 
is barely possible for even a “dog man” to ovcasiounily g 
pedigree or blood a little mixed, and yet not be reneral 
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considered as particularly ignorant or perverted in conse- 
quence. Rurrep GRovseE. 

Prynsytysnta Brenom Suow.—Mr, Chas. Lincoln will 
reach Pittsburg, Py., this week and enter into his duties as 
Superintendent om the 10th inst. Major J, M. Taylor, of 
Lexington, J.y., has been selected as one of the judges. 

—Mr. J. J. Snellenburg's address is at New Brighton, Pa., 
not New Castle, as published in accotmt of Vincennes trials. 

a a 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Names ChaImen. 
Haroll—Mr. Geo, Schotield, of Toronto, Canads, clnims the 

name Harold fer his liver and white cocker dog puppy by Plusher 
out of Fanny, purchased from M. P. McKoon. 

Haidlee—\iy, Geo. Schofield, of Toronto, Canada, claims the 
name Huidee for his liyer and white cocker bitch puppy by Ned IL 
out of Daisy. 

Tip—Mr. W. D. Batey, of Greencastle, Indiana, claim the name 
Tip for his black, white and tan setter dog puppy out of Bessie Lee 
by imported Penn. 

Moauwd—Mer. Charles W. Stewart, of Fb, Madison, Towa, claims the 
hame Mand for his setter bitch puppy, purchased from Mr. 8, A. 
Kay, of St. Louis, Mo., by Dan out of his Flora. 

Grace I. —Mr. E. W. Saportas, of New York, claims the name of 
Grace II, for his pointer bitch, 11 months old (Sensation—White’s 
Grnce) litter sister to Gregory's Belle, winner of Nursery stakes ab 
Robin's Island, 1890. 
Diva—L. BR, Landy, of South Nramingham, Mass., claims the 

name Diva for his ved Irish setter bitch, whelped December 11, 
1879, by Champion Berkley ont of Roakwood's Mag, she by Dlcho 
out of Fottler’s Hileen. : 
Sdrd—Mr. ©. L. Seeley claims the meme Sard for his red Irish 

dog puppy, whelped August 31, 1880, ont of W. N. Callender’s 
Queen Bass by Rory O' More. 

Silent Partner—Dr, A. VeCollum, of this city, claims the name 
of Silent Partner for his liyer and white English cocker spaniel dog 
wWhelped at Peeskill, N. Y.. October 17, 1880, bred-by Dr. Wyzant 
out of his Ply by bis Musie. Munie, Let prize N_ Y. C., Class 48, 
No 756; Music out of Whitman's Famnie by his Carlo ; Carlo im- 
peed wnd lst prize St. Louis, 1879; Fly, McKoon's Flora aud 
Am; Mora by Bestor’s imported Jnlistta und Snipe; Sam by Mc- 

Koon’s Nellie and Captain ; Nellie by Puss and Fly, both imported; 
Qaptain by Bestor's imported Romeo and Juliette, ‘s 
Trump—Dr. H. B Wygant, Peekslill, N Y.. claims the name 

Tronio for liver and white cocker spaniel dog puppy, whelped Oct. 
17, 1880, out of his Mly by Music. 

Boston, Dec, 8, 1880. 
In your issue of 2d inst, Mr. Line ¥. Kellogg, of Princeton, 

Kan., claims the name Lady Elcho, for a bitch mentioned in the 
sima issne a5 sold to Mr. Smethars, of Ottawa, Kan, Task that 
the unimal may be given another name, as I claimed the name 
Lady Elcho for my Rose-Elcho bitch, April 3, 1880, 

O. E. Wrxa, M. D. 
WHELPS. 

Jessie—Mr. Wi. A. Herzberg’s Jessie, dam out of Chnnipion St. 
Elmo, whelped Devemliey 3, 1880, two dogs and two bitches to iis 
pure Laverack Aldershot. 
Pet—My, B, ¥, Mercilliott’s celebrated first prize English png 

bitch Pet has whelped tye dogs und one bitch. 
Pei—My. BE. D. Baastord's Newfoundland biteh has presented 

her owner with a lifter of ten puppies, sevendogs and three bitches, 
hy the same owners Lion. All the pups are black withont a white 

arr. 
Gypsey—Mr. G. W. Tassford’s (White Plaina, N, ¥.), red Trish 

setter bitch Gypsey, whelped Dec, 8, 1880, nine puppies, four dogr 
and five gyps, all red by Elcho U1, A brace of dogs and gypu will 
he disposed of. 

DEATHS, 

Daylon—Dr, J, J. Jennelle’s red Irish setter bitch Dayton (Bab- 
Duok) died Thanksgiving night from distemper. She wag inwhelp 

la Elcho I, 
PurRcHAsts. 

Setlerg—Mv. EB. F. Mercilliott has purchased from Mr, William 
Hall, of New York City, a brace of pure blick English setter dogs 
of excelient stryin and careful breeding. 

Curteio—Mov. J. Otis Feliows, of Hornellsyille, N. ¥., has pur- 
chased of A. A. Sewell the liver and white cocker bitch Cimlew 
(Jark-Funnie? little sister of Sailer Boy (first af, Rochester) and of 

ittle Buttercup - 
Berrtiiardi—Me F, Otis Fellows, .of Hormelisyille; N. Y., has pur- 

ehused of Joseph DeBarrie the liver colored bitch Bernhardt and 
six pups hy Wilduir. 
Princess—Mr. J. Otia Fellows, of Hornollsyille, N, ¥., haa pur- 

chisel of Prank Ammon the black and white ticked biteh Princess 
(WildairDolly), 

Syuswo—Mr. J. Otia Fellows bas purthnsed of John Prunell the 
black covker biteh Squaw (Wildair—Joric). 

BRED. 

Unser Fritz-Waldine—Mr. Wm. Loaffer'é dachsund bitch Wal- 
dine. first prize St, Louis, 1880, was’ bred Noyember 21 to Dr. T.. 
Twaddell's Unser Britz, winner of Contennial medal and special 
rize, Philudelphin, 1876 ; first and gpecial prize, Baltimore, 1877; 
Wat and apecial prize. Philadelphia, 1879. 
Goin-Countess Lusea—Dr. C, B. Wing has a fine healthy litter 

of sayen puppies, fiye dogs and tiyo bitches, ont of Countess Lnsca 
Bee anes Vesta) by Mr. Ways Coin. They were whelped 

etobaer 20. 
Black Bess-Dasi—The black and tan getter Black Boes, (1,086 N. 

‘A. KE. C., Sind Book, Vol. 1.) owned by Mr. James 'T. Walker, Troy, 
N. Y,, was breil to same owners, Dash (956 N. A. K. C., Stud 
Book), Dew. 4, 1880. 
toslindale-Lelaps—Dr. ©. EB. Wings Roslindsla by Dash IIT. 

was brad Dee. 3, 1880, to Summer's Lelaps. 

5Aves, 

Lady Thorstein—Dr. J, J. Jennelle, of Du Quoin, Minos, has 
fold hts Trish setter bitch in whelp to Elcho I, to 3. RB. G. Sylyen- 
ter. Carbondale, Dlinsis. 

FHaroli—My. MP. MeKoon, of Trantdin, N. Y., has sold to Mr. 
Geo. Sshotield, of Toronto, Canada, a liver and white cocker dor 
pup ont of Panny by Finsher. 

aidee—“. M. P. McKoon, of Franklin, N. ¥., has gold to Mr. 
Geo, Schofield, of Toronto, Oanada, « liver and while cocker bitch 
puppy out of Daisy by Ned IT, 
Sylph—Mr, EH, F Mercilliott bas sold his beautiful orange and 

mabe fox terrier hitch Sylph fo Ma. John Mackey, of New York 
ity, 
Jet—My. E. Mereilliot: haa sold his Newfoundland dog Jet to 

Buseve Hale, of New York City. 
Rush-Nel. Whelpa—My. 3. W. Truglow, of New York, has sold a 

brace of pointer pups ont of his imported Nell by Mr. Oregill’s 
Champion Rush to T. Broach, of Morristown, WN. J. 
Fiyj-Musie Whkelps —Dr, B, Wygant has disposed of his “ Fly 

and Music” litter as Tolluws: A dog to Mr. Robertson, of Peeks- 
kill: to dogs to Dr. A. McCollum, N. Y¥., one of which died ; one 
died of membranous croup, One dog hakeeps, not for sale. 
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OURRENT DOG STORIES, 

RY. 
One of onr citizens had a hound which was great on «# fox trail, 

and wanted to he in the business most of the time. One morning 
last spring his master started to como up town, and the dog wanted 
to accompany him, but was not allowed te doso. It war » sore 
“disappointment to the dog, and he made great complaint, He 
stood en his hind legs, with his fore paws on the window, and 
watched his master out of sight. Atter a whilehe was let out, and 

= _ 

trotted about the yard for a short time, and then started off, and 
that was the last seen of him. It was learned thal he went off on 
a miff, and did not stop until he got to a neighbor's some miles 
aivay, where he ha# since remaimed.—aAshiabula, O., Sentinel. 

XVL f 
One of the two most prominent dogs of our day—Prince Bis 

mark's Tyras and Viscount Hugo's Senat—the latter has just 
joined the canine majority, full of years andhonors, The ‘*! Realm 
Dogs, who achieved historical immorality two years ago by col- 
laxing the yenerable Gertschakofi when the celebrated diplomatist 
Was paying un official visit to the German ebancellor, sfill lives to 
dismiss troublesome deputations and terrorize importune petition- 
ers. But Senat, the great Wrench poet's faithful friend and con- 
atanb companion during many years of exile, has succumbed to old 
age ab Hanteville House, and received interment, in the grounds of 
that romantic retreat, With him was buried the silyer collar pre- 
sented to him somewhat late in life by his master, whose senatorial 
wxperiences of the docility toward royalty exhibited by the first 
Trench legislative chamber in pre-Napoleonic days probably suggest- 
ed to him as admirably appropriate to ‘‘the most obedient of dogs” 
the name he bestowed upon his fayorite. Upon this collar was en- 
graved the following distich expresaly composed for Senat by the 
author of “Un (ame: “Je voudrais qu'au logis quelqn’un me 
yamenat. Mon elat? Ohien. Mon maitre? Hugo. Mon nom? 
Senat.” For the benefit of our readers, we translate: ‘‘ I wish 
some one would take mea home, My profession? Dog, My 
master? Hugo. My name? Senat.”—London Telegraph. 

The family of James Herrington, of Stapleton, 8. I., while seated 
at the supper table on Tnesday evening, had their attention at- 
tracted by a squealing noise in the kitchen closet. Onmaking an 
investigation, Mr. Herrington discovered a rat with one of its legs 
fast in the shell of a lerge clam which was lying among other clams 
tipon the closet fleor. By the fimethe cat was fonnd the rat had 

| managed to make ita way out of the closet, dragging the clam with 
it. The cat at once attacked the rat, but the latter, notwithstand- 
ing ‘its crippled condition, showed fight, and succeeded in fasten- 
ing its teeth in the ent’s ear. The cat, maddened with pain, 
rushed out into the yard, carrying both the rat and the clam with 
her. There the rat, still held prisoner, was killed by the cat—Sun. 

There was a dog in this Ca iv ho got left. 

Here is an authenticated instance of practical joking fitly re- 
ciprocated: A friend of mine has a rough-haired collie, wise and 
exquisitively modelled. One evening a lady of the household, 
with whom he wad a special favorite, stooped quietly, as he lay 
hinlf asleep on the rug, and placing her face close to his head, blew 
sharply with a slight shout in one of his ears. Tickled and 
startled, he jumped up sud moved off, seemingly somewhat of- 
fended, In the course of the evenng the lady happened to be re- 
clining in an easy-chair, when the collie was obseryed by some of 
the inmates to rise, and making a circuit, to move stealthily toward 
the chair, put his fore paws on one of tha arms, and placing his 
nose close to the lady's ear, to give a sharp bark and instantly 
bound off.—Spectator 

THE CHASE: ITS HISTORY AND LAWS. 

[Continued from page 310.) 

THE paintings on the Hgyptian tombs and the bass-relicfs 
i ot Ninevehand Babylon, which, after the Jong lapse of 
ates, have inrecent tines been brought to light, and the Jewish 
history, which, though we may not be certain as to the pyre- 
cise date al which it was composed, still undoubtedly carries 
us backinto a remote antiquity, have afforded us some in- 
sight into the habits of these nations as regards the sports of 
the field, If is only af a much later period that we become 
acquainted with the sporting habils of other nations of the 
ancient world. Our first Enowledge. of the Persians and 
Medes, as hunters, is derived from the Greeks, whoin Asia 
Minor became the subjects of the Persian Empire, or, as re- 
gards Greece itself; were brought into contact with the Per- 
siam court or rulers after the Persian-wars. but a long inter- 
val separates the Eeyptian or Assyrian monuments from the 
Writings of Herodotus or Xenophon, and we are therefore 
unable to say at how early a period the passionate love of the 
chase, which in the days of these writers had acquired such 
large dimensions, and had become a national characteristic of 
the Persians, had its first commencement. In its existence, 
as a national institution materially influencing the national 
character, aucient writers, both Greek and Roman, are sereed. 

The hunting parks, of the Persians and Medes were, if we 
may trust the Greek writers, on a still grander seale than 
those of the Assyrians, Curtius, the historian of Alexander's 
campaigns, who of course could personally havé known noth- 
ing of the matter, but is said to have drawn lis materials 
from early and reliable writers, speaking of these inclosed 
parks, tells us that the conqueror having entered with his 
army into one of these parks, in which the game had not been 
disturhed for a longtime, a slanghter of four thousand head 
ensued, after which the king feasted the whole army in the 
park. Of course the story would not have been complete if 
the narrator had not made his hero slay # lion with his own 
hand. He accordingly does so, and represents the king as 
disdainfully rejecting the assistance of Lysimachus, one of 
his generals, who came up as he was engaged with the lion, 
and perenptorily ordering him to retire. Out» of this inci- 
dent, adds Curtius, arose the story of Alexander having or- 
dered Lysimachus to be thrown into a pit with a lion, whom, 
howeyer, Lysimachus succeeded in killing. More reliable is 
the statement of Xenophon, as showing the extent of these 
enelosures, when he tells usthat the whole of the Greek army 
of Cyrus, then amounting to 18,000 men, and in which Neno- 
phon was himself serving, was reviewed in one of them. On 
another occasion the Greeks received private inforination that 
a largearmy of the enemy was stationed in a neighboring 
park, An instance of the extensive scale on which the royal 
hunting establishments were organized is to be found in the 
statement of Herodotus, that the tax imposed on four large 
Mesopotainian villages was that of maintaining the royal 
hounds in the Babylonian satrapy, in consideration of which 
these villages were exempted from all other tribute. 
We are informed by the Greeks that the Persian youth, in 

the earlier period of the monarchy, were regularly trained to 
the chase, as well as to horsemanship and other martial exer- 
cises, as the means of developing their physical powers and 
preparing them for the hardships and fatigues of war and the 
lusiness of arms. 

; wrote, these habits are said by him to have fallen into desue- 
tude—to which, as one of its causes, in his enthusiastic love 
of the chase, he goes so far as to ascribe the decline of the 
Persian power; the more rational view of the matter perhaps | 
being that the downfall of the nation andits easy subjection 
by the Macedonian conqueror were to be ascribed, not to the 
disuse of hunting and other active exercises, hut to the growing 
effeminacy and luxurious habits which Jed, among other 
evils, to the abandonment, of the chase, and the other manly 
and warlike pursuits of their fathers. 

Of the other Wastern nations of the period we are treating 
of we know little or nothing, though at « later period we read 
of some of them—for instance, the Parthians—as being 
passionately devoted to hunting. All we are acquainted with 
as regards India in this respect is that the Indian hounds 

Ab the latter period at which Xenophon | 

were acknowledged to be the finest then known, from which 
we muy infer that the chase had been energetically cultivated 
in that country. It may be assumed tliat the other nations 
of the East had not been behind thei Assyrian, Egyptian, or 
Persian brethren in following what seems to be the common, 
and as it were instinctive, propensity of man, more especially 
as in these countries wild animals were abundant, and the 
facilities for hunting great. 

The mention of Gréek historians brings us to the Greaks 
themselves. Gut here the beginning of history is lost in the 
whseurity and mist of fable. Even Xenophon, in his treatise 
on hunting, has nothing better to tell us of its origin than 
the legendary story that hunting and the training of hounds 
were the invention of Apollo and Artemis, who imparted the 
discovery to Chiron, who in his turn instructed the long 
list of heroes whom the writer enumerates, But, as has al- 
ready been obseryed, the existence of the legend itself shows 
how deep was the sense of the benefit resulting to mankind 
from the services of the liumter in the destruction of wild 
beasts. It shows, too, that the Greeks were from the earliest 
times a nation of hunters. Nor could it well be otherwise. 
A country intersected in all directions by mountain ranges, 
covered with foresis, would be prolific of wild animals, of 
which an active and energetic population would not fail to 
take advantage. When we come to the historical times, we 
are told an idle stury, for which there seems to be no suffi- 
cient authority, of Solon having forbidden hunting to the 
Athenians. It is certain that, if any such law was ever pro- 
nounced, if never Was enforced or obeyed. In Sparta hunt- 
ing is said to have heen enjoined to the young and active by 
public authority, and hounds were maintained at the public 
expense. Hounds of the Spartan breed were much esteemed, 
as were also those of Crete, which probably differed but little, 
if at all, from those of Sparta, We have to thank the record- 
ed excellence of the Spartan hounds for the exciting and 
vivid desecripiion of a pack of bounds which Shakespeare, ~ 
who had probably been reading some old work on hunting, 
gives us inthe Midsummer Niglvs Dream. lippolyta be- 
#108: 

J was with Hereules and Cadmus once, 
When in a wood of Crete they bayed the bear 
With hounds of Sparta: neyer did I hear 
Such gallant chiding; for besides the groves, 
The skies, the fountains, every region neur 
Seemed all one mutual cry: I never heard 
So musical a discord, such sweet thunder. 

To which Theseus answers; 
My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kind; 
So flewyed, so sanded ; and their heads are hung 
With ears that sweep away the morning dew ; 
Crook-lneed and dew-lapped like Thessalian bulls : 
Slow in pursuit, but matched in mouth like bells, 
Each under each, A ery more tuneable 
Was never holla'd to, nor cheered with horn, 
In Crete, in Sparta, nor in Thessaly. 

Whether honnds were used by thé early Greeks, for the 
purpose of running down the game, or only for that of find- 
ing and bringing the fiercer animals, such as lions and boars, 
to bay, for the purpose of their being speared by the hunter, 
and of driving the smpiler sort, such as hares and deer, into 
the net, and sb capturing them, appears to be doubtful, 
From several passages in the /iiad, especially the spirited de- 
scription- of the Caledonian boar-hunt. us also from that of 
the boar bunt mentioned in the Odyssey, at which Ulysses is 
represented as having been wounded by the boar, by the scar 
of which wound he was first recognized on his return to Ithaca, 
if is clear that in the Homeric age hounds were used for the 
first of the purposessboye mentioned. nt in these instances 
no mention is made of their employment for the sole purpose 
of catching the hunted animal, On the othe: band, in what ~ 
is said in the Odyssey by Humaus, of the old hound Argos, 
it would seem that hounds were sometimes used for the pur- 
pose of pursuit For Eumaus says of Argos that no animal, 
if he once caught sight of it, could escape from him, while at 
jhe game time his power of scent was perfect. ’ 
Be this as it may, as regards the Homeric age, the use of 

the hound for this purpose solely wasunknown in later times, 
as may be inferred trom what Xenophon says on the subject. 

it is to this accomplished Athenian, the general, the philos- 
opher, the friend of Socrates and Plato, aud atthe same time 
ardent sportsmiati, that we are indebted for the eariiest treatise 
on hunting—a treatise equally interesting to thesportsman 
and the scholar, Banished from Athens, Xenophon settled 
himself at Sciilon, in the neighborhood of Olympia, where, 
having religiously epplied the fund devoted 6 that purpose 
by the re reating army, out of the money made by the sale of 
their prisoners, in dedicating and endowing a temple {o 
Artemis, and appointing an annual festival in honor of the 
goddess, he diverted himself with hunting as well as litera. 
ture, and composed this treatise known by the name of the 
Kumegetikos. i treats of three kinds of hunting—hare-hunt- 
ing, stag-hunting, and boar-hunting: bul the work is princi 
pally devoted to hare-hunting, which was plainly the favorite 
sport of the author, who evidently would not have asreed 
with the poet Thomson, when he says: 

Poor is the triumph o'er the timid hare, 

The work in question gives the fnllest account of this form 
of hunting; but the sport is certainly nof suchas, according tu 
our ideas, would be deemed sportemanlike. Tt consists not in 
the fairly running down the hare yy the hounds ass’sted by 
the skill of the lnnfsman—a result which, according to 
Xenophon, seldom occurs, and which he seems to think it 
too much to expect—but in driving the hare, by means of 
the hounds, into nets placed to receive her, where, when en- 
tangled in the net, she is to be knocked on the head by an 
attendant stationed there for the purpose. 4 

(fo be continned.) 
a EE 5 

Weakness and sickness changed to health ahd strength with Hop 
Bitters, alwnys. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Portuanp, Me,, Nov. 25.—There was a general day's shooting at 

the Fort Preble butts to-day, thongh the weather was not sll that 
could have been desired, and the wind blew in such a way as to 

greatly bother the contestants, but nevertheless the shoot between 
| teams from the Mechanic Ploes snd the Cadets resulted in a fine 

exhibition of marksmanship, The range was 200 yards, At 2:30 

Pp. om. both teams faced the targets, and the Cadets won the toss, 

Priyates Baker and Dow led off, the former opening with a “ mias” 
and Private Dow with an “outer,” closing with 60 points. Oap- 
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fain Dayis and Sergeant Knight, for the Blues, both opened with a 

“‘cantre” and closed with the same, making 72 points. The fol- 
lowing is the score made by the teams ; 

Blues’ Team. 
apt. C. W. Davis. 442343 54 5 2 3—3T 
Seret. Tenight).....,...--- : 444 3 2 6 3 3-35 

iy CURTISS. cilone ne ok 443 83922 8 431 
Corp. Blondhim.. ..:...-. 302 3 4 2 8 2—3T 
Private Pierce... 5... 838438 4 4 4 4-36 

FE 804 4 4 8 0 2-25 
as 48 03 3 3 3 3—%8 
he 342 2 3 4 3 4—29 
Oo 23 80 3 3 0 8—28 
a 4 AY aa tas 238 22 8 4 0 3—23—204 

A. Cadets’ Team. 
PTIVAUCMB EGY. Souls wasps n= ee om 08083 39648 4 498 

* VG Wass toy noe eh 99s Hast ae 23 33 4 4 3 4 3 8-32 
Capt WinsSlOW. ... 21... eee ees 4 444 3 3 4 8 4 4-85T 
Private Horan sis, 5. )...css.as see CR BY ee Pasty ao ey lee 

tf Plaisted 43323 3 3 8 2 4 4-81 
Be Milliken... -.4 8 4 44 3 0 8 5 4-33 
“ BAKES 4 +=. 404 0 24 3 3 3 0 2 0 3—20 

Lieut. Mosely .. $3402 3 23 0 2-99 
402440 4 4 3—98 Private Fals..... ates oe 8 ‘ 

“ st Wastman..::.. vyeene sO B Bo 4 42 B 4 B 9 3—29—908 

On the foregoing shoot the first five shots were counted for the 

company badge. The Blues’ badge was won by Sergt. G. A, 
Knight, he making 19 ont of a possible 25, Tho Cadets' badge 

was won by Private H. M. Milliken with a similar score, 

A shoot with the Regulars was proposed, and with a picked team 

from the Blues and Cadets the match proceeded with the follow- 

ing result : 
Fort Preble Team. 

Sergt. Wilson. ..§84843-17 Corp, Paulsen........ 4244 4—15 
0 0440 4—12 Corp, Tobin .. 444 00-19 

0444416 Beret. Wora.... 043 43-14 
4445-20 Maj. Haskin..........8 0343-13 
5845-23 Lieut. Best.........,, 3434014 

ATNSESUL Qs roe ota ee bolntteta) abe fe Smepole ose oni Se Ses npr MRT 210 elo a falclcdoncd cht oa 159 
“ Picked Team. 
Capt, Davis. 

« Winslo 
Sergt. Knigh 
Private Dov 
Sergt. Curtis. OP oR 

a th = 

BosTon,—The seribblers on the newspapers here are smitten with 

the desire to shoot, and haye grown up to a second annual exhibi- 

tion of their skill. A litlle over a year ago several gentlemen con- 

nected with the Boston press conceived the idea of having a rifle 

competition between teams representing the daily newspapers of 

the city. ‘The project found favor, and a short-range match was 
arranged, to take place at Walnut Hill, over the range of the Mas- 

sachusetts Rifle Association. The contest was open to teams from 

all Boston dailies, but only three newspapers—the Globe, Posi and 
Herald—were represented Noy. 21, 1879. An exceedingly strong 

and treacherous wind blowing all day long across the line of fire, 
and the cold being of an intensely penetrating quality, the scores 

were not gratifying. The Herald team won the match, the Post 

and Globe teams getting second and third places respectively, 

Going with the match was a series of five gold medals, one for 
exeh man on the winning team. 

A month or tivo back, the first anniversary of the ‘press rifle 
match” haying drawn near, it was proposed by certain of those 

who had participated in that competition that a second contest of a 
similar kind take place at an early date. Out of this proposition 

grew the match of yesterday. Tho various newspaper offices were 

communicated with in regard to the matter, and fayorable re- 
sponses wore received to the subsequent invitations which were 

gent out to participate in the affair. The Globe, Posi, Traveler 
and Herdl2 signified their willingness to enter teams, and success 

wus thus assured. The Massachusetts Rifle Association kindly 
proffered the use of its yange, and, all the necessary preliminaries 
haying been arranged, a party of about twenty-five newspaper 

men took a train this forenoon for Walnut Hill. Besides the 
competitors in the event of the day there were included in the 
company several “non combatants "—friends of ‘the boys” and 

attaches of the different newspapers, who had come ont to see 

ithe office” carry away tke prizes. Arrived at Walnut Hill sta- 

fiou, # large sleigh was found in waiting, and the contestunts 
svera taken to the range. Here oyery arrangement had been made 

for the comfort of the riflemen, the ‘‘ winter shed” haying been 

syell warmed and a substantial ‘Iunch” provided. At 1 o'clock 

sharp the match was called. The competition was open to teams 

of five men from each daily newspaper office of Boston ; distance, 
900 yards; rounds, 10; any rifle; off-hand shooting ; the rules of 

the M, rR. A. to govern in all things else. The prizes for the 

match were, for the winning team, fivemedals of gold and silver. 

U. 5. Infantry, Springfield, 43; Sept. 4, Geo, Joiner, Sharps, 44 ; 
E, PF, Rivhardson....,..-... 12 4) i) WwW iw Mowe ot. 9 a ! ' 
W. HT, dnekson. 1B 12 th Mot a) ae th att aralor, OB. Ting Sormeient say Oct. an) rw. toad: Shares 
Ty Nichole eas aee wee ae “40 1. 7 12 12 11 10 12 9 g—1og | 41; Nov. 6, BH. T. Lookwood, 7th N. Y., Remington, 41; Noy. 17, 
GF, Comet... ..tei es. § 9 8 Il ll 12 10 10 19 11101 | A. McInness, Sharps, 43. 

AeA talectGen so Hee Conta ie O10, OG he ES Bie ge ie: i Fe in fi q 5 - 
SRV Shurdiss. pe cakes oe 6 6 74) 8 8 28 6 Haag], Tonos took part in Gfteen of the contests, lind wae the load 

Ring Target (Of-hand) ing scorer in fiye of them on a score of 631 in g possible 750. He 

W. H. Jackson............055 107 Wi 6 12 12 10 5 8 1n—91 | becomes Lhe winner of the Creedmoor rifle offered, 
Ee, ASBOLELN (0.5) fej 4. bars ote BT RE i Les ane 

Creedmoor Target. N.Y. Rircxe Crvs.—The officers tor the coming year are: Presi- 
HT Max yg sat5 cones dren skel eee mre 4 4444 5 4 4 4-41] dent, L. V. Sone; Vice-President, CU, H. Cheayer : Captain, F. J 
Gs BsGbnnelly fc eh Cake ceed ce 445 ers gh See ae oe th fee! BND 
Gal. Cartigsceemet a: boos, eee a 4 i 2 G a = : cory Donaldson ; Adjutant, A. J. Howlett; Treasurer, J. H, Meeker ; 

Amateur Match, Corresponding Secretary, J. L. Martin; Financial Secretary, W. 1, 
ER GE BIRDS: «cus oe adaw 56 445 4 5 4 5 445 | Oadwell 
H. G. Halton... 4544060 4 6 4-44 ’ 
E. C. Cates........... B45 44 4 4 4 48 Sxpauta, Mo., Nov. 27.—The Queen City Guard diaplayed their 

inefliciency before the butts yesterduy at Sicher’s Park. At the 

grounds a tywo-and-a-half-foot target had been erected. Vo the 

south of ita pili was dug to accommodate those who kept wate 

of the shots on the target. The conditions of the match were: 

Beaoumont. Mass., Dec. 4.—The ‘entonia Rifle Club opened 
their new range at Beachmont. Considering the bad weather con- 
ditions, the records given below are excellent : 

ble aE Bia et, (Rest), 
H. Max....... 2 12 10 10 11 11 12 11112 | Distance, one hundred yards at a two-foot-and-a-half target, five 
J. W. Thoret. 10 S$ TM 7 10 7 8 10 9-97] notes oh sh perf i CM. Gueth 8 10 9 10 8 10 1 4 8 0-93 | 820ts for each man, ench perfect shot to count five ; weapon, regu- 

Geos We. Smiths. cess eee 0 8 7 4 8 3 6 2% 9% 5 48 | lation musket; the prize, a handsome gold medal worth $20, It 
Massachusetts Target (Off-hand). Id "7 ; | ‘ 5 

iT. W. Thoret (Military).,.... APE ic USA Vine Jolie ee tM G'> GLa irl Pilcher mien in ane bc armen Seam ee PRR ce Si alah 
i, Max (Milltary)............9 7 4 % 12 12 12 19 9 791 | Piercing wind and low temperature yery well—ifter they got a 

good fire built. The ancient deity, who has the eredit of bringing 
fire from heayen, was blessed over and over, and a fey sacrilegions 
fellows even went so far as to pay some left-handed compliments 

to the devil, who has the reputation of keeping the loss dire, 

At 2:30 the shooting began and continued uutil it was almost too 

dark to see well. Major Current finally came out winner. The 

Major is an old yeteran, and has shot at men often snough to en- 

MammornH Rirte Gatnery—Boston, Nov. 26.—The Wxcelsior 
Rifle Match for Noyember, at the Mammoth Gallery, is ended 
ith some of the finest shooting that has taken place this season. 

Mr. U. A. Pollard was nearly successful in getting the extra prize. 
The Jast day of the month he made an excellent 39; his second 

shot was # seyen o'clock nipper, so close as to split the bullet. «It 
was a fine effort and capital holding, This placed him in the 

lead, winning the first prize of $7 with 192 out of a possible 300. pace aera aan bias mara ® board. ‘he 

Mr. R. 8. Gray wins the second prize of $6 with 191, and N. W. ite ot : er 

Arnold takes the third prize of #5 with 191, being outranked by 0340-9 

Mr. Gray. Mr. E. F. Richardson wins the fourth prize of $4 with : : o ey 

190. Mr. J. Merrill wins the fifth prize of $2 with 188, and Mr. S. 2D 40 

Canterbury ‘wins the sixth prize of #1 with 186, outranking Mr. | Henry... <! Cant. Frederleks fd 400 02 8 
H. Appleton, who also has 186. The match has been yery popu- | Hancock..............4 Wrigt-......0..0., ia ey a oe 

lar. The gallery was well filled during the month, and the ex- 

citement at times was great. On Dec. 1 was commenced a new 
rifle match, with six cash prizes as follows : 37, $6, $5, S4, #2, $1. 

Also an extra prize of $15 in gold to any one making a clean score 

of eight consecutive bullseyes. The conditions of the match are : 

Any ,22 cal, rifle, three-pounds pull, position off-hand, rounds 8, 

possible 40, five scores to win or possible 200, the match to close 

on Friday eyening, December 31. The following are the leading 

competitors during the month. The first six was the prize win- 

ners, 50 yards, rounds 8, possible 40 ; five scores to win or POBHi- 
ble 200: 

Dexvek AmatevH Minrrary Hiens TreAm.—By courtesy of the 

Secretary, Mr. Jno. P. Lower, we have received a photograph of 
the members of this club, grouped about the firing point of their 

range, where Mr. Lower tellaus: ** We shot Oct, 94, making 612 
in 15 shots; each 200 yards, off-hand, with Sharps’ 1878 military 

zifle. Each rifle could be hung on its trigger after cocking and re- 

lieying the trigger lock, say 9 pounds and over pull, 

Carson Crry, Wev., Nov. 41.—The Carson Guard had its annual 

shooting match to-day. The liberal prizes donated to the rifle- 

men had the effect of bringing ont the full strength of the com- 

PARP OMAN AA a Fe cae ecpig otal Vaan eat ee = 38 38 28 39 89—199 | pany, and fifty-tine men took part in the match. The day way 

ROSSA ocakocecrsnigtt a oeass 83°38 38 38 39—191") }yicht and clear, although a trifle cold, ‘The scora has neyer been 
N. W. Armmold.... -3T 38 38 39 89-191 af 
Bly, RiIcHArasOD, + 5.0.25 .22- stone 18T 388 38 a9 | exceeded in the State by the same number of men from any one 
Jd, Merrill......-. «Bi 8T 3S 3 2 ‘> pe i, P 
8, Canterbury. at 8T 87 185 company, The score of 1,488 by 40 is an average of 374¢, a score 

H. Appleton.... neyer before made by 40.men in the United States, Thera ware 
Chas. B. Robins 6 Be a of a ee 50 prizes, Little getting the #50 riffe us first prize. ‘The distribu- 

26 36 36 36180 tion of the prizes Was connected with an exhibition drill, The fol- 
uae ae S318 | lowing ia the score of each member : 
36 86 86 36177 | Ms Latte 2-22 veces eee Sam Vucovieh.._-....... 
85 85 86 g6—i77 | Geo. U. Thaxter,..... George Cagwin 
85 35 55 a6—i7e | Jowalhan Saffell...,. iL. Flinn. .., 
35 35 37 35—175 . NTS hood 
85 35 35 35—1T4 2 ar Sia. 
3535. 35 35-174 | Re. bund... A, MOITIS......-..... a 

aoe 34 85 8h 85 B5—174 | Geo. B. Cowlng....... 
ee a 84 34 35 35 35173 | 4: A. Borges. --...4+)- 

ts Foret tela dorBior re 285 sats ot RA 34 M5 35 H, B. Slocomb.......-..- 
A SE DOD RL Si Lyrcaaes peng. she. oar x 4 S4 84 Bi 3 7 - Ki 
(3.45; KATY ur woes -e sera PReeehe ByR atm ote ees GaSe oad A CBee SASSI PEO Sa a tgs 

Pistol Practice,—This fayorite range has also been yery liyely dies TEC eae See ak 
during the month, and the crack of this little arm and the ringing | Henry Be recat 

of the little electric bell had been almost incessant, Mr. J.J. | Qe 8 Matee cl 
Dunne and Mr. §. Odiorne haye carried off the honors during the | Vernon TS ae tee eee ees 
month, although Mr. J. Miller, of New York City, has shown him- } W'— pierce... 

D. B. Kennedy. . 
George Perasich . 
James Black..... 
John B, Cheney... 
cane J. Hodgkin: 

self at home with this weapon. Mr, Dunne made two thirty-nines, 
Mr, QOdiorne one thirty-nine, and Mr. Miller's two thirty-seyens 

was fine shooting and showed capital holding. On Dec. 1 was 

commenced a pistol match with three cash prizos as follows : $5, 
#3, #2. Also an extra prize of $5 for a clean score of eight con- 

secutive bullseyes. Conditions of the match are; Holding the 
weapon at arm's length, rounds 8, possible 40, three scores to win 
or possible 120 ; distance, 50 feet. The following are some of the 

best scores made during the month of Noysember; 50 feet, rounds 

8, possible 40: 

1 = 

SCHUETAEN NOTES. 

The grand prize and ponltry shooting festival, which waa giyen 
When the marksmen faced jes bee on ee WH Pees a J. J.T Bice arene iets tipt he sahs Or he = 4 a ‘ 4 : at by the Jersey Schnetven Corps, Capt. A. B. Hardekopf, at the 

frond, the pore ea Ne at ata eee Pree oA peda tee be We 8 5 5 3 4 & 539| Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, on Thanksgiving Day, would have 
the shooting, The sun was ow ei if “a se jaune es covered. ; ites T@-GDUTY 12s wee assecome casio: 3 i & : 4 6 - = been a grand success for the treasury of the corps had not the 

syith qnow. But brave. sry very ; ie ree ie ay condi- | J. Mil Deeroragty ee ee eel catliee olatke played ‘ohe otis taicke. ‘Wa noteed’ a anita all 

tions on the whole not ae EAS alt ea ReenerOaeaes a Fane ae wh £5 4 4 4 5 685 | the snowing that day, u great many of the Schuetzen were present. 
scores, ‘The anda Sah a ah He MAG ili ee eee esc “5 4 4 4 4 4 5 4~34| ‘The shooting was greatly injured by the snow nnd cloudy day, _ 

G. B. Danforth,....cc+ Se Seg thm oes ARO faa Ue Ae rag Og ty ri 4.0 4 4 © 4 43) otherwiso the scores would have shown different figures. At the 
3) J. Bynne.—-- -- +--+ pee Oe ek oe Od hey eh penne ‘= : t, 200 yards distance, ont of a possible 75, the following 5, J. Byrne. a A. Hy DOM. ..2 2c... 66. #6 4444 4 4 4 33 | prize target, ¥ : Po: r I es DANK@M rece cove va 6 58 4°94 3 0 3 2 3-29 , 5 ze 1, D, Parke oR 8444 0 9 398 R. 8. Gray... Beers ob 4 4 # 4 8 5 4-22 | ay the result: 
T. FW, Keenan. -,+-s-+++4 +i he Sade i SGHSBteDDInies nc oy. waa es see ine ebeemanees eB 4d 4 44 4 4 4-37 " 
HF. Re GOMEL, one eevee y ees e eee eee 538 300 4 0 3 3 324168 Aodicnrtpae manner M. W. Farrow...-.. 

Boston Globe ‘eam. ee ’ ser. ; eh EME 

a ia USED SPC Saas pent “5 BS OO i erat; ee BRwcerort, Conn., Nov. 27.—The Bridgeport Rifle Club had a | Hy Gehl... 

es Ae emopelGies stace: 830 0 4 4 0 2-9 shoot at Seaside Range on Thanksgiving Day, but on account of ch pier 

oneriee oe OR : : B ‘d G 4 : ; aa ee the storm in the morning the attendance was small. Fifteen | B zetiler.......- 
SA HE i ie turkeys wore shot off onaring target, Mr. White and Mr. D, Tl, | ©. G Zettler ..-.-2.....2++ 206 . 

PUerruwWense-s- earn .t-)=5*° 200 6 0 4-11 Marsh making the beat scores of 65 each in the subscription | The first bullseye in the morning was shot by A. Appel, and ho 
Ed. Stearns i-..--. HE ee NS match—200 yards, 5 shots, off-hand : last at the closing by J. Schneider, Tho most mnillseyes during 
Sn aici 434 6 4 3-39 4. C. White........-- 5555-25 PhiloM, Beors........ £544 5-22 | the day was shot hy. H. Ochi, the second most by M. Dorler, the 
itis, ee os eee 0000 0 0-087 | D. BE Marsh.....,....446 556-93 Isaac McCourt.......54445-22].,. a ae , 
co ee Hoston Evening Traveler Team Fred Barber ...... ... 555 4 4—28 third by M. W. Farrow, At thse poultry target the following re- 

Plorace Tordan....-ersesee secre sree y i 4 f 0 4 i 7 ia This will, I think, finish our shooting for this winter. R. 8. B. ceived a prize : ‘ 
sy celly poco oan feb seh BM, We HAYTOW. ,.40-5-4>+ ene Ot 
ip irate 0,0 03932 3 0-0 ced 73 | THe Aurorp Marow.— Creedmoor.—The twenty contests, forthe | T. Fitz....-..-- 

SIR Wp BVEEORE BGO ES ties Taos eee ar fee? twenty Remington rifles offered by Mr. A. Alford, closed on the | N- Ai else spree: 
Bosrox, Mass., Dee. 4;—A small attendance of riflemen was | 47th uit, The matches were at 200 yards, 10 shota, with any nuili- 

geen at Walnut Hill to-day. A poor light, shifting from bright to tary rifle, andthe winners wereasfollows: = -—-—— diner... ......-- a Skee bah ne 

dull, forced 2 corresponding peas Ose’ but a steady July 2, 1879, Capt, J, L. Price, me N. a ered ie ; uy a yiaees =i reek naksnate 

ze made holding very easy. The leading scores were; Sergt. T. J. Dolan, 12th N. Y., Remington, 44; Ang. 13, Lieut. KE. Wr. Heltgn tei sdees 2s 
Reece’ Massachusetts Target (Resth. Griftin, U. 8. Eng., Springfield, 45 ; Aug. 23, W. J. Underwood, 7th | M. Dorler..........-.-. Garlegast. .-.-++2.--+ 36 
®, F. Richardson 12 11 13°41 12 12 12 12 12 dP T | N.Y., Remington, 44; April 14, 1880, W. M. Farrow, Posbody, 46 ; by 

J. Nichols ..----+-+- 12 10 19 10 12 12 41 11 12 11118 | April 98, J. L. Paulding, 12th N. Y., Hotchkiss, 42; May 15, Fred. 69 Mrs. Farrow ....-12.+.+ BO HL MAX. ca.csecr--e- -11 10 19 1 It qt 9 9 12 101s | Alder, 7th N. ¥., Sharps, 43; May 29, J. R, Grohman, Battery K, ‘88. Hardekopf.......00..., ‘ge 
RL. Blossom ...-.7 sees gst —100 | N. Y., Sharps, 42; June 9, Prank H, Holton, 28d N. ¥., Sharps, : te “oy 

(Offhand). 47; June 16, A. H. Cobb, Sharps, 43; July 17, Sergt. E. Demm- isch,,.,.. yi “799 
WW. H, Jackson jo 10 tt 19 12 8 td dt ttctos | lex, Tist N. ¥., Remington, 43; July 31, Liont, G. N. Whis- | W. Klein... Lor W. Sghmmmanny di...22....00 2 29 
B.F, Richie > “49 10 12 11 1 9 12 8 WO 10-105 fler, 65th U.S. Artillery, Sharps, 45; Aug.4, Sergt. A. B, Van Heu- _Biumenherg oor ee ae SERPs: ele esetae 53 

Nyse LOE eeeaae rveovnt) 3-9 10 1) 10 9 12 10 11-103 | sen, 12th N. ¥., Remington, 45; Aug. 26, Lieut. 1, J, Olay, 10th |) At the distribution of the prizes a greatdealof fun arose by Ge F, COEMEL,..-saerrrneeeee 

ie | 
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picking tho prizes, and especially by the first prize, which was a 
nicely dresded-up pig of about 105 pounds, for which Mr, Farrow, 
Vite and Mr. Judson had to draw for, as the list shows all threa 
were equal. Mr. Fitz drayed No. 1 and run off with his baby pig. 
The poultry was also nicely dressed with flowers and rad, white 
imd blne ribbon, The affair closed with grent entiefaction to 
éverybodly, 

Hosonsy, Dev. 3—Lhe father of the Schuetzen, Capt. H. D. 
Busch, of Hoboken, returned last Thursday from his two months’ 
pleasure tripin California ond was received by the New York Sehu- 
olen Corps and many friends at the Pennsylvania depot in Jersey 
Oily aud escurted him to his home. A band of musie nt the hend 
of the conipany played ‘‘ Home Sweet Home” on their way. At 
the hotel in Hoboken some of the Capt’s friends, who had not the 
time to go to the depot had a hearty handshaking pon his arrival, 

The hotol was splendidly ducorated from top tu bottom The Capt. 
looks well snd says he has had a splendid time, especially in San 

Trancisvo with the California Rille Club, of which the majority are 

old sequiintences, This club gaye a grand banquetin honor of 
Capt.{Busch hetove he left.and presented him with a gold locket aa 
# token of their cateom and friendship in the shape of a horseshoe 

to be worn on the watch cliain and contiius spesimens of the yari- 
(as kinda of quarts found in Californix. Capt, Busch is in hopes 
that he willbe wbleto return the compliments to the California 

Ritie Clih ab the next Bundes Festival of the Sharpshooter's Union 
of North America, 

SosunrzeN Conrs Bann.—The ball which the New York Schuet- 
zon Covps, Capt. Gao. Aery, held Dee, 1, in Ueethoven Hall, was 

grand svccess of which the cajitain‘and the corps can be prond, 

The hall was decorated in sylendid stylo and visitors could be 
connted by the hyndveds and ghawed the reat {riendship which 
the Siw York Corps holds with the difterent companies. At half 
past ten o'vlocl: Major Karl Klein's separate troop appeared in full 
foreé and parade uniform under hia command, Also a stvong del- 
egation from the Jersey Rchuetzen Corps, Capt. A, Hardekopt, a 

siwong delegation of tha Hulvetia Rifle Club, with Pres. Mattmann, 
aida deleywtion from tha GreenyilleSchuetzen Club, with Capt. 
A. Zengner, <All the different committees proyed (heniselyes in 
thuir Yespectiye duty faithful and deserve great credit. The 

anusementwas kept 1p until a late hour and everybody seemed to 
ehjoy himself. 

1 —<—_______ 

Wop Bitters strengthens, builds up and cures continually, from 
the first dose, 

Bachiing and Canoeing. 
PREHISTORIC YACHTS, 

|Prom Fonsst ayp Srrman, Vol. 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
Onr fumily is from the oldest sporting racos in America, Fur- 

ther back than our genealogical tres reaches into the rnisty dim- 
ness of the fathomless past our original progenitors were to be 
found foremost among the sportsmen of the Continent, skilled 
with jhe rile and eyually at home with sheetand tiller. Away 
back in the semi-ciyilized ages of the nineteenth century anid 
thersabonts, that same loye for field and sea distinguished our 
worthy sires. It is x family tradition that they would sooner saye 
their funoral expenses at the close of their earthly career than liye 
without the light afforded by a regular subscription to Pores? ayp 
Srream, I had long known that, storedaway in the vaults of our 
house, lay 1 -yust treasure in {es of that invaluable journal reach- 
ing fay into the abyss of remote ages, the first copies haying ap- 
pee it 15 said, os long ayo us A.D. 1873. Think of it, there we 
ad Mlea complete of a sporting journal started twelve hundred 

years ago! And it was then as itis now the ablest of its kind, and 
the only recognized yachting journal in America, ; 
You will vemember that but u short time sgo a poor wretch who 

built boats bythumb rule for » living imagined that he had dis- 
coyered aumething new in the art. His ides was to build a boat 
very fiat, und yery short, and yery wide, give her an immense rig 
aod load numerous bags containing sand on the weather side to 
keep hor on her logs. The deluded fellow heeame s monomaniac 
on the subject, aud ridiculed our feet of: catamarans, which, as 
you well know, displaced the light draft racing machine many years 
ago (see p, 12,375 of the Mneyclopedia Gigantica, published A. D. 
2,998). ‘he doctors took care of him, and he is soon to be dis- 
charged from the uptown asylum on Yonkers ayenue. As 1 knew. 
him to be a worthy man his case made some improxsion upon me, 
While hunting in the yaulta the other day for some models of a 
cayamirin which he was to build for an scquaintance, I happened 
to turn oyera pile of volumes of Forrest anp Srneam, when one 
of thom fell open at my feet, und, as necident would lave it, the fa- 
miliar heading ‘* Yachting and Canoeing” greuted my eye on pages 
tumed yellow with age. A glanced showed the yolume to be one 
of the yery oldest, dating way back to the slmost prehistoric times 
of 1880, Ina moment l was absorbed in its priceless leaves, and 
forgetting everything else, followed up my search until the wan 
ing light compelled mea to desist, Such revelations, such ao wealth 
of information, such amass of mutter concerning the life and he- 
ing of owe sporting forefathers, what a treatit was! Your readers 
would be overwhelmed should I depict an ideal scene of sport, or 
véproduce the yachting history of those long forgotten days. But 
one thing struck me most, the persistent Bourbonism whieh med 
among the yachtsmen of thet henighted age. Not that they knew 
no beliter—for, a2 1 learn from Fores AND STREAM, they certainly 
did know hetler—yet with a perversity which would now be deemed 
highly creditable to acastiron mule, our worthy forefathers seemed 
to have displayed the stupidity of wooden sign posts as soon as 
they lauded on the subject of yachts and their properties. I am 
referring now especially to the ‘open boats ” of the day, for T un- 
derstand that racing yachts too small for cabins were known by 
this appellation shout the yorr 1880. To these open bosts my af- 
tention was drawn on account of the frenzy in thei behalf which so 
recently caused the boat builder before mentioned to lose his 
reason, y 
Tshould judge that the open bots of the nineteenth century 

eombined the yory worst features if war possible to unite in the 
same craft. Wo should certainly look npon any one adyocating sand- 
bag sailing machines nowadays as absolutely bereft of reason, yet 
at the time [am now considering they were in high fuyor with the 
people, and that in epite of the fact that the catarniuran, 
just likt our, of to-day, had beeninyonted and put upon the mar- 
et. Onr stupid grandfathers failed to appreciate her ab her real 

yalue, and for many years went on building such laughable cari- 
catmres as the sand bag boats must haye appeared to sensible men 
of the times. Tht is ummaing ond instructive to read Sn the old yol- 
nmes of Forms AyD StRRAM the reports of yacht matches in 
which the catamaran sailed wound whole flects of “ sund baggers” 
aud toyed with them as though they were atianchor, end we get; 
an insight into the slowness of those days. In Vol. 14of Forzsr 
Axo Sruvam—jush think of it, 2,241 yolumes back !—now rapidly 
falling to piecea through the wasting effects of centuries, there 
seem) to haye heen severnl individuals gifted with common sense 
Deyond their duy, There is » spicy artide in one number taking 
the sund-bag herows to task for the recklessness of their sailing, 
which is deseriljed as ‘* being devoid of the slightest display of 
geamanehip,” and trom which L learn that it was then conpitlered a 

2,255 + page 66,600: A, D. 3,000.) 

"big thing” to capsizea yacht, the spectators cheering as the crew 
sprawled and spluttered in the water, altogether impervious to the 
disgrace we now would attuch to a yacht which can be or is cap- 
sized. Tacing in the machines resolved itself simply into a vulgar 
question of carrying the moat sand bags ott the weather deck, buy— 
ing the largest rig snd exhibiting the most reckless disregard as Lo 
whether te boat sailed rightside upornot. Of cwurse it was a 
mere matter of jockeying, and the crews wera,! believe. selected ac- 
cording to thei standing ax athletes, the man who conld toss the 
mort cobble stones a fathom distance ia a minute being deemed thy 
best sailor, while te captain appears to have been popular accord- 
ing to the ratio in which he * set up the beer forthe crowd.” I can 
readily understand that the open boats must have been a terrible 
agony to those who eyen then yiewed yachting a4 a noble aport, a 
refined art nnd a perfect science, and can excuse the writer in For- 
EST AND STREAM, if at times im his-wrath and contempt for the ma- 
chines he hurls well-mennt anathemas at the want of principles 
displayed and the absence of manliness among the open boat 
sailors of the primitive ages. He had right on his side and he 
seers to haye known if, 

But the miost peculiar thing, quite incomprehensible to us in this 
enlightened year of 3,000, isthe obstinacy of those ancient worthies, 
They sought to attain the highest speed in their open boats, and 
when it was fonidin the catamaran they deliberately refused to 
acknowledge her, orto haye anything to do with such a ‘sailing 
machine!” Coula anything possibly be more Indicrons than their 
action ? How blindly they stood in theirown way! Conldthey but 
nye seen what narrow minded simpletons they were writing thein- 
selves down in that everlasting sportsman’s organ, lores, axp 
Srrnan, would they not have felt a tinge of shame at tle thought 
that future ages would set them down as dunces? Let me give 
your tivo million yachting readers the history of onr present cata- 
maren, the most numerous aud popuiar of all onr ‘* open” craft, 
Her history is only to be foundin Noresr anyp Stream, upon the 
early numbers of which [draw for the information : 

Tt seems that about the year 1876, an enterprising native of Staten 
Island named Meiggs, in conjunction with another genius named 
Herreshoff, brought out the catamaran Amaryilis, the first of the 
Apecies now so well known to us. She was a wonderfully fast 
boat, with two regular hills spread by elastic spans of wood and 
ball and socket joints, giving independent play to each of the hulls, 
So perfect was she in detailand so thoroughly had the ides heen 
digested by her originators that at this day, twelye hundred years 
later, we still employ the identical principles and devices and haye 
been unsble to add anything in the way of improyements or in- 
hovations. With the} characteristic conservatism of onr fore- 
father, she was ridiculed at firet because she was new, aud when 
she had whipped all the boats of her day she was hastily consigned 
to a special Glass m the races ‘ because she was no yacht,” though 
in eyéry attribute of a yachtshe far excelled the death traps known 
as ‘open boats.” But such was the yanity and the shortsighted- 
ness of the barbarians who ruled the yachting councils. A great, 
circus and display of wares was held, [ think, at the thriving get- 
tlement of Philadelphia, in 1876, to celebrate the one hundredth 
birthday of a former political division of the American continent 
which went by the name of the United Status. A sreat race -for 
those days—was one of the features mm Nei York Bay, and of a 
numerous fleet the Amaryllis won with such ease as to drive the 
disheartened, slow-thinking men of the age into disqualifying her 
for the prize offered—simply because she was too fast! Was there 
ever puch 2 piéce of flagrant injustice placed on record in the year 
3000? It would be impossible for us now to understand the 
principles of equity much better, and the man who would propose 
such a cowardly escape from the natiral consequences of being too 
pig-headed to adopt the best of everything would be pointed at 
with the finger of scorn. 

Other boats like the Amaryllis were built by the aforesaid Her 
reshofi—who, hiy the way, was a native of a Southern ward of 
our great city of Naragansett, the ward then being still & separate 
village called Bristol end completely surrounded by green country 
fields. The Herreshoff family were men far ahead of their fellows 
in ueute powers of obseryation, and were renowned mechanics 
whose fame was world-wide. They produced the coil boiler, now 
in all but universal use, aud their fast steam yachts challenged the 
world’s sdimiration for their lightness of hull, beanty of model and 
perfection of engines. Their catamarans Tarantella, John Gilpin, 
Lodola, and many others, exhibited the same astonishing speed and 
happy characteristics with which the original craft set the open 
boat sailors all agog in 1876. But for ull that the conservatism 
and the slugeish Food of the American yachismen of those 
times wes such that even the most pronounced success was unable 
to overcome the set barriers of custom, prejudice and ignorance ; 
for upon xearihing through many successive volumes of Forest 
Anp StReAwt T fail to find any evidence of the catamaran bevoming 
more popular The colomnus of thatexcellent journal teem with 
socounts of races sailed in open boats fur many subsequent decades, 
and se nes as Tecan make ont it took between fifty years and a 
century to convert the '' practical’ classes from the errors of their 
waya into paths which to us seem so straight and easy to find that 
the perverseness of the anciet followers of the sport can only be 
explained upon the well-established Darwinian teachings that tho 
connection between man and mule is not a very distant one in 
oint of time. Brom « study of the originalissnes of your yaluable 

Pontaal f should say that the laudable features of the sand-bag 
boats were assumed to be greatspeed and light draft, enabling 
them tc work many tidal rivers in which the force of the current 
was held to interfere with boats of deeper build. No doubt thera 
was truth in these assumptions until the advent of tha catamaran 
which proved to be very much faster and of ¢yen much less draft, 
yet.ths people failed to give her that support one might have ox- 
pected they wouldin yiew of the repeated thrashings the anta- 
marans administered to the flatirong or pan cakes, ag the open boats 
were ironically termed, But the stumbling block to progress sesma 
to linve been n class of persona dubbing themselves practical,” 1 
term which I gather from your old issues to haye been rather pre- 
sumnploously aud grandiloquently applied to themselves by an 
ignorant craw who held that reading, studying, learning by nny 
other means than by their own clumsy fista was aninsult to their 
mother wit and the profession, and something resorted to only by 
consumptive “theoriats’ who were contemptuously classed with 
book worms and the like because they ventured to use their brains 
quite se much asa broadaxe. Nowadays we can hardly conceive of 
suoh a state of affairs in a community claiming intelligent civilizn- 
tion, but we mupt not overlook tliat in 1800 of 1900 the population 
of this Continent had barely sturted in the paths of refinement and 
jntellsct, henes the prepoudérating infiuence of the londest and 
the coursest. Had intellect ruled in those dark days no rational 
person would have built an open racing boat if aware of the exiat- 
ence und qualities of the catamaran. I see that Foxrsr ayn 
Sriane presinted the issue between the tyo classes fairly snd 
squarely, and in no mealy mouthed terms either, in many of your 
old issues, but the public, though they had oars, listened nat, 
The catamarun is no more expensive to build, in the first place, 

she is mnch cheaper to ‘aun, she is very much faster, a better 
boat by fay in rough water, she is practically uncapsizable, has 
equal uccommodations, is haudier in eyery respect, duiwa leas than 
half the water, 18 qnite as sightly, not as wet and more comfortable 
in totion than the open racing boats so much affected by the 
yachting ‘Know Nothings” of the earliest days of your journal's 
lite. The open boats, as Tread in you columns, were éxcesding)y 
tritky, capsizing npon the slightest provocation, costly, required 
immivnse rigs, aarried gunga of bullast athletes to man them, drew 
10ft, and over, were wet in the slightest lop, cramped in accomoda- 
tious, nad as rough water or crnismeg boats not worth the mention, 
And between these two. classes our forefathers hesitated for many 
years, and the practical’ achool refused to be dragged, cnffed, 
or coaxed by Porrsar Axp Stream one iota beyond their primitive 
yigaries imbibed as apprentices at the axe and saw, thongh always 
pennies to loudly proclaim themselves the leaders of thought of 
shew day, for were they not ‘practical’ and how then could they 
leqrn from ‘‘theoriste?” That was the specious “ stunner® with 
which they iet the efforts of your worthy journel to lift fie scwes 
front theu' eyes. : 
GButT am wiraid my letter is getting too tong and a. mipping turn 

mush be taken, I might goon without end to tell your reader of 

the mine of intellectual wealth discovered in the musty folios, ii 
earthed in our yaults, of the time-worn coyers, the stning a aiid 

| well thumbed pages of the whole séries, and of the eillent hgho 
ForrsT AND STREAM has for centuries waged un the side of pro: 
gress and enlightenment, how it ridienled the petty minds of by- 
gone days, to whom a cvlored line of political division On the map 
qras a Chinese wall, and the realm of thought and field o! obseryn- 
tion, How it wrestled single-banded with the su-called practical 
mnilida whose highox{ wtlainable iu payal design was "to make ber 
aa fat as you eon and as wide a4 she is long 2’ how hard if worked, 
and the siucuess it met im forcing into favor deeper boats, the kuel, 
the cutter ; and what it did to raise the standard of the yachtsman 
to that of an abléséaman ; but these and many other things L 
must reserve for some future occasion, If you object, remember 
it was the haphazard fall of one of your own yolumes, twelve 
hundred years old, which Jaunched me in this direction. 

Aw OBSERVER OF THE Tints. 
——_> ‘+ = 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Osuxosn Yaour Crus —Hditor Forest and Stream : The aminal 
ball and reception of the Oshkesh Yacht Club at Turner: Hall, 
Thanksgiving avening, was the most brilliant and snecessful atfoin 
ever given by this club. he hall being elaborately dacoratud 
with appropriate yachting desigus, and trimmed with the many 
evlors of the fleet, and @ profusion of red, white and bhie Inulin 
festooned wround the balcony, together with the many fine toilets 
worn Hy the Jadies, afforded a yery enjoyalle eyenmg’s enti) taih- 
ment for the throng of spectators that filled the gallery. A gond 
many gueets from abroad were entertained hy the club. and dvi 
the spirit of mirth that peryaded the party throughont the evening 
we conclude that the Third Annual Reception of tha O. Y. O, will 
not soon be forgotten, The club isin a good, prusperons aundition 
and fimancially at flood tide, CG. G. M, 

Taree More Currers.—Mr. A. Caray Smith lias finished the 
lines for three cutters. One of 30ft. for which the keel has been 
laid by Lawley & Sons, of Boston ; another of 40ft. for parties on 
the lakes, aud the thirdis fo be 56ft. with 6 tons lead en the ea) 
and a small ceutre board. 

Oursipr Bauiast.—New York is following suit. 
receiys a lead kee! this winter. 

ConyincrD By EXPERTENCE,—Edilor Forest ani Slream: Kee 
righton. LIhavefor the past three years owned e Newport cal- 
boat on Buazard’s Bay, where she was looked upon us perfection. 
My experience with her teaches me that they are only fit for smooth 
water, and my next boat will hea good deep keel, with planty of 
lead at that, and not a mere skimming shell pounding the water 
into foam at every little swash, . G, 

More Keecs,—The well-known little sloop Sunbeam, of Boston, 
winner of fifty prizes, is lo huye a deeper keel, and the sloop Addie 
will come out with a keel also next season, Webber, of City Point, 
ripping out the centre board, Smith, of south Boston, has got an~ 
other keel yacht in hand which is to haye 6,000 lbs. ontside. Some 
persons, whose horizon is confined to their native villaze, haye com- 
mitted themeselyes om paper to the faith that the keelis n dead 
issne. They have a big contract on hand to prove theniselyes cor- 
rect or abreast the times. Any one who supposea the keel yueht 
nnfit for “our waters”? will do well to male a round of the yacht- 
ing yards this winter. Lawley & Sons have built a vessel on BPaCI- 
lation, and they took good care to make hera keel, They conld 
not hays sold a centre board. She ip 32ft. over all, 12%. beam, 
5ft. draft. Iron on the keel, of course, 

Covomnta Yacur Ciue.—The annual ball of the club takes placa 
to-night at Lexington Ayenue Opera House, Fifty-eighth sirect, a 
pleasant reumon being promised to the club and its many friends, 

SeawanHaka Yacur Cuvs,—At the last monthly meeting bed 
at Delmonico’s the following gentlemen were admitted to member 
ship: G. A, Beah, Ogden Goelet—new schooner now building— 
0. i. Mint, sloop Gracie; J, F.D. Lanior, Jr, Stephen Peabody 
sloop Goming ; J. H. Purdy, N. N. Roosevell, steamer Lotua; W. 
B. D. Stokes, Jas. Winslow and J M. Woodbury. ‘The sailing reg- 
ulations were amended sa follows: “‘ Hach yachtshall cary during 
regattas two serviceable life-buoys, or life preservers. which phodl 
be kept within rexch of the helmsman and ia order for immediate 
use." This is a very sensible rulo, ond all clubs should udopt 
something to the same effect. The necessity, therefore, ling been 
insisted upomin these columns, and last year the Epstern Yacht 
Club found the rule of immediate service in the suecessfal resorie 
ofamanwho had been knocked overboard during the {ull sloop 
match when bad weuther was encountered. The by-lawa were also 
amended in relation to guns and night signals. No guns to be 
fired on Sunday, or before sunrise and after sunset. We glould 
like ta sea the whole child’s play of firing pop-guns relegated to 
the street urchins for their Fourth of July fun, and weleome the 
limitations placed upon the nuisance by the new lay. The distin- 
guishing night signal of the club is a Coston light, red succeeded hy 

us. 

Our OxsEctrye Pornt.—A. foreign correspondent writes that he 
admires the untiring efforts and incisive manner in which we gedle 
to eleyate the standard of our yachts and yachtsmen, and thinks 
we are uccomplishing zood work. 

The Rover is 7 

Gs 

DETROIT CANOE CLUB, 

Hilitor Forest avul Stream = 
The movement to organize a Canoe club in Detroit has had « 

lively boom, and sich an organizations to allintents and purposes 
an ussured fact. The moving sprit in itis Mr, Fred, H, Seymonr, 
of whoseecent adyentures your readers already know. The in- 
terest which Woresr anp StreAm seems to Haye taken in (in 
projectis appreciated by its friends and readers in Michigan, gud 
1t4 enterprise in laying hefore them a thoughtful und kindly ech- 
torial on the subject will not be forgotten. It is regarded ue w 
stroke of journalistic foresight quite characteristic of a paper 
which permits nothing of moment within its domain to oseapa at- 
tention, ‘Tyo canoe club meetings haye been held with Mi, Sey~ 
mour as chairman and Joseph Tl. Watson as Secretary. A vorusti- 
tution for the governinentof the club has been wdopted, and al- 
ready am invitation has been receiyed to participate in the annupl 
regatta of the American Canoe Association at Lake George in 
August next, A letter has alsogbeen received from the Cleveland 
canoe club, saying that that organization would coast down Lukes 
Erie and Ontario, the St. Lawrence River and mp the Hivie 
Richelien to Lake Champlain and Lake George, and oxpréraig 
the hope that the Detroit. glu would join them for the voyag 
Committees have been appointed on boat house, ensign and }iytily, 
find permanent organization. Hxecutive officers will be uluoted 
nezt wel. G. PG. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Honanrep Shooting Suits, Upthegroye & McLellan, Valparain, Ind, 

Mayer, Canker in Har, worst cases cured, Satsple mailed’ for 
stamp. Hepworth, 296 Madison street, Brooklyn, 

To restore nerye and brain waste, nothing equals Mop Gitteru, 

Believe this. 

Ter rine or Jones Moa & Co., whose advertisement will be 

found elsewhere is famous the world over and il lins won ity fnnia 

by square dealing and square representations of 116 producta, 

The Wolberton full length fly books, with the improyed Hyde 
clips, haye become so popular as fo make it necossary to pal Ha the 

market something cheap enowzh to be within the reach of all. Aly 

Hollerton fing hoya ws a ney style of book (No, 6) with 4 capacity 
for three dozen Hiss, strong and substantial, which.aré sold ut vg 

low price of a dollar and a hall, ‘ 
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The photographic copy of “ Fysshynge Wyth 
Dame Juliana Berners, A. D., 1496, for sale by Mr, Bouton, is a 

handsome “ plaunflet” in the old ‘black letter.” Our readers will 
do well to remember that we have several copies of the delightful 

old book, edited by Mr. George W. Van Siclen, handsomely bound 

and in good plain type with the quaint spelling preserved, which 
A few rubbed copies at $1.25. we can supply at $1.50 per copy. 

Send your orders to this office soon, 

Answers ta Garrespondents. 

t= No Notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

Rt. F, W., New York.—Send address to this office. 

P. F, B., Jr.—See advertisement of paper elsewhere. 

G. H. D., Jr., Carson City, Nev.—See answer to J. MoN, in last 

isste. 

W. H. B., New Hampshire.—Write to the game dealers, whose 

names you will find elsewhere, 

an Angle,” by F. G., New Preston, Conn.—Itis impossible to answer your ques- 
tion satisfactorily. We are collecting the information and will 

shortly publish. 

Cc. 'T. R., Ansahle Forks, N, ¥.—1. We know of no such arm. 
The auxiliary rifle barrel will probably answer your purpose, if you 

already have a shot-gun. 2. Thanks for the names, 

K., Baltimore.—For Currituck shooting ses our issues of April 1 
and 22, 1880, The route from Norfolk, go by steamer Signet. 
The grounds are pretty well taken up by clubs and tke points are 

occupied by professional shooters. 

W. CG, M.—i, Dr. Coues’ Key ; Hallock’s Gazetteer and the For- 
EST AND STREAM will tell you about game birds, A summary of all 

the ornithological matter which has appearedin this journal is now 

/ 

winter for a person to residé in who is snbject to rheumatism and 
asthma? also Topeka in Texas and St. Paulin Minnesota? 2, 

What small game would there be found near La Pueblo, aud would 
i. dog be necessary there? Ans, 1, Onr Denyer correspondent, 

W. N, B., kindly supplies the desired information. Pueblo and 

South Pueblo are contiguons towns, separated ouly by the Arkan- 
saa River, one hundred and twenty miles southof Denver and hay- 
ing between four and fiye thousand people, A stuffer from asthma 

wonld almost certainly be relieved immediately and the effect upon 

rheumatism would doubtless be beneticial. In fact it ia claimed 

that mineral water from an artesian well recently bored there is « 

specefic for that malady. 2. Geese and ducks along the river in 

spring and autumn, Jack rabbits and “‘ cotton tails’, plenty. An 
occasional grouse in the brush along the rivér, or among the bluffs. 

in course of publication, 

not confine himself ‘* exclusively 

2. Bound yolumes of this paper #3 50. 

E. F, P,, Carson City, Nev.—Edwin 8. Harris, of this city, whose 

advertisement you would have found had you looked for it, does 

rule to look before you leap, and never to take an editor to task 

before you know that you are right. 

H. 8. C.—1. Is La Pueblo in Colorado Territory a good place in 

to leather leggings.” It is a good 

Not much use for a dog. 

—Any subscriber or reader of Forest anp STREAM in want of 

any kind of carpetings, oil cloths, rugs, ete, et¢., can be sure of 

fair treatment at the hands of John H, Pray, Sons & Co., Boston. 

Call or correspond with them, and get their prices before buying. 

It will pay yon to try them.—[Ad». 

Silisceilaneong 

ESTABLISHED 1820. 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS, 
(hate 502 and 504 Broadway,) 

184 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and 234 St., NEW YORK. 

Seal Sacques and Dolmans, 
(English Dye, all sizes and qualities), 

Fur-Lined Circulars 

AND WRAPS. 

FUR TRIMMINGS, MUFFS and COLLARS, 

In Large Assortments, Choice Styles, Low Prices. 

Orders by mail, or any information desired, 

will receive spacial and prompt attention. rae veil esse 
KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &., &e. 

SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE. 

KEEP MANUEACTURING co., 

631, 633, 635,637 Broadway, New Work. 
pitied Brecker emer eek se 
B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 

SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTO SPLIT BAMBOO FISZENG HOD CD 
6 Boach Street, Boston, Maass., 

MANUFAOTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS snd TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silver mountings. 

4 EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 

price-list. tf. 

—— aan 

THE HOWARD MANUFACTURING CO., 

MANUFACIURE AND INTRODUCE 

PATENTED NOVELTIES. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DEAL- 

ERS IN SPORTING 

GOODS. 

Weigh your fish on the 
spot. 

REAL 
Pocket Scale 
MADE OF Mmmxal, 

Meunvily nickel Plated 

COMPACT, STRONG, 
DURABLE, 

Gan be carried in the Vest 
Pocket, 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

Sample by mail on receipt 
of price. 

A liberal discount to the 
trade. 

Bhawan ies 

od? 

No. 1— Post Office,” weighs 
to 8 ozs. 

i 9 “Pocket,” welghs to 
8 Ibs. 

HOWARD MANUFACTURING CO., 

Box 2,296. NEW YORE 

~ Heter to FOREST AND STREAM. 

The Inventors and Only Manufacturers of Genuine 

“MIST COLOR” 
PRICES PER DOZEN. 

Highest Quality. | 
$22 50 
15 00 | 

“ i“ 
re 4h 

4 

Regular 

“ 
i“ ak 

PRADA ASWASE WOAH SPSSSessSsssssesazss 

te 
“ 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 4 

Extra Heavy Treble, 9 feet long..... ...: 
ac “te “e 6 is iy 

Extra Heavy Double, 
‘“ oe 

Leaders, of which SETH GREEN says: ‘‘I HAVE TRIED THEM AND FOUND THEM TO BE 
THE MOS? PERFECT J HAVE EVER SEEN." 

DOUBLE AND TREBLE, 

“ ii 

DwADwO NADI WADNVOOmMMA Des 

8 Maiden Lane, New York. 

» Quality . 
Heaviest Salmon, 2 feet long 2) 25 

a3 ae 6 a te 18 50 

ae “ 8 is “a 6 15 

Very Heavy “* eet AL 17 25 
“a “ 6 it a3 {1 50 

cs 3 ity +t 5 Ti 

Heavy i gt ot . 12 00 
“se it? a oe “ = 8 on 

“t “ 8 “ “ 4 00 

Salmon Ue 3 10 50 
ot , 6 ae a T no 

46 3 a“ se B 50 

Ex Hvy Bk Bass.9 “* « 9 00 
“ “ 6 a“ iss 6 oo 

“ “ g “7 Lid 3 ow 

Heavy ‘* se eet 7 50 
oo “ i is ts 6 iit) 

“ Md $ it) os 3 50 

Black Bass.......9 “ %& 6.00 
“2 5 RET MIS 400 
au 3 ity ify 2 60 

TYOUt....« g i od 4 80 
Saad aaa pat et 8 20 
iI SAT NO a he ee Bo Pe ee, 160 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADH ONLY. 

lbs; sdaEaUs 

ELECANT 

HOLIDAY GiIPrTts 
For Your Sporting Friends. 

THE DOGS OF GREAT BRITAIN AMERICA 
AND OTHER COUNTRIES.—Their Breeding, 
Training and Management in Health and Dis- 
ease, compris all the essential parts of the 
two standard Works on the Dog by STONEHENGE, 
thereby turnishing what bas hitherto cost $11,265 
tor $2.00, It describes the best game and hunting 
erounds in America, Gives names of the prize 
winners in past. Dog Shows. Cortuins over one 
hundred engravings, embracing most noted dogs 
in both Continents. Making together with chap- 
ters by American writers, the most complete dog 
book ever published. 12m0. Tinted paper. Price, 
post-paid, 32,00. 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP. By Joseph H. Bat- 
ty, Taxidermist for the Hayden Expedition and 
other Government Surveys, 1nd many of the lead- 
ing Colleges and Museums iu the United States. 
Tinted paper. 80 illustrations. Price, post-paid, 
$1.50. 

BATYY’S PRACTICAL TAXIDERMY AND HOME 
DECORATION. Togetaer with general informa | 
tion to sportsmen. Tinted paper. 125 illustra- 
tions. Price, post-paid, $1.50, 

CANOE AND CAMERA.—A photographic tour of 
two hundred miles through the Maine forests, By 
Thos. Sedgwick Steele, Sixty beautiful scenery 
and character illustrations by Trus Williams, 
Day, Will and many other well-known artists, 
making a most superb holliday volume. Price, 
post-paid, $1.50. 

| LONG’S AMERICAN WILD FOWL SHOOTING.— 
Illustrated. Price, post-paid, $2.00. 

( HINTS TO HORSE-KEEPERS.—AComplete Manual 
for Horsemen. By Henry William Herbert (Frank 
Forester. Price, post-paid, $1.75. 

DADD'S 4MERICAN REFORMED HORSE BOOK, 
Revised Edition, Price, post-paid, $2.50. 

FARM HOMES, IN-DOORS AND: OU'T-DOORS. 
By E. H. Leland. Ilustrated, This is a most 
charming book and should he In every farm home 
inthe land. Tt is written In amosh captivating 
style by a writer thoroughly familiar with the 
subjects treated. Every page abounds in valia- 
ble bints and suggestions, communicated in an 
entertaining, narrative form. The volume Is very 
handsomely printed on tinted paper, bound in ex- 
tra cloth, beveled edges, black and gold, and will 
make a most handsome holiday presext for rural 
friends. Price, post-pald, $1.50. 

OUR SPORTSMAN’S COMPANION.—Tinted paper. 
Forty pages. One hundred illustrations, describ- 
ing 2 ooks on Hunting, Fishing, Horses, &c., 
&. Matled on receipt of vwo three-cent postage 
stamps. @KANGE JUDD COMPaNY. 
wor Sale by FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING Co,, 

39 & 41 Park Row, New York. 

PUBLISHED THIS DAY. 
A SPLENDID HOLIDAY GEETE. 

FARM HOMES 
In-Doors and Out-Doors. 

By E.H. LELAND, 
ILLUSTRATED-~ 

This is a most charming book and should be in 
every farm home in the land. ft is written ina 
most captivating style by a writer thoroughly 
familiar with the subjects treated. Every page 
abounds in valuable ts and suggestions, com- 
municated in an entertaining, narrative form. The 
yolume is very handsomely printed on tinted paper 
pound in extra cloth, beveled edges, black and gold, 
and will make & most handsome holiday present 
or rural friends. 

Price, Post-Paid, $1.50. 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
245 Broadway, N. Y. 

BRAIN AN NERVE FO0 
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

Composed of the NERVE-GIVENG principles of the ox brain and wheat germ. It restores to 
both brain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses or 
nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens a falling memory. 
sumption, 
prescribed 300,000 packages, 

For sale by druggists or mail, $1. 

er Sale. 

It prevents cebility and con- 
It strengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses, Physicians have 

Fk. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. YW. 

Che Zennel, 

a SALE, Stanchion or Punt Gun, for shooting 
on Pofomac Riyer and Chesapeake Bay. 

W sight, 145 lbs.; leugth of barrel, 79 in. ; outside 
diameter of barrel at breech, 3% in, ; diameter of 
bore, iWin. ; charge, 50 drs. powder, & to 1b. shot. 
2,000 caps for samples. W. BR. SCHARFHR, 61 
Elm Street, Boston, Mass. Novii,tt 

A. Remington sporting rifie for sale at a great bar- 
. gain, Length of barrels, 26 in.; calibre, .40 

weight, aig 1bs,; pistol grip, beautiful stock, beach 
ant combination sights; made to order, warranted 
accurate and as good as new, with tll loading kit, 
canvas case; 60 loaded and 100 unloaded shells. 
Cost $62; will sell for $40, not haying any use for it. 
Address 'T. Fi. P., Box 818, Lynn, Mass. “WNovy25,5t 

he Bennel, 

MOUNTVIEW KENNEL, 
FOR SALE TO CLOSE PARTNERSHIP, the en- 

tire kennel of dogs, composed of animals of the 
rarest breeding and most successful field winning 
strains, to-wit: 
Lincotn—White and orange dog, whelped 1876, 

and {mported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennel. By Dan, 
ex-Lill II., second in brace with Gladstone, Tenn. 
field trials, 1878; first Wree-for-All N. A, K. C. Held 
trials, 1879; second in Braces with Count Fred, N. 
A. K. C. field trials, 1879, at Patoka, Il Heisa 
Dieu fleld dog and a splendid breeder, Price 
$1,500. 
Count NaILER—Whilte and black dog, whelped 

August, 1879, imported from Mr. Liewellin’s kennel ; 
by the great Count Wind'em, ex-Nora. Price $500. 
Lap -White and orange dog, whelped 1879, by 

Lincoln, ex-Daisy Dean, Price $200. 
CoUNTESS BEAR—White and lemon bitch,whelped 

sid, bred by Mr, Liewellin, and imported 1879; by 
Dan, ex-Countess, The only Derby winner In Amér- 
ica. First Field Trial Derby, 1875; England: second 
Crystal Palace, 1875; second All-aged Stakes, 1876, 
at Shrewsbury; second Birmingham, 1876. Her 
puppies, Dashing Beauty, won the Puppy Stakes, 
and Dashing Bondhu the All-aged Stakes in Eng- 
land this year. Also dam of Bafile, a bench winner. 
Bred to Lincoln in September. Price $750. 
Daisy DEan—Wohite and liver, whelped 1875; by 

Pride of the Border, ex-Ruby, dam of Pearl of Man- 
ry, winner of Puppy Stakes, Tennessee field trials 
isia, and dam of Skip, v«10 ran second to Dew’s Rill 
in the St, Louis K. C. Cup, i8i7. Price #250, 
Buiaze—Blue belton, very handsomely marked, 

whelped, 1878; by Sam, ex-Countess Bear, bred by 
Mr. Liewellin, and imported 1879; bred In Septem- 
ber to Lincoln. Sam won first {n three field trials 
in England. Price 3350. 
DASHING PLOYER—Wiilte, with black ears, whelp- 

edi 1879, imported t8s0; bred by Mr. Liewellin; by 
Dash II., ex-Phantom, the dam of Count Wind’em. 
Dash II. the greatest field trial winner that ever 
lived, and the highest priced dog that Mr, Llewel- 
lin ever tle Price $200. Address JOSEPH H. 
DEW, Columbia, Tennessee. Novy25,4t 

i 

Fo SALE, or exchange for breech-loading gun, 
red setter dog, thoroughly broken on all game. 

W.H. A., P.O. Station A, N. ¥. Decd,16 

Choice Young Irish Setters, 
The magnificent all red dog pup Baie, 5 months 

old, dari Norah (Lilley-ex-C. Fiala Betkley), 1st 
prize, N. ¥., 1880. Sire Champion Kory O'More. 

rice 225,00, Also handsome bitch Madge, litter 
sister to Baile, Price svi. Fine bitcn ben, T 
mouths old, full of poinh snd will make a splendid 
field dog. Dam Culiendes grand tela dog Queen 
Bess (Nell-ex-Chatapiin Pitnket), sire tory O'- 
More. Price $20.00. Waudsdine dark rem bitch 
Kylla, 9 months old, has been hunted a few times, 
is a natural born hunter and will make a superior 
field dog, fine disposition. Dam, Magenta (Gypsie, 
ist prize, N. ¥., 1877, ex-Dash, 1st prize, Now York 
and Boston, 18%), sire, hory O’More. Very cleap 
at $20,00. All of the above pups are of the very best 
pure Irish strains,in perfect condition and yery 
fine. Address W. H. PIERCE, Peekskill, WN. ¥. 

Decy,1¢ 

GENS ITION IN THE STUD.-Fee for 4 few ap- 
\ proved bitches, $45. Bitches to be sent at own- 
éer’s Tisk to the kennels at Babylon. Fee to accom- 
pany bitch. -ddress Sec. W. KE. G., 2h Broad- 
way, New York, hoom 11. Deo, 

OR SLE, Liver and white dog pup by Sensa- 
tion, out of Whiskey, 4 months, price #50. Liver 

and white dog pup by Sensation, ont of May (sister 
to Psyche), 4 Months, price $0. Secretary W. K. 
C., 206 Broadway, New York, koom 11. Decd,tr 
rT semece 

ED FOX, Skunk, Raccoon and other furs 
bought for Gash—highest prices. Send for cir- 

cwar with full particulars. E. G. BOUGIVIGN, 5 
Howard St, N. Y. Dech,20 

Fok SALE, one pair Haglish foxhounds, and a 
litter of ({horoughbred English foxhound pup- 

pies oul of Fenty by Sport. Address Ik B. Low, 
Orangeville, Col. Co,, Pa, Deep, it 

Wnt. & Newfoundland dog puppy, vbont 
three months old. Address, giving pedigree, 

etc., E. L. FRENCH, Aurora, Cayuga Co., N.Y. 
Lecd,it 

A €iILE BINDER, 

Which, when tull, makes 9. permanent binding, 

For sale at this office, 

Price, Sl 

f {| CHRO IOS, name in new type, ic. b 
Fy) “Snail, a0 Apes’ Samples, 100. U.S Canp tio 

i Northford, Ct. 
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“OLD RELIABLE” 
VANITY FAIR TOBACCO 

BETTER THAN EVER. 
Ghe &ennel. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 
HIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fieas on dogs or any other acimals, or mone 

returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates it 
use. Simple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
Tull directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both theahoye are recommended by Rop AnD 
Gon and FoRzs?T AND STREAM, 

CONROY, SISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Strect, N. ¥. 

HENRY CG. SQUIRES, 
ect 12 # Cortlandt Street. N. ¥, 

BARGAIN—For sale (brace dog and bitch), 
fine setters; containing biood chatnplon 

Rory O'More and Nell 11.; red with white stripe on 
face and feet alike, black points; § months old; 
plek of litter, exceedingly Handsome in form, in 
perfect condifion; lave stood on game staunch as 
Tock this Season; very intelligent; any one in want 
of first-class stock for field a rare chante is now 
offered. Price for dog or biteh 320 each, for brace 
$20. Address W, R, WILLIAM2, P. 0. box 962, 
Orange, N. J. Deeg lt 

DVERTISEMENT—AN English gentleman, re- 
turmméd from shooting on the Upper Ottawa, 

has for sale the following dogs: 2 superb boar- 
hounds, broken for deer (killed 6), $100 each, 23¢ yrs 
old, paid same in England; 2 hali-broken Sussex 
eee @L pups, mother sd prize Alex. Palace, London. 
ly, 1879; father equally good, never shown, 25 

gach, ©. BRAMBLE, Metropolitan Hotel, Pem- 
broke, Ont., Canada. Decd,2 

NWN THE STUD.—Gordons: black and tan, sire 
Rupert, imported 1817, by Shot, Jr., 1630, E KC 

8 B, ex Rhona, 1680, EK CS 6B, dam Whip, Stod- 
dard's imported Duke and Gypsy. Fee $25. Duke 
of Locust Valley: black and tan, Umited to 5 bitches; 
sire, Toledo Kennel Club’s imported Grouse, EKG 
8 B5,097, ex Grace, $d prize winner Gilmore’s, 1879 
Fee, $25. Pups from the above and others of best 
knoWn Gordons on hand aud for sale, also matured 
brood bitches in whelp. Address JAS. R. TILLEY, 
Locust Valley, L. 1. Nov25,tt 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
hiy. I give my puppies seven months’ work 

out of the twelye, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at lomg distances. A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Peoria 

Jet 2, 

LEN —B. and T.; by Colburn's Dash ex Mul- 
jin’s Belle. Theabove dog, winner of tirst 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Bield Trials, will 
be allowed to serye a few bitches of approved 
form aud blood, Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom, Address 

H, F, ATEN, M.D., 
#4 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N. ¥ 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for eale.several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Muropean strains, To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, pedigrees, etc., address. >. 

© ROY Z. COLLINS. 
Bopt 18-t? easter, Mass., U.S. A. 

ULEOUT KENNELS.—For pure t\cxer 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip 1L., liver and white, tlat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters zuar- 
auteed, Address ROBEXT WALKER, Keeper 
Oulewut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. 

ASH If, AND JESSTR.—FOR SALE—Two or 
three dor pips, two montis old, out of Jessie 

hearer’s Kale aud Pride of the Bordery by Dasi 
Jessie took V. H. ©. in last New York Dog 

Show. For prieca apply to Wa. W. WEBB, P.O, 
Box 3,482, Boston, Mass, Oct3s, tf 

OR SALH,—My red Irish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pudieress ; six months old. Pointed 

and retrieved ler first bid, and 15 4 slasher in the 
field. Price $20. Address W. J. MORTON, Ports- 
mouth, Va. Octzstt 

7 OR SALE.—Filteen Foxhounds, first-prize stock, 
the finest and best. Address, with Bran 1, 

M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. Sept. 23, tt 

‘OR 8 + LE, red roan setter dog Spat, 4 years old; 
has had several hundred yame birds shot over 

him. Pedigree of 40 yrs. down to Gildersleeyve's old 
Tip. Price 5) dollars. Sold on agcount of the 
owner quitting gunning. Inquire of JOHN KRIDER, 
2d and Walnut sts., Phila. Deed1t 

For pedi- 

fea0" For price, ete., address JOHN A. ¢Mi'THER~, 
Berwick, Col. Co., Pa. Tecd,1t 

oe SALE, black and tan Gordon setter dog; 3 
years old; well broken to quail, woodcock and 

snipe. For particulars address C, §, Bexyer, Milton, 
Pa Becd,it 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of Bane 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or catt 
without injury to the animal. One @ 

FRAGRANET VANITY FAIR! THREE KINGS! and NEW VANITY FAIR! 

THREE EXCELLENT CIGARETTES, EACH HAVING THEIR OWN PECULIARITIES, 

NEW VANIPY FAR just out, and is the WILDEST CIGARETTE yet produced, 

A DAINTY SWEET BIT. 

SEVEN FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.—Vienna, 18738. Philadelphia, 1876. Paris, is78. Sydney, 1879. 

Wm. S. KIMBALL & CO., Pxrrtess TosAcco Works, Roonzsrer, N. Y. 

Ghe Fennel. 

MAW GE. 
SCRATORNRES. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE OURR is war- 

c 

For'SC TG BS is usually ullthatisnecessary. For’ is 
in HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N,J. 

ents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 
. ¥.; John P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 

- Jos. G. Grubb & Co., 712 Market at., 
Phila. FP. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 

Couis, Price, 50 cents. 
I 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 
“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-GE BUYWES." 

Price 10 cents, post tree. Gives addresses of prit- 

cipal English breeders. 

Imperial Kennet! 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken, 
Young Dogs liandled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily acessa to sait 

water. : 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full predi- 
grees. Address H, C. GLOVER,Toms River, Ni J 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs. 
Fowls, ete, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and othera, intending to zuport 
dogs trom Europe, should haye their stock usp 
signédto him. Intormation furnished in reg iv 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, crc 

A RARE CHANCE. 

Layeracks and Irish Setters and Pointers. Brush, 
pure bred setter; a large, strong, handsome setter 
dog; thoroughly broke on quail, woodcock and 
snipe; a better snipe dog can't be found. Liswellin 
setter Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton dog. 
Royal Ben, Llewellin setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also weno of ist and special at 
St. Louis show; also winfler at Detroit, Mich. 
Liewellin setter bitch Goll, broken. Llewellin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great beauty. Liewellin setter 
biteh Orphena. Llewellin bitch Lady Beaconstield. 
Perl V., a beautiful green and white setter bitch. 
Liewellin bitch Belle, In whelp to Count Royal, 
Liewellin bitch Gypsie Queen, with 7 beautiful 
ups by Royal Ben. Red Irish setter Von, thorough- 
y broke; retriever from land and water. ed, 
Trish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Impt. 
Red Irish setter bitch Nora, in whelp to Von Red 
Trish setter Shot, a beauty. Orange and white 
pointer bitch Belle, broken. Liyer and white point- 
er Clyde, broken. lImpt, liver and white bitch 
Nell. Also puppies froma 3 to 6 months old of sot- 
ters aud pointers of the above stock. All the 
above I guarantee to be in the best of health and 
condition, and to be as represented. Will show 
and give trial of any dog on the list. For psdigree 
and particulars inquire of C. Z. MILEY, Lancaster, 
Pa. Oct, Tif 

ORY O’MORE’ KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'More in the stud. The handsnmest, 

as well asone of the bestticld and best bred rea 
Trish dows in the United States. Winner of frst 
rize AL New York, 1877; champion at New Xork, 
879" chanipion at Hudson, 1879, and winner oF 
the zold necklace at New York, 1880, For sale, 
thoroughbred eae Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DRR, Albany, X. ve Junerd, of 

RARE CHANCE.—Ffor sale, English 
A setters: Don, a splendid lures oringe 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superior every way, $50; Moil,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
Peas $75; Dick, a very tine dog, orange waite 
lack points; Rusa Il, orange white ticked, 

second prize; shewith Dick, $100; the best brave 
I eyer shot over. ‘Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelye months old, very fine, full cf bunt, 
$4) each; also pupples ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined, Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10.. Pup- 
Pies two months old, out of Rusa LL. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if igben by 
July ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chances you ean- 
not alford to loseif you want fine stock-for very 
iittle money. Address ASA L, SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N, ¥. Juneztte. 

Ro SALE—Druid-Nilssoh pup, 13s years old, 
well broken, and ready for the field; backs, 

Sree Reb Eyes andis staunch on allgame; prige, 
$50. Kur Gordons, all good hunters, and a t- 
ler of Champion Rupert pups. Dogs trained in any 
style. Two more taken. J. HASKELL, Frank 
Kennel, Bradner, Ohio. Ootz1, ot 

OR SALE, red Inish setter pups, Pluntet-Mora 
stock; also well bred and broken setters. For 

further particulars apply to DAVID G. HART, 
Northport, L. I. Nov25,46 

New York 
Fee $15 eat Also best of 

p the LACHINE KENN dress 
Elizabeth, N, J. oves, tt 

For Sale, my entire kennel of pure Liewellin, pure 

a 

Ghe Hennel. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
or 

M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest atrains, 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satia- 

faction and safe de iveny to eyery customer. 
‘These beautifc=. and -ntelugent dogs cannot be 
beaten for rvtfed sronse anc wWood2ock savoting 
ani renrey.n,. Corresponaenis inc.osiny' swamp 
wa. Bet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
0 etc. 

BLUE RUIN IN THE STUD. 
Pure Laverack—Carlowitz-Princess Nellie. Carlo- 

witz is by Pilkington’s Dash ex Llewellin’s Countess; 
Prtncess Nellie by Pride of the Border ex-Champion 
PetrelL Inthestud Fee, $25. Blue Ruin is beau- 
tifully ticked with his own (blue) color, and is the 
handsomest Laverack dog ever bred by the late M, 
Von Culin. For sale—Broken and unbroken dogs, 
bitehes and whelps of Laverack, Llewellin, Irish 
Gordon and native bloods. State what you wan 
snd inclose stamp, E. & C. VON CULIN, P. 0. Box 
218, Lakeview, Dover, Del. Octi4ti 

IN THE STUD. 
IMPORTED ROUGH-HATRED COLLIE 

TWEED Il. 
The only pure Coll in America that has won in 

Field Trials and on the Bench, 
Tuppies from the noted Bench Show Winner 

Lassie by Rex, ist N. ¥., 1880; also from Lass 
O’Gowrie, 1st St. Louis, 1880, by Tweed TL. 
Address SCOTLAND KENNEL, T. C. PHEnzs, 

Manager, New Market, Prederick Co., Md. Novi1,ti 
i 

iN THE sTUD. 

The imported pure Layerack Setter, 

“ALDERSHOT.” 
Color, Jémon Belton: whelped September ith, 

187s. Wee gal. Thoroughly broken. 

For partionlars address- 
ERDMAN A. HERZBERG, 

1464 Pacific Street, 

Brooklyn, L. I. 

Post Office address, Box 3910, New York City. 
Dec9,tr 

2atels aud Ziesorts for Suorigmen. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” ee 
b ‘AKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran pidsandCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Basa Fisherlea, 

AND THE 
FaMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

oF 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
Ths waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are trasurpassed, 
if equaled, in theabundance and great variety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
any, in those waters. 

#7 ROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 

Nov. lL. & 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, also sbound in large numbers in the 
many lakcea and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman ean readily send trophies of hia’, 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, “2ice Lory, 
ckin= tish can be had at many points, 
TAK YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU, Theace- 

uery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry andbracing. The cli- 
mate ig peculiarly beneliclal to those suffering 

Fever and Asthma Affections. 
W 
Hay 
The hotel accommodations are good, tar sure 

passing theayerage in countries new enough to 
afford the finest ot fishing. 
Bosupee season Round Trip Excursion Tick. 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Does, Gungand Fishing Tackle 

pwner'srisik. 
is is0uraimtomakesportsmen feel “athome” 

wathis route. F or Tourist's Guide (an attractive 
Jiustrated bool’ >of 80 pages), containing fuilin- ; 
formation ani! curate maps of the Fishing 
Grornds and Vime Cards, address A.B. LEDT, 

Ser. Vasa, Agent, Grand Kapids, Mich, 

Old Dominion Line. 
Vee STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections in the conn Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Noriul steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewea, Del, 
Monday and ‘Thursday at 3 p.m. Full information 
piven at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York. 

FoR 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 
G0 70 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
on Shinnecock Bay, where you will nd good guides 
complete outtit of Decoys, Batteries, etc., as well 
as accommodations ald a substantial bill of 
fare. Take Long Island R. R. to Good Ground 
Station. M. 8, Proprietor. 

rried Freeat . 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cara which run oyer the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
witkout failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Cony Sh in 
all the principle citiesto KANE, RENOVA, B 
FORD, CRHSSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, exe | 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 

Hunting. 

Also,*9 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY 
SQU AN, and peintson the NEW JHRSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. i 

L. P, FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

Franz THOMSON, Gen'l Manager, febli-ta 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonville, Fernan- 

T dine, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N. P., and Matanzas, Cnba, 

FLORIDA STEAMERS leave New York 
Every Friday at 3 Pp. m., for 

- paces and Fernandina Direct, and consti- 
ute 

The Only Line Running to 
Fiorida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Rates. 

Nassau and Matanzas Steamers sall Dec. is an 
thereafter every other Wednesday. 

After January 1 call at Fernandina, Fla. 

Wassau is the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman, 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautifully sitnated 
and well kept, 1s the best and cleanest house in the 
West Indies, 

For all particulars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphlet, etc., apply to 

C. WH. MALLORY & Co., 

Agents, 
PEER 2), HAST RIVER, NEW YORE. 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

§ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars ** DavyCrocket" and “Izaak Walton,’" 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and mir 
tackle, and kennelsfordogs._ 
Disgrama, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. 1.0. 
Po., Chicago, je26 smts. 

D B. NYE, 
Of Van Slyck's Landing, Currituck Co., N. G., 

Respectiully informs his friends and patrons that he 
has enlarged his housé to accommodate more guests 
and has also built new boats, suitable to cross the 
Sound In any and all kinds of weather. Sportamen 
furnished with board, skiffs and stool ducks. 
Duck, Goose, Quail and Snipe shooting. 
Sseageaemeteate Sb hie on hand. 
Steamer Cygnet leaves Norfolk every Monday, 

Wednesday and Friday direct for the House, ww 

Wild Fow! Shooting, 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S BE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Has slways on hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with tho largest rig of train- 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Spegtal attention given 
by himself to his guests an Batisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm.N.LANE, GoodGround, L.L 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N.Y. 

$66 & week in yourown town. Terms and $5 
ah outfit free. Address H. HALLE! 

Portland, Maine, pgs 3 
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BARGAINS! BARGAINS!! BARGAINS!!! 

5 Purdey’s in Case Complete, 6 Scott ‘‘Premiers” in Case Complete 
REILEY’S High Quality, 4 Westley Richards’ High Quality, 

Also a Lot of Medium Grade Greener Side-Action Light Guns, 14 and 12-Rere, at $50 each; former Dries, DS. 
ramges from 30 to 50 per cent, 

Prinze BREECH -LOA DERS, 
PURDEY, REILEY, WESTLEY RICHARDS, SCOTT, WILLIAMS & POWELL and NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 

ALL AT A GREAT REDUCTION. 

4 Nichols & Lefever C. and D. Quality. 

SEND FOR DESCRIPTION. 

. 5 Scott with Compensating 
3 Williams & Powell High Quality, 

The reduction 

———s 

Lump, 2 E, M. 

im price im these guna 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., Pittsburg, Pa. 
Gotels and Bontes for Sportsmen. | 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia, Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany -Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc, 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mious watering places and summer regorts, 

Ihe Only Route via White Sul- 
Se phur Springs. : 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South. All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

To GISLAND R.R.—_SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March Ith, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P’D (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, §.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 P.M. Sundays, 

and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 a.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 35.M. 

Saturday nights, 12.35. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 5,35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 4.M., 

1,45, 2,85, 4,35, 5.35, 6.35 P.M. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbusb ay, 
10pm. Sunday, 9 A.M, 1.35, 6.35 P.M. e 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 8.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.85 P.M, Sundays, 9 
A M., 6.35;P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, $ A-M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4.35, 6,35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M., 4.35. P.M, Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35,5.85 P.M, Sundays, 

AM. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.85, 4.85 

6.35, #7 Pat. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights,12.15. Sundays,9 A.M,, 6.35 PM. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M,, 1.35 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays nnd Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P’T WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, €.30, 
10.20, 11.30 A.M.,3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 p.m. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
apply ai 229 B’way, cor. Barelay. @ 

* W.M.LAFFAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

CONWAY Kk. HOWARD, 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

may iy Richmond, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

SRUROFEAN ae 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 

Bird Skins. Class Eyes. 
For Stuffed Birds and Animals. 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J, COLBURN, 

Boston, Mass. 21 Boylston Street, 

| 

AGENTS FOR CARD'S NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 
Howard's Steel Head Shells--Quality guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible, 

S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service. 
.45 Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

Adopted by the U, 

-TheDaly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS. SUPERIOR 

Toany other Gun 

eCOSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished on applicition. 

Or W.R. SCHAEFER, 
6) Him st, Boston, 

4 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or THos. L. Goncnen, 

116 Girard aye., Phils 

10 Shots, 

Prices: Carbines, $22; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25, ; 3 
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists. 

E. REMINCTON & SONS., 283 Broadway, N.Y. P. O. Box 3,994. 

THE BEST GUNS for the LEAST MONEY. 

Ww. 

We send sales and check for net amount immediately after-sale. Stencils and Price 
Your correspondence and shipment solicited. 

192 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK. 

Ourrent furnished free on application. 

WN'S PATENT 
GUN CLEANER, 

= THE BEST 
~ Cleaner and Ojler 

os For Breech-loadings Arms 
fn market. | be 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
* and fuil directions sent tree of postare.= |, 

In ordering give calfbre of gun, Send for ciroular, 

Salata Ts YARDLEY BROW Maino, Pes | 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Liyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de 
scription. dress 

, WILLIAM LYMAN, 
a Middlefield, Conn, 

W., GREENER’S and ©, G. BONEHILL’S GUNS aspesialty. 
ARD GLASS BALL TRAP. Watches, Clocks, Jewelry und Sporting Goods. 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y. 

DUNN & WILBUR, | 

Commission Merchants 

POULTRY, CAME, BUTTER, ECCS, CREEN & DRIED FRUITS. 

General Agent tor CARD'S STAND- 

Send for circulars. | 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
FREE. BY MAIL. 
af Ge 

IONEER WORKS | 
BIRMINGHAM, | 

ENGLAND. ®& 

RONAN’'S METAL SHELL CLEANER, 
(without water), 1s self- 

_J. F. RON 
Station, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to the trade. | 

CHARLES D RITEMANS, 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Brevch-Loadie (ns, 
943 Broadway, near 23dSt., N. ¥ 

FINE FISHING TACKLE. 

The Celebrated “ Frankfort” 
in Stock. 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, &1 00: Maska- 

longe, #1 25. 
Sent by mail on receipt of price, 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

The celebrated “Le Coutre* razor, in stock. 
Razors with safety attachments, Bowie Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Kniyes, Stilletos, Dirks, ete. 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOOTING AND BISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OPTICAL Goocpvps. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

GLASSES, CUMPAESSES, Ete. 

Reels 
ae 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
(recommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid for $2- hae tenes 

KEN IN EXCHANGE. 
GUNS hep TO ORDER. SEND STAMP FOR 

TIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. é 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 
OO  —  — 

1880. 
END ADDRESS TO THOMSON & 

sou neeiney aide goe Be 6 
Loa : _ §PORTSMEN’'S GOODS. 

1880. 
=] 5 to $20 per day ab home, Ray 

worth $5 trae. 
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine. 

> 
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SPRAT?T’S PATENT 
GENUINE _ 

NONE ARE OS SSS INIi1 

STAMPED, 

Packed in Cans of 112 pounds each, 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

“SPRATOS PATENT” are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Show: 
“ Wibrine” Cakes are used at the Dogs’ Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatation, 
receiving the highest atyard for Dog Biscuits at the’ Paris Exhibition, 1878 ; 
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Meda 

Kenne 

i, ete., ete. 

Paris, ete. 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
{8 South William 8 South: Millian sstioet. =a NEW CRRY | ee 

@iublications 
— 

Any of the Following Books Sent on 

bd 
Receipt of Price by Forestand 

Stream Pub. Co. 

Adirondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays........... $1.50 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1.25 

Adirondacks, Guide fo Wallace's, 6th edition-. 2.00 

Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner’s...... 15 

Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bds.........-.-- iG) 

Atnerioan Angler’s Book, Norris,..100e++--+---- 5.50 
American Bird Fancier...--..........ceeneeesnes 5) 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games.. 2.00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses...... 5.00 

‘American’ Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long..... 2.00 

‘American Kennel, Burges ......--...eeeeeeae es 3.00 

Angling, a Book on, Francis.-......-.----+-+.-- 7.50 

Archer, Modern..:.-...-..- BN ass apa eeee: Heme 25 

Archery, Fencing and Broadsword............-- 20 

Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson...... 1.50 

Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam...... 3.00 

Art OP SWIMMING... 0... ec se cette eee er eee en eens 30 

Art of Swimming, Monstery .........0..se00-2 50) 

4 of Swimming, WeDD.....,csee-deeueeeees we 50 

Athiete’s Guide, Harding..........++- HN ace 50 

eo Sports for Boys—hoards, T5¢.; cloth... 1.00 

“Ainictic Sports, Stonehenge......-.+..+.-----+- 1,00 

Bailey's Birds of the United States,,.::.::..... Th 25 

‘Baird's Birds of North America................80 00 

Baucher'’s Method of Horsemanship,........... 100 

“Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds, ..-:.:-.-- 1 50 

Bits and Bearing REMS: i oa. 50 

| Boat Sailing, Practical ........+.+---.++ 1 00 

Books gs Sone Ae ae ae a 
cage and Singing Birds, 50c.,; Dogs, The.; 

Water mguartum, 506.2 Seen nine os 
“Boy's Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc..., 2 00 

Freee: Loader, Q109N-... 2+. .eeeeeeererteree sees 1 %5 

reech Loader, Modern, Greener... .-t.--..ere 2 

Brice’ ig Std Book, 3° VOIS.~..---sserpsceeteeenss 30 00 

water oti THE DOG... 6 ec peers eet eee eee ees 2 00 

and Singing BIds, <...+.eeseresee essere ee 50 

amp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa ...........0.2.. 0 

Ra Ge ARG-CAMCL, 0. .e ies es Gene ne oper mee Pepe adh ae 

Ganoeing In KanUckia....-....e esse erss enters 71% 

Ganoe Trareling, Powell......--. Pet suaiatecs oe 8 00 

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop's .....---- 230 

assall’s Book of Birds, 4 VOIS...-...+--+-+++-- 12 00 

loke Bore Guns, Greener... .- eset se eeer sree 3 00 

Xt mplete American Trapper, Gibson.......-.-- 1 7 

‘ones’ Birds of the Northwest... 

Coues' Field Ornithology......- 

oues’ Fur Bearing Animals. .,. 

‘oues’ Key to North American basen, a pee T 00 

rack SHOU. ... cee eee eet Feet ene eee n eens 1 26 

press, Ju, di, WOrKS, 2 VOIS.....-. 002+. - t+ 5 00 

50) 

Mead SHG. 1c... es een ese weet en ese e renner cette 125 

Dor Breaking, Hutchinson.....---.1e- ++--- ee 3 Tb 

Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson... 3 0) 

Moz, The: Hill....,.... A le one 2 00 

Dog, The; Idstone:.........e0see0- aise 1 25 

Pathe to Suceess.......+ Wich Mutt ee 
Bogs and Their Doings, Morris.....-.....-.. 175 

lors und Their Ways, Williams... -..+-..-... 12% 

Dovs of Great Britain, America und other 
GOUNETIOS, «een epee nee ssn e side sneer ere’ 2 08 

by Stables.!..........+ POR AAAT bre: teks 
TS cs, Managementol, Mayhew, 16M0........-, 

NEW YORK. 

Sportsmen's Goods. \ 

SPECIALTY. 

COODYEAR’S 
Kubber M’rg Company 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, £90, 492 B’way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

26 en eats cor. FULTON ST, 

RUBBER OUTFITS C COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTIYG, 

TROUTING PANTS: AND LEGGINS A 
OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Russer Goops oF EVERY DESCRIP- 
TION, 

Send for Mlustrated Catalogue. 

moz BEATS THE WORLD.” 2x. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. | 

{ug or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD 

Something I bre area for Cigarette Smokersto Know. 
HE ‘MAJORITY OF SmMUKERS 

are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice ee er, the aaa been 
inhaling THE MOST DEAD POI- 
SONS, thrown off by all burning nL 
namely : The Oil of Creosote. C 
@. EM RY, of the firm of ABTS 
Co., manufacturers of OLD DGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Robaboe in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
bth, 1878, by which the Rice Pea used 

7 as wrappers for “OLD J Cigar- 
ettes has been 80 pre’ 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 

an a teat the un- 

neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its break- 

DGE” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, n0 one else having the 
rizht to useit. The great advantaye and importance of this invention willat once be recogni by 
all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “ OEea JUDGE" Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. them and you will use no others, | ‘ 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & C0..207 and 209 Water st., 
NEVY YoREZ 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Eyery Description, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Woo: 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough a 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1380. 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
pie! Seth oa ee ete. 

ur LY RODS and INSL 
ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS a eter the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 

Prices as low as the fowest, and always first- 
class Goods, 

Price-list of wood and rod mountin 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue ore pee. 
Hae ee sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 

BIRDS’ EYES. 
Birds? Skins, Taxidermists’ and Naturlists’ 

Supplies. 
Send for (New Price List. Reduced Rates. 

W.J. KNOWLTON’S Natural History Store, 
16S Tremont St., Boston, Muss. 

Birds and animals preserved by superior French 
and American workmen. 

$ Fe A WEEE, Si2aday at home 
Costly outiit free, Address TRU! 

Augusta, Maine. 

ly mad 
zCO, 

Monadnock Trout Ponds 

Will furnish Trout and Trout Spawn at low prices. 
For price list, address 

G. A. STARKEY, Troy, N. H. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial: Exhibition. 

JOHN KRIDER 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts.. Philadelphia 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificwsl Bait, Fly Books, 
Ete 

"Salmon, Bass, and a ‘rout (Flies, Made to Order, 

“ Krider's” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Birds’ Evgs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties. 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog 
Repairing of ull kinds. 

Biscuit, © 
marily 

HE S?0RTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
eat pressure on Our advertising space 

bliges us to withdraw the list of books 
which we have on sale to make room for other 
matter, 
Sates book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

receipt ine shoes columne, will be fur. 
ened, on receipt sg ico. ,. FOREST ANB 
STREAM PUBL Jy29-4 

$66 a. week in your own town. Terms and $5 
oukfit free, Addreas H. HALLETT & CO.,¢ 

Portland, Maine, 

MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 
3 and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 
They have been awarded oyer 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals ; 

1 Glub Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 

Please see that every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATENT” and a “X.” 
j 

| 

@ENUING® 

NONE ARE OS ssa inna 

STAMPED, 

To be had in smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally: 

SSS re a a. . ee cn 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUI BLICATIONS. 

ERASTWARD HO; or. ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicvand fascinating story of sportsmian’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomel. “bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS, By 
Charles A. J..Farrar. An amusing account of 
a tripto ee Hangeley Lakes, 224 pages. 12 Mus. 
Price 50 cei 

PARRAR'S. THICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRA’ . A complete ae Wa 
Hable guide to Richardson and aaiie eley lak 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and eeimedorn 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
pe oe pases. 60 illus. and a large eee. 

*ARRARS ‘MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND T HH 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TE “A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Monschcn’ Take region and sportin; 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The Finis 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivera, baa ti of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. agai: ges. 14illus. Price 50 cents: 

"FARKAR’S POCKET MAP of the AE cel 
and KItangeley lakes region and the eae oe 
Northwestern Maine. eainted on tough 

per, Cloth covers. 50 cen 
PARRAR’S POCKET MAP of ‘Moosehead Take 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishin 
resorts of iNorthern Maine, also the head- 
‘waters of the Krmiebec, Penobscot and Bt 
apr ae kgs ‘Rupee on tough linen papem 
clo 

FARRAR'S *STEREOSCOPIO VIEWS, 36 cts. 
Bek for eter tes it r 

6 al we i cations mailed, 
oceipe of Fes Address |e rea Sa Yoees 

_ FAR eaeh. pesin, 

FOR MAGAZINES 
—AND— 

NEWSPAPERS, 
send for our Catalogue for 

18sl. Now ready. 

Everything at club rates. 
verything free of postage 

All the $4 magazines at 
acre and others at similar 
B 
We make Foreign sub- 

scriptions a specialty. We send: 

London Times, weekly, per year, for..........- 25 
Punch, per year...... 3°75 
Spectator, per year. se TAO 
Chambers’ Journal, per year. Peas ake Soke ma -. 2.50 
Illustrated London ‘News, Per Year... cdcseres 8 15 

All other promineut English, French and German 
periodicals at corresponding prices. Send forour 
CE ATO RIS giving club prices on nearly 2,000 
publications. Hree by mail to any address. A. Hi. 
ROFEE & CO., 11 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass, 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard. 
(WEEELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Pablished eed H, Stoddard, Hartford,Conm. 
THE POULTRY WORLD 

is sent post-paid for $1.25 
er year; the AMERICAN 

. POULTRY YARD for $1.50 
 —both papers for $2.00. 

Aseries of twelve magifi- 
cent Chromos, each repre- 
senting a standard breed of 
fowls, sent for 75 cents extra 

te oll subscribers to either publication. 

PUBLISHED THIS DAY, 
A SPLENDID HOLIDAY GIET. 

FARM HOMES 
In-Doors and Out-Doors. 

By E.H. LELAND, 

ILLUSTRATED. 

This is amost eharming book and should be in 
every farm home in the land. !t is writtenina 
most captivating style by a writer thoroughly 
lamiliar with the subjects treated. Every page 
abounds in valuable hints and suggestions, com- 
municated in an entertaining, narrative form. The 
yolume is very handsomely pr Inted on tinted pape 
bound in extra cloth, beveled edges, black and gold, 
and will make a most handsome *holiday present 
or rural friends, 

Price, Post-Paid, $1.50. 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
245 Broadway, N. WV- 

A FILE BINDER, 

Which, when full, makes a permanent binding, 

For sale at this office. 

Price, $1, 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lichtnina. 

Oranae Duckina. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yes 

CUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GUNPOWDER MILLs, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
re ease Diamond Grain.—Nos. | (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequalied in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass Dall and pigeon 
shooting. Packed in 1th canisters. 
miapomics Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 
8 (fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; 
at penetration, with a close paerT adapted 

or glass ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting, 
with either muzzle or breech-loaders. Packed 
lth and 5ib canisters and 647 and 124gt kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted 

for “Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for 
prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong 
and m ; does not cake or burn on the barrels, 
gives both a good penetration and a close pattern, 
will be found well adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shoo . Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5. 
No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed in 61h kegs and 
1% canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagie Rifle.—A quick, stroug and 

clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1% canisters and 617 tb kegs. 
Dupont’s Bifle Fg. **Sea Shooting.?)— 

FFg. and FFFg. The Fe. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the Fe. and FFF. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in 3¢1b, 1lb and Sib canis- 
ters, 647, 124 and 25th kegs, Fe coarse, FFT. fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sureprva and Blast- 

ing Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Mus- 
ket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubi- 
cal and Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in all the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Kepresented by 

F, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N, Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. or F¥g. for 

long-range rifle shooting. q 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. | 
Hazard’s ‘* Electric Powder."” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (enarse), Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
eanistera of one pound only. 

Haz:.rd’s ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 1b. canisters and | 
@lb. kegs. <A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting.: Well adapted toshotguns. 

Hazard's ‘*Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In1 and 5 1b. canisters 
and 6} and 12} lb. Kegs. Burns slowl } and very | 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
Pg mnap For field, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FEFG FFG, and “Sea Sa ’ FGin kegs of 
$5, 12}, and 6} 1bs. and cansofi lbs, FFFGis also 
packed inland } Ih. canisters. Burnsstrong and 

. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
‘or ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 

is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET fow- 
DER: also, SPHCIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
pale at our office. , 

38 WALL 8S) REET, NEW YORK. 

ENCLISH 

Sporting Cunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 4, 3, 4, 5, 6%, and 8. Superior Rifle, En- 

field nite” and i. Hawker’s Duckine,  W. 
STITT. 61 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U.S. 

HARRIS’S 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

¥OR DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING. 
WIND PROOF. 

EDWIN S. HARRIS, 
177 Broadway. 

| iscellaneous Advegtisements. 

TOUROGRAPH, | 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC 
WONDER! 

Every Tourist His Own Photographer, 

SIMPLE AND RELIABLE, 

ANY INTELIGENT MAN CAN USE IT 
WITH A FEW MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS. 

Send postal for circulars and twenty-five cents for sample work 
made with it. Mention this Paper, 

Eimmanition, Ete. 

TATHAM S 
Selected Standard 

Number ef Pellets to the oz Printed 

rr Hy 

| 

Lo 
(Camera Open.) 

on Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
472 688 1056 Soft. 
495 216 1180 Chilled. 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 

82 BEEKMAN §8T.,NEW YORK. 

(Camera Closed.) 

References—Thos, 8. Steele, author of ‘Canoe and Camera; 
Fred, A. Ober, author of “Camps in the Caribbees.” 

BLAIR TOUROGCRAPH CoO.., 
433 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 

SCHUYEER & DUANE, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

English Bicycles a Specialty: 
R, V. R. SCHUYLER, J, R. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE, 

Of the late firm ot Special. 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

HODGMAN & CO, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

New York, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMEN DL OF 

RUBBER SPARKS’ 

Hig dll lig in (n{ iN American Chilled Shot. 
COMPRISING Rivaling the English and Al) Others 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, | stanparp DROP AND BUCK SHOT 4 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, i 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Blankets, « 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue. 

No. of pellets to oz., 488 
+ te “ be ote B45 

Founded July 4, 1808. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, ManuracruRER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Sireet, Philedelphia. 

THE HOWARD MANUFACWR’G CO., i 
MANUFACTURE ND INTRODUCE 

PATENTED NOVELTIESE 
Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

wore Sh, FOR SALE by ali DEATA 
. > ERS IN SPORTING 

X 0S. : GOODS. 
Saal tet > El) Weigh your fish ow 

Ne = the gpol 

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN INVOICE OF 

JULES MUMM PRIVATE STOCK, 
Of such exquisite quallty as never before wis shipped to this country, and of which a veteran sportsman 
and epicure sald; 

SPhis wime never ought to be absent from a gentleman sportsman’s game 
dinmer table.** 

_ For Sale at Grocers and Wine Dvalers, 

L. SOMBORN & CO., 12 Vesey St., N.Y., 
SOLE ACENTS. 

AnyTof the Following Books Sent on Receipt of Price 

BY 

Pocket | Scale 
MADE OF MHTAL, 

Heavity Nicks) Plated, 

COMPACT, STRONG, 

DURABLE. 

Can be carried in the 

Vest Pocket, 

PRICE 25 €7s; 

Sample by mail on rece 

of price. 

A liberal discount 4 the 

trade, 

BB 

a B'BT AWW id: 

No. 1—" Post Otioe," 
Weighs to & ozs, 

IST y STREAI PUBLISHING COMPANY. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLI! NG / i <a 1! Pocket ae 

Me 2 HOWARD MANUFACTURING30O., 
' = ‘ 70X 2,295, 

Dogs, Points for Judving......-2...eececn sees 50] Farrar's Poeket Map of Rangeley Lake - Rae ta hon ieteansiht Saeeasee NEW YORE. 
vv 

Dogs, Richardson.... ...--.......pi., 300.5 cla, 60 
» ~, | Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, Bogurdus..... 2 00 ; 

Dogs, WEDD... Lee eee eee ee erent td Hse mene eees 8 50 
- 

D t's Sen Bathiur, tts Gee and Abus gs | Pish Hatching and Fish Catching...........- ae a) THE WILSON PATEN 
urant’s Sea Bathing, its Use and + ms 4-8 5 ‘ c 

Fishing, Bottom or Float, ,..,..-2<+--e.ecee ese 50) ADJUSTABLE CHAIE, 
Dwyer's Horse Book...:.---.+0se:0c eee eeee tect 2 00 WITH THIRTY CHARGHS OF! 

a eae Fishing in American Waters, Scott ............ 8 50 PORITIONS. 
Every Boy's Book of Sports and Amusements. 3 50 i - 3 Parl or, Library, Ing : 

., | Fishing Tourist, Hallock...-............. seecee, 2 MH) lid Chair, Child's ©: 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake.......------ 50 : Bed or Lounge, 

Fly Fishing and Worm Fishing............ er: bining beaut: Hel 
Farrar's Guide to Richardson and Rangeley neas, strengt 

TEBE Joe soe Ubere re ut 4 ie ese 50 | Frank Forester’s American Game in itsSeason. 1 50 

————— nn 

SHOOTING, BOATING and FISHINC. hy mall pr 
READING POSITION. Goods ship: w 

PRICE $1. address, C. U, D. Send Stamp for Hl 
Circular : “quote Forest and Stream. Add 

FOR SALE ATTHIS OFFICE. iison Ajus, Chair M't'g Co., 661 Broadway: 
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** The Forust aNp SrREAM goes to press Wednesdays. 

Correspondents are requested to mail their sm nteations so 

that they may reach us before that day. 
et 5S 

—This is an excellent time to call ihe attention of your friends 
to the merite of the Forxsr anp Srream. We slusll be happy 
to supply specimen copies af the paper to any addresses which 

may be sent us for that purpose. 
= AA eee 

Tae Cenrrat Fisn Corrorar Socrery.—Mr. Fred Mather, 
of the Forxst AND Srreaw, is now in Chicago, at the second 

annual meeting of the Central Fish Cultural Association, a 

report of which will be given in our next issue. 
Sa A a He 

We have on hand another batch of letters respecting the 
relations between farmers and sportsmen; and we regret 
that these are crowded out of our present number. They 

will be published next week. 
so 

Tre following articles have been reprinted together in 

pamphlet form from our issues of September 23, September 

80, October 7, and December 9, and will be furnished to the 

readers of this journal upon application ; 
‘(The ‘Dittmar Sporting Powder.'” 

“ Tivading Detonation.” ‘ 

‘©The Detonation of ‘ Dittmar Sporting Powder.’” 

“The Dittinars’ Abracadabra.” 
ee Sat 

Tere have heen numerous reports of hunting accidents 

this fall. The New York Sum, with its usual diligence, has 

collected and published at frequent intervals the accounts of 

dire calamities in the field. OF the men killed by shot-gun 

accidents the majority belong to that class who will persist in 

drawing theirloaded guns muzzle-foremost after them through 

fences, into wagone and out of boats. It is extremely seldom, 

indeed, that an accident is reported to have occurred from any 

other cause than recklessness and carelessness. Common 

senee would seem to suggest that a loaded gun should not be 

pointed at the handler himself nor at his companions; but 

constantly forgotten, and the neglect of which is repeatedly 

fatal. 
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simple as it is, and easy of observance, it is a rule which is 

THE ENGLISH CHALLENGE. 

HE note from the chairman of the Council of the Nation- 
al Rifle Association of Great Britain, which we publish 

in another column, gives to our American managers a chance 

which they should not neglect. Here is an apportunity to 

start afresh, free from the many entangling alliances and 

confusions which surround our ill-starred Palma, and to 

wipe out that wretched Hyde affair of last summer. If prop- 

erly-conducted, this proposed contest could mark the be- 

ginning of a new lease of life for our moribund American 

Association and give American riflemen a chance to draw to- 

gether and score another signal victory. Weneed some.com- 

mon object in view to invite the somewhat scattered energies 
of our marksmen. There is too much tendency on the part 

of Walnut Hill to pull away from Creedmoor, of Brinton 

and Stockton to *go it alone,’ and so on of all the ranges 

the country over. This challenge, couched in the form of an 

invitation, means that the British rifle-makers.at last consider 

themselves provided with arms fit to cope with those of 

American manufacture, and the manufacturers of this side 

fheocean should he ready to show at once that the suprem- 

acy of our small arm output can yet be maintained. This 

challenge is the first direct communication between the 

older N. R. A. and its younger rival. There have been 

explanations, corrections, etc., before with a long string 

of misunderstandings which it would be tedious now 

to go into, Putting all this by-gone matter aside and 

fuarding specially against any cropping up at the present 

time of these old time wrangles, a discreet management on 

both sides may now lead to a match which shall be truly rep- 

resentative in character. Ample time intervenes between 

now and the date fixed for the match for the completion-of 

all details. Wehave had an experience in the past to teach 

us what to avoid in a dozen particulars. The manner of team 

selection and composition, the vexing question of the cap- 

taincy, the ways and means and the proper status of the 

match may all be fixed long enough in advance to make the 
actual work on the range and at the match very simple. We 

might be captious and insist that as an American team had 
won the Palma, and that made its conditions as an inter- 

national championship emblem the British team are bound to 

make the match on this side the water. We say all this might 
be insisted upon, to the fomenting of a very pretty battle on 

paper and the setting back of rifle shooting in this country to 
aserious extent. Let the Palma remain under its present 

condition, but let this note from Earl Stanhope inaugurate a 

new match to be fought al convenient interyals between the 

picked teams of the two National Rifle Associations. 
Re ety Pee ee 

ANTELOPE HuStrne.—The letter which we print this week 

from the pen of ** Tirador,” is by all odds the yery best con- 

tribution to the literature of this branch of hunting that we 

have ever read. While we do not entirely agree with the 

writer on all the points he gives, we still feel that his article 

furnishes a preat amount of most useful and practical infor- 

mation. Ina few words he gives one of the most important 
directions for success in huuting the antelope. ‘ Dowt he 

ina hurry,” he says, and the man who bears this in mind 

will get many more shots, aud much better ones, than he 

who is eager to shoot at his game the moment he sees it. 
In the early days of our antelope hunting we have too 

often crawled up fo the top of a hill, firedat the first antelope 

that appeared in sight, and then seen the rest of the band 

jumpup almost at our feet and gallop away over the hills 
followed by afew wild and ineffectual shots. Take time, 

therefore, and locate your game well before you shoot at it. 

We have always used and prefer a double-barrelled field 

glass about the size of an opera glass rather than an extensi- 
ble spy-glass, such as is recommended by ‘'Tirador;” butthis, 

after all, is much a matter of habit. A man uses best what 

he is most accustomed to. 
SR ag 

Ouryer Fisher Winouester, the founder and President of 

the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, died at the ripe 

age of seventy years at his residence at New Haven, Conn., 

last Friday, December 10. His career was one of small be- 

ginnings and proud achievements; his life-work wellrounded 

and complete. An extended skatch of Mr. Winchester’s life 
will appear in our next issue, 

Vol, 15_-Ne. 20. 
{wos. 39 and 40 Park Kew, New York. 

THE POOR CHILDREN’S CHRISTMAS. 

RTEERE is no charity which appeals more strongly to the 

heart of the averaye man than one which helps the 

little ones, and no charity does better work than the one 

whose appeal we publish below. So much good can be done 

by what will appear to many of ourreaders a very little 

money that we feel sure that the Children’s Aid Society’s re- 

quest for help will not pass altogether unheeded. 

Sportsmen are proverbially kind of heart and free of hand, 

and we believe that at this season, when the nature of every 

man is a little softened and when kindly thoughts are felt 

and good wishes exchanged by the fraternity throughout the 

land, there will not be lacking men who will gladly respond 

to such a solicitation as the following 

CHRISTMAS APPEAL FOR POOR CHILDREN: 

The bitter cold and snow-storms of winter coming on so 
early will remind the kind-hearted of the thousands of little 
children in New York who are homeless and friendless, with- 
out shelter from the biting storm and frost, half-clad and 
barefooted, and sleeping often in boxes, cellars or attics, 
growing up thus for misery and crime. They reach ont 
hands of silent appeal to the many in this country whom 
Providence has blessed, and ask for aid and sympathy. 
Who will help the Children’s Aid Socicty io iiake Christ- 

mas happier to these unfortunate little ones? The best 
Christmas gift is a home. 

Fifty dollars will send three homeless children to homes in 
the country. One hundred dollars will put shoes on seventy- 
five barefooted little boys or girls. One hundred dollars will 
give 120 hungry children a hot meal for a month. 

Surely those who have homes and friends and every com- 
fort will enjoy Christmas better for feeling that they have 
made it happier to the homeless and friendless orphan. 

GC, L. Brack. 
Secretary Children's Aid Society, 19 East 4th st. N. Y. 

Gifts of clothing and provisions may be sent to the Central 

Office, 19 East Fourth Street, New York, or will be called 

for, if the address be forwarded. 

Donations of money may be inclosed to either of the un- 
dersigned. If they are in checks or post-office orders they 

can be made payable to the order of George 8. Coe, Treasurer. + 

Win. A. Booth, President, Third National Bank, 20 Nassau 

street; George 8, Coe, Treasurer, American Exchange 

National Bank, 128 Broadway; O. L. Brace, Secretary, 19 
Hast Fourth street, New York. 

—+g-—< 

Errara.—In our last issue, eighth line of article ‘The 

Dittmars’ Abracadabra,” for ‘our compound” read ‘their 

compound” In second column, last’ line but one of quota- 

tion from Dittmars, for ‘‘effect” read ‘affect. Page 364, 

first column, thirteenth line from bottom, for ‘‘ manufacture” 

read ‘‘ manufacturer”; three lines below, for ‘‘ manufae- 

tures” read “manufacturers.” 

These were manifest typographical blunders, comparatively 

trivial and unimportant beside the gross perversions of truth, 

of which, as we showed last week, the Dittmar Powder 

Manufacturing Company, No. 2, have been guilty. 
aye 

A Hanpver's Prorest.—The cominunication published in 

another column from the handler of Nat and Smut at the re- 

cent field trials meeting speaks for itself. We have no desire 

or intention to go into the merits of the case, nor to comment 

on the results of the trials further than we have already done 
in the very full report published in our issue of last week. 

That report was written without fear or favor and events 

were recorded as we saw them. From that report our readers. 

can draw their own conclusions. 

We have more than once in these columns expressed our 

appreciation of the difficulty of a judge’s position at all dog 

shows, whether on the bench or in the field, and we desire 

now to record our thorough belief in each and every one of 

the gentlemen who occupied this position at Robin’s Island. 
There is not, nor can there be, the slightest possible douby 

that each one of the judges desired most ardently to see the 

best dog win, and whether or not these gentlemen sav things 

differently from the handlers, reporters or spectators, there 

is no doubt that they gave the decisions which seemed to 

them proper. Every one who entered a dog knew, before the 

running, who the judges were and every one knew further 

that their decisions would be final, and while there can he no 

harm, now that itis all over, in discussing the results of |he 

meeting, this should be done ina temperate way and with 
due respect for the honest convictions of others. 
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The absurd rules by which the meeting was governed may 

be credited with no small part of the dissatisfaction which 

has resulted, and we commend the recent letters of our car- 

respondent ‘‘ Couples” to all who are interested in field trials. 
= aa 

Ava regular monthly meeting of the New York Associa- 
tion for the Protection of Fish and Game, Monday evening, 

Dec. 6, Mr. Whitehead offered the follaying : 
Whereas, by chapter 591 of the laws of 1880 the Governor 

was authorized to appoint game constables and has failed to 
appoint any for the city of New York, 

Resolyed, That this association regrets the failure of the 
Governor to take such action. 

Several members spoke on this question and the resolutions 

were adopted. Our readers will remember that from the 

first we have insisted that New York city and Long Island 

should exch have one. Mr. Holberton said that it was of 

more importance to watch the markets than the places where 

game is slaughtered, for the markets are the inducement to 

kill unlawfully, and Mr. Luddington thought if was not only 

of more importance, but also more practicable, as the mar- 

kets were a small territory to watch in comparison with the 

whole State. A resolution was adopted recommending the 
extension of the season for the sale of venison to Feb. 1, in- 

stead of January as the law now reads. 
=— _— —- se —- 

Reapers of the Forest anp SrreaM, who wish to question 

its correspondents upon points in their communications, are 

requested to do so, when practicable, so that the replies may 

be given through the paper. 
_— 8 

HOW THE PRESS REGARDS IT. 

[Frem an editorial in the Richmond Whig, Dec. 6, 1840.] 

“FOREST AND STREAM." 

We cannot too warmly and earnestly commend this paper to the 

sportsmen of Virginia, Itis a great paper—braye and high in 

eyery sense of the word. It has recently given striking proof of its 

manliness and moral courage and disinterestedness in exposing a 
dangerous humbug, the Dittmar powder. That fraud was a largo 
and profitable advertiser in its columns, and by silence the paper 
might have continued to reap this profit, and no one conld com- 

plain. But, satisfied if was a dangerous explosive, threatening life 
or limb of all who usedit, it did not hesitete a, moment to declare 

the truth and denounca the imposition. The paper is not only 

bravely and honestly conducted, but is edited with great ability. 
Its spacialties are indispensable to the intelligent sportsman, while 
its miscellaneous columns supply 2 rich variety to the general 

reader, We dare say no one can peruse it a twelve-month without 

being duly impressed with the great importance of fish and gama 

propagation to the people of this country, By a law simply pro- 

tecting game and fish, during the breeding seasons, the whole 

population of the land could obtain fully half its meat-supply with 

little labor or cost. 
There ought to be at least a thousand subscribers to ForEsT AND 

Srauam in Virginia. ‘Two or three thousand would-be all the bet- 

ter for all parties. The paper is worthy of the philanthropic cause 
it supports, Let the Game clubs all over the State direct their 
energies to the increased circulation of this paper. They conld 

not adopt a tore effective menna of promoting tho objects all 

dosire—streams filled with fish, and field and forest with game. 

The Sportsman Gourist, 
HINTSLON ANTELOPE SHOOTING. 

HE antelope, to a beginner, is, with the exception of the 
mountain sheep, the most difficult animal of approach 

on this continent. When first I hunted antelope on the Up- 
per Yellowstone I came to the conclusion that there was not 
tuuch fun in it, as it seemed to be more a matter of luck than 
skill if I got within 600 yards of one, and although Iam econ- 
sidered a pretty good shot, I must confess that half that dis- 
tance is my limit for anything like a sure thing, and even 
then I don’t want too much wind, nor do I want to be out of 
wind from haying run up and’down a few rayines to get a 
shot. 

The fact is there is mo animal possessed of keener sight 
than an antelope, unless it be a giraffe. In localities where 
they have never been shot at much they are comparatively 
tame, and may appear stupid; but just try them where In- 
dians are in the habit of hunting and then the tune changes, 
especially as an Indian always hunts on horseback, and when 
he rounds one the next thing he does is to run him down, if 
he can, and that scares all the others that are in sight away. 
=During the summers and falls of 1878 and 1879 I did 
nothing but hunt, and antelope received the greater part of 
my fttention, and having killed over 240 by actual count I 
think that at any rate I gained some valuable experience, 
some of which I willtry to impart. The principal thing is 
to keep out of sight. Don't delude yourself because a band 
is a couple of milés away, apparently feeding, and all wita 
their heads down, that none are on the look out, and that 
you may tide up a little closer and then keep out of sight. 
That won't do; | knowit to my sorrow. The chances are 
jen to one that they will see you long before you see them, 
and although they may not move at first, stillthey areon the 
qué vive, and if you get a close shot after having shown your- 
seif, why, just score it down as luck. 
My advice is to always hunt over broken ground and un- 

dulating prairie, for although you don’t see as many antelope 
there as on level ground, still your chances are twenty to one 
in your favor, as against the level when you do come across 
aband. Again, remember that when you reach the summit 
of a hill your horse’s head is in plain sight before you can 
look in the hollow heyond, so if you are too lazy to dismount 
always skirt along the ridge for a few yards, stand well up 
in your stirrnps and take a good look. But this is the laay 
and unprofitable style, and generally before you can checlc 
your horse the antelope haye seen you, and that settles it. 
8o the best way is to dismount, lead your horse with a good 
long lariat, so he will be some yards behind you; take off 
your hat (which, by the way, \is also visible before you can 
see—your eyes being lower than the crown) and go slowly 
up until you can just ses yell into the ravines and_on the 

hill sides beyond. Don't bein ahurry, Take a cautious sur- | 
vey, as during the day it often happens that an old buek is 
lymg down sunning himself on some gentle slope, when he 
may easily be mistaken for a stone, or perhaps a whole band 
may be feeding or wandering through these ravines right 
under your nose or deep down where the grass is freshest. 
This is more likely to be the case in the fall months, when 
the prairie grass on the level and high ground has hecome 
sun-dried and cured, in which case antelope, and in‘fact all 
herbivorous animals, prefer the short grass, which is more 
tender in low, damp ground. 

Tf you have the good luck to see one or more, walk back to 
your horse. Don't pull him up where yon are. Take off 
your picket pin, dvive it in firmly with your heel, and be sure 
if Is Siraight, as then it willhold better. Fasten your horse 
securely and commence your stalking. After the horse is 
well off your hands then you are all right, but be sure before 
you leave him that he can’t get away, as when you come back 
you may find your mount has disappeared and then, as fre- 
quently happens, you may be fifteen miles from camp, which 
is quite a long walk, besides losing your saddle and accoulre- 
ments ; for although the horse may turo up, you will gener- 
ally hear from the party who has found him that he was 
stripped. Whether he was or not that is generally the story, 
soit pays to have the horse both tied and hobbled. 
Now go steadily, keep the wind wellin your face, and if 

necessary do the very best crawling you can. Getas close a8 
possible, and don’t shoot if you can’t get within 300 yards. 
Never mind what you have done Ata target or what you see 
in print about lone shots and all that. Ihave seen dozens of 
as fine rifle shots as ever drew arifie up to their shoulder, 
and LT. declare that I never saw a man yet who could count on 
an antelope over 200 yards. Remember it is fully equal to a 
‘five point in a nine inch wing.” Besides, if you miss this 
shot you may scare away more game than you have seen for 
a week, so be steady. 

After crawling about and dragwing yourself snake fashion, 
it is well to take a good rest before firing, for although you 
may think yourself steady and cool and in good wind 1t may 
only be over anxiety, so just holdon a few moments; scan 
the ground deliberately; calculate your distances; make all 
due allowances; push your gun forward, and ifa single 
shooter place another cartridge in your mouth, lyullet end in; 
take good, steady aim, and blaze away. Reload your gun 
instantly, whether the game is down or not. Another may 
jump up that you had not seen. Better to be always ready 
and accustom yourself to do all the waiting, for an antelope 
has not. much patience, and if only hit through the paunch, 
lez, haunch, or in fact anywhere but ina vilal spot, he can 
still outrun any ordinary horse, even on three less. In fact, 
T have seen some make it quite imteresting for a cavalry horse 
on two sound Jegs and astump, Again, if only wounded, 
although fatally, he will be sure to go as far ashe can, and 
then all your work will only result in providing a square meal 
for wolves or cayotes and no saddles to show forit. So Ire- 
peat, get as close as possible and make es near a ‘* dead cen- 
ire” as you know how ; and with all these precautions many 
a one will get away withoutascratch. Just behind the 
shoulder and a little low isthe place, When on the run 
shoot well ahead and low, as a bullet that passes over an ani- 
mal is lost, whereas one that goes low, even if too low, stands 
a chance of breaking a leg : besides, the failing is and always 
has been to overshoot, especially when taking quick shots: 
reason, taking too full a front sight. 
My favorite rifle for antelope shooting as a specialty is a 

Sharps, cal. .46, chambered for 100 grain powder and 600 
grains lead, solidbullet. I want a ten-gound gun, pistol grip, 
thirty inch batrel, plain, open sights, but fine black fore- 
sight preferred. always use an explosive bullet, and with 
these generally maiiage to stop an antelope on pretty short 
notice. Solid bullets do very well for target, but are misera- 
ble things on game, especially the cylinder, conical, sharp- 
pointed style. They go clear through anything, but are so 
sharp and #wl-like that they produce no shock (see article on 
bullets in issue of Noy. 18, 1880). 

I prefer the rifle; it is the best single shooter made, both 
in action and every other particular; they never get out of 
order, are easily cleaned, and as for their acouracy, why that 
is proverbial. As for globe and peep sights and all such 
fixings I never use them, they cannot be carried attached to 
a rifle which is knocked about and slung on the pommel of a 
saddle; besides, up to 300 yards open sights, if properly con- 
structed, will do all that is required. The great point is to 
get a rifle that shoots a heavy load of powder, the more the 
better so long as it does not kick your head off; but you must 
not be afraid of it, as in that case you will never hit anything. 
The flatter trajectory the gun has the better, as it is very dif- 
ficult to sight a rifle accurately on short notice, especially 
when shooting across ravines and broken ground, 

‘As for clothes, nothing equals Holabird’s grass-colored can- 
vas suits; they are the very best things made for many ob- 
yious reasons: they wear well, are light and easily carried, 
waterproof to a certain exent, durable, cheap, and have many 
pockets and conveniences. Buckskin, although it looks very 
“frontierish” and imparts a certain air of ruffianism and 
brigandage to the wearer, 1s far inferior in'eyery other respect, 
as in wet weather it is absolutely worthless; in hot, too 
warm; and in cold, not warm unless many flannel or woolen 
garments are worn under, in which case canyas will do about 
as well, 80 that practically canvas clothes, for either prairie 
or timber, beast or fowl are to be preferred. 

The shoes or bootsare very important. Por my part I prefer 
Thompson & Son's moceasins, with moderately heavy soles, 
hob nails on the heels. Let the soles project half an inch be- 
yond the foot all around, then when yon strike a, cuctus bed 
you can goghead, whereas, if the sole is only broad at the toes, 
the under part of your foot, under the instep I mean, will he 
full of thorns, and that isnot pleasant. Wear canvaslegyings 
they are cool andeasy on thelegs, and above all light. Ihave 

worn Thompson’s boot-shoe, but dov’t like them, they are too 
heavy, although excellent otherwise, A hat fo matchthecoat, 
with ventilators and road brim, . 

Carry your cartridges inacanvas belt. round (he waist. 

Never use a leather belt, the cartridges in leather become coy- 

ered with verdivris and dirt and foul up the breech of (he 

rifle, whereas the friction on the canyas keeps them clean 

and’ bright, besides being lighter and better in every way. 

Always carry a shell extractor in your belt, then you will 

never leave it at home. I mean an extractor for a headless 

shell, as no amount of pulling and hauling will budge one of 

them sometimes. lalso greatly believe in having a ramrod 

somewhere about my clothes. The stock of the rifle, how- 
ever, ig the most convenient place and a jointed rod is the 

best, same as Winchester rifles are provided with, = 
T always carry a hunting knife and steel, both fitting In one 

sheath. This saves trouble, and however good « knife may 

be it soon gets dull, especially when carving up buffalo The 

blade of the knife should be all one piece with the hand le, 

with buck horn grip. No other kind of knife will stand chop- 
ping with, and that is sometimes nnavoidable. A small light 
steel is all that is required. 

I prefer the California saddle to any other, but a good Mc- 
Clellan is perhaps the best for both man and horse. Always 
carry saddle bags, they are convenient for your lunch, some 
extra ammunition, matches, and a flask of cold tea, which is 
the best and most refreshing drink I know of. It is as well 
to carry in them an oily rag, and if it comes on to rain just 
rub your un with it, and when you get to camp you will see 
how easily it is cleaned. 
My favorite lariat is made of plaited cord—not twisted, for 

this when wet unravels—about the same as good strong win- 
dow cord, forty-five feet long. I fasten one end to the )it, 
hold it up as I would a halter strap, and allow the other end 
to drag a trail afler me. When I see game close I jump off 
my horse, stand or sit upon the rope, and thus secure my 
horse at 2 moment's notice. When I have time [use a picket 
pin. This should be made of steel and formed like the old- 
fashioned bayonet, not round, as in hard ground it is very 
difficult to drive the latter, whereas a three-cornered one cuts 
its way and is soon home. Have a swivel attachment on top, 
that prevents the lariat from becoming twisted or snarled. 
Keep the pin fastened by a steel snap, on the mounting side ; 
this is the most convenient and secure mode of carrying it, 
and the quickest to get it off. 

A field glass is a good contrivance. <A single barrel will 
answer all purposes, is cheaper, lighter and will stand many 
more hard knocks than the opera glass style or lorgnette. 
This can he carried in the belt in a leather case on left side 
(carry knife on right), and should not be oyer six inches long 
when closed. 
A compass is a grand, good thing if yon understand it, and 

know where you waht to go, but unless you do it doesn’t 
mnount to much, tor if is always a greater ageravation to he 
lost with a compass than without one. I always carry one; 
one that opens like a double-case hunting watch is the best; 
and sometimes haye been lost, compass and all. There is 
nothing more easily leading jo this than to follow a wounded 
animal; you forget everything but the game you pursue, and 
when it is getting late and thoughts of camp steal gently o'er 
you, then you find you haye lost everything hal your appe- 
tite. Wor this emergency I always carry salt and matches in 
my saddle bags; and if [ have some meat I cun at least have 
some supper, and a smoke, whieh goes better than fasting till 
T strike camp, whenever that may be. 

Thave killed as mony as eight antelope in one day, and 
could frequently have killed more, but I never shot at game 
that {[ could not utilize, ag that 1 consider the most unsports- 
manlike thing s man can do. I haye heard of men killing as 
high as sixty in one day, and I dare say it is done occnsional- 
ly by men who lunt for pelts on the Missouri and Upper Yel- 
lowstone. I have seen bands of over 800 and sonetinies, five 
or six such bands in one day. 
My experience goes to prove that nn antelope can curry as 

much lead as any animal of its weight I know of; therefore, 
use straight powder, and lots of it, at least ninely grains; and, 
aboye all; get close and use nothing but hollow pointed or ex- 
plosive bullets, meyer smaller than .45, weighing 300 grains. 
One word more about clothes. Wor keeping out the cold in 
winter I know of nothing that comes up fo the dog skin 
leather shooting jacket, sold by Wm. Reed & Sons, of Bos- 
ton. They are in every particular the best garment made for 
use in cold weather, and cannot be too highly reccommended, 
but for summer and fall work the canyas will do well enough. 
Newport Barracks, Ky. TrRApoR. 

$$ 

THE JAMESTOWN’S THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION. 

BY YHE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR. 

Sse by State, thrown over by Church, 
By all of our countrymen left in the lurch ; 

Banished far to the North for no sins of onr own, 

Our prospects tincertain, our hopes overthrown, 

With the days all too short, the nights long and drear, 

Praying but to depart, for it’s hard to stay here. 
While feasting and thanking go on through the nation, 
The day comes fo us, but with no proclamation, 

We therefora resolve, while patters the rain down, 

That a crying injustice ia done to the Jamestown, 
And, to give our complaints a firmer foundation, 

We send to the world this, our first proclamation : 
For te erop of the season we thank as we onghter ; 
Our tanks are well filled with delicions rain water ; 

The loss of the heayens to us is u gain. 

Our larders are stored with the sports of the chase, 
And yenison grease oozes out from 6ach face, 

And horns, tail and hoofs may shortly appear, 

So we gratitude oifer for plenty of deer. 

The shores and the mud flats their treasures haya poured, 
And with various sea dainties our lockers are stored. 

On mussels and scallops we dine without qualms, 
And we gratitude offer for elegant clams. 
We have teal. anipe and plover and Canada geere, 

And plenty of mallards at two bits a piace, 
We've a cook that van dish up crow, rayen or owl, 
So we Offer our thanks for the stoul of wild fowl. 
The deep sends us codfish and halibut, too ; 
The latter so large that one feeds thé whole crew. 
We have sea bass and salmon a8 much us we wish, 

And we offer our thanks for abundance of fish. 
We are thankful for momntains and rivers and trees, 

For lively southeasters with gyrating breexe ; 

Por vain-storma and hail-storms and plenty of snow, 
And occasional earthqnakes which follow the blow ; 
For yoleanoes and glaciers and scenery grand, 

And for long nights of darkness which hide the wet land ; 
For our hops at the Castle and the girls we there meet, 
The fairest in Sitka, and to us it is sweat 

To learn to talk Russian, and say, ‘' Yah lubulu,”* 
's Posohuia meenia, > and—well, that will do. 
Tor our clothifig, worn out to the ultimate thread ; 

For our gold lace all tarnished and skins bard and red 
For the gloomy days ended, for bright ones to come, 

When the steamer shall bring in the word to go homie. 
Then we'll haye our thanksgiving and our thanks, too, sincere, 

And with joy we will shout, for its fough to stay here, 
Sitka, 1879, 1890 1198111882? , 

*Tlove, +Giyeme a kiss, 

- 
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Alatural History. 

OUR WATERFOWL. 

FULIGULINE. 
ee Sea Ducks present many differences in structure from 

their fresh water cousins and constitute a subfamily 

of the Anatide, One of the most obvieus distinctions is the 
constant presence in this group of a lobe or flap of skin de- 
pending from the hind toe which is neyer seen in the Anatide, 

so flat the two groups may always be distinguished by an 
inspection of the feet. In habits the two subfamilies differ 

widely, although there are not wanting species of each which 

approach in their mode of life, that of the other. The Sea 
Ducks, as their name implies, are maritime in their distribu- 

lion, though by no means exclusively so, yet many of them 
retire to fresh water lakes or streams for the purpose of 

breeding. here are others like the Eider duck for instance, 

that even during the breeding season remain on the salt water, 
and are only found occasionally during the migrations on our 
tiyers and lakes. All the Mulignutinw dive for their food, and 
thus are enabled to feed in deep water where the Anatine, 

which have not this habit could not get a Jiying. Those 
species which confine themselves to the sea feel almost ex- 

vlusively on shellfish and are, therefore, very little esteemed 

for food, the flesh being rank and fishy. On the other hand, 

species which pass a considerable portion of the year on our 

inland waters are excellent eating, and some of them are the 
most sought after of allourducks. Such are the Canvasback, 

the Redhead, the Broadbill and others. The legs in this 

group are placed farther hehind than in the Anatene, and its 
members are thus less at home on dry land than are the fresh 

water ducks, while, on the other hand, the power of swim- 

ming and diving is increased. Itis from the /uliguline that 
much of the eider down of commerce is taken. The eider 
duck of course furnishes a portion of this, but other genera 

such as Harelda and idemia supply a down which, for all 

practical purposes, is just about as yaluable. The genus 

Fuliguia, which is sometimes farther divided into the sub- 

genera Fuliz and Aythya, contains some of the most im- 

portant of our Sea Ducks. 

Thuiliguia marila. Greater Scaup Duck, Big Blackhead, 
Broadbill, Bluebill, Raft Duck, Flocking Fowl. 

Male, head neck and fore part of body black, the former 

with green and purple reflections; below white; sides and 

fore back darker, waved with black ; speculum, white ; lower 
back, tail and wing tips dull black; bill blue, feet darker, 

The female has the face white, and the black of the male 

generally replaced by brownish. Length about twenty in- 
ches, 

The broadbill, or blackhead, is an abundant species found 

almost everywhere throughout the country. It is extremely 
abundant during the Jate fall, winter and early spring al yg 

the Atlantic coast, and is ¢yerywhere sought after. In the 
interior it is plenty from the last of September up to the ad- 

vent of cold weather, and under the name of scaup or blue 

billis known to all Westerngunners. We have found it very 

numerous between the Missouri River and the Rocky 
Mountains, and equally so during the winter in California, 
The flesh of this species is excellent, 

On the Atlantic Coast broadbills are killed principally from 

batteries, or when fiying across points, though in winter they 

are sometimes sculled up to during the night, when the dis- 
charge of two barrels into the thick flock will sometimes kill 

and cripple forty ‘or fifty birds. They come well to decoys 
and furnish excellent sport. 

Puliguia afinis. Lesser Scanp Duck, Little Blackhead, 
River Broadbill. 

Exactly similar in coloration to the foregoing, but smaller, 
Length abont sixteen inches, 

This species, long u doubtful one, and by many authors 

considered identical with J”. sarila, seems to be a perfectly 
distinct form, We have never found any difficulty in distin- 

guishing the two when in the flesh, though it must be ac- 

knowledged that size is the principal if not the only character 
which separates them. Dr. Coues says: ‘There appears 
to be something different in their range, the #. apinis being 

the more Southerly. Notthat it does not in the breeding 

season reach as high latitudes as the other, but that its 

autumnal movement is pushed to the West Indies and Gen- 

tral America, where the trne #. marila is not recorded as oc- 

curring.” 

The little Broadbill is not uncommon on the Atlantic 
Coast, but appears to be most abundant in the interior, We 

have seen them mm great numbers on the Upper Missouri, and 
have found them breeding in Alkaline lakes in the mountains 

of Wyoming. They are shot hy the same methods as broad- 
_ bills. 

Hulig“puia collis. Ring-necked duck; Tufted Duck. 
Male, head puify, head, neck, except a chestnut ring around 

it; breast, back wings and tail, black ; chin and under parts, 

white; speculum, gray; waved with black. Bill black, 
with a spring plumage, a white ring near tip, feet bluish. Fe- 
male, head and brownish; face, throat and ring about the eye 
whitish. Length about eighteen inches. 

The tufted duck is not very abundant ulong the Atlantic 

coast, although every year a few are killed. They associate 
freely with the broadbills, from whioh, however, the wales 

may be distinguished 4 gun shot away by the puffy crest 
which they erect when suspicious and just befora taking 

wing. On our Western waters they appear to be much more 

abundant. Many breed in themarshes of Illinois, though, 
no doubt, by far the greater number proceed the high lati- 

tudes for the purpose of reproduction. 

Fuligula ferina americana, Red Head, Pochard. Male with 
head puffy; head and upper neck rich chestnut, lower neck, 

breast and upper fail coverts black, belly white, speculum 

gray ; back and sides gray, thickly waved with black; iris yel- 

low; bill rather short and wide like that of the broadbill, 

crossed by a black band near the tip; feet as in the preced- 

ing. The female has the black and chestnut of the male re- 

placed by dark brown, and the waying on back and sides less 
distinct. Length about twenty inches. 

The red head of North America differs from the Huropean 
bird so slightly that it is classed by ornithologists as merely a 

variety of that species. Its range includes almost the whole 

of the United States, and it is especially abundant along the 

Atlantic seaboard and in the Western States. West of the 

Mississippi it appears to be less abundant, although we have 

taken it during the migrations in the Rocky Mountains and 

in California. There seems to be no record of this species 

breeding within our borders. 
The flesh of the redhead fully equals in excellence that of 

the canvas back when the two species haye fed on the same 

grounds, and we fail to see any resson for the very strong 

bias in favor of the last named bird. We would defy the 
most accomplished gourmand to tell one from the other when 

they appear on the table. The red head is shot by ihe same 
methods employed to bring to bag the black head. 

Fuligula vallisneria. Canvas-back Duck. Male, head and 

neck dark chestnut, the former washed on chin and about the 

base of the bill with blackish brown, neck and breast black; 
otherwise as in Wuligula ferina americana, except that the 

black wavings on back and sides are much narrower and 
fainter, 80 that the general cast of the plumage is very pale— 

nearly white, in fact; iris red, bill longer than head and nar- 

Tow, thenostrils in the middle, black. Feet dark. Female 

eolored muchas in the preceding species, but always to be 

known by the bill and head. 

A question very frequently asked is, What is the difference 

between a red head and a canvas back? but we feel sure that 

no one who has eyer had the distinguishing characters of the 
two once pointed out to him would eyer haye any trouble in 

separating them. Setting aside the differences of color, 
which in the males mark the fwo species unmistakably, the 
shape of the head and bill are so unlike as to be perfecily 

characteristic. The head and bill of the red head resemble 
very closely in shape that of the ring-necked duck. The out. 
line from the tip of the bill {0 the crown of the head is quite 
deeply concaye. The bill itself is shorter than the head and 
is comparatively wide. The profile of the canvas back on the 
other hand is but very slightly concave ; the bill is very nar- 

row and decidedly longer than the head, and has the nostrils 

in the middle instead of, asin the red head, in the basal half. 

The color of the eye is another distinguishing character, as is 
that of the back. 

The canvas back is well known throughont the eastern half 

of North America, but is less abundant west of the Missouri 
River. It has been found, however, breeding at Turtle 

Mountains and in the Rockies by Dr. Cones and others. It 

is abundant in California in winter, where it associates more 

or less freely with mallard, broadbills and red heads. It js 
perhaps held in more esteem a3 a food bird on the Atlantic 
coast than anywhere else in the country. 

[£0 BE OUNTINUED, | 
il es - 

THE SENSES OF BIRDS. 

VER since reading an account of the experiments of 
the yeteran Audubon regarding the senses that guide 

the yulture to its food I had taken it for granted that sight 
was the sole agent used by this or other flesh-eating birds; 
and my own observations had strengthened me in the belief. 
An incident that occurred a few days since, however, has 
convinced me that one bird at least has a set of olfactories 
eyen more delicately fashioned than his optics, though his 
eye is little less than a telescope in power. A horse belonp- 
ing to a neighbor died one night last week, and the following 
morning the body was dragged to some distance and Jeft un- 
interred. About noon of the same day I noticed a company 
of perhaps twenty crows, flying low, heading directly for the 
carcass. Arrived at the spot where the object of their search 
lay, they circled about a few times in the air, and then, ob- 
livious fio the fact that all over the land distant relatives of 
theirs were being served at Thanksgiving dinners, they 
fathered round the carcass and banqueted right royally. 

This morning I visited the scene of the feast. The birds 
had, T found, torn a hole through the hide of the ab omen 
and devoured a portion of the viscera J was surprised to 
sce that the carcass lay in «a shallow creek bed, from which 
the land rose gradually, but to « considerable height, in the 
direction from which the crows had been seen to come. The 
nearest woods, and the ones from which the crows undoubt- 
edly came, are four miles away, and it immediately occurred 
to me that at such a distance the bird or birds must have 
heen at a vast height if sight discovered the carcass to them. 
With the aid of a stick and a ruler I made a rough caleula- 
tion, and satisfied myself that even at a distance of only two 

than 1,000 feet above the earth’s surface. Of course, crows 
sometimes ascend to this height. I once saw one pursue a 
hawk directly upward till both birds were almost lost to view; 
ut this’ was during the breeding season, and every one 
knows that ordinarily this bird is content with much less 
lofty flights.~ Such being the case, one can hardly doubt that 
the birds were guided entirely by the sense of smell- but 
how marvellously delicate must be the organs that could de- 
tect af such a distance, even with a favorable wind, so slight 
a ae as would arise from an animal not in the least de- 
cayed! 

A few weeks ago, while in Southwestern Minnesota, I re- 
collect noticing an instance of this same bird’s scuteness of 
perception, which was probably no less remarkable than that 
just narrated. On the open prairie, many miles from any 
timber, a crow was seen by the body of a grouse which lay 
upon the snow. As usual he had commenced his meal by 
picking out the eyes of the “chicken.” Crows were by no 
meansabundant (at this season, at any rate) in the vicinity 
where this individual was seen; in fact, I saw only one other 
while in the State. It would be useless to attempt to sur- 
mise how far this bird may have seen or scented the frozen 
grouse. The latter doubtless perished during the recent un- 
precedented October storm, as did quail, coots and, Tam 
told, even ducks. 

If the senses of the crow are wonderfully acute, those of 
the hawk are no less so. It is to be questioned whethersome 
of these, as the harriers, may not be aided in finding their 
prey by the sense of smell, and I am inclined to think that 
the ear guides them to many a fine meal, Who that has 
hunted waterfowl has not, after firing into a flock of ducks, 
seen a hawk hurrying toward the spot, evidently attracted 
by the report, and intent on securing a bird at the expense 
of the sportsman? <A popular notion attributes to the larger 
fame birds a sense of smell so delicate as to warn them of 
the approach of man or any other enemy at a distance, pro- 
vided they have the wind in their favor. I am 
inclined to think that this opinion is not well founded, but 
certainly no birds are possessed of better eyes and ears than 
the geese and cranes, The superior height of the latter gives 
them a wide range of vision, and they are, perhaps, the most 
wnapproachable of all our birds. Every one who has paid any 
attention to the subject must have noticed that the shyness of 
birds is somewhat in proportion to their size. Thisis largely, 
no doubt, the result of experience or of inherited ‘* instinct," 
those birds that have been long persecuted by man haying 
learned to fear his presence, but partly I think, more especi- 
ally in the case of the very smallest species, to defective 
vision. Ihave known small birds to be killed by flying 
against buildings, which of course they must have seen, but 
not until it was too late to alter their course. And I hayeseen 
a kinglet taken with the hand, to the great surprise and fright 
of the bird itself. I would by no means be understood as 
saying that any bird cannot distinguish a house or a man as 
such, at a considerable or even a great distance; the 
fact that they sometimes fail to do so is doubtless owing to a 
too close attention to business (insect catching) and to a lack 
of observation. The eye of the small bird is as well adapted 
to fhe work it has to perform as is that of the larger one; 
but it may be called ‘‘near-sighted”—it is not atelescope, but 
a microscope, and as such it is all that its possessor could de- 
sire. Observe a small flycatcher seated on a dead limb in the 
shady woods, or a warbler or kinglet darting about among the 
branches of an oak or elm; then see him dart here and there, 
pursuing in zig-zag course, and with marvellous rapidity, in- 
sects so small that we can scarcely detect their presence, and 
we cannot but observe that its eye is wonderfully acute. 
Contrast this tiny bead with the long-ranged optics of the 
crow! Truly, Dame Nature has adapted everything to the 
placé which it is destined to occupy. H. 8. W. 

“Flomo” has some interesting notes on this subject in his 
letter published elsewhere. 

oo 

Hasirs or Syaxes—Taunton, Wass., Oct.—As 1 was walk- 
ing along the brook about 150 yards below my fish pond, I 
saw a pair of water snakes fastened together. The female 
was two and one-half feet long and the male about two. The 
former, being the stronger of the two, dragged the male up - 
stream, tail foremost ata lively rate. I killed them and pulled 
them apart, but was obliged to exert considerable force—at, 
least ten pounds—to do it. Now it will be nine months be- 
fore snakes Jay their eggs. Will some naturalist explain ? 

C. Bd 

Kish Culture. 

STRIPED BASS WANTED. 

EE are permitted to publish the following letter from 

one of the California Fish Commission to Professor 
Baird. The fish wanted are the striped bass or rockfish, 
Rocous lineebus, the fish not to exceed six inches in length. 

Will those of our readers who know where they can be ob- 

tained in quantity please communicate the facts to Prof. 

Baird, ag ie requests : Fs 

Hon. Spenozer F. Bairp, U. 8. Commissioner Fish and 
Fisheries: 

SMITHSONIAN InstirutioN, Washington, D. C. 
Dear Siz—I Haye from unavoidable causes been com- 

pelled until now to defer addressing you upon the subject 
of transporting to and acclimatizing in our waters the 
‘striped bass” of your coast. 

I have long had the impression that tle ereat Bay of San 
Francisco together with the bays of ‘-San Pablo” and 
“Suisun” connecting with it and the number of creeks run- 
ning into them, affording a variety of qualities and conditions 
regarding temperature and suline properties together with 
feeding material, would he well adapted to the propagation 
and growth of the ‘striped bass.” * 

Having this im view I last year opened n correspondence 
with Mr. Livingston Stone npon the subject of attempting 
the transfer of some small fish at the time of the bringing on 
of the lobsters. Many difficulties presented themselves in 
the matter of obtaining the sinall fry of the stripped bass 
which resulted in my suggesting to Mr. Stone the probability 
of obtaining in the extreme head-waters of the ‘* Navesink 
or Shrewsbury River in New Jersey. Mr. Stone succeeded 
in obtaining a smajl number aj the place designed by me, 
aud, with his usnal skill, brought them safely to this coast 
and deposited them at the head of the Straits of Oarquinez, 

: | the turning point of the fresh and salt water. 
miles the hody of the horse could not be seen at much Jess | a 1 ne tin Some six or seven months after the time of placing in 

the water I heard that one of eight inches in length had been 
taken in the bay of Monterey, which is about one hundred 
miles south of thisand is an open roadsted on the Pacific 
Ocean. All of the circumstances were of-so doubtful a 
character that I gave the rumor but little attention, until 
ubout the first of July, eleyen months after the planting of 
the young fry—at the time about one and A half inches in 
lengtl—in the straits of Carquinez, there was brought to me 
a very handsome striped bass taken in this harhor, measuring 
twelve and one-half inches in length and weighing one paual 
The fish was in the highest condition; the milt full and ripe, 
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and the flavor fully upto the best specimens of the fish at the 
Bast. The exceedingly rapid growth, indicating the adapt- 
ability of the waters of this bay to this development, together 
wilh the immense amount of shrimps which abound in this 
bay as furnishing abundant food have, 1 must acknowledge, 
infused nie with almost an enthusiasm to have this valuable 
fish brought here in sufficient numbers to insure the breeding 
of them, I have heard of some experiments haying been 
made in breeding them artificially, If that can be done we 
might, of course, bring them ont as easily and in as 
vreal nuinbers as we now do shad, and my object in now 
writing you, is to ascertain ihe probability of such an effort 
being successful. 

If it cannot be done our only course must be to enlarge 
upon and extend the experiment of last year. The small fry 
can be obtained in the fresh-water heads of the Navesink, the 
Raritan, the Passaic, the Hackensack and in fact, all of those 
small rivers which tiow from the New Jersey coast into the 

- Aflantie and the bays emptying into it, Will you be so kini 
as to give the matter some thought and let us have the benefit 
of it? The shad are a snecess, and we feel satistied that so 
soon as they shall have reached such numbers as to insure 
contact we shall breed them in abundance. 

With much respect I remain, yours truly, 
8. R. THrookmorton. 

Chairman California Fish Commission. 

8 

SOME SINGULAR SALMON. 

Dominton OF CANADA, 
PISGICULTURAT WSTABLISHMENT, - 

Newoastre, Oct. 30. 

DrAr Str—I desire to acknowledge, with many thanks, 
the receipt of some fifty thousand California salmon egps. 
They arrived here in first-class condition and sre now all 
hatched out, 1 also notice with much pleasure the arrival at 
New York and shipment to Europe of a very large lot of these 
ova, all of which were reported to be in very fine condition. 
This success in your efforts in connection with fish culture, 
while it must be very gratifying fo yourself, is likewise 
pleasing to myself, and no doubt to all others engaged in the 
industry of artificial fish culture. 
T have to record & most peculiar circumstance Ip relation to 

our Ontario salmon this autumn. I speak more particularly 
of those which have come ito iy stream here. The same 
falling off in numbers is felt here as has been the case 1 all 
the rivers and streams on the Atlantic coast. My reports re- 
ceived from the several officers in charge show a wonderful 
falling off. At ithe Saguenay, where formerly our requisite 
supply of some 300 parent salmon were easily obtained in a 
few weeks in June and July, only some seventy-five could be 
captured during the whole season. On the Restigouche, the 
most famous salmon river we have, only some 600,000 salmon 
ova could be gathered, whereas in former years no difficulty 
was experienced in getting one and & half to two millions. 
‘At the Miramichi and Halifax nurseries the result is not yet 
Jmown; no reports haye as yet come in, but IT fear a similar 
falling off will take place there a8 well. In conneéction with 
the reduced numbers of salmon at this hatchery, strange to 
say, only three males have yet been found in the stream; all 
that have yet been captured or have entered the reception 
house aré immensely large females. We have enough of 
these on hand st present to give us 250,000 eggs, but we have 
not, nor can we find in the whole stream, 4 single male fish 
to impregnate these eggs with, should we strip ther. What 
we shall do puzzles me very much; add to this the fact that 
the season is about over for fish to enter the stream. To-day 
T went down the creck with one of my men and caught some 
eighteen magnificent female fish on the beds in the open 
atream, in broad daylight, but could not find one male. This 
has been the case since the first entrance of the salmon this 
fall. There are any amount of beds; in fact, on many of 
the gravel beds the hotiiom of the creek is literally plowed 
up with the workings of these salmon. Another peculiarity 
js that not a single prilse has been seen, with the exception 
of one California grilse taken last night. In the fall of 1878 
saloon of both sexes and grilse were very numerous—quite 
equal to the olden times, some thirty-five or forty years ago, 
In 1879 they fell off very largely in numbers, and this season 
they are very mucli reduced from last year, with the pecu- 
liarity of all being large females and no grilse. I mention 
these circumstances for your information, and they will no 
doubt appear to you as being yery extraordinary. I can 
hardly yeniure to ask you for a cause, or even the theory of 
a cause, for this peculiarity with my fish, My only hopes 
are that, when Professor Hind hears of it he, with his love in 
relation to salmon (particularly the biennial and summer- 
spawning ones), will no doubt incubate some theory why and 
how these phenomena have ocurred. . : 

J am also getting puzzled in mind about your California 
salmon; they are also turning acold shouldertome, The 
record, this season of 1880, is as follows: In April last my 
gon caught a very heantifully formed one in the stream here 
while fishing for some suckers, Tt was about three pounds 
in weight; 1 haye him yet. He has heen kept in a small 
tank of spring water along with some trout, but we have 
never seen him eat anything yet; he is looking a little thin 
just now. One sinall trap net was set out in the lake this 
season nearly opposite my stream, and during my absence the 
fishermen reported that about a halfa dozen Californias were 
taken, from four to six pounds, About ten days ago a fe- 
male California was caught in this creek (spent), length 
twenty-eight inches—she was terribly battered up, and last 
night I caught a small grilse; they were the most mniserable 
specimens of fish I eversaw. Judging from what T have 
read of the guinnat (haying never seen a full sized adult) 
these two last mentioned specimens cannot belong to that 
class. I should say they must be more like the Salina 
xourlert, hooked nosed salmon, or Salmo canis, dog-sal- 
mon, as each of them have three sharp hooked-like teeth ati 
the extreme end of both the upper and lower jaws. I have 

never seen fish with teeth so strangely shaped nor so pecu- 

liarly placed in their mouths as these two fish have them. _ 
Tam fearful that Imay have become tiresome to you with 

this Jong letter, but before closing it, might T ask as a favor 
whether it would be possible for me to obtain from you afew 
carp. Ihave some ponds which were originally made for 
nursery-ponds for young salmon, but finding that the tem- 

perature of the water rises so high in them in the summer, » 

the salmonoid family all die. Lhaye thought of using them 

for carp. The water to any extent can be supplied from the 

main creck; the ponds cover some three acres or more, rang- 
ing from two to four feetdeep. Should I succeed in Rotting 
afew carp I would sink wells some eight or ten feet. deep in 
them in which the carp could sleep during the extreme cold 
in winter. The water gets pretty warm in them in summer, 

per pound. 

and a good deal of yegetable matter is produced in them, 
which I think would be well adapted for the growth of these 
fish. Ihaveraised the gold-fish, or golden carp, in one of 
them somewhat successfully. Being desirous of trying the 
German carp I shall feel greatly indebted to you if I could 
get a few pairs through your kind instrumentality, Again 
apologizing for this long letter, I am yours, very obediently, 

4 Samvet Wiemor. 
Professor 8. F. Baie, 

U_S. Commissioner, Fish and Fisheries. 
P. 8.—lf you would iike a specimen of our Ontario salmon 

in the gravid state I shall be greatly pleased to forward one 
or more to you. IT can only promise you two femules, from 
the canses mentioned herein. Should you also like to have 
one of the lacerated, emaciated specimens of ** Canadian Cali- 
fornias,” T will send it also. 5. W; 

Th connection with the foregoing letter, which we have 

been kindly permitted to publish, we think it proper to state 

that while at Berlin, attending the International Exhibition, 

we met Mr. Phillipe Ganckler, dngentewr en Chef du Dept. 
dex Voages, who practices fish culture at Epinal, France, who 

said that his experience had proved that dry impregnation 
produces an excess of females, while wet, or theuse of water, 

always brought a preponderance of males. We have no 

opinion to express on this point, and commend it to the con- 

sideration of Mr. Wilmot and other fish breeders. 
te 

, Tae Pennayivanta Conmisston.—We learn that the forth- 
coming report of the Fish Cou.mission of Pennsylvania will 

be the first ever published in the State. [bt is pleasant to 

note the progress made not only in fish culture but also in 

ichthyological lore, which has been taken up by the fish cul- 

turist a8 a necessary adjunct to his profession. The new re- 

port will contain a description of Pennsylvania tishes by Prot. 

H. D, Cope, with forty illustrations. The culture of black 
bass has been so successful that Commissioner Hewit is of 

the opinion that enough have been caught this season alone 
to exceed all the amount of all moneys appropriated by the 

State for fish culture, even if the fish were sold at five cents 

They have heen introduced into many streams 

whose united length is estimated at 1,500 miles. Commiis- 

sioner Reeder was unable to attend the last meeting by reason 

of having received a painful stroke from the limb of a lree 
while hunting. - 

er 

Snap Hatenme asp Canp—Agquadale Ponds, Wenonah, 
N. J., Des. 4.—Haying been absent from home a large por- 
tion of the time for more than two months past, and when at 
hone either overwhelmed with correspondence or sick, I 
have nothadan wpportunity to even take the wrappers off many 
of my newspapers, andahuge pile has accumulated. To-day 1 
haye been reading up eight diferent numbers of Fores, anp 
Sieram, as that is a paper which I vo through page by page, 
advertisements and all. In the issue for October 7 I notice 
the comnumication of Mx. Livingston Stone confirming the 
statement of Mr, Seth Green in reply to a. previous article of 
mine concerning the first hatching of shed at Holyoke. Mr. 
Stone doubtless saw, soon after the last date, nyyreply to Mr. 
Green’s inquiry, showing how L obtained my information. 
Although this comes late, limproye thesirst opportunity to 
announce my faith in the statements of Messrs. Green and 
Stone. Referring to Mr. Green's experience J cun sympa- 
thize with him, for in my own persistent labor of love in con- 
nection with fish-eulture [have encountered the same hoor- 
ish opposition, ridicule and malignant cussedness in the way 
of pecuniary damage to thy Properiy: and this by compara- 
tively intelligent ignoramnses. haye for a month or more 
past been very busy distributing the Goyernment carp in 
Southern New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania. Quite a 
a number of parties have engaged to lay out a comprehensive 
system of carp ponds and are making arrangements to en- 
gave extensively inthe new industry. Before many years 
the farmers of this region will think as mich of their carp as 
they now do of their chickens or pigs, and well they may, 
for there is more money to the acre in carp-culture than in 
either chickens, pigs or other live stock. 

Mruron P. Perror, 

Hatonme Eses—Biddeford, Me., Dec. 3.—In your issue of 
Wov. 26 I notice that Prof. Baird is ready to distribute sal- 
mon eggs from Bucksport. If I knew the savdis operandi of 
treating these eggs I would like to avail myself of the oppor- 
tunity to place some in the Sago River this season, as there is 
little doubt but that we shall have a fishway constructed at 
the falls here the coming summer. Can ‘you give me through 
your valuable journal some instructions in the above matter, 
and say where they shonld be placed in the river, whether 
above or below the falls. Frrouson Hares. 
The eggs should be placed in haiching troughs, and kept 

from enemies until they hatch, say from ten to lifty days, ac- 

cording to their development, and the temperature. They 

should then be kept thirty to fifty days longer nntil the um- 
bilicusis absorbed and they begin to take food. Tf you have 

no troughs or experience you had better apply to the Fish 

Commissioners of your State, Mr. E. M. Stillwell, Bangor 

and Mr, Everett Smith, Portland, or to Mr. Chas. G. Atkins, 
Assistant U. 8. Fish Commissioner, Bucksport, who may 

hatch them for you. 

Prorgor Spawnine Lopsrers—Wew Bedford, Mass.—Y our 
article on lobsters in alate issue induces me to give some 
hints on the subject, which to me seem more to the point 
than the catching of small ones. 
for the scarcity of lobsters is the catching of females during 
the spawning season. Ihave often when Jooking ata female 
lobster loaded with eggs wondered how many they would 
count. Whoever has counted the number of shot (No. 8, for 
instance) in a common charge can form some estimate of the 
number of eggs in a lobster of three pounds or more during 
the spawning season—tens and tens of thousands. It seems 
as though all the spawn carrying lobsters find their way into 
the pots—it may be to hide from their enemies. I haye seen 
brought in by one boat tending pots as many as three hun- 
dred females loaded with spawn—three million of eggs! Many 
of the largest lobsters I lave seen haye been females with 
spawn—thege are all counted and all go to market. What 4 
wise law! to allow the killiup of the mother fish and forbid 

The reason aboye all others | 

the destruction of those under ten and one half inches. One 
day’s fishing of one boat will under these circumstances de- 
stroy more lobsters than all the boats on the Atlantic coast in 
a whole season catching small lobsters. When the catching 
of female lobsters with spawn is prohibited then the nail is 
hit on the head, and not wll when, A the most intelligent 
lobster fishermen Ihave met express the same opurion, and I 

| think every one will see the reason. J spend three months 
of every summer among the lobster fishermen, where thou- 
sands are caught every day, and I kuow whereof I speak. 
Some curious facts in relation to the movements of lobsters 
are noticed at Noman’s Land, They are taken having plugs 
used only on the coast of Maine, wilwrs trom other points re- 
mote. Home seem to remain in one locality, and in midsum- 
meér school lobsters appear, When the wateris clear they 
lave beet seen by the thousuhds, all coming from the east- 
ward smd moving with as much order as an army. Hoping 
this may eall the attention of all interested in the subject, 
and that the Former ano Stream may add another lanrel to 
its crown for benetiling the community is the wish of a sub- 
scriber from its first number. J. Et, Im 

Carr on THE TABLE —The Centreville, Md., (server says: 
‘Last week Mr, Richard Holliday, desiring to taste the flavor 
of carp, drew trom his pond two fish, one 154 inches long 
and weighing one pound fourteen ounces, und the other 154 
inches long and weighing one pound eleven ounces, and in- 
yited Hon. JamesT, Harle, Dr. John ©. Barle, Richurd TP. 
Earle snd Samuel T, Earle to-tike breakfast with him. Af- 
ter giving the new fish a fail trial they all pronowneed them 
equal to almost any and superior lo mauy of our salfwater 
fish, having none of the flavor of the mullet or sucker flsh, 
and equal to rock or perch ‘These fish were obiained from 
Fish Commissioner Hughlett, just aboul one yeur from the 
duy the breakfast was given, They were then only about 
two inches long, and have made their great growth since that 
time.” 

Fish Coron im Mrosi¢ay.—A correspondent informs 1s 
that on account of storms and coli weather there has bean a 
short crop of whilelisl eggs in Michigan, and (hal instead of 
the forty willions which the commissiouers were prepared to 
take they were only able to gather something Jess than five 
imillions, There were hopes, however, phat if the weather 
improved a considerable addition could be made to this 
number. 

Sea and River Sishing. 
EATING NEGLECTED FISHES. 

Pensacora, Fla., Nov. 26. 
Hiitor Forest and Stream : 

I have read your editorial on ‘‘ Neglected Fishes,” in the 
issue of the 18th, with satisfaction, and am glad to see the 
matter brought before the public by so popular a paper as the 
Forest anp STREAM. 

. That so many kinds of fishes nre generally deemed unpala- 
table or unwholesome had long been a wonder lo me, and an 
acquaintance of several years with the Italian, Spanish, French 
and Malayan fishermen of the Gulf coust, who do not share 
maby of our prejudices, led me to observe their lise of spe- 
cies thal we condemn, and to make personal investigation. 
Since it is about as cheap to catch choice fish nos others on 

this coast, and the poor can as well afford seh fish as blue- 
fish, sheepshead, mullet, etc., instead of slate, sharks, etc, 
it is rather choice than necessity that intluences them to eat 
the latter. 
The European fishermen, holding jo the hubits and inan- 

ners of thair own country, are doubtless the cause of this, to 
the majority of American minds, peculiar taste. By associ- 
ation with them the natives of the coast have leamed to add 
to their variety of fish-food and have also hecomé aware of 
dainties which they once did not know 6f- 

Therefore if is not strange that we find kinds of fish In 
quite common nse on the Gulf const that are thrown away on 
the North Atlantic const and which might, as suzvested in 
your article, be utilized as cheap food for the poor. Since 
becoming interested in this matter I have not confined iny 
curiosity to noting what. others have done in the way of dis- 
covering new forms of fish-food, but have myself tried stil! 
more novel dishes and generally with “vod results. 

During the winter of 7980 I was on a long cruise along 
the Plorida coast with partly the object of securing as many 
strange specimens of fish aspossible. In catching these many 
of the common kinds were taken, which, as fresh meats were 
not always procurable, made up many a good meal Partly 
for change and curiosity und partly for the yalue of the 
knowledge in giving their histories, I had cooked quite a 
number of fishes that are not often eaten anywhere, as fur as 
I know. Shore people were sometimes invited on hoard our 
vessel to dine, and it was very amusing to watch their aston- 
ished faces when catfish or equally despicable fishes were 
placed before them. 
On one occasion, while going from Ocklokony Bay to St. 

Marks, I Jaid ont to feast the pilot on dainties of this sort. 
The cook brought in first a stew or chowder of minnows, 
very nicely prepared, which tlie pilot declined, hut finally 
followed my example in eating heartily of, Fried bill-fish 
and two or three other unusual forms were next presented, 
received with suspicion and then accepted and -pronouneed 
good; but when the cook was tuld to bring on the sturgeon 
eggs (farina pudding in disguise) the poor fellow wilted, and 
thanking me, said that bread and molasses was good enough 
for his desert. Ti can be imagined that strange stories were 
told about us by the pilot on his arrival home. 

Fearing that what I have to say will be classed among the 
fishy of the fish stories, I will endeavor not to drop off into 
anecdote, as Silas Wegg is said !o have dropped from prose 
to poetry, and will briefly mention some of the ‘' Neelected 
Fishes” that, I know to be unworthy of such neglect. Promi- 
nent among these are the rays nud skates, the pectorals or 
wings of which are the chief purtsto be utilized. These 
when nicely fried or broiled are really superior fish food, re- 
sembling somewhat the fiesh of the Southern floundey, At 
New Orleans rays appeat daily in the markets during the 
spring and summer months wuen they can be caught, and 
seem fo sell quite readily. Young individuals of the various 
species of sharks are also very palatable, cooked in any way 
that other fishes of their size are. T have been unable so far 
to discover anything rank or <listasiefal about the small 
sharks that live near the shore, 

Salt water catfish, which are excessively abundant on this 
coast, and are the post of net fishérmen and anglers, are, I 
consider, quite as edible ag the red-fish or channel bass, ql- 
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though they are not to be so easily prepared for cooking. 
Their flesh needs to be cooked longer than the most of salt 
water fishes, and is especially good in chowders. The skip- 
jack or lady-fish, a scomberesocidw of the South, is a very com- 
mon fish and is seldom eaten because of its soft flesh and fine 
hones, yet it is excellent fried when fresh. The creoies of. 
this vicinity oceasionully eat them. The toadfish (Batrachus 
tau), resembling somewhat the sculpin of the North, has very 
palatable fiesh, which can be used to best advantage in chow- 
ders. A sea variety, recently described as Batreciuis tau, 
subep. pardus, Goode and Bean, is considereda great delicacy 
among the French of New Orleans. 

Gare, or hill fish (Belonide), are very numerous on the 
southern coasts of this country, yet are not eaten in many 
places, I attribute the prejudice against them to their form 
and the color of their bones, which are of a greenish hue, for 
there can be no cause for dislike to their flesh, which is firm 
and sweet and can be yery easily prepared for use. All whom 
I have known to test. their edible qualities have spoken high- 
ly of them. 

The sand-diyers, fownarde (T'riglida), and tho yellow-tail 
(Blagatis pinnulaius), are very fair food fishes, and are in- 
variably thrown away in this country as valueless. The last 
mentioned is eaten in many placesin Cuba, and at; Havana 
appearsin the market uncooked, and upon ithe streets cooked 
and all ready to be served to customers. 
Many of the countless number of female fish commonly 

called minnows make agreeable and nutritious food when 
cooked in certain ways, and as they can he caught easily and 
in Jarga quantities would sell cheaply. The Spaniards and 
Ttalians are very fond of these minnows cooked in soups or 
stews. Of this class I huve tested with good results two or 
three kinds, chiefly Chirvstoma peninsular, Goode snd Bean; 
silver sides or friar, C: vagrans, Mandulus grandis, Bairdand 
Girard, and Cyprinedron vanriegatus, Lac. 
Among other uncommon dishes I have noted the use of the 

cow-fish (Ostrdion quadricornis), as baked in its bony cov- 
ering. Some apecies of T%tradentida, puffers or blow-fish 
and the squid, 

This last is more commonly used than the other, and is 
highly esteemed by the fishermen of the Northern and West- 
ern Gulf coasts as cooked in soups. There are inatances 
among these people where squids and shrimps are eaten raw 
even while yet alive, mt is by no means a common practice. 

Tf fhose of the readers of your valuable paper who ura fa- 
yorably situated or spend some of their time on yachting and 
camping excursions would interest themselves in this matter 
and test the edible qualities of some of the unsightly fishes 
that they are in the habit of throwing away, I will venture 
to predict that they will 6 pleased oftener ihan disappointed 
with the result. Sitas STHaRne. 
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THE DEATH TRAP IN SHINNEGOCK BAY. 

/ 
\ 2 New Yor, December 7, 1880, 

Editor Porest and Stream: 

I huve read with great interest your articles on '' The 
Death Trap in Shinnecock Bay.” Mr. Lane, referred to in 
the arficle in your paper of November 11, is mistaken in say- 
ing the law giving power to the commissioners to locate an 
inlet was passer in 1880, The law was passed in 1877 (see 
Session Laws of 1877, chap. 862). The following is a copy, 
verbatim, of this law, taken from the Session Laws of [877 : 

[Copy.] Laws or 1877, CHarrern 352. 
An Act to empower the Board of Supervisors of Suffolk County 

to Bppalst three commissioners to locates: ile from the Atlan- 
tic Ocean to the Shinnecovk Bay in ssid county. 

Section 1, The Bourd of Supervisors of the County of Snffolk 
ie hereby nuthorizad and empowered to appoint thee commis- 
Hioners to serve without compenaation whose duty it ehall be, with- 
in one year after the passage ot this act, to locate au inlet be- 
tiveen the waters of the Atlantic Ocean and Shinnesock Bay, in the 
said County of Suifolk, and the said three commissioners Ao ap- 
pointed shall haye full power to locate said inlet at such a point as 
may to thom seem best for the interests of the people residing on 
or near said Abinnecock Bay, and to prevent or prohibit the open- 
ing of any other inlet or inlets at any other point. or points on said 
ay. 
g 2. Said commissioners shall hold office until their successors 

shall hays been appointed, and shall be subject to removal at the 
pleasure of said Board of Supervisors. 
§ 3. Any person or persons who shall open or aid in opening any 

inlet or inlets between the Atlantic Ocean and Shinnecock Bay, 
contrary to the anthority of thé commissioners hershy uppointed, 
shall-be deemed to be guilty of a misdemeanor, i 

This isan important matter, and [have Istely given it 
some attention, having recently been at Goodground and 
witnessed the evils mentioned in your articles. There has 
been no amendment to this law, and [can find no other law 
relating to this inlet passed since that year 1877. r 

The commissioners have, as T have heen informed, ' re- 
located ” the inlet at 2 point @ast of the former location. This 
has given rise to dissatisfaction amonz many residents along 
the bay for the reason, as it is claimed, that the inlet at the 
“yeipeation” will not ran more than a tew weeks; that it 
will certainly close ina short time, and then the head of 
water which has accumulated will have run out and a delay 
of many mouths will ensue before water will accumulate in 
the bay snflicient 16 open another inlet. It is complained 
also that no steps will be taken by the commissioners to open 
the inlet at the ' relocation” until spring, and that the result 
of all this will be that the hay will be ruined as a sporting re- 
sort. Th seems to me, on reading the law, that the remedy 
for all this is simple and is in the hands of any of the rest- 
dents who possess public spirit enough to carry it out. 

First, This so-called ‘‘relocation” is entirety ontside the 
authority of the coinmiesioners. By section 1 of the law of 
1877 if is made the duty of the commissioners, within one 
year alter the passage of the act, to locate the inlet. This is 
ihe only authority given them to locate an inlet, and it is 
plain that after the ‘‘one year” has elapsed, ¢ 2, atier June 
\, 1878, they have io power to locate an inlet. They did lo- 
cate the imlet during the ‘‘one year," at the westerly point, 
wod if was opened 4nd remained opened till récently 

It is clear that the commissioners having in accordance with 
law ‘‘located” the Inlet st the westerly pol, as soon as they 
had done sn ware ** frnetus officio” as far as locating the in- 
let is concerned, for the law gives them power to locate an 
inlet ‘‘at such a point as may to them seem best for the in- 
terests of the people residing on or near Shinnecock Bay." 
They decided that the westerly point was such a point, and, 
having done so, and having located an inlet, their authority 
to locate came to an end, , 

Second. Asif was almost the unanimous opinion of the 
residents near the Bay with whom [ conversed that. this 
westerly point was the only proper point, for an inlet, the 
only point where one would remain open any length of time, 
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it seems to me the remedy for the present trouble to be in 
reopening the inlet at the spot where it was originally located 
Wt the commissioners—the oniy legal location ever made. 

here are many men ready and willing at once fo go to work 
Without compensation and dig out the inlet at the old loca- 
tion, but are deterred by fear of punishment under the 3d 
section of the law should they so io. This. section provides 
that any person who shall open or aid in opening any inlet 
or inlets contrary to the authority of the commissioners shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. It seems to me such 
fears are groundless. The commissioners have ‘'localedl” 
the inletat the western point, they haying authority to pro- 
hibit openings only ‘‘at other points,” all subsequent ‘'re- 
locations” being without authority and void, they have no 
right or authority to prohibit an opening at the point of 
original location. If the residents wish to save their bay as 
4 shooting resort, let them some day this month go in a body 
tothe westerly point, the point of original location, and dig 
ef an inlet, JUSTTPIA, 

Sy 

RANGE OF THE CATFISH. 

5 a further evidence that the statement of Dr. EB. Ster- 
ling. of Cleveland, OF who is usually very careful and 

accurate In his assertions, in Formsr ano. Stream of Novem. 
her 11th, Vol. 15, page 287, that “the extreme Northern 
range of fhe catfish is, you may he certain, about Lake 
Irie” is not correct, I wish to present to your readers the 
following facta: : 

My boyhood days were spent on my futher’s farm in Niag- 
ara County, New York, on the shore of Lake Ontario. And 
T used to frequently spend the pieusant summer evenings in 
fishing for els and bullheada from the beach. Bometimes I 
would sel my rod by fastening the butt in drift wood, er 
otherwise, leaving the baited hook in the lake over night, and 
generally had the whole line tied into a close knot with an 
éel in intimate proximity asthe result. Bul one morning, 
when I reached the lake, [ found my rod with the tip nearly 
in the water, and could see what to my boyish eyes appeared 
to be a whale, but which proved to be only a catfish—proba- 
bly Andurve nigricans; although, of conrse, I cannot recol- 
lect, if I had known then, the specific characteristics well 
enough fo he certain, I weighed 94 pouncs, which made me 
high hook among the boys as long as I lived there. The 
flesh was white, solid, flaky, excellent, 

Both the hook and lite were of small size for eels, neither 
of which would have held him for a minute had it, not been 
for the elastietty of the rod, which wus set so us to give when 
if must, and take when it could. Another illustration of the 
fact that the rod should always kill the fish. OTKOL. 

Grand Lapids, Mich. 

Tn a recent issue of your paper, Dr. Sterling says; ‘‘ The 
extreme Northern limit of the catfish is, yon may be certain, 
about Lake Erie.” During the past summer I took a number 
of them in Lake Rosseau, Ontario, and in the Manetawan 
River. Both these localities are considerably north of Lske 
Erie. C. B. 

Desember 7, 1880. 

Ia wr tam Potn Tnounper ?—The Belfast, Me., Jornal 

mentions a strange fish which should he sent to Prof, Baird 

for identifiention. Itsays: ‘Mr. Collins has at his fish mar- 
ket in (lus city. 2 specimen of fiounder entirely different from 
Whal are usually cuplured in our waters. For two years, late 
in (he fall, this flounder has made its appearance in our har- 
bor and taken the hook qnite readily. ~‘Mr. Collins says that 
they are the deep sea or Arctic flounder. The fish run very 
large, weighing on an average one poundeach. Another dif- 
ference is that the deep sea Hounder is now filled with spawn, 
while the inshore vuriety do not spawn mntil spriny. The 
deep sea flounder is caught off the coast in traps, or flyers, a8 
the fishermen call them. These iraps are made something 
like a lobster trap in which fish food is placed to tempt them 
inside, When once within the pound of the trap the fish is 
secured aud is hauled in hy the fishermen. ‘They are a very 
excellent pan fish.” 

Loursasus Biaokrorpi.—In speaking of the immense 

numbers of jhis fish which have within a few years oecupied 
a proniinent place in our sea-board markets the New Orleans 
Democrat, says: 

By a visit to our principal markets yesterday we learned 
that during the past week there was an enormous importation 
into this city of that highly-prized luxury and valuable 
article of food, the red-snapper. The supply of this fish 
along the whole coast is inexhaustible. The red-snapper 
grounds are estimated to extend 900 miles. It is only a ques- 
tion of labor what amount can becaught. They are found 
in countless myriads st all seasons, in a certain depth of 
water, say fromffty to eighty feet. They are caught with 
lines having a number of hooks, which are eagerly seized by 
tlie fish. 1 is pretty hard work.to draw up these lines with 
stich 2 number of these heavy fish attached to them. Wind- 
lasses are frequently used to drawthem up. In a very few 
hours the wells of the smacks are filled with them. To pre- 
yent their fioating, and keep (hem alive until the port is 
reached, if is necessary to reduce their bulk by compressing 
the large access of air accumulated in their long passage 
from a great depth of water in which they are brought to the 
surface. This isdone by a smallincision just below the gills, 
Which operates as a vent through which the air escapes until 
the f8h is reduced to its natural size, so that it sinke and 
Eeeps alive and healthy. It was through this simple sugges- 
tion that the red-snapper became a great commercial fish. 
Previously it was found dittienlt to bring them to market 
fresh. Now they can be caught in far yreater abundance 
than wy other fish, There is a large feet and a large nun- 
ber of meu employed in thisfishery. As the value and cheap- 
ness Of the red-snapper begins to be generally appreciated 
throughout the West, this industry will be greatly increased. 
With enterprise and labor and clean transportation, we be- 
lieve that. in time this business will equal in its propor- 
tions and extent the cod and mackerel fisheries of Massa- 
chnsetts. The abundance of ‘the red-snapper in the Gulf is 
equal, if notsuperior, |o thal of the cod off the coast of New- 
foundland. It is a far better fish than either, and involves 
Jess Jabor and expense in fillmg the demand and in trans- 
porting it fresh te any of the inferior towns. 

Tre MARKETMEN are now receiving large quantities of 
game, hoth large and small. The largest portion is received 

‘om the following States: Kentuelcy, Massachusetts, Vir- 
ginia, Maryland, New York, Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and 
the Red River region. 
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Game Bag and Gan. 

Tun mun who thinks that he can afford to pay the farmers 

boy more for quail than the boy is paid by the baggage-masters 

ts invited to send his address to this office. 

DISCUSSING THE GAME LAW. 

fe regular monthly méeting of the Lony Island Sports- 
men’s Association was held at the Royal Arcanium 

Room, Music Hall, Brooklyn, Dec. 10, President Chappell 
inthe chair. Mr. Abel Crook reported that he lad gone be- 
foré the Supervisors of Queens County to address them on 
the subject of making a law in Queens County similar to the 
one now in force in Ulster County, which would prohibit the 
killing or shipping of all wild game for market exceplins 
wild fowl, This created considerable discussion, a portion o; 
the members thinking that such a Jaw would make enemies 
of the farmers. J due Lot said that a large majority of the 
farmers of Queens County were in favor of just such a law. 
It was finally decided toask the supervisors of Queens County 
to enact it. The Coney Island Rod and Gun Club, Capt. W. 
L. B. Steers, President, with eighiy members, was then 
elected by acclamation to the association. 

Captain Steers thanked the association, and said tliat the 
members of the club were more expert with the rod than 
with the gun, but there were a few good shots ainong them. 
Judge Lot remarked that as the President of the Coney 
Tsland Rod and Gun Club was some on the rod he might haye 
a chance to meet Seth Green and give him a proper “steer.” 
Captain Steers was then elected a member of the committee 
on fish and game, 

qT, was decided that the president should call a special 
meeting of the executive committee to appoint sub-conmnit- 
tees. 
effect that the association should apply to the Legislature 
for a charter of coporation, which would give them the power 

Mr. Crook made a motion, that was carried, to the 

(o elect constables, fo employ detectives, to purchase game 
and fish for breeding purposes, to punish trespassing, to 
furnish licences fo shoot, and constituting each member of 
{he association a game constable, 
The prize committee reported progress, and were granted 

permission to increase their number if they saw fit. Mr. 
Nicholss Pike was then requested to address the meeting. 
Mr. Pike read the following paper: 

“Members of the Lang Island Assoctation,—For the past 
year I have exerted myself as much us possible in gaining in- 
formation from competent persons relative to our existin: 
game laws, From my own observations also I am convince 
that alterations and additions should be made to them to pre- 
yent the wholessle destruction now going on, not only of our 
game, but of our song birds, which at the rate il is now pro- 
fressing must end in their extirmination. Below I append 
the changes I would recommend in our game laws. 

‘Relative to the shooting of wild ducks and seese.—'The 
use of fioating batteries, machines or other devices whereby 
the gunner is concealed, or shooting therefroru: use of de- 
coys or coustrnetion of how houses at distance from the 
sliore of more than tweoty rods should be a misdemeanor of 
Long Island. Sailing for them, or shooting from sailing or 
Steam vessels or siructures attached to the same, should be 
made misdemeanors with added penalties (hroughout the 
Btate. 

“The reason for which I recommend batiery shooting td 
be diseontinued is this: There are many persons in the 
Great South, Peconic and Shinnecock Bays who sun for a 
living, and gun incessantly from daylight till dark, aud often 
far into the night through the whole season, Now it is well 
known to sportsmen that if ducks and geese are constantly 
disturbed at night or early morning while on their feeding 
srounds they will eventuaily desert the place. The late 
overnor Dix once told me that it was his opinion that bat- 

tery shooting was quite destroying the sport, as ducks were 
yearly becoming scarcer and lenving their accustomed haunts. 
The law as if now stands for killing these birds between sun- 
set and daylight, with or without a lantern, is ull right. 

“ Ourlews, godwits, willets, sandpipers, snipe and all birds 
commonly known under the name of snipe.—A stringent law 
should be passed prohibiting the shooting of these birds ex- 
cept between the 1st of August und the 1st of January. 
Spring shooting should certainly be forbidden. 

“Quail.—aA law shonid be passed preventing the shooting of 
quail on Long Island for the next three years. They have 
become so searce of late years that there are comparatively 
few left. Iam informed by sportsmen that trapping, robbing 
of nests and shooting out of season are rapidiy exterminating 
them. Jn my rambles about the island Ido not meet half a 
dozen in a week, where formerly in the breeding season I 
could hear them calling in every direction. . 

‘‘ Ruifed grouse or partridge.—I would receommend a law 
preventing these birds also from being shot for three years. 
Formerly they were very abundant on Long Island. Now 
they are so searce I rarely see one anywhere, and if this law 
ia not soon passed our partridges will soon be extincé. 

“ Wooicock.—The time for shooting this bird should be 
changed. Jt ought not tobe molested until the Ist of Octo- 
ber. I would like to leave it until the 1st of November (so 
that sportsmen should have no excuse for shooting young 
quail by mistake). If woodcock are shot before the Ist of 
October they are in poor condition, and have not acquired 
their full plumage. Some that I saw shot in August did not 
weigh five ounces, were thin in flesh and the primaries of 
their wings were not fully expanded; and I think that avery 
sportsmen will agree that the change is a good one. 

‘\ Hails. —Clapper, sora, Virginia and lesser rails. —There 13 
no law relative to the protection of these birds, and I would 
recommend there heing one prohibiting the killing of then. 
for the next three years under # penalty of 10 for first of 
fence, and for second imprisonment in the county jail for 
three months, Rails, once so numerous about our marshes, 
creeks and rivers, are now scarce, and there should he no de- 
lay in passing this law. Although rails are very prolific lay- 
ing from sixteen to eighteen eggs at a time, there is & reeylar 
system of robbing the nests by persons living in the vicinity 
of the marshes. 

‘Harles, night hawks, martins, whip-poor-wills, swallows, 
woodpeckers, meadow larke, thrushes (Turdis migratorins, 
robin, excepted), warblers, and all the native song birds,—T 
would have (he penalty for killing any of these birds $10 for 
the first, offense and for the second imprisonment for not less 
than twenty days hor more than three months in the county 
jail, and forfeiture of gun. One greaf cause of this whole- 
sale destruction is the small boy, allowed to carry firearms, 
who shoots at everything that flies. Last summer I saw in 
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“That right to destroy is a mooted question so far as I can 
learn, and has neyer been judicially decided. If a person 
can so destroy such nets, ete., under such circumstances and 
not be legally liable, it is a first-rate clause; if they cannot, it 
ought to be expunged and save trouble. Our Onondaga 
County Fishing Club haye a suit now pending on that yery 
question, on account of our game constable.” The suggzes- 
tions in this letter were also adopted. 

Mr, Hasbrouck, of Ellenville, wrote as follows: 
“7 wish to call your attention to section 25 as to fouling 

waters. That section as it now stands is anutternullity. It 
possible it should be amended so as to be operative, Our 

| brethiern in several of the Western States and Territories are 
in advance of usin this matter; also, 1 believe, in Canada, 
where it is made a misdenicanor and a penalty inflicted as 
well. Tanneries are compelled to run their leachings in sink 
holes, where gradual absorbtion will take place, or in the 
neighborhood of cities and villages into vats, where the valu- 
able liquid manure may be utilized for fertilizing purposes, 
for which itis admirably adapted and would he a source of 
profit to the tanner. In the case of saw mills they are coimn- 
pelled to burn their slab and dust, or otherwise dispose of 
such waste, but not run it off into the stream, destroying the 
fish and the spawning beds. The lower part of a fine large 
stream in this yicinily has been utterly ruined by a large 
tannery erected wpon it x few years ago and now in active 
operation. Last spring when they first let off their leachings 
at the time the fish were ascending the boys in the neighbor- 
hood picked up basketfuls of fine fish, and among them. over 
150 fine trout, one weighing over two pounds. ‘The salmon 
part of this stream was famous for its fine trout in former 
years, and would he again if the tannery could be interdicted 
from discharging its leachings into the stream. The same 
may be said with equal truth of another tannery near by on 
the Upper Rondout, one of the finest natural trout streams in 
the State. The stream was rapidly filling up with trout, 
when two years ago tanning operations were resumed, when 
the same sad results occurred; nearly every fish except a 
few small worthless suckers and red fins were killed for 
seyeral Iniles below, and the beautiful, limpid waters made 
to reek with odors like a cesspool. It may be that the time 
has not arrived for such legislation, yet it seems to me 
reasonable that if younger States can pass and enforce such a 
provision surely the great State of New York should not be 
behind in progressive ideas.” 

This was also adopted. 
A lenethy letter was received from Dr. Mart, of Hudson, 

N. ¥., in regard to the restrictions on waterfowl shooting on 
the Hudson river, and he thought that there should he very 
few restrictions, as there did uot yery many waterfowl] stop 
there, and those that did only staid a short time. ‘The com- 
mittee were preatly in favor of the above, and the letter was 
placed on file for further discussion. It was decided to 
make the law in regard to the meshes of nets read ‘ta number 
of inches square,” instead of a “certain number of inches.” 
Now a net with n one-inch mesh can be made to measure two 
inches, but if made to measure two inches square, they can- 
not, do that. Mr. Chappel then showed a collection of six 
fish, A yellow perch which would weigh 21bs. and one that 
would not weigh half an ounce were shown, both of which 
were caught in the same net. He also showed several dif- 
ferent varieties in the sanie way. He said what is sold for 
whitebait in our markets is nothing more or less than the fry 
of all kinds of fish, and also (hat it was of no use to plant 
fish witil this was stopped. It was decided tp adopt the fol- 
lowing: That no net or sieve should be used in Coney 
Island Creek, or in Grayesend Bay, within one mile of the 
tnouth of said creek, excepting between the first of October 
and the first of April, and then the mesh must be four inches 
square. After a discussion on the size of fish allowed to be 
sold the meeting adjourned to meet at the Fountain Guo 
Club rooms on Saturday, the 18th inst. If any section of the 
State wishes to be heard from in regard to the game laws it 
is requested to write as s00n as possible, as the next will 
probably be the last meeting of the committee. 
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basket carried by a small boy nearly two hnndred small 
birds, including two woodcock that lam sure were sitting 
birds, the result of a day’s shoot by four or five larger boys. 
Once I meta man, evidently s foreigner recently arrived, 
who knew nothing of our laws or language, with a bunch of 
seventy-two wood-thrushes from his morning's work. As I 
traverse the woods of Long Island they are now to me pain- 
fully silent. A fey years ago the woods resounded with the 
song of birds as they flitted from tree to treo, and their nests 
were in every bush, The sweet notes of the chat, thepretty 
warblings of that little ventriloquist, the mocking wren, and 
the song of the melodious wood-thrush are now only heard 
occasionally. 

“Tor the destruction or robbing nests of wild birds.—The 
present law is a good one, with the exception that if is not 
stringent enough. Iwould make the penalty #10 instead of 
$5, with imprisonment; and for robbing the nests of any 
song birds, partridge, quail, woodcock, rail, black and other 
ducks, excepting for scientific purposes, I would make the 
fine for the second offense $25, with imprisonment in the 
county jail for three months and not more than six months, 
according to the enormity of the offense. My reason for re- 
commending’ a heayier fine for robbing nestsis this: The 
present fine of $5 is not. enough to intimidate the thief nor 
even the small boy whose father paysthe fine. For exaniple, 
a man was arrested for robbing birds’ nesis in the woods of 
Jamaica. He was fined five dollars and I heard he said 
that five dollars was only five out of the thirty he could make 
out of the sale of his day’s plunder which he had concealed. 
Out of more than fifty nests watched by menibers of the 
society for the protection of song birds only four remained 
undisturbed, and of tlese two were robbed of the young birds 
by these Vandals before they were fledged. 

"Trapping or feeding birds with prepared grain for the 
purpose of destruction.—Any person using traps or snares of 
any kind for the capture of any wild birds, or using grain 
soaked in alcohol or any other stupefying drug for the pur- 
pose of capturing them, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor 
and fined $10 for the first offense and $50 with imprisonment 
for not less than tliree or more than six months in the county 
jail forthe second. Iam conyinced that this part of your 
game laws should have the most serious attention, as not one 
person in a thousand las the remotest idea of the extent to 
which the above is carried on. Hundreds of birds sre trap- 
péd and captured yearly. Ihave destroyed double the nain- 
ber of traps this year, 1880; than I did in 1870, and have 
picked up birds in a stnpefied state I had taken for dead. 
This proved two things—viz., that trapping is on the in- 
creas¢, aud ihat the present law isa dead letter, as there is 
no one to enforce it, 
—'' Game protectors. —There should be appointed three more 
protectors, one each for Kings, Queens and Suffolk countics, 
Their term of office and pay sheuld he the same as thosenow 
given to the eight protectors now in office; but the Governor 
should appoint them through the recommendation of a com- 
mittee appoimfed by the presidents of the State and Long 
Tsland Associations for the Protection of Fish and Game. 
‘t* License.—There should be a law passed to preyent any 
person from hunting with a gun or fowling piece in the three 
above niined counties, unless they havea certificate issued 
by the Supervisors of the county. This certificate should 
give a detailed description of the person to whom it isissued, 
always to be carried when Out, hunting, and be shown to the 
protector when asked to dos0, Non-presentation of the cer- 
tificate will make him liable to urrest. The price charged for 
the certificate should a $10, and all moneys so collected 
should be handed over o the County Treasurer for the bene- 
fit of the county, The importance of this law is recognized 
in every civilized county except this, ‘The passage of such 
a law together with the- appointment of protectors 
strikes at the root of the difficulty, and without it 
all other laws will be (in wy opinion) a dead letter. The in- 
discriminate use of fire-arms, which are in the reach of the 
poorest person, the cheapness of powder and shot, and the 
freedom extended to every one to roam our forests and de- 
stroy everything that comes to hand, are great inducements 
to continue tlis murderous work, and will, if unchecked, in 
a few years destroy all our song birds and many of the game 
birds of our beautiful island. Now the most important part 
of the laws thus recommended if passed would be the ap- 
pointment of protectors, or game constables, and licenses: to 
shoot. I should strongly recommend that these officers be 
appointed and governed by the State laws now in force 
rather than in any other way.- By being appointed by the 
Governor it gives them more eflicient authority than they 
would have if appointed otherwise, as they would be acknowl- 
edged and paid by the State. Now, it a law should be 
passed allowing the Long Island Society to appoint, it would. 
be considered a local affair, and appropriations for the pay- 
ment of these constables would be retused. But if a law 
should be proposed such as [recommend it would pass undouht- 
edly, and the Presidents of the State and Long Island Asso- 
ciations would have tlie power in their handa, The Presi- 
dent of the State Association would always, out. of courtesy, 
request the President of the Long Island Society to name his 
candidates for office, as the best judge to select proper per- 
gons. There would be no responsibility for payment of these 
officers, as the State would assume that. Butif local legisla- 
tion is resorted to I do not helieve one farthing would be 
appropriated for such a purpose. ‘The people are opposed to 
such use of moneys, a8 our taxes are now high enough. If 
resort 18 had to clubs it will certainly fall through. The 
above suzgestions will meet all objections so far as politics 
are concerned and will remove these appointments out of the 
reach of the politicians.” 

After the reading of the aboye paper Mr, Pike was ten- 
dered the thanks of the Association and elected a member of 
the Game Committee. The iecting then adjourned. 

The Game Law Comnnitittce of the Long Isiand Sportsmen's 
Association met last Saturday evening, Capt. W. lL. B. 
Steers in the chair. Several letters were read and discussed. 
The suggestions of Mr. F. 5, Wager, of Rome, N. ¥., re 
specting sluiceway dams wes adopted. Mr. John N. Bab- 
cock, of Syracuse, wrote: 

“Jn perfecting the game lwws for next season permit me 
to Sugeest, that in the eighth line in section 23 as amended 
May $1, 1880, there be added after the word tributaries, ‘nor 
in Seneca, Oncida or Oswego rivers or their tributaries,’ 
That is the way the original bill was drawn, for I drewit my- 
self, and those three rivers wereinadvertently left out. Also 
have udded in same section 28, after word ‘minnows’ in 
15th line, ‘in any other manner.’ I would also call your at- 
tention to the last claim of section 23 in which is stated that 
all nets, etc, ete., are declared contraband, and may ha 
destroyed without liability to persons so finding and de- 

ptroying. 

HE admirable articles on the wild fowl of our country 
which appear im Forrsr AnD STREAM, especially the 

column on the marsh, upland, or fresh-water ducks, reminds 
your correspondent of the acute sense of smell they have as 
compared with the sea ducks. This is particularly notice- 
able in decoying for geese and brant, when stools represent. 
ing the black duck are also set out, but always in such a 
position that the latter approaching the decoy may not catch 
the wind of the sportsman. Wvery duck approaching the 
decoys and crossing tle line of wind from the bout or blind, 
no iiatter how deceptive it is, will at once ‘“jump” or 
“limb” skyward the moment his exquisite scenting powers 
detects the hidden shooter. This 1 have noticed is not she 
case with the sea ducks, nor does thy goose or brant appear 
to thua discover the blind, for they approach the decoy in 
every direction, oftentimes in the line of wind, without being 
alarmed. ‘Phe mallard, black duck, pintail, haldpate, or 
widgeon and teal, of the list of ‘marsh duels,” all act. in 
this manner, and it has struck me that this acule sense of 
smell ia a characteristic of all dueks which, asa rule, are not 
deep diyers in feeding and secure their food muinly in shoal 
water, where it can be obtained fvoni the bottom without 
submerging their bodies. The desp divers, of which I 
would mention the canyas-back, red-head and black-head, 
have never acted so in my experience, and may it not be 
that the rule holds good in the entire list of both classes, and 
that the marsh ducks possess tlic acuter sense of smeH and 
the deep divers the less sensitive olfactory powers. 

Mr. Charles Whitman, in a letter to your correspondent, in 
describing his Pedigree, Demuth’s Kato setter dog, tell mo 
he is fully as handsome as the sire, considerably larger, and 
possesses dark points, which the father did not. Certainly 
this would make him a finer show dog, but we question if 
there ever existed a dog with a more beantiful coat and 
feather than Pedigree, to say nothing about his immense 
depth of chest, a : 

n speaking of his kennel Mr. Whitman stales he intends 
disposing of all his sctters, a Petrel-Connt Dick, bitch, and 
a Druid-Oubae bitch, and devote his time entirely to his 
black pointers, which he likes better and better every day. 
“They have remarkable noses and are the most Lractable in 
training of any dogs I ever‘saw, Stonehenge spoke s0 
yery highly of the black pointer and of their rarity thag I 
turned to theni, and ami much pleased with my decision. 
They are no parlor dogs, but are stout in limb and body, 
heavily muscled, and show quality all over, with thick, 
glossy coats. The first quails the bitch (six monthsold) ever 
scented she pointed and stayed there while I killed:several.of 
them.” 

% Mr. Whitman refers to the criticisms published on his call- 
ing his pointers ‘‘ Spanish blacks,” and asks my opinion on 
the subject and remarks, ‘'I have the breeder of the strain in 
England as authority.” We have never heard of such a breed 
of pointers, but do know black pointer puppies show them- 
selyes in many litters, and we cannot see but that by contin- 
ned choice in breeding black to black for many generations, 
this color, if it may be called a color, might become the char- 
acteristic one of the strain, This hreeding to color is notice- 
able in Mr, Theo. Morford’s setters, and we find his dogs in- 
variably orange and white (seldom freckled) with dark nose 
and eyes; and here lét me state that even in the pedigrees of 
Mr, Ws dogs there appears the name of Philis, a black and 
tan setter bitch, but away back. We mention this to show 
how this gentleman’s continued sticking to tho orange and 
white and dark nose and eyes in choice of sire and dam has 
finally overeome the showing of any other color iu his litters. 
Some say theré may crop outa black and tan. There never 
has yet, at least within the past five years, fo the writer’ 
knowledge. Will Mr. Morford inform us? 

But to return to the name of Mr. Whitman's pointers, 
‘(Spanish black.” We do not know that the breeder intends 
by thus calling them to show they are of the old Spanish 
blood, and he errs here if such is his intention, for the color 
of this old breed was liver and liver and white, and even iu 
Spain the strain as it once existed is Wever seen, having been 
modernized and refined by the lighter and speedier pointer. 

Several of the late works on dogs mention noted breeds of 
black pointers as purely English, and without wishing to dic- 
tate in any manner, we think Mr. Whitman should give to 
his new importation the name of their breeder and await the 
result of the union of the dog and bitch he has purchased in 
the first litter. We trust he may find the puppies all black. 
We doubt it, however, but would be pleased to find that he 
lias or will succeed in establishing « breed of pointers that 
will invariably ‘throw true to color.” Shade of coatis no 
criterion to go by as regards superiority in the field; how- 
ever, it is merely fancy, and as the old saying tells us ‘1. 
good horse may be of any color." And now turning from 
the dog to game again, what a trying winter the poor quail 
has in prospect. You have taken up a capital subject to ven- 
tilate Messrs. Editors, that of their protection, ete., and you 
‘correspondent particularly noted the reply to your call for the 
opinions of sportsmen in last week’s issue of Forest AND 
‘Svrgam. I refer to the article signed by ‘‘a member” of the 
‘West Jersey Gameé Protection Association. Such matter 
from the pen of so ablea gentleman as the author proves 
himself to be cannot fail to do great good, and he should be 
eurnestly requested to furnish frequent letters, Homo. 

Tn last week's issue ‘' Homo" was made by the types lo 
speak of (he sale of vaccine by the '* pint,” whereas he wrote 
“points.” Waceine is ordinarily obtained in one sf three 
forms, viz.: (1.) the dried crush; (2.) quills charged on 
convex surface with lymph; (8,) ivory points, 

In .the same article, for ‘“‘alitus” read **albatus,” and for 
“ hypertarus” read “‘hyperboreus.” 

=F 

PENNSYLVANIA GROUSE-SHOOTING. 

OT since the opening of the Columbia and Port Deposit 
\ Railroad has sport been as good as this year in southern 

Lancaster County. The opening of the road through that 
hitherto inaccessible region of Southern Pennsylvania was 
the signal for a rush of {he sportsmen of Philadelphia, Wil- 
mington and Baltimore in such numbers 23 in a few years to 
almost clear that once famous game section of eyery game 
bird that chooses that romautic section for its habitat. 

The time was when the sportsman of Luncaster cherished 
with no small degree of pride the tact that on the rugged hills 
on the banks of the Susquehanna that prince of game birds, 
ruffed grouse, was always to be found; and aswe write we 
ean recall the chagrin of many a city sportsman, who, under 
the care of the hospitable Mublenherg or genial Hopple, 
tramped for days to bag one, bul whose neryes were unstrung 
at each successive rise and whose shots were as often sent af- 
ter the echo of the whir-r-r as after the hurrying bird. 
We never can forget the quiet, pointed humor of the man first 

named above, that was so searching and proyoking over one’s 
failures as to cause the subject to persevere from day to day, 
until, worn out by sheer fatigue, he abandoned the getting of 
one trophy nntil the following season, when, ten to one, the 
same thing was again repeated. 

Muhlenberg, known far and wide among genuine lovers of 
field sport, is gone; but the memory of his interest in all that 
was noble in outdoor recreation has a deep hold upon the af- 
fections of the present generation of sportsmen in this yicini- 
ty, where he was best known and most appreciated. 
Knowing that the woodland covering the hills bordering on 

the Pequa—a stream emptying into the Susquehanna through 
a deep, wild cut in the range of hills following the river—was 
comparatively free from the inroads of gunners durjug the 
seasons of 1878 and 1879, we visited it, more for the purpose 
of seeing what could be found than in the expectancy of 
finding anything. ‘The result shows what: is possible if the 
birds in a country can only be left for a shovt time to replen- 
ish themselves. There could not in this section i 1877 he 
found a dozen grouse. ; ; 

Getting out early in the mommg for partridge, the doga 
found a covey near the edge of a thickly wooded hill, which, 
on being flushed, flew to the cover. Following them, and 
finding the dog on 4 point jnst inside the wood, but beneath 
the thickest of green briars, to the throwing in of a stone four 
grouse got up simultaneously. This was too much for the 
writer, though used to the sound of their call-beat and noise of 
rapid flight since childhood. They got away while we forgot 
the gun in our hands, but the sight and sound fired our blood, 
noand more partridgesforusthatday. Tocall out the dog, to 
pat, praise and encourage her was the first thing; then to move 
oncautiously, following the thickest of growths in the rough- 
est of ravines, with dog always in sight atid well in hand, 
We were about giving up after a long and tiresome tramp 

away beyond the mid-day hour, when tothe whistle for the ever- 
ohedient, dog we received no response, After a hurried look 

she was found up the hillside on a rigid polnt im almost clear 
ground, butno bird in sight. Following carefully, and. with 
hope of secing a bird at every step, imagine our diseust. ta 
see the dog move slowly onward, but soon go down Hat and 
close, and thenextinstant two grouse go whirring away. By 

this time, haying regained composure and knowing what was 
coming, both logds were sent after them, but only one bird 
secured. ‘This was enough. There were Wirds on the hills, 
and we would have them, The dog, always good on pari- 
ridges, and always loved, surpassed anything we ¢ver saw 
and suddenly acquired an inestimable value im our sight, 
Wo dinner. no thought of fatigue and we went on and on til} 
dark with Varying success, 
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The next day found us at dawn farup towardthe top of the 
rugged, wooded hills. Wefeared the dog would show being 
fired from the tramp of the day before, but no. One, un- 
seen, gets up wild, and from now until dark the dog gives a 
succession of surprises in her capacity, Night comes and 
never met so tired, so satisfied, so triumphant, so boastful a 
gunner as me in counting out fifteen grouse as the result of 
two days’ work from sun to sun. Noone with any less good 
dog could secure the same result. 

Feeling that the success of this hunt was entirely due tothe 
comparative rest the birds have had fortwo years we re- 
cord this to encourage the efforis of game associations to pre- 
serve the ganie in the country under their control, satistied 
that districts now without a partridge or grouse will soon 
again afford plenty of sport for the outlay of time and money 
in the rigid enforcement of the game laws. BRISKSHOT, 

Martie, Dee. 6, 1880, 
2 

GEORGIA SHOOTING RESORTS. 

A § the season has come when the question with many 
Northern sportsmen is, where good game sections are 

to be found, I willsay a few words concerning this part of 
Georgia. I notice one of your correspondents is inclined to 
think that some at least of your correspondents haye “axes 
to grind" when they call attention to localities particularly 
favored in the way of game. J can say miost posilively that 
this is not true, so far at least as I am concerned. 

In the matter of climate this section leaves but little to be 
desired. We are below the snow level—I might aliost say 
below the frost line. We have had only one light frost this 
winter, and the atmospheric conditions are certainly pecu- 
liarly suited to those suffering from Jung troubles, the coun- 
try being almost entirely covered with a heavy growth of 
ines. 

: We have fairly good railroad facilities. Of course the 
traveler will fail fo find the luxurious appointments of the 
great trunk lines North, but a not too fastidious person can 
and will be satisfied, 

Lest some doubting Thomas may think I am overdrawing 
I will put it very mild while I speak of the game to be found 
in this fayored section. Quail are to be found in great abun- 
dance everywhere, a good shot will find no difficulty in bring- 
ing forty or fifty to bag in a day’s shoot, and a man who 
hunts for the bag alone can do even better than this. In 
some localities, indeed wherever they find food and suitable 
feeding prunes, snipe are plentiful enough to afford good 
sport. By this [ mean a sportsmen can kill twenty-five to 
thirty in a day. A few miles in any direction from any 
point will give the sportsman superb duck shooting, and if 
the sportsman will leaye the line of railroud a few miles he 
can have quail, snipe and duck shooting all on the same 

ound. A few deer are to he found, and wild turkeys are 
fairly plenty. 

Accommodations, price of same, etc., of course vary. 
The high-toned sportsman can find those suited to his tastes, 
and the man who will be satisfied with good, clean, comfort- 
able quarters and food can be suited as well. 

The better class of ourpeople willgladly welcome as friends 
and companions in the field all gentlemen who will deport 
themselves as such. There is enough and to spare of spart 
for all who may come, and Iwill for the love I bear the guild 
of sportsmen cheerfully aid and properly introduce all who 
care to avail themselves of my service. 

To those who desire more specific information I will be 
happy to communicate by mail. ALBEET WINTER. 

Cairo, Thomas County, Gid., Dec. 6. : 
_— Oe 

THE INTRODUCTION OF GAME BIRDS, 

ILE noticing with interest the laudable efforts of 
gentlemen sportsmen and game protective associations 

throughout the Hastern ahd Middle States for the introduc- 
tion and propagation of migratory auail, the thought has of- 
ten presented itself, Could not their etforts be better directed, 
and with a much fairer degree of success, toward the intro- 
duction of tha' uoble game bird the pinnated grouse, or prai- 
rie chicken? 1n the one case it is 4 bare experiment, depen- 
dent for its success upon whether they will migrate and 
return; while in the other, if is almost an assured success. 

The rigors of our winters’ deep snows and consequent 
scarcity of food is almost certain destruction to our quail, 
either native or imported, while the hardiness of the pinnated 
grouse, coupled with its habit of taking to timber in thecold- 
est weather, adapts it to the extremes of climate, as well as 
our own ruffed grouse, or ‘‘ pheasant.” That it is singularly 
fitted to withstand our severe winters is amply proven by the 
yast numbers found in Wisconsin and Minnesota, where their 
winters exceed ours both in duration and severity. 

While I fear we must admit that the introduction of migra- 
tory quail has not met with that success for which it was 
hoped, yet it is a ‘‘step in the right direction,” and I trust: 
will lead to like experiments with both the pinnated grouse 
and California quail. As to their game qualities and the 
pleasnre of bagging the one or the other there can be no 
comparison. Every sportsman who has shot ruffed grouse 
and our native quail knows with what additional pleasure he 
exhibits the spoils of his day’s sport if among a goodly num- 
ber of them he can also count two or three brace of Bonasa 
umbélius, They are a bird worthy the skill of our most ar- 
dent sportsman {nd in whose pursuit nothing but the stanch- 
est and the best of dogs will reward the hunter with success, 

- The pinnated grouse, while being more easily found and, asa 
rule, lying better to dogs, would be searcely less difficult to 
kill (as they would take to. timber on being flushed), and 
when bagged hut little inferior to its lesser cousin. Our dj- 
versified landscape of hills and valleys, Warren mountains and 
cultivated fields would afford immunity from extremes of 
temperature as well as danger of extermination from dog and 
gun. An effort to introduce the noble grouse would meet 
with the hearty approval and, I doubt not, substantial sup- 
ort of every eminent sportsman in the Hastern and Middle 

Bates. Pinnarep Grouse. 
es 

Suntivayw Counpy—ildred, Dec. 5.—Monday, November 
22, I hunted deer alone and killed a fine buck, He weighed 
156 pounds. On Thursday of the same week I hunted again 
with acompanion. Inthe morning I drove two fine buelks 
over-the stand before George got there; and in the afternoon 
started and drove another 200-pounder to George and he shat 
him dead. On Monday [hunted with two gentlemen from 
Hancock, Mr. Kelsey and James M. Wheeler. Mr. Wheeler 
shot a fine doe before 8 o’clock, Tuesday, George Dunlap 
and I hunted again and started ten deer, but did not killany. 
It needs six men to hunt them here, but the season is at an 
end for this year. Partridge, rabbits and hares have not 

_ been more plenty for several years. Hounrer, 

—_——— | 

HE WILL MAKE AN AFFIDAVIT. 

titer Forest and Siream : 

Some weeks ago I saw a controversy in your paper about 
trapped quail on Long JTsland. I know the letter-writer in 
yours of the 11th stated the truth, while the indignation of 
the Long Island Game Association, as expressed in your 
number of the 18th, appears to me rather uncalled for, at 
least in the face of my experience. For the benefit of the 
association I will state the facts and points. 

On returning from the field trisis Priday last on the early 
train, I think it was about 9 o’clocls— really overlooked name 
of station—the newsboy offered me a dozen quail, which he 
told me the baggage-master told him to seli. I examined 
them carefully and they were trapped birds. The boy claimed 
ignorance of everything. AJl he knew was to-sell his birds. 
Now I have no interest in Long Island, never pulled a trig- 
ger there norexpéct to: but if my brother sportsmén of the 
Long Island Association want me they can cali upon me at 
No. 43 New street, New York. Iwill make any affidavit 
they want. I further give them these points: (1.) It is 
unlawful under our State laws to sell trapped quail. (2.) It 
is against the rules of the Long Island Railway for the hag- 
gage masters to carry anything except checked trunks— 
everything else must be carried by Westcott’s Express. (3.) 
The Union News boy acts contrary to rules by peddling for 
the bagguge-master stead of his employers. 
Now the proper things are to complain at the railway of- 

fice by calling upon Mr. Sharpe; complain at the Union 
News Company, and commence suit against the baggage- 
master and boy on the through train. Send a detective on 
the train for a few mornings and he will corroborate every 
word Isay. Before closing I confess I can’t understand why 
this legal huckstering can be allowed. Jf that had happened 
in my county I would have stopped it long ago. There need 
be no complaint about an anonymous communication this 
time. A. HE. GoDEFFROY. 

Guymard, Orange County, N.Y. 
+--+. 

WILD GEESE AT SILVER LAKE. 

Bosron, Dec. 6, 1880. 
pe writer had the good fortune to be present at and take 

part in some shooting at wild geese considéred very 
remarkable, and which might be thought of sufficient in- 
terest to be made known. The locality was Silver Lnke, 
Mass., where #0 many regattas have taken place. The 
stand where the birds weré shot at is on the west side, near 
the grand stand for viewing the races, and called Widgeon 
Point. The shooting was on Thursday last, Dec. 2. 

Ten geese swam up off the stand, and all were shot, only 
one of which had fo be shot over from the boat which went 
out to recover the birds. This was about sunrise. About 
10:30 4. mM. a large flock, twenty-one in number, were seen 
flying over, well up in the air, and by stirring up the live 
decoys noise enough was made to turn them back, and they 
litin the south end of the lake. After staying there some 
time they rose, and after wheeling several times within shot 
of the stand (hey went down in the water in a cove, almost 
Within shooting distance, then swam up toward the beach in 
front of whereseven of us were waiting, hardly daring to 
move for fear of scaring them away. When they were 
directly in front of us, swimming well together, the word 
was given, ‘‘Get ready! Are you ready? Fire!” and the 
contents of seven guns poured into them, only two or three 
made the least attempt to start, and they were shot at 
once, and the whole number, twenty-one, lay dead. The 
most remarkable part was that not one of them required 
shootings over from the boat. 

Thisis said to De tlie jaost remarkable shot at geese from a 
stand ever known to be made in the county (Plymouth)- 
I would also add (hat out of four bunches of geese decoyed 
to this stand—yiz., wight, six, ten and twenty-one, forty-five 
in all—not one escaped. B: GM. . 
a 

Sournery Wrorima—Luafayete. Ind., Dec. 9.——In your 
last number of Morrsr ayp Stream you speak of a party of 
gentlemen who intend visiting Southern Florida and well en- 
deavor to by sailing down ihe Kissimee River and through 
Lake Okeechobee reach the Caloosahatchee River and event- 
ually Charlotte MWarbor and the Gulf. Have been through 
this section of Florida, and shall await with interest the re- 
port of this party, Will you kindly give me the names of 
the members of the expedition? The old boat ‘' Forest and 
Stream” was secutted by our leader, Mr. Ingram Fletcher, of 
Indianapolis, at fhe time it was abandoned by your explor 
ing party at Ft. Bassenger, and used by us several years in 
our trips through the Wissimee ecuntry, and do not think it 
possible to pass from Okeechobee to the Gulf by boat at ordi- 
nary stage of water without making some long portages. 
Three years ago, after heavy rains and when Southern Plori- 
da was partially submerged, Messrs. Driggs and Peise (the 
former from Michigan and the latter residing near Ft. Bas- 
senger) made the trip by boat. The old ‘‘Forést and Stream” 
was an excellent boat and well adapted for exploring in the 
shallow lakes of FJorids. She now lies a wreck on one of the 
islands in Lake Tahepekaliza. E. A. B, 

Wricuts or Rurrep Grovse—Hornelisville, NW. ¥., Dec. 
§.—I haye just written to your correspondent not to send his 
plume to ‘‘Ruffed Grouse” or Chas. WY. Kent, but the plume or 
# collar to my cocker Fannie, for last Thursday, Dec. 2, she 
caught the king of all grouse ever seen here. Jt weighed, 
affer being carried all day and bleeding considerable, thirty- 
two and one-half ounces, so, you see, she is fairly entitled 
tothe plume. The bird was weizhed on five different scales, 
and hundreds came in to see it. It measured over eighteen 
inches from end of beak fo end of tail. It was a cock. 

J. Or1s FEttows, 

Tilis of Singanore, Md., Dec. 6.—I notice in last issue of 
Porusr anv Sreeam that a correspondent awards the plume 
of honor to Chas. F. Kent, of Monticello, New York, and to 
**Ruffed Grouse,” of Ashfield, Mass., for killing a ruffed 
grouse that weighed one poundand thirteen ounces. If your 
correspondent will take the trouble to refer to ‘Frank 
Schley’s American Partridge and Pheasant Shooting,” on 
page 180, he will there find recorded that the average weight 
of the American ruffed grouse is one pound six to thirteen 
ounces. Togive credit as far as I know this is the only 
work in the United States that gives the weight of this wild, 
hardy North American gume bird. So, according to this 
valuable and estimable hook, and authority’s good teachings, 
fora sportsman to Kill a ruffed grouse Usat will weigh one 
pound and thirteen ounces it is not outeide of the ge ciul 

limits of occurrences, but it is otherwise. Itis more like the 
Tegular, eyery day run of things. Harry Woop.anp. 

Ter Kyow trae Srason—Bloomsbury, Hunterdon Co., 
AV. J., Dec. 6.—The month of November is past and we 
have done but very little shooting. Quail are nof so plenty 
as they were thought to be during the summer. We could 
often find full coveys and many of them, but with Noy. 1, 
they disappeared and about Jan. 1 will again put in an ap- 
pearance. Last fall I knew where there was a covey of 
twenty-four large birds, and hunted them every week, but 
neyer found them. I knew no one else had found them, and 
was confident that none had beenshot. On Jan. 4 the whole 
flock passed across the road and ran along without fear of be- 
ing molested. Grouse are infair numbers, although few have 
been shot. Rabbits are plenty. Woodcock very scarce. 
We had yery dry weather during July and August, or I think 
would have seen a few at leasi. About sa dozen have been 
shot in this vicinity since Nov. 1. Lies, 

Tre Hen Isrinn Crus—Zawnton, ifass., Dec. 7.—The 
following is the score made by the Hen Island Club, located 
at Scaddings Pond, Tawnton, Mass. The club were fortu- 
nate in bringing within shooting distance all the geese that 
struck the pond, thirty-eight in number, and captured at dif- 
ferent times 6, 7, 2,4, 6 and 6—total 31. The pond froze 
up Noy. 26, and the last six geese were decoyed to the ice 
forty-six yards from the stand and shot where they lit, a 
Colt 12-gauge gun Killing one clean at that distance. The 
club use fourteen geese decoys. Ducksthis season have becn 
scarce and hard todecoy. ‘Total of river ducks, 61; sea- 
fowl, 72, The club still remain at the stand waiting for 
stray flocks of geese, and pass the time in fishing and gun- 
ning in the woods. Cc. T. 8. 

Grore1sa—lberten, Dec. 10.—Drs. Oliver and Hafer, of 
our town, went out hunting afew days ago and bagged 60 
partridges. We have seyeral fine shots who bag from 50 to 
100 in one day. Ducks, geese, fish and rabbits are plentiful. 
Deer, foxes and ‘‘coons” are scarce. Willie Snow, one of 
my friends, caught last spring three catfish, respectively 26, 
26 and 27 inches in length, and the three weighed 24 lbs. 
We killed about the same time a bird of the fish-hawk tribe 
that measured 7 ft. from tip to tip. His bill was 6 in. in 
length, 1 in, in width, and his longest tail feather was 20 in. 
Can you tell me what its name is in your next Sa 

melts 
Your description is insufficient. 

Osto—Franklin, Dec. 2.—Quail and rabbit shooting now 
in full blast. Snow is going off and it will be good hunting 
for a while. Some very good bags have been made. A few 
pheasants have been bagged within a mile of town. A friend 
showed mea very large spine bird this morning. They are the 
first killed in this county for some years. Mr. Wm. Van 
Horn killed three turkeys and twenty pheasants in Darls 
County last week. A very fine deer was received to-day by 
Mr. James Barklow from the wilds of Michigan as a present. 
Ti weighed 100 pounds and pulled 80 pounds with hide off. 
It excited the curiosity of the people very much, being yery 
Tare game in this gulch, Cc. AL 

Connzorroutr—WMadison, Conn., Des. 6.—Have been much 
interested in reading editorial in paper November 25 in rela- 
tion to farmers on Long Island, The same arguments will 
apply here as elsewhere. If Ican get time and some re- 
laxation from professional cases intend to give you some 
items in relation to sporting matters in this vicinity, for if 
some measures of prevention are not soon taken game here~ 
will soon become extinct, as pot hunters and trappers have 
full swing here. Please answer the following query: Who 
makes the best glass-ball trap, and at what cost? ay “oP e 

Trxas—Indianolia, Nov, 30.—For the past two weeks the 
weather has been so wet and cold and everything so full of 
water that almost all the fowl have left here. J hear, how- 
ever, that up in the Post Oak country (there being an unusu- 
ally heavy mast this season) the ducks are in countless num- 
bers. I hope, however, to have better news if we can have 
some. dry weather. Fine fishing, large quantities of sheeps- 
head being caught. G. A. 

A Bre Buox.—Hast Saginaw, Nov. 29—T have just re. 
turned from a five weeks’ hunt. Grayling fishing good. 
Deer hunting good ; five hounds to every deer; so much for 
the gentleman sportsman. Killed one buck weighing 247 
lbs., anda number of smaller bucks. If you can oversize 
that [ know where there is one that will weigh over 300 Ibs. 
I will try and get him next time. TRAPPER, 

Prnnsytvanita—Cooperstown, Dee. 6.—I returned home 
froma two weeks’ hunt in Forest County last week, but 
cannot boast of success. Mr. J. E. Wenk, editor of the 
Forest Republican, killed within afew miles of Tjonesta a 
very fine five pronged buck which weighed near two hun- 
dred pounds. Very few deer killed in that vicinity this fall, 
owing to the scarcity of snow. I did not see a ae 

TLO. 

Wuicur or Sqorrrnrs.—l have taken the trouble to care- 
fully weigh all the gray and black squirrels I have shot this 
fall, and find the average as follows: Gray, 1lb., 100z; black, 
1lb., 140z. This is net weight, soon after being killed. It 
seems to me that squirrels here are larger than T ever found 
them elsewhere. il some @ne else please give average 
weight? Last week I shot threemallard ducks that averaged 
3tlbs, each. J. FL 

New Yorx—Hornellsville, Dec, 5.—Chas. Margeson and 
three friends returned from a month’s hunt in Michigan with 
seventeen deer. They have enough jerked meat to last a 
year, and antlers: enough tolstock a museum. Geo. Hum- 
phrey shot a fine deer here the 29th ult. John Penwell and 
Frank Morris shot the best bag of ruffed grouse of the season 
on the 14th ult., eighteen, with thirty shells, J. O. BY 

Ruope Isnasp—Wewport, Dec. 9.—There is nothing to re- 
portin fishing, und but very little shooting hasbeen done here 
the last two weeks. Birds very scarce. Mr. Chase and Mr. 
Anthony each shot a wild goose. They were lone birds, none 
others having been seen for some time. Ree Yen 

Tu views of Mr. Pike respecting the game Inw are worthy 
of a careful reading. 

Tae Forgas AxD BTREAM’s exposition of ‘‘ Dittmar sport. 
iug powder” will be sent upon application, 
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TILE CHASE; ITS HISTORY AND LAWS. 

BY THE LORD OHIEF JUsTIOK OF ENGLAND. 

[Continued from page 875. J 
A’ account is given by Henophon of the natureand habits 

of the hare, which even a naturalist might study with 
advantage, and in the course of which the author appears to 
be worked up to an enthusiastic admiration of the creature, 
the destruction of which is the very subject of his work. 
* So charming an abvimal is if that no one who sees it either 
tracked, found, followed, or caught, but must lose all thought 
of all else he cares for.” Elaborate directions are given for 
the construction and use of the different nets, and for the 
breeding, choice and training of the hounds, which he divides 
into two sorts, one of which heascribes to a cross between the 
doy and the fox, and of which he speaks with contempt; the 
Oller, which he calls the Castor hound—as being the breed 
with which Castor himself used to hunt—and of which a de- 
tailed description is given—probably the Spartan or Cretan 
honnd, which would seem to have been of the same or a yery 
similiar species. 

Xenophon next treats of stag-hunting, for which he recom- 
mends the employment of Jidian hounds, as being large, 
strong, swift and high-couraged, and so bestsuited for work. 
But lie proposes to pursue the sport in a way which we should 
deein Ingbly unsportsman-like. He recommends the use of 
a footsnare—a sort of wooden trap, the construction of which 
it isnot very easy to understand or explain, but which the 
Keyotians appear to have used centuries before, and which 
Sir Garduer Wilkinson tells us the Arabs use to this day: to 
this contrivance a noose is to be attached. When complete, 
the irap is to be placed in the track of the deer, below the 
surface of the ground, and carefully covered over with earth 
and Jeaves, so 1hal, Stepping on it, the foot cf the deer may 
be caught, and (he animal, unable to disengage it, may be 
compeiled to drag the wooden log after it, Coming after- 
ward with his dogs and finding the trap gone, the hunter is 
to follow the track it will have left on the stones and ground, 
and with the aid of his hounds will soon come up with the 
deer, which, its progress being thusimpeded, will fall an easy 
prey. Not but what, if it proves to be a stag, Menophon ad- 
vises that it should be approached with caution, as the ani- 
mal can strike furiously both with horns and feet. It should 
therefore be killed from a distance with darts and javelins. 

It is remarkable that Xenophon makes no mention of the 
use of the bow. Nor in treating of hare-hunting does he 
speak of the throw-stick which, as we know from other 
sources, the Greek hunter used with effect to knock over the 
hare when be could get within reach of her. 

The third form of hunting treated of by our author is that 
of the wild boar, which, as described by him, was of a for- 
midable nature, and the preparations for which required to be 
of a corresponding character. The nets must be of greater 
strength. The leads of the javelins used by the hunter must 
be broad, and sharp as razors, the shafts must be of hard 
wood, The spears should have an iron head, five palms long, 
strongly guarded by cross-bars. And the prudent adyice is 
piven not to huntalone, but always in company. The hounds 
should be, not 6f a common sort, but Indian, Locrain, 
Oretan or Spartan. A Spartan hound, these hounds haying 
apparently been remarkable for keen scent, is to be first em- 
ployed to find the boar, the rest being carefully kept back. 

Generally speaking, whenfound by asingle hound, the boar, 
Xenophon tells us, does not condescend to rise from his 
lair. The hunters are then to take advantage of this to 
spread the nets around him; having done which they are to 
set the hounds on him, but, if possible, at sufficient inter- 
vals to allow him to pass between them, so that he may not 
kill or injuie more hounds than can be helped, the object 
being to get him entangled in the nets, in executing which 
the hunters are to assisf by shouting and throwing darts and 
stones at him. When he is well entangled in the net, one of 
the boldest and most skiliful of the hunters is to attack him 
with his boar-spear—an operation, however, which requires 
great dexterily and cure. The blow is to be struck with the 
right hand, while the spear is supported by the left. But in 
this dangerous sporf hunters, as well as hounds, sometimes 
perished. Woe betide the hunter if the boar, by turning his 
lead, should succeed in averting the stroke, and should knock 
the spear out of the hunter’s hand. Great and imminent is 
then the danger. The only resonrce of the hunter is said to 
be to fallflaton his face. The boar will endeavor to raise 
him with his tusks, in order to rend him therewith, and, if 
he fails in this, will trample on him, and possibly trample 
him to death. The wild sow, being without tusks, will al- 
ways, under such circumstances, endeavor to trample on the 
prostrate hunter. The peril can only be averted by some 
brother sportsman coming to the rescue and attacking the 
beast with his spear, and so diverting its fury from the fallen 
man. But this mnst be done with caution, lest the spear 
thrust at the boar should injure the man whom it is intended 
to protect. Many hunters as well as hounds, Xenophon tells 
hs, found their death im this perilous amusement. 

Lions and other beasts of prey were destroyed, Xenophon 
proceeds to tell us, ag they could not well be hunted in these 
mountainous districts owning to the roughness of the country, 
by means of aconite, as poison, mixed with the food they 
liked, and placed near the water or other places they were in 
the habit of frequenting. Sometimes they were caught in 
pues, a she-goat being tied to the spot oyer which the 
east had to pass, to attract him by her cries. Sometimes 

the animals, coming down into the open country by night, 
were then surrounded by men and horses, and taken, not 
without danger to the hunters. 

Xenophon concludes his interesting treaties by an eloquent 
but somewhat exaggerated enlogy of hunting. According to 
him, the chase is the source of health to the mind as well 
as the body. It makes men strong, hardy, active, fit for 
Jabor, manly, bold, courageous; it prepares and fits them for 
war and fur their country’s service; it diverts them fron) 
mischievous and demoralizing habits and pursuits, and, giy- 
ing a healthy tone to the mind, tends to make men virtuous 
and happy.— The Nineteenth Century. 
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SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Vixczntrows, N, J., Dec. 1.—The Coaxen Glass Ball Club of this 

place held their monthly shoot for badge here to-day. Card's ro- 

tary trap, 18 yards, weather cold, stormy and disagreeable ; 10 balls 
each; score as follows: Ww. 8 Hilliard, 7; J. W. Haines, 5; H. 

Ti. Haines, 6; R. A. Trick, 8; 8. 8. Butterworth, 4; Capt. Haines, 
8; 1.8. Hilliard, 6. Capt. Haines won badge. SHELDRAKE. 

Raryesece, N. ¥., Deo. 8 —In 2 match between a gentleman of 

Tihinebeck aud a member of the Rhinebeck Club, the latter to 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

break 24 balls out of 25 from « Card reyolying trap, 19 yards rise, 

6 balla from three notches and seven from last notch. The latter 
won to-day by breaking 25 balls straight. P. J, M. 

Newtown, L. I., Dec. 10.—The third monthly contest of the 

Audubon Gun Club for the club-badge, tookplace yesterday. The 

cold accounts for the score bot being up to the mark Hight mem- 

bers participated in the match, who shot at ten balls each sprung 
from rotary trap, twenty-one yards rise ; ties were phot off at three 
extra balls each : 
PG ACE Wel ettdels te taecaeci dt aes ae 0001721121710 6 
James Hemitg. matt toes sarge rea sette 1 eld PQ) Db 0! 0-7 
ATP AL ONOW So tenes she BAS. 050 ted ase ae Ole 0000 2121210 1-5 
OE ee a ee ee ee | 101i t vw ot 7 is 
RODGOATIEN: a O8 Fischers one we weseenee nie 00116000 0 0 1-8 
Mepis Le OS eel poe cee - ran tao rt Wiildcde sks Cebit te eu a= 
Henry Eger...... BN inlofalatatstelefa aie et ce DO0OOTiIi0 0 0 L i=4 
PE PHU o72-)e ee pete el ras nite es 60) tT 1010 0 0-8 

Tn shooting off the tie betyeen the two highest contestants, Ma. 
James Heming won the badge, Hi, Hunver. 

Founrary Guy Crius.—at the last monthly match of the Foun- 

“ain Gun Club the mebers shot off the postponed ties of their 

Thanksgiving match, the contestants appearing being Messrs. 

Cherry et 25 yards and Schworer at 29 yards. The score was: 

Rehworer, 15; Cherry, 12. Tor the badge shoot, 7 birds each, 22 

contestants, Harry Miller had provided a fair lot of birds, some 
good drivers rising from the traps occasionally, Among the half 

dozen contestants who killed six birds each was Madison, the gun- 
maker, who, unluckily, hada hard bird on the sixth shot whieh 

fell dead out of bounds, Madison shot at thirty yardsrise. At 
the close of the shoot at the seven birds lt wus found that there 

were four ties, the score being ua follows + 
Wingert, 30 yards,..-.-.. heeanon OF SE let ete ay, 1 1 i—tv 
De Talbot, 30 yards...... roles A Lee eds ole ia *—"9 
Schyworer, 26 yards dis 1111-7 io —8 
Van Staden, #2 yards ,...-44-+--..4 TRE BAR Te A ey 0 —T 

This left Secretary Wingert the victor for the day. The shoot- 

ing was from five traps at handicap rise. 

Angonguin Gun Crus, Dec. 6.—Semi-monthly shoot for a gold 

badge, 20 balls, 3 traps, 18 yards rise : 
JOS. HANNA ......------+--+4- OLUTITI1IVILTT1) L P0014 0-15 
Jas. Dunseith ADL L101 0011111011116 
J, H. Hill ....,.. LLYLAAVTVALIOTL 11119 
LL, Brenner... 1711020117 0001111111-15 
Geo. Williams 191111101100010101112 
H. M. burns, + HO0OTLOL1TOTIOLIL1 000-1 
Thos, Lougher 2112007101171 011211111-16 
Jonn Male...... LAVTTL1TTOOOTIDLL01111—-ih 
P. Eckstein, - ~11101111111100111101—1 
Robt. auld,...... se+-O2 01 7T17T1011010001110—-% 
BS aR ae eae pc TR Roce HB IRS a er Co 

Give Kennel, 

CANINE OPINIONS. 

HEARD IN THE STILLY NIGHT. 

T was night. The Eastern Field Trials were over. 

great '‘go-as-you-please” for judges and reporters was 

at anend, and quiet reigned supreme. The sound of Tom 

Aldrich’s voice pleading for ‘‘just one more twenty-five cent 

bid” was no longer heard in the land. The room was de- 

serted, and only the empty bottles and a floor strewn with 
cigar stumps spoke that all but oue that was human had at 

last sought a bed of rest, As I yawned and stretched out 

my arms, disturbing the clouds of stale tobacco smoke that 
hung heavily over where the battle Nad so furiously raged, I 
felt more like conquered than conqueror and made up niy 
mind that before donning my ulster and slipping In between 

the chilly sheets, a turn in the lane would do me good. No 

sooner thought than done, and the frosty roadsoon gaye back 

the echoes of my square-beel-and-toe. I had just got under 

full swing, discussing the preblem of how many meals of 

scall@ps a single man could make before going to Heaven, 

when a strange murmuring sound brought me to a stand-still, 

A queer mumbling sound as if if caine from human voices 
hidden in some crypt beneath the earth. A moment later I 

heard the word ‘‘ Judges” spoken distinctly in half s dozen 

dialects, and then a how! went up that drew iny attention to 
the barn where the dogs were kept. 

‘““Great Lucifer,” I said, ‘can it be possible that even the 

dogs have fallen to silting up and talking the matter over?” 

That there was anything strange in the dogs having acquired 
the power of speech did not for one moment occur to me, 

for incessantly during one week Thad heard snc wonderful 
stories narrated of the intelligence of each individual dog 
that I was fully prepared for anything that might happen as 

far as canines were concerned My hat, therefore, did not 
poise on the ends of my luxnriant locks, but the burning of 
my left ear warned me that some one was talking about me. 

Now, although curiosity is generally summed up among the 

long list of virmes helonging exclusively fo women, yet I 

haye known just asimany men who have had a sneaking de- 

sire to know what was going on. So, silently, I crept up to 

the barn and applied the heated organ of hearing to 4 crack, 

just in time to cateh (he words of Iron Duke, who for the 
time seemed to have ihe floor: 

“Yon see, it ain't a square deal. Dve been spiled in 

sittin’ ready for these 'ere darn trials. They’ll spile any good 

dog. ‘The judges, did you say, Glad.? Well, that caps it. 
No more trials on my plate. When a feller gits in two heats 

to be downed by a duifer like Glen. That sifts ii down. I 
know it all. It was a setup job and fixed beforehand. I’m 

done, bust up, when I onglit to be a winner.” 
‘(4 winner?” says Gladstone, *‘ you'd be a healthy winner 

with me and Whit. alongside. It would take aright smart 
lot to get away with us. I don’t reckon we came East to 
lose. A winner? Well I s-h-o-u-l-d smile. Wouldn’t 

we, Peep?’ 
‘‘He! he! so we would, Pa,” tittered Peep o' Day. 

‘Bar me hout,” said a gruff voice I knew at once as com- 
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ing from Croxteth, ‘tit b’aint smellers I'm talkin’ *bout, but — 
hivorys; did you see the swell chew the burds? That's what 
I calls too bad, 'though he he from same country and kind of 
related loike. I olds no such |Jarsted swell no pal o' mine. 

Hits hall rot for im to’ave uw place; and, Lass, you ‘ere mé 

tell you straight.” 
“That’s too most awfully unkind to scold poor dear hensa- 

tion so,” says Lass, ‘*and alagongh he is no kin of mine he 

is 80 Charminely picturesque,” 

“Py jove,” chimed in the champion pointer, with a yawn. 

“By jove, yes; on the bench I am called ‘ handsome Sensa- 

tion,’ but here I am called ‘bloody Don,’ With a few os- 
ceations this crowd is quite too low for me. I don’t mix 

with these kind of fellows at home, you know. In facet, if I 

met them in the street [ wouldn't evan wag my tail ” 

“ Picturesque be blowed," prowled Oroxteth. 

* Any crow bait that has knobs ‘long his back loike bell 

handles to a tiniment house," says Raleigh, 

‘He thinks he’s a masher,” says Trim. 
Here a very feeble voice was heurd saying, in a squeeky 

tone, ‘ Thut's so," which I recognized as coming from Jen- 

nie II. 
‘Thim jidges," says Spy, ‘‘hain't got no appreciation. I 

made the best pint of all of yer. Isthruck a schent right 
through old Juke, and thin they wint and pinalized me. And 

thim rephorters! Oh! begorrah, whatagang. That Glad- 
stone man with the bow-legs, which he says he got from 

ridin’ to liounds too much when he was young, aud that 

young Jersey rhuster with the red beard, the slaughters. 

Why don’t yer say somethin’, Nat? Smut and you haye a 

right to squeal.” 
‘‘Tt's money that talks down our way,” says little Nat, 

“and if woe had’em there it would be different racket. 
They'd ought to ste little Smut and me on ruffed grouse; it 
would make then sick. We ain't oyer-much on style, but 

we make up in nose. It ain't style that finds birds, it's nose, 

and when we come toa pvint it ain't no blue-blood point, 

with the tail wigele, wiggle, wiggle, but we stiffen out our 

tails stiff and solid, aS much as to say, ‘Boys, come up and 
have a shot; we've got ’ém’ "— f 

“ And you bet thal’s the way to point,” says Grouse Dale, 

a Down Easter, ton. 

Law!" says Isabella, of whom no one had taken any no- 

tice, ‘don’t he talk sweet.” 
* {fe is the boss talker,” says Glen, ‘‘and he ought to pro- 

test against this foul and most unnatural outrage.” 
‘ Indeed he should,” said pretty little Bessie, ‘‘itis a burn- 

ing shame, because Nat and Smut are small, that they should 

be sat on.” 
Shake,” says Nat to Glen; and shake they did. 

Pen ParaGpaPrs. 
— Es - 

“MY EXPERIENCE WITH SETTERS.” 

OR a long time I have been waiting for some practical 
sportsman Lo tell, through the papers, his and the gen- 

eral experience with setters as bird dogs, going into the de- 
tails, which in this ure so important, aod leaving the splitter. 
ing generalities to those who have jn them an interest in not 
descending to particularize—or who do not know enough 
about it to do so—feeling confident that his experience would 
coincide with mine and save me the trouble of telling my 
story- 
To begin with, I would say that I shoot only for pleasure, 

and breed dows only for sport and because 1 love therm, never 
having sold n dog in my life. From my earliest recollection 
LT have been fun. jiar with bird dogs. Long before I could 
carry a pun have I, day after day, ridden behind imy uncles, 
who were ardent sportsmen and fine shots, and held their 
horses when the dogs would stand, while they shot the birds; 
and froin the time that I was considered old enough to be 
trusted with a gun I have been the oxner ofa bird doe and 
spent a purt of each fall in pursuit of quail, or partridge as 
we in Virginia call them. 
When | can first remember, my uncles had 1 breed of liver 

and white pointers—descended from stock imported by the 
Randolphs of Cauiberland and the Ploopers of Buckingham— 
large, strong dogs, with grand heads and long miuzzles and 
hair as short as the modern breed, but coarse and harder to 
the touch, which were infinitely superior to any dogs I haye 
ever seen. They were remarkably fast and capable of hunt- 
ing every day for weeks; but the most remarkable thing 
about them, and the all-important thing in a bird dog, was 
nose, which enabled them to hunt always for the body scent, 
never stooping to foot or pottering in the least; and they 
never false-puinted ov failed to exactly locate their birds. 
Most of them were taught to tree squirrels, and so inherent 
was the disposition to hunt with head up, and for the body 
scent, in them, that they would run through the woods at 
full spéed and stop instantly, throw up their heads and bark 
without ever putting their noses to the ground or regarding 
the squirrel’s track in rhe lenst, but smelling the animal itsel 
inthe tree. We managed to keep this breed more or less 
pure until since the war, and in 1871 became the owner of 
the last of the blood in this conutry, a bitch some eight or 
nine years old, but showing even at that age all the ¢harac- 
teristics of the breed, including retrieving, for which they 
were also noted, fur with them a dead or wounded bird was 
never lost. Not knowing where to find a mate for her 1 lost 
the stock. About this time, trom reading the sporting 
papers and dog books the rige which was sweeping over 
England and this country, and nothing would do for me but 
a high-bred setter. Just then T met in the cars a gentleman 
from New Jersey returning from a shooting trip up the lames 
River valley, who was equipped with 4 fine breech-loader 
and brace of slashing setters, and full of all the new kinks in 
the sporting world, From him I purchased a cross-bred Gar- 
don and Irish setter. ‘'' Don” was ared dog, very handsome 
and Jarge. Me was fast enough, but had no nose and pot- 
tered and false pointed inveterately, and was worn out at 
five years old. From what I could learn from the sporting 
authorities, I concluded that the fault was in the cross of the 
two breeds, and the thing was to get it perfectly from Irish 

id 
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or Gordon—the English was not thought much of, as Youatt 
had said that the English sportsmen had crossed their setters 
With the pointer, but the Irish had kept theirs pure—and as 
{always ride and hunt over a great deal of ground and the 
Irish were said to be perfect, save being too fast, I settled 
down on a pure red Irish, which I got after much correspon- 
dence with the dog men, a dog of the most approved form 
and color, and as bine a pedigree as an Irish dog ever had— 
Plunket and Rufus, Colleen and_ Carrie, Milner's Jack, Fitz- 
simjion’s Ruby, Hutchinson's Bob, etc. I got him in Feb- 
Tuary at four months old, and never did atellow look for- 
wird inore impatiently for the time to come for me to try my 
Canine treasure. Qn the very first day I took to the field 
with hithand a little pointer pitch of the old blood which a 
friend hud managed to get for mein Buckingham, hardly 
Six months old, while the Irishman was full fifteen; 
iid to my utter chagrin she beat him in style, speed, nose 
and everylhing, from the beginning, all hollow. She never 
fulsé points—he does it constantly ; she never potters—he al- 
Ways does. When she poirts you can always kick the bird 
up in front of her nose; when he points they are more likely 
to Hy up trom anywhere else than the direction indicated. 
Besides (hese two pedigreed setters, [ haye owned many na- 
tives and used a good jwany blue and natives belonging 10 
others, and what [ have said of them is trueof them all It 
Seelns 13 natural to them to false point, potter and point in 
the wrong direction as to eat; abd I must say that J have 
never in jy life seen a long-haired dog that Was even a sec- 
ond-rate bird dog. Iismnow nothing of the Laveraek or Llew- 
ellin seiters but what I read and hear of what is claimed for 
then. ‘hey are fine dogs and entirely different from other 
Selters, and, being long-haired, ought to be superior to the 
pouiter in roush countries and culd climates. Jam now the 
ower of a pure Llewellin bitch, just six months old, which 
is exceedingly promising. I shall give hereyery chance, and 
if she turns out like the others, I haye owned my last shagey 
doy. Soup Sipe, 

ecember 1, 1880. 
—— 

A HANDLER'S PROTEST. 

_ Proyuenox, R. I. «, 6, 
isditor Forest and Stream : ae ia 

After 4 tedious journey of tio nights and a forced stay in 
New York during a rainy Sunday, 1, with my two dogs, ar- 
rived home from what the New York Herald calls the most 
successful field trials ever held in this country. And now, 
after having been robbed by the bagvage-master of two dol- 
lars to pay freight on ihe two dogs (when I had not an ounce 
of baggage besides), and haying been wronged out of both 
honor anu prizes at the late field trials, I feel us if 1 could 
shoot the man who ever sent ine a notice of another doz show 
of any description ; and [ wish to say to the Eastern Field 
Trials Olub that if they allow those prizes to go where they 
were awarded by the persons who acted as judges I cannot 
see how they can expect to have many entries at their third 
annual trials in 1881. bd 
My object in writing this letter is to defend the true sports- 

man and lover of dogs trom the judgment given at their late 
trials, and if I cannot show good cause why the dogs who 
were awarded the prizes should not have them then I am 
willing to forever afterhold my peace and never wish the priv- 
llege of showing at any other dog show, either bench or field. 
But if I can, and the claim is not respected by them, then I 
propose to work as hard against them as I have heretofore 
worked for them—and I can claim the honor of showing at 
least ten during their various trials, : 
My first complaint is against the judgment in the twelfth 

(12th) heat in the All-aged Stakes, between the dogs Glad- 
stone and Nat, Iclaim that Nut (my dog) beat him in every 
particular where the good qualities of a dog should be con- 
sidered. My dog did not show quite so fringy 4 tail or the 
amount of speed in making buck jumps over brush and briar 
as did the dog Gladstone, but put the two dogs down on open 
ground and Nat would out-speed him from morning till 
night. But the judges were szainst me and meant that I 
should not win, no matier how well my dors did, as I can 
prove by men who were told it by the judges. I consider 
the dog Gladstone nothing but a trick dog and the man who 
hatidled him showed himeelf a trickster. 

Y second complaint is against the heat between Sensation 
and Smut (my dag), where | claim six points for Smut to 
nothing for Sensaiion ; he refused to back Smut in most of 
them and then stole point after point and was credited by the 
judges when he should have been demerited. Finally, they 
decided that style beat me, a judgment contrary to all ex- 
peclation, 48 even the gentleman who handled Sensation ac- 
knowledged himself beaten, and that seemed to be the gen- 
eral upinion, except the judses’, This they knew was the dog 
they were obliged to select to beat me, as the other fellow's 
chances would haye been very bad had I heen put down 
against him, and 1 would have been sure to have liad second 
money and perhaps third, as according to the rules it would 
have brought boll of ny dogs together, and one of them was 
obliged to get second money. In the eyes of the judges this 
would not do, so I was declared defeated by Sensation. But 
the wise (7) judges again changed, for in the heat between 
Sensation and Gladstone the latter was declared winner, 
when every lionest man there knew it belonged to Sensation. 
The whole heat was a mass of tricks by Gladstone's handler. 
These statements [ have made can be proved by members of 
the club. I liave positive proof that one of the judges told a 
blue-blood man (who was too honorable to keep i a secret) 
that he would not let such looking dogs as mine win, as they 
were nothing more or less than spaniels, and it was wrong 10 
let them heat, dogs who had been well bred and brought large 
prices—this afier they lad promised the handlers to let only 
the bestdog win. If this isa satnple of the hest field trials 
this country ever saw, Heaven defend me from the worst. 
Yours very respectfully, 

T. M. Anprrox, Handler Smut and Nat. 
> —_______. 

A Ctosz Spay ror Lincoty.—On last Wednesday (De- 
cember 1), while Captain Joseph H. Dew was uniting i 
the railroad with Lincoln and some of his puppies, they 
found a covey of birds right by the track. Hearing a. train 
approaching, Mr. Dew took the puppies away, and calling 
Lincoln off his point cast him off in a corn field. Seeing 
him dash into the field in an opposite direction at a gait which 
flings furrowe to rearward and which has led him to victory 
in the hottest of contests, Capt. Dew paid no more attention 
to him, and had his hands full keeping the puppies from 
going back {o the birds. Happening to glance back, how- 
ever, to his cunsternation he beheld Lincoln, who, haying 
circled and gone back, was standing as staunch as a rock 
with his hind feet on the track. His whistle Went to his lips 

and a long shrill note was sounded, but the rumbling of the 
train prevented Lincoln from hearing, and he stood ss rigid 
as if grim death were not bearing down on him at tihe rate of 
thirty miles an hour, Again and again Capt. Dew sounded | 
his call which the old dog had neyer refused to obey, but to 
no purpose; he had to stand and sce the smoking, snorting 
engine rushing on the dog of his lieart, hearing what seemed 
to be inevitable death, and the old fellow neyer moved until 
the cow-catcher hurled him torn and bleeding from the track. 
Fortunately he wasnot killed nor were any bones broken, 
but the flesh was cut to the bone on his hind lez and numer- 
ous othier flesh cuts of less consequence were distributed over 
his body. Capt, Dewy brought him to town where Dr. Pillow 
sewed up his wounds and the old fellow laid his head on his 
master’s knee and never moved, but moaned pitifully while 
tlie operation was being performed. Score Lincoln an even 
hundred for staunchness.—** Vie Columbia ( Tenn.) Sentinel.’ 

Lanrcrny or A Dog—Perth, Ont., Dec. 8.—In your issue of 
the 14th October, page 204, speaking of dog poisoning, you 
state that aman can be conyicted of malicious injury to a 
dog. Of this there is no doubt, but you also say that a con- 
viction cannot be lad for the larceny of a dog on account of 
its peculiar habits. Wow Ishould be sorry, if this is mot the 
case, that your readers should he misled, as there are num- 
bers of people wha fancy that they can shoot or steal a dog 
when they please, particularly if it happens to be on their 
Jand at the time. : 
Now there is no statute in Cauada which allows a dog- 

stealer to go free, and therefore the common law of England 
governs, and as that law no more excepts a dog than a sheep, 
we may safely conclude that dog-stealing is punishable just 
as other stealing is. Neither is there any statute, as I be- 
lieve, in the United States excluding the dog, and if not then 
the same rule will hold as in Ganada. There is this to be 
said, however, tha on account of the peculiar roving habits 
of the dog and his propensity to follow any one who caresses 
him, it may be diflicult fo prove larceny, bnt itis simply a 
question of proof, not of liability. In the Toronto Avail, un- 
der police court items, which under the new regime are very 
spicy reading, appears case in point. A man was there 
brought up for stealing a dog, but proved that the animal 
was in the habit of following him, and got off on that ground 
only. Riuein. 

Tun Gresv AGE or LAayERacKs— Waterbury, Conn., Nov. 
29 —TIn icoking over the pedigrees of the famous Laverack 
setters, Countess, Fairy, Nellie and Pride of the Border, I 
have been astonished to find the great age of the dogs, when 
bred from the shortest line of descent, from the original pair 
in 1825 to Fairy in 1872, shows only five generations, giving 
an average agé to the dogs, when bred from, of 9 2-5 years. 
The longest line shows but eight generations, or an average 
of 6g years. It seems rather strange that these dogs should 
not only breed, but actually produce their best progeny at 
such an advanced age; since it must be supposed that the 
best were kept to breed from. Laverack’s letter, from Vero 
Shaw’s account of the setter, published in your issue of No- 
vember 25, and explaining the liver color in the breed, may 
account for some of the gaps which these long liyéd genera- 
tions now fill. The wonderful pedigrees of the Laverack 
setters have long puzzled me, and I should like to know how 
they are regarded, generally, by setter-breeders. There can 
be no question ahout the high standing of the dogs, and the 
wonderful vitality of the breed shown in its crosses. * 

J. ¥. 

AcobaAIm For Srwsarion—Richmond, Dee. 12.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: “Bravo for Sensation! From the day I 
first saw him until this moment I never hesitated in pro- 
nouncing him naturally the finest specimen of English point- 
erin America. Asa sire he las got more fine pups than any 
in America. I nevér saw him im the field, but I knew what 
he was capable of. Ihave a son of his, presented to me by 
our Jamented friend Golburn, name Tom (Sensation ex-Col- 
burn’s Belle) and heis as good a dog as ever I want to see. 
All he Jacks is work. Iliad 1,000 birds killed over him last 
fall. Tle was very soft when he began, but improves with 
every hunt, Crossed upon the hardier breeds of native point- 
ers the pups are perfect. Ihave maintained and siill main- 
tain that Sensation stands to-day as the finest pointer dog in 
America, - Jxo. 8. Wisz, 

Reriy to Mx. Broopgoon’s Crartence.—WVen York, 
Dee. 12.—Hiditor Forest ani Stream: In auswer to the chal- 
lenge issued to the owners of Sensation and Gladstone, which 
hasreached the Westminster Kennel Club through the columns 
of a paper of Dec. 10, we wish to say that although we 
should be gratified to afford Mr. Bloodgood the satisfaction 
he desires as far a8 the match between Sensation and 
Smut is ecncerned, yet the matter seems to us af present im- 
practicable. The dog is now at the kennels at Babylon and 
his services a8 a stud dog are constantly in demand. More- 
oyer, the season is now so far advanced, closing as it does on 
the 18th day ot January, that it would he impossible to pro- 
cnre the services or the dog’s handler, who is now at Spring 
field, Mass., and give to him such additional work as would 
fit him for the proposed match. Next year, if Mr, Blood- 
#ood cares to repest his challenge in season, we may be able 
to accommodate him, Rorr. C. Corse.t, Sec. W, 1K, C. 

A Goop Doe Story— Pt. Rowan, Canid?a, Des. 5.—At the 
last sitting of the Dominion Court, held at Walsingham, On- 
tario, a case came up for henring for damages laid at twenty- 
five dollars, which plaintiff claimedfrom defendant for shoat- 
ing his dog. The lawyer for the plaintiff made a very elo- 
quent address to the jury on the ood qualities of the dog and 
dilated heayily on the value of dogsin meneral. A very well- 
bred setter happened to be lying just behind the Judge, and 
when the advocate was ut the height of his eloquence the set- 
ter, roused from his apparent slumber and under the pretence 
of scratching his heact, thuniped the floor with his knee joint 
in quick aid rapid succession. His honor turned parfly 
around to the bailiff, saying, ‘' No applause in court.” This. 
impromptu den mot from the Judge brought down the house 
and entirely nonplussed the lawyer for the plaintiffs. 

BDAOKSTONE. 

Gye anp THE Fry.—Let me tell a story of the reasoning 
power of dogs. Some years since J] had a small black and 
fan terrier named Gyp. She had heen taught many tricks, 
such as sneezing, rolling over, ete., eic., for performing 
which she was often rewarded, and whenever she wanted 
anything particularly she would go through her list of tricks 
and by this means usually succeeded in obtaining the desired 
object. One day Gyp was on an ottoman near a window; and 

began to kill the fles on the glass. She killed all but one, 
which walked up above her reach. After vainly trying for 
some time to get it, she sat down and reflected for a moment, 
and then sneezed to it two or three times, looking up at the 
fiy'in the meantime most beseechingly; this not proving 
effectual, she tried rolling over to induce it come down. 
regret to say that the fly did not yield to her alluremenis. 

—Mr. Isaac Yearsley, Jr., is shooting at Ridgeway, N. C., 
having with him Dashing Lion, Roxey Boy, Countess and 
Bessie. Mr. Yearsley has disposed of Little Lady to a party 
in the West. 

——— + 

KENNEL NOTES. 

ERED. 

Bonnie-—Rex—Mr, Elliott Johnston's collie bitch Bonnie (Dow- 
ney’s Lassie-Watt’s Roy) to Lindsay's Rex—First New York Bench 
Show, 1880. . 

Gipsey—Gen. Jackson—Mr. B. G. Seebach’s (Peru, Ill,), Skye 
terrier bitch Gipsey to his Gen. Jackson, on Noy. 26, 1880, q 
Moll-Blossom—br. J. 8. Nivin’s (London, Ont.), Gordon setter 

Moll to owners’ Blossom, Noy. 97, 1880. f 
Prairie Queen I.—Blue Drake—Mx, J. H. Whitman's (Chicago, 

TiJ.), three-quarter Layorack setter dog Blue Drake to bis Prairie 
Rauger biich Prairie Queen IL 
Midget—-Charm—Ma. J. H. Whitman's (Chivago, UL), Layerack 

setter Charm to his bitch Midget. } ; 
Sudy-Thunder—Mr, J, J, Snellenburg's, (New Brighton, Pa,), 

pure Layerack setter dog Thonder to Mx, J. H. Whitman's half 
averack and half native hitch Judy. 
Mollie-Carlo—Mz. J, H, Whitman’s (Chicag#, Il,), cocker span- 

ie] dog Carlo to Ma, Weston’s biteh Mollie, Z 
Reile-Croxieth—Mo, A. BH. Godefiroy’s Croxteth to Mr. J. B 

Heeksher'’s black pointer bitch Belle. S 
Daisy—Jersey Duke—Mr. T. A. Bpooner’s setter bitch Dairy to 

Mr. Justus yon Lengerke’s champion Jersey Duke. 
Polly-Sensation—The Westminster Kennel Cinh’s newly im- 

ported pointer bitch Polly to Sensation, i 
Dregin-Sensation—Mr. Jacob Pentz’s lemon and white pointer 

bitch Dream to Sensation, 
G@race-Sensalion—Mr. Luke W. White's lamon and white pointer 

bitch Grace, winner of first and second prizes at New York Shows, 
and dam of Belle, wimmer of first prize Nursery Stakes, Robin's Is- 
Jand, 1880, to Sensation. 

Names Chamun, 

Dash—k. H. Lytord, M.D, Vinalhaven, Mo., claims the name 
of Dash for his dark liver, with white breast and white toes, cocker 
spaniel puppy, whelped Oct, 14, 1880, from the Bluse Star Kennels 
of Mr. M. P. McKoon. 

St. Regis—Mr. Chas. 8. Lincoln, Warren, Masr., claims the name 
of St. Regis for Irish water spaniel puppy, whelped Oct. 1, out of 
Lady by imported champion Barney. , ; 

Prion CLam.—Sarah Bernhardt—Caledonia, Ill , Dec. 6, 1880— 
By request of Mx. H. Knell, of Moline, Il. who bas a prior claim 
to the name of Blue Bell, I claim the name Sarah Bernhardt for 
black and white biteh puppy by J. H. Whitman's Blue Dash and 
W. H. Mill's bitch Beele, L, EK. Rimeer,, 

Robert the Devil—Dy. A. MeCollom, of this city, claims the 
name of Robert the Deyil for his pure white settey dog, whelped 
Aug. 1, 1880. ’ 

Matite May—Dr. A. MeCollom, of this city, elaima the 
name of Mattie May for his pure white Sensation pointer biteh 
whelped Dee, 10, 1879. : 
Dan—Mr, Thos. J. Osborn, Du Quoin, Ill., claims the nama of 

Dan for puppy out of Dell by Eleho I. recently purchazed by him 
from Dr. J. J. Jennelle. 

Colonel Sinbs—Mr, M. P. MeKoon, Franklin, N. Y,, elaims the 
name of Colonel Stubs for his liver and white seven months old 
peas spaniel dog puppy ont of Godeffroy’s Flirt by owner's Cap- 
ain, 

SaLER, 

Joe-Norah Whelps—Dyr, J. 8. Niven, London, Ont., has disposed 
of the litter of Inish terriers ont of Norah by Joe, as follows: Mr. 
Jolin ‘Tabatt, London, Ont., a dog; Mr, J, H. Crossman, New York, 
adog; Mr. 8. A. Kage, St. Louis, Mo., a bitch and Mz. J, Horese- 
man, London, Ont, a dog. 

Blosson—Mol! Whelps—Dr, J. 8. Niven, Loudon, Ont., has dis- 
posed of a Gordon getter dog puppy (Blossoui-Moll) to Mr, Edwin 
Tursley, Hamilton, Ont. 
Judge—Rena Whelps—Mr. W. GC Pierce, New, Bedford, Mass., 

has sold a pointer bitch puppy by Judge out of Rena to Mr. Ritter. 
Ringwood I—llora Whelps—Mr. N. Himore, has purchased 

from Mr, J. N, Dodge, Detroit, Mich., a fine white, black and tan 
beagle bitch puppy out of Dora by Ringwood IT, 
Arrow—Mr, A. R. Meyward, of Rock Hill, 8. G., has purchased 

from Mr. Geo, BK. Poyneer, his pointer bitch Arrow (Champion Bow- 
Sleaford Maid) in whelp to Mr. Poyneer's imported Bang (Clam- 
pion Bang Champion Lina). This isa valuable addition to Mr. 
Heyward’s already valnabla kenne), : 
Abbey—Mr, Herbert Inman, Staten Island, bas bought Mh, B, 

CG. La Montagne’s, (New York City), orange and white setter bitch 
Abbey, (Young Layerack—Dido). Winner of three seconds in New 
York, second im Boston, 1879, and first Philadelphia same year. 

Fiinti—Mr. 1. H Crossman, (New York City), has purchased from 
Mr, Geo. Waddington, Geneva, Towa, setter dog Flint (Rufus—-Fan- 
Ry). Flint periormed excellently ati the Nebraske trigis last Octo- 
ar. 

WHELES, 

St. Cecelia—Mx. Chas.5. Lincoln's (Werren, Mass), Buelish blue 
Belton setter bitch St, Cecelix (Atton-Rose), whelped Novy, 1 six 
uppies by Hitchcock and Hellyar’s imported Frank II, he b 
frank out of Dolly, Frank TT. is halt brother to Darkie tha noted 
Field Trial winner, Three of the pups are dogs and three bitches 
iyo dogs black, white and tau, one dog liver and white, two bitehes 
lemon and white, one black, white and tan, None for sale, 
Fin—W, B. G, Seshach's (Pern, Lil), blue Belton terrier bitch 

Fin, whelped Oct. 22, three dog puppies by Pete, winner of tirat at 
St. Louis, Mo., 1840. 

_ Gp—My. B. G. Seebach’s (Pern, IL), imported Yorkshire ter- 
rier bitch Gip whelped three dog puppies by imported Yorkshire 
terrier Sport, winner of first at St. Louis. Mo., 1880, 
teno—Mr. W. C, Piarce’a (New Beilford. Masa.), pure black 

leant ee hitch Kena (Strong's Pete-Prudence), whelped Dec. 1, 1880. 
hirteen puppies, twelve dogs and one bitch, hy Dr. A. M. Pierce's 
Judge. (Pinkmey’s Dimond—Juno) five dog puppies wings dead. 

Die Tard—My, O. W, Chureh’s (Colorado Springs, Col.), im- 
ported Scotch terrier bitch, whelped Oct. 15, tour puppies, two 
dogs and two bitchs by owner's imported Scottie, d 

Countess Gay—Ma. Prank B. Bays (Boston, Masg.), Countess 
Gay (Drake-Conntess Vesta) has whelped three dog puppies by 
owner's Coin, : 
Judith—Mr, Vrank B, FPay's Judith (Hob-Roy—Belle) hag whelped 

fourteen puppies, six dogs and sight bitches by owners Coin. 
Countess Maud—Myr, Frank B, Mey's Conutess Mand (ush TIE 

Opal) has whelped eleven puppies, eight dogs and three bitches hy 
owner's Coin. A 

Mavd—Mr. E. EB. Shaw's (Bergen Point), black setter bitch Maud 
whelped Dee, 12, eleyen puppies. seyen dogs aud four }iteheas by 
Mr, Arthur Dyaue’s Chatce, Mand is ont of Sehnyler’s imported 
black and tan setter bitch by Don, and Chance won special prize at 
N. ¥., 1880, for heat black dog in show. 

PRESENTATION. 

Trish terrier whelp—Dr. J, 8. Niven, London, Ont., has presented 
an Irish terrier dog pup to the Rey, 3. W. Young, Lewiston, Ont. 

DEATHS, 

Silent Pariner—Dr. A. McCollom’s English cocker spaniel 
died the Sth inst, 5 a os 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

DASHING MONARCH. 

Obese MONARCH is owned by Mr. John C. Hig- 
gins, of Delaware City, Delaware, and is a powerful 

young white and black setter dog. He was whelped August 

25, 1878, and was bred by Mr. R. Llewelliu Purcell Llewel- 
lin at Ormsby Hall, Lincolnshire, England His sire, Dash 

IL, was the most noted field trial winner in England. His 
dam, Countess Moll, she being by the celebrated Dan out of 

the equally celebrated Countess. Dashing Monarch thus 

combines the blood of the greatest dogs yet produced. He 

was imported last November a year, and arrived here on De- 

cember 5, 1879. In the field Monarch has just shown what 
stuff he is made of, as winner of second in the All-aged 

stakes, and he has before him a grand future both in the field 

and onthe bench. Considering that he has had but two 

months work in his life, he isa most excellent dog. The 

picture of Monarch is a grand one, and we had the pleasure 

of submitting it to Mr. Higgins, who regards it a ‘‘a speak- 

ing likeness.” 
Gladstone, the winner of first, is ason of Mr. Higgins? 

Petrel, a noted champion Laverack, so that, directly or indi- 

rectly, both first and second prizes in the All-aged stakes fall 
to the honor of Mr, Higgins’ kennel. Besides other noted 
dogs Mr. Higgins owns Fairy IL., the last exportation of Mr. 

Laverack to America. She is the dam of Mr. Snellenburg’s 

‘Thunder, a dog which has done exceedingly well at this 

year's ficld trials at Lancaster, Pa. . 
——_——<$< + 8 

WAsvurn Frecp Trtars.—We take great pleasure in pre- 

senting to our readers this week very excellent portraits of 

two of the winners at the late Hastern Field Trial Meeting. 

Wre have certainly spared neither trouble nor expense to give 

correct likenesses, and in order to do this we secure the best 

artistic talent. The sketches were made by Mr. E. Yorbes, 

of this city, who has for years given his entire attention to 

the illustration of liye stock. Both of the pictures, therefore, 

have been taken from the animals themselyes, not from 

photographs or paintings, and each dog was given a careful 

stand or sitting. 

By an unfortunate mischance the plate from which our 

picture of Champion Gladstone, winner at Robins’ Island 

was to have been printed, was ruined just before going to 

press. We are, therefore, obliged to wait until next week 

before giving a portrait of that celebrated dog. : 

Jn our next number, also, we will publish the portraits of 

Mr. Max Wenzel's Chief and the Westminster Kennel Club's 

Bensation. 

Nova. Scomrd Kennet Orve.—The inaugural meeting of 

his association was held at Halifax, N. §., on December 1, 

«when a Constitution and By-Laws were adopted. The com- 

mittee reported tiiat His Honor the Lieut. Governor had con- 

sented to become the patzon of the club, and that His Wor- 

ship the Mayor had accepted the position of President. Tt 

was decided tohold a dog show in the last week in Fobruary. 

¥n our next issue we will give full particulars. 

Dre. Wm. Jarvis and Mr. Benj. F. Clark, returned last 

week trom McKenzie, Tenn., where they have heen enjoying 

fair quail shooting since the Vincennes trials. Woreen, Dr. 

Jarvis’ last importation, is said to be as good as shelooks, and 

400k to her work most kindly, 

Tidituy Forest and Stream : 

J. ©. HIGGINS’ DASHING MONARCH. 

WHAT IS A COCKER? 

Corrtann, N. ¥., Dec. 6. 

Ags an admirer and breeder, on a small scale, of cockers, I 
am interested in the formation of a club and giving to breed- 
ers an admitted standard of excellence, that all owners and 
hen at can then judge for themselves the merits of their 
stock. 

As for myself, I would like to approach as near a sensible 
standard by careful breeding, mating, etc., as is possible. If 
I am not now upon the right track 
new start, ag I have made a choice of this variety and feel at 
a. loss how to know the points to breed to that will make my 
dogs desirable and give them the greatest adyantage at 
bench show, 
ee that will not sacrifice him in any respects as a field 
og. 

good, strong, eligible dogs in all other respects would not be 
thrown out by being a trifle over size. 

will go back and take a 

Tt seems to me the cocker should be bred to a 

Make the disqualifying weight of cockers such that 

I wish to conform to the cocker size and weight in breed- 
ing, but for an all-day’s hunt in the thick cover and over 
fallen timbers the small toy dogs will not fill the bill. Pardon 
me if lam trespassing. I claim only to be an amateur, but 
being a loyer of the cocker spaniel I have my ideal, likemany 
others. 

T only hope a standard will be made by a corps of men that 
are both fearless and unselfish, not allowing their own or 
friends’ favorite strains of cockers to have an undue influence 
upon them inmakingthisstandard. Itseemsto methat a fair 
way to begin this is for all breeders of experience and those 
who have taken pains to make this variety a study to 
furnish the committee a description of the cocker spaniel, as 
they understand it to be, Mie, 

The articles which haye appeared from time to time in 
your paper haye all got some good points, but the soundest 
and best and most business like is from your Ann Arbor cor- 
respondent **Senex;” his idea exactly covers the ase, and in 
this way of selecting a committee no one individual can fee] 
agerieved, and I will cheerfully donate one dollar to defray 
expenses, I alsolike the suggestion of ‘* Shamrock,” Chicago, 
TiL., with respect to the $50 prize, andI willfreelly contribute 
fo such prize. But, ‘Shamrock ;” in regard to weight Idon’t 

agree with you. Pray what is a field or springer spaniel 
ifa dog weighing 40 Ibs. is to be called acocker? I have 
seen cockers and field spaniels both on ¢he bench and in the 
field in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, and have seen 
what they call a spaniel in France, but [have never yet seen 
a field spaniel that weighed over 46 Ibs. Just look abt the 
weight of winning cockers at bench shows both in England 
and America, I think you will find them under 30 Ibs. 

McKoon admits and I concede that a cocker is to all intents 
and purposes a small field spaniel, but yet a cocker proper 
has 4 far better coat, a brighter color, finer hair, more silky 

in texture and a far handsomer head than the fieldor springer 
spaniel. And I think it is generally understood by cocker 
breeders that all those finer traits, such us color, size, shape, 

eyes, ears, legs and general make up, come from the King 

Charles, so that properly speaking a cocker is nota small 

field spaniel, for aside from size the build of the two types 

widely differ. Now, again, the weight question. I have 

owned, bred and shot over spaniels for oyer twenty years, 

and 1 haye yet to see the dog at say 40 lbs. that can do any 

more work or any better than one at 25 lbs., all other things 

equal, such as health, breaking, etc., with the single excep- 

tion of duck retrieving; and for woodeock and ruffed grouse 

shooting in thickly matted covert, the smaller dog has a de- 

cided advantage. As for speed they are all fast enough, and 

are apt to be tod much so, at least this is my experience. 
And now, Mr. Wditor, let us have the committee proposed by 
“Senex” elected, and I would suggest 10 such committee 

to take Stonehenge as their guide, and Ifor one will be more 
than satisfied. Rosrert WALKER, 

Franklin, N, ¥. 

. 

Tn your issue of Dec. 2 you give quite a number of letters 
ou this subject, all of which refer to me more or less directly 
and some of which call for an answer. Mr. MeKoon has a 
a cood deal to say (as usual), and I would like to see exactly 
what there is that is to the purpose. 
Modern cockers haye been ‘‘ an established breed for be- 

tween fifteen and twenty years.” Hstablished by whom ?—by 
Mr, McKoon, I presume, who has a little way of denying 
every dog the name of “modern cocker” unless bred by 
himself. Well! he is welcome to the name, for simply 
‘spaniel " will do me as well. 
‘Would it not be absurd to restrict a cocker to a certain 

weight, when they are better to vary in size as they do at 
present ?” Now Mr. McKoon isgetting off the track, for ex- 
actly what we propose to do is to let them vary in size more 
than they do at present, for as itis, a dog of thirty pounds or 
over stands no chance against one of twenty-four or twenty- 
five. Is any pointer penalized for his size? Do not pointers 
weigh anywhere from thirty-five or even thirty pounds up to 
seventy and eighty, and in one instance (if I am correctly in- 
formed) 130 pounds? And are not pointers diyided into 
two classes, large andsmall? Iwill venture to say that there 
ig no breed in which there is more latitude as to size than 
pointers, and there is no breed that needs latitude as to size 
more than the cocker, or fieldspaniel, for the very reason that 
Mr. McKoon states, viz., that different parts of the country 
need different sized dogs. 
What we mean by its not being neécessary for a man lo 

own or breed cockers to be eligible for our club, isthat many 
admirers and judges of cockers do not happen to own speci- 
mens, as is the case with ‘‘M. B.,” though I hear that he in- 
tends getting some. 

Because I do not happen to own any setters is that any 
reason that I should be debarred from a club having their im- 
provement for an object, or that I should not be a good judge 
of the breed? ‘Things would come to a pretty pass if every 
judge al a show should be obliged to own specimens of each 
breed he undertakes to judge ! 
Many thanks to Mi. MeKoon for his kind opinion of the 

‘thighly respected and enthusiastic young man.” My youth 
does not prevent me from knowing a little about dogs, for 
‘‘aee@ does not always bring wisdom "—more’s the pity. 

ow, in his next statement, *‘Such a club as this is in- 
tended to work to the advantage of certain parties,” I beg to 
fiatly contradict him. With the exception of Mr. McKoou 
(who knows which side his bread is buttered on too well) 
every breeder, owner and exhibitor of cockers will reap equal 
advantages in having competent judges, a clearer idea of 
whut is a cocker and better divided and larger prizes giveu 
by the club. 

Mr. McKoon insinuates that my dogs are not cockers by 
the following sentence: ‘But his experience is yery limited 
in Yelation to coelers, and he has only bred a few spaniels of 
any kind in the short time he has given any breed of spaniels 
his attention.” ‘The only cocker I have, I suppose, is Mad- 
cap (black), by Dom out of Bluck Bess; Dom by McKoon's 
Captain out of his Caper. Well! if Shell, Doctor, Cora, 
Flirt IL, Black Bess, Beauty and others are not cockers [ 
am content to call them simply spaniels, or, if you like, field 
spaniels, but this I know, that they fetch higher prices and 
have won more prizes (those that haye been exhibited), un- 
der competent judges, than any one strain of spaniela in 
America. 

Mr. McKeon again insinuates that Cora got more than 
her deserts at the Inst New York show. Asshe was an unde: 
yeloped puppy, just one day too old for the puppy class (had 
the show been lield on the original date), perhaps she did 
but the judge said she was worth the other thirteen bitches 
put together, and there were two if not three of the McKoon 
strain there. 

I suppose that the only competent man to establish a 
‘* competent rule” —who can reckon on the '* co-operation of 
all cocker breeders in the U. 8 ,” the great '‘I am” of the 
cocker world—is Mr. McKoon himself, Perhaps so, but if 
he does not choose to join our club there is still a small 
chance of itssurviving, notwithstanding the overwhelming 

] obstacle of his opposition. I am suré ‘‘all cocker breeders 

a 
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D. S. GREGORY, Jr.’s, BELLE. 

in the U. 5.” await with the greatest anxiety his ‘‘few lines 
on the breeding, rearing and breaking of cockers,” but I 
doubt if they will conyey the amount of ‘‘pleasure and bene- 
fit” which he seems to anticipate 

T have to thank ‘* Shamrock” for his letter, which is such 
# contrast in its liberality and pertinency to the preceding 
one, and will gladly put the ‘* Lachine Kennel ” down for a, | 
like amount toward  spegial prize, though that comes more 
properly within the province of the club. - 

To “Senex” I will say that the only reason for my accept- 
ing the secretaryship pre tem, was im order that interested 
people might send me their names so that alist could be made 
of those to whom to sehd just such circulars as he suggests. 
How else are we to know to whomtosendthem? And 

BELLE, 

ELLE is owned by D. 8. Gregory, Jr., of this city, and 
is a very handsome, clean-cut lemon and white pointer 

puppy of eleven months, She is by Sensation, out of Mr. 
Luke W. White’s Champion Grace; she by Match out of 

Well. A full pedigree of the sire and dam of Grace cannot be 

given at this time, but a letter from her owner, Mr. White, 
may prove interesting: ‘‘I have just written to the owners 
of Match and Nell for full pedigrees of both dogs. I thinkit 

will take time to get them, as the breeder of Match lives in 

Forrest anp Stream is doing: quite enough in giving us 
space without their going to the trouble (which I am willing 
to undertake) of compiling such a list. 
Tam much obliged to Mr. Fellows for his letter, and what 

he says is to the point. 
To ‘‘M. B.” also thanks are due for the letter from his 

friend, which is more exact (according to my humble opinion) 
than anything I have seen yet. 
To ‘* Cocker” I would say that we do not and did not in- 

tend to call a meeting now, but wished to get things in run- 
ning order hefore the next New York show, during which 
show it would be best to hold the first annual meeting, ag 
there would be more cocker men collected then than at any 
other time. 

IT find that: I have got into this. ‘*cocker standard” business 
much more deeply than I intended, and will be better pleased 
to be in future referred to not by my name, but by my nom 
de plume, which I suppose is well enougli known, of 

Buizabeth, Ni J Divo. 

FRANKLIN, N. Y., Dec. 4 
Editor Forest and Stream : 

Have just read the several interesting letters in last issue of 
Forgst AND ATREAM on the cocker question, which is so 
agitating the minds of the bench show class of cocker men at 
resent. It seemstome asif ‘‘ Senex,” from Ann Arbor, 
as suggested a mode that appears the most feasible of any 

as yet presented to get at the matter, and in an easy, correct 
and satisfactory manner both to the breeders and those di- 
rectly interested and to the breed itself, and should no \etter 
way be presented very soon I think it would meet with the 
approbation of all breeders and earnestly interested ones for 
the welfare of this breed. J donot say all intending exhibi- 
tors, however, as it never would he settled to their satisfac- 
tion itis evident. But should it meet with the approval of 
such breeders as FP, F. Pitcher, Chas. Aden, ©. B. Cum- 
mings, J. H. Whitman, Burr Hollis, Fred. Hoe, George D. 
Macdougall and others who look the matter calmly in the 
face and for the best interest of the breed and ils fufure wel- 
fare, it will certainly meet with the approyal of myself as 
well, provided, of course, that Forzst awn Stream faces in- 
to line with such assistance as is necessary lo properly facili- 
{ate if; the expense of whch J can assure you will be cheer- 
fully canceled by the cocker men whose shoulders are at the 
wheel in this matter. Such circulars should need to be sent 
out, I should think, through the-seyeral sportsmen’s journals 
of the land in orcler to reach all interested ones in the United 

' States, and the committee of three chosen to make the stan- 
dard should call through the sportsmen’s journals for postal 
card views to show what their ideas of a proper standard is, 
and then this committee should carefully peruse these views 
and makea standard which ought to be accepted, of course 
subject to various amendments as time might reveal it to be 
advisable for its benefit, ete. As to color, any color belong- 
ing to the spaniel race should he eligible. Should this plan 
meet with the approval of others, and also your co-operation, 
further comments upon tle various late letters published 
would of course be unnecessary. M. P. Mokoon. 

A Fisn Mastier.—Mr. D, A. Smieton, Cranford, N. J., 
has just returned from Hngland by the steamer Circassia of 
the Anchor Line, which arrived in this port last week. Mr. 
Smieton brought with him a very handsome young mastiif, 
Zulu, by Champion Colonel, out of Diana; commended at 
the late Dundee Show. Zulu has a remarkably short head, 
and, in this respect, is a great improvement on most of the 
dogs that are benched in this country. The Dundee Show 
was declared by the judges to have an unusually fine class of 

_moastiffs this year, - 

England. About seven years ago I went to live at Plymouth, 
Conn. I saw then for the first time Match, a large handsome 
| lemon and white pointer dog, with ahead something like 

Sensation's. Mr. Oliver Bryant, the owner, let me shoot 

oyer him. He was a grand field dog, head up, fine nose and 

style. Ispoke to Mr. Wm. Morton, the then owner of a 
black and white ticked bitch known as Ferm’s Nell. She 

was bred in Litchfield, Conn., from imported stock, Nell 
was famous in that part of the country for field qualities. 

The cross was agreed upon and my little Grace was the 
choice of the litter. I knew Grace would breed well to Sen- 

sation on account of his grand head.” Belle cannot be too 

highly spoken of asa field dog. Sheis one of the best we 

have ever seen of herage. She easily secured the first prize 

++ 

THE RUSSIAN SETTER, 

[Reprinted from advance sheets of Yero Shaw's ‘“Book of the Dog,” 
furnished to the ForEsr aND Stream by the author, through 
Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., publishers, No. 596 Broadway, 
New York.] 

NY book professing to refer to sporting dogs would, we 
think, be incomplete if no reference were made by the 

author to the Russian Setter. This breed of dog is. unques- 
fionably rarely met with in these islands, but some years ago 
his appearance made a considerable stir among all followers 
of the gun. It is certain, too, that his services were in some 
quarters called upon to improye the English Setter, and 
therefore, in spite of the dog’s rarity in his pure state, if is 
desirable that he should be treated of in a chapter by him- 
self, though necessarily the remarks concerning him will be 
very brief, 

Mr. Joseph Lang, writing to the Sporting Review in 1841, 
and dating from No. 7 Haymarket, thus alludes to the Rus- 
sian Setter: 

“Tn the season of 1839 I was asked for a week’s shooting 
into Romersetshire by an old friend, whose science in eyery- 
thing connected with sporting is first-rate. Then, for the 
first time for many years, I tad my English setters beaten 
hollow. His breed was from pure Russian setters crossed 
by an English setter dog, which some years ago made a sen- 
sation in the sporting world from his extraordinary per- 
formances..,. Although I could not but remark the ex- 
cellence of my friend's dogs, yet it struck me, as I had shot 
over my own old favorite setter (who had himself beat many 
good ones, and had never before been beaten) for eight years, 
that his nose could not haye been right, for the Russians got 
three points to hisone. I thereforeresolved to try some 
others against them the next season, and having heard a 
gentleman, well-known as an excellent judge, speak of a 
brace of extraordinary young dogs he had seen in the York- 
shire nioors, with his recommendation I purchased them. I 
slot 16 them in August last, and their beauty and style of 
performance were spoken of in terms of high praise by a cor- 
respondent to a sporting paper. In September I took them 
into Somersetshire, fully anticipating that I should give the 
Russians the go-by, bui I was again disappointed. I found 
from the wide ranging of my dogs, and the noise consequent 
upon their going so fast through the siubbles and turnips 
(particularly in the middle of the day when the sun was pow- 
erful and there was but little scent) that they constantly put 
up their birds out of distance, or, if they did get a point, 
that the game would rarely lie till we could get it. The 

in the Nursery stakes, and in the Puppy stakes fourth prize, - 

tering their ground steadily, heads and tails up, and possess- 
ing perfection of nose in extreme heat, wet or cold, enabled 
us to bag double the head of game that mine did. Nor did 
they lose one solitary wounded bird; whereas, with my own 
dogs I lost six brace the first two days of partridge shooting, 
most or them in standing corn. 
‘My friend haying met with a severe accident while hunt- 

ing last season, 1 determined to go to Scotland for the next 
three years. Seeing that my dogs were well calculated for 
grouse shooting, as they had been broken and shot to on the 
moors, and being aware of my anxiety to possess his breed 
of Russians, he very kindly offered to exchange them for 
mine, with a promise that I would reserve a pair of Russian 
puppies for him... . Since then J have hunted them in com-. 
pany of several dogs of high character, but nothing that I 
haye yet seen could equal them. If not. taken out for six 

| months they are perfectly steady, which is a quality rarely 
to be met with. ... I contend that for all kinds of shooting: 
there is nothing equal to the Russian, or half-bred Russian; 
setter, in nose, sagacity, and every other necessary qualifica- 
tion that a dog ought to possess.” 

Mr. William Lort, to whom we applied for information 
concerning the breed, writes in reply about the Russian set- 
ter : 

‘‘ Roughly speaking, in appearance this dog is rather like ~ 
a big ‘warm’ Bedlington terrier. There are two varieties of 
the breed, and curiously enough they are distinguished fron 
each other by the difference in their color. The dark colored! 
ones are deep liver and are curly coated. The light colored: 
ones are fawn, with sometimes white toes and white on 
chest ; sometimes the white extends to a collar on the neck. 
These latter are straight-coated, not curly like the dark ones: 
My reccollection of this breed extends back some fifty years, 
and the last specimen I owned of it—a light-colored one—t 
gave away to afriend who would not take a hundred pounds 
for it. 

‘*Their- noses never seem to be effected by a change of 
climate ; hence their value in my eyes. I have worked them 
in September's sun and in January’s snow, and they were 
equally good. They were some of the best dogs I ever had, 
and never varied ; and under exceptional cases as regards the 
weather, we always had the Russians out. The only fault 
I found with them was the difficulty in getting new blood, 
for those we had showed evidences of scientific breeding, and: 
a strict adherance to type. The fact that they were success. 
fully crossed, to my knowledge, with English setters, satisfies 
me that they are really setters and not an allied breed. J, 
may add that they are excellent water-dogs.” 
When a breed is so highly recommended by such sports. 

men as the above, it seems marvellous that it has not been 
encouraged in a country like our own, which has been the 
nursery of sport for years. We cannat, therefore, express 
too strongly our conviction that, the introduction of a dip of 
Kiussian blood would impraye the working capacities of our 
English setters. At all events, the experiment is well worth 
repeating, and we trust that Mr. Lort, or some other gentle- 
man equally looked up to in the canine world, will set the 
example, and try to still further improve our breed of settars, 
Unquestionably, the appearance of our dogs would suffer at 
first, but few sportsmen would regret the loss of good looks 
if an increase of working capacity was gained. 
A scale of points is quite out of the questian in treating of 

a breed of which so very little is known, and for a descrip- 
tion ot the Russian Setter we must take refuge under the 
segis of Mr. William Lort, 

$$$ 

Importep Burn Brros.—The steamer City of Richmond 
which has-just arrived in this port, had on board a yery ex. 
cellent bull bitch, consigned to Mr. BE. B. Goldsmith, the 
well-known forwarding agent, of 58 Wall street, this city. 
The bitch was imported by Mr. R. M. Livingston, of Rye: 
Beach, N. H., and selected by Dr. Gordon Stables for hiin. 
Of the bitch Dr. Stables writes as follows: ‘I consider tho. 
bitch a very nice one. Her only fault is that she carries her ears rather high, so that a sire must be selected that has smal): 
ears. She has a Splendid skull, good stop and nies mouth.’ 
The bitch arrived safely and is now on her way ta her owner,. 

A.Doa, a Caurcs Parr ayn 4 Rarrin—renion, N. J... 
Des. 4.—[ send you the regult of a contest for my Newfound~ 
land dog Duke, held at a church fair in this city. The con- 
test was between two, prominent fire companies, and excites 

Russians, on the contrary, being much closer rangers, quar- | ment ran yery high up {0 last evening, when it was decided, 
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Mr. McCabe, of Hagle Fire Co., receiving 4,712 votes. Mr, 
Megill, of America Co., 4,137 yotes, a total of 8,849 at five 
cents per vote, $442.45. Netting the fair over $400. 
Duke is sixteen months old, coal black, and weighs 115 lbs. 
He is the same dog I wrote you about some time ago. 

EH. C. WiLson. 

Mr. Fay’s Doas.—Before going to Vincennes we received 
from Mr. ¥. B. Fay, of Boston, Mass., three photograps of 
crayon drawings of hig superb dogs Coin, Judith and Desde- 
mona; aud prepared a notice for publication which was mis- 
laid, and did not appear as it should have done. We, there- 
fore, at this late day express our thanks to Mr. Fay and wish 
him all luck with his splendid strain of dogs which the ex- 
cellent pictures so well portray. 

Suut axp NAtT.—Mr. Horace 8. Bloodgood, of Providence, 
R. 1, has kindly forwarded to us photographs of the little 
setters Smut and Nat, the former a pure black bitch, belong- 
ing to Mr. Newton Harle, of Providence, and the latter a 
black and white dog, the property of Mr, Bloodgood, These 
dogs did such excellent work at the late Mastern Field Trials 
that it is with pleasure we add their pictures fo our collec- 
tion of favorites. 

—Mr. T. EH. Smith has left Stockholm, N. J., and gone to 
reside at Ridgway, North Carolina. Mr. Smith intends devot- 
ing his time entirely to training, and will take a limited 
number of dogs in addition to those already on hand, which 
are Mr. J. H. Crossman’s (New York city) setters, Rock and 
Glen; Mr. E. Leverich's (New York city) setters, Phil and 
Vengeance; M. M. Wt. Dennis’ GWewark, N. J.) setter, Don. 
Major F. Taylor's (Fort Adams) pointer, Thornton, and Mr. 
G: BR: Gearhardt's (Danville, Pa.) setter, Dash: 

Mr. Moore’s La Guy anv Countess GANne.—From Mr. A. 
H. Moore, of Philadelphia, we liaye two artistic pictures by 
Bchreiber & Sons, Philadelphia, of lis small pointers a 
Guy and Countess Bang. The dog La Guy is a superb ani- 
mal, liver and white, by Gang outot Juno, and Countess Bang 
one of the finest bitches of berclass we have ever seen, liver 
and white, by Bang oui of Bella. Later on Conatess Bang is 
to be bred to Mr. Moore’s liver and white ticked Donald 
(9,018 EB. K C. 8. B.), winner of first, St. Louis, 1880. 

Tue ‘‘ Graparo” on tik Firip Trrats.—The issue of De- 
cember 8 of the Daily Graphic contained eight excellent 
sketches by Mr. Steel of the trials at Robin’s Island. The 
drawing of the ‘‘ Judges dropping to wing” is very funny in- 
deed, and is an exact representation of the scene when Mr. 
Bassford circled on a bird. The position of the dogs should 
be seen to he appreciated. 

Mr. Jounston’s Bosnte.—We have received from Mr. El- 
liott Johnston, $6 West Thirty-fifth street, New York, an ex- 
cellent photograph, by Rockwood, of his collie bitch Bonnie, 
who is out ot Mr. Downey’s Lassie (Second N. Y., 1880) by 
Mr. Watts’ Roy Glirst N. ¥., 1879). 

Dow Losr.—Mr. Peter McGill, of Brooklyn, N. Y., lost his 
Irish setter puppy at Plainticld, N. J., afew days ago. ‘The 
uppy’s nan is Ned, all red in color, with hazel eyes, and 

inclined to be cross and snappish, A liberal reward will be 
paid for his return to his owner. 

Sxauise Fox Huniiwe.—Mr. James Galway, J. P., breeder 
uF Lord Lergan’s fumons greyhound Master McGrath, died in 
his ¢ixhty-seeoud year in Ireland a fortnight ago. Master 
McGrath was the winner of the Waterloo Cup on three oc- 
casious. s, a, 

KENNEL MANAGHMENT. 

13 G. &,, Hochester, N. ¥.—Allow me through your columns to 
inform niyself as io the treatment of my little black and tan terrier. 
He is email, nine months old, and ts troubled with costiveness, and 
qoost of the tue bas avery offensive breath. To-day he had @ fit. 
f gave lin & Guarter of 41 ordinary tyo-yram podophyllum pill, 

bul he seems rio better. Are the bad breath and the fits the result 

of worms ov of bad digestion? Whut food or course of diet shall 

he haye, wid what medicihe? Any information you will give I 
shall be Ginwkinulfor, Ixely on your jourual for advice. Ansa. 
eed vv wat for a time, and mix green vegetables with his food. 
Give him w eiall teaspoonfulof sulphur once a day for five or six 

days, and Luan dose Of (ali! not sil vipat, 

14 A Uoxsrant Rusner.f bonght # short time ago, from 

Messrs. Liticols & Hellysr, the red Dish setter Arlington, and I 
wish to keep bis coat niee and shining asitis now, if possible. L 
take good care of hin and give him a good place to plecp, and 

brush bint and comb him every day. But I thought perhaps fhe 

food had something to do with keeping his coat nice looking, 

What I want to know is, what will keep « dog’s ecat nice and 
ylossy all the time? Tf you will answer the above [ wili consider 
it » great fayor, Ans, Keep your dog in health by exercise, a 

cleam bed and good sound fyod. Give hin tuble scraps atid Teed 
twios a day. The brashing and combing are all right, and washing 

is necessary at times, but be vareful to aye hin well dried that he 
dows not take cold, iinbbing his jacket with a chamois Jsather 

will increase the gloss. There are also artificial means for con- 

ditioning a dog, but we cannot specify them here, Head Vero 

Bhaw’s ' Book of the Dog,” Part Il. It treata the subject of pre- 

paring dogs for exhibition thoronghly. 

i W., Phila.—L have a setter, now about tive years old and in 
purfout health, which bas recently become deal. T noticed during 

a Western shooting tripiu Sept. that he did not obey the whistle 

quiclly and attributed Tt to inattention, as he had beeu fortnerly 

yery obedient, and I am afraid he was punished several times for 

what was really no fut of his, After his veturn iy October he had 

din attack of canker in the ear, for whicl he was treuted some 

weeks aud is now qhife well. Is not this deafness at so early an 
ie mucommon? Can you suggest any treatment that would do 

say good? He is a very yaluable animal and yery good in the 
field, and Lam sorry to lose his sérvices. Dimay add that his deaf- 
ness is slight. Ans, The deafness ix the result of the canker, 
Poasibly, as itis slipht, the hearmg may be improved by carefully 
syringing tire ear tivo or three times a weeks with tepid water, and 
then dropping in tour or five drops of olive oil. 

16 F. H. W., Saratoga Springs, N. ¥.--My hound, six years old, 
has been lame from rheumatism abouta month. The joint of hia 
hind legis quite enlarged. Whatis the best course of treatment? : 

Have rubbed it with ‘‘Mingay’s Embrocation™ for some tima 
without any decided result. ‘The swelling about the joint increases 

and decreases perceptibly. Ans. Give as much Rochelle salts, 
two or three times a, day, as the dog will bear without purging him. 

J7 CO. L. D., Gilbertsyille, N. ¥.—My Trish setter dog, three years 
old, sneezes a great deal, and seecms to haye some stoppage in his 

nose. ‘These symptoms haye continued with more or less severity 

for about to years. hore is no discharge, and his scent is un- 
impaired, as faras I sm able to judge by his good working in the 

field. Will you please let me know what to do? Ans. The 
sieézing indicates some invitation within the nose, and, of course, 
nothing but a personal examination can satisfactorily determine 

the cause, As there is no discharge it is not the result of disease. 

18 A. 'T., Boston, Maxs,—live weeks ago a man, sending mea 

pug biteh, wrote me that he thought she wax coming in season. Just 

three weeks ago Lreceiyed ha, She was bleeding a little then, as 

thongh just coming on, and has been the same eyer ines. Pays 

no attention to the dog nor the dog to her. It must be some 
chronic disease, I should think. Is there anything Lean do? Ans. 
She should be examined by a competeit surgeon. There 14 some 
local disease. 

id W. W. B., North Woburn, Mass.—The sores which you 
describe your dog haying between fhe toes are one of the varieties 
of the disease called mange, Teed no meat, and give, with cool- 

ing diet, four drops of Fowler's solution of arsenie twiee a day in 
food for ten days. Apply the following ointment te the forex 
twice a day, and, i! necessury, tie ¢loths about the feut afflicted. 
Omiment: Powdered bi-carbonate of potash, one vnuce ; pow- 
dered white vitriol, oe quarter ounce; Rub-sulphur, tyo onnees ; 

lard, eight oumees ; mix wud enb weli into the skin, 4 

20 L, C.F. L,, Chicayo, UL—Will you pive me all information re- 
garding my greyhound Spring, bold four the benetifi of the Irish re- 

hei fund, March 24, 1880), and was bolight at Me. Barkers sale by 

Mr. F. J. Englebardt? Ans, Spring was winner of Centennial 

medal at Philadelphia, 1376. In the Centennial bench show he 

was Gnterad as follows: 4). P. Kelly, Brooklyn, N. Y.: Spring, 

light brown, 3 years, by Flash, out of Nelly.” He was entered in 

a class of six—'* Greyhounds over tivo years.” The show was held 

in Pliladelphia, Sept. £ tos. Col. Skinner was the judge of the 

dlags, Oul, Skinner's address is P. O. Box 522, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Ou Mey 2, 1877, Ma. H.W. Livingston, No. 183 West Forty-second 

street, New York city, hought for #5 a sveyhonnd from a man 

who he mict leading the dug in Broadway, ‘Che dog was called 

‘ Charlie” by the teller, who explained as a reason for selling that 

he bad uo place to keep hin, Mr, Livingston entered Charhe at 

the Boston Show, 878 (5 entries in class), and won second with 

him. At Galtimore, sume your, he won second (5 entries in class) 
and a H. U. at New York same year (43 entries in clags), aod in 

187) agsin H. U, ot New York (15 entries in class), Mar. Kelly 

then tariwd wp (his initials being P.‘T., uot P.,) and cluimed that 

the dog had been lost by lum two years preyions, On proving 

ownership My, Livingston at ouce velutued the dog to Mr Kelly. 

This was the doy Spring ot whom youinquire, Send postage 
atamps to Mr, Livingston, and he will be pleased to send you cer- 

tificates and ribbonp veveiyed ub tue four shows, 

2], 7, W.H. A friend of mine las 4 small terrier. He is yery 

Jame wand has been so forsotue tite. His feeh are yery mmelr 

ayolen and in spots ae entirely raw. They are principally ayolen 

around the nails and seem Ww itech yery much #s he is eonstantly 

biting them, Will you please tell me the uatmre of ihe disease, 
and what to do for it. Ans. The dog has the mange. See answer 

No. 20, this column to W. W. B,, and give two drops of Fowler's 

solution of arsenic instead of four, 
i a ee 

CURRENT DOG STORIES, 

XIX. 
A Beach street family are the owners of two dogs—a large one 

and » small one—thut occasionally go on excursions through the 
country. A few weeks ago the little dog was missed. The big 
dog appeared to be uneasy, and one of the members of the family 
noticed that after being fed he inyariably carried all the larger 
bones away. No one gaye the matter any attention until Monday 
afternoon, when two young ladies who had been in Sampson's 
woods gathering Autumn leaves incidently remarked that they saw 
a little black dog lying along the fence as though sick and at the 
point of death, The utterance was overheard by the little girl 
whose dog was lost, and she at once concluded that the unjvell 
canine was her property. On Tuesday morning she proceeded to 
the spot deseritied by the young ladies. The large dog led the 
way, barking and wagging his tail. Arriving ai the woods she 
discovered her pet, almost famished, and tied to a huge stone with 
4 chain, evidently the work of some mischievous boys. The half 
atarved dog was so weakthat it could not stand, Ti was sur- 
rounded by the bones that had been carried to it by its large and 
faithtul companion, and they were as clean of meat as though they 
jiad been boiled, Had tha big dog not carried food to the little 
one it would probably hava died of staryation. Pottstown Chron- 

dele. 
XX. 

On Friday, a soaring eagle, towering in his pride of might, 
turned his far-seeing eye from gazing at the sun upon the quiet 
yard of Walter Dough. A flock of fat geese inyited his sight and 
tempted hia taste. The glance was father to the thought—and 
down he ponnced ‘Tho feathers fiew, the geese aquawked, and 
there was & sensation in that farm yard—and there was a dog there, 
too, A goose is pub down aa o fool, butitis a vulgarerror. A 
goose is a, partionlarly smarffelley. And so wad this one the eagle 
Rimmek in Walter Dongh’s yard. As soon as the eagle strnck, the 
goose tah under the house which was some tivo foet above ground, 
with the eagle fastened to its buck, and the rest of the fi ck m hot 
pursuit. And there the ight grew fast and furious. Forty biting 
and flopping geese on oné side, and the king of birds on tha other, 
‘Althowsh outnumbered the oOxgle 1aintained the fight and clung 
to his yictini. ‘ 

But soon another enemy appeir6d—au enemy more terrible than 
an army of ¢cese—a bull tertier dog—iittle, but full of fight. It 
wasn't fair; and the dog had no natural belligerent rights ma 
combat between birds, but he came with a bound, and the eagle 
had no time to settle questions of military ethics ; so he threw him- 
seli on hia back, (eagle fashion) to do his best in this hard ight 
between tooth and toenail. The dog made a Inuge at the eagle's 
breast: and the eagle stick bis-clinya deep into the dog's fore 
shoulder... hi A : 

‘The blow wad simultyneous on either side. Both blows told. 
Bute terrier neéyer, and an eagle, hardly eyer, saya die. The only 
witnesses of fhe grand combat were the geese, who now stood off 
and looked on, and Miss Martha Brothers, who was singing to her 
spinning jennie, in the honse alone, when the ight began, and who 
in the end was to be the conquering heroine crowned with the 
laurels of victory. The battle raged; tecth gnashed; claiws 
clawed!; eyes flazned. But eagles, like men, contend against odds 
when fighting against tne and so this eagle’s great heart sank 
‘within him, and turning tail upon his foe he soughtsafety in flight. 

But his retreat was slow and full of difficulty—for he had fifteen 
ounds of bull terrier swinging behind him. He reached the yard 
ence. With one desperate effort he sought to scale it. He 
reached the topmostround, He bore a weight he could not further 
earry, ‘There they stood, yictor and vanquished. Then it was that 
Miss Martha Brothers, the true hero of the fight, came to the front 
and won the palm of victory. Seizing « rail, with one fall swoop 
she, came down with a crash upou the erglo’s head, and left him 
prostrate, struggling im the agonies of death; the yietam of a 
combination too powerful to he resisted. Alas, poor eagle! He 
measured nine feet between the tips of his outatrutehed wings.— 
Bhizabeth City Heonvmist. 

0:08 
The owners of the faithful hound ure a mat and wife, euch sizty 

years of age. He was born deat and dumb, and she becamo deal 
when about six years old. He converses in tho sign language, and 
she is able to hold extended talks with a few intimate friends by 
watching closely the moyemevis of their lips. She also somehow 
manages to answer caller's inquiries. They have a peb dog that is 
an essential element in their domestic life, As neither of the old 
people can hear, the dog becomes, by its superior instinct, the means 
of communication. When the door-bell vings, it will go up to its 
mistress and pull her dvess, then run before her toward the door. 
The dog has learned tu know the time of fhe arrival of (he millk- 
man who serves them, and can (listinguish the sound of the milk- 
mans bell. The doy will sit in the atiiinde of attention, wilh head 
up and ears throwu forward 8 soon as if cutchea the first notes of 
the bell, and will wait. until the milkman lias driven im dront of the 
house before it moves. At the ringing of the bell it will go to its 
mistress, and by signs or pulling her dress announce the milkman’s 
arrival. She fnlly wnderstands its movements, aid, preceded by 
the dog, goes to the milk-wagon, obtiins the day's supply and 1e- 
turns to her domostic duties —Redding, Pa., ‘I'imes and Dispatch. 

THE MIGRATION OF FISHES. 

By Dr. Femmprion Hrinexs,. 

(Translated aud whbridged from Dye Natur in topubir Science Monthly 
for December] 

H# periodical migrations of birds, grand as is the scale 
on which they are performed and iitted as ibey are to 

excite astonishment, are insignificant compared with those 
which are made by the fishes of the sea. A faint illustration 
of the stupendons character cf these movements is given off 
the west coast of Norway at the opening of the fishing season 
in the spring, when one, looking out over thesea in quiet 
weather, will be witness of a stirring snectacle. The surface 
of the water as far as the eye caw reach listens in diversified 
colors; the fiords and bays sre nlive with silvery streaks 
Playing in constant movement. The agitation is caused by 
the schools of herring, which are so closely packed that 2 boat 
cannot pass thioveh whet, an oar may be made to stand up 
amon them, anil they may be dipped up in buckets or 
cHught with the hand by the thousand. The enemies of the 
herring also come with them—the mackerel, the sharks and 
tle dolphins enlivening the scene with their graceful move- 
ments, with great flocks of gulls. The sprat also appear 
in great multitudes on the coasts of the North Sea, and the 
pilchards on jhe coasts of France and Spain and the south- 
western coasis of Great Britain in such immense schoois 
that millions of them have been taken with a single draught 
of a huge net, 
The tish of the family of the Gadidw regularly visit the 

northern geas in innumerable hosts. The codtish come be- 
tween January and March tothe shallow bays of the Lojfoden 
islands and the banks of Newfoundland, where their fishery 
gives employment to more than ten thousand vessela and 
and about one hundred and fifty thousand fishermen, 

Codfish and berring belong entirely to the seu. Many 
other fish wanderfrom the sea into the rivers. The sturgeon 
and the whitefish go [rom the Caspian Sea to the Volga to 
spawn in stich numbers that, hefore the fishery became so de 
structive to iheni as it is, the children on the shore could 
scoop them up with thelr hands. Still more remarkable are 
the schools of fish of the salmon family that resort to the 
great rivers of Siberia after the breaking up of the ice. 

The resort of the fish to the same place is repeated every 
year with u wonderful regularity. ‘The appearance of the 
herring in Norway yaries at most noi more than fourteen 
days. The energy of the movements is remarkable. The 
saluion, traveling from the sea to its spawning-places, sur- 
mounts considerable ciliicalties, leaping up to the tops of 
falls several feet high, and repesting its jumps if it fails at 
first, Uilif succeeds. ITiels are able to ascend waterlalls forty 
to fifty feet high, md if bas been asserted that they have been 
known to climb the fuls of the Hhine al. Scaffhausen ; and 
since the stuices haye been put diowyn they have been able to 
pass (he six falls of the ‘Proithatta, which have together a 
height of a hundred feet. 

Fish travel to very considerable distnaces iu these journeys. 
Brehm estimates that the sulmon of (piand Ertish travel 
about 7,000 kilometres (4,540 miles) a year up and down the 
siream; and salmon and sturgeon offen go from 1,000 to 
2.400 ikilometies (980 to 1,500 iniles) from the se to their 
spawning-places, and salmon toa heignt of 3,000 feet above: 
the level of the sea. Saloon may cecupy six or eight months 
in going up the stream and accomplishing theitapawning, but 
will return to the sea in one or tywo months, traveling from 
ten to thirty kilometres (6} to 18} miles) a day. 
. fish, like birds, return from the most distant journeys to 
the places of their nativity. This has been ascertained by 
marking imdiyiduals and watching for theirreturn. ‘This 
facully of loculization hespeaks a higher degree of intelligence 
than we have been accustomed to ascribe to fish. 

The theories that have been advanced 1o account for these 
migrations have failed to give afully satislactory explanation 
of them. The miyvrations as a whole may be considered ti- 
der tive heads, of which the first abd most important com. 
prises the journeys to the places of spawning. “Lhemost no- 
tuble instances of such excursions are those of the salmon 
tribe, and of the sturgeon, laupreys, eels and tunnies, The 
proper home of all these fish, except te eel, 1s tha sea; and, 
besides the eel, all of thein except the tinny make yearly 
cousiderable journeys up bhe rivers ta find places suited for 
thé development of their spawn. Snch places wre, for the 
sturgeons, about the middle of the course of the river, in 
shallow, sandy spots; for the salwon kind, among the hills 
ner the sources, or in the fountain-streama themselves, whore 
the water runs in a lively current over a stony or gravelly 
bed. The lampreys ascend about as far as the sturgeons. 
Their young, which are very different in appearance frou the 
arents, may he found in great numbers in nearly all the still 
ome and ditches of the middle parfs of the river-courses, 
The eel is the only European fish which goes from fresh 
water to the sea to spawn. Its journeys take place some 
time before the fish are ready to spawn, au abode in the 
sea seeming to be essential to the ripening of the ova—a 
property which makes the study of the procreative functions 
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of this fish more difficult. The tunny lives exclusively in 
the sea, but goesto the coasts of the Mediterranean, particular- 
ly to Sicily and Sardinia, to spawn. The sea graylings as- 
cend the rivers of Spain and France in such nuimbers that 
the water seenis covered with them. 
The journeys of the fish in returning from their spawning- 

places affer spawning are seldom performed in masses. but 
individually and in small groups. The fish, which went w 
fat and in fine Condition aud Hayor, are exhauster, lean oud 
weak. Not much is known of the migrations of other fish 
than the salon during these journeys, forthe fishermen pay 
little attention to them and they therefore seldom come under 
the observation of science. 

Next in order of the migrations are those of the young 
brood from their sprwning-places. The young herring do 
Hot as a rule remain longer than four or five months where 
they are hatclied. They then go down to the sea while the 
youns eels go from the séa up to the rivers about the 
same time. The young herring are observed with great dif- 
ficulty, for it reynires skilled eye to perceive their minute, 
ivansparent bodies in water that. is in any degree disturbed ; 
but im perfectly still water the schools may be seen moving 
to und fro like fine flecks of cloud. The salmon remain a full 
year in the niowntain-streams, and do not go down to the sea 
till they have beeome a vigorous, greedy fish of about a fin- 
ger’s length. 

Journeys in search of food ane not periodical or regular, 
like the previous migrations, or are only incidentally so. The 
most importent of them and tle nearest to being periodical 
are the visite of the codfish to Newfoundland and the Loifo- 
den islands, coucerniny which it is as yet not certain whether 
they may not be connected with purposes of reproduction. 
Schools of other smaller fishes appear along with the cod, a 
salmonid, the herring, and a wumber of squids, which are all 
alike used ly the fishermen as bait. ‘The iigrations of the 
predatory fish which follow the other fish in their spawning- 
journeys naturally partake of the periodical character of 
those journeys; the fish that pursue the herring follow them 
into the furthermost corners of the bays to which they resort. 

The autumnal visits of mackerel to the Gulf of Kiel are of 
particular interest. They do not take place every year, and 
are not often marked by very great numbers, but they have 
attracted attention since 1624, when they were described by 
Schonevelde, on account of the peculiar character of the food 
that attracts the fish. The Gulf of Kiel is visited in August 
and September hy great numbers of the Medusu aurita, which 
fill its waters, perform their reproductive duties, and perish 
on its shores, leaving hardly a trace of their watery tissues 
Hehind. In their maws swarm numerous individuals of a 
moderately large parasitic crab, and it is for the sake of these 
that the mackerel throng in the bay, attack the Meduse, and 
consume them. Mackerel feed upon minute crustaceans, 
chietiy copepods, which swarm on the surface of the water 
aud often cover it, and follow them hither and thither as 
they are carried about by the currentes. 

The number of fish which lead an irrerular, yagabond life 
is not inconsiderable. Foremost among them are the sharks, 
which, singly or in small companies, will follow a ship for 
days at a time in order to snap up whatever may be thrown 
overbuard from it. They sre often accompanied by the pilot- 
fish, which has a peculiarly elie sense for food of all kinds, 
and directs the shark, is protected by him, and gets a share 
of the spoil, Other formidable fish, unsocial in their habits, 
heing scattered over the ocean, are less accessible to science. 

hen more than tle usual number of fish go up to spawn, 
the number of fish pursuing them islikely to be also increased. 
Tt sometimes happens thus, that species of fish which have 
not commonly followed the schools are attracted to them by 
the extraordinary abundance of food, and find their way to 
places where they were before unknown. Many fish are 
found in opposite quarters of the globe. The Trachiurus 
trachurus, of the mackerel family, inhabits South American 
and Australasian as well as British waters. The sprat, com- 
mon in the North European seas, has been discovered near 
the coasts of Tasmania, and thus lives at diametrically op- 
posite points, while it has never been observed in the inter- 
yening seas, Inasmuch 2s migrations may often lead to a 
permanent enlargement of the domain of certain species, a 
knowledge of the laws and cireumstances hy which they are 
influenced has an important bearing on the study of the 
geographical distribution of species. ; 

Migrations may also be performed under the influence of 
circumstances not connected with reproduction or the search 
for food., It is not certain whether fish are ever driven from 
their homes by a cooling of the water. Removals from such 
#, cause would not take place in large masses, and might 
easily escape observation. As a rule, fish are not sensitive 
to changes of temperature, and can endure the greatest 
diversities provided they have food enough. Certain tropical 
fishes have a remarkable faculty of performing journeys by 
Jand. The climbing fish and an opfiacepfuus of the East In- 
dies and the Doras costaius of South America are able, when 
tie ponds and swamps in which they live are dried up, to 
wavel for several hours over the land to find places affording 
jnore water. The eel has been said to travel for considerable 
distances from one pond to another. It is certain that eels 
ave able to live for a considerable {ime out of the water, and, 

“though the fact has not been scientifically established, there 
is noreason to. doubt that they can travel. The stickleback 
is often found jn pools wholly unconnected with other 
waters. It may be that the egys of the fish have been carried 
on the feet of waterfowl, or that the wanderers have found 
their way to such places during the rains of the spring and 
fall, when the fields, the ditches, and even the wagon-tracks 
are running with water. Fish often remove from their 
abodes under the influence of circumstances unfavorable to 
their existence. If there is an unusual abundance of their 
food in one year, the number of fish will be greatly increased, 
to die of starvation as sodn as the food is consumed. They 
ure also often driven out in Consequence of the pollution of 
the rivers, either dying or going to other places where the 
syaters are more favorable to them. Whole communities in 
Norway and Sweden have beenruined by the sudden and un- 
accountable disappearance from their shores of the herring, 
on the catch of which they depended. In such cases the fish 
have sometimes absented themselves from their former 
fiaunts for 2 hundred years or more, while fishermen and 
students have endeavored without success to discover the 

The answer i8 easy in cases Where food ig the object of the 
jowmey. he fish go where they can find the food that suite 
em. But why does the herring go to the shallows of the 

| coast instead of leaving its eggs im the deep sea? Why does 
the salmon leave the ocean and go away up to the sources of 
the rivers? Experience gained in fhe artificial propagation 
of fish has partly helped to answer these questions. One of 
the most essential requisites to a good hatch of the eges is a 
plentiful supply and free circulation of air. Hence it is 
necessary for the eges to he laid in well-ventilated waters. 
This is impossible if they are spawned in deep water, where 
they will sink away below the reach of atmospheric move- 
menis, They must be deposited in waters that are disturbed 
to the bottom. Such waters are the shallows.near the shore, 
where the herring lay their eas, and the living streams, 
which are the resorts of the salmon and sturgeon. The fish, 
impelled at spawning-time to go in the direction of the most 
air, keep on till theyfind it in the places best suited for 
breeding. Different species of fish require different amounts 
of oxygen, the same as different animals do. Thesalmonand 
trout need much, and for if seek those waters which have the 
liveliest motion—mountaim-streains, ‘The opinion that these 
waters are more fayorable to the development of the exes 
because they are fresh is based on erroneous premises. Many 
of the species that commonly go to fresh waters also lay 
their eggsin salt waters, andl even salmon sometimes lay them 
in the séa. Salt water reaily appears, from the most recent 
researches, {0 contain—other conditions beige the same— 
more air than fresh. The same cause which impels the sal- 
mon to ascend to thé lively, fully aerated streams of the 
mountains attracts other fishes from the deep reas to the 
shallows and rivers, und the e+¢! from the bottoms of still- 
water ponds to the wind disturbed waters of the bays. 
Those fresh-water fishes that do nol wander away, go to the 
wellaired spots in their neighborhood to spawn—to the 
shore-waters, the wet meadows, or the junctions of rivers, 
or to. the tributary streams of the lakes in which they live. 
Those salt-water fish which liye at the bottom likewise go to 
the waters near the shores. where the flats and the meadows 
swarm during the spring with their young. The eggs of the 
cod and mackerel are buoyed upon the surface of the water, 
where the winds blow constantly over them, The stickle- 
back will swim before its nest and fai it with its pectoral fins 
by the hour. Thus every fish illustrates in some way the law 
that a constant change of air is essential to the development; 
of its eges. Agitated and sun-lighted waters are also most 
favorable to the larve of crustaceans und mollusks, of echini 
and polyps, nnd to the microscopic creatures of which the 
food of the fry chiefly consists, and thus fulfill another con- 
dition of the most vigorous growth of the young fish. 

Archery. 

PRIVATE PRACTICH CLUB. 

OcTobEn Boones. 

HE short days and wintry winds have driven most of or mem- 

bers to the shorter ranges, though a few notable exceptions 

appear with records showing patient practice at the York Round 
in its entirety. While there can be no question that it is best to 

give the greater time to the long ratiges, the secretary, from his 

own éxperience, can readily understand how dilticult such shooting 
is when the growid is covered with snow, the wind harsh and 

strong, and the merenry crouching in the bulb of the thermometer. 
Tn the month of October but little of such severe weather was ex- 

perienced, but at the time this is being written it would require a 
strong nerve to stay through seventy-two arrows at 100 yards. 

Such shooting is not only very trying tu the shooter, but the havoc 
made among his bestarrows is financiallyappalling, In the second 

score at the 100 yards, shot by the writer in November, he was re- 
warded with four fine new arrows broken to pieces. In shooting 
the first score in the snow on one afternoon he lost an arrow under 
the snow. He then cleared the snow entirely away from the vicin- 

ity of his targets. The following night being very cold the ground 

wis hard frozen, and the arrows, striking upon the exposed sur- 

face, rebounded as if from a solid stone fioor, whipping the nocks 

against the ground as they rose, and breaking the stile short off, 
To the fletcher such practice is very interesting, but the average 

archer broods over his mangled shafts with nnutterable disgust, 

At sixty yards, the number of urrows missing the target being 

greatly decreased, the danger of breakage is correspondingly di- 

minished. For this reasou, and the further fact that a seore can 

be so much more quickly shot at the shorter range, our practice 

will be greater at this range during the winter than its value 

merits. Some of the better performances of the members for the 

month deserye more extended notice than can here be given, the 
secretary having only space to call attention to a dew of the more 

remarkable achievements, ‘The leading score at the 100-yards 

range was obtained by Mr. Wil. H. Thomson with 46-220, fol- 

lowed by Mr, Maurice Thompson with 35-153, by Ma. Frank H, 

Walwyerth with 35-133, by Mr. De Graf with 29-131, and by Prof, 
Willard with 29-123. ; 

At the 80-yards range records of great excellence were made, 
Mr. Maurico Thompson heading the list with 42-208, closely fol- 

lowed by Mr. Parm., 8. De Grait with the fine score of 194 from 38 
hits, Mr Will, H. Thompson obtained 42-188, Mr. Willard 33-167 
and 36-166, Mr, Walworth 36-162, and Dr, Weston 32-146. At 60 
yards some extraordinary work was done. In some of the earlier 
reports of the doings of the club the secretary called attention to 

the fact as something extraordinary that several members had 
passed 120 points at this range! To note the scores exceeding 

that number in this month's record would be a tedious tusk, In- 
deed, taking 140 points as the minimum of notice, we find that Mr, 
Walworth exceeded the limit five times with scores of 24-54, 24- 

152, 28-149, 24-146 and 24-140. Mr. Will. H. Thompson obtained 
three scores of 24-146, 23-149 and 24-152 ; Mr. Maurice Thompson 

28-147 and 24-156; Dr. Weston a score of 28-153, and Mr. Hyatt a 

score of 24-144, while nearly fifty scores between 130 and 140 were 

recorded! Surely we are reducing archery ‘to a science” on this 
side of the ocean, at least at the short ranges. 

York Rounds of 106-508 by Mr. Will, H. Thompson, of 94-444 by 
Mr. Maurice Thompson, of 85-119 by Mr. P. 8. De Graff, of 85-405 
by Prof. Willard, of 99-401 by Mr. Walworth, and of 87-379 by Mr. 
Hyatt are exceedingly creditable records, and reveal a general ad- 
yanee. As much credit is due those members whose practice has 

not heen so long, and whose skill is naturally less, for the improve- 
ment revealed by their October record. Many of those now low in 
the scale of excellence will be found in the frontrank next summer, 
after a few months careful practice shall have given them an equal 
chanes with their more experienced fellow members, Looking 

oyer the list of members again, the secretary cannot forego the 

pleasnre of noting the improyed skill of Mr. Walworth, Mr, De 

Graif, Prof, Willard and Mz, Hyatt. These gentlemen are rapidly 

pressing to the front, and would make a splendid contest 10-day at 
the York Round against any otler four American archers. What & 

splendid fight we shall have next Jaly wt Brooklyn! 

Edward B. Weston, Nighland Park, Illinois. 

72 arrows at 10 yards: 1..7 4..10 (54shots) 8..04 13.58, 

42 arrows at 80 yards. 
B0..180. 16,. 42 .29..108 84.5188 26...79 21., 87 19... 77 17.67 
21,. 87 $6:.488 26..100 (21.. 69 25;.115 94,: 80 22.5 56 88..19T 
B4..126 30.110 21.. 95 22.. 66 27.. 96 29,,179 21.. 69 &80..112 
21... 85 26.. $6 26..106 32..146 23..105 26.,106 28.. 84 15,. 41 
28..10T @4.. 80 19.. 61 22., 80 21., 65 22.. 90 21,. 77 

24 arrows tt 60 yards, 
90.. 94 17..68 16.. 60 16., Gf 22,.110 23..1291 18.. 46 92.112 
16. | 14,.7 - 18... 7 
18, 17 22, 114 
12. 17 19... 95 
ii, 16 21,111 
19, a 21,. 95 
23 193. T1 
24, 22... 98 
0a 23.153 
18 20.. 98 
20 14,, 97 
slr 12.. 36 
21 1T.. 78 
21... 20... 4 

Average ab. 100 yards...... prior agains ilar ene tat sae sete csots 21 
Average at 80 yards vyeane98 TBO 
AV ETA E Ab OU NSLS e otae b-bd atm sine ie aw aek Ob ee ore a sae 81 $1-11T 

0. W. Kyle, Highland Park, Mil. 

48 arrows at 80 yards; 15-84 14-56, 
24 arrows a0 60 yards. 

16..48 197 10.88 T7.67 17..51 201.53 TS. 18,78 13..89 
15,.4. 14..46 16.,4f 14..46 15..45 12,.55 19..67 14..62 18..90 
17..68 13.49 

ATONE AY SU VAD 2 « dering ciesretdellscesiwt ow tebe beecorcn= -o¥sge ise 70 
AVeVage Ab COry ards) 2.5.2 bi e252: beisesaz eee re Feb deakseetiat ad 60 1-6 

Will. H, Thompson, Crawfordsville, Indiana, 

York Rounds, 
100 yards, 80 yards. 6i-yards, Total. 

October T. oi8S,.148 2.785 84..018 | 104.498 
October 19 . 220 86 109 105. .473 
October s.. 45,.179 38 § 100. .508 
October 16, 36.,140 35 2 93.411 
October 28,,....., 5,185 | 82 B4..1b2 101. .485 

rows at 60 yar ar 
é 24.124 21..01% 23.19 Y4. 146 23, .1%1 

Average York Round 
Average at 100 yards 
Average at 80 yards.. x 
VOT ATE AGO VANS hee «gus cteslarstachi nin weotaead sloibineth cies esierein aol) Bats 30 

Brank H. Walworth, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 

York Rounds. 

24.156 24.132 23.. 

(ICCOD RTT Se, Sewewcs seer p essed 32 80.153 40,146 24. 122 99, .401 
OGOVEN 19.0 cnet eneen eeeebs. 98 36.162 20.. 80 82. 340 

f 24 arrows at 60 yards. 
24,414 24..120 22..120 24..138 20..110 28..181 22..114 28.148 
24,,120 21..101 22..125 22..92 20.. 94 28,, 99 92.,116 24,.140 
23..185. 20,, 90 21..109 19., 99 22. ‘ OVO V2L Bb. 152 
24..126 24,,122 23.413 21,.113 24.,125 24,126 
24,.1564, 22..120 20.. 76 23,.125 24..120 22. .104 
21.107 23..117 24..110 Y4. 104 24..128 24,146 
22..130 21,.107 23..183 22. .138 

VENA SPRY OPK RM: cet alg tate dg Pan ee duwanewns aati ofa a afeieee 870 1-2 
Average 100 yards............-.- 
Average’s0 yards . saat Mies 
Average 60 Yards... .icas.et..Saciee cesses aivaet Hoe Cao Sa 118 25-26 

Maurice Thompson, Crawfordsville, Ind. 
York Rounds. 

100 yards, 80 yards. 60. yards. Total. 
ORTONGD Toy ociee ccd oecigs tees emsset las 8S..186 81..111 0..410 
October 16. . 32, .172 20... 90 87, .d16 
October 21... 29,137 23, 1289 82. .412 
OGtTODER ES Se. Se 42, ,208 24,138 94. ddd 

24 arrows at 60 yards. 2 
19.71 23.147 #4. 156 1i..73 19.19 93. .18T 

Average York Round.......... Basgas ass va E TER hte ole melolelatdies 420 1- 4 
Average 100 yards 187 1- 2 
Average 80 yards -allb 3- 4 
VOTED DE RMUVALON: st. weeds hese eic sadness = Spent ganar esa yce ney +117 1-10 

Parm. 8. De Graff, Charlotte, Michigan. 
York Rounds, 

100 yards. 80 yards. 60 yards, ‘Total. 
October 4 tiene staleitata an wad wat wag 26... 96 82.132 22, .110 80. 338 

October 22... 25. 
TO CLOD Pp re ae ee ne asleeans far b 

Average York Round 
Average 100 yards 
Average 80 yards 
Average sl yards, CAA nee Bap) aa ate. hd ee eee NE 104 5-7 

E. T, Chureh, Charlotte, Michigan, 

York Rounds. 

1) yards. 80 yards. 60 yards. Total. 
October 4, .... «- 1D. 65 87115 16. .76 62. .256 
October 6 . 1.75 19.. 65 12,58 52. .108 
October 5 tL 24,110 19.87 62. .268 
October 22, -1T..65 23... G0 16..72 56. 198 
OCtOWCY 282.2, ts so case es awa 23.03 24., 70 17. .93 G4, 226 

24 arrows at OO yards: 19,.79 18..68 21,.87 

Average York Round. .... 00.0.0. 0c. ccc e eee ee eessentessegerss 229 
Average 10) yards, 
Average 80 yards. 
Average 60 yards....:....... 

Nac. Hussey, Des Moines, Iowa. 

york Rounds, 

100 yurds, 80 yards. #Oyards. Total. 
awe ne ts BU 22, 82 21..79 63,241 Octobermg.:.-2..2-.s—s1~ 

72 alTows at 100 yan 
24 arrows at 60 yard: 

Average York Round 
Average 10 yards... . 
Average $0 yards 
Average 60 yards. 

J. D. Patterson, Lawrence, Kansas. 
72 anrows at 100 yards: 19..61 15,61, 
2 arrows at 60 yards: 16..72 16, .90, 

Average at 1l00yards.......cseseesycaecee Ramey dee ae ellie cello. Slelelatots 56 
ANGLER CLAUD ALOR Ce ns pie ys aaase save or SUN sobs eee ie ee nada” 1 

T. A. Willard, Galesburg, I)inois. 
York Rounds: 

23.111. 

241 

oH yards. 60 yards, 
OCHONEE 2. pw enc ec nestens comes ae2e.s 25. 120 23.128 
October 4 4nd d....-.:-1. 2122.5. 85..006 38,.148 22,128 
OLTOVET G9 4 fobs oe cele sD olhey 22,88 34..196 20.106 
October T and 8 .,......--.....-- 29, 107 33,1987 19., ST 
October 12 .,-..,... -85..117 30.:148 18.. 88 
October i3......... ~f3 26,1902 919. .409 
October19 and 21..... Sh 3, 151 19,. 8 
October 20 and 21.. 120 36, 166 20,. 86 
October 22...,... yes eee | a a os} 
October 23 and 25 -....... ..- 9% 41,197 18... 83 
October 26 and 27....-...,.-+ ey 25.,105 22,102 
October 26.and 27.......-.... «30, 108 2p, 105 20. .100 
October 25. -....-..-:.:- seuwal.> 89 28.110 20,106 

24 arrows ab 60 yards. 
16.. 78 20..96 17..71 21... 92 10..78 28..13] 19.,91 91.. 85 17.. 
21..103 20..84 19.75 20..104 19.77 18, 92 47,.80 238.419 wh dog 
Average York Round ...,.......-.. toeSs Seve edenev ewes Hepes sdoe! 21d 
Average 100 yards be tastenets 
Average &) yards,.,. 
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DOS ay att Corradi Crexpmoon.—There will be a grand Christmas riiié match shot 
York Rounds, He Be Wuriecel ye eis eae es och epics 34 84 B4 25 B5—172 

100 yards. 80 yards. 60 yards. ‘Total. The pistol practice has also been lively during th k, and th iN teri bie Saturday, Dec. 18, open to everybody ; 200 yards, 

October 16 vee B2,, 90 2.105 a “8 68.818 mabausmaith: Heber! Behe dail se te) @ Wee: ‘ andthe | Remington military rifles, 5 shots; entrance fee, 50 cents each * 

1a} er ae iy TL, : Ce 1g las’ ecoming yery popular, Ma 7 
Ostaber 20 Do: a GLAAD T10%a14"| | pvailitie-thetdelyad 46. practibe- atititia-te A Y pop + ie. entry, if made at N, R. A. office, 87 Park Row, before day of match, 

October 85...129 a M44 sr wig Wildee uSHvaiio mot ea ee ak aes . Kr e or 81 for first entry and 60 cents for each duplicate if made on 

etober 5.127 2, 1 69.519 ? v' tS) er machine as shown £00: 7 4 Kaa ? 

October 27 85.135 28,.107 88,342 | holding with this little weapon; 50 feet, aa 8, pos ible 40 Re te Meee pie a april et Mee sr = a 
Ootaber 2 QT. 121 at ut T3800. | 4 ad anaes to wins “al mt 6 Uy ROTI SOs SEOBED ; | munition furnished free ; rifles to loan without charge; 150 prizes, 

etober 2 29.18) 2... 124 78.325 i rin or possible : A E 7 L ; 

October 29,. 1€.. 78 20,.116 58,.251 | Bllhu Wilder....... 35 36 37108 F, J. Snow. 52 88 93-98 Soiled yeas ue anes sso nab be ano Stra ee 
October 30.0 23.421 601,206 | J. R. Scott... 14 8% Bs —l0s “ALG, Goodspesd.....82 $2 23-07 | 2d hung on a huge Christmas tree ab Creedmoor, and first man 

24 AITOWS nt 60 yards: 22..94 23, .165 toe a ee mabye : TH . 86—102 FF. Minot..... 32 39 83-98 | will draw ten numbers froma hat, the numbers of prizes on tree 

ween ee Sy a eee ee De ee 33— 99 0, T. Hart. ..+-s.-2. 31 32 82—95 | corresponding thereto to be his property. One hundred men will 

Wrenare sieyards. cs. tele s- eeesiesebeccss bel eengertnawiner sed 1149.5 | Boston, Mass., Dec, 11.—The cold of to-day wastheonly objection | get prizes. A boys’ target (for sons or proteges of competitors) 
Average 60 yards ., to sport at Walnut Hill, though to the marksmen in the winter 

shed it was no objection at all, The weather conditions after 12 

will be open for an hour at 50 yards, 5 shots with o .22-cal. rifle, 
and the six boys making highest scores will get the six prizes re- 

York Rounds. Aer 7 

jon yards. 80 yards. GO yards, Total, at. tempted large delegations there in the afternoon, and the shed | Maining after the men haye drawn 144 of them. Fare, round trip, 

Gone: RRA Sm OAs reson abot. drs 10, 7 a 18. Se ae at 39..155 | Was well filled by the devotees of the rifle, who stuck fo their work to syerybody, 30c. Special trains, etc, Match will be shot regard- 

ctober 9. vleuteral ae 1 17,.65 86..180 i ; . . 
Secreta ee mae atte Re ig darkness compelled them to pack their traps. The day must less of weather, 

OCbOMETAS a feytece ls. aneade ee cee: yy 10.36 18..56 16..55  44..147 | be acknowledged to haye been a good one for the sport, The sun os 

o4 ar at 60 yards: : 0.46, was i ichi © f aN P : 
Prine own a ay amie 9.41 12..60 14,,60 : 4 oer obscured, and the mirage before the butts, which is always en Kidney and Tniary complaints of all kinds permanently cured 

25 14 
- 50 12 

56 1-5 

Average 100 yards 
Average 80 yards... 
Average 60 yards 

ona, Penn. Winthrop Sargent, 

countered on a bright day from the sun’s reflection upon the snow, 

was absent, The wind gave no unnecsssary trouble, and was easily 
handled by the old yets, while the younger marksmen saw ‘mags’ 

appear for teo much or too little wind elevations, Only the best 

with Hop Bitters. 

Hachting and Ganoeing. 
York Rounds. ; 6 iven Seal 

100 yards. 80: yards, oy. aris Total. | Scores are given ial ees sic Ae n 

OCTONER 9. .- ccc ee eee recep tc eee 19..7 =f 17.6 61. 233 = reedmoor Mate 

October 15 and cecvgneeDiiegad BOYNE” ABS" 08, ab | QW ARTORD, 0 sca consents pera: ise a6 iy A a G46 SINGLE-HANDED CRUISING. 

72 arrows at 100 yards: 20. .66, “2 i eeaee ect 45 5 4 4 4 5 4 5-45 = 

24 arrows at 60 yards: 13..59 17..79 22..100 13.,87 (with 18 arrows). | Gp. prince SE ee de BY A SINGLE-HANDED CRUISER, 

Average York ROUNG.........0cse- eevee ee ste Pasa rtavsaeeetasrene 5 H. A. Gault.. 54444443 4-42 OR many years I have delighted in single-h:; Poibi 
ine a yes ple-handed cruising, und 

fora ibgarie so ay PEELS ES | Fi) B tercocsiped month or more of ech nme end auimn 
AVerage 60 YAPIS, 4.1... see cece ete e ees cere e reeset tcher eee ‘ 4544423 8 4 4—39 ae ht, When t She aa 1 a or Bea, in either ele) duck-bout 

WILL, H. THOMPSON, Sec. Ring Target (Rest) or yacht. en I say alone I do not mean alone in the sense that 

os areas ie dt is a WA 1s 1 Te a large number of ES use the term, who, althongh they are 

Fair skin, rosy cheeks, buoyant epurits and the sweetest bronth in 10. UT 4b 42. ah 0) tai OE fogetiten sleep at bight wrawia HAtel petorel aud dona 
Hop Bitters. See Notice. 3 8 WW il s§ 40 un Be imagine that they are enjoying single-handed cruising. The grent 

A 40 9 6 11 10 9-93] pleasure to be derived from voyaging wholly alone, depending 
Gee aeal 10 19 6 6 7 12 12 11 9—98 | upon no one but yourself and your craft for all the comforts of 

h < Me vanes a i f a 2 8 9 12 7T—S! | life, communing with no one but nature, and taking all sorts of 
ep 1 g. : 6 8 4 6 10-78 | weather as it comes with zest and enjoyment, whether good or bad, 

ae Ae eT See __ | is a pleasure unknown to those gentlemen. I meta party of them 
—— HS AGT SUD i 243 Ede trteres ae oe i u : i 8 7 pore on a cruise down the St, Lavrence four or five years ago, and, 

RANGE AND GALLERY. O. F. Good... Hei sia BU Oe 59 while I gazed in silent wonder at their fancy yachting shiris, sailor 

R. Dwight,... 7 0 7 G 7 G 4 5 4 O—ag | Caps. knee breeches, gorgeous hose, canvas shoes and lighly-var- 
= F @, Warren.....---..scre $ 1 2 4 4 T 4 § 5§ 9-49 | nished hoats with gandily painted names, I did notin the least 

A CHALLENGE FRoM ENaLANp—Wo. 20 Grosvenor Place, S, W., | A. L. Burt 5 7 8 dl 6 i G6 8 2% O42 | envy them when a storm snddenly came and I saw them send in 

London, Nov 26, 1880.—Sir; As chairman of the Council of the ba temitht ones et Target (Rest). oan ee pe en nie paren their fancy togrery dripping 
A F aah az ante VG oR, Schaefer... 5+ irs... ti) 12°12 12 12 9 12 9 2-717 | wet, while I reclined comfortably in my plain old eratt, t i 

National Rifle Association, I have the honor to invite the National | v7 Max ........ ets 20 10 (9 71 12 11 40 11 11 12-107 | beating in vain against my tight so ent, andl the tle 
Rifle Association of America to compete with a team of Great Bri- | N. G, Prenti 10 12 j1 12 41 9 10 11-406 | coffee pot singing joyfully on the alcoholic stoye. j 

tain and Ireland next July in an international long-range rifle |B BPDNGU ees serrnsrreee Tip to at te 2 it 12 1-106 | My first single-handed trip of any distance was done in a flat- 
match. Ifyou are pleased to entertain the suggestion, I hope that Massachusetts Target (Of-hand). i bottomed plies als om hice toprol ee oue of our inland rivers 
I may persuade the iA Perie MAeRHIOTA ERoGintign tha. Wend’b ena telens | sMebentichts tes set. os or oii 8 7 12 10 8—i00 in ce seventy-mile cruise. en I rea McGregor’s first ‘Rob 

aS - F 7, Nichols “310 8 9 i1 1 10 70 Jo diss | BOY.” book, and straightway got me a canoe m which several 6x- 

of eightgentlemen to represent their country at the Wimbledon | p. G. Shor "S$ 8 11 12 9 8 40 il 10 197 | Peditions were made. But the confined qnarters of the Rob Roy 

Gamp-meeting, which commences on the second Monday of July, & oO. see +h 7 ; 8 11 il § \6 11 13-36 displeased me, It yas not suited ior a permanent habitation, anil 

1881. The international match could take place aboutten days I, Si ee % 40 a0 # 4 4 if me ae a ih ean op OR ia penne pee 3 ce mame vt . = é ‘\) » JONES..-.- sc] : b a sSas hs it 1 Le) y oats \ 

later if convenient, when undoubtedly it would attract yery econ- | 4-4. BUT. -.-...- 2 sestese-- 2s 2 r 10 10 § 6 10 1279 | various attempts to devise a practical bow-facing rowing a he 

: 5 10 8 lo $s 4 Pp 8 iB apy ‘ 

siderable and wide-spread interost. f > 4 10 8—%1 | a description of Mr. Lyman’s gear in Forest AND STREAM met my 

-objectin writing thus early is that the Council of . 3 : a , | eye, and in this arrangement I found just whatT wanted. I had 

ks ih Ps Seni eh AEthEGnAtshetaler pinto allecreli i ey 4 4 5 : 4 4 ve built. a boat suited for this year somewhat after the model of the 

eR One Ea Pp acs 54d 4 6 4 4 & 5_iq | Nautilus canoe, but with a flalter bottom umidships, w trifle less 

tails may be fully arranged. I have the honor to be, Sir, yours 4444 5 4 5 4 4-99 | Sheerand a larger well, so that my feet could be ont in the air ju- 
very respectfully, SiraNHopE, 444 3 4 4 5 5 441 | Stead of buking under the deck on @ hotdnay. Jt was decked over 

The Hon. Judge Gildersleeve, President National Rifle Association, 

The above letter from Harl Stanhope was receiyed by Judge Gil- 

dersieeye on the 13th instant. No action uponit has yet been 

taken, 

Baru, WV. ¥., Dec. 9.—We had an all-comers’ rifle shoot here to- 

day with some fair scoring done at 200 yards. The record was : 

BnAcssont, Mass., Dee. 10.—The German Schietzen Corps of 

East Boston held their shoot at their range, Beachmont, to-day. 

The day was intensely cold, and the wind strong and hard to ae 
trol. ‘Che attendance was large and the shooting capital for the 

day. The Massachusetts target was in use, Mr. H. Max sue- 
veeded in carrying off the honors with 106, leading all competitors. 

from bow to stern, but had alight wooden hatch, which, when re- 
moved and placed on the deck, left a well large enough for myself 
and dog. A bamboo mast and a sprit sail was used whenever 
there Was «a breeze, and the Gypsy proved to be an excellent 
asiler, ad by fixing one of the oars at a proper position in the 
water I could eat to windward like « steamship, the oar acting as a 
lee-board, I had air-tight compartments in both bow and stern, 
and the open well was separated from the remainder of the boat 
by water-tight bulkheads, proyided with tubber-bound doors, sc 

Wm. E. Fitch, Bal. $ 3 4 : 44243 5 3 Mr. G.' M. Gueth, however, pressed. the former marksman yery | that when the hatch was pulled over the well at night, und raised 

panies yeu, 8. . 3 “i 5 7 ; : * ‘ hard and made w total of 103. This new club ig in a very flourish- | atone end at the proper angle by uprights, and the canvas tent 

Wm. T. Nitles, 8 i. 08543 5 45 ing condition, and large scores ure anticipated during the season. es Aaah See eas New Bab ib aay aun 

U. §. Columbo, Cal. #233844 4 4 ing ar ; BcOr' : ates ae ede EWR ae ipl 
A. Poortroyman, 8. M. 2 3 8 4 3 4 8 3 5 oltovang areanhe pers aye ae hy tight tins, exch article having its separate tin und espemal place ; 

W. D. Taylor, Bal. 8. vt OB 5 4 4 38 4 8 Ts MAI oe cle mn ofonnls wn bot a= 1 ef 7 a 2 12 9 10 11106 | and my clothing, blankets and bed were in a large rubber bag, 

#£. R. Sanders, Win 8 0 3433 4 5 4 C.M. Gilet it eae Var ah ae Ae 10 10 10 8108 | which was always carried in the well, My bed was piece of stout 

F. Tobin, Bal. S.... nee E Se bee Ae “h Eh Soe WS 810 9 8 2 tt ow 5 ay Uta 88 | canvas slung by hookato oak stanchions, clearing the foor by 
Jonathan Daly, Ro Mist, ensss eens 230000220 as Leptiiar resseneonrostccet thas Aika tie gq | about four inches, and rey pillow, was a ley ottoman, whicli geryed 

At the 16th a subscription match will be shot at 200 and 500 | yc. Barrett....--.-:- 3 9 il 8 7 5 6 s8 8 9—79| for aseat during the day. en ae the boat alone while 

yards, with military rifles, 50 per cent. of the entrance money to | Ws Sehwarts. Be tel De ea Ase ae at) | Deiveltn, Ferme mbey ob hunting ashore Tcanld fold up the oare, 
G. ADE: --2 a eo tb ee este 3 6 8 56 9 I} 6 8 & 12-74] lay them in the well, pull over the hateh, lock it, and everything 

be paid to the competitors making the three best scores. The 

ynatch will be open to all comers, with uulimited re-entries, 

Tie Boston GALLEEes.—The new matches at the Magnolia 

Gallery have proven quite attractive, and both matches haye illed 

well. Tho best scores are given as followa in each contest ; mile, 

Canpren—Muass., Dec. 9.—At the last practice of the Gardner 
Club on the Hackmatack range there was some good shooting by 
the members. There were two scores of ten shots each at 200 yards 

off-hand, using the inch ring and Creedmoor target combined. The 

following score tells the story ; 

wis ag sife asinahouse. This boat, made of good seasoned pine, 
painted, then coyered with canvas, which was also painted, cust 
nt $12 ; was built complete ina day anda half by one man, and 

has stood the wear of cruising hundreds of miles withont other re- 
pair than x coat of paint and new bullheniy., 
Two years ago last autumn T wanted to take s cynise alone on 

Lake Onturio and for those waters, which are in penernl more 
100 feet; pistol, 50 feet : Mateh No. 1. Re) eat x, (. ™ Totals, | troublesome than those of the Sound, I planned a new boot. My 
WEEN anniliant.44>.<aceee res Ga RG bl 2 2h BAT Ghester Hinds......-----2+sss eee ee 90 46 a2 48 182—94 | experience with shallow sailing craft had led me to the conclusion 

W. JOUGS, aes signs eke 46 65 & 4 4.5 6 Belay | eee Nichols +8) ce 92 8646 178—93 | that they were not suitedto my purpose, but Fokesr anp Sirrwag 
Ward UGE a arate TU pet ae es Caner G. Ee pierent m3 ma s ae had not shes hee enuly cies the Claes = brendth of beam, so 
G. Wright......crt-0 + 444545 5 6 4 6—45 | 3: EIST gee ae ene 45 —*1 | my vessel, although of an appropriate depth, had rather an onne- 

H, Huntis.. 455444 5 4 6 545 Bees Aeon noes 43 7 as 00 | cessary atiount of beam. As she left the builder's yard on one of 

F. Bixby...-.+---2 eee ee setteseeeeb 4 6 5 4 4 5 4 5 4-44 | Feo onion..... 45 (6 «43 jig_eg | our inland Jukes, the new Gypsy measured 18 feet over all in 
Match No. 2 or Fe EB Newton, a a 44 sp heen te 784 teh ee Leese and bad es principal ballast a 

GC. WYighit.. 1.4 -cc cece ene s teeta etna ase 6 4 545 | G.'C. Goodale. - a 10-81 | wrought-iron centreboard weighing abont 600 pounds. Ter 

Smitty ss eee ewe toee = ol vot 6B 4 45 4 5 5 4 4-44] GC Menritt....-..------2+--- - 41 59 42 102—S3 | draught, with centreboard down, was 2 feet § iches, and my little 

i. it a a y " 7 Z “i : ‘t eas A challenge haa been received from a club at Saratoga, N. Y., for | cabin gave me 45 inches of head raom, 80 that my head just 

rates ech ated SAT A ea eee 4444 5 4 6 4 4 4-49] amatcboftenmeneach, The shooting to be done at cach home Ghee ute i sass a8 er se eae che ane ee Jom 
. Sites 3 2 2 rigged, with jib or foresall, 4 fa Sil aud along dandy, the 

WR We SODePLEM® pradsleesen esas 80 gOs WHYEM) Fores carec es dedi leh anal Tapa St haa hesn sereneon end will eeke-Dlage He ates Aas pore ee 2) mexe emmy: The oe Was Keparated from the 
W.H. Farnham, 48 C. Williams. — 1; , 11,—The nig . _ | coekpit—yhich was jus rge enough for one man to sit in—by 

eer eae Mish yt 86 Ty TYSOM.../scesea-eceoocessases Wormer, anes) De 22 night shooting of the Weke~| 4 watertight bulkhead, sloping upward toward the stom at an 
‘At the Mammoth Gallery the any rifle match, which began Deo. 

1, has phown, for so early in the month, fine shooting. Milton W. 

Farrow and J. H. Brown, of the Empire Riflé Club of New York, 

field Club continnes to be very popular, and to-night some good 

scoring was done, the illuminated bullseye being freqnently hit. 

The leaders stood : 

angle, au arrangement which taadé 4 yery comfortable reclining 
dent in the cabin, and which nevessitated entering the same by a 
hatch from above, All bilge water was led, by the formation of 
the bottom, to the cockpit, where it could be conveniently pumped 

d : ao 45-31 11. C : : 

visited the gallery during the week and proved themselves capital we eh eas een 45430 N. Youn! ont. The cockpit and cabin were fitted with lockers on each sido: 
0. Gorcoran....-- 4544445—30 T, Baxter, a piece of walnut hinged to the centrehoard trunk on either side 

gallery shots. Mr, H. A, Buck, the rifle manufacturer of Stafford, 

Gonn., has also shown good work at this place and eapital holding. 

Mx. J. H. Brown is in the leading position with 187, and was nearly 

success{nl in getting the extra prize of $50 in gold for a clean score 

Wonrcester—Mass., Dee. 10.—At the Pine Grove range, Shrews- 

bury, yesterday, the members hada field dayr The resultis told 

by the following score : 

formed a table, and in the cahoose forward waa a large-sized 
aluchol inmp encased in zine, and provided with a tn oven in 
which I could bake bread, johnny-cake, beuns, ete. On the port 
aide of the cabin was a red glasa dead-eye, and on the starborrd a 
preen oue, these serving as sidé lights when my two cabin lamps 

of eight consecutive bullseyes. The subjoined vacrpes will show 400 YARDS OFF-HAND, were himg behind them. Four air-tight compartments, two in the 

the standing of the several competitors to date, 50 yards, rounds | cvaman Clark...8 8455555454 444452445 5-41-55 | bow and two in ihe stern, together with the water-tight cubin, 

8, possible 40 : five scores to win or possible 200 : Moses Carter.....5083545455-89 454234455 4-40-70 made my yacht 4 life-boat, and the little Gypsy ubove mentioned— 

ee 7 ST 37 39-J87-| Dr Arnold..... “TOR b 444445240 323556435 5 43979 | always towed astern—waa also a life-boat. So, with her solid oak 
-..87 87 87 37 39—187-| D 2 r ; 

‘31 37 87 37 as—ish | HA Bartlett......52823455485—389 4094835805 28271 | frame and galvanized’ fustenings, may yacht was both safe and 

aD BE dy) aes ane ol Re Ge copa vedi tenure tte ec male te .-o4 ri S—1h6 f 5 6 4-42 44434 45: —41—<8 uble, C >» te RAMS her 

36 37 BT 8T 37—184 Sean Got We co i i re vi 4 15 45-45 5 vi 4h 44 i 4 i Pr as two ‘yoyanes inthe Jakes and St. Lawrence River have found ae 

36 36 387 37 81-183 | Dy Arnold “444354444440 44545445 4 413-83 | changes that conld he adyantageously made, andif my meuns will 

0 ebm Bie BROT ABT SASS | a A aritetta ts aoe co GA S| A ea a ermit T shall next summer discard her and. hnye a now “ Gypsy" 
eo ee Bed cept EARN Pie eer Sery erate cy tee qm ans yards: § Clark, 183; M Carrer, 167; Dr Arnold, Puilt, a ra See eal safely trom New York to Mt. Desert or 

DD. U N@AL..see.ee ess MS air: 135. 85 36 86 37-179 | °°"? ’ Hayre de Grace 1f cesired, 

Rh. B. Armstrong..... .385 86 86 36 46—178 Zurrcer Rirce Onve.—In the meeting of the Zettler Ritle Ub Tu the firat pluce she ehall be longer, as I think twenty-two fest 
2 CG. SaWYer .-.s.5 285 85 85 86 88-117 3 . eh aater by 0 i n i : 

ash Goodspecd. “Rs BS 88 35 36176 | the following officera were elected: President, Duniel Patterson ; | SA pene Uy, on Tigh nahh . Beh aie ae eighteen + 

Be a eae tas oe aa it 2 cae Vive-President, M. B. Engel ; Secretary, N. D. Ward; ‘Treasurer, Same she shall have ee Lesa oO 1 Ventetoata pr pans 

B. H, Duley 35 45 35 35174 | C. G. Zottler; Shooting Master, B. Zettler, iron centre board too heavy to raise comfortably when I wanted to 

eal 
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enchor in shallow water), and the bellast shall ba on the keel as 
mach aa possible; she shall draw a |ittle more than three feet of 
water, and the cabin ‘* housa™ shall not have more than juat suffi- 
cient height aboye the deck to admit of four small dead-eyes being 
fitted ; her sails shall be on the same plan as those of the old boat, 
except that the mainsail shall be in tio pisces—as described 
by “Sancelito” in a back numberof Pogusr AND ATREAM—ao that 
by dropping the peak Tecan instantly change to « leg of mutton 
sail, instead of being compelled to reef in a sudden squall ; the 
cabin and cockpit shall be much the same as in the old boat, except 
that I shall carry a light hatch on deck to pnt over the three-foot 
cockpit when I leays the yacht alone; eyery rope, even to the sig- 
nal-halliards, shall lead aft to the cockpit, snd tiller ropes shall ba 
Ted all the way around the boat, from bow to stern, 60 that I om 
steer her in whatever part I happen to be; her ground tackle shall 
consist of four anchors, heavy enough to hold in a hurricane, snd 
manilla cables shall be used instead of chain; and lastly, [ shall 
have a ten-foot canyas tender, which will be light enough to carry 
on deck and be eatily shifted, containing four or fiye large, air- 
tight tin cans to make it buoyant in the event of fillmeg. hua rig- 
gedIthink I shall be fitted for as long a cruise as a yachtsman 
could wish to undertake, ‘'Sancelito,” for whose opimions I have 
an exceeding reyerence, grieyes me by upholding an ‘* American- 
ized yawl,” with a tall mizzen-mast and lez -of-mutton sail, and ex- 
tended bowsprit with corresponcing jib. I think such a rig would 
perbepe do where there were two or three sailors aboard, butin a 
eayy outside sea, with only one man fo work her, the original 

English yawl, in my opinion, is the best craft that can be devised. 
Tn a late number I notice your inquiry for an oil-stove for yacht- 

ing purposes. I do not use one, for I haye been unable to procure 
one that would stand the rolling and trembling of a yacht at an- 
chor with a sen running ; but instead IT have a large-sized aleohol 
stove, the reservoir being filled with cotton packing ; and wilh this 
stove I can boil, fry, broil and even bake better than with any oil- 
stove Lever saw. And I haye been ducking when my rigging 
would be covered with ice, and by simply lighting the alaohol stove 
and putting over it a sheet iron drum fora heater I have made my- 
self us warm and comfortable in my cabin as youare beside # gra 
athome. The only objection to itis the expense, which is a trifle 
more than that of 1 kerosene stove. SENECA. 

on re. ce 

MEASUREMENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream : f 
The letters from Mr. Archer which have recently appeared in your 
aper and your own comments thereon, tempt me to write a fow 
te on the subject of yacht measurement. I am the more in- 
clined to this because your pen and pages have been used and with 
manifest affect to influence the construction of yachts of better di- 
mensions and model than those of the batehan i! type, more es- 
pecially of the small class of yachts, and becanse the method of 
Measuring has a direct and often yary palpable effect in restricting 
the embodiment of good features in yachts, and of enconraging the 
deyelopment of others undesirable except as a means of gaining ad- 
vantage in apead. Thus it happens that an English yacht will have 
a width of beam equal to lesa than 20 per cent. of her length, 
and those built here will sometimes exceed 40 per cent. with a cortes- 
ponding disparity in their respective depths. 

Some of this difference may reasonably and properly be due to 
difference in water, but to any one who has watched the constantly 
increating length and depth of English yachts andthe contraction 
of beam itis 2 plain manifestation of their owner's willingness to 
suffer loss of accommodation and to incur incrense of expense to 
evade the penalizing effect of 1 faulty measurement role, which 
makes necessary an outlay for ballast to serye a purpose which 
might be better accomplished by giving the yessel a little more 
beam and better accommodittions. P 

Thus to cope with the cramping effect of the English rule, a yacht 
owner must receive from his builder 2 much smaller boat than he 
could get for the aume monsy and invest a considerable sum in 
lead, or give up expectation of prize winning in regattas, While 
this is the case it cannot hecharged against the rule that it produces 
a dangerous class of yachts, or yachts that are heavily rigged and 
unhandy. 7 

It is no uncommon thing for us to speak of the English rule as 
bad be the extent of being ridiculous. How isit with the rules 
here 
The effect of length measurement in developing the flat and wide 

variety has been sa often the subject of your effective editorial 
comments that I will only say that I hope never to be caught out 
in one of those craftin a nasty sea and bad weather wmless thera 
is a port within easy distance to leeward. , ; 
There are, howeyer, worse rules, I opine, than either the English 

or length rules, and after some study of the matter through many 
years, L huye formed the conclusion thatthe very worst rule with 

which I am acqnainted is that of the New York Yacht Clnb. View- 
jng the subject as Ido, itis diffialt to conceive of any rule which 
could be worse and yet be specious enough to secure any consider- 
ation from yachtsmen. There is not a single good feature in 
achts that it tends to develop, not a bad one that it discourages, 
f any one should build a yacht to escape the kind of tax which it 

imposes, such yesdel wonld necessarily be deficient in the character- 
istics Of a sate, comfortable sea-going vessel! ‘The best that can 
be hoped of such a rule, is that any one about to build will fail to 
pay any attention to it, and that he will not stint his craft of 
free-board, and will give har ample depth and displacement to 
muke her easy, commodious and safe, let the cubienl contents be 
what they may. This brings us to the question: What wonld be 
the characteristics of a good rule for timaallawance? In trying to 
answer this question T shall try to deal rather with the principles to 
be attended to than the details of the BE SU sain. A rule should 
tax only the elements ont of which apaéd may be obtained go far 
as these are’capable of recognition. Tt shonld, as fir ns may be 
consistent with eruity, ayoid penalizing features that make a boat: 
safe, handy, roomy, Gconomical or otherwise desirable. Other 
things being equal the rule which permits the largest liberty in de- 
aign is best. Something has already been said in your paper as to 
the reasons why allowance should be made by one vessel to an- 
other, but a few words on this part of the sanbject may be timely. 
Tn the first place Mr. ‘Scott Russell luid down the principle over 
forty-five years ago, that ss long ocean waves traveled faster than 
short ones, so the water excayated from a vessel's path by her pro- 
gressthrough if traveled off more easily in the case of along yas- 
sel than a short one, and I belieye modern experience is In occord- 
ance with this theory. In sajl-carrying vessela there is an advan- 
tage npart from this, inasmuch as that stability or sail-carrying 
power increases mich faster than the resistance due fo size 
and consequent friction of skin surface. Thus if we preserve the 
aume relative proportions and build a yessel double the length of 
another one we have increased the wet surface to fonr times the or- 
iginal amount, but the displacement and power of carrying sail has 
bean ineréased to eight times that of the firstyessel, As, however, 
the opportunity of carrying sail consists only in length and height 
it has been increased only as the square of the proportion exist- 
ang between the two yossels, and mot as the enbe. It has been 
quuirupled, hence injight breazes the larger vessel isunable to gain 

= 

the full udyantage of her increased size, and the lighter canvas of 
of the small yesse! may even tell against the large one. 
wind blows harder the larger vessel has the double advantage of 
being able to travel faster than is pdéssible with the smaller one, 
and of standing up to her canyas better, or using more of it, In 
addition to this there are some minor gains, such as the smaller ef- 
fact of sea waves upon her, and the reduced frictional effect of 
water to which motion has been communicated by passing over sur- 
faces which it has reached earlier. 

When the 

To building larger yachts we find that builders do not commonly 
nyail themselves to the full extent of that rapid growth of stability 
which comes with inucreage of size, but accept in Bebe a5 an équiya- 
lent a reduced benm nnd sasier form adapte 
They huye of course an inducement to do this because, os has been 

to higher speeds, 

said before, stability increases with size much faster than the area 
over which sail can be tonyeniently and effectively spread. 

It will appear from the foragoing statement that a large vessel 
should allow time to 4 smaller one when such speed is attained that 

a 

waves of displacement and replacement are generated —when the 
surface traveled over is roughened by waves—when per square foot 
of surfaces if is necessarily less in the larger vessel than the smaller 
one. 

Tf these premises are correct the conclusion follows that allow- 
ance for size ought to be greater in a strong wind than a light one 
and greater also over a rough water course than a smooth one, and 
should be very little over a smooth water course in a light wind, 
Some of the above conditions might be met by making the time 

allowance with special aduptation to the course, and by making it 
greater relatively when the course was gone over in short time, and 
consequently at high speed. There could be no difficulty in formu- 
lating this. 

Tt might be assumed that as vesaelg of the same model increase 
their sail carrying power and resistance in a ratio approximately 
inown, fhat their displacement or tonnage would form a good basis 
on which to reckon time allowance. 

Such an inference is correct only when the same type of vessel 
is in competition and can, Ielaim, only be relied upon for just 
results when other parts of the rnles for measurement imsure that 
only such yessels shall be subject to the rule as have similar por- 
portional dimensions. Otherwise the inference isas false and the 
operation of the rulé a8 mischievous asit wellcan be. At this time 
when opinion ig quite unsettled, if is, 1 thmk, important that no 
fallacy in regard to this matter shonld pass unchallenged, 
A little attention to the subject will show that of the three di- 

mensions which enter into fonntge or diplacement the uses and ef- 
facts of cach are different from the other, and that they have dif- 
ferent values as agents for the procurement of speed. They ought 
to ba treated yery differently, and to mix them np indiscriminately 
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is to my mind to make confusion of a kind that can produce onl 
the worst resulta. Itia, infact, to follow the example of the ol 
time man-ot-wars-man, who, to getrid of counting lent his mess- 
moe a handful of mixed gold and silyer, and asked a like repay- 
ment. 

T contend that no well proportioned yessel designed for comfort, 
handiness and sea worthiness, can by displacement or bulk meas- 
urement rule afford to allow time to another one designed express- 
ly to win prizes in veg etthe over a simmer course. 

‘By sacrificing the better qualities of a yacht it would, I think 
not be difficult to design a vessel that should be notably successful 
under the conditions given. That we have not more yachts built 
of a worse than Mohawk kind is perhaps due to the smallness of 
the inducement afforded by one or two regattas in a season, 

Tt appears fo me that to tax free-board is especially inexpedient, 
That to tax displacementis inequitable, and inaymnch as it must 
chiefly operate to produce a limitation of depth such a rule is det- 
rimental to good modeling. 

As some help to the study of this question let us take the mid- 
ship section of a well-known yacht, fay the Undine, and see the 
character of Lhe change which would bes effected by an alteration 
ot her proportions, 
According to the draft of her in my possession, the Undine’s deck 

could reach the water at an inclination of 18 deg. Tt will be sufi- 
ciently accurate for ad ete here—that of ascertaing the gen- 
eral character of the change in the yacht’s stability produced by 
alterations in her depth and bredth—to leave ont of accennt the 
true centre of gravity of that yexsel, and to make our comparisons 

in each hase between the centre of gravity of the whole section, 
and the centre of buoyancy of each section inclined to an angle of 
13 deg. The distance which separates horizontully the centre of 
Brayity from the centre of buoyancy multiplied by tle weight of 
the section as represented by ths displacement, will, of dourie. 
give the force of the mghting power af the ungle shown, and tr 
consequent relative ability to carry sail over auch yoy ttn, T- 
the nection A represent the Undine. BE, the asmy ..t.. 1 

nati | 

fest draught, and the same amount taken frombeam, C, the Un- 
dine with two feet added to draught. D, the Undine with wo feet 
added to beam, Let W represent the weight of each section, and 

the length of tha righting lever or the distance horizontally 
which separates the centre of gravity from the centre of buoyancy 
and we haye the following : 

A—W 1 xLil =1, 
B—W 1.857x L .4054—= .55 
C—W 1.bl4nL.65 = .f84 
D—W 1,142x 11.35 = 1.54 

It will be seen that the addition to depth gives no suchadyantage 
for carrying sail as is to be got by increase of beam. ‘That it is 
not eqniyalent when exchanged for it is shown by reference to B. 

That addition to depth without diminution of beam may fail to 
give advantage in stubility, 1uless accompanied by increase of free= 
oard, is shown by C, at addition to beam does add immensely 

to sail carrying power on a wind is shown by D, 
That the loss of stability in narrow yachts is partly compensated, 

syen in smooth water, by easier lines and smaller rigs, and tha 
such boats are immeasurably superior and more handy is, I think, 
so palpable that the recognition of it must constantly increase. 

Hitherto, howeyer, notwithstanding that the N. Y. Y. C. is ex- 
ceptionally conspicuous in taxing depth and free-board, and that 
ordinarily we haye no limitation of these properties, our yachtsmen 
and builders haye shown no disposition to take more than a mini- 
mum of either. Our open yachts, the most extreme type of racing 
machine, usually haye a draught of about 37 of an inch to a foot of 
length, and aredeck to water when inclined 12 deg. Larger yes- 
sels commonly have their decks to water at an inclination of 15 
deg. Yacht builders will tell you they do not want too much boat. 
Nor do they want to get the sails too high. There appears to be 
a more healthy disposition growing, but I am afraid thatit would 
not bear to be handicapped. The Seawanhaka Club has a rule that 
is probably the least objectionable in use It takes into account 
beam and length only, and although the club contains some deep 
boats as well as yery wide ones, it dees not appear that the 
wide ones need to be encouraged to enter regattas, or that theones 
with heavy displacement and great free-board take all the prizes. 
There can be no question that the introduction of a displacement 
rule would effectually shut out from competion this type of boat. 
In yessels of the extreme English form like the Jullanar, and more 
expecially where outside lead is permitted, 1t would be easy to 
show why the inducement is toward the most extreme, and why 
some penalty on depth or the favorite mode of ballasting would 
be reasonable, Arauch better alternative would be to relieya the 
qecate from the cramping and injurious effects of the present too 
eavy tax on beam, If this were done and at the same time our 

own roles modified so as to encourage more depth and less beam, 
Mr. Archer would find that we had found the long and the short of 
the question, und better yachts would be produced in both coun- 
tries. J. Hystor, 
New York, Dec. 4, 

+O. 

YACHTING NEWS. 

New Yacus,—Hardly has the season closed for one year, before 
the chips begin to fly in all the building yards in expectation of the 
next, Prosperity haying returned to commercial circles, if, seems 
more than hkely that this winter will see a larger number of keela 
stretched than any yet gone by. The builders of Boston already 
have much new work in hand, principally of the smaller cruisin 
classes of sloops which meet with so much favor along the rugge 
Eastern coasts and the list of vessels undergoing alterations and 
repairs promises likewise to bea long one, Nearer home, Ward & 
Stanton haye launched the new composité steam yacht for Mr. 
Lorillard already described in a recent issue, and they are getting 
out the plans for another seagoing steamer to replace the Polynia, 
Roach & Son, of Chester, have nearly ready for delivery the Yose- 
mite. The Pioneer Iron Works close by are busy with a flush deek 
steamer and in Baltimore Mr. Say'’s bark-rigged Bretagne is scon 
to go into commission. Carll, of Northport, has 2 large schooner 
on the stocks for Mr. Ferris, of New York, and the Poillons are 
busy with one like the Norna to the order of Mr. Goelet, while on 
the lakes the prospects are bright and a fleet of new yachts will be 
turned out in time for the Spring races. In California much - 
activity is manifested in yachting circles. The new schooner 
Aggie, 80ft. long, built for Commodore Macdonough, by Hall 
Brothers, of Port Ludlow, W. 'T., haying recently been delivered 
in San Francisco. The demand for steam yachts, especially for 
those ef high speed, is brisk and the Herreshoffs of Bristol, R. I., 
haye their hands fullin consequence. Dr. Holland’s new steamer 
is welladvanced. She is Gift. long, 9ft. beam and of composite 
build, the boiler being of the coil type with a grate 42in. diameter, 
Speed 15 miles. The cabins will be handsomely finished in hard 
woods, the saloon being 12ft. long with a stateroom opening into 
it. Mr. Lorillard is haying @ steam launch built by the same par- 
ties. Length, 30ft., beam 5ft., mahogony planking, and cherry 
and ash inside. Her engines will bs compound, taking steam from 
a coil, All the metal work will be of polished bronze, inelnding 
engine und boiler, and a speed of eight miles is guaranteed. This 
launch will probably ba the handsomest piece of work of the kind 
eyer tarned outin America and in point of speed and seaworthiness 
much superior to the nsnalrun of launches of the old pattern. 
The well-known sloop Sadie is also mn their hands for alterations, 
She willappear next year as a schooner G4ft long and thorouglily 
overhawed and refurnished. This will add another to the Triton 
and Agnes class in the metropolitan matches. The Herreshoif 
Manufacturing Company haye also just delivered to Messrs. Flint 
& Harl a steam launch for sporting purposes, her design and ar- 
rangements having been planned especially for the purpose, She 
ig 45ft. long with 8£t. beam, schooner-rigged and steams ten miles, 
ee ree condensing engines, twin screws which, by a novel deyice 
can be raised or lowered to suit the depth of water, the lannch he- 
ing able to steam in fourteen inches depth. The cabm is 12ft, 
long, finished in cherry, oak, mahogany and California red-wood, 
She has been named the ‘ Sport," and is now in active service 
on the Chesapeake, her owners bagging 180 ducks as the result of 
one day’s shooting. Besides their yacht work, the company hus a 
large amount‘of general orders under way, ineluding an engine for 
a draw bridge, machinery for the Atrato Gold Mining Company, 
and a portable pumping engine for the U. 8. Fish Commission, 
the latter delivering 1,800 gallons a minute, The- Commission 
will use the pumps for filling and emptying ponds in which the fish 
breeding is carried on, The works are employing over sixty men. 

EXPEWENGE As THE TusT.—So much nonsenge is written and 
falked against outside ballast by those who have never been in 
board a yacht so fitted, that the immaginatiye brains of the 
ip ate who despise what is obviously the most natural and m s4 
eneticial position for ballast will do well to note the result of 

Enghsh experienve in this matter. There is-no theory abont it, 
but the very practice which they so much nifect and possess pa 
little. We quote from the London Field: ‘! Putting the whole of 
the ballast outside was thought to be a bold experiment, but those 
who knew how Loreli, Quiraing and Madge had performed would 
listen to no objections. Andso the designers of Breda and Pinola, 
put practically the whole of their ballast on the keel, but the 
milder of Wuterpe was adyerse to doing the same and Enterpe, 

by comparison, suffered in econssqnence. The heavy weights, too, 
Samyous, and Yanduara, had a much Jarger portion of their ballast 
outside than had been previonsly attempted, with the single excep- 
tion of Birex, and that exceedingly comfortable yawl waa un- 
doubtedly improyed in seagoing qualities by the increased weight 
of lead outside; and so no one who understood the matter felt tha 
least doubt about the manner the heayy lead keelé wonld pevform 
in a Hea, and all the old prejudice against outside ballasting hag 
been, it cam ba assumed, swept away foreyer.”” It is about time 
that the timidity and stupid cant phrases against outside ballast 
in America were thrown overboard that we might derive the bone- 
fits of more moderate beam by a low centre of pravity- 

_ Durrorr Canor Ciuz.—The following officers have been elected : 
Commodore, C. B. Hull; Vice Commodore, F, H. Seymonr ; Pear 
amenodare, 7. Td. Watson ; Secretary, W, J, Craig; ‘Treagurer, 
a, Gey eh 
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Sperep or Yacuts,—The trawling yacht Spider, yawltig, 26 tons, 
made the run of 191 knots, or 220 miles, from Dover to Exmouth in 
928 hours, under doublereefed winter canvas, blowing fresh 
Northeast gale and Iigh sea, 
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Sour stomach, sick headache and diziness Hop Bitters cures with 

uftew doees. 

answers ta Garrespondents. 

te” No Notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

®. P. G.—The mistake had been seen and corrected. Thanks, 

H, W—Step your mast plumb. Will give you more sail and it 

will sit better. 

M. T. §., Portland, O.—State went Demo cratic, and you were 

therefore mistaken in your decision. 

OG. W. E., Bowling Green, Ky.—Not manufactured now. See 

our advertising pages for name of agent. 

L. E. §., Chittenango, N. Y.—The book you name, ‘The Ameri- 

cin Shooter's Manual," printed by Carey, Lea & Carey, 1827, is 

rare, Its yalue is just what any one will give for it. 

G. W., Phila.—We Imow of no one at present desirous of pur- 

chasing a pair of well-broken cockers. Advertise them in our 

kennel column and you will have inquiries enough about them. 

WN. D.—Whom ghallI apply to for a first-class, large size bear 

trap for ‘‘cinnamons” in Wyoming? Money no object. Wanta 

goodone. Ans. Write to the Oneida Community, Oneida, New 

York. 
J. Mc@., 40, San Francisco, Cal.—Remove all the grease and fat 

possible with a knife, then tack on a board and rub with powdered 

chalk intil wholly free from grease. The skin can then be backed 

with cloth. 

R. H. D.—The method of building you propose is a dificult one 
fer amateurs Would advise x frame with canvas stretched overs 

it. You would have trouble in calking. See back files on build- 

ing canvas canoes. 

J. GC. L., Little Utica. Will you please tell me what is the name 

of the bug that bores in wood? Ang. A great many insects de- 

posit their eggs in wood and the larve live there until they go into 
the pupa state. Very many beetles have this habit and so haye 

some Lymenoptera and other orders of insects. 

I. CG. §.—The stern wheel you propose is the best arrangement 

for your purpose. For designs of Nonpareil write to Mr. Thos, 

Clapham, Roslyn, L. I. They will suit your purpose perfectly. 

Wheel should be about 6 feet diameter, 30 to 40 revolutions ; 

twelve buckets, 5 feet 4x8 inches and 3 thick, The boat might be 

made 35 feet long tu advantage, with 8 feet beam. About 6 horse 

power required for 6 to 64g miles an hour. 

F.§. W., Bath, N. Y.—Is there any law in this State relative to 

registering dogs in the Clerk's Office. Ans. We know of no law 

aud think that there isnone requiring dogs to be registered. The 
Reyised Statutes require that every owner or possessor of a dog 

liable to be taxed “shall, whenever required by any assessor, de- 

iver to him a discription in writing of eyery such dog owned or 

possessed by him.’ Penalty for neglect or refusal or false state- 

ments $15. This is only statute within our ‘‘ken " in the nature of 

or approaching a requirement to register, 

Amareur, Boston, Mass.—l, Are metal shells any better than 

paper shells for fine shooting ? 2. Is No. 4 shot the proper size for 

ducks? 3. When No. 6 shot is used how should a shell be loaded 

to make the best possible pattern? Please state number of wads, 

weight of powder and shot? 4. Is it better to turn the shells, if 
paper, Gnnis No. 12; one barrel, the other medium, Ans, They 
are generally considered to shoot a little stronger. 2. Yes, for 
some localities, 7. €., sea shooting. 3, You do not give weight of 

gun, or length of barrels. 4. Yes. 

20 Y. B. M., Raleigh, N. C.—Will you please answer the follow- 
ing question? I had a bitch speyed in the latter part of October, 

1879, 1 January, 1880, Came in season, which did not surprise 

me, as I understand such to be frequently the case a short time 

after a bitch is speyed. She is at this time (November) in season, 

at least nine months between this and her former period, Is this 

not unusual? Can she have puppies? Two ovaries were taken 

from her at the time the operation was performed. Ans, If the 

operation was properly done your bitch cannot now have puppies, 

although she might haye conceived during the first period. 

G. H, 8.—The America differs from recent yachts in being deeper 

and haying an easier bilge, much more dead rise and finer ends. 

She is less of a box than the modern centreboard racing schooner. 

She is faster than anything of her size built since 1849 in America— 

proof that a properly designed keel yacht is not slower than the 

centreboard. A glance at her model and those of other yachts in 

the club rooms of the N. Y. Y. C. shows plainly that we have retro- 

graded since her days, though we are now again beginning to ap- 

preciate her points, und are building more in consonance with the 

principles of nayal science, and giving less credence to the clumsy 

notion that fast boats shonld sail ‘‘ over the water,” a meaningless 

and utterly impossible supposition, which produced such uncouth, 

dangerous specimens as the Mohawk and a whole class more or 

less like her. The America is called ‘‘ crank” by landsmen, be- 

cause she heels a little to find her bearings—something which 

gives a sailor no concern if an aid to other desirable qualities. 

—Any subscriber or reader of Forest AnD StREAM in want of 

any kind of carpetings, oil cloths, rugs, ete., etc., can be sure of 

fair treatment at the hands of John H. Pray, Sons & Co., Boston. 

Call or correspond with them, and get their prices before buying. 
Tt will pay you to try them.—[Ad», 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

HonasiEp Shooting Suits. Upthegroye & McLellan, Valparaiso,Ind. 

We know that there is nothing on [earth equal to Hop Bitters as 

a family medicine. 

We have seen the Parker Pocket Scales advertised in another 

column and should think that they were well fitted for use by sports- 
men. They are small enough to be carried in the yest pocket and 
weigh up to 8 lbs. 

Bernanara Woop.—The bethabara wood, which is imported 

from Africa by Messrs. Shipley & Son, of Philadelphia, Pa,, for 

rods, is by reason of its elasticity and strength peculiarly adapted 

to meet the angler’s roquirements. The wood is highly spoken of 

by those who have used it ; and promises to increase in fayor as it 

becomes better known, 

A good opportunity is afforded any gentleman desirous of pos 

curing a good well bred dog at a reasonable price by ‘‘ Shell” whose 

advertisement will be found ‘in this week’s number, The dogs are 
in fine healthy condition. Would seem to be well worth the money 

asked for them. Their breeding is A1 and they have receiyed no- 
tice on everp occasion where they haye been shown. 

The photographie copy of ‘‘ Fysshynge Wyth an Angle,” by 
Dame Juliana Berners, A. D,, 1496, for sale by Mr. Bouton, is a 

handsome ‘‘ plaunfiet” in the old ‘ black letter.” Our readers will 
do well fo remember that we have several copies of the delightful 
old book, edited by Mr. George W. Van Siclen, handsomely bound 

andin good plain type with the quaint spelling preserved, which 

we can supply at $1.50 per copy. A few rubbed copies at $1.25. 

Send your drders to this office soon. 
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reports of their movements and transactions, and sportsmen and 
naluralists are urged to contribute to our columns their experi- 
ences and observations, 

Address. 

All communications, of whatever nature, relating to the busi 
ness or editorial departments of this paper must be dirocted simply 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 

Now York City, N. ¥-. 

Spliscelianeoug 

3 ————-——| “MIST COLOR’ 
ESTABLISHED 1820. 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS, 
(Late 502 and 504 Broaiway,) 

4c 

Very Heavy ‘“* 
o ee 

oe “ 

Heavy s* 
“ 4 

is 

184 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and 23d St., NEW YORK. 
it 

Seal Sacques and Dolmans, | ,,, 
Heavy 

its 

“ (English Dye, all sizes and qualities), ee 

Black BASS... 000+ 
‘ 

Fur-Lined Circulars |,‘ 
AND WRAPS. sy 

FUR TRIMMINGS, MUFFS and COLLARS, 

it 

Heaviest Salmon, 9 feet long. ---.++++--+4 ++ $3 
i ty ’ Ls 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY. 

The Inventors and Only Manufacturers of Genuine 
Leaders, of which SETH GREEN says: ‘‘I HAVE TRIED THEM AND FOUND THEM TO BE 
THE MOST PERFECT ] HAVE EVER SEEN.” 

PRICES PER DOZEN. 
SINGLE. DOUBLE AND TREBLE. 

Fine Rapala, » Highest Quality. Fine Quality. Highest erauty, 
25 $22 50 Extra Heavy Treble, 9 feetlong..... .... 342 00 B18 00 

6 ¥ 13 50 15 00 pe me . (Nos eh .. 28 00 32 00 
Jae re «. 6 76 T 60 4: L: he ie e. de + 14.00 16 00 
oF Es di . 17 25 18 75 # #8 fu re alec . 11 00 13 50 
wep 11 50 12 50 Be na mete Sy? ~. 24 00 86 00 
Fern OFS «. 675 6 24 Ly i. Ne ie , 16 00 24 00 
G, ott tt ». 12 00 13 50 a “hs Ba ast 8 00 12 00 
6 “ , 800 900 i “ Q “ 5 50 8 00 

eae - £0 4 50 Regular Pad ee oh 16 50 24 1 
gts’ - 10 50 12 00 + ae fre ee te i1 00 16 00 

2 GAeet ins - 700 8 00 se ve Bee at 5 50 8 00 
Bu tk . 8 SO 400 “ st gu 8 75 5 50 

feetpe 11) - 9 00 10 50 Extra Heavy Double,9 ‘* ‘* 27 00 31 50 
qt at - 600 T 00 CY “ 3 Goa cies 18 00 21 ao 
Sy Soke wee umeonnite - 8300 8 50 a5 ae be [tele a 9 00 10 50 
Gt A pees . 7150 9 00 fy mn a Sie e T 50 9 00 
a 5 00 6 00 + n: Up ge te 16 50 24 00 
che . 2 50 3 00 * “ ra tem 11 60 16 00 
she th - 600 T 50 \ be Lo gonial 5 50 § 00 
ee . £00 5 00 Li! MY: eas aks BOB 5 50 

Hab 2 00 2 50 Regular —, LT il 25 16 50 
she 4h) 4a) 6 00 $f a Gates eth 7 50 11 
he wd 3 Ww 400 a 3 (TY hse #15 5 40 
co“ 1 60 200 oe be ee ote, 2% 400 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

In Large Assortments, Choice Styles, Low Prices. 

Orders by mail, or any information desired, 
will receive special and prompt attention. 

= 

KEEPS Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 
finished. 

KEEP’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP’S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP’s NECK WEAR, latest novelties, 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ire, 6 Lor $Y. 
KEEP’S PAT, PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50. 
GOLD PLAT! COLLAR AND SLEEVE BUTTONS, 

tree with every lalf dozen KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered tree in any part of the 

Union, at KEEP’S risk. 
KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 
Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 
Samples and circulars free to any addrass. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, N. ¥. 

of best quality. 

orice-list. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CoO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING HOD Gb 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Miass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

SHOOTING SUITS. 
Waterproof, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy. 

UPTHECROVE & McLELLAN, 

(Successors to W. H. HOLABIRD,) 4 

VALPAEHAISO, IND. - 0 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

Cemposed of the NER VE-GIVING principles of fhe ox brain and wheat germ. Tt restores to 
both brain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease. worry. overwork, excesses or 

pres ribed 300,000 packages, 
1 or sale by druggists or mail, $1. 

nervcusness. It promotes digestion and strengthens a falling memory, It prevents dehjlity and con- 
sumj tion. Itstrengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses. Physicians have 

EF. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. Y¥. 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

Six strands from butt to tip $6. 
Send stamp for 

tt. 

A fine 5-piee 

description. 

nece Fly dark polished. 
with Strap. fine Hea Cine wet 1 Aden best ‘Trout Flies, 1 dozen best Hooks on Gut, Fly | j 

Oil Silk Line, Leader and Float. .Rad, Reeland Basket sa ne as shown in cut above. Thisisa great Bargain, 

as the refrular price of these goods, if sold separately, 
are just as represented, or money refunded New ‘ 

sent free, containing a complete List of Fishing Tackle, Base Ball, Archery, and Sportsmen's Goods of every 

R. SIMPSON, 132 Nassau St., N.Y. 

brass mounted, with Lancewood Tip, Red Case, Fishing Basket 
took, best Quality 

amounts to $10. I offer all complete for $6. These eoads 
Catalogue, with reduced prices for 1880, 



—_— 

JecemMBer 16, 1880.] FOREST AND STREAM. 

for S4'e. | 

JOR SALE, one of Rushton’s open canoes, 18 feet | 
long, as fool as new. Also, Lyinan’s baw-tac- 

L rowing gcar Price $30. Address THOMAS 
CUNNING, Stamford, Conn, Deci6, lt 

OR SALE AT A’ BARGAIN, a trable-bolted 

twelve fange; Seven gange; seven and three- 
fourths pounds. For tirther particulars address 
CHAS. MILLS, Lexington, Ky, Dee 16,3t 

AS CEEES FOR SALE.—Some fine elk, deer and 
antelope antlers, wiso builalo beads ; or would 

make an exchange for a Greaner shot gun, ten-Ib,, 
ten Gauge, and niust be a close, hard shooter. WM. 
A. ALLEN, Oanon Creek, Montana, Decié,au 

OU YACHTSMEN !—any ventleman requiring & 
navigator and salling master tor elther steam 

orsailing yacht, please addréss the widersiened. 
Twenty years experience and A 1 references. Per- 
MTanent position desirable. Address PILOT, office 
#1 FOREST AND STREAM. Decis,2t 

OR TALE, a Willlams & Powell gun, 10 1bs., $50; 
& Schilling, § 1bs., $40, with equipments. Both 

12 ganze, rebound, top snap, new; unique bargains. 
Also, 10 pin-fire crimpers, etc. ($3) atgleach. W. 

H,, 963 N. 11th street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Decl6 lt 

OR SALE, Maynard rifle with lonev-range, mld- 
range and gallery barrels and appendages, in 

Tine ti “shaped gun case, Warranted in pertect 
condition. Cost$i4o. Present price #85. Write tor 
Tull description to GEO, W. LEIGHTON, 2,212 Chap- 
line street, Wheellng, W. Va, Decis1t 

OR SALE, a $40 Greener gun, yery live used, | 
3 In good order, 33-in. barrels, 10 bore. WIL sel 
Yor half-price, a5 1 uave no further use for it Ad- 
dress H. K. R., Box 410, Medford, Mass. Deciéit 

* Ghe Bennel. 

MOUNTVIEW KENNEL, 
VOR SALE TO CLOSE PARTNERSHIP, the en- 

tire kennel of dogs, composed of animals of the 
‘urest breeding and most successful feld winning 
Strains, to-wit : 
Lincoiy —White and drange dog, whelped i876, 

fd imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennel. By Dan, 
6x-LUIT., second in brace with Gladstone, Tenn, 
tield trigls, 1875; first Free-for-All N. A. K. C. field 
trials, 1879; second tn Braves with Count Pred, N. 
A. K. C. field trials, 1879, at Patoka, HL Heisa 
yeas Held dog and a splendid breeder, Price 
; i 

Coun? Namer—White and black dog, whelped 
August, 1879, imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennel ; 
by the great Conut Wind’em, 6x-Nora. Price $500. 
Lap -White uni orange dog, whelped 1379, by 

Lincoln, ex-Daisy Dean. Price $200. 
CounTEss BEAR—White und lemon bitch,whelped 

1874, bred by Mr, Llewellin, and imported 1879; by 
Dan, ex-Countess. The only Derby winner in Amer- 
lea. First Fisld Trial Derby, 1875, England: second 
Crystal Palate, 1875; second All-aged Stakes, 1876, 
at Shrewsbury; second Birmingham, 1s76. Her 
puppies, Dashing Beauty, won the Puppy Stakes, 
and Dashing Bondhu the All-aged Stakes in Eng- 
land this year. Also dam of Baile, a bench winner. 
Bred to Lincoln in September. Price $750. 
Daisy DRaAN—White and liver, whelped 1875; by 

Pride of the Border, ex-Ruby, dam of Pearl pf Mau- 
ry, winner of Puppy Stakes, Tennessee field trials, 
1878, and dam of Skip, wo ran second to Dew’s Rill 
im the St. Louis K. C. Cup, 1877. Price $250. 
BLAZzE—Blue Helton, yery handsomely marked. 

whelpad, 1878; by Sam, ex-Countess Bear, bred by 
Mr. Liewellin, and tmported 1872; bred in Septem- 
ber fo Lincoin. Sam won first in three field trials 
in England. Price $350. 
DASHING PLOVER —While, with black ears, whelp- 

#0 1879, Lm ported 1880; bred by Mr, Llewellin ; by 
Dash IL, ex-Phantom, ihe dam of Count Win@em. 
Dash I. the greatest, lield trial winner that ever 
lived, and the bighest. priced dog that Mr. Liewel- 
linesyer bought Price $200. Address JOSEPH HL 
DEW, Columbia, Tennessee, Novy26,4t 
ST ee 

1 ORDON Seliter Bitch, a Weauty, whelped Jan. 
X 1879, color black and tan, hunted on quall, an 

is fast, btaunch und food nose, Will Make # rattler, 
A brobher sold for $125, and sister for $100, Price 

0. 

LULU, Lemon ind White Llewellyn Setter Bitok, 
two years Old; sire the great Carlowitz, who was 
bred and imported from the kennels of R. L. L. Pur- 
cell Llewellyn, England, and has a pedigree of 90 
years; dam, Flirt. Flirtis by Dash, who won first 
prize at Watertown, 1875, and first at Centennial, 
1876. Has been hunted. Lulu is in whelp to the 
Llewellyn setter Zanzibar, who is by the famous 
Gladstone No. 118, dam Mersey 444, American 
Kennel Sitid Book, Zan, 2d VoL American Stud Book. 
With four DUDS, strong and hearty; color, lemon 
with little white; 2 dogs, 2 bitches Sire or pups, 
Zanzibar; he by Gladstone and Mersey. She is 
certainly yery cheap. Price $40, if taken at once. 
Address H B. VONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa. 

Decidt 

ED IRISH SETTERS of noted stralns for sale. — 
A dog by imported Elcho; daw, imported 

Stella; color, a rich red with white on chest; g60d 
size, Well Teathered, handsome ; has vratid size and 
action ; 1} years oid; prive$30. A bitch by Berke- 
ley, dam Nellie; color, a rich solid red > dark eyes 
and nose, Well feathered, fine style; is In whelp to 
San Pedro (Elcho-Lady Palmerston); pricé $35, A 
bitch by Mike (Elcho-Nell), dum Roxie (Elcho- 
Bridget, Plunkett) ; color, rich solid red: dark eyes 
and nose; price $25. 
ford, Conn. Deci6,it 

ED FOX, Skunk, Raccoon and other turs 
po forcash—tirhest prices, Send for clr- 

cular with full particulars. E. C. BOUGHTON, 5 
Howard St., N.Y. Deed, 2t 

EE SALE, my orange and white English setter 
dog Max, id years old, shot over three Seasons; 

retriever. Will exchange for good rifie. C. R. 
STOUGH -ON, ‘Turner's Falls, Mass. Decls,1t 

AX ENGLISH SPORTSMAN has tor sale two 
desrhoumds and two ten months old; pure Sus 

Sex spanicls; “half broken. C. BRAMBLE,P. 0., 
Toronto, Canada. Decié,t 
re 

i BAL BARGATNS.—1 willsell at a great sacri- 
fice, as they must be cleared, a red Jrish dog 

26 years old; H, ©,, New York, and lst, Hudson, 
Ini? Ts broken and has been shot oyer this season: 
an all-lay worker. Also a black and tan setter 
bitch, 12 months old, by Toledo K. U. Grouse; was 
H. GO. in puppy class at New York; {s yurd broken. 
For particulars, address SHELL, Box 2,950, New 
York, Decls,tf 

—————e 

| 
| 

hammerless breech-lnadloy shot gua ; 80-Inchy | 

CHARLES DENISON, Hart | 

The Kennel. 

iS it has no equal H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom’s River, N.J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Mulleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. Y.; John P. Loveli & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; vos. €. Grubb & Co., 712 Market &t., 
Phila., F, P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st,, Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 

Louis. Price. 5 cents. 
TE 

Dr. Gordon Stables, RB. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 
“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-KE BITYERS.” 

Price 10 ecnuts, post free. Glyes addresses OF prin- 

cipal Boglish breeders, 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

8 and judgement. 
Dogs haye daily access to salt 

water. 
N.B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; alao, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms River, N.J 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

eee AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, ete, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. nformation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping. ete 

A RARE CHANCE. 
For Sale, my entire kernel of pure Liewellin, pure 

Laveracks and Irish Setters and Pomters, Brush, 
pure bred setter; a larce, strong, handsome setter 
dog; thoroughly broke on quail, woodcock and 
snipe ; a better snipe dog can’t be found. Llewellin 
setter Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton dog. 
Royal Ben, Lilewellin setter dog, lemon and whit 
in color; broken; also winner of ist and special at 
St. Louis show; also winner at Detro Mich. 
Llewellin setter bitch Goil, broken. Llewellin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great beauty. Llewellin setter 
bitch Orphena. Llewellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Perl V., a beautiful green and white setter bitch. 
Liewellin bitch Belle, in whelp to Count Royal. 
Liewellin bitch Gypsie Queen, with 7 beautiful 
ups by Royal Ben. Red Trish setter Von, thorough- 

ly broke; retriever from land and water. ed 
Trish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Impt. 
Red Irish setter bitch Nora, tn whelp to Von. Red 
Trish setter Shot, a beanty, Orange and white 
pointer bitch Belle, broken. Liver and white point- 
er Clyde, broken. fJmupt. liver and white bitch 
Nell. Also puppies from 3 fo 6 months old of set- 
ters and pointers of the aboye sto¢k, All the 
aboye I cuarantee to be in the best of health and 
condition, and to be as represented. Will show 
and vive trial of any dogon the list, For pedigree 
and particulars Inquire of @. Z. MILEY, Lancaster, 
Pa Oct. Tif 

oe O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory 0’ More in the stud. The handsoniest, 

as well ad one of the best tield and best/bréed red 
Trish dos in the United States. Winner of first 
rize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
819; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York. 1380, For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address Ww. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N, ¥. Junezi, tt 

RARE CHANCE,—For sale, English 
. setters: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France 
but superiorevery way, $50; Moll, a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two fret 
prises: $75; Dick, a or fine dog, orange white 
lack points; Rusa .» Orange white ticked, 

second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over. Thres orange white ticked 
dows, twelve months old, very fine, fa! of hunt, 
20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 

and Laverack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $23. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa Il. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural fleld qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want fne atock for very 
little money. Address ASA L, SHERWOOD, 
Skaneatelea, N. Y. Junezitt. 

DVERTIRSEMENT—An English gentleman, re- 
turned Tom shouting on the Upper Ottawa, 

has tor sale the following does: 2 superb boar- 
hounds, broken for deer (dilled 6), $100 pach, 240 yrs 
old. paid kame in Hngland; 2 balf-broken Sussex 
Spaniel pups, mother sd prize Alex. Palace, London, 
July, 1879; father equally wood, never shown, F25 
gach. C. BRAMBLE, Metropolitan Hotel, Pem- 
broke, Out., Canada. Deey,2t j 

,OR SALE.—Fifteen Foxhounds, first-prive stock, 
the finest and best, Address, with stamp, L. 

M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. Sept.23,tf 

OR SALE, red Trish setter 
stock; also well bred dnd 

further particulars apply to 
Northport, L. 1. 

paps, Plunket-Moya 
roken setters, 
DAVID G. HART, 

Noyss,it 

JOCKERS IN THE STUD.--SiiKLL, Diack, by 
7 imp. Shot—imp. Rose. DOCTOR, JR, (Second 
New York, 1879), liver, by limp. Jauk — Brownie. 
Fee zig each, Also best or uppies for sale. Ad- 
dress the LACHINE KENNEL, 1,182 Chestnut st. 
Elizabeth, N. d. Nov25, tf 

OR SALE.—Ay red Irish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old. Pommted 

and retrieved her first bird; and is a slasher in the 
field. Price $20. Address W. J. MORTON, Ports— 
mouth, Va. Oot2s, tf 

The Fennel. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

fl iat POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas‘on dogs orany other animals, or mone 

returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use. Simple and efficacious. 

Price 60 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DQGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use, 

Price 60 cents per Box by mail, 
Both the above are recommended by Rov 4np 

Gown and FOREST AND STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥, ect 12 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THR 

COCKER SPANIEL | 

BREEDING KENNEL 
OF 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. COQ., N. ¥. 
KEEP ONLY COCKSRS of the finest strains. 
T sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to eyery customer. 
These beautif. anu sntelligent dors cannot be 
beaten for reife) grouse ane wooe2oek snvoting 
acirenreyin.e- Oorresponaents inwvsing samp 
ar ck: printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials ete. 

IN THE STUD. 

The Imported pire Laverack setter, 

“ALDERSHOT.” 
Color, lemon Belton; whelped September 11th, 

isis. Feeds0. Thoroughly broken. 

Yor particulars address 
ERDMAN A. HERZBERG, 

L464 Pacific Street, ~ 

’ Brooklyn, L. I. 
Post Office address, Box 5910, New York City. 

ecg tt 

BLUE RUIN IN THE STUD. 
Pure Laverack—Carlowitz-Princess Nellie, Carlo- 

witz ls by Pilkington’s Dash ex Llewellin's Countess; 
Princess Nellie by Pride of the Border ex-Champion | 
Petrel. Inthe stud. Fee, $25. Blue Ruin is bean- 
tifully ticked with his own (blue) color, and is the 
handsomest Laveraek dog ever bred by the late M. 
Von Culin. Forsale—Broken and unbroken dogs, 
bitches and whelps of Laverack, Liewellin, Irish, 
Gordon and native bloods, State what you want 
and inclose stamp. E, & C. VON CULIN, P. 0, Box 
218, Lakeview, Dover, Del. Octit-tt 

i THE STUD.—Gordons: black and tan, sire 
Rupert, imported 1877, by Shot, Jr., 1630, B Ko 

8 B, ex Rhona, 1680, EK CSB, dam Whip, Stoa- 
dard’s imported Duke and Gypsy. Fee $25. Duke 
of Locust Valley: black and tan, limited to 5 bitches: 
sire, Toledo Kennel Club’s imported Grouse, EK C 
8 B 5,097, ex Grace, 3d prize winner Gilmore's, 1879 
Fee weed Pupstfrom the above and others of best 
kno™n Gortions on hand and for sale, also matured 
brood bitches in whelp. Address JAS. R. 
Locust Valley, L. I, 

ZINE LODGE KENNELS.—I am ore- 
iL pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly, I give my puppies seven months’ work 
cut of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaution, if 
the dog tas all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and 375, ac- 
cording to length of time I aceon the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Gears he 

Dot 2, 

LEN—B8. and T.; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
lin's Belle. The above dog, winner of first 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Pield Trials: will | 
be allowed ti serve a few bitches of approved | 
forni and biood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Addvess 

H, F. ATEN,M.D., 
34 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N. ¥ 
—~——s 

-T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
\J dersigned, wishing to reduce bis kennel, offers 
fur sale several magnificent Imported Mount 8t. | 
Bernard dogsano bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. Yo be sold for no 
fault. For prices, pear Ocss ete., address. - 

E ROY Z,. COLLINS. 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S.A. | 

ULEOUT KENNELS.—For puré (i cxer 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip IL, liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guar- 
anteed. dress ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Qulecut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 

QENS ATION TN THE 8TUD.—Fee for a few ap- 
.) proved bitches, $45. Hitches to be sent at own- 
ér’s TISK to the kennels at Babylon. Fee to accom- 
pany bitch, *ddresk Sec. W. EK. G., 206 Broad- 
way, New York, Room 11. Decs tt 

Hes S8aLE, Liver and white dog pup by Sensu- 
tion, out of Whiskey, 4 months, price 250. Liver 

and white dog pup by Sensation, out of May (sister 
to Psyche), 4 months, price $0, Secretary W. K. 
C., 26 Broadway, New York, Koomi1. Dec tf 

EAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALKE, bred from su- 
perior imported stock. Address ESSEN 

COUNTY HUNT, Montclair, N. J. Devis,2t 

STONEELENGE ON THE DOG. 

Price $3 30. 

Pur sakj by Forest abd Stream Publishiag Co, 

| Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully inyite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACH oo URSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the dif- 
ficulties and aatiere of peepee Rta elt 
cellent cara which run over the smoo : 
tracks enable STOCK TG BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

TAH LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS aresold atthe offices of the compen in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOV. BED. 
FORD, CHESSON , RALSTON, MINNEQUA. naa 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Stil 
Hunting. 

Also.*9 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY 
SQUAN, and peintson the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. : 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pags. Agent. 
Faankx THomuson, Gen’) Manager. febl7-t4 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonville, Fernan- 

*, dine, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N. P., and Matanzas, Cuba, 

FLORIDA STEAMERS leaye New York 
Eyery Friday at 3 Pp. m., for 

Jacksonville and Fernandina Direct, and consti- 
tute 

The Only Line Running to 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Hates, 

Wassnu and Matanzas Steamers sail Dec, 15 
thereafter every other Wednesday. 

After January 1 call at Fernandina, Fla. 

Nassau is the great resort of Tourist, Invalid aud 
Sportsman. 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautifully situated 
and well kept, is the best and cleanest house in the 
West Indies, , 

au 

For all particulars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphlet, etc., apply to 

C. H. MALLORY & Co., 

Agents, 

PIER 20, EAST RIVER, NHW YORK. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

8 PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars ‘*DayyCrocket” and ‘Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. A 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. P) C 
Do., Chicago, je26 Smoe. 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 
| SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S BR 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L.L 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Has alwayson hand the best of 

boats, batteries, ete., with tho largest rig of train 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast, The best 
ground in the vicini ty of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all yarieties. Specialattention given 
by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaram- 
teed. Address Wm. N, LANE, Good Ground, LJ. 
Refera by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 220 Broadway, N- ¥- 

Old Dominion Line. 
7 Wee STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb’s Island, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country ot 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfulk ateamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewea, Det, 
Monday and ''hursday at 3 P.M, Full information 
given at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York. 

: FOR 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 
@0 TO 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

on Shinnecock Bay, where you will find good guid: 
complete outfit of Decoys, Batteries, 6tc., as Ww" 
a8 good accommodations and a substantial Dill af 
fare. Take Long Island R. R to Good Ground 
Station. M. WILLIAMS, Proprietor. 
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Hotels and Hon'es for Sportsmen. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCimcinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOUWU SUMDIER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are C-asurpassed. 
if equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 
fish contained, 
BROUK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1and ends Sept.1. 
The GRAY LING Season opens June land ends 

Nov. Je eon, 

nanGes BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 
NGE, also abound in large numbers in-the | 

many Inkes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of hia! 

pkill to his friends or “club” at home, 4,aice for’ 
packing fish can be had at many points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.. The sce- 

ery of the North Woods and Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
mtd is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far sur- 

passing theaverage in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing. 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick. 

ets will be sold at low rates, and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Gungand Fishing Tackle ed Freeat 

owner's risk,~ 
It isoursim to makegportsmen feel “at home” 

yuthisroute, F -r Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
Itustrated bool 5f 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation an! «ccurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and:‘1imy Cards, address A.B.LEET, _ 

Ser. J'ass. Arent, Grand Rapids, Mich 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing | 

* Grounds of Virginia and 

_ West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- | 
‘inia Bloe Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
lleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha valiey: and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Gung, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

_The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
ae Se phur Springs. 

=~» = - ~ 

* Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and South weat ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and lotteyville with the South. modern 
improvements in equipment, 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, esti effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P'T (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 7 
, Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.25 P.M. Sundays, 
A.M, 
Col. P’t& Whitestone, 1.35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 A.M., 

2.38, 3.85, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.M., 
12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 P.M. 
Flushing, 6.3C, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 A.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 5.35,6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10,45 p.m., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.30, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 3, 6.35, 7, 10 p.m. 

Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.35, 5.35, 7 P.M. 
Rockaway Beach, 11 a.m., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 94.M. 
and 635 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.25,6 35 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.m., 

1.85, 3.35, 4.35, 6.35,6.85 p.m. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday. ed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesda ysand Sundays only from Flatbush ay, 
10 P.M. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. - 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.85, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35P.M. Sundays, 9 
A M.,6.35.P.M. i 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8A.M.,3.35P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M,. 4.35, 6.33" 

p.m. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M, 
Port Jefferson, 10 4.M.,4.35P.m1, Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35,5.35 Pim. Sundays, 9 

AM. | 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.85, 4.35 | 

5.35, 6,7 P.nf. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A-M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.M, Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTERS PT & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leayve 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter’s P’t, 8.30, 
10.80, 11.30 A.M., 8.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 p.m. Wor fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., | 
apply al 229 B’way, cor. Barclay. 
H ““W.M. LAFEAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agents 
mayi ly Richmond. 

Bromfield House, Koston. 

te 
EUROPEAN t.- 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

AGENTS FOR CARD'’S NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 

Howard's Steel Head Shells--Qualify guaranteed. 

‘TheDaly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

Pricelower than any other. 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Or W.R. ScHAPFER, 

Toany other Gun 

== COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished on application, 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or THos. L. GoncHER, 

Gl Elim st., Boston. 116 Girard ave., Phila 

Remington’s Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles. 

-48 Cal., 
Prices: Carbines, 

HTN 

i 
| | | I nil 

DUNN & 

Gurrent furnished free on application. 

BROWN'S PATENT] 
GUN CLEANER, 

: THR BEAT ft 
es Cleaner and Oiler 

_# For lirvech-loading arme 
in market, 
Patches, Brush 

e of poster. | 
\For One Dollar, one Cleaner, 
| » and full directions sent fre 
Ip ordering give calibre of gun, end for circular, 
Address Y OWN, Patente: «a_T. YARDLEY BROWN, Pat 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
FREE BY MAIL. 

C= li 

IONEER WORKS 
BIRMINGHAM, 

ENGLAND. * 

P 

RONAN’S METAL SHELL CLEANER. 
Cleans by scraping (without water), 1s self- 

adjusting, Made fori0andi12gauge, Wor saie by 
all gun dealers. J. F, Ri ONAN, Box 34, Roxbury 

1880. 
OEND ADDRESS TO THOMSON & 
“SONS, aol Broadway. No¥4 YO; Box 1.016, 
TOR TH D Co 
eon Ta SPORTSMEN'S GOODS. 

1880. 
WILD RICE 3 h.t5 “pst 
| limited. Government duty on Wild Rice from 
Canada two cents per pound. 

R, VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

erdayathome, Sampler. 
$5 to $20 Rents as tier id Addrest! 
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine, 4 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. 

S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Seryice. 
70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

$22; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. 
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists. 

E. REMINCTON & SONS., 283 Broadway,N.Y. P. 0. Box 3,994. 

Double, 

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). 

Station, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to the trade. | 

Adopted by the U, 

CARD’S 

STANDARD TRAP, 
FOR WING PRACTIOR. 

Single, Rotating, Stationary. 

ANY 

ALL IN ONE TRAP 

DE- 

SIRED DIRECTION, 

AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED. 

UTP 4 vay 

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols, and all kinds of Sporting Goods, 

| GREENER’S AND BONEHILL'S GUNS A SPECIALTY. 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y. 

WILBUR, 

Commission Merchants 
—— i —— 

| POULTRY. C4ME, BUTTER, EGGS, GREEN & DRIED FRUITS. 

We send sales and check for net amount immediately after sale. Stencils and Price 
Your correspondence and shipment solicited. 

192 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK. 

CHARGES ZL RITEMAND, 
IMPORTER OF 

tne Bieet-nadne’ Gin 
943 Broadway, near 23d8t.,N, ¥ 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 
The Celebrated ‘ Frankfort’ 

in Stock. 
THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 

Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, ®1 CO: Maska- 
longe, ®1 25. 

Sent by mail on receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

| The celebrated “Le Coutre” razor, in stock. 
| Razors with safety attachments. Bowie Knives, 
| Hunting Clasp Knives, $tilletos, Dirks, etc. 

FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

| AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
: SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

| OPTICAL Goonps. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

GLASSES, COMPASSES, Etc. 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 

(recommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
| post-paid for $2. 

GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE, anes 

f 

Reels 
ve) 

LOADED TO ORDER, SEND STAMP 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 

Bird Skins. Class Eyes. 
' For Stuffed Birds and Animals. 
| Send Stamp tor New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J. COLBURN, 
Boston, Mass. 

t 

\ $1 Boylston Street, 

10 Shots, 

——E 

a aa a Lan Ly cae 

——— med 

KKEENE’S PATENT, 

THE SNEIDER. 
Put, 1iG3. 
Rel. 1550, 
Pai, isu. 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMIERIGAN HAMMERLESS. 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS, 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire. 

Stocke Bent to Avy Crook, 
GUNS BUKED 10 SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
w4 W. PRATD STREET, BALTIMORE, MD 

? 

“J. STEVENS & 698 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

Twist. Laminated Extra, 
$55 00 $40.00 $45 (0 

SINGLE GUNS. 
Plain. Twist. Taminated. 
$12.50 $15.60) 817.0e 

R(FLES. 
In. 26in. 29in. 

22 caliber, ..-. nav: an-8 snes vons 20 $22 g24 
32, 38,44 caliber ......--...,--: 20 21 bs) 
Extra for globe sizhts and varnished stock, $3 

HUNTER'’S PET RIFLES. 
Wine in. 22in. f4in, 

22, #2, 35 and 44 caliber. $18 $19 $20 $21 
POOKET RIFLES. 

103n- iin. bin 18 in- 
22, 82 caliber.,..... $12.25 =fls8-25 MS S16 By 

aes GALLERY PISTOL8. nt 
ight. eavy. 

$20.00 rf 
J. Stevens & Co. have nearly doubled the ca- 

sete of their works, and for several montha 
ave been obliged to run the factory at night to 

meer the increased demand; showing that the 
SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS IN 
THE WORLD, when sold at such mdderate 
prices, will force their way into favor withour 
the sid of elaborate puffing or paid shooters 
Send for ilustrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
106 Chambers Street, N. Y., 

DEALER IN 

Fire-Arms, Ammunition, and all 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Stevens & Co,'sCelebrated Arms, 
Daruincton, Wis., Sept, 27, 1880, 

Dear Sirs—t revetyed the $2 cal. rifle you sent all 
O. K. [didnot expect to get an octagonal Darrel 
and globe and peep sights. I thank you very much 
for your fatr dealing toward me. But 1 must tell 
you how the gun shoots. Affer adjusting the 
Sights T fired five successive shots ah a rest, 125 
yards, and put every shotin a bullseye Lif tnches in 
diameter. Three of the shots would be covered by a 
five cent nickel piece, I killed a hawk 300, yarda the 
second shot am confident T could 1 a deer 
with it three-quarters of 4 mntle away. The gun ia 
Well balanced, and the workmanship is superb. | 
shall recommend the gun whenever [ can. 
Truly yours, EvGENE HAISTED, 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman'spatent combination Gun Sight 

ls a great improyement in rear sighta. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
pddress scription, 

WILLIAM LYMAN, , 
‘Middlefield, Coun, 

t 
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GENUINS he 

paras MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES i 
tA SPRATTS 82 “ 
~S' ee “ > ee 
we? 2s 5 u 2 ‘SPRATI’S PATENT”? are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad._ The Patent =f 

ky oR Fy ( ‘A “ Hbrine ' Gakes are used at the Dogs’ Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatation, Paris, etc. They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silyer and Bronze Medals ; a 

c 4 PATENT ey recelving the Hi atvard for Pay Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1878; Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- o 

=: PATENT 3 minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal ; Irish Kennel Ciub, Silver Medal, ete., ete. =) 

arene a BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, 

Wacked in Cans of 112 pounds each. | 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Please see that Every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATENT” and a “xX.” 
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WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
{8 South William Street, 

aie 

The International Exchange | 
— AND — 

READING ROOM, 
Madison Square, 

“. A. OROURKE, - - = PROPRIETOR. 

TO SUBSERIBERS AND THE PUBLIC: 
This institution will be opened soon in Madison 

Square. at the corner of Witt: avenue, Broadway 
aud Twenty-third street, Entrances, 953 Broadway 
and 185 Filth avenue. 
The success of the enterprise ts assured even on a 

metropolitan clHentage. Ataong the hundreds of 
subscribers who have signed contracts of member- 
ship aré the leading business and public: men of 
New York. The Exchange will have among its 
customers 4 large proportion of foreign and Ameri- 
can travelers. 
Among the principal purposes of the Exchange 

are: 
1. To keep on file every newspaper of any conse- 

quence published in Hurope, Asia, A ustralia, South 
‘Ameried, the West Indies, Mexico, the United States 
nn Canada. Parties desiring to subscribe for 
any journal, to be sent to their homes or offices, 
ean do sa through the Exchange. Advertisements 
will, when orderad. be forwarded, for Bubacribers to 
the Exchange; to leading journals at any point. 

2. To create a club in which subscribers May re- 
ceive the news ofthe worldpromptiy, obtain their 
letters, commmand>the services of Interpreters or 
vuides, exchunge foreign for American money, 
send telegrams to every part of the world and 
find facifities for transacting varlous kinds of 
business . 

3. Subscribers can have orders executed for them 
by mail or telegraph, secure rooms at hotels and re- 
eelre Information in regard to rates, cost of travel, 
ete, The current general news of the day and also 
stock, mining. produce cotton and other quotations 
will berecelved atthe Fxchange and Reading Rooms 
by telegraph. Information as to official prices inany 
pranch of speculative trade can be received at all 
times. Facilities will be afforded to those desiring 
tT speculate by telegraph to do so over private 
wires through responsible brokers. Direct tele- 

graphic communication with the prinsipal business 
exchanges. 
The advantages of a General Exchange of thls 

eharacter are briefly stated: 
1. A bureau of general anf special information 

on finanelal and mercantile matters. 
9. Information in regard to the modes of cioing 

Husiness in the different departments of the Goy- 
ernment. 

4. Statistics of the general government and of 
the various States, and also of foreign countries. 

4. The Foreign Department will give Information 
ofthe same character and furnish data of great 

value to the Merchant and manufacturer, as to the 
state and character of trade in all parts of the 
world. 

5. The City Deparument will give information on 
ihe City Government, {ts departments and mode of 
transacting business: Ruilroad, ocean steamerand 
steambout directions to travelers. <A general 
tloket office for travelers, where railroad and 
steamboat tickets can be purchased at the estab- 
lished rates, foreign arrivals and departures, A 
theatre ticket office. Diagrams of seats and 
telephonie communication with leading theatres. 
Real estate can be advertised in the Bureau 
for sale or exchange, together with notes of 
transactions, houses to let, boarding houses and 
apariments. 
Members of the Exchange can have their letters 

regularly and promptly collected from the General 
Post Office and placed in Lock boxes at the Hx- 
é¢hange to be called for. Letters. will also be called 
for ab business places or private residences, and 
romptty mailed, The Exchange will be notified 
y telegraph of delays and postponements of matis; 

also when foreign malls arrive atthe General Post 
Ollice, and when they will be distriputed. Letters 
recelyved at the Exchange for malling up to the 
latest possible moment. . 
‘he Exchange will be notified of the arrival off 

Sandy Hook of steamers trom Europe, the West In- 
dies, South America, etc, The announcement of 
the arrivals will be bulletined in the Exchange. A 

register will be kept in the Exchange of the arrivals 
of travelers from Europe, the West Indies, Central 
and South America, Canada, the varlous sections of 

the United States, ete. ; 
The Exchauge will bs open trom 8 A. af, Hi mid- 

night, 
Subscription price, $25 2 year, $10 per quarter, $3 

a mont, payable in atvance. 
Chacks must be made out to the undersig 

Cash payments must be made at the B 

953 Broadway and 195 Fifth Avcnue. 
Wo payments are to be made until the Exchange 

shall have been opened. 
Send for Prospects to 

CG. A. O'RO 

Maneger N.Y. City P 
115 and 117 Nassau 

TREE 
s Association, 
Street, 
New York, 

GEO. M. HUBBARD, 
185 Fifth Avenue, 

WM. B. GREENE, who is well known among 
Dusiness men, js the only agent authorized to call 
on them to have contracts signed tor membership 
of the Exchange. 

Due notice of the date of opening of the Interna- 
tional Exchange and Readiny Room will be given. 

BROCE TROUT, 

Eggs and Fry tv Season. 

LUDLOW TROUE PONDS, 

Ludlow, McKean County, Penn. 

Or to 

L. B. HOFFMAN & CO., Propiteroxs. 
ne 

All Gold, Ghromo & Littg Cards, (Xo 2 allie 
50 Name on, 10c, CLINTON BHOS., Clinton 
’ Conn. 

_ 

NEW YORK. 

Sportinen’s Goods. 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., 
——AND—. 

Goodyear's India Rubber Glove Mfg Co., 

205 Broadway, 

FRONT VIEW. 

* HALLOCK HunTING CoOAT.— 
Six pockets outside and game 
pocket inside, 

488, 490, 492 Broadway, 
Cor, Broome Street, and 

Cor. Fulton Street, 

NEW YORK Crry. 

RUBBER OUTFITS 
COMPLETE FOR 

HUNTING and FISHING. | 

Trouting Pants and Leg- 
gins a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water- 

proof. 

RUBBER COODS 
Every Description. 

- INSIDE VIEW. ; 
HaLLock HuN TING Coar.—The gam 

pocket extends the entire length of coat, 
i With capacity far surpassing any ordinary 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. game bag. i 

mor BEATS THE WORLD.” 7:5 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know, 

am jit 
Ht 

% BRAS _ a i—, 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD J 3 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
right to usait. 

eet 

nid 

are perhaps pot aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they haye been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown off by all burning paper 
namely : The Oil of Creosote. CHAR: oR 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE" 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobaceo in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutrelized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its Lrean- 

DGE” Cigarettes is owing 

TT: MAJORITY OF SHUKERS 

Wi 

Hi 

The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
all smokera, and its trath demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. Try them and you willuss no others, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 208 Water st., 
NEVVY YORE 

Philadelphiatishing Tackle House 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle ot 
Every Description, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara W: 

for Archery Gows and Fish Rods, as tough peu 
elastic as steel, 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880, 
Ree en Wing. Ea ees othe on hand, 

pattern ; ist-Color de. 

ont nd aa G HES Ooo mwathe ut BE RODS and INS 
ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS SA at 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices 2s low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Gooda. 

Price-Hst of wood and rod morntin 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue oF ne 
sree ecke Bent, post-paid, on receipt of ten ecnts 

BIRDS’ EYES. 
Birds?’ “ xidermists’ and Naturlists? 

Supplies. 
Send for New Price List. Reduced Rates. 

Wid. B KNOWLTON'S Natural History Store, 
Tremont St., Boston, Wass. 

Birds and animals preserved by superlor French 
and American worlamen. 

$ 7 A WEEE, $122 day at home easily made, 
Costly outfit free, Address TRUE & CO. 

Augusta, Maine, : 

Monadnock Trout Ponds 
Wil furnish Trowt and Trout Spawn at low prices, 
For price list, address 

G. A. STARKEY, Troy, N. H. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, 
(ESFABLISHED 1835). 

First premium at World's Fair et New York, and 
Centennial Ixhibition. 

abe nes 

JOHN KRI 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut 8ts., Philadelphia. 

UNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Mies, 

Lesders, Snoods, wees Bait, Fly Books, 
ate, Ete. 

2" Salmon, Bass, and Trout Plies, Made to Order. 
A Lso 

“ Krider’s”’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods, 

Rirds’ Eggs and Rirds’ Skinsin Great Varieties. 
Vaxidermy in all its branches. 3 

ratt’'s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds. marily 

THE S20RTSHAN'S LIBRARY. 
ps {pressure on our advertising space 

obliges us to withdraw the list of books 
which we have on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any bookon yachting or field sports, s# pre- 

viously advertised in these columns, will be fur. 
nished on. receipt of price. . FOREST. ANU 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy20-4 

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 
outhttree, AddressH. HALLETT & CO.,t 

Portland, Maine, c 

SPHRAT?T’SS PATENT 

* STAMPED, 

To be had in smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally, 

Publigations, 

The American Popular Dictionary, Saal Only 
This useful and e! 

pantvolumeis a com- 
picte Library and En- 
-veloprmedia, 2s well ag 

#iiebest Dictiona in 
the world — super! 
botnd.in Cloth an 
Gilt. J containa every 
word of the Siglish lan- 
guage, s true mean~ 
(ng, derivation, spelling 
and propuitciation, and & 
vost-amountof abe 
lufely necessary informe 
tion upon Science, Afythol= 
oy, Biography, American 
History, Law. de., being 
o perfect LIBRARY OF 
REFERENCE. W eb- 
ster's Dictionary 
costs £9.00, 2nd the 
American PopuPar 
Dictlo: costsonly 

iB $1.00." Worth ten 
times the money, ??— 
N.Y, Times. ‘We 
have never seen its 
equal, eitherin pri 
finish or contents." 
—Chris, Advoraté, ** 

at and Lsbrary of Reference.’’—Leatte's 
filua. News, N.Y. Ono copy of the Ameriéan Popular Die- 
tionary iIllustrated), the greatest end best book ever 

ublished, postpaid, to any addless on receipt of only & 
Entire satisfaction guaranteed. Two coples pos 

for $2. AGRAND HOLIDAY PRESENT, Order ot smce, 
This offer good for 60 days only and msy aever sppear epate. 
&,000 coples sold In two months! Address H. GC. DEAN, 
Publisher, 89 Metropolitan Block, Chicago, LL 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard. 

(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry, 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Con=. 
THE POULTRY WORLD 

is sent post-paid for $1.25 
per year; the AMBHRICAN 
POULTRY YARD for $1.50 

= —both papers for $2.00. 
Aseries of twelve magifi- 

cent Chromos, each repre- 
= me senting a standard breed of 

' ee “ fowls, sent for 76 cents extra 
to_all subscribers to elther publication. 

perfect Diction: 

PUBLISHED. THIS DAY. 

A SPLENDID HOLIDAY GIFT. 

F ARMHOMES 
In-Doors and Out-Doors. 

By E.H. LELAND, 
’ ILLUSTRATED. 

This is amost charming book and showid be in 
every farm home in the land. 4 is writtenina 
most captivating style by a writer thoroughly 
jamiliar with the subjects treated. Every page 
abounds in valuable hints and suggestions, com- 
municated in an entertaining, narrative form. The 
volume is very handsomely printed on tinted paper, 
pound in extra cloth, beveled edges, black and gold, 
and will make a most handsome holiday present 
or rural friends, 

Price, Post-Paid, $1.50. 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
245 Brondway, N. ¥- 

= a 

A FILE BINDER, 

Which, whon full, makes a permanent binding, 

Tor sale at this office. 

Price, $l. 

TRAPZBALLS 
FOR SALE. 

BEST MAKE. 

Light and Uniform Weight. 

PACKED WHEM SPECISE CARE. 

300 IN BAREREL. 

$2 OD per hundred 
bith oe “ 

Siugie barrel, = = 

Vive barrets, eS 

T. B. OSBORNE, 

{92 Fulton St., New York. 
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ORANGE SPORTING TOUROGRAPH, | T A | H A M j NI 

OW DER. 
P ben A PHOTOGRAPHIC | 
Orange Liahtnina. WONDER! Selected Standard 

Kyery Tonrist His Own Photographer. 

SIMPLE AND RELIABLE. 

ANY INTELIGENT MAN CAN USE IT (Camera Closed.) 
WITH A FEW MOMENTS’ INSTRUCTIONS, 

gen ae ear a brainy tite cents for sample work | | Ta Sh Of } 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. References—Thos, §. Steele, author of “Canoe and Camera;’ 6 
Fred. A. Ober, author of “Camps in the Caribbees.” 

Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PELLET showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW. rdabae Pa sctel it ds MOEN | rw menee Ferre 

LAFLIN' & RAND POWDER CO | SCTITYLER & DUANE | nompens 7, 8, 9 ann 10. 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yes ‘ 

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN Rig Of Ren Stat use ae ane re ap TOeROte 

Oranae Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

on Each Bag, 

GUNPOWDER! 9 
5 

mous rte secre m« FUNG ano Qporting Goods, | aM eke ®: 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dvuront’s GUNPOWDER MILLS, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- Founded July 4, 1808. 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: FINE ENGLISH BREEGH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, i Dupent’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 
to 4 (filme) unequalled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass ball and pigeon 189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
shooting. Packed in 1ib canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. i (coarse) 

to 3 (fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; | , gents for W j &z a SCO [ I &z SO N S 
eat penetration, with a close pattern; adapted : : 

or glass ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting, 
with either muzzle or breech-loaders. Packed in 7 - 7 Thrand si canisters and Bx; and Ich kegs Hnglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
Dupont’s Choke Borc.—Specially adapted + 

for “Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for R. V. R. SCHUYLER, J. KR. SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE, 
prairie and upland shootine. Burns slowly, strong Of the late firm ot Special. 
and moist; does not cake or burn onthe barrels, ScHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 
gives both a good penetration and a close pattern, 
Will be found well adapted for flass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Made oi two sizes, only No, 7 and No, 5. 

495 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed in 64/1b kegs and 

R F 0 SPARK: UBBER FISHING VUTFITS, SPARKS’ 

1% canisters. 

COMPRISING 

Dupoent's Nagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 
clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting, 
Packed in 11b canisters and 67 ib kegs. 

American Chilled Shot FISHING PANTS, ; 
FISHING & OOTS, Rivaling the English and All Others, 

BLANKETS, PANEER (PEO ep a te 

Duponws ille Fg. ‘Sea Shooting.??— 

Light, Black, White or Tan Color Goats, | THOMAS W: SPARKS, Maxovacronns. 

FFg. and FF Fg. Thel's. tor long-range rifle shoot- 

AND COMPLETE Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 

ing, the FFg. and Fil'Fe. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in istb, lib and 5th canis- 

MANUFACTURERS OF RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS, 
G U N ~ OW D E R Fishing Pants. [ES TADLISHED 1538.) Send for Catalogue. 

a 
« 

ters, 637, 1235 and 251) kegs... Pe coarse, Flr. tine, 

Hazard’s ‘*Electric Powder.” 

Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Surppine and Blast- 
ing Powders of all sizesand descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. AlsoRille, Cartridge, Mus- 
ket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubi- 
cal and Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder manuiactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in ail the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N, B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or FFg. for 

long-range rifie shooting. 

@ THE HOWARD MANUFACT’R’G CO., 
MANUFACTURE 42ND INTRODUCE 

sPATENTED NOVELTIES 
I : re FOR SALE by all DEAL- 

‘08. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point ; : : . i z 

of Sealed and (eleanlineas: Packed in square : es d 4 Pv ) ERS IN SPORTING 

canisters of one pound only. 5 il 2 J , 0S. GOODS. 

Haz.rd’s ** American Sporting.” f \ nS ree a wart Weigh yaurenchogn 

. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 5 ee LA 1 ; ma Y 

ros: 1 ine) SO ee rain quits and clean, for up- bat G : S the spot. 

land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns. 4 : te i! REAL 

Hazard’s ‘‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In1and 51b, canisters WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN INVOICE OF 
and 6} and 12} !b. kegs. Burns slowl; and very 

; A 1 
hooting remarkably close and with great ] gS TR STOCK 

reietion. "For field, forest, or water shooting, 
N 1 : 

t ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 

Pocket § Scale 
MADE OF METAL, 

avily Nickel Plate, 

yori GF Oe a BacIe ase OR of such exquisite quality as never before was snipped to this country, antot which a veleran sportsman feayily Nickel Plated. 

Hazard’s “‘Keutucky Rifle.” and epicure said: . COMPACT, STRONG, 
FFPG FFG, and “Sea Shoot ? eT eee ee (bis wine never ought to be absent from a gentleman sportsmams game DURABLE. 

25, 12}, and 6} lbs. and cansof 5 lbs. isaleo | dinner table.” +. a 
packed inland? lb. cauisters. Burnsstrongand For Sale at Grocers and Wine Dealers. Can be carried in the 

Vest Pocket, 

PRICE 28°CTS: 
Sample by mailon receipt 

moist. The FFFG and ee: pe dayorite jae et 

He rein hed Hoe bowder of thecounuy. | hy SOMBORN & CO.,12 Vesey St, N.Y, 
Supevior Mining Aud Blasting Powder. SOLE AGENTS. : 

of price. 
ERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET Pow- SENG ESPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, A liberal discount to the 

OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, tae 
MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, in every proniinent city, or whole- 
gale at our office. . 

838 WALL SX REET, NEW YORK. 

SHOOTING SUITS. 
Waterproof, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
(Successors to W. I, HOLABIRD,) 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

No. i—"* Post Office, 
weighs to 8 ov. 

No. 2—“ Pocket,” weighs 
to § Ibs, 

B IIOWARD MANUFACTURING Cco., 
pa FOX 2,295. NEW YORE, 
a lteter to FOREST AND STREAM. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS, 

il Pras 
7 
4 

Nee ite et Nt THE REST GUNS for the LEAST MONEY. Parlor, Library 
Pay + 

W. W. GREENER’S and C. G. BONEHILI/S GUNSa specialty. General Agent for Oa) Bed ‘or Lounge, com 

H A Fe FR 1 Ss’ Ss ARD GLASS BALL TRAF. Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Sporting Goods. Send for circulars. - ining: Beatty, Mahte 

licity and comfort, 
Ryerpthing toan ex— 
act science Orders 
by mail promptly at- 
tended to + 

LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS | WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.Y. % 

AND PIGEON SHOOTING. —— r 

ate ai Pee S HOOTI NC, BOATI NC and F ISH : N c. ° READING POSITION. nods ship ed to an, 
PRICE $1. pdaxeesit eel. d Sta for Lflustrat 

EDWIN S. HARRIS quote Forest, and Stream. | Address 
‘177 Hrosatenys 3 FOR SALH AT THIS OFFICE, - a Wilson Ajus.Chair M'f’g Co.,6t1 Broadway,NY¥~ 

“a 
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*.* The Forrst anp Srream goes to press Wednesdays. 

Correspondents are requested to mail their sorimunications so 

thut they may reach us before that day 
—+e-— 

Do Nor Foreer that a paid ssubseription to the Forest? AnD 

BrevaM for one year isa Moxt appropriate Christinas gi7t. 
et 

Tne PROPOSAL to require licenses from gunners on Long 

Island will meet the hearty approval of the better class of 

sportsmen, and as land-owners are to he excepted from the 

requirement, farmers will be equally pleased with it. 
————_— > + Qs ——————-- -—- - 

Tne Cane brings us the news of the death of Francis 
Trevelyan Buckland, or as he was best known, Frank Buek- 
Jand, who was perhaps the most widely known writer in 

England on natural history. For several years he had conduct- 

éd the Natural History columns of Land and Water, and 
through that paper and other mediums he had been remark- 
ably successful in popularizing that study. 

_ 

Wuen the Forms’ anp Stream was considering which one 
of many special features, that presented themselves, should 

le provided for its readers this Christmas week, nothing 

seemed more pleasing and appropriate than a collection of 

reminiscences of that famous coterie of writers, who con- 

tributed long azo to the old Porters Spirtt—the Forzsr anp 

Siream of its day. And it was most fitting, too, that these 

teminiscenses should come from the pens of those writers them- 

selves. We accordingly communicated with such of them as 

swe knew to be still living, and our requests have heen met 
hy a most gratifying response, and we present to-day contri- 

butions from Gen. UH. HL. Sibley, Isaac McLellan, Col, Thos, 
Picton and 8. C. Clarke. 

These are the few who are left; the members of that band 

who have not passed away with their generation, 

This reunion of famous writers, after the lapse of a quarter 

of a century, ig a notable event in American sporting litera- 

ture, 

GENTRAL FISH CULTURAL SOCIETY. 

HE meeting, which is partly reported in another column, 

Was a most interesting one, and was characterized by 

several important and highly interesting papers, which were 

followed by equally interesting discussions. We have urged 
the members to put their views in form of a ‘‘ paper” which, 

prepared at leisure, fully represents their ideas, and is always 

correctly rendered in the local and other papers as well as in 

the Society’s reports. This will be remedied next year, as a 

resolution was adopted which authorizes the executive com- 

nittee to call on memwpers for a paper, and then to prepare a 
programme in accordance, with this plan. 

Among the papers read was one by Prof. Forbes on the 

food of fishes in their early life, which has an important bear- 

ing upon fishculture and the intelligent stocking of waters; 

one by Mr. Fairbank on the breeding of California salmon in 
fresh waters, something which has been done by him in 

Geneva Lake, Wis., where his salmon have not only lived 

but have actually spawned in the lake; one by Mr. Ballou on 

protection of fishes in Lake Michigan ; one by Mr. Mather on 

the growth of carp in America, wherein he proved by many 

witnesses that in their new home their growth exceeded that 

of their native land three or four times; and one by Mr. 

Shaw on fishways, besides letters and communications from 
others, 

One of the humors of the meeting was a joke on Commis- 

sioner Shaw, of [owa, whose resemblance to General Garfield 

is so strong that strangers looked after him, One of the 

wags told a waiter at the hotel that the gentleman dining at 

the next table was the President-elect, and that the one with 

him (Commissioner Bartlett, of Illinois), with the huge mous- 

tache, was General Logan, and the fun lay in seeing the pro- 

cession of darkies file by to get a look at the celebrities, and 

the astonishment of Shaw to see the pyramids of dishes con- 

taining all the delicacies in the house piled in front of him 
until no space was left for more. 

We will publish the papers and discussions. in full, from 
week to week, and atterward issue them in pamphlet form. 

The members of the Society recognized the labors of Forzsr 
AND SPREAM in the Jine of fishculture, and the few who had 

not formerly taken it ordered it sent, It may be that the 

Seciety will never get the legislation it seeks from the gen- 

eral Government, but if it never accomplishes legislation of 
any kind it has a sufficient reason for existence in the diffu- 
sion of fishcultural knowledge, the exchange of ideas and 

the general waking up of the public to the value of fishcul- 

ture through the press, which gives, as the Chicago local 

papers did, columns of discussions and extracts of the papers 
read and comments upon them. 

ne. 

THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 
ELECTION. 

V ITHIN a few days the life members of the National 

Rifle Association will be given an opportunity atthe 

annual meeting of the association to filla number of places 
in the Board of Directors. Common sense would seem to 
dictate that a change be made from the old plan of compli- 
mentary re-election of retiring niembers, and that an effort 

be made now if ever by the actual shooting men of the asso- 
ciation to make the Board of Directors something more than 

a mere parcel of figure-heads, at least as a large majority. 
The affairs of the association have now reached a stage 

where it becomes an absolute necessity flat somebody should 

do something, From being a live, healthy organizaiion, lead- 

ing rifle practice and infusing life into the sport, the National 

Rifle Association has degenerated into a mere empty shell. 

The military shooting on the one hand is entirely removed 

from the jurisdiction of the Board, and on the other hand the 
most popular all-comers’ match of the year 1880 has been car- 

ried out bot only without the actual co-operation of a major- 

ity of the Board, but with expressions of the liveliest disgust 

and opposition on their part. The fact now is that those who 

control affairs in the National Rifle Association are not in ac- 
live and earnest accord with the men who do the shooting on 
the range. Every important step which has been taken has 

been forced upon the Board, and this unwieldy force of in- 
incapables haye been rather a hindrance than a help to rifle 

shooting. A single energetic man could easily run the Creed- 

to Bogardus. 

—. —f- 

moor range, and the only function which the present Board. 

of Directors seems to fulfill is that of passingridiculous resolu- 

tions at inopportune moments, ‘The Palma has been virtually 

shelved through the weight of conditions laid upon it, and 

the whole question of international small-bore shooting hag 

been dragged intoa quagmire of confusion, and there dropped. 

Having the opportunity to become the dictator in all mattera 

connected with rifle shooting in this country, the association, 

by an annual turn-over of ifs rules and regulations, has man- 

aged to make a match shot ‘‘ under the rules of the National 
Rifle Association” considerable of a risk unless everything 
passes off exceptionally smooth. The financial management, 

of Creedmoor might come in for no small share of sharp 

criticism were we inclined to venture into that field. 

The whole remedy for this state of affairs lies with the 
shooting men among the life members. There are enough 

such to select a good, liye contingent at once, and ultimately 

to the weeding out of every fossil from the isoard. There 

has been growling and grumbling enough, both on and off 

the range, at the neglect of those in control. The whining 
ones can now put their cry for reform into practical shape of 

ballots. Let them decide upon a list of men who thoroughly 

understand the needs of modern rifle practice, men who 

themselves know somewhat of the seemingly slight causes 

which may cause a man to turn with indifference from one 

range and seek another. Our ples fora ‘‘change” is no idle 

one, for affairs in the N. R. A. cannot well be worse than 

they are now, and in face of the fact the commg shooting 

season will determine whether the N. R. AU is to live or die. 

The infusion of new blood into the Board must ba a help to 

ite deiiberations. 
is ee 

Banyers and buntings and streamers, the boom of cannon 

and the flare of skyrocket, these are the attendants of our 

midsummer anniversary, the symbolisms of our national 

pride and patriotism. Each recurring holiday is marked by 
its distinctive and approved material expression of the senti- 

ments which prompt to its observance. 

And Christmas has its greens, This week our homes are 

decorated with the simple boughs brought in from the wood- 
land and fragrant with the spicy odor of the forest. 

There is much of significance in this, that for the memorial 

of that day which the Christian world has set apart for the 

commemoration of the one momentous event in its history, it 

rejects the decorations of art and finds in the simple gifts of 

nature its fitting and eloquent symbols of joy and cheer and 

hope. 

Ti matters little when or where this custom arose. That it 
hag lived and is year by year more widely adopted ig an une 

conscious, perhaps, but none the less emphatic and true, ex- 

pression of man’s sympathy with Nature. If is the unerring 

token of her children’s affection for Mother Earth, 
oo 

Massacuusetis GAME Prorrorion.—The Massachusetts 

Fish and Game Protective Association have appointed Messrs. 

Tris W. Adams, John Wattler, Jr., and F. R. Shattuck, 2 

committee to superintend, if necessary, 2 reyision of the 

Game and Fish laws of the State during the coming session 
of the Legislature. This committee invites correspondence 
from other similar committees of the different State Associa- 

tions, or from individuals interested in the subject of fish 
and game protection, and will welcome any suggestions 
which may bear on this matter. Letters may be addressed to 

any member of the committee, in care of the Association, 

Worpa, Worps, Worps.—When Carver was setting cut 
for Europe, he prepared the way by a grandiloquent ex- 

change of wordy challenges to Bogardus; and when the 

flood of newspaper notoriety thus secured was at its height 
the ‘‘ Doctor” mounted the crest of the wave and rode into 
fame across the sea. After a prolonged absence abroad 

Carver appears again in the daily papers with more challenges 
This means, we presume, that Carver is 

thinking about coming back fo America. He is preparing 
another wave of newspaper notoriety, and when the sound- 

ing-line shows the requisite depth of water on the har we 

may look for the redoubtable marksman to come sailing 

grandly into port. 
Tides—moon—moonshine, 

words—words. 

Saryer challenges—words— 
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Christyas Aennian. 

A YISION OF THE PAST. 

i a the silence of my room, at this solemn noon of night, 
I sit and muse of other years, of years that were so bright. 

There's no light of lamp nor gleam of fire tu dissipate the gloom ; 

No star-spark nor a moon-ray the darkness to illime, 

As down ‘lime’s dusty cortidors T fir my wist!ul eye, 

Fond retrospuct brings up the scenes of the days so long gone by. 

IT seem to see before me, like old portraits ou the wall, 

Sportsmen whose forms and features T can at ouce recall. 

As tuemory’s magic wand I yaise, the men of other days, 

Like apparitions of the past, cols trooping to my gaze, 

T behold in this, my vision, each old familiar scene, 

Where we bad tramped the meadows or trod the woodland green ; 

Where we'd sealed the breezy upland, or plunged in bosky dell 
Tn summer’s heat or when the leaves of russet autumn fell. 

In hemlock wilderness, where rovyed the wild deer herds of Maine, 

Where antlered stag or tawny doe held unmolésted reign ; 

Where the druni-beat of partridge or woodvock’s startled ery 

Were heard in piny thickets dow where the brook swept by. 
And where lone Adirondacks their shadows wide extend, 

And the blue mvuntain sntimits with the horizon blend ; 

Where sparkling stream and crystal lake, like gems, the vales inlay, 

There, well equipped with rod and gun, we loved to tuke our wey. 

And where the aylyan prairies of Hlinois outspread 

Theiy messureless preen pastures, where thick the grouse focks 

fed ; 

Where myriads of wild pigeons aud coyeys of brown quail 

Filled grove and plain; where oft we'd keep the trail 

ast by thy shores, old Ocean, by rocky reef and bar, 
Tn shelly cove, or where the sand-spit stretched out white and far, 

There, hidden in ow boat, we'd lie in ambush for the flight — 

Of hovering brant oy honking goose from day-dawn until night, 

And oft where veedy marshes their league-wide meadows spread, 

Aud ployer-call and curlew-cry were resonant o’erhead, 

There, off amid those wary fovks, to deal out death we came, 

And home return’d with sumptuous wealth of migratory game. 

And when the winter days had come, and sports of fleld were o'er, 

And, gin and rod and dog dismissed, we sought onr homes once 

more, 
We loy’d by fireside blaze to sitand there enjoy again, 

In genial talk, the noble sports of wood and Hood and plain, 

Cale Loring, of old Boston, prince of fowlers rare, 

Can I forget your reyal sports, your slill beyond comipure ! 

Forget our * Acorn,” * Oypress,” in these recording rhymes, 
Then wout to fil the sanctum of the Spirit of the Times ? 

Tall Sou of York] O, Porter, who might torget thy fame 
What memories now brighten at mention of thy name! 

So eloquent ii épesch, 40 oultuy’d in thy mind, 

A giant in thy form, a8 woman soft and lind ! 
And others, too, were there, reuowned with gun and pen— 
Sibley and Picton, Scott and Wilkes, all princes among men ; 

Anthon aud Clarke and Foster, snd, chiefest name of all, 

Frank Vorrester! What scenes those names recall! 

Poor Herbert! Who so brilliant, so yersatile as thou, 

Whether in smiling mood or with a clouded brow? 
Ah, who so eurtiest in the field, amid the birds of wir, 

Or where the trout and salmon gleamed in the sunny glare. 

These portraits of kind faces, these pictures of the past, 

Glow ever in my memory; to fade they will be last, 

But, alas! the dust and shadows of the graye huye closed fore'er 
Ou many of these we cherish'd in the long-departed year, 

Sheéller Island, 4, I. Tsaac McLennan. 
a 

“THE SPIRIT” CROWD. 

BY OOF. THOMAS PIOTON. 

HIRTY-FIVE years ago The Spirit of the Times, the met- 

ropolitan weekly, for many years previously prosper- 

ous under the peculiar editorial management of William T. 

Porter, had attained the height of its popularity, celebrity 

and influence througl its recognition as the ‘gentleman's 

newspaper” of the period, with a corps of contributors com- 

prising numerous writers of local distinction in every portion 

of the country, whose productions, generally composed dur- 

ing moments of compulsory leisure and expressly designed 

for instruction os entertainment of a distinctive class of ap- 

preciative readers, first saw the litht of day in this diversified 

sheet. ‘Phe Porter brothers were men of decided ability and 
of rare lilerary attainments, genial, social companions and of 
extended worldly experience, and hence it was not sur- 
prising that when William, the ‘Tall Son of York” as he 
was fruniliarily designated on account of his remarkable 
stature, assumed coutrol of Te Spirit's columns, aided by the 
advice and literary co-operation of his more highly cultured 
brothers, if penetrated with incredible rapidity into the houses 
of turfmen, sportsmen, planters and country gentlemen, 
while being acknowledged in this metropolis as a standard 
for refined amusements. ; 

Tt must be remembered that in those days, when the pas- 
sing generation were tinctured with a decided predilection to- 
ward patricianism and a prejudice favoring social exelusive- 
ness, professional gentlemen and those of habitual leisure 
were, a8 a general rule, not only ripe scholars, but enthusias- 
tic admirers of field sports, tutored in admiration of the pas- 
times and diversions held in esteem by the gentry upon Nng- 
lish soil. The sportsmen of forty years since were almost 
entirely dependent upon English publications, and those of a 
yery high price, for corrent literature, and consetjuently one 
of the leading features of The Spirté in its initial issues had 
Liecen a judicious reproduction of articles from the London 
Sporting Magazine and similar periodicals, the perusal of 
which fired the ambition of our native writers, who, ere lapse | 
of little time, had the satisfaction of perceiving their contri- 
butions to Zhe Spirit transterred to the Old World with lan- 
datory comments upon the unexpected uprising of a sporting 
literature in an American wilderness. Such was the case 
particuinrly in the instance of Tom Thorpe’s ‘Tom Owen, 

the Bee Hunter,” and the ‘‘ Bie Bear of the Arkansaw,” two 
sketches, descriptive of life in the Southwest, for which he 
had yainly sought s medium of publication at the South, 
where he was then dwelling a comparatively obscure editor, 
Upon advice of a friend the manuscripts were transmitted to 
Porter, whose appreciation of talent and humor and keensense 
in detection of character, at once suggested prominent pub- 
lication of the artieles, which were, through his indorsement, 
reprinted extensively in popular journals, and finally adopted 
in England as types of hitherto unknown American charac- 
teristics. Through this fortunate chance in making a first 
appearance in Tie Spirit, and a subsequent contribution to 
the American Turf Hegister, likewise edited by William, Col. 
Thorpeacquired a profitable reputation, enduring’ up to the 
time of his death, Inasmuch as he was among the very few 
sporting writers wielding 4 money making pen. The Turf 
Register, moreover, was the main cause of bringing into ex- 
istence as a sporting author Frank Forrester, as tlerein Her- 
bert made his dedué in his controversy with Cypress, Jr., re- 
garding quail, continued in a series of articles, which, subse- 
quently enlarged and embellished, laid the foundation for a 
nuniber of papers upon American game printed in the maga- 
zines and forming the skeleton of his Américan Field Sports. 
Porter, personally, was no ardent disciple of the gun, but a 
most deyoted worshiper of the rod, spending lis yacations 
annually in making short journeys into the trout regions of 
Long Island, and the wilderness of Sullivan County and of 
John Brown's Tract, usuully accompanied by some genial 
friends of more practical piscatorial abilities than tendéncies 
for literary exertions, prominent, among whom could be re- 
marked Henry Inman, the artist; Brough, the vocalist; 
Genio C, Scott and Lyman Derby, aspirants to leadership of 
fashion in the fabrication of male garments; Wilkins Ken- 
dall, of the New Orleans Piemyune, yearly a visitor to our 
cify during the summer months; Fosdick, an eccentric gen- 
tleman and representative sportsman, and several other Wal- 
tonians, whos¢ adveniures, duly détailed orally upon their 
return, either in 7e Spiri?s private office, significantly de- 
noted ‘The Sanctum,” or over a fish dinner of captured 
game, served up to order by Ned Windust, beneath his pro- 
fessional supervision, and in a quaint subterranean parlor, 
that unostenialions apartment of the Shakespeare, into 
which none save the elect Of his patrons were suffered to 
penetrate, furnished the basis for countless amusing and in- 
structive anecdotal narratives, whipped into shape by friend- 
ly pens, the identity of the chief actors in which, although 
well known to embers of Ve Spirit coterie, being discretly 
concealed from the general public who, devoted to business 
cares, couldnot be brought into appreciation of a professional 
man’s deyotion of time to apparently frivolous pastimes. 
Consequently when # really capable writer, dependent in a 
measure upon popular favor to sustain a professional reputa- 
tion, thought proper to transmit a contribution to Die Spirit, 
he cautiously assumed a nome de phone, while resorting to 
devices to licodwink his business friends as fo cause of 
his temporary absence from town. Like William P. Hawes, 
whose Incrubations as ‘Cypress, Jr.” have been compiled 
and edited by Frank Forrester with intent of securing a 
trifling pittance for his widow, William C. Barrett, whose 
fair fame as a lawyer las been of late years entirely obliter- 
ated by an act of unpardonable dishonesty, was a practicing 
altorney Of high standing, and at the same time one of the 
most inyetérate and skillful fishermen of his day, equally an 
adept with rod and pen, upon whose friendiy advice, and at 
whose warm solicitation Frank Forresier was imduced 
to undertake, and finally to complete his ** Fish and Fishmeg,” 
in which work, however, lie was materially aided by 
©Dinks,” a thoroughbred sportsman—Captain Spencer Peel, 
of the Royal Canadian Rifles. A fluent and versatile writer, 
Barrett persistently preserved his incognito through a perpe- 
tual change in the aliases appended to his contributions and 
yariation of his general style so effectually as precludes possi- 
bility of positive identifieation in their authorship, During 
the carlier days of his practice at the bar, finding it to be 
hopeless to resist temptation for indulgence in his favorite 
diversion, he would console clanorous clients through assur- 
ance of being called ont of town lo argue a motion before the 
Chancellor, go strong was the then prevailing sentiment 
among business men against their legal adyisers going forth 
for ‘ta day's shooting.” Another clandestine contributor to 
The Spirit was the Rev. Dy. Bethune, who, however, mus- 
tered courage adequate to public avowal of himself as editor 
of American edition of ‘ Walton’s Angler,” much in demand 
with local bibliomaniacs hunting after the yolume, on ue- 
count of the reverend annotitors reputation, with animpulse 
similar to that actuating acquisition of a black letter Julia 
Bernyer. 

It will be perceived that in those earlier days a sporting 
lawyer or a piseatorial divine alood in danger of excommuni- 
eation were his proclivitivs to be honestly confessed, and 
hence came it that the inviting fields of sporting literature 
remained with us untilled save by surreptitious or discuised 
laborers, until Mr. Hawes and Herbert set 2 commendable ex- 
ampie to ambitious aspirants through voluntarily unmasking 
their faces to an admiring public. Flenry Willian Herbert 
differed from all his sporting contemporaries in the graye 
particular of being condemned to involuntarily literary servi- 
{ude whereby to earn his daily bread, and for mauy years in- 
dulgence in field sports was rather a compulsory relaxation, 
necessary to relieve an unremitted pressure upon an over- 
taxed brain than for the sake of there amusement Tt was 
fortunate for the sportsmen of Americathat Herbert chanced 
to be a man of very limited means, otherwise he would 
neyer haye been forced into composition of those volumes 
upon which rest his post-mortem fame, for, during his life- 
time, he toiled assiduously to attain celebrity as a classical 
and historical author, regarding his sporting contributions to 
magazines and newspapers ns mere ephemeral productions to 
alleviate passing financial difficulties. Upon the ‘‘ Roman 
Traitor” and ‘‘ Oliver Cromwell, England’s Great Protector,” 
he placed his firmest reliance for a durable reputation, while 
upon ‘The Captains of the Old World” he bestowed more 
labor and research than upon others of his productions, ex- | 
cepling his elaborate work upon ‘*The Horse,” which en- 
gaged his leisure hours at ‘!’The Cedars” for more than a 
series of years, its compilation having been commenced at 
suggestion of J. Prescott Hall, onee 2 prominent lawyer and 
President of the Jockey Club at the time of the excitingmatch 
between Boston and Fashion. Herbert was a very superior 
horseman and quite 4 cavalry officer, haying commanded a 
company of yeomanry before leaving Kugland, and was the 
first gentleman to appear upon the turf as an amateur rider, 
being beaten, however, on account of the superiovity of the 
horse. of his antagonist, the well-known Loye!l Purdy, upon 
the Union Course. . 
When 7%e Spirit was commenced by a gentleman named 

Fisher, who prided himself upon being brother to the famous 

_= 

and precocious actress Miss Clara Fisher, if, wus announced 
to be intended as ‘a chronicle of Ficld Sports, the Turf and 
the Stage,” but, upon ils falling heneath charge of William 
T. Porter, the literary department was assumed by Dr. Por- 
ter, who at one tine waa co-editor with N. P. Willis in a 
weekly, Tie Corsair, intended as a rival to the Albion. 
Among the compositorsin Uke Spirit office was Horace Greu- 
ley, who was indebted to William, when foreman of the 
printing house of Bangs & McElrath, for the first enmploy- 
ment obtained in this city, the duo having originally come 
from the same town in New Waimpshiré. Grecley’s first 
editorial essay appeared in Te Spirit, clandestinely inserted 
during absence of the editors nt the races, and was deemed 
to be so brilliant as to draw forth an injnnetion not ‘to do 
the same again.” Some legal difficulties haying occurred 
touching ownership of 77e Spirit, the paper was, at Gree- 
ley’s suggestion, issued for a couple of weeks as 7'he Wen 
Yorker, a title adopted by the “white-coated philosopher” 
when venturing into business for himself in conjunction with 
Henry J. Raymond, another of Porter's townsmen. The suc- 
cess of The Spirit as a literary journal was materially en- 
hanced through perpetration of an ingenious hoax upon Por- 
ter, whose publication in good faith created somewhat of a 
sensation in the literary circles. Dickens having announced 
the publication of a new serial to succeed The Pieloick 
Papers,” which literary composition was initially designed tu 
he a burlesque sporting narrative as a letter-press accompani- 
ment to etchings executed by Seymour, whose +! Sketches ” 
had attracted much attention in England, ¢ome one supplie 
The Spirit with the opening chaplers of “ Boz's™ new ro- 
mance, the authorship being variously ascribed to Michard 
Adams Locke, Herbert, Lewis Gaylord Clark, Clay the carica- 
turist, and other writers of distinction, whose letters of re- 
pu‘iation, more or less indignant, contributed amazingly to 
the amusement of the imposition when it was discovered to 
haye been a transcription of an obsolete English sporting ro- 
mance by an obscure lawyer's clerk, 

Correctly speaking ie Spirit could never be regarded as 
a sporting periodical, although well supplied with casual ar- 
ticles upon the game and field sports of our country, inas- 
much as it aimed at being the recognized organ of the Awmer- 
ican Turf, to the prejudice of secondary interests. Conse- 
quently a yast majority of its contributors, resident out of 
town, were either enthusiasts on horse racing or quiet huimor- 
ists portraying incidents in Southern and Western life and 
character, who remained almost personally unknown to '' 7'he 
Spirit crowd,” as the habitual visitors to the office were fa- 
miliarly designated, unless takiog advantage of a casual visit 
to this city to pay their respects to the ‘‘Tall Son of York,” 
who ever received them with a prodigal hospitality, ruinous 
to his financial prospects. The horse was the idolof William’s 
admiration and no man ever exerted more indefutigable zval 
in the enlistment of artistic talent to conimemorate the fea- 
tures of hiis equine favorites. The Spirti was published 
wholly by subscriptions of ten dollars annually—assuredly 4 
very high price—and in part compensation the publisher pre- 
sented to his patrons large stecl engravings, suitable for par- 
lor ornamentation, thus familiarizing the denizens of the rural 
districts with works of art indicative of a refined taste. Be- 
fore the invention of Daguerre and the subsequent innovation 
of photography, all portraits were wade ly trained hands, 
while an animal painter was more of a rarity than a Royal 
Academician. Tlie Spirit was consequently forced to rely 
upon native-born genius and, through employment of Henry 
Inman, probably the Jeading portrait painter of his 
day, and Troyes, an animal painter (subsequently attain- 
ing a European celebrity), to supply elaborate paintings, 
whence were drawn desigus for engravings upon steel on an 
extensive scale, contributed liberally toward advancement of 
a branch of art at present passed materially oul of use. 

Forty years since New York city may have been regarded 
as the centre of the turf interest at the North, for, singular to 
remark, a strong sectional feeling charatérized our races from 
the earliest inception of that sport upon this continent, Vir- 
ginia claiming representation of the South and New York 
that of the North from the days of the exciting match between 
Eclipse and Henry down to the more recent contests between 
Fashion, bearer of Northern colors, and Boston and Peytona, 
respective champions of a ‘solid South." During the spring 
and fall meetings of the Jockey Club, then held upon Lone 
Island, the sanctum of The Spirit was a scene of edifying 
confusion as aneutral ground, whereupon the magnates of the 
turf, ever men of distinction in paths of public life, assembled 
in harmonious communion. Prominent amon these horse 
owners stood, upon the part of thé South, Col. William TR. 
Johnston, of Virginia, a small-sized gentleman, with a super 
luxuriance of gray hairs, rather grandiloquently claimed as 
being ‘‘ the Napoleon of the turf ;"" Wade Hampton, of South 
Carolina, the perfect ype of Southern chivalry; Long, of 
Washington, und Dick Ten Broeck, of Kentucky, famous to 
the present hour through his trans-Atlantie experience. To 
meet these men of note our city produced such sporting wor- 
thies as Alderman Charles Ilenry Hall, a patrician, whose 
town residence had been converted into the famous Niblo's 
Garden ; Walter Livingston, owner of Trustee, » diplomalist 
of the old school, familiarly known as ‘' the last of the white 
cravats:” William Gibbons, owner of Fashion, an enterpris- 
ing steamship owner and indeed founder of Commodare Van- 
derbilt’s immense fortunes and the Stevens brothers, sybse- 
quently identified in the promotion of yachting and develop- 
ment of engineering enterprises—a congregation of wealth, 
probity and intelligence the like of which, it may he well 
observed, we may never chance to see again. 

Editor Forest and Stream ¢ 

Yours of Noy. 29 is before me. J should be glad to comply 
with your request for an article for your Christmas number, 
but I fear it will not be in my power, as I haye heen for 
many weeks laid up by an attack of rhenmatism: and neural- 
gia in my head, which preyents me from the use of my pen, 
except for short notes. When I was attacked I was prepar- 
ing an article for Forms Any Srream, the end of which I 
cannot anticipate. This disease is the angler's special enemy, 
as I have good reason to know. 

T think my cousin, Isaac McLellan, and I are among the old- 
est writers on sporting subjects. I began more than fifty years 
ago, in the Sporting Magazine, published in Baltimore by J- 
§. Skinner, and haye written for most of its successors. 

As soon as I am able to travel (if ever) I expect to go to 
my usual haunt in South Florida, from which you will hear 
from me. 
When my friend Hallock: left your paper I expected to lose 

iy interes{ in it, but such has not been the case. I see no 
falling off, but rather the reyerse. 
Very truly yours, 8. O. Crary. 
Marieita, (a., 1880. : 
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SPORTS OF BY-GONK DAYS. 

Editor Forest and Streain 
The pen of ‘Hal a Dacotah,’ which you call upon 

to perform service for your Christmas time issue, has 

beén so long unused in the sporting line that it is decidedly 

rusty. I must endeavor to burnish it for the nonce with 

What success you must be the judge, 
Arma, virumque cane, as old Virgil hath it. If 1 cannot 

sing 43 did tlie poet, 1 can at least tell your readers in plain 

prose somewhat of the men and of the arms they used in 

Other days in their field gports. 
The co-coutributors with myself io Porter’s Spirtt of the 

Times snd other sporting journals more than a quarter of a 
century ago were Frank Porrester (Wm. HH. Herbert), 
Kendall, T. B, Thorpe, Picton, Lewis, Andobon and others 
of more or less note. With Porter, Herbert and Kendall, I 
was personally acquainted; they all passed away years since 

Lu. the undiscovered country. 
“Their swords are rast, 

Their bodies are dust, 
Their souls are with the guinta, £ trust.” 

The writers I have referred to composed a corps which for 

ability and brillianey in their particular department of litera- 
ture lias seldom been surpassed. Dwelling in different por- 
tions of the Union the aggregate of their experiente as from 
time to {ime made public had much effect in popularizing 
legitimate field sports, and in repressing the practices of pot- 
hunters now ubhappily too prevalent in the land. 

Our place of rendezvous when we were in New York city 
was Porter's editorial sanctum, where we digeussed sporting 
themes generally and ‘fought our battles o'er again.” ITer- 
bert enjoyed these reunions exceedingly, and seemed never 
to weary of listening to the narrations of those of us who had 
huuted in fields remote from his own; and he was in turn a 
most entertaming and instructive companion, thoroughly 
versed as he was in the theory of hunting and fishing not 
only, but in all subjects of general interest. He was positive 
in bis opinions and somewhat impatient of contradiction, but 
ready, nevertheless, to make the amende honorable when con- 
vineed that he was in error, On one occasion in reply to 
my statement that canvas-baeck ducks were abundant in Min- 
nesota, he rather bluntly averred I was mistaken, as thatfowl 
was never found so far from the seaboard. J told him I was 
familiar with aquatic birds, and if I failed to furnish him 
with specimens from this far olf région which he would ac- 
knowledge to be the simon pure, 1 would willingly pay for 
the oyster supper for the company when next we met. He 
accepted the wager, and on my return home it was my for- 
tine to kill a large number of canvus-backs, from whieh I se- 
lected a full-grown male and female, placed them in the hands 
of un espert to be thoroughly prepared and mounted, and I 
then despatched the box containing the pair to Herbert at the 
Cedars where le resided. When I again saw him in New 
Yorkin the fall of the same year he frankly acknowledged 
that he had lost the bet, and forthwith invited those present 
to partake of the oysters and accompaniments, which they did, 
and # jolly time we had of it at his expense. 

Herbert aud myself iad corresponded previous to becom- 
ing personally acauainted. He did me the honor to dedicate 
to me, in flattering terms, one of his charming works called 
the ‘‘Deerstalkers,” a conipliment from so distinguished a 
sportsman and author which was peculiarly gratifying. | 
have always believed that there was some event connected 
with Herhert’s self-exile from his native land whieh was never 
divulged, bout which preyed npon his peace of mind and 
caused that deep depression to which he was subject at inter- 
vals, and which, combined with tle infelicities of his domes- 
tic relations, bronghi abont the final distressing catastrophe. 
** Requilescal in pais.” 

Porter, of The Spirit of the Times, aid Kendall were both 
iriie-hearted and genial men, as well as able and practiced 
writers. They had hosts of friends, North and South, and 
were general favorites. 
My own sphere of operations was far more extended than 

that of any of the sportsmen I have named, and hence the 
articles furnished by ‘Hala Dacotah,” although by no means 
remarkable for their literary merit, were sought for with 
euveriess, because of the noyelly of the scenes he described 
and the magnitude of the field over which he roamed. That, 
field coniprised what are now known as Northwestern Towa, 
the whole of the great State of Minnesota lying west of the 
Mississippi River, and a part of astern Dakota. No white 
men inhabited this vast region, save the comparatively few 
who were engaged in the fur trade with the Indians. Here 
were to be found at all seasons of the year the buifato, or bi- 
son, in countless numbers, greut herds of the wapiti, or ell, 
the deer, the bear and the wolf, and not infrequently the pan— 
ther and ofher animals, The streams sbounded with beaver, 
otter, mink and other umphibia, and the lakes, of which 
there are more than seven thoussfidl in Minnesots alone, were 
covered in the spring and fall with swan, geese and ducks of 
eyery variety, It wasin this elysium of hunters that the 
youthful Hal, not long out of his teens, six feet in bis stock. 
ings, sthlotic and active, a sure shot with rifle, shot-cun and 
pistol, and withal an enthusiast in field sports, for suecessive 
yeurs plied lis weapons to the destruction of myriads of 
furred and feathered game. His contributions to the sporting 
literature of the period were strictly truthful, but tinged with 
the somewhat romantic character bf tlicir young author. The 
interest manifested by the public in these effusions was en- 
hanced by the fact that there waa no otler representative of 
the extreme Northwest in the group of w, iters referred to. 
The position I held as one of the partners of the Great 

American Pur Company, having under my immediate and 
exclusive control the tirade with the Indians on tiie west of 
the Mississippi in all the wide region from Lake Pepin to the 
British Possessions on the north, and wesward to the dividing 
ridge between the Miunesota and Missouri Rivers, enables 
me to combine business with pleasure. There were many 
trading posts established at intervals throuvh the couptry, 
which must be occasionally visited and inspected hy me in 
person, and I performed these journeys on horseback, with a 
Single French Canadian yoyayeur as my attendant, depending 
‘pon our suns for food, We sometimes found it convenient 
49 pass the night in a rader’s cabin at one of the stations or 
in # Sioux lodge, but more frequently ourcamp was made io 
the open air, in a groye where wood could be obtained. 

Ti 1847 1 determined to explore the country north of the 
Minnesota River and west of what was termed the Big 
Woods, very little being known hy the whites about it. 
There accompanied me eight white men and mixed bloods, 

and after much persuasion [ induced a Sioux Indian named 
Dowan., oy the Singer, to act as guide to the party, promising 
him protection in case we fell in with Chippewas, with which 
tribe the Sioux were at war, and a liberal compensation for 
his services if he proved himself competent and faithful 
We were all mounted on tough and servircable horses, ond 
we relied upon our arms to furnish ug with f od. Wo crossed 
the Minnesota River at the Little Rapids, about forty miles 
above Mendota, without serious difficulty, the water being 
shallow. We then entered the woods, and traversing them 
under the direction of the guide, we emerged upon the open 
prairie on the following day. The month was October, the 
woods and prairie had assumed the hues of autumn, und the 
weather being warm and pleasant, the party having secured 
sufficient game for supper, were in & merry inood, and made 
good headway towards the northwest. Deer ind bear sign 
was plentiful, but the Indians-had lately hunted there and 
killed or driven the animals away. The next day we trav- 
éled industriously, but fell in with no game of any Itind, and 
we reached a lake, bordered by a thick grove of poplars, 
where if was decided to encamp for the night, Having eat- 
én nothing during the day, and withont proyant for supper, 
the situation was anything but cheerful, The sun was dis- 
appearing in the west, when to our delight we heard among 
the poplars the peculiar chuckle of ruffed grouse when pre- 
paring to roost ; and they were soon discovered and fifteen of 
them secured, which afforded a very satisfactory meal. That 
was the only day that there was scarcity of food during the 
entire trip, deer and water fowl being abundant. ‘The route 
was continued along the verge of the forest until, about noon 
of one of the days, we saw in the distance on the prairie a 
herd of elk, consisting of a hundred or more, lying down on 
the lop of a hill. How to stalk them with success was the 
problem to be solyed. There was but one chance in a seore 
that it could be done, but I determined upon a trial. Leav- 
ing the rest of the party to care for the horses, none of which 
were fast enough to overtake the eli, I took with me a young 
half-breed and Dowan, and started on foot, We were com- 
pelled to make a march of three or fonr miles to reach the 
only point from which to makean approach. The hill where 
the animals lay was precipitous on the side where we found 
ourselves, and if the yalley between us could be safely 
crossed, we would be sheltered from sight by the brow of ihe 
hill. Stripping ourselves of all supertlnons articles, we 
wound prairie grass around ourbodies and evowned our heads 
withit. I kept the half-breed with me, and told Dowan to 
crawl at a little distance in a parallel line with us, but under 
no circumstances to fire a shot or show himself until I arrived 
at the proper spot. Serpent-like we worked our way through 
the grass for a distance of four or five Immdred yards, and 
had reached tle sheltered spot without Alarming the game, 
when, to my unspeakable horror and indignation, L saw the 
miserahle savage Dowan rise from the ground, run rapidly 
up the hill, and discharge his double barrel. 1 was near 
enough to the herd for a certain shot, but the rising ground 
intervened, shutting it out from my view. Iran at fullspeed 
toward the Indian, intending to beat him soundly, but he 
was 4 fleet runner, and when I mounted the hill he was in 
full chase of the elk and almost a cun-shot ahead of inc. IL 
felt like putting a bullet through the wretch, but he did not 
make his appearance among us until late al Hight, and my 
wrath had then subsided. What he had been doing in the 
meantime no one could tell, but when I questioned him the 
next morning he said lhe had followed an elk he had wound- 
ed, but did not succeed in overtaking it. [ abused him heart- 
ily for his misconduct, and asked hin why he lad not waited 
for me before shooting. He replied that he could not sce me 
in the grass, and supposed | had abandoned the chase. How 
the fellow failed to secure at least two of the herd, I can not 
conceive, for he was within twenty yards of them when he 
discharged his gun. I have oftentimes had my patience tried 
by the stupidity of fellow-hunters, or of my men, when in- 
structed to perform some task requiring tuct aud caution in 
approaching game, but nothing ever occurred to me more 
irritating than the case I have related. We fell in with other 
elk in smaller numbers during the trip, hut the country was 
not fuvorable for stalking, and a trial to oyertake them with 
our horses on one occasion proyed a ludicrous failure. 

After reaching the yalley of the Sauk River and looking 
with pleased eyes upon a beautiful sheetof water, now known 
at Osakis Lake, and celebrated for the abundance and eéxcel- 
lence of the fish it contains, the weather changed, threatening 
a storm, and I determined to return homeward by 4 more 
westerly route. On the second day thereafter a huge bear 
was killed by one of the party and the carcass proyed a god- 
send to us, inasmuch asa sudden snow-storm, which lasted 
two entire days, overtook us and drove us to the shelter of 
the woods. Hunting was out of the question while the suow- 
fall continued, and we had to make ourselves and our poor 
animals x8 comfortable us the paucity of covering material 
would permit. The large kettle of sheet-iron was kepi upon 
the fire and supplied without intermission with the meat of 
the bear, which was our only recourge. The amount con- 
sumed by the party of nine while thus snow-hound was sim- 
ply prodigious, there being little of the bear lef for the 
wolves when we departed. Our course led.us through the 
Kandiyohi region, noted for the size und benuty of its lakes 
and the fertility of its soil. The party arrived withoul aceci- 
dent at their homes, after an shsence of twenty-two days, the 
only incident worth mentioning being the bagging of four 
large geese on the wing by the writer by a single discharge of 
his gun on horseback. 

I first came to St. Peter's, now Mendota, in the fall of 1334, 
the trip from Prairie du Chien, nearly threé hundred miles 
distant, haying been performed in company with a gentleman 
named Bailly, two hired voyageurs and a half-lreed hoy, all 
of us being mounted. T have heretofore given some details 
to the réaders of The Spirtt uf the Timesof the journey, which 
was fruitful of incidents, some ludicrous and sorne rave. 
Soon after my arrival [ visited Fort Snelliny and presented 
letters of introduction, with which I had been furnished by 
my army friends elsewhere, to the officers, and they secured 
my entree at once to the society at the post. The garrison 
was coniposed of five companies, wifh nearly a full comple- 
ment of officers, several of whom had their families with 
them, There were four lieutenants, W., McC., P. and G., 
who, like myself, were unmarried, and who had formed 
themselves into a club, which they called the (ole-serew, 
These youngsters were disposed to be fast, and some of their 
pranks were annoying to Major P., the staid and somewhat 
austere commandant, verging as they did upon insubordina- 
tion and disrespect, bul never quite rendering their authors 
amenable to the penalties of a court-martial. The tyo first 
and Jast whose initials are given met: with an early death 
the third fell a victim ‘to yellow fever at Vera Cruz subso’ 
quent to its surrender to Gen. Scott. 

After the lapse of seyeral years Captain Murtin Scott, fs- 

mous as the best shot of his time, in or out of the service, was 
assigned to the command of Fort Snelling and he brought 
with him a score or more of thoroughbred dogs of different 
kinds. I had in my own kennels twenty-two canines, at the 
lwad of which was the matchless Lion, an Irish wolf dog, im- 
mortalized by Frank Forrester in his published works and in 
late years by Mrs. Jessie Benton Fremont in the columns of 
the New York Sportsman. ‘The tastes of the new commat- 
dant and myself were so similar that it is not strange we be- 
came intimate or that the intimacy ripened inlo a warm 
fricudship, which lasted uninterruptedly until his death. Me 
fell, a8 we all know, at the head of his regiment, while gal- 
lantly performing his duty on the bloody field of Molino del 
Rey, in Mexico, in the year 1847. 

The Captain and I frequently hunted grouse on the prai- 
ries, and in the winter season we made Herce war upon the 
wolves and foxes which were attracted by the offal from the 
post. When we took the field with more than two score dogs 
there was music in the air and small chance indeed for any of 
thé scavenger beasts in the neighborhood. There was a large 
timber wolf, distinguished by his size and by his pecnliar 
dark color, which had baffled every attempt of Captain Scott 
atid the other sportsmen at the fort to capture, although 
iley had fleet greyhounds in their pack. I told these gentle- 
men that my dogs could catch and kill that brute, but they 
were utterly incredulous. It was arranged that [ was to be 
advised when next the wolf put in an appearance, and not 
may days passed before the notice was served upon me. My 
fastest horse was forthwith saddled aud I crossed the Minne- 
sota, River with my dogs, and was soon in full chase of the 
animal, which was so confident in his own powers that he 
disdained the shelter of the woods and took his course, much 
to my delight, across the prairie. Suflice it to say that Lion 
and his brother Boston overhauled the wolf after a short ruce 
of three miles and pinned him to the ground. When [ 
reached the spot the wolf was in the agonies of death, and in 
a few moments ceased to breathe. I attached one end of my 
long sillc sash to the hasp in my saddle and tied the other 
round the wolf’s neck, aud thus accoutred I dragged the 
heavy carcass over the smooth prairic to the fort and exhibit- 
ed it, to the discomfiture of the dishelieving and the triumph 
of my noble dogs. 
On another day I received an urgent message from the 

Captain, by his orderly, requesting me to cross over with my’ 
dogs, as he had two wolves coralled upon the large island be- 
low the fort. I forthwith complied, and on my arrival L 
found the Captain had placed an entire company of soldiers 
along the bank of the stream to prevent the escape of the 
wolves. Theisland was surrounded by open water except 
ou that side. We went over on the ice, found and killed one 
wolf, and the other only eyaded the onset of the dogs by 
plunving into the water, when he was carried by the switt 
cient, despite all his struggles, under the ice. 
My armory contains one rifle and three double guns, eacli 

of which recalls to my mind incidents of much interest in 
which it has played a prominent part. There are missing 
from the collection two double barrels, one a plain neat gun 
which I purchased from Capt. Scott on the eve of his depar- 
ture for Mexico. It was his favorite arm, and I used it with 
reat care for several years and finally presented it to & warm 
friend, since deceased. It is now in the possession of his son, 
by whom it is valued as a family relic. The other was, next 
to my Wilmot, the weapon I most relied on for ordinary 
shooling. It is responsible for the death of innumerable yic- 
tims, from the lordly bison, through the gamut, down to the 
tiny jacksnipe. The excellence of its shooting will be 
vouched for by our able and worthy Commissiouer of Agri-- 
culture, my old friend General W. G. Le Duc, who witnessed 
divers feats performed with it in the field. I lent it to a fel 
low sportsman several years since and have never been able 
to recover it, which I very much regret, for that arm was my 
reliance in many a strait and never failed me. 

‘here was cnough of danger attendant upon the sports of 
my earlier years in this country to add zest and excitement to 
their pursuit. Albeit the great bands of Dakotas or Sioux 
were for the most part friendly and hospitable, their boast 
being that they had no blaod of white men upon their hands, 
they were the [shmaelites of the plains, regarding eyery red 
man who was not. a Dakota as prima facie an enemy, and en- 
litled to no mercy. The other tribes of course retaliated, aud 
the white hunter was exposed to the peril of meeting their 
war parties, and of being robbed of all his property, if indeed 
he was fortunate enough to eseupe without the loss of his 
scalp. To say nothing of his liability to break his neck or 
his limbs by being thrown from his horse while chasing the 
larver game over broken and unfavorable ground, he was 
often in peril front the head long charge of a wounded bull 
(the writer himself having barely escaped with his life in an 
encounter of this sort, related in Porter's edition of ‘' Hawk- 
er”), It must be borne in mind that the buffalo of the 
olden time was by no means the poor creature he now is, 
rendered spirifless and timid by the incessant reports of the 
repeating rifles in the hands of his persecutor. The savages 
seldom used firearms in the chase, depending upou the equal- 
ly deadly but silent work of the bow and iron-pointed arrow, 
which caused little alarm among the great herds. It needed 
little provocation to ensure an attack from the males even 
when unwounded, but thesting of a ball or an arrow, when 
not instantly fatal, was sure to befollowed by a furious charge 
upon theassailant, and seyeral Indians within my own knowl- 
edge fell victims to such onset. The stately bull regarded 
himself as the master of the plains, and was ready to do bat- 
tle for the supreniacy with any intruder. Prairie fires, when 
the grass became dry, were the dread of the hunter, for when 
driven before the gale it required the utmost exertions and 
skill of the most experienced to saya person and property 
irom the fiames. 
The transformation which has taken place in the vast coun- 

try referred to as the scene of my early adyentures in less 
than a generation is almost inconceivable. The white set- 
tlements were few in number, and confined mainly to that 
part of Minnesota's territory east of the Mississippi River. 
Where the buffalo were to be found covering the prairies and 
great herds of elk disported themselves flourishing towns and 
cities have sprung up, and thousands of stalwart farmers have 
éstablished thetuselves and are furnishing the staff of life to 
the dwellers in less fayored lands. Within ten miles of where 
Inow write are more than a hundred thonsand people em- 
braced in the twin cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis, both of 
whicli are increasing in population and wealth with wonder- 
fil rapidity, and to which the great Northwest is tributary. 
There are no buffalo and very few elk to be found now in 
this immense State of Minnesota. Deer are abundant ag are 
the Canada, pinnated and ruffed grouse which do not seem 
to suffer serious diminition, notwithstanding the annual raids 
made upon them by the sportsman and the pot hunter. The 
numerous Jakes are still the haunts in the proper season of 
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multitudes of geese, brant and ducks, affording fine sport to 
the many possessors of breech-loaders in all parts of the 
State. My old, peaceable and well disposed Dakota friends 
after heing made the yictims for long years of broken prom- 
ises, violated treaties and bad faith generally on the part of 
the government, were at length converted into cruel and thirsty 
Sayages who spread desolation and death along the frontiers 
of Minnesota and Iowa in 1862 and 1863, until, routed in suc- 
cessive engagements by the Minnesota forces under the com- 
mand of the writer, many of them were captured and exe- 
cuted, and the remainder sought refuge in the British Pos- 
sessions and across the Upper Missouri River there to await 
the fate which hag befallen the Indian tribes successively as 
au wave of white immigration has reached and destroyed 
them, 

In view of the benefits conferred upon the human race hy 
the opening of this new Northwest to white settlement, fhe 
true sportsman will not regret that he has been deprived of 
many sources of pleasure thereby. He can still find oppor- 
tunities for the display of his skill, even in the most popu- 
lous parts of the State, although his sport will not be so per- 
ilous and exciting as was the chase of the greater and fiercer 
animals in the olden time. Hat A Dacoran, 

St. Paul, Minn., 1880. 

Alatural Bistary. 

OUR WATERFOWL, 

Bucephalaclangula. Golden Bye, Garrot, Whistler. Male, 

head puify, dark glossy green, except white oval spot beneath 
und in front of the eye, which touches the base of the bill. 

Lower neck, under parts, a patch on the shoulder, most of 

the scapulars and wing coverts white; other upper parts 

black; tail) ashy; bill, black; feet, yellow; length, over 

sixteen inches. ’he female has the head dark brown with- 

out white markings, and has the breast and sides gray, the 

black of the back replaced with dark gray. 

The Golden Eye, or Whistler, as itis more often called 

on the Atlantic Coast, is abundant during the migra- 
tion all through the Eastern States, but is not so numerous 

west of the Mississippi River. We believe that it has not 

Leen found in the Missouri River region, though it probably 

occurs in small numbers at some points in the Rocky Moun- 
tains, having been reported from that region in Yoresr AND 

Srream by Mr. Morton Grinnell. 

The flesh of the Whistler is not regarded as particularly 

delicate, though much better in this respect than that of 

some of the species to be hereafter mentioned. It does not 

by any means confine itself exclusively to an animal diet, and 

sometimes feeds on corn and other grain. It is very expert 

at diving, and single birds, found feeding near the shore, 

may often be approached by running toward them while 

they are beneath the surface, and then dropping flat on the 

ground when they come up again. The Whistler sometimes 

comes up well to decoys, but we have usually found it rather 

an uncertain bird in this respect. 

Bucephala islandica. Barrow’s Golden Bye, Rocky Moun- 

tain Garrot. ‘This species bears a yery close resemblance to 

the preceding, but is generally regarded as a valid species. 

In the male the white loral spot is larger than in B. clanguila, 
triangular in shape, with one of its sides touching the whole 

side of the bill at the base. The white on the wing is 
divided by a dark bar. Otherwise similar to B. clangula, 
The female is with difficulty to be distinguished from the 

last, but perhaps has the dark bar across the white of the 

wing. ; 
Barrow’s Golden Eye was regarded by Audubon as the 

apecimen plumage of the common Whistler. It appeurs to 
be much more Arctic in its distribution than that bird, and is 

everywhere rare in the United States. Its southern limit 
during the winter is giyen as New York, but on the shores 
of Canada it is said to be not yery uncommon during that 
season. it has been taken in the Rocky Mountains by Mr. 

Henshaw a8 far south as Utah, though not abundant there. 

But little is known of its habits, and its breeding place is 
supposed to be in the Far North, 

Bucephala albeola. Buftle Head, Butter Ball, Spirit Duck, 

Dipper, Salt-Water Teal. The male has the colors generally 
as in the Golden Hye. Head extremely putfy, iridescent, 
with green, gold and violet reflections, without the white 
loral spot, but with a white patch reaching from behind the 

eye backward, meeting its fellow of the opposite side behind, 

Vemale grayish or slate color where the male is black, witha 

trace of the white head patch. 
The little buffle head is well known to eyery one who uses 

the gun, and needs no extended description, Thefullplumaged 

male is a yery beautiful bird, while the female is, as Dr. Coues 

yemarks, ‘an insignificant duck,” in striking contrast to her 

highly colored mate. The bufile head is an expert diver and 

a very swift flyer. It does not often, on the Atlantic Coast, 

pay much attention fo decoys. It is rather unsuspicious, and 

one may often row a boat up to within gunshot of the feed- 

ing) flock. 
his species is found almost everywhere throughout the 

United States, and in winter is very common, Although by 
far the greater portion proceed to the British Possessions to 

rear their young, yet we found them breeding in Montana in 

the summer of 1874. No nests were found, but many broods 
of young still unable to fly were seen, and a number of speci- 

mens taken, This, we believe, was the first record of the 

breeding of this species within our territory. 
Harelda glacialis, Long-Tailed Duck, South Southerly, 

Old Wife, Old Squaw. Tail of fourteen narrow, pointed 

feathers ; in the male the central ones very long and slender, 

aboul equalling (he wing in length. The nail of the bill 
occupies the whole tip. The plumage in winter different 

from (hat of the summer. Male in summier has the back and 

the long narrow-pointed scapulars, varied with reddish 

brown, but changing in winter to white or pearl gray. Gen- 

eral color, black; below, white from the breast back; sides 

of head gray. In winter the head, neck and upper breast 

are white, but the gray cheek patch remains, and there is 

below it a larger dark area. Bill black, with a yellow or 

fiesh-colored bar toward the tip. The female is an ordinary 
looking grayish bird, without the long tail feathers or scapu- 

lars, but may be known by the shape of the hill, the patches 
on the head and neck and the wing without any white, 

Length varies with the Jength of the tail feathers from fiffeen 

to twenty inches. 

The Old Squaw, as it is usally called on this coast, is one 

of the most truly maritime of-our ducks. It is very rarely 

seen except on the salt water, and seldom ventures eyen info 

the mouths of rivers except, when wounded. There are a 

few instances recorded of its capture on inland waters—for 
example, on the great lakes—but these, in view of what is 

known of its range, can only be regarded as accidental occur- 

rences. During the winter it is extremely abundant along 
our whole New England coast, and from the constant clamor 

that the birds keep up is derived the popular name, Old Wife. 

The title South Southerly is given it from a fancied resem- 

blance of its cry to these words, but to make’ them at all like 

the note of the Old Squaw, the two first syllables must be 

spoken rapidly, and the third strongly accented. 

The old squaw, though its flesh is very poor eating, is shot 

in great numbers along the coast, and, being a bird of rapid 
and somewhat irregular flight, affords very good sport. In 

the spring this species comes up well to decoys, and we have 

known of oyer sixty being killed in this way during 9 

morning's shooting. The favorite method of killing them, 
however, is by forming a line of boats between the feeding 

grounds and the outer water, where they pass the night, and 
shooting them as they fly over. ‘They 1arely rise to any great 

height, and, as the boats are stationed only about a gunshot 

apart, many good opportunities are given the gunner, This 

method of shooting is also practiced with success for coots. 

Tt has been more than once described in these columns. The 

Old Squaw retires to the North to breed, and is said to rear 

its young on the fresh-water lakes of Labrador. We have 

good reason to believe that it sometimes breeds on the Con- 

necticut coast, but it is probable that the birds which do so 

are wounded ones, which are unable to make the long journey 
to the North. ‘This species is found on the Pacific coast, and 

is also a common bird of northern Europe. 
Camptolemus labradorius. 

Bill enlarged toward the end by membranous expansion; 

cheek feathers rigid and somewhat scale-like. The male las 
the body and wing-tips black, a black collar about the’ neck, 

and a longiludinal black stripe along the crown of head; 
elsewhere white, Hemale, slatey gray; length, about two 

feet. 

The Pied Duck is not spoken of by older writers as an un- 

common species, but is now extremely rare, 

understand what can have caused the disappearance of this 
bird, but the fact remains that specimens now scarcely ever 
find their way into the coliector’s hands. During the last ten 

years we have never seen but one individual (a young male) 

in the flesh. 

Sportsmen, therefore, who inay be fortunate enough to 

secure specimens of this species would do well to have them 

preserved, and to record the fact withcut loss of lime. Ac- 

cording to Audubon the Pied Duck is a truly marine species, 
and rarely enters rivers. It is said to occur as far south 

as the Chesapeake Buy- 
[ro BE CONTINUED. | 
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MIGRATION OF THH WAGTAIL. 

HE following letter contributed pseudonymously (o the 
Tvening Post contains nyuch that will he new 10 most 

of our reuders, The account is so interesting and so pleasant- 

ly written that we reprint it entire in the hope that it may 

elicit some expression of opinion on the subject from our own 

ornithologists: 
In the autumn of 1878 I spent several weeks on the Island 

of Crete. On seyeral occasions the papas—village priest—a 
friendly Greek with whoni I spent the greater part of my 
time—trequently directed my attention. to the twittering and 
singing of stall birds which he distinctly heard when a flock 
of sand cranes pasged by on their southward journey. I told 
my friend that I could not see any smail birds and suggested 
that the noise came from the wings of the large ones. This 
he denied, saying, ‘No, no! I know it isthe chirping of 
small birds, ‘They are on the backs of the cranes, I haye 
seen them frequently fly up and alight again, and are always 
wilh them when they stop to vest and feed.” I was still 
skeptical, for with a field-glass I failed to discover the ‘* small 
birds" spoken of. LIinquired of several others and found 
the existence of these little feathered companions to be a 
matter of general belief among both old aud young, I sug- 
gested that possibly the small birds might go ou from the 
shore a short distance and come in with the cranes. ‘‘ No, 
no,” was the general answer, ‘‘they come over from Europe 
with them.” I certainly heard the chirping and twittering 
of birds upon several different, occasions, both inland and out 
upon the sea. But in spite of the positive statements of the 
natives, I could not believe their theory until conyinced one 
day while fishing about fifteen miles from the shore, when a 
flock of cranes passed quite near the yacht, ‘The fishermen, 
hearing the ‘‘small birds,” drew my uttention to their chirp- 

Labrador Duck, Pied Duck. - 

It is difficult to | 

! : 
ing. Presently one cried out, **There’s ate,” but I failed to 
catch sight of it. Then one of them discharged his flint- 
lock. ‘Three small birds rose up from the flock and soon dis- 
appeared among the cranes. 

I subsequently inquired of several scientific men, among 
whom were two ornithologists, as to the probability of such 
a state of affairs. They all agreed that it could not be, and 
I, too, was forced to cling to my original judgment, and let 
the matter go. Recently, however, while reading the ‘t Gar- 
tenlaube,” my attention was attracted to an article bearing 
directly upon the subject. The writer, Adolf Ebeling, tells 
the same story, and adds the statements of some ornitholo- 
gists of distinction, which makes the whole matter so strik- 
Be ule interesting that I quote the paragraph from his 
00k : 
“Shortly after my arrival in Cairo I greeted various old 

German friends among the birds that I observed in the palm- 
garden of our hotel. irst, naturally, was the sparrow, the 
impudent proletariate—I liad almost said social democrat, 
oe -ause the whole world to-day has that bad word in the 
mouth, He appeared to me to be more shameless than ever 
in the Jand of the Pharaohs, for he flew without embarrass- 
ment on the breakfast table, and picked off the crumbs and 
bits from cyery unwatched place. But the mark of honor 
we paid to the wagtails, and in truth chiefly because we did 
not then know that the wagtuils were birds of passage. We 
had thought that they passed the winter in Southern Hurope, 
or at farthest, as many of them do, in Sicily and the Grecian 
Islands. ‘That they came to Africa, and especially to Nubia 
and Abyssinia, was then unknown to us, This appeared to 
us singularly strange, nay, almost incredible, particularly on 
account of the peculiar flight of the wagtails, which it is well 
known always darts intermitingly through the air in longer 
or shorter curves, and apparently, eyery few moments, inter- 
rupts its flight to sit again and ‘wag its tail.’ But there was 
the fact, and could not be denied. Everywhere in the Gar- 
dens of Cairo you could see them under the palms that border 
the banks of the Nile; on the great avenues that lead to the 
pyramids; nay, even on the pyramids themselyés in the 
middle of the desert. And there it was that I first heard of 
this singular phenomenon. 

‘One evening we were silting at the foot of the pyramid 
of Cheops, sipping our cup of fragrant Mocha and in jolly 
conversation, rolling up clouds of blue smoke from our 
Korani cigarettes. We were waiting for the sinking of the 
sun to make ourreturn to Cairo. The deep silence of the 
surrounding desert possessed something uncommonly solemn, 
only now and then disturbed by the ery of the hoarse fish- 
hawks far-above us. Still higher the pelicans were grandly 
circling. Their Hight, though heavy when seen from anear, 
possesses a majesty in the distance attained by no other bird. 
Right before us several wagtails were hopping around and 
‘tilling.’ They were quite tame, and flew restlessly hither 
and thither. On this occasion I remarked, ‘‘I eould not 
quite understand low these birds could make the Jong pas- 
sage of the Mediterrancan.” Sheik Ibrahim heard this from 
our interpreter. The old Bedouin turned to me with a mix- 
ture of French and Arabie as follows, which the interpreter 
aided us to fully comprehend: : 

“<Do you not know, Hadretch (noble sir), that these 
small birds are borne over the sea by the larger onus?" 

“J laughed as did our friends; for at first we thought we 
had misunderstood him; but no; the old man continued 
quite naturally: 

‘“* Every child among us knows that. These little birds 
are much too weak to make the long sea journey with their 
own strengii. This they know very well, and, therefore, 
wait for the storks atid cranes and other large birds, and gut- 
tle themselves upon their backs. In this way they allow 
themselves to be borne over the sea. The large birds submit 
1o it willingly; for they like their little guests, who by thei 
merry twitterings help io kill the time on the long yoyae.’ 

It appeared ineredible to us. We called to a pair of brown 
Bedouin boys, pointed out the wagtails to them, and inquired : 

‘©! Do you know whence come these small hirds ? 
“© Certainly,’ they answered: *The Abu Saad (the stork) 

carried them over tlie sea.’ 
‘© At supper in the Hotel du Wil, I related the curious- 

story to ull present, but naturally enough found only unbe- 
lieving ears. 

“The only one who did not laugh was the Privy Council- 
lor Heuglin, the famous African traveler and, excepting 
Brehm, the most celebrated ornithologist of qur time for 
the birds of Africa. J turned to him after the meal, and in- 
quired of his faith. The good, royal councillor smiled in his 
cuustic way, and wilh a merry twinkle remarked: ‘ Let tle 
others laugh ; they know nothingaboutit. I do not laugh 
for the thing is known tome, I should haye recently made 
mention of it inmy workif I had had any strong personal 
proof to justify it. We must be much more earetul in such 
things than a mere story-teller or novel-writer; we must have 
4, proot for everything. 1 consider the case probable, but as 
yet cannot give any warrant for it.’ 

‘\ My discovery, if 1 may so call it, I had kept to myself, 
eyen aiter Heuglin had thus expressed himselt, and would 
even now maintain silence on the subject had I not recently 
discovered a new authority for it.” 

T read lately in the second edition of Peterman’s great bool 
of travels the following : 

*© Professor Roth, of Munich, related to me in Jernsalem 
that the well-known Swedish traveler, Hedenborg, made the 
following interesting observation on the Island of Rhodes, 
where he stopped. In the autumn tide, when the storks 
conie in flocks over the sea to Rhodes, he often heard the 
songs of birds without being able to discover them. Once he 
followed a flock of storks, aud as they lighted he saw small 
birds fly up from their backs, which in this manner had been 
borne oyer the sea. The distance prevented him from ob- 
serving to which species of singing birds they belonged." 

Thus wrote the famous geographer, Peterman. Professor 
Roth and Hedenborg and Heuglin are entirely reliable 
authors. This was a matter of great curiosity to me, and 
afier I found others had made similar observations, and ex- 
pressed them in print, I thought they would be of nw less 
curiosity and interest on this side of the Atlantic, and equally 
deserying of public notice. I hope that connoisseurs, ama- 
teurs and experts may be excited by this to extend their ob- 
servation in this line also. The instinct of animals is still, in 
spite of all our observations and experience, almost a sealed 
book tous, By a little attention we might hear of still more 
curious things im this field. 
a 

Proorrpines U, 8. Nat's Museum.—Volume IT. of the « 

proceedings of the U. 8. Nat'l Museum, for 1879, published 
under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, contains 
& vast amount of new and yaried information, Mesars, 

~ 
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Goode and Bean, either severally or jointly, contribute a 
very considerable portion of the matter published in the 
yolume, and their itiyestigations comprise the fishes of Alaska 

as well as those of Florida and the Gulf of Mexico. 

BASS FISHING IN CENTRAL NEW YORK, 

SyraAousp, Noy. 29. 
" HAVE had so much pleasure in reading your fishing cor- 

respondence that I feel like eyening the thing up to- 
The fourth installment of Dr, Cones’ Ornithological Biblio- | night ; because if we who enjoy the tales of others’ fun don't 

graphy, which appears here, relates strictly to faunal publi- 

cations which treat of British birds, and will be of the great- 
est yalue to ornithologistsabroad as well as in this country. 

The present volume also contains valuable papers by Dr. 

Jordan, the late Dr. Brewer, Mr. Oscar Harger, Dr. Iidder, 

U. 8, N., Dr. Merrill, U. 8. A., Professors Verrill, Smith 
and While, and a number of others, 

We shall haye occasion to speak further of this volume at a 
future day. 

Society of AMERICAN TAXIDERMISTS.—The firét competi- 

tive exhibition of the Society of American Taxidermists is 
how being held in Rochester, New York. The exhibition is 
being held at No, 62 State street, in that city, and is said to 

he very fine, no less than twenty-five of the members having 

Specimens of their work on view. ‘The judges are Prof. J. 

A, Allen, of Cambridge, Mass., Dr, J. B. Holder, of New 
York, and Mfr. JY. BE. D. Scott, of Princeton, N. J. The 

following is a list of the prizes to be given : 
To best piece in entire exhibition, silver medal. Tosecond 

hest piece in entire exhibition, bronze medal. To best gen- 
eral exhibit, bronze medal. T'o second best general exhibit, 
diploma oF honor, To each exhibit in Class A—Taxidermy 
proper—which shall stand at 85 or over, diploma of honor. 
To each exhibit in Class A which shall stand at 75 and under 
80, a Gerlificate of merit, To grotesque groups and animals 
grotesquely mounted, diplomas and certificates will We 
awarded at the discretion of the judges. To the handsomest 
article of ornamen( or use, a diploma, Thesecond handsom- 
est article of ornament or use, diploma. To the hest exhibit 
of accessories to Taxidermy in each section, diploma, To 
pene best in the same, at the discretion of the society, cer- 
‘ificate. 

Tux GrograPmivaL Soorpry Asrray—WVew York, Dec, 14. 
—Niiter Forest and Stream: Ta one of the recent bulletins 
of the American Geographical Society, an address, delivered 
before it by the Earl of Dunraven, is published under the 
title of ‘‘Moose and Caribou Hunting in Colorado.” ‘The 
worthy member who superintends or edits the publications of 
the Society may be a most excellent geographer, but his 
knowledge of natural history is lamentably deficient. Moose 
and Curibouin Colorado! Well, that will be a revelation to 
the }rotherhood of sportsmen and naturalists, as it most as- 
suredly will be to the noble Harl, who is accredited with the 
address, for there is no man who speaks will, more authority 
upon moose and caribou than the Earl of Dunraven. How 
he will wince when his friends twit him about moose-hunting 
in Colorado; and what misconceptions will prevail among | 
those ignorant heretofore that this noble deer is to be found 
in that State, for the seal of authority of so eminent a body 
of scientists could not well be disputed! Let me advise the 
Society to call in this publication. NaAtruRauisr. 

SNake SwALtowiye its Yous 6— Baltimore, Dee. 14.—Hdi- 
tor Horest did Stream: In the sammer of 1877 I was spend- 
ing my vacation in the country. One afternoon seyeral boys 
and myself took a walk, and while returning we saw 2 snake 
which was getting out of our way, so we prepared for battle, 
and came out victorious in a little while. The snake was 
not very long, not over fifteen inches in length, but itseemed 
ta have a lump in the abdonren, and on taking it to the village 
étore (he storekeeper said le (more likely she) had swallowed 
atoad. We then determined to dissect it, and on procuring 
4 knife ripped it open, and to our surprise found it to con- 
tain twenty-fwo small snakesof the same species, They were 
all alive and about six inches in length, Where did they 
come from? The species was Hutenia sirialis, or Garter 
snake, FE. G. Nicewaner. 

Aw Ansixo Rav.—A correspon dent sends us a clipping 
from the Cincinnati Haguirer which is as follows: 
A curosity is on exhibition at Firth’s drug store at this place, 

Madison, Ind. It is in the shape of a full-grown milk-white 
rat, With pink claws and jet-black, beaf-like eyes. He 
Was caught by Robert Quail, of Brooksburg, in a (rap. 

Sea and River ishing. 
Waice Saumon 1s Basv?—We find the following question 

and answer in the Dewtsehe Iischerei Zeltung, of Stetten, Ger- 

many, ‘Is the California salmon equal in quality with the 

salmon of the Hibé or the Oder?* What is the relative rank 

of the following fishes in regard to flavor—Rhine, El), Oder 

Vistula, North Sea, Northern, Swedish, Californiaand Canada, 

salmon, and which ave best to siioke? Answer: Who is in 
position to hwye all these different sorts upon his table? 

This can only be auswered by the largest fish dealers. 

idea inuy be formed from the price. ‘The Rhine salmon is, 

above all, the first, finest and falest. The California salmon 

comes to us only preserved in loxes and is nof found fresh in 

our miurkets. Those here are for breeding salmon, and so 

are Of great yalue and cannot be compared. The North Sea 
salmon are like the Elbe and Weser salmon. At the Fishery 
Exhibition in Berlin there were fish from Sweflen labeled 

“Wacener salmon,’ which must be luke trout, Zrutta lacustris, 
that do not go into saltwater. The ‘strandlacks,’ or * silyer- 
lachs,’ of the North Sea is the sea-trout, Z'»ytta trutias, and 

are very good. Wor smoking the‘ best’ will show themselves 

the best. We will he thanktul if we can obtain further in- 
formation from our cirele of readers.” 

This question has been raised in America, but California is 

So distant from Eastern markets that, the salmon have to be 
sent in refrigerators and do not appear so well, 

California claim excellence for {heir fish. 

Some 

* Tn German markets the name of the river ir always appended 
to the salmon, as Rheinlachs, Oderlachs, Elblachs, ete., and the 
fish trom certain rivers have the call at better prices, They claim 
to distinguish the Gish eyen when smoked, 

— ae 

tell a story or sing a song, we don’t deserve to remain in the 
coinpany, 
We have some good bass grounds right here, and all around 

this Salt City. Baldwinsville, Fulton sand Minetto, on 
the 8. & O. B.R., Tully Lake, on the 8. & B.; Oak Orchard, 
Brewerton and Caughdenoy, on the Syracuse Northern, the 
‘* Wide Waters” (reached by the N. Y. Central to Kickyille, 
and then by foot or wheels for a couple of miles) are all 
places of note among our bass catchers. And if one doesn’t 
care to vo more than a street car’s journey, let him ‘take in” 
Onondaga Lake, he can take ont plenty of bass. Your pen- 
man saw one string during the past summer that contained 
an aggregate of about twenty-three four-pounders. This 
catch was made in an afternoon by two fishermen, one nsing 
srasshoppers and crabs for bait, and the other enjoying the 
fun much more without a bit of bait, landing two of the 
“big 'uns” and a fair share of the ness. 
But what I had in mind was to relate the adventures of 

three Syracusers at Caughdenoy (pronounced ‘ Cokkynoy" 
by the people thereabonts) one day last August. This is a 
little hanilet on the Oneida River,ard its existence is due chiefly 
to eels. The river along there is From three to five feet deep— 
just right for wading. The cul catchers liave erected their 
weirs through about half a mile of the river, where the bot- 
tom is coniposed of good-sized stones and gravel. That is 
the sort of bottom where we expect to find the big mouth, or 
‘*Oswego” bass in this region, and the riffles made hy the 
eel weirs make the place look like a fly-fisherman’s paradise. 

Onur trio, took the evening train from here for Brewerton, 
fifteen miles, and went to bed at Wadsvworth’s. We had 
made arrangements with ‘‘Georgs," the oarsman, to be on 
hand at four the next morning with all the necessaries for 
{he day, including bait, tackle, cooking utensils, pork, pota- 
toes, coffee, etc., etc. In the morning by the first light, and 
alittle sooner Wwe were on our way down the four-mile 
stretch of river, with our trolling spoons out. We dida't 
catch a pike or a pickere], but Prof. P, made some excellent 
shots with his carbine. It wasno doubt fun for him, but 
the little ‘‘tip-ups” he slaughtered were no good for dinner, 
and seemed to be enjoying themselves alone the shore before 
meeting with those bullets. : 
We got to the eel weirs soon after old Sol showed his 

broad face, and prepared for biz. ‘Two of the parky waded 
in with their rods and flies, while the others remained in the 
boat to see how the chub, bass, pickerel, pike and what-not 
(don’t know the scientific name) liked their style of handling 
bait. 

About seven o'clock we all met on narrow island between 
the river and the ‘‘cut,” where George was ready for us 
With a large fire of glowing coals, will cups, plates, knives, 
forks, eic., laid out on the grass in a shady spot, ‘‘duly 
waiting” for the fish to arrive. Well, we had enough! 
But you haye all hada fish brealfast under similar cireum- 
stances, so why make you wish that winter was over by dwell- 
ing on the scene? Doesn’tit seem as though tle whole inner 
man must be a vast stomach when you come to think oyer 
what can be laid away at such a tine ? 

Tt was a pretty hot day and we anacondized (is that a good 
word?) in the shade for a while. Then {o fishing again. Not 
much luck till about half-past five. Then how ihey did cateh 
on, both to fly and bait! Yours truly never had a betlertwo 
hours’ bass fishing, don’t expeci aiy better and don’t want 
any better. Two at a crack several times and twice all three 
fiies loaded. We didn’t keep or count the rock bass, looking 
upon them as nuisances on that occasion, though T have seen 
times when, laboring and longing for a rise, even a rock bass 
was a relief. ; 

I won't give you the figures for fear of arousing unbelief, 
but will state, in general terms, that we took home to our 
friends two baskets full. Will leave the size of the baskets 
to be inferred, on account of the fear aforesaid. We lad 
enough left over, however, to make a large and juicy supper 
when we got back to Brewerton. 

Thefishing in the-waters adjacent to Syracuse, Oswego 
and Utica is growing better every year, thanks to the efforts 
of the officers and individuals interested in bringing about 
such a state of things. The fishing clubs of the counties of 
Onondaga, Oneida and Oswego mican business and the fish 
stealers are finding it out. I think there is no better bass 
fishing in the State than can be found in the Jakes and rivers 
of this locality. Next summer I lope to just revel in it. 

STENOS, 
y =a tee —— 

THe Fissreres Question.—Professor Hind, of Windsor, 
N. 8,, who was an official of the Halifax Fishery Commission 
and some months ago made charges that the statistics used in 
the British ease were false, has had printed in pamphlet form 
aletter addressed to the Governor-General of Canada, in 
whicli he makes charges of a broader character. He says 
that nof only were the statistics presented to the commission 
false, but the official blue books of Canada bearing on the fish 
trade with the United States were systematically falsified for 
a series of years to produce results that would serve the pur- 
pose in yiew. Exports of the United States were made to 
appear much less than they really were, for the purpose of 

Natives of | 

making out that the province benefited little by the free ad- 
mission of fish into the States. Fictitious items of exports to 
foreign countries were introduced to make it appear that the 
provinces were less dependent than they really were on the 
American market. Other fictitious items were inserted to 
inake it appear that the Americans found a large market, for 
fish in the provinces. The letter is lengthy and yery elabo- 
rate and gives many comparisons and calculations leading to 
the conclusions already stated. It is alleged that these falsi- 
fications began soon after the treaty of Washington was made. 
The correct returns appear to have heen sent from the yarious 
provinces to Ottawa and there to have been manipulated in 
the manner above stated. Professor Hind claims to- be fully 
able to prove all he says before a committee of the House of 
Commions. 

4 Give Us 4 Prats Law—Editor Forest and Stream: T note 
in your last issue the decision rendered by Judge Riegel, of 
Syracuse, involving the right of use of ‘‘any deyice other 
that a hook and line” in the taking of fishin the fresh waters 
of this State, which is in exact opposition to a decision ren- 
dered in the Supreme Court, August 14, 1880, by Hon. Wm. 

|G. Ruger, also of Syracuse, upon the same question, viz. : 
the right to use nets, weirs or scines in the fresh waters of 
the State. The later decision appeared in the Forrsr anp 
Srream of October 7. Now, as a must earnest sportsman, 

and one desiring the fullest legal protection possible, I pro~ 
pose this question, in view of these recent conflicting opin- 
ions, both emanating from legal gentlemen of high standing 
and known ability, If the law of 1880, Chapter 531, is liable 
(o such varied construction, should not the Legislature of 
1881 revise the work of the past winter, and give us in plain 
and explicit terms a new, simple and effective act with rela- 
tion to the protection of fish and game within this State? 
According to our present light, an attempt to suppress poach- 
ing or illicit hunting or fishing, under the existing law, is a 
good deal like tossing a penny for a decision; should it come 
heads we win, but if tails we lose, The law affords no posi- 
tive rule, and consequently no. protection. E, H. 

Oswego, N. Y., Dee. 10. 

British Cotumais Fisnertks— Victoria, B. C., Now, 15,— 
We have read so much of the great stride in fishculfure made 
by the United States Fish Commission in equipping a steamer 
to foilow the fishes in their spawning and hatching them on 
board thet we are about to apply the principle to the canning 
of fish, that is, to take the cannery to the fish instead of trans- 
porting the fish to the cannery. A company is about to be 
form éd here to build a steam floating fishery, which can fol- 
low th: different runs of fish from one river to another and 
put, them up in tins in the freshest possible condition. The 
salmi m-canning business is not as good as formerly, the busi- 
ness is overdone to some extent and we will have to hatch 
more extensively before long. 5. H. R, 

Trour iy OrEGox.—Our correspondent, S.A. Bob, now 
in Empire City, Oregon, writes that he has been enjoying 
himself in trout-fishing in Millicoma River. Empire City is 
in Coos Bay, about 200 miles south of the mouth of the Go- 
lumbia River and 400 miles north of San Francisco and can 
be reached by steamer from the latter place in forty-eight 
hours. He tells us that there are two runs of trout there, the 
first taking place in April and May and the second at the end 
of August .Red and yellow-bodied flies are the favorites, and 
during the height of the season the catch per rod will be from 
fifty to seventy-five fish, averaging two pounds, the largest 
reaching from three to four pounds. ‘They take the fly read- 
ily and many have the appearance of the Trutta marina, or 
Trish seu trout, although other trout are plenty. 

TIAtvomNG rue Grayrine.—Aneglers will learn with pleas- 
ure that the Michigan Fish Commission are about to hatch 
this fish in its native streams and attempt to save this elogant. 
fish from the extermination which threatens it from its limited 
range and delicate organization, 

Kish Culture. 

THE CENTRAL FISHCULTURAL SOCIETY, 

FIRST DAY, 

IE second annual nieeting of the Central Fishcultural 

Society was held in the rooms of the Grand Pacific Hotel 

at Chicagoon the 15thand 16th days of December, 1880, A few 

members gathered at 10 4. w., when, in consequence of the 

absence of others who were expected on later trains, it was 

decided not to open the session until3 ep... At that hour 

the meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. N. K, 
Fairbank. : 

The attendance throughout was small, but Jacked nothing 

in enthusiasin and interest on that account. Members came 

and went as business engagements pressed them. The fol- 

lowing were present during a part or the whole of the pro- 

ceedinizs, the names being given in the order of their arrival : 

E. R. Miller, Mich. ; Frank N, Clark, Mich. ; Fred Mather, 

Forust anp Stream; Prof. 8. A, Forbes, Ill.; Major J. M. 
Crummey, Colorado; B. F. Shaw, lowa; Wm. H. Ballou, 

lil. ; N. K. Fairbank, DL; H. W. Welsher, Wis. ; J. Smith 
Briggs, IL; 8. P. Bartlett, Ill; Dr. W. A. Pratf, Il.) H. 
F. Douseman, Il. ; D, Cameaon, Minn. ; A. E. Lyfle, Wis. ; 

i. L. Brown, Ill. ; OC. &. Rollins, 0. 

The following lettera were read : 

Museum, Sant Lake Crry, Utah, Dec. 10, 
Mr. Presipent anp GuNtTLEMEN: 

It would give me much pleasure to meet you at the second 
annual meeting of the Central Pisheultural Society, at Chi- 
cago on the 16th inst. This will not be possible, my 
museum duties requiring my presence here. I cordially 
thank-you, and must content myself with reading the ac- 
count of proceedings in the Fores, Anp Stream, which 
reaches me regularly and brings me into acquaintance with 
piscicultural and other interesting mutter outside of Utah 
and from all parts of the world, 
With hearty wishes for the prosperity of the Central Fish- 

cultural Society, its President, to whose care I commit this 
letter, and success to attend its Corresponding Secretary, I re- 
main, Josuen L. Bargoor, 

Curator and Fish Com. of Utah, 

East Sacinaw, Mich, 
Mr. F. Matuer, 

Gor. Sec. Central Fisheultural Society, Chicago ; 
My Dear Sir—Acknowledging your courteous invitation to 

attend the 2d annual meeting of the Oeéntral Fisheultural 
Society, permit me to express sincere regret that business 
engagements will prevent my attending, and also to assure 
you of my interest and hearty co-operation in the objects of 
your association. Fraternally yours, H. B. Roxxry, 

Sec. Mich. Sportsmen's Assoc, 

Orsersnart, Ohio. 
Dear Sir—I am in receipt of an invitation to attend your 

meeting, for which receive my thanks. I very much regret 
that an engagement at Washington to attend a meeting of the 
Board of Managers of the National Soldiers’ Home prevents 
my attending. Trusting that at some future time I may be 
able to attend your meeting, [remain very sincerely yours, 

L. A, Harris, Commissioner of Fisheries. 

Ex.tsworrn, Kansas. 
Hon. M. K. Fatrsanx, President : 

Sir—I expected to have met with the society at ita present 
meeting, but cannot do so. Kansas is mcking slow but eure 
advancement in the science of fish culture, although we real- 
ize our littleness in the great work that is to be accomplished 
by the friends of this important enterprise. 
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multitudes of geese, brant and ducks, affording fine sport to 
the many possessors of breech-londers. in all parts of the 
State. My old, peaceable and well disposed Dakota friends 
after being made the victims for long years of broken prom- 
ises, violated treaties and bad faith generally on the part of 
the government, were at length converted into cruel and thirsty 
Savages who spread desolation and death along the frontiers 
of Minnesota and Iowa in 1862 and 1863, until, routed in suc- 
cessive engagements by the Minnesota forces under the com- 
mand of the writer, many of them were captured and exe- 
cuted, and the remainder sought refuge in the British Pos- 
sessions and across the Upper Missouri River there to await 
the fate which has befallen the Indian tribes successively as 
a wave of white immigration has reached and destroyed 
them. 

In view of the benefits conferred ipon the human race hy 
the opening of this new Northwest to white settlement, the 
true sportsman will not regret that he has been deprived of 
many sources of pleasure thereby. He can still find oppor 
tunities for the display of his skill, even in the most popu- 
lous parts of the State, although his sport will not be so per- 
ilous and exciting as was the chase of the greater and fiercer 
animals in the olden time. Han A Dacoran, 

St. Paul, Minn., 1880, 

a 

Aatural History. 

OUR WATERFOWL. 

Bucephalaclangula, Golden Hye, Garrot, Whistler. Male, 

head puffy, dark glossy green, except white oyal spot beneath 
amd in front of the eye, which touches the base of the bill. 

Lower neck, under parts, a patch on the shoulder, most of 

the seapulars and wing coverts white; other upper parts 

black; tail, ashy; bill, black; feet, yellow; length, over 

sixteen inches. The female has the head dark brown with- 

out white markings, and has the breast and sides gray, the 
black of the back replaced with dark gray. 

The Golden Hye, or Whistler, as itis more often called 

on the Atlantic Coast, is abundant during the migra- 

tion all through the Eastern States, but is not so numerous 
west of the Mississippi River. We believe that it has not 

been found in the Missouri River region, though it probably 

occurs in small numbers at some points in the Rocky Moun- 
tains, haying been reported from that region in Formsy anp 

SireaAm by Mr. Morton Grinnell. 

The flesh of the Whistler is not regarded as particularly 

(lelicate, though much better in this respect than that of 

some of the species to be hereafter mentioned. Jt does not 

ly any means confine itself exclusively to an animal diet, and 

sometimes feeds on corn and other grain. It is very expert 

at diying, and single birds, found feeding near the shore, 

may often be approached by running toward them while 

they are beneath the surface, and then dropping flat on the 

ground when they come np again, The Whistler sometimes 

comes up well to decoys, but we have usually found it rather 

an uncertain bird in this respect. 

Bucephala islandica. Barrow’s Golden Eye, Rocky Moun- 
tain Garrot. ‘This species bears a very close resemblance to 

the preceding, but is generally regarded as a valid species, 

In the male the white loral spot is largerthan in 2. clangula, 
{riangular in shape, with one of its sides touching the whole 

side of the bill at the base. The white on the wing is 
diyided by a dark bar. Otherwise similar to B. clungula. 
The female is with difficulty to be distinguished from the 

last, but perhaps has the dark bar across the white of the 
wing. 

Barrow’s Golden Eye was regarded by Audubon as the 

apecimen plumage of the common Whistler. It appears to 

be much more Arctic in its distribution than that bird, and is 
everywhere rare in the United States. Its southern limit 
during the winter is given as New York, but on the shores 
of Canada it is said to be not very uncommon during that 

season. Jt has been taken in the Rocky Mountains by Mr, 
Henshaw as far south as Utah, though not abundant there, 

But little is known of its habits, and its breeding place is 
supposed to he in the Far North. 

Bucephata albeola. Bufile Head, Butter Ball, Spirit Duck, 
Dipper, Salt-Water Teal. The male has the colors generally 

as in the Golden Bye. Head extremely puffy, iridescent, 

with green, gold and violet reflections, without the white 

Joral spot, but with a white patch reaching from behind the 
eye backward, meeting its fellow of the opposite side behind. 

Female grayish or slate color where the male is black, with a 

trace of the white head patch. 
The little buffie head is well known to every one who uses 

the gun, and needs no extended description. The full plumaged 

male ig a very beautiful bird, while the female is, as Dr, Cones 

vemarks, ‘‘ an insignificant duck,” in striking contrast to her 

highly colored mate. The buttle head is an expert diver and 

a very swift flyer. It does not often, on the Atlantic Coast, 

pay much attention to decoys. It is rather unsuspicious, and 

one may often row a boat up to within gunshot of the feed- 

ing flock. 
This species is found almost everywhere throughout the 

United States, and in winter is yery common. Although by 

fay the greater portion proceed to the British Possessions to 

rear their young, yet we found them breeding in Montana in 

the summer of 1874, No nests were found, but many broods 

of young still unable to fly were seen, and a number of speci- 

mens taken, This, we believe, was the first record of the 

breeding of this species within our territory, 
Harelda glacialis, Long-Tailed Duck, South Southerly, 

Old Wife, Old Squaw, Tail of fourteen narrow, pointed 

feathers; in the male the central-ones very long and slender, 

about, equalling the wing in length. The nail of the bill 
oceupies the whole tip. The plumage in winter different 

from that of the summer. Male in summer has the back and 

the long narrow-pointed scapulars, varied with reddish 
brown, but changing in winter to white or pearl gray. Gen- 

eral color, black; below, white from the breast back; sides 

of head gray. In winter the head, neck and upper breast 

are white, bul the gray cheek patch remains, and there is 

below it a larger dark area. Bill black, with a yellow or 

flesh-colored bar toward the tip. The female is an ordinary 

looking grayish hird, without the long tail feathers or scapu- 

lars, but may be known by the shape of the bill, the patches 

on the head and neck and the wing without any white. 

Length varies with the length of the tail feathers from fifteen 

to twenty inches. 

The Old Squaw, as il is neually called on this coasl, is one 

of the most truly maritime of our ducks, It is very rarely 

seen except on the salt water, and seldom ventures even into 

the mouths of rivers except when wounded, There are a 

few instances recorded of its capture on inland waters—for 

example, on the great lakes—hbut these, in view of what is 

known of its range,.can only be regarded as accidental oceur- 

rences. During the winter it is extremely abundant along 

our whole New England coast, and from the constant clamor 

that the birds keep up is derived the popular naine, Old Wife, 

The title South Southerly is given it from a fancied resem- 

blance of its ery to these words, but to make them at all like 

the note of the Old Squaw, the two first syllables must. be 

spoken rapidly, and the third strongly accented. 

The old squaw, though its flesh is yery poor eating, is shot 

in great numbers along the coast, and, being a bird of rapid 
and somewhat irregular flight, affords very good sport. In 
the spring this species comes up well to decoys, and we haye 

known of over sixty being killed in this way during a 

morning's shooting. The favorite method of killing them, 
however, is by forming a line of boats between the feeding 

erounds and the outer water, where they pass the night, and 

shooting them as they fly over. ‘They rarely rise to any great 

height, and, as the boats are stationed only about a gunshot 

apart, many good opportunities are giventhe gunner. This 

method of shooting is also practiced with success for coots. 

Tt has been more than once described in these columns. The 
Old Squaw retires to the North to breed, and is said to rear 

its young on the fresh-water lakes of Labrador. We have 
good reason to believe that it sometimes breeds on the Con- 

necticut coast, but it is probable that the birds which do so 

are wounded ones, which are unable to make the long journey 
to the North. ‘This species is found on the Pacific coast, and 

is also a common bird of northern Europe. 
Camptolemus labradorius. 

Bill enlarged toward the end by membranous expansion; 

cheek feathers rigid and somewhat scaletike, The mule has 
the body and wing-tips black, a black collar about the neck, 

and « longitudinal black stripe along the crown of head; 

elsewhere white, Female, slatey gray; length, about two 

fect. 
The Pied Duck is not spoken of by older writers as an tn- 

common species, but is now extremely rare. 

understand what can haye caused the disappearance of this 
bird, but the fact remains that specimens now scarcely eyer 

find their way into the collector’s hands. During the last ten 

years we have never seen hut one individual (a young male) 
in the fiesh. 

Sportsmen, therefore, who may be fortunate enongh to 
secure specimens of this species would do well to haye them 

preserved, and to record the fact without loss of time. Ac- 

cording to Audubon the Pied Duck is « truly marine species, 

and rarely enters rivers: Tf is said fo occur as far south 
as the Chesapeake Bay. 

[to BH VONTINUED. | 
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MIGRATION OF THE WAGTALL. 

HE following letter contributed psendonymously to the 
Beening Post contains much that will he new to most 

of our readers. The account is so interesting and so pleasant- 
ly written that we reprint it entire in the hope that it may 
elicit some expression of opition on the subject from our own 

ornithologists ; 
Tn the autumn of 1878 J spent several weeks on the Island 

of Crete. On several occasions the papas—village priest—a 
friendly Greek wilh whom I spent the greater part of my 
time—trequenily directed my attention to the twittering and 
singing of small birds whieh he distinctly heard when a flock 
of sand cranes passed by on their southward journey. I told 
wy friend that I could not see any smail birds and suggested 
that the noise came from the wings of the large ones. This 
he denied, saying, ‘*No, no! [know it is the chirping of 
small birds. ‘They are on the backs of the cranes. I have 
seen them frequently fly up and alight again, and are always 
with them when they stop to rest and feed,” I was still 
skeptical, for with a field-glass I failed to discover the ‘* small 
birds” spoken of, Iinqnived of several others and found 
the existence of these little feathered companions to he a 
matter of gencral belief among both old and young. I sug- 
gested that possibly the small birds might go out from the 
shore a short distance and come in with the cranes. ‘* No, 
no,” was the general answer, “they come over from Enrope 
with them.” I certainly heard the chirping and twittering 
of birds upon several different. occasions, both inland and out 
upon the sea, But in spite of the positive statements of the 
natives, I could not believe their theory until convinced one 
day while fishing about fifteen miles from the shore, when a 
flock of cranes passed quile near the yacht. The fishermen, 
hearing the ‘‘small birds,” drew my attention to their chirp- 

Labrador Duck, Pied Duck. - 

It is difficult to ; 

ing. Presently one cried out, ‘There's one,” but 1 failed to 
catch sight of it. Then one of them discharged his flint, 
lock. ‘Three small birds rose up from the Nock and soon dis- 
appeared among the cranes. 

1 subsequently inquired of several scientific men, among 
whom were two ornithologists, as (0 the probability of sach 
a state of affairs. ‘They all agreed that it could not be, and 
I, too, was foreed to cling to my original judgment, and let 
the matter go. Recently, however, while reading the ‘* Gar 
tenlaube,” my attention was attracted to an article bearing 
directly upon the subject. The writer, Adolf Ebeling, tells 
the same story, and adds the statements of some ornitholo- 
gists of distinction, which makes the whole matter so strik- 
ing and interesting that I quote the pa'agraph from his 
TOOK + 

‘Shortly after my arrival in Cairo I greeted various old 
German friends among the hirds that I observed in the palm- 
garden of our hotel. Wirst, naturally, was the sparrow, the 
impudent proletariate—I liad almost said social democrat, 
oe ause the whole world to-day has that bad word in the 
mouth. He appeared to me tu be more shameless than ever 
in the Jand of the Pharaohs, for he Hew without embarrags- 
mént ou the breakfast fable, and picked off the crumbs and 
bits from every unwatched place. But the mark of honor 
we paid to the wagtails, and in truth chiefly because we did 
not then know that the wagtails were birds of passage. We 
had thought that they passed the winter in Southern Hurope, 
or atfarthest, as many of them do, in Sicily and ihe Grecian 
Islands. ‘That they came to Africa, and especially to Nubia 
and Abyssinia, was then unknown to us. ‘This appeared to 
us singularly strange, nay, almost incredible, particularly on 
account of the peculiar flight of the wagtails, which it is well 
known always darts intermit' ingly through the air in longer 
or shorter curves, and apparently, every few moments, inter- 
rupts its flight to sit again and ‘wag its tail.’ But there was 
the fact, and could not be denied. Hyerywhere in the Gar- 
dens of Cairo you eould see them under the palms that border 
the banks of the Nile; on the great avenues that lead to the 
pyramids; nay, even oh the pyramids themselves in the 
middle of the desert. And there it was that I first heard of 
this singular phenomenon. 

*‘One evening we were sitting at the foot of the pyramid 
of Cheops, sipping our cup of fragrant Mocha and in jolly 
conversation, rolling up clouds of blue smoke from our 
Korani cigarettes. We were waiting for the sinking of the 
sun to make ourreturn to Cairo. The deep silence of the 
surrounding desert possessed something uncommonly solemn, 
only now and then disturbed by the ery of the hoarse fish- 
hawks far above us, Still higher the pelicans were grandly 
circling. ‘Their diight, though heayy when seen from anear, 
possesses a majesty in the distance attained by no other bird. 
Right before us several wagtails were hopping around and 
‘tilting.’ They were quite tame, and flew restlessly hithey 
and thither. On this occasion I remarked, “‘I could not 
quite understand low these birds could make the long: pus- 
sage of the Mediterranean.’ Sheik Ibrahim heard this from 
our interpreter, The old Bedouin turned to me with a mix- 
ture of French and Arabic as follows, which the interpreter 
aided us to fully comprehend: ¢ 

***Do you not know, Hadretch (noble sir), that these 
small birds are borne over ihe sea by the larger ones?’ 

*T langhed as did our friends; for at first we thought we 
had misunderstood him; but no; the old man continued 
quite naturally : 

“+ Every child aniong us knows that. These little birds 
are much too weak to make the long sea journey with their 
own strength. This they know very well, and, therefore, 
wail for the storks and cranes and other large birds, and set- 
Ue themselves upon their backs, In this way they allow 
themselves to be borne over the sea. The large birds submil, 
fo it willingly ; for they like their little guests, who by their 
nerry twitterings help to kill the time on the long voyage.” 

li appeared incredible tous. We called to a pair of brown 
Gedouin boys, pointed out the wagtails to them, and inquired 

** Do you know whence come these small birds? 
‘Certainly,’ they answered: ‘The Abu Saad (the stork) 

carried them over the sea.’ 
‘At supper in the Hotel du Nil, I related the curious. 

story to all present, but naturally enough found only unbe- 
lieving ears. 

“The only one who did not laugh was the Priyy Council- 
lor Heuglin, the famous African traveler and, excepting 
Brehm, the most celebrated ornithologist of gnur time for 
the birds of Africa. I turned to hin after the meal, and in- 
quired of his faith. The good, royal councillor smiled in his 
caustic way, and with a merry twinkle remarked: ‘Let the 
others langh; they know nothingaboutit. I do not laugh 
for the thing is known tome, I should haye recently made 
mention of it in my workif I had had any strong personal 
proof to justify it. Wemust be much more careful in such 
things than a mere story-teller or novel-writer; we must haye 
a, proot for everything. I Gonsider the case probable, but nus 
yel. cannot give any warrant for it.’ 

‘(My discovery, if I may se call it, Thad kept to myself, 
eyen after Heuglin had thus expressed himself, and would 
eyen now inaintain silence on the subject had I not recently 
discovered a new authority for it.” 

Tread lately in the second edition of Peterman’s great bool: 
of travels the following: 

‘Professor Roth, of Munich, related tome in Jerusaleni 
that the well-known Swedish traveler, Hedenborg, made the 
following interesting observation on the Island of Rhodes, 
where he stopped. In the autumn tide, when the storks 
cone in flocks over the sea to Rhodes, he often heard the 
songs of birds without being able to discover them. Once he 
followed a flock of storks, and as they lighted he saw smal) 
birds fly up from their backs, which in this manner had been 
borne over the sea. The distance prevented him from ob- 
serving to which species of singing birds they belonged.” 

Thus wrote the famous geographer, Peterinan. Professor 
Roth and Medenborg and Heuglin are entirely reliable 
authors. This was a matter of great curiosity to me, and 
after I found others had made similar observations, and ex- 
pressed them in print, I thought they would be of no less 
curiosity and interest on this side of the Atlantic, and equally 
deserving of public notice. I hope that connoissenrs, ama- 
teurs and experts may be exciled by this to extend their ob- 
seryation in this linealso. The instinct of animals is still, in 
spite of all our observations and experience, almost a sealuid 
book to us. By a little attention we might hear of still move 
curious things im this field. 
a 

Proozepines U. 8. Navn Mcszeum.—Volume II. of the 
proceedings of the U. 5, Nat'l Museum, for 1879, published 
under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, contains 
a vast amount of new and varied information, Mesars, 

~ 
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following the subject further, hut have been requested to do 
50 by an old subscriber to your yaluable paper, one of the 
most successful sportsmen either in this village or this island, 
Twas prompted to first notice the subject by recollections of 
iny boyhood days, suggested by the article on ‘! Trapped 
Birds om Long Island.” Ihave, as a farmer’s hoy, trapped 
asmuch same as any hoy on Long Island, and have no reason 
19 be ashamed of my ability in that direction. Ihave, how- 
ever, never violated any law, nor would I do it, no matter 
how unjust the law might be. 

Near where I was brought up was au old farm, on which 
were several low places, swamps, affording an excellent 
cover for game. A gentleman from your city, a well-known 
uewspaper man, and, if I mistake not, a valued contributor 
to your paper, used to either hire the farm or apartments in 
the yicinity during the hunting season. He was always wel- 
comed by the farmers and their boys, and his departure was a 
source of regret totem. The sign ‘‘No Shooting Allowed on 
these Premises” had no terrors for him. Te guined every- 
where. We loys used to tell him where quail or partridge 
were most plentiful, and we always knew, and if is unneces- 
sary to add that he always found plenty of same and 
45 a natural consenence plenty of sport. Now J shall 
give the reasois why le was 80 well treated. First. 
he was a gentleman, not a pirate. Second, he was a 
true sportsman. He knew 4 pointer from a setter, he 
did not gun with ‘black and tans,” and never killed 
small game, such as robins, sparrows, etc. He jidenti- 
fied himself with the people and interested himself while in 
the vicinity with local affairs. He used to riddle our hats 
with shot, “‘ just for fun,” shoot crows and hawks for us and 
oecasiqually give us a rabbit or odd bird that he might chance 
to kill. He never disturbed our trapsor snares, often setting: 
them for us. On one occasion he put a crow in a spring pole. 
We were delighted and appreciated the joke by showing him 
a flock of quail when we discovered its author. He never, to 
my knowledge, threw down a pair of bars, shot toward afar- 
mers, house, nor permitted his dogs to disturb their poultry. 
He was # true sportsman. 

Tn striking contrast to him are the improperly called ‘true 
sportsmen’’—properly the pirates—who hires a ‘gunning 
dog,” borrow an cld fowling piece, and on Thanksgiving or 
Christmas make a raid upon the Long Island farmers. They 
cannot tell a pointer from a setter, in fact a common house 

»dog answers their purpose just as well. 
They tramp over the farmer’s fields, throw down his fences, 

fill his eattle with shot, shoot at his house as quick as any- 
where, kill anything from # sparrow to a chicken, 
not sparing cats or dogs. They not only violate 
the game laws, but steal almost anything they can 
get away with. If they do not kill theniselves, or 
get killed by some sportsuian like themselves, they 
veturn to the city, usually at least three-quarters drunk, with 
their game bags filled with stolen goods complaining because 
farmers’ boys have captured game which they had not suffi- 
cient skill to get. Could I describe scenes which I haye wit- 
nessed in smoking cays or trains returning to the city during 
the gunning season if would bea disgusting picture. True 
sporismen know and respect the rights of land owners, and are 
as atule welcomed in agricultural districts, but the ‘* visit- 
ing gunner” who does not know or regard the rights of the 
land owner i¥ an unmitigated nuisance and will be eventually 
exterminated. 

Unjust laws produce disregard foralllaw. If the poor 
farmer or his children are deprived of the right to take game 
(in which, if it is common property he has the first right) in 
their own primitive way they will do all they can to prevent 
the wealthy, the transient sportsman from taking with his 
more perfect, and therefore more deadly appliances. J know 
whereof I speak and I] do not believe that there have been 
1,000 quail canght on Long Island in traps or snares in any 
one year during the last twenty years. Itis not the farmers, 
iheir boys, ner real sportsmen who are exterminating both 
game and song birds, it is piratical gunners who period- 
ically overrun the island. The readers of the Forrsr ann 
STREAM are, as a Mule, realsportsmen, who would not prose- 
cute a poor farmer’s boy for catching such low and common 
game as rabbits in his primitive way ‘‘ just for fun.” Gen- 
flemen are not, as a rule, at all discouraged by secing the no- 
tice forbidding trespassers, knowing that permission can usu- 
ally be obtained from the owner of the property if he is sat- 
isfied that his rights are respected. I hope you will continue 
your efforts to weed ont ‘‘ Malays running amuck ” from 
‘real sportsmen,” and thereby ameliorate if you do not en- 
iirely do away with the antagonism: which in many sections 
exists between the farmer and huntsman. 

The iniatory movement in the good work must come from 
the sportsmen. The farmer has absolute protection in the law 
against irespassing, and can if he choose bring the career of 
the sportsman so far as Jand game is concerned to a summary 
end, You may le assured uf my hearty co-operation in your 
efforts to bring about a thorough and satisfactory understand- 
ing bebween the farmers and true sportsmen, and J speak not 
for myself alone, bul for a number of farmers in this vicinity 
and other parts of the island. J. H. Gairerre. 

Hast Rockaway, Dec. 10. 

I have heen reading your plan of preserving game birds and 
making the sportsman and land owner mutually interested 
with much interest. Your plan is a good one and I heartily 
indorse it. Tt will be more applicable to the Eastern States 
thau here in the West, although many farmers have their 
Jands posted: in Indiana and Illinois there is very little difii- 
culty in obtaining permission to shoot if the sportsman pro- 
ceeds inthe right manner. The mode of procedure should 
he this: If possible see the parties upon whose lands you may 
wish to shoot before you intend going ont, and in a gentle- 
inanly mannér ask permission to shoot, assuring them that 
you will not shoot among or toward their stock, and will 
Jeave the fences and gatesin as good condition ag found. If 
you obtain their permission go to their houses when you go 
ont to shoot, and Jet them know who it is that is shooting on 
their premises, and if you can spare a few pieces of the game 
that you have killed on their lands leave if at the house of 
the owner, and the next time you wish to shoot you will have 
no trouble inoblaining permission. This is my way of pro- 
ceeding, and I haye no difficulty in obtaining permission to 
shoot on any Jands [ may wish. 4 

But there ave some farmers who are very selfish, and no 
amount of promises of good behavior would gain you the de- 
sired permit. In such cases in almost every instance your 
plan of a fair remuneration would bring them vyer () your 
wishes, and would cise such men to take pains 16 rear and 
protect the birds for the shooting fee, and it is right for them 
to demand the remuneration if they wish it. They raise, pro- 
tect and feed the birds from their ¢rops, and no gentleman 

‘sportsman will refuse. Almosg all the il-feeling between the 

ee 

sportsmen and farmers has been caused by rowdy men who 
haye shot inte stock, left fences down and gates open, haying 
no respect for the farmer or his property. Where such cases 
have oocured you cannot censure the owner for posting 
his lands against hunters. If they would all observe the 
Golden Rule in their conduct there would be much more 
friendly feeling between both parties. Every hunter is a 
trespasser upon inclosed lands, whether there is existing 
game lawor not unless he has permission ; and they should 
bear in mind that it is a privilege granted them, and no right 
that they may possess, R, B.S. 

Newport, Ind. 

In reading your paper one would think that a farmer was 
anything but a gentleman and a law abiding citizen. There 
are farmer sportsmen here who dy more to protect game 
than all the sports of the cities. Ihave known them to feed 
quail in winter for many weeks, and to protect them from 
hawks and other enemies; and then to be called pot-hunters. 
Tnever saw our baggage cars loaded with snared birds or 
any other game; but it may be so for all T know. ‘here is 
not a trap or net in this neighborhood that I know of but we 
have some birds here we expect to turn out next spring. All 
the birds that we wing here we keep and turn out in the 
spring to keep our stock up. It is some trouble to us to 
doctor them up, but we save a great many. 

Our woodcock Jaw here is a robbery to us, becanse all tiie 
birds leave here about the 15th of June and go North. We 
cat shoot them, and so Northern men get all of our birds, 
But we must keep still because we are farmers and don’t 
know anything! If we raise game we look upon it as ours, 
but we don’t want to be hoggish if our friends want to come 
and see us they are welcome, but they must not think hard 
of us because we can kill more game than they can, That 
seems to be the most trouble. If they hunt the same way that 
we do they can get game too, but they are afraid of getting 
scratched and spoiling their hands in the briars. I lope that 
our city friends won't think so hard of us farmers; we are not 
80 bad as we look. Yettow Doe, 

Keyport, N. J. 

Allow me to add my name to the list of those who are will- 
ing to pay more to the farmer for quail than he can realize 
from trapped birds. Until renl protective associations are 
established in every county who will employ an agent at a 
fair salary whose only duty will be to see that the game laws 
are enforced and all offenders brought to justice, it is the 
only way to save the quail. I know from experience that 
the farmer will trap quail as long as he can find a purchaser, 
and under the present management and enforcement of the 
game laws the only way to preyent it is to make it an object 
for him to stop. Your journal has become indispensable to 
me. If you will send a specimen copy to Wm. Shapter, 
South Grange, J think he will subscribe. W. 

South Orange, NV. 47. 

I have read with great, pleasure your articles upon the es- 
tablishment of new relations between the gentlemen sports- 
men and the farmers of Long Island. If the scheme can 
successfully he accomplished—and I see no obstacle in its way 
—you will receive the hearty thanks of many to whom the 
resources of Long Island haye heretofore been almost a sealed 
hook. The waterfowl have been always accessible, but 
when one tired of marsh or beach and longed for a tramp 
through wood or stubble, the irate voice or almost universal 
posting warned him off. Please add my name to your list. 

Custom Hise, New York, Deo. 7. W. V 
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OUR ROCHESTER LETTER. 

Roonrsrer, N. Y., Dee. 17, 1880, 
HERE is about a foot of ice coverine the waters of this 

county, and as may well le supposed there is not much 
activity in field sports. Now and then a foolish duck that 
neglected the warning of instinct to go south, is shot on the 
shore of Lake Ontario, or on the rapids of some stream not 
yet covered with ice. The wild fowl that remain here are 
hard pressed by the severity of the weather, as was demon- 
strated one day this week when two flocks of ducks dropped 
in the water of the reservoir that supplies the city, and 
which is within the city limits, On the same day a flock of 
wild geese were seen hovering over the reservoir as if they 
foo would like to dip their wings in ils water, which as 
il comes from a deep-water lake resists the congealing in- 
fluence of the frost lony after other quiet, sheets are frozen, 

In this county a law passed by tie Supervisors prohibits 
grouse and quail shooting for three years from the autumn of 
1879. This operates to prevent any shooting near the city, 
except by the few who go out for hares, of which there is, or 
was, a goad supply this season. Hunting them with ferrets 
has reduced the number greatly, since the snow enabled the 
hunters to track them to their burrows, and there is every 
prospect that the selfish and short-sighted ferreters will ‘kill 
the goose that laid the golden egg,” by exterminating the 
breeding hares, and so spoil their sport for future years. The 
markets are fnll of ‘“‘cotton-tails,’? and examination not 
revealing any shot wounds on them, the inference is that they 
have been snared or taken in bags with the aid of ferrets. It 
is next to impossible to punish the persons guilty of thus 
violating the law. There are also a great number of ruffed 
grouse and quail hanging up in the markets and restaurante, 
and I fear they did not die from honest powder and shot, 
but by the pul-hunter’s snare, 

Several sportsmen residing in \his city were on shooting 
trips to the West this fall, and found game abundant in Ohio, 
Tndiana #nd Michigan. Thuy relate stories of famous sport 
among the quail and ducks of our fayored sister States, in 
which a good days’ shooting may still he had without walk- 
ing over a county. Onr Western friends of the gun should 
be wise in time, and if possible take measures to perpetuate 
the advantages they possess for enjoyment of shooting. I 
thoughi"years ago that the plan recently proposed hy Forssr 
AND STREAM, Of renting the privilege to shoot on farms, 
would before long prevail in this colintry and become neces- 
gary, if any game is to be preserved af all. Ihope we shall 
never see the opptessive and undemocratic vame Juws of 
England diseracing the statute books of these States, but 
there is a vast difference between limiting sport to a few, 
and allowing indiscriminate slaughter of birds in and ont of 
season, We should try and find the solden mean. 

Whiat lL bave written above about shoots trips reminds 
me (hat although most of the visiting sportsmen—not states- 
meu—Inive returned home, one distinguished member of the 
fraternity followed the example of the birds and went south 
in litne to avoid the cold. I speak of Robert 'Tangneny, the 
fishing-tackle maker, well known in New York, an odd ge- 
nits of Frenclr descent, born in Ireland and a cosmopolitan 

by inclination. He started with two boys for Florida a few 
weeks ago with the intention of ‘doing’ that State this 
winter in a canvas boat of his owl construction. I heard 
from hima day or two ago and he was then on the St. John’s 
River with a good prospect ahead. I commend him to the 
good offices of any of your readers who may chance to meet 
hiti, He will entertain a sportsman with tales of trout-fishing 
in the longhs of Ireland, salmon-fishing in Norway or adyven- 
tures with the alligators and sharks of the South. A defter 
hand to tie a Hy does not exist, and he is a good shot. A 
catalogue of his outfit would occupy too inuch of your space, 
but it included four guns, two or three thousand feet of net- 
ting, fish lines by the mile, fish hooks without number, some 
made of half-inch steel, for alligators and sharks, He expects 
to make the trip pay by fishing and collecting bird skins, 
alligator feeth and other rarities. 

The organization and first annual exhibition of the Ameri- 
can Society of Taxidermists took place here this week. ‘The 
exhibition is now in progress and the election of officers was 
held yesterday in the rooms of the Monroe County Sports- 
men’s Club. The meeting opened with an address by Mved- 
erick §. Webster, of this city, who traced the progress of the 
art from its earliest history to the present. Prof. W. E. Di 
Scott, of Princeton, N. J., on behalf of the Judges’ Commit- 
tee, offered the congratulations of the judges on the excel- 
lence of the display made at the first exhibition, The Con- 
stitution was adopted and the following officers elected for 
the ensuing year: President, W. B.D, Scott, Princeton, N.J.; 
Vice-President, F. 5. Webster, Rochester: Secretary, Wm. 
'T. Hornaday, Rochester; Treasurer, FF. A. Lucas, Roches- 
ter. Standing Committee: Thomas W. Fraine, William G. 
Smith and J. F. D. Baily, Rochester. The society has six 
honorary members, one corresponding and thirty-seven ac- 
tive members, The latter are scattered through five States. 
The catalogue of the exhibition contains a list of 239 entries, 
representing some thousands of specimens. I must omit a 
detailed description of the exhibition, to which it would be 
difficult, if not iinpossible, to do justice in words. It isin a 
large room on State street and as its attractions become 
known the attendance of visitors increases daily. Every 
zone on the globe was drawn on for contribution to the spe- 
cimens exhibited, and you may imagine that the display is 
rare and brilliant. Birds, beasts, reptiles, fish, insects and 
about everything that can be preserved by the taxidermist's 
skillis shown. The largest creature in the list is a fine hull 
bison and the smallest I recall, except the insects, is a tiny 
hnnmniing-bird. Between these extremes the variety is in- 

ite. 
The city police court has a case before it of some interest 

to your readers. A certain man is uhder arrest and will be 
tried next week on charge of allowing some valuable dogs, 
which he was boarding, to starve to death. One dog he had 
was a black setter named Sport. This dog died, and others 
he had are reduced to skeletons. Sport was valued at $80 by 
his owner, Isaac Weighell, who left the dor with the accused 
last summer and found out a few days ago that the dog was 
dead and that others were in danger of death from the same 
cause. One of these is a bitech—Lulu, blue bellon—said to be 
out of a Gordon setter sent by the Prince of Wales to Henry 
Milwood, of Chicago. Her hair had nearly all fallen ont and 
the bones were pressing hard to come through the skin, which 
was covered with a scruffy eruption. The prisoner says the 
dogs have mange. Weighell, the owner, who is thoroughly 
acquainted with the discases of dogs, says it is not snange, 
but ill-treatment, that afflicts the living dogs and killed the 
ones that are dead. E.R 

eee 

OUR DETROIT LETTER. 

HAVE just come from an interesting interview with a 
party of deer slayers, and such enthusiastic fellows I 

never saw before. One of them is at this moment skinning 
a deer of his own killing, ind he swears by the recollections 
of the last two weeks that he is going to have that skin lined 
and ornainented and spread in front of his bed for a morning 
foot warmer. 

To save space I will condense wny interview and give it 
you as snecincily as possible in narrative form, simply 
explaining that I shall employ the language of {lie captain of 
the party instead of my own. 

‘Our party,” began my special informant, “consisted of A. 
J. Rogers, Superintendent of Police of Detroit; Ed H. Gillman, 
John B. Long, Frank Eddy, of Detroit; Wm McSweeney, of 
Frazer, Mich,, and James Moore, of Toledo, 0. We had 
been a long time aking up our minds, but finally perfected 
the details preliminary to a campaign in {he bie north woods 
of Mich. and started owt from Detroit, November 25, with 
dogs, Winchester rifles, wet and dry supplies in abundance, and 
an unlimited stock of hope, happiness and appetite. We 
took train at 10:10 r Mw. on the Detroit and Bay City Rail- 
way, arrived at Bay City in time for an early breakfast and, 
after a matutinal cigar, left at 8:30 4 a. on the Mackinaw 
division of the Michigan Central Railroad in the paternal care 
of conductor James Hnglish, one OF the Most amiable and 
careful of railroad patriarchs. Otsexo Lake was our im- 
mediate objective point. This ia about two hundred and fifty - 
miles from Detroit, as Lestimate it. We reached there in 
the evening and stayed over night al; a most comfortable inn 
where the accommodations were on {he most liberal and 
homelike scale, and where we had a nizht of delicious and 
refreshing sleep in needed preparation for the next day's 
fatizues. We were going fifty-two miles almost due north 
into the woods to a point which we subsequently christened 
Rogers Lakein honor of our chief, wha proved to be a 
dandy in Camp, a splendid cook, a man of inexhaustible 
good humor and a dead shot, the result of years of experience 
in the army and onjthe plains of the Far West. (He is an old 
Californian overlander), 

*“That wis one of the toughest journeys L eye had, and 
our adventures, if you had room for them, would fill tha 
Forest axp Srream for a month. Well, we loaded up a 
featn and lit out. Two of our fellows had sore feet—no 
shirking, no, sir-ee! They had honestly given ont and 
actually conldn’t stand it to walk, so the vest of us 
took turns about in walking and riding ail day. We made 
twenty miles by noon, when we ran plump into H. O. Avery’s 
Jumber camp, and the first man I met wasd. N. Tiff, a well 
known New Yorker who spends a good deal of time at Al 
pena and who was there on his way Eust. Ican't quite de- 
scribe thap ueeting, but yon let we male things lively there 
foratime. Ourteam had ecome dead fugged, so what 
does big hearted Avery do but give ns his own team and 
send us rejoicing on our way to his other camp, and armed us 
with a letter of weleome to his Superintendent, Black Jack 
McDonald, whose cheery voice we heard at exactly 9 o'clock, 
p.M. Such 4 supper as he set out for us! And would yon 
believe it, he turned himself ont of quarters and insisted on 
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giving us the whole camp. Such hospitality one don’t en- 
counter except among men wilh the- true instincts of the 
sportsman, even if he does happen to be a lumberman, 1 
would like to linger over our slay there, but the yarn spin- 
ning must not stap for such reminiscences now. 

‘Sunday morning Noveinber 28, found us again moving. 
At mid-day we stopped at Potter's camp for dinner, fed the 
cattle, and af a quarter to four once more cracked our whip, 
and with a ho! for the merry good green wood! a good-by to 
the Potter campers, a few whoops of satisfaction, away we 
went bouncing along on the roughest road mau ever lived 1o 
conquer. At Miner's farm, which we reached at 6 o'clock 
P, M., we were joined by Joe Kurtz, who was henceforth to 
be our guide and captain. Joe is a character—a regular 
backwoodsman, lithe, strong. swift, with the organic grace 
of the catamount, eye of the eagle, nerve of iron and a nature 
a5 rugged as the man is picturesque. His cabin is only afew 
iiiles trom Miner's and we were soon domiciled. The place 
is of logs, but comfortable, even if it is only fourteen feet 
square, and boasts besides the bed a table nailed up to the 
side, nnd some rather primitive but mighty useful cooking 
utensils. Including Joe and lis partner “Buck” (Albert, 
Bufor) another genuine son of the forest, eight of us bunked 
in that one room. My chum and I were well fixed with bal- 
sam boughs, blankets and deer skins, and I don’t want a 
better hed than we enjoyed all the nights we passed thera, 

“Daylight found us stirring. Deer signs were plentiful 
ind, marshaled hy Joeand Buck, we went to business, Nine 
days we stayed, and during that time we six kiiled twenty- 
six of the prettiest deer I have seen this season. Our chief 
killed four, Gillman and McSweeney killed five each, and 
Long, Moore and Eddy killed the remainder, Four of them 
we ate aud twenty-two of them we brought to town, besides 
one live one which we are going {o present to the city for 
Lelie Isle Park. Those nine days were certainly among the 
most enjoyable I can recollect, and all the party feel in the 
same way about the trip. Ishallhave to give McSweeney 
{he honor of first blood, but after that we divided the honors 
with fraternal equality. Long was accused of a slight attack 
of ‘bnek fever,’ but he took the joke in good part and gaye 
us al] practical demonstration of his nerve and coolness in 
the midst of the most glorious exciting sport. 

“Bat! well, Treckon. Our solids consisted of venison, 
pork, potatoes with the jackets on and unlimited at that. 
We broke camp December 8, paid Black's camp a visit on 
our return and reached Otsego Lake (where we were to take 
irain) ins heavy snow storm, all broke up and ready to 
fumble into bed at Gr. mM. on the 9th. orses, men and 
cogs were well cared for by Mr. Brink, of the Otsego Lake 
house. He is a man who khows every inch of that country, 
and I can cheerfully recommend him to sportsmen as one 
they had better know if they go that way. 

“ Now we are back in town and Iam going to hed just as 
quick as I can get there.” 

So spoke the jolly hunter, and if our friends will come 
this way I have no doubt that they will be even better enter- 
tained by the recital at first hands than I was. It is a tale 
to stir the sportsman's blood, and [only wish that I could 
lave tasted some of the pleasures of that memorable fort- 
night among the antlered nobility of Michigan’s splendid 
foresia, / G. P. G. 

5 

THE LACKAWANNA ASSOCIATION, 

Suranton, Pa., December 11. 
HE gentlemen of this city are not devoted to the inter- 

esis of trade and thanufacturing entirely, despite the 
fact that coal and iron ere our staple products, but among 
them are many who find time amid the active cares of busi- 
nesa to chase the antlered monarch of the glen or hook the 
pleaming meteor of the brook. The time has gone by when 
one could find food trout fishing within ten minutes’ walk of 
the city’s centre, for the polluted water pumped from a 
Yyondred sulphurous shatis has poisoned the most of our 
Rircams to such an extent that no living creature can abide 
therein; neither can a deer be started up in the course of an’ 
easy walk from town. But an hour’s ride will land one at 
food fishing waler, and a half-day's journey carries the eager 
Hunter into the wild forests of Sullivan or Warren. 

The rapid development of this section, wilh its conse- 
quent inroads upon fish and game, threatening their utmost 
extinelion, led to the formation, eboul a year ago, of the 
Lackawanna Game and Fish Association, the members of 
which are pledged 10 assist in_every way in the development 
of sportsmanlike pursuits, To this end frequent meetings 
are held at which notes upon topics of timely interest are ex- 
changed, and particular attentlon is paid by the association 
to the profection and development of game. To this end 
carefully compiled abstracts of our game laws have been dis- 
ti{buted among the farmers, and many of the best Jakes and 
in (he county #re heing stocked. with choice fish under the 
(liveetion of members of the club. Trout and land-locked 
salmon hive been supplied to all parties asking them for 
siocking purposes, and some thirty of the Jakes in this and 
adjoining comilies have been plentifully sown with wild rice 
with the intention and hope of inducing the wild duek to 
make his habitat there, 

The association is under the presidency of Dr, I. F. Ever- 
hart, a born naturalist, whose knowledge of woodcraft and 
gume lore is inéxhauslible, and whose taxidermic collection 
of native birds and beasts is unquestionably the finest in the 
State, the Docter having made the postural peculiarities of 
his subjects a study. 

"Last night the association gave its first\game dinner, inau- 
surating therein a custom which is meant to be carried out 
yoarly hereafter, at which almost allits members were present, 
And which was carried out with consummate skill of arrange- 
ment and detail, The large dining-hall of the Wyoming 
House was the scene of the reunion, and {he bill of fare em- 
braced every seasonable dish of game indigenous to this lo- 
calty as wellas a noble contribution from friends at the Far 
West.’ The preparation of the various dishes was perfection, 
and that the editorial mind may not think me guilty of gush 
Tinelose the menw {hat you may decide for yourself upon its 
comprehensive character, only regretting that the taste and 
(he flavor of the several dislies cannot be transinitted also. 
One of the curidsities of the evening was the wildrice, which 
was served boiled dry so that every grain stood ouf individ- 
willy plump and firm, and which was served with squirrel 
and French peas. This rice has a delicious flavor, more pro- 

' nounced thau the cultivated article, and yet of a peculiar del- | 
icacy, and it was unanimously declared to be a tine article of 
diet iar exceeding in character such preparations as oatmeal, 
hominy, cracked wheat und otherfamiliar fayinaceous dishes, 
This willl rice was obtained from Canada. 
The dinner was served in courses, and lasted from half-past 

nine P, M, will after one o’viock, Toagts were proposed aud 

‘of course. 

responded to as follows: ‘The Lackawanna Game and Fish 
Association,” by Dr. J. F. Everhart, the President; Re 
and Grouse Shooting,” by Cornelius Smith, Esq.; ‘‘ Deer 
Hunting,” by Col. A, B, Blair; “ Game and Fish Protection,” 
by Mr. H. E. Hess; and ‘‘ Fox Hunting," by Mr. Chas. R. 
Smith. Fun and anecdote enlivened the evening, and the 
occasion was one replete with pleasure, from which the mem- 
bers separated with renewed encouragement in their work 
and a determination that next year’s dinner should as far sur- 
pass this as the present one exceeded anything hitherto at- 
tempted here, 
An adinirable feature in the contribution of this association 

is that no expense is permitted to be incurred unless there is 
money in the treasury to pay the same, so that the “ cancer- 
ous leprosy of debt” can never fasten itself on the aociety’s 
prosperity. Itis doing its work in the right way, and he- 
cause of your well known approval of all that conduces to 
the welfare and encouragement of sporting interests I yen- 
thre to send you this account of ile first annual dinner of 
the Lackawanna Game and Fish Association. H. 2H. 

+@+ 

BQUIRREL SHOOTING. 

Macow, Mo., Der. 12. 
N your issue of December §, ‘‘Saneho Panza’ has in- 

. troduced the subject of squirrel shooting, for which L 
extend my band. T am sure squirrel slionting is fine sport, 
that none need to be ashamed of, and hope to see the subject 
kept up in your valuable paper. 

I began my shooting career long ago wilh my grand- 
father's old flitt-lock Kentueky rifle, and have enjoyed the 
sport in all its shades and colors, and have found it to possess 
many attractions and pleasures not found in other kinds of 
shooting. 

In my youthfuldays we used rifles altogether, and in those 
days a man that would shoot a squirrel through the body was 
looked upon in about the same Jight that a potshot is now. 

In my shooting I have encountered inuch of tlhe same kind 
of experience Sancho Panza speaks of. Have often exhausted 
every means at hand in order to induce his sijuirrelship to 
step around on my side of the tree without succeeding. We 
have only two kinds of squirrels here, thefox andgray, The 
gray is much more shy than the fox squirrel, and much 
harder to induce to come around on your side of a tree. 
When you see a fox squirrel take a tree, if you will remain 
perfectly still for five or ten minutes you will be yery likely 
{o get a good shot, unless the sqnirre] was put up by a dog, 
as his curiosity to know what has become of you will induce 
him to look around on your side. I have often secured a 
good shot in this way, and often scared them around by 
throwing a stick into the leaves beyond the tree. This will 
not always do, but 1 am satisfied that ‘Sancho Panzu’s” plan 
will almost always work to a charm. Very few men know 
how to hunt squirrels Most men are apt to hunt too much, 
and foo much is worse than nof enough. Ty hunt suceess- 
fully you must hunt very carefully and very slow, remain 
entirely still at least one half the time. Any one can sea 
much better among the leayes and branches of the trees by 
standing still. Sit down on a log or stump, every few hun- 
dred yards, and remain just fifteen or twenty minutes, and 
you will often have you patience rewarded by seeing one of 
the little rodents jump up on the side of a tree, and skip 
along on a log near by, or, perhaps, see one caper out on 
some of the lower branches and begin to hark or chatter. 

T agree with “Sancho Panza” that it requires considerable 
skill to shoot a squirrel running on the ground, or a fallen 
tree, and particularly on a worm tence. ‘There is no use in 
trying to follow the motion of the squirrel in a worn) fence. 
Catch sight at a corner he is approavhing and fire the instant 
he arrives. In shooting at them running from one tree to 
another among the topmost branelivs, aim to get iy your 
work just as they stop to make the spring from onélinib to 
another, but don’t feel disappointed if you miss, for T assure 
you that you have no dead sure thing, . 

It is fine sport to shoot them in the fall, when they begin 
to cut down hickory nuts. Go out into the hickory timber 
early in the morning, or late in the afternoon, and stand still 
for a short time, and if there are any near you the falling 
particles of hulls striking sgainst tle leaves will soon inform 
you of their whereabouts. It fakes a strong shooting gun, 
and a full choke at that, to Dring them down from the tops of 
some of the trees in this part of the country; they frequent 
ly get entirely out of reach of an ordinary muzzle-loadur in 
the hands of the tyro. J 

Asit is in order now, I will relate one of my exploils in 
gquirrel shooting. Last October, myself and Capt. Jno. Lon- 
don (the reason I mention Capt. London is that I may have 
a witness) went squirrel hunting on the Chanton River. 1 
found four up.one tree. Got into a position where I could 
see one, took aim, fired and killed it, but it hung to the side 
of the tree a few seconds, as they often do. Just asT had 
slipped in another shell and closed my gun, F saw another 
near the top of the free, which I shot and killed, and just as 
Ifired the second shot squirrel No. 3 started to run, and J 
gave him the other barrel, and had three falling at one time. 

Some writers eny squirrels lay up a store of nuts, etc., for 
winter use, which I think is a mistake. I hope to hear more 
on this subject. Borpur Brrerran. 

e 
TEXAS CHRISTMAS TURKEYS. 

New Roounniy, N. Y., Dec. 10. 
TE editor of the Henriette Shield, Clay County, puls the 

watter thus; ‘Thanksgiving turkeys were not numer- 
ously civeulated in these parts yeslerduy. The weather has 
been too cold to go out and shoot therm.” : 
From this we see that the wild turkey is, of alothers, *‘tho 

bird,” in Texas, looked for to grace the holiday tabics. But 
what say you, ‘! ye daring sportsmen,” fo this very charitable 
charge—* too cold to go out and shoot them.” Pshay! they 
evidently must have gone hunting and taken along tein fry- 
ing-pans, but in their joyful mood around their camp-fires, 
and in their utter forgetfulness of Christmas the turkeys they 
killed found their way into these pans, and 60 **evaporated,” 

That's the trouble, no doubt; and very naturally 
too, for you well know how alluring the odor of turkey cook- 
ing around the camp-fire is, especially on a cool, bracing day. 
This is surpassed only by the taste of the bird. ; 

Speaking of the toothsome merits of the turkey reminds 
me of the Frenchman’s description of it; he was fond of a 
square teal. Said he, ‘The turkey is one very inconvenient 
bird; he is a little too much for che perscn, but not quite 
enough for two.” And this was said of the tame turkey, not 
of the gamy wild one. Quity: What would he have said of 
the juicy, fat, wild turkey? Just enough for one, of course. 
The same paper says, “A load of wild turkeys was reeent- | 

ly brought into town and sold at fifty cents apiece, They 
are reported to be abundant in the West.” Only think of 
buying nice wild turkeys, some weighing fifteen to twenty 
pounds, no doubt, for fifty cents. This would exactly pay 
for five boiled eggs in some of our fashionable eating houses 
L observe, however, that the price of turkeys has risen since J 
was in that country, Iused to buy from the wild Indians 
large, fat goblers for twenty-five cents, and the smaller ones 
for ten and fifteen cents. But this was in 1854-5, when there 
was not a solitary resident in this northwestern part of Texas. 
A cold snap, commonly called “a norther” in Texas, is 

just the best time possible to hut then. They then huddle 
together and are quite confused and casy to kill. They do 
not ecen, like Northern wild turkeys, to stand the cold 
weather with indifference. J now recall a short hunt I made 
for them during one of these northers. It was from Fort, 
Belknap, lying in the same region of country. Tn two even- 
ings we shot, mostly by moonlight, six round dozen, when we 
ceased firing, withdrew and carried off ihe dead. We had 
enough for all, and as many as our wagon could accommodate, 
I made use of my trusty rifle, and by moonlight brought 
them down ut every shot from their high roostinz-places 
among the trees. I placed them directly between me and 
the moon (two days from the full), aimed a little low on 
them, pulled the trigger, when they came tumbling {o earth, 
This was at the erossing of the Clear Work of the Brazos 
River, main road, and not far from where Fort Gviffinisnow 
situated. The month, December, I mention all this 
mainly to stimulate the good sportsmen of Clay County, to 
good deeds for Christmas and New Year's days. T lope to 
hear through the Sjeld a inost favorable account of them, 
and that lots of plump gobblers, with all the ef ceferas, have 
circulated most freely, not only there bul everywhere else 
on the coming helidays, Especially may the editor of tha 
sporting journal, Pormsr anp Sveram, 29 and 40 Park Row, 
N,. Y. city, be blessed on these days.* We know him {ca he 
deserving and yery modest. EL W. Merrit, 

++ 

THH SOUTHAMPTON CLUB, 

HE Southampton Sportsmen’s Clul was orgatized in 
1878 and duly incorporated under the laws of jhe State 

of New York. The membership is limited to twenty and 
comprises some of the leading and mos} (horough sportsmen 
in New York and Brooklyn. 
The club has leased for a term of yeurs the exclusive right 

of shooling over a large tract of fine quail and woodeock 
country, consisting of farms at Southampton on the Gast end 
of Long Island, and is pursuing the only true course for tha 
proper protection of game and the preservation from isne 
miny of the principles of old time sportsmanship. r 

Tneluded in the property of the club are all the necessary 
paraphernalia to a complete rig for duck shooting on Shinne- 
cock Bay, Also a bewutiful fresh waterlake about two miles 
square, which will be thoroughly stocked with black bass 
this coming spring. A. game keeper is employed permanent- 
ly to watch over the premises, detect and report to the club 
poachers, snarers and persons shooting out of season, for the 
purpose of prosecution, und already several arrests have been 
made and eminent counsel engaged to punish offenders for 
Vidlating the gate laws. 

In winter the birds are thoroughly fed and by this means 
kept alive through the severe weather; and the good results 
of this plan haye been fully attested by the peaceful and hap- 
py whistle of the cock in the spring and the abandance of 
game in the fall. A bag of from fen to twenty-five head be- 
ing a fair day for a good shot with guod dogs. 

During the opening weel of the present season there was u 
very fine display of sellers in the field belonging to the mem- 
hers; the most noted being the Mon. ‘Townsend Qox’s blue 
Bel.on Ned; Edward G, Whitaker's English white seljer 
Milo, an extraordinary quail and woodcoelk dow; D. 1. Ken- 
nedy's Irish setter Sankey and Henry M. Leverich's black 
and white setter Ben, The two latter are magnificent rang. 
ers and exhibit extraordinary powers of enduraues and keen. 
Tess. 7 

During the winter months fox hunting is a yery enjoyable 
feature, the club owning several fine fox hounds and gennine 
wild réd foxes being plentiful on that part of the island. 

It is only through such associations as this that the shoot- 
ing in the vicinity of New York can be preserved and Sports- 
manship relieved from the odium attached to it by the per 
sistent, massacre and wanton destruction of the poor Jitlle 
domesticated pigeon, and the absurd, useless and oflimes 
aimless breaking of glass balls. 
The large clubs of New York and vicinity, both for shoot- 

ing and the protection of game, seem to have entirely Jost 
sight of the real object of their organization and have dewen- 
erated intoa system of periodical dinners and post prandial 
bombastry, aud with many members "* going shooting” is 
synonymous with nocturnal Bacchanaliim revelries with, 
whisky for ammunition and the only game ‘ poker.” 

Tf the clubs really interested in pursuing their fayorite pas- 
time in a Sportsmanlike manner were to enulate the example 

| set them by the Southanypton Sportsmen’s Club they would 
_ find themselyes on the true path to honorable, healthful and 
humane enjoyment. Nimron, 

—————+>-#- 

THE LONG ISLAND ASSOCIATION, 

HAS adjourned meeting of the Game Law Committee of 
the Long Island Sportsmen's Association was heid at 

the Fountain Gun Club Rooms, 449 Flatbush avenue, Brook- 
lyn, last Saturday evening, Capt. W. L B, Steers in the 
chair. The question on‘the size of the mesh of nets created 
considerable discussion, It was finally decided that what- 
ever size mesh was adopted, the word *‘square” should he 
inserted after the word ‘‘inches.” Tt was resolved thut tbe 
chairman should have the power to appoint a committee to 
goto Albany, as near the assembling of the Legislature as 
possible, for the purpose of recommending to the Speaker of 
the House a committee on the game laws for Long Island. 
Mr. Barnett Phillips spoke tm regard to the alarming decrease 
in fish, and cited some statistics that were almost incredible. 
Also that the Association must work tovether and hasten 
slowly in order to secure proper laws to protect fish and 
Amo. 

F The Secretary was instructed to write to Mr. A. B. Gadef- 
froy in regard to the trapped quail thal he saw on a Loug 
Island railroad train, and ask him to furnish information on 
the following points; The name of the boy that was selling 
the quail, the name of the baggage-master, proof that they 
knew the birds were trapped, and in what county he suw 

* Téxag papers please copy, 
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them. Provided Mr. Godeffroy would give the above infor- 
mation, Mr. Abel Crook would assume all expense of prose- 
cution. Col. Pike spoke in regard to gawe protection, and 
remarked that the first thing wanted to protect game was 
game protectors and licenses, Mr. Walsh said that he 
thought two dollars was a large enough fee for a license. It 
was decided that the license question be left to discretion of 
the Long Island Association. 
Judge Lot spoke in regard to the game laws, and said that 

what was wanted was less law aint more enforcement, A 
communication from Mr. Geo. A. Chappell was read, sug- 
gesting that when the committee adjourned, it should be to 
Bone special time and place, and a committee from the game 
aud fish dealers in Hulton and Warhington markets shonld 
he invited to be present and give their views in regard to the 
game laws. Mr. Chappell was appointed a committee of 
one fo invite the market-men. The meeting then adjourned 
lo meet at the same place Tuesday evening, December 28. 

————<—<—<——- = ———— 

THE BUFFALO RANGE. 

Canyon Creex, Montana, Nov. 25. 
6 have just returned from the buffalo range, I thought 

some of the readers of your valuable journal might he 
interested in this Kind of game. 
nivs, with Sharps’ .45 cal. rifles, we started north to Bull 
Mountain, some thirty miles from the Yellowstone. We 
reached the head of Razor Creek the first day and found but 
two in good numbers. As we had come after a winter's sup- 
ply ofaneat we made no faney play, but struck camp and 
made arrangements for morning. When daylizht came we 
were allready. J counted twelve bands within shooting dis- 
tance; but as we did not wish to kill and leave ther I select- 
eda hand of cows and calves, filled my belt with cartridges, 
and in an hovrl had killed nine calves one or two years 
old. As we were not experis at the Iusiness, we spent the 
balance of the day skinning and packing the meat in camp. 
When our work was all done we had a supper well supplied 
with inarrow-bones, which J consider one of the finest dishes 
of the mountains. 

The second day we killed twelve and in eizht days we had 
killed thirty-six. We could just as easily have killed two or 
three hurdred, but as we had twelve apiece, thought them 
quite sufficient for our winter’s meat. 

On our return home we found parties killing them for the 
fongues alone, not even taking the skins. Ifthe bufiale were 
nsed in any kind of moderation they would last for many 
years yet. Isaw one herd alone that, I think, had twelve or 
fifteen thousand; besides hundreds of small herds of from 
fifty to a hundred dotting the plains and mountains. I found 
them up in the mountains where a pony could hardly climb. 
When the Northern Pacific Railroad is finished I would 

like (o see some of ow» Hastert brofhers out licre. Besides 
buffalo, we have deer, elk, antelope, bear and mountain 
sheep, also geese, ducks, sage hens, rouse, ete. We have 
as fine trout fishing as ¢an be found. Tf any choose to trap 
we have plenty cf beaver, otter, mmink, marten, muskrat, 
wolves, ete. If any wish to try their skill they can try the 
the bear or mountain lion. 
Thanking you for so completely exposing that Diltmar 

powder, by some of which I came near | sing my life, Tre- 
wain yours, W. A. Arney. 

eos 

“TITE SILVER LAKE HORROR" 

7 OUR correspondent, B.C. M.,” in issue of 1th inst, 
gives a glowing account of the ‘“‘remarkablé” shoot- 

ing at Silver Lake, when ont. of forty-five geese, viz.: eight, 
aix, teh and twenty-one, which swam to the stools, pot one 
weouped, Think of seven wen sitting behind a blind waiting 
for geese to Swim up and then open fire from seven guns! 
The writer cyen considered himse)f fortunate to be present 
at such a scene of pot-huuting and butchery, 

This manner of hunting is tending to exterminate our 
gaine, particularly the waterfowl. That style of shooting is 
nv better than butchering » bevy of quail on the sround. 

T would rather sit, half a day alone in a blind and have the 
sutisfaction of killing a couple of ducka ‘on the wing,” 
knowing thutiny own gun did ihe execution, than shoot a 
hundred ducks or geese by volley firing with a gang of six 
or cight sportsmen (?) of the Silver Lake sianip. 

With the war of extermination going on both spring and 
autann we shall be obiiged to luy aside our guns within a 
period of ten years. r 

This month I visitecl a part of the southern coast where 1 
formerly had ood shooting, but recently two life saying 
stutions haye been erected in the locality, and the men whose 
duty it is to patrol the coast have kept up such a fusillade 
against (he ducks and geese from before daylight until late in 
ike night, that it now searcely repays ove to visit the place. 

The Coast Guard has done more to rnin the wild fowl 
shooting on our seaboard than all other causes combined. 

All the sportemen’s clubs in the country must commence 
action at ones. The club of which lam a member is ready 
With funds as soon as any responsible parties will tuke the 
lead in “ame protection. a 
+ +8 = 

PINNATED GROUSE LY DELAWARE. 

it IfAVE Jearned more in reference to the pinnated grouse 
that was sent from Lower Delaware. The game dealer 

who took it to Mr. John Krider was Mr. Jonas H. White, 140 
Chestnut strect. The bird he was unable to identify, and 
wanted Mr, Krider to purchase itas an oddity. The speci- 
men being a poor one, and only halfgrowh, was rejected, 
White's son told me this morning he had thrown it away 
hot thinking it was any value. . 

This half-grown prairie chicken undoubtedly came from 
‘aii Dr. Purnell put out, and there are certainly imore of 
them. 

In the remembrance of Mr. Krider there were pinnated 
rouse in Burlington County, N. J., and at one time, thirty or 

forly years ago, he saw at Manahawken, N. J., iu the pos- 
session Of « local gunner, six prairie hens, or grouse as they 
were called, that had been shot in the ‘*Barrens,” in the 

above-mentioned county. You know Frank Forrester speaks 
of thent in his works 88 having once existed on Long Tsland, 

in the Pocono region of Pennsylvania, and in the ‘‘ Barrens”? 
of Burlington County, N. J. To be sure: they were called by 
different names in these localities, but they were nothing 
more nor less than the pinnat.d grouse, Dedoubtedly, with 
the proper protection, the same lird can be replanted and be 
male (0 thrive in their once natural breeding rounds. 

Homo, 

— ; 

Weil niounted on our po-. 

| turkey; also an-occasional rulfed grouse. 

Fonp pu Lao Gamz Crus—Fond du Lae, Wis., Dee. 13.— 
Isend you a record of this Club, believing that portions of 
it are meritorious and have produced good results. In Feb- 
ruary, 1867, the first organization was effected, with 8. B. 
Amory, President; L. M. Wyatt, Secretary; KR. A. Baker, 
Treasurer. The Club was limited to ten members, and was 
composed of gentlemen sportsmen, who realized the neces- 
sity of preserving game, and was among’ the first organiza- 
tions in the State. The Club is represented through its Sec- 
retary in the State Association, and has always exercised a 
salutary influence in the enactments for game preservation. 
In August, 1876, a reorganization was effected, 8. B. Amory, 
President; J. W. Carney, Vice-President; L. M. Wyatt, 
Secretary; T,. S. Weeks, Treasurer, and O. C. Steenberg, 
Robert Drummond, and Albert Becker, Executive Commit- 
tee. This Club, through the Fond du Lac members of the 
Senate and House, introduced a bill at the last session making 
September, October and November the shooting season for 
al game, but they encountered so much opposition that only 
the portion relating to deer became a law, but even this has 
saved the State thousands of deer the present season and has 
been of inestimable value. W. 

Grouse Treziwwe—Reynoldsville, Pa,—I noticed a com- 
munication in your paper a few weeks ago stating that raifed 
grouse did not tree when hunted by dogs. I have heen shoot- 
ing them all this season, and my experience is that in nine 
oases out of ten flush a bevy and they will all tree. In this 
country they generally take to the hemlocks. They are very 
plenty, but are sadly decreasing from the raids of the wild 
cats and foxes. ‘Two weeks ago I saw twenty-five grouse fiy 
out of asingle hemlock where they had taken refuge from 
afox. I think this was the largest bevy I had ever seen, 
but would like to hear from your readers whether they can 
heat it. We shot a number of mallard and teal on our ground 
this fall, and have been having, all things considered, a good 
season in the woods. 2 R. Li. 

Moose ann Carinoo Huntine.—The Quehee Telegraph 
tells us that ‘*Colonel Rhodes, the veteran Nimrod sports- 
man of the Province, and party, well supplied with Entield's 
double barreled fowling pieces and other internal alimentary 
supplies, left the city yesterday morning for the region of 
the moose and cariboo. We heartily wish the Colonel and 
patty every success in the glorious sport and in securing a 
heavy return load of venison.” 

Col, Rhodes, though considerably past the meridian of life, 
still retains all his youthful fondness for the sports that 
Canada’s fasiness offers to the hardy and experienced sports- 
man, and what is more to the point, the Colonel enjoys the 
vigor and health te pursue them, <A winter rarely passes 
that the Colone!’s snow-shoe trail cannot be followed into the 
haunts of the caribou and moose, and the crack of his uner- 
ring rifle heard as some lofty monarch crimsons the snow 
with his life blood. Should you reach his camp the genial 
hospitality extended would more than compensate for the 
hardships of the journey. There is no such other host as the 
Colonel. Ile is a fine example of the Envlish gentleman 
sportsman. Faircninp, JR. 

Neo York, Dee. 18. 

Towa—Glenwood, Dez, 13.—In your department of **Game 
Bag and Gun,” Isee no notes from this part of ihe country. 
Perhaps 2 tew notes would he of interest to your readers, 
Of game we have quail by thousands, and now and then a 

Prairie chickens 
are plenty, and any amount of rabbits (cotton tails). Thanks- 
giving over 250 quail and nearly as. many rabbits were shot, 
and brought into town by the boys. Owing to the nature of 
the eround, which is brush and tall grass, there is no nsefora 
dog except to retrieve. My friend Moore and I in one day’s 
shoofing put up nineteen coyeys of quail, good sized cayeya 
at that, siy twenty-five to forty. As the result we killed as 
many as we wanted to carry. Our duck shooting is excellent 
in the spring and fall, fifty to sixty being no unusual bag in 
a day’s shooting, Geese in good numbers are found eight 
miles west of this place at the mouth of the Platte River. I 
think your paper simply perfect. May its shadow never 
grow less. y. H. R. 

Massscnuserts—Camipello, Masy,, Dee. 13.—A party of 
seven sportsmen, who own a stand at Widgeon Point, Silver 
Lake, had rare sport one day last week, The first shot was 
at a flock of geese, ten in the flock, and they brouzht them 
ull down. The next was a flock of twenty-one, and they 
also shot the whole bunch, the last shot with seven men, we 
think, is one of the best on record. The shooting in¥eneral 
here is very poor, and I quite agree with one of your con- 
tributors, ‘* Hunter,” that all game should be let alone in this 
State for the next three or four years, except of course birds 
of prey. F. G. 

Bound ro Ger wie Quait,—aA flock of quail was scared 
up by a hunter in Belvidere, N. J. lle singled out one of 
the birds and fired, not observing that a friend who was hunt- 
ing with him wasstanding within range about twenty yards 
away. A shot imbedded itself in his friend’s cheek, others 
brought blood from his arm, and another struck his thumb. 
The wounded man, however, determined not to lose the bird 
that his companion had missed, and placing his sun to his 
shoulder he fired and brought down the bird. Then he save 
his wounds attention.— Sw. 

Enrorcisc THE Law wy Matyz.—The Sullivan, Maine, 
Bulletin says: ‘‘ Some sportsmen have come to grief, we un- 
derstand, in our neighboring county. They took bounds and 
went for the deer which are pretty numerous this witter, in- 
tending to make a business in slaughtering them; the dovs 
were chasing one, and the game warden being out the deer 
ran across his track, he shofit and then shot the dogs. The 
hunters, on coming up, found their game taken care of, dogs 
shot, and themselyes under arrest. They came out of the 
scrape with loss of game, loss of dogs, and haying $40 in 
fines to pay. All this for setting the law at defiance.” 

No Recopp.—An anonymous correspondent, who writes 
from Salem, Mass.,,sends us what purports to be the weight 
of ah enormous woodcock which he says he killed fast 
month. We decline to publish his statement until he sends 
us his réal name and some particulars of the alleged occur 
rence. 

Nuw Jersey, Vorristown, N. Y¥,, Dec. 't.—Gamnie of all 
kinds.is yery scarce here, and is very wild and hard to find. 
On the outskirts of the town the hunting is very good, Our 
friend, EH. W. Luimly, has just returned from Pike Go., 
Penn., and he had splendid luck. I saw seven large wood- 
cock to-day, but did uot shoot any, 

a a 

a = a 

Oy Syow-sHors—Boonville, W. Y¥., December. —1I have 
been fairly bottled up in snow and ice in Brown's Tract. Only 
reached home on Thursday, and {hen on snow-shoes for four- 
teen milesthrough the woods. The lakesare all frozen solid, 
snow from 24 to thirty inches deep and increasing almost 
daily, ida, 

Hoy’s Witperness—Pittsburg, Pa., Deo. 15—Game is as 
plenty as ever in Hoy’s Wilderness. ‘Wish’? Miller, whose 
name has frequently appeared in your paper, came in yester- 
day from a hunting expedition to that region. He brought 
down seven deer, one bear, seventy-five pheasants and other 
small game, including five wild turkeys. 

Live Pratrre Cnickens Wantep—Springfield, Mass., Dec, 
20,—Can any of your readers inform me through the columns 
of your paper where some live prairie chickens can be pro- 
eured, They are wanted for the purpose of trying the ex- 
periment of letting them go in this vicinity and seeing if they 
will propagate. ote 

Maixe.—T wo Foxcroft hunters report having came across a 
herd of thirty caribou ina bog north of that town. 

VirGinta—Conngton, Dec. 14.—Turkeys are more plenti- 
ful than they have been for years. ¥i 
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SHOOTING MATCHES, 

Preton SHoortpNG Iv CoxnRericut.—A moyement is on fool 

among the gnuners of New Haven to attempt to procure a repeal 

of the law which prohibits the trap shooting of pigeons. 

Mauprn—Mass., Nov. 30.—Team match ; 20 balls per man, ro- 

tary trap: 

Malden Club. Fall Riser Club, 
A. H, Jones.....-... Coane on Wd. Braleyis.y....¢+--.. 19 
F. J. Noble... peed EH. Builington.............. is 
farry Dutton.. 1k tT, S. Hall Pat 
Jd. Buiiuim.......- 
R. R. Ammidon. . 8 H.B, ; 4s 
HY Gy Wielding, cers Sue. 16—109 J. B. Valentine 4—{ if 

The annual meeting and election of officers of the Malden Gun 

Club was held on Monday evening at the studio of My. Foss. The 

following atticers for the ensuing year were elected; President, I, 
'T. Noble, of Malden ; Viee- President, J. Buffum, of Melrose: Sec- 

retary- Robt, H. Waters, Jr,, of Malden ; Treasurer, A. H. Jones, 

of Malden. Hxecutive committee, F. T. Noble, J, Buffum, R. H. 

Waters, J., A A. Jones and L. I Casson. Thevreport, of the retir- 
ing treasuver, Mr, Noble, showed the club to bein # very prosper- 
ons condition. 

Nonrvarkem Srortinc Cros.—The inangnral shoot of the Non- 

pariel Sporting Club, of Brooklyn, was heid at the Driying Park 

last week, The match was a team shoot, the sides being as follows; 

Captain Miller’s Team—Hanry Miller, 0, W. Wingert, B, Diddy, 
George A. Chappell, K, Graves, ‘T. Linnington, B. A_ Cross, Josiah 
Howe, John T, Slane and John Defraine. 

Captain Cleayer’s Team—William Cleaver, E. W. Madison, Dr. B. 
Talbot, I’. P. Pike, Major 8. 8. Conant, Abel Craok, G. W. Post, 

N. B. Grooke, Charles E. Fiske and Anthony Elmendorf, 

New York State Association rules: 7 birds each ; 21 yards, plunge 
trap, The score was : 

Captain Miller’s Team. Captain Cleavers Team, 
Miller. acseesL PT OTT 21-6 Cleay Sl Ih Wis 
Winger -LUYTIAt £7 Madisor Lil Arisa 
Raddy .. -1111111-7 Talbot. An labed) tats, 
Chappell , , (ies Pikes: Fy 
GYAVOS).\- veces 11101116 Conant T1010 t4 
Hiimimeton...... 01927i11—6 Crogk, | TRADGE ie olgsl } cy 
CHOSHecs- oi sihae, OC171T0101-4 Post..i.). -11000f 0-8 
Howe T1idl01—S5 Cooke...... -tLido1pi—5 
Slane. . 11901115 FElmendort........21 11118 
He Fraine.,--..,.4 1111 7 1-7 Bisterteces ks Do ier 

AVDA ee castes = mele nitihia weiner ened. POU TROUAE Sesh e Tye ecers veers eenne lid 

Tn the evening 2 banqnet was given, the toasts beg responded 

to by Messrs. Conant, Abel Crooke, President of the State Agsovia- 

tion ; Charles E. Fiske, F. P, Pike, N. B. Cooke, G W. Wingert, E. 

A. Chappell, Josiah Howe, My, Chamberlain and. others, 

Wasntneton Guy CLrus—Brooklyn, Dee, 17.—The sixth monthly 

shoot of the Washington Gun Club was held at Dexter Park lust 
week. The score was as follows: © 
H, Hedeman, 21 yardS.-........ PAs eee AD | pli tn vient 
J. DIGVKING, 23 VATS. oes, ences sss scccsaec plete Tete 0) oes 
Wie Denyse, #1 Wards; i. ses. ede ot O10 0 1 328e 

Paes eg ent Sana sO 7 11 7 2° 1e6 
ots ok Ves aR att iy) 

ed ON Te Lo ee 
f calmer oy Sh ti) pm 

J. Eyans, 23 yard 2 Ce ties eG 
T., Kellett, 23 yar ULF Se bese a 
HW. Carrick, 21 yard 0 0 withdrew 
Tho. Obrig, 21 yards. qe ne ab sit itrets ef See 
Jolin Kreuscher, 21 yards TE Fat es 
Charles Obrig, 21 yards... 0... 0. end. esas: to lO. 1 Ba o 022 

Atter the match sweepstakes were shot at three birds, the ties to 

be shot off, nuss and go out. In the first seodore Obrig took firs; 
money, H. Hedeman second money and B. N. Watts third money, 

This was followed bya second ‘sweep,’ in which William De 

Nyse took first money, J. DierKing, sévond money, J. Cotter, G. 

Van Sise, C. EH. Obrig-and Theodore Obrig dividing thira money, 

The club has effected a fonr years’ lease of Ridgewood Park, where 
a club-houseis to be erected and the regular shooting matches 

held. The new grounds are excellent and the club, now haying a 
permanent abiding place, promises to surpass its own very excel- 
Tent record. \ 

Dexter Pank—Jamaiea, DL. T., Dee, 20.—Olosing shoot of the 

year and tenth regular monthly contest of the Long Island Bhoote 

ing Club for the championship cup, shot for at 7 birds each from 

Hand T traps, handicapped rise, 80 yards boundary, Long Isiand 
Shooting Club rules. Tiss shot off at 3 birds aach ; 
Dr. W, Wynn.,........--..25 yards PES uh (hat 
H. H. Madison...,. vs IoD eth a ee 
i, Robson... - (ge i TS ge 
J. doerger. Be er ak 
J. HL. Milter_, SL sin 
We, MIR fio v 31st ete seen ai ve 
Dr. Talobtt.......- L@® 11 iw 
B. W.-WEsU.:... 2... ee RF + 0 Ww 

Puitaperputa, Dec. 15.—Quite an interesting pigeon match was 
shot off ati Ashbourne, Pa., between W. Dobbins and L. Snowden 
foy a silyer cup, and was won by Snowden, The distance shot 
from the traps was 22 yard3, and boundary 8) yards. ‘The follow- 

ing is the score : 
W. Dobbins, .-....---+ 
L, BHOWGGD, pee snes 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB'S SENSATION, 

Che Fennel, 

Pittsburgh Deg Show—Pittsburgh. Pa., January 17, 18 and 19, 
1881, Entries close January 6. C. B, Elben, Secretary: Charles 
Lineoln, Superintendent, a2 

SENSATION, 

ENSATION is the property of the Westminster Kennel 

Qlub, of this city, and was bred by Mr. J. D. HWum- 

phrey, England. This famous lemon and white pointer is 

by Mr. R. J. Lloyd Price’s Jim, out of Mr. Humphrey's 
Nell, Jim was by Whitehouse’s celebrated Hamlet ont of 

Juno. On September 9th, 1876, Mr. George De F. Grant 

sailed for Europe, and while in Wales picked Sensation out 

as the best dog he had ever seen. Sensation was broken 

when bought, and was bred for a field trial dog. Ie was 

whelped May, 1874, and imported on November 10th; 1876. 

His winnings on the other side :were as follows: Shifnal, 

1875 first prize ; Swansea, 1875, first prize; Carmarthen, 

1875, first prize; Oswestry, 1875, second prize: Birming- 

ham, 1875, second prize; Llanelly, 1875, second prize, and 

at Newport, 1876, second prize. In the United States he 

won first and special at Baltimore, 1877; first and three 

gpecialgat St. Louis, 1878; first and two specials af Balti- 
more, 1878, and first and special at. Boston, 1878. Besides 

these winnings the dog has been exhibited at all of the New | 

York shows, but not entered for competition. As a stud 

dog there has never been a pointer in the country whose ser- 

vices have been in more frequent demand. The dog is so 
well known on the bench that it is unnecessary to refer again 

to his make up. His head, which is grand, is as well known 

among dog men as Hambletonian’s shape is by lovers of the 
turf. The appearance of Sensation im the field was a sur- 

prise to many, and his excellent performance an astonish- 

ment to all but a very few. He isa plucky goer, and has a 

syonderfully good style, backed by a very keen nose. In the 

trials he was placed after contesting for first with the famous 

Gladstone. 
— 

FIELD TRIAL RULES. 

Pirvrspures, Va., Der. 13. 
Fiditor Forest and Stream: 

T have read the Forms? anp Srream of Jate with increas- 
ing interest, and noticed its rapid improvement. How 

often of late, after reading many articles, suchas your own 
on Dittmar powder and correspondents on various subjects, 
have J felt like slapping the authors on the shoulder, and 
swith hearty approval, in the language of an old friend, say- 

ing, ‘That's right, my boy, now you are shouting.” But 

‘<Gouples’” articles of late on the crudities of the N. A. K. 

CG. Field Trial rules are what have called me out. Now, 
“ Gouples” is moying in the right direction, and I doubt not 
but what he is seconded by many sportsmen all over the 

country. Though in his second letter he seems to manifest a 

little impatience that no one has rushed in to assist, him, yet 

these letters will be productive of gvod frult. And let me 

say in the language of the good old Scriptural injunction, 
+*Be nol weary in well doing.” 
{donot propose at this time to undertake a reyision of 

these rules, but-simply write to ventilate some thoughts in 
support of ‘‘Couples,” and regarding the digsalisfaction {ut 
‘sae Pennsylvania State Field Trials, which, in his article, he 

Bays Cue ual bYeaking Up in a row. T think 4 usr sate in 

saying theré never was a period in the history of this country 
when sportsmen were 80 thoroughly interested in field trials 
than now. Lust spring the spirit seized the sportsmen of the 
Keystone State, and the Pennsylvania State Field Trials 
Association and trials at Lancaster last October were the 
outgrowth. We adopted with little change the N. A. Field 
trial rules, and we discovered al the trials that the rules were 
not perfect by any means, and that when read it cost no lit- 
tle effort to understand them fully. As an illustration of this 
let me relate a cirewmstance which took place at the hotel at 
Laneaster on the evening of that rainy day when King Dash 
though victorious in the field had been laid fers de comfiet by 
the judges. Ina private room I observed the Secretary, 1st 
Vice-President and Treasurer of the Association engaged in a 
very animated controversy, and on drawing near found that 
the rules were the subject under discussion. The Vice-Presi- 
dent and Treasurer were insisting that at the conclusion of 
the first heat (not yet finished) the 1st, 2d and 3d prizes 
should he awarded, and the free-for-all ended; the Secretary 
contended they were wrong, and on referring to the rules, 
and reading and re-reading the disputants only insisted more 
firmly on the correctness of their positions. Not until the 
Secretary called in overwhelming evidence would the Vice- 
President and Treasurer be convinced that they were wrong. 
So much for the application of the rules in this particular on 
the part of intelligent gentlemen. 

Again, two circumstances at Lancaster bronght to light 
yery serious defects in the rules. For example: After the 
heat between Siler’s Dash and King Dash had been awarded 
Siler, he left, taking his dog with him, thus shutting King 
Dash out of the race entirely under the rules, though bad he 
remained and gone tu the front winning first money King 
Dash would have had a chance for second or third place. 

At the conclusion of the heat between May Layerack and 
Brown’s Dash, in favor of the former, Mr. Snellenbery an- 

nounced that he withdrew May, boldly avowing his intention 
by so doins to shut Dash out. The judges decided King 
Tiash's chances should not be prejudiced by Mr, Siler’s 
action (which the rules gave them no authority to do), and 
also refused to allow May to be withdrawn. 
here is uo doubt about the rules being crude and indeti- 

nite, but I cannot agree with ‘‘ Couples” that the bad feeling 

at, Lancaster grew Out of this fact, but rather ont of a mnisap- 

plication or wanton disregard of the rules, auc here are the 

facts to prove what I say : 
King Dash was badly off in nose, as all knew who saw hin, 

but notwithstanding this he demonstrated he had some nose, 

while Siler's Dash showed no nose. Ife ranged wide, quar- 

tered his ground well, showed good style and speed, was per- 

fectly obedient, found all the birds, secured one magnificent 

point and retrieved the bird when killed. ; 

Siler’s Dach did not find « bird or secure a single pomt, ex- 

cept a false point, upon which he dropped, when King Dash 

was penalized foy not backing ; showed no nose or speed, did 

nob range or quatter his ground ta compare with King Dash, 

and yet we had the strange anomaly of a dog which had ab- 

solutely done nothing uwarded the heat over ft dow that, did 

all the work. The error of the judges in penalizing King 

Dash for not backing here was most manifest to all ac- 

quainted with the rules, for the instructions to the judges 

distinctly say; *‘ No dog shall be expected to back unless the 

dog pointing stands Andis motionless. A dog shall not be 

said to refuse (o back unless he sees the dog pointing,” both 

of which provisions were disregarded by the judges. But 

their blundering did not cease here. After the annovnce- 

ment of the heat in favor of Siler’s Dash it was soon given | 

out that there was a misunderstanding between the judges 

and a mistalce as to the heat being decided, and that the dogs 

were only ordered up to be put down again. The next morn- 

inv we velurned 16 the field and if was understood, by aul- 

thority of the judges too, that the first thing tobe settled was 

the heat between these dogs 
The rain prevented any work during the day and we re- 

turned to Lancaster. That evening about four or five o'clock | ted prizes. They 

awarded the heat to Siler’s Dash, Now, the strangest part of 
this transaction is this: as it was a question of ‘‘ pointing” 
and ‘retrieving " to be settled, that the judges should order 
up yc dogs fora fresh brace right in the midst of scattered 
birds. 

Then again, ib was asserted on good authority thal the 
judges admitted that the figures of merit actually given hy 
them in the field showed King Dash had (9) nine points the 
advantage. O, ye gods! what strange work we have out of 
judges at field trials. 

What we need is a set of rules as near perfect as possible, 
that will not admit of jockeying or tricks, and judges that, 
regardless of person or blood, will dare to do right and give 
honest judgment according to the rules. I can sufely say 
there never will be another trial run in this State under the 
present rules. In this connection I should like to speak of 
some of the irregularities of the N. A. K. C. trials, and espe- 
cially the bad taste in Dr. Rowe in trying to run Count Noble 
to the front when he was fairly beaten, in the judgment of 
parties present, by two entries in the Derby, but I will leave 
this until my next. 

The chief interest now among sportsmen of this city is the 
coming dog show in January. We learn some of the finest 
dogs in the country will be here, and it bids fair to he the 

o . . . cy . 

most interesting show ever held in this city. Fritz. 

Dergorive Rures.—December 17, 1880.—ditor Forest 
and Stream.—In the account of the Eastern Field Trials given 
by your Western contemporary, he speaks of Isabella haying 
won at Memphis in 1876 by an imperfection of the rules. 
T would ask any practical sportsman (not the gilt-edge mod- 
ern Solomon whose cartridge belt weighs more in the morning 
than his game bag at night) whether rules that will udmit of 
a part of a third prize going toa bitch at the Nee eC: 
field trials for pointers and setters which made nothing but 
flushes, and later at the Hastern field trials a first prize going 
toa dog which made four straight flushes before captive bird 
was turned down for him to point, is more perfect than those 
under which Isabella made five straight points and won— 
(Consistency, thou truly art a jewel.” MM. 

+ ——___—- 

HASTERN FIELD TRIALS OLUB. 

MBETING of the Eastern Field Trials Club was held at 
24 Park Place, Thursday afternoon December 16. 

The following gentleman were present: Mr. Chas. H. Ray- 
mond, Mr. G. W. Bassiord, Mr. H. W. Livingston, Mr. W. 
A. Coster, Mr. Max Wenzel, Mr. EB, A. Herzberg, Mr. W. A. 
Ryer, Mr. J. Pentz, Dr. L, C. Monroe, Dr. Holmes, Dr. H. 

F. J. Aten, Mr. J. Yon Lengerke, Mr. H. E. Hamilton, Mr 

J. O. Donner, Mr. Charles DeRonge and Captain Tuttle; Vice- 

President F. N. Hallin the chair. The committee on the 

Tileston fund reported the subscription closed and ready to 

be handed to Mrs. Tileston. 
The following gentlemen were unanimously elected mem- 

bers of the club: Mr. J. Stewart. Slosson, Mr. G, DeForest 

Grant, Mr. Robert C. Cornell, Mr. EL 8. Bloodgood, Mr. 

Newton Harle, Mr. Benjamin M. Earley, Mr. James Gencard, 

Dr. 8. Fleet Speir and Mr, Chas. Fiske. The President, Dr. 

‘Aten, having arrived, now took the chair. The following were 

elected honorary members. Dr. J. Rawlings Young, Col. 

Gordon, Mr, 8. O. Bruce and Mr, George Bird Grinnell. 

The secretary read a protest from Mr. G. W. Bassford pro- 

testing against the re-opening of fhe club stakes. This pro 

test excited a decidedly warm discussion, and was finally 

decided by declaring the stake off, and returning the forfeit 

money to those who have paid it. It was decided to call a 

mieeting of all the members of the club for the purpose of 

altering the by-laws in regard to changing the number neces- 

sary to compose 4 quorunt of the Executive Committee from 

nine to five. The club resolyed that the thanks of the club 

should be officially sent to the gentlemen who had contribu. 
also resolved that the prize for the Brace 

A 

ihe judges met in a private room of the hotel and again | Stukes should be rafiied off, for the benefit of the club, and 
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Messrs, F. R, Ryer, J. Pentz and W. A. Coster were ap- 
pointed a committee to arrange the rafHe. The nominations 
of officers for the election in January was next in order, and 
a DWinber of candidates were nominated for each office. The 
Mieeting then adjourned, 

a od 

PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW. 

GIS show will take place on January 17, 18 and 19. 
The entries will close on January 6. Major J. M. 

Puylor, of Lexington, Ky, 2s we have already stated, will 
he the judge. The St. Charles Hotel has been selected as 
the headquarters for the comniittee and sportsmen, and under 
the able supervision of Mr. Charles Lincoln, the show 
projnises to be agrand success, 

The prizes are for champion English setter dogs, $20; 
bitches $20. Imported English setter dogs, $20 and #10; 
hitches the same. Native English setter dog, $20 and $10; 
bitches the same. Hneglish settler dog puppies under 12 
months, 10; bitehes the same. Champion Irish 
setter dogs, 820; bitches fhe same. Irish setter dogs, 
420 and 10; bitches the same; dog puppies $10; 
bitches the same. Champion Gordon setter dogs, $20: bitches 
the same, Gordon setter dogs, $20 and #10; bitches the 
same; dog puppies, $10; bitches the same. Champion 
pointer dos over 55 lbs., $20; bilches over 50 lhbs., $20; 
dogs under 55 Ibs , 320; bitches under 40 lbs., $20. Pointer 
dogs over 55 lhs., $20 and $10; hitches oyer 40 lbs., #20 and 
$10; dogs under 59 lbs., $20 and $10 ; bitches under 50 Ibs., 
ihe same; dog puppies under 12 months, $10; bitches the 
same. Irish water spaniels, $10 and $5. Cocker spaniels, 
£10 and $5. Field spaniels, other than cockers, #10 and $5. 
Fox liounds, #10 and $5. Beagles, $10 and #6; puppy un- 
der 12 months, dog or bitch, $10. Dachshunde, $10 and $5. 
Pox terrier dogs, 10 and $5 ; bitches, $10 and $5 ; puppies, 
#10, Greyhounds, #10, Scotch deer hounds, $10, Mastifis, 
St Bernards, Newfoundlands, Siberian or Ulm, rough-coated 
shepherds, smooth-coated shepherds, bull dogs, bull terriers, 
skye terriers, pugs, Scotch terriers. black and tans, York- 
shire terriers, King Charles or Blenheim spaniels, Italian 
greyhounds and miscellaneous classes, $10 to first and 5 to 
second in each class. 

The special prize list will he published next week. 
Address all communications to Chas. Lincoln, Lock-hox 

308, Pittsburg, Pa. 

PREVENTING DISTEMPER. 

Fititor Forest. and Stream: 
Tn one of my late letters to Porrsr anp Stream I wrote of 

M. Pasteur's (of the French Veterinary College) discovery 
of 4 means of vaccinating chicken cholera in connection with 
my article referring to the modifying and preventing of dis- 
temper in dogs by the same or asimilar method. It may be 
of interest to your readers, certainly to the scientific ones, to 
learn of M. Pasteur’s proceeding with the feathered race, as 
showing how feasible it may he in the case of fhe canine 
malady. , . , 
The gentleman in question has finally disclosed his famou 

resull, so long awaited, and we copy from the Cincinnati Lan- 
cet and Clinic the following: ‘‘ We have Wefore us the text 
of the publication presented simultaneously to the Academy 
of Science and the Academy of Medicine. This revelation 
consists in the attenuation of the virus by simple contact with 
theatmosphere. In effectitisthesimplechange of the mode of 
culture of the parasite, whereby the stagesiof its development 
are elongated. In this way the virulence of the virus is pro- 
gressively diminished until, as the author says, * we obtain a 
true vaccinu! virus which does not kill, produces a benign 
form Of the disease, and protects against a inortal malady.’ 
The author declares further: ‘It isnot to he believed that 
these attenuutions of the results oecur with fixedness and ma- 
thematical regularity. In some experiments the virus con- 
Linues to exhibit considurable virblence even after the lapse of 
five or six months. The cause of this difference, however, 
becomes apparent on examination. Very-often a high de- 
gree of virulence ceases suddenly with the death of these mi- 
eroscopic parasites. The death of the parasite is an habitual 
and constant circumstance with the lapse of sufficient time. 

“Tt is this necessity of * temperization,’ which MM Pasteur 
invokes in passing, as the true cause of his silence to the 
present tinte- ti : 

“Phe attenuation of the virus is the capital fact. 
is the real cause of the diminution of the virulence? 

“The cultivation of the parasite requires as 4 necessity an 
absence of air, This parasiteis therefore one of those which 
M. Pasteur has already characterized as erolies. It cannot 

deyelop in the presence of the air. Is it then the oxygen of 
the air which reduces tlie intensity of its virulence? Does 
the parasiie undergo such attenuation in the presence of oxy- 
gen as to suffer modification in its effects? , : 

“This hypothesis was easily verified by experimentation. 
For it is true that in the experiments conducted by Pasteur, 
with all his characteristic precision and delicacy, the virus 
kept in hermetically sealed tubes lost none of its poisoning 
power, while that exposed-to the air gradually lost it alto- 
ether. ‘The problen: we study thus resolves itself,’ said M. 
asteur. ‘It is the oxygen of the air which enfeebles and 

destroys the virus,’ 
“ And further he adds: i 
‘We have here probably more than one isolated fact. We 

huve come into possession of a principle. We may hope that 
the inherent action of oxygen, 3 natural force present every- 
where, may show the same efficiency with regard to the virus 
of other diseases, The widest generalization should be made 
at once of this method of entéebling the virulence. It de- 
fives its virtue from the cosinie order of things, 80 to speak. 
May we not, indeed, attribute to this fact the limitation of 
epidemics in our times and in the past ? . 

“Phis modification induced in virus by the action of the at- 
qnosphere has been long known and appreciated. We have, 
for so long a time as we have had it, protected vaccine virus 
from the air in every way. Exposure to the alr destroys it. 
We keep from the air by wrapping it in lead foil, or we seal 
it lermetically in glass tubes by theaid of the fame of a 
lam BLL . é : 

Tn the first article we read referring to M. Pasteur's discoy- 
ery it likewise stated that vaccination Was resorted to in 
Trance for distemper in dogs, bul particulars were not given. 
We helieye, however, that before long it will be, if if is not 
already, as efficacious as the vaccination of the human pa- 
tient for smallpox; but we are not so sure that vaccine mat 
ter isthe true virus. We advised its trial m our last, but- 
does not the discharge in-distemper embody a parasite? Can 
any One of your readers inform us? Wel us microscopically 

examine, and if it isfoundto beso we have the slarling 
point. Homo, 

q a 

But what 

WHAT IS A COCKER? 

Ann Arpor, Dec. 12. 
Biditer Forest and Stream: 

I have canvassed the various views presented in late issues 
of your valuable and ‘‘ high-toned " paper touching the stan- 
dard of the modern cocker, and while I appreciate the one 
great object that seems fo animate all these writings, I see in 
some of them a decided leaning rather to their own strain of 
dogs than to the fixing of a universal standard that shall goy- 
ern all classes. I know it will be found a difficult, possibly a 
tliankless, task to adjust the yarious opinions as to the weight, 
size and the nanifold points that are to make up correct judg- 
ment in preparing this standard. Therefore men of mature 
judgment, men who haye spent many years of their lives in 
studying the nature, habits and physical proportions of this 
bright, beantiful dog, men who can see by that knowledge, 
ained by long and familiar experience with'the cocker, what 

is required to form this standard in order to bring him up to 
the perfection demanded, should he put on this committee. 
The more I hear from those interested in this subject, both 
through your paper and from private correspondence, the 
more lam convinced that we will have either an excellent 
and judicious criterion from which to judge the modern 
cocker, or we shall have an abortive method which will he 
erroneous, impracticable and unsatisfactory to all save those, 
perhaps, who are especially and particularly interested. Now 
let me say here that lask no preferment in this matter, nor 
will I haye anything more to do with it than to open the way 
to see that the right men are placed on thiscommittee. I 
hayeé no axe to grind, and I hope what I may say will be con- 
strued as meaning only a deep and abiding interest in the 
cocker; to lift him out of the slongh of uncertainty and 
doubt into an honorable and creditable position where he 
shall stand among dogs the peer of the best and inferior to 
none. That he possesses the highest and best traits of canine 
quality, both for the field and the honse, there is no one who 
knows this intelligent and beautiful dog will deny, and they 
who know him best through long years of familiarity and ed- 
ucational receptivity will be the proper ones to stand in judg- 
ment and to fix his standard. I feel that great credit is due 
to “ Leam” for bringing this matter prominently before the 
friends of the cocker, but I cannot agree with him when he 
puts into nomination as the standard-bearer of this important 
principle one so young and of'So little real knowledge of the 
cocker, when there are so many prominent men and excel- 
lent judges whose names have never been mentioned, nay, 
lave been entirely ignored. Iam not opposed to Mr. Mac- 
dougall personally, but only as a representative of a 
principle which many others understand better than he. 
I think I know the tone and temper of the best cocker 
breeders in this country, with whom Ihave had some cor- 
respondence on this very question of a standard. I know 
that if this suggestion of ‘tLeam’s” nomination is insisted 
upon, the whole affair will terminate ina grand fizzle, and 
we will be further from the end than before. I think you, 
Mr. Editor, as the representative of the oldest sporting paper 
now published, should take the initiative, and either adopt 
my views, which are broad and liberal, or suggest some other 
which will appeal to the good sense and judgment of those 
who have Jong been interested in the breeding and culture of 
the cocker. If as some authors claim that the cocker is ‘‘a 
mongrel” or a “made breed,” then certainly is ita difficult 
and important task to place him just where he belongs, 
which will require all the observation, tact and judgment 
possessed by those whom long years haye made competent. 
to undertake the work. Now, Mr. Editor, I hope we shall 
hear from you, and that you will take such interest in the 
preparation of a standard for the cocker that has heretofore 
actuated you in doing the very best for the true sportsman, 
The cocker will cut no unimportant figure in bench shows 
hereafter if justice and right is done him, but if these are 
made subservient to private intrigue or individual adyance- 
ment, it is far better to let the matter rest where it is than ta 
engender animosity and ereate a fictitious standard that will 
degrade this bright and beautiful dog to the vilest 

** Mongrel cur of small degree.”* 

We want no ‘‘club” such as has been talked about; we want 
no ‘prize of $450;” we want no ‘‘bench show” judgment as 
at present recognized ; in fact, we want nothing to do with 
‘fixing up a cocker” that “comes nearest to our present 
standard,” until there isa just and sound standard to judge 
him by. Who that has read about the judgment of the 
cocker in our *‘ bench shows” already had, who that hasseen 
the impotent and lame decisions that have caused the blush 
of shame to mantle the cheek of him who knows the cocker, 
will acquiesce in these recommendations, so devoid of good 
judgment, so recreant to the knowledge of what truly be- 
longs to this grand little dog. While we have such breeders 
and lovers of the cockers as McKeon, Whitman, Cummings, 
Pitcher, Allen, Hoe, and others too many to individualize, I 
trust his good qualities will be appreciated and the genius of 
his dogship will be kept spotless and untarnished from the 
machinations of schemers and selfish propagandisms. Let us 
have men, not boys, to fix the status of the modern cocker; 
then let us all do whatever lies in our power to cultivate and 
bring these field and house pets up to a commendable stand- 
ard. Let usall, who are true friends of the cocker, work 
right up to the standard that shall embrace the good of the 
breed, its future usefulness, strength and beauty, place him 
where he belongs in the strain that shall elevate him to a 
higher destiny and prove him not to be the least valuable ac- 
quisition to the true sportsman. I will assist with money 
and influence to erect such a standard if you will give the 
cause publicity and help us on to the acquisition of a better 
status than has heretofore governed the cocker. I believe 
the largest breeders, from obvious causes, are, as a rule, most 
worthy to be appointed on this committee. Now is the ac- 
cepted time, and let all true friends of the cocker strike 
while the iron is hat and can be molded into a perfect and 
just instrument for the preparation of a cocker standard. 

SENEX. 
—SSEe 

Tue Cocker Crur—1,182 Chestnut Street, Blizabeth, NV. 
d., December 14,.—Dear Str: As you haye doubtless seen in 
the columns of Fores, AxpD Stream the proposal to establish 
a club in the interest of cocker breeders and exhibitors, and 
the request that I should act as Secretary pro tem., to which 
T have acceded, I take pleasure in laying before you the gen- 
eral outline of what is proposed to he done. You will readily 
understand that these ideas are by mo means fixed, and ib is 
the province of gentlemen who may join the club to make 
any proposition they may desire to have placed betore the 
associate niembers. Isend you the views which hove heen 
presented (o ne and have been talked over by tuysel! aod 
friends in this neighborhood 4. «cin (hiss 1wost applicable to 

attain the desired end. TFirst I will state the objects of the 
club, which are as follows: . 

The framing of a standard for the judging of cockers and 
spaniels. f 

The offering of extra premiums at bench shows at which 
suituble classes are giyen, and where the show authorities 
will select: competent judges from alist compiled by the club, 

Jn England seyeral clubs exist, such as the Mastiff, Bull- 
dog, Fox Terrier, Irish Terrier, and Dandie Dinmont Terrier, 
and the food they have done in advancing the breeds to 
which they are devoted is incalculable. Such being thecase, 
we can hardly do better than accept them as a guide for us 
in forming our club. A gentleman of this city, who was one 
Of the originators of the Irish Terrier Club, has giyen me the 
following information as to how that was formed and what 
the club did: j 
A circular letter wassent to every person known to be inter- 

ested in the breed, and from the list of those who expressed 
a willingness to accept 4 dozen was struck off as a commiittes 
of management, and sent around for the vote of the members, 
My informant says that such a large committee was found to 
work slowly and much delay business, and that one of seven 
would expedite matters materially. The whole management 
of the club and the election of new members falls to the lot 
of this committee. Having thus formed their club, the Irish 
Terrier committee men waited upon the English Kennel Club 
comunittee, and expressed their willingness to give additional 
prize money, together with medals, proyided the Kennel 
Club would select from a list of half a dozen names one gen- 
tleman to act as special judge of the breed. This the Kennel 
Club readily undertook to do, as thereby they were assured 
of a better premium list, and also of the support of the prom- 
inent breeders as exhibitors. The same course has been 
adopted ever since, and by the instrumentality of the Irish 
Terrier Club committee classes are giyen at many shows 
where none were provided before, and the breed has now he- 
come one of the most popular in the estimation of those who 
like a game terrier. An annual meeting of members is held 
once a year, wher the new committee is elected to act for the 
year then ensuing. ; 

It is just such a club as that that we require here to do 
away with the present yery much diversified types of field 
Spaniels and cockers as seen at our bench shows, and get 
some harmony in our exhibits by knowing what we must all 
recognize as the standard. It is not my province to advance 
any views as to the standard. That remains for the commit- 
tee todo. AllI am desirous of doing is the procuring of 
your name to put on the list of members. The annual dues 
will be either $2 or $3, as determined hy the committee, and 
fs an entrance fee will likely be required from those who 
join after the organization of the elub, it will he an advan. 
tage for you to give me a favorable answer af your early con- 
venience, besides that I want to get things in running order 
as s00n as possible. Yours respectfully, 

Qo, D. Macpougar. 1 
—— 

Tue Cocker Crum.—We should be pleased to comply with 

the suggestion of ‘‘Senex ” and those who have seconded his 

request that the Formst Aayp Srruam should send out circu- 

lars to the cocker breeders had that request not come to us 

after we had already received and published Mr. Macdougall’s 

assent to ‘‘ Leam’s” nomination of that gentleman as Secre- 

tary pro tem. To so interfere would be ungracious, and indeed 

we believe that the opposition to ‘‘ Leam’s” nomination has 

arisen from a misapprehension of just what our correspondent 

really meant. ‘To put cocker breeders info communication 

with each other it is necessary that some one individual shall 

do the clerical work. Mr. Macdougall has expressed his wil 

lingness to perform that labor, and offers to act as a tempo- 

rary secretary until those who are interested shall by their 

ballots appoint the secretary and committee of the proposed 
club. The cocker breeders who join the club have it entirely 

within their power to elect whom they please, The Fornsr 

AND STREAM hopes to see a large enrollment in the propesed 

club and a competent secretary put into office by the hallots 

of the members. The whole direction of the club must be in 

the control of a majority of its members. Let that majority 

decide by their votes. 

oo 

Frexon Trorrre Heytinc.—The following extracts, 

taken from a letter recenfly printed in the Times, are of in- 

terest to dog lovers. The gathering of trufiles gives bread to 

a considerable portion of the peasantry in the neighborhood 

of Bordeaux, and the account of how the dainty is found is 
an attractive one, The extract is as follows: 

The ground is red, a trifle stony, and nol over productive. 
The good peasant has to toil and moil, and then gets but a 
poor return, He carefully selects the richest spots, those 
that are warmed by the sun, and then he plants his erop. Tt 
used to be a notable vine vountry, and people made a good 
living with their wine crops; Wut alas! the terrible phyllox- 
era came and destroyed the grape, and things were going, at 
least, with those who owned vineyards, from bad to worse. It 
became then a necessity that many of the peasants who 
worked in the yineyards shonld find some other pursuit. But 
necessity is the mother of invention, and the peasants, who 
had long known that truffles existed in their grounds, now set: 
about looking for them. 
A man alone cannot always find atrufile. In this country 

the assistance of that animal, sometimes associated with good 
St. Anthony, is dispensed with. Perigord trufile-hunters 
still worship the pig xs the great discoverer of the erypto- 
gram. The pig has a rare nose, but heis a glutton. Thinik 
only of the many lovely truffies {hese brutal and gluttonous 
pigs have surreptitiously devoured! There hus been heard 1 
crunch, then a grunt of satisfaction, and a glorious trufile, 
which, had it been rescued from the animal's jaws, would 
have graced the windows. of the great Chevet in the Palais 
Royal and attracted all Paris, hus gone for ever, to simply 
please the indiscriminating appetite of a hog. Onur peasant 
here employs a dog, and the instinct of the anima! and the 
intelligence of the mgn are combined. 

The dog himself is no special breed. We call hini a griffin. 
Ido not think he is of pure race. You would pass him by 
without a comment at your doy shows, I knowin New 
York you have pone crazy aljout dogs, aud would think it 
lie Inatjest™ fo pnt your $1,000 setters or pointers at truffle- 
Iii tins, Gul be seve ie Lint, although familiar with dog nyt 
gun, I have a profound admiration fur the vreat skill this poor | 
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P. H. BRYSON’S GLADSTONE 

little French grijfon shows. I would put his fine nose 
and instinets ona par with your best blooded stock. <A 
grigion, then, has a delicate sense of smell, and all that has 
to be done is to educate him. Catch him spoiling a trutile! 
He would no more do that than would a retriever chew up a 
woodcock. In order to educate the dog he is scantily ted, 
and only given bits of bread or pieces of meut which have 
been rubbed with truffles. One might say that thongh the 
dog's face was scanf it was well flavored, anil quality took 
the place of quantity, , 

In hunting for truffles with a dog. the rnimal quarters, 
leaving not a foot of ground uncovered. He comes to a fill 
stop, and points whenever he noses a wuftle. He not only 
points, but sets to work to find the tmfile. Tle whines and 
commences to scratch, and if the trufle is not too deeply 
imbedded he will drag it ont. Whenever he fiids one, or has 
indicated the place where a truftle is discovered, he is 
rewarded. Besides being called “good dog," he is given a 
piece of cheese or a fragment of cake, 

+s 

GLADSTONE 

NHAMPION GLADSTONE is owned hy My. P. TI, Bry- 
/ son, of Memphis, Tenn. He was bred by Mr. L. H- 

Smith, of Strathroy, Canada, and was whelped July 28, 

1876. Gladstone is by Llewellin’s Dan ont of Higgins’ Pe- 
trel; he ig a blue Belton and weighs about fifty-five pounds. 

He is powerful in the loin, forearm and hind quarter, with 

plenty of chest and the very best shoulders, and the most 
perfect feet. He won the Puppy stakes at the Tennessee 

Trials held at Nashville in 1877, by a score of 64; out of a 
possible 66, the highest score made hy any single dog in the 

United States. He won third with doe Whip in the Brace 
stakes at the same meeting, also second with the half brother 

Lincoln at Nashville, in 1878, in the Brace stakes, It is 

claimed he is the fastest all-day dog in America. In the 
race against Joe, Jr., at Florence, Ala., December, 1870, ow- 

ing to a broken tail, he could not be hunted fortwo months 
before he ran. His speed and bottom were so apparent the 

judge for Joe, Jr., stated after the race that Gladstone was 
a third faster than Joe, Jr. One thousand dollars to five 

hundred was offered at the end of the second day that Glad- 

stone could beat Joe the thirdyday, but this offer was de- 

clined. He ran through this race with his broken tail glued 

in muslin, Je was entered in the Free-For-All at Vin- 

cennes, in Noyember last, and gold in the pools almost equal 

to the balance of the field, which was composed of some of 

ihe best dogs in America, A snow-storm prevented the race. 

He won first in the All-aged stakes at Robin's Island, on 

the fourth of this month, in a class of twenty-seven dogs 

many of whom were the finest inthe Hast. He has never 
been beaten on the bench, and numbers the following as his win- 
nings: Champion Firstii Open Class; Special for best English 

setter, and Special for best setter of any strain, St. Lonis, 

1879. Champion and Special for best setter of any strain, 

Boston, 1878; Champion and Special for best. imported set- 

ter of any strain, and Special for best setter imported or 

native, Baltimore, 1878, Mr. Bryson has perhaps had the 

highest offers for Gladstone ever made for any setter in the 

United States, but he refuses to sell him af any price. 
—-+- + . 

Irisu Water Spanten Kennet.—Messrs. Whitman and 

Oleott, Chicago, IL, have named their kennel of Trish water 

spaniels, Excelsior Irish Water Spaniel Kennel. This 

kennel, comprised of Champion Barney, said by J. 8. Skid- 

miore to be the best dog of the breed eyer sent to America ; tie 

dog Mike, also imported from Skidmore’s kennel, and winner 
of several prizes on the Bench in this country, together with 
the bitch Bridget, imported from Richard White, Dublin, 
Treland: Lady and Queen of the River, descendants from 
the noted Sinbad, make a kennel equal if not superior to any 
in America, Itis believed to be the only one having two 
first class stock dogs imported from the best kennel 
in England, 
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KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

223° HAstMien 1.e88:—My bitch got ont while in Heat and was lined 
by a mongrel. She now has puppies three days old. What can I 

do fo get her in hunting shape? Ans, Kill the puppies and dry 

np the bitel. 

23 G. H. B., Nashus, N. H.—What shall 1 do for my pointer 

puppy eight motths old? Abont thres months ago he had tivo fits 
and i thought he had worms and Igaye him arecu nut and followed 
ifup with castor oil, He passed blood. To-day he hada fit and 
rau around the room and suspped and bit for abont two minntes 

td then ¢ame to himself again. Ans. The puppy needs plenty 

of exercise which will probably put him all right. 

24 T. A. G., Esopus, Ulster Ga,, N, ¥.—The best book on dog 
training is by Col. Hutchinson, English edition $8.75, or same 

combined with treatment of dog diseases by Dinks and Mayhew, 

American edition, 33, We can furnish either, 

25 J.P. 8, Leavemvorth, Kansas.—1. Can you tell ma some 

sufe cure for distemper? TI have used yarious remedies, but have 
found that they often left the dog in bad shape. 2. Lhayea dog 

that is just recovering from a very severe attack of tha mange. I 

used Gloyer’s mange cure on him after trying almost overything 

else, and now he seems in perfect health ; no fever, appetite good, 
but his hair (loes not seem to start. He has been apparently per- 

fectly. well for over thres weeks now, but the hair obstinately re- 

fuses to come out aud he is still as baldas a billiard ball, 8. Please 

give me the pedigree of Dr. Aten’s Glen. Ang. 1. There is no 
Specific for the cure of distemper ; each case requires special treat- 
mont, 2. Try crude petroleum, rubbing a littleain at a time. <A 

friend of oura recently was very successful in its nse. \ Of course, 

if the roots of the hairs are destroyed nothing will do any good. 3. 

Dr. Aten’s Glen is out of Mullin’s Belle by Colburn s Dash. Dash 
by Putnam’s Dan out of Valentine's Fannie. Dan by Paul Mead’s 
Dash out of Putnam’s Nell, Fannie out of Talcott’s Nell by his 

Sport. Nell by W. Watson's black and tan dog ont of Munkittrick. 

Mullin's Bell by Polhemus" imported Duke out of Jane. Jane by 

Robinson's Jack ont of Thompson's Belle, Jack by Putnam's Dan 

out of Palmer's imported Belle, Thompson's Bella by Rodman’s 

Dash out of Fannie. 
Palmer's Belle. 

26 H. W. H., Lowville—I heaves hound tywelys months old 

whose eyes are small, Five months ago a cati scratched one eye ; 

since then it has runa great deal. Both eyes haya been quite 

weak, The hound then became 1nwell and at times vefused to eat. 

The dog has been fed on fresh meat. WhatshallI do for him? 

Ans. Feed no meat for a month, and wash the eyes with tepid 
water twice a day. 

27 F. M. P., Madison, N, J,—What can I do for my coon dog? 
T have owned him four years. A year ago he commenced coughing 

yery badly andI supposed he had caught cold, but he has kept 

that cough now fora year. He at times tries to choke something 
up, but he does nof succeed. A gentleman recently told me that 
he has seen coon dogs in the South troubled with exactly the same 

thing, and that the cough is caused by hair getting in the wind 
pipe. Ans, Thedog should be caréfully examined by some com- 
petent surgeon to ascertain if there is foreign body that can be 
remoyed. See Dr. Dancer, Central Hotel, Orange, N. J., be will 
muke examination. 

| out of Flirt by Bob, 
Redman’s Dash by Paul Mead’s Dash out of 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Names CLAM, 

Rexs—Mr. John W. Woodrnff, of Chicago, Il., claims the tame 
of Rex for Trish setter puppy out of Dell by Eloho II. recently pur- 
chased from Dr. J, J, Jennelle, Du Quoin, Tl, 
Rap—Mr. Wdinond Orgill; of Brooklyn, N. Y.. claims the name 

of Rap for pointer dog puppy out of Clymont (Fluke-Lily), by 
Rocket (Clande—Romp). 

Rtival—Mr. Ediannd Orgill claims the name of Nival for pointer 
biteh puppy ont of Clymont by Rocket. 

Tioweti_My. Midmmnd Orgill claims the mame of Rowett for 
net dog puppy out of Ruby (Plake-Lily), by Rome (Hensation- 
tose). 
Ril—Ma. Wdinnid Orgill claims the name of Rill for pointer 

bitch puppy out of Ruby by Home. 
Melod)j—My. Edmund Orgill claims the name of Melody for bea- 

ple bitch pupy presented to him by Gen. Rowett, Curlinyille, Il] 
Tuck—Vo, Edomnd Orgill claims the name of Tuck for fox ter- 

rier dog puppy by Nip ont of Wasp. 
Bee—Mr. Hdmund Orgill claims the uame of Bee for fox terrier 

bitch puppy by Nip out of were 
Grip—Mr, Ednand Orgill claims the name of Grip for Tox ter- 

rier dog puppy by Nip out of Crib, 
Klea—Mr. Hugh L, Willoughby, of Saratoga Springs, N. ¥., 

claims the name of Kleator his black with white markings cocker 
spaniel bitch puppy, whelped Noy. 18, 1880, ont of Dolly by Wil 
dair, 

Tear—My, Byron B. Fowler, Glenn's Falls, N, Y., claims the 
name of Tsar for hid thovougbred St. Bernard puppy, whelped 
June 10, 1880, out of Mr. Alfred Brunett's Gretchen by same own- 
ers Don. 
Palsey—Mr. M. H. Clark, Olarksville, Teuu,, claima the name of 

Patsey for Trish water spaniel puppy ont of Lady, recently pur- 
chased from Messrs. Whitman and Olcott, Clicago, i). 
Conrucrion—Gypsey—In onr issne of December 2, Mr, 8. G. 

Bevington’s name was published Mr. &. G, Bering, dr., we wieh 
to inde correction, and state that Mr, Bevington claims the nam 
of Gypsey for his bitch puppy out of Butt by Heck. 

BaLEs. 

Eleho 11.-Dell Whelp—Dy. J. J. Jennelle, of Du Quom, T., bas 
sold to Mr. John W. Woodruff, Chicago, Il., a red Dish setter. dog 
pup by Eloho IL, out of Dell. ; 

Trish Ranger—Irish Countess Whelp—Dr. J. J. Jennelle, of Diu 
Quoin, Hl., has sold to Mr. b, F. Kelly, Princeton, Kan., a red 
Trish setter bitch pup by Irish Ranger out of Trish Countess. 
Judy and Sandy—Mr, M, H. Clark, of Clarkesville, Tenn., has 

purchased the Irish water spaniels Judy and Sandy from Mr, W. 
H. Holabird, Valparaiso, Ind. 

Sally—Mr: F. 1’, Pitcher, Riverside Cocker Spanic! Kennel, Clare- 
mont, N. H., has disposed of the cooker spaniel bitch Sully (Snip= 
Fry) to My. G, Wilson, Sully was bred by Mr. L. J. Bestoi. 

Filirt—Mr. ¥. F. Pitcher, Riversitle Cocker Spaniel Kennel, Clare- 
mont, N. Il., has seldto Mr. Wm. Lee, the cocker spaniel biteh” 
Flirt out of imported Julietta by imported Suip, whelped May 2%, 

7 1877, 
Boh-Flirt Whelp—Mx. I. F. Pitcher, Riyerside Cocker Spanie 

Kenne), Claremont, N, H., has sold to Ma. 5. Porter 2 dog puppy 

Dan—Mr. GC. Du Tour, of Cinemnati, Ohio, has purchased from: 
Mr. H. B. Vandersmith thered Irish dog puppy Dan, ont of Baw 
shee by York. 

Countess Bear—The Montyiew Kennel, Columbia, Tenn , hag 
gold to Mr. R. H. Pursell Llewellin, South Ormsby Hall, Lincoln] 
shire, England, Countess Bear (Dan-Countess). 
Mike—My, W. B. Wells, Jr., Chatham, Ont., has sold Champiow 

Trish waler spaniel Mike fo Mr. J. H. Whitman, Chicago, Il, 
Rabbit and Squirrel Dog—Mr. N. Elmore has bought for Mr, 

Chas. H. Ohase, of Nashua, N. H., a fine rabbit and squirel dog, 
Douglas and Thistle—Mr. John Davidson, of Monros, Mich, 

has sold Douglas and Thistle toa Western gentleman. - 
DEATHS. 

Laird—Hamilion, Onl., Dec. 15, 188-—I Lad named the Gord 
setter recerved from Dr. Niven, Laird. You will be sorry to hear 
that Laird died onthe 7th inst. yery suddenly, nasa” no syrip- 
toms of disease, TE. Trissney, | 

ey 

Eneusi Fox Hzntine.—The item to which this cepti 
was given last week, and with which it was intended to a 
pear, was this: 

The Chidding fold hounds, of which Mr. J. Godman 1 
master, met at Bromley, near Guildford, on November 
A fox was soon fonnd, and the hounds were in full ery whe 

ye 
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WENZEL’S CHIEF. 

on coming to Allden’s Hollow, the whiole pack went over the 
brink to the bottom of the hollow, a depth of nearly forty 
feet. Two of the hounds were killed, and eight others seri- 
ously injured. 

ee 

CHIEF. 

‘Gaed is owned by Mr. Max Wenzel, of Hoboken, N. J., 

and isa yery fine, well made Irish setter dog of fifteen 

months, and his having been trained with good judgement, 
lunded him at the head of his class in the Puppy Stakes. He 

is by champion Berkley out of champion Duck, both sire and 

dam being owned at this time by Mr, A. H. Moore of Phila- 

*‘delphia. Chief won secondina class of twenty-seven entries, 

N. Y¥., 1880. Hissire, Berkley (Elcho-Loo IT.), was whelped 
July 10th, 1876, being bred by the St. Louis Kennel Club, 

and has won the following prizes: Hampton, Town, 187%, 

second prize, puppy stakes, nineteen entries; St. Lovis, 1878, 
first prize, open class; also following specials: best brace 

with his dam, Loo II; best pair with Loo IL; best kennel 

with Loo IL; best setter of any age or breed bred in Ameri- 
cn; best setter bred in the United States. Boston, 1878, 

champion prize; also specials; best pair with Loo IL; best 

kennel with Loo If, ete. New York, 1878, champion prize. 

St, Paul, Minn., 1878, champion prize. Philadelphia, 1879, 

champion prize; also special for best Irish setter dog; St. 

Louis, 1879, champion prize, also special, with Duck, for best 
pair of Irish setters, and special for best Irish setter dog ; 
New York, 1880, champion prize; St. Lonis, 1880, cham- 

pion prize, also special for best Irish dog or bitch in the show 

Duck (6209 English Kennel Club Stud Book), the 

dam of Chief, was imported by E. F. Stoddard, of Day- 

ton, Ohio, and bred by Dennis Reidy, Esq., Castle Island, 
Kerry County, Ireland. She is by King’s Erin, out of Rose. 

Tier winnings are a8 follows: Before importation, Birming- 

ham, 1875, first prize; Brighton, 1876, second prize; Wel- 

lington, 1876, first prize; Nantwich, 1876, first prize, and 

champion cup for the best sporting dog exhibited. Since 

importation she has won: St. Lonis, 1877, first prize; St. 
Louis, 1878, second prize; Boston, 1878, first prize; Balti- 

yore, 1878, champion prize; St. Paul, champion prize; De- 

troit, 1879, first prize; and special prize for best. Trish set- 
ter dog or bitch; St. Louis, 187, champion prize, and also 

special for best Irish bitch and, with Berkley, special for best 
pair of Irish dogs. Tt will thus be seen that Chief comes 
of “moighty purtty sthock.” 

Che Bijle. 
HOW, O, F. WINCHESTER, 

{From the New Haven Palladium, Dec. 11.) 

HE American flags, displayed at half mast yesterday morning 
irom the turrets of Winchester’s armory, muounced to the 

gathering workinen and the passers that the genius which had 
conceived that great enterprise, and the land that placed in motion 

‘its swift flying machinery, lay paluied in death, The death of 

Governor Oliver Fisher Winchester was not a surprise to those 
“who were aware of his feeble condition for the past few weeks, yet, 

“aa is natural when a life that has been busy and eyentful with en- 
terprises closes, the community stops-for a moment to review that 

ite and regret ite dissolution, 

_ Although the most actiye, prosperous and useful portion of the 

Governor's life has been spent in this metropolis of Connecticut, 
he was not a native of the State, being born in Boston in Novem- 

ber, 1810, Living in Boston under its peculiar influence for a con 
siderable time he naturally became imbued with a knowledge of 
the importance of education as a bulwark for our republic, for the 

maintenance and progress of which he gave such tangible aupport 

in later lite, The early years of his life gaye evidence of that 
energy and enterprise which produced the success which crowned 

hig life-work, and made him such an important factor in the com- 

mercial and manufacturing interests of the city of his adoption. 

At seven years of age he left the city for farm life, attending 

school in the winter and working upon tke farm in the summer. 

At fourteen, with these limited means of education, he was ap- 

prenticed to a carpenter. Waithfulness and broadness of character 

marked this epoch of his life, as in all subsequent periods of his 

existence, and six years later he went to Baltimore aa a master 
builder. Although a mere youth he took the contract for building 

a church, which he consummated with suecess. In 1837, then 

twenty-seyen years of age, he changed his business and opened 
the first men’s furnishing store in Baltimore. He remained there 

éleyen years, when, in 1847, he came to this city, and since then 

hig life and enterprise have been well known by the older inhabit- 
ants of the city. Asa natural outgrowth of his business in Balti- 

move, he invented » perfectly fitting dress-shirt and obtained a 

patent for it in February, 1848. He immediately began the busi- 

ness of shirt-making, a new business for those times, and was lo- 

cated on State atrect, in what is known as the old Garfield build- 

ing, only half of which is now standing. Patronized ut first by 

appreciative friends his ‘business soon increased, culminating in 

the extensive factory on Court street, hetween Olive and Union 
streets, and his partnership with J. M. Davies. ‘The enterprise 
Was & success, Sewing machines taking the place of hand labor, and 

hundreds of thousands of the patent shirts were produced. It 

was hore that the fortune which was the hasis of lus other enter- 
prises was amassed, 

Tn 1857 he became interested in a new fire-atian invented hy Ben- 
jamin F. Henry. of Centreville, and a company was formed for its 

manufacture. The shop was located on Artisan street and Mz, 
Winchester was « large stockholder. The name of the company 
was the Volcanic Arms Company. The enterprise did not prove a 
success, and Mr. Winchester purchased the entire stock and 

formed a new company in 1860, under the name of the New Haven 

Arms Company. He was selected ax its president, and imme- 
diately nasumed control of its affairs, This may be said to be the 
besinning of that great business which is now known the world 
oyer, und which has added so much to the commercial strength of 

the city, giving employment for a longer continuous period of time 

to more people than any other enterprise ever conducted in this 

city. A sketch of the vise and progress of this enterprise would 

almost he a record of the improvement in fire-arms for the paat 
twenty years. Mx. Winchester was progressive and eagerly sought 
out the latest improvements and inventions, calling to his aid and | 

the aid of the company, at the head of which he stood, the most 

improved machinery for mannfacturing the goods, In 1865 a 
special charter wat obtained, and with « capital of 3500, 00) the 

Winchester Repeating Arms Company was estublished, New in- 

yentions were adopted at this time, and the Winchester repeating 
rifle soon cams to be known as a standard fire-arm, The princi- 
pal improvement was one designed to faciliate the trunsfer of the 

eartiidge from the magazine to the barrel. Inprovements were 

made in i873, and still further in 1876, the latter being called 
“The Ceutennial.” In 1872 the company began the manufacture 

of cartridges, which forms a large element of its business, Itneed 

not be udded that in every respect this enterprise is a success, and 
brought to the founder and moyer of it alla large fortune, This 
fortune, however, was not for self alone. Mr. Winchester was a 
liberal man and contributed largely to yurious worthy objects. 

In 1876 he gaye to Yale College the tract of land of thirty-bix 
acres north of his residence, for which he paid $90,000, This was 

donated for the establishment of an astronomical and physical ob- 

sorvatory. This tract of land is one of the most eligible for resi- 

dences within the limit of the city, and will in time bring to the 

college many times its cost to the donor. He also contributed 

liberally to other departments of the college, more especially to 

the scientific school, He was connected with the Calvary Baptist 

Church, and assisted materially in the erection of the beautiful 
honse of worship at the corner of York and Chapel streets. 

He was a friend to all plans of education which would upbuild 

and benefit the people. As a mun cecupying a prominent position 

in the city and always interested in its welfare, he was naturally 

drawn into politics, Hus first public position was councilmen from 

the old Fourth Ward in 1853. He was also a presidential elector, 

In 1866 -+he was nominated and elected lieutenant governor of the 

State on a tickeh headed by General Joseph R, Hawley for governor, 

Governor Winchester early became interested in pomology and 

fioriculture, and, as his fortune increased, made a practical use of 

hig tastes in the beautiful grounds on Prospect street surrounding 
his residence, These are the most extensive and most beautifully 

kept grounds in the city. No expense has been spared to make 

them complete productions and artistic in arrangements. Here in 

his beautiful and palatial home, surrounded by the luxuries of all 
that could be accomplished by a skilful gardener sustained by 

liberal means, Governor Winchester passed the twelve months of 

ijImess under the tender care of loying friends and relatives, From 

the broad windows are extensive views to inspire the heart and 

please the imagination. To the west and south the rugged front 

of West Rock, with outlines melting away into the dense forests of 
Edgewood, while nearér, the great armory, teeming with life, 

showed its long line of walls and its banners of curling smoke, 

City and country, forest and plain, meadow and stream blend to 

mike the yiew a delightful one. Governor Winchester was en- 

dowed with wonderful perseverance and indomitable courage ; he 

saw the red and golden streaks of sunsbine where to others it was 

cloudy and overcast. He was a representative of what may be ac- 

complisned by hard and honest labor by eyery American boy. - His 

Céath was the result of a stroke of paralysis which he sustained 

about « year since. Although unable for the past twelve months 

to give his attention to his business, he was confined to the house 

but a few weeks previous to his death. He lenyves a wife and a 
son and a danghter—William W. Winchester, intimately connected 
with his father im the arms company, and the wife of Thomas G, 

Bennett, secretary of the company. 
oP a nace 

AND GALLERY. RANGE 

CreEpMoorn—Dec, 18,—The Christmas match which took place 
to-day waa another of those very attractive contests on the sume 

plan aa the popular match which was had on Thanksgiving. The 

shooting was at 200 yarde, State model rifles, und the match was 

open to everybody, There was some uncertainty growing out of 

the naming of the match, some of the marksmen haying an iden 

that the shoot was to take place on Christmas Day. There were 119 
original entries for the match, and the re-enteriee ran the total up 

fo nearly 700. The day was very cold and a cross wind made 
holding somewhat diflicnlt, but with so many excellent off-hand 

shots present if heearas necessary to hold yery close if any ex- 

pectation was had of getting into the hundred prize drawers. 

Rifles were loaned and ainmunition furnished free for the match 

hy E, Remington & fons, and the long list of prizes ineluded 

many articles of large, aggregate value from leading houses, 

The conditions made the aggregate of two scores necersary to n 

record, exch score to consist of five shots, Willie Robertson out- 

did himself and the records of Creedmoor by putting in a perfect 

score of fiye consecutive bull's eyes at 200 yards, while another 

foore of 21 gaye an aggregate of 46 points. When the scoring had 
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Gnished at 4 o'clock, alter a very summary and irregular wind-up 

of the match by the Secretary of the Association, a rsh was 

made for the club house to see the novel drawing for the prizes, 

Much time was wasted in deciding many equal scores by drasying, © 
ceremony which might laye been performed mnuch quicker without 
the personal assistance of the shooters themselves, Then came 

the regal pot-lick handicap of the match, for the 150 prizes had 
been numbered, and from the bug of numbers the shooters drew 

according to the following scheme, The maker of the largest ag- 

gregate to drew ten tickets or numbers from the bag : 

To the second man, § tickets; third, 6; fourth, 5; fifth, 4; | 

sixth, 3; seventh, 8; eighth, 3; ninth, $; tenth, 2; eleveuth to 

nineteenth, inclusive, 1; twentieth, 2; twenty-first to twenty—iinth, 

inclusiys, 1; thirtieth, 2; thirty-first to thirty-ninth, inclusive, 1; 

fortieth, 2; forty-first to forty-ninth, inclusive, 1; fiftieth, 2; 
fifty-first to fifty-ninth, inclusive, 1; sixtieth, 2) sixty-tirst to 

sixty-ninth, inclusive, 1; seyentieth, 2; seventy-first to seventy- 
ninth, inclusive, 1; eightieth,2; sighty-first to eighty-ninth, in- 

elusive, 1; ninetieth, 2; ninety-first to minety-ninth, inelusive, 1. 

The six tickets remaining went to the leaders in a boy's match 

shot during the afternoon by lads under sixteen years of age, 

The boys shot five rounds each, the winning scores being + Harry 

Overbaugh, 23; J. 8. Grohman, 23; H, A. Summere, 20 C. 

Paulding, dy., 20; G, B Brower, 19; Geo, Wingate, 19. 

Frank Donaldson, the Secretary of the N. R, A. and originator 
of thé match, allowed his three tickets to remain in the bag until 
all others had drawn, and /ound a silk hafiond n case of Rhine 

Wibeawaiting him. W.E. Wood drew a ticket, which he at once 

‘« swapped ” for a dollar box of cigarettes, only to find a few mo- 
ments later thatthe ticket drew a fine rifle. Adjutant Murphy 
got an eight-day clock; J. Behan, a dictionary; $100 in cold coin 

fell here and there, General Wingate getting a $20 gold piece, and 

Styles and Silvernail took 210 each, leaying #5 gold pieces for A, 
Beutlie, L. S. Stevens and 0. Le Boutillier, G, L. Morse, of the 
Morse Building, got an order for a new silk hat, a sort of head 
gear which he abominates. Denman, who had come all the way 
trom Rahway, N. J., drew a large iced cake. A, Steele got a silk 

hat and three Japanese dolls. N. D. Ward, 1 Father Mathew man, 
got u case of Rhine wine. Some queer prizes fell to the boys, 

Thies of them received big boxes of tobacco, and one an order for 
a silk hat, 2 tool chest and a photo album, 
The scores in the order of merit as determined by the drawing 

off of ties, atood as follows out of the possible 50 : 
W. Robertson, 46; J. L. Paulding, 45; A. Steele, TE. W. Price, 

Nick O'Donnell and F. J, Donaldson, 44 each; F. Alder, J. 1. 
Morse, G. R. Grohman-and 8, Clarke 43 each; T. J. Dolan, J. W, 
Manguns, W. M. Baires, J. Cayanagh, N. D. Ward and W-J, Un- 
derwood 42 cach; J. Myers, J. H. Doughty and H. Douglass 41 
each ; 'T. J. Williamson, J. Ross, C. HE. Oyerbangh, F, H. Holton, 
A.B. Van Heusen, ©, L. Madison, A. J. Howlett, H.T, Parrell, T, 
C, Williams, R. Simpson, G. T. Seabury, J. BR, Denman and J. J. 
Dixon 40 each; $. Kerr, C. W. Williams, M, M. Master. J. H. Cobb, 
W. R. Platt and W. Cushing 3) each; A. Beattie, W. F, Hig- 
gins, Geo. W. Wingate, C. J. Henry, H. C. ‘Titus, A. M. Miller, 38 
éach ; GC, G. Zettler, J. P. Silyernuil, J. Havishasy. J. M. Turner, 
T. Malfas, C. H, Styles, M. P. Ross and C. 8. Shaw 37 each; ©. EB, 
Lewis, A. Simpson, C. B. Tayntor, G. l. F. Wiliams, H. H. Jewy- 
ell and ©. Le Boutillier, 36 each ; N. HW. Spaulding, W. H, Murphy, 
F, G. Fullgroff, W. Simpson, J. J. Simmons, J. I. Klien and W, 
FE. Wood 35 exch; D, Miller, G. W. Robinson, W. Connolly, I. A, 
Stevens, C. Joiner, J. L Boutilher 34 each; J. Garvey, O, Langs- 
dow and J. Schultz 33 each ; J. H. Sanders, C. F. Tutz and TH. ‘T, 
Lockwood 32 each; N. V. Overbaugh, O. Le Beau, G. Y, Gniiliard 
31 each ; A. R. Groot, W- M. Summers, J. I. Hilton, C. G. Zettler, 
7]. Ryan and 8. Parsons 30 cach; 7d. Behanand J. M. Hyatt 29 
each. 

New Yorr Scrverzen Corrs.—A note fromthe Commandant, 

Cupt, George Aery, informs us of the death of one of the promi- 
nent members of the corps, Mr. B. H. Tienken, who has so well 

filled the post of secretary for fourteen years past, Ie died after 

long suffering on the 18th inst,, and was buried on the 21, attended 

by the eurps in full uniform with the usual badge of mourning. 

Boston, Mass., Dec. 18.—Lhough to-day was a charming one in 
every respect, but féy riflemen ayailsd themselves of it to pile up 

a good score ab Walnut Hill, ‘Tho wind was rather hard to con- 
trol, it being of that peculiar kind that would soften and then 
blow like a little gale, and all wind calculations were npset at 
eyery shot. ‘Ths snow, however, has disappeared, and no unpleas- 

ant effects were experienced from this cause, The spectators were 
hiierous, among them being w lady from the western part of 

Massachusetts, + Miss Grifin, who from thse shonlder made the ele- 
gant score of 43 at 200 yards. Only the hest records are given ; 

Creedmoor aes 
H. G. Bixby ..-.--+. Ep andede shit ies btee 645444 5 § GH 
Be Te RDB G ee a cies seer 0232 HEE Eas 6 6 4 5 4h 4 4 4—45 
A.C, Gould, ...--. 45 G44 44 65 5-44 
CEOs MBCIGE Fas eyes e sce souete 45544 5 4 4 d—w4 
B. E, Borel...+.--..- hot 4446 6 4 4 4 6-45 
F.MGX,.. ps eiahocetkatesaterens 4454 4 4 4 4 56-12 
G, Warren ... es t 6 D4 4 4 4 4 4-12 
ASQ alee. 3 5 6 4 5 4 fh 4 442 
©. D, Curtis, .-,..---- veeseee = 2 eee ee oees 434444 4 4 B35 

Amateur Match. 
A. Cy GOULG, o1. 2. rece PhS Mecoee ea ict A wi 24 45 456 6 6 5 FG 
HG. Bixby ..., wt 6 4 5 4 4 4 5 5 O45 
G, E. Spear......... oS £4654 4 6 5 4-45 
FP STEER UTD UAd eh a fulsloin) aholful elelelosy 6 65 6 456 465 4 4 4 45 
GDR OUTS tree aap ped erre a= s— 645 65445 4 4 d—de 
Mo, FOrtes i.e eee Sides Doce (ecece 5646 4644 4 4 4 43 

Ring Target (Res), 
B.S. Ravbetl........0.---2-.11 WI 11 tt 1 at 9 11 12-108 
GAlCuall ....-, .10 70 10 9 10 12 WW Vt it ti—i04 
H, C. Cates cad (8 age 11 OE A ds eit 
3, G. Fros 22 11 <p 12 9 1) 8 F 8 12-98 
W..c. Gur .2 7 8 1 12 1 FT TW W W—SsT 
&. Warcen. 0 19 9 Set 9 TF 7 9 11— Bb 
A Max... . of 9 § Ti 9 10 8 9 10 9— 85 

jo As BOPOL oe weee ens eens een 6 9 S 8 Th T 8 TL 1-79 
910 9 4 81 9 6 & &T4 

AE A TRAE IT BP ea eae ae et tes 

Massachusetts Targen (hest). 
Pid. Rabvbetli....<.---- steers 12 41 1 11 12 13 12 12 13 10—i14 

PML ate che bho 212 10 dL it 11 10 72 11 «9 12-109 
a wil 1 9 W 12 10 12 11 19 W—1n8 

Alexanile 11 di 10 12 10 9 41 11 10 11-106 
Warren... a0 it 8 if 10 9 Y 1% WW 1-100 
BeStiy stiniass ceteris. debe iH 7 Off 11 1 10 10 9 pgs 

Ring Target (Of-lhand). 
J. Nicholss3.5-- 4 a2 T & 5&8 tT # 8 &@ 481 
T. 8. Scott. 7 1 10 4+ 9 12. 2 8 8—iT 
8.1. Pool .... 46% 8 4H 2 8 8H 
8. 8. Sampson. “) 6 4 * S 8 2 10 8 463 

On Saturday next a special Christmas match will be phot im ad- 

dition to the regular list, 

Maartiors Rirne Ganiery,—Boston, Dec. 17, 1880.—The second 

week in the any-rifle match at the Mammoth Gallery has shown 
better shooting than any week during the season, und the crack of 
the Ballurd, Steyens, Wesson and Remington rifles has been almost 
incessant. The gallery was well filled both duy and evening during 

‘ 

the week. Mr, J, Merrill now hende the list with an excellent 
record of 192 out of a possible 200. He was nearly successful 
twice in getting the #15 in gold, making two splendid thirty-nines. 
He made nine consecntiye, ending a score of 39 with fonr bulls- 
eyes, and his first five shots on his next score were also bullsoyes. 

He put up five scores which will be hard to equal, although Mr. 
J. H. Brown, of the famous Empire Rifle Club of New York, was 
equal to the task, He stopped at the gallery on hia way buck to 

New York from his trip East, where he went a week ago with the 
well-known shot, Milton W. Farrow, who is still there, Mr, Brown 

showed good work und capital holding, and also made 192, but 

was outiauked by Mr. Merrill. Mb. U. A. Pollard is third with 

190, Mb. Frank Hollis is fourth with 189, Mx. H. A. Buek is fifth 

with 186, and Mr, George Ellsworth is sixth with 185. ‘Che sub- 
joined summary will show the standing of the several competitors 

to data ; 50 yards, rounds 8, poasiblu 40, five scores to win or pos- 

sible 200: 
AM GP TS eee ce esl gig’ dbintohe} o olatstole al clalels san ay 85 28 85 39 $9—192 
lds SLOW les yA ehes eevee suid peat ..88 BS 3S 39 B9—192 
LieASROURTIN Sco lee belne eneR enters 88 88 388 89—190 
Frank Hollis. 37 3ST 38 38 89—159 
Ha As BURRS, ye iacepsdiet tee eee kaee 87 37 87 37 35—i86 
Geo. WP, Hlisworth,,..-..--.-.-- are 3h 31 37 87 38—1S5 
Milton W. Parrow......... . Px 3T 37 87 37—is4 
@. Re Bartlett. ..) 2.2496 bo 86 37 8T sI—Is3 
N. W. Arnold,......... ofa teh ff 36 36 86 87—152 
AY SE BUDS 85 Uwas cle enje ne anes ..36 36 46 36 37—151 
GEO D> HOSOM.; pis. 4 ce piece vee tes ae 306 36 86 36 36—180 
D. L.Neal..... hd 36 36 36 37—180 
Hi. E. APDISCLONE. 2... cece ere ee eee 35 86 36 36 36—179 
Hie GSR WYO iss [day nee ce wees tne alas isle wl ale clos’ 35 85 36 36 36—173 
4, O, Goodspeed, , ~.3bh 35 35 86 36-177 
Beds SOW. 8 ee rrlupeecs: sere © efeseet jet 35 85 85 385 36—176 
CPIM EPISUU rate cstes tetee teen gene 85 86 88 35 86—17T6 
B, H. Dally . 80 35 BH 35 —iTh 
GON TEBT ES ta Fars eK alee wreim chao beelr bee lrsty ® res 134 $4 85 35 H#5—173 
. B. Purnace. ..........-.- .b4 B34 $4 35 35-172 

Pistol Practice.—This Tavorite been lively during 

the week. Many members of the Mussachusetts Rifle Association 

practice here daily with this little arm, and proye themselves capi- 

tel shots at this range. Mr. Elihu Wilder has increased his score 

one point during the week, and he now heads the list with 109 ont 

of a possible 120; Mr. H. E. Atmstrong is second wilh 106, and 

Mr, F. J. Rablieth is third with 104, followed closely by Mr. J. 

Miller with 104, but outranked by My, Rabbeth, There are three 

prizes in the pistol match, with an extra prize of five dollars for s 

clean score of eight consecutive bullseyes. The following are the 

leading competitors with scores to date; 50 feet, rounds §, possi- 

ble 40, three scores to win or possible 120 ; 
Elihu Wilder-.....-- 36 36 37-109 Goo. FP, Ellaworth,.33 38 84—100 
H. BE. Armstrong...¢ 36 36-106 C. UO. Foster 33° 38— 99 
F. J. Rabbeth... 4 35 35-10¢ BJ. Snow.. 83 38— 98 
J, Miller $4 36-104 A. C. Goodsy 32 BR OT 
J. I, Seoul 34 $5108 F. F. Minot. 32 32— 96 
6. O, Bar 33° 36-102 O. 'T. Hatt 32 32— 96 
J. Ames 33 34—100 

+HO, EB, RAYMORE, Manager. 

Bracumont--Mass., Dec. (17.—A regular meet of the East Bos- 

ton Schuetzen corps was held here to-day, Ths attendance was 

large for the day, which was not of the best for ontdoor shooting. 

The cool atmosphere and strong wind off the water proving very 

annoying to the participants. Only the best scores ure given : 
G. M. Gueth 16d: 10 tL Wm 6 6§ 12 12 1 12—109 
A. Max... alo oat 10 dio dt ii 1 4 ii—i02 
H, Wilifert._.. 43930 #98 12 10 9 9 1 9 W101 
J. GQ. Barrett. ...4::4.--- eee 106 72 10 1 of 1) 9 8 Ti WW— Sh 
G. W. Smnith,.-.....---.52; <5: Wi 10 12 311 10 FT 8 TW S 6-H 
Wa MMBIONEY c= = ces eeee vee 6 §& 11 & T tO Ji 12 10 10— 98 
FB. HEY. 1... dese epee eee eee 10 T 6°90 13 21 20 7% 8 DL—.92 
ORY RMere ee cwteteemele oT fre 20 Dl 18) D0) 6, of do= st 

Maanours GAnoury,—The matches have had « large number of 

entries, Mr. J. C. Rogers has made the brilliant record of 242 in 

match No. 1. The pistol match has also found many deyotees. The 

following summary gives only the. best scores for rifle at 100 feet 

and for the pistol at 50 feet: 
Rifle Match No. 1. 

T. Gl. ROPOLS. 2... eee ee erie reese re setrte nes 43 48 49 49 gs8—242 
CG. Wright... ..++-- 47 45 48 48 5T—227 
W. A. Famhatn... 45 47 47 47—uSY 
Cc. Gilman 47 46 45 45-228 
W. Brown ot 44 46 46-224 
W. Hunter..-...- 8 45 44 45 46—223 
d.d. Ross... Fy Jt dd 4G 4 4 — BBB 
MP DS SOW eS. eee eee ee = a dd 49 dd 44—291 

Jd, ©. ROYers ...--+ 46 bY 4b 45-—226 
W. Hunter... 44 45 44 45—224 
C. Wright... 44 45 4 45—223 
Cc. Williams 42 44 44 44-210 
H. Huntis....-.-- di 45 44 45—219 

Pistol Match. 
R.B. Richardson,.....-.,. We, Pensa pe padeaiay Sette tal lel cdocels th elehefe 
W. Fi. Parnivain ..<- 
J, GO, Rogers...... “4 
Fe WAITS; Soot a fellas eaten eee Ne 

Waxurrenn, Mass., Dec. 18—Afternoon,—the daylight shooting 

of the Wakefielders was good to-day, though there was not much 

of it, ‘The scores stood at the Medford targets : 

Guoree Cheney.....- ee eae a: BA i a5 5 5 6 G 6 555 
7). Baxter. si posaet aial 56 6 4 5 5 & 538 
Rover Howard ..,,- 4 : 6 6 5 56 4 6 & 6-5 
Howard used the military rife, 
In the evening, when the bullseye had beou lighted up, the scor- 

ing atood : : 

Thomas Cami ...- 2... eee ceee yee ethan eet tiecuens a6 44 4 6 4—31 

Dnvid OGtVIS a, pe reca- ss iieveobeeaersoe eaters i444 4 5 4-20 
We AVMMIGL, crecasese ae neepen eopecerie meeeenenened 544 5 4 4 4—30 
NO VON ME as wa poasate aes § weet bo 6 4 4 5 4 3) 
B. F. BYOOKS., .-. 2-5 see eee ee een et erst eee 5465 4 4 4 4-0 
O. OOVCOTaT. 0.05.2 mses se cyst enae LE. sweden see 45 £45 4 4-30 

The association has selected the following officers for the coming 
your; President, Dayid Ogilyie ; Vice-President, George Cheney ; 

Treasurer, Thomas Canu; Secretary, Roger Howard ; Executive 

Officers, William Daniel, M. Young, O. Corcoran. 
— ~~ 

Hop Bitters is a preyentiye and cure for agne ; itis your own 

fault if you haye it. 

Hachting and Qanoeing. 
YACHTING FOR THE MILLION. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
N OTHING has given me 

single-handed cruisin 
so much pleasure as the accounts of 
that haye appeared from time to 

time in your axcellent journal ; for that sort of yachting is whut I 
haye taken to myself for the lust three or four years with the 
erontest eatiafaction. I think thatif many of those who can af- 
ford large boata would give this manly side of the sport a fair 
irial they would never haye cause to regret it. I have ‘owned 

larger boats thun the one that hus now done good service for 

|: 
Several seasons, and I can sympathize thoroughly with those 
who, in # moment of confidence, have admitted that they were 
tired of keaping « ** sailor's boarding house” afloat. With all the 
chirm there is in owning a fins large craft wilh an ample cabin for 
display and entertainment, there are many opportunities when one 
would like to sail, but the yery thought of what mnst be done to 
get_ a big vessel underway, and the necessary delay before she 
**fills away” on her course, cause many to give it wp and either 
hire a gail boat or make sail on their dinghy which muny in yiew of 
thesituation haye supplied with 2 centerboard, and thus getthatin- 
tense enjoyment of sea, sky and exercise which only complete and 
independent control of a boat cin give. T do not mean to underrale 
the comforts of a large craft, or her alulity to get to her destina- 
tion when the weather warns that a good harbor is desirable, but 
if tov often happens that both pleasure and enjoyment on a cruiso, 
are discounted by annoyances due to a hired crew and the delays 
due to tonnage. Now that the prejudice against keels is passing 
away, it is rapidly becoming possible for those who can find their 
leasure in small craft, to have many comforts hitherto wished for 

in vain, Neither is if necessary that the boat should be so very 
small, in yiew of the coming model, which should recommend 
itself by limited beam and plenty of depth for safety, the latter 
quality being clear gain when the cabin is considered. My recent 
experience has beenin 2 boat less than twenty-five fest over all of 
the ordinary sloop rig, and had her model been as good as it should 
haye been, nothing less than extraordinary weather would ever 
haye prevented getting under way. The rig of these small craft 5 
so much a matter of taste or habit that I should advise the one to 
be mised that one is most accustomed to, always, of course, avoid 
mg what might ina rongh time be reefed only with ditheulby, The 
yawl rigr will recommend itself to one with any experience, but L 
have not seen it in our waters except in San Francisco. Herd in 
Rhode Island the old two-nasted rig of Block Islaud fishing boats 
deseryes some notice, and his in one instance been tried on a 
popstae boat, 35x12x5, but opinions differ so much wbout her 
iandling that I think the boat and not the rig was af fault, Cer- 
tainly the genuine Block Islander can put to sea af all times, and 
though open nearly their whole length, there is no well suthenti- 
cated case of their foundering, Their admirers claim that they 
can sail under any modification of their sails in the shape of reefs, 
Everything is board and can be got at hy one man, and that be- 
comes a yery important adyantage in w bad time with a lee shore 
for harbor. Reéfing, stowing or bobbing a jib in rongh water 
will, E think, be acknowledged by most amateurs to be poor fun, 
eyen with pome one at the helm to steady her ;” but to attempbit 
alone! well, [ haye never yet been forced to it, usually drageniy 
gail into shelter in preference to leaying the helm, ‘The bulance of 
the Block Island rig can be so easily maintained in all weathers 
that before we rush into cutter excesses, with ‘‘no eud of ropes,” 
would not this simple arrangement with but ond halliard to exch 
sail and one sheet seem as near perfection in simplicity as attoin~ 
able for the ‘‘single-handed ?” This form of sail, tow, suits the 
coming type of boat very well, and it will be a bard blow indeed 
thai forees a good deep boat to reef. T decidedly favor the modi- 
fied cutter model, neither one extreme nor the olher, but nearly 
the **peg top" form, whichis a form showing the bestresults su 
far, from the Shadow to the America or Sappho. Many a time 
have [ turned back from a dead sea when my /oo buoyant, baanry 
boat could not hold her own, regretting that my anxiety, when 
building, for a great deal of room prevented me getting the fine 
lines 80 indispensable to an easy sea-going craft, However, I did 
get comfort, and though it wonld seem absurd to many, I have at 
times exhibited my little cabin nnd accommodations With pride tu 
an océasional boat worshiper whose honest ‘‘ By Joye, what lots 
of mE !* inads me forget some of those disappointments to wind- 
ward, 

T will just here mention what division was made of the ayailable 
space in a boat twenty-three feef and a few inches long. 
On deck, forward of the trunk cabin, there was six feet, giving 
enough room to handle anchors with safety, The trunk wad oft, 
by 7f., the cockpit, 6x7, and 2ft. oyerhanz aft, The cabin waa re 
duced fo seven feot inside by forward bulithead giving spase Lor a 
W. G., and berth on port-side, with room for oil stove, cooking 
utensils, etc., on the starboard, separated from theecabin by a eur 
tain. The “saloon” contained o broad transom on each side witch 
with good hair enshions, was comfortable enough, and under the 
deck at the sides were shelves running the wholelength for stowing 
clothing, shooting-traps, ete., where they were sue to be always 
dry. No centerboard here, so plenty of room for one’s faek 
or for an extra camp chair, the latter, in fact, being my fayorite 
seat while watching the growing results of ne theories in 
kerosene cookery. Just here Jeb me ask, why does nof 
some one devise a boat stove to use oil or aleohol worth 
buying? I havelooked for such o oneinyain. As I sit watch- 
ing my cooking abomination I do not bump my head against 
the roof, for this ia a keol boat and T have nearly four and 2 halt 
feet of head room, Now this spacemight be increased by lowermg 
the cabin floor, and using some ballast outside instead of haying it 
allinsidé, Wyery inch counts, but one gets 20 accustomed to the 
space you have to move about in, that only when one’s partienlar 
friend brings up against 2 hard-hearted carlin, that wo say, ‘Soiry 
T did not lower that floor last spring.” The covkpit has semppers, 
and go a little water flying neyer need be pumped ont, and better 
still, the inevitable dirt, coming from—one cannot tell where—can 
be go thoroughly got rid of instead of sifting down about the bal- 
last where it will often grow offensive. Next to the bilge water 
of # sugar schooner, I remember, comes the sweet odor of 2 
friend’s yuoht whose ballast was bathed in the contents of 
an overturned can of fresh milk, This cockpit is little enough 
eyen for 4 sniall boat, as all the halliarda and sheats lead 
aft, still I haye found room for a party of six who seumed 
to ba yery comfortable, ladies ut that. Below it there is 
abundant room for the ice-box and fresh provisions as well 
as extra anchors and gear. These are veached either through 
« deck hutch, or by removing the cabin steps. In fact, in 
a boat of this size there is plenty of room for stowing every 
thing, They epace for canned provisions under cabin trar- 
soms is simply immense. Ttis x pity thutsome of if cannot be 
used for other purposes ; but unless the front is made open, cloth- 
ing ov metal, sucht as guns, ete,, would he affected by dampness. 
'This boat was modeled for vat or ploop rig and has been tried in 
both, but strange as it may seem to some, she is more conveniently 
handled as a sloop than with one gail, and can be brought up to 1 
wharf without damage to paint or bowaprit just as easily. It was 
amusing to hear the comments of old-fashioned hoatmen on my 
folly in not choosing to have a centerbourd, when these same wise 
ones but a few years avo argued on the ppporile side against 
the ‘‘skimming” dish quite as fervently. Now they deliberately a4 
gert that 2 centerboard boat will do better in a seaway, under all cu 
cumstances, than a keel. This anomaly ip not so strange sftey all, 
when one can see that all improvements in models of small craft 
here have been layiahed upon the centerboard leaving the keels to 
retain the same old form of twenty-five years ago. When the sup- 
gestion that, if yon gel ‘“‘hung up somewhere’ with your keel, 
you can’t get off as easily, I have never had the misfortune to 
verify. In fact, what docs that amount to, when one’s weight car- 
ried forward or at, to one side or the other, is suffisient to lighten 
her off from some unexpected bank or rack, The likely damage 
to a céenterboard would be more serious and require an onlay for 
repairs, perhaps an entirely new board. One guts so accustomed 
to measuring the depth of water by its color or general appearance, 
that Lapproush a shore when anything ia to be gained by it with 
the contidence due to habit of allowme at lenat a foot to spare be- 
low my extreme draft. It is a pity, in view of the bold water fo be 
found so generally in Narraganaelt Bay, that the builders on its 
banks have deyoted themselves to the smooth water type ; for often- 
times it is by no meyns smooth, in fact, gots vecasionally to be a 
handful for any yacht big or little, and the little ones are in no 
danger of being kept out of any desirable shelter by their depths 
The element of safety is too little considered, and yet that would 
appear to be the first consideration one going alone should have in 
mind. Large beam requires large pails, and then comes difficulty 
in hundling them, Though mang bie slooprig, I have 50 reduved 
the sails that they are easily handled, but then I have had to give 
up the speed that others would obtain by more cynyas, This [ 

al 
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then T meet someone who indorsas this sentiment. As regards 
size ih these small cruisers I think thirty feet not too large, if a 
keel bout, My experiénen and knowledge of that of olhers, in this 
line, teaches that tha boat should not be too large to prevent one 
getting under way for a single hour’, sail, or too amull to accommo- 
date Wyo or three companions ou « crnise, I have been often 
dlone, aud thongh I thought it rather dow at first, with some risk 
perliips, there being no helping hand in ease of accident, I have 
lenrned to have the best opinion of my own company and haye 
doubtless thereby grown more careful in watching wind and 
weather, as well ad yoediog against acaident to oat and vigeing. 
Tyery day's experience texches something and brings another ad- 
dition to one’s store of facts, Old ovéanis a rough teacher dome- 
times, but we ean never learn all in w lifetime. I shall lope to 
hoar more of the experience of othera in this stirring pastime 
through your columng, as the subject must be a populsr one, 

Newport, fi, I, Dee. 10, Punrnn, 
— ++ = 

Hunt's MacAztse.—The Devember number proyes to be more 
interesting than the summer issues. Crnises and yachting expe- 
riences tale the place of dry racing acconnte. From the cruise of 
the Guinevere on Lake Ontario, we quote the following ; 

_ Having but tio weeks at my disposal this summer it wad not 
possible to take a very extended cruise, so T decided to sail down 
to the Thonsand Tslands at the lower end of Lake Ontario and 
back ta Toronto via Oawego, Rochester and Niagara. I had juat 
tedeiyed the yacht from the builder's hands three weeks before 
the bolidays commended, but haying soyered 300 miles in her aimee 
being launched, had ample opporhinity of testing her sailing 
qualities. It wonld be in place to give w short description of the 
Guinevere belore starting. She is a keel boat of the following di- 
mensions. Extremelength on deck, 29ft. Gin. ; length on water- 
line, 24ft. Om. ; extreme beam, 8ft, Win. ; depth of hold, oft. lin. ; 
dratl of water, 4ft. Gin, ; displacement, 7 tous. Beray modeled 
for ermking, not for raciuy, accommodation and seasyortliness 
have not been sacrifived to speed, The ballast carried is four tons 
of iron, of which 1,5001by. ia on keel, 2,3001s., in (he sliape of an 
iron keelson, and the balance stowed mderiloor. Euglish entter 
tig; mast, 246, including masthead; topmiast, 18ft, ; Lowsprit, 
Is tett. outboard, fitted to reef ; boom, 236. With a raking atern- 
port and forefoot well ent wway, thé yacht proyed yery quick in 
atays and handy ina bea, Tho crew; waa composed of George and 
Goin to tends of mine, my brother Will ud myself, four in all, 
the ¢ritide being conducted on Corinthian principles.-....We 
stood in ta Amlerst Island on starboard tack, and after tacking, 
inet find saloted 2. yacht flying the R. CG. Y. OG, bnrgee and bine 
unsigit which we found ont afterward was the Coquette sloop, 17 
tong, of Hamilton, homeward bound from Kingston. 
A very threatening thunder-cloud now ¢ame up from leawurd, 

gd we took iu topsiile as & preparatory mengure, The whole 
wostern diy wis one blak pall, looking about as nopromising os 
Wé ever remember seeing if, aid we saw that we were in for a 
fevers thunder-rtorm, A discussion rose between Goorge and my- 
self as tu whethor to tuke in everything and run before the ap- 
proschiug gale, or hold ou to the vanyas and reef as seemed 
necessury, George fayoring the latter plan, while L£ preferred the 
former, knowing thet; the squalls accompanying thunder-storms 
were nsually very severe, and the approaching one pasemed some- 
thing extra heavy. 

While dikenssing the matter, we observed the Coquette, which 
Wis between ws aud the storm, letting down everything ou the run, 
We tooly in mainsail and jib and prepared to run before the gale 
under foregail. We had not much ses room, but thonder-storms 
ae gauerally soon over. Presently the wind died uway, und there 
wis a dead calin for a few minntes; then a dark line on the water 
showed the approaching wind, After a few preliminary gusts we 
had the wind in éumest, and were pendding Wefore x strong gale 
with the rain desvending in sheets, shutting out from view eyery- 

«thing not close at hand. The thunder and lightning was grand, 
but we did not uppreciafeit as nich as we might haye done in 
other cirenmetances, We had forgotten to bring the dinghy on 
deck, and on loolting back we saay ihe bow of it projecting perpen- 
divularly from the top of awaye. We were toaring along so fast, 
even der forexail ulone, thi the dinghy was swamped in the sea 
brought up by the thunder-storm, Tt was a work of some dittienlty 
gutting it on deck, buf it was accomplished all right, with the loss 
of one onr, We now thought it best to take in foresail, aa we cal- 
enlatad we were drawing ear the land, haying taken on bearings 
beforshand, 

Presently the thundey-cloud passed over and the wind lessened 
in strength. We found wo had been drawn a little ont of our 
course aiid could make ont the Coquette setting a small pateh of 
culyas 2nd rouming for Kingston harbor. We ran for « while 
under cloge-recfed maiusail, bat soou shoak out a couple of reefs 
in muinsail im order to yet to Kingston before another thunder- 
storm, Which was coming np, reached us, 

Tt was a race to get in before the storm, aud wo bung on om 
tanvas to the last moment. Nine Mile Point was pasked, 
then the ved light on Smoke Telatd, five miles from Kingston, 
The storm Wau now eo imminent that we saw it would be im- 
possible to reich Kingston before it broke, therefore tried to run 
in under fhe lea of Bimeoe Island. I lad the helm, Bain was 
in charge of the main-shect, ready to let it ont at any moment, 
and George and Will foryard, getting the auchor ready and 
lookiug ont, asitwas now qhitedark. Before wereached our pro- 
posed quchorupe the storm was uponus. We heard therush of the 
coming wind, und T put down tho helm and let ot the jib-sheet, Bain 
letting out the main sheet, while George and Will looked nufter tal 
ing the jib, ‘hough we only felt the blast fora moment, tlie yacht 
coming into the wind yery quickly, yet she went over to the cabin 
roof with the lea deck submerged. and we were thankful that we 
werd in uw keel boat with ballast stowed low, as xcentre-board yacht 
would heye fiwed badly indeed in such wsituation. Something was 
éyidently wrong forward xs the jib waa not down, and vould be 
heard ilapping above the roar of the wind and rain. Bain went 
forward t6 itssist, and the jib was got in and the anchor down. 
Having slowed the sails and ascertained that the anchor was hold- 
ing allright, wa went below ont of tie rain, which wus descending 

: in gheety, umd hud tea, hoping to haye no more thunder-storms for 
that nixht atleast. We were doomed tin be disappomted, us about 
11 another thouder-storm came up from the north, accompanied 
by a furious squall, This put us on a lee shore, und if our anchor 
had drageed we would haye been iu a bad fix, as we conld not see 
ten feet from the boat, andit would haye been exceedingly dificult 
to have worked out in the dayl against the wind that was blowing, 
T spent the time the storm Isated al the stem, with my hand on the 
thain to deel if the anchor was draggme, but with 200ft. of cham 
out we did not budge « foot, the anchor haying cyidently atruck 
oud holding ground, The wind and rain did n0t last long this 
ime, so we xetiled down for the night, one keeping watch in turn 
as the weather was unsettled. - 
As there was a number of barges around us, manned by rather 

rough crews, wa kept o watch oll night, each of us tuking two 
hours. During my watch I was loohing oyer a Toronto paper of 
Wednesday, which I had procured, and to my surprise and amuse 
mont read the following among the aon news: ‘The Co- 
quette, of the Hamilton Yaoht Club, left Kingston on Monday, but 
put back on account of the gale. Shereports having met a yacht 
carrying the TK. 0. Y. (, colors, coming epparently from the Bay 
of Quinte, The yacht is anid to haye capsized, the crew awimming 
Bhore. ’ 

F Hore wit & staggerer, Our friends jn Toronte would gee thin in 
the morning before ourtelegram could arrive, and would ustorally 
fea! some anxiety. However, we had the consolation of knowing 
thet their minds would soon be relieved by opr telegram. We 
fonnd uaitterward thet on sesing the notice they telegraphed to 
Tingstou for further information, ond receiyed reply that the re- 
port qyas a hoax, just ws opr telegram arrived. It was rather rich, 
i centro-bosyd yacht reporting wn deop draught ervising boat aa 
haying succunihed te a gale which she herself had weathered sate- 
,and those who knew tho qualities of the two yachts merely 

Tanghed at {he report. Imayadd, however, that in tha course of 
ome corespondence in the papers on the subject, the owner cf 
¢ Coquette denied that the report originated with him, 

have never regretted because of the vousfort guined, and now and PADDLE ys. OARS, CEDAR vs. OTHER CANOMS. 

Editor Forest and Siream > 
In your issue of Dec. 2 ‘Canyas Back “ says: “The objections 

of ‘Nessmuic’ to the use of oars in hunting might be overcome by 
using boy-facing oars.” Tn some respacts '* Canyad Back " is right, 
in others he is not. Neither bow-facing or other oars could be ap- 
lied to adyantage on a canoe of tywenty-seyen inches beam—at 
east not without outriggers—and any one who wislied to use an 
18-pound canow would hardly care to attach 15 pounds (actual 
weight) of rowing gear toit. The double-bladed puddle, such as 
used by 'Newsumk,” weigha leas than 2! pounds, while & Sift. 3 
in. single-blade maple paddle weighs but a fraction: vf un ounce 
over 1% pounds. Tha same of spruce weighs less than 14) pounds. 
So much for what the canoeisthas to “sole cart” over the portages 
Now about hunting with oars, If one waa hunting ons very 

crooked stream against a current, in a 40 to 60-pound boat, the 
bow-tacing gear would he preferable, a4 by using ercat care aid 
taking short aitokes he could go comipuratively still—only com- 
parattyely, for nothing else can equal the deathiike atiliness with 
which the expert paddler will propel x canos—and would always 
be ready to make a quick shot on rounding points. Also in one 
other place they would be good: Watching pond or lake for 
deer to be driyen in by dogs. Here stillucsa would not be re- 
quired, und, ifthe reader willimagine a deer well in toward ile 
further shore, in the accompanying #létel he will readily see the 

fidvantage, 2nd all the adyantage, these oars possess ove any 
others, Wor ordinary causing tue dowble-o! vac! paddle is besé, 
ng much more shill is required to use suceesufully the single one, 
the paddling being all done on one side of the vanoe. Tut for 
flouting,” where‘silence is required, and to ‘git thar" in a rues 
(ask canoeiats who were at Lake George last August), the single- 
blude suft maples win the prize. 
Of the boats, I am sure no metal or canvas one can be made as 

strong, stiff and durable as one of cedar, nuless tt weighs much 
more. While the metal oue may stand hard knocks without leak- 
ing, yet, if subjected to them, it Koon aequires a eareworn look, 
not at all plewsing to the eye The canvas one that your cores- 
pondent ‘thinks weighed only twenty-five pounds” was probably 
weighed before and nofi after a day's cruise. I see no point 
gained in the use of canvasy for boats unless they are ‘ collapsa- 
ble.’ For transportation by rail or wagon folding boats are yery 
handy, and some plices are perhaps inaccasmble to any other. 
Yet im their proper place in actual use they do not compare at all 
with cedar, Jt doubtleay is nice to haye a boat made of such ma- 
terial that one can ron ashore in the middle of a rapid and sewnp 
a rent in the bottom, caused by coming in contact with o sharp 
stone or snag, brt it would be quite as satisfactory to many sports- 
men to havea canoe that would stand more seyere usage without 
injury. 
s Leuven Back" saya: ‘I would much rather carry a long pole 

of twenty pounds than a boat of same weight.” Did ‘* Canyas 
Back” eyer carry a boat in this manner? * 

i nn 

Not on a hard wooden yoke hollowed out to fit the shoulders, 
but on a light frame with broad piraps that can be adjusted to fit 
any onéin a moment's time, I he hos I think he would let sume 
one elxs take the ‘long pole,” especially if the pole wae covered 
with wet canvas, as it would be at the end of a day's hunt. All 
Adirondack guides carry thejr boats jn the above manner, and they 
are curried sa easily as a knapsack of the game weight, the weight 
resting equally an each shoulder, 
The ayerage guide will take a 60 to 80-pound boat over a carry 

of » mile without resting, while w1ili an 18 or 285-pound canoe he 
would not need to rest from mryo till noon, The amateur woods- 
man, if in good health, had better seek pleasure elsewhere than in 
the wilderness if not equal to the task of taking an 18, 25, or even 
50-pound boat in this way over short portages. 

he writer has been there many times, ‘‘paddling his own 
canoe’ oyer many miles of Jake and river, and ‘‘sole carling” it 
oyer many more on land. Ha had rather carry a 40-pound boat on 
4 good neckyoke in an open frail, be the distance ohe mila or ten, 
than to carry a pack of the same weight, 
Regarding ‘*air chambers,” they can be pnt in any canoe, and, 

though less nevessary in a cedar than in any other, in none can 
they be built s0 easily. Pappurr. 

= 
Yaour Masren.—We call attention to the adyertisoment of a 

yacht captain in another column. Owners bound on a southerly 
ornige find him a competent skipper. 

OruistnG Yacuts,—Aa an example of the Bnglich type of ernic- 
ing yachts we cite tha following from the Loudoy Fie’, The rig 
is very syug apd of course smaller than would be mecessury for 
American waters, In other respecje there is no reason whatever 
why we shoyld not Approve of similar yachis here a4 any one who 
has sailed in them and tu the corresponding heamy light drafts, 
which ara only subservient copies of the mere riyér smiling machine, 
will attest: ‘The keel of a entter of thirty-six tons hag just 
been Inid at Northam, Southampton. She is to bea bearmy boat, 
bot will have a good draftof water, Her lead keel will weigh seven 
tons, and her inside ballet abont éleyen tons, and she will be yery 
stiff under canyas, She will be planked sll down with teak, Her 

below accommodation willbe; Aft, » cockpit ; thei a smokeroom; 
next, main cabia, and forward of the main cabin two large sleeping 
berths, one on each side, The forecastle will have accommodation 
for four seamen. Ter dimensions, etc., are as follows: Mull— 
length on deck, stem to stern, 48ft. 11 inches ; length on load- 
Water line, 47ff.; length of keel for tonnage, 42ft. 7 inches; 
breadth, extreme, 11ft, 9 imches ; draught of water, extreme, 7ft. 
6 inches: aren of mid-ship section, 43.7 square feet ; area of load- 
water plane, 389 square feet ; aren vertical longitudinal section, 
307 Aquaré feat; displacement, 34 tons ; midship sectionaft, cen- 
feof L. W. L,, 2.5ft. ; véntre of buoyancy aft, centre of L. W, 
L., 15ft. ; eantre of lateral resistance sft, CO. L. W. L.. 2.4ft. 3 
cove of effort gaily ahead, C. Th.‘ R., 0-8ft; weight of lead keel, 7 
tons ; inside balluwt, 11 tons; tonnage, B. M., 26 tong. Spars— 
Mammast, deck to hounds, 3ift, 6 inches ; mast head, 7ft. 3 inches; 
diameter mast ot deck, 1C1sft. ; main boom, extreme, S9ft. ; ravi 
gall, 26{l. ; topmasttid te hounds, 26ft. ; topsail yard, hole to hole, 
28ft. ; bowaprit, atem to shoulder, 21ft. 6 inches ; spinnaker boom, 
35ft.: trysnil gail, 18ft ; ceutre of mast from foreside of stam, 18 
ft. 6 inches: area mainsail, 1,120 square feet; area foresail, 26 
squire feet; ure working jib, 850 square feet ; total area lower 
sail, 1,725 square fect.” 

Wasp Riyen Yacur Gnws,—The annual ball of this flourishing 
suburban olub took place in Smithsonian Hall, Greenpoint, Dec, 
16, and was well attended. The club now has on ity rolls the fol- 
lowing boats, most of them of the jib-and-maingail variety: Pater 
O'Brien, Julia, Mary Gibson, Bella Gould, Kate Michaels, G. K, 
Powell, Idlé Hour, Uncle Dane, Plug Ugly, Armenia F. Chester A, 
Arthur, Payovity, Jus. Tregarten, M. W. Conway, Jane, Julia, Net+ 
tle, Mtelka, Jnanita, A, V. Peck, Moses Nngle, Fron Tron, Hero 
and Joe Basen, The officers of the club art: William Sware, 
Commodora ; Matthew Charde, Vice-Commodore ; Edward Gris- 
sim, Tveasurer ; John B. Gerard, Secretary; John Driscoll, Mens-~ 
tirer ; James Conway, Sergeant-at-Arme, 

A Canon Trtp.—We have received a copy of ‘A Canos Trip,” 
tude last rammer by Mv. I’. H. Seymour, ‘This little book, pub- 
lished by the Detroi! Free Press, will be interesting reading to the 
Fhoddling fraternity, and we welcome the addition to American lit- 
erature of 1 yolunie whieh will do much good in leading the publio 
to greater familiarity with the water. 

Oursipe BatiAst.—The bugaboo of these ayerse to outside bal- 
lastonght to he pretty well dissipated by this time. Upon axami- 
nation if will generally be found that thoge declaiming loudest 
agaist lead or iron on the keel know nothing at all ahont the snb- 
ject, and though fond of writing themselves down “ practical” 
yachtsmen never have had the slighteat experience entitling them 
to put pen to paper, We quote from the London Field: ‘Phe Sa- 
mena, it will berecollested, was designed by Ma, Alex. Richardson, 
nayal architect of Liverpool, and butit by Ma. Inman, of Lyming- 
ton, for Mr, John Jameson, Jv,, and we can vouch for the factthat 
al Kingston und Plymouth when bigger yessels were diving their 
bowsprite several feet ito the cembers, Samena neyer even had 
her cranze iron under, sud yeb Samcena has a lead keel of nearly 
thirty-two tons! ‘Whis is a hard fact, and itis highly gratifying to 
find that the scare about: lead keels, lead mines and half-tide rocka 
is beiug exploded in America, just os ithas been in this country.” 
Gut Bourbons always remain Bourbons and you might ndduce facta 
by the thonsand, the worthy champions of the ancient school would 
atill sing their old tunes, and prate abont ‘‘pendulums,” ‘diving 
belly’ and sneh nonsense in their attempts to maintain that 2 
dangérous, oyersparred, hard, rickety sailing machine is prefer- 
able to cruise in than an honest ship, 7 

Take Hop Bitters thres times a day and yon will haye no doctor 
bills to pay. 

ainswers to Gorrespondents. 

t=] No Notice taken of Anonymous Comimunicaiions. 

Ducks, Chicago, Ll.—Waterproof your leather jacket by souking: 
& week in boiled linseed oil. 

W. M, £., Philadelphia.—The gunmakeris an ordinary one, 
Does not command a high price. 

6.8. T., Chicazo.—The tallow if poured on the shot befors the 
wad is put over it will insure close shooting. 

M. A, A., Quelee.—Read our advertising columne +; they contaia 
ansivers to avery one of your six questions, 

A. NM, Thoriasville, Ga.—Run straight edge along tib of bar~ 

vels, and measnre distance from lower edge to top of heelplate. 

Duors, Atlanta, Gu.—l. Uxe 319 dra. powder, 14/0z. No. 4 abot, 

2. Perhaps some of our readers may tell you how to ric your preni- 
ized of red ants. 

P.,, Johnstown, Pa.—l, We haye sent for the list uf shot sizea 
and will publish as so0n ne received. 2. The highest size of chilled 
shot made ia No. 1, 

L. H. Mi, Walla Walle, Washington Territory.—The Newfound- 
land woodentters sprinkle Cayenne pepper in their boots before g0- 
ing into the woods In winter, 

Despatr, Wilmington, Dél_—The common blue ointment which 
you can gut at wy dung store will effeotnully protect your gun fron 
rust. If has been tried with auecesa. 

L. . F.—tTrap the foxes, Remember that all such yermin are 
destructive of birds, You can stimulate the boya to clear vut much ; 
of it before the birds come back in the spring, 

PRAMIE CyogeNs.—1, You may possibly secure the NECUAG AY 
birds t{lrough the notice in the Forzsranp Srreix. 2. The Tb 
ports of inigvatory quail haye not been satisfactory. 

Prrvsrox,—Sixteen parta hays now bean issued of Vero Shaw's 

Book of the Dog. The publishers ara Casuelt, Petter, Galpin & 
Co., 596 Broadway, New York, Price 40 conta a number, 

Sxuw Bounp, Colorado.—You ¢an procure the snow-shoa slippers 
of Mr, Everett Smith, Portland, Me. They are manufactured im 
Canada, They are said to be much superior to the ordinary snow 
shoe. 

M: V. L., Curgon City, Nevy.—The soratches are canged by the 

shot. You can polishthemout. But they will not affect the 

shooting of your gun, and we should not adyise you to worry over’ 
them. 

Parwun.—_t. Por instructions in camp building see our issne of 

Jan, 29; 1880. 9. The revoil of your gun is. due partially to wrony 
Jonding, ‘You can easily determine the proper charge by pxperi- 
menting, Do not overload. 

LL. M1. M., Springtield, Dl.—We advise you to buy a breech-londs 

ing double-barreled gun, The muzzleloader is behind the times 

wid the double-burrelled wm possesses merits which fully make 
for its greater cost, 

N. A. tL, Saratoga.—l. You will find near St. Mary's, Fls,, deer 
and bears, wilh ducks, wild turkeys and small game. Hotel ace 
commodation, 2. This is a good time to go there, §, There ig oa 
sportgiian’s club ah Fermanding, 
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Amarpur, Maryland.—Use a No. ‘0 Newhouse trap for skunks, 
Set near the mouth of the hole, and partially cover with grass and 

leaves. Bait with a piece of fresh meat. Februaryand March are 
00d months to trap the skunk, 1 

Lowrr Bunz, Windsor Locks, Conn.—l, We do not know the 

name. Itis probably one put on a low grade of gun, 2, The price 

paid was probably sufficient, but of course it is impossible to an- 

fiver such & question with certainty, 

Sunscrtser, Philadelphia, Pa.—There is no strict line bétween | 
amateur and professional shooters. There are a number of men 

who are recognized as professionals ; and each club must exercise 

its option in barring shooters from its matches. 

Crrious, Chicago.—If your friend is not satisfied of the true na- 

ture of the ‘Dittmar sporting powdor” (‘‘refers only to blasting | 

powder”) send him one of our pamphlets which contains all the im- 
portant Dornsr anp Stream articles on the subject. 

G. H. T., Mount Kisco, N. Y.—1, Please inform me if migratory 
guail cau be purchased in this country? Where and at what 

price? 2, Where can 100 native quail be bought and price? 
Anse. 1. No. 2. We know of no one who can supply them. 

T. W. O., New Haven, Coun.—What is the best journal published 

in Florida giving information about the cultivation of oranges and 

other fruits of that region? Ans. The Sun and Press, published 

at Jacksonville, will probably give you the desired information, 

Fours, Atlanta, Ga.—You will find West Point, in White County, 

a good point to start oufon a trapping expedition in Arkansay; 

ame there, citers, coons, minks and wild cals, Send stamped en- 

yelope to C, L, Lindley, at that piace, and he will give you all 

needed information, 

N. E., Granby, Coun,—What class did J. N. Dodge’s beagle 
bitch Belle win first prize in at Philadelphis, 1879? Ans. Class 

42 for beagle bitches, First prize, $15. No. 377, Dodge and Baker, 

Detroit, Mich. Bell (not Belle) white, black and tan, one year, 

Bell by Darwin out of Miley. 

J. E,, New York City.—VWill you let ne know the advantages of 
‘hollow pointed bullets?” Are they adapted to target practice? 

Aus. They are intended to flare out on striking heavy game and by 

the great shock and tearing of parts produce instant death. ‘They 

are not used for target practice. 

Constant Reaper, Brooklyn, L. I.—Hovw nich will it cost to 

import a psirof beagles from Europes? What would the duties 

atnountto? Ans, Address EH. B, Goldsmith, 58 Wall st. He can 

give you all information, See advertivementin Kennel column, 

We do not know the frm you mention. 

Merreacnis.—There are seyeral patterns of turkey calls, Perhaps 

some of our Southern friends can instruct you better than we can 

hos to make them. One style, the most simple, consists of a short 

piece of Spanish cedar through which is driven a nail, and across 

the head of the nail is drawn a piece of plate. 

EP. B. H., Ehnira, N. Y.—Is there any paper published in the 

West that is devoted exclusively to sheep raising in Culifornia and 

New Mexico, or any paper that can give me any information on the 

subject? Ans, Write to the National Association of Wool Manu- 

facturers, No, 95 Wilk st., Boston, Mass, We lmnow of no such 

paper. 

J. N., Boston.—l, We can draw no comparison between the two 

makers, seve to say that the English are altogether superior. 2. 

It has been satisfactorily demonstrated thata 28in. barrel will 

shoot a8 well as one of 30 or $2inches. The onlyadyantage of the 

longer barrels is the better possible sighting, while on the other 

hand the weight is increased. 

C. 8., Muncy, Pa—it. A No, 10 gauge gun will, other things be- 
ing equal, shoot better than a No. 12, 2. This is the reason why 4 

distinction is made against the nse of them. 3. The 28in, barrel 

will shoot as wellas the 80in. bamel. 4, Your 28in. 8lb. gun will 

answer for pigeon shooting, 5. Carver isin England, We do not 
know when he proposes to return to this country, 

New Sunsenrrr, New Bedford, Mass.—l. Put your brass shells 
ina dish with hot water enough to cover them. Then add 2ozs. 

oxalic avid and let them stand half an hour. Wipe off ontside and 

dry them thoroughly by putting in an oyen. Then prime. For ox- 

alic acid you inay substitute 141b. muriatic acid, as before, and af- 

ter ten minutes efferescing rinse, drying before you prime them. 

PHEASANT, Harrisburg, Pa.—i. While hunting grouse the other 
day, after haying carried some in my lunting coat, T discovered a 
curious looking flyin my sleeve. I inclose the same for your ex- 

amination, Will you please inform me whether it is the so-called 

grouse fly. 2, Also, whether grouse so infected are fit for use? 
Ans, 1. Yes. 2. Undoubtedly, The fly does not render the birds 
less yainable for food, 

Suuxis, Boston, Mass.—You omit to give gange of your gun and 

it is therefore impossible to direct you about the loading, You can 
find ont for yourself by practical tests with a target for pattern 

and penetration. The rules for loading vary with different suns ; 

by experimenting you may satisfy yourself what is required, Use 
wads tivo sizes larger than the size of your metal shells. Shells 
Gost $2 per box of 20, 

J. P.S., Leavenworth, Kansas.—1, Can yon supply me with Vero 

Shaw's book? 2, Has he published any article on the fox terrier? 

8, Can you recommend a reliable cure for distemper? Ans. 1. 

Address Messrs, Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., 596 Broadway, New 

York. ‘Chey are the publishers of Mr. Shaw’s illustrated book of 
the dog. 2. Yes, 3, There is no specific remedy for distemper. 

Tach case is different and requires special treatment. 

Sourm West YrrointA,—1. Where did Frank Forester (Herbert) 
veside? 2, Whatwas his rank by birth as an Englishman? 8. 

What were his social qualities? 4, Ought not his Sporting Scenes 

and works of fiction of same nature to be ranked among the fore- 

most of the kind in English literature? Ans. 1. In this country, 
at Newark, N.d. 2. He was the son of an English clergyman, 

William Herbert, Dean of Manchester; and the grandson of the 

Harl of Carnarvon. 38. Read ‘The Spirit Crowd” in this issue, 4. 

Yes. ‘The Petersons, of Philadelphia, publish some of his works, 

J. A, Jr., Indianapolis, Ind.—How can I get the California sal- 

mon trout which go to salt water and return like the salmon? I 

would like to introduce them into a stream in Connecticut and have 
tried to get the Commissioner of that State interested in them, but 

haye failed. Ans, We are not sure just what fish you mean. If 

itis to be had at all it can probably be obtained from Prof. Baird, 

U, 8. Fish Commissioner, to whom we have forwarded your letter. 
He hag the California, or quinnat, salmon eggs in October and will 

have the eggs of a trout which unfortunately has several commou 

names in the Hast. Itis the Salmo tridea and is called by the fol- 

lowing names: ‘* California trout,” ‘‘rainbow trout,” ‘ California 

mountain trout,” MeCloud River trout” and, we believe, ‘fred 

banded trout,” This may be the fish you mean by ‘ California sal- 

mon trout.” 

—Any subscriber or weader of Forrest anp StRmast in want of 

any kind of caxrpetings, oil cloths, rugs, etc., etc., cam be sure of 

fair treatment at the hands of John H. Pray, Sons & Co., Boston, 

Call or correspond with them, and get their prices betore bnying. 

: Tt will pay you to try them.—[Adv, 
a 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

FURS AND FASHIONS. 

The well-known firm of C. G, Gunther's Sons, No. 184 
Fifth avenue, New York has a most extensive and choice 

assortment of fashionable furs and tur-lined garments, The 

firm gives special attention to mail orders and does a very 

large business with out-of-town customers. The house sets 
the fashion in furs for the metropolis; and enjoys, besides 

this distinclion, a very Ligh reputation both for the character 

of ifs workmanship and for its business integrity, 

See ady. of Novelty Pocket Scale. Geo, Betts, 575 Broadway. 

Houasten Shooting Suits. Upthegrove & McLellan, Valparaiso,Ind. 

Hop Bitters purifies the blood and removes ull pimples and erup- 
tions, 

One of Wilson’s Adjustable Chairs would make an elegant holi- 
day present. See ady. 

Nor SrrancE.—A Philadelphia firm writes to the Forest anp 
STREAM : ‘‘ We would remark that we hear more from our adyer- 

tixement in your paper than from all our others put together, if 

this is of any satisfaction to you.” 
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» the 

Seal Sacques and Dolmans, 
English Dye, all sizes and qualities), 

Fur-Lined Oirculars 
AND WRAPS. 

FUR TRIMMINGS, MUFES and COLLARS, 

In Large Assortments, Choice Styles, Low Prices. 

i 

For Sale Everywhere. 

‘*The most convenient article added tc 
Angler’s Outfit for years.” 

Orders by mail, or any information desired, 
will receive special aud prompt attention. 

eos 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTOH SPLIT DAMIDOG FISHING ROD UD. 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

 WLY and BAIT RODS 
of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send gtamp for 
priceiele tf. 

| 

Tieryousness. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &¢., &c, 

SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE, 

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO., 

| 631,633, 635,637 Broadway, New York, 

DISGORGE KNIVES. 
LA 

OL LNIQOOSTE 

GOEL 

“Yoesy SU3sg OS LOE EL 

MADE GF THE BEST 

prescribed 300,000 packages. 
For sale by druggists or mail, $1, 

or sailing yacht, 

of FOREST AND STREAM. 

MADE OF THE BEST SHEFFIELD 
AIN AND NERVE FO 
VIFALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

Composed of the NEIRYE=-GIVING principles of ihe ox brain and wheat germ, 
both brain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses or 

It promotes digestion and strengthens a falling memory. 
sumption. Itstrengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and rectiperates after excesses. Physiclans have 

EF. CROSBY, 664 and GU6 Sixth Avenue, N. We 

It prevents dehility and con- 

far Sale: 

0 TACT ee Re 
navigator and sailing master for either s 

: please address the undersigned. 
Twenty years experience and A 1 references. 
qanent sosition desirable. Address PILOT, oifice 

{TNO 
. 4 

Say Sale. 

DVYERVTISEMENT.—For sale, a Rellly double 
Express Rifle, incase with Implements com, | 

plete; hus never been used; cost between 2350 and 
$400 to fmport. Will be sold low. Address Box 
1,700, Philadelphia P. 0. Dec?s,20 
A SE IT DTT STE RS SO SE 

NTLERS FOR SALH.—Some fine elk, deer and 
antelope antlers, also buffalo heads ; or would 

make an exchange for a Greener shot gun, ten-1b., 
fen gauge, and must be a close, hard shooter. WM, 
A, ALLEN, Canon Creek, Montana. Decl, 3b 

It restores ta 

a a 

Fras SALE AT A BARGAIN, a treble-bolied 
hammerless breech-loading shot gun ; 30-Inohy 

twelve gauge; seven gauge; seven and three~ 
fourths pounds. Yor further particulars addrasa 
CHAS. MILLS, Lexington, Ky. Dec 16,36 

ANTED, a breech-loading shot-gun; secon: 
hand, but in good repair. Price iaust be 

low. Address Box 678, New Haven Conn. Dec23, 

Per- 

Decls,2t 
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The Zennel, : 

RARE CHANCH,—For sale, English 
setters: Don, 4 splendid largs orange 

While ticked dog, brother to ‘Champion France 
but superiorevery way, $50; Moil,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, oeenee white, black points, two firet 
prizes, $15; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa Il., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over, Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very tine, full of hunt, 
$2).ench; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15.each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10, - Pup- 
pies two months oid, out of Rusa IL, by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if ies by 
July Ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chatice you can- 
not afford to loseif you want fine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L.-SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N.Y. ~’ Juncritt. 

Bargains in High Class Dogs. 

WILL BE SOLI) GRRAP TO CLOSE OUT STOCK, 

Carlowita, Bine Ruin (Carlowltz—Princess Nelle), 
Carlowitz HH. (Carlowttz-Queen Bess), Princess 
NeHie (Pride of the Border Petrel), Queen Anne 
Wantorave wueat Bess), True (Carlowitz-Princess 
Nellie). Pride of Delaware  (Carlowitz-O)lie), 
Blsachs (Carlowlw-Queen), Enclose stamp. for 
prices, pte, BE. & U. VON CULIN, P. 4). Box 93, 
Delaware City, Del, 

pee LODGE KENNELS,—I am pre- 
__ pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seyen months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time [ keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgia. 

Get 2,tf 

, 

LEN—B. and T.; by Colburn's Dash ex Mul- 
lin's Belle. The above dog, winner of first 

In brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trigls; will 
be ajlowed to serye a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom, Address 

H. F. ATEN, M.D., 
84 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N, ¥ 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offera 

for sale seyeral magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for uc 
fault, For prices, Detlipar ees, etc., address. =, 

ROY Z, COLLINS, © 
Sept 18-t? Lancaster, Mass, U.S.A, 

ULEOUT KENNELS.—For pure Cceker 
Spaniels of all sgzes—also in the stud, pure 

cooker Skip IT., liver and white, tiat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; littera guar— 
anteed. Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Qulecut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N, Y. 

~ ENS TION IN THE STUD.—- Fee for a few ap- 
proved bitches, $45. Bilehes to be sent at own- 

ersilsk to the kennels af Babylon, Fee to accom- 
pany biteh, -ddress Sec. W. K.“C., 206 Broad- 
way, New York, Roow 11. Decs,tt 
NS 

OR S3LE, Liver atid while doe pup by Sensa- 
tion, out of Whiskey, 4 months, price $50, Liver 

and white (log pup by Sensation, out of May (sister 
to Psyche), 4 months, price $40. Beeretary W. K 
C., 206 Broadway, New York, kKoomii, Decg,tt 

- = 
HAMPION TRIMBUSH.—This celebrated im- 
ported Climber Spaniel, orange and white, hus 

been placed for the season in the stud, Kee, 320, 
Apply to FRANCIS ©. pz LUZ, 18 South William 
Street, New York, Deve, tt 

ANTED to exclutoge a Gordon seller oyyp, 4 
months old, full pedigree, and fancy pigeons 

ofa high order, tor pugs Or 1x terriers, This is no 
trash, and J will send on appreval to Vvesponsible 
parties, [ haying same privilege. Adare: 
W., P. O. Box 472, Baltioore, 
Sa 

OR S4LE a fine, large, healthy dog pup; color. 
white, blue and tan tieked: eieht months old: 

by Ponliav (Pride of the sorder—Petrel), out of 
Pays Judith (Rob Boy-Higeins! Bele), Price, $40 
in New York ally. Address ROB ROY, P, 0. Box 
8,231, New York city. Deez 1h 
2S re 

] ED IRISH SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE, bred 
; from superior thoronghtred stock, having an- 

(hentic pedigrees trom famous prizewinners. Ad- 
dress ESSEX COUNTY ILONT. Montclair, WN. 7, 

aces 7b 

BYEN PUPPIES FOR SALE, sire sou af Plunket, 
and dam a blick and whlte Gordon setter. 

Privess. Bormon lst Noy. W. 0. MOORE, elle. 
yue, Olio. 1e023,3t 
—- 12 

ED FOX, Skunk, Raccoon and offier furs 
bought for Gash—ilaties) prices, Send for ety 

Cular with full particulas, By ©. BOUGHTON, 6 
Howwrd Sh. WY, Deed 4b 
SS SS Se 

OR SALF.—Fiteen Joxhonnds, tirst-prize stocl 
the finest tind best, Address, witht Senepe Te 

M. WOODRN, Rochester, N. v. Sept.28, bf 

will buy a brokeu pitnter dow. Come and c ’ 

§ 25 ty him. Or willexchave, THEO.MBYEP 
S15 Sth st., Jersey City, N. J. Decasr, * 
ne eo 
IT. BERNARDS, 3 male puppies (Sadowa, 181ha,— 
Ss Trix, 1i9 Lbs.) > rich chesnut brown, § vel ks 
old; rare beauties, only $12 each; can be shipped 
0.0. D. Address PRANGIS MORRIS, Philadelphin. 

Dees, ir 
SSS 

{ OR SALE CHEAP. h (horonghiy broken pointer 
dog, stiuneh pnd geod wtriever tom Jandor 

water; sold for HO dat Address G Pi LE 
CRENIBR, Box 162, Moodus, Conn. Nee2s. 11 — 
eS 

NEAT, 
ORNAMENTAL AND USEFUL. 

The Novelty Pocket Scale 
ei is warranted to weigh accurately trom two 

f Ounces up To Tifteen pounds, Th is made of 
} Metal, heavily nickel plated, and can be car- 

ried jn the Vest Pocket: without the slightest 
iiwonvenience. Sampie and terms to agents 

ry Only 60 Cents. Send for (irculars of other 
) eto Ere Sea beUing aren ee The only 

x © ever Invented that weighs n 
ftteen pounds, The Trade supplicd, arte 
SEORGE BETTS, 575 Broadway, New York. 

The Renrel, 1 

IVA IN G- Bi. 
SCcRATCHES. 
GLOVER'S IMPERTAL MANGE CUKE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of maby 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or catt 
without injury to the animal. One application 
ig usuallyallthatis necessary, or SCRATCHES 
in HOHSES it has no equal, H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop't'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, Nua, 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

at., N. Y.; John P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; vos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Philas, F.P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Hourth st., St. 

Louis, Price, 50 cents. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, RK. N, 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 
& PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 

Price 10 cents, postiree, Gives addresses of prin- 

cipal English breeders. 

e 
c 

Setters and Pointers thor- 
oughly Field Broken. 

Young Dogs handled with 
6. and Judgment. 

Dogs have daily access to salt 
F water. ; 

f -_ N,.B.—Setter and Pointer 
puppies; also, broken ann for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C, GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
-Fowls, etc., to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending te import 
dors from Europe, should haye their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, etc- 

A RARE CHANCE. 
For Sale, my entire kennel of pure Liewellin, pure 

Layeracks and Irish Setters and Pointers. Brush, 
pure bred setter; alarge, strong, handsome setter 
doz; thorourhly broke on quail, woodcock and 
snipe a Detter snipe dog can’tbe tound. Tiewellin 
setter Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton dog. 
Royal Ben, Liewellin setter dog, lemon and white 
in color; broken; also witiner of Ist and special at 
St. Louis show; also winner at Detrolt, Mich. 
Llewellin getter bitch Goll, broken. Llewellin set- 
ter bitch Ruth, a great beauty. Llewellin setter 
bitch Orphena, Llewellin bitch Lady Beaconsfield. 
Perl V., a beautiful green and white setter bitch, 
Liewellin bitch Belle, in whelp to Count Royal, 
Liewellin bitch Gypsie Queen, with 7 beautiful 
ups by Royal Ben, Red Irish setter Von, thorough- 
y broke; retriever from land and water, Red 
Trish setter bitch Rose, broken and retrieves. Impt. 
Red Irish setter bitch Nora, in whelp to Von. Red 
Trish setter Shot, a beauty. Orange and white 
pointer bitch Belle, broken. Liver and white point- 
er Clyde, broken. Impt. liver and white bitch 
Nell. Also pupples from 3 to 6 months old of set- 
ters and pointers of the above stock. All the 
above I guarantee to be in the best of health and 
condition, and to be as represented. Will show 
and give trial of any dog on the list. For pedigree 
and particulars inquire of C, Z. MILEY, Lancaster, 
Pa. OCL.7,tf 

eee OMORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O’More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one oi the best field and best bredred 
Trish dows in the United States. Winner of first 
rize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
79; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 

the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
ig rons aired pepe: Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. Junes4, tt 

OCKERS IN THE Ne en black, by 
imp. Shot—imp. Rose. DOCTOR, Jr. (Second 

New York, 1879), liver, by imp. Jack — Brownie. 
Fee $15 each, Also best of puppies for sale. Ad- 
dress the LACHINE KENNEL, 1,152 Chestnut st. 
Blizabeth, N. J. Nov25,tf 

EAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALE, bred from su- 
erior imported stock. Address. ESSEX 

COUNTY HUNT, Montclair, N. J. Deci6,2b 

| 

Imperial Kennel 

AGENTS FOR CARD'S NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 

The Kennel. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL’ 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
oF 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
T sell only young stock, I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and inteligent dors cannot be 
beaten for rutied zrouse and woodzock snooting 
and retmeving. Correspondents inc.osing stamp 
rua iaee printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 

‘als etc, 

IN THE STUD. 

The imported pure Laverack Setter, 

“REDERSH OF. 
Color, iemon Belton; whelped September 11(h, 

isis. Fee #50. Thoroughly broken. 

For partiqulars address 

ERDMAN A. TTERZBERG, 
1464 Pacific Street, 

Brooklyn, L. I. 
Post Office address, Box 2910, New York City. 

Decd,tt 
a a ee 

N_THE STUD.—Gordons: black and tan, sire 
Rupert, imported 1sT7, by Shot, Jr,, 1630, EZ K C 

§ 3, ex Rhona, 1630, K CSB, dam Whip, Stod- 
dard’s Imported Duke and Gypsy. Fee $25, Duke 
ot Locust Valley: black and tan, limited to 5 bitches: 
sire, Toledo Kennel Club's imported Grouse, EK C 
§ B5,097, ex Grace, 3d prize winner Gilmore’s, 1579 
Fee _ $25. Pupsirom the above and others of best 
iaio'n Gordons on hand and for sale, also matured 
brood bitches in wheip. Address JAS. R. TILLEY, 
Locust Valley, L. 1. Nov25,tt 

OR SALE.—My red Irish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old. Polnted 

and retrieved her firsh bird, and is a slasher in the 
field. Price $20. Address W. J. MORTON, Ports- 
mouth, Va. ; Oct2s,tt 

STCREHENGE ON PHE DOa. 

Price 93 50, * 

For Sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

Hotels wud Aveserts for Sportsmen 

fore a Wild Fow! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 83> 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. f. 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Has always on hand the best ‘ot 

boats batteries, etc., with tho largest rig of train~ 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snips 
shooting of all varieties. ppeial attention gives 
py himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaran 
teed. Address Wm.N.LANE, Good Ground, LL 
Refers by permission to J.B, Shepherd, 891 Broat- 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. ¥. 

Old Dominion Line. 
PRE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
Connecting dl- shooting sections in the country. 

rect tanOlinioutes pire, Cobb's Telarc: and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James Riyer, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfolk ateamers Baik 
Tuesday, Thursday. and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 
Monday and Thursday at 3 y.™. Full information 
given at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York. 

FOR 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 
Go 70 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

on Shinnecock Bay, where you will find good guides 
complete outtit of Decoys, Batteries, ete., as well 
as good acuommodations and a substantial bill of 
fare. Take Long Isiand R. KR. to Good Ground 
Stution. M. WILLIAMS, Proprietor. 

Howar?’s Steel Head Shells--Quality guaranteed, Pricelower than any other. 

Hotels and Zoutes for Sportsmen. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the é 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES — 
afforded by their Hines for reaching most of tha 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTIOD 
without failure or injury. 

Ls . THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad, Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jeraey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the pope in 
all the principle citiesto KANE, RENOVA, DED. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA. 90a 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

4lso,*9 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. z 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’) Pass. Agent. © 
Frank THOMSON, Gen'l Manager, febl1T-tl 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonyille, Fernan- 

dine, Florida, and for 

Nassan, N. V., and Matanzas, Cuba, 

FLORIDA STHAMERS leave New York 
very Friday at 3 Pp. M., for 

Jacksonyille and Fernandina Direct, and consti- 
tule 

The Only Line Running te 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Rates, 

Nassan and Matanzas Steamers sail Dec. 15 an 
therealter every other Wednesday. 

After January 1 call at Fernandina, Fla. 

Nassau is the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman. 7 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautifully situated 
and well kept, is the best and cleanest house tn the 
West Indies. 

For all particulars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphiet, etc., apply to 

C. H. MALLORY & CO,, 

Agents, 

PIER 20, EAST RIVER, NEW YORK,’ 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

‘The Puliman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars‘ Dayy Crocket” and “Izaak Walton,"~ 

which are fitted up with dining room anil kiteh— 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, ete., also pro— 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing” 
tackle, and kennels for dozs. “i j 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. V, 0, 
Po., Chicago, je26 sms. 

The Daly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Or W. R. SCHAEFER, 
fil Elm st., Boston. 

To any other Gun 

Shooting Unsurpesscoad. 
Lists furnished on application, 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or THos. L. GoLcHER, 

Mé Girard ave., Phila 

Remington’s Military, Sporting & Munting Repeating Kifles. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. 

S: Government in the Navy and Frontier Service, 
.45 Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

Prices: Carbines, $22; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting an 

Adopted by the U_ 
10 Shots, - 

d Hunting Rifles, $25. 

KEENE'S PATENT. 

Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists. - 

E. REMINCTON & SONS.-, 28S Broadway, N.Y. P.O. Box3,994 
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Hotels and Zontes for Sportsmen. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
. 5 TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mavtkinaw,GrandRapids andCiacinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
€rout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisherles, 

AND THE 

tj FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

‘NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
\ Grand Traverse Region 
andthe micbieas North Woods are tasurpassert 
if equaled, in thé abundance and great variety o! 

a NOOK ROUT bound i < TH abound in the str 8, and 
efamous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

SThe TROUT geason begins} 8 'T season begins May land ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June land iter 

Noy. l. & « 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of ford 

r gkili to his friends or ‘‘ club” at home, 7aice fo; 
cling fish can he had at many points. 

PPAR YOUR PAMILY WIT OU. The soe- 
nery.of the North Woods and Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dxy andbracing. The cli- 
bo igs peculiarly beneficial to those suffering _ 

th 
Hay Fever and Asthma A{ffections, 
The hotel accommodstions are good, far sur- 7 

passing the average in countries new enough ta | 
afford the finest of fishing. 
; During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick 
ets will be sold at low rates, and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guogand Fishing Tackle Carried Freeat 

“Yt isouraim tomakesportsmen fecl ‘at hor souraim tomakesportsmen feel**athome” 
gnothisroute. F -r Tourist’s Guide (an attrotye 
Glustrated bods of 80 pages), containing full in- ,. 
formation an.\ -ccurate maps of the Fishing 
@ronds and ‘lime Cards, address A.B, LERT. 

Ser. ass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mick 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

h the Best Hunting and Fishing — 

= Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
nia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
eghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and awha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

‘The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
Se phur Springs. + 

# Raflroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the Nerth and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment, 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE. taking effect March lth, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER'S P'T (Flatbush Ave., B’Elyn, 6 min. 
earlier) for 

Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.25, 4.35, 5.35 pat. Sundays, 
2AM. 

Gol, P’'t& Whitestone, 7.85, 6.45, 10, 11.25 A.M, 
2.35, 3.35, 4.85, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.36, 7, 7.35, 9.16, 10.45 P.M. 
19.15 night. 

' Sundays, 9.35, 10.85 A.M,, 1.36, 5.25, 7, 10 P.M. 
Flushing, 6.8C, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 a.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

455, 5, .85, 6, 6.39, 7, 7.25, 9.15 10.45 P.M, 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 a,M., 1.35, 8, 5.35, 7, 10 .M. 

Far OOHRS 8.85, 11 A.M., 4.35, 6.35, TP.M. 
Rockaway Beach, 11 4.m., 4.85 Pp.’ Sundays, 9A.M. 
aud 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.95. 11.35 A.M., 4.85, 6.85,6 35 P.M. 

Suturésy nights, 13.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M, 

1.35, 6.35, 4.35, 6.35, 6.35 P.M. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, exBeDy Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday. 17.15 night, 
Woedoesdaysand Sundays only from Blatbush ay, 
i0p.m, Sunday, 9 4.M., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. e 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

tyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.25, 6.35P.M. Sundays, 9 
A M., 6,25jP.M. 3 
Greouport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8,10 4.m.. £35, 6.95 

Pa. Sundays, 9 A.M, 6.35 P.M, ie, 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,2.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 16 A.M.,4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 4M. 
Patchogue, §.35 A.M, 4.35, 6.35 PM. Sundays, 8 

AM. 
Ftichmond Hill, Glendale, 8.85, 11 A.M., 3.45, 4.35 

§.55, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9 a.M., 6.305 PM 
Oreedmoor, 8 16 A.M., 1.35 P.mt.,’Luesdays. Wed- 

neddays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P'T & WALL ST. ANNDX—Leave 

Pior 17, E.R. (toot Pinest,) for Hunter's P't, 6.40, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M, 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6,10 P.at. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, cammutation, ete,, 
applr at #29 Bway, cor. Iarclay. 

+ W.M. LAPPAN  CGeun'l Pass. Agent. 

CONWAY KE. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and eae Agen's 
mayl iy chmond. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

“ RUROPEAN PLs i. 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

| 
H 

GREAT BARGAINS 

FIR =i "INE GOONS Jp hy 
OF THE FOLLOWINC CELEBRATED MAKES: 

James Purdey, E. M. Reilly & Co., Westley Richards, W. & 

Cc. Scott & Sons, W. W. Creener, Williams & Powell, 

Nichols & Lefevre, W.R. Pape and J. BD. Dougall. 

NOT ‘‘CLUB GRADES” OR ‘SPECIAL GRADES,” 
But genuine weapons, bearing the maker's full name and address, at a refinuce 

tion of 25 per cent. below the usual cost of importation. No hose 

ever before offered such a line of superb 

GUNS FOR FIELD SHOOTING, 

GUNS FOR DUCK SHOOTING, 

GUNS FOR GOOSE SHOOTING, 

GUNS FOR TRAP SIOOTING, 

AT SUCH PRICES! 

LeV 

FOUR JAMES PURDY'S HIGHEST QUALITY. 

As 

Top lever, double bolt. bar rebounding locks, Da- 
mascus barrels, tinest fiuish throughout, 
No. 2, 10-bore, 3f inch, 8 3-16 1DS..........5 Stiga $375 
No. 8,.12-bore, 80 Inch, TIA. i... ee eee eee ee ee BBG 
Nigar sae st! if TeFL Dewees crenutsiaeed 886 
Wor'5, iS: (pL 03 ll Bee eee 335 

All these guns fn best 

ENGLISH SOLE-LEATHER CASES, 

lined with billiard cloth, with lmplements complete 

LOT B. 

FOUR W. & G. SCOTT & SON,PREMIER QUALITY. 

Top lever, double boli, extension rib, bar re- 
bounding double notch locks. pistol grin stock 
horn heel piece; sclid gold name plate, Damascus 
barrels, choke bored; in Engtish sole-leather 
case, lined with billiard cloth, with canvas cover 
over ase. 
No. 6, 12 bore, 30 Inch, 9 108.,+..+-2..0... . S190 
Sune b is 91; lbs... 190 
NG. fest v 93 1DS.. » 196 
No. 9.10 bore, * WOAy UWS) eS eee ce se eres 200 

LOV Ce 

FOUR W. & C. SCOTT & SON, 

Quality next Premier. Made to special order hy 
W. & C. Scott & Son for Jos. Builer & Co., and are 
so marked on lock plates, but have W. & C. Scott & 
Son stamped on body of action, and are equal to 
the Premier quality, except not so highly engraved. 
‘Yop lever, double bolt, extension rib, bar rebound- 
ing double notch locks, pistol grip, horn lieel piece, 
solid gold name plate, Darmascus barrels, in best 
English sole-leather case, with tan canyas 
cover Over Gabe, 
No. 10, 12 bore, 30 ineh, 84 VES cee penne Asi abis $150 
esa y es S 835 1b; aeeaee 150 
No. 12, + Ss 83g Wh 150 
No 13, * ut DIDS ceeds tee rete se 150 

LOT BD. 

SIX W. & ©. SCOTT & SON. 

‘Yop lever, double bolt, bar rebounding logks, 
Scott's patent compensating lump, scroll fence per- 
cussion, tine laminated ste?l barrels, handso: 
dark stocks, with horn heel piate, handsomely en- 
praved and finished. 

No. 14, 72 bore, 30 Inch, 73; 
5 ee ae “4 No. 1, 

ND, 18, ts 
Noi 17, 10 bore, 82 inch, 
Noi ; 
Toad, "+ $0 inch, $ Wiehe 

fPhese guns fi) Lot D ranst nor be confused with 
Scott's “special” and other cheap qualities, as 
they are in every way superior to the cheajer ma¢de 
cuns of ihe present tine, havlug compensating 
limps and better material ta every way. The 
former price was $225, 

Lor Ey 

ONE W. & C, SCOTT & SON. 

Denble erip, uuder guard action, fincet laminated 
steel barrels, bishest quality throughout, pistol 
grip stock, 4 bore, 42 Inch, 18 Whs.,-.2-...........5200 
We do not belleye there is another gun equal to 

this im this eountry for heavy shooting. Former 
price, $350, 

aan 

RS 

Lor F, 

ONE J. D. DOUGALL, HIGHEST QUALITY. 

‘Top lever, double bolt, bar rebounding locks 
(Jos. Brazer's best), patent fore end, Daiviannig 
bart els, choxed on *Dougall’s Express System,’ 12 
si #1 Inch, 8% Ihs., chambered for 2% inch shell, 

LOT G&G. 

TWO E. M, REILLY & CO... LONDON. 

Top lever, double bolt, bar rebounding locks 
Scot's patent compensating lurap, finest. amsigaeae 
barrels, elegantly finished guns throughout. 

Former price, $400. 

LOT KH, 

FOUR WESTLEY RICHARDS & Co. 

Top lever, bar reb Ki 5 eatuine 4 ounding locks, extension rib 

No, 22, *C" quality, 12 bore, 30 inch, 83 
+ oy Patent fore end.... 
No, 23, “ ©" quality, 12 bore, 22 inch, 74 
No. 24, ‘*C" Quality, 10 bore, $2 inch, 8 Ths 
No. 25, “A quality, 10 bore, 32 meh, $3 Ts... 

1bs., 
$125 
125 

LOT 1, 

TWO WILLIAMS & POWELL. 

Top lever, extension rib, patent: tore end, pistol 
grip, Damascus barrels, choke b S$ - 
eraving, highest finish throughout, peg 

Former price, $250, 

LOT J. 

TWO NICHOLS & LEFEVRE. 

ah A on Uist), N. & L, action, extension 
astening, putent fore ent, pistol grip, > Da- 

Mascus Darréls, choke bored. “4 a that 

No, 28, 10 bore, 30 Inch, 944 ibs..-.. 202... eae P16 
NO, 29, 10 Dore,W2 Inehi, 937 Ibs...... 2. cae e eens es 115 

Former price, $150, 

LOT K, 

ONE W. R. PAPE, UIGHEST QUALITY, 

Top lever, double bolt, extension rib through ex- 
tractor, bar rebounding locks, pistol grip, patent 
fore end, finést engraving thronghout. $ 

No. 80,12 bore, 8u inch, 7 lba....... nip hae eee he 

Former price, #350. 

F225 

EOT E, 

BRIGHE W. W. GRERNER. 

Side snap action, bar rebounding locks, tine lami- 
nated st#el barrels. ; 

No, 82, 14 Dore, 28 Incl, 647 18.2.2 240 2.5.4 pp ee es $45 
Nose, iS 6}¢ IDs..... ete Setetoes 45 
TY; 84, Fé 29 Inch, 647 1Ds.......... Pees neata 
Nise IS BOAR Ws es eee Ue ae 45 
No. 86, 12 bore, 23 nel, 644 Ths... sey eee we $5 
i od BOITICNS GAgelIS: 22 tee borklee venice 45 
No.8,  sOitneh) 6s Ths... 45 
No, 89, i dnch, T1bs_.....,.¢ Fe FRA Ay sat 45 

These guns are all cylinder bore for field shoot- 
ing. Former price, $85. 

ES 

In this list will be found guns for allelasses of shooting. Light 

weight cylinder bored Fguns 

CHOKE, FULL CHOKE, andeé 

shooting. 

for ‘field shooting.1 ‘MODIFIED 
xtra heavy guns for Sea and Lake 

Soe ee chp wieder ea ame atin epee Sh, ara 
All these guns are NEW and in perfect condition. "We 

een ee et ae Ee = aaa = a = 

will send any one of them by Express, C. O, D., with instruetions 
Meee ee a a 

to your Express Agent to allow one day for examination and trial. 

JAPALMER O’NEILL?& CO., * 
” = “ 'Pittsburg, Pa. 

—— 

Guns, Ete. —_ 

CHARLES L RUTZMANN, 
IMPORTER OF 

-Loatine (uns, 
943 Broadway, near 23d8t., N. ¥ 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 

The Celebrated ‘ Frankfort” 
in Stock. 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, &1 O00: Maska- 

longe, 81 25. 
Sent by mail on receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

The celebrated ‘Le Coutre” razor, in stock. 
Razors with safety attachments. Bowie Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirka, etc. 
FIRE-ARMS cf EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OrTriricocarnGoonDnDs. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

- GLASSES, CUMPAESES) Etc, 
The “RED RUBBER REUOIL PAD,” 
(recommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid for $2. i ‘e5 
GDNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 

LOADED TO OHDER. SEND STAMP FOR 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. c 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

THE sNEIDER. 
Pat, 1865. 
Tei, 1980, 

Pot. 1sst, 

Reels 
ir) 

me: Seen j % Se Wt 

- AMERICAN HAMIIERLESS, IY 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered 

to Breecn-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guus Altered to Central-Fire, 

Stocks Went to Any Crock, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

» CLARK & SNEIDER, 
24 W. PRATT STREET, |BALTIMORE, MD 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
BY MAIL. 

— 

PIONEER WORKS 
BIRMINGHAM, ¥ 

ENGLAND. © 

THE BEE: e 
4 Cleaner and Oller 
@ For irvech-loading arms 

in market. 
Patches. Brush For One Dollar, one Cleaner, 

® and juli directions sent free of postzme, ™ 
In ordering give calibre of gut. Send for eirculsr, 

| addres, Ts YARDLEY BROWN, 

RONAN’S METAL SHELL CLEANER. 
Cleans by scraping (without water), is sel 

adjusting, Made forl0and13gauge. For sale by 
all gun dealers. Jd. F. RONAN, Box 54, Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass, Liberal discount to the trade. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE; 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Bend for circular containing full de 
Bcription. ddress 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn, 

BA} CHIROMOS, name in new type, te. by 
) Mell. 40-4gts, Samples, 0c. U5, “ Norusford, Ot 0 amgiles, $.danp Go . 



DECEMPER 30, 1880.] FOREST AND STREAM, ; 

SPprRATTT’S PATENT 
MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 

“SPRATIOS PATENT?’ aro Purvyeyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 
“ Pibrine ? Cakes are used at the Dogs’ Home, London; Jardin pe ee etc. They haye been awarded over 80 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals ; 
Saye a eo hest award for D Biscuits at the Paris Exhibitfon, 1878; Kennel:Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., etc. 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 
Please see that Every Cake is Stamped "SPRATT’S PATENT” and a “X." 

a 
ew 

ENUIN 

NONE ARE 

BTAMPED, 

Packed in Cans of 112 pounds cach. 

: Guns, Ete. ; 

> GRAREIS 1 RITEMANY, 
IMPORTER OF 

fine Beeeeb-Loadine Guns 
943 Broadway, near 23dSt., N. ¥ 

Ste TERING TAUETES 7 
The Celebrated “Frankfort” 
J in Stock. 
THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 

Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, $1 00; Maska- 
longe, $1 265. 

‘Bent by mail on receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

ke celebrated ‘Le Coutre"’ razor, in stock. 
Razors With as LSA a oho Bowie Knives, 
Hunting Clasp ives, Stilletos, Dirks, etc. 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
BHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OoOFTIiCcAt Goonvpvs. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

’ GLABSES, GUMPASSES, Eto. 
The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 

scommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
at-paid for $2. > 

GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGER. SHELLS 
LOADED TG ORDER. SEND STAMP FOR 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. € 

HIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

THE SNEIDER, 
Pot. 1865. 
Ecls, 1950. 
Pat, Lisa 

Reels 
@ 

THE ORIGINAL 

AUERCAN HAMEnLess, 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT: AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 

B) Bene ORG sS Altered 
° Breech-Loadérs. 

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire. 
Stocks Ment to Ary Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT OLOSE. 

Send for Hiustrated Catalogue. 

e CLARK & SNEIDER, 
Mt W. PRATT STREET, (BALTIMORE, 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
FREE BY MAIL- 

PIONEER “WoRKS 
on 8 BIRMINGHAM, 

Basse ENGLAND. 

HARRIS’s 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

FOR DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING. 
WIND PROOF. 

HKDWIN 8S. HARRIS, 
177 Broadway. 

@> WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
: Lyman'’s patent combination Gun Sight 

jaa great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
, Scription, Address 

.) WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Coun, 

pn 
a) 

p= 
z 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
NEW YORK. 18 South William Street, 

Suortgmen’s Goods. 

CGOODYEAR’S 
Rubber Mg Company 

AND 

SPECIALTY. 

io 

all smokers, andits truth demonstrated by t 
Sold by sll leading dealer: 

‘Wanulactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Waterst., 
NEW YORE 

Philadelphiatishing Tackle House 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every escription, 

5083 COMMERCE ST,, PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wonii, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in, Prices for 1280. 

Ms hee te Wing arpa ene Bess apes on hand. 
ni 0 pattern; i-Color ade: 

SE ES ova reat ur Y RODS and INSIDE 
ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices a8 low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-list of wood and rod mountings free. 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
veneer bent, post-paid, on receipt of ten centa 

mips. 

BIRDS’ EYES. 
Birds? Skins, Taxidermists’ and Naturlists? 

Supplies, 
Send for;New Price List, Reduced Rates. 

W.d. KNOWLTON’S Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont St., Boston, Wass, 

Birds and animals preserved by superior French 
and American workmen. 

$72 A WEEE, $i2aday at homeecasily made. 
Costly outiit tree, Address TRUE &0C0., 

Augusta, Maine. 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 252 B’way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

25 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER QUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTING, 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Ruessr Goops or Every Dxsorir- 
TION, 

Send for Iilustrated Catalogue, 

mo BEATS TH 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does notBite the Tongue. | 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know. 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of **OLDJ 3 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
right to useit. The great advantaye and importance of this invention willat ouce be recogni7ad by 

ne firat * OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 

Te be had in smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Pabligationég, 

Orange Judd Company, 
MEADQUARTERS FOR ALL RURAL 

AND SPORTSMAN’S BOOKS, 

PUBLISH THIS DAY 

THH BOOK OF HNSIILA GH ; 
OR, 

THE NEW DISPENSATION FOR FARMERS. 

How to produce milk for one cent per quart, 
butter for ten cents per pounds, beef for four cents 
per pound. 
An entirely new, revised and improved addition 

a a reduced cost. 

Price, Post Paid, $1, 

ORANGE JUBD COMPANY, 
245 Broadivay, N. W- 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard. 

(WEEKLY) 
Both publications are exelusively devoted 

to Poultry. 

Pablished byH. H. Steddard, Hartford,Conms 
THE POULTRY WORLD 

is sent post-paid for $1.25 
}eryear; the AMERICAN 

ULTRY YARD for $1.50 
th papers for $2.00. 

a peries of twelve 
ént eae repre- 
«ating a stan: breed of 
*.wis, sent for 75 cents extra 

to_2ll subscribers to either publication. 

A FILE BINDER, 
Which, when full,; makes a permanent binding, 

are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice papers they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POT- 

» SONS, thrown off by all burnin epee 
* namely: The Oil of Creosote. CHAR BS 

G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of *OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tubaceco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 

Ts ‘MAJORITY OF SmMUKERS 

5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used For sale at this office. 
B as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 

ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects Price, $1. 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to ErevenY its break- 

DGE” Cigarettes is owing TRAP BALLS 
FOR SALE. 

BEST MAKE, 

Light and Uniform Weight. 

PACKED WITH SPECIAL CARE. 

300 IN BARREL. 

them and you will use no others, 

Monadnock Trout Ponds 

Will furnish Trout and Trout Spawn at low prices. 
For price list, address 

G. A. STARKEY, Troy, N. H. 

$1 00 per hundred 
90 ee - 

Single barrel, = = 
Five barrels, = = 

T. B. OSBORNE, 

{92 Fulton St., New York. 
SPORTSMEN'’S DEPOT. 

(ESTABLISHED 1836). 
First premium at World's Fai: 

Centennial 
rat New York, and 

Exhibition. 

THE UxeT 

Cieaner and Oiler 
For Ureech-losding Acme 

WN. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Ste.. Philadelphia, 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Wishing Tackle, Rods, Reels. Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artic Bait, Fly Books, 
@. Ete. 

$2" Salmon, Baas, and Trout Plies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“ Erider’s"’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
[ . Glued Bamboo Roads, 

Birds’ Eggs and Ntirds’ Skingin Great Varieiles. 

4, Matentea. 
EADING, Pa, 

ee aoe 3 eas areas Q 

ipratt’s Patent Dog c , i ‘ 

; Pull Js arti § MBTAL SHELL CLEANER. 

ior mela aa = = aera scraping (without water), is self- 

sting. Made for10and 12 gauge, For sale by 

ay gun dealers. J. F. RONAN, y= 34, Roxbury 

Station, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to the trade, 

i ee A RE TE SS 

BROOK TROUT. 

Eggs and Fry in Season 

THE S7ORTSMAN'S LIBRARY. 
HE ¢ pressure on our sdvertising space 
obliges us to withdraw ihe list of books 

which we have on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field eports, as ee 

ur wions Reversed its Broan eh ea as si 
D on receipt of price. , _ 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO, Jyz9-4 LUDLOW TEOUT PONDS, 

ra == Ludlow, McKean County, Penn. 
$66 a week in your own town. ‘Terms and $5 

outfit free, Address H. HALLETT & CO. 4 
Portland, Maine. L. B. HOFFMAN & CO., Proprrmtors. 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

ainmunition, Gite. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Orange Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yoo 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s QUNPOWDER MILLS, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands ot powder: 
Ba eee Diamond Griain.—Nos. 1 (coarse: 
4 (fine) unequalled in strength, quickness an 

cleanliness; adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Packed in 1ib canisters, 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 3 (fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; 
Break penetration, with a close B etaoe aa adapted 
‘or glass ball, pigeon, duck and other shoo! 4, 
With either muzzle or breech-loaders. Packed 
lib and 5ib canisters and 647 and 12})Ib kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted 

for “Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for 
prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, streng 
and moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, 
gives both a good penetration and a close pattern, 
will be found well adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting, Made of two sizes, only No. T and No. 5. 
No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed in 611b kegs and 
1 canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting, 
Packed in 1% canisters and 63 ib kegs. 
Duponvs Biffle Fg. ‘*Sen Shooting.»— 

FFg. and FF Fg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the Fg. and FF¥Fg. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in iyi, 1tb and 5lb canis- 
ters, 64, 1234 and 25ib kegs. Fg coarse, FF Fg. fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Surrrine and Blast- 

ing Powders of all sizesand descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. AlJso Rifle, Cartridge, Mus- 
ket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubi- 
cal and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in ail the cities and penenay towns 

throughout the United States. epresented by 

F, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. or ERg. for 

long-range rifie shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder,”* 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

Hazsirda's ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1]b. canisters and 
6i1b. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Welladapted toshotguns, 
iy - Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” ie 

fi 5 (coarse). In 1and 5 1b. canisters 
Host nee oar) Burns slowly and very 

hooting remarkably close and with great 
pes att For field, forest, or water shooting, 

ff Yanks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘‘Rentucky Rifle.’’ 

FF, 36, 1, 
FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FGin kegs of 
and 6} 1bs. and cansof5 lbs. FFFG is also 

packed inland } Jb. camisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist, The FFFG and FPG are favorite brands 
‘or ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rite Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET fow- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY ‘REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOT, 

* MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, inevery prominent city, or whole- 
gale at our office. “GG 

$8 WALLSTRELT, NEW YORE. 

ENCLISH 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY’S ' 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 4, 3, 4, 5, 6%, and 8 Superior Hifle, En- 

field Rific, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. s Ww, 
BTITT, 61 Cedar 8t., N.Y. Agent for the U. 8, 

“SHOOTING SUITS. 
Waterproof, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
(Suecessors to W. H. HOLABIRD,) 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

| Siiscellaneong cdvertisements. 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns-Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADW AY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 
Einglish Bicycles a Specialty. 

R. V. R. SCHUYLER, 
Of the late firm ot 

BdHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

H 

RU 

An 
Eubber Sheoting Jacket. 

ll 

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN INVOICE OF 

JULES MUMM’s 

J. R. SCHUYLER, ‘ 
Special. 

[ESTABLISHED 1838.] 

LES MUM 
cHAMPACGN 

J. M. DUANE. 

MAN & 00, HODG 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

Mew Worikx, 
ART OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

UB BEE 

sliotng ant Fishing Dull 
COMPRISING . 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
ats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

BBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Hlankets, oa 

d Complete Rubber Outfits. 
Send for Catalogue, 

Ma(os 
Es. 

PRIVATE STOCK, 
ot such exquisite quality as never before was shipped to this country, and of which a veteran sportsman 
and epicure said: 

“This wine never ought to be absent from a gentleman sportsman’s game 
dinner table.’? 

For Sale at Grocers and Wine Dealers. 

L, SOMBORN & CO., 12 Vesey St., N.Y., 
SOLE ACENTS. 

HA 
li 

OMAN 
| 

i 

| T 

Double, 

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER), 

CARD’S — 

STANDARD TRAP, 
FOR WING PRACTICE, 

Single, Rotating, Stationary. 

ANY DE- 

SIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP 

AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED, 

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Hifles, Pistols, and all kinds of Sporting Goods. 

GREENER’S AND BONEHILL'S GUNS A SPECIALTY. 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Caz enovia, Madison County, N. Y. 

SHOOTING, BOATING and FISHINC. 

PBICE $1L 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 

SIMPLE AND 
CURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock, 

Choke-bore Barrels. 

‘For close, nard shoo excels all others. Ex- 
tra heavy mans for eas ecialty. Send stamp 
for iveniaa . C. 8 SHATTUCK, Manutacte- 
rer, Hatfield, Mass. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
7 
OR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
cal Instruments. Safeto handle, WILL NOT 

GUM, and will keep in pny climate, Sportsmen 
every where in the United States pronounce itthe 
best gun oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: “It is the best prepara- 
tion Ihave round do thirty-five years of active 

d frequent use of guns.” = 
erthe fous eaten oo sole manufacturer, GEO, 
B, EATON, 540 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heichis, N. J. i 

Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
Read &8 ass.; B. Ki 

to 

a Hilder, 8 i Louis, Mo-5 ho an oH Timple 1 Fr, i 

Gropley & pene geOpeEte wah D: G, ; Jos. C, Grubp 
a adelpbia. = 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAL, 

rowan 
Cleve- 

Selected Standard 

Number of Pellets to the oz Printed 

on Each Bag. 

Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10, 
472 688 1056 Soft, 
495 716 1130 Chilled, 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 
&2 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORE. 
Se 

Founded Jnly 4, 18038. 

No. of pellets to oz., 833 
Ob te “ be ote $45 
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SPARKS’ 

American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others! 

STANDARD DROP AND 
BAR L 

BUCK SHOT AND: 
. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER, 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia | 

S THE HOWARD MANUFACP'RG CO., 
MANUFACTURE -ND INTRODUCH 

PATENTED NOVELTIES 
[HS] REED ~_ FORSALE by all DEAL- 

. ERS IN SPORTING 
oY GOODS, 

Weigh your fish on 
the spot. 

REAL 

Pocket ‘ Scale 
MADE GE METAL, 

Heavily Nickel Plated, 

COMPACT, STRONG, 
DURABLE. 

Can be carried jn the 

Vest Pocket. 

PRICE 25 CTS. 
Sample by mailonrecetpl 

ot price, 

A ltberal discount to the 
trade. 

No. 1—* Post Office,” 

welghs to 8 ozs, 

No, 2—'* Pocket,” welghs 
to & Ibs, 

HOWARD MANUFACTURING CO., 
Box 2,295, NEW YORK, 

& Reiter to FOREST AND STEAM, 

=O 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS, 

Parlor, Libra: 
lid Chair, Chil 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, lige 
nezs, strength, sim- 
licity and comfort. 
averything toan ex- 
act science Orders 

7; [nva- 
s Crib 

a! by mail promptly at- 

‘ Goods shipped to READING POSITION. oods shippe 
address, C. O. D. Send Stamp for Ulustrat 
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*.* The Dorgst AND STREAM goes to press Wednesdays. 
Correspondents are requested to matl their sonumunications so 

that they may reach us before that day. 
a 

You are making a mistake tf you. neglect to file your Forrsy 

AND STREAM, and to have the successive volumes bound. They 
form a library which cannot be duplicated. 

+ 

—This is an excellent time to call the attention of your friends 

to the merits of the Forrest AND Stream. We shall be happy 

to supply specimen copies of the paper to any addresses which 
may be sent us for that purpose, 

+ Se me 

Berore these lines meet the eyes of our more distant read- 

ers the midnight bells will have tolled the Old Year into the 
past, aud 1880 will have been succeeded by 1881. 

We wish our readers a Happy New Year, 
+ 

f We Ixvitr a careful reading of Col. Nicholas Pike's paper 
relative to the protection of song and insectivorous hpirds, 

The writer of that address speaks directly to Long Island 
farmers, but the facts cited apply to other agricultural dis- 

tricts as well. The system of protection urged for the lands 

adjacent to the great heterogeneous population of the two 

cities, New York and Brooklyn, will recommend itself to 
the good judgment of right-thinking sportsmen. 

—— ee 

Among Tam Amunyrties of editorial life are the kind words 
of cheer which friends send to us in approval of our endeav- 

ors to maintain for the Forrsr ann SreeaM a high standard 
of excellence. Especially do we value these expressions of 

appreciation when they are’ written by those whose long ex- 
perience in the active labors of journalism lend an additional 

emphasis to their words. We publish this week such a letter 

of mid-winter gratulation, written by Gen. D, Hi. Bruce, edi- 

tor of the Syracuse Daily Journal. Coming to us as it does 

spontaneously, and from such a source, itis a compliment 

indeed, 

GAME PROTECTION IN WYOMING. 

OME TIME since we called attention to the formation in 

Wyoming ofa Game Protectiye Association, and ex- 

pressed the hope that it might do for that territory the work 
which was undertaken too late in Colorado. 

We are happy to learn on the hest authority that the pros- 

pects of this mew association are most encouraging. The 
Wyoming Stock Growers’ Association is lending all its 

influence to further the good work, and has in a body joined 

the Game Protective Association ; moreoyer, the stock grow- 
ers haye pledged themselves as individuals to prosecute vio- 

Jators of the laws, and from such action on the part of such 
a body of men the best results are to be expected, 

The worst slaughter of game in Wyoming does not come 

from the killing by skin hunters, for in the rough mountains 

which constitute so large a portion of that territory it is im- 

possible to get green hides to market, as they have to be 
packed long distances on the backs of mules. Parties of 

hunters from the East, men whoslaughter simply for count 

and to boast of their bags when they get back to civilization, 

are the ones toward whom the Game Protective Association 
must turn its attention. 

The great extent of territory to be covered by the Associa- 

tion, and the"fact that it is but sparsely settled, make. it 

clear that, no matter how earnestly its members may work, 

they cannot do all that is necessary in patrolling the country 

and looking out for law-breakers. What is imperatively 
needed is a small mounted police force to ride the mountains 

and take cognizance of the doings of the hunting parties that 

may be traveling through the country. Mr. Moreton Frew- 

en, now in this city, is endeavoring, with the co-operation of 

that veteran sportsman, Mr, Sam Ward, to secure a small ap- 

propriation from the general government, by means of which 

such a force may be engaged, and we trust that his efforts 

may be successful. No one, who-has not traveled for suc- 

cessive years through the mountains of the West, can form 

any just idea of the rapidity with which, in many sections, 
our large game is disappearing. We trust that Congress 

may take this matter up and give it favorable consideration 
without delay. It is one which requires attention. 

The amount to be expended is so trifling in comparison 
with the good that may be done by it, that it is difficult to 

understand how any thoughtful man can be doubtful as to 

the advisability of making the appropriation. 

+ @+— 

THE BRITISH RIFLE CHALLENGE. 

HE invitation to visif Wimbledon and contest there in a 

friendly long-range match, which was sent by the 

chairman of the Council of the National Rifle Association of 

Great Britain to the President of the National Rifle Associa- 

tion of America, still remains unacted upon, This is owing 
to the fact that there has been no meeting of Directors or 

members since its receipt, nearly a month ago. The proposal 
to have another American team visit the leading English 
range meets willi general acceptance. One of our contempo- 

raries, expressing its approval of the match, says that ‘ If 

the mountain will not come to Mahomet, Mahomet must go 
to the mountain. * * * It must not, however, be forgot- 
ten that though America may accept this challenge and a 

tenm visit Wimbledon next year, the emblem of national pre- 

eminence in long-range shooting, the ‘ Palma,’ still remains 

in America. * * * Until the ‘Palma’is won by a for- 
eign team the title ef champion cannot pass from America.” 

Another journal of prominence says of the situation: 

This communication arrives in good season, and we hope that it 

will be presented at the annual meeting of the life members in 

January next for the combined action of the association, * * * 
There can be no reason why America should not take up the chal- 

lenge and send a representative team to Wimbledon in June, 1881. 
American riflemen are well satisfied that unless we send a team to 

Wimbledon the ‘‘ Palma” will have to be placed on the shelf. Yet 

America, in the face of its numerous victories, can well afford to 

be magnanimous, accept the challenge and send over a team in 
1881, If this letter is placed before the life members of the asso- 

ciation there is nota particle of doubt that it will be accepted 
unanimously, in which case the several committees on practice, 

ways and means, éte,, can be selected from the active workers of 

the association and the team carried to a successful formation. 

The suggestion for a reference of the whole matter to spe- 

cial committees, made up in large part at least of mem- 

bers of the association outside of the Board of Directors, is a 

good one. With such a management there is some prospect 

of a creditable showing being made at Wimbledon, and if 

those who are put in these positions of responsibility 

recognize that there are shooting men in other parts of the 

Union than New York, and on other ranges than that of 

Creedmoor, a great stumbling block in former matches will 
be avoided, If indications are to be relied on this match will 

be the one which will most try the ability of our shooters. 

The shooting men in the management of the Wimbledon 
gathering have not been unmindful of the methods on our 

American ranges. They have, they think, caught the secret 

of American team success, and are now prepared to add their 

experience to our system and assume the position which they 

so long held at the head of the world of marksmanship. 

There is no reason, however, for American riflemen to fear 

more thana close, well-fought battle; and, win or lose, a fail- 

ure on our part to take up the challenge promptly and in the 

most liberal spirit ean only be attributed to a narrow-minded 

policy or a prejudice ruinous to the best interests of Ameri- 
can rifle shooting. Tor the first time we have the opportu- 

nity to beard the British Lion in his den, and our only am- 

bition should be to give him an effectual reminder that in 
many points connected with long-range rifle practice heis 

woefully behind the age. 
——_ > +B +2. 

NOSE AND PACE, 

AN it be true that the breeders of pointers and setters, 

particularly those of the last named breed, are sacrifi- 

cieing nose for pace? ‘To us, who have witnessed the field 

trials of this year, this question seems full of interest. 
While thinking this matter over we have fortunately found, 

in our advance pages of Vero Shaw’s book, a paragraph on 

the subject that exactly meets our views of this very im- 
portant point. It is asfoliows: ‘In field trials a fast dog 

looks flash, and by his superior pace can cover more ground, 

and therefore increase his chance of finding birds. The 

natural result of this is, that such a dog defeats his slower 

but surer companion, who keeps steadily plodding on 

throughout the trial, and would do so throughout the day 

without a fault, and probably would wear his gay companion 

down in half aday. That such a thing is done at every 

trial a reference to the reports thereof will amply testify, 

and this, we trust, will have the effect in time of causing 
steps to be taken to remedy the evil. Field trials are such 

excellent institutions in themselves, if properly carried out, 

that eyery step should be promptly taken to prevent fash- 

ionable prejudices from doing any injury to the class of dog 
which is meant to be benefited thereby.” 

These are sound words and to the point, and are especially 

applicable to shooting as practiced inthe East. Whatare field 
trials for? Are they to introduce to public notice some 

particular strain or strains of dog that will in a short-lived 
heat dazzle the eye of the inexperienced sporting public, 

much as the last scene of the pantomime does the school-boy 

during holiday week ? Are they tobe rum in the interest of 
breeders to make a profit, and enable them thus to find a 

ready market for their stock, or are they to be run for the 

benefit of professional handlers? Looking at it in one light, 

| it certainly would seem that there was a tendency that way, 

How many of the dona fide owners of dogs run last autumn 

handled their own dogs, or even could handle them if they 

would, and how many owners trained the dogs that were 

run? This is a question that needs no reply. It therefore 
cannot be expected that owners who, for some reas.n or an- 

other, are not personally acquainted with the individual 

traits and dispositions of their own stock can be competent 

judges of how their dogs should be bred for perfect working 

and the most thorough killing and lasting qualities. We 

despise a slow, poking dog; yet in a week’s shooting we 

have'seen more birds killed, und « beat swept cleaner over a 

tortoise of this kind, than over the bounding hare alongside. 
Of course it is a novel luxry for the tyro, who knows no 

better, to see a dashing fellow skim after him field after field, 

until he brings up standing on a bevy of quail or a broad of 

grouse, and if the act ends there it leaves a lasting impres- 

sion. But take the slow and sure, the dog whose nose has 
not been sacrificed for foot, and beat out the same fields and 

find birds in each which the lightning dog failed to scent and 

passed, and which ig the better dog? If there could be 
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devised some way at field trials to show up the number 

of birds passed by these air-splitters, it would rather astonish 

more than one of the hill-side eritics. Jt has heen well said 
that field trials are new in this country, and to judge fromthe 
expressions uttered by ‘‘a large majority” of spectators, oue 

would be led to believe that for the first time in their sport- 

ing career they had positively witnessed a dog pointing out 

ofa book ora chromo, We cannot say it is quite as bad as 

what Mr. Winkle said: 

“What's the matter with the dog’s legs ?” whispered Mr. 
Winkle. ‘How queer they’re standing.” 

‘* Hush, can't you?” replied. Wardel, softly. 

see they’re making a point?” 
But it is something like this: ‘*How grand,’ says one. 

“'@lance your eye on his tail, how stiff,” says another. 

“How staunchly he smells them ; thisis indeed a sight really 

worth traveling a thousand miles to see,” says number three. 
And these encomiums are paid Master Fido simply because 

he has pinned some poor wretched, scared-to-death bird, 

when going up wind, and simply pointed it as he should, 

‘because it’s his nature to.” It is now the skilled news- 

paper man gets in his fine werk, and shakes the hand of the 

cheerful owner, whose feelings are way up in the seventh 

heaven until he is informed that his dog has lost the heat! 

It is pleasing incidents like this that help to interlard field 

trials with interest and break in upon their monotony, but it 

is dreadful humbug nevertheless. 
Now, if any one can detect our saying in the foregoing 

that we do not believe in fast dogs that have good noses, let 
him write us down as but a sorry sportsman. But what we 

contend is this: that first of all comes the nose, and that 

speed is but a secondary consideration. Therefore, is not 

pace in the Eastern Field Trial rules rated too highly? We 

advise breeders not to sacrifice nose and bottom to obtain the 

qualities of a quarter-horse. 
eS re 

“IDLE TIME NOT IDLY SPENT." 

** Don't you 

Vv x 

; i was tantalizing enough to know that there were scores 
of eyes surveying our well-placed deceits and winking 

at each other with airs of superior intelligence, as much as to 

say ‘ Bless my boots! but that fellow on shoreis oppressively 

fresh this morning, He had better get out in the sunshine 

and evaporate 4 little.” 
They are whimsical fellows ; to-day they are inconceivably 

ignorant, as confidingand verdant as a plowyboy on his first 

yisit to town, becoming a victim to the most transparent 

lures; to-morrow they lave become regular sharpers, detect- 
ing immediately the game sought to be played upon them; 

and again, the following day they have relapsed into their 

yerdancy and the simplest fraud deceives. ‘This was one of 

their knowing mornings, for they evinced an obstinate de- 

termination worthy of government mules not to take hold, 

but eyen a government mule can, with proper treatment, be 

prevailed upon to devolop decent qualities. Stroke him with 
the hair and all that sort of thing before emphasizing your lan- 

guage and actions. If thar does not snflice put a rope around 

his neck. The trout; may avoid your flies, as impecunious 
dead beats ayoid their creditors, but they can be brought to 
terms by having some luck, using a little diplomacy and 

other things. At yourfirst cast, all the care and caution of a 

suppliant; at your first strike, the manner and action of a dic- 

tator. 
Like the miller fluttering about the flame did these beauties 

coquette with the deceits we offered them. It was an ex- 

hauster, almost an annihilator, of patience; but at last we 

heard an old trout say ‘Oh! you wicked little fellows, stand 

aside and let your poor old father show you how the thing is 

done. Now watch that Grizzly King. Here goes.” 

The youngsters, inexperienced and boisterious, had been 

threshing around like so many flails more intent on mischief- 

making than the more serious and important business of pro- 
viding for the inner fish ; but the old gentleman had a double 
object in view. First, his idea of cunningness in capturing 
the delicious looking fly; and second, the more selfish one of 
pandering to his appetite. Number one was a grand success, 

for coming up under the fly he quietly and quickly sucked it 

in and made no splash until the hook, responsive to the twisl 

of the wrist, convinced him that his second idea was an epi- 

curean fizzle. Of course the youngsters stood one side and 
said ‘'Old Smarty, you have got yourself in a fine pickle and 

won't be bothering the boys any more. Gel out of it, if you 
can. You are like many an older fellow; think: you know it 

all, but now you have learned that the world moves and that 

old fish like old fogies may sometimes get left behind. Egad! 

it is cold to-day.” 
The old gentleman makes no reply, He had exciting busi- 

ness requiring his immediate attention. He seemed to have 

pressing engagements everywhere and was trying to keep 

them all, developing an astonishing amount of energy in the 

fractional part of a second, It was a regular game of Simon 

now up, now down, and then wig-wag. Merrily whistles 

the line as away he goes like a courser ati the prick of spur. 
He displayed no appreciation of the esthetic quality of the 
sport. His conduct evinced a leaning toward the practical. 

He weuld condemn theories and escape, no matter how, to 

the home that has sheltered him for many a year. 
*€Confound you,” he cries, '‘come over here. I'd like 

about three minutes of your company and I’d drown you.” 

“You egotistical old scoundrel, you want to get us over- 
board and cut our throat with your first dorsal fin, but we 

mean to fight it out here. When za Frenchman hunts ze tigare, 

ah! ze sport is grand, magnifique! but when ze tigare hunts 

ze Frenchinan—oui! zere is ze very devil to pay.” 

Vainly he endeavored to outmanceuvre us. All the expe- 
dients of which he was master werd brought into play, but 

humoring his eccentricities and scrupulously guarding against 

any possibility of his escaping a firm, yet yielding, hand nul- 
lified all his resources, and then the fatal net enveloped him. 

Toss him on the green grass. ‘There he is, fresh as a bride; 

the Dolly Varden fish, beautiful in its speekled splendor, Sil- 

ver belly, pink fins, yellow sides ‘‘bedraped wi’ crimson 

hail,” all marvelously contrasted and blended, and shading 

off into the deep rich brown of his back and glancing Tike 

the rays of & prism. 

“Well, this is worth living for!” you exclaim, and can well 
believe with Sterne that ‘‘iftis better to do the idlest thing 

in the world than to sit idle for half an hour." Mitnarp. 
— —— - eo — 

Maw differs from all ofher animals in that he smokes, and 

among men who smoke they are distinguished for their good 

taste who use Kimball’s Vanity Pair. This excellent brand 

ig growing in favor among those who are capable of judging 

what good tobacco really is. And for this increasing popu- 

larity we need not look further than the inherent excellence 

of the product. 
—-— + @- = —____—___ 

KIND WORDS. 

Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 27; 1880. 

Editor Forest and Siream : 

J haye just finished the reading of last week's Fornsr AND 
Srream, and I cannot resist my inclination to thank you for it ; 

and I um sure that I only voice the opinion of all your readers in 

expressing the opinion that the paper, as now conducted, is a credit 

to its editors and publishers, and to American zeal, ability and en- 

terprise. I am sure it has no equal either in this country or in 

iurope, and so good snd instructive a publication might enter 

évery household with advantage to the occupants, for its tone is 

excellent, its columns are Clean, its matter is nearly all well written, 

and its tenchinga on yarious subjects would make a valuable text- 

book every month. Vou deserye the congratulation and envour- 

agement of every one of your readers. Editors get plenty of hard 
knocks aud but few compliments, and I want to record myself 
among the number who have only kind words of approval for your 

excellent work. D. H. Bruce. 
++ 

THE TILESTON MEMORIAL FUND: : 

New Yorn, December 23. 
Tiditor Forest and Stream : 

I haye lo acknowledge the receipt of further sabseriptions to 

the “* Tileston Memorial Fund.” as follows : 
Previously acimowledged........2..se) +ere) fesc "He ' $765.00 
JOHN HONG, It2s. 2252.2 coke ads ewes : us 4.00 
DreN Hs HLOWMGR. ee 5 EUS) aa wESAa er oa sate 5.00 
Dr. N. Rowe,... . 5.00) 
J. W. Blythe.. 6.01) 
“ Blind fom". 5.00 
iL. M. Levering 3,00 
MG, i. Roberts, 5.00 
Prosceds of P, GC, Os painting of “Engitsh Snipe”.....$61, 
Less amount paid tor trame,..,.... +1225 Py Gaatae (orients 7.00 ‘ 

44.00 

POLS ES be srtn sate Saag pd oe aly Oe Saa ge wi wie cello ine eles oo $845.00 
Less amount paid for postage, .----..--...--- 30.00 

Wet amount of Wand. ....4 ' $515.00 

which was sent to Mrs. Tileston on ihe 2ist inst., and for which 

we havo herreceipt. ‘Che committees would also give credit to Mr. 

Willy Wallach for his contribution of printing and stationery, the 

value being $26. ours truly, Fru. N, Hann, Sec’y. 

Mrs. Tileston has recovered $5,000 from the Harlem Rail- 

road Company, the owners of the Madison Square Garden 

where Mr Tileston Jost bis life. Wor the injuries sustained 

by himself at the Garden, Mr. Walter Webb has recovered 
$4,500+ and this with a generosity worthy of the highest 
praise he has presented to Mrs. Tileston. 

Ghe Sporisman Gourist, 
PIROGUING ON THE 8QUATOOK. 

the confiuence of the noble river 8). John with its trib- 
utary the Madawaska, is the portal lo a region new, perhaps, 
to the New York sportsman, but well worthy his attention. 
The latitude of Edmundston, or Petit Saut, is about three 
hundred miles more northerly than that of Paul Smith's in 
the Adirondacks. Not more than seven miles distani rons 
the line which divides the Proyinces of Quebec and New 
Brunswick, while the neat farm-houses and rich lands which 
one sees On the opposite shore of the John belong to the soy- 
ereign State of Maine. 

Here aud for many scores of miles up and down the St. 
John a narrow strip of cultivated land, for the most part rich 
and carefully tilled for generations, borders each bank of the 
river, but back of that for hundreds of miles, especially to 
the northward and northeastward, stretches an unbroken 
wilderness—a wilderness whose forests, thourh much stripped 
of their ancient glory, the pine tree, are still rich with a no- 
ble growth of firs and are still the home of the moose and the 
caribou, while its streams are thronged with aristocratic fish 
—with the salmon and the trout. 

Petit Sant is a typical Upper New Brunswick village. 
Tyen on 4, sunny antumn day like this the aspect of the place 
is unutterably inhospitable, cold aud cheerless. It comprises 
about forty buildings, including a court-hovse and a church, 
But it has no village street, nota shade tree, nor a square 
foot of turf. Hach house stands aloof from every other. No- 
thing indicates community among the builders. No two 
dwellings are in a line, but each seems to edge away from the 
other and turn a cold clapboard shoulder to ihe rest of the 
village. Long-legged and long-eared pigs, a hideous breed, 
are the specimens of animal life most frequently met withon 
the streets. To enjoy life in Hdmundston one must get the 
village out of sight, either in the recesses of mine host Whit- 
ney’s comfortable inn, or looking out, with the town behind, 
on the serene and steady sweep of the broad St. John or the 

uae uninviting and homely little hamlet, seatteredabout 

tumult and foam of the Madawaska as it leaps its pedtd sar. 

: 7 (Deormser 80, 1880. 
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The New Brunswickers up here, Frenchmen though they be? 
relatives of Evangeline perchance, make no beautiful thing. 

But this homely Hdmundston is the threshold to a world 
of rare natural beauty. 

It is impossible in this limited space to describe all the 
trips that may be made from here, trips rich in sport and 
scenery. Wrom here they start for the “ Green River trip,” 
for the ‘‘ Fish River trip,” forthe ‘‘Squatook” or '* Round 
the Lakes trip.” Any of these excursions may be according 
to the measure with which the tourist or sportsman is blessed 
with time. It is proposed here to briefly describe the “‘Squa- 
took trip,” e@ uno, ete. 

In this region the traveler has his choice between the flim- 
sy and readily upset birch bark canoe and the invulnerable 
but, also as readily upset pirogue, Choose the latter. It con- 
sists of a log twenty feet long or more, hollowed and mod- 
clled into a scimetar-shaped and most savage looking double 
bow. But ii isa good servant. when dexterously managed, 
as it invariably is by the French guides, 

These French guides are the yery flower of backwoodsmen. 
They are mostly the descendants of those Acadians who, 
after the cession of their homes by the peace of Utrecht, fled 
from the new mastérs of the soil far into a more hospitable 
wilderness. They can for the most part neither read nor 
write, and speak almost exclusively French with variations. 
For instance, ver is “‘ yart’? with them, diem is ‘* bang,” ici, 
‘‘icit,” pres ‘ pret,” frais fret,” etc. Their artificial sur- 
roundings are, as we see in Edmundston, excegsively homely. 
And yet—by what subile influence preserved ?—one finds in 
them, in allits purity, the characteristic politeness and pol 
ished manner of the French gentlemen. In sunshine orin 
storm, dry or wet, fed or hungry, they are always deferen- 
tial, gracious and empressée. It is delightful to hear the 
courteous tone with which they emphasize ‘‘Merci monsteur.” 
Ah, their manners are difterent from those of the no less good 
guides of Maine and the Adirondacks. Besides, these French 
guides are scrupulously neat, and give you a clean and com- 
fortable life in camp. They are good cooks and very cheap, 
costing only from one to two and a half dollarsa day. At 
the same time it must be admitted that they are seldom good 
tportsmen ; that in fishing they have a censurable penchant 
for the seine and spear and are strangers to the fly, and that 
in hunting they are decidedly inferior to the dirty and 1n- 
utterably homely Micmac Indians, a few of whom still fur- 
nish inspiration for nightmare in these regions. 

You start up the Madawaska, a guide apiece, luxuriously 
reclining in the bow of your pirogue facing your course, and 
behind you, deftly and swiftly poling you up the steady cur- 
tent, your strong and graceful Frenchman. Amidships are 
packed the impedimenta—dutin the guides call them—a tent, 
utensils and the usual food fora camping party. So you go 
seventeen miles that day, over fair fishing grounds most of 
the way, with no notable rapids to obstruct you, and now 
and then the excitement of a shot ata stray duck, wild or 
domestic; for along the river thus far a single line of farms 
fringes the hank. ‘That night yon camp on the bank of the 
stream at the beginning of a portage. 

Harly the next morning you are awakened by the volubili- 
ty of the French spoken by a Mr. Lynch, of Cork, who 
monopolizes the portage business, and who straightway fast- 
ens his oxen to the bows of the pirogues and without cere- 
mony hauls them over and threugh rocks, roots and trees, 
three miles to Beardsley Lake. Next morning the pirocues, 
sfill intact, are launched in the lake, and soon are on the 
bottom of its outlet, Beardsley Brook—but the brook is not 
more than three inches deep. Then the guides taking the 
place of the oxen of yesterday, drag the ponderous craft foot 
by foot, plowing a furrow between the bed rocks of the 
stream. It is impossible sufficiently to admire or praise the 
undamageable qualities of the pirogue. The little brook is 
beautiful enough, and you may catch a creel full of small 
trout if you choose to wade ahead of the tumult and deiris 
caused by your flotilla; but itis a hard and tedious day's 
work, and every one is glad when the tent is pitched and you 
are told that the worst three miles are over. 

On the morrow you resume the brook, which is now deep 
enough to float the pirogues, but so narrow that the dense 
alders, through which it flows, completely overlock it. For 
several miles you crouch down and are pushed through a 
greenwood tunnel. But all this time the stream is growing, 
At last it suddenly widens, breaks away from the alders in a 
gallant rift, and the Mawvats Chemin is ended. Thence to 
the end of the trip is plenty of sea-room, and ‘“ twenty miles 
a day,” if you like. 

Presently, as you float on, with a great silent shoot over 
yellow sand, the Squatook river springs upon the little brool 
and devours if, and now you areon a noble trout stream, 
none colder nor clearer in the world. It is abundant in 
water, clear, deep-pooled, well sifted and fed by scores of 
icy little brooks—an ideal home for the Salmo fontinalis, 
thence day by day you are paddled or poled over beautiful 
lakes connected by superb water-courses, Your whole way 
is down stream, and there are more than a hundred miles of 
it. Scarcely a wilderness in the world can furnish more ex- 
iquisite lake scenery than that of the TWourth Squatook 
and Yuladi, more yaried and beautiful streams than 
the Upper Squatook and Yuladi rivers. You pitch your 
tent wheneyer and wherever you like. You are nof confined 
to one camp spot asin most other wildernesses. You carry 
your whole camp easily with you, you live in the entire re- 
gion, and wherever spot or scenery beckon fo you, as you 
glide along, yon pause, pitch your tent, and are at home. 

Memories of stationary camps in the Adirondacks are 
odious, after this voyageur life. You can paddle or pole, 
you can hunt or fish, or, if you like, you can be an idler and 
lounge in a good seat in nature’s theatre, while the receding 
banks for hours and hours shift their exquisite scenery for 
you. Hvery now and then the excitement of a rapid will 
rouse you. The rapids are not particularly dangerous, but 
they look so, As the pirogue yields to the rush of the 
water, and darts down the boiling and tossing incline, you 
clasp the boat and cease to feel interested in scenery. But 
the cuides understand the rapids, and to see them stand erect 
in the stern of the tossing boats, plying the pole with incon- 
ceiyable swiftness; here dodging a sunken rock, there hold- 
ing the pirogue in the foam and roar, until a counter current 
can turnits bow into the exact direction, and then boldly 
pushing with all their force into the very thick of the tumuli 
of waves, is not the least interesting sight of the trip. 

Finally, you step out of your pirogue, back at Edmundston 
again. You have been carried down overa hundred and 
fifty miles of Jake and river, the lakes ranging from thirty toa 
few miles in length, and the streams from three feet to three 
hundred yards in width. Speckled trout abound every- 
where, reaching as much as seven pounds in weight—in iso- 
lated instances. There are quantities of lake tront—Logue 
or tuladi, as they are here called. A few moose, some cathe 

— 
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hou, innumerable bears, thotisands of ruffed grouse (fifty 
is only a frir bag for one man in a day here), spruce pat- 
tridgea, wild ducks, are the same of the region. 

To reach Edmunston from New York, go to Bangor, Me., 
thence to Woodstock, New Brunswick, and thence to Hd- 
munston, all by rail. 

People who are getting tired of the Muine woods and the 
Adirondacks, will find it worth their while another summer 
to try a ‘‘trip” from EHdmunston. W. D. Hpmonps. 
Edmunston, New Brunswick, 1880. 

ddatural Bistory. 

OUR WATERFOWL. 

Histrionieus torquatus. Harlequin Duck. Bill in this 

species very small and short, the whole tip occupied by the 

nail; the tertiaries are curly, Male in color deep lead blue, 

fading into browner below; sides of head chestnut, as are 
also the sides of the body posteriorly ; a lengthwise stripe on 

erown of lead, and the tail black. Patches of white are 

present on the head at base of bill, on the side of the occiput 
and of the breast and of the tail. Two on the neck, one on 

each side, almost meet, forming anearly complete ring. There 

are other patches of white on the wing, and 4 collar of the same 

color about the throat. The speculum is violet and purple, 
Female less strikingly marked; bluish brown, paler below, 

and changing 10 white on belly. A white patch before and 
one behind the eye. Length sixteen inches. 

The little Harlequin is one of the most curiously marked, 

and one of the most beautiful of our ducks. It is a Northern 

species and is rarely even in winter taken as far south as 
New York. Although during its migrations it is found only 

on the salt water we know that it occurs in the Northern 

Rocky Mountain region where it breeds, Dr. Coues states 

thai in August, 1874, he found broods still unable to fly on 

streams flowing into Chief Mountain Lake. 

The Harlequin is said to be quite abundant on the North- 

ern coast of Maine and thence northward. On the north- 

west coast, especially in Alaska, it is also reported as very 
abundant. ; 

This species is still rare in private collections. It is a 
somewhat difficult bird to secure, ag it is a most expert; diver, 
sometimes diving from the wing at the flash, and being so 

quick in its movements that when on the water it will often 

disappear beneath the surface before the shot reaches the 
spot. On the North Atlantic coast the males of this species 

are called lords and the females ladies, 

Somateria.stellert. Steller’s Hider Duck. ‘‘ Head white 
with a pearly gray tinge, a green occipital band, 

and «a black chin patch and eye ring; collar round 

neck and upper parts, lustrous yelyety black, the 

lengthened curly seapulars and tertiaries silyery white onthe 
imner webs, the lesser and middle wing coverts white, the 

greater coveris and secondaries white-ti pped, inclosing the yio- 

let speculum; under parts rich reddish brown, blackening on 
the belly and crissum, fading through buff to white on the 

breast and sides, where there are black spots. Female red- 

dish brown, blackening below, varied with darker on the 
head, neck and fore parts; tips of greater coverts and sec- 

ondaries alone white, inclosing the speculum. Length about 
18 inches” (Key to N. A. Birds, pp. 291-2). 

Steller’s eider duck is a bird of our northwest coast, about 
which but little appears to be known. Although ornitholo- 

gists have long known of its existence, comparatively little 

appears to have been written about its habits, though these 
perhaps do not differ markedly from those of the common 

8. mollissima. The present species is not likely to come un- 

der the notice of any of our readers, except those who reside 
in British Columbia or Alaska. Any sportsmen, however, 

who may meet with it would do ‘ell to make a note of the 

fact, and to contribute what additions they can to our slender 
stock of knowledge of the habits of the species, 

Somateria Fischerti. Spectacled Hider. ‘‘Male black or 

blackish, the throat, most of the neck, foreback, wing cov- 

erts, scapulars, tertials and flank patch white; nape and oc- 

ciput green; a whitish space around the eye, bounded by 

black. Hemale saidto be brown, varied with darker, the 
chin and throat whitish, the eye-patch obscurely indi- 

cated ; atter the summer moult the male is said to be like the 

female. Length about two feet.” (Key to N. A. Birds, p. 
292.) 

The Spectacled Hider is another Northwest Coast bird, 
which is not likely to come under the notice of sportsmen. 

It is said to be common about St. Michael’sin Alaska, 
Somateria mollissima Dresseri. Hider Duck. Bill with 

two long processes extending up on the forehead from each 

side of the upper surface of the bill, the broad feathered sur- 

face extending down between them. Male in spring dress 
white, creamy on breast and tinged with green on the head. 
Lower breast, belly, back, tail, quills and a forked patch on 
crown black. Female has bill smaller, andis brownish or 

chestnut, barred and speckled with black. Length about two 
feet. 

The cider duck is known to every one producing the 
famous cider down of commeree. It is not particularly 
abundant with us though occurring in winter as far South as 

New York, but not in any great numbers. They are usually 

found associated with the species of @demia, called on the 

New England coast coots, which in their manner of flightand 
in some of their habits they closely resemble. On the Mas- 

Li 

sachusetts coast they are more abundant, and from there 
northward may eyen be called common from October to 
April. Specimens are found occasionally in the New York 

markets. 

The down for which this species is so famed, and which 

has led to its being semi-domesticated in some localities, is 

plucked from the breast of the parent birds to cover and 

keep warm the eggs during the absence of the mother. The 
American bird was for a long time regarded as identical with 

the Huropean, but was separated from it a few years since by 

Sharpe, and this decision appears to have received the ap- 
proval of our best American ornithologists. 

Somateria V—nigra. Pacific Hider Duck., Exactly like 
the last except for the presence of a V-shaped black mark 

on the chin. 

This species, if such tt be, is only found in the North 

Pacific. It may require to be regarded only as a variety of 
the common eider duck. 

Somuateria spectabiilis, King Eider. Bill with a squarish 

knob on its upper surface near the base. Male in full plu- 

mage black, including a V-shaped mark on chin, a frontal 

band and space about the eye; neck, anterior portion of 
body, part of interscapulars, part of wing coverts and linings 

and patch on the flank, white; throat washed with creamy, 
sides of head with green, crown and nape with bluish ash. 

The female resembles that of S. mollissima Dresseri, but may 
be distinguished by the peculiarities of its bill. 

The range of the King Hider is about identical with that 

of its plainer cousin, and it occurs in winter as far south as 

New York, Both this and the common eider are sometimes 

taken on the inland waters of this State and on the St. Law- 
rence Kiver, and there are several records, we believe, of their 
capture on the great Jakes, 

Gidemia americana, American Scoter, Coppernose. In 

the male the bill is shorter than the head and swollen on its 

upper side toward the base. It is black at tip, the swelling 
being of a bright orange color. Plumage of male, black 
throughout. Female has bill wholly black, general color 

sooty gray, much paler on belly and sides; feet brownish 
with black webs. Length about two feet, 

The genus Gdemia, to which this and the next two species 

belong, includes those black sea ducks,” known along our 

Atlantic coast as Coots. In this genus the males have the 

plumage black, with or without white spaces, and the bills 
of all are wide at the tip and curiously swollen toward the 

base, and in the males are highly colored. They are provid- 
ed with very thick heavy plumage, are good divers, and feed 

almost wholly upon shell fish. As might be imagined their 

flesh is not especially delicate, but nevertheless they are shot 

in great numbers on the coast during spring and fall by gun- 
ners, who make more or less use both of the fiesh and the 

feathers. Birds of this group are sometimes found on fresh 
water. 

The Scoter is perhaps the least abundant of the three 
species of this genus, although it occurs in considerable num- 
‘ers all along our shores. The full plumaged male is quite 

a striking bird, but the female is the very reverse. The term 

Coppernose is strikingly applicable to the male, as any one 
who has ever seen the liylng or dead bird can testify, The 

Scoter occurs occasionally on our inland waters. 

Gidemia fusca. Velvet duck, white-winged Coot. Bill 

swollen above toward base, the feathers in the middle Jine 

reaching nearly or quite to the nostrils, those on the side not 

so far; bill black at base with a broad orange or pink tip, 

shorter than head. Male, black with a spot of white beneath 

the eye, and a large-white wing patch. Female, sooty-brown, 

paler below and on sides of head and neck, with small white 

wing patch. Bill, black, rather larger than the preceding 

species. 

The white winged coot is with us decidedly the mostabun- 
dant representative of its genus. It usually reaches New 

York and Connecticut waters early in October, and remains 

until the middle or last of November when it proceeds fur- 

ther southward. On its return journey it does not become 

abundant until the first_of May, and early in June the 

flocks may still be seen passing to the northward. On the 

Connecticut shore these birds are called Bell tongue, or Beli 

tong, coots, for what reason we are unable to say unless from 
some fancied resemblance of the thick, fleshy tongue to a 

bell in its shape. 
Hdemia perspicillate. Surf Duck, Sea Coot, Skunkhead. 

Snufftaker. Bill swollen on sides as wellas above toward 

base. A narrow sirip of feathersin the middle line reaching 
nearly to the nostrils, but no feathers encroaching on the bill 
at sides. Bill about as long as head ; in the male in life or- 

angered, pure white on sides with a large circular black spot 
on each side at base. Plumage of male black with a triangu- 

lar white space on the forehead and another on the nape. 

Female has bill black, the feathers in the middle line not 

reaching as far as nostrils; plumage sooty brown, fading to 

pale gray below, with patches of dnll white before and be- 
hind the eye. Size of the Scoter. Variety trowbridgei, of the 
Pacific coast is slightly different with a smaller bill and the 
frontal white patch smaller. 

Two of the local names of this bird are quite striking, and 
somewhat interesting as showing how readily even the most 
unobservant people seize on the salient points in a bird’s ap- 
pearance, and from these points viveit alocalname. Skunk- 
head, of course, refers to the contrast of colors on the head 
of the bird, and is precisely paralleledin the name skunk bird, 
Sometimes applied to the bobolink, Dotichonya orysivorus, 

while Snufftaker as evidently points jo the bright orange red 
of the bird’s bill about the nostrils, 

The surf duck is almost as numerous in our waters as the 

yelyet duck and arrives a little earlier in the fall. On their 

first coming they pass most of their time far from the shore 
but later draw into more shallow water where food is more 

abundant and to be had with less exertion. At this time 

they are shot in great numbers asthey come up well to stools, 

and fly low oyer the water so as to afford good shots to the 

gunners in line. 
[gO BE CONTINUED. | 
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wy EFFECT OF COLD AND BEAT ON FISHES. 

HE following quotations, takenfrom Dr. Kidder’s Report 
on Experiments upon the Animal Heat of Fishes, will 

be found very interesting. It had been assumed up to within 

a short time that the temperature of a fish’s blood was that of 

the water in which it lived, but Dr. Kidder has shown, as al- 
ready stated in these columns, that this assumption is erro- 

neousand thatthe temperature of the bodyis higher than that 

of the surrounding medium. In his report, published in the 

Proceedings of the U. 5. Natl. Museum for 1879, he quotes 

freely from different authors to show the different conditions 
of heat and cold under which a fish may live, and some of 

these we give below. 

Mr. Jesse tells of a friend who saw a gold fish which had 

been frozen into a block of ice and afterward thawed into 

life. 
Dr. Richardson relatesthat the gray sucking carp, common 

in the fur countries of Arctic America, may be frozen and 

thawed out again without injury. 

Perch have been frozen and transported for miles, return- 

ing to life when thawed, and John Hunter says, ‘‘that these 

(fishes) after been frozen still retain so much of life as when 
thawed to resume their vital actions, is s fact so well attested 
that we are bound to believe it.” 

Mr. J. W. Milner (Assistant Fish Commissioner) had a mud 
minnow (Umbria mt LKirt.] Gunther) which was frozen 

within solid ice in an aquarium globe, three or four times, 

and each time regained its vitality upon being thawed out. 

Instances similaz,to the foregoing can be be adduced indefi- 
nitely. 

The only hybernation which is definitely known to oceur 

amoug fishes, says Professor Goode, takes place in the fresh 

water lakes and streams of cold regions. The fishes are 

driven by cold into the deeper waters and there remain in a 
state of torpor, proportional in degree to the amount of cold 

which they experience. Hybernation does not appear to he 
in any case a voluntary act. The fishes do not become tor- 
pid of their own accord. ‘They avoid it as long as they can 
and only succumb when they are deprived of the means of 

escape. They neyer become torpid when there are greater 
depths to which they can retreat. 

Dr. C. C. Abbott reports of the fresh water mullet (diyxos- 

toma oblongum): ‘‘No degree of cold seems to affect the 

movements of this species, and hundreds can frequently be 

seen under the ice, moving slowly along the bed of ihe stream, 

feeding upon the wilted remnants of pond lily and splatter- 
dock plants. * * * * This applies also to our common 
roach (Stilbe americana) which, to a less extent, braves the 

chilling waters of our streams throughout the winter and, in 

consequence, suffers from the persecution of the three species 

of pike (sow retioulatus, fasciatus, porosus) inhabiting our 
streams.” 

See also Mr. Rudolph Hessel’s observations upon thé win- 

ter torpor of the carp. This appears to be a true hybernation, 

during which, although the fish takesno foodin some climates 

from October until March, there is no diminution in weight. 
On the other hand fishes are reported as living and thriv- 

ing in water at an exceedingly high temperature ; hich enough 
to produce death by coagulation of the albumen in their blood 

and tissues, unless there is some provision by which their in- 
terior parts are maintained at a temperature lower than that 

of the surrounding water. As the existence of any protection 

analogous to that afforded to mammals by the function of 
perspiration and evaporation seems obviously impossible to 
animals living in the water, it is difficult to understand in 

what way such a reduction in temperature can be produced 
and kept up. 

Thus Humboldt and Boupland observed living fishes in hot 
water thrown up from a volcano and showing a temperature 

of 210 deg. F- 

Desfontaines found a Ciiromis in the hot springs of Cafsa, 
in Bombay, the water in which showed 30 deg. R. (7.5 deg. ), 

and Shaw afterward saw small mullet and perch in the same 
springs. 

Saussure saw eels, rotifera and infusioria in hot springs at 
Aise, in Saxony, in 1790, at a temperature of 118 deg. F. 

Bruce says that at Feriana, the ancient Thala, are springs 

of warm water without the town, where he saw small fishes, 

four inches long, not unlike gudgeons. The temperature is 

not noted, but hesays: ‘‘ Upon trying the heat by the ther- 

mometer [rememberto have been much surprised that they 
could haye existed, and even noi been boiled, by continuing 
so long in the heat of this medium.” 

Facts mentioned by Somerset induced Bronconnet to make 

some experiments on the degree of heat which river fish are 

capable of enduring. Details of the degrees of heat are not 
stated, but many species liyed several days in water too hot 
forthe hand. “ * * * 

Prof. Goode writes; In warm countries an analogous 
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phenomenon (to hybernation) takes place, which has heen 

called aestivation. When the Jakes and streams are dried up 

by the heat the fish seck refuge in the deepest pools, and 
when they foo are dried up they bury themselves in the mud 

at the bottom and remain torpid until the rainy sesson refills 
the reservoirs and revives them.” 

Day reports that on January 18, 1869, hevisited a large tank 

which was then almost dry, having only about four inches of 

water in the centre, while the circumference was hard enotigh 

to walkon. The soil wasa thick, tenacious, bluish clay, 

from which, fully thirty paces from the water and two feet 

below the surface, were taken five living fishes. Two were 

Onhiorephatus punctatus and three were Rhincobdelia aculeata. 

They were covered with 4 thick adherent slime. ‘‘ All were 

lively and not in the least torpid.” Day also reports Amphip- 

ous cuck?s as having been dug up under similar circumstan- 

ees. Mr. Whiting, chief officer of the western province of 

Geylon, informed Sir Emergon Tennant that he had been twice 
present when the peasants had been digging up fish of nine 

to twelve inches long, full’grown and healthy, which jumped 
on the bank when exposed to the light. 

Batrachians, tortoises and land snails are commonly found 

in a torpid state during the hot and dry months, a state which 

may truly be called aestination, but which differs decidedly 

from the condition of activity described above as observed in 
buried fishes, and for which there is no yery obvious explan- 

ation. 

The instances cited are sufficient to show that the popular 

belief that fishes possess no animal heat of their own rests 

upon well attested observations. At first sight itis difficult 
to understand otherwise how these animals can undergo the 

extremes of heat and cold which they have been known to 

undergo and continue to live, Yet when the adaptability of 

birds and mammals, whose nominal range of body tempera- 

ture is so extremely narrow compared with that of fishes, to 

extremes of heat and cold is fairly considered, the necessity 
for this inference seems not to be so yery obvious. And no 
one appears to have tried the experiment of subjecting the 

same individuals to great differences of temperature whereby 

the immense effect of inherited adaptation would have been 
thrown out of the account, 

eee ES, 

THE BASKING SHARK. 
M 
eal at years ago a basking shark was captured at Top- 

sail, in Couception Bay, about twelve miles from Sf. 
Johns. It was thirty feet im length and fifteen feet in girth 
at its thickest part. Unfortunately before I heard of the 
matter aud reached the spot the fishermen had cut it up for 
the sake of the oil it contained. In all the mimseuims of the 
world there are at present only four specimens of this shark, 
and had this one been preseryed the captors would have got 
a high price for it, as naturalists take a great interest in this 
singular sea rover, which is rarely got hold of. Under the 
circumstances I did the best I could. I secured a portion of 
the skull which unluckily had been cut into several pieces. 
Some of the yertebree, the fins, and above all the curious ap- 
pendages on the gills which are arranged like the teeth of a 
eoinb and are believed to serve as filters in collecting from 
the water the small mariné organisms on which the fish lives. 
Talso secured some of the teeth, which are very small, not 
more than 8-10 of an inch in length—this species of shark 
being harmless, and living on the minute creatures with which 
the waters of the ocean abound. I sent a portion of these 
fragments to Prof. ‘Turner, Edinburgh University, one of the 
most envinent anatomists of the day. He is Professor of An- 
atomy in the University of Edinburgh, and author of the arti- 
ele on ‘ Anatomy” in the new edition of the Encyclopedia 
Britannica. He was very much pleased to receive these por- 
tions of such a rare fish, and after a careful study of them he 
prepared an elaborate paper on the subject, which he com- 
inunicated fo the Royal Society, Edinburgh, in March last, and 
which he has since published in the Journal of Anatomy and 
Physiology, Vol. XLV. 

Tn this article he says; ‘‘ Having been engaged some years 
ago in the study of the structure of whalebone I was desirous 
of examining these appendages in this shark to see if they 
corresponded in structure with the plates of Baleen. It was 
with great satisfaction, therefore, that I received from the 
Rey. M. Harvey, of St. Jobn’s, Newfoundland, during the 
autumn of last year along with a number of other interesting 
objects of natural history presented by him to the Anatomi- 
cal Museum of the University, a portion of one of the comb- 
like fringes which he had removed from the gills of a basking 
shark captured off the coast of that island. The 
specimen of the comb-like appendages of the basking 
shark presented to me by the Rey. M, Harvey was 
5+ incheslong. It consisted of 154 flattened plates which 
varied in length from 44 to 5 inches. Each plate possessed a 
semi-lunar base altached io the mucous membrane of the 
branehia! arch, and this membrane passed for a short dis- 
tance between the bases of the plates. The plates were gray- 
ish brown in color and witha smooth, shining surface, and they 
were so brittle as to be easily snapped across. The general ar- 
rangement of the plates was, indeed, not unlike that of plates 
of whalebone, and there can be no doubt that they fulfil the 
office so generally ascribed to them of readily allowing the 
passage of water through their interstices, and of preventing 
the passage of small organisms which may be suspended in 
the water. When the semi-lunar base was examined micro- 
scopically it was seen to contain a network of canals, The 
anastomosing network of canals was prolonged from the base 
of the plate into the slender shaft, where the canals terimi- 
nated in a single elongated cavity occupying the centre of the 
shaft, The solid matrix of the plate bounding the anasto- 
mosing canals and central cavity had the translucent, some- 
what granulated character one sees in fhe matrix of bone or 
the dentine of teeth. The matrix was permeated hy multi- 
tudes of fine branching tubes. These tubes had the appear- 
ance and general mode of arrangement of dentine tubes, but 
they were nearly twice as large as the tubes of human den- 
tine and were separated trom each other by a larger propor- 
tion of matrix.” 

After a minute and lengthened description which could 
ouly be appreciated by students of anatomy, Professor Tur- 
ner arrives at the conclusion “that the structure of these 

plates leayes no doubt that their type of structure resembles 
the dentine of a tooth,” and ‘ therefore these plates differ in 
a marked manner from those of whalebone,” 

“ Along with the comb-like branchial appendages Mr. 
Harvey als sent mea portion of the dentary border of the 
jaw with the teeth i setw. The teeth were arranged in seven 
rows and were embedded at tle base in the mucous meni- 
brane. Each tooth was not more than three-tenths of an inch 
long and a little less fhan two-tenths of an inch wide at its 
base. They were conoid in shape, with sharp-pointed free 
ends, somewhat flattened on the anterior and posterior sur 
faces, and without serrations. In its structure the tooth, like 
the semi-lunar base of the plates of the comb, consisted of a 
hard unvascular dentive externally, and of a central core in 
which were numerous anastomosing canals surrounded by a 
matrix containing characteristic dentine tubes. ‘These canals 
collectively represented the pulp cavity. The chief differ- 
ence between the plate and the tooth was this, that in the 
plate the canals formed ultimately in its shaft only a single 
central cavity, while in the tooth the anastomosing arrange- 
ment of the canals was preserved up to the apex of the core, 
and no single pulp cavity existed ” 

Professor Turner concludes his paper in the following 
terms; ‘''The presence of bodies possessing the structure of 
tecth on the gills of the basking shark is nof so aberrant an 
arrangement as might at first sight appear. It is well known 
that a row of teeth is situated on each branchial arch inmany 
of the osseous fish, so that there isa tendency among fish 
for dental structures to arise in connection with the mucous 
membrane covering this part of the skeleton. The peculiari- 
ty in the basking shark, therefore, is the excessive deyelop- 
iment which the brauchial teeth undergo, a development 
which is correlated with the small size and simple form of 
the maxillary and mandibular teeth, with the non-predacions 
liabits of the fish and with the particular nature of the food 
on which it lives.” He remarks on the fact that hitherto 
though ‘scattered notices of these curious fringes have ap- 
peared in the periodical zoological literature of various coun- 
tries, systematic writers.on fishes have in their treatises ig- 
nored the existence of these appendages, notwithstanding 
their importance in connection with the food and habits of 
this shark, and their constituting a most important structural 
peculiarity.” 
The publication of this important paper by Professor Tur- 

ner will remedy this defect, and will have the effect. of calling 
the a(lention of naturalists to one of tle most curious and in- 
teresting arrangements in the economy of tliis inhabitant of 
the world of waters. M. Harvey. 

St. Johns, N. LP. 
ee 

ANOTHER CAPTIVE WOODCOCK. 

Montreat, December 17. 
Editor Forest and Stream > 
A gentleman yesterday picked np on one of our up-town 

streets a live woodcock. ‘The bird is still alive and is in per- 
fect condition as regards flesh and plumage, being quite equal 
in size and weight to the birds we get toward the close of the 
seuson here, that is about the end of October He, how- 
ever, had a wound across the skull, at the roet of the bill, 
which may have been made by a telegraph wire or a shot 
striking him sideway. Where this bird came from is a mys- 
tery. The latest date at which woodcock were killed in this 
vicinity this year was about the 10th or 12th of November, 
which is Jater by a.weelk than usual. 

Since the 1401 of November we haye had enough snow for 
constant sleighing, and the niean temperature in the day time 
(84, M. to6 P. a.) has only been above the freezing point 
for eight days during that time. Of course, if the mean 
temperature for the twenty-four hours were taken, the figure 
would be much lower; bnt I haye not got the statistics at 
hand. From this if will be seen that the weather has been 
so severe that itis almost incredible that a woodcock could 
have existed through it. 
Sone of our local sportsmen are of opinion that this bird 

has been lying near a spribg in the thick recesses of a 
swanip, or other warm place, where he managed to pick up 
a living, while others think he must have escaped from cap- 
tivity. Many of your readers here would be glad to have 
your opinion in the matter. 

The bird is now in the possession of Mr. W. Y. B. Hall 
restanrant keeper, St. James street, eats well and appears to 
feel quite at home. H.R. 

The woodeock I wrote you about the other day, which 
was picked up in the street here one week ago, is still alive 
and * doing well.” It las been well supplied with worms 
and with a quantity of raw meat, both of which it eais with 
apparent relish. ‘To-day many persons were greatly inter- 
ested at seeing it ‘‘ boring *’ for worms, 

Mr. Dall. who has the bird in his possession, requests me 
to ask, through your columns, for information as to the best 
kind of a cage to keep the bird in; also as to the best method 
of giving him food, whether or not he should haye access to 
water, and, in fact, for any reliable information regarding 
the eare of woodvock in captivity. Perhaps some of your 
readers may be able to supply the desired sai ek 

We presume that the bird las been living, as suggested, 

near awarm spring hole in a swamp, and that he hurt himself 
hy flying against a telegraph wire, when. at last he was obliged 

to start for the south. Tle is certainly a very late bird, 

though not altogether unprecedentedly so. We once started 

a woodeock in Contiectient Dee. 24. 
If the cage for the bird is to We a large one it shonld be 

low, and should be lined on top and along its upper sides 

with cloth, so that the bird may not injure himself by flying 

avainst the wires and sides. The larger the cage the more 
likely the bird is to do well, ut the wilder it will remain. 

The cage should not, we think, be oyer a foot or fifteen 

inches high. The bird should have water, of course, Some 

interesting facts in regard to this bird in captivity will be 

found in the Forrsr AND Stream of August 12 and 26, 1880. 

Piease keep us advised as to the welfare of the bird. 
ee 

Piszt Grospeak 1x Miynesora—Boston, Dec. 19.—QOn the 
1ith DecemberT received from my friend, G, F. Benson, 
Baq., Lake City, Wabash County, Minnesota, a female pine 
grosbeak (Pinicola snucledtor), the only individual of this 
genus seen in this locality for twenty years. Jt is perhaps 
worth noting. Ww. P.M. 

MORE ABOUT SQUIRRELS. 

i the interesting article of ‘‘ Antler” in your issue of De- 
cember 2, 1880, entitled Something About Squirrels,” 

he mentions the respective habitat of the gray and black 
squiryels os being distinct. However it may be in Tennes- 
see, they certainly occupy the same hunting grounds in some 
sections of this State. In nry last exploit at squirrel shooting 
near Memphis, Onondaga County, I bagged five blacks and 
seyeh grays within a square mile of territory on the same 
day. In Chatauqua County, a few years azo, I saw in a sin- 
gle stroll eleven blacks and not a solitary gray. In the more 
easterly county of Saratoga the grays seem to preponderate, 
although I once shot a conple of blacks there. he guides 
in the ‘Brown Tract” country tell me that they never see 
the black, although the gray is an occasional visitor. 

Parke and Godwin und (1 think) Audubon mention the 
young of the black and gray being found in the same nest, 
{ have never seen this actually verified, but should suppose 
the natural result of such a Gross would be an albino. Sume 
time since a piebald of this sort was mentioned in your col- 
umns. It has always seemed to me that the main diversities 
between the two species (or colors) are that the black is 
slightly less in size and more agile and shy than the gray. I 
have also observed that the black always ‘‘ drives’ or chases 
the gray. 

The wide range of this interesting wood denizen is some- 
what curious. In New Granada, Ecuador, Pern and Nor- 
thern Ohili I have shot a gray squirrel of about the same size 
and general contour as ours, the only apparent difference he- 
ing a white circular spot, of the area of a silver half-dollar, 
commencing just back of the ears and extending over the 
neck and shoulders, They bark or *'squall’’ like our own 
species, and plunder the ‘‘chacros” and fields in the same 
reckless slyle. Although usually found in the high woods 
there, yet I have seen them on the cactus plains, miles away 
from umbrage or water. 1h the latter locations they prob- 
ally feed on the juiey and seedy fruit of the cactus plant, as 
there is no othér sustenance, even for a horned toad, ou those 
arid plains, The little rascals are Jermed in those Southern 
latitudes, according to locality, * Ardillos” or '* Manos” 
We Yankee hunters used to style (hem ‘ Padres,” fron their 
fashion of back-hair, much to the holy horror of the nutives. 

Seneca I'wlis, Wi ¥., Dee, 8. Ti. 1k. Winsor. 

The black and gray squirrels are regarded merely as dif 

ferent colors of the same species. The South American form 
referred to is an entirely different species, 

T wish J. BH. L.'s” (Nov. 16) hunting gromd had ap- 
peared to enable me to locate the place of his large squirrels, 
T think his scales may have weighed incorrectly to haye 
an average of 1 lb. 14 oz, for black’and 1 lb. 10 62, for gray 
squirrels, Ihave never seen black ones so heavy anywhere, 
nor gray oneseither, exceptin Wisconsin, Illinois, etc. The 
large fox squirrels of these States will hardly average 1 Ib. 
14 oz., unless allare old ones. Ihave weighed strings of 
gray and fox, but not of the black, My weighing gave about 
1b. 9oz. for the large gray of Wisconsin, andi lb, 14 oz. 
for the fox. I would estimate the weight of the hlaglk at 
about 11b. 14.07, They seem about the same size wherever 
Ihave found them, but smaller in Canada if anywhere. 1 
cannot say my scales were correct, but it strikes me they 
were. At any rate the fox is fully one-third heavier than the 
black. I will take the trouble to find his weight soon and re- 
port it. 

While hunting in Wisconsin this fall T killed a black sqnir- 
rel (to appearances) nearly as large as the fox, but on ¢xam- 
inine closely I found hin to be clearly a cross of the fox and 
black, whith accounted for his size. So in Centeal Dlimois 1 
chanced to kill another specimen of this cross, and nearly as 
larve ds the fox, but the smaller jet-black parent 1 did not 
see, and of about two-thirds the sizeof (hose Ikilled 

Westchester County, NV. ¥- H.W. IL 

Many years agoil waa my fortune fo shoot two gray sqnir- 
rels of such extraordinary size as induced me to weigh them, 
One, 25 inches in length, 2lbs.; the other, 26 inches, 2¢lbs: 
I have since shot many hundreds, but none exceeded 5, a 

C. L, W. 

Locxrep Horns.—A correspondent who writes from 'To- 
ronto, sends usa cutting from a Peterboro’ paper as fol- 
lows: ‘*Mr. F. Lillicrap, of Lakefield, made a very strange 
discovery last week while hunting in the woods in the yvicin- 
ity of the boundary between the township of Harvey and 
Burleigh. His attention was arrested ly a, large gathering 
of ravens and crows, which were holding high carnival in a 
thicket ut some distance. This babel excited his curiosity, 
and a close inspection was mide, when the carcasses of two 
very large bucks were fonnd lying on the ground with their 
horns entwined or locked. It was quite evident that these 
deer had heen engaged in a deadly combat. In this fight 
their horns must have interlaced, and in this position the 
stronger had thrown the weaker on to his back. This change 
of position created a leverage which fastened the two sets of 
horns inextricably together. In this sad plight they must 
have died without any possibility of escape, as viciims to 
their own pugnacity. Some of {he hunters went the next 
day and secured the two sets of horns, but the carcasses were 
useless,” 

Such occurrences are not so uncommon as to excite any 
very great surprise, though of course they do not offen come 

to the notice of hunters. We haye seen a few pairs of horns 
so locked, one of which resisted all efforts to separate them. 

Hanirs or THE BeAvnr.—I see your Canada correspondent 
wets aller me on the beaver question. All yight. Let every 
gray-haired hunter.of the Hastern, Western or Middle States 
avho has killed his himdreds of deer, reflect on fhe many re- 
gions he has hunted in where deer were faitly plenty, Were 
there not old ‘‘beayer dams’ in every seclion? And were 
there any beaver in one case in fifiy, though deer, hear, and 
even elk were tolerably numerous? Tiere are a dozen coun- 
ties in Pennsylyania that, can offer very fair deer-hunting. 
Each and all can show the old beaver dams, but I cannot find 
that there has been uliye beaver in any of theniin sixty 
years. I know there are some beaverin Qanada; [think 
there are a few in Northern Maine, also in New Brunswick 
andin the South. ‘These are the exceptions, and they will 
vanish long before the last deer has passed. I rather like 
the notion that I cot my forest lore in the near neighborhood 
of New York or Chicago. I wouid aa soon, live in Bedlam as 
either of them, Have spent ten days in tlie deep primal 
forest where 1 never spent one in cities or larga towns, and 
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have lived more in bark or even brush shanties than in hotels | water. 
or boarding-houses. 
But nimporte. 

Ihave impregnated a few hundred, which now show 
embryo fish plainly to the naked eye. 

Mr. Maruer.—This note of Mr. Welsher's is a most im- 

portant one. It proves that the California salmon not only 

live and thrive in the fresh waters of Geneva Lake, Wis., but 
that they develop eggs and will breed there.” 

Mr. Mmier.—‘'I have known of this some time. We 

have in the ponds of the Michigan Fish Comimission some 
salmon which have spawned a few eggs, Mr. Welsher's case 
is more interesting because he has more.” 

Mr. FarrpAnx.—''This subject of the growth and epawn- 
ing of the guinnat salmon in fresh water is a very interesting 

one to me and I will haye something to say upon this subject 

to-morrow, when I will have my experience written out in 

the form of a paper which I will prepare.” 

Mr. Lyre exhibited a drawing, in full size, of the fish 
which was recorded in the pages of the Formsr anp Srrmaat 
of Oct. 7, 1880, as follows: 

Gextya Lake, Wis., Sept. 23. 
LT have sent to-day to Prof. Baird a very fine specimen of a 

Oalifornia salmon weighing cizht and a half pounds, a fe- 
male, full of developed ripe egys. She was taken by Mr, 
Welsher, who has charge of my hatching and ponds here, on 
Monday last, in the small creek which empties into the lake, 
The day before he saw seven or eight together, which he 
judged would weigh from eight to twelve pounds each, but 
had no means of capturing them at that time. 

NissMvK. 

A (Qumstion Anovr Rurrep Grouss—Hills of Linganore, 
December 13.—1E the female ruffed grouse is driven off her 
egts during the period of incubation, in what way does she 
make her exit from-her eges and nest? Ts it by taking wing 
and booming off, or by taking heel and running away ? 
And in what manner does she return back to them again, on 
foot or on the wing? I stand ready to answer these ques- 
tions correctly when called upon, but before I do let us have 
the views, opinion and experience of other sportsmen and 
ruffed grouse shooters on the subject. 

: Harry Woopranp. 
We haye seen the female ruffed rouse leave her nest, but 

before giving our experience we would like to hear from 
others. 

Weicnt or Braor-Tarnep Drer.—t have a very reliable 
story told me from New Mexico, where a black-tailed deer 
is said to aye been shot weighing about 500 lbs. What is 
their heaviest weight? G. B. R. 

Black-tail deer probably never reach any such weight as 

that mentioned, and we donbt if they ever run much, if any, 

over three hundred pounds. We should he glad to have 
some definite facts from our Western readers on this sub- 

ject. 

Late Kinerisurr os Lone Isnanp.—New York, Dee. 20. 
—liditora Forest and Stream: While walking near Flush- 
ing, L. I, yesterday afternoon, I was yery much surprised 
at, hearing the cry of a kingfisher, Ceryle aleyon, and a mo- 
ment afterward i saw the bird perched on a branch over- 
hanging a brook in a swamp. 

The only open water being a part of this same brook, 
everything else being frozen, it seemed alniost incredible 
that the bird could obtain the requisite amount of food. Is 
it not very late to observe this bird on Long Island? 

Rozerr B. LAwrEnor. 

ish Cultevre. 

TUE CENTRAL FISHCULTURAT, SOCIETY. 

FIRST DAY GONTINUED, 
HE disenssion on the subjéct of securing national legisa_ 

tion for inter-State waters, such as the Mississippi River 
and the Lakes, having closed Mr. Miller offered the following 
resolution : 

Whereas, This soclety has lost a valued member since its 

last meting in Prof. James Wood Milner, of Waukeegan, 
ill., an assistant to the U. 8. Fish Commission, who was 

both a fishculturist and a scientific man, therefore be it 

Resolved, That the Secretary of this society prepare a Jet- 
ter of regret and enter it in the records of the society, and 

send a copy of it to Mrs. Milner, Carried. 

Mr. Charnk moved that no papers should be read before 
the society except those prepared by persons who are mem- 

bers of it. 

Mr. F\rrnanr.—' That scems to me to be hardly fair. T 
have written to gentlemen who are not members asking them 

fo write us something to be read here, and have no doubt that 

such letters would be interesting.” 

Mr, CrarK.—' Mr, President, before putting the question, 

Task to be allowed to explain my motion and the reasons 

for making if. I can sce that such letters will be interesting, 

put hold that the writers should become members of this 
society in order to obtain the privilege of either reading 

papers before it or of sending them here to be read. I make 
this motion entirely in the interests of the society, with the 

object of increasing its membership and thereby extending 
its influence. I do not know who, if any, outside of the 
sociely, haye sent papers and hastened to make the motion 

before such papers were made known, in order to prevent 

the motion from having a personal application.” 

Mr. Banrrerr.—' Tobject to the motion, and would invite 

papers from all who may feel an interest enongh in our good 
work to prepare one and send it to us.” 

Mr. Murer.—''T would make all who send us papers hon- 

orary members of the society.” 
Mr. Faresank,—‘'T hardly think it would be wise to pass 

this resolution. We might get some of our most valuable 

hints from ovlside the society.” 
Mn. Crars—'I am willing to admit this, but think that, 

since the admission fee has been reduced to one dollar, and 

the annual dues to fifty cents, the least a person who is in- 

terested in our cause can dois to join us. I have no paper 

to read, and will be glad to hear all that others have to say 

on the subject, but there are mien here who haye come nearly 

a thousand miles at an expense of time aud money to he 
present here and it does not seem fair to admit others who 

stay at home to. equal privileges, and I would compel these 

men at leash to join the society and help supportit by the 
sinall sum named, even if they never attend the meetings.” 

The President then put the motion and if was lost, 

Mr. Marner proposed Prof. Spencer F_ Baird, U. 8. Com- 
missioner on Iisheries as an honorary member. Carried. 

Mr. Batror found no power in the constitution allowing 
the society to elect honorary members. 

Mr. Miter moved that the constitution be amended so as 
to allow of the election of honorary members by a majority 

yote and that Prof. Baird be enrolled among them, Carried. 
The Secretary then reqd a communteation from My. 1. W. 

Welsher to Mr. N. EK. Fairbantr as follows: 
There is no longer any doubt in regard to the inipregna- 

tion of California salmon egws that haye been reared in fresh 

‘will breed in deep, cool lakes, 

ponds in great numbers, as many as ten thousand, and never 

found a ripe female, although ripe males were common.” 

x 

ily be brief. 3 
made any appropriations to enable the Commissioners to en- 
fage, toany exlenl, in replenishing the streams of the State 

Tt begins to 
look like breeding salmon in fresh water, but I shall not as- 
sert it for a fact until [ Znow ; but I will assert my belief’ in it 
now. 
element in the problem. 1 delieve that with clear, deep water, 
and plenty of food, the salmon will propagate in fresh water, 

1 do not believe that salt enters into, or is an essential 

N. Kk. Pampanr. 
Mr. Crark.—'‘ Tt is of great interest to know that this fish 

I haye kept them in small 

Prog. 8. A. Forses, of the Illinois State Labratory of Nat- 
ural History, then displayed a series of oil paintings of Tili- 

nois fishes, from which the plaster casts of the Institution 

were to be colored, which were much admired. Also a few of 

the casts which were colored. 

The meeting was then adjourned until the next morning at 
9:30. 

[The entire proceedings, papers and discussion will follow 

is fast as we can find room for them. | 
— ++ —— 

REPORT OF THE TENNESSEE COMMISSION, 

WHE following is the report of Cummissioner George T. 

Akers to the Goyernor of Yennessee. Mr, Akers has 

done much good work at no expense to the state, and we 
think it is time that he had an appropriation to ensdle him to 

go ahead and fill the water with food for the people: 

Nasnvyinir, Tenn.—Yo His Excellency, Gov. Albert 5, 
Marks: Sir—My report as Fish Commiseioner must necessar- 

No previous General Assembly having ever 

with desirable varieties of food fish, they have been unable 
to do anything in that regard. 

Hon. 8. F. Baird, Fish Commissioner of the United States, 
has, on his own account, within the last three or four years, 
placed some shad fry in the Cumberland River, and salraon 
in the ennessee River. How these have done I have uo 
present means of knowing, but from the results in other 
streams and Jocalities, 1 have no doubt will prove, in duc 
time, a very admirable addition to the fish supply of those 
streams. 

The U. §. Commissioner, last winter and the present, has 
had the kindness to sead to me for distribution in this State, 
eleven hundred German carp fry, which I have sent to 
various points in Our State, gratuitously. The reports | 
have from those distributed Jast season are of the most en- 
couraginug character, representing them as healthy and grow- 
ing exceedivgly weil. I entertein high expectations of the 
ou'come of this new variety of fish, In addition to being a 
choice fish for the table, they are adapted to ponds, pools 
und smal| lakes, and thus can be localized and multiplied to 
any extent, which is not so much the case in those requiring 
swiltvusning water. They require but little attention, are 
very prolific, and grow to Jarge size. The persons who now 
have possession of them in this State most generally assure 
me they have vood and wholesome habitations for them, and 
being able to protect them on their own premises, it is hoped 
the liberality Of Prof, Baird will result iu such increase that 
in a comparatively short lime the Stnte may he gencraliy aup- 
plted with them. Having been furnished al the expense of 
the Geveral Treasury and myself 1 have neld that those who 
received them are in sume sence custodians of them for the 
public, at leas! so far as to furnish the fry to others when 
they haye reached the period of mullplication. I have great 
hopes of the carp becurming the chief home growing fish for 
the table in our State. 
The artificial propagation of the best varieties of fish is no 

longer a matter of speculation or experiment. JL is as simple 
and certain as th reproduction of any Jand animals, and has 
become # fixed industry. Ail the streams of our greatly 
favored Blate are largely depleted of their once abucdant 
suppiy Of game fish. 

In a few years, and at a comparatively small expense, they 
all might be restocked and retiied with bass, juck, trout and 
the larger and better varieties of perch, 

Virginia has tried it sucesesfully. Streams in that State, 
which a few yeurs since were fishless, now are full of the 
choicest kinds, easily obtained and cheap 0 the vonsumer. 

Tennessee night easily do the same thing. Bui to do so, 
it will require Lhe expenditure of sume money in the estab- 
lishment of one (r more batcheries. The amount of money 
reqiired would not be great, conipared with the great bevefits 
derived. 

After the work of stocking our streams is nezomplished, 
the hatcheries might be abandouved, or sold ty Individuals .o 
be conlioued ag privale enterprises. 

Tu the event the Leyislalure should consider favorably sich 
a work there 1s ane essential and indispensable prerequisite, 
and that is the enactment of Jaws, protecting fish in every 
streait in the State, from the least to the grestesi, and from | 

v\ =, 

their sources to their mouths, or as far as they may flow 
vilhin the State. Withoutsuch protection by stringent laws, 
rigidly enforced, I undertake to say that you can accomplish 
nothing, Our Jaws heretofore haye been partial and local. 
whereas they ought to apply everywhere in the State. 

To illustrate, protect fish in Maury and Bedford counties 
only, and you can never stock Duck River with fish ; because 
Coffee, Marsbal!, Hickman and Humphries will be’at liberty 
to take out all you may put in. 

Local protection is not protection. It must extend equally 
everywhere within the State to he of any value whatever. 

The Virginia authorities are at this moment deterred from 
attempting to stock the streams in her southwestern borders, 
which flow into Vennessee, for the sole reason that our State 
offers no protection to them after crossing the line, and they 
reward it as a waste of time and means Lo send fish into those 
streams, 

In this connection I will add, that while the establishment 
of hatcheries would, in my opinion, be the quickes t and best 
way to replenish onr streams with fhe better and more 
choice varieties of fish, and heartily recommend that course 
for adoption; yet, I believe sat adequate laws for protection 
of the fish in oar waters would enable our native varieties, in 
the course of time, 10 multiply and become abundant, so that 
they would be easily and cheaply obtained. Whether any- 
thing else is done by the present General Assembly, I would 
most earnestly and urgently appeal for the passage of laws for 
the protection of fish in all the watera of our State from the 
Wholesale and often wanton destruction, which had been so 
long practiced as to render our waters, in many places, al- 
most entirely bate of this wholesome and palatable article of 
food and healthful oj: ct of sport and recreation to a great 
many of our work-weary people. 

Tf ench laws are ejiacted and enforced we could reasonubly 
call upon the United States Commissioner fora shave of such 
as he finds do well in localities such as ours. He hag already 
signified to me that he would cheerfully give all the nid he 
couid in supplying Jand-locked salmon, which would do well 
in our waters, and other fish desirable, if the suthorities of 
the State would bear the expense of distribution and give 
proper protection. 

When the fact is understood and appreciated that the main 
object proposed ig to provide a plentiful supply of cheap and 
wholesome food, for the use of all, rather than furnish an op- 
portunily for sport, the scheme will be heartily approved. 
Very respectfully, Guo. F. Angers, 

Fish Commissiouer, 
— ae 

i} FISH CULTURE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE, 

BAW in Forrest ayp Stream a letter from a New Hamp- 
shire correspondent speaking of a peculiar disease he had 

voticed im certain fish taken from Webster Lake, in Frank. 
lin, viz., small hard concretions or lumps scattered through 
the fiesh of the fish. A few days afterward I met the gentle- 
man who wrote the letter in the cars and told him that when 
IT got an opportunity I would write you and tell you of a sim- 
ilar case which I noticed some forty years ago in the perch 
and sunfish (Pomotis vulgaris) in Cold Pond, in this State, 
lying in the towns of Asworth and Unity. It think it wasin 
1840 that in company with half a dozen other boys I visited 
this pond for a day’s fishing, which, so far as quantity went, 
was avery successful one, as we caught a good round bushel 
of the above named fish, but on getting them home and cook- 
ing them they were found to be entirely inedible, being full 
of (hese little hard concretions, about the size of No. 10 shot, 
not only in the flesh but in the membranes of the fins be- 
tween the spines. It was not till many years after that I had 
an opportunity to visit that pond again, and then in 1866, I 
think. We found the fish all right, buf in much fewer num- 
hers than at the date of my previous visit. What the pre- 
cise disease was I never knew, but of its existence and final 
disappearance I can affirm. I notice one or two other things 
in my last number of Forest anp Srream which have 
brought my pen to my hand this morning. TI also notice a 
letter from Mr, Fergusom Waines, of Biddeford, Maine, in re- 
gard to stocking the Saco River with salmon. Two years ago 
the New llampshire commissioners placed 20,000 young Cal- 
ifornia salmon in the head-waters of that river, which are in 
the State of New Hampshire, and if Mr. Haines can get the 
young fish from Mr, Stilwell or Mr. Smith he had better 
plant them in New Hampshire, say in Conway or Madison, 
whence they will push their way down the Saco and return 
in due time, if proper fishways are provided on the river at 
the dams in Saco and Biddeford and other places in the State 
of Maine. We have not taken as many salmon at Plymouth 
this year as we expected to, owing to the severe drought in 
the Pemigewasset, which kept back the later run of fish, but 
we took nineteen, running from ten to eighteen pounds 
weight, preyious to July 9, and only three after that date. 
Hroim these we secured over 60,000 eggs, and there have heen 
a large number undoubtedly deposited naturally in various 
places in the Merrimac and Pemigewarset by the salmon which 
have heen seen in numbers all through the summer, in the 
deep holes and at the mouths of the spring brooks, all the 
wav up the river, from Lawrence to New Hampton. The 
State of Massachusetts las just sent 200,000 salmon eggs 

i from the Penobscot to the Plymouth hatching-honse, and we 
expect more, so shall wndoubtedly turn out 300,000 young 
Salnion in the head-waters of the Merrimac next spring. In 
additicn ro these, we expect to distribute 100,000 brook trout 
and 100,009 Schoodie salmon, and we have made a new yen- 
ture by faking 100,000 eggs of the fish commonly called the 
“shad waiter” at Lake Winnepesankee, which fish is neither 
more nor Jess than a gepuine ‘ coreonns,” or a local variety: 
of the whitefish, which is a native of Winnepesaukee. These 
we shall diyide with Massachusetts, and hope to naturalize 
in other of our New England waters. We expect to hatch 
and plant at least 750,000 young fish of different varieties 
next spring. One more thing. Tsee a letter from New Bed- 
ford about spawning Johsters. We passed a law in this State 
in 1878 prohibiting entirely the taking of female lobsters 
while carrying their spawn, and il would be well if the other 
New England States would follow our example. W. 

* 

TArELLiGENoE or Carr-—We are permitted to publish the 
following letter written from Roslyn, Queens Co., N. ¥., to 
Mr, Bugene G. Blackford, State Fish Commissioner: 

“The carp came in good order this A. w., and I have just 
heen to the pond und, with my hired man, broken the ice 
und introduced them to their new home. They gave evi- 
dence of their nationality—I call them ‘German Philoso- 
phers.’ They really showed something move (ian instinct— 
intelligence—for they quietly arranged themselves in a semi- 
circle, a deliberative assemblage, an} \oo'r in the situation. 
They did not shoot away ‘pell mell,' put aftera few seconds 
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moved, as if to the manor born, in a dignified way toward 
the ticcayed Isaves and mud at the bottom. 

“T Know you wonld have been interested or amused had 
you seen thom. The pond is on the estate of the late W. U. 
Bryant, and onr neighbor, T. Clapham, Hsq., you probably 
know, Wo is interested in trout culture. My husband, the 
late Joseph W. Moulton, introduced planting of oysters in 
Hempstead Harbor (otir bay) in 1835-6. It is now a profit- 
able business here, but he was laughed at for sending a sloop 
for oysters to plant. In 183'7 he procured trout from Ron- 
konkoma Pood and from another source, but the experiment 
was a failure. I wish he had lived to see the success of Mr. 
Claphain. TI hope this matter of the German carp will suc- 
ceed. I aman old lady and do not expect to see a five- 
pounder. 

“Nevertheless, am as much obliged to yon as if I expected 
to see them on niy table. L. M. §. Mounrox.” 

Duyrer’s Fisnery CaLnypEr.—Hach year Mr. W.. Dun- 
ker, editor of the Mischeret Zeitung, Stettin, Germany, issues 
his calendar. Tie one for 1881 isnow before us Itisa 
small volume for fish culturists, fishermen and fish dealers, 
and contains the usual almanac and calendar, blanks for the 
business accounts of sales, fishery Jaws of Prussia, Bruns- 
wick, Bavaria and Switzerland; a chart of the storm signals 

_ in use on the German coast: an account of the angling ap- 
paratus at the International Fishery Exhibition im 1880, illu- 
minated with firures of hooks of bone and iron, ganga of 
hooks, spinning baits, floats, etc.; measurements of fish eggs, 
by Mr. von dem Borne; a German and Italian fish diction. 
ary, giving the popular names of fishes in those Janguages, 
as wellas thetr scientific names, and much other information 
concerning the subjects to which the book is devoted, all for 
the sum of one mark (twenty-four cents)in paper, or one and 
4 half marks bound. 

Prorror Spawnine Lossrit.-—Souih Norwalk, Conn.— 
J. E. Jr., strikes the nail on the head when he says in his 
note ‘‘Save spawning lobsters.” The law now existing in some 
States, that lobsters under a centain length shall be returned 
to the water, does not, cover the ground. What we want and 
musi have if we are to have any lobsters, is a law to prohibit 
the sale of spawning lobsters, and if canght returned at once 
io the water, Ti isa mystery to me that the men engaged in 
this business cannot see that they are killing the goose that 
lays the golden ese. It does not take an expert to see that 
for every spawning lobster taken hundreds are destroyed, and 
as your correspondent from New Bedford says, ‘‘ All the lob- 
Sters seem to run jn the pots.” For the benefit of those who 
are interested in this subject I will give my observations on 
the decrease of this most valuable sen food taken from Nor- 
walk and Five Mile River. Five years ago with one pot well 
haited £ could catch all the lobsters I wanted for use in my 
family. This year it would take a half dozen pots to do so. 
What is the cause of this? you will ask. The answer is sim- 
ple: Parties in Norwalk and Vive Mile River are making a 
living ati lobster catching during the summer months, and all 
the spawning ones are sent to niarket with the other catch, 
and the result is they are growing very scarce, and if it con- 
tinues a few years longer lobsters in our water will be a thing 
of the past, as it will shortly exterminate them. Let the 
Forest 4Np STREAM which has worked go many reforms azi- 
tate this most important question, and let us all who are in- 
terested in tliis matterjoin hands in doing the same, until the 
spawning lobster is protected by law. Suppose we kill the 
setting quail and destroy the eggs, there would be no quail, 
and it will he the same with our lobsters if the spawning 
ones are all to be destroyed. I should be most happy to cor- 
respond with any parties who are in accord with me on this 
subject with the view of having the lobster protected. 

Francois Burritt. 

Fisn ror Nuw Yorr Watrrrs.—fochester, NV. ¥,.—The 
New York State Fish Commissioners desire to announce that 
they are now ready to receive orders for the brook trout, and 
California mountain trout from any parties who wish to pro- 
cure them for the purpose of stocking public waters in this 
State. All applications must be addressed to the under- 
signed, siving a description of the waters, and where they are 
loeated. 

Information will he given as to the suitability of the above 
fish for the waters desired to be stocked. 

Orders will he received until March 1st, 1881, 
Sem Grern, Supt, N. Y. State Fish Com., Rochester. 

We are permitted to publish the following: 
Mr. Surn Green: 
Sir—The trout you senf me two years ago last spring 

were put in Lake HWarkmess. There was no fish of any kind in 
the lake. I was up there this month and saw trout up the 
brook above the lake that would weigh one-half to three- 
quarters of a pound, they were on the spawning bed. 

Myron Burrer. 
0+ 0— 

Tat invalid wife, mother, sister or child can he made the 

picture of health with Hop Bitters. 

Sea and River Hishing. 
FISHEL EN SEASON IW DECEMBER. 

FRESH WATER, 

White Bass, Roceus chrysops. 
Rock Bass, Ambloplites. (Two 

species), 
War-mouth, Chenobryttus qulosus. 

‘ Erapeis, Pomoxys nigromaculatus, 
Yellow Perch, Peres fluviatilis, Bachelor, Pomoxys aunularis, 
Striped Bass, Hoveny lineutus, Chub, Senotilis corporatis, 

SALT WATER. ‘ 
Sea Tass, Centroprintis atrariua, | Spot, Redfish, or Channel Bass, 
Biripad Bass, Roceus lneatus, Scicenops ocel lotus. 
wWatke Perch, dlorone americana Tantog, Tartoga onitis. 
Snielt, Oamerus mordax. Pollock, Poliachius carbonarius, 

Pickerel, Hsoa raticiliatees, 
Pike or Pickerel, Haox Lccits. 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed pike) 

Btizotethiune amerivanum, 8. 
qriaewin, ele. 

FLY FISHING FOR BLACK BASS, 

InpiaNApouts, Ind., Noy. 29. 
Hiditar Forest and. Sirecm.: 
A careful reading of the articles in your valuable paper on 

fly fishin induced ms to try my luck with the fly. Ouc at- 
ternoon in August last, equipped with a nine-ounce rod, 
reel, sillc line, six-feet leader and a half-dozen flies of differ 
ent patterns and of the mostapproyed make, I soughtthe banks 
of White River, striking the stream at the Blue Banks, a 
noted resort for blacls bass, where I often had good success 
with bait and where 1 knew there were some monsters, 

Putting iny tackle together after what I considered to he 
fhe most approved mejliod, not omitting to break one tip in 

the operation, which had to be replaced with a spare one, I 
commenced whipping the strcam in the shallow, swift water 
below the deep pool, using a silver doctor for the stretcher 
and a brown hackle for the dropper. At the second or thir¢ 
cast T hooked my first bass, or, rather, he hooked himself, 
and T landed hini in fine slyle. In less than an hour I caught 
several more, none oyer one pound in weight, the first taken 
being the largest of all, but I gained some lasting experience 
in taking the last one. I was standing on the bank of the 
stream and casting below me, when I saw a fish rise and miss 
the flies, Moving back from the bank and carefully walking 
down the stream until opposite the point where [hadscenthe 
fish I made cast after cast with no success, till at last, dis- 
heartened, I was about to give up and try another place. 
Before doing so I thought I would take a look at the flies as 
they drifted past me and see if they really did resemble any- 
thing in the land of the living. Imagine my surprise as I 
saw the flies drifting down the stream, gradually sinking to 
the bottom, to see a bass following ,with what appeared to 
he great curiosity, with body slightly bent and all the fins 
working. He deliberately took the hackle and came to 
grief. Going up the stream I waded as far as possible 
into the deep pool under the Blue Banks and made 
a cast to a large boulder opposite me in quite deep water, al- 
lowing the flies to sink below the surface, and was awarded 
with a straightening of the line that indicated a fish. A 
slight turn of the wrist fastened the hook, and I discovered 
there was something lively at the other end of that line. 
Thinking to check him a little I pressed the line against the 
rod with the ball of the second finger of the right hand, but 
it did not work. My little boy, some twelve years old, says, 
‘* Pather changed hands and put his finger in his mouth and 
said Ouch !” but I guess he was excited and ‘‘does not now 
remember, if he ever knew” what took place. I know the 
line burned my finger like a hot iron, and momentarily gaye 
the fish an advantage I was slow in recovering. My excite- 
ment was not lessened when he broke water and showed 
himself three times in succession high in the air. Having 
had no experience im this kind of fishing I did not know how 
much strain the tackle would bear, [ had no fear of the line, 
but that single leader and the light rod seemed just then a 
bad combination. Determined to do my very best, putting 
my thumb on the reel I gave him nearly all the reistance of 
the rod. Up to this timehe had had everything except the 
hook all his own way; but the resistance of that light rod 
was more than he had bargained for, and it soon checked his 
rapid career and changed his direction so that I was enabled 
to take up 4 little of theline. This irial of strength gaye 
me some confidence in the rod and tackle. Keeping a steady 
strain upon the line and gaining more and more confidence, 
I found [ could to a greaf extent control his motion, and at 
last made him circle around me time after time, bis efforts 
becoming weaker, occasionally varied with a sudden rush 
and leap from ihe water. _ 
Having no landing net I was somewhatgpuzzled how to 

act, Jhad the fish allright, but knew I could not lift him 
from the water with that tackle. Fortunately the water 
shoaled gradually at the lower end of the pool over a sandy 
bottom free from obstacles, soin the end J grounded him fair 
and square with his head out of water on the shore, and wad- 
ing up took him out by the gills. He proved to be a small 
mouthed black bass and weighed four and a half pounds. 

Such wasmy fish experience with the fly. From that day 
until the advent of cold weather I used the fly and met 
with satisfactory success. I have caught many small 
mouthed black bass that would weigh four and a half pounds, 
but none larger. Although nearly every old fisherman in 
this locality has taken them weighing six pounds and more I 
haye not yet had the gond fortune to ever see one of that. 
size. On several occasions during the latter part of the sea- 
son J fished from askiff with another party who was using 
live bait (minnows and craw fish) each time coming off the 
victor with the fly, and am perfectly satisfied with the supeci- 
ority of the fly over all other kinds of bait for bass fishing 
in this locality during the summer and early fall months. 
Now [ would like tosaya word for those lovers of the 

sport who cannot always select the time and place to try 
their skill, but do occasionally get a day off—I would advise 
all such when starting out for a day’s sport among the bass 
to provide a box full of grasshoppers, If on reaching the 
fishing ground the bass will not rise to the fly, eut the body 
off from a silver doctor, or other fly, pull the wings off from 
i. grasshopper, inserf the point of the hook in the head of 
samé, and pass it through two-thirds of the body lengthwise, 
and bring the point out on the other side; slide the grass- 
hopper well up on the hook, cast and allow to sink; nearly 
all kinds of fresh water fish will take it readily, including the 
cat-fish of the different species. If the desciple does not de- 
sire to mutilate one of his choice collection of flies he can 
easily make a fly minus the body, and use the grasshopper as 
directed. Old fishermen who know the haunts of black bass 
will not be troubled with the smaller tribe, and if they have 
nof tried this bait before will be astonished with the number 
and size of the take. GRINGO. 
or 

FISH SLAUGHTER IN CANADA. 

Orrawa, Dec. 17, 1880. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 

Recently J had occasion to correct some misrepresentations 
concerning the salmon fishing and the Canadian fishery laws 
published in the newspapers by an Enelish sportsman nanied 
Mr. Eardly-Wilmot B. Holt. I have now to refer to misin- 
formation circulated by an experienced American angler well 
known to your readers, Mr. Geo. Dawson, of the Aliuny 
Boening Journal. The distinction made between Mr. Holt's 
and Mr. Dawson's publications rests on the fact, that the 
former’s assertions profess to be based on actual observation, 
and the statements of the latter seem to be founded on hear- 
say. 
i Forrsr anp Stream of 25th ulf., under the heading 

of ‘Killing for Count,” Mr. Dawson says: ‘* Last year three 
titled flunkies from Mngland killed 600 salmon on the Casca- 
pedia. Most of these were taken thirty or forty miles from 
any habitation where they could be utilized. The result was 
that most of them had to be buried as offal. But this dis- 
graceful fact did not accompany the published score which 
went the rounds of all the sporting papers in the world as 
the best catch on record, and as proof of the great skill of the 
fellows who perpertrated the slaughter.” 

The ungling party on the Grand Cascapedia last year con- 
sisted of the Hon. Chas. Ellis, Mr. Iveson and Oaptain Percy. 
These gentlemen rented the stream for #600. Their score 
was very high, but mpiing improper was supposed to he con- 
nected with this extraordinary catch. Ii any of the fish 
caught by them were wontonly wasted, as alleged, it would 
be an infraction of ihe fishery laws, rendering them liable to 

K 

severe penalties and summary expulsion. I} is the business 
of the local Fishery Overseer to enforce these consequences, 
for which purposes among others, be is isyested with niagiste- 
rial authority. Mr. Dawson's article was therefore promptly 
referred fo him with a request for explanations. Overseer 
Dimock is the chief fishery officer at Cascnpedia, and during 
series of years has proved attentive and trustworthy. In an- 
swer to such reference he states positively that not one of 
these fish was spoiled or wasted, but that the whole catch 
(apart from daily consumption) was given away to settlers 
on theriver, and to employees of the party, there being thir- 
teen men, cach of whorn received something over a barrelful 
af the close of the fishing. About three-fourths of the fish, 
he adds, were taken in the lower pools. Myr. Dimock's report 
is corroborated by the affidavits of several persons Wwho.are cer- 
tified to us as. credible witnesses, being themselyes engaged on 
the river at the time, and the same men who cured, or car- 
ried and delivered the salmon. 

The accomplished author of ‘* Pleasures of Angling” will 
no doubt be gratified to learn that in this particular at least 
he has been misinformed, ‘Killing for Count” being in it- 
self sufficiently objectionable from a true sportsman's point 
of yiew even when qualified by the necessary care and wn- 
usual, but commendable, liberality which 1 am assured were 
manifested in the present instance. Yours truly, 

W. FE. Wrrouer, 
Commissioner of Fisheries, Canada. 

pe ay 

THE GREENBRIAR. 

\ Wasaineton, D. C., Dec. 1880. 
HE Greenbriar River in West Virginia was stocked with 
hass, as you know, several years aga, and in September, 

1879, L was the first to sample the stream with a fly, and qwas 
rewarded by several sood baskets. 

This fall [ passed through Ronceverte on my way to the 
woods, and 1 found the people all posted as to bass. ‘The 
fishing was excellent this year. One man cauglt 500 during 
the season, ‘The largest went io 44 1bs. weight. The super- 
intendent of our mill haying informed me thatit was “no 
use to fish for them with those single guts” as big fellows had 
just walked away with certain leaders and flies I had sent 
down to him by request that he might learn to fish properly. 
To correct his views Lrigged up my trout rod, and froma 
pool just before the mill I took two at once of 24 lbs. weight, 
The fish haying fortunately taken the dropper, a great many 
very large bass were taken lower down the (Greenlwier, and 
at Richmond’s Falls on New River where [ heard of one 5} 
Tbs. 

IT donot think the bass willhe as numerous next season. 
The stream haying beennewly stocked, of course contained a 
lot of undisturbed minnows, chubs, etc. Now since the bass 
fot large enough to catch—and they will jump at a fy when 
only two inches long—the small fish haye heen devoured un- 
til there is not a minnow to be seen Ligh or low, and the bass 
have worked np and down in search of pasiuresneyw. Of 
course there will be plenty of bass in the stream, hut only as 
many as the normal supply of food will sustain. There will 
not be another as prolific season for the angler as was this of 
1880. Ispent several weeks on my trip living on venison, 
éte., ete., including a variety from coon to turkey. Among 
other trophies of the chase was an eagle O ft, 9 across the 
wings the head of which | have had set up by Krider. I did 
not look after any panther as there was no.snow, ©. Onax. 

—— ee 

/ “A WATER-GLASS.” 

W looking over ‘* Atluntica Islands,” a, very pleasant book 
by Mz. 8. G. W. Benjamin, I find the following account 

of an instrument used by the inhabitants of the Bahamas in 
gathering sponges: ‘The sponges (suys the author) are iwo 
or three fathoms below the surface. The position of the 
sponges is ascertained by means of a water-glass, which is 4 
siliple oblong box a foot square, open at the upper end, and 
containing a pane of glass at tho other; on holding this per- 
pendicularly over the water one can see everything through 
it as clearly as in an aquarium—iish, spouges, coral or 
shells.” 

We are not told the length of the box, or the kind of giass 
used, or the depth of the glass end in the water; but the pre- 
suniption is, from the use and the parlies using it, that it is 
handy and easily wielded, and not costly in construction. 
Why has not some angler, or enterprising fishculiurist, or 
naturalist introduced this implement among us? An instru- 
ment which would enable us to watch fish beneath the waters 
—to see al] their movements—how they spend their idle time 
—in a word, lay open to us fheir whole existence, would be 
agreat boon to the naturalist. But talking one day with 
an inveterate disciple of old Izaak about such an implement, 
“Why,” he said, ‘that would spoil all our fun, Now, when 
Lihrow my minnow in the water, | forthwith begin to ima- 
gine there area half-dozen or more huge bass eyeing my 
bait, and éach meditating a deadly attack upon him. And T 
keep on imagining this, expecting every moment to see the 
cork disappear, and the very loveliness of this expectancy is 
what stirs a thousand plensant musings in my head and 
makes angling to me so delightful. But with your telescope 
no more fairy fancies—we should see at once that there were 
no fish, and we should have no brilliant hopes.” ‘* But then,” 
aaid I, ‘we could go where we could find anil catch them.” 
‘+ But that,” rejoined myfriend, ‘+ would not he fair to the fish, 
and I’m in favor of the fish haying a fair chance, and I love 
my dreams,” M. 
pe 

Rance or Bnaox Bass anp Carrisu—Cleveland, O.—Dr. 
Garlick says in Fores? AyD StReAM that in company with 
Judge Potter, of Toledo, he has fished the waters of the Sault 
Ste. Marie’srapids and their surroundings for many years and 
neither of them éyer captured a black hass in that locality ; 
nevertheless Ihave seen at the “Sailor's Hncampment ” on 
this river, twenty miles below the tapids, many black bass 
taken. In 1863 H. CO. Gaylord, of this city, while fishing for 
trout in Goulie’s Bay, north shore of Lake Superior, caught 
two black bass with the fly. They were well stown fish, 
weighing % Ibs. cath. Tsaw numbers of this fish oti ‘*The 
Portaze," Point Kowendau, in 1859, and persons whose tes- 
timony [can rely wpon inform me that this fish is found in 
the region of Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior, and also 
in the vicinity of Ontonogon on the south shore of this lake. 

T ath yet in search of the most, northern range of our cat- 
fish. Perhaps the waters of the Mississippi will he found to 
carry this fish furthest in that. direction. In case it is found 
in waters north of the divide, that flow into the Arctic seas, 
please let us hear fromthe captor, and also have aduseriiion 
of the fish and its habits in that locality. 

Dy, i. BRERLING, 
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Morrarrry or Mise ry Tampa Bay.--Our correspondent, 
‘(A] Freseo,” in writing to us from Jacksonville, Fla., en- 
closes a slip headed ‘!The Wpi-ichthyotic,” from the Sunland 
Tribune of Tampa, which says: 

Last week we noted the fact that a great many fish of all 
varieties were dying in Tampa bay. At first it seemed to 
affect the worse bottom fish, though such as move in the 
water near the surface were not exempt. On a tolerably 
dilligent inquiry we can learn of no locul cause for it. It 
seems, however, that some time back the poisonous water 
which appeared on the coast south of here in 1878, had made 
its reappearance down the coast and itis possible that the 
almost continuous southern winds which have prevailed for 
some time have bronght up the coast and filled our bay with 
the poisonous water. ‘This idea is confirmed by the fact that 
fish in the western half of the bay were the first and worst 
alfected by the cause, whatever that may be. 

Tennssen—WVashorlle—The largest fish ever seen in (his 
market was exhibited Ixy Sulzbacher Jast week; he called it 
“ Warsaw,” but in reality it was ‘‘ Jew fish,’ Promisrops gu- 
aaa, nnd weighed 225 pounds, J. H. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
GAME IN SEASON IN DECEMBER. 

Moose, Alce americantt, Reed orrice bird, Polichonys ony- 
Cariboo, Rangifer carthow, zivoroua. 
RIE or wapltl, Certs canudensis, Wild Turkey, Meleagris galloparo. 
Red or Virginia deer, C. virginian- | Pinnated grouse of pratrle chiv- 

us. ken, Cupidonia cupitls, 
Squirrels—red, binck and gray, Rulfed grouse or pheasant, Bo- 
Hares—browh and pray. nasa wnbellus. 

“Bay birds” generally, including various Spouses of ployer, sand- 
Piper, snipe, cilew, oyster-catcher, suri-bird, phalaropes, avocets 
éte., coming under the group Limacole, or shore birds. Many States 
permit prairie fowl (pinmnated grouse) shooting aiter Aug. 15, 

Tue following articles have been reprinted together im 
painphlet form from our issues of September 23, September 

80, October 7, and December 9, and will be furnished to the 

readers of this paper, or of any other paper for that matter, 

upon application : 
“The ‘Dittmar Sporting Powder.’” 

“ Tvading Detonation.” 
‘(The Detonation of ‘Ditfmar Sporting Powder.’™ 

“The Dittmars’ Abracadabra.” 
os 

TO THE PARMERS OF LONG ISLAND. 

GENTLEMEN : 
Many of you are aware that it is the intention of the dit- 

ferent clubs and associations of Long Island for the Protec- 
fion of Fish, Game and Song Birds, to take strenuous mea- 
sures to haye the laws now in force revised and amended. 
These alterations will be, in my opinion, of great importance 
to every farmer on this islund, especially those portions of 
the laws relating to the insectivorous birds. 

Their indiscriminate slaughter, together with the robbing 
of their nests, has so reduged their number that insect life 
has increased, till itis now one of the most serious plagues 
you haye to contend against. Many of you that I have had 
the pleasure of meeting during my rambles oyer the island, 
collecting and studying the insects injurious to vevetation, 
have seriously complained to me of the ravages which your 
crops sustain from the attacks of numerous tribes of insects, 
which oftentimes spread universal havoc. Your fruit treea 
are scourged by various curculios (snout beetles or weevils) 
and by Aegeria, a family of clear-winged moth. Your wheat, 
rye, oats, barley, and in fact every article grown for comfort 
or profit, all have their peculiar species of insects which de- 
stroy them. 
You who have woodlands must have noticed of late yeara 

that; many of your forest trees have sickened and died. In 
the Cemetery of the Hvergreens, at Cypress Hills and in 
Prospect Park, and in other parts of the island, many of the 
finest trees have died ont, destroyed by insects. On the 
hiekory and walnut irees the Tiger Cerambyx (Wonohammua 
tigrenus, Dy. Geer) deposits its eggs. 
hatches and eats into the tree, aking a burrow two or turee 
fect in length, which in time kills the tree. Itis only in the 
spring, when the tree puts forth weak, sickly leaves, that the 
extent of the rayage is shown, as till then it usually appears 
sound and healthy. Thtre tre many other insects which I 
could name that sre injurious to your forest trees, but this 
example will suffice, Within a few years a new insect has 
made its appeurinee and already developed into a pest almost 
as serious as the potatohug. I refer to the Pieris rapa, 
generally known as the cabbage worm—in fact, the list of 
your insect plagues is endless. 

Now, gentlemen, there is cause for the great increase of 
these swarms of insects of Jala years. In my opinion, it is 
owing in a yery great measure to the wholesale destruction 
of our insectivorous birds, which were formerly abundant 
evel'y where. 

If you visit the woods at the proper season you will then 
see that; beautiful bird, the golden-winged woodpecker, 4 
bird every farmer is familiar with as the ‘ Highhold.” 
Watch him and others of his kindred; see him dlitting from 
tree to tree, busily engaged from early morn fill the sun 
sinks below the horizon, tapping every part of the tree and 
making the woods resound with the blows from his sharp 
and powerful beak. He is searching for the worm: that is 
slawly but surely ealing away its very life, and his instinct 
enables him to detect it when man would fail to do so. See 
What valuable assistance this bird renders to man, and is it 
not a disgrace that it should be so ruthlessly slauzhtered ? 

From arough calculation, if is estimated that over one 
hundred thousand of these birds are destroyed every year. 
T counted 120 gunners in a small belt of timber near Flat- 
bush this fall, in the course of a morning’s ramble, all intent 
in their murderous work. Then there are the thrushes and 
a large nutiber of insectiyorous birds too numerous to men- 
tion in this paper. Last spring I examined several wood- 
thrushes ( 7'urdus melodius) given to me, and in the stomachs 
of four I found over one hundred and {aventy specimens and 
parts of specimens which I could identify, representing six- 
teen different species of insect known to be injurious to vere- 
tation. It is stated by Bingley that a puir of house wrens 
have been observed to leave their nests and return with in- 
sects from forty to sixty times an hour, and in one particular 
hour the pair carried food no fewer than seventy-four times, 
and in this business they were engaged during the greatest 
part of the day, Allowing twelve hours to be thus occupied, 
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The worm soon j 
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a single pair of these birds would destroy at, least six hundred 
insects a day. Swallows and martins live entirely on in- 
sects, and as they are always on the wing they rid the atmos- 
phere of noxious pests that, but for their friendly aid, 
would be unendurable to man. -Were it not for these insect- 
ivorous birds the earth would be overrun by insect life. By 
those who have studied this subjectitis admitted that the 
agriculturist is deeply indebted to these birds. 

The large number of idlers who visityour lands and woods, 
armed with guns, shooting ail destroying everything that 
comes in their way, even your domestic fowl when oppor- 
tunity offers, must be repressed in some way, or your labor 
on your crops will soon bein vain. The remedy in # great 
Ineasure rests in your liands, and your co-operation is most 
earnestly solicited to the proposed amendments and additions 
to the laws, that they may pass the Legislature, as they are 
of Vital interest to you all. 

The laws which it is intended to present are briefly as fol- 
lows: After some slight alterations and additions to the laws 
now in foree respecting the shooting of game birds, it is 
proposed that any person detected killing eagles, night 
hawks, miartins, whip-poor-wills, swallows, woodpeckers, 
meadow Jarks, thrushes, er any of our song or inseectivorous 
birds, shall be fined $10 for the first offense, and for the 
second offense imprisonment for not less than twenty days 
nor more than three months in the County Jail, with for- 
feiture of the gun. 

For the destruction and robbing nests of wild birds, and 
for trapping or feeding birds on prepared frain or other poi- 
soued ingredients for ile purpose of destruction, a fine of 
$10 is proposed for the first olfense, and $50 with imprison- 
ment for not less than three ov more than six nionths for the 
second. 
We also propose to have game protectors for our game and 

soug birds and for fish, one for each county. Also to haye a 
license law, to compel every person who shoots to take out a 
license, fo be issued by proper authority. (Warmers and 
their families excluded. } 

Gentlemen, if these Jaws can be passed, and I sn certain 
they can with your assistance, they will strike at the very 
root of the evil. I hope that this article will receive your 
serious attention, and any suggestions relative to the pro- 
posed additions to and alterations of the present laws would 
be very acceptable and would materially assist us in arriving 
at some definite conclusion, that the laws presented may be 
such as you approve, and that you will earnestly use your 
influence with your representatives in the State Legislature 
to have them passed. 
Any communication on this subject can be sent to the 

Bditor of the Forzsr Awp Syrgam, No. #9 Park Row, New 
York. Nrononas Pree, 
President of the Society for the Protection of Song and In- 

sectivorous Birds of Long Island, 
+ 

“THE TRAPPER'S LAST SHOT.” 

He was probably christened James, butis always Jim 
now, and along with the greater part of* his Christian 

name he has almost entirely lost his surname. If he had 
been a few shades lighter he might have been ‘‘Colored Jim,” 
but black being therabsorption of all color this name would 
not fit him. So he is known, wherever known at all, as 
“Nigger Jim.” Heis an expert trapper and fishermen, but 
rather singularly, considering these gifts, a poo! marksman. 
For years he ligged about or carried in lis boat an ancient 
Hint-lock Queen’s arm, so deadly in its action that if would 
kill pickerel with only a charge of powder, so Jim said, yet 
he rarely brought home any spoils of field or flood but such 
as were gained by trap or hook. 

Once, however, he madé a very telling shot. It was on an 
October morning, and he was paddling his light trapping 
skiff up the channel of Wonakakatuk as silently as any In- 
dian could, when as he rounded a bend he saw through the 
fall stalks of the wild rice at least a dozen ducks sitting 
among the lily pads in the edge of the channel, not six rods 
from him. Heére was his lony-sought opportunity, and no 
sooner did he desery them than a backward stroke of his 
paddle stopped the headway of the craft just before she 
poked her sharp nose in sight of the unsuspecting fowl. 
Then he laid the paddle in the boat without the slightest 
noise, ald as silently lifted from her resting-place his old 
gun, whose true inwardness at that moment consisted of all 
the powder in her owner's possession gnd a handful of BB 
shot, beth wadded with a half-pound or so of wasp nest. He 
cautiously thrust: her muzzle through the rice stalks, cacked 
her without a tell-tale click of the ponderous lock, set the 
breech-plate firmly againgt his shoulder, laid his cheek to the 
stock and took such long and deliberate aim that a spider, 
sétting his snare among the rushes, mane fast an end of his 
web to the rusty barrel before Jim shutting both eyes, set his 
teeth, and with a sturdy pull uwnhitched. There was a daz- 
zling flash in the panasifakettlé full of Jard had caught 
fire, and then the noble wesapen belched forth a horizontal 
column of fame and smoke, kicked Jim and his skiff half the 
boat’s lengih astern, and gayes roar that went bellowing 
down the creek, across jhe lake, and was tossed back and 
forth from Split Rock Mountaih to Shellhouse for fiye min- 
utes before it lost its yoice. 
When Jim got his eyes open and his wits gathered, he 

peered through the eddying smoke and saw—noi a feather 
Taised mor One wounded duck fluttering ite last, but some 
riding unconcernedly with their heads knocked off and some 
keel up im a qnarter sere of fine splinters. Then 
uprose two Boston men from suiong the rushes, and the fire 
and smoke and uproar and vicious recoil of Jim's gun were 
as nothing to the vials of wrath which they poured out upon 
his curly devoted head. Never was such paddling done on 
these waters as Jim did till he put half.a mile cf Wonskakn- 
tuk’s channel, seething with his rapid strokes, between hin- 
self and the seene of bloodless slaughter. Then he shoved 
his boat into the rushes and skulked ashore. 
Wext day he offered his gun for sale, giving as a reasons 

that she burnt so much powder no poor man could afford to 
keep her. He effected a sale at $1.50, and has done no duclc 
shooting since. He says, with emphatic shakes of the head. 
“Any man that ’ll try to fool ducks with them cussed wood- 
en images, ll steal sheep! es, sir, ‘course he will!” 

AWAHB008E, 
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Kenruony, Lewisville, Nevemfer 28.—The sport of duck- 
shooting is now in fi] blast. Six-mile Tslandis a favorite 
resort for gunners, Weuse askiff 4 ft. at top, 20 in. bottom 
und 18 ft. long. Wesit on one side of the craft, so thut the 
other side tilts wp and conceals us from view; and then we 
paddle down, and nine tinies inten manage to get within 
thirty feet of the birds. J have been hunting for eight years 
aud have found this place most successful. 4 dd 
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ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS UPON SHOOTING, 

Lr Roy, Dec. 17. 
[I HAYE been much interested in reading the articles which 

have appeared lately concerning gums, their peculiarities 
and how to load them to secure the best results. No doubt 
many brother sportsmen have noticed, as I have, that a cer- 
tain proportioned load at one time would produce good re- 
sults, and at another, under apparently similar cireumstances, 
tiie results would be quite unsatisfactory. Sometimes a load 
would be very killing, hitting hard and clean, and at another 
time the same Joad would only wing the birds or miss them 
altogether, even with equal care in loading it, settling pow- 
der and shot evenly and having the wads lie at right angles 
to the axis of the shell, and holding the gun on the birds as 
perfectly as possible. 

With regard to this matter I received an explanation once 
from an aged gentleman who had spent most of the years of 
his life in Turkey, about Tokat, Smyrna and Constantinople, 
and who had always been a great lover of shooting, spending 
a portion of each year in trips about the country. He said it 
was always hia practice to load a few shells with what he 
thought the proper amount of powder and shot, and then 
target them, observing the pattern and penetration before 
going into the field. If if was a damp day and the pattern 
was not good he would haye a larger proportion of powder 
to shot, andif s dry day ove verse. 

His rexson for so doing was this: on a damp day he could 
burn more powder to get the sume pattern and penetration 
without recoil than he could on a dry day. He said he 
learned this from his seryant, who was an old and experi- 
enced and successful hunter, and who always practiced this 
plan. He gave an illustration. QOnee he was out shooting 
red-legged partridges, and with his first shot dropped the 
bird clean, with the second he only winged the bird, and as 
they are great runners he had some difficulty in capturing it. 
With the third shot he missed altogether. He noticed that 
the atmosphere was changing from dry to damp, so he 
changed bis load accordingly, With the next shot he killed 
clean; withthe next he only winged, and with the next he 
missed. He changed again with better results. The third 
time he repeated his former experience. He irained his 
sons 16 practice the same care, and they are good shots, This 
gentleman explained this method to many English hunters 
whom he accompanied, but they only laughed and persisted 
in bringing’ their ammunition fixed, and consequently were 
uncertain in their shooting, 

Now, whether this rule is only applicable to the climate in 
question or not I cannot determine, but certainly his experi- 
encé is worth something, and to bring about a better under- 
standing of this matter I give you these facts. Iam sure it 
would be of interest to the fraternity if some one would ex- 
periment carefully with this method and give us his opinion. 
May not the principle involved, if I may term it sueh, ac- 
count for some of our off days? I have not had time to test 
this matter myself, because when I go shooting it is only for 
a few hours, and wish to receive as much benefit and’ make 
as heayy a bag as are to be obtained in a gentlemanly and 
sportsmun-like manner. 
Two things have caused the Forzsr anp SrreaAm to be a 

source of pleasure to me, beside the accounts of sport, viz., 
the exposure of the Dittmar Powder Company and the success- 
ful endeayor to expunge from its sporting literature the 
frequent use of oaths and reference to the bottle. A gentle- 
man sportsman and genuine lover of nature has no need of 
these latter and too common accompaniments, and their oc- 
currence in accounts of good sportis decidedly distasteful 
to him. - 
Many shooters in this town and vicinity make it a practice © 

of shooting birds and hares on Sunday as well as oe days. 
ATCA. 
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OUR PHILADELPHIA LETTER. 

+ AM pleased to be be able to tell you that Mr. Spencer 
“4 Trotter, of Philadelphia, who has been engaged for two 
years by the Academy of Sciences to re-classify and arrange 
the immense collection of birds in possession of this institu- 
tion, has promised to furnish the writer ornithological notes, 
etc,, to incorporate in my weekly letter to yon: and your 
redders may expect very interesting matter, as we know of no 
young tnan whose knowledge on the subject is so varied and 
wlio has prosecuted the study with more thoroughness. 

Mr. 'T. writes me this morning referring to the query, ‘‘Do 
Snakes swallow their young ?” the following: ‘ Doubts have 
been expressed as to whether snakes swallow their young on 
the approach of danger, and there has’ been at various times 
and places some little discussion on the subject. Last sum- 
Mer, while tramping among the Berkshire Hills in Massachu- 
setts, came upon a common garter snake (Hutenia strtatis) 
which was making all haste from the path. As I think now 
I might have left the poor harmless reptile to enjoy life, but. 
because some nervons females were near by who declared 
they were never so frightened in all their lives, I cut the 
snuke in two with my heel, just about the middle, when out 
popped quite a lot of little squirmers, which made lively time 
to gef.out of the way. The old lady was probably basking 
in the sun, with her family around her, when, hearing us ap- 
proach, she gulped down the whole number. I only offer 
this a# a fact which came under my own eyes. 

*“*T hear that the Philadelphia Zoological Society haye pur- 
chased a youny hippopotamus, which will he quite an addi- 
tion to their ever-increasing and interesting collection.” 

Tn conversation with some old sportsmén who have long 
singe given up the gun, bunt who still love to relate of their 
past experiences, we learned that General Cadwalader, of 
Philadelphix, who owned afarm and ducking punt on the 
Gunpowder or Bush series, some years azo made the attempt 
tu “transplant” the California quail on his property and the 
surrounding country by liberating @ large number. The 
birds, we understand, perished the succeeding winter, as it 
proved very severe, and many were found frozen to death. 
There is a record, however (Lewis, in his ‘‘American Sports- 
man,” speaks of it), of a curious bird having been shot from 
i covey of the common quail, which was supposed to have 
heen a hybrid or cross of the California quail, and our own 
Bob White, and more of thesame were reported in the covey. 
This bird, we think, is now in the Philadelphia Academy of 
Science. ould it not be well, Messrs. Editors, to make a 
special request in your columns to sporfsmen of country resi- 
dence 10 make a report to you of any odd or new birds that 
come under their notice? Many of this class who are not 
familiar with the work done by some of Gur vame protective 
societies in liberating prairie chickens and migratory quail 
might thns furnish valuable information pointing to the suc- 
cess of the several enterprises. 

Last week the Germantown Hares and Hounds Club had a” 
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hunt at Glen Echo, the residence of Mr. McCallum, eight 
miles from this city, wilh Messrs. McCallum and Miller as 
**hares,” At three o'clock the ‘‘ hares” started on the run, 
followed by the hounds, Mr. Welsh on Wing, Mr. Fisher on 
Drummer Boy, Mr. Crothers on Luray, Mr. Walker, Dr. 
Darrah, Dr, Eisenbray and others. The start was made ona 
hill and the spectators saw most of thé chase, which covered 
over eight miles. After a stiff run and much sport Mr. Cro- 
thers proyed victorious and captured the hare. Homo, 
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TRAPPING COON AND MINK. 

ESE being the predominating elements in numbers of 
the fur bearers in the White River swamp, as well as 

this State at large, very naturally engage our attention both 
with pen and trap. Although they do not produce the most 
valuable fur, yet their easy capture and great abundance 
make them equally as desirable in vast quantities. Many of 
those who have seen the picture of the ‘‘ Arkansaw Travel- 
er” at the ploneer’s cabin door, when that national renowned 
tune was played, can readily call fo mind the prominent fea- 
ture of a coon skin tacked wpon the shanty wall, and the cap 
of the same article adorning the forester’s head, which is 
very typical of that animal's activity, 

The prolonged fast occasioned by x heavy fall of snow, 
which confines the coon family indoors until all is about off, 
invests them with aravenous appetite that leads them over 
considerable territory in quest of proyender. It is the busi- 
ness of the trapper, sfler such a spell, to have all in readiness 
to welcome the varmints, as they make extensive foraging 
excursions after such a protracted abstinence. Aside from 
the usual hailing we enjey fine sport in taking the “ring- 
tail monster” by placing a white button or bit of paper— 
anything to attract aftention—vpon ihe pan of the trap, 
which is set along the numerous trails. His inquiring nature 
will not permit him to pass without manipnlating the curious 
object. It requires about as much skill in handling a pelt to 
command a fair price as it does to capture some animals, so 
with this view our mode of stretching coon will probably not 
be inappropriate. Providing ourself with four 3-foot 
boards of soff wood and two dozen sinall nails, we then, 
after well fleshing and splitting up the middle of the belly, 
tack the side edges each to a board, the bottom in like man= 
ner, and place a single nail through the noseinto the top 
board. During this time {he skin is slack; mow draw, 
using the leverage of the boards, slowly and jirmly in the 
four directions, until every part is light; then drive a nail 
into each crossing of the slats, and the skin now has a square 
shape, which is much preferable with the furrier. 

Our mink are of fine size and wear a moderately dark 
cloak of fur. Those who reside near the creek and branch 
bottoms, 28 well as the main swamp, have some idea of the 
mischief perpetrated by this vermin. The nocturnal visits 
to the farmer's poultry-yard has a very diminishing effect 
upon his flocks, and many are the strange names applied to 
the little pilferer for such bold intrusions. The liberal pro- 
mise of the house-wife to furnish the farmer boy a chicken 
pie foreach mink captured, if extended to us;would make 
us feel ourrare importance. A trap set at the ground en- 
trance of the hen-roost invariably reyeals the thief und puts 
a stop to his depredations. 

Though nocturnal in habiis, we have frequently scen them 
in daytime in the brakes, frolicking among the numerous 
cypress knees, too shy and cunning to allow us a shot, which 
we would take if possible, regardless of the damaging effect 
it would lave tothe skin. The only great pest the trapper 
must contend with here is the opossum, which not unfre- 
quently forces ifself intrusively upon the Nimrod’s prepara- 
tions. The almost valueless skin is amply amended with 
tlie excellent roast, which served inthe ‘‘sop and tater” 
style, is quite palatable to the most dainty epicure, in which 
class the writer stands in the yicinity of head. 

Watrer D, Comnress. 
West Point, Arkansas, December 20. 
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SPORT IN THE LONE STAR STATE. 

Waxanaonrm, Tex., Dec. 13. 

§ the cold weather of the North has closed most of the 
avenues from which tlie sportsman derives his enjoy- 

ment, [would suggest to any of your readers who may feel 
that they have not brought to bag a sufficient number of 
heads and tails to make a respectable showing for the season’s 
work (or play), that they make a trial trip to the Lone Star 
State, and see what they think of the facilities offered here 
for spending a few weeks or months pleasantly and profitably 
(in # sportsman’s sense of the word), with rod and gun. 

The northeastern tier of counties bordering on Ked River, 
being for the most part heavily wooded, are at present liter- 
ally alive with immense numbers of wild pigeons which have 
come South to spend the cold season. Several parties are 
doing a good business netting then for market and for the 
numerous gun clubs throughout the State. On all the water 
courses where there is a good mast ducks, geese and other 
waterfowl are unusually plentiful this winter. While I have 
not yet had an opportunity of seeing how things are for my- 
self, lam in constant receipt of letters from different por- 
tions of the State giving accounts of game and fish prospects, 
and they are generally good, although I regret to say that, 
owing to the entite absence of any kind of protection, game 
in the thickly-settled portions of the State is rapidly becom- 
ing a thing ot the past. In most of the prairie counties 
“chickens” are still numerous, and although rather wild at 
this time of year, food bags are frequently made. 

Apropos of chicken shooting, I musi tell a good one on a 
prominent young man of our town, A party was made up 
to go ‘hird-hunting,” this young gentleman being one of the 
number. He had never shot over a dog nor seen one handled 
in the field, and when le saw a pointer make a half turn to 
one side and suddenly become as rigid as iron, he naively in- 

quired, ‘ What's the matter with that confounded dog?” 
Being informed that the dog was pointing a chicken, and 
instructed to approach the animal cautiously, he did so, 
keeping a careful eye in the meantime, on the grasa ahead of 
the dog. After prying and peering about, with gun at full 
cock, for nearly five minutes, the bird suddenly flushed 
almost under his feet, and, ‘There, by Jove! it’s gone,” 
was the only result of the bird’s flight on the hunter, the 
idea of shooting after it had taken wing appearing preposter- 
ous to hii. F a 
Prom {he accounts which appear from time to time in your 

valuable paper Lam of the opinion that this is the best State 
in the Union for quail shooting. In what is called the post 
oak country (i.e. timbered uplands), they abound every- 
where; groves, crecks, thickets, hedges, any place that af- 
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fords shelter being almost certain to contain from one to three 
flocks. In the prairie portious they are less plenty, their nu- 
merous enemies, such as hawks, owls, mowing machines and 
fires having a better chance at {hem than in the timbered dis- 
tricls. Rabbits, squirrels and the smaller game birds, such as 
snipe, ployer, etc., are found everywhere, but neyer 4 wood- 
cock in the State. To any persons, strangers to the country, 
who may contemplate visiting this State for hunting pur- 
poses, I will gladly furnish, through your colummes, such in- 
formation as is at my command as to the probable best local- 
ities for the different kinds of game. C.8. W. 
ee 

THE RUFFED GROUSE SHASON. 

Broorrizon, N. Y. 
Bidlier Forest and Stream : 

In looking over the proposed ‘‘Code of Game Laws” pub- 
lished in the Forest ano Srreamof Oct. 21, I find that it 
is proposed to continue the law asit isin resird to ruffed 
grouse. I take it that the modern idea is to lepisiate In fa- 
yor of the legitimate sportsman rather than in favor of the 
man Who shoots for what he can make out of it, but as the 
law now stands, and as the State Association propose to have 
it stand it is all in favor of the pot-hunter. J amin favor of 
making the open season on ruffed grouse from September 1 
to November 1, for these reasons: 1. It will give jhe birds 
more time for rest, and they will not be so wild. 2. There 
will be one-third more birds left over sach year [> propayate, 
8. That of all the ruffed grouse {hat are killed during tne of 
month December in the Central and Northern counties of this 
State, nine out of every ten are killed by market hunters, 
pot-hunters and the like, and worst of all, eight out of every 
nine are killed sitting on trees, where they have been seared 
by the traditional ‘‘yaller dog,” whose idea of sport is 
about as exalted as the man who Uwnsand huntshim. 4 
That unless immediate steps are taken to arrest the slanghter 
that is going on among the feathered tribe, our children will 
have no use for the costly guns and implements which we 
leave behind us save to look at them, and curse the stupidity 
of the men who did not protect that which God provided for 
the recreation of mankind. 

I speak more particularly of the Central and Northern 
counties of the State because il is with them J am more fa- 
miliar, but I haye no doubt that what [have said will apply 
equally well to the Southern half. In regard to the other 
provisions of the proposed ‘*Code" I have no fault to find 
save with the one authorizing private parks. It seems to me 
that the game in such parks should be pr fected by law the 
Saine as outside, and should not be killed out of season because 
that territory might at some season contain most of the game 
in the surrounding country; and if the owner had the right to 
kill at any time it would give him un undue ad- 
yantage, and besides that, the right to kill involves 
the right to sell, and we might be treated lo the 
spectacle of partridge and woodcock in markt in the middle 
of summer. Foxes destvoy more game than any other aninial, 
and I believe a bounty should be placed on them the same as 
on wolves. A bounty of $1 or $2, would be largely instru- 
mental in exterminating them, and the farmers of the State 
would favor such a law because it would be as much in their 
favor as it would that of the sportsman, because they could 
then raise poultry which in some places is now impossible. 
Lhope that brother sportsmen in various parts of the State 

will express their opinions upon these watters, H. L, G, 
+= 

A CANDID STORY. 

if TAD always read about the hunting grounds of the West 
with interest, and here I was asfar West as Omaha, and 

with a couple of guns and amunition suitable for the destruc- 
tion of anything from a Bob White to a buffalo. I went toa 
hotel with my luggage, and asked to be shown to a room, 
When I went up I was a decently attired ‘commercial 
traveler,” but when I came down with one of my guns I was 
a ‘knight of the plains,” a ‘deer slayer,” a ‘‘r-r-red handed 
ranger of the plains.” I was characteristically attired in a pair 
of grass colored pantaloons, with a tow of fringe and eagle 
feathers down the outside; a pair of moccasins made by an 
“Tndian” and his son, of your city: a coat with sporting 
topics stamped upon the buttons of the same color, and a 
cap to match; then IT had some revolvers, 1 hatchet, a knife 
and some cartridges in a belt buckled around my waist, I 
also had a waterproof box in my pocket contaming money, 
matches and salt. Iwas going ont on the Union Pacific 
Railway for geese. My appearance at the depot caused the 
most profound commotion, for, although it may be no new 
thing for the Omahaweers to see men going out from among 
them armed fo their teeth, and with a resolute mein, lespoak- 
ing that they are prepared to protect themselves ‘‘to the last 
extremity.” J still fancy that, without meaning to be par- 
tial to myself, they seldom saw amone them a hunter with 
everything about him so entirely modern and fresh. Tb was 
perhaps with some such thought as this that I asked a police- 
man how long il would he till train time, and if there was a 
photographer handy. He said there wasn’t, and then he 
looked at something on my coaf and told a man if he'd tell 
him what that was he could have it. T looked there to brush 
it off, whatever if was but I couldn't see anything. There 
Was s, man on the train who wasalumteralso. His name was 
Tucker; the other man’s name was Penny. They were go- 
ing after geese too. They asked me if I could shoot geese— 
if [ had ever shot geese before, I said no, but I could soon 
get into the hang of it; I was a regular stunner on glass balls 
and hitting oyster cans. He said he wasn't very good on 
geese himself, and I said what he wanted was nerve. He 
oughtn’t to get excited. He wastoo much afraid he'd miss. 
Then he commenced telling the other men about, if a fellow 
had a pug nose he was always sure to be a ‘smart Alex,” 
and then I went and sat in another seat. There is no use in 
aman getting mad at a fellow, even if his nose is inclined in 
the right direction, just because he can shoot geese better 
than he can himself. 
The first evening I was out after geeze I didn’t shoot _any, 

owing to the altitude of the geese. ‘The next day, as I was 
to leave the next morning, T was alittle burried and didn't 
do as well as I mostly do when I'm after geese, I only 
brought home eight. They are thirty-five cents apiece ont 
West. That's all. Damar Goong, Jr. 

Missourt.—Charleston, Dec, 21.—The weather is very 
severe here, and the birds have ail gone to the dense 
cover. 

David Todd, of Antrim, N. Ii., last Tuesday added an- 
otlier to the list of those who pulled their guns toward them 
by the muazle, 

QUAIL ON LONG ISLAND. 

B some of our sportsmen seem to think that quail are 
exterminated on Long Island, for their benefit as 

well as for your own information allow me to give you the 
following facts: JT have hunted quail on Long Island regu- 
larly every year for the last fourteen years, but I must say 
that I have never found quail so plentiful as this year, either 
in Suffolk or in Queens county. To substantiate what Tsay 
I will give you my experience. IT have had six days’ hnnt- 
ing on Long Island this season, four times in Suffolk and 
twice in Queens, within sixteen miles of the Brooklyn City 
Hall, and I neyer started in one day's hunt less than six and 
sometimes twelve beyies. 
Some of my friends ask me how if is that they hunt the 

whole day and never find anything. The only way that I 
can account for it is that they hunt with too fine bred dogs— 
too much bench show and field trial about them at the same 
time. Ihave my own impression about those same gentle- 
men, which is that they expect the quail to find them, in- 
stend of themselves finding the quail, and that they hug the 
fences too much. 

On the 14th of last October a friend of mine and I went 
jo Bucks County, Pa. In two days we killed ninety-two 
quail, but with all that I believe there are more birds on 
Long Island than in any other place within three hundred 
miles of New York cily, barring out Delaware and Mary- 
land. J lave been to Long Island no later than last Thurs— 
day, and started then nine bevies of birds. 
Were it not for the trapping and snaring Long Island 

would be a veritable paradise for spertsmen. Can we not 
find out a way to shop said trappivg or sharing? By all 
means let us try it. 1 am willing to subscribe my share to- 
ward said suppression. We have vood gaine laws enough, 
but we have no way of enforcing them. If the laws we 
have now are not strong enough to prevent snaving and trap- 
ping it is certainly of no nse laying new laws framed, 
‘Now that Mr. A, 5. Godetfroy has come forward as willing 
to make un affidayif, let the Game Associttion dispose of 
tliat bagenge master and that newsboy, whom that coward 
of ‘+A True Lover of the Sport" wrole us about soine time 

O. 

Judging by the tone of their answer ta that sneak ot “A 
True Loyer of the Sport,” the blood of the Long Tsland 
Game Asstciatioh must certainly be boiling, and woe to 
those poor fellows. If the Long Islund Game Association 
will prosecute now I will send you five dollars toward said 
prosecution, Should they, in the face of Mr. Godeffyoy’s 
letter, refuse to act, I would, to use their own Jimguage, teil 
them to bold their peace forever and take in their shingle of 
“Game Protection.” Quip pro Quo. 
New York, December 20, 1880. 

i 

WEIGHTS OF GROUSE, 

Fort Warnm, Ind,, Dec. 20. 
WN the Foresr anp Sretam of Dec. 16, “‘ Harry Wond- 

land” gives Frank Schley’s '' Anerican Partridge and 
Pheasant Shooting” as authority that pheasants weigh from 
twenty-two to twenty-nine onnces, and seems to thmk the 
killing of a pheasant) weighing twenty-nine ounces nothing 
remarkable, Idon’t think our friend ‘* Harry Woodland” 
ever took the trouble to weigh many pheasants, or he would 
not claim or think if an ordinary ocenrrence. I have killed a 
good many pheasants, but have never heen fortnnate enough 
to kill one {hat would weigh as much as twenty-six ounces. 
A few years ago I bagged while on a short hunt seyentcen 

pheasants which weighed twenty-one pounds, an average of 
a little less {han twenty ounces. Theso birds, as nearly as I 
“au remember, were killed in the first or second week of Dea, 
1876. Iowill ive you the weights of eighteen pheasants which 
I haye weighed this fall, which will give the lovers of pheas- 
ant shooting an ides of how they runin weight ih this pat 
of the country: 214,194, 19, 22, 213, 20, 20,18, 19, 162, 205, 
202, 194, 163, 19, 164, 174, 174 ounces an averazo of n Little 
more than nineteen outices. These birds were in good con- 
dition, and the greatest part of them were killed the latter 
part of November. This letter may seem tedious, buf what 
is fhe use of guessing af things we write about when we can 
give facts? Frank Selley may be correct in giving the 
weights of pheasants killed in Maryland at twenty-two to 
twenty-nine ounces. If they weigh as much as that, they 
are certainly manificent birds, but I can’t help believing 
that le might he mistaken. ; 
Frank Schley’s brok contains a great deal of interest to 

sportsmen who are fond of shooting quailand grouse, At 
the same time T think his advice as fo loading and shooting 
not as good for Western shooling as that given by Boeardus. 
For example, he recommends for ” 13 gauge 8 draghims 
of powder, and 14 oz. No. 6 skot for quail shooting 
in December. He also suys it isnot necessary to hold ahead 
of birds crossing trom thirty up to eighty yards, ‘The most 
successil of my sporting friends try 10 pull ina little ahead 
at the short disiances of twenty-five or thirty yards. 1 don't 
think quail or grouse at sixty to eighty vards away should ha 
shot at. The chances are, if hit, that they will fly away out 
of sight, and be lost to the shooter before they fall. 

Frerps, 

T soricr that in your last issue ‘* Warry Woodland” thinks 
that a ruffed grouse weighing 1 Jb, 13 oz. is of no unusual 
weight. Last fall, in this State, I killed 144 gronse, the 
heaviest weighing 26 oz., and the averaze not exceeding 
20 oz. The three heaviest birds killed by me in twenty 
years’ shoo'ing weighed 30 oz. each. Give the plume to that 
cocker. I would give $6 for the bird to set up. K, 
i 

THE GAME PROTECTORS. 

CORRESPONDENT who has recently been in the 
woods informs us that the appointment of a ** Protec- 

| for’? in Hamilton Gounty, N. Y., lias bad a good effect. Mr. 
Palmer, the officer named, has notified all the inhabitants of 
his appointment and of his determination to enforce the liys 
for the protection of fish and #aine, printed copies of which 
he bas distributed in public places so that no mau need plead 
ignorance thereof. As @ consequcnse fhe fishermen lung up 
their tackle and the huaters tied up their dogs at the close ot 
fhe season, and Mr. Palmer has had no one to prosecute. Ha 
found one net in use an uolawful manner and seized i, 
hut could not find wu the owner was, and there wre no trout 
in the neighboring markcts nor on the hotel tables. This is 
quite a step in advance, for jour correspondent las inown 
this region for yenrs und naver saw the time before when 
trout could not he boughtal any season of the year, aud déor- 

—— 
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have been killed and shipped to market ‘on previous years 
as late as March. In the winter and spring of 1877 two hunt- 
ers, now living near Indian Lake, killed fifty-two deer by 
crust hinting, leaving thirty of them to rot in the woods, 
Mr. Palmer is now out on snow shoes watching the yarding 
grounds for violators of the law. j 

Last week three men went into the grounds of Mr. Trastus 
Corning, near Albany, N. Y., with ferrets. They were not 
looking after Mr. Brayton, State Game Pretector, but were 
more particularly seeking rabbits. When Mr. Brayton ap- 
peared they had an engagement elsewhere and could not stop 
to see him. Jn their hurry to get home they had not time to 
gather up all the ferrets, and one is now awaiting an owner 
in the hands of Mr. Brayton. 

DITTMAR POWDER REVERBERATIONS. 

Brooxrieip, N. Y., Dec. 
Bditor Forest and Stream : 
Many thanks for your articles on Dittmar powder. I was 

about to get some. For downright fearlessness whew in the 
light Foresr ann Srream is ahead. it. L. G. 

Osweao, N. Y., Dee. 10. 
Lditor Forest and Stream : 
Good for you on Dittmar powder. 

saved the lives of scores of sportsmen. 
pamphlet upon the subject of their compound, 

You have wndoubledly 
Please send me your 

F. i H. 

Orrawa, Dee. 15. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

While I am writing you this note let me say that I was ex- 
fremely pleased to read your able exposure of the Dittmar 
powder, and I fancy most sportsmen read you articles with 
feclings similar to my own. Had the company gone on there 
would haye been plenty of ‘‘ cripples” among the sportsmen 
as well as the birds. I. it. 8. 

7 Sprmnorn, Mass., Dec. 11. 
Baitor Forest and Stream: 
Much interested in your Dittmar powder articles. Many 

thanks for your faithful and thorough exposure. You haye 
made many new friends hereabout and strengthened old ones. 
A paper at onee so faithful and so fearless deserves a lance 
increase of cireulation, and I am confident will have it, 
Please send me copy of the articles; will distrilute to our 
club should you send several. A. 8. W. 

: Pirrssuran, Dee. 14. 
Raiior Porest and Stream : 

T congratulate you on the Dittmar powder articles; the 
gond you haye done the sportsnien of the country is uncalcu— 
lable, No words in reply will or can answer the exposure. All 
sportsmen who value life or limb will let the cursed stuff 
alone. Ihave had much experience with it, and had resolved 
on this action before your exposure, on account of the unac- 
countables I had with it, and your article confirms my wis- 
dom. J. R. Srayron, See. Penn. State Field Trials Asso. 

Manrsuatntown, Iown, Dec. 12. 
Editor Forest and Stream = 

To say that Iam pleased wilh your journal will convey but 
a very faint idea ef my regard for its valuable articles and its 
purity, freedom and fearlessness. No, you don’t need io 
shake up Dittmar; he shakes himself up enough in his own 
statements, Ihave lo thank you for your exposure of ‘ this 
tamed down stuff,” as I was just about to send for some, but. 
have changed my mind. I had heard of many accidents with 
it, but supposed it was the result of carelessness in loading; 
Jut am convineed to the contrary by Dittmar’s own state- 
ments. R. H. W. 

Wisnsor Loexs, Conn., Dec. 23. 
Bditor Forest and Stream : 

The cold weather has puf a quietus on shooting. We sup. 
pose the attention will be turned to fishing through the ice in 
the Connecticut River. We ave informed that bass are freely 
taken by spears through theige. Abont Christmas there will 
be some shooting by law-abiding sportsmen, as game cannot 
be taken lawfully after January 1. We wish to say one 
word in regard to the Dittmar powder case. First, we thank 
you With all our strength for yonr exposure ; for, althongh we 
are amateurs, we still have handled many guns and burned 
some powder, and we might have tried Dittmar in the future 
had you not exposed it so well. We know there are “'Phree 
True Blues” who will ever thank you. Lower Bonk. 

New Roonerre, N. Y,, Dec. 16. 
Hditor Forest and Stream ! ; 

T have réad all that, has been written in your paper about 
the Dittmar powder From the beginning I distrusted its 
practical utility for the rifle or shot-gun. After about four 
years’ hesitation I bought one pound to satisfy myself about 
it. This seemed, on trial, to give no velocity to the bullet. 
T represented this to the dealer from whom I purchased it, 
who said the fault was iu the loading. My dollar was gone, 
and J had the stuff on hand. I considered myself sold, and 
closed the canister for good. 

Tt was not only a cheat to sell this powder in the way it 
was done, but a crime deserving the highest punishment. I 
am glad you made war on it, and I only wonder you did not 
do it, before. 

Your article of exposure was so complete as led me to say: 
“The jig is up. Good-by, humbug Dittmar powder, for- 
ever.” The sale of it was truly a “sawdust” affair, Your 
petard blew it ‘sky high.” Thank God! When get time 
T will tie my canister to a twenty-pound stone, row far out 
into the Sound and sink it so deep that the lobsters sere 
find it. 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
Forest AND SrreaAm deserves well of sportsmen for its 

exhaustive report of the Dittmar powder. Many times IT 
have been on the point of using it, but always the silent 
monitor bid me let it alone and be contented with black pow- 
der. But there came atime when I ceased to desire to use 
it. ‘Two of my acquaintances had the one a rifle, the other 
ashotgun, burst at the breech using if. The owner of the 
rifle came near Josing his Sere eye. The other man es- 
caped with a bad shaking up and temporary derangement, 
Neither of the men have made a statement of the matter in 
print. Why, I do not know, unless if be because they had 
reely recommended it to others as every way safe, and so 

a 

were ashamed to do so. I think, judging by these two in- 
stances, that a very small per cent, of such accidents have 
been reported. Now that the manufacturers have issued 
their pamphlet, would it not be a good point to ‘carry the 
war into Africa,” and request, through your columns, the 
names of parties who have suffered in consequence of using 
the powder? TRAPPER, 

- — + ee 

Trerine Grouse.—l have been a good deal interested, not 
to say amused, at the ideas and experiences of different 
writers about the treeing of grouse, because it happened that 
my first grouse shooting was over a trecing dog. He was as 
food as I have ever seen, and I have seen a few good ones— 
not many, for the hardest dog to find these days is a good 
pheasant dog, as we call him in Pennsylyania, Tlounds, set- 
ters, pointers and cockers may be found by any who will 
seeck—and pay; but a pheasant dog comes by nature. He 
is rarely to be had, and there is no sure way of training him 
toit. ‘Old Frank,” the last good one we had here, may 
serve to illustrate what such a dog can do. Four of us made 
acampon Marsh Creek, where pheasants (grouse) were plenty, 
with a fair show of woodcock, and our team consisted of a 
well-trained pointer and Frank. We had all the success we 
wished ; in fact, were obliged tolet up and send twenty grouse 
home to gave them. But the point [wish to make is this: Out 
of forty-two ruffed grouse that we shot, ten were killed over 
the pointer or taken by snap shots, and thirty-two were fairly 
treed, marked and barked at steadily by Frank until some 
of the party could get in fora shot. A few left after they 
were fairly treed, being scared out of tree by the hunters; 
but they usually sat still as statues until shot off. Ilow a 
dog finds tlie right tree, goes to it and gives tongue steadily 
when the bird has flown out of his range of sight for fifty 
rods is one of those things no fellow will ever find ont. But 
he does it. NESSMUK. 

Mioniaan—Pscanaba, Delia County, Dec. 15.—December 
6 was a poor day for bears. J was out affer ruffed grouse. 
My dog found a bear den. 
'o-day I was up the railroad a few miles and when near 
home my dog, as usual, ran ahead and came back to meet 
me. Soon after getting in the house he had a fit and Jay on 
his sides and quivered. I gaye him some oil. Soon he got 
up and went and lay down in the snow. I went to him, 
when he got up again and walked part way to the house and 
had another fit, from which he never recovered. I saw no- 
thing unusual about lim through the day. To-night I have 
found two places where le rolled and tumbled about a good 
deal before he came to meet me. Lam at aloss to know 
what was the matter. I forgot to say I took him up and Jail 
lim on a blanket, and when I would just touch him he would 
spring and jerk fearfully, yet he did not move off the bed, 
and would look up so wistfully to me. He has been my con- 
stant companion for four years and two months, either in the 
boat, or on the cars, or in the house, or wherever I went. It 
looks foolish to mourn for a dog, yet I can’t help it, as he has 
been my only companion for nearly two years. Now I am 
alone and shall never hear his joyous bark again. y. 

P. §.—Mr. Chas. Bishop and partner killed an old hear and 
three cubs a few days befork I killed mine. 

A Vintatnous Pracrice—Savannah, Tenn., December 21. 
The weather for the past week has been like spring, and as a 
consequence the quail shooting has been unusually good. I 
was out two days and bagged thirty-three quail, one hare 
anda solitary duck that I flushed in the creek. My shoot- 
ing was done over a young pointer untrained until this sea- 
son. With an older dog the bag would haye been much 
heavier; as it was I lost several birds that were killed but 
not retrieved. Given a thick cover, a wing-tipped December 
quail, and you haye a problem whose solution is rather diffi- 
cult fora ‘‘young?un.” The river is reported swarming 
with ducks and geese. As I write this a norther is blowing 
and the snow is falling thickly; if this weather holds for a 
few days there will be plenty of sport for the large bores and 
heavy metals. I wish to mention here the villainous habit 
practiced by the passengers and officers of the boats on our 
river of banging away at the geese and ducks from the decks 
of the steamers, killing many and frightening more, which 
has the effect of making the fowl so wild as to deprive true 
sportsmen of much good sport. As the boats.never stop to 
ret the game killed, it is wantonly wasted. Such reckless 
destruction of valuable game cannot be too warmly de- 
nounced. WILL. 

New Jersey Game—New Bedford, N. J., Dee. 12.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: 1 am sure that you would confer a bene- 
fit upon the public if you would take notice editorially of the 
necessity for a revision of our game laws. From all parts of 
the State the reports show that game and game birds are fast 
disappearing, and there is no doubt that, if the law does not 
interfere, a year or two more will leave us without any game. 
New Jersey has in past years been noted as furnishing plen- 
ty of gate, a source of revenue as well as amusement. If 
(his is to continue, the game laws Inust be made more strin- 
gent. I find that those best informed on this subject gene- 
rally agree that the time has come when a close period sheuld 
be established for at least two or three years, during which 
time it should be made unlawful, under heavy penalty, to 
kill or trap any woodcock, quail, rabbit or pheasant at any 
time of the-year. Such « measure seems absolutely neces- 
sary, and especially for this section of the State, from which 
the quail have almost entirely disappeared, although it was 
formerly a sportsman's paradise. J. H. B. 

Protection FoR Witp Picnons,—St. ite, St. Monsrice Oo.., 
Quebec, Dec. 18. In one of the late issues of your paper I 
notice a correspondent inquires the whereabouts of the wild 
pigeon. Unless an effectual stop is put to slaughtering the 
birds on their breeding grounds they will soon become a 
thing of the past. 
They are becoming exceedingly rare in this part of the 

country, where they were once as numerous almost as the 
leaves of the forest. I haye seen but four specimens of the 
bird {his season, and with many of your readers mourn their 
rapid extermination. It seems to me that something ought to 
be done toward their preservation, either by the enactment of 
wholesome laws in the different States where they resort to 
breed, or by the purchase of the woods where they breed. 
As they are a migratory bird, all sportsmen throughout the 
States and the Dominion are jnterested in their preservation. 
Let us join hands north and south, east and west, and see 
what can be done. JEAN, 

A VETERAN SrEAKs.—I{i would seem that your remarks in 
relation to the handling of guns by sportsmen are not called 
for. It’s an old saying that ‘‘ Experience is a hard school 

J got one old one and three cubs. , 

and fools will learn in no other,” Let them haye a little of 
the ‘* Experience” and if they live through it they will find 
the way to the breech and probably stay there. 

Wor the community at large, a few remarks from you in 
regard to the manner in which would-he sportsmen and boys 
carry their guns through the streets and roads might prove to 
he of great service. In my section of the country the rule 
appears to be to carry the gun over the shoulder, and about 
level, so that in case of accidental discharge something would 
be sure to be hit. 

IT think one is more sure of coming out unharmed on a 
road infested with highwaymen than one infested with 
young sportsmen. The first, though he aims to do so, 
probably won't hit you, the last is pretty sure to. 

An Oxp Subsoriner, 

Guns, New anp O1rp—Putnam, Conn.—I usually hunt. 
through hammocks with light rifle strung at my back and 
shot gunin hand. I haye often met my fellow sportsmen 
with their €50 or $100 rifle and shot gun of from $100 to 
$280 value that would scarcely noticemyrifle of $20 and shot 
gun of $15, but whenvwe shot to kill my gun had claims they 
were obliged to respect. My hunting and fishing pleasures 
T must Jay aside, for I am now three-score and eyes fail me, 
and my hand trembles. Over forty years avo I shot the par- 
tridge onthe wing with a flint-lock King's arm, when you 
would haye to hold abont four feet ahead to allow for the 
flash-bang. However, I recollect at one time of killing three 
out of four shots and without a dog. Had TIthen the con- 
venient gun we now have I could Jiave killed 4 great abun- 
dance, for game was plenty in the woods forty years ago. 

G. F. Winns. 

Lars Sxrez—Tolland Oo., Conn., Dec. 24.—We all read 
that the Wilson snipe is a migratory bird: still this is not 
strictly true. The ground is frozen solid, and all water, ex- 
cept running brooks, likewise; on such brooks they are now 
here. I have shot them this week, as lave others. I have 
learned from the farmers that they remain all winter. I 
would not have believed it had I net seen and shot them my- 
self. Partridge and quail scarce, and too cold to shoot any- 
way- ; Mans. 

We killed on Saturday, December 18th, an English snipe 
(Gallinago wilson’) on Wawayanda Mountain, N. J. Jt was 

living along a spring brook and was in good condition, An- 

other was seen by an acquaintance on Monday, the 20th 

inst., near the Rufherford’s creamery in the Vernon Valley. 

Ruone Isranp—Nerport, Dee. 18.—Four Wilson snipe 
were shot on our island Dec. 12. Ie this late or early ? 

PSD EA, 

Mrcuigan Darr Suoorime—Hast Saginain, Dec, 23.—aal. 
week Gary Fleming and one other gentleman from Hast 
Saginaw went ouf six miles from Saginaw City bunting. 
They killed fifteen partridge and one bear. Ernin was 
brought to bag with a 16-bore gun, loaded with fine shot. 

Mr. Richter, a taxidermist, of East Saginaw, has cet up 
250 deer heads since the hunting season opened, and up to 
the 15th of December, and has plenty of work on hand 
waiting. 

There has been more deer killed in Northern Michigan 
this fall than eyer before. About two years more at this 
rate and the hunters will have to seek other localities besides 
the North Woods to hunt. Hunter. 

*Snor anp Grass BAnis—Rridgeport, Cona.—T am usine 
soft shot, and think they have a tendency to stick to a olass 
ball and not glance as the chilled shot do. Suppose a ball he 
hit on the side by a chilled shot, the shot is so hard it cannot 
get hold of the ball. On the other hand, if a soft shot hits a 
ball on the side it will batter just enough to cling to it and be 
more liable to break the ball than a chilled shot. Jn bird 
shooting I think soft shot superior to chilled for the reason 
they must cling closer to a bone and be more apt to breakit than 
chilled shot, But in every case they must make a lareer 
wound than chilled. C. M. A. 

New Yorr, Hayt's Corners, December 20.—Not a wild 
goose has been seen here in Seneca the past fall to my knowl: 
edge, and I have made numerous inquiries in regard to them. 
They passed here last spring, and, though stopping more 
frequently than usual, none were brought to bag to my 
knowledge. All kinds of game is very scarce here; quail are 
indeed scarce, also partridge, squirrels, rabbits. All kinds of 
game have become almost extinct; there have been at least 
six hunters to ove bird the past season here. L. E. W. 

Inuinois— Dudley, Bdgar County, Dec. 22.—Deer plentier 
here than before for years. One man has killed nine in last 
three weeks and another five. I haye brought down four 
myself, mostly found in cornfields. Winter set in very sud- 
denly and caused a great amount of corn to be left not 
husked. This is a grand place to chase foxes. All we lack 
is the dog with bottom and gameness to keep to the track. 
Prairie chickens and quail plenty. Ducks of no kind have 
made their appearance yet, G&. J. B. 

Irs Epuoatine Isripence.—Please send specimen copies 
of your paper to the names given below. If I can secure 
a good circulation for your paper in the county I think it 
wil be the means of educating our sportsmen up to a higher 
standard of sporting excellence. I know it has done this for 
me, and I have been an ardent sportsman all my life. 

Cc. 8. W. 

Norra Carornwwa—IHigh Point, Dec. 25.—For the benefit 
of those wishing the information I would say there is too 
much snow in this State for shooting. J.N.D, 

Sua EERRR GaGa 
SHOOTING MATCHES, 

Wasuineton Gus Guop.—Inaugural match on the new elub 

grounds at Ridgewood Park, Christmas Day ; 2 traps; 5 birds 
each ; 25 yds. ; tics at 30 yds. ; 

First Mateh. 
AUEN Garriel,.-...+.-..-2se02s cpecek & BW L 7 
John Cotter. ... 121 4d 
FeO NPS... Seti sth subse de! -Aeaey ein) lL Se Gs Ha) it 
W.L. Wilde.... 2 ods p= + 
Drs Metcalfe, often 2225 Sy fee’ AL ea 
we He FEPBUSEHErs- 2-25-05 5 hess Cea aib yy EUR ot 

* Divided first prize. t Divided second prize, 

Second Match. 
Tits FIV RA pet oye typ etete pe eat ese tha ee, 14 1— 
ePODITIASOMMAADs eta, hos bene es cePe st) onl b us Ae. 14 1a eae 
DES MI QUCAl ance 2 t~c sees one bouts ole daly eoeces ay slaves 1 0 1 i d-* 
ee DIMI wine ous oe earl atthe vores 62 ToOLVOmLO2 
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i. GR PPIC I EEO 2 sh. te shai cto teddies 00120100601 
* Divided second prize. 

Third Match, 
AL RN alaty Fevaths\ hy SR ORE SAG oe eg pay ep ON 10% 1 
John Vierkiuw,,... Dt eo. cor Ea 
Uy GOLTET wes. sees T1iicO0O 0010 

Pe El ese Pal 
101i 1 1] 

; 100147721 
Fourth Match. 

Ty OM ODDS oe 24 foes e epee Veen aren eae LS A alten FO: 
CTA AY RUITS VRE: fon nivce dees eciceiin ale fale ly tee SEOs a oo 
7. Cott evel Lb Od 1—i £ 
H, Wedems sb pk ol) te td AG. 
B.N. Watts. -1 10 0 1 1 1 
Watts nad he fifth prize; Hopps and Van syse di- 

Viel the first prize. 

PrAns Istanp, Maine, Dec. 25.—The Peaks Islund Shooting 

Olnb shot for the Club Badge this morning at 80 single balls from 
Card's rotary trap, and 6 pairs of doubles, 18 yds. riso, (Sterling, 

Skillings and Jones, 21 yds.) 
Single, 

T= 1TITILTI1I141111101 19 
Ww. TLOPtpiarpigiiod 111—1 

OY De SL st aeaerieG ul dbo) fete. 
LT1117271L1142017001 1-17 
OULTLL110100111111—124 
Liat Osetel Tr dab re 
O0TLOLT1T11T1110111071 014 
101001111101110000—12 
00010011101001111 0—10 

1 101011100101001211 0—12 
1. W 101110000710101100110 

. HOUBrotle, Fe cen es O01071001711011000701—10 

L. 1, Skillings 11 i1 10 16 7—26 
W.S, Jones... WW 10 10 10 11 726 
J.B. Jones ..... 10 10 10 10 41 6—R4 
W. 8. Brackett di if 10 00 11 T—24 
C, & Stevens | 11 11 10 OT S—22 

. Trefethen. 
refephen . 

ab the same number of balls for an oyster supper ; 
Brackett’s Team. 

Single. Double. Total. 
Wrasse ABE QK OU saa aaede aca sh desde pee 18 6 24 
L, BH, Skilling: 18 8 36 
H. Trefethen... 16 5 20 
H. H. Trafethen 11 i 16 
fH. T, Holbrook.... Ab 6 20 

30 106 
Sterling's eam. 

Single. Double. Total. 
BAG ft) 28 

19 7 26 
1 6 25 
14 i) 23 
ri 4 7 
& a i 

A.V. A 
—> <a + 

Wurn worn down and rendy to take your bed, Hop Bitters is 
what you need to relieve you. 

The Ziennel. 

Pittsburgh Dog Show—Pittshurzh. Pa., January 17, 18 and 19, 
1881. Entries close January 6. CU. B. Elben, Secretary; Charles 
Lincoln, Superintendent, 

THE GORDON SHTTER. 

[Reprinted from adyance gheets of Vero Shaw’s “Book of the Dog,” 
furnished 16 the Forust anp Stream by the author, through 
Onasell, Petter, Galpin & Co., publishers, No. 596 Broadway, 
New York. ] 

HIS dog, which we have before alluded to as almost 
Ay claiming to be the national setter of Scotland, is one 
upon which a variety of opinions haye been expressed. Its 
very origin is obscure, though all authorities agree in bestow- 
ing the honor of its production upon the Duke of Gordon, 
henee the name by which this breed is recognized im the 
present day, It is certain that in the early part of the cen- 
tury (about 1820) the then Marquis of Huntly, who was 
afterward Duke of Gordon, possessed a strain of setters 
which he was anxious to improve. ‘The story runs that 
when looking around for a judicious cross the rumor reached 
his lordship that there was an extraordinary clever sheep-dog 
bitch belonging to a shepherd in the neighborhood, The 
bitch had been taught to set birds by her owner, and her 
staunchness was said to be remarkable. On hearing of this 
wonderful biteh, the Marquis of Huntly is said fo haye im- 
mediately obtuined her from the shepherd, and put her to 
one of his most successful sires. It is to this Collie bitch 
that many hold: that the modern famons Gordon setter owes 
its origin, and certainly the presumption seems a very fair 
one. 
Whatever reliance, however, is to be placed in this alleged 

formation of the Gordon strain, the value of dogs from the 
Duke's kennel was far higher than of those coming from other 
quarters, and a genuine importation from Gordon Castle was 
always looked upon as possessing no impurity of blood. As 
a proof of this the following list of prices obtained at the 
Duke’s sale in 1886 may be taken as conclusive, and the list 
is moreover valuable as showing the value of Gordon setters 

at that time, 8 well as for another reason to which we shall 

hereafter make a reference: 
Duke, 5 years, black-and-tan, 34 gs.; Young Regent, 4 

years, Wlack-white-and-fan, 72 gs. ; Juno, 5 years, black-and- 

white, 84 ¢s.; Satan, 23 years, black, 56 gs.; Crop, 3 years, 

\ilack-and-white, 60 g8.; Duchess, 11 months, black-and- 
white, 37 gs-; Random, 10 months, red-and-white, 95. gs. 5 

Princess, 11 months, black-and-white, 25 gs.; Bell, 11 

months, black-and-white 34 gs. ; Brace of puppies, black-and- 

white, 3098. Total 417g 
Among the buyers at this historic sale were the Duke of 

Richmond, Lords Abercorn, Chesterfield and Douglas, and 

Messrs. Martyn, Walker and Robinson. The prices reached 

sere certainly encouraging for the times, and it is question- 

able whether they would be headed at the break-wn of any 

modern kennel. Itis only reasonable, however, to suppose 

{hat this small number was not the entire stud, and that many 

menibers of it were otherwise disposed of and dispersed other a ne 
hroughout the country. 

i, 

i Baie thus alluded to the reputed origin of this breed, 

aud enilesvare| to dreet atfention fo jsp mtintane & Wie 

forty-tour Years WE, We Tuck Wijecelyes Luce bu face with the 
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burning question in connection with the Gordon setter—its 
original color. In every correspondence in connection with 
this breed, the writers who have addressed the sporting pub- 
lic through the Press have drawn attention to this subject ; 
but still the matter has not, in the opinion of many, been 
finally settled. It would seem, however, from the colors 
given above, that by far the largest proportion of the Duke's 
dogs were wanting in any tan at all, and were simply black 
and-white. On considering this, the question arises in our 
mind whether only those possessing tan were the descendants 
of the Sheep-dog cross which had been introduced into the 
Strain some twelve years before the date of the sale. We 
Jearn from Gervase Markham’s ‘‘Hunger’s Prevention” that 
at the time of his writing his work, in the early part of the 
seventeenth century, ‘‘some had been curious in observing’ of 
their (the setting dog) colors as giving preheminence to the 
motley, the liver-hude, or the black and white spotted.” It 
is, therefore, We may assume, within the bounds of proba- 
bility that the original Gordon strain, before the introduc- 
tion of the Collie cross, were descendants of the ‘‘black and 
white dogs” of Gervase Markham’s time, and that, therefore, 
the now popular golden-lan of the Gordon setter is in reality 
but a proof of a deeided cross of Sheep-dog blood. The late 
Mr. Dixon, who wrote under the nom de plume of ‘The 
Druid,” is positive in deciding that “ originally the Gordon 
setters were all black-and-tan, and Lord ¥. G. Halliburton’s 
Sweep, Admiral Wemyss’s Pilot, Major Douglas's Racket, 
Lord Breadalbane’s Tom and other great craftsmen of ihe 
breed of that color Now all the setters in the Castle kennel 
are entirely black-white-and-tan, with a littletan on the toes, 
muzzle, roof of the tail, and round the eyes. The late Duke 
of Gordon liked it ; it was grayer, and not so difficult to back 
on the hillside as thedark colored - . . , . The cém- 
posite color was produced by using black-and-tan dogs to 
black-and-white bitches.” 

Mr, Laverack corroborates this statement of ‘‘The Druid’s” 
to & very great extent, for he writes: 

““Two years after the decease of Alexander, Duke of 
Gordon, I went to Gordon Castle purposely to see the breed 
of setters. In an interview with Jubb, the keeper, he showed 
me three black-tans, the only ones left, and which I thought 
nothing of. Some yearsafter when I rented on lease the 
Cubrach shootings, Banffshire, belonging to the Duke of 
Richmond, adjoining Glenfiddich, where his Grace shot, 
I often saw Jubb and his setters; then, and now, all the 
Gordon Castle setters were black-white-and-tan.” 

Here is the distinct eyidence of a gentleman whose exer- 
tions in fayor of setters and whose knowledge of the breed 
are admitted by every person interested in canine matters ; 
and from what he writes, and from what other equally 
eminent authorities have written, it is proved almost beyond 
contradiction that white is a permissible color in the Gordon 
Castle kennel. From what ‘* The Druid” has said, however, 
it would appear that the presence of white haviag heen at 
one time considered by the head of the establishment to be 
an attraction, special efforts were made to retain it in the 
strain at the Castle, and that more of it is consecuently to be 
found there than otherwise have been the case. We confess 
ourselves to have a difficulty in explaining how the white 
could have been introduced into the (Fordon setter, assuming 
that they were originally black-and-tans only, otherwise than 
by the reputed Sheep-dog cross; and this we should bave 
thought improbable, had it not been for the subjoined engray- 
ing from ‘‘ Cynographia Britannica,” as it was {o our minds 
more likely that the tan was the color then introduced into 
the original strain, the color of which we were yery much in- 
clined to believe was black-and white. But from this en- 
graving, which was published in 1805, and a copy of which 
is in our possession, and in the original of which the colors 
of the dogs are clearly depicted, we are compelled to accept 
the existence of a black-and-tan setter as a positive fact in 
1805, ¢. ¢., before the Gordon Castle kennel is mentioned in 
history, ‘The topmost dog in the group is colored a pale tan 
and black, and if not marked precisely in the same manner 
as a modern Gordon is near enough to the breed in appear- 
ance to justify our belief {hat such a dog had much to‘do 
with the origin of our modern black-and-tan setter. 

One great authority in writing on the alleged Sheep-dog 
cross, has questioned whether it would be probable that the 
Duke would stain his strain by a general introduction of 
Collie blood. This rather coincides with what we suggested 
with reference to the colors of the Gordon setters at the 
famous sale; but we must venture to remark that what the 
then Duke thought fit to do, and what subsequent breeders 
have in their wisdom thought proper to attempt, are widely 
different things, and it is more than possible that the Coilie- 
stained blood has been largely dipped into of later years. 
One thing is certain, and that is, that as modern fashion (ic- 
tates, a Gordon setter marked with white would not have 
much, if any chance of succecs upon the show bench, as our 
present judges seem most hosile to it, and the tri-colored 
dogs are very rarely seen on exhibitions. 

Another much debatable point in connection with a Gor- 
don setter’s color is one which concerns his feet and legs. Ik 
must here be stated, for the benefit of those unacquainted 
with the dog, that his principle color 1s black-and-tan (the 
question of white being for the time laid aside). The point 
at issue 18 Whether there should be black traces, or ‘*pencil 
marks,” up his toes, as in the case of a black-and-tan lerrier. 
We have ourselves conversed with many of the emiment 
authorities of the day, and have-almost heen amused af the 
decided difference of opinion which exists among them on 
this question. Both parties, as far as we can judge, though 
not catrying their opinions far enough to desire the disqnali- 
fication of a dag which does not represent their views in this 
respect, are most decided in their expressions as to what they 
think should be the case, Upholders of the ‘red-siock- 
inged” dog object to pencilled toes as being, in the first in- 
stance, chance introductions, which if encouraged may come 
to he too highly thought off, and consequently lead to the de- 
generation of the breed, by being sought after to the neglect 
of other more essential points. On the other hand, those 
who advocate these fancy markings, with reason we con- 
sider, are wont to argue that any additional mark of beauty 
is a point to be gained by breeders, and they therefore claim 
that if other points are equal the penciled-toed Gordon should 
be placed above his clean-legged rival. J 

Tt may be wondered that so much attention has been di- 
rected to the color of the Gorden setter; but it should be 
borne in mind that it is here where his chief difference from 
his English relative is to be found. The Gorden is far 
coarser in the head than the English setter is found to be, his 
stern is shorter, and he is inclined tobe a coarser doy all 
through. THis ears particularly are inclined to show a want 
of quality; but, {uken all oyer, point by point, there is little 
i7arenee between the Gordon and the English setter save in 

cout und celoy. In the former dog the jacket is not so fine 

. 

as itis in his English relative, and his color, as we have said 
before, is a black-and-tan. Tle shade of the black cannot 
he too deep or intense, and the tan must be as deep or 
‘Svyarm” in color as if can be got. The dispersion of these 
colors for exhibition dogs should be as follows; The tan 
should be on the forelegs below the knee, on the feather on 
the fore-legs, on the throat, on the checks, inside the ears 
and over the eyes, on the belly, inside the thighs, and on the 
vent. The brilliancy of the tan in certain strains has been 
attributed to the introduction of Irish setter blood ; this crass, 
however, will he more fully alluded toin the succeeding 
article, but the reference to it is necessary, as it is 4 matter 
of importance to breeders of both yarieties of setter. 
As a field dog the Gordon has both detractors and admirers. 

Heis stigmatized by the former as an old man's dog, as they 
muintain that he can rarely do more than ‘*potcer about,” 
and is always beaten by lunch-time. This latter opinion is 
certainly shared by most practical sportsmen; but muny of 
these, even though admitting that he is only a half-day dog, 
at the same time gladly bear witness to his powers when lie 
is at work, Undoubtedly the Gordon is a neryons dog, and 
here he is behind his English cousin; bnt it is claimed on 
his behalf that. he does not possess that craving for water 
which knocks so many of the latter up. In nose a Gordon 
setter excels, but this virtue is discounted by the want of 
endurance which has been already alluded tu. 
Among the most famous breeders and exhibitors of Gordon 

setters of late years the names of the following gentlemen 
appear most prominently: The Rey. Thomas Pearce, who 
bred Argyle II. from Lord Bolinbroke’s Argyle out of 
breeder's Ruby; Mr. Sam Lang, of Bristol, celebrated es- 
pecially as breeder of the champion Langs, afterward sold to 
Mr. Coath; he Earl of Dudley; Mr. Josh Jobling, of Mor- 
peth, who won the cup for setters af fhe first dog show ever 
held, viz., at Newcastle im 1859, with his Gordon setter 
Dandie, by Coward’s 8am out of exhibitor’s Nell; Messrs. 
Rogerson and Adye, who in turn showed Kent, a gerund dog, 
and Premier, black-and-tan, setter, from 1863—1869; Myr. 
Barclay Field; the Marquis of Huntley: Mr. J.T. Richard- 
son, Whose name is identified with Duke; the Rey, W. Ser- 
jeanison and the Rev. J. Cumming Macdona. 

The black-and-tan setter has unquestionably been crossed. 
with the Irish, probably to improye the brilliancy of the tan. 
Hence the appearance in many litters of Gordoug of liver- 
colored whelps. It is also noticeable in the reputed pedigree 
of Old Kent, which we reproduce in this chapter, that the 
ereat-grandfather of that, famous dog was » liyer-and-tan dog 
belonging to Sir Matthew Ridley. 

The similarity of this variety to the English setter has al- 
ways been alluded to, and therefore the description of the 
Gordon setter need not necessarily be nlongone. Speaking 
briedly : 

The gkull, and head generally, 
English, only that it is heavier. 

The lips and flews are algo heavier, and more like those of 
the bloodhound than those of the kindred breed. 

The nose is rather coarse, and the general formation is al- 
together heavier than is the case with the English sejjer- 
The stern, too, is shorter, though similar in shape, 
The texture of the coat is not so fine as that of the Mnglish 

setter. 
The color is a deep, raven black, and a rich, mahogany, 

“warn. tan. 
Tn general appearance the Gordon setter is the heavy-look- 

ing specimen of his family, and the substantial amount of 
hone which he possesses makes him look n slow dow when 
compared With either the Bnglish or the Irish. 

To epite of the similarity between the English and Gordon 
setters, a different scale of points is necessary for adjudicat- 
ing upon the merits of each breed, as the question of color 
alone rendurs jhe Hnplish scale inapplicable to the Gordons. 
We therefore add a table, showing the numerical yalue of 
the points, at the end of this chapter, a8 in other breeds. 

The specimen of the Gordon setter selected for illustration 
in our colored plate is Blossom, late the property of Mr. 
Howard Mapplebeck, of Knowle, near Birmingham, but sold 
by hin to Mr. J. S. Niven, M.B., London, Ontario, Canada. 
Mr. Niven has written us with reference to the dog: ‘' I have 
not bad much luck with him here, as the Americans are all 
going in just now for big, heavy Gordons, I got first in 
Montreal with him, and also special for best setter in the 
show. The old boy looks splendid now (March, 1880). I 
have some pups by Grouse out of a Duke bitch, but they are 
too big, and I am sure will never do the work that smaller 
dogs cf the same class can do.” ; 

Blossom was bred by the Rey. J. Cumming Macdona, in 
1872, and is by Shot, ont of Bloom; Shot by Bruce, ont of 
La Reine Bruce by Bliss, out of Ruby; La Reine by Mr. 
Pearce’s Kent, out of his Regent. The pudigree of Kent was 
always more or less obscure, but the following table appears 
in the 't Kennet Club Stud Book,” which is. sufficient guar- 
antes for its correctness ; 

is very like that of the 

KENT. 

— Black and tan biteh 
of Adamson's. 

Shot, 
blank and tan. 

Tobling’s Scamp. Als Nell 

Sir Matthew Ridley’s His black and tan 
liyer and tan doz. Well. 

Blossom has in the course of his show career in this coun- 
try performed as follows upon the hench: 1876, first Birm- 
inflam ; 1877, Agricultural Hall, first Bath, first Burton-on- 
Trent, first Manchester, first Alexandru Palace, first Edin- 
burgh, first Bristol, first Swindon ; 1878, first Birmingham, 
second Alexandra Palace, second Bristol, second Wolver- 
hampton (champion class)—performances which prove how 
good a dog he undoubtedly is. 

SOATE OF POINTS FOR JUDGING GORDON SETTEIS. 

Shoulders and neck......-.--.44-. i) 
BOdy And TIbS...... ssc cereeescterweee ets tasteneunnenaverresseny 10 
Feet and legs.,...,-.... - 3 
Color....... Pre 10 
Oey peer es cee Be oan santas facene teesee oD 
General appearANGG,......eccsseerreersersserrers eee ea 1 

50 
—————— 

SENSATION AND Guy. —We were informed at the finish of 

the Eastern Wield Trials that the judges had awarded third 
prize to Sensation and fourth prize to Glen. Dr. Aten now 

tells us (hat the third and fourth prizes were pooled and di- 

vided between Sensation and Glen, and that he will make a 
present of Glen's money to the Club. 

— 
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THE LHONBERG DOG IN NEWFOUNDLAND. 

OME readers of Formsr anp Srream, will remember 
that I gaye an account in its columns of the imtroduc- 

tion of the celebrated Leonberg dog ipto this island, The 
atlelipl to intvoduce the new breed was thade under the 
most favorable vircumsiances. Three puppies were selected 
by Count Essex, of Leonberg, Wurtemberg, Germany, the 
breeder of the new ruce, for the express purpose of trying the 
effect of the Newfoundland eliiiate and a further infusion 
of Newfoundland blood. The puppies were ten weeks old 
when brought here by a frlend of mine, and in doe time grew 
up into magnificent animals, distinguished for their im- 
mens¢ size, beauty of form gentleness amd sagacity. The 
Leonberg dog is slow in coming to maturity, and the Count 
did not wish them to breed until their third year, when 
they are full grown. Unfortunately we lost the male by a 
dose of strychnine wiich he accidentally swallowed, but 
Count Essex, when he heard of our misfortine, replaced him 
by astill finer specimen. These circumstances and other 
mishaps refarded the propagation of the breed here, but if is 
now fairiy established, and will multiply rapidly, as we have 
about a dozen young animals in addition to the three import- 
ed. nme of the young are grown up and breeding. So far 
all are the result, of a cross between the Leonberg and New- 
foundland des, and the progeny appears to be a decided im- 
provement on the original stock, the increased dash of New- 
foundland blood improying the appearance and good qualifies 
of the offspring, The climate evidently agrees with the 
breed, and tle variety thns produced promises to be of great 
value. A litter is shortly expected by Diana, one of the 
female dogs originally imported, now breeding for the first 
time, thongzh nearly four years old. She is 4 beautiful crea- 
ture, twenty-eight inches high at the shoulder, five feet in 
length, weighs 107 lbs. and is exceedingly gentle and intelli- 
gent. She is by far the handsomest doz in St. John’s. Her 
owner says he would not part with lier for $200. We ex- 
pect her progeny will be very superior. The owner of one 
of the younger dogs, now well grown, lately refused #80 for 
lim. The puppies are eagerly sought after, and when six 
weeks old sell for $20 to $30. The price is rising as their 
value is recognized. Arrangements are made to have a good 
number of litters during the next two years of the pure 
Leonberg breed in order to keep up the purity of the stock 
and to compare the result with the crossing above referred to. 

It may be well to state that the Leonberg dog was reared 
since 1846 by Count Hssee, and that it was the result of a 
successful crossing of the Newfoundland with the dog of St. 
Bernard Mount, which latter he has improved by the great 
wolf dog from the Pyrenees, where the first Bérnardine dog 
originated. The Leonbergs are (he largest race of long-haired 
dogs who unite sagacity with size and beauty, ‘They have 
earried off the highest prizes at the leading dog shows of the 
world. They are not subject to madhess—no case haying 
yet occurred among them. They often reach a height of 
from 30 te 40 inches, and weigh considerably over 100 Ibs. 
Their colors are white, with black spots; wolf gray or black 
the latter having often a donble or split nose. They are 
much soul after by the nobility and gentry of Burope, and 
for a well trained Leonberg from £50 to £100 sterling have 
been given. The Prince of Wales possesses one of them, 
which he is said to prize highly, and another is a favorite 
with the Empressof Austria. They are prized for their beau- 
ty, intelligence, strengih and faithfulness. Their greatest 
virtue is their love of children. 

Since the foregoing was written I haye learned that Diana 
has presented her owner with nine fine puppies, of which six 
are preserved, and thafGuno is also the mother of six, so 
that our Leonberg dog colony now numbers bwenty-seven in 
all, In the course of a few years, if due care is observed in 
preserving the breed pure, this new and superior race will 
have multiplied considerably, und will ultimately establish 
here an exceedingly valuable breed of dogs, which will super- 
sede the miserable mongrel tribe intowhich the Newfound- 
land dog has here degenerated. M. Harvey. 

St, John's, Newmfinindlind. 
++ =______ 

HOW ''O TRAIN COLLIES. 

As a general rule we commience their education about the 
tenth month of the puppy’s age ; but we sonietinies see them 
younger than this working stock like ald stagers, I have one 
Inimy eye now that at five months old would go to the pas- 
ture field, containing about sixty acres, drive out the cows 
and bring them home, a distance of over one mile. At six 
months old she was working sheep and obeying every sign 
and motion of her master. 

The first thing Ido is to make the dog love me, I treat 
him kindly, never kick nor strike him and never deceivehin, 
I talk to him and pet him until he knows every word I say. 
There is a great deal, I assure you, in this ‘‘loveme.” When 
he loyes me and understands me I take him inte a ropm and 
theretcach him to follow close to heel, to stop ata whistle, to 
lie down when told, to ga forward by motion of hand ani to 
either rieht or left. Talways stop my dogs with a whistle, 
to attract their attention before giving an order by mouth or 
hand, 
When I consider my youngster house-broken, that is, when 

he obeys my motions and whistle, I take him with sheep— 
confined in a lane—and allow him to drive them with me, and 
by motions I keep him moving from one side of the lane to 
the other—when we are at the end of the lane I say ‘‘ Around 
them” motioning the way up the side and go with him and 
show him. When round them I stop him with a whistle, 
inake him lie down, and leaye him; I then go in front of the 
sheep ard tell him, “ Bring them along.” If he comes too 
close to the sheep, I stop him with a whistle, and say ‘‘ Keep 
wider”—or ‘‘Slower.” These lessons [ rapeat until I con- 
sider him nearly perfect in driving up and down the lane I 
than commence fo teach him to go from where J stand at one 
end of the lane to the other and bring the sheep to me, this 
Ldo by motioning the way and saying ‘‘Far away;” and if 
he dots not go i go with him and show him what to do. 
When behind the sheep I make him lie down, and I go to the 
spot where I first gave the order and from there whistle him 
to bring them along. When he does this work to my satisfac- 
tion I then allow him to the fields to drive the sheep from 
pasture, and here I repeat all my former lessons to him ; T 
teach him to jump back and forth over a fence, and to barik 
when told, but never to bite; and when he attempts to use 
his teeth I punish him. Now as to punishment, as I said at 
first, I never kick nor sirixe—I catch the collie around his 
nose and give him a shake or light tapon the car with my 
hand, a cross word will cower him at once. 

There is one thing I never like to do, that is to commence 
working my puppy on cattle. Asa peneralrule if will not do, 
as the doz becomes too severe and it gives trouble to, after- 
ward break him of this habit, I commence first on sheep, 
and when he will work them carefully I can then allow him 
to drive other stock. 
Now one other point and Iam through. The old adage, 

‘too many cooks spoil the broth,” applies to Master Collie. 

work him, and that; one Linsisf must be patient and teach 
him quietly and gently. Ifyou wish him spoiled and made 
worthless allow the whole family to work him and you will 
succeed in this admirably. Coli, 

OOH 

THE SCARCITY OF REALLY GOOD HUNTING DOGS. 

OQ the causal observer, who reads in the weekly edition 
of your valuable paper the record of breeding, berths 

and deaths of the canine family, it looks as if the country 
would soon be overrun with fine bred dogs. This mania for 
breeding has been going on foryears ; still, to secure a really 
fine field dog is no easy task, even though what would be 
considered by some an extrayagant price is offered. To 
others besides myself these questions may have presented 
themselves. What becomes of the thousands bred? Why 
is it so hard to get a really first-class field dog? My answer 
to the first is that of the thousands bred bul few arrive at 
maturity. The ills to which the canine race are subject are 
legion; the close in-breeding which is being practiced 
naturally impairs the physical stamina of those bred; they 
easily succumb to nearly any ordinary disease. Those thatlive 
have not, in my estimation, justified the great praise that has 
been bestowed upon the imported breeds asfield dog. To he 
sure now and then an extra fine one is brought out at a field 
trial, but these cases are the exception rather than the rule, 
By many Gladstone has been looked upon as the best setter 
in America. ‘I'he sporting papers have been full of his 
praise, while Joe, Jr., who is a cross on native stock, has 
beat him at all trials, but is seldom mentioned. The reason 
may be that one is a Llewellin, the other not. To produce a 
really first-class field dog does not in my estimation depend 
so much on whether he isa Llewellin, Layerack or cross of 
either or native stock ; for whatever brued, I believe the sire 
and dam must be from strong, healihy stack, with intelligence 
and unsurpassed hunting qualities. 
Some consider speed the great requisite, while others con- 

sider a fine nose far superior to excessive speed of the two. 
Give me fair speed with fine nose, in place of excessive 
speed and poor nose; the former will find more birds and 
five more pleasure in a day’s shooling than the latter. But 
the standard for speed has, hy the ficld trial rules, been set so 
high that what any sportsman would call a realiy first-class 
dog to get game over stands but little chance to win, con- 
sequently breeders haye been trying to produce as fast dovs 
as possible, ignoring some of the qualities which, to an ardent 
sportsman, are of more value. 
Having produced the whelps from which i! is intended 

fine field dogs shall he made is but a drop in the bucket 
toward producing a fine field worker, The raising of these 
whelps—the time, trouble and expense before they arrive at 
an ae fit to decide if they have soo natural field qualities— 
is considerable. Possibly one half of the setter’s die; if so, 
usually we ere apt to think the best if the others du not 
proyegood, Butif two out of six make really first-class dogs 
Lam satisfied, as by experience I have learned that, breed as 
you will, all are not equally good, while some are worthless. 
So, out of a litter of six, two really good ones are secured 
to put inthe hands of a breaker, Up to this time, unless one 
has all the necessary conveniences for raising, they haye 
undoubtedly been a nuisance; they haye now gone into the 
hands of a reliable breaker, with the fond hope that, ere long 
they will he returned so perfectly trained that they may be 
your shooting companions for years. Alas! how often are 
our fondest hopes blasted. A letter comes saying, ‘Sam isa 
slashing goer. Head up and tail down; quarters his cround 
beautifully, but does not seem tohuve a goodnose, For what 
has already been taught please send #25: nanil sav shall Tee 
deayor 10 thoroughly break him, which will o- teil 
You have already paid out, if timed trannies aie ene, 
Over PHO, aid ity PA se tinsiee his ge a8 
ammoying oo IM bad been (he fate of many 

Drormaer 20. 
Editor Forest and Stream + 
Tn reading the various sporting journals of the day I fre- 

quently see articles upon the subject of educating and train- 
ing getters, pointers and sporting dogs generally, hut cannot 
reinember ever seeing anything upon the education and train- 
ing of ny favorite dow, their non-sporting brother the Scotch 
collie, who, in his sphere, isas useful and valuable as any 
member of the canine race. And now, since the success of 
the collie trials held under the auspices of the Pennsylvania 
State Agricultural Society, at Philadelphia, in the latter part 
of September, and as it is more than likely that they will be 
repeated another year, and that other agricultural societies 
will follow suit and inaugurate them as one of the attractions 
of their shows, I think it will not be amiss to give you my 
ideas in revard to their education and training. 

Lhave owned collies all my Jife—good, useful and -well- 
trained dogs—and in my walks and drives they are my con- 
stant companions, Master Collie isa mischievous and fun- 
loving rascal, and even when well trained this love of mischief 
will show itself, There is now eurled up xt my feet one of 
the handsomest collies in America. She has been shown at 
several bench shows and has always been placed, and besides 
is a first-rate worker on stock. She isalways under my buggy 
when I am driving, ‘‘ except” sometimes [ allaw two others 
to follow for a frolic and exercise. Now, here ihe “except” 
comesin. If by chance this cre; spy a cur on the road the 
mother collie will be off like a shot: ont she foes from under 
the buggy, passing between the trout; wheels and horse, 
throws her head back and gives a sharp, quick bark or two, 
asimuch as to say, ‘‘Comeon, Panel and Judy; here’s fun 
for us,” and away they all go likes thunderbolt, until the cur 
is Overhauled and twnbled about in the dust. Well, it’s all 
over in a jiffy and they come trotting back, I suppose laugh- 
ing to themselves. I point my finger ut her and say, ‘Aren't 
you ashamed of yourself!” Jer head goes down, tail be- 
tween her legs, she smacks her chops, whines, *‘ Yes, but it 
was so much fun J could not resist the temptation; PI not, 
do so again—until next time,” and next time the same thing 
is repeated. 

For the first six months or so the puppy is allowed to do 
pretty much as he pleases, so longas he keeps his long nose 
out of the eabbage-pot, doesn’t suck the eges or worry the 
pets, for Master Collie is & busy-body and is nearly always in 
some kind of deviltry; but even at an earlier age than this 
the collie may sometimes be seen gathering the chickens in a 
corner of the lot and manceuvring them ga his ma does the 
sheep, 

ate 

Tf you wish your dog thoroughly trained, only one must | 

sportsmen who have tried to raise and have broken dogs to 
suit them. If the amount of money that has been paid out 
in this wiy were known it would astonish many sportsmen 
who think if they are asked $150 for a well hroken dog, that 
the owner desires toroh them. But for one, my dogs will 
be selected from seeing them at work in the field in the 
future; I then haye had no trouble in raising, haye lost none 
by death, and have not paid out money enough for each to 
buy three dogs, still having not a good one ta hunt oyer. 

The reason it is so hard to find really good field dogs is 
that many sportsmen are not willing to pay the price it costs 
to produce a really well broken dog, consequently breeders 
will not produce them, One who has not had practical ex- 
perience in breeding and training has but a little idea of how 
many young dogs prove almost worthless as field dogs. 
Neither have they an idea, of the time, trouble and expense 
one is at to breed and break them, mor how many die under 
the age of one year. 

Let them well consider this subject, and for the future my 
idea is that less dogs will be bred, sportsmen will buy of some 
reliable breaker who has plenty of game in the section where 
he resides to enable him to turn out annually three or four 
first-class dogs. Some breakers take twelve or more to train, 
T will venture the opinion that such seldom turn out a perfect 
dog. Six is as many as any one man should handle. Even 
with that number, until he has worked them two seasons, he 
can hardly call them perfect. SPORTSMAN, 

—_————- + sr _——_ 

WHAT IS A COCKER? 

Toronto, Dee. 12. 
TAVH been much surprised and not a little amused in 
observing the gravity with which your correspondents 

in some instances enthusiastically draw upon their special 
fancies for the points of a dog, and then offer the result as a 
standard of the cocker; and in others, seriously sugeest the 
formation of a cocker club to determine the standard of an 
animal which existed in its purity before many of themselves 
Were born. 
Why sir, I might with equal justice enter into a discussion 

with the cbject of ascertaining what constitutesa cow. The 
question of a cocker has long been quite as definitely settled, 
and [am surprised at Mr. G. McDougall (who, I am aware, 
has had opportunities of knowing something of this breed) 
raising a doubt on the subject. He knows as well as I do 
that the modern cocker ispurely an English cross, bred for cer- 
tain purposes, by those who expended much time and money 
in effecting their object. 

_ The result of their efforts, now of many years standing, is 
the modern cocker pure and simple, and the description of 
this animal, as afforded by the best Hnglish authorities in 
print, leaves no room for doubt as to what it ought to be. 
There isno need of my setting forth the points of the cocker 
here save the one question of weight, to which I may allude, 
because it does not appear to be definitely settled by the 
present authorities, simply, I presume, because that is as 
variable in proportion as the weight of a human being. How- 
ever, from the comparisons made with other breeds, and the 
accurate description aud measurements given, there can ha 
no doubt that a fair limit of extremes is twenty to thirty 
pounds, and that without any depreciation in point of weight 
against either the larger or the smaller animal, other points 
being equal. 

Of your correspondents, Mr. Kirk comes nearest the mark, 
but he also resorts to his own peculiarfancies to supply some 
of the points, and in each case falls into error, because ha 
totally ignores the real existing standard, notably in his 
ideas as to head, color and action. 
Why then should there be any doubt? England, for many 

reasons, has long been the nursery of the finest breeds of doys 
in the world, and, adopting one of these for our own use 
why should we depart from the standard laid down by English 
breeders? In saying this I do not desire to depreciate in the 
slightest the dogs of America, or the efforts of American 
breeders, who have of late been effecting such nobie results. 
But why should we endeavor to raise doubis where no room 
for them exists? 

Create a beautiful strain of spaniel if you like, but sive it 
a distinctive name apart from the cocker as we now compre- 
hend it, and then argue on its points and merits if you syill, 
and I have no donbt that the result will be in afew years 
the perfection of a strain superior to but distinctive from that 
now existing as the modern cocker. 

.\ committee of three, so impetuously proposed hy Senex 
and others, would, however, hardly effect that object if it 
happened to be composed of Messrs. McDougall, Davis and 
Kirk, each of whom, I think, differ materially in their ideas 
as to the points of the cockers now, and I should therefore 
await the result of their deliberations with no slight degree of 
interest. Cave OaneM, 

ae Set ee 

JUDGES AND RULES. 

ditor Forest and Stream : 
T should like to say, through your columns, a few words. 

First, I cannot agree with you in the solace you offer the late 
disappointed competitors in the field trials held on Robin's 
Tsland.. You say that ‘‘every one who entered a dog kuew 
before the running who the judges were.” This in the main 
was true regarding the names, residences and newspaper 
reputations, but the exception and point | raise and which 1 
deem of vital importance are their questionable knowledve of 
the manner of shooting oyer dogs as practiced in their home 
localities, the style and training of « dog suitable to this 
shooting, and their bias as rezards strain, style, size, color, 
pace, and all that go to make up the qualifications of a dog, 
to fit their ideal, to meet their fancies and prejudices in ace 
cordance with their judgment as their minds haye been 
tutored and formed to recognize froin Woyhood np to the 
present. If not, and if they overlooked these vital points of 
importance, they either had unbounded confidence in their 
dogs or took most desperate chances in hazarding the inter. 
esis and performances of the dogs in trusting the same to the 
merejies of an unknown tribunal; and if they suffered and 
were disappointed I can only say that they should aceept Lhe 
defeat in accordance with the circumstances, and lay the eul- 
pable negligence and Dlanie in silence, where ane, to their 

own recklessness and thowghtlessness. Experience so dearly 
hought should prove a lesson never to he forgotten and sods 
to show the immeasurable yalne of sound running rules and 
in even mixture of judges from different localities, that the 
ommeral average will be adapted to all days, coyers and man- 
tre boii (1 shooter us practiced ih different localities. 
Ines pepe tan. Toy keto say te “South Side? that L 
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such strain of pointers as he speaks of, and so infatuated 
have L heen with the memory of the countless days I enjoyed 
afield over these priceless canine companions that I deter mined to ransack the county for the material to reproduce 
(them or a like strain. After four years I lave had most 
‘gratifying results, and I am confident that in the near future, 
‘if not at the present date, I shall be able to show in the field 
a dog, or dogs, answering his description—a strain of bold, 
slashing liver and white pointers, wifh grand heads, Jone 
muzzles, hair short as any modern breed, but coarse and Lard- 
er to the touch, and thick as plush, capable of any amount of 
endurance, fatigue and privations, and able and willing to 
hunt anywhere and everywhere, in any climate, day in and 
‘day out, for months in suecession; and tueir premier quality 
isan extra fine nose and good disposition. These last are 
the pinnacles on which I pin my faith. Braox Nen. 

Fiatiush, I. T,. Dee. 21. 
+. 

TRAINING FOX HOUND PUPPIES. 

T SELECT the most promising youngsters, and when 
they are five or six months old tie a card to a fox’s pelt. 

and drag if for a few hundred yards over 2 smooth meadow, 
while the morning dew is yet on the grass. I then select the 
slowest and steadiest hound in the paclz and Jet himrun around 
the course. The puppies will soon Jearn to follow in splen- 
did style, and I exercise them in this way "ntil they are eight 
or ten months old, Thus they hecome accustomed to the 
scent of the fox from their very infancy. I now mount my 
horse and drug the pelt for a mile or more, increasing the dis- 
tance as they grow older riding well up among them and ure- 
ing them on with whip and yoice. When they are about a 
year old Tecure u living fox and release lim in some smooth, 
broad meadow, giving him only a few yards the start, so that 
the chase may be a short one and that they may be sure to 
catch him, This first taste of blond has a maryeloua effect in 
the education of the youngster and -will never be forgotten 
in after life, I repeat this as often as a fox can be had for 
the purpose giving Reynard more start as the puppies crow 
older in order to prolong the chase. I accustom them to the 
horn from an early age, and they soon learn its meaning from 
the steady old dog that is always withtbem. I neyer per- 
mit them to chase anything but the fox, and yery soon they 
will not notice a hare even though she jumps up in their 
pith. I now take them with me whenI go out with the 
pack for a regular chase, but keep them in hand and coupled 
until the fox is very hardly pressed, and then cast them off 
se that they may be in at the death, and yet not fatigued by 
toolongarun. <A dog isnot fully matured until two years 
of age, and until that time should not be permitted to luint 
with the pack. fj 

Select only the fleetest and steadiest animals to breed from, 
and preserye only the most perfect and promising young- 
sters. Let the diet of the puppies after they are six months 
of age consist principally of meat, as its tendency is to build 
up muscle abd bone, not fat. Give only enough of milk and 
yerctables to keep them in health, Never allow them at 
any time to lay on much flesh. . : 

Give them always plenty of exercise, kind treatment and. 
free access to pure, cold water. ale 
Now there may be more scientific methods of training young- 

sters than this, but under this system Hal and I have edu- 
eated packs before whom a fox can seldom liye three hours 
above ground, aud many haye died in thirty minutes. 

Bridgeport, W. Va. Xan Yonnis. 
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PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW. 

HE following arrangements have been made with express 
companies for the conveying of dogs to and from the 

show: 7 
To E. Greea, President Western Penn’a Poultry Society 

and Bench Show, Pittsburgh: 
We the undersigned, agents for the several Express Com- 

panies represented by us, do agree to return all fowls and 
dogs (that have paid full rates to the Western Pennsylvania 
Ponltry Society, ae Deen yy our companies) free, to the 
oints where originaliy shipped from. F 

° J.D. Zimmerman, Agent B. & O. Express; C. 8S. Sedg- 
wick, Agent Adams Express Co.; T. J. Hudson, Acting 
Supt. Union Express. : f 

Mr. Lincoln writes us, that all the leading railroad compa- 
nies have been written to, asking them to conyey dogs free 
of charge, to and from Pittsburgh, when they are accompa- 
nied by their owners or care takers. 

SPECIAL PRIZE LIST. 

A. Parker Brothers, of 79 Chambers Street, New York, 
offer a double breech-loading gun, valued at $150.00 for the 

st setter dog or bitch of any strain. - 
ie aed LIA Snellenburg, of New Brighton, Pa., offer a first- 
class velveteen or corduroy hunting suit, made to measure, 
yalued at $50.00, not be competed for by the donor, for the 
second best setter dog or bitch of any strain. j 

G. For the Irish setter dog, steel engraying of Biddy and 
Brin, value $10.00. ; 

D. For the best pointer dog, steel engraving, framed, of 
Keswick and Jessamine, value $10.00. ; 

E. For the best Gordon selter dog, Laflin & Rand's 
ue $10.00. 

as ay ear English setter dog, Laflin & Rand’s 
der, #15.00. 

i tive Bear Creek Refining Co., Limited, offer a barrel 
of water white oil, for the largest collection of non-sport- 
i ogs, exhibited by one person. ; ; 
yoke entries must be made for all specials, for which 
ten per cent, of the value of the prize will be charged. 

Cras. Lincowy, 
Superintendent. 

Address: Office, Old City Hall, Lock Box 3803, Pitts- 

pore ition to the aboye, donations have been received to 
the amount of $412, from various newspapers, firms and 
individuals, the sportsman’s association of Western Pennsyl- 
yania heading the list. with the liberal gift of $100. 

+ G+ ———_—__—_ 

C _—Supplementary to description of Chief from last 
weer have nacaived the collenls additional facts regand- 
ing ire and dam of Chief : ; 
ne ailey was trained by C. B. Whitford in the most thor- 
ouch manner with a view to running him én the coming field 
trials. At Hampton, Iowa, he would have secured first prize 
had he not pointed a bittern, which was regarded as a fault 
as the trials,were run on chickens, As a field dog Berkley 
is in every way first class, Mr. Whitford saying, that he is 
ne of the most killing dogs he ever shot over” In Novem- 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

ber, 1878, Berkley was purchased by Mr. John Fottler, Jr., 
the President of ihe Massachusetts Kennel Club, of Boston, 
and at_a price which af that time was considered a high fig- 
ure. Mr. Pottler had numerons bitches bred to Berkley while 
the dog reivained in his kennels, and his puppies are almost 
invariably grand field dogs, and of fine form und color. In 
February, 1880, Berkley was transferred to the kennels of 
his present owner, Mr. A. Moore, of Philadelphia, who paid 
an almost incredible figure for the doz (about one thousand 
dollars). Duck is one of the most noted Irish bitches now 
living, She is very stylish in field work, and many promi- 
nent sportsmen who are good judges consider her in every 
way one of thefinest Irish hitches in America, Duck was pur- 
chased by Mr. Fottler as_a mate for Berkley, and afterward 
she was sold to Mr. Moore at the time of his purchase of 
Berkley. Mr. Max Wenzel, the owner of Chief, showed good 
foresight and judgment inthe choice. .As soon as he learned 
that Duck lad been purchased by Mr. Fottler and would be 
bred to Berkley heimmediately wrote asking thathis name be 
looked for first choice of Duck’s first litter by Berkley, and 
stating that he had been long hoping for the opportunity, as 
he considered this pair the finest in the country, Afterward 
Mi. Wenzel paid a special visit to Boston to make his selec- 
tion, which it seems was most, judicions, 

Brrr Tra ror Doas—Oleveland, Ohio, Dee. 13.—If pup- 
pies mnst be fed at times on extract of heef the inclosed re- 
ceipt will prove the thing wanted. Your correspondent, 
“Tlomo” is correct when hé states that Liebeg’s extract will 
kill quicker than starvation. There is a meat extract made 
by Johnson, of Montreal, that contains all the nutritive prop- 
erties of beef, but it is too expensive for dog food, and for 
most human invalids. I inelose a receipt that will, I thinls, 
prove satisfactory. 

Mr. Wilkinson, of St. Mary’s Hospital, London, advises 
the following improyed method of preparing beef tea: The 
meat is cut into small pieces, the fat removed [for dogs, at 
option of the cook, and placed, in the evening, inan earthen- 
ware vessel, witl, sufficient cold water to cover the meat: in 
this it is allowed to remain all night. In the morning the 
meat is taken ont, placed in other water, and boiled for sever- 
al hours. The meat of the previons day is then passed 
throngh a mincing machine, and pat into the cold liquor in 
which the meat was steeped, the previous night, and upon this 
the boiling liquor from the day’s beef tea is poured, and the 
whole well stirred, and it then forms the complete beef tea. 
The characteristics of good heef tea ave that all the nutritious 
elements of the beef should be made available; and by the 
process carried out as above this is effectually done, the 
albumen, fibrine and gelatine being all retained and taken by 
the patient, The scraps can in many cases be used with the 
extract. Moreover, by this method a much smaller quantity 
of meat 1s required than under the ordinary mode, and it 
would consequently not become a jelly if allowed to stand; 
but by adding a larzer quantity of beef this result could of 
course be obtained. (This forms with us what is called beef 
jelly.) Itshould, however, be remarked that in very hot 
weather the beef tea cannot be made in this manner, as it 
would become sour from the length of time required for its 
preparation. In hot weather the refrigerator can be used 
for the cold extract. Dr. E. Srerrine. 

Insvixor or Reason—No, 2—Worthfleld, Vt., Dec. 14.— 
My English setter Ned, eight months old, is, I believe, the 
most intelligent dog I ever owned. He seems to know just 
what issaid to him, He has had but little training in the 
field, and yet the first time IT took him out with a gun I 
bagged four partridges. all cf whichhe worked up and pointed 
as staunchly as an old dop, He also retrieved at command 
without any funy business, It was simply done perfectly. 
Of course he has had a pretty thorough schooling at home, 
but he adapts that schooling to his field work so nicely that it 
would please you to see him, I talk to him the same as I 
would to a person, and the way he sits and listens, with his 
large, Jaughing eyes fixed on mine, is very comical. He 
does many good and useful tricks, one of which is to get the 
old friend of his ‘‘ sisters, his cousins and his aunts,” Forrest 
AND STREAM, at the Post-office every Saturday. I believe 
if every man who owns a sporting dog would take more 
pains to educated him the race would improve so much 
that in ten years the result would besurprising, One day last 
week I was detained at my office unusually long at noon- 
time, and noticed Ned was getting quite anxious to go to 
dinner, but paid but little attention to him until be com- 
menced pawing my lee. I turned around to speak to him 
and was surprised to find he had brought both my overshoes 
and laid them at my feet. I put them on and went home to 
dinner immediately. Who doubts that well bred dogs haye 
reasoning power? I do not, and have presented Ned with a 
nice plated collar, which he delights in scratching, but always 
sits down to doso though, Doo, 

Capratn Witttam Rorna HxonerAtep.—The Lancaster 
Game Association met in Alderman Spurrier's office, Tues- 
day evening, the attendance being reasonably large. The 
only item of public interest was the unanimous adoption of 
the following resolution ; 

Resolved, That after due investigation of the charges pre- 
ferred against Captain William Roehm, of Quarryyille, for 
having failed to properly preserye and protect, the game 
upon the grounds near Qnarryville, for the late meeting of 
the Pennsylvania Field Trial Association, we find that the 
said charges are unfounded; that the conduct of Wm. 
Roehm in the matter was entirely consistent with the char- 
acter of a true sportsinan. 

The Fores? AND StReAM takes pleasure in reprinting the 
above from the Lancaster, Pa., We Hra. 

Dog CrHaAtss—New York, Dec. 6.—I baye a grievance, 
and a very grievous grievance itis too. I have lost my Gor- 
dou dog because his chain broke and he trotted away and 
was nabbed by some appreciative thief. Can’t you tell us 
dog lovers where we can get chains {hit are not as heavy as 
an ox chain, and will yet hold adoz? If you will try you 
willfind that a very moderate pull will stretch apart the 
links of any fair sized dog chain, eyen if itis nickel plated 
and all fair to the eye. MANHATTAN. 

The imported English dog chains are the best. They can 

be had of Schuyler & Duane, 189 Broadway, E. 8. Harris, 

177 Broadway and Hartley & Graham, 17 and19 Maiden 
Lane. 

Lost a Porter Prr.—Mr, William Stone Abert, of Wash- 
ington, D. C., has lost a fine pointer puppy, about ten months 
old, The dog was either stolen or strayed away on Decem- 

[DromEr 30, 1880. 

ber 1, and a liberal reward has failed to bring ahout his re- 
turn. Mr. Abert's only hope is now that sone brother sports- 
Tan may see this notice and assist him to recover the young- 
ster, which is a good one. Description: Lost from corner of 
L and 10th streets, northwest, a white pointer puppy, eyes 
light in color, ears liver, same color around left eye; right 
eye surrounded with white; two liver spots side of body; 
one larger spot on other side; tip of tail cut; hair very fine; 
had on a steel chain collar, with owner’s name engraved 
thereon. 

Mr. R. M. Lryixestoy’s Burr Brros—Rys Beach, N. H., 
Deo, 1i—Hiditor Forest and Stream: I have just received 
the hull bitch; she came on nicely in good condition, and 
up to present time is doing very well. Her pedigree is as 
follows; ‘“‘By young Gully out of Rose. Young Gully by 
Champion Master Gully ont of Daine. Daine by King Cole 
out of Bevie’s Wasp. Rose by White Crib out of Bounce. 
White Crib by Duke out of Florence. Bounce, sister to prize 
dogs the Abbess, Cliquot and Sugar. White Crib, own bro- 
ther to Champion Alexander. I will bein New York with 
her in-about a weele and will bring her in to show yon. 

R. M, Lrvinasrox, 

A Cure vor Maxoe—WNew York, Dee. 8.—Pérhaps some 
of your readers might like to know that sulphuret of potassa 
will cure mange. Tt acted like magic on my setter when all 
olher things—tar, ete.—had failed. Mix it wilh muriatic acid 
a8 per presetiplion in ** Hallock’s Gazetteer,” and hold your 
nose while applying: it. MANHATTAN, 

The above “cure” isan old one, and not much use unless 

combined with sulphur ointment, or some other active 
arent. 

— Mr. W. W. Titus, of Centerport, L. I., handler of Mr. 
Livingston’s Baronet, at the late field trials on Robin's Island, 
contemplates 9 visit to North Carolina, about January 6th. 
He has already secured three dogs to handle during the three 
months of his sojourn, and will take three more. Parties 
wishing to avail themselves of this excellent opportunity to 
have their dogs handled in a section where game is ususually 
plenty cannot do better than address Mr. Titus at once. Mr. 
T.’s card appears in another column, 

Importep Vox Hotsxp.—On hoard the steamer Greece, 
which arrived in this port on Sunday, was the splendid fox 
hound bitch Blue Bell, shipped by Dr. Gordon's Stables at 
London, Eng. The bitch was consigned to Mr, 1. B. Gold. 
smith, Forwarding Agent, and*re-shipped by him to her new 
owner, Mr, C. B. Weight, Concordia, Ky. Blue Bell is a very 
handsome animal and arrived in fine condition. 

A Fox Tarr For 8arer.—Any one wishing a fine fox 
terrier shout three years old can apply at once to Terri, 
care of this paper. 

Wanxtep Cresarraire BAY Docs.—Breeders of Chesapeake 
Bay dogs will please send their addresses to the Kennel 
Rditor of this paper. 
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KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

28 H. D., Meadyille, Pa.—My pointer pnp, two months old, is 
ruptured. Can you inform me what I can do ferhim’? Ans. Un- 

less you can secure the séryices of a skillful surgeon to perform 

an operation for the radical eure of hernia, which at best is a 

dangerous one to atterapt, a band placed around the dog and a, 

compress of cork to keep the bowels in place are the only means 
at your disposal. 

29 W. B. L., New Orleans, La. —My pointer dog, now ninetéen 

months old, haying snecessfully encountered in hattle with worms 

about eight months since, thanks to santonine, and fully deyel- 

oped into a most satisfactory field dog and a most yeluable com- 

panion, whose loss would seriously affect me, has now succumbed 

to what I think is distemper, I observed about ten daya since 

joss of appetite and spirits. I administered a light purge which 

temporarily relieved him, Four days since more alarming symup- 

toms appeared, as refusal of food, emaciation, decided cough, dilii- 

cult breathing, mattery eyes, one more affected than the other, 

nose apparently closed, with slight discharge of matter, extreme 
weakness and loss of flesh, Gaye day before yesterday tio table- 

spoonsful of salt. TLast evening, being fully determined upon dis- 

temper, applied a seton to the back of ‘his neck. Administered tar 
pill, proposing to repeat. Shall give two pills daily until further 

developments. ‘Please advise me in your next issne if T am correct 
in diagnosis, and what treatment to purene. Ans. Probably dis- 
tamper, but by the time this reaches you a tonic treatmeut is best, 
Giye quinine, two to three grains, three or fonr times a day, and 

administer strong meat broths every two or three hours. Keep 

the dog warm and dry and allow him plenty of fresh air, partion- 
larly if his discharges are frequent, 

30 J, E, M., Bridgeport, Conn.—Please advise moe what to do for 
my Scotch terrier dog, nine months old. He coughs coutinually 
and appears to be rather short of breath. Quantities of matter 

comes from his nose. He acts rather dull moat of the time, 

| Ans, Probably the firat stage of distemper, hut wen this reaches 

you the disease will be so far advanced as to require tonic treat 
ment. Give two grains of quinine twice 1 day, and a small quan. 

tity of strong meat broth eyery three honrs. If you had signed 
your full name to-your communication we would hays been able to 
reply by mail, 

$1 H, L. G., Brookfield, N. Y.—My fox hound, four years old, 

has had distemper for about six weeks ; Was taken with sneezing, 
and at times blood came from his nostrils. As he seemed better I 

hunted him for two days. Since then he has been mtich worse, 

Yellow matter rons from his head. He is weak and moyos with 

difficulty; conghs as thongh something was in his throat. Pulse 

thins nigh ; sometimes at 123, but stands at about 100. He is yéry 
thirsty and has some appetite. Water scanty and high colored; 
some diarrhea, Haye given him quinine and poke-root, also 
tincture of iron. He has had two fits. He breathes thirty-threa 
times a minute, Whatshall I do for him? Ans, Giye nitrate of 
potash, eight or ten graiiis, two or three times 2 day, and, in ad- 

dition, fo grains of quinine threa times nday. Drop tlie other 
remedies. 

321. 8.R., Erie, Pa.—My Trish water spaniel, six months old, has 
chinged his puppy tusks nearly fyo months—or, say, six weeks, 
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He is very healthy. Within the Inst four or five days long 
strings of slimy saliva hang from each side of his mouth. I haye 

looked for u hone between his teeth, but find nothing wrong in his 

mouth, Do dogs at his age cut their back teeth after their tusks? 

Does if cause trouble as with children? Ans. Yes, The dog is 

suffering from irritation of the salivary glands, caused hy teeth- 
ing. Give a little sulphur and castor oil once or twice a week. 

33 Y. H. W., New Britain, Conn,—TI have a dog, hal! Newfound- 
Isnd and St, Bernard, nearly four years old, that hus been sick 

nearly three weeks, He began with lolling and loss of appetite, 
and wanted to be in some remote place. He his grown so weak in 
his hind parts that it is almost impossible for him to get op, and 

he is reduced to skin aid bone. He has not eaten as much since 

he has been sick as he would generally eat for one meal, but will 

eat great quantities of snow. What shall do for him? Ans. A 

dog in the condition you describe should be tied up in comfortable 
and secre quarters, especially i! he seems neryons, in case it 

should turn out to be rabies, to which the few symptoms you give 
seem to point. Try afew (but largo) doses of quinine, say live 

grains twice a duy for a week, Write more fully. 

a4. 0. 3., Muney, Pa,—My setter dog has the distemper badly, 

I have tried several things, but they don't appear to help him. 
What shall I giye him? Ans. As you fail to state the ape of the 
dog or giyé necessary particulars it is impossible to prescribe. We 
would advise, however, to try a tonic treatment. 

35 J, H. L,, Oxmillus, N. ¥.—My setter puppy, seven months 
old, is troubled with sore ears, [ have washed them carefully 
with castile sonp and warm water, and haye applied a liniment of 

¢arbolic acid and glycerine, but he does not get better, There is 

no offensive smell from his ears, but on the next day after wash- 

ing them his eara will be covered with dry blood. What is the 

correct treatment? Ans, From your description the dog is eyi- 
dently suffering from canker, the membrane of the ear being so 
congested or inflamed as fo yield some blood. Keep ears clean by 

ayringemg with tepid water, Reduce his system by cooling food, 
such as yegetable diet, Avoid giving meat, and administer once 

every other day a dose of Epsom salis—say a tablespoonful. Pour 

i teaspoonful of the following mixture in his ears twice a day: 

Lead water, one ounce ; one or tio drops of carbolie acid, with 
Jargs half teaspoontul of glycerine added, 

F 36.5. D. R., Naw York.—My setter dog (ever since he had the 

distemper) discharges from his eyes a transparent mucus in the 
tmoorning. Can I cure them hy some simple remedy, or had T 

better take him to 2 doctor. Aus, You had better show the dog to 

m competent surgeon, There may be ul¢eration which causes the 

running you deavribe. Wash the eyes with tepid water. 

37 G. H. B., Watertown, N. Y.—Your dog has internal canker of 

thé ear, Pursue same treatment, as recommended to J. H, L, im 
this column, Perseyere and write result. 

38 D. AH. L., New York City.—I. My English setter biteh, with 

four puppies two weeks old, haye the mange, 2, The puppies 

have little black sores all over their bodies. 3. My setter dug is 
in a very bad state. His hair has fallen out, and he has sores on 

his head and legs. He is yery thin and passes water yery often 

aud very much at a time. What shall I do? Ans, 1, 2 and 3 

‘try Glover's mange cure, and give the setter dog nitrate of potash, 
eight or ten grains, twice a day for three or four days. 

39 L. ML G., Attica, Ind.—My English mastif? dog, three years 

of age, is quite sick, ‘Two weeks ago we noticed he would not eat, 
Then he got yery stiff all over, but worse in his right hind iep, 
which he will barely touch to the ground. He has become very 

poor and sunken ut the flanks, He walks very slowly and stops to 
vest every little way. This morning, for the first time, he seemed 

in pain, groaning w little. What can be done for him? Ans. Your 
dog evidently has rheumatism. Giye Epsom salts; a desert 
spoonful twice a day. Later on three grains of quinine twice a 
day will be of benetit to him. 

40 U., Westfield, Mass.—I haye been greatly interested in read- 

ing your excellent paper for the past two years that I haye been a 

subscriber to it, and articles pertaining to pointers and setters and 

guns and game are those in which I take the greatest interest, and 
which, on receipt of the paper, I always seck for first, and for some 

time past haye been hoping some of your correspondents would 

give me the necessary instructious to break my setter from a bad 
habit that seems to be growing on him; and, not finding if as yet, 

T decided to ask forit. When I take the dog into the woods after 

partridge, if I allow him to get, say 100 feet from me, le will start 

off sometimes on a sharp run and pay uo attention to either call or 

whistle, unless he shonld strike a strong scent, when he will stop 

and go to work as carefully as any dog, but that may be a quarter 
of amile from where he leftme. He is as staunch as a rock, and 
will bring the birds in without biting them. And, aside from the 
habit he has of starting off as described, 1s as good a dog as any 

one could ask for, Now, will some one who has overcome this 

tronble tell me how to go to work to break my dog of if? Do not 

say shoot him if he doesn’t stop, for he has two charges in him 

now, and I will not do that again, I have tried scolding him and 
whipping him for it, but all to no purpose. Sometimes in going 
trom my place of business to my dwelling house he will lower his 

head and start off into a smart trot, nnd neither calling nor whistling 
will make him return until he gets ready. He was two years old 
last Jume. Ans. As you haye tried both your hand and gun in at- 

tempting to make your dog obedient and haye failed, we cannot 
advise you better than to place him in the hands of an experienced 
dog trainer, who will, with the nid of a check cord, get him into 
shape and make him mind. 

+--+ —____ 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

XXIT, 
A slate picker at one of the Mill Creek coal breakers discovered a 
ae ‘setter under the pockets a few dayr since, Mill Creek is 

e leading coal centre of the Delaware and Hudson Ognul Com- 
pany. The dog was mischieyously put into an empty gravity coal 
ear. The car was rum under the chute, and soon atterward four 
tons of chestnut coal were dumped upon the dog, The car was 
taken away at eight oolosk. The voal from Mill Greek is shipped 
vin the Gravity Railroad to Honesdale, and there transferred 
into Exie cara for shipment Bast, This car arrived at the foot of 
No. 1 plane at Thy o'clock in the evening. The workmen at the 
toot of the plane, hearing cries of distress which they supposed to 
be the moaning of a child, switched the car, determined to solve 
the mystery. The oar was unloaded, and the dog, after a ride of 

— 

twenty miles under this pile of coal, appeared npon the scene in 
pood condition, he owner, who lives at Mill Creek, learning of 
the whereabonts of his doz, sent a messenger with a check for $50 
to the Incky workmen who rescued the animal. Hchange, 

XXIT. 
Towa Hall can boast of a dog that out-Tanners Tanner, baying 

lived forty-two days without food or water, On the 16th day of 
September the animal, owned by Mrs, Armstrong, of Dird’s Mat, 
disappeared trom its home. They maryelled much at its pro- 
longed absence, and, after futile inquiries and search, concluded 
that it had come to its death from vause unknown. On the 28th of 
October a neighbor out hunting cows was attracted to the edge of 
an old shaft hy a fuint yelping at the bottom. Peering down the 
shait he discoyered the long-lost unimal A ladder was secured 
and a buy sent to the rescue of the long-lost dog, which could only 
shiver aud luboriously move its tail for juy. The hottom of the 
shaft was tramped as hard and smooth us marble, and the sides as 
high as ib conld spring were furrowed and torn im its frountic efforts 
fo escape. A diet of warm water and milk was administered, and 
at last accounts it was recovering rapidly. Its weight before it 
disappeared was more than one hundred pounds, and when found 
it was leas than twenty.— Placer ( Cal.) Argus. 

In the southern part of Bolton there has lived for six or aight 
years past an Englishman, aged about sixty, by the name of Wool- 
rich, who didnot appear to be doing much for a living, He kept 
fiye doge—some of them ugly—and few people went near the 
honse. Laat Thursday a notification was left with Tiret Selectman 
White that Woolrich had not been seen for eeveral days. Messrs, 
White and Sumner, tivo resolute men, wentto the house. They 
were grecied by the furious onset of a large coach dog, who, on 
their opening the door wide enongh to look in, bounded forward 
With an ominous growl and « display of teeth that meant mischief, 
Thé men shut the door and went to the window. Looking in; they 
saw Woolrich sitting in achsir by the stoye, his head bent forward 
as if asleep. Unable to rouse him, and the dog continuing to ex- 
hibit the ugliest symptoms, it was resolved to lallhim. Mr. White 
had brought his guu, but the dog kept so near his master, as if 
guarding him, that it was not deemed safe to tire from the window; 
and, raining this, the visitors hurled a stone, to start the dog for- 
ward, He dashed at them with a furious bound, when the gun 
Was discharged, killing the faithful animal instantly. Going into 
the room the visitors discovered that Woolrich was dead. Proba 
bly he had been dead seyeral duys, aud liad been frozen to death. 
He was hotknown asa drinking man. His other dogs. starved out, 
had left him, but this one faithful and formidable animal had re- 
fused to desert him, und stood it ont bravely by his side, in cold 
and hunger. The dog fell a martyr to his devotion and fidelity,— 
Hartford Tiines, Dec. 14, 
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KENNEL NOTES. 

Namus OLAMIED, 

Maedujfi—Me. Harry B. Livingston, of New York city, claims the 
name of Macdutt for red Irish setter dog puppy out of Pierce's 
Gussie by Rory O’More, whelped July 8, 1880. The puppy is now 
being tvamed by Mr. H,. B. Wygant, Peekskill, N. Y. 
Linda—Mir, Hugh L, Willoughby, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., claims 

the name of Linda for his short-haired thoroughbred St. Bernard 
bitch, whelped Oct. 12, 1879, ont of Mr. B, Loone’s Alpe, by Mr, 
B, Jermain’s Chamaunix. 

Lely May—Myr, H. D. Bonner, of Nyack, N. ¥., claims the name 
of Lady May for his blue Belton Liewellin setter bitch with dark 
points by Lofty out of Mand Muller (Rob Roy—Pochontas) bred by 
Mr. W. A. Irvin, Kokomo, Indiana. 

Rochester Ben—Mr. J. C, Bishop, of Monson, Maine, claims the 
name of Rochester Ben for black and fan fox hound, sixteen 
months old, bred by Mr. L. M. Woodin, wut of Reno by Driver. 

Dora Bell—Mr. J. C Bishop, of Monson, Maine, claims the name 
of Dora Bell for black and tan fox hound bitch, eighteen mouths 
old, out of Fan by Chase (litter sister to Blue Beard). 

Charlie I.—My, Robert Walker, of Franklin, N. Y., claims the 
name of Charlie IL. fordiyer and white cocker spaniel dog puppy 
by Champion Charlie out of Daisy II. 

Queen of Egypt—Dr. J. J, Jennelle, of Du Quoin, Ill, claims the 
name of Queen of Ezypt for a beautifnl bitch puppy reserved for 
himsel! ont of the late Eleho IT.—Dell litter. 
Barkis—Lieut. Pred W. Foster, U. 8. A., Fort Laramie, W. T., 

claims the name of Barkis for Trish water spaniel dog puppy outot 
Lady by Barney. 
Mickey Free—Capt. A. E. Woodson, U. 8. A., Fort Laramie, W. 

T., claims the name of Mickey Free for Irish water spaniel dog 
puppy out of Lady by Barney. 

Peggotty—Lieut. Fred W. Foster, U. 8. A., Fort Laramie, W. 
T., claims the name of Peggotty for setter bitch puppy by Rake 
out of Phyllis. 
Tom—Mr. John Fonda, Brooklyn, N. Y., cluims the name of 

Tom, Jr., for his black and tan setter, whelped August, 1880, ont of 
Geo. Wi. Grownie’s Nellie Horton (formerly Dr, Aten’s) by Doan’s 
Tom, presented to him by Dr. H. F. Aten, 
Ivanhoe—Paymaster L. G. Billings, U. §. N., Annapolis, Md., 

claims the name of Tyanhoe for his réd Irish setter, whelpad July 
2, 1880, out of F. N. Hall's Rose Bradwurdine by A, E. Godetfroy’s 
Royer I. 

Queen Elizabeth—Mr, F, N, Hall ¢laims the name of Queen Eliz- 
ubeth for his red Irish setter, whelped July 2, 1880, out of his Rose 
Bradwardine (Eleho—Bess) by A, Ii, Godetfroy’s Royer 11, (Royer- 
Pamela), 

Bessie B—Daniel J. Duffy, of Chattanooga, Tenn,, claims the 
name of Bessie B for red Irish bitch, seventeen months old, by 
Champion red Irish setter Bob, imported by E, 'T, Stoddard, of 
Dayton, Ohio, out of Dr. Geo. Hall's Gypsy. 
Pilot—Daniel J. Dufty, of Chattanooga, Tenn., claims the name 

of Pilot for red Irish setter dog, one and one-half years old, by 
imported Don (imported by Chas. Turner, Secretary of Mutual 
Kennel Club, St. Louis, Mo,), in December, 1973, from C. Cooper, 
Esy., Limerick, Ireland, out of Maud, aud Maud 1s out of Waddell’s 
Pilot and Gypey. 

SALEs. 
Ruby—Mr. Robert Waller, Pranklm, Delaware County, N. Y., 

has purchased from P, F. Pitcher, Qlaremout, N. H , his bitch Ruby 
Gimported Snip-leather), 
Belle If,—Mr. Robert Walker bas purchased from Mr, Chas. BE. 

Lewis, Suspension Bridge, N. Y., black and tan bitch Bulle IL. late 
Puuline (Waddell’s Bell-Bean), 

Ttuby and Rose—Mr. Robert Walker, lias purchased from Mr. D. 
F. Slade, Franklin, Delaware County, N. Y., cookers Ruby and 
Rose (Fhisher—Fainie IT), 
Joseph—Mr, F, Li. Sheldon, Rahway, N. J., has purchased from 

Mr. Jerry Coekerell, Memphis, Tenn., setter dog pup, whelped 
June 27, 1880, ont of Lady Clure by Joe, Jr. 

Miss Juno—M. F, UL, Sheldon has purchased from Mr. Jerry 
Oovkerell setter bitch pup, whelped July 23, 1880, out of Juno by 
Gladstone. 

Litile Lathy—Mr, Isaac Yearsley, dv., has sold to Mr. Li. D. Rum- 
sey, Bulfalo, N. Y., setter bitch Little Lady (Push Te Roxey)¢ 

Trim and Trouble—Dr, P. B. Duy, Bristol, R. 1., has sold to Mr. 
Alex. Taylor, Jx., New York city, the brace of pointers Trim and 
Trouble. 
Rollo-Madeap Wleips—Mr, Geo. D. Macdougall, Lacine Ken- 

nels, has sold to Mr, O. BH. Henderson, Almonte, Ont., a brace of 
black and white dogs, Rollo-Madeap. 
Ranger—Daisy Whelps—Myr, John White, Bridgeport, Conn,, hus 

sold Lo Mr. J. O. Donner, four white and orange ticked Ranger- 
Daisy whelps. Whelped dune 10, 1880. 

Wildair—Cora Whelps—Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall, Lacine Ken- 
hels, has sold to Mr, Percy R. King, New York city, a liver colored 
dog Qwhite frill), and a liver and tan dog (white frill), Wildair- 

ora, 
Racket—Mr. Geo. D, Macdongall, Lacine Kennels, hag gold to 

Mr. J, T, Hulse, Circleyille, Ohio, a black dog with white breast 
and toes, Wildair—Cora, , 

Bess—Granby, Ct., Deo. 18, 1880.—I have just bought from Geo. 
Pownall, Christiana, Pa., his well-known prize wiining Engiarh 
pure beagle Bess, She arrived the 16th jin fine conditicn, and 
is in whelp by Victor—will whelp the 22d. She was shown at Bopg- 
ton, 1878, and easily won first prize, and ForEsr AnD SinEAM in 
report of show said, “That Mr. Pownall, of Christiana, showed 
his beagle Bess, which was by long odds the best deg in the lot.” 

N. Erarone, 
PRESENTATION. 

Hicho IT.-Dell Whelp—Dr. J. J. Jennelle, Du Quoin, Il, lus 
presented to Mr. J. W. Wilkinson, Vermont, Il., a bitch puppy out 
of Deil by Eltho IL 

Wildair—Cora Whelp—Mr. Geo, D, Macdougall, Lacine Kennels, 
has presented Mr. A. IE. Godeifroy, Guymard, N. Y., a chestnut 
and tan biteh with while frill, Wildaim-Cora. 

WHEL?s. 

Rose—Dr, Wm. Jaryis’ (Claremont, N. H.), Rose whelped on 
December 6, five dog puppies by Wiehe. 
Minna—Mr. Isaac Yearsley, dr.’s, Minna has whelped fiye puppies 

by Vixen (Leicester-Sanbori’s Nellie). 
Bess—Mr N, Elmore’s English haie beagle Bess (winner of frst 

pees at Boston, 1878), has whelped three bitch puppies by Victor. 
All sold. 
Nila—Paymaster L. G, Billing’s black and tun Nita (Plunket- 

Nell), whelped December 12, three, ali dogs, by Dr. Aten’s Glen. 
One puppy has since died. 

BKelle—Mr. F, Camphell Moller’s (New York city) black and tan 
setter biteh Belle (Gate's Ruby-linn’s Uno), whelped Noy. 25, 
eight puppies, five dogs and three bitches by Mr. Frank Gozzen’s 
Humps. 
Mona—Mir. G. W. Bassford’s bitch Mona by Rory O'Moore, 

whelped December 12, seven puppies, threa dogs and two bitches, 
sived by Ivon Duke. 

BRED. 

Princess—Flash—Mr. Geo. G. Barker's (Boston, Mass. ), cham- 
pion pointer bitch Princess Clanger—Fan) to Dr. A, Russell Stra- 
chan’s Blash (George—Peg). 

Gypsy-Sensation—Mr. Duer’s (Orange, N. J.), Gypsy 'to Sensa- 
tion, Gypsy was formerly the property of Messrs, Lincoln and 
Hellyar, 

Prairie Rose-St. Elmo—Mx. F, I. Sheldon'’s (Rahway, N. J.), 
Prairie Rose to St. Elmo on December 9. 
Frank—My, P. A. Huffman, Thorntown, Ind., has presented 

CoL Samuel Goodman, of Philadelphia, with his fine quail deg 
Prank. 

a 

A SAD ACCIDENT. 

LAMENTABLE accident occurred week before last in New 
Jersey, which resulted in the death of a valuable pointer dog. 

The circumstances, which were peculiarly distressing, are as fol- 
lows ; Mx. K., the owner of the dog, with a companion, had been 
shooting, and had killed seyeral birds. A bevy haying been 
flushed Mr. K, killed two birds with one barrel, and, after loading, 
the dog was sent to fetch the birds. As he approached with one 
of them, his master took a few steps forward, and, catching his 
foot in a grapevine, fell forward upon his gun. The stock waa 
broken and the gun discharged, the entire charge passing through 
the dog, which was now within a few feet of his master. The 
braye ammal, withont uttering a sennd, continued to advance, 
dropped the bird at his master’s feet, licked his hand, looked up 
into his face with an expression of fondest affection, and fell over 
dead,” —Forest and Stream, Nov. 18, 1880. 

Farewell, my dog! <A last farewell 

I say to thee, a friend so true, 
Words can never, never tell 

The thoughts that in my bosom swell 

Toward one I loved as you. 

Forgiye me, dog, my sad, sad lot! 

Your eyes look love and try to say, 

“ Forgiven you are ; I blame you not, 

You did not mean this fatal shot 

Should harm your friend who dies this day.” 

Your master knows your love so strong; 

Your acts, the last so sadly teat, 

When, bleeding fast, you crawl along 

To hick the hand that caused you wrong— 
To die by friend you knew your best. 

Wellsville, N. ¥., Nov. 27. Ciarence A, Farmer. 
eo 

OnE Among A Trousayp—Sugftalo, N. ¥.—FEditer Forest 
and Stream : Several weeks ago a friend from the Hast had 
been on an extended shooting trip in Illinois. He took with 
him several fine dogs. Upon his return here he left one’ with 
me to breed to a valuable bitch I own, and which will shortly 
be inuse. Afterthe dog had been with me a few days I dis- 
covered he was ailing. He soon became so bad as to cause 
great anxiety upon my part, I had but little faith in our 
“vets,” as | had previously had sad experience with them, 
as also had some others whom I knew. J was at my wit's 
end, when finally an old horseman and a great lover of dogs 
happened in my office. I stated the case to him, when he 
recommended Dr Robt. C. Hutchings tome. JI called on 
the Doctor and plainly told him my lack of faith in vets for 
dog practice. We went up to,see the dog. The Doctor gave 
hin: 4 thorough examination from the tip of his nose to the: 
root of his tail, watched and studied his every moye- 
ment for a long time, asked numerous questions and 
finally diagnosed the case as being inflammation of 
Kidneys and bladder, extending also to penis, whicln 
proved to be correct, and a yery bad case it was, too. The 
Doctor took him in charge, and in about four days he had the 
dog about cured ; in fact, so much so that I shipped him to 
his owner (nearly five hundred miles away) the other even- 
ing. Of course you can imagine how pleased I was in being 
able to do. so. 
Showd this meet the eye of any in my immediate vicinity 

who has a sick canine friend he may have no fears to place 
him in the hands of Dr, Hutchings, where he will not only 
receive proper treatment and care, but will ut once feel 
that he isin the care of a true friend. Since my experience 
with Dr. Hutchings I have learned of several critical cases 
that he has been successful with. I will give yoniwo. A 
gentleman here has an old pet bull terrier of large size, He is 
very old. This summer a fire engine ran over him and broke 
his foreler. The gentleman called in an eminent physician 
and surgeon, who pronounced him beyond aid and recom- 
mended him destroyed. Dr. Hutchings was called, set the 
limb, put it in splints, and to-day the old veteran wags his 
gratitude every time he meets the doctor. 

A Lover oF tHE Doc. 

For Sarn.—A grand liver colored pointer bitch, Flora, 
out of Lady Il. by Flash; one and half year old; has had 
some field experience; a careful ruffed grouse dog, is fast 
and retrieves properly. Flash, the sire, is a noted dog, being 
out of Pez by Dr. Strachan’s George, Address Pomree 
care of this office, 

e+ 
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ANENT THE POT-HUNTER. 

Brooxtyn, N. Y., Nov. 23. 
Bditor Forest and Stream =: 

BING a reader and lover of your excellent paper I fre- 
quently come across articles written by self-styled ‘‘true 

sportsmen,” who take it upon themselves to abuse and sneer 
at certain individuals whom they term ‘‘pot hunters.” 

Now, Mr. Editor, [ wish to say right here that it would be 
well for these ‘‘gentlemen sportsmen” to cast an inward 
glance at, themselves and sit in judgment upon their own 
practices before condettining and abusing others. Perhaps 
two-thirds of the visitors to the more secluded and remote 
lakes of Maine are so-called ‘‘ gentlemen sportsmen "—if 
membership in a gun club anda high sense of personal im- 
portance and superiority go to make up that unknown quan- 
tityy—and yet it is a notorious fact that there is more game 
killed out of season on these lakes than there is during the 
lawful months. 
Now, sir, who is responsible for this base work? It is not 

the ‘‘ pot-hunter,” for he never visils these lakes during the 
hot months. It is the ‘gentleman sportsman,” who, fresh 
from the town and intent upon securing trophies of his skill, 
blazes away at all sorts of fur and feathers, without regard 
for law or license, Numbers of deer, and even moose, are 
jacked” and shot during July and August in the interior of 
Maine, and the very persons who are guilty of doing so re- 
tum to town and relieve their consciences by abusing ihe 

“not-hunter.”” 
Tt occurs to me if the class of sportsmen (?) to whom I re- 

fer would take pains to practice a little of what they preach, 
and devote the time spent in condemning the “ pot-hunter” 
to earnest endeavors to keep themselves within the limits of 
the game laws—in fact, to do more real personal work and 
less talk—there would not be such a marked decrease of game 
generally, and especially in the very sections visited mainly 
by members of gun clubs. Tor Lever. 

ee 

STRIPED BASS. 
(Labrax lineatus.) 

pPorwsp on some brown and weedy rock 

That trembles to the surges’ shock, 

With weighty rod and lengthen’d line 

‘The angler’s eye suryeys the brine, 

And gees at last the sudden sweep, 

‘The downward plunge, the upward leap, 

Then casts efar bis gleaming baits 

And breathless for the struggle waits. 

The quick-ey'd bass beholds tho snare, 
So tempting and so seeming fair, 

And with a flashing leap secures 
The false, deceptive, barbed lures : 

Then, pricked with hook and mad with pain, 
Darts off all bleeding to the main, 
Till check’d by the revolving reel, 

And anguished by the cruel steel, 
It stops, it pauses, turns once more 

Tow'rd his tormentor at the shore, 
Again, again, the strifes begin, 
Exhausted is each flapping fin ; 
Wearied and spent, and bleeding still, 

He yieldeth to the angler’s skill, 
And, panting, dying, brave no more, 

Js drawn impassiye to the shore. 

Stretch'd on the rugged rock it lies 

A beanteous and glittering prize ; 
Tis silvery scales, its striped side, 

Most lovely, though with hfe-blood dyed ; 

fo loyely that no painter's tint 

Tits lines on canyas may imprint. 
Tsaac MoLuLnan. 

i 

Winter Travetine wy Cororapo.—The train discharges 
its freight into a dozen coaches, which set off for the moun- 
tain pass that lies between Norton and Leadville; they rattle 
off through the whirling snows toward the range of moun- 
tains, which is already thick with storms. Our own way 
lies across the South Park toward a lower part of the Arkan- 
sas Walley; for ten miles the four horses hurry the light open 
waton over the snow-covered plain, through the blinding 
snow that flies before the blasts rushing down from the 
mountain ravines. Then we find our way upon the regular 
freighting road that leadsin a devious course through the 
mountain gorges to Leadville. It is a way for which little 
has been done except by the wheels of the endless trains of 
wagons; but nature mieant this land for roads; the scant 
foliage and slight rain-fall leaye each of the ravines a natural 
yoad, and the frost has now bound mud and stones together. 
Hyery mile of this trail is occupied by a long caravan of the 
freighting teams that carry in provisions and take out bullion, 
The ordinary train consists of many teams, each composed of 
two wagons, the hinder one being without a tongue, and the 
two coupled together as closely as two railway cars. Some- 
times there are three wagons in thestring. Eight or ten 
mules and a single driver supply the motive power. With 
this ‘‘ outfit?” one dexterous driver will drag about jen thou- 
sand pounds of freight at the rate of twenty-five miles a day. 
Some of these trains are individual ventures, but commonly 
a dozen teams ate under one wagon-master, who fixes the 
marches and determines the places where the train shall halt 
to pass the tides of wagons that set the other way. ‘These 
caravans give us fhe most picturesque aspects of this moun- 
tain life; the drivers are a strange selection from the yigor- 
ous froptiermen. ‘The labor is extremely arduous and the 
life of the rudest, but the profits are very large; many of 
¢hese teams earning from thirty to fifty dollars per day net 
for a half year at & time. The men live and generally sleep 

with their animals, even in this fierce cold. They are silent, 
indefatigable fellows, brutal in every outward aspect, yet 
withal singularly patient with their difficulties and helpful of 

each other, unless the otheris a ey greaser.” A courteous 

syord or two will always get their aid in passing through the 
perplexing blockade, where trains going in opposite direc- 

tions meet on a narrow defile. Their life is one of trials. 

We are rarely out of sight of dead horses or mules which 

have broken their legs or died of overwork, and every preci- 

pice along the road shows the wreck of wagons that have 
slipped over the edge into the gorge below. Tn two hundred 
gniles’ travel with them I did not liear a, brutal worc from one 

| man to another, and | was indebted to them for many con- 
siderate acts. They are a marvelously profane lot, but their 
swearing has a curiously impersonal character. In his diffi- 
culties with the teams a man will lift up his voice and ad- 
dress the Infinite in diabolic homily that would befit Milton’s 
Satan, and then, subsiding like a geyser, remain silent for the 
rest ot the day. At night, when they gather around the fire, 
in the low-walled, turicovered ranches, they are perfectly 
mute; they sit on the benches as still as mummies, until they 
slip down upon fhe floor and snore until morning. They 
seem wrapped up in their own thoughts, or in the place 
where their thoughts ought to be. They often camp alone 
by the roadside; indeed, many of them seem to prefer the 
absolute isolation that they find in bivouacking in the scrub 
woods ten miles from neighbors. One night I sought direc- 
tions from one of these solitary men. He was a huge, griz- 
zle-bearded fellow, whom I surprised cooking his supper 
by a little fire in a niche in the rocks near his team. His 
ugly visage stood out in the blaze of his bacon, which he 
was toasting on a stick. He gave me sufficient answers 
without looking up to see who it was shouting at him out of 
the darkness.—January Atlantic. 

Brprorp—Ohio, Nov. 15,—1 send you enclosed a short arti- 
cle on the catfish. It has been a long time since I wrote any- 
thing for the Forrsr snp Strram, and I have written this 
partly to pass away the dreary hours of my illness. I read 
your paper with great interest, sick as I am, for it is decided- 
ly the best sporting journal ever published in our country, 
besides being a good family paper, and it has steadily im- 
proved in your hands. Isincerely wishit success. You have 
done good service to the sporting fraternity by your exposure 
of the dangerous character of that villainous compound, the 
Dittmar powder, Please excuse pencil and unsized paper; I 
have to write lying on a lounge, and pen and ink are yery in- 
convenient, I often feel like writing out some of my sport- 
ing experiences, whichhave been somewhat extensive and in- 
teresting. I have every number of your paper preserved 
from the time it was first sent to me by the Parker Bros., if 
I am not mistaken. T. Gagrior, 

We requested our office-boy to note down, in alphabetical 

enumeration, the* occupations and professions of the writers 

of lettersto Forest AnD Srream which came to usin one 

week. After a close scrutiny of the envelopes the boy handed 

us the following curiously compiled, but scarcely complete, 
catalogue: 

Artfully angling artists. 

Buccaneering boatmen. 

Campaigning canoeists. 
Donghty deer-dogging doctors, 

Errant Englishmen. 

Friendly farmers, fatalistic fishermen, 

Gentlemen gunners. 

Harmless hermits. 

Incorruptible import inspectors. 

Joyvial jokers. 

Knayes and knights. 

Laconic legal luminaries. 

Mutinous mariners, manly marketmen. 

No nonsensical newspaper novelists, 

Ophidian oologists, ornamental ornithologists. 

(Preposterolis patent powder pamphleteers properly prohibited.) 
Quite 4 quota of queer questioners quieted. 

Roaming romancers racily recounting redskin rencontres, 

Sundry subscribers speedily sottling, subsequently sending sen- 

sible suggestions. 
Trouting tourists, talkative toxopholites. 
Urbane ‘untsmen. 

Veracious and yerbose yeleran yoyageurs, 
Wretched wardens wearily watching whales, 

XXX-traordinary xploiters. 
Yellow yachtsmen, young yagers. 

Zealous zoologists. 
+e 

Tue man who thinks that he can afford to pay the farmer's 
boy more for quail than the boy 73 paid by the baggage-masters 
is invited to send his address to thts office, 
ee ge een 

Can some of the older readers of the Forest AND Stream 

tell us where and when the expression ‘true sportsman” 

was first employed? 
— 

Dox’r physic, for it weakens and destroys, but use Hop Bitters; 
that builds up, up! ’ 

 Ghe Bifle 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Our Ririm Prizes,—The admirable gallery practice, which we re- 
port in onr columns from week to week from our Boston corres- 

pondent, has roused many inquiries from readers in other sections, 

and led to a general adoption of this most excellent indoor winter 
amusement. The scoring as recorded is little short of perfect, 
and, as the result of such careful drilll during the cold weather, 
the Walnut Hill Range is enabled to show a finer shooting average 

than any otber shooting ground in the country. 

To stimmlate practice, and as a holiday giftto our Boston friends, 

the Forrst AND Stream hag prepared two elaborately carved meer- 

schaum pipes, yalued at $50 each, to be given as prizes for pre- 

cision in off-hand shooting. One of the prizes will be placed as a 

leading prize at the Mammoth, and the other at the Magnolia 

Gallery. We haye drawn the conditions with the utmost sim- 

plicity, and, should any disputed points arise, will try to decide 

them according to common sense and the N. R. A. rules. We will 
keep our readers posted from week to week with the scores made, 
and at the close hope to see a good gathering of highest possible 

scores at the tie shooting, 
Conditions—Pipe to be shot for in gallery with gallery rifles; to 

be awarded to marksman making best aggregate of fiye scores ; 

each score to consist of ten shots, off-hand, at reduced Creedmoor 
targets. Ties to be shot off; besb three out of fiye scores, Com- 
petition open to all comers from January 1 to April 30, inclusive, 

eS ee 
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Boston, MMass., Dee. 25.—The riflemen of Walnut Hill gave 

Santa Claus a grand ovation of noisa and smoke to-day, and all 
day long the winter shed was filled with deyotees of the sport, 

whilé ouf from the shooting posts poured an incessant fusilade. 

All the trains brought additions, and during the afternoon the 
payilion was éyen overcrowded, The day proyed a gray one, the 

leaden clouds produced a good light, and the wind, which cane 

steady and unbroken in its velocity from the northeast, indicating 

2 clock, was easily handled. At the 200-yards ring target, it will 
he remembered, the bullsoye is only two inches. 

The holiday match did not fill largely, owing to the attractions 

in the novelty matches, Captain Jackson took first place with 32 
out of the possible 35, and Ma. Tyler with his military rifle waa 
second for 31. The latter gentleman making the most entries, as 

per conditions, took first money. The novelty matches will close 

one week from Saturday next, Tollowing are the best scores out 
of the 150 entries made : 

Greedmoor Match. 
E, Fl. Richardson 65 4 8 6 6 5 6 5 549 
O. M. Jewell. 4650 8&8 5 4 5 4-46 
J. 5. Bennet; 4464 5 5 4 4 5—45 
J. B. Fellow +444 6 6 5 G6 5 4—45 
A, B. Archer.. -—-+ 444656 5 5 56 4 4—43 
SALA eee natin oie sete ts 5 6 24 4 4 4 6 4 4-43 
A. Max:... ot €4 4 5 4 4 4 5 5-45 
EH, JODNSON. oc. eee eee wees wed 444 4 6 5 6 4-49 
E, Whittier wt 45 6 4 4 5 4 4 6-49 
J. Borden_,_- et 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 B41 
SHIGDD GIT. oa Neltebleniits heaton -f 24 5 4 4 4 4 6 4-40 
BJ, Gram 2.2.1. Hes -+.5 44 0 6 4 4 4 & 5—40 
J. Re MCRODDIG. ook, case. sek ees cnet 438 6 443 5 4 4-39 

Ring Target (Off-hand), 
E. F. Richardson 12-9 if 8 WO 8 10 123—101 
O. M. Jewel... 4 4) 12 10 10 10 “S W— 98 
W. Charles... 911 10 8S 6 9 1 1W— of 
J. M, Ollyer.. 8 8 Tih § 1 TO FSS 
FE. J. Rabbeth 9 9 12 8 4 0 1k TS 
RE Pranéis.c 2.5.) 5. l8s! 10 wos T & FT 9 4—-Bt 

Amateur Match. 

Fe ee MSDE So chads bir eatlee= tate ate cated fF 5554 4 8 fh 4 F4T 
ee alia Yuen amas see -4 56 444 656 5 5 2 §5—45 
TT. CUrtls . once ctesveencceseeeerssesseeet 5 F 4H 4 HF 6 4A N41 

The Holiday Match. 
W He oSaCRRON aire cr gto cet scare eens} tosessh b A 4 Fe f= 3a 
Ler by let (Mie le oy eens 2a, ee owen vee SS 5 5 6 6 4 4 4-31 
PSIG I NoWidelen lela. ddlolsicielniasiesateleaindcinat tele 445 438 4 4-99 
ETO Te ARB SONAL SORA OA SAA AE Shae BA to bh Be sh 8 — SR. 
FEF. O, JOneS, =)%-.4 wetteta sveeeeeceee-t § 42 4 4 3 4-98 

The Massachusetts Target (Rest.) 
Fi di Rabbeth .....s.0 ss. 18°12 4T 41 12 19 12 I 12 It—116 
E. FF, Brooks .... salt 12° 1% 10 1218. 12° 12. 72 10a 
W. Charles ...: syoct 137 10) 13) Te ae a a ees 
ote ONY LEO deiclels|clete ich dese Fare ars 1211 R= LS Oke ee add iy ely 
DS CAE Penne ARF ATEN OaC NOP ao) tat es oe 
NPL SOG G =e re oe ney 11 10 22 10 11 W 3) 12 11 11—oH 
Tee TO eee 72°20 If 41 10 to 41 9 11 T—1U8 
J. B. Fellows . al 121 GW 9 4 ti 10 4) 10—10T 
R, B. Buzzell 10 8 10) 12 1 32 18 11 Jo S104 
8. Pogg.....:.. 9 6 11 10 9 1) & 9 19 Jo OL 

Massachusetts Target (Of-nand.) 
O, M. Jewell....... tL AL A ages i dati 
E. F. Richardson 10 12 11 10 11 12 18 #9 1) i0—109 
F. J. Rabbeth 110 1 WW 1 1 10 1 WO 11—1WT 
He DyISN es SS df 9S 29 et 1s at es 96 
EH. L. Dodg I 12 i) 51% F a2 YW swe 
N. W. Arnold 2 08 Rey SS ae 1: ire 
BROS ee ne ccna nae 6.85 67 EBL Se tl” ie ear 

Ring Tareet: (Rest.) 
BOPP AAS) otis SAR ARORA 12 19 10 10 12 12 71 10 i121 1-110 
J. Nichols... we LY OD a a0) aS Ss i Sia 
HR. F. Brook 10 9 12 10 9 30 9 42 jo 9—109 
J. By WeMOws s.e..eccib.cee = B12 7 12 10 i AT 10) in! ip 96: 
Ge Wiarreniocse ss 434 acacssaepas Oe SS ST ie RTs os 
Fingit) DOOR a eee sele nes 612 9 & O©= 2 8 Bo OS a= 86 
ReP S Bugle ee. eae UP ae AW NG yp i rg Rl) 

Manmore Rirte GAnimry.—Bosion, Dee. 24, 1880.—The third 

week in the any-rifle match af the Mammoth Gallery has shown 
the best shooting this season, and the gallery has heen wyell filled 

both day and syening. Mr. N. W. Arnold, of the Massachusetts 
Rifle Association, was successful in getting a clean score of eight 

consecutive bullaeyes and receiving $16 in gold for the same. 

He made eleven consecutive bullseyes—a, clean score of eight, and, 
starting a new score with three more bullseyes, missed on his 
twelfth shot. Last May new targots was put in the gallery, and 

this is the first clean score that has been made. All the crack 
shots of this section have essayed this feat, and none of them hag 

succeeded in accomplishing it. ‘’o Myr, Arnold is awarded all 
praise for his skill and accuracy, and the management wish to an- 

nounce that they are ready to pay 315 in gold to any one making a 

clean score of eight consecutive bullseyes, he competition is 
Bull yery strong, and seyeral aspirants for clean scores follaw yery 

closely in Mr, Arnold's steps, who is in the lead with 193 out of a 

possible 200; Mr. U. A. Pollard is second with 192; third on the 
listis Mx. J. Merrill, of the Massuchusetts Kitle Association, with 
192; fourth on the list is Mr. J. H. Brown, of the Empire Rifle 

Club of New York, with 192. Ranking in the order named, Mr. TE. 
FP, Richardson, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, is fifth with 
191, and sixth is Mr. 8. Canterbury, of the Mussachusetts Rifle As- 
sociation, with 189. This is the best shooting that has ever taken 
place on the new targets. On January 1, 1851, will commence a 
new rifle match with six cash prizes an follows: $7, 36, #5, $4, $2, 

$1. Also an extra prize of $15 in gold to any one making a clean 

score of eight consecutive bullseyes. The conditions of the match 

are: Any ,22 cal. rifle, three pounds pull; position, off-hand; 
rounds, 8; possible 40 ; fiye scores to win or possible 200. There 

are only five more days remaining in the month for the any-rifle 

match, which closes on Friday eyening, December 31, The fol- 

lowing are the leading competitors to date ; 50 yards ; rounds, 8 
possible 40 ; fiye scores to win or possible 200 : 

; 

ANG W-_ATTONO) ois vebden scamens dane pessacaasaes sho 8h 38 3% Jh—198 
U. A. Pollard... rks $9 bee oecee & 38 BS 38 39 39—192 
ah TALE M Senos Non wtrors teres akmideiion oa roee = 35 38 38 89 39—192 
J. H, Brown...... --88 35 85 39 39—193 
E. FE. Richardson........:. .BS 38 38 8S S9—i1y7 
§. Canterbury ......5.--.5+ -4T ST 38 38 39—189 
ERT SUBIC ELCHITA Sia ters hlpinlgettime Gals Meried eats -d7 37 38 38 J9—189 
H. A, Buck... Soeths tang eaaSes tad 87 87 ST ST 38—186 
Bde Babbsth. 2.2.) .s-- cece eee ece oman .36 36 8T 35 38—185 
Geo, W. BMUSWOrtD.. 22... eee. ee eee ses i aT 31 37 85—2S6 
Milton W. Farrow... 37 37 87 37—184 
QO, R. Bartlett 36 8T 37 87—is3 
A. 8. Stubbs 36 36 3 37—181 
Geo. D. Edson 36 86 36 86—180 
D. L, Neal 36 36 36 37—180 
H. B, Armst: 26 36 86 3b—i79 
R. C. Sawyer... 86 36 46 36-178 
A, C. Goodspeed... 85 35 86 26-177 
F, J, Bnow,,,.., t 85 35 85 3$&—1T6 
[Gye ie che AMO 8 ee 8 dy aa Be 45 35 35 35 36-178 
Be HeeD aly se ew eeee neon wen- cess seek 85 35 85 36 35—)7é 
Geo. Estes.-.....- 44 Gone 6ne 44 ..8t 35 35 35. 35—174 
Hi, B. Purniacs.-............ gee seeeeee ene e- we--ydt 34 34 S35 85—17Y 

Pistol Practice,—The pistol match, which closes on the 31st of 
December, has been very popular during the three weeks past, and, 

if the competition is as lively for the remaining few days, it will be 
hard dor any one toname the winners. Mr, Elihu Wilder remaing 

| 
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in the lead with 109 ontof as possible 120. Second on the list is 
Mr. J. Amoa, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, who 18 show- 
ing good shooting and capital holding, with 107, ‘Third on the 

listis Mr, H. E, Armstrong with 106, followed clozely with several 

who wre 105, This range has been lively, and this little arm is 
proving itself very popular with many who ayail fhemselyes of the 

opportunity offered to practice. On Januury 1, 1851, will com- 

Mence n how pistol match with three cash prises ns follows: #5 

23, 2. Also au extra prize of $5 to any one making a clean score 
of eight consecutive bullzeyes. ‘The conditions are: Holding the 
weapon at arm’s-length ; rounds, 8; possible 40: three scores to 

win or possible 120 ; distance, 50 feet. 

Following are the lending competitora to date ; 50 feet ; rounds, 

8; possible 40 ; three seores to win or possible 120 : 

Elihu Wilder .86 86 87—109 Geo. F. Elisworth..33 83 34-100 
J, Ames. 6 36 86—107 C. G. Poster. 38 33— 90 
H. BH, Ar 4 36 36-106 F.J. Snow, 38 33— 05 
O. O. Barrett. . 34 85 S6—105 I, C, Goodspeed $2 338— 97 
PF, J. Rabbeth, 85 85 865-106 F. Holjis...:....: u2 fu 96 
L. W. Farvar.......39 85 #5105 F. FP, Minot... 23 32 32— 96 
is WILE re eye 44 34 36-104 OF, T. Wart.......... 32 32 $2— 96 
J. R, Seutt.........8¢ 84 Sh—108 

Geo. BE, RayMORE, Manager. 

Tre MAgxontA Gatteny—Bosion.—The third week in the De- 

catiber match at this gallery hus shown better results than any 
previous week: singe the popular match opened, The following are 

the best scores in the rifle matches, as the summary indicates + 
Match No. 1 

SLAM oe ECE aM octet eel clalel= at slelelareinta Sele lstlelsi io - fa 49 49 49 849) dQ OMK 
GC, Wright --. 4 a eed 48 4 45 48—240 
PPP LCIEN > fotaNerpester stots e steed tks An 4 4g 47 41385 

4 aT AT at 40—223 
47 40 45 46—U35 
Lt 4g 46 46—2265 
44 4400 «64 4G 04 
dt 44 df 4595 
45 44 45 46—R23 
47 dt 4b 44—293 
dt 45 ht 4b —201 
ay 44 4 4d—291 
ad 43 45 44—3 37 
a 43 do ad—190 

J.C. Rogers 4Af—225 
W. Huber 
R. F. Schaet 
CG. Wrichs. 
Q. Willian 
H. Humiter. — 

Tn fhe pistol match a larger 
gallery dilting the pastweek than any time since the match opened, 

Taany mcinbers Gf the rifie associations availing themselves of the 

opportunity to practice with the pistol and proye good holding at 
fifty feet, Mr. CG, Dunn, of Indianola, Tex., stands well ahead 

with 125 ont of the full possible 150. The pubjoined summary 
givos only the best seores at the word fire : 

40 44 —195 
40 41—121 
ay 4)—117 
33 38—113 
ab 37—108 
aa a5—102 
33 s2— 99 
35 38— 09 
32 S1— ot 
31 34— 93 
29 nv— 59 
an a1— 86 

5 aoe 6. 25 30— 83 
MaMa tevin ose nae othe. lees a ye eT eye 21 2 19— 60 

MaAssacnusntrs—Med ford, Dec, 25.—Thera was u good attend- 
ance tu-duy at Bellayue Range, to participate in the renewed com- 

petion in the gold badge match, The day was 4 good one for the 
aport, wind easily controlled, light capitul and shooting first class. 

Appended are the beat 
Scores in the Gold Badge Match. 

ESM SATIVA UPL ote ow wledelelots tees) bla v)oleusete o aleholotclciolerls cloona 545 6 5 5-34 
O. HL RUSBEM pi. e ce: hod 5 B @€ 5-93 
BR. Withington, ,.... ba oh fh 38 
HoRieh: so. ie. 6 5 4 6 5 5—33 
G. Hartwell. .-.. hap 4h 4 p-32 
W. LP. Metealf.. 5 Oo 4 4 4 5-31 
Te Pe LOCl. op. 45 44 5 4-20 
WaslHCOlScatt a per lereys as 45 4 4 6 4-30 

Wonorstex, Mass., Pine Grove Range, Dee. 25,400 yards ear- 

ton, possible 60: 
M. G. Fuller, H6566650G65—-56 0666556 5 6 6—5|—113 
§ Clurk... 64664505 66-538 65666565 6 6 5—50—108 
c. Jenkins AGH6G6465065-54 446646634 4 50104 
AWG. Mamm....... 645566554347 655504455 6-52—99 
F, A, Bartlett.,....5 55 6644 5 5 6-5) 

200 yards, off-hand, possible 50 : 
Dr. Arnold... oh BA AH AOHP AE 4 P4H 455445 5—417— 1 
EA. Bartleth.- 44450544594 FF 44454 45 4 4458 
Stedman Olurk,..44 44444444 40 44454445 4 5-12 88 
M..G. Fuller......-. 4d5 454444449 dd 444445 4 4 -21— 83 
C. Jenkins ...:.-.2. Qadddddda4—99 dddd4dd4 5 44—41— 80 

400 yards, off-hand, possible 50 : 
Rae AHO icladsniddcetnele bub elomte acedenls wp 46 5 5 fh 4 Db 6 0-43 
§. Clark... i 62 235 Bo 6 540 
Dr. AMMOIf,.....--..-- 484 5 5 4 4 0 5-38 
THA Watley ney ame ed pea oneae eines 5 6 565 4% 2 8 0 3-34 

Bnoortyy. ~The Brooklyn Long Range litle Gallery, 381 Fulton 

street, opposite the City Hall, has two 100 ff. ranges, andis pat- 
onizdd by the heat Riflemen from New York and Brooklyn, Mr. 
Pors, the proprietor, pays $1 every week for the highest score (200 

yds., Creedmoor target, 10 shots) made in his gallery, and to show 
what kind of shooting is mado in his place sends us the following 
score fr m last month : 

¥, W. Holton, 48, 49; A.H. Anderson, 50, 5i); T. B. White, 40, 
40, 50, 46, 50, 50; M. B. Hall, 50; T. P. White, 50; M. GB. Hall 60 ; 
P. Roneldson, 60; A. H. Anderson, 49. 
There is 2 shooting match every Saturday night open to all 

comers, German ring target, 5 shots for tio yaluable prizes, and the 
following gentlemen have won prizes by making the following 
BeOres ; 
A-H. Anderson, 115,115, 114, 116, 116, 116, 114, 119, 115, 117; 

F. H. Holton, 114, 116, 111; T. 8. Gase, 113, 116, 118, 119; P) Ron 
eldson, 111, 113, 117, 119; 'T. P. White, 118 ; T, P, Bossong, 115 ; 
Messrs. T. P. White and P, Roneldson both mads remarkably good 
shooting last week by malting 49 out of 60, 300 yds. target. 

Axron, Olio, Deo. 18.—The directors of the Akron Rifle Associs- 
tion held 2 meeting last week, and decided to male an effort to re- 
yivye interest im this aporf. The organization wap started in the 
winter of 1877-8, and for tivo seasons there were from tou to 

twenty-five scores Made on the range syery week, and a largs 
number of the members procured guns of the best make. From 
yarious causes the interest has died out during the past season, 
the scores growing fewer until the weekly meetings were alto- 

gether discontinued. Asaresulf of the meeting of directors the 

targets were pot in shape, the stoye in the shooting house at the 
200-yard firing point warmed up, and three members pnt in an ap- 

Their scores were as follows ; pearance. 
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es BRIN ct ee Pe bee Spy eee Ga 
Cc. R. Knight ~ wee dt 4 
Ui. B. Wing..:.-.: Sat Fs 

Tt was vety good work for men who had on the range 

in months. 
There are fayorable indications of a general reyiyal of interes’ 

aud a large attendance at the annual meeting for the election of 
officers om the setond Friday evening in January, prox, I hope to 

he able to send you oceasional itema of interest, for wo have better 

equipments then say ciub im Ohio, and good material in {he men. 

Cort, 

a 
5 
4 

a me 

IMBLEDON MARKING, 

pae special committee, appointed after the exposures of last 
July in the matter of false scoring at the Wimbledon meet- 

ing, haye reported to the council, and that body haye made public 

fheir scheme of checking any fraudulent practitves. Secretary E. 

St. John Mildmay writes for the information of the yolunteer 

forces and of the public generally that : 
“A variety of schemes for the prevention of collusion between 

competitors, register-keepers and markers, haying been brought 
nuder the notice of the Council of the National Rifle Association, 
haye received their most careful attention. The objects to be at- 
tained for the prevention of fraud appear to be the establishment 
of adeqnate checks: 1. On register keepers : 2. On markers; 3, 
On epmpetitors themselves. It is essential that neither register- 
keepers, markers nor competitors should know beforehand to what 
targets they will be detailed, and that the marking ond scoring 
should be relisble, The simplest methods that can be devised for 
arriving at these results are, in the opinion of the conncil, the 
most likely to be properly carried out, and therefore the most 
likely to prove effective. With the above objects in view it is sug- 
gested that the following rules be adopted : 

“ Repister-Keepers.—Black boards, visible to all, to be provided 
at the firing points, whereon the scores shonld be recorded as well 
as on the tickets. ‘The scores on the boards and tickets to be com- 
pared by un officer, and the tickets to be stamped by him hoth be- 
fore and after the shooting. 

‘* Butt-Sereeants.—Register_keepers as well as butt-sergeants to 
be told off to their stations by an officer quite distinetly from the 
makers, and to be changed at midday. 

“Markers —To be told off to butts by am officer quite distinctly 
from jhe butt-sergeants, and to be changed at midday. 

*Oficers to Detail the Duties.—Officers tothe specially selected 
for the purpose of carrying out the detail of the duties. 

** Chook on the Marking.—Oficers to be posted in mantlets placed 
in front of the marking trenches and connected with them by coy- 
ered ways, These officers to be in telegraphic communication with 
the firing point, and to be prepared: (@) To watch the marking 
generally af # given number of turgets ; (b) to watch any particu- 
lar targef when specially called upon to do s0 from the firing 
pointe ; (c) to signal any hits that may have been overlooked by 
the markers; (d) to resignal the yalue of disputed shots whon 
chal'!-nged, 

*,, 43and Targets.—Butis to be numbered from left to right 
in Roman numerals—sic., L., I., I11., IV., ele.—and the targets in 
each- butt to be numbered in like order, but in ordinary figures— 
sic., 1, 2, 3, 4, ete. Alternate targets to be marked on the butt by 
some device instead of the number, in order to render firing at the 
wrong target less likely to oceur, 
*Squadding of Competitors.—Competitors for the Queen’s and 

St, George's to be squadded so that corps and counties may be dis- 
tributed over four divisions, The result would be that if s corps 
sent up twenty representatives they would be distributed in the 
proportion of one to a butt, and, if more than twenty, in the pro- 
portion of two to a butt at the outside. Representatives from any 
one county would also be distributed oyer an area of four divisions 
or 800 men, 

* Squadding to Butts.—All competitors for all-comers’ prizes, as 
well as for the Queen’s and St. George's, to be squadded to butis, 
not to targets, and to be told off to targets by the officers in charge 
of firing points. 
Ooloring of Sights.—The blackening of sights to be allowed, 

but neither white nor coloring matter of any kind to be permitted. 
Should «a competitor wish to blacken his sight on the ranges, 
smoke black, not paint, to be used. 

** Pool.—it 1a under consideration whether smail daily prizes, 
tinder special rules (three shots only allowed), might not be sub- 
stituted for the present pool shooting with advantage.” 

+ -+8+—< 

AnotHER FAvorrp Huntinc Rirtz,—i see in your issue of the 
14th inst, an article on the aboye subject. TI notice also that this 

is the second article on the aforesaid theme, the first being a plea 

for the Winchester, and the last a plea for the Kennedy. Now, 

though I do not favor this special pleading for certain arms, I pre- 

sume I am not out of order when I add a few words under the 

saile caption. The author of the second of these articles, ‘“‘Otto,” 
while ‘‘ knowing if (the Winchester) to be a good weapon,” thinks 
the Kennedy better, and seems inclined in general to suppose the 

last thing ont the best. When the Winchester was first brought 
ont no one claimed ‘that all improvements in that line ceased." 

But so many decided improvements appeared in the model of *73 

that there was little room for any in that of ‘76, which brings it aa 
near to perfection as any repeater made. In short, the Winchester 

as improyed hag borne the tests of experience and is still at the 
front. The Kennedy and the Burgess are clorely modelled after 
the Winchester ; the Kennedy to the extent of adopting its cart- 
ridges. And if ‘the fact, that it hag been a long time upon the 
market, well known and introduced,” does not make it a superior 

weapon over all othera that may come after, theso facts do not 

prove if to be inferior, 
“Otto” spenks of ‘fanlts and imperfections” in the Winches- 

ter, Would itnot be well to specify these faults and imperfec- 

tions? I am not claiming absolute perfection in the Winchester, 

for I seo at least a hint of imperfection in the fact that eyen the 
last model hag not been adopted as the repeating arm of the U, 8. 
military seryice, though it exceeds all except the Lee in number of 
shots, and exceeds them all in rapidity of fire. 

Of course all repeaters may be improved, but when some such 

system a6 the Lee is adopted and so improyed that there is noth- 
ing for the marksman to do bunt to pull the trigger, it may be safely 

raid that the limit of improyement has been reached, Judging by 

the myelitions and improvements in firearms the last fifteen years, 

such & limit does nof seem far in the future. 
I began this article with the intention of putting in a plea for 

the single breech-loader, butI ind I haye oxceaded my intended 

limits, and will only add fhat if oné must choose a répeater for 

hunting large and dangerous gaye, why nol take the Wincheste 
Ixpress vile? If that rifle were used on a grizaly he would haye 
no occasion Lo ask Whether one meant it or not, nor would the said 
grizzly liwye mnoli chance to step over and “investigate” the 

hunter. Besides, with this rifles and its naked bullet there would 
he no trouble with sticking shells or torn or creased patches. 
Though the patched bullet is just the thing for target practice, I 
believe it will generally he admitted that the naked bullet is the 

most satisfactory for hunting. A. G B, 

a 

Hachting and Qanaeing. 

THE ANTHRACITE’S FAILURE. 

is an excellent article on the subject of sisam yachts the Lon- 
don Field produces some instractrye data which incontestibly 

show the Perkins boiler and engine to be much inferior in all prin- 
cipal requirements to the ordinary varieties. The Jield concludes 
by sayme: ‘'So far as can be understood, the Anthracite made 
her yoyage to Ameri¢a and back to prove the adynautages of the 
Perkins system for long and short voyages ; but, withoul some 
further explanation, thosé who understand the present position of 
steam yachting will be disinclined to admit that there are any 
advantages in that system.’ This is very moderate lnognaye, 
but nevertheless amounts to a decided yerdict against the waime 
of the Perkins Ningine Co., and thia even after accepting the more. 
than questionable data furnished by the Company themselves. 
Had the Field based the comparison upon the Ameéricin experi- 
ments, the failure of the Anthracile would have appeared in much 
stronger relief. We submit that such a course would be perfectly 
justifiable, The experiments at the Brooklyn Nayy Yard were 
carried out with scrupulous exactitude by a disinterested and ful- 
ly competent Board of Nayal Hugineers und we accept their figures 
in preference to the unsupported and doubtfulinformation fur- 
nished by patentees desiring to dispose of their franchise. We 
Tioreoyer question whether the Anthracite rewly did make the 
yoyage across and back on about twenty-two tons, and have reason 
to believe that, could the truth be got at, the actual figures would 
bely the statements industriously put forth by one Dent, a noto- 
tious blockade runner, the reliability of whose statements the 
public may well donbt in yiew of the deception attempted by him 
and others while in this city, seeking to sell oul to some en- 
thusiastic and plethoric *‘ Yankee.” The following figures we tuke 
from the London Field, substituting for the Anthracite’s mythical 
1,8lbs., the actual consumption of 2.7lbs. obtained at the Brooklyn 
Navy Yard oxperiments : 

Consumption Weight of Engine 
per H. P. per hour WUngine and Boiler pace 

Anthracite........ EBLE. lesa Pa tietejara art ole 25 t 22565, 
Bulldog........... y hei 945 NGI Wd 
Marchesa. ......-.1.3 ''. ; rls Us 
Design by Kemp...1.6 “... 

From this table it will be seen that the consumption of tha An- 
thracite is far in excess of that of other yachts. Eyen at the Per- 
kins figure of 1.8lbs., the boasted economy of their system is a, 
falsehood pure and simple. The marchesa and Mr Dixon Kemp’s 
new design are yachts of several timea the tonnage, displacement 
and horse-power of the Anthracite, yet the weight of their motive 
power is only slightly in excess and theroom occupiedin a fore-and- 
ait direction actually less! Eeonomy of space and weight were 
some other of the claims loudly put forth by Mr. or * Major” 
Deane and his satellites, with whatamount of truth can be seen 
from the aboye. The speed of the Anthracite is set down as 101¢ 
knots with a half speed of 8. This is another clear case of yo- 
mancing. The highest this yacht could deyelop in American 
waters was between seyen and eight knots, her easy steaming being 
six or less, which she took good care never to excede for fear of 
rattling the engines into a scrap heap and owing to the impossiLil- 
ity ps keeping the steam gauge within 1 margin of a hundred 
pounds. 
The more the facts brought to light, the more grotesque do the 

claims of the Perkins Engine Co. become, and the more discredit— 
able the scheme they cherished of inyeigling American capital. 
Why this journal arrayed itself in opposition to the generality of 
the press, and refused to countenance what we took to be humbug 
from the yery start, will now appear plain and justifiable enough. 
Tn spite of the noise made over the visit of the Anthracite, not « 
single order for a Perkins boiler has been booked on American 
account, nor 18 there any likelihood of any one being caught in the 
net spread by a yerdant “Major” who refused a test of economy 
with another yacht’s boiler ‘‘be cuse she was of different type in 
hull.” Had a similarly clumsy attempt been made to mislead the 
public in England, the Field, like ourselves, would have thought if 
a duty to use some strong language. - 
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SHARPIES AS ORUISERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
Some forty years ago the oystermen about New Haven and alony 

the Connecticut shore were in the habit of carrying on, their }usi- 
ness with the aid of canoes cnt froma single log. These canoes, 
many of which were yery large, answered tolerably well, as they 
were easily propelled and carried a good load. . 

So the oystermen paddled on until the supply of big trees began 
to fail. This bothered the dredgers, and bid fair to seriously in= 
terfere with thew trade, when about that time along unme a 
**Down-Hast” genins to the rescue, He set up a stem and a stern, 
with one temporary section amidships to shape his craft, spruns 
around two long planks to form the sides, and spiked his buiton= 
athwartship, 
Thus was the Sharpie born, and so, with slight improvement and 

the addition ofa pair of leg-of-mutton sails, has she been fashioned 
nutil about two yeara since. It had often been noticed that while 
the Sharpie, as a rule, displayed only medium sailing qualities, an 
occasional boat of this model astonished her builder with 2 won- 
derful burst of speed, Some of thesa boats, less than 50 ft. in 
length, haye recorded a rate of oyer fifteen miles per hour, Tle 
Sharpie astonished the fogies in another direction, She proved 
to be an exceptionally fine sea boat, and yet did most of her sail- 
ing on top of the water. This of course is a tough nut for the ex- 
tremely deep section men to crack, but crack it they must. 

Proof of all this canhe furnished from boating men who hayu 
grown gray sailing these boats in all sorts of weather. 

It has been intimated in Forusr anp Soream that the Sharpie is 
dangerous and capsizes, For the suke of argument we willmdmit 
that without an onnce of ballast a Sharpie has been known to cap- 
size. Let me ask my strictly scientific friends, will a deep, narrow 
section cutter stand np without ballast? This charge of capsizing: 
as made against fhe best type of Sharpie (the Nonpareil model) 
Was unfair, and unadyised. Por it is well known that she not only 
does carry ballast, but I have repeatedly proved that she is practi- 
cally uncapsizable. Not only this, she is unsinkable if filled willy 
water, and as to her sexgoing qualities T haye but to say that for 
more than eighteen months a published challenge to sail at sea cess 
of these boats against any deep, narrow built yacht has remnincu 
unanswered. 

T could at once prove by the aid of a fey diagrams why the Non- 
pareil Sharpie cannot be capsized (of course cabin yachts ava 
meant), but the yalue of your space would not admit of this, It 
ismy desire to keep abreast of the times, andif there ia to ba 1 
demand for ‘single handed ernisers,” wish here to say that n 4) 
ft._x10ft,x82¢ ff. ““ Nonpareil * Sharpie will comfortably accominy - 
date six persons, can be easily handled by one, and will go to wind- 
ward in very rough weather with any other boat not exceeding he 
in size. Sheis admirably adapted to the use of either centrahnarrl 
or keel. With the latter her extreme draught of water dous not 
exceed 3 ft. Gin. She will cost less than any olber yeoht, and will 
be found as dry when turning to windward ina seuway as ordinary 
yachts are while lying to. THOMAS CLAPHAM, 

Roslyn, LZ. I., Dec. 22, 1880, 

CANVAS AND CEDAR CANOES, 

Forest ail Stream: 
no fanlt to find with the article of * Canyus Back,” only T 
other canoe men prefer cedar to canvas or metal. Tad. 

t the good qualities of the canvas eanoe on small lakes, bayous 
f-holes and some river work, such as ducking, trapping, ete. 
tshe won't tioat you in case of an npset, ard she is slmy and 
Tusy when on open water in a wind. As to the air-bags that Oam & 
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she might carry, but most likely willnot, they would be unhandy 
and troublesome, left alone that they would probably be in a flat- 
ened condition just when they were needed. The fewer impedi- 
menta the better, when making a canoe trip where carries are fre- 
quent. I ordered my cange clear on the inside from stem to stern, 
no aeator any provision forany. My shanty tent, with blanket and 
three dogs, frugal rations, pocket hatchet and two light tin cups 
qisde up a load, all told, of 28ibs, Icould make a good enough 
seat with the tent and blanket, A yery light neck yoke is a 
good thing, and carries a given weight as lightly as any other 
mode. The guides of the North Woods always carry on the yolk, 
and the ayerage of their boats is between 80 and 90 Ibs, 

I want no airtight compartments or air bags, nothing buta 
light, porfable canoe of cedar, There are many good canoes build- 
érs iu the States, but Rushton’s models suit me better than any 
others I know of. 

In making a long trip through a wilderness where different riyer 
systems interlock each other, and carries are rather frequent, no 
man’s load should be more than a third of his own weight. One- 
fourth is better, but that is getting it downlight. Of course I 
speak of the solitary canoeist who goes through by the map, such 
knowledge as he can obtain by proper inquiry and his own judg- 
ment. A 30 lb. Rushton is large enough for a man of 170 lbs. A 
light weight may well take o lizhter canoe. 
Any man who tries the bowfacing oars on a long trip by river, 

Jake and carry, will be spt to sigh for the double paddle before he 
comes out. They work well on open water, but badly over the 
carries. And remember that any manina strange forest is liable 
to get lost. Then weight counts for something, NESSMUK. 

=e eee 

LOG OF THE CANOE MISFIT. 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
Having lately received so many letters from canoeists and others 

secking information with regard to my canoe yoyage of last sum- 
mer that Tam unable to answerthem individually, and being loth to 
disappoint gentlemen who have honored me with their correspon- 
dence, I hve determined, in preference, to giye the ‘‘log” kept by 
me during that cruise, 
My object in undertaking the arduous yoyage of 300 miles from 

New York to Lake Seneca was to prove to certain practical gentle- 
men that canoeing is uot simply a pleasant recreation, but often 
attended by great danger and scientific discoveries, and also that it 
is possible for man to paddle a canos 300 miles and survive the ex- 
citement, 

THE LaG. 
June 14.—Waviog taken the precaution to have my hair parted 

in the middle, in order to preyent any premature capsize, I re- 
paired with expedition to the pier at foot of Twenty-second street, 
where my transport lay, I opened the campaign by launching my 
canoe on board the steamer Drew and buying a two-dollar ticket 
for Albany, The captain ofa little tug-boat offered to take me 
there for one doller, but as the stipulations were that I should pad- 
dle only, I conscientiously stuck to the paddle-wheeler, 10 4. 1.— 
Sailing by Highlands. Reminded of sonnet, ‘* Where, oh where 
has my Highland lassie gone,” written, as guide book says, by Oli- 
ver Greenleaf Longfellow when wandering, lostamong these hills. 
The lassie was his guide, which »ccounts for his snxiety as to her 
whereabonts. Since 10:30 have made the wonderful run of fiye de- 
grees. Shouldn’t wonder if the Hudson went to North Pole after 
all. 6 Pp. m.—Arrived in Albany. Received with great enthusiasm 
hy the peop—porters and hotel boys. (Price of enthusiasm, twen- 
ty-fliye cents apiece.) 7:30 Pp. m,—Been examining map, Find I 
haye paddled one hundred miles in ten hours. Never heard of 
any canoeist paddling so fast before. 8 Pp. m.—Met some pleasant 
young ladies. Interestedin my trip, Asked if I wasn’t exhausted 
after paddling so far. 

June 15,.—10 a. w.— Weighed anchor. 11 A. 2.—Saw fish. Thonght 
it was atwhale. Clapped on all sail in pursuit. Crew much ex- 
cited. Turned out to be a minnow. Crew discouraged and in low 
spirits. Gaveaglass of grog to all hands. Pot them im good 
spirits, or, rather, put good spiritsin them, 1 Pp. m,—Examined 
thermometer. EHighty-nine degrees. Very hot. lar 

June 16.—Thus far my trip has been pleasant and full of scienti- 
fie discovery, I have proved beyond a doubt that Hendrick Hud- 
san was right. The Hudson does extend to the North Pole. This 
day will be the first of many during which I will have to battle 
with the elements on the ‘raging canal Who can tell howlong I 
‘shall sustain the struggle—how soon my bones shall whiten the 
dreary sands! 5 Pp, w.—Just entered the canal. 

June 17.—Saw large alligator ahead, sleeping on water. Fired 
the howitzer at him, but he didn’t move. Evidently shot through 
the brain. Came up to his body in about ten minutes and found it 
was alog. Subsequently discovered I had forgotten to put the 
shot in the gun. 

June 18.—11 s. w.—Saw a native on the bank. Said he thought 
Ilooked sick. The sivell of the canal made me seasick, and his 
sympathy touthed me, Didn't want to hurt his feelings, so pad- 
died away as fast as possible, Stopped at the Utica Paralytic 
Springs. Said to kill or cure eyery time. Thonght, by way of ex- 
periment, I'd take a dip (by proxy). Offered a man a quarter to 
oin, Man indignant aud demonstrative. Suddenly remembered 
had an engagement and dodged through an open door, Saw the 

man run by apparently looking for somebody. Owner of the ‘‘open 
door” thought I was a burglar, but upon telling him I was a canoe- 
ist he said, ‘Ah, I see,” and, turning to his wife, touched his fore- 
head, with the words, * Perfectly harmless.” Ive often wondered 
what he told her. The Mayor evidently appreciated my stopping 
at their metropolis. Paid me marked attention. Sent an officer to 
keep guard at my door that night. Two of them escorted me to 
my canoe in the morning. Utica must be a dangerous place for 
strangers since they require all that protection. 

June 19.—Nothing of importance. ie a 
June 20,—10 a. M.—Got on board of canoe just in time, She 

started soon after I gotin, A little more and I would haye been 
leit. 2:15 Pp. 2.—Got to Syracuse in midst of militia parade. The 

_ po 

tienin their brass coats and lilue buttons kad au imposing effect— 
on the ladies, 5,30 p. m.—In spite of the rifle practice in progress 
Lescaped from Syracuse unharmed. 

June 21,—Saw sea-serpent, anaconda,or something, and immedi- 
ately gave chase. Thatis, the anaconda did, I paddled vigorous- 
ly fora quarter of an hour, when, becoming exhausted, I found— 
harrowing thought !—‘‘ the monster still pursues.” Eyery moment 
may be the last. Suddenly discovered that it was only one of my 
cables towing astern. However, I had the satisfaction of knowing 
Thad gone over a great deal of ground, but discoyered, too late, 
I had been paddling in the wrong direction! 

June 22,—Being weary of paddling I chartered a ‘*mmule steam- 
er” to carry me to my destination, and the Misfit proudly rested up- 
on the deck of a canalier, 
June 23.—Lake Seneca in sight at 84.21, Seeing the crowd col- 

lecting on the docks of Geneva to recviye me, I quietly launched 
mo canoe from the side of the canal boat, hidden from view to 
those on shore, and rounding the stern of the canaller, paddled the 
little Misfit triumphautly to the wharf. 

E Thus ended ons of the most remarkable yoyages of modern 
times. In my little canoe, alone and unaided, I had paddled 300 
miles over some of the roughest waters in the world. Ihad over- 
come the various obstacles man and nature threw in my path—or, 
rather, canal—and my eruise will go into history asa crowning 
achievement. Will any one longer deny that the canoeist is useful 
aswell as ornamental, or doubt that he can go 300 miles in his 
canoe all alone? NayILLvs. 

aluswers to Correspondents. 

t= No Notice taken of Anonymous Conmumunications, 

A Constant Supsonieer, Philadelphia—If you will have the 

goodness to repeat your question and sign your name to it you 
will receive an answer, 

H. H., Chicago.—The manufacture of gum barrels is carried on 

on a yery large scale at Leige, where the barrels are made for 

many of the English makers, 

J. F., New York City.—Mr. L. F. Martin, who entered bull 
terriers Puss and Pegasus at New York Show in May last, can be 
addressed P, O, Box 2,182, New York city. 

G. B. R., Summerfield, Tll.—1. The Mammoth Gallery bullseye is 

three-quarters of an inch, 2. We know nothing of the bore, but 
presume itis a form of choke-bore, in which case we should pre- 
sume that it has the merits of close shooting. 

L. N. O., Louisville, Ky.—The famous reply made by the fisher- 

mento Homer, when he asked them, in modern parlance, ‘t What 

Tuck ?" was this: ‘As many as we haye caught we have left; as 
many as we have not caught we take with us,” 

M. 8. B., New York City,—For Chesapeake Bay dogs address 

Mr, O. D. Foulks, Chesapeake City, Maryland. Tor Irish water 

spaniels address Mr. J, H. Whitman, Chicago, Ill. See notice re- 

garding Messrs. Whitman & Oleott in another column. 

Mippre Park.—Books on trapping are: “How to Hunt and 

Trap,” by J. H. Batty, 1,50 ; ‘‘ Trapper’s Guide,” by Newhouse, 

$1.50; ‘*‘ Complete American Trapper,” by Gibson, $1.75. We 

will send any one of these books postpaid on receipt of price, 

DztTonation.—We have neyer examined any of the guns which 
were employed by Carl Dittmar in the alleged tests of his powder 

in former years; but we have been told that he had one gun huilt 

to order, weighing fourteen pounds, and especially fitted for the 
* Dittmar Sporting Powder,” 

M. Y. L., Carson City, Ney.—What is the difference between the 

duck and drake of the cinnamon teal? Ans. The differences in 
plumage were noted in our issue of Dec. 9, 1880, which see. The 

female is much plainer in coloring, and is almost without chestnut, 

but has the bright blue wing marks which will serye to distinguish 

itfrom any of our ducks except the female blue wing. 

J. D., New York.—I would like to ask your advice on the subject 
of rifles. I would like to purchase n rifle that will be effective on 

any game in the United States. Haye thought about getting a 
Winchester Express, but am at a loas to know the extreme accurate 

range of this arm, which, to my eyes, is a very poor weapon oyer 

150 yards. Ans. See article on “ Hunting Rifles * in recent issues. 

Tono, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Will you be kind enough to inform me 

about how much I will haye to pay for a brace of Laverack or 

Llewellyn setter puppies, from two to four months old, as breeders 

who advertise puppies for sale in the columns of the Forrsr anp 

Srream only state prices of Irish, Gordon and native setter pup- 

pies? Ans. From $75 to 3100 will secure you a first-class brace, 

8. 8., Pottstown, Pa.—You will find in the vicinity of Aiken, 8 
©., deer, turkeys, woodcock and quail, squirrels and foxes, 

Sister's Ferry, on the Savannah, is the favorite resort of the sports- 
men of that section. At Aiken you may imgnire for the ‘‘Old 

Gang,” a club of sportsmen who have been organized some twenty- 

eight years, They have excellent packs of hounds and some good 

pointers ; you will receive all courtesy from them. 

HE. M. G., Solon, Me.—Will you please give me directions for 
preserving birds with the Nickersheimer fluid? Where can I get 

an injecting needle and what will they cost? Ans. We presume 

that birds can be injected in the heart the same as fishes (see our 
article in Forest anpD Stream, of Noy. 4, 1880), but they will 

always remain flexible, and the immersion necessary may destroy 

the plumage. Injecting needles can be had of surgical instrument 
makers ; they may cost half a dollar, more or less, 

G, H. D., Watertown, N. ¥.—Rodman‘s Belle, a red bitch, was 

whelped in 1874, and given by him to Mr. Geo, H. Wild, Red Bank, 

N.J. We think there were five in the litter, one of which is Bass- 
ford’s Chris, a black dog, which was entered in the first West- 

minster Show, 1877, and also in the fourth. We haye it that the 

pedigree of Belle is as follows: Belle by Rodman’s Dash, out of 

Pentz’s Nellie (a black and tan bitch imported by him, pedigree 

not known); Dash was by Paul Mead’s Dach, owned by Mr. F. H. 

Palmer at the time of his (Dash’s) death, ont of Palmer's Belle, 
given him by Mz, Talbot of Dublin, Ireland (Belle was of the 
Hutchinson strain, pedigree not known). Paul Mead’s Dash was 
by Dash, brought to the country by a British officer who was sta- 

tioned in Canada, out of a bitch called Maggie, and known as the 
Kent bitch ; but Mx. F, R. Ryer, of this city, informs us that the 
owner of the bitch was the late Mr. Andrew Johnson, Belle, now 

owned by Mr. Wild, is said to be a yery good working dog. She 

was shot oyer this autumn in Maryland. 

—Any subscriber or reader of Forest anp SrREaAm in want of 

any kind of carpetings, oil cloths, rugs, etc., etc., can be sure of 

fair treatment at the hands of John H, Pray, Sons & Co., Boston. 

Gail or correspond with them, and get their prices before buying. 

Tt will pay you to try them.—[Adv. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Honazirv Shooting Suits. Upthegroye & McLellan, Valparaiso, Ind. 

Over readers will please notice advertisement of dog lost from 
Roxbury, Mass. 

A 1i7tTLE Hop Bitters sayes big doctor bills, long sickness, suf- 

fering and perhaps death, 

FOREST AND STREAM, 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL, & 

DEVOTED TO SHOOTING, THE KENNEL, Tue RIFLE, ANGLING 

AND OTHER FIELD AND AQUATIC SPORTS, PRACTICAL NAT« 

URAL History, FISH CULTURE, THE PROTECTION OF GAME, 

AND THE INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OF A HEALTHY 

INTEREST IN OUTDOOR RECREATION AND STUDY. 

Published by FOREST ANDSTREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
Nos. 39 aAnp 40 Park Row (Times Building), New YORE. 

Terms; 

Four dollars per year, in advance; two dollars for six months; 
one dollarfor three months. Trade supplied by the American 
News Company. 

Advertisements. 

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line; outside page, 40 
cents. Special rates for three, six and twelve months. Reading 
notices on editorial pages, 50 cents per line—eight words to the 
line, and twelve lines to one inch. 
Advertisements should be sentin by the Saturday of each weel 

previous to the issue in which they are to be inserted. Wecan- 
not receive new advertisements, nor alter standing adyertise- 
meuts later than Tuesday morning. 

Correspondence, 

Communications intended for publication must be accompanied 
with the name of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but 
as a guaranty of good faith. Anonymous letters will receive no 

tention. 
A ea aeraanion of Clubsand Associations are invited to favor us with 
reports ol their movements and transactions, and sportsmen and 
naluralists are urged to contribute to our columus their experi- 
ences and obseryations. 

Address. 

All communications, of whatever nature, relating to the busi- 
ness or editoriai departments of this paper must be directed simply 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 

New York City, N. Y. 

ESTABLISHED 1820. 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS, 
(Late 502 and 504 Broadway,) 

134 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and 23d St,, NEW YORK. 

Seal Sacques and Dolmans, 
(English Dye, all sizes and qualities), 

rescribed 300,000 packages. 
! For sale by druggists or mail, $1. 

NN ,  —————EEeE———————_—_—E—————— 

Any of the Foilowing Books Sent on Receipt of Price 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD, KEMPS Shirts, the Best 
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

Composed of the NER VE-GIVENG principles of the ox brain and wheat germ. 
both brain and body the’ elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses or 
nervousness, It promotes digestion and strengthens a failing memory. 1t prevents debility and con- 
sumption. Itstrengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses, Physitians have 

F. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. WV. 

KEEP'S SHIRTS, the cheanest. 
aie aad PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, eaaily 

nished, 
KEEP'S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP’'S UNDEKWEAK, the best. 
KEEP'S OUMBRELLAS, the strongeat. 
KEEP’S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP's NECK WEAR, latest novelties, 
KERP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, 6 for $9. 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50. 
GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE BUTTONS, 

Tt restores to 

Fur-Lined Circulars 

AND WRAPS. 

FUR TRIMMINGS, MUFFS and COLLARS, 

In Large Assortments, Choice Styles, Low Prices. 

Ordera by mail, or any information dosired, 
jyill reoehta' pean! aud prompt attention, 

BY free with every hal! dozen KEEP'S SHIRTS. 
See poe eres ees in any part of the 

y i T r ; . on, at K S$ ris 
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. KEEPS GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

e CHEAPEST. 
Money refinded for goods not satisfactory. 

Dogs, Points for JUAGING.....+2-.sesesere renee 60 | Parrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Samples and circulars free to any addrass. 
Region.,......--+ Rei eclys Paciaa. Sana Romeo sta bead ce 50 . 

Dogs, Richardson....,...-+---+.--PAa, 20c.; clo, 60 f C 

econ 5, | riot, cover ant Trap shorting Hoganus.... 2w/ Keep Manufacturing Co., 
OLS, WEDD, .2...sa00cacere tne cer ees yes nimoneee 4 

Fish Hatching and Fish Catching............ . 631, 633, 645, 637 Broadway, N. ¥. 
Durant’s Sea Bathing, its Use and Abuse...... 25 S atching 1 60 . £) D ys r 

Fishing, Boltom or Float.......... eerie rey re 0 
Dwyer's Tlorse Book.......----.++teesseesee eens 2 00 B 6 Tk 2 Be nnel 

Fishing in American Waters, Scott ......-.... . 3 50 ‘ 
Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements.. 3 60 

Fishing Tourist, Hallock..........,...4.. aunnase 2 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lalie.....-..-... . 60 Hos SALE, a well bred red (with a Uttle white 

Fly Fishing and Worm Fishing...... fat AH 60 setter puppy, 20 months old. Has been handle 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley this fall, and breaker gives a good account of him, 
MOR phyube puearh snacdtpeosa tee se tasetee . 50) Frank Forester’s American Game in its Season, 1 50 | Apply to PIONEER, this office, Dees), tt 
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B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING ROD C0. 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO ~ 

fALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silyer mountings. 

= EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 
brice-Lst. tf. 

NEAT, 
ORNAMENEAL AND USEFUL. 

[Tre Novelty Pocket Scale 
i] Iswarranted to welgh accurately from two 
j Ounces up to fifleen pounds. It is made of 

Mig metal, heayily nickel plated, and can be car- 
} ried in the Vest Pocket without the slightest 
inconvenience. Sampie and terms to agents 

eS oBly 50 cents. Send for circulars of other 
) new and fast-seHing inventions. The only 

pocket scale ever invented that welghs up to 
fifteen pounds. ‘fhe Trade supplied. 

GEORGE BETTS, 515 Broadway, New York. 

ale. 

DVERTISEMENT.—For sale, a Reilly double 
Express Rifle, incase with implements com- 

Dieta; has never been used; cost between $350 and 
$400 to import. Will be sold low. Address Box 
1,700, Philadelphia P. 0. Decg3,2t 

Ae FOR SALE.—Some fine elk, deer and 
antelope antlers, also buffalo heads ; or would 

Inake all exchange for a Greener shot gun, ten-Ib., 
ten gauge, and must be a closa, hard shooter. WM. 
A N, Canon Creek, Montana. Decié,3t 

ug 
to ods. For further particulars address 
CHAS, MILLS, Lexington, Ky. Dec 16,36 

OR SALE. sated oe -45 cal. sporting rifle, pistol 
grip; in beau iful condition; just as it left fac- 

tory; cost, with tools, shells, bullets, primers, etc., 
$70. Will sell entire for $0. Also 10-gauge, pistol 
grip, reboun nae epee fine Damascus 

: . Will sell with tools. 
‘oaded shells, etc., bap Ad 

OR SALE, W. £C. Scott & Son top lever, double 
bolt, Damascus 82-inch barrels, 10 bore, 10 1bs,; 

all improvements; sold for no fault; extra 
shooter; at half the cost. Address L. A. DAVEN- 
PORT, Dayenport, N. Y. 

MBanted: 

Wane a breech-loading shot-gun; second- 
hand, Dubin ‘OOM rena Price must be Hee 

low. Address Box 673, New Haven Conn. Dec23,2t 

Che Fennel, 

POULTRY & DOG SHOW 
GIVEN BY THE 

WESTERN PENN. POULTRY SOCIETY 

AT 

PITTSBURGH, PENN,, Jan, 13 to 19, 
(INCLUSIYVE.) 

bcc SHOW 
Commences On the 17th and ends on the i9th of 

January atllr. w, ONLY THREE DAYS, 

ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 6, 

CHAS. LINCOLN, C. B. ELBEN, 
Superintendent. Secretary. 

Address LOCK BOX 303, Pittsburgh, Pa, 

| oes a setter dog from 22 Franklin Place, Rox- 
bury; 4 jet black color; handsomely feath- 

ered; white star on breast; answers to the name 
of Sam. Any one returning him to J. W. ROSTON, 
22 Franklin Place, Roxbury, Mass., will be hand- 
somely rewarded. Dec30, 16 

Stron f 

Dec30,tf 
See 

A GOOD BOOK--THE DOG. 

by DINKS, WAYREW & HUTCHISON, 

Price $3.00. 

For Sale at this Office, 

FINE HAND-MADE REELS. 

All these reels are made with best quality screws, so that they can be taken apart if necessary. Any of these reels may have either 
clicks or drags added, or be nickeled at 75 cents for each addition : 

WapACity OL PEGb heseiiuscepe eee wcese keentuaset heeds ace 
Polished brass plain handle with stop.. 

aa ff balunces*S 105, Fre y:25-5 
sf ‘€ with bushed bearings, click..... 
*¢ hard rubber, bushed bearings, click. . 

best q’y, (Abbey pattern) 
‘brass, plain handle, multip’s with stop. 

si ‘better q’ty.. 
best **.. 

e ae 

balance 
ae “a is 

“ ae G. 8. balance handle, ‘* 
hard rubber balance handle, multi- 

plying, best quality, steel pivot, with ad- 
justable click (Imbrie patent)..,.........5.. 3 

20 Yarps. 25 Yarns, 30 Yarps. 

a> % 

40 Yarps. 60 Yarvs. 80 Yarns, 100 Yarovs. 150 YArps, 
‘ 95 68 -70 13 80 85 95 — — 

75 = _— -90 1.00 1,16 — a 
— 1.36 1.46 1.55 1.65 1,95 — — 
= _ — 2,7 3.00 8.25 ~- — 
— — 8.00 ~— 8,00 9.00 10.00 11,00 — 
= 1.20 1.40 1,50 1.60 1.75 — _ 
— 2.20 — 2.40 2.60 2.75 3.20 3.75 
— 5.00 — 8.25 3.50 3.70 4.25 4.75 
= 4,50 — 5.00 5.78 6.50 7.25 9.00 

— — — os 11.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 

A complete linc of common reels always in stock. Also full assortment of Extra Quality Cuttyhunk and Salmon Reels. 

DISCOUNT TO 

ABBEY & INMEBHRIE, 46 Maiden 

THE TRADE ONLY. 

he Beniel, 

Bargains in High Class Dogs. 

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP TO CLOSE OUT STOCK, 

Carlowitz, Blue Ruin (Carlowitz-Princess Nellie), 
Carlowitz Li. (Carlowltz-Queen Bess), Princess 
Nellie (Pride of the Border-Petrel), Queen Anne 
(Carlowitz-Queen Bess), True (Carlowitz-Princess 
Nellie), Pride of Delaware  (Carlowiltz-Ollie), 
Blanche (Carlowitz-Queen), Enclose stamp for 
prices, etc. E. & C. VON CULIN, P. 0. Box 22, 
Delaware City, DeL 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am opre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. Igive my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts, Refer 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I ern ine dog, with 
discount to parties at long tances. A, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Loaat ens 

ote, 

LEN-—B. and T.; by Colburn'’s Dash ex Mul- 
lin’s Belle. The above dog. winner of first 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trials; will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom, Address 

H. F. ATEN, M.D., 
&4 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N. ¥ 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
deéersigned, wis! to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several m: ficent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitch Sy, seleoted from 
ger (tet wuropean ‘iralns. Ae = sold for no 

‘or rees, etc., address. 
Prices Domain HOY Z. COLLINS, ° 

Bept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U. 
—————————————— eee 
(Peiors KENNELS.—For pure Cocker 

Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 
cocker Skip II., liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serye bitches at $10; litters _guar— 
anteed. Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Qulevut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y- 

Be De 

HAMPION TRIMBUSH.—This celebrated im- 
ported Clumber Spaniel, orange and white, has 

been placed for the season inthe stud. Fee, $20. 
Apply to FRANCIS O. DE LUZE, 18 South William 
Street, New York, Dec2z3, ti 

eer PUPPIES FOR SALE, sire son of Plunket, 
and dam a black and white Gordon setter, 

W. H. MOORE, Belle- Price $5. Born on 13th Noy. 
Deo23,3t yue, Obio. 

a2 

ED FOX, Skunk, Raccoon and other furs 
poneey Tor cash—highest prices. Send for cir- 

eular with full particulars, E. C. BOUGHTON, 6 
Howard St, N. Y. Decd,4t 

; OR SALE.—Fifteen Foxhounds, first-prize steck, 
the finest and best, Address, with stamp 

M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. 
im 

Sept. 23, tf 

he Bennel, 

THES BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
OF 

. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y. 
KEBP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to eyery customer. 
These beautifc. and cnieligent dors cannot be 
beaten for revited crouse and woodzock savoting 
and retrmey-ns. Oorresponaenis inwiosiny suamp 
will get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
2 ete. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

68 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

Res VES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, etc., to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him, ntormation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, étc. 

M 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O’ More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bredred 
Trish dogs in the United States. Winner‘of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York. 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner ui 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale. 
thoroughbred pups. Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. ¥. Junez4,t! 

OCKERS IN THE STUD.—SiIBLL, black, by 
imp. Shot—imp. Rose. DOCTOR, Jr. (Second 

New York, i879), liver, by imp. Jack — Brownie. 
Fee $l5 each. Also best of Pieples for sale. Ad- 
dress the LACHINE KENNEL, 1,182 Chestnut st, 
Elizabeth, N. J. Noy25,tt 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE for shotgun my 
dark liver and white cocker spaniel bitch 

Frisky, ten months old; sound, healthy and a 
beauty. Address A. MCDONALD, Box 820, Rock- 
land, Me, Dec30,1t 

eats of Eastern Field Trial Winners, 
printed on fine tintes paper, will be sent post- 

paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. FOREST 
AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park Row, 
N, ¥. Dec30,tf 

OR SALE, low English beagle hounds; import- 
ed and bred by G. D. LEONARD, Hinesburgh, 

Vermont, Dee30,it 

OR SALE a splendid lemon and white pointer 
bitch, 3 years old, broken, and tive beautifully 

marked puppies. Will sell very low, together or sep- 
arately. GEORGE HANCE, Turner’s Fall, Mass. 

Decs,16 

AGENTS FOR CARD'’s NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 
Howard’s Steel Head Shells--Quality guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 

— 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. 

S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service. 
Adopted by the U, 

45 Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 
Prices: Carbines, $22; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. 

Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists. 

TheDaly Gu 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 
To any other Gun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished on application. 

Or W. R. SCHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston. 

10 Shots, 

MA TN G5. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOYV 62'S IMPERIAL MANGE COKE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of auy na’ ~re on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the anima. One application 
isuasusliyallthatisnecessary. For SCRATCHES 
in HORSBHS it bas no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop't’r [mperiai Kennel, Tom’s iver, N. J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malieson, 63 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. ©. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Philas Fk, P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st.; Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co.,604 North Fourth st., 5t. 

Lonis. Price, fl eents 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, | 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 
breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 

Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of priit< 

cipal English breeders. 

Setters and Pointers thor- 
oughly Field Broken. 

Young Dogs handled with 
skill and judgment. 

Dogs haye daily access to salt 
4 water. 

f N. B.—Setter and Pointer 
puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toma River, N. J 
eS 

N_THE STUD.—Gordons: black and tan, sire 
Rupert, imported 1877, by Shot, Jr,, 1630, EKC 

S$ B, ex Rhona, 1680, EK CSB, dam Whip, Stod- 
dard’s imported Duke and Gypsy. Fee $25. Duke 
of Locust Valley: black and tan, limited to 5 bitches; 
sire, Toledo Kennel Club’s imported Grouse, E K CG 
3 B 6,097, ex Grace, 3d prize winner Gilmore's, 1879, 
Fee yee Pups from the above and others of best. 
kno"n Gordons on hand and for sale, also matured 
brood bitches in whelp- Address JAS. R. TILLE 
Locust Valley, L. I. Nowaatt? 

OR SALE.—My red Irish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old. Pointed 

and retrieved her first bird, and is a slasher in the 
field. Price $20, Address W. J. MORTON, Ports- 
mouth, Va. Oct28 tr 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, 

Price $3 50, 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co; 

3 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALKS, 
Or THos. L. Goiennnr, 

116 Girard eye., Phil, SE aE a a A en OU RR a EEL 
Remington’s Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles. 

KEENE'S PATENT. 

E. REMINCTON & SONS., 283 Broadway, N.Y. P. 0. Box 3,994. 

r 
“ 

Imperial Kennel ~ 
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Batels and Routes for Sportsmen. 

1 “THE FISHING LINE.” 
4 TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
‘Mackinaw,Gran pids andCincinnatiShort Line 
r FOR THE 

rout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fishories, 
% AND THE 

y, FaMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN "MICHIGAN. 

aNOOK TROUT abound {n the streams, and 
pes aue Topas snetogae's GRAYLING is found 

‘The GRAYLING Beason opens June | and naa 
ov.1l. & & 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 

BONE eo. abound in large numbers in ha 
esand lakelets of this territory. 

The sportsman can readily send trophies of his, 
to friends or “club” at home, “.3ice for 

packing fish can be had at man ints, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITT You. The ace- 

mae of the North Woods and Lakesis very beau- 
; the airispure, dry andbracing. The cli- 

mae is peculiarly beneiicial to those suffering 
Fi 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 

itd piel accommodations are good, far sur- 
ng theaverage in countries n 

afford the finest of fishing, ey eoyen ie 
Danae the sezson Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets wl be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
oa fe ee at aa Sportsmen. 

ors, Gu hing y owner ree . ‘ ‘ackle ed Frpoat 

souraim tomakesportsmen feel “at home” 
snthisroute. Fir Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
Wiusirated boo +f 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation an.i -courate mapa of the Fishing 
@rowndisand ‘ime Cards, sddresa. A.D. wERT 

Sere. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mick 7 

Chesapeake & Ohio R._ 
Tho Route of the Sportsman and Angier to 

. the Best Hunting and Fishing | 

t Z Grounds of Virginia and 

eS West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Bue Ridge Mountains, Valicy of Virginia, 

Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and , deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, ero) uail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, Pa e, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

te. Thé Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
S| > phur Springs. v 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South. medern 
dmsprovements in equipment. 

CONWAY HR. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co., 

Richmond, Va. 

i 

mayi ly 

Lone ISLAND R.B.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leaye 

HUNTER'S Pr (Flatbush-Ave., B’klyn, 5 min, 
earlier) for 
“Babylon, 8.85 A.M., 8.85, 4.5, 6.35 p.m. Sundays, 

9 A.M. 
Col. P’t & Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 A.m., 

2.85, 3.39, 4.35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.M., 
12.5 night. 

Sundays, 9-85, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 p.m. 
Flushing, 6.3C, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.85 A.M. 2.35, 3.85,. 

4.35, 5, 6.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10.45 P.M, 12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 P.M. 

Far Rockaway, 8.35, 1] A.M., 4.35, 5.85, 7P.M.. 
Bockaway Beach, I 4.m., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 94.M. 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.55 A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 35 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 12:15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, &, 10 A.M., 

1.85, 8.35, 4.39, 5.85, 6.35 p.m. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay, 
ii p.m. Sunday, 9 A.M,, 1.35, 6.05 P.M. Ad 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.05, 4.85, 5.35, 6.35P.m. Sundays, 9 
AM, 6.35\P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3-65 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.m.. 4.35, 6,35 

-P.M. Sundays, 2 A.M,, 6.65 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8.A.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 a.M.,4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.39 A.M., 4.35, 5.25 P.M. Sundays, 9 

Ndale, 8.35, 11 A.m., 3.55, 4.35 
.35.U,,7 Pt. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15, Sundaya,? A.M., 6.35 P.M. 

Creod moor, 8, 10 A.M, 1.55 P.a1., Tuesdays, Wed- 
neadays iid Saturdays, commencing April id. 
HUNTER'S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leavea 

Pier 17, E. BR. (foot Pingst.) for Hunter's P't, 8.3), 
10.30, 11.30 A-M,, 3.10, 4,10, 5.10,6.10 p.m. Wor fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, eto,, 
applr at 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

7 WwW. M. LAFPAN Gen'l Pass. Avent. 
we 

AM. 
Kighnond Hill, G 

i] 

Bromfield House, Boston 

PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

- -—s EUROPEAN 

GREAT BARGAINS 

E* i Wi =E: Gon s 
OF THE FOLLOWING CELEBRATED MAKES: 

James Purdey, E. M. Reilly & Co., Westley Richards, W. & 

c. Scott & Sons, W. W. Creener, Williams & Powell, 

Nichols & Lefevre, W. R. Pape and J. D. Dougall. 

NOT “CLUB GRADES” OR “SPECIAL GRADES,” 
But genuine weapons, bearing the maker’s full name and address, at a reduc= 

tion of 25 per cent. below the usual cost of importation. No house 

ever before offered such a line of superb 

GUNS FOR FIELD SHOOTING, 

GUNS FOR DUCK SHOOTING, 

GUNS FOR GOOSE SHOOTING, 

GUNS FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

AE SUCH PRICES! 

LOE As 

FOUR JAMES PURDYS HIGHEST QUALITY. 

Top lever; double bolt, bar rebounding locks, Da- 
mascus barrels, finest finish throughout, 

No. 2, 10-bore, 81 inch, 8 8-16 IDS.....+..... eee $875 
No. 3, 12-bore, 30 inch, 7 1bs......- aos 
No.4, ‘ be 73g-1D8,. =a 
No.5, 6 6 16-16 IDS. ,.2...0.0-reese 835 
~ All these guns in best 

ENGLISH SOLE-LEATHER CASES, 

lined with billiard cloth, with implements complete. 

LOT E. 

FOUR W. &C. SCOTT & SON, PREMIER QUALITY. 

Top lever, double bolt, extension rib, bar re- 
pounding double notch locks, pistol grip stock, 
horn heel piece; solid gold name plate, Damascus 
barrels, choke bored; in English sole-leather 
ease, lined with billiard cloth, with canvas cover 
over case. 
No, 6, 12 bore, 30 inch, 9 Ibs. 
Lepey AS ae 91, Tbs 

934 IDS... 
0. 7; 

N . 8 “ - 

No, 9,10 bore, “ 102 Ibs...... WWevsnecoraee 200 

LOT ©. 

FOUR W. & 0. SCOTT & SON. 

Quality next Premier. Made to 6 cial order by 
WwW. & C, Scott & Son for Jos. Butler & Co., and are 
so marked on lock plates, but have W. & O. Scott & 
Son stamped on body of action, and are equal to 
the Premier quality, except not so highly engraved, 

Top lever, double bolt, extension rib, bar rebound- 

ing double notch locks, pistol grip, horn heel piece, 
solid gold name plate, Damascus barrels, in best. 
English sole-leather case, With tan canvas 

cover over case. 

LOT D. 

SIX W. & C. SCOTT & SON. 

Top lever, double bolt, bar rebounding locks, 
Scott's patent compensating lump, scroll fence per- 
cussion, fine laminated steel barrels, handseme 
dark stocks, with horn heel plate, handsomely en- 
graved and finishea. 

No. 14, 12 bore, 30 inch. 71¢ 
0.15, % fs 8 Ibs oe 100 

No. 16, * ue 834 IDS. 100 
No. 17, 10 bore, 32 inch, 9 lbs... 105 
No.18, * fs 936 IDS. 44-2 = naneweseecee 105 
No.19, “ 30inch, 93; 1bs...... Winey A a 105 
These guns in Lot D must not be confused with 

Scott's “special” and other cheap qualities, as 
they are in every way superior to the cheaper made 
guns of the present time, having compensating 
fumps and better material In every way. The 
former price was $226, 5 

Lor E. 

ONE W. & C. BCOTT & SON. 

Double grip, under guard action, finest laminated 
steel barrels, highest quality throughout, pistol 

erip stock, 4 bore, 4% inch, 18 VDRivess Sd poce aye a ReO 

We do not believe there is another gum equal to 
this tn this country for heavy shooting. Former 
price, $350. 

LOT EF. 

ONE J. D. DOUGALL, HIGHEST QUALITY. 

Top lever, double bolt,- bar 
(Jos. Brazer's best), bi kr ager Ce patent fore end, Dam 3 
barrels, choked on *‘Dougall’s Ex ahens Reratennt ag 
pore, $1 inch, $4 Ibs., chatnbered tor 23, Inch shell, 

LOT G. 

TWO E. M. RWILLY & CO., LONDON. 

Top lever, double bolt, bar reboundin x 
Scott's patent compensating lump, finest Demasene 
barrels, elegantly finished guns throughout. 

No, 20, 10 bore, 80 inch, $3 Ibs............ 
No. 21, 10 bore, 31 inch, § 14-16 Ibs......... 

Former price, $460, 

LOT H) 

FOUR WESTLEY RICHARDS & Co. 

4 Top Iv eE bar rebounding locks, extension rib 

- $125 
++ 125 

en patent fore end eit SAE hen a iatiee $195 
? qua. 12 bore, 32 inch, 7 at. 

No. 24, “ C” quality, 10 bore, 32 inch; Btoa : tae 

LOT I. 

TWO WILLIAMS & POWELL. 

Top lever, extension rib, patent fore end, pistol 
grip, Damascus barrels, choke bore S 
graving, highest finish teoiehont: gece 

No, 26, 10 bore, 84 inch, 10 lbs........ 
No. 27; 10 bore) 32 inch; §3/ Ibs... .. Peotns the 
Former price, $260. 

LOT 3. 

TWO NICHOLS & LEFEVRE. 

CO” quality ($150 list), N. & L. action, extension 
rib fastening, patent fore end. is ; 
mascus barrels, choke bored. " pistol grip, ne Da- 
No. 28, 10 bore, 30 inch, 944 ibs. 
No. 29, 10 bore, 32 inch, 95Z Ibs 

Former price, $159, 

LOT K, 

ONE W. R. PAPE, HIGHEST QUALITY. 

Top lever, double bolt, extension rib through ex- 
tractor, bar rebounding locks, pistol eri; istent 
fore end, finest engraving throughout. 

No, 80, 12 bore, 3v inch, 7 1bz,,..... Wes sae teebneee 
Former price, $360. 

LOT E, 

EIGHT W. W, GREENER. 

Side snap action, har rebounding locks, fine lami- 
nated steel barrels. 
No. 32, 14 bore, 28 inch, 63¢ 1bs 
No, $3, Be 6 lbs 
No. 34, 
No, 35, 
No, 36, 12 bore, 23 inch, 644 1 45 
No.7, | 29 tneh, 63 1b) 45 
No. 38, 80 ineh, 63¢ Ibs wes 
No. 29) -* «80 neh; Tbs... wee cee ss 45 
These puns are all cylinder bore for field shoot- 

ing. Former price, $85, _ 

2 

In this list will be found guns for allclasses of shooting. Light 

weight cylinder bored guns for field shooting. MODIFIED 

CHOKE, FULL CHOKE, ana extra heavy guns for Sea and Lake 

shooting. 

will send any one ofthem by Express, 
All these guns are NEW and in perfect condition. We 

GC. O. D., with instructions 

to your Express Agent to allow one day for examination and trial. 

J. PALMER O’NEILLE& CC.,, 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

—s ——. a 

Hotels and Rautes for Sportsmen, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE RSES in the 
Middle States. These lines bein NTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT PO avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while theiex- 
cellent cara which run over the smi steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in ae ee and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICK: are sold atthe offices of the Company in 
all the principle citiesto KANE, RENOVA, 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, #2 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also,+o 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
TIN AND FEATHER, - 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
Frank THoMEoN, Gen’) Manager. febii-a 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonville, Fernan= 

dine, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N. P., aud Matanzas, Cuba, 

FLORIDA STEAMERS leave New York 
Every Friday at 3 P. u., for 

J acksonyilie and Fernandina Direct, and ¢ansti- 
a 

The Only Line Running to 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Rates. 
—=- 

Nassau and Matanzas Steamers sall Dec. 16 an 
thereafter every other Wednesday. 

After January 1 cali at Fernandina, Fla. 

Nassau is the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman. 

The R Victoria beautifully sttuated 
and well kept, is the-best cleanest house in the 
West Indies. 

For all culars, Florida Rates of P; and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphiet, ete., apply 

C. H. MALLORY & CoO., 

Agents, 

PIER 20, EAST RIVER, NEW YORE. 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

1S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars *DayyCrocket” and ‘Izaak Waltou,” 

which are fitted up with dining room an kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments; lavatories, etc., popre 
vided with Face pat elor for guns and ng 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. 
Diagram, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. P20. 
Bo., Chicago. je26 Sm08. 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 

sae 

Bx A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN O21 
bayman, Hasalwayson hand the best of 

boats, batteries, ete., with tho largest rig of train- 
ed wild-geese ents on the const. e best 

und in the vielnity of New York for bay snips 
srooung of all varieties, ef Resor seater Shle 
by himself to bis gu and satisfaction guaran< 
tead, Address Wm.N. LANE, Good Ground, La. 
Refers by permission to J.B Shepherd, 891 Broad. 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 3% Broadway. N. ¥. 

= 

‘BPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S BE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, 

ae = 

Old Dominion Line. 
PRE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di. 
rect for Chincotezgue, Cobb's Jeland, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cure 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk ateamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewea, Del. 
Monday and Th ayat8p.m. Full information 
given at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York, 

FOR 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 
Go TO 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

on Shinnecock Bay, where you will find good guides 
complete outfit of Decoys, Batteries, etc., as well 
as cood accommodations and a substantial bill of 
fare. Take Long Island R. R. to Good Ground 
Station. M , Proprietor, 
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Packed in Cans of 112 pounds each. 

’ 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. | 

” “‘SPRATIOS PATE 
“ Wibrine? Cakes are used at the Dogs’ Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatition, 

Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1si8, Ki receiving the highest award tor Do; 
minster Kennel Glub, New York, Gold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, ete., ete. 

Paris, ete. 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 
Please see that Every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT'S PATENT” and a °X.” 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS ©. de LUZE & CO., 
{8 South William Street, 

Publications, 

Any of fhe Following Books Sent on 

Receipt of Price by Forestand 

Stream Pub. Co. 

Adirondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays......-..+.$1.60 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1.25 
Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, 6th edition... 2.00 

Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner’s...... 75 

Ataateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; Dds.......-. So ante 
American Angler’s Book, Norris... 6.50) 
American Bird Fancler.....2.ce-eereee penne mee ttt 

American’ Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long...-, 2,00 

American Kennel, Burges .......-+-..++s+----+- 

Angling, a Book on, Francis. 
Archer, MOdEIn....-. 2 eee teen teen ee errr ees 

Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson...... 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam...... 3. 

Art, of Swimming ......-..4..--.00 eee eee 30 

Art of Swimming, Monstery ... 50 

Art of Swimming, Webb...., “ren 50. 
Athlete’s Guide, Harding.......-..-....2--.s+- 50 
Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, 75¢.; cloth... 1.00 

Atiuletle Sports, Stonehenge. .-..-.....--.---+-+ 1.00 

‘Balley’s Birds of the United States,.--.-..-.+.+ 1 25 

Baird's Birds of North America............+-++ 30 00 

Bechstein's Chamber and Cage Birds.......... 150 
Boat Sailing, Practical.....,....-- - 100 

Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50¢c.; Shooting, 
50c,; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50c.; 
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c.; Dogs, (5c.; 
Birds’ Eggs and Nests, 50c.; Fresh and Salt 
Water Aquarium, 50¢.; Native Song Birds... 15 

Breech Loader, GIOAN........-+.ee reset es tee eeee 1 9 

‘Breech Loader, Modern, Greener....-.. . 

Butler on the Dog..... 2... yee see e eee e eee eens 
‘Cage and Singing Birds........ 

Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa . 
Canoe and Cameras. .,..,.-2242-- sempre ce rees ee 1 50 

‘Canoeing in Kanuckia....... 1% 

‘Canoe Traveling, Powell ons, --¢- 8 Hi 

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop’s......... 2 50 

Cassell’s Book of Birds, 4 VOIS.......----+++++-+ 12 00 

Frank Fosester’s Field Sports ......-..--.eesees 400 
Frank Foresters Fish and Fishing.,.. -...--.. 2 50 

Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook &Line.pa. 25 

¥rank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen, 2 00 
Frank Foresters Sporting Scenes and Charac- 

BAYS, SVO., 2 VOW. 22s ccee eee eres erste rete Ceoee 4 

Gun, Rod and Saddle..-...---..- pants 
Hallock’s Sportsmen's Gazeleer...., ere seeee ese 3 60 

Hand Book for Riflemen,........ 59 

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland.... 150 

Holden's Book of Birds; paper, 25¢.; cloth...... 

How to Camp Out, Gould 

How to Hunt and Trap, Batty 
How to Row, Derrington...... 1.00 sseeeree rere es 2 00 

Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher. .. 100 

Hunting and Hunters of all Natiows, Frost.. -. 1 5 

Life of a Sportsmen, Niturod,.-....... Ben 3545 12 60 

Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 50 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds.. .. 3 00 

Niuturalists’ Guide, Maynard... 200 

Oars and Sculls, Woodgate.... 2 1 75 

On the Wing, Bumstetl.,.........+- «. 1 50 

Partridge and Pheasaut Shooting, Schiley’s.... 2 00 

Picture Book of Birds,.....----0-+2+0+--ssceees 1,85 

Pistol, THE. ... ...cerereeeese- ay 

Practical Kennel Guide.... I eke cate 0 1 50 

Prairie and Forest, Parker Gilmore,...-.---+.. 1.40 

Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty, 1 Sv 

Prime’sT Go Q FISHING. ...... 2.05 ese eset ee eee eee 25" 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard. 
(WEEELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devotea 

THE POULTRY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.36 

T al E per years the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

A series of twelve magifi- 
= E § T _cent Chromos, each repre- 

pene Beaman breed of 
owls, Sent for 75 cents extra 

‘to all subscribers to either publication. ; 

to Pouitry, 

A FILE BINDER, 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conm 

—both papers for $2.00. 

Which, when full, makes 4 permaient binding, 

For sale at this office. 

Price, $1, 

NEW YORK. 

SPRATY’S PATENT 
ya. B MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 

WE?? are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 
They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals ; 

ennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 

GENUINE 

OS 5523700 

BIAMPED, 

| To be had in smaller quantities of 

trecers and the Sporting Goods 

| | Trade Generally. 

Syortimen’s Goods. 

Por i 
I 

GOODYEAR’S 
Rubber Mg Company 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’s Co., 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

6 BROADW AYP, cor. FULTON ST, 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTI‘S. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

RupperR Goons oF EvERY DESCRIP- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

mos BEATS THE WORLD.”- 

Old Judgesmoking Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tonge, 

Something Important jor Cigarette Smokersto Know, 

TT 
“GIS 
An 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD 

HE ‘MAJORITY OF SMUKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POT- 

, SONS, thrown uff by all burning ea 
) namely: The Oilof Creosote. CHAR Tos) 

G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
| CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
yeuted and patented a process, March 

i") 5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
8 as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 

ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its break- 

DGE” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture. no one else having the 
right to useit. The great adyantaye and importance of this invention will atonce be recogni741 by 
all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. them and you willuse no others, 

Manufacturedhy GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Waterst., 
NEW YoREKX 

Philadelphiatishing Tackle House 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SCN, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Sescription, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood. 

for Archery Bowsand Fish Rodi i 
elastic as steel. * og ana eg: 

Great Reduction in Prices for i880. 

Reyersed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand. 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 

ur At LY RODS and iN 
ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS Heche tee 
Centeénuial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices 33 low a5 the lowest, and always first- 

class Guods. Ppa 

Price-list of wood aud rod mountin; 
pe oats hs nen yiietrarae Catalogue oF Bs. 

= kle sent, post-paid, on recei qe cece +P paid, on receipt of ten centé 

BIRDS’ EYES. 
Birds’ Skins, Taxidermists’ and Naturlists? 

Supplies. 
Send for New Price List. Reduced Rates. 

W.J. KNOWLTON’S Natural History Store, 
1GS Tremont St., Boston, Wass. 

Birds and animals preserved by superior French 
and American workmen. 

$ 7 2 A WEER, $12a day at home easliy made. 
Costly outtit tree, Address TRU! co. 

Augusta, Maine, en oot 

Monadnock Trout Ponds 

Will furnish Trout and Trout Spawn at low prices. - 
For price list, address 

G. A. STARKEY, Troy, N. H. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1838). 

First premium at Wor!d’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

any > 

JOHN KRIDER 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,. 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reela, Lines, Hooks, Plies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Set Bait, Fly Books, 
ite. Ete. 

"Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order, 
ALSO 

“ Krider's”’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Birds’ Eggs and Rirds’ Skinsin Grest Varieties. 
Saxidermy in all its branches. Y) 

Spratt’s Patent Deg Biscuit, ~ 
Repairing of all kinds. mar4ly 

THE S,ORTSMAN'S LIBRARY. 
dics great pressure on our advertising spaces 

obliges us to withdraw the list of books 
which we have on sale to 
matter. 

@ room for ovber 

ony book on yachting or field sports, 4a pre- 
viously advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of rice. FOREST AN 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy2Q—tl 

5U Lithographed Ohromoe Curds, 00 2 ullke, 
ws 1O0c. Nate in fancy type. Conn Carp Co., 
Northiord, Ct. 

lublications, 

Orange Judd Company, 
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL RURAL 

AND SPORTSMANS BOOKS, 

PUBLISH THIS DAY 

THE BOOK OF HNSILAGE; 
OR, 

THE NEW DISPENSATION FOR FARMERS. 

How to produce milk for one cent per quart, 
butter for ten cents per pounds, beef for four cents 
per pound. 

An entirely nein, revised and improved addition 
ata reduced cost. 

Price, Post Paid, $1, 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
245 Broadway, N. ¥. 

The dmerioan Popular Dictionayy, SAL. Galy 

<< 
co cetteciereten 

conn 
antvolumeis #com- 

the world — superb] 
ound in Cloth oth an 

Gilt, B contains every 
word of the English lan~ 

lutely necessary informa- 
tion upon Science, Mythol- 

ster’s Dictionary 
E and the 

\ American Popular 

equal, either inp: 
finish or contents.’ 
—Ohris, Advorate, “'A 

and Library of Reference. '’—Lesite’s 
ecopy of the American Popular Die- 

Bonar Illustrated), the greatest and best k ever 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightnina. 

Orange Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Voy 

CUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, established in 180?, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
ee Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequalled in strength, quickness and 
Cleanliness; adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Packed in 1f canisters. 
el a Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 
3 (fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; 

great penetration, with a close pee adapted 
r glass ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting, 

with either muzzle or breech-loaders. Packed in 
lib and 5ib canisters and 64 and 12%1b kegs, 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted 

for ‘Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for 
prairie and apd shooting. Burns slowly, strong 
and moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, 
gives both a good penetration and a close pattern, 
will be found well adapted for glass ball and-pigeon 
shooting. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No, 5 
No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed in 64tb kegs an 
lb canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, stroug and 

clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 canisters and 63; tb kegs. 
Dupont’s Bifle Fg. **Sea Shooting.”’— 

FFg. and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifie shoot- 
ing, the FFg. and FF¥Fg. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in tb, 1tb and 5ib canis- 
ters, 634, 1234 and 25it kegs. Fg coarse, FFF¢g. fine, 

Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Surerine and Blast- 
ing Powders of all Sizes and descriptions, Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifie, Cartridge, Mus- 
ket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubi- 
cal and Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or eee 
Agencies in all the cities and pringipat towns 

throughout the United States. epresented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 

= 

Miscellaneous Advertisements, 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN i 

Guns»Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

Hinglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. ¥. R. SCHUYLER, J. R, SCHUYLER, J. M. DUANE. 

Of the late firm of Special. 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

HODGMAN & C0. 
425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Russer Fisuine Outrits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color Goats, 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
[ESTADLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue. Fishing Pants. 

S MUM Me Mi . 10S 
U* cHAMPAGNEs. % 

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN INVOICE OF 

JULES MUMM’S PRIVATE STOCK, 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. or fae for | of such exquisite quality as never before was shipped to this country, and of which a yeteran sportsman 

long-range rifie shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.” 

Kos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

Haz:.cd’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
@lb. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Welladapted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In1 and 6 1b. canistere 
and 6} and 124 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

netration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
{ ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FFG FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs oi 
95, 12}, and 6: lbs. and cansof5 lbs. FFG is also 
packed inland? lb. cauisters, Burnsstrongand 

t. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
‘or ordinary sporting, aud the ‘‘Sea Shooting” 
#G is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET Pow- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
gale at our office. ma 

88 WALL 8S: REET, NEW YORE. 

SHOOTING SUITS. 
Waterproof, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy, 

UPTHECROVE & RicLELLAN, 
(Successors to W. H. HOLABIRD,) 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

BROOK TROUT. 

Eggs and Fry in Season. 

LUDLOW TROUT PONDS, 

Ludlow, McKean County, Pen. 

L. B. HOFFMAN & CO., Propriztors, 

and epicure said: 
“his wine never ought to be absent from a gentleman sportsman’s game 

dinner table.”’ 
For Sale at Grocers and Wine Dealers. 

L. SOMEORN & CO., 12 Vesey St., N.Y., 
SOLE ACENTS. 

THE BEST GUNS for the LEAST MONEY. S 

W. W. GREENER’S and C. G. BONEHILL'S GUNSaspecialty. General Agent for CARD’s STAND- 

ARD GLASS BALL TRAP, Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Sporting Goods. Send for circulars, 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, HN. Y. 

SHOOTING, BOATING and FISHING. 

= PRICE $1 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
OR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
cal Instruments. Safeto handle, WILL NOD 

GUM, and will oe ie any climate. Sportsmen 
nite in th tates pronounce it the 

SIMPLE ABD See een the market. J Lets Holmes, of 

C UR ABLE, Bay City, Mich., writes: “It is the best prepara- 
tion I have found a thirty-five years of active 

d frequent use of guns.” »* 
w The feude es ee by sole manufacturer, GEO. 

: B. EATON, Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City 

i Heights, N. J. 
Rebounding Lock, Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 

‘ Read & Sons, Goston, Mass, ; B. Kittredge & Co., 

Choke-bore Barrels. = | Cincinnati, Os; E. E. Eaton, Chicago, 1ll.; Brown 
: & Hilder, St. Louis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleye- 

rue close, nar apscetet exvels au ote eae and, O. Fs Trimble & dlpibacker | paleo. ans 

tra heavy guns for QUeks & F ley & Sons, Georgetown, D. C.; Jos, 
for crcuke °C. S. SHATTUCK, Manufactu- | Sropley Sone, oe : 
rer, Hatfield, Mass. CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL, 

Elinmunition, Gtr. 

TATHAMS 
Selected Standard 

Number of Pellets to the ox Printed 

on Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND i0. 
472 688 1056 Soft. 
495 716 1130 Chilied, 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN 8T.,NEW YORE. 

No. of pellets to oz., 338 
ee ote + eke 345 

i THE HOWARD MANUFAC R’G CO., 
S MANUFACTURE - ND INTRODUCE 

ePATENTED NOVELTIES 
cz ‘ FOR SALE by all DEAL- 
; Z ia) BRS IN SPORTING 

GOODS. 

Weigh your fish on 
the spot 

REAL 

Pocket § Scale 
MADE OF METAL, 

Heavily Nickel Plated. 

COMPACT, STRONG, 

DURABLE. 

Can be carried in the 

Vest Pocket, 

PRICE 25 CTs. 
Sample by mailon receipt 

of price. 

A liberal discount to the 

trade, 

No, 1—' Post Office,” 

weighs to § ozs. 

No, 2— Pocket,” weighs 
8 lbs, 

a HOWARD MANUFACTURING CO., 
§ BOX 2,295, NEW YORK. 

m™ eter to FOREST AND STREAM. 

a ar i ea, 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library, Inva- 
lid Chair, Child's Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
neas, strength, sim- 
poets and comfort, 
yerything toan ex- 

ag? sslencs O1ders 
by mail promptly at- 
tended to. a 
Goods shipped to any 

address, C. U. D. Send Stamp for Ihustrated 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
Wilson Ajus.Chair M’t’g Co..66] Broadway,N Y. 

TRAP BALLS 
FOR SALE. 

BEST MAKE. 

Light and Uniform. Weight. 

PACKED WITH SPECIAL CARE. 

300 IN BARKEL. 

READING POSITION. 

$1 00 per bundred 
50 oe - 

Single barrel, = = 

Five barrels, = = 

T. B. OSBORNE, 

192 Fulton St., New York. 
(er 

- BROWN'S PATENT 
== CUN CLEANER. 

TAE “RAT 4 4 
Cleaner and Oiler 

Stan!) ft For brvech-loading «Arma 
! in market, on; bs 1%) 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush, 
® and fuil directions sent free of tet ake 

In ordering give callbre of gun. BE oun Reo 
ulentee, auirey, T. YARDLEY BROWN) Totes ax | 

| 
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NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY 6, 1881. 

*,* The Forsst AND Stream goes to press Wednesdays. 

Correspondents are requested to mail their vomimunications so 

that they may reach us before that day. 
Se 

Tue Annual Session for 1881 of the Michigan Sportsmen's 

Association will be held at Lansing, beginning Jan. 25. 
+ -s- 

Tv Grvus Us Mucu Prrasure to present to our readers this 

week, from advance sheets, one of the chapters of a new 

book by Mr. T. S. Van Dyke, on sport in California, Those 

who are acqnainted with his numerous contributions to the 

’ Forest anp STREAM need no assurance that Mr. Van Dyke 
knows his subject thoroughly, and the chapter published by 

us is sufficient earnest of a most readab’e book. We shall 

notice the yolume as it deserves, immediately upon its 

appearance. # 
cate 

Squirren Snoorine is not by any nmieang the highest re- 

finement of sport, but there is something about it that does 

have more of a charm than any other shooting—and that is 

the recollections it brings of the days when squirrel shoot- 

ing, like every other sport, was the best—the days when we 

were boys. Sometiting of how these memories cling in after 
life is shown in the pleasant letter on the subject on an- 

other page, written by a long-time correspondent, and one of 

the staunchest of the many thousands of friends of the 

~ Foresr aND STREAM. 
-— +2 

Tnx Guin Istanp Crus.—With the exception of Capt. 
Johnson, who still remains at the club house, all the members 
of the Gull Island Club have returned from their trip to 
Piniico Sound. Messrs. B. Payne, Thos. Hall and Al. 

Heritage came back a week ago; F. Harrison and R, Hinich 
followed a few days later, and the rear was brought up by 

N. E. Nash, F. M. Thomson, B, Wright and G. B. Eaton. 
The pleasure of the trip was somewhat marred by the tem- 
pestuous weather which has prevailed on the Atlantic coast 
for a fortnight past; but the Jersey boys report themselves 
well pleased with their adventures. We have a full account 
of the doings of the club, from the pen of ‘‘Jacobstaff,” 
which will be published next week. Messrs. N. 8. Nash, D. 
Yoifey and Al. Heritage will probably return to the shooting 
grounds in the latter part of this month. 

THE FOOD OF YOUNG FISHES. 

E print this week, in the proceedings of the Central 

Fisheultural Society, a paper with the above heading 

from the pen of Prof. S$. A. Forbes, of the Illinois State Lab- 
oratory of Natural History at Normal, to which we commend 

ihe attention of all thinking fishculturisia. Itis not enough 

to stock streamsand lales with fish in a promiscuous manner, 

trusting to their getting a living ‘tout of the water.” In the 

near future fish Culture and science will go hand in hand, and 

the fishculturist who best understands his business will be 

he who follows up all the side branches and knows what 

influeuces are brought to bear upon success, or the reverse. 

Prof. Forbes’ investigations have been made in a hitherto 

untrodden field, and if they are not complete, or if but few in- 

dividuals of a species, genus or even family have been ex- 

amined, it must be remembered that he has just begun. His 

valuable work on the food of birds and insects has been 

recognized as of value, aud his work is bound to be of practi- 

cal benefit to agriculturalists and others, as we predict it will 

be to fishculturists. He is not a fishculturist, nor a farmer; 

but aman of science, pure and simple, who works for knowl- 

edge for knowledge’s sake, and it is for practical men to ap- 

ply his discoveries. He joined the fishcultural society merely 

to be of use to it—it is of little use to him—and we hope that 

his work will bring him the ouly reward he expects—the ap- 

preciation of those for whom he works. 
The great struggle for existence, as all fisheulturists 

kmow, is in the early life of the fish, and here Prof. Forbes 

shows that fishes whose food is widely different in adult life 

feed on nearly the same food in their infantile period. Who 
imagined that a sucker ever competed with a gar for its food? 

And yet it seems that the young gar feeds upon those bug or 

shrimp-like forms upon which the adult sucker lives. And 

80 with other fishes of whom some haye said their presence 

does no harm, but which, from the light shed by the paper in 

question, we incline to think that the good they do by sery- 

ing as food when older may be more than compensated for by 

their presence in their younger days. 

It is too s00n to draw positive conclusions on this subject, 
which is a vast one, including the struggle for existence and 

the survival of the fittest, 7. ¢., the one which gets the most 

food, but it isa beginning, and we hope that this work will 

continue until we have as full and complete knowledge on 

the subject of fish food in the dawz of fish life as well as in 
the adult stage, and the intelligent fishculturist be able to 

know how to balance the value of fish life and to form an 

idea whether the food which the young suckers furnish his 
trout is all clear gain when bred in his ponds, or whether the 

minute animal life devoured by them does not deprive his 

troutlets of a needed article of diet worth more than the food 

the adult trout get. 
The paper makes no claim to be more than a record of 

what little has been done, but contains many germs of 

thought for the practical man, and we would call special at- 

tention to the last three paragraphs of the paper as of especial 

importance. ' 

HARD TIMES FOR THE QUAIL. 

ya heavy snow and bitter cold of the past week will 
make sportsmen tremble for the fate of the quail. The 

earth is covered with a thick mantle of snow, which effectu- 

ally preyents the birds from reaching the food on the ground, 

and all that they now have to depend on are the few buds and 

berries that they can obtain from the trees and berries, and 

such seeds as are left on the tall weeds that still project 
above the deep snow. At such a time as this the sympathies 

of all are felt for the birds, and unless these sympathies lake 
some active shape the ptospects for shooting next fall are by 

no means encouraging, Hyvery sportsmen who is so situated 

as to be able to give assistance to the half-starved bevies 

should now do what he can to keen the birds alive through 

this terrible weather. It is food that they especially need, 

for as long as their bellies are full they can withstand the 
cold. We killed birds about the middle of December which 
were, it seemed to us, as large and as fat as any we had ever 

seen. They were then well prepared to endure the hardships 

which were in store for them. But under the stress of such 

snows and cold as we are now having their surplus fat must 

soon disappear, and unless the ground becomes bare large 

numbers must perish of hunger. The man who killeda 

quail December 31 found it, we venture to say, a very much 

lighter bird than those captured two weeks earlicr, No on 

should shoot the birds in this weather. 
In an editorial in Forzsr Axp Stream, published four 

years since, we advocated the feeding by sportsmen and 

farmers of the game birds, which, during severe seasons, 

haye so much to contend against. Some of the remarks are 

so applicable to the present situation that we transcribe then 

almost without change: 
The qnestion now arises: Cau we not alleyiate their sufferings 

and save some of theirliyes? The baiting of game has long been 

practiced for purposes of capture, and with just as small trouble 

and expense the quail may be fed and saved through this severe 

weather, On the afternoon of the 30th ult. we dushed a bevy of 

twenty individuals. Having secured one bird, and finding it unfit 

to eat ot account of its emaciated condition, we desisted from fol- 

lowing the bevy. If these birds are saved through the winte 

there will be, say, eight pairs breeding next spring. Quail will, on 

an average, raise twenty birds in a season to the pair, there being 

two nests of eggs of about fifteen each. The eight pair will giv 
in this way 160 birds, or about eight bevies in the followmg fall 

This rate of increase is not placed at too high a figure. 

Weather like this will account for the alternating scarcity ana 

plenty of birds in different years. But it seems to us that a great 

many quail could be preseryed through the winter it those inter- 

ested would make an effort in this direction. A spot should be 

cleared at the border of some swamp which the quail are likely 

to frequent for food or shelter, On this clearing, buckwheat, corn, 

oata, or the sereenings of wheat and rye should be seattered, to- 

gether with hay and hayseed ; leading from this in various diec~ 

tions grain should be sparsely scattered to some ‘distance, forming 

paths, which the birds coming upon will follow up. During the 

weather that is now upon us quail are forced to travel oyer a great 

deal of ground to find a lying, As soon as the baiting place is 

discovered they wiil remain near by until long after the supply of — 

food ig exhausted, and if it is occasionally replenished they will 

settle in the immediate locality, and probably breed near by in the 

spring ; one would be surprised to know how little the birds can 

eat and yeb live. We must exercise foresight and take « little 

trouble in this matter, and those of us who love the golden days of 

October, and their accompanying delights with dog aud gun, 

should try now to help the quail survive the rigors of these bitter 

winter months, 
—_———— os a 

THE UNITED STATES FISH COMMIS- 

SION REPORT FOR 1878, 

RES large volume is aflded to the valuable litera- 
ture of American fishes and fish culture, making the 

sixth of the series, in the report now before us, whose 

title page merely gives the lines ‘‘ Inquiry into the Decrease 

of Food-Fishes,” and ‘‘The Propagation of Pood-Fishesin the 

Waters of the United States,” as a key to its contents, which 
are so varied as to include, in the appendices, many subjects 

either under or related to these headings. 
The report proper includes an account of the operations of 

the United States Fish Commission for the year 1878, al- 

though the work on the salmon extends to the disposition 

of the fish in the following spring. The work of inquiry in- 

to the decrease, and research into the charaeter of fishes was 

placed in charge of Prof. G. Brown Goode, assisted by Dr. 

Tarleton H. Bean ; the collection and investigation of ma- 

rine invertebrates by Prof. A. E. Verrill, assisted by Mr. 

Richard Rathbun, Mr. Sanderson Smith and Mr. Warren Up- 

ham. The propagation of food-fishes was under the superin- 

tendence of the late Prof. James W. Milner, assistant com- 

missioner, aided by Frank N. Clark and Mr. T. B. Ferguson, 

The fact that the beam-trawl, which is the main reliance 

of the English coast fishermen, is practically unknown on 

our coast a8 a means of taking the bottom fishes, is referred 

to and a belief expressed that its introduction would add to 

our facilities for procuring food all along our sandy coast 

south of Cape Cod; and attention is called to the fact that in 

the Loffoden Islands cod are taken in gillnets, whereby the 

expense of bait and the vast amount of labor expended in se- 

curing itis saved. The Commissioner recommends the estab- 

lishment, either by the General Government or in connection 

with the States, of a thoroughly reliable and exhaustive sys- 

tem of recording fishery statistics for the future, to be com- 

bined annually and published by sone of the public departe 

ments of the government, as it is very difficult to establish 

data upon faets furnished by one State, and it is only by 
considering the subject in its relations to the whole-country 



that an equitable system of legislation can be made concern- 

ing close seasons, the size of fish to be caught, the enforced 

use of fishways, regulations pertaining to the pollution of 
waters, etc. 
The season of 1878 proved to be the most productive, so 

far, in the history of the U. 5. salmon-breeding ranch on the 
McCloud Riyer, California, the superintendent, Mr. Stone, 

estimating that 18,000,000 eggs could have been secured if 

they had been required, but the take was limited to the num- 
ber applied for by the State Commissioners and others, The 

first eggs were taken August 20, and from that date until 

Qctober 5, when the last car was loaded, the men were very 

busy, from seven to nine thousand salmon were several times 

taken in a single day, and two cars were loaded with eggs, 

one with 4,000,000and the other with 3,250,000, while 2,500, - 

000 were hatched and planted in the river. Mr. Stone also 

hatched 1,203,000 at the Clakamas station, on the river of 

that name, which is tributary to the Columbia, and turned 

them out there. 

Of the station for hatching the Atlantic salmon at Bucksport, 

Me., in charge of Mr. Atkins, it is recorded that each fish, after 

being stripped, is labelled by a metallic tag with an identify- 

ing number upon it, which is recorded with the date of cap- 

ture, weight before spawning, weight of eggs taken, ete. 

Mr. Atkins has in several instances captured these fish a 

second time. Oneinstance isas follows: No, 768, stripped 

on Noy. 1, 1875, weighed 21 lbs. 70z,, and yielded 6 lhs. 

7 oz. of eggs; when turned back it weighed 15 lbs. The 

same fish was recaptured at Lincolnville, Me., June 14, 

1877, weighing 26 lbs. Amother fish, No. 1,010, which, on 

the 9th of Noy., 1875, weighed 18 lbs. 2 oz., had 4 Ihs. 10 oz, 

of eggs, and when dismissed weighed 134 Jbs., was retaken | 

June 13, 1877, weighing 304 Ibs., showing an increase of 123 
lbs. in two years. Very encouraging reports of increased 

- catches of salmon in Maine rivers have been received, and large 
numbers have gone up the fishway at Lowell. The winni- 

nish, called also ‘‘sclioodic” and ‘‘ land locked salmon,” has 

also been bred in limited quantities by Mr. Atkins at Grand 

Lake Stream, Me., for the General Government in connec- 
tion with the States of Maine, Massachusetis, New Hamp- 

shire and Connecticut, a total number of eggs taken and dis- 
tributed being 1,723,000, the parents being returned to the 

water uninjured. 
There was also good success with whitefish (Coregontus) by 

Mr. Clark, and with shad by Messrs. Milner and Ferguson 

all the particulars of these, as with the salmon and other 

fishes, being found in special papers, by those in charge of the 

_ work, in the appendices. 

'  ‘Bxperiments at Gloucester, Mass., on the sea herring were 

satisfactorily conducted by Mr. Clark, also at Noman’s 

Land by Mr. Vinal Hdwards, so that it has been demonstrated 
that it is possible to increase this fish if thought necessary. 
The carp receives attention, of course, but our readers are 

familiar with the details of the propagation of this most 

valuable fish down toa later period than the report treats of, 

The modes of increasing the supply of fish food are de- 

tailed ; the history of fish culture, from the discoveries of 

Remy and Gehin in France to Garlick and Ackley in Ameri- 

cu, and the appointment of the Fish State Commissioners is 

glanced at, and the improyed methods hinted at as subjects 
for future report. The appendices contain: ‘fA List of 

Patents Issued in the United States, Great Britain and 

Canada, up to the end of 1878, Relating to Fish and the 

- Methods, Products and Applications of the Fisheries.” This 
includes fish hooks, fish traps, fishways, floats, harpoons and 

spears, nets and seines, oyster culture, pisciculture, reels, 

rods and sinkers, preservation of fish, paralyzing by clectrici- 

ty and manures, some of which are illustrated by figures. 
Report on the Department of Fisheries in the World’s Ex- 
position in Philadelphia, 1876," by Joakim Andersen, 

translated from the Norwegian by H. Jacobson. “t Report on 

the American Fisheries,” by Frederick M. Wallem of Norway. 

‘A Short Introduction to the Proper Care and Management 
of the Baltic Fishery,” by H. Widegrin, of Norway. ‘The 

Salt Water Fisheries of Bohuslaen and the Scientific Investi- 
vations of the Salt Water Fisheries,” by Axel Vilhelm Ljung- 
man, of Sweden. ‘‘The Great Bohuslaen Herring Wisher- 
ies,” by thesame. ‘'The Society for Promoting the Norwe- 

gian Fisheries,” from the Bergensposten, a daily newspaper 

at Bergen, Norway. ‘Statistics of the Loffoden Fisheries 
for 1878," from the official report of the Superintendent. 

‘s Report on the Norwegian Deep-Sea Expedition of 1878,” 

by Prof. G. O. Sars. *‘On the Scientific Investigation of 
the Baltic Sea and the German Ocean,” by G@. Iarsten, trans- 

lated by Dr. Oscar Loew, 
Appendix E opens with a ‘‘ Report on the Marine Isopoda 

of New England and Adjacent Waters,” by Oscar Harger, 
which, with lish of authorities quoted, covers 154 pages and 

is embellished with 91 figures, ‘‘ Report on the Pycnogonida 
of New England and Adjacent Waters,” by Edmund B, Wil- 
son, 42 pages and 42 figures. Appendix I has ‘* The Ene- 
mies of Fish,” by Baron dela Valette St. George, Professor 

of Anatoniy and Director of the Anatomical Institute at 

Bonn, which was read before the German Fishery Associa- 

tion, Berlin. ‘The Purification of Refuse Water,” by 2. 
Reichardt, of Jena. ‘Notes on the Fungus Disease Affect- 

ing Salmon,” by A. B. Stirling, Assistant Conservator of the 

Anatomical Museum of Dublin; alsa ‘ Additional Observa- 

‘tions on the Fungus Disease Affecting Salmon and Other 
Fish,” by the same. ‘Sickness of the Gold Fish in the 

Royal Park, Berlin,” from the Deutsche Pisheret Zeitung, 

Ll 
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Stettin. ‘*The Economic Value of the Norwegian Lakes 
and Rivers as a Field for Fish Culture,” by N. Wergeland, of 
Norway. ‘What Does a Fish Cost,” by Christian Wagner. 

Appendix G has “The Propegation and Distribution of 

Shadin 1878," hy James W. Milner. ‘‘ Biological Obserya- 
tions mado during the Artificial Raising of Herrings in the 
Western Baltic,” by Dr. H. A. Meyer. ‘*The Propagation 
and Growth of the Herring and Small-Herring, with Special 
Regard to the Coast of Bohuslan," by A. VY. Ljungman. 
The Infroduction and Culture of the Carp in California,” 
by Robert A. Poppe. ‘'On Carp Culture, Chiefly in its Re- 

lation to Agriculture,” by Eben Banditten, read at a meeting 

of the Prussian Wishery Association at Hlbing. ‘‘On the 

Carp Ponds of Nether Lusatia,’ by Dr. Hdm, Veckenstedt. 
“The Carp Fisheries in the Pietz Lakes,” from a Berlin 

paper. ‘* Mr, Christian Wagner's Establishment! for Raising 

Gold Fish, at Oldenburg, Germany,” fromthe Mtxeherei Zei- 

tung. ‘*A Report on the History and Present Condition of 

the Shore Cod Fisheries of Cape Ann, Mass., together with 

Notes on the Natural History and Artificial Propagation of 
the Species,” by R, E. LEarll. ‘Report of Op- 
erations at the United ‘States Salmon Hatching 

Station on the McCloud River, California, im 1878,” 

by Livingston Stone. ' Report onan Attempt to Collect Eggs 

of Sebago Salmon in 1878,” by Charies G. Atkins. ‘Report 

on the Collection and Distribution of Schoodic Salmon* Egxs in 
1873-79,” by the same, ‘‘ Do the Spawning Salmen Ascend- 

ing the Sucramento River all die without returning to Sea 2” 

by Horace D. Dunn, with notesby Livingston Stone. ‘* Pres- 

ent Stage of the Salmon Experiment in Tasmania,” by Mor- 

fon Allport. *' Correspondence Connected with the Trans- 
mission of Eggs of the Quinnat Salmon and Whitefish to Aus- 

tralia and New Zealand, 1877, 1878 and prior years.” 

«Correspondence Connected withthe Transmission of the Hggs 

of the Quinnat Salmon and other Sealmonide to European 

Countries in 1878 and prior years.” ‘‘Summary of Reports 

for 1878, by State Fish Commissioners Respecting the Increase 

of Food-Fishes by Artificial Propagation.” '* Cheap Fixtures 
for the Hatehing of Salmon,” by Charles G. Atkins, illus- 

trated with 15 cuts, and, appendix H, ‘‘On the Nature of 

the Peculiar Reddening of Salted Codfish during the Summer 

Season,” by W. G. Farlow, M. D. 
Tt will be seen that a variety of subjects are treated of in 

the appendices, which to do justice to would require them to 

be printed entire, but as all who take especial interest in 

these matters will obtain the yolume and read the portions 

which interest them, we forbear giving more than the titles 

of the papers, hoping to refer fo some of them again from 

time to time. 

Wuerg We SivAnp.—For reasons, which seemed to us 

good and sufficient, we declined to publish a communication 

from Mr. M. P. MclSoon, of Franklin, N. Y. Having so 

informed that gentleman, we are now in receipt of a letter 

from him, which contains the following extraordinary sen- 

fences ; 

Now you doubtless know something of my financial circumstan- 

ces, and how I became heir to my property, etc., and that I am not 

breeding dogs for a living bya long ways. Now, I haye $1,000 

looge at present, und more if needed, to spendin defense of cur 

brothers and our casein this matter, and not bother me much 

either; and should you not publish this letter of mine I shall of 

course be obliged aa a duty to expose yon through the other sports- 

mai’s journals ; and also in pamphlet form to every known sports- 

man in the United Stales and Canada. T shall make a clean expos- 

ure of the whole thing from the time it firat started. Now I cer- 
tainly hope you will not oblige me to injure you in the matter, and 

upon your giving it a second thought IT am certain you will publish 

them immediately and not curlail them at all. 

Mr. MokKoow has threatened the Forms anp S1vREAM. 

We do not know anything about that gentleman person- 

ally, nor are we specially interested in his financial circum- 

stances. It is, however, evident that he is somewhat irasci- 

ble and disposed to jump at conclusions. Still we think that 

on consideration he will see that, in writing as he has, he has 

done a most foolish thing. 

tried threatening Forest axp Stream, and have discovered 

after a little while, somewhat to their surprise, that they had 

got hold of the wrong end of the stick. They found, when 

they attempted to coerce us by this means, that we did not 

scare; that when we believed we were right we would go 

ahead in our course whether it pleased the parties interested 
ornot. They found, in short, that the Forxst anp Stream 

was being managed in the interests of sportsmen, man-fash- 

jon, and not merely ina politic way to try to curry favor 

with and cringe to everybody that chose to find fault with it. 
The Forest and Srream is not to be dictated to. Its 
course is directed by an earnest clesire fo serve the best 

interests of the sportsmen of this country, and from this 

course it cannot be turned. 
We have none but the kindest of feelings for Mr. McKoon, 

and we arenot particularly disturbed by his threats. We would 

suggest, however, that it would be well for him to consider 
whether in attempting to dictate what shall appear in our 

columns he has hot, in the rugged but forcible language of 

the Persian Sage, ‘bitten off more than he can chew.” 

The letter will not be published. 

* ‘Sebago salmon.” ‘Schoodic salmon” and *‘ Land-locked 
salnon ” refer to one fish, also called ‘! Wininish,” or Oniiinish, 
ae some spell it, It is now called Salmo salary yar. Sebago by 

icthyologists, 

— 

Other people have.once or twice 

out of Sitka harbor on a mission which to every one in Sitka 
was of greatest importance. The weather was bright, but. 

| darkened as we passed through Olga and Neyski Straits, and 
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THE LOG OF THE FAVORITH. 

SrmAMpR FAVORITE, 
CratHam Spraits, ALASKA, Aug. 26, 1880. 

N toy last, from Pyramid Harbor, I promised to send you 
such extracts fronithe Favorite’s log-book, as with varia 

tions, should seem most likely to prove interesting to my For 
ES! AND STREAM friends. ¥ 
While still in the midst of the grand scenery and novel 

surroundings, which have during the last ten days furnished 
to me more new sensations than I had thought could ever 
again come to me,I will start the redemption of the 
promise, Ifind myself embarrassed at starting, with riches, 
and undecided whether to leave the present for a future 
description, and, beginning systematically with my notes, 
avoid the risk of tautology, or to let the notes lie idle 
for a bit and trust tomy surroundings for inspiration. 
For nearly a fortnight @ have been cruising about in but 
slightly known waters, and have been enjoying the pleasures 
which are incidental to the exploration of hitherto almost, 
and in some cases, quite unknown. country. I have steamed 
for miles into great bays, where by the charts dry land ap- 
pears, and have tramped the beaches of islands and bayous, 
where, but for the knowledge thus obtained, I should haye 
been justified in considering that no land existed. f 

TL have been in pleasant and friendly contact with tribes o 
Indians, who, but a short time since, were supposed 10 beun- 
safe to venture among, and have in studying their customs 
employed my time pleasantly while our hydrographer, armed 
with sextant and compass, has made the pleasure profitable 
by securing for the future use of others the locations of these 
bays and islands, shoals, reefs and inlets. 

Thaye gazed until fairly satiated upon magnificent scenery 
made up of great mountains such as Fairweather, Perouse and 
Crillon, all over fifteen thousand feet in height, rearing their 
eternally snow-crowned heads and shoulders from foot-hills 
which are most. justly named ‘‘ Alps ;” for as far asthe eye 
can reach they furnish a horizon{rom six to ten thonsand feet 
above the sea; upon glaciers of the most majestic propor- 
tions and of bewildering variety of form and hue; and upon 
great icebergs which, becoming detached from the advanced 
foot of these glaciers, drop into the sea and #0 solemnly drift- 
ing to and fro with each change of tide, hemmed in by 
the precipitous shores of Cross Sound and Jey Straits, upon 
whose beaches in certain bays they stop at times to rest at 
high tide, and remain there slowly yielding to the influence 
of the sun’s raysuntil, with the dense green back ground of its” 
forest, theyresemble, especially by moonlight, cities ofruined 
marble palaces. 

But for these glaciers we of the Favorite would have been 
unquestionably the discoverers as wellasexplorers and survyey- ’ 
ors of unknown bays, but they had drawn to their vicinity 
that mighty Nimrod in glacier hunting, Professor John Muir, | 
of whose previous visit to and sojourn among the ice rivers, 
the Indians told us. i] 
A visit to this strange country would be worth all it would 

ae to those who haye already exhausted the resources nearer) 
ome. 
At times the sensations are decidedly exciting, for nasal 

when from two or three directions at once great icebergs 
come drifting toward you, and the problem which way to) 
steer presents itself ; for of the two, in case of collision, the 
berg would be sure to get the best of it, and reaching as they _ 
do far below the surface, and in different depths, they are | 
affected by eddies and currents, which present no surface in- 
dications. Then shoal water is the refuge, for the least of the) 
dangerous bergs would ground sooner than our little steamer. 

Until very lately the interior of Alaska has been a ‘terra 
incognita.” Spasmodie attempts have been made by mis- 
sionaries, miners and traders to effect an entry, but all have 
returned disgusted by failure. Along the coast are bays and 
harbors occupied by villages and hamlets of warlike coast 
tribes who have for ages claimed as their right—to he main- 
tained, if necessary, by force of arms—the trade with the 
tribes (the Sticks) who inhabit the interior, and whose in- 
dustry consists in the capture of the fur-bearing animals, 
whose pelts are by the coast Indians, purchased for oil, dried. 
fish, and a portion of such groceries and dry goods as they 
may obtain, or expect to, from the white traders to whom 
they sell them. 
These tribes, the Hoo-nahs, Takus, Sum-dums, Kootz- 

noos, Chileats and Chilcoots, haye stood sentry over the por— 
tals, and ‘‘thus far shalt thou come and no further” was the 
rule, and the coming thus far was attended by difficulties 
and dangers which deterred all but the most enterprising and 
courageous. But this state of affairs has, I trust, been perma- 
nently changed for the better—hetter for the whites and the 
Indians; the doors have been opened, and at this date miners” 
and prospectors are distributed throughout the country 
searching for precious metals, which rmmor has asserted were 
to be found there. Missionaries are working their way in, 
establishing scliools at each outpost to which the Indian pa- 
rents gladly send their children, and a small unarmed trading 
steamer cruises about in perfect safety and is welcomed at 
each village as areturned friend. To the traders, however, 
the welcome reaches no further than to the door. 

The Indians of the coast aré not deficient in shrewdness, 
and they fully appreciate the value of a monopoly. 
TN begin that log : 

Sika, August 14, 1880. 
Reports that the Sim-Sims, who are English Indians from 

Port Simpson, were trespassing upon the sea-otter hunting 
grounds of the Hoo-nahs,jwhoare Alaska Indians, and that 4 
war between the two tribes was imminent ; also that through- 
out the inland waters illegal traffic in spirits and firearms was 
taking place, and much smuggling going on, and that: at vari- 
ous localities on the coast slight troubles were springing up, 
whieh vigorous steps would check, but which, if allowed 
to increase, would involye seriously the safety of the few 
whites who are strolling ahout Alaska, induced Major Morris 
and myself to pay a visit to these various places and give to 
the Indians a little advice and instruction, which, if heeded, 
would fgreatly decrease the dangers to the pioneers, and 
would serve also the interests of the Government. 

The only means of transportation that we could obtain was 
the Favorite, which little steamer I described in my last. Ai 
10 A. ot. of the 14th, with flags and pemant proclaiming her 
new character, and amid the cheers of the male and handker- 
chief salutes of the female population, the Favorite steamed 

’ 
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i was only the importance of the work, which justified 
our delay in seeking harbor during a coming south-easter, 

by stoppage at the Whitestone Narrows, long enough 
tor the hydrographer to make a fair survey of the 

efs, which form the only obstacles to a clear passage into 
Sitka Sound from the Pacific on the west, and from the im- 
dind passage from Wrangel. At noon we reached Peril 
‘Straits, which are so called on account of tive or six miles of 
Teelsprinkled rapids, which at about the centre, where the 
tides meet, flooding to the eastward from the Pacific and 
‘to the westward from Chatham Straits, forin dangerous whirl- 
pools und eddies. 

Peril Strait is about twenty miles in length and is the north- 
ern boundary of Baranoff Island on the southern side of 
Which is Sitka, The strait separates Baranoif from Chichag- 
off, and onboth shores are good harbors during heayy 
Weather, 

_ By slowing down a bit we struck the rapids with the last 
| of tle flood, and on our arrival at the middle we fonnd the 
| young ebb with us, and as a consequence those of who were 
Tesponsible for the navigation of the yessel, were well pleased 
With the escape from,the strength of the rapids and the in- 
uence of the whirlpools, while those of us who were on the 
ookout for adventure and excitement, damned Peril Straits, 

and pronounced the stories astothedangersfraudulent, Atthe 
Worst, though Ido hot think that thé rapids and whirlpools 
exceed either in rapidity or dangers those of the St. Law- 
tence, although st tines there are formed whirlpools and ed- 
dies fully as formidable as are those of Seylla anil Cha- 
ybdis. At least so they seemed to me, but perhaps the fact 

‘that my first encounter with Peril Strait’s whirlpools was in 
an open launch while I passed near the maelstrom at # com- 
fortable distance, in x comfortable steamer may influence my 
qudement. 

Brisk §. E. gales forced us to find anchorage, which we 
‘did wnder the lee of the high hills of Baranoff, and forty-eight 
Precious hours were wasted at this spot. At first we did not 
wholly repret the delay, for miles to {he east and west stretched 
heach, and behind it flats which we felt sure must be pro- 

ductive of birds, for they had begun to come in Sitka, and 
why not here, nearly a degree to the northward and in an un- 
united section? 
But a two-hours' tramp by the Doctor and myself resulted 

inthe slaughter of but one ‘ dicky bird,” as in Sitka is termed 
‘the little semi-paliated sand-piper. A heavy rain-storm 
drove us first into the shanty of a prospector, Professor 
Moore, who, with pick and drills, was examining the many 
stringers,” and pieces of ‘‘float” quartz with which the 
beach was speckled, as yet with no success; and afterward, 
during a temporary lef up, we got shelter in the camp of a 
band of Hoonuh Indians, of whom about thirty—men, women 
and children—were comfortably ensconced in good canvas 

nis and well built bark shanties. 
This party like ourselves was avyaiting the termination of 
e gale hefore venturing into Chatham Straits on their way 
omeward. They had left Sitka. the day before in four ca- 
es which lay hauled up on the beach, and were en route 

ome after disposing of their furs to, and procuring their 
inter supplies of dry goods and groceries from the Sitka 
opkeepers, and they expected to make the journey of 150 
iles in about five days unless detention by bad weather pre- 
ented. Their, leader ‘‘ Hoonah Dick,” is wellknown onthe 
ast to be an intelligent; enterprising man, speaking consid- 

rable English. 
Among the furs which they had sold were seven ses-otter 
ins which brought from seventy to one hundred and fitty 

Ollars each, in trade. Dick invited us to sup with him, a 
‘busiiess which was at the time going on. The principal dish 

gan ireén pot full of « white soup, which I learned was 
ade of lily bulbs boiled, enriched with minced smoked sal- 
on, Around this pot several In¢ians, men and women, 

pact provided with a lurge spoon made from the horn of the 
Mountain sheep, were squatted, all dipping into the pot at 

ihe art, and it isnow madein every ranch in Alaska, 

tact, with low class whites. i 
these people a superiority to the Sitka Indians. 

half a mile from the village. 

they bad of their own accord erected this structure. 

considerable oil. 

is ended. 

eomposition, 

their support. 

and we began to despair of our expected shooting. 

iceberg. 

region. Pisnuo. 
[TO BE CONTINUED, | 
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miaca. 

elevation, and we will see where we are. 

three or four hundred feethigh und easily climbed. <A few 
minutes’ time brings us to the top of this, and we stand upon 

carded wool; with lung shafts of gold-n lighi, touching, as 
they are shot through the essiern mountsin-gorges trom 
Apollo’s fiery bow, the eresis of these billows; with its 
hundred islands «f different heighis looming up here end 

pleasure. We declined with thanks. there, some in a full blaze of light, others just tipped with 
Avagusr 15. gilded spires, o!lers standing dark snd somber in the shade 

Gale broken. Weather still thick and rainy. Under way | of greater peaks, Even as we gaze¢ upon this sea its masses 
‘A.M. and started for Kootz-noo. Crossed Chatham 

‘Straits with a fair wind, but without being able to enjoy the 
geenery, Which on the north side of Baranoff is said to be 
ery fine gluciers and immense snow fields covering the ra- 
ines and hill tops. 
Kot-eo-sok.—At 10 a. M. we let go our anchor in this snug 
arbor, which is on the western side of Admiralty Island. 
he island is about 83 miles in length, north and south, and 
out 2) miles wide, is well timbered and stocked with fur 

earing animals. The natives say that in the interior the 
nd is low and bogey, with many little ponds where wild 

‘Owl and deer congregate. It is inhabited by the Kootz-nuo 
dians, who have several villages on the coast. At 

Hood’s Bay is their principal village. At Kot-eo-sok, about 
o miles south of Hood's Bay, the North-west Company has 

stablished a trading-post, snd as we rounded thie point and 
tood in the report of our howitzer brought to the door of a 
ery comfortable looking frame building, flanked by piles of 
cord-wood and Indian huts, the post-trader, Mr. Edward De 
Groff, looking as fat, hearty and contented as could be ex- 
ected of a young man separated for months from his sweet- 
ear( and reduced {0 the society of Suwishes alone. Mr. De 
yofi reports the Indians friendly and trade fair, and proved 

hat le had not wasted his time by the exhibition of sundry 
ales of skins, and by acting as interpreter in the Chinook 
rgon so fluently that 1 suspected his teacHfer must have been 
very good one, 
The Xootz-noos differ both in appearance and dialect from 
ost of the other Indians of this Archipelago. According to 
eir traditions they are descended froma people who came 
‘om the westward, possibly China or Japan. tf failed, how- 

r, tofindin them any trace of either origin. They are 
quite warlike and a few of then have given the missionaries 
find Stickiene Indians at Fort Wrangel considerable trouble, a 
pious Stickiene having by direction of a ditto doctor, raided 
upon a distillery which the visiting Kootz-noos had set, up at 
Wheir end of the beach—result, a Killed Stickiene and badly 
wounded Kootz-noo, who, being of higher grade than the de- 
funct Stickiene, will, if his wound proves mortal, have to be 
before fought for until the parties are even. Thafis, soitstood 

begin to break. Great rifis of bluish green with edges of 
gold and pearl begin to yawn along its rolling surface, and 
through tem appear the dark blue chaparral of the hills, the 
jong green winding strips of river bottoms and canyons, and 
the silyery-gray heeds of rocks and cliffs. And now through 
the farthest ritts shimmers the distant Pacific, with ils high 
rocky islands looking like small ant-hills. Soon the great 
whit sheet is entirely broken up snd is scuddiag away to sea 
in a thousand rolling clouds, the whol western slope is 
bathed again in sunlight, and the far ocean shines like a lake 
of quicksilver. . 

Rising thousands cf feet below, in the yawning guif in 
front, the San Diego River winds its green way (0) (he sea 
through immense rocky walls. War to the right the serpen- 
line bottoms of the Sau Bernardo and Sun Luis, and on the 
left the verdurous trails of the Sweetwatrr aud Tia Jnana 
rivers, gleam among plains of brown or yellow, or thread the 
gorges that lie betwee jhe dark bluish hills of chaparral and 
the bare, dreary heaps of rock atd boulder. Toward the 
south roll in wild confusion the ragged moustains of Mexico, 
and for hundreds of square miles the eye wanders over a 
tunibling sea of rock, cliff, chsparral, boulder-s)udded peaks 
all cleft with deep valleys, and canyons shining in their wind- 
ing courses, with bright green timb r. Here and there the 
eye 1ests upon a biizht little yalley like the emerald Jake of 
Pine Valley, sunk in the mountain’s back and eternally 
ereen withtimber and grass or the golden stubbles of Viejas ; 
but nice-tenths of it a!l is primeval wilderness that wil| re- 
main so forever, broken only by the tread of the herdsman’s 
or the hunter’s horse, 

Westward, the ey rests upon more pleasant scenes, though 
here, tco, it is nearly wl boulder, chaparral, Lowering heights 
or yawning canyons; yet maoy a fair valley or broad open 
plain, nestled in a gird e of hills or sunk in some mountain- 
forge, greets the eye. And nearer by and more lo the north 
the mountain chain breaks away into smooth, rolling hills, 
clad with golden carpet of dry grass and s'udded with oaks 
like sone old Eastern apple-orchard. At various points ine 
seeS many a yale, pocket or flat, where the corn nodding 
along the road and the liltle house embowered in heavy live- 
oaks ur surrounded by a garden, still green in midsummer 
wilhout ‘irrigation, bring up sad memories of a land better 
loved |han this, One hundred mil-s to the north, the bald 
pate of Grayhack looms high through the hazy blue, and 
wround him are clustered his smaller brethern, our former 
fiiends San Jacinto and Cucamonga risine at his side. 
Scores of le-ser peaks, that in the East would be considered, 
‘©QJoud Cleavers” or “Sky-Splitiere,’ lie between and all 
around, but they are so numerous, and so overshadowed by 
Useir more aspiring brethern that they here ; ass uoncticed 
and unnamed, ~ 

Jefore we had a bit of a talk with them. Now their promise 
me stands in the way, in spite of which, though, T nmust 
pe for the restoration to health of the wounded ehicf. . 
There are about 800 of this tribe living in several villages 
Admiralty Island, of which the principal one is just north 

fus al the entrance of a deep bay, at the head of which are 
s0al mines, discoyered and worked in 1868 by Lieut. Com- 
ander Mitchell in the U. 8. steamer Saginaw. The coal is 
very little value for steaming. 
At: this nee the liquor called hoochenoo was first made 
4 discharged soldier from our army; the Indians learned 
- 

The 
village consists of about forty well-built houses, a large num- 
Wer of which are provided with neatly kept gardens, in 
which they raise every year fair crops of good potatoes, tur- 
nips and cabbages, which do get ripe, and do lead, and are 
produced from seed of the year before, so they say at least, 
therein differing from Biliott. These gardens, and the superior 
cleanliness of their houses, give tothe villlaze a much more 
attractive appearance than Sitka, atid the Indians are far 
superior in their personal cleanliness and clothing, The fact 
is, they as yet are not suffering to the same extent frem con 

Their cemetery, indicates in 
With the 

latter the dead house, or tomb, is if each caseadjacent to and 
in the rear of the dywelling-house of the deceased. The Kootz- 
noos have a very neatly kept cemetery in a little grove about 

In it there are a number of 
sightly tombs, among which onein particular is guarded by 
an immense ** Hoody,” or wooden nan, and another sur- 
mounted by across and dog-yane, and painted white. TI 
learned this was the tomb of an American named Simmons, of 
whom the Indians had been fond, and over whose remains 

The Kootz-noo trade in furs of land animals, and De Groff 
had on hand quite a stock of bear, mink and fox skins, and 

They are generally quite peaceable and 
well disposed, but the imprudence of a white man has start- 
ed a trouble between them and the Stickienes, which IT hope 

It so happened that the chief who came to con- 
sult with us was Jake, an Indian, who eleven years ago was 
in San Francisco, and while there had been so situated that 
it came into my way to do him an important service. This 
he had not forgotten, and in his promises of restraining his 
tribe from future molestation of the Indians at this Wrangel 
seltlement, gaye as his reasons, or rather as one of them, his 
desire to repay me for the kindness he had received at my 
hands ; which demonstrates, that however stolidly these In- 
dians may receive a favor, they have gratitude im their 

Iu the vicinity of Kootz-noo there are codand halibut banks, 
from which, with salmon streams, the natives derive most of 

Another fruitless tramp by the Doctor and 
myself demonstrated that the birds had not yet come south 

On the 17th of Angust we left Kot-eo-sok and ran across 
Chatham Straits for the entrance of Cross Sound—the place 
we longed for, for then we were to see our first glacier and 

In my next I will tell you of our trip to this little-known 

[From advance sheets of “The Rifle, Rod and Gun in California,” 
b Published by Fords, Howard & Hur!- 

ET us follow Belville and Eveline as they start after 
[ J breakfast one morning to go to the top of the Cuya- 

Tf is only a short walk, not over a thousand feet of 

Half a mile up a pine-covered slope and we teach a shoul- 
der upon which rests a vocky, pyramid-shaped head, about 

its loftiest rock. A vast sca lies tar below on the west, with 
tumbling wayes of snowy white rolling like great masses of 

As the eye naturally wanders around to the east, it ranges 
over more crag and clili and scar, wilha few fine valleys he- 
tween, Gesérying the fair mesdows of Treat’s ranch almost 
beneath; untilin a few miles the country tumbles rapidly 
away In dismal desolation, without a gl am of yreen or blue 
ct golden yellow, or other sign of life, inte the wide-reaching, 
ghastly gleam of the Colorado Desert. 
In all ‘his yastvirevit of the eye, sweeping a space larger 
than Mussachuse;ts, Rhode L-land and OGonne@ icut com- 
bined,* tie eye rests not upon a cinglecily, town, or even 
hemlet, except the far-dftuwn of San Diezo ani the little 
pile of culled lumber sirnck by a whrbwiud thot lies pestied 
in the foirest part of these mountaius und goes by the name 
of Julian, Nu churches, no railroads, no anything is seen 
exce,t a few ranches at wide intervals aud litle sehaol- 
liouses still more widely scatiered, with here and there an 
Indian swncheria, or group of huts, Yet nowhere in ell this 
country are property and life safer or health and com/ort 
more secure. ‘The judiciary is not excelled in the State; in 
few places'are taxes as low; nowhere is there a het'er set 
of country officers, nowhere less stealing among officials. 
And many a day, and far and wide over the United States, 
may one travel before he will find people more cultared and 
refined or better educated than the upper half of the white 
population of this country. Few indeed they are, and scat- 
te.ed, Lut among them one will look in vain, even among the 
many ‘‘forty-niner:,” for the Californian of the novelist, 
half fool and half scamp, or for the typical murderous 
character of fiction, or the *‘ galoot” of the astern scribbler 
who writes of California life. 

We5at mellow tones are these, like the taps of the leather 
hammer on the glass plutes of the harmouicon, that arouse 
Laura from her novel, snd her husband fiom bis after-breal- 
fist nap—a thing to easy to take in this mountain air. 
“Quoi, quot, quoi, quai, quot!” it goes, seeming far yet near, 
half plaintrve and half joyous, half calling and Iwif answer- 
ing. The sound is evidently made four or five times by one 
bird, and then jaken up and carried along by ano her. 

Taking their guns, Norton and Laura went slowly toward 
the suund, which grew louder until they reached the little 
spring run, a hundred yards below the camp, when it sud- 
denly stopped. While waiting for it to sound again they 
heard a ‘‘queeah, queeah, qunit-quit-quit-quit, aueeah, 
queeah !” so tender and plaintive in tone that they stopped in 
wonder. This new sound came again, accompanied by a 
faint rustle in the dry grass and weeds some twenty yards 
ahead. Upon their walking closer, the *'queeah, queeah!" 
became more distressingly anxious, and out walked it plain 
sight, almost in single file, two dozen or more graceful little 
birds, a frifle larger, but of about the same shape, plumpness, 
and easy motion of that dear little friend of the Eastern 
stubbles, ‘‘Bob White.” 

The leader hopped upon a low stone, the next one mounted 
a log, another fluttered upon a rock, while the rest walked 
about with sobcr visage and dignified pace; all with frequent 
cries of ‘‘ quit-quit-quit-quil, queeah, queaah!” or # simple 
““queeah, queeah !” and 4 mild inquisitive gaze at the 
strangers, in which curiosity and not alarm was plainly pre- 
dominant. Theircolors were not those of any Ha-tern same- 
bird, With coats of brownish gray, vests of brilliant ein- 
namon mottled with white below # full open borom of blue, 
four white bands along the back and sides and around the 
(hroat, a broad, white collar of antique cut tied with a wide 
cinnamon cravat, a jaunty cap of grayish brown upon the 
neat little head, froin the center of which nodded two long 
sable plumes, they walked and wheeled, cocked their heads 
from side to side to survey their visitors, and repeated 
steadily their peculiar and plaintive note. 

But though they showed little alarm, evanescence was 
most decidedly a part of thtir programme, and all this while 
there had been # manifest purpose to gently steal away, 
Now they began to vanish in earnest. But not wih the 
buzzing wing or active leg of Bob White or the little valley 
quail of California. There was only an easy grace smackinir 
both of politeness and impudence, «she dead leaves rustiled 
(o the patter of their little feet and they began to fade in the 
grass and brush. 

“Hold on?” came a yoice from behind the amateurs, us 
they raised their guns to shovt before the birds should pet 
away. ‘+ We'll have betterfun than that with them. Put np 
{hat murderous gun and bring forth the plaything of the im- 
mortals, Mrs. Norton. You, Norton, keep your gun, but 
don’t shoot at anything until it fies.” 
‘Why, when did you—” 
‘Just dropped,” said Belville, ‘And just in time to 

prevent sacrilege, Lsee. I'll show you some sport, however, 
for compensation." / 

Old Prince stood by his master’s side as he spoke, ihe very 
incarnation of business. His tail no longer hung, but pro- 
jected. Stiffasan icicle, it fairly quivered at the tip with 
rigidity. One fore-lez was bent doutle, and the other three 
trembled witb his efforts to keep still; while his body waa 
firni asa garden statue in a Minnesota wintir. On his agid 
brow sat grave importance, and mighty wisdom shone from 
his staring bright eye. His nose was wrinkled with serious- 
ness, while his chaps quivered and watered like those of ye 
city epicure what time he beholdeth on one of Delmonico's 
plates a June woodcock, killed while feeding its helpless 
young. 

The bow and arrows were soon brought and the party 
moved on, Mrs. Norton ahead and Prince waddling along in 
the rear with the anxious solemnity of a circus elephant 
walking over his master, Hislegstivaled his tuil in stiff- 
ness, and he looked up occasionally at bis master with in- 
-tense satisfaction, licked his chaps and sniffed the air, which 
was laden with that fragrance the dog so loves. 

‘The birds were soon overtaken, and as they huddled up 
With inquiring “‘quit-quit, queeah, qneeah!” about fifteen 
paces before, an arrow decimated the feathers upon the 
brownish-gray tail of one of the number and sent half a dozen 
of his immediate neighbors toward the four points of the 
compass. They went hardly twenty feet away, however, 
just flying up and alighting again. One of them lit upona 
stone, anuther on a piece of dead brush, while the others 
siole back to their companions who still mingled with the 
soft rustle of gently yanishing feet a steady and doloroug 
‘“quit-quit, queeal, queealh! quit-quit-quit-quit, queeah, 
queeah !” 

Whizz! went an arrow oyer the head of the bird on the 
dead brush. He cocked his head, nodded his long dark 
plumes, and said ‘‘quit-quit, queeah, queeah!"" Zip! went 
another arrow through the brush just by his side. He said 
again, ‘*quit-quit-quit-quit!” hopped leisurely off the brush, 
and started off with a “queeah, queeah!” to join his com- 
panions. The bird on the stone also made some remarks 

*This country alone is about as large as these threa States, 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
about ‘quitting,” and was preparing to suit the action to the 
word, when another arrow skipped gayly from the string, 
and Mortality knocked at the lattice-door of his little ribs in 
wu way that invited an immediate response. 

Au arrow that scattered the pine-needles among the rest 
of the flock caused a decided increase in their pace, and as 
shaft after shaft, flying wild from the archer’s now trembling 
lian’, hissed over the birds or scattered the dirt around them, 
jhey woke into arnn and some flew afew yards, alighted, 
and then ran again. 

‘* Now we shall have to seatter them,” said Belyille, ‘* You 
had better keep quiet and let me do it. Hold Prinee hack.” 

Belville started on a run after the birds, while Norton 
collared Prince and tried to hold him, He discoursed most 
touching strains ‘‘to the rocks and rills, touching the tender 
stops of various qnills,’’ as hismaster ran ahead without him, 
The quails quickened their pace as Belyille charged on them, 
and stuck to their legs with proyoking pertinacity for a few 
moments, until Belville made a ‘‘ spurt” and got within ten 
paces of them, when suddenly the air was filled with buazing 
wings and wheeling and [darting streaks of blue, white and 
cinnamon. Quickly his gun came to his shoulder and 
covered the dark green shrubbery of a manzanita behind 
which a bird had flown. The gun cracked; a shower of 
blue and cinnamon feathers puffed out from behind the bush ; 
a dull souad of a falling body was heard; and Norton lay 
prone upon the earth! 

AS he picked himself up and brushed the pine-needles out 
of liis sleeyes, he announced to the universe at large his 
intentions of sul)-letting all future contracts to hold a dog 
while his master goes abead to shoot. 

Prince didn’t seem at all inclined to object to this arrange- 
ment, buf displayed remarkable equanimity as, nearly wag- 
ing his tail off, he went in to pick up the fallen bird. He 
then trotted away over the ground ahead with his nose in the 
air and his tail vigorously whipping his sides. Te had not 
gone a hundred yards when his pace slackened. So did his 
tail, The tail got slower in motion. So did the legs. The 
logs seemed to slacken the tail and the tail to react upon the 
ie#s, until he had settled down toa pace-suitable for a fash- 
jonable mourner at a snail’s funeral. Then he stopped 
altogether, stood for a ininute with his eager eyes fixed in a 
stony gaze; then, turning his head, he glanced at his master, 

‘*Come on quick, now, with your guns,” said Belville. 
‘These birds do not lie long.” 
As Norton came up, three birds rose from the dead brush 

ahead of Prince, and almost at the first buzz of their wings 
his gun went off and rent the raiment of a flourishing young 
inanednite about three feet to one side of them. One of the 
birds went to Belville’s side and came whirling down out of 
a shower of feathers, while another plunged like a wet rag 
into a pile of rocks at the crack of the second barrel. The 
birds were soon picked up and the dog sent on. 

He at once began to stiffen and crawl, sniffing the air and 
straightening out occasionally into adead point. But no 
birds rose. 

‘“Too slow for these chaps, Prince. You will have to go 
faster,” said Belville, as he started ahead of the dog ona 
ranid walk. ‘‘ Hie on! boy, or you'll get left!” 

Gut Prince had not been trained upon California quails, 
and followed along belind as if he had a bag of shot on each 
foot and bis tail was spliced with a poker. By running and 
cleering him on, Belville soon got him pretty well stirred up, 
and he overtook a little bunch of birds that hud hidden in a 
fallen tree-top when they saw him coming. Belville went to 
oue side of the tree and Norton and his sister to the other, 
while Mrs. Norton was to look for the fame and finsh if 
with an arrow when yisible. Carefully she looked into the 
brush, but there was no sound or sign of life for two or three 
miinutes; then Lanra suddenly drew back, and with a yigor- 
ous pull at the bow-string sank an arrow half way to the 
feathers in the white and brown mold on a rotten stump be- 
neath the brush. As the arrow chugged into it, a ‘ quit- 
quit, quee-ah !” was heard within, and Prince, who had been 
standing off at some distance ran close up, turned his head 
io one side, crouched low, and, looking intensely anxions, 
settled down stiff! as marble, 

Belville kicked upon the opposite side, and out came four 
lirds, whizzing in various directions. One came down before 
the combined elfect of a heavy battery opened by Norton 
god his sister, und another's machinery was deranged by a 
shot from Belyille. 

These birds were soon picked up, and the hunters started 
for the vest of the covey, the trail of which the dog soon 
struck. But Norton and the ladies were unable to follow at 
the rate required to overtake them with the start they had 
now gained, and Belville went swiftly on alone. 
—_S 
voww,—The mountain quail of the Pacific slope seems to be little 

imown to sportsmen, I have seen some very absurd statements 
about it by those who haye attempted to describe it. 

Tt is wol ‘twice a’ large as Bob White.” 
itis not * very fine eating.” 
Ttis not * extremely rare,” , 
It is vol ‘extremely wild and difficult to shoot.” 
Tk is wot “found only in the roughest or most ingccessible 

places.” > } 
1p dows not rt faster than the valloy quail.” 
Tam fully aware that ifi would have made a far better subject 

for « good chapter if these things had been trne, But while not 
averse lo wood subjects, my main object is aveurwey, and I deseribe 
these buds just as [ have fonnd them, 

T have seen them only in their natural state, and not us they 
might become if muoeh hunted, BubI haye not only hunted them 
with « shot-snuu, bul have time and again met them when deer- 
luimtimg, and have sat down and watched them until the last one 
lun! stolen softly away. I have seenthem often so close and un- 
voncerned that a goodarcher could kill half a dozen with a bow, 
and it is no trick for s good rifleman to decapitate three or four 
Lefore they leaye. T do not know what they may be in the North; 
but in Southern California, when not hunted, they are the yary 
embodiment of gnileless sunplicity- 
Owing to fuller feathers this bird looks much larger than Bob 

White, but is only a mere trifle larger in body, sf nt all. Tn flavor 
it ia almost exactly like the valley quail, which is about equal to a 
tolerable grade of chicken, Thongh by no means plenty, it is not 
exlvemeli rere. Inthe Cuyamaca Mountain I onee aww four cu- 
yeys without leaving the road, yet they are by uo memns rbwidant 
(uroughout the country generally, a 

Tt is not quite so swift w flier az the valley quail, although swift 
enough, Ihave found it in good easy ground to lunt, thongh it 
generally likes rougher ground than the vatley quail. JT have 
found it at altitudes as low as one thousand leet aboye the pea; 
though I believe these were the increase of cacaped tame ones, Its 
hiabitut seems to be above tour thousand feet, 

Tt dogs not run #8 fast as the valley quail, thongh it will depend 
npon ruining much longer, and is much harder to force into flight, 

Tt is yery Guxily domesticated and makes a charming pet, though 
J do not know whether it will breed in continement, 

oS 

When the brainis wearied, the neryes unstrung, the muacles 

weak, we Hop Bittors, 

-Yarious recreations on slore. 
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DOMESTICATING QUAIL. 

INFLUENCE OF THE LAWS OF HEREDITY. 

Fiditor TWorest and Stream + 
I have taken great interest in all the articles I have read in 

your valuable paper on the various experiments at domesti- 
cating the Américan quail—Bob White, as he is familiarly 
called from Maine to Texas. I have hoped some one would 
appreciate the importance of the matters and study into the 
principal difficulties to be overcome, and give us directions 
in full for bringing to a successful issue this most interesting 
effort to add to our list of home pets the beautiful bird so 
universally admired. 

I have giyea the matter much thought, and am fully deter- 
mined to make the experiment so soon as I can arrange to 
make a fair trial. In the meantinie I hope others will make 
the trial, and by mutual aid it may surely become a success, 
and if we can once obtain a ‘‘strain” of fully domesticated 
quail that will live with our chickens and doves We shall add 
a very important and yaluable member to our list. And the 
remuneration, aside from the satisfaction, may be well worth 
while, for I believe the demand would be unlimited fora 
great many years at highly profitable prices. 

In many cases the effort to taine one or more specimens 
has been successful for one season. It has also been well es- 
tablished that quail may be kept under control and yet pro- 
duce eggs and young, but I have found no well authenticated 
cases of raising any of the second generation. 
Now all that L believe to be necessary is to raise and keep 

the birds under control for three to fiye generations, by 
which time the inherited wild instinct will be replaced by an 
inherited tame Instinct. As bearing on this point let us note 
some of the facts in regard to the laws of heredity among 
other birds and animals. 

Those who have repeatedly raised and kept a race of wild 
turkeys tell me that birds hatched from the eggs of wild tur- 
keys inherit so much of the wild nature that it is almost im- 
possible to keep them duritig the first generation. That it is 
necessary to baye part of the flock raised from tame eggsand 
then to watch most carefully against their getting into the 
forest, That if they do get into the woods and roost out one 
or two nights they are gone birds from that lime, and refuse 
to come or be driyen back to a tame life, and in a few days 
areas shy and crafty as birds bornand reared in a wild state. 
But if kept carefully about the preniises with tame fowls, 
they will remain partly tame. When nesting time comes the 
wild instinct again shows itself in the effort to wander off 
und secrete the nest. Jf thisis managed properly and the 
eggs of this half-tamed bird are hatched by a tame turkey, 
thé second generation aré inuch less like wild birds, and 
so by ihe third or fourth generation they become like any 
tame turkey in habits and life. Itis also stated that birds 
that are lialf-bred from one wild parent of the first genera- 
tion sliow unmistakable signs of inheriting the wild instinet 
of their parent, and need to be yery carefully watched to 
prevent their lapsing into a wild state. 
The same experience has been met by those who have tried 

to domesticate the wild goose or the mallard duck from wild 
egos. ‘The first gencration of these birds retain their wild 
nature, and in autumn show the strong migratory instinct 
inherited from their parents. But if kept under control and 
their promeny raised, by the second or third generation the 
nature is entirely changed, and tameness and dependence on 
the master, man, is at last fully established. 
We seo the same power of heredity among many of our 

animals. Notably, the characteristics of the mustang horse 
shows in the bucking propensity of his posterity to quite re- 
mote generations, and is even inherited by the mule which 
has any trace of mustang blood. 

Livingstone Stone has noticed the fact that trout fry 
hatched from tame trout spawn are less shy than those from 
wild trout. So we might go on citing many cases among all 
kinds of animals, where the inherited traits are entirely modi- 
tied by a few generations of domestic habits; and it is not at 
all likely that the quail will prove any exception. But all 
we know of his habits under taming conditions lead to the 
conclusion that by persevering in keeping him under our 
care and protection for two or three or more generations, we 
may fully aud completely change all his wildness into the 
most. perfect tameness amd dependence on his humane pro- 
tector and providor. 7 

Tf not trespassing too much on time and space I would 
sugeest a few most important features to be observed in keep- 
ing old or young in partial confinement, 
They should have a mixed diet of seeds, green herbs and 

worms, or other kinds of animal food, and at or before the 
mating season should not be allowed to become too fat. 
They should have all the exercise possible. To this end I 
would arrange to partially cover and scatter their food, so 
they should haye to scratch and hunt for it. A Jong movable 
yard could be provided of wire-sereen fencing, which could 
be moved from place to place. Most of such details would 
suggest themselves to those who may be induced to try this 
experiment. , 

If any have made the trial, or think of doing so, I shall be 
pleased to hear from them through these columns, C, 

8t. Joe, Mich. 
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HABITS OF SNAKES. 

Wurrewater, Wis., Dec. 23. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

T have read with much interest the various articles in your 
paper about snakes eating fish, as I haye myself witnessed 

| some such incidents as live been reported to you. 
About twelve miles from this place is Lake Koshkonong, 

an expansion of Rock River. The lake is ten miles by four 
in its largest dimensions, and is known as the greatest resort 
for canyas-back and other ducks in the West, It also is well 
stocked with fish ; wall-eyed pike, ‘‘pickerel” and several 
varieties of bass, heing the most numerous, T helong to a 
club of fifteen, who spend the first week of June in each 
year, Camping on the shore of this lake. We call ourselves 
**Pinn-Ilunters,” and we never fail to have a happy. time, 
gailing, rowing and fishing on the lake, and engaging in 

The bank on which we camp 
is probably twenty-five feet high, and a spring of good, cold 
water can be made any where by digging in the gravel at its 
foot. When we first put up our tents we dig a spring to. 
supply the camp with water, and another at suitable dis- 
tanée, much broader and quite as deep, in which to put our 

[Janvary 6, 1881.. 

live fish as We come in from trolling. This last, spring soon 
becomes a great resort for striped and water snakes, and I 
have repeatedly seen both varieties in the water after dead o1 
dying fish. As the snakes were usually small, and {he fish of 
fair size, the former would not be able to do more than seize 
hold of the fish and ‘*yank” harmlessly at them. 

Last June one of our number threw a small pickerel, aout 
ten inches long, on the gravel by the boat landing. A few 
hours afterward a water snake was discovered trying to: 
swallow the fish. The snake was nearly three times as long 
as the fish, but net as thick thourh. A crowd of us gathered. 
around and watched the proceedings. The snake scemed not 
at all embarrassed, but Kept diligently at its tusk, pushing’ 
forward first one jaw then the other, and at times rolling if-- 
self and the pickerel completely oyer. Tt had got the fish: 
more than a third down, and bets becan 40 furn in ils tavor,. 
when suddenly it stopped, rapidly diseorged the pickere! and| 
hurried off to the water, It was the genéral opinion that the 
snake had become alarmed at the démonstration of ita com 
pany ; also that it wanid have succeeded in swallowing the 
pickerel if it had not been disturbed. The relative size of 
the fish and the snake does nat seem to heregurded by thelat- 
ter. Capt. Frank Barns, now for many years proprietor of 
the famous ‘‘Scntenawhequon” shcamer,tat Madison, told nye 
once that he came in at Luke Koshkonong one day with u 
siring of bass, He threw {hem out ahead of hin) on the 
bank, When he had Janded he saw a little snake, not over a 
foot long, which had seized the jaw of a three-pound hass 
and was making most desperate efforts to drag it of, The 
shale would wind its tail mong the smull crayel stones, and 
then, contorting, would pull them up toward the fish, I 
am inclined to [hink that snakes tear fish to pieces that are- 
too large for them to swallow. I do nt think that they feed 
on decayed fish—at least I liye never seen them do gb. 
Turtles, however, are perfect scavenzers, and devour any- 
thing from alive fish on u set line to one so dead and far: 
gone as to shine in the moonlight, } 

; Laxevinte, Conn., Dec, 17.. 
Tn your issue of Dec. 9 I saw a call for information in re- 

gard to snukes swallowing their youn. I gladly respond, tas 
the call and hope all Others will who have any informatio 
on the subject. 
When I was a boy, one day working in the hay field, I 

killed a striped snake of the (to me) unusual length of three 
and one-half feet. I killed it by thrusting a pitchfork tine 
through its head, and when I held it up for the other work- 
men to see something seemed to be pressed down toward the 
tail, aud upon laying it down upon the ground it would seent 
to run back foward the head. My curiosity was excited to 
know what it was in the snuke, so took it up to the house 
which Was near by, cut the snake open and found inside of 
it forty-nine young shakes, about six inches Jong. They were : 
all fully formed and as perfect snakes a8 the old one, but they 
were all dead, and I suppose they died from sutiocation, as : 
the supply ‘ft air had been cut off from the time I thrust the. 
fork tine through her head until | opened her, whieh was: 
about an hour anda half, The cavity in which the young» 
snakes lay was dry, sooth and clean, the intestines lay ontside: 
of this sac or pipe and het ween it and the body of the snake; 
I did not see the old one swallow the youhe ones, butfound) 
them, not in the stomach of the old oné, but in a cavily evi- 
dently formed for that purpose. : 
But here is another link im the chain of evidence. My 

wife (who by the way is the ‘‘ Ruth” who gaye me and the 
rest of our cluly such a showing np in the Porusr AND SrreAwy 
some time since and had so inuch trouble with ty frst pup’ 
was one day picking strawberries near a sandy knoll, where 
she discovered a striped snake with several youns ones op 
the sand near her, When she approached them {le old spake 
opened her mouth and the young ones imme(liately Grawled 
in, one after another, and disappeared. 

So, taking these two circumstances together, IT came to the 
conclusion that striped snakes were provided with a cavity in 
their bodies to which the young retire for safety in times of 
danger, HEMarire. 

Nasnva, N. E., Dee, 27.—When « boy I have often killed 
common striped snakes, whose bodies contained a large 
number of young ones from one to two inches long. T dis- 
tinetly remember one occasion, when on my ‘Way to sclioo), I 
killed a snake about four feet long and unconmnonly thick 
from the body of which I took forty-seven young ones, A, W. 

SS 

SHARKS SWALLOWisd Ture Young-—Ovarlottesvitle 
ovo. 5. Tn your issue of the 28th «lt. I noticed an artiche 
on me question of sharks swallowing their young. T thisk ] 
¢an throw some light on this curious subject, whic * 
eee it is worth ‘ Teh ae Data 

nile attached to the United States sloop of war Vincenne 
on the coast of Africa in 1858, T icine the caplins ek 
thark some six or eight feet long. It was suspended trom 
the bowsprit and ripped open by one of the crew. Twelva. 
young sharks about two feet long followed the knife, felj 
into the sea and swam off with a3 much apparent indiffer- 
ence as if nothing wonderful had occurred. Expressiyy sur 
prise at this strange sight I was informed by an old qnarter- 
master standin near, whose word I never had had cause to 
question, that he had often seen young sharks swallowed by 
the old ones and again disgorved, 
From what [ saw and Leard on this occasion I am satisfied 

that this old shark swallowed the young for protection. 
Joun THorNury, 

Medical Director, UT. 8. N, 

Va # 

Cmoxens Rervrnine To a Win Srare—Cortland, NV. 
¥., Dee. 27.—In looking over a poultry journal I noticed an 
account of wild chickens that are hunted as wild game in 
Comanche County, Texas, It was stated jhat a few years 
ago a large number of domestic chickens were deserted for 
some reason by their owner, when they took to the brush, ° 
and the woods are now full of them. This reminds me of 
the somewhat novel experiénce—as relatud by himself—of yw 
gentleman with whom I was ont shooting partridmes a few 
weeks sitice. Coming intou piece of woods, he made the 
remark that it was in this very same place that he last fall 
shot wild chickens. If seens that a white Leshorn hen be- 
longing to a farmer, whose hennery was near by, had stolen 
her nest, going into the woods and ha(ehing out a brood of 
chickens, ‘he hen and chickens came to the house a few 
times and were fed, but finally remained in the woods, As 
they matured they became}wild, hiding in the brush or flying in- 
to the trees when any one approached. Thefarmernot own- 
ing-or caring to use a gun, my friend was asked to hunt them 
down, which he did, shooting five of them out of the trees. 
They were, ss he expressed it, “as wild as hawks.” Tt may 
be that the common breeds of poultry would have remained 

i] 
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. 
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tame, “as my experience establishment for the cultivation of fishes, young trout and goes to show that there is no sarc 
£9 ®7'.d as the Leghorn. he. 

Gaxvas Backs ty Rrove Isnayp—oston, Deo. 24.—As I 
= jin under the impression that a canvas-back duck is a rare 
bird in New England, permit me to record the killing of twa 
of then. Myself and Mr. Bllerton Lodge of this city were 
shooting at Point Judith during the first cold snap of No, 
yember, and one morning I floated down on four large ducks, 
wetting within easy shot, but unluckily my trigger finger was 
so numb that both barrels of my fun went off before 1 knew 
if, and away went the birds. Fortunately they flew by Mr. 
L., who had the honor of knocking over two of them. To 
my surprise I found them to he genuine canvas-backs. They 
seemed oblivious to any dauger, allowing me to get within 
forty yards when I drifted om them. Ts this eet unusual 
with therm ? Feep’kK SKINNER. 

On the other hand, in a fish three and three-fourths inches 
long, showing the general characters of the adult, the intes- 
tine passed upward and backward from its-origin, running 
without flexure the whole length of the body cavity (this 
part being covered with an immense number of pyloric 
ceca), then turned forward to the stomach, and made a 
larze number of intricate turns and doublings from sidé to 
side and end to end of the abdomen, extending, in all, about 
eight times the length of the perivisceral cavity. This in- 
testine was well filled with mud with only a slight sprink— 
ling of unicellular Algte. 

These twelve fishes, all under two inches, had eaten about 
ninely per cent. of Entomostraca, two per cent. of Chirono- 
mus larva, and for the remainder, Algs, 

other valuable species are fed with beetles and insect lary 
obtained from stagnant water, by means of a small muslin 
net. Although the use of Bntomostraca is not specially 
mentioned in this extract, yet fhey must, of course, be ob- 
tained in the search for insect Jarvie, 

That this subject should not have been long azo thoroughly 
investigated seems a surprising fact, when one considers the 

| vast amount of labor which has been expended upon fishes 
as a class, and refiects for 2 moment upon the interest to 
science and to practical fish culture of a knowledge of the 
food resources of fishes and of {he competitions of the vari- 
ous species in the search for subsistence. 
Although I cannot yet treat this subject as fully as it de- 

serves, tle results of such study as I have been able to make, 
during the past season, of the contents of the stomachs and 
intestines of small spécimens, seem to justify this prelimi- 
lary notice, ‘ 

MINNOW FAMILY. 

A single minute minnow, three-eighths of an inch long, 

The canvas-back is not common on the New England 

roast "but we believe that a few are occasionally shot on the 

caste shore of Connecticut. ; 

It was ently 2pparent, in the course of the investigation, 
that the food of many tishes differs according to age; and it 
was soon found that the life of most of our fishes divides into 
at least two periods, and of many into three, with respect to 
the kinds of food chiefly taken. Further, in the first of these 
periods, 4 remarkable similarity of food was noticed among 
species and families whose later food-habits are widely diffe- 
rent. 
The full-grown black bass, for example, feeds principally 

on fishes and craw-fishes, ihe sheepshead on mollusks, the 
sizzard shad on mud and Algie, while the catfishes ave near- 
ly omnivorous; yet these are all found to agree so closely in 
food When very small that one could not possibly tell from 
the contents of the stomachs which group he was dealing 
with. 

It is my purpose ii this paper to give what facts I have 
relating to the food of our fresh-water species during this 
first period of the fish’s life, ayoiding fechnical details, and 
mentioning only the general results of the investigation. 

These facts were derived from the éxamination of one 
hundred and twenty-six specimens, ranging from {hree- 
eighths of inch in length up to an inch and a half, and in a 
few cases to two and three inchrs. These specimens belong 
to twenty-four genera and represent eleven families. In two 
or three genera no specimens were obtained small enouzh 
to be regarded as belonging strictly fo this first food-period 
but the earliest food is nevertheless plainly inferable: and 
the general distribution and variety of the species studied is 
such that I think the main conclusions will be found to 
stand the test of full investigation. 

A Trree-reccep Han. —The follownig curious story 

«comes to us from the Releigh {N. C.) ews of Dec. 15: 
Mr. John Stone, of Franklin County, bas presented Dr. 

Blacknell with a wonderful three-legeed chicken, which is 
certainly @ curiosity, having three distinct legs, the third leg 
coming out in the middle of the body between the other two. 
In Walking the len uses the two onter legs, drawiug up the 
atte Wot when she stops she stands on the centre leg, draw- 
jing Whe other évo up close to her body. Hundreds of people 
thaws seen ker, and none have ever seen het like lyefore. 

Crentezs Buox's Heap—Graveniurst, Ont., Dec. 14.—1 
\noticea in oné of your papers some time ago a description of 

= a buds head that had over fifty peints to the two horns. I 
have lately obtained the nearest to it that Ihave ever heard 

eof Itisa buck’s head witha palmated horn 4} in. wide, 
theying 23 points on the two horns. The head is no larger 
“Waan a good-sized buck’s head, but the deer, when alive, would 
weigh about 330 Tbs. {m appearance itis & counterpart of 
the aut I saw in your paper. Iam satisfied that it isa differ- 
ent species from tive common red deer, as I havea small head 
that L believe to belong ta the same, but I am not certain. 
Perhaps you will know. B. 5. 
We presume that the palmate horn is due to some injury 

received by the deer during the period of the antler's growth, 

Phere is no likelihovd that it helongs to a new species, 

CanironsiA QGvAtp.—Will you or some of your correspon- 
Cents who ‘‘ have been there” tell us all about the California 
quail, both kinds—the so-called valley quail and the moun- 
tain bird’? We would like to know of their habits and their 
qualities and value as game birds. Would they not he well 
wantk bringing to the Eastern States to divide the burdens of 
“Coprrying Off shot” with their cousin Bob White? If they 
‘aye as desirable as their graceful carriage and beautiful plu- 
mage would indicate, and hardy enough to endure our win- 
tters, they should be as worthy of being introduced East asthe 
unigratory quail to be brought from his far-away home. 

‘St. Foe, Mich. 8 

We call onr correspondent’s attention to the article on the 
“Mosutain Quail, by T. 8. Van Dyke, to be published by us 

eat once. 

PERCH FAMILY. 
The food of a common perch, from an ineh to an inch and 

a quarter long, consisted wholly of Entromasiraca and the 
larva: of Chironomus. The first of these names is applied to 
the minnute crustaceans, which are found most abundant in 
lakes and other stagnant waters, but occur likewise, to some 
extent, in running streams. The name of water fleas is some- 
times given to a Jarge section of this group. Chironomus is 
asmall gnat whose larva is familiar to all who have ever 
noticed the minute animals of stagnant water. It has the 
appearance to the naked eye of a minnute red worm, which 
moves through the water with a violent wriggling motion. 

ies RASS FAMILY. 

No very small specimens of the bass. proper (that is, of 
white bass and striped or brassy bass) were taken by us, the 
smallest. being a brassy bass an inch and a quarter long. 
Half of the food of this consisted of Entomostraca, and the 
other half of minute gizzard shad, 

An Arpivo Quatn.—The Petersburg Jndea gives the fol 

lowing account of the killing of an albino quail in Prince 

George County: 
Some days since, while» well-known gentleman of this 

city was hunting with his dogsin Prince George County, 
about four miles from the corporate limits, a covey of part- 

ridges was flushed, one of which was killed by the gentleman 

alluded to. Te bird was killed ebout dark, and upon ex- 
awination it was found to be a full-fiedged white partridge. 

Hish Oulture. 

THE CENTRAL FISHCULTURAL SOCIETY, 

SUN-FISH FAMILY- 

A group of 43 specimens of the sunfish family (which in- 
cludes the two species of black bass) was made up as fol- 
lows: Of five specimens of black bass under tliree-fonrths of 
an inch long, two of rock bass of the same size, two of gor- 
gle-eye from seven-eighths of an invh to an inch in length, 
ten of common sun-fish from an inch fo an inch and a fourth, 
nine of pumpkin seed from one and a half to two inches, five 
of croppie one inch and under, four of from three- 
fourths of an inch to. an inch and a half, and six indetermi- 
nable specimens, probably common sun-fish, fromseyen six- 
teenths to five-eighths of an inch long. Ninety-six per cent. 
of the food of these forty-three specimens consisted of En- 
tomostraca and larva: of Chironomus—seventy of the first 
and twenty-six of the second. Thie trivial remainder, con- 
sisting of the larvae of May-fiies and other sintilar insects, a 
young amphipod, with traces of water-mites, water-bngs, 
ra mollusks—the last taken by the ‘‘pumpkin seed,” “or 
bream, 

BEOOND DAY. 

IIE meeting was called to order by the President 
promptly at 9:30 4. mM. 

Mr. Dovsem An offered the following: /tesolved, That the 

iExecutive Committee be, and they hereby are, directed to 

Jay out a programme for the next annual meeting of this 

society, choosing for discussion such topics as to them seem 

timely and important, assigning papers on the different sub- 

jecis to the members most conipetent to treat upon them, 

Itesolved further, That such programine be decided upon at 

Jeust three months before the lime fixed upon for the meet- 

ing, the members to whom papers are assigned to be at; once 

notified by the secretary of what is expected from them, and 

requested to forward their papers to the secretary in case 

they are prevented from attending in person. Carried. 

Tum Secrersry then, in the absence of the writer, read 

the following puper: 

ON THE FOOD OF YOUNG FISHES. 

SHEEPSHEAD FAMILY- 
_A single sheepshead (Haploidonvtus), av inch and an 

eighth in length, had eaten Chironomus lary (seventy-five 
per cent.) and laryse of May-fly. : 

VIKE FAMILY (Mxocida), 

Idid not have the good fortune to obtain anv young of 
ihe common pike, and can only report on the food of a single 
salmon-pickerel) /Mxox sadmonens), an inch and a fourth in 
length. This specinien, taken at Pekin, Ill., on the 2d of 
June, had already begun its life labor of the elimination of 
little fishes, these making about two-fifths of its food. The 
remainder consisted of Crustacea, composed about equally 
of young Amphipoda, Daphniidie and Lynceidx. The pres- 
ence of so large a quantity of thése minute Entomostraca in 
the stomach of a pickerel-of this size is sufficient evidence 
that they form the principal part of its food at an earlier age. 

TERRING FAMILY. 
Wecome next to twelve specimens of the gizzard shid, 

whose minute fry Swarm in countless numbers in the waters: 
of our larger rivers in midsummer, These were taken in 
June and July,“from the Illinois River, from Ottawa to Peo- 
ria. The smallest of the group were twenty mm. long by 
two mm. wide—as slender as cyprinoids and nearly eylindri- 
cal, although the adult is a high, thin fish. I was greatly 
interested by the discovery that the maxillaries of (hese 
smullest specimens are provided with teeth—a single row of 
nine or ten on the lnwer edge——although the month of the 

BY 8. A. FORBES. 

T cannot Jearn that anything has been reeorded respecting 

the food of young fishes in this country,” nor havel been able 

10 find any evidence that this subject has been systematically 

studied in Europe, in such part of the ichthyological litera- 

¢ure of Burope as is accessible to me. From the transla- 

tions of papers published in the appendices fo the report ) : os ee adh is entirely toothless and 1 i r he United States Fish Commissioner I learn that | PO! I entir and atieoyh, iy Tbe micnal strucs 
the ie ificial use of Bntomstraca for the food of young ty also tuiters remarkably from that of the adult, espe- 
trout has been successfully attempted in France. TI also find | Cl#lly in the much greater simplicity of the digestive appa- ralus, 

Ina young gizzard shad, seven-fenths of an inch long by 
one-tenth of an inch high, the iniectine was found to pass 
almost directly fromthe antevjar end of the stomach to sue 
veut; and at this time pyfori cmca were entirely wanting. 
The intestine of this spepimie ] il i ecics 
of Entomostraca, PRA. Was Gish wilh sxaplons species 

in the bulletin of the ‘Society of Acclimatization,” of Paris, 
a stateruent t? the effect that, in the Russian governmental 

should be made of a note relating to the oc- 
the stomachs of two young whitetiehes, pub- 

3, Fish Conynis- 

*Perhaps exception 
énce of diatoms in 

fished in the appendix to the Report of the U. 

aioner for 1872-3, p. 57. 

which IT could not determine specifically, had eaten Anto- 
mdstraca (twenty-five per cent.) and Chironomus larvie. 

Three specimens of the common chub minnow (Semotilus 
corperalis), ranging from fiye eighths inch to one inch, indi- 
cate somewhat doubtfully an exception to the general rule 
respecting the early food of fishes. Only seyen per cent. of 
their food was Entomostraca, and the whole remainder con- 
sisted of filamentous Algre. It should be noted, however, 
that twenty per cent. of the food of the smallest specimen, 
which was five eighths of an inch long, was Cyclops, and it 
may be that the chub minnow lives wholly on Entomostraca 
at first, merely changing its habit earlier than most of its 
allies. 

SUOKER FAMILY. 

Thirty specimens, representing five genera of this peculiar 
family, were studied. A very curious feature of the food of 
the young is the frequent dependence of suckers of consider- 
able size, six inches long or more, upon food still more 
trivial than Hntomostraca, viz.: upon wheel-animalcules, 
Protozoa, und minute one-celled planis (Alge). While 
only such Protozoa were found as are furnished with firm 
shells, yet the abundance of these in the intestines of these 
fishes leaves little doubt that the more perishable Protozoa 
must also be taken in considerable quantity. Tt is an inter- 
esting fact that even here the smallest specimens were found 
feeding on Hntomosiraca only, and it is therefore possible 
that these form the first principal food of the family. 

Ten specimens of the stene-reller, ranging from one and 
tliree-eighths to three inches, represent two dates and locali- 
ties. The four smallest, none longer than an inch and three- 
fourths, were taken from the Lower Fox, July 9, 1879. The 
others were from Mackinaw Creek, in Woodford County, 
Iil,, in the latter part of August. The situations were simi- 
lar, both streams being swift and rocky where these fishes 
were caught. 

Their food was chiefly the larye of Chironomus (90 per 
cent ), the remaining ten per cent. being made up of various 
species of Hutomostraca and Algw. 
We trace in this a remarkable resemblance to the food of 

the darters, which frequent similar situations. Lacking the 
sucking mouth of Hypentelium, they do not take Protocoa 
or unicellular Algze, but in other particulars agree closely 
with this species. This curious fish is {peculiar among the 
suckers in the unusual development of the pectoral fins—a 
distinguishiug feature of the darters likewise—doubiless re- 
lated in both cases to the constant struggle with a swift cur- 
rent. We may also remark the darterlike glow of color in 
the young of this species—a very peculiar distinction among 
the Catostomidie. This is one among many facts which in- 
dicate that exposure to light has great primary effect on the 
color of fishes—an effect often suppressed, through natural 
selection, by secondary influences, but manifesting itself 
where these are not brought into play.* 

This speciesis in marked contrast with the darters, not 
only in the rapidity of its growth and the ultimate size at- 
tained, but in theform and size of the head, which in the 
darters is small and pointed, ut im these fishes is unusually 
large, square and strong. — J f. 

The principle of adaptation has here resulted ina different 
line of development. While the little darters have hecome 
fitted to Hit and pry about beneath the stones for their food, 
the stone-roller has acquired the power of rolling the stones 
petore it. As it grows larger, it resorts of course to deeper 
water, but always prefers the rocky reaches of the stream. 
The molding power of natural selection could scarcely have 
a better illustration than that afforded by the adaptive char- 
acters, both similar and dissimilar, of these two widely sep- 
arated groups of fishes. 
A single small specimen of black sucker was too large 

properly to come within this group, but although six inches 

long, most of its food was Cyclops (eighty per cent. ) Other 

items were Hotomostraca, various species of Algee and very 

young individuals of the river naussel. 
Four club-suckers, two of which were three-fourths of an 

inch and two An inch and 3. quarter long, differed greatly i 

food from the foregoing. The two smaller specimens, from 

Long Island, near Pekin, taken June 2, 1880, had eaten only 

Entomostraea, with a trace of water mites. In the _two 

larger specimens, locality and date unknown, a surprising 

number and variety of the minutest animal and yeretable 

forms were found. A small laryse of s dragon-fly and a very 

"oune amphipod were also recognized. 

Eee aciien: three inches Jong, from Peoria Lake, in Octo- 

ber, had eaten only Entomos, with a trice of Chironomus 

en specimens of red horse, varying in length from an inch 

to two and three-fourths, taken in July and Angust from the 

Fox and Mlinois rivers and from Mackinaw Creek, show no 

important differences of food. we 

In the snuiller specimens taken from the Fox and Minois, 

Entomostraca were relatively more important, sometimes 

censtituting nearly the whole food; but no attempt was 

fix precise ratios. 
meee eo Jarger specimens from woodford County, shells 

of protozoa were estimated to form 89 per cent. of the con- 

tents of the intestine, the remainder consisting of alge, wheel 

animaleules, Entomostraca, water-mites and the larve of 

Chirononius and other Diplera. ; 

The smal] percentage of Chironomus larve# shows that this 

species has not the habit of the stone-roller. . 

Tavo specimens of the common sucker, six inches and six 

and three-fourths in length, taken from Mackinaw Creek in 

August and June, had eaten food 80° similar to that of the 

preceding genus that detailed description is unnecessary. 

Two specimens of our commonest buffalo fish, called the 
“vad youth” in central Illinois, seyen-eighths of an inch 
long, had eaten most fully of unicellular plants (69 per cent.); 

* Arelpheddacthis the bleached appen~-nee of fishes faken from 
Robaina, jpaque water of ree in ihe Lississipp! bottoms. 
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wheel animalcules were reckoned at 27 per cent,, and {he re- 
mainder of the food consisted of Entomostraca. These 
speciniens were taken from the Illinois River in early June, 

Pour earp suckers (Garpiodes), sevon-eighths of an inch to 
two inches long, taken from the Iinois and from Clear Lake 
in Kentucky, had fed like the preceding genus, except that, 
the Entomostraca were in Jarger quantity (48 per cent.), 
while the rotifers were relatively few. 

Reviewing the food of these thirty young suckers, we see 
that they differ from the other famili¢s studied in the larger 
food resources open to them; for, while the structure of 
their moutlis does not prohibit their taking Entomostraca, it 
enables them to draw upon the multitudes of minute organ- 
isins found upon the bottom. Evidently they have no means 
of selecting such microscopic structures from the mud im 
which these most frequently rest; and considerable quantities 
of dirt are consequently offen found in the intestines; Hut 
from the ‘‘ richness” of the contents I infer that they doubt- 
less have jhe power Of distinenishing mud containing a large 
percentage of organic matter from relatively barren portions. 

OATFISH FAMILY. 
Numerous specimens of the young of this family show 

that, notwithstanding its many peculiarities of structure and 
habit, it.is no exception to the general rule respecting the 
food of the young. The smallest of these specimens were 
from a little school of minute fry, taken in June from the 
friendly protection of an old oyster can in the Tlinois 
River. These litile creatures were colorless and seem- 
ingly almost helpless, and only three-cighths of an inch in 
length. They had already begun to eat, however, and their 
stomachs were filled with Hntomostraca and Chironomus 
lary, "These were certainly Améurs, but it was, of course, 
impossible to tell the species. 

Other specimens of this genus, making thirteen in all, 
none longer than an inch and five-eighths, were obtained 
from various places in the Illinois, and from mud-holes in 
the Mississippi bottoms, in Union County. These thirteen 
individuals were feeding almost wholly on Entromostraca 
and larve of Chironomus, the latter composing seventy-four 
per cent. and the former eightcen per cent. of {heir food. 
A few young Amphipoda and a few unknown insects’ eggs 
account for the remainder of the food. 

Six specimens of Voturus stalls, varying in length from 
seyen-eighths of an inch to an inch and a quarter, differed 
from the foregoing in the much Jarger proportion of Chi- 
ronomns larye (forty-one per cent.) and in the twenty-six 
per cent. of young Allorchestes denlata (a very abundant 
small amphipod), eaten by the larger specimens, These had 
also taken seven per cent. larvee of May-flies. Those under 
an inch in length were peculiar only in the large yatio of 
Chironomne larvze (sixty-five per cent.), a fact. peabably in- 
dicating that this species seeks its food chiefly on the muddy 
bottoms. 

No specimens of the other genera of catfishes were taken 
small enough (6 show tlicir earliest food, but as far as can be 
judged from the food of four specimens of Ictalurus, from 
fwo and « half to three and a half inches long, the other 
genera will nat be found to differ especially from the fore- 
going. 

DOGFISH FAMILY. 

A single dogfish (Amia), one and three-fourths inches long, 
taken in June, had eaten seventy per cent. of Entomostraca 
and two per cent. of larvie and pup: of Chironomus. A few 
young Allorchestes and some water bugs (Corixas) complete 
the brief list. 

Several specimens of Amia under one inch in length, whose 
anatomy I studied three years ago, I remember to have had 
their intestines packed with Entomostraca. = 

GAR FAMILY 

Here also [ shall have to content myself with such bints of 
the food of the young as are given by two or three specimens, 
as {he youngest are nof yet common enongh in our collec- 
tions to supply more material for a study of their food. One 
of the two smallest gars examined, an inch and a fourth in 
length, taken in June, near Peoria, had filled itself with 
Scapholeberis mucronata (a minute Entomostracan) and the 
other had taken only a minute fish. A specimen two inches 
long and only an eighth of an inch in depth furnished a strik- 
ing illustration of the yoracity of this terror of our streams, 
as ifs stomach contained sixteen minute minnows. 

’ The general conclusion from fhese observations is the su- 
preme importance of Entomostraca and the minute aquatic 
lJarvie of a single genus of gnat as food for nearly or quite all 
of our fresh-water fishes —a conclusion that gives these trivial 
and neglected creatures, of whose yery existence the majori- 
ty of the people are scarcely aware, a prominent place amons 
the most valuable animals of the State, for without them all 
our waters would be virtually depopulated. Other facts of 
eminent interest thus brought fo view are the magnitude and 
intensity o* the competition for food among the young of all 
orders of fishes, where a stream is fully stocked, and the in- 
jurious character of sucha species as the shovel-tish, which 
feeds on Entomostraca throughout its life. It is probable 
that all fishes which are not especially adapted to the food re- 
quirements of the more yaltiable species are hurtful to them, 
because they limit the food ayailable forthe young. The 
sun-fishes, whose shape protects them from many enemies, 
and the cat-fishes, with their armor of poisoned spines, are 
instances in point. While their young compete with the 
young hass and wall-eyed pike for food, they do not furnish 
the latter any important food resource in later years. On the 
other hand, such species as the herbiyorous minnows and the 
cylindrieal suckers, which depend upon Entomostraca to a 
less extent when young, or take up other food at a relatively 
early period, are those which seem to promise best as food 
for the higher fishes. 

Tt is worth while to notice that the food especially taken 
by yonng ‘suckers is ofthe same Jind as that upon which 
many Entomostraca are dependent, and that these fishes thus 
actually come into competition with the minute crustacea. 
It might seem at a glance that the suckers compete with the 
ordinary fishes by this appropriation of the food of Entomos- 
traca not less {han if they ate the Entomostraca themselves. 
We must remember, however, that every animal (Entomos- 
traca included) eats during its life many times its own bulk 
of food, and thnt consequently if the young sucker can reach 
down a slep belowthe Entomostraca, and Appropriate directly 
a part of their food-sapply if will really limit their imerease 
much less effectually than if it dépended npon them strictly. 
The case is precisely equivalent io that of amanimal partly 
carnivorous and partly herbivorous. By its herbivorous habit 
it would of course compete with, and limit the strictly her- 
bivorous animals, but would check their multiplicatiow much 
leas stringently than if it were purely carnivorous. : 
j [itis a curious corollary from part of the above réasonin 
that prolific species having su abundant food supply, an 

itself the most iniportant food of predaceous fishes, may, by 
extraordinary multiplication, s0 diminish the food of the 
young of the latter as to cause, through its own abundance, 
4, surious diminution of thenumbersof the yveryspecies which 
prey upon it. To put this statement into more correct form, 
it is not certain 1hat the excessive increase of the gizzard 
shad, for instance, would be a benefit to the black bass and 
pike-perch which feed so largely upon it. In fact, it is clear 
tliat the great overstocking of a stream with gizzard shad 
would, by eventually reducing the supply of Entomostraca, 
cause a corresponding reduction in the numbers of all the 
species of that stream by starvation of the youne ; and this 
decimation, applying to allin the same ratio, would take ef- 
fect upon the ordinary number of the other species, but upon 
the extraordinary number of the gizzard shad, would reduce 
the other species below the visual limit, but might not even 
cut off the excess of the shad above that limit. Cunsequent- 
ly, important as is the supply of food fishes for the predace- 
ous species, it isnot less important that the predaceous fishes 
should be supplied to eat up thefood. Here, as elsewhere, 
only harm can come from an imperfect balance of the forces 
of organic nature, whether the excess be upon one side or the 
other, — 

In the efforts to increase the valuable fishes of a lake or 
Stream, it is not sufficient that the food of these species 
should he increased alone, but at the same time special 
measures Must be taken to secure a corresponding multiplica- 
tion of the predaceous fishes themselves, otherwise precisely 
the reverse result may be produced from that intended. 
As a further illustration of some of the practical bearings 

of these facts, it may be noticed that the frée access of fishes 
to the ponds, lakes and marshes connected with a stream is a 
matter of fhe highest importance. Running wateris relatively 
destilute of Entomostraca, and hence fishes denied access 
while breeding to slow or stagnant water in which Anto- 
mostraca abound, have little chance to multiply. 

Too little attention has heen paid to the breeding 
migrations of our resident fishes. How many of our 
rivers are free from the obstruction of dams improyided with 
practicable fishways? Is nol the relative scarcity of fish in 
such streams as Rock and Wox rivers largely due to the fact 
thaf a fish which enters {he river from abéve cannot get back 
to the Immense and swarming breeding grounds afferded by 
the lakes connected with its upper waters ? 
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ArrivaL or Forrien Fisues—Mr, E. G. Blackford, of 
the New York Fish Commission, has just received from 
France six roach and six golden tench brought hy Mr. 
August Briand, a retired Captain of the French line of 
steamers, known as the Trans-Atlantic Steamship Co., and 
running between New York and Havre. The roach is held 
in esteem by Huropean anglers, but Americans like larger 
fish, The tench, is, like the former, a cyprinoid, but grows 
to a pound or more in weight. The common tench, Tinea 
vulgarts, is esteemed for the table as well as for angling, 
and will thrive in waters adapted to the carp. Those now at 
Mr. Blackford's, in Fulton Market, are a golden variety, 
suitable for both food and ornament. They were sent by the 
Aquarium at Hayre, in exchange for small terrapins and 
catfish. On the 6th of this month, yesterday, Mr. Black- 
ford sent a dozen leather carp to France, the grand-children 
of German fishes brought over by Dr. Hessela few years ago. 

Sea and River Sishing. 
EISH IN SEASON IN DECEMBER. 

FRESH WATER. 

Pickerel, Esox reticulaitus. White Bass, Koreva chrysons, 
Pike or Pickerel, Hsox luctus. Rock Bass, Ambloplites. (Two 
Pike-perch (wall-eyed pike) species). 
Stizotethivm americanum, S. | Wat-mouth, Chenobryttyus guloaus. 
grizeum, ete. Crapple, Pomoxys nigromaculatna: 

Yellow Perch, Perea flumititilis. Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis, 
Striped Bass, Roceus lineatus. Chub, Semotilia corporalias, 

5ALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Centropristis atrarius. Spot, Red fish, or Channel Bass, 
Striped Bass, Raceus lineatus, Sciceenops ovellatua. 
White Perch, Morene americana. Tantog, Tatega onitis, 
Smelt, Osmerus mordaz, Pollock, Pollachius carbonar tts. 

FISHING IN THE GULF STREAM. 

BY THE T, G. 6. DEAGON. (A, A, EB.) 

ID you ever fish in the Gulf Stream? I can guess your 
reply. It would be the same as that of the Captain of 

the trim little brig Olivia, aboard-of which I had the good 
fortune to sail from Bagdad, at the mouth of the Rio Grande, 
to New York in April, 1863. He was a Connecticuter, an 
American citizen, like yourself, named Townley, and a good 
fellow withal, though a little strange at times: ‘Nobody but 
a blamed fool of a Britisher would ever think of trolling in 
the Gulf Stream!” Before proceeding with my story pro- 
per, however, allow me to give you a bit of my personal his- 
tory, which I am sure you will find particularly interesting, 
and to ‘‘show cause” why I happened to be on the Olivia at 
that time. 
Twas born among the fishermen on the northern coast of 

Scotland in 1819, the month and date may be surmised from 
what is about tofollow. Whenever I could prevail upon the 
herring or ling fishers to let me accompany them the trips 
proved unlucky and on several occasions disastrous. These su- 
perstitious people at last refused me permission to go out in 
their eobles (boats), notwithstanding I was always willing to 
take my share in the toils without reward. They had made 
inquiries as to the day and date of my birth, and having 
learned that that event had oceurred ona murky Friday in- 
mediately following the 3ist of March, had conclnded that I 
was a donsie de'il (unlucky deyil) among the fishers. Loy- 
ing the excitement of their rough life, and feeling more at 
home in a coble on the dancing waves of the wild Atlantic 
than in the dull and monotonous parish school, I carefully 
hoarded every ‘' bawbie” and ‘bit o’ siller” that ever came 
lawfully into my possession (and some that didn’t), cleter- 
mined to haye a coble that should know no captain but my- 
elf, ~ 
By the time I had grown to hea good-sized callant I had 

farnered a pound or fwo. One day, while watching the boats 
come in with heavy loads of fish, I came across a battered old 
coble which the owner was in the act of breaking up for fire- 
wood. The rich freights at thal very time being brought in, 
coupled with my yearnings to hecome the possessor of a co- 
ble, made me ejaculate, as T approached the boatman, some- 
thing equivalent to ‘O, boatman, spare that coble,” ina 
rather londertone than sotto woce, This attracted his atten- 
tion, and the upraised axe that was abont to fall and shiver 

asked if the boat was for sale. He answered in the aftirma- 
tive. The price, a stiff one, was named, It was high for a 
rotten, half-broken-up coble; but I wanted a Woal, had 
enough sayed to buy that one, and felt pretty certain that I 
could never acquire sufficient funds to purchase a bettie. So 
J paid my money and took my choice. That was on the first 
day of April, {8— But Iwas like the owner of the white 
elephant. I didn't know what to do withit. It could nof 
be carried on one of the clumsy carts of the place, because 
the joltings along the strand would have shaken its internals 
and exteruals into inconyeniently small pieces of punk, the 
supply of which article was far beyond the demand in that 
quarter, and to transport it by water was impossible, as there 
was no float; in it. 
When it became known by my neighbor callants that the 

coof (fool) as they had nicknamed me, had bought a cobie, 
they found their way to its resting-place (would that I had 
Jet it rest there to this day!) after school hours, Well, I'Ii 
not trouble you with the encomijums they passed npon my 
purchase, for all the Forusr anp SreeamMs in America 
couldn't contain them. At length, as with ove voice, they 
asked, ‘‘ What d'ye intend to do with it, cooftie 7% 
‘You'll see,” I replied, ‘‘necessity’sthe motherofinvention.” 
Taking a few of my young friends who were esteemed nearly 
as dafty-like as myself into my confidence they were in- 
duced to aid me in repairing the coble upon the undersland- 
ing that they were to share in the proceeds of our fishing ex- 
peditions, Fortunately, or otherwise, for us the fishermen 
were yery honorable among themselyes. They Jeft their 
pitch and tar and oakum all exposed withont the fear of any 
of their fellows wrongfully appropriating them, Fortunate 
ly, or otherwise, too, they were as hard drinkers as they were 
workers and consequently slept soundly o’ nights. A little 
oakum from one’s bundle; a pail of tarfrom another's barrels 
a chunk of pitch from a third; a few nails and Noards found 
here and there, and the coble was launched about 4 month 
after it had come into my possession by the aid of and ymid 
the cheers of my schoolmates. A disused seine, a couple of 
odd oars, a clothes pole for a mast, und an old white counter- 
pane for a sail, found their way on board the coble in the wee 
sma! ‘ours, and off we went a fishing! We were fortunate 
enough till the wintry weather set in, as we had no board to 
pay and would have been happy atall times if it had net been 
for the birchings old spectacled pedagogues used to inflict ba- 
cause we never had our lessons, The old goose! how could 
we fish and study too? 

In the spring we tarred and pitched the craft aeain, and 
committed ourselyes to the deep. For a while ‘all went 
merry as a marriage hell.” One day we got into the midst of 
a fine shoal of herring, and half filled the coble in'a shorp 
time. We started for land with our load, singing as boys 
Who thinktheir fortunes made at one haul cam sing, butpres- 
ently a stiffer breeze than we had contracted for arose. Tha 
coble moaned, and suddenly and silently the herring con- 
spired to return to their native element, and in doing so took 
the entire bottom of the coble ‘with them! My couipanions 
held on to We upper part of the boat, which the yillninous 
herring in their hurry had forgotten to carry off, while J 
grasped an oar and floatedoff to leeward. Before long I had 
the pleasure of seeing my friends picked up by a couple of 
crews who had witnessed the catastrophe. 1 wasuot fur off, 
and could see my boatmates pointing me out to their res- 
cuers. But these inhuman, superstitious fishers, recognizing 
me as the donsie de’il, reasoned that I had been the cause of 
the mishap, aud fearing thatif they took me on board the 
bottom of their craft might fall out by the way left me to 
my fate. Several cobles passed me on their way to the har- 
bor, and my appeals for help brought some of them quite 
near. But when they saw who if was that was in danger of 
perishing they shrugged their shoulders, shook their fists at 
me and bid mo go to Davy Jones’ locker with the curses of 
the fishers of Peterhead upo’ me! Baftled by the wavas, 
blinded and suffocated by the briny sea, numbed with cold, 
I clung to that oar with the despair that makes a drowning 
boy seize liold of anything that comes within his reach, 
Darkness was approaching, and all hope had disappeared. 
Oh! how I wished that 1 were on shore again even ut the 
parish school on a stalwart fellow’s back with the old peda- 
gogue applying his ‘‘ universal remedy.” 

felt myself gradually becoming unconscious, and my hold 
of the oar relaxing, and presently became inse)sibile—ag 
though I was dead! I knew no more till I awoketo find my- 
self being carried by four men ona board up the shore bank 
to the nearest tavern—the imprecations of {he fishers and the 
fishers’ Wives being vociferously poured upon the heads of 
my delivers as they hore me along. Theusual restoratives of 
the fishers of those days were applied. I was rolled on a 
barrel, and rum by the gill was poured down my throat, IT 
was too weak to resist, and could not be taken home til! the 
following day. It came to my knowledge subsequently that 
a coble, manned by acrew of coble Samaritans that knew nol, 
Jonah, had, while making harbor, observed what tley tools 
to be the body of a dead hoy and picked it up, thus earning 
for themselves and entailing upon their posterity the eternal 
curses of the fishers arid their wiyes who knew how to curse 
inxeality! That event took place on the first of April 1i8— 
being ihe first anniversary of the buying of the cobie by me! 
Tlearned a moral from that fishing venture that has deeply 
impressed me throughout a somewhat eventful life, and whieh 
has been protitably employed on several convenient occusions 
since. J hope you and readers will ponder over and profit by 
its lessons as it becomes you. If I hadn’t stolen that var 
where would I be now? 
Methinks I hear you exclaiming, '*The Deacon’s person- 

al is becoming too long.” Well, neyer mind; if it takes up 
the whole of your paper, I can assure you that you’}l have 
one reader at any rate. Let me tell you how to make room 
for it. Mesve out the advertisements, drop your editorials, 
squelch Creedmoor and everybody else, even burking the 
Dittitar powder puffs, that only bursts gun barrels tliat are 
not strong enough to resist them: and blow off the fincers of 
Those who can't keep their hands out of the way. 'Thére! 

In answer to your appeal, 1')l be brief with the remainder 
of my personal. On the first of April, some forty odd years 
ago, I left Scotland for this wooden country, to the greaf joy 
of the fishers and their wives, They would have prevailed 
upon the captain nof to permit me to bogrd the vessel, as 
they felt sure it would be wrecked, if they had not been too 
glad to get, rid of me. Incidentally I heurd, a short tine 
since, that as the yessel that bore me off never retti!ned again, 
and as I have never felt love enough for any of (hem to wrile 
to them, they believed thaf the ship bad foundered in mid 
ocean, and that the boues of Donsie Deil and his shipmsias 
molder ‘at the bottom of the seas.” 
‘The day I sailed from the Scottish shores was the rat luelly 
first of April I had ever known. 7 

After residing many years in Oanada, experievicluy on 
its timbers"into atonjs, was stayed anid is staying yet. I eyery annual return of my natal day something like jhe usual 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

icissitudes, I started on a journey to the republic of Mexico 
n the memorable first of April, 185-, which proved by no 
neans a lucky one, Arriving in Cincinnati by rail, I went 
own to the Ohio to ascertain if any steamer was likely to 
tart soon for New Orleans. Among an immense number ad- 

yertised to sail to that port ag soon as their cargoes were on 
hoard, I obseryed a small, unpretentious one named the An- 
glo-Saxon, placarded ‘Positively to sail in the morning.” 
Phis was just what I wanted. Going on board, I was in- 
formed by the purser that there were only two berths vacant, 
and told that if I wished to secure one I could only do so by 
paying my passave money down. Here the simplicity en- 
tailed upon me at birth served the rascal’s purpose. I he- 
lieved him, paid the $25 and walked the streets of that pig- 
sticking city for nore than two weeks before the Anglo 
Saxon positively sailed in the morning. Two weeks more 

ere spent in ‘*sparring” over the shoals of the Ohio and 
bivo more intervened between Cairo and the Crescent City. 
three different nights, as we were steaminy down the 
Lississippi, the vessel was on fire, the flames being subdued 
y the passengers, evidently to the chagrin of the captain and 
mrser, who, i was said, owned her. An officious and silly 
eerage passenger, who had noticed some stranze conduct on 
the part of those officers of the Night of the last fire, foolishly 
fave expression to his suspicions. That very night, shortly 
after the fire was extinguished, a splash in the water was 
jeard, and nothing was to be seen of the talkative passenger 
the morning. Donbtless he had been threwn overboard. 

uike myself, thati man must have been born on the first of 
\pril. On arriving in New Orleans I found myself pumped 

dry, a8 is often the case with those who sail down the dark- 
watered Mississippi for the first time, and I had consequently 

remain there to recuperate till the following year On 
unday morning, the first of April, 185-, I took passage on 

the coasting steamer Arizona for Brazos Santiago, near the 
mouth of the Rio Grande, Texas. A norther sprung up as 
we approached the narrow and dangerous entrance, and 
again the vessel had caught tire! Without waiting for a pi- 
Jot, we steamed over the bar into the harbor, the passengers 
were landed by boats from the shore and the fire was sub- 
fued by the aid of a number of low Mexicans, who were sent 
on board. A stage ride of twenty-five miles and we were 
Janded at Miller’s Hotel, Brownsville. This was an unlucky 
first of April on which I left the Crescent City. 

A few days after I crossed the Rio Grande on a scow, 
pulled over by a rope, into Mexico, und bent my way to 
Monterey. I remained near that city nearly a year, and 
Started on my usual starting day in the succeeding year for 
Durango. A few thonths sojourn here and I was off to Za- 
catecas. In 762 the French invaders, disregarding the celu- 
brated izeaty of London, forced their way into the interior, 
and in the beginning of ’63 were on their way toward the 
city of Montezuma. The troops from the States of Durango 
And Zacatecas were oi! ta defend the ancient capital; and I 
Pot a quiet hint that I would have to accompany them nelens 
wolens, a8 chaplain, I suppose, or in some other capacity. 
Having no desire to fight the French, and feeling that I was 
“wanted” at home, I hurried off to the coast and toolc pus- 
sage on the Olivia at Bagdad for New York, on the memora- 
Mle 1st of April, 1863. That was very near proving the last 

miversary of niy birthday. As the boat conveying usto the 
essel was passing over the bar at the mouth of the river 

the swell was so heavy that we were all drenched and the 
boat nearly swamped. A couple of the sailors seized my 
trunk to throw it overboard, so a8 to lighten it. That trunk 
‘contained all my worldly gear (riches), even to my passage 
money. Scotchman-like, [ clung to my siller, and pulling a 
revolver from my belt, told them they might throw them- 
selves over if they liked. but that that trunk should remain 
On board as long as I was alive to protect it. Some of us 
set to bailing the boat with our hats, and a lew powerful 
strokes from four long-sweeping oars in the hands of brawny 
tars carried her safely over the bar into the gulf, and soon 
we were walking the deck of the brig, I taking care that my 
trunk was thera before me. After all, that was a second 
lucky ist of April when T left the shores of the uative soil 
of pronunciamentos. 
We lay off the land for a few days, while the patriotic 

merchants the Olivia had brought from the north were dis- 
posing of the arms and ammunition with which the vessel 
chad been partly freighted to the Confederates for the 
Slaughter of the Northern troops, taking cotton in exchange. 
“Already we had on Wjoard two or three captains, whose ves- 
sels had paid war rates of insurance before sailing, but who 
had nothing to return with save Lheir policies of insurance. 
In the meantime J amused myself fishing for mullet and 
‘small blue catfish over the side of the vessel, and watching a 
Mexican fishing in # novel way inside the bar, where the 
water was comparatively still, He would wade out till the 
water reached his hips, then whirling over his head an in- 
‘Strument made of stont tyyine, with numerous arms (of 
tiwine) radiating from a commion centre, each being some 
five or six feet long and having a coarse hook weighing a 
couple of ounces at the end, till the extended arms gave it 
the appearance of an immense wheel. He would throw it 
from him, and it rapidly sank, As soon as it reached the 
bottom he would haul it ashore by means of a rope tied to 
the ring in the centre, and extricate the fish that had become 
entangled in the net, the iron hooks embracing each other, 
“as it were, us it was being dvawn in, aod so preventing their 
escape. 

At; length jhe signal for sailing was hoisted, and the 
patriots were rowed on board. They consisted of two or 
three veritable Yankee merchants, who, ‘before the war,” 
had probably kept oyster or layer beer saloons, but who then 
sported massive gold finger rings, mounted with diamonds, 
heayy gold watches richly jeweled, fine clothes and linen, 
and carried an immense quantity of surge; two Jews, 
who had donbtless dealt in “tole clo"” just previous to the 
breaking out of the rebellion, but who had suddenly become 
high-toned sons of Abraham—who could talk of nothing 
less than cotton by the hundred bales, four by the thousan 
harrels, and everything else in a similar Obristian-like strain ; 
‘and & low, common looking Irishman, whose mercantile am- 
bition but a few shorf months before could not have ascended 
higher than peddling potatoes and fish in the back slums of 
New York, but who then could talk as big American as his 
brother patriots, albeit it was somewhat broguey, and, like 
them, could, while at the North, denounce the Southerners 
bitterly, but while at the South could furnish them with 

arms and aiimunition for a consideration. From thie group 
T formed & high estitaate of the patriotism of a certain class 
of Northern merchants, by the weapons and missiles (hey 
were shipping, sustaining the war their fellow citizens wert 
losing their lives in their efforts to bring to a close. 

Weil, our anchor is weighed, the sails are unfurled and the 
Union Jack, that emblem of power and security in those 

days, waved at the sterm of that American built and owned 
vessel, to protect it from the Alabamus and Shenandoahs that 
at fhat tine were sweeping American cominerce from the 
sea, Notwithstanding we were a peculiar people on that 
ship, we got along preity comfortably. The Jews could take 
arasher of bacon for breakfast as readily as any of us, the 
law of Moses to the contrary, governed probably by the fact 
that they were not at that time in » Christian land; but the 
Trishman declined meat on Fridays, and, there being no fish 
on board, he bad to put up with potatoes and biseuit. 
Always on either sice of the yessel could lazy-looking mon- 

sters of sharks be sven. They did not appear to move a fin), 
while we were sailing at a good pace, and yet were never left 
in the rear, bul constantly slyly peered alome our deck with 
those cold, cruel, murderous-looking eyes of thes. Hour 
by hour the porpoises showed in an undulating manner their 
hog-like forms, and swept under our very bows, as if braving 
our anger and mocking our slowness. The fying fish, to 
avoid their enemies, darted in myriads from the sea, passed 
over the crested waves but a few feet above them, and then 
helplessly fell Into the water agam. The pretty little striped 
rudder fish hugwed our rudder as closely as a well taught and 
obedient retriever does the lex of his master when with un 
inward move of the hand or a gentle ‘‘ close” 1t is intimated 
that heis to take that position. And the pretty dolphins 
played around aslambs who had never heard of wolves or 
coyotes in & pasture field. I yearned to catch some fish and 
the Irishman longed to eat some, so I rigged up a stout line 
with a good-sized hook, buited with the memorable slice of 
fat pork, and was about to cast ij over the stern, when the 
Oaptain yelled ouf from the centre of the deck. ‘Stop that! 
No one ever caught a fish by trolling in the Gulf Stream yet, 
and nobody ever will. Nobody buts Dlamed fool of a Brit- 
isher would ever think of trying it.” 

“Softly, Captain. There’s no knowing what a Britisher 
might accomplish which a Yankee would never think of try- 
ing. Just look at that noble flag, freedom's emblem on the 
seas. It affords your vessel more protection—in the Gulf 
Stream—than the entire navy of the United States would 
ever dream of attempting.” 

“Just shut up there, or, by Old Abe, Pll jerk you over- 
board, as a present to that twelve-footer that’s running along 
to leeward. That raz—” : 

‘(Ts feared and respected where no Yankee flag dure float. 
Without it at ler stern the Olivia could not show her bow- 
sprit soutli of Staten Island.” 
‘You darned subject ’—drawling out the last word as con- 

femptuously as one who has a patent for speaking through 
his nostrils can drawl—‘of a dilapidated monarchy, I'll show 
you how to insult a citizen of the vlorious, free and indepen- 
dent United States of America on hoard his own vessel,” and 
he rushed toward me. y 

Fortunately that vessel had a kind of rope ladders leading 
from the sides up aloft, ip one of which I flew and was soon 
beyond hisreach, for he had u very sore leg and could nof fol- 
low. Seated among the rigging I gave him several stanzas 
of ‘The flag that’s braved a thousand years the battle ind 
the breeze,” which didn't appear to either edify or mollify 
him. He paced the deck ina kind of sullen, angry mood, 
till Lhe other watch was called, when he went below and I 
came down. Whenever he turned his back for a few min- 
utes that hook and fat pork went overboard and trailed in the 
Gulf Stream behind our vessel, As soon as he came on deck 
he'd glance toward the man af the wheel to see if I was near 
hin) with the inevitable line in my hand, On spyiug me in 
my usual position at the steru, he'd make a bolt for me, with 
a ‘Didn't I tell you that nobody but a blamed Englishman 
would ever think of trolling in the Gulf Stream?” I always 
managed to esctpe him, though on several occasions I felt the 
tip of his shoe lightly touch a spot that is said to be more 
honored in the breech than out of it. Ina minute he’d jerk 
the line on board and throw it, look, bait and all, eonten:pt- 
yously aside. Hour after hour and day after day T 
plied the forbidden avocation of trolling in the Gulf 
Stream,- whenever opportunity served, in vain. Hope- 
less despair seized me, ond even the Irishman 
lost hope, and averred that le was no great lover of fish. 
The captain swore and railed af ine, laughed and ridienled 
mine. Nay, he even went sofar as to awake me at midnight 
by yelling, “ Hadiwt you better throw out your hook, Hng- 
lisher? There're as rood fish in the sea as ever were caught !” 
With a warm blessing on his Yankee cnteness I'd turn me 
over, and while making every effort to go to sleep would be 
cotriving modes of yengeance. The best revenge T eonld 
have would be to catch a fish by trolling in the Gulf Stream, 
just to show him what » Britisher could do, But that srati- 
fication seemed for everto be denied me. Dolphins in plenty 
followed our wake. Now and then one of them would ap- 
proach the pork asif jo smell! and interview if. and, although 
Lwould draw it forward slowly at times, and hurriedly at 
others, swing it first to one’side and then the other to tempt 
them, they proved uncharmable and far less accommodating 
than the Jew passengers, who could take a little piece of pork. 
I changed the bait frequently and employed various devices 
to allure one of those sly ones of the deep ‘to try his luck.” 
One day at the suggestion Of one of the sailors I suaked the 
pork in tobacco juice, hut instead of the weed enticing them 
it repelled them, I tied a piece of ved flannel with the pork 
next day, but this they must haye taken for the bloody 
standard of some of the finny Alabammns of the ocean, for not 
& single one was visible during the half day that was trailins. 
Then I dipped the batt in scented hair-oil, and the way they 
scooted about if directly it, was thrown over led me to fecl 
certatu of a bite. But, alas! “they had no hair on the tow 
of their heads” nor anywhere else, and therefore didn't re- 
quite the perfumery. Having a Mexican dollar with a hole 
in it 1 polished it up and tied it ut the tip of the bait thinic- 
ing that itsbrightness wight probably attract them, and would 
have baited the hook with my trunk, passage money and all, 
to have had satisfaction of that Yankee skipper if I fell cer- 
tain of catching a fish. Bunt the fish either knew not the 
yalne of money or were not to be sold so cheaply. Finally 
‘fond recollection” camg to my aid. Ingenuity had heen 
taxed to the utmost withont success. All the ‘*manly arts” 
T could think of had been brought into requisition, but to no 
purpose. Dreams of my boyhood, when I used to catch Mil- 
ler’s thumbs and chub with a whity-brown thread for a linc, 
a bent pin for a hood and a maggot for bait, recurred to me 
and Ispat upon the bait for Inck. Three or four dolphin 
were sporting around our stem when gently T dropped the 
*“forlorn hope” into the sea, The captain wus for’ard talk- 
ing to the other passengers, and I crouched hy the wheel to 
escape his glance shonld he look that way. ‘The honored 
Union Jack waived defiantly from the gaff. Then, suddenly 
and energetically, the line was tugged almost out of my hand! 
Tt, was such a pull 7 thought that a twelve-foot shark hud 

| Our seuson commenced May 16 and closed October 20. 

go. (Quietly raising myself I peered over the stern, when to 
my great joy I beheld a monster dolphin fast onthe hook! 
With a yell of delight I shouted, “I’ve got one! I’ve got 
one! Britannia rules the waves!” and began hauling in. 
The captain barely turned toward the stern, and drawled out 
through his nose, which seemed to be his principal organ of 
speech, ‘You've got one! You darned Wnelish fool, you! If 
you don’t quit that stupid trick of trolling in the Gulf Stream 
Pll mill you with a handspike over your thick skull!” TI 
hauled away, till ‘the man at the wheel ” cried, ‘THe 
hasone, and 2 whopper, too,” when he ran aff as quickly as 
his sore leg would let him, ‘‘Hanl him in quickly, or you'll 
lose him. Give me that line.” And, seizing it out of my 
hand, he hauled uwuy as if his life and not the dolphin’s de- 
pended upon the latter's being landed upon the deck. In a 
second he was over the traffrail and at our feet. What a 
huauty ! Rainbows Pve seen in many climes, sunsets I’ve be- 
held on tlie prairies, mountains and the seas, but my first, 
amy only dolphin, surpassed them all in the rich blendings of 
its variegated colors! Would that I could have preserved! it 
as it came from the sea; it would have been a treasure, a 
wontler, 4 thing of joy for evermore. The captain called all 
hands to come and see the prety creature ere its eye became 
dim, and its pristine splendors had faded away. Quickly the 
brilliant hues were dissipated, and ere the fish had ceased to 
live the entire surface became a dirty, leaden hue. I had 
had mny revenge of that Yankee skipper, and glanced about 
the deck singing, ‘Rule Britannia! Britannia rules the Gulf 
Stream,” till the whiz of amarline-spike as it flew by my lug 
(ear) reminded me that no matter how completely the Union 
Jack protected the Olivia it was no protection to me person- 
ally. Next day was Friday, how I reeretted that it was not 
the miniversary of my birth also, and we had the fish for din- 
ner, The Irishman was delighted. He liked fish once in a 
while, though how he or anyone else could discover any 
pleasant flavor in the flesh of a dolphin I can’t surmise. 

J was not done with the captain yet. Arrived at Sandy 
or some other Hook everything about the vessel was in ap- 
ple-pie order: both passengers and crew were full-rigged; the 
Union Jack was lowered, and the stars.and stripes hoisted. 
‘There wasn’t much danger then. ‘The health officer came on 
hoard, and while he was inspecting things aboye deck I 
skipped into the cabin, unfolded the beloved old flag, and 
fastening it witha couple of forks in front of the captain’s 
berth hastened up to pass muster.. Soon the skipper led the 
way to the cabin, where I suspect he had a hottle of some- 
thing palatable for the doctor to put him ina good humor 
and fhus secure a clean bill of health. That doctor was a 
cilizen af the great United States, and seemed possessed of 
nore warm (hot if you will) patriotism than the captain, the 
inerchants, the Jews and the Irishman altogether, while they 
were in the Gulf Stream. ‘‘ What's this! What does this 
mean?” he exclaimed on beholding the emblem of freedom 
serving as 4 curtain for the skipper’s cot. ‘Dash that 
dashed Britisher,” the captain screamed. ‘He fixed that 
filthy rag there,” and he tore it down. Iwas peeping down 
the stairway. “Shame, captain,” I cried: ‘that sacred ban- 
ner has been your-safeguard, your protection, since you left 
the mouth of the Rio Grande. Ifit had not floated at the 
vati’s end the Olivia would have Jong since fallen a prey to 
some Confederate cruiser, and you yourself would eitherhave 
been thrown overboard as a dainty bit for Dayy Jones or be 
now rotting in some Southern dungeon.” ‘' Dash the old 
tag,” he cried, angrily, as he trampled it under his feet. 
“Throw me down that dashed Britisher, and T’'ll trample 
him info pulp.” Ags no one would undertake to throw me 
down to him he made up the stairs for ne, and I made for 
my usual place of safety up the rope ladder, whither his game 
leg wouldn’t permit his following. While he was looking 
about tor something to hurl at me I moved a few steps fur- 
ther up aloft so as to be out of harm’s way, und whined ont 
in thé purest nasal sounds I could command, ‘‘ No American 
citizen ever caught a fish by trolling in the Gulf Stream, but 
fi dashed fool of a British subjeet did.” With a shake of his 
fist, a grinding of his teeth, and a ‘* Dash your” he disap- 
pearctd down the cabin stairs. In the course of time he and 
the doctor returned to the deck. His figure-head was red all 
over, but the doctor had painted only the point of his bow- 
sprit. 

Next day I parted from Captain Townley. He was an ex- 
cellent sailor; a sober, careful commander, a really good- 
natured fellow, notwithstanding his little eccentricities, and 
possessed of nobleness of heart that distinguishes the genuine 
American, both North and South of the imaginary division 
line. A weel: orso after my return to this city I received a 
N. Y. Herald containing a complimentary address the 
passengers—Jew anc Gentile, American citizens and a British 
sulyject—had presented him with, and that was the last I heard 
of him. Should it ever be my lot to go to sea agnin T hope it 
may not be on the first of April, and trust that I may find a 
worthy, generous soul Jike him skipper of the vessel. 

Terento Gun. Cub, 1880. 

Toe PARR oR SALMET.—English anglers are discussing 
the old question whether the parr is a distinct species or a 
young salmon in the columns of the ishing (razette. The 
qnestion was settled so long ago that we are surprised to see 

the answers called forth by some writer who displays his ig- 

horance of natural history by declaring them a distinct fish. 

There are just such men in America but no one heeds them. 

Woopmont Rop anv Gon Cius— Washington, Des. 29— 
Biliter Forest and Stream: IT promised yon that when our 
fishing season closed I would furnish you with our score. 

Tt 
being onr first season since the organization of the club, there. 
were only occasional small parties fishing during the entire 
season. Yct we have scored as follows: Canght 411 black 
bass, weighing 2864 Ibs. A. H. Evans, 

WiswinG i OngerpA Laxe.—A correspondent says that 
hutwithstanding the poaching with nets there are still fish in 
\his lake of Central New York and that seyen barrels of 
“nike” (wall-eyed pike or pike-perch) were sent to New 
York in the middle of last month. The fish weirhed from 
ane to seven pounds, and they are still catching them. The 
{rout pul in the lake by the State some years ago have not 
been heard from. 

LaxGs Back Bass—Galesburg, Tlinvis—A few days 
since T was in Batavia, of this State, and had the pleasure of 
meeting your correspondent Hix.” Of cotirse I need not 
vouch for his eminent trustworthiness, In the office of B. 

taken the bait, and would soon take me, too, if I didn't let | Kindblade I saw an outline of a large black bass (small 
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mouthed) caught at North Aurora by Wim. Messenger. Its 
length was 23 inches, and it weighed 7 lbs. 11 oz. The out- 
line was drawn and the size and weight taken at the Internal 
Revenue office, Aurora. This is the statement recorded 
upon the paper upon which the outline was drawn. My 
only observation is that the fish must haye heen in excellént 
eondition or else treated with a diet of pebbles. T. R. W. 

Gane Ziag and Gun. 

GAME EIN SHASGN IN DECEMBER. 

Moose, Alce wmertoand. Reed or rice bird, Dolichonyx orjr 
Cariboo! Rangifer carihou, zivorors. 
Elk of wapiti, Ceraua omntensta. Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, 
Rei or Virginia deer, C. virginéiun- | Pinnated grouse or prairie chic- 

Uh. ken, Cupidonita eupido. 
Bquirrels—red, black and gray. TKutted grouse or pheasant, Bo- 
Hares—brown and gray, nase wnbellas, 

* Ray birds generally, including varlous species of plover, sand- 
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surt-hird, phalaropes, avocets 
60G., coming under the graup Limacole, or Bhore birds. Many States 
permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting atter Aug. 15. 

MR, SCOVEL TAKES A SHOT AT THE GRAY 
BQUIRREL, 

Canon, N. J., Dec. 25. 

66 Cian eno PANZA™ and ‘Border Ruffian,” have, 
through the brilliant and healthful pages of the 

Fors avy Sranam, kindled anew in my pulses all the ald 
love and the conciliatory ardor with which I hunted the 
fray squirrel along the Ohio Rover and the Kentucky hills, 
and around the bill sides and through the back woods of old 
Hanover twenty-five years a0. 
My youthful Sydney, who never knew the wild sports of 

the West, may haye flashed his maiden rifle ata turtle dove 
or achickeein Jersey. but is profoundly unskilled in the 
keener pleasures of the Indiana forests, where twenty-five gray 
equirrels frequently rewarded the Reverend Doctor—and my- 
self for an afternoon’s sport, when we ‘skipped ” the yener- 
able but sweet tempered Sturgis, professor of Greek, and if 
we were not up” the next morning in accurate translation 
of how Xenoplen’s soldiers when they saw the ocean ex- 
claimed: 

Hallatta! Hallatta ! 
Be thou greeted thon miinite sea,” 

we were smart, enough to placate that most amiable and 
accomplished Greck scholar by sending him one half of our 
aquirrels, He was a quasi Rabelais, with all the ancient 
fourmets love for the edendi et bibend?, not without consider. 
able meral force, and that Professor Slurgis could handle a 
birch rod @ priert and otherwise, the Reyerend Doctor—can iel] 
with perfect truthfuloess, if he will recall the days ‘‘ when 
we went pypseying” at fifleen. But the most pleasing 
recollection I have of the Professor is as he smacked his Jips 
at the story of the ‘‘ Pious /neas” as he cooked his fat veni- 
son by the easy splitting cedar, and drank the wine divine 
of those festive if ancient days. Alas! how changed. The 
Reverend Doctor in those days got his share of ihe lickings, bul 
had the most of \hefun. Now he preaches and I practice. He 

© Allmres to brighter worlds 
And leads the way,” 

while I have followed the quiddeéts and quillets of the law, 
taking an occasional shy at polilics, which have been called 
the sum of all the sciences by Madame de Staal, while some 
of the ‘‘Jatter day saints” of polities haye made it look more 
marvellously like the ‘‘sum of all the villainies,” After 
listening to my friend, the worthy Docter, for an hour, dis- 
coursing on the ‘fexceeding sinfulness of sin,” I could 
haidly believe he was the same oy whose bide (like my 
Own) was so industriously tanned by the venerable but some- 
what irascible Sturgie. 

‘« Sancho” tells with preat esp77t how he tied his hat to a 
buen, and, watching the wily wray squitrel, hied himself to 
the other side of the tree and tweaked the bush with a string 
till the animated rodent would rush into the very jawa of his 
irnsty Westly Richards, This is neater than any trick J ever 
played on the mischievous but gamy squirrel, And I dis- 
like to tell it, but if the truth of squirrel hurting must be 
given [ will admit in & kind of a plea.of confession and avoid- 
ance that, the Neverend Doctor has of late called me into bis 
study, aud after we had epent a few hours in reading Rey. Dr. 
CGos's admirable work on ‘Interviews, Historical, Memor- 
able and Useful, from Diary and Memory Reproduced," or 
after discussing some pages of ‘Butler's Analogy of Re- 
vealed Religion," my friend would gently intimate that it 
had never dawned on him till recently why it was tliat I was 
always 60 kind as to insist on his going around on the other 
side of the tree to get Ibe first shot at lhe squirrel. And with 
charming naivete he would always cay, 

‘+My dear Brotber J,, was it not a little singnlar that 
when [ went around to get the first shot at the squirrel he 
used to levant around to your side of the beech tre., and you 
killed two to my one?” “Such” he would remark “is the per- 
fidy of man, that ti!l recently T labored under the impression 
that you were benevolently giving me the first shot at the 
grey squirrel, not that I was scaring him arqund so you could 
Kill him first.” Now, the moral of all thisie, that a better 
way than Sancho's idea of a bush and a string to it_ is to have 
a fellow hunter scare the equirre) over to your side of the 
tree, 

All lovers of the woods snd streams will admit {bat the 
squirrel has as much curiosity as a woman. Many of the 
beauties of Tennyson are fresh in my mind, Lecause I first 
saw the well remembered lines in my pocket Tennyson as I 
Fat beneath the Jealy shade of the Leach woods, near old Han- 
over at Buller’s Falls, wailing for the game to come out of 
his teafy retreat. Not ag lucky asthe **Gorder Ruffian,” I 
have never bad tliree squirrels to fall uf the sanie time, but I 
have killed half a dozen squirrels in one morning from the 
same mulberry tree, and have in the fall of the year killed 
three from the same beech tree, by sitting down quietly and 
wailing to accurately distinguish the locus in gua by the pecu- 
liar and fauiliar ‘‘ bark” of the equirrel, or catching the sound 
of the bimble rodents as they leaped from one tree to another. 

Tt was wiih a double barreled! gon at my shoulder and a 
satchel of books at my side that I learned my ‘‘pleasure in the 
mailey woods to take," aud read of the days of William the 
Bilent, how the biller Badavaro cays of the Dutchmen of that 
day (and jolly drinkcre they were) (hat if one of them “woke 
up suber be flt sure he was rick.” And among the most 
fresh joyous, honyank snd jnnoeent pleasures of my life I 
count those sweet. bright days when the ‘* May sun shed an 
amber light, the new leaved woods a-d Jawns between," and 
not Bryant, por Sbelley nor Wordsworth, ever reveled in 
diviner joy or more solid coniforl and communion wilh 

nature than did I, alone with my gun and my books, no com- 
panion saye the frisking squirrel or the occasional wild 
pigeon. 
Now and then a companion student would share my jays 

on some fortunate Saturday, and one of these old friends has 
just written from far off Missouri in these words: 
“Duan §.: If you were only seated at my side I would pour 

into your ears much of the poesy of my life since we drank iu the 
pure air ot fhe Hanoyer Hills, richer and better than tho‘ wine 
divine of Zangovine.’ . 

“T have tasted something of fame since last we met; known 
something of what the world calls love ; but now, when I have 
seen twenty-five summers ‘since we went Gypsying,’ I often wish 
at nightfall that you were coming home to me, and if my arms are 
not hterally stretched, every fibre of my frame, every emotion of 
my heart quivers with yearning to see that well remembered form 
and hear again that stately tread of thine, And yet how few, the 
nearest and dearest constantly around me, ever suspect that the 
calmly practical business maiis other than perfectly satistied with 
his daily surroundings. Butuh! we must not forget that the af- 
fections only aré immortal, And the heart needs daily nourish- 
ment as well as our bodies. But alas! how our days are shredded 
into fragments and our nights into frivolities, and there is little 
left tous but the fragrance of the broken vase, so sweet, it is true, 
if only with the perfume of a passing memory,” 

But I will quote no more. Ali! dear friend of my youth, 
I say let us hope that we may meet again and renew our 
yonth like the eagles, and it may be in the forests and streams 
of far off Missouri we may revive and kindle over again the 
inemories Of olhet days. Friend of my soul! hail and fare 
well! and I will at least every day breathe an aspiration Lat 
Tmay, ere (he day when the grasshopper becomes a burden, 
be locked in thy embrace, for it is Emerson whv saith that 
such 36 heur as that comes even io this world to every eon- 
yeuinl seul. But why do L wander frem the evay squirrel 7 
And it is the fault of “Sancho” aud the ‘‘ Ruffan” if T have 
ayown more didactic than the Reyerend Doctor, my well 
beloved brother, 

‘The young squirrel, as] remember, came in (it for the table) 
in early summer. And a more childish animai does not jive. 
Jf yon would only wait the young thing would skip through 
high grass within ten feet cf you—falling an essy prey at 
every shot. Twenty-fivesquirrels of an afrernmoon was a ‘hag’ 
that you could gather any good day. J1inting with a dag 
was my abomination ; two men make a complement, aid the 
fall is the better season of ie year. 

Instead of being hesitant abouf il fathers had better teach 
their children the use of the rod and gun, 

Walter Scott says he who loves field sports hates to do 9 
meéan thing, 
And Goy. Iawiey says you néed not be ‘afraid to drink 

in the dark” with the man whoinsists on putting a eoyey of 
quail on the wing rather than kill them on the ground. 

I would like 10 see the Forkar AND SrreAm more frequent- 
ly read in our Fchool-rooms and colleges, 

But, Mr. Editor, my Christmas dinner is over, though our 
turkey was not as wild as Maj. Merrill's, and my essay is 
certainly like Montaivne’s in one thing, it is discur ive. My 
household gods are basking before the wood fire im a low- 
down prate inthe parlor, Kriss Kringle bag heen more than 
kind to the boys and girls and J must romp Wilh the children 
the rest of the evening; squirrel hunting makes me a hoy 
again. J. W. 8. 

oo 

COWEEN SHOOTING. 

Sr. Dayrns, December 9. 
PROMISED that I would send you some account of our 
shooting in this locality. Below Lhaye endeayored (yery 

feebly itis true) to present a description of our firred and 
feathered friends of the past and to-day, which may perhaps 
prove of some little interest to those of your readers who 
have visited this, ‘tthe old Niagara district,” rendered some- 
what famous, histori¢ally, as a frequent battle ground in the 
early history of Canada, Our little village is situated a short 
distance from Queenston Heights, the scene of the memora- 
ble battle of that name which was fought between the Ameri- 
cans and British in 1812, during the ‘little unpleasantness” 
which existed at that period, 
Through the village runs what, years ago, was a romantic 

{rout stream of clear spring water, but long since converted 
intoa millrace. At its source, about a mile above the yil- 
lage, are numerous little woody dells and black bogey swales, 
favorite haunts of the woodcock; and here, every spring, 
sone eight or ten couples repair fo rear their broods and live 
in luxury and security wntil glorious October. Forty years 
ago this little stream, bordered on either side with plentiful 
cover, literally teemed with cock for three miles from its 
rise, while the (at that time) bunt imperfectly drained mea- 
dows below afforded grateful resting and feeding grounds for 
innumerable snipe in their spring and fall migrations, Amid 
the rocks and thickets close by huudreds of rabbits make 
their homes; and here in the fall a coyey or two of partridge 
can generally be found. In this connection let me just say 
that here, after October, we find partridge as often in the 
trees as on tlhe ground; indeed this year the (ree appears to 
have the preference, and it don’t tend to Jessen the vexation 
usually attendant on such uncertain shooting as partridge in 
even their happiest moods, to have several ‘“‘ whirr” out of 
the trees some twenty yards away, of course faking the op- 
posite sidejof the tree and rendering # shot impossible. 

Twenty years ago the wild rabbit was 2 total stranger in 
this vicinily, while the American hare was abundant; but 
the latter has rapidiy receded before its smaller relative, un- 
til, with one or two exceptions, it is confined to the most 
northern and western counties; and even there is. fast dimin- 
ishing innumbers, In former years this district was re- 
markably rich in game, as it was densely wooded and well 
watered ;fsporismel were few, and, save in rare instances, the 
old flintlock musket was about the ouly weapon, if we except 
stones, which the aboriginal had at his command. Black 
squirrels thronged in militons, and wild pigeons used to—but 
I hesitate here. for Tsee & wild glare light up the gentle 
reader's eye, anticipating the elderly atory of the man who 
missed the flock and shot off the fifteeh bushels of less; how- 
ever, as the reader never did me any harm, I will spare him. 

The only spring shooting we have here is at coweens, 
which frequent the Niagara River during the winter and 
spring in myriads; but as Bome of your readers have proba- 
bly never heard of a coween, I nay more particularly de 
seribe it as an aquatic bird, much resembling in size and 
general appearance the butterfall duck, save that the drake 
is ornamented with two tapering tailfeathers of about a foot 
in Jength, which, when the bird is on the water, are carried 
at an angle of ahout forty-five degrees from his back, but on 
the wing are trailed straight behind him, giving him some- 
what tle appearance, barring the color, of the conmion Eng- 
lish pheasant. Their flight is even, extremely swift, straight 
and duck-like, and let me hasjen to add, astonishingly de- 

pe 

ceptive, When wounded they divelike a flash, nnd swim 
long distances under water, Great inmbers of them fly 
nightly over fle village on their way down from the river 
above the Falls to Ontario Lake. 

The most comfortable and favorable method of pursning 
this sport is to procure a good sized, roomy fishing boat— 
for, unlike ordinary ducks, they do not seem to fear a boat, 
80 long as the hunter uses ordinary caution in keeping him- 
self out of sight—a pipe and tobacco and some decoys, 
Start about 7 a. M., if the Weather is favorable, from Ni- 
agara to the mouth of the river, anchor the boat and “lay 
low.” Resting on the lake, a short distance out, thousands 
of birds will be seen, and their peculiar, muzicul cali,’ Huk! 
Unk! Coween!” clearly tells us why they are so named. 
Soon a flock, the advance euard. get under way, and head np 
the river for their ‘first course,” which in this case will be 
fish, more or less, as they have luck; and passing near the 
hoat the ball opens, Ji our friend, the sportsman, is & 
novice it will surprise him how many fancy shots le will 
make without taking anything into camp. We will siippose 
a pair coming straight qt hum, low along the water. He 
knowingly fondles his Greener, and wmindftl of the bost- 
man’s caution to ‘put it ahead of thei,” lays her on, fol- 
lows carefully, and pulls; atler which he smilingly looks 
over the barrels to see if le hasn't killed both. “ Two feet 
behind tle Jast one,” quietly remarlts the punter. The smile 
fades away, and as he stares after the diminishing birds. A)- 
though he doesn't say anything, a bloodthirsty look comes 
into his eye, and lie grits his teeth and makes up his mind 
that the next one won’) have « chance to erin at him like the 
last couple. And now fiotk after flock, single pairs, over him, 
right, left and behind him, come thick and fast; and our 
bewildered sportsman, growing excitdd, niakes the.other end 
of the boat an uninviling spot, to say ile least of it; for he 
keeps the boatinan busy dodging the reyolying gun mugzles, 
of which the air appears to be full, as he swinga them from 
side to side, 
He bangs away both harrels into a flock, and seeing one 

tumble out, thinks: ‘* Well, there's one fellow won't, fool 
me any more.” Ent as the bird sirikes fhe water the spray 
flies igh and down he dives the instant lie strikes; the rif 
fled surface smoothes over, but no dead coween detorates il. 

"Hello! well, now where the deuce did Ae eo?” And our 
friend’s mouth flies open so far that the punter feels a trifle 
neryous, 

“No use looking for hims he's only wounded, andl) 
come up somewhere near Toronto Bay," says that worthy ; 
for woless kijled dead—and they ure abent as hard to kill ae 
a bull—it is almost useless to follow them. Parhaps, after a 
couple of hours, the tyro may have killed twelve or fifteen 
birds, and fired fifty shells todo it with. The sport is glo- 
rious, but none but the initiated may hope for good eomits, 

“The only regret one has after a good inoming awong 
the coweens is, cv bone? Tt is simply ‘love's labor lost,” AG 
the gaye (2) he has secured is not at all a palatable dish, for 
it is neither fish, flesh nor goud red herring, althoueh partak- 
ing largely of the nature of all three, heing exclusively a fish 
feeder; and while one mizlit keep Lent on them, yet as an 
entree I think I should prefer even the ved herring. Still, 
they do find their way into market, denuded of their plu- 
mage, and transmogrified mto wild ducks by the fishermen, 
who cateh then) in their gill nets, set deep in the lake for 
whitefish, when, as the birds are in hot pursuit of some of 
the smaller fishes, they run their heads into the meshes, and 
being unable to extricate themselves, ure drowned ‘Dhey 
are generally purchased by confiding strangers and recently 
imported boarding-house keepers, who think fo secure wild 
duck for their guests at bull heeft figures. When, liowever, 
the aroma of the roasting fowl begins to thorouzhly perme- 
ale the premises, the long suffering boarders, with one ac- 
cord (nem. con., as it were), move oul Into the woodshed, or 
camp in the back yard until such time as the coftes upon the 
hot shovel (ye old titie deodorizer) has heen so yiorously 
circulated as to purge away the ‘ancient, and fish like smell,” 
A few ducks, principally blue-bills, are killed in the river 

between Queenston and Niagara, and numbers of ducks, and 
even geese, are carried over, or flying against the cataract 
in the darkness, are next day picked up crippled or dead in 
the eddies below. > W. W. B. 

Tre Oro Sanaw on Frusn Warrr—iagare. Doc. 27 -— 
Your issue of the 23d says, i) speaking of the ‘old squuw,"! 
that they are seldom seen on inland waters. The old squaw, 
or as we call them here, coween, are common on the Niagara 
River its full length. A few years ago a friend and 7 shot 
fifty-six ina day's shoot, over decoys, and on any sand duy 
we could kill from ten to twenty: We shot them from a boat 
in open water, with no kind of a blind—just threw out our 
decoys and waited for thei to come within shot. They decoy 
best in the epring, after they have paired. We consider them 
the hardest duck’to kill that flies. They not only fly swiftly, 
but are very tenacious of life. They have regular flights in 
the morning np the river and about 4 pr. ™, tley commence 
to fly down and stay in the open lake all night. Niagara. 

——— os 

DUCK SHOOTING AND GAME LAWS IN CANADA, 

HAVE read with pleasure the many reports of your 
game laws throughout your Stites, and they are decided- 

ly as near perfection as one could wish. ‘The only jronble, 
or I ynight use stronger language and say curse, is the keep- 
ing of them, and to do {his every nerve must be strained and 
proper penallies infiicled on the law breakers. 
1 Alss! for the true sportsman in tris part of the world: he 
is to be pitied. With game lawes.as prolitio of penalties us a 
dog of fleas, yet he has po redress. T was unfurtanate enough 
to dwell for a day on the thoughts of duck-shootine at Gron- 
dines, about sixty miles west of this place, on {he strencth 
Gi an asserlion made by two sportamen (2) as they landed 
from the cars wilh two game bags full—" Any amount of 
duck"—and next evening saw me on my way to the fruitful 
shooting srounds. J landed fram the cars ata station about, 
twelve miles east of Grondines, intending to try for snipe on 
my way up, and as J had a good dog anticipated at least half 
adozen brace. ‘Blessed is le who expects nothing.” I 
tramped my twelve miles without secing ihe feather of 
snipe and reached my destination pretty much ‘downy in the 
mouth,” Afoot an hour before daybreak, with everything 
prepared fora day on the beach, and Neht drizgling rain 
with moderate easterly wind, my spirits were 2 little. brighter 
than the previous evening. I started, walked two mils for 
the punt and paddled a many more till I reaches the duck 
ponds, put my decoys in order, arranged my anibush, and 
expected. I might be expecting there yet. Saw a flock of 
five passing about half a mile to the north of me, and that 
was all the wild duck Isaw that day. On my return to ths 
house, raised a brace of snipe and bronglit them home with 
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ine. That night at supper] asked the ‘‘mattre de la mai- 
fon” if any sportsmen bad been up this way lately. Tle re- 
plied in the affirmative, ‘And did they get any game?” I 
asked. ‘No, but they houglhit # lot of ducks before leaving.” 
Sa my two noted sportsmen had been shooting with the 
mighty dollar, and I did not miss telling them so. 

Previous to retiring for the night I took w walk around the 
house, and in the direction of the beach T heard a continnal 
honking for which I could not account, but wis soon en- 
lightened by the landlord. ‘They belong to hunters around 
here who shoot at night.” This was éleven o'clock and the 
Moon was commencing to put in an appearance. 

Next morning trio of those midmght poachers inquired 
if I did not want to buy some ducksto take home. They were 
ficquainted by the landlord of my luck. he had sold a lot 
fo two gents that had been up there a few days previous. I 
did not buy, 

T hired a team and drove about eighteen miles to anold 
woodcock shooting ground and left the boy with the horses, 
and with a cocker, that much-talked-of doz lately, bagged 
six and one partridge, after tramping about four hours. I 
afterward learned {hat two of those same poachers hnd 
killed twenty-three cocks on the same grounds about a week 
previous. 
Now as T mentioned in the forezoing part of this letter, the 

Protection our game gets is simply ridiculous. The two 
would-be sportsmen who bought the duck from those ponch- 
ers knew perfectly well they were killed at night and that it 
Was 11) contradiction of the laws, yet they countenanced lhe 
oifence. There is little or no uze in lodging complaints with 
the nutborities, as such would end where they were Jaid. 
The public market is stocked with partridges, some farmers 
bringing in as many as sixty brace for sale. Not one of those 
birds were ever touched with shot, every one of ihem were 
Biared and then taken and pricked with a sharp fork (o show 
Where they were shot. 

The only one of the game laws looked after here is that 
respecting fish, and that is easily accounted for. Some gentle- 
men haying am inferest in a lake so worried the authorifies 
that they at last named a fish inspector, and lie does his work 
thoroughly, as we offen notice in our papers the seizures he 
males during the unlawful seasons. 
On looking over some old files of our daily papers, dated 

Mny, I came across a copy of the game Jaws, on the one side, 
and among the daily items on the other, “First waodcoek of 
the season killed by Mr. P.;" and back for several years it 
has been a persistent course of rivalry between Mr. P. and 
Mr. J. who, would kill the first woodcock of the season, and 
the law reds, woodeock, etc., ete,, not to be killed before 
August, yet they were always killed in May. 
lam afraid there is no hope for us, unless some of the true 

blooded sportsmen chib together and worry the life out of 
the authorities until they do somé definite good, By ET. 

_—_—_ Oo 

FISH AND GAME IN TENNESSEE. 

HE autumn of 1880 was not so good for anglers as was 
the autumn of 1879, for the reason that the warm 

weather and drought continued so late and the rains set in so 
heavy and the cold weather followed so quickly. Neverthe- 
less, we had our usual fall trips of angling, commencing 
about the 10th of October and continuing until frozen out, 
Our first trip 12 October was an unusually pleasant one, and 
although our catch was not so large as we anticipated, it was 
well divided among our party of six. Nor were our fish as 
lurge aS usual, running all the way up from one pound to 
fourteen pounds. 

After equipping ourselves with thie best tackle, good teams, 
food wagons and fenls and a good cook, we struck out for 
the Buffalo, a beautiful, clear stream in Perry County, dis- 
tunt seventy-five miles, over a very rough country road. We 
made the tip yery pleasantly in one and 4 half day's travel, 
and located on the edge of the stream at noon of Thursday, 
The afternoon was spent in pitching our tents, resting, lo- 
eating and providing forour stock. The forenoon of Wednes- 
day wus spent ona trip to Cane Creek, five miles off, for 
minnows, Having procured a thousand fine minnows, and 
partaking of a good dinner prepared for the minnow catch- 
ers, we were ready to lash our reels and go at it all right. 
The clouds were threatening and a high wind blowing. We 
did not venture out far from camp that evening. The result 
was about fifteen black bass, two jacks and a fine blue 
forked tail cat. We continued fishing until the next Tues- 
day night, taking, all told, eighty-five fish, the largest black 
bass being four pounds, the largest jack eight and a half 
pounds, and the largest blue cat fourteen pounds—many 
more than our party could consume, and as many as we 
deemed sufficient to carry home. Much of our time was in- 
terrupted by storms and rain, We had our guns along, and 
from them the party feasted daily upon mallard and teal 
ducks and squirrels. We found the natives generous and 
as kind as could be, furnishing us with everything needed. 
A more hospitable people do not live than the people of Buf- 
falo, nor does a finer stream 1un for fine fish. 

Another party followed us a week later, and striking the 
stream eigliteen or twenty miles lower down, had much bet- 
ter Juck and weather than we had, one of the party alone 
taking twelve black bass, all averaging over four pounds 
each, and one jack weighing sixteen pounds, besides many 
other fish. He was on a deeper part of the river, and nearer 
its confluence with Duck River, a famous fishing stream. 

Another party went out later to Reelfoot Lake, 140 miles 
distant, and reached it just as the snow and ice set in. The 
had a rough time, but captured in one-half day’s time 
sixty black bass, running from three to six and 4 quarter 
pounds each. ‘They killed ten geese and a large number of 
ducks. 
Now that angling is cut off by the rough weather, hunting 

is the order of the day. Quail are numerous. A few pheas- 
ants and a few wild turkeys arethe aes Sought with the gun. 
Squirrels, opossums and the red and gray fox are also abun- 
dant, wilb the gray bare, for the dogs. The summer was 
favorable for the quail, and large numbers are being shat. I 
suppose now it would be an easy day's work for a gond shot, 
with his dog, to bag fifty per day. We have a colored boy, 
Charley, who is an inveterate hunter, has a first-rate pointer 
dog anda favorite gun, improvised by himself. He takes 
them on the wing in true sportsman style, and his gun is an 
old army musket, with rifle bore, about one-half of the barrel 
cut off, leaving him a yery short gun. He took a little walk 
round this evening for a couple of hours and brought me in 
ten as fine, fat birds as you ever saw in the New York mar- 
ket. One evening last week he came in with forty quail, and 
if is common, every day's work to bring in two or threedozen 
birds. We find from one to a half-dozen coveys on every 
farm, and the farmers are very liberal, all allowing hunting 

upon their farms without objection if the hunters will keep 
away from the stock yards and barns, From all I can sre 
from the reports in your paper I am inclined to think we 
have as good country, and game and fish as fine and albun- 
dant as any county reported, We laye good hunters, good 
funs and tackle as anybody, as hospitable people and as 
cheap living, and as food as can be found. The expenses 
total of our party, stove and eook, and for fourteen days, 
cost us, all told, $5.16 each, and our county is as easy of ac- 
cess as any. We haye splendid railroads leading to the 
hunting-grounds and the hunter can always find willing hunt- 
ers to go with them, free of cost, J. B M, 

Franktin, Tenn., Nov. 
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REYNARD’S WILES. 

66 0R ways that are dark and tricks that are vain” a 
red fox will compare fayorably with any living 

creature, not excepting ‘‘Ah Sin” himself, Among the 
inany resources at his command to outwit his natural enemy, 
the hound, Reynard prizes most dearly vi rail fence, a road 
and the frozen snrface of a river, and in these days of deep 
snows will rarely fail to avail himself of one of these means 
of safety. The rail raises the line of scent too high for the 
hound’s nose, {he frozen river and the well beaten road, be- 
sides the good footing they afford lim, retain not a particle 
of ihe tell-tale scent so dear to the pursuer. 

On two occasions F. and J, as well as ny keen-seented old 
hound Jeff, had found our fox vanish into thin air at one 
particular poimt, and though the show lay deep on the 
ground, and by it we could see that the fox had come into 
the road, no amount of perseverance on our part revealed fo 
us what had become of him after that. In vain we walked 
up and down the road in search of the tell-tale track; not a 
break in the even surface of the snow could be found, and 
we were obliged to return home and own ourselves outwitted, 
while Reynard, no doubt, sat watching us from some safe 
Sestaace ahd saying with Push, ‘‘ What fools these mortals 
elt? 

J3ut every fox, no doubt, as well as every dog, must 
have his day, and the mystery was solved on the next 
hunt. DWnsconsed on a hish piece of ground, and while the 
hills echoed with the mellow voice of the old dog, I saw the 
fox slip into the road, follow it fora hundred rods, then by 
one high leap land on top of a rail fence which ran at right 
amgles with the highway, and bounding along the uppermost. 
rail nimbly, reach a piece of plowed ground which the wind 
had blown bare of show, run across the plowed field to with- 
in about ninety yards of me, when, jumping on a big rock, 
he curled himself up and deliberately lay down to watch the 
affect of his little game and enjoy the discomfiture of the 
hound. I dared nol moye, so opening my hreech-loader I 
slipped in a long-range thread-wound cartridge, took careful 
aim, and sent a charge of double b shot through Reynard’s 
handsome fur. 

But foxes know more mischievous tricks than this, and 
dear 10 the heart of every old fox isa scamper down the 
smooth surface of a frozen river, which, besides offering an 
opportunity of escape, often permits hitn totake direreyenge 
on his troublesome enemy the hound. For Reynard is versed 
in physics and knows full well the difference of weight 
between himself and his pursuer; instinct teaches him to a 
nicety’ the exact thickness of ice required to bear his light 
fur-covered body, and that on such ice his more ponderous 
enemy may not venture safely. If you doulit all this stand, 
as I often do, so as to look down some swift stream almost 
frozen over and covered with light snow, and note how the 
trail of the flymg fox gracefully curves toward every hole 
and invariably skirts the very edge of every piece of swift 
open water. Many a good hound has ended his days by ven- 
turing to follow where his tricky enemy did lead, and I 
imagine if foxes ever langh, and they certainly look as 
though they did, Reynard must laugh as he hears the echo of 
the hound’s deep bark suddenly die away and knows his 
game has been successful. But we did not laugh, F. and I, 
when all af once silence seftled over the hills, but a minute 
before musical with the cheery notes of old Jeff's voice, for 
we knew the dog was on the treacherous river, and without 
losing a second F. hurried toward a piece of open water not 
far distant. On reaching it our fears were at once realized. 
Caught in the swift current, benumbed with the cold and ex- 
hansted by the attempts he had made to save himself, old 
Jeff lay with his head on the ice, his limbs almost motion- 
less, and whining piteously. There was no time to be lost, 
and unable to resist the dog’s mute appeal for help, F, 
stretched himself on the treacherous ice, seized the animal by 
the neck, pulled him out, and in a minute the dog was roll- 
ing joyfully at out feet. Though benumbed with cold and 
covered with ice he at once took up the scent with an angry 
bark, and two hours after we had the satisfaction of killing 
the fox after one of the best runslever saw. Onp JEFF, 
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OUR DETROIT LETTER. 

Derroit, Dec. 81. 
5 Dae next meeting of the Michigan State Medal Associa- 

tion will be held kere on Tuesday, Jan. 4, when there 
will be an extremely lively contest, 1f one may judge from 
the present state of feeling of the prospective contestants. 
The medal is now held by Edward S$. Barbour, an amateur, 
who does comparatively lJiille trap-shooting, but who some- 
times steps to the front with an astonisher. He won the 
medal by killing eleven straight birds, and they were fast 
flyers too, wresling the honor of ifs possession from that 
splendid shot, Ed Gillman. This Association works under 
English rules, but it has a sort of managing conimittee who 
insist on handicapping many of the recognized good shots, 
sending them back to thirty yards to pull against their less 
eminent opponents’ at twenty-one yards. This is not a mat- 
ter in which T haye any personal concern, but I cannot help 
hearing a good deal that is said about it. The fact is, thereis 
considerable dissatisfaction with the action of the committee 
in this respect, many believing it to be unnecessarily arbi- 
trary, and a hardship for those who chance to be skillful shots. 
The committee is composed of John E. Long, J. V. D. 
Hidredge and Wm. J. Mason, all irreproachable sportsmen 
and gentlemen, whose motives it-would be presumption to 
impugn; and yet they are severely criticised for their official 
conduct. One prominent member of the Association, who 
lives in the interior of the State, has practically withdrawn 
on account of the handicapping regulation. He asserts that 
inasmuch as the Association's prime object is the promotion 
of field shooting, there is not only nothimg to be gained by 
such a regulation, but that it breeds rebellion and a sense of 
injustice on the part of those at whom it is directed. I oa 
echo sentiments which I have repeatedly heard expressed, 

and T give them to the readers of Forrer anp Stream as 
a ee disinterested spectator of the doings of the associa- 
tion. Ido not think there is much room to doubt that the 
management is a little primitive in its methods and (hat a 
decided change isimminent., It may be of interest to those 
not acquainted with the fact to be told that the medal over 
which there have been so many spirited and splendid con- 
tests remains the property of the association until some mem- 
ber shall have won it three successive times. 

This day ends the game season, and I assure you it has 
heen a lively one in these parts. The hunters have had merry 
times and the dealers and commission men haye had their 
hands full of business. 
A small party of Detroiters went do\wn to Maidstone Cross, 

in Canada, last Monday for a week’s frolic among the game, 
but with the thermometer at twenty-two degrees below zero 
they found rather indifferent comfort. They ran upon plenty 
of quail, partridges and wild turkeys, but (he twenty-two de- 
grees chilled their ardor and drove them home with a bag 
composed of forty-three quail and fifteen partridges. 

E. H Gillman was presented yesterday by James Moore, 
of Toledo, with a Gordon setter puppy, now five months old, 
sired by Grouse; Ido not know the dam. Fanciers herea- 
bout affect to see some mighty promising points in the 
puppy. 

The Point Mouillie Shooting and Fishing Club will hold 
its annual meeting here next week, and on the 12th of Janu- 
ary the State Sportsmen’s Association will meet at Lansing 
under the nose of the Legislature, which body will he agked 
to make some needed amendments to the game laws of this 
State. IJ shall keep the readers of Foresy axp Stream in- 
forined of everything of interest or importance in that con- 
nection, Ge Pag: 

— 

THE SILVER LAKE STAND. 

dito Fovest and Stream: 
In your issue of December 23 I see thata Mr. “XX.” hag 

delivered an opinion on the wild geese shooting at Silver 
Lake, an account of which you published in the preceding 
number. 

Me is entirely welcome to lis opinion. There are others 
whom I think might differ from him, aod I should like to be 
allowed a chance to aay a littlein regard to this shooting, but 
not for‘! X.,"" whose article is written in snch a manner us to 
make it undesirable to state anything for his benefit. 

The writer had been shooting all the early fall over dogs, 
and atter woodcock, snipe and partridges for the benefit of 
health and for sport, and was very kindly invited to take up 
lis quarters at fhe before mentioued stand at Silver Lake 
while hunting the vicinity for quails, and the interest and 
pleasure he took in seeing the manner in which the live de- 
coys were handled was very great, 

To be able to turn geese from their fliglit far overhead, and 
then light them—birds headed by a shy old wander that most 
likely has traveled the route back and forth from the far 
north for years—seems {to me to require great skill, and L 
think that no man, sportsman or nol (unless we except Mr. 
“X."), can be present at such a time and not enjoy the ex- 
citement. ‘The number of birds usually shot at, 4g near as T 
cin Jearn, varies from fiye to eight, and the shooting is usually 
fiying, as well asin the water, where iley are often seatier- 
ed; aud several of the geese killed of the number mentioned 
in the last article were shot down at handsome distances. 

The ‘‘ butchery,” so called by “* X.,” as nearly as I can see, 
consists in now and then getting a chance to decoy, and shoot 
at a bunch of geese—a small part of the thousands upon thou- 
sands which fly by, far overhead. Why, the whole number 
killed last year’s fall and this at this stand amounted to less 
than seventy each season an average of little more than one 
each day during the time the stand was occupied, and 1 be- 
lieve this number may he killed in the West in three or four 
days, and no doubt, perhaps, by some of the readers of your 
paper. 

happen to know that the owners of this stand are men 
who go there for real enjoyment and for rest from hard worl 
and cure. 

I would also say that of the many with whom I have talked 
in regard to the shooting in question, perfect gentlemen and 
good sportsmen, not one has put forth an opinion like that 
from ‘' X.,’! and I believe there were none of them who would 
not have enjoyed being present. B.C. M. 

T have long been areader of you paper, and am pleased to 
say 1 like it better and better, Its typographical appearance 
is very much improved, and the tone of its editorial and cor- 
Tespondence tend more and more to the elevation of a sound 
moral standard among its readers. The term ‘Gentlemen 
Sportsinen” was suggested to my mind by reading the well- 
timed reply ef ‘* X" in regard to the Silver Lake perform- 
ance. Why, Mr. Editor, the pot hunter, who bunts for the 
market as 4 means of support for himself and fa\nily, is 2 
prince in comparison with some ‘' Gentlemen Sportsmen” 
Wwe read about, 
Not long since your paper contained an account of a party 

who made a trip through Maine—among them a notable an- 
thor of works on sporting--where if was stated they bagged 
fourteen deer, closing up their performances Oct, 5. They 
had commenced ile 14th of September, but they did not, 
state how many of them were shot during that month—the 
close season. It seems improbable the deer should have been 
all killed in October. If not, were they “gentlemen Bports- 
men?” 

Men go out upon the prairies and shoot buffaloes for their 
tongues, leaving the carcasses to rot or fo be deyoured by 
wolves; oters enter into.a competitive arrangement to sce 
how many ruffed grouse, ducks, squirrels, woodcock, elc., 
they can bag in a given time, slanghtering indiscriminately 
everything their eyes rest upon. Are these “gentlemen 
sportsmen?" 

I haye known members of a Game Proteclive Association 
to shoot coots by the score for the fun of the thing, aid 
bring them home to rot, somelimes making Siuday their 
special gala day for this purpose. It would seem that the 
birds should have at least one day’s rest in séven, even dur- 
ing open season. Are these ‘‘ gentlemen sportsmen?” 

ut Iwill not weary you or your readers. As I before 
said, I am glad something is being done to elevate the moral 
toue of our people in regard to game. Leh us all see to it 
that good Jaws are enacted and enforced, and frown upon 
and denounce, so far as our influence extends, the ruthless 
butchering of game that is not utilized for the food of man. 

Dets Vogrisorm. 
—— +e. 

We have received the Constitution and By-laws with the 
Rules for Trap, Rifle and Pistol Shooting of the New York 
State Association, 
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THE GAME LAW REVISION. 

HI final meeting of the committee on game laws of the 
Long Island Association was held at the Fountain Gun 

Olub rooms Tuesday evening, January 4, Mr, Abel Crook in 
the chair. Mr. Geo. A. Chappell read the following statistics ; 
Fislvannually frozen in N. Y. City, 950,000 Ibs, ; fish an- 
nually frozen in Boston, 200,000 Ibs.; fish annually frozen 
elsewhere, 5,700,000 lbs. ; total, 6,850,000 lbs. 

The speaker recommended that the following should be,the 
minimum Weight of fish caught for market; blue fish, # Ib. ; 
striped sea and black bass, $1b.; weak fish, #1b.; porgies, 
4Jb.; white perch, $1b.; mullett, + 1b.; butter fish, 4 Jb. ; 
flounders, + lb. ; Spanish mackerel. 1 1b.; eels, not less than 
12 inches in length. A close season for shad from June 1 
to March 16, and the smallest caught must not be Jess than 
4 1b. weight; yellow perch, $1b.; sun fish, ? lb, Salmon 
and }rovlk trout—the close seasons remain ay they are and 
no fish weighing less than 202. to be caught, and in the 
counties of Kings, Queens, Suifolk, New York and West- 
chester the limit to be 607. This was laid over for future 
discussion. ; 

The game laws were taken up and the following changes 
recommended: Dever—Open season from September 1 to De- 
cember 1, and marketmen be allowed to freeze all that comes 
in before January 1, provided it was killed in season, and 
then to furnish an inventory of what they haye on hand to 
an officer appointed for that purpose: and also to make an 
aflidavit every month of the amount sold. Hounding of deer 
to be strictly prohibited. Squirrels—Open season from No- 
vember 1 to February 1. 
Quail—The open season to remain as it is, but the market- 

hnen to have the same privilege of preserving as with deer. 
Woodcoeck—Open season from September 1 to January 1, 
Grouse—Scason to remain as it is, with the same privilege 

of preserving as with deer, 
The following suggestion by Mr. Furey, of the Coney 

Island Rod and Gun Club, was adopted: 
‘(No person shall use a drag net of any description in the 

waters of Coney Island Creek or Gravesend Bay between the 
first day of February and the first day of October. No nets, 
seines, gilltiets or fykes shall be set within five hundred 
ards of low-water mark along the land known as Coney 

faland, from the mouth of Coney Island Creek to the wester- 
ly end of said Jand, and known as Coney Island Point, said 
land hounding Gravesend Bay southerly and westerly, from 
the first day of May until the ‘first day of October. And no 
nets, Scines or gill-nets shall be used in the waters of Coney 
Island Creek or Gravesend Bay the meshes of which shall be 
of ales$ dimension than two inches square. Except for eel 
and flounder fishing, hoop-nets with suitable meshes may be 
used within said Gravesend Bay between the first day of 
October and the first day of May. 

« Any person violating the provisions of this section shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and in addition thereto 
shall be liable to a penalty of fifty dollars. Also all nets, 
seines, traps or other devices forbidden by this section are 
hereby declared contraband, and any person finding thesame 
ju any place where they are forbidden is hereby authorized 
jo destroy such contraband articles, and no action for dam- 
ages shall lie against him for said destruction.” 
“A committee of three were appointed to draft a complete 

hill and to bring it before the Long Island Association at an 
early date. The following gentlemen were appointed : 
Messrs. Furey, Chappell and Steers, The meeting then ad- 
journed toa suniptuous collation, prominent in which was a 
large Restigouche salmon, which had been preseryed by 
Mr. Geo, A. Chappellsince June last. 
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OUR PHILADELPHIA LETTER. 

T is very evident that we are to have a winter of unusual 
severity and one particularly trying upon all game birds 

of the gallinaceous order, Already three snows haye fallen, 
an at the present writing a fourth is adding to the depth of 
the white mantle which now completely covers the country 
and renders it difficult, if not impossible, for either the pin- 
nated grouse, ruffed grouse or quail to obtain a scanty liveli- 
hood. The open season is not yet closed, and we hear of 
quail being killed by the sportsman, and whole coyeys, or 
what vemains of them, are daily trapped or snared by the 
country poacher and sent to market before the law prohibits 
their being offered for sale, advantage being taken of the 
snow; and the traps and snares set in clearedand baited spots, 
to which the yuail is lured by trails of chaff and straw which 
are eayerly followed to where the grain has been deposited, 

Unless great effort is made to protect and help them 
through the winter it will be found that, asit was eight or ten 

~ years ago, we will have little or no shooting for fio or three 
seasons following. As itiswe donbt not that the wisest 
eourse to follow (certainly the most humane one), 
would be for the sportsmen to abstain from quail shooting 
next autumn ; indeed if we are to have a continuance of the 
present weather, and all our wise ones predict many more 
snows during the winter that has just begun, it will be abso- 
lutely necessary. :  f 

Sportsmen's clubs and game protective societies should 
house and feed all the quail they can purchase, at the same 
time perstiade the farmer to care for the birds that will most 
certainly seek the barnyards for food. Not only has the poor 
quail to wealber a seyere winter, but this season we are told 
there is an unusual number of hawks, which will add to their 
persecutions. , ‘ ¢ 
We have no doubt yon will receive many letters on the 

subject, aud we trust Poresr AND STREAM will be prominent 
and pay particular attention to the matter, which is one of 
vital importance to the preservation of the quail from almost 
total extinction. a 

Prairie chickens by the car-load are coming into our mar- 
ket, frozen birds, by cheap freight, that sellfor a song. It is 

always so after cold weather and heayy snows, when the poor 
bird can be casily slaughtered. Trappers are triumphant 
now and reap a harvest. This isa season when we may ex- 

pect cheap and poor game all crowded in on the market to be 
dispased of )efore the middle of January, when our Pennsyl- 
yania law prolibits the offering of most, varieties. 

There lias-been little or no duck-shooting at Havre de 

Grace, Bush and Gunpowder rivers for the past ten days or 

two weeks, owihg to the closing up of the feeding grounds 

withice. On the Jersey coast we learn of poor fowl! shoot- 
ing, brant being both wary and scarce. Hono. 

—-- 

Brigun aso Hraurey—Piiladelpria, Po,—The Vorusr 
asp SrrBaM is bright, healthy, and keeps alive (he fenevons | 

epirit, which Tike Whe light “ever yet oi eer ee ei ie 1a) fo 
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MICHIGAN SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION. 

Ra Michigan Sportsmen's Association for the Protection 
of Game, Fish and Birds, wil] hold its sixth annual session 

at Lansing, commencing Tuesday, Jan. 25, at 2 7 M., and 
continue one and a half or two days. Headquarters at the 
Lansing House. 

livery local club or society organized in the interest of 
game and fish protection or propagation, improvement in 
markmanship and outdoor recreation, or the study of the 
natural history of game animals of the land and water, in the 
Shate, 1s earnestly desired to send delegates to the number of 
five (or less) to this meeting, and individual sportsmen and 
citizens interested in the objects of this association are in- 
vited to attend and become individual members of the State 
association, and be entitled to all the privileges of elected 
delegates. 

Contributed articles and essays upon any subject of inter- 
est to sporismen, naturalists and students of nature on laws | 
for the protection of game animals of fur and feather and in- 
sectivorous birds; on fish laws, including propagation as 
well as protection; on trespass laws, and the mutual rights 
of sportsmen and Jand-owners; on enforcement of game, 
fish and trespass laws; on nomenclature, both popular and 
scientific; on sporting dogs; on hunting, angling, guns, 
powders, projectiles, experiments, observations, ete,, are re- 
quested from every source without further solicitation. Con- 
tributors who are unable to attend will please send their ar- 
licles to the Secretary at Lansing, care of Lansing House, 
who will read them at the meeting. 

This will he one of the most vital as well as interesting 
meetings ever held by this association. The wanton slaugh- 
ter of deer for the hides only, and the fact that not less than 
15,000 deer, killed mostly by professional market hunters 
from other States, were shipped out of the State to Hastern 
markets during the three months just closed, should ronse 
our citizens to a sense of the importance of preserving this 
valuable game animal in particular, for present and fufure 
generations, before it is too late, A large attendance is ex- 
_pected and desired. 

E, 8. Hones, President, Grand Rapids. 
H. B. Roney, Secretary, East Saginaw. 
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Typraya Quai, Snoorme—Wairland, Ind., Dec. 25.—1 
an a life subscriber, for I could not be satisfied not to be 
abreast with the best thought of the day concerning matters 
pertaining to field sports, of which I consider the Forrsr anp 
StReAM the best exponent, by all odds, published in this 
country. Quail shooting has been almost nil in this part of 
Indiana this season. The snow has covered the ground 
almost uninterruptedly since the 17th of November, and 
previous to that time the grass, weeds and corn, together 
with the heat rendered anything like a good bag a matter of 
impossibility. The season closes with a fair number of birds 
to remain over for propagating purposes should the snow, 
which is now falling steadily, not be of a sufficient depth to 
cover up their food, thus rendering them much more liable to 
fall a prey to the pot-hunter, the trap and such vermin as 
usually prey on them during a hard winter. 

I, in common with every other sportsmanand dealer in the 
country, owe you thanks for the able exposition of the Ditt- 
mar powder, Jor some time previous I had refused to sell 
it to my customers, although using it myself carefully, and 
mixed with black powder; a shock not unlike, I imagine, 2 
mild stroke of lightning admonished ime nof to use it too 
freely alone in a breech-loader. C. W. W. 

Another correspondent writes from Thorntown, Ind : 

My. E. H. Goodman, of Philadelphia, his brother, Col, Sam. 
Goodman; Mr. T. H. Ely, of Altona; John Cable, of Jersey 
City; Gen. G. W. Russ and Russell Elliott, of Indianapolis, 
and myself, of Thorntown, Ind., have just returned from quite 
an- extensive quail shooting trip in central Indiana We 
found game plenty, but the early cold weather coming on de- 
prived us of some sport. However the party was well 
equipped, haying a Pullman dining car, brought from Phila- 
delphia by Mr. Goodman, the Superintendent. The weather 
was so extremely cold, however, that we lad to quit. We 
suceceded in bagging several hundred birds. Horrman. 

Fox Sioo1me.—Tor the express benefit of our English ex- 
changes we reprint the following from the New Haven, 

Conn., Union: 

“* Not for some years haye the foxes been so plentiful along 
the line of the Shore Line road as this winter. It is no un- 
common thing for the fox lunters to get four or five foxes, 
and they can't go out from Clinton, over through Madison, 
without starting up several. Thanksgiving the Stony Creek 
shooters went out and bagged several, and didn’t go far. The 
Clinton shooters have been over the ground made famous by 
the Stannard murder and have also shot Reynard as he has 
been found along the shore. Morgan Pierson, Leander Ate- 
vens, Asa Watrous, Captain Albert Hubbard, George A. Ol- 
cott, Henry Stevens, Eben Buell, Warren Doolittle, Guibert 
Woodstock, George Buell, W. 8. Grinnell and Hiram Dee 
are among those who have Lunted. Mr, Doolittle. it is said, 
recently killed a fox near his house in open ground. Henry 
Stevens got two shots without moving out of his tracks. 
Charles Lewis shot a fox down off Farm Island. He didn’t 
kill it and if was afterward shot in the water, but it drifted 
away. Thanksgiying day Dr. Stevens shot his first fox At 
the west end of the town, and Charles Dee had the same kind 
of luck. A peculiarity of the season’s work thns far is that 
some uf the best shots have made bad misses and the ama- 
teurs have bageed their game,” 

Was Iv A Dream ?2—In the spring of 18771 was attached to 
the Eighth U.. 8. Cavalry, Col. Shatter commanding, sfa- 
tioned at that time at Fort Clark, in ‘Texas, near the Rio 
Grande River. It was often my duty to carry dispatches to 
the adjacent posts. On.the occasion of the incident which I 
am about to relate I was on my way ta Lieut. Yan Vleet, in 
conimand of a small post on the Frio River, about seventy- 
five miles distant. If was on my return trip and I rode late 
to get to water; had picketed my horse, eaten my H, T. and 
coffer, lain down with my saddle and blanket, no shelter but 
the starry canopy above, with my carbine lymg across my 
lap ready for an Apache or anything else. It was nearly 11 
r. M. when I fell asleep. I niust have slept soundly two 
hours, when T commenced dreaming (?) that a panther was 
approaching me, I seemed powerless fo move or defend my- 
self, Thus Ilay on my back until he was within a few feet 
of me, when suddenly T awoke and sprung up into a sitting 
jrsilion, grasped uy carbine and put a bullet through the 

, Liulil of a very large panther pot more than fifteen feet dis. 
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tant and in exactly the place where I dreamed (?) he was. 
No more sleep for me that night, and as the pray of dawn 
Was appearing in the east I was on my way with his skin to 
carry into camp. Sam. 

Curriryox— Washinood Banks, Va., Dee. 19.—I learn by 
recent issue of your paper that Currituck bas been written 
up, so I will merely tell the measure of our success. Biggest, 
bag any one day, about thirty-five, including everything, 
from canvas-hacks to scoots. Though this number is small, 
yet we averaged well, getting more or less every day, accord- 
ing to the weather, Visited Knott’s Island and found yuail 
in abundance. TI think a dozen bevies # day could be flushed 
there. Dogs worked well. F. A. Copeland has arare one in 
Gyp—staunch and nnder easy control. Snipe not as plenty 
as usual. No trouble picking up a fairbag, though, whenever 
the appetite demanded a change from duck, pork and yam. 

, Rieutr anp Lurv. 

Was FLormsa—Clear] Water Harbor, Fla., Dee. 19.—T haye 
read in your valuable paper an account of the West Coast of 
Plorida by the able pen of Al. Fresco, Having spent two - 
winters and one summer on this coast I can indorse all he 
says about it tosportsmen, and would add for the information 
of parties who yisit this section and do not wish to ship a 
hoat that they can take steamer, or take passage on a schoon- 
erat Cedar Keys fov Clear Water, where if theyinguire for 
M- C. Dwight, who has a fine wharf and nice place, they. can 
find tle comforts of a home at reasonable cost, and also a 
boat and man acquainted with the coast down to Key West, 
which will enable them to visit the southwestern coast at lit- 
tle cost and with comfort. EH: ¥. 4H. 

Gos Triats—Mdiier Forest and Stream: Please allow me 
space to report trial of gun made by W. R. Schaefer, 61 Elin 
street, Boston, weight, 74 1bs.; barrels Jaminated; 28 in., 12 
hore; right, modified choke; left, full choke; powder, 34 
ate soft shot, No. 8, 14 0z,; distance, 40) yards; 80-inch cir- 
cle: 

Right—211, 236, 271, 246, 261, 273, 248, 230, 253, 227. 
Left—287, 284, 351, 332, 803, 369, 287, 825, 343, 300. 
The gun was handicapped with poor powder, it being too 

quick and foul, the residuum forming dry, hard scales. Not 
having regulation pads, did not fest penetration, but the pel- 
lets were well driven in the boards supporting target. 

Hillsborough Bridge, NV. H., Dec, 24, WARFIELD. 

A Demoratizen Fox— Clay, Pa., Dee. 283—A fox chase 
bronght together here about fifty good dogs, with fifteen or 
twenty riders, all anticipating a pood tinre, as the fox had 
heen lately caught and was expected to make a good run. 
When turned loose, however, he ran only a short distance 
and then lay down. On being chased up three times he did 
{he same thing. ‘The dogs were then turned loose and soon 
came up with and killed him. The fox was caught in a 
muskrat hole and supposed to baye been hurt in pulling him 
out. The sport proving so poor a good part of the company 
went to Brickerville, where twenty-five turkeys were ‘shot 
out.” Brisk Savor. 

Doenvaur, lowa—Deec, 28,—Mr, J. Green and J. G. Peter- 
son, each killed a large wild turkey within a few miles of 
the city a few days ago. They followed a bunch of seven 
throngh the woods and finally got a shot together with above 
result, A party of rabbit shooters killed a full srown swild 
cat but a short way out of the city limits, and a huge timber 
wolf was also bagged. Prof. Dangerfield, our taxidermist, 
has the two latter in hand- JULIEN, 

We Suourp Trnimx He Dip.—The Newton, N. J., Herald 
says: 

‘As the hunting season is about closed, we hear the sport- 
ing men tell of the crack shots made during the season. We 
venture to say that Linden Tranger, of Walpack, has ont- 
stripped them all on quail, he haying killed a whole flock of 
fifteen in one shot, not a single one escaping.” 

Texas —Indiandla, Dec. 23.—S8ince writing last the 
weather has been dry, and now as good shooting as any one 
could reasonably desire can be had. Took a forenoon’s hunt, 
the other day—resnlt, one fine goose, eleven fine ducks 
(of six different species), two Wilson snipe and one yellow 
legs, Started after breakfast and was at home for dinner at _ 
noon, and did not walk over 14 miles. 

Wromine— Cheyenne, Dec. 10,—Large game is plenty here 
this season. 1 was ont last month ona hunt and bagged 
twenty-two deer and five antelope in five days. This is my 
first and only hunt of the season. G. O. L. 

Norra Carorimwa.—fidgenay, Dec. 3).—The shooting has 
been good and the weather fine until yesterday, when snow fell 
to the depth of six inches, and the themometer now stands 
at 2 dex. below zero—colder than was ever known here, 

T. W. 

Mr. Aner Croox (Bennett Building, N. Y. City), Presi- 
dent of the New York State Sportsmen’s Association, is ready 
to receive bids from pigeon trappers for birds for the next 
State fournament. 
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SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Massacivsmrrs PrakoN SHootinc—Ooncord, Dee, 29.—Euditer 

Forest and Stream: Isee by your issue of the 23d inst. that the 
sportsmen of Connecticut are to attempt to repeal the law against 
pigeon shooting. Would not seh an effort on the partof the 
many sportsmen of Massachusetts lead to the repealing of the 

same law in this State? EB, 

Dexren’s Park—L. [, Jan, 3.—Tenth regular monthly contest 

of the Long Island Shooting Club, for a gun presented by the club, 

shot for at 7 birds each, from 5 ground tiaps, handicapped rise, 80 
yurds houndary. Long Island Shooting Club rules : 
J. V. Turuer el yards ay gh AL tie D5 1 
A, Bday. .- 35 11410 1 14 

imgeal 26 Lo Poe t—p 
W. Mills... 28 -0 772714 4 14 
E A. Mrslison-. -25 elo dad 1 Eee 
W Weniken. ee er Pe UN 2 Tes 
AC Van Stile. = we eT We Ther 
(3) JHACRS a6) es a 35 Jo toa ia ues 
WwW, Wri, vit othe OCvPaivad ts 
D. Thompoon,,,, ys sel ( 1710 4 
Captain Banlisir- - | DY 1 Wes 
Dr. Morion. 25 o10 a * ® 1-3 
Dr, Talbot. 27 ~ 2 0100 0-¥ 
L, Mason..... ressecdh snanepecas® Wy 
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Massacuusetts—fall River, Dec, 28.—Atashoot held by the 
FR. Gun Club, Saturday, Dec. 25, thé following seores were 
made. ard rotary trap, 18 yards » 

First Match. ‘Ten Balls. 
E. W. Buitinton........... «ee-10 J. d. Parwell........-. fet 

: Jd. M. Wood ........ Bhdovore benicar 
Ue BULLET So i5si4 ja Fence a tose 
P_ . Borden .. + 
J. Borden, Jr... 
Se Alleriecg) > .227 6+ : 
W, B. Dutfee, Jr......-.- ). Stanley -.-. 

7. 5. Hall 
Second Maich, Five Balls. 

BE. W. Buffinton B.D. Wichols 
W,. J. Rraley 
'. S. Hall: 
f. C. Braley 
J. Hathiwihy. 
i, Mucomber 
J, J. Farwell... Robbhoanst onan 

Third Matep, Ten Balls- 
Os JSR GON 2. 0) ae oe SIM UVGRIGHINIDC 9% totem sc pat area = dare eel 
13 (Gat 0 Ch Ser ea +» ? Alien ...... 
P. B. Borden Sete ATWOLL #. camits Je+khes 
PS. Hallii.« _4 W. J. Braley......... 
J. Borden, Fr. week IDUBORs eral oti eo. 28 ceneey yee 
1s Als eS 321: Coe See  & 

Fourth Matech—Team Match. Ten Falls. 
E. W. BuMinton, Capt..........40 H.C. Braley, Gapt...--...,......6 
W. de Braley: st: coef: sel23 2.10 J. 7. Parwell..... an} 
T. S, Hall... 1 J. Borden, Jr 2 
P. E. Borden. .% B.D. Nichols -E 
J, Hathaway +S H.Pields.... 8 
S. Allen,... .7 J.B. Valen 7 
H. H. Kea‘... Oe BUMMER eo Sheer scree 228 

so 49 
Fifth Mateli—Miss and Out—Farwell,$; H. C. Braley, T; Ww. J. 

Braley, 6; Bullinton, 4, THall,4; Valentine, 4; J. Borden, Jr., 2; 
Butler, %. 
Mr. EB. W. Bulinton made ascore of 52 consecutive broken balls, 

missing his 63d ball, 1D. 8. HH. 
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Physicians of all Schools use and recommend Hop Bitters; take 

their advice, 

‘Che Hennel. 
Eastern Field Trials Club—Annual Meeting for election of of- 

ficers January 11. 

Pittsburgh Dog Show—Pittsburgh. Pa., Jannary 17, 18 and 19, 
1881. Entries close January 6. C, B. Elhen, Seoretury; Charles 
Lincoln, Superintendent. 

THE COCKER, CLUB. 

T the solicitation of numerous correspondents, who are 
interested in the proposed formation of a Cocker 

Club, seconded ‘by the request of Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall, 
who has found the necessary correspondence much more 

voluminous than was anticipated and a serious tax upon his 

time, the Forest AND SrrEAM will undertake to do the nec- 

essary work preliminary to the actual formation of the 
committee. 

The purposes for which the Cocker Club will be organized 
have already been set forth in these columns. 

Whiat we propose to do is this: 
1. To receive the names of all persons who will express 

their willingness to join the Club, Having secured these, 
9. To forward the list to each individual, that from it he 

may select ten candidates for a committee of seyen, who shall 
then take entirely into their hands the further work of organ- 

ization; the seven men receiving the highest number of yotes 

fo be declared elected. 

It will be understood that we are the passive agents to fa- 
cilitate the progress of the Club, and will have nothing to do 
with influencing its character or membership. We shall at- 

tempt simply to perform the labor so laudably undertaken at 
first hy Mr. Macdougall, and had not that gentleman declined 

to act further we should not have assumed the task. 
We trust that our call for the names of all sportsmen who 

are interested in the subject will be met by early and numer- 

ous responses. ; 

Send us your own name and the names of those of your 
friends who are interested. 

a 

MORD ABOUT THE COCKER. 

8 the ‘ Gocker-Spaniel” is justly becoming the fashion- 
able dos, and as every one seems interested in obtain- 

ing some standard by which they may be properly judged in 
the future, the opinion of an unprofessional, though a lover 
of good dogs, may not at this time be out of place. , 

For several years past I have been interested in spaniels, 
and have given some attention to them both in the kennel 
and the field. Asa result of this experience I am satisfied 
flat n spaniel will do as much work, in Ohio, on turkeys, 
grouse, quail, woodcock, snipe and ducks as a dog of any 
other breed. They ean be taught, according to the prefer- 
ence of the hunter, to point like a pointer or give tongue 
when they approach game, and are, withal, such busy little 
beings that itis a great pleasure to shoot over them. 
-A dog of the kind I have mentioned above I would call a 

cocker-spaniel, in the absence of a better name. 
Cocker spaniels I would have divided into two classes. 
ist. Dogs that give tongue, 
2d. Dogs that point, ‘ 
The weight of these dogs shonld be: For males in good 

condition, from 27 to 63 pounds; for females, from 25 to 30 
ponnds. The color should be liver black, lemon, or a combi- 
nation of white with any of these colors. The coat shouldbe 
moderately lony, slightly wavy but not curly, and not too 
fine. What I considers model dog, in fine flesh, measures 
as follows; From tip of tail to nose, 374 inches 3, tail, 7 
inches; chest, 22 inches, tape tightly drawn; height, 16 
inches; from the tip of one ear to tip of other over the head, 
not counting feather, 1dinches; distance hetween centre of 
pupils, 24 inches; from tip of nose to beginning of forehead, 
inches; coat, dark liver, rather course, but very glossy ; 
Jenvith of hair along the back, from 14 to 2inches ; ears, Jess 
aii tail only moderately feathered. His weight is even 30 
pounds. His chestislarge and hind quarters light. Such a 
dog has the endurance of a hound, and beauty unsurpassed 
by any member of the canine family, 

a 

Tn the parlor or the field such dogs are equally at home, 
and for general purposes ‘‘take the cake.’ Let the admir- 
ers of smaller and larger dogs hunt classes for their pets, or 
abandon them, My object with the modern cocker spaniel 
is to obtain the smallest possible dog that can and will do the 
best possible work in the field. I do not believe bench shows 
can ever create a standard for a hunting dog, nor can limited 
field trials do if. A compilation of the opinions of sports- 
men competent to judge will be the only means of arriving 
at a solution of this difficult but important subject. M. D. 

- Circleville, O. 

Now allow ine to say to all that just so long as this feeling 
of distrust and jealousy exists you willwaste both your time 
and patience, and eventually you will be carried out to sea by 
the undertow. It is all folly to think you can make a stand- 
ard to suit the fancy of any particular strain of cockers; for 
who has a strain that he can claim as his own production? 
In fact, to make it more plain, I will ask the question openly 
to you all, Is there a breeder in America or elsewhere who 
has a breed of cockers that is easily identified among anopen 
number of ten or more spaniels as belonging to any man’s 
kennel, or is the acknowledged fruit of any breeder’s careful 
study and unceasing labor? When you all ‘hink the matter 
over candidly, I believe you will agree with me in saying 
tbat there isnot. Breed your spaniels to the high standard 
of perfection, which is shown in the Lavaraclk setter, and 
neither yourself nor the world at large will find a standard or 
other guide to mark out its redeeming qualities. We need 
more good spaniels far more than we do a standard to judge 
them by. You will find by experience that a standard will 
not improve your dogs any. That must be done in a far dif- 
ferent way, and I believe you will agree with mein saying it 
is much easier to make a list of rules to follow than it will be 
to follow them. At least I will venture the assertion that 
many of you who are so enthysiastic In hurrying up fhe mat- 
ter of making a standard will lose all interest in the cause 
you are so nobly defending now if you were to try for a 
couple of years at producing some particular marking in 
order to establish the above-named title to a strain. That is 
the labor and worry of a lifetime not to be gained in a day, 
no matter what your starting point may haye been, The 
works of nature are fickle indeed. 

‘Phere are a great many who claim to be breeders, but their 
experience has been limited indeed. They are breeders 
something likethis: Wor example, they will purchase a half 
dozen or more bitches for the brood that are called good, of 
all weights and all colors; have alsoa stud dog without any 
knowledge of his lineage and breed him to the lot. From 
these unions they produce everything that looks like a dog. 
Would it not be better to begin with first knowing what they 
wanted to produce and then try to produce if and keep try- 
ing until they succeed? 

Another will pick up some nondescript book on the dog, 
read it and have all the knowledge they require. As, for in- 
stance, one writer says the more prominent the eyes appear, 
especially when accompanied with tan markings, the greater 
the suspicion of the King Charles cross; and the greater the 
number of ticks over the face, legs and body jhe greater 
quantity of Norfolk blood does the animal contain. Now, 
when any party puts in claims of that sort Tsay he is not a 
breeder. What is a cocker to be like in his eyes? Are they 
small or sunken and blood-shot like a blood-hound? And 
again, must there be King Charles blood to bring out tan 
marking? Ihave never heard the claim put in against the 
Gordon setter. One would be fully as consistent as the 
other. And in regard to ticks, what is more handsome or 
beautiful than a well proportioned cocker, with liver head 
and ears anda body white ticked, with liver throughout? 
And this can be produced and has been, but it does not fol- 
low that they must have the broad muzzle or he mute, asin 
the case of the Norfolk or Clumber spaniel. That is not 
breeding, it is fogyism. Avain, I can’t seo the authority for 
placing large spaniels in the field class, as Mr. Fellows SAYS, 
where they belong, with very few exceptions, I think the 
rule laid down by J. F. K. to be a very good and reasonable 
one, and I can see nothing in it, intentional or otherwise, to 
either injure the business financially or the mind of the most 
fastidious. The changes I would make are in feathering, Ifa 
dog is to be used in the field it is easy to clip his feather, and 
you will certainly injure the value if you remove any point 
that adds to his beauty. And furthermore, if you tamper 
with the colors you are touching a tender point. I would 
like very much to meet some one in an argument at some fu- 
ture time on a subject that seems to be harrowing up the 
souls of a few fanciers; that is, the origin of the King 
Charles spaniel. Brer Horus, 

—+¢-—— “= 

After having read all the letters that have appeared in 
yonr paper relative fo cocker spaniels and the proposed 
standard for judging them I think the letter of ‘‘Senex” in 
your issue of the 2d inst. has solved the problem. The 
majority should rule in all cases, and if the proposed com- 
mittee is appointed as he sugrests, the said majority should 
he satisfied. The proposal of ‘*Leam" would only make 
matters much worse than they are at present, because the 
opinion prevails that the whole thing would be managed by 
a few interested parties in your city, and the consequence 
would be that if his idea were carried ont many noted 
breeders and others would no{ only object, but would hold 
aloof from the proposed club. I hope, therefore, that the 
duty of issuing a circular in each number of your journal 
will not: prove too onerous a duty for you, and we all will, of 
course, pony up to meet the expenses, My share is ready 
whenever it is asked for, Perhaps it would be advisable to 
publish a list of all the best breeders with their post-office 
address in the Foresr anp STREAM, so that we can post our- 
selves as to who is the best qualified to act on this committee. 

Toronto, Dee. 8. G. 8. 

As breeders we feel deeply interested in the controversy £0- 
ing on in the columns of the Forrsr anp Svea on the 
modern cocker. We need not give our opinion on what 
constitutes a cocker, as there has been enough already sail an 
that point for the present, but would take the shortest possi- 
ble cut to bring abont a. permanent standard for this, fast eun- 
ning dog, and to bring this about would indorse “Senex's” 
plan, which was to have circulars gotten up by the editor of 
Forest AND STREAM, and sent out by him with his paper to 
every breeder and every man interested in cockers in the 
United States, and the three men that Zot the most votes to 
be the committee of three fo establish the standard. This 
seems to us 4 fair ond just way to bring this matteo about 

Wonld recommend that wwe elect men Uist ae. | 
fearless, Woselfish, honest mien iil Lore. 
the breed in guestiqn, y 

ey hey! 

h wood judlacs ta 

Would take Stonehenge’s '‘Dogs of the British Islands” for 
a guide, and improve from that as best we can., We hope and 
trust this good work will go on and give this most beautiful 
and useful of all sporting dogs an equal chance with other 
breeds of dogs. C. B.C; 

South Acworth, N. H., Dec. 23. 

I was very much pleased with the pictures of the dogs in 
| your last issue, and haye offen wondered why there ure not 
| more of them. It is a good way to educate the readers up 
tothe standard of the breeders, We cannot all reach the 
bench shows, and now that the little cocker is before the 
house for discussion, why don’t the breeders of this useful 
dog give us the pictures of their ideal cockers, and let us pass 
judgment on them? We are all interested and anxious to see 
the different shapes adyocated by the several breeders. LI 
always supposed that the cocker spaniel was a well defined 
breed, and was really a miniature setter or a setter on short 
legs, butit would seem by the letters written upon the suib- 
ject, and by the dogs Ihave seen in the bench shows, that 
almost any small spaniel would pass for a cocker. I have 
seen them with Blenheim heads and water spaniel coats, and 
all sorts of mixtures and crosses between the field, water and 
King Charles breeds, classed as cockers, and I begin fo think 
that [ do not know much about the breed. T always had the 
impression that the true field spaniel in color should be 
white and orange, like the clumber, and that the liver 
showed previous crossing with the water spaniel, and the 
black some distant cross with the English retriever. I 
should yery much like it if some one who has the ability 
would just take hold and straighten ont the business through 
the columns of your paper, if you can give the acces 

EPHE. 

J think your correspondent is going too far when he wanta 
to bar out of the ‘‘Cocker Olub” all sportsmen not breeding 
or owning cockers, for there are a great many sportsmen like 
myself, who own a few setters and pointers, that would like 
to join a club of this kind to become better acquainted with 
these little fellows. And are we allto be fired out simply 
because we own no cockers ‘‘and do not know one from a 
mongrel bull-dog?” C. ELS. 

Schenectady, N. Y. 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
In answer to “Cave Canem,” and to defend my expressed 

wish to have two classes for spaniels, large and small, I have 
a few quotations from English fanciers, breeders and judges. 
In a general letter on spaniels in * Dogs of the Day,” of Sep- 
tember, 1880, ‘‘ Surefoot,” knownto me as the greatest liy- 
ing breeder of spaniels, having won everything the last few 
years, says, after naming the seyeral divisions of the spaniel 
family; ‘‘...... they are divided into two classes, large and 
small—the large are termed springers, the small, cockers: 
both sizes may be produced in one litter by the same parents.” 
And again: “The small spaniel, or cocker, may be almost 
any color, black, black and white, liver and white, lemon, 
lemon and white, or only mottled. The head should re- 
semble that of a small setter and haye no tuft, uponit; the 
ears should be moderately long and lie well to the cheek, 
The legs should be strong, well feathered and short, the feet 
round, and each toe should be protected with hair, a plenti- 
ful distribution of which on and between fhe toes is import- 
ant; the chest tolerably broad, the body long and harrel-like, 
the stern should come ont on a Jine with the backbone.” 
From ‘“‘ British Dogs,” by Dalziel, I take the following; 
**..-i€ the present fashion is to be maintained—the preju- 
dice in favor of black color, long backs and setter-like heads 
—I plead for two classes at all shows. One class for other 
than self-colored dogs, representing the old Springer, and 
weighing over say twenty-five pounds, and a corresponding 
class for cockers weighing from eighteen pounds to twenty- 
five pounds. Small-sized spaniels weighing from twenty 
pounds, or eyen less to twenty-four pounds, and of all colors, 
liver, black, white with liver or black, andin these flecked or 
mottled on face, legs, ete., are still pretty numerous. I 
think we should haye classes for liver colored cockers {to in- 
clude the Welsh or Devon. varieties, and also one for those of 
mixed colors, the maximum weight in each class to be 
twenty-four pounds” He also giyes measurements of two 
liver and white cockers: Nell—weight, 23lb.; height, 9in.; 
length, 80in. Wlo—vyeight, 23lb,; height, 10in,; length, 29in. 

Another gentleman who has often judged the spaniel 
classes ut different large shows writes me of « bitch which 
he calls the best black cocker he ever saw—‘she is not 
worth £— here, as the long, low black spaniel is able to win 
everywhere "—showing that there is no definite standard in 
England any more than here for cockers. 

Yet ‘Cave Canem” says that there is a standard, and that 
one might as well start to argue as to what is a cow as call 
into question what is a cocker. 
[have removed my kennels and myself to Whitestone, L, 

L, and in future my address will be as below, Do. 
P.O, Bow 13, Whitestone, L. L. 

Horvyetisyitze, N. Y., Jan. 1, 
I wish to say a few words to the friends of the cocker. T 

have given the subject much time and have read all that has 
heen written, and I find that no two authorities asree on what 
a cocker is or should be. Don’t be jealous and by so doing 
spoil al] chance of having a standard. If we do have a stan- 
dard made yon should be able by careful selection to breed 
to it in three or four years; and if the standard does not hap- 
pen to fit your stock it surely can dothem no harm. Dy hav- 
img astandard you will know what you must have if you 
wish to exhibit with the chance of taking a prize. All 
men who have a horse or dog think they have the best, no 
matter if the horse is only fif for the crows. They think if 
they should let him go he could do a mile in 2:80. It is just 
the same with ndog. If they exhibit and set beat they rush 
into print, cry ‘‘ Fraud!" ‘! Poor judges,” ete. 

Your neighbor may haye ‘‘foodles,” ‘ bullfoundlands,” ete. ; they may weigh fifty pounds and have topknots like 
Barney and Sinbad, but he calls them cockers, exhibits them 
and takes first prize over your pride and ideal cocker. Naw 
it we have a standard the best dog according to the standard 
Toust win. Nearly all of your correspondents are of the sama 
opinion, that we do need a standard, but at the same time 
seem to be afraid that it might not fit their stock. Tf itis a 
pertinent question I should like to ask why is all this opposi- 
tion to Geo. D. Macdougall? Ithink J can answer it wiv 
self, T's dollars to buttons, simply because he has none uf 
the Bestor strain, and did not see fit to buy of those that dia 
have flem. You will observe that all that are named for a 
‘athe have the Bestor suain or its variations. T thin’ 
ib Wasa kind acl oF Bide” La aceept the offer: very foww 
Would take the trouble without being paid for it, and certain. 
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MR. EARLE’S NATIVE SETTER SMUT. 

ly he can do the clerical work as well as an ociogenarian. 
His vote only counts one, 
Your correspondents should remember 

stuff that men are made of. Two-thirds of the dogs in the 
country are owned or controlied hy boys. The standard will 
surely be a fizzle if they keep putting obstacles in the way 
and throw cold water on the subject. Jiow are we to have a 
just, sound standard unless breeders and others interested are 
put in communication and a club formed. Schemers, propa- 
gandists and intriguers, etc., cannot controlit, The majority 
rules in 72s country if it don’t in Michigan. Stonehenge 
was considered a fair standard, but whaf one of our old and 
experienced breeders ever bred a dog that would scale 7) 
points according to it? 

There is too much said about old and experienced breeders ; 
what have they bred in all these years? certainly nothing to 
astonish the cocker world. In five years, wilh the knowledge 
they have gained and the experience they have had, they 
should be able to breed a blue dog. I for one shouid like to 
see this thing settled. I own a few dogs and should have 
sent some to Pittsburgh, but I dislike to be beat by a water 
spaniel or setter. 

I think my dogs have as good pedigree as any in the 
country, but [ do not call them perfect and want them set up 
as acriterion, Whatever the majority says shall be the stand- 
ard will suit. Yours fraternally, J. Oris FELLOWS. 

—— 

MR. GAUSE'S KENNEL. 

that boys are the 

Winwiwetox, Del., Dec. 39. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
At your request T hasten to reply fo your communication 

asking for full particulars about, my kennel. My present 
kennel is not very extensive, but in quality they are farahead 
of anything I ever owned before. I send you photographs 
of some of my dogs—namely, Warwick, Ollie and Fire-Fly— 
that you may form some idea of the dogs. The pictures do 
not do them justice. 

At the head of my kennel stands Warwick, whelped April, 
i877. Heis by Leicester out of Petrel; color, lemon and 
white ticked. 
Among the bitches comes, in my judgment, first, Ollie, a 

litter sister to Champion Gladstone, and in marking almost a 
counterpart of him. The above brace I consider second to 
none for field work, 

Champion Fire-Fly, red Irish setter, whelped August, 
1875, by Champion Rufus ont of Friend. She is a thoroughly 
broken field dog anda clipper, with as much style as any 
English dog I ever saw. 

Tn addition to the above, I have two dog puppies, viz: 
Kildare and Blaze, whelned September, 1879; by Champion 
Elcho out of Champion Fire-Fly. Both are rich in color as 
either sire or dam, are large, strong and exceedingly hand- 
some dogs. I have reports from their breaker, Mr. E. J. 
Martin, that they are doing fine work. These two, with 
Fire-Fly, are for sale, y 

Please send me another picture of Dashing Monarch. He 
is an exceedingly fine young dog and reflects credit on Mr. 
Higgins for importing him and on Martin for the way he 
handled him. He was broken last fall, with Warwick for 
leader. Hi. W. Gatsz. 

Tt is with pleasure that we publish the above letter from 

such a dog-lover as Mr. Gause, and we congratulate him upon 
having in such fine training so many really splendid dogs. 

Qf the photographs, that of Ollie is remarkably well taken, 

and Messrs. Schreiber & Sons, of Philadelphia, deserve credit 

for this ‘‘ Study from Nature.” The one of Fire-Fly is but 
passable ; red dogs never appear to advantage when repre- 

sented by photography. That of Warwick is not good, nor 

does the picture do him justice in any way. Mr. Gause has 

rightly placed this perfect animal at the head of the list; he 
isa grand dog, and, we hear, a wonderfully good one on 

snipe. His work in the heat with 8t. Elmo at the late field 

trials showed the perfection of training, and although it was 

decided that he was beaten, he did not commit a fault. 
———— 

Iris Frepv 4ra.—'nere has recently been published in the 

columns of a contemporary a very faithful reproduction of 

the setter dog Fred 4th, figured by Mr. Laverack in his excel- 

lent work onthesetter. The ascuracy of the reproduction will 

be appreciated by every one who is familiar with Mr. Laver- 

ack’s work. Our contemporary has, however, got the wrong 

name appended to the portrait, so that it purports to be ie 
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picture of a dog now owned in this country. This is more 

surprising as it might have been supposed that any one 

faniiliar with the literature of the setter would at once recog- 

nize the likeness of Fred 4th, as we did when the picture was 

profiered to us for publication. 
+e 

SMUT AND NAT. 

THROUGH the kindness of the owcrs of this brace of 

merty little setters we are enabled to give to our readers 

in this issue two very creditable portraits of Mistress Smut and 

Master Wat. ‘These dogs are typical of an old breed of native 

setters that has been very carefully preserved many years in 

Bhode Island, the ‘Sam Scranton ” blood being predominant, 

and as will be seen, the subjoined pedigrees go back ‘“‘pretty 

well for natives.’ To our mind the old maxim, ‘‘Hand- 

some is that handsome does,” is one that practical sportsmen 

should cling to most closely. Here are a brace of dogs that 

had to face many of the best cracks of imported blood that 

ever turned up in one field in this country, They were not 

placed, to be sure, but it is acknowledged by uninterested 

spectators who saw the trials that they should haye been. 

Fortunately for them their owners were game, and before 

they were allowed to retire into winter quarters, the fuirest 

kind of a challenge wae offered to the owners of the dogs 

that had been aceredited with beating them, and the chal- 

lenge was not accepted. 

These dogs represent the best fype of our native 

stock, and the pedigrees here given are correct, although 

they belong to America, and this is more than can 

be said of many of those sent over with somewhat recent im- 

portations. Of course, it 1s well known that there are dozens 
of breeders in England who are honorable gentlemen, and 

who would think it a crime {0 even dream of ‘‘cooking” a 

pedigree ; but it is not all of our countrymen who deal only 

at fountain head, and the go-betweens for the most part are 
bnt a sorry lot, and this unfortunately often leads to placing 
the blame on the wrong shoulders. 

The native stock has been run downentirely too much of 
late, and there has not been enough backbone in our native 

breeders, ‘The invasion of foreigners had a weakening effect 
on those that breed for profit, as itbecame a fashion in dog 
flesh, like in many things else, for certain decades to become 

entirely ‘‘English.” Now, be it known that, to our knowl- 
edge, there have been just as good strains of pointers bred in 

this country fifty years ago as can be now found in England, 

and these American strains were kept pure for years with 

judicious interbreeding, and in consequence such dogs as 

Colonel William De Peyster aud Mr. Herman Bancroft (and 

a dozen more, we dare say,) used to breed were healthy, 

plucky, most beautiful fo look upon, untiring and a pleasure 
to shoot over. 

But to return to onr canines. Smut is owned by Mr. New- 

ton Earle, of Providence, R.I., and is a very pretty little 

setter bitch, her color being pure black. She is five years 

old, and has had a vast quantity of game killed over her in 

her time. She weighs but 874 pounds when in condition, 

but the following measurements will show that she is finely 
proportioned : 

Length of head, 95 inches; spread of ear, 18 inches; from 

end of nose to end of tail, 51 inches; girth of chest, 224 

inches; length of tail, 12+ inches; from eye fo end of nose, 

4 inches; heicht of shoulder, 205 inches. 
The little bitch has been very favorably mentioned on the 

bench, and year before last with Grousedale won second in 

the braces at Robin's Island. Sheis untiring m the field, has 
a wonderfully keen nose, backeil with a brain which tells her 

how touse it. Her size enables her to slip through the briars, 

which cannot but severely punish larger dogs; and considering 

that she has been made an indoor pet for the last year, her per- 

formanee in such good company is highly creditable to her 

owner and her trainer. 
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- Nat is the property of Mr. Horace T. Bloodgood, of 
Providence, R. L., to our knowledge an accomplished sports- 
man and excellent shot. Wat is a black and white little set- 
ter dog of 3} years, and when in condition weighs 35 

pounds. He differs but little in size from Smut, as the ap- 
pended measurements will show: Height of shoulder, 194 
inches ; length of head, 10 inches ; spread of ears, 1%} inches; 
from end of nose to end of tail, 49 inches; girth of chest, 224 
inches; length of tail, 12 inches ; from eye to end of nose, 4 
inches. It will thus be seen that the brace is very evenly 
matched. Nat like Smntis an excellent field dog, is pos- 
sessed of the besi of noses, and for such a small animal bas 
great speed and endurance. He is wonderfully well trained, 
and shows that not only his trainer but those who have sub- 
sequently handled him must be thorough sportsmen, We 
cannot do better than refer those interested in his perform- 
ance te turn to our account of his heat with Champion Glad. 
stone. 

Wec.append the pedigrees: 
; 
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Copeland's Thompson's 
Pete. Queen Bess. 
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‘Tils Seranton’s Copeland's 
‘trim. Ssinut. Belle. 
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frank, ‘Tip! Wilkinsoms  Scranton’s 

Blut, Topsey. 

Scrautow’s  Scranton’s 
Nig. Nellie. 
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DR. LYMAN’S POINTERS. 

pp of the finest pointers that have been iniported to this 
country during the last year belong to Dr. ©. P. 

Lyman of Springfield, Mass, The brace consists of « doz, 
Bob, and a hitch, Ruby, own brother and sister. They 
arrived here about September 1, 1880, and had the Brace 
takes been run at Robin's Island Bob would have fallen in 
With Sensation, and been handled by Mr. 8. T. 1fammond. 
Both dogs are said, from the trials that have been given them 
here last autumn, fo be rare field dogs, and it is with pleasure 
we subjoin the pedigree and certificate of thei trial in 
England. Ruby is very much like her brother, Bob, in every 
particular, and we congratulate Mr. Lyman on his purchase. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRIAL. 

Granspare Longer, Kirby Moorside, York, England, ) 
September, 16, y 

Professor Vaughan, Edinturgh : 
Sir—I beg to say I haye given your pointers, Bob and | 

Ruby, a thorough trial before three well known sportsmen, 
Lord Helmsley, Lord Castlereigh and Lord Arthur Sommer- 
sett (whohaveshot grouse over them). They were pronounced 
by us ail to be thoronghly broken and in every way a capital jj 
brace of dogs. I haye the honour to be, sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
(Signed. ) G. Horpina, 

lfead keeper to the Rt, Hon. the Earl of Faversham. 

Eiserisx Potnner Dog Bor. . 
Rej'd EK. P. R. 68, 

Siku, Champion Don UX. C. 8. B. 4201). 
Daw. Mr. Ainsworth’s Beatuy, by Lord Stamford’s 

Hunter, out of the Duke of Athol’s Rose, by Drake out of 
the Duke of Arzyle’s Ruby. 

Whelped 1877, own brother to Ruby (EK. P. R. 136), 

Coton anp Marks. 
Bob’s color is medium liver and white. He has marks on | 

cheeks, forehead and ears, the Mesian line of division being | 
waved. There is a separate mark on right side of nose ex- 
tending to nostril. A patch behind shoulder on each side, 
the right one higher upthan the left, also one on the loins | 
toward the right side. A pateh at root of stern extending 
down right haunch. He is ticked on back and limbs, 

(Signed, ) J. VAUGHAN, 
Gayfield House, Edinburgh, N. B. 

Witness :—-(8d.) T. I. Lewrs, 
Gayfield House, Edinburgh. 
> ++ =_—- 

THE IRISH SETTER. 

[Reprinted from advance sheets of Vero Shaw’s ‘‘Book of the Dog, 
' fumished to the Forest ANd Stream by the author, through | 

Casuell, Petter, Galpin & Co., publishers, No. 596 Broadway, 
New York.] 

oe! 

HE origin of the Irish setter is, like that of other breeds, | 
buried in ao obscurity from which it will neveremerge,, | 

in spite of the many theories which have been propounded | 
concerning it. The peculiarity of its coloring renders this: 
dog distinct in itself, and it is more than possible that it is in 
some way descended from the liver-hued setting dog whick 
is referred to by Geryase Markham in his ‘‘Hunger’s Pre- 
vention,” 
Asa matter of fact the earliest mention that we have been | 

able to discover of any setter peculiar to Ireland is in the | 
*‘Sportsman’s Cabinet,” where, in the chapter on English | 
setters, direct allusion is made to this breed of dog in the 
following words :— | 
‘The sporting gentlemen of Ireland are more partial to | 

setters than pointers, and probably they are better adapted to. 
that country. ‘The fields in many parts of Ireland are large, | 
very rugged and stony.” | 

This clearly proves that at the beginning of this century’ - 
the setter, in some shape or other, was identified with the: 
Emerald Isle. It is greatly to be 1egretted that no mention. 
is made of the appearance of these dogs, as, if there had been: | 
unything of the kind, a good deal of light might have been 
thrown upon the Irish setter as the breed at present existe. 
It is somewhat remarkable that in the cases both of the Lrish 
setter and the Gordon setter so great a difference of Opinion: | 
should exist among their supporters on the subject of color, 
The controversy on the Gordon setter question has already: | 
been done justice to; but, on approaching the Irish seiter, 
we are met with almost identical difficulties. As in the Gor-- 
don so in the Irish, opinions are mainly divided on the ques- | 
tion of white. Whether this color is permissible in a pure- 
bred Irish setter or not was, at One time, a very important. | 
feature in discussions on the bree), and we have of later 
years even heard it maintained that white marks should dis } 
qualify an Irish setter in competition on the show bench. 
_ Naturally, such extreme opinions as the aboye are shared! 
by only a very limited number of breeders, a3 it is more than. 
questionable whether any strain of Irish setters is entirely 
free from white. Solitary specimens of the breed are, of 
‘cours, prevalent in great numberr, but it can never be taken, 
as a certainty in breeding that the offspring of pure bred! | 
dogs will themselves be of that color wholly unmixed with. | 
white. A very large number of experienced breeders have- | 

t 
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written from time to time most strenuously in support of the: 
introduction of white into the breed, and have given it not. 
only as their opinion that the mixture of colors is more tak-- 
ing to the eye, but thaf it is a positive pray! of purity in the: | 
breed. However, for our own purt, we must confess that. | 
our affections lie in the direction of a whole colrred dog, and. | 
that we think the less white an Trish setter has about him the: | 
handsemer be is. So much in modern limes depends upon: ' 
appearances, and there are so few opportunities for satisfac-. | 
torily testing the merits of a show dog in the field, that the: | 
qnestion of his beauty is’of far greater importance than it 
was before the origin of canine exhibitions. It must not, 
ther, be thought that because the feshionable Irish setter | 

} 'eolor is red, the red-and-white dog should not be encouraged;, 
for, to begin with, the two colored dogs of certain strains are: | 

* 

Ee 

| doubted purity. 

! sportsman, 
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just as likely to throw pure red puppies as the self-colored | carelessness and negligence of the Irish in not haying kept it 
dogssthemselver, and, in addition, they are just as handy in | pure.” 
the field, We, therefore, are sirongly in favor of due en- 
cohragement heme given to the red-and-whites by the com- 
mit'ees of dor shows throughout the country. 

Mr. Mardana certainly seems to share our opinions on this 
subject, for he writes as follow :— 

‘*Indreland, America and Germany, at the yvreat dog 
shows, there bas grown up a strong inclination to mark the 
Trish setter as an exclusively red dog, and to allaw no white 
whatever to appear. This is all very well if it is thought 
desirable to establish if as a new breed and to frame modern 

| rules for judging them, ete. ; bit some of the finest types of 
ie old breed had a fair share of white on the face, neck and 
eet, 
‘For endurance no setter cau compare with the Irish. 

They are quick as lightning; but their pace never gets be- 
youd their nose. True, unless they are extremely well-bred, 
they are co wilful and headstrong that they require much 
breaking, and often to be broken a little every yrar, but when 
well-bred not much breaking is needed. (By-the-hye, I 
much prefer fhe American term ‘‘irained” to breaking, as it 

| implies a much more rational treatment of dogs to train than 
bierk them.) 
‘The Trish setter has certainly more dash and go than the 

Gordon, but for this reason he is the more headstrong, and 
therefcre more difficult to control, and hence it miay be his 
victories at field trials are as few and far between as ihe Gor- 
don, even less, for I find only one Irish setter a winner at 
field trials; this was my young dog, Plunket, in the spring 
of 1870, when he won, as a puppy, second in the Shrewsbury 
stakes, and was immediately afterward sold for £150, to Mr. 
Liewellin, considered a long price in those early days. Mr. 
Llewellin, I believe, sold him afterward to an American for 
£300.” 

Another powerful argument in favor of the red-and-white 
j color is to he found in the illustration of the three setters 
‘which has been given before and alluded to in the Gordon 
Setter chapter. The middle dog in the old plate is colored 
red, with 4 distinct blaze of white up the face. This must 
prove that there was a red-and-white setter in existence some- 
where in 1805, as no artist such us Mr. Sydenham Edwards, 
who is responsible for what appears in ** Cynographic Britan- 

| nica,” from which the illustration is taken, would be likely 
to javent a color for a dog he was portraying. The dimen- 
sions of the blaze, too, are s0 consi @ ‘able as to exceed ‘the 
amoun’ permitted by some opponents of white markings, 
who, though strongly objecting to the pr.sence af any whie 
atal!, admit that they would not absolutely ri qualify an 
otherwise good dog bicavs: he had a enip«f white upor ba 
head, chest or feet. Having thus drawn full atlention t» the 

! question of white in the Trish setier, and given it as our opin- 
ion that, though the wholly bloud-red is the more preferable, 

| the parli-colored dogs should not be discouraged, but rather 
the reyerse, we will proceed to the discussion of anotier point 

| io connection with the color of the breed which has from 
time to time evoked correspondence in the public press. 

The desirability of a tinge of black along the back and 
aroun the edges of the ears has been keenly argued by zeve- 
ral writers and experienced breeders supporiing the introduc- 

| tion ofthese features, which they affirm is very frequently to 
be met with in many principal strains of [rish setters of un- 

The vast majority of admirers of this dog, 
however, unite in deprecating such fancy markings, and their 
views, backed up by common sense, must certainly command 
respect. 

Detractors of the Irish setter are accustomed to make much 
capital out of the dog’s headstrong nature, and no doubt there 
is a considerable foundation for their hostility to him. In 
comparison with the,other breeds of setter the Irishman is im- 
petuous, and if not kent in constant work often iequires re- 
breaking, and on this account has made many enemies of 
those sportsmen who, under other circumstances, would have 
gladly given him their best support. As itis, he must be 
constantly worked or he will soon be useless in the field ; but 
if care has been taken with hiseducation—and he is naturally 

{| & generous dog—an Trish setter is no mean companion to the 
He is active, intelligent and possesses great pace, 

and is not at all of a jealous disposition. His constitution, 
too, is, as arule, far superior to that of the Laverack, with 
which he has often been crossed. The advantage of this 
cross bas been recognized by many eminent authorivies, and 
even the great E, Laverack himseif spoke of such an experi- 
ment as follows: 
So highly do I value the true blood of the Irish that 1 

haye-visited Ireland four times for the express purpose of as- 
certaining where the pure blond was to be found, with a view 
of crossing them with my Beltons. I very much regret to 
say that, after all my troubles and efforts, I found that this 
fine and magnificent old breed had degenerated, owing to the 

Tn onr opinion, it was chiefly froma desire to improve ard 
strengthen the constilution of his breed that Mr. Laverack 
was in favor of an [rish setter cross; for it is more than 
probabie that his practiced eye was beginning to see traces cf 
tkat delicacy of constitution which so jnjured his efforts later 
on. No finer eross for such a purpose could be possibly de- 
vised, for the hardy upstanding Irishman would most ce1- 
tainly correct the weakness of the Laverack in this respec’, 
In epite of the disclaimer on the part of Mr. Laverack, it is 
almost beyond a doubt that some of the followers of his seth r 
have really erossed the Laveracks with the Irish, as unmir- 
takable signs are often seen in so-called pure bred Laveracks, 
These dogs, for the most part, seem stronger in constitutii n 
than the others, {hough jt 1s more than probable that the ix- 
troduetion of Irish blood has caused the Laveracks to be hezc=- 
strong and hard tu break. Mr. Laverack, in writing of a fa- 
mous setter of the former breed which he saw at Cocker 
mouth Castle, alludes to the dog as follows: ‘The mort. 
magnificent specimen of an Irish setter 1 ever saw. Thisdeg 
was very long in the head, particularly low, very oblique im 
his shoulders, wheeled or roached back, very deep and brosd 
in the chest, remarkably wide behind the shoulders, and very 
short in the back and legs, more so than any Irish setter £ 
eyer saw ; be has an immense profusion of coat, with a tinge 
of black on the tip of his ears. Ishonld have bred from this 
dog but for the following reason, and I think I was right : 
A os was able to break him, and his stock were frequently 
black.” 

This brings us to the consideration of another cross to which 
( the Irish setter has been subjected, though it is one which hes 
almost certainly failed to improve this usefnl and handsome 
breed of coz, It is an unquestionable fect that Gordon setier 
blood has been largely introduced into many strains of Irish 
setter, and the result has been muchinjury to the latter breed. 
The presence of Gordon blocd has, we have no doubt in our 
mind, done much to impress upon certain breeders the import- 
ance of the black or deep-colored fringe to the ears or trace 
down the back; but this is nevertheléss, in our opinion, » 
decided fault, as being indicative cf Gordon setter blood. 
Another feature in this breed of dog, in which the Gordon 
cross is very wont to claim ils presence, isin the ears, tle 
heavy ‘‘saddle-flap” ear betokening the bar sinister beyond a 
doubt. : 

[ro BE CONTINUED. | 
+ 

TRANSPORTATION TO PitispurGu.—Mr. L. P. Farmer, Gen- 

eral Passenger Agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has 
exerted himself to afford every possible comfort for traveling 

sportsmen on their way to and from the Pittsburgh Dog 

Show. Men and dogs fare well on this well-equipped line, 

Norter.—Will the gentleman who purchased a red Trish 
setter dog of F. A. Chester or J. C, Fowler, Modus, Conn., 
please send his name and address to this office ? 

Losr.—Mr, Fred. Raab, of Hoboken, N. J,, lost,, three 
months azo, his black, with white spot on breast, setter doz 
Tanner, aged five years, Any information regarding hins 
will receive 4 suitable reward from his owner. 

Mr. Wraan's Cocker Fro.—We have received here from 
‘the owner a yery spirited photograph of the very pretty little 
cocker bitch Flo, the property of Mr. T, H. Wyman, Sebee, 
Maine, 

Rarrrer.—Mr. C. H. Goodman, of Springfield, Mass., has 
been offered anid refused three hundred dollars for his pointer 
dog Rattler, 

Mr. R. M. Livixcstos's Burt Brren.—We had a very 
Pleasant call from Mr, Livingston, of this city, who brought 
with him his recently-imported bull bitch. She is all that 
has been claimed for her. 

Pennsytyasti Doe Saow.—From the large number of 
applications we have had for premium lists and entry blanks 
we should judge that the show will be larger than at first an- 
ticipated. Remember the entries close to-morrow and that 
Mr. Lincoln’s address is Box 203, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

MAssaontseris Kenner Crvz.—aAt the annual meeting of 
this organization, held at Boston last month, the following 
gentlemen were re-elected for this year: Mr. John Fottler, 
Jr., President; Mr. T, T. Sawyer, Jr., Treasurer, and Dr. 
co J. Forster, Secretary, 22 Monument Square, Boston, 

ass, : 
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Losr.—Mr. Will H. Atlee, Fort Madison, Iowa, has lost 
his liver and white cocker dog pup, four months old. He has 
four white feet and white belly; cyes, light. Mr. Atlee pur- 
chased the puppy from Mr. MeKoon last September, and ashe 
values the dog very highly trusts that this notice may lead to 
his recovery. 

How Ir Worxs—Centreport, L. I., Jan. 3.—Hditor Forest 
and Stren: Please withdraw my advertisernent from the 
paper, as I have already received answers enough to fill the 
number of dogs I intend taking South with me. I expect to 
go to North Carolina on Wednesday. W. W. Trrus. 

A Square Reporr—osion, Muss., Deo. 19—Hditer for- 
éxt and Stream > The reason why I now subscribe to the 
Porzsr aNp S1ream is because of your report of the astern 
Fiell Trials. Thaye never had much faith in the justice of 
either bench shows or field trials, believing that as a general 
thing they have been guided and controlled by a cliqué as an 
advertisement for their own breed of dogs, and not in the in- 
terest of the public. As long as we can have upright report- 
ing like yours let field trialscontinue. Though Sensation got 
a place, the glory is with Smut. Though Gladstone took 
away the prize, the honor is with Nat. Riauyr anp Ler, 

— 

MANAGEMENT. KENNEL 

"41-0: A, 8., Sloansyille, N. ¥Y,—I have a hound two years old 

afflicted with worms. Please send me aremedy. Ans. No one me- 

dium is © sure cure for all kinds of worms. For stomach and ronnd 

worms give twenty-five grains of freshly-powdered areca nut with 

four grains of santonine, after fasting dog for eighteen hours. Re- 

pent doséin a week, and several hours after each dose giye half 

ounde of oliye, or castor oil, For pin worms give injections of salt 

water, and give internally for three days a dessert spoonful of 

table salt once each day, 

42 A. P.5., Boston, Mass.—Your dog has rheumatism, Give as 

much Rochelle salts, two or three times a day, as the dog will bear 

without purging. Keep him out of the snow and wet, and haye a 

warm and dry bed for him to sleep in. t 

43 T. G., Erie, P2.—rom your description your dog has worms, 

Giyethe following yermifuge ina little milk after twelye hours’ 

fasting: Powdered areca nut, one and’ half scruple ; santonine, 

threé grains. Repeat the dose in a week. Each dose to be followed 
several hours later with half ounce of castor oil, Also give dessert 
spoonful of cod liyer oil twice a day. 

++ — 

KENNEL NOTES. 

*,% Breeders and owners of sporting dogs are invited to send 

memoranda af names claimed, bred, whelps, sales, etc., jfor 
insertion in this column. We makeno charge for the publica- 
tion of such notes. 

Tue Tor Yacurs.—The ice north of Poughkeepsie Ferry is cov- 
éred with five inches of snow, interfering with sailing. South of 
the ferry there is a fine track with smooth surface, and it is hoped 
that the next frost will materially enlarge the field. A number of 
yachts of the P. I. Y. C. have heen under way. Next week we will 
publish some further details and this season’s racing fixtures, 

Names ChaIMen. 

Lightning—Mr, W. W. McCain, Rush, Pa., claims the name of 
Lightning for his lemon and white pointer dog, whelped August 
I, 1880, out of Gardner's Mats by owner's York, 

Joe, Jr—M. John Labatt, London, Ont., claims the name of 
Joe, Jr,, for Irish terrier dog puppy out of Noah by Joe, purchased 
from Dr, J. 8. Niyen, London, Ont. 

NAME CHANGED. 

Gold Hisie—Mr. Richard Dorman, Cincinnati, Ohio, claims the 
name of Gold Hisie for red Irish setter bitch, formerly Rylla, out of 
Magenta by Rory O’More, - 2 

Mr. Dew—Mr. J. Simnuel Veul, Rome, Georgia, claims the name 
of Mr, Dew for his setter puppy out of Daisy Dean by Lincoln, 

WHELPS. 

Zip—Mr. CG, H. Goodman's (Springfield, Mass. ), pointer bitch Zip 
Snapshot—June, whelped, Dec, 9, seven puppies by Rattler (Nanger— 
Bess), fye dogs and two bitches, all dark liver and white, None 
for sale. : 
bg rce—Ser, N. Elmore's (Granby, Conn.), pointer bitch Grace, 

(Sensation-Juno), whelped, December 25, eight puppies, four dogs 
and four bitches by Gay (Snapshot-Fanny IT). Four of the pup- 
pies are liyer and white, and four lemon and white—all finely 
marked. 

SaLEs. 

Don Juan—Myr, Robert C. Cornell, of this city, has just pur- 
chased from Mr. L, H. Mayott, of Springfield, Mass., the lemon 
and white pointer dog Don ont of Psyche II. by Sensation. Don 
was whelped August 7, 1878, and we hear that he is an excellent 
field dog. ae ; 

Rylla, now Gold Elsie. Kichard Dorman, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
has purchased from Mr. W, H. Pierce, Peekskill, N. Y., the red 
Trish setter bitch Rylla, (Rory O'More-Magenta). 

Matech—Mr. Robert C. Cornell, of this city, has purchased from 
Mr. John White, Bridgeport, Comn., liver and white pointer dog 
Match out of Grace by Sensation. Matchis a well built dog, very 
much like his sire, and is litter brother to Gregory's Belle. 
Kali—Hon, E, H. Lathrop, of Springfield, Mass., has purchased 

from Br. Corcoran the dark liver and white pointer bitch Kate 
Ranger—Bess). 
. Tom_Nellie Horton Whelp—Mr. G, E. Browne, of Dedham, 
Maas., has sold to Mr, P. Aldrich, Readville, Mass., a Gordon set- 
ter dos puppy, whelped August 11, 1880, ont of Nelle Horton hy 
Doane’s Tom. 

Tom-Nellie Horton Whelp—Mr. G. BE, Browne, of Dedham, 
Mass., has sold to Mr. H, Sawyer, Charlestown, Mass., a Gordon 
setter puppy, whelped August 11, 1880, out of Nellie Horton by 

e's Tom, f 
ss re N. Elmore, Granby, Conn., has purchased from Mr. 
J.N. Dodge his prize winning English hare beagle Belle (winner 
of first prize at Philadelphia and Boston, 1879), She is thirteen 
inches high, ears spread seventeen inches and is illustrated in “Cele- 

d Dogs of America.” 
i Horton Tom— My. G. E. Brown's (Deadham, Mass.), Gor- 
don setter bitch Nellie Horton (Munn‘s Duke ot Gordon-Tilley 8 
Dream) to Doane’s Tom (Stockton’s Dash-H. Smith's Fly) on Dec. 
25, 1880. j 
er an-Don Jian—Me, R. Kk. Hamilton's Eileen to Mx, Robert 
C. Cornell's lemon and white pointer Don Juan (Sensation-Payche 
II). 

PRESENTATION. : 

Gordon Seller Whelp—\r, Jumes Moore, of Toledo, Ohio, has 
ished to Mr. E. IL Gilman, of Detroit, Mich., a Gordon setter 
puppy five months old sired by Grouse, 

Sraren IsuAnp has a game league, 
-—-—- 

That low, neryous fever, want of sleep and weakness, culls for 

Plop Bitters, 

The Bite 
THE GUN TRAVELER'S DINNER. 

HE Holiday season had one affair of festivity which was cer- 

tainly noyel, for the like of it hadneyer been seen before, and 

its occurrence betokens a yery near approach of the millennium: it 

was the dinner of the ‘Gun and Revolver Trayelers.” In other 

words, 0 baker's dozen"of the drummery who go up and down the 

face of the land, intent on seattering things of beauty in the 

shape of fine guns and those beastly little yarmints yelept pistols, 

forgot business for a time, forgot that they were bitter rivals, for- 

got that there was any such purgatory on earth as “the Toad,” 
and spent a jolly evening together and parted wishing for many 
happy returns of the same, 

The suggestion that it would be « good thing to hayea social 

time together came as a happy thought to one of three or four of 

these commercial trayelers as they met in a haphazard fashion at 
St. Louis. ‘We'll do it,” was the response, and on the 30th ult. 

they did indeed carry out their plan, and at the establishment of 
ye host Emile Heine, 47 E. 10th st., they sat down. It was nota 

large assemblage, Heayen be praised, for many more of these pur- 

yeyors of empty guns that go off and bring sure death would leaye 

no fools to be counted at the next census. But there were enough 
of them to be responsible for the scattering of half a million pistols 

and revolvers over the land each year and set statisticians to won- 

dering where all these bits of mechanism go to. ‘ After the pins,” 
says somebody ; but that is only dodging the question, and we pro- 
pose the conundrum now as & tough nut for the next dinner of the 
Associated Travelers, when the Lyon may try his teeth on it and 

the Rice Bunting peck at it. 

The Travelers made a yery good beginning on what may 
prove an endless series of annual reunions, and while showing 
themselves the very best of attention did not forget to inyite a rep- 

resentative of the Forest Anp SrREAm to enjoy their frugal fare 
and sip the nectar from the same decanter, There were fourteen 
of the Travelers around the board, ‘Eh!Gad,*said the ancient 

of the party, ‘* how lucky if isT am not absent, for yon never could 

haye dined with thirteen at this table.” Not one of them had a 

brace of horse pistols thrust under the flap of his clay-hammer, 
and some of them might have passed for theological students, 

They were yoluble, of course, and almost as noisy as the wares 

they dealt in. The shot now and then popped up and there waa 
no end of trade jokes, while a drummer for Dittmar powder would 

no doubt haye been welcomed as a peg on which to hang all the 

thrusts of the evening. No such spectre came to the board, how- 
ever, and for five hours it was all fun, feed and frolic, 

The list of diners included H. F. Rice and Wm. Fischer, repre- 

senting Schoyerling, Daly & Gales. Wm. Bunting and 8. Gorton, 

representing T. G, Conway. J. Maltby, J. Henlgy, J. W. Curtis 
and M. Herzog, representing Maltby, Curtis & Co. Mr. Sylvester, 

representing Hartley & Graham. W, M. Calhoun, representing 

Herman Boker & Co. Chas. Fraser, representing John W. Hutch- 

inson. P. Lyon, representing Merwin, Hulbert & Co. Hd, Strul- 

ler, representing Struller, Law & Co. and Frank Gutterson, repre- 
senting Graham & Haines, 

The menu was a novelty in its way and we reproduce it entire, 

leaying our readers to laugh over it with as much gusto as the gun 

drummers themselyes when each of them saw it for the first time 

at table and began to run oyer the items. It has 2 strange gingle 

as though a cook book and a small-arms catalogue had concluded 

to amalgamate, and some of the offspring will be recognized as 

haying a pun-gent flayor, and some of the party, we fear, found 

more truth than fiction in the names of central-firae champagne, 

back-action Burgundy, swell-head whisky and solid-striker beer. 

SOP, 
Central Fire Turtle. Boom Bean. 

i FISH, 

Filet of Sole [up in arms and eager for the fray] a la Napier. 
Blue [Jacket] Fluted Cylinder Sauce. 

Red [Jacket] Snapper English Twist Sauce ala Bunting. 
Seven Shot Bass, Saw Handle Sauce. 

BOILED. 
Leg of Mutton, Rubber Stock Calhoun Capers. 

Turkey, Ely Wad Stnffing, 
Leg of Ham, B, G, I. Sauce, a la Keller. 

Tongue, Ramrod Dressing. 
* Pioneer, Folsom Style, Colt Double Action Sauce. 

ENTREES. 

[Rice] Croquettes Standard Sauce, Diamond Daly Raisins, 
Lyon Steak Pie, Army Size, XL, Enameled. 

Marquis of Lorne Patties, [Fraser,] Wind Sauce. 
 Retrieysr Chip Beef, Ryan Cream. 

Forehand and Wadsworth Omelet, [Moore,] Rum Sauce. 
Gutterson Sausages, Bang Up Sance. 
Stewed Robin Hood, Connecticut Style. 

Little Giant Pancakes with Bacon Syrup. 
Prairie King on Toast, with Cartis Salad. 

ROAST, 
Gipsey Steal Chicken, Maltby Sauce. 

Extension Ribs of Beef, Laminated Grayy, a la Richards, 
Patent fore Ead of Lamb, Damascus Grayy. 

Pistol Grip Veal, U. M. C, Sauce, a Ja Sylvester. 
British Bull Dog, 44 Calibre Dressing. 

Breast of Lamb, Reverse Nipples. 
VEGETABLES, 

Pin Fire Potatoes, 
Pistol Grip Corn, 

Stewed Patriot Tomatoes, Ivory Stock. 
Patent Plunger Cauliflower, 

Side Snap String Beans. 
Creedmoor Long Range Onivn, with Brown's Cleaners, 

RELISHRS. 
Blue Whistler Mushrooms, 

M. and H. Automatic Chow Chow, _ 
Ozar Celery, T. and R, Long Barrels. 
Defender Salad, Hand Cuff Dressing. : 

Compensating Lump Salad, with Rubber Pad Dressing 
N [ero] G [orton] Olives, a lx Hermann, 

Winchester Rifle Sance. 
$, and W. Pickles, ala Robinson, Net 30 days, 

Tclipse Sardines, Reyerse Worms. 
DESSERT. 

Top Snap Pudding. Defiance Sauce, 
Swing Cylinder Pie, Fluted, 
Remington Pie, Long Range. _ 

Rupertus Single Barrel Tarts, Pull Nickel. 
Rebounding Lock Blanc Mange, with Parole Oream, 

Mehuwk Ginger Snaps (ast ieee 
Tialinn Comet Cream, 7 Shot. - 

_ Chieftain Nuts, Oracked. 
Auxiliary Barrel Raisins, Large Calibre. 

Back Action Ice Cream, Pearl Handle Flavor. 
WINES, 

CORKAGE, 7 and 10 per cent. Veteran Whiskey, 1871, 
BREAKAGE, 70 and 10 and 10 Swell Head Whiskey, U. M. ©. 

_ per cent. Brand, 
Central Fire Champagne, .22 Colt's Lightning Whiskey, Blned 

G, D, Rum, in Barrels. Calibre, Short. 
Case Hardened Champagne, in English Bar Lock Alu. . 

Solid Striker St. Louis Beer. Tubs. 
Imported Belgium Chatipagne, New Globe Sight Cider, in Cups. 

Bull's Bye Sélizer, Red Corks. Ebony Ramrods. 
Back Action Burgundy, Peap Gylinder Bore Saratoza Water, 

Checkered Grip, Sights. 
Octagon Sauterne, Engraved. Hurricane Gun Watar, on 

Draught. Gilt Cylinder Claret, Enameled, 
Rim Fire Claret, Chateau Hina, Revolver Traveler's Pousse Cufe, 

St. Louis Style. (Insured, ) 
Old Double Action Whiskey. 

The coffee reached, speeches were in order, and one braye fellow 

had evidently been coquetting with the musés and broke out in 

yerse and then had a sudden attack of modesty (greater wonder 
atill), but our readers and our space are spared. One of the tonst- 
framers went one step beyond the sublime and may have hit yery 

near the truth when he wished for the time to come when eyery 
man should have his gun ; and displayed a blind trustin Provi- 

dence when he added ‘and may there be birds enough to go 

round.” There was no end of stories of travel, for the men had 
Just gathered in from Maine on the one side and Oregon on the 
other, while one of the party had just been outlining fun for the 

alligators by negotiating a sale of pea-shooters with Plorida firma, 

It wasresolyed to form an association to be known as * 'Phe- 

Coin-and-Revolver-Trayelers-once-a-year-square-meal-Associativn' 

of which Mr. Rice was elected President, Mr, Haltby Secretary and 

Mr. Calhoun Treasurer, with Mr. Bunting as Sergeant-at-Arms, 
cei ema 

HUNTING RIFLES. 

Pagosa, Col., Dec. 12, 

OME very interesting articles haye appeared in your valuable 

kK paper recently on the Hunting Rifle. I notice many yery 

different ideas as to the best rifle, and I think the very wide dis 
crepancy arises mainly from the writers adyocating the best rifle 

for their hunting locality, overlooking the fact that the gun for 
one section may not be the one for another, where the topography 

of the country and the game to be killed may be entirely different 

from the first, The best game-killing rifle I suppose eyer used 
was the large bore rifle, 16 to 12 shot-gun gauge, with round bal 

and four to five drachms of powder, used by the British sports 

men in India twenty years ago, the spherical ball producing more 

* shock’ and killing deader than the same amount of lead in a 

conical ferm, and the trajectory being yery flat for shooting in 

forests. But rifles like these are not made in the United States, 
and it is of American rifles for American hunting that I write. 

Rifles for hunting in the United States can be generally divided 
into three classes, according to where they are to be used : 

1. A rifle for hunting in thick timber, especially in the South 

(though this rifle will do for all forest shooting in the United 
States). The range in the thick woods of the South will not gen- 

erally be more than 100 yards, and rarely 150 yards. The game 
hunted are deer, wild turkey and black bear. The best cal., 40 or 

44; I prefer the latter. From 50 to 60 grains of powder I think 

ample for this rifle; more powder only makes the recoil greater, 

and I must confess a great dislike for a kicking rifle. Again, 50 or 
60 grains of powder will kill just as quick at the short ranges men 

tioned as 100 grains; and with a hight bullet, 250 graims to 300 
grains, will give a flat trajectory, which is s0 important in a lunt- 
ing rifle, especially one of this kind, where such a small object as a 
turkey’s head is so often the mark, I dislike greatly heavy bullets 
of 450 grains, with their high trajectory at short ranges, causing 

such frequent misses. It’s not the weight of the lead that kills 
What we want is high velocity. For a rifle of this kind elevating 

sights are hardly required, but it’s not amiss to haye 4 20(l-yard 

leaf for occasional use. I prefer in this rifle a short barrel, about 
26 inches. A short riflecan be got on game, especially running 

deer, much better and quicker than a long barrel, as in shooting in 
thick timber there are not many opportunities to get more than 

one shot at a time. I like the single shooter better than the re- 
peater. It's simpler, can be loaded quick enough, and, haying 

fawer and simpler parts than the repeater, is not so liable to be in- 

jured by the rust which so quickly attacks « gun in the Sonth. 
2. A ritla for hunting on the plains; the game antelope and 

buffalo, The typical game of the plaing is the antelope. No ani- 

ma! is so wary and shy as antelope where they have been much 
hunted, and no animal that I have killed is generally shot at such 

long ranges. I haye known them to be killed at 500 yards, and 
from my experience thmic fully one-half the antelope killed are 

shot between 200 and 300 yards. For such long-range shooting a 

powerful accurate rifle is needed with a fiat trajectory, us dis- 

tances are hard to estimate correctly on the plains—a barrel not 

less than 30 inch, cal. .44, 77 grains powder with long bullet, or 

cul. .40, 90 grains powder. Many of the plainsmen prefer the .40 
cul,, 90 grains powder to any other calibre. 

8. A rifle for hunting in the Rocky Mountains. Here the shoot- 

ing partakes of something of both of the two preceding classes as 
tar as range is concerned, You may haye a shot at a black-tail 

deer at 100 yards away in the pine timber, or again you may haya 

to shoot at a mountain sheep perched on some bare rock 300 yards 
distant. The game is fhe elk, black-tuil deer, mountain sheep and 

grizzly bear. I haye found that a rifle of this class should be 

more powerful than the first two described. A .50 cal., 70 to 90 
grains powder I would prefer, though many use .44 cal. or .45. 

Many of these animals are tenacious of life and take much lolling. 
In this kind of shooting, moré than in timber or plain shooting, a 
repeuter is desirable. I haye often got seyeral shots into a band of 
elk before they were out of range with a single shooter, and of 

course with a repeater could haye done better. The Winchestera 
luwye brought out a .50 cal., 100 grains powder, 300 grains lead, 
Express repeater. I haye never seen the gun, but from deserip- 

tions if must be an excellent weapon for dangerous game, Per- 
sonally I prefer a single shooter for general hunting purposes, but 

for dangerous game, or in a country where it’s so cold that to load 
a rifle with half-frozon hands becomes a task, a repeater haa ad- 

vantages. 

The three foregoing classes represent, I think, generally the 
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hunting rifle for the various parts of the United States. I have 
not alluded to moose bunting in Maine, knowing nothing person- 
ally ahout, it. Eut for the mooze, being an inhabitant of the woods, 
T should think the rifle described in the first: class would be suita- 

ble. 
I will not enter into the comparatiye merits of the numerous 

breech-loading tiflea made in this country. Many of them are 

hunting rifles merely {hrongh courtesy, being nothing but a mili- 

tary rifle with fine sights put on it; that is, a xifie made to shoot af 
immensé distances, which aré not needed in hunting, and which 

carry charges giying ‘low angles of arrival” at the distance of 
half of a mile, but have not the fat trajectory atishort rauges 80 

much needed in the hunting rifle. 
The breech action should be strong, simple and safe. The car- 

fridge shell should he easily ejected. The straight shell is much 
preferable to the bottle-shaped shell. The native ball for hunting 
I consider better than the patehed ball. I do nof like hammerless 
guns, thongh I may be considered old-fashioned, as I think the 

hammer inuch the safest. I also like the hammer directly in rear 

of the breech, imstead of on the side of the rifle, which when fall- 
ing knocks the breech down and to the left, throwing the muzzle 

up and to the right, more or less according to how firmly the rifle 

is held when shooting off-hand. 
Well, I have ‘said my say,” and though many much better 

sportamen than myself may differ from me, yet the foregoing ig 

the result of my experience aud what I haye notived in the expe- 
rience of others; and there’s hardly a thing men differ so much in 

aa the proper weight, calibra and charge of rifies and guns. 
OUACHITA. 
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RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Piston Tournament.—James §. Conlin, the shooting master, 

announces that in order to gratify the wishes of a large number of 

gentlemen who take a lively interest in pistol practice, and feeling 

that its lage and vapidly increasing popularity fully warrants the 
innuguration of a competition which will tend to improve and en- 

courage heginners, und also decide who can elim the honor of 

being the champion pistol shot of New York, he will institute at 
‘his gallery, 1,222 Broadway, a grand pistol tournament, which will 

commence Monday, January 10, and continue for ten weeks, end- 

ing Saturday, March 19. ‘The championship for each of the yari- 

ous styles of pistol shooting will be contested for during # speci- 
fied week, and the winner of the largest number of championships 

at the expiration of the tournament will be declared the champion 

of New York for the year 1881. 

THe Boston Gannwruts,—At the Mammoth Rifle Gallery the 
any-rifls match for December 1s ended, and in the closing week the 

shooting was of high standing. Mr. N. W. Arnold wins the first 

prize, in wddition to the extra prize of $16 in gold for his clean 
geure Of eight consecutive bullseyes. Mr. W. W. Newton, the pro- 

prietor, wishes to acknowledge the receipt of a beautiful New 
Year's gift from the Forest and Stream Publishing Company of 
New York city of an excellent meerschanum pipe of neat design, 
and ingeribed as follows: “Forrsr anp Stream to Mammoth 

Gallery, 1881.” The carving isa fine piece of workmanship, rep- 
resenting a large deer coming from the woods followed closely by 

a dog in hot pursuit. It will be shot for during the months of 
January, February, March and April on the following conditions - 

Match to be called the Forest and Stream Rifle Match ; any .22 cal. 
rifle, three-pound pull allowed ; prize to be awarded to the marks- 
man making the best aggregate of five scores, each score to consist 

of eight shots off-hand at our reduced Creedmoor targets ; ties to 
be shat off, best three out of five scores ; competition open to all 

comers. This is to be a separate match from the others, and each 
contestant nmust state which match he is shooting before firing the 

first shot, as all scores shot in the gallery are of eight shots each. 

For January, 1881, the New Year rifle match has begun, conditions 
noted in last Sunday's Globe. Following are the leading scores 
during December in the any-rifle match, 50 yards, rounds 8, possi- 

ble 40, five scores to win or possible 200: 
N. W. Arnold 39 40—108 
U._A. Pollard 39 39—192 
Jd, Merrill....- 89 39—192 
J. AH. Brown 39 89—192 
HE, F. Richardson, 38 39—191 
&. Canterbury ;..,----< 38 39—189 
Frank Hollis. § 35 39—189 
H. A. Buck... 37 37 BS—IS6 
BE. J. Rabbeth 37 38 38—1S5 
Geo. . Wuswo 37 27 38—185 
Milton W. Farrow 87 37 BT—184 , 
C. R, Bartlett. . 
F. Hf, Holton... 
GRACE CATON oak <5 octet vyere oe eb batter tie ae 
ALS, SUUPUSip cag) eases acre 
GeO, D, WAGON... 44432544 +- 0+ An 
D. L. Neal.... CHESS 77 eon 

FEO SLOPE Ys_pehey face o- eee B. H, Daleyy-,-- e201 e-ne- eee eee 
HK. Armstrong. Geo, Eates......--.. ; 

Saw: W, H, Parnium....-. 
G. Warren .....3.: +4 

fie H. B. Purnace.---...,-. 

The pistol match, which ended December 31, has been very 
popular, and some large scores haye been made. Mr, FP. J. Rab- 
beth, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, and Mr. J. J. Dunne, 

of New York, are ticd for the first and second prizes, both haying 

112 ont of a possible 120. Mr. J. Armes, of the Massachusetts Rifle 
Association, and Mr. Hlihu Wilder are tied for the third prize with 
109. All of these gentlemen are to shoot of the ties, and the result 

will be announced hererfter. Following ure the leading scores 

during December ; 50 feet, rounds 8, possible 40, three scores to 

win or possible 120 + 
¥W. J, Rabbeth...... 37 37 «3S—112 W.. IL Farnuim...-,.-...: 
J.J. Dunne.....-.. 87 ST 35—112 Geo, F. Ellsworth. ... 
Js, AMES... .0:-- 36 26 73—100 C. C. Foster 
Blihu Wilder,......36 36 47-108 F. J. Show....... 
L. W. Farrar........35 36 86-107 A.C. Goodspeed 
H. B. Armstrong,..84 36 36-106 FF. Hollls.,...... 
G. 0, Barrett,...,-.. #4 a5 36—105 F. F. Minot. 
Jia MUMET tenet a ate- on ---20c10k OC, Tari, 2 
we es OU ae pete pee E Ceeiawenans 103 

Last week was a busy one at the Magnolia gallery, The intense 
cold weather has prevented the riflemen from visiting their several 
ranges, and they have ayailed themselves of the galleries, The 

pistol match will be continued during the new year with the same 
conditions as formerly, the prizes to be cash, with an extra prize of 
10 for a clean score of eight consecutive bullseyes ; rounds 10, pos- 
sible 50; distance 50 fest, With the new year will also begin two 
new matches for the vifle, with four prizes ; five scores to win in 
both matches, An extra prize will be given fora clean score it 

—————| - 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
mateh No. 2. ‘The Forusr any StRwaar hax presented an elegant 
meerschaum pipe, vulued at 850, 16 the Magnolia gallery to he 
shot for, and it will hé awarded to the marksman making the best 
aggregate of five acores, each score to. consist of ten shots off-hand, 

reduced Creedmoor targets, ties to be shot off, best three out of 
five scores. Open to all comers tvorm January to April 30, incln- 
sive. The subjoined summary gives the best scores for ville and 

pistol : 

kile Match No, 1 
TeGs ROBGIS. a2 catered ens c ewes tor nessa toe 34 4y 49 dv SU 246 
eh. NIMES on pent eth beens see a9 48 43 50 40—244 
G. Wright...... pea 45 48 #45 (48 
R. F. Sehaerler.-_,.. a AT 49 O47 47 
1), A, GTOSS....-.45- 7 46 AT 40 
W- IT. Farnhant.. ay ATT 
E.R. Foster. 45 45 AT 
@. Gillian a7 oh 
W. Uunte a5 45 46 
id, J, Roe 44 44 AG 
W. Bray TTP VSO wee ce eer en assem gene a 221 
B, Whiltte; 223 8. Fogg. 221 
W. Jones... 923 FW. OlOUC. -.- ¢--- ees see wee eee by) 

Rifis Match No. 2 
J.C, Rogers shes 46 45 46 46 4) —229 
W, Tninter, 45 40 45 A 4§—227 
J. Am 5 45 45 46 45—226 
R, F. Se «bt 45 46 46 5 
O. Wright........ Re ceretty e 45 46 45 
euWillFeitis< oy epee eae O19 We MOAWATdS22 2. lc. cents stone 219 

Pistol Match. 
Ce DUNN, 222 nt ed tess vee cevcenceecerer 41 4d 41—126 

ai) aL 41—122 
Ai) Ai) 41—121 
3g 42 39—119 
89 4 39—119 
-3D 36 87—108 

0% Fr anaes tt 
--. 86 99 

99 
, oF 

J. 0. Metoy. -...- see OD 

Boston, Ja. 1—There seems to be no season of rest for the 
marksmen at Walnut Hill range. To-day the advent of the New 

Year was recognized by each rifleman with as much noise and as 

many bulls as possible, The pavilion was well filled and the shoot- 
ing capital, considering that) the heayy mantle of snow which lay 

before the butts produced the most disagreeable impressions and 

seriously affected the eye-sight of the participants. The wind was 

northwest, yery strong and unreliable, and the riflemen were often 

beaten by it. The cold was intense and its effect upon the rifles 
was in many cages demoralizing. The Noyelty matches will close 

next Saturday. To-day’s work will be found in the summary : 

Creedmoor Match. 

de, PGUNELU. oo ce See ecm em mere 5 d 5 +25 5 4 & 5-46 
A.B. Archer 5=- 455454 5 4 5 5-46 
Ki. L. Dodge... d44a44 56 4 4 & 5-45 
A. ©, Gould #6t44 5 4 5 545 
E. Whittler 5554454 4 B45 
FB, J, Rabhe bapa d 16 6 +45 
©. Richards 45 44 4 4 56 + 5-4 
J. RB. Fellows... 4455 6 4 4 4 5-4 
BeBe SUONG p teed o- saett crc den aria « 454445 4 4 5-45 
Gh WATTCR sltiiee coe wmrahetad set boosts 54443 4 3 5 £41 

5 5 5 4 § 5—46 
45 5 4 5 5-46 
455 4 5 G46 
44 4 6 5 £45 

KH. Bennett. -.1.---- eres at S 40 12 10 10 10 12 12 10 19-106 
is § 1610 10 1 1 Ti) ~=8 100 

Wi 8 6-9 
1 10 69 10-93 
9 T 11 12— 92 
# T 9 6—Si 

C. I. Butebrouk 9 10 % W— TT 
ay Pa enies 3 cancer = ' 5 & 9— 66 

WHE JaeKSol. 2. . cen ses COT 
J, Williams... .---.. LAD bee a 0, out tle 2!) 
R, Davis..- 7 Oe Tc lip TS me Eee Kaley 
EB. L. Dodwe Tt es) 4 oe GO a 
§. Lewis Se SP eon 3. Uw ae De D 
J. Nichols se By 10) A =A. OTD oe OE 
G, Warren. ... 9 8 49 Ca a BY 
RoPaPe ya. cokes peer 27 f 6 10) G oy ui 

ovelty Match (Mass. Rest). 
12 12 12 11 10 10 1 OW Win 
1g 32 11 12 30 10 Wl di 12-710 
1110 10 11 21 12 4% 12 12-109 

yA: 4 12 12 12 10 11 1 31 1109 
I + i) 13 11 11 10 WW 10 12 i—7i0s 

PEEVE se tele hace ae oe 7 it 12 11 12 12 40 10 49—105 
OP Eig UES DT Sea Sa eee ale We 29) 72 We 8 “S_at UW il Tie 
ROPAPR esesesscgereidaeece PLO YW 38 a ke 3) B88 

Novelty Mateh (Mass. off-hand), 

G, Warren...,.,-- pee .$ 10 WW tT 9 TT FT 10 11—%%5 
Rm ewWiSstaesclaeros Jil id 8 1 WM 5 T 8 10 10— 9) 
QO, 11. EButebrouk... eo 10 “R19 “& Pe Ne Fae 
HePappse oe tie) erect) Se es a, iodide Ge So 9 — 50 

The gold-badge match, now being shotunder the amspices of the 

Med/ord Rifle Association, will close January 12, and a new silyer- 

ware match will be open, with prizes yalued at $200, January 17. 

GarpyEer—Mass., Dec. 31.—The Gardner Rifle Club added an- 
other to their victories this afternoon in a match with the Saratoga 
Ritie Club, of Saratoga, N. Y. A few weeks ago the club received 

4 challenge from the Saratoga club to shoot a friendly match on 

their own grounds. The afternoon of December 31 was selected 
as tlie day for the match to take place, the conditions being as fol- 

lows: Tach team to shoot on their own home range, the match to 

be shot under the rules of the National Association (excepting 

weight of gun), 200 yards off-laud, ten shots fo constitute the 
seore, ten men only to shoot and the eight best scores to count; 

total result to be telegraphed to each competing club as soon as 

possible after the close of the match, and the ten targets to he ex- 
changed the next day. At about 2 o'clock ten ‘‘ shots” faced the 

butts at Hack matack range, and after an hour's shooting the eight 
best scores figured up a total score of 603, which was telegraphed 
to Saratoga, and the contesting club returned a score of 499 as their 
best figures, making a victory for the Gardner elmb by 104 points. 

After the completion of the Saratoga match the club commenced 

shooting on its winter match, making the following scores at 200 

yards : 

Cc. 1 c. mm 
G. F_ Wusworth 46 ys 47—1b5—98 
G.O. Bent, =. 2-2er es 45 31 45—170—9U 
LN. Dodge... 45 $1 43—105—S8 
A. Matthews, 4G 7A 4—146—40 
Chester Minds. . 46 7 43—103—S9 
GLK, Pratt..... An 8 44—159—89 
H_ 8. Pierce 4b Tt 44—) 5740 
F. Nichols.,, 48 1 43—153—90 
D. Walker. 41 90 45—139—36 
A: NOWtOD,..,.-.%. 43 59 43—133—86 

SS 

There are more cures made with Hop Bitters than all other medi- 

omen, 

Hachting and GQanaeing. 

THE OLD AMERICA. 

YERY-once in a while what purports to be» history of the ald 
America’s career appears in print, and generally with con- 

siderable variations from the truth. In order to preserve her 

actnal recor] we republish the following from the London Field, 

which probably gives the best authenticated narrattye of her 

racing while In England. We may add that subsequent to her be- 

ing raised trom the muddy bottom of the St. J ohns she was used 

as a dispatch yessel till the close of the war, and then attached to 
the U. 8. Naval Academy, at Annapolis, Md., a8 a practice schooner 

for the midshipmen. She was bought at auction in 1874 by General 
Buller for $5,000. If the English yachts of the present day ave 

unable to make a successful race with the old schooner the same 

sun be said of the modern American fleet, for we, haye produced 

nothing equal to Steers’ handiwork since his day, and a fair match 
would be but a stern chase over the whole course for any of the 

uncouth centreboard boats whose hideous models are displayed 
with mistaken pride upon the walls of many a elubroom, Since 
the Cambria and Livonia mede their numbers in our waters the 
public hag learned much in a nautical way, and we are confident 
that public sentiment would compel equitable treatment and 
sportsmanlike terms to any foreign yacht contemplating a yisit to 
our waters. 
“We are glad to find that English yachtsmen are again taking 

an interest in the eup won at Cowes by the America in 1851. We 
have been asked geyeral times of late concerning the conditions 
under which a challenge has to be made, and we feel pretty sure 
if it were made certain that two or three single-handed matches 
with the same vessel could be sailed for the cup that some British 
yachtsman would make a challenge. As the majority of the 
present owners who are devoted to yacht racing can hardly be ne- 
quainted with the history of the ‘America Cup,’ we recapitulate 
the chief incidents in connection therewith. 

i¢ The America was built in 1849 from designs by George Steers, 
and launched in 1850. She was, we believe, beaten by the Maria 
sloop, and in 1851 (as previously contemplated) sailed from New 
York to Hayre under snug canyas in July ; she here shipped her 
racing spars and bent ker big sails, and cleared for Cowes, where 
she arrived just before the R. Y. 8. regatta. On the day of her 
arrival she had a spurt with the Layrock cutter, and soaked out to 
windward of that craft so fast, head reaching all the fime too, 
that those who saw it wereaghast. The owners of the Amenca 
threw down a challenge to sail any yacht a match for a stm of 
from one thousand to ten thousand guineas ; but the performunce 
of America onthe moment of her arrival had quite convinced the 
Cowes yachtsmen that we had nothing that conld beat her in 4 
fair stand-up fight im a good breeze, and so the challenge remained 
unaceepted until August 17. Our yachtsmen were taunted with 
supineness on all sides, and eventually Mr. G. Stephenson, with 
more courage than discretion, offered to sail his little schooner 
Titania of 100 tons against the stranger. Meanwhile the regatta. 
of the Royal Yacht Squadron took place, and on August 22 was a 
match for all rigs round the Isle of Wight for a cup presented by 
the members of the R. Y. 8. Time allowance was watyed in order 
to induce the America to en ter, and at ten o'clock on the morning 
of the 22d a fleet of fifteen besides America started for the cup. 
These included Arrow, cutter, 84; Volante, cutter, 50; Alarm, 
cutter, 193; Freak, cutter, 60; Aurora, cutter, 47, and several 
schooners, all more or less on the cod’s head and mackerel’s tail 
principle, There was » light westerly wind, and running trom 
Cowes to the east end of the island the cutters had the best of it. 
Here the America hauled up for the Whitecliff, but the others 
kept away to clear the Nab. This gaye the America a considerable 
lead, but the cutters worked up to her again, and the Wildfire, not 
inthe match, kept on her weather. The wind was light, the tide 
strong, and, working along under shore, Arrow got ground; the 
Alarm and some of the schooners went to her aid, and perhaps 
were glad of the excuse for retiring from the contest. Yolante 
and Vreak were close up to the America off St. Lawrence, when 
they fouled in cross tacking, Volante losing her bowsprit, Troma 
this time there was more wind, and making longer boards off, in 
spite of the lee-going tide, the America overhauled Wildfire olf 
Freshwater. She passed through the Needles seyen or eight miles 
ahead of the nearest of the other contestants, but the wind falling 
light she did not reach Cowes till 8:35, and Aurora 8:55. It will be 
seen that so far as this match went it was an extremely unsatis- 
factory contest ; nevertheless the America made such a display 
whenthere wasany wind that eyery one who saw her was convinced 
that the English yachts had not a ghost of a chance against her. 
On Aug. 28, in a fine N. W, breeze, the match against Titania was 
sailed twenty miles to leeward of the Nab, with « dead beat back, 
Running twenty miles before the wind the America only beat 
Titania fiye minutes, but thrashing back the Yankee had to make 
less than two boards to the other’s three, and finally arrived fifty- 
+wo minutes before her. These were rather inglorieus contests ; 
but they made the America’s fame, and not another yacht owner 
could be found who would yenture to match his yessel against her, 
In the same month she was sold to the late Lord De Blacquiere, 
who eruised to the Mediterranean in her. She encountered a ter- 
zific gale in February off Malta, and went through it so well that 
all the objectors to the long clean bow were silenced for ever. 

* On Jaly 23, 1852, America.competed in the regatta of the Royal 
Victoria Yacht Club at Ryde, andamong the other five competitors’ 
were Arrow and Mosquito. Arrow had been lengthened, and her 
speed was thereby much improved ; still, so far as this match was 
concerned, there was little to test the yachts, as the wind was 
paltry. The course was round the Isle of-Wight, the jrize u 
Queén's cup, and the yachts got back to Ryde at seven Oe¢lock, 
nearly abéam—Arrow, 6.59.30; Mosquito, 6.59.31; ond America, 
7.1.20. Mosquito should have won bul was disqualified for fouling 
Arrow. Lord De Blacquiere had thrown out a challenge to sail any 
schooner yacht for £1,000, but no match could be arranged, al- 
though Lord Londeaborongh with Mosquito, and Mx. Weld with 
Alarm (now transformed into a schooner), were anxious for # con- 
test. However, on Oct. 12, America was matched against the 
Swedish schooner Syerige for £100, The course was twenty miles 
to leeward of the Nab hghtship, for the sake of the beat back, ana 
in a moderate breeze the Swede ran the American 8*4 minutes {0 
thé leeward mark yessel. The Swede here unfortunately curried 
away the jaws of her main gaff on rounding, and her maiusail 
could not afterward be got to stand properly, The American 
weathered on her, and eventually arrived at the goal at sight 
o’clock, first by tiventy-six minutes ; but Sverige at last lost twenty 
minutes or so by over-reaching. y 
‘The America sailed mo matches in 1853, and im 1854 she waa 

haved np in Mr. Pitcher’s yard, Northfleet, near Gravesend, for 
repairs ; butshe was so extensively, seized by dry rot that repair- 
ing seemed ont of the question. In the end Lord De Blacqniere 
sold her for « few hundreds to Mr. Pitcher, who leisurely set about 
rebuilding herat odd times. Her frames were taken ont one by 
one, and replaced by frames of oak, and she was replanked with 
elm to the water Ime, and teak above, So complete was the re- 
building, that « few years since Mr. Pitcher fold ys he did not 
think a cartload of the original material was leftin her. The 
heavy American eagle, which ws on her stern, had preyiously 
been taken off at Portsmouth, and subsequently adorned the pava- 
pet of the Eagle Hotel af Ryde—an odd disposition for such s mag— 
nificent ornament. Mr. Pitcher had some difficulty im disposing of 
the America, but in 1860 he found a purchaserin Mr, H. Detie. 
This gentleman cut her mainmust 6 ft, and foremast.5 ft., partly 
hecause he was bound on a trip to the West Indies, and partly Le- 
canse the mastheads were “shaky.” The gaifs were, howeyer, 
lengthened, and she was fitted with top-masts and a long jib-booli 
He re-named her Camilla, and on Ang. 17 entered iu a& mateh al 
the regatta of the Royal Weatern Yacht Olubat Plymouth, ng 
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other competitors were Wildfire, schooner, 69 tons, Mr. Turner- 
Tineér, and Galatea, 124 tons, Mr, Thomas Broadwood. There 
Wiis 1 moderate breeze, and Camilla beat Wildfire twenty minutes, 
and Gilatea thirty; thus, as she only had to allow Wildfire seyen 
anda half minutes, she won easily, Camilla made the yoyage to 
the West Indies as projected, and, returning im 1861, sailed a 
inate at Queenstown, June 23, when just fresh from her long 
osu yoyage, She, therefore, was searcely fit for match puiling, 
und it ig not surprising that she only beat La Traviata (« achooneér 
o! 85 tons) by one minute, and thus failed to win. Ii July she 
was matched apainst the Alarm, which Mr, Weld ‘‘ Americanized” 
in 1452, and sinve then among English schooners had been inyinci- 
ble. Unfortunately, a day or two before the match the crew of 
the Camilla “refused duty,” because, as was alleged, Mr. Decie 
would sail the yacht himself. Accordingly, Mr. Decie had to find 
a serach crew, aud hegoton board something of all sorts—Gosport 
cabmen, Ryde watermen, ‘* bounty men,” who had been shipped 
in Tf M. 8. during the war with Russia, men out of coasters, pen- 
biouers, and in fact almost any one that offered was accepted. One 
stalwart fellow, however, avoused Mr, Docie’s suspicions, and he 
was asked if he really liad ever been to sea. He replied, ‘Yes, up 
the Baltic in the Edinburgh.” ‘And were you an able seaman?” 
“ Very nearly, sir,’ was the respouse; and how near the whole 
«crowd was to being able seamen may be guessed from the factthat 
‘Camilla was brought by the wind, in a fine breeze, with bulloon 
topsaile and balloon jib, and in trying to get the maintopsail down 
the crew let go tha tack, the consequence being that the sail blew 
elesn away, the halliards and sheets unreeving ; but the tack got 
jammed somehow, and for eleyen minutes the America was head 
to wind in Spithead, with her top-sail in mid-air like a balloon, Tn 
the end Alarm won by thirty-seven minntes, but no one regarded 
the race as satisfactory, After this Mr, Decie re-named the yacht 
** Amorica,” and sailed for the Southern States, where his English 
erew left Lim, as they thought he was getting into hot water be- 
tween the rival governments which were then disputing for power. 
She was subsequently chased bya Federal cruiser when carrying 
despatches for the Confederates on the river St, Jolin ; but her 
em y senttled her, and themselves got away to the shore in her 
bouts. She was lifted by the Federals, and after the conclusion of 
the war was used by the U, 8. Navy as a training ship. 
The America was fitted specially for the race against the Cam- 

bria in 1870, and finished fourth, both by place and time, arriving 
at the goal thirteen minutes abead of Cambria, It was then de- 
cided that the America was to be matched gsingle-handed against 
the Cambria, aud she accompanied the yachts 1n their cruise down 
to Newport, R. I,, to get her crewin proper training. However, 
on her return passage from Newporl to New York, in company with 
Cumbria, she sailed (in broad daylight) plump into a coaster, and 
knocked all her head gear ond figuré-head scroll work away, It is 
but just to say that tle crey were at breakfast, and, so fay as we 
could see, not 2 sonl was ou deck at the time—wind very light. 
The nayal authorities after this decided that the America should 
do no more yachting, and in 1874 sold her to Gen. Butler. The 
latter gentleman has raced her with yarying success, and we now 
hear that he is about to modernize her in some way, and we trust 
it will be done with discrimination, 

In 185% the late owners of the America presented the New York 
Yacht Clu with the cup she had won at Cowes, but, it seems, with- 
out any written introduction as fo the object of the presentation ; 
and 30 in August, 1857, the donors sent the following letter to the 
New York Yacht Club: 

Tn the Seeretary of the New York Yacht Club; 
Sh—The undersigned members of the New York Yacht Club, 

and late oyners of the schooner yacht America, beg leave, through’ 
you, to present to the club the enp won by the America at the re- 
yatta of the Royal Yacht Squadron at Cowes, Aug. 22, 1851. 

This cup was offered a8 a prize to be sailed for by yachts of all 
nations, without regard to difference of tonnage, going round the 
Tale of Wight (the usual comse for the annual regatta of the Roy- 
al Yacht Squadron), and was won by the Americu, beating eight 
enttors and seven Kehooner yachts, which started in the race. 

‘he cup is offered to the New York Yacht Club subject to the 
following conditions : 
Any organized yacht clab of any foreign country shall always be 

entitled, through any one or more of its members, to claim the 
right of sailing a match for this enp with any yacht or other yessel 
of not less than 30 nor more than 301) tons, measured by the Cus- 
tom House rule of the eountry to which the vessel belongs. 

The parties desiting to sail for the cup nay make any match 
with the club in the possession of the samé that may be determin- 
ed npou by mutual consent; but, incase of disagreement as to 
terma, the match shall be sailed over the usual course for the an- 
nual regatta of the yacht club in possession of the cup, and subject 
to ita rules and sailing regulations, the challenging party being 
bound to give six mouths’ notice in writing, fixing the day they 
wish to blart. This notice toembrace Custom House measurement, 
riz, and name of the vessel. 

Tt 1s to be distinctly understood that the cup is to be the proper- 
ty of the club, aud not of the members thereof, or owners of the 
yessel winning itin a match, ind that the condition of keeping it 
open to be sailed for by yxclit clubs of all foreign countries, upon 
terms above laid down, shall for aver attach to it, thus waking it 
perpetually a challenge cup Lor friendly competition between for- 
eign countries. 

(Signed) J. DEOKMAN Frxtey. 
Gorey L, SemuyLun, 

J. CO, Stevnns. 
Haanmton Winks, 
Epwin A. Stevens, 

A copy of these conditions was senfito all yacht clubs in 1857, 
aud published in English periodicals : Int no challenge was made 
until 1469. The challenger was Mr, J. Ashbury, of the Cambria 
schoonur, as tepresentative of the Royal ‘Tuames Yacht Club. He 
eluimed to pailagainst one yacht, but the members of the New 
York Yacht Club decided to send as many yachts as would enter 
against the Cainbria, This wis in direct opposition to the wish of 
Mr. Schuyler (the only surviving donor of the cup) who wrote to 
the commodore of the club in March, 1870; 
“T oun state with certainty that all the signers of the letter to 

the New York Yacht Club presenting the cup won by the America 
in 1851 considered the word ‘‘match "in connection with the con- 
ditions proposed by them, as meaning that but one yessel could 
start against the party challenging for the possession of it.” 

However, the Cambria tackled the whole feet and was beaten— 
but not badly ifall the circumstances connected with the conteat 
be considered. She had been generously giyen the weather station, 
but jnat before the start the wind shifted tight round, and Cam- 
brian was on the lee eud of a line three-quarters of a mile long, with 
sixteen vessels on her weather, there being only one to leeward of 
her. The yachts had to beat down a narrow channel from Staten 
Tsland to the Sandy Hook Lightship, eighteen miles distant, and 
Cambria had to work her way throngh the whole fleet. In doing 
this in the Narrows it was yery close quarters, and some of those on 
board the American yachts knew so little about thé ‘“‘amle of the 
youd ” that the Cambria, was made to give way three or four times 
when on starboard tack, and at last she sailed into Tarolinta. Jn 
the end Cambria came in eighth, half an hour after the winner (the 
Magic), thirteen minutes after the America. A curious incident in 
eonuection with this match was the fact that Commodore Stebbing 
subsequently cansed a notice to be posted in the club house, on 
Staten Island, valling attention to the clib sailing rules that yachts 
on the port tack were to give way to those on the starboard taels, 

In 1871 Mr. Ashbury built the Livonia, and again challenged for 
tha cup; but the club announced their intention of sending a fleet, 
and would not hear of any omtside course instead of the club rezat— 
ta course. ‘This wasiim spite of a sevond long letter Mr. Schuyler 
wrote, clearly defining what were the intentions of the donors of 
thecup. Mr. Asbury then hit upon the idea of obtaining certificates 
to represent the tiyelye clubs he belonged to, and challenged in 
the name of each, He expected to sail these matches one after the 
other, and clam the enp if he won the match. This scheme was 
an impracticable ons, and the New York Yacht Club wonld notlisten 
to it, but offered to sail seven matches against the Livonia, the 
glib to choore the days forthe matches as they pleased, and also a 
yauht to mest the Livonia on the morning of each match, Mr. 
Ashbury accepted thexe conditions, but of course it was next tg 
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impossible to win. Five races were actually sailed, and, as the 
Columbia won twice, and the Sappho twice against Livonia’ once, 
the cup was declared to be still the property of the New York 
Yacht Club. 

In 1887 the cup was again challenged for by a Canadian owner 
of the schooner yacht Countess of Dufferin. The American press, 
alniost without exception, declared that the Cambria and Liyonia 
had been unfairly treated, and demanded that one yacht should be 
selected to do battle against the Countess of Dufferin, and the re- 
sutabided by. The New York Yacht Clab agresd to this, and the 
Madeleine was the selected vessel, ‘Three matches were decided up- 
on, but only two actually sailed—-one oyer the inside course, ald 
one ontiide—as Madeleine won tiyo “right away.” 
We may state that the New York Yaclit Olnb, in case of the Li- 

vonia and Countess of Dufferin, waived the six months’ notice, and 
no donbt they would do so again if {hoy were satisfied that they 
Sane yacht capable of making a good fght with the challenging 
yacht, 

—_—_—_ 8 

THE OLD AMERICA, 

Editor Forest and Strean:: 
Tread with much pleasnre your account of the ‘Old America," 

the more 40 as I happened to be in England at the time of the in- 
ternational race (1851), and of course went to Cowes to ses the fim, 
To say that the excitement ran high would be begging the poiut. 
There is an episode in that race which I think has never been pub- 
lished. The yachts being placed for the race, and the time for 
starting at hand, the gun sent forth the signal. It was a moment 
of intense excitement, and withal wbeautiful sight to see the men 
in their smart yachting togd manning the halliards, all bent for- 
ward ready to hoist away. Hardly had the smoke cleared the mua- 
zie of the gun than the jolly English tars had their sails ont and 
loft, and their boats gathered away. Not so with the America, 
however ; there she lay, not an arm of her crew had moyed at the 
signal. When, like a spark, the cry echoed through the crowd; 
The Americans are not going! The Americans are not going ! Just 
then what ourlads were waiting for, a big puff of wind, came along, 
when up went that historical sail, flat asa boardand taut as a 
drim head, and the noble yessel, fretting at her detention, seemed 
to give two or three lightning bounds, and in a few seconds the 
race was hers without peradyenture, PERDIX. 

St. Louis, Dec, 24, 
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EXTRACTS FROM LOG OF GUINEVERE, Ff, C. ¥. G. 

August 8, Left Niagara at 2p. a, for Toronto, Becalmed three 
or fonr niles ontsidé the mouth of the river for three hours. 
Picked up a fine breeze from southwest at 5». M., and carried 
éverything, using the second jib as a watersail, Were near Toron- 
to by dark, but lost the wind at sundown and did not reach our 
moorings till 10 P. br, 

Aug. 16. Started for Hamilton at 8 Pp. mM. Brisk north wind. 
Set out under lower sail though some other yachts had a reef 
down, Lost half an hour st harbor’s entrance through having to 
put ashore some ladies to whom we had given ashortron, After 
running twelye or fifteen miles we sent up jib-topsail, and off 
Bronte the gafi-topsail. The wind lessening toward eyenme reached 
Burlington Beach before 7:30, haying made the run of 33 miles in 
a little less than four hours. In this trip, which lasted three daya, 
the yacht accommodated a crew of seyen, all sleeping on board at 
night—not bad for a seven-tonuer. 

September 18, Started for Fort Dalhousie 3 F,2. Wind had 
been light from southwest till starting hour, when it suddenly 
shifted to east, and weather became rather thick. As the wind 
was getting up we kept to lower canyas. The Oriole, 95 tons, amd 
Alarm, #8 tons, passed out of the harbor ahead of us for a sail in 
the lake. he wind now freshened to a strong breeze, and when 
4, few miles outside of the island the Alarm was discovered through 
the mist taking down a reef, and soon atter we made ont the Ori- 
ole ulso reefed. After making about ten milea we thought il bet- 
ter to reduce canyas as the lee rail was ont of sight, and we were 
dragging our sails rather than carrying them. ‘The crew of three, 
therefore, turned to and took in a reef in mainsail and shifted 
jibs. Wath the fine beam wind we reeled off fhe miles at a good 
rate, and expected to make a quick run across, There was a great 
deal more sea than there should haye been, seeing that the wind 
had just got up, atid we could only account for it by supposing 
that it had been blowing hard lower down the lake. At 6:30 we 
were wellinto Fort Dalhousie, but soon afterward lost the wind, 
and took four hours to coyer the last three or four miles, having 
finally to tow the yacht into the harbor with the dinghy at 11 », 
m, The storm signal being up when we got in we expected to haye 
some wind next day on our return, but had yery little, and we 
oe eight hours runming back—the distance beg thirty-one 
thiles, 
SQ 

SEAWANHAKA YAouT Cive.—The annual meeting will be held 
Monday, January 10, at Delmonico’s. 

Ocean Cxrutstna.—The thirty-five ton yawl Faleon has been 
heard trom at Bahia, Oct, 22, having made the fastest passage 
from St. Vincent this season, twenty-two days. It will be remem- 
bered that she left Southampton, Eng., in August last, bound for 
the Pacitic yia Capo Horn, with a crew of Corinthians only. 

Hupbstn River Yacur Crus.—The following officers haya been 
elected for the coming year: Commodore, fh. VY. Freeman ; Vice- 
Commodore, J, E, Gratney; Secretary, HE. R, Wilson ; Treasurer, 
J. Stitger; Trustees—I. Muller, T. Kude, Charles Van Glahn, 
James Carolin and J. Kelly. ‘The elub is ubout to erect a new 
house at ths foot of West Seyenty-fourth street. 

Poerunar Errors.—it is very generally supposed that American 
yachts are of very much less displucemant than English boats of 
the same size, because the former catry us a rule less ballast, and 
npon this assumption much ink is spilled in exalting the supposed 
buoyant qualities of our beamy yachts and correspondingly pre- 
sénting to the uninitiated dire tales of the terrible diving to which 
the English eraft is prone. The Colunibia is, for instance, an ex- 
ample of a buoyant American schooner. She is $6<¢{t. water line, 
25} ft, beam, with only 5/'t. 10in, draft and in the publiv estimate 
light as a cork, for she carries only 35 tons of ballast. On the other 
hand, the English schooner Seabelleis S0/oft. water line, 19ft. 
bean, lligft. deep and has 11ft. dralt. Both are practically alike 
in size and also in displacement, the Columbia displucing 150 tong 
and Seabelle 157, Yet the latter carries 73 tons of ballast against 
the former's 35, showing that the Americanis not at all the lighter 
or more buoyaut, but exactly the contrary, the saving in Seabelle, 
represented by her exceas of ballast, being due te amaller spars 
and rig, superior construction and legs material im hull on account 
of shape. The Seabelle, We may add, attains 1 maximum speed 
yery nearly equal to that of the Columbia with fully 33 per cent. 
less suil area. It is a question whether the slight difference be- 
tween the two ia not well worth sacrificing for tue sake of much 
smaller sails, safety, far superior qualities and speed in open 
water. The difference in ballast, 40 ons, taking the whole of it 
as lead, represents a difference of say, $4,800 against Lhe Seabelle, 
& sum counter-balanced, however, by the greater cost of hull and 
equipment of the Columbia, quality for quality. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

HoxArixp Shooting Suita, Upthegroye & McLellan, Valparaiso, Ind. 

Tue Newsearer Wortp,—We find much yaluable information 
about newspapers in Messrs. N. W. Ayers & Son's ' American 
Newspaper Annual,” published at their office in the Times Building, 
Philadelphia, Pa. From the pages of this yery complete yolume 

it appears that there are in the United States and Canadas sonie 
10,674 newspapers and periodicals, of which 1,241 belong to the 

Btate of Now York alone, ‘Lhe yeeklicy number $221, and the 

dalies 973. The publishers aye collected the fullest possible injor- 
mation respecting éach publication's circulation, politics, age, rate 
of adyertising, etc. The hook contains yary full hsts of class pa- 

pers, geographical distibution and  usefulindex, Itis » most 

complete, useful and, #0 far as our examination showe, reliable in- 
formation. 

auswers ta Correspondents. 

2” No Notice taken of Anonymens Communications: 

L. T. G.—Concerning 181b. canoes write to My, Rushton, Can- 
ton, N. Y. 

K. O. W.—The open season expired Jan, 1, 
book shortly. 

Mantonnz, Rochester, N. Y.—Address Currier & Ivea, Nassau 
&t., New York, 

&. D., Cincinuati, Ohio.—We make no charge for inserting ken- 
nel notes in our paper, 

We can supply the 

R, H.—List. of winning yachta appears in next number, If 

record of your boat 1s not complete correction will be made, 

Pro Sano.—Oil the canyas of your canoe, or use water-proofing 
process elsewhere mentioned in thes culamins, You can yarnish 

oyer all. Henew oceasionally, rabbing down suiooth first, 

F. E, A., Gloucester, Mass.—tIs there iny book prblishsd which 
Styes diructions for taking the hides from birds aud animals? If 

80 please giye me price. Ans. Maynard's Natitalists Guide, 
price #2. 

H. H, B.—Nothing published converning entting modern yacht 

sails. Practice only can make perfect, so far as the artia concerned, 
The proper design and balanse of sail is explained in many works 
on ship and yacht building und will be dully illustrated in coming 
numbers, 

E. 8., Waterbury, Conn,—After returning from shooting one 
day last week I was taking some grouse from my pocket when I 

fell somo ingect on my hand which I secured, thinking if might be 
the grouse fy, Jinclose it for your inspeotiou. Will you please 
inform msifitis? Ans, Itis the gronse tly, 

W. F. 8.—To waterproof canoe dissolye half pound sugar of 

lead and half pound alum in bucket of pnre water. Pour off and 

steep the canyas in it for several hours. Hang upto dry. Or 

simply oil or paint the boat, sundpxpering down several coats, the 

first one lightly. Tinting increases the weight materially, 

Mavyarb.—The Nimbus was built, we believe, in 1878 by Herre- 
shoff, of Bristol, R. I. When lawunehed was 37 feet overall, 33 

feet 4 inches water line, 1144 feet beam, 5 feet 2 inches deep and 4 

fect dratt, with board 8 feet, Jak always been considered a fast 
boat and abler than most of her class on account of moderate 

beam, good depth and freeboard. Has wou 2 large nomber of 
racer. 

A. J., Providence, R. I.—Will catfish from the St, Johu's River, 
Plorida, live in the Ney England Statea? Will land-locked pulmon 
introduced into Rhode Island ponds breed and propagate them- 

selves? Aus. To both of these questions a Ashculinrist would 
say that you can't tell until youtry, The salmon muy brocd in the 

ponds if the water, the food and teniperatnresnit them, oterryike 

they will not, 

J. E., New York,—Hoyw do you pub crayfish on a hook for black 

bass? Ate. Take off the largé claws and run the hook ii on the 

under side abontthe middle of the tail and outin the middle of 
the thorax; or reyerse it, as some do, Another way is to yse only 

the tail, if the crayfish is largé and the buss are not over two 

pounds jin this cas6 pes) the tail aud insert tle hour ot the base 

aud let the point come near the end, 

—Any subscriber or reader of Forrsr AND STREAM in want 2 
any kind of carpetings, oil cloths, rugs, éte., ett., can be sure af 
fair treatment at the hands of John H. Pray, Sona & Co., Boston, 
Call or correspond with them, and get their prices before buying, 
Tt will pay you to try them.—{ Adv. 
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Azour Parrots —A notable fact in rela- 
tion to \he peculiar food giving a flavor to the 
flesh of animals, such as muddy wecds to that 
of fish, fish to wild ducks, acorns to the flesh 
of p rk, and many other instavces, is most 
Temarkable in the case of parrots. -We are 
assured by those who, living in South Africa, 
have frequently eaten of parrot, that the 
delicacy of the flesh yariesfrom a luxury to 
positive rejection during certain seasons of the 
year. When the delicious guava is ripe, they 
are sapid and fat; the seed of the acajou 1m- 
parts a alight and not disagreeable soupcon of 
garlic ; spicy seeds give not only the flavor but 
an aroma of cinnamon, clover, etc., and 
all berries give a peculiar quality to their 
flesh. They are, moreover, wine-bibbers. We 
had a parrot which had contracted that habit 
at the’passenger’s dinner-tables on board one 
of the Peninsula and Oriental steamers. 
He would watch the guests retire, and go 
round and * heel-tap” every glass as dry as any 
serving-man. Theseed of the cotton tree is the 
parrot’s especial weakness, and will intoxi- 
cate it in the samé manner as alcohol does 
man. Dealers are said to give parrots a like 
stimulant previous to showing them to a cus- 
to ner, as if has the effect of making them lo- 
guacious. In opposilim to a contrary notion, 
parrots will and have been known to breed in 
captivity in different parts of Hurope. They 
lay three or four white eggs each time, and 
incubate several times in 4 year, sitting from 
29 to 25 days, according to the season. The 
most successful results appear to have been 
attendant upon cases in which the birds have 
been provided with nesting places suitable to 
their habits. In one case a small barrel was 
procured and pierced toward a third of its 
height with a hole about six inches in diam- 
eter. In the bottom was placed a quantity 
of sawdust three inchesin thickness. Ou 
this the female laid her eggs and sat until 
they were hatched. Recent works question 
the fact that parrots breed in domestication, 
but there exist too many trustworthy evi- 
dences to the contrary to allow the denial to 
obtain. Indeed, so long ago as 1833 a writer 
upon the subject said: ‘* All experiments 
which have been tried at Caen and Paris in 
this interesting subject “have been attended 
with the most favorable results.’—Adl the 
Year Round. 

* 

A Trus Srory Anoot A Crow's Roost.— 
A gentleman who lives about six miles 
Lorth of our city reports what is prob- 
ably the most stupendous thing in the 
way of a crow roost that has ever been 
seen. ‘The roost is in the magnificent 
woodland of Mr, Inksheep, and our in- 
formant estimates the number of birds at 
150,000,000. He says the largest oak trees 
have been uprooted and smaller ones crushed 
into kindling wood by their weight; that the 
noise made by them isso great that the people 
for three milesaround haye to stuif cotton into 
their ears, andare only enabled tocammunicate 
with each otherthrough speaking trumpets 
after the crows begin to assembie. Cattle 
weighing 1,500 pounds haye been killed by 
the birds and their bones picked clean, and 
the skeletons of hogs and sheep which weigh- 
ed 150 to 200 pounds are dangling from the 
trees where the crows have carried them, and 
the whole country -is strewn with bones, as 
in the prophet’s vision of ‘the valley of Je- 
hosaphat.” Shooting at them is exceedingly 
dangerous, A gentleman in the employ of 
Mr, Inksheéep fired two shots into one of the 
trees and narrowly escaped suffocation from 
falling birds —Lexington (8S. C.) Press. 

Miscellaneous 

KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &c., &¢. 
SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FRED, 
KEEP MANUFACTURING CO., 

631,633, 635, 637 Broadway, New York. 

ooo a 

B. F. NICHOLS & CoO., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT DARGOG FISHING HOD Gf 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODE 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 
price-list. th. 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For touzzle ant breech-loading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shot-puns. Made ta open just short ot 
50, 70 and $0 yariis, giving close pattem and great 
penetration, 10 and12 eiuge, Send for circular. 

20 Sent, Post-paid, for $1, 

H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester. N. Y. 

FINE HAND-MADE REELS. 
All these reels are made with best quality screws, so that they can be taken apart if necessary. Any of these reels may haye either 

clicks or drags added, or be nickeled at, 75 cents for each addition : 

Capacity of reel......... Rae Saeed Beer te ced 20 Yarns. 25 Yarps. 30 Yarns. 40 Yarps. 60 Yarns, 80 Yarps. 100 Yarns. 150 YARDs- 

Polished brass plain handle with stop. 3 65 -70 ris) -80 85 95 = = 
“4 Hoe TORENT GTO area : — 75 — 90 1.00 1.15 = — 
a ‘€ with bushed bearings, click...... — 1.35 1.45 1.55 1.65 1.98 = — 
** hard rubber, bushed bearings, click. . = -- — 2.75 3.00 3.20 = 
w best q’y,( Abbey pattern) == -- 8.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 = 
‘* brass,plain handle, multip’s with stop. _ 1.30 1,40 1.50 1.60 1.7% = ape 

4 *Shalince, **  petterq’ty.. - 2.20 — 2.40 2.60 2.75 3.25 3.78 

LM ae v 55> esp wr (e —_ 3.00 — 3.25 3.00 3.75 4.25 4.75 
‘* G. 8. balance handle, ** ‘* press — 4.50 “= 5.00 9.75 6.50 7.25 9.00 
** bard rubber balance handle, multi- 
plying, best quality, steel pivot, with ad- 
justable click (Imbrie pattern)......... stew — — — a 11.00 12.00 14.00 16.00: 

A complete line of common reels always in stock. Also full assortment of Extra Quality Cuttyhunk and Salmon Reels. 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY. 

ABBEY & IMERIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

Composed of the NERVE-GIVEING principles of the ox brain and wheat germ. It restores to 
both brain and body the elements that haye been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses or 
nervousness, It promotes digestion and strengihens a falling memory. lt prevents debility and con- 
sumption. Ttstrengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses. Physicians have 
preseribed 300,000 packages. 

For sale by druggists or mail, $1. 

for Sale. 

OR SALE a No, 12 Remington Dbreech-loading 
shot-gun, 814 lbs. ; one cartridge bag, loading 

tools, forty brass shells, Waterproof sun case with 
pockets for shells and cleaning tools; cost $60; a 
good shooter, an excellent duck gun. Price $25. 
Address ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, ae Co., 
InP ies Jane,2t 

. 

WO LIVE DEER FOR 8ALE—A buck one year, 
a doe four years old; the latitr in kid; has 

bred six kids in three years. Inquire of OTTO E. 
C. GUELICH, 14 Liberty Street, Utica, N. ¥- 

Che Gennel. i 

POULTRY & DOG SHOW 
GIVEN BY THE 

WESTERN PENN. POULTRY SOCIETY 

AT 

PITTSBURGH, PENN., Jan, 13 to 19, 

(INOLUSIVE,) 

DOG SHOW 
Commences on the 17th and ends on the i9th of 

January ati)P.w. ONLY THREE DAYS. 

ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY &. 

CHAS. LINCOLN, 
Superintendent, 

C, B. ELBER, 
Secretary. 

Address LOCK BOX 303, Pitisbureh, Pa. 

Ro SALE, Fox terrier puppies out of Jill and 
Ike; Jill is by Vandal and Nettle. Tke is con- 

sidered one of the finest formed fox terriers in the 
country; was imported a year aro, and will kill any- 
thing of his weight, 161bs, Puppies are black, tan 
and white, and lemon and white. Born Noy, 24. 
Address BEACON KENNELL, 28 Myrile Street, 
Boston, Mass. Jang, it 

WO Burdette cocker spaniel dies forsale. Ad- 
£ dress THE BURDETTH KENNEL, Hornells- 

ville, N.Y. JAUG tf 

F. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. ¥- 

Ghe Fennel, 

Nioorefield Kennel. 

MR. A. H. MOORE’S ANNUAL SALE OF HIS 

SURPLUS STOCK OF SPORTING DOGS, 

Duke of Beaufort—Black, white and tan Laver- 
ack; whelped Feb. 2, 1878, by Pride of the Border, 
ex-Falry II., winner at the Westminster Kennel 
Club Dog Show, open class imported English setters, 
Liyy—Imported own sister to champion Leices- 

ter; black and white; whelped July, 1874; never 
been Shown on the bench; a good bitch in the 
ficid, und an excellent mother. Bred by Mr. 
Liewellin. 
Ruth--Imported (5,086) English setter; breeder, 

Mr. R. P. Liewellin; own sister to Champion Re- 
mus; lemon and white; whelped |s74, by Prince, 
ex-Ruby; very handsome, a splendid mother, and 
well broken for the field; invaluable tor a brood 
hitch. 
Sepoy—Orange and white English setter; whelped 

March, 1879 (breeaer, L. H. Smith, Ontario, Canada), 
by Gladstone, ex-Mersey (Leicester-Dart); very 
handsome: now in EB. 8. Walimaker’s hands finish- 
ing his education. He thinks highly of him, and 
says he will make a good dog for any gentleman 
Who appreciates a handsome field dog. Can be no 
finer pedigree. 
Beulah—Lemon and white pointer biteh ; whelped 

April, 1876 (breeder, E. Orgill, Esq.,.New York), by 
Fiake, ex-Lily; own sister to Champion Rose and 
Champion Ruby; a splendid bitch in the field, very 
liandsome, and an excellent mother; invaluable 
for a biood bitch. 
Pearl—Imported Italian greyhound; color, dark 

fawh; whelped December, 1878, by Douglas, ex- 
Gipsey Queen; 4 very handsome Italian grey- 
hound of the purest blood; bred by Mr, W. R. 
Bruce, Palkirk, Scotland. 
Young Jumbo I.—King Charles spaniel, {mport- 

ed; breeder, Mr. Forder, London, England ; color, 
teh black and tan; whelped May, 1879, by Cham- 
pion Young Jumbo, ex-Nelly. 

For price, étc., address A, H. MOORE, 1,711 Spring 
Garden Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Bargains in High Class Dogs. 
WILL BE SOLD CHEAP TO CLOSE OUT STOCK. 

Carlowitz, Blue Ruin (Carlowitz—Princess Nellie), 
Carlowitz Il. (Carlowitz-Queen Bess), Princess 
Wellie (Pride of the Border-Petrel), Queen Anne 
(Carlowitz-Queen Bess), True (Carlowitz-Princess 
Wellie), Pride of Delaware (Carlowitz-Ollie), 
Blanche (Carlowitz-Queen). Enclose stamp for 
prices, etc. HE. & C. YON CULIN, P. 0. Box 22, 
Delaware City, Del. 

AGENTS FOR CARD's NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 
Howard’s Steel Head Shells--Quality guaranteed. Price lower than any other. 

The Sennel, 

Board for Dogs. 
The undersigned are prepared to take a limited 

number of dogs to board at $3 per month. The 
dogs will have access to salt water, etc. 
References: Mr. H. W. Livingston, New York 

city; Mr. E. H. Madison, Brooklyn, L. I.; Mr, H. W. 
Huntington, Brooklyn, L. I., and Mr. $8, H. Appel, 
Brooklyn, L. I. 

TITUS BROTHERS, Centreport, Long Island, 
Jan6,tt 

OR SALE three choice black and white English 
setter fleld puppies, by Duke de Luyois, out of 

Barr’s Fannie, Duke is by Champion Royal-Duke 
Carlowitz-Trua), out of Ayre’s Bessie; she out of 
Dell (Waddell’s Pilot and Welsh’'s Nellie), by Glen ; 
bred by Theo. Morford. Fannie is by Colket’s im- 
ported Elcho (Reid's celebrated Laverack Sam and 
Hubbel’s May), out of Barr’s Lill; she by Brooks’ 
Young Bismarck, out of Bair’s Nellie; she by Old 
Bismarck, out of Barr’s Flora II.; she by Twad- 
dell’s Buster, out of Floral., ete. Hight weeks old 
and beauties; only $15 each. J. H’Y ROBERTS, 
Box P, Philadelphia. Jan6,it 

N THE STUD.—Gordons: black and tan, sire 
Rupert, imported 1877, by Shot, Jr., 1630, FE KC 

B, ex Khona, 1680, EK CSB, dam Whip, Stod- 
dard’s imported’ Duke and Gypsy. Fee $25. Duke 
OMLcuust Valley: Dlack and tan, limited to 5 bitches; 
sire, Puledo Kennel Club’s imported Grouse, E KC 
S B swyy, exrace, 3d prize winner Gilmore's, 1879 
Fee_ $25, ps from the above and others of best 
knon Gordons on hand and for sale, also matured 
brood bitches In whelp. AddressJAS, R, TILLEY, 
Locust Valley, L. I. Noy25, tf 

tee] 

OR SALE one of the handsomest and best young 
fox hunters in this State; black and white wi 

little tan; from best Pennsylvania stock. Or I will 
buy a bitch to match him, of equal beauty and as 
rood hunting qualities, Price $30. CHARLES F, 
CENT, Monticello, N. Y. Jané1t 

ANTED TO EXCHANGE red Irish setter dog 
for a red Irish bitch; dog is by Plunket out of 

Stella; is young and well broken on woodcock and 
quail, Bitch must be young, well broken on quail, 
and full pedigree. Address V. 8. LUSK, Asheville, 
N.C. Jané6,tt 

7 OR SALE two pair of yery fine orange and white 
English setter puppies. Whelped Noy. 12,1880. 

Will sell at alow price. For price and pedigree, H.. 
KELLNER, Lock Box 152, Danbury, Conn. Jané,2t ~ 

OR SALE.—My red Irish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old. Polnted 

and retrieved her first bird, and is a slasher in the 
field. Price $20. Address W. J. MORTON, Ports- 
mouth, Va. Oct2s,tt 

OR SALE, a well bred red (with a little whitey 
setter puppy, 20 months old. Has been handled 

this fall, and breaker gives a good account of him, 
Apply to PIONEER, this office. Dec320,tt 

STONEHENGE ON 'THE DOG. 

Price $3 50, 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co, 

Simplest, Most Hificient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U. 

10 Shots, S. Government in the Navy 
45 Cal,, 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

Prices: Carbines, $22; Frontier Rifles, 
Discount to the Trade Only. 

and Frontier Service. 

Or W. R. ScHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston. 

$22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $28. 
send for Catalogue and Price Lists. 

E. REMINCTON & SONS-., 283 Broadway, N.Y. P.O. 

The Daly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

To any other Gun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Unsurpassed, 
Lists furnished on application. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or THos. L. GoLoHER, 

116 Girard uye., Phila 

"Ta 2 a Se 8 SE Pe ara ee Remington’s Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles, 
KEENE’S PATENT 

Box 3,994. 



460 FOREST AND STREAM. 
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(January 6, 18€1, 

Cie Aennel. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HIN'TS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post tree. Gives addresses of prin- 

cipal English breeders. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

68 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, ete, to any déstination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should have their stuck con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of iniporting, shipping, etu 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
OF 

M, P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL, CO.,N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains, 
I sell only young stock, I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to eyery customer. 
These beautifi. and :ntelipent d2es cannot be 
beaten for iced crouse Ane WooG20eK SooOting 
and reimey.no.. Correspondents inwosing stamp 
Wa get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
Dials eto. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment, 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

P water, 
: i N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

buppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
i Kory O'More in the stud, The handsomest, 
as well as one of the best ileld and best bred red 
Trish dogs in the United Stutes. Winner of iirst 
ize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
Biv5 ghampion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale. 
thoroughbred pups. Address W. N. CALLEN: 
DER, Albany, N. Y. Junezt,u 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either getters or pointers, and train them thor- 
ou, aye Igive my puppies seven months’ work 
Suto the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog hss all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Sears 

E ct 2, 

feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters _guar- 
anteed, Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Qulevut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. 

LEN —B. and T.; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
lin’s' Belle. Theaboye dog, winner of tirst 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trials, will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom, Address 

H, F, ATHN,M.D., 
om % Hanson place, y 

Brook lyn,N. ¥ 

St BERNARDS FOR SALE,—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount 8t. 
Bernard dogs ana bitches, carefully selected from 
the ge opti ae sd Ea ie Pes eo for no 

. For prices, pedigrees, etc., add fee 
Bae re ree T ROY 2. COLLINE: 
Sept 1é-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A. 

OCKERS IN THE STUD,--SELL, black, by 
imp. Siot—imp. Rose, DOCTOR, Jr. (Second 

ew York, 1879), liver, by mp, Jack — Brownie, 
Fee3is each. Also best of puppies for sale. Ad- 
dress the LACHINE KENNEL, 1,182 Chestnut st. 
Elizabeth, N. J. Noy25,tf 

ORTRAITS of Eastern Field ‘Trial Witners, 
Y printed on fine tint. paper, will be sent post 

paid for 25 cents each, or the fivé for 3). FOREST 
AND STREAM PUB. CO,, 39 und 41 Park How, 

+ WN. Decs0,o 

VHAMPION TRIMBUSH.—This celebrated. tin- 
C ported Clumber Spaniel, ovange and white, lias 
been placed for the season in the stud. Fee, 520. 
Apply lO HRANGCIS 0, pz LUZE, 18 South Will Lyay 
Street, New York. Deez, ur 

EVEN PUPPIES FOR SALE, sire son of Plunket, 
aud dam a blagk amd white Pe aebial. 

selle- Prices. Bornon ith Ney, W. H. MOORE, Bel 
yur, Onto, Devz3 st 
ais 

ED FOX, Skunk, Raecoon and other furs 
bought for cash—highest prices, Send for cir- 

cular with Tull partleulars. t. C. BOUGHTON, 5 
y r JaN6,2C Howard st, N. ¥ 

| 10,30, 11.80 

OR SALE.—Fitteen Foxhounds, first-prize stock, | 
the finest and best. J 

M WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. Sept. 23, tf 

4 OR SALE a slashing young field spantel dog, 
liver, white ‘md tan; thoroughly broken on 

ruffed @rouse and woodcock; a superb retriever; 
Strong and healthy. Price, $50. Addvess ROBT. 
WALKER, franklip, Del Co,, N.Y Dees ,2t 

AOR SALE, niy Uyer and walle pointer biteh, 
three yeurs old; yerystaunch. Wii sell low or 

exchange for shot-yin. WM. Hy SMUDI, Startord 
Springs, Vonn. 2s Jun, 16 

Address, With stamp, L, | 

Hotels and Kontes for Sportsmen, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
2 TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Grand Rapids andCiacimnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

' FAMOD SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Crand Traverse Regio 
andthe Michigan North Woods are San paaa 
{f equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 

BOO TROUT 100 abound in the st: 
the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING i found 
ouly. af ates waters. 

e- ROUT season begins May land endsSept.1, 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 
Nov. & » 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICK ERED and MUSCA. 

LONG, also abeund in Jarge numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of hia 

skill to his friends or club” at home, ~3ice for 
packing fish can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOURFAMILY WITH YOU, Theace- 

nore of the North Woodsand Lakes is very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
mate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
“ ee pote) accommodations are food, far sur- 

ing theayerazein countries n 
mirord the finest ot fishing, flan 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guoseod Fishing Tackle ried Freeat 

"{Elscuralin toralesportemen fel “at ho <akesporismen feel *athome” 
mthisroute, F r‘Tourist's Guide (an athnotive 
liustrated bool if 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation an! curate maps of the Fishing 
Gzounds and 2'ine Cards, address A.b. vEBT 

Ser. Hass, Agent, Grand Ripids, Mick 

Chesapeake & Chio R.. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing | / 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Hleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and ineluding in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, Wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
eock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nervy of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South. All modera 
fmproyements in equipment, 

CONWAY BR, HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Chesapeake and Ohio Ratlway Coa., 

Richmond, Va, mayi ly 

ONG ISLAND 8.8.—SPRING SCHED- 
4 ULE, taking effect March 1th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER'S pir (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.39, 4.35, 5.39 P.M. Sundays, 

JAM, 
Col. P't & Whitestone, 17,35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 A.mM., 

2.34, 3.35, 4.85, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, T, 7.85, 9.15, 10.45 P.at., 
12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.85, 5.35, 7, 10 p.m. 
Flushing, 6.3, 7,35, 8.45, 10.11.85 A.M., 2.35, 3.38, 

£.35, d, 5.30, 6, 6.30, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10,45 P.M, 12.16 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 3, 6.35,7, 10 P.at. 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M, 4.35, 5.35, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, $A.M. 
and 6.85 P.M, | 
Great Neck,6.80, 7.35. 11,35 4.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 35 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M.,5,35 P.M, 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 a-at., 

1.35, 3.39, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 P.M. From Flatbush av, 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wedoesdaysand Sundays only from Hlatbush ay, 
i0e.m. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. we 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

(yn, 8, 10 A.M., 3,35, 4.35, 5.30, 6.05P.M. Sundays, # 
AM., 6.35,2.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, § A.M,, 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.m.. 4.35, 6,35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. fs 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 1) 4.M.,4.352.M. Sundays, 9 A.M, 
Patchorue, §.35 A.M., £.35,5.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 

ALM. 
Rivhmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, TL Aoat., 8.85, 4.35 

6,35, 6,7 P.at. Monday, Wednerday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.55 Pym. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 4.M., 124 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, coramencing Apvil 8d. 
HUNTER’S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Lenave 

Pier 17, B. BK. (toot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8,30. 
AM. 3.10, 4.10; 5.10, 6.10 Pont, For fur- 

ther information, tickets, vonimutation, etc., 
apbly ab 229 B'way, cor. Barclay. e 

- W.M. LAFFAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PL=* 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Hotels and Rontes for Syarismen 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Ca., 

Respectfully inyite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reachirg most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle States, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
Gculties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steol 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LOVES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
In Pennsylvania and New Jersey, HXCTRSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
al] the prinviple cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, aaa 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Stil 

Hunting. 

4lso,*9 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY. 
SQU AN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT ANTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. a 

L, P;: FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
Fras THomson, Gen'l Manager. febli-t8 

MALLORY LINES.. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonyille, Fernan- 

(line, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N. P., and Matanzas, Cuba, 

FLORIDA STHAMERS leave New York 
Every Friday at 3 Pp. x, for 

ane aas and Fernandina Direct, and consti- 
EG 

The Only Line Running ¢o 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Hutes, 

Nassau and Matanzas Sheamers sail Dec, 15 
\heréafler every other Wednesday. 

Aiter January i call at Fernandina, Fla. 

Nassau ls the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman, 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautifully situated 
and well kepf, is the best and cleanest house in the 
West Indies, 

0 

For all purficulars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphitt, étc., apply to 

C. HW, MALLORY & CO., 

Agents, 

PIER 40, EAST RIVER, NEW YORK, 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

Is PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new curs * DavyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton," 

which ars fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and ng 
tackle, and kennelsfor dogs. ‘ 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. VP. C, 
So., Chicago, jez6 dmas. 

Wild Fowl! Shooting. 
SPRING VILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S KE 

TREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. I. 
¥ A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OL? 

B bayman. Hasalwayson hand the best of 
buata, batteries, ete., with the largest rig of train— 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
ground in the yiclnity of New York for bay snips 
shooting of all varieties. Special attention gives 

himseli to his guests, and satisfaction guaran- 
pean Address win. N. LANE, Good Ground, Li. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad. 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadwas, N.Y. 

Old Dominion Line. 
fe STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe cunts Qouneecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb’s Jeland, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, Jamies River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del, 
Mouday and Thursday at 8 Pu. Full information 

| glven al, office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York, 

FOR 

DUCK AND WILD FOWL SHOOTING 
co ro 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
on Shinnecock Bay, where you Will find cood guides 
complete outtit of Decoys, Batteries, efe., as well 
as food accommodations And a substantial bill of 
fare. Take Long Island R. R, t. Good Ground 
Station, M, WILLIAMS, Proprietor. 

i 

———_—a 

Grins, Ets. 

CHARLES L RUTOMANH, 
IMPORTER OF 

tine Breceh-Loadine Guns 
943 Broadway, near 23dSt., N. ¥ 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 
The Celebrated “ #rankfort* 

in Stock. 
THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 

Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, #1 00: Musita- 
longe, B11 25, 

Bent by mail on receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY, 

The celebrated “Le Coutre” razor, in stock. 
Razors with safety attachments. Rowie Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, ete. 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

ND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 
SHOUTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 

OYFrTIcCcaAr Goons. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

GLASSES, COMPASSES, Etc. 

The *KRED RUBBER BECOIL PAD,” 

{recommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid fer $2. 

GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS 
LOADED TO ORDFR, SEND STAMP FOR 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. tf 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pot 150K 
Rels, 185th 

Roelg 3 

THE OMGINAL 

AMERICAN HAMMERLESS, a 

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire, 

Stocks Bent to Avy Crock, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for lilustrated Catalogue, 

e CLARK & SNEIDER, 
M4 W. PRATT STREET, |BALTIMORE, MD 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
FREE BY MAIL. 

PIONEER WORKS 
BIRMINGHAM, | 

‘ENGLAND. 

WING SHOOTING WiTH RIFLE, 
_ Lyman's patent combination Gtin Sizht 
isa great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription, Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Coun, 

NEAT, 
ORNAMENTAL AND USEFUL. 

Tke Novelty Pocket Scale 
Ts warranted to Weigh aceurately from two 
Ounces up to fifteen pounds. Tt is mate of 
Metal, heawly nickel plated, and can be car- 
ried in the Vest Pocket without the slightest 
inconvenience. Sanipie and terns to awenlo« 
Only 50 cents. Send for clicniars of other 
hew ani fast-seliine tnventlons. The only 

_ = pocket sualo (ver invented that welghs ip lo 
Aten pounds. The Trade stippled. 

GEORGE BETTS, 575 Broadway, New Yor'k. 

HARRIS’S 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

rok DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING. 

WIND PROOF: 

EDWIN 8S. HARRIS, 
177 Broadway, 

2 alike, 
tiintou- 
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SPPERrRATTY’S PATENT 

the NONE ARE OS ssa7Nn 
recetyin 
minster 

BTAMPED, 

Packed in Cans of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

‘hest award for Do; Biseut 

MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 
“SPRATIS PATENT” are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels in the 

“ Fibrine” Cakes are used at the Dogs’ Mme, London; Jardin d’Acclimatation, Paris, etc. They baye been awarded 0: 
at the Paris Exhibition, 1878; Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold 

ennel Club, New York, Gold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., etc. 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 
Please see that Every Cake is Stamved “SPRATT’S PATENT” and a "X.” 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
{8 South William Street, 

Publications, 

Any of the Following Books Sent oy 

Receipt of Price by Forestand 

Stream Pub. Co. 

Adirondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays.....,... -+1,50 
Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps In, Northrup. 1.25 
Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, 6th edition. 200 
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warnér’s...... 7 

Amateur Trapper—paper, 500.5 DdS.......-...4. 15 

American Angler’s Book, Norris......-+....+... 6.50 

American Bird Fancier........... A bre a0 

American’ Wild Fow! Shooting, J. W. Long..... 2.00 

Ameritan Kennel, Burges ......:-23.scs:2s0005 , 8.00 

Angling, a Book on, Francis.... esate s, EDD 

Archer, Modern......--.+----++--+--0++ peer eeenene 25 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson...... 1.50 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam...... 3.00 

Art Of SWIMMING ......- 00 eee eee ee eee ee eee eet eee 30 
Art of Swimming, Monstery ....<..-.---------.- 50 

Art of Swimming, Webb 50 

Athlete’s Guide, Harding....--..++-.--1.+-.s00- 50 

Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, T6c.; cloth... 1.00 
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge. .-....-.-.... see e+ 1,00 

Balley’s Birds of the United States,......+..-.. 1 25 
Baird’s Birds of North AMETICA......6. esse snes 30 00 

Bechsteln’s Chamber and Cage Birds......-... 1 50 

Boat Salling, Practhoal.;.:....-ceeseeeeeenere ces 100 
for Sportsmen: Angling, 500.; Shooting, 

apie Re Objects of the Seashore, 50¢.; 
Cage and Singing Birds, 50¢.; Dogs, 760.5 
Birds’ Eggs and Nests, 50¢.; Fresh and Salt 
Water Aquarium, 50c.; Native Song Birds... 15 

Breech Loader, GloaN.....--..----bsssessecees +. 1 25 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener,... ie, 2 50 

Butler on the Dog.....--. estes : 2 00 

Cage and Singing Birds.............. vee 50 
amp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa ....++........ 0. 60 
Canoe and CaMera,....-.:-ceeecseenerecersners 1 50 
Ganoeing in Kanuckia... 125 
Canoe Traveling, Powell +- 3.00 

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper ; Bishop's . 2 60 

Cassell’s Book of Birds, 4 vols......-+-: 12 a 

see 4 Prank Fosester’s Field Sports ..... 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing, -.....,7..,, 250 

Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook &Line.pa. 26 

Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac- b 

ters, 8v0., 2 VOIS....--...+ devecresttptesescrste 00 

Gun, Rod and Saddle..eeee--r-ve eevee eee aeee 100 

Hallock'’s Sportsmen’s Gazetteer.,....--<--++ +. 8 

Fland Book for Riflemen....,...--+.-.-++e see. ee 59 
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland....,- Pose ert 

Holden's Book of Birds; paper, 25c.; Cloth...... 50 

dessa ne asee 00 

atens 1 50 

Ses 200 

1 00 Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher.......----. ary 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost..... 1 50 
Lite ofa Sportsmen, Nimrod.......... jaune ..-12 00 
Manton's Taxidermy Withouta Teacher....... 50 
Minot's Land and Game Birds............+. ties 8 00 

Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard... ae 200 

Oars and Sculls, Woodgate...-.......+--+..++-: 115 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard. 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Powitry. 

Published byH. H; Stoddard, Hartford,Conm 

THH POULTRY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.26 

THE er year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
A serles of twelve magifi- 

BEST cent Chromos, each repre- 
centing a standard breed of 
fowls, sent for 75 cents extra 

to all subscribers Co either publication. 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

For muzzle and breech-loading, oylindrical and 
choke-bore BAO Fang, Made to open just short of 
50, 70 and 9) yards, giving close pattern and gfreat 
penetration. Wandi2 gauge. Send for circular, 

20 Sent, Post-paid, for $1. 
H. H, SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. Y. 

Hi FAMILY MEDIOINE GASES and BOOES 
Giving plain directions for their uso, are a necessity 
foreyery family removing to the country or seashore. 
Descriptive catalogues of all the sizes, with prices, 
furnished frees on application to BOERICKE & TA- 
FEL'S HomororatTsia PHarmacy, 145 Grand St., N. Y- 
BOERICER & TAPEL received tax oxur Cextenxian Prive 

Medal ot Philadelphia awarded for Hompeopathic medictees, 
Boriness Established 1 1sib5, (ey 

NEW YORK. 

ted Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 
ver 30 Gold, Silyer and Bronze Medals ; 
Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 

NONE ARE 

STAMPED, 

To be had in smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsmen's Bavds. 

GOODYEAR’S. RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., 
—AND— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove Mfg Co., 

205 Broadway, 

proof, 

HALLOCK HUNTING CoOAT.— 
Six pockets outside and game 
pocket inside, 

488, 490, 492 Broadway, 
Cor. Broome Street, and 

Cor. Fulton Street, 

NEW YORK CITY, 

RUBBER OUTFITS 
COMPLETE FOR 

HUNTING and FISHING. 

Trouting Pants and Leg- Y 
gins a Specialty. N 

All Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water- 

RUBBER Coops 
Every Description. 

INSIDE VIEW. 
HALLOCK HuNTING CoAT.—The same 

pocket extends the entire length of coat, 
with capacity far surpassing any ordinary 

Send for Tilustrated Cataloyue. game bag. 

moz""BEATS THE WORLD.” 0: 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

= 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokersto Know. 

erhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice PEDErs they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 

by INS, thrown off by all burning paper. 
A namely: The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 

G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of ‘OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” C 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Of] of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to preyent its break- 

DGE” Cigarettes is owing 

TT ‘MAJORITY OF SMUKERS 
ArT6 

to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
poe to useit. The great advantage and importance of this invention will at once be recogn 
a 

ized by 
smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first ‘OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 

Sold by all leading dealers. them and you will use no others, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Waterst., 
NEV YOR rz 

Philadelphiatishing Tackle louse 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Mescription, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Betbabara Wood, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel, 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880. 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 

ee TEE HEP ur and INSIDE 
ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices a5 low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-Hst of wood and rod mountings free, 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue oF Fish- 
jpg gaoie sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten centa 

BIRDS’ EYES. 
Birds’ Skins, Taxidermists’ and Naturlists? 

Supplies. 
Send forNew Price List. Reduced Rates. 

W.S ENOWDEON'S Natural History Store, 
Tremont St., Boston, Wass. 

Birds and animals preserved by superior French 
and American workmen. 

$72 
August, 

A WEEE. $1228 day at home easily made. 
Costly outfit ree. Address TRUE & CO., 

Monadnock Trout Ponds 

Will furnish Trout and Trout Spawn at low prices. 
For price list, address 

G. A. STARKEY, Troy, N. H. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

A bo 

JOHN KRIDER 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. 

NS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snood, Antifici Bait, Fly Books, 
tc. Ete. 

$F Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALS O 

“ Krider’s” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties. 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds. marily 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
THe it pressure on our advertising space 

obliges us to withdraw the list of books 
ahioh we haye on gale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, 3s pre- 

yous, pivertiged i pe ae Pon 
nis on rece ct) rice. _ 
STREAM PUBLISHING: co. Jy20-e 

Lithographed Chromo Cards, no 2 alike, 
50 10¢c. Name infancy type. Conn, Carp Co., 
North ford, Ct, 

SS 

fAnblieations, 

Orange Judd Company, 
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL RURAL 

AND SPORTSMAN’S BOOKS, 

PUBLISH THIS DAY 

THE BOOK OF HNSILAGEH; 
oR, 

THE NEW DISPENSATION FOR FARMERS. 

How to produce milk for one cent per quart, 
butter for ten cents per pounds, beef for four cents 
per pound. 

An entirely new, revised and improved addition 
at a reduced cost. 

Price, Post Paid, $1, 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
245 Broadway, N. W. 

Last Issue of Forest and 
Stream Contained: 

EDIroRiIAL :-— 

The Gull Island Club; The Food of Young 
Fishes ; Hard Times for the Quail; The 
U. 8. Fish Commission for 1878; Where 
Weis tatic Siten ven taco a caLe hemes. pee ». 443 

Tue Sportsman Tourist :-— 
The Log of the Fayorite; The Mountain 
Cit aat eee ee se et Beit es i 

NATURAL History :— 
Domesticating Quail; Habits of Snakes; 

Sharks Swallowing Their Young; Chick- 
ens Reverting to a Wild State; Canvas- 
Backs in Rhode Island; A Three-Legged 
Quail; Curious Buck’s Head 

Fisa CuntTurE :— 
The Central Fisheultural Society; On tha 
Food of Young Fishes, 

SEA AND River Fiseine :-— ; 
Fishing in the Gulf Stream; Parr or 

Salmet; Woodmont Club..........., pene 448 
Game Bae anp Gun :— 

Mx. Scovel Takes a Shot at the Gray Squir- 
rels ; Coween Shooting ; Duck Shooting 
and Game Laws in Canada; Fish and 
Game in Tennessee; Reynard’s Wiles ; 
Our Detroit Letter; The Silyer Lake 
Stand; The Game Law Revision; Our 
Philadelphia, Letter; Michigan Sports- 
men’s Association ; Indiana Quail Shoot- 
ing; Fox Shooting; Was It a Dream; 
Currituck ; West Florida ; Notes ; Shoot- 
TO IMUATOD OR eae kt. oie tee «epi Mee eee ini 

THE KENNEL :— 
The Cocker Club ; More About the Cocker ; 

It Is Fred 4th; Nat and Smut Mr, 
Gause’s Kennel; The Trish Setter; Dr. 
Lyman’s Setters ; Kennel Management ; 
Minti GL INGhGHy tees, yng case sein we. 453 

Tue RiELE :— 
The Gun-Traveler’s Dinner; Hunting Rifles; 
Range and Gallery,.......-...c.sceeees 

YACHTING AND CANOEING :— 
The Old America; Extracts from Log of 

444 

450 

Guineyere ; Yachting News...........<. 457 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS .......... se. 438 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT............000055 438 

SPORTSMEN 

DESIRING CUTS MADE OF THEIR 

DOGS FOR PUBLISHING PURPOSES 

Can receive estimates by addressing 

FORHST AND STREAM PUB. G0. 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 

Bird Skins. Class Eyes. 
For Stuffed Birds and Animals, 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J, COLBURN, 
Boston, Mass, 81 Boylston Street, 

i et INGLEE & CO., General Produce Com- 
mission Merchants, Nos. 52 and54 Centre Row, 

West Washington Market, New York. 
We make a specialty of 

GAME, POULTHY AND EGGS 

MANCHESTER SS 

Mention FoREST AND STREAM. 
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unmunition, Gite. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightnina. 

Oranae Duckina. 
Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
fend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET , showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Ves 

CUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dvuront’s GUNPOWDER MILLS, established in 180°, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy - 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Bupents Diamond Graim.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequalled in sirength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Packed in 1th canisters, 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (Coarse) 

to 8 (fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean: 
Pat penetration, with a close patient; adapted 
or glass ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting, 
with either muzzle or breech-loaders. Packed in 
lib and 5ib canisters and 64 and 1241b kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore. —Specially adapted 

for “Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for 
prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong 
and moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, 
gives both a good penetration and a close pattern, 
will be found well adapted for glass ball ani pigeon 
shooting. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5. 
No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed in 6i1b kegs and 
1f canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle HRifle.—A quick, stroug and 

clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1ib canisters and 637 Ib kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. “Sea Shooting.””— 

F¥Fg. and FFFg, The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FF¥g. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in 3ib, 1ib and 5! canis- 
ters, 64/, 1215 and 26 kegs. Fe coarse, FFF¢. fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, SHirPinc and Blast- 

ing Powders of all sizesand descriptions, Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Mus- 
ket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubi- 
cal and Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in ail the cities and Pena towns 

throughout the United States. epresented by 
F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or Fg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s “Electric Powder.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in point 
ef atrength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
eanistera of one pound only. 

Hazsrd’s ‘‘ American Sporting.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1]b. canisters and 
8 lb. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Welladapted toshot guns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to.6 (coarse). Inland 5 1b. canisters 
and 6} and 124 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

tration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
i Tanks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Rifle.” 

FFFG FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in segs of 
5, 121, and 6} lbs. and cansof5 Ibs. FFFG is also 
packed inland }1b. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
wist. The FFEG and FFG are favorite brands 
‘or ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale at our office. a 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORE, 

ENCLISH 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 4, 0, 4, 6, 6, 7%, and 8 Superior Hifle, En- 

geld Rifle; and Col. Hawker'’s Duckine, > Ww. 
', 61 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U, 8. 

SHOOTING SUITS. 
Waterproof, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy. 

UPTHECROVE & McLELLAN, 
(Successors to W. H. HOLABIRD,) 
SEND FOR CIRGULAR. 

VALPARAISO, IND, 

Hliscellaneoug Advertisements. 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

English Bicycles a Specialty. 
R, V. R. Sones J, R, EA: 

f the late firm ot 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

cHAMPAGN 
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN INVOICE OF 

JULES MUMM’S PRIVATE STOCK, 
of such exquisite quality as never before was shipped to this country, and of which a veteran sportsman 
and epicure said: 

“This wine never ought to be absent from a gentleman sportsman’s game 
dinner table.’ 

For Sale at Grocers and Wine Dealers. 

L. SOMEBEORN & GO., 12 Vesey St, N.Y., 
SOLE ACENTS. 

CARDS 

STANDARD TRAP, 
FOR WING PRACTICE. 

“STANDARD” 

{ | 
I 

il i 
GREENER’S AND BONEHILL’S GUNS A SPECIALTY, 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.Y. 

SHO OTINC, BOATING and FISHINC. 

PRICE $L 

FOR SALH AT THIS OFFICE. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 

SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Choke-bore Barrels. 

For close, nard shooting excels all others. Ex- 
tra hea uns for dueks & Peaur- Send stamp 
for. erie Cc, 8. SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
rer, Hatield, Mass, 

J. M, DUANE, 

HODGMAN & ul, 
1425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

2 New York, 
f ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

RUBBER 

Hunting aud Fishing Cuts 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBSER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Blankets, 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
Send for Catalogue, Bubber Sheoting Jacket. [ESTABLISHED 1838.] 

IVES MUN 

_ EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). 

i SIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP 

AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 

Hon I have found int! 

Iphia. 
OT BE SENT BY MATL 

Elinmunition, Ete 

TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard 

Number ef Pellets to the oz. Printed 

on Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
No. of pelleta to 0z., 338 472 688 1058 Soft. 
CAC ar 345 495 716 1130 Chilleé, 

TATHAM& BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORE. 

THE HOWARD MANUFACTDR’6 CO., 
MANUFACTURE AND INTRODUCE 

PATENTED NOVELTIES 
SS ee FOR SALE by all DEAL- 

ERS IN SPORTING? 
GOODS, 

Weigh your fish on 
the spot. 

REAL 

Pocket Scale 
MADE OF METAL, 

Heavily Nickel Plated. 

COMPACT, STRONG, 
DURABLE. 

Can be carried in the 
Vest Pocket. 

PRICE 25 CTs. 
Sample by mailonreceipt 

of price. 

A liberal discount to the 
trade, 

No. 1—“ Post Office,” 

weighs to 8 ozs, 

No. 2—* Pocket,” weighs 
to 8 Ibs. 

HOWARD MANUFACTURING CO., 
Box 2,295. NEW 4 
Refer to FoREST AND SrREaM. Soke 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Libr: ;inya- 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib 
Bed or Lounge om 
bining beaut ‘ht- th, sim i 

J 

READING POSITION. pped to 
address, C. 0. D. Send Stamp for Illustra 
Circular; quote Forest and Stream. Ad dress 
Wilson Ajus.Chair M’!’g Co.,661 Broadway,NY- 

TRAP BALLS 
FOR SALE. 

BEST MAKE, 

Light and Uniform Weizht. 

PACKED WITH SPECIAL CARE. 

300 IN BARREL. 

Single barrel, = - $1 00 per hundrea 
Five barrels, = = 90 * % 

T. B. OSBORNE, 
192 Fulton St., New York. 

BROCK TROUT. 
Eggs and Fry in Season. 

LUDLOW TROUT PONDS, 

Ludlow, McKean County, Pen. 

L. B. HOFFMAN & CO., Proprietors. 
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Tv Sometimus occurs that a subscriber receives an imper- 

fect or mutilated copy of the paper. By returning it to us a 

perfect one can be secured in its place. 
Se 

Every READER oF THE Forrst and STREAM can show 

his good will by sending us the name of a new subscriber. 

The paper is one which each man who reads it can with good 

grace recommend to his friend. 

1 8 

Tre ComMmMERoraAL ADyERTISER.—We notice with pleasure 

the prominent position held among the evening dailies of 
this city by our neighbor, the Commercial Advertiser. That 
journal, haying just finished a prosperous season, is now 

entering on the eighty-seventh year of its existence as fresh 

and young as ever. Its circulation, we understand, and we 

can quite believe it, is growing weekly, and the clean appear- 

ance of the paper and the neat press-work reflect great 

credit on the business management. The columns of the 

Commercial are never heavy, but always cheerful, spicy and 

newsy. We congratulate our contemporary and wish it well 

in the future. 
$$ 

Sraren IsrAyp Game LEAGUE,—We congratulate the 
sportsmen of Staten Island on the formation of a game league 
for the protection of the game and fish of Richmond County. 

Mr, Francis Endicott is the President and Mr. Robt. W. 
Hopkins (P. 0, Box 4,277, New York city) the Secretary. 

The new society has already begun the real work of a game 
society by securing two hundred quail to supplement another 
hundred presented to it by one of its members. The society 

hopes to have a thousand birds by the middle of February to 

turn out in the spring. 

Carp have already been put into several ponds, and it is 

proposed, if the fish can be secured, to stock every pond on 
the island. There is abundant field on Staten Island for just 
such a society as this new organization, and the manner of 
taking hold of the work gives good promise that the members 
will devote their time to something besides dinners and trap 

shoots, 

THE REFRIGERATOR AMENDMENT. 

iy fue improved construction of refrigerators has introduced 
a new agent into the traffic of game and has very material- 

ly affected its destruction and consumption. Refrigerator cars 
conyey tons of venison and other game from the localities 

where it is captured to the great market centres. Here huge 

refrigerators are prepared to receive and store it, or steam- 

ship refrigerators convey it to foreign markets. Where for- 

merly pounds were carried it is now possible, by means of. 

such cars, storehouses and steamships, to transport tons, 

In providing due protection for game it will not do to 
overlook these improved appliances for its marketing. The 

refrigerator is aggressive; it refuses to be ignored. The ice- 

box has just come to the front in this State; and it will be 
well to understand exactly what it is and what it means. 

Among the proposed amendments of the New York game 
law are clauses legalizing at all seasons of the year the sale of 

venison, quail, partridge and woodcock. The only proposed 

limitation upon this all-the-year-round market season is that 

the game shall have been killed and stored in the refrigera- 

tors of the dealers within the prescribed legal season for kill- 
ing the same. 

Such a provision, it is claimed by those engaged in the 
attempt to put it through, ‘‘ would revolutionize the game 

law.” We think that it would most decidedly. 

The movement is instigated and controlled solely by the 

game dealers of this city and of the West. The circum- 

stance of its being fathered by a game association should not 

be « blind as to its true nature. The proposed amendment is 

wholly and only in the interests of the pockets of the men 

who own large game refrigerators. 

This proposed amendment is of the New York law alone, 
but it does not alone concern the citizens of this State; if 

passed, its evil effects would be felt equally in Michigan, 

Minnesota and the other game States of the West. The 
movement on the part of the dealers isa national one; it is 

then of national interest that it be defeated. 

A market all the year around means killing all the year 

around, in season and out of season; and that means speedy 

game extermination. To guard against this illegal traffic it 

is proposed to provide a system of market inspection, afli- 

davits by individual dealers as to the amount stored during 
the open season, and a record of each sale thereafter, etc. 

By such machinery it is claimed that any traffic in game 
killed out of season can be detected and effectively punished. 

We most decidedly doubt that any system could be devised 

and put into operation which would meet the requirements 

of the case. The continued and defiant violation of already 

existing game laws by certain dealers in this city, gives little 

promise that they are to be relied upon for a scrupulous ob- 

servance of the refrigerator-aflidayit system and the apathy 

of public feeling on the subject, as manifested by Gov. Cor- 

nell’s failure to proyide New York city with a game protec- 

tor, gives still less assurance of the requisite vigilance on the 
part of officials. 

But even if this control were provided, so that the sales out 

of season should be confined to game killed in season, the 
plan would still be utterly bad, for it isa premium on the un- 

limited killing of game during the open season, without regard 

to the current market demands. In short, it means the whole- 

sale slaughter of game, unrestrained save by the limit of the 
strength of the butcher and the pocket of the dealer. 

This brings us to the only argument advanced in fayor of 

the law, namely, that the quantity of game killed in the pres- 

ent open season is largely in excess of what can be sold in 

that period. Thisis the root of the whole matter. The 
dealers have set to work to remove the restraint upon their 

trade. Instead of conforming to the law and being satisfied 
to confine their purchases to such amounts as can be dis- 

posed of within the proper season, they are now trying to 

regulate the season to their own interests by making the 

time conform to their purchases. The simple fact is that if 

the game dealers of this city can sell only a certain amount 

of game in the prescribed season, they have no business to 

buy more than that amount. They have it entirely within 
their control to regulate the supply. We fail also to recog- 
nize the pertinency of the argument that 4 vast capital is in- 

yested in the game business, and that those interested must 

secure a sufficient return therefor. If the capital is greater 

than can be used to advantage when the trade is restricted to 

conformity with the existing law, let the surplus be with 

drawn and be put somewhere else. 
This home consumption of game is only one part of a traf. 

fic which is assuming tremendous proportions. The export 

trade to Europe is constantly increasing, and domestic deal- 

erscomplain that they cannot sell here the game which comes 

from the West—it must go to Europe. ‘The sufficient answer 

to that is that we cannot afford to supply the Huropean mar- 

kets with American game. Thecontract is entirely too large. 

The supply will not long be equal to the demand. Exporta- 

tion of American game should be prohibited by national enact- 

ment. 

In the absence of such legislation the only remedy lies 

in non-export laws passed by individual States. We call the 

attention of Western game societies to the importance of 

early movement in this matter. We understand that the 

subject is to come before the Michigan Association at their 

meeting. The time has come for decided action, and we 

hope to see the Michigan Association press such a law- 

Respecting the proposed amendment to the New York law, 

we submit that game laws should be framed for the due pro- 

tection of game, not to time-serve the interests of the mar- 

ket dealers. 

We invite expressions of opinion on fhe subject. 
eS 

NEXT FALL’S SHOOTING. 

HE severe weather with which the present winter opened 

threatens the destruction of allour quail. From New York 

down through New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virgi- 
nia and the Carolinas the same sad story comes to us that 

everywhere the quail are freezing and starving to death. 

Not quail alone suffer, but ruffed grouse as well, though these 

latter are better able to endure the snow and the cold than 

the quail. We have had snows upon snows until now the 

ground is covered to the depth of a foot or more. ‘There are 

no bare places and literally no opportunity for the birds to 

feed upon the ground. In addition to this, the cold hasbeen 
intense, and in many localities has for days ranged between 

zero and twenty degrees below. Cold is hard enough to 
bear when food is plenty, but the starving animal has no re- 

sources to draw on when the fatal chill makes itself felt, and 

goon succumbs. 

Judging from our own observation, which is confirmed by 
the reports constantly reaching us from all quarters, the 

shooting next autumn will be very poor, worse probably than 

for a number of years. The efforts of sportsmen and far- 

mers may do something toward keeping over a part of the 

birds, but even with the best-directed and most energetic 

efforts, there will not be enough quail sayed to more than 
keep the stock alive. . 

We feel confident that the wisest step that could be taken 

would be to prohibit absolutely next year, and perhaps the 

year after, the shooting of quail and grouse. It would be 

some hardship, no doubt, to most of us to be obliged to re- 

frain from the sport that we love so well, but it surely would 

be the wisest economy to forego this pleasure for a year or 

two if by that means we can render it reasonably certain that 

during the following years birds will be plenty. We are in- 

clined to think that if the States of New York, Pennsylva- 

nia and New Jersey would pass such prohibitory laws, and 

see that they were enforced, the succeeding autumns would 

see such an abundance of game birds as have not been known 

within their boundaries for many years. It is a well-known 

fact that in many parts of these States ruffed grouse have 

been almost all killed off. It is said that in Sussex County, 

New Jersey, there are absolutely no grouse left; that they 

have been so closely followed up that one may now work 

most conscientiously through the best covers, where they 

formerly abounded, without finding a bird. Of course this 

las not happened all at once; for years the grouse have been 

annually growing fewer in numbers. Words of warning 

have often enough been spoken, but they have fallen on ears 

that refused to hear, The work of destruction has gone 
steadily on. Hach fall the number of hunters has increased. 
Each year the number of birds left to propagate their kind 

has diminished. The grouse fly has done its part in the 

work of extermination. And now what was once one of the 

best counties for grouse in all New Jersey is, we are told, 
absolutely without birds. 
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Tt is an old story and asad one. We haye geen the same 
thing take place in so many localities that we feel that the 

prospect for this State is very disconragine. Prompt action 

is all that can save New Jersey, which, it must be said, has 

until recently furnished better shooting than any other place 
80 near New York, from a terrible dearth of gallinaceous 
game. 

We hope that the sportsmen of the Middle States will give 

this matter their serious consideration, Let them think the 

matter over carefully and weigh it well. We believe that a 
law prohibiting shooting for one or better two years would 
be followed hy the best results. What do our readers think 
about it? 

++ 

THE N. R. A. CRISIS. 

ype Secretary’s report to the life members of the Na- 

tional Rifle Association has its sting in the tail of it, 
where the retiring officer hits the keynote of the general 

feeling touching the old Board. Tt hag been packed with 

officers of the National Guard, and yet a freak of a narrow- 

minded Commander-in-Chief decides practically that there 

shall be no more ball-practice by the National Guard. The 

amateur marksmen—those who shoot for the love of it, and 

who enjoy the keen excitement of a sharp competition, have 

been gradually frozen out of the Association. The Secretary 

himself has been about the only representative of this class, 

but he has had great odds to fight against, and it is but little 
wonder that he gives up his thankless task in despair. 

Creedmoor is the house that is big enough for a day but 

too big fora year. It isa fine place for a prize meeting, 

but for the ordinary eyery day and weekly practice of hun- 

dreds of marksmen who would gladly patronize it, there are 

scores of objections to be urged against it. It might after 

all be a sort of god-send to the Association that the military 
incubus may be cast off. 

The practice of the regiments should be kept up, and it is 

a matter for which the officers in charge ‘will he held to an 

acccountability by the public if they neglect it. But apart 

from this, and in no wise dependent upon it, is the body of 

shooters who shoot for the love ofit. They can be self-sus- 

taining, and the N. R. A. can better afford to dismiss from 
its attention everything connected with soldier work, and 

build up a great army of gentlemen shooters, cater to their 

demands, discover and meet their wishes, and keep ever in 

mind the ‘fostering of rifle practice,” which is its published 

object in existing. 

The annual meeting of the Association on Tuesday even- 

ing last, of which a very brief notice only is given in our 

Tiflé columns, was an important one, and in our next issue 

fuller details, with comments upon them, will be given. It 

was virtually a period of renaissance for the Association, and 

it will depend on very careful nursing for some time to come 
whether the infant can be brought hack to life or no. 

+O 

Doc Mus, Bryarr.—An individual signing himself J. C. 
Fowler, F. ©. Fowler or F. A. Chester and dating his letters 
from Moodus, Conn., has by means of an advertisement in 

our columns made himself well known to a number of our 

readers. He has sold and traded an alleged setter dog called 
Turk, said to be by Elcho out of Nell, to a number of peo- 

ple, none of whom have as yet received the animal. Any 
information in regard to this many-named individual and his 
present whereabouts will be gladly received at this office, 
The polynomial person haying stated to all his correspon- 

dents that he was about io start at once for the South, it is 
conjectured that he may be now in Canada. We are of 
conse sorry for the losses sustained by the individuals who 
lave had dealings with this person, but they could scarcely 

expect anything better. If they were buying a horse, a 

house or a yacht would they pay forit by mail or express 

without seeing it or knowing with whom they were dealing? 

We think not. People must buy their dogs as they would 

buy anything else, and if, as we have more than once said 

before, they do not exercise ordinary business care they must 
expect to be victimized. 

—+5-— 

Troun ar Tex Doitars PER Pounp.—To bring ten dollars 
a pound frout should be yery fine, plump and finely flavored, 
and yet some that recently cost Mr. Ellsworth D. Hayes that 
sum are not especially extolledfor their table qualities. Tt 
happened in this way: Myr. Hayes loves trout and has been 

in the habit of fishing for them in Lake Placid, Essex County, 

NN. ¥., at all times in season and ont, so dearly he loves them. 
Lake Placid is m the Adriondacks, in a locality which is not 
usually haunted by game protectors and notwithstanding that 

Mr. Hayes must have known of the new “protectors,” as 

their appointment was published in the Forrsv anp Stream, 
yet such is his ardent appreciation of the delicate flavor of 

Salmo jfontinalis Mat he thought he would risk it. Game 
protector John Liberty also likes trout, but only in season, 
and hearing that Lake Placid wasplacidly yielding up its trout 

out of season, wandered that way and found « box contain- 

ing ten luke and three brook trout, and then sought the owner 
and inyited him to an interview with his friend who was a 

Justice of the Peace. The Justice also loves trout, and as he 

was called npon to place an estimate on the worth of these, 

he fixed it at #4175, which Mr. Hayes added to the assets of 

the State of New York and departed to spend New Year's 

Day in the bosom of his family instead of the house kindly 
offered by the justice in case he declined to contribute the sum 

named to the State. Wedo not know whether Mr. Hayes 

had the fish for lis New Year's dinner or not, but hope that 
he liked the peculiar green back flayor, if he did. 

—- ++ —~< 

We Hab 4 Pimasanr Care last week from Ned Buntline, 

whose sketches have so often graced the Foresr anp SrREAM, 
as in years past those of Porter's Spit. Our friend richtly 

claims to be one of the oldest of our sporting writers. In fact 

Ned Buntline was an expert shot, a crafty woodsman, and an 

enthusiastic angler so long ago, that man’s memory runneth not 
tothe contrary. Advancing years appear to have brought little 

diminution of the ardor with which he pursues his favorite 

sport, and in the mountain sireams near his ‘ Wagle’s 

Nest” no one knows so well as he the pools where lurk the 

monarchs of the brook and the ripples where the leap of the 

trout flashes brightest. 
SSS 

Tur BroominG Grove Park Assoqiarion haye been singu- 

larly unfortunate in the loss of their large and well appoint- 

ed club-house in Pike County, Pa. The )uilding was to- 

tally destroyed by fire Wednesday morning, January 5, the 

loss being between $8,000 and #10,000. The members of 

the association haye shown much enterprise and pluck in 

their recent conduct of the affairs of the society, and will not 

be daunted, we presume, by this calamity. 
“Ee 

Nor Ovr Acent.—We are informed that certain gentlemen 

in Buffalo, New York, have been victimized by an individual 

who has been collecting subscriptions to Forrst anp STREAM, 

and has failed to send the money to us. 

Some of our readers appear to think that Mr. John Brews- 

ter isan agent for Formst anp Strrzam. We wish it dis- 

tinetly understood that he has no credentials from this paper 

and has never setit.a subscriber or a single dollar of money 

to this office. 

Ty Anorner Corrmn will be found a letter from Mr. M. 

P, McKoon. We may explain to our correspondent that we 

should not have taken the trouble of making a ‘* public re- 

fusal” to publish his letter, had he been contented with the 

private one, and had he not first suggested making the mat- 

ter public. That suggestion admitted no other course than 

the one reluctantly adopted. If gives us much pleasure to 

print the present letter, because we think that it is decidedly 

more creditable to Mr. McKoon than was the communica- 

tion to which it refers. 
— + 

Tun Provvre or GLADSTONE which appeared in our issue 

of December 23 was produced from a pencil sketch (which, 
by the way, was the only one in the country) by the well 

known artist Mr. J. M. Tracy, of St. Louis. Gladstone had 

his sitting during the Vincennes trials in November, and 

never was he in better shape fo be transferred to paper. Im- 

mediately upon Gladstone being awarded first at Robin’s 

Island we telegraphed Mr. Tracy and secured the only cor- 

rect picture of the dog ever made. 
Byte 

A Harry ConsumMation.—Mr, Alexander Moseley, the 
yeteran retired editor of the Richmond Whig, congratulates 
the guild of anglers on the happy arrangement whereby the 

Forest aNp Srream has the best fish editor in the United 

States, and whereby also that editor is where he can do the 

most good. 
or 

Tv 1s Revorrep that the recent storms have opened a 

new inlet into Shinnecock Bay. This, if true, is very good 

news, for although it is probably too late to save the fish it 

will no doubt havea beneficial effect on the spring shooting. 
aa 

The Sportsman Caonrist, 

GULL ISLAND 

THE ONLY VERITABLE ACCOUNT TO BE PUBLISHED OF THE 

TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS OF THE JERSEY 

BOYS IN sOUTHERN WATERS. 

** And Jonah went with them.” 

HE 4 Pp. uM. train, Pennsylvania Railroad, found the sec- 
ond installment of the Gull Island Club en route for 

their possessions. The party consisted of F. M. Thomson, 
of 301 Broadway; F. Harrison and R. Hinich, of Newark ; 
Ezra Wright, from Utica, N. Y.—all sporismen good and 
true—and your correspondent, each taking with him a trunk 
that caused serious and emphatic language by the baggage- 
men, and for which large extra freight was demanded. All 
this ammunition it was expected would result in a cur-loud 
at least of game. We had arapid trip to Baltimore, where 
we were immediately transferred to the Bay Line of steam- 
ers to Norfolk. The steamer Carolina is a fine, large boat, 
with a table that is not to be excelled in any hotel in the 
land. Every delicacy of the season in ample quantities and 
put on in good style. Capt. Whittle is a thorough sailor and 
a courteous gentleman. In Clerk Wardrop we found a gen- 
tleman attentive to his duties and pleasant in his attentions. 
We arrived at Norfolk during the forenoon, landing on the 

Portsmouth side, where we were met by that prince of por- 
ters, ‘‘George,” of the Purcell House, to which place we 
had been recommended by the party preceding us. George 
is a jolly and yery intelligent specimen of the Southern por- 
fer, knows his business and does it well. In Mr. R. T. 
James, proprietor of the Purcell House. we found a gentle- 
man that knows how to keep a hotel, good table, good ac- 
commodations and attendance. We cheerfully recommend 
those journeying that way to give him a call. 
We expected to take the steamer Cygnet on Monday morn- 

ing for Van Slack’s Landing, there to strike the steamer Bo- 
nito for Roanoke Island, where we were to take a sail-boat 

for our island. But here we were told that the Bonito had 
stopped running and that there would be no conveyance we 
could get from Van Slack’s further sonth. Tt woald not do 
to be tied up there. What should we do? Here we made 
the acquaintance of W. A. Gravesand A, W. Chapman, two 
congenial fellow-sportsmen of the place, who suggested char- 
tering a tug to take usto Roanoke Island. Mr. Graves im- 
mediately started in pursnit of a captain known to him, and 
the bargain was made for Monday morning. In the mean- 
time that dismal rainy day in Norfolk that would have been 
so long and tedious but for the exertions of our new friends. 
They seemingly could not do enough for us, And we again 
were called upon fo appreciate the large-heartedness of the 
Southern nature. We hadaright good time, and we shall 
ever hold in affectionate remembrance the names of W. A. 
Graves. A. W. Chapman, George Walker, ¢. Owren and oth- 
ers of Norfolk city. 

8:30 A. M. saw us bag and baggage on the tug Garden City, 
en route fer southern quarters. We steamed out by the Navy 
Yard and through the canal to Currituck Sound, shooting 
now and then a dipper duck or gull by the way. Six o'clock 
P. M., and the wind blowing strong and cold from the north- 
west, found us on the west side of Roanoke Island, instead 
of the east, where we ought to haye been. We Jay here at 
anchor all night, when the captain informed us that owing to 
adverse wind and low water it would be impossible for the 
tug to go further. He went ashore at a fish-house and, hay- 
ing had a palaver with somebody and fixed things, came 
back and the tug was soon alongside of the dock, Here we 
found that a native, for a consideration, would take us in 
his canoe around the north point of the island to Manteo. So 
we embarked, and about 2p. mM. reached that interesting lo- 
cality, a village of some twenty scattered houses. We pro- 
ceeded to the residence of Mr. George Blivyen, haying a letter 
of recommendation to him. We found him all we had been 
led to believe. Mr. B. is Register of the county, and al- 
though the section is Jargely opposed to him politically such 
confidence have the cilizens in his character as a man and 
public officer that he has been elected and re-elected for a 
number of terms to the responsible office. 
By him and his kind wife we were well cared for. In the 

mornihg we engaged of one John Thomas Daniels a schooner 
to take us farther on. Here, previous fo starting, friend 
Wright purchased and put on board eight or ten empty 
barrels. Would have taken more could they have been ob- 
tained. These were to hold the yast numbers of geese, 
brant, swan and ducks that we were to find on and around 
our island. 

Well, off we got at last, and liad proceeded abont six 
miles, or nearly to Hog Island Point, they said, when it was 
discovered that the wind was dead ahead, water yery rouh, 
and that it would be dangerous to cross Pimlico Sound under 
the circumstances. So back we went to dock at 10:30 and 
we all went sniping, there being good ground close at hand. 
Got quite a nuniber, and your correspondent got a duck, 
nearly over his head in a ditch, ruining a new watch that he 
had purchased just before leaying home. Another night at 
friend Bliven’s. 
An hour after sunrise the next morning found us again at 

the schooner and off. At1 o'clock we anchored off Chici- 
mocomico, acluster of low houses on the banks, and ten 
miles from the ¢lub-house. llere Captain Daniels informed 
us that he must have a pilot to take us farther. Sent his 
man ashore and negotiated, Result—no water for schooner ; 
must change to boat of lighter draft, ete. Engaged through 
said Daniels one Daly O'Neil and his canoe—another job, 
About this time we were getting used to such things, and we 
matle the transfer meekly and in silence. 

At 2:30 B. mw. Thursday, the 9th, we arrived at the chib- 
house, 

Five days from Jersey City, lacking one hour and a half. 
We were welcomed in true club style hy the boys there— 

Hall, Payne and Nash coming outto meet us in their skiffs, 
while the flag was flung to the breeze at the gable, and Al. 
H— frantically swung the dish cloth from the storm win- 
dow, Captain Johnson rung the bell and made the opening 
speech as we struck the sands: ‘‘ Great head of the church! 
where have you been all this time?” 
We found everything lovely. A substantial club house 17 

by 27 feet ; commodious kitchen and dining-room together 
and gun-room on first floor. Stairs to second story, where 
the fifteen cots were systematically arranged, with each man’s 
chest or trunk at its foot. We gazed around, and the sixty 
or seventy brant hanging to the beams made us glad we had 
come. 

Ah, club life is jolly, with such caterers as Al. H—— and 
_| such fun-loving and fun-provoking companions as Tom Hall 
and Nash. No blue hours when they are around. 

But disappointments will imtrude. We soon discovered 
that the birds were not so mimerous or gefatable as we had 
been led to hope. 
On Gull Island Shoals (our island), where but a few days 

before were millions of brant and geese, now but a few 
stragglers were to be seen, 
We were told by Mr. Mann, the mail man, whose route 

was along the banks twice a week, that ten miles or more 
above, and near the inlet, the birds were rafling in large 
quantities. It was accounted for on this theory: Brant like 
a brackish water only to feed in, and the high tide through 
the inlet and the long northern winds had so raised on the 
bars at-Gull Island and so salted the water that the fowl had 
left for above the inlet and fresher feeding grounds. Tk was 
the first time in forty years, tha natives said, that Gull 
Island Shoals were so free of fowl. You see Jonah was still 
with us. 

After staying a few few days at the club-house with but 
mediocre luck your correspondent, with Nash, Thonson, 
Wright and Johnson, proceeded to Chicimocomico and the 
residence of Captain Benjamin Pugh. Ha!l, Payne and Meri- 
tage having left a few days before intending to stop a day or 
two at Nye’s, where we learn they had a had a first-rate time 
with the eanvas-backs, Harrison and Hinnich lefi us after a 
day's sniping at Chicimocomico. Captain Ben Pugh is the 
gentleman who built our club-house for us, and has charge of 
our possessions in Carolina. Mr, Pugh is the most promi- 
nent citizen on the banks. Keeps the only store in the 
neighborhood, and has a yery enviible reputation as a fear- 
less and judicious coast-man, having saved the lives of seven 
persons at the imminent peril of hisown. He also rendered 
efficient service during the last war as General Burnside’s 
trusted guide. F 

Here our stay was pleasant indeed, but the confounded 
northwest wind kept us confined more than we wished. But 
with the services of Edward Payne, assistant postmaster of 
the place, William and Daly O’Neil as boatmen and helpers, 
we had some good shooting. We found the bars and shoals 
above the inlet literally alive with brant and geese. Milliong 
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and millions of {hese luscious birds were in the air scudding 
across from point to point or- resting in long dark rafts of 
miles in extent. All these Dirds, we were told, or most of 
them at least, really belonged on Gull Island Shoals and that, 
they would gradually gravitate back there when the high salt 
tide should run out, We were told that we had been éxcep- 
tionally unfortunate in ourtrip this year, that such a state of 
aftairs had not been in forty years, ete., ett. Jonal! 

Well, we saw the fowl and know they are in sufficient 
quantities to suit the most extrayagant desires, and another 
year we propose to go down amply equipped and make 
it lively among them. 
Jonah stuck to us this trip, as you will perceive, all the 

while. Owing to high winds, rain and rough water we only 
had one or tio really good days for shooting. But amid all 
these clouds there were many sunshiny hours. In the cap- 
tains and crews of Life-Saving Stations 18 and 20 we found 
big hearts and right royal fellows. Captain Bannister Mid- 
sett and Captain John Allen Midoett are good types of the 
brave and successful coastmen of that dangerouslocality. By 
them we were welcomed in generous style. : 

Did the reader ever shoot brant froma blind? Have out 
from fifty to one hundred decoys and, say, ten or twelve or 
more, if one has them, of live wild geese to do the honking ? 
Did you ever? And as you lie snugly concealed, to seé in 
the far distance those long living lines approaching, while 
your stools give out their honk of invitation, see the gradual 
lowering of the wings and dropping of the feet of these deli- 
cious birds, amid jhe incessant honking of the geese and the 
discordant note of the brant? When you can fairly see the 
white ring on the throatand just ere the great, black feet fouch 
the water you rise and pour in a broadside of No. 3, and as the 
vast number speed by you look over and see the white breasts 
of a goodly nuniber within easy reach? Ah! thatis sport, 
and when they come in pairs, by threes, by half-dozens, so 
thick and fast that your breech-loader gets too hot to hold in 
your ungloyed hand, and you wade out in your high rubber 
boots and bring in all you can carry at one time of these 
queen of waterfowl, weighing from six to eight pounds 
apiece! Canyas-backs are good and their shooting affords 
good sport, but they are not a priming to black brant shooting 
on Pimlico Sound. No, sir! 

Well, all pleasures have an end; so, with our birds nicely 
packed in barrels, with our trunks, we started for home on 
Thursday the 23d, in Capt. Pugh’s canoe, Daly O'Neil and 
Bannister Pugh as steersman and worker, N. E. Nash, E. 
Wright, F. M. Thomson and your humble seryant—Captain 
Johnson only remaining until February, when another party 
proposes to go down. Wereached Manteo toward night of 
the first day all right (guess Jonab had left us). 
At the earnest solicitation of Mr. Lewis Mann, the mail 

carrier from Manteo fo Kinnekeet, Mr. Nash and myself 
betook ourselves to his house, some two miles inland on the 
island. We found Mr. Mann very pleasantly situated, in 
Gen. Burnside’s old headquarters, where he had charge of the 
island. Mr, Mann is one of the most intelligent and go- 
ahead of any of the citizens we have met in our trip South. 
He knows everybody in the two counties and all know him 
and speak of him as the right man in the right place. The 
next day, Jonab still being around, it rained heavily all day 
and no wind, untilabout 3p. mw. it let up, and there being a 
slight wind, although in the wrong quarter, we decided to 
start for Powell’s Point, about 30 miles, where we were told 
the steamer Harbinger would pass about 9 or 10 p. m. for 
Norfolk. 

Well, we were off with all our stuff (four of us) in this 
open canoe, wind N. W. We wanted to go about north. 
We bowled along pleasantly for an hour or two, when the 
wind freshened up dead ahead. Jt was tack and tack; the 
sun went down; it grew colder and colder. With Croatan 
light over our left shoulder in the distance, we were told 
that when we could see a light ahead (the beacon on Povwell’s 
Point) we would be half way. Ye gods! low we watched 
for that light, Hour after hour passed by, higher grew the 
wind and colder the nightair. We were chilled to the very 
bone; the gunwales of the boat at times running under 
water, the spray flying over us and freezing where it fell. Just 
before 9 o'clock the light appeared—only half way; we could 
not reach it in time for the Harbinger. Would we reach it 
it atall alive? Put on more sail, For God’s sake heip us, 
we are freezing in that open boat far out in Currituck 
Sound. 

Tt really seemed that Frank T—— would die before we 
reached the wharf. Prone in the bottom of the boat he lay, 
groaning as only a hearty man in pain can groan. Poor 
slim, fragile Wright, wrapped in his rubber coat, but chilled 
through and through, suffered in silence. 
Wash forgot his jollity in this hour of intensity. As for 

the undersigned, his lower extremities, from his lips down, 
were like clogs; they were past feeling. But he thought of 
home, of that cosey room with the fire burning bright, that 
tea kettle over the gas lamp and the sugar and the lemon— 
and if this was all a dream—or that—or was this the last. 
Should he struggle more ! 

All was still save the rushing of the waters by the sunwales ; 
we were fast losing our consciousness, when we were aroused 
by the thumping of the boat on the wharf—half past eleyen— 
Powell’s Point Dock, a house on stilts a quarter of a mile 
from Jand, 

But the man in the house refused to be aroused. Said he 
wouldn’t get up—hboat had been gone hours and he didn’t take 
in travelers, etc. 
However, after the matter was explained to him he aroused 

himself and proved indeed a good Samaritan. He had no 
wood, but he broke up boxes and made a fire, and we crawled 
on our hands and knees (not one of us could walk alone) up 
that pier and into that 6 by 8 room, where we shivered 
for two hours, while our host, Jehu Midget, God 
bless his kind heart, waded ashore in his bare feet and 
made arrangement with Mr. Newbern, a planter on shore, 
for a warm breakfast for us. About 4. mM. we got ashore 
and were kindly received by Mr. and Mrs. Newbern ; but not 
one of us could eat, we drank a little coffee and fell asleep in 
our chairs in front of the fire. At8o’clock Mr. Midgett 
had four of Mr. Newhbern’s boys, each with a pony and cart, 
before the door to take us and our luggage across country, 14 
miles, to Coin Jock, on the canal where we would strike 
a steamer for Norfolk, some time. 
And this was Christmas, 1880, and across country in a cart 

to the music of the darkies’ guns and horns, But it was not 
a bad trip by any means, and we arrived at Hall's hotel, Coin 
Jock, about 2Pp.a Here we found Christmas being cele- 
brated in allits glory. Mr. Hall is a good host, keeps a first 
class hotel'and one of the best tables we ever put our legs 
under. He is the proprietor of a large store. Has a good 
paying trade and seems to be doing well. He is a jolly good 
fellow, and our stay with him was made exceedingly pleasant. 

We were aroused by six the next morning with the intelli- 
fence that the steamer Astoria was passing the bridge en route 
for Norfolk. Up we were and soon had all transferred. 
Now we were all right, we were on the thoroughtare, and 

Jonah might be blowed. We steamed away up the canal. 
Hurrah! we are homeward bound, But hark! that grating 
sound, that lurch and sudden stop. We were dead fast on a, 
sunken log. (Jonah still with us.) An hour of backing, 
foing ahead, poling, etc., and we were off. 
We passed through the canal and into Currituck Sound. All 

was going on pleasantly, we thought, although the wind was 
very strong and dead ahead. About noon we came to anchor, 
the captain saying that he could make ho headway against 
that wind. It was blowing the water oul of the Sound so that 
it would be dangerous to proceed. (Jonah chuckling again.) 
So we lay at anchor all Sunday and Sunday night. Monday 
morning about eight, fhe wind having gone down, we up 
ancbor and on our course again, and arrived at Norfolk 
in due time for the Baltimore boat. Captain Hudgins, 
of the steamer Astoria, is another type of those energetic 
Southern business men. Our two days and nights with 
him were very pleasant. He sets a good table and plenty of 
it, md the demands are reasonable. Well, we were at 
Norfolk. GJonah.) But hold! the train was an hour and a 
half Jate ; boat had to wait. Nevermind. Arrived in Balti- 
more all right—but train behind hand again—but off at last 
allright. Bothered some around Germantown Junction and 
West Philadelphia, but off for Jersey City. Jonah dead now 
and gone to rest. But hold! passed Newark, crossed the 
meadows, drew high to Bergen cut, dead stop; delay of an 
hour in sight of home. 
Who was the Jonah? 
But all is well that ends well. Such is a plain and unvar- 

nished account of the trials and tribulations of one party of 
the Gull Island Club on their first trip to their new possess- 
ions. We had some hard times, but we are not by any 
means discouraged. Another year and we can reach Gull 
Island in one day and a half from Jersey City. 
The railroad from Norfolk to Elizabeth City will be com- 

pleted and running by the fifteenth of this month. There a 
steamer will be pul on the route, contract with post office 
department made to carry the mail (and passengers) daily 
from Elizabeth City to Roanoke Island and farther south, 
thus passing by our possessions, and the best brant region on 
the coast if not in the United States will be within easy reach. 
Gull Island stock is still booming. J AGOBSTAFF. 

Aatural History. 

OUR WATERFOWL. 

Brismatuva vubida. Ruddy Duck. Male, neck and upper 

parts brownish-red ; under parts silky white, watered with 

gray; chin and sides of head white; crown and nape black. 

Female and young, mottled dusky, darkest on crown and 

back, paler on sides of head, chin and lower parts; under 

tail coverts always white. Plumage, silky. Length, about 
fifteen inches. Bill and feet dark. - 

Of the two species of tlie genus Zrismatura found in North 

America, the present is the only one known to sportsmen. Tt 

is moderately abundant and generally distributed throughout 

the country, though we have never ourselves taken it on the 

Atlantic coast. Audubon speaks of its occurrence in Florida 

in goodly numbers, and says that he shot forty there in a 

morning. Dr. Coues reports it moderately abundant during 

the migrations throughout the Missouri Riyer region, and 

states that he found it nesting near Turtle Mountains and 
along Milk River, a tributary of the Missouri. 

The genus Hrismatura may readily be distinguished from 

any of the sea ducks by the peculiar character of its tail 

feathers. These are from sixteen to twenty in number and 

are very nurrow and stiff and appear disproportionately lone 

beeause of the shortness of the upper tail coyerts. The webs 

are often worn off the extremities of the tail feathers, so that; 

the shafts project like the spines on the tail of a chimney 

swift. The billis broad and much flattened and the nail 

overhanging. The bright plumage ascribed to the male in 

the description above given is very seldom seen, at least in 

the United States, and almost all the birds Killed wear the 

sober livery of the female. 

Brismatura dominica—St. Domingo duck. ‘Male, head an- 
teriorly and chin black; hind head, neck and breast deep 

ferrugineous; above, brownish-red, blotched with black’; be- 

low, lighter ferrugineous ; speculum white. Female similar, 

but less strongly marked. Bill smaller and less expanded 

than in the preceding.”"—(Key to N, Am, Birds, p. 295.) 
Length, thirteen to fourteen inches. 

The St. Domingo duck is a South American and West In- 
dian species which has only been taken in the United States 
on tiyo or three occasions, and is purely accidental here. 

Mrreryx. 

The Mea yin constitute the third sub-family of small duck 

like birds inhabiting North America, They ate readily dis- 
tinguished from any other ducks by the bill, which is almost 
cylindrical instead of being flattened. Its nail is hooked and 
eyerhanging, and the lamelle are produced, in several forms, 

into distinctly tooth-like processes directed backward. The 
birds of this group feed to a yery great extent on small fish, 

which they are readily enabled to capture and hold by means 

of their greatly modified bills, They are thus fishing ducks 

and of course, gastronomically considered, not particularly 

excellent. There are only about eight species, of which 

Worth Americu has three, only one of which, however, is pe- 
culiar to the new world. Jt should be said, however, that 
Audubon stated that he took a specimen of the Huropean 
smew (Wergellus albelius) on Lake Barataria, near New Or- 
leans, and Wilson speaks of it as abundant, but the latter 

probably confounded some other species with the one in 

question, and as no second specimen has ever been taken it 

is conjectured that Audubon too may have been mistaken. 

Mergus mengdanser, Goosander, Merganger, Kish duck. 
Male with head somewhat puffy; glossy green in color; up- 

per parts black and white, the latter crossed by a black har ; 

lower neck, allround, white; Wider parts white, tmged with 

salmon color, which, in the dried skin, soon fades out, leny- 

ing the under parts plain white. Length, about two feet. 

Bill and feet red. In this species the nostrils are near the 

middle of the bill, and the feathers from the forehead project 

further forward on the bill than do those at the side. Female 

has head and neck reddish-brown: upper parts ash-gray 

where black in male; under parts white. 

The Goosander is distributed throughout the whole of 

North America and is extremely abundant in winter on the 

Atlantic const. When the weather is so severe as fo have 
frozen up almost all the open water, fhese birds congregafe 

in considerable numbers on the open spofs on our rivers. 

where the swift flow of the water prevents the formation of 

ice, and in such places they are sometimes shotin great nuni- 

bers. The flesh is very fishy, however, and the birds, as a 
rule, are not fit for food. 

Mergus serrater—sheldrake, Red-breasted Mereanser. 

Male with a thin crest; head glossy green; upper neck 

white ; upper parts somewhatas in JL merganser, but with 

less white ; a small white patch in front of wing; forebreast 

reddish-brown, streaked with black ; flanks waved with black ; 
under parts white. Female colored much as in IW. merganser. 

Smaller than the preceding. In the Red-breasted Merganser 

the nostrils are decidedly nearer the base of the bill than in 

the goosander and the feathers of the forehead do not reach 

further down the bill than those at the sides. The laminz 
of the bill in this species are tooth-like in shape and very 

sharp, but, as can be readily seen by removing the borny 

covering of the bill, the resemblance is merely a superficial 

one, and the so-called teeth are nothing more than unusually 
developed lamin. 

The red-breasted merganser is almost everywhere a com- 

mon hird. We have frequently found it breeding in the 

Rocky Mountains, and during the migrations it is found all 

over the United States. It is no better asa table bird than 
its larger cousin. 

Mergus cucutlatus—Hooded Merganser, Saw-billed Diver. 

Male with a very conspicuous semicircular crest; that of the 

female much smaller. Male black, including two crescent- 
shaped marks in front of wing and a bar across the specu- 
lum; lower parts, cenire of crest, speculum and longitudinal 

stripes on tertiaries white ; Hanks reddish-brown, waved with 
black. Female has head and neck brownish-sray, chin and 

lower parts white ; upper parts and flanks darker; less white 

onthe wing thau the male. Length of male, eighteen inches ; 

female somewhat smaller. The Hooded Merganser has the 

bill shorter than the head, while in the two foregoing species 

itis longer. The nostrils are near the hase of the bill and the 
frontal feathers reach beyond those on the sides. 

Tn appearance the male hooded merganser is one of the 
most striking of our ducks. It is rather a, solitary species, 
and we haye neyer found more than two or three tozether, 
More often you may start a single bird, or perhaps a pair. 

The Saw-billed Diver, as if is called in Connecticut, does 

not seem to frequent the salt water nearly as much as do the 

goosander and red-breasted merganser. We have found them 
most frequently on little pond holes far from the shore, or on 

the expansions Of trout brooks that pass through the swamps. 
We have taken this species in Western Nebraska and on 

Heart River, in Dakota, but haye neyer seen it in the Rocky 

Mountains. 

The species mentioned in the preceding articles include all 

the Anvtide known to inhabit this country. It is hoped that 
the descriptions may prove of practical value to gunners and 

may call their special attention to the different kinds of wild 

fowl inhabiting the sections where they shoot. Two inter- 
esting notes have already been called out by the articles, 

namely: the great abundance of Hareliia glaciaiis on the Ni- 

agara River and the absence from the region about Winnipes 
of Ross’s Goose (Anvser Rossii), which had by some writers 

been supposed to occur there during the migrations, We 
now know that it is the snow goose (4 hyperboreus), which 

is there called the ‘* wavie.” 
So 

.Partran List or Minxesora Brros.—The cighth annual 
report of the Geological and Natural History Survey contains 

an interesting list of the birds of St. Louis and Lake conn- 
ties, Minn. Mr. T. 8. Roberts, the author of this list, is 

well known to our readers from his valuable contributions to 

the colunins of Forest AND STREAM, and the Geological Sur- 

yey of Minnesota isto he congratulated on having secured 
the services of so energetic and competent an ornithologist. 

The region to which the observations made in the list relate 
consists of a strip of country along the shore of Lake Supe- 

rior about one hundred and twelve miles in length, Deyil's 

Track Lake was also visited. The country is everywhere 

thickly timbered, the continuity of the dense and sombre for- 

esl being broken only by occasional ‘‘burns,” which admit 

the sunlight and afford the collector an opportunity to find 
some of those species which love the open country rather 

than the dark woods. An interesting account of the habits 

of the mourning warbler ( Geothlypisx philadelphia) appears in 

the present paper, extracted from u contribution by Mr. Rob- 

evts to the Linnean Society of this city, read in February, 
1879, There are alsoa number of yalusble notes on other 
species, 
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Mr. Roberts’ list includes 105 species, and his collections 
amounted to 125 specimens representing 55 species, certainly 

a very fair showing for the length of time, about four weeks, 
spent in examining the repion. 

Pinr Grosseak ty Minnesora.—Our correspondent, W- 
P. M., whose note under this heading appeared in our issue 
of December 30, writes us further in regard to the capture as 
follows: 

I have since been informed by Mr. Benson that tliere were 
fifteen or twenty Wirdsin the flock, and that le secured three 
at one shot. 

Wavy oF Winnieea tne Sxow Goosse— Winni- 
pey, December 20.— Haitor Foest and Stream: Tn 
the article on ‘‘Our Waterfowl,” in yours of 
the 25th ultimo, referring to Anser rossii, Ross’ goose, 
horned wavy, you state as follows: ‘! Accounts haye 
occasionally appeared in Forust anp SrrReEAM from some of 
our correspondents near Winnipeg of shooting of wavirs on 
the lakes which dot that region. It is said that these birds 
are quile abundant in that section during the autumn and 
that they afford good sport.” I would say that your corres- 
pondents have misled you in this matter, the mistake arising 
from the fact that only the Azser lyperboreus, snow goose, is 
known here as the wavy. Tney appear here on their way to 
their breeding grounds about the 15th or 20th of May in 
countless numbers aud return Sonth about the Ist of October. 
Var, ulbatus, or lesser snow goose; is also often seen here, 
but they are not common, I haye neyer heard through any 
reliable authority that Ross’ goose or horned wavy has ever 
been seen in this province. i. 

Tue 

How tur Rurrep Grousn Leaves Her Nesr—Larrence, 
Mavi. Jan. 2.—1 saxy in last week's issue Harry Woodland’s 
question concerning ruffed grouse. Now, these birds haye 
been my iriends from boyhood and I haye been after them 
lots of times; and also found their nests, and to my knowl 
edge they always flew off. But once, I think, on coming 
near the nest another time, the old one ran off. One fine 
morning in spring I found a nest, and having some time to 
spare, made up my mind to watch it. The nest was at the 
foot of a pine, among some dead limbs, and a few yards from 
an old stone wall, So one day as I was taking » walk through 
the woods I hunted up my nest, but to my surprise the old 
grouse did not get off at once, and when I got up close the 
bird got up and started away on foot from the nest, her wings 
trailing and acting as though hurt. Aslong as I was near 
the nest she kept within a few feet of me, but when I had 
followed her thirty or forty yards, she just keeping beyond 
my reach, the noble bird took wing and started off like a sky- 
rocket. She wasn’tlame then. I went back to the nest and 
found it full of yellow, downy little things, one or two of 
which were déad. I took one of the little ones in my hand 
and after looking at)it to my satisfaction put it back in its 
nest. I then went behind the old stone wall and watched. 
It was not very long when I saw a grouse coming along, 
stopping to look at every few steps. Although this grouse 
walked within a few feet of me, I do not remember whether 
it was a cock or hen. This one passed within a foot or two 
of the nest and walked out of sight. I waited a little longer, 
and when looking in the direction the hen grouse had flown 
I saw her walking very slowly, stopping every little while. 
In this way she came within a few feet of the nest, and then 
ahe seemed to forget all caution on seeing her little ones safe 
and rushed on the nest, where she at once settled herself, the 
little chicks peeping and climbing all over her, making the 
prettiest sight I ever saw. 1 went off in another direction, so 
as noi to disturb them. Grouse are very scarce here now. I 
think there have been five snared ta one shot in the right 
way, Frep. O. Newser. 

Aw Exrrrirnon wirn Kise Birps.—Like most New 
England youngsters, I lived on the old farm, of course. 
After the fashion of other embryo Daniel Websters I liked 
to hunt bird's nests. At the proper season I used to know 
the whereabouts of something like twenty-five nests. I 
knew the number of eggs, their color, the kind of bird that 
laid them, and their probable time of hatching. Growing out 
of a too great fondness of this business I visited these nests 
at every opportunity and much oftener than the parent bird 
wished a visit or than my parent was willing I should leave my 
work. In the orchard near our house a pair of king birds 
(L'yrannus carolinensis) used annually to build their nests 
in the same tree and on the same twig. Im the course of a 
few years the birds and myself got up quite a familiarity. 
Despite my frequent—nearly every day—yisits I failed to get 
into their good graces, and every time I scrambled up that 
tree I was saluted by'that plucky ferocity which this little bird 
knows how to exhibit. At the time of which Ispeak there 
had been two eggs laid, I climbed the tree quite leisurely 
one day and noticed that the birds were busily at worl in 
their nest. When I arrived there, behold there were no eggs 
visible, but two large bunches of long hair, such as their 
nests are usually lined with. On examination I found the 
two eges were within, done up much more nicely than 
I could haye done it with a paper bag of the proper 
size. They did not touch each other, but were separated by 
hair and a few hairs tied around just aboye them, If I re- 
member correctly, I did not take them out of their wrapper, 
hut the next day I found them in the nest as usual, I 
omitted to say thatin addilion to being done up, they were 
fastened to the nest. Now, no person had the opportunity to 
tie them up 50 near the house and not make an outery that 
we should have heard; moreover, no person in that vicinity, 
at least, could have done them up soneatly; in addition to 
all this, I saw the birds afi work. But on the other hand I 
am not sure that these birds have shrewdness enough to do 
auch a job as this. Will you, Mr. Editor, or some of the 
knowing ones offer a solution? The circumstance that T 
have related I am certain of. Brown Coor. 

Lanoine, Me. 

Fieur wire A SrA Leoparp.—l send yon the inclosed 
entting from a late Boston Herald: ‘‘ Nzewmarxer, N. E., 
Dec, 6, 1880.—Walter O, Bhute and Herbert Caswell killed 
4 Sea leopard in Great Bay late Saturday afternoon, that 
weighed over 700 pounds. Shute first saw it on a piece of 
floating ice, neatly a mile distant, in the main channel, He 
took a small sculling oat and gaye chase, emptying the con- 
tents of a double-barrelled shot-gun into its body near the 
neck. With open jays it made for the boat, tearing pieces 
from it with its tceth, trying to overturnit. Their gun was 
empty and they had no chance to retaliate. The water was 

critison with gore. Shute and his companion, with an oar 
and club, managed to keep it clear of the boat for about, 
twenty minutes, when it died through loss of blood, and was 
towed ashore. Another was seen soon after, near by, doubt- 
less its mate. The species is rare in these waters.” Great 
Bay is an enlargement of the Piscataqua River, near Ports- 
mouth, and some twelve or fifteen miles from the ocean. The 
sea leopard, or, perhaps more properly, leopard seal, given 
by Wood as Lepionya weddeliii, is said by him to have been 
taken only in the southern hemisphere, but to have beenseen 
off the Orkney Isles. The Cyclopedia gives it as Stenorhyn- 
chus leopardinius anid says it is found in the Shetland Isles, 
Thege are all the authorities I have at hand and both rather 
ancient, aud for aught I know it may have been frequently 
taken along our coast of late years. Perhaps you can en- 
lighten us on that point? ¥F. C. Brown. 

Framingham, Mass. 
As our correspondent remarks, the trné sea leopard is not 

found in our waters, and from the meagre description given 

in the extract quoted it is difficult to determine to what spe- 

cies of seal the acvount refers. It seems probable, however, 
that the species referred to is either the hooded seal (Cysto- 
phorus eristatus) or the gray seal (Halichaerus grypus). The 

former species is often found along the New England coast, 

the latter rarely, if ever. 

ANTIDOTE FOR SNAKE Brres.—In looking over the ‘‘ South- 
ern Medical Record” since last writing you I came across an 
article by Dr. J. Hendree, of Alabama, in which he gives the 
best antidote for all rep:ile and insect poisons ‘* known to 
him.” ‘The antidote L was familiar with, and it struck me it 
would not he amiss to give it to your readers. It is the am- 
moniacal preparat.on, ‘‘Eau de Luce,” which should be car- 
ried by every camping party visiting sections of the country 
infested with poisonous snakes. Tue wound should be pro- 
fusely bathed with it and a teaspoonful given in brandy or 
any strong spirit every ten or filteen minutes. This makes 
an active and not disagreeable ammonit jniep. Dr. Hendree 
stat’s the preparation is kept on hand in the zoological gar- 
dens of Hurope, and refers to Frank Buckland’s “ Zoolngical 
Recreations.” Some years since one of the keepers of the 
cobras at Regents Park, in a state of complete Mmtoxication, 
entered the cage, and handling one of the serpents roughly 
and carelessly was bitten. His intoxication and the proper 
use of spirits, without an alkali, did not save him, and he died 
ina few hours. The ‘' Hau de Luce’ may be had at any 
drugzist’s. Homo. 

Derara or tHe Monrreat Cagep Woonoodx.—Mr. Hall's 
woodcock was found dead in its cage Sunday morning, 2d inst, 
It appeared to be well on Saturday evening (when it was 
seen boring for and eating worms), except that the skin 
around the neck was much inflated. During its confinement 
the bird had become much attennated. Ii lived eighteen 
days from the time it was picked up. H. RB. 

Montreal, Jan. 7. 

Late Miararions—Cleveland, Jan. 1.—The reason that, 
snipe, woodcock and many other migratory birds, in the fall 
season, da not obey the supposed general law which goyerns 
bird migration is readily explained. ‘The lack of food is the 
principal cause of their change of locality. As long as food 
abounds in their favorite haunts they are loth to leaye, espe- 
cially the older birds, I once shot a Wilson snipe on Christ- 
mas day while quail bunting, the thermometer being about 
down to zero. The bird was fat and undoubtedly for many 
weeks had lived on the food tlie warm spring furnished, from 
which I flushed him, The first of January the year follow- 
ing, in the same locality, I started a woodcock, but missed 
the bird, as he towered up several hundred feet and then shot 
off like a meteor toward the south. I watched for him sev- 
eral days after in the same locality, but he never returned. 

Dz. EH. Sreriine. 

Hanrrs or Syakes.—I was speaking, afew days ago, toa 
patient of mine (a farmer) about ‘‘snakes swallowing snakes.” 
He is 4 man who has had abundant opportunities to observe 
their habits, etc., and he says he has repeatedly seen black 
snakes who had young, when alarmed, open their mouths 
and the little ones would run down their throats ‘like a 
shot,’ as he expressed it. My father tells arather curious 
snake story that happened under his observation. One day 
he was driving over one of our country roads when he saw a 
large garter snake that had what appeared to be four fect. 
After watching it for some time and seeing that the feet 
moved, he killed the snake und cut it open, when out hopped 
alive toad. The snake had swallowed it, and the toad hid 
scratched its feet through the belly of the snake. Doox. 

A Tisy Brar.—We have received from Mr. A. B. Dodge, 
of this city, a mounted speciment of Ursus Americans that 
is the smallest we have ever seen. It is a female and is about 
us large asa six weeks’ old setter puppy. The history of 
the specimen is given in the following note from the donor, 
to whom we beg leave to return thanks for this unique curi- 
osity. Mr. Dodge says: ‘I send herewith a specimen of 
natural history, which I trust you may be prevailed upon to 
accept, for the reason that it is (so far as I know) a rarity. 
She is very small, and when captured was considerably small- 
er. Lhad her over two months before she died. She is one 
of a family of three—one male, two females. I, witha party, 
went to an island between Crystal River and Homossagsa, 
Ma., three winters ago aud killed the mother, taking away 
the three cubs. The two I brought home died after about a 
month here. This one was mounted by Wallace. 

Recenr ARRIVALS AD THE PHILADELPHIA ZooLaIOAL, GARDEN.— 
By purchase—lwo common micaques (Macacus cynomolgus). 
Two brown capucins (Cebus fatuellus). One white pelican (Pele- 
canus trachyrhynchus). Two Atierican muagpies (Pica melano- 
leuca fudsonica). Ona green-checked parrot (Chrysotis viride 
genalis). By presontalion—One Haqumaux Dog. One diamond 
rattlesnake (Crolalus adamanteus), One water moccasin (Aneis- 
trodon piscivorus). One raccoon (Procyon lolor), One Virginia 
deer (Cervus virginianus). Two red-tailed hawks (Butea borealis), 
One horned grebe (Podiceps conus). One red-shonldered buz- 
zard (Buleo lineatus), One serecch owl (Scops asio). One red- 
billed tres duck (Dendrocygia aulwiinalis), One razor-billed 
curassow (Afilua tuberosa). Tyo eommon rabbits (Lepus cunicu- 
lus). One opossum (Lidelplys virginiana). One gray parrot 
(Psitlacus erylhacus). One short-eared owl (Brachyotus palus- 
fix), One American crow (Corvus americanus). One canvas- 
backed duck (Fuligula vallisneria). hres barn owls Sas jiaim- 
mea americana), One soft-shell turtle (Aspidonectes feron), Ouse 
pine snake (Pifyophis melanoleucus), 

——————————— 

When life is a drag, and you have lost all hepe, then truatin Hop 

Bitters. 

ish Culture. 

THE CENTRAL FISHCULTURAL SOCIETY. 

{oonervED. | 

T the conclusion of Prof. Forbes’ paper Mr. Shaw pre- 
sented the law of the State of Towa on fishways to the 

society, of which the following is a copy : 

THE FISHWAW LAW OF 10WA, 
(Chapter 123.) 

AWN ACT to Provide for the further Hnforcement of Chapters 
80 and 188 of the Acts of the Seventeenth General Assem- 
bly, in Relation to the Construction and Attachment of 
Fish-W ays to Dargeg 

Be it enacted ty the General Assembly ofthe State of Lowi: 

Szorion 1. That within thirty days after the passage and 
publication of this act, each clerk of the Board of Supervi- 
sors, in any county in this State in which*there is any dam 
constructed across any cee therein, shall notify the State 
Fish Commissioner of the Height of each dam in his county, 
the width of the stream where the dam is constructed, the 
character of the foundation upon which each dam rests, anG 
shall give to him all other information necessary to convey to 
said Commissioner an intelligent understanding of the situa- 
tion and locality of each dam in said county. 

Seo. 2. That within thirty days after the receipt of said 
notice, the State Commissioner shall acknowledge the same 
by mail, and within thirty days from that date the said Com- 
missioner shall send through the United States mail or by 
express, to the clerk of the said Board of Supervisors, plans 
and specifications, also one model for each county to be re- 
tained by the Auditor for reference, snitable for the construc- 
tion of a fishway for each dam reported, as aforesaid, and the 
expenses connected therewith to be paid by the county re- 
céiving the same, and the said clerk shall, immediately on 
the receipt of said plans and specifications, cause a notice to 
be seryed in the same manner as required for the service of 
original notices and returned to the Auditor for preservation; 
which notice shall be directed to the owner, agent or party in 
charge of the dam, and which shall inform said owner, agent 
or party that model, plans and specifications are in his office, 
subject to his inspection, for the construction of a fishway to 
said dam, and that, unless he consult the same and comply 
therewith within sixty days, the county will proceed to con- 
struct the sane, the costs and penalties therefor will be made 
a tax lien on the entire premises on which said dam is situ- 
ated. 

Sxo. 3. If, within sixty days after the service of said no- 
tice, the owner, agent or party in charge shall fail to con- 
struct and attach a fishway to such dam, as required by the 
Cominissioner, then the County Board of Supervisors shall 
immediately proceed to construct and attach the same, and 
when so constructed and atlached, the original cost and 
twenty per cent. thereon as a penalty shall be entered upon 
the tax books of the county, and shall be a lien on said pro- 
perty, to be collected in the game manner as provided by law 
for the collection of other taxes. 

Szo. 4. To carry out any of the provisions of this act, the 
County Board of Supervisors may issue county warrants for 
the payment of surh expenditures and expenses, and when 
the said taxes are paid the said warrants and all accrued inter- 
est thereon shall be refunded to the county, and the balance, 
after paying the Clerk and State Commissioner and Board of 
Supervisors for their services and for the service of suid 
notice, shall be paid over to the County Treasurer to become 
a part of the school fund of the county. 

Src. 6. Some one of the County Board of Supervisors, in 
the first week in April aud September of each year, shall 
visit cach dam in his county to which fishways are attached, 
and require the party in charge to keep the same in good re- 
pair, and if he fails, or for any reason shall neglect, to repair 
the same within ten days after notice so to do, the said Su- 
pervisor shall immediately cause the needed repairs to be 
made at the expense of the county, and the costs thereof, 
with a penalty of twenty-five per cent. added, shall become 
alien on the premises, and shall be collected as other taxes 
are collected against the property. 
So. 6. The said Clerk and State Fish Commissioner and 

Board of Supervisors shall keep an accurate and itemized ac- 
connt of their expenditures, and report the same under oath 
to the County Board of Supervisors at any regular meeting, 
and the said Board shall thereupon allow such reasonable 
compensation for their services as they may consider reason- 
able and just, to be paid out of any money in the Connty 
‘Treasury not otherwise appropriated. 

Sno. 7. Any person who shall kill, trap, ensnare, detain, 
or in any manner molest the free and unmolested passage of 
any fish within one hundred yards of any dam, or in their 
transit through any fishway attached or belonging thereto, 
shall be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor, und upon convic- 
tion thereof shall pay a fine for each offense of not less than 
five nor more than fifty dollars, and five dollars to the com- 
plaining witness, together with costs of prosecution, includ- 
ing an attorney fe» not exceeding ten dollars, and stand com- 
mitted until the same are fully paid; and when said fine 
shall be collected the same shall be paid over to the County 
Treasurer, to become part of school fund. 

Suo. 8. If any member of any Board of Supervisors shall, 
hy vote or act, neglect or refuse to enforce the provisions of 
this act, he shall be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor, and 
upon the complaint of any person before any Justice of the 
Peace huving jurisdiction thereof, if he be convicted he shall 
pay a fine of not less than twenty nor more than one hundred 
dollars and costs for each offense, and when collected the same 
shall be paid over to the County Treasurer, to become a part of 
the school fund of the county. 

Sxo, 9. Nothing in this act shall be construed to repeal any 
part of chapters 80 and 188 of the acts of the seventeenth 
General Assembly of the State of Iowa. A I 

Sro. 10, This act being deemed of immiediate importance, 
shall take effect and be in force from and after its publica- 
tion in the Iowa State Register and Towa State Leader, two 
newspapers published in the city of Des Moines, Towa, 
Approved March 25, 1880. E 1 [ 
T hereby certify that the foregoing act was published in 

the lowa State Register, April 1, and in the Iowa State Lead- 
er, April 6, 1980. J. A, T. Hurt, Sec’y of State. 

Mr. Seay: There has been a question as to the consti- 
tutionality of this law by those who are not familiar with the 

great case of the Holyoke Water-Power Company, of Massa. 
chusetts, and to satisfy myself on this point I haye written 
the Attorney-General of our State and beg leave to submit 
the correspondence, as follows ;” 
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TE opinion of the Attorney-General in reference to the 
constitutionality of the Fishway law: 

Auvpiror’s Orr1oz, Orrumwa, Iowa, } 
October 20, 1880. 5 

Hon. B. F. Suaw, Wisk Commissioner State of Iowa: 
Dear Sir—In the matter of constructing a fish ladder to the 

dam at this place, I wish to say to you that on the 7th day of 
August last past I issued a notice to the Ottumwa Water- 
Power Company, in accordance with the law, to construct a 
fish ladder to their dam and placed the same in the hands of 
Sim Chaney, sheriff of the county, for service. On the 9th 
day of the same month it was returned seryed. The said 
Water-Power Co, haye employed counsel, and their attorney, 
Mr. Wm. McNatt, informs me verbally that they refuse to 
comply with the law and that the said fish law is unconstitu- 
tional. Tam instricted by the President of our Board of 
Supervisors to ask you to procure the opinion of the Attor 
ney-General of the State and transmit it to us in time for the 
Noyember meeting of the Board, with any suggestions or in- 
structions you may desire to give us in the preinises, 

Respectfully yours, 
M. L. Goprzy, Auditor Wapello Co., Ta, 

The above was submitted to the Attorney-General and the 
following is his opinion in reply thereto. 

BL. F. Saw, Fish Com’r, 
Wasuinaron, Iowa, Nov. 24, 1880. 

Hon. B. F. 8uaw, Anamosa, Joma: 
Dear Sir—In answer to your letter of the 12thinst., I will 

say that, in my opinion Chapter 123 of acts of 17th General 
Assembly is not unconstitutional A statute is neyer by the 
courts held fo be in conflict with the Federal or State Con- 
stitution unless such conflict is clear and certain. One branch 
of the State Government, to wit, the General Assembly, has 
passed on its constitutionality by enacting it. The question 
isnotauewone. While our courts have not passed on it, 
other courts of last resort have, and held similar statutes not 
liable to the objection of unconstitutionality. With these 
decisions you are familiar, 

Yours very truly, J. F, MoJungm, Att'y-Gen'l. 

Mer. Baio: ‘' The fishway law should be constitutional. 
T believe in protecting the rights of the people. The State 
constructs roadways, why not fishways?” 

Mr. Saaw: “Ihave here a printed protest against fish- 
ways by an Jowa miller and my own reply to it, which scems 
to cover the ground of the objectors very thoroughly. T dis- 
like to ask Mr. Mather to publish this in Forsr anp Stream, 
because he very kindly published it for me when it first ap- 
peared, and yet I would like to haye it on record in our re- 
orts.” 

4 Mr. Marunr: ‘The paper so fully states both sides of the 
case that it may be of interest to many, and the agreement to 
publish all the proceedings certainly would oblige me to 
print if even if it was of no interest,” The protest is as fol- 
lows : 

Oxrorp Mitts, September 20, 1880. 
Fditor Bureka—You will oblige me if you will give 

me space in your valuable paper to express my views in re- 
lation fo a law passed by the Highteenth General Assembly 
of the Btate of Iowa. 

Chapter 128, Bection 3, of said law reads: ‘If, within 
sixty days after the service of a notice by the sheriff of the 
county, the owner, agent, or party in charge shall fail to con- 
struct. and attach a fishway to such dam, as required by the 
Commiinsioner, then the county Board of Supervisors shall im- 
mediately proceed to construct and attach the same; and 
when so constructed, the original cost and twenty per cent. 
thereon, as a penalty, shall be entered upon the tax bool of 
the county, and shall be a lien on said property, to be collect- 
ed in the same manner as provided by law for the collection 
of other taxes, 
Section 4 reads: *‘'To carry out any of the proyisions of 

this act, the county Board of Supervisors may issue county 
warrants for the payment of such expenses, and when the 
taxes are paid, the warrants and all accrued interest thereon 
shall be refunded to the county, and the balance, after pay- 
ing the-Glerk and the State Commissioner and Board of Su- 
pervisors for their services, etc., the proceeds to be paid over 
to the county treasurer, and will become a part of the school 
fund.” 
'o this the Fish Commissioner adds, on his own responsi- 

bility, with all the dignity that belongs to his office, in his 
notice to mill owners: ‘* Notemporizing or temporary work 
will do, as it will beat the mill owner’s expense, as the law 
requires him to keep it in constant repair.” p 

Mr. Editor, lama citizen of these United States and. de- 
sirous of showing willing obedience fo the Jaws thereof. I 
derived my titlefo my land from the United States Govern- 
ment, clear of any and all encumbrance, without any reserya- 
tion of erecting or upholding fishways for the benefit, of ofher 
parties. ‘Therefore I claim protection from the United States 
from imposition and unjust laws, ‘Neither the State of Iowa 
nor any other State has any right to pass any law that will 
annoy, hainper, endanger, or depreciate the yalue of any man’s 
property, without paying him in full for all damages he may 
sustain. If the peopleof the State of Towa want to preserve 
the fish, what claiins have they on the mill owners to compel 
them to be at; all the expense? Does it benefit the miller 
more than the farmer, or any one else? Do they consider 
the mill owner an intruder? Do they prefer cat-fish and 
wall-eyed pike to the mannfacturing interests of the Btate? 
Tf so, why don’t they pass o law that will give them the 
power to destroy all the mill dams in the State, and give the 
fish a chance? They haye just as much right to pass a luw. 
of this kind, as they have to pass the other, : 
What benefif does the miller derive from this heavy ex- 

penditure of money? You rarely findthe miller with a fish- 
polein his hand. Itis not this class of men who reap the 
benefits of the fish law. For my own part I would give con- 
siderable money if there were not a fish in our rivers, They 
are the cause of bringing & parcel of lazy loafers to our fish- 
ing grounds, from the country and the towns, who destroy 
the surrounding property, tearing down fences and desecrat- 
ing the Sabbath day, to the annoyance of quiet, peaceable 
and lasy-abiding citizens. Of course there are a few except- 
ions to this rule. Is it fora class of men and boys like this 
thal, the millers are required to be at from #300 to #500 ex 
pensés in erecting a fishway to protect the fish and contribute 
to their pleasure; not alone this expenditure, but they are re- 
quired to keep this annoyance and encumbrance in perpetual 
Tepair, no matter whether it is carried out by any flow of ice 
and logs that passes over the dam—which will be the case 
nine times out of ten—or whether it carries out the dam ag 
well, 

Heretofore the mill owners of the State of Iowa have been 
well protected in their right, by the enactment of good, 
sound laws on water privileges; and for this reason Iowa 
stands second to no grain manufacturing State in our Union 

—as the reports from the late Miller's Convention at Cincin- 
nati will show. Is it possible that all the protection we have 
heretofore enjoyed isto be destroyed by some wild fish fanatic 
who cares more for a wall-eyed pike or » sun-fish than he 
does for all the manufacturing interests of the State? Let 
the millers of the State rise in their might and defend them- 
selves against such unjust and arbitrary laws, as they have 
done heretofore in such cases of imposition, and they will 
undoubtedly coine out, victorious. 

If this fish law is enforced, then the next law I expect to 
see enacted will be one requiring every farmer who owns 160 
acres Of land on the line of any railroad throughout the 
State of Iowa to build, grade and lay a track the entire 
length of his farm at his own expense. Not only this, but 
the law will require him to keep it in constant repair, at the 
tisk of losing the rest of his farm if he dues not comply with 
all the requirements of the law, whether from unwillingness 
orinability. All these benefits he is expected to donate to 
the travel of the eautae public. Why not enuct and enforce 
alaw of this kind? Onecan he as easily enforce as another. 
T can see no difference. 

If the people of the State of Iowa want to stock their 
rivers with fish, why not levy a general State tax for the pur- 
pose of erecting these fishways and keeping them in repair, at 
the same time giving the mill owner a guarantee that any 
damage he may sustain from the erection of such fshway will 
be promptly paid by the State, or the county in which the 
mill dam is located. The State hasno more claim on the mill 
owner in this respect than if has on the farmer, mechanic, or 
any other class of men, I think it isthe duty of the press 
throughout the State to come out boldly and denounce all 
such unjust lays. JUSTIOR. 

(Mr. Shaw's reply will appear in our next issue, and the 

other discussions and papers will follow as fast as we can 
publish then. | 

Sea and River Sishing. 

TROUT FISHING IN THE CANADIAN WILDS. 

A’ fen o!clock on a bright moonlit Saturday night, in the 
end of last month, a buckboard—bearing a flat boat 

filled with provisions, fishing tackle and a couple of fowling 
pieces with their concomitants, for the use and enjoyment 
of the young sportsmen, who after experiencing the many 
advantages of the different localities in the near and distant 
neighborhood of the city had carefully chosen theix fishing 
ground—left the ancient city of Quebec by the Dorchester 
bridge, crossing the river St. Charles, where in the past 
century Jacques Cartier and his hardy followers wintered, 
worn out by disease and harassed by the warlike redmen of the 
forest under their chief Stadacona, for the far off lake, 
Jacques Cartier, situated in the distant wilds.of the Lauren- 
tean ranges, whither it needed the strong Canadian pony, 
whose sires had bounded over the fields of Normandy, to 
draw the heayy load over the ulmost impassable roads and 
steep mountain paths. 

We had arranged that the work should be apportioned to 
the several members of the party according to their adapt- 
ability and expeditionary talen{s, Alfred Déchine had to 
accept the oufside work and Alexander Fraser and myself had 
to fulfill the mside work. ‘The provisions consisted of ham, 
corned beef and a proportionate supply of drinkables. 
We traveled under the bright moonlight through the vil- 

lages of Charlesbourg, whose church. spires tower so proudly 
from its mountain site; St, Pierre, the inmates of whose 
peaceful conyent lay in unconscious slumber; Stonchane and 
Tewkesbury, peopled by the hardworking farmers from 
Treland, aud at daylight arrived at the post, as it is called. 
This post, 2 species of log hut, is situated at the extreme end 
of the macadamized road which is about twenty-one miles 
from the city, and thence commences the government road, 
recently constructed, to Lake St. John, and which was some 
time since represented as the best of highways, but which 
our bushoien and farmers from Gake St. John have de- 
scribed as almost wholly impracticable, a fact which is ulso 
proved by the many amateur fishermen who have passed 
over that route. 

The first camp on the government road is situated at the 
distance uf fiye miles, where we breakfasted and fed our 
horse, also providing ourselves with fodder, which could not 
be procured elsewhere on our journey, or at the various 
capips, although wood and provisions were kept on hand for 
the use of travelers. Mr, Lachance kept this camp, and was 
most obliging in his endeayors to please us. We could not 
but feel for lis forlorn position, as he told us that but few 
travelers passed his camp, excepting those who desired to fish 
in the higher waters around the Laurentides. iL; 

After resting at Lachance's post for a short time we left 
ali about eight o’clock and in a couple of hours reached the 
River Cache, a heautifulstream, filled with trout, and whose 
banks are fringed with the fir, the spruce and the cedar 
tree. 

After mounting an extremely steep hill we, at half past 
eleven, arrived at the camp & Noel, which is without w suar- 
dian and is sixteen miles from the post setttement Near 
this postare two lakes, one on each side of the road, both 
pretty large and abounding with trout; one called lac 
Noel and the other la a Aegis. At this camp we rested 

ourselves and our Canadian pony, who appeared to be im- 
possible of fatigue. While in the vicinity we suw twelve 
men fishing, who seemed to be having good sport, as they 
were continually making catches of fair sized trout. Of 
course it must be admitted that the fishing in these lakes has 
been carried on for a long time, and that the waters are com- 
paratively depleted. The same fact is the case with the 
two lakes which we reached a little further on—(rand lac 
@ Vepante and Petit lac aVepanle. Both theselakes heretofore 
were famous for their trout, and unless the zovernment inter- 
feres the water in the entire district must become entirely 
unproduciive. 
On the twenty-fifth mile we arrived at lace Dernehes, where 

We remained for supper and a night's rest in tlie hut pro- 
vided by the Quebec government. Here wefound no gnar- 
dian but there was a certain supply of food, and had we had 
scythes we might have procured any amount of fodder for 
our horse, providentially otherwise provided. A stove, with 
any amount of firewood, wasin the establishment, and we lost 
no time in making ourselves comfortable, One can hardly 
over-estimate, especially those accustomed to forest traveling | 
and who have now and then been driven to extremities, the 
advantages to be found in these solitary camps, where the 
weary may find rest and the hungry found, 

At five o'clock on Monday morning, after s good breakfast, 
we were ready for a start, and continued the route till about 
two in the afternoon we reached Iu a La Marre, near which 
we touched the Montmorency River, alone whose bank we 
drove for three miles and during the time shot three ducks. 
The upper waters of the Jacques Cartier ure not so wild and 
furous as when most frequently seen by tourists near its 
mouth, at what is called Natural Steps, althouzh even 
there are fierce rapids and whirling pools from which three 
and four pounders in the way of trout are taken by hundreds. 
At a place called the ‘t Meadows,” sportsmen from the city 
are wont to spend the holidays and never return without a 
satisfactory basketful. From /ae ‘*s La Marre” weentered the 
bush, and on our route shot nine partridges before arriving at 
the camp, situated on the borders of lae Five, which we 
passed, not without a lingering look at its beautiful waters and 
dark nooks, suggestive of numberless catches. At midday we 
reached the Jacques Bridge, our final destination being thirty- 
nine miles from the first post and over sixty miles from Quebec. 
Here we stabled our brave little horse, who had so dauntless- 
ly carried us oyer the difficulties of the road, and put up our 
tent, as in the canip we found four horses and the 7mpedimen- 
ta of an absent party. Anxiously and quickly we disposed 
of ourselyes to hurry our movements in order to commence 
fishing operations; one to attend to culinary arrangements 
and the others to manage the fishing-tackle and launch the 
flat; all which was rapidly executed. After dinner we pad- 
dled up the river for about lwo miles, and whipped down the 
stream with red and brown hackle, and before arriving at 
camp had taken over three hundred speckled beauties of a 
large size, frequently capturing two ata time. In the camp 
we found a party of cight, who had been fishing on thie lake 
for a couple of days and had heen very successful. Tn fact, 
ce om sans dire, for this lake is at such a distance, and the ap- 
proaches so difficult, that few attempt the venture; but the 
happy few are always richly rewarded, and the only chagrin 
felt, by them is the impossibility of transporting to the city 
their complete capture. 

It is almost unnecessary to state that in the depths of the 
wilds, ‘‘the forest primeval,” separated from civilization, we 
did not fail of making a jolly time of it with our new-found 
friends, and that with the fish, so loved by the ancients, and 
just whipped from the limpid waters, not to speak of par- 
tridge, of duck and corned beef, and the whole catalogue 
we contrived to make the hours of night pass quickly, and 
that when we sought our couches of branches plucked from 
the sweet-smelling’ pine and sapin, our senses soon found re- 
pose in what Shelley characterizes as ‘‘the other rosy as the 
morning” sleep. 
On the following morning (Tuesday) we started for the 

rapids after breakfast, a breakfast partaken of as only wood- 
men can do on the wealth of the forest, stream and field; of, 
in fact, the results of forest and stream, rod and gun up 
the rapids which intervene between the camp and Lake Jac- 
ques Cartier, at which water we arrived in about half an 
hour. 

The lake is about fifteen miles in length and five in 
breadth, bounded on one side by high mountains, garnered 
by forest trees to the water's edge, nnd on the other side by 
woods, from which are wafted the delightful aroma of the 
cedarand pine. Near byis a sort of open ground, filled 
with boulders, wreathed in ferns, twining plants and mosses, 
fostered by the moist earth which surrounds them. In the 
lake are two islands, delightfully situated at a short distance 
from the shore, and to one of these we paddled our boat after 
fishing, and revelled in a real al fresco repast, which was in 
all respects truly bucolic: fresh trout from the surrounding © 
waters, berries from the neighboring’ bushes and the vintage 
of Bacchus, In the afternoon the weather was unpropitious, 
and after trying our skill went down the lake and descended 
the rapids to the camp, which we reached at about eizht 
o'clock in the evening, where we had a right royal Robin 
Hood supper of fish and game. 
On the following day we again mounted the rapids, and at 

twelve o’clock encountered a violent snow-storm, which last- 
ed for about an hour, and therefore returned to camp, where 
we found that the other party had left and had been replaced 
by another of three gentlemen from the city. 

In the distance we sawa bear satisfying himself with a 
leisurely meal of blueberries, He was at a safe distance for 
our fowling-pieces, but could exsily have been brourht to 
earth by arifle. On sight of us he quietly retreated to his 
home in the woods. While smoking in front of our camp 
door an immense eagle performed several gyrations over our 
heads, and finally made a swoop upon the waters where were 
congregated large numbers of loon. 
On Thursday morning we started for home, bearing with 

us as trophies of our hooty over fifteen hundred speckled 
trout, measuring from eight to fifteen inches in length, as 
also delicious memories of the sweet aroma of the woods and 
the vales which enhance the scenery of Lake Jacques Cartier. 

Quebec, September, 1880, I. B. Roprrer. 
+ ~+ 

RANGH OF BLACK BASS. 

Brvrorp,O., Jan. 1. 
WM TILL you please allow me alittle space in your paper, 

in reply to Dr. E. Sterling's letter in the last number 
of Forrest anv Streamin relation to taking black bass at the 
Sault de Ste. Marie? In his review of my communication of 
Nov. 15, I did not say, as Dr. Sterling states, that I had 
fished the waters of the Sault de Ste. Marie rapids and their 
‘‘surroundings” for many years with Judge Potter, of 
Toledo, and had never caught any black bass there. But I 
did say we never caught any black basg at the Sault de Ste. 
Marie, and I repeat that we never did, nor did we ever hear 
of any being caught in those rapids. 

In my communication I did not use the word ‘ surround- 
ings,” but distinctly stated the Sault Ste. Marie, and referred 
tono other place. ' 

One need not go twenty miles from the Sault to the Sailors’ 
Encampment to catch black bass. This fish abounds in 
many of the bays and rivers of Lake Superior. They are 
found in the Ontonagon River, one of its branches being the 
outlet of Lake Agogebik, a distance of thirty miles south- 
west from the town of Ontonagon. That lake literally 
swarms with black bass. A the Portage mentioned by Dr. 
Sterling T have hanled in fish with a hand line and squid ag 
fast as I could cast my squid by hand. T. Garnior. 

2 Ses 

Torrepors AND Fysy.—A Newport correspondent tells of 
a torpedo station at that place which fires salutes, and asks 
about fheir effect upon the fish in the harbor He says such 
a salute was fired on July 21 in honor of the French frigate 
Magicienne, when each torpedo sent huge colun ns of water 
into the air seyeral hundred feet high. Theré can be no 
doubt about its effect upon fhe fish being instant death to 
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every one for a large distance around, as fish are very sus- 
ceptible to shocks, which offen burst the air bladder. We 
know that there are many fish killed by the necessary blast- 
ing operations for the improvement uf our rivers and har- 
bors, bul we do not see the necessity of torpedo salutes. 

Game Bag and Gn. 
BUFFALO HUNTING. 

Bee hunting, or rather buffalo slaughter, is the 
most uninteresting pastime I know of. J cannot call 

ii A sport, os there*can be no sport in any such a tame, one- 
sided affair, the result of which is settled nine times out of 
ten froin the yery start. 
Ove frequently finds men, vain-plorious and conceited in 

their own prowess, who depict a bulfalo inat as one of the 
most glorious things out, besides dwelling in a sickening, 
erandiloquent strain upon the peril ahd tremendous risks 
they have run in killing these big-headed and bearded cows. 
A buffalo looks feroci us, hut his appearance is so at vari- 
anee and in direct opposition fo lis nature, that he always 
reminds one of the fable in which the braying of the donkey 
frightened away the lion. 
A thousand buifalo can be stampeded by a bunch of weeds 

drifting past them—then they will go right straight ahead, 
over and jhrough anything, being far too bewildered to know 
or care for anght but escape—and the ground they cover, 
considering their weight and gait, is greatly to their credit, 
and shows that although deficient in pluck, hearing, eye- 
sight and scent, they possess prodigious strength, backed by 
no end of wind, qualities which, if combined with courage, 
would make them one of the most formidable animais of this 
continent. 

I plead guilty to haying killed a few buffalo, never for 
sport but the first time,“as I was so disgusted with myself 
that I never had the heart to do it arain; and I must con- 
fess that now alihough I ache to kill something ‘' big,” yet I 
would not xo out to-morrow on a buffalo hunt any more 
than I would go to » pigeon roost and slaughter pigeons by 
the sackful with a sholgun: Perhaps my early training on 
snipe and woodeock has rendered me unfit for this kind of 
murder. 
Theré are two ways of killing buffalo; one is by stalking 

after oneé sighted, and the other is running them down on 
horseback. Jt amounts to the same thing in the end, so far 
as the buffalois concerned, for these two reasons: 
First—He cannot run away from a decent horse, and 

therefore is caught and shot. 
Second—He won't fight it out, can’t climb a tree (Mark 

Twain to the contrary notwithstanding), burrow, fy away, 
or in any way dispose of himself. So he stands like a 
statue and is killed. 

This is the fate that awaits him in any event; so I suppose 
he may #8 well be philosophical about it and die—not 
fame—but sink on all fours and drop with a thud, the recol- 
lection of which even now makes me feel ashamed of ever 
haying killed one of these harmless, good-tempered, easy- 
going fellows—uuless indeed it were for meat—on the sume 
principle that a farmer kills a pig, ete. 

In stalking the hunter need only be careful as to the wind, 
asa Dulfalo does not trouble himself much in looking about 
for his enemies, so that When they appear it is too late to 
save himself. When once you sce the game, proceed as in 
antelope shooting rTegarding your mount—only a 
little more so, for remember this, a buffalo 
will sfrike mortal terror to a lhorse’s heart, so that 
no ordinary lariat and picket-pin will hold him should one of 
these sheep in wolf's clothing happen to cone near him. To 
avoid being left on foot, then, secure your horse with a strong 
rope aud fasten him by the halter, 8 should he pull franti- 
cally, as he certainly will, if fastened to the bit, it will cut up 
his mouth, and he will generally break away by either pulling 
the bit out of his mouth or smashing bis head-stall. To avoid 
all this, use a strong halter, long, stout picket-pin, strong 
rope, say thirty feet long; unbridle the horse, when he will 
probably raze till you return, and in this manner occupy his 
time, which if he were left bridled would hang heavily on 
his hands, and becoming impatient would the mort readily 
perceive any buffalo that mighf chance fo come in sight—and 
then good-bye horse if not properly secured. 

The stalking part requires no great amount of skill, and any 
man with ordinary common sense can approach, on favorable 
ground, to within seventy-five to one hundred yards, at which 
distance one shot hehind the shoulder will settle the business 
—if not, be teady when he turns to find out ‘‘what’s the row,” 
and let him have it between the eyes; that will finish him if 
it strikes him fairly. Some men are s0 imbued with the 
“oniraculous that they will insist that a buftalo’s head is 
impervious to a rille-ball, ‘That, of course, depends upon the 
rifle; all I can say is, that even with seventy grains of pow- 
der and 400 grains lead I have always sent a buffalo to grass 
when hit squarely between and a little above the eyes, or just 
behind and a little under the ear, ranging forward. Hither 
of these shots will penetrate the brain and cause instant death. 
T have seen several killed in this manner with acal. .45 Colt’s 
and Smith & Wesson’s revolver, and also with Winchester 
rifles with only forty grains powder and 200 grainslead. Bo 
I must beg leave to disbelieve, *m tele, the statements above 
referred io. As to the matted hair and dust which collects 
on the forehead of an old bull, why that might to some ex 
tent stop a small bullet, but anything up to or over 270 wrains 
lead and seventy grains powder will drop a buffalo stone dead 
if properly delivered, and « lighter load is not, in mry opinion, 
worth speaking about. : 

Tn running buffaio much depends upon the horse—tar 
more, in fact, than upon the rider—for as I have said before, 
however much mettle a horse may have, the sigltofa buffalo 
is too much for him—at first, anyway. Afterward, when he 
discovers how harmless they are, he becomes braver; and I 
have seen horses that at first went into what in men would be 
called convulsions, go and sniff around a dead buffalo with 
as niuch composure as they would about a hay-stack. Per- 
haps they felt cheap at having displayed so much cowardice 
and wanted to show Off their newly-acquired courage. 
When you see a herd get as near it as possible without be- 

ing scen—this, on rolling praivie, is easy enough—keep the 
windin yourface, and when you haye ayailed yourself of all the 
cover the Jand affords in the way of ravines, coolies, etc., 
why then make a dash at the outfit—get on the right of 
your victim and bang uway. Don’t shoot at over ten yards, 
and then you are pretty sure to kill at every shot, If you 
have your choice of rifles nse a Winchester carbine—it no 
repeater then a Sharps—the lighter the better, Weep your 

magazine always full, if possible, as it is easier to load as 
you go; besides. you may bedismounted at any moment, and 
then a few shots af your fingers’ ends are handy. If you 
find your horse is giving out, why make one last spurt, and 
then your loaded tube is ready to do good execution. Don’t 
wound a dozen, and find them all scattered over the prairie, 
limping about in all directions. ill them outright if possi- 
ble, as your horse will be pretty well blown after his chase. 
and can’t very well follow wounded game and then carry 
youtocamp. Sado your work in style; if is much more 
sportsmanlike, to say nothing of the suffermg you can 
often so easily avoid. 

If revolvers are used, change sides. The Smith & Wesson 
self-extractor, cal, .45, is the best, but a Colt peacemaker, 
same Calibre, shoots more powder, and will stand morg hard 
knocks, and is much easier cleaned. Beware of the Smith & 
Wesson Schofield model—a better contrivance to tear your 
thumb and break your thumb nail eould not easily be con- 
ceived. This action is simply bad, but the original Smith & 
Wesson American or Russian models are excellent, and 
unsurpassed for accuracy and rapidity of fire. It is always 
better to have two or even three pistols, and to keep one in 
the belt in reserve; then if you are thrown (pardon me, I 
mean dismounted), or your horse falls with you, it may be 
convenient to have six shots, all ready to check any undue 
fainiliarity an old wounded bull might wish to bestow on 
you, although the poor brutes are glid enough to be let aleno 
as a general thing. j 

In connection with the chase, I will give a wrinkle that I 
learned in South America, the land of horsemen, and al- 
fhough not a preventive yet itis an admirable antidote. 
When on the full run if is sometimes ruimous to stop; in 
fact, in some kinds of sport a halt would Jose all. Still, if a 
man drops his pistol or anything of value he is in a quandary. 
Tf he stops he loses his game; if be goes on he parts with 
whiateyer fell, and the chances are as twenty to one that he 
never sees iftagain. However good a rider you may be, you 
can't stop to pick up your pistol, for the simple reason that 
you are past if before it reaches the ground. So just fling 
off your hat, or drop a good big handkerchief; either of 
these can be seen for a long way, and as your pistol is near 
them you can readily find it on your return—if you are in 
luck. Isometimes haye lost both, but that seldom occurs, 
unless in the evening, in which case itis better to disimount. 

The buffalo’s tonzue is considered a tidbit, and many a 
poor brute has lost his life to afford sume Indian or ‘*soi- 
disani,” sportsman food for one meal. It is very amusing to 
seea novice carve it out, He pries open the huge jaws, 
orabs the tongue with the left hand, pulls on it and slashes 
away, and is very lucky if he suceceds in getting half: so 
that when comparing his prize with those brougnt m by the 
‘old hands” he is astonished {hat those are so much larger— 
evidently he must have killed a yery smal! buffalo. 

The proper way is to turn the head sideways, insert the 
knife at the apex of the jaw, and from the under or outer 
side, cutting fist through the hide, follow the jawbone wifli 
the knife, first, om one sidé then on tlie other, well up to the 
throat. Now reach in, pull out the tongue still from under 
the jaw, haul away and slash it off at the roots, divest it of 
the hide, and then you haye a morsel fit for a king, 

T must say that 1 know of no meat that sirpasses that of a 
buffalo calf, especially when roasted in thie hide, called in 
Spanish ‘Carne con cuero,” literally meat in the hide. For 
that matter any meat lastes better cooked that way, as much 
of the very essence is lost in skinning. 
An old bullis tough and has a twang that I don’t relish, 

but then it beats no meat all to pieces, and to my palate is 
away ahead of bear, coon, possum and all such oily stuff. 
This is merely a matter of taste, so as I don’t eat oysters 1 
suppose I ami excluded from giving an opinion in the culinary 
art, J. takes a geod swift horse to overhaul a calf when left 
io himself. When in the lierd and on the run the cows always 
manage to get them in the middle for protection, just behind 
the bulls, when the cows bring wp the rear, so fhat calves are 
well protected aud comparatively seldom killed. This ac- 
counts for the erroneous idea that all buffalo meat is tough, 
as the majority killed are bulls, old fellows that have seen 
better days, some gray with age and stiff in every joint. 
When breaking a horse from fear of buifalo be careful you 
don’t lead him up to one that is bloody, as the odor of blood 
alone will terrify most horses; so for the first few limes lead 
him up gently and not too close to « dead buifalo, one thal. 
has not heen operated upon, An intelligent horse soon loses 
all fear when he finds that no harmis done him, and after a 
little experience he will dash up alongside of a poor fugitive 
and afford you fhe most murderous shols; sometimes I have 
seen men place their carbine muzzle within two feet of the 
ear + and that, by the way, isa sure shot. 

The only danger that I can see is in being pitched, and 
none but the surest-footed horse ean follow buffalo long 
without coming to grief. What to you appears a perfect 
‘‘on|-de-sac,” is a mere playfhing for a buffalo. He will 
dash down a wash-out or gully, with banks fifty feet high 
and steep asa steeple. Then you think you have him sure; 
not a bit of it; he simply charges this bank, and by his im- 
mense strength of shoulder and museles of iron he clambers 
up the other side, where no horse, however active, could live 
it through; away he goes, fresh as a lark, while you are 
doing your best to get out of a tight place. When they come 
this dodge on me, anol dismount before going down, and 
as he goes up the opposite bunk I break his back with a 
hullet, and that saves lots of trouble. If 7 have no rifle, then 
I go down as best I can and come out somewhere on the op- 
posite side, but rarely in tle buffwlo's track, for although 
they are very appropriately termed the ‘surveyors of the 
prairie and bad Jands.” yet it is in their quiet moments that 
they display their ingenuity and pra‘rie love for finding the 
most level road, and not when pursued and half seared to 
death. 
A Texas steer or 4 South American bull has more ‘‘ sand” 

and is far moré dangerous than a dozen buffalo, but they 
cannot compare with him in getling over rough ground and 
scaling impassable walls, possibly owing to their being too 
heavy aft and not so powerful in the chest and legs. 

TIRADOR. 

a 

Toe Carawissa Crosn—Catawissd, Pran,, Jan. 3.—Tiie 
annual election of officers of Catawissa Fish and Game Pro- 
tective Club, held in parlor A, Susquehanna Hotel, to- 
night, resulted in the election of G. W- Reiisnyder, Pres’t.; 
Abel Thomas, V, P; William Eyer, Treas.; H. B. Aldrich, 
Sect’y. The society has done some good work, and we hope Lo 
continue our influence in the projection of fish and game. 
We shall continue the practice of glass ball shooting. Should 
be pleased to meet any of our neighboring clubs who wish to 
shoot with us. H, B, Aupaton, Sec’y. 

THE DHER LAW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
T have looked with considerable interest for the report of 

the last meeting of the Long Island Association's Game Com- 
Mittee, to see what recommendations they would make for 
perfecting the jaw relating to ‘protection of deer,” and am 
very much surprised to learn, through your issue of 6th 
inst,, that they recommend an open season of three months 
al 4 time of the year when deer can only be obtained through 
the ageney of dogs driving them to water, and then close by 
saying ‘‘hounding deer to be strictly prohibited.” 

J am not in favor of hounding deer, and wish means could 
be provided for keeping dogs out of the Adirondack region. 
But the inhabitants of that region are mostly those who kill 
deer in the fall for market, and nimst use dogs more or less. 
Later, when snow comes, they killin still-hunting, and pre- 
fer that method, owing to the skill required and consequent, 
greater pleasure, also the better condition of the yenison 
when obtained. Not one hunter that I have ever seen glories 
in driving a deer to water, then paddling up to ib either to 
kill it with a club, or deliberately rowall around it, and after 
getting the deer just where it is most convenient, shoot, it 
through the lead. No, they deprecate such actions, The 
sportsman (?) does a vast deal of it, though. 

The guide is compelled to act in an entirely different ca- 
pacity as guide from his natural manly feelings. He gener- 
ally is a poor man and obliged to accept every opportunity 
for earning money. Thus it iss necvssity to attend spring 
fishing parties and fall deer driying parties. The sportsman 
whom he caters for in early summer must have yenison, 
when fhere is yery little skill required to kill deer, and I 
know a great many guides who will only allow the necessi- 
lies to be met; but, unfortunately, there are others who 
stand on no ceremony, think it cunning to paddle a green- 
horn up to a deer by jack lights, and doit as often as required 
to meet Lhe whims of their party, being well aware that the 
members thereof know no difference between getting up to 
deer in May and June and the wore difficult feat of supply- 
ing a camp with venison in August and September by the 
same method. The credit for skill as a paddler is what 
tickles the vanily of the ayerage puide. 

If we could haye a law relating to the capture of deer that 
would snit the lowest sportsman, the probabilities are that 
the guides and hunters would he unable to pursue their yo- 
cations without stepping oyer the line. There is 4 yvastuess, 
to some, in the Adirondack region. The guides and hunters 
are rightly of the opinion that they should have a hearing, 
and Jaws be enacted that will greatly protect their interests. 
Laws enacted through the influence of people in remote 
regions without consulting flem always will stir to rebellion 
the inhabitants of the Adirondacks, because it is so sure to he 
in some measure seemingly unjust to them. 

Tf [am not greatly mistaken the present Jaw in relation to 
hounding of deer was passed through the influence or peti- 
tion of an association in close proximity to one of the hest 
deer hunting regions of this State. What the effect has been 
in two years one would be astonished to learn. It has come 
tomy knowledge that one party during the last autnmn 
killed something like twenty deer before dogs, which means 
in the water, and were obliged to sink a greater portion of 
ihe venison in the Jake, spoiled. I know of another party 
who canie up from Maryland in July, eight strong, buils a 
log-house, had several suides and dogs, all ready for ‘tmusic” 
when August 15th arrived, and ‘‘imusie” they had for about 
amonth, Anjan who formerly was a guide and ought to 
know better, keeps a hotel on an adjoining lake to the one 
the Maryland party were encamped on, He keeps two dogs 
and ‘+ drives” all the time. In reply to my saying ‘' You 
will drive all the deeraway from thisregion,” he said, ‘*Well, 
the game is open and Tintend jo get my share. The law al- 
lows it, they say... There are so tany like him who abuse 
their privileges that I sbonid be pleased never to see another 
hound in the woods. 
The early days of September bring many real sportsmen in- 

to the woods who kill no more than can be used, have their 
sport and go home. They are peactable und disposed 10 be 
law abiding men. Even they will infringe upon the lawif 
made {o prevent the use of dogs entirely. So we get a great, 
mixture—the guides, hunters, wantonly destructive sporis- 
men, the wonld-be inoffensive sportsman, and he who obeys 
sizictly. How to meet the question has been the subject of 
study to a great many. As the law now stands we are sub- 
ject to being overrun with sportsmen from other States and 
to having our deer rapidly disappear. While one set of men 
want certain laws anopher set oppose them. Should the prop- 
er law be passed for the protection of game and one giving 
some leniency to sportsmen the ques!ion would still remain, 
Who will see that it is properly enforced ? 

In my opinion the best way to have the deer law enforced 
is to enlist the guides and hunters in protecting the deer dur- 
ing the winter, spring and early summer, by granting them 
certain privileges that the shmmerand antuimh visitors can- 
not get. The guide and hunter element could thus s cure a 
few deer for market. Ido not consider it just to prevent the 
midsummer tourist from killing a deer to eat, for I feel con- 
fident that the fawn will live alone after July 15 or 20, and 
the deer begins to be quite wary at that time, but would de- 
precate killing deer before that time and the use of dogs he- 
fore September 1, and then only for a few days or weeks 

Tt is the opinion of many hunters that the deer would in- 
crease if it were possible to prevent *‘ floating” in May and 
June and “crusting” in winter. Allow open season from 
July 15 to January 1 and prohibit hounding, 

There is a colony of Dutch or Germans on ‘' ihe west side” 
who aré as lawless as ‘'all possessed.” During the deep show 
{ime they have been known to kill 800 deer while the poor 
animals were perfectly helpless, and to ‘‘float” all during 
May, June and July. Who can prevent it? ‘There are deer 
in plenty now, but with the use of dogs we shall soon be 
compelled to prohibit the killing of deer for certain years, as 
they do on Long Tsland and in Pennsylvania. We want a 
law of moderation and one that will not cause rebellion in 
the Adirondack region. 

The first year the presént law went into effect to hound 
deer the association that petitioned for it was very strenu- 
ons and watchful during the close senson and succeeded in 
obtaining information that a certain hotel-keeper im the woods 
had killed deer for his table. They involved him in a luw- 
suit, which naturally incensed the man whose interest if is 
to protect the deer. What was the result? His ideas are 
that the law shall not prevent his killing deer occasionally 
for his table and still allow the outsiders to comein at another 
time and kill as many deer as they please, before dogs snd 
helplessly in the water, withontachance of escape. Natur- 
ally it is hard for such men to submit to the present arrange- 
ment. Heisa determined man, an excellent still-hunter 
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-and liked by everybody, one who appreciates a good act and 
quick to resent injustice. 

The result of hounding on ‘the cust side" is that deer are 
yery scarce, and the advocates of hounding see that they 
have “killed the woose that laid the golden egy.'’ As con- 
sequence, the war upon hounds has been very disastrous, for 
many lave been poisoned ih camp. I learned of one party 
that lost six hounds in that way, another three and several 
parties with each # single hound were also visited with the 
same remedy. I know how the guides feel, for | have been 
ony interested in the subject to find out by talking with 

em, 
The rush from ‘the east side” advocates of hounding 

to ‘‘the west side” during the past year shows that ‘the 
west side’ people must do something to save the deer. “The 
east side” has been votoriously lawless for years and hounds 
have been used there for so Jong a time that the advocates of 
hounding are jumping with joy at the gates being opened 
for them to go through and pursue their sport on ‘‘the west 
side,” while ‘the east side” is partially protected by poison- 
ing the faithful and innovent hound, who only obeys instinct 
in chasing the deer. However, that is a very efficacious 
method of protecting the deer. ’ 

The Long Island Association cannot hope to succeed with 
their recommendation, and think it would be much better 
to still further consult with other associations before calling 
their petition ** perfected.” y W ora. 

No. 4, Avrronpaoxs. 
L notice that your St. Lawrence County correspondent com- 

plains of an undue amount of decr slaughtered by the use of 
dogs. This is only one of a hundred instances of the kind 
that; haye taken place all over the Adirondacks since the pas- 
sage of the present obnoxious law making the open season 
for hounding deer two and # half months. There is no doubt 
but that that law has heen the nieans of the destruction of 
more than two thousand deer during the past two years. 
Deer take very readily to water late in the fall. Pot hunters 
have taken advantage of this fact, spreading theniselyes on 
the numerous lakes of this region and literally filling the 
woods -with honnds. Visit any part of the Adirondacks 
during October and you will lear the yoice of the hound her- 
alding the swift destruction of this noble game in our great 
Wew York wilderness. As this mode of hunting requires no 
skill, any one with an outtit consisting of a boat and dog, an 
old musket or two-dollar fowling-piece, or what is consider- 
ed an equally indispensable armament—a good club -—can be 
as successful as the connoisseur sportsman with his modern 
breech-loading yun or rifle, his long experience and hard-ac- 
quired skill. It is true the pot hunter does not havea guide 
‘to hold the deer by the tail while he shoots him through 
the head,” But then when once he has been cut offfrom the 
shore the deer is entirely in bis power. He can shout at 
him as many times as he pleases, or beat out his brains with 
his club. Now, right here, will you be kind enough to tell 
me wherein is the difference between this mode of killing 
deer and crusting him, or killing them in the deep snows of 
winter on snow-shors? In either case they are deprived of 
all the means with which nature has provided them to 
escape their enemies, and thus requires no: skill on the part 
of fhe hunter, 

Tam of the sate opinion of your correspondent. Unless 
the game laws regarding deer are so amended as to prohibit 
hounding deer, the time is short when deer will to any 
amount cease to exist on tlie Adirondacks. Or if sportsmen 
require a short open season, let that be at a time when deer 
cannot be so easily driven to water, and also at a time when 
sportsmen are most likely to he benefited thereby. 

Very few sportsmen visit the woods later than the middle 
of September, unless they go in forthe purpose of slaughter- 
ing deer by hounding. Therefore I would suggest that if 
any open season for hounding deer be allowed, let that time 
be the first two weeks of September. This would accommo- 
date the sportsmen, while it would prevent the great slaugh- 
ter late in the fall by pot hunters and inarketmen. 

C. Frnron. 
eo 

FOX-SHOOTING IN DUTCHESS COUNTY. 

BE have been haying gay times with Reynard this fall, 
and the remembrance of the last run, to say nothing 

of the astonishing good fortune that fayored our little party, 
induces me fo send you a description of the same. I suppose, 
however, before tellmg you my story, that it would not be 
out of order to frankly apologize to our pink-coated brethren 
for the very unsportsmanlike manner in which we bageed 
our red game (of which they will surely aceuse us). But 
when out has no alternative, what is one to do? Shooting 
foxes is not the sport ‘‘ par excellence”’ of any country, much 
less our own—but enough! ‘in in fer it, so here goes! 

Dutchess County, ten miles eust of Poughkeepsie, presents 
an appearance not favorable to equestrians, to say the Jeast, 
“off of the road,” and I have yet to see the nag that will fol- 
low the hounds in that locality, much less the man, be he ever 
so bold or daring. The only way in which the red thieves 
can be brought to bag up here is hy the trap and gun, and as 
the former method is only practiced occasionally by the far- 
mer lads, we were forced (shall 1 say?) to adopt the latter. 

One bright October morning, the frost lying thick and 
white over hill and vale, and the gir keen as mid-winter, 
found our party of shivering, good-natured Nimrods busily 
stowing awuy the dogs and guns and getting ready for the 
start. ‘The horses were dancing and impatient, to be off and 
we were soon Dowling merrily along. A drive of several 
miles finslly brought us to our destiiation—a long, low, old- 
fashioned farm-house, half buried in the grund old trees. So 
with many a whoop and cheer we drove into the old barn- 
yard, scattering the ducks and chickens in all directions and 
bringing to the doors and windows the sleepy faces of the in- 
mates, who probably thought a Wand of savage Sionx had nr- 
ived. 
Ti did not fake long (o put the ponies under shelter and to 

get the breech-loaders ont of their cases, and we were soon 
wending our way up the steep hill to the west of the house, 
preparatory to taking our stands on the different runways. 
Old ‘‘ Lester,” our guide and general-in-chief—than whom a 
better shot or more thorough woodsman neyer lived—was 
contident of being able to start a fox on this same hill. So, 
after a rather stiffish walk, we were finally ‘told off” by the 
old man to our positions—one here, another there, until all 
were settled, Doc and myself being old hands, coniparatively 
speaking, at the business, quietly slipped around the hill to 
the meadow lands below and located ourselves behind the 
stone wall. The dogs were ruming high aboye us, through 
‘the woods and over the huge rocks, but save the angry caw 
of some startled crow at his breakfast, not a sound broke fhe 

stillness of thé morning air. In a short time I saw Bugle 
thrust his black and tan muzzle out of the dense underbrush, 
and I knew that the jig was up as far as that hill was con- 
cerned, 80, calling to Lester, he soon had the dogs in and 
we three went on to the next ridge, about half a mile distant. 

Here the old man lefL us and plunged into the swamp with 
jhe dogs, cautioning Doc, and [ to get to our places. The 
former, not minding the cold air in the least, perched him- 
self up on the top rail of the fence, to better view the land 
below him, while I chose a warm corner in the old moss- 
covered wall, The time hung heavily for upward of an hour, 
and [ begun to weary of the constant strain trying to hear 
the dogs, when the distant bay of a hound came musically to 
my ears, aid sent the blood tingling through nry veins like 
fire! Yes, Iwas not mistaken. The long-drawn howl again 
faintly quivered through the air, and I hastily drew out the 
shells to make ‘‘sartain’” sure of my charge. Tt was with 
diferent feelings that Lagain glanced over the stone wall, I 
can assure you. Hivery moment now the notes of the pack 
in full cry could be heard, and I judged from the direction 
of the sound that they were running a hill miles to the south 
of us. 

T was enjoying the situation excéedingly, and mentally 
going over the final scene if his crafty lordship would only 
‘“iheander”” my way, when looking up the knoll toward 
Doc., I beheld that worthy gesticulating wildly with his hat 
for me evidently to follow his example. Drawing back both 
hammers and glancing cautiously over the wall, 1 beheld his 
lordship frotting along, ‘*kind 0’ careless like,” his head well 
up and evidently suspicions, for as I glanced along the bar- 
rels in rising to a standing position, he saw me and was off 
like a flash. J knocked him over at, full sixty yards, and 
was about to niake matters sure hy giving him the second 
barrel, when Doc. yelled to ine to look out. I was puzzled, 
to say the least, as the hounds were just within hearing and 
could not: possibly have heen trailing this one. Here the 
Doctor joined me, and we sat down to discuss the matter in 
the open field, when like magic the music of the dogs burst 
full upon us. To move was impossible, and so we remained’ 
like two brown statues, our hearts in our throats, for in full 
view coming down the hillside a fox was running for his life 
and the dogs not seyenty yards behind him. It was the 
finest chase [ ever saw. On he came, no time to look ahead, 
and in less time than I can tell it the Doctor’s gun rang out 
his death-knell, and he, the cunning scamp, was no more. 
Two pelts and the sun not four hours high was grand good 
luck indeed, and we were highly elated. The rest of the 
boys hearing the guns now came running in, and we were 
s00n talking as only fox-shooters can talk over the result. 
Old Lester had not as yet put in his appearance, so lighting 
our pipes we sat discussing the run and “lighting the battle 
o'er again.” Ina short time, however, the old man was seen 
striding along toward us, much to our amazement, with a 
fox dangling from his arm and a merry twinkle in his eye at 
our uofeigned astonishment. Mutual congratulations of 
course followed, and we learned that during the morning the 
dogs started the red imp almost under his feet, and he “ cut 
loose” with the rest above stated. To say that we were 
not a happy lot of fellows over those three ‘‘varmjnts” 
would be unnecessary. 

80 ended our last hunt in Dutchess for 1880, and it is the 
sincere wish of your correspondent that all who contemplate 
a day with ‘‘ Reynard and the gun " will hayeas good a time 
and be favored with as good luck. Buivue Birr, 

— 

WILD FOWL IN CONFINEMENT, 

HAVE lately been inspecting the collection of wild fowl 
Ip at our Philadelphia Zoological Garden, and cannot help 
remarking upon their excellent condition. Until this year 
all the geese and ducks indigenous to North America have 
been housed during the winter, which necessarily deprived 
them of the exercise which is requisitefor good health, Now 
the society has inclosed a portion of these grounds, partly 
sheltered by trees, about an acre in extent, and I found the 
several varieties, without exception, in fine feather, and be- 
ing present at feeding time noted their very healthy appe- 
tites. Barrels turned over on their sides and partially filled 
with straw furnished a shelter for the birds in extreme cold 
weather, but as all our wild fowl are of a hardy constitution 
and accustomed to storms and ice, I learned they seldom 
took advantage of the cover offered them, preferring to 
sleep outside. 

In the collection [noticed the black and white swan, the 
European gray goose, the Canada goose, the brant, the can- 
vas-baclk duck, the red-head, the widgeon, the black duck, 
the teal and summer duck, Six or seven years ago, while 
your correspondent was attending to some building on Long 
Beach, N. J., eight black ducks but afew days old were 
bronght to me alive, They were purchased and given to one 
of the baymen to raise, with the promise that for every one 
reared he should havea dollar. Supposing the whole num- 
ber had died T thought nothing more about them until the 
following September when I was about Jeaving the beach 
where I had been spending the summer. As the boat was 
about leaving the dock my bayman brought tome’a huge box 
containing the eight black ducks, now nearly three-quarters 
srown. Hastily directing the box to the Zoological Garden, 
Philadelphia, and afterward writing to jhe society regarding 
them, I saw nothing more of the ducks until I one day visit 
ed the garden and found them quietly and contentedly swim- 
ming in the lake. They are now in their winter plumage 
and as glossy as an ibis. Two have died, owing to the bung 
ling manner in which their wings were pinioned. The bal- 
ance are as gentle as harn-yard fowl, and it is known this 
species is oné of onr wildest and shyest. The canvas-back 
and red-head at the Zoo. are becoming very tame, and I wit- 
nessed quite a battle between a drake widgeon and 4 male 
canvas-back duck, the widgeon driving his larger opponent 
from the disputed food. I would here mention that the Zoo- 
logical Society of Philadelphia would be much pleased to re- 
ceive from sportsmen any wing-fipped game they may come 
in possession of, especially the wild geese, brunt or ducks, 
for the collection at their garden. 

The intensely cold weather we have been haying, accom- 
panied by the heavy falls of snow inthe past two weeks, is 
playing sad havoc with our game in this State and New Jer- 
sey. Fuffed grouse and quail have been found frozen, and 
whole coveys of the latfer bird discoyered under the snow, 
huddled together as they roosted, stiff and dead. Jn the 
wilder counties of Pennsylvania deer haye been seen near the 
*odder stacks in close proximity to the furm-house, being 
driven there to seek food. We must remember our winter 
has just begun and we will likely have as severe, if not more 
severe, weather in January and February: With this in 
View is it not necessary that something should he done for 

the protection of our game (if there remains any) next au- 
tumn? What sportsman would not forevo his quail shoot- 
ing for one season and devote his attention to the dueks, 
snipe aud woudcock which are migratory, while poor Bob 
White, decimated in numbers ag he will most certainly be, 
may increase in quantity ? 

While I write it is a&ain snowing, with a prospect of a 
fourth heavy fall. Rest assured this is certainly to be the 
most disastrous winteron the quail we have had for many 
years. 

On the New Jersey coast, at Atlantic City, Tuckerton and 
Barnegat, all the feeding-crounds frequented by the black 
duck are frozen over, consequently they are pushed fo points 
whiere they are easily killed in numbers, but they are poor 
and worthless for the table. Great quantities were shot last 
week, useless saye for their feathers. 

At Sinnepuxent the sound is frozen completely over, and 
what few ducks the perch fishermen, with their nets, do not 
frighten off the shoals are obliged to go further south. We 
fancy these waters afford little perch-fishing, now that eyery- 
thing is frozen up. 
We remember some years aro being at Sinnepuxent Sound 

soose-shooting and observed the effect the hotels and bridge 
had on the flight of fowl as they neared the objeets men- 
fioned. Not a goose passed within gun-shot, every bird 
crossing this capital shooting point nich beyond range, when 
at one tinie, before the hotel was built aud the bridge erected, 
Messrs. Tabor and Stokes, who still own the point, enjoyed 
great sport whenever there was a flight of either geese or 
ducks. Knowing it to be a waste of time to remain where 
we were, we made our way to the beach sidé of the sound 
and there, hidden in boxes sunk into the sand near the wa- 
ter’s edge, with wild geese decoys (honkers, as they are 
called there), managed to get several good shots and to kill a 
quantity of fowl. But the day forall such sport at Sinne- 
puxent Sound is over, the best part of the beach being taken 
up by a watering-place hotel and outbuildings at Ocean City. 
And so it is all along the New Jersey coust, from Long 
Branch to Atlantic City, and soon will b2 to the capes of the 
Delaware. Capital grounds for bay-hird shooting in the 
summer and fowl and duck-shooting in the fall and winter 
are entirely destroyed by watering-place hotels. Homo. 

Philadelphia. 
<P 

A TRUE PLOVER SHOOTING STORY. 

With A MORAT. 

T is said that ‘‘the best laid schemes 0’ mice and men 
gang att a-gley,” and thus must all those have thought 

who have tried upland plover shooting. 
Of all the birds on the sportsman’s list, the gray or grass 

plover is the wildest and most not get-atable. Unlike his 
wary uncle, the goose, he will be enticed by neither stool nor 
call, in fact his cry isso hard to imitate that we have only 
known one man who could correctly counterfeit it, This 
was an old bayman of Long Island, who used to say that 
when he first got it down fine, he used' to fool himself, so 
much so that he would in an abstracted moment go and hide. 
Down in the Hast the good folks call this plover the Humility 
or Humilt for short, perhaps on account of his modest and re- 
firing nature, but the Yankees used to circumvent him oc- 
casionally by shooting out of wagons or from behind a stalk- 
ing horse. 

Our story takes us back fo many years ago, when the 
pasture lands of Ocean County, N. J., were a favorite ram- 
bling place for piover. They came there in September in 
flocksof hundreds, filling the air with their plaintive call and 
straining the *‘long Tonis” of the Jersey farmers. 

It was upon a crisp, frosty morning that four of us crossed 
the bay from the beach to have a crack at the ployer that 
frequented the rolling upland pastures of the mainland. 
The Honorable S. was of the party, a short, jolly personage, 
of fifty summers, well grounded in all that pertained to sport, 
but extremely nearsighted. The prow of our skiff liad but 
just grated against the sand, when the Honorable §. drew 
from under the gunwale of the boat a huze cow’s skin, sur- 
mounted with a pair of huge horns. To don this and se- 
curely fasten it by knotting a short piece of fish line around 
his neck, was but the work of a moment. He then looked 
up, and with a Satanic smile said: ‘Boys, Pye got them 
now." Away to the westward rolled the hills, dotted here 
and there with large herds of catile, while from the wettish 
slashes between the Knolls the flutelike note of plover was 
born down upon the air. ‘“Now, boys,” said the gay de. 
ceiver, ‘‘you station yourselyes behind the fences and Dll 
start up the birds.” On went the Honorable §., bent over in 
imitation of a cow, his gun in band, and his spectucles with 
demoniac luster gleaming on his nose. We, in silent admii- 
ration at his ‘‘happy thought,” ensconced ourselves behind 
the fence and peeped through the rails with anxious feelings, 
waiting to see whether the ruse would prove effective. 

At last the Honorable S. spied a plover light at the base of 
one of the hills, and bobbing after him he went. He had 
lessened the distance almost half and was within a lundred 
yards of his victim, when from the nearest herd out strode a 
bull. He was a grand animal, and the airy backsround 
made him look larger to us than any bovine we had everseen 
before. He wis not angry, but pleased, as he thought how 
he could use up this intruder on his domains, and he gave 
his tail 4 snap that sounded like a pistol-shot, as much as to 
say, ‘“‘Whoop-la! Eureka! What is this on these pastures 
new?” The cows of the herd raised their heads at this and 
took in the situation ata glance. They first looked at the 
counterfeit and then at their lord and master, whowas mark- 
ing time to the thoughts that fleeted through his mind, One 
and all shook their heads, ag if to say, ‘Just like hii,” and 
being of the philosophic sort, resumed the cropping of the 
TASS. 
The bull took one step forward, and, like Mumlet's ghost, 

sniffed the morning air. There was a deyil-may-care twin- 
kle in his eye, and an exulting chuckle in his respiration, as 
he sent from each nostril » cloud of smoke, as if he had 
pulled both triggers at once. ‘‘ Yam,” said the bull, and be- 
gan trotting toward the unconscions 8. 
We yelled “‘ Look out!” waved our hands and were frantic 

with dread and wild with despair. The fraudulent bovine 
heeded us not, but went bobbing on toward the plover. Tt 
has been said that fifteen seconds sometimes appear like two 
weeks and a half; it was so withus. At the end of sixteen 
seconds the Honorable 8. was standing on his head and the 
bull standing over him, looking yery much surprised. S's 
gun went off, and the bull, still more astonished, reared up, 
lost his balance and fell over backward. Thé Honorable 8. 
resumed his normal position aud started for the fence, the 
bull rolled over and resumed his and followed in pursuit. He 
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was fierce, It was a fearful race to behold—one of life and 
death. The suspense was soon over, however, for the Hon- 
orable 5. went for the fence the sama way Frangois Ravel 
used to go through the clock—head first—and safely landed 
on the other side afler scraping, by the top rail, all the but- 
tons off his vest. The bull slowed up and the cows on the 
plain seemed tickled to death, while from on high the plover, 
with outstretched wings, looked down and squeeked out : 
* Bless you, my children, Adieu!” HPrss. 

—<—<—<$<__+.— 

SAVE THE BIRDS. 

New York, Jan. 3. 
Winter is again upon us in its fullest rigor. Snow covers 

the whole State to the depth of fifteen inches and the quail 
are gradually starving and then freezing. No game protec- 
tive association, no Legislature, no prohibitory game law can 
help them; winter, the greatest foe, the greatest enemy of the 
quail, is upon them, and if help does not come to them soon 
a good many of them will perish. 

But where is this help to come from? From our sports- 
men individually, and at little expense. Every shooter, that 
is cily sportsman, has his friends in the country, has his par- 
ties he foes out shooting with in the fall of the year. Tet, 
then, each city sportsman write to his friends the following 
instructions: Take a horse and sleigh, fill up the sleigh with 
hay or clover cut pretty short, mix with the hay or clover a 
lot of buckwheat or cracked corn, and distribute the whole 
in patches large enough tobe seen at a certain distance, so as 
to attract attention, slong the edges of the swamp or in any 
field where the birds haye been known to feed. Repeat this 
transaction every other week or after every snow storm. 
The expense will not be large, but thousands of quail will 
thereby be saved, as every shooter knows that a well fed 
quail can stand any amount of cold. 

I have tried the experiment, and I am happy to state that 
it works well, Gusrave WALTER. 

PitTsBuRGH, Pa. 
You ought to speak a word for the quail; you cannot be 

too quick about it. Only yesterday aman in my neighbor- 
hood picked up two nearly frozen, the balance of the covey 
were dead. He took them home, thawed them out and they 
are now doing well. 

This is the worst winter on them since 1855 and 1856, and 
unless we try to help them now we mayas well quit shooting 
for five years to come. Why not try to get New York, 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Maryland to stop all shooting 
for two years. Ohio would join and it would be a blessing 
allround. Two years’ rest for quail, grouse and woodcock 
would make birds plenty for twenty years to come, but if 
the few breeders that are now Jeft are to be shot at from 
October to January of next year we may as well sive up 
sport of this kind altogether. ud. De 

The Washington Reporter says: ‘Warren Brownlee 
and Wm. Mounts, formerly of this county, now of Missouri, 
have promised to send a thousand quails from their farm in 
that State to this county. The birds are yery abundant there, 
not being hunted as they are here, hecause the larger game is 
found in plenty. The Sportsmen’s Club of Washington 
would be pleased to receive reports from farmers and sports- 
men, by postal card, whether the quail have swifered from 
the seyere weather, in order that the loss may be made up 
by sending them stock birds. Parties wishing birds for pre- 
serves can get them at net cost upon application fo the club. 
Notice will be given whenever the birds from Missouri 
arrive." 

Rooxrenam, N. C., Jan. 3. 
The poor quail in our State are now haying a hard time of 

it. In the northern and western portions of our State the 
snow I Jearn is, and has been for some weeks, about one foot 
deep. In 1876 the quail were almost exterminated here, 
but since then haye greatly increased in numbers, and are 
now about as numerous as before the cold snap of that year. 

Vernon, N. J. 
The snows have done great injury to the quail, which are 

ihe only bird left in any quantity in this section. Ruffed 
grouse are almost exterminated, and where several years ago 
hundreds could be found on our mountain for # year or two 
but very few could be found, Can nothing be done to save 
this bird? 

Witmiyeton, Del., Jan 5. 
I fear all the quail in the State are done for. We have 

over eighteen inches of snow all over the State, and reports 
are coming in that the quail are frozen and peace 1G death, 

Hiantsrown, N. J., Jan. 8. 
The sportsmen of New Jersey feel pretty certain that the 

quail have nearly all perished in the drifts or been devoured 
by hawks. A close season of two years is generally called 
for, and the Monmouth Democrat, Bightstown Guzette, Ma- 
nasquan Sea Side, Lakewood Jowrnal and other newspapers 
are indorsing the amendment of the game law to that end. 

Cenrrerorn, L. T. 
Entire bevies of quail have been found frozen in the snow, 

and whole bevies have also been potted by one charge of shot 
from the wretches who sneak up and deliver their broadsides 
in the snow. 

STAUNTON, Va., Jan. 8. 
The snow and cold have committed fearful havoc among 

our birds, but didn’t kill them all. The ground is still coy- 
ered five or six inches deep, but the birds can run on top of 
jf now, and if no more comes there will be some left for 
“ seed.” JAOK. 

Maoow, Ga., Jan, 4. 
The excessive cold weather has put a stop to our sport, 

this being the coldest spell since 1835; snow and ice on the 
ground for a week. J. HL. J. 

ee 

MronieaAn—Monroe, Jan. 8.—Near Saginaw two of us re- 
cently bagged in two and a half days thirty-nine ruffed 
grovse and forty quail and as many hares as we could carry, 
and in hunting a portion of those four cold days I bagged 
twenty ruffed grouse, twenty-eight quail and four hares, 
alone, Those were the last four days in December, and ex- 
ceedingly cold. Jonny Daymmson. 

the fact that it is accompanied with delizht and excitement. 

Many readers wish to haye some sport in the way of fox 

FOX HUNTING AT KITTANNING. 

Kirrannine, Pa., Jan. 3. 
Aas G has peculiar charms which no one can appre- 

eiate but those who have engaged in the manly sport. 
The exercise which it affords is much more healthful from 

The chase has always been a source of amusement and de- 
light to kings and nobles, and the gates of the forest in Eng- 
land and European nations are closed to all except that fa- 
yorite few. But in America the forests are open to all of 
her citizens—not barred by caste or distinction—where the 
cares incident to an active life may be cast aside, and all 
may revel in the luxury of the chase, only restrained by 
wholesome laws for the preservation of game; the object of 
which indeed is to increase our pleasure. 

In no locality within my knowledge is hunting extensively 
engaged in, and so successfully pursued as in this very county 
of Armstrong. Foxes and ‘eoons are the favorite game. 
The hunters are experienced. The hounds are blooded and 
well trained. The captain of the hunt was the old ’cvon and 
fox hunter, ‘‘Oon” WNulton, weighing over two hundred 
pounds, and muy be seen niost any day accompanied by a 
half dozen hounds. The captain and several others took 
with them five hounds: Old Jack, an imported English fox 
hound imported by Fox, of Foxburgh, Res—Luey, a black 
and tan; Nellie, black and white, from Clearfield County; Rock, 
a black and tan pup from Maryland; Drummer, a black and 
tan from John King’s kennels. The chase must have been 
quite exciting, and as ihe excitement of a fox hunt can be 
conveyed only in the phraseology of a hunter and a_partici- 
pant we give his own account of it. 

“At 1 ry. M. we started for the old furnace property, two 
nules northwest of this place, a tract of land containing some 
two thousand acres of timber, and an excellent place for fox 
hunting. Shortly after our arrival at the woods the pup 
struck the trail and gave tongue. Then Old Jack and the 
balance followed, excepting Drummer who was held on the 
chain. Away they went down andacross therun, the hounds 
giving tongue, and baying; the hunters, noisy and more ex- 
cited than the hounds, shouting, ‘ There he goes; look, Isve 
him,’ Down the run the fox went—no time to trot, but six 
feet at every bound—until he came near the river, when he 
madea turn and recrossed the run, and ran along the side of 
the hill coming directly toward the hunters, not one hundred 
rods ahead of the hounds. 

‘As he came near us he struck our oyer the hill. ‘He is 
making for Buttonwood Knob!’ shouted ‘Con,’ and we all 
struck out for the Knob. The fox made good time and 
gained on the dogs some three himdred yards, When we 
got to the Knob he made one circle around it, and was on 
lis second round when he came within some thirty yards 
where we were stationed. 
“Here he comes,’ shouted Alex. 

goes.’ 
“<TLet him go,’ says “Con,” ‘and lef Drummer loose.’ 
“Drummer struck owl * full filt.’ 
“+ Tlip, hurray,’ says Alex. ‘Twotoone he puts him to 

earth or kills him in ten minutes. 
““T tke the bet,’ says the lawyer from Pittsburgh. 
“Away they weut through the laurel, and up the hill over 

Buttonwood Knob out of sight. 
"Tf that King deg was worth a tinker’s cuss he would 

have him; no use in depending upon anything except the 
pure blood,’ says ‘Con.’ 
‘We recrossed thr ravine, and wailed for half an hour, 

but no word of the dogs or fox. 
‘*Con thinks they have struck out for Washington Loop. 

Tt was getting dark so we started for home, where we arrived 
atG Pp. at, having seen a tox chase but caught no fox. All 
of the dogs came home in the night time except the pup, and 
we found him yesterday about five miles from here. The af- 
ternoons are too short fora fox hunt. The next time we 
will go out in the morning, and expect to bring in a fox. 
Our next venture will be after a black fox in Brunt's Hol- 
low.” 

This isthe account of the fox hunt. 

‘Look, Con, there he 

If any one of your 

hunting let him come to the Reynolds House in Mittanny, 
and inquire of Sheriff Henry. He will have a warm recep- 
tion. A fox can be slarted at any time. A Hunter. 
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‘THE GUN TAX ON LONG ISLAND. 

HAVE read with a great deal of pleasure Mr, Nicholas 
Pike's letter to the farmers of Long Island, in last week's 

issue of the Forgs? AND STREAM, and although his letter may 
apply only to or in the neighborhood of the city, yet I m- 
dorse every word he writes in regard to the protection of in- 
sectivorous birds. 

But in reference to his proposition that, every gunner on 
Long Island should be taxed ten dollars for a license per an- 
num, I would like to enter a feeble protest—not for myself, 
but in behaif of some very worthy sportsmen, who, not hay- 
ing plenty of lucre, could ill afford to pay such an amount. 

Tt is not the man who can hardly spare a few dollars to go 
a short distance on Long Island who kills off the game some 
distance away from the city; but it is the aristocrat (dressed 
in the latest stye of sporting suits), with a magnificent gun 
and a brace of beautiful setters, with 4 supply of money un- 
limited, on whose hands time hangs heavily for want of occu- 
pation, who can go any distance on the Island and stay any 
length of time it may suit his lordship, who is the real exter- 
minator. 

The man who is tied down to business and can with great 
difficulty spare a day or two to enjoy some little shooting, 
but whose means will not enable him to go any distance or 
stay beyond the short time allotted him, even were he dis- 
posed to do so, is by no means the one who annihilates game. 
By placing a license fee ef ten dollars on every sportsman 

it would give the exclusive right of hunting to aristocratic 
members of opulent gun clubs and debar any one else from 
enjoying this truly ennobling sport, genninesportsman thongh 
he be. : 

On the other hand, by not having some kind of license 
there is danger of that. part of Long Island within a radius of 
twenty miles from Brooklyn being run over by an army of 
pot-hunters and sportsmen, which is yearly being aug- 
mented. 

Tf it be fixed at $2 or $3 1it will prevent ‘‘fledglings” of 
from fourteen to eighteen years of age from setting out on 
‘scouting " expeditions from the cities of New York and 
Brooklyn, venturing just over the city limits of the latter 
named city and shooting not only insectivorous birds, but 
barn-yards fowls as well. . 

These are the ones who tend more toward destroying song 

profits. 

and game birds within a ten-mile radius of the city than any 
one else. 

There is another thing I would like to ventilate through 
the columns of the Formst AND STREAM, and, although I 
have it from a third party, I can implicitly believe him, and 
that is parties shooting from a battery in Hast, or Moriches 
Bay ; and while spending a few days at Moriches I was in- 
formed that the men belonging to the life-saying station in 
the vicinity were in the habit of ‘‘ dasking” for wild fowl at 
night. 
bay than a whole army of sportsmen could do. 

This tends more toward driving wild fowl out of the 

What we want is better protection, and all the game Jaws 
of the State and all the license fees collected on Long Island 
will accomplish nothing if the game constables are in league 
with the nnlawful battery shooters and share their unlawful 

Ex Posre Cazapor. 

Sonengorapy, Dec. 31. 
Does Mr. Pike or any of his co-workers ever stop to con- 

sider if there are not some gentlemen sporigmen in the labor- 
ing classes, and that a ten-dollar license to them means the 
taking away of numerous comforts from their families? I 
know several laboring men in this vicinity as honorable 
sportsmen as ever carried a gun or rod (although the one may 
be of pot-metal and the other reed). They would not think 
of killing or catching game out of season, and their occupa- 
tion and means do not allow of more than half a dozen days’ 
hunting in the season. Willilt be just to deprive them of 
these few days by putting on a prohibitory license? Be gen- 
erous as well as just. Don’t rob a sportsman, ‘‘tho! 
@er sae poor,” ont of a few days’ enjoyment under the false 
plea of protecting the game, and so perhaps drive an honor- 
able hunter on to the criminal record by selfish legislation. 

J have been a regular subscriber for Forrest Anp Stream 
for over two years and can fully indorse the opinion that the 
paper is growing in excellence. Ican assure you from ex- 
perience that you haye far more readers than subscribers. 
My copy is freely used in a Class that can ill-afford to spare 
the price of any paper, and they take great interest in it and 
are watching the proceedings of the different clubs and asso- 
ciations with anxious minds. ‘They are very expressive in 
their heartfelt, gratitude to you for the many recipes found in 
correspondents’ column, which haye often Ween of great ben- 
efit to their dogs. J.D, J- 
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OUR DETROIT LETTHR. 

Derrait, Jan, 8. 

HE event of the week in Detroit sportsmen circles was 
the contest for the medal of the Michivan State Medal 

Association. The meeting was held on Wednesday at the 
grounds which have been titted up for the use of the associ- 
ation within the Huntsman Park inclosure. As I informed 
you in my last letter the costly bauble which is the object for 
which the gallant men of the association so often and so 
fiercely struggle, was held by E. S. Barbour, of this city. 
He was expected to appesr to detend his possession of it 
but the holiday burdens had been too héeayy fur him, and he 
was downright ill. He accordingly piaced the medal in the 
hands of a trusty friend, together with a letter explaining the 
cause of his absence, The day was clear and cold, but so 
admirable are the arrangements that very little discomfort 
was experienced from the depressed temperature. For in- 
stance, the ‘* home hase” is in an inclosed shed, where a Jarge 
stove and plenty of fuel made it possible for the shuoters to 
quite domesticate themselves, When one was ealled to the 
line be had merely to seize his gun, step out from his warm 
corner, toe the scratch, wink, ‘‘pull” and blaze away. This 
may be regarded by some as rather an effeminate surren- 
der to the borean blasts, but all such will bave to be properly 
introduced to the ** boys ” hereabout before they can under- 
sland they are men jn the broadest-shouldered sense of the 
term, hardy, sturdy fellows who have waded roaring tor- 
rents and chased the bounding rocbuck over long and tedious 
courses to get her. The fact that home civilization is called 
on to contribute to the sportsman’s luxury is, I take it, 
better proof of his level-headedness than of bis effeminacy. 
Tt will no doubt interest many hundreds of readers of Forrsr 
AnD StrHaM to Enow that this day's shooting was dove over 
traps presented by the late and still lamented Greene Smith, 
and that henceforth, as long as those traps shall last, the asso- 
ciation will use no olbers. ‘This in memory of one of the 
rarest and gentlest souls that ever grew big in mortal breast at 
the opportunity to do some suffering fellow creature a genuine 
kinduess. The Detroit sportsmen miss him sadly, and hia 
name, like that of poor Tom Davey, is seldom mentioned bere 
unJess accompanied by the hearfelt aspiration; ‘fGod bless 
him.’ 

Well, as | was saying, the day was brilliant, the shooters 
were in high feather, finger joints were in good playing 
order, good nature ruled the camp, birds were warm and 
lively, and every fellow had an air of determination as if re- 
solved to wio or die in the altempt. There was a goodly 
number of spectators present and a considerable sum of 
money changed hands on the result—cbiefly by outsiders— 
together with sundry bottles of wine, game suppers, and 
25-cent cigars. (It is astonishing how luxuriously the sports- 
man enjoys a good elgar afier a day’s shouting, apexed wiih a 
hot game supper done up in right style.) Ido not need to 
fill space unnecessarily with trifling details, so for the pur- 
pose of this chronicle let it suffice that Goff Stenton won the 
medal by killing ten out of his eleven birds. 

At the apnual meeting of the Michigan Sportsmen’s Associ- 
ation, at Lansing, On the 26th instant, esssays will be read 
and topics of interest generally to the sporting world will be 
discussed as matters of subordinate concern. I say subordi- 
nate because the main point of this meeting is the proposed 
reyolution of the game laws of Michizan, ‘The latest organi- 
zation to appoint delegates to the State Convention is the 
Lake St. Clair Fishing and Shooting Club. Its delegates are 
Hon M. Dickinson, one of the most prominent lawyers of the 
West; Hon. Geo. H. Hopkins, Secretary to Goy. Bayley and 
now a member of the Michigan House of Representatives, 
and Wm. C. Colburn, President of the club. [shall next 
week have for your readers an interesting history of this 
famous gentlemen's club, which, I think, might be accepted 
as a model by all the world of amateur sportsmen. 

Triecrr Trix 

New Hampsnize—Vasiua, WV. H., Jan. 1.—The past 
season has beenadry one; but very few woodcock were 
shot in this vicinity, the usual feeding grounds being so dry 
as to offer no inducements to the birds to stop. Wuffed 
grouse also were hard to find, and were never 80 scarce, 
Squirrel hunting is the best sport of the season. Since snow 
has come fox hunting has given fine sport to those who enjoy 
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the chase and love the music of the mellow-tongued hounds, 
Rabbit hunting is gaining in fayor, and some fine dogs are 
owned here. Mr. Frank Laton has the staunchest; he took 
him on Christmas day to hunt rabbits in the bigswamp. He 
started an old “long-leg” and drove him till the 28th without 
tie up, when the rabbit was shot, and made the dog a well- 
earned Christmas dinner, EBB, 
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THE PROPOSED NEW JERSEY LAW. 

Tom’s River, N. J., Jan. 9. 
Diditor Vorest and Stream : 
a ae in your issue of Dec. 30 a communication 

from J. H. B., relative to the growing scarcity of game in 
the State of New Jersey, and advocating a two or three 
years’ prohibitory law on woodcock, quail, rabbits and 
pheasants, let me say in reply that lam a resident of New 
Jersey and think that I may be considered a sportsman, as J 
have been shooting over twenty-three years, both in the East 
and the Far West, and am pretty well acquainted with the 
nature and habifs of game birds generally. All sportsmen 
know that it is not the gun used in open season that exter- 
Tainates game, but itis snaring birds, killing them in close 
season, aid our severe winters, when the ground is covered 
with snow, perhaps for several weeks, and the birds aré 
starved and frozen out. There are plenty of men who call 
themselves sportsmen who will sit around their comfortable 
fires and talk of closing a game season for two or three years 
who would not walk one hundred yards in a snowstorm with 
4 little feed for the birds if hy so doing they could save a 
whole bevy. Let such as these, and all others who really 
desire to preserve shooting, feed the birds, now that there is 
a foot or two of snow all over the State, and do as I am do- 
ing—set the farmers’ boys to’ work trapping, buy the birds 
from them, keep them over winter and put them ont in the 
spring. This plan, if followed by sportsmen, will be more 
effective in preserving game than a len years’ close season. 

Those who are acquainted with the habits of quail know 
that when gunned some, the bevies broken up and a number 
of birds killed out of each, the remaining birds will mate and 
breed much better for it; for wh re a hevy is left undisturbed 
they will remain together. Pew, if any of them, will pair 
off. Likely two or three hen quails will lay in the same nest, 
a constant warfare will be kept up, the nests destroyed, and 
no young birds when the season opens. 

“J. H. 5B,” also says that ho finds that those who are best 
informed agree that the time ligs come when it is necessary 
that a close stason should be established for at least two or 
three years. Now, sportsmen with whom I have talked rela- 
tive to this matter agree fully with my views—that were it 
possible to get together enough non-sportsmen in our Legis- 
lature as would pass such a bill as ‘'J. H. B.” proposes, the 
result would be indiserininate shooting at all times of year, 
and birds would get no protection. I am positive that sports- 
men renerally would neither recognize nor assist in the en- 
forcement of such a law. The laws of this State are suffi- 
ciently stringent as they are. Our qusil season opens No- 
yember 1 and closes January 1, which makes a short.one; 
besides, there are many days when the weather will not per- 
mit of shooting. and the laws as they are cannot, or at least 
are not enforced. Then why talk of passing a law that would 
be universally disregarded? If the game laws of this State 
were rigidly enforced we should always haye good shooting. 
As regards the growing scarcity of birds, Jet me here re- 

mark that we have had more quail this season in this vicinity 
than for a number of years past, and I think such has been 
the case aoe wa the State. 

Ido not think it would be a bad plan to close the season 
December 20, for up to that time we rarely haye any snow. 
This would prevent pot-hunters who are in the habit of tr ck 
ing quail in the snow till they come up to the bevy huddled 
together beneath a bush, where with one shot they will kill 
all. With the protection of game and the privileses of 
sportsmen at heart, I am, ete., H.C. G. 

me ee 

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION, 

HE Twenty-third Annual Convention of the New York 
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, 

and its tournument, will be held in the summer of 1881, wn- 
der the auspices of the Long Island Sportsmen's Association. 
The place selected is the Brighton Beach race-course at Coney 
Island. Clubs from all portions of the State, embracing the 
most influential residents of the yarious cities, as well as of 
the rural districts, wili be in attendance. Thissection of the 
State, for the first time since the association became large; is 
chosen because of the incomparable advantages offered. It 
has been customary to offer prizes for competition at rifle, 
pistol and trap shooting and for fly casting. These prizes, 
consisting of money, guns, fishing tackle, ammunition and 
articles useful and necessary or ornamental, of every descrip- 
tion, have always been donated by dealers and business men, 
who in return are advertised properly, and without expense 
to them, in circulars, programmes, paiuphlets and the news- 
papers. ; 

It is proposed to make this the most important and suc- 
cessful event of the kind. To this end the undersigned have 
been appointed a committee to receive donations of suitable 
prizes and to arrange for the publication and distribution of 
the advertisements and acknowledgments. The ciréulars 
and programmes will be issued between March 1 and March 
15 next, and sent to every club of the association throughout 
this State, and to other State organizations and the press. 
They will also be widely distributed at the time of the con- 
vention and tournament, which will continue for at least one 
week, during the season at Coney Island, and systematic pub 
lication 19 the newspapers will be assured. All prizes must 
be detivered by March 1, 1881, and donors are requested |o 
send a4 memorandum of the proposed gift at the earliest con- 
venient date, as it is desirable they should before March. 
AN prizes will be exhibited, with the donor's name dis- 

played thereon, for public inspection in a conspicuous place, 
for a reasonable time, and every practical effort made to 
thoroughly advertise the same. 
Ree valuable prizes have already been fendered and ac- 

cepted. 
All communications on the subject should be addressed to 

some one of the cominittee, who will cheerfully furnish the 
desired information. Respectfully. 
Charles W. Wingert (Fountain Gun Club), 54 South Port- 

land ayenne, Brooklyn, N. Y¥., or care Nicol, Cowlershaw 
& €o., 743 Broadway, New York city. 

A. Eddy (Long Tsland Shooting Club), 106 Sixth avenue, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

F, C. Chamberlain (Nonpareil Sporting Club), 150 Sterling 
place, Brooklyn, N. Y¥,, or care Lawrence, Taylor & Co., 

Chas. W. Rodman (Garden City Gun Club), 418 Highth 

decoys. 
broad bay, or moyed the dead grass and reedsaround me; an 

for Yous 

$16 Broadway, New York city. 

atreet, New York city. 
Leslie W. Wilde (Washington Gun Club), 27 Fourth street, 

Brooklyn, BH. D., N. Y. 
We concur in the above: 

Prize Committee, 
Abel Crook, President New 

York State Association; Geo. A. Chappell, President Long 
Island Sportsmen’s Association; N. B. Cooke, Cor. See’y 
New York State Association; Jno. B. Sage, Ree. See’y New 
York State Association. 
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DELAWARE BAY DUCK SHOOTING. 

NE mild, sunny afternoon this fall during a duck shoot- 
ing trip, I lay off in a blind overlooking a bunch of 

Not a ripple disturbed the ominous quiet of the 

oppressive hush pervaded the desolate marshes, broken only 
by an occasional screech. of 2 passing sea gull. 

I was thinking of ‘‘stilly nights” and home, when I awoke 
to remember J had built my cosy little nest almost over the 
‘*Waterman’s Graye” (from whence the point derives its 
name) when Iwas rudely called to a chilly consciousness of 
a piercing northwester and « white-capped sea, The day 
had been a storm breeder indeed, and when L arrived along- 
side the yacht, long after sun set, wet and half frozen, all 
dreamy notions of poetic inspiration and creative imagery, fell 
limp and frost bitten before the stern reality of the situation. 
Next morning [took up my field glasses; ice and snow and 
a leaden sky met my eye, and I dive into the cabin to muse 
again. 
Ben Dayis Point, if we except Egg Island, is the most 
prominent in the Delaware Bay, the adjacent shallow cove, 
extending down to ‘'Tuxet” Point, furnishing a large area of 
feeding grounds for waterfowl; and no better spot can be 
found in these waters for geese, brant and ducks, as they fly 
jo and fro across the Point. A day or two of westerly winds 
bring them into the cove from all parts of the bay in count- 
Jess numbers, and a good paddler with a first-class shooter 
ahead of him can fill his boat in a few days. During heavy 
southeast gales the birds are driven inland by the rough 
water, and take shelter in the Back Oreek, the Tweed and 
their numerous tributaries and fresh water ponds. I have 
killed as high as thirty-nine black ducks singly with bit 
forty-five minutes of daylightto do itin. True, it was during 
a blinding snow storm, and I had the first whackat them, 
The latter part of February and March is the best time for 
geese and brant. Blue bills are so numercus then that over 
ahundred have been caught in a shad gillnetin one short drift, 
other nets ranging from twenty up, shad and ducks alternat- 
ing iu the treacherons meshes. An old fisherman tells me this 
with a long face. Every fall for twenty six years I have 
paid a visit to Ben Davis Point and the Waterman’s Grave. 
An oil painting, done by young Peel just before he died from 
asketch taken on the spot, atid presented me, now hangs in 
my bed reom, and ib is truly a very lifelike picture of a very 
desolate spot. ' Q} + 

a 

Form yourself tte a committer of one and feed the starving 

hirds, or pay some one af your friends in the country to do it 

a 

A Kansas Inorpent.—Adtlene, Dec. 28.—I notice quite a 
number of deer brought to town—seven or eight-—one turned 
the scales at 190 Ibs,—a fine buck. 

Quail are very plenty here this fall and we are haying fine 
sport with them. Itis no unusual thing to find eight to ten 
large coveys in an afternoon hunt, and sometimes something 
else, as one of our boys can testify to. He was out with a 
friend Jately for a quail hunt on one of our small streams 
and they had been quite successful, one hunting on one side 
of the stream and one on the other, only one dog, and he like 
a policeman, never around when wanted. C. noticed a likely 
looking bend in the creek, tramped down into it the long 
grass and bushes, when suddenly, with a snort and grunt 
that made him quake, he found himself attacked by a beast 
that savagely snapped at his legs. No trees handy, afraid to 
turn and run for fear she would take a piece out, of his back. 
With hair standing on end, he stood his ground like some 
Roman gladiator, and poked and punctured at her with 
What? with his gun, and was about to give up in despair, 
when he remembered if was a gun, and pulled both trig- 
gers. The charge of No. 8, backed by a good charge of 
powder, did the work. Just then B., a farmer, and the dog 
came, and they gazed upon the monster; the silence was 
broken by the farmer, who rémarked thusly: ‘t Yes; she 
was a fine one, and pure Berkshire, sold $40 worth of pigs 
from her last year; would not have parted with her for any 
money, besides the pigs will be snre to die—but, boys, its 
yours, give in¢ $16 and we'll call if square.” Dirigo. 

NeprasKa Novus—North Platte, Neb., Dee. 21.—Tre hoys 
are having lots of sport now. KR. Watts came in from the 
Dismal. Iillud twenty deer, and they were first-class. AsT 
had a saddle myself I know. Game is very plenty this year ; 
and it is a good thing for some of the farmers over on the 
Republican River who did not raise any crops this year. Any 
day you can see loads of game in our city going south. 
Mountain lions are plenty this year. A large one was killed 
Monday at Fort McPherson. One of my acquaintinces saw 
four on the Medicine Riverand shof af them, but did not kill 
any: Dillon and R. Watts start tonigcht on a grant hunt up 
the North Platte, near Offallin's Bluffs. There is a band of 
antelope there, driven down by the storm, and as they are 
first-class shots they will make it a snecessful trip. The an- 
telope is hard game to get. T have hunted them from Old 
MePherson to the Big Horn Mountains, and I find that if 
you get them you haye to shoot from 100 to 200 yards of 
them, snd there are more killed inside of 150 than oyer. But: 
a.45 cal., with 100 grains of powder, will most alwaysdo the 
work if any rifle will. But think that a good repeating 
arm that would use 100 grains of powder would be the best, 
and I don't see why some gunmaker don’t get one up, as it 
would pay. Men won't use a .50 cal. rifle out here. The 
bullet don’t go as fast as they wish. If they would make a 
12lb. rifle, .45 cal., 100 grains, they would have the best rifie 
for deer and antelope. Pa My 

GAME AND Guns At OmAHaA.—Sonthwestern Minnesota 
and Northwestern Towa is a country but sparsely inhabited as 
yet, and embraces without doubt the best chieken shooting 
to be found. Chickens are found by the thousands and the 
numerous lakes afford, in season, splendid duck and goose 
shooting. The lakes abound in multitudes of fine fish, and 
all in all, for sport in the fall months, this region cannot be 

surpassed. There is no use in naming particular localities, as 
the sportsman cannot go amiss. 
prepared to camp out, and not depend on finding much, if 
any, accommodation at the best places. 
weather has driven the deer down from more northern re 
gions, and fine sport is now had within a few miles of Oma- 
ha. 
tom within six to ten miles of this place. In shot-guns every 
make ever known or heard of is represented. Almost every- 
body uses heavy ten-gauge suns, with pistol grips—and al- 
most everybody overloads their guns, the rule being to putin 
all the powder and shot the shoulder will bear. 
haye curs of high and low degree in innumerable numbers 

The sportsman should be 

The present cold 

Seventeen deer shot in one week on the Minnesota, bot- 

OF dogs, we 

and a fair sprinkling of really good dogs, Navirrots, 

A Hinr ro GuymMaxers—Fernandina, Fla., Dee. 28.—In 
your issue of the 9th inst weread with much interest two 
articles by ‘‘ Bedford” and ‘ Dell,” under the head of **Gun, 
Powder and Shot. They contain, without doubt, much prac- 
tical information, and if every man who is an amateur sports- 
man had the time to thoroughly test his fowling-piece, as 
prescribed by these gentlemen, he very prohably would be 
much more successful in the field. But just here is the 
trouble. Such experiments must not be conducted carelessly 
or hurriedly, but with such great precision and accurate reg- 
istry of results as would consume much more time than many 
of us could command, Again, such trial would necessitate a 
convenient range for target practice, that to many would be 
inaccessible, except at remote distances. In view of these 
hindrances to the many who might otherwise make these 
tests for themselves, we would suggest, with due deference 
fo the manufacturers of guns, or at all events of the better 
grades of guns, that they would specially test cach gun for 
the specific purpose of furnishing with each gun directions 
how to load said gun so as tO attain the best results, viz.: 
nuinber of drachms of powder to each number of shot; how 
to wad on both powder and shot ; what make of powder was 
used in the tests as to mills and number, and the range of 
the piece according to the loading. Weare sure that there 
are but few purchasers who would not be willing to give an 
extra price fora gun accompanied with this accurate infor- 
mation. There isno doubt that many an excellent gum is 
condemned and probably many a man branded as a ‘ muff,” 
who might otherwise be a very fair shot, on account of the 
want of this accuracy of knowledge of just how to load. We 
do not know that our suggestion is a new one, but we have 
never heard it advanced before, neither have we ever seen 
any directions of any kind accompany the sale of a gun; we 
therefore presume if is unusual, and consequently our idea 
is original. We write this communication to you, knowing 
that it is ever your pleasure to give every assistance and en- 
couragement to the lovers of the sports of the field, and that 
you invite the views of all that may tend in any way to assist 
to give to fhe greatest number of sportsmen the best results 
and greatest success in the prosecution of their sport. 

AMATETR. 

Tue Provosep Reyision—WNew York, Jan. ‘t.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: My attention has been called to the so- 
called measures for the protection of game as proposed by 
the Long Island Game Association. A number of sportsmen 
have called on me and asked me to use what influence I have 
toward exprsing and preventing the passage of any such act 
as they contemplate bringing up at Albany. The meeting 
held seems to have been entirely under the control of the 
dealers in game and fish, and the proposed change is simply 
to allow tlem to sell game ont of season, thus opening a mar- 
ket for prachers and encouraging them to break the laws. 
The bad features of such an act have been so thoroughly ex- 
posed that it is not necessary to discuss them now. It would 
prevent all further prosecutions in th: large citics and de- 
stroy the usefulness of game protective s eieties. The only 
reason they offer for this change is that the present law in- 
terfrres with their profits, which they could make were they 
allowed to pander to the apr etites of the wealthy. I am sure, 
however, that with the growing feeling for the necessity of 
game protection such an outrageous law will noi be 
passed. When will clubs and individuals stop tinkering 
with the game laws and Jearn that it is far hetter to see that 
their country friends keep their quail from starving this hard 
weather and enforce the present laws than to spend their 
time in urging the passage of new ones. People in the coun- 
try get. confused by the constant changes; they do not have 
time to get fully acqnainted with the laws before they are 
altered. A few birds kept over and turned out in the spring 
and a few quarts of small grain scattered in the swamps will 
do more toward providing good shooting than all the fame 
laws in existence, W. Horserron. 

Frorma—WMadison, Dec. 30.—I came to Floridw about a 
month ago in search of good shooting crounds. Thus far I 
have confined my attention to ducks and quail, which can be 
found in preat numbers at almost any point between Liye 
Oak and Tallahassee. Icame here a stranger, hut found 
hospitable gentlemen both ready and willing to direct me ta 
the hanuts of the duck and quail, and in many instances ac- 
companied me into the field with their euns. From fifty to 
seventy quail is the ordinary bug of two sportsmen going out 
for one day and shooting from 9 A. vw. to4p.M. The cover 
is good open broom sedge and the birds lie well to the dogs. 
Trust that you will direct inquiring cunners to this the finest 
game country Ihave everseen. At Tallahassee Judge West- 
cottis the most enthusiastic sportsman in that section of - 
country. G. ED: PE 

Amone tig Ixprans—Lower Brule Agency, D. 1, Dee, 
16,—This is quite a sporting country, We have the antelope 
and deer quite plenty here, and also chickens, though from 
some reason this year we have none to speakof. ‘The gen- 
eral opinion of the employees and officers at Fort Tale 
(which is situated about thirteen miles from here) is that the 
young broods were killed by a freshet of the Missouri River, 
just as the young breods were hatched out. As a general 
thing they are without number. One of our half-breeds hag 
a fine stag hound, and every morning he makes a capture of 
awolf by running him down. I learn that the buffalo are 
within a hundred miles of us, and a party start ont soon for 
ahunt. Ido not expect to get much bunting till the spring, 
when the fowls fly here quite plenty. Lower Berns, 

Iyprana, Hyovksburg, Jefferson Co., Dev. 28,—A purty of 
five from our town enjoyed four weeks’ shooting last nionth 
along the Mississippi River, hetween Cairo, Ill., and New 
Madrid, Mo. We got eight deer, sixty-three turkeys, 
eighteen geese and a few ducks, As some of your correspond- 
ents seem to be interested in the weight of game birds, I 
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will mention that we secured several fine old gobblers weigh- 
ing fifteen to eighteen pounds, and one extra large goose 
weighing fourteen pounds. We were in a little flat-boat 
fitted up especially for the trip, which is a pleasant way of 
going on a few weeks’ hunt. The deer we found plentiful 
at one landing only. Turkeys in abundance at several land- 
ings. Geese and ducks unusually scarce, they being further 
South. . 5. M. 

ToLtuanp County, Conn., Jan. 4.—'The old year closed 
here with very severe weather for all kinds of game. The 
snow-storm of last Wednesday covered the feeding srounds 
of our partridge and quail, which were quite plenty. The 
several light storms since give us eight to ten inches of snow, 
with no drifts, and therefore no bare spots for the birds to 
feed upon. The thermometer ranged from zero to 24 degiees 
below for the last three days of January ; and this, with the 
difficulty of finding feed, will greatly diminish our number, 
which was good up to this severe weather, and bid fair fora 
goodly number wintering. Had this been a favorable winter 
for our game, shooting in this section next season would 
haye been excellent. Ducks were quite plenty for this local- 
ity until the severe weather of last week closed our streams. 
Rabbits are very plenty. K. R. C, 

A Massacuuserts Witp Car.—The New Haven Times 
tells a story of aman who went out rabbit shooting in the 
woods and swamps of West Granville, Mass., and came 
across a 22lb. wild cat. He gave the eat both barrels to- 
gether, loaded heavily with No. 6 shot, and the charge 
brought down both game and hunter. Lunny was knocked 
Gown by the recoil, and the cat was riddled through the 
breast, but it did not kill him, and Lunny rushed forward to 
save what was left of his dog and clubbed the cat to death 
with the breech of his gun. The dog, a fine hound, weish- 
ing twice as much as the cat, is so far disabled that he will 
never hunt again, And all in a confidential interview of 
three seconds with a Yankee wild cat ! 

New Jersey Game.—Worristown, NV. J., Jan. 3.—1 think 
J. H. B., of New Bedford, N. J., hits the ‘‘ Nail” square on 
the head when he says the game in New Jersey is fast dis- 
appearing. I know some men near Morristown who would 
as soon shoot a bird out of season as to shoot one in season. 
A large number of birds are trapped near here, and so long 
as the birds are trapped and shot out of season how can we 
expect them to live? JI think if a close period he established 
for two years we will have fine shooting init. Yours truly, 

Wa. Liypsrey. 

Mion1¢sn—Hssewville, Bay Oo., Dec. 27.—I find great 
pleasure in reading your valuable journal Game not very 
plenty as yet, but in a few years I think quail and rabbits 
will be quite numerous. Ruffed grouse are quite scarce, and 
only afew are brought to bag. L R, JR. 

Bruin Repryrvus.—Western Massachusettsis excited over 
the exploit of one of the oldest hunters in the State, who has 
just shot four bears in the Hoosac Mountains. Bruin has 
not been seen in that part of the country for a ee 

Lave Dser Wanrep.—aA correspondent wishes to know 
where he can purchase a number of deer—both bucks and 
does. 

Tur Srony CreEK, Conn, tox hunters have killed over 
thirty foxes this winter. 

Tar Anpuson Oxvs of Buifalo are coming to Coney Island 
next spring forty strong. 

Frorma—WMonticello, Dec. 31.—Quail, snipe and ducks 
abound. 

—— 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Pamapenpsta, Jan. 3.—The following score was made by the 
Philadelphia Jag’d Club on December 30 at pigeons for a gold 

medal : 

Metzger 

Ss 

SorHPotcsHso-— 

HopHHHonseHoseboo Pee oMoHeEetoOoSe eH yp Hemet soosoocsSasHeHeE He Hee SSOP oer oeaHtoH See eHroHH ee o SHE Sectre 

The thermometer stood ten degrees below zero 

match. 

Dusuque, Iowa, Dec. 30.—The last shoot of the year of the 

Julien Gun Club took place last Friday, and, notwithstanding the 

cold weather, a most enjoyable time was had. The match was 

shot on the Mississippi River, and the boundary lines were marked 
out on the ice. We had a large tent erected, in which a good 

atove was put up and the bottom of tent Jaid with boards, and at 

moon a lunch was seryed of sandwiches, coffee, pickles, etc., 

which, it ig needless to say, was thoroughly enjoyed. Mr. J. N. 

Read won the medal for the second time in succession, and it is 

now his individual property. Iollowing is the score ; 94 yards, 5 

birds each : 

S. J. Cox...-----..---.011 * *—2 J. Raup......--.-..---- 
J. N. Read....----+.-- 11111-5 C. Gregotre. ..... ee 
G. Warehaim.......--- 01001-2 H. Van Vieck,..+ 
J. Willlams....--.---.« 10101-38 D.E. Lyon... 
W, G. COX..-..-----:- wii*0—2 W. Christy 
W. Rodgers.........-- 10111—4 W. Bissell... 

Second match; medal match ; 15 singles at 21 yards rise; tame 

birds : 
DAO eth eat Pee pod oo re 111101111 0—12 
Tene cae 1111110111—« 
G. Wareham....,.-, 110110011 1—10 
J. Williams 111100111111 
W. Rodgers, 111111111 0-12 
T. Dolson 111110010 1-12 
J. BAUP_--.-...-....-- 011111110 1—12 
G, Gregoire.....+--+- 1110010011—1 
H. Van Vieck LTi1iff1ii1ii—-“ 
D, E. Lyon...--...... 10111111060 0—12 

AWS BISSC HE he ee oe data ae eae 
F, Stout... ....2.. +5 
Cys GEATK. 503i Jay oe ness 

JN, Read 1.35.2..5+-+ 

Third match ; $3 entrance, including birds ; 10 single birds at 
21 yards + 

SU SSM Tee th gig ma) anes) 
ee ae in oT 
iL TH#iigd 1 ws 
Tiida oa 2 iy 
Oo De De 0 ld IF, 
1igdoii0 1 07 
1421012 TD to 
DO See ST Oest=& 
OI cies A! Ay ts 

Ties on nine—2t yards, 
- 114-8 Dolsom.......cce ee cess veces 1i1—3 
wal 1a0=2- TBIRRGIL Bee Ao ey at ow 
111-3 

Second tie—31 yards, 
eee) rl ee ee hone adh ons 111—3 Dolson.......66.s..-4 cael od 1 i 0-2 
W. Cox sti test edaul ol d—s 

Third tie—31 yards, 
SGT Dh pera Sieg adensag 6 hen p02: ON io boy one oe at pece ag 111-3 

: eee first money, $11; second money divided between Raup and 
. Cox. 
Fourth match, 21 yards, $2jentrance : 

H, Van Vieck...... +..11111—5 G, Wareham 
W. Coxe....2.222.3:...111115 ©, Clark. ..:. 
Cc. Gregoire .00111-3 J. Little... 
J. Willtam --1 001 0—2 Munsell, 
J. Raups.. ifs 24,-- 0 1101-3 

Tlos on five—26 yards. 
GOW eet ee Fs alana on Het t—3' -Clariohtis. 655 pases ete 2 ow 
Van Vleck 110-2 Little.-..-,..s..2.-. ow 
Wp Roel So cals cs Pele cfu tele 111-3 

Seconda tle. 
MOG S- s -ng pajernie cies a tases gta ee ee 0 W. Cox e fs 1 

and Munsell, 
Fifth match, 10 birds, 21 yards, $3 entrance : 

BCORS 22. scape eset sh scence races sp nc eel ide et Ses ci. 
D. B. Henderson... En heeeee ney, kip oe ete eed eS 
CARI tE: hOB R SEP RAR Ace rfaduete cbo dt HPD eet was 
BE, Munsell. cael Bie BET alae ala] ) 
W. Cox..... iy TPN Ur eS eh HW eet 
FL. Van Viec Tete TOs) cael ped c= <e 
J. Little. J... 2. ots file Te SRS a ale awk ch” sey 

ies On tei—miss and out; 26 yards. 
Monsey. Jaen e esos eeeset aes Thin nic eee aes hae hey 1 

Little first money, §. Cox second. JULIEN. 

Jounson vs. Taczot—Parkville, L. 1., Jan. 6.—Find, trap and 
handle match, between Miles Johnson, of New Jersey, and Dr. B. 

Talhot, of New York, for 320 a side, at 100 birds each, froma single 

ground trap, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary ; Long Island rules : 
Miles Johnson....00110 10*11 111111117411 11171 

41110 01110 11141 11114 11111 41111111141 
Tiil11 01011 011172 11101 10011 10107 14111 
11110. otal, 100; killed, 81; missed, 19. 

Dr. B. Talbot.....°110* *114%* 412441 11110 01111 
1100" 01111 01011 1101* 11111 111%6 11011 
11011 11110 101411 11111 1141141 11111 107111 
11*10. Total, 100; killed. 76; missed, 24. 
Judge for M, Johnson, Mr. D. Green; for Dr. Talbot, Dr, W. 

Wynn. Referee, Mr. J. De Fraine, Time of shoot, 3h. 15m. 

Viscentown, WV. J., Jan. 3.—The Coaxen Glass Ball Club held 

their monthly shoot here to-day for silver badge. Card’s trap, 
18 yards rise, 10 balls: ‘ 

B.S, Hilliard) iccceee ce eeeesess es 9 Wes Milter 5 oy oe si heastenienes 9 
Capt, W. D. Haines. SUS eae Ve EEAMUGOW. wp cue ae eke cere 6 
Joe Haines. ....-...+---t--2--20 eee 9 

Ties shot off at 3 balls: 
We AHiliiardl yee .s raed Tet Oat ee ctu etn at, 
Joe Haines.-.... wagal 110 aba tay 10 1—138 
F. 8. Hilliard 119 10 withdrew. 

Snow three feet deep on leyel. SHELDRAKE. 

Port Rricusronn, Staten Island, Jan, 9.—The Holiday Gun Club 

of this place was organized Jan, 1, 1881, with the following 

named officers and members: J. A. Pearce, President; Gustaye 

Sprenger, Vice-President; J. H. Butler, Secretary; EB. C. Lisk, 
Treasurer ; B. Mullin, R. Brown, H. Cruser. At the first regular 

shoot of the club on Monday, Jan. 8, the following scores were 

made, glass balls, single trap, 18 yds.! 
G. Springer....--...----+. Wonaeitabeal ea, imsle fie fives ees] 
J. A. Pearce.. ne ah Sh et Sy Sh oda es 
Bo Oebighe seve yy, papi BE Teck Go): slat hi =MSys 
E. Gruser 100160000000 1~8 
SB ri titeieyed hapa bone 1170202141127 0 140 

The Washington Gun Club, of Brooklyn, have leased the Ridge- 
wood Park for the term of four years for the purpose of holding 

their shoots there, and haye also erected a club house on the 

grounds. The park is to be surrounded by a high board fence and 

all outside shooting will be strictly prohibited. 

Pararyra, WV. Y., Jan, 4.—A match took place here on the above 

date between Cannon, of Newark, N. J., and J, A. Oyster, of Camp 

Hill, Pa., at ten birds single at 31 yards rise, and five pairs double 

birds, 21 yards rise, which resulted as follows : 31 yards—Cannon, 

6; Oyster, 6. 21 yards—Cannon, 6 ; Oyster, 7. J. bn. 

Carrarn Bocarpus says that he will accept the challenge of Dr. 

Caryer to shoot 1C0 birds each, 30 yards rise, 5 traps, under the 

English rules, for $2,500 a side. Now that both men are for once 
agreed on the conditions let them come together, and may the 

best man win. 
ee 

Study Hop Bitters Book, use the medicine and you will be wise, 

healthy and happy. 

The Aennel. 

THE COCKER CLUB. 

© far as membership is concerned, the Cocker Club is 

already an assured success. We have received directly 

and through Mr. Macdougall more than forty names of those 

who signify their desire to join the club. The list will be 
kept open for receiving names two weeks longer, or natil 

Jan. 27, when we will close it and call for the votes for the 

committee of seven who will undertake the formation of the 

club. 

All owners and breeders of cockers, and all others who are 

inany way nterestei x the breed, are urged to send their 

names to us within that time, that they may have a yoice in 
electing the comiittee. 

Our readers are invited to bring this matter to the atten- 

tion of others who are interested in the breed but who do not 

read the Forest AND SrREAM—if there are any such. 
= =e 

Prrrssuren Dog Sxow.—The entries for this show, as no- 
liced, closed on the 6th inst., and during the few days before 

the closing of the books Superintendent Lincoln had all he 

could attend to. The entries came in far beyond the expec- 

tation of the promoters of the show, and instead of haying 

one hundred and fifty, as calculated on, about double that 

number have been hooked. Mr. Lincoln, in writing us, states 
that for number and quality of entries of sporting and non- 

sporting dogs the show will rank fairly with any show held 

in the country. The Baltimore Kennal Club has made seyen 

or eight entries, Mr. A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia, thirty, 
and many other celebrated kennels will be represented. Mr. 

Lewis M. Rutherfurd, of this city, has entered his famous 

fox terriers and expects to attend the show. In addition to 

Major J. M. Taylor, who will judge the sporting classes, we 
are happy to state that Dr. L. H. Twaddell, of West Phila- 

delphia, has consented to judge the spaniels, hounds, fox- 
terriers and all non-sporting dogs. 

— 

New Yorr Sxow.—ID all probability this show will take 

place on or about the first of May, at Madison Square Garden. 

It will be impossible to secure the Garden before that date, 
and by that time the building will haye been put in repair 
and thoroughly tested. 

-—-#-— 

LARCENY OF A DOG, 

GoooHLAND, Va., Dec. 28. 
HIS matter has been discussed in several numbers 

of Forrest anp Srream. In your issue of Decem- 
ber 16, page 391, is a communication from ‘ Rifle,” 
in which he substantially concludes that doz stealing 
is punishable as other larceny by the common law of 
England. In this, ** Rifle,” although apparently a subject of 
the Queen, is mistaken. It was well settled at common law 
that while on the one hand adog is such property as that its 
owner may maintain a civil action for the unlawful conver- 
sion, destruction, or injury thereof by another person, it is 
not such property as to be the subject of larceny. But by 
Statute 10, Geo. III., C. 18, very high pecuniary penalties, 
or a long imprisonment, or whipping in their stead, may be 
inflicted on such as steal, or knowingly harbor a stolen dog, 
or have in their custody the skin of a dog that has heen 
stolen, This statute was altered, but not materially, by an- 
other passed during the reign of George TV. The common 
law distinction in regard to the nature of this subject still 
prevails in this State, with this exception, to wit, that any 
person who desires so to do can have his dog listed for taxa- 
tion, and upon so doing and paying the tax of one dollar for 
the first, and fifty cents for each additional dog, such dogs 
are to be considered as other personal property, and the 
stealing thereof is declared to be petit larceny, punishable as 
a misdemeanor. Typex, 

A LETTER FROM MR. McKOON, 

Franxuiy, Del. Co., N. Y., Jan. 10, 
Hditor Forest and Stream: 

I have noticed your public refusal to publish my letter, ad- 
dressed to all breeders and interested ones in the cocker con- 
\roversy, also your stunning steps and terrible remarks in re- 
Jation to the position taken by myself, as agent for or yoice 
of others or most of our highest esteemed breeders, Al- 
though I think they were directed against me too personally, 
and had much preterred to see the wholeprivate letter without 
change rather than in parts, ete., I will not try to defend 
myself in the least in relation {to them or the posi- 
tion I wished to take in the matter, but let others decide that 
as may occur to suit themselves, But [ hasten to say that 
whereyer my great zeal and deep interest for my brothers 
and our favorite breed may haye caused me to err in the 
matter, or my enthusiasm caused me to see things in a wrong 
light, [ wish to make immediately all apologies, and ask as 
many pardons as seems to be due from one. For knowing 
as you do my enthusiasm, when any one is liable to err con- 
scientiously, you will grant the pardons and acecpt the 
apologies, | hope and believe. 

I desire also to fay that as matters stand at present I be- 
lieve it best for all directly interested to join the list for the 
suggested club. You may therefore add my name to that 
list. There has been suggested the formation of another 
Cocker Club, comprising the principal public and private 
breeders of this strain and those interested and in onposition 
to the New York club, to compete with the New York club. 
But this step I have heartily discouraged, and with such 
success that the idea is now dropped I believe. With Forzsr 
Anp Stream to get the club into satisfactory form for all con- 
nected, the objections some seem to have will now be removed. 
Now, a8 we are certainly to have a Cocker Club, one club is 
enough, and all public and private breeders of this strain 
should join it, and work with it and not leave it for a few to 
monupolize to suit their own views, but all work for the 
good of the oreed, and breed to the standard, as near as is 
consistent with field qualities, health, intelligence and beauty. 

M. P. MoKoon. 
|. > 

Douox’s Wrysines.—Dr. William Jarvis, of Claremont, N. 

H., has kindly called our attention to an error which appeared 

in our notice of Wenzel’s Chief in a recent issue and we has- 
ten to make correction. The notice stated that Duck, among 
other winnings, secured the special for best Irish setter bitch 

at St. Louis, 1879, when in fact the prize went to Dr. Jaryis' 
Rose. The following letter from Mr. John Fottler, Jr., ex- 
plains how the mistake occurred: 

Boston, Mass., Jan. 10. 
Editor Forest and Stream + 
Thanks for calling my attention to the error. I did not 

enter Duck in special class for best Irish bitch, St. Louis, 
1879, and Dr. Jarvis’ Rose was the Winner in that class. I 
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sent the record to Mr. Moore, and having made it up in a 
hurry I made an error in copying. Please correctin un early 
number. Ihave written Dr, Jarvis concerning this correc- 
tion. 
Very respecttully, Jouy Forrier, JR., 

Pres't Mass. Kennel Club. 

Brrr-Tza ror Does—Philadelphia.—In issue of Forssr 
aNd Srream of December 29 Dr. Sterling, of Cleveland, gives 
an adiiirable receipt for making beef-tea, and agrees with 
your correspondent that Liebig’s extract, in the feeding of 
puppies, will cause death sooner than starvation, and in the 
course of the article mentions Johnston’s fluid beef as being a 
preparation which contains the entire nutritive constituents 
of the beef, but states that it is too expensive a food for dogs. 
My experience with the preparation he refers to (Johnston’s) 
hus been extensive, and I find it cheaper than any beef-tea 
prepared by the Lome process and likewise more economical 
nd nutritious than that made by his method, In a pound of 
Johnston's fluid beef, costing 16 per dozen, or $1.33 per 
pound, there are sixty-four teaspoonfuls, which would make 
a single teaspoonful cost about two cents, and as it takes but 
two of these to a pint of boiling water, the pint of beef-tea 
would be but alittle over six cents, This, compared with 
butcher's beef at eleven cents per pound, is certainly cheaper, 
as the rule (for making beef-tea, even by the process he gives) 
is ‘a pound of beef to a pint of water.” I learn that Mr. 
Johnston first makes an extract of the soluble properties of 
the beef (which is more stimulating), then beef is dried and 
impalpably powdered and added to the extract, the combina- 
tion making a food as nutritious as the solid beef itself. The 
powdered portion being microscopically fine, is readily assim- 
ilated by the weakest stomach and contains the fibrin as well 
asthealbumen. I grant that any beeftea, however made, is 
rather expensive food for dogs, hut who would not go to the 
expense in the care of a yaluable blue-blooded pnppy, weal 
and run down from effects of distemper? Homo. 

ALEXANDRA Panace Saow.—At this show (which is to 
open of) Tuesday, Jan. 18, London, England) the following 
gentlemen are announced to judge, viz.: For bloodhounds, 
mastifts, St. Bernards, boarhounds, Rev. W.J. Mellor; New- 
foundlands, Dalmatians, smooth-haired terriers, Yorkshire 
terriers, Italian greyhounds, toy terriers, Mr. Noward Map- 
plebeck ; deerhounds, Pomeranians, pugs, sporting and non- 
sporting puppies, Rev. G. F. Hodgson; greyhounds, English 
setters, Gordon setters, Irish setters, Bedlington and black 
and tan terriers, Mr. $8. Lang; pointers, Mr. J. H. White- 
house; retrievers, wire-haired fox-terriers, collies, bull terri- 
ers, Inish terriers, Mr. 8. B. Shirley; spaniels, Major Wille t 
and Rey. A. H. Willett; smooth-haired fox-terriers (and 
puppies), Mr, F. Burbidge ; dachshunds, bassets, Rey. GF. 
Lovell; poodles, Capt, the Hon, F. Greville; bulldogs, Mal- 
tese, Blenheim and toy spaniels, Mr. J. W. Berrie; skye ter- 
tiers, hard-haired Scotch terriers, Capt. V. Hatton; and Dan- 
die Denmort terriers, Rey. W. Tiddeman. The show will 
last four days and the schedule is, as nsual, liberal,—London 
Hield. 

G.abpstoxe—Jor, Jz.—Columbia, Tenn., December 31.— 
Bditor Ferest and Stream: Tu your issue of the 23d instant, 
giving the pedigree and performances of Mr. Bryson’s doz 
Gladstone, you state that ‘‘in the race against Joe, Jr., at 
Florence, Ala., December, 1879, his speed and bottom were 
30 apparent the judge for Joe, Jr., stated after the race that 
Qladsione was a third faster than Joe, Jr.” Being the gen- 
tleman in question, I rise to a privilege. I madeno such 
statement; but in e conyersstion between Mr. Bryson and 
myself, on the afternoon of Tue-day (and after the race had 
closed by Jor, Jr., winning upon three legs), in which Mr, 
Bryson said that “he thought Gladstone a third faster doz 
of the two, and at.two o’clock that afternoon he tuld Mr. 
Campbell that he had his dog Joe, Jr., beaten.” T replied 
that during the greater part of the first day Gladstone did 
show tore speed (without mentioning the ra io of sj eed of 
the dogs), but at the close of the first and the entire second 
day Jue, Jr. was in my opinion much the better dog, and at 
two o’elock was defeated in the race instead of the ‘‘ victor,” 
ashe thought. The aboye isa true statement of the facts, 
and everything that passed between Mr. Bryson and myself 
or any one else relating to the race after its close. 

Query: If the speed and boltom of the *‘peerless Glad- 
stone” (as Mr. Bryson thinks him) were so apparent and so 
much greater than Joe, Jr., why was it that the score of thi: 
poor “briken-down, used-up, played ont” Joe, J., going 
from eleven o'clock in the morning (ai about which honr he 
wrenched one of his hind legs) until the close of the race, five 
o'clock in the afternoon of the second day, upon three li gs 
only, was one point greater over the great Gladstone than 
that of the first day, and the score stood: Joe, Jr., first day, 
thirty-four points, Gladstone thirty points; Joe, Jr., second 
day, twenty-seven points, Gladstone twenty-two points. 

Will Mr. Bryson explain? My great aversion to ‘ news- 
paper notoriety ” has been the cause of my long silence, but 
justice to the kennel of Capt. Geo, W. Campbell demunds, T 
think, a notice from me of your article. My parting injunc- 
tion to Mr. Brysun is, ‘‘ Jat justétia ruat calm.” 

J. Minsrox Wriiiiams. 

Tue Basrery Frerp Triits Ciuvs met at the Astor 
House, Tuesday afternoon and without having transacted 
any business adjourned to Thursday (this) evening. 
ee 

THE MANCHESTER DOG SHOW. 

[From the London Field] 

HE first exhibition of the Northern Counties’ Canine 5o- 
ciety began in the Volunteer Drill Hall, Stratford-road, 

Manchester, on Thursday, Dec. 16, and will end this eyen- 
ing, The hall is eminently suited for a dog show, but the 
rings were woefully deficient. They were in the open air, 
covered over with canvas, and ithe day being gloomy, the 
light was very bad, and the judging accordingly suffered. 
The judges were: For fox terriers, Mr. T. HB. Scott; mas- 
tiffs, St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, bloodhounds, deer- 
hounds, greyhounds, Dachshunde, skyes, bulldogs, dandie 
dinmonts and sheepdogs, the Rev. G. F. Hodson; pointers, 
spaniels, Blenheims and any other yariely classés, Mr. W. 
Lort; setters and retrievers, Mr. Ed, Armstrong ; and black 
and tan terriers, smooth terriers, Yorkshire terriers, bull ter- 
riers, Irish terriers, Bedlingtons, pugs and toys (rough and 
amooth), Mr. Peter Eden. F ‘ 
The judging was started simultaneously in various rings, 

but Mr. Scott, after vainly trying to settle one of his classes 
of fox terriers, was 80 crowded in his cramped ring that he 

| fave it up for the time being, and sent the dogs back to their 
benches, deciding upon waiting until Messrs. Lort and Ed. 
Armstrong andthe Jey. Mr. Hodson had done respectively 
with their classes, when he bad the terriers brought to one 
of their rings. Tue attendance, at one time, was very fair 
on Thursday, and we sincerely trust that the public will 
patronize the show hearlily, as it deserves every success. 
Messrs. Spratt had the feeding, so that was well seen to, and 
the dogs were comfortably benched and partitioned off, and 
they were ullended to, in every way, in the style of our very 
best shows. The management ilself left nothing to desire, 
and we must compliment the secretary and his working com- 
mittee on their energy aod business-like arrangements. 
No champion Mastiffs were entered, and in the open dog 

class, the brindle, Vulean II, was rightly put first by Mr. 
Hodson, and Scealford King took second. The highly com- 
mended Colonel [l- is of a poor, indifferent color; Carlo, 
commended, is rather bandy; and Lev, passed over, is Loo 
leggy and small-headed. In bitehcs, Duchess of Connaught, 
sown incapilal form, had no difficulty in taking first over 
Venus, who wantssubstance. Mr. Jalfray’s Nell looked very 
well, but was out-classed, and Nancy is simply a weed. ‘The 
puppy class was better than we expected. First went to 
Dovardar, a very grand puppy indeed, with an excellent body 
and eapital bone, but just a trifle bent in the forelegs. Ashe 
is, however, ouly eight months old, this doubtless will im- 
prove wilh age, and, on the whole, we think Lim a most 
promising youngster. Countess was rightly beaten by him. 
The next best was undoubtedly Mr. Kenyon's Rossendale, 
who has a deal of bone, and Mr, Jones’ Tyleris a good pup- 
py. ‘The same gentieman’s Janitor shows a lot of feather be- 
hind, Mr, Modr's Gange is a smallish brindle, but neverthe- 
less cheap at the catalogue price, £5. 

There were three St. Bernard champions, viz., Barry, The 
Shah and Bayard. Bayard was lovking certainly in the best 
form we have ever seen him; but bis loins bught always 
to place him behind either Barry or The Shah, especially 
when these two look well. In the open dog class Olympus, 
placed first, hud the best bone, but is of a bad color, has a 
poor head, and shows teo much curl; and Kettle, who took 
second, 1s of a good colour, but is too long-faced. Pilgrim is 
a well-headed dog, with a nice coat, but a bit straight in the 
stifle. Ie, nevertheless, should bave been in the prize list, 
as he is a good one; but he was passed over. Omsar, who 
took third, 18 4 most promising dog, his only defect being 
that he is not square enough in the muzzle. Mr. Macdona’s 
Banco deserved a card; but Thor, yery highly commended, 
is bad in the face. Hob, who took a prize ut Birmingham, 
here was passed over altuyether—a most extraordinary oc- 
currence, especially considering that his kennel companion, 
Heffed, who is not nearly so good as he, was very highly 
commended. Haco is too long-headed; Osman L., highly 
commended, isnot a bad dog, but hasno dew claws; Meus, 
very bighly commended, wants blaze; Don is too small; and 
Snowdrift was notin form. In bitches Beatrice had no dffi- 
culty in winbing over Morrysbrook Norma, Altona, highly 
commended, is of a bad color, and had a bad bead; and 
Abbess, placed third, is pinched in the jaw. 
Newtfoundlands had six entries, but only one turned up, 

and that one was only very indifferent, so that all prizes were 
withheld ; but in the bloodhound class Mr. 'Tinker's cham- 
pion Dido, who was the only entry, locked in splendid form, 
and took the prize on her own merit. 
Deerhounds and greyhounds were capitally placed, Mr. 

Sharpie’s Self Defence and his Hairspring winning in their 
respective classes, although the competition was rather ¢lose. 

Ponto was the only champion pointer dog shown, In 
bitches his Kennel companion Fan tuok the prize; she looked 
in very excellent form. ‘The open large dog class proved 
another win for Bang IIL., beating Karnac, who carries his 
years wonderfully well. The class was yery good, and, we 
think, well handled. Large bitches Mr. Lort also placed 
well, although Young Ruby, who took second, would not 
show herself at allin the ring, in spite of all George Helle- 
well’s coaxing. Meg had a fair win. We liked very much 
Midge and Mite two of the proper sort ; but one shows age 
and the other one is a bit throaty. In the small dog class the 
awards were rightly given; but in bitches we conld not at all 
agreé with Mr. Lort’s flat going in favor of Miss Bryon, as 
she is a weedy, small bitch with a bad head, and a complete 
absence of bone, This award created no small sensation. 
The bitch was certainly shown in good style; but, in the 
face of ber patent defects, she did not deserye eyen a com- 
mendation, and Locket, Bona—Belle, or Bess were a long way 
her superior. 

The champion class for English setter dogs only had a 
brace in it, viz., Old Rock and Emperor Fred, and it took 
Hdward Armstrong nearly an hour before he could decide be- 
tween them, Over and over again he examined them; but 
still he halted about his decision. In the end, however, he 
gave the cup to Emperor Fred. Rock has been a great win- 
ner, as every one knows, and, although he was shown in the 
pink of condition, he is getting stale, and doubtless this de- 
cision will be indorsed by other judges. Emperor Fred is 
truly a very fine settler. is head is simply beautiful, his 
neck is finely sprung, and his shoulders are all that one could 
wish for. He is, however, a trifle out at elbow, his feet 
might be better, and he is alzo rather hare-fouted, but his feet 
are well covered with feather, and the celebrated trainer who 
judged on this occasion says \hat some of the best and fastest 
set-ers he ever knew had nad this peculiar formation of foot. 

The champion class for bitches brought forth another brace 
of very excellent ones, and first went to Mr. Bowers’s liver 
and white Maid of Honor; but here we could not indorse the 
decision, as Ruth looked very well indeed. 

The open class for dogs brought together a mixed lot, and, 
barring the first, second and third, nothing yery remarkable 
appeured in it. ‘The winner is & very grand-bodied puppy 
indeed, barring his head, which wants improving. Ranger, 
the celebrated Field Trial dog, was passed oyer, although he 
was well shown. ‘The open class for setter bitches was far 
superior to the dogs, Mr. Statter scoring first with one of the 
nicest bitches we have seen for many aday. Bessie lV. snd 
Moll LY. should bave certuinly been very highly coimmended, 
but they were overlooked. 

In the black-and-tan class Bute had a clear win over 
Ranger ; his fut coat shone like satin, and he was shown in 
the pink of condition. Three fairhy good-looking black-and- 
tan bitches cumpeted, and no one can cavil with the award. 
For Manchester, the Irish setter dog class may be called a 
fairly good one, although we do not think it would cut a very 
handsome figure in Dublin. Viscount Palmerston had some 
trouble in getting placed over Dankettle, who showed a rare 
lot of quality; but Paddy, highly commended, is too thin, 
leggy, and poor-headed altogether. The Irish setter bitches 
formed & better class, and the two winners are very smart 
specimens, RE a 
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The class for setter puppies under twelve months old wa_ 

one of the finest in the show, and we are sure the four select 
ed by Ed. Armstrong will be heard of sgain. First place 
to Danger, a very good puppy indeed, and we fancied Wild 
Rose, Frank of the Border, or Jovial for next place, but Kuby 
took second, Sheis also very promising ; and Dora, passed 
over, we thought deserved a notice. 

The curly-coated retriever dogs were an average lot, first 
going to Merry, a well-known handsome livyer-colared dog, 
and & winner at many other shows. He was followed by 
Nimrod, a decent-looking black specimen. ‘The curly-cuated 
bitch class certainly bad one of the most lovely-looking bitches 
in if wé ever saw; & more expressive tace ove could not wish 
for; but Chicory must have been overlooked, as, in any way, 
she is better coated than Faith, who took second. 
Nothing in the smooth or wavy-coated classes came up to 

our ideas of perfection ; nevertheless, Twilight and Topsy 
are fair specimens, who deserved their places. Clumbers, 
Sussex, blacks, and any other variety were capitalty placed, 
barring that we would have wished to see Don Pedro, late 
Fop, higher in the list, as he is a really good one, and should 
certainly have been placed over the puppy Foll, who scored 
second. 

Tn water spaniels, Mickey Free received first and Larry 
Doolan second, but we would have reversed their posilions, 
as in coat and type Larry Doolan is vastly superior to the 
winner. 

Respecting fox terriers, one thing, in justice to Mm Scott, 
we must mention. The judging ring was so badly kept, and 
sv limited for such large classes, that some of his blunders 
may be attributed to this cause. There were only two entries 
in champion dogs, viz., Cob and Nimrod. Cob was pluced 
first, but he is quite twenty pounds in weight, is entirely 
without terrier expression, and has Joaded shoulders, his re- 
deeming points being a fuir head, great bone, good legs and 
feet, and propercoat. In the latter particular he beats Nim- 
rod, who is a terrier, has 2 good head and ears, is of a work 
ing size, has plenty of expression, and ample bone for his 
size. Ja champion bitches the judge placed first Frisky, who 
is far loo big, over the lady-lrke Dressmaker, whose only 
fault is want of coat. Lill, the other contestant, was clearly 
outclassed. The open dogs were a middling lot of fcrty-tive. 
Gripper was put first, but he is only fair in coat, bas a poor 
head and ears, is foo broad iu chest and large in eye for our 
taste, and we think VY. H. C. should have been about his 
place. Racket came second; he is a good all-round dog, 
barring bis coat, and he should haye been first. Jovial, 
third, is bad in face and eyes, and also in forelegs, but is a 
terrier al! over; he was held too high here, however, and his 
place should have been oceupied by Buckle—who was 
fourth—whose bons, substance, and grand coat and character 
hardly received sufficient recognition. Bagmah, commended, 
should have been fourth; he is fullof character, bas a grand 
head, nice ears, and plenty of bone and coat, and we most de- 
cidedly prefer him to the winner. Huxter Dick was very 
highly commended, which was about right, as he is getting 
too cloggy. Robin Hood, very highly commended, is good 
in coat, and has fair head and ears. Little Joker, also very 
highly commended, has a bad head and sour expression, and 
we thought several better in the class. Tim, very highly 
commended, is yery pinched in the face, and has a large eye 
anda fine coat. Both these defects might have given his 
place to Lance, who was, however, in bad form, or Wuster 
If., who has yastly impioved, and is a good oneal! over. 
Spot, highly commended, is a brute, a sour head and bad 
body and legs being his leading characteristics. Little Buffet, 
commended, has a beagle like head, big ears and eyes, and in 
factis a bad one. Cedric If. is a good sort, and we are sorry 
Mr. Scott passed him over. Spot, also unnoticed, has a very 
good coat and head, lots of bone, and is worth prominent no- 
tice in any company. ‘The bitch class was a good one, and 
Mr. Scott did not, we think, do quile right by puttiag Lady 
Grace oyer that grand bitch Satire, whose well-known char 
acter and coat place her far aboye her here successful rival. 
These two should have changed places. Chip, who took 
third, is too wide in the chest, and mean in head, but good 
in coat and terrier expression ; still she was greatly overrated, 
as there were a dozen in the class betler than she, Fourth is 
a nice little terrier, her faults being her large ears and fine 
coat. Badinage we should haye placed third, as she was in 
ood form, and looking better than we ever saw her; and 
ille, unnoticed, should have been in the money, as she is 

good in head, coat and bone. Galatea, very highly com- 
mended, is rather weak in face, but well deserves her place, 
and Bad, commended, is a nice one, and might have been 
higher, although she is 4 trifle lightin bone. The class was 
a very strong one, but, for some unaccountable reason, the 
judge did not give any highly commended cards. Wire- 
haired dogs were a nice lot. Victor, who took first, isa good 
one, of the right coat, and 4 terrier; we, however, some- 
what preferred Balance, very highly commended. This dog 
keeps on improying, and he is just about as near perfection 
as any wire-haired dog now before the public. ‘Poiler 
Broad, placed second, is a good dog, who requires a trifle 
more coat. Peter Teazle, who took third, is also a nice one, 
and better in fact, we think, than Toiler in coat, head and 
bone. Peter (Burgess’) has vastly improved, and some 
thought that he should haye been in the money. Paul, 
highly commended, is tov small ana fovish. Tyke, hichly 
commended, is a nice one, and was hardly done by ; but Ven- 
ture, highly commended, is far too big, and with unortho- 
dox brindle markings. The wire-haired bitches wete well 
judged. Mendicant Broad was easily first; he is a very 
grand one. Mr, Hyverett’s Tick, a nice terrier, took second ; 
and Impecuniosity Broad scored third; he is a terrier, but 
has not quite enough coat. The rest of the notices were 
rightly bestowed. 

In dog puppies there was an easy win for Mr. Burgeas's 
Bonus, 2 very striking puppy, good in bone, Lead, ears and 
coat.. Becond went to Topsman, a niceish one, but top fine in 
coat, and not terrier enough. The third prize taker has good 
head and ears, plenty of coat, but is awful in his forelegs. 
Rasper, very highly commended, has a nice coat, and is of a 
nice size, but has slovenly ears. Working Broad Jim isa 
fair wire hair, a bit leggy as yet, and a trifle too big in ear. 
Master Joe, yery highly commended, isa nicuish sort, a bit on 
the leg at present, with fault, however, may improve in time. 
Bones, highly commended, is a neatly shaped little dog, but 
is n0t straight in front, and lacks coat. Spy, highly com- 
mended, bas plenty of bone, but is short of coat and head 
qualities. Harry, highly commendad, is & brute, big in ears, 
and bad in front; but Hamper, unnoticed, should have been 
second—he is a yery smart and showy dog, with 2 rare coat, 
Jats of bone, and worth half a dozen of some of those noticed. 
Bitch puppies were not such a grand lot, First is a wretch, 
wide in chest, light of bone, with a weak jaw, and is, in fact, 
about the worst in the class. Flip, placed second, has a nica 
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head and ears, but is far too big, and, not having a particle 
of character, was just worth a high commendation at most. 
Little Dorritt, third, is n far one, with splendid legs, feet and 
chest, and a terrier, with fair head and ears; we think she 
should haye been second. Brunette, very highly commend- 
ed, was in poor condition, but still she ouglit to have been in 
the money, as she is a proper terrier, much after the Doreas 
pattern, with capital head, ears and chest, and very straight. 
Venom, very highly commended, has a good coat and head, 
audis well worthy of her card; and Wasp, highly commended, 
is nice in head, but rather too long im her couples, atill she 
was, we thiok, in front of the second and third prize win- 
ners. Gaily, highly commended, with her coat and character, 
should have been placed over two of the winners. The 
special classé being mostly made up of the contestants in the 
classes previous, only two prizes were awarded. Impecunios- 
ity Broad (wire-haired) won from Troy I1., as he was in the 
pink of condition, Tory, however, has vastly improved, and 
for character, bone, coat and head properties he is as good 
as his late sire, of whom he is a worthy representative, and to 
whom he bears a striking likeness. 

In Dachshund dogs Zanker very rightly took first, but we 
could not understand how it happened that Gusto was award- 
ed second, as he hasa very bad, coarse head, and his forelegs 
art very deficient in crook; Malt or Jager were far better 
than he, and for choice we would have put Jager in his 
place. @&h the bitch class Mr. Harry Jones showed a very 
promising puppy in Jezebel, and she won well over Undine ; 
Undy, commended, is a niceish bitch, but she had a lot of 
puppies who had pulled her about. 
The rougzh-coated sheepdogs, in a number of cases, were 

quite out of coat and in bad form. The bob-tailed Mayor of 
Oardiff wou in the dog class. He is a splendid dog of his 
breed, and it was 00 small feather in his cap to beat a smart— 
jah lot of colleys for first honors, Chieftain, looking wonder- 
fully well, took second, and a young dog of Mr. Ashwin’s 
came next. Stuart wasin good form, and deserved better 
than a very highly commended card, and Glencoe and Royer 
were uoaccountably passed over. The bitches were not up 
to show form, and Mr. Hodson placed them right enough ; 
he might, however, haye noticed Lady Fly. The smooth- 

 eoated division was a small but fau class; Dassie beat Fan, 
but we couldhardly agree with this. Lady made a good 
third, as she was in great fettle, and Novelty was only very 
highly commended. She is, however, shedding her coat. 
Puppies were good, and we were rather surprised at the 
judge being so sparing in his commendations. Mr. Mather’s 
Celtic took the prize. He isa remarkably handsome puppy, 
of whom we shall doubtless hear more; and Mr. Ashwin 
also showed a good one in Lyra, who was only cominended. 
Jock o' Huzeldean, highly commended, is a good-coated dog, 
and promising, so far; but Winsome is too thick, and Trick, 
although good-headed, is too light-boned. 

The awards were righly made in bulldogs (dogs). Noble 
TL. was yery cheap at his catalogue price, £20; and in bitches 
the famous Venom won casily. 

In large-sized bull terriers Violet scored. She was shown 
in good condition, and won in a canter. Second went to 
Magnet, a bitch we like much, but she was not quite up to 
her usval form. Sefton, placed third, is a taking dog, but 

lippy: In the small-sized class Vie was returned the win- 
ner, but she is thick aud fullin the eye; and Dazzier is also 
short in head. Gipsy, placed third, is @ niceish terrier, but 
too recently cropped. Scarlet, passed over, is a good one, a 
bit too long in the body, but with a typical head, and should 
have had second prize. . ‘ 

Trish terriers were not again placed to the satisfaction of 
the cognoscenti. If the various judges still go on a little 
longer with their wild awards, we imagine that the true 
Irish terrier type will get just.a trifle mixed in the miud of 
the public. Erin won, second going to Prince, who is far 

too big, and too bull-terrier-headed. Gaffer took third, but 
he is long-faced a bit. Nabocklish, Nettle and Terence were 
all passed over! Further comment is perfectly needless. 

Bedlingtons were very correctly handled. i 

In dandies we should liked to have seen some recognition 
awarded to ‘Tiger, who was in very excellent form. The 
winner, Lucy, is full of quality, but it must have been a rare 
tussle for her to beat Tweedside; and Queen of Scota, 
placed third, was in capital form. é 

In Skyes the irrepressible Sam once more took first, beating 
Sterling, Noble and Jack. 

Large-sized black-and-tans (dogs) were an excellent lot. 

The wellknown Gyprus, in magnificent form, scored, 

second going to a very good young dog, who, with attention, 

will require a deal of beating ; and Salvini, a neat dog, and 

one that can take his own part in good company, brought up 

the rear. ‘Che bitches were also a smart lot, and we think 

the awards were correctly made. Gipsy, the well-known 
goud one, won easily, Squaw taking second; but we did not 
Tuch care for Lady, placed third, In the small division, 

first went to Young Queen, one of the proper type, second to 

Self, and third to the very neat Vice IV. As for the highly 

commended Chance, we do not care much for him. 

There was a class for dogs and hitches, any weigbt, that 

had pever won a prize, aud here a young dog, with very bad 
a good head, won. f 

Se hae: Vril, who looks as though a rest would 
do her good, took first. Viper, placed oext, seemed to us to 

make a close tie of it with Ben, who isa nice terrier. Spark 

and Snow were in poor condition. a: 
Champion Comedy won of course easily in pug dogs, and 

in the bitches Luey as readily disposed of her opponents. 
In Yorkshire, the straight-coated Lancashire Hero had nol, 

much trouble in settling Bruce; andin Blenbeims and King 

Charles’ Mr. Booth bad an easy win with Duke of Hdin- 

boro’. 

The toys, both rough and smooth, were capitally placed, 

and arare lot of quality turned up in the two classes for 
any variety, which the judges settled by awarding equal 

firsts to a vast majority of the exhibits. 
We append the official prize list: 

jffs.— ii Ist, H. OC, Joplin, Vulcan IT.; 2d, W. G. Clark, 

a eecriet ecm, B. Aletort Colonel IL’ Com., EB. Cald- 
well, Dake, 1. Spatturd, Baltan, Hayes, Carlo. Bitches : Ist, 
H, Hunt, Duchess of Connaught ; 2d, D. L. Buchanin, Venus. 
Hizh com., Ws A. Jeffries, Nell. Com., 'T. Moore, Githa.—Pup- 

pies : ist, C. 0. Lawrences, Douardar ; 2d, J. Kenyon, Countess. 
Very high coii., ve Li re Rossendale, High com. and vom., 

a, ‘I nd Janitor. 

Fe Toe cuattetoH Class: lat, G del. Macdona, Bay- 

ard.—Open Class.—Doge: ist, J. Morris, Olympus ; 2d, Rey. G. 

‘A, Sneyd und ©, Hodges, Keele ; 3d, WwW. Norwood, Gasar, Very 

ligh com., J. C, Ryde, Bernard ; W. Roberts, Thor; A, B. Bailey, 

Hufed; Rev. G. A. Sneyd and O. Hodges, Huvo;G. de L. Macdnoa, 

Mena; J. RB. Crompton, Don. High con., E. p. Broomball, Ovary, 

and G. Airey, Othman II, Bitches: ist, 8. W. Snuith, Beatrice ; 

ad, G. W. Webster, Morrishrook Norma ; 3d, Mrs, M. Maybury, Ab- 

bess, Very high com,, Rey. G. A, Sneyd and O, Hodges, Hope. 

High com,, J. Winskill, Altona. 
Newfoundlands.—Prigea withheld, 
Bloodhounds.—tet, J. C, Tinker, champion Dido, 
Deerhonds.—_iat, Dr. J. Haddon, Maida. Very high com,, C. 

R. Smithson, Bran VIII, 
Greyhounds.—Dogs; 1st, T. Sharples, Self Defence; 2d, J. 

Fletcher, Dear Robin; 3d, Tl. Robertson, Phenix. Bitches: ist, 
T. Sharples, Hairspring ; 2d, C. Burgess, Fascination; 3d, J. 
Fletcher, Sister Mary. Very high com., E.'l. Roes, Gerf Vola. 
Com G, D. Boyer, Florist ase. 
Pointers.—Champion Clags—Dogs: lst, J. Metcher, Ponto. 

Bitches: Ist, J, Fletcher, Fan. Open Class.—lxceeding 55 lbs. 
—Doga: lst, 8. P. Leach, Bang I. ; 2d, 0, W, Brierley, Karnac. 
Very high com., H. L, Lestwyche, Rake and J. Fletcher, Younes 
Ponto. High com, T. Stattur, Bean.—lxceeding 60 lbs.—Pitchea; 
Ist, Lient, Col. H, C. Legh, Meg; 2d, J. Fletcher, Young ‘Ruby 
Very high com., Lieut.-Col. H, 0. Legh, Midge.—Not exceeding 
5d lbs.—Dogs: dst, O. W. Brierley, Byron; 2d, J. E. Mason, 
Perth. High com., J. Mletcher, Ranger. Com, ‘I 0. Lomox, 
Max.—Not exceeding 6()1b8.—Bitehes: 1st, G.H Loftus, Miss 
Byron; 2d, A. H, Sykes, Lockett, Very high com., R. P. Leach, 
Bona Bell. High com,, J. BH, Muton, Trinide. 
Setters,—Champion Class.—Dogs: 1st, J. R. Robinson, Em- 

peror Fred,—Bitches : 1st, 'l. B. Bowers, Maid of Honor. 
Setters.—English, Except Black and Tan,—Dogs: lat, J. B. 

Wilson, Napoleon ; 2a, T, B, Bowors, Border Chieftain; 8d, T. 
Statter, Duster. Very high eom., T. P. Bowers, Monk. High 
von,, G, Carfmel, Dash of Eden.—Bitches ; 1st, ri Statter, Jane; 
ad, A, E, Parkinson, Mand; 3d, J. Fletcher, Floss. Very liigh 
com,, O. H, Beck, Flash in the Pan, W. D. Duncan, Royal Jess. 
Black and Tan.—Dogs: 1ét, Major Ireland, Bule. Yery high 
com., J. Tate, Don I, Highcom., G. Pilkington, Ranger.—Bitches: 
1st, J. Tate, Moll IY. Very high com,, B. ©. Griffiths, Rose; J. 
Townsend, Nell. Tvish.—Dogs : Ist, T. M. Hilliard, Viscount Palm- 
erston; 2d, Mesers. Weyman, and Tnchanan, Dunkettle, High 
com., G. H. Loftur, Paddy, Major Ireland, Connanght. Bitches : 
lst, J, K. Millner, Ailleen ; 2d, W. Graham, Racket, High gom., 
Messrs. Weyman and Buchanan, Sheelwh, T. M. Milliard, Villy. 
Puppies, any Breed,—ist, J DB. Wilson, Danger; 2d, J. Pletcher, 
Ruby. Very high com., Major H. Platt, Wild Rose; G. Curtrmel, 
Frank of the Border; T. B. Bowers, Betsey. 
Retrieverd.—Curly-coited—Dogs: Ist, H, Shipworth, Merry ; 

2d, R. Whalley, Nimrod, late Young Bill, Very high com., G 
Leeson, Sultan ; J. Whittington, Jet, and ©, and J. C. Gamon, 2, 
Niko and Youug Trae. Bitches: Ist, H. Shipworth, Polly ; 2d, 
G. P. Doran, Faith Very high com,, T. B. Swinburne, Chicory. 
Higheom., T. Smith, Swan, and J. Sands, Gypsey Queen. 
Smooth or Wayy Coated.—Dogs: ist, D. Hankey, Don, High 
com., H. Arkwright, Nep. Bitches: istand 2d, Major H. Platt, 
Twilight and Topsy. Very high com, Major Ireland, Thistle. 
Spaniels.—Clumbera.—Dogs: Ist, A BE. Parkinson, Trusty. 

Very high com., C. and J. CG. Gamon, Lapsis. Bitches: Ist, T. 
B. Bowers, Ruby 1. High com,, Major Ireland, Rose IJ.—Sus- 
sex,—Dogs: ist, A. E. Parkinson, champion Royer IIL Very 
high com., C. and J. G, Gamon, 2, Guy and Max. Bitches: ist 
and yery high com., C. and J. G. Gamon, Merrythought and 
Maude. Black—Dogs: ist, A, Ti. Parkinson, champion Brush: 
2d, A. H. EHasten, Beww. Very high com,, H. B. Smith 
Duke. High com., B. Radcliffe, Bruce Witches: ist, A. 
H. Fasten, Blackie; 2d, F. BH. Schofield, Salus, Very high 
com, J. W. Frankland, Dora; J. Hill, Lulu; and B, Rad- 
cliife, Flora. Any other yariety exeapt water: Ist, EB. I. Rees, 
Ferryside late Bee; 2d, H. B. Spurgin, Poll; 3d, 'T. B. Bow- 
ers, Don Pedro, late Pop. Very high com., H, B, Spurgin; Alonzo, 
High com,, A. JT, Hagten, Bess IT, and W. D. Duncan, Fan. Com., 
J. T. Bennet, Tory, and H, R. Smith, Victor.—Water: ist, J. S, 
Skidmore. Mickey Tree; 2d, R, B. and T. Carey, Larry Doolan. 
High com., W, A, Wbdell, Wallace. 
Fox Terriers—Chumpion Class—Dogs: 1st, F. J. Astbury, 

Cobb. Bitches: lat, H. Cox and W. Nooth, champion Prisky.— 
Open Class—Smooth—Dogs; ist, R. B. Les, Gripper ; 2d, H. 
Bright, Racket ; 3d, H. Champion, Joyiul; 4th, C. Burgess, Buc- 
kle, lute Burton Buff, Very hghcom., W. Hurst-Waght, Hunton 
Dick; M. Smith, Robin Hood; W. Jordison, Little Joker; Capt. J. 
F. Walton, Tim, and D, Hedges, Cynic, High com,, J, Gill, Spot. 
Gom., W. Hurst- ‘right, Bagman, late Partney Cudgel, and T. 
Hopkinson, Little Buifet.—Bitches : 1st, H. Bright, Lady Grace ; 
2d, H. Champion, Satire; 8d, H. Bright, Chip; 4th, W. Jordisen; 
Hebe. Very high com., W- Hursi-Wright, Gadinage and F. J. 
Astbury, Galates, Com., B. H. Thompson, Bud and W. Bell, Mer- 
sey Queen.—Wire-haired—Dogs: ist, W. Carrick, Jr., Victor ; 
2d and 3d, H, Cox and W. Nooth, Toiler Broad and Peter Tenzel, 
Very high com., ©, Burgess, Peter, and R. Hall, Balance, High 
com., W. Carrick, Jr., Tyke ; J. B. Dale, Paul; Wi. Wise, Venture, 
and R. Hall, Tartar. Bitches: 1st, H. Cox and W. Nooth Mendi- 
cant Broad ; 2d, J. Bveritt, Tick ; 3d, H, Cox and W. Nooth, Im- 
pocuniosity Broad. Very high com,, C, Burgeas Friyol. High 
com., H. Cox and W. Nooth, Bee. Com., J. J. Steward, Cveveland 
Jess:—Puppies,—Doga: 1st, 0, Burgess, Bonus ; 2d, J. W. Craw- 
ther, Topsman; 3d, D. Hedges. Very high com., G, Habron, 
Rasper ; H. Cox and W. Nooth, Working Broad, Ji., J. J. Pim, 
Master Joe. High com., W. Bielby, Bones; W. Waddington, Spy, 
and W. Bean, Harry. Com., G. Dykes, Warrington Joe, ynd Y. 
P. Carver, Sam, Bitches: 1st, J. G. Vurity, Trifle; 2d, Capt. J. 
P. Walton, Flip; 3d, H. C. H. Stott, Little Dorrit. Very high 
com,, G.Hebron, Venom, aud ©. Burgess, Brunette. High com,, 
I. Alston, Wasp, J. Woodward, Mona’s Queen, A. H. Masten, 
Gnily, and W. Bean, White Rose.—Any Variety or Age, that haye 
uéver won a Prize: Ist, H. Cox and W. Nooth, Impecuniosity 
Broad : 8d, 0. Burgess, Tory IL. 
Dachshunde.—Dogs: lst, W. H. Strick, Zanker; 2d, A Hard- 

castle, Gusto. Very high com., H. Jones, Jagar. High com, F. 
W. Blain, Boz, and R, Alston, Malt. Bitches: Ist, H. Jones, 
i aaehel 2d, Rey, J. P. Brandreth, Undine, Com., W. Tose, 
Judy. 
Sheepdogs.—Rouph-coated—Dogs: Ist, BE. T. Rees, Mayor of 

Cardiff, late Monk; 2d, A, H, Kasten, Oliieftain; M. C. Ashwin, 
Wriekton. Very high com., I. B. Swinburne, Stuart, High com., 
M. Scott, Laddie; C Martin, Bonnie Rohin ;J. H Mather, Royer, 
and H, B, Smith, Sir Walter. Bitches; ist, M. C. Ashwin, Comet ; 
2d, T. W. Lingard, Pox ; 3d, prize withheld,—Smooth-coated ; 1st, 
T. B. Swinburne, Lassie; 2d, J. Pawdry, Fan; A. H. Fasten, 
Lady. Very high com,, W. H. Graham, Novelty. High com., M. 
GC. Ashwin, Tanny,, Puppies: Ist, J. H. Mather, Celtic; 2d, J. 
Statter, Drover. High vom,, J. W. Lowe, Rough; F, Gaskell, Jack 
O*'Hazeldean ; L. K. Newall, Shepherdess, and WH. Hall, Lassie IL, 
Com , H, and W- L. Mawdsley, Tip, and M. CU. Ashwin, Lyra. 
Bulldogs.—Dogs ; Ist., J. B. Wilkes, Lord Nelson ; 2d, I. Beyer- 

ley, Sam Weller; 3d, withheld. Bitches: Ist and 2d, R. J. Hartley, 
Venom and Peg, 

Bull-Terriers. Exceeding 25 lbs,—ist, and 2d, R. J. Hartley, 
Violet, and Magnet ; 8d, G, Platt, Sefton.—Not exceeding 25 lbs,— 
ist, R. Hollos, Vie; 2d, W. Bullock, Jr,, Dazzler; 3d, R. Hollos, 
Gipsy. Gom,. W. Bullock, dr,, Discord, ind §, Thorley, Victress. 

Trish Terriers,—1st, J. N. 2. Pim, Erin ; 24, R, H. Shaw, Prince ; 
3d, J. N. R. Pirh, Gaffer. . 
Bedlingtous.—ist and 2d, A Armstrong, Projectile and Nipper, 

High com , R. Hurrison 2, Clansman and Blswick Lass. 
Dandie Dinmonts —lst, W. Carrick, Jr., Lucy; 2d, EB. T, Rees; 

Tw edsida; 3d, BH. J. Artindale, Queen of Scots. High «om., 
H. 8 Whipp, Pebble: Capt. H. Ashton, J. P. Meg, and G. 0. 
Sharples, Clondié I. F 

Akkycs.—ist, M. Gretton, 8am; 2d, I. B. Swinburne, Sterling, 
Very Ingh com,, A. Boulton 2, Noble and Jacke. 

Blick and ‘Tns.—Exceading 12 Ibs.—Dogs: Ist, J. H. Mather, 
Cys; 24, J, Wood, Wallace; 3d, 1, DB. Swi borne, Salvini, 
High com., CG, B. Lloyd, Victor. Bitches : Ist, G, Platt, Gipsy : 

2d, T. B Swinburne, Squaw; ad, J, A. Brownson, Jr., Lady. 
High com., W. Barlow, Rigk.—Not exceeding 12.1ba.: ist, J. H. 
Mather, Young Queen ; 2d, TB, Swinburne, Serf; 3d, Ls, §. Mel- 
lor, Jim, late Misber. High com,, R. Parr, Chance, and J, H. 
Mather, Jingo,—That haye never won a prize: Ist, J. Wood, 
Wallace. High com., W. Justice, Vanqnisher. 

Smooth-haired 'Terriers—Except black and tan: ist, J. H. 
Mather, Vril; 2d, L. Booth, Viper; 3d, G. Hunter, Ben, High 

out any tint of black whatever in their coats, 

com., J, H. Mather, Snovw, 
Pugs.—Dogs: 1st, L. Booth, champion Comedy. Very high 

com., J. H. Howe, Tuan. High com., W. H. Hammond, Prince. 
Bitches : Ist, J. F. H. Cartland, Judy; 2d, J. H. Howe, Gipsy 
Queen, High com., Lieut. J. Parker, Dora, and W. Hibbert, Vic. 
Qom., J. GY, Wakerlay, Hebe, 

Yorkshire tetiers.—lst, Mra. M. A. Troughear, Lancashire Hero. 
High com., C, Thornton, chanypion Bruce, 
Blenheim and King Charles,—ist, L. Booth, Duke of Bdin- 

burgh. Very high com, and high com., L. Hunt, Midge and Dot. 
Toys.—Rongh »tist, J Harrison, champion Little Swell. High 

oom., J, Latham, Young Dreadnought, and G. Thornton, Queen of 
Yorkshire—Smooth< 1st, A. Boulton, Littls Wonder; 2d, C. Har- 
hng, Twigs, High com., J. Hunston, Dot. 
Any Other Variety—Exceeding 20 1bs. : Equal ist, E. Hart, Rus- 

sian black poodle, Satanella ; W. It. HW. Temple, black poodle, Nico- 
demus ; G, R Krehl, basset hound, Pino do Paris ;B. Radcliffe 2, 
General and Bess, G. de L. Macdona, French bagsett, Romano, 
High com,, W. R. H, Temple, white poodle, Milan and H Cyrosby, 
Morgean.—Not exceeding 20 lbs. ; equal let, J. Fawdry, Charley ; 
Mra, M. A. Tronghear, Little Gem; L, Booth, black Pomeranian, 
rita; J. Metchor, Wee Flower; B. Radcliffe, Charley, and Major 
Troland, Hans, 

SSEEEEEEEEEEEemienaael 

THE IRISH SETTER. 

[Reprinted from adyance sheets of Vero Shaw's ‘Book of the Dog,” 
furnished to the Mornst anp Struan by the author, through 
Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., publishers, No. 596 Broadway, 
New York] 

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 455. ] 

Tis probable that both breeds of setter—Gordon and Irish 
—would suffer with ils connection wilh the other; and 

what was meant for an improverment would in reality turo 
Ont. an injury to the breeds. ‘There was, no doubt, a strong 
cross of Gordon blood in the dog which Mr, Laverack says he 
saw at Cockermouth Castle, which will account for that ani- 
mal begetting black stock. Mr, Luverack himself admits that 
(he introduction of black is a fault in the Irish setter, though 
he frankly adds that, ‘‘ notwithstanding this stgin of black in 
the breed, the best and most perfectly formed Irish setters 
lhave ever seen had this stain or taint of black, which I 
should never object to, although L am aware many_of the 
most eminent Irish breeders state that they »ught to be with- 

As faras I 
have seen and been informed, for geveral goodness and work- 
ing properties, those possessing this tint of black have been 
quite as good, if not better, than those without it.” 

it is, in our mind, qnite probable that, possibly at its first 
introduction into the sister isle, the Irish setter was crossed 
with a black setter; and the existence of both the black and 
red colored dogs being clearly proved from the illustration 
givenin a preceding chapter, we think it very probable that 
the cross was then a common One, and that the modern dogs 
throw back in many ihstances to their ancestors of the early 
portion of the century. But be this as it may, itis by no 
means uncommon for black puppies to appear in litters of 
lrish setters the pedigree of which is irreproachable on 
paper. 
One of the earliest Ivish setter celebrities on the bench was 

Carlo, who was owned by that great setter enthusiast, Mr. 
Jones, of Oscott ; and when in the possession of this gentle- 
man be won him many prizes. This dog showed what would 
nowadays be considered womistakable signs of a Gordon 
cross, for he had the black tips to his ears which are pro- 
nounced to be evidences of this taint of blood. Thenext 
great star of the Irish setter bench was Captain Hutebinson's 
Bob, who was a whole-colored red. It was reseryed for Dr- 
Stone, of Ooleraine, in Ireland, to bring out a greater cham- 
pion, which he did in Dash, whose general contour was be- 
youd criticism, though lis cclor was much objected to, as he 
showed a quantity of white upon his head, feet and oeck, 
This dog in time had to make way for Mr. Hilliard’s Pa!m- 
erston, who, since bis first appeurauce on the show bench, 
reigned supreme until increasing age rendered his retirement 
compulsory. This grand dog had only the smallest snip of 
white upcn his forehead, and was otherwise of a beautiful 
color. Hisshape and symmetry were perfection, and his pop- 
ularity with every judge is evident, as his many successes in 
every part of the country go far to prove. He died in the 
early part of the autumn of 1880, full of honors, and having 
atlained the great age of eighteen yexra, The stock of this 
dog is generally of the highest merit, as are those of his rela- 
tive, Dick, 4 splendidly-colored dog, though cursed with a 
dreadful temper on the bench. We have often been assured, 
however, by those who haye seen this latter dog at work, 
that when in the field he was am‘ability itself, and never at- 
tempted to injure either the sportsmen who shut over him or 
the setters who worked in his company. 
As a field-trial dog the Irish getter has not, as a breed, 

shone conspicuously, snd very probably this is due to his 
headstrong nature and tendency to runriot. A brilliant ex- 
ception to this rule, however, 1s to be found in the record of 
the doings of Mr, Macdona’s Plunket, a grand workman, who 
was bred hy the Rey. R, O'Callaghan, R. N., by Beauty, 
from his Grouse. His style of going at Shrewsbury was so 
far above the average that Mr. Purcell Llewellyn gave the 
large suth Of one hundred and fifty guineas for Plonket, and 
we believe never repeuted of his bargain. 

The Marquis of Waterford’s, Lord Rossmore’s, Lord Lis- 
more’s and Lord Dillon's strains have all been famous in by- 
gone days; while among modern breeders and exhibitors, 
Mr. Hilliard (whe showed Palmerston), Major Hutchinson, 
Dr. Kennedy (owner of Disk), Mr. Micdona, Mr, J. J, Gill- 
trap (who shows Garry Owen), Mr. <lneas Nuttal (owner of 
May-be), and the Rey. R. O'Oallaghap (breeder of Plunket), 
are ¢minently conspicnous. First-rate specimens haye been 
shown or bred by ull these gentlemen, who bave invariably 
adhered to the best type of Irish setter, and have not been 
led into exhibiting indifferent specimens, At the time of 
writing (1850), Mr. Macdona is in the possession of some re- 
matkably fine-colored and proniising young Irish setters, 
which were successfll at Bristol dog show, though only nine 
months old, ‘he color of one of them, Lady Ruberts, is al- 
most perfect, and her stock in years to come should be valu- 
able on this account. 

In appearance the Trish setter differs somewhat from the 
English. His head should be longer and narrower. 
Nos, deep-red or dark fiesh-color, to match his red jacket. 
eyes, brown and intelligent. 
Bars, set on far back and low, light and. feathered. A 

heavy ‘‘saddle-flap” ear is particularly suggestive of the 
Gordon cross, and is particularly to be avoided in an Irish 
Betiter. 

Flews, rather deep, 
Neck, light and gtacefully set on the shoulders, which 

sholild have a good slope. 
Chest, deep and narrow- 
Body, rather arched at loin and inclined to be flat-sided, 
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Back ribs short, which tend to give a true Irish setter a 
rather ‘‘ tucked up” appearance. 

Fore-legs very straight and well feathered—longer than in 
the English setter, 

Fore-feet, long, and not nearly so round as in the English 
setter. 

Hind-legs, bent at stifles, with strong hocks. 
Stern, set on rather low and well feathered, particularly on 

the middle portion of ib. 
Oolor, a deep blood-red. White is not liked in show dogs ; 

but thongh undesirable, is not a proof of impure breeding. 
The color of tue feathering is paler than that of the body. 

Qoat, somewhat thinner than that of the English setter, 
though coarser in texture. 

General appearatice in an Irish setter goes for a good deal, 
A good specimen is the beau ideal of strength and activity. 
He should seem a trifle lezgy; no doubt his tucked-up loins 
increase this appearance, which his extra length of leg natur- 
ally develops; and an Irish setter should look all wire and 
whipcord In fact he looks what he is, a thorough work- 
man, abd ready to gallop for ever. 
The dog we have selected for illustration in our colored 

plate as being typical of this famous breed is Grouse II., who 
is the property of the Rey. R. O'Callaghan, R. N., before u)- 
Juded to as one of the great breeders of his nativnal setter. 
This bitch is by the old champion Palmerston ont of Quail, 
and has been successful on the bench. In 1879, at Dublin 
show, she won first prize and silyer medal and challenge cup. 
Palmerston, her sire, was by old Shot out of Oochrane’s 
Kate; Shot by Grouse out of Bruno. Quail, the dam of 
Grouse, has no pedigree in the Stud Book, but she is eredited 
with winning at Cork in the prize of red bitches. The se- 
lection of Grouse, we candidly admif, cost us much anxiety, 
as we were desirous to select a specimen who is regarded 
with fayorable eyes by authorities who understand this dog, 
and it was upon the advice of several excellent judges that 
we asked permissioa of Mr. O'Callaghan to let his grand 
bitch be illustrated in this work. The study was executed by 
Mc. Breach under the owner’s eye, and we have to thank 
hoth gentlemen for the pains they iook to have the portrait 
of Grouse made characteristics of the breed. 

Following up our rule, we append a scale of points for 
judging Irish setters, in which 1 will be seen that we attach 
peculiar importance to general appearance. 

STANDARD OF POINTS FOR JUDGING IRISH SETTERS. 

< Value. 
Skull—formation of head and muzzle............:0e00 5 
HATSAWUSC YES ppeseteceshstecektratnntarteey hess 5 
Neck and shoulders and CheSt............cccceeenesnereneee 5 
Body, including loins...........,..., ahi) 
GPS VAN TEC ore rence gion ors fAnardy st reacdk se tain gage ferece 5 
Coat and feather... Peete aim, 
OCS here pemat Hee A ere en vetvetes see (toe Fea 10 
General appearance, including sterM......-..-.sseeeeesee 10 

50 
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THE SPANISH POINTER. 

[From Vero Shaw’s ‘‘ Book of the Dog.” 

erent commencing any remarks on the subject of the 
English pointer it will be necessary to draw the atten- 

tion of onr readers to the dog from which our modern pointers 
unquastionably sprung. Such was the subject of this chap- 
ter, from the crossing of whom with the foxhound or South- 
ern hound—opinions vary on this subject—the pointer as he 
now exists was originally produced. 

In “ Cynographia Britannica” Sydenham Edwards writes 
thus of the Spanish pointer in 1805 ; 
‘Tue Spanish pointer is a heavy, loose-made dog, about 

twenty-two inches high, bearing no small resemblance to the 
slow Southern hound. Head large, indented between the 
eyes ; lips large and pendulous; ears thin; loose and hanging 
down, of a moderate length: coat short and smooth; color 
dark-brown or liver color, liver color and white, red and 
white, black und white, sometimes tanned about the face and 
eyes, often thickly speckled with small spots on a white 
ground, the tail thin, smooth and wiry ; frequently dewclaws 
apon the hind legs; the hind feet often turning a little ont- 
ward. 

“The Spanish pointer was introduced into this country by 
a Portuguese merchant at a very modern period, and was first 
used by an old reduced baron of the name of Bichell, who 
lived in Norfolk, and could shoot flying; indeed he seems to 
have lived by his gun, as the game he killed was sold in the 
London market. This valuable acquisition from the Conti 
nent was wholly unknown to our ancestors, together with 
the art of shooting flying, but so fond are we become of this 
most elegant of field sports that we now excel all others in 
the use of the gun and in the breeding and training of the 
do 
Phe Spanish pointer possesses in a high degree the sense 

of scenting, so thal he very rarely or never goes by his game 
when in pursuit of it; requires very little training to make 
him staunch, most of them standing the first time they meet 
with game, and itis no uncommon occurrence for puppies 
of three months old to stand at poultry, rabbits and even 
cats. Butss they grow old they are apt to get idle, and 
often go over their ground ona trot instead of galloping, 
and from their loose make and slowness of foot when Innt- 
ed a few seasons soon tire, have recourse to clnning, and in 
company let the younger and fleeter dogs beat wide the 
fields, while they do little more than back them, or else 
make false points. They then become useless but for unt- 
ing singly with a sportsman who is not able or not inclined 
to follow the faster dogs. . . . . 

** There are other yarietics of the pointer, as the Russian, 
in size and form like the Spanish: coat not unlike a drover’s 
dog, rough and shaggy, rough about the eyes and bearded; 
color like the Spanish, but often grizzle and white; they 
differ in some being more rough than others. This is proba- 
bly a cross between the Spanish pointer and the Barbet or 
rough water dog. He has an excellent nose, sagacious, 
tractable and easily made staunch; endures fatigue tolerably 
well; takes water readily, and is not incommoded by the 
most cold and wet weather.” 

Tn the illustration of pointers which accompanies these re- 
marks of Sydenham Edwards there appears a portrait of a 
rough-coated dog which is supposed to represent the Russian 
pointer. This doz resembles in almost every point the pic- 
tures we have seen which purport to portray the Russian 
sciter of more recent times. Jt is therefore, in our opinion, 
quite within the bounds of probability that. the modern Rus- 
sian setter is very closely identified with the more ancient 
Russian pointer. The remarks of Mr. William Lort upon 
the former dog, which appeared in a previous chapter, very 
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nearly describe the dog written of by Sydenham Edwards, 
and certainly the latter's theory on the derivation of the 
breed appear to be possessed of reason, It is, however, more 
with the Spanish pointer that we have to deal at present, for 
though practically extinct, his close connection with the 
modern dog entitles him to respect. at our hands. 

Mr. Taplin, writing of this dog in the early part of the 
present century, remarks that; ‘‘Hyery trait upon record 
respecting their appearance in England is that they were in 
very early ages introduced from Spain, and that they were 
natives of that country from which their name was derived. 
The Spanish pointer in shape, make, strength, seeming stu- 
pidity and bodily tardiness, is a perfect specimen of the most 
consistent uniformity; well adapted in all these qualifica- 
tions to the haughty, somniferous, majestic parade and dig- 
nity of the lofty Spaniard, but very inadequate to the life, 
spirit, agility and impatient energy of the English sportsman. 
This race of dog in his natural and unimproved state is a 
mass of inactivity, as is evidently perceptible by his shape 
and make, in every point of which 1s displayed the yery re- 
yerse of speed and action, objects so truly necessary in 
almost every sport of the field. The pointer of this descrip- 
tion is short in the head, broad in the forehead, wide in the 
nose, expansive in the nostrils, simply solicitous in aspect, 
heayy in the shoulders, short in the legs, almost circular in 
the form of the carcass, square upon the back, strong across 
the loins and remarkably so in the hindquarters, Although 
this breed, like the English pointer (by the many collateral 
aids so much improved), are produced of various colors, yet 
the bold brown liver-and-white are the most predominant. 
These dogs, slow as they are, and accustomed to tire with 
quick work before the intended sport of the day is half over, 
are yet truly applicable to the purposes of those who, ad- 
vanced in years or laboring under infirmities, feel themselves 
unable to get across a country in the way they could in for- 
mer years. 

“The pointer we are now treating of, though exceedingly 
slow, must be generally admitted to be sure; indefatigable 
and minute in his researches, he is rarely seen to miss his 
game when game is to be found. . Whenu covey of 
birds is separated by repeated shots, and aye afterward 
found singly, the pointer under description has opportunity 
to display his best ability, in most industriously recovering 
these scattered birds, the major part of which (if accompan- 
ied by a good shot) are generally picked up to a certainty. 
To the recovery of winged birds the patient perseverance of 
this dog is peculiarly adapted; and forthe sport of snipe 
shooting alone they are entitled to the preference of every 
other.” 
No further description is necessary of a dog which, as we 

have before remarked, is practically extinct, as specimens 
which resemble the dog referred to by Edwards and Taplin 
are yery rarely met with. It may, however, be worth con- 
sidering if a cross between agood specimen—always provided 
that such can be procured—with a modern pointer, might not 
improve the latter very considerably. Granted that the pres- 
ent dogs excel in strength and activity, is it still not, worth 
experimenting with a dog concerning whose utility many 
former writers have spoken so yery highly? His nose is cer- 
tainly a great feature in a Spanish pointer, and though he-is 
in the habit of knocking-up, we think that if a little of his 
blnod were infused into the veins of some of our field trial 
pointers. in the present day they would s'and a better chance 
of holding their own in competition with the setter than they 
haye hitherto succeeded in doing. 

The illustration ‘that is herewith given of the 
Spanish pointer is particularly fortunate in pcrtraying 
hie square short head and deep flews to considerable advan- 
tage, and his heayy bone has not been lost sight of. As in 
the case of the Russian setter, if is unnecessary to append a 
scale of points for judging a breed which is very rarely to be 
met with. However, it should be borne in mind that depth 
and squareness of head and immense bone are characteristics 
of the Spanish pointer which should never be lost sight of. 

++ 

FIXTURES. 

Eastern Wield Trials Club—Annual Meeting for election of of- 
ficers January 11. 

Pittsburgh Deg Show—Pittsburgh. Pa., January 17, 18 and 19, 
1881. Entries close January 6. CO. B, Elbeu, Secretary; Charle 
Lincoln, Superintendent, 

St. Johns, N. B., Beno Show Jan. — 
Rock River Valley Poultry and Kennel Club show—Sterling, Tli- 

nois, Feb, 10, 1land12. KR. B. Commerford, Sec. 
Se ————— 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Names CLamren. 

Grouse—Mr. ©. T Brownell, New Bedford, Mass., claims the 
name of Grouse for his black and tan Gordon setter dog Puppy 
whelped November 4, 1880, by owner’s Dash out of his Mand. 
Max Piecotomini—Mr. J. V3. Montell, of Astoria, L, I.,claims the 

name of Max Piceolomini for his black, white and tan setter puppy 
whelped July 23, 1880, out of Belle by Glen. . 
May—Mr. J. Heron Crossman, New York city, claims the name 

of May for white and lemon setter bitch puppy, whelped Septem- 
ber 13, 1880, out of Daisy Dean by Lincoln, 
Flash—Mr, J, Heron Crossman, New York city, claims the name 

of Flash for white and lemon setter dog puppy, whelped Septem- 
13, 1880, out of Daisy Dean by Lincoln. 
Paddy—Mr, J, Heron Crossman, New York city, claims the name 

of Paddy for Irish terrier dog puppy, bought of Dr. Niven, of 
London, Ont,, out of Norah by Joe. 

Hazel Kirke—Mr. J, H, Winslow, Baltimore, Md., claims the 
uame of Hazel Kirke for his liver and white cocker bitch ten 
months old, out of imported Fin by imported Shot, : 
Lucy—Mr. Charles BE. Scott, of Schenectady, N. Y., claims the 

name of Lucy for. hisliyer and white cocker bitch puppy out of 
Nellie by Rex. , 
Jerry—My. J, J. Donovan, of Boston, Mass., claims the name of 

Jerry for his Irish setter doz puppy, whelped July 8, 1880, out of 
Norsh by Rory ©’More, purchased of Mr. W. A, Pierce, Peekskill, 
N.Y 
Media—Dr. J. 8. Niven. of London, Ont., claitis the name of 

Media for Gordon setter bitch puppy, whelped September 19, 1880, 
out of Venus by Change, purchased from Mr. James Moore, of 
Toledo, 
Aileen—Dr, J, 8. Niven, of London, Ont,. claims the name of 

Aileen for Irish terrier biteh puppy, whelped October 19, 1880, out 
of Norah by Joe. \ 
Daisy .—Mr. J. Wesley Young, of Portsmouth, N. H., claims 

the natne of Daisy IL. for red Trish setter bitch puppy, whelped 
August 30, 1880, out of May by Eleho, 

Phinkett I7.—Passed asst. surgeon Arthur 0. Heffenger, U, 5. 
N., Portsmouth, N. H,, claims the name of Plunkett IL, for red Tr- 
ish setter dog puppy, whelped August 30, 1880, ont of May by 
Elche. 
Duncan and Dugald—Mr, Thos. Blyth, of McIntyre, Pa, claims 

the names of Dnoncan and Dugald for dark red Irish getter dog 

puppies, whelped October 26, 1880, out of owner's Nellie Hattarick 
oie Hattarick-Tyke) by owner's Joel (Champion York—Diffenduf- 
ers Bess), ; 

Brup, 
Beauty-Glen—My. BE. A. Godetfroy's champion Gordon setter 

Beanty to Dr, Aten’s Glen, 
Belle II-Brag—Mr, J. Otis Tellows’ black cocker dog Brag to 

Mx. Robert Walker's black and tan bitch Belle TL. 
Gipsey—Joel—Mr. Thos. Blyth’s Gipsey (Rodman's Dash—l'an) to 

owner's Joel on December 31, 1880, 

WueELPs, 
Feather—The Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel Club’s (Olare- 

mont, N. H.,) mnported Feather, whelped July 5, 1880, five liver 
vod white puppies, three bitches and two dogs by imported Snip. 
Maud—My. Thos, Blyth’s (McIntyre, Pa.,) red Irish setter bitch 

Mand (champion Elcho-Imported Stella), whelped December 16, 
1880, eleyen puppies, seyen dogs and four bitches by owner’s Joel. 

SALES. 
Wildair-Sara Berynhardi Whelp—Mv. J. Otis Fellows, Hornell 

Jacker Kennel, Hornellsyille, N. Y., hassold a liver cocker puppy, 
whelped October 17, 1880, out of Sara Bernhardt by Wildair to 
Mr, J. Smith, New Buffalo, Pa. 

Robin Adair—Fannie Whelp—Mr. J, Otis Fellows, of Hornellville, 
N. ¥., has sold an all liver cocker bitch puppy, whelped October 
27, 1880, out of Fannie by Robin Adair to Mr. W. M. Bowes, New 
York city. 

Paris-Belle Whelp—Mr. OH. B, Harrison, of Tilsonburg, Ont., 
Ganada, has sold to Dr. A. B. Clayton, of Chatham, Ont., a blue 
Belton bitch puppy by L. H. Smith’s champion Paris (Leicester— 
Dart) out of Belle (Pride of the Border—Kirby). 
Baron —Mr. J. F. Kirk, of Toronto, has purchased from Mr. C. 

Bramble the pure-bred Sussex spaniel dog Bramble, whelped Feb- 
rnary 8, 1880, imported by Mr. Bramble, and bred by him out of 
Ruby—third prize, Alexandra Palace, London, 1879—by Bob, 
bred by T. Sayers, West Tarring, Sussex. Bob by Kaiser out of 
Lady. Ruby by Speck ont of Rex (2,163), Rex by Rock (4,402) 
out of Sappho. 

Ruse Me, Charles H. Beddoe, of Toronto, has purchased from 
Mr. C. EH. Lewis, of Niagara, the liyer and white cocker biteh Rose 
by Nash’s Rake out of his Busy. 

Wedyewood—Mexsrs. C.B. Cummings & Son, of South Alstead, 
N. H., have sald cocker spaniel dog Wedgewood (Snipe—dol) to 
Mr, C Whitmarsh, Nashua, N. H. 

PRESENTATION, 
Joe—Dora Whelp—Dr. G, A, Took, of Warrentown, N. C., has 

presented Mr. H. G. Williams, of Portsmouth, Va,, with a pointer 
puppy ont of Dora by Joe. 

Rex—Nellie Whelp—Mr. Charles Ei, Scott, of Schenectady, N. Y., 
has been presented by Mr. Robert Walker, of Franklin, N. Y., with 
a beautifully marked liver and white cocker bitch puppy ont of 
his Nellie by Rex. 
Snipe-Ruby II. Whelp—Mr. H. B. Richmond, of Lukeyille, 

Mass., has presented Mr. Julius E. Wilson, Manchester, N. H., 
with a lemon and white pointer dog puppy, whelped August 26, 
1880, out of Ruby I. (Snapshot-Ruby) by Snipe (Sensation-Col- 
lum Belle). 

DEATHS. 
Pallas—Westmiuster Kennel Club's imported lemon and white 

pointer bitch Pallas (General Prim—Powell’s Queen), 
—— 

A Late Novenry on the stage is the introduction of live 
bloodhounds in the eyerlasting play of ‘‘ Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
The brutes are very fierce on the show-bills, but in the theatre 
warranted perfecily harmless and inoffensive. 

—Anuburn, N. ¥., boasts of many superior setter dogs, but 
there is not a pug within the city limits. 

Lixe Wine, Grows Barrer with AGE.—A correspondent 
writes: ‘' Foresr anp SreeaM is a most welcome weekly 
visitor. Like wine, grows better with age. It already wields 
a large influence with the best ard most intelligent portion of 
the sporting fraternity in this county. There is need of just 
such a paper, and that you may abundantly succeed is my 
hearty and sincere wish.” 

Dr. Puryetr’s Prarmm Cmiorens.—lIt seems that the 
prairie chickens that Dr. Purnell brought to and let out in 
Sussex County, Delaware, have raised some young, one of 
which, at least, was shot and brought up to this city. It 
being about half grown itsidentity was doubted, but it was 
afterward settled that it was a young prairie chicken, A 
writer in Forest AnD STreAM mentions that there were 
grouse some thirty years ago in the Pocono mountains, in 
Monroe County, Pa , also in Burlington County, N. J. This 
is true, as we conversed with sportsmen wo had shot them 
in both places, also several deer on the Pocono mountains. 
We were told, some twenty years ago, that there were both 
deers and bears in the wild parts of Long Island.— Gemmnan- 
town Telegraph. 

Conneoriour—Granby, Jan 1.—Foxes are yery plenty 
here this winter and can easily find trail any good day. Rab- 
bits are also uncommonly abundant, N. E. 

oe 

Sour stomach, bad breath, indigestion and headache easily onred 

by Hop Bitters. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT, 

Houanren Shooting Snits. Upthegrove & McLellan, Valparaiso, Ind, 

Kidney and urinary trouble is universal, and the only safe and 
sure cure is Hop Bitters—rely on it. 

Our Honipay Girr.—Rolled Gold Solid 18 K. Rings, with initial 
or motto engraved, sent on receipt of 75 cents in postage stamps 
or currency, Read advertisement of G. Pettibone & Co. in this 

Che Birle. 

» -ANNUAL MERTING OF THE WN, BR. A. 

HE annual meeting of the National Rifle Association was held 
at the Twenty-second Regiment Armory on Tuesday syen- 

ing last with a very liberal attendance of Life Members. Gen, Geo, 
W. Wingate oceupied the chair in the absence of the President. 
Judge Gildersleaye made seme remarks on the work of the aggo- 

ciation during the past year. The report of the Treasurer showed 

# balance of $114,22. Seuretary Donaldson read his report as fol- 
lows : 

To ihe National Rijle Association of America + 

Mr. President and Gentlemen—This annual Secretary's Report 
embraces the year 1880, an epoch in the history of the Association 

remarkable both for its successes and reverses. In the evrly 

spring, the President appointed the usual standing committes for 
the year, as follows : 
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Range—Gen. Geo. W. Wingate (Chairman), Col. Jos. G. Story, 

and Col. Geo. D, Scott. - 
Finance—Maj. D. B, Williamson (Chairman), Capt W. C. Casey, 

und Mr. James Grant. 
Prige—Col. John Ward (Chairman), Maj Henry Fulton, and Col. 

J. H, Cowperthwait. 
The resignations of Directorships of Messrs. Williamson and 

Casey necessitated 2 reorganization of two of the aboya Commit- 
tees, which was accordingly made, in the month of Murch, 2s fol- 

lows : 
Pinanee—Mr. Jag. Gvant (Chairman), Col. J. H. Cowperthwait, 

and Col. John Badine, 
Prize—Ool. John Ward (Chairman), Mr. N. P. Stanton, wd Maj. 

Henry Fulton, 
The yacancy in the latter Committee, caused by the resignation 

aa a Director of Major Fulton, has not been filled. There have 

been held, during the past year, twelve regular, seyen special, and 
tivo adjourned meetings of the Board of Directors, and four meet- 

ings of the Executive Committee. This Committes has remained 

intact, no resignations or changes having been made. Of mem- 

herships, there is to be vecorded an addition to the roll of sixteen 

ventlemen becoming members for life, of whom thirteen paid the 

usual fee, fwo were offered and won as prizes at the last fall meet- 
ing, und one was honorary, having been conferred by yote of the 

Bosrd. Two deaths haye occurred among our life members, those 
of Maj, Chas, A. Coffin, and Gen, Frederick Vilmar, the total 

number remaining upon the roll at this date being 382. The 

annual memberships fall below last year’s figures by about thirty- 

five men. Tleven of this class were offered and won as prizes. 

But five rifle clubs or Associations have affiliated with us in 1880, 

yiz.: The Amateur Rifle Club of New York, the Empire Rifle Club 

of New York, the New York Rifle Club of New York, and the Ilion 

Rifle Association of New Y.nk, and the Pennsylvania State Rifle 

Association of Pennsylvania. No military orgumizations (regi- 

ments or companies) joined the Association at the half rates per- 

mitted by the By-laws. Three life members’ badges were sold, 

numbered respectively 97, 98 and 99. The Committee which had 
been appoitited of the last annual meeting (1880) to consider the 

advisabihty of securing a Managing Director, at a competent 

salary, to take charge of the affairs of the Association, submitted 

a written report to the effect that they considered “‘ the objects 
desired could best be obtained by the passage of a resolution 
anthorizing and directing Lieut. A. H. Weston, the present 

Assistant Secretary and Treasurer, to represent this Board at all 

times and in all places, in the absence of any regular Director, 
with the same power and authority as a director, and that he sub- 

mit at the Board meetings, from time to time, reports of metters 
of interest,” ete. The report was finally adopted, and the salary 

of the Assistant Secretary and Treasurer was made the same as 
that of the Range Superintendent, tintil Dec, 1, when the salaries 

of both offi ers were reduced to $50 that month, and thereafter at 
the same rate until April 1, conditional upon funds being received 

from any source. 
On Noy. 9 the following proposed amendment to the By-laws 

was submitted (duly signed by ten life members, as required) to 

the Board of Directors, amd by that body approved, and its pas- 

sage duly recommended, viz.: ‘ Amendment proposed to Article 

TIT. of the By-laws management to be paragraph 6, viz. 
'’See. 6, Any of the permanent or honorary ex-officio Directors 

named in paragraphs {wo and three of this article may, by a writing 

filed with the Secretary, from time to time, designate one of their 

staff or other subordinate officer to represent them at any meeting 
of the Board of Directors, such officer to have the sume powers at 

snch meeting as his principal would haye had if personally 

present.” 
The Committee appointed Sept. 2, 1879, to revise the Regulations 

of the Association made a final report on March 2, last, snbmitting 
a draft of the proposed new regulation. The same, being sp- 

proved, was adopted, and 2,000 copies were printed and most of 
them distributed. No changes haye been made in same up to this 

time. 
The elected members of the Board of Directors in January, 1880, 

was ag follows : 
Terms expire 1883—Col J. G. Story, Col, G, D, Scott, Mr. James 

Grant, Gen, G. W. Wingate and Col. H. A. Gildersleeye. 

erme expire 1882—Major G, 8. Schermerhorn, Capt. W. C. 
Casey, Col. J. H. Cowperthwait, Major D. B. Williamson and Mr. 

F, J. Donaldson. 
Terma expire 1881—Hon, D. W. Judd, Col. J. Ward, Major 

Henry Fulton, Col. E. H. Sanford, and Col. H. G. Litchfield. 

On March 2, Major Williamson resigned, and Col. John Bodine 

was elected to fillthe vacancy. On the same date Capt. Casey's 
resignation was accepted, and Gen. HE. L. Molineux was elect ed in 
his stead. Business engagements, however, preventing the strict 

performance of his Directorship duties, Gen. Molineux resigned 

three months later, and was succeeded by Gen. Robert Olyphant. 

Major Fulton’s resignation was received on Noy. 9, and followed 

by the election of Col, H. 5. Jewell, who declined to serve, and the 

vacancy has not been filled. 
On Jan. 13, Mr. N. P. Stanton, ex-President of the Association, 

was elected an Honorary Director for life, aud on April 6, a like 
distinction was conferred upon Mr. E. A, Buck, editor of the 

Sprit of the Times. For the regular three year term, Hon, Layi 
P Morton and Gen, Anson G. McCook were elected to Honorary 

Directorships on April 27. 
The resolution passed, early in 1879, Inying aside as & sinking 

fund to be used upon the range for repairs, etc., all moneys re- 
ceived as dues from new life members, was rescinded during the 
past yeux, the receipts from this source not being large enough to 

tuke the resolution operative according to the original intentions. 

The offices at No. 23 Park Row were vacated on Dec. 1, for n less 

commodious, thongh almost equally seviceable room, at 37 Park 

Rov, whereby avery considerable veduction of rental was obtained. 

Two thonsand copies of the annual report of 1879 were printed in 

April jast, aad most of them were distributed to riflemen and or- 

ganizations throughout the States and Canada. It was hoped 

that the receipts from advertisements therein would cover the ex- 

penses of publication, but, though ne canyasser’s commission had 

to be paid, they fell short by over $150. The regular monthly pro- 

grammes of tnatches were issued in larger numbers that ever before. 

from April fo November inclusive. 

The Thanksgiving Match of Noy. 25, and the Christmas Match 

Deo, 18, were announced in special programmes, The Long 

Island Railrosd Company, claiming to haye been much imposed 
upon hy parties, other than those intended, availing themselves of 
the railroad tickets sold to members of the Association, for trans- 

portation to and from Queens and Creedmoor, at reduced rates, de- 

vised and put into operation a system of certificate of membership 

cards which, while fully protecting the railroad company, gave, I 

believe, general satisfaction to our members. This company, at 

the beginning of the season, furnished passes to many of our di- 
rectors and officers, and ran trains direct to Creedmoor, ut con- 

venient houra, on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturdays of each 

week, And the Secretary here wishes to acknowledge the uniform 
courtesy of Mr Chas, M. Heald, the General Ticket Agent of the 
line, who, upou seyeral occasions, hus evinced his interest in the 

Association, by accomodating your Secretary in mutters oyer which 

he has control. 

The troops of the National Guard of this State have used the 
Tange almost continuously upon three days in each week, from 

June 1, to Noy. 1, as in former years, 
Tt is gratifying to note the growing interest taken by the United 

States Army in rifle practice, and also the increasing proficiency in 
marksmanship, as seen in the scores of the army teams at Creed- 

moor during the last Fall Meeting. 
The Secretary is pleased to record the names of Maj-Gen. Win- 

field S$. Hancock, commanding the Military Diyision of the At- 
lantio, and Gol. J. C. Kelton, Assistant Adjutant-General on the 

staff of the Commander of the Military Division of the Pacific, both 
United States Army officers, to whom we ave indebted for their 

earnest co-operation in the objects of the Association. During the 

past year there have been shot at Creedmoor 111 WN, R. A. matches, 

nineteen of which were embraced in the Fall Meeting, and the re- 

maining ninety-two being monthly and special matches. There 

was no Spring Meeting, it being surmised that, by its omission, 

the Fall Meeting would be added to in importance and greatness. 

That this course was wise and adyantageous bas not been praven, 

though the Secretary is of the opinion that a spring opening m 
April, with one or two popular matches and a large number of 

prizes, would be preferable and more successful than the ancient, 
cumbrous spring meetings. The Fall Meeting commenced on 
Tuesday, Sept. 14, and lasted four days, for records and statiatics 

of which you ure respectfully referred to the officer's reports and 

the tabulated scores in the Annual Report. During the pret year 
the following monthly matches were concluded, the prizes being 

finally won according to the conditions—viz: Remington Rifle 

Match, thirteen competitions, six shot in 1880; Remington Shot- 

gun Match, 12 competitions, 8 shots in 1880 ; Secretary's Match, 7 
competitions, all shot in 1880; Champion Marksman’s Badge 

Match, 7 competitions, all shot in 1880 ; Alford Match, 20 compe- 

titions, 16 shot in 1880; the Winchester Rifle, the Remington Gold, 

the We Will, and the Ballard Rifle Matches hold over for another 

year. Atthe beginning of the season, with a yiew to encourage 

long-range shooting, a series of matches were inaugurated under 

the auspices of the Association, known as the Weekly Long Range 

Subscription Matches, the first competition for which was an- 
nounced for and contested on May 1. Since thal time and nnotil 

the month of September they were published inthe regular pro- 

gramme, though not again shot, owing to the failure of two or 

more competitors to appear. The monthly and special matches of 

the year, with the number of entries in each and the amounts re- 
ceiyed as entrance-fees therein is shown : 

Individual off-hand—Competitions, 18; entries, 685; entraace- 

fees, $683. Team, off-hand—Competitions, 6 ; entries, 64; entrance- 
fees, $256. Secretary’s—Competitions, 7; entries, 397; entrance- 

fees, $198.50. Winchester Rifle—Competitions, 1; entries, 25; 

entrance-fees, $6.25 ; Remington Gold—Competitions, 3; entries, 

30 ; entrance-fees, 260. We Will—Competitions, 7; entries, 37; 
entrance-fees, $18.50, Ballard Ritle—Competitions, 8; entries, 

134: entrance-fees, $67. Remington Rifle—Competitions, 6: en- 
tries, 54; entrance fees, $27. Alford—Competitions, 16; éntries, 
552; entrance-fees, $276. Remington Shot Gun—Competitions, 
8; entries, 55; entrance-fees, $110. Weekly Long Range Subscrip- 

tion—Competitions, 1; entries, $; entrance-fees, $24. Champion 

Marksman’s Badge—Competitions, 7; entries, 1,084: entrance- 

fees, $542. Any Rifle, Individual—Competitions, 1; entries, 195 ; 
entrance-fees, 297.50. Any Rifle Team—Competitions, 1; entries, 

90 ; entrance-fees, $80. Thanksgiving—Competitions, 1; entries, 

348 ; entrance-fees, $207.50. Christmas—Competitions, 1 ; entries, 

662 : entrance-fees, $348.50, This gives 92 competions, with 4,602 

entries (of which there were $4 teanis of 4 men each), and $3,003- 

15 in entrance-fees. Add to this $149.15 net proceeds of pool tar- 
gets run, during monthly or special matches, $19 fines and forfeits 

collected, and $11.25 net balance proceeds of Virst-class Match, and 

we haye the total receipts, $3,183.15, The following will be of in- 

tevest : 
No of Prizes. pout aa 

Matches. raion and Value 
Prizes. " Gash. in Value. of Prizes, 

19 Fall Meetings......-~--176 $762 00 $0,959 50 $7,721 50 
92 Monthly Matches, etc, 642 9,483 33 1,221 00 2,708 93 

111 Meetings......--.--.-,-818 $8244.95 F550 50 $11,495 43 
By comparison with the tiatches of 1879, a large increase 1h 1880 

will be seen, Thus: 
879. ‘ 1880. 

Fall Meeting, 176 prizes, 37,72 =I ray on c=) Spring & Fall Meetings 
182 prives (including 92 Monthly Matches, 642 
Gatling Gun, value $3,- Ze sees. . 3,703 93 
Ol), == 2.sse---eeee-e---s811,747 89 Wall Meeting, 19 5 

62 Mouthly Matches, 204 entrance Tees, , 2.071 35 

vines (including Every- 92 Monthly Matches, 4, 
ody’s Match.... . Ages 4d 9 entries... 1... 2... ee 3,008 75 

Spring & Fall Me tings 
$8 matches, aliount of 
entrance fees,—......+ 2,150 00 

62 Monthly Meetings, 2,- 
GOZ nes. ..5.4----+ . 1,863 Ta 

This shows gains for 1880 over 1879, ontside of the meetings, of 

30 matches, 378 prizes, £1,775. 46 cash and yalue of same, 2,000 en- 

tries, and $1,640 entrance-fees receipts. You are familiar with the 

facts in reference to the selection of an American rifle team to 

shoot a friendly match with Dishmen upon their own soil, and the 

unequalled victory achieved by that body at Dollymount, on June 

29, ig still fresh in your memories, and T need but to add what, 

perhaps, you already know in this connection, that our success up- 

on that occasion was largely due to the able captainship of “‘ Old 

Relinble.” 
Alter a service of seven years, our faithful Assistant Secretary, 

Mr, Weston, has handed in his resignation. This is a loss that all 

riflemen acquainted with him will deplore, more especially by those 

who haye experienced his uniform courtesy and kindness at Creed- 

moor, where his pleasant yoice and face always seemed to be & 

welcome to the shooters. Mr. Weston, I am sure, leaves the N. 
R, A. with the best and heartiest wishes of all connected with it, 
and with a record forkindness, courtesy and thoroughmesrsin all he 
undertook that we are, indeed, proud of. He goes from us, after 
these seyen years’ untiring industry in the interests of the Asso- 

ciation, leaving behind him none but friends, and we part from 

him with regret, and with the hope that, in his new walk in life, 
he may haye unbounded prosperity. 

In conclusion, 1 beg to call the attention of the Life Members to the 

necessity of being represented by Directors, who will take an ac- 
tive, not a passive, interest in its affairs, for there is every prob- 
ability that during the ensuing year the Association will have 

only itself to look to for the necessary expenses to keep Creed 

moor open, Therefore, your new Directors should be selected 

with a yiew to obtaining those who will exert themgelyes to obtain 

prizes as well as subscriptions, if Creedmoor is uot to be a thing of 
the past. As general dissatisfaction exists with the management, 
and as many of the more prominent frequenters of Creedmoor 
have expressed themselves to the effect that the best interests of 
the Association would be conserved by the election of on entirely 

new Board of Directors, and not wishing to be a stumbling-block in 
the wsy of such a change, I cheerfully tender my resignation as 

Director. Respectfully submitted, 
Frank J. Doxaupson, Seoretury N. RB, A. 

The last paragraph raised a storm of objections, and some loud 

talk was indulged in, ending in the adoption of the report with the 
exception of that paragraph. The election of Directors resulted in 

the choice of J. R. Andrews, F. H. Holton, W, W. Judd, A. Alford, 

Geo. G. Seabnry for three years each, and Col, Porter and W. H. 
Murphy for the one year vacancy term, On motion of Major 

Henry Fulton it was Resolved, That this Association consider it in- 
expedient to accept the inyitation of Earl Stanhope for a match at 

Wimbledon in July next. This motion he said was made because 

the Palma was yetin American hands, and this, and this alone was 

the championship emblem. Col. Cowperthwait seconded the mo- 

tion and it was carried. 

The Board of Directors organized in the choice of H, A. Buck, 
as President; Geo. W. Wingate, Vice-President; D. W. Judd, 
“Treasurer; F. J. Donaldson, Secretary, and W. H. Murphy, Geo, 

H. Schmerhorn, Jr., and Col. J, H. Cowperthwait on the Executive 
Comuittee. 

RANGE 

— — 

AND GALLERY. 

Bostox, Jan 7.—Mammoth Rifle Gallery.—The opening week in 
the New Year Rifle Match, at the Mammoth Gallery, has shown 

some yery fine shooting for so early in the month, and the crack 

of the Maynaid, Ballard, Wesson, Stevens and Remington rifles 

haye been incessant. Mr. J. Merrill, of the Massachusetts Ritle 

Association, was successful in getting a clean seore of eight con- 

secutive bullseyes, and receiving $15 for the same. He made 

eleven consecutive bullseyes, the same number that Mr. N. W. Ar- 

nold made in the any-rifle match in December, These two gentle- 

men are as yet the only ones who have made clean scores smece the 

new targets were put in the gallery, and to Mr. Merrill and 
Mr. Arnold should be awarded all praise for their slill and ac- 

curacy. Mr. Merrill followed his clean score with a 39, which was 

a remarkable performance. The proprietor, Mr. W. W. Newton, 

wishes to announce that he is ready to pay $15 to any one making 
a elean score of eight consecutive bullseyes. ‘Chis places Mr, 

Merrill in the lead with five scores which will be hard to excel— 
two thirty-eights and two thirty-nines and a forty. making 194 out 

of a possible 200, Mr. A. L. Hames is second on the list with 182. 

Mr. Eames is & member of the Rod und Gun Club of Springfield, 
Mass. Mr. Geo. D. Edsonis third with 179. Mr. A. 0. Gould, of 
the Massachusetts Rifle Association, is fourth with 178, followed 

closely by Mr. C. R, Bartlett with 178, but ontranked by Mr. Gould. 
Mr. J, J. Ross is sixth with 177. Mr. Newton has lately purchased 

a new Maynard rifle of .22 cul., and he has now 4 complete set of 
gallery rifles, Any one can find their fayorite rifle there, and to 
all who have a Maynard stock, and not a .22 barrel, car bring the 

stock and fit the gallery barrel to it, and no doubt many will avail 

themselves of this opportnuity. 
The Forust axp Srream rifle match has not had many entries 

as yet, ib being earlyin the month, and, as the prize is a yery 

handsome meerschaum prpe valued at £50, it no doubt will proye 

an incentiye for fine shooting before the match ends, and large 
scores will be in order. 

The following are the leading competitors to date in the New 

Year rifle match (50 yards, rounds 8, possible 40, five scores to win 

or possible 200) : 

J. Mermil..... 38 39 29 40—1h4 
A, L. Hames 36 36 37 37—182 

o. Gould. . 36 Sf 37 37—181 
Geo. D. Edson. $6 86 306 36—179 
OR. Bartletts. 2. cece re cece et eee eee e eens 35 86 86 8T—17T8 
bY A URORS Ss lice bee bee pes sea re tees : $5 35 35 37117 
‘A. C. Goodspeed. 85 45 35 86 86—177 
FF. J. Snow...-- tf 35 35 35 S6—176 
G. Warren - 35 8h 35 36-175 
©. T. Hart ... = d5°35 «685 485—1T4 
BR. H. Daley.-..-- Ae Pe 4 35 35 35-175 
FH. WK. KNOWS. 0... ees ps tree ees tare ~-B4 34 Bk 35 35—1TY 

Pistol Practice.—This fayorit 
the week, and the match which began January 1 is fast becoming 

popular, many ayailing themselves to practice at this favorite 

range. Mr. J. Ames, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, has 

shown good holding with this arm, and lends the list with 104 ont 

of a possible 120. Mr. F. J. Rabbeth is second with 103, and Mr, 

J. R. Scott is third with 100. The shooting for so early in the 

month is good, as the following scores will show (50 fest, rounds 
8, possible 40, three scores to win or possible 120) : 

SiGe Seren Soar co Pee ce te treme Ee 34034 G14 
¥.d. Rabbeth,....-- . 34 36—103 

J. R. SGoth ...-+++ 538 ©8400. 

F. J. Snow....-:- 
83. 38— 09 

0. 1. Hart.... 38 43— 9B 

L. T. Folsom... 32 32— 96 

Macworia Rete Gautery.—The shooting has proyed quite at- 

tractive, In the No. 1 match Mr. Farnham is at the front. In the 

¥orrst aAnp STREAM match for the elegant pipe, Mr, Edwards is 

whead with o good 47, Mr. Wright tales the lead in No. 2 match 

with 44. Mr. Gilmau, with 117 for the pistol, leads all comers for 

the past week. The following is the result for the meetings since 

January 1; 
Match No. 1 

W. H. ParnhaM......-0....--..-sseeed 6 45 5 BS 5 4 FM 
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0, Gilman... 

B. % 
Cc. Williams. . 
P. Jones...... 
W. Bawards.............-, Anderson. 
A. Lawrence....... tas teed 

bY) 

Cc. Wright. 44444565 4 
W. Hunter 44455464 5 4-44 
C, Gilman... OF wi 44 566 6 4 656 4 4-44 

Forest and Stream Match. 
Ji POLAT OS. ih cles he wee tr sled, MAAS 4 45446 56 5 & 6 5AT 
W. #H. Farnham. 4 6 46 65 5 4 5 56 5-47 
OY Glimmer.) .< fiat son 465645 4 6 6 5—4T 
OB YoY [TT Eas cee, Bots eS Seer mp ie 65 6 45 6 5 4 5-47 

Pistol Mateh, 
OQ, Gilman.......... 88 40 89-117 C Wright.......... 87 86 8S—111 
WV. H. Farnham ...38 87 88-1138 O. A. Gross........ 36 81 86—102 
SUR ICOI ye veces ee 37 388 37—112 

ZurtuER Rivne OLus.—New York, Jan. 9.—Monthly prize shoot 

at Zettler Rifle Gallery, 207 Bowery. Conditions—22-cal. rifle, 

Creedmoor targets, possible 50; 10 shots off-hand ; 5 cash prizes ; 

first four best aggregate scores takes first prize ; second four sec- 
ond prize, ete. A premium of $10 for a full score, and $1 for six 

eonsecutiye bullseyes. 
P. Fenning wf9 0 «47 46 AG 
M. B. Enge 46 45 45 45 
M. L. Riggs 44 44 44 43 
J, C. Créame: «45 44 43 43 
N. D. Ward.. 42 44 42 288 
H. Holes... 41 40 39 839 
AY, DIOMCHESe Wb tes ne ee tan arenes. a+ dt co 41 41 
FO a ee eS eed Pig ge eee occ 46 43 40 38 
SEDER IN eye ee ee PPP. eee: 45 46 48 
PRB ZA MINGLE en a cana secnb pubs aaiech aecceie enue = 42 4 40 
WON, WARE AT GUL... Seis Seer sats pee e sade s--alacue« Sf 38) 40 BY 

M. B. BE. 

Tue Nasuva Crus.—Mr. H. G. Bixby, who won the prize at the 

amateurs’ match at Walnut Hill, Dec. 11, with a score of -46, is a 

member of the Nashua Rifle Club, and ia one of the reliables. 

Bracumont, Jan. 8.—Althongh to-day was coldand dreary, the 

enthusiastic riflemen of the Hast Boston Schnetzen Corps as- 

sembled at Beachmont to engage in their weekly competition. 

The scores are subjoined : 
Massachusetts Target (Off-hand). 

9 11 11 12 11: 10 9 10—106 
1112 10 8 10 7F 10 10 11 11—100 

’ 8 910 8 9 9 12 9—9%4 
7 8 9 # 10 9 10 199 

Massachusetts Target (Rest). 

J. FR. Schaeter............,12 11 12 10 10 11 12 12 12 12—114 
. Mi . 11 12 11 12 10 10 11 12 11 10—110 

. M- 9 9 11 10 10 11 12 11 12 #11—106 
21021 Ww 9 10 1 8 Hh 11—106 
56 11 9 11 10 12 10 10 656 G—89 
SelincBt WT 6. 89. a0) Jos ST 5 
9 9 & S 9 12 11 FT G6 9-8 
Oli 89 11 8 8 F T & 5— 

-5 5&5 T $ 9 8 5 4 4 6G EI 

WAKEFIELD, Mass., Jan. 8.—The ow! match sustains its interest, 
and the popping at the white bullseys through the darkness of the 
night still continues to be liberally followed. To-day, in the after- 

noon, we had shooting with some close leading scores, and in the 

eyenitig, when wind and eleyation had once been secured, it seemed 
no trouble at all to pour in the bullets to the bullseye. The scores 

stood : 
Afternoon Match—200 yds. 

W. 3B. Daniel..... 455545 5—33 T, Baxter.........444564 45 31 
©. Gorcoran,....- 5455545—33 D. Walker........ 455544481 

Tiluminated Targets. 

T, Baxter,.....-.4445565—32 D. Ogilvie........ 6444 5 4 5-81 
George Cheney...4645445—81 D. H. Walker.....55445 3 5—31 
W. B. Daniel...-. 554555 4-33 : 

Boston, Mass., Jan. 8.—The final day of the seyeral matches on 
the Walnut Hill range drew out a large body of shooters to-day, 
and the pavilion was more than comfortably full. In the early 

morning the sky was clondless, the wind hard to control, unsteady 

and at times approaching almost a gale. Added to this was the 
most provoking mirage produced by the bright sun upon the white 

snow. In the afternoon the weather conditions were more pleas- 
ing to the contestants, as light, fleecy clouds prevented the mirage 

from being so dazling and rested the eyes of all the iris-seekers. 

Splendid work was now done. Captain Jackson closed high man 
on the ring target (vest), Mr. D. Kirkwood took first honors on 
the Massachusetts target (off-hand) for a total of 106. F, J. Rab- 

beth heads the list for 46 on the Creedmoor target. Mr. Severance 

made the excellent score of 116, Massachusetts target (rest) ; and 
Ames, with good holding and judgment, scored 82 on the ring tar- 

get, off-hand—good work in the erratic wind of to-day. Mr. J. 
Oram took the léad before the amateur target for 47, outranking 
Mr. Gould, while Grant and Faunce both putin two 46s. The 
prizes in this match are gold and silyer association medals, Mr. 

Oram will wear the gold trophy and Mr. Gould the ailver one. The 

entries to-day were many, ond as all the gentlemen are trying to 

improve their stores, only a few finished. The shooting was so 
heavy that it was impossible to arrange the prize-winners. ‘The 
names will be given in next week’s issue. The subjoined summary 

will give the results of to-day’s meet : 
Massachusetts Target (Rest). 

H. Severance........ eccoensy 1% 92 11 18 10 12 128 12 11 12-116 
D, Kirkwood.... Ses it) Ty 13 10 AS 41s; 1h tt at— iis 
BE. L, Dodge -..11 12 W 9 11 12 10 10 10 1-106 
BH, DWIGHT... 2.426 eee eee 11 12 12 8 11 10 9 11 10 11—106 
FE. A. Borel. 12 11 9 11 «18 10 9 10 10 12106 
G, Richards..... wines others 6 10 11 10 11 10 11 10 11 10—100 

Ring Target (Off:hund). 

ASR ATVES too ldd- Sac nnseeatamcehd ee 108 6012) 8589 ot 3B sh 
J. NiCHOlS.....---0eee eee eres 7 tw 9 9 8&8 9 © ® 8 68) 
H. Max .--...00y sere eeesees 9 110 8 12 710 T 56 OO 7% 
H. Gray....-- eave 11 1010 6 6 & 2 8 & 5—T 
TJ, B. Felows..-..-+es.se2res 9 39. 8G Shas. Tse a 66 6B 
C. Richards aS ages LORS Begg Dd Te Rhy, 
TD ROVETATICEl 2-0 .o0- + arte DO) Pe do Oe SM id dk ae 

Massachusetts Target (Off-hand). 

D. Kirkwood........e-.--+--:10 10 18 11 11 12 11 9 6 1¥—106 
H. Severance... weeees 0 8 98 11 TL 9 10 98 11 ai—100 
J.B. R. Schaete seseeeeedl 9 10 10 10 9 11 11 10 9—100 
 GYAy ws: cence ee eeaeeees ti 7 1 11 11 11 7 10 10 S—i00 
G_ Warren. 9 T1110 12 7 10 12 T1— 99 
Cc. 9n 1 01 8 8 P 11—97 
tl. Max Bie 13) GT SP G8 Ie th. 9 eo) 
J.B. TW Sllill 8 BW S99 
A, U. Burt s0-. 6 O11 7 YH DW Ww i0—ss 
F. D. Wright 6 1 8 5 10 9 8 8 10—85 
C_H, BRutebruck........-.... 12 #67 410 3 4 9 8 6—€9 

Ring Target (Rest). 

W.H. dackson.....-.. -.--- WW wh gg «1 8 10—10s 
HH. Severance,.:.--...-.-.--.10 12 W 12 12 11 10 12 10—107 

- A, C. Adams... iz 10 12:10 10 9 8S 108 
H. Gray---.o-- 9 10 8 9 10 10—97 
H, Max.. 11 9 9 11 6 11—9%96 
©, Richards fez 7 Till 2 Uo 
FD, Wright......----------10 7 5 8 9 9 9 11 10 1038 

un + 

ce 

Creedmoor Match. 

E. cm Rabbeth 

CS ee cy Ot re ST OT ee OS te cy er Re Ore to OF Ot ST ae el ee ee oe OU WS OR i oe Oe je ohm ce eo Ot HP He OVC a On SI cn (cpl CD Ou CYL) EE a rs a PR 8 5 OP ole byes) Perel 

Amateur Match. 

J. Cram... 5 
A. ©. Gould 
C. H. Gran 
B. Faunce. 
Hy Grayyyeset: oy SN ON or oY ee SO ec oe St ore Ua ee pe Ma ifm Pe ot He One oy or = ee oro 

AnxuaL Mrrtina.—The Annual meeting of the Massachusetts 

Rifle Association for the choice of officers for the year 1881, and 

the transaction of any other business, was held at 608 Washington 
at., on Tuesday, January 11, at 7 p.m. and a report will appear in 

our next igsue, Pending the organization for 1881 there will be 

shot each Saturday, commencing January 15, a subscription handi- 

cap match under the following conditions : Massachusetts target, 

ten rounds, three scoresto win. Surplus of éntry fees over ex- 

penses to be divided into eight prizes—25, 20, 15, 12, 10, 8, 6 and 

4 per cent. Entries unlimited. Match to close and prizes dis- 

tributed at 4:30 Pp. m. 

WHEELING, West YA.—In a recent match shoot of the Wheeling 
Rifle Club Richard Stewart, at 200 yards, Mass. target off-hand, 

without sighting shots, put in the score of 11, 12, 11, 12, 11, 11, 12, 

9, 12, 12—118 in a possible 120, 

Brooxiyn Lone Raynor Garpvery,—During the past week P. 
Ronaldson, T. 8. Case and M. B. Hull cach accomplished a seore 

of 50 in a possible 50 at the 200 yards (reduced) Creedmoor target. 

On Monday next a new match will be started, the prize being a .22 
Ballard rifle, open to all comers, 10 shots, 300 yards reduced tar- 

get. The matches to close each week and the highest aggregate of 

8 seores to be declared the weekly winner. Two winnings before 

final ownership. 
++ 

SCHUBTZEN NOTES. 

Tur Jensey ScHuETZEN Corps,—Jersey City, Jan. 6.—At the 

quarterly and 192d meeting of the Jersey Schuetzen Corps, A. B. 

Hardekopf, Captain, a full report of the ball committee was re- 
ceived, which shows that the members haye made great prepara- 

tions for the ball, which will be held in Cooper Hall, Jersey City, 
on the 20th of this month. New candidates were elected and 

seyen new ones proposed, and other usual business was transacted. 

THE HopoxEN ScuvuETZEN Corps, Captain John Brehmermann, 
will have their tenth annual ball on February 7, 1881, in Odd Fel- 

lows’ Hall, Hoboken, 

eunswers ta Qorrespondents, 

=" No Notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

R. G. 0., Brooklyn.1. Bogardus claims the championship. 2. 

Eugene has shot with the shot-gun. 

F. §., Cleveland, O0.—The President of the New York State As- 

sociation is Mr. Abel Orook, Bennett Building, New York City. 

W. H. W., N. ¥,—Will you giye me the name of the distributing 
agent for carp for the State of New York? Ans. E. G. Blackford, 

Fulton Market, New York City. 

U. B. M.,, Raleigh, N. C.—We should advise you to get for gener- 

ral shooting a modified choke-bore gun, No, 10 or 12, the weight to 
depend somewhat upon your own build. 

D. C., Belvidere, I].—1. Few such barrels made now. The Eng- 

lish gunmakers use some of them, but you will not find many, 2. 
Send to Leggat, Beekman st., New York, for the book, 

W.N. W., Madalin, N. Y.—The guns are equally good, except.so 

far as the action is concerned. You may select that jhich suits 

you the best, and in other things it will be equal to the maker. 

B. F., Meriden, Conn.—The law is substantially as you have it. 

We have failed to find any material alteration. We haye published 

from time to titne able data relative to shooting resorts in the 

State. 

0.-W., Minnesota Junction —1. We know nothing of the firm. 
2. The gunmaker’s address is Philadelphia, 3. For Yennor’s Al- 

manac write to H. G. Vennor, Montreal, Canada. The price is, we 

think, 35 cents, 

J. M., Poughkeepsie.—1. So far as our dealings with the man go 
he has given satisfaction. We know nothing beyond that. 2. 
Sensation 2d by Sensation. We do not know the present owner, 3. 

Subscription expires April 7, 1881. 

FE. G., Flatboro, Pa.—1. For fight of projectile see next paper. 

2, The gun is good enongh, but its action seems to find httle favor 
among sportsmen. Aside from this the arm is excellentin every 
respect. 3, A cocker will rum a hare by scent. 

W. B., Syracuse, N. Y.—You will find much useful discussion in 

our rifle columns from week to week about rifles, In selecting one 

you must be guided by the kind of shooting yon propose. See late 
issues. For guns, see our advertising columns. 

i. §., Charleston, N. H.—Can you give me the address of any 

one who is raising minks, or keeps any liye minks? Ans. Phillips & 

Woodcock, Caneadea, N. ¥., used to breed minks for their furs, 

Whether they are still in the business or not we do not know. 

T. CG. C., Kingsville—1. Is there a duty on American beef in 

England? 2, Did the first Amerioan rifle team commence firing 
off-hand at 1,000 yards? Ans. 1, No, but many oppressive lays 

are vigorously enforced nominally ss 4 precaution against the intro- 

duction of cattle diseases. 2. No, 

W. N. T., Vermilion, O.—There sre many first-class breech- 

loading guns made thatit is simply impossible to select one of 
them and claim that itis the best. By dealing with any of the 
leading gun dealera—they ure all advertised in the Forms, anb 

SrrEam—you will get a good gun. 

8. H. W., N. Y.—Have the Game Protectors of the State of New 

York any anthority on Lake Champlain? Ans, They haye author- 
ity everywhere within the limits of the State, and therefore it ex- 

tends over such portions of Lake Champlain as may lie within the 
State of New York. There can be no doubt whatever on this point. 

J. CG, §., Swansea, Mass.—l, What kind of game is there in 

North Park, Colorado? 2, Also in North Platte Riyer, Nebraska? 

8. Which is the best placefor game? 4. Is there any timber on 
North Platte River? Ans. 1. Antelope, elk, deer, bear, mountain 
sheepand a few bison, 2, Onthe North Platte deer, antelope and 

perhaps some elk. 3. North Park. 4. None of any account. 

TRAPPER.—A receipt for tanning mink and muskrat skinsis given 

asfollows: Tirst wash the hidein warm water and remoye all 
fleshy and fatty matter. Then soak it in the following mixture : 

Ten gallons of cold soft water, to which is added eight quarts of 
wheat bran, one half pint of old soap and one ounce of borax. If 

the hides have not been salted add one pint of salt, Green hides 
should be soaked eight or ten hours, and dry ones till they are 

soft. For tan liquor, to ten gallons warm soft water add one halt’ 
bushel of bran. Stir it well and let it stand in a warm room until 

it ferments ; then add slowly two and one half pounds of sulphuric 

acid, stirring all the time. Let the hide remain in about four 

hours, then take out and work over a beam until dry, 

—Any subscriber or reader of Forrest an» Srream in want 2 
any kind of carpetings, oil cloths, rugs, etc., etc., can be sure of 

fair treatment at the hands of John H. Pray, Sons & Oo., Boston. 

Call or correspond with them, and get their prices before buying. 

It will pay you to try them.—[Adv. 

Machting and Qanoeing. 
POUGHKEEPSIE ICE YACHT OLUB. 

ae club was organized 1861. The officers for the season 
1880-81 are: Commodore, J. A. Roosevelt ; Vice-Commo- 

dore, Theo V. Johnston ; Secretary, Thos. H. Ransom; Treasurer, 
Guy C. Bayley. Regatta Committee—Guy C. Bayley, Thomas 
Foster and Clarence Cary, The Regatta fiag is blue with P. LY. 
C. in white, and the club signal is a pomted hurgee, scarlet field 
without deyice. The Commodore flies a broad, scarlet pennant; 
the device, a blue centre one third the width. The following re- 
gattas haye been fixed for the winter, and will be carried out as 
near as the weather will permit: For Club colors won by the 
Haze, Jan., 27, 1872; by the Restless, Jan., 27, 1877; and by 
the Hail, Feb., 13, 1879; also for Poughkeepsie challenge pen- 
nant, Regatta open to any organized Ice Yacht Club on the Hudson 
Riyer. This pennant was won by the Icicle of the P. L. Y. C. Jan, 
17, 1872, and by the Snow Bird of the P. I. Y. ©. Feb. 14, 
1879. No challenge is pending for this prize at present. A Re- 
gatta will also be sailed for the Champion Corinthian Tiller, P. I. 
Y. G., to be sailed for on call from the Commodore. Course not 
less than ten miles. Ifa yacht should win the first and second re- 
gattas, the tiller to become the property of that yacht's owner. If 
different yachts should win the first and second regattas, a third 
race shall be sailed, and if either of the winners of the first and 
second races win the third, the tiller to become the property of 
that yacht’s owner. Shonld the third regatta be won by a yacht 
which has not won either the first or second race, then the winners 
in the three regattas shall sail for the prize under the same con- 
ditions, the winner to own the tiller. This prize was made by Tif- 
fany & Co. The silver tiller is 17in. long, with gold cord where 
the hand rests, and has neyer been sailed for. There will be also 
aregatta for a silk pennant, 15ft. long, with gold stars in the field, 
offered to yachts of the club carrying 350 sq. ft. of canvas or less, 
the winning yacht to own it. 

The Poughkeepsie Ice Yacht Club have challenged the New 
Hamburgh Ice Boat Club for the ‘* Challenge Pennant of America.” 
This prize has been offered by the N. H. I. B. C. to any organized 
ice yacht club in the world, but has not as yet been sailed for. 

YACHTS OF THE POUGHEEEPSID I, ¥. C. 

Width Area of 
Extreme Lengthof Between Sails in 

Name Rig. Length. Frame. Runners. §q'r Feet. 
AGVANGe, ....2.+005 Cat . 15.6 9 6 1193 

40. 6 15.11 16, 4 3663 
50,10 20. 6 18. 6 53817 
45 16. 6 1B AT 
85.41 1. big 19; 7 245 
45,10 1g. 9 18. 3 439 
34. 6 12. 6 li. 314 248 
35 18, 4 16 4123g 
49. 6 20. 5 18. 6 49819 
33 12, 61g 14. 2 248 
45,11 19, 4 18, T 464 
53 21.10 22 Tis 
68.11 29. 3 25. T 1,070 
30. 6 12 11.7 213 
42 12 8 365 
45 18, 335 18, 4 457 

Sappho..... a 17 13, 6 415g 
Snow Bird Cat 21 i6 11,11 182 

: 44.10 19. 4 18 aidag 
5. 41. 9 16 15 386 

49. 7 20. 5 18. T 49335 
26 9 11.8 145 

+ 

SRAWANHAKA Yaocur Crus.—At the annua) meeting the follow- 
ing members were elected: Commodore, W. A. W. Siewart ; Vice 
Commodore, ©. 8. Lee; Rear Commodore, M. Roosevelt Schuyler ; 
Secretary. O. H. Cromwell; Measnrer, A, Cary Smith ; Pleet Sur- 
geon, Benjamin F, Dawson; Chaplains, William Irwin, D. D., and 
George R. Vandewarter, D. D.; Regatta Committee, Robert Cen- 
ter, GC. Wyllys Betts, Louis P. Bayard, Giraud Fosterand James H. 
Biliott. J. M. Beekman and J. Frederick Laws were re-elected to 
fill vacancies in the Board of Trustees. W. 8S. Alley, Albert B. 
Boardman, Sidney De Kay, John Crosby Brown, O. Baldwin Fos- 
dick, J. Halsey Haight, F. ©. Lawrence, Jr., and Albert W. 
‘Thuries were elected members of the club. 

Yaunrs PHoros.—Brentano, of Union Square, keeps a full line of 
all photos of American and English yachts. The American lot in- 
eludes several yery handsome specimens of the art, uotubly those 
vepresenting the schooner Nellie G., the sloop Sea Bird, a fine deck 
yiew of the Intter, and the sloop Rebie. We wish that some one 
ould be found with enterprise enough to photograph New York 
yachts, there would be a small mint in the undertaking. As itis, 
‘we must depend upon Boston for a supply of representative ilus- 
trations. 

Saxps Firrives.— Mr. A. B. Sands, of Beekman street, has so 
long made yacht plumbing # specialty that he may now be said to 
haye captured the entire American market. His work is un- 
equalled in strength and finish, and his long experience in fitting 
yachts of all sizes renders his methods and suggestions of great 
value, a fact which yacht owners recognize generally. 

Compantson or Yacurs,—The paper of Mr. Hyslop, in the Foresy 
AnD Stream of Dec. 16, on stability of different models, I regard 
as valuable, He could have madeit of more value, however, if he 
had made his calealationa on midship sections of thé same dis- 
placement, as displacement cannot be left out in comparisons be- 
tween different models. Another element, the wet surface ex- 
posed to frictional resistance, demands serious consideration, as 
the resistance due to friction probably amounts to as much in 
some models, as that due te other sources, of which the midship 
section is the chief factor. The problem for yacht designers to 
solye is this; As water lines are supposed to be perfect, or as near 
perfection as they will probably ever be, to inclose the required 
midship section by a lme which will give the greatest possible 
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stability with the smallest possible surface exposed to frictional | 
resistance, and permitting a form productive of the least wave | 
making resistance at the same time. Navrious. 

+o 

RACINE CANOES. 

N AKING boats by machinery has certainly been brought to a 
high state of perfection by the Racine Boat Company, whose 

headquarters and salesrooms are located in Chicago. The claims 
set forward in favor of the lightness and strength of boats made 

RACENE SAILING CANOE. 

from as few pieces a8 possible are rational enough, and if extended 
practice does not deyelop any serious defects in the new veneer 

are about one-eighth of an inch thick, will not warp, and are suf- 
ficiently elastic, with a strength far in excess of the strains a canoe 
or boat is likely to be put to. With fair usage these boats ought 
never to leak, and, when supphed with water-tight compartments 
at the ends, marked A in the cuts we present, they are life-boate to 
be relied upon in all emergencies, These compartments, we be- 
lieve, are fitted to every boat turned out from the company’s 
factory. 

That the claims of strength, lightness, beauty and speed, made 
for boats manufactured on the plan described, are well 
founded can hardly be questioned, Light weight, when 
not obtained at a sacrifice of other needful qualities, will 
commend itself to all for ease of portage, of handling 
and housing, and also for paddling and the greater load 
of game or traps that can be carried. The builders of the 
Racine boats very naturally demand that reasonable care 
be taken for the preservation of their work; that, if 
strong and light at the same time, a certain and not yery 
irksome amount of attention is indispensable to the re- 
tention of both beauty and condition. These boats 
should be housed when notin use; hauled up, sponged 
out and turned over in camp. When wear appears a 
fresh coat of yarnish must be applied, and if wanted for 
immediate use, within an hour or s0, shellac yarnish in- 
stead. If you can afford a couple of days to dry, hard 
oil finish is the most lasting. Should a wound be made, 
rub the place dry and apply a coat of shellac yarnish, 
If the wound is deep, remove loose splinters and fill the 
spot with paste, a small supply of whichis sent with each 
boat, and let it harden. With these directions the life of 
a Racine boat extonds over many years, The following 
models and fittings are now furnished, but should in the 
future some new type come into yogue, the company will 
no doubt keep pace with the times and supply modifica- 
tions as wanted. 

The illustration of a sailing and paddling canoe is a 
perepective of what we may call the Racine combination 
tor general use. The hull is 1314 feet long ; beam, amid- 
ships, 28 inches; depth, 10!¢ inches at side and 12 inches 
in the centre; cockpit, 5 feet by 20 inches ; sheer, 714 
inches. Air chambers and compartments for provisions 
at each end, Back-rest, a cushion capable of being used 
as a life-jacket, waterproof apron, double-bladed paddle, 
rudder with foot gear. and also a temporary keel for deep- 
water sailing are furnished with the canoe. The weight is from 75 
to 85 pounds, according to the rig used, and the prices yary from 

canoes, they will acquire an enyiable place in the estimate of the 
housands of sportsmen and others who find some sort of boat an 

$50 to $75, according to the finish. The sharpie rig has a main- 
mast of 11 feet and a dandy 8 feet; or, if preferred, a 

ndispensable adjunct to a full equipment. The excellent qualities | lug-sail can be furnished as depicted in the illustration, 

DOUBLE CANOE 

of the Racine canoe haye been attained by gradual and carefully 
conducted experiment, extending oyer two years or more, during 
which time the necessities and preferences of the public have also 
been carefully noted, so that in the models now offered the origina- 
tors can fairly expect to meet existing demands with the utmost 
confidence. The undertaking was a bold one, forall old methods 
were 80 widely departed from that next to nothing in the way of 
precedent existed, and we believe it mainly due to the mdefatiga- 
ble exertions cf Mr. Durant, the superintendent of thé Racine 
Hardware Co., that so thorough a success has been achieved in 
something so original, The principal peculiarity in the “ mannu- 
facture ”—tfor the new canoes cannot be said to be builf—is that 
they are stamped out much in the same way that tinware is, by 
special machinery, and special adaptation of the material used. 
The latter consists of thin yeneers of birch with ash and cherry for 
the limited stiffening and framing required. ‘The veneers are com- 
bined in several thicknesses through the intervention of water- 
proof fillings and varnishes. The boats are stamped out in halves 
and joined under the keel, where the only seam is to be found, 
both bow and stern being neatly sheathed with brass, after the 
manner of paper-racing shells, giving at once a strong bindmg— 
ends which will stand chafe and wear —and a stylish finish. The 
sides, when yarnished, are like the finest carriage work in smooth- 
ness, and present a hard and glossy surface to the water, so that 
friction is reduced to the minimum attainable. The deck is with- 
out % joint, and the seam underneath is 
cemented and closely riveted between 
keel outside and keelson on the interior, 
rendering leakage impossible, and a very 
strong construction is the result. The 
yeneer for the sides is selected, and the 
grain in the several thicknesses is crossed, 
the whole being subjected to great pres- 
sure after paying with waterproof cement 
between, 2 suitable die and mold being 
used to impart the shape to each half. A 
gunwale strip is let into a rabbet at the 
upper edge, cemented and riveted from 
the inside, all the fastening being done 
iu such a manner that no screw or nail- 
head is exposed to the water. The sides 

The double cruising canoe will appeal to many who prefer com- 
pany and wish to have some one sail ‘in the same boat,” and is 
appropriate also for family use, especially if the gentler half of 
the household exhibits a penchant for a husband’s adventures 
upon the deep, or’ if younger blood is about to make a life-time 
contract of absorbing interest. Owing to possible absence of mind 
during a critical moment, ample beam in this canoe is intended to 
keep up the proper stability of affairs, The ‘‘double” is 16 feet 
long, 38 inches beam, 12 inches deep at side, 7 inches sheer, and 
weighs 120 pounds. Mainmast, 15 feet; dandy, 11 feet. Capacity, 
two canoeists and 500 pounds luggage besides. The air-tight 
compartments are mdicated by the letter A, The price, brass 
trimmings, braided sheets and halliards, jomted double paddle, 
rudder and foot gear, life-jacket and mattress combined, is $85. 
The qualities of a sailiing and paddling canoe are always difficult 
to combine satisfactorily in one and the same boat, but the annexed 
diagrams, representing the Racine cross between the Rob Roy and 
Nautilus, will commend themselves us a very fair combination. 
The provision hatches are shown at A A, the bulkheads of the 
same at D D, and the water-tight compartments at C Cin the ex- 
treme ends. E E shows the mast steps, F the back-rest in the 
cockpit K and R general stowage. The rig is that of the sharpie. 
The Racine badger, an improyed sort of sneak box, suitable for 

ducking, hunting and traveling, will carry two or three persons, 
Length, 16 feet ; beam, 38 inches ; depth at side, 8 inches ; crown 

°F deck, 5 inches ; cockpit, 7 by 2 feet; weight, without rig, 100 
pounds. The badger is finished in five different styles, painted 
dry grass color, with one or two sails, varnished and brass 
trimmed and full finish throughout. The prices vary accordingly 
from $50 to $75. 
For general pleasure purposes the Racine family boat has all the 

qualities desired—light pulling, stiff, handsome, buoyant and un- 
sinkable, Length, 16 feet; beam, 38 inches; depth, 12 inches 
amidships and 7 inches shear; weight complete, 120 pounds. 

SAILING AND PADDLING CANOE, 

Oars are 10 feet when pulling them single, and 8 feet if pulled a8 
pairs. 
The family sail boat is similar to the one just described, but has 

more deck at each end. The mast is 15 feet aboye deck, boom 81¢ 
feet, and the sail of the leg-of-mutton style with a single row of 

RACINE BADGER. 

reef points. She will carry fiye persons and float that number 
when filled with water. The varnished boats show the grain of 
the birch and are very attractive to the eye, Besides the models 
enumerated, the Racine Boat Company build open canoes of 50 
pounds weight. They make a specialty of all the fittings belong- 
ing to a full equipment, among which we may make special men- 
tion of their life preserver, 42 inches long, which serves as a 
cushion, a life-belt, or as mattress for the camp, weighing but 
littie over one pound. It is sold alone for $1.50, or with the boats 
as part of their outfit. 
We have recently received the lines” of a new and improved 

Shadow model, which the company are now prepared to put upon 
the market. A sample of this canoe was recently on exhibition at 
the American Institute Fai, and attracted much attention by her 
well-digested model and fine finish, Commodore CG, E. Chase, of 
the J. C. C. C., may with justice claim some of the credit of her 
production, a fact to which, we believe, the Racine Boat Company 
will readily bear testimony. The Commodore, on an extended 
tour paddling and sailing the beautiful streams and lakes of Wis- 
consin last year in his well-known Bubble, gaye the Racine build- 
ers the benefit of his experience, which was cordially accepted and 
worked up into one of the best models for a ‘‘ paddleable sailing 
canoe” in existence. She looks to us like a yery able, stiff boat, 
without the very flat floor which makes the Eastern Shadow slow 
and loggy uuder paddle. The masts are stepped 42 inches from 

SB bow and stern for a sharpie rig, which, by 
the way seems to be coming into very gen- 
eral use for canoes, and which to us seema 
the handiest of all. The new Shadow has 

“an inch keel, moderate gripe, and only 
little rake to the post, the idea being to 
obtain longitudinal section for windward 
work without centreboard or leeboard, 
Reports concerning the behayior and 
speed of this Racine Shadow are very sat- 
isfactory. Racing shells have been turned 
out on the same principles, but in them we 
presume the chief advantage is their low 
price, as it would seem next to impossible 
to save weight on the best exaniples of ce-~ 
dar or paper shells, 
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ELrotriciry AND Sattep HeRRInGs.—Had 
any scientific enthusiast of the last genera- 
tion announced his behalf that the progress of 
electrical science would directly affect the 
eupply of herrings to those inland Catholic 
countries where they are—when salted—in 
such’demand for food on fast days, his friends 
would have been anxious concerning his 
cerebral welfare. As a matter of fact, this is 
now the case. The Norwegian coast is 
girdled by 1,200 miles of herring telegraph 
Wire, and telegraph stations are established 
on the barren rocks of the Lofodden Islands, 
and in the hollows between the dark pre- 
cipitous cliffs that form the Arctic face of 
Europe. Here, among the screaming sea- 
birds, a watch is kept of the movements of 
herring shoals. 

Mliscellaneoug 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY- E SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KEEP'S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP'S UNDEKWEAR, the best. 
EKEEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate, 
KEEP's NECK WEAR, latest novelties, 
KEEP'’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas. 

ure, 6 for $9. 
KEEP’S PAT, PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50, 
GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE BUTTONS, 

free with every half dozen KEEP'S SHIRTS. 
EEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of the 

Union, at KEEP’S risk. 
KEEP’S G00Ds ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 
Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 
Samples and circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, N. Y. 

WRITE TO 

Geo. C. Henning 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

rok 

PRICE 
LISTS 

AND 

AMPLES 

OF 

Hunting, 

Fishing, 

Yachting, 

Sailing, 

Bicycling 
AND 

Rubber 
CARMENTS. 

P.O, D. SUITS, 

BLACK CLOTH SUITS, 

PERFECT SHIRTS, 

FINE UNDERCLOTING, 

BLUE SUITS, Erc., Erc. 

Gok i 
BAND Riva 

or. 
of the ring, provided you Oud 

this Advertisemend and mail to us 
ies) with stamps before April 30th, 1881, 

Atthe same lt we send your ring we will 
& 

Triends, 
tiful § 

in 

m thi 
ETALS. 

Weean only send outa Limited number 
of rings at price named, and to protect our- 
selves from jewelérs ani ppales 

6, Varying from $3.76 to 
0 adcertain 

us, with stamps, before 

aarti as 
am © O. W. PETTIGONE & CO., 

1 bet 

ae Lane, New York. 

FINE HAND-MADE REELS. 

All these reels are made with best quality screws, so that they can be taken apart if necessary. Any of these reels may have either 
clicks or drags added, or be nickeled at 75 cents for each addition : 

Capacity of reel..,........0 Oe secessageree 20 YARDS, 25 Yarps. 30 Yarps. 40 Yarns. 60 Yarps. 80 Yarns, 100 Yarps, 150 Yarps. 
Polished brass plain handle with stop... aa 65 70 75 .80 85 95 = — 

A +) balance sl mG. ett y iasesaces _ 75 = -90 1.00 1.15 — 
* ‘t with bushed bearings, click...... — 1.35 1,45 1.55 1.65 1,95 _ — 
‘« hard rubber, bushed bearings, click. . — — — 2.75 3.00 3.25 ~ _ 
y re best q’y, (Abbey pattern) — — 8.00 8.00 9.00 10. 00 11.00 — 
‘¢ brass, plain handle, multip’g with stop. a 1.30 1.40 1,50 1.60 1.75 _ = 
tt ** balance ‘ ‘© betterq’ty.. — 2.20 — 2.40 2.60 2.7% 8.25 3.78 
fe re af LS Geni ss -. =: 3.00 — 3.20 8.50 3.75 4.25 4.75 
* —G. 8. balance handle,  ‘* Sha — 4.50 — 5.00 6.75 6.50 7.25 9.00 
** hard rubber balance handle, multi- 
plying, best quality, steel pivot, with ad- 
justable click (Imbrie pattern).............+ a — — — 11.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 

A complete line of common reels always in stock. Also full assortment of Extra Quality Cuttyhunk and Salmon Reels, 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY. : 

AEBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

Composed of the NER VE-GIWVING principles of the ox brainand wheatgerm. It restores to 
both brain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses or 
nervousness, It promotes digestion and strengthens a falling memory. 1t prevents debility and con- 
sumption. li strengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses. Physiclans have 
prescribed 300,00 packages. * 

For sale by druggists or mail, $1. F. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenne, N. WV. 

Allen’s Decoy Duck Frame. 
Used by the best duck shooters, Is simply a deylce for holding the dead duckin a natural position 

in the water, on the ice or on land, asa decoy, They weigh complete from three to six pounds per dozen. 
You can carry two dozen in your hunting-coat pockets. Wemake three sizes: No. 1 for mallards, pin- 

Sent to any address, C. O. D., on receipt 
For sale by all gunsmiths or by F. A, ALLEN, Mon- 

Lails, ete.; No. 2 for widgeon, broad-bills, etc.; No. 3 for teal. 
of money, draft or post-office order, at $4 per doz. 
MOUTH, ILL, 

Will not shrink, Can be tuned to any desired pitch. The smallest, easiest blowing, and most 
natural duck caller in the world. Sent by mail on receipt of $1. 

F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, Il. 

B. F. NICHOLS & Co., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING HOD C0 

FERGUSON’S PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE 

LAMIPS, 
With Improyed 

Locomotive Heflectors 
For General Illuminating 

36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., Purposes, 

MANUFACTURERS OF Pee The Universal Lamp, 
FINE SPLIT BAMBOO For Sportemen and Others. Combines 

HEAD Jack, Boat Jack, Came Laur, BELT LAMP, 
DasH Lamp, DARK LANTERN, ETC. 

EXCELSIOR DASH LAQVIOEP can be used 
right or left hand on any kind of dash, Un- 
excelled as a Hand Lantern or Bracket Lamp. 
Send stamp for Mlustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. x. 

SALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality. Six strands from butt to dp 

German silyer mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 
orice-list_ ti, 
RE 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, 

Price $3 50, 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

REMOVAL. 
All communications intended for the LACHINE 

KENNEL CLUB must be addressed to 
GEO. D, WACDOUGALL, Sec'y. 

Jani3,tt P, O. Box 13, Whitestone, L. I. 

Gor Sale. 

OR SALE a No. 12 Remington breech-loading 
shot-gun, 8% lbs, ; one cartridge bag, loading 

tools, forty brass shells, waterproof gun Case with 
pockets for shells and cleaning tools; cost $60; a 
good shooter, an excellent duck gun, Price $25. 
Address ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, Del Co., 
N.Y, Jans,2t 

PALO LIVE DEER FOR SALE—A buck one year, 
a doe four years old; the latter in kid; has 

bred six kids in three years, Inquire of OTTO E. 
C. GUELICH, 14 Liberty Street, Utica, N. Y. 

Jan6,36 

The Bennel, 

“PSYCHE.” 

For sale, the well known orange and white point- 
er bitch Psyche, six years old, and is the hand 
somest pointer Ditch in the country. Broken on 
all game, and is a first-class retriever. For further 
particulars address 

H. NORCROSS, 

Jani3,1t P. O. Box 773, N. ¥. 

prize winner Gilmore's, 1979. 
Bee, $25. Pups from the above and othersof best 
kno™n Gordons on hand and for sale, also matured 
brood bitches in whelp. Address JAS. R. 
Locust Valley, L. I.  Noveste” 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE a Gordon setter, bred 
i” by A. B. Godeftroy (used last season, arattler), 
for foxhound (must be true and a laster) or good 
rifle. Address A. J. LIGHT, Sherburne, N, Y. 

Jani3 1b 

OR S‘LE an orange and white setter dog, and 
black, white and tan setter bitch, ten months 

old. Price and pedigree, address S, W EMICK, 515 
Race street, Harrisburg, Pa. Jani3,it 

7 NGLISH SETTER PUPS FOR SALE: fiela 
stock; full pedigree. Private stable, 25 East 

Thirty-second street, New York. Jani3,1t 

OR SALE a very handsome red Trish setterbiteh 
puppy, elght months old, from the kennel of 

Horace Silsby, Esq,, Seneca Falls, Her sire igs Dan 
and her dam Maud, and is granddaughter of the 
renowned Elcho, bred in St. Petersburg, Russia, 
and valued at$10,000. Address J. P. P., fis office. 

Janis,tr 

ED IRISH SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE,— 
\ Bred from famous prize winners. Address 

ESSEX COUNTY HUNT, Montelair, N. J. 4 
Janl3,2t 

WO Burdette cocker spaniel dogs for sale, © Ad- 
dress THE BURDETTE KENNEL, Hornells- 

, ile, N.Y. Jansytt 

AGENTS FOR OARD's NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 
Howard's Steel Head Shells—Quality, guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 

Or W.H. SCHAEFER, 

The Daly Gun, 
HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

To any other Gun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished on application. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or THOs. L. GoucHER, 

61 Elm. st., Boston. 116 Girard aye., Phila 

Remington’s Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles, 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U, 

S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service. 
-45 Cal.,70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges, 

10 Shots, 
Prices: Carbines, $22; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles 

Diseount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists. 

KEENE’S PATENT. 

, $28. 
E. REMINCTON & SONS.-, 283 Broadway,N.Y. P. O. Box 3,994. 
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Whe Rennel. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, KR. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &€. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of unj 
breed. Send for 
= «PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prin- 

cipal English breeders. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

b8 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

Fowls, ete., to any destination. 
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending toimport 
dogs from potone should have their stock con- 
signed to him, ntormation furnished in regard 

the best method#of importing, shipping, etc 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
OF 

M. P. MGOKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL, CO.,N. ¥. 
EEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to eyery customer. 
These beautifui and intetigent dors cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse anc wood2oc0k snvoung 
and retrey.n,. Corresponaenis int.osiny swamp 
bite eet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 

ete, 

Imperial Kennel 
. 

Setters and Pointers thor- 
oughly Field Broken. 

Young Dogs handled with 
skill and judgment. 

Dogs have dailv access to salt 
water. 

N.B.—Setter and Pointer 
buppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toma River, N. J 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory 0’ More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bred red 
Trish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
rize ut New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
79; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 

the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred pene Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. 

&y 

June?z4,tf 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—1 am opre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 

ences on application. Prices, and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long mees. A, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, eon 

c ’ 

ULEOUT KENNELS.—For pure Cocker 
O Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 
éocker Skip I1., liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters puar- 

antee*. Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Qulevut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 

LEN—B. and T.; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
jin’s Belle. The aboye dog, winner of first 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trials, will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 

d blood. Stud fee $25, und $2 for 

H. F. ATEN, M_D., 
84 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N. ¥ 

the Bese European Sirens nt sy eee bate) 
ices, pedigrees, ete., address. ~ 

Fault. Por prices Dosim ROY 2. COLLINE, ~ 
Bept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U. S.A. 

Wie TO EXCHANGE red Irish setter dog 
for a red Irish bitch: dog is by Plunket out of 

Stella; is young and well broken on woodcock and 
quail. Blich must bo young, well broken on quail, 
and full pedigree. Address V, 5. LUSK, Asheville, 
N.C, Tang,tt 

ORTRAITS of Hastern Field Trial Winners, 
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent post- 

paid for 25 cents each, or the tlve for $1. FOREST 
STREAM PUB. CO., 39 und 41 bare 

pcao, “d 

18 South William 
Deo2a, tt 

phourht ror cash—hirhest prices. Send tor cir- 
cular witht BOU 
Howard St., N. ¥. Jan6,2t 

K OR SALE.—Fifteen Foxhounds, frst-prize stock, 
the finest and best. Address, with stamp, L. 

M. WOODEN, Rochester, N, Y. Sept.23, kf 

OR SALE two pair of yery fine orange and white 
English setter puppies. Whelped Noy. 12, 1880. 

Will sell at alow price, For price and pedigree, H. 
EELLNER, Lock Box 152, Danbury, Conn. Janb,2b 

mouth, Va, 

OR SALE, a well bred red Ar a little white: 
setter puppy, 20 months old. Has been handle 

this fall, and breaker gives a good account of 
Apply to PLONEER, this office, Deca, tt 

Hotels and Fontes for Sportsmen, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran: pids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR TRE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

me OOK TROUT abound In the streams, and 
the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

one TRO UT Pe mont May land ends Sept.1 
The Ge MUENG Season opens June 1 and ends 

es in ae eee PI ee andMUSCA- 

many lakes and lakelets of this es aa ies 
The sportsman can readily send trophies 

ang friends or “club” at Ron Ne akill to 
packing fish can be had at many points, 
TAKH YOUR FAMILY WIT OU. The sce. 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakes is very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
mae is peculiarly beneticial to those suffering 

h 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 

es Ba he Neat eer are good, far sur- 
veragze in countries 

afford the finest of fishing. Saisie beaming 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
Facies ee eee Res and Sportsmen. 

ors, Gui iT} i ener ba ike ; z Tackle Carried Freeat 

is oursim to make sportsmen feel “ath ” 
za this route, «Fr Tourist's Guide (an attractive 
iimstrated book sf 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation ru\i sccurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and ‘lime Cards, address A... BET. 

Ser. Pass, Avent, Grand Rapids, Mick 

Chesapeake & Ohio R.., 
Tho Route of the Sportsman and Anglur to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont: Vir- 
cinta Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trou base? €, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for cach 

aportsman carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering placea and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at ie 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmon: 
and Charlotteville with the South. All modern 
improyements in equipment, 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Chesapeake and Ohio Rallway Co., 

Richmond, Va, mayl 1y 

LONG ISLAND R.R.—_SPRING SCHED- 
j ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S Pl (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn,5 min, 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 8.35, 4.35, 5.35 p.m. Sundays, 

DAM. 
Col. P’t & Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 Am, 

9.35, 5.35, 4,35, by 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 915, 10.45 P.M, 
i215 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.85 A.m., 1.35, 5.35, 7,10 P.M. 
Flushing, 6.3C, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.85 A.M., 2,30, 3.35, 

1.35, 5, 6.85, 6, 6.35, 7, 7-85, 9.15 10.45 Pat, 12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.85 A.M., 1.35, #. 6.35, 7, 10 P.M. 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M, 4.35, 5.35, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 A.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 9AM, 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.95. 11.85 A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 35 P.M, 

Suturday nights, (2.15. Sundays, 9.35 4.M., 5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.m., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 Pac. From Flatbush ay, 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, ‘Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12,15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay, 
lO0p.m, Sunday, 9 4.M., 1,35, 6,35 P.M. ° 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

\yn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.85, 4,35, 5.35, 6.20 P.M. Sundays, 9 
4 M., 6.35;P.M. 2 
Greenport and Se Harbor, 8'A.M., 3.do P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4.35, 6.25 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A\M.,3.35, 5.35 Pom. 
Port Jetierson, 10 A.M., 4.35 P.m, Sundays, 9 A.M, 
Patchogue, 8.85 A.M,, 4.35, 5.35 Pm. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.95, 11 A.at,, 3.35, 4.85 

5,35;)6, 7 P.M. Mong ays Wednesday, Friday and 
Baturday nights, 12.16. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Oreedmoor, 8, 10'4.21., 1.35 2.M,, Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P'T & WALL 81. ANNEX—Leaye 

Pier 17, BH, R. (foot Pineat.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.80 A.M., 3.10, 4,10, 5.10,6.10 p.m, Wor fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply at 229 ares eor, Barclay. 

~ W.M. LAFFAN Gen'l Pass. Agent, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

rt 

Hotels and Rontes for Sportsmen 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
Reena their lines for reaching most of the 
TRO G PARKS and RACE 0. RSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cara which run oyer the smooth steei 
tracks enable STOCK TO BRE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
In Pennsylvania and New Jersey, EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the EES cities to KANE, KENOV A, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, 9a 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Stil 

Hunting. 

Algo, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY. 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, = 

L, P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

Frank Teomson, Gen'l Manager. ftebl7-t# 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonyille, Fernan- 

dine, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N, P., and Matanzas, Cuba, 

FLORIDA STHAMERS leave New York 
Hivery Friday at 3 Pp, m,, for 

Valieenyile and Fernandina Direct, and consti- 
hute 

The Oniy Line Running to 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Hates. 

Nassau and Matanzas Steamers sail Dec. 15 an 
thereatter eyery other Wednesday. 

Arter January 1 call at Fernandina, Fla, 

Wassat 1s the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman. 

The Royal Victorla Hotel, beautifully situated 
and well kept, is the best and cleanest house In the 
West Indies. 

For all particulars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphlet, etc., apply to 

C. WH. MALLORY & CO., 

Agents, 

PIER 2, EAST RIVER, NEW YORK, 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullman Car Company 
js PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 

new cars DavyCrocket” and ‘Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, Bleeping apartments, Jayatories, etc., also pro- 
vided re Bae Slonne for guns and ng 

tackle, and kennels for dogs. 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gien'l Supt. P. P.C; 
Qo., Chicago, je26 dos. 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S Ey 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 
B® A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 

bayman, Hasalwayson hand the best of 
boats, batteries, etc., with tho largestrig of train~ 
ed Wild- geese decoys on the coast, The bess 

ound in the vicinity of New York for bay snips 
shooting of all yarieties. Seer attention given 

and satisfaction guaran- himself to bis guests, 
by Bimsg dress Wi_N, LANE, Good Ground, LL. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 820 Broadway, N- ¥, 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMBERS of this Line Teach 
some of the finest waterfowland upland 

shooting seations inthe country. Connesting di- 
rect for Chincoterngue, Cobb's Island, and pointa 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfolk ateamers sail} 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, Lewea, Del, 
Monday and Thursday at 3 P.M. Full information 
given at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York. 

HARRIS’S 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

FOR DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING. 
WIND PROOF. 

EDWIN Ss: HARRIS, 
177 Brondway:. 

Cur | 

es 

Guns, Et. 

CHARGES L RUTZMANM 
IMPORTER OF 

Hine Dreech-Loatine Guns, 
943 Broadway, near 23dSt.; N. ¥ 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 
The Celebrated ‘“ Frankfort” 

in Stock. 
THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 

Bass, 75 Cents: Pickcrel, 81 00: Baske- 
longe, fil 25. 

Sent by mail on receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

The celebrated “Le Coutre’ razor, in stock, 
Razors with safety attachments. Bowle Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, ete. 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 

SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. ALSO 
OPTICAL Goops. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELD 

» GLASSES, COMPAESES, Etc. 
The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
(recommended by FoREST AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid for $2. 
GDNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE, 

LOADED TO ORDER. SEND STAM? FOR 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Reels 

THE ORIGINAL ! y 

ANERIGAN HAMMERLESS, y 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLEGRIP ACTIONS, 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire. 

Stocks Bent to Any Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
4 W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
BY MAIL. 

PIONEER WORKS 
yh ‘ BIRMINGHAM, 

Dios ENGLAND. ‘a 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

18 a great improvement in rear sights, 

Bend for cireul: 
Beripfion, Toure SPREE Reubslee 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn. 

- Tum DEsT 
. : eaner and Ojler 

= = 4 Ts -londing Arie 
- i! 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
% and full directions sent free of postage, ™ 

Is ordering give callhre of gts, Stn for circular, 
Addrems JT, YARDLEY BROWN 

=~ CHARLES GREEN, manufacturer of FINE 
BREECH-LOADING SII0T-GUNS. Send for price 
list. 3 West Main St., Rochester, N. V. 

_ie 
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SPRATTT’S PATENT 
GENUINE 

NONE ARE OS SSaINn 

” ‘STAMPED, 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

receiving the highest award for Do; 
minster Kennel Club, New York, gold 

Biscuits at the Paris Exhibitio 

MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 
“SPRATOS PATENT’? are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 

“Tibrine? Cakes are used at the Dogs’ Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatation, Paris, etc. They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals ; 
1878; Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 

Medal; [Trish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., ete. 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 
Please see that Every Cake is Stamved “SPRATT’S PATENT” and a ‘X.” 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
18 South William Street, NEW YORK. 

NONE ARE 

STAMPED. 

To be had in smaller quantities 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Publications. 

Any of the Following Books Sent on 

Keceipt of Price by Forestand 

Stream Pub. Co. 

Adirondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays......--.-. $1.50 
Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup, 1.25 
Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, 6th edition... 2.00 
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner’s...... 15 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 500.; DGS. ...-....-+-+ 75 
American Angler’s Book, Norris.......- 5.50 

American Bird Fancier.........-+<ccseesereeeeee 30 
American’ Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long..... 2,00 
American Kennel, BUrges .....+++ececeeseeeeeee 3.00 

Angling, a Book on, Francis... és 

‘rchery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson...,.. 1.50 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam...... 3.00 
Art of Swimming......--0.2.++ eos ad Met 80 
Art of Swimming, Monstery ..... --. 50 

Art of Swimming, Webb....... 60 

Athlete’s Guide, Harding... .........-sseseeere ee 50 

Baird’s Birds of North America 

Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds........- . 150 

Boat Sailing, Practical.....-......-..+.- 

Breech Loader, GOAN. ...+-sveeeeseeeree rere es 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener....~ +! 

Butler on the Dog..... 1-0... ++ 224+ 

age and Singing BUTS spas arp earraae ae 

amp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa ...... 

4omoe and GaMeCTA, .....-.0ese--eeeeseee 

Canoeing in Kanuckia..........-..--++. $ 
Canoe Traveling, POWeM..-....--0+0-.eseeeere ee 

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop's ..,,---.+ 

assell’s Book of Birds, 4 VOIS...........-..-.++ 

Prank Fosester’s Field Sports......-. 

rank Forester’s Fish and Fishing 

Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook &Line.pa. 25 

ay, SL 
trolume is a.com: 

4 SleteLibrary end 

cc 

Library. of Reference. 
of the American Popular Dis- 

@ teat and k over 

sal on veo 
‘oF 82. AGRAND HOLIDAY 
This offer good for 0 days only and 
6,000 coples sold in two mor 
Publisher, S@ Metropolitan 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard, 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Pablished byH. H, Stoddard, Hartford,Conm. 

THE POULTRY WORLD 
T H E is sent post-paid for $1.25 

B E s T senting a standard breed of 
‘owls, Sent for 75 cents extra 

per year; the AMERICAN 
POULTRY YARD for $1.50 

fi 
to all subscribers to either publication. 

—both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve magif- 
cent Chromos, each repre- 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open jusb short of 
50, 70 and 90 yards, firing close pattern and great 
penetration. 10and12gauge, Send for circular, 

20 Sent, Post-paid, for $1. 

H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. ¥ 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

SPECIALTY. 

COODYEAR’S 
Rubber M’r’g Company 

AND 

Goodyear's India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 492 B’way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTIXE, 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

RussBer Goops oF Every Derscrip- 
TION. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

"BEATS THE WORLD.” a0 

Sys A 
i ® ql 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

| il 

a 
— m 

ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of ‘“ OLD 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know. 
HE ‘MAJORITY OF SmUKERS 

are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoki g earch made OF the 

erdin. pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE Moet a OF POL 

» SONS, thrown vu y all burning paper, 
») namely; The Oil of Creosote. CHAR a3 
| G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tubacco in- 
yented and patented a process, March 

| bth, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
Y as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 

ettes has been 80 prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effecta 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 

ade saliva proof to prevent its break- 
GE” Cigarettes is owing 

to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having vie 

right to useit. The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognize by 

all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. them and you will use no othors. 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO..207 and 209 Waterst., 
NEV YORI 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

Manufacturers ot Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Sescription, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880. 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 
Trout and Bass Reels, Lines, ete. 
Our BETHABARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 

ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS received the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices as low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price-lat' of wood and rod mountings free, 
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fish- 
ing pee sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents 
in stamps, 

BIRDS’ EYES. 
Birds’ Skins, Taxidermists’ and Naturlists? 

Supplies, 
Send for New Price List. Reduced Rates. 

W J.KNOWLTON’S Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont St., Boston, Wass, 

Birds and animals preserved by superior French 
and American workmen, 

$7 
Augusta, 

A WEEK, $128 day at home easily made, 
Naan Outtit tree. Add.ess TRUE & CO., 

oJ Main 

Monadnock 
Will furnish Trout and Trout Spawn at low prices, 
For price list, address 

G. A. STARKEY, Troy, N. H. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

Pirst premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

% Aes S 

JOHN KRIDER 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Plies, 

Leaders, Snoods, ee Bait, Fly Books, 
. . to. 
2" Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 

ALSO 
“ Krider’s” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 

Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches, 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds. mardly 

THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 
HE it pressure on our advertising space 

T oblieca ae to withdraw the list of books 
which we baye on fale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, as pre- 

viously advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nish: on receipt of price. _ REST eal 
BIREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

50 All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g Cards, (No 2 allie), 
Name on, lic, CLINTON BROS, Clinton- 

ville, Conn. 

glubligations, 

Orange Judd Company, 
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL RURAL 

AND SPORTSMAN’S BOOKS, 

PUBLISH THIS DAY 

THE BOOK OF ENSILAGE; 
OR, 

THE NEW DISPENSATION FOR FARMERS. 

How to produce milk for one cent per quart, 
butter for ten cents per pounds, beef for four cents 
per pound. 

An entirely new, revised and improved addition 
at a reduced cost. 

Price, Post Paid, $1. 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
245 Broadway, N. ¥. 

Last Issue of Forest and 
Stream Contained: 

EDITORIAL :— 

Staten Island Game League; The Re- 
frigerator Amendment; Next Fall’s Shoot- 
ing ; The N. BR. A. Crisis ; Dog Men, Be- 
ware ; Trout at Ten Dollars Per Pound ; 
NOEGHS Mien Wiitce te a tbacrte op msaiitee voces S65 

Tue Srortsman Tourist :— 

Gull Island. ........-.:.+ Dp OE eon caw 20% 

Naroran History :— 

Our Waterfowl; Partial List of Minnesota 
Birds; Wavy of Winnipeg; How the 
Ruffed Grouse Leayes Her Nest; An 
Experience with King Birds ; Fight with 
a Sea Leopard ; Antidote for Snake Bite; 
Death of Montreal Woodcock ; Late Mi- 
grations; Habits of Snakes; A Tiny 
BOR ms anes alae re tttoeee woken as ssee 465 

FisH CULTURE :— 

The Central Fish Cultural Society......... 466 

SEA AnD River FIseine :— 

Trout Fishing in the Canadian Wilds; 
Range of Black Bass,........ses000+ wees 407 

Game Bac AND Gun :— 

Buffalo Hunting; The Deer Law; Fox 
Shooting in Dutchess County; A True 
Plover Shooting Story ; Save the Birds ; 
Fox Hunting at Kittanning; The Gun 
Tax on Long Island; Our Detroit Letter ; 
The Proposed New Jersey Law; New 
York State Tournament; Delaware Bay 
Duck Shooting; A Kansas Incident; 
Nebraska Notes; Game and Guns at 
Omaha; The Proposed Revision; A 
Suggestion to Gun Makers; Notes; 
Shooting Matches..........+.sesseyee ve 

Tse KENNEL :— 

The Cocker Club; The Pittsburg Show; 
Larceny of a Dog; Duke's Winnings ; A 
Letter from Mr. McKoon ; Beef Tea for 
Dogs ; Alexandra: Palace Show ; Man- 
chester Bench Show ; The Irish Setter ; 
The Spanish Pointer; Kennel Notes.... 472 

Tse Rice :— 

Meeting of the N. R. A. ; Range and Gal- 
ENV e eles iysiontis snl pena dane eee eee » 475 

YACHTING AND CANOEING :— 
Poughkeepsie Ice Yacht Club ; The Racine 

CANOPE er ha. py covert ess Paine peveaieeee vs. 217 

468 

SPORTSMEN 

DESIRING CUTS MADE OF THEIR 

DOGS FOR PUBLISHING PURPOSES 

Can receive estimates by addressing 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. C0. 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 

Bird Skins. Class Eyes. 
For Stuffed Birds and Animals, 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J. COLBURN, 

Boston, Mass. 31 Boylston Street, 

Mention_ForREs? AND STREAM, 
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etmmunition, Gtr. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Oranae Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yoo 

CUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dupont’s GUNPOWDER MILLS, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequalled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness ; pueuiee for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Packed in 1th canisters, 
se are oe Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 3 (fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; 
Treat penetration, with a close 5 steer adapted 
or glass ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting, 
with either muzzle or breech-loaders. Packed 
1fb and 5!b canisters and 64 and 1231b kegs, 
Dupont’s Choke Hore. —Specially adapted 

for ‘“*Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for 
prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong 
and moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, 
gives both a good penetration and a close pattern 

be found well adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Made-of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5. 
No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed in 6yib kegs ani 
iit canisters. ~ 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, stroug and 

clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1tb canisters and 61 Ib kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ** Sea Shooting.??— 

F¥Fg. and FF Fg. The Fe. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg. and FF¥¢. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in 1b, 1tb and 5tb canis- 
ters, 64, 1219 and 25lb kegs. Fe coarse, FFF ¢, fine, 

Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Suirprne and Blast- 
ing Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Mus- 
ket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubi- 
Cal and Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in all the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented by 
F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N.-B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. or Pre. for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder."’ 

Mos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

Haztird’s ‘* American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
6hlb. kegs, A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s “Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1and 5 Ib. canisters 
and 6} and 12}1lb. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

ation. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘“‘Kentucky Rifle.” 

FEFG FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
95, 12}, and 6+ lbs. and cansofo lbs. FFFG is also 
packed inland lb. canisters. Burns strongand 
moist... The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
Yor ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting”’ 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET bow- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
of ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

~ MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
pale at our office. ie 

88 WALL S'REET, NEW YORE. 

BROOK TROUT. 

Eggs and Fry in Season. 

LUDLOW TROUT PONDS, 

Peun. Ludlow, McKean County, 

L. B. HOFFMAN & CO., Proprietors. 

SHOOTING SUITS. 
Waterproof, Duck, Fustian & Corduroy. 

JPTHECROVE & McLELLAN, 
(Successors to W. H. HOLABIRD,) 

BEND FOR CIRUULAR, 
VAI PAH AISO, IND. 

Shiscellayeoung Advertisements, 

SCHUYLER & DUANE, 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ul 

Guns Sporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

English Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. ¥. R. SCHUYLER, 

Of the late firm of 
SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

J. R. SCHUYLER, 
Special. 

J. M. DUANE. 

Fishing Pants. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Russer Fisuine Outrits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 

Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, 
AND COMPLETE 

» RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
[ESTA DLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue. 

JU ES MUN Mes cHAMPAGNEs. 
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN INVOICE OF 

JULES MUMM’S PRIVATE STOCK, 
of such exquisite: quality as never before was shipped to this country, and of which a yeteran sportsman 
and epicure said: 

“This wine never ought to be absent from a gentleman sportsman’s game 
dinner table.’ 

For Sale at Grocers and Wine Dealers. 

L. SOMEORN & CO., 12 Vesey St., N.Y., 
SOLE ACENTS. ‘ 

THE BEST GUNS for the LEAST MONEY. 

W. W. GREENER’S and C, G. BONEHILL’S GUNS a specialty. General Agent for CARD’S STAND- 

ARD GLASS BALL TRAP. Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Sporting Goods. Send for circulars. = 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y. 

SHO OTING, BOATING and FISHING. 

PRICE $1. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICH, 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 

SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Choke-bore Barrels. 

For close, nard shooting excels all others. Ex- 
tra hi for Gucéks a specialty. Send stamp 
for mes ar. C. 8. SHATTUCK Mgnufactu- 
rer, Hatfield, Mass. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
OR‘GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
calinstruments. Safeto handle, WILL NOT 

GUM, and will mein in any, climate. Sportsmen 
every where in the United States pronounceit the 

oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
ity, Mich., writes: ‘It is the best prepara- 

tion I have youn ys thirty-five years of active 
d frequent use of guns.” = 

athe uae Sore by sole manufacturer, GEO. 
B. EATON, Payonia Ayenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. J. 
Bold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 

Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, O.; E. E, Baton, Chicago, Il.; Brown 
& Hilder, bt. Louis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleye- 
and, O.: Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. ; 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D, C.; Jos.C. Grubb 

-) e biladelphi 
& Con DIGANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL, 

immuyition, Ge. 

TATHAM'S 
Selected Standard ° 

Number ef Pellets to the oz. Printed 

on Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
47% 688 1056 Soft. 
495 (716 1130 Chilled, 

TATHAM& BROQO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORE, 

No. of pellets to oz., 338 
eho ” be ke 345 

THE HOWARD MANUFACY’R’G CO., 
MANUFACTURE AND INTRODUCE 

PATENTED NOVELTIES 
SX, FORSALE by all DEAL- 

ERS IN SPORTING 

GOODS, 

Weigh your fish on 
the spot. 

REAL 

Pocket | Scale 
MADE OF METAL, 
Heavily Nickel Plated. > 

COMPACT, STRONG, 
DURABLE. 

Can be carried in the 
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THE REFRIGERATOR AMENDMENT. 

HE proposal to sell game all the year around in the New 

York markets has aroused the indignation and alarm of 

sportsmen throughout the State. We are in receipt of pri- 

yate letters upon the subject which show that the view of 

the case adyanced by the Forrest anp Srream last week is 

that view which appeals to the most experienced sportsmen 

of the land. We publish in another column communications 

from gentlemen who understand thoroughly what such a law 
means, aod we have on hand other letters of like tenor 

which will be printed next week. 

Of the evil effects of such a system there is but one 

opinion, and that a very decided one, that the effects of the 

open game market would be ruinous to our game. We trust 
that the public sentiment, which is so unmistakably in oppo- 

sition to the proposed amendments, may be sufficient to de- 

ter the promotors of the bill from presenting it. 
+r 

Tuer INTERNATIONAL Maton.—It must be regarded only 
as a misfortune if the invitation of the British riflemen for 

a long-range match at Wimbledon curing the coming sum- 

mer be allowed (o drop into neglect. At any rate, those 

sending the kindly note for a contest are entitled to some- 

thing more than a hazy intimation that we find it “inexpe- 
dient” to send over a team. There is too much appearance 

of studied avoidance of a square issue in the use of such in- 

definite phrases If we cannot afford to send over a team, 

then let that be said fairly and openly. If the point is made 

that the Palma represents the championship of the world at 

long-range team work and that we will stubbornly refuse to 

acknowledge that any other match is to be thought of so long 

as this remains in the way, then the issue is a plain one, and 

there will be no difficulty in getting an expression of opinion 

that the Palma has been a stumbling-block from the start 

and seems destined to become the greatest incubus ever laid 

on American rifle practice. Let the new Executive Com- 

mittee of the N. R. A. take the matter in hand regarding the 
vote of the life members only asa suggestion and at least give 

a fair, open, American reason for sneaking away from the 

only match ever offered us by the only other National Rifle 

Association in the world. 
= 

Tur MicHican Sratre Srorrmen’s Assoorstron will meet 

at Lansing, January 25. 

THE HATCHERY AT NORTHVILLE, 

MICHIGAN. 

E recently visited the hatchery station of the U. 5. 
Fish Commission at Northville, Mich., where the 

whitefish (Coregonus) are being so extensively hatched for 

distribution in the lakes and to such other parts as is deemed 

necessary. The Superintendent, Mr. Frank N. Clark, showed 

us oyer the establishment, and we were much pleased with it. 

It is situated on a slope across the road from Mr. Clark’s 

house, and the roof of the hatchery is'no higher than the road ; 

the building is a single story frame, with side windows, and 

is eighty feet in length by thirty wide; in one end is the 

ottice and a workshop, while the filters and ice room are in the 

rear. 
The question which agitated fishcullurists some years ago 

concerning the hatching of the whitefish in spring water, 

thereby bringing them out earlier than in the colder waters 

of their native lakes, stil] has its partisans, and Mr. Clark has 

hit a medium course. By making a cooling pond and carry- 

ing the water from the spring to the further end of it in a 

shallow trough exposed to the air, and then further exposing 

it in the pond he gets the temperature down as low as is pos- 

sible in the coldest weather, using ice if warmer, and so re- 

tards the hatching until toward spring. Mr. Clark has been 

bred a fishculturist, his father, the late Nelson W. Clark, be- 

ing one of the pioneers in the business, and his success with 

the shad and whitefish has been uniformly good. 

The hatchery is equipped with five troughs, each fifty feet 

long and a foot wide, divided into thirty-two compartments, 

seventeen inches long, filled with the ‘‘ Clark hatching box.” 

Each of these compartments contains seven trays capable of 

holding 10,000 eggs each. Besides this there are sixty 

‘Chase hatching jars,” six inches in diameter, sixteen and a 

half inches deep, with a metal top two anda half inches 

high, capable of holding 125,000 eggs each, making the ca- 

pacity of the house 25,000,000 eggs, which can be increased, 

if necessary, At the time of our visit, December 17, there 

were only 13,000,000 eggs in the hatchery on account of the 

storms and bad weather which prevailed during the time 
when the fish were spawning, many eggs haying been frozen, 

it having been a most disastrous season for the fish culturists 

generally who attempted to gather the eggs of the whitefish. 

Our readers are familiar with both the ‘‘ Clark box” and the 

‘*Chase jar,” and so we will not enter into an explanation of 

them. It was curious to note the different appearance of the 

eggs from Lake Erie from those of Lake Huron, the former 

appearing light colored and the latter a decided yellow; and 

Mr. Clark says that the fish differ, those from Lake Huron 

having black fins and a black back, while the Lake Erie 
fish haye pale fins and a greenish back, and he claims that 
their heads are shaped differently. He keeps these eggs sep- 

arate and will plant each in its own locality, for it is said 

that the Lake Huron fish does not sell as high in New York 
market as the other. The Lake Huron eggs are taken at 

Alpena, Thunder Bay; they are transported to the 

hatchery in flannel trays. In the practical work- 

ing of a large hatchery the ‘‘self pickers” require as- 

sistance, as many good eggs will pass out of the gate with 

the bad ones, and a siphon of glass is used to remove most 

of the dead; but this also picks up some good ones, and so 

they are put into a jar by themselves for future picking when 

the bad ones get worse and can be more readily separated; 

still it is an improvement on the old-fashioned picking with 

nippers which is very tedious. The jars are arranged on 

the sides of these troughs which are placed over each other, 

the top one supplying the top tier of jars which empty into 

the second trough which suplies the lower jars, which in turn 

empty into the bottom trough. White fish eggs measure, ac- 

cording to Mr. Clark, eight to an inch, and 86,000 to a quart. 

Retarding the development by ice is a favorite experiment 

with the superintendent, and we saw his refrigerator filled 

with eggs where the thermometer stood at 31 deg. Fahr., asit 

had done for the last twenty days, and the eggs were quite 
icy on the outside, often being surrounded by a film of ice, 

which had made on their surfaces without the egg itself be- 
ing frozen, owing to the circulation of the blood developing 

heat enough to resist a temperature no lower than that. The 

eggs lay upon canton flannel trays in a double box well pack- 

ed with fine ice. His father had a box of this kind patented 

and the son has improved but not patented it, he having con- 

cluded that fisheultural patents are not good. He thinks he 

can keep the eggs for six months and then batch them; the 

only care he gives them is to see that the trays are kept damp. 

The house is also used for the breeding of salmon and 

trout, many thousand quinnat-salmon being hatched and dis- 

tributed here as well as a few of those Western brook trout 

(Salmo tridea), which haye so many common names that we 

cannot select one, and so we aré waiting for some one in 

authority to choose one for us, for we will not call them 

‘«Qalifornia trout ” for the reason that we object to the same 

name for the salmon; it is not its name in its own home, and 

there are a half dozen.salmons and trouts in that State. The 

young /videa in the ponds are lively and healthy, and may be 

kept for breeders; they were hatched on the 17th of last May, 

and belong to the U. S. Fish Commission. as do also a few 

adults Other ponds contain yearling qninnat salmon and a 

few brook, trout and altogether the establishment is in good 

shape and excellent working condition. 
—+5-—+ 

THE SHINNECOCK BAY DEATH-TRAP, 

UR readers will remember that this beautiful bay on the 

south side of Long Island was closed by a storm which 

filled the inlet with sand about the middle of September, and 

that we cried aloud to have it opened, so that the millions of 

young fish which had been bred in its waters might go forth 

on their migrations and return to breed, instead of perishing 

in their prison and polluting its waters so that breeding fish 

would not enter it next season. Many other papers took up 

the ery, and those in authority made a stir as if they would 

do something, but afterward agreed among themselves that 

this something should be postponed until their fall plowing 

was completed and the fish had a chance to die. The blue- 

fish, weak-fish and ofher migratory species died, obstinately 

refusing to wait the leisurely motions of their jailors, and 

thus by their foolish prejudices against being frozen, in 

water which was becoming fresher than suited their palates, 
deprived the people of Long Island and New York not only 

of the amount of food which they would have grown to, but 

also of acrop of young fish which might haye descended 

from them. Perhaps the Commissioners appointed to locate 

the inlet, after seeing the perverseness of these fish, became 

indignant and refused to dig. If so their dignity prevented 

them from plowing up the sand to Jet the sea-water in, and 

so the fishes let their sands of life run out. 

Tt was Mr. William N, Lane who proposed to make a lane 

to the ocean at his own expense, if allowed, whereby the fish 

could travel from the Good Ground of the Island to the better 

ground of the Atlantic, but this offer was not accepted by 

the Commissioners, who may have had good grounds for de- 

Glining an offer which brought them im no fees; and so things 
ran along until some three weeks ago old Boreas bored a 

hole through the beach in the western part of the bay and 

let in some sea-water, but too late to save the fish, which 

were in a bad pickle already. 

Mr. Lane writes us that this inlet is in good running order, 

and is the hest one they have had for years, being over one 

hundred yards wide and a good depth from bay to sea, and 

all that now remains to be wished is that the flow may be 
great enough to purify the bay before thearrival of the spawn- 

ing fish now absent in warmer waters. 
—-+-—- 

Tue Wisconsin State Assoorarion has undertaken a 

most laudable work, and none too soon, in its endeavor to 

check the steady diminution of the game and fish in that 

State. The meeting of the Society at Milwaukee, of which 

a report will be found elsewhere, brought together a company 

of earnest men whose discussions and transactions showed 

that they appreciated the importance of the stated objects of 

their organization. If the same spirit pervades the subse- 

quent meetings of the Association Wisconsin game will be 

cared for. 

Among the laws which the game committee of the Society 

proposed was one restraining the exportation of venison. 

This provision we hope to see presented to the Legislature 

and passed; for this is the only possible way of checking an 

export trade in game which, unless stopped in some such 

way, must inevitably deplete the Wisconsin forests once and 

forever, 
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OROSS SOUND, IOY BTRAITS. 

Port Freperior, Aug. 18, 1880. 
SS ep eee: morning, having successfully accomplished 

all of the results we had hoped to attain by our visit 
to the Kootz-noos, we left Kot-eo-sok eurly, crossed Chat- 
ham Straits and at noon rounded the bold headland 
Point Augusta, and entered Cross Sound, through which we 
made our way to the westward, and at 8 p.m. made harbor 
in the port, which is just tothe westward of Point Adolphus, 
on the southern shore of Gross Sound, and is known aniong 
the natives as ‘‘ Kom-tok-kon.” 

Our parting with “Jake” and ‘Andrew was a most 
diplomaticene; each party lauding the other with “assurances 
of the nest profound regard,” in addition to which the two 
Tyhees gaye to us renewals of their promise that the war be- 
tween themselves and the Stickienes at Fort Wrangel should 
not be renewed, and we gave to them, instead of promises, 
each, one of those valuable commoditica, ‘a paper,” in which 
we certified to the main facts of our interview, and informed 
all future white men that these two chiefs had pledged them- 
selyes fo friendly intercourse with whites; and to Jake, by 
hig own request, we gaye a handle to his nanie, based upon 
the most important event in his life, namely, his inforeed 
journey to San Francisco some eleven years ago, upon which 
eccasion I had had the opportunity to serve him, and as the 
trip was in the U. §. 8. Saginaw, he received her name, and 
in fuiure will be known as ‘‘ Saginaw Jake,” 
A few navy buttons, some yellow tape as a substitute for 

gold Jace on the trowser-legs, and ‘' Jamestown” cap rib- 
bons bound them to us forever. 

Cross Sound deserves a little description. This body of 
water separates the island of Chichagoff from the mainland 
to the northward, and runs nearly parallel with Peril Straits 
to the South, and in many respects the two straits are yery 
similar. 
A study of the chart of this region giyes the impression that 

in some distant period the southeast coast of Alaskaextended 
in an unbroken line, bordered by high hills and mountains, 
from Mt. Fairweather on the north, to Cape Fox on the 
southern extremity. And with this impression a further 
study of a general chart will include in this unbroken line 
the western coast of our continent as far south as the Straits 
of Fuca and the southern terminus of navigation in Puget 
Sound, from which point, in latitude 47 deg. N. to Portage 
Bay in the Chileat region latitude 69 deg. N., an almost con- 
tinuous, deep aud narrow channel, named, as we go north. 
Puget Sound, Hecate Strait, Clarence Strait and Chatham 
Straits, with mtervening short sections with otler local names 
stretches for over a thousand miles, and through which a large 
steamer can navigate with safety, and during the entire trip 
be in smooth water and Jand locked, except for perhaps in 
the whole distance about one hundred miles when she passes 
the month of straits, which running to the eastward, admit 
to this great canal the tides of the Pacific, and make islands 
of portions of this peninsula; of these the most impor- 
tant are, beginning again at the southward, Juan de Fuca 
Straits, Queen Charlotte Sound and Dixon's Entrance. The 
latter divides our possessions in Alaska, from British Colum- 
bin; onr southern point, Cape Fox, being in latitude 54 deg. 
40 min. north. 

Tt seems alnost certain that once the islands of Baranoff, 
Krnzoft and Chicagoff were partsof a peninsula nearly two 
hundred miles in extent to the south, and less than forty 
miles wide at its base, ending at Cape Ommany on the south, 
and that through some great convulsions of nature the strong 
tides have forced their way through ihe valleys, turning them 
into channels, and the mountain peaks into the Alexander 
Archipelago. ; 
Two of these valleys are now occupied by Cross Sound and 

Peril Straits, in both of which the entrance from the Paeific 
is to the northeast till about the centre, then 8. E. to Chatham 
Straits. In both the tides meet at these centres, and produce 
violent rapids, whirlpools and eddies, aad the power of these 
rushing waters is to this day sufficient te wear away any re- 
sistance less firm than solid rock. 

Oross Sound has been but slightly explored, and still more 
slightly surveyed. he northern shore is described by Prof. 
Davison, of the G. Survey, asa ‘region but slightly explored, 
but fromeyery indication evidently the home of the glaciers.” 
Few keels deeper than those of canoes have furrowed its 

surface, for even the hardy prospectors and adventurous In- 
dian traders have been deterred from venturing within its 
limits, by the reputed dangers to be encountered. Icebergs 
and floes, eddies, whirlpools and dangerous Indians, have all 
‘been held prominentiy forward by the Sitka ‘* merchants” to 
prevent a probable competition in trade. 

T know that these dangers have been exaggerated. 
The western part of the sound is undoubtably an uocom- 

fortable place for navigation, for here is developed » new 
feature from which this portion is justly named Icy Straits; 
for, drifting to and fro with each change of tide, a solemn 
procession of icebergs gives a new Character to the scenery, 
and now and then anew and decidedly exciting sensation to 
the mariner, who trusting to the resources of a small steam- 
er, ventures to intrude upon their domain. 

Twenty feet above the surface, indicates that nine times as 
many below, the floating island is presenting to the under- 
currénts surfaces of resistance of probably greater area than 
is to us visible, and as in some cases, this upper and visible 
portion was judged at least a half-mile square in extent, it 
ig ensy to calculate that, even with but slight velocity, the 
otber factor of momentum, viz., weight, was quite sufficient 
to render a colliding match between us andit, decidedly a 
one-sided affair; and owing to their great depth, in com- 
parison with our own, there can be uo certainty as to the di- 
rection which one of these bergs will steer; drifting quietly 
by, on a course which to us indicates safety, a sudden ‘whirl 
announces that an undertow has been encountered, and, di- 
rectly against the surface tide, the niohster makes for us ; 
and then our only resource isto depend upon the element, 
which makes it dangerous, as our hope of safety. A berg 
drawing a hundred feet cannot chase a steamer drawing but 
eight a great ways when shoal water is in the vicinity. 

‘Tn some well-sheltered bays many of these bergs and floes 
bud stranded duringsome unusually high tide and strong wind, 
and lying well back on the beach, created a most beautiful 
sight; the yellow sand and black, water-worn granite boulders 
of the beach, and the dense green of the evergreen foliage of the 
forest background formed 9 rare contrast of colors, and the 
formas too, were beautiful; the ice, varying in solidity, had 
been penetrated to varying depths by the sun's rays, and 
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while the projecting pinnacles glowedand sparkled like bur- 
nished silver, the arches and chasms reflected all hues of the 
rainbow, among which ultra-marine and lapis-lazuli predomi- 
nated. By moonlight the effect was superb and weird, But 
4 little fancy was required to people these lonely bays with 
ice gnomes who had here built a city of crystal. 

On the summit of the floating bergs many sea-fowl perched, 
and on terraces worn into their sides hair seals basked, und 
from these terraces well-worn slides showed where they had 
melted with their bodies’ warmth, and friction while enjoying 
their games of coasting. : 

At about the centre of the sound there extends from the 
southern shore the bold headland of Point Adolphus, and here 
an off-shore current. proves to be a boundary line, beyond 
which the icebergs seldom venture, and thence to the junc- 
tion of the sound with Chatham Straits the dangers from ice 
are eliminated. But others are substituted, among which, and 
the most important, is a rocky patch which, nearly a mile 
square and at low water, projecting trom three to five feet, 
above the surface, has failed hitherto to attract the attention 
of hydrographers, although, from its postion (nearly in the 
centre of the junction of the two hodies of rater) 
source of great danger to any vessel navigating these seas; for 
at high water there ison it a cover of éleyen feet, and a 
stranger, in endeavoring to ayoid the possible dangers near 
the shores by seeking a mid-channel route, would stand a 
good chance of discovering, by hitting it; a method of 
sounding, which from personal experience I can vouch, is a 
very unoleasant One, Armed with his sextant, compass and 
lead-line our hydrographer, undeterred by the violent eddies 
and tide rips which surround it, aud by the spray flying over. 
boldly attacked, captured and deprived it forever of its 
ereatest power of doing mischief, viz., that of being unknown, 
for henceforward Hanus Reef—named for its captor—will 
have a recognized existence. 

The run across Chatham Straits from Kootznoo would have 
been devoid of incident—for the day was thick and foggy and 
no scenery visible—but for our overtaking the canoe of onr 
friend Hoonah Dick. in which were stowed himself and a 

roe Hore Tel 

slaye, his wife and another woman, three children and a dog. 
Dick gladly accepted our offer of a tow and, stopping for a 
few minutes, the whole party except the slave, who wasleft 
to steer the canoe, was transferred to our decks. 

The two women squatted immediately in the gangway, 
took out calico thread and needles, and until we arrived some 
hours later at their village, employed themselves most indus- 
triously in manufacturing clothes for the children, who also 
squatted close to them and sat as still as mice throughout the 
day, shy at first and timid, as evinced by shrinking closer to 
the woman as we approached, and by rapid winking of their 
bright eyes, buf never by & ery or scream, even when well- 
meant but rather rude alfempts fo fondle them were made by 
the sailors, Onur Chinese cook was to them a source of un- 
ending wonder. Dick himself soon made friends with all 
hands and gave to us some quilé valuable information in re- 
gard to the inroad of the ‘‘Sim-sims” and upon certain ille- 
«al traffic which had been Hels place. To me he also gave 
many items as to the hunting of sea otter and seals, and he 
assured me that ‘! Kah-hoo-doo.sak,” the old chief of the 
Hoo-nahs, would be very pleased toat we had come. In spite 
of all this friendship, Capt. Vanderbil', in giving the canoe a 
tow, incurred considerahle risk, for had it met with any acci- 
dent while in tow, the s‘eamer, according to Indian law, would 
be held responsible, * i) 
Wo accident, however, occurred, that is of any magnitnde, 

to any of them, unless a very little one, which followed my 
feeding to one of the babies fifteen lamps of white sugar in 
rapid succession can be so termed, 
rapid succession can be so termed. 
As we steamed along, here and there onthe shore the 

smoke of a camp-fire indicated the temporary home of a fam- 
ily, and at one place on the eastern shore of Chatham Strait 
there was quite a village. ; 
At 3p. . we entered the harbor of Kom-tok-kon, or, as 

by the chatts, Port Frederick, and let go our anchor abreast 
of the principal village of the Hoonahs. 

This tribe is one of the most powerful and warlike of all 
which inhabit the Alexander Archipelago. They are essen- 
tially coast Indians, or as termed by Professor Dall, Orra- 
tians, Their villages are scattered among the various skel- 
tered bays and inlets of Cross Sound, and generally in the 
immediate vicinity of salmon rivers and halibut banks. 

In winter they all gather into the main village, Kom-tok- 
kon, on return from éacoe trips, for trading and visiting, to 
Sitka and Wrangel and other places. 
They have also a stmmer regort to the northwest of Cape 

Spencer, in the vicinity of the breeding gronud of sea otters, 
off Latuysa Bay. . i 

The Hoonahs, according to various estimates, number from 
fiye to eight hundred people. 1am inclined to believe that 
the largest estimate is nearest to the trath, Dick told me, 
“Plenty people, more as Sitkas;” but the Indian ideas of 
numbers are vague, 

it is a 
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They are bold, enterprising and intelligent, far more so 
than the Siwashes of Sitka, and until yery lately have been 
classed as ‘‘dangeérous.” So far as T can judge hy my awn 
intercourse with them, and the testimony of Dick illoughby, 
who has lived among them for some months, and by that of 
others who have come casually in contact with them, this is 
hot a just classification, although in one respect it has proved 
advantageous to them, for deterred by fear, bul few whites 
have as yet visited their country, and the demoralizing effects 
of whisky and debauchery, which through contact with low 
orders of whites haye seriously lowered the morale of the 
Sitka Indians, have not as yet affected them. They are ro- 
bust and healthy, and are the most expert canoemen and sea 
otter hunters of all the tribes on the southeast coast. 

Such contact as they have as yet had with the whites haa 
tended to their improvement. Many of them wear our style 
of clothes and nse the blanket only as a hunting or fishing 
costume, or for a cloak, and in their main village [ noticed 
one housein which an evident attempt to improve was 
shown A panel door and two windows, with glass, were 
substituted for the round holes which, in purely native archi- 
tecture, furnish egress and ingress, and for the hole in the reot 
through which ventilation is secured, And in ono canoe 
which came alongside sat a very gooddooking Klootehman, 
carrying over her bend an alpaca umbrella, and in her arms a 
light-complexioned, blue-eyed, red-haired baby, and her cos- 
tume consisted of a calico dress, shoes und stockings and a 
hood. Evidently the tide of civilization was advancing 
northwestward. 

Kom-tok-kon consists of abont twenty-live large houses, 
built of hewn logs from afoot to eighteen inches square. 
The outer surfaces Of these logs are hewn so smootlily with 
the axe that at a little distance it would be thought they were 
planed. In some cases planks of hemlock, three inches thick 
and over twa feet in width, covered the loga. 

At our aitival most of the houses were empty, their usual 
occupants being away hunting and fishing, butalthongh quiet 
and deserted, the village looked nent and tidy. 

The news of our arrival soon spread, and those nearest 
came flocking home in hopes of trading, which hopes, how- 
ever were disappointed, as no trading was permitted upon 
this trip. They furnish the furs of otters, fur and hair senls, 
and of some Jand animals, and the oil of whales, porpoises 
and walrus, with now and then a little ivory. The oil is 
stowed in bladders, which hold from one to four gallons. The 
whale oil is procured from occasional whales, which by re- 
ceding tides get left embayed in shoal water and are there 
shot. 

Kom-tok-kon is just to the westward of Point Adolphus, 
and the village is on both sides of the land-locked bay, which 
is quitelarge and includes within its boundaries several level 
places of several acres cach in extent, on which ore cullivat- 
ed snecessfully potatoes, kale, turnips and cabbage. These 
levels are apparently the terminal moraines of ancient gla- 
ciers, and here as elsé¢where seem to be composed of rich al- 
luvial soil, needing only cultivation to make valuable. 

These vegetable patches are owned in common, as at the 
village itsel!, the immediate backsrotmnd of high hills prevent 
agriculture, while they shield from winds. 

Dick inyited our inspection of the internal arrangementsof 
his house, which was one of the largest. He reeeiyed ns 
most hospitably, and his wife and children were attired 
in garments which were clean and tidy as was the house. 
On each side of the entrance there was a large human face, 

carved from wood and trimmed with human hair, These 
faces were upside down and the hair, Tlearned, grew npon 
the heads of the warriors who, having been slain by Dick, 
Were thus commemorated. 

The principal industries of the Hoonahs are fishing and 
hunting the sea otter. Their employment for the year is 
about this: 

As early in spring as the breaking up of the ice will permit, 
the canoes gather upon the halibut banks, off Cape Adolphus, 
and there at times a hundred of them are at once engaged in 
fishing. They do not anchor; the hook, which is a compli- 
cated structure of wood, with an iron spike (shown in cut. 
and described in your paper of July 30, 1879), is baited with 
herring, and let sink to the bottom; the inner end of the line 
is fastened to an inflated bladder, which acts asa buoy, the 
fisherman holds the bight in his hand and permits the canoe 
to drift, When a fish is hooked, and there ts but little, if 
any, delay between bites, it is if a small one, say of less 
than 70 lbs, hauled at once to the side of the canoe, stunned 
by heavy blows, and gaited over the side; if a large one it is 
perinitted to amuse itself, towing the buoy until exhausted, 
when it is hauled in, killed and secured. 
The fish run from 20 to 200 Ibs, weight, and are very de 

licious, more so than aré those caught on our eastern banks, 
That opinion may, however, be due to my never having eaten 
of the Hastern fish, as freshly caught specimens, as I have of 
those of the Northwest, 

The supply of Halibut in these waters is practically ex- 
haustible, and the number taken yearly is regulated by the 
demand alone. So at least I believe, and at the risk of being 
considered as competing for that big tish-hook you once 
offered as a prize, Pll give you one of my reasons for so 
believing. 
reached these banks in August, long after the fishing 

season had- ended, but wheréver we went our anchor had 
hardly reached bottom, at one end of our vessel, than 4 good 
sized halibut left, bottom at the other end, und wassoon 
floundering on deck, doomed only to lose his fins, of which 
we corned down 4 large quantity, for when once accustomed 
to them few articles of fish food exceed halibut fins in excel- 
lence. Upon one of these banks Dick Wilouzhby andT, each 
with a sailor to help gaff into the boat ont captures, fished 
against each other just one hour. In that period we had lying 
on the boat’s boitom forty-seven fish, which by estimate fell 
yery little short of a don in weight, we weighed several, large 
and small, and they ran from 380 to 5) lbs, We called the 
average forty pounds. 

At first T fished with two hooks, but soon had to give that, 
up. The water was abont cight to ten fathoms deep, and 
even with this comparatively slight depth and moderate 
weight of each fish, vertainly four-fifths of our time was o¢- 
cupied In hauling up the fish andrebaiting. The sinker would 
hardly touch the bottom when the slighttug which proclaimed 
a bite was felt, which seldom failed to be a profitable one — 
We were using the ordinary cod fish hook, which I like bet- 
ter than the native hook, that is when fishing ona bank where 
dog fish donot abound; when they are plentiful the Indian 
hook, on which they cannot faslen themselves, is preferable. 

The bait with which we caught these fish consisted of not 
quite two'salmon, which we cut into pieces, about 2by 4 
inches. These snlmon we procured right alongside the boat, 
by fishing with hooks attached to lines abont six feet long, 
which were buoyed, and a line from the buoy to the boat 
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permitted us to haul it to us when we saw it dip, and bring 
up a tén or fifteen pound salmon which had swallowed the 
herring and the hook. These herring were Sea by two 
small boys, who were engaged about one hundred yards 
from the shore (we were abont five hundred) in jerking 
through the crowded schools, which their canoe was floating 
among, sticks armed with projecting sharp nails. Nearly 
every jerk brought from one to a1 dozen herring to basket. 
IT bought of these boys a basketful, perhaps a couple of 
dozen, for a cod fish hook, and when through fishing our re- 
turn for that, peony spent for hait, and a dollar to the Indian 
who showed us to the bank, was nearly a ton of fine halibut, 
six or seyen salmon and a dozen or more herring. 

The water was chilly, the work soon became hard, and we 
were all glad when our hour was up and we could start for 
home, ‘The Indians assured us that all the year the fish were 
equally abundant. 

That evening, after a comfortable supper, as I sat smoking 
my pipe, I could but fall to musing and contrasting my position 
with that of other men, who had spent all of the sane day, 
perhaps, in labor of the same nature ashad tired tne thoroughly 
inan hour. I in the cosy and tidy cabin of the Favorita, and 
she moored safely in a land locked harbor, not over a mile 
from the fishing banks, where | had for mere sport caught 
halibut at such a rate, that were I able to withstand the 
physical strain of eighthours a day of just such labor, a single 
month would suffice for me, single handed, tu give a hundred 
ton schooner herfare. Hight of us, working together, at the 
same rate and within two weeks of her leaying Portland, the 
schooner could have her catch in the market. 
And while catching these fish I underwent no more hard- 

ship, horas much, a8 a basket o! trout las often cost nie, 
and had experienced no more dangers than lad I been still 
fishing for bassin the 8b. Lawrence or Ontario. And my 
expenses -a cent for bait, and with that bait plenty of fun 
thrown in (for the catching of half a dozén fine salmon is not 
an ainusement to be despised), and my dollar to the Siwash— 
was but slight interest on the money [haye paid to guides 
for far less services, 

T contrasted all this with the cost to our Gloucester men, 
with far less less results in proportion. I thought of the be- 
grimed and blood stained decks, and close, greasy and foul 
sinelling cabins, where {he captain and the mates awd the 
cooking stove and the bunks crowd each other; of the pitch- 
ing and tossing to the ground swell on the banks, 
the drifting and dragging and fouling jn iey north- 
easters, und of the fate of those who through gales or ice- 
bergs, or being ran over by steamers, failed ever again to glide 
in past the ‘Ten Pound Island” ght, and for whom wives 
and children wait vainly until they are sure that they have 
become widows and orphans. 

Of the five hundred vessels which compose the fishing fleet 
of Gloucester, gud the five thousand of their crews, every 
year takes from them a large percentage, and, if 1 remember 
correetly, one year thirty of the fleet and over two hundred and 
forty of the crew were lost. In one single gale one hundred 
and forty-three men perished and thirteen yesséls were lost. 

These five hundred vessels bring to market over three mill- 
ion dollars worth uf fish yearly, but these fish cost heavily in 
life and property. 

In Alaska the yield, if an equal number of vessels were em- 
ployed, would he ncarly as creat, and the expense and danger 
88. 
From 1875 to 1876 inclusive, au average of cight vessels 

yearly, with tonnage from forty to one hundred and forty, 
averaging eighty tons, have fished upon the Shumagin banks. 
Their catch in the sevenyears was over four million pounds of 
fish, worth in San Francisco four cents per pound or $160,000. 
The vessels belong to the Pacific Fish Co., have a station 

on Popoff Island and a curing establishment opposite to Sau- 
celite in San Francisco Bay, obtaining salt at Redwood City. 

The above results are from sumnier fishing alone, and on 
this coast, thanks to the wisdom of of Mr. Seward, there is 
no heavy bill to pay for bait and privileges. 

But while the miass of our people adliere to the prevalent 
belief thin in Alaska we have obtained a sterile, barren, 
worthless, ice bound land, too poor to even be entitled to a 
government or the pro! ection of law, the Hoonahs will remain 
in unmolested possession of their banks, and draw from them 
their yearly tithe, and at home their women and children 
will continue to gather undisturbed all that they wish of 
splendid herring, which are in myriads, and to collect the 
spawn on bushes planted at low tide, encrusted an inch deep 
after a few overflowings with a most esculent food. 
When the fishing season has ended, by the Indians having 

taken all that they wish, it is followed by the first season of 
sea-otter hunting, 

I will not do this noble animal the injustice of more than 
introduction at this end of my letter. 

In my next I will tell you about him, his habits and the 
_ mode of capture, as told to me hy '* Hoonuh Dick.” Prsroo. 

——$—<——<$—_ 5 

THE OLD © SPIRIT” COTERIN. 

WN the excellent articles of Col. Thos, Picton, Gen. Sib- 
ley (‘‘Hal, a Dacotali,”) and Isnac McLellan, referring 

to the old Spirit of the Times, its tall editor and gifted corps 
of contributors, a few notable ones, stillsurviviog, who wrote 
for the columns of that rare old journal, receiyedno mention. 
Among the niost conspicuous is ‘t Ned Buntline,” the hero of 
three ware, and still one of the popular writers of the day, 
whose contributions adorned the old Syrr¢in its palmiest 
days, and later of the Foresr anp Brream. As an angler 
“*Ned Buntline” is aw fuit, and his adventires with gun and 
rod in aj! parts of the Union would fill a large volume. His 
picturesque home, the ' Hagle’s Nest,” near Stamford, N.Y, 
is a spot of romantic interest. The name, il is stated, is the 
same ag that of a little hermitage wherein he once dwelt in 
the Adirondack wilderness, where he was one of the earliest 
campaigners, and whose lalses and streams, many of them, 
bear the names he fave, 

Another notuble, then known under the nom ie plume of 
‘Young America,” 1s Col. Alban 8. Payne, the identical 
man who ‘struck Billy Patterson.” Col, Payne, or ** Nich- 
olas Spicer,’ as ht is now more familiarly known, is an emi- 
nent physician, ove of the professors al the Southern Medical 
College and a capital writer, whose contributions to yarious 
sporting journals have rendered his name famous. 

Hon. R. B. Roosevelt, author of ‘Superior Fishing,” 
“ Game Birds of the North,” and other works of rare inter- 
est, was also one Of te ‘* free lances” who wrote for the old 
Spirit in his youth, and ip later years hus written yolumi- 
nously for the journals devoted to sports of field and stream. 
Mr. Roosevelt is known as an enthusiastic sportsman, who 
has assisted in the organization of several societies for the 
rotection of fish and game, as nearly all the older readers of 
‘OREST AND STRAM are aware, 

| 

Francis A. Durivage (‘* The Old Un") and Geo. P. Burn- 
ham (‘The Young’Un"), joint authors of that humorous 
work ‘* Stray Subjects,” and both popular contributors to the 
old Sprit, are still liying—the former in New York, tlie lat- 
ter al Melrose, Mass. 
Among those who have recently passed to the ‘shadow 

land,” and who formerly belonged to the brotherhood alluded 
lo, memory recalls several distinguished gentlemen, notably 
James Oakes, (‘* Acorn”), the warm friend of rank Forest- 
er, Edwin Forrest and Hawthorne; Thos. B. Thorpe, the fa- 
mous author and artist; Genio C. Scott, author of ‘“ Fishing 
in American Waters; I. 8. Jones, one of the proprietors of 
the Spirit during the later years of its existence; and C, A. 
Bristed (‘‘ Carl Benson’), the classical writer. 

Of the earlier writers, whose names are familiar as house- 
hold words among the sportsmen of the land, sutilce it to say 
that they were the peers of the leading sporting authors of 
England ‘and that, as Herbert once truly stated, Nimrod, 
Tolfrey, Berlsford and other popular writers upon field sports 
in Britain, would lose none of their laurels to be compared to 
their trans-Atlantic brothers of the quill. W. W. 

dlatural History 

PROTECTION OF SONG AND INSECTIVYOROUS 
BIRDS. 

HAVE read Mr. N. Pike’s letter to farmers in Forust 
And Stream of December 30 with much interest and 

fully agree with hii that some of our smaller birds should be 
carefully protected and cherished ; yes, I will say all birds, 
until they are proven conclusively by scientific research to be 
noxious, Birds, especialy such as are simgers or beautiful, 
even if they are strictly neutral so far as we are concerned, 
neither doing us harm nor good, should be protected by strin- 
gent laws and by the sense of decency and common consent 
ofall. But birds that are proven yery noxious to one or 
more classes of our rural people should have no protection, 
any more than rats or mice. 

L write this to say that I find Mr, Pike advocating the same 
error that the great majority of people do who have not in- 
vestigated the subject, to wit, that because a bird is strictly 
insectivorous in its food habits, therefore it is most certainly 
beneficial and should have protection. Now, there cannot, 
in my opinion, be a greater mistake than tis. It is true the 
martins, swallows, swifts, whip-poor-wills and night-lawks 
feed entirely on insects, but the question very naturally oc. 
curs to the scientific man, What species of insects? For the 
entomologist knows full well, to a certainty, that the great 
enemy of noxious insects, their great destroyers, are ather 
insects—parasitic and cannibal insects ; and he also knows it 
to be an absolute fact that birds do not eat, and therefore de- 
stroy, the insects generally known as the most noxious, For 
instance, what birds are known to destroy the five, promi- 
nent potato beetles, or the chinch bug, the canker worm, the 
tent caterpillar, the squash bug, the cucumber beetles, the 
croton bug, the cotton wornis, the codling moth, the plum 
curculio, ete., etc., etc., 10 any appreciable extent? And it 
is also a fact thatmany of these above nanied most destructive 
insects haye very few effective insect enemies. But there are 
hundreds of other equally or more destructive insects that are 
only kept in check by their insect enemies, and not by birds, 
Now, if Mr. Pike's society will only teach the hirdsto de- 

stroy our insect enemies, and not our insect frrends in the 
shape of cannibal beetles, ichneumon wasps, chalcis, and 
other parasitic flies, ladybugs, ete , etc., we will all go to 
breeding and protecting the birds) But we know that 
this cannot be done; therefore, until it is definitely set. 
tled by scientific research into the food of insectiyorous birds, 
and in this way decided conclusively whether a certain species 
of bird does or does not destroy more of our friends among 
the insects than it does of our enemies, we Cannot safely rec- 
ommend the conservation or the destruction of any of our birds. 
And I will here boldly say that it is my belief that the strict- 
ly insectiyorous birds named aboye, which feed on the wing, 
entirely on insects, are the most noxious birds we have. 
Their food will be found to be made up in freat part of our 
best friends without which we could not probably exist, to 
wit, gnats, flies and ichneumons, which in their love flichts 
fill the upper air in myriads. And I am happy to state that 
the subject of the food of birds is being carefully and scien- 
lifically investigated by Prof. 8. A. Forbes, of the Ulinois 
State Normal University, at Normal, Ill., nnder the auspices 
of the INinois State Horticultural Society. He is a most com- 
petent person, and has taken hold of this herculvan task 
with all the ardor of a true young scientist. And I would 
recommend Mr. Nicolas Pike’s most commendable society 
to procure his reports so far as published, and read them. 

D. B. Wem. 
Eason, Til. 

A review and abstract of Prof, Forbes’ important paper on 
“The Food of our Thrushes” will be found in Forusr anp 

STREAM, Vol. xv., p. 244. 
+--+ 

IN THE PHILADELPIA ZOO. 

HE Zoological Society of our city has a yery rare and ex- 
tremely interesting animal in their collection, a lemur, 

which has been caged in the monkey house for three years. 
Tam told that thereis no other in this country. Mr. A, BH. 
Brown, the superintendent of the garden, states that the group 
of lemursis remarkable for its combination of forms, and 
it is yery difficult to place satisfactorily as it has alliances in 
three directions with Primates (monkeys), with edentia 
(gnawing animals), and with /psectivora (moles, shrews, etc). 
By most of the recent systematists they are cousidered as a 
subdivision of the highest order of mammiatlia as follows; 

Order, Primates, Sub-order—A nihirepidae, man; Sindadae, 
apes; Lemuridae, lemurs. 

This little animal is about the size of s large squirrel, and 
remains quietly sleeping most of the day, becoming very ac- 
tive toward evening and duving the night, Much resembling 
the monkey in form of body there is still 4 marked similari- 
ty to our fying squirrel in shape of head and texture of cout. 
I. is carnivorous and possesses canine teeth, an(l is very difii- 
cult. to keep in confinement. Anxious to know how the ani- 
mal was fed IT asked Rolling, the keeper, the question, and 
learned that it was piven a variety of food, sweet potatoes, 
bananas, and now and then an insect. 

T noticed in the monkey house in a separate cage a besuti- 
ful specimen of the moon-eyed monkey, one of a genus of 
uoctinal monkeys found in the Brazilian forests, It re- 
sembles the lemurs, and is similar in habits as is usual with 

night feeding animals, and both the specimens I mention 
have large eyes. 

Philadelphians who take an interest in zoological matters 
are pleased with the prospect of the successful rearing of the 
young orang-outang at the zoo. This will be the second win- 
ter it has passed in this country, and it appears to bein the 
best of health, great care being taken to keep the apart- 
nigut where it is confined at the proper temperature. Last 
summer it had af times the full range of the garden, and 
amazed the visitors by the rapid manner in which it made 
its way fron limb to limb of the forest trees in the inclosure, 
swinging itself from branch to branch so quickly that it re- 
quired some effort to keep up withit. The orang-outang is 
now about four years old. 

The two chimpanzees purchased by the Philadelphia Zoo- 
logical Society are dead, haying succumbed to the change of 
climate they underwent in being brought to this country- 
They had furnished great amusement for nineteen months, 
which is, I believe, the longest time a chimpanzee has been 
kept in the United States. 
During the presont month the specimen of female gorilla— 

adult size—which was sent to Dr. Morton, of Philadelphia, 
ina barrel of rum from Africa will be dissected in the pres- 
ence of a number of scientists. It is the intention of the 
missionary who shipped this specimen to Dr. Morton to for- 
ward on his arrival at his station in Africa, which is in the 
heart of the gorilla country, a full grown male in good con- 
dition. Decomposition havingtaken place before the female 
referred to was put in spirits, caused the falling out of almost 
the entire coat of hair, a small patch on the breast being all 
that remains, 
A few days since a hawk was observed sailing in circles 

over the centre of our city, and finally to swoop down and 
dexterously pick a pigeon from a flock that were resting on a 
housetop. This is an illustration of what a hungry bird will 
do when forced by stress of weather and dearth of ordinary 
provender. Snow falls still continue, and last night rain, 
which has caused a crust to form on top of the snow, render- 
ing it more difficult for the quail to glean a scanty eed 

; OMO. 
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THE MOUNTAIN QUAIL. 

Beruienem, Pa. 
Wale correspondent, 8. H. ©., of St. Joe, Mich., wants 

to know ‘‘all about the California quail—both kinds.” 
To use his ownexpression I ‘‘have been there.” They would 
do well *‘to divide the burden of ‘carrying off shot’ with 
their cousin Bob White.” Both kinds afford good sport; 
both are good eating. For my own part I never was able to 
discover much difference between the flavor of Bob White 
and the qnail of California. Iam aware, though, that some, 
whose judgment is perhaps better than my own, say that the 
flavor of the California bird is inferior. But if these birds 
could be raised here I think that most sportsmen would find 
great pleasure in hunting them, and would find little fault 
with them upon the score of flavor. 

But the winter, ‘* there’s the rub.” The mountain quail 
might, and probably would, survive moderate winters, his 
habitat being the mountains, at an elevation of about four 
thousand feet. In such localities there is snow in California, 
and of course severe cold too at times. But the fact het his 
home is in the mountains and at such an eleyation introduces 
I think an element of difficulty into his introduction into the 
Eastern States. Would he be content with the lesser alti- 
tude in which he must live if he is to be of any use to the 
Eastern sportsman? Might he not te disposed to leave the 
rolling lands of the Eastern and the prairies of the Western 
States and take up his abode in the highest parts of our moun- 
tain ranges? Tf so he would be of no use to us, and in addi- 
tion would probably be killed by the rigors of \he winter. 
And yet spite of all these difficulties I should certainly advise 
that the experiment be made. It would cost but little either 
in money or troub'e for some sportsman’s association or game 
protective society to import and set free a number of them 
and observe the results. If their Western habitat is any indi- 
cation as to where the experiment should be made here, there 
¢an be no doubt thatit should be done in the near vicinity to 
mountains. By all means let the matter be tried. I should 
have great hope of its success. 
Asto the yalley quail I think nothing could be done with 

it in any of our Northern States. Its habitat on the Pacific 
slope is the valleys. It is true i+ is sometimes found at an 
elevation of two thousand feet, but I think this is always in 
the warm weather. I am not aware that it is ever found out 
of the yalleys when snow falls on the mountains, Iam 
quite certain that the snow and cold of our long, hard East- 
ern winters would kill every valley quail brought here. I 
feel especially sorry for this for I am indebted to them for 
many an hour's rare sport in their native haunts, and I would 
find great pleasure in renewing my acquaintance with them 
inmy nutive haunts. They are beautiful, bright, cunning 
little fellows, who by their tricks and habits would give a 
deal of enjoyment to sportsmen who enjoy anew experience, 

Should any one attempt the introduction of the mountain 
quail I would advise that it would be done in the early sum- 
mer. C. B, 
ri 

Wavrr Bue.—tl am sending you by this day's mail an ani- 
mal I call a water beetle, for want of the true name. It was 
handed me by a lad of more than usual intellizence who Says 
he saw it catch young trout two inches long, and carry theni 
into his hole. The boy dugit out, fishand all. The boy tells 
me he has seen others like it, but of dull brick color. He 
says also that he has seen (and will bring me one) « bug 
mueh smaller, with four legs and a pair of stout arms, that 
catches little fish like fun. Will Forrsr any Svrpam please 
tell ns the name of the one forwarded? And haye they any 
knowledge of their habits ? B. 

December 23, 1880. 

The bug has been received. It belongs to the genius Bel- 

ostomd, and is very destructive to young fish. It is found 
everywhere throughout the country in more or less abun 

dance. The specimen sent belongs to a different species 

from our Hastern Aelastema grandis. See Forrest Ano 

SrezaM, Vol, XII, pp. 125 and 205. 

Brack ann GRay SQuirrE.s.—Denver, Colorade, Jun. 9. 
—Huditor Forest and Stream : There are two or three questions 
before the Forusr ano Stream debating club upon which I 
feel competent to offer afew remarks. 
My youthful days were spent in the Buckeye State and 

upon & farm. Squirrels were a great pest in the corn-planting 
season and plentiful at all times to afford the best field epori, 
we had. Seemingly every hollow treein the woods sheltered 
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a family of young squirrels in the proper season, and that 
family was popularly believed to consist of from three to 
five gray ones and one black one. I do not know that this 
was the universal rule, although so recognized, but I do know 
that such was a yery common fact, my knowledge being 
gained by watching the daily gambols of families of young 
squirrels whose houses were in sight of my father’s door. 

Such were frequently caught for pets, several gray and one 
black being taken from the same nest. Except in color they 
were apparently the same in size, weight and action. Adult 
squirrels in the woods were in the proportion of one black to 
four or five gray, B. 

A Paxre Dove.—A correspondent, I. H. J., of Macon, 
Ga., sends us 4 specimen for identification. Hesays; ‘1 
send you by mail the skin of a dove killed fifteen miles from 
our city, a7ara avis for our section. I had made an effort to 

There was 
another bird killed near here almost entirely white, except a 
mount it, but secured it too late to preserve it: 

little portion of the wings, whicn were of the natural doye 
color, Will you please inform me as to their identity? ” 

The skin is that of a turtle dove (Zenedura carolinensig), 

It is, however, very pale in color, being of a delicate light 

brown, paler toward the extremity of tail and wings—in a 

bleached specimen, which might be called a partial albino. 

Jan. i, 1881.—Day before Wister Brrps—WViagara, 
The poor little yesterday I saw the first robin of the season. 

fellow is very early or very late, 
yard among the pine trees, 
friend’s farm there has been a meadow lark for the last two 
weeks. Just before Christmas a young friend told me he 
saw three cow birds. The coldest weather we have here was 
eight below zero, NiIsGARA. 

Weient or Braok-Tarep (Mute) Desr.—Toward the 
close of a favorable season, in August to October, when deer 
are at their best and the fat.on a buck’srump is from an inch 
to an inch and a half thick, if is not rare to find them weigh- 
ing, gross, from 250 to 300 pounds. An occasional one many 
pull down a few more pounds than the highest figure named, 
but, I think, never more than 325. They are not so large in 
New Mexico as further North. (By the way, I do not like 
the name ‘* mule deer.”’) B. 

Harty (?) Kinerisner—ornelisville, W. Y., Jan. 10.—1 
Saw yesterday P, M., January 9, a kingfisher (Ceryle aleyon). 
This is the latest or the earliest I have observed them in this 
connty, There is no open water on the river except where 
the current is very swift. I should think fishing with the 

“temperature ten and twenty degrees below zero would be 
rather discouraging. J. Oris FeLtows. 

Kish Culture. 

THE CENTRAL FISHCULTURAL SOCTETY, 

| CoNTINUED. | 

R SHAW: “This writer who,judging from his argument, 

is a mill owner, states the whole case for the opponents 

of fishways and gives in full what he thinks to be the griey- 

ances to which dam owners are subjected by the fishway 

law, and being a good argument from his point of view, it 

deserves a careful and a candid consideration from the 
public. a 

He says first: ‘‘Tam a citizen of the United States and 
desirous of showing willing obedience to the laws thereof. I 
derived my fille from the United States Government, clear 
of any and all encumbrance, without any reservation of 
erecting or upholding fishways for the benefit of other par- 
ties,” and claims protection from any law that will hamper, 
endanger or depreciate the yalue of his property, without 
payment in full for all damayes sustained. 

To his argument I made the following reply : 
The writer oyerlooks the fact that he 1s but one of several 

hundred that have obtained titles exactly alike from the Gen- 
eral Government to the banks of the Wapsipinicon River, 
and that by making the river impassable for fish he has been 
depreciating the value of their property, thereby doing indi- 
vidually to all those parties just what he now complains the 
State should not do to him. 
We hold these principles to be well settled by usages and 

decisions so many that, we find it impossible in a short arti- 
cle to quote but a very few of them : 

1. In any grant from the public to individuals, any privi- 
lege which is not expressly granted is withheld. 

2. A river is a public way- 
3, The right to the water and fish in a stream is a joint 

one to all the owners, and must be so used by each as not to 
unreasonably interfere with the rights of others. 

4, The passage of fish in a river is a public right. 
5. The Legislature has the right to make such Jaws as_ will 

protect the public from injury by animproper use of any of 
these public rights, 

To partially prove the correctness of these positions we 
will submit a few decisions, 

‘\ Every owner of a dam holds it on condition or limita- 
tion that a sufficient and reasonable passage way shall be al- 
lowed for fish. This limitation, being for the benefit of the 
public, is not extinguished by any inattention or neglect in 
compelling the owner to comply with it.” (Stoughton y. 
Baker, 4 \ass., 528.) 

In that case there was neglect to build a fishway from 1634 
to 1789; but it was beld that the duty continued. 

‘The preservation of fisheries is for the benefit of the 
public. The right to have the fish pass up the river is a pub- 
lic right. The right to catch the fish is in the owners of the 
soil; but the right to have the fish there, so that they can be 
et, is a public right.” (Commonwealth y. Essex Co., 13 

Tay, 247. 
ee The oa of privileges and exemptions to a corporation 

is strictly construed against the corporation, and in fayor of 
the public. Nothing passes but what is granted in clear and 
ony terms.” (Ohio Life Ins, Co. v. Debolt, 16 Howard, 
435. 

‘‘Ownership of the banks and bed of a stream gives to the 
proprietor the exclusive right of fishery opposi’e his land. as 
well as the right to use the water to create power to operate 
mills; but neither the one nor the other, nor both combined, 
confer any right to erect obstructions in a stream to prevent 
the free passage of fish up and down the river at their accus- 

I saw him in the church- 
About a mile from here on a 

tomed seasons, assuch obstructions would impair and ulti- 
mately destroy all such rights owned by other proprietors 
both above and below the obstruction on such stream. 

“Such water-power is everywhere regarded as public 
Tight, and fisheries, even in waters not navigable, are so far 
public rights that the Legislature may ordain and establish 
regulations to prevent obstructions to the passage of fish, and 
to promote the usual and uninterrupted enjoyment of the 
right by riparian owners.” (Commissioners y. Holyoke 

ater-Power Co., Supreme Court of United States, Devem- 
ber Term, 1872.) 

This Holyoke case is the most noted that has ever been de- 
termined in this country, and was especially fayorable to the 
dam owners, a8 4 moment's glance at what was claimed by 
the defendants will show. 

It was claimed for them, as has been claimed by our cor-e- 
spondent, that they had a gvod title from the Government, 
and so were entitled to use their property as they saw fil. 

It was claim d that they bad used the water-power, as they 
were using it, for a long period of time, and so had obtained 
the right to use it by statute of limitation. 

Tt was claimed that they had expended $2,000,000 in im- 
proving their power, and so it was against public policy to 
compel them fo putin a fishway. Also, that they had paid 
owners of fishing or riparian rights above their dam $20,000 
for those rights and that that fact should relieve them. 

But more especially it was claimed that they had a special 
charter permitting them to build just such a dam as they had 
built from the State Legislature. 
We have not time or space to go over this case, but will 

simply say that all that was claimed for the defense was 
proved or admitted; that it was argned by eminent counsel, 
both before the Supreme Court of Massachusetts and the Su- 
preme Court «f the United States; that on August 31, 1872, 
the Supreme Oourt of Massachusetts entered a decree against 
the defendants, compelling them to put in a fishway; that 
upon appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States the 
decree was affirmed at the December term, 1872, and that the 
Owners were compiled to putin a fishway. We could cite 
dozens of decisions bearing up nthe question and in all our 
reading know of no one decision that has not borne in the 
same direction, So we consider the question virtually settled, 
so far as the courts are concerned. 

The Judiciary Committee of the House and Senate of the 
Seventeenth General Assembly of Iowa, composed of the best 
of legal talent, so determined and reported, after a full inves- 
tigation, when this law was before them for their action. 

Outside of this question of law, there is one of right or 
“justice.” Originally all the purchasers of property along a 
stream pay th- same price for theirlands. Fish were abun- 
dant along the streams and are the property of the joint own- 
ers, One man builds a dam that effectually stops the passage 
of fish; butas they are plenty, no one objects. The mill 
power brings wealth to the owner, untilhe boasts of its value. 
The dam brings barrenness of fish to the stream, until the 
mill-owner, scorning the little that is left, says: ‘I would 
give considerable money if there were not # fishin ourriver.” 
Now those who haye suffered these losses ask those who 

haye assumed to own all there was of value along the river, 
and in so doing nearly destroyed their neighbors’ rights, to so 
use the privileges they are enjoying as to permit the fish to 
pass up the streams through the waste water that flows over 
their dam-, in order not to entirely annihilate the fish—know- 
ing full well that-what they ask will only partially restore to 
them their rights, but being willing to suffer this much rather 
than to injure in the least the water-powers that furnish the 
motive power for an industry which is fully and justly appre- 
ciated. 

The fair discussion of this question would occupy more 
space than we have at our command, but we think that what 
we have said coyers the case fully, where the builders own 
the land wholly upon which their dams are built. But, it 
might be added, in meandered streams, like the Wapsipini- 
con, a portion of the land upon which the dams are built— 
that is, the bed of the streain—has never been bought or sold 
and belongs as justly to the poorest person in these United 
States as to the parties who assume to own the dams that are 
upon them ; and there is no question, as a matter of fact, but 
that an action for their entire removal could be sustained in 
the proper courts if sufficient cause were shown for so doing, 
What we have written is in the kindliest of feeling toward 

mill-owners, but is what we believe fo be the facts and the 
law in the case and what is being demanded by the masses of 
our people at the hands of owners of dams. 
The Fish Commissioner claims to have made plans of fish- 

ways, as far as he was able, so that they shall not interfere 
with the water-powers (as they only use ‘he waste water), 
and that, in his opinion, they will add strength to the dam, 
while they are as cheap as durability and efficiency will per- 
mit. B. F, Suaw. 

SS SS 

REPORT OF THE TEXAS COMMISSION, 

(MH first report of the Commissioner on Fisheries for the 
State of Texasisbeforeus This Stateis the youngest 

of all in the workof fish culture, its Commissioner, Mr. J. I. 
Dinkins, having been appointed in September, 1879, and 
being without a cent of either salary or appropriation to 
work with, he naturally has not been able to accomplish 
much, and therefore confines himself mainly to recommenda- 
lions forthe future. His Case isthe same as that of many 
other commissions ; he has to educate the legislators up to 
the point of seeing that whatever brings in a ton of food to 
the people from sources hitherto unproductive enriches the 
State to that amount. 
One would suppose that the successes of fish culture in 

other States would reach the ears of the Texas lawmakers, 
and that they would not require to haye a Fish Commission 
rehearse the alphabet of this branch of political economy any 
more than they would need to be told of the beneiits of agri- 
culture, railroads or telegraphs, 

The Commissioner calls their attention to the fact that 
Texas has a large population, and it is fair to presume that 
they eat, and that other States have invested largely in re- 
stocking their waters, and found it profitable. He cites ex- 
tracts from Mr. George H. Jerome, formerly of the Michi- 
gan Fish Oommission ; Mr, 8. G. Worth, of North Carolina ; 
from the reports of the West Virginia, Maryland, Wisconsin, 
Ohio, South Carolina, Massachusetts and Minnesota Fish 
Commissions; quotes an article on the carp from the 
American Agriculturist, and publishes his correspondence 
with Professor Baird, from whom he received 150 German 
carp, which were distributed to persons in Texas in lots of 
ten each. Concerning the growth of these he says; ‘'/These 
fish have done well in our waters and grow rapidly. When 
they were received they were only three or four inches long, 
and now they are by actual messurement twenty inchés 

long, and it is thought that they have already spawned, as 
the ponds and pools where they were placed are now full of 
young fry, unknown before the carp were placed in them.” 
He also mentions that ‘the United States Commission, 
through Prof. Baird, and without any expense to the State 
Whatever, deposited in Texas streams, up to July 4, 1875, 
425,000 young shad and 194,000 young California salmon.” 
A calculation is made of the water surface of the lakes 

and rivers, which gives a total of 166 square miles, or 106,- 
661 acres, which itis claimed wonld swell to 200,000 if the 
smaller ponds and lakes were added in. The list of Fish 
Commissioners of the different States is published and credit- 
ed to Forest anp STREAM, where the list is revised annually. 
After writing his report the Commissioner received 7,650 
more carp from Prof. Baird through Mr. Ellis, which will 
be distributed, but there are no funds to accomplish more 
this season. 

i 

SENDING YOUNG EGGS PERFECTLY DRY. 

its is Known that fish eggs die quickly in water which is 
not in circulation, but that they will live several days 

out of it, and here is the advantawe of the so-called dry im- 
pregnation, It is also known that freshly impregnated eggs 
do not bear transportation well, especially on long journeys. 
Tt occurred to me that dry impregnated eggs which had 
never been in water, and in consequence had their develop- 
ment retarded by remaining dry, might be better adapted to 
long journeys than when placed in water before their 
voyage. 
To prove this I had Messrs. Fr. Glaser & Son, of Basil, 

Switzerland, send me some salmon eggs and milf, tied up in 
the bladder of a hog, without a drop of water. 
Twice this was done, and each time they were accom- 

panied by alot of eggs packed in the usual manner. The 
journey Jasted three days and the temperature was high ; 
but on both occasions the dry packed eggs came through in 
good condition, looking beautiful and red, while the others, 
packed in the usual manner, were all dead. I will experi- 
ment to find out if eggs with the embryo far advanced are 
also better if sent in the bladder of an animal than if packed 
in the usual manner. Max von vem Borne. 
Rerneuchen, Germany. 

Tre Contoan Sysrem or Havrontyc.—The Fischerei Zei- 

tung, of Stettin, Germany, thus notices our Fishery editor: 

‘Mr. Fred. Mather, who has since the Berlin Exposition 
drawn much nearer the German fishculturists, is again in 
New York. He is now in charge of the fishery department 

of Forgas? AND STREAM, the great American journal of field 

sports and fishculture. We take this opporlunity te mention 

aimatterin which Mr. Mather deseryes honorable mention, 
The conical system of hatching is of his invention, but has 

been called the ‘ Wilmot hatcher’in Germany. Mr. Wilmot 

patented it in America, July 18, 1876, and it is No, 180,085, 
while from a report of Prof. Baird for the year 1876 we learn 

that Mr. Mather made and used the cones in experiments in 

1875. It is not necessary to enter into details of this matter, 
but if necessary it can be done.” 

Wuere and Wren Do Brovrrish Spawn ?—Concerning 

the spawning of the ‘* bluefish,” or ‘‘tailor” (Pomatomas snl- 

tatriz), there seems to be some confusion of dates, and in 
this connection we are allowed to publish the following: 

Unrrmp Srarzs Commission, Fisu anp Fisnerres, Was/- 
ington, D. C., Dec. 29.—Drsr Mr. Buaoxrorp; Mr. Barll, 
in his terviews with the fishermen along the Jersey coast, 
was informed that when hluefish first come in many of them 
are full of ripe spawn, and that this spawn constitutes an ar- 
ticle of sale in the market. Is this in accordance with your 
own experience, and do your men ever remember to have 
found ripe ovaries when cleaning bluefish at any season of 
the year, especially in spring? If your recollections are not 
clear on thig subject, will you not make anote in some of 
your books, or paste a mémorandum in your office to look 
into the matter when the time comes? Jt will be a very in- 
teresting problem. Yours truly, Spencer FP. Barren, 

Commissioner. 
To E. G. Blackford, Esq., 80 Fulton Market, New York. 

Mr, Blackford informs us that the spawn is not sold jn 

market, but that young bluetish are often found among — 

whitebait, in May and June. We have found the young, of 
an inch or two inches, from May to August, and large ovaries 

(unripe) in July. Correspondence on this subject is in 

order. 

A Prize ror Fisnourtyeisrs.— We find the following in a 
late mumber of the Fischeret Zeitung of Stettin, Germany, 
which we translate as follows: Berlin, December 5.—The 
committee of the German Fish Society has determined to 
offer a premium of 500 marks (1 M, = 28 2-8 cents) for the 
best work cn the following subject: Of those fish eggs which 
are used in hatching, especially the eggs of the salinon, the 
fungus well known to the fishculturists as '‘Byssus,” or for- 
mations of mo'd, which partly belong to the Saprolegniacex, 
partly to the Schizomyceto, destroy a significant percentage. 
An exact botanical description of the species and Iinds of 
these fungi, their biology and propagations, the manner of 
their introduction into the fish-breeding apparatus, ihe con- 
ditions which fayir or impede their develupment, as also a 
description of how they injure the eggs, is desired. To this 
should be added a discussion on the question whether and by 
what means it might be possible to prevent their appearance 
among the eggs, and if once introduced into the breed, what 
is best to be done to prevent the further sprvading of the 
evil. The competition for the premium is to be internation- 
al; the said work to be sent sealed and provided with motto, 
or heading, to the Bureau of the German Fish Society, Leip- 
zig Plate, No, 9, until October 1, 1882, 

Lime ror Posnps—erneuchen, Germany.—For sevyera 
years I have used a large spring reservoir of about 3-16 ha 
(hectare) fo raise a brood of trout in one summer. The pond 
contained many little stickle-backs, and in consequence 
thereof the losses on trout were very noticeable in the course 
of the summer, reaching as high #s eighty per cent., and 
therefore, in the fall of 1879, I put in all the spring channels 
which supply the pond, after having Jet the water flow off, 
so much thinly slackened lime that all the stickle-backs were 
killed. The success was surprising. In the spring of the 
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present year I placed 1,500 California salmon in the pond and 
at the fishing in the fall I caught 1,462 lively salmon; more 
than twenty (I am sorry that I did not count them) had per- 
ished while fishing, The loss in the course of the summer, 
therefore, was very insignificant. In the fall, after fishing, I 
oured into the channels of all my ponds lime-milk (that is, 

fime thinned with so much water that it resembles milk) to 
kill stickle-backs, beetles and other unwelcome guests. The 
lime is of no further effect when the pond is refilled, and it 
can at once be occupied by fish. M. von prem Borne. 

Coxngcriout Dozs Nor Oonrrrmcre.—The Springtield 
(Mass. ) Republican says: ‘The intelligent Fish Committee of 
the last Connecticut Legislature advised against joining with 
the Commissioners of the United States, Massachusetts and 
Maine in stocking the rivers of the State with salmon. Uni- 
ted States Commissioner Professor Baird, however, unwil- 
ling to see the work interrupted, has given the Connecticut 
Commissioners 240,000 ova of Penobscot salmon. They will 
be distributed from the Pequonock hatching house. The 
Legislature should be shamed into continuing the work next 
year.” 

Braoxr Bass ror Inriyo1s.—The Fish Commissioners of 
Illinois have thirty thousand young black bass (sp.?) from 
four to eight inches in length, for free distribution within the 
State, now in ponds near Quincy, in charge of Commissioner 
5. P. Bartlett. 

Sea and River Sishing. 

THE MORTALITY OF THE GULF FISHES. 

NOS Y a TES TANEING the many notices of the whole- 
sale deaths among the fishes of the Gulf of Mexico and 

the manner in which their carcasses have polluted the air, 

until fears have been entertained of diseases being engendered 
among the inhabitants near the shore, people at a distance do 

not seem to realize the extent of the loss to the fishermen 

whose occupation is gone, nor the misery which may result 
from the continuation of this plague. 

We have received a letter from Professor Baird on this 
subject, in which he incloses a letter from one of his corres- 
pondents, which we publish below: 

Uniren States Comission, Fish anp FisHerts, ) 
Wasuineron, D. C., Jan, 7. 5 

Fiditor Forest and Stream : 
In the year 1878 the pages of Forest ann Srream, as also 

the proceedings of the National Museum, contained notices 
of a remarkable mortality among the fishes and marine ani- 
mals of the Gulf of Mexico, the quantity of fish perishing be- 
ing something truly enormous {his year the same phenom- 
enon is repeated and the Florida papers contain many notices 
on the subject. 

Tt is considered a matter of so much importance that the 
National Board of Health has detailed Doctor Ginteras to 
yisit the region and make a thorough investigation in regard 
to it. 
Among the various communications that have reached the 

Smithsonian Institution Iinclose one of the most detailed, 
from an extremely intelligent observer, a resident on the west, 
coast of Florida. At present the cause of the evilis unknown, 
buta careful comparison of the data, supplemented by the 
special investigations of the Board of Health, may enable us 
to solve the problem, The occasion is a very serious one to 
the fishermen, and indeed to the people of the Gulf coast 
generally, as a vast amount of animal life, cast in a putrifying 
condition on the shores, must be a source of injury to the 
public health, 

It is desirable that any observations of facts connected with 
this phenomenon should be published. 

Sprnozr F. Barrp, Commissioner. 

Typran Rvox, Fla., Dee. 21. 
Professor Barren : 
Knowing your interest in everything connected with fish, 

etc., [take the liberty of giving you all the facts I have been 
able to collect in reference to the late mortality among the 
fishes in Tampa Bay and adjoining coasts. Had I known 
before I hegan my cruise of the extent of this mortality and 
splendid opportunities afforded of collecting specimens of 
strange and perhaps unknown species, I might have gone 
better prepared for collecting specimens, but I had only heard 
afew vague rumors, and J was little prepared for anything 
further than a collection of facts in rerard to the matter. 

On leaving Clear Water, November 20, I sailed south 
through Boca Ciega Bay, and encountered the first dead fish 
floating on the water near Brd Key, a little southeast of 
Pass a’Trillo. These were mullet, and as we progressed 
to the south and east I began to encounter toadfish, eels, 
pufffsh and cowfish in immense numbers, and on 
attempting to land on the extreme point of Pt, 
Pinellos for the night I was driven to my boat by the 
stench of thousands of rotting fish upon the beach. The next 
morning T went ashore and found the dead fish drifted ashore 
in countless numbers, The cels appeared most numerous, 
followed by pufffish, cowfish, sailor's choice, and small fish 
of every shape and variety. After these followed groupers, 
mangrove-snappers, jewfish, garpike, spade. fish, stingrays, 
and sharks. Other varieties unknown to me were mixed 
atmong these, together with vast numbers of cat-fish, 1 saw 
very few mullet .here 
At Gadsden Point about thesame varieties appeared, while al 

Tampa I saw but few dead fish,and they were principally gars 
and catfish. From Tampa I proceeded to the mouth of the 
Little Manatee to obtain some information from Mrs. Hoy 
concerning her theory accounting for the death of the fishes, 
I subsequently visited the towns of Manatee, Palmetto, Bra- 
dentown, and proceeded thence to Hunter's Point in Sarasoto 
Pass, Longboat Inlet being the furthest point south visited. 
Returning I spent several days on Anna Maria Key, where I 
collected the skulls of several varieties of fish; thence, pass- 
ing northward by way of Passage Key, Hgmont, Mullet Key, 
aud so on hack to Clear Water.” From Longboat Inlet round 
to Mullet Key the dead fish were principally mullet, catfish, 
eels and groupers. The mullet preponderating at least ten to 
one. Puiffish, toadfish, cowfish and frog fish were stil] ex- 
tremely plentiful, indeed I saw no diminution in their num- 
bers, ae the number of dead mullet had inareased very 
polly, 

Isaw many fish in every stage of sickness from the first 
attack to the end. All were affected in nearly the same man- 
ner. Thefish, apparently active and healthy, would be swim- 
ming along when suddenly it would turn onits side and shoot 
to the top of the water, gasping us though out of the water, 
apparently unable to control its motions, often lying on its 
side on the bottom for five or ten minutes motionless, 
then suddenly shooting hither and thither without aim or 
object, and finally ending the struggle on the surface and 
floating off dead. Whole schools of mullet would suddenly 
stand upright on their tails spouting water, and die in five 
minutes. Gars would run for a long time with their snouts 
above the water and then lie motionless, as if dead, for ten 
or fifteen minutes. These generally lived an hour or more 
after heing attacked. I obtained specimens of water from 
varivus localities, which I send herewith, marked to show 
whence obtained* 

Before giving the statement of others in regard to the 
matter, I will give you briefly the results of my own obser- 
yation in a very brief manner: 

1, The dead fish were most numerous on the outside 
beaches, and on the inside beaches of the outer line of keys. 

2. That dead fish were least numerous about the mouths 
of creeks and rivers, decreasing fradually 13 one approached 
such places. 

3. That the poisoned water was not diffused generally, but 
ran in streams of various sizes, as proyen by fish dying in vast 
numbers instantly upon reaching such localities. 

4. That the fish were killed by a specific poison, as proyen 
by the sickness and death of birds which ate of the dead 
fish sh. 

5. The fish began dying on the outside beaches first, as Mr. 
Strand, assistant light-keeper, at Egmont, reports |hem 
coming up first on the 17th of October, while Mrs. Hoy ob- 
served them first on the first or second of November at little 
Manatee River. 

6. The examination of many hundred recently dead fish re- 
yealed no signs of disease. The colors were bright, the flesh 
firm and the gills rosy. The stomach and intestines appeared 
healthy. 

In my haste I have neglected to state that Isaw a good 
many dead birds during the trip. At Tampa ducks were 
dying. Isaw dead vultures at Anna Maria Key, and at Pas- 
sage Key large flocks of cormorants were sick and dying. I 
also saw the carcasses of terns, gulls and frigate birds. The 
cormorants sat on the beach with their heads under their 
wings and could be approached and handled. 

It might be also proper to state that on Monday morning, 
December 14, about one hour before day, I heard a roaring 
southwest of Passage Key, apparently far out at sea, resem- 
bling the ‘blowing off " of a steam boiler. The noise con- 
tinued some (en minute: and ceased. After daylight I heard 
a similar roaring, which lasted about five minutes. There 
was no steamer in sight in the direction of the sound, and I 
observed no swell in the sea following it. After I got under 
sail I heard the noise a third time. Wheth»rthis was fol- 
lowed by the death of fish Iam unable to say, as I did not 
stay to see. JI mention this incidentally as a corroboration 
of Mrs. Hoy's statement, which is hereto appended. Whe 
ther, however, either of these disturbances of the water had 
any connection with the mortality among the fishes the 
theory of sub-aqueous eruptions of poisonous gases is ex- 
tremely plausible and reasonable. S. T. WALKER. 

Statement of Mr. Williams, of Pt. Pinellos: 
The fish began dying about the last of October here. All 

kinds die except red fish. Eels and sea-toads are most nu- 
merous, thongh all kindsdie. I haye seen only a few sheeps- 
heads. I think itis caused bya black scum on the water 
resembling sout. When a school of mullet get into water cov- 
ered by this black scum ihey die at once. Oysters are affect- 
ot Dy. this also, and those who eat of them are made very 
sick. ° 

Statement of Mr. Spencer, of the Tampa Tribune: 
I went out last Sunday (November 28) expressly to see for 

myself, and, if poss ble, to account for the dying of the fishes 
in Tampa Bay. I feel certain from what I saw that it is 
caused by fresh water from the creeks, rivers and marshes. 
The water where the fish are dying looks black and slimy— 
very different from the usnal color of the bay water. You 
see there has been an unusual amount of rain this fall, and 
this becoming impregnated with the poison of decaying vege- 
tation, is poured into the bay in unusual quantities and poi- 
sons the fish. This is my opinion, and I give it for what it 
is worth. The oyster saloons here were obliged to close, as 
the oysters cume near killing several people. 

Statement of Mrs. Charles Hoy, of Little Manatee: 
The fish began dying here about the first of November. 

About 8 o'clock on the evening of October 28, or thereabout, 
T was sitting on my front gallery, the air being perfectly still 
and the bay calm, when I heard a heavy splashing of tle wa- 
ter in the direction of Gadsden Pt. This continued for a 
few minutes and was immediately followed by a roaring 
sound, such as might be made by the wheels of a side-wheel 
steamer near at hand, though the noise seemed to be several 
miles away. This continued for about a quarter of an hour, 
as near as I could guess, when it suddenly ceased Some 
twenty-five or thirty minutes afterward heavy swells began 
to come up the river, such as come in during a heavy blow 
froin the northwest. These continued for a long time, srad- 
ually becoming lighter until I went to bed. In three days 
the fish began to come up the river dead and dying. I canght 
several mullet that were standing upright in the water sick, 
and each had three black spots on the back, which gradually 
faded away. 1 opened the fish and could see nothing the 
matter with them. The flesh was natural and firm and the 
gills were normal. 

In regard to oysters I have had a rather rough experience, 
and can with certainty say that they are poisonous. A few 
days‘after the fish began dying I had a quart of fine oysters 
for dinner, I had alady visitor on that day, but she did not 
like oysters und ate none. My danghter and I ate heartily 
of them and after dinner I took my gun and went ont to a 
pond to shoot some ducks. I took a colored womun (my 
cook) along, and before I had gotten half way I began to feél 
weak and a mist came before my eyes. I kept on, however, 
to the pond, and when [ reached it was so blind I could not 
see the ducks, although the water was covered with them. 
With the assistance of the colored woman I got home, when 
I found my danghter similarly affected-and unable to wall. 
Neither Mrs. Simms, the visitor, nor my cook were affected, 
which makes me know it was the oysters. The sickness and 
loss of yision gradually left us after drinking a cup of strong 
coffee, Im confident the death of the fish is caused by the 
discharge of poisonous gasea fram the bottom of the sea: 

Statement of Messrs. Fogarty and Whittaker, smackmen, of 
Bradentown : 

We own a4 smack and fish off the coast from Egmont south 
to Charlotte Harbor. Our business ig about ruined by the 
death of the fish. They are dying off the coast as bad as in- 
shore. Our fish die after we put them in the well, frequently 
in five minutes. We cannot say what causes it, as we have 
no means of ascertaining The poisoned water runs in 
streaks, for often when three or four smacks are in company 
one or two will lose all their fish in a few minutes, while the 
others, & short distance off, lose none. In one instance, three 
being in company, two lost all their fish, while one lost none, 
the vessels being only a few hundred yards apart. 

Statement of R. B. Strand, assistant-keeper of Egmon® 
Light : 

The fish first came up dead on the 17th of October, in the 
following order: eels, cowfish, toadfish, small fish, such as 
sailor’s choice, minnows, etc., terrapins, ducks and other sea 
birds. The water has the appearance of being very slimy. 

Incident related by Mr. Hendricks, postmaster ut Palmetto : 
Mr. Dolly threw a cast-net into a school of mullet, which 

appeared active and healthy. Before he Janded them they 
were all dead in his net, and looking back the whole school 
was floating dead on the surface. 

Oryis knows how to fashion a rod and tie a fly. He is 
facile and deft. ‘The fish favor his flies and anglers praise his 
rods, and between the two the creel is well filled. 

Gane Bag and Gun. 
“THE REFRIGERATOR AMENDMENT." 

WHAT IT MEANS AND HOW IT IS REGARDED, 

New Yorr, January 14. 
Bditor Forest and Stream : 
re marketmen of the city are making another attempt 

to emasculate the game Jaws, an attempt which they 
have made on every possible occasion for years past. The 
plea for this is ingenious, and to persons, even sportsmen, 
who are not aware of their ‘tricks and their manners,” is 
deceitful and alluring. They tell us amiably that great im- 
provements have been brought about in refrigerators, so that 
they can keep birds and fish and meat an entire year without 
injury; and ask, with a simple and honest expression, why 
should they not be allowed to sell at all times what they can 
keep sonicely? Of course they add yirtuously that they 
would never, no never, sell or buy, or hold or touch any 
game killed out of season—not they. At least some of our 
game dealers say this, especiully those who have been sued, 
year after year, by the Association for the Protection of 
Game for selling game at prohibited times. 

There are as good men in our n arkets as out of them, who 
do not commit frauds themselves and do not wish others to 
do so, but who must have game on their stands if their neigh- 
bors do; and these men wish their business protected on the 
same ground that we wish our sport protected—that both 
may last longer than our day and generation. Tt is fair to 
say such men would obey a law though it gaye them large 
license, but usually it is not safe to make a person judge of 
the law in his own case; and to trust aman to sell game 
during the close season, leaving it to his honor to make 
sure that only game killed at proper times be so sold, is sure- 
ly giving the largest license. 

There is nothing new in this demand of the marketmen, if 
I may call it so, although it really comes from but a small 
portion. A similar provision once existed in the law, and 
then there were few convictions for selling game out of sea- 
son. One invoice will cover any number of birds or fish or 
deer; there is no earmark by which one quail can be distin- 
guished from another, nor can it be proved whether one 
woodcock came from Maine or Florida. The reply to all 
suits was that the game was purchased. within the allowable 
period, and there was the invoice, a perennial #gis, so to 
speak, behind which no investigation could possibly go. 
Now we sportsmen may be fairly able to discriminate be- 
tween the plump, heivy quail of Long Island or New Jersey 
and their lean, hungry brethren of the great West, or to pick 
out a bright-colored Long Island trout from among a number 
brought from the wilds of Maine; but such shades of differ- 
ence would not be recognized in court and could not be ex- 
plained to a jury. 

If game is to be sold all the year through, it may as well 
be killed all the year through and the game laws abolished. 
The pot hunters have a big enough pull on the sportsmen 
now in the difficulty and rarity of their conviction; do not 
make the law wholly in their fayor; do not let all the dogs 
loose and tie all the bricks fast. If any such amendments as 
those proposed are passed there will be no more convictions 
for infractions of the laws, and we may as well all go in and 
have a good time while it lasts. 

As to the pretense that there is more game killed in the 
open season than can be sold, it is mo more than a pretense. 
Of course the game killed toward the end of the open time 
cannot he sent to distant markets, but that result is a neces- 
sary result of any law and would equally exist under the re- 
frigerator provisions if those provisions were to be honestly 
obeyed, that is if no game whatever was to be purchased af- 
ter the commencement of the close time, and only that sold 
which was actually refrigerated before. Apart from this, 
there is market for all game that is legitimately killed and 
more than for all that should be. People forget that game 
cannot he cultivated like tame animals, that we cannot re- 
place pinnated gronse when once exterminated, as our Long 
Island and Nantucket Plains testify; that we cannot raise 
quail as we raise chickens, nor ruffed grouse like ducks, nor 
deer like sheep, but that the supply is limited by nature, and 
if exceeded by man’s destruction will end in certain annihila- 
tion. If the marketmen’s statement were true, we ought sim- 
ply to reduce the time for killing, as game is disappearing 
rapidly enough already. The proper law would be to forbid 
the sale of any game after the first day of the close time. 
This is the rule abroad. Why should it not be so here! The 
ouly exception to this might be made in the case of venison, 
which only exists in our State in a few localities and could 
there be protected by local laws, with the consent and co- 
operation of the residents, and which, when it comes from 
the far West, the principal source of market supply, only 
reaches New York city in primest condition in the latter part 
of December or fore part of January. I write this hastily, 
that I may reach you in time and under the hope that you 
will take prompt notice of this insidious attempt to deatrey 
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the protective work so long carried on by our best and most 
self-denying sportsmen, Roszrt B, Roosryvenr, 

New Yorr, Jan. 12. 
Originally the means of taking game permitted only a mod- 

erate amount to be captured, sufficient for the use of the 
captors for afew days only. Since then fixed ammunition 
and percussion gaps and breech-loaders have been invented, 
increasing the capacity of destruction a hundred fold. Fur- 
thermore, the whole of the United States lias beeome wholly 
or partially enttivated, and game has no longer its fastnesses. 
Then American ingenuity invented nets by which-all the 
quail in a county can be trapped within a month, and all the 
fish in a river can be captured during a season. 

The wealth of a prairie is the grouse; the value of a 
stream is its fish; the charm of field and water is the regular 
enjoyment year by year and generation by generation of the 
sports of the moorland and river. Itis that which gives 
manhood to the growing boy and youth to old age, and makes 
the autumn of the yeur vocal with the ery of familiar birds. 

To preserve this continuity of pleasure to our children we 
have enacted laws limiting the killing of most kinds of game 
to four months in the latter part of the year. 
Now comes the plea of the trapper and the trader, asking 

that they may capture all the game they can from your fields 
and your streams by any known invention and sell them dur- 
ing all the year, providing only they freeze them. Putting 
aside all the loss of the curd that is frozen out of the fish and 
all the juice that is dried up in the birds, the question of 
right to be decided is whether men who do no not own either 
the land or water, and who in most instances are vagrants 
from a distance shall be authorized to capture all this game 
and ship it to distant cities and there sell it all the year 
round for what price soever it may bring, and failing to sell 
it there to ship it to other States or foreign countries. 
We muy admit that trapper and trader would each make 

large gains which the law prevents, but we know that some 
one’s fields and some one’s streams are left unpeopled and di- 
miinished in beauty and pecuniary value in order that the trap- 
pers and traders can make this gain. If we desire that races 
of conspicuous birds and fish and deer shall remain as part of 
the soil, as much a part of it as the annual flowers and the 
music of the waters, we must see to it that their use shall 
be the thoughtful, moderate use of the intelligent man, and 
not the use of the trader that has annihilated the beaver and 
the buffalo, Cras, E. WHIrEHEAD, 

et 

WISCONSIN SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION, 

HBS second annual meeting of the Wisconsin Sportsmen’s 
“ae Association was held at Milwaukee, January 10. The 
following members were present: R. M. Boyd, W. G. Bar- 
ker, C. W. Smith, A. Pugh, Geo. Rickeman and A. H. 
Amos, Gun Club of Racine; A. K Delaney, Mayville; Sam. 
Fifield, Ashland; T, 8. Powers, Tomah; H. W. Welscher, 
Madison, and 8. J. Williams, Fred. Rietbrock, Stewart Mur- 
ray, J. G. J. Camphell, O. W. Robertson, M. P. Carpenter, 
0. W. Wight, Prof G, W. Peckham, G. Preusser, B. Lie- 
dersdorf, C. Fernekes, Judge J. A. Mallory, J. M. Neil, T, 
S. Gray, C. Simmonds, J. G. Wells and W. E. Mann, of 
Milwaukee. New members elected were: F. H, Pond, of 
Westfield; John A. Dutcher, Louis Auer, August Luening 
and G. A. Hart, of Milwaukee. 

President Fred. Rietbrock delivered the following address: 
‘(The Association is organized forthe purpose of securing the 
enactment of judicious and effective laws for the protection 
of wild game of fur, fin and feather, and of insectivorous 
birds, and for the enforcement of all such laws, The organ- 
ization was effected at so late a day in the session of the last 
Lesislature that it was not deemed expedient to put forth 
any effort to influence the enactment of laws calculated to 
carry out the objects of the Association But I think it was 
generally understood at our first meeting that our committees 
on laws should at their leisure consider the whole subject of 
fame and fish laws, anda practicable mode of securing the 
enforcement thereof, and at the present session lay before 
you the results of their work. Two of such committees re- 
cently held a joint session, and will to-day make recommen- 
dations on various subjects which I hope will meet with your 
approval, and that you will take such steps as will prevail on 
the members of the Legislature to enact them into laws. In 
the southern portion of the State the quail and prairie chick- 
en, which were once abundant, are becoming very scarce ; 
would it not be well to suspend the killing thereof altogether 
for two years, so as to allow the deplrted sections to become 
restocked. ; - 

“Snipe, woodcock and duck are migratory birds, but they 
find their natural breeding ground in our State. Should we 
not forego the pleasure of spring shooting altogether, so as 
not to kill or disturb any of those birds when they are pair- 
ing and making ready to hatch their broods, I suggest that 
it would be well to hold at some early day, if possible, a 
meeting of sportsmen from the whole Northwest, to-devise a 
uniform system of laws for the States of Indiana, Mlinois, 
Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, in so far at least as spring 
shooting is concerned, In wild game or fish there is no spe- 
cies of property; at least not until it has been reduced to 
possession; but the taking, disposition and use thereof is 
properly within the control of the State. Should the Legis- 
lature not be prevailed upon to enact against the exportation 
of every species of game from this State? In the northern 
half of the State deer are still abundant, but are slain by the 
hundreds every fall for the hides and saddles alone: the ex- 
port demand only making it profitable to slay them in such 
greet numbers. Nor should the Indians, in my judgment, 
be exempt from the statutes enacted by white men. I am 
credibly informed that toward the northern border the In- 
dians have fallen into the practice of building fences or traps, 
miles in length, by which they are enabled to slay them in 

large numbers, and that they do this largely for their hides 
alone. It seems to me that the time has come when the In- 

dians should in this State either follow the pursuits of civilized 

people to secure alivelihood or be kept on their reservations. 

During the last few years the State has done much by way of 

propagating fish and bringing tu our waters species not indi- 

genous here. Our State is remarkably well watered by 

creeks, rivers and lakes, and most of these are abundantly 

stocked with native fish as gamy and delicious as any that 

can be planted in them. Many of these waters have, how- 

ever, been yery much depleted by net-fishing and by other 

uusportsmanlike practices, such as disturbing the spawn, 

spearing during the spawning season, and the angling there- 

of far beyond actual capacity to use them and only for the 

amusement the catching thereof may have afforded. Would 

it not be economy if the State were to expend $100 for the 

protection of our native stock of fish against such ravages 

for every $1,000 that is expended in the propagation of 
species nof natural to our own waters? Since the organiza- 
tion of this Association our Secretary has traveled to various 
parts of the State and heen in correspondence with members 
of the Association and local clubs, and by his personal en- 
deavors has awakened much interest in the object of our 
society, Indeed, from eyery portion of the State we haye 
received enconragement in the good work that we have com- 
menved. Let us then hope that the Legislature about to 
convene will give us an intelligent game code, one that will 
meet the approyal of the muss of the people who interest 
themselves in the subject, and that thé true sportsmen will 
so compromise their differences of opinions and wishes as to 
give them their united support.” 
The committee on game then read the following report : 
How much soeyer we may wish it were otherwise, Wiscon- 

sin has not been exempt from the all-pervading destruction of 
game. In ihe southern portion of our State it is gone, ex- 
cept, perhaps, two or three species of game birds. From this 
section the deer, that noble monarch of our primeval forests, 
has long since disappeared from the presence of his deadliest 
foe, civilized man. Of our game birds, the prairie chicken 
and the quail are well-nigh extinct. The ruffed grouse, that 
gamiest of all game birds, once so plentilul in our groves 
in this part of Wisconsin, now rarely startles us with noisy 
wing and impetuous flight from coyer and darts from view, 
ho sooner seen than lost from sight. Woodcock, if not di- 
minishing in numbers, are barely holding their own. Snipe 
are unquestionably decreasing in numbers, owing chiefly to 
the destruction they encounter each spring during their mi- 
gration northward. The prompt, decisive ‘‘ quack” of the 
mallard and the wild, weird note of the woodchuck are sounds 
which less and less frequently greut the ear as the seasons 
come and go. ‘Thousands of Jakes, streams, marshes and 
bayous in Southern Wisconsin, which afew yearsago teemed 
with them, are now tenantless the livelong year. 

All these facts point to one unmistakable result. 
mean extermination. 

In view of these facts, the apathy, the rather want of in- 
terest in this matter, which characterizes a large majority of 
our people, m:y well be a subject of astonishment. This lack 
of interest on the part of our people generally has become so 
universally understood und recognized that every per-on who 
has given the subject the slightest consideration has reached 
the conclusion that the final hope for the preseryation of game 
rests with the fraternity of sportsmen. If they do not take 
some action toward game protection and preservation and to 
arrest the march of extermination, the future will be a repe- 
tition of the past, and gentlemen who in the golden autumn 
of each year gladly snatch afew days from the active pur- 
suits of life ta indulge in the soul-stirring delights of field 
sport, will find the pursuit of their fay rite recrention leading 
th m year by year toward the setting sun, It should be, 
then, not only the duty, but the pride, of every sportsman to 
assume the responsibility thus presented and meet the case 
with such remedies as ifs exigencies seem to require. 
Two things are imperatively demanded: Tirst, stringent 

laws for the protection of game; second, their relentless and 
stringent enforcement. ‘Toward the accomplishment of these 
re-ulis sportsmen must take the initiative and persevere, and 
it is confidently believed that with the interest which is rap- 
idly awakening upon this subject, Wisconsin will not. be long 
withont an efficient system of game Jaws which shall be rig- 
orously enforced, 

But too much in the way of good results must not be ex- 
pected. Even after the realization of these two objects in 
this State it is a question whether many species of our game 
birds will not continue to diminish in numbers, even under 
these favorable conditions unless similar steps are taken for 
their protection in our neighboring States. 
A large proportion of the migratory birds which are ex- 

posed for sale in the spring in the State are taken in other 
States and shipped here for a market. So long as the taking, 
killing and transporting is permitted in adjacent States, if 
our Legislature drives them from the markets of this State 
they will doubtless find a market elsewhere. The frue and 
complete remedy lies in securing protection for and prohibi- 
tion of traffic in all our birds of migratory habits in all the 
States traversed by them during their spring flight. By en- 
ergetic and considerate action il is confidently believed this 
can be accomplished. Your committee would therefore re- 
commend that the association take such action as may seem 
best calculated to engage the co-operation of the sportsmen 
and sportsmen’s associations in our neighboring States, with 
a view to secure laws on the subject of game protection in 
their several States which shall be uniform, harmonious and 
co-operative and especially directed to the abolition of all 
spring shooting. 

In regard to legislation in this State, your committee are 
of the opinion that all laws in relation to game should be eodi- 
fied and reduced to a form which should embrace substan- 
tially the following provisions : 

PROPOSED LEGISLATION. 

They 

1. Shooting or taking, transporting, selling, offering for 
sale, having in possession, of all game animals, deer, hare, 
rabbits, gray, black or fox squirrels, and all game birds and 
wild fowl, prohibited except during a short open season, pro- 
vided ten or fifteen days after close of open season allowed 
to dispose of game on hand. 

2 Prohibition of all taking by set-guns, traps, nets, 
snares, springs, and the use thereof for such purpose at any 
season Of the yeur. 

4. Exportation of all game out of the State prohibited, 
4. Limitation of the number of animals or birds lawful to 

he taken in any one day by one person to be, deer, one; all 
other game twenty-five. 

5. Shooting from pulit or sneak boats, and the use of any 
battery, swivel or pivot gun, or any arm other than the com- 
mon pun discharged from the shoulder prohibited. 

6 No quail shooting for a term of three years. 
7. Molesting or disturbing nests or eggs of all game birds 

and wild fowl prohibited. 
8 Prohibition of shooting any bird, game or insectivorons 

bird from the trap. 
9. Protection of minks, rats and fur-bearing animals, same 

as now provided by law. 
10 Protection to the robin, martin, meadow-lark, and all 

insect-devouring birds, their nests, birdsand young. 
11. Persons violating Jaws to be subject to prosecution in 

any county within er through which game is unlawiully 
taken or held in possession. ‘ 

12, All sheriffs and deouties, constables, city and village 
marshals and police force required to make complaint of any 
violations, and District Attorneys to attend and conduct 
trials, 

18. Appointment of eae and fish wardens by the Goy- 
ernor are recomimendations of this Association and the Wis- 

consin Fish Commission, whose duty it shall be to see that 
laws are executed, and make complaint of violations. 

14. Penalties: Twenty-five dollars per head on deer; ten 
dollars on all other game animals: and fine from ten dollars 
to fifty dollars for other violations; one-hulf, in all cases, to 
#o to the informer. 

15. Open season: On deer from August 25 to Dec. 15; 
on all grouse, ducks and snipe from Augnst 35 to December 
16; woodeocks from July 10 to December 14; on hares, 
rabbits and animals from September 1 to February 1. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
A. K. Denanny, 
GUSTAVE PRETSSER, 
O, B. THomas, 

Committee: 
By ‘a suggestion of Judge Mallory an amendment was 

adopted making the infringement a misdenicanor. 
An amendinent was also adopted to the paragraph mum- 

bered ‘'4," by which “deer” was stricken ont altogether. 
An amendment was also adopted to No. **6,” classing 

prairie chicken with quail, so as not to be shot for three 
years. 
Number ''8" was stricken out. 
An amendment to No. ‘‘11” made the penalty cifher fine 

ov imprisonment. 
It was also ordered to insert a clanse prohibiting the vatch- 

ing of wild pigeons with nets, 
Judge Mallory submitted the report of the committee on 

Salad ig nie Sa of Game, Fish and Trespass Laws” as fol- 
OWS: 

To tne Wisconsty Svorrsmen’s Association; The com- 
mittee on enforcement of game, fish and trespass laws re- 
spectiully submit the following report: 

In the opinion of your committee the first step to he taken 
for the enforcement of such laws is to appoint & committee 
for the purpose of raising a special fund to be used for pay- 
ing expenses of prosecuting violations of sich laws. 

Your committee further recommend that this Association 
make an effort to secure the passage of aluw by which the 
Governor shill be anthorized to appoint game constables 
or fish wardens in such localities as may be necessary, mak- 
ing it the duty of such officers to be watchful and diligent in 
their efforts to detect and bring to punishment ull persons 
who may be committing violations of such laws; and requir- 
ing the prosecuting attorney of the county in which any vio- 
lation of such laws is committed lo prosecule cases against 
such offenders. 

It is the further opinion of your committee that effort 
should be made to secure the organization of local societies 
in every county in the State when such a society may be 
needed, for the purpose of assisting in the enforcement of 
the game and fish laws. 
Your committee do not make any recommendations as to 

trespass laws, but suggest that subject for such consideration 
as the Association may think proper to give it. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
J. A. Maixory, 
GB. Lewersporr, 

Committee. 

The election of officers resulted as follows: 

President—Fred. Reitbrock, Milwaukee. 
Secretary—O, W. Robertson, Milwaukee, 
Treasurer—Stewart Murray, Milwaukie. 
Vice Presidents—Chauncty Simonds, Milwaukee; R. M. 

Boyd, Racine; L. A. Winchester, Whitewater; RH. Strong, 
Baraboo; UO. E. Norbeck, La Crosse; A. K. Delaney, May- 
ville; Chas. Felker, Osukosh; Win, Merrill, Prairie du Chien; 
M. T. Baily, Madison; @ W. Corning, Portage; T. 8, 
Powers, Tomah; J. G. Rowell, Beayer Dam; B. I. Teall, 
Tau Claire; W A, Van Brunt, Horicon ; Hon. 8. Fifield, 
Ashland; J. C. Neville, Green Bay; F. A. Turner, Btouzh- 
ton: L. M. Wyatt, Fond du Lac; BE, W. Jones, Wanpun: 
John Laigh, Oconto; Peter Greeley, Mukwonago; M. JJ. 
Egan, Franklin, Mil, Co.; H A. Taylor, Hudson; Jacob 
Kolter, Wausau; Lou Walker, Plainfield; J. H. Boyle, Win- 
neconne; F. W. Sackett, Berlin. 

The committee on #ame laws was instructed to codify the 
same, and to prepare them in proper shape for presentation 
to the Legislature. ‘The next meeting of the Association 
was appointed for the third Tuesday during the Legislative 
session at Madison. 

2 

HIGHHOLDS, SQUIRRELS AND WOODCOCK, 

Fasr Carsrer, New York, Jan. 10. 
Haditor Forest and Stream : , : 

| have been deeply interested reading the various contribu. 
tions to Forest anD StreaM on the proposed revision of the 
game laws, and belieye with some of the wrilers that enforeu- 
ment of the law is more needed than revision. But that 
some of the sections are defective my petty offices of constable 
and game constable for the last conple of yeirs have made 

palpably plain to me, I have succeeded, however, sufiiciently 
well to cause the violations upon the lund to le very rare 
where they were once frequent, and have entirely stopped the 
drawing of eeines in Hutchinson's River, neat Pelham Bridge. 
This I effected two years ago last June by arresting four 
parties whom I caught in the act. They got off lightly, but 
have never wet their scines in te river Fince. For this I re- 
ceived favorable mention in Foresr anp Sriram at the time 
and the thanks of the fishing fraternity generally. On differ- 
ent occasions since I haye warned and driven off other parties 
wilhout making an arrest; the laws in regard to salt water 
being somewhat vaque and defeotive. 

[ would suggest that the rivers, salt water bays and estu- 
aries emptying into Long Island SSound be dist netly state), 
and if fykes are allowed the square size of the mvsh to be 
plainly given, and that pounds be prohibited in Westchester 
County. : 

Section twelve should have the swallow mentioned as well 
as the martin, as some so called sportsmen are apt to shot 
swallows when assembled for glass ball and pigeon shooting. 
This section, as well ag section thirteen, ae umendededin 1880, 
hus no clause making the killing of the birds mentioned a 
misdemeunor. Without this Ihe summary arrest without 
warrant, provided for in section thirty-five, 1s Nseless, and aa 
That is about the only way to bring non-resident offeudera to 
justice, the killing of the birds should cerlainly be made a 
misdemeanor. 

I see that Col. Pike im bis eddress to the Long Island 
farmer proposes to abolish the shooting of meadow Jarks, 
highholds and “I suppose robins, under the head of song 
bird.” O£ course, they are all insectivorous birds, but so are 
the quail and ruffed grouse, und what these are to the wing- 
shot the robin and highhold are to those who have ueyer ac- 
quired the art of stopping the swift flying game bird on the 
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wing. And the meadow lark, with his even steady fight, is 
a god bird for the beginner to prictice on and fit him for 
the killing of nobler game. I do not write this from interested 
motiy.s, fur ever since the time when a3a mere Jad, nearly 
twenty-five years ago, wilh a lerrier dog and a twenty-hore 
single barrel gun, I killed six woadcock one summery afternoon, 
Ihave disdained ihe lesser game, But I write in behalf of 
those who, confined in close, stifling offices in the cilies, can 
occasionally get a day off during the open season. Notice one 
of these coming in from his day’s sport, with what pride 
he displays his string of highholds and robins and if, by some 
lucky chance he has Managed to secure two or three larks, then 
he is happy indeed. No bi pockets forbim.to hide his game. 
Oh, ho! He wants every one to see that he is # gunner and 
has them strung out to make as mnch show as possible. 
You a+k him where he shol those bighholds and he will tell 
you, and cruthfully too, that two-thirds of them were found 
ieediog upon the dogwood, pepperage or ivy berries and frost 
grapes, aud one-balf the other third upon the dried top of 
some decayed tree, Ido not dispute the fact that ihe high- 
hold destroys insects, but itis no more to be compared as an 
insect destroyer wilb tlre small redheaded woodpecker than 
the impurted sparrow should be compared to our native. 
song sparrow, ‘lhe robin isa great destroyer of grapes and 
other truit. ‘lhe meadow Jark probably destroys more in- 
sects than either of the others, and does little or no mischief, 
but he is pretty well able to take care of himself, and is so 
shy that very few of|tlem are killed by the tyroez Altogether 
L think that the loss caused by the killing of these three birds 
duriog the months of October, November and December is 
more vhan counterbalanced by the pleasure the hunting of 
them gives to the class of hunters aboye referred to, and to 
the small boys, who in hunting them acquire a love of field 
sports which is apt to last them through life; and the man 
who loves to shoot and fish is seldom a bad member of society. 
That these gunners sometimes kill the farmers’ poultry is un- 
doubtedly true, but I think they are killed fully as often by 
those who are professedly hunting higher game, and there are 
laws lo punish thise marauders whether of high or low 
degree. 

I save written at some length upon this subject, believing 
that the protection of the game will be more generally ac- 
complished by a liberal law than by a law for any special 
class. 

In regard to the proposil to issue licences 1 do not believe 
that any body of men sent to Albany by the people of this 
State will ever seriously consider such a preposterous question, 
If they haye the right to pass such a law for Long Island they 
hive the right to pass it for the whole State. If they have the 
right to have a license fee of two dollars charged they have 
Lue right Lo increase it to ten, twenty or fifty dollars, or more. 
It smscks a little too strongly of the English Jaws, when a 
mano could be transported for killing a pheasant or hare, tu 
ever find favor in this country, 
The proposed open season for squirrels is as much too late as 

the old one was too early ; September 15 ia late enough. The 
most of the squirrels are well grown at that time, though in 
isolated instances they have young very late, a8 on one oc- 
casion I killed a squirrel with milk io her teats in November, 
But most of them are bred very early in the summer, some 
before the suow has left the ground in the spring, Most of 
those who bunt them, at least in this vicinity, still-hunt them 
in September and October, After that dog ig necessary and 
food squirrel dogs are yery rare. 

In regard to the proposed change in the open season for 
woodaock I should prefer to see it One month earlier than one 
month later. I haye read most, if not all, the articles which 
have appeared in Forrsr AND SrREAM upon the subject and 
they have failed to convince me that woodcock are uot better 
able to protect themselyes in July than many quail are in 
November, With the exception of a few years about the 
fime of the war, I have shot woodcock in the lower part of 
Westchester County for twenty-five years and tried to shoot 
them somewhat longer and in favorable seasons. Taking 
into consideration the immense increase in the number of 
funners and the wholesale destruction o! their favorite covers 
and breeding places, they are as plenty asever. My iden is 
thal sufficient birds art raised in inaccessible regions where 
they aie never hunted, to keep up the supply; that the place 
where they stop to breed is entirely dependent upon climatic 
changes and not upon their fondness for any special locality, 
as wilh some other birds ; that the birds which, if the spring 
opens carly, would breedin the northern part of the State, 
will, many of them, remain here if the season is late. 1 have 
never bul once in the number of years mentioned found birds 
unable to fly in July, and they wereprobably the offspring of 
a bird that had her first nest destroyed, as 1 do not believe 
they habitually breed twice the same season. 

In regard to the woodcock being an ¢asy prey to the gunner 
during the summer I would say I have shot in company with 
many different men and have noticed that those who would 
kill three out of five birds, shooting at every one that rose in 
the summer were more rare than those who would kill four 
out of five in the fall. a, 

One yeur ago last fall, from October 29 to November 23, 
shooling fourteen days alone, I killed ninety-three woodcock, 

_ and shooting in company with another party four days during 
the period we killed twenty-four. These birds were all killed 
Within eight miles of the northern boundary of New York city, 
many of them within three miles and tbat after the ground 
had been repeatedly shot over during the summer, ten being the 
most killed in aby one day, ast fall with very little summer 
shovling not more than one-half that number fell to my gun, 
nine, however, being killed on one occasion, The birds were 
quite plenty fifteen miles aboye here, Nelson Ferris and & 
friend named Horton killing sixteen and two or three grouse 
in one day near Portchester. The weather changed suddenly 
very cold, freezing the ground, and most of the birds passed 
over here wilhout stopping. In concluding 1 will only say 
that however much my views may differ from thoge of others 
T shall do all in my power to protect the game and uphold 
whatever laws may be passed. J 

a 

A DAYS DEER HUNTING IN CANADA. 

. : 

667-T§ no use, sir,” said McKinlay; ‘the deer will hear 
you a mile off this morning. And we might just as 

well he in the shanty as wandering about thravgh these 
cursed briars and woods,” 

This remark was mare to me by a backwoodsman whom 1 
had hired to accompany me for a couple of days’ still hunt- 
ing. 
Phe day was clear and pleasantly eold, without a breath 

of air stirring, so that every little noise re-echoed itself 
through the woods, making » man’s progress even in mocca- 
sins far too noisy to enable him to follow a deer with any 
chance of getting a shot, : 

At least 80 thought McKinlay, but as my time was limit- 
ed, I determined to goin spite of the unfavoruble calmness 
of the weather. So telling McKinlay to strike off in an 
easterly direction, I entered the woods, and after going 
north for a short distance I turned my steps to the east, so as 
to trayel parallel with my compauion at a distance from him 
of about half a mile. Tn less than twenty minutes I came 
suddenly on three fresh tracks, evidently those of good-sized 
deer, which had been feeding leisurely on a hill side, und to 
judge from the tracks the animals could not have gone far, 
and were most probably at that moment within hearing dis- 
tance of m6. For nearly au hour I followed the tracks, pro- 
ceeding with great caution and peeping into every valley 
with the hope of seeing my three friends, as I now fel t 
tain that they must be but 4 short distance ahead of me. 

I saw the tracks running up a hill on the other side of 
which lay a ravine, andfurtheron a second hill of greater 
size than the first appeared, and I said softly to myself they 
must either be in the rayine or on the hillside beyond. 

Creeping stealthily up through underbrush and fallen trees 
T reached the top of the nearest hill, and here paused for a 
quiet survey of the country beyond. Not a living creature 
was to be seen in the rocky gully beneath me, but standing 
immediately in front of me, at a distance of perhaps ninety 
yards, was 4 fair-sized buck. Further to the right I could 
see the head and neck of a doe, but the third deer was not to 
be seen, although I knew the missing animal must be some- 
where close at hand. 

Both deer appeared to he looking straight at me, and I 
immediately fired at the buck. After the crack of my rifle 
IT saw his legs waving a farewell to those he left behind him, 
and the next instant the doe was stooping over him, thus ex- 
posing nearly her whole side. Again my Spencer cracked, 
and I heard the dull ‘‘thud” of the bullet as it, crashed into 
the side of the faithful animal. Never moving, she stood 
over her fallen lord, while once and again she calmly took 
my fire, and then, with three balls through her body, she 
knelt and lay down and died almost touching the dead buck. 

Re-loading my rifle, lmade two or three steps forward, 
when the third deer started from # small thicket close to the 
carcasses of the deer I had killed. Getting glimpses every 
now and then of the nimble-footed beast, I tried hard to ob- 
tain a sufficient view to enable me to shoot, and at last, as 
the deer bounded swiftly over a beayer meadow to my left, I 
fired almost a snap shot at a distance of upward of a hundred 
aud fifty yards. = 

Simultaneously with the clear, pleasant ring of my rifle I 
saw that the ball had taken effect. A moment more showed 
me the deer disappear in somecedars, but going at a slackened 
pace and on three legs, & pretty sure evidence that my ball 
had done mischief. I hastily cut the throats of the two deer 
and whistled for McKinlay, who was not long in joining me. 
Leaying him to clean the deer, I took the track of the 
wounded animal and ran until I saw blood almost warm, 
where the poor brute had stood under the shelter of a tre -top. 
The tracks now showed me that the pace was no longer a run, 
and clots of blond marked every step. 

The woods became more open and J hurried on until I 
reached a marsh, through which the track ran. This swamp 
was several hundred yards in length and as smooth as a table, 
being firmly frozen by continued severe frost. When half 
way across [ fonnd the track turn suddenly to the right, and 
as my eyes glanced in the new direction I saw the deer (a 
fine, fat doe) get up out of the crisp rushes and make a dash 
straight away from me on the level surface of the frozen 
marsh. She ran slowly and apparently with great; effort, but 
was very nearly two hundred yards off before I fired, of 
course hurriedly, and missed, 

Click! click! went the guard, and another cartridge 
slipped into the breech. Spang! said my good rifle once 
ee and to my joy I saw the doe pitch on her head and lie 
still. 

On examining her I found that my first shot had shattered 
her left hind leg, and in her efforts to get away I fancy the 
other hind leg must have been sprained, as she hardly ran a 
mile after the first ball struck her. My last bullet (it was 
rather a lucky shot) had caught her squarely in the centre of 
the neck, and I don't know any spot more fatal than the neck 
bone. I have shot plenty of deer in the water and have often 
remarked that if you place your ball properly in the deer’s 
neck, just below the head, the animal dies almost without a 
shudder. 

I was now quite satisfied with my morning's work, and af- 
{er cleaning the doe I buried her under the snow, first fasten- 
ing her fore legs to her nose by means of a piece of hard 
wood, asimple process which enables you to drag a deer 
through the woods with yery little trouble. 

Rejoining McKinlay, we managed, after three hours work, 
to get two of the deer out of the woods before dark. Bright 
and early the following morning we brought the other deer, 
now frozen stiff, to the Frontenac Road, and an hour after- 
wards I was en route to my home in the city of Kingston, a 
distance of forty miles from the scene of my stil! hunt. 

Kingston, Dec. 14. RIDEAU, 

$$ +. _______. 

GAME IN NOVA SCOTIA. 

New Grascow, N. §., December, 1880. 
HRHAPS some of the readers of Forest Ann BrrEeaM 

might like to know how their brothers of the rod and 
gun fare for sport in this the land of the Mayflower. 

First and foremost we haye the king of the bog and har- 
ten, the lordly moose. Next to him the caribou, the black 
bear, and of late an occasional wolf. Of game birds we have 
the goose and brant and an army of ducks, from the 
beautiful woodduck to the smallest teal, ruffed grouse, wood- 
cock, snipe and plover. 

Of late sportsmen and the public generally have been pay- 
ing more attention to the game Jaw, and although it is not 
yet all that a sportsman could desire, still a man has not now 
to travel the woods and barrens for a week before striking a 
fresh moose track. 

In 1873 a law was passed prohibiting the killing of moose 
for three years, and since that time they have been on the 
increase. Previous to that a war of extermination was car- 
ried on against-them, and some idea can be formed of the 
number killed from the fact that a single firm in Pictou 
shipped in one season over seven hundred moose hides, the 
deer mostly killed in the counties of Picton and Guyshore, 
The writer knows an Indian who in one year killed one hun- 
dred moose, and I have while hunting in the Liscomb region 
in asingle day come upon the carcasses of twelve moose, 
killed alone for their skins, and the flesh left for the bears or 
for any ohe who eared to take the trouble Lo carry it out of 
the woods. |Happily this state of thing no longer exist. 
Thia is partly owing to increased vigilance on the part of the 

give at some future time. 

admit it is a tedious operation. 
or huntsout of season generally leayes some trace, but one 

game wardens, who are stimulated by receiving half the fine 
im case a conyiction for a violation of the game law, and 
partly that the skins have fallen so low in market value 
that it hardly pays to hunt for them, Wo single hunter or 
party of hunters are allowed to kill more than three moose 
and five caribou in one season. 

The practice of hunting wifh dogs is, I am glad to say, 
almost done away with, and the greatest evil which 
now remains is the abnormal practice of ‘!snaring,” 
which is practiced by many of the settlers in the 
outlying districts, the modus operandi of which I may 

We are in hopes that in a 
little time we will be able to crush out this evil, but I must 

A man who hunts with dogs 

who sneuks out generally after night, sets his snares and quiet- 
ly returns, and does not visit them again or go neur the 
woods for some days, und then not until darkness coyers his 
evil deeds, is a more difficult subject to deal with, and it is 
not until some hunter or limberman comes by accident upon 
fhe ‘spring pole,’ and sees the work the poor brute has made 
while tang!ed, that it is known that a moose hasfallen in the 
toils of some vile snarer. 
dence that is forthcoming, and I have no hesitation in say- 
ing that more moose fallin this way than to the rifle of 
the hunters either by ‘‘ calling” or ‘‘ still hunting,” 

And this is generally all the eyi- 

The best distriot for hunting in this part of the province is 
the Liscomb Luke region, which extends from Sheet Har- 
bor to the West River of Pictou, a distance of oyer seventy 
miles, nearly all woods and barrens. 
some of the readers of this will remember with pleasure days 
enjoyably spent hunting or fishing in this locality. In this 
region is the Big Barren, which extends nearly from Liseomb 
Harbor to Big Liscomb Lake, a distance of seventeen miles, 
and an average width of three miies. 
isthe hunter who, in crossing this waste does not come upon 
fresh ‘‘ sign” of moose or caribou, if he does not see the ani- 
mals themselves. 
with blueberry bushes, and here when the berries are ripe 
bruin is also to be found. Of late caribou are becoming very 
numerous in this district; the writer saw a herd of over one 
hundred this fall. 
New Brunswick, and it is only within the last few years that 
this deer has appeared in any great numbers, 
also ‘appear to have followed the caribou us last season they 
were more plentiful than ever known before. 

T have no doubt that 

Unfortunate, indeed, 

This barren is covered in many places 

They appear to haye been driven in from 

The wolves 

The Liscomb region is well watered by lakes the principal 
of which are Big and Little Liscomb, Rocky, Prince Arthur 
and Siloam, to say nothing of Hentus, Porcupine and Ches- 
holm, all of which abound with salmon-trout. 
tell of some of the hauls I have made on these lakes it would 
gladden the hearts of some of the disciples of old Izaak even 
to hear about them. 
these lines it will carry him back to the days of ‘‘auld lang 
syne,” some of which were spent upon these very lakes. 

If I were to 

Tf Mr. H—, of Boston, should read 

However, as the sailors say, lam spinning too long a yarn. 
Tf was my intention to have given a few sketches and inci- 
dents which have happened during some of the many moose 
hunts he has engagedin; the best weapons; the different 
modes of hunting and *‘ calling.” ete., which perhaps might 
interest some of the readers of Pouust Anp STREAM who may 
not have had an opportunity to engage in one. 

Guiose Sigur. 

FLORIDA QUAIL SHOOTING. 

Fernanpina, Fla., Ja. 7. 
HE cold wave struck us with unusual severity. The 
mercury went down to 18 degs., and for a week it did 

not rise above 40 degs. Of course the cold weather brought 
down quantities of ducks and snipe, and everybody or no- 
body (pot hunters) that could muster a gun of any descrip. 
tion was out, A good deal more game was frichtened than 
hurt, thongh some of our sportsmen were successful. I went 
out a short while before the cold snap with my friend 8. TI 
don’t know if you are cognizant of the fact that Fernandina 
is on an island eighteen miles long, somewhat triangular in 
shape, the ocean on one side and the Amelia and Nassau 
rivers on the other two. On the ocean we boast of the finest 
drives in the world, and do not say it in egotism, but simply 
state a truth. For fifteen miles on the beach at low tide we 
have a drive as firm as any pavement and in width sufficient 
to accommodate as many as twenty to thirty vehicles abreust. 
Fernandina is situated on Amelia River. The principal 
street—Center—runs from the river to the ocean, a distance 
of two miles. The road is shelled to the beach, About a 
quarter of a mile from the beach an arm of the sea makes in- 
to the island and gives us a beautiful marsh for snipe shoot- 
ing, about the only good sport that we have on the island. 
On the mainland, however, about five miles from Wernan- 
dina, we haye fine quail shooting, and it is there that my fun 
ig generally had. 
We left Fernandina on Tuesday morning about daylight 

with Dandy, my @erdon setter. We traveled about five 
miles, when we stopped. It was hard work to keep Dandy 
from bounding away, as he evidently winded birds, but he 
was too well-bred to go until he had license. We finally 
were ready, and in about ten minutes my beauty was as 
** stiff as a poker” in a bunch of weeds, unfortunately very 
near thick cover. We fot in proper distance and I told §. 
to be on the gui vive, as I would go in and flush. They 
got up in nice style, Dandy dropping to command. I got my 
bird, but 8. scored a zero. We reloaded and Dandy retrieved 
in nice style. As the cover was so thick, I would not go in 
after them, so we took another direction, and my dog bonnded 
away like a shot, his head up and altogether, to « sportaman, 
presenting a most beautiful sight, When about a hundred 
yards away he quartered a little to the right, wnd although at 
full speed he dropped in an instant, turned his head to tha 
right andI could see he had a bevy just under his nose, 
What a beautiful stand! we both exclaimed, and what a 
“love of & place” to getthemup. I flushed andin a short 
while four cartridges were discharged. Four birds fell, and 
such a covey as it was! There must haye heen at least thirty 
birds in it. Dandy retrieved nicely and we went for the 
scattered birds. Fifteen fell under the aim of our breech. 
loaders, and T scored a straight ten out of ten shots, &. mak- 
ing some poor shots and scoring only five to his credit. We 
went about half a mile further asd Dan commenced growing 
very cautious. We looked ahead of us and there before our 
eyes we saw the covey running in almost every direction. 
Dan wasin the midst of them and rather flustered, as he could 
see them and did not know exactly how to act; he finally 
pimied them so closely that they squatted and he was true to 
his stand. We got three out of this bevy and followed them 
up, bagging flye more hefore they regched cover, In 4 small 
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field, certainly not over an acre square, we got up three sepa- 
tate and distinct coveys, bagging one dozen out of the three. 
We could haye gotten 2 few more, but the coyer was so thick 
that, I could not see my dog, so we left, for another field, be- 
fore reaching which, in the open pine woods, Dandy found 
another large bevy. We had splendid sport for a while, ad- 
ding to our bag sufficiently to make thirty-six in all. Not 
caring to kill any more than we needed, wé concluded to re- 
{race our steps. Dandy had hunted them four hours without 
any Test and when IJ called him in to go home he seemed as 
fresh as when he started. We reached home in good time 
and enjoyed our birds, for they were in excellent condition. 
The birds are more numerous this season than they haye been 
for ten years. GRAHAM, 

eS 

NOTES FROM ONTARIO. 

Bowmanyittx, Ont., January 1. 
L HAVE neither very much nor yery interes'ing news to 

give you of sport on our side of the line. We arefrozen 
up, and our sport has finished in this part of Canada until 
the spring duck shooting sets in. About fifteen or twenty of 
the boys went to the flats to-day, and indulged in a little rifle 
practice to help pass the day. Some very fair shooting was 
done, but the day was rather too cold to make the sport 
pleasant, and the scores suffered in consequence 

In the Dominion organ and piano factory there are quite a 
mimber of sportsmen, and riflemen enough to turn out a very 
decent team. Our rifle shot in the institution who stands at 
the head of the team is Scott Russell, a genuine sportsman 
and good shot either with the hunting or Creedmoor rifle. 
This gentlemen, and Dr. McLaughlin, our esteemed M. D., 
are among the hest long range shots in the Dominion. We 
aré also organizing a gun club on a new footing, and as we 
have quite a number of good trap and field shots we hope to 
make the institution a success, and commence with a grand 
match at glass balls or pigeons. 
Tam afraid from what I see in your issue of the 30th that 

I have trodden rather hard on Nessmuck’s toes in the beaver 
question. Well, if I have offended him by doubting his 
skill in wooderaft I sincerely apologize for it, and offer him 
the hand*of fellowship as a brother sportsman. His opinion 
of New York, Chicago, or in fact any other city, finds a 
ready echo in my heart, and I would sincerely like to have 
him on a trip through the wilderness of Lower Canada as my 
“companion du voyage” in one of the bark shanties he 
speaks of. I think we could pass a pleasant time, and per- 
haps add to our bag a few of the beaver in question lor they 
are therein plenty as more than myself can testify to. I admit 
that he is correct as regards the Eastern, Western or Middle 
States, and probably thethickly settled parts of Ontario, butas 
said in my letter I can show him plenty of them yet, and 
not travel aday’s journey from the settlements, and I must 
say that the deer have almost entirely disappeared from these 
same places. 

I see a small item on the wild pizeon from my friend 
“Jean,” of St. Elie, one of the best fellows in existence. I 
am glad to see a squib from his pen again after a long silence, 
Tam afraid, though, that the pigeon like the other game of 
the country is doomed like the red man, the buffalo, and 
last, but not lest, our trout fishing. They are disappearing 
from the face of the earth, and even now in our backwoods 
they are fo all intents and purposes a thing of the past. Of- 
tentimes when 1 asked the habitants around the country the 
question if there were any pigeons the invariable answer 
would be “Par vu pas, monsieur.” At onetime a good bag of 
them could be made at any lime after the grain fields were 
cleared, but now Lejeu ne vaua pas le chandle. Au SavsiE. 

= ofr. 2 

SAVE 'THE BIRDS. 

Vai, Towa, Jan. 10. 
HE intense cold weather and abundance of snow, I am 

afraid, will nearly or completely exterminate our quail, 
which have been getting more plentiful each year for several 
years. The farmer boys, too, are taking advantage of the 
opportunity to trap them, which they can now do most effect- 
ually, as they are so hungry that that they will walk into a 
trap ina body to get something to eat. One young man 
caught five with his hands a few days ago. He flushed a 
flock and tracked them from where they lit into some bushes, 
where they sat in plain sight, and allowed theniselyes to be 
picked up rather than make any effort te escape. E. B. B. 
—e ot 

Essex Gus Cins.—WVenwark, N. J.—The regular annual 
ineeting of this flourishing organization was held on January 
12 for the election of officers for the ensuing year, the 
following gentlemen being chosen: Dr. W. N. Pindell, 
President ; Joseph Belcher, Vice-Pres.; John Poineer, Treas. : 
Wm, Hayes, Secy.; Frank Watts, J. R. Burnett, R. H. 
Brientnall, John Illingsworth and J. B. Kinsey, Exec. Com. 
During the business meeting a resolution was unanimously 
passed to the effect that no member of the cluh should shoot 
on any team against the club except in matches of the State 
Association. This was done in order that in choosing teams 
the committee should know the club's full shooting strength 
and that the club might not be beaten by its own mem- 
hers, The Secretary was authorized to take such action as 
he deemed necessary to prevent the sale of game out of sea- 
son, und dealers may expect this energetic officer after them 
for any violation of the law. It is hoped that other clubs 
will follow the Essex in this the New York Association having 
declared it to be the most effective way of stopping illegal 
shooting. ‘The Treasurer reported his department in good 
condition, that a handsome balance was on hand after paying 
all debts. After other routine business the club adjourned 
to the dining-hall, where the proprietor, Mr. Kleb, had been 
ordered to spread a collation. Various toasts were drank, 
among which were the ‘‘Hssex Gun Chub,” ‘Sister Organ- 
izations,” ‘‘The Officers elected and retiring,” ‘The Gull 
Island Club.” 
Mr Hayes, the Secretary, said that it was unlikely that all 

the members understood the meaning of the ‘‘dic.,” upon the 
notices of the meeting, but that this entertainment was the 
explanation of it. 

The meeting broke up at a late hour, well pleased with 
every one, themselves in particular. 

Loe Istaxnp GamME—G'ood Ground, L. T., Jan. 6.—I wish 
to call your attention to the suggestions made by Mr. Pike in 
his speech delivered before the Long Island Sportsmen's 
Association and published in Forrst ANp Stream of 16th 
Dee. In the first place he recommends prohibiting battery 
shooting entirely. This would be a hardship to the gunners 
on Shinnecock Bay, as our bay is not adapted to point shoof- 

ing. Besides, we havea law here now allowing shooting only 
three days a week, which works very well. It gives the 
birds four days a week in which to rest and feed unmolested, 
and has proved very successful so far. ; 

The next proposition made by Mr. Pike was to prohibit 
quail shooting on Long Island for three years. Now I do 
not think we want such alaw here. There is so much thick 
cover that all the gunning we do here does not materially af- 
fect the birds. Tt is not the gun that is destroying the quail 
too fast. Itisthe snare and the snow. The hard snow 
storm, if it comes just right, will kill more quail than are 
killed by gun and dog in three years. 

The next proposition was to stop snipe shooting here and 
let if continue everywhere else from Maine to Florida. If 
anything is to be done to protect the birdsaround Shinnecock 
Bay let the law prohibiting the sale of trapped birds or net- 
ted flocks be strictly enforced. If some one will attend to it 
at New York I will-notify him every time any trapped or 
netted birds are shipped from bere. It is not of much use to 
pass laws protecting the ducks in this bay so long as people 
are allowed to set nets for ducks. I believe it was the nets 
that drove out the ducks last fall and spoiled our late shoot- 
ing. They came back, but would not go near the old feed- 
ing ground. If there were no market in New York for these 
captured birds it would not pay to net them—that business 
would stop and we would haye good shooting once again. 

SHINNEGOOK. 
We have always claimed that if the markets were closely 

watched, the poacher’s occupation would be gone. 

Swan Gaprurep iw Wasnineton.— Washington, Jan. 14. 
—A few days ago while Mr. Albert Gaines, of the Quarter- 
master General’s office, was passing Louise Home, Fifteenth 
street and Massachussetts avenue, he observed a large white 
object flying over that building, when, suddenly striking a 
telegraph wire, it fell plump to the ground and proved to be 
a beautiful white swan Jt was rather stunned by the col- 
lision and the fall, and fluttered vainly in an attempt to rise 
again; but, after a struggle, in which on account of Mr. 
Gaines’ slight proportions, it was doubtful whether the swan 
would get away with him or vice versa, it was captured un- 
hurt, and is yet alive and thriving heartily. In the tussle it 
flapped its wings viciously against Mr. G.’s head, demolish- 
ing a new Dunlap tile, won on the Maine election and making 
severe scalp wounds. It is supposed that the swan, flying 
southward missed sight of the wire on accountof its similar- 
ity in color to the expause of snow beneath. 

The cold weather and continuous deepsnowsin and around 
here have nearly exterminated the quail, and it will be a long 
time before there will be any good shooting in ‘ Old Vir- 
ginny” and ‘‘My Maryland.” Reports from Fairfax County, 
Virginia, are that whole coveys of quail are found frozen, 
and rabits and other small game and wild turkeys are being 
killed daily without regard to future sport and supply. Bears 
are reported numerous in and around Wood's Mountain, 
Virginia, andk the tracs of a ‘‘droye” were recently seen in 
that vicinity, and judging from the size of their tracks were 
able to take care of themselves. 
Near Fredericksburg, Virginia, the cold weather and heavy 

snows have had the effect of driving deer into the burn yards, 
through want of food, and are easily killed. Bror Wine. 

Tae Burner Assooramion—Butler, Pa., Jan. 6.—We 
started here last June an association for the protection of 
game and game fish, and so far have done yery well. We 
entered suit against nine or ten persous for violating the 
game. and fish laws, and have been successful in all but one. 
We have also ordered two thousand black bass for the Con- 
noquenessing, Slipperyrock and Shornereek, which will be 
put into these streams in the spring. We have also put no- 
tices inth+ different papers in the county offering twenty 
cents per pair for all thelive quail we can get for the purpose 
of keeping them over winter and liberating them upon the 
farms around Butler in the spring. We have had three fish 
wardens appointed for this county. We intend to make it 
hot for pot hunters. We have also invited farmers to co-op- 
erate with us, and not to allow any person to hunt on their 
farms without permission, and to notify us of violations of 
the game laws. We also intend to try lo haye a law pissed 
this winter offering a bounty of twenty-five cents for small 
hawks and owls, and fifty cents for arge ones and one dollar 
for foxes, G. W.Z 

Norrn Carouiwa—Ridgemay, Jan, 14.—The snow has all 
disappeared down here and shooting has been very fair. 
Messrs. Cause and Crossman of your city are here at the pres- 
ent time. They killed twenty--ix quail on Wednesday, 
twenty-eight on Thursday. There is a good hotel here, and 
they try to make it pleasant for all, besides the proprietor 
has control of 7,000 acres of the best shooting grounds in this 
section and protects it for the benefit of his c istomers. Any 
persons wishing information, if they will address me at this 
station, I will attend to giving them all the details. 

T. E. Sirs. 

PorsoneD Game Fuesn.—At this time it will be somewhat 
dangerous to partake of broiled ruffed grouse, especially if 
they uve been shot (trapped most likely) in sections where 
‘laurel? grows, for it is known that this bird will feed on 
the buds of the rhododendron when obliged to, and there are 
cases recorded of persons being poisoned after partaking of 
it, the flesh haying become thoroughly impregnated with the 
poison. Forester or Lewis mentions cases where it has oc- 
curred. Homo. 

Kernseseo Assoorarton.—The annual meeting of the Ken- 
nebec Association for the Protection of Fish and Game was 
held at Angusta, M., January 6, and the following officers 
elected: President, Hon. P. O. Vickery; Vice-Presidents, J. 
B. Badger, Hsq., R. W. Black; Executive Committee, Hon. 
P. O. Vickery, J. H. Badger, Esq., Daniel Whitehouse, 8. 
B. Glazier, Iva L. Mackie; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. A. 
J. Pierce. The Society, now two years old, has an active 
membership of 123, and has done much efficient work in the 
protection of game and fish. 

Jersey Crry Herenrs Con Crus.—The anual election of 
officers of the above club took place at their club rooms on 
the 12th inst., with the following result: Dr. J. Q. Bird, 
President; B. 8. Payne, Vice-President; A. Heritage, Treas- 
urer; Dr. P, W. Levering, Secretary; Geo. B. Eaton, J. 
Van Gelder and F, Mitchell, Executive Committee. 

OvreR IN New Junsev—Tom’s River, N, J., Jan. 15.— 
James Chamberlain, while out gunning on Thursday last, 
discovered an otter in the creek, near the flood-gates, a short 

distance west of the town, and succeeded in killing it. The 
atimal measured nearly six feet in length. 

Tn Monroe County (N. ¥.) game law is now the same as 
the State law, the Supervisors having repealed the County 
special law. 

Game Law Commrirres.—The standing committee on game 
laws of the New York Legislature are Messrs, Gorseline, of 
Herkimer; BH. A. Carpenter, of Suffolk; D. A. Wells, of 
Fulton and Hamilton; Binninger, of Jefferson; Sheehy, of 
Essex ; Roberts, of Oneida; Van Buren, of Montgomery ; 
Benedict, of Ulster; Cock, of Queens. 

+o 
SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Toronto, Jan. 11,—On Wednesday, Dec. 29, thera wae a pigeon 
match between Mr. Sheppard, of Yorkville, and Mr. H, Watson, a 

member of the T, G. ©., 50 birds each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards 

boundary, H and ‘I traps, T. G. C, rules, for 3100, The match 

came off at Seyern’s Farm, about two miles from the northern 

limits of the city. The weather was exceedingly cold, seyerul de- 
grees below zéro, and the friends of the contestants felt con- 

strained to make some provisions for their conifort and warmth. 

Some of the spectators had either their noses, ears or fingers 

frozen, John James acted as judge for Watson, and Joe Taylor as 

puller; J. Webster judge for Sheppard, and John Olcott puller; 
R, Tinning, Jr., official scorer, and Mr. George Wright referee. 

Sheppard had the first shot and killed his bird, Watson also killed 
his first bird. At the conclusion it was found that Watson had 

killed 39 birds and Sheppard 33, as the following score will show : 
Sheppard...) 017007110100T1011710071111111 
01100001110101011111 183, 

Watson .....1041101177T17114170104 01017711 
11171310110007110111 #9. 
The T. G. Club's veteran shooter, aged 66 years, Dr. W. Smith, 

shot a match with his nephew, Mr. George Smith (same conditions 

28 preyions shoot), on 11th inst., for $20, ten birds each, at the 
Woodbine Park, Each killed eight birds ont of ten, and on shoot- 
ing off the tie at 26 yards the ancient doctor killed three ont of 
fiye und his nephew two, the veteran tlius winning by one bird : 
Geosmiiti, ; se: 2s. ssazessk sss Hanes ie a Te 0) eet ee 
USO CRE eet oe eee aE ee deat 0 1 0) Po of it—s 

The large number of spectators on the ground congratulated 

the Doctor on the victory. J.B. G. 

Canana, Yorkville, Jan, 11.—Mr. Alex. Wyness, of the St. Louis 
Kennel Clnb, who was formerly resident of Toronto, being here 
on a yisit, sought an opportunity to show his old friends how he 
had improved in his shooting dnring his residence on the banks of 
the Mississippi. A match was svon arranged between him and 
Mr. Grainger, of Yorkyille, for $20, T. G. 0. rnles. The shoot 
came off at Oulcott's Farm, Davenport Road, near this village, on 
the 5th inst. The following score shows that Mr. Wyness killed 
three out of his ten birds and Mr. Grainger fiye, Mr. Grainger gus- 
taining the reputation of the village. The following is the score ; 
WLC AWiVOSSs bye beeen een or LE pe eal oo00 OL 41 0 8 
Mr Grainger....... ice beet eens 11011000 4 0-5 

SHOOTER. 

Porrsmours, Va., Jan, 13.—Our club will go up to Richmond 
on the 18th inst,, by invitation of the Richmond Gin Club, to wit- 
ness a match between Capt. A. H. Bogardns and a member of that 
club (Mr. Mitchell) of 100 birds each. J. G. A. 

—_——_ ~~ 

Hop Bitters does not exhanst and destroy, but restores, cures and 

Ghe Hennel. 

FIXTURES. 

St. Johns, N. B., Bench Show Jan. —. 

Rock Riyer Valley Ponltry and Kennel Club show—Sterling, Tili- 

nois, Feb. 10, 11 and 12, RK. B. Commerford, Sec. 

THE COOKER CLUB, 

Ppes Cocker Olub list will be open one week longer for 
the addition of new names. Tie proposed members 

already registered represent a wide area, and give sufficient 
proof that there will be nothing sectional about the Club. 
Next week we shall close the list and proceed to call for the 

votes for the committee. It is desirable that all who are de- 

sirous of joining the Club, and have not. yet forwarded their 
names, should send them in before next Wednesday. 

BosSawyer.—On Friday last Mr, J. P. Barnard, Jr.,received 
from Mr. Wm. Stockwell, Halifax, England, the young bull 
terrier dog Bob Sawyer. Bob is all white, has a very fine 
head and long nose for his weight—twenty-eight pounds, He 
is one and a half years old and very promising. 

Boymiz Boy.—We have received an excellent picture of 
Mr. J. P. Barnard, Jr's, bulldog Bonnie Boy. ‘The Boy is 
by Slenderman out of Sal O’Shoreditch and appears to he, 
from his picture, a splendid animal. His nose is less than 
an inch long. 

Prorograpn oF Rover.—We have received from his own- 
er, Mr. J. R. Raymond, a capital photograph of this prom 
ising young dog. As our readers will remember, he did 
most excellent work at Robin's Island and took third money 
in the Nursery Stakes there. Heis now about a year old 
and is a very handsome dog, 

Rover was trained by G. Herbert Newton, of Smithtown, 
L. I. 

Countuss Bear.—Countess Bear, the pointer bitch re- 
cently purchased by Mr. R. Li. Purcell Llewellin, was 
shipped by Mr. Jos. H. Dew on Monday, Jan, 10. She 
reached this city in good order on the 13th and was at once 
sent on board the steamer Wyoming, of the Williams & 

Guion Line. On Tuesday last she lefl these shores again. 
She is consigned to Mr. G. T. Teasdale Buckell for Arr. 
Llewellin. 
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THE ENGLISH POINTER. 

[Reprinted from advances sheets of Varo Shaw's ‘Books of the Dog,” 
firiished to the Woresr anp Stepam by the author, through 
Caseell, Petter, Galpin & Co., publishers, No. 596 Broadway, 
New York.] 

Pusey are very few varieties of dog which owe more to 
fhe institntion of dor shows tlan the modern pointerdoes. 

Up to the commencement of canine exhibitions the majority of 
the admirers of this [reed appear to baye devoted the greater 
portion of their attention to breeding for sporting purposes, 
and 104 certain exlent seem to haye ignored appearance. 
Now things are 60 far changed, by a wider knowledge of the 
pointer Laying been extended to the poblic, that most breed- 
ers seem toregard good jooks more favorably than formerly. 

Tt mst not, however, be thought that 61 those who br d 
pointers were unimpressed with the desirability of producing 
4 handsome dog, or that they were by any means indifferent 
to the symmetry of their strain, for many gentlemen have 
used great exertions to improve their dogs by every means 
in their power. The inauguration of dog shows, neyerthe- 
less, has done a great deal in the way of obtaining uniformity 
of appearance in the pointer, though it mus; freely be con- 
fessed thal more (han one type ia siipported, and we may add 
that if is always likely to he so by the various judges. 

With ref rence to jhe appearance of this breed, it may, we 

the old Spanish pointer referred 
fo in the preceding chapter, and 

| training them to be staunch. 

| come up; ta Tun in upon the game, particularly down wind. 
But if these faulfs can be overcome in training, if he ean he 
made staunch in standing, drawing and hacking, and to stop 
at the voice or token of the hand, heis highly esjeemed ; and 
those who arrive at such perfection in this country bring 
AMAZIN prices. 3 

* There is a ciréumstance worthy of notice in pointers, 
that some of them have a deep fissure in the centre of the 
nose, which completely divides the nostrils, Such are termed 
double.jwsed, and supposed to possess the power of scenting 
better than others. . . 

‘The most judicious cross appears to have been with the 
foxhound, and hy this has been acquired speed and courage, 
power and perseyerance, and its disadvantage, difficulty of 

I believe the celebrated Colonel 
Thornton first made this e¢ross, and, from his predneing ex- 
vellent dogs, has been very generally followed.” 

There frequently occur now in modern litters of pointers, | 
puppies malformed by a ‘‘double nose,” as described by Sy- | 
denham Edwards. We use the expression malformed ad- 
yisedly, 8, in Our opinion, such a development is not only 
unsighly, but positively imjurious to the animal's power of 
scent. In certain quarters we are aware of the existence of | 
alingering superstition to the effec| that a ‘‘double-zrosed” 
pointer has superior scenting powers, but for our own part 

| we Cannot agree with fhe theory, and have never seen it 
think, be fairly taken for granted] that it is the offspring of | proved in practice. 

the lighter yariety of foxhonnd, 
ta which allusion has alreacly heen 
made in former pages. The in 
troduction of the latter blood was 
noguestionably the result of a 
desire on the par! of the pointe ’s 
early breeders to increase the 
pare and stamina of the Spanish 
pointer, for, as before observed, 
his farte was nore, not pace. The 
hounds selected for the purpose 
of crossing with fhis doz were, 
we cousider most probable, 
chosen as light-formed as possi- 
ble, and probably some attention 
was paid to their color as breed- 
ers, no doubt, preferred to get 
their pappies well marked with 
white, a8 such are more easily 
seen at work than liver or dark 
colored dogs. The precise period 
at which the pointer was intro- 
duced inta this country is, of 
course, ungscertainable, as he is, 
as hé at present exists, a manu- 
factured breed, and consequently 
made his appearance gradually. 
That the introduction has been, 
comparatively speaking, of recent 
date, is, however, an almost pal 
piable fact, as no mention is made 
of the pointer in the earlier works 
on canine subjects. Dr. John 
Cains, for instance, though fully 
recognizing the spaniel and the 
setter, makes no allusion to the 
pointer, and this he most certainly 
would haye done if the breed 
were in exislence here in his 
time. He particularly alludes to 
the Spanish origin cf the spaniel ; 
and, a8 the earlier pointers were 
unquestionably iniported from 
that eouniry, he would have re- 
marked upon that fact at the 
same time beyond a doubt. 

Gervase Markham, too, gives 
prominence to the setting dog, 
but ignores the pointer, and in 
fact it is only in the writings pub 
lished toward the commencement | 
of the present century that we 
find allusion to the latier. This 
is no doutit. due to the fact that 
shopting was only becoming a 
popular recreation about this 
period, and this te clearly proved 
in the preceding chapter. Up to 
fhis time the setter was the 
sportsman’s dog, as his peculiar 
mode of working was found to 
be of more service when birda 
had to be driven into nets that 
were spread Gut for their re- 
ception. The general introdue- 
tion, therefore, of firearms into field aports may, we thinks, 
he correctly taken as the final cause of the pointer, and, no 
doubt, on his first appearance the setter fell into temporary 
disuse, as it probably never struck our fathers for some con- 
siderable period that the setter's abilities could be so easily 
moulded to suif the novel innovations introduced by the use 
of firearms as future events have testified, 

However, about the period referred fo ample mention is 
made of the improyed pointer; and Sydenham Edwards, 
writing if, 1880, speaks of him in the following words;— 

“The sportsman has improved the breed hy selecting the 
lightest and gayest individuals, and by judicious crosses with 
the foxhound to procure courage and fleetmess. From the 
great. attention thus paid has resulted the present elegant dog, 
of valughle and extensive properties, differing nmch from the. 
original parent, hut wifh some diminnition of his instinctive 
powers. He may thus be deseribed—light, strong, well 
formed, and very active; about twenty-two inches hich; 
head, small and straight: lips and ears, small, short and thin: 
eoat, short and smooth, commonly spotted or feeked upon a 
white ground, sometimes wholly white; tail, thin and wiry, 
except When crossed with the setter or foxhound; then a 
little brushed, 

‘This dog possesses gaiety and courage, travels in a grand 
manner, quarters his ground with great rapidity, and scents 
with aecuteness, gallops with his haunches rather under him, 
his head and tatl up; of strength to endure any fatizne, and 
a0 invincible spirit, But with these qualifications he has con- 
comilant disadvantages; high spirit and eszerness for the 
sport reuder him intractable and extremely difficult: of educa- 
tion; his impatience in company subjects him to a desire to be 
foremost in the points, and not give time forthe sportsman to 

DOGS AND GAME, BY DESPORTES (ABOtT 1700), SHOWING THE EARLY FOXHOUND AND POINTRR CROSS IN FRANCE, 

Apropos of the “‘amazing prices” which Sydenham 
Edwards dilates upon, reference may be made to the preced- 
ing chapter on setters, from which it will be seen that ut the 
sale of Daniel Lambert’s dogs the pointers fetched lower 
prices than the setters. On the other hand, in 1848, thirteen 
pointers were sold by auction, and though only two of them 
had heen shot over, the large total of 256 guineas was se- 
cured. The following is the catalogue :— 

. Nelson, by Bounce ont of Bloss............... 15 gnineas, 
Nell, by Bounce out of Bloss.., : 6 rt 

. Drab, by Bounce out of Dido... te 

4, Buzz, by Bounce outof Mab. O 
6, Rake, by Rake out of Die...........-.0.,-.0: F 
6. Ben, by Don ont of bitch by Rake.......... 21 “E 
au Belle, by Don out of bitch by Rake......,.. 16 + 

. Ozar, by Don out of Sir R. Wilmott’s bitch. 17 
9, Crack, by Don outof Sir R. Wilmott’s bitch. 17 ‘+ 

10. Swap, by Duke out of Bloom....... ee saps eee Sen as 
1. Snake, by Duke out of Bloom........ ot eee oe 
12, Rock, by Rap ont of bitch by Lord Mex- 

borough's ROrop..-...ceceessseectesrrteeresee, 46 ot) 
13. Bang, by Bounce out of Bess.,,......., we. 46 or 

266 guineas, 
Lote 12 and 13 were shot over in England and Scotland ; 

the others were well broke. ; 
Ti may be remarked that Bloom, the dam of Swap and 

Snake, had previously been sald for 80 guineas. 
Subsequently to the appearance of Sydenham Hdward’s 

work, all the writers on canine subjects make special refer- 
ence to the pointer, and nearly all of them give special direc- 
tions for his training. From the remarks which appear, it 

| and that the stock was originally of forei@n extraction. 

would seam that the large proportion of hound blood 
which then existed in the pointer caused him to he very 
headstrong in the field, and completely changed the character 
of the old Spanish pointer, whose extreme steadiness was 
one cause of his being so popular with sportsmen. According: 

_ to the ‘* Sportsman's Qabinet,” it will be seen in the quotation 
given below, that the pointer was supposed to have heen im- 
ported from Spain about the year 1609, but, at the same time, 
it will be observed that no ides is given as rewards the possi- 
ble period when the Moxhound cross was first instituted Th 
is, however, we should imagine, most probable that this was 
not resorted to until the use of fir¢arms in the field became a 
custom, as when nets only were employed in the pursnit of 
winged game it is probable that a slow hunting, keen-scented 
dog was inore valuable to the sportsman than a fast and high- 
couraged one, who would naturally be more liable to flush 
the birds. 

The ideas on the elementary education of the Pointer 
which were held by sportsmen in the early years of this 
century are thus expressed in the ‘‘Sportsman’s Cabi- 
net 2’ — 

“The pointer, notwithstanding the beatiful uniformity of 
his frame, the docility of bis disposition, and his almost un- 

_ limited utility, has been less noticed by naturalists than any 
other individuals of the species; hence it may he fairly in- 
ferred this particular breed was foroierly unknown in Britain, 

A 
combination of circumstances 
tends to justify the predoninatit 
opinion that they ware first in- 
troduced into this country from 
Spain (very little more than two 
centuries since), and that the 
heavy, awkward, slow and som- 
niferons appearance of the Span- 
ish Pointer is nearly lost in what, 
may be candidly considered the 
judicious ¢rosses and improved 
breed of our own. 

“Tt is no more than thirty or 
forty years since the breed of 
pointers was nearly» white, or 
most variegated wilh liver-eol- 
ored spots; except the celebrated 
stock of the then celebrated Duke 
of Kingston, whose breed of 
blacks were considered superior 
to all in the kingdom, and sold 
for immense sume after his death. 
But so great has been the con- 
stantly increasing attachment to 
the sports of the field, particu. 
larly of the pin, that they have 
heen since bred of every descrip- 
tion, from a pure white and flea- 
hitten blue or gray, to a complete 
liver color or perfect black, After 
every experiment that can have 
been possibly made by the best 
judges and most energetic ama- 
teurs 10 respect to siza, it seems 
at length a decided opinion with 
the majority, that when bred for 
every species of same and every 
diversity of country, hoth ex- 
tremes are better avoided, and 
the line of mediocrity more ad- 
vantageously adbered to; over- 
grown, fat and heavy dogs very: 
soon get weary in the hot and 
early part of the season; the 
smaller sort are likewise attend- 
ed Ws inconvenience in hunt- 
ing high turnips, heath, ling s 
broom fields." aay ea 

“The art of breaking Pointers 
was also considered a most diffi 
cult and mysterious concern 
many of those denominated doc. 
breakers haying nearly derived 
their sole subsistence from such 
employment; that charm, how- 
ever, has been long since broken 
and the simplicity of the process 
1s now so generally known aniong 
the practitioners that a tolerably 
well-bred Pointer puppy may 
have the groundwork of gjl his 
future perfections theoretically 
implanted in the parlor or kitchen 
of the dwelling-house before he 
once makes his appearance tn the 
field. The instinctive invpulse of 

! ; this breed is frequently seen to 
display itself in subjects no more than three or four months 
old; where, in still and uninterrupted situations puppies 
may he observed most earnestly standing at chickens, pi2eons 
and even sparrows upon the ground, by sight, before the 
olfactory powers can be suppoeed to haye attained maturit 
to prompt a point by scent. Te 
“When a whelp of this description has reached his sixth 

or seventh month, the process may be proceeded upon In the 
following way; and either a single dog, a brace, or more 
may be managed with equal ease in any convenient spot, 
toom or yard, at the same time, with no other assistance 
whatever than the alternaie expression of *To ho! ‘Have 
a cere!’ and ‘Take heed!" (having the small field whip in 
hand to impress attention and enforce obedience) althourh 
the most attractive meat is tossed before them in every iL 
rection. The commencement of the ceremony consists in 
throwing a piece of bread at some amall distance before the 
dog, who, upon making his effort to obtain it, mnet be in- 
stantly checked by a quick exclamation of * Have a care!" 
and the assistant terms alternately repeated, to keep him in 
& patient point of perseverance, till; haying given ample 
proot of his obedience to the injunction, and stood time euf- 
ficient. to demonstrate his comprehtnsion of the restraint he 
must occasionally encounter, a vibrative, low-toned whistle 
accompanied with a mild ejaculation of ‘Hie on !' will prove 
the signal for proceeding, which the whole will quickly learn 
to obey; and it will be fonnd hy practice that one or more 
may, at the yery moment of seizing cither the bread or the 
meat, be as instantly stopped and made to renew their point by a repetition of either of the yerbal cautions previously 
observed. Some there are who consider it a qualification in 
8 Pointer to bring the game to foot when killed, and those 
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who wish it, will find it easy of attainment, by teaching 
them to fetch and carry before they are at all accustomed to 
the field; it is a mode of being employed they are much de- 
lighted with, and never forget, but is attended by the chance 
of one inconvenience annexed to the experiment; if they be- 
eome hurd-mouthed, and take to breaking both flesh and 
feather, iL is a fault, or rather crime, which generally be- 
comes incorrigible, and is hardly ever obliterated without in- 
cessant trouble and much distressing severity. This circum- 
stance, 80 naturally likely to occur, it is more neccessary to 
bring to memory, because punishment is at all Limes unpleas- 
ant to the humane and liberal-mimded sportsman, who will 
coincide with the writer in opinion, that prudent prevention 
is preferable to the uncertainty of cure; and that a slight 
and sa.utary correction to-day, may someliomes render uunec- 
essary the doubly and trebly enhanced deserts of Lo-morrow.” 

‘Tile a0o0ve remarks are essentially practical, and show that 
considerable attention had been paid to the habits and brenk- 
ing of the pointer, Of a very different nature is the anec- 
dote told of the worthy pricst, in the following extract from 
the *‘ Sportsman's Repository ’’—in fact, the story bears with 
it the impression that it was merely a playful invention of 
the author of the work, to excite the feelings of those re:pon- 
sible for the story of fhe staunchness of Juno and Pliito, 
when Mr. Gilpin was executing their likenessess; we there- 
fore give the @xtract for what it is worth, merely obseryiog 
that the story told of the price given for the poimter Dash, 
ana the conditions under which he was disposed of are, we 
believe, perfectly correclly referred to, as they are accepted 
as facts by other writers of that period, who themselves ex- 
press no doubt af their veracity. ‘Phe staunchness of Pluto 
and Juno, is of course, possthle; but we should veuture to 
suggest that the balance of probability lies in favor of it being 
slightly exaggerated. However, it is valuable as showing 
that, in the first place, breeders began to recognize the fact 
that too much foxhound was undesirable in their pointers, a8 
it rendered them headstrong; and, in the second place, that 
the dogs had become more staunch, or any foundation for the 
story could not have existed. 

“For something very extraordinary in the sporting way we 
must haye recourse to the practice of Colonel Thornton, 
whose high and laudable ambition it has ever been, both to 
deviate faim the couimon road and to excel; and he has un- 
doubtedly so fur succeeded as to raise a. name which will go 
down with eclat to sportiug posterity. We suppose that 
the Colonel himeelf meditated and carried into effect the 
crosses necessary to produce his famous pointer, Dash, which 
is, as we haye before observed, in all probability three-parts 
foxhound. Dash, in his day, was held to be the eclipse of 
pvioters, a character sanclioned by his high ranging over the 
moors, the vast expedilion with which he cleared his ground, 
and the intnuiliye, heaven-born method, said to be almost in- 
credible, is which he huoted inclosures for birds, which was 
by at Once scenting and advancing upon them, without the 
previous labor imposed upon other pointers, of quartering 
his ground; add to this, he was 4 most staunch and steady 
backer or seconder of other dogs. Dash was sold by Colonel 
Thornton to the late Sir Richard Symons for one hundred 
and sixty pounds’ worth of champagne and burgundy, bought 
at the French ambassador's sale, a hogshead of claret, an ele- 
gant gun, and a pointer; with the annexed stipulation that, if 
any accident should befall the dog, which might render him 
unfit for hunting, he was to be returned to the Colonel at the 
price of fifty guineas. This latter agreement actually took 
place: Dash had the misfortune to break his leg, and was re- 
turned to Colonel Thornton, who considered him 1n that state 
a great acquisition as a stallion. 

*« Bxalted as was the reputation of Dash, it seems nearly 
impossible that he could haye exceeded in pgin) of sleadi- 
ness the merit of a brace of other pointers, the property also 
of Col mel Thornton, Pinto and Juno. Pluto bas also been 
already cited asa famous deer hunter. It is recorded that 
this dug and bitch, being taken at a point, kept, their point 
upward of one hour and a quarter; namely, until the late 
celebrated Mr, Gilpin could take the sketch from which they 
were painted for their proprietor, an elegant engraving of 
which we find in Mr. Daniel's ‘ Rural Sports.’ 
‘Many merry jokes have been passed in our hearing, by 

sportsmen, On the aboye account, with the view of promoting 
the cause of ridicule, comparing it with another still more 
marvellous and well known, given on the authority of a grave 
and most respectable member of the priesthood. For our 
parts we really believe both the possibility and probability of 
fhe staunchness of Pluto and Juno as just related ; and al- 
though Gilpin cannot be referred to as have quitted—we hope 
for a belter—this painting and plastering world, there are yet 
survivors to whose authority an appeal may be made. If re- 
mains to back the above story with the well-known one (but 
the repetition on this occasion will be pardoned) of the Kev, 
Theophilus Verity. Ona certain Christmas Day this gentle- 
man was riding his nag from his parish church, which was at 
considerable distance from his dwelling-house, and his way 
lay over the most private spot of a secluded and neglected 
heath. In the deepest recess of this wild he espied a pointer 
by himself, standing at a covey of birds. He looked, ad- 
mired, pondered on the wonderful and inscrutable instinct ef 
the brute creation, blessed himself anc passedon. The cares 
and studies necessarily attendant upon his calling, however, 
goon expelled every yveatige of this occurrence from his mind, 
until he was awakened to fresh admiration and benedictim 
by a renewed and stupendous yiew of the same objects, Ex- 
acily on the above day twelve months, passing the same way, his 
gecond astonishment was far greater than the first; for hesaw, 
upon the self-same spot, the dog pointing at the birds in 
preciscly thesame attitude he had left both parties twelve 
Toonths before; with this difference, however, that they were 
then living and breathing, one party treacherously cireum- 
venting, the other apprehending ; whereas now they were in a 
state of skeleton, fit for a lecture in anatomy, and doubtless, 
as the reverend gentleman supposes, the partridges were held 
to their destiny by the well-proyed and well-known power ot 
fascination emitted from the eyes of the dog. Now, we par- 
ticularly request that bo light-minded person will attempt to 
make a joke of this, well convinced, as every rational man 
ought to be, that there are wonders of which, never haying 
bad the experience, he cannot have any adequate concep- 

7 un 

a his extract is valuable as corroborative testimony that the 
introduction of the foxhound cross was first due to the enter- 
prise and judgment of Colones! Thornton; as lovers of the 
modern puinter will no doubt be glad to know to whom 
they are indebted for the improvement in their favorite breed, 
their later exertions haying unquestionably been rendered 
mire easy by the good he orginally wrought upon this variety 
of dog. But, looking back to the year 1411—that is, eleven 
years after the publication of the account of the pointer by 
Sydenbam Hdwards in “! Cynographia Britannica,” we find 
the following description of the pointer given in the ‘‘ Shoot- 
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er’s Guide,” by B. Thomas, or rather, to give the author's 
correct name, by Thomas B, Johnson. 

‘“The pointer generally to be recommended is of the mid- 
dle size; well made, active, light and strong. It will easily 
be pertrived that a dog of this description will bear a vast 
deal of hunting; whereas a small one, however good 
he may he, is by no means calculated for a piece of 
of strong turnips or potatoes, strong and stiff stubbles, or 
mountains where the heath is strong and long, On the con- 
trary, itis generally supposed that a large dog is much sooner 
tired by his own weight than one of the middle size, conse- 
quently the latier are in general to be preferred, and indeed I 
would by all means recommend them, But, af the same lime, 
L would not refuse a large dog for no other reason than his 
size, as, however large a dog may be, it often happens that he 
has sirength according to his bulk. . . . 

‘* With respect to color, much may perhaps depend upon 
fancy—aud no doubt there are very good dogs of all colors. 
However, those I would recommend are the liver or brown- 
and-white. A white dog is to be preferred on account of his 
good temper, and being naturally less subject to disease than 
others, which arises from the predominancy of phlegm in his 
constitution. He has an excellent nose, is a curious hunter, 
is full of strategems and cunning, and may be seen ata great 
(istance. Pointers of 8 brown or liver color are generally 
good ones, but they are certainly difficult to be seen at a great 
distance, particularly on a mountain, which gives the sports- 
man sometimes a vast deal of trouble. At the same time, a 
brown dog will bring you nearer the game, and is particu- 
larly useful when it will not lie well. Birds will suffer a 
brown dog to approach them much nearer than a white one, 
which arises solely from his color approximating more nearly 
that of stubbles, etc., among which he hunts, and conseé- 
quently renders him a less distinguished object, 
“A dog of the lemon or red color is generally of a giddy 

and impatient nature, as choler is found to be the most pre- 
dominant humor in him, In faet, in general, white and 
brown, or these colors mixed, are to be preferred. If a dog 
has much white upon him it isan indication of good temper.” 

The opinions of this writer certainly seem to be largely 
upon ecnjecture, for, as far as our experience goes, we have 
no reason to avree with him that white, or nearly white dogs, 
are by any means better in constitution or temper than 
pointers of any other shade. There ig this much, however, 
tobe said with reference to Thomas’ theory, and in defence of 
any ideas he has formed, that it must be borne io mind that 
there is every reason to believe that foxhound blood was very 
largely contained in the yeins of pointers about that period, 
and consequently the lemon or red colored dogs, to which be 
alludes, may possibly have been more nearly allied to the 
hound, therefore more headstrong than the livers, which par- 
took more of the nature of the steady-going Spaniard, Hia 
ideas on the subject of color are certainly sound, as far as 
they refer to the working of dogsin the field, for 1t is pal- 
pable that a white dog can bejseen farther off than a liver- 
colored one; and algo that the latter is less likely to disturb 
birds than a Jight-culored one. His reasonings upon the 
amount of phlegm which he asserts toexist in the white dogs 
are merely conjectures on his part, and given as they are, 
unsupported by any practical reasons for the assertion, may 
safely be set aside when the question of colors is to be dis- 
cussed. No reference to such advantages possessed by one 
color over another is made in ‘* Kunopredia,”-an excellent 
work on breaking the pointer and the spaniel, which was 
written by William Dobson, Esq , of Hden Hall, Gumber- 
land, in 1814, and this, we are of opinion, would surely have 
been done if it were by muy means a generally popular idea 
at that period that a white dog was constitutionally superior 
to a dark-colored one, : 

‘The foxhound cross has been resorted to by Irish sportsmen 
of the day for the purprse of increasing stumina and giving 
a wet-resisting coat suitable to the moist climate of Treland, 
aud these resuits were well exemplified in specime.s we saw 
exhibited at a Dablin show, bred and shown by a thorough 
sportsman —an apprecintor of every branch, but whose 
specislities are hunting and shooting, 

[vo BE CONTINUED. | 
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THE PITTSBURG BENCH SHOW. 

FROM OUR OWN REPREBENTATIVE. 

HB officers of the society are to be complimented for 

the commendable spirit they baye shown in undertak- 

ing to give 4 really first-class exhibition, and they are to be 
congratulated that the show isin every way a success, It is 

by far, as regards the quality of the entries, the best that has 
been ever given in this city, and it compares in this respect, 

with the best shows in the country. 

At first it was estimated that the entries would not exceed 

one hundred and fifty in number, but the official catalogue 
informs us, that, thanks to Mr. Lincoln, two hundred and 

eighly two were booked. 
The cily was alive at an early hour this morning with the 

baiking vf dogs, the crowing of co'ks, the quacking of 
ducks, the cooing of pigeons and the gabbling of geese. At 
eight precisely the doora of the old City Hall were swung 
open to tbe public, and the unearthly racket overhead 
announced that the show was being held on the second floor 
of the building. f 

In a large well ventilated hall, fairly adapted for the pur- 
pose, the dogs are benched. ‘Three long double rows of pens, 
extend the whole length of the room, and in these the sport- 
ing and larger nun-sporling dogs are stalled, while the small |. 
nun-sporting dogs are buxud in front of a stage that stretches 
across the north end of the hall. On each side of the dogs 
the poultry exhibits are caged, but although both sides of the 
hall bave a number of large windows, Ube light early iu the 
afternoon was insufticient whereby to see the animals, and the 
gus bad to be lighted. ‘The benching in all respects is similar 
to that adopted at the New York shows, and many of the 
pens are tastefully decorated, prominently those of the 
‘s Laverack Kenne)],” of Messrs. Snellenburg and McConnel, 
of New Brighton, Pa., and ‘‘superior Kennel,” of Messrs. 
Henricksand Stayton, of Allegheny City, Pa. These haye 
large compartments, s0 thal several dogs. can be taken in at 
the same glacce. ‘ihe sanitary arrangements were well cared 
for and there was an absence of alldogzy smell. 
The majority of the dogs were in admirable cundition, and 

as the judge wasinstructed in the bench-show rules and regu- 
lations to make allowance for dogs that had been worked this 
season, & proportionate number of Field Trial dogs put in an 
appearance, : 
Turning to the catalogue we find that the classification is 
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somewhat faulty, fhe red Irish and red and white setlers are 
pooled under the head of *' Irish Setters: ” this shonld not 
be; there should be two distinct classes. In Oliss 31 three 
field spaniels got mixed up with the Trish water spaniels and 
were ruled ont. Class 49 turned out to have no legitimate 
entries, as its three entries belonged to the raugu-coated collie 
class, no smooth coated dogs being present, the entries were 
therefore judged with class 48, rough-coated collies, Classes 
35, 36 and 37, beagles, contained both the bench or bow- 
legged und the straight legged dogs, and there was a large 
number of the former type of dogs present, which r+ preseut 
a Jatge lass of the old stock of Maryland dogs, which has 
been kept pure with great care for many years; and as the two 
lypes are so diflerent and wide apart Dr. Twaddell, bicked 
by Dr. Maddux, of Baltimore, and Genl, Bond, of Mary- 
land, petitioned ihe executive committee tn allow two typical 
classes to be éstablished—name'y: one headed under the 
name Maryland, the bench-legged beagle, and one for the 
straight legged beagle. The committee's consent was al once 
obtained, and the Pittsburg show of 1881 will have the 
honor of assisting in instituting a precedent that we trast to 
see Observed at all future shows. This, if done, will here- 
after bring a large number of entries in hoth classes, Tt is 
full ime that harriers should no: be classed with beagles, as 
they were at last years’ New York show, sad now that our 
game birds are rapidly disappearing in the Hast, there will pe 
sportsmen who will turn to other field sports tor their amuse- 
ment. One-of the most popular of these will be hare shoot- 
ing, and with well-bred beagles this sport con be enjoyed 
to the wmost. Vo obtain well-bred dogs, disting! classes for 
them must be opened at ourshows, and it is the suggestion of 
Dr. Twaddell that it might be alao well to open classes for 
dogs under and over twelve inches height of shoulder. Of 
this, however, more in the future; we shall at once publish 
pictures of dogs of each type, and as this distinction had 
to be made sooner or later, we consider that there is no 
better time than now for the discussion of the important 
subject. 
We have already stated that the premium list was a good 

one, but we must not forget to mention that the donations 
from ontside contributors were liberal. ‘T’o dispose of two of 
these prizes two special prize lists were opened that certamly 
could have been arranged to better advantage. We refer to 
specials A, ‘‘ for the best setter dog or bitch of any strain,” 
and B, ‘for second best dog or bitch of any strain." The 
special A, a3 it will be seen in the subjoined entry list, closed 
with five entries, namely, with three English setters and two 
red Irish. To ask any judge to select the best, where the 
standards of the two types are so entirely different, is really 
asking too much of any mau. Special prize list B would in- 
fer that none but second-rate dogs would be entered and the 
lucky one therefore would go before the world a8 a witner in 
a second class, ‘This, however, is not the case, as all the en- 
tries are Of first-class dogs. 

The judging began at 2 P, M,, both sporting and non-sport- 
ing dogs being judged simullaneously, The former were tak- 
en to a large room on the third ficor at the south end of the 
building and the latter were reviewed on the stage. The at- 
tendance was very large and much interest was taken up to 
the end of the judging, at 6 o'clock. The show remuined 
open until 11 P.M. 

JANUARY 18. 
The judging was contiqued at half-past nine this morving 

and at the close of the day had been completed. The judgiog 
was ended at 6p, wt., and both Major J. M. Taylor, Lexiog- 
ton, Ky., the judge of sporting classes, and Dr, L, Henry 
Twaddell, of Philadelphia, deserve great credit for heir cure 
and excellent decisions. Major Taylor gaye every dog recog- 
nition, and there was oof ove dog brought before him that 
was not handled by him and carefully looked ayer. Among 
the exhibitors Mr. A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia, carried off 
the greatest number of prizes. He had twenty-five entries, of 
which fifreen were sporting and ten non-sporting dogs, ‘This 
tentleman won every special prize but one--six in all. Hig 
exhibit was one Of the finest ever seen in this conntry, and 
his kennelman, Benjamin Lewis, who used to be in Lilewel- 
lin’s kennels in England, certainly deserves credit tor the ex. 
cellent bench show condition he had prepared the dogs. The 
Baltimore Kennel also sent eight dogs, under charge of their 
efficient kennelman, A, J. Kelly. ‘Phere stock was in fine or- 
der. ~id 

As the following list will show, there were very few ab- 
sentees: The following dogs were not present: Nos. 8, 16, 
26, 41A, 60, 68, B44, 117, 121, 124, 135, 175, 178, 187, 204, 
218, 21), 2544. 
We publish below a full list of the awards, resorving any 

detailed comments on the show until our issue of next week, 

[Special to Forzst anp STREAM. | 
Pittsnudkes, Jan. 19. 

A committee meeting of the society will be held this even- 
ing at 8 o'clock for the purpose of deciding upon name for 
the two new classes of beagles. It is quite probable that the 
name Maryland will be changed to America, but as yet this 
matter is undecided. 

AWARDS. 

Class 1V—Imported English setter bitches, vy c b, Minerva. 
VilJ—Ubamipion Irish setter dogs. ist, Berkeley. 
X—Cbhampion Irish setter bitches. Ist, Luo LI. 
Xi—Irish setter dogs. ist, Biz; red, Raleigh; v h oc, 

Flint ; he, Conn; ¢, Bob ID. 
XII—Irish setter bitches. at, Gussie; 2d, Norah; v he, 

Abbey W., Kathleen; he, Annabel Lee; c, Juno. . 
X1M—Irish setter dog puppies. Ist, Wash; vy he, Ned; 

he, Red Ranger, 
X1V—tIrish setfer bitch puppies. Ist, Red Lion, 
XV—Champion Gordon setter dogs. ist, Boh White. 
XViI—Champion Gurdon setter bitches. Srella. 
XVi1—Gordon setter dogs. 1st, Goldsmith Kennel Olub ; 

2d, Stubble; yh, Cheek; he, Greuse Li, 
XViii—Gordon setter bitches. 1st, Jessie; 2d. Nell; yh 

e, Grand Duchess. 
XIX—Gordon setter dog puppies. lst, Grouse IT. 
XX—Gordon setter bitch puppies. 1st, (typsy IL. 
XX11]—Champion pointer dogs, under 45 lbs. 1st, Rush. 
XX[V—Champion pointer bitches, under 40 lbs. 1st, 

Lady Romp. 
XXV—Pointer dogs over 55 lbs. 1st, Banjo; 2d, Tom; 

he, Twig. 
XXV Pointer bitches over 50 lbs, Ist, Nellie R. 
XXVI[—Pointer dogs, under 55 lbs, ist, Duke; 

Dick; he, Rover. : 
XXVJIE—Pointer bitches, under 60 Ths. 

Oled; vie, Clymont; h ¢, Queen, 
XXIX—Pointer dog puppies, iat, Garfield; vy hc, Faw- 

sett’s Duke; bc, Lewis’ Duke: 

ad, 

Ist, Rue; 2d, 
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XXX—Phinter bitch puppies. ist, Fan; v he Nell. 
XXXV—Beagles, dst, Hy; 3d, Harry. 
KXXVA—13t, Major; 3/, Dyk 
XXXViI—Beavies. dst, Lulie 

yhe, Dot and Venus; bc, Liuecy. 
XXVIa—Ist, Dell; 2d, Jennie. 
XXXVIl—Beagle puppies. ist, Belle; v he, Beulah 

and Naney; c, Cleopatra. 
KXXV1U—Dacshunade. ‘st, divided, Max and Fan and 

Marguerite ; 2d, Gretchen; v he, Jim. 
XLY—St. Bernards, st, Tiger; 2u, Snowball. ; 
Lil—Skye terriers, 1st, Gip; 2d, Tuck; v he, Scottish 

Queen; he, Nip; c, Isla, 
Lili—Pugs. ist, Young Svoty IL; 24, May; ho, Jack. 
L1V—Scotch terriers, ist, Captain; 2d, Sir Walter Seott. 
LV—Black and tan terriers, Ist, Nell; 2d, Prinnie. 
LVI—Yorkshire terriers. 1st, Jimmy; 2d, Flint; v h c, 

Spurt. 
LYiti—Italian greyhounds. ist, Cream; 2d, Pearl; c, 

Crissie. 
LIX—Miscellaneous. iat, Tip; 2d, Flash Il; ¥ h ec, 

Daisy, Bess Dickson, Noith und Pete; hc, Sarah Bernhardt 
and Royal Jin, 

Special Prizes A, Moore's Berkely; B, Moore's Lei- 
cester ; C, Moore’s Berkeley ; D, Orgill’s Rush; , Moore’s 
Bob; F, Moore’s Leicester; G, A, H. Moore. 

e 
ind puppies; 2d, Nancy; 

List oF Monpay's Awarps. 
For a detailed description of each winner see list of entries. 
Class I. Champion English setter dogs—ist, A, H, Moore’s Lei- 

oester. 
a Champion English setter bitches—lst, P. H. Bryson’a Peep 

o' Day. 
II, Imported Euglish settersa—ist, Snellenburg and McGounel’s 

Thunder; 2d, A. H. Moore's Duke of Beaufort; y. h. c., Moore's 
Temple Bar; v. hs: c., Vandeyort's Rock; h. ¢., KE. Moore's Dash, 

TY. Imported English setter bitehes—tst, Wilson's Spark ; 2d, 
Hartley's Kuby ; v, bh. c., Snellenburg and MeConnel’s Peeress ; v. 
h, ¢., Moore's Lass o’ Gowrie ; h. o., 8. I. Speirs Wanda, 
V Native English setter dogs—lst, Snellonburg and McConnel’s 

Mack Laverack ; 2d, same owners’ Dick Laverack; vy. h. ¢., Wolten- 
den's Young Belton, J. Mernneseey’s Daniel the Prophet, 8. GC. Hun- 
fer’s Sam II,, Henricks and Stayton’s King Dash; h.c¢., T, Mad- 
dux's Marquis of Lorne, D, C. Phillips’ Toney, Henrisks and Stay- 
ton’s Belton IIT. ( sn 

VI. Native English getter bitches—let, 8. F. Speir’s Lizzie Lee; 
2d, Snellenburg and McConnel's Lady, Laverack; v.l. ¢., same 
owners’ Daisy Layerack, Hewricks and Stayton’s Strip, J, Heunas- 
sey’s Ina, E. A. Givens’ Minerya ; h. ¢., Suellenburg and McUon- 
nel's May Laverack, W. Duff's Dip, P. Wolfenden's Nettle; c,, 
Menticks and Stayton’s Floss 11. 
VIL English setter dog puppies—tst, Suellenburg and MeCon- 

nel’s Mack Layerack ; 2d, Baltimore Kennel Club's Dashing Bob; 
y. h. c., Henrick and Stayton's Prince Lofty, J. Givens’ Dan; h. c., 
§. F. Spen’s Rolando; c., J. W. Steyenson’s Toss, J. M. Hunter's 
Pride of the North. 

VITI. English getter biteh 0 a ke G. W. Moore’s Dolly 
Day ; y. b, ¢., Snellenburg and MceConnel’s Lu Layerack, Baltimore 
Kénnel Club's Countess Anna, W. A. Givens’ Minerva. 
XMAS. Irish water spaniels—2d, 8. Cowley’s Major; y. hc, 

same owner’s Dan, 
XXXIL. Cocker spaniels—ist, A. HW. Moore’s Nell; 2d, T, D. 

Adayns’ Flora ; h, ¢., same owner's Flo. 
XXXILL, Field spaniels—tst, G. W. Mooro's Lu. 
XXXIV. Fox hounds—tst, Steel Bros.' Granger ; 2d, J, Lewis’ 

Hoyer ; bh. c., 7. D, Williams’ Poodle. g 
KXXIX, Fox terrier dogs—iat, L, nnd W. Rutherford's Bow- 

atring ; 2d, J. Mortimer’s Shot; v. h.c., L. and W. Rutherford’s 
Nailor. 
XL. Fox terrier bitches—ist, L, and W. Rntherford's Tussle ; 

2d, J. Hennessey’s Vixen; v. h. c., FB. W. Mleck’s Gipp; h. o., L. 
and W. Rutherford's Chance; c,, same owners’ Active. 
XLL. Fox terrier puppiea—ist, L. and W. Rutherford's Allamu- 

chy Nell; v. b. o, same owners’ Joker; h.c., same owners’ Sally, 
FE. W. Qieck's Prince ; c., D. Gardner's Susie G. 
XLYI. Newfoundlunds—ist, J.D. Williams’ Lion; 2d, W, ©. 

Meyer's Pluto ;h c, A Jesaup's Lion. 
XLVIM. and XLIX, Shepherd dogs or collies—ist, J. W. Dow- 

ney’s Tweed IT, ; 2d, same owner's Lass 9’ Gowrie; y h, c., R. 
Bell's Ship, G.S. Houghton’s Stella; h. ¢., same owner's Nell, J. 
Drake's Lucy ;¢, D. Foster's Ring 

L. Bull doge—ist, J. Mortimer’s Doctor ; 2d, G. W: Moore's 
Turk. 

LI. Bull terriers—ist, J. Mortimer’s Silk IL ; 2d, R. C. Elliot's 
Rose; v. h. o., W. E. Guring’s Bell; c., W. Veal's Belle. 

LIST OF ENTRIES. 

Class 1,—Champion English Setter Dogs (#20)—1 A. H. Moore, 
1711 Spring Garden street, Philadelphia, Leivaster, lemon and 
white, whelped 1872; Dan-Lil II 2 Dy, 8. Fleet Speir, 162 
Montague street, Brooklyn, N. Y., 8t Elmo, black, white and 
tan, 4 years; Pride of the Border-[lerzberg’s Jessie. 

Olass 2.—Champion English Setter Bitches ($20)—3 A. H, Moore, 
Roay Morn, black and white, whelped 1879; Paris—Pearl. 4 
P. H, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., Peep O'Day, black, white and 
tan, 21 months ; Gladstone-Clip. 

Class 8.—Imported English Setter Dogs Cirst, $20; second, $10)— 
5 A. H, Moore, Temple Bar, lemon and white, whelped 1877 ; 
Paris-Poarl, 6 A, H Moore, Duke of Beawtort, black, white 
and tan, whelped 1878; Pride of the Border—Pairy IL 7 
Philip Wolfenden, Canonsburg, Pa.. Young Belton, black, 
white and tan, 22 months ; Rock—Vixen, § K. T. Vandevort, 
Pittaburgh, Rock, blue Belton, 4 years and 9 months ; Belton- 
Dimple. 9 Howard Hartley, Pittsburg, Rake, blackand white. 
11 E. Moore, Mast End, Pittsburgh, Dash, white and liver, 8 
years ; Belton—Bolle, 12 1. P. Graham, 165 Chestnut street, 
Pittsburgh, Fun, black and white ticked, $ yeai's; Tam O’Shan- 
ter—Dnssey. 1 Snellenburg & WeConnel, * Layerack Kennel,” 
New Brighton, Pa,, “Thunder,” blue Belton, 4 years; Pride 
of the Border-Pairy If. Winnings—lst prize puppy class, 
Pittsburgh dog show, 1878; 2d prise, Pittsburgh show, 1879; 
also special 2d open cluss, Philadelphia, 1879, and special 
divide, 1st prize, at the Pennsylvania Field ‘rials, Lancaster, 
Pa, 1880. 

Olass 4,—Imported English Setter Bitches (first $20, second $10) 
—14 Bnellenberg & MecConnel, Pesress, lemon Belton, 5 years; 
Prince-Lill Il. 15 Howurd Hartley, Pittsburgh, Ruby, black 
and white, 2 years; Rake-Juno. 16 A. H. Moore,Livy,whelped 
1872, sister to Champion Leicester; Dan-Lill Il. 17 A. H. 
Moore, Countess Kate, black and white, whelped 1878; Blue 
Prince-Armsirong’s Old Kate. 18 A H. Moore, Lass 07 
Gowrie, blue Belton, whelped 1877; PaviaPearl, 19 Dr. 8. 
Fleet Speir, Wanda, blue Belton, 3 years ; Paris—Pearl. 20 B. 
F. Wilson, Pittsburgh, Spark, white, 243 yeara; Carlowitz— 
Macdona’s Magnet. 21 BE. A. Givens, Pittsburgh, Minerva, 
black, white and tan, 33 months; Leicester-Nellie. 22 Paul 
H. Hacke, Pittsburgh, Dimple, black and white (Dam of San- 
born’s Nellis), 23 Baltimore Kennel Club, Baltimore, Md,, 
ieee Nellie, black and white, 243 years ; Connt Windom— 

ovel, 
Class 5.—Native English Setter Doge 

Philip Wolfenden, Cationsburg, Pa., Young Belton, black, 
white and tan, 22 months; Rock-Vixen, 25 W. P, McDade, 
Verona, Pa., Dash, black snd white, $ years ; Don—-Fat. 26 K. 
Sleeth, Pittsburgh, Nimrod, blask and white, 18 months, 27 
Nuysmith & Williams, Pittsbuygh, Skyler, black and white, 5 
Years. 28 James Hennessey, Cleveland, Ohio, Daniel the 
Prophet, black, white and tan, 20 months; Dan-Nell. 29 

ns 220; second, 210)—94 

James Hennessey, Cleveland, Ohio, Tony, chestnut, white and | Class 16.—Champion Gordon Setter Bitches (best, $20)—109 A. H. 
tan, 13 montlis; Dan-Nell. 30 Dr. T. Clay Maddux, 28 West 
Monument street, Baltimoré, Marquis of Lorne, black, white 
and tan, 16 months; Belton—Glenella, 31 Thomas EB. Gam- 
ble, Pittsburgh, Ross, liver and white, 4 years; Prank-Nell. 32 
J. M. Huuter, Pittsburgh, Rock, Jr., white, black and ticked, 
213 years; Carlowitz-Qucen Bess. 83 Wdward Gray, Pitta- 
burgh Don, black, 24¢ years; Bank-Romp. 384 Samnel C, 
Hunter, Allesheny City, Sam IT., blavk and white, 20 monthe ; 
Don-Cora, 35 Williaa Diem, Allegheny City, Mvank, black, 
white and tan, 20 months ; Don-Cora. 36 D. C. Phillips, Bir- 
mingham, Pittaburgh, Toney, white, 2)¢ years; Leicester 
Nellis. 37 1. M. Givens, Pittsburgh, Chief, black and white, 
fds yeurs; General-Kate IIT, 38 Henricka & Stayton, ‘ Su- 
perior Kennel,” Allegheny City, Belton IT,, black, white and 
tan, 245 yeurs; Belton—Dloss, 39 Henricks &% Stayton, ‘'Su- 
perior Kennel,” Allegheny City, King Dash, lemon, white and 
tan, 244 yeara; Belton-Floss. 40 Suellenburgh & MeConnel, 
Mack Layerack, lemon Belton, 10 months ; Thunder-Peeress. 
41 Snellenburg & McConnel, Dick Laverack, blue Belton, 20 
months; Vhunder—Peeress. 414 J, N. Dodge, Duke, blue 
Belton, 2 years; Carlowitz-Capt. Littleton’s Patsey. 41u John 
Faweett, McKeesport, Pa,, Jim, liver and white, 3 years. 

Olass 6.—Native English Setter Bitches (first, $20: second, S10)}—42 
Bnellenburg & MeGounel, Lady Liverack, lemon Belton, 20 
months; Thunder-Peeress. 43 Snuellenburg & MeConnel, 
Daisy Layerack, lemon Belton, 20 months ; Thunder—Peeress; 
winner of 2d prize in the Derby (National American Trials), 
44 Snelleuburg & MoConnel, May Layerack, lemon Belton, 21 
months ; Thunder-Spot ; divided let prize at the Pennsylvania 
Trials ; divided $d prize in the Derby (National American 
Trials), 45 Henricks & Stayton, “Superior Kennel,” Alle- 
gheny City, Floss IL, blue Belton, 2+4 years ; Beltou—Floss, 
46 Henricks & Stayton, Skip, black and white, 3 years; Dog 
Whip-Daisy Dean, 47 Wilson Dnff, Kittanning, Pa.. Dip, 
black and white, 17 months; Rake-Gyp. 48 W. L, Carr, 
Wooster, Ohio, Lucy, brown, 215 years; Belton-laucy. 40 
James Hennessey, Ina, black, white and tan, 20 months ; 
Dan-Nell. 50 Theo. Schwartz, Jr,, Louisville, Ky., Pay, 
black, white und fan, 3 years, Rob Roy-Juno. 61 BE. A. 
Givens, Pittsburgh, Minerva, black, white and tan, 83 months; 
Leicester Nellie. 52 J, M. Hunter, Pittsburgh, Zita, white 
and orangé, £ years; Mack-Pitt. 53 Joseph Lewis, Apollo, 
Pa., Nell, lemon and white, 19 mouths; Dnuval-an. 54 
Samuel C. Hunter, Allegheny Gily, Cora, black and white, 4 
years ; Sam-Queen. 55 Philip Wolfenden, Canonsburg Pa., 
Nettle, 1 year and 11 months; Rock-Vixen, 456 Dr. §. Fleet 
Speir, Lizzie Lee, blue Belton, 21 months ; Drnid-Milhe, 

Class 7.—English Setter Dog Puppies, Under 12 Months (#10)—57 
Anellenburg & MeConnel, Mack Lavyerack, lemon Beiton, 10 
months : Thunder-Peeress. 44 Henricks & Stayton, Prince 
Lofty, lemon Belton, 10 months; Lofty-Mand Muller. 59 
Ohas. [lig, Wexford, Pa., Mack, blavk snd white, 6 monthe; 
Rake-Daisy; full pedigree. 60 Geo, W. Stevenson, Kittanning, 
Pa., Toss, black, white and tan, 9 montha; Rock-Dot. 61 
Chas. Gasche, Wooster, Ohio, Midvight, black and white, 6 
months; Belton-Lney. 62 Dr, $. Pleet Speir, 162 Montagne 
street, Brooklyn, N. Y., Rolando, white, ticked with a little 
black, 11 months ; St. Blmo-Luey. 638 Baltimore Kennel Club, 
Dashing Bob, blue Belton, § inonths.; Dash TI.-Countess 
Nelly. 64 John Givens, Dan, black and white, 9 months ; 
Ttock, Jr.-Minerva, 65 Dayid Dalzell, Allegheny City, Pa., 
Don, black, 9months. 66 J. M. Hunter, Pride of the North, 
white and black ticked, 9 months; Rock, Jr-Minerya. 67 L 
P. Graham, 165 Chestout street; Pittsburgh, Pa., Fido, black 
and white ticked, 8 months ; fun-Lon, 68 D, D, Eyans, Elk 
ton, Ohio, Jim, white and black, 8 months ; Toney-Patch ; 
Toney, by Leicester-Nellie ; Patch, by Belton-Pera, 

Class 8.—English Setter Bitch Poppies, Under 12 Months ($10)— 
69 Snellenburg & MeConnel, Lu Luverack, lemon Belton, 10 
months ; Thunder-Peeress: 7() Philip Wolfenden, Canons-— 
burg, Pa,., Vixen, black, white and tan, 9 months ; Dash- 
Vixen, 71 Philip Wolfenden, Canonsburg, Pa., Nettle, black, 
white and tan, 9 months; Dash-Vixen, 72 Geo. W. Moore, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., Dolly Day, black, white and tan, 10 months ; 
Belton-Rose, 73 W. L. Carr, Style, black, white and tan, 5 
months ; Belton-Lucy. 74 James Hennessey, Kitty M., black, 
white and tan ticked, 7 months; Sport-Lady Burdett Coutts. 
75 Baltimore Kennel Club, Countess Anna, blue Belton, 8 
months ; Dash [1.-Countess Nelly. 76 W. A. Givens, Min- 
erya IT., black and white, 9 months; Rock, Jr.-Minérya. 77 
I, P. Graham, Spot, black and white ticked, 8 months ; Fun- 
Tou, 

Class 9.—Champion Irish Setter Dogs (best, $20)—78 A. H. 
Moore, Berkley, red, whelped 1876; Elcho-Lion I. 79 Balti- 
qlore Kennel Olnb, Derg, red, 5 years, CGoing's Bob—Niall's 
Pan. 

Glass 10.—Charopion Trish Setter Bitches (beat, €20)—80 Edward 
Gregg, Pittshurgh, Pa,, Nellis, red, 4 years ; Erin-Gypyy ; 1st 
uf Pittsbugh, 81 A, H, Moore, 1,711 Spring Garden street, 
Philadelphia, Pa., Loo IL, red, whelped 1874 ;Grouse—Maybe. 

Olass 11.—Irish Setter Dogs (best, $20; second best, $10)—82 
John 8. McIntosh, Pittsburgh, Pa., Biz, rad, 21¢years ; Dash— 

- Tlora ; lat N. ¥. and 1st Pittsburgh, puppy class; V. H. 0. at 
N.Y, in aged class. 83 D, McKay Lloyd, Pittsburgh, Pa., Ned, 
red, 2 years; Stoddard’s Bob-Gregg*s Nellie, 84 Edward Gregg, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., Bob Il., red,-2 years, Stoddard’s Bob-Grege’s 
Nellie. 85 W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., Flint, red, 21g 
years; ZIcho-Hlounce. 86 Gilbraith Stilt, Apollo, Pa., Duke, 
red, 14 months ; Plonket-Stelle. 87 Geo. W. Moore, Red 
Grouse, red, 3 years; Druid-Pegey. 88 Chas. Glass, New Cas- 
tle, Pa., Ulater, red, 18 months ; Cash—Ailleen. 89 A. H. 
Moore, Philadelphia, Pa, Raleigh, red, whelped 1878; Elcho= 
Rose, 90 James Hennessey, Conn, dark red, 214 years; Bob- 
Nora. 91 John Vaweett, McKeesport, Pa., Dick, red, 18 
months; St, Patrick-Mary. 2 Walter R. Abell, Baltimore, 
Md., Teddy O'B,. red, 215 years; Wicho-Flounce. 93 J, C. Ho- 
baugh, Greenville, Pa., Tipperary, red, 20 months; Rutus- 
Tan; full pedigree. dd George Simpson, Pittsburgh, Pa, 
Doe, red, 15 months, Gob-Bridget. 9419 J. N. Dodge, Bob, 
red, 2 yeara; Thoretein—Loo II, 

Olass 12.—Irish Setter Bitches (best, $20; second best, ge aes 
Jobn 5. MoIntork, Abbey W., red, 15 months, Champ, Elcho- 
Gypsy Queen. $6 Chas, [lig, Daisy, rad, 18 months, Stod- 
darl’s Bob-Grege’s Nellie, 97 William DB. Gray, Pittsburgh, 
Blonde, red, 5 years, Imp. Bang—Romp. 98 James Hennessey, 
Oleveland, Obio, Norah, dark red, + years and § months, El- 
cho-Rose. 99 Wm.H. Pierce, Peekslill, N. Y., Guasie, red, 
8 years and 10 months, Judge Pratt's Dan—Ruby; own sister 
to Arlington, winner of ist prize at Boston and St. Lonis, 1279. 
100 Dr, J. W. Downey, “ Scotland Kennel,” New Market, Fred- 
erick Co., Md, Kathicen, red, 3 years, Rufus tmp. Col- 
Jean ; litter of puppies whelped Dee, 28, 1880; sire, Derg. 101 
John 8. McIntosh, Annabel Lee, red, 15 months, Elcho-Gypsy 
Queen. 10i}s John Faweett, Juno, red, 13 months, St. Pat- 
rick-May. 

Class 13.—Irish Setter Dog Puppies, under 12 months (beat, 210)— 
102 Chas. H. Dayton, Peekslull, N. Y., Flash, red, 53s months, 
Rory O’More-Norah, 103 Dr. ©. Spahr, Bridgeyille, Pa., Red 
Ranger, red, 7 nonths, Rory O’More-Queen Besa, 104 Regi- 
nald H: Bulley, Canton, Ghio, Ned, red, Con—-Nan. 

Class 14.—Ivich Setter Bitch Puppies, under 12 months (best, $10) 
—105 Chas. H. Dayton, Red Lion, red, 514 months, Rory 0'- 
More-Norah. i106 W. A. Givens, Red Bess, red and white, 8 
months, Red Gronse-Quail TIT. 

Class 15.—Champion Gordon Setter Dogs (heat, #20)—107 A, H. 
Moore, Rob, black and tan, whelped, 1877; Lang—Floss, 108 
“Goldsmith Kennel,” care W. J. Farrar, Toledo, Ohio, Rupert, 
black and tan, 6 years; E. K. 0.8. B. (4815), Ani, (849), by 
Shot (1630), out of Rhona (1680), —<—<$<—<—<<$—$—————— OO 

Moore, Stella, black and tan, whelped, 177; Lang—Flosa, 

Class 17—Gordon Setter Dogs (hest, #20; second best, 210)—110 
D. 0. GC, Patterson, Beayer Falls, Pa., Check, black and tan, 4 
years, Tom—Wonder, 111 R. W, Ardary & Bro., Pittsburzh, 
Pa, Stubble, black and tan, 21 months, Don—Brown's Patch. 
112 ‘Goldsmith Kennel Club,” ————, black and tan, 16 
months, Rupert-Queen. 113 Jobn Faweett, Ned IT., black and 
tan, 2i¢ years, Ned Fannie, 114 Dr. H. H. Hophing, Grouse 
iL, black and tan, whelped, 1878; Marhle’s Grouse—Tileston's 

ou. 

Class 18.—Gordon Setter Bitches (hest, #20; second best, #10}— 
115 FR. W. Ardary .& Bro., Jessie, 21 months, Dan-Patch. 116 
A. H Moore, Nell, black and tan, whelped, 1876; Bruce-Jnno. 
117 A, H. Moore, Lady Rapid, black and tan, whelped, 1875 ; 
Renben-Rosa. 118 Ed. L, Mills, Treasury Department, Wash- 
ington, D. C,, Grand Duchess, black and tan, 2 years, Mual- 
colm’s Malcolm-Batchelder's Belle. 

Class 19,—Gordon Setter Dog Puppies, under 12 months (best, 310) 
—119 James Hennessey, Grouse II., black and tun, Tmonths, 
Haryey'’s Grouse-Gyp. 

Class 20—Gordon Better Bitch Puppies, under 12 months (best, 
510)—James Hennessey, Gypsy IL, black and tan, 7 months, 
Haryey’s Grouse-Gyp. 

Class 21,—Champion Porter Dogs, over 55 lbs, (hest, $20)—121 
Bake Guman, Detroit, Mich., Gumbo, imported, lemon and 
white. 

Clase 22—Champion Pointer Bitches, over 50 1bs,.—No entries, 

Olags 23,—Champion Pointer Dogs, under 55 Vba (best, $20)—123 
A. H. Moore, Donald, liver and white, whelped, 1877; Bob- 
Sappho, 123 Edmund Orgill, Rush, lemon and white, 4 yeara, 
Tlake-Lilly. 

Clans 24.—Champion Pointer Bitches, under 50 Ibs. (best, $20)— 
124 A, H. Moore, Rose, lemon and white, whelped, 1876; Flake 
Illy. 125 A. H. Moore, Lady Romp, liver and white, whelped 
1878; Francis Prinve-Belle, 126 “Baltimore Kennel Club,” 
Comorn, lemon and white, two years, Mlake-Lilly. ' 

Olass 25.—Pointer Dogs, over 55 lbs, (best, #20; second beat, B10) 
—127 J. M. Taylor, Allegheny City, Twig, liver, two years an 
7 months; Tremain's first prize dog, Royer-Hon, Adam Weny- 
er’s second prize, Sallie, 128 A. H. Moore, Banjo, liver and 
white, whelped, 1876; Drake-Grecian Bend. 199 Harry Rey- 
nolds, Kittanning, Pa., Tom, liver and white, 3 years. 130 
John Faweett, Jos, liver and white, 8 years, Shorthose’s Sam~ 
Flash 131 W. J. MeCrickart, Pittsburgh, Pa., Kentucky, 
dark liver, 2 years. ° 

Olass 26.—Pointer Bitches, over 50 lbs. (best, $20; second best, 
210)—132 A. J. Haly, New Albany, Indiana, Nellie R., Fawn, 3 
years, Lee-Fan, 

Class 27,—Pointer Dogs, under 55 Ibg, (best. $20; second best, $10) 
—183 Obas, Lig, Ned, liver and white, 3 years, fromimporti d 
stock. 1834 Naysmith & Williams, Duke, lemon and white, 4 
years, Duke-Nell. 135 A. H, Moore, La Guy, liver and white, 
whelped, 1878; Banjo-Juno. 136 James Hennessey, Vandal, 
liver and white, 16 months, Faust-Devyonshire Lass. 137 John 
Faweett, Duke, lemon and white, 11 months, Joe-Nell. 13s J. 
C. Hobaugh, Gresnyille, Pa., Dick, liver and white, 5 years, 
Jack-Kate, 189 Dr. C. Spahr, Bridgeville, Pa., Rover, liver, 
15 months, Rover-Victoria, 

Olass 28.—Pointer Bitches, under 50 lbs. (best, #20: second beat, 
$10)—140 Chas. Illig, Nell, liver and white, 5 years, from im- 
ported stock, i41 W. A. Sleeth, Pittsburgh, Pa., Queen, 
liver, 2 years, Cap-Lade. 142 James Hennessey, Maggie G., 
liver and white, 22 months, Dash, 143 ‘Baltimore Kennel 
Chib,” Clymont, lemon and white, 2 years, Flake-Lilly, 144 
“Baltimore Kennel Club,,* Cleo lemon and white, 2 years, 
Flake-Lilly. 145 J. F. Anderson, Coal Bluff, Pa., Fraud, 
liver, 244 years. 146 Edmund Orgill, Rue, lemon and white, 
18 months. Snapshot-Ruby. 

Class 29.—Pointer Dog Puppies, Under 12 Months (hest, #10)— 
147 Joseph Lewis, Apollo, Pa., Rover, lemon and white, 5 
months ; Faweett's Duke-Nell Il. 148 Joseph Lewis, Duke, 
lemon and white, five months; Faweett’s Duke—Nell II. 
149 J, M. Taylor, Dan, liver, eleven months, 150 W, DL: 
Carr, Rip, lemon and white, 9 months; Prince-Daigy. 151 
John Faweett, Duke, lemon and white, 11 months; Joe-Nell, 
152 John Fawcett, Garfield, lemon and white, 5 months; Joe— 
Nell If, 153 Wm, Diem, Rush, liver and white, & months ; 
Pete-Ruse. 154 A. M, Hawn, Alliance, Ohio, Ben, brown, 7 
months. 

Class 30.—Pointer Bitch Puppies, Under 12 Months (best 810)— 
155 Suellenburg & McConnell, Mazeppa, liver and white, 7 
months; Button-Fan, 156 Joseph Lewis, Nell, lemon and 
white, 6 months ; Duke—-Nell, 157 Joseph Lewis, Fan, lemon 
and white, 5 months; Duke-Nell. 158 W. L. Garr, Lalla 
Rookh, Jemon and white, 9 months ; Prince—Daisy, 

Class 31.—Irish Water Spaniels (best dog or bitch, #10; second 
best, #5)—159 Samuel Cameron, Beayer, 0. H., Pa., Law, 
liver, 13 months. 160 Samuel Cameron, Beaver, O. H.,. Paz, 
Dot, liver, 18 months, 161 R. C. Swatzwelder, Sewickley, 
Pa,, Bob, brown, 2 yesrs. 162 Samuel Cowley, Allegheny 
Gity, Major, liver, 4 months. 
City, Dan, liver, 4 months, 

Class 32.—Cocker Spaniels (best dog or bitch, $10; second, #5)— 
164 A. H. Moore, Nell, dark liver, whelped, 1878, Rob-Nell. 
165 Thos. D. Adams, Franklin, Pa,, Bob, black, white, liver 
and tan, 3 years ; Sam-Mollie. 166 Thos D, Adams, Hlora, 
liver and white, 4 years; Captain-Caper, 167 Thos D, 
Adams, Flo, liver and white imported (Y. H. C.,) at Detroit. 

Olass 33.—Field Spaniels Other Than Cockers (best dog or bitch, 
$10; second, $5)—168 Geo. W. Moore, Lu, black and white, 

Olass 34 —Fox Hounds (best dog or bitch, 210 ; second, $5)—169 
Joseph Lewis, Rover, black, white and tan, 8 years ; from im- 
ported stock. 170 Chas, Illig, Ringgold, black, white and tan, 
i year; Haye's Music_Jewess. 171 J. D. Williams, Cannelton, 
Pa., Poodle, black andtan, 4 years. 172 Steel Bros., Mans- 
field Valley, Pa., Granger, white and tan, 2 years. 173 Stoel 
Bros., Lead, white, brown and tan. 

Class 35.—Beagles (best, #10 ; second best, $5)—i74* Dr, T. Clay 
Maddux and Gen, Frank A. Bond, Jessups, Md., Dyke, black, 
whiteand tan, 19 months; Imp. Smart-Imp. Kate, 175 Taane 
BR. Stayton, Rover, black, white and ten, 2 yeurs. 176 Geo, 
W. Noreross, Pittsburg, Harty, 8 years. 1777 Pottinger Dor- 
sey, New Market, Md.. Major, black, white and tan, 4 years ; 
imp. Otto-Famous. 178 J. N. Dodge, Rattler, black, whi e 
ind tan, 3'g years ; Imp. Watrior-Gen, Rowett's Rossy. 179 
J. 4. Diebl, Beverly, N. J., Fly, black, tan and white, 18 
months ; Bayard’s Dan-Owner’s Toots. 

Class 36 —Beagles (hest bitch, $10; second best, #5)—180 John E. 
Diehl, Lucy, brown, tan and white, 18 months; Bayard’s Dan— 
Owner's Toots, 181 Dr. T. Clay Maddux and Gen, Frank A. 
Bond, Lulie and puppies, black, white and tan, 3 yearn; Red 
Rover—-Imp. Music, 182* Chas. lig, Jennie, black, white and 
tan, 7months. 183 J. A. Scovell, Philadolphia, Pa., Nancy, 
black, white and tan, 7 months ; Custer-Imp. Charmer, 184 
James Hennessey, Kitty, black, white and tan, 2 years ; 
Dodge's stock. 185 Robert M. Baker, Detroit, Mich’, Dot, 
white, black and tan, 3 years ; yap Darwin-Millie. 186 Pot- 
tinger Dorsey, New Market, Md., Venus, black, white and tan, 
Sig years ; Centennial-Vesper. Notforsale. 187 J. N, Dodge, 
Spider, black, white andtan, 117 years ; Gen Rowatt’s Rally. 
Dodge's Doily. : 

Glass 37.—(Hor the best beagle puppy under 12 months, dog or 
hitch, #10)—188 John Bittner and Bro,, Allegheny City, Beu- 
lah, black, white and tan, 11 montha; Gallup’s Sport—Martin- 
et's Fan, 189* Dr. T. Clay Maddux and Gen Frank A. Bond, 
Smart IL, black, white and tan, 7 months; Dyke—Dorsey's 
Yeaper, 190* Dr, T, Olay Maddux and Gen, Frank A Bona, 

Samuel Cowley, Allegheny 
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Dell, black, white and tan, 4 months: Dyke-Imp. Kattie, 
191* Dr, 'T, Clay Maddux and Gen. Frank A. ond, Dale, black, 
white and tan, 4 months; Dyke-Imp. Katie. 192 Ghas, Hig, 
Bob, black, white and ian, 7 months. 193 Chai Hlig, Nance, 
black, white and tan, 6 months. 194 J, A. Scovell, Nancy, 
black, white and tan, 7 months ; Custer-Imp. Charmey, 195 
Robert M. Baker, Belle, white, black and tan, 4 months ; Ratt 
tlar-Fan. 196 Pottinger Dorsey, Naw Market, Md., Luey IL, 
Huck, white and tan, § months ; Major—ucy. 197 Pattinger 
Dorsey, Cleopatra, black, white and tan, 9 months ; Bradbury's 
Mujor—Diana, 198 J. N, Dodge, Roxy IT., black, white and 
tan, 11 months ; Dodge's Ring wood-Dodgs's Spider. 

Class 38,—Dachshunda (best dog or bitch, $10 ; second best, 35)— 
13) Jacob Weiskncher, MeKeesport, Pa,, Max, black and tan, 
2 years; imported, 200 Jabob Wieiskncher, Wan, black and 
tau, 2 years; imported. 201 J. A, Scovell, Gretchen, fallow 
red, 16 months ; Unser Pritz-Owner’s Music. 202 J. A. Sco- 
well, Marguerite, black und tan, seven months: Unser Fritz— 
Owner's Music. 203 John Faweett, Jim, black and tan, 214 
years ; imported. 

Class 39.—I'ox Terrier Dogs (beat, $10; second best, #5)—204 
James Mortimer, New York, Vandal, white and tan, 3 years; 
Torment-Venus. Fail Pedigree. 205 L. and W. Rutherford, 
New York, Bowstring, white, blackand tan, 4 years + champion 
Tork-Yixen, 206 L, and W. Rutherford, Nailor, white, black 
ind tan, 2 years ; champion Bnif-Actiyity. 207 James Mor- 
timer, Shot, white, black and tan, 18 months ; 'Tartar—Nell. 
winner of Ist New York, 

Close 40.—Kox Terrier Bitehos (best, $10; second, #5)—208 James 
Hennedsey, Vixen, black, white and tan, 144 years ; imported. 
209 Fred, W. Fleck, Now York City, Gipp, white, tan and 
spotted, 20 months; Clinchy-Kate; full extended pedigree. 
210 Li, aud W. Rutherford, Active, white, black and tan, 3 
years: Gamester-Gypsy, 211 Ll. and W. Rutherford, Tussle, 
white, black and tan, 2 years; Joe-Venns. 212 L and W. 
Rutherford, Chance, white, black and tun, 314g years. 

Olass 41.—Fox Terrier Puppies, Under 12 Months (best dog or 
bitch, $10)—213 Fred. W. Mleck, Prince, white and tan, 8 
mortha; Vandal-Suss; full extended pedigree, 214 L. and 
W. Butherford, Sally, white, black and tan, 8 months ; Flash- 
Tussle. 215 L. and W Rutherford, Joker, white and black, 6 
months; Ndilor-Active. 216 L, and W. Rutherford, Alla- 
muchy Nell, white, black and tan, 6 months; Nailor-Active. 
217 Dan Gardner, Piltsburgh, Susie G, white, black and tan, 4 
months ; Imp. Baff-Imp. Vie (Vie winner of 4 prizes). 

Class 42.—Greybonnds (best dog or bitch, #10)—218 L. G. F, 
Lotz, Chicago, Spring, light brown, § years: Flash-Nell ; full 
pedigree ; winner of Centennial Medal and 2d at New York, 
219 L. 0. FP, Lotz, Maud ID., brindle, 2 years: Prince-Mand. 

Qlass 48.—Scotch Deerhounds—No entries. 

NON-SPORTING bOGS, 
Class 44.—Mastiifs—No entries, 

Class 45, —St. Bernards (best dog or bitch, #10; second, #5)—220 
Wiliam L. Jones, Pittsbursh, Snowball, tawney and white, 3 
yours ; imported Fido or Fino, out of imported Alpe; full ex- 
fended pedigree. 221 Tred. George, Allegheny City, Tiger, 
light browii, 3 years, 222 John Their, Pittsburgh, Pearson, 
liver, 3 years ; bred from imported stock. 

Class 46.—Newfoundlands (best dog or bitch, #10 ; second, #5)— 
225 W. O, Meyer, Sharpsburg, Pa., Pluto, black, 4 years. 224 
Alfred Jessup, Pittsburgh, Dion, black, 4g years; Captain- 
Kate. 225 J. D. Wiliams, Canunelion, Beaver Co,, Pa., Lion, 
bluck, with white points, 

Class 47.—Siberian or Ulm Dogs—No entries. 

Olass 48.—Shepherd Dogs or Collies (best rough-coated dog or 
bitch, $10; second, $5)—226 Jacob Drake, Mansfield Valley, 
Pa.. Lucy, chextnnt, 6 years; from imported stock. 227 
tobert Beli, Manstield Valley, Pa., Shep, tan, 4 years; from 
imported stock. 228 David Foster, Manstield Valley, Pa., 
Ring, white and tan, 2 years; from imported stock. 229 Dr. 
J, W. Downey, Tweed IL, black and tan, 53g years ; Tweed- 
Maddie. 250 Dr. J. W. Downey, Lass 0’ Gowrie, sable and 
white, whelped 1879 ; Mr, Miles’ Toss-Mr. J. Swift's assy; 
winner of ist, St. Louis, 1880, 

Class 49—Shepherd Dogs or Collies (best smooth-coated dog or 
bitch, #10; second, $5)—231 Geo. §. Honghton, Pittsburgh, 
Stella, fawn aud white, 2 years; Mac-Helen; full pedigree, 
232 Geo. S. Houghton, Bruce, black, white and tau, 4 months; 
Sentt-Zaidee; tml! pedigree, 233 Geo. §. Houghton, Well, 
black and white, mixed, 5 months. 

Class 50,—Bull Dogs (best dog or bitch, $10; second, collar, 
value $5)—234 James Mortimer, Doctor, brindle and white, 4 
years; Champion Alexander-Puss. 235 Geo. W. Moore, 
Moore's Turk, brindle and white, 7 yeara ; bred from imported 
stock, 

Olass 51.—Buill Terriers (best dog or bitch, $10; second, collar, 
value $5)—236 James Mortimer, Silk L., white, 13 months ; 
Silk-Poss. 237 RK. O. Elliot, Pittsburgh, Rose, white, 3 years : 
Tinker-Kate, 238 Wm. Veal, Cleveland, Ohio, Belle, ————, 
2 years; Crib. 239 W. E. Garing, Pittsburgh, Bell, brindle 
aud white, 16 months ; bred from imported stock. 

Clags 52,—Skye Terriers (best dog or bitch, £10; second, collar, 
yalue $5)—240 J, G. Wyman, Allegheny City, Gip, 2 years. 
241 Gilbert Rafferty, Pittsburgh, Mack, steel grey, 4 years; 
Mack, by Champion Sam (4653)-Quick; winnings—V. H C., 
Hanoyer ; 8d_ Burton-on-Trent; VY. H. C., Bristol; V.H C,, 
Crystal; lst Boston, Hngland. 242 Harry Gordon, McKeéer- 
port, Pa., 8am, 4 years ; Champion Prince-Cream. 243 Harry 
Gordon, Smart, 3 years; Champion Jock-Silk. 244 Paul H. 
Hacke, Pittsburgh, Isla, steel grey, 18 mouths; Piper If- 
Boggie. 245 A. H. Moore, Nip, black blue, whelped 1878 ; 
Pratt's Piper-Lass o' Gowrie. 246 A. H, Moore, Tuck, sky 
blue, whelped 1879; Wetter's Sam-Madge. 247—A. H. Moore, 
Scottish Queen, sky blue, whelped 1876; Wetter’s Sam-Lass o* 
Gowrie. 248 L, G, Hanna, Cleyeland, Ohio, Judge, blue and 
tan, 13g veara ; Castor-Jen D.; imported. 249 L. G. Hanna 
Zip, blue and tan, 3 years; Dan-Wlora; imported. 250 Wil- 
liam Veal, Oleveland, Ohio, Topsy, 2 years. 

Class 53.—Pugs (best dog or bitch, $10; second, $5)—251 A. D, 
Stewart, Hamilton, Ontario, Bob, faivn, 20 months ; Dixie- 
Dolly; wionings—tet at Toronto ; ist Montreal ; 1st St. Louis. 
252 A. H, Moore, Jack, whelped 1877; Punch-Dot. 253 A, H. 
Moore, Young Sooty II., whelped 1878; Sooty-Htfie. 254 A, 
Il. Moore, May, whelped 1879; Letter Carrier-Deafey, 25414 
Je Fred. Cross, Pittsburgh, Tiney, Fawn, 10 months ; Wil- 
loughby strain, 

Class 54.—Scotch Terriers (beat dog or bitch, #10: second, 35) — 
955 Gilbert Rafferty, Pittsburgh, Captain, fawn, 8 yeara ; 
Imp. Captain by Gretton’s Sylabie; (H. K. ©. 8. B. 887), Gret- 
ton’s Nellie (191) ; winner of Ist prize at Pittsburgh. 256 1. 
H. Gillman, Sir Walter Scott, fawn, 38 months; Imp. Dandy- 
Imp. Topsy. 

Glass 55,—Black and Tan Terriers (bert dog or bitch, #10 ; second, 
#5)—257 Jacob Drake, Prinnie, black and tan, 4 years. 258 
Daniel Bittner, Allegheny City, Nell, black and tan, 2 years: 
from imported stock. 

Olads 56.—Yorkshire Terriers (best dog ar bitch, #10 ; second, $5) 
—259 A. A. Hutcheson, Pittsburgh, Flint, blue and tan, 4 
years; imported, 260 Gilbert Rafferty, Dad, blue and tan, 4 
years ; imported. 261 Panl H, Hacke, Pattie, bine and tan, 2 
yeurs; imported. 262 A, H. Moore, Jimmy, blue and tan, 
whelped 1875 ; Mozart-Nell. 263 A. H. Moore, Beanty, blue 

* By a new classification entries Nos. 174 and 177 were put into 
new class 35}—Maryland bench-legged beagle ; Nos. 182 and 180 
into new class 364—Maryland bench-legged beagle bitches; Nos. 
189, 191 and 196 into new clesz2874—Maryland bench-legged beagle 
puppies: 
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and tan, whelped 1879: Gharley-Gyp. 264 James Hennessey, 
Sport, blue and tan, 2 years; imported. 265 Robert ML. Baker, 
Detroit, Mich,, Vie, formerly Dandy, blue and tan, 8 years ; 
imported, 

Cluss 57,—Kimg Charles, or Blenheim Spaniels—No entries. 

Class 58.—Italian Greyhounds (best dog or bitch, $10; second, 
pore, Cream, fawn, whulped 1878 ; Tiny- 

Firt, 267 A. H. Moore, Pearl, fawn, whelped 1878 ; Douglas 
Gypsy. 268 Wm, Montgomery, Pittsburgh, Crisaie, fawn, 3 

269 James Honnessey, Derby, white and fawn, 3 

#5)—266 A. H. M 

years, 
years, 

cond best, $5)—270 John Bittner and 
Tip, white, 7 years ; Cuban Poodle, bred from imported stock. 

spotted, 16 months; French poodle. 

hardt, white, 4 months; Cuban Poodle. 274 Dar, Gardner, 

and black ticked; Trench Poodle, bred from itnported stock. 
276 Geo, W. Moore, Mash II,, linty, 214 years ; Bedlington 
Terrier; Flash-Kitty, Both imported. 277 J.. D, Walliams, 

nessey, Pate, blue tan, 32g years ; terrier, 

BPEGIAL PRIZE ENTRY LIST. 

A, Parker Brothers, of 79 Chambers street, New York, offer a 
double breech loading gun, valued at $150, forthe best Set- 
ter Dog or Bitch of any strain, Entries: 279 Snellenburg & 
McConnell, Thunder, 280 A. H. Moore, Berkley. 281 Dr. 8. 
Bleet Bpeir, St. Mimo. 282 P. H. Bryson, Paep o’ Day, 283 
John 8, McIntosh, Biz, 

B, J, J. Snellenburg, of New Brighton, Pa., offers w first-class 
velveteen or corduroy hunting suit, made to Inéasure, yalued 
at 50, not to be competed for by the donor, for the second 
best Setter Dog or Bitch of any strain—Entries: 284 RL TD 
Vandeyort, Rock, 285 A. H Moore, Leicester, 286 A H. 
Moore, Rosy Morn, 287 Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, Wanda. 288 P. 
H Bryson, Peep o' Day. 

C, For the best Irish Setter Dog, Steel Engraving of Biddy and 
Erin ; value #10.—Entries: 289 John S. McIntosh, Biz, 290 
W. A. Strother, Flint. 291 Géo. W. Moore, Red Grouse. 292 
A. H. Moore, Berkley. 
For the best Pointer Dog, Steel Hngraying, framed, of Kes- 
witk and Jessamine, yalue $10 —Entriés: 293 A, H. Moore, 
Donald, 294 Edmund Orgill, Rush, 

E. For the best Gordon Setter Dog, Laflan & Rand's Powder, 
value $10.—Entries: 295 R. W. Ardary & Bro., Stubble, 
206 A. H, Moore, Rob. 

F, For the best English Setter Dog, Laflan & Rand's Powder, 
yalue 315.—Entries + 297 Snellenburg & MeUonnel, ‘Thunder, 
28 A. H. Moore, Leicester. 299 Dr, 8. Meet Speir, §t Elmo. 

G, The Bear Creek Refining Co, 

Bounce—Nettle, 

hibited by one persou.—Entry: 300 A. H. Moore, 1,7i1 Gar- 
den street, Philadelphia, Pa, 

$+ a 

DOGS THAT TREED GROUSE, 

POINTERS VS. SETTERS. 

Sracnron, Va., Jan. 7, 
Bditor Korest and Stream : 
T haye seen several communications in late issues of your 

valuable paper touching subjects which I think Iam able to 
throw some light on, and others about which I would like to 
haye ‘‘my say.” Of the first class of subjectsis the pheasant 
dog—the dog that will tree pheasants (ruffed grouse), These 
dogs are like poets, born and not made. In an active expe- 
Tiencé as a sportsman of twenty-five years, I haye never seen 
more than two really good pheasant dogs of thiskind One 
was a half terrier, the other half cut up into sixteenths of 
every variety of no account dog in the world; and the other 
was a fine-bred hound bitch, the best deer dog I ever saw he- 
sides, s0 that you may infer that there is nothing in the 
breed. Nobody could tell how either of them ever arrived 
at the perfection for which they were notted—as no attempt 
at training was made on either—they just ‘took to it.” 

The quality which distinguished them from all other dogs 
Tever saw hunt pheasants to tree them was this, that the 
moment the bird was scented they commenced to bark vigar- 
ously and run the trail or body scent as fast as they could, 
until the bird was runin upon. All the other dogs I ever 
saw tree pheasants never barked until the bird was ov the 
wing. The first.method was so sudden snd violent that the 
bird never had time to collect himself sufficiently to deter- 
mine upon the line of flight or the point of lighting (as in 
the other case he had already done before starting to fly), 
but would be so startled and confused that he would seek the 
first shelter offered, which was generally the friendly branches 
of an overhanging tree or bush. The restilt was that fully 
80 per cent. of all the birds I ever saw either of these dogs 
flush lit in trees not five rads from where they were flushed, 
so that neither the dog northe guoner had any trouble in 
finding them, As to their sitting still and letting you kill 
them, one after another, by shooting at the lowest one on 
the tree, I never found any of that breed. I n+-ver killed 
more than onedrom the same tree in my life, except from 
grape-vines when feeding. Then, with a small rifle, or a 
shot-gun with a light charge, I have killed two or three be= 
fore the others would fy, So much for what I know. Now 
for what I think and believe on other subjeais. | 
lam glad to see from the results of the late field trials on 

Robin’s Island that the pointer is beginning once more to get 
his dues. I welcome such intelligent and vigorous champions 
of this noble-t of all dogs—as ‘* Black Ned” and South Side.” 
I have sat in mute astonishment for the several years [ haye 
been reading your paper at the craze that seems to me to have 
tuken possession of our Northern (and to some extent our 
Southern) sportsmen about ihe setter. Now don't be alarm- 
ed! I don’t intend to go all over the threadbare discussion 
of the whole merits and demits of the two breeds, but I wish 
to give my expeériénce of tlie two for what itis worth, I 
started bird hunting more than twenty-five years ago. My 
first love was a setter. I have broken and hunted four others 
up to this time, and have owned and broken three pointers 
in the same time, They were all of good native stock, but 
as pure as the best ‘“‘imported.” My setters passed with 
sportsmen for first rate dogs, but T honestly confess that iot 
one single one of them ever “filled my eye”—they never 
came up to my ideal of a good bird dog—while of the 
three pointers each one was all I could wish him to be. 

It is said that they haven't got the speed or the style of the 
setter. I can tell ‘' Black Ned” for his comfort that we have 
here astrain of bold, ‘slashing liver and white pointers,” 
that have for eight or ten years past shown the way to all the 
setters \hat have been brought against them, and can do it yet. 
They are as fast, have more nose, as much bottom, are 
stauncher and baclt prettier from the yery start than any set- 
ters that ever were seen here, They do not take heavy brier 

Clags 59,—Miscellaneous and Foreign Olags—for all dogs that haye 
not been assigned a separate Class (best dog or bitch, $10; se- 

Bro., Allegheny City, 

271 Daniel Bittner, Allegheny City, Nell, white and black 
‘Pp 1 ; Imported, 272 Daniel 

Bittner, Daisy, white, 3 years; Cuban poodle, bred from 
imported stock, $500. 273 Daniel Bittner, Sarah Tern- 

Royal Ju, black, white and tan, 5 years; French Poodle, bred 
from imported stock, 275 Dar. Gardner, Bess Dickson, white 

North, black and deer, 7 years ; Buckhouud. 278 James Hen- 

Limited, offer a Barre) of Water 
White Oil, for the largest collection of Non-Sporting Dogs, ex- 
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thickets like some setters I have seen, but they willtake water 
at aly season, and are natural retrievers, But ontside of all 
this there is a quality id the pointer that I have never seen 
mentioned by any one in writing of the dog, a quality that is 
not put down on the scale of points in feld trials, but which 
they possess in a much higher degree than the setter, and 
which in my opinion is worth more than ‘style,? '* qiarter- 
ing,” “dropping to shot” and all those fancy trimntings that 
are put on dogs by professional trainers, and that quality is 
what an old friend of mine (and the best sportsman I ever 
knew) nsed to call “bird sense.” It isthatinstinet, which, af- 
ter a few years hunting, enables the pointer to go into a thirty 
or forty acre field, and go straight to the most likely places 
in jt to look for the birds, and nine times in ten find them, 
while fhe setter is “fussing” around, quartering and pulling 
in his fanoy licks over an acre ofground. ‘The strain of dovs 
of which I have spoken have this faculty to an uncomion 
extent. I never saw a setter have a. particle of it in my life, 
and never say a pointer thas has been hunted two or three 
seasons that didn't have it to & greater or less extent, 

Tinlly concur with you in your remarks about the tenden- 
cy of modern breeders and trainers to sacrifice everything to 
speed, Good speed when combined with good nose is a food 
thine, but of the two give me the dog wilh the nose, and 
other things being equal ina day's hunt Pll take my chances 
fora bag over him, I don't think field trials or bench shows 
will prove 4 permanent success in this country. ‘There are 
too mauy purely arbitrary rules, and too much left to the 
prejudice and bias of the judges. 

Tf merit in a dog could be brought down to the same fixed 
rules that govern in horses then the best fielders in the coun- 
try could be seen, and the best dog would be sure to win, for 
there wouldn’t even be the same chance for ‘jockeying " 
that sometimes disgraces horse racing. But to express it 
mathematically as the matter stands, there are toomany quan- 
tities in the problem for the conditions, and the result is in- 
determination. JaAor. 

T wAve had considerable experience in this line as rutfed 
grouse and woodcock shooting was my principal sport. 
Tasced at this time an Irish water spaniel, imported; the same 
dog that took second prize at the Westminster show af 1877. 
He had no pedigree that T could ever ascertain. He was 
presented to me by a colored man named Tuckelt who was 
at the time a valet for some officer stationed at the Montreal 
Garrison, Canada. The officer had imported the dogs for his 
duck shooting on Rice and English lakes, Canada, and this 
was one of the first, litter they produced in this country, and 
as the officer would neither sell nor dispose of this stock the 
aforesaid yalet, through some means best known to himself, 
managed to smuggle one of these whelps away. Upon leay- 
ing Canada he opened a barber-shop in Saratoga Springs, and 
it was soon after that I became possessed of old Spo t. 
He would take the trail of ruffed grouse and ron them upa 

tree and stand at the bottom barking all the while until L 
would come and shoot the bird, Not 4 yery sportsmanlike way 
of shooting I admit, but I merelyrelate thigto sho v what the 
dog would do, and further how the birds would in alniost 
every case when flushed by Sport take refuge in the pines 
and hemlocks, This dog was one of the finest woodecock 
dogs I ever shot over, He would range and beat the ground 
around me for about 8 circle of forty to sixty yards, Heyer go- 
ing heyond this limit, and nothing could escape his nose, and 
the moment he winded his game he would commence bark- 
ing or giving tongue moderately, and the hotter the scent 
grew the louder and more violent the barking, until he flushed 
the bird, when his yelping was almos: continuous and as if 
every energy was exerted in announcing the fact. It was 
beautiful shooting, especially in corn and where the birds 
were plenty, and many a royal days sport I enjoyed over 
him, It took a live man to follow him, and one had to be 
on the constant qué vive with avery nerve strung to its utmost 
tension. As a duck retriever L never saw his equal, and J 
can add I never saw setter or pointer with a more sensi- 
tive and delicate mose. He neyer missed or gave a fulse 
alarm. 
He was all a pure liver, with long ears covered with fine 

ringlets of hair fine as silk, and measured from tip to tip 
twenty-nine inches; his body was covered with tightly curled 
crisp curls; a tail like a pointers, thick at the root and com- 
ing toa string-like point. It also was covered with the same 
curls and hairas his body, except about four inches of the 
end, and that was as clean ag any pointer’s. He was strony 
asanox. Ihave seen him retrieve five wild geese from the 
Rock River in Tlinois, and bring them ashore, lifting them 
bodily as easily as if they were ruffed grouse. [Me had an 
oil next his skin that never allowed his hair next to the skin 
to become wet. Such was old Sport or old Injun Sport, and 
old Nigger Sport as he was familiarly called by all the boys. 
His endurance was beyond belief unless seen and appreciated. 
He left no worthy sons or daughters, and died at my resi- 
dence in Flatbush, at the age of twelve years, from injuries 
received no one knew how. He was the pet of every one, 
from the aged to the children, He had traveled nearly all 
over the Union. 
In northern New York, around Warren, Saratoga, Hamilton 

and all these adjoining counties, ruffed grouse, commonly called 
partridge, will tree invariably whether flushed by man or 
dog, and the common belief in this section is, that any dog 
that approaches the color of our common red fox is not 
minded by the ruffed grouse, as they take him for a fox, and 
merely flirt wp in the frees to escape reynard’s aristocratic 
taste for toothsome game tid-bils, and my experience las gone 
along way to proye the same as any one can easily see how 
much more readily a good bag can be made oyer a 
doz of a red color than any other (7. ¢., the ruffed grouse 
tree better and nearer to where flushed). I hope this four- 
teen years’ experience on this most lively of our game birds 
may help to prove and establish some definite result. 

Buack Nzp. 
SS ooo 

Basrery Frenp Trrts Ciun.—The annual meeting: of the 
Eastern Field Trials Club was held January 13. The follaw- 
ing gentlemen were present: Mr. FP. N. Hall, Mr. W. A. 
Coster, Dr. J. W. Green, Mr. Geo. T. Leach, Mr F, R. 
Ryer, Mr. H. N. Munn, Mr, H. &. Hamilton, Mr. 1. T, 
Danforth, Mr. E. A. Herzberg, Mr. J. Von Lengerke, Mr, 
Max Wenzel, Mr. H. W. Livingston, Mr. Jacoh Pentz, 
Dr. I. G. Munroe, Mr. J. Otto Donner, Mr. P. H. Morris, 
Mr. E. A. Spooner and Mr. T. F. Connolly, The followin 
gentlemen were unanimously elected members: Dr. H. N. 
Bunks, Messrs. Richard O. Cheney, Obarles 5. Cheney, J. 
H. Meyers, John ©. Higgins and H. Walter Webb, The 
election of officers for the coming year ensued. It was de- 
cided that the membirs should vote as their names were 
called from the roll, either by ballot or by proxy, Messrs. 
Livingston and Spooner were appointed tellers of the el.ation, 
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The following are the tickets that were balloted for : 
For President—J. Otto Donner, For Vice-Presidents—C. Du- 

Bois Wagstaff, ©. H. Raymond, J, G, Heckscher, 8, Fleet Speir, 
Justus You Lengerke, W. A. Coster. For Treasurer—H. N. Munn, 
For Secretary—Javob Pentz. For Bxecutive Committee—H. PF. 
Aten, W. H. Holmes, Max Wenzel, R. Is. Roosevelt, A. B, Gode- 
ffroy, Chaa, Heath, H. W. Livingston, R. 0. Cornell, L. H, Bil- 
lings, 7. HB. I. Grainger, A. Belmont, Jr., I. ©. Munroe, E. A, 
Spooner, G, De F. Grant, J. W. Greene, Geo. T. Leech, Geo, W. 
Baseford, M. Van Buren, T. Van Buren, HA, Herzberg. 

For President—J. Otto Donner. For Vice-Presidents—l. 0. 
Munroe, J. G. Heckscher, W. A. Coster, Chas, H. Raymond, Jas. 
Benkard, N. H. Holmes. For Treasurer—Geo. T- Leech. Bor 
Secretary—Fred. N. Hall. For Executive Oommittee—H. P. Aten, 
H, W. Livingston, L. G. Billings, E. A. Herzberg, E. A. Spooner, 
J. W. Greene, C. DuBois Wagstatt, Jacob Pentz, J. Wi, I. Grainger, 
A. Ei, Godetfroy, B. R. Ryer, Max Weuzel, 8. Fleet Spier, BR. 6. 
Cornell, J. Yon Lengerke, H. 1. Hamilton, Chas. Heath, Aug. 
Belmont, Jr., Martin Yan Buren, Travis Van Buren. 

The whole number of votes cast was seventy-eight, of 
which the first ticket received forty-one votes, while the last 
ticket received thirty-seven. ; 

Tt was resolved that the finance committee should be re- 
quested to devise a system to govern the Secretary and 
Tyeagurer in regard to the financial business of the club, The 
meeting then adjourned. 

——$—$—— 5 

FIELD TRIALS CRITICISM. 

Pirrspuren, Ps., Jan. 7. 
Editor Forest und Stream - 

In my article commenting on the National Association 
Field Trial Rules J promised in my next to speak my mind 
of the bad faste of an interested field-trial reporter in trying 
to run Count, Noble to the front. and some irregularities at 
the trials at Vincennes. I now address myself to that duty. 
I may be wrong in saying that this newspaper man tried to 
run Count Noble to the front, but as a close observer I sim- 
ply say what my impressions are from what I have seen and 
héard. Ihave ofien heard it intiimated—and I venture the 
asserlion many sportsmen have heard the same—that the Na- 
tional Association Field Trials were run in the interest of 
certain men and strains of dogs in which they were interest- 
ed, und that this newspaper man was active in running these 
tothe front. I confess my observations for two years trials 
have led me to believe that the charge is not wilhout some 
foundation, At Vincennes the changes were rung on Count 
Noble and Gladstone, Gladstone and Count Noble, and you 
could hardly hear anything else. Pools sold b’gh on them, 
and tall loud and continued in their favor ; and to add to 
this (as Lam informed), this man at the conclusion of the 
heat between Count and May publicly on the field announces 
an offer of $1,000 for Count Noble. I say it was in very bad 
taste for him to have done so. Itis said he was authorized 
to do so by a Mr, McDonald. But suppose he was, does this 
fact makeit appear any better? Very few thought the offer 
a bund fide one, and I was told a significant wink went the 
rounds at the time among those present. ‘ 
By the way, was if not the same MeDonald who once of- 

fered $1,500 for Gladstone? Pity he cannot make an offer 
where his money would change hands, 

Tsay it was not the fair and square thing to do under the 
vireumstances, and in this I believe all disinterested sports- 
men will agree. 

Now, let me ask, what was the object of this $1,000 offer 
and all this persistent talk and brag? Was it not & part of a 
concerted plan to influence the judges and carry these dogs 
to {he front in the ‘Derhy” and ‘' Free for All”? If TI did 
not believe it was intended to create a popular sympathy and 
influence aud remind the judges if their awards were adverse 
of the ‘viols of wrath’? to be poured upon them, then I 
would not be writing these lines.» But were the judges in- 
fluenced ? is the question which naturally arises. I must say 
T believe the judges meant to do the sanare thing, may haye 
gone home thinking they had, but so subtle was this influ- 
ence the sequel seems to indicate they were not proof 
against it. , ‘ 

Th my previous article I claimed that Count Noble was 
beaten by two entries. Ireferred to May and Daisy Laver- 
ack, The heat between May and Count was only continued 
about fifteen minutes and the award made on the first fault 
of May; Count Noble, as far as I could learn, made several 
flushes, secured bul one positive point, and was credited for 
several doubtful points. May fairly outquartered Count No- 
ble, and her bursts of speed were immense, so much so that 
this reporter, in his account, was forced to say ‘‘ she showed 
Gount Noble her heels.” She flushed and pointed, as Count 
Noble did, but refused to back, which, if was reported the 
judges said, if she had done the heat would have been hers. 
Wow, I wish kere to call attention to a little fact that was 
not noted in this account of the trials, namely, Count Noble’s 
huddling. ; , 

After pointing he deliberately left his point to go round 
his birds, meanwhile May came down on them in the position 
he left and pointed staunchly before ‘Count Noble” pointed 
again, So apparent was this that I am informed that Whit- 
ford insulted Sanborn who overheard him saying to Short, the 
handler of May, at the supper table, referring to the opportu- 
nity: ‘‘There was where you made a mistake Short, you 
should have walked right in and flushed your bird before 
Count Noble secured his point again.” But Short did not do 
this, and after a while Count Noble got his point and the 
judges allowed both a point, Now, I claim, considering that, 
that Count Nobleshould have been cut forstaunchnessif allowed 
a point, and this, considered in connection with May’s supe- 
rior speed and quartering ina heat but fifteen minutes long, 
roved her the superior, 
But the work ot Daisy. Well may your kennel editor express 

‘regret that Daisy did not have an opportunity to meet Count 
Noble. Her work was perfect and as brilliant as a meteor 
and without a mistake; continued for nearly tw hours under 
most adverse circumstances (sore feet), and yet when 
it was left to the judges to make the awards, it proving im- 
practicable to finish the trials, they give Count Noble first, 
Daisy second, and threw May back with three others for 
third, throwing Abbe W. out, a smart little Irish bitch, who 
had done very clever work and won her heat, and brought in 
for a division of third a dog that had lost a heat. 

Now why the judges concluded the heat between May 

Daverack and Count Noble in fifteen minntes under the cir- 

cumstances related, and yet compelled Daisy Laverack to run 

neatly two hours with sore feet against continued blundering 

fron {le first on the part nf Peep o' Day-T fail to see, unless it 

‘shows that Count Noble would have been licked in a two-hour 

heat, and Peepo’ Day havea chanceto open the soreson Daisy’s 
feet and win. ne thing, the dog to win against these had 
a long heat before him, and would be compelled to whip 

them twice over before the judges wouldconcede it. 50 much 
for the subtle influence.” 

Mr. Aldrich in one of your issues says ‘‘ Whitford is a 
trickster, and Gladstone a trick dog.” There is a great deal 
of truth in (his, but this reporter calls Whilford’s tricks with 
his dogs ‘nice generalship.” I say, out on such judgment 
that will allow such tricks, If time would permit I would 
show how Davidson was imposed upon here. Your Hastern 
trials were not free from the like, and did not reflect as much 
credit on the judges. 

I say, let the best dog win regardless of man or blood. 
Grand style may be well enough with other qualities, but give 
me the dog that will find and point his birds staunchly in 
preference to all the style imaginable in a flusher. 38 says 

RITZ. 
i 

LEONBERG DOGS. 

Daas account of the Leonberg dogs in your issue of Dec. 
20 induces me to send you 4 description of seyeral of 

the same breed now in my possession, to which reference was 
made in your valuable journal of May 9, also July 31, 1879. 

In February of that year I received by steamer Nederland, 
direct from the kennel of Count Essig, two magnificent spe- 
cimens of his celebrated breed of dogs, Sultan and Para, then 
pups of three months old. Despite the utmost care, the voy- 
ae and change of climate proved almost fatal to the young 
animals. Para, considered the most promising of the two, 
finally succumbed and died the following May, not, however, 
until both he and Sultan began to show signs of that remark- 
able size and beauty for which the race is noted. Dog fanci- 
ers from far and near were loud in their praise and frequently 
visited the growing animals. Efforts were mude to haye 
them exhibited in the Philadelphia Bench Show of that year, 
but it was not deemed advisable to subject them to the ex- 
citement, ete., of a public exhibition. 

linformed Baron Essig of Para’s death, when, in the kind- 
est manner possible, he sent me a half-brother of Sul an, 
Cresar, sired by Marco, one of the most celebrated Leonberg 
dogs of Europe. COmsar was eight months old when he ar- 
rixed by steamer Zeeland, in July, 1879, and although not so 
large as Sultan, is perhaps one of the finest specimens of the 
canine race in America. In color and appearance he resem- 
bles a young lion, as full of courage as he is of gentleness and 
ag affectionate as a child. Sultan is much larger, standing 
thirty-five inches high, his head reaching nearly four feet ; he 
is seven feet in length from tip to tip; in color he is light 
fawn and is emphatically the pet of the ladies. 

The origin of this breed of dogs, alike remarkable for beau- 
ty, size and docility, is somewhat remarkable. In 1846 Count 
Essig, of Wurtemburg, Germany, conceived the idea of pro® 
ducing a race of dogs that should combine the valuable fea- 
tures of the Newfoundland and St Bernard, and at the same 
time excel either in size and beauty. By crossing the breed 
of the above types and mating the produce with the large 
Pyrenée wolf dog (the original St. Bernard dog) the Count 
succeeded beyond his expectations, and now that over thirty 
years have gone by, the breed of Leonberg digs is acknowl- 
edged by connoisseurs in affairs canine to be the largest and 
handsomest class of dogs in existence. 
They are particularly remarkable for the'r extreme docility, 

though at the same time at night they are excellent guardians 
of the house. As evidence of their sagacity, it may be men- 
tioned that the present race of so-called St. Bernard dogs in 
use at the Alpine Hospices are in reality a cross between that 
breed and Count Essig's celebrated dogs. 8 me years since, 
when, through accidents and an epidemic that attacked the 
dogs of the Hospice, the staff of life-saving brutes were re- 
duced to a single animal, Count Essig presented the Rev. 
Prior Father Deloquise with two dogs from his then already 
celebrated kennel. From these three, two Leonberg and a 
Mount St. Bernard, are descended the present dogs, of whose 
rallant services to benighted travelers amid the snow-bound 
fastnesses of the treacherous Alps the public are frequently 
mide aware through the columns of the newspapers. One of 
these dogs was presented to the Prince of Wales when he 
visited the Hospice, and this dog bas taken numerous prizes 
at the bench shows of Great Britain. 

The breed varies in color, but the most valuable may be 
considered to be the rich brown-colored ones, shaded more 
darkly over the )ead and neck, Differing from other breeds 
of dogs, these animal; take a much longer time to fully de- 
velop, and furthermore, require indulgent treatment in their 
youth, rarely attaining their full growth until they are three 
years of age. Iam now about to import four more Leonbergs, 
with the idea of maintaining a complete kinnel of this rare 
breed, My experience in the matter, however, teaches me 
the folly of sending for pups, as they will seldom survive the 
hardship of the trip, and a grown dog is not desirable to im- 
port. I therefore intend to visit Germany and accompany 
the dogs myself. 

I might add that Sultan and Cresar were especially invited 
to visit General and Mrs. Grant at their rooms at_the Conti- 
nental Hotel, Philadelphia, December 22, 1879. The General] 
was especially delighted, presenting each with a gold medal 
and pronouncing them the Jargest and most maguificent dogs 
he had ever seen. W. &. Stzenine. 
New York, Jan., 1881. 

+o 

Benrox.—An erroneous impression seems to prevail in re- 
gard to the origin of the term Belton, as applied to setters, 

Beltons are so called from Belton, a place in Northumber- 

‘Jand, and hence the word should be written with the initial 
letter capitalized. 

Waar is A Cooxer—Cortiimd, NV. Y¥., Jan. 11 —1 have 
been yery much imlere-ted in the articles which have ap- 
peared in your paper on the cocker spaniel, and. the proposi- 
tion for the formation of a club and sat sfactory standard 
receives my hearty endorsement: The standard, however, 
ought not to bé in the interest of any particular strain of this 
breed, but breeders all over the country should present points 
on their dogs for the guidance of any committee appointed, 
that thereby 4 more general standard could be established, 
1 have been a lover of the cocker for many years and have 
bred them very carefully. I haye now in my possession six 
yery fine specimens. Their color is seal brown and white, 
and lemon and white. The futher of my dogs was imported 
from England and from one of the best kennels, ‘The bitch 
was bred in Philadelphia. J submit the points on one of my 
dogs as representing my strain: Tip of tail to nose, 39 in, ; 
tail, 94 in.; chest, 23% in.; height, 164 in. From tip of 
ohe ear to the other, not counting feather, 16 in. Dis- Eee 

———————— a 

tance between centre of pupils, 3 in. From tip of nose 
to beginning of forehead, 8} inches. Shape of head, round- 
ish; coat very glossy seal-brown and white. Color does not 
fade by constant exposure to sun and water. Hair along the 
back is about two inches long and decidedly wavy; legs and 
toes well feathered and tail full. For hunting qualities in 
thick cover I prefer the cocker to any dog I have ever used. 
And as for the tost part it is that kind of hunting in this 
State, it is a wonder tome that they have not cone into 
more general use. As retrievers I find the cocker as intelli- 
gent and sure-scented as any and more persistent than most 
of dogs. — 7 

Let it be understood that while I am in favor of a standard 
for the cocker, yet if, a8 one of your correspondents says, a 
standard already exists, 1 should be in favor of proving, first, 
that such standard fails to meet the requirements, The force 
of that will appear to those who have used great care in try- 
ing to retain the points in breeding of those dogs which they 
have procured from a standard kennel in England and else- 
where. PETE. 

South Acworth, N. H., Jan. 13.—We wish to become 
members of the Cocker Club and would recommend every 
breeder and owner of a cocker spaniel in the United States 
and Canada to join the club. It will be the salvation of the 
cocker if rightly managed. We hope all breeders will take 
hold and join at once and get the wheels to rolling as soon as 
possible. C. B. Cummtines ann Son. 

Not So Very Larcr.—lI see by a late number that you 
call General Hancock's dog (125 pounds) ‘‘ undoubtedly the 
large-t specimen of the canine race in the United States.” 
Isaac Benson, of this place, has a dog two years old (‘' Gen- 
eral”) who weighs 130 pounds, and now g-owing fast as ever. 
His mother was a St. Bernard and his father a New Found- 
laid. Heisa tall, ‘‘rangy” fellow, and bids fair to go to 
150 pounds by the time he is four years old; is very good- 
natured, intelligent, friendly and a good faithful watch dog. 
Have you any larger ‘‘ two-year-olds ? ” A. 

Coudersport, Pa., Jan. 10. 

The article you refer to was a reprint. Many dogs go 
over 130 pounds in weight. We haye seen within a week a 

Leonburg dog, eighteen months old, said to weigh 160 pounds, 

Orr For Tar Soura.—Mr. W. Titus sailed January 15 for 
Savannah. He will locate for the winter at some point in 
Georgia near the Florida line. 

Anpep Honors ror Erono,—I see by your extract from 
London F'eld_ that there is ‘‘one more” added to the list of 
honors won by the get of Elcho, in the winning of first by 
his daughter Ailleen at Manchester, England Dog Show. 
You will remember she is the bitch that after taking first at 
Cork, Ireland, 1876, was brought over to this country by her 
owner {who came to shoot in the Irish Rifie Team) and car- 
tied off from all aspirants the valuable silver tea set gi en by 
your paper as champion prize at the Centennial. She has 
since her return to Ireland been winner both there and in 
England, Yours, Owner oF Etrono. 

Jan, 16. 

Cyre ror Mancu—Lditor Forest and Stream: Incorporate 
equal parts of pine tar and lard or grease with gentle heat ; 
when nearly coo] thicken to consistency of paste with flour 
sulphur. With carbolic or laundry soap give the animal a 
thorough Jathering; when dry, apply the ointment with 
hand, vigorously rubbing against the hair. Don’t forget the 
tail, and if a housekeeper, don’t yon forget to chain that dog | 
out of the house if the madame’s hair is inclined to the pink 
tint. An old fox-hunter many years ago gave me the above 
specific and but once have I found the second application ne- 
cessary to a cure. KCENTUCKIAN. 

Mill Springs, Ky. 

Western Prennaytyanta Doe anp Povunrry Soorry.— 
The annual meeting of this organization was held at the City 
Hall, in Pittsburgh, Pa., on the evening of January 10, 1881, 
when the old board of officers was re-elected for the ensuing 
year, namely: President, Mr. Edward Gregg; Vice-Presi- 
dent, Mr. J. Palmer O'Neil; Treasurer, Mr. 0. A. Stevens; 
Secretary, Mr. CG. B. Elben. Board of Directors—Messrs. 
Thos. Booth, Isaac R. Stayton, W. OC. Myer, J, J. Snellen- 
burg and isenry H. Phillips. 

Lost.—Worember 17, 1880, a Gordon setter dog; black, 
with tan spot over each eye; tan on jaws, les and under 
tail; white on chest and each foot. Reward will be paid for 
return to W. Chisholm, Prospect avenue, near Westchester 
road, Morrisania, N. Y. Had on when lost a black leather 
strap collar, with buckle and ring. 

— 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

44 FF. Iu, H.—My black cocker spaniel, eight years old, has what 

appears to me to be an attack of rhenmatism, or paralysis iu hig 

loins, idfecting his hind quarters. He is very tender to the touch 

and cries out when patted or pressed with the hand ; has lost all 

hia liveliness and seems to have considerable difficulty in raising 
himself alter lying down. He is in good condition, rather too 

mueh #0. Tam feeding sparingly on milk and porridge, and giving 

in occasional dogs of eustor oll. What do you think is the matter ? 

How shall T treat him? Ans. Doubtless rheumatism, Purgue 

sane treatment, thatis, low diet, exercise and occasional dosex of 
oil, or, whatis better, Epsom salts in the morning. Keep your 
dog where it is dry and moderately warm, and ayoid exposing him 

in damp and wet weather, 

45 C., Mass.—1, What wonld be the proper weight fora “ heayy 
weight” pointer dog? 2. How high should said dog stand at the 
shoulders? 3. What would be the correct length of head and ears? 

4, My dog’s feet are cut, resulting from hunting him on crusted 
snow after kseping him on the chain for about a month. What 

shallT dofor them? Ans. 1, 2and 3, We answer your questions 
regarding the messurentents of 4 largesize pointer by giying those 

of Mr, Price's celebrated Wagg : from these yon can draw your own 

conclusions: Wage when full grown weighed 70 lbs. ; his height 

at shoulder was 24 ins, ; length from nose to set-on of tail, 44ing. ; 

length of tail, 18 ins. ; girth of chest, 30 ins. ; girth of loin, 23ina - 
girth of head, 1732 ins. ; girth of forearm, 8 ins, ; length of head 
from occiput to tip of nose, 10 ins. ; girth of muzzle midway between 

eyes and tip of nose 10 ins. ; length of ears 61g ins. 4 Keep your 

dog’s feet cleun by washing with castile soap and warm water, and 

grease them witb mutton tallow, Should the thick cuticle covering 
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the sole or pad haye become worn down apply warm fomentations 
and poultives of bran and bread scalded together. Aperient medi- 

cine id advisable with rest. A wire muzzle maybe worn to prevent 

the dog from tearing off the poultice. 

A GAse or Dirutuerts.—Harly in December last a large liver 

netter waa brought to this office for examination, The arimal 
appeared to have some paralysis of the lower jaw and looked very 

badly, Some of the symptoms seemed to point to rabies, and as 
the case was an obscure ona we recommended the owner to take 
the animal to Dr. H. J. Dancer, which was doné. Some time later 

we received from the owner the following letter: 
Parrrson, N. J., December 16. 

T brought home my retrieyer from Dancer, last night, almost 
entirely well. Hewasa yery sick doggie and I think hia cure yery 
creditable to Dancer, as the case seems to haye been something 
quite out of the usualline, Dancer was modest enough to con- 

fess ha was pretty well puzzled at firat—which I liked—but he 

brought close observation of the patient and intelligent treatment 

in aceordancs with the symptoms to bear, with yery gratifying re- 
sults. Iam much obliged to you for sending me to him—no less 

than for your courtesy when I say you, J. M. Horton. 

At our request Dr. Daneer has prepared the following report of 
the ease. It is yery clear and deseryes the careful consideration of 

all dog loyers and especially of medicine men. “he report is as 

follows : 

On Wednesday, December 8, a dog was brought to my office pre- 
senting the following symptoms: Great general emaciation; face 
pinched; expression anxious; tongue covered with a thick yellowish 
white scum, extending into pharynx ; throat very tender to touch; 
occasional tremors ; a ropy saliva exuded from mouth, which was 
open four inches by actual measurement; the teeth of lower jaw 
were exposed; the power of swallowing completely gone. ‘Che 
three latter symptoms were due to paralysis of the muscles of mas- 
tication and degintition, as wellas the buecinator, I offered the ani- 
mal some water. He plunged his head into it greedily, making at- 
tempt after attempt to drink, but failed toswallow a drop. I eleyated 
his head and poured some down his throat. It started a fit of 
eoughmng, I mixed up a pill consisting of a nervine and stimu- 
lant. It passed down readily, the weight of the material forcing 
the glottis down, a civcumstance readily understood by any one 
mnderstanding the anatomy and physiology of the part. 

T had him remoyed to comfortable quarters, where for the fol- 
lowing few days I gave him food ina semi-cold condition, and 
finida through a tube which I passed into the esophagus ; admin- 
istering medicine to himin the pill form and sometimes throngh 
the tube with food. 3 
The history of the case isas follows: He had been taken sick 

four days before, showing the same symptoms, only in a milder 
form, They kept getting worse until they reached their present 
exaggerated state. He had been taken to seyeral yetermary sur- 
geons of repute, but all had failed to either alleviate the animal or 
seé6 what was the matter with him. 

The following day his condition was unchanged, except that the 
sulya Howing from mouth was of a moré ropy consistency. Inow 
diagnosed diphthena, Up tothis time I was unwilling to say }osi- 
tively what was the matter with the dog, although my suspicions 
were aroused almost from the first. did not feel justified in 
coming to this conclusion in less time. The reasons are obyious, 
The desease is one of the rarest which attacks the canine race, if 
not the rarest. I had never seen a case. There is no record of it 
hhaying attacked an animal in this country: no native author 
gives a description of it; and but few foreign ones mention it, 
and even among the latter it is not a settled question. It is 
almost inyariably fatal, and I felt but little hope of saying the 
animal, 80 that I was agreeably surprised to find some improye- 
ment in his condition the following day. 
The secretions from mouth were less ; scum on tongue sonie- 

what diminished ; tremors had left; face less pinched : expres- 
sion more natural; paralysis improving, though he could not 
swallow as yeb; fever abating. Next day but one there was still 
greater improyement ; the secretions from mouth disappeared, 
und, with difficulty, he succeeded in swallowing a few drops of 
water. Forty-eight hours later the only symptoms remaining were 
a furred tongue and slight tenderness of throat; he was still yery 
weuk. His convalescence was short. I returned him to his owner 
ihe following Wednesday cured. He was in my possession but 
seyen days. 
Adew remarks on diphtheria in the dog may not be out of 

nlace, they will at least show what a rare disease it is, and how 
atal. 
Tt has been mistaken for dumb rabies; some of the symptoms 

yesemble those of that affection. Mr. Robertson, of England, 
meutions an outbreak of between thirty and forty cases, with only 
three or four recoveries. Prof, Williams, in his immense practice, 
tmentions but four, with no recoveries. Hill also mentions a few 
with a small per cont, of recoyeries. Williams claims that it is not 
contagious, though his experiments are not, to ny mind, sufficient 
to leaye the matter beyond doubt. On post mortem the cayities of 
the heart, the large blood yessels and kidneys are engor; ed with 
black fiuid blood, the pericardeal sac contains an increased amount 
f fluid, 

: Ju Aug., 1875, cases similar to the above cropped out in England 
which were taken at firet for dumb rabies, and many animals were 
Inlled before the true nature of the diseuse was discovered. 

J. H. Dancer, Y. 8. 

We may repeat here what we haye previously said, that the 

Columbia Veterinary College, No. 217 Hast 34th st., this city, has 

kindly offered to make post mortem examinations of any specimens 

sent them, and to report on the same through our columns, The 

animal must be boxed and sent to the college by express, charges 

prepaid. This arrangement will admit of our treating diseases of 
an epidemic character in the most direct way, which may lead to 

the saving of many yalnable animals of the same kennel, 
++ 

KENNEL NOTES. 

¥,% Breeders dnd owners of sporting dogs are invited to send 

memoranda of names claimed, bred, whelps, sales, etc., for 

insertion in tits column. Wemakeno charge for the publica- 

tion of such notes. 

Namks ChAmrep. 

Bronze—Mr. P. W. Aldrich, of Readyille, Maas., claims the name 

of Bronze for Gordon setter dog puppy, whelped August 11, 1880, 
out of Nellie Harton by Doane’s Lom. , i 
Gowan—Mr. James Lindsay, of Jersey City, claims the name of 

Gowan for his black, tan and white Seotch collie dog puppy, whelp- 

ed October 1, 188), ontof Downey’s Lnssie (Hamish-Trio) hy Rex 

(Carlyle-Eleho), First New York, 1880. i ; 

Joe—Mr. H, G. Williams, of Portsmouth, Va., claims the name 
of Joe for his pointer dog puppy by Joe ont of Dora. . 

Duke IL.—Mr. Fred. Koehler, of Litchfield, Conn., claims the 

name of Duke ILL for his red Irish setter dog, whelped June, 

ut of Jule by Duke, Jr, ; 

OO eae Mr. Heury H. Sawyer, of Charleston, Mase., claims the 

name of Pedro for Gordon setter dog puppy, whelped August 11, 

1880), ont of Nellie Horton by Doane’s Tom. . i 

Dan and Liko—Mr, Austin Mann, of Brownyille, Tenn., claims 

the names of Dan and Elko for setter : BUBDIED out of Nellie by 
Flash purchased from the Marshalltown Kennel Club, 

Walace—Mir, W. W, Case, of Tayloryille, Ill., claims the name 

of Wallace for dog puppy ont of Nell by Prince purchased from 
Mr. O. F. Cromwell, 
Jm—N\, W. H. Linn, of Decatur, Ill., claims the name of Jim, 

for dug puppy out of Nell by Prince purchased from Mr. O, FT. 
Cromwell, Taylorville, Il. 

Gypsy —Mr. Wm. M. Bowes, of New York city, claims the name 
of Gypsy for all liyer cocker spaniel puppy, whelped October 27, 
188), Out of Mellow's Fannie by Robin Adair. 

Red Duke—Myr, Ii, BE, Phelps, Kansas City, Mo., claims the name 
of Red Duke for his Irish setter whelp by Ranger ont of Irish- 
Countess, bred by the Emporia Kennel Club. 
Corrgotion.—Flora Bell—Mr. H, B, Stall, of Corning, N, Y., 

writes to correct an error in regard to his setter bitch puppy Flora 
Gell. She wis whelped January 20, and was presented to Mr. Ed, 
Seyerson, of Owego, N. Y. 
Maz—Mr. C, B. Robinson, of Loniaville, Kentucky, claims Max 

for his pointer puppy by Beaufort out of Nymph, whelped Septem- 
ber 10, 1880. Me ig a handsome, fine looking puppy, and with 
good handling should make a good dog, 

Pride of Onsford—My, H. B. Harrison, Tilsonbury, Oxford Coun- 
ty, Ont., claims the name of Pride of Oxford for liver and white 
setter puppy by Paris out of Belle. ‘This puppy is marked like his 
grand sire Pride of the Border. 

Jack Kiyke—Mr. J. H. Winslow, Baltimore,s Md., claims the 
name Jack Turke for his imported liver and white cocker spaniel 
dog, two years old by Jack out of Vannie, 
Luke Schoolerafi—Mx. J, H. Winslow, of Baltimore, Md., claims 

the name Luke Schooleraft for his imported bull terrier dog, two 
and g half years old; color, white with brindle marks on ear, body 
and tail by Bill Sykes out of Gripper. 

Cap—Mr, A. M, Agelasto, claims the name Cap for his setter 
dog puppy by Gladstone out of Juno, purchased of Mr. Jerry 
Cockrell, of Memphis, Tenn. 
Juno—Mr A. M. Agelasto cluims the name Juno for his setter 

bitch puppy by Gladstone ont of Juno, purchased from Mr. Jerry 
Cockrell, of efits ‘Venn, 
Lydia Languisi—Mx. J. W. VYorner, of Sarnia, Ont., claims the 

name Lydia Langunish for his Irish water spaniel bitch puppy ont 
of Mr, Felton’s biteh (Bob—Norah) by Sneider, presented by Mz. J. 
H. Whitman, of Chicago, Il. 
Daisy IL ant Plunkett JT—The owner of Elcho writes ns as 

follows: Inotice among your ‘* Kennel Notes” of this week's is- 
sue that names are claimed for two puppies said to be by Eleho 
out of May, and born August 30, 1880. I presume the gentleman 
who claimed the names intended to haye mentioned Elcho IIL as 
the sire (for certainly Hichois not), but forgot to add the Til, It 
is well perhaps to be exact 50 as to ayoid all future misunderstand- 
ing, and so I take the liberty of writing as aboye. 

Daisy Il. and Plunkett IL. were by Ucho, not Hlcho, out of May. 
Echo is by Eleho out of Rose, and May by Rover out of Ruby, sha 
by Flash out of Dairy. This is a typographical error of import- 
ance which we are glad fo be able to correct. 

Joker, Jr.—Mr. John M. Forbes, of Virginia, claims the name 
Joker, Jr., for hia liyer and white ticked pointer puppy by Beau- 
tort out of Nymph, whelped Bepieiaied 10, 1880, purchased of Mr. 
G. H, Nixon, Leesburg, Va, ‘The puppy is strong, large, sagucious 
and in all respects promising. 
Prince—Mr, Frank D. Freeman, of Central Falls, R. I., claims 

thte name Prince for his liyer and white English setter puppy, 
whelped Noyember 1, 1880, by Frank I. ont of St. Cecelia, 
Dan—Mr, Geo. WH. Pinkham, of Central Falls, R. 1, claims the 

name Dan for his red Dish setter puppy, whelped September, 1880, 
by Arlington ont of Flora. 
Divna—Mx. L, R. Landry claims the name Diva for his red Irish 

setter bitch, whelped December 11, 1879, by champion Berkley out 
of J, A, Rockwood’s Mag, she by Eluho out of Mr. John Fottler's 
Eileen. Diva was purchased of Mr. J. A. Rockwood, March 22, 
1880. 

PURCHASER. 

Drarr From Mr. Lixcomn’s Kennen.—Mr. 0. Fred. Crawford, 
of Pawtucket, R, L., has purchased from Mr. Charles §. Lincoln, of 
Warren, Mass., champion red Irish getter Arlington ; English or- 
ange Belton setter Afton ; English blue Belton setter bitch St. Ce- 
celia and pup by Lincoln, and Hellyar’s imported Frank IL Irish 
water upimiel St, Regis out of Lady by imported champion Barney, 
Red trish getter pup out of Lincoln and Hellyur’s Flora by Arling- 
tou. 

PRESENTATION. 

Mr. W. W. Swayne has presented me with three liver and white 
bitch pups out of his Yanny (Sensation-Juno) by my champion 
Rush, ‘hey are marked yery evenly and are very handsome. 

Epwakp Okcinu, 
Jim—Mr. W. H. Linn, Decatur, Ill., has presented Mr. W, A. 

Rugen with his dog puppy Jim out of Nell by Prince, 

WHELPs, 
Judy—At the Beacon Kennels, Boston, Mass, Mr, J.P. Bar- 

nard’s bull bitch Indy, whelped ten puppies, eight dogs and two 
bitches, all alive but one bitch. ; 

Wynne—My. W. HH. Shuster's (Philadelphia, ) setter bitch Wynne, 
whelped, December 7, 1880, seven puppies, two dogs and five 
bitches, by Mr. Harry Champion's Gildersleeve setter Don. One 
dog puppy bas since died, 
Nora—Mp, A. A. Sampson's (Troy, New York,) red Irish setter 

bitch Nora (Eleho—Firetly) gaye birth Christmas mornmg to nine 
puppies, three dogs and six bitches, by champion Berkley, 

finna—Mr, Isaac Yearsley, Jr.'s, (Coatesville, Pa.,) bench show 
bitch Minna (Rock—Kivby), 446 N. A. K. 8, B., whelped, Noyember 
20, 1880, five pups, two dogs and three bitches, by Nixon, he out of 
Sanborn’s imported Nellie by Leicester. 

BRED, 
Mr,"H. W. Livingston's (New York) Rose to champion Rush, 
Maida—Rush—C. T. Pierce's (Brooklyn, N. Y ,) Maida to Mr. 

Edmund Orgill's champion Rush on January 10, 1581. Maida’s 
sire was Rake Il. while her dam was Miranda D1. imported; both 
owned by Mr, J. W. Coftin, of Providence, R. 1. Miranda ITT. was 
selected in England by Rey. J. C, Macdona and thought by him to 
be as near perfect as could be found in that country for breading 
purposes. She was imported by the late Mr. Wm. M, Tileston in 
1877, and has had one yery fine litter in this country ; she is nowin 
whelp tor the second tine, : 

Gussie-Ohief—Mr. W. H. Pierce's red Trish setter bitch Gussie 
(Pratt's Dan—Hobart’s Ruby) to Mr. Max Wenzel’s Chief, winner 
of first prize puppy stakes, Robin's Island, 1880, on January 10, 
1 B1. ‘ 
Red Sue-Ohief—Ma, W. H. Pierce's red Irish setter bitvh to Mr. 

Max Wenzel's Chief on January 11, 1881. 
Borier Lily-Glen—Mr, J. EF Fisher's Gordon setter bitch Bor- 

der Lily was bred to Dr. Aten’s champion Gordon dog Glen, Jan- 
nary, 10, 1881. : 

Matlie May-Snapshot, Jr—Dr. A. M. Collum's (N. Y. C.) white 
pointer bitch Mattie May (Gypsy-Don) to Mx, Edmund Orgill's 
(Brooklyn) Snapshot, Jr., Gtuby—Snapshot). ‘ 

Wanda-St, Elyo—Dr 8, Fleet Spier’s nya English setter 
biteh Wanda (Paris—Pearl) to champion St. Bilmo. 
Fan-Si Hlmo—Dr. 8. Fleet Speix’s setter bitch Pan to champion 

8t. Elmo 
South Bank—Bonnie Roy—Mr. P. Barnard, Jr.'s (Boston, Musa.,) 

imported bull biteh South Bank (Sir Anthony—Roger’s Nettle) to 
owner's imported Bonnie Boy (Slenderman-sul O'Shoreditch) on 
the 13th inst. 

BALES, 

Shep—Mr. W, H. Watts, of Philudelphia, has purchased from the 
Hon J. Fitch Mallroy, of Jersey City, the black, tan and white 
Scotch collie dog Shep. 

Rake—Rose Whelps—Myr. Garduer G. Hammond, of New London, 
Conn., has sold ta Mr. James C. Jordan, of Portland, Muine, two 
Chesapeake Buy dog puppies, dog and bitch, whelped June 4, 
1880, ont of Mr. Hammond’s Rose by his Rake. Rose took firat 
prize at New York and Boston, 1878. 

Rake-Rose Whelp—Mo. M, U. Borland, of New London, Conn., 
hag purchased from Mr. Gardner G, Hammond, a Chesapeake Bay 
doz puppy, whelped Jnne 4, 1880, ont of Rose by Rake. ' 
Dash If1.-Minnie Whelp—Mr Walter H, Beebe, of this city, 

has sold to Mx. I. N. Hall, a liyer and white bitch puppy, whelped 
August 29, 1880, out of Mimnie by Dash ITT, 

Afton, St. Cecelia, St. Regis, elc—Mr, Charles 8. Lincoln, of 
Warren, Mass., has sold to Mr, 0. Fred Crayford, of Pawtuket, 
R. f., his orange Belton setter dog Aiton, blue Belton setter bitch 
St. Cecelia, Trish water spaniel dog 8t. Regis and liyer and white 
setter whelp by Frank IT. ont of St. Cecelia. 
Rackel—Mr,. Geo. E, Poyneer, Dayton, Towa, haa purchased of 

Mr, James Shotwell, Owasso, Mioh., his black and white ticked 
English setter Racket, half Rob Roy, quarter Pickles, qnarter Mell, 
Boom—Mr. Geo. B. Poyneer, of Dayton, Iowa, bas purchased of 

Mr, 8. W. Paul, St. Louis, Mo., his liver and white ticked pointer 
dog Boom (champion Sleaford—Dawn). 
Paris-Belle Whelps—Mr. H. B. Harrison, Tilsonburg, Ont., has 

sold the following whelps by Paris (Leicester—Dart) out of his field 
trial setter bitch Belle (Pride of the Border-Kirby) to Mr. T. Da- 
vey, London, Ont., a white and black ticked dog. ‘To Dr. Clayton, 
Chatham, Ont., a white and blue ticked biteh, To Mr. T, Dayey, 
London, Ont., a white and liver titked dog. 
JThiroc—Mr. Isaac Yearaley, Jr., of Voatesyille, Pa , has just sold 

his Duroe (Rob Roy—Pocohontay) to Mr ‘I’, R, Chaney, Houston, 
exas, 
Mignon-Wildair Whelp—Mr, Eugene Powers, of Cortlandt, N. 

Y,. has gold to Mr. Burr Hollis, Hornellsville, N. Y., 1 black and 
white cocker bitch puppy out of Mignon by Wilda. 

St. Regis —Mr. C, Fred, Crawford, Pawtucket, R. 1, has sold to 
Mr. John Ramsbottom, of Central Falls, KR. [., his Irish water 
poe ae Regis out of Lady by imported chanrpion Barney, whelped 

et. 1, Ns 
St. Cecelia and Whelp—VMx, C. Fred, Oraytord, of Pawtucket, 

R. T., has sold to Mr. FrinkD, Freeman, of Central Falls, RL, th 
English blue Belton bitch St. Cecelia and one of her whelps, born 
November 1, 1880, by Frank IT. 

Arlingion-Flora Whelp—Mr. C. Fred. Crawford, of Pawtucket, 
R. 1, has sold a ved Trish setter pup, whelped September, 1880, by 
Arlington ont of Flora to Geo, H. Pinkham, of Oentral Falls, B 

———___~ -s. 
Boils, Pimples, Freckles, Rough Skin, eruptions, impure blood, 

Hop Bitters cure. 

Gie Bifle. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Contin’s GALLERY, 1,222 Broadway, N. ¥.—The first week’s 

competition, ending 15th inst,, of the pistol shooting tournament 
for the championship of New York for year 1881 was in every way 

a puccess. After a yery close contest, in which the foremost shots 

of the city participated, Mr. Wm. M. Chase won the champiohship 
of string measnrement shooting by the following extraordinary 
acore, ten shots at each distance : 
10 yards Total measurement, 5 2-8 inches 
1b bc ig G28 “ch 

oO fe “ “ 938-8 “ 

Bit ene ese tA 78 « 
The Conlin’s ready measurement paper target was used, by 

Which each shot van be measured from centre of bullseye to center 
of shots to within the sixteenth part of an inch, 

Judging by the interest taken in the first competition und the 
large number of expert pistol shots competing for the honors, this 
tournament promised to be the most successful and popwur indoor 
match ever inaugurated. Gol, H, G, Litehfield, Col. J. Dunn, H.W, 

Wickham, Hon. Sherman Smith, P. Lorillard. Jr., H, J. Brown, 

D, A. Davia, T. Fitz, J. B. Miller, Capt, L, C, Bruce, W. 0. South- 

wick, J. Medburst, R. 8. Gifford, G. Work and many more gentls- 

méu Whose ames ave equally familiar to the shooting publie ara 
taking an actiye interest. The winner of the title of champion 

will win only by superior skill and nerye, und itis yery probable 
that his yietory will be earned by a very hard and cloze shugele. 
The plan of the tournamentis a new one and is acknowledged to 
bea perfect method for determining who own justly claim the 
houors of being the champion pistol shot of the metropolis, 

The tournzment is held for ten weeks, and the chanipionship for 

each style of pistol shooting, such as string monsurement, word 

shooting, bullet shooting, faney shots, ete., ete., is shot for dur- 
ing a specified week of the tournament ; the winner of the most 

championships to be declared the chanipion. A competitor win- 
ning achampionship of any of the styles of shooting to he pre- 

sented with a gold badge. Incase he wins an additional cham- 
pionship he will be presented with @ gold bar, suitably inseribed, 

which can be appénded to his badge; and the competitor winning 

second place to be presented with a gold expert pistol shot badge. 
During the second of the tournament, Jannary 17 to January 22, 

inclusive of both dates, the championship of bullet sheoting will 

be contested for. The competitions are open to all comers, 

James 8. Conrry. 

Boston, Mass., Jan. 15.—A new temporary subscription 

handicap hiatch was opened ab Walnut Hill to-day, and it will he 

run until the new programme of matches has been perfected, A 

perfect winter duy prevailed, clear, quite cold, with a cloudless 

sky and a strong north wind from 11 fo 12 o'clock, hurd to contro) 

and vacillating. Large scores were uot in order, although good 
results were obtained off-hand at 200 yards on the ring target, 

The spectators were numerous, bmt the attendance of riflemen waa 

emaller than usual, most of those preset being the new Board of 
Direstors elected at the last annual meeting. The conditions for 

the new match on the Massachusetts target call for ten rounds, 

three scores to win. The anummary gives only the best scores 

made ; 
Handicap Mateh. 

J. Wi, Willlams .....+..---. JOUR 12 9 911 181) WwW g—104 
k. Dayis,--- 1 1) 1411 10 11 1 10 «8 10—103 
IL G, Gould. wWihwW1w Sili! 9 O iy—Ip2 
J, B. Fellows . © 9 012111 1219 10 9—102 
J, R. Roberts 9 9111071 % 911 a 19—y01 
L. B. Dodge. -. 8 7101012 18 91120 12-100 
J,§. Benneti 0 71112 910 10 1237 T1200 
D. Rollins .. Jt 8 910 8 0 11 £0 10 12-98 
AD By AVChefoe see sede e eer 1117 WW 610 941 9 11 98 
Dy Wr COMlitis 2h, ~ seca e .. 210 91110101112 6 g— 97 
J. Br POSED 6.2. wessseee-- 9 TY SHU 91h 1lO— 96 
8. Lewis --.- 1 0 M11 52211 24a g=— OL 
Db. B. Lane....-. oe 1144712 9 $11 7 9—BI 
L. D. Wmery.....--+--: veel 64172 930 7 4d 9 GAT 
G. B, Mield...-.. e: 18 68 9 719 7 3 8 deo 
Hy, HATA ope nore te art 6 34 698 BAT caer 

Amuteur Match, 
A. G. GOuId.....-54-2-: 
G. A. QUITS ..--.+5 
G. G6, Archi. .:.2. 

‘The list of prize wihuers of the Novelty md Creedmoor matches, 
closing Jabmary 8, haye been completed by the Secretary av fel 

lows: 
Creednioor Match. 

BL Dodge, 147; H Mus, 146; J B Fellows, is; H G Bixby, ids; 
HP Richaidson, 42; J S Bennett, 14414; RD Archer, 141; CR Grifnng, 
140; J Nichols, 145;.A B. Archer, 138; @ W Bullard, 183; 8S Fogg, 188; 
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FJ Rabbeth, iat; A L Burt, 126; @ H Hutebouk, 138. Prizes for larg- 
est number of frst best scores as par conditions: JN Foy, 1 Max 
and K D Archar. 

Novelty Mateh. 
EF Richardson, 449; JN Erye, 437; O M Jewell, 435; W Jackson, 

420; DJ Vabhbeth, 426; BL Dodge, 423; 1 Bennett, 421; A C Adams, 
#19; H G@ Bixby, 418; F Dwleht, 418; 2D Archer, 41737 1 Saunders, 413; 
AT Burt, 4127 G W Ballard, 410; AE Borel, 40 J 6 Fellows, 400; 2 
Max, 495; HS Harris, 48); OR Griffin, 375; 8 Foge, 305. Prizes tor 
largest, number acorés shots W Jackson, J N Pye, GW Bullard 
an Mux, 

Macnoua Gatnerny—The second week at the Magnolia gallery 

hag been patronized by the gallery devotees, and really good work 
has been done in all the matches announced, W. H. Parubam haa 

recorded 48 in Mateh No. 1, ws has also Wright and Gilman. In 
Match No, 2, Wri:bt and Gilman take first positions for 45 regpec- 
tively. Tn the pistol match Mr. Dunn takes thé honors with 128. 

Tn the Forusy ann Stream match Mr. Edwarda is abeod of all 
comerd ‘with 2 total of 49—a capital phowing, in fact. All the shoot- 
ing In thismateh has not been below 47. The best scores in all 

fhe matches are appended : 
Wo. 1 Mateh—W Hf Farnham, 48; C Wright, 48; C Gilman, 48; 

S Fotg. 4t; J Stewart. 46; A Law, 46; 7 B DULY, 45; B Cumings, 43; 
B Edwards, 44; C Willianis, 45; P Jones, 45; W Edwards, 44; A Law- 
renee, 445 B Taylor, 44; WH Stearns, 44; Hh Anderson, 42, A 
No. 2 Match,.=C Wright, 465; CG Gilinan, 46; W Hunter, 44; W 

Warnhiam, 4%. 
Forest and Stream Mateh_B Edwards, 49; J Edwards, 47; W i 

Farmmlium, 47; C Gilman, 47; C Wright, 47. 

Pistol Match. 

© DUD... eee ee ee 43 42 48128 O A Gross..,,-..- 435 31 86—102 
OGlman.....,.....88 40 89-117 GO MoGoy... $2 B38— 9o 
WH Barnham..,,-38 89 88-116 FW Worth... 32 #8 BR— 98 
TUPYTON is ‘37 88 8T—112 C)White....,,..0,,.38 32 32— 97 
O Wright, ...--.....87 86 88—111 

Mepronn, Mass., Jan. 10,—The last shoot in the Gold Badge 

Match over the Belleyua Range took place to-day, and against 
very bad showing of weather, F. Hollis put np a perfect score, 

making m wll 13 consecutive bullseyes ; 
F. Hollis..-.+-...- 656565 66-85 A.W.Webb.,,.... 444544 5-20 

re-cntry § 6-34 HW. Withington,..45 44 6 4 4—30 
FF. Jones 6 4—J3 J. Hielwrdsoh....3 6 6 4 6 4 4—s0) 
JR. Ve 45-82 W Edwards,..., $a h4545 430 
£, Whitt 40—81 W. Jacobs ......4444 944-29 
E, Willlom: 4 5—31 

At the close of the match the directors awarded the prizes in 
each dass which were as follows, 5 best aeorea to aonnt + 

First Class. Second Olass. 
HE) ee sche abasipee chit AVALHINE LOM teecsk. Fe = eWir pee 
H. Ritoball.... 2. ..168 J, Wastman .... 
E. F Richardson... eelivg y. We 
BH, Whithler.......... 164 
ee H. jtussell...... lét W-. dacohs...... 

tion open a silverware match to-day, to be shot every Wednesday 
from 1 o'elock till sunset; 200 yards ; rounds, 104 rifle, any within 

roles; off-hind firing ; Creedmoor target connt; open to all 
coméra, the aggregate of fiya scores to count ay one continuous 
score; Ve-entries. Members of the Medford Amateur Rifle Associ- 

tion will be handicapped on their records ; non-members will be 
required to stute the highest recorded seore they have made, and 
will he handicapped by the directors. 

New Benroup—Mass., Jan., 14d—The monthly shoot of the 

New Bedford Rifle Association took place at Bay View Range to- 

day. The attendance was lurge considering the day. With the 
poorest of condilions for large reanlts, Mr. Eggers did capital work, 

Aecuring a good 45, Mx, OG. A. Gray worked hard to equal the 
same amount, aud only fell short one point—44. Only the best 

adores are appended = 
446 6 5 4 6 4 4-45 
S444 4 4 6 5 4-44 
445 #4 4 4 4 aay 
444444 6 4 4-4) 
3 44 4 4 4 4 6 5-41 

ningham 4 Bd 48 6 4 4 4 eH 
a ey GLEE tir at teed sete at eee ee hints 4644435 3 6 4 4-4 

Wancricip —Mass., Joyn., 15.—An afternoon and evening mateh 
was enjoyed to-day by the Wakefield Amateur Rifle Association, 
wilh some excellent scorea at 200 yards, as follows : 
TUES ITE ANta nee asp eee uss tee Btb +t 4 5—32 
O, Corcoran... G&G 464 5 4-32 
W. 2B. Danlel,.......--... 445 4 4 521 

W.B. Dantel...-. 3555 6 Fi AS eS 4 4h dt 4 5-31 
George Cheney. Send wet BD 2D 4+ 4 4—80 
WW. Young. .:2-:-.-3, pie meiieh Ubhaidebehine = Khbech) = 89 acl oe 46 4 4 4 4 5—H30 

Cumoaco, Inu., Jay. 11—The Imke View Rifle Club and the 

picker team of Co. D., 2d Regt., Iowa N. G., was shotat Washing- 

ton, Iowa, with an allowance of two points per mau for the military 
rifles used by the Washington men. The seore stood : 

Lake MEW, Se hae 
Macauley 444 4 5 4 § 4-48 

5) 4484444 5 6-42 
46444 6 4 5 fag 
445 6 4°h 6 4 B45 
44h 56444 5 3-2 
48445 6 3 4 4-39 

i ( 40468 44 4 5 & 4-44 
Clarke... 4 3 4 44 4 5 Bb 4 #41839 

Military Team, 
MOCwicheden, ..¢.....-eeeeeeeeeeeed 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 54D 
RIOR oe eas be 36 446 4 4 4 4 4 6-41 
Wiltcornb.. tH 8 6 4 bo 4 4 g—sy 
Kelloge,., 48 443 4 4 4 8 4—87 
Gommnn:. 44656464465 6 4-42 
Codi 444444 4 4 4-H) 
Heise... 448 6 8 8 6 4 J—3d 
Hubber... ae 44 846 4 6 4 8~30—319 

PON GS AMO WEG oo ye ea cele eet en male mtsme nse ec s 1 

(Opa Aad by Ren eee iy Fee mer tt 389 
2 

Agne, bilioudness, drowsiness, jaundice and rheumatism, Hop 

Bitters romoyes easily. 

Pachting and Canoeing. 
THE §. 8. YOSEMITE. 

HE Yosemite isthe second largest steam yacht built in America 
Tn her sahent features she represents ut last a new depar 

ture, ‘Phe everlasting flare-sided cockle shell model, the high 
bilge, light dralt and low freeboard which haya so long ruled as the 
hiphest; attainable among the modelers of stuam yachts have at 

Jast heen disoarded and something more fit to the work has taken 
their place, Like our sailing ileet, our steamers haye suffered 
from the prevalence of river and smooth water features long atter 
the yachts had been put to service in reaches and stretches eom- 
paratively open and demanding sen going qualities in no small 

degree. Mr, Belden's new steamer is in reality the first of the 
‘kind which can fairly be claseed as a sea-going steam yacht, and 
eyen in her some points of the able crniser have been neglected 
move than they ought to in yiew of her small bunker Sons Tn 
noting the Yosemite as the first sou-going atmseer in the fleet we 

are not overlooking the Edgar Stuart, the America, the Henriette, 
6x-Shaughranun, the Bretagne and the Vidette. The latter, though 
a fast and excellent eraft im her way, can hardly be ranked as a 
thorough eriiser, but belongs to the category of cross-types, which 
includes such yachts as the Ideal, Gleam, Df and others, a trifle 
Ingher in the seale than Ocean Gem, Durline, Promise, Ven- 
ture and a host of *' jomer work house boats,” itis true, but still 
not quite the thing for prolonged yoyaging, except by runs from 
port to port in fair weather. ‘The old Edgar Stuart was w strange 
sort of ship, comparatively ight draft, high out of water and lit- 
tle under, She was of a queer breed, neither one thing nor the 
other, an effort at planning something for the seain whieh the 
powers that brought her into being conld not rid themeelyes of 
the deckhonees, the bean-pole style of rig of the river boats nor 
the model of the sailing sloop. In her design thronghout she ex- 
hibited strongly the first effort at the production of a new type, 
and from what we hoye seen of her atsea she can hardly be con- 
nidered to have been a succers. She was w strange anomaly, pos- 
gseasing none of the desired qnalities in a marked degree while dis- 
playing others which were notin the specifications, Her career 
iis heen short and checkered, as a yacht she naeyer figured for 
much, being evidently a white elephant on her owners hands. 
She flourished in New York waters for 1 season or two about 1870. 
ohunged ownership several times and then fellinto the hands of 
Ouban liberators. ike all steam yachts she was very fast—on 
pPaper—but when pursued ont of Kingston Harbor in 1872 by an 

taltletrap of a Spanish gunboat, innocent of anything over 
eight or nine knots, the Stuart would hayé fallen an easy, prey but 
for the favoring shades of night \hich enabled her to elude the 
Osetillian’s summary vengeance. Anything a U. 5. sloop-of-war 
can oyerhanl is certainly pretty slow for the age, and tor hours we 
watehed the Stuart from the forecastle of Uncle Sam's Wyoming, 
one of his olden time structures with which he overawes snudry 
savage nitions and affords sport to the evews of foreign ships. 
The Stuart was a dreary looking spectacle at sea, forin a small 
swell she cayorted like # colt upon the open pranie, and jumped 
her wheel out at every plunge, the engines racing like fury as she 
tossed a fountain of spray mast high when her short ronnd body 
fought to accommodante itself to the face of the wayes, She was 
utterly unfit for a voyage at sea, because the modeler persisted in 
giying her too much above and too little below. Once or twice 
she ran the blockade of the Cuban coast, and then passed out of 
sight, pinned to a reef not far from Santiago ; perhaps the safest 
digposition of a hoat which would have rolled and jumped herself 
into splinters had she eyer encountered a gale oy gone to pieces in 
the breakers, driven on the beach. As each big steam yacht was 
launched in succession, we began to learn from experience, and 
more depth, more length and easier sides slowly came to the fore. 
'The Ideal, built at Williamsburg in 1873, was an attempt of the 
late Van Duzento apply his ill-starred notions of navigating “ over 
the water” to vessels driyen by steam in the rame manner as they 
were unfortunately given shape in the Mohawk and sister cralt. 
Her apeed fell below expectations, and practically contradicted the 
wild and impossible theory, and none haye followed in his wake, a 
fortunate circumstance for the insurance companies. ‘The Hen- 
riette and America may fairly be classed as seagoing yachts. The 
former, a tine yessel taken altogether, suffered, however, like 
many others, from an insatiate desire to obtain a ball room and 
grand galoon afloat on tonnage which would not permit such long- 
shore extrayagances, and her builders were obliged to keep the 
atter body tuller than they desired, and to introduce modifications 
in herstructure which they could notrecommend. But she has 
aince hoisted the tricolor and no longer has American papers. 
The America, the best specimen of her kind at the tine she was 
launched, soon turned ont to eat more coal than agreeable even to 
& plethoric bank account, and the government atspbee in just af 
the right moment and reheved her owners of a load at a yery 
satisfactory figure. Originally built in 1873 by Mr, Henry Steers 
for the late H. N. Smith, the naval authorities re-christened her 
Dispatch and sent her to Key West during the Virginius excitement, 
Tu the hands of uayal engineers she reached a maximum of six- 
teen knots, though reputation credited her with more. ‘The 
Bretagne, only recently finished in Baltimore for Mr. Henri Say, 
hoists French colors, and will soon depart for other climes, so that: 
fhe can hardly be taken into acconnt as American property. She's 
a regular * big one” and no sham about her, A good deep dratt 
vessel, with bark rig, the only objection will probably prove to be 
the big coal bills, trifles at which Mr. Bay is fortunately able to 
Jaugh with little concern, The Bretagne is buill of wood under 
{he rules of the Bureau Veritus, has been given the highest class, 
and is 240%, over all, 210ft. load line; beam, 32\3ft; depth of 
hold, 19ft, and draft att, 14ft. Both Vidette and Polynia, though 
capable of coasting, are not strictly to. be rated as cruisers, but 
vather a8 half way between the ‘house boats” and the flush 
decked yessel. For regular sea, work, they are of too light draft, 
and would find dittieulty in steaming across or head on in rough 
water. ‘The Vidette is, however, a vast iniproyement in appear- 
auce and speed upon the Ideal, but the Polynia, though yery fast, 
haying 80 far realized a higher rate than any yacht yet tried in 
our waters, is neither large enongh nor small enough, not enough 
of a cruiser, and yet too much of a good thing for short runs be- 
tween to ports, the tine required for raising steam and coal con- 
sumed befure and after the passage rendetiig her impracticable 
for such purpose, to say nothing of the large crew for deck snd 
engine room service. As a representatiye of the type she must he 
considered a yery satisfactory vessel in point of model and rig, 
aa little fault can be found with her on that score. Some modifica- 
tions in her arrangements and fittings suggest themselves to the 
experienced eye, All our new steamers, without exception, show 
ulmistakable signs of their being the first of the kind, for there is 
about them an apparent want of familiarity with the needs and 
fashions of the yachtsman, The opportunities for economy in 
Fpaee, beanty of desigi, and general titness of things are not made 
the most of, There is too often a erndity and hastiness visible, 
und moxt yachts when ready for commission are in reality little 
more than half finished. They seem to be the result of haphazard, 
and not the outcome of well-digested thought and pre-arranged 
plans ; but oll this we expect to see superseded by more thorough 
work, as soon as Lhe designer and draftsman supplants the me- 
chante in 4 sphere where the former should rule aud in which the 
latter can never hope to become more thanatyro trusting to 
strike by whit or luck what the naval draftsman attains by dint 
of a regular education and years of close application. Success 
and capacity in one branch is by no means a presentable claim to 
competency in the other, and only when the two are properly 
combined in the same establishment can we hope to produce the 
perfect steam yacht representing the highest skill in the practical 
arts of the mechanic, and the perfect design and finish emanating 
from the drawing board of the naval architect. The days of the 
sobble yard are over, and the age demands something more re- 
fined and matnred in detail than we are likely to receive al the 
hinds of the hroad-axe school, unless supplemented by familiarity 
with the drawing pen, That there is room for the designer in our 
yachting fleet is only too patent to any one of taste, for the many 
sorry-looking incongruities annunlly turned out bear ample testi- 
mony to the absence of harmony and completeness and illustrate 
how much We still depend upon secident wud luck, rendered some- 
what palatableto an unsuspecting publie by being dubbed ‘ prac- 
tice” and “ experience.” 
The nearest approach to steam ernisers we have, other than tho 

Yosemite, are the Corsair and Stranger, built in Philadelphia last 
Apring. Their owners were tortunute in securing Mr. Henry 
Steers as an adviser, and the veasels were given wholesome depth, 
moderate dead rise and a low bilge with no fare above water. 
The only objections we tind in them sre their sma)! bunker capacity 
tind jury rig. Vessels of their size, if intended to ernise off shore, 
should hive canvas enough to make them handy under sail in 

| fayoring winds, eyen to the extent of tacking and Ueuting up. To 
oraw! along E. on one tack, with just enough canvas to secure 
steerage way, and W, on the other is yery tedious and mnsatis- 
factory when short ofconl, « contingency staring one in the tace 
atall times in pteamers carrying fuel for four or five daye ouly. 
Tf bucking againet an adyerse gale, it is surprising to see the way 
in which g pet economical engine will get away with coul, and that 
without ts much headway over the ground either. An aniple 

sail area is indispensable in a cruiser, and we think this can be 
supplied to yessels of the Corsair class without materially inter- 
feving with other qualities. 
The Youemite, thongh not by any means completely filling the 

bill, commends herself in morethan one way, Itis to be hoped in 
the interests of engineering science that Roach & Son, her builders 
will huye exhaustive trials made with Yosemite's machinery, and 
five the public the full dats, as we are yery much in wnt of 
reliable statisties concerning the performances of steam yachts in 
America. Had the public been in possession of some of the best 
examples of the ordinary compound engine and high pressure 
tubniar boiler no such imposition 8s the Anthracite could have 
heen palmed off upon the lay press, for a glance at the tables 
would hive exhibited the hollowness of the claims set forth by an 
tnsermpulona crew whose heads were turned by the fulsome 
puffery of persons unacquainted with the subject they undertook 
to land so highly. In appearance the Yosemite is novel, to may the 
least, with perhaps the exception of the stereotype cut-water, a 
relia of the viver Inunches, which we would like to haye seen dis- 
placed by a stylish figmrehead and a short, bright stick, oa being 
more in harmony with seazoing proportions und model, There is 
the inevitable result of accident to be observed in the rather 
clumsy and unshipshape manner in which the iron turtle deck 
has been brought down to meet the stem in the eyes, giving an 
Ugly brealt to the sheer intensified by carryiig ont the vail of a 
rather cluomsy buiyark netting on the true line of sheer, giving a 
heayy and néedlossly mixed impression to the observer. Had the 
turtle deck been kept at nearly its fill height to the end, and a 
yonnd bowsprit been honsed im the eyes, or hada neat rail been 
carried from eut-water to the fore-chains and the deck laid flat in 
ite wake from side to side a more pleasing finish would have been 
obtained. We presume the whole turtle deck arrangement was an 
after-thought, and did not enter into the riginel plans, otherwise 
it is hard to see just what has been gained )y its use in a yacht not 
suffering from too much freeboard as it is. The latter might 
well have been kept eight inches or a foot higher and beams of the 
usual pattern roninto the frame heads, thereby securing more 
room below snd much more on deck, now pinched fo a marked 
degree. The deck is plated throughont, rendering the Yosemite 
exceedingly ptroug on the upper flange of the pirder, something 
which the great boiler and engine power renders necessary. In 
model the new yacht is original, If eyer there was anything 
seagoing turned ont with a “knifelike” bow this may be said of 
her. The fore body we judge to be an exact exposition of the 
‘wave line” system, and a very handsome example it is, but amid- 
abips there seems to be a slight straight of breadth, so far as can 
be surmised from inspection as she lies at the dock, something 
which is not very taking to those who like to see a vessel ' gros” 
wlaround. There 1s no flare forward, on the contrary, a strongly 
oaeed “tumble home,” just what we like to se¢ and what we 
hold to be productive of great ease in a seaway. In a steamer, 
where the required stability can be obtained from low weighita, 
there neyer was any good reason for flare, unless deck room was 
sought—and the heavy overhanging cants observed in some of onr 
coasters are simply another relic derived from bygone ages when 
the bell-bow clippers furnished the fashion for a time, But they 
have long been relegated to the crudities of the past, and there is 
no object in tenaciously clinging to a theory or fancy conceived in 
erroy, and an actual cause of violence and discomfort at sea. This 
** tumble home” has been so successfully combined with a raking 
stem that there is nothing to offend the eye, and the bow of the 
Youemite is as handsome, ‘‘aweet’’ and stylish as the most exact- 
ing could demand, It is, m fact, the handsomest we have seen tor 
a long while when judged from the standpoint of taste, and cer- 
tainly the most appropriate and fitting from the standpoint of 
naval architect which hay yet been designed for an American 
steam yacht of lurge tonnage. We may add that it is just the kind 
of a bow we had expected from the Chester yard, where they know 
a thing or two about modern ship building. The sides of the 
Yosemite are fairsnd nearly plumb amidships, with just enough 
round to prevent the appearance of flatness, but as we travel ait: 
we are doomed to disappointment. That so shapely a bow and 
body should haye been sacrificed in the quarters to the thirst for 
big cabins is a pity. ‘What the designer accomplished forward he 
lias been compelled to mar from the mainmast aft, or there tha 
Yosemite is ‘‘boxy.” The sides lose their round, become stiff 
and flat and a, heavy, angular-tooking bilge rises slowly from the _ 
water only to terminate in the full, short, clumsy overhang of a 
collier’s counter, And all the filigree and gingerbread mouldings 
only serve by contrast to heighten the chagrin one feels at finding 
such fair promises brought to nought, one grand end swamped by 
tle crying faults of the other, sacrificed to the yulgar demand for 
accommodation! Att the Yosemite looks a coffin. She has rather 
tuo much sheer for “ style,” and freeboard suffers in consequence. 
The round of the turtle deck has been painted white, which adds 
little, if anything, to appearances, and the wooden stanchions and 
rails would have been less heavy and fencé-like had they heen of 
on, The fiush deck—barbarous custom !—instead of exhibiting 
the traditional snow-white plank, has been covered fore and aft 
with painted canyas! The heathen who thus ruthlessly has 
trampled upon the yachtsman’s sacred traditions, upon nil that is 
orthodox and ¢n vegle aboard # well kept-ship, should be sent 
down below, and in double irons for the rest of hia days, or he 
should take rail for the West and hang out his shingle ns 2 roofer. 
Why not pave the decks at once? The boats, both waist and 
quarter, are bucolic in fashion and finish, and wonld be more in 
place swung to davits over some hooker's stern, The paint on 
the davits has no business there, it will become dirty aftor a fey 
daysin commission, but they will, we suppose, ba scraped by 
orders of the skipper. The boiler and engine hutehes look like 
stout, honest work, but for # barn-like structure, commend ux to 
the companion hatch, which is neither shipshape in its paneling 
nor safe in construction. The first pea shipped will take it along 
and flood things below. The rig is that of a schooner with a fors- 
yard and sqnare foresail set flying. Vhe arca of canyas is too 
small excepting as an auxiliary to steam, and the yacht will be 
sorely deticient under sail only, The masts have a good deal of 
rake and are clear sticks of ample diameter set up with serviceable 
rigging, sound enough and stout enough, but not finished off over 
neatly, Aloft the iron spreaders are certainly an eyesore to pea- 
men. They rake aft at an angle, no donbt with the intention of 
haying topmast shrouds serve ag backstays as well, but the ar- 
rangement is not pleasing, und the iron is apt to double up or col- 
lapse.as nothing but a lghtstrap around the cap forward keeps 
then) to their intended angle. Below, the Yosomite has a very 
sharp éntrance, nnd a good clearance, so that with small beam and 
& ie supply of power, a high rate of speed aught to he ex- 
pected, 
The Yosemite is built of tron according to Lloyd's Rules, and in 

some respects exceeds the Yequirements of the suryeyors, aa ex- 
pense was less a consideration than « rigid structure to take the 
thrust and yibration of powerful machinery for long yoyages with- 
ont danger of straining or shaking riyets loose, The workman- 
ship of both hull and engines is as near pertect aa can be desired, 
a smoother skin showing fewer wounds from the riveter's hammer 
could hardly be imagined. She is 186ft. over all: 181ft, on deck ; 
170ft. on load line ; 24{t. beam | depth of hold, 12ft., and draft 
aft 12ft; draft midships, 94t. and forward, 8ift. The stemhead, 
spn outinte a stump bowsprit, is 13ft. outboard. The augince 
are of the tripple compound type, similar to those of the Britannic 
of the White Star Line. Two low pressure oylinderg of 40in, and 
a high pressure of 28jin. Stroke, 33in.; wheel, 11 Ft. diameter, 
with a pitch of 17ft. ‘lwo eylmdrical boilers, each 121t. in diani- 
eter and 1ift, long, the shells being gin, thick. Height of stack, 
25lt,, with 4)ft, diameter. TWngine hatch, 19s6tt, ; boiler hatch, 
16x6ft. ; two cabin dcylights ou the quarter deck, each 7x6 fi., and 
galley hatch 10x6tt. The frames are of sngle iron, 3x2%;x5-16th, 
Bpiuted 22 inches hetween centres. Reverse trames, 2)%2/x4,, 
rauning ap to the wpperdeck Hat on every other frameand up tothe 
lower deck benime on intermediate ones, with double reverse iron 
in wake of engines and boilers. Floorplates, 516th thick, and 1éin. 
deep, There ure five bulkheads, a collision bulkhead forward, the 
thrust bearing bulkhead aft, and the boilers and engiues inclosed 
inthree, Theseare of 2 and 5-16th, plate, stiffened with angle 
from, Stem aud post are 7x1%jin,, the stern~post and rudder-post 
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is in a single forging. Keel plate, 5¢ ; garboards, $-16th; side 
plating, + and 7-16th, the plates diminishing slightly at the vessel's 
ends. Middle line keelson 10x} stiffened with angle irons 34x3x3¢. 
Deck beams of bulb iron 6x8%, with angle irons 2}x24x5-16th. 
Stringer plates are worked over the beam ends and scored home to 
the outside plating, being secured to the latter by short lengths of 
angle iron and having # continuous angle iron fayed against the 
reverse frames on the inside. he plates are 20x84. The deck is 
covered with lightiron, Diameter of rudder head 4in., the rndder 
being a forged frame with plating each side. The hull is further 
stiffened by diagonal bracing from floors to wales. All butt straps 
double riveted. As may be expected, the accommodations below 
are both richly and elegantly furnished, besides being well ar- 
ranged, a matter of no great difficulty in s0 large a vessel. The 
companion leads down from the smoking room or chart house just 
forward of the mainmast, and lands you into a sort of anli-chambre 
to the main saloon, the landing, or in nayal parlance the “country,” 
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is hansomely finished in true Eastlake. State rooms, 8x6ft., open 
into this steerage or country, one on each side. Sliding doors, 
paneled in mahogany, ebony, maple and ground glass, lead 
into the main saloon, 20x20ft., a most handsome specimen of the 
joiner’s art, rirh in color, yet well blended and harmonious in ef- 
fect. Ash, mahogany, white holly, ebony and walnut all contrib- 
ute their quota to the delightful and almost surprising 
pleasure of the eye. Overhead the deck ig finished in ash burl 
panels, with trimmings of satin wood, amaranth and hol- 
ly. The mainmast is encased in panel work to correspond 
with the rest, and a grand buffet, broad looking-glasses and 
sumpttious furniture lend enchantment, comfort and luxury 
to these quarters, A passage of 34 ft. long and 3 ft. wide leads 
ult from the saloon, and into it the yarious staterooms open. On 
the starboard side is the owner's room including bath and layatory, 
14 ft, long and 8 ft. wide. This and all the other rooms are lighted 
by 12 in. air ports, the framing being nickel plated on the interior. 
Further aff are located two staterooms for guests, 9x7, with lower 
berths fixed and upper berths ready to let down on the Pullman 
-sleeping-car principle, Beyond these isthe retiring room and # 
nursery for children across the stern. On the port side the ar- 
rangement is similar, a servant's room taking the place of the re- 
tinmg room. Forward of the accommodations for passengers wé 
find on the starboard side, besides pantry, ice-box and kitchen, & 
room for the chief engineer, 11x4 ft., and the quarters for his ss- 
aistants in a room i6z4, These are abreast of the engme and 

boiler space, Just forward of these and located amidships is the 
galley with a laundry attached, and nexttoittwosmall rooms tor the 
oilers and cooks, Then the eaptain’s quarters accessible from the 
pilot house also, and a couple of staterooms for the officers, and 
their mess room 10x6 ft, The forecastle, or rather “ berth deck, ” 
is fitted up for a crew of fourteen well ventilated by four ports in 
the side, and lit by four deck lights aboye. The passageway on the 
port hand abreast of the machinery and forward has been devoted 
to anoyel purpose. It is 70 ft. long and 7 ft. wide, and will be 
used as & ‘* promenade” during bad weather. There is nota par- 
ticle of paint used in the accommodations below decks, everything 
being of hard and bright wood finish, The Yosemite was built at 
Chester, Pa., by John Roach & Son, and was launched August 9, 
1880, and is now ready for delivery to her owner, Mr. W. Belden, of 
this city. A silly story abont racing the Arizona across for heavy 
stakes was set uflont by an unreliable party who felt himself 
‘specially authorized to announce the terms in double leaded 
type, oblivious of the fact that the yarn had been a standing hoax 
in Chester ever since the Yosemite's keel waslaid. Of course there 
was neither truth nor sense in the announcement, as the Yosemite 
has bunker capacity for only four or four and a halt days, and 
when loaded down below her lines with sufficient fuel for a trip 
across, # match against the Arizona’s time is out of the question. 
However, a trial run oyer a measured mile will be much more easi- 
ly made, and of far more yalue to engineers, and we hope that 
something more definite than a yaguestatement of speed will 
he youchsafed the public. Of the performance of Corsair and 
Stranger no one knows anything, not even the builders, whose ex- 
perience with them is limited, we believe, to a trip down the Dela- 
ware, with now and atiff machinery, but few diagrams by indicator 
card haying been taken, and the consumption, evaporation and 
other points having been only rudely approximated. The accom- 
panying table illustrates examples of the types of steam yachts 
most in use in our waters, 
The foremast of the Bretagne is 46 ft. deck to hounds ; main- 

mast 48 ft, and mizzenmast the xame ; topmasta respectively 37, 
87 and 48 ft. Yards on fore and main, 60, 46 and 37 ft. ; bow- 
sprit, outboard, 15 ft. The Yosemite's spars are about 62 ft. deck 
to hennds with topmasts of 30 ft. The Corsair and Stranger haye 
spars 60 ft. deck to hounds and 28 ft. topmasts. The area of 
Henriette’s sails is 25,000 sq. ft. Polynia has three pole masts, 
foremast 46 ft. above rail, mainmast 50 ft. and mizzen 44 ft. The 
Rhada, Vidette, Ideal and Gleam have only light rigs, the Emu 
has no spars, but a high deck house. The Gleam isa ‘high 
speed.” The speeds of all the rest are estimated, as no author- 
itative mile trials haye ever been made with them. The coal con- 
sumption of Polynia at fair speed is said to be about 8 tons per 
day ; that of Corsair and Stranger about 11 tons and that of tne 
Yosemite near 12, These figures refer to steamer anthracite of the 
usual quality. 

Toronto Canoz Crus.—A new club under this title has been 
formed in Toronto, Ont,, with the following officers ; « ommodore, 
J. W. Bridgman; Vice-Commodore, Mr. Nicholson; Secretary. 
Robt. Tyson; Treasurer, H. M. Barrett. The next meeting is called 
for February 2. 

‘Le Yacur.”—Our esteemed French contemporary comes to ua 
in a new dress and enlarged in its pages. e congratulate our 
French cousins upon the possession of an enterprising organ of the 
sport which is a credit to its management and speaks yolumes for 
the increasing popularity of yachting in La Belle France. 

Tur Peruins SystEmM.—One Dent, ‘late commanding steamer 
Anthracite,” writes to the London Field that ‘‘of the many visitors 
in the United States (both nautical and mechanical), all were con- 
yinced that in a yossel of the same dimensions and the same indi- 
cated horse-power, no other enginea and boilers could compete 
with those of the Anthracite,” For this brainless statement the 
worthy Dent draws upon his imagination. It is out of whole cloth. 
No practical Americans are prepared to give preference to a system 
which, by the patentee’s own showing, is more costly, heavier, re- 
quires more space, shows more wear and tear and is less economi- 
cal than any other system in general use, including the ordinary 
tubular boiler and compound engine. What Dent states in the 
Field is a libel upon American engineers, not one of whom has in- 
dorsed the Anthracite to the exclusion of all other systems. A lit- 
tle more honesty and modesty on the part of the Perkins clique 
would be to their own interests. 

Cxicaco Ick Yacuts.—A correspondent writes that a good deal 
of excitement is being created by a number of ice yachts on the 
lake, and that the fleet is growing in numbers. 

VALUABLE ExpEeRIMents.—Mr. Dixon Kemp has been selected by 
the Marquis of Exeter to conduct an exhaustive series of experi- 
ments on models of waye lines and other forms, also of deep and 
narrow and wide and shallow models with equal displacement, 
These experiments will probably contribute more important and 
definite information on the subject of nayal design than anything 
yt undertaken. We await the results with the greatest interest. 
NationaL Yacur (Lus,—At the annual election in Jersey City 

James King was elected Commodore, William Fortune, Vice-Com- 
modore and IT’. H. Gibson, Corresponding Secretary. 

Man Lost,—In a gale off the coast, Jan. 5, the Nokomis lost a 
man overboard. The schooner was bound South with Mr, Paddle- 
ford on board. When in lat. 32 deg. 55 min. N. and lon. 78 deg. 
86 min. W. she tooka gale from 8. W. and was ‘‘ knocked down,” 
Before steerage way could be given a heavy séa boarded her for- 
ward, carried away flying jib boom and two men engaged in secur- 
ing the sail. The cutter was sent after them and life buoys 
thrown tothemen. One was rescued, the othersank, The Noko- 
mis illustrated, in her violent behavior and desire to “‘ stand on 
end,” the danger and discomfort of our flat-bottom style of build- 
ing, and the Nokomis is one of the least objectionable on that score 
in the fleet There is danger in going to sea in yachts which can 
be knocked down, with doubts as to their righting. A few disas- 
ters will ba needed to sharpen the intellects of many to comprehend 
the necessities of a cruising yacht. 

answers ta Gorrespondents. 

t” No Notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

Bourn Bunv.—J. T, B. Smith, Omaha, Neb. 

H. D,—You will find article on canyas canve in our issue of Aug. 

7, 1879. 

W. A. 8.—Canoe Pilot will appear yery soon. Will notice in our 

columns. 

OnALLENGE.—A foreign sloop, if over 30 tons, is entitled to 
challenge for the American Cup. See recent dates of this paper. 

F. P. W.; Orange, N. J—The gun is highly spoken of, and the 
only objection urged against its action is that it is inconyenient. 
There is some wear, but it is practically insignificant. 

B., Belleville.—Mischief, 67,5 ft. oyer all ; 61 ft. on w. 1. ; 19.9 ft, 

extreme beam; 7.76 ft. depth;draft 5.8, Hoist about 58 ft, 

Gracie, 79.10 ft. over all; 70.8 ft. on w.1,; 21.5 ft. beam and 6.7 

ft, depth with 6.5 ft. draft, 

T. §. Van Dyke, the favorite contributor to our columns on topics 

connected with the use of the hunting rifle, is to publish a book on 
the whole subject of game shooting, and uniting as he does a yar- 

ied experience with an attractive and instructive method of writing, 
his book cannot but be useful and interesting. 

Pamiico, Baltimore—-—Kemp's Yacht Designing will serve your 

purpose, The principles underlying design ure'the same, of course, 

for English and American yachts. You nead not be bound by the 

lines of English yachts unless yon choose. Nothing else of the 

lind published. Price $15, Brentanos', Union Square, N. Y., or 
can send it to you upon receipt of price. 

W. R. W.—The yacht to accommodate six in cabin and have two 
staterooms would haye to be 50 ft. water line. Refer you to any 

of our advertisers as the best builders, No other works published 
but those of Mr. Kemp which can be recommended. A work ou 
ship building and Lloyd’s Register of yachts would mest your 
wants. Do not know price asked for Polynia. Wvite to Mr. Jas. 
G, Bennett, care Herald, 

A Reaper, Laconia, N. H.—I have a Newfoundland bitch which 

was served six days ago; the dog has been with her all the tame 
since until to-day. She escaped from the stable and was seryed by 

acur, Can you tell me if it is possible for her to have puppies by 

the last dog, or if it can injure those of the first dog? Ans, Yea, 

itis possible that she may haye puppies by both dogs, in which 
cage each lot will be distinct, 

N. R. A.—At the first intimation that he had been choson ng 
the President of the National Rifle Association Mr. E. A, Buck 
sent a declination on the ground that he would be out of town dur- 
ing a large part of the year. ‘Lient. A. H. Weston, the yery effi- 

cient Assistant Secretary, was induced to withdraw hia resignation, 
and he will continue to fulfill his duties as usual, Among the life 

members chosen were Maj. BH. A. McAlpin, H. BR. Russell, J. W. 
Mangam and Ralph Troutman. A special meeting of the Directors 
on the 20th considered the question of the Presidency, 

Yuur, New York City.—1. This morning upon visiting my litter 

of mastiff puppies I found one of them much swollen about the 

right side of the face. The swelling, which has come on within 

the last twenty-four hours, is quite hard and extends from the eye 

which is closed, to the lower jaw, The little fellow presents a very 

ludicrons appearance as he totters about, his head being nearly 
double its former size. He seems, however, to experience no pain 
and nurses as greedily as ever. My first impression was that the 

pup was afflicted with mumps, but the fact that he is the only suf- 
ferer seems somewhat to discredit this supposition, 2. Has such 
& case ever been heard of before? Ans. 1, The swelling ia éither 

inflammation of the glands, or the formation of a chronic abscess; 

impossible to say which without seeing the youngster. Show him 
to a skillful surgeon in your vicinity. 2. Yea. 

C, B. W., Nashua, N. H.—1. My puppy four montha old passes 

worms. They aré whitish in color, about three-quarters of an inch 

in length and fiatin shape. 2. He also hasa bunch under his 

lower jaw. It has been coming for four days and ia nearly half as 

large as ahen'segg. Ans. 1, It is the maw worm that you have 
seen your dog pass with his excrément. The maw worm is the 

least harmful of the three most common. Give santonine from 
two to four grains, after keeping all food from the dog for ten 

hours, Follow later with olive, or castor oi]. 2. Prom description 

we would term the swelling, or lump, goitre. It ia especially 

a. disease of old dogs, although it occurs in ill-fed and scrofulous 
puppies. The treatment consists in applying thé following oint- 
ment daily till the swelling disappears. Give cod liver oil in doses 
of a teaspoonful twice a day for a month or two, or, in same way, 
iodide of potassium, in doses from two to four grains, in water, or 

decoction of sarsaparilla, Ointment: Take iodide of potassium, 
one drachm ; lard, seven drachms. Mix und apply as directed 
aboye, 

—Any subscriber or reader of Forest anp Stream in want of 

any kind of carpetings, oil oloths, rugs, ete., étc., can be sure of 

fair treatment at the hands of John H. Pray, Sons & Co., Boston, 

Call or correspond with them, and get their prices before buying. 
Tt will pay you to try tham.—[Ad», 
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—A8carcely lessrarethan a black tulip, ared- 
haired negro, or a four-leayed shamro:k, is 
the amazing natural curiosity now being ex- 
hibited in the Berlin Aquarium, to the ma 
terial augumentation of that admirable insti- 
tution’s daily receipts, A milk-white raven, 
with pale pink eyes and red legs, received ad- 
mission a wezk ago to the great central aviary 
in which scores of beau'iful birds flutter and 
chirp and build their nests in comparative 
freedom, but his presence there spread such 
general panic among the remaining inmates 
of the volter'e that it has been found neces- 
sary to remove him to a separale cage, 
Strange as it may seem, the other birds in- 
slinctively recognized that this coryine albino 
‘was abnormal, and therefore terrible. Many 
of them became total abstainers from food 
and drink through sheer fright while he 
shared their quarters, and huddled together, 
shivering, at as great a distance from the 
fearful anomaly as the limits of their prisons 
would permit them to attain, In all respecs's 
fave its extraordinary hues, the rayen is a8 
other raveas. His appetite is apparently in 
patiable, and he ministers to it with a formi 
dable beak. Neither in tone nor delivery is 
there any unusual mellowness or tenderness 
about his croak. His pink eyes could not be 
more steadfastly engaged in contemplating 
the main chance were they a3 yellow as bur- 
nished gold. He was found, with a coal- 
black brood of brothers and sisters, in a nest 
built by his parents—whose surprise at his 
peculiar appearance must, we should think, 
have been considerable—on the topmost 
branch of an old tree in the Georgenthal, a 
yalley of Thuringen. Doubly an anachron- 
ism, this snow-white raven is al present one 
of the ‘‘lions” of the German capital.—Lon- 
dun Times. 

—The cricket field, the hunting field, the 
race course, the racket court, and the arena 
of athletic sports, says the London Lacet, 
all number a good many maimed, or even 
killed, among their votaries, but the undoubt- 
ed yalue of athletic exercises to the individ- 
ual and the nation more than counterbal- 
ances the occasional mishaps which must in- 
eyitably occur. While it is advisable to 
avoid anything approaching to brutality in 
our pastimes, it is equally necessary not to 
encourage effeminacy, especially in this age, 
when manufacturers of ‘ gentlemen's cor- 
sets ” flaunt their advertisements in the pub- 
lic press, and men of the modern esthetic 
school write maudlin poems in praise of each 
other. There are many pastimes infinitely 
more ruinous to health than we have enu- 
merated above. Dancing night after night 
in crowded non-yentilated rooms is among 
the most unwholesome and dangerous prac- 
tices of modern life, and kills infinitely more 
persons ({h ough more indirectly) than either 
the “‘ Rugby ” or the ‘‘ Association rules. The 
meén who are killed by sitting in public 
houses or (what is very much the same 
thing) in club houses, playing billiards or 
cards till the small hours, and drinking ‘‘B,” 
and "8." are not held up as warnings. 

Mliscellaneoug 

KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &¢., &c. 

SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE. 

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO., 

631, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, New York. 

WRITE TO 

Geo. C.Henning 
WASHINGTON, D, C, 

FOR 

PRICE 
LISTS 

AND 

SAMPLES 

OF 

Hunting, 

Fishing, 

Yachting, 

Sailing, 

Bicycling 
AND 

Rubber 
CARMENTS. 

P, 0. D. SUITS, 

BLACK CLOTH SUITS, 

PERFECT SHIRTS, 

FINE UNDERCLOTHING, 

BLUE SUITS, Erc., Erc. 

Wanted. 

yy ae LIVE BUCK DEER, Write giving 
pr ce and full description. Address E.6. Box 

2,180, N, Y. City, N.Y, jan20,2t 

FLY BOOKS. 
REGULA Ke willy Glaahit BAG oryee ste oesschL ved, 1 es. Seay The weee a eyG eA Pee gey ata veses{ 2TH) (96 ) 1,10 | 1.80 / 1.50, / 1.65 | 2.10 
BEST MOKOCCO, With Leather Strap... .... cess eee sence eccere cere tess see cceerpeleeeeees 2.50 | 3.00 | 3.50 | 4,00 5.50 
RUSSIA, eine oY den RC aE tn Lae Sc 4.00 | 5.00 | 6.00 8.00 

be Extra fine ‘* (4 UN) eon bobby cos ae ae ee es 6.25 | 6.00 | 7.00 | 7.50 | 8,00 | 9.00 10,00 
SUULDUNG Hes vee bWer CABG ye soon bine: «ste suiituiissinn lc dere acl bebe essltus@ineeacst Naim rn« eed | 2,50 

a L oF Leis a\hiiaynrewlneiite: Sea pepe) brace ey hse Peet OPE Pp etree steerer 4,00 
NEW STYLE (holding eight dozen files at full length) with patent clips.........,.......---: 2.00 3,00 
SAME, extra quality (The *South-Side”’) 6,00 

THUHCSMON ES Nees Sart anes Ty aren =. ue ew [a lapis lols bowl? | wl s | sels 
TACKLE BOOKS:—Regular Quality, $1.75; ‘‘ThePerfection,” large and fine, $6. 

NET RINCS. NETS. 
BRASS. Uv 

Plain, with screw socket... SY Po, oe el ope Re eee $1 50 ‘ HAND-MADE MINNOW DIP NETS. 
OT RDE OMe OLe Nee pies Une Linen. .4+5-.. $0.85 .50 .65 .80 $1.00 $1.15 $1.40 $1.65 $2.00 $3.00 Folding Twice, screw socket. . SERRE Oe gd 6 Sd et sere Cotton......- L295 80 686 45 | .80)*«C« Ss‘) 1 95 a 

‘ ) 9 

HE OrLOTAUEAt, bts jolatng spring ees sens ahaa nopReeaa es : “ Sac ue a oe au el 45 
fjomplete, with short handle and net. 5 A. AN SETS. 

Complete, with short handle and small.....:...sc.ssssseecsecee 2 00 Hess TSH A SASSI 
STEEL. UL aot goog tb obte aad $040 50 65 -76 85 1.00 1.10 

Collapsing, With Screw SOCKCE.........s.sesneeceneeesesecreecsrer 2 60 a 220 35 -50 -60 -70 .80 -90 
Collapsifip, CXtrA TING). fe stale sisi cosa k Be cedars ee see nne 400 14 20 24 26 28 30 34 

WHALEBONE, ALL COLLAPSING. = 5 te GOON etree secepes srr eneweciiewsicvece og 20 25 80 
TOU. Fs Fes cele #9 | Black Bass..... $10 50| Salmon.........- 100 8©60C A) i shee Meeps ieee ee, 13 16 1g 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
VITA L 1 y E D a H OSP H iT ES. Rupert, imported 1877, by Shot, Jr., 1630, HKG 

Composed of the NER VE-G1VING principles of the ox brain and wheat germ. It restores to |8 B., ex Rhona, 1680, E K C'S B, dam’ Whip, Stod- 
both brain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses or Vs imported Duke and Gypsy. Fee $25. Duke 
nervousness, It promotes digestion and strengthens a failing memory. 1t prevemts debility and con- | Of Locust Vaiiey: Diack and tan, limited to 5 bitches; 
sumption. It strengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses. Physicians have | Site, Toledo Kennel Club’s imported Grouse, EF KC 
pr escribed 300,000 packages. 8B 5,097, ex Grace, 3d prize winner Gilmore's, 1879. 

For sale by druggists or mail, $1. F. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. We | Fee $25. FPupsfrom the above and others of best 

Allen’s Decoy Duck Frame. 
brood bitches in whelp. Address JAS. R. TILLEY, 
Locust Valley, L. 1. Novy26,tf 

Used by the best duck shooters, Is simply a device for holding the dead duck in a natural position 
in the water, on the ice or on land, as a decoy. They weigh complete from three to six pounds per dozen. 
You can carry two dozen in your hunting-coat pockets. We make three sizes: No. 1 for mallards, pin- 

Sent to any address, C. O. D., on receipt 
For sale by all gunsmiths or by F. A. ALLEN, Mon- 

The Kennel, 

N_THE STUD.—Gordons: black and tan, sire 

RS SALE a very handsome red Irish setter bitch 
puppy, eight months old, from the kennel of 

Horace silsby, Esq., Seneca Falls. Her sire is Dan 
and her dam Maud, and is granddaughter of the 
renowned Elcho, bred in St. Petersburg, Russia, 
and valued at$i0,000. Address J. P. P., this office. 

Jania,tf 

tails, etc.; No. 2 for widgeon, broad-bills, etc.; No. 3 for teal. 
of money, draft or post-office order, at $4 per doz. 
MOUTH, ILL, 

ED IRISH SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALEB.— 
Bred from famous prize winners. Address 

ESSEX COUNTY HUNT, Montclair, N. J, 
Janl3,26 

OR SALE very cheap a nice broken pointer dog, 
or will exchange for a breech-loading sun. 

THEODORE MEYER, 318 8th st., Jersey City. N.J. 
jan20,1t 

Fo SALE several pure bred Irish red and Llew - 
ellin setters and setter pups. For prices and 

pedigrees, address B. F. DORRANCE, Wilkes- 
barre, Pa, jan20,4t oa sal : ae) ee ey 

'S NIGK ED DUCi ALLEN’S NIGKEL-PLATED DUCK 
Wil not shrink. Can be tuned to any desired pitch. The smallest, easiest blowing, and most 

natural duck callerin the world. Sent by mail on receipt of $1. 
F. A, ALLEN, Monmouth, Wl. 

OLLIS’ WILDAIR, the black cocker stud dog, 
for sale. Address THE BURDETTE KEN. 

NEL, Hornelisyille, N. Y. 

OCKERS FOR SALE—Three puppies, two 
months old, irom my black and white cocker 

bitch Mignon, by Hollis’ Wildair, Address EUGENE: 
POWERS, Cortland, N. Y. jan20,16 

B. F. NICHOLS & Co., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING HOD c0. 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mazs., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

BALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BAIT RODS 

of best quality, Six strands from butt to tip. 

German silver mountings, 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 
Drice-list. tf, 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG. 

Price $3 50, 

Yor sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

for Sale. 

WoO LIVE DEER FOR SALE—A buck one year, 
a doe four years old; the latter in kid; has 

bred six kids in three years. Ingulre of OTTO BE. 
C. GUELICH, 14 Liberty Street, Utica, N. Y. 

Jan6,3t 

WEBLEY B. L. shot-gun; a solid, strong shoot- 
er; 122auge; cost. $82 last Dec. I will sellor 

exchange for a Winchester, 6 shot, model 73, 
Sharps, or any reliable make, M, WOLCOTT, 
Ridgewood, N. J. jan20,16. 

Res SALE a beautiful 20-bore breech-loading 
gun by Parker Brothers; weight, 53; Ibs.; 

grand shooter. Address Box 158, Hart’s Falls, N. 
Y. jan20,1t 

ies QUAIL sent ‘direct from the West, not 
further East than New York, $5 per doz.,$3 per 

half dozen. Address CHARLES FREDRICKS, 83 
Magnolia st., Brooklyn, N. Y. jan20,tf 

TEAM YACHT ENGINE; all fittings complete’ 
43g by 4; new; forsalecheap. Address JNO. 

STEWART, 125 E. Fayette st., Sy rwe ses ant 
an t 

WwW ILL EXCHANGE my native lemon and white 
setter dog (stylish, handsome, well broken 

and a first-class dog; retrives trom land or water; 
2 years old;) for a good light-weight breech-load- 
ing gun. This is a chance forsomeone. Box 250. 
Fall River, Mass. jan20,1t 

NV a cocker spariel dog or bitch, not 
over three years old, of good pedizree: low 

for cash. Address, giving description, P. 0, Box 
204, Monticello, N. Y. Jan20,1f 

OL SALE, Pindee (by Dash III., 6x Dora IIT.)» 
Count Dan, Carlowitz, Queen Bess, Frost Il., 

Gladstone, Frost. The above dogs haye been 
broken and carefully hunted by me this fall. Ad- 
dress CAPT. MCMURDO, Shadwell Depot, > Albe- 
marle Co., Va. jan20,3t 

OR SALE CHEAP two thoroughbred Irish red 
setter pups, three months old, containing one 

cross of Elcho and tio of Plunket. Address B. J. 
ROBBINS, Wethersfield, Conn. jan2,tt 

MUSTACHE AND WHISKERS, 
& Dyke's Heard EI} 

injary, easily app ertaln ta effect, 
pald, 252, #for Se, #tmmpsorallrer. SMITH 
Hole Agoutu., Palatine, Ile, 

Hoon 
(Strictly gesnina. 

AGENTS FOR CARD’s NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 

The Daly Gun, 
Sa 

Pas As FINER BARRELS, 

Howard’s Steel Head Shells—Quality guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 
Or W. R. SCHAEFER, 

61 Elm st,, Boston. 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

To any other Gun 

COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Unsurpassed. 
Lists furnished on application. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or THos. L, GoLcHER, 

116 Girard ave., Phila 

Kemington’s Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles, 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. 
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service. 

Adopted by the U, 

.45 Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 
Prices: Carbines, $22; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. 

Discount to the Trade Only, Send for Catalogue and Price Lists, 

10 Shots, 

KEENE'S PATENT. 

E. REMINCTON & SONS.:, 283 Broadway,N.Y. P. O. Box 3,994. 



500 FOREST AND STREAM. (January 20, 1881, 

The Aennel. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &€C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 
»* PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 

Price 10 cents, post free, Gives addresses of prin- 

cipal English breeders, 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 
FRECHE AND FORWARDS Dogs, 

Fowls, ete, to any destination. Kennel 
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. nformation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
or 

. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DHL. CO., N, Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock, I puarsantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beanutifi and intelligent 4ovs cannot be 
beaten for rzifed grouse and woodzock snvoting 
andretrey-ag. Oorrespondents inGosinyg samp 
me eet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 

Cs 

M 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Doga have dailv access to salt 

water. 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

buppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C, GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'More in the stud. The handsomest. 

as well as one of the bestiield and best bred red 
Trish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
rize at New York, 1877; champion at New York 
879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner ol 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale 
thoroughbred one Address W, N. CALLFN. 
DER, Albany, N. Y. Juners,ti 

LEOUT KENNELS.—For pure Cocker 
O Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 
cocker Skip II., liver aud white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guwr— 
anteed, Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Quleout Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. 

LEN—B. and T.; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
lin’s Belle. Theabove dog, winner of first 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trials, will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom, Address 

H. F. ATEN, M.D., 
84 Hanson place, 

Brook lyu,N. ¥ 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offera 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carekanybelenier from 
the best European aaa ap ei ale Tor na 

rices, pedigrees, etc., address, ~) 
Dae ee eet ROY 2. COLLINE, * 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.5. A, 

yy ee TO WXCHANGE red Irish setter dog 
for a red Irish bitch; dog is by Plunket out of 

Stella; is young and well broken on woodeock and 
quail. Biteh rust be young, well broken on quail, 
and full pedigree. Address Y. 5. LUSK, Asheville, 
N.C. Ja06, tL 

ORTRAITS of Eastern Wield Trial Winners, 
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent post 

paid for 25 cents each, or the five Tor $1. FOREST 
AND SIT'REAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park Kow, 
N. Y. Deos0,tt 

HAMPION TRIMBUSH.—This celebrated im- 

DecIz2, tt 

JOR SALE,—Fitteen Foxhounds, first-prize stock, 
Kk the finest and best. Address, with stamp, L. 
M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y, Sept, 23, tr 

OR SALE.—My red Irish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old, Pointed 

and retrieved hor first bird, and js a Slasher in the 
field. Price $20. Address W. J, MORTON, Ports- 
mouth, Va. Oct25,tt 

POR SALE, a Well bred red ee a little white; 
Seller puppy, 20 months old. Tas been handler 

tiils fall, and breaker gives 4 good account of him. 
Appiy to PIONHER, this ollice. Deca, tr 

OR SALE, a highly bred poinier gyp, thor- 
oughly broken, 15 months old; price sis. Ad- 

dress &. W. SHLAMER, 315 8. Sharp st , baitimore, 
Ma. janZ0,3h 

DHAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALE, bred from supe- 
rior Linported stock, Address ESSEX COUNTY 

HUN'?T, Montclair, N. J. Jan20,2t__ 

Hotels and Zontes for Sportsmen, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran apids andCiacinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LARES 

7 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are ASO 
if equaled, in the abundance and wieativanisty os 

mG TROUT trea! abound in 
the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING ip found 
Say. a Pena waters. 

e season beging Mayland Sept. 
The GRAYLING Season pei J ane: eee 
ov.1l. & & 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MU - 

LONGH, also abound in large numbers oS Shs 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, @3ice for 
pene oe can be had at many points, 

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 
oe of the North Woodsand Lakes is very bean- 

; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
mate is peculiarly benelicial to those Buifering 
with 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affeetions, 
uke fiom eben OS are good, far sure 

passing. rage in ce 
nord the finest of fi hing. Po ee shing. 

uring the season Round Trip Excursl - 
ets will be sold at low rates, and hee aarales 
ss cea oO ete aud Sportsmen. 

uns) c Gari e ere His & Tackle Carried Freeat 

ouraim to makesportsmen feel “athome™* 
yathis route, F ir Tourist’s Guida (an attractive 
Lustrated bool: +f 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation an\\ . ccourate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and ‘lime Cards, address A.b. vHET 

Ser. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mick 

Chesapeake & Ohio R, _ 
The Route of tle Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing , 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 

lleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, aud Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and ish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque see- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsvill 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmon 
and Charlotteville with the South, All moderm 
improvements in equipment, 

CONWAY HR. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Chesapeake and Ohio Ratiway Co., 

Richmond, Va. mayl ly 

LoXg ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, aoe effect March 14th, 188).—Leave 

HUNTER’S P'T (Flatbush Aye., B'klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for . 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.85 p.w. Sundays, 

§ A.M. 
Col. P't & Whitestone, 7.85, 8.45, 10, 11.25 Am, 

2.85, 8.35, 4.35, 6, 6.35, 6, 0.35, 7, 7,35, 9.15, 10,45 P.m., 
13.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.85, 10.85 A.m., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 p.m. 
Blushing, 6.8¢, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 A.ar,, 2.35, 3.85, 

4,35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10.45 P.M. 13.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.95, 10.35 A.M, 1.85, 8, 5.35, 7, 10 P.m, 
Far Rockaway, §.35, 11 A.M., 4,35, 5,35, 7P.M, 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 94.M. 
and 6,85 P.M. 
Great Neck,#.30, 7.35. 11.85 A.M,, 4,35, 5,.35,6 35 P.M. 

Suturday nights, 12.35. Sundays, 9.85 A.M., 5.35 P/M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.m., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5,85, 6.35 Par From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10pm. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. & 
Glen Coye, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M, 3.25, 4,25, 5.35, 6.85P.mM. Sundays, 9 
A M., 6.35,P.M. %, 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, § A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.m.. 4.35, 6.35 

Pm. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6,35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdala, 8 A.M.,3,35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M.,4.352.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 

A.M, 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 a.M., 3.35, 4.35 

6.9, 6, 7 PBL. mongayi Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 17.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 4.M., 1.35 P.M., Tuesdtys, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P°T & WALL ST, ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter’s P't, 8.30, 
10,80, 11.80 A.at., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 p.m. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
spply at 229 B'’way, cor. Barclay. 

» W.M.LAFFAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

Hotels and antes for Sportsmen 

‘TO SPORTSMEN. | 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully inyite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TRO G PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
Aculties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 

backs, cnable STOCK 10 BE TRANSPORTED cka enable 3) 
without failure or injury, 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New J: , EX eee ew Jersey CURSION 

are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KAN RENOVA, BED: 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, NEQUA. 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Stil} 
Hunting. 

Also, +o 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSBY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. - 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Agent. 
Frank THouson, Gen'! Manager. febli-t# 

‘MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonville, Fernan- 

dine, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N. P., and Matanzas, Cuba, 

FLORIDA STEAMERS leave New York 
Hivery Friday at 3 p. m, for 

geecks gaye? and Fernandina Direct, and consti- 

The Only Line Running to 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Rates. 

Nassau and Matanzas Steamers sall Dec. 16 an 
thereafter eyery other Wednesday, 

After January 1 call at Fernandina, Fila. 

Nassau is the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman. 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautifully situated 
and well kept, is the best and cleanest house in the 
West Indies. 

For all particulars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphlet, etc., apply to 

C. H, MALLORY & CO., 

Agents, 

PIER 20, EAST RIVER, NEW YORK. 

To Hunting and Fishing Farties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S§ PREPARED TO CHARTER a 
new cars “* DayyCrocket”’ and ‘Izank Walton, 

which are fitted up with room and kitch- 
on, eleeping apartments, layatories, etc., also pro- 
wied ee sag woe for guns and ng 
tackle, and kennels for 3. 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. P. 0. 
Do., Chicago, jezé Smos. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RS- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L a 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN 
bayman. Hasalwayson hand the best of 

boats, batteries, ete., with tho largest rig of train- 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast, The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snips 
shooting of all yarieties. Special attention given 
by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, LL 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 801 Broad- 
way and, Win. Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y. 

Old Dominion Line. 
HB STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections in the country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Ysland, and points 
on tha Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 
Monday and Thursday at $e. Full information 
given at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New York. 

oe 

HUROPHAN yee 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

HARRIS’S 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

FOR DUCK AND PIGEON SHOOTING. 
WIND PROOF. 

EDWIN 8S. HARRIS, 
17? Broadway. 

Gnns, Ete. 

CHARLES | RITIMANN, 
IMPORTER CF 

Hine Breech-Loaline Guns, 
943 Broadway, near 23dS8t., N. ¥ 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 

The Celebrated “ Frankfort” 
in Stock. 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER. 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickcrel, #1 00: Maska- 

longe, $1 25. 
Sent by mail on receipt of price. 
CUTLERY OF THE FINEST QUALITY. 

The celebrated “Le Coutre” razor, in stock. 
Razors with safety attachments. Bowie Knives, 
Hunting Clasp Knives, Stilletos, Dirks, etc. 
FIRE-ARMS of EVERY DESCRIPTION, 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 

SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTBITS. ALSO 

OPYPrTicaAarkn G@ Ds. 
THLESCOPES, MARINE & ) LTELD 

GLASSHS, COMPASSES, Eto. 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” 
(recommended by FOREST AND STREAM) sent 
post-paid for $2. 

IN BXCHANGE. eee 

Reels 

GUNS TAKEN 
LOADED TO ORDER. SEND STAMP Fi 
LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

THE SNEIDER. 
Put. 1805, 
Rels, 1580. 
Pat, 1330, 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMIERICAN HAMMERLESS, 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
Muzzle-Loaders Aitered 

to Breech-Loaders, 
Pin-Five Guns Altered to Central-Fire, 

Stocks Bent to Avy Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE, 

Send for Tllustrated Catalogue, 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
4 W. PRATT STRERT, BALTIMORE, MD 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
FREE BY MAIL. 

PIONEER WORKS 
 SIRMINGHAM, 

asst ENGLAND. 

=, WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE, 
Lyman's patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improyement in rear sighta, 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription, Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Coun. 

- c THe Gea a 

ca Re ean aera 
4 in market. 

For One D , one Cleaner, Patches, Brush|} 
® and full dirsctions sent free of postaze,@ |) 

Tn ordering give calibra of eon. BROWN for circular, 
Addrew. Patentes, a Ts YARDLEY hone Sate 

— 

CHARLES GREEN, manufacturer of FINE 
BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GDUNS. Send for prica 

3 West Wain St., Rochester, N. ¥. 
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SPRATT T’S PATENT 
GENUINE 

NONE ARE 
receivin: 
minster OS SS37NN ennel 

- BTAMPED. 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

the highest award for re 
Giub, New York, Gol 

Biscul 
Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Stiver Medal, 

WHOLESALE ACENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
{8 South William Street, 

Pablications, 
—— 

Any of the Following Books Sent on 

Receipt of Price by Forestand 

Stream Pub. Co. 

Adirondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays........... $1.50 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1.25 

Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, 6th edition.. 2,00 

Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner’s...... 5 

Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bds,....-.. ary 

American Angler’s Book, Norris..... -. 550 

American Bird Fancler..,.-..--.+.. eet ate 80 

American’ Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long..... 

American Kennel, Burges 
Angling, a Book on, Francis.....-..-.- oy 
Archer, MOerm..........-.-eeeee eee ee Peis ede core 25 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson....,. 1.50 

Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam...... 3.00 

Art Of Swimming ......- 2s... eeveeees Snot 355 30 

Art of Swimming, Monstery -. 50 
Art of Swimming, Webb..... . 650 

Athlete’s Guide, Harding.............. Raaetay do 50 

Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, 75c.; cloth... 1.00 | 
Athletic Sports, Stonehengé 

Balley’s Birds of the United States. 
Baird’s Birds of North America....-.--.+-.---- 30 00 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds....... «ss 150 

1 00 Boat Sailing, Sage 4 A Diaae ss an ae = a, 
for Sportsmen ; sling, 50c.; Shooting, 

oer Chinon Objects of the Seashore, 50.5 
Cage and ee Birds, 50c.; ORES T5C.; 

Ss) EB) and Nests, 50c.; Fresh and Salt 
Prater Se nankum, 50G.: Native Song Birds... 15 

Breech Loader, GloaM..-..--.0.-eeeeeereversees L125 
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener....--...-)+--- 2 50 

Butler on the Dog..-....-.. Anco otet Moet ete 2 00 

Cage and Singing Birds 
{ 

Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa 
Canoe and Camera.... 
Canoeing In Kanuckia... 

Canoe Traveling, Powell 
@anoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop’s .....-.-.- 2 50 

Cassell’s Book of Birds, 4 VolS........-.+..++++- 12 00 

Frank Fosester's Field Sports -....--¢++-+-+-0- 400 

Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing...----.,---- 250 
25 Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook & Line.pa. 

Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen. 2 00 

Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac- 
TeTS, SVO., 2 VOIS..- ++, see -seeeee eer ere rereere es 400 

Gun, Rod and Saddle...-..--.-.--. 100 

Hallock’s Sportsmen’s Gazetteer. - 3.00 

Hand Book for Riflemen......-.- 50 

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland......... Fatoaes tg pelo 

Holden’s Book of Birds; paper, 25c.; cloth.,.... 50 

How to Camp Out, GOUIG.. 1.2.2... eseee eee eens 1 00 

How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s...--<.- +... 1 50 

How to Row, Derrington.......-.+-s1e--+s fees o> 2 00 

Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher. ...-..-.-...++-- 1 00 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost..... 1 50 

Life of a Sportsmen, Nimrod...........-- 0 

Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 

‘Minot's Land and Game Birds 

Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard........ 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

The American Poultry Yard. 
(WEEELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Coum. 

THE POULTRY WORLD 
T H E is sent post-paid for $1.25 

B E 8 T tenting a standard br of 
fowls, sent for 76 cents extra 

per year; the AMERICAN 

to all subscribers to either publication. 

POULTRY YARD for $1.50 
—both papers for $2.00, 
A series of twelve magifi- 
cent Chromos, each repre- 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore pipe Made to open just short of 
50, 70 and $0 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration. 10 and12 gauge. Send for circular. 

20 Sent, Post-paid, for $1. 
H, H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. Y 

1880. | 
END ADDRESS TO THOMSON & 

Pr SPE g os 
ie SPORTSMEN’S GOODS, 

1880. 

NEW YORK. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

AND 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, 

AND 

FISHING AND 

mos BEATS TH 

COOCODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’t’g Company 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’‘f’g Co., 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Russer Goops or Every Dssorir- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

E WORLD.” 

cor, Broome st., 

HUNTIXG. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

h W
ie 

A 

{ng or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know, 
HE ‘MAJORITY OF SmMUKERS 

] are paraee not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown off by all burning paper, 

The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
CAN 

| TT 
iN 

) ae to pi é 
DGE” Cigarettes is owing 

to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
right to useit. The great advantaye and importance of this invention willat once be recog: 
all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. and you willuse no others. 

Manufacturedby GOODWIN & CO.,207 and 209 Waterst., 
NEW YORE 

Philadelphiatishing Tackle House 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

Manufacturers ot Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every escription, 

5O3S COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood, 

for Archery Bows and Fish Rods, as tough and 
elastic as steel. 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880, 

Reversed Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand, 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, fine 

ur y: RODS and INSIDE 
ENAMEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS recelyed the 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals. 
Prices as low as the lowest, and always fi 

class Goods. Shei 
Price-list of wood and rod mountings free. 

Our 65-page new Lilustrated Catalogue oF Fish: 
ing Tackle sent, post-paid, onreceipt of ten centa 
in stamps. 

BIRDS’ EYES. 
Birds? Skins, Taxidermists’ and Naturlists? 

Supplies. 
Send for New Price List. Reduced Rates, 

W J.KNOWLTON’S Natural History Store, 
165 ‘Tremont St., Boston, Mass, 

Birds and animals preserved by superlor French 
and American workmen, 

$ 72 A WEEK. $122 day at home easily made. 
Costly outi . Ps ay, tfree, Address TRUE & CO., 

Monadnock Trout Ponds 

Will furnish Trout and Trout Spawn at low prices. 
For price list, address 

G. A. STARKEY, Troy, N. H. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

RIDER 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reelg, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificiul Bait, Fly Books, 
Ete. Etc. 

E@ Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“ Krider’s”’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods, 

Birds’ Eggs and Rirds’ Skinsin Great Varieties. 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds, marly 

THE SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY. 
HE hey ressure on our advertising space 
obliges fe to withdraw the list oF booke 

iter we haye on sale to make room for other 
matter. 
Any bookon yachting or field sports, as pre- 

wiously advertised in these columns, will be fur- 
nished on receipt of price. FOREST ANE 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy2od 

$5.to $20 miei sans. 
STINSON & CoO., Portland, Maine. 

MEAT “FIBRINE” DOG CAKES. 
¢*SPRATIOS PATENT” are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent 

“ Bibrine Cakes are used at the Dogs’ Home, London; Jardin d’Acclimatation, Paris, etc. They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals : 
at the Paris Exhibition, 187s; eennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; West- 

etc., etc. 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. 
Please see that Every Cake is Stamved "“SPRATT’S PATENT” and a ‘X." 

NONE ARE Qs SsaiNQ 

STAMPED, 

‘To be had in smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

qlubligation3, 

Orange Judd Company, 
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL RURAL 

AND SPORTSMAN’S BOOKS, 

PUBLISH THIS DAY 

THH BOOK OF HNSILAGE ; 
OR, 

THE NEW DISPENSATION FOR FARMERS, 

How to produce milk for one cent per quart, 
butter for ten cents per pounds, beef for four cents 
per pound. ; 
An entirely new, revised and improved addition 

at a reduced cost. 

Price, Post Paid, $1, 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
245 Broadway, N. ¥. 

Last Issue of Forest and 
Stream Contained: 

EDITORIAL :— 

The Refrigerator Act; The Wisconsin As- 
sociation ; The Hatchery at Northyille; 
The Shinnecock Bay Death Trap; The 
International Match........ Nobed eas tate 2 483 

Tur SportsmAN Tourist :— 

The Log of the Fayorite, No. 2; The Old 
EUS pirit- (Gaberley vee e tera: aounee vet 

Naruran History :— 

Protection of Song and Insectivorous 
Birds; In the Philadelphia Zoo; The 
Mountain Quail; Water Bug ; Black and 
Gray Squirrels; A Pale Dove; Winter 
Birds; Weight of Black Tailed Deer ; 
Early Kingfisher . £85 

FisH CuLrure :— 

The Central Fish Cultural Society ; Report 
of the Texas Commission; Sending 
Yonng Eggs Perfectly Dry ; The Conical 
System of Hatching ; Where Do Bluefish 
Spawn? A Prize for Fishculturists ; Lime 
for Ponds 486 

SEA AND River FisHine — : 

The Mortality of the Gulf Fishes. ..... aay 

Game Bac anp Gun :— 

The Refrigerator Amendment; Wisconsin 
Sportsmen’s Association; Highholds, 
Squirrels and Woodcock ; A Day’s Deer 
Hunting in Canada; Game in Nova 
Scotia; Florida Quail Shooting; Notes 
from Ontario; Save the Birds; Essex 
Gun Club; Long Island Game; Swan 
Captured in Washington; The Butler 
Association ; Notes; Shooting Matches., 

487 

487 

Tur KENNEL :— 

The Cocker Club; The English Pointer ; 
The Pittsburg Bench Show; Dogs that 
Treed Game ; Eastern Field Trials Club ; 
Vield Trials Criticism; Leonberg Dogs; 
Kennel Management; Kennel Notes.... 490 

Tue RIFLE :— 

Range and Gallery ........,...+-seseeeee 498 

YacuHTING AND CANOEING :— 

The 8. 5. Yosemite.............+ + aT aie Ltlae 498 

ANSWERS ‘tO CORRESPONDENTS ......... see. 498 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT .,.-..,-....,..- 4938 

SPORTSMEN 

DESIRING CUTS MADE OF THEIR 

DOGS FOR PUBLISHING PURPOSES 

Can receive estimates hy addressing 

FOREST AND STRHAM PUB. CO, 

TAXIDERMIST SUPPLIES. 

Bird Skins. Class Eyes. 
For Stuffed Birds and Animals, 

Send Stamp for New and Reduced Price List. 

A. J. COLBURN, 

Boston, Mass. 31 Boylston Street, 

FINE | 

MANCHESTERSVTY® 
Mention FoREST AND STREAM, 
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Ammunition, Gir. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Orange Duckina: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO. 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yes 

CUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GUNPOWDER MILLS, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 

- brands of powder: 
Duponi’s Diamond Gruin.—Nos, 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequalled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Packed in 1ib canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagie Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 8 (fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; 
ere penetration, with a close pene ras adapte 
‘or glass ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting, 
with either muzzle or breech-loaders. Packed in 
lf and 5fb canisters and 637 and 123Ib kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted 

for “Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for 
prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong 
and moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, 
gives both a good penetration and a close PauND 
will be found well adapted for glass ball and pigeon 
shooting. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No, 5. 
No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed in 63/ib kegs and 
lib canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Riffle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1% canisters and 634 ib kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. **Sea Shooting.”— 

F¥g. and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFPg. and F¥irg. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in sib, 1th and 5th canis- 
ters, 63/, 124; and 25th kegs. Fe coarse, FI'Feg. fine, 

Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, SHIPPING and Blast- 
ing Powders of all sizesand descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Mus- 
Ket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubi- 
cal and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in ail the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fe. or BFg. for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘‘Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
cCanistera of one pound only. 

Haz;rd's ‘American Sporting.’® 

Nos, I (ine) to 6 (eoarse). In 1]b, canisters and 
6ilb. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted toshotguns, 

Hazard’s ‘‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In1and 5 1b. canisters 
and 6} and 12} lb. kegs, Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

tration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is equally. eer- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Kifle.’’ 

FJERG FFG, and Sea Shooting’ FG in segs of 
26, 123, and 64 lbs. and cansofilbs. FFFG is also 
packed inland }1b. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
‘or ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 

is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET bow- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
or ANY ' REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

~ MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany's Agents, inevery prominent city, or whole- 
pale at our office. ‘y 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

ENCLISH 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 8, 4,5, 6, 7and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfield 

Rifle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, 61 
Cedar St..N. ¥. Agent forthe U.s. 

HOLABIRD 

Shooting. Suits. 
) Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 

VALPARAISO, (IND, 

Si scellaneang Advertisements, 

SCHUYLER & DUANE: 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS JN = 

GunsSporting Goods, 
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

189 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS. 

Hinglish Bicycles a Specialty. 
R. V. R. SCHUYLER, 

OF the late firm ot 
SOHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM. 

J. R. SCHUYLER, 
Special. 

J. M. DUANE. 

Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

HODGMAN & ull, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

Now York, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

RUB BEE 

HTiuning and Fishing Outht 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rmubber Blankets, a 

And Complete Rubber Ouifits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue, 

SHH 
i JULES MUMM’S 

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN INVOICE OF 

PRIVATE STOCK, 
ot such exquisite quality as never before was shipped to this country, and of which a veteran sportsman 
and epicure said: 

“Whis wine never ought to be absent from a gentleman sportsman’s game 
dinner table,’’ 

For Sale at Grocers and Wine Dealers. 

L, SOMEORN & CO., 12 Vesey St, N.Y.,, 
SOLE ACCENTS. 

| | 

| 
ll 

! 

| 
| | 

. EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). 

CARD’S 

STANDARD TRAP, 
FOR WING PRACTICE. 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary. 

ANY DE- 

SIRED DIRECTION, ALL IN ONE TRAP 

AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED. 
) fy ‘ \s " MN 

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols, and all Kinds of Sporting Goods. 

GREENER’S AND BONEHILL’S GUNS A SPECIALTY. 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y. 

SHO OTINCG, BOATING and FISHING. 

PRICE $L 

FOR SALH AT THIS OFFICE. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 

SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Choke-bore Barrels. 

Aaa close, nee Sn OSE, errors i rep as 
eavy guns for aueks & . Ben 

for eee hs c. 3. SHATTUCK. Manufactu- 
rer, Hatfield, Mass 

Faton’s Rust Preventer. 
OR SURE. CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 

calInstruments. Safe to handle, WILL NOT) 
GUM, and will keepin any climate, Sportsmen 
every where in the United States pronounce it the 
best gun oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay ity, Mich., writes: ‘*‘ It is the best prepara- 
tion Ihave found in thirty-five years of active 
and frequent use of guns.” 
The trade supplied by solemanufacturer, GEO, 

B. EATON, 540 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. J. 

Sold by prntipel New York dealers, and byWm. 
Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B, Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, 0»; E. E. Eaton, Chicago, Ill.; Brown 
& Hilder, 8t, Lonis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleve- 
and, 0.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md.; 
epee ae Raat Grometowas D.C.; Jos. C, Grubb 

ade! . 
** CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL, 

Elinmunition, Ete. 

TATHAM S 
Selected Standard 

Number ef Pellets to the oz, Printed 

on Each Bag. 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 
412 688 1058 Soft. 
495 716 1130 Chilled, 

TATHAM®& BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN ST.. NEW YORE. 

Ng. of pellets to 07.988 

THE HOWARD MANUFACT’R’G CO., 
MANUFACTURE AND INTRODUCE 

PATENTED NOVELTIES 
a FOR SALE by all DEAL- 

) ERS IN SPORTING 
GOODS, 

Weigh your fish on 
the spot. 

REAL 

Pocket | Scale 
MADE OF OETAL, 

Heavily Nickel Plated. 

SCALES 

IS POCKET 

COMPACT, STRONG, 
DURABLE. 

Can be carried in the 
Vest Pocket. 

PRICE 25 CTS. 
Sample by matlon receipt 

of price, 

A Uberal discount to the 

trade, 

No. 1—* Post Office,” 
welghs to 8 ozs. 

No, 2— Pocket,” welghs 
to 8 Ibs, 

HOWARD MANUFACTURING CO., 
Box 2,296, NEW YORE. 
Refer to FOREST AND STREAM. ee 

TRAP BALLS 
FOR SALE. 

BEST MAKE. 

Light and Uniform Weight. 

PACKED WITH SPECIAL CARE. 

300 IN BARREL. 

Simgle barrel, = = 

Five barrels, - = 
$1 00 per hundred 

90 “ 

T. B. OSBORNE, 
192 Fulton St., New York. 

FERGUSON’S PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE 

REFLECTING 
LAMPS, 

With Improved 
Locomotive Reflectors 

For General Illuminating 
Purposes, 

aS The Universal Lamp, 
For Sportsmen and Others. Combines 

HEAD JAcK, BoAT JACK, Camp Lamp, Bent Lamp, 
Dasu LAMP, DARK LANTERN, Bro. 

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP can bé wed 
right or Jeft hand on amy kind of dash, Un- 
-excelled as a Hand Lantern or Biaeket Lamp. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
65 Futton Street, N. x. 

REMOVAL. 
All communications intended for the LACHINE 

EENNEL CLUB must be addressed to 
GEO, D. MACDOUGALE, Sec’y. 

Janis,tt P,,0, Box 18, Whitestone, L. L 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY 27, 1881. 

Tun Tor or Travet is setting in to the equator. Many 

scores of tourists are on their way to Florida in pursuit of 

warmth, health and sport. 

+e f 

A Lurrer PUBLISHED i our game columns shows how the 

proposed ‘‘ refrigerator amendment ” is regarded in the inte- 

rior of the State. 
oe 

THE SporTsMENn’s ASsOoIATION oF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA 

reports 4 roll of neariy 200 members, that number being the 

limit allowed, a sound financial condition and increasing pop- 

ularity. 
The officers elected to serye during the present year are: 

President, Robert Dalzell; Vice-Presidents, D. C. Phillips, 
F. H. Kennedy, 8. B. Sweitzer; Treasurer, W. C. Macrum; 

Secretary, J. C. Brown; Naturalist, H. 8. A. Stewart; Board 

of Directors, Ormsly Phillips, R. C, Gray, Howard Hartley, 

W. T. Dunn; W. C. Taylor; Election Committee, John 

Calwell, Jr., C. A. Carpenter, Chas. Hays, Edward Gregg, 
W., A. McIntosh, Henry Holdship, Benj. Bakewell 

++ 

THe Mixture of sand or pulverized glass with gunpowder, 
in order to separate the grains of the latter and thereby 

make its transportation safer, is nothing new. It was tried 

as far back as 1835 by Piobert, in 1841 by Fadeiff, and again 
in 1855 by Capt. Riley and by Gale of England. The man who 

is alleged to have been exhibiting this device to ‘‘ scientific 
and practical men in Jersey City,” must have talked very 

loud to have made them believe that it was a ‘recent English 
invention,” or else the company was not so ‘ scientific and 
practical” after all. 

— 

Tur Cooxer Crus.—We have received the names of seyen- 

fy-five persons who have expressed their desire to join the 
proposed Cocker Club, and in accordance with the plan al- 
ready stated, we send circulars this week to the members 
calling for the selection of a committee to perfect the organ- 
ization of the Club, It gives us much satisfaction to congra- 
tulate the owners and breeders of cockers upon the promising 
condition of affairs and the assured success of the Cocker 
Club. 

GEN. HANCOCK AND RIFLE PRAC- 

TICE. 

pe acceptance of the Presidency of the National Rifle 

Association by Gen, Winfield Scott Hincock puts a man 

With rare executive ability in a place where he can havea 

full exercise of it. The election was unanimous, and the 

General can rest assured that that feeling is shared by every 

member of the National Rifle Association. He is not an un- 

tried man, and for one holding a position of so many and 
such important responsibilities, he has found time to give 

considerable attention to the matter of rifle practice. He it 

was, first of all army officers holding commanding posts. 
who appreciated the fact that the volunteers were far ahead 

of the regulars in the matter of skill with.the rifle. When 

the fact became apparent there was a frank acknowledgment 

of it, and Gen. Hancock instituted prizes and in various 

other ways set about supplying the deficiency which he saw 

existing among the men under him, The other departments 

fell into line, and with the establishment of the Hilton tro- 

phy, which might without impropriety, and with an entire 

regard for fact, be styled the Hancock trophy, the new pres- 

ident completed an effective plan of getting rifle practice on 

a firm basis in the army. 
Gen. Hancock, too, will command the entire confidence of 

every class of the shooting men. Though an army man all 

through his life, he is thoroughly aware of the fact that rifle- 

shooting is far more than a mere branch of the soldier’s du- 

ties. He is a man of society and the world, and will appre- 

ciate fully what is being done to build up rifle practice 
throughout the country as a gentlemanly sport, free from all 

tendency toward gambling and questionable practices. It is 

entirely proper that the head of the National Rifle Associa- 
tion should be an army officer of high rank. The British 

National Rifle Association is presided over by the Command- 

er-in-Chief of the British armies, and under the Duke of Cam- 

bridge the small bore men have had no real cause of complaint 
that their wants were not looked after. Ample provision 

is made in the Wimbledon programme for the shooting of 

any-rifle, all-comers matches, and Gen. Hancock will see to 

it that the division of the work of the N. R. A. is well look- 
ed after. Under Gen. Hancock the association may become 
truly national in extent, in influence and in power to unify 

and systematize rifle shooting, a3 wellasinname. He has 

assumed the position with a very clear idea of the work to be 
undertaken, and he has declared his conviction that the asso- 

ciation can be built up to a position of general respect, and 

be made a valuable adjunct to the army and its methods. 

Under such a presiding officer there should be no difficulty 

experienced in securing a liberal prize list, and with this the 

entry lists soon fill up; and while we are not over sanguine of 

ever seeing anything more than sudden rushes to Creedmoor 

solong as it remains isolated as at present, we do expect tosee 

the year 1881 make a showing in target practice as fine as any 

of the preceding ten-years of the association’s existence, The 

desire to enjoy the rivalry of competition before the bulls is 

as strong as it ever was, but in very few cases is it strong 

enough to induce men to make a toil of a pleasure, and sacri- 

ficea day for an hour, to give up to riding and waiting about 
in railroad depots above five hours to secure an hour’s prac- 
tice on therange. Therehas been too much of the Jazssez 

faire policy in the past, and with attention and zeal in place 

of neglect and apathy great results may confidently be 

looked for. 
In Boston the Walnut Hill range shooters have shown an 

appreciation of things by the selection of L. L. Hubbard for 

the Presidency and A. C. Gould for the Treasuryship of the 

Mass. Rifle Association. They are men well versed in the 
technicalities of rifle shooting, and it is certain that under 

them the wants of the actual shooters will be looked after ; 

and Boston, if such a thing were within the probabilities, 
may be expected to surpass her own champion record. 

Qe = ———— = 

Transportina Youne Fish Eeas.—The letter from Mr. 
von dem Borne in our last issue on the subject of his experi- 
ments in transporting fish eggs which had never been in 
water, in the bladder of an animal, is worthy the attention of 

our fishculturists. If this can be done with eggs which are 
as delicate as those of the cod and shad or other floating 
eges it will prove of great practical value. ' 

THE MAINE SYSTEM. 

NE year ago the plan of making the Maine Commission- 

ers of Fisheries Commissioner of Game also Was aD 

untried experiment. It is such no longer. The wisdom of 

the system and its efficiency are amply attested in the de- 

tailed report just published by Messrs. Stillwell and Smith. 

Portions of the report are published elsewhere. As the re- 

cord of the first year’s working of the new system itis 

worth a careful study. 

There were serious obstacles in the way of the Commis- 
sioners. In the first place there was no adequate provision 

of funds to enable them to do the work as it ought to have 

been done. As soon as it became known that there were two 

Officials whose duty it was to prosecute violators of the game 

law, a flood of complaints poured in upon the Commissioners 

from every part of the State. To attend to all of these sep- 

arate complaints the writers of the report tell us was beyond 

their power, and the result was an imputation of blame 

where it did not properly belong. 
But hampered as the work was, the accomplishment 8 

most gratifying and creditable and full of promise for the 

future. The Commissioners haye really done something, 

Men who have killed game out of season have been prose- 

cuted and made to pay their fines. Others, who saw that the 

proscutors meant serious work, came forward and paid their 

fines of their own accord; other cases are now on the docket 

awaiting their turn. 

These prosecutions mean much more than the punishment 

of these individual violators. They are showing the people 

throughout the State that the game laws mean something 

and are not to be ignored. It is for this1eason that we say 
that this first report of Game Commissioners of Maine is full 

of promise for the future. 

If a system of game protection, whereby the laws are en- 

forced by game wardens and a game commission, works well 

in Maine, why will not the same system work equally well 

in other States ? 
on 

MionicAn Sporrsmen’s AssooiArion.—Tbe special dis- 

patch to the Forzst ani StREAM, published in another col- 

umn, reports a large convention at Lansing, and a meeting, 

which like previous assemblies of the Michigan sportsmen is 
characterized by a spirit of earnest work. The report of the 

papers read and the transactions of the society are necessarily 

too brief to wa'rant extended comment upon them now, 

We shall publish the proceedings at length hereafter, and 

meanwhile congratulate the people of Michigan that there are 

among them a number of sporfsmen so intelligently and 
faithfully endeavoring to conserve the fish and game inter- 

ests of the State. 
- +a 

Tur Present DEMAND upon the columns of the Forzsr 

AND Stream is altogether unparalleled in the history of the 

paper. To do justice to the paper and to i's friends it has 

become absolutely imperative to make some provision where, 

by the capacity of the pages shall be increased. Next week, 

therefore, the first number of Volume Sixteen will appear 
with a change of type in several departments. This change 

will be equivalent to an addition of two pages to the paper, 
and with the increased facilities thus afforded it is hoped that 
the value of the Forusr AnD StREAM may be proportionately 

enhanced. 
——$<—<—— FS 

Ovr AvasKA Letrers.—The map which we republish 
with the ‘‘ Log of the Favorite,” is the first chart of that part 

of the Alaska coast ever made. It is due to the writer of 

of these articles, Capt. L. A. Beardslee, of the United States 
Navy, to note here the wide interest awakened by his letters 

to Forrest Anp Stream. Capt. Beardslee is to-day the best 

informed manon Alaska affairs in the country, and his de- 

scriptions of the land, its products, fauna and inhabitants, 

are the most vivid and truthful pictures of that country to be 
found in print. The series, of which the present paper is 

the fourth, was begun in our issue of Noy. 25, with the account 

of the Chilcats and Chilcoots. It will extend through one or 
two more numbers, the concluding chapters being fully equal 

in interest and information to those already published. 
>> 

Amone@ THOSE who called at the office of the Forzst anp 

Stream last week was Hon, Jno. 8. Wise, of Virginia. 
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THE LOG OF THE FAVORITE, NO. 8. 

GrAcrer Bay, Cross Sounp, Aug, 20, 1880. 
“7 NLESS you are provided with better charts of Alaska 

waters than Tam, Lani sure that you will be unable to 
trace out the locality from which I date this letter; for on 
all of mine an unbroken coast-line (dotted on some to show 
that the region is Nhsuryeyed) occurs when we have found, 
well hidden by ovyer-lupping islands, the entrance fo a great 
bay, through which we are now steaming at full speed, hay- 
ing spent the day in exploration and surveying. 1 inclose n 
sketch which embodies our results, and on it you will find 
names, as yet in their infancy; for the places have been 
christened by us within the last forty-eight bours—* Glacier 
Bay,” ‘‘Mud Bay,” “Sherman Island,’ ‘ Willoughby 
Cove” and others, 3 
Through this bay we lave steamed over thirly miles on 4 

northerly course, and found deep blue water; and have not 
found any hidden dangers which would prevent a steam 
yessel many times greater than the Favorite from safely 
traversing it; and when finally deterred from further prog- 
ress northward by threatening weather, we reluctantly 
turned_to retrace our doute, we had good reason to believe 
that we could have added ten or twelve miles io our journey 
toward the Pole, for the local pilots who were with us —"‘Dick” 
Wiloughby and Indians—dampened our ardor for a canoe 
trip to the head of the bay by the assurance, that its distance 
was fully three hours—the ardor being a natural result from 
the glowing descriptions they gave of the magnificent 
scenery which there existed, of mountain peaks, and im- 
mense caiyons through which, from all directions, tremen- 
dous glaeiers converged and pushed their way over preci- 
pices into the sea, 
We were loth to leave these wonders unseen, but a dense 

fog bank, born evidently of the glaciers, lung over the north- 
ern horizon, shutling in all peaks and landscape, and pos-i- 
bilities of contact with the floes and bergs which resulted 
from the glaciers, rendered it imprudent to visit them in the 
Favorite, and probabilities amounting to certainties of a 
chilly, uncomfortable trip of perhaps twelve hours in open 
canves made us hesitate and give up. . 
_. The curtains of ice, which through force of gravity detach 
themselves from the advacing glaciers, are the icebergs and 
floes which give to Icy Straits its name. s 

The entrance to Glacier Bay is due north from Point Adol- 
phus where the southernmost of a group of lofty islets forms 
apparently a point on the coast; the surface of the bay is 
dotted with barren granite islands and rocks in groups and 
detached ; some of the islands are quite large, and Dick as. 
sured us that several of- them were rich in silyer and falena. 

Reports and specimens of ore brought by the Indians to 
Sitka, were the charms which had drawn him from the more 
congenial atmosphere of the miner’s camps and dance houses 
at Sitka to the-e remote and lonely regions, and he seemed 
to feel that his venturesome trip had met with full reward - 
to use his own language, ‘' I’ve struck it rich this time, you 
bet.” Thope he has, but Dick has ‘struck it’ in the same 
manner very often, yet is still ‘ sparring fora stale,” 

He was very positive as to the existence of these deposits, 
and wanted us to land on some of the islands, one in partieu- 
lav, on the precipitous face of which we could see  brieht 
streak beginning nottwenty feet from the water, which streak 
he pronounced a ‘‘ stringer,” and he talked in glowing terms 
of the ‘dips” and “leads” and ‘*croppings” which he had 
examined, and wanted us to also, but this we could not and 
did not do, time was precious, and we were not “on the 
prospect,” and we had, during a winterin Sitka, thrown daily 
into contact with dozens of prospective millionaires, grown 
somewhat accustomed to the generally extravagant anticipa- 
tions which reward go often the miner instead of substantial 
realizations. I don't doubt but that Dick believes all that he 
says, but can't vouch for it myself. There is generally a 
tremendous difference in the proportional quantity of silver 
and gold in # ton of rock as measured hy the ideas of the 
finders, by the result obtained from an ‘‘assay fon," and the 
crushing of a real ton. 
We had other things to attend to so we left the islands un- 

explored and, wishing Dick’s luck to prove true, kept on to 
tlie northward till we reached on the western shore the mouth 
of nn inlet at the head of which we hoped to find a powerful 
chief who with his family made here his summer home, and to 
hold with him some little converse with the object of coniplet- 
ing the sowing of good seed which we had begun the day before 
in interview with Kah-hoo-doo-gak, and other Hoonali chiefs, 
from which seed we hoped for a harvest in the shape of 
friendly and harmonious relations between the Indians and 
white men, and the prevention of a threatened war between 
the Hoonahs and Sim-simis. We failed, however, to find this 
ranch, for 18 we turned into the mouth of the inlet the water 
shoaled suddenly, and nofoyer a hundred yards from where 
the last cast of the lead gave sixteen fathoms we struck as 
many feet, ‘‘Stop her,” and ‘*Back her,” were the orders, but 
before headway ceased the leadsman’s nervous shout ‘Eleven 
feet, sir,” showed us that the keel of the Favorite was in a 
very undesirable proximity to a hard bottom, As soon ag 
deepening water showed a safe distance a boat was lowered, 
and the hydrographer started in seareh of a channel through 
the bar Lo the commodious bay we saw beyond, 

He found a channel deep enough for usor alarger steamer, 
but before it could be examined sufliciently to justify us in 
allempling its rather tortuous course the dense bank to the 
northward began jo adyance toward us, shutting in point af- 
ter poitit, and it was thought imprudent to delay, so the boat 
was recalled and we started full speed, outrun [he fog bank, 
and are now running in hopes of reaching a safe harbor for 
thenight, and jo-morrow, our business with the Hoonahs fin- 
ished, we shall start for Chilcat. 

9PM. 
We outspeeded the fog-bank, dodged the iceberas and cut 

through the whirlpools safely, and are now safely ensconsed 
m a sheltered cove just to the eastward of Point Adolphus,. 
which to-night will be our sentry and protect us from the in- 
trusion of icebergs and strong winds. 
We have supped royally on the fins of freshly-caught hali- 

but and on the broiled bellies of salmon, and we have sal com- 
fortably for two hours, smoking and discussing the events 
of to-day and the plans for to-morrow. 
Upon one thing we are all agreed, and thatis'that compared 

With that of the rest of Southeast Alaska the scenery of Glu- 
cier Bay is a failure, wilh but one redeeming point, and that 

that in seeing what.there is of it we have almost a monap- 
oly. 

There are no high hills or peaks bordering its coast line,’ 

and such hillocks as do exist are bleak and barren stretches 
of rock and sand. ? 

Here and there in a gulch, a few stunted hemlocks have 
sprung up and survived, through the shelier they have had 
from the icy blasts, which, starting among the canyons of 
the Fairweather Alps, haye swept over the glaciers and parta- 
ken of their temperature. Elsewhere no trees are seen. 
We saw a few croppings of while stone and hastily pro- 

nonnced them quartz, but on this point Dick soon undeceived 
us; he had been there, and the stone was marble—about as 
nseful in Alaska as it might haye been to Robinson Crusoe. 
We did not meet a canoe or see any sign of animal life, ex- 

cept a few shags and while-winged coots and now and then a 
flock of swimming snipe. 

It wus dull work, and the dullness was intensified by the 
feeling {hat perhaps we had made a mistake ii abandoning 
our exploration when we did. The foo-bank which had 
scared us did not look half so formidable when we found we 
could outrun if, and when presently it began evidently to re- 
cede and hitherto inyisible points came again into view, we 
who had heen too prudent were most unmercifully chaffed 
by our more adventurous—but in no way responsible for the 
safety of the boat—companions. The-advance into a new 
country had at’ least excitement; our retreat over our old 
tracks none. 

T think that for the first time in my life I had felt a Jittle 
of the sensation which such discoverers as Vancouver, Beh- 
rings and others must have felt strongly or they would never, 
in their old-time ships, have stuck to their work. There 
is a novel sensation in seeing what others haye not seen 
and in treading where others haye not trod, 

This sensation, though, was to us somewhat reduced when 
we learned from the Indians that we were not, as we sup- 
posed, the first white men who had penetrated the hay. 
They told us of two who came hefore the salmon began to 

run, andinacanoe. They described thesemen and J gained 
no idea as to their identity ; they described their’habits and I 
think Lvan place them. Unless greatly mistaken, the man who 
“lived on the glaciers” was Professor John Muir, the State 
Geologist of California, nnd his companion the Rey. S, Hall 
Young, a missionary who does not confine his mission work 
within the boundaries of comfort and civilization. 

I know these two made a long canoe frip to some hitherto 
unknown region—Muir in search of his fayorite game, the pla- 
cier, and Young to spread the Gospel teachings. And in thus 
recognizing our predecessors I add to the weight of our regret 
that we did not stay longer, go further and see more, and we 
feelthat we have lost a grand opportunity by failing to visit 
the head of Glacier Bay. 

oo 

wos tre DAL, 

Tn one of his lectures in San Francisco, Muir describes 
vividly certain grand glaciers which he had visited upon a 
canoe yoyage, which ‘* having their origin amid the canyons 
of the Fairweather Alps, found their way to the sea in an un- 
known bay. One of them was over three seven wide at the 
niouth and moved afoot per hour, discharging icebergs over 
a wall into the sea; this ice river is about one mile deep. In 
our journey of over seven hunred miles in a canoe, fully one 
hundred were made by pushing our way through waters lit- 
erally crowded with ice. It wasastrange siglt to see ice 
rivers flowing through valleys lined with evergreens and 
bushes loaded with bright berries hanging over the frozen 
stream,” And further: 

“One side of this mighty river was filled withdeep chasms 
and yawning abysses; on the other there was a smooth and 
gentle slope, on which, starting from the sea, five hundred 
horsemen abreast could, without drawing rein, gallop fifty 
miles without an obbstacle 

Tf his was the party who preceded us, aud the nhove de- 
scribes what they did and we didn’t see, we can but mourn 
forever over our lost opportunities If it be ever again my 
good fortune to visit Glacier Bay, I shall not leave until I 
haye seen the whole of it, 
In the same lecture quoted the Professor attributes to 

glacial action the erosion of the shore line of Southeastern 
Alaska. I yield to his superior knowledge, and accept this 
view ag a substitute for my own, as given{in my last, that this 
culting through was due to tides and currents. -A glacier a 
mile tleep and seyen miles wide, adyuncing at the rate of a 
foot an hour, would have power to cut most anythine. IT am 
gelling very anxious and impatient to see one of these ice- 
rivers, as are all of my companions, excepting the Doctor, 
who luving been one of the escort to the pioneer party that 
last Spring went lp to Chilcat, las, while passing through 
‘Lynn Canal, seen so many of them that he now affects to be 
Alase on the subject, and is evidently set up with his superior 
knowledie, and affects to be an authority. 

Bunt while 1 am thus discoursing on glaciers, of which as 
yet I know nothing but by hearsay, my log is getting far be- 
hind hand. I will bring it up to date, and turn in. To re- 
capitulate, we left Sitka on the 14th, remained at anchor in 
Peril Straits until 16th, reached Koteosok on that day ; left 
there ou 17th, and arrived at Komtokkon that evening, and 
the next morning undertook to stand oyer to a large island 

: ‘ 

about ten miles distant, on which was endamped the most 
powerful chief of the Hoo-nahs; buta fresh scutheaster cob 
up a little more sea thin was healthy for asmall bon, and as 
usual with a southenster fhe weather was thick and nasty. So 
after a fair try, we put back, and about noon again anchored 
in Kom-tok-kon, and whiled away 2 day mm halibut fishing, 
surveying, visiting Indians, and forthe first time since stari- 
ing on the trip, with a little shooting. ; 
Along the edge of the advanciny tide, wliere its blue waters 

encountered the muddy outset from several streams which 
flowed into the bay, there was a line of kelp over which the 
phalaropes (swimming snipe) hovered in myriads, and from 
these flocks a goodly number stayed with ns after each dis- 
charge of Gur breech-londers, and gave us promise of a de- 
licious breakfast, a promise though to the eye alone, for they 
proved fishy and tough. Anda few ducks réwarded us for 
a trip to the heat of the hay, where the waters were black 
with them feeding ; but as ‘wilh the snipe, they ‘were fairer 
to look upon than to eat—all were fishy. 

August 19—Hright, clear northwest weather, andat 6 4. 
we started for Tschitch Island, where we were to meat Iah- 
choo-doo-snk, the * Hyas Clotche Tyhee” of the Moonahs. 
Two hours’ run carried us over to the island, which is 

about seven miles long and three wide, and is reported {o 
contain rich deposits of silver, I cannot vouch for that, but 
do know thatitis of the rock in ywhich silver iszenerally 
found—namely, granite. On the eastern side there is a har- 
hor, which we surveyed and named * Willoughby Cove,” 
after the prospector of that name, who is the first white man 
who has made his home among the Hoo-nah Indians, and 
who by his conduct among them has dove mueh toward 
changing their feelings of hostility to friendship. 

The island, which is already of considerable importance, it 
being the summer hone of the head chief of the Hoo-nalis, 
amd which may in future prove of more, if, as Dick states, 
there are within its limits rich deposits of siyer ore, we 
named Sherman Island after the Honorable Secretary of the 
Treasury, our business at this place being connected with af- 
fairs of the ‘Treasury Department. : 

The Indian ranch here is not a Jargée one, and probably not 
over fifty natives spend their summer atit. Ii—asull ranches 
do—stretches along the heach, protected in the rear by forest, 
and with a salmon creck alongside. 

Arriving at 84. M., the ranch was apparently deserted, 
for the Indians are late risers, but our howitzer's hark nwole 
them, and very soon canoes were alongside. 

Arrangements for an interview were made, and in due time 
Kah-hoo-doo-sak, Karklee and three other magnates 16- 
ported, arrayed in their best—all in Goats, punts, whileshirts, 
etc., etc.— quite as respectably as were we ourselves, and they 
proved, in the interview which took place, to be very intelli- 
gent, reasonable and dignified men. The old chief was es- 
pecially so, and while addressing us he was so very eloquent, 
both in words and gesture, that it was interesting to listen ta 
and watch him, althouzh we could not understand until 
Shukoif had turned his Kalosh into Russian, and Gozian had 
transformed the latter to English. He was the chief spokes- 
man and presented to us very clearly the wrong done to his 
tribe by the English Indians, the desire which actuated him 
to refrain from hostilities, on account of his promises to me, 
and the difficulties he met with in inducing his young men to 
obey him. Hespoke in a slow and dignitied manner and 
now and then the other Tyhees indicated their approval by a 
long-drawn ‘ah-h-h.” His story was a simple one, but was 
dently true. 

For generations the sea-otter hunting grounds, upon which 
the Sim-sims had (his spring and onee before intruded, had 
belonged to his tribe and from it they drew their principal 
subsistence, They had been told that the White Father lad 
given the ground to them and they appealed to me, acting 
for him, to maintain them in their rights. Three canoes of 
the Sin-sims, carrying thirty men, had, with whisky, cor- 
rupted such Hoo-nalis as were at the time on the grounds, 
and with rifles slaughtered and frigltened away Whe otters. 
Upon the receipt of my letter he bad informed them that the 
Jamestown would come and drive them away, and they bad 
then left, but with the threat that in the fall they would re- 
turn with sixty canoes and six handred men and then they 
would not leaye for jhe Jamestown, which had no power 
over them. We gaye them such assurances as we were able 
of future protection, and thus so delighted their hearts that 
the old fellow adopted me as his *‘ father” and Karklee said 
I was a ‘‘ warm blanket given tu him on acold day,” with 
many other equally extravazant expressions: 

At this interview we were gratified with the sight of the 
prettiest Indian woman either of us had ever seen, She was 
the young wife of Karklee—who is a tremendous big Indian 
about fifty years old—and she was evidently a great pet of 
his, for by our permission she sat throughout te talk on the 
floor by his side and amused herself fondling with his hand, 
whieh he relinquished to her. He seemed proud that we ad- 
mired her. 

One of the whife Tyhees expressed a willingnuss tu ex- 
change seats with Karlee, but his wish could not be erati- 
fied. 

This woman was about tweniy years old and positively — 
not comparatively—handsome. Elderly Indian chicfs are 
somewhat Mormonish in their views, ind in addition to the 
old wife who has grown up with them, and throush whom 
their tribal connections are strengthened, and whom they 
keep at home, they generally provide themselves with a 
young one for # traveling companion. 

During this interview I ratherastonishied Kab-hov-doo-salt. 
Six months before he had had a, dream which he lad com- 
municated to the Shamans and other wise men for ah inter- 
pretation, which they had failed to give, 

Thadheard of this dream, but this he did not know, It was 
to this effect: Fishing one morning in the bay he dreamed 
that he hooked # halibut, which on being drawn to the sur- 
face proved to be a very beautiful fish, very different from 
any he had ever seen. Just as he was ubout to kill and 
pull it into his canoe something warned him not tu do so, 
and instead he unhooked and let it go nnharmed. 

The next day the bay was full. of these fish, which in every 
respect proved far more valuable (han the ordinury halibut, 
and of which the Indians caught so many and so easily that 
they all got rich, 
Thad heard of this dream 4s Occurring to a one-eyed old 

Hoonah chief, and while Iwas listening to Kah-hoo-doo-sak 
it struck ine that this was the dreamer, so When picluring tu 
him the great benefits hich would come to them if they ad- 
mitted and treated kindly the whites, I sprung on him his 
own parable of the fishes, and wound up my ramarks which 
I could see were telling, and had attracted attention as coin- 
ciding with the dream, by saying, ‘Dick is your new halibut, 
by your good triatment of him you will draw the whites to 
you and together you will get rich.” 
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Mr. Willoughby afterward in speaking of this interview 
remarked “‘that the Cap. played it low down on the old Si- 
wash and raked in the pot,” whatever that may mean. 
We had planned for an excursion to the glaciers, but an 

advance guard of iceberws wlilch were drifting past the 
nonth of the larbor paused as it reached the western cape, 
reconoilered us, and whirling began to slowly adyance upon 
us. The leader who was a huge fellow soon paused, for his 
foot cine m contact with the bottom, but several smaller 
ones were not so Considerate, and we came to the conclusion 
that it was best to respect their pre-emption claims and seek 
for a better shelter, so hurried up our anchor and started for 
Mnd Bay, where we passed a comfortable night. 

Having thus brought the log up to date, I will devote a 
few lnés to the sea alter, which in my last letter L spoke of 
as a noble animal. ‘To mehe so seems, both from a commer- 
cial and sportsman’s point of view. 

The skin of the otter is worth more than that of any other 
animal excepting the royal ermine it brings in Alaska from 
fifty to one humdred and fifty dollars. Unlike all other skins of 
this country, it needs little assistance from the fur-dresser’s 
arts; the black hairs are not dyed, and the white ones not 
sewed in, therein differing greatly from the imitation called 
“pointed beaver,” and from the fur seal, the raw pelt of 
which has no more beauty than that of a calf. 

They are yery wary animals aud are worthy of being con- 
sidered zame, for none but the most expert hunters sre suc- 
cessful in their pursuit. Unlike the fur seal, millions of 
which return annually in great herds to the Pryboloif Islands 
where they are driven and slaughtered by clubbing, the ot- 
ters ¢o singly Orin pairs, and their range is alarge one. IT 
believe they are found on the western shores of Behring 

“Straits, and they have been plentiful from our westernmost 
possession, the ishmd of Atton, along through the Aleutian 
group through the Gulf of Alaska, and the Indians of Van- 
couvers Island kill {hem on the western coast while in spring 
making their way north, 
Men of all nations join in their pursuit, and even undergo 

the hardships incident to marrisge wilh native women for 
their sake, 
The otter was to a certain extent protected. No white 

mano could kill them, and no firearms could be used in hunt- 
ing them, bul with inadequate force to carry outthe law it 
soon became a dead letter. A number of white men of ya- 
rious nationalities had settled upon the island of Ounga (near 
the south point of Aliaska Peninsula), and employed them- 
selyes in otter hunting. In 1878 the ‘Treasury Department 
gaye special permission tosuch whites as were married to na- 
tive women, und intended to reniain in the territory, to hunt 
them, which permission put otters at a discount and women 
atapremium. But yery little ceremony was needed.to give 
them full rights to both otters and women, which without it 
they had owned. 

These squaw-men Wy their steady Ininting, frequently with 
uns, are greatly reducing the supply. At Atton, where 
they were once abundant, but seven were killed last year, 
and in other resorts they are decreasing. A skin worth #5 
per square foot is worth working for. 

The method of hunting the otter, as practiced by the In- 
diang of Southeastern Alaska, and T presume much the same 
elsewhere, is as follows: Thehunters go incompanies of three 
canoes, eich carrying ten paddlers, the one in the bow be- 
ing armed with a spear or bow and arrows. Lately, muskets 
have been introduced, which are loaded with buck-shot; but 
this is egal, and jends to drive the animals from their 
breeding grounds, which are on rocky islands close to the 
shore, just to the northward of Cape Spencer. 

The animals seck these islets in May, and the hunters 
rendezyous al thet. When an otter is seen approaching 
they endeavor fo forma cirele to seaward of it, as quietly 
as possible, aud then close on it. When alarmed the otter 
dives and endeavors to make its way to sea. Although less 
able to remain under than’the seal, its first dive will some- 
times last for half an hour; but if quiekly discovered and 
followed on reappearing, it soon becomes tallied, and falls to 
the lot of the boat which first wounds it. Great care is 
taken to hit it in the head, and some of the Indians are ex- 
pert shots. 
Any dispute as to ownership is referred to old Kah-hoo- 

doo-sak, who listens to all of the evidence, and gives a de- 
cision which is neyer questioned. Willoushby was present 
at, one such arbitration, The old man gave the skin, worth 
$70, to one of the contestants, who was to pay to the other 
seven blankets, worth $21. 

All captains of companies report to this chief the number 
of their otters, and he Keeps a tally. This year 127 have 
been tallied, worth probably at least $10,000. The Indians 
say that they don’t kill the female at this spring season, but 
the skins of unborn sea-olter pups are frequently on sale, IT 
suppose that they do refrain, fully as nuch as does the ordi- 
nary supporter of game laws in New York from killing does 
when in the Adirondacks and out of meat. 

In fall there is another short season, during which all 
adults are killed without distinciion. On nearly every one 
of the Alentian Islands, inseveral places inthe Alaska penin- 
sula, and in as many or more along the western coast, the 
Alaska Commercial Company and the Northwest Fur Com- 
pany have ugents stationed who practically monopolize the 
market in the vicinity. 
Hoounh Diek adinitted that some of the Alaska hunters 

used guns. [asked him why they did it, and hesaid that the 
English Indians used them, und unless they did also they 
could not get near enough to kill the otters by other means. 
He and Kah-hoo-doo-sak haye promised to break up the 
custom. 
Tosmorrow wé start for Chileat and the glacier, Piszoo. 

-G 

FROM NORTH CAROLINA. 

T has been said that we, like Kip Van Winkle, sleep. IT 
do not write to deny the charge, but to tell you how 

blue the sky and bright the sun under which we sleep. We 
do not know much about the excitements and {urmoils which 
disturb a great city, nor do we swelter through a breezeless 
night among heated brick walls. We do not hear Mr, Beech- 
er or Mr. Talmage on Sunday, or know about the last opera. 
We sce the curicaties of Nast and occasionally read of the 
mud which your polilicians and our own stir up, but happily 
we, the negro inclusive, no longer disturb our minds ahout 
it, but revel in the genial climate. harvest fields, summer 
fruit, shady groves and soft winds, sweetly dreaming of the 
charms of the beautiful forest, *‘the mellow horn,” ‘the 
yoice of thediound on the breeze of the morh’” and the rusi- 
ling wing—at the falling of the leaf, The United States of 
North Amerion is probably by natural endowment the finest 
country in the world, and North Carolina is as rich in all 
that goes to make a natural life desirable os it is possible to 

bring together in any one State, Why should we not be 
happy, and, if we wish, sleep? The game prospect is quite 
good. Most of the early broods are large cnoueh to escape 
the recent heayy rains, so that quail shooting will probably 
be very fine. I understand there are a great many young 
turkeys, and no doubt the deer are doing well, 
The State is divided into three belts rnoning northeast and 

southwest. The first is from one hundred to one hundred 
and fifty miles wide, and lying on the const (sea) known as 
the pine belt, is a level country, and has for same quail, tur- 
keys, ducks, deer, and in the heayy swamps near the coast 
black bear. The middle belt is # rolling country and extends 
about one hundred miles further inland. Being «small grain 
couulry it has more quail ond squirrels. ‘Turkeys and deer 
aré reasonably plenty. The next, the mountainous portion, 
has grouse, quail, turkeys, deer sand bear. The, middle and 
western portion, especiully the middle, affords as fine quail 
shooting ag any reasonable sportsman ought wish. There 
are an abundance of quail in the pine belt, but there are so 
many convenient swamps and thickets to which they usually 
take at the first flight that one need be somewhat expert in 
thick cover to makea pood bag. Indeed, he need by no 
means be ashamed to bar only half his shots unless he is a 
poke who takes only open shots. 

There is hardly a2 place in North Carolina where a true 
sportsman may not enjoy himself. The great trouble wilh 
those who come into this State for shooting is thatthrough a 
jong summer they have dreamed of and wished the time to 
come, until when they do start it is with inflamed imagina- 
tions, and they are soon disappointed becausé they don’t drop 
immediately into an Indian’s heayen, Let one leave the false 
glare and glitter, the hollow show of a city Ite with a view 
to some weeks with nature and her charming loveliness, and 
he may be assured that will he find it, with fair sport added, 
in North Carolina. [Tecan amuse hifnself with iznorance as 
primitive as the most fastidious conld desire or test his man- 
ners with intelligence and grace as courtly as adorns any 
home in America. He can see a ‘little speckled bull” in 
harness to the plow, and not a mile distant the most perfect 
modern machinery and implements of agriculiure. Alto- 
gether we offer both a field of sport and interest, Weare a 
peculiar people, with our “peculiar institution” gone, and 
although we have gotten used to the loss, we haye not all 
learned the most profitable ways of the ‘‘new departure.” 
It is sad to think that many years will comé before a clear, 
round shape will be given to what should be the prosperity 
of a people so blessed in soil, climate and mind. The saying 
that it is hard to teach an old dog new jricks is as applicable 
to men as dogs, and L arn inclined to think it especially so of 
men who liyeunder a Southern sun. No condition, however, 
of climate, agé or poverty secnis fo dill Lhe senses of sports- 
men for the fine points of the ‘new departure” in cuns 
and dogs. In early autumn the sharp crack of the breech- 
loader 1s heard all over the State from the sea to the moun- 
tains. Those beautiful October days, when fhe blue hills 
seem sleeping in the distance, the faintest misty veil hangs 
over the gay jvoodland, and the eye searches out, here and 
there, the fields of brown stubble, more beautiful to us than 
foliage or flower. 'Tis blessed to haye life on such a day, no 
matter now how much we *‘think What might have been.” 

BE. L. 

Hatural History. 

DOMESTICATION OF THR OSTRICH. 

BY E, B. BIGGAT. 

it will perhaps surprise some of the readers of the Forgsr 
AND Sreeam to learn that most of the ostrich feathers 

now used in the civilized countries come from the hands of 
farmers and are clipped from tamed wings as wool is taken 
from the sheep. Yet such is the ease, and as [haveno doubt 
fhat all readers of the Foresr ayp Srrgam would be glad to 
know something of these ‘‘ farms,” I will take them on an 
imaginary visit to one in the colony of the Cape of Good 
Hope, lt was here, about twenty years ago, that a Cape far 
mer, whose sheep had failed him through disease and drought, 
conceived the idea of domesticaline the wild ostrich and 
breeding them for the sake of his feathers and of making a 
business of the industry. With much public spirit he advo- 
cated this for the benefit, of his fellow-colonists as well as 
himself; but although some farmers had occasionally, from 
almost the earliest days of settlement, cauzht some wild 
chicken and kept it on their farms, no one seems ever to have 
thought of making it a trade or business. The farmer men- 
tioned above, whose name was Kinmar, demonstrated that 
the sale of the feathers was profitable, but it was not until 
about 1865 that other farmers began to adopt the business. 
In that year there were eighty tame ostriches in the colony in 
various districts, but so profitable did the business turn out 
and such a mania did it become that within the succeeding 
ten years (he nomber had increased to 50,000, and within the 
past five years that number has again been doubled, It is 
now, therefore, a regularly settled industry, spreading 
through the other colonies of South Africa. It is not the ob- 
jeci of this article to tell all about the ‘‘ trade,” bot rather to 
give some idea of the character of the farms and the kind of 
life the farmer leads. Imagine yourself planted down in an 
inland district, or as it would be called here, a county of the 
Cape, say Graaff Reinet. In one quarter of the horizon per- 
haps some craggy mountain rises high oyer the surrounding 
land, but on all other sides is a bare ocean of treeless undula- 
tions, rolling endlessly out uf sizht. 
closer view, we see far away a clump of bushes, or a ridge of 
pray rock, answering a8 might a ‘‘ while cap" on the water 
to break the monotony of waye; and here before us,  while- 
washed dwelling shines likes the face of a lizht-house on the 
bosom of the ocean. It and its attached buildings are the 
only houses in sight, and these are the ostrich farm. The 
farmer is not an old Cape colonist of Dutch extraction, but a 
genial Englishman, and to your astonishment. greets you with 
the accent and polished style of an educated Londoner. How 
did he get here m this wilderness, resigning the privileges of 
refined society in an enlightened land, with all the 
comfortable surroundings of fashionable life, per- 
haps? And he tells you as we enter his home that these 
aré the very things that haye driven him here. He tells you 
that English refinement is cloaked liypocrisy, and the modern 
five-meala-day style of living is bringing jhe noble English- 
man with his contemporaries down ta the eifeminacy of wo- 
men. He has broken through these toils and is now here in 
an air where he gets a good appetite, and endeayors to live a 
life more in accordance with nature. Brown bread, mutton 
and the plainest, lightest pudding now takes the place of the 
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injurious dainties of the English ‘* highly civilized” table, 
and he finds his dyspeptic miseries vanishing without medi- 
cine. But we have come to see his ostriches not to hear his 
life. ‘' You hear that noise?” asks the farmer in seemingly 
irrelevent reply to our statement of the Object of our visit. 
**¥es; it is like the low trill of a policeman’s wwhisile. 
What isit?” ‘ Here, Nasilwana,” says the farmer, ‘‘ take 
the cover off that box.” WNasilwana, a stout, well-condition- 
ed, colored girl, born probably in some wild-bush dell in 
Fingoland, remoyes a rug from a biscuit box in the corner, 
and up starts fhe head of a beautiful bird. You name three 
or four birds which on after-thoughf you conclude if isn’t, 
and then you make up your mind it is some wild African bird 
you have never seen, And it is, for itis a chicken ostrich. 
“And is that the way you hatch them?” you may ask. 
‘*No; thatisa chick, the last of a whole brood. I suppose 
the old bird got tired waiting for it to come ont, and left it 
to its fate. But the old birds are generally very careful 
hatchers, and when a chick is too feeble to pick through the 
shell, they help it out often by breaking it themselves.” ‘*T 
thought they hatched their eggs in the sand like a turtle.” 
‘* Not in this country. Many of thei never leave their nests 
during the whole time of sitting, not even for an hour; but 
some birds lay their egss about, and will not hatch at all. 
Wild ostriches are often so disposed, they say, and this has 
been the origin of the notion among hunters that eggs were 
hatehed in the sand. This little chick I brought out yester- 
day, and am making this box answer the place of a mcther 
till io-day. When I bring the old birds up will try to smug- 
gle this bird among them, for they sometimes refuse to ac- 
knowledge a chick that isnot their own, and frequently kill 
{hem—perhaps eat them afterward.” The chick is now set 
out on the floor, and what a beautiful creatureit is to be sure. 
Its sealy legs, very stout, but not ugly, stand upon two tocs 
each—two comical looking members, one large and one 
small, the large one terminating in a hooked nail that; de- 
velops into a formidable weapon inthe old bird. Its chumpy 
body is already as large in appearance as a hen’s and is coy- 
ered with a down, yellowish on the brzast and brownish on 
the back, while over this down little porcupine-like quills, 
about an inch long, some dark and some light, stick out in 
all directions, as if chopped hay had been sprinkled over the 
creature’s back. Its well-shaped neck is covered with a sort 
of fur like fine seal, prettily mottled and striped in black and 
browu, and this organ is surmounted by the most beautiful 
and shapely head possible to imagine in an undeveloped bird, 
covered with the same fur but darker brown in color. Its 
intelligent looking crown spreads above a pair of eyes re- 
markably full and expressive, and a most comely beak com- 
pletes the picture, When placed upon the floor he sits comi- 
cally upon his haunches and looks inqnisitively about as if to 
nquire what is the meaning of itall Weare now told that 
this is the way they do for the first two or three days of their 
open air existence and that at the end of that time the first 
thing they eat is not food but pebbles and sand and pieces of 
their own shells. This is to prepare their gizzard for the en- 
trance of food. They then eat insects, snakes, lizards and 
grasses. Now let us follow the farmer to the ostrich canip. 
What isacamp? On this farm if is an inclosure of varying 
size from half an acre to ten acres, fenced in witha hedge of 
dry low bush known as ‘‘ grass” in many parts here. ‘The 
fence is only three or four feet high, yet it is sufficient to 
keep the largest ostrich within its limits, and we are confi- 
dently told by the farmer would serve that purpose if it were 
only one or two feet high. Our host goes to a rude little 
gate and in a peculiar drawling voice calls out: ‘ Cool-cool- 
cool, cool-cool-cool,” and lo! a big stick with a knot on the 
top of it rises out of the thicket at the other end of the 
camp. No, it is the neck of an ostrich, as we can now see by 
its large black body, moying out into the open space. He 
knows the call well enough, but he is not so anxious to re- 
spond even at the sight of a dish of mealies (Indian corn), 
as he was before he had charge of the little brood that may 
now be seen moying about him. In fact, he has become the 
mother more truly than the mother herself, who now appears 
to view in another part of the camp. Whether he might 
come if a stranger were nof present is a question, but at all 
events he merely walks to the other side of the camp and 
fakes observations, At last our host considers it best to 
take the chicken in to him, if he will not come ‘lhe little 
basket in which the chicken now is placed, covered from 
sight, is taken up, and he enters. ‘+ Do we wish to goin with 
him?” Certainly wedo. ‘*Then take this in one hand,” , 
says the farmer, handing one of two long fhorn poles with a 
cluster of the thorn bush left on the end. ‘* What is this for?” 
weask. ‘‘Thatisatuck. When either of them make at 
you just keep that at his neck. As long as you can do so 
you are safe. But 1f—.” 

At this point we conclude that it will be better fun to sit 
outside and watch. The farmer smiles a grim and cruel 
smile and goes in alone with the ** tuck” in one hand and the 
basket in the other, On approaching the great black bird, 
with his head high above the farmer’s, slowly Haps his wings, 
like the deliberate swing of a punkal, and begins to hiss like 
aserpent. At the signal the chickens flutter, scatter and dis- 
appear in @ most unaccountable way. The farmer, after an 
ejaculation of disappointment, edges the bird down toward 
where we are staying, and going to the spot near where the 
birds have disappeared, takes advantage of a moment when 
the old one does not seem to be walching and empties the 
chick out. Strange to say, the little fellow disappears, too, 
from my sight in the grass, which his back so much reseni- 
bles. We now retire to a distance from the camp and await 
events. By and by, after the old birds seem tohaye forgotten 
that we have not gone away, the cock bird utters a plaintive 
sound, a sort of whoop without the p, and in a few moments 
the chickens, well knowing the sound, are again at his side, 
Rather to the surprise of the farmer, on counting them there 
isone more chickey than the original brood consisted of, so 
that the lately hatched chick had come, too, in ready re- 
sponse to a call it had heard for the first time. And the old 
bird, as it afterward transpired, didnot know or did not ob- 
ject, to the increase in the family, Now we go to another 
“Ierall” or camp. Here is another pair of birds whose pale 
legs, sickly beaks and poor-looking figures are pointed out as 
signs that they haye finished their incubation, and their 
broods being taken away are recuperating their strength for 
another season. At this time they are quite tume, and there 
is seldom any need of the ‘‘tuck” when going among them. 

In another camp adjoining are a pair tvat are hatching. 
They have just begun their labors, which take just twice the 
time of an ordinary hen, and their legsand beaks are crimson 
red in some parts. The henis now on the nest and is not 
easily perceived, although there are so few bushes in (he 
camp, and even those small and straggling. There she lies, 
With her head and neck stretched prone upon the ground, but 
her eye quietly watching our movements. Under her 
doubled-up legs two or three of her monstrous eges may be 
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secn. The nest is nota nest in the ordinary sense of the 
term, but a spot of earth scvoped out in the 
forin of a saucer, the edge being formed simply 
by the day by-day work of the bird in scraping up the 
sand under her with her heak, thus forming a trench which 
serves the useful purpose of keeping out the water in case of 
a thunderstorm, These are events much to be dreaded, we 
are intormed, and in the case of hailstorms, which are not in- 
frequent, birds are sometimes killed on the nest. The female 
is now sitting, but about four or five o’clock the male will 
come and relieve her and will occupy the nest all night and 
until cigzht or nine in the morning, As (le color of the 
chicken’s back evinces the design of a benificent Providence 
in securing the he)plegs little things from observation, so this 
provisi n by which the mule takes so large a share of the 
hatching shows eqnally the wise designs of its Oreater in 
protecting it from dangers. Its black color renders it least 
likely to be observed and it is brayer and stronger in the 
fight; for we are intormed that it has many enemies, such as 
the wolf, the tiger and the wildcat. The latter is a most vil- 
lainous plunderér, and comes upon the bird at night in the 
most sneaking ways possible, he and the wolf ever seeking to 
draw the bird off its nest, with the object of springing among 
the eggs. The farmer and his neighbors are well aware ot 
this and they provide scasonable dishes of meat and strychnine, 
deposited at intervals about the nest, with the result that 
every two or three mornings the bloated carcass of a wildcat 
or wolf is found in the vicinity of the camps. Other birds 
in pairs are to be found in other camps and in_a large camp 
or field are more than fifty young birds, herded, if such a 
term can be properly used, by a Hottentot boy. Here they 
are running about, each busied to the utmost in snatching up 
grass and insect food about the veldt. They are of all sizes, 
some sippearing to be fully grown, others to be scarcely larger 
than turkeys. Un some of the sinall ones the bristles on their 
backs are fewer and on the larger ones they have nearly or 
altogether disappeared and given place to feathers, more or 
less downy, and turning gray or black, according to sex. 
Color in this respect, we are told, is fully shown at a year or~ 
two, when fhe cock is quite black and seems to be abont as 
large as he ever gets, yet complete development, as shown in 
the rise of the pairing instinct, does not tike place till three 
or four years. In the meantime two or three clippings of 
feuthers haye been taken from them, the first at the age of a 
year. The farmer informs us that if we wait till morning we 
Will see the youvg birds waltz, and as we feel sure that an 
ostrich dance will possess 4s much interest as the dances of 
beings eifted with reason, we will wait to see what; it is like, 

“ [vO BE CONTINUED, | 
oe 

A PET ARMADILLO. 

SHORT time since the six banded armadillo (Dasyprus 
A . sewinvius) in the society's collection became unwell, 
and in order 10 nurse if properly I took it into my office, 
where, as it gradually improved, it became a most interesting 
pet indeed! Onits convalescence I had become so accus- 
tomed ty having it for my sole companion during the long 
winter evenings that I was loth to transfer it to its old quar- 
ters. ‘ 

‘Pigey” generally passed the day asleep in a shallow 
wooden box in one corner of the room, but just before dark 
he would begin 10 stir about so as to get thoroughly awake 
when the keeper appeared with his supper. After eating 
he woul search the oor for any fies which during the day 
had been killed and thrown under the chairs and tables. 
When he becaive satisfied that he had secured all of them 
he would junible over all the boots and shoes in his search 
fora stray roach. Frequently he would start one and drive 
it outside inlo the bright ligui when I would have a fine ex- 
hibition of his wonderful power of scent. The roach would 
scarcely cross the sill of tue door before Piggy's nose would 
come into sight following every twist and turn of his prey, 
somelimes nearly across the room before it was captured. 
Oceasionally it wonld be a cricket instead of a roach, and 
then Piggy would generally come off second best, as there 
would be # hiatus in the scent whenever le would get so near 
his game as to cuuse if to jump. The waste-paper basket 
was regularly overhauled, and its contents scattered in every 
direction. One night while investigating if an unfortunate 
cricket was routed ouf, ad in its hurry to escape sprang 
against the wall falling back on the floor. Piggy was equal 
to the oceasion, aid by a sudden rush secured his quarry be- 
fore it could recover and attempt a Second spring. 

One of his favorite foraging places was underneath the 
safe, and I was amused several evenings at his awkward at 
tempts to climb up between it and the wall. Finally he sue- 
ceeded in ascending a short distance when I heard a faint 
squeak and caught » glimpse of a mouse darting into the 
closet. Piggy came down ‘all of a lump,” but managed to 
bring along in his powerful claws a nest containmg three or 
four young mice which he immediately devoured with great 
enjoyment. Often in his rounds at night the watchman 
would kill a rat and bring it in as a special treat. As soon as 
it was thrown on the floor it would be attacked just at the 
flank, where an entrance would be affecied by dint of clawing 
and chewing, to the viscera, which would be torn out and 
eaten, but no further notice would be taken of the carcass. 

At first he was quite shy, and resented any attempt at pet- 
ting, but he gradually hecame so tame that he would allow 
me to lift him up into my lap, where he would remain quite 
contented so long as 1 would gently scratch him about the 
ears and sufily draw my finger nails across the smooth skin 
between the bands. The first time he heard a guitar played 
in an adjoining roumi he was within a few feet of the door for- 
aging for flies, when he came to a sudden stup, and in- 
stantly ‘down charged,” in which position he remained un- 

til the music ceased, when he slowly got up, stealthily ap- 

proached the door, and snufiled along its lower edge as if he 
were (tying to scent out the cause of such unnsual sounds. 
He invar ably acted in 9 like manner on similar Occasions, 
put the periods of rest shortened until they seldom exceeded 
fiye minutes in duration, as if he reasoned that he could de- 

yote no longer time to the cultivation of his esthetic tastes 

at the expense of hisappetite. I have frequently endeavored 

to frichien him by miaking loud and unusual noises, but 

never succeeded but once, and !lat was unintentionally. 

The office becoming too warm I turned off the steam from 

the coil, and being busily engaged in writing neglected to 

open the valve again until the metal had become quite cold. 

The flow of the steam was followed by a sharp, crackling 

sound, which caused Piggy to give a convulsive snort, and 

make an instantaneous dive underneath the safe. As the 

noise gradually ceased be peered forth making a low, tremu- 

Jons sound caused by rapidly forcing the air throughiis nos- 

trils, and at the same time giving them a quick, vibratory 

motion, 

Iam surprised tliat one so correct as Mr. Packard should 
have made the following sweeping assertion. In his '* Zoolo- 
gy,” p. 680, hé says: ‘ By rolling into a ball these singular 
creallires (Armadillos) become thoroughly protected from 
their enemies.” I believe that it is well authenticated that 
some of the species are capable of rolling themselves into 
balls; but certainly not all of them, my little pet, for in- 
shance, us his structure absolutely forbids any such feat. 
The most that he can do is to tuck his head down between 
his front legs, and the moment he does so the imbrication of 
the plates is so slight, he exposes a series of parallel bands of 
soft, velvety skin 16 the attacks of any predatory mammal or 
bird. With the pangolin it is different, as I know to my cost. 
One eyening, while in the interior of Java, as I was sitting 
in front of the hotel, in pijamas and stockingless feet thrust 
into shppers, enjoying a post-prandial cherdot and trying to 
keep cool, my attention was attracted by the statuesque 
figure of a Malay, simply clad in the national sarong and 
enormous umbrella hat, just in front of me. In the twilight 
I saw a spherical body lying at his feet, which I picked up 
for the purpose of clostr inspection. It proved to bea 
pangolin (Manis pentadactyla) L think, but I did not finish 
yay examination. Jh turning it over, it slipped from my 
grasp, and in attempling to catch it I received from one of 
its scales & nasty, wire-edged wound, just across the middle 
joint of my forefinger, producing a sharp, burning sensation, 
yery similar to one experienced years before in my boyish 
attempts to manufacture a ‘cornstalk fiddle.” I immedi- 
ately glanced np to see the effect on my native friend, but 
not aripple of mirth or a quiver of pity crossed his swarthy 
features He quickly stooped down, picked up the animal, 
and noiselesaly strode away in the rapidly-increasing dark- 
ness, while I sprang back on the piazza, venting maledic- 
tions ou my stupidity and the characteristic inperturbability 
of the entire Malay race. Frank J. THOMPSON. 

Zovlogical Garden, Cincinnati, 
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DOMESTICATION OF QUAIL. 

Rooxuann, Me., Jan. 8. 
Bator Forest and Stream : 

I have read with interest the articles in the Forrsr anp 
Stream about breeding quail in confinement. I tried the ex- 
periment on a small seale last summer and had a good deal of 
pleasure in watching the birds, although I was not success- 
ful, but I gained some experience which will be of use to me, 
and perhaps to others, in future attempts in the same line. I 
propose to try it again this summer if I can get some quail, 
Last spring 1 procured twelve pairs of fine, healthy birds 
from a dealer in New York. I think they were from the 
West. [once sent to Connecticut for some Southern quail, 
and out of three dozen, one-half cn their arrival were dead 
and the other half were so feeble that they all died. The first 
point is to have healthy birds. 

T turned out most of the birds. Four pairs went to the 
Hon. Moses Webster, on the Island of Vinal Haven and Iam 
informed they bred and I hope will get through the winter 
with a little help. 

But to return to the breeding of quail in confinement. I 
had made a pen the year before for some migratory quail, 
which I released, being convinced that they would not breed. 
The pen was large—about thirty feet long, four wide and 
sloping from two feet at the back, which was against a tight 
bourd fence, to fifteen inches high in front; sides all solid, 
top of laths, will) some cover in one end for them to retreat 
to in case of fright. I had holes for observation, and never a 
day passed that I did not spend more or less time in watching 
them, I was at Jength rewarded by seeing them commence 
their nest-building. And here I will say that I never saw 
either of the two hens lift a straw toward building the nest; the 
cock made them all—and there were four or five of them—by 
sitting back to the nest and seizing bits of roots, straws, etc., 
and passing them back, first one side, then the other. I also 
noticed that one of the hens, though always peaceable at oth- 
er times, would allow of no love-making with her mate; so I 
made up my mind to put each pair in a separate pen if I tried 
itagain. They built and destroyed a number of nests, but 
one day I] was much pleased to find an egg in the nest and 
this was followed up, at interyals of one or two days, by 
others, until seven were laid. 
Now comes the sad part of it. On going to feed them one 

moming all had disappeared—three quail and seven or eight 
egos, I found where something had dug under the pen and 
taleen them all. I thought at the time if wasrats, but it might 
have been skunks, for in the fall, though I live in the centre 
of a place of cight thousand people, we are overrun with 
skunks; and I Jost a beautifnl golden pheasant by them, and 
have caught and shot a number. : 

Well, I felt very badly about it, but do not consider it a 
failure. I had no one’s experience fo help me and I learned 
two things—to make the pen vermin-proof and keep the pairs 
separate. Now Tam watching the columns of the Forgst 
anp Stream to learn where I can get some more quail, and if 
any of your readers who live in the quail country will send 
mea dozen or two I will be greatly obliged to them and will 
remit af onee, JAMES WrIdur. 

E. M. Bird has recently bought a white muskrat skin. 
oe 

HABITS OF SNAKES. 

ZooroGioaL Gaxpen, Puinaperrosa, Jan, 18, 

Editor Forest and Stream + 
Some of the remarkable facts always elicited by a dis- 

cussion on the habits of aninials have been brought to light 
by the corresp ndence in your “ Natural History" columns, 
on the question of snakes and sharks swallowing their young 
for purposes of protection. Now, itis always difficult to prove 
a negative, particularly in the face of averments from eye- 
witnesses as to what they believe themselves to haye seen, 
but all analogy, and anatomy itself as well, presents the 
strongest kind of presumptive evidence on the negative side 
of this question. ‘ ; [ 

Almost all ef the snakes commonly found in this region 
are cilher viviparous or Oyoyiviparous, the most common of 
all and those most likely to be observed, as our garter and 
water snakes—of the genera Hutenia and Tropidenotus—he- 
longing to the former class and producing their young alive 
and fully formed. In these cases if the female is roughly 
disturbed within a short time previous to parturition, a 
premature birth will ordinarily take place, and the average 
individual regards animals belonging to this order with feel- 
ings of such rooted aversion that when a dozen or more little 
syuirming reptiles issue forth, he or she, during the search 
for the nearest stick or stone, is not apt to pause long enough 
to observe very accurately from which extremity of the 

mother the eruption takes place. It is stated further by 
experienced collectors and observers of animal habits under 
nature, that when young snakes are once hatehed or born the 
mother leaves them to their own devices and puys no further 
atlention to them. 
The anatomical relations of the generative organs in the 

female ophidian are such that inlaying a specimen open, a 
chance cut would readily lead careless or inexperienced 
dissector to believe that the ovarium had an outiet toward the 
anterior end of the alimentary canal, and without following 
the exceedingly contracted oviduct leading in the oppo- 
site direction, the reptilian ulerus would, in his eyes, be 
transformed into *‘a cavity evidently formed” to serve as a 
place of refuge for the young in ‘time of danger. ‘The only 
organ into which the young snakes could go, when swallowed, 
would be the stomach, and the solyent power of the diges- 
tive juices of lhe serpent is 50 great that it can hardly be 
considered possible that they could be exposed to its action, 
even for a short time, without receiving serious damage 
The same reasoning applies in the case of sharks and other 
viviparous fish, But when we have witnesses who have 
seen both snakes and sharks in the act of swallowing their 
young, We can only suppose it to have been an abnormal act 
of cannibalism on the part of the observed, or a faulty act. of 
perception on the part of theobseryer, People will ovcasion- 
ally see wonderful things, and perhaps a parallel case may 
haye some value in this connection. in many animals which 
have a double vagina, the penis of the male is bifid at the ex- 
tremity, and from this fact it has been and is still believed 
by many of the uneducated (and the writer was recently 
questioned as to the fact by one of the ordinarily educated), 
that when the season of love arrives in the opossum, the 
nasal apertures, in the female, are the parts specially devoted 
to the exercise of the function then indispensible, and in sup- 
port of this unique idea, observers have not been wanting, 
who with their own eyes have seen the male and female 
opossum 7” oid in the astonishing manner above indicated. 

In all nature, we must be permitted to believe, no homo- 
logue ¢an be found to an organ specially deyoted to the re- 
ception of offspring ‘or protective purposes after they have 
once been produced, The nearest approach to this would 
appear to be among the pouched marsupials, where the young 
for a short period before they are finally excluded from {he 
pouch, by the mother, occasionally come out and return again 
on the appearance of danger. Bul in the peculiar reproduc- 
tive process of these animals, the greater part of development 
takes place in this receptacle; it is there that the young re- 
ceive their nourishment and their return to it is only the re- 
sumption of their natural position with relation to the mother, 
which must be maintamed so long as development is incom- 
plete, and bears no sort of analogy with the operation sup- 
posed to take place among snakes, and which will require 
much positive and authenticated testimony in its fayor before 
taking place among the class of ascertained facls in natural 
history. Agraur Exwiy Brown, 

Hasits or Swaxus—Brocklyn, Jan. 12—Hditor Forest 
and Stream: As to the mooted question of snakes swallow- 
ing their young, Iam prepared to say most positively that 
one species —the common garter snake—most certainly does 
80 when surprised by an enemy. Several years ago, while 
hnnting in the Catskill Mountains, I came suddenly upon a 
garter snake, but without being observed. Mother snake 
was evidently out for an airing, for around her wrirgled 
nearly a dozen little reptiles, slowly crawling among the 
rocks. Advancing nearer to get a betler view, if Wus ashon- 
ished to see |he old snake, immediately on seeing ime, open 
her mouth to its fullest extent, into and down which the 
young ones scrambled like mice intoa hole. When the last 
one had disappeared, Mrs Garter made her way to a lace 
of safety, as I had not the heart, to kill her. 

Allow me also to add that the cotimon brownish water 
snake of the Middle States, to my own knowledge, catches 
and eats fish. TIonce saw a large water snake, nearly four 
feet long, crawl out of a smull lake in the Catskills with an 
eight-inch trout nit mouth. Qn gaining the bank it pro- 
ceeded to swallow the fish, but upon my approach it dropped 
its prey and jumpedinto the lake. Picking up the fish, which 
was nearly dead and showing the marks of the snuke’s fangs 
upon its sides, I put it into a basin of water, whereupon it 
eventually recovered. Shortly after I put it back again into 
the lake, watching it until it swam out of sight. But now 
comes the strange part of my story. Several hours after, as 
L again approached the lake, what wis my astonishment to 
see a snake, looking exactly like the first one, lying in the 
place from whence Thad startled the other, and just prepar- 
ing to swallow a large trout also. This time Iwas too quick 
for his snakeship, and with a few blows from a stick dis- 
patched him, On picking up tlie fish, what was ny aston- 
ishment to find that it was the identical trout that I had but 
a short time before rescued and restored tu the water, as I 
knew by its size, shape and the old wounds on its sides, but 
it was quite dead. Ihave known this species of reptile to 
catch and eat small chubs; and I once caught a large one on 
a line set for eels and baited with «a small dead fish. 7 am 
glad you are inyiling attention to this and kindred subjects 
in natural history, as there is a great deal of ignorance dis- 
played by well-read people upon the habits and nature of 
many of our commonest animals, birds and fishes. Why. 
hundreds of intelligent city people don’t know that cows 
have no upper teeth; and when you tell them of the ox 
chewing his cud they laugh in derision! But then they do 
not all read the Forzsr ann Srream. Tor Lrvar. 

Derrorr, Mich., Jan. 17. 
Wate ona visitin the country I came across a striped 

snake, abont three feet in length, which at my approach 
crawled in a decayed log, which T tore apart and found about 
fifteen young snakes which the «ld one swallowed. On sn- 
other occasion a few friends and myself came across a snake 
about two feet in Jength and yery large round, which on 
being killed and cnt open contained a live frog. Bos. 

= —____ 

Pine Grospeaks ty Massacnusetts—Boston, Jan, 17. — 
I went out in the woods last Saturday to Dedham, Mass., on 
a gunning trip with my friend H. J., and on our way home, 
through Jamuaira Plains, H. J. came across a flock of pine 
grosbeaks, and was lucky enough to get two specithens al 
one shot. Is it not something unusual to find them: in this 
vicinity ? Frep. Lewis, 

They are not common, but occur almost every cold winter 
in Massachusetts and Connecticut. 

ARRIVALS AF THE ZooLoctcaL GARDEN, CINCINNATI, TE TO 
Jan. 1, 1881.—One poma, Felis concolor ; one prong-horn antelo 8, 
Aubilo capra americana ; two grizzly bears, Ursus norribitea | 
two lions, Felis zo ; one coot, Fulica americana ; one black wolf, 



‘ 

January 27, 1881.] 

Ounis occidentalis var. ater.—all presented. One axis deer, Cervus 
axis; one Emu, Dromeus nove hollandie ; one sambur deer, 
Cervus aristolelis ; two Amherst pheasants, Thaumalea anherstic ; 
tivo blue jaye, Cyanurus cristatus—a)l received in exchange. 

Frank J. Tompson, Sup't. 

Avstxo Quai.—Mr. Frederick Fair, of Cranbury, N. J., 
has a case of ¢ame birds, put up at least forty y-ars ago for 
his father, and still ina perfect state of preservation. He 
has recently added to the collection.a beautiful Albino quail, 
shol by him a year ago near Dayton, N. J- 
A huwk, neurly jel black, five feet from tip to tip, was 

caught on Friday, near Hightstown, by D Oakerson. 

Ssh Guiture. 

THE CENTRAL FISHCULTURAL SOCIETY. 

[oONTINUED, | 

R. MILLER: We would like discussions upon the 
merits and demerits of this [owa fishway law, the plea 

of (his Tows mill-owner and on Mr. Shaw’s reply to him; 
also decisions of the different State courts upon this question, 
with citations of authorities, through the columns of Forrsr 
AND STREAM. 

Mr, Suaw: There is no doubt about the constitutionality 
of the Jaw; it simply needs enforcing. Men have placed ob- 
structions in streams und prevented the people living upon 
them from drawing their fish food from the waters where it 
was placed for man before mills were thought of. 
Tur Srorerary then read the following paper : 

THE GROWTH OF CARP IN AMERICA. 
BY FRED, MATHER. 

Tt is a well-known fact that when an animal undergoes a 
change of climate it seldom remains as it was before the 
change. It either improves or deteriorates and often quite 
rapidly. A case which illustrates the latter phase is that of 
the bulldog, which, taken to India, loses the courage which 
distinguished it in the British Islands and becomes a com- 
plete coward. Other instances pre recorded in the pages of 
natural history where room will now have to be made to note 
the fact that the carp, after transplanting to America, has 
frown to three times the size, in the same space of time, 
which it did in Germany. 

I propose in this paper to give the rates of growth in dif- 
ferent parts of our own country, compiled from correspond- 
ents in different States, and also the ratio of growth in Ger- 
many, obtained directly from the most reliable fishculturists 
of thal country, and think that this testimony will bear ont 
my assertion regarding the increased rate of growth of our 
newly-imported food fish, which thus becomes more valuable 
than it was thought to be on its first introduction. The first 
witness I will call is Mr. Volney Metcalfe. Te writes as fol- 
lows to Prof, §. I’. Baird, who thought the latter of import- 
aie enough to publish in Forrsr anp Srream of August 19, 

Kossz, Limestone Country, Texas, June 28. 
Pror. Spencer I. Barro, United States Commissioner Fish 

and Fisheries : 
Dear Sir—The German carp, sent Sam Bell and me last 

fall, are doing as finely as any one could possibly ask. * * 
* We put five of {hemin the tank (or pond) and fed all 
of them on corn bread and vegetables that had seed, such as 
tomatoes, squashes, ete., all of which they ate, They 
seemed to like the squash best and preferred it baked. Sev- 
eral of them seemed to be sick when they reached us, and 
died soon afterward; the reminder are now about four 
inches wide and a foot long. Corn bread is their favorite 
diet, and by feeding them atthe same place every day they 
become accustomed to look for it. * * * 
A gentleman from Tennessee, who signs himself J. H. D., 

writes to Forest anp Stream of August 20 as follows: 
Nasnvitix, Tenn., Aug. 6. 

Colonel Akers, our Fish Commissioner, received last year 
from Prof. Baird, a quantity of German carp. Mr. Frank 
Green obtained forty of these little strangers fo place in a 
pond on his farm near the city, He reports them having 
grown to five or six inches in lengih, and says that he has 
noticed an enormous number of small minnows in the pond 
lately. Canthey be the product of the carp so recently 
placed there? At what agedo they begin to spawn? Mr. 
Green says thaf there were a few mud-cat in the pond when 
the carp were put init. Could it be that the minnows re- 
ferred to were of that species. It would be aimatter of in- 
terest to have an answer from the Forrsr anp SrreAm to 
these questions. 

To this the editor replies : 

There haye been many reports of the spawning of carp 
which were distributed last year, and it is possible that yours 
may have done so, It is also possible that the young fish re- 
ferred to are carp. It does not seem possible that they could 
be confounded with ‘‘ mud eels.” Send specimens to Prof. §. 
F. Baird, Washington, D. C., and then you will get positive 
information. 

The rapidity with which this fish has grown in southern 
waters is something wonderful, and it is to be remembered 
that all the accounts of extraordinary growth so far have come 
from the South, proving the assertion that the warmer the 
water the greater the growth, or perhaps to say that the 
longer the warm season lasts the greater the growth is, 
would more nearly express it. 
A Florida carp eulturist writes Prof. Baird, and his letter 

was also published in Forrst AND Sirream of September 16, 
and drew out correspondence from Germany’s foremost fish- 
culturist, Herr yon Behr, whose letter is given further on, as 
follows : 

Rixrorp, Fla., Aug. 5. 
Pror. Barry: 

Dear Sir—It will doubtless be a pleasure to you to learn 
that the carp you furnished me with last November are do- 
ing finely. LIascertained on my return from Savannah with 
them that my pond was not ready for their reception, owin 
to the fact that there were many more black bass in it than 
had supposed. I accordingly confined the carp in a pen at the 
side of the pond, giving them water through holes in the 
side covered with wire netting. A few weeks since I dis- 
covered that a portion of the wire had heen mispluced and 
some of tem escaped into the pond, and I then concluded 
to Jet them allinto it, as [had nearly all the bass out, Their 
growth since that time has heen simply marvelous, Many 
of them are ten or eleyen inches long, and I feel certain they 
will spawn this fall. Will it be too much trouble for you to 
acquaint me with their habits? Do they bed, like some 
other varieties, when they spawn? I will add that they seem 
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quite tame, and come to the place where I feed them as 
quickly as a drove of pigs would come for corn, whenever 
they find I am there am confident they will prove a great 
addition to the food fish of the South, and I shall take 
pleasure in distributing them as soon as they propagate. 

Very truly yours, Geo, C. Rixrorp. 

Mr. Rixford also writes to Forrsr Anp Stream as follows: 

It may interest some of your readers to learn that the 
German carp are thriving splendidly in our waters. Lust 
November I received a lot from Prof. Baird, whieh I think 
were then from three to four inches in length. They are 
now from ten to twelve inches, and apprar to make a visible 
growth from day today. I think they are the greatest addi- 
tion to our food fishes that has ever been made. 

That the carp makes rapid growthin the State of New 
York is attested by the following item from Foresr AND 
Srream of October 4: ‘Mr. Geo, W. Hopkins, of Mount 
Sinai, Long Island, N. Y., received some carp last spring 
from the national carp ponds at Washington, througn Mr. 
E. G. Blackford, Commissioner of Fisheries for New York, 
which were then about three inches in length, but by Octo- 
ber 1 would measure from twelve to fourteen inches. 

The same paper contains the following from Texas: 

OFFIcR OF THE Fis Commisston, ) 
Austin, Texas, Oct. 4,1880. 

Pror, Spencer F. Barrp, Washington, D. C: 
Dear Sir—I saw a day or two ago one of the Garp sent me 

last winter (these fish were the young of 1879 and about 
three or four inches long when received) ; it measured twen- 
ty inches. Tam inclined to think they spawned this last 
summer, for the reason that the pond is now filled with 
small fry, unknown before in the pond. Should it prove to 
he correct I will inform you. Respectfully, 

J. H. Dingrys, Fisli Commissioner. 
An account comes from Georgia, which gives the largest 

growth attained by this fishin America. It must, however, 
be remembered that this is the first season in which the fish 
lias had a good trial in the South, and also that these Georgia 
carp are measured late in the season, having an advantage of 
several weeks over those before recorded. It appears in 
Forest AnD Stream of December 9, headed ‘* Astounding 
Growth of Carp,” and says: '‘It isa fact that the carp has 
grown faster in America than it does in its original home; 
but the most wonderful story comes from Georgia. A gen- 
tleman in Macon sends Professor Baird the following slip 
from a local paper and youches for its truth. It says: 
‘Yesterday afternoon Mr. B. Witkowsky, who owns the tan- 
yard on the old Confederate property, concluded to cut the 
dam and clean out the pond in order that he might introduce 
his new German carp. The pond contained a large number 
of smaller fish, and among them Mr. Witkowsky hoped to 
find his four carp which had been put into the pond last 
May. He found three of the fish, but to his astonishment 
they were by actual nieasnremert twenty, twerty-two and 
twenty-five inches in length respectively. The fourth 
escaped through the cut in the dam. ‘These carp were*but 
two or three inches long when put in the pond and their 
growth is remarkable. They are now in the tank in the rear 
of their owner's store on Cherry sireet, where we saw them 
ae night and where the public are invited to see them to- 
ay.’ ? 

The correspondence between Mr. Rixford and Herr von 
Behr, President of the German Fishery As-oriation, alluded 
to above, I take from Forzst anp Srream of Noy. 18, and 
consider it worthy of a wide circulation as coming from a 
gentleman who has devoted his time and money to promote 
fishculture as a means of producing food, with no thought of 
personal benefit to himself and who had known the carp for 
years. The editor prefaces the correspondence with these re- 
marks : =! 

The widespread interest manifested in the culture of this 
fish since its introduction by the United States Fish Commis- 
sion is so great that we are certain that our readers will find 
the following letters from Myr. Rixford and Herr yon Behr, 
the well-known President of the Deutsche Fischerei Verein, 
who has done so much for fishculture in Germany, of great 
interest. 

Although we have many fish which excel the carp as 4 ta- 
ble fish, yet we believe that its introduction will prove of the 
greatest value in those portions of the country where the 
warm waters produce nothing edible, and that we could with 
more profit dispense with any other fresh water fis), outside 
of the whitefish of the lakes, than the carp, speaking from 
the fisheulturists’ and an economical point of view, for there 
is no fish which, in confined waters, will turn out so many 
pounds of food as the carp, and its food costs little or moth- 
ing. Its rate of growth here has exceeded that in its native 
land and its introduction into American waters will prove to 
be worth a vast sum within the next ten years to our hog- 
ealing farmers, who seldom get a fish dinner. With this pref- 
ace we give the following correspondence : 

Rrxrorp, Suwannee Co., Fla., Noy. 1. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 
Your favor of the 23d of October, covering a very interest- 

ing letter from Baron von Behr, came to me in due season, 
It appears that I am indebted to you for this correspondence, 
as it was through the medium of the Forrsrt snp Srream 
that the Baron’s attention was drawn to my letter to Prof. 
Baird, which you published, and I cheerfully send you a copy 
of his latter for your use, as well as a copy of my reply, 
which you can use or not, as you deem hest. 

Geo. C. Rixrorp. 
Sonmonpow, ty PomeRanraA, Germany, ) 

October 4, 1880. 5 
My Dear Mr. Rixrorp: 

t is after having read in Forrst AND Srewam of September 
16 your letter abont carp that I take the liberty of writing 
you some lines. 

T have been receiving such manifold assistance from your 
countrymen in my fishcultural interests that Lam glad to be 
able, perhaps, to assist you, though of course Prof. Baird will 
have furnished you with the most needed hints 

I dare say carp will de!ight in the climate of Florida. They 
are a fish liking warmth before all, and therefore retire, in my 
climate—Northern Germany—from October to May, into the 
deepest possible mud in the ground of our carp lakes and 
seem to sluniber there in entire apathy. They spawn with 
usin May, June and July, the special time depending en- 
tirely upon the warmth of the water. Weare of the opinion 
that they need for spawning something like 15 degrees 
Reaumer—about 66 degrees Fahrenheit. jl this is rather 
superfluous for you, but now I may be able to give you good 
hints. 
We put branches of different trees—evergreens or others— 

in the pond a short time before hatching begins, fixing one 
end of the branch in the soil, and leaying it swingin the 

if 

| pond some six inches below the surface. As soon as the carp 
begin to spawn, they fix their glutinous—adhesive—eggs in 
innumerable quantity upon the branches we had put in; hat, 
alas! at the same time Mr. and Mrs. Carp begin to eat eager- 
ly their own eggs. It is only in consequence of the immense 
quantity of eggs they spawn that the carp is as plentiful as it 
is. But as for your country, which wishes to get quickly 
great quantities of young carp, you could make no better ar- 
Tangement than to take out, afterseeing the branches covered 
with eggs, either these branches—transplanting them in a 
tub of water, in order that the eggs do not get dry—and 
bring them to a neighboritg pond, quite empty of other fishes, 
or take out the old carp altogether from your spawning pond, 
and leave this alone to the young ones, which after a short 
time, will swarm th-re by many thousands, and very soon 
begin to take food of any kind, say conked potatoes or bread. 
By giving bread constantly my children got our carp so tame 
thaf they would come and eat bread from their hands. They 
get very tame, indeed, 
The best plan is to haye many ponds for the carp, all of 

them being arranged in such a way that they can be made 
entirely dry. That gives you the possibility of buying the 
carp divided according to their ages—say of one, two, three 
or four years. 

At four years they will grow in your climate to about ten 
pounds, easily. Youknow that in rare cases we have carp 
of thirty or forty pounds, while it is nothing unusual to have 
them up to twenty pounds. If you read German, or have 
anybody who understands this—my langnaga—I could send 
you, by care of Prof. Baird, some books about carp, their 
breeding and nursing. You know that the Greeks (Aristo- 
tle) and the eld Romans knew this. They came from Italy 
to Germany in the eleventh century—of course, by the 
monks, who were the great protectors of fishes. 

In the ponds which contain your carp of two, three and 
four years, you will do wisely to Keep with them a few yo- 
racions fishes as Hoa (pike), or similar ones. This seems to 
prevent their desire to spawn, and therefore assists their 
qnick growing. This principle is generally followed where- 
ever we have large carp culture in Germany or Austria—Bo- 
hemia, Beware of having other fishes of a similar family in 
the same pond with your carp—the crossing gives very bad 
fishes, full of bones and of bad taste. 
Now, this, my letter, may go. If it reaches you, I hope 

you may find it of a little use. I finish as begun. I got 
such kind assistance from your countrymen, that I shall be 
very glad to be useful to you. Newspapers make now in a 
few weeks le tour de monde. Let everybody try to make use 
of them, and be of use through them to mankind. ‘* Good- 
will to nations” is a beautiful duty. I subscribe myself, 

Von Beur, 
President of the German Fisheries Verein. 

RixForp, Fla., Nov. 1. 
Baron yon BEgr: 
My Dear Sir—Your letter under date of the 10th of Octo- 

ber was forwarded to me through the courtesy of the Forzsr 
AND STREAM, and reached mein due season. Allow me at 
the outset to express my hearty thanks for your kindness in 
writing me, as well as for the valuable information you have 
given. My carp, which are of the scale variety, continue to 
flriye splendidly and area marvel to all who see them, espe- 
cially those who saw them when I first procured them in No- 
vember last, when they were only about three inches Jong, 
and who now compare them, Many of them are from fifteen 
to seventeen inches in length and six to seven inches in 
breadth. ‘They show no signs as yet of going into winter 
quarters, coming for their food regularly, and I hope to be 
successful in carrying them through the cool weather without 
their resorting to the old habit. I find our natural ponds are 
not exactly fitted for them, as they are genérally deep and 
not easily drawn off, with no visible outlet or inlet. Small 
fish, such as minnows and perch, generally inhabit them, 
which were better destroyed, as they will likely feed upon 
the egzs. ‘Turtles are also plenty, but we must do the best 
we can to destroy the pests. 
Your information that the carp devour their own eges was 

new to me and has suggested the idea to me that possibly at 
that time they need a different variety of food, and I shall 
about that time change it to one composed more of meat. At 
the same time I can protect the bushes on which they have 
deposited their eggs from their depredations by a wire fence. 
T expect they will spawn in the early spring, say March or 
April. Iwill be much obliged to you for any works on their 
culture that you may send me, as [ have friends who will 
take pleasure in translating them for me, and the publication 
of them may benefit others who have the fish in other por- 
tions of the country. You will, I am sure, pardon me for the 
liberty I have taken in sending a copy of your letler to the 
Forest anp Stream for publication, as the information given 
will be valuable to many of its readers and will very likely be 
copied into many other papers, as the subject is one that is 
attracting much attention, Your allusion to the assistance 
that has been afforded you by my countrymen is certainly a 
compliment to them andT feel warranted in saying that, asin 
the past, they will in the future do all in their power to pro- 
mote and strengthen the '' beautiful duty,” to which you haye 
so pleasantly referred. 

Allow me to subscribe myself, very truly yours, 
Geo. C. Rrerorp-. 

While in Berlin last summer in charge of the Fish Cultural 
Exhibit of the United States, I obtained, by request of Prof. 
Baird, the rate of growth of the carp in that country from 
three of the prominent fish culturists there which, compured 
with theabove rates, shows that (he change of climate has in- 
creased its ratio of growth here. Mr. Robert Belardt, trout 
and carp culturist at Luebenchen, gave the following aver- 
Huge: 
“Carp at 1 year 10 @ 12 centimetres = 44 @ 5 inches. 

e 2°" 15@is =6 @ 7 inches. 
AS tor obs bine 
tee fe 3 lbs. 

Mr. Herman Haack, Director of the Imperial Fish Cultural 
Establishment sf Hueningen, answered questions as follows: 

Carp at 1 year1 to 8 inches 
ind by te 2 to # lbs. 
ug. “15 tdipilbs. 
« 4 " 2 to 6 Ibs. 

Depending upon temperature and food. 
In this connection it must be remembered that Germany has 

a cook rsummer, and as the carp grows, according to our best 
evidence, in direct proportion to the warmth of the water it 
is difficnlt to believe these accounts of its wonderful growth 
in America with its broiling temperature, most especially in 
our Southern States. A most convincing proof thatil thrives 
best in warm situations is the fact thut in Germany a carp 
pond received the condensed water from a low pressure steam 
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engine which frequently raised it to a temperature as high as 
100 deg. Fahr., and the carp in it grew with surprising rapid- 
ity, astonishing the carp breeders who had ponds in that 
neishhborhood. 

The evidence asaboye given, faken with the fact that at 
the national carp ponds in Washington, D. C., a carp was 
taken weighing twelye pounds, which was one of the original 
lot put in by Mr. Rndolph Hessel, the superintendent, only 
three years before when it was only four inches long, I think 
shows that the fish in its new home has exceeded its rate of 
growth in its native land at least four limes, for I have no 
doubt that in the cooler waters of its former home it would 
have taken twelve or fourteen years to reach that weight. 
From the report of Mr. J. H. Dinkins, the Fish Commis- 

sioner of Texas for 1880, I take the following: ‘* Last Feb- 
Tuary out of a shipment of 150 carp from Washington I gave 
Mr. J. B. Rogers, living about twelve miles north of Austen, 
ten, averaging not more than four inches in length, While 
Mr. Ellis was here we rode out to Mr. Rogers for the pur- 
pose of getting a specimen to take back to Washington to 
show the extent of their growth. We caucht five ont of the 
pond in which they had heen placed the February previous, 
and they varied from nineteen to twenty-two inches in 
length, and had inereased from about three ounces to about 
four pounds in weizht. The one taken by Mr, Ellis to Prof. 
Baird at Washington was twenty-two inches long, and 1 
pee if an example of more rapid growth can be found any- 
where. 
Tam also informed by Mr. E. R. Miller, of the Michigan 

Fish Commission, that they received some young carp Jast 
year, none of which were over an inch and a half in length, 
and that when they had occasion to move them this year they 
found that they had grownup to October to a Tength of sey- 
enteen inches and # weight of three pounds, 

[The remaining papers and discussions will follow as fast 

as we can publish them. ] 

—— 

SHIPMENTS OF WHITEFISH Ecas,—From the U. 8. Hatching 
Station, at Northville, Mich., in charge of Mr. N. Clark, the 
following shipments of Coregonus eggs have been made. 
250,000 to the Deutsche Fischerei Verein, which, according 
to a telegram received by their New York agent, Mr. Fred. 
Mather, arrived safely; 50,000 to Mr. E. M. Stilwell, Ban- 
gor, Me. : 250,000 to Mr. Wm. Griffith, Louisville, Ky- ; 
500,000 to BG. F. Shaw, Anamosa, Iowa: 250,000 to R. O. 
Sweney, St. Paul, Minn., and 250,000 to B. B. Redding, San 
Francisco, Cal, 

Sea and River Hishine, 

THE TROUT LAW. 

HE following letter from one of the game protectors of 
the State of New York seems to us so sensible and to 

the point that we commend it to those having its revision 

under consideration : 
Editor Forest and Stream - 

I notice in your edition of this week an article on ‘‘ The 
Game Law Kevision,” and I would say that it is a matter 
that now needs the closest attention, Iam.liying in one of 
the best ‘‘ speckled trout” regions in this State, and the 
present law reads, Sec. 19, Laws of 1879, Chap. 634: ‘‘ No 
person shall kill or expose for sale, or haye in his or her pos- 
session after the same has been killed, any speckled trout, 
saye only from the first day of April to the first day of Sep- 
tember,” and then follows the penalty, etc. Now, you see 
from that section that unless the trout are killed, the party 
taking them is not liable. And we have two men near here 
that have private trout ponds and fish the year around, and 
put the trout into their ponds, where they sell them out in 
season for one dollar per pound. And during the past sum- 
mer | know of one family that caught and sold to one of 
these men six thousand brook trout, and they were mo-tly 
caught from 9 single brook that runs into the West Canada 
Creek. Those six thousand small trout were sold for $2 50 
per hundred, and by being fed up in a private pond, another 
season many of them will be large enough to be caught out 
at $1 per pound, which looks to me all wrong, as this par- 
ticular brook, with several others that are tributaries to the 
West Canada Creek, were stocked with trout from the State 
Hatchery two years ago, and if left alone would soon make 
fine fishing in the creek. And this is only one family and 
one brook out of a dozen that I might quote. You can 
readily seq that it is a Jarge drain on the main stream, And 
besides these fish ponds men can go and catch them off from 
the spawning beds, provided they catch them with hook 
and line, and do not kill them, all of which serves to keep 
the people living in those localities and who own the land 
through which the streams run uneasy and discontenttd, be- 
cause these men are Allowed the privilege of cleaning out the 
stream in or out of season. 

I would suggest that that section he amended go as to read : 
‘No person shall catch or kill,” ete. That one word will 
stop the stocking of fish ponds ont of season. And I believe 
it would be well to amend it still further by prohibiting en- 
tirely the catching of trout out of public waters for the pur- 
pose of stocking private ponds, for in every number of your 
paper I find parties advertising trout and trout spawn for 
sale, so that these parties who make a living out of a fish 
pond might either hatch their own trout or buy them of par- 
tics who make raising them to sell a business, and Jeave the 
public waters, which are stocked by the State, for the sports- 
men. 

his particular flaw in the law has been more trouble to me 
than any other. Ihave taken pains to supply most of the 
guides and resident hunters living on the edge of the great 
North Woods with copies of the game laws and, with few ex- 
ceptions, they haye expressed a willingness to stop depreda- 
tions themselves and assist in enforcing the laws if it was go- 
ing to become general. But the game laws had been a dead 
letter so long that it has taken some time to convince then 
that the laws are going to be enforced, and that though par- 
ties may sometimes get through without beg caught they 
are liable sooner or later to come to grief. ; 

There is quite a mistaken notion among men calling them- 
selves sportsmen, and whu belong to sportsinen’s clubs and 
are members in good standing, that if they are in the woods 
during the months of June and July on a fishing excursion 
and wanl a ‘little venison to eat while in camp” they have 
aright to kill it, butit will not do, It works harm to the 
general enforcement of the law to allow it, a8 guides and par- 
ties living back in these localities claim, with good grounds, 

that it is mo worse for them to ‘crust’? deer for meat for 
their winter use than for these sportsmen (?) to kill them out 
of season for their use, 

The season thus far has been quite favorable for deer. We 
haye not had a very deep fall of snow as yet and what we 
have is light and loose, so that deer can roani at will, and yet 
the snow is deep enough to prevent, a dog from running with 
any effect and so livlt that snow-shoes aré worse than noth- 
ing for any one disposed to try a “little still-hunting out of 
season,” aiid until we have « thaw to make a crust the deer 
are comparatively safe from tlie poachers. There are some 
other sections of the game luws that I wished to speak of, but 
as T have already drawn this letter out fo considerable length 
lL will make them the subject of another communication. 

Since writing the above we lave had a terrible fall of 
snow, but it is so light that the chances for the deer are still 
in. their fayor, for a dog can’t run at all and snow-shoeing is 
almost impossible, and until jhere is a crust they are compar- 
atively safe. Wm. P. Doves. 

Se Se Se 

PICKEREL FISHING THROUGH THE IVE. 

HE law has been changed in Chatanqua County, N. Y., 

and the ‘‘snake-eaters” can now be taken in winter, 

The Countryside complains Of it and says that there are 500 
fishermen’s huts now upon the ice and that the crop is in dan- 

ger of being over-harvested. Well, there are better fish, and 

all who are interested in fishculture can well spare the long- 

snouts, for they kill tons of better fish than themselyes. Our 

private opinion is that they are not entable, althongh we of- 

ten hear of localities where fhey are ‘‘ excellent.” This point 
we will admit, for other palates than our own; but, as for 

us, we admire not the flavor of mud and weeds combined in 

a soft paste, 

A Campbell's, Mass., correspondent writes: ‘ Nippenickett 
Pond, seine four miles from this place, has become noted for 
its pickerel fishing through the ice, and last month large 
quantities of them were taken, A party of three from ‘his 
place caught some eighty or ninety in an afternoon, weighing 
from one-hilf pound to three and a half pounds—not great 
fishing, surely, but it shows what our ponds might do if pro- 
tected.” 
And ‘* Webb” writes from Nashau, N. H.: ‘ Pickerel 

fishing has not been as good this winter as usual, though 
some good strings have been taken. The outlook for trout 
fishing in these parts for the coming summer is poor. Some, 
if not most, of our best trout brooks were dry all the fall and 
of course no spawn Were cast in them. Many trout were de- 
strayed in pools, where they had congregated, by their ene- 
mies, the kingfisher, the heron and mink; others were left to 
decay in the dry beds of the streams. The Commissioners 
would, perhaps, furnish young fry to re-stock the streams, as 
far as they could, if parties interested should apply.” 

+e  _—_ 

THE NORTHERN RANGE OF THE CATFISH. 

St, Pawn, Jan. 1. 
OUR correspondent, Dr. HE. Sterling, of Cleveland, 

O., is ‘‘in search of the most Northern range of our 
catfish ” THe suggests ‘‘ perhaps the waters of the Mississip- 
pi will be found to carry this fish furthest in that diree- 
tion.” He calls for information as follows: ‘In case it is 
found in waters north of the divide, that flow into the Arctic 
seas, please Jet us hear from the captor,” ete. 
The Red Riyer of the north flows into the Arct*e seas. In 

the month of Angust, in the year 1860, the writer was one of 
a party of eight or nine persons who made a trip from St. 
Paul to the mouth of Red Lake River, a place on the Red 
River, now the site of a flourishing city called Grand Forks, 
some sixty miles south of the boundary line between the 
United States and Manituba. The whole country was then a 
wilderness. The object of the expedition was to make a 
treaty with the Red Lake Chippewas, and the Commander- 
in-Chief was one Goddard Bailey, special commissioner, who 
soon afterward beciie somewhat motorious in connection 
with certain securities misappropriated at Washington be- 
longing to some of the Indian tribes. \ 

Major Wm. J. Cullen, well known to all old settlers in the 
Northwest as the most genial traveler and companion in the 
world, then Superintendent of Indian Affairs in this depart- 
ment, was ‘high joint” with Mr. Bailey and accompanied 
the expedition, The writer was secretary to the commission. 
The treaty failed but the catfish question was settled. 

At one of our camps, at a point on the Red River near the 
present crossing of the Northern Pacific, Railroad, our cook 
set out a hook and line properly baited with a pork rind, and 
in the morning a tatfish was found on the hook and secured, 
the weight of which, in the judgment of the party, (we had 
no scales), was at least forty pounds. After slicing off 
enough for breakfast for the party, our cook, having no con- 
venient place in his wagon for such a monster, bung him 
with © chain under the wagon reach and toted him along, 
and we fed on catfish for several days and found it delicious. 

God doubtless could make a better fish food than the Red 
River catfish, but He doubtless uever did, at least that is 
about the way it struck the party who consumed this one. 
The Red River catfish, if this was a fair specimen, is vastly 
superior in Hayor to those found in the waters of the Missis- 
sippi. The writer is not yery familiar with the habits of the 
Red River half-breeds whose log cabins adorn the banks of 
this river between Pembina and Winnipeg, but he under- 
stands the fact to be that the catfisle of this river are their 
main stay for food, and contribute in good partto make them 
so fat and lazy, Take a trip down that stream by steamboat 
on any summer day, and you will see their lines bobbing 
from every branch overhanging the water, all the way down. 
Tn this section of the country these facts are notorious, The 
Doctor evidently has not traveled this way- Lex. 

O.zverann, O,—The inclosed postal card givesyou another 

item on the range of the catfish (Pimelodus).  Lhave inform 
ation from a reliable source that this fish is taken in the Bay 
of Superior City, and also near ‘the mouth of the St Louis 

River at the head of Lake Superior; the fish often weigh- 
ing twenty pounds or more. Taken in such cold, clear water 
it must prove a very superior fish for the table, especially 
when cooked according to Dr, Kirfland’s way. This 
fish from Lake Erie when salted brings two dollars more per 
barrel in the Sonthern market than our much valued white- 
fish (Coregonus). The catfish can be easily propagated arti- 
ficially. Have any of yourreaders anything to say in fayor 
of this fish? Dr. E, STERLING. 

| Fort Omana—Web, Jan 2.—The Missouri River is full of 
catfish, tomy knowledge, as far west as Fort Buford and the 
Yellowstone west to Tongue River, 

W. L. Carpenrer, U. 8. A. 

Winourster—fa., Jan. 4.—In reply to the inquiry of 
Dr. Sterling in your last issue I haye to stale that more than 
a score of years ago while stationed at Fort Abercrombie on 

!the Red River of the North I was accnustotned to capture 
| many of these fish They were of a golden color, rather 
slenderer than the common catfish, Their ftsh was white, 
firm and of most delicious flavor, As the R. River connects 
with Lake Winnipeg I think it probable that they may be 
found as far north as the latter point, Lreur. Asa Wan. 

= 

A New Fisn Marker ror New Yore.—The Timex gives 

over a column to the history of the efforts to abolish the 

rickety old Fulton Market and build a respectable one on its 
site. It has at last been accomplished and $80,000 granted 

by the city for this purpose, news which all fish culfmrists 
who flock there on April Ist to see the trout -show will ap- 

preciate, although it will not be begun until after the next 

one. The old building has been condemned by the Health 
Department several times, bul the opposition of the politicians 

and small stand holders has, until now, proved too strong for 

them. The new building is thus described by the 7¥mes > 

The cellars, grog-shops, ete., are all to be filled up. New 
wilis 31 feet high and 34 feet apart are to be erected. The 
central portion is to be made perfectly secure, hut for the 
present the internal arrangement will not be disturbed. As 
the market exists to-day, you have to mount a series of dirty 
wooden stairs to approach the centre of the market, which 
you have to descend again. With the new plan there will 
be a continous ground Hoor and no stairs, The greatest care 
will be taken as to drainage, and every possible conyenience 
will be presented for the washing or flushing of the floor. 
There will be plugs of water at proper distances. There 
will be a truss roof over the new portion. The floor will be 
two-inch-thick yellow pine, laid in tar and calked. There 
will be three entrances on Front street, with one on Beekman 
and one on Fulton, The South street front, between the two 
wings of the market, will remain asitisnow, open. On each 
corner Of Front street the building will rise above the level of 
the roof, For yentilation there will be ample provision by 
means of spacious windows. Itis proposed that the demo- 
lition will begin some time from the Ist to the 15th of April, 
and the new building, it is expected, will be entirely finished 
and ready for market purposes by the middle of August. A 
number of the leading stand-holders, among them Mr. EF. G. 
Blackford and Mr. William Ottman—their present premises 
being situated on the site of the proposed improyements—ure 
ready to spend a great deal of money in embellishing and 
fitting up the interior of the market in a manner appropriate 
to their business, Certainly the trouf exhibitions made here- 
tofore by Mr. Blackford, the New York State Fish Qommis- 
sioner, will be doubly attractive when they have these newer 
surroundings in 1882. Im regard to the central portions, 
they will in time, perhaps not later than 1882, be reconstruct 
ed in harmony with the rest of the building. 
“New York is to be congratulated at lust in having this 

offensive nuisance torn down and an appropriate structure 
erected in its place. The comynittee are to be lauded for 
their energy and determination in haying the old eye¢-sore 
removed, and most especially the thanks of New Yorkers are 
due to Mr. HE, G. Blackford, who has for the last year devoted 
his whole time and efforts in this direction." 

Gane Bag and Gun, 
[Special to Forest anbD STREAM J 

MICHIGAN SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION. 

i 

—— eee 

Lansine, Mich., Tuesday, Jan. 25. 

HE Michigan Sportsmen’s Association met in this city 
this afternoon. The purport of the organization is the 

protection of fish, game and birds. It comprehends « large 

number of local societies and has individual members in all 
parts of the State. 

The present meeting is very largely attended, exceeding in 

that respect any previously held by the Association. Large 

delegations are present from Kalamazoo, Saginaw, Battle 
Oreek, Hart, Jackson, Bay City, Grand Rapids, Detroit, 
Monroe, Hastings, Grand Haven and other points. Dr. EB. 

8. Holmes, of Grand Rapids, is President; Prof. H, B. Ro- 

ney, of Saginaw, Secretary. Many individuals were elected 
members, and four new clubs were admitted—the Hastings, 
Grand Haven, Bay Point and Hari Clubs. “ 

Letters were read from gentlemen fron Georgia, Wiscon- 

‘sin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and New York, interested in the 

preservation of the game of the country, and hopeful of the 

passage of such lawsin all the States as will fully protect 

migratory birds and fishes. At the cyening session # paper 
was read from Seth Green, the noted fishculturist. He re- 

gretted that the New York State Association was chiefly 
fiven to shooting rather {han to conserving of game. Hu 

gaye as his opinion that the game of the country would soon 

become extinct. He urged better legislation and spoke of 
the good effects of having 1 game constable in the vicinity of 

Rochester, and hoped that angling with rod and line would 
be made lawful in streams inhabited by game fish. 
A report was read by the Committee on Laws for the pro- 

tection of game animals and birds and inséctiyorous birds. 

It was accompanied hy the draft of a bill, The Committee 

on Fish Laws, including propigation as well as protection, 
made a report confining it chiefly to the waters of the great 

lakes. 
A letter was received from Professor Spencer F, Baird, of 

Washington, who doubted the jurisciclion of Congress over 
the waters of the lakes for the purpose of regulating the fish- 

eries therein. He thought that the object might best be at- 
tained by State legislation. Chairman Clark advocated laws 

making artificial propagation of fish obligatory. 
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Letters were received from gentlemen at Menominee re- 
questing legislation that would prohibit the digging of pits 

for entrapping deer and of firelight shorting. 

The report of the Committee on Sporling Dogs favored 
legislation that would protect stich animals. The report also 

took ground against summer shooting, und abounded in sug- 
vestions as to the proper season for various birds. A letter 

was received from Mr. Hyatt, of Fond du Lac, Wis., rezret- 
ting that poachers bad begun to make rithless raids on the 

hunting grounds of the Upper Peninsulu. MMe thought that 
five thousand deer must have been slaughtered there last 

season, atl hoped the open season would be shortened by 

the Legislature. 
Beeretary Roney read his annusl report, in which the 

growth and prosperity of the Association were adyerted to 
and certain legislation recommended. The session con- 
{inues to-morrow, and alarge number of papers by distin- 

suished sportsmen will be read. 
—_— +@-— 

THE GAME OF MAINE. 

ROM the advanced sheets which have been furnished to 

the Forms? AND SrReAM through the courtesy of 

Mr. Everett Smith, we take the following extracts from the 

report of Messrs. Stillwell and Smith, Commissioners of 

VWisheries and Gane of the State of Maine : 

All game (Fene nature) is the property of the State with- 
in which if exists. And no person has a legal right to pursue 
or take it, except by the means and at such time as may he 
permitted by the laws of the State \hereunto pertaining. 
By an act of the Legislature, approved March 9, 1880, it 

became the duty of this department to enforce the game 
laws, as well as the laws relating to our fisheries. 
Althouzh no appropriation of funds to be applied to the 

enforcement of the fame laws had been made,* we took such 
steps as were posible to bring offenders to justice. An 
offente committed on March 12, only three days after the 
act referred to became a law, we successfully proseented, as 
our first case. This cost the offenders $71 for their 
amusement, if it pleases them to regard as sport the running 
down a #ravid dod in the snow, and butchering if when ex- 
hausied. The list of prosecutions will show that we have 
made energetic efforts in the discharge of our new additional 
duties, and we hope ta receive the support and assistance of 
our citizens and sportsnien jn the continuance of this work 
each year. Our citizens are awakening from their apathy in 
regard to our tish and gumeé laws, and the general desire for 
4 vigorous enforcement of them, calls forth the support and 
assistance needed, and without which we can do but little. 

GROUSE, 

We wish to call attention to the work of extermination, 
practiced by parties engaged in sparmg grouse or “' par- 
tidges.” Very few of obr citizens are aware of the extent 
to which snaring is practiced, and, although the grouse are 
nearly exterminated by this means in some districts, the 
publi¢ are at-s loss for a cause to which it may be ascribed. 
The practice is carried on so secretly that it is often known 
only to those engagea in it, and perhaps those to whom the 
birds are sold. It offen happens that many broods of grouse 
are Observed in some localily during the summer, but when 
sought for in the mellow days of October but few, if anv, 
van be found, Since summer woodcock shooting has been 
prohibited by law the grouse have increased in numbers. 
When it was legal to shoot woodeack in Jnly and August 
the young grouse were slaughtered in greal, numbers before 
Seplember 1; every one found in the woods with a gun 
and dog being ostensibly there for woodcock. Fortunately 
tor the preservation of the grouse no woodland game can 
now be legally killed before September 1, and he who gees 
to the woods with gun and dog in duly and August becomes 
an object Gf suspicion, while the sound of a gun is prima 
Jfucle evidence of a violation of the law. We warn sports- 
men who may take young dogs out for training, to leave the 
fun at home, if before September 1, lest they incur the 
odium, at leas) of being suspected of poaching. 

WoOODGOUK AND SNIPE. 

Although the spring was very favorable to the breeding of 
woodcock, thé almost unprecendented drought that extended 
well into the autumn, aud past the usual rainy season of Sep- 
tember rendered the earth so parched and dry that the cus- 
tomary resorts of these birds yielded no food, and they were 
thus drfven to seek other feeding places. Usually the wood- 
cock remain throughout the summer in the vicinity of their 
breeding places, and, after monlting, collect in the coverts 
that are their favorite resorts. But this year these coverts 
have compuratively been almost deserted, the birds having 
scatlered over the country, along the banks of streams and 
shores of lakes, the edges of meadows, and places where 
they have not been observed before. Reports from Canada 
show that woodcock were exceedingly abundant in the 
nulumn, and places that usually have afforded but little 
shooting, seem to have been thionged with birds, This has 
been true, also, of snipe, which were scarce in Maine from 
the same causes that occasioned the seareity of woodcock ; 
the mesdows and marshes being very dry at the time of the 
usual appearance of the snipe during the autumn. 
As is usual after a poor sesson, many of onr sportsmen dis- 

cuss the advisability of restoring the old law, permitting 
woodeock shooting in summer. We trust that this will 
never be done, for it would open the door to a slaughter of 
young grouse, and, most certainly, four months’ shooting at 
woodcock, instead of two months, will not seive to increase 
their numbers. 

Since Maine abolished summer shooting other States have 
done likewise, and with good resulls; and we hope that all 
other States will follow the example. 

It is ue that ten years ago one could show more birds 
as the result of a day's shuoting in Maine; but. there are now 
ten or twenty times as many persons hunting woodeock as 
ther, snd all the best coyerts are bimled throngh almost 
daily during the whole season. Hence the birds ate not suf- 
fered to collect in numbers, but fhe ageregate number killed 
each year far exceeds that of the years before sunimer shoot- 
ing was prohibited. 

DUUKS. ; 

Ti will be vemembered that within ten years the ducks that 
frequent our lakes and streams gradually became scarce, and 

*The appropriation of 1880 wasfor the ‘ propagation of fish.” 

even exterminated in some Jocalities where previously accus- 
tomed to breed. ‘This scarcity was owing to extensive 7ed- 
ting, but the perpetrators were driven off for a time, and the 
ducks increased, until they regained their former abundance 
last year. 

Tt has recently come to our knowledge that the same causes 
of extermination haye been in operation this year, and we 
call especia! attention to the fact. Weintend to publish in 
the future the names of those who persistently violate the 
fishery or game Jaws, and we now brand as a professional 
poacher and persistent violator of our Jaws, Daniel Y. 
McFarland, of Lamoine, Me. This man, with his associates, 
has been engaged in the business of netling ducks for many 
years, and we not only call upon all good citizens to aid in 
forcing him to abandon this illegal pursuit. but warn the 
citizens and officers of the law in other States, and onr 
Canadian neigbbors, that the operations of this man are not 
confined to Maine alone. [Ee is the leader of a gang of 
poachers whose operations a few years since bade fair to ex- 
terminate all the wood ducks and ‘black ducks” that bred in 
the State, and he bas been operating again upon an extensive 
acale in Maine within the present year. He is wanted in 
Maine to meet the justice that awaits him and the heavy 
penalties that he and his associates have incurred. 

QUAILS. 

It is quite generally known that a large number of quails 
were imported from Wurope this year, and liberated at various 
places in the United States and Canada. More than one-half 
of the total number were distributed in Maine. These birds 
were purchased by private subscriplions, but as they have 
now come under the protection of our department we give 
this mention of them, which may prove of interest to our 
farmers and sportsmen. 

This qnail, Cofurnix communis, is the common migratory 
quail ot Europe, that for centuries has crossed the Mediter- 
ranean sea from ils winter home in Africa to its breeding 
places throughout Europe, returning again to Africa in the 
autumn. The bird resembles in outward appearance our 
American partridge, Orly vir'ginianus, that is termed ** quail” 
in.New England. The migratory quail is one-third smaller, 
and the throat of the male bird is marked with dark brown 
or black, that extends from the bill downward. The note 
of the qnailmay be expressed as nearly as is possible to 
translate into words or syllables, by ‘* zie eat—inheat— 
wheat,” the preliminary crescendo *‘tho” not being heard at 
a great distance, but the three clear notes may be heard a 
quarter mile away. Often the notes seem to come from a 
bird near by, but really afar off, and perhaps in another field 
not near the listener, 
The quail is strictly a terrestrial bird, and inhabits the 

fields, where it also nests. Fifteen eggs toa nestis nol ao 
unusua) number, and as each egg, laid by a bird of but three 
or four ounces weight, is as large as the egg of our robin, we 
have been frequently asked how so small u bird manages to 
hover and hatch so many eggs in one nest. 

The nest is depression hollowed in the ground, and lined 
with grass by the bird. In this nest are Jaid the eggs in 
regular order, upon the bottom and around the sides of the 
nest, the upper ones supported by the eggs beneath and the 
sides of the shullow, bowllike nest. While sitting, the 
body of the bird is surrounded upon breast und sides by the 
eggs, while its wings are raised to cover.the top layer of eggs 
upon each side. Many nests of fifteen eggs each have been 
reported as found, and all the eggs were hatched. 

One nest of eighteen eggs deserves especial mention, as of 
interest Lo students of ornithology. The eggs in this nest 
were laid im tiers or Jayers most carefully and compactly ar- 
ranged, one aboye the other, as if placed by the hand of 
man, the bottom layer most entirely hid from view by the 
egus above. But twelve of these eggs were hatched, and 
evidently the bird was too ambitious. Probably ihe bottom 
eggs were so covered by others that not sufficient warmth was 
imparted to them from the body of the bird. 
Te eggs of the quail are of a greenish color, profusely 

blotched with brown. Like otber eggs, if deserted and left 
exposed to the sunlight for days, the color will fade until it 
becomes almost white. This year the egzs were laid in June 
and hatched in July. The young birds leave the nest as soon 
as hatched, and mature very rapidly, being strong of wing in 
September. 
Among the noteworthy characteristics of the quail are its 

gentleness, and the extreme pertinacity with which it adheres 
to its domestic dutics. We found two nests with eggs within 
a few rods of a farmhouse, where a lot of the birds had been 
liberated, and close by a traveled highway, as well as near a 
railroad. The birds were occasionally observed amony the 
chickens about the house, 

Quite a number of quails have been killed by mowing 
Inachines, One might naturally suppose that the clatter of 
one of these machines approaching would sufliciently alarm 
any bird, even while sitting upon its eggs, to cause it to leave 
its nest temporarily. But some have had their heads cut off 
by the knives, afld in one instance the machine was a typical 
‘* Juggernaut,” the wheel passing over and ecmpletely crush- 
ing the quail and its eggs in the nest beneath it. 

‘The quails huye a strong scent, readily detected by setters 
and pointers, but they often seek to escape by concealment, 
or withont taking flight. They are fast runners, andin a 
field trial on these birds under the present system of awards 
and demerits, the dogs possessed of the finest * nose,” or 
scenliog: powers, would be handieapped, and receive a score 
of demerits for false “points,” as it would not infrequently 
oscur that the bird or birds, would not be flushed before the 
dog, although there when the point was first made. 

Some young quails were captured near St. John, N. B,, 
this year, allhough none were liberated nearerthan at Bt. 
Stephen. Several quails were heard and seen near Machias 
throughout the summer apd autumn. None had been liber- 
ated neaterthan the Penobscot yalley on the west, and at 
Calais, forty miles to the east. This is not remarkuble, how- 
ever, in consideration of the fact that a quail can easily fy 
fifty miles within an hour. Unlike our American partridge, 
or “* quail,” it is capable of long sustained filghts, without 
stoppibg to rest. 

Quails live upon the ground in open fields, and feed upon 
seeds and insects. Warmers should be interésted in protect- 
ing these birds for propagation, and public ailention is called 
to the special law for their pruvection ; 
“No quail shall be killed, or had in possession except alive, any 

time preyious to September 1, 1883, under péeualty of $26 for 
every offense, and #1 additional for euch quail killed or had in 
possession exeept slive—Chap, 189, Public Laws 1880.” 

The general law of the State provides for their protection 
after the expiration of this special law. 

OATS. 

We mention cats, not as game, but as the most deadly 

a $$$ 

enemies to our feathered game and song birds. Many in- 
stances haye been already reported of quails caught by cats, 
and the unsuspicious nature of these birds render them an 
eany prey to the feline marauders. Une cat is reported as 
haying been seen to return home with six quails in the course 
of a few weeks during the nesting season. Of course one 
can only conjecture how many that cat killed and ate without 
being observed by any one. Another cat was seen to bring 
home three woodenck. 

But although the cats commit this havoc among our game 
birds, by far the greatest evil caused by them is suffered by 
the farmers, to whoma catis a costly pet All through the 
spring, summerand autumn the cats venture out from their 
homes to seek their favorite tid-bits, the birds, and the best 
of care and food will not keep them from doing this, One 
may frequently see them crouching by the roadside or skull 
ing along a hedge or ditch, seeking not for mice but for birds, 
destroying the mother bird setting on its nest and the fledg- 
ling birds. Now do the farmers realize the evil results to 
them caused by the death of these birds? We think not 
and would therefore call their attention to whaf is really 
serious evil. 

Excepting the hawks, and other rapacious birds, all our 
birds are insectivorous in their habits, very muny of them 
subsisting wholly upon insects and their eggs, of which a 
single bird will consume animmense number daily. Dut for 
these birds the face of the earth would be made desolate by 
4 scourge of insects. As the birds about a farm destroy 
millions of insects every year, it behooyes the farmer to afford 
all possible protection to these birds that render him such 
valuable service. ‘There is a sufficient number of natural 
enemies to the birds to preserve the balance of nature and 
prevent a too great increase of birds, and the domestic cat has 
been introduced by man and by him should be remoyed. 

The mischief that might be done by all the rats and mice 
caught by the ordinary cat in the course of the year would be 
but a trifle a3 compared to the evil results possibly due to the 
destruction of the birds, We urge our farmers to kill the 
cate. You cannot afford to keep them, unless if be in con- 
finement constantly, except while the snow is on the ground 
and uearly all our birds are gone. Every little bird killed by 
them grants life to many thonsands of insects, : 

MOOSE, DEER AND OARIBOU. 
The law prohibiting the killing of moose, at any lime for 

five years, expired October1, 1880. 
Unfortunately, violation of the law deprived the State of 

the full benefils for which it was enacted, yet the moose has 
increased in numbers within the peric¢d named, and we trust 
Lbat the examples made of several offenders brought to jus- 
tice, and the penealty of $100, foreach moose killed or had in 
possession, may deter others in the future from so offending. 
Caribou are ‘ouch better able to take care of themselves. 
They can travel rapidly and for long distances in the deepest 
snow, and owing to their roving habits they are perhaps 
plentifu: in a given locality one year, and none at all obseryed 
there the next year. 

The violations of the laws protecting deer have gradually 
become better observed, and deer have increased materially 
in the exstern portion of the State. Uniortunately the laws 
of New Hampshire do not conform with those of Maine, and 
many deer are killed along the border during the summer 
months. There seems to be an apathy among the people in 
that portion of our State, and there have been repeated vivla- 
tions of the fish and game laws, without any apparent attempt 
at concealment, yet no one has been public spirited enough 
to enter a complaint. We hope for a speedy change in that 
region. 

We are opposed to constant changes in fhe laws, as expe- 
rience has shown that they too often tend to make confusion, 
and render enforcement more difficult. We therefore recom- 
mend but «single change in our game laws, and that change 
such a one as will, we believe, vender the law more simple 
and effective. 

We have alluded to the desirability of uniformity in regard 
to close-times. The season for ducks, woodcock and grouse 
or ‘‘partridges” opens September 1. We recommend an 
amendment to the laws for the protection of moose, deer and 
caribou, that shall make the open season conforin with that of 
grouse—September 1 to December 1. 

September is the month when our forests are most fre- 
quented by hunters, or those in quest of health and recrea- 
tion, Itis very difficulf to preyent one kind of game being 
killed then where it is lawful to kill other game, and deer are 
then in prime condition, and their young no longer depend- 
ent upon the does. In New Hampshire the season opens 
August 1, but we regard that date as too early for this lati- 
tude. Our present law makes the open season from October 
1 to January 1. The change recommended gives no 
longer time for killing deer, but it cuts off the month of De- 
cember, giving September instead. It sometimes occurs that 
the snow lies deep in our forests before January 1, and oc- 
casions are sometimes offered when the increase of years may 
be slaughtered in one season during the month of December. 

VOMPLAINTS AND PROSEQUTIONS, 
Complaints for violations of the fish or game laws may be 

made to any warden, whose powers and duties are here piven. 
All such complaints should be accompanied by evidence, or 
such information as will enable an officer to obtain the evi- 
dence necessary for prosecution and conyiction, 

LAWS EELATING TO PROSECUTIONS, ETu. 

*An act to enlarge the powers and duties of the Commivsioners 
of fisheries and Wardeus, 
Be tt enacled, etc., as follows : 
Sec, 1, The powdrs and duties of the commissioners of fisher- 

ies, and wardens, shall extend to all matters pertainmg to game, 
and they shall haye the same powers to enforce all laws pertuining 
to game a3 they now have in enforcing the laws relating to the 
fisheries. 

Sec. 2. The Goyernor is hereby authorized, with the ndyice and 
consent of the Council, to appoint wardens, whose duty it shall be 
to enforce the provisions of all laws relating fo game and fisheries, 
arrest any person violating such laws, and prosecute for all 
offenses against the same that may come to their knowledge ; and 
and shall have the same power as sheriffs and deputy sheriff, to 
serye all criminal processes for violations of the provisions of any 
law pertaiming to game and the fisheries, and shall be allowed for 
said services the same fees ay are prescribed by law for sheriffs 
and their deputities for like seryives ;and in the execution of their 
dtittes they shall have the sameright to require aid that sheriffs 
and their deputies have m executing the duties of their office ; 
and any person refusing or neglecting to render such aid when re— 
quired, shall forfeit ten dollars, to be recovered upon complaint 
hefore any tial justice or municipal court. Chapter 208, 1880,” 

GAME LAW VLOLATIONS. 

The following named cases have been brought up, and 
there are others in the hands of the officers, but not yet 
settled ; 

April 16, 1880. Killing one deerin March, 1880. 
Fines and costs paid. 

Penalty $40, 
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June 4, 1880. Killing song birds in June, 1880. Fines and costs 
aid, 

¥ Attgust, 1880. Killing woodcook in close-time. Fines and costs 
Id, 

x September, 1880. Willing four deer in February, 1880. Penalty 
$160. MTndicted and bound over. " 

September, 1880. Willing one deer in February, 1880. Penalty 
$40, Indicted and hound over, 

September, 1880. Killing one earibou in close-time; $40.00 and 
costs. Paid. 
September, 1880. ‘Trapping minkin close-time, Fined. 
November, 1880, Killing one moosé in close-time. Penalty 

$100 and costs. Paid. 
November, 1680. Hunting deer with dogs. Trial deferred, 

There are cases now in the handsof wardens against vari- 
ous persons for killing moose, deer, caribou and woodcock in 
close-time ; for svaring grouse or “ parlridges,” hunting deer 
with doge ond netting ducks. 
Many past offenders haye come forward and acknowledged 

their guilt thereby saying to themselves costs of a trial. 
Two thousand aix hundred qnails (Celcrnim communis—the 

common migratory quail of Burope), purchased by private 
subscriptions and imported from Ltuly, haye been likerated 
throughout the State 

One thoussnd six hundred copies of an ‘Abstract of the 
Fish and Game Laws” have been compiled, published and 
distributed, 

Oorrespondence, to the extent of some 1,500 communica. 
tions written, has formed one item of our work, 

Five hnodred placards giving close times, ete., for fish und 
gate, have been distribured throughout the State; and we 
expect to be able to issue in pamphlet from next year a com- 
plete copy of all our State laws relating to fisheries and 
Game, revised and codified, Hardly a year has passed with- 
out some change in our fishery lawa. Special laws have 
been enacted from time to time, and some aré still in foree 
while others are not. New laws have been enacted, and old 
ones remain in force unless repealed hy the vague expression, 
‘fall laws inconsistent, with this act are hereby repealed.” 
We have employed a skillful lawyer to make a revision and 
codification of all our laws relating to fish and game, anrl 
prepare the aame tor publication, with notes, references, ete, 
The work will cover the period from 1820 to 1880, inclusive, 
and will be an authentic and valuable publication for the 
reference of lawyers and future legislators, as well as a work 
that is needed for the use of justices, wardens, the Commis- 
sioners and others in the performance of duties connected 
with the Depsriment of Fisheries and Game, 

—_—_—_—___ OO 

“THE REPRIGERATOR AMENDMENT.” 

Syracuss, N, Y., Jan.. 10. 
OU ‘‘invite expressions of opinion on the subject.” of 

an article in your last edition entitled ‘‘The Refrigera- 
tor Amendment,” in which you take strong grounds against 
the proposition to legalize the sale of yenison, quail, wood- 
cock and partridge all the year round, and also call for such 
levislation as will prevent theexportation of game. I want 
to speak what I know to be the sentiments of every true 
sportsman, wherever he may be found All such are sadly 
aware of the fact that game has come to he a delicacy in this 
State and many other States. The wanton killing of it has 
80 decreased the supply that it can no longer be considered a 
luxury abundant to all, and sportsmen everywhere'look with 
alarm upon the persistent efforts made by pot-hunters and 
deilers to procure the enactment of laws which might proba- 
bly be entitled ‘‘An Act for the Total Destruction of Game.” 

Refrigerators would become the best of mediums for mak- 
ing the slaughter as well as the sale of game an occupation 
lasting through the year. What would there be to prevent 
the packing of game in boxes or barrels bearing a fictitious 
label of the contents and their shipment to dealers during 
every nonth? It is not a very difficult matter to forward a 
‘« subject” to a medical college by railroad, if it be securely 
packed and bearing an appropriate label. How much easier 
to furnish the New York market with game at all seasons, 
with the refrigerators to swear that if was killed in season. 

The exportation of game gives a great many pot-huuters 
employment, and what can they do for its preservation so 
long as they can make a scanty living by robbing the 
plains, the woods and the streams o! their attractions to 
sportsmen, who fin’ health aid recreation in killing sparing- 
ly while they enjoy the pleasures which such sports 
afford? Our game does pot belong to pot-hunters and mar 
ketinen ; it does not belong alone to sportsmen, it belongs to 
all alike, 1 may say, though I dislike to admit that a pot- 
hunter should have any right to if. But as the number of 
aportsiven is vastly larger than the number of those who 
make shooting and fishing an occupation, it seems clearly 
properly that the majority should have the most potential 
voice in Jegislation, and Iam sure the ge eral public would 
support the sportsman, for the consnmer as well as the 
sportsman sees that unless good game laws are rigidly en- 
forced at once, game will yery soon wholly disappear from 
the markets. i 
Tam a frequent visitor to the great wilderness in the north- 

eastern part of this State, and have been for many years, 
and have seen the gradual but certain decrease of deer and 
trout there. The same causes whch operate there are operat- 
ing throughout the country, and with the present rate of de- 
pletion continued but ashirt time longer, sportsmen may 
lay their guns and rods aside and thank tardy or deficient 
legislation for depriving them of the most lealth-giving of 
all enjoyments. D. H. Bruce. 

New Yors, Jan 17. 
Let mz thank you for sounding the alarm against the pro- 

osed Refrigerator aniendment to the New York Game Law. 
Your intimation that such an absurd proposition is fathered 
by a Game Association is surprising. Has that society the 
word ‘‘protection” in its title? If so it is a palpable mis- 
nomer; ‘destrnation” should he substituted. Nyery word 
you print in condemnation of this revolution of our gaine laws 
must, it seems to me, merit and meet the warm approval of 
all the friends of the deer, quail, #rouse and woodeock. If 
this amendment is pushed do not fail to parade the name of 
every legislator who gives it his voice or vote 

T notice with dismay what ‘‘Wollat” and C. Fenton write 
you about deer hounding in our great New York wilderness. 
Their information verifies my predictiéns in your columns 
when the open season for hounding was enlarged. Banish 
the dogs entirely from the Adirondacks and plenty of veni- 
son will still be secured by all sorts of ignoble methods. 
But if hounding is to be allowed the first two weeks of Sep- 
tember, a8 Mr. Fenton suggests, would probably satisfy, in 
date and duration of open season, all except pot-hunters and 
marketmen. Put me down as more than ever in favor of a 
gommission of ovr most experienced practical men, to be 

named in the enabling act, to revise this whole subject of 
game preserya ion, and to mature a succinct code to replace 
the laws and amendments scattered over the statute book. 

H. H. THompson. 

Braprorp, Pa., Jan. 15. 
Your editorial ought, I think, to conyince the most skep- 

tical of the evil results which would ineyitably follow the 
passage of such a law, aud to arouse to action those sports- 
men who are in a position to contest the passage of this bill. 

Tf the game dealers are so unsound in the head that they 
cannot handle game in the proper season without suffering a 
pecuniary loss would it not be a kindness to extend to these 
sorely tempted men the benefits of a law similar to that 
framed for the prevention of drunkeness, and forbid alto- 
gether the sale of game? It would undoubtedly cause great 
suffering among certain classes, but the game, and what ap- 
pears just now a far more important consideration, the game 
dealer's money, would be saved. Jesting aside, I hope every 
legitimate means to defeat the bill will be tried, and that the 
denlers will have common sense enough to spare the goose 
that lays the golden ege. aA T. 

> 

OUR ROCHESTER LETTER. 

Roonzster, N, Y., Jan , 1881. 
yes correspondents haye recently contributed a num- 

ber of interesting facts in relation to the late and early 
appearance of birds on their antuasnal and veroal migrations, 
but if anything on the subject from the editorial pen has 
graced your columns it has escaped eyes that glance through 
the pages of Foresr anp SrReaM as eagerly, or neurly 80, 
as they ever did through the leaves of the ‘* forest primeval” 
to see a ruffed grouse tumble after a snapshot. This silence 
should be broken, and hence it is that, assuming the privi- 
lege of an “anxious inquirer,” I] would ask the fishing editor 
to giye some additional information to the world about the 
fall migration of Wilson snipe, by detailing his observations 
on that pair of our old familiar friends which in the autumn 
of 1874 became semi-domesticated on the mosses of the spring 
creek that fed the trout and grayling ponds of Fred Mather 
at Honeoye Falls, 
You have probably forgotten the young man who, in Oc- 

tober or November of that year while assisting in the con- 
struction of the Rochester water works, called at your house 
and was introduced by Beneder. But the incident was im- 
pressed on my memory by a variety of cireunistances, and is 
likely to be remembered while memory holds its seat, etc. 
T think it was a wet day when the navies were ‘* knocked 
up,” and the inspector had a chance to see some of the ob- 
jects of interestin and about that village of the plain—Hon- 
eoye, I had achance of borrowing a gun and going shoot- 
ing, or visiting the Natural History Musenm, hatching ponds, 
etc., of one whiom our friend B. said was a genius. 1 chose 
the latter, and have ever since regarded it as a Incky choice. 
To say nothing of the privilege of forming the acquaintance 
of the host, the place and all about it were of peculiar inter- 
est. ‘The tame mink, the trout, the rare and beautiful gray- 
lings (at that time recently introduced in Eastern waters), 
the grotesque specimens of animals set up with rare skill by 
the amateur taxidermist, and, not least interesting, the snipe 
uforesaid that had bécome so tame that the visitor was al- 
lowed to approach them without their showing any sign of 
alurm, Do you remember how late they remained that year, 
aud did they come again ? : ‘ 

The eternal tinkermg at the game law continues with un- 
abated yigor and with as little prospect of ever arriving at 
any conclusion {hat will be satisfactory. I wrote you last 
year that the Board of Supervisors of this county, Monroe, 
bad passed a law limiting wild-fiwl shooting to Thureday, 
Fridny and Saturday of each weck in season, and prohibiting 
grouse and quail shooting totilly for three years. I started 
{he movement for the limitation of duck shooting, for I 
thought, and still think, it would result in better sport for all. 
The prohibition of quail and grouse shooting was approved by 
some and condemned by others. | know that some conscien- 
tions men observed the law, but fellows of the baser sort laugh- 

ed at the law and killed all the birds they could reach, This 

angered the fair minded nen, and they determined that if the 

birds are to be exterminated the true men might as well be 

‘(in at the death” as the knayes, and they favored the repeal 
of the prohibition, or making the original law so strong as to 

protect in fact. A draft of a law was presented to the Board 

thig week to aruend that of last year, and as it was rejected, 

the moyer in disgust oifered a resolution repealing last year’s 

law, and it was adopted; so now the county is on the same 

footing as other counties in the State. There is only one 

man in the Board who knows a shot-gun from: a rifle, and 

most of the grangers havea prejudice against ganie laws, 80 

no matter how wise a proposition should be presented to 

them it would be treated coldly. 
In honest truth the prospect for sportsmer who love shoot- 

ing is not bright, in this otherwise favored county. Between 

the clearing away of coyer, the improvement of arms, the in- 

crease in the number who shoot and other causes, it looks 

as if birds that were abundant a few years ago would, ‘* ere 

new-born ebins become rough and razorable,” be numbered 

with the dodo and other creatures interesting only to the 

paleontologist. The proposal to make shooters take ont li- 

censes wom) do. Itis undemocratic in the first place, and 

we are not yet so tired of the Republic that such a law would 

go through. Furthermore, the Constitution of the United 

States provides that the “right of the people to have and 

bear arms shall not be infrinved;” and [ think a license 

would be a decided infringement of that yenerated instru- 

ment. None of it for me, game or no game. How would it 

work if men who shoot for sportand don’t want all the game 

to dié with them, were to form a voluntary association, euch 

member of which would pledge himself not to kill more than 

4 certain number of birds ina day? It might put off the ex- 

tinction of some birds a little longer. , 

Un Wednesday last there was a shooting contest af tame 

pigeons on che Driving Park in this city. The weather was 

rather cold, but itdid not seem to abate the ardor of the vet- 

erang-who turned out in force and during the day kept the 

traps moying briskly. Cash prizes were shot for, but as 

about half the men entered under assumed names it would 
not be of much interest to give the scores. 

Since my previous letter au event peculiarly sad to sports- 

men occurred here in the accidentai death of a munch respect- 

ed member of the Monroe County Sportsmen’s Club, Henry 

Walzer, who, on December 22, accidentally broke through 

the ice on Irondequoit Bay within sight of his home, and was 

drowned. He was walking alone down the bay on ice ap- 

parently a foot in thickness, and broke through over 6 spring 

hole, ‘There was not aman in the town but would risk his 

own life to save Henry, who had himself rescued many from 
drowning ; but in the critis there was no assistance within 
call, and one of the most popular men in the county perished. 
He had been proprietor of the Newport House, the most pop- 
warly conducted pleasure resort in the county for twenty-five 
years, and was known all over the State as an enthusiastic 
sportsman. He must beremembered by most of the men 
who haye attended ihe conyentions of New York State sports- 
men’s associations during the last twenty years, for he was a 
constant attendant and one of the best shots. An estimate 
of the regard in which le was held may he formed when the 
fact is stated that his funeral was a mile long, and was at- 
tended by délegation, from the Monroe County and Au- 
dubon clubs of this city; Genesee Club, of Jrondeqnoit and 
Seneca Gun Club, of Seneca Falls. hh. RR, 
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ATTRACTIONS OF PRINCE BDWARD'S ISLAND, 

O* the first day of Angust L. and myself left Boston en 
route for Prince Edward's Island, 10 devote the entire 

month to shooting and fishing. We left T wharf at 12. on 
Saturday, and striving af Charlottetown on the ensuing 
Tuesday at 2:30 pr. w., took the train the next morning on 
the P. E. I. R. R. for Tignish, the terminus of the road and 
the most northern town on the island, its chief industries be- 
ing agricultural pursuits and fisheries. 
We then took up our quarters at the house of a well-to-do 

farmer, the proprietor of some three hundred acres and sole 
owner of a grist, saw and woolen mill, all worked by water 
power. 
Two miles to the eastward and five to the northwes' is the 

sea coast, with its sandy beaches indented with small bays 
and salt marshes stretching in places far inland and inter- 
sected by sally-winders, which meander through their 
muddy courses soon to empty into the sea. 
The nature of the country generally is undulating, and 

where intact from the woodman’s axe is covered with a 
low growth of woods, stunted by the rigorous storms and 
seyere winds of winter, which laps well into the month of 
April. The color of the soil is red, sitnilar to that of New 
Jersey, but of a deeper hue, a peculiar characteristic of the 
island, and that it is easily tilled may be inferred from what 
Farmer Haywood said one day to me. “* Why, you can 
blow a ten-acre lot without meeting a single stone to turn 
the edge of your plowshare,” 

Such yas the scene of onr haleyon days. Such the 
ground on which we shot, the waters in which we fished. 
And now in palliation for this dry deseription of wood 

and wold, depicted in such crude but true colors, let my fancy 
wander and my tale wax merrier as the field is taken and our 
lines wetted. 

‘+ Hey! hello there! Getup, youlazy dogs. Here Fred's 
been hitched up in the wagon thia half hour, and hreakfast’s 
getting cold; and if you don’t hurry up the tide "ill be well 
down apiece.” 
Roused by this sonorous summons we made haste to don 

our shooting clothes, and sitting down to a good breakfast of 
hot colfee, czgs, fried trout and toast, which was daly dis- 
patched, jumped into the wagon. Tbe two miles of ground 
is shortly covered, and we rein np at the side of a fence 
hard by the marsh, where yet the morning sun had failed to 
dissipate the early mists which still hung heavily over the 
lowlands, 
We now separate, and after choos ng suitable sitnations, 

where we build the blinds, we sct out the deeoys, and await 
in silence the much-desired arrival of some bunch of bay 
snipe of which wéare in quest. Soon a small flock of cur- 
lew is descried, and we vie with each other in mitth to see 
who can allure the birds within gunshot by the deceptive 
whistle. See! now they poise overhead, and look down 
upon their companions peacefully feeding on the strand be- 
low; and now they partially close their wings Lo lower their 
uncertain flight. The gun 1s now slowly raised, and instan- 
taneous with the hovering motion, which curlew ure wont to 
exhibit just before alighting, the trigvers are pressed in 
quick succession, and the double report invokes the echoes 
of the silent hills adjacent to the marsh. 

Prone to the earth three cnrlews drop, 
Hard riddled by an ounce of shot ; 

Giving good promise of sport fo all. 
While startled from their safe retreat, 
‘Nhe golden plovers oft repeat 

Their clear and timid méasgured call, 

‘As soon as the birds are gathered I resume my place at the 
blind, and again wa t patiently until another shot is offered. 
So the sport continues, and should both wind and tide prove 
favorable, a bag of a dozen or more of the larger species of 
bay snipe is often made in a morning’s shoot, to say gothing 
of the hordes of little sand-pipers and plover which could be 
shot by the bushel if one desired to. 

TROUT FISHING. 

Seated in a light ducking-skiff, a short paddle of some 
twenty minutes brings me to the margin of deep and dark- 
some pool, where silence reigns supreme and all nature seems 

hushed in a profound quietude ; the hitherto rippling surface 

of the water is still; the sun fast sinking in the western sky 

throws forth rich tints of saffron yellow, commingled with 

that reddish tinge which characterizes a summer sunset, the 

whole blending in sweet harmony with the colors of the va- 

ried landscape. As the Jast strokes of the paddle are finished, 

the skiff glides noiselessly beside # log half immersed in the 

clear water. Anon the leap of some wary trout, as if seized 

a dainty morsel in the shape of some hapless Hy or miller 

whose tickle flight had brought it too near the surface, breaks 

the universal stillness ; or perhaps the winnowing of a floek 

of dusky ducks leaving the forest aisles is héard overhead. IT 

grasp the rod; one backward movement: of the hand, another 

forward, and the winged messengers of death are speeding on 

their course. The line unfolds itself and speedily the 

stretcher and bobber alight softly on the tranquil surface und 

then—ye Naiads and Mnviales! what sport doth lurk within 

thy limpid waters, as with a mighty vush the spotted quarry 

Cleaves through the yielding liqnid. Flip! swash! he breaks, 

and in his downward plunge captures the seductive hackle 

which lured him from the depths below, and now he feels 

the sharpened hook and, piqued by its exquisite pain, re- 

doubles all his frantic efforts to escape the rod, . 

“ But hold! my precious dear; your stratagems are indeed 

most clever and you would fain double on your hemlock 

snag; but stay your mad career and to the bending Leonard 

mould thy stubborn will, Seek not the muddy hottom, there 

to.sulk, but—there! that's right; little nearer and you will 

be sate within the meshes.” So the nel brings him to the 

creel, 
But now the waning day and gathering gloom warn me to 
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tetl up my line, disjoint my rod und ply the paddle home- 
ward; and when the string of 'Justy trout” are weighed the 
very scales groan under the weight of nineteen pounds. 

DUCK SHOOTING. 

Still another variety of sport can be enjoyed on the island, 
that of black and woud-duck shooting. ‘These fowl, though 
not strictly abundant, can be found in numbers sufficient to 
warrant u fair day’s bag. ‘True, the pursuit of them is pro- 
ductive of both toil and fatigue, but to the indefatigable 
sportsmian who seeks the field with the intent of animating 
the senses, invigorating the body and communing with na- 
ture, it if a matter of secondary importance, and to him 
alone ia dua, me judice, the name and honor of a sportsman. 
And now my tale is finished, and should these lines ever 

meet the eyes of nyy good friend—who, alas! is pow separ- 
ated from me by many » nlile—I have only to add that his 
jovial ways and sweet companionship shall always have wb 
least One spot ever fresh and yerdant in the momory of his 
fellow-sportsman. H.W. 

——————— re 

DUCK SHOOTING AT SHINNECOCK. 

nr _ W. A, 

Editor Forest and Stream = 

In your number of Jan, 20,1881, you publish a communi- 
cation from *‘Shinnecock,” in which he takes exception to 
the suggestion made by Mr. Pike in his speech before the 
Long Island Sportsmen’s Association. Ie says ‘‘that Shin- 
necock Bay is not adapted for point shooting.” 

To any One acquainted with the bay, and many of your 
yeaders doubtless are, that statement secms unwarranted, 
forit hus, between Quogue and Southampton, many fine 
points, notuble amows which are Pine Neck, Bast and West 
Rampasture, Hole-in-the-Wall, and fhe east and west points 
of the big bar. I speak of these particularly, because I have 
shot from or nearthem ull, and have had fine sport in the 
days gone by. I recall the first time Lever shot on Shinne- 
cock Bay; it was in the spring of 1876. Batteries were 
fot so Mumerous then as now, and the shooting 
was much better. I shot every day for a week, 
and each day had good sport, securing a fair bag. The birds 
fed near the shore and came to stvol gently, but since that 
time the shooting has become gradually poorer, until last 
fall it amounted to nil, I spent a week there, and be- 
tween the three days’ law, the adverse weather and the 

gearcity of birds I came very near being ** whitewashed.” 
The open season for fowl shooting on Shinnecock Bay 

commene-d last October 20, and for about ten days the 
birds were plenty and gentle. That gave five shooting days, 
which was anrple time to disgust them with batteries and the 
use Lo which they were put. I will cite my own case. My 
gunners were anxious that I should have good sport, but no 
jnore so than were other gunners for their sportsmen, con- 
sequently there was a great rivalry as to who should secure 
the best places where the ducks live The result of the 
rivalry was thal the gunners with the batteries would start ut 
at midnight to secute the ground for the next day. The 
whole of the flats from Southampton to Quogue at intervals, 
were oveupied that way, driving up the fowl during the 
night at the time when they do most of their 
feeding. I ask, what chance had ducks to feed 
under such circuinstances, and if they cannot. procure food, 
what object is it for them to stay? ‘They certainly have to 
feed ond will go where they are not disturbed at night, which 
is their natural feeding-time. If you will allow me the space 
J would like to quite from ‘‘ Wilson” in support of my 
views. He says, on page 312, Vol. 3, ‘ American Orni- 
thology,” speaking of the black duck; ** In the evening they 
resort to the muddy flats and shores and occupy theméelves 
throuhout the greater part of the night in seeking for food.” 
Again, on page 642, same yolume, in speaking of the can- 
yas-back, he says: *‘ But of all the modes pursued, none in- 
timidate them so uch as shooting them by night and they 
soon abandon the place where they have been thus repeatedly 
shot at.!” Again, on page 355, same volume, in speaking of 
the seaup, or broadbill (which is jhe most numerous duck on 
Shinnecock Bay), he says: ‘* When disturbed by the fisher- 
men along the Jersey shore, in the spring, they resort to oth- 
er feediny-pluces.” 

Giraud, in his *‘ Birds of Long Island,” on page No. 323, 
says Of the scaup, or broadbill: “It passes the night on the 
flats in large flocks.” The nature of wild-fowl to-day is the 
same as it, was in the days of Wilson and Giraud and as they 
would not remain theti on waters where they were disturbed 
night and day, neither will they now. For my own part, 
and ou bebalf of many brother sportsmen with whom I have 
canyassed thie subject, I should like to haye batteries abol- 
ished froin Shinnecock Bay, but as Tam willing to pive an 
equal chance to all, 1 would suggest, a8 a compromise, the 
following : 

1. Abolish the three-days law. 
8, Passa law that no battery shall be placed more than 

twenty rods from (he nearest shore ; and, 
8. That no battery shall be rigged or anchored on the 

shooting-grounds until one hour after sunrise and must be 
taken up at least thirty minutes before sunset. 

If such statutes as the above were passed we would once 
more seé the shooting as it was. Wa. Durourr. 

ae 

OUR PHILADELPHIA LETTER. 

OR the first time in yery many years I noticed a quan- 
tity of sharp-tailed grouse for sale in the street last 

week. ‘he party who was selling them did not know but 
that they were prairie chickens, and called them such. The 
very severe weather we haye been haying the past three 
weeks has enabled game dealers in the West to ship many 
prairie chickens East by cheap freight in afrozen state. I 
see also numbers of ruffed grouse being offered on our main 
thoroughfares by peddlers or ‘‘street-hawkers.” These 
birds have the appearance of haying been snared. You 
know our Pennsylvania law prohibits the offering of many 
varieties of game (among which is the pinnated and ruffed 
grouse and quail) after January 15. This may in a measure 
aecount for the great quantity noticed everywhere, dealers 
being anxious to get it off their hands before the date of the 
luw’s taking effect. Some of these peddlers of ganie on he- 
ing questioned state that (hey will offer prairie chickens ind 
birds not native of this State after January 15, stating that 
the law will not ‘‘hold water” if tested, except as relating 
to our own game. And yet the Jaw distinctly names the 
seyeral varieties of grouse, ind imposes a penalty on their 
sale sffer the above mentioned date, 

Our enterprising restaurateur, Lauber, had two enormous 
wild bears hanging before his dvor this morning. These 
animals were shipped to him from Germany, advantage be- 

4 

ing taken of the cold weather. 
those who will partake. 

Tt, must give those interested in the preseryation and pra- 
tection of game much pleasure to note the anxiety shown by 
sportsmen on the subject, which is now plainly evinced by 
the numerous articles’ in your last edition of Pormst anp 
Stream. It is a good work, Messrs. Editors, a truly good 
work, and as the organ of the sportsmen of the country your 
journal should champion (he cause. To illustrate that the 
severe weather we have experienced, and which has proved 

They are to be served up for 

| most disastrous to birds of the gallinaceous order, as I sur- 
mised early in the winter, has damaged the game of the 
South, read the following from the Columbus (Ga.) Mnquir- 
er-Sun: “ A negro, while hinting in Perry County, Ala., a 
few days ago, came upon a covey of twenty-four partridges, 
which he proceeded to pick up one by one and pnt in his 
bag. They were well nigh frozen and unable to fly.” This 
is but.a single case. How many just such incidents have oc- 
curred in the Eastern and Middle States ? 

Certainly there should be no trouble in haying a ready re- 
sponse to a call by Forest AND Stream for a convention of 
sportsmen of the East to take some steps regarding a cessa- 
tion of the hunting of ruffed grouse and quail for af least one 
year, if nottwo. I knowthere will he an outcry against 
such a movement on the part of some dog breeders, who de- 
pend entirely upon the sale of their animals for a livelihood. 
This will be seen at once, indeed it is already shown by one 
or two articles I have xead. It was only to-day I heard an 
inquiry from a gentleman living in Chester County for live 
quail which he desired to keep in his barn through the winter 
and liberate in the spring. ‘‘For,” said he, ‘tin our section 
of the country we have not one covey left; the birds have all 
perished.” The subject cannot be agitated too much, and 
an effort on the part of Formsranp SrreAM looking to a 
call of gentlemen interested: in the cause would doubtless 
ineet with success. Wehaye doubts thatit will be found 
difficult to obtain live birds in any great numbers from North 
Carolina, as reports from that State show the quail has suf- 
fered there likewise. Let me repeat, such an undertaking 
on your part will be as laudable as your expose of the nitro- 
cellulose Dittmar powder. 

The County of McKean, of Pennsylvania, is now our best 
resion for deer, especially in the Sinnamahoning section, 
Our toutual friend, Capt. A. Clay, who resides in the locali- 
ty mentioned a portion of the year, could relate interesting 
hunts participated in by himself and friends. Tomo. 
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EXTERMINATION, 

Fiditor Forest and Stream : 
Let mie say afew words on 4 subject to which attention 

BUFFALO 

‘has heen called several times in your paper, namely, the 
wanton destruction of buffalo. That they are rapidly ap- 
proaching extermination is abundantly evident. The action 
of the Game Protective Associulion of Wyoming testifies to 
that fact. The letter of W. A. Allen, of Montana, in your 
issue of December 23, says: ** We fonhd parties killing them 
for the tongues alone, not even taking the hides.” 

Let me give the results of my awn observation. In the 
spring of 1876 I weut from Dodge City, Kansas, across In. 
dian Territory and imto the staked plains of Texas. The 
herds which we saw were very small, none numbering more 
than four hundred ; few were nearly so large. An officer of 
the expedition, who had passed through the saine country a 
little more than two years before in pursuit of some Indians, 
told me that so large were the herds there that it was neces- 
sary to halt the cavalry and fire into the herds, in order to 
break them up and scatter them, so that the column of cay- 
alry might pass through. In 1876 the few remaining ones 
were s) wild that they fied precipitately before us, and when 
it, was necessary to kill them for the meat we were compelled 
either to use the uimost cantion in approaching them, or 
else ride them down and fire upon them from horseback. 
The same officer tuld me he thought that in his first expedi- 
tion there were ten where one was found in the second, 
Upon all sides we fonnd hundreds of carcasses bleaching 

in the sun. In one locality, where they were most abundant, 
the crack of the rifle was heard everywhere. Our nostrils 
were constantly offended by the stench of decaying bodies 
that almost literally covered the plains. Of course these 
were killed for their hides, but the inevitable result, extermi- 
nation, will surely follow unless some limit is put to the 
numbers killed. To give some just idea of the enormous 
numbers killed, it is only necessary to say that in one year 
three hundred thousand hides were shipped from Dodge 
City, Kansas, 
When the two railroads that cross Kansas were opened it 

was not unusual to have to stop the trains till the buffaloes 
had crossed the track. Now a buffalo is never seen on either 
one of them. And this is not simply the result of advancing 
civilization ; it is the direct consequence of the merciless war 
which has been waged against them, and unless something 
is done to prevent it, the day will soon come when this char- 
acteristic American animal will be one ef the things of the 
past. Cannot something be done to put a stop to this wan- 
ton destruction? Is there not some action which could be 
taken on the part of the General Government that would do 
something toward the preservation of the bison? It will not 
do to plead that the hunters make 4 living by their hunting. 
The same amount of time, labor and energy (and a much 
less amount of exposure and hardship), expended in nearly 
any other direction could hardly fail to be as fully remunera- 
tive, if not more so, for the hides delivered at the railway 
station bring but little more than one dollar cach. 
Hyen if legislation should compel some men to scek an. 

other mode of making a living, it would be better than to 
exterminate the buffalo. ButI do not propose to discuss 
the matter; I want tu lay the facts before your readers, and 
let all draw their own conclusions. It seems to me that the 
conclusion must inevitably be drawn that it is desirable to 
place limits to the slaughter of this animal, and to do some- 
thing toward its preservation. ©. B: 

ee 

Tue Central New York Sportsmen's Qlub have elected the 
following officers for 1881: Charles W. Hutchinson, Presi- 
dent: Andrew McMillan, 1. 'T. Manning, Sylyester Dering, 
Vice-Presidents; John D, Kernan, Proseeuting Attorney ; 
Major D. 'T. Evers, Treasurer; Frank I. Meyers, Secretary, 
Dr. John W. Greene, of New York, was unanimously elected 
an honorary member of the club. The society calls attention 
to the necessity of incorporating into the rame law sections 
preventing sportsmen and others from leaving fires burning 
in the woods, so destructive to our forests, and also to pro- 
hibit those parties from leaving carcasses and offal near the 
camps and springs in the Adirondacks, 

DUCK SHOOTING AT COBB'S ISLAND. 

HE brant are more plentiful here this season than for 
for many years. Layeraged twenly-five a tide during 

my stay at the Island, but I happened to strike the spot as 
the right time. Sometimes one will have to wait for a week 
or ten days before he can have a good day’s duck shooting. 

There are three absolute requisites (to stool brant: the tide, 
the wind und the sun, If the tide is right and the wind is 
wrong it will not be a sportsman’s day. Should the wind 
set strong and it is cloudy, then you might as well remain 
away from the blinds; but when the flood tide is running, a 
strong wind blowing and a bright sun is shining, then it is 
that the birds fly and come up readily to the ducoys. In a 
winter's season there is certainly not an average of over two 
such days in the week, and the hunter will have many hours 
of weary ‘vaiting, which on this island, unless he has com- 
panionable comrades, is almost unendurable. 

Never was there such an illustration of killing the goose 
that laid the golden egg as this place presents. “The Cobbs, 
by their extortion and high prices charged sportsmen, have 
effectually Killed their island; for five years ago there were 
dozens of Northern sportsmen who rendezyoused here for 
duck shooting, now there are none, I being the sole, solitary 
visitor, and as the ice prevents any boats from leaving the 
Island, or from hunting, I feel as desolate as Alexander Sel- 
kirk on Juan Fernandez. Even Nathan Cobb is getting sick 
of his enforced idleness, and wanders disconsolately around 
his decoys, which he can’t use ‘This is the first ice blockade 
that has isolated the island from tie mainland since the 
famous winter of 1857. 

IT send this squib ata venture, and by strange hands, as we 
used to doin Richniond during the war, and terined the un- 
certain mode by a notice on the outside of the envelope, 
“Wia Grapevine Telegraph.” Anyway it will reach you 
some day, I trust. 

The Cobbs have made heavy bags this season, Nathan 
sending many dozen to Northern markets, J only average 
some twenty brant on each tide. 

To sportsmen coming here I add this advice, don’t come 
alone, but the more the merrier. CHABSSEDR. 

Cobb's Island, Jan. 1. 
am ae 

CALIFORNIA GAME. 

Cosumygrs, Cat., Dec. 23, 
UR rainy season, whichanswers to winter, has set in and 

for the past four weeks we have had plenty of weather, 
whether we liked it or not. It has browght us an abundance 
of ducks, however, and a larger proportion Sof canvas backs 
than we have ever known before, in fact they were the only 
duck to be found in the market. Quail are very abundant, 
and afford fine shooting, when the weather permits. I 
promised to say a word about our game birds and their habits, 
so I will say a word about quail. There are several varieties 
on this coast, the best known being senerally distingnished 
as mountain quail and valley quail. The former frequent 
(he mountain only, except as very severe storms drive them 
lower down, and are much larger than the valley quail. Both 
varieties are tufted and are much handsomer in plumage than 
the eastern quail. Isend you two skins from the heads of 
valley quail, The quail here do not frequent open fields as 
niuch as those in the East, except corn fields alone the river 
bottoms and near to willow clumps. They are difticult until 
atter the frosts have stripped the trees of foliage; first be- 
cause their first flight is generally into trees or bushes, wlrere 
they hide very closely; and second, because they are much 
more uncertain in their times and places of feeding, pruning 
themselves, etc,, than the Eastern quail. I nolice with them 
the same mysterious power of withholding their acent that 
Eastern quail have when first flushed. In some parts of the 
State they- collect in coveys of two or three hundred, and 
will run along the road ahead of a team sometimes for some 
distance. Butalas for the hopes of the Eastern sportsman who 
thinks he has a soft thing’; after the first shot there is a v0ar 
of short wings and the birds have dropped into a dense chap- 
arral composed of thorny bushes and almost impenetrable, 
except for the grizzly bear, and he may spare his time in 
looking for them and hunt up a fresh covey. In spite of 
such drawbacks, howeyer, there are plenty enough to make 
fine bags, and I haye known three brothers to kill in two 
months’ shooting 1,300 dozen. Deer are very plenty along 
tle foot hills this winter. Iam sorry to hear, however, that 
freat numbers have been slaughtered for their hides, a practice 
whieh unfortunately is exterminating the deer in some parts 
of the State. Iam afraid this letier will trespass on your 
time and space, if it does use the blue pencil, W. L. W. 

a 

AN ADIRONDACK TRIP. 

Urtoa, Jan. 6. 
Kditor Forest and Stream: 

_ Would ‘‘Nessmuck,” through your columns, inform a 
friend and myself of a trip through the North Woods that 
would oecupy about three weeks or a month, where one 
would not meet every few miles with a host of people and 
all the attendants of civilization? Hard work not the slight- 
egt consideration, I forgot fo mention that we reside in 
Utica, and a radius of fifty miles wonld suit us, We went 
in last year from Bucrsafts aboye Moorehouseyville and a carry 
of two and one-half nilesto Wilmurst Lake, where we intend- 
ed to stay for our trip, the fishing in the lake being grand. 
The first morning we were out with two rods we caught seven- 
teen fine fellows, full of life, the least of them weighing one 
and three-quarters pounds and the largest about two and one- 
half pounds. But things at the house are nol a joy forever 
(there are sharks in the wilderness), so we struck camp, and 
taking boat to the end of the lake with our camping out out- 
fit which we had brought with us in case of an emergency, 
we went to Snag Lake, which is a small lake about two 
miles from Wilmurst Lake and the ronghest and longest I 
ever wish to carry sixty pounds over. At Snag Lake we had 
splendid sport, the fish being Very plentiful. From there we 
went to the Melealf River, but it being rather late in the 
season—fthe second week in August—we did nof get much 
sport and returned to camp on Snag and from thence home, 
occupying about two weeks. A betfer time or better luck T 
never struck. The last day we walked down from Moor- 
honseyille 10 Prospect, a distance of twenty-nine miles with- 
out turning hair, afeat that without our two weeks training we 
should have considered several times about, I mean to send 
you a full account of our next trip and all particulars. Hy, 

——————__+ -®- 

Enian Camp, an Indian guide, thinks that he has dis- 
covered two Adirondack lakes never visited by a white man, 
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CENTRAL WISCONSIN. 

HAY# happened upon s good many pariridges'since fail 
While hunting rabbits, and while L have sean none 

“tree,” my experience is that they un-tree with a ood deal 
of *‘ previoushess" on the approach of either mah or dog, 
Until wilhin the past few days [ have not raised any from the 
ground, they being almost invariahly found in the trees. Tt 
would take an extra good ‘‘artist” to kill six out of every 
twenty, taking them as they leave the trees and not picking 
shots in our tamarac, poplar and alder thickets. 

I shot a squirrel the other day im size about midway he- 
tween # red and stay sijuirrel. It was colored like a gray, 
except that it had a red strip about an inch wide along its 
back, and a ved tail like a fox squirrels’. What was it ? 

Our thermometers haye marked as low as 40 degrees be- 
low zero more than once, and from 20 deg. to 30 deg, 
has not been uncommon this winter, and yet afew days since 
a gentleman ridiug hear a spring creck put up a flock of 
eleven mallards. Do you suppose they were wailing for cold 
wealher to set in before goine South? 

Rabbits and foxes are our onlylegitimate game now. The 
former are usuaily very plenty here, but this winter have 
been thinned out by Reynard whose family is largely repre- 
sented, and affords rood sport, BADGER. 

Jan, 16. 

$+ «+ ______. 

SQUIRREL SHOOTING AT GREENWOOD LAKE. 

New Yorks, January 14. 
Iser that the framers of the proposed new law for this 

State want to deprive me of going up during the months of Sep- 
tember and October to my friend Gideon Smith Bradner’s, 
at Greenwood Lake, to shoot squirrels. Start out carly from 
his house, put in your pockets a dozen cartridges, a little 
Inneh and a copy of the Forrst anp SrxEaAM, your gun, but 
no dogs. ‘Take it easy, roaming along the grand hilis, look- 
ing down on fair pretty Greenwood Lake, you catch a glimpse 
of it now and then, the little steamer Wontelaip puiling away 
on itsbosom. Sele:t a shady spot and an easy seat near 
some hickories, read your Forest anp Stream, eat your 
lunch, watch the pretty birds near you, and see the ruffed 
grouse strut on a distant rock or-plume himself in some tree. 
Now you shoot a squirrel, sometimes a hawk; but the main 
object is to enjoy the beautiful woods, fine scenery, breathe 
pure fresh air and study nature, getting to Bradner’s in time 
for supper, hungry, happy and fully content if even the bag 
only contains two or three squirrels. After a good meal, 
with a bottle of Milwaukee, sitting on the front porch, the sun 
is just setting o’er the Warwick Hills—what a contented, 
happy feeling comes tous. You say, Yes, this is worth liy- 
ing for—health, good spirits and at peace with all the world. 
Yet they want to reb me of this. WILLouGHBY. 

——-§-—. — 

MicHigan—Cheboygan, Jan, 11— Bditor Forest and Stream: 
At the annual election of the Cheboygan Gun Club the fol- 
lowing officers were elected: W. 8. Humphrey, President ; 
C, R. Kitchen, Vice-President; H. J. Miner, Treasurer; T. 
A, Perrin, Secretary. We havea team of four members of 
the club who are practicing with the rifle. They shot several 
matches last summer and were successful each time, They 
propose to challenge a team from any club in the State next 
summer, to shoot any rifle, open sights, 200 yards; position, 
standing: friendly matches, not for money. This may he 
big talk, but that is the way the boys feel, and if they should 
get badly beaten it may calm their nervous system and get it 
in a more healthy condition. 

J mail you to-night a cut of the Mullet Lake House, at the 
head of Mullet Lake. This is the house I mentioned in my 
communication some time igo. ae 

Kant County Srortsmen’s Crun— Grand Rapids, Mich., 
Ja 19.—The officers of the Kent County Sportsmen's 
Club (Mich.) for 1831 are: President, Dr. E. 8. Holmes; 
Vice-President, L. UD. Follett, Esq.; Secretary, A. B. Rich- 
mond; Treasurer, Geo. A. Gould, who are ex-officio mem- 
bers of the Board of Directors. The Directors are: A. J. 
Halt, Geo. 8. Baars, J. CG. Parker, Wm. H. Calkins and Ed. 
M, Barnard. Delegates to the State Association—Hon. L, 
b. Morris, T. Stewart White, Hd. M, Barnard, Geo, A. 
Gould and Wm. ©. Dennis. OKA. 

Deer 1s Sreveun County—Horneilsville, WV. ¥., Jan, 9.— 
Deer have heen quite plentiful in Steuben County. Five or 
six years ago Only one or two killed during season. Within 
fourteen miles toward the Pennsylvania line, in the season of 
1879, fourteen deer were killed; in the season of 1880 thirty- 
six were killed. What was the cause? Was it due to the 
game laws, or was it natural increase, or were they driven 
out of Pennsylyania by fire and hounds? J. O11s Frinows. 

Remepy For Porson or ToxroopENpRoy (Porson OAK).— 
One application of a solution of twenty grains of crystallized 
nitrate of silver in an Ounce of water, applied with camel’s- 
hair pencil, has proved an invariable cure in experience of 
the undersigned. Avoid getting any of the solution in the 
eyes and let the discoloration wear off, unless a skilled drug- 
gist or physician volunteers to remove it- KC BNTUOKIAN. 

Mill Springs, Ky, 

Turew 1m Oversoarp—Rocklund, Me., Jan. 14.—E. 8. 
McAllister, game warden, seized three carcasses of deer on 
Tuesday, a fourth carcass was thrown overboard by the crew 
of the Steamer Lewiston which brought them from Cherry- 
field, and they were being transferred to the Boston boat. 
Last week a dozen carcasses went over the same route, but 
the game is up now as Ed, means business. y. 

Sournery Looatron.—Perhaps some of your Southern 
clintele may be disposed to indicate favorable points from 
whence to prospect with a yiew to final location in Virginia, 
the Carolinas or Georgia. I expeef soon fo start out on a 
tour of observation which, as my-family is portable and my 
‘carpet bag” not one of those old-time enipty ones, will be 
quite deliberate and amenable te suggestions, HW. 

TENnEsser—Brovnsville—Game plentiful in this part of 
country, though the recent heavy snows and cold weather are 
felling on them to a fearful extent, making all kinds of game 
lean in flesh, A. M 

A CORRESPONDENT WISHES 10 KNOW where, in North Car- 
olina, he can obtain good quail and duck shooting combined. 
Can any of our readers tell him ? 

JANUARY 27, 1881. 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Dr, Carynr will shoot a match with W. Scott, of London, the 
champion pigeon shot of England. Feb. 1. The mateh will be at 

100 pigéons each, £200 a side; five traps, five yards apart, the 

shooter to stand thirty yards behind the centre trap. The traps 
to be pulled with a patent pulling apparatus. The boundary to be 
eighty yards from the trap, if on open ground, but if on inclosed 
ground the boundary to be of string two yards inside the fence on 
both sides, in front and in a straight line level with the shooter 

for the rear. The weight of shot, 114 ozs. ; no restrictions as to 
powder ; guns not to exceed 8 lbs, Each competitor shall supply 

110 birds, English blue rocks, and the two lots of birds shall be put 
into one hamper and trapped from one hamper. The trapper and 

puller shall be mutually chosen, If the competitors are unable to 
agree the referee shall have the power to appoint the above-named 

officials. In all other respects the match to be under Gun Glub 
rules, 

New Yorr Guy Cius.—New York, Jan, 8.—The following dates 

have been decided upon for future competitors for the '* Barrou” 

trophy : Jan. 22, Feb. 12 and 26, March 12 and 26, April 9 and 23, 

May 14 and 28. Shooting will commence each day at.2 o'clock, 

Conditions—To be won three times, not necessarily consecutively, 

before becoming the personal property of the winner ; 10) birds, 
handicap rise, entry $1; ties fo be shot off at three birds, Shonld 

the eup be finally won previous to May 28, then another trophy 

will be offered under similar conditions, Te Executive Committee 
have decided to offer the following prizes ;: 

The club challenge cup, value 3100. First to be competed for 

onSaturday, Jan. 22. Shooting will commence at 10:30 o'clock a. 

M.; entry, $25 ; 25 birds, 30 yards rise, The winner will hold the 

cup subject to challenge to shoot for the enp on each Saturday 
following at 10:30 o’clock, On January 1, 1882, the cup will be 
finally awarded to the one who has won it the largest umber of 

times. Should there be a tie it will be shot off at 24 birds, 30 yards 
tise t 

The club fund club, value #100. Entry #1; 10 birds. To be 

awarded to that competitor who shall first win it twice consecu- 

tively. 

Gur Omy Guy Crur.—Mobile, Jan, 17 —¥or the monthly 
medal in the December mateh, Master Willie Voges went to the 

front and captured the medal with a clean score of 20 balls. The 

youth is following after his father, For the January shoot our 
Frenchman came in first with a clean score. It being our busy 
season there were only four in the shoot: 

HARTI Eh Seale et ele fae a: td A ah A A on, Pes 
FGREY VOSS obs cade peee sdete en UU a is nr Dorn LE es lr rl Uo OSE Fs bt) 
GW Tunstall. ...--2-..0e--++ TDL11201111441¢1011117—18 
JS Alexsuder, JT... -..- seer OOS UEULAT IPL Triad Ti 

Sweepstakes match, 10 balls : 
AGB UV ES tie a 
‘Vunstall..:.- 
WOSSHA ae +t 
AVOSCANI GEMS. i) baste cs pte cl lelsle is =e reer Ceres 

Carre had broken cight before thea shoot commenced, thus 
making thirty-eight straight balls, all that he shot at. 

§. C. Onur. 

Wasuineton Gun Ciun.—Ridgetwood Park, L. I.—Monthly shoot 

1T224 4 1-7 
H Hedeman ... 2110 T 2 44 
Wm De Nyse... Ob dist sie 15 
John Dierking - 23 ab Ted oO. 1 al eS6 
Thomas Kellety 21 0) A L OL® dee Sie 
John Cotter. ... 22 Fi al? 07 iis t5 
John Kreusche: Ge 70 I ah ase 
Theo Obrig.... SNE -—2 Th io Dt o—+ 
John Dunkel..... 21 -1 2204 1 0-5 
Geo Armbruster. as | pe ID, A eos 
Geo Gvauer. .---.4++-s--- rE AB aA toa Ase Ales Ss 000010 2 

Match for three prizes left from Christmas shoot; 8 birds, 25 

yards + 
H Hedeman.........--...5 111—3 J Dierking,..............., 16 7—2 
DOM COLET: oul as 111—8 (has EF Curtis -.0 1 1—38 
Wim De Nyse gpese-sl 11-8 Jost Moller, Jr 1 1-8 
Bo Waa sd ie eees ne rne ee 111-8 Geo Armbruster... + 1 0-4 
Theo Obrig.. 14). 22.2000. 2. 111-8 John D Kunkel... +.0 1 0-4 
RM Hopps,.-.-----<:+--34 10%—2 ‘thomas Kellett. . + 10-1 
TATE TEV ELITES ohe)s viejo ele x ete ober 10 1—2 J Kfeuscher, _,..- 0.0 0-0 

Moller the second, and George Armbruster the third. 

THe Lone Isnanp SHoorrmsG Cius.—Derter’s Park, L. I., Jan, 

17._Regular monthly contest for the champion cup, shot for at 

seven birds each from H and T ground traps, handicapped rise, 80 
yards boundary ; Li. 1.8. GC. rules : 

Cle ae aah eS. 
DISUS VS SDe ok 
100 0 1 

1-6 
0—1 
i—4 

3 
at 

MircHetn, Beats Bogarnus—Richiwnd, Va., Jan. 21—Riitor 

Forest and Stream ; W. T. Mitchell, of this city, who is shooting 

fora place on the American team of pigeon-shooters, defeated Cap- 

tain Bogardus at our State Fair Grounds on the 1th instant in a 
match at thirty yards’ risefrom five ¢ ound traps, under English 
rules, by the following score : 
Bogardus—11111 L1401 O1102 Liltiid 11011 

O1112 21111 117121 11100 1111 1—S57 ouborss. 

Litehel—1 T1411 T7144 11704 11111 H1411 11010 11171 
Matt £11711 21170 111974 Li0t1 1111 0—60 ont of 65, 

Capt. Bogardus used his 10 Ibs. 10 bore Scott gun, said to be 
charged with 5 dra. Dittmar powder and 17Z ozs. No. 8 shot in first 

barrel and 5 drs. Orange Lightning and 14; ozs. of No. 7 shot m 
second. Mr. Mitchell used a 101g lbs. 10 bore Nicholas & Lefeyer 

gun, with 13; ozs, shot in the first, same quality of No, 6 in second 
barrel, with 5 drs, Dead Shot FFG powder. Both men were in fine 

form, as the score will attest, which probably would haye been bet- 

ter had the cloudy weather not caused the smoke to interfere with 

the use of the second barrel. Capt. Bogardus expressed himself 

as greatly pleased with Mr. Mitchell's shooting, and told him he 

would have no trouble in getting on the team. T. 

10411 

Frorma Oranex Currure is yearly assuming more import- 
ance as one of the industries of the Southern States. We 

print in our advertising columns a notice of Deland, Fla., 

and advise those of our readers who are looking toward a 

home in the South to inquire into the advantages of this set- 

tlement. 

light. 

Che Fennel. 
February 2, at Pittsburgh, Pa.—Special meeting of the Pennsyl- ; 

yania Vieid Trials Association. I. R. Stayton, Sec. 
Rock River Valley Poultry and Kennel Club show—Sterling, Dili- 

nois, Feb, 10, 11 and 12. R. B. Commerford, See- 
April 1, at, Columbus, Tenn.—Close of entries, National Ameri- 

ne ae Club's second American Field Trial Derby. Joseph Ti. 
ew, Sec. 

THE PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW. 

ta third annual bench show of dogs, given by the West- 
ern Pennsylvania Poultry Society in the ‘Tron City,” 

we have already stated in last week’s paper, was a complete 
success, not only as a creditable exhibition, but as a financial 
enterprise. When it is considered that Pittsburgh is one of 
the largest manufacturing strongholds in America it is encour- 
aging to see the workingeclasses turn aside from labor and 
money-making and expend a little of their energy and enthu- 
siasm in assisting to promote to the highest rank the animal 
we love so well. Crowds flocked to the old City Hall, where 
the show was held, and it was almost impossible to move 
about an hour affer fhe doors weré thrown open. ‘To those 
of our readers who had not the pleasure of bluckening their 
hands in this smoky of smoky cities, we will say that Pitts- 
burgh is situated at the confluence of the Allegheny and Mo- 
nongahela Rivers and is probably the dirticst city in the uni- 
verse. It glories in haying located, for milés along the hanks 
of its river, vast furnaces, rolling mills and manufactories, 
whose tall chimneys belch forth perpetual clonds of the dark- 
esti smoke, which settles down over tlie city like a shroud, 
changing day into night. It is said, but we cannot youch 
for the assertion, that for many years the sun has not been 
seen by the inhabitants, and that young children have to be 
taken several miles out of town in the lorse-cars to be taught 
what the luminous orb really means. A glance at the past 

| reveals that this spot was hallowed by the adventurous steps 
of the youthful Washington, and here, at the ‘‘mecting of ihe 
wa ers,” one hundred and twenty-cight years ago, his calm 
eye surveyed and his apprehension grasped the natural advan- 
tages for future—canine exhibitions. 

It was not, however, until ten years ago that this ‘‘happy 
thought” was substantially put in practice and the inaugural 
bench show instituted, and e¢yen then there were buf three 
dogs exhibited. In 1878 doggy matters began tolook up and 
a good show was the result, which was followed « year later 
by a much larger and better one, held at thy Coliseum, at Al- 
legheny City, but both were eclipsed by the one of last week. 

As arule the dogs were of grand quality, the classes of 
Rnglish setters, Irish setters and pointers being most, promi- 
nent, The judging was excellent, and both Major J. M. Tay- 
lor, who judged the setters and pointers, and Dr. L. MH. Twad- 
dell, who took charge of the other classes, are to be compli- 
mented for their tact, good humor and fair decisions. There 
was little to mar the pleasure of the meeting and we shall al- 
waysr:member the Pittsburgh show as deserving a red letter. 
CuAmpion Eyauisn Serrers.—In the dog cluss there were 

but two entries, but these were such well. known favorites 
that there was much discussion before the judging 
whether old Leicester or St. Hlmo would win the “bonnie 
blue ribbon.” But Leicester was in the finest show condi- 
tion we remember eyer haying seen him, and the prize justly 
went to him. He tipped the scales at 62 pounds. §8t. Elmo 
was not behind as to get up, and considering the long siege 
he had of it in the field last autunin, he was well feathered 
and in sound form. In the bitch class Peep o’ Day had o 
walk over, and added another ribbon to the one won at St. 
Louis last year. Rosy Morn, the only other entry, was un- 
avoidably absent. We regret this, because she is one of the 
most beautiful bitches in the country. Peep is a rattling 
good little bitch for her age, and has a much more healthy 
look than when she was running in the trials, west and east. 
She weighed 46 pounds on the day of showing. 
Imvorrep Enenish Sevrers.—A full class of eight entries 

turned up in the open dog class, and on the whole they were 
a very good lot. Major Taylor had the dogsled around him, 
which is the only proper way to judge the sporting classes 
of these days, and each entry in turn fell under his careful 
scrutiny. We never have seen dogs more thoroughly in- 
spected and handled; mouths, eyes, feét and all examined. 
To judge in this way takes time, but no owner can leave the 
ring with the plea that bis dog did nof receive attention, and 
this system brings both perfections and iniperfections to 

The result was that there was little or no outside crit- 
icism, and the awards were considered rightly placed. ‘The 
light in the hall was very dim, and the dogs had to be looked 
over near one or other of the windows. oon the brothers 
Thunder and Duke of Beaufort, both being out of Fairy 11, 
by Pride of the Border, but of different litters, came toge- 
ther, and the formtr, who has a year more age, received first 
and the latter second place. Thunder was in fine hard con- 
dition, and is as good on the bench asin the field ; he weighed 
53 lbs, Duke of Beaufort was looking even better than when 
in New York last year. Temple Bar and Vandevort’s Rock 
each got three letters, and Mr. E. Moore's Dash deservedly a 
high commendation. ‘Ten entries marked the bitch class, 
but as Moore’s Livy was absenf and Hacke's Dimple (dam 
of Sanborn’s illustrious Nellie) was in fine condition, but on 
exhibition only, the same qnola as in the dog class were led 
to the ring. As a class they were of much better quality 
than the dog's. Mr. Wilson, with his recently purchased 
Spark, whom he entered asa dark horse, came to the front, 
She is a, remarkably fine all-over bitch, her head is like her 
sire’s (Carlowitz) and she basa fine field-like form, Her 
weight is 51 lbs. Mr. Hartley, with his very handsome and 
well-proportioned Ruby, came in for second; she was look- 
ing well for having whelped but three weeks azo. Lass 0’ 
Gowrie was marked a y. h. c., but she was evidently a little 
off. Wanda was in much better condition; she is a charming 
animal, as we have already said in our report of a previous 
show. Minezva, whom Mr. Givens bought from Sanborn, 
and Peeress also, showed to advantage, and they deserved all 
they got. Major Taylor is not apt to scatter his awards with 
a lavish hand, and only the pick of the flock came in for his 
fayors. 

Native. Pycusa Serrers.—This class, a fair one, was the 
largest one of the show ; if contained twenty entries, ont of 
which only two failed to show up. Messrs. Snellenburg & 
MeConnel’s Mack Layerack and Dick Laverack, [ill brothers 
hut by different litters, secured first and second, ‘The former 
is a finely developed yonngster und weizhs 40 lbs. Sasi Ii, 
a powerful young dog with compact body and good legs, was 
very highly mentioned, and Hennessey’s Daniel fae Prophet, 
second at St. Louis last year, and Young Belton also came in 
for like award. Belton Ill, who showed himself such a 

‘ 
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good field dog at the Pennsylvania field trials last year, and 
his kennel companion King Dash, eame in order. In lhe 
Hitch class fourteen out of the fifteen entries came to hand, 
and again, as in the imported classes, they were a superior 
lof comparing (hem with the dogs. Dr. Speir showed in 
Lizzie Lee one of the yery best bitches in the show, She 
has always been very handsome, bul bas improved greatly 
Since we saw her in the field last autumn. She has a_ fine 
head full of sweetuess and intelligence, and is in our opinion 
the most valuutde animal in her owner's kennel. Her con- 
dition was excellent (wright, 51 Ibs.) and she won on her 
merits, aljiough in grand company. We have seen a great 
num'erof Druid bitches and she compares most favorably 
with the best of them, Lady Layerack came in for second, 
aut her little sister Daisy Laverack for well-merited mention. 
Tt will be remembered that the latter was the little bitch that 
performed so creditably at. Vincennes. In proper order the 
rest of the class was placed, as was the young bitch Dip, a 
well made-up animal with fine legs and the hest of feet, a 
food neek, body and shoulders, but with rather a faulty tail. 
We hearil it said she should have had higher commendation, 
but consider that she was well taken care of. 

Enerise Samer Purrigs —The dogs were a very fine lot 
of puppies, and out of the dozen entries only one was miss- 
ing. Mack Luverack, the winner of first in the native class, 
came first, and the Baltimore Kennel Club's very handsome 
eighi-months’ old puppy Dashing Bob took second, ‘Two in 
the class received very high mention, namely, Prince Lofty 
and Given’s Dan; the former is to be sent at once to H. M. 
Short, to be trained for this year’s events. The bitch pup- 
pies were & fair class, but not equal to the dozs. Mr. Moore's 
Dolly Day, a sprightly and well-made ten months’ old bitch, 
‘ame first, but Minerva IL. and Countess Anna pushed her 
for the place. Of these two we rather fancied the latter, who 
haul a better head. 
CHAMPION Irtsu Serrers.—Mr. Moore’s Berkley, so well 

known as the really beautiful type of the breed, was in his 
finest bench-show condition and easily won over his only op- 
ponent, Derg. Berkley’s weight was 544 lbs. Two bitches 
were entered in the bitch class and Mr. Moore’s Loo IL. read- 
ily secured first. She is a small, well-put-together animal, 
whose weight is 46 Ibs. 

Trish Serrgers.—Although there were fourteen entries in 
the dog class, yet the thirteen that were shown would com- 
pare with exhibits of the Kind seen at our first-class shows. 
As we have said, the red Irish and red and white dogs were 
bunched tovether and were judged under one heading. Mr. 
MeIntosh’s iz (weight, 55 lbs.), a fine, up-standing, blood- 
red dog, good all oyer, easily secured first. He is a dog of 
gamieness and endurance and is perfectly field-hroken ; 
Chubb, of Cleveland, is his breaker. Mr. Moore's Raleigh 
took second and Mr. Strothers handsome Flint was very 
highly commended. He isa remarkably well-made dog. The 
bitch class was a full one of eight entries, Taken collectively 
it did not compare fayorably with that of the dogs. Promi- 
nently, Mr. Pierce’s Gussie came first, most rightly deserved. 
She is # fine, large, healthy-looking bitch aud was shown in 
her best style (weight, 56 lbs.). Norah came in for second ; 
at St. Louis, last year, she did not receive mention. Abbey 
W., who ranin the Derby at Vincennes last antumn, was 
awarded three letters, as was also Dr. Downey's Kathleen. 
The former is a remarkably rakish-built bitch, of good color 
and, when she has attained age, will hold her own with those 
of her type. The puppy classes contained five entries, three 
in the dogs’ and two in the bitches’. The dogs were all good 
ones. Mr. Dayton’s Flash, who received first, was the best- 
colored of the lot; a very promising youngster of six months 
in every respect. Mr, Bulley’s Ned had the best head in his 
class snd rightly came second. Of the bitches Mr. Dayton’s 
Red Lion, litter sister to Flash, winner of first in dog class, 
won first. We consider that she is better than her brother in 
at least tea points. 
Onampion Gorpon Serrers.—The dog class was composed 

of two rattling food entries—Mr, Moore’s Bob and the Gold- 
smith Kennel’s Rupert. After a somewhat lengthy inspec- 
tion, the former was declared the winner, a decision that we 
consider just. Both dogs were shown in fine condition and 
woth are first-class in every respect. While Bob’s coloring is 
too light, that of Rupert is too dark, soit was a stand-off in 
this respect. But Rupert is getting along in years and is older 
than the age entered in the catalogue. Bob is about half his 
age and is a more showy dog, He has a rich, glossy coat; 
good, long, lean head; long, well-proportioned back, set well 
on straight legs (weight, 63 lbs.). In the absence of other 
entries, Mr. Moore’s Stella, a litter sister to Bob, secured first 
(weight, 57} Lbs. ). 
Gorpos Suvowes.—The open dog class was a yery good 

one; if contained five entries, An unnamed gon of Rupert’s 
out of Queen belonging to Mr. Farrar, of the Goldsmith Ken- 
nel Club, carried off first without 4 tilt; he is a very superior 
young dog, and we presume will take Rupert's place (weight 
O45 Ibs.) Messrs,  W, Ardary’s & Bros.’ Stubble second ; 
two others mentioned according to rank. The bitch class 
was asmall one of four entries, and as Mr. Moore's Lady 
Rapid was absent the remaining three fell in in the order on 
the catalogue. Messrs. Ardary & Bros, Jessie, a very fine 
biteh (weight, 56% lbs. ), got first and Mr. Moore’s Nell second, 
dnd Mr. Mills’ very pretty two-year old Grand Duchess a 
y. h, c. Hennessey'’s Grouse I] and Gypsy Il. were alone 
in their glory in the puppy dog and bitch classes, and carried 
off the respective prizes 
Cnampion Porypers,—There was but oue entry in the 

large class, namely, Mr. Gillman’s Gumbo, and he was con- 
spicuons hy his absence. In the small dog class Mr. Orgili’s 
Rush met Mr, Moore’s Donald for the first time, and after a 
nip and tuck race came off the winner. Seldom have two 
finer dogs heen shownin the ting. Donald, it will be re- 
membered, was promoted to the champion class at St Louis 
last autumn; hehns a better body than Rush, but not as 
good head or forelegs or tail. His condition was splendid 
and his ¢venly marked goat of liver and white shone like 
satin Rush was looking well, as Mr, Orgill’s dogs always 
do; his weight was 33 lbs. In the hitch class Mr. Moore's 
Lady Komp won with ease; she is 1 much better bitch to our 
notion than ever Donald is a dog. She las 4 splendid head, 
perfectly proportioned hody, rand tail and a way of carry- 
ine it that indicates dash and gameness (weight 44 lbs.) Mr, 
Moore’s other entry, Rose, was absent, aud Comorn, shown 
in good condition, made up the class. 

Poiurers.—tn the open class for dogs over 55 Ibs. five en- 
tries were sliown. Mr. Moore's Banjo (59 1bs,) captured 
first. He isu fine, working-looking dog, with good body, 
legs and tail, fair head, but is teo short between stop and 
nose. He is nicely marked with ticks and was shown in good 
form. My. Reynolds’ Tom, # very good dog indeed, came 
in second, and Mr. Taylor’s Twig, a well-bodied dog with in- 
ferior head, got highly mentioned. One entry comprised the 

large bitch class, and consequently Mr. Ealy'’s Nellie R. (47 
lbs.) took first. The small dog class was a food one, Mr. 
Moore’s La Guy was absent and both Mr. Mlig's Ned and 
Messrs. Naysmith and Williams' Duke—good dogs, especially 
the former—were ruled out for -being of overweich!. Mr. 
Faweelt’s lemon and white Duke (45 lbs.), a good-all-over 
young dog, buf deficient in head, came first; Dick, a dog 
with better body than head, took second, and Rover, fine- 
headed liver dog, was Lighly mentioned. <A full elass of sev- 
en entries was shown for the small bitches, They were a re- 
markably good lot. Mr. Orgill’s little heauty, Rue (88 lbs. ), 
gathered in the laurels for the best. She was shown in good 
condition snd attracted much attention. The Baltimore 
Kennel Club’s Cleo got second. She has amore perfect body 
than head, and her litter sister Clymont, with an unusually 
good head, received ay. h. «. Mr. Andersor’s Fraud, a very 
well-made aud showy little biteh, received no mention. But 
for a defective eye she would have deserved second place. 
Bight entries made up the dog-puppy cluss. The youngster 
Garfield was awarded first. ‘Che Goliath of the show in the 
sporting cla ses turned up in Mr. Carr’s Rip, u nine-months- 
old puppy of 80 Ibs.! He was well proportioned and free 
from the awkwardness usually found iu mammoths. He 
stalked around the ring to slow music and accoinnlished the 
cureuit in about four strides. Woe to all ef his class who 
came within reach of liis tail, He possessed a dignified ex- 
pression that brought out shouts of laushter and set the 
tongues of the witsa-wagging. It was suggested that he would 
bea good dog for a tired man t” hunt, for when he got 
“ bushed" he could get on and ridehome. In the bitch puppy 
class of four entries Mr. Joseph Lewis’ Nelland Fan had a 
elose race for first. They were as like as two peas as far as 
points were concerned, but at last the Jatter got the ribbon 
and her litter sister the v. h. e. 

Irist Waren Sraniers.—In the Irish water spaniels 
there were five entries. Only two, howeyer, Major and Dan, 
a brace of four-months-old puppies, had any claims to con- 
sideration, and with age may develop into creditable spéci- 
mens of the breed. The other entries showed « preponder- 
ance of Sussex and cocker blood. 
Cooker Spanres.—First went to the liver and white 

Nell, belonging to Mr. A. H. Moore, « good-styled bitch, but 
too fat to show at her best. Flora, who got second, is a very 
fair one, and Flo, highly mentioned, also good, but rather 
large, 
Pimp SpanteLrs.—Only one eulry in this class. Lu, a 

black snd white, a very fair bitch, justly received first. 
FoxHounps.—This class comprised five entries. Hirst fell 

to Granger, a capital hound, full of quality. Rover, who re- 
ceived second, is a large hound, but very syimmetrical withal. 
Poodle, # black and tan, got h. c. He is of medium size 
andis avery nice one, barring his rump, which slopes too 
much. Lead is of medium quality only, and Ringgold ranks 
about the same. 
Beacrzs.—These merry little dogs were a strong class 

and of excellent quality throughout. As there were two dis- 
finet types on exhibition—one the ordinary English straight- 
legred beagle, the other the bench-legzed beagle (so named 
from the turning out of the fore feet), common in Maryland 
and Delaware, and as judged by the English standare the 
bench-legged beagle would be virtually excluded from com- 
petition, the conimittee, at the solicitation of Dr. L. H. 
Twaddell, the judge, Dr. Maddux and Gen. Bond, two 
prominent exhibitors, decided to establish a new class with 
asimilar prize list, for the benefit of the breeders of the 
bench-legzed dog. In the straight-legred class the first went 
toFly, black, white and tan, a very neat, nice dor. His 
only competitor, Harry, a motiled black, white and tan, is 
a close-bullt cobby dog, whose defect is that he is rather 
scant of ear, but a good one withal. He was well worthy 
the second he received. In the straight legged bitehes Lulie 
was an éasy- first; second went to Nancy, a very neat young 
biteh, Venus, y. h, ¢., isa very good one, but just a little 
long in the back. Dot, v. b. c., is well eared, but a little 
fhroaty and coarse in tail; in other respects good. Lucy, h.c, 
we fancied a trifle weedy. In the straight-legged puppies 
Baker's Belle, a very beautiful four months’ old youngster, 
was clearly the best, and this in a strong class both in 
numbers and quality. Bench-legeed dogs, only two entries 
turned up. Major, desyrvedly first, is one of the hand- 
somest dogs of this type we have ever seen, Dyke, winner 
of second, is a fine dog, full of the character of his race, but 
lacked the quality of his competitor. In the bench-leewed 
bitches, first went to Dell, a beautiful black, white and tan 
biich puppy, entered in the aged bitch class. Second to 
Jennie, black, white and tan, a very fair one. These were 
the only entries. Three entries were in the bench legged 
puppies. Dale, avery handsome little fellow, won the first 
place ; second went to Luey L., and Smart I. secured a h.e. 
Davnsuunps.—There were only three entries of the hound 

type and the judge awarded first to Marguerite, a handsome 
young black and tan bitch, with good head plenty of leither 
aud well-bent fore-legs. Second went to a fallow-red, Gretch- 
en. We did not fancy her much, as she is too much out at 
elbow. Jim, v. h. ¢., is short in body aud ears, too thick in 
substance and, besides, his coloris bad. Two small dachs- 
hunds of the Saarsbruck breed were awarded a special first 
prize, as they are a distinct type from! the foregoing sand are 
essentially a vermin dog, while the dachshund of the hound 
type is a dog of the chase. 

Fox-Trrrizrs.—FVirst went to Bowstring, a little doz with 
immen-e muscle and good coat. The second went to Shot, a 
neat dow, good jaw and well-set ear, but rather high on leg 
and not so good in coat as first. V. h. c, was well earned by 
Nailor. In bitches Tussle was awarded first, closely followed 
in merit by Vixen. Between them there was little to choose, 
The rest of the class stood in merit as they were plared. Alla- 
mucliy Nell was first in puppies and was a very good one. 
Joker deservedly came next with three letters and Prince we 
did not like, being too leggy. Sally was fair. 

Greyvuounpvs, Scores Drernounps AND Mastirrs.—The 
former were absent and the two last-named classes contained 
no entries. 

Sv. Bennarvs.—Three entries—one smooth and two vough- 
coated. They competed in one class, First weot to Tiger, 
a rough-coated dog of imposing appearance, but needs niore 
flew and is deficient in haw ; he also lacks déw clas. Suow- 
hall, the smooth-coated, was awarded second. She is also 
weak in muzzle and lip and her fore-legs are not of the best, 
The other eniry was a large liver-colored cross-bred, who re- 
ceived no recognition. 
NeEwrounpianps.—Only three entries—one a fairly good 

Landseer, the others claiming t) be the St. John’s dog. Virst 
went to Mr. Williams’ Lion, of the Landseer type. tecond 
to the black dog Pluto, whose coat was rather too curly and 
whose tail was bad. Jessup’s Lion was entirely too curly- 
coated to win the recognition he received. 

Cornies.—These were a strong class in numbers and qual- 
ity. The black and tan Tweed II. went to the front. Close 
to him in merit was the beautiful Lass o Gowrie. Tweed IT. 
js the dog fhat distinguished himself in the imternational col- 
lie trials at Philadelphia in September, 1880. Shep was very 
highly commended and is a very fair collie, Stella, same 
award, was wrongly entered in fhe smooth collie class, as 
were the puppie, Nell h. c. and Bruce. Lucy is also a good- 
looking biteh. 

Kort. Dogs,—First went to the brindle and white Doctor, 
4 dog of pronounced character Second to Moore's Turk a 
brindle and while, rather Jong in the nose for a high class 
dog, and scareely enough undershot, but in other respects ex- 
cellent. i 

Bury Terrizrs —Silk IT, had an easy race for first place, 
a yery handsome young dog good in everything, but his tail, 
which migh'! be a shade lighter. Rose, who took second, is 
along way behind in muzzle, which is too short. Bellis off 
color, 4 dark brindle, in form a very neat looking bitch. 
Belle only ordinary and off color at that. 

Skyr Terrters.—Of the Skyes there was a large entry, but 
only about five that would pass muster, the oth-rs lacking 
terribly in coat and other breed inarks. Mack, a very hand. 
some dog of steel gray color in magnificent coat, deservedly 
was placed first. Tuck, a blue gray, a little ont of coat, sot 
second Scottish Qneen was very close to Tuck in quality, 
and both fine specimens, but we fancied Nip rather short in 
hbedy though a yery museular little dog. Isla was only 
ordinary. 
Poues.—Young Sooty, the first, is a good pug at all points. 

May, winner of second, isalso a yery nice one, Jack is of 
nice color and even quality, not however equal to the win- 
ners, the other competitor bol) is very deficient im carriaze 
of tail. 
Scorcn Trrrrers,—lirst went to Captain, whom we 

thought a trifle too soft in coat; second to Sir Walter Scott, 
an hnmature puppy too young to have much character. 

Buraok AnD Tay Terriers —Nell, a very hannsome little 
biteh, good in coat and color, was an easy winner of first; 
second went to Prinnie, who was behind her competitor in 
several points. . These were the only entrics. 

YorksuHIre TrrRiers.—First was awarded to Jimmy, who 
was about the best; second, fairly good; after them Sport we 
liked best, the other lacked coat. 
Tvanran Grevnounps.—Mr. A. H. Moore’s Cream was in 

the best form and won by that alone. Pearl looked out of 
condition, but will be a splendid specimen when _in show- 
bench trim, and we think will, all things equal, beat her 
kennel mate. Crissie is a moderately good biteh; her tail is 
defective, which mars her chance for high-rating. 

MiscrLtiAnnous Dogs —This class was a hotch-potch, made 
up of all breeds. Ainong the lot was a foxhound entered as 
a‘ duckhound,” a dog, Flash II. ; called a Bedlington terrier, 
which he was not; poodles, Cuban lapdogs, etc., made up 
the exhibit. None of the dogs showed much merit, the best 
bred animal in the lot being the foxhound. If there is any 
class aja dog show that ‘‘stumps” the noble army of spec- 
tators, it is the miscellaneous class, and sometimes the judges 
are bothered to an extent that borders on uncertainty. The 
unfortnnate ‘' Bedlington” came in as a 13, 15, 14 puzzle for 
the crowd, and was taken in turn for a Skye, a poodle and a 
retriever; lie was in fact a dog of many breeds, snd was en- 
tered in the proper class. 

Several typographical errors having occurred in our last 
issue in publishing the list of awards, we reproduce this week 
a corrected list. Such errors are unfortunate, but will 
occur when reports come in late. 

OFFICIAL LIST OF AWARDS. 

[y he, very highly commended ; h ec, highly commended, und «, 
commended. | 

Class 1—Champion English Setter Dogs—First, A, H. Moore's 
Leicester. 

Class 2,—Champion English Setter Bitches—First, D. Bryson’s 
Peep o' Day. A. AH. Moore's Rosy Morn absent. 

Class 3.—Imported English Setter Dogs—Virat, Snuellenburgh & 
McConnel’s Thunder ; second, A. H. Moore's Duke of Baan- 
fort; v he, A. H. Moore’s Temple Bar and R. T. Vandeyort’s 
Rock ; hc, B, Moore’s Dash, ; 

Class 4,—Imported English Setter Bitches—First, B. F. Wilson’s 
Spark ; second, Howard Hartley's Ruby ; y he, Suellanburgh 
& MeConnel’s Peeress, A. H. Moore’s Lass o' Gowrie, BH. A, 
Giyen’s Minerva; ho, 8. Fleet Speirs Wanda. A. H. Moore's 
Livy absent. 

Class 5.—Natiye English Setter Dogs—Firet, Snellenburgh & 
MeConnel’s Mack Laverack; second, Snellenburg & MeConnel’s 
Dick Laverack ; yh ¢, Philip Wolfenden’s Young Belton, James 
Hennessey’s Daniel the Prophet, Samuel ©. Hunter's Sam IT, 
Henricks & Stayton’s Belton I11.; h c, Dr T, Clay Maddus's 
Marquis of Lorne, D. C. Phillip’s Toney, Henricks & Stayton’s 
Hing lia K. Sleeth’s Nimrod and J. N. Dodge's Duke, 
absent, 

Class 6.—Native English Setter Bitches—First, 8. Fleet Speir’s 
Lizzie Lee ; second, Snellenburg & McConuel’s Lady Layer- 
ack; vh¢é, Snellenburg & McConnel’s Daisy Laverack, Hen- 
ticks .«& Stayton’s Skip, James Hennessey’s Ina, and E. A. 
Giyens’ Minerya; he, Snellenburg & MeConnel's May Layer- 
ick, Wilson Duff's Dip and Philip Wolfenden's Nettle; c, 

- Henricks & Stayton’s Floss Il, Theo, Schwartz, Jr.'s, Fay, 
absent, 

Class 7.—English Setter Dog Puppies, Under 12 Months—First, 
Snellenburg & MeConnel’s Mack Laverack ; seeiid, Baltimore 
Kennel Olub’s Dashing Bob; v h ¢, Henricks & Stayton’s 
Prince Lotty, John Given’: Dan; bo, 8. Fleet Speir's Rolando: 
e, Geo. W. Steyenson’s Tossa and J, M. Huntei’s Pride of the 
North, D.D, Eyans' Jim, absent. 

Class 8.—English Setter Bitch Poppies, Under 12 Months—First, 
Geo, W. Moore’s Dolly Day; y hc, Snellenbiirg & MeCounel’s 
Im Layerack, Baltimore Kennel Club’s Countess Annw aud 
W. A. Giyen’s Minerya IT.; h oc, James Hennessey’s Kitly M.; 
c, W- L. Carz’s Style. 

ida 9.—Champion Irish Setter Dogs—Tirst, A. H Moore's Berk- 
ey. 

Olass 1,—Champion Tnish Setter Bitches—First, A. TH. Moore's 
Loo I. 

Class 11.—Irish Setter Doge—First, Jobn §. Melntush's Biz, 
second, A. H, Moore's Raleigh ; v he, W. A. Strother’s Flint ; 
he, James Hennessey’s Conn; ¢, Edward Grogg's Bob Tl. J. 
N. Dadge’s Bob, absent. 

Class 12,—Irish Setter Bitches—First, Wm, H. Pierce's Guasie; 
second, James Hennessey’s Noruh : y he, John 8. Melitosh’s 
Abbey W., Dr, J. W. Downey's Kathleen ; he, John §. MeIn- 
tosh’s Annabel Lee: c. John Faweett’s Juno. 

Olass 13.—Irish Setter Dog Puppies, under 12 Months—Firet, Clias, 
H. Dayton’s Flash; y hc, Reginald H. Bulley’s Ned; he, Dr. 
GC. Spahr's Red Ranger. 

Olas 14.—Irish Setter Bitch Puppies, Under 12 Months—¥irst, 
Chas. H. Dayton’s Red Lion. 
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Class Ei SEP AEND Gordon Setter Doge—First, A. H, Moore's 
OP, 

Wen a Gordon Setter Bitches—First, A. H. Moore's 
Stella. 

Olass 17—Gordon Setter Dogs—Tiret, Goldsmith Kennel Club’s 
———_, Rupert-Queen ; second, R. W. Ardary & Bro.’s Stub- 
ble; vlc, D. O. OC. Patterson’s Check; h o, Dr. H. H. Hop- 
kins’ Grouse Il. 

Oluss 18.—Gordon Satter Bitches—Tirst, BR. W. Ardary & Bro.’s 
Jessie; second, A. H Moore's Nell; y h ec, Bd. L. Mills’ 
Grand Duchess, A. H, Muvre’s Lady Rapid, absent. 

Class 19.—Gordon Setter Dog Puppies, Under 12 Months—Firet, 
James Honunessey’s Grouse TL. 

Class 20—Gordon Setter Bitch Puppies, Under 12 Months—First, 
James Hennesey's Gypsy 1, 

Class 21.—Champion Pointer Dogs, over 55 bs, —One entry ; E. A. 
Gilman's Gumbo, absent. 

Clase 22—Champion Pointer Bitches, over 5() lbs.—No entries. 

Class 23.—Champion Pointer Dogs, under 55 Ibs.—First, Edmund 
Orgill’s Rush. 

Class 24.—Champion Pointer Bitehes, under 60 Ibs.—First, A. H. 
Moore's Lidy Romp. A. H. Moore's Rose, absent, 

Olass 25.—Pointer Dogs, over 45 Ibs.—Tirst, A, H. Moore's Banjo ; 
second, Harry Reynolds’ Tom ; hc, J. M. Taylor's Twig, 

Class 26.—Pointer Bitolics, over 50 lbs,—First, A. J. Ealy’s 
Nelhe R, 

Olass 27.—Pointer Dogs, nnder 55 lbs.—Tirst, John Fanycetl?s 
Duke: second, J. C. Hobaugh’s Dick; h ¢, Dr. G. Spubr’s 
Rover. A. H. Moore's La Gity, absent. 

Class 28.—Pointer Bitehes, under 50 lbs.—Firs', Bdmund Orgill’s 
Rue ; second, Baltimore Kennel Cluh’s Cleo; y he, Baltimore 
Kennel Chih’s Clymont ; he, W. A. Slesth’s Queen. 

Class 29.—Pointer Dog Puppies, Under 12 Months—Virst, John 
Daweett's Garfield; y he, John Fawycett's Dnke; h c, Joseph 
Lewis’ Duke. 

Class 30.—Pointer Bitch Puppies, Under 12 Months—First, Joseph 
Lewis’ Fan ; vy he, Joseph Lewis’ Nell. ; 

Class 31.—Irish Water Spaniels—First, withheld ; second, Samnel 
Cowley’s Major; y he, Samuel Cowley’s Dan. 

Class 32—Oocker Spaniels—Dirst, A. H, Moore's Nell; second, 
Thos. D. Adams’ Plora ; bh ¢, Thos, D, Adams’ Flo, 

Cluss 33.—Field Spaniels, Ofher Than Coskers—Virst, Geo. W. 
Moore's Lin. 

Class 34.—Nox Hounds—First, Steel Bros.’s Granger; second, 
Joseph Lewis’ Rover; he, J. D. Williams’ Poodle. 

Class 35.—Beagles, Straight-legged—First, J. FE. Diehl's Fly: 
second, Geo. W. Norcross' Harry. Isaac R. Stayton’s Royer 
and J. N. Dodge's Rattler, absent. 

Class 351g—(Special) Beagle Dogs, American Bench-legged—Tirst 
Pottinger Dorsey's Major; second, Dr. T. Clay Maddux and 
Gen. Frank A. Bond’s Dyke, 

Class 36—Beagle Bitches, Straight-legzed—Virst, Dr. T. Clay 
Maddux and Gen. Prank A. Bond's Lulie; second, J. A, 
Stovell’s Nancy; y he, Robert M. Baker's Dot and Pottmger 
Dorsey’s Venus ; he, John E. Diehi’s Lucy. J. N. Dodge's 
Spider, absent. 

Class 36}¢—(Special) Beagle Bitches, American Bonch-leesed— 
First, Dr. 'T. Clay Maddux and Gen. Frank A, Bond's Dell; 
second, Chas, Tllig’s Jennie. 

Class 37.—Beagle Puppies, Straight-legged—First, Robert M. 
Baker's Belle; v ic, John Biltner and Bro.’s Beulah ; Chas. 
Hlig’s Naney ; e, Pottinger Dorsey’s Cleopatra. J. N. Dodge's 
Roxy IL, absent. 

Olass 87:g—(Special) Beagle Puppies, American Bench-lesecd— 
Wirst, Dr. T. Clay Maddux and Gen Frank A, Bond’s Dale ; 
second, Pottinger Dorsey's Lucy IL; h c, Dr. T. Clay Mad- 
dux and Gen, Frank A. Bond’s Smart IT. 

Class 38.—Dachshunds—First, J. A. Stovell’s Marguerite; second, 
J. A, Stovell’s Gretchen; y h ¢, John Fawcett's Jim. 

Class 33}g—(Special) Saarsbrueck Dachshunds—Jabob Wieiskn- 
*cher’s Max and I'an divided first, 

Class 39.—Iox Terrier Dogs—Tirat, L. and W. Rutherford’s Bow- 
striny; second, James Mortimers Shot; vhe, L.and W. 
Rutherford’s Nailor. James Mortimer’s Vandal, absent. ~ 

Class 40.—Fox Terrier Bitches—Tirst, L, and W. Rutherford’s 
Tussle; second, James Hennoessey’sy Vixen: yhe, Fred. W. 
Pleok’s Gipp ; he, L and W. Butherford’s Chance ; c, 1. and 
W. ttutherford’s Active. 

Class 41.—Fox Terrier Puppies, Under 12 Months—Tirst, L, and 
W. Rutherford’s Allamuchy Nell; vy he, L. and W. Ruther- 
ford’s Joker; he, Fred, W- Pleck’s Prince, and L. and W. 
Rutherford’s Sally ; c, Dar Gardner's Susie G. 

Class 42.—Greyhounds —Hnttries absent, 

Class 43.—Scotch Deerhounds—No entries, 
Olas 44.—Mastiits—No entries, 

Class 45.—St. Bernards—First, Fred, George’s Tiger ; second, Wil- 
liam 1, Jones’s Snowball, 

Class 46.—Newfoundlauds—First, J. 1D, Williams’ Lion; second, 
W. C. Meyer's Pinto ; hc, Alfred Jessup’s Lion. 

Class 47.,—Siberian or Ulm Dogs—No entrios. 

Classes 48 and 49—Shepherd Dogs or Collies, Rough-coated—Virst, 
Dr. J. W. Downey's Tweed IL.; second, Dr, J. W. Downey's 
Less o° Gowrie; v hc, Robert Bell’s Shep, Geo. 8, Honghton’s 
Stella: he, Guo, 8. Houghton’s Nell, Jacob Drake's Lucy ; o. 
David Toster’s Ring. 

Class 50.—Bull Dogs—First, James Mortimer’s Doctor; second, 
Geo. W. Moore's Turk. 

Olass 51.—Bull Terriers—First, James Mortimer's Silk IL; second, 
R. ae Elliot's Rose; vhe, W. H, Garing’s Bell; c, Wm. Veal’s 
Belle. 

Cliss 52.—Skye Terriers—Fivst, Gilbert Rafferty’s Mack ; second, 
A. H. Moore’s Tuck; y he, A. H. Moore’s Scottish Queen ; h 
c, A. H. Moore’s Nip; ¢, Paul H. Hacke's Isla, 

Class 53.—Pugs—lirst, A. H. Moore’s Young Sooty, IT ; second 
A. Hf, Moore’s May; he, A. H. Moore's Jack. J. Fred, Gross 
Tiney, absent, 

Class 54.—Scotch Terriers—Virst, Gilbert Rafferty'’s Captain ; 
second, E, H. Gillman’s Sir Walter Svott. 

Class 55.—Black and Tan Terriers—First, Daniel Bittner’: Nell ; 
second, Jacob Drake's Prinnie. 

Class 56—Yorkshire Terriers—First, A. H. Moore's Jimmy; 
second, A, A. Hutchinson’s Flint; y h c, James Hennessey’s 
Sport, 

Class 57.—King Charles or Blenheim Spaniels—No entries. 
Class 58—Italian Greyhounds—First, A. H Moore's Oream ; 

second, A. H. Moore's Pearl; ¢, Wm Montgomery's Orissie. 

Class 59 —Miscellaneous and Foreign Class—Diret, Jobn Bittner & 
Bro.’s Tip (Cuban-Poudle) ; second, Geo. W. Moore's Flash 
Ui. (Bedlington Terrier) ; v he, Daniel Bittner's Daisy (Cuban 
Poodle) ; Dar. Gardner's Bess Dickson (French Poodle) ; J, D, 
* illiams’ North (Buck Hound); James Henneasey’s Pete 
‘Blue ‘Tan Terrier) ; hc, Daniel Bittner's Nell (trench Poodle); 
aniel Bittner’s Sarah Bernhardt (Cuban Poodle); Dar. 

Gardner's Royal Jim (French Poodle). 

SrrctaAn Prax Lasr, 

Olass A.—For best Setter dog or bitch, of any strain—Parker 
Brothers Breech-loading Gun, yalue #150, Prize, A. H. Moore's 
Berkley. 

Class B.—For second best Setter dog or bitch—J. J, Snellenburg, 
' New Brighton, Pa., Hunting Suit, yalue 50. Prize, A, H. 

Moore's Leicester, 

Class C.—For best Trish Setter dog—Schuyler & Duane, 189 
Broadway, New York City, Photograph of Erie and Biddy, 
value #10. Prize, A, IT, Moore’s Barkley. r 

Class D,—For best Pointer dog—Schuyler & Duane, 189 Broad- 
way, New York City, Photograph of Keswick and Jessamine, 
yilue $10. Prize, Edmund Orgill’s Rush. : 

Jlass P.—For best Gordon Sutter dog—Laflin & Rand's Powder, 
yalue $10, Prize, A, H, Moore’s Bob, 

Clase F.—For best English Setter dog—Latlin & Rand's Powder, 
yalue $15. Prize, A H. Moore's Leicester, f 

Class G.—For largest collection of non-sporting dogs exhilitad by 
one person—Dhe Benr Greek @o., barrel Water White Oil, 
Prize, A. H. Moore, Philadelphia, 10 dogs. 

UE ES 
PENNSYLVANIA Finnp Triais Assocration.—A meeting of 

this most execilont organization was held at Pittshurgh, Pa. , 
on January 19, the following members being present: 
Messrs. W. H. Brown, J. W. Orth, 8, S. D. Thompson, J. 
R. Henricks, J, J. 8uellenburg, Dr. Graham, William A, 
McIntosh, Isaac R. Stayton, C. B. Whitford and F. Sat- 
terthwaite, of the Wormsr AnD Stream. Mr, <A, 4H, 
Moore, of Philadelphia, was unanimously ¢lecied a member 
of the association. Mr, McIntosh referred to the clause in 
the minutes censuring Captain William Roehm, of Quarry- 
ville, Pa, for breaking faith with the Lancaster County 
Game Protective association, and shooting and allowing to 
be shot the qnail that he had promised to preserve for. the 
Pennsylvania field trials of last year. Mr. MelIntosh went 
on to say thatas he had seen in Furmst ano Stream a notice 
of a theeting in December last of the Lancaster Game Asso- 
ciation, at which Captain William, Roehm had been ex- 
onerated from the charges preferred against him, he desired 
that the secretary be instructed to communicate with Mr. PF. 
A Ditfendorffer, of Lancaster, a member of said Lancaster 
Game Association and treasurer of the Pennsylvania Field 
Association, and request that the association be informed the 
reasons for such action. Carried. 

Mr. J. R. Henricks moved that the association purchase at, 
once one hundred dozen quail, for the purpose of stocking 
the grounds on which this year’s trials are to be run, the 
price not to exceed $2 per dozen. 

Mr. McIntosh offered an amendment to the above, by sug- 
gesting that 200 be expended for the purchase of quail. 
Carried. 

Mr. Snellenburg moved that a committee of three be ap- 
pointed by the Chair to revise the field trials’ rules of the 
Association. Carried. 
Mr Stayton asked the expression of the meeting to substi- 

tute a field trials Derby in place of the puppy stakes at the 
next trials, and after lengthy discussion it was decided to do 
80 

Mr. McIntosh, in this connection, moved that pup- 
pies whelped on or after January 1 of the previous year to 
the running of the trials be eligible for entry. Carried, 

Mr. Snellenburg moved that the association open its trials 
to the world, and that a special meeting be called to consider 
the advisability of so doing. Carried. 
The Chair then named February 2, 2p. ., as the date and 

hour when the special meeting would be held, and the meet- 
ing then adjourned. 

Tue Sterne Doc-Snow.—The first annual exhibition of 
the Rock River Valley Poultry and Kennel Club is to be held 
in Farwell Hall at Sterling, Ulinois, on the 10th, 11th and 
12th of February. The dog show will haye classes for all 
the strains of setters, for pointers over and under 50. lbs., 
and for setter and pointer puppies. Also for collies, New- 
foundlands, St. Bernards, English mastiifs, hlondhounds, 
bulldogs, bull terriers, Dalmatian dogs, all varieties of span- 
iels, all varicties of hounds, Scmtch terriers Skye terriers, 
black and tans, pugs, Spitz, Italian greyhounds, poodles, 
King Charles or Blenbeim spaniels and other toy dogs 

Mr. C. A, Keefer has been chosen judge. The entry fee 
is $1. Entries close February 8, and all dogs must be ai the 
hall by February 10. The premiums are: To the best dog 
in any clsss, ‘75 per cent. of the entrance fees; to the second, 
aribbon v. h. ¢.; to the third, a ribbon b. ¢. Thereis also a 
list of special prizes, among which are included a Scotch ter- 
rier pup ; for the best dog or biteh of any strain im the show, 
from Mr. J. F. Streeter; a year’s subscription to Forrsr anp 
Srream for the best Irish setter puppy; another for the best 
pointer puppy, and another for thebest Lewellin setter bitch, 
all from the Forzst anp Stream Publishing Co, The Aiwer- 
ican Expres Company have agreed to return free of charge 
all dogs that have pzid full rates to the show. 

Tne Nexr Narionan Trrars—Mempilis, Tenn., Jam. 15— 
Hditor Forest and Stream: Grand Junction, Tenn., fifty 
miles east, of Memphis (crossing of the Memphis and Charles 
ton and the Mississippi Central Railroads) has been selected 
for holding the N. A. KX. ©. trials for 1881. After personal 
inspection, [am of the opinion tha{ no place yet selected 
will equal Grand Junction for extent and adaptibility of the 
zrounds, the number of birds, accessibility of grounds from 
hotel and hotel accommodations. Tn drawing a field between 
the two railroads we found forty coveys of quail, averaging 
ten birds to a covey; this in less than three miles of the ho- 
tel. These grounds have heen placed at the disposal of the 
N. A. K. OC. for the trials this year by Mr. Gaither, repre- 
senting 5,000 acres. Others will give the same privilege if 
necessary. Mr, Gaither will post and protect his lands from 
shooters, In the day’s inspection I did not see five acresthat 
would be objectionable to any man running dogs. From any 
cause should the now large stock of birds be diminished 
trapped birds will be turned down in March—ample time for 
raising birds this year. P: H. Brrson, é 

Pres't N. A. Ik, C. 

Dr. StRoTHER’s Kenyex.—A nicer little kennel than that 
belonging to Dr. W. A. Strother, of Lynchburg, Va., can 
scarcely be met with anywhere. To begin with, there is his 
prize bitch Frost, noted for her great beauty and fine nose. 
Then comes a brace of lemon and white (Gladstone IL. and 
Leah), the former especially taking after {iieirsire (Champion 
Gladstone) in speed and dash. It is quite a treat to see these 
dogs at work, they have so much pace and style about them, 
and though under perfect command are qnite free from that 
frightened, cringing way that bespeaks harsh (raining, Frost 
has at: present another beautiful litter by Gladstone, about two 
months old, a brace of which are, I believe, for Mr. Bryson, 
a dog for Capt. McMurdo, and most of the balance will be 
retained by the Doctor. I must not forget to mention his 
fine red Irish setter dog Flint, who was awarded third prize 
at the lass New York bench show. He is a remarkably in- 
telligent dog and much resembles his sire, H)cho. M. 

Mornawx Keyyzu—Chatham, Ont., Jan. 18—Haiter For- 
| est and Stream: I have entered into partnership with Mr, | 

Joseph Kime, Y. 8., of this place, and we have organized a 
kennel tobe known as the ‘‘Mohawk Kennel” We are 
starting under very favorable anspices, with the very best 
siock procurable, and as (here is an abundance of game here 
of all kinds, we are very hopeful of the results. My partner 
is a thorough sportsman, an excellent shot, and has been 
accustomed to the handling of setters and pointers for many 
years. We have this day added to our kennels the imported 
Setter bitch Princess Belle by Rufus out of Blinkhorn's (now 
Dodge's) “Rose,” She is a handsime lemon Belton, and 
shows the best of field qualities. A. B. Crayron, M. D. 

Exorisn Hare Breacurs —In alate issue of the Forrsr 
AND Srream I notice the announcement of (to me)a new 
breed of beagles, the English hare beagle owned by Mr. N. 
Elmore, of Granby, Conn. Will Mr. Elmore, through the 
medium of your paper, kindly inform us as to theit appear 
ance, size, hunting qualities, etc., as compared with the or- 
dinary English beagle, and also in what part of England they 
originated ? Lerus. 

Countess BEAR.—In the absence of our Kennel Editor at 
Pitts urgh last weel an absurd error found its way into our 
coluinns, the celebrated Lewellin setter bitch, Countess Bear, 
eing referred to as a pointer. Such a mistake, thongh much 

to be regretted, would fortunately not mislead many of our 
readers, Lo most of whom this celebrated bitch is so well 
known. 

Nova Scova Kennet Crus Dog-Snow—alifax, WV. 4., 
Jin. 13.—Hditor Forest and Stream: Ata meéting of the 
Nova Scolia Kennel Club, held on January 11, in this city, 
it was decided to postpone the dog-show in view of the fact 
that the Dominion Exhibition is to be held in Malifax next 
autumn, and we think it better to throw all our energies into 
making a dog-show in connection therewith. 

Jonn Navyior, Hon, Secretary. 

RemovaL oF Cart. MoMurno’s Kenner.—Capt. McMur- 
do has remoyed his kennel from Eyington to Shadwell Depot 
(on the C. and O. R R.), five miles from Charlottesville, 
Albemarle County, Va. His kennel is a small but select-one, 
chietly composed of Llewellin setters, 

TLosr.—A. yery handsome pure black setter dog, of medium 
size, who strayed away on January 20 from No. 9 Kast Thir- 
ty fourth street. Twenty-five dollars will be paid for his re- 
turn to his owner, Mr. Gilbert M. Speir, Jr. The dog’s eyes 
are clouded. 

PuitrapenPatA Dog Sxow,—Nothing definite as yet has 
heen determined wpon regarding the time for holding this 
show, but in all probability the Quaker City will be the next 
dog centre early in April. 

Losv.—A pug dog of large size and gond type, strayed 
from 60 Bast Thirty-first street, this city, on January 18. He 
was without a collar. Any information regarding him will 
be thankfully received by the Kennel editor of this paper, 
who will liberally reward the finder for his return, 

me A - 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

47 A Constant ReApnr.—l, My dog, that had the distemper so 
badly, does not eat much. I think his stomach ix ont of order, 

2, He has bad « sorb of tumor under his elbow joint of foreleg, 
8, He has still a little canker in his ears. 4. Whatis the best hook 
on dog brexking that you know of? 5. What do yon think of Vero 

Shaw's book? 6. Who gives good information low to condition a 
dog for the bench? Ans, Want of space will oblige ws to answer 
ag brieiiy as possible your queries in their successive order, but a 

treatise might be writteu on each, The old saying that “it is 

much more easy to ask questions than to answer them” holds 
good here and in all cases where the description of the dog's ills 
are not clearly diagnosed. 1, Try 4 little sulphur from time to 

time in your dog's food, and, 1f not successful, give two grains of 
quinine three times a day for several weeks, Feed good wholesome 
food, and ayeid giving meat until you haye mastered the conker, 

2. Tt is simply impossible to recommend a treatment for the tumor 
until its chavacter is known, Wither a seton or rubbing it with 
compound iodine ointment should be adopted. 3, Nor the canker 

continue to use the lead water, and by feeding no meat, and at- 

tending to the dog’s general health, yon will soon end this trouble, 

4. Hutebinson’s ‘Dog Breaking ;' weeanturnishit. 5, Excellent: 

it is the best compilation of the kind eyer produesd, Its value is 

init’ heing # compilation of articles written by the most eminent 

authorities of the day. No one man can write understandingly 

npon all the different breeds of dogs, and itis abont one man’s 
work to understand three or four breeds intelligently. Althongh 

Mr. Shaw kindly furnishes us exclusively with the adyance sheets 
of his serial, which we publish from week to week, yet the book 
itself should be in the hands of eyery sportsman. Its colored 

plates add greatly to its charm, 6, “ Book of the Dog,” Parts I, 
and Il , price 40 vents each. 

48 Y. 8. L, Asheyille, N. 0.—The inflammation between the 
toes of your dog’s feet is one of the different varieties of mange. 
Use Glover's Mange Cure and give five drops of Fowler's solution 

of arsenic twice a day with food. Avoid feeding meat, His diet 

should consist of cooling food mixed with vegetable matter. 

49 A. J. N., Awa, Il].—I haye a Gordon setter who is sontinu- 

ally scratching himself in the sides and near the forelegs, Ans. 

You should haye given more particulars, such as age of dog, habits 

and manner of feeding. He probably hus mange. Stop feeding 
meat. Giye him a few doses of sulphur and a mild purge of gul- 

phate of magnesia with plenty of exercise. [f the mange is pro- 

nounced some external application wil also be necessary, Read 

the Kenne] Management column. 

50) Ansexto FOR Doas.—Hditor Forest and Siream : Seeing in a 

late copy of a sporting journal an article highly commending the 
use of arsenic in cases of dog distemper induced me to give my own 
experience with it in the same way. T had been en industrious 

reader of the papers advising us to the treatment of distemper, 
and was inclined to pluce great confidence in aconite given persist- 
ently and in small doses. Perhaps I had more faith in it from 

knowing thatit was much and successfnlly used in the same way 
as a febrifuge on the human snbject. Previous to the past spring 

T relied on aconite with varying results, When it seemed to fail T 
placed the blame on some other unfavornble circumstance, aa too 
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much confinement or azomething else wrong. Butlast year I had 

a young dog taken with distemper and used aconite for ubcul a 
week without any perceptible improyement, when suddenly I re- 

membered seeing arsenic placed hy a high authority as next in re- 
liabilify to quinine in the treatment of feyer and ague, At onee I 
guye a sinall dose of Fowler's solution of arsenic, and within five 
minutes the dog brightened up und began to eal, and went on 

steadily improving until entirely well. I afterward learned that 

quite a number in Wilkesharre had used arsenic and with the best 
BUCUEHR. A. Goopwrs. 

(The Forest ayp SrReam has repeatedly put itself om record as 
to the yalué of Fowler's solution of arsenic in the treatment of 

dogs, and also aa pertaining to aconite. Doth agents are violent 

poisons and should be given with great caution and good judg- 

ment, We deprecate the use of aconite except by experienced 

persuns, because paralysis and other evil results of its poisoning 
power are apt to ensue if carelessly given, The ancients consid- 
ered if the most deadly thing in nature, and modern experience 
almost justifies this opinion. Acting directly through the neryous 

system, it has great power in diminishing excessive action of the 

heart, and is thus of use in some feyers ; but great care ig reqnired 

at the same time that logs of yital power does not also follow. 

Again we say that theré is no specific for distemper ; the disease 

ynust be treated in the yarious stages rationally in accordance with 

the symptoms. ] 

51 G.D. P., Baltimore, Md.—My setter bitch has had all the 
hair and skin on the end of her tail worn off by whipping it against 
the brinas, and now that the skin has healed it looks ss if the hair 

would never grow again, Ans, If worn off for the first time the 
hair will probably grow again, but when the hair follicles are de- 

atroyed by repeated whippings the hair will not grow and there is no 

remedy. Givethe dog's tail a rest. Many pointer’s tails are 
docked for this reason. 

52 Tir, New York City.—My pug dog, about six months old, is 
sick, She suffers from loss of appetite, depression and yery often 

throws up violently. I notice also # twitching of the limbs when 
asleep. The pug is carefully fed on milk, etc., and well cared for, 

Will you kindly prescribe for her? Ans. At her age itis quite 
possible she is about to haye distemper, A mild purgative, puch 
as castor oil, or sulphur followed by sulphate of magnesia will be 
of use to her in any case. 

68 H. D. O., Laconia, N. H.—I have a Gordon getter puppy, 
nine months vld, that 1 would like you to prescribe for in your 

next issue, Her nose has always been hot and dry and she now 

yung at the eyes very badly, Hus a good appetite and isin good 
spirits—appears well, with these exceptions. The discharge from 
her eyes is thick and yellow, anda quantity of it.- Please answer 
in nextissne, Ans. ‘The symptoms are those of the first stage 
of distemper. Giye an emetic of salt and then sulphur, a fey hours 
followed by sulphate of maguesia; then two grains of quinine 

three times a day will probably do good. Keep the eyes and nose 
cleansed with tepid water. 

54 O. O. U., Utica, N. Y.—I have a friend who wishes me, to 
fot some remedy for his pnppy who has, as near ag I can find ont 

from the description giyen in ‘* Hallock’s Gazetteer," the splenic 

feyer. His symptoms serve the description exactly. Aus, As you 

fuil fo mention the breed of dog it is impossible to give exact 

treatment. Give every few hours castor oil and injections of warm 

soapsuda and vil, and from two to fiye grains of iodide of potash 
three times w duy. 

65 J. C. B., Salem, Mass.—I haye a Newfoundland dog about 
four years old which last summer had the mange and now it lias 

left him. Heis very stiffin his hind-quarters and seems after 

running to be unable to get up when he has lain down to sleep. 
Can you tell me what I can do for him? ~Ans. The dog is suffer- 
ing from partial paralysis of the hind-quarters. The following 

treatment will probably be beneficial: Administer infusion of dig- 
italis, one teaspoonful combined with finid extract of nux yomica 7 

one drop doses, to be gradually increased until followed by bene- 
ficial results. 

56 T, A. 8., Etna Green, Ind,—The duration of cestrum is usually 
tvom ten to twenty days. . 

a 

KENNEL NOTES. 

+," Breeders and owners of sperting dogs are invited to send 

memorinaa of names clatmed, bred, whelps, sales, ete., jor 

insertion in this column. We makeno charge for the publica- 
tion af mich notes. 

Names CLAmen. 

Dan—Mr, Austen Mann, of Brownsville, Tenn., claima the name 
of Dan for orange and white setter puppy, seven months old, ont 
of Nellie by Flash, 
Aicho—My, Austen Mann, of Browneyille, Tenn., claims the 

name Of Elcho for black and white setter out of Nellie by Flash. 
Guy—My, 8, McKnight, of Taylorville, U1., claima the name of 

Guy for dog puppy out of Nell by Prince purchased from Mr, 0. 
F. Cromwell. 

Bessie—Mr, 0. F. Cromwell, of Taylorville, Tl., eluims the name 
of Bessie for bitch puppy out of Nell by Prince. 
Jack and Judy—Mr, J, C, Jordan, ot Portland, Maine, claims the 

names of Jack and Judy (Rake—-Rose whelps) for Chesapeake Baye 
puppies, whelped June 4, 1880, purchased from Mr, G, G. Ham- 
mond, New London, Conn. - 
Naney—Mr. William Alleson, of West Scituate, Mass., claims the 

name of Nancy for Irish setter bitch puppy ont of May by cham- 
pion Berkley purchased of Mr. J. A. Rockwood, Boston, Mass 

Count Noser—Mr, James H. Goodsell, New York, claims the 
name of Count Noxer for his black and wlute pure Laverack setter 
by Carlowitz out of Princess Nellie (Pride of the Border—Petrel, ) 
whelped July, 1879. The dog was formerly known as Blue Ruin, 
and in the judgment of Mr. Yon Oulin by whom he was bred heis 
the handsomest pure Layerack eyer sired by the renowned Carlo- 
witz. 

Planel—Mr, C. M. Goodsell, New York, claims the name of 
Planet for his pure Laverack setter dog (color, blue Belton) by 
Oarlowitz ont of Petrel. He was whelped November, 1879, and 
bred by Mx. John O, Higgins, of Delaware City, and is in the hands 
of Mr. T. D. Gladstone, who is now in Virgitiin giving his attention 
exclusivély to the field dogs belonging to the extensive kennel 
owned by the Messrs, Goodsell. 
Pocahonias—Mr, Wm. B. Banks, of New York city, claims the 

name of Pocahontas for his fox terrier bitch, whelped August, 
1880, out of imported Tip by imported Viper. 

Joker, Sr.—Mr. Jobn M. Forbes, of Virginia, claims the name of 
Joker, Jr. tor liver and white ticked pointer puppy, whelped Se 
tember, 1480, out of Nymph by Beaufort purchased eae) 
George H, Nixon, of Leesburg, Va. 
Lucy—Mr,, Chas. B. Scott, of Schenectady, N. Y., claims the 

name of Lney for liver and white cocker bitch puppy out of Mr. 
Robt. Walker's Nellie by Hex, 

Franke Fosler—Mr, J. .N. Carpenter, Washington, D. C., claims 
the tame of Frank Poster for setter dog puppy, whelped Beptem- 
her, 30, 1870, ont of Mr. GC. W. Foster's Kirby by Druid. 

Belle's Pride—Dr Allen B. Clayton, of Chatham, Ont., claims 
the nume of Belles Pride for his bine Belton bituh puppy by Paris 
er ert hh out of My, Harrison’s Belle (Pride of the Border— 
Kirby). 

Marshall Duroe—Dr. T. B. Légaro, of Camden, 8. 6., claims 
the name of Marshall Duroc for lemonand white setler dog puppy, 
whelped Octcber 27 hy Scout (Rock-Kirby) out of Mr. 1’, H, An- | 
drew’ Vashti (Rake—-Fanny). 
Niwie—Dr. T. B. Legare, of Camden, 8. C., claims the name of | 

Nixie for lemonand white pointer bitch puppy, whelped September 
10, 1880, by Beaufort (Bow-—Beaulah) ont of Nymph (Visecount— 
Sladmore’s Dolly), 
Marshall Ney—Mr. FP. H. Andrews, of Charlotte, N. C., claims 

the name of Marshall Ney for liver and white ticked pointer dog 
puppy, whelped September 10, 1880, by Beaufort (Bow—Beanlah) 
out of Nymph (Viscount-Skidmore’s Dolly.) 

Vallulaoh—My, F. H. Andvews, of Charlotte, N. C., claims the 
name of Tallulah for lemon and white pointer bitch puppy, whelped 
October 26, 1880, by Judge Legare’s Rab (Rush—Romp) ont of his 
Fellona (Bow—Beaulah). 

BRED. 

Moll S—Blue Drate—Mr. Sherwood’s (Skneatles, N. Y.,) setter 
bitch Moll 8. to Ma. J, H. Whitman’s three-qnarter Layerack set- 
ter dog Blue Drake. 

Ttora-Carlo-—Mx. J. H, Whitman’s (Chicago, Ll.,) cocker span- 
iel bitch Flora to same owner's Carlo. 
Lady—Blue Dash—Myr. Stafford’s setter bitch Lady (Royal Dulke- 

Gift) to Blue Dash. 
Norah-Mike—Mr. B. B. Halls Norah to the Dxcelsior Irish 

Water Spaniel Kennel Club's champion Mike. The club to haye 
one-half the progeny. 

WHELPs, 
Ruby—Mr, Howard Hartley's (Pittsburgh, Pa.,) black and white 

imported English setter bitch Ruby, whelped January 1, 1881, 
nine puppies, six dogs and three bitches, by owner’s Rake. 

Lady Truystine—Mr, KR. G. Sylvester's (Carbondale, l.,) Trish 
fetter bitch Lady Trurstine, whelped Jannary 16, 1881, eight pup- 
pies, four dogs and four bitches, to Dr, Jannell’s Eleho IT, 

SALES. 

Joe, Jr.-Fannie Whelps—Mr. G. W. Campbell, of Carter's 
Creck Station, Maury Co., Tenn., has sold a red bitch puppy with 
white points to Mr. G. W. Jones, of Florence, Ala; one white dog 
puppy with lemon marking on head and ears to Mr. F. Bates, 
of Marion, Ala. ; one white dog puppy with lemon about head and 
ears to Mr, Marion Smith, of Jackson, Miss. ; one white dog puppy 
cue lemon about head and ears to Mr. G. A. Wilson, of Lexington, 

igs, 
Pat—Mr G, W. Campbell, of Carter's Creek, Tenn., has gold to 

Mr. Albin Omberg, of Rome, Georgia, red Trish setter dog Pat ont 
of Ida by imported Erin. 
Erin 11T.—Hush Whelp—Mr. H. W. Cory, of St. Paul, Minn., has 

sold to Mr, J. J, O'Leary. Jr., a red Irish setter gyp ont of Hush 
by Erin DT. 
Mack Taverack—My. J. J. Snellenburg, of New Brighton, Pa.,- 

has sold his ten-months-old pure Layerack setter Mack Layerack 
(Thunder—Peeress) to Mr. D. McKay Lloyd, of Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Mack Laverack won first prize in native setter and puppy class at 
Pittsburgh, 1881, and will be sent to H, M. Short to be broken for 
the N. A. K, CG. Derby. 

Carlowitz—Messrs. Von Culin haye sold to Mr. Jumes H, Good- 
sell, New York city, the celebrated pure Layerack setter dog Carlo- 
witz favorably known as a prize-winner in England before he was 
imported, and the sire of yery many prize-winners and crack field 
dogs in this country. 
Dave—Mr. C. Du Tour, of Cincinnati Ohio, has sold to Mr, 

Harry Hill, of same city, the Irish setter dog Daye ont of imported 
Banshee by champion York. 
Juber—The Hasex County Hunt, Montclair, N. J., have sold the 

young English beagle Juber to Mr, T. B, Kendrick, Lebanon, 
New York, Juber,althongh hardly two years old, hunted down this 
season no less than 186 rabbits. 
Marshall Duroc—Mr. H, Andrews, of Charlotte, N. CG , has sold 

the lemon and white Llewellin setter dog puppy Marshall Durow by 
Scout out of his Vashti (Rake—Fanny), litter sister to Sanborn’s 
Dan to Dr. 8. B. Legare, of Camden, 8. C. 

Relle-—-Myr. Robert M. Baker, of Detroit, Mich., has sold to Mr. 
J. R. Stayton, of Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white and tun beagle bitch 
puppy, four months old, out of Fan by Rattler. Belle won first in 
beagle puppy clase at Pittsburgh, 1881. 

Orowteih—Bliss Whelps—Mr. Geo. N, Beckwith, of Latrobe, Pa , 
has puschased from Mr. N Boyd, Richmond, Va., a pointer dog 
and bitch out of Bliss (Ben—Dream) by Croxteth. This brace is an 
uousuually fine one. 

PRESENTATION, 

Charm—Blue Duck Whelp—Mr, J. H. Whitman, of Chicago, Il, 
has presented a liver and white ticked setter bitch pnppy out of 
Blue Dash by Charm to Mr, J. C. James, chief engineer of Chicago 
and Grand Trunk Railway, Battle Creek, Mich. 

Joe, Ji.-Fannie Whelps—Myr, G. W. Campbell, of Carter's 
Creek, Tenn., has presented » white bitch with lemon about head 
and ears to Mr. J. M. Williams, of Columbia, Tenn, ; one white 
bitch with lemon about head and ears to Mr, M. C. Campbell, 
Springfield, Tenn. 

Tom—Lota Whelp—Dr, George A. Foote, of Warrenton, N. C., 
has presented Mr. Charles Richards, of Brooklyn, N. Y., a hand- 
aomé white and liver pointer puppy ont of his Lota (Renbiene- 
Dora) by Hon, John §. Wise’s Tom NS a UE Belle). 

Rer—Nellie Whelp—Mr_ Robert Walker, of Franklin, N. Y., hus 
presented Mr. Oharles E. Scott, of Schenectady, N. Y., with a finely 
marked liver and white cocker bitch puppy ont of Nellie by Rex. 

DEATHS. 

Cora—The Lachine Kennel Club's liver colored spaniel bitch 
Cora on Janmary 19. Cora was whelped April 28, 1879, out of Old 
Brownie by Rollo. She was a well-lmown winner on the bench, 
and 2 careful worker in the field. 

Ghe Hifle. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Boston, Mass., Jan, 11.—The annual meeting of the Massachu- 

setts Hifle Asgoriation was held at 608 Washington street this even- 

ing. The reports of the various officers showed the association to 
be in a fine condition finuncially, The following officers were 

éleeted for the ensuing year: Vice-Presidents, Salem Wilder and 

A, H, Hardy; Secretary, H. I. Rockwell; Treasurer, J. N. Frye ; 

Directors—J_ F_ Brown, W. Gerrish, E. B. Souther, H. T, Rock- 

well, A. CG. Gould, WH. O. Harris, C. W, Hinman, F, J. Rabbeth, 7%. 

Z. Hubbard, J. N. Frye, Salem Wilder, R. D. Archer, B. F. Rich- 
ardson, I, B. Fellowsand T. H. Gray These officers will choose 

the President, At the close of the meeting the members were en- 

tertained by W. W. Newton at tlie Mammoth Gallery, No. 655 
Washington street. 

At the Magnolia Gallery the stormy weather added many to the 

ist of shooters and some fine work was accomplished. Myr. B. Ed- 

wards was the champion of the week and only failed of the gold 
prize for ten straight bullseyes by a single point. Mr, Dunn's 

129 with the pistolis the best on record in the city. Ellsworth for 

127 shows capital holding and nerye. The summary gives the re- 

sult of the week in all matches : i 

Match Not, 

(eho yer hi aot 4 404 BBS 454 EQdoton sos one AT 49 45 48 494 
© Wriglit.........-2.. peed 47 4S 48 
W Hi Parnhain..,,. £7 47 dR AT 
GP Bilsworth.... 46 48 47 AT 
GMINA? Pesaw ete cctat hes donantias 46 46 AG 
§ Worg... dit 40 46 
© Willian 45 46 46 
FP domes. dt 45 dh 
E Searnes dowd af 
B Taylor 44 a3) abd 

(OOM TENANT SA A AR EAST OAS BOREAS 5G . oD 4G diy 
Cc Gilman , E 45 AG 45 
W Buiter 4600 48 45 

The Forest nud Stiream Match, 
G Eelwards 665 5 8 5 5—419 
CG Wright. 455 6 6 5 5-48 
© Cumming 405. 5)5 fd fds 
J Edwards; 455 f 5 6 5-47 
WH Farnham 55 9 4 & 5 5-47 
C Gilman 5 45 4 5 56 +47 

C Dunn.... peg, dB, AY —189" (CO WATHAINS- oo aoe eg bee 104 
GF Ellsworth..... 43 44 1197" Be Mddwards.....,.(ec-s- ev eee ee 103 
© GINA esa ety et 9) F Worth 102 

JO Meo 
C White 
T Broy 
J Mead. 

WH Farnham 
T Tryon. 
C Wright 
0 A Gros 

Matmrorn Rirnn Garmery—Boston, Jan. 21.—The third week 
in the New Year rifle match at the Mammoth Gallery has been a 

busy one and the shooting has been of high standing, Mr. J. H. 
Williams was successful in getting a clean score of eight consecu- 

tive bullseyes and received the extra prize of $15 for this splendid 

holding, He has also added a fine 39 and 38, which places him well 
tothe front. Mr, J. Merrill is stillin the lead, with 194 out of a 

possible 200. Mr. J. H, Williams is second with 191, outranking 
Mr. E. F. Richardson, who also has 191. My. N. W. Arnold is 
fourth with 190; Mr. J. Ames is fifth, with 184, outranking Mr. 

Elihu Wilden, who issixth, with 184. Next month will commence 

a new set of rifle matches. The firat on the list will be the Eyery- 

body's Rifle Match, open to allcomers, with six cash prizes, as fol- 

lows: #7, 36, #5, $4, $2, #1, also an extra prize of $15 to any one 

making a clean scoreof eight consecutive bullseyes. Conditions 

ave: Any 22 calibre rifle; rounds, 8; possible 40; five scores to 

win, or possible 200 ; position, off-hand ; distance, fifty yards; the 

rifle to he three pounds pull. Match No, 2 will be called the Silyer- 

ware Rifle Match, This match is gotten up as an incentive to stim- 

ulate practice and is open to all who have never won @ prize in the 
gallery The first prize will consist of an elegant silyer mtcherand 

salyer, the second prize will be #2 in cash and the third prize $1 in 

cash; riso, an extra prize of $15 to any one making a clean soore 

of eight consecutive bullseyes, Conditions are: Any 22 calibre 

rifle, three pounds pull; position, off-hand ; rounds, 8; possible 

40 ; five scores to win, or possible 200 ; distance, fifty yards, In 

uddition to the aboye matches, the Forest and Stream Rifle Match, 

for the elegant meerschaum pipe, which continues until May 1, mak- 

ing in all three rifle matches. Following are the leading competi— 

tors, with their scores to date, ui the New Year Rifle Match—fifty 
yards; rounds, 8; possible 40; fiye scores to win, or possible 200 : 
J Merrill.......35 38 39 39 40—194 L T Polsom....35 85 36 36 36-178 
JH Willlams...37 37 28 39 40-191 JJ Ross........85 35 35 35 37—177 
HE Richardson 38 35 88 35 39-191 A C Goodspeed 85 35 35 85 86-176 
WN W Arnold....387 38 38 38 9 .35 35 35 35 3-176 
J Ames,... .,...36 Wim Poland ..,.35 35 35 35 24175 
Elihu Wilder. G Warren.-....34 35 35 35 836-175 
OR Bartlett OT Hart... ad 35 35 35 45—1T4 

BH Daley .....84 85 35 85 35-174 
HK Knowles. .84 34 35 25 35-173 

Forest and Stream Ritle Match.—The Porest and Stream Rifle 

Match, began January 1, to continue until April 30, inclusive, the 
prize being an elegant meerschaum pipe, has had few entries, it 

being early in the match, although an increasing interest is shown 

trom week to week, Mz. D. N Sherburne leads this week with o 

good 38, but the conditions are the best aggregate of five scores 

made during the match, Following are the leading scores to date— 
fifty yards ; rounds, 8; possible 40. 

DN Sherburne.5 5 + Geo D Edson...4455 5 4 4 5—36 
S Foeg. aici 44 AG Goodspeed.6 56444 4 536 
Wd ROSS.....-.. 55 OT Hart......55 55444 4 36 
CR Bartlett....4 4 § 54-36 BHDaley .. .55584444 36 

Pistol Practice.—Practice with this am this last week has been 

lively and some of the tinest shooting ever done in the gallery has 
been recorded. Mr. Elihu Wilder has increased his score two 

points oyer last week, when he had surpassed all previous efforts, 

and he now leads with tee fine record of 115 out of a possible 120. 

Mr. 8. Souther follows yery close in Mz, Wilders steps with 114 

and Mr. J. J. Dunne and Mr. I. J. Rabbeth are tie for the third 

place with 112. In shooting off the tie for the third prize in last 
month’s match Mr, Wilder defeated Mr. Ames, Vollowing are the 

leading scores to date—fifty feet; rounds, 8; possible 40; three 
Scores to win, or possible 120: 
Hliht Wilder..... ..88 38 39-115 Wm Poland........ 33 84 35—109 
§ Souther. . $8 88 Alt JK Scott..,,....-..38 34 B4—101 
JJ Dunne. 37 38-12 HJ Snow... 83 83 338— 99 
Fa Rabbeth.......387 37 38—112 O'T Hayt........ 82 83 33— Js 
EATERY eee ee Leg 36 87108 CC Foster w32 82° 33—9T 
JN Williams....... 34 34 35-108 LT Folgom......... 32 32. B3— 97 

N. R. A, Presipenoy.—The Executive Committee of tha Board 

of Directors of the National Rifle Association on the afternoon o 
January 20, ut No. 35 Park row to electa president, Mr. BH. A. 

Buck, who was chosen to the position, being obliged by business 

engagement to decline. There were present General George W. 

Wingate, Colonel J, H. Cowperthwaite, Captain W. Murphy, Mr. 

F, H, Holton, Mr. Dayid W. Judd, My. Frank J, Donaldson. Mr. 
Donaldson nominated General Hancock and was seconded by Cap- 
tain Murphy and Mr. Judd, The latter referred to the condition 

of the association and said he hoped that those who are now nnder- 

stood from hearsay to be unfriendly to rifle practice would be lesa 

80 when they had held their offices a longer time, General Han- 

cock was then elected unanimously. General Wingate said that 
General Hancock had already rendered many services to the asso- 

ciation ;it was through his personal solicitation that the Hilton 

Shield for the international matches was given, and it was on his 

application that'the Federal Government sent teams from the ar- 
my to compete at Creedmoor, He haa also given advice to the di- 
rectors: On many oceasions, ‘The board before nominating him had 
received a letter from him in which he promised to accept the 
office, After the election the bosrd adjonrmed. 

Coniin’s GaLLeRyY.—The second week's contest of the pistol 

shooting tournament for the championship of bullet shooting, end- 
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ing January 22, 1881, the distance shot at being 4,10 and 15 

yards ; 30 shots; 10 shots at each range. ‘The prize was captured 
by W. Daniel A. Davis, maling one of the finest scores on record— 

yiz., suspended ball, 7 yds., 724 in, bullets in 10 shots; 10 yds. 

5b¢ in. bullets in 10 shots ; 15 yds. 384 im. bullets ; total 15. Mr. 

Davis has proyed himself to be one of the most expert pistol 

shots as well as a rifle shot, having made sone of the finest scores 

with the rifie of any amateur of thiscity. Mr. Davis’ shooting isre- 
markable when you takein consideration the smallness of the bullut, 
The shooting is all done with a.22 cal, pistol, 10 of the marks shot 

at being really the same size as the bullet used to shoot at them 

The next week’s shooting will be at the word of command, 10 shots 

at 10 Pope's ready measurement target, as this is one of the oldest 

styles of shooting, and will decide who has the right to claim the 

championship for rapidity and accuracy. The shots must be fired 

inside the space of 3 seconds. The time will be announced by the 
metronome, the same ad is usedin all the great pistol tournaments 

of Paria. his will be undoubtedly one of the most closely con- 

tested weeks of the tournament. There were some most skillful 

feats by several crack shots during the week. That of Mr. W. M. 
Chase's of Iitting 9 bullets in 10 shots at 7 yds., the bullets only 

being 2-8 of an inch in diameter, has never been equalled before in 
this gallery. I, Meadhurst, of Salt Lake, hit 7 swinging bullets in 

10 shots, which is very tine shooting, and places him on record as 

as a skillfi] marksman, 

ZErrLer’s Birney Ganiury, Vew York, Jan. 15.—Monthly shoot, 

open to all comers. Mr. P. Fenming leads the score with 188 ont 

of a possible 200, which is fine holding, Conditions—Rifle, .22 
eal.; 10 shots; four best aggregate scores to take first prize and 

#0 on: for » full single score. $10 premium ; for six consaeutiye 

bulls, $1; five prizes. Shooting closes January 31, 1881 : 
REFMAN TAT Ue errs lee -ceicleelshen eae PUSS 2 bed ta) {a /s) OS Pee pee aval 
M4 Engel. re-48B DD OWar diss 55 ose eee - ATL 
ML Higgs... th WH Galvertir:--:2.14-'- ri) 
IL Creamer ...174 I Grummet. 7 
TH Bhow? -li4 F Fabarus.. 145 
M Dorrler 170 K Zimmerm: 5 
TOLEY Vea tit ee vnseckthie ec) <tc teede 167 W Wiegandt , 

Wurenina, W. Va., Jan. 17.—Last Saturday the Wheeling Rifle 

Club finished the shooting for a handsome engraved glass water 

set, which was won by Mr. R. 8. Stewart winning it three ont of 

five matches. Mr. Wm. Cox and Otto Jaeger each won it once. 

Following is the score : 
8 Stewart 1 T it 9 10 12 11 12 32 12—108 
Otfo Jaeger... ll i 8 1 & Wt 9 #§ 10 11—100 
Win 0x..... 1) 9 1 di 8 10 10 6 TL 10— 95 
RPP AM cs yio¢ feaas bits au ees LO AL We (B88) 66 er $3 

O. J. 

San Francisco, Can,, Jan. 1.—Col. Kellogg and Sergeant Wil- 
liams settled sn old difference between themselves by 100 shots 
over the 200-yard range, The shooting took place at the Shell 

Mound Park, cach mam loading his own ammunition. The rifles 
ised were respectively the Hotchkiss and Borehard. The scores 

standing : 
Colonel Kellogg....444545544 5—44 t444456 5 5 4—44 

b45445449 44-44 FH5A5544545A6 HA4H5454545 
—d44 545545544546 45544 545444-48 455544 
a444-48 544455545445 455845544 445445. 

Sereeant Willlams,.6446446444 45 44444456 5 443 
B4d454 5445-4 S4Ed4dddddg 40 FHHAAHL45 54 
— 5545454444 4¢ 445554444448 FE5BRS 4 
455 4-47 644544454448 645465544 4-45—437, 

Lrevr, Scuwatra’s Rirnes— Governor's Island, N. Y., Jan. 3— 

Messi's. BE. Remington 4 Sons, New Yori: City, N. ¥.—Dear Sirs: 

Tn justice to yourselves as generous contributors to my late expe— 

dition in search of the relics of Sir John Franklin from 1878 to 1880, 

I would state that the two rifles furnished by you exceeded my ex— 

pectations, They were frequently used during temperature rang- 

ing from 50 to 68 degrees and at distances from 200 to 600 yards 

with perfect working of their parts and with deadly effect. I con- 

sider that on my expedition the arms used were subjected to the 

aeverest practical test to which guns have eyer been exposed. 

Gompelled to be kept out of doors constantly to avoid the moisture 

of the igloos, lashed in convenient places for immediate use on con- 

atantly overturning sledges, used at a moment's notice under all 
yariations of temperature and weather, the “ Remington” neyer 

failed us on this expedition, where theliyes of nineteen human and 

an average of thirty draft animals depended for over ten months 

upon the efficacy of or firearms, Yours yery respectfully, 

Frep'k SCHWATKA, 

Lient. 0. $8. Army, late conmanding Franklin search party, 

1878-79-'80, 
es ey et —_— 

Suffer on, Groan on, Sicken on, Die on, if you will uot use Hop 

Bitters and be cnred. 

Answers to Correspondents. 

i- No Notice taken of Anonymous Communications, 

G. 0. B,, Euston, Md.—See Game columns for address of dealer 

in live quail. 

J. M. H.—The law was compiled by the President of the State 

Association, and was, we belieye, correct. 

CG. G. M., New Hayen, Conn.—At Melrose, Fla,, you will find 

quail, turkey and deer eight miles from Waldo. 

A. D. W.—We would recommend you to read Bogardus’ book, 

‘Qield Gover and ‘Trap Shooting.” We can send it to you ; price 

$2.00. 

Rerearrn, Buffalo, N. ¥,—he style of rifle you describe would 

be an improvement on existing models, proyidcd it had no serious 

defects. 

W. J. D., New Orleans, La.—We cannot giye you the name of 

{lie best farmer's paper in America, There are between two and 

three hundred published. 

TirApoR.—My glass ball shooting last year gives an ayerage of 

921 per cent, Is that a good record? Different traps, some 

sersened, some rotary; all good swift balls ; 18 yards rise; 10- 

gauge gun; 44 dra. powder, 134 vzs. No. 9 chilled shot, Ans. 

The record is one will: which you ought to be satisfied. 

A.W. M.—he Hudson's Bay Company still use the flint lock 
guns in trade with the Indians at their most remote posts, because 

of the difficulty of procuring gnitable ammunition for percussion- 

cap arms, At the nearer posts the Indians ara armed with a better 
class 6f weapons, thany of them using breech-loading rifles and re- 
peaters, 

G, O. G.—You will find the Racine Shadow, Rushton’s sailing 
canoe (new model) and Steven's sailing canoes ef American styles’ 

all of excellent qualities, as they are the outcome of experience 

combined with familiarity with the whole subject of canoeing. 11 

you want a semi-portable canoe verging into a yacht Steyens can 

build you a centre board on Baden Powell's lines. 

C. 1. 'T., New York.—You should liberate four quail at a time, 
two thales and two females. Do not put the whole twelye down in 
the same place, but scatter them oyer # considerable area. If all 

are put down in the same field they may not separate next spring 
to breed. The birds should not be turned out much before May, 
and should be fed for a fow days after their liberation. 

BR. T. M.—The local papers speak of taking striped bass under 

the ice, near Poughkeepsie, with bait. It should be noticed in 

Forest AnD SrreaM, as itis avrare occurrence. Ans, We haye 

mentioned the capture of unnsial numbers of this fish in the Hud- 

son, but they are taken in nets pushed under the ice. We doubt 

their taking bait in witter, as those which come to market haye 
empty stomachs, 

H. L. G., Brookfield, N., Y.—i. Where can I sell a petrified 

turtle? Itis about eight inches across, ten inches lone and is in a 
good state of preservation ; shows all the ridges and creases of the 

shell as natural as life, 2. What would it bring as a uatural his- 

tory specimen? 3. Would you sell the same for me if I send it to 
you? Ans. 1. Some dealer in natural history specimens might 

buy it. 2. Two or three dollars. 3. No. 

A, W. G.—What is the size of a stream or pond necessary for the 

successfal introduction of carp, and what is the mannerin which 

to proceed to get them? Ans. Carp will thrive in mill ponds, but 

are not adapted to small streams. Any warm pond with muddy 

bottom will do, provided it does not freeze solid to the bottom in 

winter, Apply to 8, F. Baird, U. 8, Wish Commissioner, Washing- 

ton, D. C., and mention Forest any Stream and you will get some 

of next summer's crop in August or September ; last year’s fish haye 
been distributed. . 

J, &. D.; Worcester, Mass,—Hoyw is the fishing in Florida in Feb- 

ruary, March and April? What I want to know particularly about 
is rod and fly fishing. Ans. The fishing is good at most all sea- 
sons, as there are plenty of local fishes which do not migrate, 

Black bass (t2ontin the vulgate) grow to a large size, Také a 

stout trolling od of ten feet, with reel holding 150 feet of braided 
line, heavy gut leader and bright flies. If you fish for other fish 

in salt water do not usé silk line, It is hard to say just what yon 

want from your brief questions. 

C, E. C., Phila,—tf you were asked, as I was the other evening 

by half a dozen friends in chorus, whichis considered the most 

intelligent breed of dogs, what would be your answer? Ans. It 

is claimed by many syriters of experience that the collie, or sheep 

dog, is naturally the most intelligent. Close interbreeding for five 

penerations will, however, produce an idiot, The collie, as a gen- 

eral thing, is self-taught to a great extent, and he has been singled 

out and stories of his wonderful performances narrated, more often 

in books of natural history than of any other breed. 

W. W., Spencerport, N, ¥.—Is not the correct name of the bird 
usually called quail, Virginia partridge? and is not the proper name 

of what is usually called partridge, ruffed grouse? Ans. It is diffi- 

cult to give a catagorical reply to this question. The bird usually 
called qnail in the North is called partridge in the Southern States. 
Andubon speaks of it as the Virginia partridge ; Wilson, as the 
Quail, or Partridge; other aithors as Virginia Quail; Maryland 

Quail and American Partridge. Structurally it is more closely al- 

lied to the trne partridge than to the true quail. The correct name 

of what is called partridge in New York and New England, aud 
pheasant in Pennsylvania, the South and some sections of the 

West, is ruffed grouse. 

T, W. MeA,—Will you please describe in your next issue the tar- 
get used in Mammoth Gallery ? size of target, size of bullseye and 
distance between circloa? Aus, The distance of the gallery is 50) 
yards and there is in use an iron Creedmoor target reduced from 
900 yards, ‘he bullseye is o two-inch hole in the iron plate, and 
two inches back of this target is 4 steel plate pamted black sitting 

on a lever supported by weights. When this steel plate is struck 

by @ bullet it knocks down this lever and the weights pull the wire 
which is connected to a large bell which rings at the firing point. 
The pistol target is 4 large iron target with a two-inch bullseye, and 
the arrangements about it are the same as our rifle target, with 

the exception that the pistol target boilseye is run with electricity. 
An electric bell rings at the firmg point when a bullseye is made 

nippers which count on a paper target. As bullseyes only count 

four « shot must go, through the hole clean or it will not ring the 
bell, so that fhe shooter really has to put his eight shot inside a one 

inch and a half ring—for the rifle, 50 yards, and the pistol 60 feet, 

which requires better holding than it would on a paper target. 

They use a I'rank Wesson 12 inch barrel anda Steyena 10 inch 
barrel, open sights, 22 calibre, one pound pull. 

Guo. T. C., Buffalo, N. ¥.—Our correspondent, ‘Au Sable,’ 
supplies the information as follows : 

‘* Hudson's Bay Company’s overcoats are made of young buffalo 

sking or deer skin tanned with the hair on. Also of buffalo skin 
with the hair off, which closely resembles thick buckskin, These 

last, however, reqmre to be nsed with good woolen underclothes, 
as, although they keep ont all wind, they do not possess any great 

amount of warmth in themsclyes. The firet-named kind cost from 

&8 to $15, and the last from #4 to $12, according to quality and 
finish. They can only be procured, as far as I know, from the 

Hudson's Bay Company’s stores in Montreal or in Winnipeg, Thaye 

a suit I brought from there last summer, which cost me about $8 

in trade, plain, well made and stroug. They would not be suita- 
ble for a hunting trip in Canada, as they are too hot and heavy 

when walking or hunting. The beat coat your correspondent can 

use in this country for a winter hunting coat is a blanket coat that 

can be bought at Henderson’s fur store in Montreal, G, R. Ren- 

fre’s 10 Quebee, or Jas, Patterson, turrier, Baude atreet, Quebec; 
pricé $7 to $15 without duty or express charges. They can be got 

blue or white, according to taate, and are light, strong and warm, 

aud stand any amount of hard usage; things indispensable in 

clothes to be used in the woods.” 

—Any subseriber or reader of Forrsr Asp Srream in want of 

any kind of carpetings, oil cloths, rugs, ete., atc., can be sure of 
fair treatment at the hands of John H, Pray, Sons & Qo., Boston. 

Call or correspond with them, and get their prices before buying. 
Tt will pay you to try them.—[Adu. 

L — + = 

For General Debility and Prostration Hop Bitters will do won- 
ders. Prove it by trial. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

HoLasinn Shooting Suits. Upthegroye & MoLellan, Valparaiso,Ind, 

More health, sunshine and joy in Hop Bitters than in all other 
remedies, 

NEW PUBLICATIONS, 

Tae Norrarn Bonterin.—One of the most pleasantly written 
articles that wa have read for a long time is Mr. BH, W. Nelson's 
sketch in the January Bulletin on Door-yard Birds of the Dar 
North, ‘Treating as it does of far-away Alaska, and mentioning Bo 
many species that most collectors are entirsly uafamuliar with, if 18 
avery interesting contribution. Mr. Jeffries’ article On the Mingerg 
of Birds is also a valuable paper, and we are glad to sve tliat some 
ornithologists are at last getting below the skin of the bird. Clar- 
tainly there is more to be made from the anatomy of this class than 
has yet been done, and the anatomical characters ave unquestion- 
ably of far higher yalue than the external ones. Mr. Del. Berier 
contributes to the present number of the Huiielin some Notes on a 
Few Birds obseryed at Fort Hamilton, Long Islund, and Mr, W. E, 
D. Scott # paper onthe Birds Observed in Sumter, Levy and Hills- 
boro Counties, Florida. Mr. Allen's paper on Tosectivoveus Birds 
in Their Relation to Manis a carefully written and thonghtful review 
of Professor Forbes’ paper on the * Pood of Birds.” The Birds 
on a Florida River contains a number of notes by Mr, Win, Brews- 
ter, written in his usual charming style, on some of our Southern 
birds, and is very interesting. 
The most important paper in the Bulletin is Dr. Sclater’s Re- 

mnarks on the Present State of the Systumn Ayinm, reprinted from 
the Ibis of July 1880, Only a portion of it appears in this number, 
and ornithologists who do not see the Zbis will auxiously await the 
appearance of the remainder, 
he department of Recent Literature contains notices of the 

Third and .Fourth Installments of Dr, Goues' Ornithological Bivli- 
ography of Haryie-Brown’s paper on the Capereailhe in Scotlund, 
of Mr. Steere’s List of the Birds of Aun Arbor, Mi¢h., and of Minor 
Ornithological Papers. 

General Notes are yery full and interesting. 

“Frenps Wort Krowrna” is the title of a little hook pub- 
lished by the Harpers. It consists of a series of articles on a nun 
ber of familiar animals contributed by Mr. TMrnest Ingersoll ta the 
pages of several of our magazines, he articles are representative 
of the ordinary magazine natural history literature and, although 
they contain nothing new, are written in rather a pleasing style, 
which will no doubt commend them to many readers. ‘The different 
papers, however, contain, many of then, inaccuracies which should 
not appear. ‘To say that * the bird's arm ends in only one long, 
slender finger" is certainly a loose statement and sure fo mislend, 
The book does uot, of course, purport to be in ally way svientitic, 
but the fanlts and erroneous statemeutd which we find scattered 
through it might, it would seem, by a little more care in collecting 
materials, have been avoided, 

Mr. Ingersoll’s little work, however, with its sky blue binding, 
golden lettering and golden birds with their scarlet breasts will, no 
doubt, be popular with 4 certain class of readers—peopla who do 
not care so much for scientitiv facts and knowledgé ap for some- 
thing which will pass away an hour pleasantly and at the sume 
time allow them to labor under the pleasing delusion that they are 
learning something. The essays, if such they can be called, being 
faken from different mugazines and written at ditferent times, ave 
in no way connected, but might haye been a little better arranged, 
Some of them are, however, interesting and enterlaining, and as it 
is said that one may learn from a child, 80 from this Look to many 
readers some information may be conyeyed. The stylé of the ar- 
ticles is very simple and rather better adapted to the youthful mind 
than for those who are thirsting for knowledge concerning the 
subjects discussed. 

A LiperaAn Orrex,—Haying arranged club terms with the North 
American Reviews we are enabled to offer that foremost of Ameri 
can periodicals, together with the Fonrsr anp SrreaM, at the low 
price of $7.75 per yeur. The Review is the organ of the best minds 
of America, nearly every writer of any note in the country being a 
contributor to it, Tt discusses the subjects that are most promi- 
inent in the public thought at the time, and presents both sides of 
all important questions. It combines to a considerable extent the 
thoroughness of the Cyclopedia with the timeliness of the daily 
paper, It should be read by the professioual man, the student, the 
merchant, the manufacturer, the farmer ; in fact, by every one who 
wishes to form intelligent opinions on the eventa of theday, The 
regular subscription price of the Renmei is 35. 

A good exense for sickness of yourself and family is that you 

don’t use Hop Bitters. 

Machting and Qanoeing, 

YACHTING NEWS. f 

THE CUTTER PLEET.—The number of cutters ia rapidly in- 
creasing, faster than the most enthusiastic lover of sda cruising 
could have hoped for, Besides the three designs furnished by Mx. 
A. Cary Smith for cuttersa—30, 40, snd 56ft,—other parties have in 
hand the lines of three more—two fine thirty-tonnerd, each 50Lt, 
wates-line anda grand 100 tonner of 90tt. About a dozen cutters 
af all sizes will be lannched this season for American waters, while 
eep sloops and modified cutter rigs are in i fair way of running 

out the old-fashioned light draft man-traps with their Inbber's rig. 
In Boston, the re-action in fayor of depth and keel already 
threatens to go beyond reason, Yachts mnder 30/t, water-line dvaw 
seven feet and over, while a late design of 33ft. w. 1. has seven feet 
of depth, and the smart little Gem and others are to come out 
with practically all their ballast in lead on the keel! Verily, a 
most complete bonlecersement of ‘ye ancientidee” of “ slammme 
oye! the water,” and # change for the better none appreciate nore 
than ourselves and the few who, with us, haye championed the 
cause of the honest boat and legitimate yachting against the hal- 
Jucinations of yast odds of ‘‘ machine athletes” These words muy 
be given more force when we add thatone of the new ‘ thirties” 
is being got out for a gentleman who owned one of the fastest and 
most successful light drafts in America. Cutters are booming ! 
QUAKER CITY YACHT CLUB.—The following officers haye 

been elected for 1881: Commodore, KR. P, Thompson ; Vice Com., 
R. 8. Austin; Rear Com., &. F. Murphy ; Treasurer, K. Baird ; 
Secretary, Chas, 8. Salin ; Asut, Sec., W_ 1. Wise ; Meaanrer, Capt, 
J. C. Vanderslice. Regatta Commitiee—A, F. Baueroft, W. J. 
Thorman and L, Coleman, Annual Spring Regatta has been fixed 
tor Monday, June 6, 

YACHTING CIRCULAR.—Mr. Geo, Wilson, 157 Leadenhall st., 
London, has sent in his circular for January, 1881, containing an 
interesting article on the “Cracks of 1880,” and a long list of yachts 
of all fomnsee on the market in England, which gives a yery fair 
insight into the current yalue of yacht tonnage across the water. 
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THE YAWL RIG.—We notice by our Eastern contemporaries 
that seyeral yawls are being built for use on waters of the Eastern 
coast. We have in our local feet seyen yachts of thisrig, and 
another will soon be lauuched, Those who have tried the yawls 
do not care to try other rigs, which speaks well for their handiness 
and convenience.—San Francisco Olympian. 

KIRK'S STEAM YACHTS.—As will be seen by our advertising 
columns, Mr. John P, Kirk is prepared to entertain propositions 
for the construction of yachts of all classes. Mr. Kirk has a large 
yard and ample facilities, and goes into the design of a vessel in 
detail, so that he is not working blindly trusting to ‘‘ IT reckon she'll 
about go down so far,”’ but builds upon tangible data. Among 
other work Mr. Kirk has now in framea steam yacht, 45 ft. long, 
6 ft, 4in. beamand 4 ft. deep for the Yale College crew, She is 
to be finished handsomely in hard woods, engines of 95 H. P. de- 
signed by Mr W. H. Derbyshire, graduate of the Philadelphia Poly- 
techinic College. Great speed has been aimed at, and official 
trials of the measured mile will be made about April 1, of which 
we hope to give results in detail. 

WANDERER.—Has been sold to Mr. Morgan, and after being 
conyerted into a topsail schooner will clear for the West Indies on 
a prolonged cruise. Sea cruising bids fair to become a fashion; so 
much the better, 

POUGHKEEPSIE I, ¥. C.—The ice on the river was not in’good 
condition January 15, notwithstanding which a regatta was sailed 
by the Poughkeepsie Ice Yacht Club for the silk pennant pre- 
sented by Mr. Rooseyelt, The prize has to be won twice out of 
three times, and is to be raced for by boats carrying less than 
350 sq.ft. of canvas. Three boats entered, the Gypsie, Fairy and 
Tip. The course was four miles and the Gypsie won. The Fairy 
parted her shrouds and hauled out of the race. 

NEW YAWL.—Geo. Farmer, of Oakland, has about finished a 
fine little cruising yawl for San Francisco parties. A correspon- 
dent sends us the following interesting particulars: She has been 
uamed the Fleta. Length over all 27 ft, and 24 ft. on the water 
line with a beam 9 ft. 4in.; depth of hold, 3 ft. 4 in.; draft with- 
ont board, 16 ft.; gaff, 8 ft ; mizzen boom, 12 ft.; bowsprit out- 
board, 8 ft. 10 in.; jib onfoot, 14 ft. This little yacht has a deal 
of dea rise, a roomy cabin with sliding hatch and ports. To save 
dirt and wear, decks and seats in cockpit have been coyered with 
canyas. Bentoak frame, with keel deadwood, stem, posts and 
deck beams of Oregon pine and fir plank. Hull, spars and iron 
work with two coats of paint, and joiner work is to be deliyered to 
her owner, Mr, C. Gook for $350, the owner having to supply sails, 
ear and furnishing, say from $50 to $75. This will give you an 

idea how cheap we can build on the Pacific coast. The new crnis- 
er will hoist the colora of the S, F. Y. C. and will make a capital 
single hander. 

BROOKLYN YACHT CLUB.—At the annual meeting the club 
failed to elect flag officers owing to the want of a fleet. It is prob- 
able that the club will resolye itself into a social union with Mr. W. 
BR. Wadsworth as Secretary, Mr. W. T. Lee declining to serye any 
longer. Sie transit gloria mundi, 

VIKING —Another big one for the lakes. Mr. F."H. Scott has 
sold his schooner Viking to My, John M, Loomis, of Chicago. She 
will be overhanled at Greenport, and sailed around to her new 
hailing portim spring. Viking was built from a model by Van Du- 
sen for Mr. Mahlon Sands, of New York, in 1852 by the Poillons of 
Brooklyn. Sheis10ft. 9 in, over all: 86 ft. 4 in. on load line; 
23 ft. 5 in, beam; 8 ft. 2in. in depth of hold ; 6 ft. 5 in. draft and 
19 ft draft with board She made the passage to England in 
187-, and in a friendly way was tried alongside the English schoon- 
ers, but could do nothing with them, her flat floor and quick bilge 
making her a poor ship to windward in lumpy water. In smooth 
water she is fairly fast, and in appearance and qualities a cross 
between Mohawk and Columbia, 

$$ <a 

CANVAS OR CEDAR? 

Editor Forest and Stream : 

Though I haye never carried a boat with a neck-yoke, I can eas- 
ily see that it is an admirable way, and that with the case of carry- 
ing that gives them. wooden boats are superior to collapsable 
boats, provided you haye what ‘‘ Paddler” mentions in connection 
with his boat, an open trail. Now, where I have used Coughtry’s 
boat more than anything else is in the western part of North 
Carolina where an open trail ia a rare and pleasing exception. 

Tt might be possible to carry a wooden boat through some of the 
thickets, but an old and experienced laurel thicket would success 
fully appose any attempts to get ‘‘on the other side of it.’ A 
man can, by crawling, get through and can drag a Coughtry boat 
with him, Of course it makes a wet load, but then the explorer 
must decide between a wet boat or none at all, The unsemworthy— 
ness of an Osgood canoe is owing more to the model than to the 
materials of which if 1s built. For proof of the seaworthy quali- 
ties of the canvas boat I qnote the following from Tolkard’s 
description of a canyas boat, the ' Curragh ;* 

“Trish curraghs are from fifteen to twenty feet in length, by two 
and a half or three in breadth ;they are so light that they are car- 
ried to and fro by the fishermen, from the coast to their cottages, 
almost daily, But notwithstanding their lightness, against a heavy 
sea and wind they are said to possess great superioriby oyer boats 
of wood, ae" ket 

“These curraghs are used for fishing in the Atlantic on the iron- 
bound coast of the west and north of Ireland,” Canvas Bacr. 
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Keep’s Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KEEP’S KID SLOVES, none better, $i per pair. 

KEEP’S UNDERWEAR, the best. 

KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 

KEEP’S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP’S NECK WEAR, latest novelties. 

KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 
ure, 6 for $9. . 

KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50 
SEES SHES delivered free in any part of the 

on, 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 
CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 
Samples and circulars free to any addrass. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, 637 Broadway, N. Y. 

BROOK THROUT. 

Small to medium Trout, reversed wings 
Large Maine a “ ‘ 
Small Black Bass, 
Large ‘‘ 4 

we 

ae 

tt 

irs 

ac 

ae 

per dozen extra. 

Salmon flies according to pattern, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Highest Quality Flies. 

$1 50 Per Doz, 
3 on 8 iz) 

300 ‘* “c 

400 ' " 

Any of the above flies tied with jungle cock shoulders and golden pheasant crest tails at 50cts- 

$3.30 to 7.80 per doz. 

The celebrated *‘ Corduroy ‘ (silver or gold) trout and bass flies, $3 00 per dozen, 

We have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tieany pattern to order. 
given per dozen; wedo not sell less than one dozen, but will give any assortment in the dozen, 
our flies are tied on our celebrated Spring Steel Sproat Hooks, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

Prices aré 
All 

Eggs and Fry tw Season. 

LUDLOW TROUT PONDS, 

THE FISHERMAN’S 

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
- VITALIZED PHOSPHITES. 

Composed of the NER VE-GIVING principles of the ox brain and wheatgerm. It restores to 
both brain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, everwork, excesses or 
nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens a falling memory. It prevemts debility and con- 
sumption. It strengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses. Physicians haye 

rescribed 300,000 packages. 5 
2} y druggists FE. CROSBY, 664 and 666 Sixth Avenue, N. ¥. 

Automatic Reel, 
Ludlow, McKean County, Penn. 

New inits construction and effective in its work- 

ing. In size, weight and general appearance does 
not differ from ordinary reels. With its aid the 

sportsman can capture fish so slightly hooked as For sale by druggists or mail, $1. 

to be entirely beyond the control of any other reel. i 

For descriptive circular, address LOOMIS & 

PLUMB, manufacturers, No. 1 Onondaga County 

Savings Bank Building, Syracuse, N. Y. scmonmucnctmnns® _/  Qogs af Great Britain, America and Other Countries 
STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, j RICH, $2 00. 

Price $3 50, 
For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

L, B. HOFFMAN & OO., Proprirrors. 

Something New and Novel. 
A Metallic Comb for the Whiskers. 

Every gentleman who wears a moustache or beard 
Wuuits one. 

Sent by mail to any address on receipt of 26 cts. 

J. F, DAVIS, 
P. D. Box 108, Fall River, Mass. 
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B. F. NICHOLS & Co., 
SUCCESSORS TO 

BOSTON SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING ROD GD 
36 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO 

HALMON, BASS and TROUT 

FLY and BATT RODS 

of best quality. Bix strands from butt to tip. 

German silver mountings. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send stamp for 
price-list. tt. 

WRITE TO 

Geo. C.Henning 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

FOR 

PRICE 
LIsts 

AND 

SAMPLES 

OF 

Hunting, 

Fishing, o 

Yachting, z 

Sailing, = 
Bicycling f= 

ie is 
Rubber J 

P; 0, D. SUITS, 

BLACK CLOTH SUITS, 

PERFECT SHIRTS, 

FINE UNDERCLOTHING, 

BLUE SUITS, Erc., 

m 

For 1881 is an Excellent Book of 120 Pages, One 
Colored Flower Plate and 600 ilinstrations, with 

and Directions for Hyowiuge Only 10 cents, 
English or German. If you afterwards order seeds 
dedoct the 10 cenis. 
VICK's SEEDS ere the best in the world. The 

FLORAL ‘i01DE Will tell how to get and grow them. 
Vick's Finwer and Vegetable Garden, 175 Pages, 

6 Colored Plates, 500 Bngrayings. For 50 cents in 
paper coyers, $1 in elegant cloth. In German or 
English, 

Vick’s Ilinstrated Monthly Magazine, 32 pages; a 
Colored Piste in every number and many tine Kn- 
gravings. Price $1.25 a year; five copies for $95. 
Specimen numbers sent for 10 cents; 3 trial copies 
Sent for 25 cents, 

JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. ¥. Address, 

for Sale. 

IVE QUAIL sent direct from the West, not 
further East than New York, $5 per doz.,$3 per ES 

Magnolia st., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

TEAM YACHT ENGINE; all fittings complete 
43g by 43g; new; for salecheap. Address JNO. 

STEWART, 125 E. Fayette sv., RoE eer 
an 

ED FOX, Skunk, Raccoon and other furs 
bought for cash—hirhest prices. Send for cir- 

cular with full particulars, E. €, BOUGHTON, 5 
Howard St., N. Y. Jang7t,2. 

F% SALE AT A BARGAIN, a Parker Bros. double 
P.G. 12, 98, 74, modified choke, and an extra 

S'rong shooter. Sold for nofault. C. A. SUMNER, 
Milford, Mass. JanstIt 

Wanted. 

ANTED LIVE BUCK DEER. Write, giving 
price and full description, Address P. 0. Box 

3,180, N. Y. City, N.Y. jan20,2 

Ghe Bennel. 

OR SALE, Pointer Dog, thoroughly broke on 
quail and pheasant: will trade tor breech- 

loading gun or rife. Address SAMUEL REEVE, 
Glassboro, N. J. Jan27,1t 

OR SALE, a first-class Rabbithound bitch: 
whelped Dee,, 1878; sound, handsome and is 

all that 1s eee Tor rabbit bnting. Price $15, 
Address A. MCDONALD, Box 820, Rouklund, Me. 
Jana71b 

Fo SALE, & well broken Pointer dog; 2 years 
old; native; rood retriever {rom land or water. 

Also good, sound, liver cocker, 247 years old, broken, 
Price $20 each, Will give away small pointer bitch 
Clare, 8345 years Old (Button—Topsy) to any one that 

ive & pair of pups from first litter by good, 
sma) Pepey dog. Address ROBT, WALKER, 
Franklin, Del. Co., N, Y, Jang7,2t 

z 

__—__—_——= 

Allen’s Decoy Duck Frame. 
Used by the best duck shooters. -Is simply a device for holding the dead duck in a natural position 

in the water, on rhe Ice or on land, as a decoy. 

falls, etc.; No. 2 for widgeon, broad-bills, ete.; No. 3 for teal. 
of money, drait or post-office order, at $4 per doz. 
MouTH, Inn. 

Will not shrink, Can be tuned to any desired pitch. The smallest, easiest blowing, and most 
natural duck caller in the world, Sent by mail on receipt of $1. 

A 

They weigh complete from three to six pounds per dozen. 
You ¢an Garry two dozen In your hunting-coat pockets. We make three sizes: No. 1 for mallards, pin- 

Sent to any address, C, O. D., on receipt 
For sale by all gunsmiths or by F. A, ALLEN, Mon- 

ier Mateesta i 

CALLE R. 
F. A. ALLEN, Monmonth, Wil. 

The Rennel. 

UN AND DOG WANTED-—I will irade a firat- 
rate horse for double-batrel breech-loading 

central fire 10-bore gun and & thoroughly broken 
ointer or setter. Gun must be by first class Eng- 
Ish maker, Box 2855, Post-office, N. ¥, City. 

, Jan 27,1t 

(ahaa IRI3H PUP—For saie, a handsome pure 
/ red Irish setter pup, six months old, all red, 

with white frill; dam my red Irish bitch * Gussie” 
(dam by imported “Ruby ”), winner of frst prize at 
Pittsbur. h, 158], (own #ister to Champlon Ardington). 
** Gussie” ja very handsome and one of the best field 
dogs in Ameriva; sire champion “ Rory O’Moore” 
{champion '*Rufus” ex champion ‘Friend ") of the 
very best blood in existence and a grand field dog. 
For price, which is low, printed pedigree, &c., ad- 
dress W. H. PIHROM, Peekskill, N.Y. dan 27,1t 

V yiLL EXCHANGE—A brace of orange and white 
Ketters, with black ticks, thirteen months old, 

for a black and tan Gordon bitch of the came age ; 
or will exchange‘ Bruce,” ‘‘ Molly 'and ‘ F.y” for 
a breech-loacing gun 10 or 12 gauge, 837 or 9 Ihs,, of 
wood make; full pedigree given, H, J.B,, 2324 BE, 
Front st,, Trenton, N. J. Jan 27,16 

F° SALE—Red Irish puppler by Hlcho IIt. ou 
. of Gipsey ; one brace of dogs and one brace of 
bitch puppies, dark red end very promising, whelped 
Dec. 8, 1880. Also, same age, two braces of dog 
pcppies by Iron Duke out of Mona (cross bred Irish 
aod Gordon) ; color, black and white, black and tan, 
and lemon and white; warranted to wake good fleld 
dogs, Fur further partitulars address G. W. BaS:- 
FORD, White Plams. N. Y. Jan 27,1t 

URE FIELD TRIAL SETTERS FOR SALE.— 
Lesh (Roybel-Livy 2d), a very handsome blue 

Belton and an excellent field and brood bitch, 25% 
ye ars old, $100. Ciara R, (Roscoe-Armida), lemon 
B elton, § months old; a beauty, only $50. Kate R. 
(Roscoe-Armida), very Nandsome bine Belton, 9 
months old, price $50. Four pups, 2 months old, by 
Roxey-boy aut of Armids. Great beauties, very 
cheap, Allthe above are pure field trial setters; 
the most successfol strain at field trials and bench 
shows ji England asd America, and are cold only 
on account of the crowded condition of my kennel. 

For pe and particulars address F, A. 
DIFFENDERIER, 15 Shippen st., pevCSALers Pa, 

an2i,1t 

WN THE STUD.—The English hare beagle King, 
Heis white, black and tan, 1334 high, weighs 

19 Ibs., ears spread 15 inches, has full pedigree. 
Fee $10 For particulars address N. ELMORE, 
Granby. Cr. Jan27,tf 

ANTED—A Newfoundland dog pup; must be 
very docile and kind. Any one haying such 

a dog for sale please address at once. FRANK 
FAILING, Neil House, Columbus, Ohio. Jan27, tt 

K OR SALE, Red Irish Setter pups, out of my 
Belle by Chester's Champion Scott. Wor price 

ete,, address W, J, Bickerton, Flatbush, cor. 5th 
Aves., Brooklyn, N. Y. Jan27,2b 

OR SALE AT A SACRIFICE, Irish Setter bitch 
Quail TII.; 3 years old; broken; winner ist N. 

¥., 1878; 2d, 1879. Address, E. L., 171 East sith St. 
Jan27,16 

The Bennel, 

N_THE STUD.—Gordons: black and tan, sire 
Rupert, imported 1877, by Shot, Jr., 1630, H K 

8 B, ex Kiona, 1680,EK CSB, dam’ Whip, Stod- 
dards imported Duke and Gypsy. Fee $25, Duke 
af Locust Vailey: olack and tan, limited to 5 bitches; 
stre, Taleao Kennel Club’s imported Grouse, E K C 
8 B5,097, ex Grace, 3d prize winner Gilmore’s, 1879 
Fee_ $25, Pupsfrom the above and othersof best 
imo'n Gordons on hand and for sale, also matured 
brood bitches in whelp. Address JAS. R. TILLEY, 
Locust Valley, L. I Nov25,tf 

OR SALE a yery handsome red Irish setter bitch 
puppy, elght months old, from the kennel of 

Horace silsby, Esq., Seneca Falls. Her sire is Dan 
and her dam Maud, and is granddaughter of the 
renowned Eicho, bred in St. Petersburg, Russia, 
and valued at $10,000. Address J. P, P., this office. 

Jani3,tf 

Ko SALH seyeral pure bred Irish red and Llew- 
ellin setters and setter pups. For prices and 

pedigrees, address B. F. DORRANCE, Wilkes- 
barre, Pa. jan20,4t 

He SALE, Pindee (by Dash III., ex Dora TIT.)s 
Count Dan, Carlowitz, Queen Bess, Frost IJ, 

Giadstone, Frost. The above dogs haye been 
broken and carefully hunted by me this fall. ad- 
dress CAPT. MOMURDO, Shadwell Depot, Albe- 
marle Co., Va. jan20,3t 

; OR SALE CHEAP two thoroughbred Irish red 
setter pups, three months old, containing one 

cross of Hicho and two of Plunket. Address FE. J, 
ROBBLNS, Wethersfield, Conn. jan20,tf 

ORTRAITS of Eastern Field Trial Winners, 
printed on fine tinte2 paper, will be sent post- 

paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $i. FOREST 
AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park Row, 

Dec30,tf ~ i. 

HAMPION TRIMBUSH.—This celebrated im- 
ported Clumber Spaniel, orange and white, has 

been placed for the season inthe stud. Pee, $20. 
Apply to FRANCIS O. DE LUZE, 18 South William 
Street, New York. Dec23,tt 
er ee 

os SALE.—Flfteen Foxhounds, first-prize stock, 
the finest and best. Address, with stamp, L. 

M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. Sept.23,bf 

OR SALE.—My red Irish setter bitch Nora, with 
the best of pedigrees ; six months old. Pointed 

and retrieved her first bird, and is a slasher in the 
field. Price $20. Address W. J. MORTON, Ports- 
mouth, Va. Oct2s, tf 

OR SALE, a well bred red (with a Uttle white 
setter puppy, 20 months old. Mas been handle: 

this fall, and breaker gives a good account of him. 
Apply to PIONEER, this office. Decs0,tt 

OR SALE, a highly bred pointer gyp, thor- 
oughly broken, 15 montlis old; price $i6. Ad- 

dress B. W. SELMER, 318 8. Sharp st , Baltimore, 
Md. - jan20,3b 

ors PUPPIES FOR SALE, bred from supe- 
riorimported stock. Address ESSEX COUNTY 

HUNT, Montclair, N.J. jan20,26 

Ghe Bennel, 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 
+“ PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 

Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prin- 

cipal English breeders, 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 
Reo AND FORWARDS Dogs, 

Fowls, etc., to any destination. Kennel 
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs trom Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the beat methods of importing, shipping, etc. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

BREEDING KENNEL 
oF 

M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. ©O,, N. ¥. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest straing. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beautift. and inteligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruited erouse anc woodzo0ck savoung 
and retrey.n,. Corresponaenia iniosiny stamp 
wil eet printed pedigrees, circulars, timo- 

ete. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken, 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

: water. 
4 N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedir 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms ‘River, N. 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best tield and best bredrea 
Irish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred ae Address W, N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. June?4,tf 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am ore- 
- pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oun: I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I oie the.dog, with 
discount to parties at long stances. <A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Soe 

ct 24 

ULEOUT KENNELS. —For pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

cocker Skip IL., liver and white, flat-coated, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guar- 
anteed, Address ROBERT WALKER, Keeper 
Duleout Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. 

LEN—B. and T.; by Colburn’s Dash ex Mul- 
Jin’s Belle. Theaboye dog, winner of first 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Field Trials+ will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Address 

H. F, ATEN, M.D., 
%4 Hanson place, 

Brook lyn,N, ¥ 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offera 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogsand bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, bet rnes etc., address. =. 

ROY Z. COLLINS 
Bepr 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U, 8. A. 

4 AGENTS FOR CARD’s NEW DOUBLE REVOLVING TRAP. 
Howard’s Steel Head Shells—Quality guaranteed. Pricelower than any other. 

= 

jewa ENGRAVER, 

Or W. R. ScHAEFER, 
jl Kim st., Boston. 

The Daly Gun, 
me HAS FINER BARRELS, 

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR 

Toany other Gun 

= COSTING TWICE THE MONEY. 
Shooting Uneurpassed. 
Lists furnished on application. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Or THos. L, Gooner, 

116 Girard aye., Phila 

Remington’s Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles, 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U. 

S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service. 
45 Cal.,70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

Prices: Carbines, $22; Frontier Rifles, $22 
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists, 

10 Shots, 

3; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $28. 

KEENE'S PATENT. 

E. REMINCTON & SONS., 283 Broadway,N.Y. P. O. Box 3,994, 
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Aliscellaneoug 

The Only Genuine 
IMPORTED 

RUSSIAN LEATHER 
JACKETS. 

Wind and waterproot, flexible as kid—fannel 

lined—tan color, wine color or black, Breast 

measure and length of sleeve only required. 

Price $12.50, sent by mail without extra ex- 

pense. These are the only Leather Jackets ap- 

propriate for sportsmen. They are a sure protec- 

tion against inclement weather. Address 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
Oak Hall, Boston, Mass., 

-~Manufacturers of the celebrated * Boston Shooting 
Suit’ and Importers of Leather Jackets. 

FLORIDA. 
Revised Descriptive Circular 

—~OFr = 

DeLAND, FLORIDA. 

JANUARY 8, 1831, 

The village of DeLand Is located five miles east of 
our landing, on the St. Johns Riyer, where all river 
steamboats pass; very near the geographical 
centre, north and south, of Volusia County, and 
almost exactly in the centre of the 

GREAT ORANGE BELT, 

This place is about: twenty-five miles from the 
Atlantic Ocean, and is almost constantly fayored 
with a tempere 

SEA BREEZE, 
and from its elevation above the river, its location 
among the pines, and Its isolation from all standing 
water, itis peculiarly adapted to the necessities of 
inyalids. 

This belt of land is about twenty miles long, and 
averages about five miles wide, is gently undu- 
lating, and, in our immediate vicinity, somewhat 
hilly. Our lands are 

UNSURPASSED IN FERTILITY 

by any pine region in the State In our village, 
which is only four years old, we have a 

FINE SCHOOL BUILDING, 

used also for union Sunday School and church ser- 
yices. 
We have daily mails. three general merchandise 

stores, one of the largest in South Florida, a drug 
store, millinery and notion store. 

101 FLORIDA AGRICULTURIST,” 

a large eight-page weekly paper. A railroad from 
our landing, via DeLand to the Atlantic coast, is 
chartered and work commenced; also material on 
hand for a telephone to our landing. Our boarding 
houses afford good fare at reasonable prices. if 
For the information of invalids we will add vhat 

several food physicians are settled in_our midst, 
cultivating oranges as 4 business, but affording ex- 
cellent medical aid when required, They report 
the following 

REMARKABLE HEALTH RECORD: 
‘During the years of 1878, 1879 and 1880, within a 

cireuit of six miles diameter, DeLand being the 
centre, with a population averaging over 250, many 
of whom came here invalids, there have been bub 
four deaths. Two were infants under six months, 
and twe were men who Game here sick.” 

A CHAIN OF LAKES 

northwest of us affords protection from frost so per- 
fect that the extreme cold of Dec. 29, 1880, did not 
injure our orange trees or 1ruit, 
We are olfering these choice lands to actual set- 

tlers at from ten to thirty dollars per acre Village 
lots and improved property for sale also. For 
further particulars call on or address 

J. Y. PARCE, 
DeLand, Volusia County, Fla. 

H, A. DeLAND, 
Fairport, Monroe Co., N.Y. 

COMBINED CATALOGUE OF 

PLA 
Will te Mailed Free to all who anply by re 

Lelter. 
Our Experimental Grounds in 

which we test our Vegetable and & 
Flower Seeds aremost complete; 
and our Greenhouses for Plants 
{covering 3 acres in glass), are & 

w the larcest in America, 

MPETER HENDERSON & CO. ff 
Bis eran sires Des saul E 2 

MANUAL OF 

OMOEHOPATEI 
Veterinary Practice. 
Designed for alt Domestic Antimalse 

Secund Enlarged Edition, Tiuatrated, 
Largs Bro., substuntially bound, Price $5.00. + 

(Pale boos iu specially written for the Btock-ruleer, Fanclet, 
Lrrery-stable man, aud Former, The directions lor treatmen 
tre plain, concise and relinble. Sent froe hy mail on recelpt of 
price Address: BOERICKE & TAFEL'S Homcmoratino PaABMA- 
eres ot New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago, Sew Or- 
fags, San Franciscn,  Bualpess Established in 1835, _ __ (1) 

Hotels and Zontes for Sportsmen. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran pids andCiacinnatiShort Lins 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN “MICHIGAN. 

ged Aten Aon oaeare nee 
eo TROUT abound in the streams, and 

oaty snnose waters, ONAYLING 's found 
“he GRAYLING Season open Jue Land cus 
Nov.1. © = 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 

LON: hy aise abound in large umber rt Che 
many es and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

. skill to his friends or “club” at home, ~3ice for 
packing fish can be had at m i 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.” The ace- 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
pete is peculiarly beneticial to those suffering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
sea 2 SUE ae are good, far sure 

ein countri 
afford Ube Fee ot Le eS eons 

iT @ season Round Excw = 
ets will be sold at low rates, an phan rater aathes 
grin rh ae ee and Sportsmen. pnerery aes 2 
vyners risk ’ iK Tackle ied Freeat 

ouraim tomakesportsmen feel “at h as 
wathisroute. Fr Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
strated book >f 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation anil ‘ccurate maps of the Fishing 
@ronnds and ')'ime Cards, address A. 5. HET, 

Ser. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Chesapeake & Ohio R._, 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler te 

the Best Hunting and Fishing , 

Grounds of Virginis and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
leghany Mountains, i e Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. ; 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery.of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa~ 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
; : phur Springs. 
Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 

West, Northwest and Southwest ; at ee | 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmon 
and Charlotteyille with the South, All modera 
{mproyements in equipment, 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co., 

mayl ly Richmond, Va. 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March Ith, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER'S P’'T (Platbush Ave, B’klyn,5 min, 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 P.M. Sundays, 
AM. 
Col. P’t& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.25 A-M., 

9.35, 3.30, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.m., 
12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35,10.35 A.M., 1.35, 5.35, 7, 10 P.M. 
Flushing, 6.3C, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 4.M., 2.35, 3.85, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10.45 P.M., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M,, 1.35, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 P.M. 

Far Rockaway, §.35, 11 A.M., 4.85, 5.35, TP.M. 
Rockaway Beach, 11 4.m,, 4.35 P.M Sundays, 94.M, 
and 6.95 P.M. 4 
Great Neck,6,30, 7.35. 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 35 P.M. 

Suturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.85, 5.35, 6.85 P.M. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, PES Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10P.M. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. C 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.85, 4.85, 5,35, 6.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 
A M., 6.35.P.M. f, 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.39 P.M. 3 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M,,3.35, 5,30 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M.,4.85 P.M. Sundays, 9A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.25 P.M. Sundays, 9 

A.D. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3,35, 4.35 

6.36, 6,7 P.M, eeyS Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.m., 135 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER’S P*T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11-30 A.m., 3.10, 4,10, 5.10,6.10 p.m. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply at 229 B’way, cor. Barclay. 

> W.M. LAFFAN Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLajs, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Hotels and Rontes for Sportsmen 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co,, 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
Reulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the Pa cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, saa 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also,+@ 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
AQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, - 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 
Frank THomson, Gen’) Manager. febii-té 

MALLORY LINES. 

Direct Steamers for Jacksonville, Fernan- 

dine, Florida, and for 

Nassau, N, P., and Matanzas, Cuba, 

FLORIDA STEAMERS leave New York 
Every Friday at 3 P. m., for 

Vibape ya and Fernandina Direct, and constl- 
8 

The Only Line Running to 
Florida Without Transfer. 

Passage and Freight at Low Rates, 

Nassall and Matanzas Steamers sail Dec.15 an 
thereafter every other Wednesday. 

After January 1 call at Fernandina, Fla. 

Nassau is the great resort of Tourist, Invalid and 
Sportsman. 

The Royal Victoria Hotel, beautifully situated 
and well kept, is the best and cleanest house in the 
West Indies, 

For all particulars, Florida Rates of Passage and 
Freight, Nassau Pamphlet, ete., apply to 

C. H. MALLORY & CO., 

Agents, 

PIER 20, EAST RIVER, NEW YORE. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S$ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 

new cars ‘‘ DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kiteh- 

en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 

vided ae ee ae Cag ee for guns and 
ng 

tackle, and kennels for dogs. 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. Poy 

Do., Chicago, jez6 dmos, 

Wild Fowl! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S BE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I, 

¥ A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 

bayman. Has always. on hand the best ot 

boats, batteries, etc., with tho largestrig of train- 

ed wild- geese decoys on the coast. The best 

ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 

shooting of all varieties. 5 ecial attention given 

by himself to bis guests, an satisfaction euarap- 

teed, Address Wm.N, LANE, Good Ground, L, 

Refers by permission tot .B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 

way and. Wim. Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N.Y. 

Old Dominion Line. 
ee STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections in the country. Connecting di- 

rect for Chincoteague, Cobb’s sland, and points 

onthe Peninsula, City Point, James 

rituck, Florida and the ee er country of 

Virginia, Tennessee, etc, Nortollc ateamers Bail 

Tneaday,.Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del, 

Monday and Thursday at 3 P.a. Hull information 

wiven at office, 197 Greenwich Street, Ney York. 

HARRIS’S 
LEATHER HUNTING JACKETS 

YOR DUCK AND PIGHON SHOOTING. 
WIND PROOF. 

EDWIN 8S. HARRIS, 
177 Broadway. ; 

River, Cur- 

——~ —— 

Onns, Gt. 

IF YOU 

Want to Buy a Cun. 

IF YOU DON’T BUY 
There is no expense in calling and examining the 

Stock of fine guns at 

943 BROADWAY, 

AND 

IF YOU DO BUY 

You will certainly save from fifteen to twenty per 
pane 80 don’t fail to call before pirchasthg else- 
where. 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
943 Broadway, New York, 

A FINE GUN. 

A W. & C. Scott & Son's breech-loader, Premier 
quality, with one set of 12-bore barrels and one set 
of 1-bore barrels, with implements for each, the 
whole put up in the finest sole leather case that can 
be made. The implements are the finest that 
could be procured in England, and in every respect 
the whole outfit is the finest these celebrated 
makers can turn out. The sole leather case is an 
extra cover made of heavy canvas and rubber lined, 
To be seen at 

CHARLES L, RITZMANN’S 
GUN STORE, 

9143 Broadway, New Work, 

THE ORIGINAL j 

AMIERIGAN HAMMERLESS, 
GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP 
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS. 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire. 

Stocks Bent to Any Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
ll4 W. PRATT STREET, |BALTIMORE, MD 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
FREE BY MAIL. 

IONEER WORKS 
» BIRMINGHAM, \ 

ENGLAND. 

@» WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE, 
‘tf 
i Lyman'spatent combination Gun Sight 
sed ip 8 great improvement in rear sighta. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
, scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn, 

: = fn market, 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush) || 
® and full directions sent free of postsze.# 

Tn ordering give califire of gun. Send for cercular. 
cutee, Address. Ty YARDLEY BROWN)» Iho, Pe 

CHARLES GREEN, manufacturer of FINE 
DREEOH-LOADING SHOT-GUNS. Send tor price 
list, & West Main St., Rochester, N. ¥. 
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